
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:56 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: UNC Banking invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on LinkedIn 

Ok. I have not had a chance to look yet so let’s hold offfor awhile. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1,2013, at 2:46 PM, "BoVrz,, Conrad" <cbx~r~z(ebemail.unc.edn> wrote: 

Y*-’_~s I war, ted you to s(!,-_~ the ~l,-_~w" group be[or,:_~ it~v~tir~g other 

Cheers, 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 0~, 20~3 2:40 PH 
To: Bor~, Conrad 
Subject: ~: UNC Banking invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on LinkedIn 
Conrad - Did yot~ ~end this? 

Lissa 

F~m~ messaqes-noreplg@bounce.linkedin.com [ma~l~:messaqes-norepl~@bounceJinkedin.com] On ~ehalf ~ UNC Banking (kinkedIn Groups) 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 01, 2013 ll:31 AN 
Te= Broome, kissa k 
Subject= UNC Banking invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on kinkedIn 

kinkedln 

From: UNC Banking 

Date: 10/01/2013 

Subject: UNC Banking invites you to join UNC Center for Banking and Finance on Linkedln 

UNC Banking wrote: 

I would like to invite you to join my group on Linkedln. 

-UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:12 PM 

Martha PutaJl~, Ph.D. <putall~@duke.edu2 

Re: WBCA Summit Memo 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 3:24 PM, "Martha Putall~, Ph.D." <putallaz@duke.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Shannon Reynolds" <shannonr~wbca.org> 

To: "cmw25(~psu.edu" <cmw25(~psu.edn>, "matthew.mitchell~,~ukv.edu" <matthew.mitchell(~uk-g, .edu>, "dlpip(~kstatesports.com" 

Subject: WBCA Stmimit Memo 

WBCA Board of Directors Hopefully you have had an opportunity, to read the press releases following the White Paper Snmmit which 

took place Monday in Indianapolis. We are thankful to the NCAA for making sure our membership and specifically our elected 

representatives were present and actively engaged in all discussion and decisions. 

Yesterday, the VVBCA Board of Director’s Governance and Legislative Subcommittee met via conference caJl. Co-chairs Mult~t McGraw, 

Coquese WashinUton and DI Legi slative Chair, Jen Ri7zotti attended the Summit and with the support of the subcommittee drat~ted the 

attached memo. This memo serves to a)tirm our position and assist with communication to con[~rence offices and our membership. We 

be sending this to Division I ConIhrence Captains and cont~rence office representatives today and discussing on our DII and DIII 
Conference Captains calls on October 7. 

Since it is a non-scholastic weekend, I’m sure there roll be lots of discussion regarding the new initiatives and as WBCA Board of Director’s 

we wanted to make sure you received this prior to ~nass distribution. I apologize for those who will receive this numerous times due to your 

dual roles as board members and captains! 

Thank you and safe travels, 

Shannon Reynolds 

WBCA COO 

shannonr@wbca.org 

770-279-8027 x118 

<092713 white~oaper summit memo.pdf~ 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bmome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11: 5 l AM 

Jim Fraser (jim@goodwinsearch.com) 

Charlotte folks in our database 

DOC.PDF 

Jim -- 

Some names frown our database for folks who list Charlotte as their address. 

tIope this helps. 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:25 PM 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu-~; Frederick Russ <russfa@ucmail.uc.edu> 

1~9;: [UC-FACULTY] Missed Class Policy - Student Athletes - and Athletics in General 

Thanks, Fritz. This is helpful and is an issue we struggle with here too. 

kissa 

From-" Dean, .lr., James W. 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 02, 2013 9:21 PM 

To-" Frederick Russ 
C¢-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: [UC-FACULTY] Missed Class Policy - Student Athletes - and Athletics in General 
Fritz - thanks for sharing this. An interesting look into the issues UC faces. 

Hope all is well. 

Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 

Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 1:51 PM, "Frederick Russ" <rj~!}~.~2~.}~.5.~k~!.!:~!j~:~.[~!}.> wrote: 

Jim and Lissa, 

Thought you might be interested in this email and document from Cincinnati’s Chair of the University Faculty, who is also on the Athletics Advisory 

Council, which I designed at President Nancy Zimpher’s request when I became the FAR. (And, before I retired, I also communicated annually with the 

faculty about topics like this). I know that it may not be completely appropriate for UNC since you may already have a missed class policy and you may 

or may not agree with some of Rich’s comments; but it may also stimulate your thoughts about UNC’s missed class policy and also about what and who 

should be communicating with the faculty about student-athletes. 

Best wishes. 

Fritz 

From: Faculty Announcement List [~?!~!!~9.:.~!~i:..:a.’:~..c..!k!t~!~?,.!!~.e..~!~dk,’.hS?.{!;~!] On Behalf Of Miller, Richard (millra) 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:02 PM 

Subject-" [UC-FACULTY] Missed Class Policy - Student Athletes - and Athletics in General 
Dear Members of the Faculty, 

I know that many of us are frustrated with the state of Athletics at UC. Many Faculty Members are unhappy about the fact that the Athletic Subsidy remains high 
and there is little chance of a reduction in the near future, that we are starting another large fundraising event and taking on debt for the stadium and that the 
salaries of some of our coaches exceed entire Departments budgets. I can assure you that I and the members of Senate have worked to keep these issues 
before the President and the Athletic Director. 

As one sign of progress, I can tell you that President Ono and AD Babcock have agreed to provide regular, detailed financial reports on the Nippert Stadium 
project to the Senate. The Senate wants to assure that we do not have a repeat of previous situations where promised fund-raising did not occur and the 
University was stuck with the debt. If Whir Babcock is correct in his projections, Nippert should generate additional revenue beyond that needed to pay for the 
renovations and Senate continues to push the idea that a significant portion of these additional revenues need to be used to reduce the subsidy rather than fund 
new programs. 

However, regardless of our opinion of Athletics, we need to keep one group in mind: our student athletes. These young women and men did not create a sports- 
crazed society where people will pay hundreds of dollars for a sporting event ticket but object to a $100 tax increase for schools. While some of our student 
athletes play for the love of game, for many of our student athletes sports helps them afford an education that is beyond the reach of their family’s resources. 
For a few, sports was a way out of bad situations at home, at school or in their neighborhood. 

I am on the Athletic Advisory Council and I get regular updates on the progress of our student-athletes. Associate AD Joe Luckey and his staff have made great 
progress on the "student" part of "student-athlete". 

They instituted "summer bridge" programs, patterned of programs in Colleges like CEAS, for some of our at risk freshmen student athletes. 

For six straight years the athletic department GPA has been above 3.0 (55% of athletes achieve 3.0 or higher every semester) 

Last year, 19 students had 4.0 GPAs - Fall 12 and 25 in spring 13 (7 had 4.0 for entire year) 

Lacrosse earned Big East Team Academic Excellence Award for highest GPA in conference 
Using August 2012, December 2012 and April 2013 graduations, 81 student-athletes officially graduated. For the last ten years, when student-athletes have 

completed their athletic eligibility, almost 90% have officially graduated from UC. 

Of course, we all know that part of academic success is coming to class. The Athletic Department has reassessed and revised the Missed Class Policy for Student 

Athletes (attached). 

Some important notes: 

The policy holds the student-athlete and the coaches responsible for assuring attendance. 



The responsibility for enforcing this policy rests with Athletics. However, faculty co-operation is greatly appreciated in helping Athletics enforce this policy. 

The policy applies to student-athletes even if the professor’s stated (or unstated) attendance policy is less rigorous. If a professor has a more rigorous 
attendance policy, that will be enforced. 

Athletics IS a University sponsored program, so we DO have to accommodate student athletes who need to miss classes due to athletic events, However, the 
policy does require the coaching staff to minimize these absences within the bounds of common sense and fiscal responsibility, If you have any questions about 
this or have some difficulty with making an accommodation, please contact Associate AD Joe Luckey, 

Sorry for yet another long email, but these are important issues and I want to keep everyone informed. 

Rich 
Richard Miller, PhD, PE, FPCI 
Professor, School of Advanced Structures 
Chair of the University Faculty 
University of Cincinnati 

<missed class- scheduling poliw.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:14 AM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu:~ 

1),22: Good job today 

Thanks, Judith. I appreciated [he further inpu[ so we can get this righL Thanks to you ]:or your leadership and inspiration and your confidence ~n rne so mary year’s 

ago now when you gave me the opportunity to serve w~th you as Associate Dean, ~ ~earned so much from that experience. It makes me glad to see    getting the 

t~ext genera[:~ot~ trah~ed u~)- at~J o[:hers 

~~k~? ~:are and no worrk~s Bbou[ 

kbsa 

F~m: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Nent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:25 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Good job ~day 

You are my heroine. It’s hard working on the fly with 50 lawyers watching you and making suggestions. Thanks for all you do. I had scheduled to go to but 

think on balance I need to be at the law school for so may not get there. W~sh I could. Just wanted you to know that you inspire me always.--- 

Judith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 10:15 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@emaJl.unc.edu:~; Krau~, Joan H <jhkrause@email.unc.edu> 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Revised T&P Language 

Revisions to Tenure and Promotion Policy.docx 

Jack, Jeff, and Joan, 

This is the memo I intend to send out to the faculty at the end of the day soliciting further input on the language regarding exceptional engagement. 

Please let me know if you have any changes to the language or the procedure outlined in thememo. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_ll_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__~Z_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 
Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 7, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013 faculty meeting, the faculty adopted three changes to the revised 
Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 2013. Two of the changes were not subject 
to much discussion and ~vere adopted. The third change, adding a standard relating to 
exceptional engagement and providing a definition of that term was discussed thoroughly. The 
faculty adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. This memo 
sets forth all three changes and invites any further discussion of the "exceptional engagement" 
definition and standard. 

Please contact Lissa Broome with any additional suggestions regarding "exceptional 
engagement by Wednesday, November 9, at 5:00 p.m. The Tenure and Promotion Committee is 
meeting November 10 and will consider all suggestions and determine whether it wishes to 
propose any further changes to the language. 

Clarify Import of Statements Made by Dean at the Annual Review 

The language underlined below was added to Section II.B. of the Policy: 

In each case of review for tenure or promotion, P&T will review the candidate’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service as described below. The dean also meets at least 
annually with every faculty member to review what he or she has done over the past year. 
In these annual reviews, the dean discusses with untenured faculty members and any 
faculty members contemplating promotion their progress in fulfilling the requirements for 
tenure or promotion. Any statements made by the dean in this annual review should not 

be relied upon as an indication of whether a faculty member will ultimately be awarded a 
promotion or tenure. 

This change is made at the suggestion of University Counsel to clarify the role of the dean’s 
annual review. 

Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
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tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 
to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
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successfully taking on unusual burdens, ~vhether in classroom teaching or working with 
students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 
other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section IRA, with the specific 
observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to sew’ice": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 
duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, engagement is scholarly, creative or 
pedagogical activities for the public ,good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
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university. Such activities (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows a 
demonstrated commitment to engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinary service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued future achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitment to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s Centers and whose primary duties lie in areas other 
than teaching and scholarship. 

We believe "exceptional engagement" is especially important for a Center director and that it is 
likely that Center directors may be recruited from the profession without an extensive scholarly 
record in traditional academic scholarship or a teaching portfolio, but who nevertheless can make 
significant contributions to the Center’s activities, particularly serving societal needs. 

The changes made to the language at the faculty meeting substituted the word 
"extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement for "significant" and "unusual." The 
change made to the standard rel ated to exceptional engagement eliminated the possibility that 
someone could be promoted based on exceptional engagement, reserving this category for 
someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 10:37 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@ema~J.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@emaJl.unc.edu:~; Krau~, Joan H <jhkrause@email.unc.edu> 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Revised T&P Language 

Jack ---I think that is a good suggestion. The language I used borrowed from the language applicabfe to law librarians, which is perhaps not the best comparison. 

I will refine the menu with .Jeff’s suggestions and your suggestion and send ~t out first thing tomorrow asking the faculty for any add~t~ona~ suggestions by 

Wednesda~e~’en~ng. TheT&PComm~eecancons~der~lsugges~onsat~tsmee~n~onThursd~v. T&P could then send out one fin~l ema~ Thursda~ afternoon 

~vil:h our fina~ language and ~f it differs from what was d~scussed at the facuh:y meeting (ss ]t would ~v~th your change) ask for anyone who does not favor ~:he 

revised change to reply a~l. ~-lo~)efu~ly, ~:he drculation of the revised language ~:omorro~v w~th one final opportunity to o:~mment w~l e~id~: any further suggestions 

or objections now, rather than after our committee’s l:~nsl recornmendation~ 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Boger, Jack 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 ~0:26 PM 
To= Broome, L~ssa L; H~rsch, Jeffrey Michael; Krause, Joan H 
C¢= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject= RE: Revised T&P Language 

This email p~obably comes ~oo late m the day, and i[" so, ~h~’s fine, ~;ince our lan£ua~e is p]e~ty good enou£h, My one additiomd, 

minute ~houg~h~, though, looks to the provJson ~-~bout ~he ~’~:’~-~re circumstance/’ m which a candidate w~ho d~mons~ra~es exc~p~iona] 

eng’agement mis}~t recei~e appeintme~t as a prefesser of law. The prescott draft describe one intem[ed candid~:,te fittin8 t]:~:,t b~ll as "the 

director of one of the law school’s cen~ers and whose prJma~5- duties lie in areas othe~~ ~ban ~eacbing and ~z[~ola~sbJp.’’ My 

would be [;.u~ a modified description -- a "dh’ector of one of [~e law school’s centers, wl~ose d~t;ies eo~.seq~e]3tly i~.txh~de major 

resfm~sibilities beyo~d tez-~ching an d sd:~olm:’s]:~ip." The present h:mguage irnplicitly suggests that tempter db’edors dont h~:we 

duties ha teachin g and s~:hola~sb~p. 

]]ence, ra[~er [ban say that t[~ose 

arez-u~ aren’t "primary,’ it might be more prude~t to turn t]:~e lens m:’ound and state t]:~:,t the exceptionally enguged center director will 

neces~ar~ly bare major ~esponsibi[i~ies beyond ~eacbing and scholarship. 

Just a thought. 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 20~3 ~0:14 AN 
To: Boger, Jack; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Krause, Joan H 
¢c~ Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
8u~ject: Revised T&P Language 

Jack, Jeff, and Joan, 

TNs is the memo I intend to send out to the faculty at the end of the day sNicit~ng further input on the language regarding exceptional engagement. 

Please let me know if you have any changes to the language or the procedure outlined in thememo. 

Thanks, 

kissa 
kissa k. groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking kaw 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of kaw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal~ 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 
Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 8, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. This memo sets forth 
all three changes and invites any further discussion of the "exceptional engagement" definition 
and standard. One further change has been suggested since the meeting regarding the standard 
related to exceptional engagement and I have included it in highlighted language for your 
consideration. 

Please contact Lissa Broome with any additional suggestions regarding "exceptional 
engagement" by Thursday, October 10, at 10:00 am. The Tenure and Promotion Committee 
meets later that day and will consider all suggestions, including the highlighted language below, 
and determine whether it wishes to propose any further changes to the language. We will send 

out one final email Thursday evening with our proposed final language and if it differs from 
what was discussed at the faculty meeting (which it would if we include the highlighted 
language), will ask for anyone who does not favor the revised change to reply all. Let me invite 
you to suggest further changes to the language NOW so the committee can thoughtfully consider 
your suggestions when we meet Thursday afternoon. 

Clarify Import of Statements Made by Dean at the Annual Review 

The language underlined below was added to Section II.B. of the Policy: 

In each case of review for tenure or promotion, P&T will review the candidate’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service as described below. The dean also meets at least 
annually with every faculty member to review ~vhat he or she has done over the past year. 
In these annual reviews, the dean discusses with untenured faculty members and any 
faculty members contemplating promotion their progress in fulfilling the requirements for 
tenure or promotion. Any statements made by the dean in this annual review should not 
be relied upon as an indication of whether a faculty member will ultimately be awarded a 
promotion or tenure. 

This change is made at the suggestion of University Counsel to clarify the role of the dean’s 
annual review. 

Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 
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IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 

of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July I immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 

above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 

to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 
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"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 
students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 

a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievemenf’ is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and sew’ice to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 

other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 

of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’s other 
duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to sew’ice and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
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through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, e~gageme~ is scholarly, creative or 
pedagogical activities for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activities (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows a 
~ell eg{ablighed commitment to engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinary service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued future achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitment to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s Centers, whos~ during ~o~s~qu~nfly ~nd~d~ maio~ 
~ ~ ~ p6 n~i b~ l i {i~ i na d d i{~ 6n { 6 { ~ a ~ h i~g a ~d g~ h ~l~hip. 

[The highlighted language replaces "whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching and 
scholarship." This language parallels that in the bullet point just above regarding librarians. I 
did not mean to suggest that center directors don’t have primary duties in teaching and 
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scholarship, so I think the highlighted language is more appropriate for this bullet point than that 
previously used.] 

We believe "exceptional engagement" is especially important for a Center director and 
that it is likely that Center directors may be recruited from the profession without an extensive 
scholarly record in traditional academic scholarship or a teaching portfolio, but who nevertheless 
can make significant contributions to the Center’s activities, particularly serving societal needs, 
while also teaching and engaging in scholarship. 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
for "significant" and "unusual." The change made to the standard related to exceptional 
engagement eliminated the possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional 
engagement, reserving this category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. 

Please let us have the benefit of your other suggestions by this Thursday at lO:O0 a.m. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:19 AM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <jndith wegner@unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Weisbnrd, Ma~k <amw@email.unc.e&~; 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu> 

T & P Committee Meeting 

Friends - We have a meeting scheduled for this Thursday from 3-4:30 in Room 5067. We need to consider any comments and suggestions I receive in the next few 

days regarding changes to our revised Tenure and Promotion document as it relates to "exceptional engagement." I circulated an additional call for suggestions 

earlier this morning. 

In addition, please be prepared to update the status of your collection of the information necessary to evaluate each of our candidates. We need to develop a 

timetable for consideration of our recommendations by the full professors. 

See you Thursday. Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http:,/www.law.unc.edu, images/news, media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 11:21 AM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@emaJl.nnc.edu-~ 

ILE: T & P Committee Meeting 

From: Weisburd, Mark 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 08, 2023 20:52 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" RE: T & P Committee Meeting 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 08, 2023 8:29 AM 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Daye, Charles E.; Weisburd, Mark; Saver, Richard S 
Subject; T & P Committee Meeting 

Friends - We have a meeting scheduled for this Thursday from 3-4:30 in Room 5067. We need to consider any comments and suggestions I receive in the next few 

days regarding changes to our revised Tenure and Promotion document as it relates to "exceptional engagement." I circulated an additional call for suggestions 

earlier this morning. 

In addition, please be prepared to update the status of your collection of the information necessary to evaluate each of our candidates. We need to develop a 

timetable for consideration of our recommendations by the full professors. 

See you Thursday. Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://~w.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:31 PM 

Conley, John M %imconley@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Tenure and Promotion Policy 

Thanks, John. 

~.issa 

From: Conley, John M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 1:10 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Tenure and Promotion Policy 

Looks good, Lissa. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 8:06 AN 
To." The law_faculty mailing list 
Subject: [law_faculty] Tenure and Promotion Policy 
Friends -Thanks for the thoughtful discussion at last Thursday’s faculty meeting. I have attached a memo describing the two changes we adopted to our new 

Promotion and Tenure Standards and the third change that we discussed thoroughly with the language that we added at and voted for at the faculty meeting. In 

addition, I added a couple of other suggested changes (highlighted in yellow) for your consideration. Please consider the "exceptional engagement" definition and 

standard and make any other comments or suggestions you have by Thursday at 3[0:00 a.m. The Promotion and Tenure committee meets Thursday afternoon and 

will consider your suggestions and send out Thursday evening a final proposal for your consideration (assuming that there are changes -like the highlighted 

language -above and beyond what we approved at our meeting). 

So, this is your notice and comment period. Thanks for giving us your thoughts now. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:~9.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
htt p:flwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n king fin a nce 
web542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:11 PM 

Krause, Joan H <jhkrause@emaJl.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Tenure and Promo~on Policy 

Okay. Thanks, Joam 

From: Krause, Joan H 
Sent= Tuesday, October 08, 20:13 3::t3 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Tenure and Promotion Policy 

Lissa: 
I’ve had some discussion with various faculty members, including 

issue. I will t~ to catcln you before your meeting to explain. 

Thanks, 

Joan 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 08, 2013 8:06 AN 
Te; The la~facul~ mailing list 
Subject= [law_faculN] Tenure and Promotion Policy 

, and it appears that there may be a need for more in-person discussion of this 

Friends -Thanks for the thoughtful discussion at last Thursday’s faculty meeting. I have attached a memo describing the two changes we adopted to our new 

Promotion and Tenure Standards and the third change that we discussed thoroughly with the language that we added at and voted for at the faculty meeting. In 

addition, I added a couple of other suggested changes (highlighted in yellow) for your consideration. Please consider the "exceptional engagement" definition and 

standard and make any other comments or suggestions you have by Thursday at :10:00 a.m. The Promotion and Tenure committee meets Thursday afternoon and 

will consider your suggestions and send out Thursday evening a final proposal for your consideration (assuming that there are changes -like the highlighted 

language -above and beyond what we approved at our meeting). 

So, this is your notice and comment period. Thanks for giving us your thoughts now. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 

http:llvcw~.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 

web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:37 AM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu> 

1~9;: Tenure and Promotion Policy 

Thanks, Etizabeth~ I will share this with the committee. So you would anticipate that it: we hired an associate with tenure (under language revised as you 

suggested) that the person could not be promoted to full under th~s standard, and could only advance to fu~ under the standards for everyone else? 

[.~ssa 

F~m= Gibson, S, Elizabeth 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 09, 2013 ~1:09 AN 

To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject= RE: Tenure and Promotion Policy 

L~ss3 - ~ khink the po~[c:V ~ooks good~ ~’ve SL~ggeske~ Sortie mg~o~ wording changes in the attached ~ocument. One question ~ ha~ ak the meek[rig, buk 

6eci~e~ not to raise, ~s whether we 5hour6 leave room for the possibility of appointing 5omeone under d~[5 new s~anda~d as a tenured associate professor 

to direct a center. My suggestion at the meet~qg was just to e~iminate the Ooss~bi~ity of us~qg the standard for ~ntemal oromot~o~, rather thaq 

appointment, but I didn’t necessarily mean to el~m~nate a55odate professor~ It may be, as gou suggesL that beca~Js~ we’r~ th~k~g of 5omeone with 

extraordinary service constituting exceptiona~ e~gagemeqL we’d only be using the staqdard to h~re 5omeone at a 5en~or ~evel. You m~ght raise the issue 

w~th ~oL~r committee, bdt I’~ ok w~th k~ep~qg it a5 it ~. (If assoc~at~ pro~e5~or were added, that wouM meaq they couldn’t be promoted to fun professor 

under d~[s standard.) 

Elizabeth 

S Elizabeth Gibson 

Burton Crai~e Professo~ of Law 

5073 Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C.8. # ~380 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-3380 

Phone: (919) 962-8[~6 

Fax: (919) 962--1277 

F~m: Broome, Mssa L [mailto:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 20~3 8:06 AM 
Te: The la<facul~ mailing list 
Subject: [la<facul~] Tenure and Promotion Policy 
Friends -Thanks for the thoughtful d~scuss~on at last Thursday’s faculty meeting. I have attached a memo descriNng the two changes we adopted to our new 

Promotion and Tenure Standards and the third change that we discussed thoroughly with the language that we added at and voted for at the faculty meeting. In 

addition, I added a couple of other suggested changes (highlighted in yellow) for your consMeration. Please consider the "exceptional engagement" definition and 

standard and make any other comments or suggestions you have by Thursday at 10:00 a.m. The Promotion and Tenure committee meets Thursday afternoon and 

will consider your suggestions and send out Thursday evening a final proposal for your consideration (assuming that there are changes -like the highlighted 

language -above and beyond what we approved at our meeting). 

So, this is your notice and comment period. Thanks for giving us your thoughts now. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
htt p:flwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n king fin a nce 
web542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:48 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

3 - FW: Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Women in the Boardroo~n The Harva~rd Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial 

Regulation 

L 

From: Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 20J.3 4:22 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Conley, John IVl 
Subject; Fwd: Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Women in the Boardroom -- The Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 

Duke University 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

._k___r_a__W_!___e___c__@ l a w. d u k e. e d u 

919-613-7197 

Begin forwarded message: 

R e s e n t - F ro m: ._k__[__a____w_j___e___c___@[_a____w___;__d____u___k____e__:__e____d___u__ 
From: "SokoI,D Daniel" <sokold@law.ufl.edu> 
Subject: Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Women in the Boardroom m The Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate 
Governance and Financial Regulation 
Date: October 6, 2013 9:53:30 AM EDT 
To: Kimberly D Krawiec <~~k~~~r~~~a~~~~w~~!~~e~~~~c~~~@!~~~a~~~~w~~:~~~d~~~u~~~~k~~~e~~~;~~e~~~~d~~~u~~> 
http:i:blogs~law, harvard, edu/corp~ov/2013/10/04/breaking-the- ~lass-ceilhN- women-in-the- boardroomi#more- 53325 

Danny 

D. Da~iel Sokol 

Associate Prot~ssor of Law 

University of Florida Levin College of Law 

Holland Law Center 

PO Box 117625 

G~Jnesville, FL 32611 

Phone: 352-273-0968 

Fax: 352-392-3005 

e-mM: sokol~/~law.ufl.edu 

SSRN Page: 

h~p:/,’papers~ssru.comisol3/cf deviAbsByAufh.cfin?per i~362604 
Blog: http:i/lawprofessors.typepM.comiantim~stp~f blog/ 

Bny my la’mst ~ok: 

http:i/~’w.snp.o~ibook.cgi?id=21969 
See my book ~des ruth S~nlbN University Press: htt~;//w~wvsngoE~bmw~cgi?~=sefies&y=G~ba~%2~C~mNfi~n%2~Law%2~and%2~Ec~omics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:20 AM 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

ILE: ACCFL - initial notice of November 10, 2013 meeting of the Board of Regents (by conference call) ]Notice to Regents] 

Peter’--. I have anod~er rneeting that is expected to fast untif 4:30 today, I will join the call when I can, 

Lissa [.. 

Wells ~:argo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

C5#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7056 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibank[ng 

~ccess rny papers on SSRN at: 

From: Peter Carson [mailto:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
Sent; Thursday, October 03, 20:13 9:00 PM 
Te; katherine.allen@stites.com; ’sames@stearnsweaver.com’; ’aboss@drexel.edu’; ’richard.brown@bryancave.com’; ’daryl.clark@blakes.com’; ’bob.downey@cat.com’; 
’egross@vedderprice.com’; ’tharmon@sidley.com’; ’Kathleen Hopkins’;          _~gmail.com’; ’mkavanaugh@buchalter.com’; ’elester@caltonfields.com’; 

’lindquistm@lanepowell.com’; ’pmartinson@sidley.com’; ’carolyn.richter@troutmansanders.com’; ’pstevens@allenmatkins.com’; jeremy.ffiedberg@lf-pc.com; 
candance.jones@ny.frb.com; Broome, Lissa L; arthur.cohen@haynesboone.com; pguida@duffysweeney.com; phodnefi@cscinfo.com; nkling@shergarner.com; 
vtucker@hunton.com 
C¢; ’Leianne Cfittenden’; Lynn A. Soukup Esq. (lynn.soukup@pillsburylaw.com); Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com); Chin, Sylvia; Rockers, Christopher 
S..bject; ACCFL - initial notice of November :t0, 20:t3 meeting of the Board of Regents (by conference call) [Notice to Regents] 
The Board of Regents of the American College of Commercial Finance Lawyers traditionally has a meeting in November of each year, and so it will again this year. 
Notice is hereby given a meeting of the Board of Regents to be held in accordance with the Bylaws of the ACCFL by conference call on Thursday, November 10, 2012 at 4:00 
pm Eastern Daylight Time (1:00 pm PDT, 2:00 pm MDT and 3:00 pm CDT). 
The agenda will be distributed by electronic mail prior to the meeting. 
The dial-in information for the conference call is: 
Telephone no.: 1 (800) 901-9719 
Passcode: 475-085# 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions orto let me know in advance that you will not be available for the call. 
Many thanks. 
Peter Carson, Secretary 
Peter H Carson 

415.774 2935 i dire~:I 

i .4~ 540}2 {;045 i di~ ct 
PCarson(@slneppardmullin corn i Bi~o 

Sh÷ppard~S~lli~ 

~our [r::barced~ro C~r:tcr i;’th floor 
Ssl: Frer:ciscr~ CA 941 
4/1~ 434 9100 main 
~,~,~,~,v .sh e £]?a rd m u]lin .corn 

Circnlar 230 Notice: In accordance with Tre&su~ Regulations we notify you that an5, tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to be 

used, and cannot be nsed by any taxpayer, for the purpose of(i) m~oiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, maxketing or recommending to another parbj any transaction 

or matter addres~d herein (or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is ~nt by a law firm a~d may contain intbrmation fl~at is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please notit~j the 

sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 8:29 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

April 2013 Minutes. docx; Copy of Athletics Council Member Li st 2013 -2014.xl sx 

Hi Michelle - It is a group that meets only once or twice a year and includes representatives from the faculty (Joy and 

me), students (student body president and Carolina Athletic Association President), staff (employee forum chair), Rams 

Club (chair or chair-elect), alumni (General Alumni Association Board members who are on an athletic subcommittee - 
Ferg Norton, Eddie Fogler, and Doug Paschal). 

I’ve attached the membership list and the minutes from our last meeting. As FAR, I chair the committee. 

Thanks for joining us. 

Lissa 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

Lissa, 

I responded to all that I can attend. Can you give me some more information regarding this Athletics Council group? I 

do not believe I know which this one is yet. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:57 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; NorLon, Molly; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Tile, Vince; Po~j~je, Paul 
Subject: Re: Athletics Council Meetin~j Friday, October 18 

Good idea about Michelle. 

I will ask about here availability? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:11 PM 



To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Co: Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

Hi Bubba - I could chair the meeting any time after 10:30 on October 18. Could Molly work with GAA to find the best 

time for their board members, find a place for the meeting, and communicate the agenda, time, place, and roster to the 

committee members? 

The agenda looks fine. One other possible item would be to ask Michelle to attend and explain her plans for academic 

support, but I leave that to your discretion. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Athletics Council Meeting Friday, October 18 

Lissa, 

As you recall, I will be out of town on October 18 and cannot be present for the Athletics Council meeting. 

If you are able to lead the meeting, please let me know if the below agenda works for you. You can choose the time of 

the meeting based on your schedule and when the GAA Board meets. 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

DRAFT Athletics Council Meeting Agenda 

Friday, October 18, 2013 

1. Rawlings Report (Broome) 

2. Agents- Secretary of State (llle & Pogge) 

3. Faculty Council Meeting (Broome) 

4. Faculty Athletics Committee (Broome) 
5. General Questions from Council (All) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

"We Educote and Inspire through Athletics" 



Athletics Council 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Minutes 
April 12, 2013 

Council Members Present: Lissa Broome, Lowry Caudill, Glynis Cowell, Eddie Fogler, 
Beverly Foster,                                              Ferg Norton, Jackie Overton 

Athletic Department Personnel Present: Bubba Cunningham, Karlton Creech 

Welcome and Introductions 
Lissa Broome welcomed members of the Council to the meeting and asked each person to 
introduce themselves. 

Carolina Athletics Strategic Plan 
Bubba Cunningham reviewed the Department’s Strategic Plan. 

Mission Statement: 
Values: 

Responsibility: 

Innovation: 
Service: 
Excellence: 

Priorities 

We educate and inspire through athletics. 

Do what is right. 
Find a better way. 

Put others first. 
Work hard. Play smart. Win together. 

Alignment with the mission of the University. 
Academic achievement (top 3 in conference/top 10 in nation). 
Athletic performance (top 3 in conference/top 10 in nation). 
Administrative engagement with internal and external constituencies to pursue resources 
and administrative structures necessary for success. 

Discussion 
The strategic planning presentation spawned discussion of a number of related issues. 

¯ Bubba noted that his data indicated that student-athletes at private institutions tended to 
perform better academically while large, public institutions capture more of the athletic 
success. UNC’s goal is to do both. 

¯ Glynis Cowell, Bev Foster, and Lissa discussed some of the ways the Faculty Athletics 
Committee (FAC) was connecting with student-athletes including conducting focus 
groups at a Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) meetings and establishing FAC 
liaisons with each team. 

¯ Ideas to improve the student-athlete experience 
Arranging interactions with alums like the Men’s Lacrosse team’s visit to NYC 
with NYC area alumni regarding career opportunities 

o Mentoring by former student-athletes 
~ Hosting a reception for new student-athletes and their parents as part of C-TOPs 



Ideas 

Ideas 

© 

© 

Have a formal jacket presentation ceremony (look at monogram clubs at Notre 
Dame, Wisconsin and Michigan) 

to better connect with former student-athletes 
Establish a Monogram Club that hosts regular reunions 
Invite former student-athletes back to campus 
Establish database of alumni 

for the Department of Athletics to better engage the campus community 

¯ have student-athletes engage on some of the major campus issues like 
sexual assault 

¯ college sports are inspirational and make the "Carolina Way" rhetoric a 
reality 

¯ have each team spend some time in the Pit to talk with students 
¯ have student-athletes attend intramural events 
¯ SAAC could consider ways to connect with students 

Have student-athletes work together with students on a joint service 
project 

¯ Bev Foster: At UCLA, those who work together get the same t-shirt to 
wear 

Lowry Caudill: Engage the students involved in club sports 
Jackie Overton: Continue Faculty-Staff Appreciation days at various sporting 
events 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) is getting a new director, 
Michelle Brown. The messages given about available academic support in the recruiting process 
should match the services that ASPSA is able to offer. 

Athletic Department Budget 
Bubba discussed UNC’s support of 28 sports on a budget of approximately $75 million. He 
noted that Ohio State supports 31 sports but with a budget of well over $100 million. Several 

other schools with higher budgets support fewer sports. There are several potential sources of 
increased revenue, including selling more tickets for football and basketball and increasing the 
giving levels for the Ram’s Club. Bubba’s goal is to provide a great education to all the student- 
athletes we invite to enroll and to ensure as many opportunities as possible for students to 
participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Future Meetings 
The group is interested in meeting two or three times per year. Ferg Norton suggested inviting 
one or two coaches to join ud at a future meeting. Bubba’s assistant will establish a listserv for 
the Council so that issues may be discussed between meetings. 

Prepared by: Lissa Broome 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 

Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 11, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 14. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met yesterday and revised slightly further the 
language on page 4 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. Please carefully review this 
language and either join us on Monday for discussion at noon in the faculty lounge or provide 
your comments to me or another member of the committee (Charles Daye, Rich Saver, Mark 
Weisburd, Judith Wegner) before the lunch meeting. Following that meeting, we can circulate 
the final version of the language. We can also discuss on Monday whether an additional vote is 
needed and whether it should be by email or an in-person meeting. 
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Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law- and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 

to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
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questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 

students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry, out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary" level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 

of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 
other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
obsew’ation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’ s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 

duties. 
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"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngag~m~nt Ni~ scholarly, creative 

or pedagogical activit~ for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activity! (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~iiii~i~i~iiii~ii~ engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinar5~ service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued future achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitm ent to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~ii~iiiii~~ 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’ s ~~:i~:iNN~i~:i~:~i~:i~:i~!iN~:i~:i~ii~N~i~i~i~i~!i~ 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
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for "significant" and "unusual." The change made to the standard related to exceptional 
engagement eliminated the possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional 
engagement, reserving this category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This 
question was raised again in the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the 
concept of"exceptional engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited 
an appointment at full professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

The changes added in blue to the standard for "exceptional engagement" were intended to 
clarify that thi s standard is not intended for every clinic director, but only in cases where the 
director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised language also omits the 
preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the contexts in which this 
alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did want to very much 
limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 

A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger can relay further on 
Monday comments on this question from Provost Jim Dean. In addition, we did review the 
tenure and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure 
Track and a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible 
for different purposes. 

We hope to see you Monday at noon for further discussion or to have heard any further 
comments, suggestions, or concerns you have before Monday’s meeting. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 12:27 PM 

Rozansky, Gregg <Oregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org> 

I~E: TCH Annual Conference P~nel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

Both work t:or me. 

[issa 

From: Rozansky, Gregg [mailto:Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent-" Friday, October 11, 2013 12:16 PM 
To; ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’; Hunley, Carol; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 

C¢; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; FW: TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

Please advise if you are avaifable at the folk~wing times for a i~O minute prep call: 

10/21 ll:30a~’r~--12pm 

~[0/24 4-4:30pm 

Thanks, 

G r e gg 

Frera: Paulsen, Vanessa 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: ’sally.belshaw@occ.treas.gov’; Clark, Timothy; Kaplan, Steve; ’paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com’; Hunley, Carol; ’Richard.neiman@uspwc.com’ 

Co: Rozansky, Gregg 
Subject; TCH Annual Conference Panel: Effective Compliance Risk Management 

We are beginning our preparations for The Clearing House 2013 Annual Conference. As panelists on the "Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly 

Changing Regulatory Environment," with Gregg Rozansky, Lissa Broome, and Richard Neiman, we would like to schedule two 30-minute prep calls before the event 

November 21-22. 

We are looking to schedule the first call the week of October 21st. Please advise if you are available at any of the following times. 

10/21 9am-12:30pm 

2:30-5pm 

10/23 lO:30am-12:30pm 

2:30-5pm 

10/24 9am-12:30pm 

2:30-5pm 

All times Eastern Standard. If these times are not convenient, please be so kind as to offer some alternative dates and times. 

Thank you! 

Vanessa Paulsen 

Executive Assistant 

The Clearing House : 212.613.9827 : 347.326.0815 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 7:48 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: NCAA SSI Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 5 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: Latrice Sales <lsaJes(~ncaa.org> 

Date: October 10, 2013, 4:49:00 PM EDT 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 
Subject: NCAA SSI Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 5 

-ro view an online version of td’ds email, click here, 

Volume ! I Issue 5 I October 2013 

The primary function of a football helmet is to protect against catastrophic brain injury and skull 

fracture Member institutions need to take a cautious approach with regard to helmet changes, and 

assure that every player’s helmet is fitted properly. The Helmet Off’ Rule is an important component 

of helping to assure player safety in college football. ~.@>~#.t~.,5?~ ...... 

Doping refers to the use of performance-enhancing drugs and has always been a part of sport; 

whenever there is a combination of competition and rules of engagement, there are competitors who 

seek a competitive advantage Just as we make decisions about the rules and equipment of sport, 

we a so make dec s ons to deter dop ng nsport. Re~d 

The health and well-being of student-athletes is the primary focus of all athletics departments. 

However, we need to ask ourselves if we are taking the necessary steps to help ensure that 

programming intended to promote student-athlete health and wellness are effective 

¯ . The NCAA is a nonprofit association committed to providing more than 450,000 student-athletes with 

i.~.i academic and athletic opportunities. As a higher education association, it sep,~es more than 1,200 

higher education schools and conferences through a governance structure of Divisions I, II and III. 

The NCAA’s nonprofit status is designated through IRS 501 (c)(3) status as an association that has 

an educational affiliation. This affiliation occurs through the NCAA’s commitment to academics and 

student-athlete success in the classroom and is a vital part of the association mission 

Predominantly, the expenses of the association are allocated to initiatives that support member 
institutions and student-athletes ~.g~?.~’~.,~.~.,t~..~,.~ 

Student-athlete safety in pole vaulting has been a chief concern for the NCAA in recent years. In partnership with USA Track & Field 

and the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS), the NCAA Sport Science Institute has taken significant 

steps to keep pole vault student-athletes safe. i~ea~ 



Compared to the student body, collegiate student-athletes have 

been found to drink more and do so more often than the general 

collegiate student population. When consumed in excess, often 

referred to as binge drinking, the social and physical 

repercussions can be especially detrimental to student- 

athletes. K~e~d mo,’e _, 

Understanding Dietary 

Supplements 

Alcohol and Athletic Per{ormance 

Click the image to learn the effects of alcohol on athletic 

performance. 

SportskHndb [~ C ...... 

ion 

~ 
X Urine 

~i 
%i A ..... 

Maedlci~ 

Education PSA Color : Your 

Chart Hydration 

Status 

Share this Newsletter ~.~.~ Facebook I i~’. Twitter I Linkedln _ Follow us on Twitter 

@NCAA_SSI 

Click here t-.o fo[w~rd this maiiing with yolar personal message, 

l-his email was sent to: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 

Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 14, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 14. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met October 10 and further revised slightly the 
language on pages 4 and 5 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. On October 14 
interested members of the faculty met to discuss the proposed standard. One specific suggestion 
was to add the word "initial" to the standard, which has been done. The rest of the discussion 
was wide-ranging and various views were expressed, including (a) whether the law school 
should even be considering a special provision or should move the Center director candidate 
through the normal tenure process based on engaged scholarship, or (b) whether additional 
language is needed to limit the notion of exceptional engagement even further, such as by 
specifying a law school title for the position. It was also noted that although a new standard may 
be in play, it is still up to the faculty to recommend a particular candidate for consideration under 
that standard. 

This memo is being submitted to the faculty for consideration at the November faculty 
meeting. In the meantime, faculty members who have strong dissatisfaction with the proposal 
should contact Dean Boger by October XX Unless the views submitted by that date show 
widespread, strong faculty dissatisfaction with this document, Dean Boger will discuss this 
document with or submit to, as he determines most effective, the Office of the Provost for a 
reading on whether the document can expect approval at the University level. 
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Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 

of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 

above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
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responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 
to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary-, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 
students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement &law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf &the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and sew’ice to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 

other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 
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"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’ s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 

duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngagem~nl Ni~ scholarly, creative 
or pedagogical activit~ for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activit~i (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~i~:i~:~g~!i~i~i~i~i~i~B~ engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, includin~ through extraordinary service 

to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 

For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued future achievement. 

For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 

commitment to service. 

A professor must have met and continue to meet all &the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 

In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
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tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, ~ appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~!ig~:i~:i~:~N~i~N~d 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s ~~i~iii~iiii~iiii~iii~i~iN~iiiiN~i~N~ 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordina~’’’ in the definition of exceptional engagement 
for "significant" and "unusual." The change made to the standard related to exceptional 
engagement eliminated the possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional 
engagement, reserving this category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This 
question was raised again in the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the 
concept of "exceptional engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited 
an appointment at full professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

The changes added in blue to the standard for "exceptional engagement" were intended to 
clarify that this standard is not intended for every center director, but only in cases where the 
director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised language also omits the 
preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the contexts in which this 
alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did want to very much 
limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 

A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger can relay further on 
Monday comments on this question from Provost Jim Dean. In addition, we did review the 
tenure and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure 
Track and a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible 
for different purposes. 

We hope to see you Monday at noon for further discussion or to have heard any further 
comments, suggestions, or concerns you have before Monday’s meeting. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 
Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 14, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 14. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met October 10 and further revised slightly the 
language on pages 4 and 5 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. As explained in further 
detail following the language, the committee was guided by comments it had received that the 
exceptional engagement standard should be narrowly tailored as much as possible. On October 
14, interested members of the faculty met to discuss the proposed standard. One specific 
suggestion was to add the word "initial" to the standard, which has been done. The rest of the 
discussion was wide-ranging and various views were expressed, including on the one hand (a) 
whether the law school should even be considering a special provision or should move the 
Center director candidate through the normal tenure process based on his record of engaged 
scholarship, and on the other hand (b) whether additional language is needed to limit the notion 
of exceptional engagement even further, such as by specifying a law-school-specific title for the 
position (e.g. professor of center X). Others added that, although a new standard may be in 
play, it is still up to our faculty to recommend a particular candidate for consideration under that 
standard, and candidates of insufficient distinction can readily be rej ected. 

These proposed changes will be submitted to the faculty for final consideration at the 
November faculty meeting. In the meantime, faculty members who have serious reservations 

about the revised proposal are invited to contact Dean Boger by October 18th. Unless the views 
submitted by that date show widespread, strong faculty dissati sfaction with this proposed new 
standard, Dean Boger may well discuss this document further with the Provost, 
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Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
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This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in la~v and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 
to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 

students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary" level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 
other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
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observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 
duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service show-s a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngagem~m ~i~ scholarly, creative 
or pedagogical activity! for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activit~ (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~i!~i!~!~!~~iiii~if engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and lon~-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinary service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued furore achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promi se of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitment to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
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associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, ~ appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~Ni~iiiiig~ 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s 
~i~i~~ i~ addition ~o ~ea~hi~g and s~hola~ship. 

Discussion of the definition 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
for "significant" and "unusual." 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

Discussion of the standard 

The change made to the standard related to exceptional engagement eliminated the 
possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional engagement, reserving this 
category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This question ~vas raised again in 
the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the concept of "exceptional 
engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited an appointment at full 
professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue were made by the Committee at its October 10 meeting where 
our focus was on narrowing the standard. The language added to the standard for "exceptional 
engagement" was intended to clarify that this standard is not intended for every center director, 
but only in cases where the director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised 
language also omits the preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the 
contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did 
want to very much limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 

A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger relayed at the 
October 14 discussion conversations with Provost Jim Dean and Executive Vice Provost Ron 
Strauss regarding the feasibility of this approach. In addition, the committee reviewed the tenure 
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and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure Track and 
a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible for 
different purposes. 

Based on a suggestion at the October 14 discussion, the word "initial" has been added to 
further clarify that this standard is to be used only at the time of hiring and not for promotion. 

If you have reservations about this approach, we invite you to contact Dean Boger by 
October 18th. Thanks to everyone for the time and care they have devoted to this matter. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 
Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
October 15, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards 

At the October 3, 2013, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 20113. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 14. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met October 10 and further revised slightly the 
language on pages 4 and 5 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. As explained in further 
detail following the language, the committee was guided by comments it had received that the 
exceptional engagement standard should be narrowly tailored as much as possible. On October 
14, interested members of the faculty met to discuss the proposed standard. One specific 
suggestion was to add the word "initial" to the standard, which has been done. The rest of the 
discussion was wide-ranging and various views were expressed, including on the one hand (a) 
whether the law school should even be considering a special provision or should move the 
Center director candidate through the normal tenure process based on his record of engaged 
scholarship, and on the other hand (b) whether additional language is needed to limit the notion 
of exceptional engagement even further, such as by specifying a law-school-specific title for the 
position (e.g. professor of center X). Others added that, although a new standard may be in 
play, it is still up to our faculty to recommend a particular candidate for consideration under that 
standard, and candidates of insufficient distinction can readily be rej ected. 

These proposed changes will be submitted to the faculty for final consideration at the 
November faculty meeting. In the meantime, faculty members who have serious reservations 

about the revised proposal are invited to contact Dean Boger by October 18th. Unless the views 
submitted by that date show widespread, strong faculty dissati sfaction with this proposed new 
standard, Dean Boger may well discuss this document further with the Provost. 
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Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
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This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in la~v and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 
to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 

students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 
a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary" level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 
other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
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observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 
of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 
duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service show-s a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngagem~m ~i~ scholarly, creative 
or pedagogical activity! for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 
university. Such activit~ (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~i!~i!~!~!~~iiii~if engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and lon~-term societal needs. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinary service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 
For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 
continued furore achievement. 
For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promi se of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitment to service. 
A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
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associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, ~ appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~Ni~iiiiig~ 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s 
~i~i~~ i~ addition ~o ~ea~hi~g and s~hola~ship. 

Discussion of the definition 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
for "significant" and "unusual." 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

Discussion of the standard 

The change made to the standard related to exceptional engagement eliminated the 
possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional engagement, reserving this 
category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This question ~vas raised again in 
the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the concept of "exceptional 
engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited an appointment at full 
professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue were made by the Committee at its October 10 meeting where 
our focus was on narrowing the standard. The language added to the standard for %xceptional 
engagement" was intended to clarify that this standard is not intended for every center director, 
but only in cases where the director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised 
language also omits the preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the 
contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did 
want to very much limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 

A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger relayed at the 
October 14 discussion conversations with Provost Jim Dean and Executive Vice Provost Ron 
Strauss regarding the feasibility of this approach. In addition, the committee reviewed the tenure 
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and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure Track and 
a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible for 
different purposes. 

Based on a suggestion at the October 14 discussion, the word "initial" has been added to 
further clarify that this standard is to be used only at the time of hiring and not for promotion. 

If you have reservations about this approach, we invite you to contact Dean Boger by 
October 18th. Thanks to everyone for the time and care they have devoted to this matter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

10/15/2013 6:28:54 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Reporting of Special Talent Admissions 

Carr Conf Rm- 302 

Start: 10/30/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2013 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:46 PM 

McFafland, Michael B <mike mcfa~land@nnc.edu~ 

Moon, Karen B <kmen moon@unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

RE: following up 

Thanks, Mike. On August 28, I sent Mary’s email Lo Lbe other members of the Working Group~ I will forward that ernail to you in a moment. 

l.issa 

F~m~ NcFarland, Michael B 
Senti Tuesday, Oc~ber 15, 2013 5:11 PM 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Cc= Moon, Karen B; Pickeral, Robbi; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject= ~: following up 

[~a;a: ,Just wan~:ed you to be aware thai we’ve had ~:hi~ ~n[eract~on w~th ~a~a Gan~m, [:he CNN reporter on campus las[: month since ~:he emaH went ~:o you, 

F~m= Moon, Karen B 
Sent= Tuesday, October ~5, 20~3 5:08 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba; Kirschner, Steve; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Schue~pelz, Erin C; McFarland, Michael B; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Farmer, 
Stephen M; Brown, Michelle; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subjeet= ~: BIIowing up 

FYI 

K~re[~ Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ 

F~m~ Moon, Karen B 
Nentl Tuesday, Oc~ber iS, 2013 g:04 PM 

To~ ’Ganim, Sara’ 
Su~je~t~ RE: following up 

Sa r a: 

I’ve gone back and checked wRh add~tkma~ UnN, ers~ty colk~agues. ~’m now aware that Ms. W~l~ngham sent a member of the new StudenbAthiete Acadernk: 

b~tisdve Working Group an emsi~ ~n ~ate August Lbat had generN informatbn with statistics abouL enrollment psLterns b~ a spedfic course and some additional 

information Lbat she says re[/ecLs her own ana~ys~s about academic data and sLudent-athletes. The University sti~ can’t comment on her methodobgy or 

conclusions, 

You are correct about an ~nstitut~on~l Review Board-approved research project, which ~ have confirmed dates back to 2008. ~ don’t have additional details on that. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

From= Ganim, Sara [mailto:Sara.Ganim@turner.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, October iS, 2013 12:5S PM 

To~ Moon, Karen B 
Subjeet~ RE: following up 

Karen --- 

The data that Mary WHl~ngham has shared with me has been shared with university offidals. 

August. 

She also (:la~ms [hat she has approval From UNC to conduct this research. Are you sav~t~g [hat’s mcorred:? 

Sara 

~m= Moon, Karen B [mailto:karen moon@unc,edu] 
$e~t= Wednesday, October 09, 20~3 2:59 

To~ Ganim, Sara 
¢¢: Holliday, Rob; Pickeral, Robbi 
8~Bject: RE: following up 

Sara, 

The University is responding to your questions about information you say came from Mary Willingham about the reading levels of football players and enrollment 

patterns. 

The information from the independent Martin-Baker Tilly report that we provided yesterday addresses both of those issues. 

In addition, University officials have not seen the data Ms. Willingham is referring to, nor do we know the methodology she used to draw her conclusions. Such 

analysis is not part of her job duties at the University. That falls under the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, which reports to the provost, the 

University’s chief academic officer. We’ve checked with program officials, and that office cannot identify the specific information Ms. Willingham analyzed to 

support her claim. 

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions has the final derision-making authority for all candidates for admission as undergraduates. That office does not admit 

students, including student-athletes, without believing that they are capable and qualified to meet the University’s academic requirements in the classroom. 

The Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee, a standing faculty committee appointed by the chancellor, provides guidance and advice to the admissions 

office. A subcommittee of this faculty committee established guidelines and procedures for the admission of student-athletes and other students with special 

talent. Once they arrive on campus, all student-athletes are subject to the same academic rules and regulations as all other students at the University, as well as all 

NCAA progress toward degree requirements. 

I hope this information is helpful, 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



(919) 962-8595 

From: Ganim, Sara [__m___a_jJ___tg__L_S__a___r__a_=G___a__n__Lm___@t__u_£__n__e_£=c__o____m_J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Pickeral, Robbi 
Co: Moon, Karen B; Holliday, Rob 
Subject: following up 

Hi Robbi ---Wanted to check in with you and see if Vou can provide the response ~iou said you’d have to the claims that there are football pla,/ers reading at a 3rd 

a~d 4t~ grad~? level. 

I ~elieve you said there were some documents yore could provide if yore had more time. Just checkin~ to see if we could set that anytime soon. 

Sara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:58 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~ 

FSU Awards Chart 

Awards (X’id 2012-2013.xlsx 

From-’ Perrewe, Pamela [mailto:pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu] 
Sent-’ Monday, I~lay 20, 20:13 :t:54 PP1 
To,, ’Hostetter, Brad’; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise0:I@louisville.edu); _lanie Hodge (hodge@demson.edu); Larry Killough 0arry@vt.edu); 
Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 
(saa0:t@pitt.edu); Nichael 3. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu) 
Cc-" Badger, Catherine A. 
Subject-’ RE: Override Process for :t:t-3-B 

Dear Brad and ACC F&R FrieNds: 

Attached ¥ot~ will ~it~d Lhe awar~t grist dew?l.:_~pe~t by Cathy Badger in O~.Er Academic Unit ir~ AthleLics Normally, O~.Er "awards team" will m,:_!eL otlce or twk:e a 

Lo distress kEI:~comi~g awards; eligible sL~dent-athletes; pr’o<:e~t~res, etc. ~’he nk~mber of times we meet is d~rect~y corre~ate~t w~tb the number of award 

coming 

The "awards team" consists of ot~r awards leader (i.e, Cathy}, our Director for Academics, Lhe FAR, Director for Sports Information, D#’ecLor of Communications, a 

representative from StudenL Services, and (~f available) our SWA. 

We have only begun to work with this format, so ~f anyone has some "best practices" to share, we are aU ears. Also, if we are missing some awards, Cathy and 

wot~(J k)ve 1:o hear from. GreaL t:o see aU of votH 

Take care, 

Pam 

The Ha},~s o~d and Betl~, ’]?a’,qor Eminent Scholar of Business Adminislration 
& Disd~a~;uished Research 

Th6 F]ori(]a Slate Univcrsitv 
$21 Academic 
t:~O Box 30d] ] 10 
Tallahassec, T;L 3230d-11 ] 0 
SS0-(~-TS4S 

£perrewe{}cob fsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:43 PM 

Miller, Beth (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu) q O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN Beth> 

Orr, Ky~n N <o~r@email.unc.edu:> 

Student-Athlete Awards Committee 

Hi Beth- 

I think I mentioned that after Spencer left ASPSA I recommended that we form an Awards Committee to help coordinate student awards not related exclusively to 

athletics performance. We had our first meeting today. Kym Orr will be heading up the effort with me, Michelle, Jenn Townsend, Dana, and Cricket helping out. 

During our discussion today we thought that you would be a great addition to the group,so l’d like to invite you to join us when your schedule permits. 

We hope to meet again sometime during the first two weeks in November to review folks for some of the NCAA/ACC Scholarship and Internship 

Nominations that are coming up. I will send you a link to a Doodle Poll so you can indicate your availability for a meeting. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: -h--t--t-~--~/-Ls--s--~n--~--c--~--m--/--a-u-~t-~h--~9--r-:---.--2--z-!~8--~-2-~-- 

i"~i Description: 

" http://www.lawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web_ 542.jpg 
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FAC 

Lissa Broome (FAR) 

UNC School of Law 

CB #3380 

962-7066 

Lissa broome@unc.edu 

Joy Renner 

Allied Health Sciences 

CB# 7130 Suite #3050 Bondurant Hall 

Campus Box 7130 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

Phone: (919) 966-5147 

Mobile Phone: 

Joy Renner@med.unc.edu 

Student Body President 

@live.unc.edu 

CAA President 

_~live.unc.edu 

GAA Board Members 

L. Ferguson "Ferg" Norton ’61 Employee Forum Chair 

Charles Streeter 

¯ Home 

¯ Cell 

_~ec.rr.com 

IT Database Analyst 

Ol Teague 

CB #5510 

(919) 962-3529 

streeter@email.unc.edu 

Edward I. "Eddie" Fogler ’70 

Rams Club 3~st Vice-Chair 

- Home 

~aol.com 

W. Lowry Caudill (Lowry) 

wlcaud@email.unc.edu 

Douglas Clyde Paschal ’80 

SAAC Co-Chairs 

Michelle Ikoma 

Gymnastics 

630-217-8559 

ikoma@email.unc.edu 

Michael Jacobs 

- Office 

.~carolina.rr.com 

Cross Country 

919-428-3587 

mpiacobs@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:37 AM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu:~ 

Pdg: Student-Athlete Awards Committee 

Thanks, Beth. 

~.issa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 20:1.3 9::1.7 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Student-Athlete Awards Committee 

Hi Lissa, 

i appreciate being invil:ed to j.:_~in th~-:~ Awards Committ~-:~? and will g~adJy parth::~pate. 

Thanks, 

"Beth 

F~ml Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:43 PN 

T~ Miller, Beth 
~ Orr, Kym N 
Su~jeet~ Student-Athlete Awards Commi~ee 

Hi Beth- 

I think I mentioned that after Spencer left ASPSA I recommended that we form an Awards Committee to help coordinate student awards not related exclusively to 

athletics performance. We had our first meeting today. Kym Orr will be heading up the effort with me, Michelle, Jenn Townsend, Dana, and Cricket helping out. 

During our discussion today we thought that you would be a great addition to the group,so l’d like to invite you to join us when your schedule permits. 

We hope to meet again sometime during the first two weeks in November to review folks for some of the NCAA!ACC Scholarship and internship 

Nominations that are coming up. I will send you a link to a Doodle Poll so you can indicate your availability for a meeting. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

10/16/2013 6:08:13 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

Accepted: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 

UGA - Jackson Hall- Media Room Small 

Start: 11/6/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I can be there from 8:30 to 9:00, but then have to leave for another meeting. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

10/16/2013 8:27:17 PM 

Rozansky, Gregg [Gregg,Rozansky@theclearinghouse,org] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: TCH Panel Prep: Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Dial In: (888) 242-1836 / International: 954-622-3154 / Access Code: 9701119 

Start: 10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:26 PM 

krawiec@law.duke.edu; CoNe.,,,, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu> 

l~W: Expanded Board Diveris~: Call for Papers, AALS 

AALS SEGG Call for Papers.docx; message-footer.txt 

The AALS call for papers is attached. No more than 3 double-spaced pages. 

Thanks, 

I=~m-¯ aalsmimam~ounce-request@lists.udayLon.edu [mailto:aalsm~n-announce-request@~is~.uday~medu] OB Behalf ~ NELSON, EBON[ 
~eBt~ Monday, September 02, 2013 8:03 AN 
T~ ~LSM[N-L~L~S~ERV.UBALT.EDU; ~LSM[N-Announce~!is~udayton.edu 
S~bjeet~ [~LSNZN-Announce] Expanded Board Diveris~: Call for Papers, ~LS 

Hi, Everyone 

Attached please find a Call for Papers in which some of you may be interested. The subject of the Call for Papers is "the radical expansion in regulatory efforts to 

promote demographic diversity on corporate boards." It comes from Faith Stevelman at New York Law School, who has been instrumental in the formation of the 

new AALS Section on Economic Globalization and Governance. 

All the best, 

Eboni 

Ebon~ S, Nelson 
Assodate Professor 
Un~vemi~y of South Carolina Schoo~ o~ Law 
701 South Main Streel 
Cok~mb~a, 8C 29208 
803.777.5011 

ne~sones@law~sc,edu 
SSRN Author Page: 

ht ~£:i/ssm ,comiau~hor=624998 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 6:53 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Jim Boeheim on Whether to Pay College Athletes - (Syracuse Post-Standard) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford: 

Jim Boeheim connects restructuring to student athlete welfare while drawing a line at pay for play. He could have included millions of dollars going to 

student athletes via the special assistance fund along with other miscellaneous expenses incurred on behalf of student-athletes, but makes a strong 

case regardless. There are ways to enhance the student-athletes situation without pay-for-play that are education based. Hopefully, we can find the 

appropriate place. 

Best regards, 

John 

CECELIA DIAMfCO 
Executive ,Assistant to the C,’sramissloner 

4512 v’qeybdc*ge Lane 

Greet~sboro, NC 27407 

O: 3265548787 ~ O: 

<:image00:Ljpg> 

Syracuse basketball coach Jim Boeheim has strong thoughts on paying athletes 

Syracuse basketball coach Jim Boeheim was a speaker at the New York State Associated Press symposium Wednesday afternoon at the Genesee 
Grande. 
Boeheim spoke at length about paying college athletes after being prompted by an audience question. 
Below is the transcript of what he had to say: 
"That’s really the most idiotic suggestion of all time. Jay gilas has pushed it a little bit. And I respect Jay a lot. I think you have to understand 



something. It’s really very clear. This is really clear. 

"1 laughed all the time at Chris Webber, who said he didn’t get any money at Michigan because they sold his uniform and the school got all this money 

and he didn’t get a penny. He didn’t then say that because of the platform he had at Michigan where he made All-American and they went to the Final 

Four and that he ended up signing a pro contract and ended up making over $100 million playing basketball. Which is what the great players do, and 

those are the uniforms that sell in college. 

"So he didn’t get his $30,000 or $40,000. Well he did, but not by legal means. That’s proven, that’s not something I’m speculating on. But he got his 

money. Juwan Howard played 20 years in the NBA, also on that Michigan team. Made over $100 million. There’s a guy named Rob Pelinka on that 

team, who got his scholarship, his full scholarship, became an agent, is Kobe Bryant’s agent, made a lot of money. But he got his $50,000 education for 

free. 

"Our players get a $50,000 education. Some of them use Syracuse to develop their game, get the publicity they need, become a first-round pick and 

make money from basketball. Some of them like me get the scholarship, get the grades, get their education, get the chance to play basketball and 

then get to start life without any debt. 

"One point that’s crucial here that people don’t know. Every one of my Idds that has a need-based need gets a full scholarship. If he has need he gets a 

Pell Grant. They get a $6,000 or $7,000 Pell Grant, plus a scholarship. 

"People say that they should be getting compensated because there’s 30,000 people in the Dome. That money all goes to pay for basketball, pays for 

field hockey, pays for volleyball, pays for soccer. We make no money at Syracuse University in the athletic department. Zero. We’re lucky if we break 

even at the end of the year. The only reason we break even is because we’re subsidized in some way for scholarships and we use fund raisers. Our 

basketball program might make 12 or 14 million (dollars) but it all goes to pay for the other sports. The women’s basketball program has the same 

budget I have. Exact same budget. So who pays for that? We do. Who pays for men’s lacrosse? They pay for some of their own. Who pays for track and 

field? We do. So all that money that we make, it’s not coming to basketball. 

"A lot of you said, ’Well, coaches make a lot of money.’ Yeah coaches make a lot of money. It’s a big business. It’s a $16 million business for Syracuse 

University and college basketball. Am I going to be compensated? Yeah, sure I am. When I started the first five years I made zero to coach full-time. 

The next five years I made $10,000 to coach full-time. As a head coach, the first year I made $25,000. So I didn’t, obviously, those first 11 years I didn’t 

get in this to make money. There was no TV then. Now everything’s on TV. There was no real NCAA Tournament, no big deal. Now it’s everything. So 

everything is escalated. There’s no question about that. There’s so much money to go around. 

"... The other thing about players, some guys aren’t (future NBA players), maybe they’re just good college players. So they get their education and 

they get an opportunity to get out in the world and some of them play some play in Europe and some play in the developmental league. 

"One of the myths is that one out of every 100 players in college play in the NBA. That’s true. The part of that you don’t know is almost every player 

that plays in a major program can play professionally somewhere. There’s 1,200 players playing professionally in Europe alone. In Europe alone, 1,200 

players. China, huge market. Philippines. South America. Puerto Rico. All the former eastern-bloc countries. I have a kid playing in the Ukraine. I have 

a kid playing in Lithuania. Two kids are playing in Israel. So there’s basketball for everybody that’s good, pretty good. At some point in time it is over 

and those guys go out in the world. 

"To answer your question, I don’t believe players should be paid. I think they’re getting a tremendous opportunity. If they’re really good, they get to 

develop. They get the opportunity to play in the NBA. They make a lot of money or they play in Europe and make a good amount of money. And if 

they’re not quite that good then they get free college education. And the kids that have need get a Pell Grant. We tried last year to push through $150 

a month stipend. We tried to push that through. The problem with the NCAA is 350 schools voted, 250 of them have no big-time programs. So we get 

the same vote as the few schools that have big budgets. We wanted to help our athletes. We can afford to pay them $150. Each one of those kids. 

Some of those schools at the bottom can’t. They voted the legislation down. This has caused a little bit of a problem within the NCAA between the big 

schools and the small schools. The big schools are paying the bills. The small schools can veto the legislation that the big schools want. It’s a bad 

system. It’s a broken system that needs to be fixed. It will be fixed. It will be changed some day. 

"We found, this is sad but true, a kid gets a Pell grant. They get a check for $6,000. In a month it’s gone. This is bad management, but this is what we go 

to college to learn. They buy sneakers. Whatever it is they get. We give them all the sneakers they want. Our kids get six, seven, eight pairs of shoes a 

year. They buy six, seven, eight pairs of shoes per year on average. 

"The other thing about kids when they come from a home, this is a point that people never talk about. This young man, his parents have been feeding 

him, taking him places, take him to the movies, buying him stuff for 17 years. The 18th year they don’t have to spend a penny on that young man. Not 

food, not really anything. So where is all that money that they used all those years? Why can’t they send a couple hundred bucks? And they do. 

Parents do. People just crying out for a cause. 

"1 just don’t buy into it. I’m not against kids getting money. But the problem is you give the 12 basketball players $150, now you gotta give the field 

hockey players. So now you’re talking 150 athletes. One-hundred fifty times $150 times 8. That’s a lot of money." 



Athletics Council 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Minutes 
Oct. 18, 2013 

Council Members Present: Lissa Broome, Charles Streeter, Eddie Fogler, Allison Hill, Ferg 
Norton, Joy Rennet, 

Athletic Department Personnel Present: Karlton Creech, Clint Gwaltney, Steve Kirschner, 
Beth Miller, Martina Ballen, Michelle Brown, Peter Chalfin, Vince Ille (j oined late) 

Welcome and Introductions 
Lissa Broome welcomed members of the Council to the meeting and asked each person to 
introduce themselves. 

Thoughts on Thursday night game 

the thank you e-mail sent from Bubba to entire department. Despite final score, success 
from athl eric department standpoi nt. 
Charles gtreeterreported that ~-----ti:th_ousekeeping employees that were working athletics 
should have been given parking passes for Thursday evenina., but were not. Third shift 
housekeepers could not reach their normal parking location ()there; ~ere !ate fi-~r shift 
because of campus roads being blocked.c!e~;ed down. 
Allison, Clint, and Kirsh all agreed that ~.~ g~tudents loved the Zero Dark Thursday 
theme and the give-aways and the atmosphere was great. Students have strong suppo~ 
for Fedora and stepped up for this game and delivered. Fedora has a thank you written to 
be published in DTH Monday. 
J yr~p dth Tt f~ 1 i g~mp lI~lig~ ! " o one    at "    ra c eav n us was am:lsua ’    lLworc .......... + .......... at 

Lissa reminded everyone that this game occurred during fial] break. She : De~tdoes not 
see us ever having a Thursday night game while classes are in session. It would be too 

~sruptl~e .......... 6 a ........................ . ...................,.. 2 ~ ............ 2. 

Clint said the : Ffeedback from Tar Heel downtown was positive. Rain scared some off, 
but also drove many inside, so merchants liked that. Merchants reponedle~y less 
business than weekend games because such a quick turn-around, with fans coming in and 
out for the game. A3:30 sta~ is best for restaurants becausebic they se~,e lunch before 
and dinner afierafle the ~ame. Unfortunately, we don’t have much control over sta~ 
times. Conversely, concessions-do~..~.~ least business during 3:30 games, but they 
pay-bav~ a guarantee. 
Eddie said ~. ,,~,~,~ ..... Wwe_ could use a pre-game tradition to get fans excited, like 
Clemson’s rock and hill. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Academic Support Changes: Michelle Brown 

Now reportf! to P_provost’A office 
Provost’s Workin~ Group --will touch all academic aspects of SA from recruitment and 
admi ssion through graduation and hopefully beyond. It it 

is good opportunity to have everyone at the table 
Hired 3 new positions, started right when classes started and hit ground running. 
Collecting data to see where we still need help. Next position will be associate director 
to oversee learning specialist branch 
Changes to study hall: 

Instead of all SA~ coming and studying throughout the center, we have rooms 
designated for the students with hour-requirements - first-year or at-ri sk students. 
Much quieter and more focused. Successful so far. 
Students now have a MAP - ~y...academic plan, each one is different catered to 
the individual 
Counselor evenings - gives more time with students, not just weekly meeting but 
can see them at night and make sure on task. Can communicate with coaches. 

o Have outgrown facility. 1500 matches each week. 3 trees the number ÷last year. 
® Trying to ~ provide tutors avai!able for SA~ with 2.5+ GPA too. 

Lissa, dean of undergrad education (Bobbi Owen?)._ and registrar work together 
monitorin~ course "clustering." ~ .... ~’~"~" ...... ~- ~ ~x.,’,-,~,,, to refine the 

Faculty Athletics Committee: Joy Renner 

Charge: "The Faculty Athletics Committee is concerned with informing the faculty and 
advising the chancellor on any aspect of athletics, including, but not limited to, the 
academic experience for varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for members of the 
University community, and the general conduct and operation of the University’s athletic 
program" 
Roles/Responsibilities 

o Monitor - Topic area expertise - in advising, academics, SA experience, 
admissions, policies and procedures, administration and operations, alignment. 

o Review - Data and proposed and implemented changes 
o Report - Monthly updates and annual report to Faculty Council 
o Recommend - Additional changes based on our collection of information from 

SA, athletics, academics, support programs and other sources 
Upcoming year 

o Work in conjunction with Provost’s Working Group on Athletics 
o Determine responses and potential leadership roles taken from Rawlings Report 
o Continue previous work of monitoring and reporting and dataiinfo collection 
o Enhance communication among all community members - videos, updates, 

department meetings 
Other notes: 
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Putting together five minute videos on how to be a faculty member at a DI school 

Agents: Vince Ille 

Agent program started with football bicbecause most people involved (more SA~_, more 
agents, etc.), also FB is where our ~.A&.issues were with agents.:; 
There are good agents (follow rules, good relationship with clients, professional~ etc.) and 
bad agents (break the law, view clients as assets to acquire, control and profit from). 
Only read about bad ones. 
Others involved in industry- as well: runners, recruiters, advisors, marketing reps, 
financial advisors, etc. Industry- grooving fast. Fact of life biebecause of money involved. 
Have put together agent advisor program for our SAg. Goal to position students and 
families to make most educated/informed, carefully considered decision on own 
timeframe. Must be viewed as an added value/service. Must protect institution too, 
although that is not a concern for bu-t--SA_s and famlhes=--a~d--agem-~--d~n---t--ea~:e--ab~m---tl~at-:. 
NCAA rules simple: can-not have a verbal or written agreement with agent until 
eligibility exhausted. Can talk to them, bat can’t agree to anything. 
Every agent must register with state of NC, then with UNC’s athletic department, then 
request a meeting._;. _ii_f SA and coach approve, meeting is set up in business office in a 
professional setting with Paul or Vince ,,~o~,,, ; ....... -~.~-~-:~o~ ...... 
SAg are coached on what questions to ask and what to look out for 
Provide SA with background on agent. Ever declared bankruptcy? Ever divorced? 
Which of their clients fired them? 
Been successful so far and supported by Fedora. From January to July, every day is 
agent day. Unlike other schools that pick ,~,,,, ..... ,,.,~,,o~;,,~* a ~w days each year. 
g,a-n----t---spea-k--f÷>m~i~ e~:si.t.v...o~:.depa.m.~em..÷>Bubba~..bu.t...Vi.n.ee4.~..~.~app,~...m..see...D A is now 
prosecuting_ violations of state agent_ law. Three of five                                 ~,,~-,~,~,~*~*~° ,,,-~,,,,~,,,.,~,~,~ ........ 
of the,~;e crimes. 3 of 5 indicted have been named. 
Paul Pogge i.{..on uniform law drafting committee for U~i.[9.[N...A~.g!.g...Agg.BLA~.~ 
.(..~.AAA). Adopted by 43 states goverr, s~.O. regulat~.~.i-~ agents. 
meetsMeet next week in Chicago to improve law. Chan~es ~ug.vested by Paul and UNC 
have the gsupport of 60+ ADZs. 
Vince only aware of Illinios running a similar agent program, and even theh-~aits program 
doesn-~..!!~$, allow meetings to occur so ~t...i.~..not ft~,!.iJT~...the same. 

Future Meetings 
The group is still interested in meeting two or three times per year. Next meeting of the General 
Alumni Association is scheduled for January 17 but Bubba and Lissa will be at the NCAA 
annual convention meeting so will have to discuss whether to have the meeting without them or 
just wait until next one on April 11. 

Report they would like to discuss at the meeting: 

Prepared by: Peter Chalfin 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:08 AM 

~no.rr.oom) 
VW: This Week in CAROLINA: The Magazine 

From: Rams Club [mailto:mail@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:21 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; This Week in CAROLINA: The Magazine 

xi 

Please enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA - the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics. CAROLINA ~s a 
new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad, and Android tablet. Click the link to view this 
week’s issue! 
You can also always find the most up to date issue - as well as previous issues - on ramsclub.eom/CAROLINA. 
Thank you for your support of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club! 

Rams Club Day at Women’s Volleyball Women’s Basketball Tip Off Club Event 

Join The Rams Club as we celebrate Rams Club Day at Volleyball on Friday, Oct. 25. The UNC Women’s Basketball program is hosting a Tip-Off Celebration On Saturday, 
The #13 ranked Women’s Volleyball Team takes on Maryland at 5 pm. Let’s cheer on 

November 8th at 8 pm. Join the team for a night of music, dancing, and fun as the 
the Tar Heels! Doors open at 4 pm. Come early and stay late for Late Night with Roy 

basketball season begins! As a special guest, Head Coach Slyvia Hatchell will be in 
immediately following the game! 

attendance. To Learn More about the event click 

Thank you for all you do for Carolina Athletics! 
here:http://goheels.com/pdf9/2556473.pdf 



To forward this message to a friend, ::LJ:L~L__1z~E~.. 

To ensure that you continue to receive your emails from GoHeels.com, please add us to your Address Book or safe list. 

© 2013 GoHeels.com. 

NeuLion, Inc. - 1600 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York, 11803 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:50 AM 

Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu> 

Re: LLCAC Meeting 

image003 .png 

All ok except 2-3. I could not arrive until 2:15. 
Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 10:26 AM, "Wilkinson, Patti" <pattiw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Due to recent developments, the LLCAC chair has requested that a meeting of this committee be convened 

before November 1. Please provide your availability for Thursday, October 31 for a one-hour meeting: 

9:00-10:00 a.m. 

9:30-10:30 a.m. 

10:00-11:00 am. 

10:30-11:30 a.m. 

2:00-3:00 p.m. 

2:30-3:30 p.m. 

3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Your earliest response is greatly appreciated. 

<image003.png> 

Patti D. Wilkinson 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 

919-962-1647 (fax) 

pattiw@unc.edu 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much; who has gained the respect of 

children; who never fails to look for the best in others or give the best of themselves; who strives to leave 

the world better than they found it; and whose life is an inspiration. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:46 PM 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu> 

Weguer, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: next P&T mee~iug? 

Hi Rich---November 20 is our next meedng. We’ll need to have our draf[ reports ready a few days before then so we can have reviewed them prior to that meeting 

and be ready to formulate the committee’s recommendations regarding the candidates we will consider at our full professors meeting on :1.2/5 

I agree wi~:h you r ega r d ing visi~:ing class. Ma rk, please let m e know ~ f no on e a nswers you r ca~l for h el~ 

F~m: Saver, Richard S 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 22, 2013 3:05 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ne~ P&T meeting? 

HI Lissa: 

~ think I’ve confused myself as to our committee meeting schedule. Are we meeting Wed. Oct 23 (~ have something scribMed in my calendar but perhaps that was a 

tentative date) or is the next meeting Nov 20? 

Also, per Mark’s last email, I strongly believe we should have a non-committee member observe classes, even if we have to beg, plead, or strong-arm. 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Ch~p~l Ni~], NU 2~’599--3380 
E ~[ i : saver@ema J ] . JAn’S . edL] 

Ph: 

Pr<f6 oz (Sg<<nd~ry Appoinl:m~nt:) 

U n : v !*z s :L t ? f No: t: t:h :7 a z :L J t: ,: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:52 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
FW: [f~zm general] Haunted House this Friday in support of Paws4Ever! 

Also late night. 

From: UNC The Farm [mailto:uncfarm@hotmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:54 PM 

To; UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information 
Subject: [farm_general] Haunted House this Friday in suppor~ of Paws4Ever! 

A Spooky Greetings from The Farm, 

This Friday is the highly anticipated Haunted House. This is a one night event so be sure to mark your calendars! We are also raising money for Paws4Ever 

(A guaranteed-adoption animal shelter and sanctuary dedicated to improving the lives of cats and dogs through adoption, training and education). We 

hope you will support our cause with a monetary donation for walking through the house. 

Farm Haunted House = This Friday, October 25th (6:30-9:00 pro) Donation Encouraged 

Get ready for scares like you have never seen before and make sure to tell your friends. The non-scary tours will be from 6:30-7:00 and the scary tours are 

from 7:00-9:00. YOU MUST BE IN LINE AT 8:30 TO WALK THROUGH THE HOUSE! The last tour will be at 9:00 PM. Sorry, members and guests arriving past 

8:30 will not be guaranteed a tour. There will be a kid’s carnival in the clubhouse as well. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

e -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33756343-2435570.47d4593dSelld651eSd3bcd97bOab835@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

10/22/2013 8:54:43 PM 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joanna] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Interview 

Conference call (calling in from WUNC-FM) 

Start: 10/25/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:28 AM 

Gibson, S. El~abeth <elizabeth gib~n@unc.edu>; Bryas~, Patricia I, <plbryas~@email.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Lissa’s ditmer 

How- about Glasshalfull at 6:30? 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gibson, S. Elimqbeth 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:06 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Blyan, Patricia L 
Subject: Lissa’s dirmer 

We are scheduled to celebrate Lissa’s birthday next Monday. I suggest either Acme or Glasshalfull. Lissa, why don’t you pick? Is 6:30 a good time for both of you? 

I’m looking forward to the start of another bilthday season. 

Eli/;~beth 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:53 AM 

BDan, Patficia L <plbD’an@email.unc.e&~; (~ibson, S. Eliza~th <eliza~th gib~m@unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Lissa’s ditmer 

Hi Patricia -- 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Biyan, Patricia L 
Sent: Wech~esday, October 23, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Gibson, S Elizabeth; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Lissa’s droner 

We can play it by ear and postpone if we need to or we could just cancel and wait until later. 

put it on my calendar lk~r sure, but will have to wait and see. 

Patricia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: G~bson, S. Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:04 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Bp)~an, Patricia L 
Sublect: RE: Lissa’s droner 

Sounds good. Patricia, does that work ]br you? 

Elizabeth 

S. Elizabeth Gibson 
Burton Craige Professor of Law 
5073 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB. # 3380 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: (919) 962-8506 
Fax: (919) 962-1277 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Bwan, Patricia L 
Subject: RE: Lissa’s dinner 

How about Olasshalfull at 6:30? 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 22, 2013 10:06 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Bq-an, Patricia L 
Subject: Lissa’s ditmer 

We are scheduled to celebrate Lissa’s bilthday next Monday. I suggest either Acme or Glasshalfull. Lissa, why don’t you pick? Is 6:30 a good tinre for both of you? 

I’ra looking forward to the start of another birthday season. 

Elizabeth 

Sent front my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 1:44 PM 

CoNey, John M *jmconley@email.unc.edu>; stevelmn@uw.edu; Kim Krawiec (krawiec@law.duke.edu) 

ILE: submission for AALS corp governance pa~nel 

Hi John and Kim --- Sorry to have been nor~--responsive. This looks greaL I wilt not be able to be in NY if this gets selected, so iL sounds like John will gel the shorL (or 

long) straw~ 

Thanks ~or preparing the skin, mary. 

k~ssa 

F~m: CoNey, John N 
Nent= Thursday, Oc~ber 24, 20~3 g:g9 PM 

To: stevelmn@uw.edu; Broome, Lissa L; Kim Krawiec (krawiec@law.duke.edu) 
Subject: submission for ~LS corp governance panel 

Dear Faith, 

On behalf of my co-authors, Kim Krawiec and Lissa Broome, and myself, I attach a summary of a paper we propose for the session you’re organizing for the AALS 

conference. I think Kim has discussed our project with you, but I’d be happy to provide more detail if you’d like. One or more of us would plan to be in NY to 

present the paper. 

Best regards, 

John CoNey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 11:24 AM 

Ruflin, David <drufl]n@Creditfiskmgt.com>; Jewell ~caacolina.rr.com> 

I~E: Any News? 

Hi David---Good reminder, 
Jewell --- I think yoka were going to pkat together a proposed contract. Do you want me to go ahead and contact Beth again or should I wait until we have something 
specific to present her w~th? 
~ hope yOU both are doh~g well 
Take care, 

~ Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskmgt.com] 
$eBtl Friday, October 25, 20~3 ~:56 PM 
Te~ ~ewell; Broome, Lissa L 
$~bject~ RE: Any News? 
My only concern was that as we approach the ~vo monfl~ window, £hres can ~ significantly Ngher. It would be to the bank’s advantage to come to tm~s with us 

sooner than lale~cost wise as I know we agreed not to purchase any tickets until we had a conlract in hand. 

DR 

David It. Ruflin 

Co-Foundec Managing Pa~ner & Member 

g>edit R~k Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Qg~ce Main 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

www. creditriskmgt, corn 

From: Jewell [m_a__[[_t_Q~       @__q_a_r_o_[[D__a_=rr_=c__o___n_~_] 

Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:59 PN 

To: Ruffin, David 
Subject: Re: Any News? 

David, 

I haven’t heald anyihing. Lissa may have some updated infolmation. 

Jewell 

Sent fro,n my iPad 

On Oct 24, 2013, at 4:12 PM, "Rufiin, David" <dmffin(r-~Creditriskm~com> wrote: 

Lissa / Jewell, any news ti-om the south seas? ttope alls well with you bx)th. 

David 

David H. Ru~n 

Co-Founder, Managing Partner & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-160i Office Main 
919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

www. creditriskmgL corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 7:49 AM 

@no.rr.oom) 
I~W: Clips eFlash: Non-sports media is read by two-thirds of the country 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mail:I80.wdc02.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of College Athletics Clips 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2013 :t:1:38 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Clips eFlash: Non-sports media is read by two-thirds of the country 

Dear - 

SundayEvening Greetings from the ~,lotherShip, ~--Iope you ere well 

In my ongoing efforts step out of the usual boundaries of the business of college spo~ls 

(read: the sports pages), llind myself frequently coming across-----no, actually seeldng 

eut--articfes, commentaries and editorials abo~lt coftege athletics in nonos~orts 

publications Item t.Lo..t.psports writers~ 

These sources--for exampfe, the New York Times OpoEd page (see befowL The Atlantic 

Magazine (remember Taylor?), the Congressionef Record (remember Congressrr~an Joe 

Barton flora Texas?), hock, even the Doonesbury comic in today’s Sunday newspaper 

(see befo~g--make some strong comments about the status qua of big-time college 

football. 

IMG boosts that there are 100 miftion college footbeft fens. That is an awesomely big 

number. However, that means there are about 230 million people in the US who are no~t 

college footba~ fans. If that solid ma~odty of non colh~ge football fans is constantly 

exposed ~e the aforementioned "strong comments" ebout cotlege footbal~ on non-spo~ts 

media, then that could co~ce~vaNy bode not wel~ for Mg-time college football 

Just a tt~eught hole. 

Below ere three items from non-sports media Item just t~e last fe~, days ..... 

Have ~1 good day. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editol 

the sn~rky, snide/y, sarca.~:c Doonesbu~ con~ics. [t~ atTother swJ~e ~t the term 





outspokenly a:~inianated. Not many college ~thletics admb~is#~:ors ~eaffze it, but Jae is 

Joe~ cofum~s on college sports is that they appear on the New Y’ork Op-Ed p~ge, w,6ich 

The Opinion Pages 

A Little Miami Heat 

JOE NOC~RA, New Yc, rk Dmee, 10.-25-. 13 

I was about to ha~g up the phone when Donna Shafafa, the fomqer Cfinton cabinet 

secretary who is new the presiden~ el the University of Miami, in~err~ptec! me, She had 

something she wanted to say before our intewiev~ ended. 

"They’re not some foleign entity," she said, ’=and we shouldn’t act like they are, University 

presidents ha~e to demand that they change the way they do business." Can you guess 

whom she was referring to? Yes: o~r old friends a~ the N,C~A~A, 

It was ThL~rsday when we spoke, two days after the N.C A.A.’s Committee on Infractions 

unveiled the penalties it was imposing on Miami after a fang, tortured -- and botched -- 

investigation by the N C.A A’s muchofeared enforcement staff. 

Several years ago, Nevin Shapilo -- an ardent University of Miami booster, who is in 



prison far running a Ponzi scheme -- told Yahoo Spo[ts that for years he had 

entertained players at his home, bought ~hem me~s a~d g~f~s, picked ~.~p the tab a~ str~p 

clubs and given them smal~ amounts of cash. His stature w~s such that he had near~y as 

much access ~e the footbal~ and men’s baske~ba~ ~eams as the coaches. He got ~o stand 

on the sMe~ines dudng games~ Twice he ~ed the team onto the field for a game. 

Shapiro new says that his involvement with the Ieotball and men’s basketball teams was 

so con upt that ~t ~anked with the Southern Methodist Un~ve[s~ty scanda~ of needy three 

decades ago, whets booste~s were ope~s~y paying players. S~/~ U got ’;the death penalty," 

meaning that ~t was not alCoa, red to fie~d a ~oetbaH teara for two years, and Shapiro 

claimed that the University of ~,fl~ami should be treated as harshly ~ndeed, Bdtton 

Banowsky, ~he commissioner of Conference USA ----- and ~he c~.~rrent cha~rma~ of the 

Commi~ee o~ Infractions ~ s~id in ~ conference ca~ on Thursday that the Miami c~se 

had been "extraord~ary ~n ~ts s~ze and scope." It h~vo~ved mo~e than 30 atMetes. 

So how is it then that the penalties that were revealed on Tuesday -- a less of nine 

scholarships over a three-year period --were littfe more than a slap on the wrist? One 

theory -- the one proposed by the N.C.A.A. -- was that the university had already 

punished itseff by w~thdraw~ng ~ts football team from postseason play fo~ two straight 

years. (On the other hand, those teams weren’t very good.) 

A second pessible reason is that the N.C.A.A. was gun shy after its mistakes in the Miam~ 

~vest~at~on. Unable to interv~e~,v certa#~ witnesses, N~C.A~A~ ~vest~ato~s paid Sh~piro’s 

]av~yer to feed questions they wa~ted ~nswered d~ing a deposition about ~ bank~uptcy 

proceeding. Severa~ N.C.A.A. investigators were ~red, @s was the chief of enforcemenL 

Sha~a~a, meanwM~e, d~d somethh~g most co~ege presidents a~e tenified of do~g: She 

openly criticized the N.C.A.A., accusing ~t of leaking false h~format~o~ and ~abelh~g some 

of ~ts ~nvest~gat~ve tactics as 

A~sd then there’s the third possible reasons, which is the one that most people in college 

sports believe. The N.C.A.A. does whatever ~ wants, regardless of whether the results 

a~e fair or appropriate I’m of the opinion that there is sometMng ~oo~sy about pun~shksg a 

scheo~ because i~s athletes get free mea~s ~though, adm~ted~y, they probably shouldn’t 

be hangh~g out w~th the I~kes of NevJn Shapffo). But that’s me. In the wo[~d we live 

these are ca~ed "h~perm~ss~Me be~efits," and punishment must be meted out. 

In which case, there should at least be some ihyme o~ leason to the penalties -- some 

consistency. But there isn’t. In 2010, for instance, the ~LC.A.A. absolutely hammered the 

University of Southern California, takhsg away 30 footba~ scholalsMps and ~mpos~g a 

~7~-year postseason ban. That case ~wo~ved exactly o~e atMete ~the star r~nning 

back Regg~e Bush ...... and ~t ~s far from c~ear that a~ybody at the schoo~ knew what was 

going on. The chaffman of the Committee on h~f~actions bac~( then was the ~ate Pau~ 

Dee, who, for 15 years, was the athletic dffector at ~ gosM ~the University of M~ami. 

When Banowsky was asked during the conferonce taft why the Miami penalty was 

comparatively so mild, he gave the c~ass~c #q~C.AA. answer: "Each case ~s differenL" he 

saM. "We don’t put cases against each other based o~ the u~que natule of each case." 

But they’re rea~y not that unique. They a~l revolve aro~nd various k~nds of recr~t~ng 

violations and "impermissible benefits." ~t wouldn’t be hard a~ al~ to come up with a system 

that institutionalized certain penalties for certah~ violations, and put some ~eal faffness 

~nto a system that, today, ~s anytMng blot raft 

Before she hu~g up, Shafata raid me that she is part of a group of "meier university 

presidents" who have taken up the task of reforming the N~C~A~A~ Although she declined 

to give specifics, she said that "it is very clear to Rne what changes need to be made." 

took forward to seeing what she and her fellow presidents come up with. 

At~d here:s a~7 editorial ~ram d3e New "iori< %~mes 0~7 t,6e same day IOcL 251 as Joe 

Nocet~ cofum~. Tafk about a double what~my. 



The: Opinion Pag,es 

The Grambling Football Boycott 

The Grumbling Footbal~ Boycott 

THE .F.DITORiAL BOARD. New Yarh Tirnea, foe2& f3 

For years now. observels of college football have been p~edictir~g -- and in some cases 

rooting far -- a players’ strike to protest that universities are getting rich from unpaid 

student athfetes~ Last ~s, eek, e boycott finefty happened, at G~arnbfing State Lfnive~sity, a 

historically black celfege in Louisiana, but the football players brought attention to an 

entirely different sort of problem: budget cuts that have hurt the entire unive~sity~ 

In a letter to the adnqinistration, the pbyers wrote that the athfetic complex was in 

"ho~dbfe condition," with "mildew and mold" on "the ceiling, ~,a~ls and thor," and 

complained of bng bus trips to Kansas C~ty and ~d~a~apo~is that ~eff them "d[a~ed a~d 

exhausted" before competitions After refusing to participate ~n a game on Saturday, the 

team agreed to return to practice on [~onday. The university, wM~e d~sput#~g some o~ {he 

complaints, exp~ah~ed that ~t ~s working ,7dth ~im~ted resources. 

Under Gay. Bobby Jindal, Louisiana has been slashing state support for higher 

education~ with funding for Grumbling down 56 percent since 2008 (and funding for 

public colleges in genera~ down 48 percent). ~n response, ~he university has ~a~d off more 

than 120 staff members a~d ~educed the number of degree p~ogmms to 47 from 67. R 

a~so has deferred maintenance of c~assroom bu~k~ings, dom~torbs, the I~bn~r~’ and the 

football stad~um~ 

Although Grumbling initialfy tried to spore the athletic department Item austerity 

measures, this was eventually deemed unfair. The administration cut the athletics budget 

by more than $400,000, from roughly $7 1 million in 2012ol 3 to roughly $6.7 million far 

this academic year. Thet’s still gene~eus~ ~elativefy speaking. State aid to Grumbling is 

$13.8 mitlion, isqeaning athfetics gets about half the state money allotted to the entire 

university. 

What’s ailing the football program is also aifing Grambling as a whole, and if the players 

ere tearing for somewhere to place blame, they should consider the state govemmenL 

Folfow Clips on Twitter: 

1O COMMENT ON [HtS eFLASH: nick~cellegeathleticsciips.cem 

TO ACC ESS T H E C l. 1 PS WE BSfT E: 
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~gs Best ~otes, ~gs A~hives and The ~}~s ~e~ ~o~mn VVe also issue the eclectic, thoughb 

provoking, informational and occasionally humorous ~s e~ASHes (h~e this one), which are award- 

athletics. Other Cl~ps outbound em~iled gems ~nalude C~ips ~yewitaess Repo~ C~ips eSU~V~Ys, 

C~#s Realigame~t ~ap~ics, (we’re cn Version 24 and co:~nfing), 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 7:50 AM 

@nc.moom) 
FW: Clips Monday Update 10-28-13 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:03 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
S..bject: Clips Mlonday Update 10-28-13 

Dea~ Lissa. 

SundayEveningGreelings from tim Clips MotherShip. 

We have added qnite a t~w 72 to be exac~new snbscribers (full-boat solo subscribers, 

disco~mted gronp subscribers, stadent subscribers and fi’ee trial sub~ribers) over the past two 

weeks, so here’s a quick ’~planalion (Clockwork Orange Nadsat patois) of what exactly is 

the "Clips Monday Report." Here goes: 

¯ \Vhy have a Clips Monday Report? Although most subscribers have developed a 

fondness for the Clips website, the lhct of the matter is tl~at even redent fans are not 

likely to re~nember to click on the Clips website all by themselves. The need to be 

prompted/reminded. 

¯ How we prompt Clips subscribers to ~Jsit the Clips website: We send out a 

weekly Monday Update (somelimes twice weekly) bulk email to all Clips subscribers. 

What you are reading now is a Clips Monday Update. 
¯ ~en do we send out Clips updates? We have taken a couple of surveys in which 

we’ve asked subscribers when they would like to be prompted and the resoundingly 

near-nnammous tally was tbr an eaady Monday morning deliveU. So we usually scnd 

tl~em out at 1 lpm ET Sunday nights. 

Okay, that about evm~hing a~ybody would want to know about Clips Updates. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~_:,_,~:,_,2~_:,_,£~__r~£_o__~_~@__c___o__[[~.~_c_-,_SLh__C_J_~_s:. 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to ~Jew fl~e 
articles (below) on the website. If you are m~t l~gged in you will get a b~a.ak white 

screen. 

se~tin,:’,themap,s~t Ced,s~ RapidsG,szette 

~ Alabama reports $143.4 million in athletic revenue, up 16% from a 
~_~_a__[__~_~!!_~[ ,~\]abama’s :everlse has ~nc;eased by 48% si~c~ 2009, 

nationM champior~sh~ps :_ruder N~ck Satan a~ corn, I0..2L’..!:~ 

~ Clemson ~1I soon ste£ ahead of the Joneses 

~ UCLA looks for new footbal~ facilit~ ~f the fundraisinq comes throuq~ 

~ NCAA agrees to se~lement ta~ks over concussions ~th 2rid 

coi~e~ ~! 2008 earned [heh qegrses a~ a ;a~s of 82% - the h~:lhes~ ~vel NCP,~X o:’~ i0-24-1 

~ Grou ps to discuss ~overnance ideas ~th DI Board c ~oct. 2s, the D~ Bosrd 

~mpro,/~9 how D~visio¢~ works NCAAoG1, 10-23-13 



About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
._~_____~____~_c_~!l_l__e_.g~La__t__h_Le_t__~c___s__c_:l_~_s__:_c__o___n__! or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@collepeathleticsclips corn or 908 879 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e 5our subscri#don 

Unsub~dbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:23 AM 

Ruflin, David -~<lruffin@Creditd skmgt.com>; @carolina.rr.com 

I~E: Any News? 

Contract Agreementdoc 

Thanks, Jewetl and David. I made the changes David suggested and then also added our proposed agenda for both training sessionm Let me know whaL you think. 

When we get this finalized, I will send it on to Beth with an emai~ requesting: 

¯ A conference ca[[ among all four of us Lo rev~ewand refine the agenda and to discuss our Lrave[ and ~odgk~g arrangemenLs 

¯ Additional ~terns I wi~[ request from her ~n the ema~l 

: Organkation chart of the bank and holding company 

: Ust of board committees and members 

, Approval process for h:~ans 

kbsa L groome 

We~ls gargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for 8anMng and Finance 

U NC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--We~tach 

Chapel H~[< NC 27599-3380 

91%9623066 
http:!!www.lawxmc.ed u!cent ers!ba n kk~ 
Access ~Y~y paper~; on SSRN a[:: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description 

http:llwww law ur>k~ edulimageslnewslmedialba!lkingfmanc~, 

web 542 

From: Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskmgtcom] 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2013 3:20 PM 
To’,        ~carolina.rr.com; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Any News? 

Jewell, 

This is fine. My orfly suggested ch~mges wou~d be: 1) add "day" to one and one-half in the firsl~ paragraph; m~d 2) Cite fl~e date of fl~e original propo~d ruth the 

cun’ic~flum. 
Thanlcs for doing this. 

David 

David H. Rnffin 

Co-Founder, Managing Paztner & Member 

Credit Ri~k :lIanagement, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

9 l 9-573-0212 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

From: Jewell Hoover [mailto:       ~carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 27, 2023 2:~4 PM 

To: ’Broome, Lissa L’; Ruffin, David 
Subject: RE: Any News? 

Lissa and David, 

A p~’oposed contract is attached for your ~eview. David, if you have a more recen~ o~ cornprehensbe ~:orrnat, please ~ee~ free ~o substitute it. Lbsa, could you 

~echeck ~he ds~es and fees to make sure they are correct? Thanks. 

.]ewell 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, October 27, 2013 ~1:24 AN 
To~ Ruffin, David; Jewell 
Su~ject~ RE: Any News? 

Hi David---Good remk~der. 

Jewe~l .-- ~ th~nk you were go~ng to pu~ together a proposed contract Do you wan~ me to go ahead and contact Beth again or should ~ wa~t until we have somedJng 

spedfic to present her with? 

~ hope you both are doh~g well 

L~ssa 

F~m= Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskmgtcom] 
Sent~ Friday, October 25, 2013 4:56 PM 
To~ Jewell; Broome, Lissa L 
Su~ject~ RE: Any News? 

My only concern was thai as we apwoach lhe lwo month window, thres can N significantly higher. It would be to the bank’s adwmmge to come to leto,s with us 



sooner than late~--cost rose aa I know we agreed not lo purchase any tickets until we had a contract in hand. 

DR 

David H. Rutt]n 

Co-Founder, Managing Paxtner & Member 

Credit Risk ~lanagement, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Ma#~ 

919-573-0212 Direct L#~e 

Cell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

wwm cre~£triskmgt, corn 

From: Jewell [mailto:       Ncarolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Ruffin, David 
Subject: Re: Any News? 

David, 

I haven’t heard an~hing. Lissa ~nay have some updated infom~ation. 

Jewell 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 24, 2013, at 4:12 PlVl, "Ruffin, David" <druffin(~)C~editriskm~t.com> wrote: 

Lissa / Jewell, any news from the south seas? Hope alls well with you both. 

David 

David H. Rntfin 
Co-Founder, Managing Pm~mer & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

919-846-5760 Fax 

www. creditris~ngt, corn 



CONTRACT FOF SERVICES 

SERVICES 

Lissa Broome, Jewell Hoover and David Ruffin (Trainers) will provide training to 

the Board of Directors and management of American Savings Bank on February 

12-14, 2014. The Board training session will be held over a one and one half d~yl 

period and the management training session will consist of one day. The 

training will be conducted according to curriculum provided in the ~gge~l uly 

2(~ training proposal. We have also attached a proposed: agenda for the training 

fo~i yore: review and comment. 

FEES 

The following fees shall be paid to each trainer by American Savings Bank for 

services rendered: 

(a) $1,000.00 per individual per day for travel 

(b) $2,500.00 per day for training 

(c) Actual travel expenses including air fare, hotel, parking and per 

diem. 

(d) One half of the training and travel fee ($4,750.00) is due to each 

trainer no later than January 15, 2014. 

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT: 

Trainers shall be reimbursed by American Savings Bank for actual travel 

expenses and other reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the 

performance of the services provided under this contract. Documented receipts 

will be provided to substantiate actual travel expenses and other out-of- pocket 

expenses. American Savings Bank will reimburse expenses within 14 days of 

receiving an invoice. 

This Agreement reflects the final agreement of the parties and may not be 

modified except by a written instrument signed by the parties. 



This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State 

Hawaii. 

AGREED TO this day, ¯ 2013 

Ko Elizabeth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

American Savings Bank 

1001 Bishop Street 

Honolulu, HI 968-2300 

Lissa L. Broome (on behalf of Trainers) 

School of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



~rai~i~ Outline ~Or Board ..... ~ Forma~ed: ~nt: 12 pt, Compl~ Script Font: 

~ Forma~ed: No bullets or numbering 

9:00- 9:15- Welcom% Introductions and Program Overview 

9:~5 - 20:30 - Banking 20Z 
[~2 pt 

1. Ke~ statistics on bankin~ (~[~port on number of banks, E~[~, ~[~ 

of financial health of banking ~n~[~ ~ ~gu~ ~h~ ~’~ ~g~[~9[~ 
profile with emphasis on the bank’s markets)~ 

2. Dual Banking System 

3. Regulatory Structure 
4. S~gnfficant BanMng Laws 
5. Understanding Banks Through Their F[nanc[a~ Statements 

6. Conc~of R~sk Management 
L......~.~.~.m.d.~.~...g[.~.~...~.~.~g.~m.~.~. 
8. Role of Board versus Role of Management 

10:90 - :10:~,5 - Break 

:10:45 - :12:00 - Banking 201 Continued 

:12:00 - 12:45 - Lunch 

:12:45 - 2:30 - Credit 

Role of Policy~ Estab!ishing Limit%, Red F!ag% Sign!ficant Gu!dance for Cred!t R!sks~, 

Concentrations, Role of Loan Review, Role of the Loan Committee, Control Mechanisms, 

Case Study 

2:30 - 2:45 - 

2:45 - 3:30 - 

3:30 - 4:00 

Break 

Credit 

Emerg!gg Risks and Industr~ Hot Tgpics 

Adjourn 

Two for Board 

9:00 - 9:45 Cal~[tal, includ[nA Basel ill,                                           /...-[~=g~gtt~i Font: 12 pt, Complex Script Font: pt 



10:30- 10:45 Break 

10:45 - 11:30 Deciphering CAMELS and the Report of Examination 

11:30 - 12:00 Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

director and officer liabilitv~ 

~ Formatted: Font: :[2 pt, Complex Script Font: 
..... L 12 pt 

12:00 - 12:45 

12:45 - 2:30 

2:30 - 2:45 

2:45 - 3:15 

3:15 - 4:00 

Welcome~ Introductions and Program Overview 

Banking 20~ 

Break 

Banking 201 Continued 

Lunch 

Credit 

Break 

Emerg!ng Risk and Industr~ Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Formatted: Font: :[2 pt, Complex Script Font: 

[12pt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:00 AM 

Rozansky, Crregg <Gregg.Rozansky@thecleafinghonse.org>; Belshaw, Sally <sally.belshaw@occ.treas.govv; Clark, Timofl~y 
<Tim p clark@[rb gov>; Dom nick, Paula <paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com>; Hnnley, Carol <CHunley@sovereignbank.com>; 
Kaplan, Steve <Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov> 

richardneiInan@us.pwc.co~n; Scott, Jennifer Qennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org>; Radetsky, Alex 
<Alex.Radets~@theclearinghouse.org> 

RE: TCH Armual Conference Panel Prep Call - Efi~ctive Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing RegulateD’ Environment 

Draft Panel Qnestions - TCH Anmml Conf Panel on Compliance Risk Management.docx 

Friends; - Thanl~s for a great call last week. t haw? aLtached a reordered set of quesL~ons NsL~ng some of the po~nLs that were made during our conference can for 

your review, f[ we can repNcate on November 22 the d~scuss~[)t) on the call, we wH~ have a great panel 

I believe Gregg will try Lo schedule s can [:or Tim C~ark, Gregg, Richard, and me to fin in T~m~ 

~ ~ook forward to meetb~g you next month ~r~ New Yodc 

Best regards, 

[Jssa h [~roome 

WeNs ~argo Professor of gm~king Law 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of L~w 

C5#3380, Vm~ Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~N, NC 27599.-338{} 

gccess m7 papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comJauthor=248720 

Description 

web 542 iPg 

From: Rozansky, Gregg [mailto:Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:1:1 PN 
To; Belshaw, Sally; Clark, Timothy; Dominick, Paula; Hunley, Carol; KaNan, Steve 
~; Broome, Lissa L; richard.neiman@us.pwc.com; Scott, Jennifer; Radetsky, Alex 
Subject; TCH Annual Conference Panel Prep Call - Effective Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Dear Panelists, 

fn antk:ipat:iot~ of t:omorrow’s 4 pm prep call for ICH’s annual conference f)anel on compliance risk management, please see at[:ached proposed discussion 

questions for your review and consideration. 

During tomorrow’s caN, we will be dbcussin~ the proposed f:ormat for the panel as well as the atLached questions which are intended to serve as a starting point 

for dlscussio~ As you review the attached questions, please consider the following: (i) which questions you wotJd like to address, (li) the order in which you 

beNeve the questions shotJd be asked, and (ill) whether there are any additional!alternative questions that the moderators should pose to the pm~elists. 

Ussa, £k:hard and the TCH team look forward to our call with you tomorrow at 4pro. 

Regards, 

Gre~g 

Gregg Rozansky 

Managing Director ~nd Sen~or Assodate General Counse~ 

212.6129220 {Offk:e) 

(Mobile) 



Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment 

Draft Questions for Consideration: 

Moderators: Introduce program and panelists. 

Some questions may seek the view of the regulators and some the view of the industry. 

Regulation by supervision and oversight. How will regulators influence policy through 
supervision or enforcement? What is the dynamic between the bank and the examiner? 

How does a CFPB exam differ from a bank exam? 
a. Potential discussion points 

i. Rules/prudential approach versus enforcement-based approach 
1. Mitigation by self reports 

a~ Agency listened to prior compliance roundtable and issued 
a bulletin on this 

b. Proactivity by bank after problem discovered during an 
exam 

2. CFPB no longer including enforcement staff in exam 
3. Cooperation and coordination with state authorities (bank 

regulators and state AGs) 
ii. Differences between CFPB exam and OCC exam 

1. CFPB - Compliance Management System (CMS) 
2. Ho~v to be more customer-centric and ~vhat does that mean for 

effective compliance programs 

How do compliance officers mitigate reputational risk? How do regulators assess 
reputational risk? 

a. Potential discussion points 
i. Need a strong compliance culture, which necessitates a certain stature for 

compliance 
1. Can compliance block a product? 

ii~ How do regulators define this risk and measure it? 
iii. See speech by Federal Reserve Board Governor Rashkin on reputational 

risk, 
http :iiww~v. federalreserve.govinewseventsispeechiraskin20130228a.htm 

How does a bank manage regulator5, change both domestically and globally, including 
uncertainty regarding regulatory changes in implementing a compliance program? 

a. Potential discussion points 
i. How to be consistent across multiple trading desks 

ii. AMLiBSA - have to operate at highest level globally 
iii. What if standards are contradictory? 
iv. For foreign owned banks, US regulatory, changes not necessarily well- 

understood 



vi. 

Problems caused by regulatory uncertainty 
1. Reg. W 
2. Volcker Rule 

Compliance has to be anticipatory - cannot do nothing until final rule 
1. Must begin and be ready to redo if necessary 
2. Consider having this be driven by business strategy and having 

someone from strategy leading the effort regarding allocation of 
capital to these efforts 

3. Need to consider bank’s risk appetite 

How do senior management and the board engage with compliance and compliance risk? 
a. Potential discussion points (may have been discussed thoroughly by prior panel 

on governance issues) 
i. Compliance needs to fit within the strategic plan 

How can a major banking group implement an effective enterprise-wide compliance 
program, including overcoming challenges such as coordinating information sharing 
across jurisdictions and affiliates? 

a. Potential discussion points 
i. Compliance programs tailored to specific legal entity versus the enterprise 

Consumer compliance and the CFPB, including regulatory cooperation with the other 
financial regulatory agencies, the timeliness (closing out) of examinations, and the 
different focus of the CFPB (product) versus the bank regulators (entity). How important 
is the consumer’s experience to the CFPB? 

a. Potential discussion points 
i. CFPB: Whole bank versus institutional product line approach 

ii. CFPB assigning consumer compliance ratings 
iii. How does the whole compliance program get assessed? 
iv. Cooperation between CFPB and other financial regulators 

What is the continuing role of the bank regulators in consumer risk? Is there no role, 
given the function of the CFPB, or does the bank regulator’s overall view of risk and 
governance mean that the bank regulator will also be reviewing consumer compliance 
ri sk? 

a. Potential discussion points 
i. Role of OCC 

ii. Role of Fed 
iii. FFIEC Guidelines 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:33 AM 

KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@C~editdskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover( @gmaJl.com) 

Bank Director and Management Training Contract and Proposed Agenda 

Contract.docx; Contract Signed by LLB.pdf 

Hi Beth - I hope you are doing well. I have attached a contract for our February 12-14 training session with your board and management team. Please review and 

return a signed copy to me by November 15 or, if you have questions, we can include the contract as a discussion item on our conference call. 

David, Jewell, and I would like to schedule a conference call with you during November to discuss: 

1. The contract terms, if needed 

2. The proposed agenda and topics for the board and management training 

3. Travel and lodging arrangements 

In addition, as we begin our preparation, it would be helpful to us to have the following: 

1. An organizational chart for the bank and for the holding company 

2. A list of bank board committees and members 

3. The approval process for loans 

Please give us three proposed dates/times for a call that would work for you and we’ll see what we can get scheduled. 

Thanks so much. We are looking forward to getting started on our preparation, but want to get some of these details tied down first. 

Best regards, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h~~t~~t~~p~~:~~~~~~~s~~s~~r~~n~~:~c~~9~~~m~~j~~~~a~~u~~~t~~h~~~~~~r~~~y~~~2~~~4~~~8~~7~~~2~~~~~~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542.jpg 



CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 

SERVICES 

Lissa Broome, Jewell Hoover and David Ruffin (Trainers) will provide training to 

the Board of Directors and management of American Savings Bank on February 

12-14, 2014. The Board training session will be held over a one and one half day 

period and the management training session will consist of one day. The 

training will be conducted according to curriculum provided in the July 26 

training proposal. We have also attached a proposed agenda for the training for 

your review- and comment. 

FEES 

The following fees shall be paid to each trainer by American Savings Bank for 

services rendered: 

(a) $1,000.00 per individual per day for travel 

(b) $2,500.00 per day for training 

(c) Actual travel expenses including air fare, hotel, parking and per 

diem. 

(d) One half of the training and travel fee ($4,750.00) is due to each 

trainer no later than January 15, 2014. 

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT: 

Trainers shall be reimbursed by American Savings Bank for actual travel 

expenses and other reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the 

performance of the services provided under this contract. Documented receipts 

will be provided to substantiate actual travel expenses and other out-of- pocket 

expenses. American Savings Bank will reimburse expenses within 14 days of 

receiving an invoice. 

This Agreement reflects the final agreement of the parties and may not be 

modified except by a written instrument signed by the parties. 

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State 

Hawaii. 



AGREED TO this day, , 2013 

K. Elizabeth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

American Savings Bank 

1001 Bishop Street 

Honolulu, HI 96813 

Lissa L. Broome (on behalf of Trainers) 

School of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



Training Outline for Board 

9:00 - 9:15 - Welcome, Introductions and Program Overview 

9:15 - 10:30 - Banking 201 

:i. Key statistics on banking (FDIC report on number of banks, regulators, overview 

of financial health of banking industry. We could use the FDIC’s latest quarterly 

profile with emphasis on the bank’s markets). 

2. Dual Banking System 

3. Regulatory Structure 

4. Significant Banking Laws 

5. Understanding Banks Through Their Financial Statements 

6. Concept of Risk Management 

7. Enterprise Risk Management 

8. Role of Board versus Role of Management 

10:30 - 10:45 - Break 

10:45 - 12:00 - Banking 20:1 Continued 

12:00 - 12:45 - Lunch 

12:45 - 2:30 - Credit 

Role of Policy, Establishing Limits, Red Flags, Significant Guidance for Credit Risks, 

Concentrations, Role of Loan Review, Role of the Loan Committee, Control Mechanisms, 

Case Study 

2:30-2:45- Break 

2:45-3:30- Credit 

3:30 - 4:00 Emerging Risks and Industry Hot Topics 

Adjourn 

Day Two for Board 

9:00- 9:45 Capital, including Basel III 

9:45- 10:30 Red Flags 

10:30- 10:45 Break 



10:45 - 11:30 Deciphering CAMELS and the Report of Examination 

11:30 - 12:00 Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions, including 

director and officer liability. 

Adjourn 

Training Outline for Management 

9:00 - 9:15 

9:15 - 10:30 

Welcome, Introductions and Program Overview 

Banking 201 

10:30- 10:45 Break 

10:45 - 12:00 

12:00 - 12:45 

Banking 201 Continued 

Lunch 

12:45 - 2:30 Credit 

2:30 - 2:45 Break 

2:45 - 3:15 
3:15 - 4:00 

Adjourn 

Emerging Risk and Industry Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions 



CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 

SERVICES 

Lissa Broome, Jewell Hoover and David Ruffin (Trainers) will provide training to 

the Board of Directors and management of American Savings Bank on February 

12-14, 2014. The Board training session will be held over a one and one half day 

period and the management training session will consist of one day. The 

training will be conducted according to curriculum provided in the July 26 

training proposal. We have also attached a proposed agenda for the training for 

your review and comment. 

FEES 

The following fees shall be paid to each trainer by American Savings Bank for 

services rendered: 

(a) $1,000.00 per individual per day for travel 

(b) $2,500.00 per day for training 

(c) Actual travel expenses including air fare, hotel, parking and per 

diem. 

(d) One half of the training and travel fee ($4,750.00) is due to each 

trainer no later than January 15, 2014. 

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT: 

Trainers shall be reimbursed by American Savings Bank for actual travel 

expenses and other reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the 

performance of the services provided under this contract. Documented receipts 

will be provided to substantiate actual travel expenses and other out-of- pocket 

expenses. American Savings Bank will reimburse expenses within 14 days of 

receiving an invoice. 

This Agreement reflects the final agreement of the parties and may not be 

modified except by a written instrument signed by the parties. 

This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State 
Hawaii. 



AGREED TO this day, _~_2013 

K. Elizabeth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

American Savings Bank 

1001 Bishop Street 

Honolulu, HI 96813 

Lissa L. Broome (on behalf of Trainers) 

School of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



Training Outline for Board 

9:00 - 9:15 - Welcome, Introductions and Program Overview 

9:15 - 10:30 - Banking 201 

1. Key statistics on banking (FDIC report on number of banks, regulators, overview 

of financial health of banking industry. We could use the FDIC’s latest quarterly 

profile with emphasis on the bank’s markets). 

2. Dual Banking System 

3. Regulatory Structure 

4. Significant Banking Laws 

5. Understanding Banks Through Their Financial Statements 

6. Concept of Risk Management 

7. Enterprise Risk Management 

8. Role of Board versus Role of Management 

10:30 - 10:45 - Break 

10:45 - 12:00- Banking 201 Continued 

12:00- 12:45 - Lunch 

12:45 - 2:30 - Credit 

Role of Policy, Establishing Limits, Red Flags, Significant Guidance for Credit Risks, 

Concentrations, Role of Loan Review, Role of the Loan Committee, Control Mechanisms, 
Case Study 

2:30-2:45- Break 

2:45-3:30- Credit 

3:30 - 4:00 Emerging Risks and Industry Hot Topics 

Adjourn 

Day Two for Board 

9:00- 9:45 Capital, including Basel III 
9:45-10:30 Red Flags 

:~0:30- 10:45 Break 



10:4S - 11:30 Deciphering CAMELS and the Report of Examination 

11:30- 12:00 Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions, including 

director and officer liability~ 

Adjourn 

Training Outline for Management 

9:00 - 9:15 

9:15 - 10:30 

Welcome, Introductions and Program Overview 

Banking 201 

10:30 - 10:45 Break 

10:45 - 12:00 

12:00 - 12:45 

Banking 201 Continued 

Lunch 

12:45 - 2:30 Credit 

2:30 - 2:45 Break 

2:45 - 3:15 

3:15- 4:00 

Adjourn 

Emerging Risk and Industry Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:10 AM 

Millie Tan <Millie.Ta~@quinfiles.com:~ 

I~E: NYTimes: Focused Eflbrt to Narrow tl~e Gender Gap on Co~v)rate Boards 

Thanks, Millie 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Millie Tan [mailto:Millie Tan@quintiles cam] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:32 PM 
To: Mawann Bruce; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: NYTimes: Focused Effort to Narrow- the Gender Gap on Corporate Boards 

Thought you’d find this article encouraging! 
M~llie 

http ://nyti ms/1 biyWj 9 

A program at George Washington L’niversity School of Business is helping women be considered Jk~r board seats and training them to step into those posts. 

Millie Tan 

Please excuse brevity, typos and abbreviations sent from my iPad 

********************** IMPORTANT--PLEASE RF.AD ************************ This electronic message, including its attachments, is COMPANY CON[~’IDEXrF[A[~ and may 
contain PROPRIETARY or LEGALLY PRIVILEGED infonnation. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, disclosure, copying, or distribution of this 
message or any of the information included in it is unauthorized and strictly prohibited If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and 
permanently delete this message and its attachments, along with an?’ copies thereo£ Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

~emaJl .unc.edu> 

RSVP for 10/31 lunch 

I plan to attend. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc,edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: [~-1t~~t~~p~~~:~/~~/~~~s~~s~~r~~n~~:~c~~~~~~m‘~~~~~a~~u~~~t~~h~~~~~~[~-~~~~2~~~4~~~8~~7~~~2~~~~~~ 

Description: 
http://www law. unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:48 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboge@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~tell@etnail.unc .edu> 

l~v’: Additional P&T Revision 

P&TModification.docx 

Hi Jack and Jeff- I am sorry no[ [o have responded earlier [:o [:h~s message, f have no[: taken [:h~s proposal to the T&p committee for approval, but couR~ d~scuss it 

with the cornmittee th~s week if you wou~d 

The proposa~ does not seem substantively d~fferent to me from the language i~lduded ~n the new guidelines and gN’en all of our issues w~th the T&P policy ] don’t 

know ~f tMs is worth push~ng forward, ~f you would I~ke me to proceed, however, ~ will 

.Jeff says the key clarification ~s that the right ~:o request review for prom.:~tion to full is so~ely in the dean’s d~scret~on The language tha~: is currently ~n there says 

"the dean wi~ determh~e," whR:h seems to me to g~w~ the dean a Io~: of d~screl:h:m - he gets ~:o de(:Me~ t?w~rything else is ~dent~cal (although ~n a slightly di[ferent 

order), plus there ~s the addition of ~anguage that ~t is customary that in ~aw schools that untenured professors may achieve fuji professor s[ [he time of the [enure 

grant and thai assodate professors with tenure wH~ be promoted re~at~vNy soon after being gran[ed tenure ~n accord with ~kn~tations in University policy upon 

demonstration of add~t~ona~ qualifications. 

Th~s was not one of the ~ssue MgMighted by Office of University Counsel 

ket me know how you’d Hke me to proceed w~l:h the T&P (:ommittee. Add~tiona~ bad, ground for the proposed change wou~d be helpfu~ ~f you w~sh us to proceed. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
$entl Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:~8 PN 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L; Boger, Jack 
SubjeCt~ Additional P~T Revision 
Hi Lissa, 
I’m attaching an additional, proposed revision to the new P&T policies. As I think Jack mentioned to ~ou, this revision is not intended to change anything in our current policies. 

Rather, its purpose is to clariN those policies because of some earlier confusion from the Provost’s office over this provision. It deals with a tenure Associate Professor’s abilit~ to 

request review for promotion to full professor. The ke~ clarification is to stress that such an Assoc. Professor can request review for promotion 12 months after tenure or denial of 

promotion--but the review remains solel~ in the Dean’s discretion. This contrasts with the right to review that occurs 5 years after tenure or denial of promotion. Again, 

understanding is that this is all consistent with our previous policies. 

Let me know if ~ou or the committee have ang questions. 

-Jeff 



Review of Associate Professors for Full Professor in "Fifth Year" Provision 

Provision in newly adopted P&T Policy 

Associate professors with tenure have the fight to be reviewed for promotion to professor in 

the fifth year after their tenure becomes effective, and thereafter, in the fifth year following 

any subsequent review that does not result in promotion. An associate professor who chooses 

not to exercise this right in the fifth year may exercise it in any year thereafter. Associate 

professors seeking to exercise this right must notify the dean of their intent no later than 

August 15 of the academic year during which the review will take place. In addition to these 

reviews as of fight, tenured associate professors may request to be reviewed for promotion to 

professor at any time more than 12 months after their tenure becomes effective, or 12 months 

after the conclusion of the most recent review that has not resulted in promotion. When a 

tenured associate professor makes such a request, the dean will determine whether to proceed 

with the process of review after consultation with the candidate and P&T. 

Proposed revised provision - Fall 2013 

Consistent with practices in peer institutions and leading law schools in the United States, the 

School of Law- presumes both that many untenured associate professors will achieve the rank 

of full professor at the same time tenure is granted and that many associate professors with 

tenure will be promoted relatively soon after being granted tenure in accord with limitations 

in University policy upon demonstration of additional qualifications. Accordingly, associate 

professors with tenure may request to be reviewed for promotion to professor at any time 

more than 12 months after their tenure becomes effective, or 12 months after the conclusion 

of the most recent review that has not resulted in promotion. When a tenured associate 

professor makes such a request, the Dean retains full discretion to determine whether review 

will occur. In exercising this discretion, the Dean will determine whether a review appears 

appropriate after a preliminary assessment of the accumulated record and consultation with 

the candidate and P&T. 

Associate professors with tenure have the fight to a review for promotion to professor no 

later than the fifth year after their tenure becomes effective, and thereafter, in the fifth year 

following any subsequent review that does not result in promotion. An associate professor 

who chooses not to exercise this right of a review at either of these five year marks may 

exercise it in any year thereafter. Associate professors seeking to exercise this right of 

review must notify the Dean of their intent no later than August 15 of the academic year 

during which the review will take place. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:02 AM 

Gibson, S. El~abeth <elizabeth gib~n@unc.edu>; Bryan, Patricia L <plbrya~@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Thm~k you! 

Elizabeth and Patricia - 

Thank you for a wonderful birthday dinner last night. As always it was great to catch up with each of you and to enjoy some wonderful food together. I am blessed 

to have such special and steadfast friends! Thanks for the cards too. I enjoyed reading them again by the light of the day. 

I hope Patricia had a good birthday celebration earlier this week. We may want to begin thinking about dates for her birthday dinner. How do the following nights 

in December look? 

2, 5, 9, 11, 16, 19 
Take care, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 3:13 PM 

Stanley Sporkin <stanley.slyorkin@ombudsmanecp.com> 

ILE: North Cmolina Ba~Mng Institute Journal: Publication Dra£t Final Review 

Thanks, I will pass this along. 
tissa 

From: Stanley Sporkin [mailto:stanley.sporkin@ombudsmanecp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:59 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Thank you. I would like to discuss the reason they wanted to delete part of the last footnote. I put it back in I am ready to take 

their call. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [t_n_ajJ_t_o_~J__b_r_o___o__m__e__@__e___m___a_!!N_n___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:04 PM 
To: Stanley SDorkin 

Co: 
Subject: RE: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Thanks so much, Judge Sporkin. 
explanatory, 
Take care, 
tissa 

From: Stanley Sporkin [mailto:stanley.sporkin@ombudsmanecp.corn] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:05 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject; RE: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Lissa and 

Here are my changes. For a sho~ title, I suggest "Regulation Now." Please call me at so I can explain my 

changes. Thank you for your diligence and hard work. I am very pleased with the a~icle as edited with the exceptions that I 

have made. 

Stan 

or one of the other’ editors wilt be in touch i1: they have any questions about your changes. Hopefully, most of them are self-- 

From: Broome, Lissa L [t_n__ajJ_t_o_~J__b_r_o___o__m__e__@__e___m___a_!!N_n___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Monday, 4:52 PM 
To: Stanley Sporkin 

Co: 
Subject: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Dear Judge 5porkin - f hope you are doing well We’re nearing the home stretch on our publication rela~:ed to The Political Economy of Financial Regulation 
conference. See the request from our ~!diLor-in-Chief below, I1: you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact or me, 
Thanks again, 
tissa 

Sent: Monday, 4:34 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 
Dear Judge Sporkil~ 

Thank you for allomng the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal to publish your piece. Please find attached the formatted version of your piece along ruth a 

redlined version, which shows the changes made to the dra£t we sent you over the summer. Since track changes is incompatible ruth our fom~atting program, if you 

would like to make any changes to the formatted document, please just make the changes in the [x~@ of the document (no track changes necessa~9. 

Additionally, do you have a preference tbr a "short title" liar the piece? Although lhe full title will appear on the tirs~t page and the table of contents, tl~e short title will be 

used in the header of all subsequent pages. 

We ask that you review your piece and make any desired changes by Monday~              If this is a problem, please let me ki~ow. If we do not hear from 

you by            . we will publish the version attached. Once the final drafks are compiled, I will make any remaining bluebook or formatting changes. We are 

working hard to ensure tl~at the issue will go to print as soon as possible. 

Many thanks for your time and assis~nce throughout this process. We are excited to see the finished product! 

Sincereb; 

Editor-h-Chief 

NortJ~ Carolina Banking Institute JournaJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:50 PM 

BDan, Patficia L <plbD’an@email.unc.e&~; (hibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu> 

I~E: ThaNe you! 

Let’s say December il. More details to come. 

~.issa 

I=rem; Bryan, Patricia L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:49 plvl 

To-" Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

I may be out of town over December 5th and 9th. But any of the other dates look good. 

I en}oyed the dinner too - and look forward to the 

Pstricia 

E~= Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
$eBt= Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 ~0:25 AN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L; Bryan, Patricia L 
$~bje¢t= RE: ~ank you~ 

L;ssa -A]~ of those days work for me. 

E~izabeth 

S. Elizabeth G~bson 

Burton Cra~ge Professor of Law 

5073 Van Hed<e.-Wet~:ach Hal~ 

Univers~tv o[ North Carolina a~: Chapel 

C.B, # 3380 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-8~6 

Fax: {9~.9) 962-1277 

E~= Broome, Lissa L 
$eBt= Tuesday, October 29, 2053 9:02 AN 

To= Gibson, S. Elizabeth; B~an, Patricia L 
$~bje¢t; ~ank you~ 

Elizabeth and Patricia - 

Thank you for a wonderful birthday dinner last night. As always it was great to catch up with each of you and to enjoy some wonderful food together. I am blessed 

to have such special and steadfast friends~ Thanks for the cards too. I enjoyed reading them again by the light of the day. 

I hope Patricia had a good birthday celebration earlier this week. We may want to begin thinking about dates for her birthday dinner. How do the following nights 

in December look? 

2, 5, 9, ~, ~6, 19 

Take care, 

Lissa 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:34 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
I:W: Quick Shot - Comtnunicate Rules Chm~ges to your Radio/Web Streaming Taleut 

2014-2015 WBB Rules Book .pdf; 2013-14 NCAA Rules and Officiating Educational Infonnation.txtf, WCBO - Statement on 

ONciating.txtf 

From: Finch, Nora Lynn [mailto:nlfinch@theacc.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 20:~3 5:27 PM 
To; Kelly L. Mehrtens (mehrtens@umd.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (christine@gocards.com); Erik 3ohnson (Erik.s.johnson@bc.edu); 3aclyn "3acki" Silar 
(jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); -]ane Miller (jm2y@virginia~edu); 3ennifer Strawley (j~strawley@miami.edu); -]ill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu); 3ody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); kbarbar@CLEMSON.EDU; Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Michael Lipit~; Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Stacey Brann 
(sbrann@athletics.pitt.edu); Stan Wilcox (swilcox2@fsu.edu); Terry Donovan (tadonova@syr.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs; 
walkerbg@wfu.edu 
C¢-" Swofford, 3ohn; Hecker, Brad; Duke, Alyssa; Ufnowski, Amy; Yakola, Amy; Curtis, Charlene; Debbie Antonelli I          _~aol.com); LaChina Robinson 

_~hotmaiLcom); Tom Werme @gmail.com); Rob Reichley (rreichley@raycomsports.com); Debbie Williamson ~yahoo.com); Audra 
Smith (audra@clemson.edu); Brenda Frese (bfrese@umd.edu); Dennis Wolff (djwolff@vt.edu); .]eft Walz (j.walz@louisville.edu); .]~nnifer Hoover (hooverjm@wfu.edu); 
.]oanne Boyle (.]b4xd@virginia.edu); .]oanne P. lvlcCallie (jpmccallie@duaa.duke.edu); Katie Meier (coachmeier@miamLedu); lvlaChelle .]oseph (mjoseph@athletics.gatech.edu); 
Muffet McGraw (mmcgraw@n&edu); ¢~uentin Hillsman (qjhillsm@syr.edu); Sue Semrau (ssemrau@fsu.edu); Suzie McConnelI-Serio (coachmcconnellserio@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Hatchell, Sylvia R; Wes Moore (wes_moore@ncsu.edu) 
Subject; Quick Shot - Communicate Rules Changes to your Radio/Web Streaming Talent 
Importance: High 

ACC Women’s ketball 
Quic ot 

Focus point for the week of October 28, 2013 
TO: W.:_~mBn’S gaskBtball CommittBe 

CO: Commissioner Swo[ford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, A~yssa Duke, Amy Ufnowsk~, Amy Yako~a, Charlene Curtis, Debbie An~oneHi, LsCh~na Robinson, 

Tom Werme, Rob Reichley, Debbie %H~smsor~ 

Quick Shot ---Communicate Ru~es Changes vgith . our Radio and Web Streaming Talent 

Attached ~re three h~portant documents wNch should be sent to your radio and web strem~ing p~ay-by-p]ay m~d color commentators prior to your first game 

broadcast. Please ensure tha~: ~:h~s ir~formath:~i~ is shared d#ectlv with your ta]ei~t at~d advise them to co[~LacL Debbie W~l~iamson .- @yahoo.com.- 

NCAA Na~:~ot~al Rule~; {~d~tor, for exp~anath:ms and answers to their questions. P~ease be sure that they understand that 

There are several key differences in the ru~es, and your women’s broadcast talent should take the t~nle 

to ~earn the women’s rules before going on the sir. 

The first attachment is a copy of the 20:[4-2015 NCAA Women’s Basketball rulebook. With 32 women’s basketball playing ru~es changes for 2013-2014, ~t is 

impera~:ive tha~: your talent: read the ruk~book and unders~:and it. Good k~c:]~ with that~ 

The second a~:~:achrmmt ~s a document prepared by the NCAA for distdbutkm to ms~:~tut~ot~al, conference, at~d [)ationa] broadcasters to e’,<p]a~r~ the major ru~es 

differences and the emphasis by the officials to reduce phys~caliW, open the court for movement, dean up the posL play, and protect the shooter and bah handier. 

The document was prepared specifically as a handouL to our med~a partners, so p~esse ensure that ~t is distributed to sl~ of your’ talent. Your talent can s~ld should 

refer to th~s document during theh~ game broadcasts to he~p the audience understand the new emphas~s on offic~ath~g the rules. 

The third document ~s an NCAA document that explains why the rules will be officiated d~fferent~y this season. ~t, too, shouM be d~stributed to your broadcast 

team~; and can at~d ~;hould be referet~ced during broadcasts. 

Thank you for servir~g as; the communh::atkm hub for al~ thir~gs ACC Wometl’s gasketbaH. }:eel Free to forward my ernail to your SfD and other staff members 

responsible for the coordination of responsibilities wiLh your radio brosdcasLs and web streaming tea~T~s. P~esse ensure that the conlmun~cat~on does not stop 

with your SID. 

Thank you, and GAME ON~ 

NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

O: 336369.4669 ~ C 
nlfinch~theacc or# 

[ ~:~: ACC 2013-14 ESignat~re July1 (2) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:35 AM 

Nation~J AssocitaJon for Athletics Compliance 

http://www.nacda.com/naacc/nacda-naacc-awards.html 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h t~_p:/iwww.law.u nc.ed u/cent ersiba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .h--t--t-#-~.-/-/--s--s--r--n--:~c--~--~-m--~---a-~u---t--h---~--r-----:~2---4---8-~z~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://w~v law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 8:57 AM 

NYTimes.com: This Little LED ofF, line 

~nc.rr.com:~ 

From The New- York Times: 

This Little LED of Mine 

The common complaint about compact fluorescent lights, the harsh glow, may have an energy-efficient answer, especially as LED bulbs fall under $10 each. 

http :/i~vw~v.nytimes corn/2013/11/02/business/ener a3~-envir onment/this-little-led-o f-mine html 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: a~icle 

Okay. Thanks. Be sure [his additional change gets captured in whatever Schneiberg returns to us~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AlVl 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: article 

Hi Prof. Broome, 

I received this e-mail from this morning. Prof. Schneiberg emailed him on and replied today. I e-mailed with Prof. Schneiberg last 

week regarding one footnote, but I presume he is making the rest of the changes he asked about below. In case you have any correspondence with Prof. 

Schneiberg, I thought you might want to be aware of the time lapse in ’s reply to him. 

Thank you, 

From: @gma!Lcom> 

Sent= Tuesday, 8:19 AM 

To; Marc Schneiberg 

Cc; score 

Subject; Re: article 

Hi Prof. Schneiberg, 

Apoiogies for the delay getting back to you. I’m in New York for the semester and I’ve returned some of my responsibilities back to the team in North 

Carolina. I’m forwarding this to our Editor-in-Chief, , and I’m sure she can update you. 

Thanks- 

O n TU e, 

H~ 

at 7:23 PM, Marc Schneiberg <schneibm@reed.edu> wrote: 

Two questions: 

Will we see a publication draft with your final edits? 

2. Maybe too late in the game, but I found an editing blooper on page three of my articie. 

Perhaps fol ks caught this, but if not, and if there’s any time left for a change, it’s just an extra comma in an awl<ward piace that shouid be omitted 

Insofar as cooperative and reia[ed alternatives to investor owned corpora[ions eliminate independent shareholders, assign authority, and residual claims 

in firms [o consumers, producers or citizens, or [oster Iocalism and relational exchange in financial markets, they trans[orm reia[ionships and incen[ives 

among stal<eholders, tying firms more closeiy to [t~e subs[antive economic interes[s of the sectors and communi[ies they serve. 

The comma between "assign authority" and "and residual claims" should not be there. 

Any chance we can fix this, or is that horse out of the barn?? 

Thanks again for your good work 

On 8:58 PM, wrote: 

Hi Marc, 

We’re working through them right now. Your paper has gone through two rounds of checks on the citations. Next, I need to review the checks 

to make sure they were thorough and caught everything. If they measure up, our publication editor wili prepare the publica[ion draft for your 

a pproval. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Thanks- 

On Tue, at 8:09 PM, Marc Schneiberg <schneibm@reed.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Just wondering where we are with the article, as I haven’t heard [rom you in a bit 

On 11:05 AM, wrote: 



Thanks Marc, 

Much appreciated, I’ll be taking a look at this with my team over the next few days and weUI come back to you if there’s 

something we can’t figure out. Our goal is to send you a finai publication draft for ,{’our approval before the end of the month. In 

the interim, don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks again for everything- 

On Fri, 
Hi 

at 1:59 PM, Marc Schneiberg <schneibm@reed.edu> wrote: 

Here is an edited and updated version of my article. I’ve gone about as far as I can on the citations, but there are a dozen or so 

Underwriter references that I do not have copies for. For man,{’ or most of those I could refer to a cited published work or the 

dissertation. Some I might be able to trim. But before I would do any more on this, I wanted you to let me know how we should 

proceed. 

When you go to press, the publisher would probabiy want the original jpeg of the state chart of mutuals. 

Cheers, 

Marc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 9:43 AM 

cox@law.duke.edu 

~live.unc.edu> 

VW: North Carolina BmMng Inslitute Joum~J: Publication Draft Fin~J Review 

Hi Jim--- Otle last item: 

We need an alternative title for your piece. SeveraJ panelists named fl~eir pieces the same thing, so we a~re asking that all authors provide a~ aJtemative title. If tiffs title is 

more than a few words, we would al~ like to receive your preference for a "sho~ title" for the piece? Nfllough the full rifle roll ap~ on the first Nge and the ~ble of 

contents, the sho~ rifle will be used in the header of ~1 subsequent Nges. 

Tha~ 

Lis~ 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Monday, 5:26 PM 
To= ’James Cox’ 

Subject= RE: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Dra~ Final Review 
Thanks, J~m. ~t’s been ou~ pleasu~’e~ 

F~m: James Cox [mailto:cox@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:02 PM 
Te: Broome, Ussa L 

Subject: RE: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Dra~ Final Review 
AH chsnges reviewed and accepted by me. Than~s for the excellent work on th~s, J~rn Cox 

Sent: Monday, 4:45 PN 
Te~ James Cox 

Subject= Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Fina~ Review 
~-H J~r~ --. I hope you are doing we~L We"re nearing d~e home stretch on our publication related to The Political Ecotlomy of Financial Regulation confer’ence. See the 

request from our [d~tor-imChief below. ~f you have any questions, p~ease do not hesitate to contact or me. 

Thanks again, 

k~ssa 

Sent: Nonday, 4:31 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journak PuNication Draft Final Review 

Dear Professor Cox, 

Thank you tbr aJ]owing the No~ Carolina Bm~ng Insfi~te JoumaJ ~ publish your piece. Plea~ find a~ched ~e forenamed version of your piece along with a 

redlined version, wNch shows the changes made to the dra~ we sent you over the summer. Since track cha~ges is incompatible wi~ our fo~ma~ing program, if you 

would like to make any changes k~ the forma~ed document, please just make the changes in the N~@ of the document (no track changes necessa~,). 

Additionally; we need ~ alternative rifle for your piece. Several p~elists named their pieces the same tNng, so we ~e as~ng that all authors provide ~ alternative rifle. 

IftNs rifle is mo~ tha a few words, we would aJso like ~ receive your preference for a "sho~l rifle" for the piece? Although the full title will appear on the fi~t page 

and the table of contents, the sho~ rifle will be used in the header of all sub~quent Nges. 

We ask that you review your piece and m ake Ny desired ~hanges by ~Iunday, If this is a problem, please let me know. If we do not hear from 

you by            , we will publish the version attached. Once fl~e final dmlLs are compiled, ~ will make any remaining bluebook or lbnnatting changes. We am 

working hard to ensure "that the issue will go to pfinl as soon ~ possible. 

Ma~y thanks tbr your’time and assistance flm?ughout tNs process. We am excited to see the finished producfi 

Since~b; 

Editor-n-Chief 

North Caxolina Banking Institute Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

James Cox <cox@law.duke.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: North Carolina Baxddng Institute Journal: Publication DmZt Final Review 

Thanks, Jim. Sounds good to me. 

l.issa 

From: James Cox [mailto:cox@law.duke.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:52 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
~:c; 
Subjecti RE: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

How about, "Headwi~ds Cot~ronting the S~C" 

From: Broome, Lissa L [.D_N[!_t_o_:_[_b__tLqg__m___e_,@_e__m__ajJ_:g_t)_c__:_e_~!_u_] 

Sent; Tuesday, 9:43 AM 
To; James Cox 

Subject; FW: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Hi Jim--- One last item: 

We need an alternative title for your piece. Several panelists named tl~eir pieces the same thing, so we a~re asking that all authors provide a~ alternative title. If tiffs title is 

more than a few words, we would al~ like to receive your p~eference for a "sho~ title" tbr the piece? N~ough Ne full title roll apN~ on the firs~ Nge a~d the ruble of 

contents, the sho~ rifle will be used in the header of NI subsequent Nges. 

Tha~ 

Lis~ 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Monday, 5:16 PM 
T~ ’James Cox’ 

Subject= RE: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Dra~ Final Review 
Thanks, J~m. Ws been ou~ pleasu~’e~ 

Fmm~ James Cox [mail~o:cox(01aw.duke.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 5:02 PM 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 

Subject~ RE: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Dra~ Final Review 
A~I chat~ges reviewed and acce~ted by me, Thard~s fo~ the excellent work on th~s, Jkn Co’,< 

Sent~ Monday, 4:4~ PM 
T~ James Cox 

Subjeet~ Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 
Hi J~r~ --. I hope yo~ are doing we~f. We’re nearing [he home stretch m? our publication related to The Pofit~cal Eco~lomy of Financial Regulation corffer’ence. See the 

request from our [d~tor-in-ghief below. ~f you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact or me. 

Thanks again, 

k~ssa 

Sent: Monday, 4:31 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Dra~ Final Review 

Dear Professor Cox, 

Thank you tbr allowing the No~ Carolina Ba]~ng Insfi~te JoumM ~ publish your Bece. Plea~ find a~ched ~e forenamed version of your piece along with a 

redlin~d version, wNch shows the changes made to the dra~ we sent you over the summer. Since track ch~ges is incompatible wi~ our fo~ma~ing program, if you 

would like to make any changes m the tb~a~ed document, please just make the changes in the ~dy of the document (no track changes necessa~0. 

Additionalb; we need ~ alternative title for your piece. Several p~elists named their pieces the same tNng, so we ~e as~ng that all authors provide ~ alternative title. 

If tiffs title is morn th~ a few words, we woMd Mso like ~ receive your prefereBce for a "short rifle" for the piece? Although the full title will appear on the fiBt page 

and the table of contents, the sho~ title will be used in the header of all sub~quent Nges. 

~Ve ask tlmt you review your ~ieee ~d make ~ny desired d~ges by Monday,            . If this is a problem, please let me ~ow. If we do not hear from 

you by            , we will publish the version attached. Once the final dmlLs are compiled, ~ will make any wmaining bluebook or IZ)rnlat[ing changes. We am 

working hard to ensure lhat the issue will go to pfinl as soon ~ possible. 

Many thanks tbr your lime and assistance throughout tNs process. We am excited to see th~ finished producfi 

Since~ly, 

Editor-n-Chief 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 7:37 PM 

Marc Schneiberg <~hneibm@reed.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: North Carolina BaNdng Institute Jouma),: Publication Dra£t Final Review 

Thanks, Marc. 

Take care, 

I.issa 

From: Narc Schneiberg [mailto:schneibm@reed.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PM 
To-" Broome0 Lissa L 

Subject: Re: FW: North Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Hi Folks, 

tlere is a 11.5.13 final dratt with my final edits, incorporated into the text per ’s instructions below. 

Suggestions for a rtmning head in order of preference: Regulation and Organizational Diversity, Regulation a~d O~a~izing Diversity, Regulation and Diversity 

Thmiks so much for this opportunity. ~ would you pls coiffiim receipt? 

Cheers 

Marc 

On 1:57 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Ni Marc--- I hope you are doing well. We’re nearing the home stretch on our publication related to The Political Economy ot: Financial Regtdat~on 
conference. See the request ~:rom our Editor-in-Chief below. I1: you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact or me. 
Thanks again, 
Lissa 

Se~t~ ~onday, ~:38 PH 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject~ Noah Carolina Banking Institute Sournal: Publication Draft Final Review 
Dear Professors Sch~eibe~$, 
Tha~ you for Nlowing the No~ Carolina Bm~ng Insti~te Journal ~ punish your piece. Please find a~ched the fo~a~ed ve~ion of your piece along 

with a redlined versio~ which shows the ch~ges made m the draft we sent you over the summer. Since trek changes is incompatiNe ruth our fom~a~ing 

program, if you would like to m~e ~y changes m the forenamed document, plea~ just make the changes in the bo@ of the document (no track chm~ges 

necessa~). 
Additionally, do you have a preference tbr a "sho~ rifle" for the piece? Although ~e fnll "rifle roll appear on fl~e fi~t page and the table of contents, the 

sho~ rifle will be u~d in the header of all subsequent pages. 

We ask that you review your piece ~d make ~y desired ch~ges by Wednesday,             . Iftl~s is a proNem, please let me know. If we 

have not heazd from you by           , we will publish fl~e version arched. Once the final drafts are compile& I will make any mmmmng blueN~ok or 

fo~maNng changes. We are wor~ng hard ~ ensme that the issue roll go to print as soon as possible. 

Ma~y thanks for ?~ur time and assis~nce fl~mughout this process. We a~e excited to see the finished producfi 

SinceMy, 

Editor-n-Chief 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:55 PM 

@no.r~.oom) 
VW: This Week in C~A~ROLINA: The Magazine 

From: Rams Club [mailto:mail@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 12:00 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; This Week in CAROLINA: The Magazine 

xi 

Please enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA - the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics. CAROLINA ~s a 
new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad, and Android tablet. Click the link to view this 
week’s issue! 
You can also always find the most up to date issue - as well as previous issues - on ramsclub.eom/CAROLINA. 
Thank you for your support of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club! 

There is a lot happening in Chapel Hill Friday evening, including home sporting events for several UNC teams. In an effort to encourage fan support at all of 
our home events, all fans with a Men’s Basketball ticket for the game vs. Oakland at 9pro will be granted complimentary admission to the Women’s Basketball 
game vs. Air Force at 4:30pro and the Men’s Soccer game vs. NC State at 7pro. Simply present your Men’s Basketball ticket at the doors of Carmichael and the 

gate at Fetzer for free admission. 

Contact the ticket office at 919=962-2296 or follow this link to purchase tickets! 

To forward this message to a friend, 

To ensure that you continue to receive your emails from GoHeels corn, please add us to your Address Book or safe list¯ 

© 2013 GoHeels com. 

NeuLion, Inc - 1600 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York, 11803 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:55 PM 

~no.r~.oom) 
VW: This Week in C~A~ROLINA: The Magazine 

From: Rams Club [mailto:mail@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:32 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; This Week in CAROLINA: The Magazine 

xi 

Please enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA - the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics. CAROLINA ~s a 
new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad, and Android tablet. Click the link to view this 
week’s issue! 
You can also always find the most up to date issue - as well as previous issues - on ramsclub.eom/CAROLINA. 
Thank you for your support of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club! 

There is a lot happening in Chapel Hill Friday evening, including home sporting events for several UNC teams. In an effort to encourage fan support at all of 
our home events, all fans with a Men’s Basketball ticket for the game vs. Oakland at 9pro will be granted complimentary admission to the Women’s Basketball 
game vs. Air Force at 4:30pro and the Men’s Soccer game vs. NC State at 7pro. Simply present your Men’s Basketball ticket at the doors of Carmichael and the 

gate at Fetzer for free admission. 

Contact the ticket office at 919=962-2296 or follow this link to purchase tickets! 

To forward this message to a friend, 

To ensure that you continue to receive your emails from GoHeels corn, please add us to your Address Book or safe list¯ 

© 2013 GoHeels com. 

NeuLion, Inc - 1600 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York, 11803 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

.docx 

FYI 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc~edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

i~i Description: 

....... htt p:flwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n kingfin a nce 

web542.jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:10 PM 

Culler, Ellen B *-eculler@~mc.edu> 

PJ~: The weekend... 

Wow! Good tuck to you and your very capable team. I know you will make it all look easy. 
I.issa 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Seat: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
C¢: Broome, Lissa L; Sarah Seely ( @gmail.com);        @gmail.com; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; .1oan@chapelhillsportswear.com; kathy@chapelhillsportswear.com; 
Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) 
Subject: The weekend_. 

A brief rundown of our activities this weekend through Monday follows. We hope that this wl[ assist you with your travels around cam pus particularly 
between 4:00 and 9:00 on Friday evening and assuming no repeat of last night’s fire. A helcopter might be in order: 
Friday, November 8 
l:00-1:30-ish pm Virginia footba[[ equipment arrives at Kenan Stadium 
4:30 pm Women’s gasketbal vs. Air Force 

7:00 pm Men’s Soccer vs. NC State 
8:00 pm Volleyball vs. C[em son 
9:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. Oakland 
Doors open at 3:30 at Carmichae[, gates open at Fetzer at 6:00, doors remain open at Carmichae[ for Volleyball; and doors open at the Smith Center at 
7:30 pro. 

Saturday, November 9 

9:30 am Tar Heel Town opens 
11:00 am Gates open at Kenan 
12:30-ish pm Virginia vs. North Carolna kickoff 
Sunday, November 10 
2:00 pm Voleybal vs. Georgia Tech 
10:00 pm NCAA Field Hockey selection announcement (keeping our fingers crossed to host NCAA First and Second Rounds - November 16- 
17) 
Monday, November 11 
4:30 pm NCAA Women’s Soccer selection announcement (keeping our fingers crossed for a Top Four seed) 
7:30 pm Carm ichae[ doors open (30 minutes earlier than our standard) 
9:00 pm Women’s Basketbal vs. Tennessee 

,,<:/~a,.’,,ks to oL,<,," e.~,,<:e,,",,",,’~,,’[ p~,,"t,.’,,e.,,"s/~.’,,," }’.,el.pLy’.,~ ,L,’~ ,.’,,~,,’v{g,,’~,,’te the d’.,~ot{<: r,,’~o.,+’.,tl’,," of 
Ellen B. Culler 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919.962.7855 
eculler (~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:10 PM 

~no.r~.oom) 
I~W: The weekend... 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 06, 20:13 :t:t:00 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Co; Broome, Lissa L; Sarah Seely (       _~gmail.com);        ~gmail.com; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Joan@chapelhillsportswear.com; kathy@chapelhillsportswear.com; 
Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) 
Subject: The weekend... 

A brief rundown of our activities this weekend through Monday foltows. We hope that this will assist you with your travels around cam pus particularly 
between 4:00 and 9:00 on Friday evening and assuming no repeat of last night’s fire. A helicopter might be in order: 

Friday. November 8 
l:00-1:30-ish pm Virginia football equipment arrives at Kenan Stadium 
4:30 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Air Force 
7:00 pm Men’s Soccer vs. NC State 
8:00 pm Volleyball vs. C[em son 
9:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. Oakland 
Doors open at 3:30 at Carmichae[, gates open at Fetzer at 6:00, doors remain open at Carmichae[ for Volleyball; and doors open at the Smith Center at 
7:30 pro. 

Saturday, November 9 

9:30 am Tar Heel Town opens 
11:00 am Gates open at Kenan 
12:30-ish pm Virginia vs. North Carolina kickoff 
Sunday, November 10 
2:00 pm Volleyball vs. Georgia Tech 
10:00 pm NCAA Field Hockey selection announcement (keeping our fingers crossed to host NCAA First and Second Rounds - November 16- 
17) 
Monday, November 11 
4:30 pm NCAA Women’s Soccer selection announcement (keeping our fingers crossed for a Top Four seed) 
7:30 pm Carm ichae[ doors open (30 minutes earlier than our standard) 
9:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Tennessee 

Ellen g. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
9:19.962.7855 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

Patricia McCoy <Patricia.McCoy@law.uconn.edu-*; ~live.unc.edu> 

dcalpenter@gov.harva~cd.edu 

RE: revisions to the product identifier piece 

Thanks, PaL and Dan~ We appreciate your careful review~ 

l.issa 
From-" Patricia McCoy [mailto:Patricia.McCoy@law.uconn.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:14 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L; 
C¢-" dcarpenter@gov.harv~rd.edu 

Subject-" Fw: revisions to the product identifier piece 

Hi Lissa and      , 

Thank you both for the final edits to our product identifier piece. Most of the edits are fine and I accepted them (see the attached redline). 
respect to the short title in the header, why don’t we go with "Product Identifiers"? 

There are a few wrinkles left to fix. I’d appreciate it if Sarah and her co-editors could pay attention to them, as follows: 

With 

¯ Some of the footnotes have spacing problems due to the URLcitations. Could you fix? The footnotes are nn. 5, 6, 25, 38, 43, 50, 53. 

p. 103, note 7: The date of Appleman is 2009. The only designation it has for an edition is "law library edition". We don’t know if you want to 

include that. 

¯ p. 122, fig. 3: The graphic is overlapping the footnotes: could you fix? 

¯ n. 56: You highlighted this footnote, but we’re not sure why. Pending publication, the working paper version of this article is available at 

http;!/papers~ss[ip~comiso!3/papers.cfm?abstract id=2199569 Feel free to cite to that instead if you wish. 

¯ nn. 63, 65: This working paper does not have a number. Let me know if you want to see a copy. 

¯ nn. 19 & 21: Please reinstate the Federal Register cites. The editors took out both the names of the agencies authoring the Federal Register 

rules or other announcements and the Federal Register citations and the nature of the announcement as well. It may be that the latest edition 
of the Blue Book advises deleting this information. But the agency’s name is essential to understanding the context of the rule. So is the Federal 
Register cite, because the Federal Register announcement contains a crucial preamble that explains the rationale for the rule. Finally, readers 
need to know what the announcement is: a proposed rule, a final rule, a guidance, or what have you. Each of these has a different effect, 
ranging from no effect to merely advisory to binding. Readers will want to know. So I’d appreciate if you’d reinstate the entire citations as we 
originally wrote them. 

I think that’s it. Let me know if you have any questions and thanks again. 

Pat 

Patdcia A. McCoy 

Director, Insurance Law Center 
and 
Connecticut Mutual Professor of Law 
University of Connecticut School of Law 
65 Elizabeth Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 06105 
860-570-5056 tel. 

http.~ ~www.law.ucon n .eduicontenb mccoy 
SSRN author page: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf deviAbsByAuth.cfm?per id=15351 

..... Forwarded by Patdcia McCoyiUCONNLAW on 03:07PM ..... 

To: dca rpenter@gov.harva rd.edu 
From: Patrida NcCoy/UCONNLAW 
Date:            02:54PM 
Subject: revisions to the product identifier piece 

(See attached file: --Carpenter and McCoy Redline for Return.doc) 

(See attached file: -- PAM corrections to Carpenter and McCoy for Return.docx) 

Dan, 

First of all, congratulations on your new book with David Moss. It just landed on my doorstep a day or two ago and I’m enjoying finally getting a 
chance to read it. 

You may have seen that the North Carolina journal sent back our product identifier piece with minor edits (mostly of citations in the footnote). I just 
finished going through them. I accepted everything that was okay, fixed a few errors, and answered all of their questions. I don’t think there’s 
anything in the footnotes you need to spend time on. 

In addition, the editors made a handful of word changes in the text (see attached redline). I accepted them (see the attachment "PAN 
corrections"). But I wanted you to have a chance to reconsider in case you disagree. 

Finally, do you want the short title (for the header on the interior pages) to be "Financial Innovation," "Product Identifiers," or something else? 

I believe we have to get this back to the editors by next Wednesday, , or else they will publish "as is." Thanks a lot! 



Pat 

Patricia A. McCoy 

Director, Insurance Law Center 
and 
Connecticut Mutual Professor of Law 
University of Connecticut School of Law 
65 Elizabeth Street 

Hartford, Connecticut 06105 
860-570-5056 tel. 

http://www.law, u con n.ed u/content/mccoy 
SSRN author page: http:i/papers,ssrn.com!sol3/cf dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per id=15351 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

Timothy Noah < ~gmaJl.com> 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~: North Ca~:olina Bm~ng Inslitute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

Noak for Return.docx; Noah Redline for Return.doc 

Hi "[’iP8 --.h.ESt checking in to see i[ you haw:_~ had an o~x)rtunil:¥ ~:o address 

on Friday, we wi]~ proceed with our puMication pr’ocess. 

Thanks, 

~= Broome, Lissa L 
$eBt~ Monday, ~:50 PM 
Te~ ~mothy Noah 

$~jeCt~ Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 

’s questions b~-:~low I[ we don’t: hear anything back [rom you by t:he end of the day 

Hi Tin] - I ~lop~-’_~ you are doit~g well. We’re t~earir~g the hon]~:, stre[:ch .:~]~ our pub]i(:a[~on re~ated to The PoJ~tR:al Eco[)ofT~y of F~nar~c~al 

requesL ~:roR1 our Ed~Lor--in-Chief below, H: you have any q~estions, p~esse do not hesitate to contact or 
Thanks again, 
L~ssa 

Sent~ Monday, 4:33 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Noah Carolina Banking Institute Journal: Publication Draft Final Review 
Dear Mr. Noah, 
Thank ~u for allowing the NoN~ Carolina Ban~ng Ins~mte JoumN m publish your piece. Plea~ find a~ached the fo~a~ed version of your piece along with a 
redlined version, wNch shows the changes made to the dra~ we sent you over the summer. Since track chm]ges is incompatible with our fonna~ing program, if you 
would like to make any changes m the fomm~ed document, please just make the changes in the [~dy of the document (no track changes necessa~). 
Additionally, do you have a pml~mnce for a "sho~ title" Ibr the piece? Although the full title will appear on the firsl Nge a~d the ruble of contenks, the sho~ ~dt]e will be 
used in the header of all subsequent pages. 
We ask that you revie~ your piece ~d make any desired ch~ges by Monday, If INs is a problem, please let me b~ow. If we do not hear I~om 
you by            , we will punish the version arched. Once the final drain are complied, I will ma~e any remaining bluebook or Ibnnatfing changes. We am 
wor]dng hard to ensure that the issue wi]] go to print as soon ~ possible. 
Many thanks for ~ur time and assisCance throughout tlfis process. We am excited to see the finished producfi 
SinceMy, 

Editor-b-Chief 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 6:34 AM 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Licensing Labor Code Advisory Comtnittee Meeting A follow-up to the October 31 st Meeting 

Eli Meredith .-- Thanks for this int:ormatior~. I took forward Lo working on this commitLee wiLh you. I’m sorry Lhat I had a last rninuLe conflict come up for the first 

meeting. I saw the mh~utes mentioned another meeting h~ December or January~ I assume there ~s no date set yet. 

k~5~si~ 

F~m~ Weiss, NeredJth 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 06, 2013 g:17 PM 
T~ TewarJ, Meenu; GJ~erman, Daniel P; Mosley, Layna; Nay, Steve; Haddix, Elizabeth NcLaugNJn; Lachbaum, Derek W; CunnJngham, Bubba; Broame, LJssa L; O~, Shirlw A; 
Lambden, Christopher David NcCa~ney; Adams, Michael Christopher; Jansa, Joshua N 
~e~ Wilkinson, Pa~J; HarnJsh, Emily Jane 
Subjeet~ Licensing Labor Code Advisa~ CommJ~ee Nee[Jng - A fNIow-up to the Oc[ober 3Is[ Mee[Jng 

Hello Everyone, 

Thank you again for your service on this important committee. I am attaching the draft minutes, which include committee action items, from our first meeting. 

Additionally, a committee membership document, news articles on Duke’s decision, and the materials that were distributed on October 31st are included. Please 

review this information before our next meeting which will likely be held in early December. Emily HarNsh, copied on this email, will help us schedule this 

shortly. 

Best, 

Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 

Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Environment, Health, and Campus Safety 

Division of Finance and Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 9:19-843-4080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 7:41 AM 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Licensing Labor Code Advisory Comtnittee Meeting A follow-up to the October 31 st Meeting 

Everything’s good here. We miss you too! 

~.issa 

From: Weiss, Meredith 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 7:12 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee Meeting - A follow-up ~ the Oc~ber 31st Meeting 

Thanks Lissa. I was so glad to see you are on this committee and look forward to working with you too. You are correct that the next meeting has not been 

scheduled yet. Emily, my new administrative assistant just started Monday, and she will set the next meeting up shortly. 

I hope you are doing well. I miss seeing you in the halls :-) 

Meredith 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 7, 2013, at 6:33 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Meredith ---Thanks for this information, I look forward to working on this committee with you. I’m sorry that I had a last minute conflict come up for 

the first meeting, I saw the minutes mentioned another meeting in December or ,January. ~ assume there is no date set yet. 

Lissa 

Fmm~ Weiss, Meredith 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 06, 2013 5:17 PN 

To: Tewari, Meenu; Gi~erman, Daniel P; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Lochbaum, Derek W; Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; 
OR, Shirley A; Lambden, Christopher David McCaRney; Adams, Michael Christopher; Jansa, Joshua M 
~e~ Wilkinson, Pa~i; Harnish, Emily Jane 
Subject= Licensing Labor Code Adviso~ Commi~ee Meeting - A follow-up to the October 31st Meeting 

Hello Everyone, 

Thank you again for your service on this important committee. I am attaching the draft minutes, which include committee action items, from our first 

meeting. Additionally, a committee membership document, news articles on Duke’s decision, and the materials that were distributed on October 31st 

are included. Please review this information before our next meeting which will likely be held in early December. Emily Harnish, copied on this 

email, will help us schedule this shortly. 

Best, 

Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 

Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Environment, Health, and Campus Safety 

Division of Finance and Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-~3-~80 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, 10:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Michael Shapiro 

Hi .... I agree with your course of action and I have suggesLed a stighL modification to the language gel forth below. 

Sent~ Thursday, 9:58 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Nichael Shapiro 

Hi Prof. Broome, 

I talked to Dan yesterday. My understanding is that Michael worked on his paper through January when cite checking began. Dan wanted him to complete 

his paper in order to receive the WE credit. Dan indicated that had Michael not been deemed ineligible his paper was of publishable quality. Michael told 

me that he spoke with Prof. Jacoby and she stated that the case has as not been preempted, overturned etc. and is still a hot topic. I think for fairness and 

consistency it would be best to review his paper when we review all the others for publication. Although I would really like to publish it, ~ am not 

comfortable saying that it will definitely be published at this point. To be frank, it also makes me a little nervous to give him something he can put on his 

resume, as I don’t want the others getting any ideas. This is what I am thinking I will send Michael-- I would appreciate your thoughts and feedback. 

Hi Michael, 

Thanks for your patience as I looked into your request further. Until we do the publication review process over the break, I am not able to officially state 

that your piece is goingto be published. Since this is a case comment, as I am sure you can understand, we will want to review the paper and make sure 

that it is still current and relevant to our readers, including reviewing whatever changes and updates you’ve made since you submitted your piece last 

year. We want to give everyone’s paper this year the same level of scrutiny. On that note, please send us your final version of your piece with all updates 

since last year by 

In the meantime, however, Prof. Broome and I discussed what you could put on your resume regarding your paper. She indicated that this would be an 

acceptable statement to place on your resume: 

Name of Piece, submitted for review for publication ~n Volume 18 of the Noah Carolina Banking Institute journa~ 

[suggestions Prof. Broome? --- Journal k~ not actually #art of the name]. 

I hope this helps. 

Thanks, 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Faculty 
Lissa Broome, Chair, Tenure and Promotion Committee 
November 4, 2013 
Revisions to Revised Promotion and Tenure Standards - Including Something 
New 

At the October 3, 20113, faculty meeting, the faculty voted in favor of three changes to the 
revised Promotion and Tenure Policy adopted on February 7, 2013. Two of the changes were 
not subject to much discussion. The third change, adding a standard relating to exceptional 
engagement and providing a definition of that term, was discussed extensively. The faculty 
adopted that provision as well with some changes proposed at the meeting. I circulated a memo 
dated October 8, 2013, that set forth all three changes and invited any further discussion of the 
"exceptional engagement" definition and standard prior to a meeting of the Tenure and 
Promotion Committee on October 10. That memo noted one further change suggested after the 
faculty meeting regarding the standard related to exceptional engagement and included it in 
highlighted language. Following the circulation of the October 8 memo, I scheduled an 
opportunity for the faculty to discuss the definition and standard again at lunchtime on Monday, 
October 114. 

The Tenure and Promotion Committee met October 10 and further revised slightly the 
language on pages 4 and 5 of the memorandum and highlighted in blue. As explained in further 
detail following the language, the committee was guided by comments it had received that the 
exceptional engagement standard should be narrowly tailored as much as possible. On October 
14, interested members of the faculty met to discuss the proposed standard. One specific 
suggestion was to add the word "initial" to the standard, which has been done. The rest of the 
discussion was wide-ranging and various views ~vere expressed, including on the one hand (a) 
~vhether the law school should even be considering a special provision or should move the 
Center director candidate through the normal tenure process based on his record of engaged 
scholarship, and on the other hand, (b) whether additional language is needed to limit the notion 
of exceptional engagement even further, such as by specifying a law-school-specific title for the 
position (e.g. professor of center X). Others added that, although a new standard may be in 
play, it is still up to our faculty to recommend a particular candidate for consideration under that 
standard, and candidates of insufficient distinction can readily be rejected. 

These proposed changes will be submitted to the faculty for final consideration at the 
November 7 faculty meeting. In the meantime, faculty members who had serious reservations 
about the revised proposal were invited to contact Dean Boger by October 18th. Our 
understanding is that no one contacted Dean Boger to express serious reservations. 

Following our discussion of these standards, Associate Dean Jeff Hirsch made the Tenure 
and Promotion Committee aware of an additional proposed change to the new standards. This 
change is discussed at the end of this memorandum and was approved unanimously by the 
Tenure and Promotion Committee. We will be seeking the faculty’s approval of it at the 
November 7 faculty meeting. 
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Clarify Import of Statements Made by Dean at the Annual Review 

The language underlined below was added to Section II.B. of the Policy: 

In each case of review for tenure or promotion, P&T will review the candidate’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service as described below. The dean also meets at least 
annually with every faculty member to review ~vhat he or she has done over the past year. 
In these annual reviews, the dean discusses with untenured faculty members and any 
faculty members contemplating promotion their progress in fulfilling the requirements for 
tenure or promotion. Any statements made by the dean in this annual review should not 
be relied upon as an indication of whether a faculty member will ultimately be awarded a 
promotion or tenure. 

This change is made at the suggestion of University Counsel to clarify the role of the dean’s 
annual review. 

Effective Date 

The language underlined below was added to Section IV. of the Policy: 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

This policy will be effective on [the date approved by the Provost] (the "effective date"). 
This policy will apply to all tenure-track law faculty members whose employment with the 
university begins on or after the effective date. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 
of employment prior to the effective date and who are subj ect to review for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 
policy in effect immediately before the effective date. That election should be communicated 
to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which the review will occur. 

This changes the effective date from "July 1 immediately following its adoption by the faculty 
and final approval by the university" to the "date approved by the Provost." When the Provost 
approves the Policy, that date will be substitute in the policy for the language that is bracketed 
above. 

Substantive Standard of Exceptional Engagement 

The language underlined below was added to Section III. Of the Policy: 

III. Substantive Standard 
A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 
B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1. Introduction and Definitions 
C. Qualitative Standards 

1.     Definitions 
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The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 
than alphabetically): 

"Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. "Committed" refers to 
the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 
This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law and scholarship; 
adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 
reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 
responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 
teacher is one who develops and implements coherent plans for courses and individual 
classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that are appropriate to particular 
contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 
students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 
appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 
and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 
to state a preference for any particular method or style of teaching. On the contrary, it is 
intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--for example, socratic 
questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 
depending on the teacher and the context. 

"Exceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed and effective teacher who, in 
addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 
That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 
student enthusiasm for his or her subj ects and classes; by communicating with particular 
effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 
course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 
successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 
students outside of the classroom. 

"Significant scholarly accompli shment with the promise of continued future achievement": 
"Significant scholarly accomplishment" means the production of scholarship that reflects the 
ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the ability to carry out research appropriate to 

a particular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’ s assertions and 
conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 
Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 
"The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 
candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; and the 
development, at least at a preliminary level, of a coherent longer-term scholarly agenda. 
"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 
of significant scholarly accomplishment and, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 
significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 
research, analysis, and communicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 
scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This means contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 
administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 
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legal service; and service to the law school, the university, and education in general beyond 
one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 

other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of sewTice is meant to 
encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 
observation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for purposes of evaluating both 
scholarship and service~ 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing an awareness, early in one’s 
career, of the importance of performing sewTice. It requires thought about the public 
consequences of one’ s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 

of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 
the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This means seeking and accepting opportunities for 
engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’ s other 
duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who performs exceptional service shows a demonstrated 
commitment to service and, in addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law- 
school’s service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 
through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 
school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 
bono legal activities. 

"Engagement": As defined earlier in this document, ~ngag~m~nt Ni~ scholarly, creative 
or pedagogical activit~ for the public good, directed toward persons and groups outside the 

university. Such activity! (in the form of research, teaching, and/or service) develop as 
collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

"Exceptional engagement": A candidate who demonstrates exceptional engagement shows 
~i~i~i~~iiii~ engagement and, in addition, makes an extraordinary further 
contribution to collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs. 

That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including through extraordinars~ service 
to short and long-term societal needs. 

2. Standards 

For reappointment at the rank of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 
effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a committed and effective teacher 
and demonstrating significant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of 

continued future achievement. 

For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a committed and 
effective teacher, must have demonstrated significant scholarly accomplishment with 
the promise of continued future achievement, and must have a developing 
commitment to service. 

A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the criteria for tenure at the 
rank of associate professor and, in addition, must have a demonstrated commitment to 
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service and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 
teacher. 
In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 
associate professor and, in addition, has performed exceptional service. Without 
limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 
specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 
tenure-track faculty members whose primary duties lie in areas other than teaching 
and scholarship. 

In other rare circumstances, ~ appointment to the rank of professor may be 
recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement. ~!!!~i~i~i~~ 
is specifically intended to be used in cases where a faculty member serves as the 
director of one of the law school’s 
~i~i~~ i~ addition ~o ~ea~hi~g and s~hola~ship. 

Discussion of the definition 

The changes in the underlined language (but not highlighted) made to the language at the 
faculty meeting substituted the word "extraordinary" in the definition of exceptional engagement 
for "significant" and "unusual." 

The changes added in blue to the definition of "exceptional engagement" substituted 
"shows an outstanding record of engagement" for "shows a well-established commitment to 
engagement." The committee thought that this language better conveyed the intent that the 
candidate has already achieved an outstanding record of engagement. 

Discussion of the standard 

The change made to the standard related to exceptional engagement eliminated the 
possibility that someone could be promoted based on exceptional engagement, reserving this 
category for someone hired at a senior level to lead a Center. This question was raised again in 
the last round of commenting. The committee determined that the concept of "exceptional 
engagement" should be limited to a candidate whose seniority merited an appointment at full 
professor. 

The change added in yellow to the standard for exceptional engagement is meant to 
indicate that a person hired under this standard must still engage in teaching and scholarship 
(which could include engaged scholarship) in addition to directing a Center. 

The changes added in blue were made by the Committee at its October 10 meeting where 
our focus was on narrowing the standard. The language added to the standard for %xceptional 
engagement" was intended to clarify that thi s standard is not intended for ever}, center director, 
but only in cases where the director position requires exceptional engagement. The revised 
language also omits the preamble language included in the prior version, "without limiting the 
contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied," since the committee thought we did 
want to very much limit the contexts in which this standard could be applied. 
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A question raised was whether this standard would be sufficient to confer tenure when 
other tenure track professors are subj ect to a different standard. Dean Boger relayed at the 

October 14 discussion conversations with Provost Jim Dean and Executive Vice Provost Ron 
Strauss regarding the feasibility of this approach. In addition, the committee reviewed the tenure 
and promotion standards of the School of Journalism that allow for a Research Tenure Track and 
a Professional Tenure Track, suggesting that different tenure standards are permissible for 
different purposes. 

Based on a suggestion at the October 14 discussion, the word "initial" has been added to 
further clarify that this standard is to be used only at the time of hiring and not for promotion. 

The faculty was invited to contact Dean Boger by October 18 with any additional 
reservations to this approach. Our understanding is that no one contacted Dean Boger to discuss 
this matter further. 

Promotion from Tenured Associate Professor to Full Professor (NEW) 

This last proposed change has not previously been before the faculty. In the spring of 
2013, the University APT committee stated to the Dean that candidates who had been submitted 
for promotion consistent with long-standing practice of the Law School were coming up "early" 
and should be scrutinized with special care. The candidates, with appropriately strong 
records, were submitted for promotion less than five years after arriving at UNC Law School as a 
tenured Associate Professor or less than five years after being granted tenure as an Associate 
Professor at UNC Law School. The University APT committee cited our proposed new tenure 
policy--which did began the relevant section with a discussion of review after five years--as 
evidence that these reviews were out of the norm and early. This was an unexpected 
interpretation because the new policy was not intended to suggest that a review in less than five 
years was early or outside the norm. Although the policy did set a five-year period for review, 
that was intended as a maximum period before a candidate has a right to either an initial 
promotion review or subsequent reviews after a previous review did not result in promotion, in 

the absence of the Dean’s determination that an earlier review is warranted. Indeed, if we had 
set a five-year norm, that would have lengthened the time for promotion relative to our 
competitors. In sum, the proposed revision does not change the substance of any of our new 
P&T policies. It is intended only to clarify for the University APT Committee our intent. 

Original Language of Revised Tenure and Promotion Policy 

Associate professors with tenure have the right to be reviewed for promotion to professor in 
the fifth year after their tenure becomes effective, and thereafter, in the fifth year following 
any subsequent review that does not result in promotion. An associate professor who chooses 
not to exercise this right in the fifth year may exercise it in any year thereafter. Associate 
professors seeking to exercise this right must notify the dean of their intent no later than 
August 15 of the academic year during which the review will take place. In addition to these 
reviews as of fight, tenured associate professors may request to be reviewed for promotion to 
professor at any time more than 12 months after their tenure becomes effective, or 12 months 
after the conclusion of the most recent review that has not resulted in promotion. When a 
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tenured associate professor makes such a request, the dean will determine whether to proceed 
with the process of review after consultation with the candidate and P&T. 

Proposed Language (with changes - other than a chan~e in order - highlighted in yellow) 

in Unive~s~ poli~y upon demonstration o~ additional quafifi~ations AcCordingly a~so~ia~ 
may request to be reviewed for promotion to professor at any time 

more than 12 months after their tenure becomes effective, or 12 months after the conclusion 
of the most recent revie~v that has not resulted in promotion. When a tenured associate 
professor makes such a request, the Dean ~ains fuI1 d~se~on ~o d~rmin~ whether review 
will occur. Inexercisi~g~Ns~is~efion~eDeanwill~mi~w~et~arev~wapp~a~ 
appmp~i at~ aft~ a p~l~mi~a~ ass~ssm~n~ o~ a~umula~d ~o~d and consultati on with 
the candidate and P&T. 

Associate professors with tenure have the right to a review for promotion to professor no 
later than the fifth year after their tenure becomes effective, and thereafter, in the fifth year 
following any subsequent review that does not result in promotion. An associate professor 
who chooses not to exercise this right of a review at either of these five year marks may 
exercise it in any year thereafter. Associate professors seeking to exercise this right of 
review must notify the Dean of their intent no later than August 15 of the academic year 
during which the review will take place. 

Many thanks to all of you for your patience in helping us work through these changes to our new 
Tenure and Promotion Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

11/7/2013 7:46:12 PM 

Pyecha, Missy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pyecha] 

Declined: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 

UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 

2/11/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/11/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Report of the Faculty Athletics Representative for 2012-13 

Faculty Council 
October 4, 2013 

My annual report as the faculty athletics representative (FAR) accompanies the annual report 
of the Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC). 

The general duties of the FAR at UNC are to serve as an advisor to the Chancellor and the 
Director of Athletics, and as a liaison to the faculty. My specific areas of focus are the 
academic success and academic integrity of student-athletes, compliance with ACC and 
NCAA rules, and a positive student-athlete experience. I also help represent the University 
at the ACC and participate in NCAA activities as requested. 

Chancellor Holden Thorp appointed me to the FAR position effective July 1, 2010. The 
NCAA investigation of the football program began shortly thereafter and I had frequent 
(often daily) contact with the Chancellor and the Athletics Director during the course of the 
investigation. Beginning in the summer of 2012 1 began regular monthly meetings with 

¯ the Chancellor; 
¯ the Athletics Director; 
¯ the Director of ASPSA with the Chair of the FAC (Joy Renner), and the Chair of the 

Faculty Advisory Committee to ASPSA (Abigail Panter); and 
I attend the Athletic Director’s monthly meetings with the coaches. 

My regular duties and activities as the FAR include the following1: 
c~ Ex officio member and secretary of the Faculty Athletics Committee; 
® Ex officio member of the Educational Foundation Executive Board; 
(~ Ex officio member of the Faculty Advisory Committee to the Academic Support 

Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA); 
Ex officio member of the Special Talent Subcommittee of the Advisor3, Committee 
on Undergraduate Admissions; 
Chair the Athletic Council (meets once or twice each year); 
Monitor the academic progress of student-athletes, report to the FAC data on the 
Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Graduation Success Rate (GSR) of our student- 
athletes, and consult on plans for improvement (a chart is attached showing a sample 
of this data over time and in comparison with other institutions); 

® Meet with the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee; 
c~ Serve on the group that reviews the uses and guidelines for the Student Assistance 

Fund; 
Serve on the committee that annually reviews the Department of Athletics’ Drug 
Testing Policy for Student-Athletes; 

c~ Serve on search committees or intew’iew candidates for various positions in the 
Athletics Department or ASPSA; 

® Support the university’s compliance program regarding NCAA regulations; 

1 The FAR also serves as an ex officio lnember of the Licensing Labor Code AdvisoDT Cormnittee, but it 

has not met since I have served as FAR. 



Review and approve in conjunction with the Chancellor and/or the Director of 
Athletics institutional requests for waivers of ACC and NCAA rules; 
Be advised of and review secondary violations of NCAA rules; 
Administer the NCAA test on recruiting to all coaches annually; 
Evaluate NCAA legislative proposals and participate in ACC discussions; 
Represent the university in meetings of the ACC (as described more fully below). 

Within the ACC, the chancellor/president, the director of athletics, the senior women’s 
administrator, and the faculty athletics representative of each member school have the 
primary governance and operating responsibility. Conference by-laws direct that unless the 
chief executive officer is present, the faculty athletics representative shall be the voting 
delegate for the institution. As FAR, I participate in regular conference meetings in October, 
December, January/February, April, and May, and in any specific committee assignments. I 
serve on the ACC Finance Committee, the Constitution and By-Laws Committee, and the 
Women’ s Basketball Committee. 

I participate in other activities as requested or needed. During the 2012-13 academic year, I 
met with the UNC Board of Governors Academic Review Panel and assisted with the 
preparation for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACs) visit to campus. 
For the coming year, I am one of four faculty members on the Provost’ s Student-Athlete 
Academic Initiative Working Group to examine current practices, procedures, and policies 
affecting the academic success of student-athletes with the goal of developing a rigorous set 
of processes and metrics. 

This remains a challenging time for our University and the relationship between athletics and 
academics. In the course of the last twelve months we have: 

Finalized the Athletics Department Strategic Plan, which includes within its 
obj ectives "alignment with the University" and strives for academic success as well 
as athletic success; 
Received the Baker Tilly Report on UNC’s plans to implement enhancements to 
academic policies, processes, procedures, and systems (December 19, 2012); 
Received Governor Martin’s Academic Anomalies Review Report of Findings 
(December 19, 2012); 
Received the Report of the Board of Governors Academic Review Panel (February 7, 
2013); 

¯ Been visited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools; 
¯ Hired a new head of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), 

Dr. Michelle Brown; 
Moved ASPSA from reporting within the College of Arts and Sciences to reporting to 
the Provost; 
Received the report of the Rawlings Panel on Intercollegiate Athletics at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (August 29, 2013). 
Established the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 
(described further above). 

2 



The faculty’s guidance and constructive criticism about the role of intercollegiate athletics on 
this campus is ve~ important. We also need to ensure that all students we have invited to 
this campus, including those who are also athletes, are treated fairly in the classroom and that 
we make reasonable accommodations for the times they are away from campus representing 
the University. 

Joy Renner, chair of the FAC, and I stand ready to answer your questions, hear your 
concerns, and assist you as you teach our student-athletes. 

Lissa Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law, School of Law 
Faculty Athletics Representative 



Academic Performance Measures - Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill: Multi-year GSR, FGR, and APR 

04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 

GSR 80 81 87 85 87 87 88 88 

-MBB 82 70 86 86 75 88 89 91 

-Fball 64 70 79 78 80 75 75 75 

-WBB 64 56 64 90 100 100 85 79 

-WSoc 78 88 100 94 88 73 73 67 

FGR 70 70 71 73 73 73 74 74 

-St.body 81 82 83 83 84 84 85 87 

-Diff (11) (12) (12) (10) (11) (11) (11) (13) 

APR 

-MBB 989 993 995 989 995 985 963 959 

-Fball 943 948 947 947 957 955 943 934 

-WBB 982 989 975 970 979 960 959 963 

-WSoc 993 965 974 974 972 965 959 962 

11-12 UNC-CH NC State UVA Duke WFU 

GSR 88 77 87 98 95 

-MBB 91 73 64 100 100 

-Fball 75 62 69 92 86 

FGR 74 60 76 86 80 

-St.body 87 72 93 95 89 

-Diff (13) (:12) (17) (9) (9) 
APR 

MBB 959 984 946 995 942 

Fball 934 947 959 989 970 

For 2011-12, UNC-CH had five sports in the top 10% of their sport for APR: 
Men’ s swimming 
Women’s fencing 
Women’ s golf 
Gymnastics 
Volleyball 

FGR, GSR, and APR are defined on the next page. 

The information on these charts came from the NCAA websites listed below. I choose to 
present the results from only 4 of our 28 intercollegiate athletic teams, focusing on some of 
the teams that might be in the public eye. Information on all other teams is publicly available. 
I would be happy to compile any additional information or comparisons that Faculty Council 
believes would be helpful. 

4 



FGR - Federal Graduation Rate. This graduation rate is reported by the Department of 
Education’s National Center for Education Statistics as part of the Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). This metric is a six-year rate that 
includes students who received athletic schol arship aid in their first semester of 
enrollment. The federal graduation rate counts student-athletes who left the University in 
good standing prior to graduation as non-graduates. This data is available for student- 
athletes at an institution and for the student body so it is a way of comparing the 
performance of student-athletes with the student body. 
http ://fs.ncaa. or~Docsinewmedia/publiciratesiindex.html 

GSR - Graduation Success Rate. The GSR is an NCAA metric and is calculated for 
student athletes who received athletics aid. The GSR adds students who transferred into 
the institution to the group of first-year students who received athletics aid and also 
differs from the FGR in that schools are not penalized when a student-athlete leaves in 
good academic standing to transfer to another institution, pursue a professional career, or 
for any other reason. Under the FGR, such departures are counted as failures to graduate 
from the institution of original enrollment, even if the student later graduates from 
another institution....h..t..t.p...]../...f...s..:...n....c...a....a..:...~..rg/...D-~....c....s.~.~.~.{~.~.!.~.~{~.~{~.~.~.~.h~.~ 

APR - Academic Performance Rate. This is an NCAA metric based on the academic 
eligibility, retention, and graduation of student-athletes. Points are awarded each 
semester per student-athletes on the basis of eligibility/graduation and retention. Each 
team member may earn two points per semester: one point for maintaining eligibility or 
for graduation, and a second point for being retained. On a team with ten members, for 
instance, there would be a maximum of 40 possible points in an academic year. If two 
student-athletes on the team were not eligible in the spring semester and were not 
retained, then the hypothetical team would only earn 36 points (losing 2 points for each 
student during that spring semester). The APR in this hypothetical example is calculated 
by first dividing 36 by 40 (equals .9), and then multiplying by 1000 to get an APR of 900. 
For 2012-13 and 2013-14, a team must have a 4-year average APR of 900 to be eligible 
for postseason play or a 930 APR for the most recent two years. In 2014-15, the 
threshold is a 4-year APR of 930 or 930 for the most recent two years, and for 2015-16 
going forward the standard for postseason play is a four-year APR of at least 930. 
http://f~s.ncaa.org!Docs/newmedia/public/rates/index.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, 7:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu2 

ILE: Bluebooldng Deviations 

Hi .... I think that was probably Professo[ McCoy who changed the citations~ She is a law professo[ and a ve[y careful one, so I would defer to her as you 

suggest~ Use your own good iudgment about whether to defer to other authors (espedal~y those who are not ~aw professors) on dtations~ 

LB 

Sent~ Thursday, 5:23 PN 
To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject= Bluebooking Deviations 

Hi Prof. Broome, 

As I am going through the returned papers, I have noted some places where authors seem to want to deviate from the bluebook. For example, there are a 

few places where Prof. Carpenter changed citations, aside from the ones that she listed in her e-mail. I have looked over them and I am of the opinion that 

if she wants to do it that way, we should just let her. I plan to take this position with the other pieces as well. If you have any concerns about this, please 

let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, 9:46 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

FW: -- BNA, Inc. BaMdng Daily 

Jeff--.See the first article below. 

From: BNA Highlights [mailto: bhighlig@bna.com] 
Sent= Thursday,                9:0:[ PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: -- BNA, Inc. B~g Dally 

:~ Banking Daily 

November 8, 2013 . Number 217 

Morfgages 

Although federal regulators appear to have backed away from 
any down-payment requirement under the ~ualified Residential 
Nortgage Rule, there is a strong concern among stakeholders 
that the agencies will reverse course when final standards... 
~ecuHties 

A securities unit of RoyM Sank of Scotland Group plc Nov. 7 
agreed to pay $$53.7 million to settle Securities and Exchange 

Commission claims that it misled investors in a $2.2 billion 2007 
offering of a subprime residential mortgage-backed... 
Znvestment Advisers 

BlackRock Inc. (BLK) and Fidelity Investments will be studied by 
U.S. regulators who are in the early stages of reviewing whether 
asset managers pose a potentia~ risk to the financial system, two 
people with knowledge of the matter said .... 
~ecuHties 

Of Proposed Ru~e 
A business group recommends federal agencies step back and 
regroup on a key part of the financial regulatory overhaul, saying 
the proposed ban on proprietary trading by banks needs to be 
re-evaluated for its impact on the economy .... 
Consumer Protection 

To Areas Where 
With a number of mortgage rules and other required regulations 
now complete, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
will focus more of its attention on areas of the financial 
marketplace where it identifies the most harm to consumers,... 
Systemic Risk 

Sank regulators and supervisors must address an apparent lack 
of respect for law, regulations and the public trust evident within 
some large U.S. financial institutions if the government wants to 
eliminate the notion some large banks are... 
Derivatives 

Dr~ve~ by Ce~tra~ Cleari~b ~S Rep~rts 
Global trading in over-the-counter derivatives instruments surged 
during the first half of 2053, but the jump was in part due to a 
reporting anomaly arising from the continued shift in trading 
through clearing houses, according to survey... 
Hot,gages 

The Consumer FinanciM Protection lureau ([FII} and a Utah 

mortlale firm Nov. 7 asked 



agreement for the firm to pay more than $13 million in restitution 
and civil fines in connection with an allegedly illegal bonus... 
Secured Creditors 

Secured creditors must use specific language to perfect their 
interest in receivables under Tennessee’s Uniform Commercial 
Code, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit sam Nov. 7 
in a question of first impression under Tennessee... 
Criminal Prosecutions 

Fai~ed ~ank~ CEO ~e~e~ce~ to 23 Year~ 
Ordered to Pay $333 ~on 
U.S. District 3udge Raymond A. 3ackson sentenced Edward 
Woodard, the Iongtime chairman and chief executive officer of a 
now-defunct Virginia bank, to 23 years in prison for conspiracy 
to commit bank fraud and other crimes that he said helped... 

Federal Reserve 

Janet Yellen’s interview for the Federal Reserve Board’s top job 

was officially scheduled for Nov. 14 at 10 a.m., the Senate 

Banking Committee announced Nov. 7 .... 

Futures Trading 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 
Nov. 6 granted a motion by the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission and dismissed the agency’s appeal of a district court 
decision that vacated its position limits rule (Intq... 
Currency 

While much of the enthusiasm for the digital currency bitcoin 
stems from its status as an independent unit of value operating 
beyond government controls, a Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
economist expressed doubts about the currency’s... 
Futures Trading 

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of [owa Nov. 5 
refused to dismiss a suit brought by the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission against U.S. Bank N.A. for alleged misuse of 
customer segregated funds of now-defunct futures commission... 
Consumer Credit 

Total consumer credit grew at the slowest quarterly rate of 2053 
so far, at 5,2 percent for the July-September period, First- 
quarter consumer credit grew at a 6,2 percent rate, followed by 
a 5,9 percent rate in the second quarter .... 
Housing 

Taki~g 30-Yea~ to 4,I6 pe~ce~t 
Mortgage rates rebounded in the latest week, taking the average 
for the 30-year, fixed-rate mortgage to 4.$6 percent from 4.$0 
percent the previous week, Freddie Mac said Nov. 7 .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, 6:26 AM 

Robert C. Hockett <rch37@comell.edu-~ 

~live.uuc.edu> 

RE: Titne to talk about the paper’? 

Thanks, Bob. 

l.issa 

From: Robert C. Hockett [mailto:rch37@cornell.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 10:59 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject-" RE: Time to talk about the paper? 
Hi Lissa and 

Will do my best to do this Saturday. So sorry for being so late ... crazy busy these past few weeks. 

More soon, 
Bob 

From-" Broome, Lissa L [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 8:14 PM 
To-" Robert C. Hockett 

Subject: FW: Time to talk about the paper? 

Hi Bob-We bare received back all o[ the! other papers arid trat~scripts a]ld are at the very e[)d of our pub~k:atkm process. There are st~H some oper~ ~ssues w~tb 

regard to your fine paper that we need to ge~: resoh~ed. W~ you be able to respond ~:o by Sunday, reviewing ~:he edits and respondk~g to ’s questions in 

the attached notes? 

Thanks, 

~= Broome, Lissa L 
$e~t= Tuesday $0:29 AN 

$abjeCt= ~: Time to talk about the paper? 
Hi Bob-f hope you are doingwe~k Say "h~" [o Saule for me and te~ her we rmss her a 

We are ente~n~ the home streLch on preparin~ the volume from the Political Economy of ~nancJa~ Regulation Conference. ~n fact, aH the other transcripts and 

papers are already ~n proof pages and back w~th the authors for finn rev~ew~ IJnfortunate~y, we’ve fallen beNnd on your paper. As we are a]~ anxious to puMish 

tMs volume before year end~ we are twh~g to expedite the fina~ editing of your paper, our Ed~torqn-CMef, wH] be worMng w~th you to that end~ 

We have attached the most recent edited version of your paper, a~ong w~th s notes detailing some questions m~d asking abo~t sources~ 

Do you think ~: wou~d be possible for you ~:o return your paper to by w~:h any add~tiona~ edits you would Hke to make and with your responses 

’s notes and questh:ms? If not, p~ease ~et us know when you think you could get this kfforma~:~on to us. We are anxious to puM~sh your wonderful paper, but 

we are trying Lo balance the production time w~th puM~sNng the entire volume ~n a timely [:asMom Sorry to have to ask you for such a tight turn-around. 

Thanks, 

Sent~ Monday, 8:45 AN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ Fwd: ~me to talk about the paper? 

My earlier co~espondence is below, but this is my latest co~espondence wi~ Pm£ Hocke~: 

......... Forwarded ~nessage .......... 

From: Robert C. Hoc~e~ < [~]!~_~:~_~[3~:~_~> 

Date: bfi,             at 1:32 PM 

Subject: ~: Time to ~k aN~ut the paper? 

To:                          ~gmail.com> 

Hey 
Let me find a time later this afternoon or this weekend and get back to you, 

More in a bit, 
R 

From: @g_~__a__iL:__c___o____m__ ] 
Sent: Friday, 8:0:[ AM 
To: Robert C. Hockett 
Subject: Time to talk about the paper? 

Do you have time today to discuss the notes I ~nt? 

Thanks- 

JD, Class of 

UniversiU of North Carolina School of Law 

~gmaiLcom 



This tbllowed my letter of      : 

Prof. Hockett, 
I’ve enjoyed your paper a great deal and publication is fast approaching. I’ve attached the latest version of the paper as well as another document with the most important 
notes of things (mainly sources) we need to take care of before moving to publication. 
I’d like to schedule a phone call with you to go through the list of notes to make sure everything is clear. If you have time later today or over the weekend, I’d appreciate it and 
it needn’t take long. 
Attached you will find the latest draft of the paper with tracked changes, a separate document with a list of notes, and a pdf of an update from Piketty and Saez that I think 
has a relevant graph that could help support a point in your paper. 
Please let me know about your availability to touch base with a brief phone call and thank you again for the paper. 
Best- 

[The         had the three attachments that I have reattached here:] 
If you would like me to follow up with Prof. Hockett today, just let me know. 
Best- 

JD, Class of 

Universi~ of Nol~h Carolina School of Law 

~-~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, 12:28 PM 

Elive.unc.edu> 

Banking Journal Paper 

You bet[ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 12:24 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re:      Banking Journal Paper 

Thank you professor Broome Your help is greatly appreciated. 

> On , at 12:23 PM. "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> I have attached a copy of paper with my marginal comments and a copy of my memo giving overall comments. I have put hard copies of both in 
along with some stuff I printed offto help me educate myself further on this important topic 
> 

> This is a good start. I hope these comments are helpful as you move forward on your next draft. 
> 

> Lissa Broome 
> 

> <DO(2 PDF> 
> ~ docx> 

mailfile at the law school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Friday, 1:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Draft of Foreword to Issue 1 

Foreword Issue 1 .docx 

Hi - Here is a draft of the Foreword to Issue 1. Please edit away and let me know if you think I left something out. 

Thanks, 

LB 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h t [p:/iwww.law.u r~c.ed u/cent ersiba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h__t__t_p__:_/_/__s__s_£__n_:_£_o____m_J___a___u__t___h__o__.r_=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

James Dean 

Jack Boger 

November ~i 2013 

Law School Promotion and Tenure Standards 

Attached below are the revised Promotion and Tenure policies for UNC Law School. 

The policies are largely identical to those sent to you on February 1 l, 2013. However, on 

October 3~ 2(113, and November 7, 2013, the UNC Law Faculty adopted four new revisions: 

1. Promotion from Tenured Associate Professor to Full Professor. Section I: In previous 

years, the Universi .ty Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure Committee has raised 

questions about the meaning of the Law School’s policies regarding the abili~7 of tenured 

Associate Professors to seek review for promotion. To avoid continued confusion over 

this policy, the Law School revised the wording of its policy to more clearly reflect its 

cm~ent and past practice of allowing tenured Associate Professors the right to seek 

review for promotion five years following either an initial promotion review or 

subsequent reviews after a previous review did not result in protnotion. The Law School 

also clarified its current and past practice of allowing tenured Associate Professors to 

seek review for promotion in less than five years only with the Dean’s permission. 

2. Statements Made b,/Dean at the Annual Review, Section II.B: At the suggestion of 

University Counsel, the Law School clarified the role of the dean’s annual review by 

adding a sentence stating that: ~Any statements made by the dean in this aJanual review 

should not be relied upon as an indication of whether a facul~ member will ultimately be 

awarded a promotion or tenure." 

3. Engagement and Exceptional Engagement, Section III: The Law School made two 

revisions to its substantive standards. In its original revised policies, the Law School 

endorsed the University’s policy regarding ~%ngagement." The first new revision adds 

this standard to its list of qualitative standards definitions. The second new revision 

expands on the Engagement standard by adding a new definition and standard for 

"Exceptional Engagement," in which a candidate demonstrates an ~outstanding record of 

engagement" and ~makes an extraordinm~~ further contribution to collaborative 

interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs." The revision also later 

states that, ~in rare circumstances’’ an ~initial appointment to the rank of professor may 

be recommended if the candidate has exhibited exceptional engagement." The policy 



fu,~Ner c!arifiesprovides that ~[t]his standard is specifically intended to be used in cases 

where a faculty member serves as the director of one of the law school’s Centers aaad that 

Center director position requires exceptional engagement in addition to teaching and 

scholarship." 

4. Effective Date, Section IV: To avoid delaying implementation of the policies, the Law 

School changed the effective date from ~July ! immediately following its adoption by the 

faculty and final approval by the university" to the ~date approved by the Provost." 



UNC School of Law 

Promotion and Tenure Policy 

Original Version Ratified by UNC Law Faculty on Thursday, February 7, 2013 
Amendments Ratified UNC Law Faculty on Thursday, November 7, 2013 

Promotion and Tenure Policy 

Definitions. As used in this policy doculnent, and unless otherwise specified, the following 

terms have these meanings: ~Law school" means the University of North Carolina School of 

Law; =~faculty" or ~law faculty" means the faculty of the law school; ~dean" means the dean 

of the law school; ~=university" means the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and 

~university policy" refers to the collective contents of the Trustee Policies and Regn_flations 

Governing Academic Tenure in the University of Nor’~h Cm-olina at Chapel Hill (available at 

http://www.unc.edu/campus/policies/UNC- 

Chapel%20Hill%20Tenure%20Policies%20and%20Procedures.pdf) and the current versions 

of relevant interpretive and guidance documents issued from time to time by the university’s 

Office of the Provost and Committee on Appointments, Tenure and Promotion. 

I. Ranks, Appointments, and Timing of Decisions 

As specified by universi .ty policy, there are three ranks for tenure-track faculty: assistant 

professor (always without tenure), associate professor (with or without tenure), and professor 

(always with tenure). The rank of a newly appointed faculty member is determined by the 

dean after consultation with the faculty and the associate dean fbr faculty development, 

taking into account the candidate’s experience and qualifications as well as competitive 
considerations. Lateral appointments are made at a rank dete~nined by the dean after 

consultation with the faculty" and the associate dean for faculty development, taking into 

account all relevant factors, including the candidate’s experience, qualifications (including 
but not limited to prior teaching, scholarship, and sea-vice), and current rank, as well as 

competitive considerations. 

Again as specified by university policy, assistant professors are appointed for an initial 
probational3, term of four years. They are to be reviewed for rcappointment durin g their third 

year of sel~ice; if reappointed, they are granted a further probation aly term of three years, for 

a total of seven yeaacs. Assistant professors who are denied reappointment a~-c terminated at 
the end of the fourth yem of serwice. Assistant professors who have been reappointed are to 

be reviewed for promotion to associate professor with tenure during their sixth year of 
service. Denial of promotion at this point results in termination at the end of the seventh year 

of sel~ice. 



Associate professors without tenure arc appointed for a probationary’ te~n of six years. They 

are to be reviewed for tenure aaad, in some cases, for promotion to full professor during their 
fifth yem of service. Denial of tenure at this point results in te~nination at the end of the sixth 

year of service. Any untenured associate professor being reviewed for tenure may request to 

be considered for simultaneous promotion to full professor. The dean will decide whether to 

recommend the associate professor to the universi~7 for simultaneous promotion and tenure 

at the end of the process of review (see part II) and afler receiving "the recommendation of the 

professors. 

An untenured faculty member may request review for tenure and, where appropriate, 

promotion prior to the year specified for mandatory review. As in the case of a mandatory, 

review, denial of tenure after such an early review results in termination at the end of the 

candidate’s CUlTent contract; early review does not create an opportunity for multiple tenure 

reviews. ~Vhen a~ untenured faculty" member makes such a request, the dean will detexmine 

whether to proceed with the process of review after consultation with the candidate and the 

promotion and tenure committee (hereinafter P&T). In the case of an untenured faculty 

member who was initially appointed as a lateral hire, the dean may take into account the 

candidate’s sel-vice in cunvnt rank at the prior school. However, university’ policy provides 

that no untenured faculty member may be recommended to the university for tenure until the 

faculty member has been in the active employment of the university for at least 18 months. 

~Vhere a faculty member intends to seek review for tenure or protnotion prior to the year 

specified for mandatoU review, the candidate will notify the dean of that intent by Marcia 1 

of the academic year before the requested review year. The purpose of this early notification 

is to provide the dean with adequate time to consult with the candidate and P&T and to 

assess "the appropriateness of early review, and to permit P&T to schedule teaching 

assessments that may have to be done before the end of that academic yem. 

{PAGE } 



As specified by universi~ policy, an untenured faculty member may request an extension of 

a probational" period, and consequent postponement of a mandatory review, for reasons of 

health, requirements of childbirth or child care, or similar compelling circumstances. Such 

extensions may be granted by the dean, with university approval as necessary, in increments 

not to exceed 12 months, up to a m aximum of 24 months. 

II. Procedures 

General 

The chair of P&T will meet with each candidate for reappointment, tenure, or promotion in 

the summer before the academic year when the review will occur and will explain the review 

process to the candidate. 

It is the obligation of eve~ candidate to cooperate with the chair to develop the candidate’s 

file. By September 1 of the academic year in which a review will occur, each candidate for 

reappointment, tenure, or promotion will submit to the chair: 

A cumculum vitae; 

Copies of all of the candidate’s writings that will be reviewed, in such electronic or 

paper form as the chair may request; 

A concise personal statement (preferably of approximately fi~e pages) with the 

following sections: 

o A teaching section that includes a discussion of the candidate’s experience 

and accomplishments to date and plans for the future, a forthright assessment 

of strengths and weaknesses, and ideas for development and, where 

appropriate, improvement; 

A scholarship section that includes a discussion of "the candidate’s work to 

date and plans for the :future, a forthri ,ght assessment of progress thus far in 

developing and carrying out a research agenda, and plans for future work; 

o A service section that includes a description of the candidate’s ser~ice to and 

engagement with the profession; the educational, judicial, and political 

spheres; the law school and university; and the public, as well as plans for 

service and engagement in the future; and 

o If the candidate chooses, a discussion of the specific ways in which the 

candidate believes that he or she satisfies the applicable standards. 
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The specific form aJad content of these items m-e determined at the university level, and may 

therefore val3’ fi-om time to time. 

B. Review for Tenure or Promotion 

In each case of review for tenure or promotion, P&T will review the candidate’s scholazship, 

teaching, and service as described below. The dean also meets at least annually with eve~ 

faculty member to review what he or she has done over the past year. In these am~ual reviews, 

the dean discusses with untenured faculty members and any faculty members contemplating 

promotion ~eir progress in fulfilling the requirements for tenure or promotion. !~ ~dd~6~ th~ 

~ ~ ~forfac)ity ~vei6~N~n~ N~regu! ar!~ w~ i~i~re~fa ~i~!iy mem~r ~ 

.Any ~at~men~ ~ad~ ~ th~ ~an i~ ~hi~ 

an~! r~vi ~ sh~ u ld~ ~ ~r ~ !i~ )on~ in ~i ~ ~ti ono ~w h ~ ~h ~ac ~ ~ Nb ~ rwfl ! 

1. Scholarship 

As eazly as possible in the academic year, P&T will secure a minimum of four external 

reviews of each candidate’s writings. P&T will consult with the candidate to determine 

which writings are appropriate for review. To be considered for review, a writing must be 

published, submitted for publication, or be substantially ready to be submitted for 

publication. The reviewers should be established experts in the relevant subjects, preferably 

those who serve or have served on faculties of peer or higher-ranked law schools or whose 

scholarly accomplishments otherwise demonstrate their standing for purposes of providing 

meaningful peer review. Where circmnstances dictate, reviewers may be drawn from other 

academic disciplines; for example, an economist might be an appropriate reviewer :for a 

particular work in law and economics Depending on the nature and quantity of the 

candidate’s writings and the reviewers’ preferences, reviews may assess individual writings, 

groups of writings, or the candidate’s body of work, so long as, collectively, the?" provide a 

comprehensive, fair, and unbiased assessment of the candidate’s scholarship as a whole. 

The chair of P&T will meet with each candidate for tenure or promotion no later than August 

before the academic year in which the review will occur in order to identi~ the writings that 

will be reviewed and to discuss potential external reviewers. Universib" policy specifies that 

there must be at least four external reviewers, two to be named by the candidate and two by 

the committee. However, this practice has proven unworkable in the law school for two 

reasons. First, it seems to be premised on an advcrsanal approach to the review process that 

has never been the norm here. Second, many, if not most, subfields of legal scholarship 

relatively small, with the result that the lists prepared by P&T and submitted by the candidate 

have usually had substantial overlap. 
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In recognition of this reality, the chair will consult with members of the law faculty who have 

expertise in the relevant subjects (or appropriate outsiders where necessary) and develop a 

list of at least four possible external reviewers for the candidate’s scholarship. The 

candidate’s nominees (if different) should be added to this list, and in the solicitation process 

the chair should take all reasonable steps to insure that at least two of the reviewers have 

been nominated or ratified by the candidate. If this is not possible (as, for example, if none 

of the candidate’s nominees is able to provide a timely review), P&T’s report to "the faculty 

(see below) should explain why. The candidate may also identify to the chair any potential 

reviewers who, in the candidate’s view, would be unlikely to provide a fair review (for 

example, the candidate may have strongly criticized the prospective reviewer~s work or 

disagreed with the reviewer’s policy preferences). Such reservations should be respected 

within reason; if such a reviewer is ultimately chosen, P&T’s report should note the 

candidate’s reservations. Reviewers should have no close personal connection with the 

candidate, such as personal friend, co-author, mentor, or dissertation committee member. 

However, it is expected and acceptable for reviewers to be fmniliar with a candidate’s 

writings and to have a professional acquaintance with the candidate based on, for example, 

joint participation on scholmly panels or other compmable contacts. 

P&T should also secure a written assessment of each candidate’s scholaship from at least 

one member of the faculty" at the rank of professor with appropriate expertise, although the 

requirement of internal review ,nay be waived if there is no qualified professor available. 

2. Teaching 

No later than the academic year in which review occurs, and preferably in the first semester, 

P&T will, whenever practical, obtain peer teaching assessments of at least two of each 

candidate’s courses. For each course, two tenured members of the faculty with knowledge of 

the subject matter will visit and observe for at least two class hours and provide P&T with a 

written assessment of the candidate’s teaching performaaace. P&T may also consider peer 

assessments compiled during prior P&T reviews of the candidate’s teaching. 

It is sometimes the case "that a candidate will have a reduced or atypical teaching load (for 

example, the candidate has agreed to teach a course out of his or her regular package because 

of law school need) or be visiting elsewhere in the academic yea in which review occurs. 

To ensure sufficient class obse,-vation of evel.W candidate, each academic year the chair of 

P&T should consult with the dean and associate dean for academic affairs to determine 

which faculty~ members are likely to be candidates for tenure or promotion in the subsequent 

academic year, and whether any of them may have a reduced or aty~pical teaching load or be 

visiting elsewhere in the review year. In such cases, the chair should obtain necessary 

classroom peer observations in the year prior to the review year. 



In addition, P&T will review and assess all student evaluations of the candidate for all 

courses since the candidate’s initial appointment or, where applicable, last previous review 

for tenure or protnotion purposes. P&T may also consult with the dean, the associate deans of 

the law school, facul~ colleagues in the law school and the university, and other interested 

persons about aspects of the candidate’s teaching accomplishments that may not be 

adequately captured by the review of classes and student evaluations. P&T should also 

receive al-td assess any other written comments about the candidate’s teaching that students, 

faculty colleagues, or other interested persons may volunteer. 

3. Service 

P&T should assess the candidate’s service on the basis of the cv and service statement, 

meeting with the caaadidate as necessaB; to seek further information or address questions that 

it may have. P&T should also receive and assess any other written comments about the 

candidate’s sel-vice that any interested persons may volunteer. 

4. Reports, Recommendations, and Votes 

As soon as it has completed its review of a candidate’s scholarship, teaching, and service, 

P&T will prepare a written report :for distribution to the dean and the members of the faculty 

at the rank of professor (hereinafter ~the professors"). The report should accurately 
summarize all aspects of P&T’s review and state P&T’s recommendations with respect to 

tenure or promotion, noting the votes of individual P&T members. The dean will schedule 

and, at least one calendar week in advance of the proposed meeting, give notice of a meeting 

of the professors to consider P&T’s report and recommendations, if any. At least one 

calendar week in advance of the scheduled meeting, P&T will provide to the professors or 

make available for inspection, on paper or in a readily accessible electronic format, its report 

along with other appropriate information. The file will include at least the P&T report, the 

candidate’s major pieces of scholarship, external and an?" internal letters of evaluation of 

scholarship, and peer and student evaluations of teaching. A vote on the tenure or promotion 

of a candidate will normally be taken during the meeting called to consider the candidate. If a 
vote on the tenure or promotion of the candidate is not taken during the initial called meeting, 

it may be addressed at a subsequent meeting, provided "that the subsequent meeting is called 

with at least seven days’ notice, or the notice requirement is waived by a majori~ of those 

present and voting at the initial meeting. More than one candidate lnay be considered at a 

single meeting, in the dean’s reasonable discretion. 

All voting for tenure and prolnotion will be by open vote, unless the candidate is the spouse 

or significant other of or has an intimate relationship with another melnber of the tenure-track 
faculty. The dean has the authority to define further the nature of a personal relationship that 

would result in closed balloting. 



Every candidate for tenure or promotion who has undergone the review process must be 

con sidered and voted on at a meeting of the professors, regardless of whether P&T has 

reco,rm~ended that the candidate be granted tenure or promotion. 

At the meeting of the professors, P&T will present a brief oral summary of its report, and the 

dean and P&T will entertain questions and discussion from the professors. The professors 

will then vote on any reconunendations for tenure or promotion contained in the P&T report. 

If the report recomanends no action regarding tenure or promotion, the dean will entertain 

any motion, duly seconded, to take such action, made by any of the professors; similarly, the 

dean will entertain any motion, duly seconded, made by any of the professors to take action 

that differs from what the P&T report recommends. 

Under university rules, "the final decision on whether to recommend a candidate for tenure or 

promotion rests with the dea~. Under long-standing law school practice, the dean does not 

recommend a candidate for tenure or promotion when such action is opposed by a 

’~substantial minority" of the professors voting on the decision. 

The sense of the faculty is that the opposition by one-third or more of those eligible and 

voting constitutes a substantial minority and therefore should presumptively be considered by 

the dean as a negative vote on the candidate. The sense of the faculty is that opposition by 

one-fifth or fewer of those eligible and voting does not constitute substantial opposition and 

therefore should presumptively be considered by the dean as a positive w)te on the 

candidate. When "the vote falls between those two points, any faculty member who wishes to 

change his or her vote may call for reconsideration of the vote. The weight to be accorded a 

vote in opposition falling between one-third and one-fifth, and whether it is sufficiently 

substantial to be considered a negative vote or insubstantial and therefore a positive vote, 

rests with the dean. The dean will forward his or her recommendation to the university in 

accordance with university policy. 

C. Reappointment of Pre-tenure Faculty 

1. Consultation with Dean 

The dean will discuss this policy with each pre-tenure faculty member before initial employment, 

at the beginning of the first reign of employment, and at "the be~nning of the year in which the 

faculty member is considered for rcappointment, promotion, or tenure. The dean will provide 

the faculty member a written statement of’the policy at the beginning of the initial term of 

employment and at any subsequent time when the policy may be amended. A record of these 

discussions will be included in the faculty member’s persom~el file. 



The dean will consult with each pre-tenure faculty member annually with respect to that faculty 

member’s teaching, scholarship, and service. A record of the discussion will be included in "the 

faculty member’s personnel file. 

2. Mentoring of Pre-tenure Faculty 

Annually, the dean will ask a number of tenured faculty members with a special interest in 

supporting the careers of junior faculty members to selene as a Faculty" Development Advisory. 

Team. This Temn will be d~aired by the associate dean for faculty" development (ADFD). The 

size of the Team will vary from year to year as a function of the number of pre-tenure faculty 

members, and its membership will change annually. 

At "the beginning of each summer, the ADFD will meet individually with each pre-tcnurc faculty 

member to learn what his or her needs and goals are for the upcoming Sulmner and the academic 

year to follow. These can relate to scholarship, teaching, or sel~Tice. 

Shortly after his or her early summer meetings with all the pre-tenure faculty members, the 

ADFD will convene a meeting of the Faculty Development Advisory Team for the pul~ose of 

presenting what he or she has learned about each of the pre-tenurc faculty member’s goals and 

needs. The ADFD will assign one or more members of the Team to work with each pre-tenure 

faculty member, with the responsibility of seeing that the pre-tenurc faculty member’s goals and 

needs are addressed. The Team members assigned will not necessmily become formally paired 

mentors to those to whom they are assigned. The Team members might instead reach out to 

other faculty members who are better positioned to assist a junior faculty member reach a 

particular objective. Each Team member will be responsible, under the overall direction of the 

ADFD, for coordinating and overseeing a response to the junior faculty member’s requests and 

needs. At the discretion of the ADFD, the Team will meet during "the fall and spring semesters 

so that Team members can report on the progress that they me making with each of their 

assigned junior faculty members and brainsto~n ways of trying to reach the ~nore elusive goals. 

The Faculty Development Advisory Team will also create, update, and make available to pre- 

tenure faculty members a list of professional opportunities that are available to them: our 

summer evening workshops, our academic-year workshop series, presentations at SEALS and at 

AALS, workshop opportunities at other law school, junior-faculty exchanges, subject-matter- 

specific regional workshops, teaching resources on cmnpus, and the like. 

All tenured faculty members will be given the opportunity in their annual summer meeting with 

the dean or on the form they fill out in anticipation of that meeting, to report on the mentoring 

they offered to junior faculty during the previous year. 

3. Teaching Evaluations{ TC "4. Probationary Faculty: Dean Consults and Teaching 



Evaluations" if C \1 "3" } [i~r Pre-tenure Faculty 

As is the case with all faculty members, student evaluations of the teaching of pre-tenure faculty 

will be conducted each semester in eve~" course taught. It is the responsibili~T of the faculty 
member teaching the course to take appropriate action to obtain student evaluations. Peer 

evaluations of pre-tenure faculty’ are to be conducted under the direction of the ADFD at least 

once each year in one of the courses they are teaching except: (1) in the first year of teaching, 

when peer review is available on a voluntalyT basis; (2) in the last two semesters before the 

,eappointment decision; and (3) as the tenure decision approaches. The latter two ,eviews axe 

governed by promotion and tenure policies and are conducted under the direction of P&T. 

Prc-tenure peer reviews conducted under "the direction of the ADFD are for the benefit of’the 

faculty member in improving teaching and are not part of the reappointment, promotion, or 

tenure ,ecord. Peer ,eviewers for these reviews are required to provide feedback to the pre- 

tenure facul~ member regarding the classes reviewed, but no substantive written evaluation is 

required. The ADFD will document that such reviews have taken place, including the date of 

each review, the classes reviewed, the name(s) of the peer reviewer(s), and a confirmation that 

the reviewer provided feedback to the pre-tenure faculty member, and a copy of that 

documentation will be placed in the faculty member’s personnel file. A follow-up discussion of 

any evaluation may be initiated by the individual under review, the faculty members conducting 

the review, the ADFD, or the dean. 

4. Review for Reappointment 

Teaching--P&T will review all of the candidate’s student evaluations and send faculty 

reviewers to each of his or her classes in at least the two semesters before the 

reappointment decision is made. In making its report to the faculty, P&T will 
comment on what it sees as strengths, weaknesses, potential problems, and areas for 

improvement. 

Scholarship - P&T will solicit one or more internal reviews of all of the candidate’s 

wlqtings. P&T also makes its own judgnnents about "the quality of the work and the 

candidate’s productivity. P&T does not, however, solicit external reviews for 

proposes of informing the reappointment decision. As with teaching, P&T will 

comment on what it sees as strengths, weaknesses, potential problems, and a, eas for 

improvement. 

To satisfy the need for guidance, the ADFD will work with the candidate to identify 

qualified experts and to obtain a reasonable number of objective, informal (in the 

sense of less formal than a tenure review letter, and less onerous for the reviewer) 

assessments of scholarship. The pm-ticular form of a given assessment, including 



whether it is written or oral, is a matter for discussion among the ADFD, the 

candidate, and the reviewer on a case-by-case basis. These assessments are reviewed 

by the candidate, subject to any restrictions imposed by the reviewer. The ADFD will 

advise the candidate on addressing any areas for improvement that reviewers may 
identify. Written assessments do not become part of the candidate’s tenure or 

perso~mel files. The ADFD does discuss candidates’ development with P&T toward 

the end of providing advice abom the value of proposed activities and projects and 

other appropriate mentoring. 

Service - Service expectations are minimal at the reappointment stage. Accordingly, 

dm{ng reappointlnent P&T does little more than ensure that the candidate is aware of 

the requirement and, where necessau, assists in the development of a plan to meet it. 

5. Reports, Recommendations, and Votes 

The procedures for reports, recommendations, and votes on reappointment of pre-tenure 

faculty will follow those for promotion and tenure set out in section II.B.4 above, except that 

the file prepared by P&T for review by the professors will contain those items prepared 

pursuant to section II.C.4 rather than those enumerated in section II.B.4. 

III. Substantive Standards 

A. Forms of Scholarship; Engagement 

As these standards are being w,{tten, most legal scholarship still appems in the fom~ of 

academic books and book chapters and articles in student-edited law reviews and peer- 

reviewed journals, ttowever, the law faculty recognizes that this status quo is evolving. In 

the future, an increasing amount of scholarly work is likely to appear in alternative formats 

and media. It is the sense of the law faculty that the application of these standards should 

evolve as well to take into accoun t new understandings of what constitutes scholarship. 

It is university policy to encourage and value faculty %ngagement," defined as %cholarly, 

creative or pedagogical activities fbr the public good, directed toward persons and groups 

outside the [university]. Such activities (in the fol~n of research, teaching, and/or sel-vice) 

develop as collaborative interactions that respond to short and long-term societal needs." 

The law school endorses this policy, and it is the sense of the faculty that these standards 

should be applied so as to encourage and value engagement in teaching, scholarship, and 

service. 



Some further observations arc in order. First, many of the activities of the law faculty’ have 

historically fit the definition of ’~engaged." Because the law is a pervasive institution in 

contemporary society, scholars analyzing the law or advocating for law reform have long 

directed their work not only to their academic peers but also to lawmakers, judges, and the 

public, and in some cases have interacted collaboratively with these constituencies in 

producing their work. The same has been true of the service endeavors of these scholars, 

including various forms of public education. These standards should be applied so as to 

encourage and value this tradition. Moreover, as the scope and forms of legal scholarship 

continue to expand, the opportunities for engagement should only increase, and these 

standards should be applied so as to encourage and value this trend. But the faculty" also 

recognizes that lnuch important scholarship, because of its content or the demands of its 

expression, is likely to be consumed and discussed by a narrower audience. The law faculty 

also places ga-eat value on scholarship in this catego~.w, and the endorsement of engagement 

should not be read as discouraging or devaluing such work. 

B. Quantitative Expectations for Scholarship 

1 Introduction and Definitions 

There are no rigid or inflexible quantitative standards for scholarship that must be met in 

order to be eligible for reappointment, tenure, or promotion, and each case must be evaluated 

on its own merits. Nonetheless, it is the sense of the faculty that in the vast majority’ of cases 

a successful candidate will have met a minimum quantitative expectation, and that a 

candidate who fails to meet that expectation will succeed only in exceptional circumstances. 

As used in this section III, ’~article" mean s a writing of the scope of the typical full-length 

professional article (as distinguished from an essay, review, or student note or comment) in a 
student-edited law review as of the time the candidate is being reviewed. In evaluating other 

fo~ns of scholarship, whether longer or shorter, P&T, the faculty, and the dean should use 

common sense and good judgment to make flexible determinations of equivalence. Length is 

one important factor in such a determination, but not the only one. In some cases, a shorter 

writing may reflect a higher level of intellectual activity, research effort, and literal.W labor 

than a longer one. To cite but one example, a complex and time-consuming empirical project 
might lead to a publication in an important peer-reviewed journal that imposes severe length 

restrictions. 

It is the sense of the faculty that these standards should be applied in a way that encourages 

and values collaborative work, interdisciplina~7 or othe~vise. In assessing the quantitative 

value of a candidate’s contribution to a collaborative work, P&T, the facultyT, and the dean 

should make an overall assessment of the nature and extent of that contribution. Where a 

candidate has written discrete sections of a co-authored work, it may be possible to assess 

those contributions in isolation. But where the contributions of the co-authors have been 



merged into an inseparable whole, it will be necessal.w to use common sense and good 

j udgmaent to make an individualized assessment of the candidate’s rclative contribution, 

taking into account the views of the candidate and, where appropriate, of the other co- 

authors. 

"Substantially completed in rank" means fl~at a writing was substantially completed while the 

candidate was in his or her cmTent rank, whether at the law school or a previous school. 

"Substantially completed at the law school" means that writing was substantially completed 

while the candidate was employed at the law school in a full-time, tenure-track position. 

"Substantially completed" is intended to be interpreted and applied on a case-by-case basis, 

bm the guiding principle is that the majority of the work of conceiving, researching, 

organizing, and writing should have been completed in rank or at the law school, depending 

on which of these standards is being applied. To illustrate, take the instance of an ent137-1evel 

faculty candidate’s ~’job talk" paper. If the candidate, after beginning employment atthe law 

school, made only minor editorial changes before publication, the paper would not be 

considered to be substantially completed in rank. But if, while employed at the law school, 

the candidate undertook a major reconccpmalization and rcwriting of the paper, it might be 

so considered. A similar flexible logic should be applied to determining whether the work of 

lateral hires was substantially completed at the law school. Determinations of whether 

particular work has been substantially completed in rank or at the law school will be made by 

the dean in consultation with P&T.2. Specific Quantitative Expectations 

The minimum quantitative scholarship expectations for reappointment, promotion, and 

tenure are as follows: 

For reappointment as an assistant professor, the equivalent of one article substantially 

completed in rank, and demonstrable progress on a second. 

For promotion from assistant professor to associate professor with tenure, or from 

untcnured associate professor to professor, or the grant of tenure to an untenured 

associate professor, the equivalent of three articles substantially completed in rank. 

For promotion from tenured associate professor to professor, the equivalent of two 

articles completed in rank and since the grant of tenure or the most recent subsequent 

review that did not result in promotion to professor. 

In addition to these expectations, where a candidate is a lateral hire seeking 

promotion or tenure for the first time since joining the law faculty, the equivalent of 

at least one article should have been substantially completed at the law school. 

With respect to lateral hires, "the dean’s letter offering appointment may claacif~ or 

specie7 the quantitative expectations for individual candidates. In sud~ cases the 

dean’s letter will control provided that its temps are not inconsistent with these 

standards. 



C. Qualitative Standards 

I. Definitions 

The following terms have these meanings in this section III.C (in order of appearance rather 

than alphabetically): 

~’Committed and effective teacher": This term has two components. ~’Committed" refers to 

the continuing, career-long effort to maintain one’s teaching at the highest possible level. 

This effort should include keeping abreast of relevant developments in law and scholarship; 

adjusting course content as appropriate to take account of such developments; continually 

reassessing the effectiveness of one’s teaching methods, making adjustments if needed; and 

responding to students’ reasonable requests for assistance outside of class. An "effective" 

teacher is one who develops aa~d implemcnts coherent plans for courses and individual 

classes; prepares thoroughly; uses teaching methods that arc appropriate to particular 

contexts; communicates well with students, whether the teacher is lecturing, questioning 

students, or responding to student questions; manages class discussion well and at an 

appropriate intellectual level; and grades student work fairly, with reasonable promptness, 

and in a manner that is appropriate to the nature of the work. This definition is not intended 

to state a preference for aa~y particular- method or style of teaching. On the contrm.w, it is 

intended to recognize that a great range of methods and styles--liar example, socratic 

questioning, lecture, making extensive use of technology, etc.--can be highly effective, 

depending on the teacher and the context. 

’%xceptional teacher": An exceptional teacher is a committed aaad effective teacher who, in 

addition, makes a significant further contribution to the law school’s educational mission. 

That contribution can be made in a vm~ety of ways, including by inspiring a high level of 

student enthusiasm for his or her subjects and classes; by communicating with particular 

effectiveness, especially in the most difficult contexts; by significant innovation, whether in 

course design or teaching methods; by producing significant pedagogical scholarship; or by 

successfully taking on unusual burdens, whether in classroom teaching or working with 

students outside of the classroom. 

’~Sigmficant scholarly accomplishment with the promise of continued future achievement": 

’~Significant scholarly accomplistnnent" means the production of scholmship that reflects the 

ability to identify significant issues; creativity; the abili~ to CmTy out researd~ appropriate to 

a pmticular topic, and to use that research effectively to support one’s assertions and 

conclusions; analytical skill; and the ability to communicate one’s positions effectively. 

Scholarship at this level is worthy of serious consideration in important scholarly debates. 

~’The promise of continued future achievement" is demonstrated by the quality of a 

candidate’s current work; the commitment to scholarship that it reflects; aa~d the 

development, at least at a preliminary level, of a coherent longer-term scholmly agenda. 



"Scholarly excellence:" To achieve scholarly excellence, a candidate must meet the standard 

of significant scholarly accomplishment m~d, beyond that, produce scholarship that makes a 

significant contribution to important scholarly debates; embodies a high level of creativity, 

research, analysis, and conununicative skill; and reflects the development of a coherent 

scholarly agenda. 

"Service": This mea~s contributing to the improvement of law, the legal profession, the 

administration of justice, and government; efforts on behalf of the public, including pro bono 

legal service; and service to the law school, the university, aad education in general beyond 

one’s regular faculty duties. The term usually refers to service for which no compensation, 

other than a nominal honorarium, is received. This definition of service is meant to 

encompass the concept of faculty engagement discussed in section III.A, with the specific 

obse~-vation that engaged scholarship may be relevant for pml~oses of evaluating both 

scholarship and service. 

"Developing commitment to service": This means developing aa awareness, emly in one’s 

career, of the importance of performing service. It requires thought about the public 

consequences of one’s work; an openness to the possibilities for engagement and other forms 

of service; and a willingness to seek and accept opportunities for service, commensurate with 

the other demands placed on a faculty member in the early stages of an academic career. 

"Demonstrated commitment to service": This mca~s seeking and accepting opporlunitics for 

engagement and other forms of service at a level reasonably commensurate with one’s other 

duties. 

"Exceptional service": A candidate who pcrfo~rns exceptional service shows a demonstrated 

commitment to service and, in addition, makes a sigmficant further contribution to the law 

schooFs service mission. That contribution can be made in a variety of ways, including 

through a high level of faculty engagement; an unusual level of service to students, the law 

school, the university, or the legal profession; or the significant commitment of time to pro 

bono legal actMties. 
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Standards 

For reappointment at the rm~k of assistant professor, a candidate must show diligent 

effort and reasonable progress toward becoming a COlmnitted and effective teacher 

and demonstrating significam scholarly accomplist~ent with the promise of 

continued future achievement. 

For tenure at the rank of associate professor, a candidate must be a co~itted a~d 

effective teacher, must have demonstrated sigmificant scholarly accomplishment with 

the promise of continued l~ture achievement, a~d must have a developing 

commitment to se~wice. 

A professor must have met and continue to meet all of the c~te~a for tenure at the 

rank of associate professor m~d, in addition, must have a demonstrated co~itment to 

se~ice and must either have attained scholarly excellence or be an exceptional 

teacher. 

In rare circumstances, appointment or promotion to the rank of professor may be 

recommended if the candidate has met all of the criteria for tenure at the rank of 

associate professor and, in addition, has peffo~ed exceptional se~’ice. Without 

limiting the contexts in which this alternative standard may be applied, it is 

specifically intended to be used in the cases of librarians and other tenured and 

tenure-track faculty members whose pfima~ duties lie in areas other th~ teaching 

and scholarship. 

" i th er r a~c ~i r c um ~ ~ an ~ ~ ~ i~i~ial ~ ~ o ~tm ~i to { 5 ~r ~nk~)~ ~ lE ~ ~ ~)ay ~ ~ 

IV. Effective Date and Applicability 

university begins on or after the effective dae. Law faculty members who accepted an offer 

of employment prior to the effective date and who are subject to review for reappointment, 

tenure, or promotion may elect to have that review conducted under this policy or under the 

policy in effect immediately before "the effective date. That election should be communicated 

to the dean by August 1 of the academic year in which "the review will occur. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Friday, ~,:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Draft of Foreword to Issue 1 

Okay. Good. 
Lg 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 3:58 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Draft of Foreword to Issue 

Hi Professor Broome, 

This looks good to me. 

Thank you, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, :1:46 PM 

To: score 

Subject: Draft of Foreword to Issue :1 

Hi - Here is a dra[t of the Foreword to Issue 1. Please edit away and let rne know if you think I left something out. 

Thanks, 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor" of Banking Law 

Director’, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

i~i Description: 
...... http:/iwww.lswunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinsnce 

web 542 jpg 



Board of Advisors 

B.T. Atkinson 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

Nathan Batts 
North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 

David Line Batty 

Winston & Strawn LLP, Charlotte 

Rufus F. Beaty 

TD Bank, N.A., Greenville, SC 

John Charles Boger 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

Lissa L. Broome 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

James R. Bryant, III 

Kingstree Group, Charlotte 

R. Lee Burrows, Jr. 

Banks Street Partners, Atlanta 

Michael D. Calhoun 
Center for Responsible Lending, Durham 

Scott A. Cammarn 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taint LLP, Charlotte 

Alfred P. Carlton, Jr. 
Carlton Law PLLC, Raleigh 

James P. Carroll 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, Charlotte 

Scott M.A. Clark 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York 

H. Rodgin Cohen 

Sullivan & Cromwell, New York 

V. Gerard Comizio 
Paul Hastings LLP, Washington, DC 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Alexander C. Covington 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 



Marion A. Cowell 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Charlotte 

Beth S. DeSimone 
CommunityOne Bancorp, Asheboro 

Paul S. Donohue 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

A. Patrick Doyle 

Arnold & Porter, Washington, DC 

Steven S. Dunlevie 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP, Atlanta 

Kieran J. Fallon 
The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., Washington, DC 

Gary W. Farris 

Burr & Forman LLP, Atlanta 

Adam Feibelman 
Tulane University Law School, New Orleans 

Raymond D. Fortin 

SunTrust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 

Paolo Fulghieri 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill 

Anthony Gaeta 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 

Leonard H. Gilbert 
Holland & Knight LLP, Tampa 

Richard L. Gray 

United Guaranty Corporation, Greensboro 

Barry Harris 

First-Citizens Bank & Trust Company, Raleigh 

Thomas L. Hazen 
UNC School oJ: Law, Chapel Hill 

J. Richard Hazlett 

Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

James T. Hedrick, Jr. 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 

Frank A. Hirsch, Jr. 



Alston & Bird LLP, Raleigh 

Carol A. Hitselberger 

Mayer Brown LLP, Charlotte 

A. Lee Hogewood III 

K&L Gates LLP, Raleigh 

Jewell D. Hoover 

Hoover and Associates, LLC, Charlotte 

Charles M. Horn 
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC 

Phillip D. Huber, CFA 

The Hutchison Company, Durham 

Gerald P. Hurst 
RBC Bank (Georgia), N.A., Raleigh 

John L. Jernigan 

Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchefl & Jernigan, LLP, Raleigh 

Robert J. Johnson, Jr. 

BB& T, Winston-Salem 

Kenneth C. Johnston 
Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, Daflas 

Mark C. Kanaly 

Alston & Bird, LLP, Atlanta 

Eugene M. Katz 

Wells Fargo & Company, Charlotte 

Satish M. Kini 
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, Washington, DC 

Donald C. Lampe 

Morrison & Foerster LLP, Washington, DC 

William R. Lathan 

Ward and Smith, PA, New Bern 

Rene J. LeBlanc-Allman 

Winston & 5trawn LLP, Charlotte 

Christopher E. Leon 

Womble Carlyle 5andridge & Rice, LLP, Winston-Salem 

Meghan McClure Lluberas 

King & Spalding, Charlotte 



Jacob A. Lutz III 

Troutman Sanders LLP, Richmond 

Jerry W. Markham 

Florida International University, Miami 

Michael Nedzbala 

Hunton & Wifliams LLP, Charlotte 

Edward P. O’Keefe 

Bank of America, Charlotte 

Mary Patricia D. Oliver 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease, LLP, Cleveland 

Saule Omarova 
UNC School of Law, Chapel Hill 

Reginald T. O’Shields 

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta 

Therese Paul 
Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Washington, DC 

Stephen D. Poe 

Bell, Davis & Pitt, PA, Winston-Salem 

Francis C. Pray, Jr. 

Nelson Mulfins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Charlotte 

Henry H. Ralston 

Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, PA, Charlotte 

Ronald D. Raxter 
Wilfiams Mullen, Raleigh 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Patrida A. Robinson 
Wachtell Lipton, New York 

Albert M. Salem 

Tampa 

Paul Saltzman 
The Clearing House, New York, NY 

Margot F. Saunders 

National Consumer Law Center, Washington, DC 



Robert A. Singer 

Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey, & Leonard LLP, Greensboro 

Joseph A. Smith Jr. 

Poyner Spruifl LLP, Raleigh 

Karol K. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP, Chicago 

Ralph N. Strayhorn 

Cape Point Advisory Partners, LLC, Charlotte 

James M. Strother 

Wells Fargo & Company, San Francisco 

Margaret E. Tahyar 

Davis Poll< & Wardwefl LLP, NY 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP, Washington, DC 

William J. Wagner 

Raymond James & Associates, Raleigh 

Paul S. Ware 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, Birmingham 

Michael D. Waters 
Jones Walker LLP, Birmingham 

K. Elizabeth Whitehead 
American Savings Bank, Honolulu 

Amy P. Williams 

K&L Gates LLP, Charlotte 

W. Samuel Woodard 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP, Charlotte 

Emeritus Members 

J. Thomas Dunn, 

Retired, Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

Jerone C. Herring 

Retired, BB& T, Montreat 

Paul J. Polking 

Retired, Bank of America, Charlotte 



Paul L. Reynolds 

Retired, Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul H. Stock 
Retired, North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 7:30 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

3 - FW: November 11, 2013: Three Major European Deals Go Down Over the... 

Copy and link [o DDI site, Women Lag in Leadership Roles, CEO Earnings, New Nationa~ Report Shows 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

F~om-¯ NACD Directors Daily [mailto:NACD@INFOINC.COM] 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 6:54 AM 
To: NACD@ NEWS.INFOINC.COM 
Subject: November 11, 2013: Three Major European Deals Go Down Over the... 

(;lick here if you are unable to see the message below or are using a mobile device. 

T0d~:S ~# H~d!i~le ............................................................................................................. 

Three Najor European Deals Go Down Over the Weekend 

A trio of major deals wont down over the weekend, all with European ties. 
Reuters (Nov. 1 I, Koltrowitz, White) repo~ts thai "Switzerland’s Novmtis has 

agreed to sell its blood transfusion testing unit to Spain’s Gdfels fer $1 
bNion." The transaction comes as Nova~s tenth, usa to carpi out a wide- 
sweeping ~v~ew of its operations following the exit of ]ong~ime Chairman 
Daniel Vase]Is, who shepherded the merger of Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz 1hat 
created Nova~l~s 17 years ago. The wire service notes thal "the healthcare 
indust~ is undergoing a wave d mergers and acquisitions as ~arge 
drugmakers shed non-core act~vNes, while sknul~aneous]y ~ryin9 ~o bolster 
thek new dru{] pipelines by bU~{] Up sma~er firms." 

Indeed, the New York Times (Nov. 11, Bray) is reporting ~hat the Irish 
pharmaceutical firm Shits has agreed to pay $4.2 billion in cash to acquire 

VirePhanna, a Pennsylvaniaq)ased biopharmaceutical company. The move 
designed to bolster its roster of treatments for rare diseases. Shire CEO 
Flemming Omskov s~a~es, "The acquisition of Virol3ham~a will immediately 
benefit Shire arid is entirely consistent with our clear sttategic objective of 
strengthening our rare disease pordolio. It brings us a new growth driving 
product which augments our already strong growth prospects." 

Separately, Bloomber.q (Nev. 11) has learned that "Deutsche Telekem AG 
agreed to buy GTS Central Europe for 546 million euros (US$730 million), 
adding landline networks in countries where the Gem~an phone company’s 
services are predominantly wireless." The seller of Whrsaw4)ased GTS is a 
pa~nersh~p of private-equity firms that ~nc~udes Columbia Cap~ta~, HarbourVest 
PaWners, Innova Cap~ta~, and M/C Pa~neB. The acquisition wil~ g~ve Deutsche 
Telekom lan(fline gdds in four European countries - Hungary, Roland, 
Romania. and the Czech RepuMic. 

Share ~ ~ :::< Facebook 

�omp!Jm~nt~ry NACD W~bina[ ....................................................................................... 

The Next Wave in Regulation and Compliance 

Check for late-breaking news 
after 9:00 AM Eastern. 

[÷ A°’ l 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

NACD Directorship 100 Forum 

NewYerk, NY(Dec. :3, 

20 ! :3) 
Master Class 

Miami, FL(Dec !2-13, 

20!3) So}d Out 

Director Professionalism® 

Miami, FL(Dec 9-10, 

2013) 
Speeia~ Events 

® Local NACD Chapter 

Events 

Active Engaged 

Shareholders - Are We 
Listening? 

Peer Exchanges 

Nov. 12, 2013 
2-3 p.m. 

Each time corporate directors reach the point of understanding and 
incorporating wi~h a new set of regulatory requirements or new standards 

around executive pay programs, there seems ~o be more change coming over 
the horizon. A~ong wN~ still-unfinished regulato~ guidance re~aled to the 
details of implementing multiple aspects of the Dodd-Frank Wa~ Street 
Reform and Consumer P~tecfion Act, companies continue ~o grapple w~h 
how to deliver pay for pedermance and meet rigM pro>:y advisory standards, 
while keeping their highqevel programs geared to their orgaNzation’s specific 
bus#~ess ~eeds. 

Information Flow 

Beyond the CEO; New 

York; NY (Nov. 7, 
20!3) 

Navigating Critical 

Boardroom issues: 

New York, NY (Nov 

19, 2013) 

Leading Minds of 

Governance; New 
YorK, NY (Dec 3, 

20!3) 



Tune-in for a compB~nentary webinar to explore these issues, and offer 
guidance on how organizations can bes~ prepare to mee~ the challenges 

Learn more and register. 

Share [] [] i~ Facebook 

NACD in the News 

NACD Chapter to Ho~d ’21 st Century Director’ Program 

The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Nov. 10, Hill) is repo~ting that the National 
Association el Corporate Directors’ Three Rivers Chapter is se~ to hold "An 
Insider’s Look a~ the 21st Century Director" luncheon and program this 
Thulsday, Nov, 14, The 12 noon event will be held at the Duquesne Ck~b in 
downtown Pittsburgh. 

Share[] [] ::N Facebook 

Audit and Finance 

Twitter’s IPO Could Pave the Way for Other Consumer internet 
Companies 

"With this week’s eye-popping initial stock offering, Twitter may have turned 
around ~he Facebook IPO curse," repofls ~he San Jose Memury News (Nov. 
9, Bailey). Experts say Twitter’s pedermance couM help counter a trend ~n 
which ~nvestors have fer monlhs showed more faith in companies 1hat fecused 
on business customers. According to the Mercu~ News, "the next really b~g 
Interne~ IPO candidate Js l~kely to be AlJbaba, ~he Chinese e-commeme g~an~ 
that’s reporledly planning 1o start 1fading ~n 1he U.S. ~n early 2014/’ Others 
rumored to be ~n the whigs h~clude Si~con Valley c~oud storage companies 
Box and Dropbox, However, none o~ the U.S, companbs in the pipeline are 
expected to be anywhere near ~he s~ze of Twitter. Onlk~e cbthing ~tailer 
Zul~y and soc~al-networkh~g companies P~nlerest and Snapchat are also in 
the m~x. 

Share~ ~ ::N Facebook 

~ ~na PP~ ............................................................................................................................... 

Bank of America Shoald Pay $863 Million in Fannie ~ae Case 

U.S. prosecutors told a federal iudge over the weekend that "Bank of America 
Corp. should pay the maximum penM’~- of $863 million for selB~g defective 
loans to Fannie Mac arrd Freddie Mac given the eg[egbusness of ~he fraud," 
repeals Business Week (Nov. 10, Rove~a). In October, a ~ury ~n Manha~an 
federal cou~ found Bank of America’s Countrywide un~i liabb fer setting the 
M~o govemment~ponsored entities thousands d defective bans. Th~s marked 
the first mo[tgage~fl~ud case b~ught by the United States to go to trial The 
bank’s fraud was "simpb but brazen," prosecutors wrote in a cou~ fi]~ng on 
Saturday. "They made bad bans and they knowingly soM those bad ~oans as 
good bans to chea~ FannJe Mac and Freddb Mac out of money." 

Share ~ ~ ~’~ Facebook 

Obama Courting CEOs on immigration Raises issue of Corporate 
Motives 

"President Obama’s courting of top U,S. executives this week to help .(jet the 
Republican-controlbd House to pass immigration reform is fudhering the 
divide among corrservatives," observes Fox News (Now 10). Alabama Sen, Jeff 
Sess~ons, the top RepuMban on the Senale Budget Comm~ltee, and others 
have suggested that corporate Amedcs ~s bndh~g ~ts s~ppo~ w~th hopes of 
getting mote access 1o ]ow~ost ~mm~grant labor. McDonald’s Co[p.’s Don 
Thompson and Ma[dot~’s Arne Sorenson, whose companbs depend on bw~ 
sk~ed and ~nexpensive ~abor~ were among those al a ~&~te House meeting 
this past week on th~s ve~ topb. The current Senate proposal includes a 
guesi-worker p[ogram for Iower-ski~ed workers and a pathway to citizenship 
for some of the nation’s estimated 11 m~H~on i~bga~ [mm[grants~ Supporters 
say ~t wou~d ~mprove the economy. 

Share ~ ~ ~ ::N Facebook 

�~r~r~t~ ~o~e[n~�~ ......................................................................................................... 
Governance Changes Are in the Works at Barrick Go~d 

NASDAQ (Nov. 9) has learned that Barrick Gold Corp. is discussing the 
succession of its Chain~qan Peter Munk following pressure fl’em its 
sharehoMers seeking changes at the beard bveL Munk previously announced 
Ms in~entbn to retire. Since ~he ~as~ annual meeting, ~he Canadian gold 
producer’s dkectors have engaged in discussions w~th its institutional 
shareholders to understand their perspectives on the company’s governance 

Webinare 
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Ahead for 2013 (11/i 2) 

Going to the Mattresses 

W~h ISS (12/18) 

About NACD 

NACD advances exempiary 
board leadersi~Jp----~o[ 

directors, by directors We 

deliver ti~e wisdom and insight 
that board raePabers need to 

confidently navigate complex 

business c~aiienges and 

We amplify the collective voice 

of directors in ~he national 

dialog on board leadership 

Follow NACD on: 



arrangements and compensation practices, The company said in a regulatory 
filing on Friday that i~s board "is addressing ~he issues that have been raised 
with its directors, which include modification of the company’s executive 
compensalion arrangements, the rejuvenation d the board through a 
combination d depa~ures from the board, the addition of ~ndependent 
d~rectors, and succession in the chairman ro~e at ~he company," states 
NASDAQ. Governance changes ate expecled to go ~nto effect ~n conjunction 
with Bardck Gold’s next annual meeting. 

Share~ ~ ::N Facebook 

Coca-Co~a to Probe Seven-Year-Old Cambodian Land Grab Case 

"Declaring ~hat it has ’zero tole~nce’ towards land grabbing," repe~ts the 

Eurasia Review (Nov. 9, Yun), "Coca-Cola has agreed lo investigate a 
running case in Cambodia where v~agers are seeking cou~t action against a 
company accused of seizing their land to make way for p~antations ~nked to 
the supply of sugar ~o the soft dr#~ks manufacturer." The Atlanta-based 
beverage g~ant wi~ review 1he status of ~ts sugar suppliers 
does not buy from plantations that ~egally evicted local residents. A company 
s~a~ement ~ad: "As a major buyer of sugar, we acknowledge our 
responsibility ~o take action and ~o use our influence to help p[o~ect the land 
rights of Ioca~ communities/’ Mark Moorsleh~, an attorney representing the 
v~Hagers of Koh Khong province, applauds the company for ~ts due d~gence in 
the matter. He s~a~es, "TMs is a ve~)’, very good example o~ good corporate 
governances" 

Share~ ~ ~2 ~ac~book 

C-Suite 

Wome~ Lag i~ Leadership Roles, CEO Earnings, New National Report 
Shows 

The Denver Post (Nov. 10, O’Conno0 cites a new Colorado Wemen’s College 
study, which is the first to look at women in leadership roles across 14 
sectors from medicine and technology to Isw and po~fics. "Resesrche~s 
gathered the latest da~a from each sector," no~es the PosL "~ocusing on the 
top echelon of each indust~% counting the number of wemen ~n the top 10 
organizations, and calculating leadersMp pedormance by the frequency w~th 
wMch women were recognized by indus[~’ distinctions:’ Last yea[, 47~3 
percenl of ~aw schoo~ graduales were female~ However, on~y 15 percent d 
equ~ pa~lners and 5 percent of managing partners were women. ~n the 
technology sector, the average chief executive’s sa~ap/for women in the top 
10 companies is 25 pe~ent ~ess than the average ma~e salary~ In academia, 
meanwhile, women outpedermed men 56 percent to 44 percenl in national 
research awards and grants. But the ratio of women’s earnings compared w~th 
men has remained unchanged since the 1980s," adds the s~udy. 

Sh~r~ ~ ~ ::~ F~ce~ook ~ 

IBM’s Loughridge Who Helped Profit43oa~ Push to Retire This Year 

Business Week (New 8, Barinka) has learned that IBM Corp~ Chiel Financial 
Officer Mark Loughridge will retire at the end of next month. Loughridge hokts 
the distinction of being the longest-sewing CFO in Big Blue’s 102-year history. 
During his decade on the job, he helped IBM maintain its relentless profi~ 
goals. Martin Schroeter, general manager of the New York-based company’s 
global financing, has agreed to succeed Loughridge as of Jan. 1. "Loughridge, 
who will be 60 when he retires, joined the company in 1977," notes Business 

Week. 

Share [] [] ::’g Facebook [] 

Economic Outlook 

Companies Profit Though IEconomy Plods, Pay Lags 

"The economy grew at a meager annual rate of 1.8 percent in the first half of 
2013," notes ~he Baton Rouqe Advocate ~Nov. 9, Rugaber, Sweet). A~ the 
same time, corporate profits e(#aaled 12.5 percent of the economy in the 
second quader, just under a 60-year high achieved two years ago. P[d~ts of 
Standard & Poet’s 500 companies have a~mos~ douMed s~nce the end of 
2009’s AprH4hrough-June perio(L The reasons are numerous. Weak job 
gro~h has held down salades~ Also, corporations have been relentless ~n 
cutting costs sh~ce the recession h~t six years ago. "They’ve a~so stockpiled 
cash rather ~han bu~d new p~duc~s o[ lines of bus~ess~" no~es the 
newspaper, "and they’ve been earning larger chunks d lhe~r profits overseas." 
Among the companies that have fared pad~cu~arly well are B~rger Kh~g, 
FedEx, and Kellogg. Burger K~g, for instance~ saw i~s sa~es dec~#~e last 
quartet amid heigMe~ed competition. Yet ~he ~ast-feede[’s earnings seated 
because ~t slashed expenses and realized gro~4h overseas. 

Sha~e~ ~ ~2 Facebook 



Report Shows 204,000 Jobs Gained i~ October; Jobless Rate, 7.3 
Percent 

New Labor Depattmen~ Iigures show that [he U.S. econorny added a 
surprising 204,000 iobs last month, reports USA Today (Nov. 8, Davidsen), 
despite a U.S. government shutdown that was expected to ~m~t payrol~ 
growth. "A~so encouraging Js that job ~8Jns for August and September were 
revised up by a tota~ 60,000," adds ~he ne~paper. The nation’s 
u~emp~oymen[ rate, which was expected 1o be more s~gn~ficenfly ~mpacted by 
the shutdown, climbed from 7.2 perce£t in Septembe[ to 7.3 percent. 

Share~ ~ ::N Facebook 

Russia S)ashes Growth Forecast Through 2030 

"Russia’s economy ministry [late las~ week] signilican~ly cut ~he country’s 
.grov,4h ferecast through 2030," ~epo~ts AFP (Nov. 7, Z~ks~, "due to falling 

investment an~ ex£o~s ss we~ ss an ex£ected s~owdown ~n [eta~ trade." 
Economy M~nister A~exei U~yukayev’s announcement ~s ex£ected to a~d to 
moun~in9 worries regarding ~he country’s medium4erm gro~Ah outlook, as well 
as dee~ 8 Mow ~o P~esident Vlad~mir Pufin’s recently reshuffled economic 
team. The news came ~ust two weeks after Russia posted a d~sappo~nfing 
1 2=pe~ent growth figure for the third quintet, which mean~ the country’s 
economy wil~ heve 8 d~fficult time expending beyond 2 pe[cent fer the year. 
U]yuksyev stated, "The average r~se ~n the gross domestic product wi~ range 
between 2.5 and 3.0 percent unti~ 2025." He went on to predict "a ce~a~n 
d[op-oft ~n the last five years s~art~ng in 2026," which means the average rise 
in gross domestic product through 2030 should reach about 2.5 percenL 
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To: 
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RS VP Yes for November 14 Workshop 
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Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 
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Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:50 PM 

I~W: Quick Shot: National Anthem Protocol 

23 - Public Address-National Anthem Pro~ocol.doc 

From: Finch, Nora Lynn [mailto:nlfinch@theacc.org] 
Sent; Monday, November l:~, 2013 2:48 PM 
To; Kelly L. Mehrtens (mehrtens@umd.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (christine@gocards.com); Erik Johnson (Erik.s.johnson@bc.edu)~ Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar 
(jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia~edu); Jennifer Strawley (j~strawley@miami.edu); Jill Bodensteiner 0bodenst@nd.edu); Jody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); kbarbar@CLEMSON.EDU; Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Michael Lipit~; Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Stacey Brann 
(sbrann@athletics.pitt.edu); Stan Wilcox (swilcox2@fsu.edu); Terry Donovan (tadonova@syr.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs; 
walkerbg@wfu.edu 
Co-" Swofford, John; Hecker, Brad; Duke, Alyssa; Ufnowski, Amy; Yakola, Amy; Audra Smith (audra@clemson.edu); Brenda Frese (bfrese@umd.edu); Dennis Wolff 
(djwolff@vt.edu); Jeff Walz (j.walz@louisville.edu); Jennifer Hoover (hooverjm@w~u.edu); 3oanne Boyle (Jb4xd@virginia.edu); Joanne P. McCallie 
(jpmccallie@duaa.duke.edu); Katie Meier (coachmeier@miami.edu); MaChelle Joseph (mjoseph@athletics.gatech.edu); Muffet McGraw (mmcgraw@nd.edu); Quentin Hillsman 
(qjhillsm@syr.edu); Sue Semrau (ssemrau@fsu.edu); Suzie lvlcConnelI-Serio (coachmcconnellserio@athletics.pitt.edu); Hatchell, Sylvia R; Wes Moore 
(wes_moore@ncsu.edu); (bgowin@umd.edu); Amy Lampe (amy.lampe@bc.edu); Becca Wilusz (rwilusz@duaa.duke.edu); Bernie Waxman (bwa×man@fsu.edu); Blair Dunckel 
(bdunckel@athletics.pi~.edu); Cara Waiters (caraw@vt.edu); Christie Rink (crink@athletics.gatech.edu); Christopher Althoff (c.althoff@miami.edu); Demar Bonnemere 
(demar_bonnemere@ncsu.edu)~ Culler, Ellen B; Ellie Shannon (shannoer@wfu.edu); Mike Money (mmoney@clemson.edu); Mike Stroud (mjs6re@virginia.edu); Monica 
Cundiff (lvlonica.A.Cundiff.4@nd.edu); Morey Mossovitz (mrmossov@sur.edu) 
$..bject; Quick Shot: National Anthem Protocol 

ACC Women’s ketball 
Quic Shot 

Focus point for the week of October 7,2013 
TO: Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC: Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Amy Ufnowski, Amy Yakola, Game Day Managers 

Attached is page 23 from the 2013-2014ACC Women’s Bosketboll Home Gome Monogement Monuol. Please distribute it to the staff who are responsible for 

coordinating the National Anthem for your home women’s basketball games. 

Please forward this Quick Shot as a friendly reminder to your marketing staff and Game Day Managers. Please review the protocol with them 

~i~ ~ ~/~ ~i~i~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~i! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ If your color guard and!or musicians are positioned mid-court, 

ensure that they are staged out of bounds and that they hold their position to allow the two teams to shake hands before they exit. Please review this protocol to 

ensure compliance. 

¯ The Anthem will be played when there is 0:00 showing on the game clock. 

¯ At 0:00 student-athletes AND coaches from both teams will line up on their free throw lines extended for the playing of the National Anthem. 

¯ The PA Announcer will introduce the Anthem by reading the following script provided by the Conference Office: 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, please join the Atlantic Coast Conference, our players and coaches in honoring America, and celebrating its freedom and 

those who protect it. Let us rise as one nation and one people for the playing of our National Anthem." 

i~di~!~ following the Anthem, the student-athletes and coaches will shake hands at mid-court. 

"Immediately" is literal. There should be no interruption between the ending of the Anthem and the teams’ coming together at mid court. 

If you or anyone on your marketing and!or event management staffs have questions about our protocol, please call Brad, Alyssa, or me before your next home 

game. 

Thank you! 

NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

O: 336.369.4669 I C: 



SPORTSMANSHIP PUBLIC ADDRESS ANNOUNCEMENT 
To be read within 15 minutes of the tip. 

"The ACC promotes good sportsmanship by student-athletes, coaches and spectators. We reqnest yonr 
cooperation by snpporting the participants and officials in a positive manner. Profanity, racial or 
sexist comments or other intimidating actions directed at officials, strident-athletes, coaches or team 
representatives will not be tolerated and are gronnds for removal fi’om the site of competition. 
Consnmption or possession of alcoholic beverages and tobacco prodncts is also prohibited." 

GUIDELINES 
The host team public address announcer should be professional, courteous, non-controversial and shotfld refrain 
from "cheering." The host SID should be certain the announcer receives specific pronunciations, pregame 
instructions regarding TV timeout sequence, if applicable, and a cue for the national anthem and starting lineups. 

Game officials are not to be introduced at any time or printed in game programs or on flipcards. 

Public address systems may not orchestrate music, cheers, clapping and/or any other noise while the ball is in play, 
during a free throw or during a dead ball sit:nation when there is not a timeout. This policy also applies to artificial 
noisemakers, air horns, bells, whistles, electronic amplifiers and artificial clappers, or similar items. 

NATIONAL ANTHEM PROTOCOL** (Please advise your nonconference opponents of this protocol) 
For all ACC women’s basketball conference and nonconference games, each institution must follow the Protocol for 
the playing of The National Anthem listed below: 

(A) The national anthem will be played when there is 0:00 showing on the game clock. 
(B) At 0:00 on the Game Clock, student-atlfletes AND coaches from both teams will line up on their free throw 

lines extended for the playing of the National Anthem, immediately followed by a players/coaches 
handshake at mid-court before retulafing to their bench areas for introductions. 

(C) The PA Announcer will introduce the anthem by reading the script to be provided by the Conference 
Office. (See below) 

(D) h~troductions and starting lineups will immediately follow the playing of the anthem. Normal game 
procedures will follow. 

.............. ~.~ ................ I I ............ ~..~.~.~ .............. 

NATIONAL ANTHEM SCRIPT 
This script should take approximately 14 seconds to read. 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, please join the Atlantic Coast Conference, our players and coaches in 
honoring America, and celebrating its freedom and those who protect it. Let us rise as one nation and 
one people for the playing of our National Anthem." 

23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 7:17 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

Send along to 2L Stall" Members 

Hi       I, 

Can you send this message which I just received from a friend of the Center along to our 2L staff members? Thanks. 

Friends, 

I just received the message below from a friend of our Center for Banking and Finance about summer internships at the CFPB. The application deadline closes this 

Wednesday, so if you’re interested, hop on it! 

LB 

Message: 

I just wanted to let you know that the CFPB is now accepting applications for legal internships for the summer of     . The application deadline actually closes this 

Wednesday,               (and the postings only went up this past Friday), so it’s a pretty tight turnaround. I wanted to pass this along in case any of your 

students would be interested. 

The information can be found on the Bureau’s website ~-w~w~w~:~c~n~s~u~m~e~r~t!~n~a~n~c~e~:g~v~)~ by scrolling to the bottom and clicking on the "Jobs" link. 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.cam/author=248720 

:: t~ :: Description: 
...... http:llwww.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedia/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:01 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Lunch 

How about grixx at Meadowmont at 11:45 today? If you’ve eaten there recently, we could do Caf(~ Carolina. 

[.issa 

Frera: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:50 AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Lunch 

Lissa, 

Could you meet for lunch at 22:30 or 2~:457 I need to be at a Clery Act session by ~. What sounds ~ood for lunch? 

Paul 

::~:: 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:03 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Lunch 

Perfect. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:01 AlVl 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Brixx sounds great. See you there at 1I:45. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, November :[2, 20:[3 :[0:0:[ AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

How about ~¢ri~× at IV~eadowmon~: at 1.].:45 today? If you’ve eat~-_~n there recendy, we could do Cafi~ C~rolinm 

Lissa 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, November :[2, 20:[3 9:50 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Lunch 

Lissa, 

Could you meet for lunch at 11:30 or 11:4571 need to be at a Clery Act session by 1. What sounds good for lunch? 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275]_4 

(9]_9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:07 AM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Summers, Bonita A <basumme@emaJl.unc .edu> 

RE: letter 

I got it. There were also at[achments to his letter to Jade I do no[ have those either. If they are not too extensive, would i[ be okay if Bonita delivered 5 copies ot: 

those too? Tomorrow is fine. 

tissa 

Frera: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 13, 2013 ll:02 AN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
¢c= Summers, Bonita A 
Subject: le~er 

Hi Lissa~ 

Fm out of the office today, but Bonit~ is makin~ five cop~es of the letter we discussed. She will h~nd deliver it to you sometime tod~y. Th~nks. 

Catherine Rk~go Pierce 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistant to the Dean 

U NC Schoo~ of Law 

{::B#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel NiH, NC 27599-3380 

P(919) 84g- 2~09 

F(gIg)962-:l.:[70 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:27 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

3 - FW: November 14, 2013: Eurozone Recovery, Grinds to a Near... 

Copy and link to DDI site. 

LB 

From: NACD Directors Daily [mailto:NACD@INFOINC.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:53 AM 

To: NACD@ NEWS,INFOINC.COM 
Subject: November 14, 2013: Eurozone Recovery Grinds to a Near... 

,Cik;k here if you are unable to se, e the message below or are using a mobile device, 

Eurozone Recovery Grinds to a Near Halt 

"The recovery Imrn recession in ~he 17-country eurozone nearly came to a 
grinding halt in the third-quarter," confirms the Houston Chronicle (Nov. 14, 
Pylas), "raising concerns that the region faces a long slog back from its five- 
year economic crisis." Just three months after emerging from its longest 
recession on record, Eurostat reports tha~ the economy expanded ]us~ 
percent from July through September versus lhe second quarter. ~M~e that 
was in line w~th analysts’ market projections, ~t was below the previous three- 
month period’s 0.3 percen~ ta~e. "The figures confirm that the eurozone’s 
recovet,? will be a ~ong process that ~s prone to setbacks," notes the 
ChroNc~e, "despite signs of life in the rest of the g~obal economy, notably ~n 
the UNted States." Dudng the three-month period ended Sept. 30, the U.S. 
grew ai an annua~zed ta~e o~ 2B petcenL Marie D#on, seNor economic 
adviser to EY, forme@ known as Ernst & Young, states, "The drop in the 
eurozone growth rate does not mean that the eurozone is head~ng back 
recession but it highlights that the recovery is ~ragile and, as yet, too Mow to 
~ead to a sign~ficanl fall in unemployment." 

The Wall Street Journal (Nov. 14, Blackstone} looked at the quarter on a 
country-by-country basis. "Gem~any’s GDP increased 1.3 pement in the third 
quarter from the preceding period on an annualized basis," the newspaper 
stated, citing calculations by J.P. Morgan. "That marked a significant 
slowdown flora the second quarter, when German GDP swelled 2.9 percent 
annualized, buoyed by a rebound in construction and other production after a 
harsh winter." Meanwhile, France’s GDP unexpectedly shrank by 0.6 percent 
from July through September. Analysts say they have little hope for a quick 
~urnatound in the country. Italy’s economy contracted slightly Ior ~he ninth 
quarter in a row. The three countries combine for two4hirds d eutozone GDP. 

On the positive side, BBC News (Now 14) is reporting that ~here were 
encouraging signs el economic progress from some of the worsiq~it nations in 
southern Europe. "Spain returned to quarter-on-quarter grov,4h for the first time 
since the first qua~er of 2011 ," the publication poMts out, "Nbeit w~th gro~h 
of just 0.1 percent." For its part, PoAugN’s economy expanded by 0.2 percent 
during the July-through-September swing. 

~mP!imenta~ N~CD Webin~[ ....................................................................................... 

Going to the Mattresses With ISS 
December 18,2013 
2=3 p.m (E~ 

When a company’s compensation practices conflict with Institutional 
Shareholder Services’ proxy advisor’ standards, compensation committees 
face a crossroads: io stand by their decisions and den with a negative voting 
recommendation, or make the changes needed to bring their programs into 

November" ~4, 20f3 
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compliance, When does supporting the company’s human resources strategy 

[rump legitimate concerns about hurting the prospects for an upcoming say- 

on-pay vote’? 

Tune-in for a complimentaqi webinar to explore how committees can best 
detem~ine when i~ makes sense for a company to stick by its program 
designs and, if so, how to make the best possible case to shareholders. 

Learn more and register. 

NACD in the News 

NACD Chapter Chair to Speak at USC’s 2013 Corporate Governance 
Summit 

PRWeb (Nov. 14) is report#~g that Diane D. Miller, chair of ~he No,them 
California Chapter board d the National Association of Corporate Directors, 
will speak at the 8th annual USC Corporate Governance Summit in Los 
Angeles on Nov. 15. She will be part ola panel of speakers presenting 
"Reflections on Governance: Yesterday, Today & Tomorrew." Miller is 
regarded as a specialist in executive and board searches and governance 
consulting. According to PRWeb, "The Summit enables participants to 
develop boardroom best practices effectively balancing profitability with 
prudeF~ce become the stewards of sustainable businesses. It is designed to 
give directo~, office~, executives, and other professionals the information 
they need to mee~ the challenges of governance." 

Audit and Finance 

Snapchat Reportedly Turned IDown a $3 ~i~lion Offer From Facebook 

"Snapchat, a smartphene app that has yet to make any money, turned down 
an offer from Facebook ~o be bought Ior $3 billion," the Huffington Post (Nov. 
13, Grandoni) repeals. Founded in 2011 by 23-,~,ear-oM Evan Spiegel, 
Snapchat lets people send each other photos and videos that disappear a few 
seconds aI~er being viewed. Earlier leaks from within the company suggest 
investors looking to purchase a stake in the app think it is worth as much as 

$4 billion. "Snapchat thinks that its rocket-like growth - it went from 200 
monthly users in June to 350 million in September - will continue and will let 
i~ justiI# an even higher valuation," adds ~he Post. 

Johnson & Johnson Said to Agree to $4 Billion Settlement Over Hip 
Imp~ants 

"Johnson & Johnson has tentatively agreed to a settlement that could reach 
up to $4 billion to resolve thousands of lawsuits filed by patients injured by a 
flawed all-metal replacement hip," the New York Times (Nov. 13, Meie0 
reports, quo~ing a couple o~ attorneys briefed on the plan. The tentative p~an 
requires cou~t approval ~t rep[esents one of 1he b~ggest payouts for product 
~abil~ty claims involving a medical device. "The ag[eement wil~ inc~ode those 
patients who have already been forced to have the device, known as the 
Ad~cu~ar Surface Replacement, or A.S.R, removed and replaced w~th another 
art~ficia~ Mp," notes the T~mes. Under terms of the deal, each patient would 
receive aroond $350,000 on average ~n compensation -- a figure that w~ va~ 
depending on such faclo[s as a palient’s age and medical condition. 

IDelaware Launches incorporation Website Globally 

The Delaware News Journal (Nov. 13, Milford) is reporting that "the state 
Tuesday launched a new website in I0 languages outlining the advantages for 

international corr~panies of incorporating in Delaware." "The site at 
corplaw.delaware.gov features promotional material about such things as 
Delaware’s storied general corporation law, its specialized business court, the 

Cou~t el ChancePr’, and the efficient services el the state’s Division el 
Corporations," repeals the newspaper. The state is currently the legal home of 
more than 1 isqillien business entities, including 64 percent of Fortune 500 
companies. Taxes and Iees paid by corporations chartered in Delaware 
represent as much as 33 percent of the state’s yearly revenues. Gow Jack 
Markell remarks, "The website is an impodant tool that will help the state of 
Delaware communicate and market to an ever-expanding international 
audience about the benefits of incorporating in Delaware." 

Changes in the Boardroom 

NACD notes the following changes that have recently occurred in the 
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boardroom. This information was compiled and provided to NACD by Spencer 
Stuart. Ecolab announced the appointmerfl of Cad M. Casa~e ~o its boar~ of 
d~reck~, effective December 5~ Marathon O~ Corporation announaed ~het 

Chad Deaton has been e~ected to ~ts board ef directo~, effective Janua~ 1~ 
Lynn Swarm I~as been elected to the beard of Fluo[ Corporation. Unum Group 
has e~ec~ed Theodore H ~unting Jr. to ~ts board of d~recto[s. She~ye 

Arahambeau hss been eleated to the bosrd of Vedzen CemmunJcations, 
effective December 1. Legal & Genera~ Group announced the appointment of 

L~zsbe~h Z]a[kus ~o ]~s boal’d of dkectom~ effective December 1. 

Cracker Barrel Sharef)olde~s Rebuff Big~ari’s Third Atte~n#t to Join 

Board 

"Cracker Barrel Old Country Store shareholders have for the third time 
rebuffed dissident investor" Sardar Biglari’s a[ternp~ ~o add himself and 
colleague Philip Cooley to the company’s board of direators," confirms Th~ 

Tennes~an (Nov. 13, ~ams ~). ~n addition, the sha[eho~de~s 
overwhelmingly rejected Big[ad’s proposal for a oneqirne specia~ d~vidend of 
$20 at a cost of around $476 rn~llJon. Biglari had suggested Cracker Barrel 
pay for ~t by almost doublin~ ~ts current debL At ~ls annua~ shareholders 
meeting Wednesday, Cracker Barrel’s board of d~rectors announced that ~ts 
own recommended s~ate of d~rectors had been electe(L Cracker Ba[rel 
PreskJent and CEO Sandra Cochran en Wednesday commented, "~’e are 
encouraged by out shsreho~ders’ continued strong smppo~ of out board of 
d~[ecto~ and believe that today’s vote [effects their [ecogm~fion of our 
continued progress." 

How Women Change the Conversation on Boards 

Earlier this week, CNNMoney (Nov. 13 Cendrowski) notes Fortune’s Most 
Powerlul Women even~ in Hong Kong Ieatured a "Boards Across Border’s" 
discussion that centered on how to get more women on corporate boards~ The 

top~a ~s a lively one ~n Asia. For instance, just 9 percent of aerperate d~reclers 
within Hong Kong’s Hang Song Mdex are female. Panelist We~ Sun 
ChrJs~anson, Mo[gan S~anley’s Asia-Pacific co~CEO, was especially 
~ns~ghtfuk A board member at Estee Lauder where seven of 15 directors are 

women, Chr~sfianson stated that she has found that more women w~th~n the 
boardroom lite[a]]y changes ~he conve[sation. "Women on Estee Lauder’s 
board feel fl’eer to talk," she said, "and therefere have far more productive 
d~scuss~ons/’ She went on to ask 1he audience how many times they found 
themselves the on~y female st corpo[ate functions. After acknowledging the 
nume[ous head nods, she stated, "Subconsciously you are on the defensive. 
You have to demonstrate that you are smad." 

Amazon,corn ~ntroduces WorkS#aces to He~p With Data Governance 

"Amazon.corn Inc. introduced a new sewice Wednesday tha~ helps it take 
advantage of the increasing use of mobile devices by employees," reports the 
Wall Street Journal (Now 13, King), "~nckad~ng devices owned by employees 
themselves." The send,co ahss to b[ing corporate applications to those 
devices while allowing corporate IT to secu~s and manage data and 
applications served over the olou(L "Companies who have to comply w~th strk:t 
data governance ru~es w~ benefit from knowing that corporate data resides ~n 
s secure cloud environment," notes the Journal, "rather than on employee 
devices." This approach he~ps reduce complexity lot corporate ~T 
deparlments~ Amazon, though, w~ll have to demonstrate that business 
applications accessed h~ th~s manner do not run too s~owly. "The sew~ce gives 
employees ~he ability to stall work on a ~aptop and then be able to p~ck up 

theh" work laler on a tamer or other mobile device," slales the Journal That 
could p[ove appealing to firms w~th a moM~e workforce or a number of 
employees who work from home. 

Barbados Stock Exchange Hosts Corporate Governance Seminar 

Cadbbean360.com (Nov. 12) is reperting that the Barbados Stock E×change 
(BSE) is set to host a conference on corporate governance and accountability 
on Nov. 21-22. BSE officials say the two-day seminar is designed speci[ica[[y 
to he~p companies throughout the region improve pn)filability via stren~ 
corporate govemanae polic~es. The seminar, wMch wil~ be he~d at the 
Barbados H~ton, w~ address eye,thing from ~ntema~ controls to risk 
management to bdbery and wh~stle-Mow#~g. BSE CMef Executive Madon 
Yarde notes thal there are "very streng links" between a company’s corporate 
governance policies and ~ts ab~ to remain profitable dudng tough economic 
~irnes. 

Sprint Waives Fees for U,S. Calls and Text [~essaging to the 



Philippines 

MarketWatch (Nov. 13) has learned that "to aid customers in reeking critical 
contect with family, friends, and e~qer.qency personnel in the Philippines in the 
devastating wake of Typhoon Ha~yan, Sprint ~s waiving an6 crediting fees for 
ca~s and ~ext messages made by Spdnt cus~ome[s from ~he U.S. ~o the 
Philippines - retroect~ve #ore Friday, Nov. 8 and continuing through Satt~rd~y, 
Dec. 7, 2013." h~ addition, the Sprint Foundation has p~edged to make s 
$25,000 donation ~o the American Red Ct~ss Ph~lipp#~es Typhoon Appeal 
Fund. ~t w~]l a~so metch - t~p to $25,000 -- American Red Cross disaster-re~ef 
donations mede by Spdnt emplovees, refirees, end members of the Sprin~ 
board of d~rectoB. B~H ~te, Sprint senio[ v~ce president-Corporate 
Communications and Corpo[a~e Social Responsibility, remarks, "~t ~s Sp[irfl’s 
hope th~ this su#port to our customers 8£d the American Red Cross 
significantly he~ps those who need ~t the most and assists family, friends and 
emergency personnel affected by this devastatJn9 typhoon s~ay connected." 

C-Suite 

Glenn Rufra~o Named Chairman, Clio at O’Connor Capital Partners 

Nearly six months after exiting as Cushman & Wakefield’s CEO, Glenn 
Ruflano has been named chairman and CtEO ol O’Connor Capital Partne[s, 
re#o{ts the Commercial ObseHer (NOVr 13, De~apode). O’Connor ~s a propedy 
~nvestment, development, and management firm that curFently ove~ees 
app[ox#na~e~y 8,000 mu~ifamily un~ts~ The company’s retail plat[Otto manages 
needy 14 million sqt~are feel of properties, including 3 mi~on sqt~are feel in 
Mexico. Rufrano had prev~ot~s~y enjoyed a 17-year stint w~lh O’Connor, 
staA~ng ~n 1983. The newspaper receHs, "Rufrano resigned 8b[uptly from 
Cushma~ & Wake{~eld ~n June and was [eplaced on an #ffedm bas~s by Carlo 

Bare~ d~ Sant’A~bano. At the time of the announcement, Sant’Albano 
described Mr. Rufrsno’s depad~re as an ’amicable, mutua~ decision.’" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:14 AM 

FW: NCAA Spolnt Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 6 

From-" Latrice Sales [mailto:Isales@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 :Lk00 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol :~, Tssue 6 

"F¢ view an online ver:~ion of this en’lail, ,:lick here, 

Volume 1 I Issue 6 I November 2013 

There are many parallels betw’een concussion and multiple sclerosis (MS). The medical and scientific community currently 

understands concussion in a manner similar to how MS was understood thirty years ago. In part, this is because concussion 

had not caught the attention of neuroscientists thirty years ago in the same manner as MS. Back then, there was an emerging 

unifying hypothesis about MS that implicated a neuro-inflammatory response that attacked the covering of the central nervous 

system axons¯ This hypothesis led to a global search for objective biomarkers of MS, to aid in both diagnosis and treatment¯ 

Re~ m~’e .,. 

There are myriad advantages of physical activity through organized sports. Young people who are active in sport develop 

confidence, self-esteem and build strong, healthy bodies¯ However, there can be pitfalls: year-round participation, overzealous 

parenting and competing at too young an age can sabotage the benefits Re~dm~e 

Each year, more than 450,000 NCAA student-athletes gain skills to succeed on the field, in the classroom and for life Many 

educators and coaches agree that a student’s mood and ability to focus play significant roles in their performance both in the 

classroom and on the playing field¯ Understanding the relationship between nutrition and cognition may help those who interact 

with student-athletes identify nutritional issues that can hinder their success¯ Rea~.~r~, 

Last year, Champion Magazine sent a writer to shadow University of Arizona head athletic trainer Randy Cohen through a home 

football weekend. The feature story that resulted highlights the importance of this often overshadowed profession. Cohen spent 

nearly 40 hours in a single weekend working to keep an entire football team healthy, interacting with student-athletes as much - 

oftentimes more - than the coaches Athletic trainers from around the NCAA weigh in as well, discussing the stresses they face 

behind the scenes, from working with limited staffs and resources to responding to catastrophic injuries. Re~d mere .., 

ADHD is one of the most common neurobiological disorders of childhood, and often continues through adolescence and 

adulthood¯ Many people assume that student-athletes are emotionally healthy in the same ways that they are assumed to be 

physically healthy However, just as student-athletes may suffer with physical illnesses and injuries, they are also vulnerable to 

neurobiological disorders, including ADHD. ~ead~m~re 

The premises and pitfalls of injury surveillance as outlined by Dr Kenneth Clarke in the 1970’s provided the framework for 

modern sports injury epidemiology While technology has allowed modernization of some facets of his original thesis, many of 

the tenets he outlined remain the same. Chief of these are the tireless efforts of athletic trainers in continuous monitoring and 

recording of injuries. Re~d mo;’e 

Enhancing performance through psychological skills training and helping athletes deal with critical developmental, personal and 

psychosocial issues are specialties of many sport psychology professionals. In recent years, several coaches have commented 



publically on the important role sport psychology has played in their title runs. However, finding the right professional begins with 

defining the position that is the best match for your athletic department. Re~d ~#ote _, 

Reimbursement of up to $500 to offset sickle cell trait testing is available Recovery nutrition should include carbohydrates 

to Division Ill institutions. The reimbursement process will utilize the to replace glycogen, protein to repair muscle and 

N::?-~?-~ ~-~[ooram Hub To receive the reimbursement, the head athletic fluids to hydrate the body Click the image to learn 

trainer or director of athletics must submit receipts and the institution’s more about what to eat to fuel your recovery. 

sickle cell trait status policy. Institutions may request a reimbursement 

any time between August 1,2013 and May 15, 2014. There are two 

remaining reimbursement windows: October 16 to Jan uary 15 (checks ~i Fueling for Recover/ 

dispersed on February 1) and January 16 to May 15 (checks dispersed 

on June 1). If you have any questions regarding this reimbursement, 

please contact Louisa Mc::iea~, 

[ ~(:: Facebook ~ 
Share this Newsletter : : Follow us on Twitter 

Sir4n up for the SS~ News~ette~ 

Click hele to forward Lh~s maiiing w~t:h ycur personal 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:59 AM 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu> 

ILg: Upcoming Promo~on mid Tenme meetings 

Decernber 5 at noorL 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Sent; Friday, November 1S, 2013 9:58 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Upcoming Promotion and Tenure meetings 

Lissa, 

I have failed to list on my calendar when the next Full Professors meeting is scheduled to consider promotions. What date is that? 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 
View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 12:27 AM 

~no.rr.oom) 
I~W: This Week in CAROLINA 

Be sure to read about the Morehead on the footbalt team. 

From: The Rams Club [mailto:ramsdub@ramsclub.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 12, 20:1.3 :[2:27 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; This Week in CAROLINA 

This Week in CAROLINA 

Please enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA - the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics 

CAROLINA is a new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad and Android tablet Click 

the !i._n_!! to view this week’s issue! 

You can also always find the most up to date issue - as well as preview issues - on 

.r__a___n_q__s___c_hu___b_=_c__o___r_&/__C_~_A____R___O___L_!__N___A_ Thank you for your support of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club! 

2013 Falf Thank-a-.Thon 

From October 28- November 1, more than 150 
Carolina student-athletes participated in the semi- 

annual Rams Club Member Thank-a-Thon. Each 

student-athlete gave an hour of their time resulting 

Upcoming Post-Season Events! 

Tuesday November 12th 

Men’s Soccer vs Clemson 

Clemson, South Carolina 7:00 pm 



in more than 3800 "Thank You" calls to members 

of The Rams Club across the country! 
Friday November 15th 

Cross Country NCAA Southeast Regional 

Earlysville, VA 

Saturday November 16th 

Field Hockey vs. Liberty or Delaware 

Henry Field, Chapel Hill, NC 11:30 am 

Saturday November 16th 

Women’s Soccer vs. Liberty 

Fetzer Field, Chapel Hill, NC 2:00 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 1:45 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
FW: Re sealvh m~d creative activib’ at Carolina, November 2013 

Some of the research goit~g on at UNC. 

From: Endeavors magazine [mailto:endeavors=unc.edu@mailI7.atlSl.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Endeavors magazine 
Sent: Thursday, October 3i, 2013 i2:51 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject: Research and creative activity at Carolina, November 20i3 

Ni sanford lab 

What We Actnal~y Lean~ in Kindergarten 

How do kindergarten teachers impact the rest of a child’s education? 

~EA~URES 

What’s Best f~r the Exp ~ri Lg Joara Windows to ~hc Pas~ 



Charles Perou’s test can alums uncover the earliest smartphones) help to 

help patients decide on a European settlement in    I presepve Greensboro’s 

course of treatment, the nter or Un ted States. j h story? 

~EO 

hunger in watauga county 

Making Beats %r a Better World 

The UNC Beat Making Lab provides students with the opportunity to learn 
creative and technical skills that can also make a social impact. Last semester, 
students in the beat making class teamed up with nonprofits in Chapel Hill to 
record ambient sounds and interviews, and compose those sounds into full songs 
that help promote each organization’s mission. 

Key enzymes may help 

illuminate environmental 

factors behind autism 

spectrum disorder (UNC 

Heaii:h Care) 

The Compartment Bag 

Test uses a container 

similar to a sandwich bag 

"If people want to engage in a genetic parlor game, that’s fine 

The truth is that finding anything worthwhile about your health 

from one of their tests is really rare." 

--Jim Evans, in Do you want to kr:ow what will ~,till you? (S~iei0 

U NC RE S EA R G H 

UNC chiic’: r!eurologist finds potential route to better treatments for 

Frae~e X, sutism ~UNC Hee~th Care 

disoover new mm~-neura~ computer’ ~n the brain 

, ~eaffh Ca~e~ 

Large~ 

scale, high-quality pdbhc preschoo~ p~ys off (FPG Ch}id De,,’e~opme~i 

Duke, 



............ 

GEPCONNECNED 

whydid I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

UNC ChaPel ~il Ci:~ z, ~0~.~ ChaPei F:ill, ,".Jc 2759~ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:06 PM 

Vartanima, Thomas--~Fhomas.Vartanian@dechert.com> 

ILE: UNC Banking Institute Program April 3 2014.doc 

Hi Torn --- 

The outline looks great, Here are some remaining items, I need from Vou~ 

¯ Email addresses, and phone (if available) for each panelist 

¯ A two to three sentence description ot: d~e pane~ topics 

¯ A dateit~me~ On Thursday, Apr~ 3, the only time s~oL ~et ~s ~:rom 2:~5-3:30. On FHday, we w~l~ have 3 s~ots b~ the mo~n~n~. The first one w~ besb~ between 

8:00 and 8:30, the ~ast w~ conclude by ~2:30, and the second one w~l~ be i~ the 9:~0--I:[:00 ran~e~ I.et me know which you prefer. 

Thanks. 

L~ssa 

F~= Va~anian, Thomas [mailto:Thomas.Va~anian@deche~.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, November ~9, 2013 ~2:48 PH 

Tet Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Banking [nstitute Program April 3 20~.doc 

Lissa: 

Here is an update on the mo~gage panel for the Banking Institute in April. ~11 keep you posted. 

Regards. 

Tom 

Thomas P. Va~anian 

Deche~ LLP 

1900 K Street NW 

Washington, DC 20006 

202-261-3439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:50 PM 

I~W: This Week in CAROLINA 

From: The Rams Club [mailto:ramsclub@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 :t2::~8 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; This Week in CAROLINA 

This Week in CAROLINA 

Please enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA - the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics. 

CAROLINA is a new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your computer, iPad and Android tablet 

Click the lin~k to view this week’s issue! 

You can also always find the most up to date issue - as well as previous issues - on 

rarrlsclub com/CAROL.INA. Thank you for your support of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club! 

Men’s Basketball Open Practice 

The annual UNC Men’s Basketball Open Practice 

will take place on Monday, December 2 at 

3:30pm. Your Rams Club membership card will 

admit four. Gate A of the Smith Center will open 

beginning at 3pro. Coach Roy Williams will 

address the crowd briefly following practice. 

Holiday Updates: Tar Heel Express 
& Rams Club Hours 

Tar Heel Express - Duke 

Chapel Hili Transit will aot opera[e a Tar Heei 

Express shut~ie From Uniw~rsity N’la~ tMa 

Sa[urday, November 30th for [he UNC fi)otball 

game agains~ Duke. Shul:~ies will begin at 9 00 

arrl Frem the Friday Cerlter, and 10:30 am 

the Southern Village and Jones Ferry park and 

w~.townefchapelh ill erfl/ta rheelex press 

Rams Club Holiday Office Hours 

Thursday, November 28 - Friday, November 29 

]uesday, December 24- Thursday, December 

26 



Light refreshments and beverages will be 

provided. Parking is available in the Manning Lot. 

The Carolina Basketball Museum will also be 

open from 10am-4pm. Also, the "Carolina" Santa 

Claus will be available for photos & wishes from 

3-5PM! Bring the kids! Registration is free but 

required. Click here to reqister. 

Before coming to practice, follow us on social 

medial Make sure to bring along your mobile 

devices to participate in contests and prize 

drawings through our Facebook a n d Twitter 

accounts during the practice! 

The Rams Club will be open for normal 

business hours on Friday, December 27 as well 

as Monday, December 30 and Tuesday, 

December 31 

We wish you and your family a very happy holiday 

season ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:01 PM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Reappointment materials 

Thanks, Alice, Terrific work, as usual! 

T~ke care ~nd en~oy your time off. 

Lissa 

From: Isley, Alice B 

Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:[3 :t2:03 PM 

To: Broome, kissa k 
S,,bject; Reappointment materials 

Final update: All notebooks are ready. Sadly, no one is beating a path to my office door. 

Have a good Thanksgiving! 

Alice B. (Girod) Isley 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

UNC-CH School of Law, Room 5083 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19-962-0357 

agirod@email.unc.edu 

i.~.i cid:imageOO19iq@OICE849D.FB20DD50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:49 AM 

ttirsch, Jefl?ey Michael <jmhirscb@ema~l.~mc.edu> 

ILE: Faculiy Meeting Agenda Items 

Reminder about 12/5 noo~ full professors meeting (it will have already happened). 

Reminder about I2/~15 noon fu~l professors meeting to consider 

[.~ssa 

F~m: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 20~3 I~:47 AM 
To: Klinefelter, Anne; Gerhardt, Michael J; Marshall, Bill; Kennedy, Joseph E; Savasta-Kennedy, Maria S; Krause, Joan H; Broome, Lissa L; Corrado, Michael L; Ardia, David; 
Kelley, ~omas A Ill 
Subject: Re: Facul~ Meeting Agenda Items 

Hi all, 
l’m writing to see if you have any action items or other important matters to be included on the faculty agenda in case we still have a faculty meeting this week (that’s still up in the 

air) meeting. This can also include time to make an announcement or update your committee’s activities if there’s something worthy to note. 

If you could let me know today, that would be great. 

Thanks. 

-Jeff 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:57 AM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu:~; Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.nnc.edu) 

I:W: US Olympic Committee FLAME Progra~: Accepting Applications Now’. 

FLAME College.pdf; FLAME HS.pdf 

FYI. 

I.issa 

From: F.L.A.M.E. Program Mailbox [mailto:flame@usoc.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 04, 20.t3 10:46 AM 
Subject; US Olympic Committee FLAME Program: Accepting Applications Now! 

Good morning--I hope this finds you well. My name is Jason Thompson and I am the director of diversity & inclusion at the United States Olympic Committee. 

Every summer, the USOC hosts a program called Finding Leaders Among Minorities Everywhere (FLAME). Two separate programs provide minority high school and 

college students with an intensive look into the complex world of the Olympics and sports business. Students are provided with exciting and rigorous curriculum 

aimed at developing both professional skills as well as Olympic sport knowledge. Students who are accepted into this highly competitive program will attend 

workshops and classes at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo., where they will have the opportunity to eat at the athlete dining hall and 

experience life in the fast-paced world of elite sports. Additionally, for the first time in years, the program will expand to include a high school curriculum that will 

offer college students an opportunity to play a leadership role in. 

We are reaching out to diversity directors across the country to help spread the word about FLAME. The application process opens Dec. 2, 20:13, and we expect a 

competitive pool this year. Don’t let your students and athletes miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 

Please find attached the program overview that you can send to interested students or print out as a flyer. The online application can be found at 

TeamUSA.or_g~_.Inclusion. If you have any questions please contact _F___L__A____M____E___@_.___u___s_9__c_:__o__r_~. 

Best, 

Jason Thompson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:18 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Lissa Lamkin, New feature in Groups, Top Contributor 

FYI 

From: Linkedln [mailto:linkedin@e.linkedin.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 20:13 2:55 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Lissa Lamkin, New feature in Groups, Top Contributor 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::                                                                                                  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ See top contributers automatically featured on the right side of the page 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~ Track your contribution level, like any other group member 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Have questions? I.d.’am 

7~ur tip for the day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:25 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: text card 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Bo~, Conrad 
Sent= Thursday, December 05, 2013 3:23 PN 

To~ Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= ~A card 

Hello Lissa, 

I scored @25 of those 20~3 Holiday cards. Who shall we spread good cheer to? 

CB 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Bus~ness Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

~ h~p:/,~.law.unc.edu/images, news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 

The worm breaks everyone, and afterward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:54 AM 

Burk, Bernie <baburk@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: stopped by; but you were still out 

back i~ my office, Bernie. 

From= Burk, Bernie 
Sent= Friday, December 06, 20:13 :t1:44 AM 

Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= stopped by, but you were still out 

I’m around. Fee] free to let me know when you are~ 

Bernard A. Burk 

Assistan[ Professor of 

Fa~alty Fellow, Parr Cen~er for E~lnics 

University of North CarolNa School of Law 

Van Hecke-We~ach Hall 

Campus Box No. 3380 

Chapel Hill, North Carol#~a 27599 

burk@unc.~:&~ 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:29 PM 

Thurma~, Stepha~ie J <~sthurman@ema?d.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Worldng Group - ~noving fora, md & 12/16 4p~n mtg 

Works for 

Thanks, 
Lissa 

From: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: ’Debbi Clarke’; Dean, Jr., James W.; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia; Broome, kissa L; Brown, Michelle; CunNngham, Bubba; Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince; Johnson, James H 
Jr; Perrin, Andrew J; Norton, Molly; Wilson, Betty L; Pickeral, Robbi; Arthur, Ashley 
Subject-" RE: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group - moving forward & 12/16 4pro mtg 
Importance; High 
To members o[ ~:he Student--Athl~:_d:e Academic k~ifia~iw:_~ Worldn8 
Before I commi~ ~o Tuesda% Jan 28 at noon for the 2r~d meetin8 in January, I’d real~y ~ke to run another date by everyone to see i1:~ can set 200% attendance. 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto:    __ ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 3:ll PN 
To: Dean, Jr., James W.; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Cunningham, Bubba; Farmer, S~phen N; Ille, Vince; Johnson, James H Jr; Pert[n, 
Andrew J; No,on, Molly; Wilson, Be~ L; ~urman, Stephanie 3; Pickera[, Robbi; A~hur, Ashley 
Subject: Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group - moving fo~ard & 12/16 4pro mN 
Dear Colleague~ The Student-Athlem Academic INtiative Working Group h~ made good progress during our fi~t t~w meeti~Ns. Thank you[ I would like m continue 

our progress Ndher by increasing the number of processes ~at we cover m 3-4 topics per meeting. As beIbm, I’ll shaze wifl~ you (via Dropbox) the process 

documen~tion "that we plan ~ cover in the next meeting. AI~r mviemng these, I hope that you will shaze with me your queNons and comments. During ~e meeti~N we 

will Nscuss rely cha~ges, and ~en move on ~ ~e ne:d process. I ho~ that this approach roll help us cover morn matefiN in the coming months. If at rely time you feel 

that we need to slow down and examine an~Nng more closely, plea~ let me h~ow. 

I have uploaded ~e follomng processes & related m~l mcommeMafions for di~ussion during our ~m~ meeting: 

4.0 Orientations’Summer Bridge (updated) 

5.0 E~ollmen~/Advising 

6.0 Regis~afion 

7.0 Academic Suppo~ for S~dent-A~letes 

We roll N~uss 1.0 Recnfifing during one of our Janua~ ~Vor~ng @oup meetings. 

I look forward to seei~N you at our ne~t mee~ng on Monday December 16, 4-g:3ePM ~ the South Building RM leg. This roll ~ our ]as1 meeting ~fom the 

winter brea£. Our firs1 meeting in 2014 will be Monday Jan~ 6, 4- 5:30PM in the South BmlNng RM 105. Smphanie Thum~an roll be in touch ~on to flnNize our 

2nd meeting in Jan~. 

AI~, just a reminder that Robbie Nckeral, M~o attends our Working Group meetings on behNf of Unive~ity Relations, is avNlable at a~y time if you have any media- 

related queNons. She wanted me m share her cell phone wi~ you N1 in c~e you need m roach her:              . Sire roll won closely with file Dmly Tar Heel, 

and m~y other mem~rs of the media, to co~ect them mfl~ folks in various oNces who cm~ answer their questions and provide clarification on ~pics covered during 

our meetings. 

As evec Nease contact me if you need re@ring. I look fo~vard to seeing you on Dec 16th. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:07 AM 

Saver, Richard S <save@emaiLunc.edu>; Remus, Dmaa <dremus@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Queslion re: Ba~kers & LauTers 

Hi Rich .... 

You should check with Tom Hazen on the investment advisor/broker issue. 

For bankers, ~:here is a CRA ~sunshine" provision ~:hat comes ~:o m~nd, 12 USC 183Iy. This was added ~n 1999 and requires that banks fiie armuaI reports on a~l gran~:s 

they make grea~:er than $10,000 and alJ h:~ans they ma~e of greater ~:han ~50,0(}0 to commun~tv groups where three has been a commumca~:~on by tha~: group to the 

bank or ~ts r’egu~aLor questioning the adequacy of the bark’s CRA r’ecord. ~ tMnk the regulations are aL 12 CFR pt. 35 (OCt--- regulator’ of national bat~ks), 12 CFR pt 

207 (Federal Reserve goard --. bank holding companies and state member banks), 12 CFR pt. 347 (FD~C -- state nonmember banks). 

The Coml~tJ~ty Reinvestment Act requires that banks meet the credit needs of low- and moderateqncome members of their community. Banks get a CRA rating 

annually, but it doesn’t mean very much. ~f a bank is tryh~g to get approval for a merger, however, the CRA record of the merging ~[~stitut~ons is something that 

mus~: be considered and sometimes commun~:y (activist) groups pressure regulators not ~:o approve a merger where ~:hey don’t view the CRA records as suffic~et~t 

(even ~:hough the reg~J]atofy ral:~ngs m~ght be satisfactory of better) rh~s has sometimes resuRed in bard, s malting extraordinary commitments to do better in their 

CRA and/or to make grants to the conlp~ak~ng groups so they w~thdraw their compla~nLs and Lhe merger spprova~ pr’ocess goes forward w~thout controversy. Some 

have ca~ed tMs pr’act~ce ~CRA extorLion" and Lhe CRA sunshine acL was enacted to address Lhat concern. 

Good luck w~th the podcast and congratulations on the forthcomh~g article. 

k~ssa 

F~m: Saver, Richard S 
Sent: Wednesday, December ll, 2013 10:35 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Remus, Dana 
Subject: Question re: Bankers N La~ers 
Hi Lissa ~ Dana: 
Here’s a question out of left field - hopefully a welcome distraction from grading and commi~ee work. I have an a~icle fo~hcoming in a medical journal on the Physician 
PaymenN Sunshine Act. The legislation requires that drug ~ device manufacturers report to the government all payments (employmenbrelated, consulting fees, honoraria, 
etc.) ~ physicians and investment interesN held by physicians. ~e info will be put in~ a publicly accessible daNbase. The idea is that patienN and payers can find out about 
potentially conflicting financial ties be~een their physicians and indust~ - for example finding out that your ND recommending a cholesterol lowering drug is paid consulting 
fees by the manufacturer of the same drug. 
The medical journal wanN ~ do a podcast inte~iew with me to coincide with publication of the a~icle (a podcast in~rview will be new territo~ Br me). I asked if they could 
send some potential questions in advance so I knew what they planned ~ discuss. Here’s one of the questions they sent: 

Is there a sunshine act equivalent for other professions? Lawyers? Bankers? 

So, do you have any quick thoughts to share? Is there anything analogous in how lawyers and "bankers" (I guess defined broadly as they intend 

it, so it might include investment advisers/brokers) are regulated re: disclosure of financial ties. Again, just any offthe cuffthoughts would be 

welcome- this is only for brief soundbite purposes. 

Thanks, 

~ich 
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Deaac Lissa, 

Here’s a ques~tion for you. 

What happens when you get about four hundred fifty of the top level college athletics people 

you l, mow, D 1-A ADs, presidents, and conference commissioning; plus all manner of media 

moguls, marketing agencies, vendors, etc. (see below for a breakdown of attendees) all in 

one room, like say’ the Astor Ballroom at the Mamott Marquee Hotel smack dab in the middle 

of Manhattan’s Times Square; at the same "time, tbr one and a half days (Wed.-Thur., Dec. 

l l - 12) and have it be orchestrated by a top-notch business thrum group, like ~y the 

SportsBusiness Journal conference team? 

Well, what do you get? 

What you get is the annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented by SportsBusiness 

Jourual and SportsBusiness Daily, or, the IMG IAF by SBJ & SBD, (or how about I refer to it 

as just "The Forum" for short?) Dab, One attendees were mtnesses to a temfic snapshot of 

the present and future s, ate of big-time college athletics as discussed and rmninated by the 

people who actually shape the opinions and make the decisions. It was heady, stuff’from very 

influential people .... 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Infimte 

Clips Editor 

This was your loya2l editor’s ninth Forum, and they seem to get better evmy year. The 

stature of the panelists (and attendees*) this year was especially’ noteworthy, but the issues 

were noteworthy as well: governance, the upcoming College Football Playofl; NCAA 

investigatory improvements, s~ipends, pay-tier-play, agents, the arms race, concussionghealth 

issue, TV deals, cont}rence networks, etc. 
However, there was only so much time tbr discussion, mad it seemed that this time a~-oand there 

was little menlion of gender equity, coach salaries, minofi~" hiring, "monetizalion2’ "hoslile and 

abusive" nickmames/mascots and APRs; which were several of the hot buttons not that long 

ago. 

*Ihe Clips Tabulation Team tallied aggregate numbers from the Forum attendee 

list, a~td here’s what we came up with. [Note: the list was current as of the day 

before the Forum. Typically there are ~to-shows and last minutes sign-ups, so this 

is as close an approximation tabulalio~t as is possible at this juncture.] Of the 437 

persons listed (which was almost a hundred more than the usual count of 350 at 

most [AFs), 279 were vendors, associalion members, J&culO~ & miscellaueous; 73 

were athletics administrators (including 43 ADs, about 30 of lhose D1 ADs; with 

the rest being the other divisions plus a half dozen ADs from Cauada) ; 35 were 

working media members: 29 were conference execulives (including 16 conJorence 
commissioners, 11 of those D1 commissionera) ; and21 were Sportsl3usiness 

Jourmd persons. 34 of the people counted above as "venders/misc. " were 1MG 

people (L~IG was the principle aponsor of the Forum). 

Of the 437 total, 49 had titles of President, Chairman, CEO, CO0, Executive 
Director or Principle; 85 were Sr VPs, Exec ldPs and ~7)s; and the rest of us were 

ass’orted directors, general managers, account managers, professor:s; attorneys, 



underwriters, chairpers’ons, district managers’, ticket managers, consultants, 

editors’, reporters, C3/[Os and coordinators’. The coolest titles’ we came across’ were 

"Chief People OJficer" ~md "ChieJZistening OJficer. " 

For those of you who just amved from Mar~ I will hereby i~b~ you that Spo~sBusiness 

Journal is the undisputed bible of the business of spoas. It consists of a weeldy pnnt mag~ine, 

and the Spo~sBusiness Daily website. SBJ/SBD has a s~fl’of several doze~ including the 

most ~owledgeable editors, writers and fmel~cers, plus they have a small brigade of relented 

regular contributo~. Not to mention a tean~ of primo conference professionals who put on 

eight or so forums each year. 

Their Intercollegiate A~letic Forum has ~come es~blished as a mus~-a~end by college 

at~etics co~oscenti. 
Your in~epid Clips co~es~ndent was delighted to be in a~end~ce for Day One (it didn’t 

even [bel like work), and I listened a~enfively~ scribbled notes, asked questions, snapped 

photos, schmoozed, mingled and snapped more photos. 

I got into Manhattan early to have a cup of coflbe with Sun Belt Commissioner Karl Benson, 

who is an old crony of mine [well, since I only h~e a ten year his’to~ in college athletics; 

so "oM" is relative]. Atoning fellows that we ~xe, we crone up solutions ~ ~1 the ills of 

college atNefics witNn 20 minutes. 

Karl and I then made our way to the Astor Ballroom, sifted through the crowd, got morn 

cofl~e and made ready for the day about to officially begin. As is the custom, SBJ Publisher 

Richard Weiss called the Forum to order. 

The proceedings kicked offwith a fun and frenetic presentation by Richard Luker, 

founder of Luker on Trends & the ESPN Sports Poll. Mr. Luker is about as quick-talking 

and quick-thinking a presenter as one would ever see. The emphasis of his intricately designed 

slides was that it’s not just good enough to attract thns, but that sports teams/leagues should 

seek out relationships. 

Next was a one-on-one involving SB~I’s Executive Editor Extraordinaire Abe Madkom’ 

and N CAA President Mark Emmert. Abe is a veteran of hundreds ofinteladews at all the 

various SBJ conferences (sports maxketing, media & technolog55 sponsorships, motorsports, 

etc.). Abe possesses the rare knack of mixing the congenial and collegial questions with the 

tough questions, and he did so ruth President Emmert. 

Abe warmed things up by asking Emmert about his highs and lows in the past year. President 

Emmert responded by saying that right now is a high (on the verge of solving governance issues 

at next month’s NCAA convention) and that a big low was the mishandled Miami investigation. 

Of the thilure of the Miami inves~igafi on Emmert said, "I’ll ta~e that one on mysel£" 

There were a series of questions and comments about a possible (likely?) change in 

govem~mce that would allow bigger schools to "improve the ~holarship model" (that’s code 

for stipends and training tables). When asked about the coming ’~veaks" to NCAA 

governance, Em~nert sa~d: "It will be like all de~nocratic processes clumsy." 

When Abe pressed for more details of how the process might unfold, Elnmert said lie was "no 

Goodell," meaning that the power of an NCAA president does not approach that of an NFL 

commissioner. 

President Emmert state,several limes different vel~ions of the follomng: "There is 

absolutely no interefft in having stadent- athletes be pa~d. That would make them employees." 

Abe appropriately brought up the O’Bannon lawsuit, and Emmert’s body language was 

noticeable, as was the terseness of his voice. Emmert groused about the plaintiff’s motphing 

litigation strategy; that the Ii~cus was changed from past paymenks to current and future 

payments. He said that they’d pursue the suit all the way to the Supreme Court if need be. 

Sounded like he meant it, 
When asked about ESI?N commentator Jay Bilas’ criticism of him and the NCAA mnateurism 

model, Emmert diplolnatically s*ated that Bilas "certa~nly has a passion for the game." He went 

on to say that "with 011 due respect, I know Inore about running big organizations than he does, 

and he knows basketball better than me." 
On the TmtterSphere, there was immediate reaction: 



And now, it was breakti~ne .... 

Out to the foyer headedJbur and half a hundrect, and the nem,orking serum 

ensued In a rat-a-tat manner I said hello to (roughly in chronological order): 
Jean Frankel, President of Ideas for Action; ~tlark Lewis, NCAA; Duer Sharp, 

S14~4C Commissioner; Joe Hull College of Charleston AD ; Kelli Hilliard L’~IG St. 

VP; Armen Keteyian, CBS Sports; Joe Nocera, NY Times writer, DavidRoach, 
Fordham AD, Tom Odjakjian, American Conference Sr. Associate Commissioner; 

Dennis Dodd CBSSports.com Senior ~iter, Keith Martin, NCAA; ~¢ike Wooley, 

Partnet; Venue Solutions Group; Mike Bobinski, Geot~gia Tech AD; Bubba 

Cunningham, UNC AD; Scott Sidwell, U-San Francisco AD; Ckuck Gerber, 

Sports Media Consultant, Ellen Staurowsl~,, CSBN columnist; John Barranco, Sw~ 

Belt Conference Assoc. Commissioner; Bob Williams, NC~L4 VP; N, icole 

Auerbach, USA Today reporter, Samantha H~ge, Deputy AD, Delaware: Ross 

Netheo/, SBJ ~anaging Editor; and probably another dozen more .... 
Next up was a thoroughly interesting panel titled "Commissioner’s Module: 

Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part 1" Talk abont heavyweights; the panel was 

comprised of the commissioners of the top five conferences: Bob Bowlsby, Big 12; Jim 

Delany, Big Ten; Larry Scott. Pac-12; Mike Slive, SEC and John Swoltbrd, ACC. 
As the panelisks were getting settled in, I leaned over to Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of 

Higher Education and Armen Keteyian of CBS and asked them if it was "officially" settled as 

to what we should call the big contbrences, the "Power Five" or the "Big Five?" Annen ~id, 

"How about the "Five Families?" You heard it hear first. 

Mike Smith of SBJ was moderator, and he did a fine job of clarifying, nnancing and probing. 

The five conference Dons, er, Commissioners, proceeded to say in every possible way, at 

ever,:" possible oppormni .ty, that they wanted to "help their student-athletes," and that they had 

no predetermined wish to depart fiom the NC?u~k’s "Big Tent" to be able to help student- 
athletes. 

The five Dons were firm (bnt not menacing) in their resolve to get what they want. This was a 

much less threatening tone than the "or else" versions that several of them have made over the 

past year. A kinder, gentler Five Families? 

Safid Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany, "What’s really hard in these kinds of things is for 

people to vote themselves less politica1 anthofib~. They don’t do that. That’s not a natural thing 

to do." 

As reported by Dennis Dodd of CBSSports: 
As the NC/~I continues to fundamentally change the way it does business, along 

came this reminder Wednesday from Big "l?n commissioner Jim Delany. 

The concept of the five biggest conferencesJbrming their own subdivision, "is not 

off the table, "Delany said at the 1MG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum. 
While that’s not exactly news, it is a reminder of who’s in chalg, e. 

The NCAA wants to restructure. Essentially it’s a move to become less intrusive 

and allow schools more self-determination. B’s either that or those 65 schools in 
the SEC, Big 12, Big Ten, ACC, Pac-12 andNotre Dame are going to take their 

balls and go home. 

To a new division where they woula%’t be leaa,ing the NC,4A but they woula%’t be 



celebruting it either. 

"Division 4 concepts are out there ..., "Delany said "There was a h)t of chum in 

the waler about lhe sustainability of the NCAA. " 

It’s come lo lhat now. The threats aren’t even veiled anymore. 

From Gre,~ Bishop Of the New Fork Times: 

The reason the ~ C.A.A. has come under more criticism than normal in recent 

years has little to do with a lack of attention to women’s golf as one panelist 

suggested The ~ C.A.A. earned its c~qtics, one botched investigation or 
unnecessary rule complication at a time. 

It was hard, then, to tell whether the power brokers considered the ,system broken. 

They said it needed refonn. And they said they would deJb, nd it and its honor and 

what worked 
We also heard a lot about student-athletes and how haplo~ lhey were and how 

much lhey benefited from their scholarships. We heard about thisJ?om men in 

tailored suits who profit handsomely off college ,sports and whose universities and 

co,~Jbrences cull revenue J?om the same. 
"Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part II" was the next panel. The Guest 

Moderator was Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of Higher Education. Panelists were Mike 

Aresco, American Conference Commissione~; Kml Benson, Sun Belt Conference 
Commissioner; Britton Banowsky~, CUSA Commissione~: John Steinbmcher, MAC 

Commissioner and Jamie Zaninovick West Coas~t Conference Commissioner. 
As one would expect, the substance and tenor of this panel of not-Power Five conferences 

was quite difl}rent than the panel that preceded it. There was a realist/pragmatist anm from this 

group. 

Banowsky came out with a great line early on when the topic was the possible re-emergence 

of super cont}rences (with 16 and more schools). He said, "I have some experience with super 

conferences, because the Big East kept taking our schools." 
Ltmch was in "The View," which was aptly named, as it is 8 s"tories up, with a 15-fixer high 

window panorama looking down on the giga-watt splendor of Times Square. I noticed that 

Tim Murray and Tmvis Tellitocci of Marist had scarfed up one of the best views in The View. 

Fitting. Your Clips Editor had the pleasure of sitting ne,’a to China Jude, AD of Queens 

College. 

After lunch I had a few words with Pac- 12 Commissioner LaW Scott and I was very, pleased 

that he spoke kindly of Clips. 

Back from lunch was a great panel "For the Love ofthe Game: Members of First- 

Ever College Football Playoff Selection Committee Speak Out"--compfised ofthiee 
members of the College Football Playoff selection committee which kicks offnext year. Abe 

Madkour was the moderator, and panelists were Tom Osborne, tbrmer Nebraska FB 

coach/AD; Tom Jemstedt, 38-yea, veteran of the NCAA; and Dan Radakovich, Clemson 

AD. 

’][’his was a very interesting and entertaining panel, and the speakers were at once illuminating 

and funny. Despite his extensive basketball renown, Tom stated that he has always been a 

%loset football fan," and he reveled in the fact that serving on the committee would give him a 

legitimate excuse to watch 10-12 hours of football on a Satmday. 

When Abe asked why a journalist (former USA Today writer Steve Wieberg) was included on 

the committee, there was a pause, and the panelists looked at each other, and then Radakovich 

said (ruth deadpan delivery-), "Because they are veo~ intelligent." Definitely a contender for 

Best-One-Liner of the Forum Award. 
Abe aaked the panelists to complete a statement .... He said, "A year from now, you’ll think 

the CFP selection process was a success if’..., to which the consistently ratty Tom 

Osborne replied, "It’ll be a success if we don’t get lynched." (Earlier, Osborne related stories 

of the negative passion of some fans, and ~id one of them blew up his mailbx)x after a tough 

loss). 
"Today’s AD: Balancing Challenges and Opportunities" featured five ADs from solne of 

the biggest progra~ls in the country: Bill Bat*de, University of Alabaana; Greg Byme, University 
of Arizona; John Carrie, Kansas Skate University; Jack SwmbriclL University of Notre Dame; 

and Kevin White, Duke University. SBJ’s Michael Smith was moderator. 

Mnch of the comments had to do with the mmkedly different scope of the job these days, and 

veterans White and Battle provided great insights. "New-comers" (young in yeaxs but ~]ready 

wise in experience) Greg Byrue and Jolm Curfie were impressively cognizant of the way it must 
have been decades ago. 

Moderator Michael Smith mentioned the much more pnblic profile that once-anonymous ADs 

have been thrust into, mentioning the recent BCS-stumping underkaken by Auburn AD Jay 

Jacob~ and that thns were lining up to have their picture "taken with him at the SEC 

chmnpionship game. To which the eve~ clever Kevin White remaxked that ADs are now 

perceived as the "owner of the franchise." 

Inevikab155 the discussion centered on communication flow, p~ticulaxly Twittel; with Byme 

pointing out that ’%yon don’t control the message then someone else is going to control it for 
you." 

Related to this was the difficulty of controlling the timing of news releases, that sometimes 

there’s a leak. To which Byme related a fimny line that he attributed to a U-KentuckT 



prot~ssor, wherein the prof ~id "I can keep a secret, but the people I talk to can’t keep a 

secret." 

It appears that Byme is something of a legend in the efl~ctive ~md frequent use of Twitter, with 

Currie not thr behind. In thct, Byrne is thought to be the firs~t-ever AD to announce a coach 

hire via Twitter, when he snapped a picture of himself and new FB coach Rich Rodriguez in an 

airport after they shook hands. And tweeted it to the Wildcat world about the new hire. 

Currie ~nentioned that he occasionally writes "letters" to the fan base and that they have been 

pre~" well received. I’m not sure how those letters" are delivered e~nail, tweets, snail mail, 

website, all of the above? but I will get back to him and ask. 

After another scrum of a Networking Break, within wNch I saw/said hello to Eric Hyman, 

Texas A&M AD; Amy Yakola, ACC Sr Associate Commish; Jamie Zaninovich, West Coast 

Conference Commisk Lenny Kaplan, NJ Institute of Technology AD; Bob Vecchione, 
NACDA Executive Director; Bill Sutton, IMG prez; etc .... and then we were in the home 

stretch. 
After the break I sat in on "It’s All About Innovative, Revenue-Generating 

Opportunities that Enhance the Game-Day Experience for Fans," which was moderated 

by able Abe Madkour and included Jason Cook, Texas A&M Sr Assoc AD, Don DetNefs, 

CEO, Sink Combs Dethlefs CEO; Chip Lydum, U-Washington Assoc AD; Steve Terrill, 

AECOM project Director; and Justin Wood, Dimensional Innovations VP. 

This was an interesting panel, and the best pe~s (I thought) had to do with reviving the interest 

of s~dent fans to actually come and see the games. The panelists described several in-vanue 

solutions to enhance fan intemctivi~ and customizable experiences. This wasn’t all just for the 

good of the fans, as the words "monetization" and "premium packages" were mentioned 

frequently. 

"Athletics in Transition: The Realities of Conference Realignment" was next, and this 

panel, moderated by Michael Smith featured a 4- star quartet of Conference Realignment 

veterans: ADs Chris Del Conte, TCU (MoantaAn West Big East for the proverbial "cup of 

coffee’--to Big 12); Daryl Gros~ Syracuse University (Big East to ACC); Eric Hyman, Texas 

A&M UniversiU (Big 12 to SEC); and Oliver Luck, West Virginia University (Big East to Big 

12). 
Any panel that includes the effervescent Chris Del Conte is going to be jam-packed with 

humor and stre~-of-thought straighfforwm~tnes~ and this one was all that, but 
surprisingly Del Conte was matched in the wit and fast wordage delive~ by Eric Hyman. 

And Oliver Luck and DanT1 Gross were right up there as well. 

This panel had more talk-overs and interruptions than all the rest combined. These guys were 

not yelling at each other, but they were finishing sentences and thoughts for one another. This 

panel was easily the most intbrmative, most voluminous (15,000 words I bet?) and entertaining 

of the entire day. 

Some of the tidbits: 

¯ Del Conte ribbing Hyman constantly (Hyman was TCU and South Carolina AD before 

~noving to Texas A&M): "it was a package deal: South Carolina and Texas A&M"... 

Hyman and Del Conte were sitting next to each other, and they pushed each other’s 

shoulders when they were fibbing one another) 
¯ Hyman ribbing Del Conte back: "some of the ancillmT schools like TCU’.... ouch. 

¯ Luck: (resIx~nding to Smith’s question about how much prior planning went into 

realignment moves) ’q~here was no higher authority .... It was like kids clawing and 

scratching." 

¯ Del Conte (Mren describing his pilgrimage to Austin to secure Texas AD DeLoss 

Dodds’ buy-in on TCU joining the Big 12): "I introduced myself as Clms Del Conte, but 

he did not hear the ’Clms’ part, and he said, ’your first name is ’Dell?,’ that’s nice.’ And 

he called me Dell for’the next three hours."... 
¯ Gross got in a good one when he described one of Luck’s remarks during a Big East 

meeting, when he bluntly pmfl’ered, "Did anyone ever think about just moving the 

basketbaJl schools out’?’ Prescient. huh? 

The best was last; a "20 for 20 with Tracy Wolfson, Reporter & Host, CBS Sports," 

wherein Abe Madkour masterfully led Tmcy Wolfson on a fast-paced Q&A on the fun and 

foibles of not just sideline reporting, but in the totality of her impressive media experience and 

credentials. 

At one point Abe asked about uncomfortable situations (remembec part of Tmcy’s 
restx~nsibility is to interview coaches as they are leaving the court/field tbr halNme). Sometimes 

she interviews coaches whose teams have performed veo, poorly in the first hal£ They are in a 

tbul mood mad anxious to tip into their players. Bo Ryan’s Wisconsin team had one of these 

a~vful first halves, and Tracy’s interview went ~)uth. But Tracy hastened to add that was a 
one-time blip and that Bo has been terrific eve~ since then. 

When asked about mentors and i~ffiuences, Tracy enthusiastica]ly cited Leslie Visser~ as well as 

Michele Tafoya and Holly Rowe. Tracy also related a few embarrassing a few embarrassing 

moments (including getting booed offthe court at the US Open, and being reminded by her 

producer that she was not Barbara Waiters). 



After a quick beer at the aprds Forum cocktail reception, your editor was on his way back to 

the Clips MotherShip, located 41 miles due west of Times Square, via a Line 1 subway from 

the 50th Street station to Penn Station, then NJ Transit to the Convent Station station (yes, the 

name of the town is "Convent Station"), and then a 9-mile drive back to the M-Ship. It was 

10:30 when I waJked in the doo~: and I tried to finish this riveting and award-wofft~y Clips 

Eyewitness Report, but I was too tired to do so, so here I am at it on Thursday morning to 

finish up. Thus I roll unfortunately be unable to attend the Thursday session, which roll include 

tile follomng panels: 

"College Sports Business Headlines of the Day" From changes to NCAA governance 

and enfolcement, to tile economic challenges every, athletic program faces, to the "pay-for- 

play" model and monetm3~ and academic benefits to student-athletes, eve~ day brings a range 

of new headlines in college sports. Panelists: Va] Ackerman, Big East Conference 

Commissioner; Mike Bobinski, Georgia Tech AD; Mark Lewis, NCAA EVP; Burke Magnu~ 

ESPN Sr VP; and Ben Sutton, IMG President. 
"Fostering Community Engagement through College Sponsorships" with Betsy Wilson, 

Director, Glolml Sponsorship and Sustainability Communications, UPS and Guest Facilitator 

Tom Haidingel; President. Advantage International. As the Official Logis~tics Part~ler of the 

NCAA, SEC, Big Ten Conference, Pac- 12 Conference and 69 individua3 colleges and 

universitie~ UPS has made a significant colnmitment to college sports. In this presentatio~ 

Betu ~Vilson roll share activation plans for engaging the passionate college sports community. 

She will share insights into how the college platform has provided new business-to-business 

opportunities, thus delivering ROI and ROO, including new revenue streams, for the company. 

"The Benefits of Owning Your Own Media Network" In this session, Brooks Boyer, 
CEO, Silver Chalice Ventures; Justin Connolly, ESPN Sr VP; Chuck Gerber, Sports Media 

Consultant; Larry Jones, Fox Sports Media EVP; and Dean Jordan, Wasserman Media 

Group Managing F~xecutive, roll discuss the benefits of owning your own media network at 

the conference or school level the competitive advantage "the exposure creates and the 

volume of content required to operate a stand-alone chmmel. 

"hmovafions that Add to the Game-Day Experience" In this session, moderated by 

Bonnie Berustein, VI?. Content and Brand Development & On-Air Host. Campus Insiders; 

speakers Bubba Cunninghmn, UNC AD; Joe Feireira. Learfield Sports Sr VI?; Kelli Hilliard, 

IMG College Sr VP; Jeff Janles, Disney Institute Sr VP; Scol~ Stricklin, Mississippi State AD; 

and Rob Temple, ESPN VP: will discuss fan-friendly changes they are making in an eltbrt to 

foster deeper connections, create happier customers and build stronger brand loyal .ty for their 

schools. 
All in all, Day One of the IMG SBJ Intercollegiate Athletic Forum was a superb venue ti3r a 

healthy cross-pollination of thought and opinion. And I’m sure "that Day Two will be more of 

the same. 

Just like it was supposed to be. 

Clips Superlatives of the IAF 
In years past, Forum Superlatives have been warmly received, so the Clips ’][’ruth Squad has 

studiously compiled this year’ s superlatives as well.* Here goes: 

Best Gesticulations: Chris Del Conte, Tracy Wolfson 

Dapper Dan Award: The always well-groomed Daryl Gross was resplendent in a dark shirt 

with contrasting spread collar shelled in a meticulously tailored British worsted suit (40 short?) 

and an elegant silk cravat. Guys like Daryl don’t wear neckties, they wear cravats. 
Sure and Steady Wins the Race: Tom JernstedL Jim Sullivan, Tom Osborne 

The Annual Look-~Mike Awards: Mark Emmert and Joe Hull (~md Bill Battle, aM Nick 
Voinis); Tracy Woli~)n and a young Sally Field; Dennis Dodd and Brad Wolverton; Kelli 

Hilliard and Jennifer Biehn; Stan Wilcox and Jon Oliver (and Duer Sharp); Richard Weiss and 

Charles Bloom; Ross Nethel3~ and JeffBourne (yeah. I know it’s a repeat from m,o years ago) 

Saying the Most in the Least _/Mnomit of Words Award (tie): Mike Slive and Karl 

Benson 

Sa)ing the Most in the Greatest Anlount of Words Aw ard: Richoxd Luker 

Saying the Least in the Most Amount of Words: no comment 

Best Moderator: Abe Madkour. With a steady and sure s~le part Mike Wallace, part 

Howard Cosell, paxt Chris Berman Abe was our solid vote for moderator of the event. This 

is his eighfll straight Best Moderator award. Yeah, this is staNng to sound like a suck-up, and 
maybe it is, but Abe is really good (sometimes better than the person(s) he’s 

interviewing/moderating). His interviews with John Calipari (4 years ago) and Juan Pablo 

Montoya (at the SBJ Motorsports Forum 5 years ago) were classics. 

Overused ~,ordsiphrases of the Forum: governance, flexibility, the big tent, the academic 

mission of the university, student-athlete... 

Fastest-Talking Person of the Forum: (you guessed it) Chris Del Conte (TCU) 

Distinctive Nanle Awards (listed alphabetically): Britton Banowsl~ (C-USA), ’Fag Garson 

(Wasserman), Haynes Hendrickson (Turnkey), China Jude (Queens College), Arman 



Keteyian (CBS Stx~rts), Lorianne Lamonica (SBJ), Burke Magnus (ESPN), Molly M~zolini 

(Intinite Scale), Tom OdjaJ~jian (American), Travis Tellitocci (Marist) and Jamie Zaninovich 

(West Coast Cont~rence), The~ folks have to put up with people always misspelling their 

nmnes, but they’re great names. 

Coolest Holl~vwood-like Name: Burke Magnus 

Loudest Necktie Award: Jim Paquette 

Tallest Attendee: Greg Byme 

Firmest Handshake Award: Mike Bobinsld 

Most Gentlemanly Panelists (tie): Bill Battle, Daryl Gross and Karl Benson 
\Vish-I-coulda-said-hello-to-ll~em: Jim Delany, Mike Slve, Tom Osborne, Joe Giansante, 

Nick Voinis, Andy Staples, Mike Kelly, Ivan Maisel, Brett McMurphy, Patti Ohlendorf, etc. 

Wish-they-were-here: Gene Smith, JeffLong, Dan Guerrero, Pat Haden, Ed O’Bannon, 

Paul Finebaum, Kirk Herbstreit, a tEw presidents, a tEw rogue boosters, Nick Saban, Lee 

Fitting, Greg Shaheen, Bill Hancock, Condi Rice, Gordon Gee, Mark Silverman, David Stem, 

Sonny Vaccaro, etc. 

* Please note that these superlatives have been compiled in a subjective and non- 

scienti../ic manner. 

And finally, I would be remiss if I failed to express my appreciation Jbr 

the folks at SBJ for putting on such a terrific Forum and for having me 

an d College A th letics Clips b e p art of it. 





It’s SBJ’s 20th Birthday... 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vw~.twitter.com/@Colle,qeA~hCli#s 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@co!!egeA!h!A!!£#£!!ps.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwwv.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips Eyewitness Reports are we-were-there "fly on the wall," first-hand accounts of events, 
conventions, forums, games, etc. of particular interest to #re eclectic and erudite tastes of Clips’ 
sage & sawy subscriber base. Eyewitness Reports are emailed directly to Clips subscribers (and 
later posted onto the Clips website). This particular IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented 
by SportsBusiness Joumal and SportsBusiness Daily Eyewitness Report was originally emailed to 
Clips subscribers who are ADs, Presidents, VPs, FARs, Sr Assoc / Assoc / Asst ADs, SIDs, 
SWAs, CFOs, compliance people, development people, matgeting people, academic support 
people, facilities people, athletic council members, Board of Trustee members, conference 
executives, bowl executives, sports management professors & students, PSU JCCSJ professors 
and students, U-Dub IAL students, astute & enetgetic development folks, glad-handlers, financial 
people, tea-leaf readers, hand-wt#~gers, vigilant & protective presidents, undecided voters, 
undeniably insidious persons, litigators, bardsters, esquires, attorneys, lawyers, adjudicators, 
a~bitrators, Bultaco jockeys, widget makers, foundry workers, lispy wispy flitterers, nattering 
nabobs, chest beaters, hedge fund managers, displaced Syrian refugees with access to the 
intemet, believers in normal cyclical economic adjustments, DGG fr Wilmington, CG fr Brooklyn, 
DDiJ fr Phila, David fr Td-State, JC fr New Litchfield St, TH fr B C, A B fr CD, JF fr Bakersfield, IG 

fr NYC, BF fr Newington, CW fr N J, VN fr Phil& RS fr Berlin, RB fr Hartford, FS fr Chicago, Scott 
fr NO, FR fr Hartford, FD fr Baltimore, MC fr the Buff; Anthony’s mother (not girlfriend), GS fr 
Hamden, BJ fr Columbus, Relva fr Wallingford, Greucho fr Freclonia, Roger fr ND, Moose fr 
Chicago, GS fr Cleveland, GS fr lndy, DA fr Nebtaska, Etikae fr Timbuktu, Adolph fr Austtia, 
Papa / Mama / baby bear, the ghost of Christmases past, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally" humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modem day 

sports/entertaimnent culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed fiom fltis maililtg list or cItmtge the email ~brmat please use 1tle links below: 

U nsnbsctibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:55 PM 

~nc.r~.com) 
FW: [INFORMATIONAL] End-of-semes~ter video greetings fiom Chancellor Folt 

FYI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: [INFOR2vIATIONAL] End-of-semester video greetings from Chancellor Folt 

Dear Students, Faculty and Stalt’: 

As the fall semester draws to a close, I wanted to thank you t;ar making Carolina such an extraordinary, place and to wish you a safe and relaxing holiday I hope you will take a few minutes 
to ;vatch this video message, http:/ivoutu be/NrEbOM1S-Sq 

See you in the New Year. 

Best wishes, 
Caro[ L. Folt 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preI’erence, sign into MyUNC at 
http ://m’~’.unc. edu, and select Update Personal [rfformation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:14 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Clips Eyemtness Report: IMG lab’ in NYC 

From:                         _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :t2, 20:13 7:56 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: Clips Eyewitness Report: IMG IAF in NYC 

Did you ,see the picture of Bubba? 

On Dec 12, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@colleqeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December :t2, 20:t3 :t::t2 PM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Clips Eyewitness Report: IMG IAF in NYC 

Here’s a question ti)r you. 

What happens when you get about tbur hundred fifty of the top level college athletics people 

you know, D 1-A ADs, presidents, and conference cotnmissioners; plus all mariner of media 

moguls, marketing agencies, vendors, etc. (see below for a breakdown of attendees) all in 

one room, like say the Astor Ballroom at the Marriott Marquee Hotel smack dab in the middle 

of Manhattaa£ s Times Square; at the same time, for one and a half days (Wed.-Thur., Dec. 

11-12) and have it be orchestrated by a top-notch business forum group, like say the 

SportsBusiness Journal conference team? 

Well, what do you get? 

What you get is the annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented by SportsBusiness 

Jourual m~d SportsBusiness Daily, or, the IMG IAF by SBJ & SBD, (or how about I ret~r to it 

as just "The Forum" for short?) Day One attendees were witaesses to a terrific snapshot of 

the pre~nt and thture s~te of big-time college athletics as discus~d and ruminated by the 

people who actually shape the opinions and maJ~e the decisions. It was heady stuff ti~m veW 

i~Ouential people .... 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

This was your loyal editor’s ninth Forum, m~d they seem to get better eve~ year. The 

stature of the panelists (and attendees*) this year was especially noteworthy, but the issues 

were noteworthy as well: governance, the upcoming College Football Playof£ NCAA 
investigatory improvements, stipends, pay-for-play, agents, the arms race, concussions/health 

issue, TV deals, conference networks, etc. 
However, there was only so much time for discussion, and it seemed that this time around there 

was little mention of gender equib~. coach salaries, minori~’ hiring, "monetizatio~," "hostile 
abusive" nicknames/mascots and APRs; which were several of the hot buttons not that long 

ago. 

*The Clips Tabulation Team tallied aggregate numbersJ?om the Forum attendee 

list, and here’s what we came up with. [Note: the list was current as of the day 
before the Forum. Typically there are no-shows and last minutes sign-ups, so this’ 

is as’ close an approximation tabulation as’ is" possible at thisjuncture.] Of the 437 

persons listed (which was’ almost a hw~dredmore than the usual count of 350 at 
most btFs), 279 were vendors, association members, .faculty & miscellaneous: 73 



were athletics administrators (including 43 ADs, about 30 of those D1 ADs; with 

the rest being the other divisions plus a half dozen ADs from Canada); 35 were 

working media members: 29 were conference executives’ (including 16 conJkrence 

commiss’ioners, 11 of those D1 commissioners); and 2 l were Sportst3usiness. 
Journal persons. 34 of the people counted above as’ "venders/misc. " were 

people (LA4G was’ the principle sponsor of the forum). 

Of the 437 total, 49 had titles oJT~resident, Chairman, CEO, CO0, Executive 
Director or Principle; 85 were Sr VPs, Exec VPs and UPs; and the rest of us were 

ass’orted directors, general managers, account managers, professors; attorneys, 
underwriters; chairpersons, district manage~; ticket managers; consultants, 

editors; reporters; CAlOs and coordinato~’. The coolest titles’ we came across were 

"Chief People Officer" and "ChiefListening Officer. " 

For those of you who just arrived f?om Mars. I will hereby’ inform you that SportsBusiness 

Journal is the undisputed bible of the business of sports. It consists of a weekly print mag~ine, 

and the SportsBusiness Daily website. SBJ/SBD has a statt’of several dozen, including the 

most knowledgeable editor~ writers and f~eelancers, plus they have a small brigade of talented 

regulm contributors. Not to mention a temn of primo conference professionals who put on 

eight or so forums each year. 

Their Intercollegiate Athletic Fornm has become established as a mus~t-attend by college 

athletics cognoscenti. 

Your intrepid Clips correslxmdent was delighted to be in attendance for Day One (it didn’t 

even feel like work), and I listened attentively, scribbled notes, asked questions, snapped 

photos, schmoozed, mingled and snapped more photos. 

I got into Manhattan early to have a cup of cofiEe with Sun Belt Commissioner Karl Benson, 

who is an old crony of mine [well, since I only have a ten year histoo~ in college athletics’, 

so "old" is relative]. Atoning lEllows that we ~xe, we came up solutions to all the ills of 

college athletics within 20 minutes. 

Karl and I then made our way to the Astor Ballroom, sified through the crowd, got more 

cofiEe and made ready for the day about to officially begin. As is the custom, SBJ Publisher 

Richard Weiss called the Forum to order. 

The proceedings kicked offwith a fun and frenetic presentation by Richard Luker, 

founder of Luker on Trends & the ESPN Sports Poll. Mr. Luker is about as quick-talking 

and quick-thinking a presenter as one would ever see. The emphasis of his intricately designed 
slides was that it’s not just good enough to attract fans, but that sports team~leagues should 

seek out relationships. 

Next was a one-on-one involving SB3’s Executive Editor Extraordinaire Abe Madkour 
and NCAA President Mark Emmert. Abe is a veteran of hundreds of interviews at all the 

various SBJ conferences (sports marketing, media & technology, sponsorships, motorsports, 

etc.). Abe possesses the rare knack of mixing the congenial and collegial questions with the 

tough questions, and he did so with President Emmert. 
Abe wanned things up by asking Emmert about his highs and lows in the past year. President 

Emmert responded by saying that right now is a high (on the verge of solving governance issues 

at next month’s NCAA convention) and that a big low was the mishandled Miami investigation. 

Of the failure of the Miami investigation Emmert said, "I’ll take that one on mysel£" 

There were a series of questions and comments about a possible (likely?) change in 

governance that would allow bigger ~hools to "improve the ~holarship model" (that’s code 

for stipends and training tables). When asked about the coming "tweaks" to NCAA 

governance, Emmert sa~d: "It will be like all democratic processes clump." 
When Abe pressed for more details of how the process might unfol& Emmert said he was "no 

Goodell," meaning that the power of an NCAA president does not approach that of an NFL 

coInmissioner. 

President E~nme~t stated several times difiErent versions of the follomng: °~Fhere is 

absolutely no interest in having student-athletes be paid. That would make tbem employees." 

Abe appropriately brought up the O’Bmmon lawsuit, and Emmert’s body language was 

noticeable, as was the terseness of his voice. Emmert groused about the plaintifl~ s morphing 

litigation strategy; that the focus was changed fi~om past payments to current and future 

payments, tte saJ~d that they’d pursue the suit all the way to the Supreme Court if need be. 

Sounded like he meant it, too. 

When asked about ESPN commentator Jay Bilas’ criticism of him and the NCAA amateurism 

model, Emmert diplomatically s~ted that Bilas "certainly has a passion for the game." He went 

on to say that "with all due respect, I know more about running big o~ganizations than he does, 

and he knows basketball better than tne." 

On the TmtterSphere, there was immediate reaction: 



And now, it was brea~i~ne .... 

Out to the foyer headedJbur and half a hundred, and the nem,orking serum 

ensued ht a rat-a-tat manner I said hello to (roughly in chronological order): 
Jean Frankel, President of Ideas for Action; ~lark Lewis’, NCAA; Duer Sharp, 

S~4C Commissioner; Joe Hull College of Charles’ton AD ; Kelli Hilliard L’~IG St. 

VP; Armen Ket~ian, CBS Sports’, Joe Nocera, NY Times writer, DavidRoach, 

Fordham AD, Tom Odjakjian, American Co~(Orence St. Associate Commis~s’ionet; 
Dennis’ Dodd, CBSSports.com Senior ~ter, Keith Martin, NCAA; Mike Wooley, 

Partnet; Venue Solutions Group; Mike Bobinski, Geot~gia Tech AD; Bubba 
Cunningham, UNC AD; Scott Sidwell, U-San Francisco AD; Ckuck Gerber, 

Sports’Media Consultant, Ellen Staurowslcy,, CSBN columnist; John Barranco, Sw~ 

Belt Conference Assoc. Commissioner; Bob Williams, NC~Lq VP; Nicole 

Auerbach, USA Today reporter, Samantha H~ge, Deputy AD, Delaware: Ross 
Nether),, SBJ ~’!/Ianaging Editor, and probably attother dozen mot~ .... 

Next up was a thoroughly- intereffting panel tifled "Commissioner’s Module: 

Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part 1" Talk abont heavyweights; the panel was 

comprised of the commissioners of the top five conferences: Bob BoMsby, Big 12; Jim 

Delany, Big Ten; Larry Scott, Pac- 12; Mike Slive, SEC and John Swofford, ACC. 

As the panelisks were getting settled in, I leaned over to Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of 

ttigher Education and Armen Keteyian of CBS and asked them if it was "officially" settled as 

to M~at we should call the big cont~rences, the "Power Five" or the "Big Five?" Armen mid, 

"How about the "Five Families?" You heaxd it hear first. 

Mike Smith of SBJ was moderator, and he did a fine job of clarifying, nuancing and probing. 

’][’he five coat’erence Dons, er, Co,nmissioners, procee&d to say in every possible way, at 

ever,:" possible opportuni .ty, that they wanted to "help their student-athletes," and that they had 

no predetermined wish to depart from the NCAA’s "Big Tent" to be able to help student- 

atbletes. 

The five Dons were firm (btu not menacing) in their resolve to get what they want. This was a 

much less threatening tone than the "or else" versions that several of them have made over the 
past year. A kinder, gentler Five Fmnilies? 

Said Big Ten Commissioner Jim Delany, "What’s really hard in these kinds of things is for 

people to vote themselves less political anthofi~. They don’t do that. That’s not a natural thing 

to do." 

As reported by Dennis" Dodd of CBSSports: 

As the NC~/~t continues to fundamentally change the way it does business, along 

came this" reminder Wednesday from Big 7?n commissioner Jim Delatv. 

The concept of the five biggest conferencesJbrming their own subdivision, "is not 

off the table, "Delany said at the IklG InWrcollegiate Athletics Forum. 

While that’s’ not exactly news; it is a reminder of who’s in charge. 

The NCAA wants’ to restructure. Essentially it’s’ a move to become less intrusive 

and allow schools more self-determination. B’s either that or those 65 schools’ in 
the SEQ Big 12, Big Ten, ACC, Pac-12 andNotre Dame are going m take their 

balls and go home. 



To a new division where they wouldn’t be leaving the NCAA but they wouldn’t be 

celebruting it either. 

"Division 4 concepts’ are out there ..., "Delany said "There was’ a lot of chum in 

the water about the sustainability of the NCAA. " 

It’s" come to that now. The threats aren’t even veiled anymore. 

From Gre~ Bishop of the New Fork Times: 
The reason the ~ C.A.A. has" come under more criticism than normal in recent 

years" has’ little to do with a lack of attention to women’s golf as one panelist 

suggested The ~ C.A.A. eanted its’ critics’, one botched investigation or 
unneces’sary rule comp#cation at a time. 

It was hard, then, to tell whether the power brokers’ considered the system broken. 

They said it needed reform. And they said they wouM deJbnd it and its’ honor and 

what worked 

We also heard a lot about student-athletes and how haplo~ they were and how 

much they benefited from their schola~’ships. We heard about thisJFom men in 

tailored suits’ who profit handsomely off college sports and whose universities attd 

conferences cull revenue.~’om the same. 
"Commissioners Speak Out on Reform Part II" was the next panel. The Guest 

Moderator was Brad Wolverton of the Chronicle of Higher Education. Panelists were Mike 

Aresco, American Conference Commissione~; Keel Benson, Sun Belt Conference 
Commissioner; Bfitton Banowsky, CUSA Commissione~ John Steinbrecher. MAC 

Commissioner ~ad Jamie Zaninovich, West Coast Conference Commissioner. 
As one would expect, the substance and tenor of this panel of not-Power Five conferences 

was quite diflSrent than the panel that preceded it. There was a realist/pragmatist anm from this 

group. 

Banowsky came out with a great line early on when the topic was the possible re-emergence 

of super contSrences (with 16 and more schools). He said, "I have some experience with super 

conferences, because the Big East kept taking our schools." 
Lunch was in "~Ilae View," which was aptly named, as it is 8 stories up, with a 15-foot high 

window panorama looking down on the giga-watt splendor of Times Square. I noticed that 

Tim Murray and Travis Tellitocci of Marist had scarfed up one of the best views in The View. 

Fitting. Your Clips Editor had the pleasure of sitting ne:~ to China Jude, AD of Queens 

College. 

After lunch I had a few words with Pac- 12 Commissioner Lar~ Scott and I was ve~ pleased 

that he spoke kindly of Clips. 

Back from lunch was a great p~ael "For the Love ofthe Gnme: Members of First- 

Ever College Footb’,di Playoff Selection Committee Speak Out"--comprised of three 

members of the College Football Playoff selection committee which kicks offnext year. Abe 

Madkour was the moderator, and panelists were Tom Osborne, tbrmer Nebraska FB 

coach/AD; Tom Jernstedt. 38-ye~x veteran of the NCAA; and Dan Radakovich, Clemson 

AD. 

This was a very interes~ting and entertaining panel, and the speakers we~e at once illumiuating 

and funny. Despite his extensive basketball renown, Tom stated that he has always been a 

’°closet football fan," and he reveled in the fact that serving on the committee would give him a 

legitimate excnse to watch 10-12 hours of football on a Saturday. 

When Abe asked why a journalist (former USA Today writer Steve Wieberg) was included on 

the committee, there was a pause, and the panelists looked at each other, and then Radakovich 

said (with deadpan delivery), "Because they are veo, intelligent." Definitely a contender for 

Best-One-Liner of the Forum Aw~xd. 

Abe asked the panelists to complete a statement .... He said, "A year from now, you’ll think 

the CFP selection process was a success it"..., to which the consis~tenfly witty Tom 

Osborne replied, "It’ll be a success if we don’t get lynched." (Earlier, Osborne related stories 
of the negative passion of some fans, and said one of them blew up his m~filbox after a tough 

loss). 

"Today’s AD: Balancing Challenges and Opporturfities" featured five ADs from so~ne of 

the biggest program, s in the country: Bill Battle, University of Alabama; Greg Byme, University 
of Arizoua; John Cnnie, Kansas State University; Jack Swaxbrick, University of Notre Dame; 

and Kevin White, Duke University. SBJ’s Michael Smith was moderator. 

Mnch of the comments had to do with the markedly different scope of the job these days, and 

vetera~as White and Battle provided great insights. ~’Newcomers" (young in yeaxs but already 

wise in experience) Greg Byme and Johia Cume were impressively cognizant of the way it must 
have been decades ago. 

Moderator Michael Smith mentioned the much more pnblic profile that once-anonymous ADs 

have been thrnst into, mentioning the recent BCS-stumping undertaken by Auburn AD Jay 

Jacobs, and that fans were lining up to have their pictu~e taken with him at the SEC 

cha~npionship game. To which the eve~ clever Kevin White remaxked that ADs are now 

perceived as the "owner of the franchise." 

Inevitab155 the discussion centered on communication flow, p~ticulaxly Twitte~; with Byme 
pointing out that "if yon don’t control the message then ~omeone else is going to control it for 

you." 

Related to this was the difficulty of controlling the timing of news releases, that ~ometimes 



there’s a leak. To which Byme related a funny line that he attributed to a U-Kentucky 

prot~ssor, wherein the prof ~id "I can keep a secret, but the people I talk to can’t keep a 

secret." 

It appeaxs that Byme is something of a legend in the effective ~md frequent use of Twitter, with 
Culrie not far behind. In fact, Byme is thought to be the first-ever AD to announce a coach 

hire via Twitter, when he snapped a picture of himself and new FB coach Rich Rodriguez in an 

airport after they shook hands. And tweeted it to the Wildcat world about the new hire. 

Currie ~nentioned that he occasionally writes "letters" to the fan base and that they have been 

pret~’ well received. I’m not sure how those letters" are delivered email, meets, snail mail, 

website, all of the above? but I will get back to him and ask. 

After another scrum of a Networking Break within wNch I saw/said hello to Eric Hyman, 

Texas A&M AD; Amy Yakola, ACC Sr Associate Commish; Jamie Zaninovich, West Coast 
Conference Commish, Lenny Kaplan, NJ Institute of Technology AD; Bob Vecchione, 

NACDA Executive Director; Bill Sutton, IMG prez; etc .... and then we were in the home 

stretch. 
After the breaJ~ I sat in on "It’s All About Innovative, Revenue-Generating 
Opportunities that Enhance the Game-Day Experience tbr Fans," which was moderated 

by able Abe Madkour and included Jason Cook Texas A&M Sr Assoc AD, Don Dethlefs, 

CEO, Sink Combs Dethlefs CEO; Chip Lydum, U-Washington Assoc AD; Steve Terrill, 

AECOM project Director; and Justin Wood, Dimensional Innovations VP. 

This was an interesting panel, and the best parts (I thought) had to do with reviving the interest 

of s~dent fans to actually come and see the games. The panelists described several in-vanue 

solutions to enhance fan intemctivi~ and customizable experiences. This wasn’t all just for the 

good of the fans, as the words "monetization" and "premium packages" were mentioned 
frequently. 

"Athletics in Transition: The Realities of Conference Realignment" was next, and this 

panel, moderated by Michael Smith featured a 4- star quartet of Conference Realignment 

veterans: ADs Chris Del Conte, TCU (MoantaAn West Big East for the proverbial "cup of 
coffee" to Big 12); Daryl Gros~ Syracuse UniversiU (Big East to ACC); Eric HymarL Texas 

A&M UniversiU (Big 12 to SEC); and Oliver Luck West Virginia University (Big East to Big 

12). 
Any panel that includes the effervescent Chris Del Conte is going to be jam-packed with 

humor and strean~-of-thought straightlbrwardness, and this one was all that. but 

surprisingly Del Conte was matched in the wit and fast wordage delive~ by Eric Hyman. 

And Oliver Luck and Dan3d Gross were fight up there as well. 

This panel had more talk-overs and interruptions than all the rest combined. These guys were 

not yelling at each other, but they were finishing sentences and thoughts for one another. This 

panel was easily the most intbrmative, most voluminous (15,000 words I bet?) and entertaining 

of the entire day. 

Some of the tidbits: 
¯ Del Conte fibbing Hyman constantly (Hyman was TCU and South Carolina AD before 

moving to Texas A&M): "it was a package deal: South C~xolina and Texas A&M"... 

Hyman and Del Conte were sitting next to each other, and they pushed each other’s 

shoulders when they were ribbing one another) 
¯ Hyman ribbing Del Conte back: "some of the ancillm3~ schools like TCU’.... ouch. 

¯ Luck: (responding to Smith’s question about how much prior planning went into 

realignment moves) ’q~here was no higher authofi~ .... It was like kids clawing and 

scratching." 

¯ Del Conte (when describing his pilgrimage to Austin to secure Texas AD DeLoss 

Dodds’ bay-in on TCU joining the Big 12): "I introduced myself as Chris Del Conte, but 

he did not hear the ’Cl~s’ part, and he said, ’your first name is ’Dell?,’ that’s nice.’ And 

he called me Dell for the next three hours."... 
¯ Gross got in a good one when he described one of Luck’s remarks during a Big East 

meeting, when he bluntly proffered, "Did anyone ever tlfink about just moving the 

basketball schools out’?’ Prescienk huh? 

The bes~t was last; a "20 for 20 with Tracy Wolfson, Reporter & Host, CBS 

Sports,"wherein Abe Madkour mas~teffully led Tracy Wolfson on a fast-paced Q&A on the 

fun and foibles of not just sideline repoNng, but in the tot~]i~.~ of her impressive media 

experience and credentials. 

At one point Abe asked about uncomfortable situations (remember, part of Tracy’s 

responsibility is to interview coaches as they are leaving the court/field ~br halI~Sm~e). Sometimes 

she intewiews coaches whose teams have performed very poorly in the first hal£ They are in a 

Ibul mood and anxious to rip into their players. Bo Ryan’s Wisconsin team had one of these 

awful first halves, and Tracy’s interview went ~tuh. But Tracy hastened to add that was a 
one-time blip and that Bo has been terrific eve~ since then. 

When asked about mentors and i~uences, Tracy enthusias~tic~]ly cited Leslie Visse~; as well as 

Michele Tafoya and Holly Rowe. Tracy also related a few embm~assing a few embm~assing 

moments (including getting booed offthe court at the US Open, and being reminded by her 

producer that she was not B~bara Waiters). 



After a quick beer at the aprds Forum cocktail reception, your editor was on his way back to 

the Clips MotherShip, located 41 miles due west of Times Square, via a Line 1 subway from 

the 50th Street station to Penn Station, then NJ Transit to the Convent Station station (yes, the 

name of the town is "Convent Station"), and then a 9-mile drive back to the M-Ship. It was 

10:30 when I waJked in the doo~; and I tried to finish this riveting and award-wofft~y Clips 

Eyewitness Report, but I was too tired to do so, so here I am at it on Thursday morning to 

finish up. Thus I roll unfortunately be unable to attend the Thursday session, which roll include 

tile follomng panels: 

"College Sports Business Headlines of the Day" From changes to NCAA governance 

and enfolcement, to tile economic challenges every, athletic program faces, to the "pay-for- 

play" model and monetm3~ and academic benefits to student-athletes, eve~ day brings a range 

of new headlines in college sports. Panelists: Va] Ackerman, Big East Conference 

Commissioner; Mike Bobinski, Georgia Tech AD; Mark Lewis, NCAA EVP; Burke Magnu~ 

ESPN Sr VP; and Ben Sut’ton, IMG President. 
"Fostering Community Engagement through College Sponsorships" with Betsy Wilson, 

Director, Glolml Sponsorship and Sustainability Communications, UPS and Guest Facilitator 

Tom Haidingel; President. Advantage International. As the Official Logis~tics Part~ler of the 

NCAA, SEC, Big Ten Conference, Pac- 12 Conference and 69 individua3 colleges and 

universitie~ UPS has made a significant colnmitment to college sports. In this presentatio~ 

Betu ~Vilson roll share activation plans for engaging the passionate college sports community. 

She will share insights into how the college platform has provided new business-to-business 

opportunities, thus delivering ROI and ROO, including new revenue streams, for the company. 

"The Benefits of Owning Your Own Media Network" In this session, Brooks Boyer, 
CEO, Silver Chalice Ventures; Justin Connolly, ESPN Sr VP; Chuck Gerber, Sports Media 

Consultant; Larry Jones, Fox Sports Media EVP; and Dean Jordan, Wasserman Media 

Group Managing F~xecutive, roll discuss the benefits of owning your own media network at 

the conference or school level the competitive advantage "the exposure creates and the 

volume of content required to operate a stand-alone chmmel. 

"hmovafions that Add to the Game-Day Experience" In this session, moderated by 

Bonnie Berustein, VI?. Content and Brand Development & On-Air Host. Campus Insiders; 

speakers Bubba Cunninghmn, UNC AD; Joe Feireira. Learfield Sports Sr VI?; Kelli Hilliard, 

IMG College Sr VP; Jeff Janles, Disney Institute Sr VP; Scol~ Stricklin, Mississippi State AD; 

and Rob Temple, ESPN VP: will discuss fan-friendly changes they are making in an eltbrt to 

foster deeper connections, create happier customers and build stronger brand loyal .ty for their 

schools. 
All in all, Day One of the IMG SBJ Intercollegiate Athletic Forum was a superb venue ti3r a 

healthy cross-pollination of thought and opinion. And I’m sure "that Day Two will be more of 

the same. 

Just like it was supposed to be. 

Clips Superlatives of the IAF 
In years past, Forum Superlatives have been warufly received, so the Clips ’][’ruth Squad has 

studiously compiled this year’ s superlatives as well.* Here goes: 

Best Gesticulations: Chris Del Conte, Tracy Wolfson 

Dapper Dan Award: The always well-groomed Daryl Gross was resplendent in a dark shirt 

with contrasting spread collar shelled in a meticulously tailored British worsted suit (40 short?) 

and an elegant silk cravat. Guys like Daryl don’t wear neckties, they wear cravats. 
Sure and Steady Wins the Race: Tom Jerustedt, Jim Sullivan, Tom OsIx)me 

The Annual Look-~Mike Awards: Mark Emmert and Joe Hull (and Bill Battle, aM Nick 
Voinis); Tracy Woll~n and a young Sally Field; Dennis Dodd and Brad Wolverton; Kelli 

tlilliard and Jennifer Biehn; Stan Wilcox mad Jon Oliver (and Duer Sharp); Richard Weiss and 

Charles Bloom; Ross Nethel3, and JeffBourue (yeah~ I know it’s a repeat from m,o years ago) 

Saying the Most in the Least _/Mnomit of Words Award (tie): Mike Slive and Karl 

Benson 

Sa)ing the Most in the Greatest Anlount of Words Aw ard: Rich~xd Luker 

Saying the Least in the Most zMnotmt of Words: no commem 

Best Moderator: Abe Madkour. With a steady and sure s~le part Mike Wallace, part 

Howard Cosell, part Chris Berman Abe was our solid vote for moderator of the event. This 

is his eighfll straight Best Moderator award. Yeah, this is sIaNng to sound like a suck-up, and 
maybe it is, but Abe is really good (sometimes better than the person(s) he’s 

interviewing/moderating). His interviews with John Calipari (4 years ago) and Juan Pablo 

Montoya (at the SBJ Motorsports Forum 5 years ago) were classics. 

Overused ~,ordsiphrases of the Forum: governance, flexibilfly, flae big tent, file academic 

mission of the university, student-athlete... 

Fastest-Talking Person of the Forum: (you guessed it) Chris Del Conte (TCU) 

Distinctive Name Awards (listed alphabetically): Britton Banowsl~ (C-USA), ’Fag Garson 

(Wasseruian), Haynes Hendrickson (Turnkey), China Jude (Queens College), Arumn 



Keteyim~ (CBS Stx~rts), Loria~ne Lamonica (SBJ), Burke Magnus (ESPN), Molly M~zolini 

(Intinite Scale), Tom OdjaJ~jian (American), Travis Tellitocci (Marist) aJ~d Jamie Zaninovich 

(West Coast Cont~rence), The~ folks have to put up with people always misspelling their 

nmnes, but they’re great names. 

Coolest Holl~vwood-like Name: Burke Magnus 

Loudest Necktie Award: Jim Paquette 

Tallest Attendee: Greg Byme 

Firmest Handshake Award: Mike Bobinsld 

Most Gentlemanly Panelists (tie): Bill Battle, Da~l (2hoss and Karl Benson 
Wish-I-couldn-snid-hello-to-lt~en|: Jim Delany, Mike Slve, Tom Osborne, Joe Giansante, 

Nick Voinis, Andy Staples, Mike Kelly, Ivan Maisel, Brett McMurphy, Patti Ohlendorf, etc. 

\¥ish-they-were-here: Gene Smith, JeffLong, Dma Guerrero, Pat Haden, Ed O’Bannon, 

Paul Finebaum, Kirk Herbstreit, a t~w presidents, a t~w rogue boosters, Nick Saban, Lee 

Fitting, Greg Shaheen, Bill Hancock, Condi Rice, Gordon Gee, Mark Silverman, David Stem, 

Sonny Vaccaro, etc. 

* Please note that these superlatives have been compiled in a subjective and non- 

scienti../ic manner. 

And finally, I would be remiss if I failed to express my appreciation for 

the folks at SBJ for putting on such a terrific Forum and for having me 

an d College A th letics Clips b e p art of it. 





It’s SBJ’s 20th Birthday... 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vw~.twitter.com/@Colle,qeA~hClips 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@co!!egeA!h!A!!£#£!!ps.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwwv.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips Eyewitness Reports ate we-wete-thete "fly on the wall," first-hand accounts of events, 
conventions, forums, games, etc. of particular intetest to #te eclectic and erudite tastes of Clips’ 
sage & sawy subscriber base. Eyewitness Reports are emailed directly to Clips subscribers (and 
later posted onto the Clips website). This particular IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum presented 
by SportsBusiness Joumal and SportsBusiness Daily Eyewitness Report was originally emailed to 
Clips subscribers who are ADs, Presidents, VPs, FARs, Sr Assoc / Assoc / Asst ADs, SIDs, 
SWAs, CFOs, compliance people, development people, matgeting people, academic support 
people, facilities people, athletic council members, Board of Trustee members, conference 
executives, bowl executives, sports management professors & students, PSU JCCSJ ptefessors 
and students, U-Dub IAL students, astute & enetgetic development folks, glad-handlers, financial 
people, tea-leaf readers, hand-wt#~gers, vigilant & protective presidents, undecided voters, 
undeniably insidious persons, litigators, bardsters, esquires, attorneys, lawyers, adjudicators, 
arbitrators, Bultaco jockeys, widget makers, foundry workers, lispy wispy flitterers, nattering 
nabobs, chest beaters, hedge fund managers, displaced Syrian refugees with access to the 
intemet, believers in normal cyclical economic adjustments, DGG fr Wilmington, CG fr Bteoklyn, 
DDiJ fr Phila, David fr Td-State, JC fr New Litchfield St, TH fr B C, A B fr CD, JF fr Bakersfield, IG 

fr NYC, BF fr Newington, CW fr N J, VN fr Phil& RS fr Berlin, RB fr Hartford, FS fr Chicago, Scott 
fr NO, FR fr Hartford, FD fr Baltimore, MC fr the Buff; Anthony’s mother (not girlfriend), GS fr 
Hamden, BJ fr Columbus, Relva fr Wallingford, Gteucho fr Freclonia, Roger fr ND, Moose fr 
Chicago, GS fr Cleveland, GS fr lndy, DA fr Nebtaska, Etikae fr Timbuktu, Adolph fr Austtia, 
Papa / Mama / baby bear, the ghost of Christmases past, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of cottege athtetics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modem day 

sports/entertainment cutture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed fiom fltis maililtg list or cItmtge the email ~brmat please use 1tle links below: 

U nsnbsctibe 



North Carolina Banking Institute journal 
Guidelines for Authors 

Publication in our Journal is a wonderful way to publicize your hard work in 
preparing to participate in the Banking Institute. The Journal is distributed to all 
Institute participants (usually over 200 individuals). It is also distributed to over 100 
other subscribers, including many law school and law firm libraries. The Journal is 

available to a worldwide audience via WestLaw and Lexis and the Table of Contents 
of the Journal is available on the worldwide web at the Journal’s website 
w~,.law.unc, eduij ournalsincbankidefault, aspx. We try to make Journal publication 
relatively painless and ask only that you follow the simple guidelines set forth below. 

Journal manuscripts should be prepared in Microsoft Word and may be 
submitted by email attachment to Lissa Broome, lbroome@email.unc.edu. 

The manuscript need not be heavily footnoted or long. We are looking for up- 
to-date, informative discussions of the important issues. Our intention is to 
publish practical pieces that will be of assistance to practitioners in the area. 
Sources should be cited as appropriate and to guide readers on where they 
should go to learn more. 

Please place all citations in footnotes (rather than text). Citations should 
conform to the Blue Book, although the j ournal’s editorial staff is pleased to 
assist you with Blue Book formatting issues. 

If you use hard-to-find sources, it would be helpful to send them to Lissa 
Broome so that they may be available to the Journal staff during its editing 
and cite checking process. If you wish to make the citechecking process more 
efficient for us, you can download your sources from your computer to a CD 
and send us the CD. 

A student editor will be assigned to your piece. The goal of the student edit is 
to format the article to contain subparts and divisions similar to the other 
pieces in the journals and to check the citations. Some substantive 
commentary may be offered by Professor Broome and the student editor, but 
you, of course, are free to accept or reject any suggestions that are made. You 
are also free to request a more rigorous substantive edit if you so desire. 

For planning purposes, please let Lissa Broome know by November ! 1, 2013 if you are 
planning to submit a manuscript. To be considered for publication in the j ournal the 
manuscript must be received by email attachment by December 16, 2013, or preferably 
sooner. You will be notified by December 20 whether the manuscript has been selected 
for publication. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, 5:56 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1>,22: Fo~mer student inquiry 

--. How nice to hear t:rom you, What are you up to these days? 

Fve set forth my tho~gt~ts below. Caution: This is not legal advice, 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:59 AN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Former student inquiw 

Professor; 

Greetings! It’s been a couple 5’ears since i last harassed you ruth my legal inquiries, so I figured this would be a good time to fix that. I’ve run across a real world issue 

that just spells Law School Exam Question. If I could borrow you for a couple minutes, here is the brief scenario. 

Buyer oilers to purchase property from Seller for 3M, sends otthr to purchase in writing. Seller modifies otter mad makes a counter olt~r for 4M and gives it to Buyefs 

agent. Over the next week or tw’o, Seller attempts to get in touch with agent to determine if Buyer has agreed to the sale. After no restx~nse for some time, agent sends 

a te~ message to Seller stating "I will get [the signed contracq emaJded today. Three hours late~; Seller sends agent a te:q stating "Since I have not received the signed 

acceptance in a timely fashion, I am revoking the oiler." Four hours after that, agent emails Seller a signed coW of the contract, which allegedly was signed four days 

prior by the Buyer; before the revocation. 

Agent then states, "Please don’t do this." 

The maJn question I have is: Is the revocation valid? 
f think so. This assumes that ~:he offer i~ not irrevocaMe ~or some reason (for ~nstance, no binding option contract), One (:o~d e~en argue that ~:he offer has akeady 
expked by the h~pse of tkne - especially after SeXier tried to get in touch with the agent to de~:errnine ~f buyer had agreed to the sale and there was no response 
for soRle [~T~e, 

The morn general question is: Does acceptance of an oilbr to buy real pmpe~ have to be communicated via deliver" of the signed instrument? Does a wdfing saying: 
"I~s been signed, I will foB~-~d sho~ly" su~ce as ~ceptance? 

I don’t Lhit~k thaL’s effectiw:_~ to form a contract. This is a contract r~-:~lating [:o [:he sale of land and is thereFor~:_~ subject to the statuLe of frauds. There nlust be a 

writing and it is not enforceable against buyer’ withou[ a signature of the buyer. Although buyer has signed, Seller did not get that purported acceptance until the 

email came through. Under the mailbox rule, [he email (if analogous to regular mail) is effective when sent even though it may be received la[er, bu[ in this case 

the Seller revoked before the email was even sent. 

It seems like B~yer might have a claim against the agent for failure to communicate the purported acceptance to the seller, but still the possible argument that the 

offer has already lapsed because of the passage of time without any acceptance. 

Hope this helps. 

Take care and happy holidays! 

Lissa 

As always, I hope you are well and I appreciate your time. 

Best, 

"When you come to a fork in the road, take it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 10:05 PM 

FW: NCAA Spolnt Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 1, Issue 7 

From-" Latrice Sales [mailto:Isales@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December :~2, 2013 :Lk30 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol :~, Tssue 7 

-to view an online ver:~iorl of this en’lail, ,:lick here, 

Volume 1 I Issue 7 I December 2013 

The hallmark of return-to-learn is cognitive rest immediately following concussion, just as the hallmark of return-to-play is 

physical rest. For the collegiate student-athlete, cognitive rest following concussion means avoiding potential cognitive stressors 

such as school work, video games, reading, texting and watching television for at least one day. The rationale for cognitive rest is 

that the brain is experiencing an energy crisis, and providing both physical and cognitive rest allows the brain to heal more 

quickly. ,~e,~d mr~re .... 

John Parsons, who has spent more than two decades studying, practicing and teaching sports medicine and athletic training, 

will join the NCAA as director of the Sport Science Institute. He will work alongside NCAA Chief Medical Officer Brian Hainline to 

address problems such as concussion, student-athlete mental health and improving systems that track sports injuries. Read 

Pain is a universal signal that something is wrong. Yet, the source of the injury may not be at the point of pain. When I treat an 

injury, I don’t just see body parts; I see the whole person. I consider where the athlete comes from, where she is currently and 

where she wants to go. I care for athletes in terms of connection - balancing their body, mind and spirit. F~ead mo~’e ,_ 

Reducing the risk, severity and incidence of injury is the hallmark of a great athletic performance team Athletic trainers and 

strength and conditioning coaches have the greatest influence on student-athlete well-being There is a distinct difference in the 

expertise and role of these two professions, yet the impact and significance of their coordinated work is paramount to student- 

athlete success..R__~_~_£~__._r#_..o_t_#__== 

Whether the focus is injury prevention or rehabilitation, getting adequate calories, carbohydrates, protein, fluids, vitamins and 

minerals are all important for the injured athlete. Poor food choices day after day can lead to a number of deficiencies resulting 

in chronic conditions, such as iron deficiency or low bone mineral density. For nutrition to aid in injury prevention and 

rehabilitation, the injured athlete should focus on total dietary intake over the course of days, weeks and months ~#..a_~_~Zo_$~__=. 

Washing your hands, getting adequate rest, staying hydrated and Nil 

eating a balanced diet are the key strategies for preventing the 

common cold. However, even with these efforts, the risk for 

infection is increased due to the high intensity training required for 

sport, academic demands and sharing close spaces with 

teammates who might unknowingly be ill. Click the image to learn In an effort to educate students about the risks involved with 
how your diet can help support your immune system and prevent the misuse of alcohol, the NCAA Sport Science Institute has, 
you from getting sick. through the support of the NCAA Foundation and Anheuser- 

Busch Companies, Inc, developed NCAA CHOICES, a grant 



Foods to Promote Immune 
Function 

program for alcohol education. 

The NCAA CHOICES program provides funding for NCAA 

member institutions and conferences to integrate athletics 

into campus-wide efforts to reduce alcohol abuse. NCAA 

CHOICES projects must partner athletics with other campus 

departments in the development and implementation of 

effective alcohol-education projects Click here to learn 

more about 2014 grant guidelines. 

Spor~s ~ C .... ~:~ Conc ~ B ~iI Urine I ~ii Caffei I Managin .~iI Cardiac 

ne g Health Medicine ssion ussion r         Color 

and the Facts for Handboo ~ympt Sympt u Chart 
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Share this Newsletter ...... Follow us on Twitter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT’JCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 9:25 AM 

.~gmail.com> 

I~E: Fo~mer student inquny 

Maybe this is more of a basic sLatute ot: t:rauds issue~ I don’L think a written offer to buy or sell land with an oral accepLance does not satisfy Lhe sLatute ot: t:rauds. 

Are you practicing w~th a firm in NC? 

{::hape~ I-t~H is fine. The Kentucky basketball game was a k~t of fun -a great atmosphere in the Smith Center w~th a ful~ house and a white 

Ta ke Ca re~ 

kbsa 

F~m: Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:07 AN 
To: Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: Re: ~rmer student inqui~ 

Tha~ you so much. I think you and I agree on these issues. Su~fisingly, however. I have not found any NC ca~ law that says acceptance of an o~br to purchase real 

prope~ must be communicated via ~nNng (in whatever me&um) the signed contract. It would oNy m~e sen~, though, I would think. 

I’ve been doing well. I have my hands in a t}w big cases and several appeals, so i can’t complain. How’s Chapel tiill "these days? What do you think of our B’ball team? 
I’*n still uncertaJu if we’re a~y good. 

All the besl, 

Ou Fri, at 5:55 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(&emailamc.edu~~ wrote: 

Hi -- How nice to hear from you. What are you up to these days? 

I’ve set forth my thoughts below Caution: rh~s is not ~egal advk:e. 

F~m: ~qmail.coml 
Sent= Friday, [ 9:59 AN 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Former student inqui~ 

Proi~ssor, 

Gmetiugs! It’s beeu a couple years since i last harassed you with my legal inquiries, so I figured this would be a good time to fix that. I’ve run across a real world issue 
that just spells Law School E,’mm Questiou. If I could borrow you for a couple minutes, hem is the brief sceuario. 

Buyer offers to pumhase properb/fiom Seller for 3M, sends ofl}r to purchase in writing. Seller modifies ofl’er and makes a counter offer for 4M and gives it to Bwefs 
agent. Over the uext week or two, Seller atIempts to get in touch with agent to determiue if Buyer has agreed to the sale. After no msvmse tbr some time, agent sends 
a text message to Seller stating "I will get [the signed contract] emaJled today. Throe hours later, Seller sends agent a text stating "Since I have not received the signed 
acceptance in a timely fashiou, I am revoking the oiler." Four hours after that, agent emails Seller a signed copy of the contpac’~ which allegedly was signed tbur days 
prior by the Buyer, betbre the revocation. 

Ageut then states, "Please don’t do this." 

The main question I have is: Is the revocation valid? 
I think so, This assumes d~at the offer is no~ irrevocable for some reason {for instance, no binding option contract). One could even argue dlat the offer has already 
expired by the lapse of time ---especially a[:ter Seller tried to get in touch with the agent to determine it: buyer had agreed to the sale and there was no response 
for some time. 
The more general questiou is: Does acceptance of an ottbr to buy real property have to be communicated via delive~ of the signed instrument? Does a writing saying: 

"I~s been sigued, I will fo~wmd shortly" suffice as acceptmme? 

I don’t think that’s effective to t:orm a contracL This is a contract relating to the sale of land and is therefore subject to the statute of frauds. There must be a 

writing and ~t ~s not enforceaMe against buyer w~thout a s~gnature of the buyer. Although buyer has signed, Sel~er d~d not get that purported acceptance until the 

ema~ came through. Under the mailbox rule, the ema~ (if analogous to regular mall) ~s effective when sent even though it may be received later, but h~ tNs case 

the Seik~r revoked before the emaH was even senL 

It seems like Buyer might have a claim against the agent for faikJre to communicate the purported acceptance to the seller, but still the possible argument that the 

offer has already lapsed becaus~-_~ of the passage .:_~f th’ne wi{:hout any accep{:ance. 

Hop~:_~ this helps. 

Take care and happy holidays! 

l.issa 

As always, I hope you are well aud I appreciate your time. 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:01 AM 

~gmail .corn) 

I~W: WEBINAR - Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing - December 17, 2013 

Hi     --This Webinar might soon be online at the firm’s websi[e. 

All the best for the holidays, 
[.issa groome 

From: Pepper Hamilton LLP [mailto:info@pepperlawupdates.com] 

Sent; Monday, December 16, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; WEBINAR - Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing - December 17, 20:13 

WEB NAR 
Under Pressure: The CFPB and Auto Financing 
December t7, 201311:00-2:00 PM (EBT} 

Join Hudson Cook LLP and Pepper Hamilton LLP in a special webinar examining the latest 
developments in the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s targeting of auto financing. 

Our practitioners will discuss such issues as: 

CFPB scrutiny of auto dealer participation 

Industry and Congressional response 

Practical advice for auto finance industry participants. 

Our presenters are leading consumer financial services attorneys: 

~ry Apfe!, Partner, Financial Services Practice Group, Pepper Hamilton LLP 

.D__a__n_a___._C_!._a__r._k_~., Partner, Hudson Cook, LLP 

.R__!.c_ .h__a__r_d___J_:_ .Z__a_..c_l~, Partner, "White Collar Litigation and investigations Practice Group, Pepper 

Hamilton LLP 

To register visit https://w’¢,,v, regonline .co~ h/web 121713. 

CLE credit available in CA, NY, VA (Pending). NJ credit available through reciprocity. 

Contact Brian Dolan at dolanb~#3,pepperlaw.com or 215.981.4568 with any questions. 

New Webinar Recording Available: FIRREA - The New Weapon of 
Choice for Federal Prosecutors 

Click the image below to see a short video by Richard J. Zack about what the webinar covered and 
to view the full webinar recording and download the PowerPoint slides. 

::~:: FIRREA 111913 soundbite 

Ber~¢n I Boston I Detroit I Harrisburg 
Los Angeles I New York I O~an#e County I Philadelphia 

__P_N~__b__Ur~!_~. I ._P__d_&e_._gt__~z~ I _S__!_[!_£~_Ln___~#_!_~_~ I ~_a_~N__n_~_t__o___~_L&__C__, I __W___!!~_~)_Ln_~_t__o___~_~. 

3000 Two Logan Square I Eighteenth and Arch Streets I Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799 

www~peppeHaw.cor~ 

r 



Ti~is email was ser~t by: Pepper HamilEo~ 

3000 Two loge 2~quare Pi~iladelpi~i~, PA, ~.9:103 US~ 

Go her~e ,’:o rer ore your add!ess ~rcr!~ Eh~s publicati,:~n 

If: you w~sh to remo,,,e you[ address from ALL of: 

Go her~e ,’:o r od fy your email address and ether subscriber mformetio!~ and preferences, 

Desiqned by e awMarketin.9. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:08 AM 

][,aura Bingha]n <laura.bingham@newportboaJrdgroup.com2; ~im@goodwinsea~ch.com’; hen~,.oehmmm@gt.com 

l~E: NC Private Co survey 

Hi Laura---Thanks for doing this. 

f ~ugg~-_~d: we s~:_d: up a ~:all Lot the week of January (~tt~. Good [:~me~ for me are I~d:ed bek)~v, f can supply the caH.-in t~umber. 
Monday, Jamlary 

Tuesday, January 7:10-.5 

Wednesday, January 8:8-.~:30 

Friday, January t0: 8-9:30; :[:1.:30-2:30 

Happy holidays to 

k~ssa 

F~m: Laura Bingham [mailto:laura.bingham@newpo~boardgroup.com] 
Semt: Sunday, December 
To: Broome, Lissa L; ’jim@goodwinsearch.com’; henry.oehmann@gt.com 
¢~: Laura Nngham 
8~bject: NC Private Co su~ey 

All -this may be vour second copy of our ’final draft’ with edits from November, but wanted to ensure you have it. Draft #4 -with today’s date. 

Mavbe a phone call to review it and our next steps7 l’m in VA until mid-week without much flexibility plus 

Thurs-Fri, so may not be able to make it this week. Happy for you 3 to 8o ahead. 

Thanks, Laura 

Newport go~rd Group I.LC 

Raleigh, NC 

D~reck 9~9-$7 D9920 

kaura.Bingha m@ Newpo~BoardGroup.com 

www.Newpo~BoardGroup.com 

[ ~:~,:~ :: Descdp, k~: ,etim2 prig        l 

Board Directors - Executive Leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:42 AM 

Scott, Je~mit~r <~Je~mit~r.Scot@theclearinghouse.org> 

ILg: Tape/CD of The Co~npliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jennifer--.ThaL would be greaL You can send it to the address below and add 

All the heal: for ~:he holidays! 

Lisaa 
Lissa L groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-We~:tach 

Chapel H~], NC 27599.-3380 

919.962.706~ 

htt~//www :law. u n c:eduic e ntersibanM ng 

Access my papers on SSRN ~t: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

::N:: Description 

...... iltt p:,’iwww law. u r~c ed u/ima ges,’n ews/media,’ba n kingfin a nce 

web 542 JP9 

From: Scott, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December :tg, 20:1.3 9:40 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Tape!CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Lissa, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you---we’ve had sorne issues with the AV people. If you can provide me with your address, we can mail you a CD ot: the panel. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

F~: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 01:27 PM 
To: Sco~, Jennifer 
Subject: Tape/CD of ~e Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jennifer - It was great to meet you last month in New York. If you could get me a link to the tape of the compliance lunch discussion (or a tape or CD) we will go 

ahead and beginatranscriptforinclusioninthenextvolumeofourBankinglns~tutejournal. It would be good for us to get this so we can start the transcrip~on 

process. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banMng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissr’n.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http:,/www.law.unc.edu, images/news, media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:46 PM 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu>; Weisburd, Ma~ck <amw@email.unc.edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu-~; 

Daye, Cha~cles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Two P&T Meetings tbr the New Year and Another Left to Set 

Friends - 

Please mark 

Monday, January 13 at 4:15 and 

Friday, February 21 at 11:00 

For P&T meetings. 

The first one will be to finalize our reports regarding for the January 22/23 full professors meeting. 

The second meeting will be to finalize our report regarding (the date of the related full professor meeting is not yet set). 

We are still searching for a date for a late January!early February meeting to finalize a report for assuming the faculty moves forward with her. 

I will be sending out one more Doodle Poll with some additional dates to see if we can get that meeting locked in as well. 

Thanks for your quick response to this request. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law,unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, 4:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

ILS: Clerkship docs 

Thanks, Update me on Jan, S with the grades you’ve received for the fall, It would be great if the upward trajectory you experienced last year continues. 

All the best for the holiday, 

LB 

From: 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:32 PM 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Cler~hip does 

Hi professor Broome, 

l’ve had my eye on clerkships l’m interested in, and it looks like they haven’t started takin~ applications for the term be~innin~ August     . I’II keep my 

eye on it, to see when thin~s open up. Some judges haven’t told when they’ll start acceptin~ applications; in a few cases, l’ve seen judges that want three 

semesters of ~rades and so are waitin~ until February or March; and the CDO has also told me that state court judges have historically taken applications 

as late as the 2L summer or even 3L fall. 

So, it looks unlikely that I’II need my letters at the be~innin~ of the sprin~ semester; but if you could work it in either by the time the semester starts or a 

few weeks into the semester, I could be ready for those judges who haven’t divul~ed application dates, but who might start hirin~ early in the sprin~. 

Thanks a~ain for writin~ for me. The end of the semester went well, lots of studying! Have a ~ood holida% 

Best, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law 
~email.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[b_._ro__o_._m__e_~__e_._m_.a__!!_._u__n_._c__.._e_.d_u_> 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Clerkship docs 

Hi       ---I hope the end of the semester went well for you. Are you at the application stage yet? Just trying to figure out when I should write your letter. 

All the bes~: for the holidays, 

Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 

"re: Broome, kissa L 
Subject: Clerkship does 

Professor Broome, 

I’ve attached my resume, transcript, and a writing sample. I’ll be in touch with you again a week or two before I send out applications, as a heads-up. 

Thanks for writing for me. 

Best, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law 
~_e_.m.a_![= u__n_..c_=..e_d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:22 PM 

Allen, Sue A <sue.bidstm~chbe.gatech.edu> 

ILE: Good news 

Hi Sue Ann -- You can call our home number 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Allen, Sue A [mailto:sue bidstrup@chbe gatech edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:37 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Good news 

Can you send me your cell phone number so I can give you a call? 

Sue Ann Bidstrup Allen 

Professor and Associate Chair 

School of Chemical & Biomolecular F.ngineering Georgia Tech Atlanta, GA 30332-0100 

Phone: 404-894-2872 

FAX: 404-894-2866 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 7:46 AM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
FW: Morning Edition: Lines to move faster at RDU 

See s~.ory below about. ACC bowl games, money, and swag. 

Morn 

From= Bryan Hamilton, Publisher [mailto:reply@mail-l.bizjournals.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 7:41 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Morning Edition: Lines to move faster at RDU 

How to avoid being the next ’target’ of a data breach; The Boeing 777X - Meet the contenders 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here 

DECENBER 20, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders= 

Lines to move faster at RDU 

In the wai~,e of the major data breach that affected 40 million Target customers 

during the post-Thanksgiving shopping pe~k, 

how to WaFd off a sim~r BttBck. 

Discuss .................. 

The Boe~n~ 

Boem9 has yet 

assembly fac~ory~ one tha~ could c~ea~e up to 8~500 jobs for ~ts host region -~he 

l-r~ad is on the bn9 ~sL having .. 

Discuss 

Red Hat e~e¢: Prepare for ~n IT overhaul in 2014 

CiOs, gei ready 2014 wiii bring a compie~e overhaul of IT (@era[ions 

Read ~o~ni~g Editio~ >> 

..... ~p3=,r~= ................................................................. 

(SLIDESHOW) 

C~u~d 2014 be the year of the ’smart bike?’ 

Prediction: These six Trianq~e startups 
2014 

Splashy billboards ~l~ teach N,C. motoris~ about driving 

Pas.~ienger lines at Raieigh-Du!harri Internatkmai Airporl: will be moving fasier afte! 

Friday, thanks ~o a new screening ieciwfiqua caiied Known C!ewrrlerribe! (KCM) 

~hal: will rriake the screening process.. 



......................................................... Re~d ~or~ing ~Edition >> 

Contact Us 

©o~tac~ Us For 81i inqwries rega~di~g ~his offer or ssbscdption ~o the Tria~gle Business Joslmal; piease email es aL 

]o u~subscqbe from this 

120 W Mo~ebead S[, C:barlo[[e Nor[il Carolina 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:42 AM 

~.~nc.~r.com) 
I~NV: AALS Section on Academic Support Aw~rd to....Ruth McKinney! 

Nice news at Ruth M. and a nice response from her. 

Lissa!Mom 

From: McKinney, Ruth Ann 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 9:38 AM 
To: The law_faculty mailing list 
Subject: RE:[law_faculty] AALS Section on Academic Support Award to....Ruth McKinney! 

I am embarrassed to clutter everyone’s in-boxes, especially right ~t the holidays, but ~ coLddn’t resist sending one sho~t message containing a b~g, b~g thank you to 

each o[: you for your leadership, mentoring, and friendship over the years. 

The k~cMest thing that ever happened to me was getth~g accepted as a student at UNC I.aw ~n 1983 (ouch!) and the second luckiest was havh~g the opportunity to 

serve on th~s faculty for twenty years. 

Words do no~: express what ~ owe thb institution and each o[ ~:s members The joy and rneank~g you have brought: to my ]i% is a microcosm o[ the joy and meaning 

you have bFought to the lives of OUF gradua[:es and [hose they serve. 

Happiest holiday w~shes to each of you, b~d~viduaHy and co~ectively. With my warrnes[ regards, Ruth 

Ruth Ann ~cKinney, ~.Ed., J,D. 

CHnica] Professor of law ~meritus 

The Un~versh:y of North Carolina 5choo~ of Law 

CB# 3380 

Chapel FHH, NC 27599-3380 

For phone contact information, p~ease emaH PatW Frey at R~£~y@email.unc.edu 

F~ Wegner, 3udith Welch 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 20~3 [:26 PM 
T~ The la~facul~ mailing list 
ce~ McKinney, Ruth Ann 
$~bje~t~ [la~faculW] ~LS Section on Academic Suppo~ Award to....Ruth McKinney~ 

f hope ew~r?one will ~oin in in congratulating Ruth. A yew nice write-up fo~h:~ws.-.-Judith 

From: owner-asp-I@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu [maHto:owner-asp-I@chicagokent.kent~aw.edu] On Behalf Of Louis Schulze 

Sent: Thursday, December ~9, 20~3 ~:23 PM 

To: asp-I@cNcagokent.kentlaw.edu; SECTAS.annc@l~sts.aals.org 

Subject: [ASP-L:4579] Section Award -- AA~ Section on Academic Support 

Good afternoon, 

It is with great pleasure that I announce that the recipient of this year’s Section Award is ... Ruth Ann MeKinney of University of North Carolina School of Law. 

The section award is intended to recognize someone who has made "significant or long-term contributions to the development of the field of law student 

academic support." To say that Ruth has made a significant or long-term contribution to our field and to our community is a vast understatement. Quoting from 

one of our colleagues who nominated Ruth: 

"The theme behind, and reason for, this nomination is to recognize one who has identified and addressed needs within the community with tireless effort, 

endless enthusiasm, and boundless good cheer. Ruth McKinney has made life better for countless law students and academic success professionals. In so 

doing, she has enriched the legal community, not just regionally, but nationally." 

In the mid-~990s, Ruth’s book "LEGAL RESEARCH: A PRACTICAL GUIDE AND SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL WORKBOOK" was at the forefront of recognizing the connection between law 

student success and self-regulated learning. Her book "READING LIKE A LAWYER: TIME-SAVING STRATEGIES FOR READING LAW LIKE AN EXPERT" has helped countless 

students acclimate to the rigors of law school in a less stressful way. And, her recent publication of "CORE GRAMMAR FOR LAWYERS" met yet another pressin~ 

need of law students nationally. 

I know I speak for myself and many others in recognizing Ruth as one of the many ASP professionals who tirelessly mentor those just startin~ their careers 

in Academic Support. Ruth’s dedication to supportin~ new colleagues is emblematic of the essence of our wonderful community. This award is truly well- 

deserved. 

I hope many of you will be able to join us at this year’s AALS Section Program, and at the lunch thereafter, to congratulate Ruth in person on her award and 

her wonderful career. In the meantime, I’d like to express my sincere thanks to the Awards Committee (Joyce Savio Herleth (c), Natt Gantt, Courtney Less, 

Berryl Thompson, Linda Feldman, Emily Sdvoletto, and Joanne Harvest Koren) and to the Section Executive Committee {Amy Jarmon, Barbara Mcfarland, 

Corie Rosen, Helen Albertson, Melinda Drew, Jamie Kleppetsch, and Courtney Lee) for their hard work in deliberating on this award. 

Please join me in congratulating Ruth at ramck~nn@email.unc.edu. 

Best regards, 

Louis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11 : 18 AM 

.~carolina.rr.com; ’Crystal Kaahaa~na’ <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com:~ 

ILE: Number of Attendees 

Hi Crys[al--I received the check too. 

Thanks~ 

Lissa 

From: Jewell Hoover [mailto _~carolina.rr.com] 
Sent; Friday, December 20, 20:t3 :t0:49 AM 
To: ’Crystal Kaahaaina’ 
C¢: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Number of Attendees 

Crysta I, 

Thank you for making the hotel accommodations and I wanted to let you know that I received the check for the deposit for the training. The check was mailed to 

my physical address; but I do not receive mail at that address. Could you change my mailing address to the following: 

Also, when you have a chance, could you let us know how many attendees will participate in the training sessions? We will need a breakdown by number for 

directors and management. Thank you and Happy Holidays. 

Jewell 

Jewell D. Hoover 

PO Box 49777 

Charlotte, NC 28277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 10:34 PM 

Hinderliter, Alan L ~alan hinderlite@med.unc.edtr~ 

Basketball 

Hi Alan, 
team lost tonight which means we ~vill be able to attend the L~,-C game tomorro~v night. Let’s hope ~ve can get a ~vin 

Lissa 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 9:00 AM 

Christy Santacana <christy@ncbankers.org> 

I~B: BASEL III seminar cm~celled 

Hi Christy ---I received this measage. 

Please refund to 

Lissa L Broome 

Happy New Year! 

~.issa 

l.issa L Broome 

W~-_dls Fargo Proh-_~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Cent~-:~r for BanMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.705~ 

ht~~~rs bank~n 

~ccess rny papers on SSRN at: 

i.~.i Oescription. 

htt p://,,’,,ww law.unce.du/images/ne:,^:s/media/bm~kh~gfinance 
web 542.ipg 

From: Christy Santacana [mailto:christy@ncbankers.org] 
Seat; Thursday, December 26, 20:[3 4::[3 PN 
Subject: FW: BASEL [[1 seminar cancelled 
Importance: High 

Good afternoon! I just wanted to update you on the BASEL If ~.;eminar. Unfor[:unateb/, we have derided NOT to re~;cheduh~ the ~;eminar for January, as .adgh~al[y 

antidpated. lherek)re, we w~[I issue a refund the@ to everyone who had reg~d:ered. We apologize for any confu~;km and inconvenience l:h~s has caused[ 

~Hease respond to me to~et me knowTO WHOM we should make the check out, and WHERE to send ~t. Thankyou so much! 

ChdstT Santa�aria, Meetings Department 

Nodh Carolina Bankers Association ~ P.O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619 

Office: +919.781.7979 ~ Toll Free: +800.662.7044 l Fax: +919.881.9909 

From: Christy Santacana 

Sent: Friday, November 29, 2013 11:55 AM 

Subject: BASEL IH seminar cancelled 

lmportance: H~gh 

Good morning, 

I am writing to inform you that we have unfortunately had to cancel the BASEL ~ seminar scheduled for December 5. We are planning to reschedule this seminar 

for January of next year. We will inform you of the reschedule date ASAP. 

For now, we will plan to keep the registration fee that you have paid so that you stay registered for the January seminar (you can certainly request a refund if the 

new date does not work with your schedule). If you do prefer to cancel your attendance entirely, please let me know and we will issue a refund check now. 

We are so sorry for any inconvenience that this has caused~ Let me know if you have any questions. 

~Please reply to this email to confirm that you are aware of the cancellation~ 

Ch~s#¢ Sa~t~c~na~ Meetings Department 

Noah Carolina Bankers Association ~ P.O. Box 19999, Raleigh, NC 27619 

Office: +919.781.7979 ~ To~ Free: +800.662.7044 l Fax: +919.881.9909 

~.ncba.com ~ christ~ ~ ~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 9:18 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

3 - FW: December 27, 2013: Stocks Extend Record... 

Please copy the aFdde below for me (no linking). 
Why Nany Directors Prefer Private Company Boards 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: NACD Directors Daily [mailto:NACD@INFOINC.COM] 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 6:56 AM 
To: NACD@ NEWS.INFOINC.COM 
Subject: December 27, 2013: Stocks Extend Record... 

Ciick here if yell are unable to see the message below or are using a mebiie device. 

T0d~y’~ [£p H~ad!!£~ ............................................................................................................ 

Stocks Extend Record Run 

U.S. s~ocks rallied on Thu[sday, repo~ts MarketWatch (Dec~ 27, Mahmudova), 
extending their record run after government data showed a decline in weekly 
jobless claims. The Dew Jones Industrial Average surged 122.33 points, o[ 
0.8 pemenL ~o 16,479B8, marking its 50th ~cord c~ose this year. The S&P 
500 ~ndex added 8.70 points, or 0~5 percent, to 1,842.02, c~os~ng at a [ecord 
~eve~ for the 44th time tMs year. H~stodca~ly, markets see abnormally Mgh 
returns JR the trading days between Christmas and New Year’s Day. B~ 
Siena, chief ~nvestment strateg~s~ at PNC Asse~ Managemeni Group, gave 
three reasons for this: portfolio adjusiments for maximizing tax benefits before 
yea[ end, investor optimism assoc~sted w~th the ho~day season or the fact 
tha~ a large number of sho[t se]]e[s ate on vacNion until ~he new year. 

Michael Yoshikami, chief executive officer at Destination Wealth 
Management, expects stocks to benefit as investors exit bonds, and buy 
shares, in ~he months ahead, according to the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 27, 
Dieterich). "h~dividual investors are starting to believe thal these [strong stock] 
ret~ms is not some phantom and that the economy ~s coming back from the 
abyss o~ 2008," says YosNkamL whose fkm manages $I .4 MII~oR. Others, 
~nck~ding Keith Godda[d, cNef executive office[ at CapJta~ Adv~so~, an 
~nvestment manager thal oversees $1.3 billion, are beginning to g~rd for 
choppier trading next year. "There are not enough positive surprises ~efl out 
~here to sustain the momentum ~n ~h]s market," says Goddard. "We are 
actively dialing our risk profile down2 

Global markets continued the surge on Friday, reports the Associated Press 
(Dec~ 27), as Japan’s benchmark index hit a Iresh live-year high. Tokyo’s 
Nikkei index has had a spectacular year, up more than 50 percent since Jan. 
4. Hong Kong’s Hang Song index rose by 0.2 percent to 23,231.86, and 
CNna’s ShanghN cornpos~e gained 1.4 percent ~o 2,19&06, after the Chinese 
CaMnet said this yeaCs economic greyish wouk~ be 7.6 percenL down on~y 
slightly from last year’s 7.7 percent. European tinders also joined ~n the post- 
holiday cheer, w~th Germany’s Dax h~dex dsing 0.7 percent in early trading to 
9,55920, the FTSE ~ndex o~ major Bri[ish s~ocks up 0.5 pe[cen~ 1o 6,724.99 
and France’s CAC up 0.7 percent to 4,24&66. 

�omp!im~£t~E NACD W~bi£a[ ....................................................................................... 

Compensation Series Webinar 
Jan, 23, 2014 
2-3 p,m. 

.. iNi KPMG Audit Committee Issues Conference Jan 14 1 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 

e Houston, TX (Apr 7-8, 

2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 12-. 

13~ 2014) 

~, Laguna Beach, CA 

(Aug 18-.!9, 2014) 

~ Fed: L auderdale, 

(Dec 1!-12, 2014) 
Director Professionalism® 

Houston, TX (Apr. 3-4, 

2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 9-10, 

201,~.) 

~ Dana Point, CA (Aug. 

14-15, 2014) 

e For~Lauderdale; FL 

(Dec. 8-9, 2014) 
Speeia~ Events 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Antonio, "I’X (April 10, 

20"14) 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

Washington; DC (May 

5-6, 2014) 

NACD Spring Forum 

Washington, DC (May 

30, 2014) 

Small-Cap Forum San 

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer & Padners to discuss current executive and 
director compensation issues in 2014. Stay abreas~ of ~rends and 
requirements as government action flJeFc~ new regulations and requirements. 
Led by experienced directors and compensation experts, each program 

Check for late-breakin9 news 
a~er 9:00 AM Eastern. 

] 



provides practical guidance you can immediately put to use. 

Learn more and register. 

Audit and Finance 

After Emerging From Bankruptcy, Beechcraft to Be Acquired by 
Textron 

The parent company of Cessna Aircraft will buy Beechcraft for approximately 
$1.4 billion, reports the New York Times (Dec. 27). Cessna’s parent, Textron, 
based in P~vidence, R.I., said i~ expected to complete the acquisition early 
next year. "The acquisition of Beechcraft is a tremendous opportunity to 
extend our general aviation business," Scott C. Donnelly, Textron’s chairman 
and chief executive, said. "From our customer’ perspective, this creates a 
broader selection el aircraft and a large[ service Iootprint -- all shadng the 
same high standards d quality and innovation." Beechcraft emelged from 
bankruptcy this year largely freed from debt and its unprefitabb Hawker 
business jet operations, which it stopped making to Iocus on turbep[ep and 
piston aircraft as well as trainers and light attack planes for the militaqi. 

Burge of Holiday Packages Delays UPS, FedEx De~iveries 

United Parcel Sewice of No~th America, Inc., the world’s largest package- 
delive[y corapany, and FedEx Corporation said they couldn’t deliver some 
holiday shipments by Christmas Day due 1o h~gh volume and bad weather, 
repo~s the Chba#o Tribune (Dec. 26). "The volume of a~r packages in our 
system exceeded the capacity of our Retwork immediately preced~Rg 
Chr~slmas so some sMpments were de~ayed," UPS said. In a statement 
posted to ~ls ~b s~te Thursday, FedEx sa~d~ "Our 300,000 team members 
delivered outstanding sew~ce during tMs ho~day season, and we experienced 
no major sep~be d~sruptions in the week before Christmas despi~e heavy 
vok~me. Every s~ngl8 package is h~portant to us, and we w~ continue to work 
d~rectly w~th c~stomers to address any ~so~ated h~cidents." Many factors, 
~nc~uding h~gher vok~me ~han expected and recen~ pa~ches d bad weather, 
caused the delays, UPS spokeswoman Natalie B~ack saJd~ 

Buybacks Increasingly Popular 

Rather than tout big new investments, raise worker wages, or hire more 
employees, U.S. companies are more likely to se~ aside funds to ~ward 
shareholders, according to the Columbus Dispatch (Dec. 26, Yang). That 
trend took a dip during the recession but has reared back during the recovery. 
Buybacks are on track to reach $754 billion, shy of the $863 billion record set 
in 2007. The 30 companies lis~ed on the Dew Jones industrial ave[age have 
authorized $211 billion in 2013, according to data from Birinyi Associates. 
That sum is nearly three times what the group spent en research and 
development last yea[, according ~e data Item S&P Capital IQ. The 
repurchases increase earnings per share, a number closely watched by 
investo[s ----. and by corpo[ate boards in determining executive pay. Of the 30 
Dew companies, all but four list earnings per share in their public documents 
as a metric used to determine executive pay. Ultimately, analysts say, when 
companies spend money on buybacks rather than investment, they’re 
signaling low hopes for economic grev4h. 

LightSquared lnc. Looks to Exit Chapter tl With Backing of Fortress, 
~elody 

~,Mreless venture LightS(#~ared Inc. is seeking to exit bankruptcy-court 
protection with backing from private-equity firms Fo~ress ~nvestment Group 
LLC and Melody Cap~ta~ Adqsors LLC, [eports the Wall Street Journal (Dec. 
27, Fitzge[a~d). UghtSquared, wMch has been at the center of a fighl between 
hedge fund manager Ph~ Fabone and Dish Network Corp. Charlie Ergen, 
a new p~an 1o exit Chapter 1 I, with more than $4 Mllion ~n deM and equity 
back#~g from Fortress, Mebdy, and exis~#~g investors J.P. Mo~gan Chase and 
Fa~cone’s HarMnger Cap~ta~ Pa~ne~s. The Fortress-led investors would pump 
st ~esst $1.25 b~on in new equity h~to a reorganized UghtSquared, acco[ding 
~o pape[s flied ~n U.S. Bank[uptcy Cou[t ~ate Tuesday in New York. The new 
p~an inck~des $2~5 M~ion ~n so-ca~bd ex~i financing, plus a $250 m~llbn ban 
earmarked for s reorganized UghtSquared. 

~nvestors Sue Claiming $400 Million Empire State Building Loss 

Investors claim ~hey lost more than $400 million when the Malkin Iamily’s 
Empire State Realty Trust ignored private offers before an initial public offering, 
UPI (Dec. 26) reporis. Stakeholders are suing the family that manages the 
Empire State Building in a class~ac~ion claiming $410 million in cash losses. 
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The Malkin family raised about $754 million in a public offering for the iconic 
102-Iloo[ midtown Manhattan s~scraper on Oct. 1, bu~ shareholders claim 
that a $13 per share pdce raised the bu~ld~ng’s adua~ wo~lh to $1.89 billion. 

GOP, Business Recast Message 

GOP House leaders ar~ taking s~eps to impose discipline on wavering 
committee chairmen and lea-party factions, repeals the Wall Street Journal 
(Dec. 26, K~ng, O’Conno0. MeanwM~e, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce early 
next yea[ plans to rol~ out an aggressive eflo~t~expected to cost a~ least $50 
million-----lo support eslablishment, businessdriendly candidates in primaries 
and the genera~ e~ecfion, with an a~m of t~ng to w~n a RepuM~can Senate 
majority. "Our No. 1 focus ~s to make sure, when ~t comes to the Senate, that 
we have no loser candidates," says the bus~ness group’s ~op political 
strategist, Scott Ree(L GOP ieaders hope a iess restive Republican oa~Jo~J8 
wi~ a~]ow the House to pass a farm b~]l and push ahead on at least 
~ncrementa~ overhauls of ~he ~mm~g[a~ion system. 

Co[Petite G0~[na~e ......................................................................................................... 

Small ISS Cha~ge Shakes Up Boards 

A little-noticed change in the way an influential shareholder adviser makes its 
up-or-down recommendations on director elections may have some 
companies [etMnkJng their responses to investor p[oposals, reports the Wall 

Street Journal (Dec. 27, Hoffman). The M, eak focuses on the d~fference 
between shares that ate outstand#~g and shares ~hat a~ vote& S~a~ng ~n 
2014, ~nstitutional Shareholder Services h~c. ~s changing ~ts guk~e~h~es 1o 
recommend ousting d~[ectors who don’t ~mp~ement a shareholde[ proposa~ 
that got a majo[ity of the votes cast at the 2013 meeting. Previously, ISS 
recommended "no" vo~es on dh~ctors orfly ~ the proposal received a majority 
d al~ the shares outstanding----e more fo[g~vin9 standard for d~rectors because 
many shares go uncast. 

Ba~clays Capita~ Inc. Fined $3,75 Million for Failing to Retain Records 

The Financial Industry Regulatorf Authority on Thursday fined Barclays 
Capital h~c. $3.75 million fer what it called "systemic failures" in records 
retention, reports the Los An~ (Dec. 26, Lopez). The London-based 
bank was fined after an ~nves[~gation found that the film fa~led ~o presep]e 
e~ectron~c [ecords, e-ma~ls and ~nstanl messages for the required minimum 
time of 10 yea~. F~N~ said that from 2002 to 2012, Barclays fa~]ed to save 
many of these electronic [eco~s ~ including order and trade ticket data, 
t[ade conf#ma~ions, account records and o~he[ items ~ in the propel formal 
FINRA ~nvesfigators sa~d the ~ssues we[e widespread and included al~ of the 
firm’s bus~ness areas. As pa~ of the settlement, Barclays d~d not admit or 
deny the charges. 

Why Maf~y Directors Prefer Private CompafW Boards 

Sewing on a private company board has distinct advantages, according to this 
column in Forbes (Dec. 26, Hall). "For one, you can avoid the rigidity that can 
constrain public boards, wher~ mounting regulation and shareholder scrutiny 
have made ~t harder and mo~e fime-consum~ng to se~,e," the oohJmR states. 
"Additionally, private company boards don’t have the same legal ~ab~t~es and 
dsks that puM~c company boa[ds ~ace. For examp~e~ d~rectors can be more 
~nvo~ved ~n growing the bus~ness, rather than acting as a watchdog fer 
shareholders, and work more c~osely with the CEO and management team." 
Howeve[, the cok~m~ adds that "in 8 closely he~d company, you may have 
~m~ed ~R[~uence, paA~cu~ady if the CEO or cha~rmaR has assemMed a board 
that’s afrak~ to challenge the C-suite’s perspective and dec~s~ons~" 

O-Suite 

NETWORKS-S~I~ivar~ Partnership Names Ciay Walker Next CEO 

TriCities.com (Dec. 27, Gibson) reports that Clay Walker, an economic 
developer from Gallatin, Tenn., will take the reins of NETWORKS-Sullivan 
Partnership early next year. Walker, 50, will replace Richard Venable, who 
has served as Networks’ CEO since 2006 arrd arrnounced his plans ~o retir~ 
earlier this year. Walker’s contract begins Jan. 6. "After an extensive intelview 
process, the search committee felt Clay Walker was an ideal candidate for 
Venable’s replacement," Jim S~reet, chairman-elect of the Networks executive 

committee and board of directors, said in ,3 written announcement of the 
appointment. "tt~alker has an excellent track record of leading and delivering 
on economic development efforts, is well-known in the Nashville economic and 
community development arena arrd has particular strength in fostering 
relationships with existing business and industry." 



Economic Outlook 

Jobless Claims Fa~l in Positive Sig~ for Labor ~’~arket 

The number of Americans filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell last 
week to the lowest level in neady a month, a hopeful sign for the labor market, 
, according to ReuteB (Dec. 26, Lunge). hs~fis] c~a~ms for state unemployment 
benefits decreased 42,000 to a seasonally adjusted 338,000, the Labor 
Depadment sa~d on Thursday. W~i~e recent data on c~aims have been 
clouded by seasons] volatility around the whster ho~day perbd, Thursday’s 
repo[t showed claims ~n a range thai suppo[ts expectatbns for faster 
economic gre~¢h next year. "~th labor markets on the mend and consumer 
confidence on the rise, we look fer broader economic ~mprovemen~ to continue 
pushing claims (bwe0," sam Gennad~y Go~dberg, an analyst at TD Securities. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Friday, 9:43 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi      -I will be back in the office on the 6tt~ and would be happy to meet with you then (i’m free all day until 3:4.0) or the 7th (free after I0:00), Let me know 

what works for you. In the mean~:#ru~b ~f you haven’~: a~readv done so, you sbouh~ ~ook tMs s~te over, http://honorscaro~ina.unc.eduicurrenb- 

studen[s/resources/office--for-dBt~ngu~shed--scholarshipsicontact-usi. You m~ght a~so want to go ahead and schedule an appoh~l:ment w~tb Professor Dvkstra (the 

web ~b~k above has a way to do that). 

Take care and al~ the best for the NewYear! 

Ussa B~oome 

~ [mailto: }kenamflagler.unc.edu] 
$eBt~ Thursday, 3:~9 PM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
5~bje¢t= RE: Rhodes Scholarship 

P~ofessor ~roome~ 

Thank you so much for your note before exams. Sorry ~ am just gett~n~ back to you ---~ resl~y focused ~n on exams th~s years after the quick conclusion of our sesso~ 

and Thanksgiving Brea]~ I wouh~ love to speak wRh you when ~ get back Lo schoo~ during the first week ~n January. ~ w~l~ be back on the {~th ~f yOU are free beh:~re 
school ~s back m session. ~ have d~ou£h~: a lot more about: apply~n~ for the Rhodes Scholarship) (or some~:hmg similar) as of recent and would really I~ke to hear your 

[hough[s. Hope you have s grea[ break and ~ ~ook forward to connecting soon. 

Best~ 

From: Broome, Lissa [..m~..a.!.[.t~~~;~..b...r..~...~..~m...e..~@~...e..~m...a..[!..~u...n..£:~e...d~.u.] 

Sent: Monday, 9:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi      - 

I am the University’s faculty athletics representative. We previously corresponded via email about whether you might be interested in being a candidate for a 

Rhodes Scholarship. This story, http:!iwwwmcamorg!wpsiwcm!connectipublicincaa/resources!latest+newsi     /november!student- 

athletes+among4     -rhodes+scholars reminded me that we never closed the loop. I know exams are approaching, but maybe after exams or at the beginning of 

the next semester, we could talk about this further if it is something that you would be interested in learning more about. 

Congratulations on another great season and best of luck with exams, 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

::X:: Description: 
....... http:/A~vw.lawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 9:30 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: A CTE concussion diagnosis is not a cure 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(tb~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: December 28, 2013 at 11:55:12 AM MST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.anc.edu> 
Subject: Clips el~lash: A CTE concussion diagnosis is not a cure 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

(2heetings fi~om the End-of-Year MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

The end-of-yeaJc confluence of holidays gets me more disoriented every year, both personally 

and Clips-rose. With hyper- shopping and staggered days offfor everybo@, it is impossible to 

keep up with routines of work, reading, eating, exercising, etc. 

Sometimes the New York Times maJ~es it easy tbr me, like they did ruth the thmt page 

treatment below. A couple days ago my family and I were scoofing through the Newmk 

airpo~l for our flight to Arizona and I saw anew York Times display with one of the issues 

propped up as a mini-billboard, and there was the headline "New I’ests for Brain Trauma 
Create Hope, and Skepticism. " 

This aNcle made a distincfion that I never came across before; something that has impact due 

to its stsxk simplici~: A diagnosis is not a cure. In the case of brain trauma (which most of us 

call "concussions"), just because somebo@ is found to have C.T.E, or chronic traumatic 

encephalopathy, then that’s good to l, mow, but no cure. Well, they’re getting closer 

Any time the New York Times (or Wall Street Journal, or USA Today) runs a t?ont page 

article about college sports (or a sports/education sto~ with relevance to college sports), then 

you will hear atx~ut from Clips. If those revered publications think it’s imv~rta~t enough 

their l}ont page, then I think it’s important enough tbr Clips readers too. Do you agree? Let me 

lalow. Email me here. 

Happy New Year. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
v’,~,wv,twittet,comi@CollegeA~hClips 

New Tests for Brain Trauma Create Hope, and Skepticism 
By Ken Belson, New York Times, 12-26-13 

Revelations in recent years that thousands of tbrmer tbotball players might have 

severe brain trauma from injuries sustained on the field have set off a rush in the medical 

communily to seize tile potenfia~ly lucrative ~naflcet for assessing brain damage. But expe~ls say 

clafims regaxding the va]idity of these assess~nents axe premature and perhaps unfounded. 
Most researchers believe that C.T.E., or chronic traumatic encephalopathy, the degenerative 

brain disease found in dozens of former N.F.L. players, can be diagnosed only posthumously 

by analyzing brain tissue. Researchers at U.C.L.A. have developed a test they assert might 

identify the condition in a living person by injecting a compound that clings to proteins in the 

brain and later appears in a PET scan. But some are skeptical. 

’°There has really been so much hype surrounding C.T.E., so there is a real need for maJ~ing 



sure the public knows that "this t.3~pe of science moves slowly and must move ve~ carefully." 
said Robert Stem, a prot~ssor of neurology and neurosurgeo~ at Boston Universit.3~ School of 

Medicine and a founder of the Center tbr the Study of Traumatic Encepbalopathy. He is part 

of a group that is developing a different biomarker to identit}¢ tau, the protein that is a hallmark 

of C.T.E. 

°’My fear is the people out there who are so much in need, scared for their lives and desperate 

for information, it might give them t:a2lse hope," he said. 

The debate over tile scientific validity of such brain exanls was highlighted recently when Tony 
Dorsett, a Hall of Fmne running back for the Dallas Cowboys, and several other prominent 

fom~er players said they were found to have C.T.E. after taking the experimental test 

developed by U.C.L.A. Dorsett, 59, told CNN that "they came to find out I have C.T.E." and 

that his memo~ lapses, short temper and moodiness were "all becausc of C.T.E." 

Despite what was widely reported as a diagnosis, "the experimental test is perhaps years ti~om 

gaining federal approval. An antidote is even more remote because C.T.E. is a degenerative 

condition with no known cure. 

That is why neurologists, reseaa~chers and bioethicists question whether the doctors at 

U.C.L.A. and at TauMark~ the company ruth the exclusive license to connnercialize the test, 

~nay leave some former players and their ~amilies with falsc hopes or undue worry. 

For instance, the website for TauMark, which has helped find retired players to take the test, 

states that the test could soon provide a °’clinical diagnosis and summary." One of the doctors 

backing TauIVlark called the test ~tbe holy grail of C.T.E." 

"I can see getting awareness and publicly, but this ,sounds like putting the cart before the 

horse," said Dr. John Morris, a professor of neurology at Washington Universi~ School of 

Medicine in St. Louis. "In theo~, they’ll be useful. But we don’t know for an individual, does 

fl~is mean inevitably they will dement? We j ust don’t know." 

The scan tbr tau is far from the first test promoted as a new window to an emerging medical 

problem. An aaray of medical experts is now developing and marketing treatments liar tbrmer 

players that include vita~nin regimens, strict diets, testosterone treatments mad other therapies. 
Bernie Kosa~; a fo~mer Cleveland Browns quarterback has said that he received oral and 

intravenous treatment for brain trauma from Rick Sponaugle, tile director of the Sponaugle 

Wellness Ins~titate in Palm Harbor, Fla. Dr. Daniel G. Anlen, the thunder of A~nen Clinics Inc., 

said this year that he had developed °’an interventional strategy" that would ’°reverse brain 
damage" in athletes. 

The search for remedies to the long-term cognitive problems associated with concussions and 
chronic brain trauma has received great attention not only because N.F.L. players are involved, 

but also because the health of millions of young football players could be at stake. The N.F.L. 

is spending tens of millions of dollaa~s on research into conc assion-related ailments. 

The ability to diagnosc C.T.E. in living players also has potential legal and financial 

consequences as former players tight for insurance coverage, workers’ compensation and 

other medical benetits well atter they received their iNufies. 

A successful test to identif?~ C.T.E. in living patients could also provide a big payoff for its 

inventors and rights holders. The tests cost as much as $15,000, but tile price would 

presumably Fall as more people signed up for them. 

The retired players tested at U.C.L.A. said they did not pay for the test. Financing for the first 

group of tests was paid in part by the Brain Inju~ Research Institute, whose co-founder Julian 

Bailes co-wrote a stud~v on the FDDNP biomarker. 
But quick fixes in medicine are rare, even when fortunes are being spent developing solutions. 

For C.T.E., which still lacks a clinically accepted diagnosis among living people, let alone a 

biomarker approved by the Food and Drug Administration, the answers are even more elusive. 
°SFhe condition is ve~ much under debate," said Dr. John Trojanowski, a researcher at the 

Perelman School of Medicine at "the University of Pennsylvania. ’%Ze need to be patient to get 

more rescarch to determine what statements we can make about football players’ pathology." 

Bob Fitzsimmons, a director at TauMark~ said he believed that file publicity around his 

company’s bio~narker had been fueled by the news media. °’We’re well aware of the rush to 

have fftories and a magical cure and diagnosis, and tile media tries to get tile j ump on that," he 

said. ’°But science takes time, and fllat’s what we’re trying to do." 

The doctors developing the test declined to discuss what they had told the players, citing 

doctor-patient confidentialil~’. But they stressed that their research was still in its infancy 

only nine fom~er players were known to have taken the test so far. Many more participants are 

needed to "get a better unders~nding of what the test results mean," Dr. Gao~ Small, the 

protEssor at U.C.L.A. leading the research eltbrt, said in an email. 

tfe declined to confirm any details about the tes~ts, including the identities of the players, and 

said the players who discussed their tests had done so on their own. Early "this year, Small and 

other researchers published the results of the tes~ts given to the first batch of players in the 
A~nerican Journal of Geriatric Puchiat .ry. 

"We appreciate the enthusiasm about the test, but we are still in tile early stage of 

inves~dgation,’’ he said in an email. 

It is unclear whether the players were given advice regarding public statements about tile test. 
But their appreciative s~tements in the news media, which amounted to an endorsement of the 

test, were as effective as any news release or journal axticle in creating interest. More former 

players have reportedly inquired about taking the test after comments made by Dorsett and by 



other players, including "the Hall of Famer Joe DeLmnielleure aaad the fonner All-Pro det~nsive 

linema~ Leonard Marshall. 

Mmay in the news media have done little to scrutiNze the athletes’ claims. Words like diagnose 

mad bioma~cker have precise medical meanings that can be misleading Maen incorrectly used, 

said Ga#" Schwitzer, the publisher of HealthNewsReview.org, a blog that tracks medical 

repo~ting by the news media. 

The results of an experiment, for instaalce, are not a diagnosis, which conveys a definitive 

answer; he said. A bio,naacker is a value that can serve as a reliable subs~titute for identi .fying a 

disease, not evidence of the disease per 

Schwilzer and several doctors who study- cognitive issues said that the reseamh at U.C.L.A. 

was important mad even promising, but far fi~om definitive. Yet many players have suggested 

the test is conclusive. For instance, Marshall, who played 12 seasons for the Giants, the Jets 

and the Wa,shin~on Redskins, said he had the third highest of the tbur levels of C.T.E. 

’°I kind of knew and had ma idea that I was up against something "that was pretty serious, but I 

had to check it oul," he said, adding "that he experienced "t~,~gginess" a~d short-term memors., 

loss. °°The test, it’s ex*xemely definitive: I have C.T.E." 

Some medical experts question the utili~" of biomarkms to identi~" C.T.E., Alzheimer’s disease 

and other aihnents despite the vast stuns spent to develop them. While a negative test might 

confirm that a patient does not have a disease, a positive does not ensure he or she has it, will 

develop it or will ever experience symptoms like me,nosy loss or dementia. 

The skepticism, though, appears not to have slowed the spending on bionmrkers and the 

search for solutions to sports-related head injtmes. 

"It’s because the issue is so prevalent in our eveo,day culture that we’re even talking about 
tl~s," said Dr. Alexander Powers, an assistant professor of neurosurgeu, pediatrics and 

orthopedics at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center in Winston-Salem, N.C. 

°%lame any other disease in which a new diagnostic test has been developed a~d only tested in 

five patients, yet it garners front-page headlines," Powers said. ’°If tomorrow a new breast 

cancer diagnostic study was announced, we wouldn’t talk about it on a national level until it 

was validated thix3ugh rigorous scientific review. Tmthfull> from a scientific point of view, we 

need to do more." 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips el=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular diagnosis/cure eFLASH has been sent to selected Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CellegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Lef~ Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

infor,,national and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-wort,~y 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Chanae your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:15 PM 

Ruflin, David ~druttin@Creditdskmgt.com> 

~ceaolina.n.com 

Re: Training Presentation 

Hi David and Jewell, 

The plan sounds good. Jewelrs timetable is good for me. Thanks for setting the target. 

Happy New Year’. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:04 PM, "Ruffi~ David" <&t_!_~2_l_t_i__n_~)__C_’jLe___d_i_t_~_k___n_iN_t_:_c_’_9~!> wrote: 

Jewell, 

Happy New Year to both you and Lissa! 

Thanks for the email. And in response: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->-- <]--[endif]-->Yes, I can merge all three of our presentations to ensure consistent backgrounds 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->-- <]--[endif]-->l’d like to see your ERM part and will decide at that point whether to add my piece there ore 

incorporate into the credit part (I did here her loud and clear about not overdoing the ERM piece relative to their Bank, but like 

you, think we’d be negligent not to discuss it conceptually and in some detail) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->-- <!--[endif]--M’ll look forward to working on "after the enforcement actions" piece 

th <!--[if!supportLists]-->-- <]--[endif]-->Andfinally, thinkyourdeadline(Jan24 ) for sending Lhe final deck to Beth is quite 

reasonable. 

David 

David H. Rulfin 

Co-Founder, Managing Partner & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

(Tell 
919-846-5760 Fax 
! £1 £1 £:£.2:_e:__d__{_{_r__{~_s_’~Z ~X t: corn 

From: Jewell Hoover [mailto:       .~carolina.rr.com] 
Sent-" Monday, December 30, 20:t3 :IL:t:28 AM 

To; Lissa Broome; Ruffin, David 
Subject-" Training Presentation 

Lissa and David, 

I have my portion of the training presentation ready and am putting the finishing touches on the slides and will send them this week. David, I believe 

you said you had a power point template that you could drop the slides into so that everything is consistent and that the presentations flow according 

to the agenda. I have labeled the five presentations individually so that you will be able to put them in the order that the agenda calls for. On Day One 

of the presentation, I follow Lissa with a module on Risk Management and wanted to be sensitive to Beth’s thoughts that we not encroach on the 

bank’s enterprise risk management process. So, I have basically developed the presentation along the lines of OCC’s risk management process. David, 

I wondered if you wanted to participate in this portion by highlighting the concepts of Enterprise Risk Management (which is what the concept of Risk 

Management has evolved into) or do you want to weave it into your credit presentation? 

Lastly, on Day Two of the presentation, I have developed a segment on Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions. David, you were 

scheduled to talk about what happens after the enforcement action; so you can tailor the slides to fit your part of the presentation....feel free to 

edit/delete the slides as you see fit. 

What do you think about having everything ready to send in digital format to Beth no later than January 24, 20147 That will give the bank time to copy 

and bind the training materials. About that same time period, I will ship the books, writing pads and pens. Let me know your thoughts and if we need 

to consider anything else. 

Happy New Year! 

Jewell 

lewell D. Hoover 

PO Box 49777 

Charlotte, NC 28277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:20 PM 

~nnc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Dec. 29 -- BNA’s Bm~king Report - Breaking News 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: BNA Highlights <bhighlig@bna.com> 

Date: December 29, 2013 at 6:31:21 PM MST 

To: <lbroome~gLemail.unc.edn2 
Subject: Dee. 29 - BNA’s Banking Report - Breaking News 

i.~.i BNA’s Banking Report 

Breaking News 

Posted December29, 2013, 8:24 P.M. ET 

The American Bankers Association and the Federal Reserve Board have reached a temporary truce in a high-profile court 
challenge to portions of the Volcker rule (Am. Bankers Ass’n v. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, D.C. Cir., 

No. 13-cv-01310, 12/28/13). 

The case had been on a path for emergency action by late Dec. 31 (with a Fed brief due at 9:00 a.m. Dec. 30), but in a 
joint motion filed late Dec. 27, both sides said an interagency statement released earlier Dec. 27 eases the pressure for an 

immediate decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 

The ABA’s petition in that court said accounting rules would force many banks covered by the Volcker rule to take major 

write-downs and losses unless regulators took action by Dec. 31, but regulators offered assurance that any relief available 

to banks in January 2014 may be reflected on their year-end financial statements for 2013. 

The Fed still must respond to the ABA’s motion for emergency relief from the Volcker rule, but now has, by agreement of the 

parties, until Jan. 17 to do so. The ABA will reply by Jan. 23. 

"The parties therefore agree that the proposed briefing schedule is appropriate in light of this development," the joint Dec. 

27 motion said, referring to the interagency statement. 

The D.C. Circuit entered its order Dec. 28. The case involves treatment of collateralized debt obligations backed by trust- 

preferred securities. 

The joint ABA-Fed Dec. 27 motion is at 

http://www.bloombercjlaw.comipublic/document!American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No :!.301310 /5. 
The D.C. Circuit’s Dec. 28 order is at 
http://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/document/American Bankers Association et al v FRS et al Docket No 1301310 /4. 

The Dec. 27 interagency statement is at http://op.bna.com/bar.nsf/r?Open=cbre-9ess32. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 9:49 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Connecticut Tax Breaks for ESPN... Fair? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(t~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: December 27, 2013 at 9:42:34 PM MST 

To: Lissa <lbroome~’~emaJl.unc.edu> 
Subject: Com~ecticut Tax Breaks for ESPN... Fair? 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips <nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Dear Lissa- 
Greetings from the t~:~otheiShip’dVest. Hepe you are well. 

Fiom today’s New Yerk rimes spoits page comes a lengthy article abou~ ~he latest tax 

breaks awalded to ESPN by the state of Connecticut as a "stay hole" inducement. 

f will be forthright ;and divulge that I am a Cont~ecticut native, arid--like most Connecticut 

homers.----.I have been very pleased [hat ESPN has done so well thiough the years. I 

remember when ESPN got its star~ in 1979 as an alternative way to "broadcast" away 

games of the Hertford ~,,\:hatars (remember them?) hockey team. 

In the intervening years ESPN was boug st by Getty O (sysergy?} and then Disney. Now 

they ha~/e 4.00g em~)loyees ot~ their sprawling 12%acre campus in Bristol, Corm, and 

they are the undisputed "’tNoddwide Leader in Sports." 

V~.~hite ESgN ~,as becoming a shooting ,star in cane media, the state of Connecticut was 

getting c~obbe~ed as hundreds of ~ts companies (aerospace, ~nsu~ance, automotive 

bearings, brass m~i~s, etc.) fled the .state in droves, mo~:~t~g down south (t~o uniot~s), to 

the Midwest (tax ~ncent~ves ~er insu~ance companies) and overseas (cheaper labor, 

lesser taxes). Tens of thousands of Mgh-paying jobs disappeared and ~oth~ng took their 

place. 

Both sides coufd argue back a~sd forth for a week about the justica/it~justice of tax breaks 

for a heal[by corr~pany like E¢SPN,’Disney, but I wi~t re~er the ~eader to the article below ~r 

the t~t-for-tat spamng. The aAic~e covers the pig and con very we~L and ~ selected 

several commet~ts from T~mes readers as we~l. 

Have a good New Yeal’s weekend ..... 



Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

For ESPN, Millions to Remain in Connecticut 

By Steve Eder. New Yark Times, 12-26-13 

BRISTOL, Corm. -- The governor o1’ Connecticut a~rived at ESF~N’s expansive campus 

here ta co]ebbate the groundb~eak~ng of the spoRs med~a g~ant’s 19th b~Hd~g, ~ digital 

center that would be the new home of "SportsOenter." It was August 2011~ and tMs was 

~he third v~sit in a year by Gov. Danne] P~ Mal~oy, whose first was about three weeks 

before h~s election 

This time, Mr. Malloy braught a hard hat, a shovel and an incentive package for ESPN 

potentially we~Sh $25 miftien 

ESPN is hardly needy. With nea~ly 100 million househatds paying about $5.54 a month 

for ESPI’q, regardless of whether they watch it, the network takes in more than $(4 billion a 

yea~ in s~bscliber fees ~lone. Sti~]~ ESPN has received ~bout $260 milHon ~n state tax 

breaks and credits ove~ the past 12 yea~s~ acco~din~ to a New York Th~es ana]ys~s of 

public ~ecords. I]Iha~ ~nck~des $84.7 milk,on ~n development tax c~edits because o~ a F~m 

and d~g~i med~a pFogF~m~ as wei~ as s~v~ngs o~ abou~ ~I~ m~I~on ~ yea~ s~noe ~he 

network suoeess~ully ~obb~ed ~he s~ate ~e~ a ~x oade change ~n 

For Mi. Matloy and other public officials in Connecticut, the conventianaf wisdom is that 

any b~siness with ESPN is good business. After all, ESRN is Connecticut’s most 

celebrated brand and a homeg~own success sto~y, employing more than 4~000 workers 

in the state 

"After 1 was elected, this was one of the first campanies that I came to~’= Mr. Maftay told 

repe~1ers after the greundbreaking ceremony, standin.q next to a senior ESPN executive, 

according to a recording of the event. "~ made it cleat that ESP~q~s needs were not 9o#~g 

to be ignored by my administration." 

This is peak season fol ESPN, which is bloadcasting 33 of the 35 colfege football bawl 

~ames, including the national championship game on ,Jan 6 between F~odda State and 

Auburn. Th~s spring, ~t is scheduled ~o open ~he 193,000.-squa~e.-foot D~git~l Cen~er 2, 

which is being built with Malloy’s p~edge of hearty $25 m~l~Joll ~R state suppo~t~ V’~orkers 

there ~ecent~y constructed the mass~ve stMd~os that w~] hoL~se ESP~q’s flagsMp ~neup of 

shows. The m~n hallways Jn the building we~e designed to be w~de enough to fit a 

The state’s generosity towald ESPN, a muRibitliomdolfa~ conglomerate, is not unlike the 

treatment ethe~ meier companies have received in Connecticut and throughout the 

country, like Boeing in South Carolina and Genera] ~,~otors in ~,~ichigan~ But the breaks 

have been met with frust~atian by some politicaf oppanents of the Connecticut governor, 

who say the state’s resources would be better spent elsewhere. 

The critics say incentives sheufd be redirected to sinai]or companies that are mere in 

need than ESP~,L which accounts for nearly hail the operating1 profit el Disney~ its 

corporate pa~ent. They also say ESF~t, sitting on f23 acres in central CennecticuL is 

hardly a risk to move elsewhere 

"These people had ceL~rage and ima.ginatien, so they deserve their success," State 

fger~to[ I[Iony Guglielme, a Republican, said. "But I don’t think the taxpayers here in our 

state should be funding it." 

I]Ihe critics say ESPN has been successful in getting an audience at the State Capitol in 

Hartford paltly because of its ability to communicate its needs effectively to the state’s 



decision makers. -ESPN employs one el the top Iebbying firms in Connecticut and has 

spent $1.2 million on lobbying expenses since 2007, records show. 

But Mr~ Maftoy, a Democrat who will be up Ier re-election in 2014, says no lobbying is 

needed to convince him of what he considers obvious: .F.SPN is one of Connecticut’s best 

resources, and the s~ate mus~ use all tools available re aid its growth and keep ira home 

base and the thousands of wellopaying jobs it premises in Bristol. 

He sees ESPN as a magnet far attrading other sper[s media labs te his state. NBC 

Sports. which a~so ~ece~ved state benefits. ~ece~t~y opened ~ts ~ew headquarters ~n 

Connecticut. ~’1 don’t w~nt to imagine Connecticut vdthout ESRN," Mr. Malby s~id in a 

telephone ~terv~ew~ adding that state ~nce~t~ve programs benefited ~a~ge and small 

comp~n~es. "We w~nt ESPN to ha~e the b~ggest poss~b~e footprint in Connecticut, 8nd we 

wan~ ~hem spe~d~g the~ dollars in Connecticut instead d any ether state." 

Building Up Bristol 

Everyone seems ~e agree that ESR~,~ is a shining success story for Connecticut, in terms 

of the state’s early support of an upstart through its development into an international 

powerhouse. The company’s executives acknowledge that state ~nd local officials have 

played impa~tan~ roles in their success~ Bu~ ~hey also say their company has provided an 

exceptional return on the investment. For the past 25 years~ Connecticut has been last in 

the nation in job creation, with no net job creation over that period. 

"Consistentfy since we launched, ve’ve been a growth engine for economic devefopr~ent 

in central Connecticut," sa~d Mike 8o~ys, an ESP~ spokesman, who has worked ~or ~he 

company s~ce 1980. =V,~e=ve ~dded empbyees on a consistent bas~s fo~ 33 yea~s ~ a 

state that ~n recent ears hasfft had as much success bringing compaNes theft hire 

people here. 

"Because we are visible and highly successful, the state can point to us as a company 

that fores being here and has flourished being in Connecticut." 

Since 2000, ESPN has spent abou[ $1 billion on cons[ruction in and around Bris[ok a 

town of about 60~000, electing 13 new buildings and expanding sevelaf others. Duri% 

that period, the comp~ny’s work force in Connecticut h~s swelled from 1,700 to more 

[han 4,000. That makes ESPN the 25th-larges[ employer in the state, according to 

rankings by the Hartford Business Jourlsaf. 

The company has a reputation as a firstnate corporate citizen in Bristot~ where ESPN laid 

roots in 1979. It is by far the city’s largest employer and taxpayer, with an assessment 

dwarfing that of the next nine corr~pan~es combined. ESb~ has a~so been a significan~ 

donor, underwriting the Boys and Girls C~ub h B[istd, donathg to the hospita~ and 

chi~d~effs museum, and $end~ng out employee volunteers to build a b~seba~l die, mend for 

a ~ow-income housing complex, all ~,~,~h t~tle fanfare. 

’1 wish everyone was that good," said Frank N. Nicastra Sr~= a Democratic state 

replesentative from Bristol and a former mayor. ’Tve watched them grow from a little 

acorn to an unbelievable size. They’ve done wonders for the city of Bristol" 

The network=s Connecticut origins stem from its founder, Bift Rasmussen, an executive 

with the Hartford Wh~lers who wanted to use satellites to beam Whalers and University of 

Connecticut games to c~b~e te~e’dsion subscribers. The fact that ESb~ made ~ts home ~n 

Bristol, an o~d manufactudn~ town about ha~fiT#ay between ~ew York and Boston~ was a 

point o~ pr~de to ~oca~s~ 

Politicians who were not on board with ESPN did not find much success: One mayoral 

candidate campaigned against the no,work’s dishes, saying ~hey were a danger ~o birds. 

That message did not register in a place that was quickly emergi% as the home of 

ESPN. 

".F.SPN is huge," said Ken Cockayne, a city councilman for several years who took over 

as mayor in ~,~ovember~ "They are our farges~ ~axpayer and they are a great corporate 

partner far our city." 



fncenti~es to Stay 

By the spring of 2000~ ESPN had shed its ~eets as a small start-up and was beginning to 

look more like ~ mature corporate behemoth. 

Disney, its ewne~, looked to ESPN as a key pelt of its revenue machine and one poised 

for immense gro\es~h The network had 1,700 employees in Bristol, ~nd another 700 

worked e~sewhe[e ~ as the ~etwork now had facilities or subsM~ades ~ seven other 

st~tes 

That is when ESPb~ did what other big, multinational companies had done: It went to the 

st~tehouse in H~rtford and sought financial incenti~es in exchange for continued 

in Connecticut A~ the top of ESP~,J’s agenda was supporting a measure by sta~e 

lawmakers that would change the corporate tax formula in a way that would save 

broadcasters money. 

The legisfature h~d done this three years earlier for financial companies If the 

adjustment was applied ~o b~oadcasters= ESPI’~ s~eed to be the biggest beneliciary by Iar 

-- reducing its taxes by about $15 milfion a yeal. 

Edwin IVI. Durso, a senior ESPN executive, testilied before lawmakers in March 2000 tha~ 

such a change would encourage the network to embark on a major cap~ta~ project that 

would inck~de as much as $500 m~l~on in spending, and up to t ,000 new jobs. The 

~etwork’s ~n~flabve was also I~ke~y to spu~ its suppliers and other nearby companies to 

grow, too, Mr. Durso s~id, cre~ting a mu~tipl~e~ effed 

Asked by a lawmaker if ESPN would consider putting the development in another state, 

Mr Durso referred to the corporate connection to Disney: "They ha~e facifities in many 

diffelent states." 

The lawmakers were pleased to have ESPN on hand; one even s~ated, "for ~he record," 

that he watched "SportsCentel" "two nights a week during the legislative session" but 

"four nights a week the rest of the year" 

The lawmakers approved the change to the colporate tax fo~mufa, and a review by 

Connecticut’s Office ef Le{jislative Research in 2004 shod, red ~hat ESPN was IulfiIling 

promise to the legisfature. That yeal, ESP~q opened the f 36,000osqua~eofoot Digitaf 

Center t 

hs 2006, as ESPN continued to grow, the Connecticut General Assembly, afong with Mr. 

Malloy’s predecessor, M. Jodi Roll, h~d designs on expanding the st~te’s digital media 

sector. They wanted to o~fe~ ~ax incentives ~o companies that use the s~ate as a base 

inibat~ves ~ike making fi~ms, building studios and ~nc~easing their on~ne ope~tions S~nce 

the program began, the sta~e has awarded about $450 rnfl~en #~ tax credits to 

businesses that have spent $1.6 b~l~on ~ the state. 

ESRI’,~ has been among [he targes~ participants in that pra{jrarn, spending $318 million in 

Connecticut and receiving $84.7 million in tax certificates -- about a fifth of the total 

amount ~warded Companies like Blue Sk~/’ Studios ~nd World ~,,\~rest[ing Entertainment 

have also benefited. 

The program has provided ESPN with financial incentives for ~he development of 

ESPN.com ($54 million) and ESP~q Mobile ($3.2 isqilfion}, as well as infiastructule credits 

for the construction of a research and development building ($6.,6 miftion) and the Digital 

Center 2 ($14~4 million). ESPN also qualified Ior $6~2 million in credits to support the 

production of "The Bronx Is Bunsi~sg," a television milsi~series. 

ESPN regularly sells the tax credit certificates to other entities in private transactions, 

which coufd mean that the network receives less ~k~e than the amount on the voucher. 

Such transfers are common and within the rules al ~he program. 

George Norfleet, the director of the state’s Office of Film, Television and Digital 

said he was in regula~ contact wi~h ESPN: treating the network as a "corporate 



constituent" wi~h room for growth~ "~/Ve wan~ ~e make sure that happens here, net in 

Orlando or Los Angeles~" he said. 

Is‘ rac~.~rring ~heme in EFSRN’s dealings with the sta~e is ~hat ~he cempany could mere its 

operations elsewhere ~,fdhen ~,flalloy announced ESPN~s inclusion in "First Five," a state 

plan to create jobs and promo[e business develepment, he said the network had ether 

places where it could have invested. He mentioned recent production facilities in Los 

Angeles and Austin, Tax 

Some lawmakers who oppose the governer have questioned whether such a shift was a 

legitimate concern "if you listen to the governor, they always claim these companies are 

on the p~ecip~ce of mov~llg a ~arge, ~mportant d~vis~on,’~ said Larry Cafe~o. the RepuMican 

leade~ in the Connecticut House of Representatives. 

"You scratch your head and say, Why ale ~,’,,e giving them this money?" he said. 

are we gi~ing them these breaks if there’s no immediate threat to leave?" 

Mr. Malley, for his part, is comfortable with the state’s ties to ESPN. hs fact, the govemo~ 

said he ~,~,ould like mere el ~hem 

want a larger footprint for F..SPI1 in Connecticut rather than a smaller footprint for 

EFSPI’,~ in Connecticu~ because v~,e kno~,’~, that a large foo~prin~ is harder to move euL" Mr. 

Maftoy said. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 10:20 PM 

Oehmann, Hen~ <t tenD,.Oehmann@us.gt.com> 

Laura Bingha~ <laum.bingham@newportboardgroup.com>; jim@goodwinseamch.corn 

Re: NC Private Co survey 

image001 .png; image8cda le.jpg@613622b0.439f4e3f 

Does 9-10 on Thursday, JanuaD, 9 work for eve~one? If so, I roll send call-in insm~c~ons. 

Happy New Year! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 8:32 AM, "Oehmann, Hen~" <.t_:!__e_&rz:~_~__eJiLr_&&__n!~@__u_~:g~_:_c___o__r__n_.> wrote: 

Happy Holidays to all. I am available most of the week of the ~h. Traveling AM Monday (can do a call 7:>30-10:30 in car). Open Tues AM and Wed AM 
Thanks, 
Het~ry Oehmann I Dhector-Nat{onN 5xecut~ve Compensation Services 

Grant Thornton LLP 
4140 Park Lake Avenue, Suite 130 j Raleigh, NC j 27612 j United States 
T {direct} +1 919 881 2773 j T (in[ernN) 12773 I T {office) +1 919 881 2773 
T {mobile) +              j F +1 919 881 2795 

E henH.oehmann@us,gt.com ~ W ~v,gran~hornton.com 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, December :~9, 2013 9:08 AM 
To= Laura Bingham; ’jj_E)_@g__o_9_c_Lw__[E_s__e__a__[Lc_t)=c_9___m_’; Oehmann, Henry 
Subject: RE: NC Private Co survey 

Hi Laura .--Thanks for doing Lhis. 

1 suggest we set up a call for the week of January 6th, Good times for me are listed below. 1 can supply the call-in number. 

Monday, .January 6: 

Tuesday, January ?’: 10..5 

Wednesday., .January 8: 

Thursday, January 9:8-$2 

Friday, January ~0: 8-9:30; 

Happy hoNdays to 

Lissa 

F~m; Laura Nngham 
Sent= Sunday, December 15, 2013 7:18 PM 

Te= Broome, Lissa L; ’jlm@qoodwinsearch.com’; henry.oehmann@qt.com 
~¢= Laura Bingham 
Subject= NC Pdvate Co su~ey 

All -this may be your second copy of our ’final draft’ with edits from November, but wanted to ensure you have it. Draft #4 -with today’s date. 

Maybe a phone call to review it and our next steps? I’m in VA until mid-week without much flexibility plus 

Thurs-Fri, so may not be able to make it this week. Happy for you 3 to go ahead. 

Thanks, Laura 

Laura Bingham 

Newport Board Groap LLC 

R~eigh, NC 

Dicect 919-.57t-9920 

<TmageOOLpng> 

8oard Directors - ~xecutive Leaders - 8oard & ~O Advisors 

In accordance with applicable professional regulations, please understand that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any written advice contained in, forwarded with, or 

attached to this e-mail is not intended or written by Grant Thornton LLP to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that 
may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions 

Hi 

I hope you had a great holiday too. We are out skiing in Utah this week but I am available in the mornings and evenings. We ~w 

plane headed out for skiing here too. See below for my responses to your questions. 

and his parents on our 

Sent farm my iPact 

On , at 7:21 AM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I hope you had a nice holiday,       and I have read all of the staff pieces and talked with the editors about which ones should be published. 
I am concerned about several pieces, as follows: 

If the s~afl’ers me motivated, they can accomplish a lot with good guidance from their editors. So motivation and the dedication of the editors may ~ the mos~t critical 

thctors. Also this is a less busy time of the year than the fall so eveDone may. 

(1)            - He has changed his topic several times and basically rewritten his paper with each draft,       in particular, has given him 

a substantial amount of feedback and direction regarding his paper,       thinks it is possible for     to get his paper up to par. 

agrees. Although I appreciate that he has worked very hard, I am less convinced that he can get it ready in time. 

was in my smaJl section last year. I think writing is very important to him so I hope we can do all we can to assist him in publishing. I would be happ~v to review 

another of his drafts and provide an?, help I can. 

(2)                 was the secondary editor on this piece. He thinks it should not be published, and      agrees. When I read the piece, it 

felt like it was largely a summary of the financial crisis. Although it had some material from the books, I didn’t think it had any particularly 

thoughtful analysis. 

(3)            - This piece was supervised by         ~. He notes that this piece lacks the depth of analysis we normally expect, but still 
thinks it has merit for publication. He thinks it should be published or placed in the "maybe" batch,      and I agreed that this piece was 
light on analysis, but     seems to believe in the merits of the piece. 

{4)                  . paper is one of the pieces I am most concerned about. She has a lot of material, but I’m not sure she can get this 
piece where it needs to be.      and        {the secondary editor for the piece) also thought this piece needs a lot of work. She has 
experienced some personal problems during the course of the semester, verified by       which I think have slowed her writing progress. 

{5) - Her writing style concerns both and I, but we both believe she can fix this before publication if she works hard. 

. piece is on a more "cutting edge" topic and would likely be interesting to our readership. 

the effort she can get her paper together in time for publication. I am less sure, but I am willing to let her try. 

thinks if she puts in 

I’d love to know your thoughts about how we should proceed with this bunch. I wonder if perhaps our reading of all the professional pieces for 
the special issue recently have somewhat tainted our perception of how these notes need to be. My plan is to let those in the maybe batch 
(which I’d like to iron out today, if possible) turn in one final draft on Jan. 15. I talked with      about front-loading the first cite check with 
all the pieces we are confident are publishable, and then giving folks that are on the margin one final chance to produce a publishable piece 

before the second cite check. 

If you have any comments on which pieces you think are "more publishable" please let me know. 

Other issues: 

(1) The special issue proofs have been sent to Chapel Hill by the publisher. is going to look over them today and give his final okay. 

(2) Do we have professional pieces that need to be cite checked for the regular issue? 

{3) Is Prof. Hockett’s piece going to be included in the regular issue? 

Thankyou, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 1, 2014 7:37 PM 

Conley, John M %imconley@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Kimbefly I~awiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Re: SEGG P~nelists Time/Equipment 

John, I am sorry to hear about this. 
Lissa 

Sent fi-om my iPad 

> On Jan 1, 2014, at 4:44 PM. "Conley, John M" ~imconley@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Colleagues, 
> Urffortunately, this means that ! have to cancel my 
trip to NY. I’m sorry about the short notice, and regret that I won’t have a chance to meet all of you. 
> Regards, 
> John 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> };rom: F. Stevelman [mailto:stevelmn(£uw edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 3:22 PM 
> To: Afra Afsharipour; Rosenblum, Prof Darren; Conley, John M; Thomas Joo 
> Subject: SEGG Panelists Time/Equipment 
> 

> Dear Colleagues, 
> 

> I will need to ask you to bring a laptop. ~I1ne AALS provides the screen and LCD projector, but no laptop The screen and projector have been reserved. 
> 

> As 12~r time limits, here’s my thinking. We have 8:30 to 10:15 I’ll anticipate beginning promptly despite the early hour 
> 

> I’d like five minutes at the beginning to introduce our subject, and I’d like five minutes at the end to talk about the scope and mission of SEGG. 
> 

> That leaves 95 minutes for substantive discussion of our topic. If I give you each 18 minutes, that leaves basically twenty minutes for questions, which we should leave until all papers are 
given I believe. 
> 

> What I’d ask is this: would you each thitf~ of somewhat provocative/discussion-worthy question about your own paper ... and/or I am corKident you will have one about the other papers. 
You can pose them yourselves, or you can let me in on the question ... as you wish! 
> 

> That way, if there is a dearth of zealous questioning we’ll productively use the twent, minutes of discussion among otaselves until the wave of excitement catches on. 
> 

> I also need a minute or two for section business at the end -- veq- brief. 
> 

> I plan to take a moment of my five at the end to talk about where economic globalization exists within the legal curriculun~ and legal scholarship and how/why this section -- devoted to this 
subject -- is important. If you would like to say something substantive about that, I’m happy to cede the floor ... 
> 

> Thank you, 
> Faith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 1, 2014 7:55 PM 

~nc.rr.com>; ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Today’s Headlines: De Blasio Draws All Liberal Eyes to New York City 

Nothing new but see stoly about Adam under sports. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NYTimes.com <nytdirect~nytimes.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 1, 2014 at 1:47:33 AM MST 

To: <lbroome~g~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Today’s Headlh~es: De Nasio Draws .~ Liberal Eyes to New York Ci~ 
Reply-To: <n~dil~c~n~ime s.com > 

Top News 

De Blasio Draws ~adl Liberal Eyes to New York 

City 

I,iberals across the eonnt~y are looki~g to Bill de Blash), wbo 

takes office as mayor on Wednesday, to morph New York City’s 

Bill de 

Blasio 

blew a 

kiss to 

rn anieipal mac.hinery into a closely watched laboratory f,’)r populist theories of 

governnlent. 

Power Cm’bed, Detroit Mayor Faces Big Job 

Mike Duggan must share power with an appointed emergency 

manager and eonfron t vexing qaestions about the fature of a city 

that has been losing popu]ath)n ibr decades. 

Mike 

...... Duggan 

~ n Nov. 

Millior~s Gaini~g Health Coverage Ur~der Law 

The new moment ~II test flae heaI~h law’s central pwmise - 

extending e~werage to far mor~) z~nerieans will improve 

nation’s bealth m~d hdp many avNd eripl)ling medical hills. 

..... 
oHfannah 

Clevela 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vm~o: Lost i~l tl~e Storm 

An Zl-year-old girl reflects on all that she lost when her home in 

Taeloban, the Philippines, was devastated by a typhoon in 

Related Article 



OPINION 

Opi~ion Art oi" 

A selecdon ofiIlustr’ations that reflects on fl~e issues of the past 

year, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

¯ :5: i!.i: (i !’C i:? :5; ::. :;: :. 

GAM~N NEW~ON1, tile l~13litena nt ~ol eE’Bor of ~a]~for~ and foreseE" 

mayor, on the inauguration of Bil~ de Bb~sio as ma3or of New Yo/’k City. 

Today’s Video 

~i Video Feature 
: V][[)EO FEATURE," The Bloombe~’g 

Legacy 

Times reporkem and eolurmfis~s look back a~ ~he Bloomberg 

legacy in some r~f tb e key areas that rarest affect New Ym’kers. 

~ WOEO: Sc~cnceTakc: How to Contro| 

Stmof~sh 

During a rneal, tile stomach of a starfish comes out of its mouth 

and grabs hold of what it is eating. Figuring out what o:mtrols this 

process could mean good news for the coral that starfish ~eed on. 

~ vmEo: Dressing Oatsby 

Catherine Martin, the eostmne and production designer for ’The 

Great Ga~by,’ says a key to keeping the costumes exeitin g was 

not to rely only on old standbys like the beaded flapper dress. 

Mayor 

RMichael 

Fol mo~e video ",:o to NYTimes.com/Video >> 

World 

Old Rivalries Reignited a 

The conflict in South Sudan is ~otcd partly in a failm’e 

achieve a lasfi~g recondl~afion be>veen rival eflmie facgons 

when the country was created in 2o11. 

Nlideast Peace Effo~¢ 

SecretsW of Sta*e John Kerr?: hopes to secure a broad pact 

encapsulating basic agreements on core issues as a 

critics brined the move as an eN:~ to play for time. 

d girl 



Afghans’ Plm~ to Release Prisoners Angers 

OffMals fronl both sides who support a security deal with the 

13 hired S b~tes wor~y that a mass rdeuse *-.,f milib_mts could bring a 

complete Western withdrawal. 

....... prisoner 

waited 

to leave 

U.S. 

F~orida Law on Dr~,g Tests fi~r "Welfare Is St-~ouek 

Judge Mary S. Striver; of the United Sh~tes Dish’h::t 

Orlando held ~at ~he testing requh’ement vi4ated the 

const~>~th)nal p~teeth:m against m~reasonahle searches. 

Luis W. 

Lebron, 

a Navy 

Chicago Killings Fall, as Officials Praise Progress 

As of Dee. ‘30, the city had repro Led 4z‘3 homiddes, about a ~7 

pereen[ &op Dora the year before and Lhe fewest to date since 

]965, 

Friends, 

fellow 

students 

J~stiee :Blocks Contraception Mandate oft ]nst~ra~ace i~t S~it 
by Nm~s 

J us[ice Sonia Sotomayor is Wing the government until Friday morning to 
respond to her decision on Preside~t Obama’s health care law, 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

For Stocks, mt ~,~tazingjy Good Year 

Despite turbulence in Washington, China and Europe, which threatened to pull 

the w~srld into anokher recession, s toek p~ees j ust kept ~sing in 2o1.3, 

, .~iI ©ommenl Commer~s I [] Returns ~or S.&P. 500 

Global Optirrdsm for 2o~4, V~:ith m~ Eye on 

Do~°ma~t Risks 

Although buoyed by a resurgence of stock markets i~ Japm~ 

Europe, many investor~ were still waD’, given the swiftness of 

the rebom~ds. 

Minister 
Shinzo 
Abe 

In Latvia, a New Year Also Rings ]In tlhe Emoo 

The countW became the ] 8th natio~ to adopt the currency, 

keeping alive the idea that despite its problems the euro dub still 

has potentiuI to grow. 

A Riga 

resident 

purchas 

Sports 

A’s for AtNetes, brat Charges of Fraud at North ~ The 

Caro~Jgla former 

professo 

Some d asses ~ ever met and some grades were illicitly cha ~ged in 

a University of North Carolina department tha t attracted 

n umerous uthletes, and a respected professor now faces a criminal eharge o 



~ oo G~orious Years of the Rose Bowl 

A look back at the pageanh7 iu Pasadena, some memorable 

football games on d~e field and the grandeur of the grauddaddy 

of them all. 

~ [] Slide Show: The Rose Bowl Over the Years 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
~ ..... I 

,Jets~ a[- Le~,st ~’()r ~’~o~e~ ~~- ~e~~e~ Manage 

r John Aside Idzik, 

Rex Ryan appeared very much on an imaginaW leash as Genera] 

Manager John Idzik sek fl~e eonser~-ative agenda lbr a news conference 

Tuesday, >re days a~er the Jets >~’apped up au 8-8 season. 

news, g~; to NYTimee.com/Sports ~> 

Arts 

Great Expeetafio~s for 2o14 

A roundup of cultural picks f,.,r the coming year by c*qtics for 

The New York Tim es. 

So Valuable, It Could _Almost Be Real 

"Intent to Deceive," a forthcoming exhibiSon at Sp~qn~eld 

Musemns in Massachuse~s, e~:~lores the mystique of forgeries 

and fakes that duped the art world. 

~ Slide Show 

~ Clockwi 

I so from I 

Korean Cash Takes Broadway Bows 

With BroadwW musicals finding success in Seou], Ko~van 

producers are sta~ing to get in ot~ the fl’ont end of the financing 

in New York. 

..... Byeong- 
seek 

7Zhe 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Sus~aintd~Ie Resolui-ions for Your Diet 

Healthy eating habits only count if you arid< with them, right9 

These lips can you help you sb~y resolute for the long term. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I TORe 

Spmfish Explorers Ltmd in Chelsea 

Tore, a Lupus restaurant that opened in September, goes big 

ever?~hing from the space to the metal 

~ Slide Show 

A plate 

of red 

shrimp 

~oo4, the Year That Chm~ged How %~e :Dine 

Fropa Per Se to Shake Shad<, new paths to im~ovative dining. 

David 
Chang, 

left, at 

F~:r i:~:re dining hews aqd recipes, go to NYTimee.comlDining ~> 

Obituaries 

delta Dominie, a Star Photographer for Life 

Maga~,ine, Dies at 9~ 

Mr. Dominis was knms~ fbr captm-ing celebrities, wild animals 

and presidents at lkeir unguarded best. 

John 

iDn°minis 



Patrieia Ryan, 75, ar~ E~tor at 3~me l~e., Dies 

Initially making her mark as a seemtaU at Sports II]ustrated 

who knew horses, Ms, Ryan was among the first women to lead 

tuner publications. 

Mike O’Connor, Advocate for Me~viem~ ~ Mike 

Journa]l~sl-s, Dies ] O’Co~ 
or in 

Mike O’( ~,onnor, a veteran war corresponden~ who became a            ~’ ~ 

tough advocate a ~d counselor for threatened jour mlists in one 

of the world’s mosL dangerous countries for t}~e press, has ~ed. He was 67. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

More Gm~S WLR Not Save l[raq 

Was}fington neeck to press Baghdad to eormni~ to democracy as well as 

seeur]~L 

EDITORIAL 

Prescribing Wireless Competition 

A combination of Sprink and T-Mobile could raise p*%es and hurt consumers. 

EDITORIAL 

Sa~ng ’i Do’ ~id the Roses 

.a2"ter a }fis h-.,~e year f,’)r marriage equality, a same--sex wedding on the first day 

of 2ol4 is scheduled to take place on a float at the Tournament of Roses 

Parade. 

Fo; ms~e osirfioI~ 90 :o NYTimes.com/Opinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A~xious Yo~th, The~ m~d Now 

Ted ay’s millen nials face ma ny d the same con cem s and 

eimlienges of the lake 19th centreV, when tim booms and basks 

tim Industrial Age tore apart the accepted order. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Here is one prediekion for 2o]4: This will be ano{her year 

which peace is not reached in Lhe },’lid~e EasL 

, Columnia Paqe 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

A Guide to Years Ending in 4 

Does }~istory give as reason Lo be -.,ptimiskie about 2o1,:[? 

For mere opinL~n; #s t<~ NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

i{::’i~ i::::{ :(i ::: !. ii: r<;: i:>:ii il ~:::::d ~i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::<;: :~ i::::Ofi!: Or:{: r 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 2, 2014 10:13 AM 

~whu.edu.cn> 

Size~nore, Beverly A <bevsize@email.unc.edu> 

Re: visiting application from China 

Thank you for your interest. Dr Bev Sizemore handles applications t~com visiting scholars and she will provide you more information. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent from mY iPad 

> On Jan 1, 2014, ,at 9:21 PM, ’ ~whu.edu.cn> wrote: 
> 

> Dear Pro£Broome, 
> My name is            a PhD candidate flon’~ Law- School of Wuhan University which is the top 3 law- school in China. I am majoring in financial law and corporate law. I also have a 
economics degree and interested in law and economics.Now I am doing some research on the financial development and social justice, focusing on the financial law as an effective factor to 
adjust the income distribute and enhance social welfare. I belicve that financial market is not a place only for profit, but also for a better society through eliminating poverty and providing 
more development opportunities. I really hope to study this topic abroad in a transnational perspective and make a diil’erence. 
> Now- China Scholarship Council is offering me an oppoltunity to study abroad as a visiting researcher or visiting student. I wonder if I can get a chance to do tW research at Center for 
Banking and Finance? And I will spare no effort to make a contribution to your research in my Chinese pcrspective. The CSC will oiler me full grant which will cover all the cost during ray 
stay. 
> My CV is attached in this email and you can review my publications and education experience to know me better. I am looking forward to getting your pemfission. I hope to hear you as 
soon as possible. 
> Best Regards 
> 

> <CV. pdf’> 
> <Research Proposal.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:01 PM 

Charles Majors <major~@amnb.com> 

Re: Board members 

image003.jpg 

Dear Mr. Majors, 

We would be delighted to help in identifying some female candidates that meet the criteria you set forth. I look forward to speaking with you on Monday. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 11:00 AM, "Charles Majors" <Ln_~i__oj_~_c_2~ij4Ln_n_b_:_c_’3?__n_)_> wrote: 

Ms. Broome, 

American National Bankshares Inc. is a public company listed on the NASDAQ. Our subsidiary is American National Bank and Trust Company, with 

assets of S:I.3 million and which operates in southern VA and northern NC. We have been in Guilford and Alamance counties in NC for a couple of 

years. We are looking to add one or two directors in the near future and would like to focus on the Greensboro area. We currently have one female 

director. We would like to add at least one additional female director and we are also Iookin~ for a financial expert. 

The NC Bankers Association told me that you might be able to help with some leads re~ardin~ potential female directors. 

I understand you will be back in your office on Monday, 3an 6, and I will try to call you then. 

Thank you. 

Charley Majors 

Charles H. Majors 
Executive Chairman 
American National Bankshares Inc. 
P.O. Box 191 
Danville, VA 24543 
Direct: 434-773-22t9 
Fax: 434-773-220"/ 

majorsc@amnb:com 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

This e- rna~l message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidentiaJ, proprieta~~, 

privileged, work product, and/or othe~vise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient or receive this message in 

error, the sender does not intend delive~ to you and does not waive any privilege, protections, or other rights pertaining to this message and any 

attachments. You should therefore immediately contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete the original message, including any attachments 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 6:04 PM 

Ford, Graham <cgford@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Yes to l~mch on Jan 9 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:32 PM 

Laura Bingham <laura.bingham@newtx~rtboa~rdgroup.com> 

Re: NC Private Co survey 

image001.png 

Great! 
Lissa 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 7:23 AM, "Laura Bingham" <laura.bmgham(~newF~rtboardgroup.com> wrote: 

Yes-- 9am, Jan 9 works for me. Thanks, kissa. Good 2014 to all. 

Newpor~ So:~rd Group LLC 

Raleigi~, NC 

D~rect 9t9-57~-.9920 

www~Newpo~BoardGroup.com 

<~mageOO:Lpng> 

Board Directors - E~ecutive Leaders - Board & CEO Adv~sors 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [~]~]_~£9_~9_~_~_~_~_~_~_~] 
Sent= Nonday, December 30, 2023 ~0:20 PN 

To= Oehmann, Henw 
~c= Laura Bingham; ~m~qoodwinsearch.com 
Subject: Re: NC Private Co survey 

Does 9-20 on Thursday, January 9 work for everyone? If so, I wi~ send ca~l-in instructions. 

Happy New Year~ 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 8:32 AM, "Oehmann, Henry" <Hepry.Oehmanp@!Js~gt=com> wrote: 

Happy Holidays to all. I am available most of the week of the 6th, Traveling AM Monday (can do a call 7:30-10:30 in ca@ Open Tues AM 

and Wed AM 

Th a [~ ks~ 
Henry Oehmann I D~recto~at~ona~ ~xecu~ve Compensation Services 

Grant Thornton LLP 
4140 Park Lake Avenue, Suite 130 ~ Raleigh, NC ~ 27612 I United States 

~ (d~rect) +1 919 881 2773 I T 0~tema~) 12773 I T (office) +1 919 881 2773 
~ (mobile} ~              I F +1 919 881 2795 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 20~3 9:08 AM 
To: Laura Bingham; ’jL_m___@_g_o__9_d____w_j__n__s___e__a__r__c___h_=c_9__n_!’; Oehmann, Henry 
Subject: RE: NC Private Co survey 
Hi Laura ---Thanks for doing this. 

I suggest we set up a call for the week of January 5ti~. Good times for rne are listed below~ I can supply the call-in number, 

Monday, January 6:8-3:30 

Tuesday, January 7:10-5 

Wednesday, January 8:8-1:30 

Thursday, January 9:8-12 

Friday, January 10: 8-9:30; 11:30-2:30 

Happy holidays to all, 

I_issa 

From: Laura Bingham [.&D.[Lt..~..:.La...u..r..a.=bJ..n.gLD.Ln...@..n...e...w..p..~.~..b..~...a.r.~[9.~g~] 

Sent: Sunday, December :tS, 2013 7::t8 PM 
"re: Broome, Lissa L; ’jim@goodwinsearch.com’; henry.oehmann@gt.com 
~c: Laura Bingham 
Subject: N¢ Private Co survey 

All - this may be your second copy of our ’final draft’ with edits from November, but wanted to ensure you have it. Draft #4 - with 

today’s date. 

Maybe a phone call to review it and our next steps? I’m in VA until mid-week without much flexibility plus 

Thurs-Fri, so may not be able to make it this week. Happy for you 3 to go 



ahead. 

Thanks, Laura 

Laura Bii~gt~a m 

Newport Board Group 

Baieigh, NC 

Direct 919-57:l-9920 

Laura,Bin~ha m@ NewportBoa rdGroup,com 

www.Newpo~BoatdGroup,com 

Board Directors - Executive leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 

In accordance with applicable professional regulations, please understand that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any written advice contained in, 

forwarded with, or attached to this e-mail is not intended or written by Grant Thornton LLP to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the 

purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 8:24 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Great News re: Kaflton Creech 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Terrell 

Date: JanuaD’ 3, 2014 at 5:45:40 AM MST 

To: Matt Terrell 
Subject: Great News re: Karlton Creech 

To: Executive Board of Directors & Board of Advisors 

Re: Karlton Creech Named AD at UMaine 

We at The Rams Club are thrilled for Karlton Creech (currently Senior Associate AD at Carolina and former Rams Club staff member) - Karlton was announced yesterday 

as the next Director of Athletics at the University of Maine[ While we will miss Karlton’s contributions in Chapel Hill, we certainly wish him and Staci the best of luck as 

they head north for this great professional opportunity. 

The press release from the UMaine Athletics website: ~eech 

Congrats, Karlton ! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director 

The Rams Club I The University of North Carolina 

O 9:[9.843.64~2 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 8:27 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Great News re: Kaflton Creech 

Kaflton, 
Congratulations on your new position! We will miss you and 

any way, please do not hesitate to call. 

but we are excited about this wonderful oppormni~ for you. Best of luck. If I can be of assistance in 

All the bes*, 
Lis~ 

Sent farm my iPaxt 

Begin forwamded ,nessage: 

From: Matt Telrell < matt~<~ ramsclt~b,vom> .............................................. 

Date: January 3, 2014 at 5:45:40 AM MST 
To: Matt Terrell <m a~ ~?,~ ;5 ram ~:l~b.con:> 

Subject: Great News re: Karlton Creech 

To: Executive Board of Directors & Board of Advisors 

Re: Karffon Creech Named AD at UMaine 

We at The Rams Club are thrilled for Karlton Creech (currently Senior Associate AD at Carolina and former Rams Club staff member) - Karlton was announced yesterday 

as the next Director of Athletics at the University of Maine! While we will miss Karlton’s contributions in Chapel Hill, we certainly wish him and Staci the best of luck as 

they head north for this great professional opportunity. 

The press release from the UMaine Athletics website: 

Congrats, Karlton [ 

- Ma~ 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director 

The Rams Club I The University of North Carolina 

O 919.843.6412 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 8:28 PM 

Julie t toft’man ~ ulie@ thecorla~ratecounsel.net> 

ILE: Podcast 

Thanks, JuNe. This is fine. We appreciate the opportunity to be before your subscribers. My husband is a former general counsel ot:a public company and spoke 

very favorably a,,bout your site. 

[.issa 

Fr~ra: Julie Hoffman [mailto:julie@thecorporatecounsel,net] 

Sent: Saturday, December 21, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject; Podcast 
Hi Lissa - 
Here is a link to the podcast page that we recorded this week. This is the same link that you can use to post the podcast to wherever you would like. 
Please let me know if you have any edits to the podcast page orthe podcast itself. It is scheduled to be posted "live" danuan/6. 

Thanks again, 
Julie 
Julie Hoffman 
Associate Editor 
TheCorporateCou nsel.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 8:44 PM 

Lmre, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~ 

Orr, Kym N <orr~!e~nail.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn ~townsend@unc.edu>; Miller~ Beth 

<5ethtniller@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dm~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Futures Internship Interviews 

image001.png 

Wonderful news. Thanks tbr letting us know. 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 1:26 PM, "Lane, Cricket" <_c_!.ic__k_ .e_~_t_~!:_~c_:e_._qt~> wrote: 

From: Brown, Shamaree [~]_a__[Lt__o_;__s__b__tLo_k_v__n_f~_t__h___e__a___c__c_=o_r_g] 

Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 2:36 PN 

To-" Slater, Laura 
Cc; Lane, Cricket; Haith, Tracey 

Subject: ACe Futures Internship Interviews 

Good Afternoon Laura, 

I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected to participate in the in-person interview process for the ACC Futures Internship Program. Your 

interviews will take place on Monday, January 27, 203_4 at the Sheraton Four Seasons Hotel in Greensboro, NC. Please see the attached memo for 

additional information. 

Additionally, expect to receive correspondence from me on next week with updated internship job descriptions along with the names of the 

individuals who will be interviewing you. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

SH#MAREE T. BROWN, 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

©: 336.369.4642 I F: 336.3690065 
.s__b__rg_w___L!@ t__h__e___a__c__c_=_o__r_9. 
[i;eACC cam o ~;~theAOC 
<imageOO3_.png> 

<2014 Fulures Internship Memo-Monday.lxtg"~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 7:28 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: File - 2013-14 Head-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teaans-Report Dec- 18.pdf 

2013-14 Head- Coaches-of-Womens- College-Teams-Report Dec- 18.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

Frown: "Martha Putall~, Ph.D." <putall~Ca)dnke.edu> 
To: "Robert Taggaxt (robert.taggarg~bc.edu)" <robert.taggarg~bc.edu>, "Nick Hadley" <hadle’<~umd.edu>, ’"Carolyn Callahan (cmc(h)vir~inia.edu)’" 
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Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

JeffJacobs 

Hartli?rd Courant 

22 December 2013 

STORRS - The biggest name in womeffs college sports stopped in mid-sentence and safid, "I’m going to look like a jerk no matter what in this. Do me a 

favor and don’t make tne look like too big of a jerk." 

Geno Auriemma rarely comes with a filter, even less rarely withont a gallon of wiseass. When it comes to dealing with sports columnists, he does not ask 

for favors. 

So when Auriemma prethced his response to a question about the Tncker Center tbr Research on Girls & Women in Sport and the Alliance of Women 

Coaches jointly i ssning a harsh fftatistical as~ssment of the hiring practices of women’s coaches by 76 big-time schools, you knew tw’o things. 

1. The Basketball ttall of Famer would give a serious hall of thme answer. 

2. There’d be no mseass. 

"Title IX is one of the greatest tlfings that ever happened to me," Auriemma sa~d. "It gave me a career and a lifestyle I’d never have had othei-vvise." 

"And if somebo@ said to me tomorrow, ’Geno, you can’t coach next year, who should we hire?’ The answer is the best coach available. Wonld I want it 

to be a woman? Absolntely, I would. Bnt I wouldn t sacrifice anyt]~ing to make sure it’s a woman. I think that s what a lot of these people are saying, and I 

don’t like it." 

The report issued an A to schools that had 70 percent to 100 percent women coaching its women’s sports. Only Cincinnati, at 80 percent, got an A. Eight 

schools received a B [between 54 percent and 69 percent]. In 2012-13, the study showed that 40.2 percent of coaches tbr women’s sports, or 356 of 

668, were women, and 39.6 percent, or 352 of 888, in 2013-14. 

UConn, at 53.8 percent last school year and now at 46.2 percenk got a C grade. A total of 40 of the 76 schools received either a D or F at 39 percent 

or lower. 

The results of the report were made avadable in advance to USA Today and cleafty got the intended consequences: 

"More than 40 years after Title IX opened the floodgates for women and girls to play sports, our universities are doing a tenible job of hiring women to 



coach womeffs sports," columnis~t Christine BmpalaJa wrote. "More and more, they are hiring men to coach women’s teams, failing to give t~male athletes 

the prot~ssional opportunities they deserve after their playing days axe over and, perhaps just as important, Failing to provide girls and women with tEmale 

coaching role models so they might someday aspire to those jobs." 

The Tucker project stated a clear agenda to increase the number of wolnen coaches, yet, thankfully, there also is an invitation to join a national discussion. 

That’s healthy. I’~s also an opportuni~" to tap the brakes a few times on the critical hyperbole. 

Few fan bases appreciate women’s college sports like the one in Connecticut. And ruth UConn landing an eighth national basketball title and a thiM in 

field hockey, Auriemma and Senior Associate Athletic Director Debbie Corum, responsiNe for gender equity at the school, seem like a good place to 

start the discussion. 

"My thought is that a more accurate study would be to lind out in-depth if there are qualitied women who want to go into coaching that axe not having the 

opportunity." ~id Comm, who served in high-profile positions at Sta~ford, LSU and the SEC over two decades before arriving at UConn in 2012. "My 

experience is a lot of oar female athletes choose different careers. They don’t want to taJ~e the path of coaching or officiating." 

"Do the t:acts behind the numbers show a real problem? I’m not sure." 

It is no secret that big tnoney has been poured into women’s basketball in the name of Title IX. It is the one women’s sport in which schools hope to make 

a return on their invefftment. As Auriemtna pointed ouk the women’s basketball coach at BCS schools is often the third-ltighes~t-paid coach on campus. 

Given the relatively modest interest and the fact that they aren’t under the Win Now gun as much as a D- 1 football coach, some not named Summitt or 

Auriemma are extraordinarily fortunate. 

"People make a big deal over the much-repeated fact that 40 years ago 90 percent of coaches in women’s sports were women," Auriemma said. "Well, 

40 years ago they were part-time coaches and teachers, didfft get paid an54~hing. There was no expectation to win championships, till arenas, make 

money. OK, let’s go back to that. Then it won’t matter who the coach is, roll it?" 

"But as long as people are putting money into a program, they are looking to get the best coach, female, male, white, black, whatever religion, it doesn’t 
tnatter. And as long as that is tim case, I don’t wo~D’." 

To satisfT Title IX~ UCorm has 10 tnen’s sports and 12 wotnen’s sports, but Bill Morgan, who oversees indoor and outdoor track and field and cross 

country programs, is counted multiple times. A coaching change was made in May from Heather Lins*ad to Chi-is MacKenzie in ice hockey, and that 

explains the statistical flip from 53.8 percent to 46.2 percent. Is a grade ofC a fair qualitative measure? Field hockey nationally, for exan~ple, is coached 

100 percent by women. But if some school went to the Netherlands or Australia and plucked a great male coach to replace a bad female coach, should 

that be criticized? 

I’m not going to pretend to know the perfect percentage. 

One matter that skews the report is that there are ~veral male coaches who oversee both men’s and women’s programs. You ~e it with swimming at 

12.1 percent women and track at 7.8 percent. 

"It’s not like there is a job opening and there ~ace 1,000 wotnen applicants and they go, ’You are all qualified, but we’re taking the guy who isn’t,’" said 

Aurimnma, malting it clear that he was taJ~king only about his area of expertise, Division I basketball, which has 60.5 pement women. "That’s not 

happening. As a matter of fact, I think the reverse is happening. Wotnen me getting jobs because tlmy are women. Guys have to mn at mid-majors as 

head coaches and then win in the NCAA Tournament before maybe they get a [big-time] job. So don’t tell me about discrimination." 

Auriemma pointed to the immediate success that Indiana and Illinois have had since hiring Curt Miller from BoMing Green and Matt Bollant fi’om 

Wisconsin Green Bay. Both have revived dormant programs previously coached by woman. 

"There was a scenario there tbr a while where the best way to get a head coaching job in women’s basketball was to be a young, black woman assistant 

at a big-time school," Auriemma said. "I know. Tonya [Cavdoza]and Jamelle [Elliott] got great jobs. Hey, I’m all for it. I’ve always wanted my assista~ats to 

get head coaching jobs." 

"But guess whar? How tnany guys have been fired in fl~e last 15 yems for not winning enough games? This tnan55" Aufiemma sat& holding his fingers 

inches apart. "How many women have been fired for not winning enough games and not being ready? A ton. Why? They don’t hire guys when they aren’t 

ready. So what are we saying here?" 

The WNBA, in the hard-core business of wins and losscs, had seven men and five women coaching last season. Four of the schools currently ranked in 

the Top 10 are coached by men. 

The study pushed for a female implementation of the NFL Rooney Rule that requires at least one AfiJcan American to be interviewed Ibr each job. That’s 

a fine idea. Yet the study also took pains to point out that men have two career paths to follow, men’s and women’s sports, while the women only have 

one. I don’t buy that as logic to reduce the number of men from the women’s game. On the contrary, I support a more dedicated NCAA plan to get 

women involved in D- 1 men’s coaching. 

USA Basketball should develop a joint pool of interested female/male candidates and feather the,n into national and international competitions of both 
sexes. Fill the pipeline. Look at all the male athletes raised in single-parent households where mom is the rock. You’re going to tell me no young man 
would appreciate having a female coach, head or assistant, who kimw basketball and could lend mature guidance for off-the-court matters? 

"I’ve been involved in many searches over the years where our firs~t choice was a female, but they didn’t want to move," Comm said. "Raising families is 

part of it. That being said, I think it’s our responsibili~ to encourage young women to get involved in their sport. We’ve got to keep opening that door up, 



but it’sj ust too complicated aJ~ issue to just give a grade out." 

"Women have more choices now, too. When I graduated [ti~om Vmaderbilt] in 1976, we didn’t have a lot of choices. School teacher, nurse, coach. If you 

coached, you had a better chance of getting hired as a teacher. Now you can be an attorney, a doctor, m~ entrepreneur. It’s real easy to look at the 
percentage and it’s all bad. My thing is, why are the numbers different? Is it a good thing? Or a bad thing? Do we have women who want to be coaches 

and axen’t getting the opportunity? I’m not seeing that in tny world." 

You received this message because you ~xe subscribed to the Google Groups "CFAA- Elite-Clips" group. 

To unsubscribe fiom this group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to cfaa-elite- clips+unsubscribe(~googlegroups.com. 
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A REPORT ON SELECT NCAA DIVISION-i FBS INSTITUTIONS 

2013=201~, 

T 
his longitudinal research series is a partnership between the Tucker Center for 

Research on GMs & Women in Sport at tire University of Minnesota--the first research 

center of its kind in the world--and the Alliance of Women Coaches, an organization 

dedicated to increasing the mm~ber of women in the coaching profession. 

i 
n the first benchmark report of:this longil:itudinal research series, The Decline qfWomen 

Coaches i~ Coilinglate Athletics: A Report on Select NCAA Division-I FBS Institutions, 

20!2-13 (LaVoi, 2013), we detailed the historical decline in the percentage of women head 

coaches in the 40+ years following the passage of Title IX, why this research and women 

coaches matter, how minority status in the workplace can affect individuals, provided 

rationale for why examining employment patterns in "big time" athletics programs is 

irr~porl:ant, and reported the percentage of women in all coaching positions ~n 76 ~nsl:itutions 

by sport and conference. Additionall~ we assigned a grade l:o each institul:ion, sport, and 

conference (six of the biggest and most prominent Football Bowl Series conferences) based 

on the percentage of women head coaches of women’s temns m~d detailed the process 

and rationale for our data collection, methodolog)~ and grading criteria. We also raised a 

number of important questions and highlighted missing information in the current body of 

knowledge thai; would help us m~swer a critical question: What ~an b~ done to retain and 

increase the percentage of women who are in the coaching profession? 

"rhe purpose of this research series is multifacted: 1) to document and benchmark the 

percentage of women coaches of womeffs teams in "big time" college athletics; 2) to provide 

evidence that will help retain m~d increase the percenl:age of women who are in the coaching 

profession; 3) to l:rack the effectiveness of initiatives a~med at reversing the decline of the 

percentage of women in coaching; m~d 4) to bring awareness while providing an evidence- 

based starting point for a national discussion on this important issue, in the 2012-13 report, 

we detailed the percentage of women in all coaching positions from volunteers to assistant 

coaches to head coaches. In this report the focus is soley on head coaches and we answer the 

following research question: What perce~tage of ~vomen occupy head coach positions jbr 

,,,omen} sport teams in 76 select "big time" athletics programs during the 2013-14 academic 

):ear? 
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For a detailed, account of our methodolog); coding key, data collection, reliability processes, 

and how we determined and devdoped grading criteria, see the 2012-13 report (LaVoi, 2013) 

which cm~ be downloaded free of charge at www.TuckerCenter.org. Data for this report 

was collected during November of 2013 by visiting each institution’s athletic Web site and 

reviewing the individual who occupied the head coaching position f~r each women’s team 

listed fbr the 2013-14 academic year. Given the continous shining of institutions due to 

conference realignment, in this report we chose to include the orginal 76 schools that, 

at the time of the 2012-13 data collection, comprised the ACC, Big East, Big 12, BIG 

Ten, PAC 12, and SEC. In future report iterations, the newly ii~rmed American Athletic 

Conference (AAC) and new conf)rence alignments will be examined and included. 

Many efforts were undertaken to ensure accurate and reliable data. ~ree researchers 

independently verified and confirmed all head coach data from the original 2012-13 SPSS 

dataset, and coaching changes in 2013-14 were recorded and coded. Following triangulation, 

inter-coder reliability was measured by calculating a Krippendorf’s alpha coefficient which 

met an acceptable reliability level (100%). Frequency distributkms and crosstabs were run tbr 

institution and sport for each coaching position. Data was compiled into tables and verified 

by a second researcher. 

GRADE CRITERIA 

’Ihe scale used to assign grades is as follows: 

A=70-100, B=55-69, C=40-54, D=25-39, F=0-24. If rounding up the decimal resulted 

in moving up a grade level, the institution or sport was placed in the higher grade bracket. 

Institutions with the same female head coach percentage were ordered alphabeticall?: 

TOTAL HEAD COACHES 

A total of 888 head coaches from 76 institutions comprised this sample. The percent of 

women head coaches declined just over a half percentage (0.6%) from 40.2% in 2012-13 to 

39.6% in 2013-14 (see Table 1)o 

TABLE 1. [-~ERCENT OF WO~,qEN HEAl? COACHES FOR WOkCEWS TEA~,qS 

Position Female                  Mate Tetal 

% N % N N 

2012-2013 Head Coaches a0~2 356 59.8 530 888 

2013-201z~ Head Coaches 39.~ 352 60,~ 536 888 

From 2012-13 to 2013-1.4, two new head coach positions were added-------a female equestrian 

director at TCU and a male sand volleyball head coach at Arizona State. In one academic 

year, 66 out of the 886 (7.4 ,o) existing head coach positions turned over. In Table 2 the gender 
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composition of the former coach-new coach hire dyad is summarized (e.g., if a male coach 

was replaced by a female, that was coded as male-female). Ir~ the majority of vacm~cies (34 

old6, 51.5%) a male replaced a male and in (me often vacancies (10.6%) a female replaced a 

female. Based on the data, 74.2% of all coach vacm~cies were filled by men resulting in a net 

gain of five head male coaches (15 times a male replaced a female, 10 times a female replaced 

a male = +5 males)irhis illuminates the decline in both the number and percentage of women 

head coaches *Yore 2012-13 to 2013-14. Table 7 contains the number and percent of head 

coaches hy gender and sport and also i~cludes the breakdown of coach hires hy ge~der dyad 

and sport. 

Former Coach-New Frequency Percentage 
Coach Gender Byad 

MaLe-MaLe 34 51.5 

Femaie-Ma[e 15 22.7 

Ma[e--Ferna[e I 0 15.2 

Fema{e-Fema[e 7 I0.8 

TOTAL 66 100 

BY SPORT 

The percentage of women head coaches in 25 sports varied greatly (see Table 3). Some NCAA 

sponsored sports--including field hockey (100%), lacrosse (92.6%), and golf (78°8%)-- 

continued to have a large majority of female head. coaches, as did. emerging NCAA sports 

such as synchronized swimming (100%) arid equestrian (75%). Some sports had :few, if any, 

head women coaches------five sports had zero female head coaches, a n umber that did not 

change from 2012-13. Twice as rnm~y sports received failing grades of D’s or F’s (n = 14) as 

received above average grades of A’s or B’s (~z = 7). 21~irteen sports had no change in percent 

of female head coaches; four sports increased, but none moved up a grade level; and eight 

decreased in percent, resulting in three sports moving down a grade level--softball (A to B), 

volleyball (C to D), and ice hockey (D to F). 

TABLE 3. CRADE BY SPORT FOR PERCENT OF FENALE ~gO COACHES 

Grade Criteria Sport 

A 100-7{} field hockey {i00%}, synchronized swimming [100%1, Lacrosse {92.6%}, golf [+80.3%}, 

equestrian [+75%1 

B 67-55 softbaLL [#68.8%}, basketbaLL [60.5%} 

C 54-40 gymnastics {50%}, rowing {/,0.~%}, tennis {<~0.3%} 

D 39-25 vo{[eybaL{ {#38.7%}, rifle {37.5%}, sand vo[Leybai[ {<28.6%}, fencing {27.3%}, soccer {+26.7%} 

F 24,-1:1 cross country {+16.7%1, ice hockey {#12.5%}, swimming {<12.i %1, track & fietd {<7.8%}, 

diving [<7.3%}, water polo [0%}, bowling [0%}, skiing [0%}, sailing [0%}, squash [0%} 

Spori decrease~ percentage of women head coaches and moved down a grade from 2012.-i3 to 2013-I~ 

Sport decrease,q perceniage of women head coaches, bui did not move down a grade level 

Sport increased percentage of womep, head coaches, but did no~ move up a grade [eve[ 

Sport increased percentage of women head coaches and moved up a grade fl-om 2012-13 to 2013-1~4 
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BY INSTITUTION 

Based on the percentage of women head coaches, only one of the 76 institutions (1.3%)- 

Cincinnati (80%)--received an A for being above average compared to peer institutions, a 

number that went down *¥om three institutions in 2012-13 (see Table 4). Over half (40 of 

76, 52.6%) of institutions received D’s or F’s, a number that increased from 50% in 2012-13. 

A significant majority of instil:utions (76.3%) remained within l:he C and D grade levels. An 

identical percenl:age of institutions received above average grades of A’s or B*s (11.8%) as 

received a failing grade of a~ F (11.8%). 

Grade 

TOTAL 

Grade #of institutions #of institutions 

Criteria 2012-2013 % receiving grade 2013-2014 % receiving grade 

100-70 3 4,0% 1 1,3% 

6~-55 & 7.9% 8 10.5% 

54-40 2~ 38.2% 27 35.5% 

39-25 30 39.5% 31 40.8% 

24-0 8 10.5% 9 11.8% 

76 100% 76 100% 

lust over half (42 of 76, 55%) of the institutions in this sample experienced coach turnover. 

Most schools (n=27) had one coach change; eight institutions had two coach changes; five 

schools (Clemson, Iowa State, Ohio State, US(;, Virginia) had three coach changes; and two 

schools (Miami, Penn State) had four head coach positions turn over in one academic year. 

Table 5 contains the grade assigned to each institution, including which institutions 

moved up or down a grade level. From 2012-13 l:o 2013 - 14, 13 institutions (17.1%) registered 

a decrease in the percentage of women head coaches, resulting in seven institutions dropping 

to a lower grade level: two schools dropped fi’om an A to B (Miami, Texas); three schools 

dropped from a C to D (Auburn, Pitt, Seton Hall); and two schools dropped from a D to 

F (NC State, West Virginia). A majority of institutions (n=56, 73.7%) maintained their 

percentage of women head coaches and therefore remained in the same grade category 

from 2012-13 to 2013-14. The lack of change can be al:tributed to three reasons: 1) no coach 

turnover occured; 2) a same sex indh’idual was hired to replace [he outgoing coach (male- 

male, female-female); or 3) multiple coach hires in the same institution offset each other 

(male-female, female-male). A select few institutions (n=7, 9.2%) increased their number 

of women head. coaches, resulting in two institions moving to a higher grade: Wisconsin (D 

to C) and USC (F to D). While both Oklahoma State and Alabama hired one new female 

coach, which increased their respective percent: of women head coaches, they remained 

al: the F grade level. Table 6 contains percent: and number of female and male coaches for 

each institution ordered from highest to lowest percentage. To view and download the 

accompm~ying infographic for this report, The Stat~.¢s qf Women i~z Collegiate Coaching: A 

Report Card go to the Tucker Center Web site at z.umn.eduiwomencoachesreport. 
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TABLE 5.2013-1#~ GRADES BY I~tSTITUTION FOR PERCENT OF 
}~EAD COAC~’fES OF WOMEN"S TEAMS 

Cincinnati [80%} Texas [63.8%} # Iowa [‘53,8%J i Duke [38.5%} ALabama (23,i%J + 

Miami [80%} # Michigan State [‘53,8%} Xlotre Dame (38.5%} VanderbiLt (22.2%} 

Penn State [80%} Minnesota [‘53.3%} + ~outh CaroLina (38.‘5%} Virginia Tech 

UCLA (5~’,1%} CoLorado [50%} iTennessee [38,5%} Syracuse (18,2%} 

Washington St [55,8%} FLorida [50%1 iUSC [38,5%} ^ West Virginia [18,2%}# 

ILLinois (54.‘5%}* < Georgia Tech (,50%} iViLLanova [38.5%1 Arkansas 

FLorida State [54,5%}* Kansas State [50%} i Wake Forest [37.‘5%} Kentucky [18.7%} 

LSU [54,,5%}* Northwestern [50%} Iowa State [38,/,%} NC State [18,7%} # 

Ohio State [5C,’%} + i Providence [38,/,%} OkLahoma St [12.‘5%}+ 

OkLahoma [‘50%} ’Texas A & M 

South FLorida [50%} i Georgetown 

Washington [50%} i Nebraska 

CaLifornia {48,7%} i Auburn [33,3%} # 

Michigan [46.7%} i Georgia [33.3%1 

Connecticut [/,8.2%1 < i Mississippi [33,3%} 

LouisviLLe (/,6.2%} i Mississippi St, (33.3%} 

MaryLand [/,5,‘5%} i Missouri [33,3%} 

TCU [/,5.5%} + i Oregon [33.3%} 

St. John’s [/,/,,/,%} i Seton HaLL [33.3%} # 

Marquette [/,2.9%} Arizona State [30.8%} < 

Wisconsin [/,2,9%} ^ i Indiana [30,8%} 

TempLe [/.I .~%1 i Virginia [30,8%} < 

Boston CoLLege [/.1.2%} i Pittsburgh [30%1 # 

Stanford [/,1:].7%1 i Purdue [30%} 

C[emson [/,0%1 i DePau[ [28.6%} 

NorthCaro[ina[!,0%}< i Rutgers[28,8%} 

Oregon State [~0%} i Utah [28.8%} 

i BayLor [27,3} 

i Kansas [27.3%} < 

i Arizona [25%} 

’Texas Tech {z5 

* Decimal rounded up causing institution to be placed in higher grade Level 
# Institution decreased percentage of women head coaches and moved down a grade from 2012-13 to 2013-i/, 
< Institution decreased percentage of women head coaches, but did not move down a grade Level 
+ Institution increased percentage of women head coacr~es, but did not move up a grade [eve[ 
^ Institution increased percentage of women head coaches and moved up a grade from 2012--13 to 2013.-i/, 
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TABLE 6. HEAD COAC~’f NUP1BER AND PERCENTAGE HIGH TO LOW BY INSTITUTION AND GENDER 

Head Coaches 

Female Male 

School % N %     N 

Cincinnati 8’8% 8 2’8%    2 

Texas 63.6% 7 36.4% 

Miami 60% 6 40% 4 

Penn State 60% ? 40% 6 

UCLA .57.1% 8 42.9% 6 

Washington State 5.5.6% 5 44.4% 4 

FLorida State 54.5% 6 45.5% 5 

i[[inios 54.5% 6 45.5% 5 

LSU 5~.5% 6 ~5.5% 

iowa 53.8% 7 4&2% 

Michigan State 53.8% 7 ~&2% 

Minnesota 53.3% 8 46.7% 7 

CoLorado 50% 5 50% 5 

FLorida 50% 6 50% 6 

Georgia Tech 50% 4 50% 

Kansas State 50% 4 50% 4 

Northwestern 50% 6 50% 6 

Ohio State 50% I0 50% 10 

OkLahoma 50% 5 50% 

South FLorida 50% 4 50% 

Washington 50% 5 50% 

California [BerkeLey} 46.7% 7 53.3%    8 

M~chigan 46.7% 7 53.3%    8 

Connecticut 46.2% 6 53.8% 

LouisviLLe 46.2% 6 53.8% 7 

MarLy[and 45.5% 5 54.5% 6 

Texas Christian University 45.5% 5 54.5% 6 

St John’s 44.4% 4 55.6% 5 

Marquette 42/)% 3 57.1% 

Wisconsin 42.9% 6 57. i%    8 

TempLe 41.7% 5 58.3%    7 

Boston ColLege 41.2% 7 58.8% 

Stanford 40.9% 9 59.1% 13 

CLernson 40% 4 60%    6 

North CaroLina 40% 6 60% 

Oregon State 40% 4 60% 6 

Duke 38.5% 5 61.5% 8 

Notre Dame 38.5% 5 61.5% 8 

Head Coaches 

Female Male 

School % N % N 

South CaroLina 38.5% 5 6i .5% 8 

Tennessee 38,5% 5 ‘61.5% 8 

USC 38.5% 5 ~1,5% 8 

Vi[[anova 38.5% 5 ,61.5% 8 

Wake Forest 37,5% 3 62.5% 5 

iowa State 36.4% 4 63,6% 7 

Providence 36,4% 4 63.6% 7 

Texas A & M 36,~% ~ 63,6% 7 

Georgetown 35//% 5 64.3% 9 

Nebraska 35,7% 5 64.3% 

Auburn 33.3% 4 66.7% 8 

Georgia 33,3% 4 66.7% 8 

Mississippi 33.3% 3 66,7% 6 

ota.e ~J.3% 3 6 Mississippi c-. t ..... 66.7% 

Missouri 33,3% 4 66.7% 8 

Oregon 33.3% 3 66.7% 6 

Seton Hail 33,3% 3 66.7% 6 

Arizona State 30.8% 4 69,2% 9 

indiana 3,9.8% 4 @?.2% 

Virginia 30.8% 4 69.2% 9 

Pittsburgh 30% 3 70% 7 

Purdue 30% 3 7‘8% 7 

OePauL 28.6% 2 71,4% 5 

Rulgers 28.‘6% 4 71.4% 10 

Utah 28.6% 4 71.4% 10 

Bay[or 27.3% 3 72.7% 8 

Kansas 27,3% 3 72.7% 8 

Arizona ~_., ~f~ 3 75% 

Texas -[ech 25% 2 75% 6 

ALabama 23.1% 3 76.9% 10 

Vanderbiit 22.2% 2 77.8% 7 

Virginia Tech 2,9% 2 8‘8% 8 

Syracuse 18.2% 2 81,8% 

Wesl Virginia 18.2% 2 81.8% 

Arkansas 16.7% 2 83.3% 10 

Kentucky i6.7% 2 83.3% 10 

North CaroLina State 16,7% 2 83.3% 1‘8 

Okiahoma State 12.5% 1 87,5% 7 



A REPORT ON HEAD COACHES OF SELECT NCAA DIVISION-I FBS TEAMS 

TABLE 7. READ COACR NUb4BER AND PERCENTAGE ALPRABETICALLY BY SPORT, GENDER, AND 
~R~NG OY,~DS FOR WOMEN% TEAMS 

Head Coaches Former Coach-New Co~ch Hire 

Gender Dyads 

Female Na[e 

Sport ~/, N ~/, N TOTAL ma~e- ma~e- fema[e- fema[e- TOTAL 

Basketball 60.5 46 39.5 30 76 4 2 3 2 11 

Bowling 0 0 100 2 2 

Cross Country 16,7 13 83,3 65 78 8 3 1 0 12 

Diving 7,3 4 95.7 51 55 7 0 0 1 8 

Equestrian 75 6 25 2 8 

Fencing 27.3 3 72,7 8 11 1 0 0 0 1 

Field Hockey 100 23 0 0 23 

Golf 80.3 53 19.7 13 66 0 1 1 0 2 

Gym nastics 50 ] 8 50 ] 8 36 1 0 0 0 1 

Ice Hockey 12,5 1 87,5 7 8 0 0 0 1 1 

Lacrosse 92,6 25 7.4 2 27 

Rifle 37.5 3 62.5 5 8 

Rowing 40.5 15 59.5 22 37 2 0 0 0 2 

Sailing 0 0 100 3 3 

Sand Volleyball. 28.6 2 71 5 7 

Skiing 0 0 100 4 4 

Soccer 26.7 20 73.3 55 75 1 2 0 1 4 

Soft ball 688 44 31,2 20 64 1 0 2 2 5 

Squash 0 0 100 1 1 

Swimming 12.1 ? 87.9 51 58 5 0 0 1 6 

Synch Swim 100 2 0 0 2 

[ennis 40,3 3 I 59,7 46 77 0 1 0 3 4 

Track & Field 7,8 6 92.2 71 77 4 1 0 3 8 

Volleyball 38.7 29 61.3 46 75 0 0 0 1 1 

Water Polo 0 0 100 8 8 

TOTAL 39,6 352 60,4 536 536 34 1 O ? 15 66 

The decline in percentage of women collegiate coaches is an evidence-based 

reality, which is documented in this report and by other researchers (Acosta & Carpenter, 

2012; Lapchick et al., 2013; Wilsoi~, 2012). Also a reality are the numerous, complex 

barriers and limits to coaching opporunities that women coaches experience (LaVoi & 

Dutove, 2012). Data in this report of 76 big time FBS NCAA Division-I athletic programs 

documented a decline of women head coaches of women’s teams over one academic year, 

highlighted the fact that in over half of the coaching vacancies a male replaced a male, 

a~d provided a benchmark for coach turnover. Data also noted that a few institutions are 

above average compared, to peer institutions, while select others have very few women head. 

coaches and opportunity for improvement is evident. In ad.d.itio~, some sports maintained 



A REPORT ON HEAD COACHES OF SELECT NCAA DIVISION-I FBS TEAMS 

all women head coaches, while other sports still had none. Overall, the data was trending in 

the wrong direction from 2012-13 to 2013-14~ Additional research is needed to aid in the 

development of strategies and to answer remaining key questions which were detailed 

in the 2012-13 report (LaVoi, 2013) that, if answered, may help increase the number of 

women in the coaching profession. 

Policy creation is one strategy that often leads to change. Title IX is an exemplar 

federal civil rights law that increased opportunities ii~r females to play sports ~n schools 

receiving federal funding. When participation opportunities were created, ~)males came 

to play sports in record numbers and currently female high school and college sport 

participation is at an all time high. However, only 20% of all collegiate teams (men’s and 

women’s) are coached by women (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012). ’I-he NFL’s Rooney Rule-- 

created in 2003 to help increase the number ofm~nority head coaches by requiring that at 

least one minority male be given the opportunity to interview for every vacant head coach 

position--has increased the number of minority head coaches. ~%re advocate that a gender- 

based policy similar to the Rooney Rnle be embraced by all colleges and universities. As 

a starting point, collegiate athletics departments should commit to interviewing at least 

one female *~r all head. coach vacancies for women’s teams. Such a polic)~ if enacted, 

could potentially have a significant impact on stopping the decline of women coaches by 

guaranteeing opportunity for females to be included ~n the interview pool. 

~e data in this report can be used by instRutions and sport coaching associations 

to advocate for women coaches, track progress or decline in comparison to peer instRutions, 

evaluate the effectiveness of strategies aimed, at increasing the percentage, and hold 

institutions and decision makers accountable in creating a gender-balanced workforce-- 

especially ik~r women’s teams. It can also be used to educate and motivate stakeholders and 

decision-makers to recruit, h~re, and retain women coaches. Together, the Tucker Center 

for Research on Girls & Women in Sport at the University of Minnesota and the Alliance 

of Women Coaches, along with others, are striving to reverse the trend and increase the 

percentage of women college coaches, generate awareness, and start a national dialogue on 

this issue. Women who desire to coach should have legitimate opportunities to enter the 

work:force, experience a supportive, inclusive and positive work climate when they do, and 

be paid accordingly for their expertise. Our etli)rts aspire to the tagline fi’om the Wellesley 

Centers for Women: ’?K world that is good fk, r women is good for everyone-;’ 

Acosta, R. M, & Carpee, ter, L. I. (2012). lA,:omen in intercoll<giate s[~ort: A kn~gitudinai, national stud)~ thirt)’-five year updageo 

Retrieved i?om http:/iwww.acostacarpe~ter.org 

Lapchick, R., Agusta, R., Kinkopf, N., & McPhee, E (2013, luly). 2012 race andgender report card: Coli~;ge sport. Retrieved from 

http:i/www.tidesport.org/RGRCi2012/2012_College_RGRC.pd( 

LaVoi, N. M. (2013, December). 7he decline of women coaches in collegiate a*hle~ics: A report on select NCAA Division-I FBS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 7:32 PM 

Cnnningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu2 

Fwd: File - 2013-14 Head-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Te~ans-Report Dec- 18.pdf 

2013-14 Head- Coaches-of-Womens- College-Teams-Report Dec- 18.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Bubba and Beth, 

In case you have not seen this. 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Frown: "Maxtha Putallaz, Ph.D." <putallaz@duke.edu> 
To: "Robert Taggaxt (robert.tagga~ ,-t~bc.edu)" <robert.taggm ,~bc.edu>, "Nick Hadley" <hadlev(~umd.edu>, ’"Carolyn Callahan (cmc(~virginia.edu)’" 

<cmc(&virgiNa.edu>, "Sam Pardue (slpposc~ncsu.edu)" <slpposc~,%ncsn.edu>, "Lany Killough (lax~’~vt.edu)" <lan-~-~vt.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" 

<lbroome(~email.nnc.edu~, "’cam~icha~wfu.edu (carmicha(&wl’u.edu)’" <cannicha~wfu.edu>, "Jmaie Hodge" <HODGE(~clemson.edu>, "Sue Ann 

Allen (sue.bidstmp~chbe.gatech.edu)" <sue.bidslrup~,%chbe.gatechedu~, "Perrewe, Pamela" <pperrewe,@~cob.fsu.edu>. "Marvin P. Dawkins 
(mdawkins~a)miami .edu)" <mdawkins(~miami.edu>, "saa01 (~a)pitt. edu" <saa01 ~b~pi tt.edu>, "~i wasyl e~bmax~vell. ~r.edu" <~iwasyle(~a)maxwell.syr.edu>, 

"Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu)" <pbellia~nd.edu>, "Elaine Wise (eomse01(a)louisville.edu)" <eomse01(a)louisville.edu> 

Subject: FW: File- 2013-14_Itead-Coaches-of-Womens-College-Teams-Report_Dec-18.pdf 

Happy 2014 to everyone! I neglected to fo~-ward an email to you over the holidays from Jo Potuto. Hem it is and thanks to Paa~ I mn also attaching tl~e 

full report that Pam if you are interested in reading more. 

Best, Maxtha 

From: cfaa-elite-clips~googlegronps.com [mailto:cfaa-elite-clips~googleg~onps.com1 

Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:11 AM 

To: cfaa- elite- clips@googlegroups.com 
Subject: [clha-elite-clips] Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Making Room For More Women To Coach College Sports 

Jeff Jacobs 

Hartford Courant 

22 Decetnber 2013 

STORRS - The biggest name in women’s college sports stopped in mid-sentence and said, ’Tin going to look like a jerk no matter what in this. Do me a 

favor and don’t make me look like too big of a jerk." 

Geno Auriemma rayely comes with a filter, even less raxely without a gallon of wiseass. When it comes to dealing with sports columnists, he does not ask 

tbr thvors. 

So when Auriemma prefaced his response to a question about the ’Fucker Center for Resea~eh on Gifts & Women in Sport and the Alliance of Wotnen 

Coaches jointly issuing a harsh statistical assessment of the hiring practices of women’s coaches by 76 big-time schools, you knew two things. 

1. The Basketb~1l Hall of Fmner would give a serious hall of fame answer. 

2. There’d be no mseass. 

"Title IX is one of the greatest things that ever happened to me," Auriemma said. "It gave me a career and a lifestyle I’d never have had otherwise." 

"And if ~mebody said to me tomorrow, ’Geno, you can’t coach next year, M~o shimld we hire?’ The answer is the best coach available. Would I wa~t it 

to be a woman? Absolutely, I would. But I wouldn’t ~crifice anything to make sure it’s a woman. I think that’s what a lot of these people are sas~ing, m~d I 

don’t like it." 

The report issued an A to schools that had 70 percent to 100 percent wotnen coaching its women’s sports. Only Cincinnati, at 80 percent, got m~ A. Eight 

schools received a B [between 54 percent and 69 percent]. In 2012-13, the stu@ showed that 40.2 percent of coaches for women’s sports, or 356 of 

668, were women, and 39.6 percent, or 352 of 888, in 2013-14. 

UConn, at 53.8 percent last school year and now at 46~2 percent, got a C grade. A total of 40 of the 76 schools received either a D or F at 39 percent 

or lower. 



The results of the report were made available in advance to USA Today and clearly got the intended consequences: 

"More than 40 years after Title IX opened the floodgates tier women and girls to play sports, our universities are doing a terrible job of hiring women to 

coach women’s sports," columnis~t Christine Brenn~m wrote. "More and more, they are hiring men "to coach womeffs teams, t~iling to give female athletes 

the professional opportunities they deserve after their playing days axe over and, perl~aps just as important, failing to provide girls and women with female 

coaching role models so they might someday aspire to those jobs." 

The Tucker project stated a clear agenda to increase the number of women coaches, yet, thanM’ully, there also is an invit’ation to join a national discussion. 

That’s bealthy. I~s also an opportunity to tap the brakes a few times on the critical hyperbole. 

Few fan bases appreciate womeffs college sports like the one in Connecticut. And ruth UConn landing an eighth national basketball title and a third in 

field hockey, Auriemma and Senior Associate Atltletic Director Debbie Corum, responsible tbr gender equity at the school, seem like a good place to 

start "the discussion. 

"My thought is that a more accurate study would be to find out in-depth if there are qualified women who want to go into coaching that axe not having the 

opportuniU," said Comm, who served in high-profile positions at Sta~ford, LSU and the SEC over two decades before arriving at UConn in 2012. "My 

experience is a lot of our female athletes choose different careers. ’][’hey don’t want to talce the path of coaching or officiating." 

"Do the facts behind the numbers show a real problem? I’m not sure." 

It is no secret that big money has been poured into women’s basketball in the name of Title IX. It is the one women’s sport in which schools hope to make 

a return on their investment. As Auriemma pointed out, the women’s basketball coach at BCS schools is often the third-higbest-paid coach on campus. 
Given the relatively modest interest and the Pact that they a~-en’t tinder the Win Now gun as much as a D- 1 football coach, some not named Smnmitt or 

Aufiemma are extmordinaa-ily tbrtunate. 

"People make a big deal over the much-repeated Pact that 40 years ago 90 percent of coaches in women’s sports were women," Auriemma said. "Well, 

40 years ago they were part-time coaches and teachers, didn’t get paid an~king. ’][’here was no expectation to win championships~ fill arenas, make 

money. OK, let’s go back to that. Then it won’t matter who the coach is, roll it’?" 

"But as long as people are putting money into a program, they are looking to get the best coach, female, male, white, blacl< whatever religio~ it doesn’t 
matter. And as long as that is the case, I don’t wonT." 

To satis~ Title IX, UConn has 10 men’s sports and 12 women’s sports, but Bill Morgan, who oversees indoor and outdoor track and field and cross 

counto, programs, is counted multiple times. A coaching change was made in May from Heather Lins*ad to Chris MacKenzie in ice hockey, and that 

explains the statistical tlip t?om 53.8 percent to 46.2 percent. Is a grade ofC a thir qualitative measure? Field hockey nationally, tbr example, is coached 

100 percent by women. But if some school went to the Netherlands or Australia and plucked a great male coach to replace a bad l}male coach, should 

that be criticized? 

I’m not going to pretend to know the perfect percentage. 

One matter that skews the report is that there are several ,nale coaches who oversee both men’s and women’s progrmns. You see it with swi,nming at 

12.1 percent women and track at 7.8 percent. 

"It’s not like there is a job opening and there axe 1,000 women applicants and they go, ’You are all qualified, but we’re taking the gw who isffk’" said 
Auriemma, malting it clear that he was talking only about his area of expertise, Division I basketball, which has 60.5 percent women. "That’s not 
happening. As a matter of fact, I think the reverse is happening. Women are getting jobs because they are women. GWs have to win at mid-majors as 
head coaches and then win in the NCAA Tournament beti)re maybe they get a [big-time] job. So don’t tell me about discrimination." 

Auriemma pointed to the immediate success that Indiana and Illinois have hat since hiring Curt Miller from Bowling Green mad Matt Bollant t?om 

Wisconsin Green Bay. Both have revived dormant progra~ns previously coached by women. 

"There was a scenario there for a while where the best way to get a head coaching job in women’s basketball was to be a young, black woman assistant 

at a big-time school," Auriem,na sa~d. "I know. Tonya [Cmvloza]and Jamelle [Elliott] got great jobs. He>; I’m all for it. I’ve always wanted my assistax~ts to 

get head coaching jobs." 

"Bin guess whar? How many gws have been fired in the last 15 years for not running enough games? This many," Auriemma said, holding his fingers 

inches apart. "How many women have been fired for not winning enough games and not being ready? A ton. Why? They don’t hire guys when they aren’t 

ready. So what are we saying here?" 

The Vv2qBA, in the hard-core business of wins and losses, had seven men and five women coaching last season. Four of the school s currently ranked in 
the Top 10 are coached by men. 

The study pushed for a female implementation of the NFL Rooney Rule that requires at least one African American to be interviewed for each job. That’s 

a fine idea. Yet the study also took pe~ns to point out that men have two career paths to follow, men’s and women’s sports, while the women only have 

one. I don’t buy that as logic to reduce the number of men from the women’s game. On the contrary, I support a ,nore dedicated NCA.A. plan to get 

women involved in D- 1 men’s coaching. 

USA Basketball should develop a joint pool of interested female/male candidates and feather them into national and international competitions of both 

sexes. Fill the pipeline. Look at all the male athletes raised in single-parent households where morn is the ~ock. You’re going to tell me no young man 



would appreciate having a tEmale coach, head or assistant, who knew basketball aJ~d could lend mature guidance tbr off-the-court matters? 

"I’ve been involved in many searches over the years M~ere our first choice was a t~male, but they didn’t want to move," Comm said. "Raising tZamilies is 

part of it. That being said, I think it’s our responsibility to encourage yoking women to get involved in their sport. We’ve got to keep opening that door up, 

but it’s just too complicated m~ issue to jufft give a grade out." 

"Women have more choices now, too. When I graduated [from Vanderbilt] in 1976, we didn’t have a lot of choices. School teacher~ nurse, coach. If you 

coached, you had a better chm~ce of getting hired as a teacher. Now you cm~ be an attorney, a doctor, an entrepreneur. It’s real easy to look at the 
percentage and it’s all bad. IVly thing is, why are the numbers different? Is it a good thing? Or a bad thing? Do we have women who want to be coaches 

and aren’t getting the oppo~ni~? I’m not seeing that in my world." 

Yon received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "CFAA- Elite-Clips" group. 

To unsubscribe fi~om this group and stop receiving emaJd s farm it, send m~ email to cti~a-elite- clips+unsubscribe~b~googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.comigroups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 5, 2014 6:35 PM 

ttindefliter, Alan L <alan hindeflite@med.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Basket~ll tickets 

Hi Ala~ 
GLad you eNoyed the game and got a victoD’. We will get home late tonight. We got in a lot of skiing 

Lissa 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 7:59 AM, "Hindefliter, Ala~a L" <alan hmderlitefftbraed.~mc.edu-~ wrote: 

Lissa, 
I hope you are having a nice break. 
Thanks so much for the "Happy Blue Year" tickets -- the Heels played well; the second half was like a 20-minute highlight reel, with lots of athletic dunks and 
fast-break buckets. And half-time featured a couple of dogs chasing Frisbees, so Judy had a great time, also! 

Hopefully the Heels will get offto a good start in conference play tonight .... 
Thanks again; we really enjoyed the game! 
Alan H. 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 20:13 9:38 AN 

To= Hinderliter, Alan L; 
Subject= Basketball tickets 

Hi and Alan-I hope you had a great trip to Turkey and a wonderful Turkey Day too! We’re interested in hearing more about the trip when we see 

you. 

We have two basketball tickets that we can’t use on 

December 7 (this Saturday) vs. UNC-G (at 7:00 p.m.) and 

December 31 vs. UNC-W (at 5:00 p.m.). 

I can’t guarantee which team will show up - the one that beat Louisville or the one that lost to Belmont and UAB. 

Let us know if you can use either or both and we’ll get them to you. 

Take care, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 9:55 AM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu> 

Lunch today 

Hi Elizabeth -Are you around and free for lunch today? We got home late last night and the cupboard was bare so I didn’t have anything to bring in for today. 

Hope all is well. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~.t.t~.~:.~:~La.~..u...q.c:~.e.~.d.~.u.Z~..e..~.t~.e...r~.sZ.b.~.a.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: http:Nw’ecw.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 10:26 AM 

mll.bx~choli@ourclub.com 

I~B: ’][’he Ca~lina Club Information 

Hi Witl---I arn a Iongdme member of the club. Not sure why I received this email. 

I.issa Broome 

Fr~ra-" Will Bocholis [mailto:dubcorp@mailer.memfirst.net] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:t4:10:24 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
$..bject-" The Carolina Club Information 
Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

[ wisi~ you ali N~e best :.n your 2014 endea,,’o~s! 

’,,’Viii Bochohs 
Membership C~x:,!diri;;k:.! ’1.1 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 10:37 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

2 - FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains htmFJavascfipt 

Ca~ yoL~ remi~d me whaL this is for? Was it gifts for the Career’ Trek folks at BB&T at~d Smith Anderson? 

F~= ACH.Payments@unc.edu [mailto:ACH.Paymen~@unc.edu] 
Seat= Nonday, Janua~ 06, 2054 7:07 AN 

To= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject; Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains htm[!Javascript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, Jauuary 6, 2014 10:49 AM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@uuc.edu> 

ILE: Lunch today 

Hi E~izabeth ---Tornorrow sounds good. Let’s plan on iL 

I.issa 

F~m: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Sent: Monday, 3anuary 06, 2014 10:48 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Lunch today 

Hi, Lissa - Welcome back~ I’m eager to hear about vour Christmas and tr~p. UnfortL~nate~y, ~ have an academic affairs meeting today from noon to 1:30, so 

lunct~ probab~v doesn’t work~ What about tomorrow or Wednesdav? 

Elizabeth 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 9:55 AN 

To: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Subject: Lunch ~day 

Hi Elizabeth -Are you around and free for lunch today? We got home late last night and the cupboard was bare so I didn’t have anything to bring in for today. 

Hope all is well. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

htt~//www:la w.u n c~eduice ntersibanMng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

::N:: Description: http://wwwlaw unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 10:57 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

l)dr;: 2 - FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

Great. Thanks for confirming. 

How is the transcript coming? How are you feeling? 

Lissa 

From: Botts, Conrad 
Sent; Monday, 3anuary 06, 2024 ~0:50 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: 2 - ~: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -con~ins html/3avascript 

Hello, 

Yes, ~t was for the Career Trek host gifts. ~ attached PRF. 

Cheers, 

CB 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 06, 2014 10:37 AN 

Te~ Bor~, Conrad 
Subject~ 2 - N: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -con~ins html/Javascript 

Can Vo~ rem~nd me what tMs is for? Was ~t g~fts for the Career Trek fo~ks at 88&T and Smith Anderson? 

Ussa 

Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 7:07 AN 

Te~ Broome, Ussa L 
Subjeet~ Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 1:11 PM 

~unc.edu-* 

Hirsclt Jeffrey Michael @nhirsch@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: pod casts Secured Transactions 

Hi 

Thanks for your emaiL I do allow students to audit Secured Transactions on the conditions that they attend class, purchase the hooks, and are full class participants. 

Your schedule may not permit that option, but if ~t does and you are interested, please let me know. AHow~ng students to access the podcasts is contrary to the 

commitment f e’,<pect from auditing studeD[:s. 

There are a number of wonderful study aids that can give you a leg up on learning Secured lransac[:iot~s for [:he bar e>+<am [he Examples and Explanatkms series for 

Secured Transactions may be a start~n~ poh~t. Be sure whatever source you use has a copyrisht date of 20~0 or tater. In 20~0 some an~endments to Article 9 were 

adopted that became efl:ecdve on Ju~y ~, 20~. 

Best of luck this semester and on the bar exam. 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Farso Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for BanMng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~l 

Chapel Hil~, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7056 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .~}Ri[[}~[~:Eg_~Z~_~R[~_~_~_~ 

i.~.i Description: htlp:,7,^^^~v.law.urtcedu,’imageslnews:medialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 

Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 12:51 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: pod casts Secured Transactions 

Professor Broome, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. I am a third-year student and am looking ahead to the bar this semester. Unfortunately I cannot take Secured Transactions 

this semester because of a conflict with my class schedule, but I was hoping to get access to your podcasts from class. I would like to get exposure to the 

material in your class before taking the bar in July. 

If you are not able to give me access to the podcast, are there resources you recommend I review throughout this semester to help me prepare for the 

Secured Transactions material on the bar? 

I appreciate you considering this request. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Many thanks, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

3uris Doctor Candidate, 2014 
~unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 7:48 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Rhodes Scholalship 

image001 .j pg 

Hi 

What time works for you? I am free between 10 and 11 and 1:30-5:30. 

I had a great break. I hope you did too. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent from in?’ iPad 

On . at 7:11 PM, ~)_[_<__e__rr_a_~_)_:__I_!~_e_!2_u__r_Lc_:_e___d___u_> wrote: 

Just wanted to confirm whether yo~ are available to meet tomorrow. Hope you had a great break. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi      ---1 will be back in the office on the 6th and would be happy to meet with you then (I’m free all day until 3:40) or the 7~-h (free after I0:00). Let 

me know what works for you. ~n the mean~:ime, if you haven’~: a~readv done so, you should look this are over, http:/ihonorscarolina.unc.edu/current- 

students/resourcesioffice--for-distinguished--scholarsh~ps/contact-us/. You rmght also want to go ahead and schedule an appo~r~tment wRh ~rofessor 

Dykstra (the web ~ink above has a way to do that}. 

Take care and a~l Lbe best for the NewYear! 
kissa groome 

F~m= [ma~lto ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa k 
Subject: RE: Rhodes Scholarship 

Professor Broome, 

Thank you so m~ch for your note before exams. Sorry ~ am )~st getting b~ck to you ---~ really focused in on exams this years after the quick conclusion 

of our season ~nd Thanksgiving Bream ~ wou~d love to speak with you when ~ get back to school during the first week in .January. ~ will be back on the 

6tl~ i[ you are [ree be[ore schoo~ ~s back ~n ~;e~;sion. I have ~:hough~: a b:?t more about: applying for the Rhodes Scholarship (or something similar) as o[ 

recent and wouM real~y ~ike to hear your thoughts. Hope you have a great break and ~ ~ook forward to connec[~ng soon. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa [mailto:lbroome@emaiLunc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 9:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi 

I am the University’s faculty athletics representative. We previously corresponded via email about whether you might be interested in being a 

candidate for a Rhodes Scholarship. This story, 

http:!/www.ncaa.org/wps/wcm/connect/public/ncaa/resources/latest+news~     q~ovember/student-athletes+among+     -rhodes+scholars 

reminded me that we never closed the loop. I know exams are approaching, but maybe after exams or at the beginning of the next semester, we 

could talk about this further if it is something that you would be interested in learning more about. 

Congratulations on another great season and best of luck with exams, 

kissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOO:1.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 8:02 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: National Championship Gmne "Amalgam" 

Did we know that Tim Brewster is tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator at FSU? He started this year. 

Mom 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(t~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: January 6, 2014 at 7:21:37 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome < lbroome(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Clips eFlash: National Championship Game "Amalgam" 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips BCS ChampionshipShip. Hope you are well. 

As I tap out this %ma]gam" Clips eFlash about three hours betbre kick-off; I am lis~tening to 

Paul Finebaum’s ESPN radio show. One expert after another has given Auburn due credit tbr 

ge~ng itself into the championship, but gd ofthmn (Paul too) have said they roll be very 

smprised ve~ smprised if Auburn was able to pull this one out. 

This should be a good pre-game read tbr mos~t subscribers. There are bits a~d pieces of 

several items, and it can be gotten through in maybe ten minutes. 

Nick Iat:aa~te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www,twitter.co~r.~@CollegeAt hClips 

First, a rising from #re ashes piece about Aubum .... 

Auburn: From the Peak to the Pits and Back 
Tigers Won a BCS Championship, Ihen Phmgedlnto Mediocrity andH~rce Ascended 

Again 

By Rachel Bachman and Ben Cohen, Wall Street Jourmd, 1-5-14 

Pasadena, Calif. 
On the night of Jan. 10, 2011, Auburn and Oregon were tied with two seconds left in the 

nalional-chaanpionship gaa~e as the Tigers lined up for a 19-yard field goal On the sideline, a 

reserve offensive lineman named Tnnde Fariyike and his Auburn teammates grasped hands in 

an expectant chain. They rejoiced as the kick soared through the uprights to cap their 14-0 
season and vault them to the top of college football. 

"I was thi~ldng we would stay at the top." Fariyike, now an Aubmn junior, recalled of the 

game’s afte@ow. "We never thought we would drop down ~ low." 

But just two seasons after that championship year, Auburn tumbled to a 3-9 record and 

dismissed coach Gene Chizik, the tkstest firing alter a title in the spoffs modern histo~. A year 

later, first-year coach Gus Malzahi~ a~d the Tigers won the Southeastern Cont~rence, which 

has produced the past seven national-cha~pionship teams. 

Their matchup against No. 1 Florida State in Monday’s BCS title game (8:30 p.m. ET, ESPN) 

concludes what could be the most parabolic path of any college-football team. No other team 



in the 16-year BCS era has even posted a losing record two years after winning it all. If the 

Tigers mn Monday, they roll be 13-1 and own outright the bigges~t tamaxound in major-college 

football history. 

Twenty-tw’o cnrrent Aubnrn players were on the 2010 title reran, and nine played in the game. 

As it turns out, many of Auburn’s veterans credit this season’s magical run to surviving the nadir 

of 2012. 

"That year made us who we are now," defensive end Nosa Eguae said. 

Auburn unraveled slowly at first, then came undone. ’][’he Tigers stumbled to 8-5 in 2011 after 

losing Heisman Trophy-running quarterback Cam Ne~vton and most of their other starters. 

But 2012 was a free fall so miserable that simply choosing a low point is an exercise in 

masochism. Defensive back Ryan White winced when he recalled the Tigers’ opening game, a 

26-19 loss to Clemson and, even worse, a 28-10 loss to Mississippi State the next week. "It 

was like, Wow, we lost to Mississippi State," he said. "We’re not snpposed to do that." 

Auburn atbletic director Jay Jacobs gingerly recalled an October loss to Texas A&M in which 

the Aggies staked a 28-0 lead that ballooned to 42-7 by halftime. As if that weren’t enough, 

Alaban~a demolished Auburn, 49-0, in their am~ual Iron BoM to seal the Tigerff first winless 

SEC record since 1980. 

Senior defensive end Craig Sanders said the terrible, homble, no goo& veO" bad season has 

resnlted in a so~t of amnesia. "I block out that yeax," he said. "In my head, I’ve only been here 

three years." 

But others have clung to it like a talisman. Losing so much, they say, gave them the necessa~ 

perspective on this season. "When you go 3-9, you have to be humble," Fariyike said. "Yon 

don’t really have a choice." 

Aubnrn’s players hailed the mhiring of Malzalm, the ofi~nsive coordinator during Auburn’s 
chan~pionship season, as the program’s pivotal point. When he took over, Malzahn told players 

that Auburn would have the biggest turnaround in college tbotball and advised coaches to 

ignore old game film. Then he sped up eve~thing farm the Tigerff time between snaps to their 

routines in the weight room. 

Many players were still reeling, however, from the progra~’s turmoil. "We did a lot of Dr. Phil- 

ing eaxb;" Malzalm said. 

The public was also skeptical of Auburn’s prospects, and tl~e Tigers s~m~ted this season 

unranked and unnoticed. In October they moved to 6-1 a£er s~nning then-No. 7 Texas 
A&M. Senior defensive end Dee Ford, who played in the 2010 title game, sacked Heisman 

winner Johnny Manziel to ensure the victory. After the game, Auburn running back Tre Mason 

was so moved that he shed tears of joy. The victoo~ convinced senior linebacker Jake Holland 

that Auburn’s revival was no fluke. "We were just like, ’Wow, we can do this,’" he said. 

Even a taste of last season’s bitterness was enough tbr some Auburn players to go cold turkey 

on losing. It was Sept. 21, Anburn’s fourth game under Malzahn, and the Tigers had jnst lost at 

Louisiana State. It was their firs~and so t?~x only loss this season. Mason, who ended the 

regulax season as a Heisman finalist, timnd Jacobs in tbe losing team’s locker room. 

"Mr. Jacobs," Mason said, "we’re going to mn the rest of them." 

So fax, they have. 

Rachel Bachman and Ben Cohen wri~e Jbr the Wall Street Journal. This article has been 
reprinted on Clips’ with the permission of the Wall Street Jourmd. To access the Wall 
Street Journal sports’ section, click here. 

Take an inside look at ESPN’s ’Megacast’ plans for the BCS 

Championship 

By Paul ~!/Iyerberg, USA Tod~ry, 1-4-14 

PASADENA, Calif. - For ESPN, airing Monday’s BCS National Chmnpionship Game 

will involve 16 trncks, 63 cmneras, a four-engine generator and as many as 200 employees, 

only a small fraction of whom will spend time in front of the camera, not behind the scenes. 

An already involved production will include an added ~avist: ESPN will rise the championship 

game to debut its "Megacast," a programming platIbrm meant to angment the normal gan~e 

broadcast with additional viewing options on ESPN2, ESPNEWS, ESPN Classic, ESPN 

Goal Line and ESPN3. 

Each additional program will demand resources beyond ESPN’s norn~al blueprint for a major 
sporting event. 

ESPN2, for example, will show "BCS Title Talk," a progra~ featuring several of the 

nem, ork’s analys~ts in addition to a ~mmber of guests coaches, current and former players, 

ESPN personalities and celebrities. 

Among the scheduled guests are Vanderbilt coach James Franklin, Johnny Manziel of Texas 

A&M, Tajh Boyd of Clemson and former Florida quarterback and soon-to-be ESPN 

college football analyst Tim Tebow. The show, fihned in a room located one floor above the 

press box at the Rose Bowl, will rotate the nearly dozen coaches and guests into the mix along 

with on- screen game updates. 

Of the 63 cameras in use by ESPN, tbur will be devoted to ’°Title Talk." Two will be aimed on 

the head coaches, Florida State’s Jimbo Fisher and Aubnm’s Gus Malzahn; another two will 

be set on each team’s premier player, like FSU quarterback Jameis Winston or Anburn 
rmming back Tre Mason. 

A similar visual approach will be talcen on ESPN3, an online se~ice, which roll use the ho~ne 



radio calls ficom both Florida State and Auburn along with two dittErent camera angles: one of 

each team’s coach and another of its ol~Ensive or defensive coordinator, depending on M~ich 

team has the ball. 

"BCS Film Room," on ESPNEWS, will provide play-by-play breakdowns who went where, 

wily a play worked or didn’t from a trio of scheduled guest coaches: Boston College’ s Steve 

Addazio, Texas A&M’s Kevin Sumlin a~d Chaxlie Strong. To replicate the film-room aspect 

of the broadcask ESPN will give the coaches use of Pittsburgh-based DV Sport Software’s 

Quad Replay system, tile newest piece in replay hardware. 

The replay system roll allow coaches use of four camera magles in breaking down each play: 

the program feed, the view ,seen on the ESPN broadcas~t; the SpiderCam, wNch runs from two 

points atop the stadium, perpendicular to game play; the high end-zone camera, which shows 

action along the line of scrimmage; mad ma a11-22 camera, which shows all 22 players on the 
field tbr a single play 11 on offense, 11 on defense in a single frame. 

Coaches will then be given use of a remote to control what fans seen on the screen 

rewinding, playing, pausing, t~st-tbrwarding through a play m break down what occurred. 

ESPN Classic will t~ature "Sounds of the BCS," a program that eliminates the normal play-by- 
play ca]l in favor of the ambient sounds heard inside the stadium cheers, boos, hits and the 

public-address mlnouncer~ for example. To give this sort of access, ESPN will place 72 

microphones throughout the s~dium, 30 more thml is ~pically used in a normal telecast. 

ESPN’s coverage will also utilize the °’HyCam," a camera angle that made its debut in the 

2014 Rose BoM. While the network has been using the SpiderCam for years, the FlyCam 

begins from outside the stadium, giving viewers a sweeping look from the Rose BoM’s his~toric 

facade to the play on the field. 

77~is article has been reprinted on Clips’ with the permission of ESPN.com. To access the 
ESPN. corn website click here 



Thl Road to the National Championship 

By Greg Bishop and Tim Rohan, New York Tirnes, 1-6-14 

http://www.~ytimes, conv~2014/’01/06i.sports/ncaa./botball/?he-road-to-the-national- 

charnpionship.hlml?ref ~sports&pagewanled all 

Even by college football’s s~ndards, this season was turbulent, taking more turns than a boaacd 

gmne. Auburn was unranked when the season s~taxted; Florida State was 1 lth. The expected 

contenders Alabama, Oregon and Ohio State fell by the wayside. The Tigers survived on last- 

second victorie~ while the Seminoles won every game by at least 14 points. On Monday night 

they meet in the national chmnpionship game, competing for the sport’s biggest prize. 

Auburn 
WAFFLE POWER (EARLY 1990S) Malzahn started to celebrate home wins with trips to 

Waffle House. Malzalm is down home like that; his players say they have never heard him 

swear. 

END OF THE TUBERVILLE ERA (2008) Under Coach Tommy Tuberville, Anburn fiNshed 

the 2004 season undefeated. But by 2008, the record had slipped to 5-7. Enter Gene Chizik. 

TREES POISONED (JAN. 27, 2011 ) Alabama fan AI from Dadeville called Paul Finebaum’s 
radio show and bragged that he had poisoned the Toomer’s Oaks. 

MARSt tALL BOOTED (FEBRUARY 2012) Nick MaJcshall went to Georgia to play 

cornerback in 2011. He was dismissed t?om that team, as reports swirled that he and two 

teammates had stolen money. The dismissal took place Febma~, and Marshall landed at 

Garden City Com~nunity College, where he played quaxterback and threw for ~nore than 3,000 

yards in 2012. Gmden City finished 7-4, and Marsh~2ll transfened once again. He ended up at 

Auburn. 

0-8 (NOV. 24, 2012) Auburn absorbed a 49-0 beating at Alabama. That dropped the Tigers 

to 0-8 in Southeastern Co~fference play and led to Chizik’s eventual dismissal. 

THE RETURN OF GUS (DEC. 4, 2012) Malzalm was hired to replace Chizik. Local Waffle 

Houses expected an uptick in postgame visits. 

TREES CgDNE (APRIL 23, 2013 ) After the university spent more than a yea~ and thousands 

of dollars trying to save the Toomer’s Oaks. they were removed aA~ter one final rolling. 

TIlE RUSSELL EFFECT (SPR1NG 2013) Another coach who returned to Auburn with 
Makal~n was Ryan Rnssell, whom Malzahn put in charge of strength and conditioning. 

FIRST TEST (AUG. 31, 2013) In its season opener, the first game of the Malzalm era, 

Auburn outlasted Washington State with 396 ~ards of total ott~nse and a 100-yard Mason 
kickoffretum. The Tigers won, 31-24. 

I~UkRStL~LL’S EMERGENCE (SEPT. 14, 2013) Two weeks after the Washington State 
wir~ the Tigers topped Mississippi State. 

THE SLIP (SEPT. 21, 2013) Aubnrn went on the road to Lonisiana State, where it fell 
behind, 21-0, in the firfft hal£ L.S.U. ended up winNng, 35-21, the lone blemish on Aubnrn’s 

season. 
MIRACLE 1 (NOV. 16, 2013) Marshall’s late heave, tipped by a defender and bobbled by 

receiver Ricardo Louis before Louis secured the catch and sprinted for a 73-yard score, gave 

Auburn a 43-38 triumph over Georgia. 

MIRACLE 2 (NOV. 30, 2013) Another improbable victory for the Tigers, a 34-28 trian~ph 



that put them in the SEC championship gaJne, where they outlyointed Missouri in another 

thriller, 59-42. 

MALZAHN PROPIIETIC (DEC. 7, 2013) With the victory over Missouri, Auburn ~aled 

the nation’s biggest tamaround (ti~m 3- 9 to 12-1) and the biggest turnaround in SEC his~to~" 
(plus-seven in contErence wins). 

Florida State 

FRESH START (JAN. 6, 2010) limbo Fisher was being introduced as Florida State’s coach, 

the footbaJl team’s second in about 35 years. Fisher was replacing a legend, Bobby Bowden, 

who had led Florida State to two nationaJ championships and had, at the time, won more 

gmnes than anyone in college football not named Joe Patemo. But over Bowden’s last l-ive 

years, his teams had lost about five games a season, and Fisher was chosen to succeed him. 
WINSTON TO THE RESCUE (FEB. 3, 2012) Fisher showed promise. His defenses were 

fast and athletic, and his offenses were dynamic, in large part because of good quarterback 

play by Christian Ponder and E J Manuel. But to keep building the program and perhaps reach 

the ne~ level, Fisher needed a great quarterback. So Fisher heavily recruited Jameis ~Vinston, 
a 6-tbot-4-inch duaJ- threat passer with a big arm. 

LEARNING TO WIN (2010, 2011 AND 2012) Fisher’s reruns were clearly talented, but 

they had several inexplicable losses. 

REBUILDING BEFORE GETTING GOING (2013) Alter Florida State won the Orange 

Bowl, several of Fisher’s assistants left for other jobs. Coaches say that is one reason it is so 

difficult to build a consifftent, winning progran~. Once you have some success, otl~er colleges or 

N.F.L. teams come fbr your assistaa~ts. And there goes their expertise and institutional 

knoMedge. 

Fisher had to Nre six assis~nts before this season: Jay- Graham, the running backs coach; 

Randy- Sanders, the quarterbacks coach; Sal Sunseri, the defensive ends coach; Tim Brewster, 

the tight ends coach and recruiting coordinator, Charles Kelly, the linebackers coach and 
special teams coordinator; and Jeremy Pruitt, the defensive coordinator. 

TIlE TURNING POINT (OCT. 19, 2013) The first five games of Winston’s college career 

went about as well as he could have hoped. He made a few spectacular plays, his s~tistics 

were gaudy, and Florida State was undefeated, ranked No. 5, entering a prime-time matchup 
agafinst No. 3 Clemson. In the visiting locker room before the game, Winston grinned wide, 

looked around at his teammates and said, "Hey. my brothers, put a s,nile on your face." 

Flofi& State proceeded to throttle Clemson. The Seminoles’ defense smothered Tajh Boyd 

and his playmakers, forcing four turnovers and returning one fumble for a touchdown. Winston 

was superb. He coolly threw for 444 yards and accounted for four touchdowns, introducing 

the nation to "Famous Jameis." 

His s~rdom was solidified. Florida State won, 51-14, moved up to No. 2 in the Bowl 

Chan~pionship Series standings, and now had a real chance to make the B.C.S. title game. 
VALIDATION AND VINDICATION (DEC. 14, 2013) Winston won the Heisman Trophy 

in a landslide. 

Auburn full-page spread in Sunday NY Times (about the Toomers Comers poisonings) 



What’s Your College Football Team Worth? 

The Texas Longhorns Are Still College Football’s Most Valuable Team 

By Darren Everson, Wall Street Journal, 1-6-14 

Texas is still No. 1 fin~J~cially, an.5~vay. The Longhorns remain college football’s most 

valuable texan, according to ~ annua] valuation of tea~s by Ryan Brewer, an assistant 

professor of finance at Indiaaaa University-Purdue University Columbus. (Auburn aaad Florida 

State~ who play Monday for the national title, are Nos. 9 and 22.) In other words, Charlie 

Strong whotn Texas named as its coach Sunday .just got handed the keys to a ve:y pricey 

car. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 8:29 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Rhodes Scholalship 

Ok. See you at 10. My office is on the top floor of the law- school and overlooks the field hockey field. The nmnber is 5105. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 8:27 PM, 2bkenan-fla~leramc~e&~> wrote: 

10am would work great for me if that’s good tbr yon. 

Best, 

On at 7:48 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(c-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
What time works for you? I am ti~ee between 10 a~d 11 mad 1:30-5:30. 

I had a great break. I hope you did too. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On at 7:11 PM, " ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

Just wanted to confirm whether you are available to meet tomorrow, Hope you had a great break. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome~)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi      --I will be back in the office on the 6~h and would be happy to meet with you then (i’m free all day until 3:40) or the 

7th (free afl:er 10:00). [.e~: me know what worlds for you. h~ the mean[:~[T~e, ~f you haven"t already done so, you should h:~o]~ 

th~s are over, http://h~n~rscar~h~a.unc.edu/current-students/res~urces/~f~ce-~r--dis[inguished-sch~arsh~ps/c~ntact-- 

M#Z. You rn~ght a~so want to go ahead and schedule an appointment wkh Professor DyksLra (the web ]~nk above has a way to 
do that). 

Take care and al~ the best for the NewYear! 

Ussa 8roome 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PN 
To: Broome, Ussa 
Subject: R[: Rhodes Scholarship 

Professor groom~; 

Thank you so much for your note before exams. Sorry ~ am just getting back to you ---~ really focused k~ on exams th~s years 

afl:er the qu~c]~ conclusion of our season and Thanksgiving Bream ~ would k~ve to speak w~th you when I get back to schoo~ 

during the first week in January. ~ wi]~ be back on the 6th H: you are free before schoo~ ~s back in session, ] have thought a lot 

more about applying for the Rhodes Scholarship (or sornething sknHar} as of recent and would really like to hear your 

thoughts. Hope you have a great break and ~ look forward to connecting soon. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Ussa [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.eduj 

Sent: Monday, 9:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi 

I am the University’s faculty athletics representative. We previously corresponded via email about whether you might be 

interested in being a candidate for a Rhodes Scholarship. This story, 

h ttp:it~:~ca~:or~t~iwc mt~co~ n~c~ip~b!!~t~n ca ai[eso~ rc esi!~est+n~w~!    /novernber/sLudent- .a___t__h__[_e__t__e_s__+__a___n_!_o__n_g_+" 
-rhodes+scholars reminded me that we never closed the loop. I know exams are approaching, but 

maybe after exams or at the beginning of the next semester, we could talk about this further if it is something that you 



would be interested in learning more about. 

Congratulations on another great season and best of luck with exams, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 1:31 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Full Professor Meetiug Schedule 

Hi Catherine.--We did have a great break. I hope you did too. 

We changed the first full professors meeting to Wednesday, January 22 at noon because of a conflict with the faculty workshop on Thursday, .January 23 at noon. 

~’he continui~tion meeting w~ be on Ji~nuary 23 at 4:1B. 

Let’s go ahe~d ~md announce the Feb. 20 meeting for and we will do our best to rneet 

EverytMng e~se iooks okay to 

Thanks, 

F~m= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3anua~ 07, 2014 l~:16 AM 
Te= Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject~ Full Professor Meeting Schedule 

Dear Lissa, 

Happy New Year!~ I hope you had a nice Holiday. I’m writing to confirm some meetingsdates of the full professors. I was planning to send out a reminder to the full 

professors. Here is what I have: 

Thursday, January 23rd at noon, to carry over at 4:15pro- 

Thursday, March 6th immediately following the faculty meeting-- 

We talked tentatively before the holiday break about Thursday, February 20th for the review and approval of the tenure file of               but I’m not sure the 

committee can complete her file that quickly. What are your thoughts? We can certainly hold off on announcing anything with respect to that, but just thought I 

would get an early sense from you on that score. 

Thanks, 

Catherine 

Catherine Rh~go Pierce 

Assist:ant Dean for Po~k:y and Special Assistant: ~:o the Dean 

kJ NC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel Hifi, NC 27599-3380 

P(9:1.9) 843-2409 

F(gIg)962-:l.:[70 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 1:43 PM 

Peter Carson <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

ILE: ACCFL (Grant Gihnore Awmds nomination) 

Hi Peter--Thanks for this. Can you confirm to me the commi[tee members on [he Grant G~more Comm~t[ee? Also, there was some d~scuss~on regarding some 
changes to the selection criteria that we had drafted. ~ believe some alternatives were proposed, b~t ~ am not s~re about the status of those proposals. [ wouM 
appreciate Voter guidance. 
Thanks, 
kbsa 

F~m: Peter Carson [mail~:PCarson@sheppardmullin,com] 
Nent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 ~2:~ PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 

@gmail.com; leianne.cri~nden@oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lffpc.com) (steven.leitess@lffpc.com); Chin, Sylvia 
(schinOwhitecase.com) 
Subject: ~: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
L~ssa ---~ hope a~l is well as we head into the new year. 
Please see Mart~ F~gerhut’s enraH below, and below that the ema~] of DavM Tatge w~th a joh~t nomination of DavM F]axnran for the Homer Kr~pke Achievement 
and Grant GHrnore 
wi[h Mi~r[:~[l to d~sc:uss how to coord~rH~te a joi]?t ]?o[T~ir~atkN? such as [:his. 

Please ~ee] ~ree to (:all wi[:h ar~y questh:~r~s 

Peter 

4 }5 

Sheppard~ 
8hspp~rd ~’~ R~chter & H~mpto~ LL~~ 
~’O:.~r E~T:b~rc~:de~o Ce~ te~ 17t~1 floor 

F~m~ Na~n Fin~erhut [mail~: ¢~maiLcom] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 2014 7:54 AN 
To~ Pe~r Carson; Sylvia 
Smith Bq.; Katherine Simpson Allen; kynn A. Soukup 
Subject: Fwd: ACCFL 
H~re is th~ second nomination £or th~ Homer KHpk~ award. 
P~t~r - 
that 

Ch~rs~ 
Maxtin 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: David Tatge <DTat?_e,@~ebglaw~com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 10:07 AM 
Subject: ACCFL 

To: "               @gmail.com" ~gmail.com> 

Mmntin, please accept my ve~ best wishes on your well-earned retirement. If you ever resume active practice in Canada be sure to let me know the p~ticulars. 

I write this message to you, as head of the ACCFL nominations committee, to nominate David Fla:c~nan ofRosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. tbr both the Grant Gihnore 

award and the Homer Kripke award. 

As to the former, the Grant Gihnore Awad is given by the American College of Commercial Finance Lawyers (ACCFL) to recognize superior writing in the aea of 
commercial finance law. In that regard, David is co-author, together with Jeremy Tatge and me, of American Factoring Law, a recent (2011) review of which is 

attached. This 855 page treatise was published in December, 2009 and since updated, first in both Spring, 2011 and now, most recently, in December, 2013, when the 

2013 Cumulative Supplement was published (see second attachinent). This book is the leading work on factoring law here in America and, in many respects, in the 

world. David’s contribution to this book was and remains very significant and qualifies Nm for receipt of the Chant Gilmore Award. 

In the alternative, as to my nomination of David for the Homer Kripke award, this award by ACCFL recognizes a career of leadership and dedication to the 

improvement of commercial finance law and practice. David has had a long and distinguished practice and leadership in commercial finance law, both as in-house 
counsel, inifia~ly at Textile Banking Company, and later at James Talcott, Inc., Walter B. tteller & Co., Crocker National Bank, and tbr the past 20 ?,ears or so at 

Rosenthal & Ro~nthal, Inc. (America’s third largest thctor), as well as t?om being a partner in a private law practice. Moreover, David has served to improve and 

educate countless persons in factoring and comtnercial finance law, both through his employment as described above, and also as a co-author of American Factoring 

Law (see above), service as past president of the Association of Commercial Finance Attorneys, work on the U.C.C. Committee of the California bin, and his 

parficipation in the Commercial Finance Association and, of course, as a Fellow of ACCFL. David’s experience and eflbrts clearly qualify him for receipt of the Homer 

Kripke Award. 

If you need an~hing more please feel free to ask. I thank the ACCFL for its consideration of these m,o nominations. 

Best regards, David 

EPSTEIN 

...... BEOKER 
GREEN 



David Tatge [gi~__2 

~ 202.861.1875 i’202.861 ~3575 

1227 25th Street, NW Washiugtou, DC 20037 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasu~ Regulations we notify you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to be 
used, and cannot be used by a~y taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoidiug tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to a~other party any tmn~ction 

or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is sent by a law firm a~d may contain intbrmation that is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please uotit~. ~ the 
sender by reply e-mafil aaad delete the message and any attachments. 
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Vl. information Resources 

A. Overview 

Since the last ABA site inspection, the has created new services for faculty and 
students, expanded its teaching in the Law School, improved the facility, and made available an 
increasing number of electronic and print resources. Although the library has endured 
significant state budget cuts, continued year-end (or "gap") funding from the University and the 
availability of private endowment funds have allowed the library to absorb these cuts in a way 
that minimizes the effects on its mission. With renovations, the library has addressed some 
issues that were raised during the last inspection, especially those directly related to student 
comfort. 

1. Progress since the Last Inspection 

Since the last ABA inspection, the law library has made great strides in both services 
and operations. 

Teaching 

Reference 
services 

Support for 
emerging 
technologies 

Faculty services 

Collections 

AREA CHANGES SINCE 2007 
Lawyer librarians teach an expanded list of courses in the Law School each year 
including: (1) Advanced Legal Research (multiple sections as well as a section 
specializing in Corporate and Transactional practice research); (2) Advanced Legal 
Writing; (3) Introduction to the Law of the United States (two sections), and (4) either 
a Privacy Law Seminar or Privacy Law in Practice course. Law librarians also guest 
lecture in Law School and other University courses on advanced or specialized 
research topics. 
Law librarians periodically teach Law Librarianship and Legal Resources and 
Copyright for Librarians in the School of Information and Library Science (SILS). 
Reference services continue to be provided: (1) in person at the reference desk; (2) 
from reference librarians’ offices; (3) by telephone; (4) email, and (5) by Instant 
Messenger. Although overall reference questions at the reference desk are down as 
a result of more in-class research instruction in the expanded 1L RRWA curriculum, 
the number of in-depth questions (especially by appointment or in librarians’ offices) 
has increased. 
In response to increasing user preference for electronic resources, the library 
created two new positions. In 2010, the library created the Electronic Resources 
Librarian position to support management of electronic resources and special faculty 
needs. In 2012, reference librarian Tim Gallina’s position was formally restructured 
to include an emphasis on emerging technology. He investigates new hardware and 
software used in the research process and provides education to faculty, staff, and 
alumni. 
The law library continues to offer an expanding suite of services to faculty including: 
(1) the Faculty Liaison Service; (2) the FIND Service (Faculty Information Delivery 
Service) for document delivery; (3) upkeep of the faculty publications database; (4) 
research assistant training (5) support for posting scholarship to SSRN (since 2012), 
and (6) a part-time Empirical Research specialist (since 2008). 
Besides expansion of titles, the library has: (1) met virtually all requests for titles; (2) 
continue to collaborate with the University Library to ensure access to its ever- 
expanding collections; (3) coordinated selection with campus subject specialists and 
Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN) libraries, including a pilot program to 
purchase many scholarly ebooks; (4) subscribed to several new databases 
(BIoomberg Law, ALM, CCH, RIA and several Hein Libraries); and (5) made major 
purchases of electronic databases: Making of Modern Law modules (US Supreme 
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Collection 
access 

Budget 

Internet and 
technology 
support 

Website 

Law 
librarianship 

Leadership in 
the 
profession 

Research and 
scholarship 

Staffing 
Reorganization 

Facilities 

Court Records and Briefs, Primary Sources 1620-1926, Foreign, Comparative and 
International Law, and Trials 1600-1926), Rise of American Law, ProQuest 
Legislative Insight, ProQuest Bills & Resolutions(1789 -2013), and several Hein 
Libraries. 
After a librarian retreat and consultation with the faculty, a new collection 
development policy was developed in 2012-2013 and approved in 2013. 
Access to collections in the catalog has been improved by (1) implementing the new 
Endeca search interface for the online catalog, (2) adding Cassidy Cataloging 
records (WestlawNext and LexisAdvance) as well as Serials Solutions records (CCH 
IntelliConnect and HeinOnline), and (3) processing thousands of electronic catalog 
record updates each month. Other catalog enhancements include the Articles Plus 
search feature that displays article level search results along with book results. 
Despite significant state budget cuts, the library has able to count on strong "gap", 
and grant-funded overhead funding from the University and income from 
endowments from both the University and the Law School. 
Internet and technology improvements include: (1) the addition of two new scanners 
that allow patrons to easily scan books and other documents, (2) several new 
microforms scanners, (3) the purchase of iPads, Kindles, Webcams, MacBooks, 
Microsoft Surface tablets and an Internet conference phone to allow the library staff 
to maintain proficiency in new technology, and (4) upgrades to Windows, Office, 
ILLiad and other software used by patrons and staff. 
The library’s website has been redesigned to have the same look and feel of the law 
school’s website while maintaining its unique identity. The mobile website has been 
replaced with the main site’s responsive design. Research guides have been 
updated and several new guides were created (e.g., federal banking law and 
PACER research). 
The library further strengthened its relationship with the School of Information and 
Library Science by: (1) increasing the number of SlLS students hired for student 
positions; (2) continuing the dual degree program, for which the Director is the 
advisor, and which was ranked #4 by U.S. News, and (3) continuing to support law 
librarians teaching SlLS courses and regularly serving as advisors for masters 
papers related to law librarianship or legal topics. 
Carolina continued its leadership tradition: (1) Anne Klinefelter delivered the AALL 
Distinguished Lectureship in 2012, (2) Donna Nixon was elected to the AALL 
executive board, and (3) librarians continue to serve in leadership roles in AALS, 
SEAALL, AALL, ALA and LAUNC-CH, and by chairing committees and planning 
conferences and workshops such as the Duke/UNC scholarship workshop pin 2012. 
Law librarians made significant contributions to the literature of librarianship and law, 
including articles in: (1) Law Library Journal (one award winning); (2) Legal 
Reference Services Quarterly; (3) AALL Spectrum; (4) North Carolina Law Review 
(5) Virginia Journal of Law and Technology, (6) Columbia Journal of Law and the 
Arts, (7) Berkeley Technology Law Journal, and (8) N.C. Journal of Law & 
Technology; and several book chapters. 
As permanent positions have become vacant, the law library has re-evaluated 
whether to redefine or fill each position in order to address changing needs and 
decreased state funding. As a result, one staff position has been eliminated, and 
three continue to remain vacant. Cross- training for the eliminated and open position 
responsibilities has helped staff better understand the work of other departments, 
and the overall efficiency of the library has improved. 
Changes include: (1) creation of 3 additional group study rooms (some rooms are 
equipped with computers and large monitors and all have large whiteboards), (2) 
addition of laptop stands, standing desks, and podiums, (3) new tables with power 
outlets so that students can recharge phones and laptops while in the library, (4) 

rd th 
new chairs in the carrels on the 3 and 4 floors, and (5) older stairwells were 
repainted, resurfaced, and lighting improved. 
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Digitization 

Special 
collections 

Strategic 
planning 

During 2010 to 2011, the law library digitized volumes of the North Carolina Register 
that were unavailable on the free web. They are maintained on the law library 
website and the Internet Archive. One-time funding from the University allowed the 
library to start a project of digitizing North Carolina Supreme Court Briefs. The 
library is collaborating with a SlLS professor to ensure that private or sensitive 
information is redacted from the materials before they are published online. 
The law library has implemented a preservation plan for special collections: the 
catalog librarian and a temporary rare book room assistant have conducted a review 
to determine the conditions of all materials in the rare book room and begun to 
systematically take steps to steward these resources to ensure their continued use 
and relevance. 
Law library staff completed a new strategic plan in 2013. The Deputy Director 
participated in the development of the University Library’s strategic plan in 2012- 
2013. The management team then developed law library specific goals, which were 
reviewed by the librarians. The management team produced a final plan with input 
developed at a library all-staff meeting. 

2. Mission 

In 2011, the law librarians thoroughly reviewed the law library’s mission statement and 
concluded that it still reflected its priorities. The full mission statement is set out below. 

The Kathrine R. Everett Law Library supports the education of Carolina Law 
students, acts as a research partner with faculty and students, and serves the legal 
information needs of University students and faculty, the legal community, and the 
residents of North Carolina. To that end, the law library’s mission is: 

1.    To research, develop and implement innovative 
services, instruction and creative uses of technology to 
access, manage and communicate knowledge; 

2.    To collect, organize and preserve legal resources, 
and provide access to information to enhance and support 
legal and law related research and scholarship; 

3.    To teach formal courses in law, legal research and 
law related subjects in the Law School and the University; 

4.    To maintain a physical environment conducive to 
study, research and scholarship; and 

5.    To foster research, scholarship, education, and 
leadership in law librarianship, legal research, law, and 
information and library science. 

3. Organization and Administrative Personnel 

Anne Klinefelter was hired as the Director of the Law Library and Associate Professor of 
Law (tenure-track) effective June 1, 2007. Professor Klinefelter has significant previous library 
experience at the University of Miami, Boston University, and the University of Alabama. She 
received tenure as a member of the law school faculty in 2011. 
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The library has ten lawyer-librarians and an experienced cataloging librarian. All of the 
librarians (except for the director) have general faculty status and have renewable term 
contracts based on a law library ranking plan. All lawyer-librarians are eligible for a secondary 
appointment as clinical professors in the law school. These lawyer-librarians are actively 
engaged in the law school and teach for-credit courses in the law school curriculum. Staff 
members bring experience, expertise, and commitment to their library work; two are pursuing 
master’s degrees in library science. Most years, the library employs a SlLS student with a JD or 
a final-year dual degree student as a half-time graduate assistant. The library also shares an 
Empirical Legal Research Assistant with Duke’s Law Library and shares the cost of security 
guards with the law school. Occasionally, the law library hires temporary staff, such as the 
temporary rare books assistant. 

The law library maintains a strong management team consisting of the Director, Deputy 
Director, Assistant Director for Public, and Assistant Director for Collection Services. In Public 
Services, the Assistant Director supervises Circulation and Reference. Four lawyer librarians 
serve in reference positions and other lawyer-librarians provide backup for reference services. 
Both the Catalog/Government Documents Librarian and the Electronic Resources Librarian 
report to the Assistant Director for Collection Services, and the IT Services Librarian is part of 
the Administrative Office and reports to the Deputy Director. 

Support staff members continue to perform key functions for the library including early 
evening supervision of Circulation and Reserve, interlibrary loan, Iooseleaf filing, shelving, 
ordering and processing of materials, some website support, and some copy cataloging. The 
library currently has a total of seven support staff members and employs approximately 30 
student assistants who provide a variety of services including circulation and reserve, reference, 
document retrieval, legal research for faculty, shelving, Iooseleaf filing, and digitization and 
materials processing. The library receives work-study funding for much of the collection 
services student work. Since the last self-study, the SPA staff have been reclassified into the 
current State Personnel system. The law library has worked to ensure that all SPA staff earn at 
least the market salary for their positions. In addition, the law library undertook significant, 
multi-year re-organization of staff responsibilities to address budget cuts and the shift from 
mostly print resources to an increasingly electronic collection. Some staff received raises to 
reflect new duties. 

The ARL Salaries survey indicates that UNC average and median salaries for law 
librarians are competitive with librarians at peer law schools. 
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LAW LIBRARIAN SALARY 
COMPARISONS WITH PEERS 

2011=2012 
from Association of Research Libraries 

2011-2012 
School Average Median 
Berkeley 
Duke 71,485 64,450 
Emory 60,653 58,766 
Georgia 56,448 55,752 
Iowa 76,977 76,075 
Texas 67,223 57,057 
UCLA 80,883 87,887 
U. Washington 71,318 65,496 
Virginia 70,592 64,650 
William & Mary NA 
Wisconsin 67,501 63,725 
Peer Median 69,231 65,984 
UNC-CH 68,735 65,268 

All salaries (both staff and librarians) were essentially frozen from 2008 until 2012, when the 
General Assembly allocated a 1.2% raise for all state employees and allowed University 
departments to self-fund another 1.2% only for professional employees, such as librarians. The 
law library took advantage of this opportunity and funded the additional raises for librarians. 
The General Assembly did not include a general staff raise in the 2013 budget. 

Staff changes continue to reflect increasing specialization and higher qualifications. The 
following chart shows the increase in the number of librarians who have both a master’s degree 
in librarianship and a law degree. Lawyer librarians provide teaching and research support that 
is needed to address the growing complexity of legal research. Factors contributing to the 
increased complexity of legal research include the growing number of electronic resource 
options, the rise of interdisciplinary legal scholarship, and the globalization of legal practice. 

The library has been able to meet the goals of the previous self-study to upgrade and 
develop new services with a staff that grew and then shrank as budget cuts were implemented. 
Goals have been met, in part, because of the increasing sophistication of the staff. The new 
holder of the position of Assistant Director for Collection Services and the new Electronic 
Resources Librarian, for example, are lawyer-librarians who not only address collection 
management but also teach and provide reference services. 
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LIBRARY PERSONNEL CHANGES 2007-13 

LIBRARIANS SPA GRADUATE TOTALS 
STAFF ASSISTANT 

YEAR J.D./MLS MLS 
2007-08 9 3 9 .5 21.5 
2008-09 9 3 9 .5 21.5 
2009-10 9 3 9 .5 21.5 
2010-11 10 3 9 1 24 
2011-12 10 2 9 .5 21.5 
2012-13 10 1 8 0 19 
2013-14 10 1 7 1 18.5 

B. Finances 

The law library budget is largely constituted of University state funds appropriated to 
libraries. The legislative appropriation to the UNC System consists of various line items, one of 
which is Academic Affairs Libraries. Academic Affairs Library funding includes the law library. 
The law library director works with the University Librarian who is also the Associate Provost for 
Libraries, to divide those funds between the University Library and the law library. Since the last 
inspection, the budget process has been very beneficial to the law library. The University 
Librarian has been a strong advocate for funding for special projects such as the Digitization of 
the North Carolina Supreme Court Briefs and has been instrumental in securing "gap" funds to 
address inflation and in sharing campus grant overhead funds. However, UNC’s law library 
budget remains below the median for UNC’s peer law school’s libraries. 

Law Library Expenditures 2007 -2013 

Category 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Personnel $1,627,979 $1,823,849 $1,781,904 $1,985,930 $1,862,066 $1,787,967 

Collections $1,566,418 $1,790,192 $1,905,608 $1,855,576 $1,456,533 $1,692,887 

Operating $246,877 $170,703 $335,918 $153,915 $205,995 $268,581 

TOTAL $3,441,274 $3,784,744 $4,023,430 $3,995,421 $3,524,594 $3,749,435 
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Budget Comparison to Peer Law Schools 2012 

PEER                                PERSONNEL & 
COLLECTIONS                      TOTALS 

UNIVERSITIES OPERATING 

Berkeley $3,939,984 $4,614,659 $8,554,643 

Duke $1,874,975 $1,558,306 $3,433,281 

Emory $1,165,400 $1,317,018 $2,482,418 

Georgia $1,494,081 $1,131,867 $2,625,948 

Illinois $1,691,677 $1,381,377 $3,073,054 

Iowa $3,633,955 $2,634,935 $6,268,890 

Texas $1,907,128 $2,175,577 $4,082,705 

UCLA $2,310,000 $2,961,000 $5,271,000 

Virginia $2,077,016 $1,669,054 $3,746,070 

Washington $1,496,071 $2,334,100 $3,830,171 

William & Mary $1,255,626 $1,242,876 $2,498,502 

Wisconsin $1,264,707 $1,685,558 $2,950,265 

Peer Median $2,009,218 $2,058,861 $4,068,079 

UNC $1,662,528 $1,862,067 $3,524,595 

C. Collection 

Compared with Association of Research Libraries law school libraries, UNC adds fewer 
monographs bu~hasmoreacti~esedalfl~lesubscdpflons. Ninety-two percent of the law faculty 
either agree or strongly agree that they are able to get the materials they need from the law 
library’s print and on-line collections (including materials received from other libraries through 
the law library) to support their teaching, research, scholarship, and service. Students agree in 
simila~pe~cen~ages. The Law School community has ready and easy access to a rich collection 
of monographs at other campus libraries and through the TRLN consortium (The Triangle 
Research Libraries Consortium consists of North Carolina State University, Duke University, 
North Carolina Central University and UNC Chapel Hill). Almost all requests for materials have 
been met through purchase, document delivery, or interlibrary loan. The University and Health 
Sciences Libraries have substantial circulating collections, and the law library’s FIN D (Faculty 
Information Delivery) service regularly provides next day and even same-day turn-around on 
faculty requests for materials available at other libraries on campus. Law students are a short 
walk away from all of these libraries and have full circulation privileges. Materials at TRLN 
Libraries can be requested through the shared catalog and are delivered within 2-3 days. 
Students and faculty can also visit TRLN libraries to browse the collections and check out 
materials. 

The increasing user acceptance of ebooks motivated the University Library and TRLN to 
purchase more eBooks. In 2012, TRLN Libraries entered into one of the first consortial 
agreements to purchase ebooks from Oxford University Press. TRLN purchased the backfile of 
all available ebooks and continues to purchase new titles as they are published. A single print 
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copy of each book is purchased and placed in the shared off-site storage facility and retrievable 
through the TRLN catalog. 

The law library and its Law School patrons also enjoy seamless access to a wide array 
of electronic resources licensed for the entire campus, usually including remote access for 
enrolled students and current faculty. In recent years, the University Library has greatly 
expanded access to e-journals and e-books by purchasing the access to all Sage, Oxford 
University Press, and Cambridge University Press publishers and several large databases of 
historical ebooks. Over 90 million articles from over 190,000 journals are available online from 
campus libraries. University Libraries have also purchased databases relevant to law school 
patrons such as the NAACP papers archive, ProQuest Historical Newspapers, ProQuest 
Legislative Insight, and British Parliamentary Debates. The law library contributes to many of 
these purchases. 

Throughout 2011-2012, the Library conducted a comprehensive review of all 
subscriptions to identify titles that were no longer needed or duplicated in multiple formats. This 
review culminated with the renegotiation of the multi-year Library Maintenance Agreement with 
West. The Deputy Director or Assistant Director for Collection Services reviewed every invoice 
received and identified potential cancellations. They then consulted with librarians and faculty 
who write or teach in subject areas relevant to the titles. For materials relevant to all subjects, 
such as federal and state primary materials, the entire faculty was consulted. These 
cancellations1 saved the library $291,788. 

These savings, along with the redirection of lapsed salary money into collection 
purchases, have allowed the library to purchase databases and other materials needed by the 
faculty and students. In 2013, the library subscribed to ALM Premium Plus and Tax Notes at 
the request of faculty members and completed the Making of the Modern Law primary source 
module. The University also provided one-time funding for purchase of the Foreign, 
Comparative, and International Law Making of the Modern Law module and the ProQuest Bills 
& Resolutions (1789-2013) database. 

COLLECTIONS HIGHLIGHTS 

2010-2011 ARL RANK* 
NUMBER 

Volumes Added (Gross) 13,724 10 
Volumes in Library 370,485 37 
Current Serials (Total) 10,144 18 
Total Electronic Resources Expenditures 301,992 41 

* As the ABA questionnaire has ceased to collect much of this information, the rank 
reflects the published ARL (Association of Research Libraries) rank. A total of 74 law libraries 
were included in the 2010-2011 report. 

list of titles cancelled is available at http://library.law.unc.edu/about/collections/cancellations/. 
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EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF COLLECTION MATERIAL 

1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 2012- 
2013 

Type of Material 
Serials $718,264 $1,041,367 $1,099,572 $835,102 
Monographs, Other $187,171 $75,679 $121,694 $47,951 
Electronic Resources $65,677 $69,478 $344,072 $799,748 
Binding $14,285 $12,995 $12,094 $10,084 

Total $985,397 $1,199,519 $1,577,432 $1,692,88 
5 

The above snapshots of collection expenditures show the law library has made significant shifts 
from print to electronic resources since the time of the last inspection. 

COLLECTION C OM PARI SONWI T H P EEREAWEI B~RI E $2005 06 

ACTIVE SERIAL 
TOTAL VOLS & 

PEER UNIVERSITIES TITLES TITLES, VOL EQUIV. 
HELD excluding 

HELD duplicates 

Berkeley 

Duke 
Emory 

Florida 

illinois 
Michigan 

Pennsylvania 

Pittsburgh 

Southern Calif. 

Texas 
Virginia 

UCLA 
U. Washington 

Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Median 

UNC 

State funding continues to fail to meet price increases, much less provide for new 
subscriptions or major purchases of significant electronic or other resources. Because of the 
shortfall, the University has provided "gap" funding since 2002-2003 largely to protect serial 
continuations. The law library has benefited from collaboration with other campus libraries to 
secure this University support that allows the libraries to avoid major cancellations. In recent 
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years, the Provost has also provided some of the unspent state funds to the libraries in the final 
days of the fiscal year. Naturally, the libraries have become more and more dependent on this 
"gap" funding, placing the collections in a precarious position. The University Librarian continues 
to be a strong advocate for stable collection funding for all campus libraries, and the University 
has had some isolated successes in securing state funds to close the gap. Nonetheless, the 
law library is particularly vulnerable because such a high percentage of the collection is 
subscription based. 

COLLECTION EXPENDITURES BY FUND TYPE 2007-2013 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

State recurring 

funds 1,330,393 1,355,897 1,214,843 1,001,438 811,245 791,275 

State funds 

redirected to 

collections 109,656 103,093 119,825 217,692 

University "gap" 

funding 63,000 253,696 473,623 490,775 456,755 518,574 

University one-time 

funding 100,000 

University grant 

overhead allocation 20,000 65,651 20,000 186,909 20,000 36,996 

Law School 247,796 56,681 45,000 20,000 

Private 29,420 29,634 30,806 28,361 28,708 28,352 

TOTAL 1,905,609 1,855,576 1,456,533 1,692,889 

The law library has long maintained a written collection development policy. The policy 
was rewritten in 2013 to reflect broad trends of user preference for electronic materials, budget 
cuts, and to incorporate feedback obtained through ongoing consultation with faculty. The 
selection process for the collection is now managed by the Assistant Director for Collection 
Services in consultation with the Deputy Director and with support from other librarians, 
especially the Reference/Collection Development Librarian. 

The law library’s mission includes serving the legal information needs of citizens of North 
Carolina. To that end, the law library facility and most of its collection (both print and online) is 
available to the public when they visit the library. Since the last inspection, the library has added 
another simultaneous user to its Westlaw public access account and upgraded to the 
WestlawNext platform. Two computers in the reading room are dedicated to this subscription, 
which includes state and federal primary materials, all North Carolina secondary sources and 
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some federal secondary sources. Reference Librarians report that these are heavily used. Law 
library digitization projects have focused on North Carolina materials to further the mission to 
serve North Carolina citizens. 

D. Services 

The law library provides a variety of services to the Law School community as well as to 
other library users at the University, practicing attorneys, and the general public. The growing 
number of electronic resources as well as improvements in access and usability has changed 
the way library users seek support from the library. Reference services are now provided at the 
Reference Desk and by telephone but also by email and Instant Messenger. In addition, the 
reference librarians reach out to teach law faculty and students about research and services 
options, instead of waiting for these patrons to contact the librarians. Since the last inspection, 
the number of sections of Advanced Legal Research has increased. There are now six 
librarians who regularly teach the course. In the past few years there has been space for about 
100 students each year to take Advanced Legal Research. Each year one section of Advanced 
Legal Writing is taught by a librarian. The Introduction to the Law of the United States course 
for foreign exchange students is also taught by a law librarian in both fall and spring semesters. 
Although the law librarians have no formal role in the RRWA course by design, RRWA 
professors work informally with librarians generally through their library liaison, the Deputy 
Director. 

Since the last ABA site inspection, services to law school faculty continues to be a 
priority. In 2008, the law library instituted a new service to support the growing practice of 
empirical research. A Ph.D. expert in statistics supports and even has co-authored with law 
faculty through a position shared by UNC and Duke law libraries. Each full-time faculty member 
is assigned a liaison from the lawyer-librarians. The Faculty Research Service provides legal 
research to law faculty and is managed by a reference librarian who supervises at least two 
graduate students from library school, generally students with J.D.’s or who are in the dual 
J.D./MSLS or MSIS degree program. The FIND service locates and delivers materials to 
faculty using campus libraries, electronic resources, interlibrary loan, or referrals to the Assistant 
Director for Collection Services for purchase for the law library collection. The library also 
maintains a list of faculty publications for the law library and Law School websites and provides 
assistance to faculty in posting materials to SSRN. These services were created at the request 
of faculty, and they have been very popular. 

Interlibrary loan (ILL) supports both faculty and students, and the service has been very 
successful in meeting local needs. Although borrowing has steadily increased in the past seven 
years, ILL lending has dipped since the unusual high of 2007-2008 (due to the closure of Duke’s 
law library during construction) and ILL borrowing has begun to trend downwards. ILL statistics 
do not include the popular campus document delivery service, which supports retrieval and 
delivery of books and articles from libraries on the UNC Chapel Hill campus. The law school’s 
law reviews are increasingly willing to accept cite-checks to electronic resources and are 
expected to rely less on ILL in the future. A number of factors impact the changing ILL and 
document delivery usage patterns: interdisciplinary of faculty research areas and of articles 
selected for publication in the school’s law reviews, and the ease of requesting materials from 
both the UNC library catalog and the shared TRLN catalog. 
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Year 

2007-08 
2008-09 
2009-10 
2010-11 
2011-12 
2012-13 

ILL LENDING 

Loans 

564 
396 
308 
298 
243 
236 

Articles 

396 
223 
190 
174 
151 
101 

ILL BORROWING 

Year 

2007=08 
2008-09 
2009-10 
2010-11 
2011-12 
2012-13 

Loans 

3O0 
53O 
814 
831 
798 
573 

Articles 

134 
125 
150 
178 
138 
112 

Document Delivery Borrowing 
2008-2009 930 
2009-2010 1998 
2010-2011 2402 
2011-2012 2006 
2012-2013 1498 

E. Facilities 

The facility continues to be one of the library’s most significant challenges. The 
1999 renovation and expansion of the fourth floor of the law library created a pleasing entry and 
main service point for the law library and provided needed office space. Soon afterwards, 
though, students began to demand electricity at the tables in the library reading room. In 2007, 
the library provided electrical outlets near only 40 table seats and four upholstered chairs. 
Asbestos and other structural problems make prohibitive the cost of the installation of electrical 
outlets to supply all of the reading room tables on the fourth floor. However, with minor 
renovations, the library now has 112 table seats and 20 casual seats with easy access to 
electricity. All the library carrels have electricity, and the entire library has wireless Internet 
access. 

Many changes have been made to improve the experience of patrons, especially 
students, who are using the library and the result has been an increase in the use of the library 
space. The need for student group-study space identified in the last self-study has been 
addressed to some extent. In 2009, University IT decided to close the computer lab in the law 
library to address state funding cuts and acknowledge the increased reliance by students on 
their personal laptops. With financial support from the Law School, this space was designed to 
house five study rooms and a large conference room. The library now has six group study 
rooms. Several of these rooms are equipped with computers with large screens. Several areas 
of the library have been rearranged or lightly renovated to make room for new tables with built-in 
electrical outlets. These changes enable students to study while their laptops, phones, and 
other devices are charging. To further improve the experience in the library for the students, the 
library purchased new chairs for the reading room and the carrels on the 3rd and 4th floors, 
laptop stands, podiums, and stand-up desks. In response to student concerns, the library 
updated its food and drink policy to allow more food and drink in most areas. Study aids, one of 
the law library’s more popular collections, were moved from the closed reserve area to a prime 
location near the entrance to the law library. 

Several renovations improved staff work areas. The new large conference room 
supports library and law school departmental meetings and is even used as a classroom 
occasionally. A redesign of the Collection Services area improved workflow particularly as the 
staff has been reorganized in the past few years. As staffing was reduced in the Administration 
Suite, that area was reconfigured. The area behind the circulation desk was remodeled to 
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provide an additional office and workspace for student staff. The current periodicals room was 
repurposed for student work space after subscriptions to many print journals were cancelled. 
The bindery room has been repurposed and is now used as workspace for digitization projects. 

Issues still remain with inadequate climate control and poor user space for the Rare 
Book collection and archives, ADA-noncompliant stacks, and dreary lower floors that discourage 
use of the space. Over the past 20 years, approximately 90% of the faculty library space has 
been lost to law school offices. Mo~e than half of ~he students ~esponding to the survey said ~hat 
~he n umbe~ o fstudyspacesis adequate but they complained about ~he lack of group study 
roomsi The chart below highlights the fact that the law library remains much smaller than most 
of our peer institutions’ libraries. This is mitigated by the availability of study spaces in other 
parts of the law school. The challenges related to the facility are somewhat minimized by the 
growing user preference for electronic materials that can be accessed remotely. To ameliorate 
the problem with access to items in the narrowly set stacks, law students with mobility issues 
are provided faculty-level access to the document delivery system so they can request materials 
in the library be pulled by library staff and held at the circulation desk. Other patrons with 
disabilities can request at service points or by email for items be retrieved by library staff. The 
presence of asbestos and the structural nature of the stacks on the first and second floor make 
significant changes cost-prohibitive. 

SPACE COMPARISON WITH PEER SCHOOLS 
2012 

INSTITUTION Total Square Feet 

Berkeley 54,935 

Duke 67,224 

Emory 70,000 

Georgia 43,865 

Illinois 58,123 

Iowa 76,591 

Texas 92,157 

UCLA 78,891 

Virginia 78,491 

Washington 63,559 

William & Mary 53,400 

Wisconsin 54,072 

Average 65,942 

UNC 44,863 

The law library’s close location to several athletic fields used for sporting events as well 
as frequent team and marching band practices makes providing a quiet study area during these 
events and practices virtually impossible. In 2012, the football team joined other teams that use 
speakers to amplify music during practices. The law library now provides earplugs to students 
and forwards complaints to the law school. Law school administration has routinely forwarded 
these complaints to the Athletic Department [hopefully the studen~ suwey will indicate if this is 
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an issue fo£ students ] 

F. Goals 

Goal: Enhance collections and create unique digital content 

a) Improve quality of and access to collections 
Strategy: conduct a systematic review of electronic collections to determine weakness, 
redundancies, and permanency; evaluate opportunities to improve discoverability of and 
access to print materials on site and in partner libraries; investigate new opportunities 
and viability for shared print and digital collections 
Resources: Existing staff, funding for collection analysis software or tools; support from 
campus and TRLN libraries; funding for continuing education 
Timeline: 2017 

b). Digitize portions of the North Carolina Supreme Court Record and Briefs while 
systematically ensuring the privacy of sensitive information 

Strategy: work with W.S. Hein to digitize briefs off-site, seek one-time funding to speed 
up current process, use software created by SILS professor to remove sensitive 
information, post redacted files on the Law Library’s website. 
Resources: Existing staff and funding allocated; increased funding can speed up 
digitization 
Timeline: 2019 

Goal: Provide services that support curricular, scholarship and service needs of faculty 
and students in a rapidly changing legal and information technology environment 

a). Continue to develop a unified Advanced Legal Research (ALR) curriculum; 
Strategy: Regular meetings of faculty teaching ALR, investigate the skills and knowledge 
needed by graduates 
Resources: Funding for research and travel for meetings 
Timeline : Ongoing 

b). Continue to teach Advanced Legal Writing and Introduction to the Law of the 
United States; 
Strategy: Prioritize librarian time to teach these courses 
Resources: Staff time, support for continuing education 
Timeline: Ongoing 

c). Develop and implement best practices in legal research pedagogy 
Strategy: Support librarians and other faculty as they research and implement new 
methods of teaching legal research; facilitate sharing of these methods through 
meetings, presentations, and publication; assessment of implementation of best 
practices 
Resources: funding for travel to conferences that contain legal research instruction 
sessions, equipment to record classes for assessment, and arrangements for meetings 
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of faculty. 
Timeline : Ongoing 

d). Evaluate and make improvements to faculty services in light of changing 
research and curricular needs 
Strategy: Investigate the needs of faculty, investigate services offered by other law and 
academic libraries, analyze current services and make needed changes 
Resources: Existing staff time and technology 
Timeline: 2015 

e) Create tutorials to benefit patrons who are not onsite in the library 
Strategy: Train reference librarians and graduate assistants on how to create tutorials, 
create best practices for content and format, evaluate the need for such tutorials and 
create them, and update as needed. 
Resources: Software and existing staff time 
Timeline: 2016 to create 

Goal: Make improvements to the facility as the budget allows 
a) Improve lighting in the reading room and in stack areas 
Strategy: Work with the University to develop plans for making all spaces in the 
library supportive for patron needs 
Resources: Funding and expertise 
Timeline: 2018 

b) Expand group study space and ensure quiet space for study 
Strategy: Consult with students and work with University Facilities experts to 
design and construct needed rooms or conditions; consider the impact of 
collection weeding on opportunities for repurposing library space for group study 
and quiet study 
Resources: Funding and expertise 
Timeline: 2018 

c) Continue to monitor opportunities for making library stacks ADA-compliant 
and develop alternatives to support students with disabilities 

Strategy: Periodically consult with University Facilities experts 
Resources: Funding and expertise; support from partner libraries; continuing 
education 
Timeline: Ongoing 

Goal: Ensure efficient and effective management of the law library 
a) Recruit and retain effective managers 
Strategies: Maintain UNC Law Library’s reputation among law librarians through 
continued support for meetings, scholarship, and presentations 
Resources: Funding for travel and education 
Timeline: Ongoing 

b) Provide appropriate continuing education for all library staff 
Strategies: Take advantage of local opportunities and other 
opportunities; Make staff aware of appropriate opportunities 
Resources: Staff Funding and time for scholarship 
Timeline: Ongoing 

educational 
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c) Advocate for adequate funding 
Strategies: Work with campus librarians to seek stable funding; manage all 
funding efficiently 
Resources: University Libraries and Law School support 
Timeline: Ongoing 

d) Continue regular coordination with the University Library and active 
engagement with and reporting through the law school 

Strategies: maintain regular meetings with counterparts in the University Library 
and law school; update and communicate law library reports 
Resources: Funding for travel and meeting arrangements 
Timeline: ongoing 
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Faculty 

A. Size and Composition of the Faculty 

Throughout its history, Carolina’s law faculty has been its foundation, iSixty-four ~ull-time 
faculty members, the Dean, ten librarians, and other teachers conduct classes across a range of 
areas. Some courses are traditional; others were created in response to the changing world in 
which tomorrow’s lawyers will function. This includes a number of transition-to-practice courses 
that have been launched over the past seven years. Some faculty members come to Carolina 
from public and private practice; others have combined the study of law with such disciplines as 
anthropology, computer science, economics, history, philosophy or political science. 

Research conducted within the School of Law produces a rich body of publications that 
include books, monographs, book chapters, manuals and articles in law reviews including 
international journals, electronic media, and other professional publications. Book topics span a 
range of topics, including banking law, constitutional law, corporations, criminal law, evidence, 
health law, housing, immigration law, legal history, legal research and writing, ocean and 
coastal law, racial justice, securities and tax law. Professors also participate in various local, 
regional and national programs on continuing legal education sponsored by the School of Law 
and other organizations. 

Depending on curricular needs, in a particular year the tenured faculty may be enriched 
by visiting professors recruited to provide additional breadth in course offerings. The Law 
School also relies on adjunct faculty to teach certain advanced electives and courses 
emphasizing practical skills, including Trial Advocacy. 

1. Student/Faculty Ratio 

Attempts to lower the School of Law’s student!faculty ratio have to a certain extent 
closed the gap with comparison schools. As a result of increased faculty hiring, the 
student/faculty ratio decreased from 15.7:1 in 2006-2007 to 13:1 in 2011-2012. The chart below 
compares UNC’s student/faculty ratio to that of its peer institutions for 2011-2012. Even with a 
significant improvement over the last several years, however, UNC’s student/faculty ratio of 13:1 
still lags somewhat behind the average of these schools of 11.2:1 

Comment [JK1]: Confi~t~dupdate.orffmn/updatea 

n tl~is loads likely would result in additional 

scholarly pro&ctivity, this is unlikely to be 

feasbilell11111111 

School Ratio 
Berkeley 11.6 
Duke 9.1 
Emory 10.8 
Georgia 11.8 
Illinois 12.3 
Iowa 10.8 
Texas 11.5 
U. Washington 9.4 
UCLA 10.9 
Virginia 10.9 
William & Mary 14.1 
Wisconsin 10.9 
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UNC - Chapel Hill L 13.1 j 

2. Recruitment and Retention 

The School of Law has been successful in its efforts to recruit a highly qualified, 
productive and diverse faculty. The School of Law has added a large number of new faculty 
members since 2007 but there are also have been some departures from the faculty. Since the 
last Self Study, 34 faculty members1 came to UNC and 17 have left the faculty.2 Some faculty 
members left to accompany spouses to new jobs, some joined other faculties or accepted 
positions in university administration, and several retired. The Faculty Appointments Committee 
participates in the AALS Hiring Conference and conducts other recruitment activities; it then 
invites candidates for on-campus interviews. Following the interviews, the committee makes 
hiring recommendations to the faculty. A majority of the faculty must approve the 
recommendation. Under a long-standing practice of the School of Law, the Dean will not 
recommend the hiring of a candidate if a "substantial minority" of eligible faculty members votes 
to disapprove of the appointment. Opposition by one-third or more of the voting faculty will 
presumptively meet this substantial minority standard, while opposition by one-fifth or fewer of 
voting faculty will noL If between one-fifth and one-third of voting faculty oppose appointment, 
the Dean has the discretion to determine whether opposition is substantial enough to block 
appointment. If the vote is to extend an offer to the candidate, the Dean determines the rank 
and salary to be offered. 

Salaries continue to be of concern in both attracting and retaining quality faculty; benefits 
are even more problematic. The faculty survey reflected that over 59% of respondents 
considered salaries and benefits to be "on the low side, but adequate to attract and retain 
faculty." By contrast, approximately 26% believed that the current salaries and benefits were 
"too low to attract and retain faculty."    In addition, several fixed-term faculty members 
expressed dissatisfaction as to the disparity between the salaries paid to fixed-term faculty and 
those paid to faculty members who were tenured or on the tenure-track. The state-wide budget 
cuts have stalled the University’s commitment to increasing faculty salaries campus-wide. There 
have been limited private funds available to help with salaries, and without significant additional 
funds the comparative salary situation will continue to worsen. Salaries are considerably below 
what they should be and they are likely to impact our ability to attract and retain faculty. The 
issue of benefits is more complicated particularly because insurance is offered through the State 
personnel system. The level of financial support for research and professional development 
was recently increased, however, with the base level of professional funds increasing to $3,500 
and summer research grants increasing to $15,000. 

The development of pre-tenure faculty members (and indeed, of all faculty members) is 
a matter of the highest priority for Carolina Law. The Associate Dean for Faculty Development 
assists pre-tenure faculty members by coordinating a series of programs that include junior 
faculty exchanges (currently with Chicago-Kent, Illinois, and Maryland) and small scholarship 

Ardia; Bishop; Brophy; Bnrk; Chester; Chew; Collins Britton; Coyle; Crayton; Everett; Flatt; George; 
Gerhardt, D.; Harmon; Hirsch; Hitchcock; Kim; Krause; Lau; McClanahan; Mosteller; Nichol; Polsky; Posner; 
Pryal; Remns; Sabbeth; Salinas; Saver; Smith, C.; Smith, R.; Thomas; Wilson; Zanin. 

Baker; Blakey; Boyd; Broun; Brown, Carol; Chambers; Chester; Crain; Feibelman; Flana~’-Smith; 
Gasaway; George; Kalo; Kramec; McKinney; Motomura; Newbern. ’I~rnier entered phased retirement in July 2011 
aJad is half-time; Caroline Bro~ua entered phased relirement in July 2013 and is half-time. 
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dinners at which 6-7 faculty members provide informal feedback on an early work in progress. 
The Associate Dean for Faculty Development also reads and comments extensively on drafts of 
articles and other scholarship, advises on the substance of scholarly projects, counsels on 
publication with law journals and book publishers, advises on workshop opportunities, consults 
on teaching issues, arranges classroom visits for pre-tenure faculty members, advises and 
advocates on research issues such as human subjects review matters at the University level, 
counsels on general career issues and acts as a general ombudsperson. Over the summer, the 
Associate Dean for Faculty Development arranges a variety of opportunities for scholarly 
engagement, including: (1) a Supreme Court Lunch series, with speakers from both the 
Carolina and Duke Law faculties; (2) informal Summer Scholarship Dinners, at which faculty 
members of all ranks present works in progress; and (3) encouraging Carolina Law faculty 
members to participate in Duke’s summer faculty workshop series. The faculty survey indicated 
that a significant majority of faculty members view these summer events as having had a 
positive impact on the intellectual climate of the Law School. The goal of these efforts is not 
simply to aid the development of pre-tenure faculty members to the point of tenure but, more 
fundamentally, to help all faculty members reach their full potential in scholarship, teaching and 
service. 

Pursuant to concerns raised during the last Self-Study, the faculty adopted a Policy on 
the Mentoring of Pre-tenure Faculty in 2010. In late Spring/early Summer of every year, the 
Associate Dean for Faculty Development meets individually with each pre-tenure faculty 
member to discuss his/her scholarship, teaching and service needs for the upcoming summer 
and academic year. Shortly after those meetings, the Associate Dean for Faculty Development 
meets with the Mentorship Committee appointed by the Dean for the purpose of presenting 
what has been learned about the goals and needs of each pre-tenure faculty member. The 
Associate Dean then assigns one or more Committee members to work with each relevant pre- 
tenure faculty member to assure that those issues are addressed. At present there is no 
comparable mentoring system in place for non-tenure-track faculty members, an issue that was 
noted by several faculty members at the retreat. 

3.     N°ndiscrimi nati°n/Dive rsity i ...... ~.)~N.~.~!!~i~.:!.2.2.~f]~!~i!%~!i: .............................. 

At the time of the last Self Study, the full-time faculty consisted of 41 tenured or tenure- 
track faculty, of whom 23 were men and 18 were women. Currently, there are 49 tenured or 
tenure-track faculty members, of whom 30 are men and 19 are women. 

Subsequent to our August 25, 2009, letter to the ABA regarding our commitment to the 
racial and ethnic diversity of the faculty, we have continued to seek to hire faculty members 
whose backgrounds are as richly diverse as those of our students. Between the 2009-10 and 
2012-13 academic years, we interviewed 32 people at the AALS Faculty Recruitment 
Conference (FRC) who were self-identified members of minority groups. We subsequently 
extended invitations to 7 of those individuals for on-campus interviews, as well as an additional 
8 minority candidates identified outside the FRC hiring process. We successfully hired 5 
minority faculty members from this pool of 15 candidates. Similarly, during this period we 
interviewed a total of 55 female candidates at the FRC. We extended invitations to 10 of them 
to visit for on-campus interviews, as well as an additional 15 women identified outside of the 
FRC proces& We successfully hired 8 women faculty members from this pool of 25 candidate& 

In 2007-2008, four faculty members were African-Americans, three of whom were full 
professors, and three faculty members were Asian-Americans, two of whom were tenured, and 
one of whom was a full professor. Each of these full professors also held a chair. In 2013- 
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2014, three faculty members are African-Americans, one of whom is a full professor, and five 
faculty members are Asian-Americans, one of whom is a full professor, two of whom are 
tenured, one of whom is on the tenure track, and one of whom is a non-tenure-track clinical 
faculty member. One full professor is listed as two or more races; and one non-tenure-track 
RRWA faculty member is Latino. The School now has 4 faculty members who have openly 
identified themselves as gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Of the 34 faculty members hired since the 
last Self Study, 16 are women; 2 are African-Americans; 1 is Latino; and 3 are Asian- 
Americans. The Appointments Committee recognizes its special responsibility to bring diverse 
candidates to the faculty for consideration, but at present, there are no Native American faculty 
members. 

The faculty is keenly aware of the need to ensure that its members reflect a diverse 
range of backgrounds and interest areas. On the faculty survey, several respondents 
commented that it was important that the diversity of the faculty reflect the diversity of the 
student population. The faculty is also aware that further work is necessary to fully realize this 
goal: just over 67% of respondents rated the diversity of the faculty to be "average," "fair," or 
"poor." Projected upcoming retirements and the Law School’s ability to engage in replacement 
hiring could have a profound impact on faculty diversity. 

FACULTY PROFILE - FALL 20133 

Caucasian Caucasian Minority Minority i LGB** Total Total TOTAL 
Men Women Men Women Men Women 

Full-time faculty 29 25 6 4 4 35 29 64 
Tenured or 25 16 5 3 2 30 19 49 

Tenure track 
Tenured 21 13 4 1 i 2 25 14 39 

~uJJ profe~ 
~ 

20 
~ 

1C) 
~ 

:3 + i :2 
~ 

23 " 10 " ;3:3 
Clinical faculty * 4 9 1 1 2 5 10 15 
Visiting faculty 0 

Emeriti w!offices 7 1 8 
Chaired 18 8 2 1 
positions 

* Full-time instructional clinical faculty members include: nine RRWA faculty; three non-tenure track clinic 
faculty; one long-term instructor; the Externship Director; and the Faculty Supervisor of the Externship Program. 

.... LGB" includes faculty members (three men and one woman) who self-identified as "Gay, Lesbian & 

Bisexual Community Law Teachers" in the 2011-2012 Association of American Law Schools, Directory of Law 
Teachers. Faculty members’ listing under LGB is independent of their listing under other diversity classifications. 

B. Faculty Responsibilities 

1.    Teaching 

3 The faculb’ profile includes the Dean of the Law School and the Director of the Law Library, both of whom are 

tenured members of the faculty. This profile does not inclnde ten dual-degree law librarians (five Caucasian men, 
tbur Caucasian women, and one minority woman) who have primary appointments and duties in the library, bnt also 
teach in the Law School. 
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The School of Law faculty continues to uphold its long tradition of commitment to 
excellence in teaching. Several members of the current faculty have won the McCall Award for 
Teaching Excellence; three have received a University-wide award for distinguished teaching at 
the post-baccalaureate level; and one has received a University-wide award mentor award for 
teaching and learning, particularly outside of the classroom. In 2009 the School of Law initiated 
an annual teaching award, the Robert G. Byrd Award for Excellence and Creativity in Teaching, 
selected by a faculty committee. 

Faculty members employ a wide variety of teaching methods in addition to traditional 
Socratic and lecture formats. Several faculty members encourage "learning by doing" through 
in-class exercises that develop lawyering skills and simulate the legal process. Others 
introduce topics using aids such as movie clips, outside speakers, interviews and role plays. 
Since 2007 the curriculum has expanded to include a large number of transition-to-practice 
courses (see § __.). A number of faculty members have developed PowerPoint presentations, 
use mind mapping software in class, and have adopted Sakai and other Web course portals and 
multimedia presentations for use with the information technologies that have been installed in 
the Law School’s classrooms. The overwhelming majority of faculty survey respondents agreed 
that the technology provided by the Law School was adequate to meet their needs. 

Many members of the faculty have taken advantage of the resources available at the 
University’s Center for Faculty Excellence and through national programs for improving their 
teaching. In recent years, the faculty has also conducted several roundtable discussions and 
workshops on teaching, which have been widely attended; at the retreat, faculty members 
expressed interest in a more robust program of such event& Student evaluations are 
conducted in all classes and are reviewed by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, who 
summarizes them for the Dean. Annual peer visitation in the classroom is used in connection 
with pre-tenure development, and more formal peer visitation is required for tenure and 
promotion decisions. At the retreat, faculty members expressed strong interest in developing a 
more systematic approach to encouraging, evaluating, and providing feedback regarding 
teaching for all faculty members. 

Since 2003-04, the standard teaching load for a faculty member at the School of Law 
has been 10 semester hours per year. Pursuant to our 2010 curricular reform efforts, all of the 
1L courses except RRWA are four hour courses. While most advanced courses (including 
seminars) are three hour courses, some are four credit hours (e.g, Trusts and Estates, 
Business Associations, Evidence). Professional Responsibility typically is a two-hour course 
except when it is offered in the summer, and then it may be either two or three hours. Newly 
hired faculty members at junior ranks have a reduced teaching load in their first semester of 
teaching at the School and teach only one course. Additionally, pre-tenure faculty members 
receive a one semester research and study assignment at some time prior to the tenure 
determination. There is a "banking system" in place for faculty members who teach more than 
10 hours annually. Subject to teaching exigencies, faculty members may banktheir extra hours 
and take research leaves for a semester or have a course reduction once their banked hours 
equal or exceed the normal teaching load requirements. 

Almost 58% of the faculty indicated that the School’s emphasis on teaching is 
appropriate in relation to other aspects of its mission, while just over 26% thought that the 
priority placed on teaching was a little low and 5.3% that it was much too low. Approximately 
7% believed that the emphasis on teaching as a priority is a little too high. Over 87% of the 
faculty agreed that number of credit hours taught is reasonable; 82.1% thought teaching loads 
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are reasonable in relation to the number of students taught. The survey also disclosed 
continued support for retaining the system of banking hours without significant changes. At the 
retreat, there was some interest expressed in fostering a greater sense of community among 
faculty members, such as more coordination among those who teach related upper-division 
courses and among those who teach the same 1L section. 

2. Research and Publications 

As the faculty bibliography illustrates, the faculty’s scholarship exceeds the excellent 
record of scholarship described in the last Self Study.4 :Since 2007, the faculty has produced 
more than 80 books, including second or later editions, and co-authored casebooks or treatises. 
They have also written over 700 articles, book chapters, essays, books reviews, and other 
publications, not counting works in progress. ~he faculty has also gained increasingly wider ............. ~’~pdate wilhfmal ...... be~s 
exposure, as almost every member of the faculty participates in colloquia and delivers public 
lectures at other universities and law schools, including international venues. Many faculty 
members offer national and state-wide television and radio interviews based on their expertise 
in different fields. 

The School of Law continues to strive to support and encourage the faculty’s increased 
scholarly productivity. (1) All of the tenured and tenure-track laterals hired by the Law School 
since 2007 have been productive scholars. (2) The Law School maintains a very busy Faculty 
Speakers Series, which features some of the most productive and well known legal scholars 
from around the country. (3) The School offers opportunities for internal workshops either 
informally or as part of the formal workshop series. (4) Required teaching loads were reduced 
from 12 to 10 hours, helping the Law School to become more competitive in hiring and creating 
more time for faculty to participate in scholarly activities; while a majority of respondents to the 
faculty survey agreed that further reductions in teaching loads likely would result in additional 
scholarly productivity, this is unlikely to be feasible. (5) The banking system allows faculty to 
build credits by teaching an overload. (6) In recent years, faculty members who teach in the 
Clinic have been hired on a unitary tenure-track line and produce scholarly works, thus 
increasing the School’s body of scholarship. (7) The School has increased the amount of its 
summer research grants to $15,000. These grants are available to all pre-tenure faculty 
members and to tenured faculty members who propose and substantially complete significant 
research and writing projects. (8) Faculty members are able to hire one-to-two student research 
assistants during the summer as well as the academic year. (9) Faculty members receive 
increased professional development funds (now $3,500) to cover dues, subscriptions, 
professional travel and similar expenses. When possible, the Dean has allocated additional 
funds to faculty members who need them in order to attend special meetings or to make 
important presentations. Faculty members with chairs generally receive several thousand 
additional dollars annually for professional development, in addition to funding for research 
assistants and the purchase of materials for the library. (10) (3) In 2009, the Law School 
established two scholarship awards: the James H Chadbourn Award for Excellence in 
Scholarship, awarded annually to a faculty member for publication of a full-length law journal 

4 Available al: http://library.law.unc.edt~/faculty services/new faculb" publicafions.html. 
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article deemed to show special creativity and insight and to carry the promise for great impact, 
and the Van Hecke-Wettach Award for Excellence in Scholarship, presented every second year 
to a faculty member for a substantial scholarly accomplishment of notable creativity and/or 
national significance, with preference for a book or a substantial monograph. (11) In 2012, the 
Dean created the Brooks Fund for Faculty Research to provide additional support to faculty who 
are engaged in empirical or archival research. (11) The Associate Dean for Faculty 
Development continues to work to expand the range of opportunities for scholarly engagement 
for faculty of all ranks. 

With respect to professional development funds, several respondents noted that those 
licensed to practice were at a significant disadvantage because they used a substantial portion 
of these funds to maintain professional licensure rather than to support research projects. 
These respondents suggested that a separate pool of funds be made available exclusively for 
the purpose of satisfying professional licensure requirements. Several commenters stated that 
fixed-term faculty engaged in scholarly writing or similar academic pursuits should be eligible for 
summer research grants. 

On the faculty survey, opinion regarding the new scholarship awards was mixed: 38.6 of 
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they would have a positive impact on the faculty 
member’s scholarly productivity, 24.6% disagreed, and 28.1 could not rate the statement. A few 
commenters expressed concern for how award determinations are made. 

3. Service 

The School of Law continues its commitment to service to the profession, the University, 
the State, the nation and the world, as internationalization increasingly is a focus of the 
University. Faculty members participate in a rich array of service activities ranging from law 
reform activities to leadership roles in the Association of American Law Schools, Law School 
Admissions Council, ABA committees, state bar activities, participation in CLE teaching and 
leading campus efforts such as the Faculty Council, serving on the boards of UNC Institutes and 
Centers and providing leadership to various community organizations. 

Service is recognized by the Law School and the University but faculty opinion as 
captured by the survey and retreat was divided about whether recognition and reward for 
service is adequate. Many faculty members reported that they did not know whether service 
was adequately rewarded and recognized. The same was true about whether the School 
offered appropriate support to faculty engaged in service activities. At the retreat, several 
faculty members expressed concerns regarding service, including: a need to clarify what types 
of service count (such as service to the community vs. involvement with student activities); a 
more definitive standard as to how much service counts relative to scholarship and teaching for 
tenure and promotion, as well as for Chair appointments; a need to increase faculty involvement 
with student activities; and receiving feedback on service activities (outside of the promotion and 
tenure process). In 2009, the law school initiated an annual Outstanding Service Award for a 
faculty member with stellar service for the previous two years. However, a few survey 
respondents noted that the award had become a "lifetime achievement award" given to honor 
senior people at or near retirement rather than a means to reward extraordinary service in the 
prior two year& 

4. Tenure, Promotion and Post-Tenure Review 
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a. Tenure and promotion 

Historically, the Law School tenure and promotion policy was subject solely to the 
University policy on reappointment, promotion, and tenure of faculty members as set forth in a 
document entitled "Trustee Policies And Regulations Governing Academic Tenure In The 
University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill," dated June 18, 1976, as amended from time to 
time.~ In December 2013, the provost approved new standards and procedures for the Law 
School as proposed by the Law School faculty. The Law School Policy on Reappointment, 
Promotion and Tenure is included in the Faculty Reference Manual (located at 
https:!/my.law.unc.edu/community!life/faculty!default.aspx).; it is supplemental and necessarily 
subject to the provisions of the Trustee Statement. The Trustee Statement requires that 
reappointment, promotion, and tenure shall be initiated by recommendation of the Dean "after 
consultation with the assembled full professor&" A standing committee on Tenure and 
Promotion, composed of no fewer than three full professors, is appointed by the Dean to 
assemble and assess appropriate information on each candidate for reappointment, promotion 
or tenure. The Committee’s function is to assist the full professors and the Dean concerning 
decisions on reappointment, promotion and tenure. 

Tenure and promotion decisions are made on the basis of evaluation of faculty 
members’ teaching, scholarship and service. Faculty members new to academia may be hired 
at either the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor, based on the candidate’s experience. 
Due to the increasingly high scholarship requirements in the University, the Dean often 
suggests that candidates select the Assistant Professor level. Tenure and promotion are based 
on three principal criteria: scholarly publications, teaching and service. Obviously, the higher 
the rank, the more accomplishment is required of the faculty member for advancement. Articles 
and books are reviewed internally by faculty at the School and they are also sent out for 
external review by experts in the field. These experts return long, written evaluations of the 
scholarly work of the faculty member. Teaching is judged on the basis of classroom visits by 
other faculty members and by student evaluations that are completed each semester by 
students in every course. Service includes service to the Law School, the University, the legal 
profession and/or the larger community. 

An Assistant Professor is appointed for four years with a three year renewal possible 
upon a successful reappointment. During the third year, the faculty member must be told 
whether the appointment will be renewed; this decision is made by the Dean based on a 
recommendation from the Promotion and Tenure Committee, followed by a vote of the Law 
School’s full professors, with the "substantial minority" rule governing the voting as it does with 
hiring. During the second term, the faculty member must be brought forward for tenure. 
Assistant Professors must be promoted to Associate Professor and awarded tenure no later 
than the sixth year or the appointment is terminated. Even if rejected for tenure, the faculty 
member may continue to serve one additional year as an Assistant Professor. 

An initial appointment as an Associate Professor may be with or without tenure. Under 
the Law School’s new procedures, when a faculty member is hired as an Associate Professor 
without tenure, he or she usually remains in this position for a probationary period of six years. 
If the initial appointment is without tenure, in the fifth year, the faculty member must be 
considered for tenure. As in the case of an Assistant Professor, the decision to tenure or not 
begins with a recommendation from the Promotion and Tenure Committee, and the tenure 
recommendation must be approved by a majority of the full professors subject to a substantial 

Available al: http://www.unc.edtvfaculty,’faccoun/tenm’eiindex.lmnl. 
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minority rule. Under university rules, the final decision on whether to recommend a candidate for 
tenure or promotion rests with the dean. A positive recommendation normally is honored by the 
Dean although he or she may decline to recommend tenure. 

The Dean’s recommendation is made to the Provost who will first refer it to the campus Advisory 
Committee on Appointments, Promotion and Tenure (APT). Created in 2004, the APT is 
composed of twelve members of the University faculty holding permanent tenure at the rank of 
professor elected for three-year terms by the voting faculty at large. The APT is advisory to the 
Provost. If the APT vote is favorable, the Provost typically accepts the Committee’s 
recommendation and forwards it to the Chancellor. Upon the Chancellor’s approval, the 
recommendation is transmitted to the campus Board of Trustees. Approval by the Board of 
Trustees is final. It is rare, but not unheard of, for a dean’s recommendation to be rejected by 
the APT, the Provost, the Trustees, or the Board of Governors. If the decision is not to tenure an 
Associate Professor, she may remain on the faculty only for one additional year. In the Law 
School promotion to full Professor usually occurs within four to six years after promotion to 
Associate Professor, but there is no set time frame. 

As part of the 2007 self-study, faculty reported general dissatisfaction on the survey with 
the then-current tenure and promotion policy. In February 2013, the faculty adopted a revised 
tenure and promotion policy that addressed the areas of dissatisfaction identified by the faculty 
in 2007. On the faculty survey, more than 77% of faculty members reported that the process of 
developing the revised policy was "effective" or "very effective." Approximately 57.2% of 
respondents also reported that the substance of the revised policy was "effective" or "very 
effective" at addressing the problems with the prior policy, although some respondents 
expressed dissatisfaction with the revised standards on the grounds that the expected levels of 
faculty productivity were lower than at peer schools. 

The survey also indicated that whereas 82.9% of tenured and tenure-track faculty 
considered themselves "fairly well informed" or "fully informed" as to the tenure-track 
reappointment, tenure, and promotion processes at the law school, only 42.1% of the faculty 
could say the same for those processes as they relate to fixed-term faculty. At the retreat, a 
number of faculty members expressed interest in clarifying the standards and procedures for 
reappointment of fixed-term faculty members. Several survey respondents commented that the 
processes for appointment and promotion of fixed-term faculty members would benefit from the 
deeper involvement of other fixed-term faculty members as opposed to only tenured faculty 

At present, 28 faculty members occupy endowed chairs. On the faculty survey, reaction 
to the current process for awarding chairs was mixed: 37.1% of respondents said the process 
was effective or very effective, 28.6% said it was somewhat or very ineffective, and 34.3% did 
not know or the process was not applicable to them. 

b. Post-tenure review 

The UNC System has implemented a Post-Tenure Review (PTR) policy that requires the 
chair of each department to conduct periodic reviews of each tenured faculty member’s 
performance. Reviews involve faculty peers, examine all aspects of the faculty member’s 
academic performance and are conducted no less often than every five years. The goal of the 
review is to enhance faculty performance. Comprehensive reviews conducted for other 
purposes, such as consideration for promotion, may also constitute a review. The Law School’s 
PTR policy is at https://my.law.unc.edu!community/life/faculty!default.aspx. Among those 
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faculty members who have participated in PTR to date, approximately 68% said that the 
process was only slightly or even less valuable. 

C. Governance 

The faculty at UNC School of Law has responsibility for establishing all major policies 
governing the basic operation of the School. It works primarily through standing committees 
appointed by the Dean. These standing committees are: (1) Academic Affairs; (2) Admissions; 
(3) Appointments; (4) Faculty Speakers; (5) International; (6) Judicial Clerkships; (7) 
Mentorship; (8) Post-Tenure Review; (9) Promotion and Tenure; (10) Dean’s Advisory; and (11) 
Technology. Additional committees may be created from time to time to address special issues 
or proposals. At the retreat, faculty members expressed an interest in having the faculty take on 
a great role in areas such as ongoing review of the curriculum, having faculty members become 
better informed and more engaged in some of the operations of the school, and engaging in 
more robust debate at faculty meetings. 

Policy formulation is generally initiated by faculty committees, which report and make 
recommendations to the full faculty for action. Each faculty member generally is assigned to 
only one committee per year. Many faculty members also devote significant time to serving as 
advisors to student organizations and serving on University or professional committees, and the 
Dean attempts to take these other commitments into account in making committee 
assignments. Although the number of committees is small by some standards, the workload for 
some of them is heavy. Faculty meetings typically are held monthly, except during periods 
demanding prompt appointments, tenure and promotion, or curricular action, and faculty 
minutes are posted on the password protected faculty section of My Carolina Law. 

The faculty establishes admission standards, enrollment goals, scholastic eligibility 
standards and readmission regulations, and approves the academic calendar, curricular 
offerings, and the class schedule. Offers of faculty employment are made only upon vote of the 
faculty, with rank and salary to be determined by the Dean. Searches for both tenure-track and 
most non-tenure-track clinical appointments are conducted by the Appointments Committee. All 
tenure and promotion decisions are made in the first instance by a vote of the full professors, 
acting upon a report and recommendation of the Promotion and Tenure Committee. 

Pursuant to the curricular reform undertaken in 2009-2010, the RRWA program is now 
staffed by non-tenure-track clinical faculty. Non-tenure-track clinical faculty hired under long- 
term contracts participate in faculty governance to the same extent as tenure-track faculty, with 
the one exception being that they do not get to vote on hiring, promotion, and tenure of other 
members of the faculty. The same is true with respect to long-term-contract faculty members in 
the clinical and externship programs. Both at the retreat and on the faculty survey, there were 
several requests for greater involvement of fixed-term faculty members in appointment and 
promotion decisions regarding other fixed-term faculty members. 

D. Professional Environment 

As the section on faculty research and publications mentions, the professional 
environment for the faculty has steadily improved over the last severn years as the result of 
several developments. (1) There is generally a greater emphasis on serious faculty scholarship, 
which is apparent in a variety of ways. Scholarship is a major criterion for faculty raises and a 
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pre-condition for summer research grants. There are programs that focus on scholarship 
throughout the year at the Law School. Moreover, the highly visible involvement of both the 
Dean and the Associate Dean for Faculty Development in facilitating scholarship has increased 
the awareness of the importance of serious scholarship. (2) There are a large number of formal 
and informal workshops and colloquia. The faculty participates in these as presenters as well 
as commentators on each other’s scholarship. Seventy percent of the faculty reported a high 
opinion of the quality of the faculty workshop series. (3) In 2009, the Law School established 
the James H. Chadbourn Award and the Van Hecke-Wettach Award for Excellence in 
Scholarship, see § ~ (4) Many faculty members routinely discuss their works with their 
colleagues. There is a good deal of informal exchanges over academic scholarship throughout 
the year. (5) A large number of student groups sponsor programs of interest to many faculty 
members. Faculty members speak at some of these events, but attend many others because of 
the outstanding scholars or notable public figures speaking. (6) Faculty members increasingly 
invite outside speakers, including scholars from other schools, to speak to their classes or to the 
faculty. (7) Some faculty members each year play significant roles in coordinating the major 
Law Review symposium. These programs bring outstanding scholars from other schools to the 
Law School, and faculty members often attend different sessions of the yearly symposium. (8) 
Other journals sponsor symposia that faculty members either participate in or attend. 

The last Self Study listed several proposals for improving the intellectual climate of the 
Law School and the faculty’s scholarly productivity. Some, but not all, of these have been 
implemented. The School of Law is now more flexible in course scheduling, permitting 75- 
minute classes as well as 55-minute classes. Professional development and summer research 
funding has increased. While faculty members generally reported being pleased with these 
increases, they recognized the need for increasing the funding for academic scholarship to 
ensure faculty members have adequate research support, money to travel to conferences and 
to maintain UNC’s competitive edge in hiring and retention. 

The survey asked faculty members to rate the importance of various strategies for 
increasing institutional support for faculty scholarship. The following were rated as important or 
very important: continuing to make RAs available to the faculty (87.5%); increasing professional 
development funds (661%), encouraging collaborative work among faculty members’ (60.7%), 
increasing decanal recognition of scholarly accomplishments (5&5%) and increasing summer 
research grants (50.9%). 

E. Adjunct Faculty 

The School of Law is fortunate to have a large pool of well qualified and dedicated 
adjunct faculty who teach certain advanced electives and courses emphasizing practical skills, 
such as the Trial Advocacy program. Their support of the school is evident, and they contribute 
considerably to the professional atmosphere at the School. The Dean initiated an event to 
integrate adjunct faculty members with the full-time faculty, a reception for all faculty members 
following the first faculty meeting of the year. This event, which occurs each year, has been 
praised by faculty as presenting an excellent opportunity to get acquainted and learn more 
about each other. The School of Law decreased reliance on adjuncts for its core curriculum 
when it revised its RRWA program so that it is now staffed by full-time faculty. See II. B. 6, for 
numbers of adjunct faculty and hours taught. 

The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs developed an Adjunct Manual in the summer 
of 2007 that details issues such as grading, requirements for writing courses, etc., as well as 
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issues such as parking, compensation, etc. The manual as updated makes it easier for 
practicing lawyers to decide whether to become an adjunct. It also provides all the information 
they need to carry out their teaching and grading responsibilities. 

F. Goals 

1. Continue efforts to attract and retain a superb faculty 

a. Improve competitiveness in recruitment and retention within current 
resource constraints 

Strategy: Work with University to improve salary and benefits 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Funds for raises and benefits 

b. Continue efforts to assemble a faculty with broad and comprehensive 
subject expertise in areas that meet the needs of our students 

Strategy: Identify outstanding faculty candidates 

Tirneline: Ongoing 

Resources: Faculty Appointments Committee time; faculty time 

Strategy: Encourage multi-disciplinary courses and research activities 

Tirneline: Ongoing 

Resources: Adjunct salaries; faculty time; additional funding for faculty 
Planning Grants 

c. Improve faculty diversity 

Strategy: Charge Appointments Committee to focus on diversity 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Dean’s time; Faculty Appointments Committee time; funds to 
attract and retain faculty 

d. Develop procedures for reappointment, promotion, and mentoring of 
fixed-term faculty 

Strategy: Develop procedures 

Timeline: 2014 

Resources: Faculty time 

Maintain increased level of faculty scholarly productivity 
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a. Provide greater support to faculty for scholarly activities 

Strategy: Maintain competitive level of summer research grants and 
professional development funds 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Additional funding 

b. Recognize outstanding scholarship 

Strategy: Reward scholarship in salary increments, etc. as resources 
permit 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: None: factor in raise determinations (when funding permits) 

Strategy: Offer additional scholarship awards 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Modest cash awards 

Support excellence in teaching 

a. Provide greater support for improvement of teaching 

Strategy: Conduct regular teaching workshops and discussions 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Faculty time; refreshments 

Strategy: Establish a system to provide feedback on teaching to all 
faculty members 

Tirneline: 2015 

Resources: Faculty time 

b. Encourage and recognize teaching excellence and creativity 

Strategy: Encourage faculty members to innovate in the classroom 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Faculty time; assistance from resources such as the Center 
for Faculty Excellence 

Strategy: Offer additional annual teaching awards 

Timeline: Ongoing 
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Resources: Modest cash awards 

Encourage faculty service, broadly defined 

a. Recognize outstanding service 

Strategy: Reward service in salary increments 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: None: Factor in raise determinations (when funds permit) 

Strategy: Reward service via awards 

Tirneline: Ongoing 

Resources: Modest cash awards 

Strategy: Clarity definition of service and role of service activities in 
tenure, promotion, Endowed Chair, retention and renewal determinations 

Tirneline: 2015 

Resources: Faculty time 

b. Increase faculty involvement with students 

Strategy: Promote faculty involvement with student organizations and 
school-sponsored pro bono activities, including as part of service 
obligations 

Timeline: 2014 

Resources: Faculty time 

c. Increase faculty role in curricular development 

Strategy: involve faculty in regular review of curriculum to assure that 
needs of students are met 

Timeline: 2014 and ongoing 

Resources: Faculty time 
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Before BCS ends, 
Football Playoff 

the whens, wheres, whys of College 

January 6, 2014 10:01 am ET 

BCS boss Bill Hancock will run the playoff; Arkansas AD Jeff Long chairs the selection committee. (USATS]:) 

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. -- At the end of Monday night’s 16th and final BCS championship game at the Rose Bowl, postseason college 

football as we have known it since 1998 will come to an end. 

The BCS, which is essentially a two-team playoff, will be replaced by a four-team playoff simply known as the College Football Playoff. 

No need to get any more creative than that. 

I’ll warn you in advance that the CFP has a lot of moving parts. But what better time to break down those moving parts and to 

provide you with a primer of the things you need to know? 

I had a chance to sit down with Bill Hancock, the executive director of the BCS and now the CFP, and ask him some key questions 

about the new system. His answers are in quotes. Mine are not. So here we go: 

The CFP will consist of six bowls plus a stand-alone national championship game whose site will be chosen separately in a bidding 

process like the locations for the Final Four. Three of the bowls are "contract" bowls because they have existing contracts with 

conferences: Rose (Big Ten, Pac-12), Sugar (SEC, Big 12) and Orange (ACC). 

The non-contract bowls are the Chick-N-A, Cotton and Fiesta. 

The champions of the five conferences (ACC, SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12) with contract bowls are guaranteed spots in one of the 

CFP bowls~ A sixth spot will be guaranteed to the highest-ranked champion from the other "Group of Five" conferences: American, 

Mountain West, Mid-American, Sun Belt and Conference USA~ These conferences had to have access to the CFP and the simplest way 

to do it was to guarantee a slot to the best team from that group of five~ 

"We thought it was important to have that automatic access in order to help those conferences stay strong," Hancock said. 



Each season, two of the six CFP bowls will play host to semifinal games. The other four CFP games will have their matchups 

determined either by contract or by the selection committee. (Example: :In the years the Sugar Bowl is not hosting a semifinal, it will 

get an SEC=Big 12 matchup. But the Chick=ill=A, to use another example, will have its matchup determined by the selection committee 

because it doesn’t have a contract with a conference.) 

Here is the bowl rotation for the national semifinals for the first three years of the CFP: 

Rose, Sugar 

Orange, Cotton 

Chick-ill-A, Fiesta 

The committee, chaired by Arkansas athletic director Jeff Long, will meet several times during the season to discuss the relative 

strengths and weaknesses of the teams that could be chosen for the national semifinals. With all kinds of data at their disposal, the 

committee will come up with a Top 25 ranking several times during the course of the year. 

"We just felt that it was helpful for college football to have some kind of measuring stick out there from our selection committee," 

Hancock said. 

The committee will not in any way be bound by the rankings they produce when they make their choice of the four teams. On the 

Sunday a~er Championship Saturday, the committee will place four teams in the two semifinal bowls as well as provide the matchups 

for the other four CFP bowls. 

Here’s the distinction: Using this year’s final BCS standings, the four best teams were Florida State, Auburn, Alabama and Michigan 

State. An argument could have been made that Big 12 champ Baylor or Pac-12 champ Stanford was more deserving of a spot in the 

playoff than a second team from the SEC (Alabama). 

"That decision was made early on," Hancock said. "Our committee will be charged with picking the four best teams for the playoffs and 

the best available teams for the other bowl matchups." 

No. The two-team limit per conference that existed in the BCS structure goes away. 

No. :In fact, two out of every three years, the national semifinals are going to be in the late-afternoon and early evening time windows 

on New Year’s Eve~ 

Why is that? Why caB’t we always have the semifinals oB New Year’s Day? 

"The Rose BowPs time slot (5 p.m. ET New Year’s Day) was very important to them and we understand that tradition," Hancock said~ 

"The Sugar BowPs spot on New Year’s night was extremely important to them. We felt like it was important to keep that slot." 

The commissioners who run the CFP also decided they didn’t want to break up the semis and have one on Dec. 31 and one on Jan. 

So, as a result, the 2014 season semifinals will be on Jan. 1 (Rose, Sugar) but the next two sets of semifinals will be on Dec. 31. 

"What it does is change the paradigm of what New Year’s Eve is all about," Hancock said. ":If you’re hosting a New Year’s Eve party, 

you better have a bunch of televisions around=" 

With CFP tripleheaders on each day, the net effect will be that the playoff will create a two-day holiday instead of one. Not a whole lot 

of work is going to get done on New Year’s Eve. 

Yes, if that is what they choose to do. But they will have to be played in the early afternoon time slot. The time slots for the Rose and 

the Sugar will be exclusive. 



"We don’t think so," Hancock said, "The Rose Bowl is the Rose Bowl, The matchup in the Sugar (SEC vs, Big 12) is going to be so 

strong that the game can stand alone, We think the games will do well." 

Now, what about the fans? Some fans will not be able to afford to attend a ~m~final game a~d ~he~ ~o to a ~a~onal 

"We talked abou~ ~ha~ a Io~," ~an~ock said, ’=F~rs~ of all~ we’re confident tha~ fans will go~ These games are going ~o be so huge, we 

jus~ feel ~he fans w~ find a way ~o ge~ ~here~ We a~so reduced the ~cke~ a~lotment for each schoo~ from $7,500 to ~2,500~ We w~n~ 

~o make it as e~sy as possible for fans ~o ge~ ~here," 

~n~ ~an, ~2. Why ~he 

~t begins w~th the decision to always play the fina~ game on a Monday night ~n order to avoid a conflict w~th the NFL, There must be at 

~east a week between the semifinals and the national championship, 3an. ~, 20~5, fal~s on a Thursday, So the next available Monday ~s 

Jan, I2, The championship for the 2015 season will be Jan. 

SEC commissioner M~ke S~ive s~a~ed th~nk~ng abou~ a four-team playoff ~n 2004 when Auburn went undefeated, won the SEC 

championship bu~ got shut ou~ of ~he BCS t~tle game in favor of Oklahoma and Southern California. 

"1 just felt tha~ ~here should be a place in the postseason structure for an undefeated or one~oss champion from our conference," 

Slive sa~d~ "So over the long haul, it became clear to me ~hat expanding the structure was going to serve us better." 

Ironically, the BCS comes to an end w~th the SEC on a sevemgame winning streak ~n championship games. An Auburn victory would 

g~ve the SEC e~ght consecutive BCS championships and ~0 out of the ~6 that were played~ 

No. ~n fact, the four-team p~ayoff w~ll be more controversial than the BCS ever was. Zt’s simple: With the two-team p~ayoff, only one 

or two teams each year felt they were treated unfairly. B~g ~2 champ Oklahoma State st~l argues ~t should have gone ~n 20~ instead 

of Alabama getting a rematch with LSU a~er the Crimson Tide had ~ost to the T~gers dudng the regular season, 

But ~n the four-team p~ayoff, there 

"No. 5 ~s going to be very d~sappo~nted a~ong with some other teams," Hancock sa~d. "We get that and expect that. ~t’s college 

footbal~ and there are going to be d~fferences of opinion. We wouldn’t have ~t any other way." 

One year. Mere moments after the four teams are announced ~n December, the cal~s for expansion w~l come. 

The conferences and the bow~s have a ~2-year contract for the CFP, ~ say it goes at least six and maybe the entire ~2. 

OK, guys, get out your calendars. ~f you want to attend the college football p~ayoff for the next three years, here are the dates and 

~ocat~ons. If you have any questions, ask away. I’ll do my bes~ ~o answer them. 

2014-15 

Dec~ 3~: Orange, Chick=ill=A, Fiesta 

Jan. ~: Cotton, Rose (semifinal), Sugar (semifinal) 

Jan. ~2: National championship: Arlington, Texas 

Dec~ 3~: Orange (semifinal), Cotton (semifinal), Chick-fiI-A 

Jan, I: F~esta, Rose, Sugar 

Jan, Z~: National championship: Glendale, Ariz, 



Dec. 31 : Chick-fiFA (semifinal), Fiesta (semifinal), Orange 

:jan. :~: Rose, Sugar, Cotton 

:Jan. c.); r,~ational championship: Tampa, Fla. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:33 PM 

~nc.rr.com) 
FW: Derails Dodd column re 8-team playoff 

From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto:putallaz@duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20:t4 2:15 PM 
To; Robert Taggart (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Nick Hadley; ’Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)’; Larry Kill@ugh (larry@vt.edu); Sam Pardue (slpposc@ncsu.edu); Broome, 
Lissa L; ’carmicha@wfu.edu (carmicha@vvfu.edu)’; JaNe Hodge; Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Mlarvin P. Dawkins 
(mdawkins@miami.edu); saa0:t@pitt.edu; mjwasyle@maxwell.syr.edu; Tricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise0:t@louisville.edu) 
Subject; FW: Dennis Dodd column re 8-team playoff 
And here is the second! 

From: Shannon, Brian [mailto:BRIAN.SHANNON@Itu,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 07, 20:t4 2:04 plVl 
To: j~__o__t__u___t__q~__@__u___n_k_e__d__~; ._a__d___a__v___e_y_@_t]_c___a__a__~9_r_gj _d___d_Lc__k_m___a___n__~__n__c__a___a_=_o_r_g.; _k_ ~ _u_ r_ _k_ _@_ _n_ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ = _o_ r_ g. ; __D__e_._t]_n__Ls_~_?_b_!l![p__s__@__u___s_m__=_e_.__d__u_~ .T__u__tLr_Le__r_@__a_g_e__c__9__n__=__m_s__s__t__a__~_=_e_.__d___u_; .f__e_gtL_e__e_._t]_~_t_r__o_~_=_e_.__d___u_; 
jatwoodC~buffalo.edu; Mtartha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Mtoore, Mtelinda; bruno.l(@osu.edu; david.clough@cNorado.edu; david.szymanskiC~uc.edu; diannC~unl.edu; 
billy.campsey@s~su.edu 
Subject: Dennis Dodd column re 8-team playoff 
Derails Dodd, Senior College Football Colrannist, Jan. 5, 2014 

Eight-team playoff makes more sense; is it worth the complications? 
The average college tbotball thn is way a]~ead of the next year’s play@ill 

Why settle for four, when eight teams makes ~nuch more sense’? 

That’s the best question about a playoffthat has yet to kick off: An eight-team playoff would take care @fail the conference champions that tnatter plus the best at-large 

teams that didn’t mn their conferences. It would be, well, perfect. 

One answer is the law of diminishing returns. Even the college presidents and commissioners who green-lighted the playoff beginning next season know there are 
consequences to fnrther expansion. 

Adding a round of qua~cterfinals (four more games) wotdd "diminish" those financial returns. They would be worth less than $50 million, according to indust~ sources. 
The current three-ganre structure beginning after next season (two semis and a championship) axe worth $90 million-S100 million each. 

While $50 million would be enough for you and I to put gas in the caac, networks like return for their dollar. There’s no guarantee those gaaales would be worth it. 

"I just don’t see it," one media consultant said. "The money is not going to be there like most people think. Some money would be there, but you would absolutely but 
you start risking regular-season value." 

Further brealdng down the worth of an eight-team play@if_. 

1. hnpact on the regular season. Yeah, yeah, you’ve heard it all before dnring the BCS era. A playoffwas out of the qnestion because of the possiNe impact on the 

season. 

Then those same BCS delEnders es~tablished a playolt~ 

Well, we’ve already seen a hint of what impact a four-team playoff will have on the regulm season. Consider that with a play@r; Alabamds loss to Auburn in the Iron 

BoM wouldn’t have mattered. 

Bmna most likely would have re,nained in the top four. The BCS had enough of teams coming offlosses playing for championships (Nebraska, 2001; Oklahoma, 
2003; Alabama, 2011). 

We’re already in an era when teams can "aflbrd" to lose games late. 

"This year, the whole thing with Alabama is an eye opener," one media consultant said. "That Iron Bowl game [would have] meant nothing." 

2. Scheduling. It’s a real concern becanse the college presidents aren’t going to allow any more second-semester tbotball. 

The playoffwill produce tile longest seasons (in terms of days) in histo~y. The 2020 and 2025 seasons will end Jan. 13 -- t_h__e___]_’:a__t__e_~_t___e___n_d____e3L_e_!:_t_R_~_~’_e__’_a_}~2_~3= 

If the season can’t be lengthened on the back en& then that means the quarterfinals are going to be backed up on tile front end -- to around Christmas time. 

In the current s~trncture, teams already are going to be arriving in town for the semifinals shortly after Christmas. 

They told us never on a play@r: Would they dare schedule games around Christmas? 

3. The NFL. Always a concern because college tbotball is never going to go head-to-head with the NFL postseason (or the regular season, tbr that matter). 



One source "told me that it is hearing the NFL is conside6ng expanding the playoffs. That means more tx)ssible teams more possible games, more possible conflicts 

with The Shield. 

4. Bowls. Sure, they would already be in place to play host to quaxterfinals but an eight-team playoff would ti~rther diminish the value of those tx)wls. 

Using ne:~ year’s rotation, let’s say the four quarterfinaJ~ ga~es a~e in the Fiesta, Chick-N-A, Cotton and Orm~ge. Again, those games would played axound Chi~istmas 
time. That means eight fan bases would be asked to travel around Clwlstmas t:aced with the prospect of having to travel twice tnore to get to a championship gmne. 

All six major boMs would then be "pass-throughs" metaling they wouldn’t be end-of-the- season games. I wrote last week about that kind of impact on the Rose 

Never mind the scrutiny that would be raised by playing 16 games in a season. 

"It will be a very tough thing because the mental capacity to get up that ma~y times," Florida State coach Jimbo Fisher said Sunday when asked about a four-team 

playofl~ 

~. TV ratings. Yeal~, they’re kind of a big deal. 

Adding a layer of quarterfinaJ~s wouldn’t necessarily mean better games. Using this year’s BCS s~andings, here’s how the quarters would look: 

1 Florida State vs. 8 ~Vfissouri 
3 Alabama vs. 6 Baylor 

2 Aubun~ vs. 7 Ohio State 
4 Michigan State vs. 5 Stanford 

Sounds like great games right? A drop of merely one rating point would be "huge," according to a~ indust~ ~mrce. 

"Right now, you have the best of both worlds" that same source said. "With rare exceptions every gmne still counts in the regular season. Lose eayly aa~d you’ve got a 

better chance of getting it back. One loss is about it [to stay in playoffcontention.] I’m not a betting guy, but I’d bet nothing happens in "the next 12 years." 

6. Finally, the obvious. It took the co~nmissioners m,o long, laborious years to install a four-te~m playott2 

"You ~J~so go back to sitting in that room to see how hard it was to agree on fou~;" said a person involved in the process. "My God, if they’re going to go to eight, they 

might as well staxt right now." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:35 PM 

Peter Caa~son <PCarson@sheppardmullin.com> 

leianne.crittenden@oracle.com; Lypa A. Soukup <lynn.soukup@pillsbuD’law.cotn >; Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com) 

(sleven.leitess,a}lf-pc.co~n); Chin, Sylvia (schin@whitecase.com); Rockers~ Chi-istopher <Clwlstopher.Rockers@huschblackwell.com > 

RE: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards no~nination) 

Thanks, Peter. We’ll get right on it. 

Lissa 

I=rem: Peter Carson [mailto:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:29 PM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Ce: leianne.crittenden@oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com) (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com); Chin, Sylvia (schin@whitecase.com); Rockers, 
Christopher 
Subject; RE: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 

Lissa --- Attached is the updated criteria and selection process, as approved by the Board of Regents on I0/:[0, As you know, the definition of "commercial finance" 

used in the attached, is a revised definition and was subiect to further input as part of the recently completed survey of the Fellows in conjunction with the 

ongoing strategic planning process. There was considerable sentiment for includktg in [he defin~tkm referenced [o unsecured 5nancmgs and mixed real and 

persor~a] property secured 5nandngs Fur[her rev~sh:m to the deSnitkx~, ~f any, w~l] be [a]~en up by the S[ral:egk: P]annhlg Workir~g Group "[’hat said, 

Committee should be workk~g off: the present definition and I presume that any changes thsL the WorMng Group may propose shouldn’t aker (certa~]y 

mateHa~ respect) Lhe scope of your review. 

The composition of your Committee remains unchanged from last year: 

Steve Harris 

Fred M~Her 

Steve Schwartz 

Please fee~ free to call me with any questions. 

Peter 
Peter H Carson 

$ent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 20~4 ~0:43 AN 
Te~ Peter Carson 
Subject= ~[: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 

Hi Peter--Thanks for th~s. Cm~ yotl confirm to me the committee members on the Gr~nt G~lmore Committee? A~so, there was some d~scuss~on regardk~g some 

chm~ges to the selection criteria that we had dr~fted. ~ believe some a~ternatives were proposed, but ~ am not sure abotlt the st~t~Js of those proposals. I would 

appreciate Voter guidance. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Pe~r Carson [ma~lto:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
8ent~ Tuesday, January 07, 2014 12:~ PN 
Te= Broome, L~ssa L 

@gmail.com; leianne.cri~nden@oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (stevenJei~ss@l#pc.com) (steven.lei~ss@l#pc.com); Chin, Sylvia 
(schin@wNtecase.com) 
Subject= ~: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
L~ssa ---~ hope a~l is well as we head into the new year. 

Please see Mart~n F~ngerhut’s emaH below, and below that the ema~] of DavM Tatge v4th a joh~t nomk~ation of DavM F]axman for the Homer Kr~pke Achievement 

and Gran~: GHmore awards. Mar1:~n, as you reca~l, ~s the chair of the Homer Kripke Achievement: and Special Service Awards Committee. You may want ~:o ~:ot~ch bas 

with Mar~:m to d~scuss how to coordinate a joint nominatkx~ such as ~:h~s. 

Please [:ee~ [:ree to call wi[h any questions. 

Peter 

~ 4154?3.8045 ~ d~rec1 fsx 
PCarson@sh~poardmu~h~ corn ~ 

v~v.sheppa rd mu]lir~ .corn 

Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 2014 7:54 AN 
Te~ Pe~r Carson; Sylvia Fung Chin; Ms. Leianne S. Cri~nden; Mr. C. Edward Dobbs; Ed Dobbs~ Robert W. Ihne; Steven N. Leitess; Christopher ~. Rockers Esq.; Edwin E. 
Smith Esq.; Katherine Simpson Allen; Lynn A. Soukup 



Subject: Fwd: ACCFL 
Here is the second nomination for the Homer Kripke award. 

Peter - as yon roll see, David Tatge’s email also contains a nomination for the Giant Gilmore award. I would appreciate it if you wonld fom-ard the email to the chair of 

that committee. 

Cheers, 

Martin 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: David Tatge <.[__)_i_][_"__a_N__e_(~_e___b_a.!_:a_w__:_c_’~?~!> 

Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 10:07 AM 
Subject: ACCFL 

To:’               @gmail.com" < ~gmail.com> 

Maactin, please accept my veu best wishes on your well-earned retirement. If you ever resume active practice in Canada be sure to let me know the particulars. 
I write this message "to you, as head of the ACCFL nominations committee, to nominate David Flaxman ofRosenthal & Ro~nthal, Inc. for both the Grant Gilmore 
award and the Homer Kripke award. 
As to the tbnner, the Grant Gihnore Award is given by the American College of Commemial Finance Lawyers (ACCFL) to recognize superior writing in the area of 
commemied finance law. In that rega~r& David is co-author, together with Jeremy Tatge and me, of American Factor#zg Law, a recent (2011) review of which is 
attached. This 855 page treatise was published in December, 2009 and si~me updated, first in both Spring, 2011 and now, most recently, in December, 2013, when the 
2013 Cnmulative Supplement was published (see second attachinent). This book is the leading work on factoring law here in America and, in many respects, in the 
world. David’s contribution to this book was and remains veu significant and quaJifies him for receipt of the Chant Gilmore Award. 
In the alternative as to my nomination of David for the Homer Kripke award, this a~-ard by ACCFL recognizes a career of leadership and dedication to the 
improvement of commercial finance law and practice. David has had a long and distinguished practice and leadership in commercial finance law. both as in-house 
counsel, initiaJly at Textile Banking Company, and later at James Talcott, Inc., Walter B. Heller & Co., Crocker National Bank, and tbr the past 20 years or so at 
Rosenthal & Ro~nthal, Inc. (America’s third largest thctor), as well as t?om being a partner in a private law practice. Moreover, David has served to improve and 
educate countless persons in factoring and commercial finance law, both through his emplwment as described above, and al~) as a co-author of American Factoring 
Law (see above), service as past president of "the Asmciation of CommerciaJ Finance Attorneys, work on the U.C.C. Committee of the Calilbmia ba~, and hi s 
participation in the Commercial Finance Association and, of course, as a Fellow of ACCFL. David’s experimme and eltbrts clearly qualify him for receipt of the Homer 
Kripke Award. 
If you need an~hing more please feel fiee to ask. I thank the ACCFL tbr its consideration of these two nominations. 
Best regards, David 

:~.,; EPSTEIN 

...... BECKER 
GREEN 

David Tatge/g~o 
t 202.861.1875 f202.861.3575 

i)Tat:~.ela el~t.q~w c~:~s’.. 

1227 25th Streel NW Washington, DC 20037 

t 202.861.0900 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with TreasuU Regulations we noti~ you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to be 
used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of(i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another paw aw transaction 
or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is sent by a law finn and may contain inibrmation that is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please notify "the 
sender by reply e-maJl and delete the message and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, JanuaO, 7, 2014 2:48 PM 

@unc.edu) 

FW: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awadrds nomination) 

415539544 1.docx 

Hi     --- Last year you helped on this project. It’s scope has changed a litde since then. Please see the attachment and help me compile a lis[ of conlrnercial 

finance art~des that have been published in 20~2 or 2013, You may have some of the 2012 articles on the Hat you compiled ~ast year. 

A~so we w~ want to ~ook for books puMished ~n 2012 or 20:[3~ 

ACCFL Fellow are no~: e~igiMe for the award, The member Hating is here, ht[p://www,accfl.com/directory. 

if you can add a cokm~n h~dh::at~ng ~f the author has been engaged in teacMng or in the iega~ profession for less than I5 years that wouM be good too. 

Thanks for your help. We’re behind schedule, so it would be great to have this ~n a week or 

Take care, 

F~m= Peter Carson [mailto:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:29 PN 
To= Broome, Ussa L 
~= leianne.cd~enden@oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, S~ven (s~ven.le~tess@lffpc.com) (steven.le~tess@lffpc.com); Chin, Sylvia (scNn@whitecase.com); Rockers, 
Christopher 
~ubje~t= RE: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
Ussa -Attached is the updated criteria m~d selection process, as approved by the Board of Regents on 10/10. As you know, the definition of "commerda~ finance" 

used m t:he attached, is a revised defirdtion and was subject to further input as part of the recendy completed survey of the Fellows ~n conjunctkm w~t:h t:he 

ongoing strategic p]annh~g process. There was considerable sentm~ent: for including m the defin~t:~on re[erenced to unsecured finandr~gs and m~’,<ed rea~ and 

personal property secured f[Ratlc[Rgs. Further revision Lo the definition, if any, will be taken up by Lhe Strategic P]anrfing Working Group. That said, your 

Comm~Ltee should be worMng off the presenL defirfit~on and I presume thaL any changes Lhat the Workb~g Group may propose shouldn’t alter (certainly ~n any 

mateda~ respect) the scope of your review. 

The compos~tk)n of your CommRtee remains unchanged flom Jast year: 

Steve Harris 

Fred Miller 

Steve Schwartz 

Please feel free to call me with any questions, 

Peter 
Pel:(~r H. Carson 

,~ 15 YT,~ 1:’935 ~ 
~ .11o~03.60~5 ~ d~rec~ 

Sheppard~ 

F~m= Broome, Ussa L [.~3#_Ae;_Ib_r~_m¢@~m~JJ_,#_~;_,#_~#~ 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 2014 10:43 AN 
Te= Peter Carson 
Subje¢t= RE: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 

Hi Peter ---Thanks for th~s~ Can you confirm to me the committee members on the Grant G~more Committee? A~so, there was some d~scuss~on regarding some 

changes; to the selection crReda that we had drafted. ~ believe 5;ome a~ternatives were proposed, buL ~ am noL sure about the sta[:us o~ those proposals. ~ wou~d 

appreda[:e your guidance, 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Peter Carson [ma~to:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
$ent= Tuesday, January 07, 20~4 ~2:~ PN 
Te; Broome, Lissa L 

~@gma&com; leianne.cd~enden@oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lffpc.com) (steven.le~tess@lffpc.com); Chin, Sylvia 

(schin@wNtecase.com) 
Subject= N: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
[~ssa ---~ hope all is well as we head into the new year. 

Please see Martk~ rqngerhut’s ema~l below, and below that [:he emaH of David Tatge w~th a joint nomk~ation of David Haxman for the Homer Kdpke Achievement 

and Grant G~lmore awards IV~art~n, as you recMI, is the chair of the Hoister ~(ripke Achievement and Speda~ Service Awards CommRtee. You may want to touch bas 

with Mart~n to d~scuss how to coord#~ate a joint nomination such as 

Please fee~ free Lo call w~th any questions. 

Peter 
Peter H Carson 

415.774 295o ~ 

PC~:~-t~or:~:~t4 e:sp~rdm:.~d~:~ cam :: 

Sheppard~h~ 



From: Martin Fingerhut [mailto: @qmaiLcom] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3anuary 07, 2014 7:54- AM 
To-" Peter Carson~ Sylvia Fung Chin; Ms. Leianne S. Crittenden; Mr, C. Edward Dobbs; Ed Dobbs; Robert W, Ihne; Steven N. Leitess; Christopher 3. Rockers Esq.; Edwin E. 
Smith Esq,; Katherine Simpson Allen; Lynn A. Soukup 
Subject; Fwd: ACCFL 
Here is the second nomination for the Homer Kripke award. 

Peter - as you roll see, David Tatge’s email also contains a nomination for the Grant Gilmore award. I would appreciate it if you would fom,a~cd the email to the chair of 

that committee. 

Cheers, 
Martin 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: David Tatge <DTatgef;ebglaw.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 10:07 AM 
Subject: ACCFL 

To:’               ~ g__n_ )__a_a__l_:_c_’£ 1Ln_.’ ’ 

Maxtin, please accept my very best wishes on your well-earned retirement. If yon ever resume active practice in Canada be sure to let me know the particulars. 

I write this message to you, as head of the ACCFI, nominations committee, to nominate David Flaxman of Rosenthal & Ro~nthal, Inc. tbr both the Grant Gilmore 

award and the ttomer Kripke award. 

As to the tbrmer, the Grant Gilmore Award is given by the American College of Commercial Finance I,awyers (ACCFL) to recognize superior writing in the area of 

commereial fin~mce law. In that regard, David is co-anthor, k~gether with Jeremy Tatge and me, ofA merican Factoring La~, a recent (2011 ) review of which is 
attached. This 855 page treatise was published in December, 2009 and since updated, first in both Spring, 2011 and now, most recently, in December, 2013, when the 

2013 Cumulative Supplement was published (see second attachment). ’][’his book is the leading work on factoring law here in America and, in many respects, in the 

world. David’s contribution to this book was and remains ve~ significant and qualifies hitn for receipt of the Grant Gilmore Awaxd. 

In the alternative, as to my nomination of David for the Homer Kaipke award, this award by ACCFL recognizes a career of leadership and dedication to the 

improvement of commercial finance law and practice. David has had a long and dislinguished practice and leadership in commercial finance law, both as in-house 

counsel, initially at Textile Banking Company, and later at James Talcott, Inc., Walter B. Heller & Co., C~ocker National Bank~ and for the past 20 years or so at 

Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (America’s third largest factor), as well as from being a partner in a private law practice. Moreover, Dmdd has served to improve and 

educate countless persons in factoring and commercial finance law, both through his employment as described above, and also as a co-author of American Factoring 

Law (see above), service aa past president of the Association of Commercial Finance Attorneys, work on the U.C.C. Committee of the Calitbmia bar, and his 

participation in the Commercial Finance Association and, of course, as a Fellow of ACCFL. David’s experience and etti~rts clearly qualify him tbr receipt of the Homer 

Kripke Award. 

If you need anything more please t~el free to ask. I thank the ACCFL tbr its consideration of these two nominations. 

Best regards, David 

EPSTEIN 
BECKER 

GREEN 

David Tatge .1_~_!51 

t 202.861.1875 ~202.8dl.3575 

Di"~:~ac:i~eb~.d aw.con: 

1227 25th Streel NW Washington, DC 20037 

~ 202.861.0900 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasu~ Regulations we notif)~ you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to be 

used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the pmToose of (i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, meaketing or recomtnending to another party any transaction 

or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is sere by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please noti~ the 

sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

UNC 

Hi 

How nice to hear from you. I was delighted to learn from 

Friday, Jan 10 bet;veen 11:30 and 1:45 
Tuesday, Jan. 14 between 8:30 and 2:30 
Monday, Jan. 20 (MLK Day) -- all day 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 between 11:30 and 5:30 

Let me know if any of those times work t;ar you 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.9627066 
h ttp : / &w,~v.la w unc. edu/centers/bankin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcom/author 248720 

that you are interested in law school I would be delighted to meet with you at your convenience. I have time to meet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 07, 2014 2:32 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject:                  I_7NC 

Dear Professor Broome, 

My name is and I am a double major and I am a member of the team. 

mentioned that I should reach out to you regarding applying for Law School and taking the LSAT Is there a convenient time for you in *vhich ! can come and speak to you 
please? 

Thank you. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

UNC 

Hi         -- Friday at 1:00. IVly office is 5105 on the top floor of the la;v school overlooking the field hockey field. You can take the elevator up from the loading dock in the parking lot 
behind the la;v school or come in the front entrance and wind your way around. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaU 07, 2014 3:02 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re:                  L~NC 

Dear Lissa, 

’]?hank you ]l)r your reply Please may we go for lpm on Friday, Jan 107 

Best wishes, 

On 7 Jan 2014, at 14:52, Broome, Lissa I. wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> How nice to hear from you. ] was delighted to learn from that 
> you are interested in law school I wou]d be delighted to meet with 
> you at your convenience. ] have time to meet 
> 

> Friday, Jan 10 between 11:30 and 1:45 Tuesday, Jan. 14 between 8:30 
> and 2:30 Monday, Jan. 20 (MLK Day) -- all day Tuesday, Jan 21 between 
> 11:30 and 5:30 
> 

> Let me l,mow if any of those times work for you 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance UNC School of Law- CB#3380, 
> Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NO’ 27599-3380 
> 919.962.7066 
> http://www.law.unc.edu/cent ers/bartking 
> Access my papers on SSRN at: http:i/ssrn.comiauthor 248720 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Messave ..... 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:32 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: UNC 
> 

> Dear Professor Broome, 
> 

> My name is 
> 

> 

please? 
> 

> Thank you. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> 

> 

and I ara a double maj or and I am a member of the team. 

mentioned that I should reach out to you regarding applying for Law School and taking the LSAT. Is there a convenient time for you in which I can come and speak to you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:53 PM 

~nnc.edu> 

I~E: I~W: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awmds nomination) 

Great. Thanks and thanks for" the casebook stuff too! 

~.B 
From: ~gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 3:48 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: FVV: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 

No problem. I only have class on Thursday this week, so I should be able to get it back to you fairly shortly. 

On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 2:48 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     --- Last year you helped on this project. It’s scope has changed a little since then. Please see the attachrnent and help me compile a [~st of comrnerc~a[ 

finance art~des that have been published in 2012 or 2013. You rnay have some of the 2012 articles on Lhe fist you compiled ~ast year~ 

A~so we w~ want to ~ook for books puMished 

ACCFL Fellow are not e~8~b~e for the award. The member I~sth~; ~s here, http:/!www.accfl.com/directory. 

~fyou can add a cok~mn h~dh::at~ng ~f the author has been engaged in teacMng or in the Jega~ profession for less than I5 years that wouk~ be good too. 

Thanks for your help. We’re behind schedukb so it wouM be great to have this ~r~ a week or so. 

Take care, 

LB 

From= Peter Carson [mailto:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:29 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
¢¢~ leianne.cri~enden~ oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (s~ven.le~tess~ If-pc.corn) (steven.le~tess@lf-pc.com); Chin, Sylvia (schin@whi~case.com); Rockers, 
Christopher 
Subject~ RE: ACC~L (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
L~ssa -Attached ~s the updated criteria m~d selection process, as approved by the Board of Regents on 10/10. As you know, the definition of "commerdal finance" 

used ~n the attached, is a revised definition m~d was subject to further ~nput as part of the recently completed survey of the Fellows ~n conjunct~on w~th the 

ongoing strategic p]annhlg process. There was considerable sentin~en~: for including m the de[ini~:~on referenced to unsecured fir~am:~ngs and m~’,<ed rea~ and 

personai property secured fiRanc~Rgs. Further revision [o the definition, if any, wili be taken up by [he Strategic Pianrfing Working Group. That said, your 

Commi[tee should be worMng off the presen[ definition and I presume thai any changes [hat the Working Group may propose shouldn’t aiter (certa~My ~n any 

matedaJ respect} the scope of your review. 

The composition of your Committee remains unchanged from ~ast year: 

You 

Steve Harris 

Fred M~Her 

Steve Schwarcz 

Please fee~ free to call me with any questions. 

Peter 
Peter Iq. Carson 

415.774.2935 

415.434.9100 == m~n 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3anua~ 07, 2014 ~0:43 AM 
To~ Peter Carson 
Subje~t~ RE: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 
Hi Pete~ ---Thank3 for th~s~ Can you confirm to me the committee members on the Grant G~M~ore Committee? A~so, the~e was some d~scu~s~on ~e~ard~n~ some 

cha~ge~ to the se~ec~k)n crRerk~ that we had drafted, ~ believe >:)me a~teR)atives were proposed, bu~: ~ am ~m~: sure about the sta~:us of those p~oposa~s, f wouk~ 

apprecia~:e your ~uidance, 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

~= Peter Carson [ma~to:PCarson@sheppardmullin.com] 
SeBt~ Tuesday, January 07, 2014 ~2:~ PM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 

:@qma com; leianne.cr~enden~ oracle.com; Lynn A. Soukup; Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com) (steven.le~tess@lf-pc.com); Chin, Sylvia 
(schin@wMtecase.com) 
S~bject~ ~: ACCFL (Grant Gilmore Awards nomination) 

t~ssa-~ hope all is well as we head into the new year. 

Please see Marth~ gh~gerhut’s emaH below, and below that the emai{ of David Tatge w~th a joint nomination of David F{axman for the Homer gdpke Achievement 

and (~rant G~lmore awards. Martin, as you recMI, ~s the chak o~ the Homer Kripke Achievement and Speda~ Service Award~ CommRtee. You may want to touch has 

with Martk~ to d~scuss how to coordinate a joint nomination such a~ th~s. 

Please feel free [o call w~th any questions. 

Peter 



415774.2935 I diesel 

:L_4_!_~_A%_,.6__O_4_~ :: ~ir~! ~1: i~x 

SheppardN~lli~ 

415 434.9100i mail’~ 

From: Har~in Fingerhut [.mailto: 

Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 7:54 AN 
@qmail.com] 

To: Peter Carson; Sylvia Fung Chin; Ms. Leianne S, Crittenden; Mr. C, Edward Dobbs; Ed Dobbs; Robert W. Ihne; Steven N. Leitess; Christopher .1. Rockers Esq.; Edwin E, 
Smith Esq,; Katherine Simpson Allen; Lynn A. Soukup 
Subject: Fwd: ACCFL 
tlere is the second nomination for "the Homer Kripke award. 

Peter - as you roll see, David Tatge’s email also coutaJus a uomination for the Graa~t Gilmore award. I would appreciate it if you would fom,aacd the email to the chair of 

that committee. 

Cheers, 
Maxtiu 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: David Tat~e <DTatge@ebglaw.com> 
Date: Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 10:07 AM 
Subject: ACCFL 
To:                ~b~gnmJl:com" < _~igmail.com > 

Maxtin, please accept my veo, best wishes on your well-earned retirement. If you ever resume active practice in Cauada be sure to let me know the particulars. 
I write this message to you, as head of the ACCFL nominations committee, to nominate David Fla>anan of Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. for both the Grant Gilmore 
award and the Homer Kripke award. 
As to the former, the Grant Gilmore Awaacd is given by the American College of Commercial Finance Lavx~’ers (ACCFL) to recognize superior writing in the aacea of 
commercial finm~ce law. In that regm-d, David is co-author, together with Jeremy Tatge and me, ofA merican Factoring Law, a recent (2011 ) review of which is 
attached. This 855 page treatise was published in December, 2009 aud since updated, first in both Spring, 2011 and now, most recently, iu December, 2013, when the 
2013 Cumulative Supplement was published (see secoud attachment). This book is the leading work on factoring law here in America m~d, in maa~y respects, iu the 
world. David’s contribution to this book was and remains veU siguiticant a~d qualifies him for receipt of the Grant Gilmore Award. 
Iu the alternative, as to my uomination of David for the Homer ga-ipke award, this award by ACCFL recognizes a career of leadership and dedication to the 
improvement of commercial fiuance law and practice. David has had a long and distinguished practice a~d leadership in commercial finance law, both as in-house 
counsel, initia31y at Textile Banking Compm~y, and later at James Ta~cott, Iuc., Walter B. Heller & Co., Crocker Natioual Bank and for the past 20 years or so at 
Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (America’s third largesl factor), as well as from beiug a partner iu a private law practice. Moreover, David has served to improve aud 
educate countless persons in factoring and commercial finauce law, both through his employment as described above, and also as a co-author of American Factoring 
Law (see above), service as past president oftbe Association of Commercial Finance Attorneys, work on the U.C.C. Committee of the California baac, aud his 
participatiou in the Commercial Fiuance Association mad, of course, as a Fellow of ACCFL. David’s experience and efibrts clearly qualify him for receipt of the Homer 
Kripke Award. 
If you need anythiug more please t}el free to ask. I thank the ACCFL fbr its consideration of these two nominations. 
Best regards, David 

EPSTEIN 

BECKER 

GREEN 

Da~d Tatge 
t 202.861.1875 ~202.861.3575 .................................................................. 

1227 25th Streel NW Washington, DC 20037 

t 202.861.0900 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordauce with TreasuU Regulatious we uotify you that any tax advice given herein (or in auy artachments) is not intended or written to be 
used, and canuot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, mmketing or recommending to another paw auy tmnsactiou 
or matter addressed herein (or in aw attachments). 

Attention: This message is sent by a law finn m~d mw contain iufonnation that is privileged or confidential If you received this transmission in elror, please noti~ the 

sender by reply e-mail mad delete the message and aW attachments. 



UNC School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 5:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Banking Journal editors 

Yes. We should address (if you haven’t aft’early) how 

Sent: Tuesday, 5::t3 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Banking Journal editors 

Hi P~ofl Broome, 

Are all the 3Ls eligible for 3.0 credits? 

Thank you, 

fits in with the workflow this spring. 

From: Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: Banking Journal editors 

H~ 
I need to add the Banking credits to the 3L schedules who are members of the iournal. 

Will you give me a list of the Banking Journal members who should be receiving credit? I assume all will receive 3.0 credits but if 

anyone is to receive less than 3.0 credits, please indicate that on the list. 

Thanks. 

Sharon S~ 

Sharon Sessoms, P, egist~a~ 

School oi Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB #3380 

The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone~ (919) 962-1249 

Fax: (919} 843-7939 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:24 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Quick Shot: Pep Band and Cheer Squad Reminders 

image001 .png; image001 .png; image002.jpg 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

Frown: "Finch, Nora Lynn" <nlfinch(a)theacc.ovg> 

Date: Janua~ 7, 2014 at 6:33:15 PM EST 

To: "_l?__n_)_i!!_e___~_,~d,__u!kc__g_a_:__Ul~__c_:__e__d___u_." <_b__r_~_~j_l_!_e__r__(a_2_t_~__n___c_:~:_u__~_~_c_:_e___d__t_!>, "Clwls~tine Krellwitz (._c_!)!i_N_~)__e_2~)g~2_c_’!ajL~_l_~:%2m)" <_c_’__h_!j_~t_j__n_e_(@~_?__c__~__u_:_d_f!:__c£Ln_)_>, "Efik Johnson 

( !SLi_~= ~:j2__h_n_m!)_@ N:__e_d___u_) ’ ’ <.[ :;__r_i_k_: M __o_! ~__n_:~__b_c_:_e___@_ >, "Jaclsa~ V’ Jacld \" S il ~x C jN [’_a_4:~b~__d_~:_d___@___e_:_e___@_ )" <jN~_d__t_~_j~kc_J_u__~_e__:e___d___u__.~, "Jane Mill er 

Ci~.~:@_~:_ir)g_il_fi__a_:__e__k~__u_)"-~i!~x:g~j___m_[’_a_:_e_st____~, "Jemfifer Stmwley Cj_:~_L~_tSX:[_e_.~:@Ln__i__a_4__r_ti:_e_st___u_)" ,~i:_s__t_r_:a_w_!_e~:~2_n__)_i’_a__r_~_3i_:e_d__p_2,, "Jill Bo&ns~teiner 
(ibodeust~u&edu)" <ibodeust~u&edu>, "Jody Mooradian (mooradio(/~bc~edu)" <mooradio~bc.edu>, "kbarbar(~)CLEMSON.EDU" 

<kba/bar~CLEMSON ~EDU>, "Lisa Rudd (lmdd~vt.edu)" <lrudd(~)vt.edu>, "Lissa Broome (lbroome~emaikunc.edu)" <lbroome~email.mm.edu>, 
Michael Lipilz <michael lipi~z(E~msu.edu>, "Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk~?~)vt~edu)" <smcclosk~?~)vt~edu>, "Stacey Brmm (sbtmm~athletics.pitt.edu)" 

<sbram~(J~athletics.pitt.edu>, "Stan Wilcox (swilcox2(E~fst~edu)" <sNlcox2(J~fsu~edu>, "Terry Donovma (tadonova~syr~edu)" <tadouovo~f~)svr.edu>, 

"Theresa We~el (twenzel(~athlefics.galech.edu)" <twenzel~;athletics.gatech.edu>, Vanessa Fuchs <vthcha@admm.gu.edu>, "walkerbg(tbwfi~.edu" 

<walkerbg(~wfu.edu> 

Cc: "Swoflbrd, John" ~jswoflbrd(a)~lheacc.o~g>, "ttecker, Brad" <bhecker~theacc.org>, "Duke, Alyssa" <aduke(~theacc.o~g>, "Curtis, Charlene" 

<ccnrtis(a)~lheacc.o~g>, "Uthowski, Am?"’ <authowski(/~theacc.org>, "Audra Smith (m~dra@clemson.e&0" -~m&a~;clemson.edu>, "Brenda Frese 

(Ni;_e_~__e_~__u!_n_d_:__e__d___u_)" <_b_l_’r__e_,_s__e_~_umd.edu>, "Dmmis Wolff (._d.j~I__t_’~SJ:__e__d_g.)" <__d.i52:~2!__t_t_@5:__t=_e__d_t_~% "JeffWedz QL._~_,_~5_~Z~!S?__u_i_s_y_i![e__.__e__d___t_0" 
<j:__~y__g_!~_(_@_R_t_t_i_~k~![_e_:_e_d_u_>, "Jemfifer Moo ver ( ._h_o_ RkLe__r j Ln_ 2~2Ll)_ :_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) ’ ’ < _l!~_?~2_y__e!j ~!@ 3:_~f__t!:_e_d__t!>, "Joatme Boyle ( _J__M__~_d__@_y_i_!g_il~_i~:_e_d__t! )" 

"Jomme P. McCallie (ip!_rLc__c_’!a_![i~.~_d_!~_~__k_kt__u_~_e_:_e___d___u_)’’ <ir_,_m_c_’__c__~__a_!j__e__~>_t___u__~_~::a_:__d___u__k___e_:__e__@_.>, "Katie Meier (.c32_~_h_!r_t__e__i_e__g~)_n__)_i~r_~_3i:_e___d__t_!)" <_cL~2~_ILr_~3_e__i__e_!_@Ln__i__a_£r_t_i_:_e_st___u_>, 

"MaChelle Joseph (Lrfi~p_!)_@_~_t_t_!:~_!_e__t!_c_~:g~t__e___c_!)_:_e_st___u_)" <_n_)j~s___e_R_h__@!a_~[_e__t_i__cL~:g_’_a__t__e__@_:__e__d___t!>, "Muffet McGraw-(!__rLn_)__c_’g_,La_!~-’_0)__n_d_:_e___k~__u_)" < _r_~LrLc_g_F__a_w__@nd.edu>, 
"Quentin Hillsmm~ (qihillsm(g~)s~/r.edu)" <qihillsm~sv, r.edu>, "Sue Semmu (ssemrau~fsn.edu)" <ssemmu(g~)fsu.edu>, "Suzie McConnell-Serio 

(coachmcco~mellsefio(g~)afhletics.pitt~edu)" <coachmcconnellserio(a)atNetics.pitt.edu>, "Sylvia Hatchell (shatchell(a)uncaa.unc.e&0" 

<shatchell(r-~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Wes Moore (wes moore,@~msu.edu)" <wes moore({gncsn.edu> 
Subject: Quick Shot: Pep Ba~d and Cheer Squad Reminders 

ACC Women’s ketball 
Quic    ot 

Focus point for the week of January 6, 2014 
TO: Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC: Commissioner Swofford, Women’s Basketball Coaches, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Charlene Curtis, Amy Ufnowski 

SUBJECT: Pep Band and Cheer Squad Reminders 

As our conference games get underway, the intensity of the play and passion of our teams and fans will ratchet up a few notches. Please help us 

maintain the appropriate standards for our pep bands and cheer squads by reminding your pep band director, cheer coach, and game management 

staff of the NCAA rules and ACC protocols. 

The NCAA playing rules prohibit any kind of noise/sound amplification or use of musical instruments whenever the game is in progress or there is an 

administrative stoppage of play. Some professional sports’ rules permit amplified sounds whenever the ball is not live, and some of our collegiate 

event staff may confuse the two. it is important to understand that the NCAA rules do not automatically permit amplified sounds or use of musical 

instruments when the ball is not live. 

Please note the following definitions for these NCAA rules terms that should help the band members and cheer coaches understand what the NCAA 

rules require: 

Amplified sound includes, but is not limited to, music, mascot sounds, and cheering or chant cues. Regarding the band, sound that emits from 

a musical instrument, whether from wind or percussion, such as striking the side of the drum with a drumstick (called a drum rim shot), is 

sound amplification and use of musical instruments. Regarding the cheer squad, banging the megaphones on the floor is one example of 

sound amplification. 

Game in progress starts when an official blows the whistle to indicate that play is about to resume or when an official in the freethrow lane is 

preparing to administer a free throw. There can be no artificial amplified sound after the whistle is blown or after the official steps into the 

lane and addresses the players for the free throw. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The game is in progress after a made free throw = no amplified sound. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The game is in progress after a successful 3-point shot = no amplified sound. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The game is in progress after a violation = no amplified sound. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The game is in progress after a big time steal or big time basket = no amplified sound. 

Administrative stoppage of play is when the game officials interrupt play for consultation/review. Examples are times when the officials go to 

the scorers’ table to review play on the courtside monitor or to discuss a timing or scoring matter with the scorers’ table staff = no amplified 

sound. 

The NCAA playing rules permit amplified sound during team/media timeouts and during intermissions. 

Thank you for ensuring that your band and cheer squad know and follow the NCAA playing rules! 



NORA LYNN F~NCH 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

©: 336.3694669 I C: 

theAOC corn, ,~ti~eACC 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 10:42 PM 

@nc.mcom) 
FW: Wetzel: Chuck the BCS, football is better off without this sham 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20:1.4 9:36 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
S..bject: Wet:zel: Chuck the BCS, football is better off without this sham 

l i~ e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings fiom the Clips Post-BCS-Ship. Hope you are well. 

Lest any of you think that we are now exclusively in basketball 
season, let me remind you that the BCS chaJnpionship game 

laser night merely shut "the lid on one tbotball season, only to get 

us started on the next. 

After all, there are still several coaches yet ~o be fired and 

hired, all the st~:rt-up excitement of the CFP is not far away, 

mid they’ll be talking about tbotball on the Finebaum radio 

show tomorrow. Yes, we have already started on next 

season. 

I came across the article below on the Yahoo Sports website a 

conple hours ago. It is title,provocatively and 

disrespectthlly "Chuck the BCS: college Jbotball is better 

off with this sham in its’ rearview mirror. " 

The authors are Dan We~zel, Josh Peter and Jeff Passan. 
That’s the stone trio who brought us the blockbuster "Death to 

the BCS" book. Anyone familiar with Dan Welzel knows that 

lie is adept at writing very forcefidly, and Iris has been one of 

the strongest voices objecting to the way the BCS was run. He 

and his partners gathered an impressive catalog of revealing 

infom]ation about the BCS selection process and bowl 

finances, and their book came out just at the right time. 

It was quite a coincidence that Fiesta Bowl execntive director 

John Junker (who has become the poster boy tbr bowl 

excesses) happened to crash and buru shortly after the We~el 

et al book was released. And then, not much later, the tx~wers 
that be jettisoned the BCS in favor of the CFP. 

Enjoy your Tuesday evening. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~a~,’vw.twitt er .co m/C~.Colle_cjeAt h C!jps 

Chuck the BCS: college football is better 
off with this sham in its rear,Jew mirror 
By Dan Wetzel, Josh Peter coMJeffPassan, Yahoo Sports’, 

1-7-14, 3pro ET 

PASADENA, Calif. - When you stick your neck out 

and write a book (’avo, actually) titled "Death to the BCS," it 

does tend to help when the thing dies. It kind of saves you fi~om 

some humiliation. So now that it i~ well, dead, that’s 
appreciated. 

The actual transition to a playoffis long, long overdue, but 

there are things we’ll miss about the deceased. 

No, not that it ever "got it right," because that’s a completely 

subjective call in the first place and quite absurd in its own 

right. Would it be "right" to anyone to set the Super Bowl 

matchup now as Seattle vs. Denver and then stand around tbr 



a month while we cancel the NFL playott~? Or wo~fld that 

simply be the dumbest idea ever? 

We’ll miss that comedy of rationalization, the imlyossible-to- 

duplicate stupidi~ that pervaded the whole beast. The BCS 
was maddening, but it was hys~terical, too. 

It was so terrified of progress toward a playoffthat it invented 

ludicrous m~d de~nonstmbly untrue argument after ludicrous 

demonstrably untrue argument, feigning concern over 
eveo~thing fi~om player academics to cutting off the spigot of 

boM games’ charitable giving wNch, in case you forgot, 

accounts for less than 2 percent of total revenue and even the 

supposedly likelihood that Nick Saban would begin tanking the 

Iron Bowl. Yeah, sure he would. 
The BCS’s sole positive claim is that it was better than the old 

sys~tem at matching top teams in a title game. A push-button 

phone was better than a rotary dial. Color TV beat black 
white. While the rest of the world embraces finprovement aaad 

evolution, college football’s power brokers subjected fans of 

the sport to this nonsense for 16 years. The BCS is old enough 

to drive. And you know some fat-cat bowl director would’ve 

bought it a Mercedes. 

No discussion of the BCS should focus on who got to play in 

the title game, even when the game ends up like the last one, a 

34-31 classic that crowned Florida State national champions 

over Auburn on Monday night. Even though the stated intention 

of the BCS was to pit the top two teams against one maother, 

that was just another canard a’talking point in a sea of them. 

Really. 

The BCS existed to allow a small number of people notably 

bowl directors to make m~ incredible amount of money by 

serving as the outsourced middle~nen of the sport’s lucrative 

postseason. That’s why it lasted. Because no matter how 

nonsensical it was, someone was p~ofiting handsomely offthe 

nonsense. 

All you ever needed to know about the BCS came from the 

handiwork of a man named John Junker, who ran the Fiesta 
Bowl for a couple of decades and made himselfa millionaire 

doing it. 

He lost his job in 2010 tbr giving txthticim~s illegal campaign 

con’mbutions, tie may still serve time in prison tier the 
transgression. The "scandal" Inade headlines, mostly because it 

revealed he and his staff" solnetimes expensed trips to a local 

gentlemen’s club. 

That was good for solne laughs, but it missed the point. The 

strip-club bill was about the 500th most scandalous thing about 

the Fiesta Bowl. Nos. 1 through 499 were the other ways John 

Junker spent the game’s cash on himself (which proved the 

largesse) and why guys like him fougN ,so ham m~d so long to 
maintain the BCS. 

At the time of his firing, Junker paJd himself nearly $700,000 

per yeaJc. He managed to get the bowl to pay for membership 

in four exclusive, private golf clubs in three dittErent states. 

Four! His car allowance was $2,250 per month, which meant 

he was either secretly paying for four or five cars for his entire 

family or the dealer that leased hnn a vehicle for that aa~ount 

should be finprisoned. 

Junker had an AMEX Black Card that he worked like few 

others. Over a 10-year period, he averaged averaged 

$1,330 per day, eve~ single day, in expenses. Go ahead and 

even to~ to do that. 
One time he bought 20,000 golf balls on the bowl. He 

repeatedly billed it for new clubs. He paJd tbr an employee’s 

wedding. He threw himselfa three-day, $30,000-plus birthday 

party in Santa Baxbam and flew his entire staff’out tier it. 

once bid $95,000 to take so~ne conference commissioners and 
himself on a golf outing with Jack Nicklaus. 

John Junker was living the good, good life. And like anyone 

who had a job that not only paid that much but paid for 

virtually all of their personal expenses, he fought to maintain the 

status quo. 

Who can blame them? The BCS was a cash spigot for 



eve~one well, except the players of course. It was certaJmly 

good to the three of us. We are the first to admit we protited 

offthe BCS, too. The BCS roll help send our kids to college. 

The truth we t6ed to elncidate was a story as American as it 

comes: Men in power refusing to give up what they believed 
was theirs because they told themselves that lie so many times 

it became their troth. 

A survivalist through and through, Junker threw an opulent 
multiday part?.~ eve~’ year in Scottsdale The Fiesta Frolic 

for all the important decision-makers in college sports, picking 

up travel costs, meals, drinks, golf, ever~thing. ADs and 

commissioners came ruth hands out, bellies ready to be tilled 

and smngs grooved. 

And so the BCS s"tayed as the ice slowly melted in single malts 

on the veranda. 

Junker was just one of many. The Orange Bowl doled out t?ee 
Caribbean cruises. The Sugar Bowl had a "subcotnmittee" on 

golf. Eveu boM director walked mound flashing plastic, 

buying favor with anyone and eve~?~one. The BCS was an 

exercise in cronyism and hypocritical con-dption. The same 

people ruth their pahns out college sports leadership wrote 

and enforced rules that would excommunicate any of their 

athletes that took even a fraction of what they did. 

When the outside pressure for a better system came, the bowl 

industry tried to wage a PR campaign, hiring lobbyis"ts, media 

spokesmen and even Ari Fleischer, the former White Honse 

spokesman tbr President George W. Bush. 

The PR assault was a disaster, of course, because not even the 
most brilliant spinmeiffter could squeeze such a heaping lump of 

coal into a diamond. Fans grew to hate tile BCS even more 

with each laughable justification. By the end it wasn’t the crime, 

it was tile come@. 
Eventually, no one wanted the BCS around except the people 

paid directly by the BCS. Fear of being left behind drove 

unnecessary conference realignment. EveD~one got tired of it. 

The new generation of college athletic directo~ make a lot of 

money, so complimentary ronnds of golf doff t hold the ~me 

allure they did tbr the old gua~-d. 

Mostly, though, the rampant protiteering of the Junker set 

became too much. Within a week of our book coming out in 

2010 after s~dying years of bowl tax returns, using open- 

records requests to uncover contracts and ferreting through 

business plans our phones rang with the leaders of college 
athletics. They weren’t calling to dispute a thing. They were 

looking for more information. 

Few ki~ew how much money was really getting siphoned of£ 

Many were stupetied. 

Wait. That overpriced hotel we were contractually obligated to 
stay in gave a kickback to the bowl? Yes. 

Are you saying that game that kept telling us they were all 

about chari~ only gave a couple grand? Yep. 

So the guy in the garish bluer is making $800,000 to run one 

game? Oh yeah. 

Are you telling ~ne the co~nputer formulas axe actually 

mathematically unsound’? So say actual mathematicians. 

The boMs tried to fight a playoffbecause they kilow eventually 

it will expand past four teams to eight that roll require campus 

sites to be used. Once campus sites are used, the bowls aren’t 

getting a cut of the pie. And once people realize it’s a lot more 

tim just to play this at Bryant-Denny or Ohio Stadium, there 
goes having a car allowance "that could get you a ti)ur-bed, 

lbur- bath, center- entry Colonial. 

So change finally came. The current compromise will make 

some bowls big money. Bigger than ever. That’s to be 

expected. Cronyis~n and corruption always will e:dst in college 

sports. It’s the bedrock value on which the entire enterprise is 
constructed. It was never getting cut out completely. 

At least file fans get the excitement ofa playofl~ 

More than that, so much of what we wrote about is being 

changed. Onerous ticket guarantees are being reduced. 

Conferences are beginning to take ownership of boMs 



themselves. Bad computers and nonsense polls will be 

scrapped in favor of a selection committee. 

The four-te~m playoffisjust a transitiona~ period a half- 

decade-or-so pit stop. An eight-teamer with five antomatic 
bids is inevitable. Eveuone in college athletics knows it. 

So now that the BCS is dead, enjoy the next iteration. The 

sport will be better. The ~egul~:r season will be better. Non- 

conference scheduling will be better. The double-header 

semifinals will be better. 

Games like Monday night’s will conlinne to happen because the 

game is always bigger than the system. Only now there will be 

three that matter each postseason, not just one. There is 

nothing to miss about the old BCS, which really got nothing 

right except a public-relations campaign so terrible that it 

provided years of jokes and allowed tbr easy books to be 

writ~n. 

It was such a bumbling foil it almos~t became a fi’iend. 

RIP, BCS. 



Dan Wetzel writes for Yahoo Sports. Ibis article has been 

reprinted on Clips with the author’s permi6~’ion. To access 

the Yahoo Sports home page click here 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips,com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: 
www.cNlegeat hleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time- 

sensitive or of appeal to only a portion of Clips’ sage & saw, y 

subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular BCS demise eFLASH has been 

sent to all Clips describers. 

About our website: CollegePthleticsOlips.corn provides executive 

summaries of college athletics news and issues with value-added 

commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, 

Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also 

issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, informational and occasionally 

humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award- 

wort,~y e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and 

soft underbelly of our modern day sports/entertainment culture to 

define the essence of t,~e passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be remo’~ed from tiffs mailing list or change the email fbm~at please use the 

li~tks below: 

Ct~ange ~,o~i~ subscription 
IJnsabsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 8:36 AM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Jewell Hoover, @gmafl.com); Ruffin, Dawd (dmffin~Cre&tnskmgt.com) 

RE: Aloha 

Training Agreement Signed.pdf 

~loha, Beth. P~g :_~s 7--8 .:_~f the att~chment contain the outline of our proposed tramhlg, t.e[: us kt~ow as s.:>:?[~ as you ca[~ ~f your CEO has any feedb~d~ ot~ the outline 

so we can incorporate his ~deas. 

See you soon, 

~= Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Seat= Tuesday, ]anuary 07, 2054 8:58 PN 

To= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: Aloha 

Hey Lissa 

Happy New Year~ 

Could you send me the most recent a~enda that you are workin~ off of for the Director trainins? I’d like our CEO to take a look at it and have the opportunity to 

visit with you if he has anythou~hts he’d like to add. 

Mahalo, 

Beth 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808.539.7~55 I f. 808.538.2023 

] cid:image001 .png@01OEOA60 74B300D0 

CONFIDENTIAUTY NOTICE: The information contained [n tNs email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Any unauthorized copying or adaptation is 
prohibited. (0 2013 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 8:41 AM 

@live.unc.edn> 

kW: Banking Journal Paper -- 4:00 p.m. today deadline for an?’ additional changes 

We’ll see 

From: Rober~ C. Hockett [mailto:rch37@cornell.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:47 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Banking Journal Paper -- 4:00 p.m. today deadline for any additional changes 

Hi Lissa, 

Thanks so much, and again so sorry to be late. Such a crazy few months! I’ll try to wrap this up tomorrow. 

All best, more soon, 
gob 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

To: Robert C. Hockett 

Cc: 

Subject: FW: Banking Journal Paper -- 4:00 p.m. today deadline for any additional changes 

Hi Bob -I know you’w:_~ probably been busy with the h.:)~idavs and AALS, but ~"m hopefu~ Vouql have a chance to review the draft we prepared (editk~g out the 

charts that were no~ included) and give us your okay to pubf~sh it ~n our next ~ssue. We have a [:a~r amount of rite cheddng and production work ~o do on it, so weq~ 

need your okay to proceed (or your revised version) by 5:00 p.m~ this gdday, January :1.0. 

We completely understand ~f yo~J’d ~ike to publish th~s paper e~sewhere sh~ce you d~d not make ~t ~nto our spedal ~ss~Je w~th the other papers and transcripts from 

~:he Po~il:h::al Economv Con[erence. 

ff we don’t have the paper or your okay ~:o proceed w~th what is attached by FrR~ay at S:O0~ we will regret[ully need to move forward wRh this issue without the 

paper being ~nduded in ~t and we would expec~ that you w~ll seek publication elsewhere s~nce our next publication w~] not be until March 2025. 

~ just saw Saule and ~ is great to have her back in Chapel H~E I look forward ~o your visit to the Triangle in February. 

Take care, 

L~ssa 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AN 
Te: Robe~ C. Hocke~ (rch37@cornelLedu) 

Subject: N: Banking Journal Paper -- 4:00 p.m. ~day deadline for any additional changes 

Bob---As you know, we wen~ [:orward wikh our spedal issue w~thou~ your paper. We wouM love to puMish your paper ~n our issue that wil~ be distributed at our 

armua~ gankb~g Institute, but to do so, we must receive the responses to the issues set forth below by noon on JanuaW 6. ~f th~s ~s not possiNe, jus~ ~et us know and 

we will understand. We want to publish the paper, but we have no flex~Nlity with publication deadlines for this ~ssue. 

Please ~et us know whether we can expect your responses by January 

ihanks and all the best [or the New Vear~ 

k~ssa 

F~: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Nonday, 9:33 AN 
To: Robe~ C. Hocke~ (rch37~comelLedu) 
Cc: 
Subject: Banking Journal Paper -- 4:00 p~m. today deadline for any additional changes 

Hi Bob --- ~ have pasted h~ below some questions ~ received this morning from , our I tom ~ wou~d get back to her with my 

responses to her questions by ~:4S today. She needs to proceed wkh the fina~ uers~on then so that it can be formatted for puMication and included with the other 

journa~ arth::~es. We are ~iteral]y down to the last day to do this. 

~f you have any re%~onses to the issues Sarah flagged, you have unti~ 4:00 today to weigh in (please Rep~y AI~). Otherwise, she and I w~l do our bes~: to move 

forward. 

Thanks again for the opportunity to include this p~ece in our Po~k~c~l [conomv 

L~ssa 

(1) Removal of figures 5 & 6 - Originally the pair of figures were supposed to be under Section B. on page 25 of 65. I edited out their direct reference here, 

and in one spot other spot. However, I am not sure if it is worth keeping section B in. I also don’t reallg know what a lot of this paper is talking about, so it 

is hard for me to sag if other portions of the paper are about these graphs. Is there anything else you would like me to do to "edit out" these graphs? 

(2) Figure 21 on page 49 - Prof. Hockett indicated he would check this source information, but he has not since updated us. 

(3) Figures 24 & 25 - pages 58 & 59 have no source information listed, though I think they are somehow derived from Figure 23 (page 56). Do you agree? 

(4) Missing Roemer Cite - He has two cites to a "Roemer" cite in notes 18 and 38, but I didn’t see an actual citation for Roemer. Do you know what source 

he is talking about? 

(5) Footnote 33 is a lengthy explanatow footnote where in prose he lists many pre-1900 works. Originall% the first paragraph list of works was not in large 

and small caps etc. I changed this. However, none of the books are cited to post 1900 editions, as the bluebook indicates. Since we don’t know what 

versions of the modern editions of these books he wants to cite (including some that are probably translations, etc.), I vote we just leave it as it is now. Do 

~ou have any thoughts? 

(6) Source information for graphs - Some of the graphs have the source information within the figures, others do not. This makes the footnoting look a bit 

strange, as some have footnotes and others do not. At this point, I am afraid for us to tW to manipulate the graphs to make the sourcing of figures all in 

footnotes. I think this inconsistency should be left as is. If you disagree please let me know. 

(7) In note 5 he made a reference to "underconsumption" and a future explanation of the issue. I think he meant it to go to footnote 33, although another 

footnote was originally listed, so I changed it. 



Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 8:47 AM 

@nc.rr.com> 

ILE: AP Mobile: Fisher kicked Winston out of practice before BCS 

b~Leresting. 

From: [mailto: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 20.t4 8:44 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: AP Mobile: Fisher kicked Winston out of practice before BCS 

Fisher kicked Winston~ut 0 practice before BCS 

N EW~R~BEA a!if (A E!~ida state~a~ E iSb S~hfi!!ed ~it h~beway~am~is ~n ~ ~i n ute dfi!! ~ ~in t h B~ 

Download the free AP Mobile for iPhone and iPad from the App Store today! or visit getapmobile.com for support on Android, Blackberry, WP7 and other devices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 8:54 AM 

Jim Fraser (jim@goodwinsea~ch.com); henry.oehmann@gt.com; laura.bingham@Newtx~rtBoardGroup.com 

Private Company Smwey -- Call Thursday at 9:00 

Happy New Year! I trust that everyone had a wonderful holiday and is staying warm during this frigid weather. We have a call scheduled for tomorrow at 9:00. I 

think that works for Laura and Jim, but I’m not sure I’ve heard back from Henry. 

Assuming it works for Henry too, here is the call-in info 

661-673-8600 

Participant Code 306205# 

Talk to you tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

_h___t _t #__:_ll_~_~:_La__~_:__u___q_�:__e___d___u_Z~__e__o__t__e___r__sZ_b_._a___n__~ L~ ~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: .h..t..t.p.~s..s..~n..~:.c.~....m..~a...u.~t.~h..9..r.~-.....2..z.[8..Z.2.~... 

Description: http://w’l,.~’.l ........ du!images/ .... /media/bankingfi ....... b 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 9:42 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

kW: San Diego - Wed Jan/15/2014 (Itinerary# 164009457329) 

Hi Molly---Thanks for gubba’s itinerary. Here is mine. 

Lissa 

From: Expedia.com [mailto:Expedia@expediamail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2054 9:45 AN 

Te: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: San Diego - Wed Jan/$5/2054 (Itinerary# $64009457329) 

~ Access your ~t~nerary anywhere. GET THE FRE~ 

Remember to bring your itinerary and governmentdssued photo iD for airport checkdn and security. 

Lissa Lamkin Broome No frequent flyer details provided    :: Ticket # 0167312676282 

canfirmed directly with the airline 

Traveler 1: Adult $380,!0 

Fiight ,$314.42 

Taxes & Fees $65.68 

Ex,,’!edia Beaking Fee $0 00 

Total: $~}80,1 0 

Raleigh Houston 3 h 4 m 1,045miles 

R~U 5:50am iAH 7:54am 

~ ~:o N Umt~d ~I, 2 .~per~::_.d by iSKYWEST DBA UNITED EXPRESS ~ ~ he airline may charge additior:ai fees for 
Economy/Coach (L) ~ Seat ~80 ~ Confimn o~ change seats with the airli~e* 

checked baggage or ether optionN services. 

Houston San Diego 3 h 31 m l,310miles 

IAH 9:14am SAN 10:48am 

United 1563 

Economy/Coach (L) I Seat 240 ~ Confirm or change seats with the airline* 

San D~ego Washington 4 h 48 m 2,260males 

SAN t:21~m ~AD 9:09pm 

~,,~~:~ United !190 

Economy!Coach (L) ~ Seat 35D ~ Confirm or change seats with the airline* 

Washington Raleigh 1 h 5 m 226miles 

~;~x,:a, ~ 
lAD 9:51pm RDU 1~:56~m 

United 3615 Operated by/GO JET AIRLINES DBA UNITED EXPRESS 

Economy/Coach (L) I Seat 1fO ~ Confirm or change seats with the airhne* 

¯ r~ease ~ead the complete penalty r~es for changes and cancellations applicable to this fare. 

¯ P~ease read ~mpo~ant information regarding a~rHne ~ab~iib, iim~ations. 



Visit our Cusl:omar S~;pperi page. 

Call us at 1-877-261-3523 

For fasl:~r .,~ervic’e, menlii,’rl itirlerary # 164~1~9457329 

76 points 

Add a Hotel Add a Car Add an activity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 11:04 AM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Reappointment Sub~nission 

Hi Erica --.Thanks for writing. We do need to decide on a timetable. We have scheduled a futl professors meeting for March 5 where I hoped we could discuss your 

file so we need to be receiving your materials sooner rather than later, but we can talk about an exact date when we meet. 

This Friday, f am avaih~ble between 11::X) and ~.:00. 

I~donday, f o:~uld meet between 8:30 and 

Tuesday, ~ could meet ~etween 8:30 and 2:45 

~ am out the rest of the week. 

let me know what works best for you. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m: Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent: Wednesday, ~anuary 08, 2014 10:42 AN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Reappointment Submission 

Hi Lissa: 

~ wanted to touch base with you regarding my reappointment submission. We discussed generally that I would submit my materials in January. However, I wanted 

to agree upon a concrete date that will ensure that my fi~e can be reviewed and voted upon this semester rather than next semester, as we previously discussed. 

Also, I wanted to get your input regarding the tenure and promotion standards to make sure that I have a clear understanding of how the standards are being 

implemented. Do you have some time this week or early next week to talk? Thanks. 

Erika 

ghape~ ~-~, b~C 77514 

r-ax: 

E :m~: wilsonek@emaiLunc.edu <maHto:wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

View my research on my SSRN Author page: 

This e-mail, including attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the attorney!client or other privileges. This e-mail, including 

attachments, constitutes non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient, please delete 

this e-mail, including attachments, and notify me. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of the e-mail, ~ncluding attachments, 

prohibited and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 8, 2014 11:28 AM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: Reappointment SubInission 

That’s perfect. See you then. 

Thanks 

Lissa 

From: Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:07 AN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Reappointment Submission 
Thanks Lissa. How about Monday at 9:30am? 

{.~ika ~. Wiisor: 

102 R~dge Ros~, CB ~33g0 

Chspe~ }{~, NC 

P~sone: 9 ~.9.962.2552 

{-::m~sd: wilsonek@email.unc.edu <rnailto:wilsonek@emaikunc.edu> 

V~ew my research on my SSEN Author page: 

This e-mail, including attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. This e-mail, including 

attachments, constitutes non-public lnfom~atlon intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient, please delete 

this e-mail, including attachments, and f)ot{[y 

prohibited and m~y be unlawful 

F~= Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t~ Wednesday, January 08, 20~4 ~:04 AM 
Te~ Wilson, Erika K. 
S~bject~ RE: Reappointment Submission 

Hi Erk:a -Thanks for writing. We do need to decide on a timetable. We ha~e scheduled a full pro[essors meetiflg for March ~ where ~ hoped we could discuss your 

file so we need to be receiving vour materials sooner rather than later but we can t:alk about:an exact: date when we meet. 

This Friday, I arn available between 11:30 and 1:00. 

Monday, I could meet between 8:30 and 

Tuesday, I could meet between 8:30 and 2:45 

~ am out the rest of the week. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Thanks, 

Llssa 

F~= Wilson, Erika K. 
Se~t~ Wednesday, January 08, 20~4 ~0:42 AM 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject~ Reappointment Submission 

Hi Lissa: 

I wanted to touch base with you regarding my reappointment submission. We discussed generally that I would submit my materials in January. However, I wanted 

to agree upon a concrete date that will ensure that my file can be reviewed and voted upon this semester rather than next semester, as we previously discussed. 

Also, I wanted to get your input regarding the tenure and promotion standards to make sure that I have a clear understanding of how the standards are being 

implemented. Do you have some time this week or early next week to talk? Thanks. 

Erika 

Er:ka << Wdson 

Ui’~C Schoo~ or 

F~x: 919.9~2,28gg 

View my research on my SSRN Author pase: 

http:!!ssm.com/a uthor=~773509 

This e-mail, includin8 attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. This e-mail, includin~ 

attachments, constitutes non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the desisnated recipient(s). If you are not an intended recipient, please delete 

this e-mail, includin8 attachments, and notify me. The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of the e-mail, includin8 attachments, is 

prohibited and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:58 AM 

Oehmann, Henry <t tenry.Oehmann@us.gt.com> 

Laura Bingha~m <laum.bingham@newportboardgroup.com>; jim@goodwinsea~rch.cotn 

RE: NC Private Co survey 

661-673-.8600 

305205# 

From: Oehmann, Henry [mailto:Henry.Oehmann@us.gt.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20:[4 8:54 AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Laura Bingham; jim@goodwinsearch.com 

Subject: RE: NC Private Co survey 

thanks, 

Henry Oehmam~ I Director-National Executive Compensation Services 

Grant Thornton LLP 
4140 Park Lake Avenue, Suite 130 I Raleigh, NC I 27612 I United States 

T {d~rect) +1 919 881 2773 I T (~ntema0 12773 I T {office} +1 919 881 2773 

T {mobile} +              I F +1 919 881 2795 

From: Broome, Lissa L [t_n__ajJ_Lo_~J__b_r_o___o__m__e__@__e___m___a_!!Np___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 20:[3 :!.0:20 PN 
To: Oehmann, Henry 
Co: Laura Bingham; jim@qoodwinsearch.com 
Subject: Re: NC Private Co survey 

Does 9-10 on Thursday, January 9 work for everyone? If so, I will send call-in instructions. 

Happy New Year! 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 8:32 AM, "Oehmann, Henry" <Henry.Oehmann@us:gt.com> wrote: 

Happy Holidays to all. 1 am available most of the week of the Stir. Traveling AM Monday (can do a call 7:30-10:30 in car)~ Open Tues AM and Wed AM 

Thanks, 
Henry Oehmann I D#eetor~N~tional Executive Compensation Services 

Grant Thornton LLP 
4140 Park Lake Avenue, Suite 130 ~ Raleigh, NC 127612 I United States 

T (d#ect} +1 919 881 2773 I ~ (~ntemal) 12773 I ~ (off~ce) +1 919 881 2773 
T (mobile} 4              I F +1 919 881 2795 
E henw.oehmann@us.gt.com I W ~.gran~hornton.com 

:imagegc4al e.ipg(~6 [ 3622b0.439f4e3f: 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December :[9, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Laura Bingham; ’jj_Ek@_g__o_9_c_kw__[E_s__e__a__[Lc_t):__c_9___m_’; Oehmann, Henry 
Subject-" RE: NC Private Co survey 

Hi [aura -Thanks for doing ~:his. 

1 suggest we set up a call for the week of January 6th, Good times for me are listed below, can supply the call-in r~umber. 

Monday, January 5:8-3:30 

]’uesday, January 7::[0..5 

Wedn~:_~sday, J~H~uary 8:8--:[:30 

Thursday, January 9:8-I2 

Friday, January :[0: 8-.9:30; I:[:30--2:30 

Happy holidays to all, 

Lissa 

Fro~: Laura Bingham [mailto:laura.bingham~@newportboardgroup.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December :[5, 20:[3 7::[8 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; ’iim@goodwinsearch.com’; henry.oehmann@qt.com 
Co: Laura Bingham 
Subject: NC Private Co survey 

All -this may be your second copy of our ’final draft’ with edits from November, but wanted to ensure you have it. Draft #4 -with today’s date. 

Maybe a phone call to review it and our next steps? I’m in VA until mid-week without much flexibility 

Thurs-Fri, so may not be able to make it this week. Happy for you 3 to go ahead. 

Thanks, Laura 

Lsurs Bingi~am 

Newport Board Group LLC 

~a]eigh, N¢ 



Direct 919~57:1.~9920 

Laura.Bingha m@ NewportBoa rdGroup.com 

www.NewportBoardGroup.com 

<imageOO:].,png> 

Board Directors - E×ecutive Leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 

in accordance with applicable professional regulations, please understand that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any written advice contained in, forwarded with, or 

attached to this e-mail is not intended or written by Grant Thornton LLP to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that 
may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME~ 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 10:11 AM 

][.aura BinghaJn <laura.bingham@newportboaJcdgroup.com2; ]im@goodwin~a~ch.com’; heno’.oehmann@gt.com 

ILE: NC Private Co survey 

NC Private CoInpany Board Survey - Draft #4.docx 

Friends--Great to talk with you today. I have attached Draft # 4 with a new preamble that I hope reflects our discussion. 

Take Care, 

Frera: Laura Bingham [mailto:laura.bingham@newpo~boardgroup.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 7:18 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L; ’jim@go~winsearch.com’; henry.oehmann@gt.com 
Co= Laura Bingham 
Subject: NC Private Co su~ey 
All -this may be your second copy of our ’final draft’ with edits from November, but wanted to ensure you have it. Draft #4 -with today’s date. 

Maybe a phone call to review it and our next steps? I’m in VA until mid-week without much flexibility plus 

Thurs-Fri, so may not be able to make it this week. Happy for you 3 to go ahead. 

Thanks, Laura 

La~"a 

New~ort go~m:~ Gro~ LLC 

Laura.Nngha m@ NewportgoardGroup.com 

www.New#o~BoardGrouo.com 

~ oescri[cticn: letim2 pri,&~ 

Board D~rectors - Executive Leaders - Board & CEO Advisors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 12:34 PM 

Scott, Je~mit:er *~Je~mitbr.Scot@theclearinghouse.org> 

l~g: Tape/CD of The Co~npliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jent~ --.We received it. Thanks again! 

tissa 

Frora: Scott, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 12:17 PP1 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject; RE: Tape!CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Lissa, 

Hope you had a wonderful holiday season and Happy New Year! We had mailed this before the holidays but 

and see if there is anything else you need from us. 

Bes~: Reg~rds, 

Se~t~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:55 AN 

~bje~t~ Re: iape/CD of The C~mpliance Luncheon 

We are a~l se~: and w~H be send~ng ~: your wav~ Warm w~shes for i~ wonderh.d holiday season~ 

Best, 

Jenn 

F~: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 09:42 AN 

T~: Sco~, 3enni%r 
Subject: RE: Tape!CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi lennifer -rhat wouM be great. You can send i~: ~:o ~:he address below ~md add 

160 Ridge Road 

A~f the bes[ for [he hoi~dsys~ 

Ussa 

L~ssi~ l_ Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-~380 

919.962.7065 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 

Access my papers on SSRN s[: 

Description: 
hltp:/iwww.law u nc.ed[i/ima ges/n ~;ws/media/ba n Id ngfin s nca 
web 542jp9 

From: Scott, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Scott@theclearinqhouse.orq] 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:40 AN 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Sabject: Re: Tape/CD of The Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Lissom, 

Sorry for the deh~y in getting b~ck ~:o you-.-we’w:~ h~d some issues with the AV people If you can provide me w~th your address, we can mall you a CD of the panel 

Thanks~ 

Jenn 

F~: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 01:27 PN 

T~: Sco~, Jenni%r 
Subject: Tape!CD of ~e Compliance Luncheon discussion 

Hi Jennifer - It was great to meet you last month in New York. If you could get me a link to the tape of the compliance lunch discussion {or a tape or CD) we will go 

ahead and begin a transcript for inclusion in the next volume of our ganking InsNtute journal. It would be good for us to get this so we can start the transcripNon 

process. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

We~ls Farso Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal~ 

Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 



Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 12:56 PM 

Clevel~J~d, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edn2 

Your place, mine, or phone at 3:15 today? 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/images/newslmedia/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:26 PM 

Arthur Wilma;th <awihnarth@law.gwu.edu> 

ILE: Inqui~ by Robert Je~xins 

Hi Art---The volume is at the pr#~ters now. In fact, I just got ~ request frorn the students for author addresses so reprints could be sent directly to them. I expect the 
volume will be ready in a couple of weeks, 
Do you have a m~ilirlg i~d~tress ~or [~ob or carl you get him to send one to 
"Yhar~ks, 
Ussa 
F~= ARhur Wilmarth [mailto:awilma~h@law.gwu.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 20~4 6:26 PN 
To= Broome, LJssa L 
Subje~tl Inqui~ by Robe~ Jenkins 
Dear Lissa: 
Robe~ (Bob) Jen~ns asked me when your N~ng law journal is likely to publish the sympsium issue br our conference las~ Febmao’. I will ~ happy ~ Nss along 
any info~ation to Bob and copy you. 

Thanks again br your generous supg~ for last yeNs cont~rence as well as your oversight of the publication process lbr the cont~nce paFrs. Best wishes lbr a 
happy New Yeafi 
Best regards ............... A~ 

A~hur E. Wilma~ Jr. 
Professor of Law 

Executive Dh~ctol; Center br ~aw, Economics & Finance 
George WasNng~n UNversib~ Law School 

2000 H Street, N.~V. 
WasNngton, DC 20052 

Tel. (202) 994-6386 
Fax (202) 994-9446 
My research Npers a~e available on my SSRN Author Nge: 

ht @:i/ssm.com/author=@921 g5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:45 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.~mc.edu~ 

ILE: Reading Kal~em’s voting rights al~ticles 

Hi Judith -- 

Here’s the breakdown of pieces: 

Professors Broome, Saver and Wegner all read the tive longer voting rights pieces ( Five Justices, Sword, Shield & Compass, Reinventing, YVhite Voters and Black Candidates, Interactive 
Pre-Clearance) while Prot?ssors Daye and Weisburd reviewed the four political science papers (Gender Unbound?, Black Caucus, You May Not Get There With Me, Racial Redistricting). 

Will you have a chance to talk with Jon M. re Aaron bet;are our meeting Monday afternoon at 4:15 ? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:12 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Weisburd, Mark 
Sut~iect: Reading Kareem’s voting rights articles 

Hey, Mark and Lissa Sorp), to impose. Which articles am I supposed to review again? ;~n packing for trip to CA leaving early tomorrow and was trying to print and take with me. Not sure 
how far back I’m supposed to go. Thanks--Judith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:02 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

I~E: Reading Kamem’s voting rights m~ticles 

Okay. Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Reading Kareem’s voting rights articles 

I have tried but missed him. Still tD’ing and hope to May catch him after facul~z meeting today if I’m lucky--Judith 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:45 PM 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: RE: Reading Kareem’s w~ting rights articles 

Hi Judith -- 

Here’s the breakdown of pieces: 

Professors Broome, Saver and Wegner all read the five longer voting rights pieces ( Five Justices, Sword, Shield & Compass, Reinventing, White Voters and Black Candidates, Interactive 
Pre-Clearance) while Professors Daye and Weisburd reviewed the four political science papers (Gender Unbound?, Black Caucus, You N/lay Not Get There With Me, Racial Redistricting). 

Will you have a chance to talk with Jon M. re Aaron before our meeting Monday afternoon at 4:15? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:12 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Weisburd, Mark 
Sutzject: Reading Kareem’s voting rights articles 

Hey, Mark and Lissa Sorpy to impose. Which articles am I supposed to revimv again? >~a:n packing for trip to CA leaving early tomorrow and was trying to print and take *vith me. Not sure 
how far back I’m supposed to go. Thanks--Judith 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

Introduced by: 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15 -3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial crisis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rule and 



its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new- lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 
and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new" rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3.00 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrow-s, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right now? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity other~vise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Clearing House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the Nortt~ Carolina 
Banking Instit, ae j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 



6:00 - 6:45 Dinner 

This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Introduced by: 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 20111 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the Beischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

7:45 - 8:30 Coffee and Breakfast 



8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 
Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45- 10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provisions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

11:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

Meg Tahyar, Davis Polk; Don Lampe, Morrison & Foerster; and Amy 
Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte (planning for Enforcement) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:11 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Thesis Survey 

-- Sorry for letting this get buried in my inbox and thanks for the rerninder. I will put some comments on the Ib~k that you sent rne. ~ have gone through 

the survey and if ~ can’t get a~l my comments on your form, ~’~ send you another ema~l. 

LB 

Sent~ Thursday, January 09, 2014 8:24 PN 

To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject= Thesis Su~ey 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I hope you and your ~ami]y eujoyed the holidays and the new semester h~ s~¢ed well. 

I sent you an emNl ~om the quNtfics website that should provide a li~ for the su~ey for my thesis. If you have time I would love your feedback on ins. If it does not 

wor~ just let me ~ow and I cau t~ seudiug it in a die, rent way. 

ThaWs’. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:51 PM 

@gma~l.com 

ILE: Corporate Board Diversib’ 

We~dy .-- I will call you then at Lhat number. 

I.issa 

From: Wendy Webb via Linkedln [mailto: member@linkedin.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 6:38 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Corporate Board Diversity 

Lissa, I could speak briefly by phone on 1/14 @ 
10:15am Pacific time. Will you try me then at 

? Thanks, Wendy 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

On 01/07/14 7:36 AM, hissa Lamkin Broome 
wrote: 

Hi Wendy - Would you be interested in 
participating in this year’s program as a panelist? 
It will be May 28, 2014 in Chapel Hill. I could chat 
on Friday, January 10 between 11:30 eastern 
and 2:45 or on Tuesday, January 14 between 
8:30 eastern and 2:45 if you have any times in 
those windows. Take care, 

.__ _________ ._On_01/O6/14_8:45 PM, Wendy Webb wrote: 

Thanks hissa- it was great that hinda Selbaoh 
put us in touch last year, and you were nice to 
invite me to your panel. Always happy to talk 
about diversity on boards, so let me know best 
time, etc. Regards, Wendy 

On 01/06/14 7:55 AM, hissa Lamkin Broome 

............ 
Hi Wendy - Thanks for connecting with me. I 
would love to talk with you at your convenience 
about board diversity. In addition to serving as a 
law professor at the University of North Carolina 
School of Law, I also head up our Director 
Diversity Initiative, ._h__~9___s__Li!___d___d_j_=ka___w___&_n___c_~__e___d___u___i.. 

All the best for the New Year, 

Lissa Broome, 919-e62-7066; 
!bE~orn~@email.unc~edu 

..................................................................................................................................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, JanuaD 10, 2014 9:35 AM 

McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <joel.curran@unc.edu> 

FW: Joy - .typos conection FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Reamer. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

From= Renner, Joy J 
Sent= Friday, January 10, 2014 7:38 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= FW: Joy - typos correction FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 
I hi~ seqd ~oo last- [:his o~e has the b/pos corrected. 
h)y J, Rer!!~er, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pr.:)h~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
B2J.-A Sou[h Coiurnbia 51:, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7&30 

91.9-956-51.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~95:~ Fax 
-.CQNFIDENTIAUTY NOTICE: This e-maq !;qessage, i!~c:l[,Id[Bg attachments, ff a~W, is inter~ded on[V for the .-person or entit~ to whh:h it is addressed and mav corfl:ain confidenNa~ and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:er[aL ArW -.--un;~uthorized review, use, disck)sure or dis[r[buth)n is prohibited. If you are not i:he in[ended recipient, please co~tac:[ the sender by reply e-maq and 
destroV all coph~s of the or@hal message. 

F~= Renner, Joy J 
Sent= Friday, 3anua~ 10, 2014 7:37 AN 
To= Willingham, Na~ C. 
Subject= ]oy - ~pos correction ~: Joy - clarification ~: ]oy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC ne~ Tuesday 
f h~t send before proofing through the emaiL Below is the corrected one. 

Hi Mary~ 

~ sm a Htt~e confused by your ernst. I was!{ sskb~8 for the data discussion Lo hNp you know son~eth~n~ new. 

The Comm~ee has ~ots of h~forma~on and data to review as we continue worMn8 ou[ way throuBh understandinA what ~s and what needs to be. Sh~ce this is 

e~ected volunteer committee made up oF busy academic faculty, we ate a~so wotk~n8 toward ~ sustainaMe model for the work of the committee so this work 

cot)tit)ues ew~l w~Lh cha~g~g committee membership. So it makes sense g~w~m that you already have exLracLed Lhe data and a~a~yzed it, that we ~clude the 

same dataset ~r~ our review and support for changes. By havhlg your dataset a couple of tMngs wouM happen Fkst, we can verify and vaHda~:e your summary 

conclusions and statistics. Second, by ~ooking at the dataset we may see another area of k~teresL g~ven the d~fl:erent perspectives in the room and in [be context 

Lhe ~Lher inf~rm~t1~n we have reviewed over. the past two years. S~ even more support for a part~cu~r cbange c~u~d evolve. ~actuMlythoughtth~s~nformat~on 

was one of the items you would d~scuss wkh us ~n the December meeth~g but yo~ said you had to check on whether you couM share it w~th us or not. 

So I hope you can jo~n us on Tuesday but ff not, could you please send me your dataset and analyses/results and the committee members assigned to review 

academics could contact you ff we come up with something new that rn~ghL interest you or if we have any questions, 

Thank you for your help in mskin~ sure we have the most inforrnat~on in hand before moving forward w~th recommendations ~:or the continuk~g revamping and 

rev~s#~g of the support systems for our students. 

.Joy 
JO,i J, Rermeh M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pro~essor arid Dh’ec[or 
tJnNersi[y of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel 
School of Medidne 
CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondurar~t Hall 
B2$-A Sou[h Columbia 
Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7~30 

919-9 ~) 6-.5147Desl,: 
Celi 

919-9 ~) 6-.t:,951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This ~_~--maA message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to whk:h it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
pdvAeged mateNai. Rny -----unauthorized rewew, use, d[sciosure or d~stdbut[on ~s prohibited. If you are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.maA and 
destroy all cop[e5 of the or~gh-~al message 

F~m= Rennet, Joy J 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ lO, 201~ 7:3~ AN 
To~ Wilingham, Na~ C. 
8ubject~ Joy - clarification ~: Joy Rennet. DaN discussion and FAC ne~ Tuesday 
Hi Mary! 

~ sm a I~e confused by your emaH. I ws¢~ ssMng for the data discussion to hNp you knowsometMng new. 

The CommRl:ee has k)ts o[ kfformal:h:m and data to review as we cot~[Jmle work~t~ our way through understanding what ~s and what needs to be, Smce this is an 

e~ected volur~teer committee made up of busy academk: fac:uH:y, we are also worMng toward a sustah~able model for Lhe work of the committee so these work 

contJnuesevenwid~chang~ngconlm~tteemembership. So ~t makes sense given that you a~ready have ex~rac~ed d~e data and ana~yzed it, tbatwe~ncludethe 

same dataset in our review and support for changes. By havh~g ysur dataset a couple of things wouM happen. First, we can verify and validate your sumrnary 

conclusions and statistics. Second, by looking at the dataset we may see another area of ~nterest g~ven the different perspectives in the room and in the context of 

the other information we have reviewed over the past two years. So even more support for a particular change could evolve~ [ actually thought th~s ~nformadon 

was one of the items you would d~scuss wH:h us ~t~ the December meeth~g buL you said you had to check on wheLher you could share it w~Lh us or not. 

So I hope you can jom us on Tuesday but if not could you please send me your dataset and ana~ys~5;/res;u~ts and the commRtee members assigned to review 

academics could contact you H: we come up with something new that rn~ghL interest you or if we have any questions. 

Thank you for your help in making sure we have the most information in hm~d before moving forward w~th recommendations for the co~lti~luhlg revamping and 



Assodate Professor a~d Dh-ector 

Un{versitv of North Carolina at Chapel 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B2&-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9,’-; 6-.514.7 Des k 

Cell 

919-9,’-; 6-.{~ 9 51 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~ch.idh-~g attachments, if any. is intended oniy for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident~a~ and/or 

privileged material Ar~ .--.-~l~authorized review, ~se, disclosure or d[si:Hbut~on [s prohibited, If you are not Lhe ~rli:e~ded re(:[p~enL please corfl:act 1:he sender by repJy e-.maH and 

destroy ;~1[ copies Of the or[g:n;~l mess;~e, 

F~: Joy Rennet [ma~to:        ~g ~a co~] 

8e~t: Friday, ]anua~ ~0, 20~ ~:08 AM 

To: Renner, Joy ~ 

Subject: Fwd: Joy Rennet. Da~ discussion and FAC ne~ Tuesday 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Willingham, Ma#~ C." <rJ3)?_j!_lj~_)2~__L~__!(a_2_tJ_n__c__:_e__@_> 

Date: Janua~ 9, 2014, 11:22:48 PM EST 
To: Joy <        ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the olticia] response t~om the University questioning my truththlness tells me all that I need to know, and therdbre I decline your 

request. The rm’ data is available in athletics- all of it. End of di~ ussion. 

Ma~ 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

Good evening Ma#-! 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk ins were on and offbusy. 

At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check ruth the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for diseussion. 

I assume since the data were punished and analyzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the 

dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14th, for a discussion of the data. I 

would like to share the data ahead of time so eve~one is prepared for the discussion and we can make good use of our time together with 

the committee members. 

For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you can send the dataset 
tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC time to review it. 

Thanlcs for your efforts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me best by cell phone as I will be at Duke 

tonlorrow. 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, January 11,2014 12:45 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips Monday Update 1-6-14 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(t~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 5, 2014 at 10:08:01 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.~mc.edu> 
Subject: Clips Monday Update 1-6-14 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightSNp. Hope you are w-ell. 

Don’t know about you, but it ,seems like "the past eight days were all Saturdays and Sundays. 

Well, I checked, and today is reaJly Sunday, so here’s the Clips Weekly Update. 

Here’s a welcotne to our new subscribers in the past two weeks: from U-Hawaii, UC- 

Riverside, Coker College, Humboldt State, Seattle U and Huxley College ..... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

FNIow Clips on Twitter: 
v’~,,w.twitt e r.comi(~.Colleq eat h Clips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to ~Jew the 
articles (below) on the website, if you are ~ot logged in yo~ will get a blank wlfite 

sereei~. 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com ptevides executive summaries of colle~le athletics 

news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone intetested in subscription information should log on to 
ww~:collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick(~, colle.qeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please rise the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

Chanae your subscription 
Unsubs~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, 1:08 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Gelin, Daaaa E <dgelin~!unc.edu> 

LSAT Test Prep Resource 

Hi 

It was great to meet you on Friday and learn about your interest in law school. I promised to get some more information about LSAT Test Prep courses. There are 

three possibilities for getting some financial assistance with the cost of the course should you decide to take one. As we discussed, you may also be able to study 

on your own by purchasing a study book or computer program. The Law School Admission Council Website has some resources that can be purchased for relatively 

modest cost, https:!/os.lsac.orgiRelease/ShopiPublications.aspx. 

If you decide to take a test prep course, the UNC-CH Learning Center, -h--t-.t-p--.:-~-/-].e---a-.r---n--!-n--g.c---e---n--t---e-.r-:--u---n--c--:-e---d---u--/--t--e---s--t----p--r---e--p-2.c--!-a--~L~ has free test prep study groups as well as 

providing a 30% discount on the Princeton Review course. 

Dana Gelin (from Athletics) told me that at one time there was an NCAA fund to assist with grad school test prep courses. She said when I saw her later on Friday 

that this fund may have already been depleted, but she will check and let us know. 

The Student Assistance Fund might also be a source to help with the cost of test prep materials or a course. Check with             the intern in the Compliance 

Department that helps administer this fund,       ~email.unc.edu. 

I will send you a separate email introducing you to Jennifer Kott from our Admissions Office. Jennifer can also provide you her views on test prep courses or 

studying on your own. Jennifer is a pre-law advisor so you should feel free to talk with her about other law schools in addition to UNC. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h...t.t..P..~.w....w....w..~:!~&w...:~y~n..~c..:~&d...u..~.c.~e..~n..~1~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: http://www.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedia/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, 1:19 PM 

Kotk Jennit~r R <jkot~@emaJl.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edtc> 

Student-Athlete Interested in Law School 

Hi Jennifer - On Friday I met with who is a on our team. is from and played on 

for the She is a very successful athlete. This year she was named to the team by the Coaches 

Association and earned and honors. She is a double major in 

We talked generally about taking the LSAT (and the timing of the test), whether or not to take a prep course, and which schools to apply to (she’s very interested in 

UNC, but she has a list with some other fine schools too). She also had some questions about whether, she could qualify for financial aid. She hopes 

to stay in the U.S. following law school. 

I offered to put the two of you in touch and suggested that reach out to you to schedule an appointment to get your views on her questions and to 

provide her some more targeted guidance. 

-You can find out more about Jennifer at http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!directory!kottjenniferr/. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=24872:0_ 

i.~.i Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/imageslnews/medialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 12, 2014 1:57 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

tenure review 

Hi Jack -The T&P committee meets tomorrow afternoon to finalize our reports and recommendations on 

(when we meet) if you can, whether we should go ahead and get started on 

at 4:15. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwwwAaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

¯ Please let me know before 4:15 

We have a tentative full professors meeting scheduled for her on February 20 

Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/imageslnews/medialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 12, 2014 2:09 PM 

FW: 2014 NC?ua. Convention - Sleeping Room Confilmation 

Otnni - Credit Ca~cd Authorization Form.doc 

FYI 

From: NCAA Convention [mailto:NCAAConvention@shortstravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:01 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: 2014 NCAA Convention - Sleeping Room Confirmation 

Greetings Lissa, 

Below is your hotel confirmation number for the 2014 NCAA Convention. 

Hotel Confirmation Number: 40013744397 
Hotel Name: Omni San Diego Hotel 
Check In & Out Date: 1/15/2014 - 1/18/2014 
Room 1 Guest: Lissa Broome 

Please keep this hotel confirmation with your 2014 NCAA Convention registration information should there be 
any questions. The confirmation number for your Convention registration is 4627. 

If you need to cancel your hotel reservation please do so at least three days prior to the reservation arrival 
date by 3 p.m. Eastern time. Any cancellation after this date will incur a hotel penalty of the first night’s room 
and tax. If any fees are assessed due to a cancellation or no show the NCAA and/or Short’s Travel will contact 
you to obtain a form of payment. 

To change or cancel your hotel reservation at any time prior to your arrival, contact NCAA Convention Housing 
via email at ncaahousing@shortstravel.com. Please do not contact the hotel directly for changes or 
cancellations to your reservation. 

If you would like to arrange advance payment for your stay, complete the attached credit card authorization and 
fax it to 619/645-6517. Once faxed, please contact the hotel at 619/231-6664 to verify it was received and 
prepayment was successful. Have your hotel confirmation number on hand as they will need this to locate your 
reservation. 

We look forward to seeing you in January at the 2014 NCAA Convention. 

Bestregards, 

NCAA Convention management team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 12, 2014 9:15 PM 

Sue Cole <sue@sageleadership.com> 

Re: IWF- Kathy White 

Hi Sue, Great idea I would be happy to second her nomination. I ;vas thinking she might have moved based on an email with her last year. I can’t find it right no;v though so maybe I am 
dreaming. 

Lissa 

Sent licom my iPad 

> On Jan 12, 2014, at 9:10 PM. "Sue Cole" <sue@sageleadership corn> wrote: 
> 

> Hi, Lissa, 
> 

> Happy 2014’.! 
> 

> I think you know Kathy White? (Board of Mattel and advisor at UNCG). What do you think of her as a candidate for IWF? ! know she wants to get more involved in things ]l’you think 
she would be good, I can write it up if you are willing to co-sign? Please call if you’d like to discuss. The deadline is This Wednesday so I apologize [’or the late idea. Look forward to hearing 
from you. Sue 
> 

> Sue W. Cole 
> Managing Partner 
> SAGE Leadership & Strategy., LLC 
> 800 Green Valley Road, Suite 104 
> Greensboro, NC 27408 
> Office 336.6766531 I Mobile 
> sue@sageleadership.com 
> Associate: Julia Cox 1336.6766530 
> Julia@sageleadership. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 7:24 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript - 3 

To reconcile. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: <ACH.Payments~unc.edu> 

Date: January 13, 2014 at 7:04:39 AM EST 

To: <LISSA BROOME(~UNC.EDU> 

Subject: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contah~s htmli3avascript 

Reply-To: <EflQue stions(a)listserv .unc .edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 7:23 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu>; Saver, Richard S <save@email.unc.edu-~; Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.~mc.edu-~; 

Daye, Cha;les E. <cdaye@ema~l.unc.edu> 

1~:;: T & P Follow Up -- More from Broome 

Friends -- I have uploaded in 

the ’, 

tomorrow 

folder under Correspondence -- An email to Judith (from         and Jack’s email response with attached memorandum The memorandum references 
¯ I do not have copies of either of those letters, but will see if I can track them down from Catherine 

Also in ; folder under a file labeled is the pd£ of the attachments to hi~ letter responding to Jack and a PDF that contains Jack’s letter to 

While Judith and Mark are working on refining their memos based on our discussion and w~tes today, I will work ~vith Alice on pulling the materials for the full professors drive and the 
notebooks 

Thank you again for your professionalism, dedication, and heartfelt concern 12~r our colleagues. These are gut-wrenching decisions, but [ value the thoughtfulness, empathy, and judgment 
you have each brought to our discussion. 

Take care, 

Lissa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 7:24 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Save1; Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu>; Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhardt@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Update 

Hi Jack --.Thanks [:or this message. I would be happy to talk tomorrow. Rich Saver will be handling 

that might be helpft~l too. 

Frera: Boger, Jack 

Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 13, 2054 5:36 PN 

To= Gerhardt, Nichael J; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Upda~ 

~ear ~chae] an~ 

[:ile so if it’s possible to include him in the conversation 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 7:28 PM 

Norris Tolson <Norris Tolson@ncbiotech.org> 

ILE: Happy New year and a long overdue contact 

Hi Non-is -- Thanks for t;allowing up. I would be delighted to speak with you You could call me tomolTow at my office (919-962-7066) before 2:45. If we miss each other then, I will be out of 
town the rest of the week, but am available the afternoon of Tuesday, Janua~ 21 IfI need to look for some more times for a call to match your schedule, let me know 

Best, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Norris Tolson [mailto:Non-is Tolson@ncbiotech.org] 
Sent: Monday, JanuaW 13, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Eroome, Lissa L 
Cc: Bill Oattis; Dr Lowe~ Caudill Ph.D; Donald (Don) Williams Curtis 
Subject: Happy New year and a long overdue contact 

Ms Broome, I made contact back in the sept,’ October time frame relative to the Academy for Leadership Excellence Don Curtis and Lowep), Caudil[ may have mentioned the Academy to u 
as well. I would like to chat with u by phone to give u a bit more inlk~rmation and answer any question l can for u. We are attempting to enlarge our Board of Directors with dedicated 
Christian folks and a number of people have mentioned u to me. If we could talk I’d like u to also have a visit with Bill Gattis, our Executive Director and your lk~rmer pastor. I hope we can talk 
soon. My number here at the office is 919 549 8806 Look fwd to speaking with u Norris 

E. Norris Tolson 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
North Carolina Biotechnology. Center 
919-549-8806 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

Ille, Mince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Renner, Joy J ~loy Renner,~med.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke 

~gmail.co~n) 

Re: Math 

imageO01 .j pg 

Mince, 

Thanks tbr sharing fl~is (and the earlier) info. 

Lissa 

Sent fro,n my iPad 

On at 8:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille¢~unc~edu> wrote: 

The conrse is Math    - First year seminar 
The instructor is Sofin Mitran 
The baseball student-athletes were and 
The instructor would not sign the form Ibr excused absences when asked by the students. They have dropped the conrse. Thanks. 
Mince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent= Monday, 2:33 PM 

To= Tile, Vince 
Subject= RE: Econ 

U: you can find out specifics, thaL will be helpful. I know sometimes Lhat is hard but as we have seen "general~des" be~g spoken ~n public create new 

~ssues and animosity. 
JoyJ~ RenneG M.A. R-r(R), FAEIRS 
Assoch~te Professor and Director 
U~ivers~tv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schoo~ of Medicine 
Cg #7130 UNC-.CR gondurant Rail 

32 J.-.R South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 JA7Desk 

Cell 

91.9-966-6951 Fax 

--CONF~DENTIAt.IIY NOTICE: [i~,L e-mail message, ~ncluding attachments, ~f any, ~s intended only for the -person or enti%, to which ~t is addressed and ma~, conta~ n 

confidential and/or privdeged ~llaterial. AnV -.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the ~tended recipient, please contact the 

sender b~ reply e-mail and destro~ aH copies of the original message. 

F~m: ]lie, Vince 

Sent: Nonday, 2:22 PN 

To: Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L 

~c: Cunningham, Bubba; Debbi Clarke I 

Subject= RE: Econ 

Thanks Joy. ] believe tha~ ~vo ~seba]] s~deut-atNetes recently dropped a course [or a similar reason. Dar~- Gal]o h~ormed me o[that today. 

F~m= Renner, Joy 3 

Sent= Monday, 2:29 PM 

To= ~lle, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 

Co= CunNngham, Bubba; Debbi Clarke 

Subject= RE: Econ 

Thank you for sharing with me. Th~s is k~ FAC’s responsi~H~ties ~:or d~scussion and response ~o our coUeagues for clarification o~: policy. 

Jov .L Rennet, M.R., R](R), FAEIRS 
Associate P~ofessof a~d Dh’ector 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Rill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondu~ant 

32~-A Soutl, Columbia 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.51,~-TDesk 

Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 

-CONFIDENiIALIPg NOTICE: li?i5 e-mail message, h-~cluding attaci ,meats, if any, ~5 intended only for the -person or entity to whk:h it is addressed and may contain 

confide~tial a~d/or privileged material. ~,ny -.--u~authorized review, use disclosure or d~stribut[on is proi,ib[ted. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, piease contact the 

sender b~, reply e-mail and destl’og aH cop~es of the ol’[ginaJ l-~essage. 

Ema~ correspondence to a~d from th~s addre~ may be s~ject [o the Noah Caro~h~a P~l~c Records law and may be d~sc~osed to third 

F~m: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, 2:~2 PN 



To,, Rennet, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc." CunNngham, Bubba; Debbi Clarke I ~g__m___a__[[&___O_Lr_0 
Subject: FW: Econ 

For your intbnnation. 

From’- Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent’- Monday, 2:07 PM 
To,, Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Econ 

This is just an FYL the only athlete on my team struggling academically right now came to me with the information below yesterday._..J know we have 

a very challenging environment but t h.:_~pe you f,-:~el this is as unacce~table as I do 

C D. 

From’- Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Monday, 2:03 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
(:::c: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Econ 

Brent, left you a message earlier. The class is Econ and the prof. is Art Benavie. First day of class, this guy announces to everyone thatif you an 

athlete, I would prefer you not take this class". He went on to say that "any" missed class, even if due to team travel will not be tolerated and will 

count against them. 

<imageOO:1.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 9:20 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re:               Update 

Sounds good. See you at 9:00. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jm~ 13, 2014, at 9:10 PM, "Boger, Jack" <jcboger~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 
Why don’t you come to my office about 9:00 am, and we can then call Rich on my speake~phone. (rm here from 8:15 am on, though, so if an earlier time 

is bette~; just let me know). Bes~ to you both. 

Jack 

Sent fi’om my iPad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 9:07 PM, "Saver, Richard S" <saver(~-#,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have to be at home, but I can call in before :tO. 
Rich 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January :t3, 20:t4 7:38 PM 
To: Boger, Jack; Saver, Richard S 
Subject: RE:              Update 

Jack -I am fre,-_~ before V?:00. Rich, a r,-_~ you [r,-_~e then? 

Lissa 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Monday, January :t3, 20:t4 7:29 PM 
To: Gerhardt, Michael J 
~c: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE:             : Update 

Turns om [ ihave a m~e~Jng wi~ih Ann~ Klinelb]ter a~ 10 am and with Me~issa Sam~ders ~-~t 11 mn. ~{~youh’e in your 

office bet~,een 10 and 11, I could come down once I’ve fimshed meeting wJ~h Anne (if that proves ~o be betbre 1 1, or 

we could ~alk between I and 2 pm 

Lissa, if you and t~.icb~-~rd Saver ar~ ti~e betbre I0 am~ I’d be happy to ~alk with you then. I ~et rne i~now w~hether 

that’s possible~ Th~:,nks, 

F~m~ Gerhardt, N~chael J 

¯ ~: Bo~er, Jack 
~e~ Broome, Ussa k 
Subject: Re: Update 
Good news. Thanks, Jack. I have class at 8:45 tomorrow. Can ~ come to your office at ~0 when ~ get out? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 13, 20J_4, at 5:36 PM, "Boger, Jack" <i£boger@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael an d Lissa, 

I had a very good, positive, upbeat conversation with this at~emoon. She appeared h~itially 

untroubled by any of the employment terms I suggested.. She added that she wanted to reflect on what 

we’d discussed and talk with her husband    about everything, and that she might have additional 

questions later. She added that she’d vet3~ much like an opportunity to bring her two boys, 9 and 11, to 

Chapel Hill, along with husband    , before she finally was ready to say ’yes,’ (or presumably, ’no.’) 

already knows the area from his undergraduate days (and is presumably willing to relocate here), and 

didn’t express doubts herself, but she wants to be sure eve~3~one in the family is positive. I offered 

to pay for their trip - they prefer driving to flyin g - and offered the services of a realtor if they wanted to 

see housing and whatever other help they might need. (They want the boys in good public schools, so I 

was able to sing the praises of the Chapel Hill/Carrboro system). ]~verything we said about the clinic 

directorship also seems good to her, though once again, she wanted to reflect a bit on that as well. 

If you have time to talk tomorrow morning at some point, Michael, I’d welcome the chance to think aloud 

with you about additional ways to reach out to       (including, of course, some update for the faculty 



as a whole). [,issa, as I mentioned in my voicemail message to you, I think the signals are strong enough 

that some preliminary work by your Promotion and Tenure Committee would not be amiss. If you have 

time to talk tomorrow mon~ing as well, a ten or fifteen-minute conversation might be useful. 

So far, all seems very promising. It would be a wonderful recruiting (and tenure) year if you all have 

succeeded in luring both (who said this morning that he hopes to have a contract on his 

Westchester home by Friday) and to Carolina Law. Keep hope alive. 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 9:26 PM 

CDstal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaJ na@asbhawaii.com> 

Re: Meeling with Rich 

image002.png 

Hi Custal, 

I could do a ca]l at 10 HST on Wednesday or at 1:00 HST on Friday. Should I see if Jewell and David can join the call? 

Lis~ 

Sere th)m my iPad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 8:51 PM, "Custal Kaahaaina" <._c_~_~j__n__’_a_.~_~Ls__b_h__~L~y_?_a_i_i_:_c_’~?E!> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

Beth asked that I set up a call with Rich Wacker in preparation for the training meetings here next month. Please let me know if any of these times 
work for you: 

Wednesday, January ]_5th at ga, :tOa, 2p (HST) 

Friday, January :~7th at lp (HST) 

Thanks, 

Cn~sta~ Ka’aha’aina 
~] ;~eCLEtiVe Assista t~ [: 

Executive Office 
p, 808,539.72:[7 i 1:. 808,538,2023 

s__k__a__~__h__a__~!__n__~_@_a___s__b__b_~__w___a__!!_.__c___o___m__. I _w____w____w___.__a___s__b___h__~__w___a__!!_._S__o___m__. 

<image!)02 

CONFIDENIIALITY NOIICE: The information contained in this ernaii message is intend~-~d only for ti~e use of the designat~_~d recipient{s). Any unaut~oriz~_~d copying or 

adaptation is prohibited. ¢_c) 201B Am~_~rican Savings Bank. All rights reserw!d. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 9:30 PM 

Wyndham Robert~n <wyndhamr@aol.com> 

~aol.com; King, Susan Robinson <kings@emaJl.unc.edt~-; edwina.woodbu~?@chapelhillpress.com; 

catharinearrowood@parkerpoe.com;          ~grnail.com; billfarthing@pa~kerpoe.corn; deborah@sistemas.com 

Re: Getting together= Triangle Area IWF rnembers-~re you available ? 

Sons, to miss this. I roll be at Atlantic Coast Conference meetings those two days. Have fun. Congratulations to Bill! 

Lissa 

Sent fu~m my iPad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 5:39 PM, "Wyndham Robertson" ~aol.com> wrote: 

So sorry. In Richmond the 29th and having lunch with head of Habitat on the 31st. Try again any time. This is a good idea. 

NEWADDRESS and PHONE 
Wyndham Robertson 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Linda Farthing, ,~,aol.com> 
To: Ibroome <lbroomeg~,email.unc.edu>; susanking <susanking@unc.edu>:                     "g~,aol.com>; edwina.woodbury 
<edwina.woodbury@chapelhillpress.com>; catharinearrowood <catharinearrowood@parkerpoe.com> 

Cc:                     @gmail.com>; billfarthing <billfarthing@parkerpoe.com>; deborah <deborah@sistemas.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 13, 2014 4:33 pm 
Subject: Getting together- Triangle Area IWF members-are you available ? 

IWF-Triangle area members: 
Hope you all are doing well. 
Sorry this is last minute. I am planning on being in Raleigh the evening of January 30 and part of the day on January 31. My husband, Bill, is being 

Sworn in 

as a member of the NO Ethics Commission.Unfortunately, Laura Grubb will be in NY and Catharine Arrowood may be involved in a litigation, but I was wondering 
if any of you are available 
foran informal gathering: (1) cocktails/appetizers from 6:00-7:30 in Chapel Hill on the evening of Thurs. Jan 29, or a casual lunch in Chapel Hill Jan31 from 
12:00-1:30. 
Do either of these times work for any of you? I would love to try to get some of us together but I do realize this is last minute. 
I know program committee member., Laura Grub, will be working on an event for your area for later in the Spring. 
Wishing you all the best always, 
Linda Farthing 
IWF-NC President 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:19 PM 

Hitselberger, Carol A. <CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com> 

RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

BaxterThe ABCs of Banking 3.27.12update.pptx; Omarova.pptx; The ABCs of Banking 
Agenda & Bios.docx 

Hi Carol - How do you feel about teaching bank activities and investments? Your outline/PowerPoint would cover 

activities and investments for banks, bhc activities, fhc activities, securities activities for banks and holding companies, 

and how the Volcker Rule affects all this. And you get 60 minutes to do it! We like the faculty to attend the entire day, 

because it is quite likely that some of this will have been covered before your hour comes up. If you’ve sat through the 

program, you can reinforce what was already said or skip ahead to the new things that haven’t been mentioned. 

I’ve attached the slides used the past two years by (Professor Lawrence Baxter in 2012 and Professor Saule Omarova in 

2013). You could borrow from these presentations in fashioning your own. Also Scott Cammarn might want to provide 

input on the Volcker Rule. 

Let me know what you think. I’ve also attached the full agenda from last year’s program so if there is a better place for 

you to fit in, you can let me know (for instance, if you wanted to switch up topics with me). 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Hitselberger, Carol A. [mailto:CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 6:25 PM 
To: Karol Sparks; Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; 
eugene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com; Omarova, Saule T 
Subject: Re: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

I am in as well. 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone. 

From; Karol Sparks 
Sent; Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:28 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt,com); Kanaly, Mark; euc]ene.m.katz@wellsfar_qo.com; 
Omarova, Saule T 
Co." Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject." RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Lissa - sorry to be slow to respond. I was out of town teaching. I would be delighted to be part of the ABCs faculty. 

Karol K. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano I.l.P 
200 West Madison Suite 3900, Chicago, IL 60606 
312-984-3186 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:04 PM 



To: Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; euqene.m.katz@we!!sfarc]o.com; Omarova, Saule T; Karol 
Sparks 
Cc: Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject: FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Friends - Please let me know by the end of the week if you are willing to continue as a panelist for the ABCs of Banking 

Law to be held on April 2, 2014, at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The Banking Institute will be held at The 

Ritz-Carlton on April 3-4. 

Assuming you are willing to continue on the faculty, I have attached the evaluation from last year and the agenda 

(describing each segment) and the speaker bios. Please send me any edits you have to the agenda and bios by the end 

of the week as well. 

We want to get this material up on our website, open registration, and start marketing the program as soon as possible. 

We will reimburse two nights at The Ritz-Carlton for those who need accommodations and reimburse mileage, coach 

class airfare, parking, cabs, etc. 

Thanks for considering this invitation. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; eugene.m.katz@wellsfar~lo.com; Omarova, Saule T; ’Karol 
Sparks’ 
Subject: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Friends - 

We will reprise the ABCs of Banking Law on April 2, 2014 at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The Banking 

Institute follows on April 3-4. Please let me know if you’re willing to continue as a faculty member for the program. I 

have attached the evaluations from the last program in case I have not already circulated them. 

I am sad to report that Karol’s father passed away in August. I know you join me in conveying your sympathy to her and 

her family. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.u nc.edu/centers/ban king 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 



Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance_w 
eb_542.jpg 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless expressly stated otherwise in writing, any tax advice contained in this 
communication (including any attachments hereto) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) 
for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on a taxpayer, or (ii) in promoting, marketing or 
recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contains information from a law firm, may be confidential and privileged. If you have 
received this communication in error (you are not the addressee or authorized to receive for the addressee), you 
may not use, copy or disclose the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received 
the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or 
written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer to avoid U.S. federal tax penalties. If such advice was 
written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offeree should 
seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. If you are not the 
named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 
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A B C D E F G HI I J K LI M N O 

Average Results at the Top 12 Public Universities* I I I 

Overall Sports ~ ~ Football ! Men s Basketball       ~ Women s Basketball 

School GSR I FGR I i APR i GSR I FGR I APR I GSR I FGRI i APR i GSR i FGR 
~ ~ ~ 21.4i i 965.6i    86.8i 70.0 Umvers~ty of Cahforma, Berkeley 79 6~ 72 21 ~ 951 8~ 55 01 51 4 I 952 8 

University of California, Los Angeles 82 2~ 71.6 955.8 61.2~ 48.6 955.4~ 69.8 57.6 ~ 976.2~ 93.8~ 75.4 

University of Michigan 82.4j ~ n .... ~ ~ 941.0 69.2 62.4 973.0~ 52.8~ 42.6~ ~ 996.6~ 67.8~ 58.4 

University of North Carolina 87 2 73 2 ~ 947 2~ 74 0~ 57 0 978 2 86 6~ 59.6~ ~ 966.2~ 88.6~ 77.8 

Un,vers,tVofllhno,s 87.6[ 72.8~ [ 948.6[ 73.8~ 58.4 ~ 967.4~ 96.0~ 69.0~ ~ 972.6~ 88.6~ 67.4 

Georgia Institute of Technologg 75.8~ 61.2~ ~ 969.4~ 54.2~ 45.6 ~ 928.8~ 31.8~ 27.0~ ~ 961.8~ 77.2~ 67.0 

~n~vers~tg of Wisconsin 81.8~ 69.0~ ~ 969.6~ 66.2~ 55.6 ~ 962.8~ 56.4~ 42.2~ ~ 988.2~ 87.6~ 73.8 

PennsFIvania State University 88.6~ 79.4~ 970.8 86.4~ 78.6 983.8~ 87.0 48.6~ ~ 979.0~ 98.0~ 54.4 

University of Washington 83.2~ 71.6~ ~ 950.2 ~ 75.0~ 66.4 ~ 978.0~ 57.4 .................................................... ~ ........ ~ ~ .......... ,~ ........ , ...................... 
~ ........... ~ ......... ~ 

50.6~ ~ 974.6~ 94.~,,~ 95.4 

Umvers~ty of Texas                                                             74.0~ 61.4 ~ 940.0~ 54.6 52.6 995.8 61.8 

83.0 
~ ~ ~ University of Florida 

~ 
59.8 970.0~ 72.8~ 46.0 ~ 968.4~ 43.8    22.0 ~ 982.2 ~ 100.0~ 79.6 

Averege ~or the most recent ~ive NCAA reports ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

. GSR: ffraduation success rate (NCAA] 

. FGR: Federal graduation rate 
APR: academic progress rate (NCAA) 
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A B C D E F IG! H 

APR Changes Academic :: Men’s :: Women’s 

Institution         Years Football ~: Basketball : Basketball 

University of California, Berkeley 2008 - 2012 935 955:. 941 most recent 4 years 

University of California, Berkeley 2004 - 2008 970 944:: 978 previous 4 years 

-351 11:. 

University of Virginia 2008 - 2012 959:: 946 971:: ::most recent 4 years 
: 

2004 - 2008 937 932:: 940 previous 4 years 

University of California, Los Angeles 2008- 2012 966i~ 951::: ................ 
University of California, Los Angeles I 2004 2008 - ~ 948:: 968 963 :: :~ previous 4 years 

i 18i -17:: 25i ichange 

University of Michigan                         i 2008 - 2012 i 951i 995 1000:~ :~most recent 4 years 

University of Michigan 2004- 2008 i 947i 944 987i :~previous 4 years 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill ~ 2008 - 2012 I 934~ 959:: 963~ most recent 4 years 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 2004 - 2008 I 947~: 989:: 970~: i previous 4 years 

-13i -30:: -7i change 

University of lllinois, Champaign 2008- 2012 960i 958:: 974i most recent 4 years 

University of lllinois, Champaign 2004- 2008 930i 984i: 957i ~:previous 4 years 

~ 2008 - 2012 983 i 972 :. 979 == most recent 4 years Georgia Institute of Technology ....................... 

Georgia Institute of Technology 2004- 2008 ! 957~: 914:: 952~: ::previous 4years 

University of Wisconsin, Madison                     2008 - 2012 ! 985 :: 980 9911 most recent 4 years 
I i 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 2004- 2008 953:: 933:: 977i ::previous 4 years 

32~: 47:: 14:: ::change 

Pennsylvania State University                        2008 - 2012         961 974:: 985 i most recent 4 years 

Pennsylvania State University 2004 - 2008 976 975 962 previous 4 years 
¯ 

ii.~.h.a.nge ................................................................................................................................ 
university of Washington j 2008 - 2012 ~ 954:: 985                                            : 984::, , most recent 4 years 
University of Washington 

i 
2004- 2008 i 954 956 973:~ ::previous 4 years 

~ 0:~ 29 11:~ :~change 

University of Texas at Austin 2008 - 2012 I 9361 1000:. 979:~ most recent 4 years 

University ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... of Texas at Austin ...... 
~i 

939 979 973 prev ous 4 years 

i -3i 21:: 6:! .~.h.a.nge ................................................................................................................................ 

University of Florida 2008 - 2012 ~ 968 989 995:= :=most recent 4 years 

University of Florida                           I     2004 - 2008         963             950::            969    prewous 4 years ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ! ........................................................................................................................................ 1 .......................................................................................... ............................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................. ................... ~ .............................................................................................................................................................. 
I 5=: 39. 26=: ::change 
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Graduation Rates at Top 12 Public Universities with FBS Sports 

(ranked by US News & Forbes ) 

Cohort Yr. Institution 

I 
Overall 

Sports 

El F G 

Football 

FGR GSR FGR GSR 

2006 University of California, Berkeley 78 68 44i 39 

2005 University of California, Berkeley 80 72 48i 47 

2004 University of California, Berkeley 79 72 54i 52 

7 2003 University of California, Berkeley 81 75 65i 62 

8 2002 University of California, Berkeley 80 74 64i 57 

9 2001 University of California, Berkeley 76 69 53i 45 

10 2000 University of California, Berkeley 75 68 52i 44 

11 1999 University of California, Berkeley 73 67 44i 37 

12 1998 University of California, Berkeley 73 67 47i 41 

13 

14 2006 University of Virginia 88 77 74i 69 

15 2005 University of Virginia 87 76 69i 62 

16 2004 University of Virginia 87 77 69i 60 

17 2003 University of Virginia 89 77 75i 66 

18 2002 University of Virginia 85 75 68i 61 

19 2001 University of Virginia 86 76 66i 62 

20 2000 University of Virginia 85 78 68i 65 

21 1999 University of Virginia 84 78 63i 60 

22 1998 University of Virginia 86 80 74i 71 

23 

24 2006 University of California, Los Angeles 87 74 82i 69 

25 2005 University of California, Los Angeles 83 73 62i 51 

26 2004 University of California, Los Angeles 83 71 59i 43 

27 2003 University of California, Los Angeles 79 70 52i 40 

28 2002 University of California, Los Angeles 79 70 51i 40 

29 2001 University of California, Los Angeles 79 68 62i 53 

30 2000 University of California, Los Angeles 73 64 56i 51 

31 1999 University of California, Los Angeles 71 62 59i 53 

32 1998 University of California, Los Angeles 70 62 63i 57 

33 

34 2006 University of Michigan 88 78 66i 57 

35 2005 University of Michigan 84 76 69i 59 

36 2004 University of Michigan 82 76 71i 63 

37 2003 University of Michigan 79 75 69i 65 

38 2002 University of Michigan 79 75 71i 68 

39 2001 University of Michigan 83 79 70i 68 

40 2000 University of Michigan 83 76 73i 67 

41 1999 University of Michigan 87 79 71i 63 

42 1998 University of Michigan 85 77 68i 59 

43 

44 2006 University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 86 72 65i 52 

45 2005 University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 88 74 75i 57 

46 2004 University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 88 74 75i 58 



5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

1 Men’s 
2 Basketball 
3 GSR FGR 
4 38 21 

50 36 
33 20 
30 15 
20 15 
30 17 
33 20 
38 22 

44 29 

64 53 

64 50 

50 38 
36 17 
56 27 
55 33 
80 55 
85 62 
64 42 

60 46 
70 54 
67 55 
70 60 
82 73 
46 38 
40 29 
44 38 
38 31 

75 50 
64 58 
45 45 
36 29 
44 31 
46 31 
57 38 
75 60 
60 50 

90 60 
91 71 
89 67 

Women’s 

Basketball 
GSR     FGR 

N O 

Academic 

Year 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

P Q 
Multi-Year APR Scores 

Men’s 

Football Basketball 

935 

936 

949 

969 

970 

967 

965 

945 

959 
944 
947 
947 
937 
951 
948 
956 

966 
956 
956 
953 
948 
941 
931 
915 

951 
943 
928 
936 
947 
951 
958 
952 

955 
950 
948 
967 
944 
942 
935 
921 

946 
939 
940 
952 
932 
941 
917 
941 

951 
942 
948 
968 
968 
968 
965 
915 

995 
1000 
970 
956 
944 
927 
949 
964 

959 

963 

985 

75 60 
83 64 
92 64 
92 82 
92 80 
71 58 
71 58 
73 54 
71 56 

67 57 
64 54 
77 69 
85 67 
73 60 
71 57 
71 57 
79 75 
85 83 

100 71 
92 79 
92 73 
93 81 
92 73 

100 71 
92 73 
86 62 
80 53 

I00 78 
69 58 
67 56 
53 53 
50 47 
85 73 
82 64 
I00 75 
I00 83 

79 79 
79 79 
85 79 

2011-2012 

2010-2011 

2009-2010 

934 

943 

955 

Women’s 

Basketball 

941 
956 
973 
980 
978 
970 
961 
966 

971 
966 
948 
926 
940 
928 
933 
943 

988 

983 

973 

974 

963 

943 

943 

932 

lOOO 
lOOO 
lOOO 
996 
987 
955 
939 
906 

963 

959 

960 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

A 
2003 
2002 
2001 
2000 
1999 
1998 

B 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

c 
87 
87 
85 
83 
81 
8o 

D 
73 
73 
73 
71 
7O 
7O 

El G 

56 

62 

F 

8oi 
78i 

79i 

7oi 
64i 

73i 

7si 
76i 

76i 

69i 

7oi 
73i 

67i 
73i 

63i 

ssi 
ssi 
49i 
49i 

ssi 
s3i 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 64 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 64 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 61 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 57 

2006 University of Illinois, Champaign 90 77 56 

2005 University of Illinois, Champaign 89 74 56 

2004 University of Illinois, Champaign 89 74 59 

2003 University of Illinois, Champaign 86 70 63 

2002 University of lllinois, Champaign 84 69 58 

2001 University of lllinois, Champaign 86 71 57 

2000 University of lllinois, Champaign 88 70 59 

1999 University of lllinois, Champaign 88 71 53 

1998 University of lllinois, Champaign 90 71 58 

2006 Georgia Institute of Technology 79 66 53 

2005 Georgia Institute of Technology 76 63 45 

2004 Georgia Institute of Technology 78 62 47 

2003 Georgia Institute of Technology 75 59 42 

2002 Georgia Institute of Technology 71 56 41 

2001 Georgia Institute of Technology 70 55 40 

2000 Georgia Institute of Technology 69 57 43 

1999 Georgia Institute of Technology 69 59 48 

1998 Georgia Institute of Technology 67 57 47 

2006 University of Wisconsin, Madison 85 72 72i 57 

2005 University of Wisconsin, Madison 82 68 63i 51 

2004 University of Wisconsin, Madison 81 68 66i 54 

2003 University of Wisconsin, Madison 81 69 65i 58 

2002 University of Wisconsin, Madison 80 68 65i 58 

2001 University of Wisconsin, Madison 79 69 63i 52 

2000 University of Wisconsin, Madison 77 68 61i 51 

1999 University of Wisconsin, Madison 79 70 62i 51 

1998 University of Wisconsin, Madison 81 69 67i 50 

2006 Pennsylvania State University 88 78 85i 72 

2005 Pennsylvania State University 88 78 91i 84 

2004 Pennsylvania State University 88 79 87i 80 

2003 Pennsylvania State University 90 80 84i 77 

2002 Pennsylvania State University 89 82 85i 80 

2001 Pennsylvania State University 89 82 78i 75 

2000 Pennsylvania State University 88 82 76i 72 

1999 Pennsylvania State University 86 81 80i 76 

1998 Pennsylvania State University 87 80 84i 77 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

J 
88 54 
75 46 
86 60 
86 60 
70 64 
82 75 

i00 80 
i00 69 
i00 75 
i00 67 
80 55 
80 70 
80 58 
80 64 
i00 60 

40 31 
18 15 
27 23 
36 33 
38 33 
50 42 
42 27 
42 23 
31 14 

44 36 
40 33 
50 38 
70 54 
78 50 
86 50 
67 62 
64 60 
58 60 

i00 71 
92 53 
90 50 
86 33 
67 36 
78 54 
64 54 
67 53 
64 54 

L 
IO0 
IO0 
90 
64 
56 
64 

92 
93 
85 
82 
91 
92 
I00 
8O 
85 

77 

86 

73 

77 

73 

69 

69 

64 

62 

83 
82 
86 
IO0 
87 
8O 
79 
8O 
92 

IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
IOO 
90 
92 
90 
8o 
85 

M 

79 

73 

64 

54 

5O 

64 

71 
71 
71 
60 
64 
64 
58 
55 
62 

67 
71 
65 
69 
63 
57 
59 
56 
57 

57 
62 
73 
91 
86 
79 
77 
79 
92 

53 
42 
46 
64 
67 
71 
73 
73 
83 

N 0 

2008-2009 

2007-2008 

2006-2007 

2005-2006 

2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

2011-2012 
2010-2011 
2009-2010 
2008-2009 
2007-2008 
2006-2007 
2005-2006 
2004-2005 

P 

957 

947 

947 

948 

943 

960 
953 
949 
951 
930 
930 
926 
918 

983 
974 
966 
967 
957 
951 
959 
948 

985 
975 
967 
968 
953 
944 
935 
914 

961 
971 
972 
974 
976 
964 
960 
957 

Q 
995 

989 

995 

993 

989 

958 

952 

964 

979 

984 

989 

986 

990 

972 
935 
915 
908 
914 
931 
944 
948 

980 
965 
970 
966 
933 
938 
931 
926 

974 
980 
995 
995 
975 
964 
950 
934 

979 

970 

975 

989 

982 

974 
983 
974 
975 
957 
959 
959 
954 

979 

975 

957 

946 

952 

957 

970 

977 

991 
991 
996 
986 
977 
968 
956 
957 

985 
985 
985 
978 
962 
953 
945 
930 



93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

A B El G 

2006 University of Washington 81 71 74i 66 

2005 University of Washington 81 72 74i 67 

2004 University of Washington 83 73 76i 69 

2003 University of Washington 87 73 82i 69 

2002 University of Washington 84 69 69i 61 

2001 University of Washington 83 68 65i 56 

2000 University of Washington 81 65 64i 55 

1999 University of Washington 82 67 66i 59 

1998 University of Washington 84 68 75i 64 

2006 University of Texas at Austin 80 67 56i 57 

2005 University of Texas at Austin 76 64 58i 58 

2004 University of Texas at Austin 74 62 57i 57 

2003 University of Texas at Austin 70 57 49i 47 

2002 University of Texas at Austin 70 57 53i 44 

2001 University of Texas at Austin 72 59 51i 40 

2000 University of Texas at Austin 72 56 42i 32 

1999 University of Texas at Austin 73 57 40i 29 

1998 University of Texas at Austin 73 56 40i 31 

2006 University of Florida 83 60 77i 49 

2005 University of Florida 82 60 75i 49 

2004 University of Florida 83 61 76i 48 

2003 University of Florida 82 59 67i 42 

2002 University of Florida 85 59 69i 42 

2001 University of Florida 87 57 68i 36 

2000 University of Florida 89 57 72i 35 

1999 University of Florida 92 59 80i 42 

1998 University of Florida 91 58 80i 42 



J M N 

93 

94 80 58 93 92 2011 

95 78 75 92 92 2010 

96 56 57 93 93 2009 

9? 44 38 94 100 2008 

98 29 25 100 100 200? 

99 50 36 100 92 2006 

100 ?0 44 100 94 2005 

101 80 63 92 69 2004 

102 90 67 80 67 

103 

104 83 21 75 60 2011 

105 71 33 77 71 2010 

106 67 36 75 75 2009 

107 42 36 79 71 2008 

108 46 46 94 75 2007 

109 33 33 100 83 2006 

110 31 23 I00 81 2005 
111 40 30 94 80 2004 
112 25 i0 94 93 
113 
114 60 13 I00 67 2011 
115 17 6 I00 77 2010 
116 38 19 I00 90 2009 
117 44 29 I00 91 2008 
118 60 43 I00 73 2007 
119 89 62 I00 67 2006 
120 i00 67 I00 73 2005 
121 i00 67 I00 71 2004 
122 i00 64 I00 79 

-2012 

-2011 

-2010 

-2009 

-2008 

-2007 

-2006 

-2005 

-2012 

-2011 

-2010 

-2009 

-2008 

-2007 

-2006 

-2005 

-2012 

-2011 

-2010 

-2009 

-2008 

-2007 

-2006 

-2005 

954 

949 

946 

948 

954 

948 

942 

935 

936 
937 
941 
947 
939 
942 
944 
931 

968 
972 
976 
971 
963 
962 
961 
966 

Q 

985 

979 

980 

990 

956 

943 

935 

878 

IOOO 
IOOO 
IOOO 
IOOO 
979 
929 
893 
861 

989 
983 
964 
956 
950 
919 
917 
903 

984 
967 
971 
978 
973 
998 
997 
988 

979 

978 

964 

976 

973 

974 

983 

966 

995 
991 
981 
975 
969 
975 
987 
990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Janua~.., 14, 2014 7:23 AM 

Tahyar, Margaret E. <margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com> 

I~E: 2014 Banldng Iuslitute Panel 

Hi Meg---Nothing yet. I got an out of office message from Don, but I think he is back next week. I’ll resend to the three of you with the suggestion that you take the 

lead. 

Thanks, 

kis~sa 

Fr~ra: Tahyar, Nargaret E. [maJ~ta:margaret.tahyar~davJspolk.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 7:05 AN 
T~ Broome, LJssa L 
Subje~t~ Re: 2014 Banking Institute Panel 

Lisa, 

Did anyone respond? I thought Don was the coordinator but nothing is happening. I am happy to make this work and coordinate it but ~ don’t want to be sharp 

elbows. 

~ am doing a lot in enforcement at the moment so it is quite possible. I also know some folks to invite. 

Best, Meg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 11:26 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <[.b__r_o_ .o_n_! .e_ .@._~_n_!a_[!:_u_.n__c_:_e_d_._u_> wrote: 

Hi Don, Amy, and Meg - I’ve attach,:_~d the most recent version of the Ban]ring h~sl:[tul:e agenda. We have most things pretty much tied down and we’re 

anxious to get this posted on the web and open our onqine registration. 

What I need [:rom the [hree of you ~s 

* A tide for your panel 

* A two or d~ree sentence description of the subjec[s to be d~scussed 

* Names and ernai~ addresses of the paneflsts 

* It’s fine for Vou to be panelists on l:h~s pane~ ~[ you wish, but probably easiest to have only one coord~t~ator, so please designate whom ~ should 

indicate as the coord~nsLor 

The coordinator gets Ms/her registration fee waived. ~f the coordinator ~s also a substantive panelists, then we throw ~n one night’s Iodgh~g, and 

reimburse cosch class sirfare, airport parkh~g, cabs, etc. (which we provide for aft panelists). 

Your paneFs slot ~s from I1:I5 - 12:30 on Friday, April 4. The program wil~ again be hehd at The a~tz-Carlton m Charlotte. 

Let rne know if you need anvthmg else [torn me. ~ hope to hear [torn you soon 

Thanks agak~ and a~l the best for the New Year~ 

Lissa 

Lissa h Broome 

Wells F~rgo Professor of Banking Law 

D~rector~ Center for BanMng and Finance 

U N(: School of Law 

Cg#3380, Van Hecke-.Wettach Hal~ 

ChapN Hifl, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwwwJaw.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

<image002 jpg> 

From: Lampe, Donald C. [__m___a_jJ___tO__L_D___L__a____m_Re_.__@___m___o__f__o__&o__t_n_] 

Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Hargaret Tahyar (margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com); Williams, Amy 
Cc: Lampe, Donald C. 
Subject: RE: 2014 Banking Institute Panel 
Lissa, I need to circle back with Meg & Amy so we can get organized. Why don’t we claim the later spot on Friday, so it: t:olks are flying in from DC or 

thereabouts it will be convenient. 

Meg & Amy, can you let me know times next week when we can get on the phone to discuss this? 

Many thanks. 

Don 

Donald C. Lampe 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20006-1888 

Phone: 202-887-1524 (Direct) I Cell: (MoFo); 336-324-2255 (Personal) 
dlampe@mofo.com I wv,~v.mofo.com 

Fro~: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 10:50 AN 
To: Margaret Tahyar (marqaret.tahyar@davispolk.com); Lampe, Donald C.; Williams, Amy 
Subject: 2014 Banking Institute Panel 
Hi Meg, Don, and Amy -Thanks to each of you for volunteering in August to work on a panel on enforcement actions by federal and state regulators. If 

it is easiest for one of the three of you to be the point person on this panel, please let me know. We are in the process of finalizing the program. As 

you can see from the attached agenda, all the spots on the agenda for Thursday have been claimed and we need to plug your panel into one of our 

slots on Friday morning, April 4. It would be great to have the program agenda finalized before the holidays, if possible. I have listed what we need 

below. 



¯ The title of the panel. 

¯ A couple of sentences that we can include in the agenda describing the subjects and issues to be discussed by the panel. 

¯ Names of the panelists. I’d encourage ,/ou to limit the size of the panel to 3 or 4so each speaker has an opportunit‘/ to contribute during the 75 

minutes assigned to ‘/our panel. 

,~ Email address for each panelist. 

There is still time to include a short piece from one or more of the panelists in our North Carolina Banking Institute journal which is distributed at the 

Banking Institute, http:!!www.law.unc.edu!journals/ncbank!. Sometimes, law,/ers provide us with permission to edit a client memo and publish it in 

our journal, which gives the ideas additional exposure and distribution. If one of ,iou or one of the panelists is interested in this, we would need to 

begin the editing process as soon as possible, but no later than January 3. I have attached our Author Guidelines (although the dates indicated in 

those guidelines are superseded by this email). 

A few weeks before the program, we will need any additional written materials (which can include PowerPoint presentations) related to ,/our panel. 

This is necessar,/for continuing legal education credit. I will provide more information as we get closer to the event. 

Thanks again and all the best for the holida,/s, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law,unc,edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

To ensure complia~ce with reqtdrements impo~d by the IRS, Morri~m & Foers~ter LLP intbrms you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. 

Federal ta~x issues is contained in this commnnication (including a~y attachments), such advice is not intended or writlen to be used, m~d cam~ot be u~d, 

for the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, ,narketing or recommending to a~other prow any transaction 

or matter addressed herein. 

For itffo~:mation about this legend, go to 

http:#~a~a~-.mofi:~.con~,’Circular230,’ 

This message contains inii)rmation which mat’ be conIidential mad privileged. Urdess you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), 

yon mat’ not u~, copy or disclose to mayone the message or any intbrma~don contained in the message. If yon have received the message in error, please 

advi~ the ~nder by reply e-mafil @mofo.com. m~d delete the message. 

<Agenda.docx> 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Connsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

Introduced by: 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Doreen Eberly, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial crisis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new- lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 
and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new" rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 



Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right now-? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Clearing House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Instit, ae j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. it is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinner 

This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 



6:45 - 7:30 The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Introduced by: 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 20110 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advi sors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 
Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 



9:45- 10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provisions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

11:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

Meg Tahyar, Davis Polk; Don Lampe, Morrison & Foerster; and Amy 
Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte (planning for Enforcement) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Janua~., 14, 2014 8:16 AM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~~ 

ILE: Saturday Lunch Invite 

Hi Joe --.Thanks [:or the invitation. I will not be able to at[end (re[urning that day from the NCAA annual convention). [ hope you have a successful weekend. 

L~ssa Broome 

F~m: Haydon, Joe 
~ent: Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:04 AN 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Nay, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewa~; 
Farmer, S~phen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
~ubject: Saturday Lunch Invi~ 

To tt3e Subcommittee on Athletics Admission, 

Thank you again for taking the t~me to meet with us yesterday. To follow up on what ~ mentioned at the conclusion of our meeting, we will be hosting a large group of 
recruits for their official visits this weekend (about 18 total). We would like to invit~ you to join us for lunch on Saturday, Januan/18th at the K~nan Center by th~ Business 

School. It’s scheduled to beg~n immediately following the conclusion of the men’s basketball game (The game ~s set for a 12 Noon star~ and they typically last about 2 

hours). This is a great opportuni~j for you to m~et with both th~ student athletes that will be reviewed by the committee as well as ott3ers tt3at are not n~eded to be 
presented. Please let me know by Thursday if you wHI be able to attend (RSVP to b2~D_~RD_~_:~_R or call 919 843 2572), For those that are able to attend, ~ will follow up 

with an e mail with the picture profiles of all th~ recruits that will b~ here so tt3at you can haw it ahead of tim~. Please I~t me know if you haw any questions. 
Best Regards, 

Director of Foo~ba]l Operations 

Ur~iversiD of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8 ~3,2572 

havdon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Janua~., 14, 2014 8:49 AM 

Norris Tolson <Norris Tolson@ncbiotech.org> 

ILE: Happy New year and a long overdue contact 

Great Talk to you then 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Norris Tolson [mailto:Norris Tolson@ncbiotech.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:28 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Happy New- year and a long overdue contact 

Lissa I will call your office at 10 am this morning. I look t\vd to talking with u. Norris 

E. Norris Tolson 
President and Chief F.xecutive Officer 
North Carolina Biotechnology Center 
919-549-8806 

> On .ran 13, 2014, at 7:28 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" ---lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> tli Norris -- Thanks lk~r following up. ! would be delighted to speak with you You could call me tomorrow at my office (919-962-7066) be~k~re 2:45. If we miss each other then, I will be out of 
town the rest of the week, but am available the afternoon of Tuesday, January 21. If ! need to look for some more times ~2~r a call to match your schedule, let me know. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Norris Tolson [mailto:Norris Tolson~ncbiotech.or~] 
> Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 1:48 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Cc: Bill Gattis; Dr. Lowery CaudiH Ph.D.; Donald ~Don) Williams Curtis 
> Sul~ject: Happy New year and a long overdue contact 
> 

> Ms Broome, I made contact bacl; in the sept/October time frame relative to the Academy for Leadership Excellence. I)on Curtis and Lowery Caudill may have mentioned the Academy to 
u as well. I would like to chat with u by phone to give u a bit more inJk~rmation and answer aW question I can for u. We are attempting to enlarge our Board of Directors with dedicated 
Christian lk~ll;s and a number of people have mentioned u to me I[we could talk I’d like u to also have a visit with Bill Oartis, our Executive Director and your former pastor. ! hope we can talk 
soon. My number here at the office is 919 549 8806. Look fwd to speaking with u. Norris 
> 

> E. Norris Tolson 
> President and Chief Executive Officer 
> North Carolina Biotechnology Center 
> 919-549-8806 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:45 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu> 

Hutchins & Muller 

Hi Jack and Rich -I just talked with Eric about whether we needed to address the former Ole Miss person’s negative letter. He said, no. 

Eric also offered that his observation is that the law school does a lot more work on tenure files than man,/other departments in the Universit,/when the school is 

hiring a candidate who alread,/has tenure. In man,/cases, Eric has seen just the report that accompanied the candidate’s appointment. Eric thought there might be 

a wrinkle that more is required if the school the candidate is tenured at is not a peer institution (and a close question regarding whether Mar,/land is a peer), and 

he is checking to see if he can find the email that discussed that issue. In an,/event, he suggested that Jack might want to talk to Ron Strauss about what the APT 

committee expects in this t,/pe of situation from the law school. I think we should err on the side of having too much (rather than too little) and hope that it will be 

relativel,/eas,/to get folks who are alread,/familiar with the work to update it to reflect our new tenure standards once we know whether the,/are to address 

tenure and full professor of just tenure, but wanted ,/ou both to be aware of Eric’s comments. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access m,/papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__~/_/___s__s_[_n__:.c_o_m__z’___a__u___t__h__9__r_E_2_J!_~Z~_~ 

Description: httpJ/www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcIx~ger@emaJl.unc.ed~~; Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu"~ 

FW: peer/non-peer 

So, it:      comes in as Associate and         is a peer, we may not have to do anything, am still inclined to do a work-up (she may want full or         may 

not be a peer), but that’s easy for me to say since R~ch ~s at the hNm of th~s one. 

[Jssa 

F~m~ Muller, EHc L 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 14, 2014 l:S0 PN 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject= ~: peer!non-peer 

FYL 

--Erk: 

E~c L Muller 

Dan K. ~oo~e D~st~ngu~hed 

University of North Carolina Schoo~ of Law 

CB ~3380 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-33~0 

--and- 

UniversiW of NorU~ Carolina at Chapel 

CB ~3470 

Chapel H~l, NC 27599-3~70 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Au~:hor Page: 

ht[p:!/papers.ssrn.com/sol3/c[ dev/AbsByAuth.c[rn?per ~d=49897 

F~m~ Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 l:4S PN 

To~ Muller, Eric L 
Subjeet~ RE: peer/non-peer 

Eric When hiring a new full or associate profes~)r~ we honor tenure l}om a peer umversity or ~tteg but not neces~fily th)m a lesser institution, ttope this 

helps, Ron 
Ronald P. Shanss, DMD, PhD 
Execn~ve Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 

U~fi~ersity of Norfli Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 South Bnil~ng, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hi]], NC 27599-3000 

(919) 962-4510; ton s~rauss~P/)mc,edu 

F~m~ Muller, Eric L 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 20~4 11:43 AN 

To~ Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subjeet~ peer/non-peer 

Hi Ron, 

In connection with APT work, I recall seeing a rule or regulation of some sort that draws a distinction between faculty already tenured at peer institutions 

and faculty already tenured at non-peer institutions. I can’t remember what the rule’s about, though. Is it perhaps the rule about whether a person coming 

in as an associate must wait ~8 months before applying for promotion to full? Is it something else? I’m having a memory lapse. Does this ring a bell? 

Thanks- 

Eric 

Eric L Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~0 

-and- 

Dire~or, Center for FaculW Excellence 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 

http:iipapers.ssrn.comisol3icf deviAbsByAu[h.cfm?per id=49897 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:36 PM 

Clyda Rent <crent@rentconsultinggroup.com> 

Sue Cole (sue@sageleadership.com) 

RE: Question on helpfulness of requiring people who second a nomination to write a narrative. 

Hi Clyda---I do think it is helpful when you can get it I apologize to you and Sue for not getting you something on Kathy White, It’s been crazy here the ~ast few 

~ays. Fve set forth a few thoughts below and hopefully you can cut and paste and add them to Sue% wonderful nomination of Kathy or append h~ whatever 

manner seems appropriate, 

~t ~s my great p~easure t:o second the t~om~nat:~on of Kathy White ~or membership in iWF I know KaY:by in connection w~th my work on corporate board d~vers~:y. 

Kathy was one of the first people who w~l~r@v agreed ~:o lend her ~:~me, exper[~se, and judgment to s working group of advbors ~:hat ~ formed when [he D~rector 

Diversity ~nitiat~ve first besan at UNC Schoo~ of Law. Her counse~ and experience were invakmbb as we besan to understand the scope o[ the d~ve~s~ty bsue and 

devise ways that our IrJdat~ve could work to help ~ncrease corporate board sender, radaL and eLhrJc diversity. She a~so ~ene~ous~y ~ave her dine and expertise to 

be a pa~effst on our very first ttaini~8 proAtam for potent~a~ diverse board members in 2006. The prosram 8or off to such a tous~n8 start, thanks ~n ~arse part to the 

credibility we 8ah~ed by hav~8 someone s~tth~8 o~ the board of directors of Matte~ partidpate ~n our prosram. As you can see from Sue’s nomi~atbn, Kathy has 

had m~ extraordinarily varied career-from a distinguished scademh:: pos~tkm, ~:he C-suH:e of a major corpors~:~on ~n a cu[[mg edse [~e~d {cMef ~nformation of Scer), 

~:he boardroom, and to s s~g~l~f~ca~lt "on-.shor~r~" operatkm worMn8 ~n the puMic interest. The breadth a~ld dep[h o[ her experience in so many different areas 

demonstrate the ~nc~ed~Me scope of he~ accomplbhrnents. She w~l be a major asset to IWF if we can convince her to jo~n um 

Ussa L. 8roome 

Wells Farso Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for BanMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7056 
ht[p://wwwJaw.unc~edu/centers/bank~n~ 
Access rny papers o~ SSRN at: htt@:[[ssm.com/author=248720 

i.~.i Description: htlp:,7,^^^~’<law.ur~c edu/hnages/news:rr~edia/bankmf=]finance web 542.jpg 

From: Clyda Rent [mailto:crent@rentconsulUnggroup.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January :[4, 20~L4 9:00 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: question on helpfulness of requiring people who second a nomination to write a narrative. 
Lissa, a~ain, I appreciate you servin~ a~ain on the Membership Committee and for your important contributions from arran~in~ for teleconferences to preparin~ 

several of the summary bio’s for nominees to be sent to the membership for a vote when my mother was in the hospital when we were workin8 on the August 

cohort. 

Do you think it was helpful when you prepared a bio summary to have some narrative from the person secondin8 the nomination? And, whether it was helpful or 

not, do you think it should be required? Personally, I find it helpful, but I favor, as Betty Trautwein has expressed, that the simpler the process, the better. Please 

let me know what you think. 

Clyda 

Clyda Rent, Ph.D. 

Rent Cor~sulflng Oroup, LLC 

__w_i_w___~2k_r__e__n__t__c_R_n__~__u__l_t__i!_~g g!"R_t_g2:__c_9___m_. 

P.O. Box 220647 

Charlotte, NC 28222-0647 

(Tel) 704 366 2388 (Toll Free) 1 877 366 2388 

(Facsimile) 1 704 366 2303 
If you are not the intended recipienl of this transmission or a person responsibhi for delivering it to the inlended recipienl, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or other use of any of the information in this 
transmission is strictly prohibited. If you received this transmission in enor, please nofif~v me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone st 704-366-2388. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 2:38 PM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Kc 

I gave you a hard cop?, of the email at our meeting on Monday Let me know if you can’t find it and I’ll for~vard it. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Weisburd, Mark 
Sent: Wech~esday, January 15, 2014 2:01 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Kc 

Lissa: 

Will do rm having trouble finding the email you forwarded regarding the division of labor between Kareem and Junn on Five Justices. Do you remember about when you sent it? 

Mark 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:59 PM 
To: Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: Kc 

In service section you may want to reference media appearances. There is a document in his writings folder that references them. Have Alice add it to his notebook and folder in Full 
professors online. 

Lissa 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Sent: Wedne sdw, 3: 52 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Co: ~live.unc.ed~; 
Subject: Re Dra£ 

b~gmail.com>; ~gmail.com> 

I only read through the end of the article. You need to proofread the concussion again. I think you are getting there. 

B est of luck. 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

> On at 12:30 ~L\{ ’ ~)gmaikcom> wrote: 
> 

> Editors, 
> 

> Attached is my most recent draft. A couple of notes: 
> 

> 1. ’]’his draft places the conversation about macroprudential policies into the context of the interconnected economy I struggled with the "so what" element of this, and I think this focus 
gives the paper a constant to test current theories against. 
> 

> 2. While 1 have started ]2~rmatting the footnotes, I have sent you a draft that has full citations If you approve the Note ]2~r publication, the foomotes wi 11 certainly be formatted and 
nnproved before I send it to the staff members responsible [’or my first cite check. 
> 

> Lastly, I have had the chance to pull a couple of you aside to say this (and if I haven’t said this to you in person, my apologies), but thank you :[’or all [’or your help and guidance through 
this process While I know there are still significant improvements to be made on this Note, I genuinely feel good about this draft, and I couldn’t have gotten it even to this point ~vithout all 
ofyour feedback. I look forward continuing in the work of putting out a quali~ edition of the Banking Journal no matter the outcome of your publication decision. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 4:13 PM 

Krause, Jom~ H <jhkrause@emaJl.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Quick c~Jl? 

Yes. You can c~Jl me now at 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jm~ 15, 2014, at 1:11 PM, "Krause, Joan H" qihkrau~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lissa, I know you’re out of town, but is there any way we could chat for a few minutes over the next few days? I need to quickly download a 

conversation I had. 

Thanks, 
Joan 

Professor Joan H. Krause 

Associate Dean for Faculty Development mul 

Dan K. Moore Distin gulshed Professor of Law, UNC Scliool of Law 

Professor (Secondary Appointment), Social Medicine, UNC School of Medicine 

Adjunct Professor, Health Policy & Management, Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Campus Box 3380 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

(919) 962-4126 

!~hkrause@email.nnc.edu 

You cm~ access my papers on the Social Science Resea~rch Network (SSRN) at hrtp:/issm.com/author=:222640. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 4:34 PM 

Jewell ttoover @gmail.com); ’Rutlin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com) 

American Savings Baa~k CaJ1 

Biography of Jewell Hoover.pdf; Hoover:jpg; Sholnt Bio 2013.docx 

Hi David .-- Sorry you could not join us for the call with ASB today. The gist of the call was we should be creative in keeping the directors engaged and not let those 

more fan~iliar with banking dominate the others who know less about banking, h~teract~on w~th them and with the men, bets of the management team seen~ed 

important. 

Beth asked us to get to her as soon as ~ossibk~ a pho~:o and short b~o. JeweH and ] have attached b~os, Jewel~ has her photo, and I cat~ set~d Beth a ~ink ~:o get mine 

off of our website, f~ you will send n~e your bio and ~)hoto 

possible. 

They invited us to attend a dinner with those stLending the program on Wednesday, February ~2 and offered to entertain us again w~th s smaller group on 

Thursday, February 13. Jewe~l and ~ are goh~g to accept their kind offer. Please ~et me know if you will joh~ us~ Beth (m~d we) understand ~f you want to en~oy 

Hawai~ ~n the evenings on your 

Ta ke c~lre~ 

F~m~ 3ewell Hoover [mailto        ~carolina.rr.com] 
$ent~ Wednesday, 3anua~ 15, 2014 3:43 PN 

T~ Broome, kissa L 
$ubjeet~ Bio and Photo 

kissa, 

My bio and press photo is attached. 

Jewell D. Hoover 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 6:08 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: FAR/FAR Designee Confirmation 

Assume you got this too. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: <1 thomas,~,~ncaa.or~> 

Date: Janua~ 15, 2014 at 1:33:29 PM PST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FAR/FAR Designee Contirmalion 

Thank you for submitting the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nomination for I              For this nomination to be considered complete, all 

sections of the nominalion must be received by Jant~a~ 15, 2014 by 5 PM EST. It is your responsibility to ensure all requirements are fulfilled and all 

sections of this nomination are submitted by the deadline. 

You may link to https:i/webl .ncaa.org/pg~"exec/status?use~FAR&appId 6791.0 to check the s£atus of this nomination. Please u~ this link to log in to 

determine the nominee’s award s~tus (eg., non-tinaJist, tinalist, awardee). 

You may link to https://webl .ncaa.or~"p~exec/aoptbnn to view the complete list of nominations from your institution. 

You may review the nomination instructions at 

http:i/www.ncaa.o~/wps/wcm/connecV’ncaa/nca~’about+ fl~e q ncaa/diversits, ~ and ÷ inclusio~v’diversitv q progran~ s/po stgraduate + schola~cshipit:a:r ~ insntructions 

Please note: The links in this message should be nsed to log in and review and/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-mail for future use 

during the applicable nomination period. Please e-mail Lori Thomas(lthomas(~ncaa.org) if you have qnestions. Thank you. 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indim~apolis, lN 46206-6222 

Overnight deliveD" address: 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

Indianapolis, IN 46202 

317/917- 6222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Re 

LL 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 3:33 PM, 

Dear Prot~ssor Broome: 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

I hope this email finds you well! I am currently enrolled in your                 class. Due to some chm~ges in ,ny schedule, I an~ picking up m~ofl~er 

course. As a result, I would like to audit your class. I still consider it a very valuable class and want to practice business/ip law in the furore. I think your 

class and understa~ding the subject matter is going to be very useful in practice. 

I looked on ConnectCamlina and saw that your class is still open, and when we spoke last semestec you told me you would allow me to audit the class 

as long as it was still open. If that is still your take on the class, I would like permission from you to audit it. I promise I roll keep up on all of the work, 

and roll do my bes~t if/when you call on me in class to answer it. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 7:44 PM 

Ruflin, David <drutth3@Creditriskmgt.com> 

Jewell Hoover (             ~gmail.com) 

Re: American Saviugs Bm~k CaJ1 

Hi David, 

Please have your assistant send me your No and a picture. When I send that package to Beth I will accept the ASB invitations on our collective behal£ 

Thanks. 

Sent from ~W iPad 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:16 PM, "Ruffin, David" <~l_t__}_r_t_’_~)_g__)_e___d__i_t_r_~_k__r_~_~gt_:_c__9_n__!> wrote: 

Lissa, 

I regret that I could not join the call as my scheduled meeting did not go at all as planned. I’m certain it was in good Hands though. Thanks. 

As for the invitations for the two evenings, yes, I’d be delighted to accept. Do I need to communicate that to Beth? 

I plan on putting a real push the next couple of days and into the weekend on the presentation. 

David 

David H. Rufliu 
Co-Founder, Managing Pm~tner & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

919-846-5760 Fax 

www. creditrisav~ngt, corn 

From-‘ Broome, Lissa L [_m__a_jJ_t__o_;J__b_r_9__o_E]_e_.__@_e___m___a_!Lu___n_c_=e_d___u_] 

Sent-‘ Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:34 PM 

To,, Jewell Hoover (            }gmail.com); Ruffin, David 
Subject." American Savings Bank Call 
Hi David --- Sorry you could not join us for the call with ASB today. The gist of the call was we should be creative in keeping the directors engaged and 

not let those more ~amiliar with banldng dominat:e the others who I<now less about bankirtg, tnt:eraction wit:h them and with the members of the 

management team seemed impor[:ant. 

geth asked us Lo get to her as soon as possible a photo and short bio. Jewell and I have atLached bios, Jeweft has her’ photo, and I can send geth a link 

to get mine off of our website. If you wilt send me your bio and photo I will include iL with the email to geth. It would be great to get this Lo her by the 

end of the week ff possible. 

They invited us to attend a dinner with those attending the program on Wednesday, February 12 and offered to entertain us again with a smaller 

group on Thursday, February 13..Jewell and t are going to accept their kind offer Please let: me know if you will join us. Beth (and we) undersLar~d if 

you want to enjoy Hawaii in the evenings on your own. 

Take care, 

I.issa 

Frem-" ]ewell Hoover [mailb ~, carolina.rr.com] 
Sent-‘ Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:43 PM 

Te-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-‘ Bio and Photo 

kissa, 

My bio and press photo is attached. 

Jewell D. Hoover 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 15, 2014 9:29 PM 

Sue Am~ Bidstrup Allen <sue.allen@coe.gatech.edtm 

Re: NC.A~\ Convention -- Dinner on Wednesday 

Martha and I are on the sidewalk. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2014, at 11:25 AlVl, "She Ann Bidstrup Allen" <sue.allen(~coe.gatech.edu> wrote: 

Sounds good. See you at the reception’. If you can’t locate me, nay cell phone number is 

Sue Ann 

On 1/14/14 2:19 PM, Brootne, Lissa L wrote: 

Fr’iends ---Sue ~nn and I corresponded about having dinner Wednesday night in San Diego at the NCAA Cor~vention. If you wilt be in town 

~ncl are looking to jo~n the crow~, ~et’s p~m~ o~ meeth~g at 
NCAA Welcome Reception 
Location: Hilton Bayfront - Lawn 
Who Can Attend: Aft attendees 
This event is from 6-7:30. Maybe we could huddle up at 7:00 or so and depart for d~nner (for those of us coming in from the East 
Coast that will be a fashionably late 10:00 dinner). 
Vve also coned Jack Evans, my predecessor, whom some of you know. ~ saw Jack recently and he said he would be presenting on 
the NCAA’s ~nvolvement in academic ~ssues Wednesday a~ernoon. So, we’d be delighted to have him join us ~f he doesn’t have other 
plans. 
~n any event, hope to see some of you in San D~ego and everyone else ~n a couple of weeks in Ft Lauderdaie. 
Safe travels, 
Lissa 

Sue Ann Bidstrup 

Professor oi Chemical & Biomolecular Eng. 

Associate Dean for Faculty Develop~’ent & Scholarship 

G~’~rgia I~s ti tut~" ef Technol ogy 

225 Nerth Avenu} 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0360 
Phone:    404-385-5053 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:32 PM 

saa01 @pi t~t.edu 

Where are u 

Are you at reception? 

Sent from my iPhone 

and I are on side~valk 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:38 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Our group is by the Starbucks across from party 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:33 AM 

ecraJner@alum.mit.edu 

Re: Automatic reply: your letter regaxding CNN o~dcle 

Thin,ks for the into mid for catching the date - should be January 21. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan l 6, 2014, at 8:19 AM, "Elliot M. Cramer’ ~bell,~uth~nel> wrote: 

On 1/16/2014 11:18 AM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

I will be out of the office until Monday, January 2-. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 
Lissa Broome 

It is after Janda2y 2 

Elliet H. Crane~ 

Professox Emeritus 

D~-partmerR: e~ Psycheloc2y 

University of North Carolina at ,Chapel Hill 

~ Ti~s emaii is free from viruses and maiwm"e because pro~ection avast! Antivhss active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:40 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Re: Automatic reply: [FOfLMAL NOTICE] A Message from Chm~cellor Carol L. Folt 

Thanks. I cm~ fix. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 8:36 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Your out of ott~ce message is messed up. JanuaD 2-. Not sure if you cm~ change it now or not. 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 11:35 AM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

I will be out of the office until Monday, January 2-. I will respond to your email as soon as I can. 

Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:42 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Apple’s Cha~ter Chm~ge re: Diversity 3 

P1 easy cow and link to link below. 

Thanks, 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Lewis, Ken" <l._<~y_l_.eAv_i_5~).~ff.c_&&c_’_£_tr~.> 

Date: Janua~ 16, 2014 at 6:47:20 AM PST 

To: "Lissa L Brootne (lbmome~ff~email.nnc.edu)" <lbroome(a)emaiL unc.edu> 
Subject: Apple’s Charter Change re: Diversity 

Lissa, 
I hope you are well and that you. ]nd family had a great holiday season. Below is a link to an article about Apple’s amendment of its charter to 

address its lack of diversity. It is nice to see institutional investors take up this effort. This brings to mind the South African divestment movement 

during my college and law school days (perhaps, because I just saw the Mandela movie). The marriage of enlightenment and investor activism can 

create change in seemingly intractable problems. It will be interesting to see what effect this change in charter will have. 

h ttp :iiwww. t h ewi re .co rnitech n o l o gy/2014/0:i/a p ple-ple d g e s-co n si d e r-p u tti n g-.wo m e n-a n d-m in o r~ t i es-its- boa rd/356712/ 

All the best, Ken 
~~ L~::vv~’~. I ~~~~ I We‘mble Carlyle Sandrid~e & Rice., LLP 

2530 M~rk.~ P::rkw::y S:~ff~t: 400 ~ D:~r~am ~ NO 27713 

kw~ewis@.wcst~com ~ ~.wcsr.com 

~_~_~:_A~#f:_~£_~Z[#_~_2_?[}[_~AO_O_#~_)5]_#_~_[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:56 AM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edw~ 

I~E: F?dUFAR Designee Confirmation 

Thanks, Kym. I appreciate all that you did to get this in on time. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From: Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Thursday, Januar~ ~.6, 2014 ll:S1 ~N 
To~ Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: RE: FAR!FAR Designee Confirmat[on 

~ think that you got ~t because ~ submitted your letter of recommendation online and it automat~calb¢ generates the ema~L We were cutting it dose yesterday, 

because had difficulty submkting her part but I checked the status after 5 PM and it said "completed"..Just to be sure, [ overn~ghted a hard copy of your ~etter 

and ; m[ormat~on 

ff you get a chance t:o meet Lor[ Thomas (the one who sent you the conf~rmation ema[[}, b~d: her know her voicema[[ box ~s fo~[ a~id I was f~ot able to contact her. We 

spoke on Monday but ["m pretW sure she was busy with the convention. Have a grea~ weekend~ 

Kym 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
S~t: Wednesday, ~anua~ ~5, 20~ 6:08 PM 

T~: Orr, Dm N 
Su~j~tt Fwd: FAR/FAR Designee Confirmation 

Assum~ 7ou got th~s too, 

~s~ 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: <lthomas(?~ncaa.org~ 

Date: Janua~ 15, 2014 at 1:33:29 PM PST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FAR/FAR Designee Confirmation 

Thank you for submitting the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nomination lbr               For this nomination to be considered complete, all 

sections office nominalion tnust be received by Jaaauary 15, 2014 by 5 PM EST. It is your responsibili~ to ensure all requirements axe fulfilled m~d all 

sections of this nomination are submitted by the deadline. 

You may link to htqc~s:i/web 1 .ncaa.org/pa~s"exec/stat us?use~-FAR&appId 6791.0 to cbeck the slatus ofthis notnination. Please use this link to log in to 
determine the nominee’s award s~atus (eg., non-finalist, finalist, awardee). 

You may link to https:dwebl J~caa.oro#’pgdexec/appfom~ to view the complete lisl of nominations fiom your inslitulion. 

You may review the nomination instructions at 

ht~p://www~ncaa.~Wwpgwcm/c~nnec~nca~‘ncaa~ab~ut~the+nca~‘diversity+mad+inc~usi~/diversitv+programs~p~stgraduate+~ho~arship/~r+ins~ructi~ns 

Plea~ note: The links in this message should be used to log in and review mad/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-maJ4 tbr future use 

during the applicable nomination period. Please e-mail Lori Thotnas(!_t__~_~£_Lr!_&~_s~2~__n_£~:~?!:g) if you have questions. Thank you. 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206- 6222 

Overnight delivery address: 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

Indianapolis, IN 46202 

317/917-6222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, 2:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

Re: Independent Stu@ 

Hi 

I will be willing to supervise your independent study. How many hours credit are you seeking? We will need to schedule a meeting next week if you want to go ahead. 

You will need to decide on the topic and we will need to set a schedule dor 

Topic selection and description 

Outline and list of preliminary ~urces 

First draft 

Final draft 

I grade based on 

Topic 

Reseaxch 
Analysis 

Writing sl~’le 

And there is a fifth thing that I cannot remember. 

LB 

Sent fi~m my iPad 

On at 10:37 AM, wrote: 

Thank you for your quick reply and your willingness to help. I have three potential topics in mind so far. 

1. Card Security: The Target breach revealed a big problem with card security. Apparently, Neiman Marcus and three other retailers 

experienced similar breaches around the same time. I would look into regulations and, depending on what I found, write about changes that 
could be made. My thought process is that this is a current event, and the paper would look into bank/VISA and Mastercard policies given 
existing laws. 

2. The newest Volcker Rule revision came out yesterday, so I am interested in writing about how to address expected changes in 2014. 
haven’t read the newest version yet, but I’m sure that there’s plenty to talk about. 

3. I am going to work at                  after graduation, and my job will likely include banking and finance work. They encouraged us to 

try to find a niche or expertise (as step one in career development), and I thought a      specific banking law issue would be a good place 

for me to start. That being said, I haven’t identified an issue. My plan of attack would be to ask both people at my firm and other 

lawyers and bankers to identify a recurring issue. Depending on the response, I would write about either: 1) a possible way to take an action 

and argue that it still complies with the law, or 2) compare      law to another state’s and argue for a change. 

Please let me know what you think about any or all of those topics. I am available to meet in person at your convenience. Thank you again, 
and I will talk to you soon. 

From: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Independent Study 

I’m happy to try to help you, but before I commit, what do you propose to wriLe abouL? I thh~k it ~s important to know that so we k~ow 

whether ~ am the one best suited to assist VOU~ 

Sent; "~ ues6ay, 8:57 PH 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Independent Study 

Prof. Broome, 

I have enjoyed so far. Earlier in the week, I asked you about a Business School class, and it seems that I won’t get off 



the waitlist. If it is at all possible, I would really like to do an Independent Study. Would you be able to serve as my academic advisor? Please 

let me know so that I can finalize my schedule and make sure that I have all of the graduation requirements covered. Thank you and I look 

forward to hearing from you. Enjoy the rest of your week. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, 4:27 PM 

Cooper, Becky <bcooper@ncaa.org> 

Norton, Molly <~nbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Honors Celebration 

Thanks, Becks.’. I will be atthe rehearsal at 12:30 on Friday. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

OI , at 1:12 PM, "Cooper, Beck?," <bcooper(a~nc~a.org> wrote: 

Lissa, 

Below is the information I sent Bubba. i will use his ticket for another attendee and I have updated the production team regarding the change in 

presenters. 

Thanks 

Becky 

Frem: Cooper, Bec~ 

Sent= Tuesday, ~:39 PN 
Te~ ’bubbac@unc.edu’ 
¢¢= ’Townsend, ~enn’ 
Su~ject~ N: NC~ Honors Celebration 

Good Afternoon, 

Beb:?w is an ema~ sent to regarding the ~-~onors Celebratkm on grR~ay P~ease review and ~et me know i[ you have any question. As the 

b~stitudon representative that is presenting the award, you will need to attend the rehearsal If you have a schedule conflict, p~ease ~et me know 

ASAP. Also, a~l b~d~vidua~s from the institution can attend the evening events wid~ d~e honorees (Honoree Receptions, Awards Dkmer and Dessert 

Reception}. 

~ have a~so k~duded the transportation ~nformation, p~e~se fee~ free to p~ss this on to ~nvone ~t gout h~st~tut~on that ~s attending the event~ Also, 

p~ease review the tsMe seating ~n[ormation and let me ~now ~f there are 8ny changes. 

rhsnks 

Becky Cooper 

~m~ Cooper, Bec~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3:35 PN 
To: ~gmafl.com’ 
Subject: NC~ Honors Celebration 

Good afternoon 

The NCAA Honors Celebration is fast approachin~ and we look forward to celebrafln~ with you. To ensure you and your ~uests are fully informed, 

please review the followin~ details surroundin8 the ~onors Celebration 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Below is the schedule of events for Friday, . Times listed are Pacific time and all events take place at the Hiltor 

EVENT ROOM START TIME ENDTIME WHO A~ENDS ~IRE 

Honoree Luncheon Room 204A i~:30 a.m. ~2:30 p.m. Honorees and NCAA ~usiness casual 

(across from Honors Committee only 

Indiso 

Ballroom) 

Honors Celebration Indiso 12:30 p.m. ~:30 p.m. Honorees and Institution ~usiness casual 

Rehearsal Ballroom award presenters only 

Scheduled Honoree Room 204A ~:30 p.m. 2 p.m. Honorees and ~usiness casual 

Interviews (across from credentialed media only 

Indiso 

Ballroom) 

Honoree Reception Room 204 5:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m. Honorees, their 8uests, ~usiness attire 

(across from and institution 

Indiso representatives 

Ballroom) only 

Honors Celebration Indiso 6:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m. Honorees, their 8uests, lBusiness attire 

Awards Dinner Ballroom institution 

representatives, and 

ticket holders 
(approximately 850) 

Dessert Reception Foyer 8:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m. Honorees, their 8uests, ~usiness attire 

(Audience-Honoree outside institution 

Meet/Greet Indiso representatives, and 

Reception) Ballroom ticket holders 
(approximately 850) 

AI~ T~VEL 

If you have booked your air travel through Short’s Travel and have questions resardin~ your arrival/departure, you can contact Short’s Travel at 

866/655-9215 and an air asent can assist you. If you have any chanses to your flights, please be sure to let me know as soon as possible. 

6ROUND TRANSPORTATION 

Complimentary ~round transportation will be arranged for you between the firport and your hotel. A representative from the car service 



will meet you and your guest(s) in the          airport’s baggage claim area when you arrive. For your return trip, the car service driver will meet 

you in the lobby of your hotel two hours prior to your flight time to transport you back to the airport on your day of departure. If you experience any 

delays, please contact me at i 

If guests not traveling with you need transportation to!from the airport, I have attached an information sheet regarding the ground transportation 

options which are offered to attendees at the NCAA Convention. 

HOTEL 

You are booked at the Hilton You will need to 

provide a credit card upon arrival to the hotel for incidentals. If you have any questions about your reservations, please email Shorts Travel at 

ncaahousing@shortstravel.com. 

YOUR GUEST LIST 

Below is the list of individuals who have been assigned a seat at your table(s). Next to each name, I have listed whether they are your guest, the 

institutional representative who will be presenting you with your award on stage, as well as any additional staff from the institution who are in 

attendance, l have also included whether or not your guests have a hotel room. 

If any of this information does not look accurate, please let me know as soon as possible. 

Bubba Cunningham, Institution representative presenting award 

Lisa Broome, Institution representative 

TICKET DISTRIBUTION 

You will receive your Honors Celebration tickets for you and your guests at the honoree luncheon on Friday, Representatives from the 

school will be notified that they may pick up their tickets at NCAA Convention registration. Any tickets that are not picked up will be available 30 

minutes prior to the Honors Celebration at the will call table outside of the Indigo Ballroom. 

ONSITE CONTACT 

I will be your nn<if# rnnfnrf regarding schedule, tickets, transportation and hotel. If you or your guests have any questions during your stay, please 

contact me at 

We look forward to celebrating with yo~ 

Thanks, 

Becky Cooper 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidentiaJ and privileged information. If yon axe not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than flie intended 

recipient is unantlaorized and may be illegal. 

<Airport Transportation.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, 12:03 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Publication Decisions 

Hi I am comfortable with your judgments. 

LB 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 1:41 PM, .~b~live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi Professor Broome, 

We received the updated drafts from the "maybe" batch yesterday. After receiving feedback from the editors,      and I are comfortable 
moving forward with publication of . pieces. The two pieces we are not 
comfortable with are 

I think his draft saw improvements from the previous draft, but I am still not sure it contributes much to the literature considering 

so much has already been written about Wachovia. He spoke to me after the cite check meeting last week and I shared with him my concerns 

about lack of analysis and too little discussion of the various perspectives. He has also been in frequent communication with his 

secondary editor. My impression is that he has worked pretty hard on this, and really wants to be published. Unfortunately,, and I just 

don’t think his piece would contribute importantly to the journal. 

piece is still very long, and a bit confusing at times. I think she has improved from her last draft, but 

her editors, think it is unlikely with the demands of cite checking that she will be able to get this into a publishable format in time. She had 

some personal issues that got her behind in the process, which I am sympathetic to, but I think there is some concern that she will not be able 

to devote the time needed to get the paper up to publishable quality, given her other obligations. Admittedly, I am conflicted because I think 

her paper topic is one of the more relevant and informative ones. Ultimately, in the balance, the editors and I vote no to publishing her piece. 

needs to send out the round two cite check (which would need to include these pieces) by tomorrow at noon. If you have any thoughts 

or comments before we move forward, we would greatly appreciate it. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:21 PM 

Lmnpe, Donald C. <DLampe@mofo.com> 

Pd:;: Cliflbrd Lecture 

Hi Don--- Art would do a great job. Two oLher ideas: 

Mark Pierce (who is on Tom Vartanian’s panel on Thursday on mortgage stuff) or 

,Joe Smith (~rom h~s perspect~w~ as the mortgage settlement overseer). 

f would be happy w~:h e~:her of the three and I will let you decide which among them to pursue ne’.4t. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m~ Lampe, Donald C. [mailto:DLampe@mofo.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 16, 20~4 3:46 PN 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
SubjeCt~ Clifford Lecture 

kissa, unfortunately, I am getting nowhere ~n my attempts to make a live contact with Gail H~ilebrand, which have been ongoing for weeks now (numerous v- 

mails). I guess we have to assume she is not interested and pick another candidate. Are there suggestions at hand? Let me know. 

I thought about Prof. Art Wilmarth, who is right here in DC at GWU Law School. I know you know him. 

Thanks and I am sorry this has taken so long. 

Don 
Bonald C. Lampe 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20006-1888 

Phone: 202-887-1524 (Direct) I Cell: (Pemonal) 

flb_m~m_e[e~_¢~_m I ~=m~D_~¢~m. 

To ensure compliance ruth requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP informs you that, ifm~y advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this co~nmunication (including aaay attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be use& and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaNes under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another parb’ any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

For information about this legend, go to http: i/w~v.mofi:~.com/Circular230/ 

This mes~ge contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you axe the addressee (or authorized to receive tbr the addressee), you may not 

use, copy or disclose to mayone the message or any intbnnation contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply 

e-mail !__)__[__da__r__n_i~N2~i__n_!~_?__l[~:__c_~_?__r!~, and delete the ~nessage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 6:56 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: CONFIDENTIAL: Promotion & Tenure 

Hi Jack~ I will try to give you a c~]l Sunday a~emoon. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jm~ 17, 2014, at 3:30 PM, "Boger, Jack" %iclx~ger~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

I hope you’re having a great time (and perhaps even an interesting time) in LA at the NC~ meeting. I have some additional 

information to share with you and P&T matters - it it can well and comfort, ably wait until after your return to Chapel Hill late 

Saturday night (I’m told). I’ll be around on Sunday and Monday; we probably should talk briefly at your leisure by Monday, 

once you’ve had some time to relax on Sunday. My cellphone is              : my home phone is               I may be in 

the office on Monday. Of course, my number there is 919-962-441 7. Have a good flight back to I~DU. 

~lack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 7:50 PM 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu;~ 

Re: Please calll if convenient 

How about Sunday afternoon? 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 4:18 PM, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <nnostell(a)emaJkunc.edu> wrote: 

Lissa, 

I left a message on you home answering machine, but I would like to talk with you either later tonight 

(we’ll be back by 9:00) or over the weekend. Next week will work as well, but I don’t want to want to spring something on you. 

If you call, please call on my cell 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

9:19-962-85:13 (office) 

9:19-962-:1277 (fax) 
View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 

http: //ssrn.com/author= :175690 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 7:55 PM 

McFarland, Michael B <mikemcfa~lm~d@nnc.edu"~ 

Re: Today’s news link 

Thm~s, Mike. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 3:26 PM, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfarland,@m~c.edu> wrote: 

http:!/uncnews.unc.edu/20:14!0:l.!l.7iunc-chapel-hill-lea ders-share-facts-willingham-dataset-findings! 

This covers information from Faculty Council. 

Mike McFarland, APR 

Director of University Communications 

University Relations 

mike mcfarland@unc.edu 

9/~9-962-8593 (o) 

Follow @Carolina_News 

Read www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 10:12 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: January. 17, 2014: U.S. Senate Passes Spending... 3 

Copy and link article about women on boaacds in Canada. 

Thanks 

Lissa 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin fbrwa~-ded message: 

From: NACD Directors Daily <NACD~INFOINC.COM> 

Date: January 17, 2014 at 6:49:21 AM EST 

To: <NACD~)NEWS.INFOINC.COM> 
Subject: 3anua~T 17, 2014: U.S. Senate Passes Spending... 

Reply-To: <List.Replv~MAIL3.1NFOINC.COM> 

Click here if you a~re unable to see the message below or are using a mobile device. 

¯ Today’s Top Headline 
¯ NACD Insights and Analysis 
¯ NACD in the News 

¯ Audit and Finance 

¯ Law and Policy 
[] Compensation 

Today’s Top Headline 

[] Corporate Governance 
[] Corporate Social Responsibility 

[] C-Snite 

[] Economic Outlook 

[] U ’omin~ NACD Events 

U.S. Senate Passes Spending Measure 

"Congress sent President Barack Obama a $1.1 trillion government-wide 
spending bill Thursday," reports the Associated Press (Jm~. 17, Taylor), 
"easing the haacshest effects of last year’s automatic budget cuts after Tea 
Party critics chafftened by October’s paxtial shutdown mounted only a faint 
protest." The Senate voted by a 72-26 margin in favor of the measure, 
which had cleared the Honse of Representutives a day earlier on a similarly 
lopsided vote. The President’s signature was expected in fune to prevent 
any- interruption in government funding Saturday at midnight. "The huge bill 
funds eveu agenW of govenmaent," notes the AP. "pairing increases tbr 
NASA and Army Corps of Engineers construction projects with cuts to 
the Internal Revenue Service and tbreign aid." In addition, it pays tbr 
implementation of the Aflbrdable Care Act and includes funding lbr tighter 
regulations on financial markets -- albeit at levels lower than what Obmna 
pushed for. 

Politico (Jan. 17, Rogers) states that appro:dmately $20 billion is restored 
for domes~dc programs slashed under sequestration last spring. Measured 
in real dollars adjusted for inflation, though, the White House is fftill left with 
less than Congressional legislators approved six years ago for the Bush 
administration. "Treasury lost in its bid to secure extra dollars to meet U.S. 
pledges to "the International Mone’m~ Fund m~d expedite retbrms allowing 
eme~ing economies like Broil and India to play a larger role in "the 
organ~ation," acids the pnblication. 

January 17, 2014 

Check for late-breaking 
news a~{"ter 9:00 AM 
Eastern. 

[~:~ KPMG Audit Pri°ritiesI 

[ii~ Eroadridge Side 2014 ] 

~i BV - Private Company Outlook 

.~i BV- PrivateCompanyBcards 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

Master Class 



According to the International Business Times (Jan. 17, Kashyap), "the 

next fi~al obsIacle for lawmakers to clear bdbre mid-tenn elections in the 
lhll is "that of raising "the debt limit, and there is some confusion on the 

timeline for this action." GOP lawmakers semn to believe that the Treasmy 

Deperiment can manage until May mthout fresh borrowing authori~’. 

Howevm; Treasury Secretmy Jack Lew on Thursday repeated his urgent 

warning that legislators must act by the end of February. 

Share[7]TV~ 

2014 Fellov,,,s Headline ] 

NACD Insights and Analysis 

Q4 2013: Directors Predict Steady Economic Growth 

When asked about the current state of the economy versus both one 

quarter and one year ago, directors view the past year in a more positive 

light than the previous three months. Looking ahead to the expected state 

of the economy in the next quarter and one yeax out, directors view the 

next year with more confidence than the next quarter. The NACD Boaxd 

Confidence Index aggregates these comparisons, illustrating the 

boardroom’s perspective on the state of the economy. 

Click here to view the Q4 2013 BCI. 

Share[~]~]~El 

NACD in the News 

NACD Team-Up ~Mmounces Plfiladelphia’s 10 Most Outstanding 

Board Directors 

The National Association of Corporate Directors’ Philadelphia Chapter 

and the Philadelphia Business Journal (Jan. 16) this week announced their 

list of Philadelphia’s 10 Mosl Outstanding Directo~. The various boaacd 

members will be recognized at a black-tie gala on Feb. 19 and be profiled 

in a special section of the Business Joumars weekly edition that stone 
week. Among those who honored are Raj Gupta. who has served on the 

board of Tyco International since 2005 and also serves as a director at 

ttewlett-Packard, The Vanguaacd Group, and Delphi Automotive; Marc 

Lederman, who has seen LiquidHub Inc. more than double in size during 

his six years on its bored; and Charisse R. Lillie, whose long-time board 

service at Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. has helped the company double 

its life insurance sales since 2008. 

Share[~El 

Audit and Finance 

Apollo to Buy Owner of Chuck E. Cheese’s tbr $950 Million 

"An affiliate of Apollo Glottal Management LLC agreed to buy CEC 

Entertairanent Inc. tbr about $950 million" confim~s MarketWatch (Jan. 
16, Rubin). Apollo will pay $54 in cash per CEC shaace, a 12 percent 

premium over the Jan. 15 closing price. Including the assumption of debt, 

the deal is worth closer to $1.3 billion. CEC and its franchisees operate 

577 Chuck E. Cheese’s eateries in 47 states and 10 foreign countries. 

Currently, 522 locations in the U.S. and Canada are company-owned and 

run. 

Share[7~ 

Law and Policy 

Wal-Mart Accused of Violating Workers’ Rights 

Houston, TX 

(Apr. 7-8, 2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 

12-13, 2014) 
Laguna Beach, 

CA (Aug. 18-19, 

2014) 

Fort Lauderdale, 

FL (Dec. 11-12, 

2014) 

Director 
Pn~fessionalism® 

Houston, TX 
(Apr. 3-4, 2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 

9-10, 2014) 

Dana Point, CA 
(Aug. 14-15, 

2014) 

Fort Lauderdale, 

FL (Dec. 8-9, 

2014) 

Spedal Events 

Leading Minds of 
Compensation 
New York, NY 
(March 18, 2014) 
Private Co~ntmnv 
Outlook: A Fresh 
Perspective New 
York, NY (March 
25, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum 
San Antonio, TX 
(April 10, 2014) 
C-Suite to Board 
Seat Washington, 
DC (May 5-6, 
2014) 
NACD Spring 
Forum 
Washington, DC 
(may’ 30, 2014) 
Small-Cap Forum 
San Francisco, 
CA (July ] 7, 

2014) 
C-Suite to Board 
Seat San 
Francisco, CA 
(July 17, 2014) 
Local NACD 
Chapter Events 

Peer Exchanges 

NACD 
Directorship 2020 
New York, NY 
(March lg, 2014) 
NACD 
Directorship 2020 
Denver, CO (July 
15, 2014) 
NACD 



"The National Labor Relations Board on Wednesday accused Wal-Mart 

Stores Inc. of unlawfully retaliating against or threatening workers who 

took part in strikes aaad protests in more than a dozen states in the last 

years," reports the Wall Street Journal (Jan. 15, Trottman, Banjo). The 
formal complaint sets up a battle between the count~y-’s largest retailer and 

an independent federal agency that GOP and business gronps have 

accused of unfairly bolstering labor unions. NLRB officials have denied any 

bias. According to the Journal, "the NLRB filed the complaint on behalf of 

union atfiliated group OUR Walmaxt. The complaint involves more than 60 

employees and names more than 60 company supervisors and a Wal-Mart 

corporate officer, David Tovar." 

Share[-~ 

Compensation 

Institutional Investors Believe CEOs Are Overpaid, Survey Shon, s 

Pensions & Investmen~s (Jan. 16, Burr) cites a newly released joint survey 

by Towers Watson and Alliance Advisors, which tbund that some 72 

percent of institutional investors believe the U.S. executive compensation 

model has resulted in excessive CEO compensation levels -- nearly 

quadruple the 20 percent of corporate directors holding such a view. "Only 

34 percent of responding institutional investors say the executive pay 
model at most companies is closely linked to company s~trategy,’’ states the 

publication, "compared to 70 percent of responding directors." In addition, 

institutional investors and corporate directors displayed sharp differences 

on the influence of say-on-pay voting on executive compensation. Some 

63 percent of the tbrmer believe say-on-pay votes have been a primaxy 
driver of pay decisions by boards versus just 26 percent of responding 

board members. "Only 41 percent of investors, in contrast to 72 percent of 

directors, believe say-on-pay voting has atfirmed the alignment of 

executive pay and company performance," concludes Pensions & 

Investments. Over 30 institutional investors and more than 120 corporate 

directors took pa~t in the poll, which conducted last October and 

November. 

Share[~]-7~ 

Corporate Governance 

Ontario Regulator Proposes Rules tbr Women on Boards 

"Publicly traded co~npanies in Ontario will have to disclose how ~nany 

women they have on their boards in a push to boost the ranks of female 

executives nnder proposals from the province’s securities regulator," states 

Bloombe~;~ (Jan. 16, Dmitrieva). In addition, Toronto Stock Exchange- 

listed companies would be required to report their policies on females in 
the workplace, their director term limits, and their target goals tbr women 

representafion. In a statement, the Ontario Securities Commission noted 

that the proposals wonld anrend the national rules on disclosure of 

corporate governance practices. They are open for a 90-day comment 

period ending April 16. According to Bloomberg, "the push for ~nore 

female inclusion cotnes as 82 percent of companies don’t have a policy 

regarding term limits for directors and 80 percent don’t publicly share the 

~mmber of women in executive roles." 

Share[~]-7~ 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Google Tops Fortune’s List of Best Companies to Work tbr 

Today.com (Jan. 16, Fears) notes that Fortune has released its 17th annual 

list of the 100 best companies to work for. Topping the liszt is Google, 

which features such innovative perks as stocked micro-kitchens, communal 

bikes, and massage chairs at its Monntain View, Calif., campus. In 

addition, the tech giant donates $50 for eve~ five hours an employee 

volunteers to a charitable cause. This marks the fifth time the company has 

occupied the No. 1 slot. In second place is the North Carolina-based SAS 

Directorship 2020 
Beverly ttills, CA 

(Sept. 10, 2014) 

Webina~ 

Board Pay 

Preview: NACD 

2013/14 Director 

Compensation 
Report (1/23) 

Conscious 

CapitaJism~ in the 

Boardroom (1/29) 

Compensation 

(3/12) 

About NACD 
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complex business 

challenges and enhance 

shareowner value. We 

ampli~ the collective 

voice of directors in the 
national diaJog on board 

leadership issues. Learn 

I]lOre. 

Follow NACD on: 



Institute, a leading developer ofanalytics software. It has become known 
lbr old, ring unique benefits like unlimited sick time, snbsid~ed Montessori 
child care, and an onsite health center available 1,~ both employees and 
their family members. Rom~ding out the Top 5 are The Boston Consulting 
Group. Edward Jones, and Quicken Loans. 

Share~ 

C-Suite 

Microsoft’s CEO Short-IJst Reportedly Includes Ericsson’s 

Vestberg 

DaJdas Moming News (Jan. 16) sources have learned that Microsoft’s 

board of directors is seriously considering Ericsson CEO Hans Ves~tberg 

as a potential successor to departing leader Steve Ballmer. The 48-year- 

old Vestberg is in the running alongside such other cmadidates as Microsoft 

cloud-computing chief Sa~’a Nadella and former Nolda CEO Stephen 

Elop. John Thompson, Microsoffs lead independent director, is 

spearheading the search. He wrote in a December blog post that the board 

plans to complete a search in the "early part of2014." tte added that 

bxmrd members started with more than 100 candidates a~d have since 

narrowed the list. 

Share[7[7[’~ 

Raytheon Says CEO V¢ill Step Down in March and Names 
Replacement 

Raytheon Co. CEO William tE Swanson this week confirmed that he will 
step down in March and be replaced by COO Thomas A. Kennedy, 
reports the Los Angeles Times (Jan. 15, Hennigan). Swanson, who turns 
65 next month, has served as the det}nse contractor’s chief execntive for 
more than a decade. He will continue to serve as chairman until the 
company completes the transition process. The 58-year-old Kennedy is 
credited with overseeing the consolidation of Ra~heon’s six business units 
to four. "The consolidation would result in a~nuaJ~ savings of about $85 
million," states the Times. 

Share[~]-7~ 

The Business of Risk Is Booming 

The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 16, Millma~n, Rubenfeld) notes that tightening 
business laws coupled with raa~ped- up enforcement activity both at home 
m~d abroad have prompted many compmfies to go on a complim~ce hiring 
spree. "Compliance officers at some compm~ies rank relatively high on the 
corporate ladder:" notes the Journal, "reflecting the heightened risks 
compm~ies face for regulatou infractions." On the downside, compliance 
s~affcan be held accountable for lapses along with the rest of the company. 
Such high stakes make compliance one of the most high-pressure jobs in 
the C-suite. "One trade group tbnnd in a 2012 survey that 60 percent of 
compliance officers had considered leaving their position because of job 
stress" notes the Journal. 

Share[~ZTY’ffl 

Jet ~Mr CEO Toomey Quits Six Months After Joining Carrier 

Jet Airways (India) Ltd. CEO Gary Kenneth Toomey has resigned jus~t six 
months after the former Air New Zealand Ltd. execntive took the top job 
at the country’s largest publicly traded carrier, Bloombeg (Jail. 16, 
Kotoky). Jet Airways CFO Ravishamkar Gopalakrishnan has agreed to 
serve as the acting chief executive until the company finds a pem~anent 
replacement. No reason has been given for Toomey’s resignation. Toomey 
is the second CEO to quit the company since last June. 

Share[~21 

Economic Outlook 

Foreclosures Hit 6-Year Low in 2013 



The Associated Press (Jan. 16) cites new Realb~Trac research in reporting 

that lenders initiated tbreclosure proceedings against 747,728 homes in 

2013 -- the lowest yearly amount since 2006 betbre the housing 

meltdown. Home repossessions also declined to 462,970 tbr the year. 

which was the lowest volume since 2007. Foreclosme volume has been 

dropping as the U.S. housing market and overaJd econotny improve. But 

such activi~ remains high in such states as Florida, Califomia~ m~d New 

York. 

Share[~[7[~ZI 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, 10:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu2 

Re: Publication Decisions 

Hi I mn comfortable with the board’s decisions. 

LB 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 4:41 PM, )b~live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi Professor Broome, 

We received the updated drafts from the "mavbe" batch vesterdav. After receivin~ feedback from the editors,      and I are comfortable 
moving forward with publication of , The two pieces we are not 
comfortable with are 

- I think his draft saw improvements from the previous draft, but I am still not sure it contributes much to the literature considering 

so much has already been written about Wachovia. He spoke to me after the cite check meeting last week and I shared with him my concerns 

about lack of analysis and too little discussion of the various perspectives. He has also been in frequent communication with his 

secondary editor. My impression is that he has worked pretty hard on this, and really wants to be published. Unfortunately, and I just 

don’t think his piece would contribute importantly to the journal. 

piece is still very long, and a bit confusing at times. I think she has improved from her last draft, but 

her editors, think it is unlikely with the demands of cite checking that she will be able to get this into a publishable format in time. She had 

some personal issues that got her behind in the process, which I am sympathetic to, but I think there is some concern that she will not be able 

to devote the time needed to get the paper up to publishable quality, given her other obligations. Admittedly, I am conflicted because I think 

her paper topic is one of the more relevant and informative ones. Ultimately, in the balance, the editors and I vote no to publishing her piece. 

needs to send out the round two cite check (which would need to include these pieces) by tomorrow at noon. If you have any thoughts 

or comments before we move forward, we would greatly appreciate it. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, JanuaD, 18, 2014 10:24 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter. Vol 2, Issue 1 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lattice Sales <lsaJes(~ncaa.org> 

Date: JanuaD’ 16, 2014 at 3:48:00 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.~mc.edu> 
Subject: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue I 

-ro view an online version of this email, click here, 

Volume 2 I Issue 1 I January 20!4 

¯ . Preventative sports medicine is the hallmark of any strength and conditioning program. The 

iXi first goal of an athletics healthcare professional is to develop effective and practical ways to 

reduce the number of sports-related injuries. To help lower subconcussive forces, maximize 

performance and protect the student-athlete, strength training of the head, neck and jaw must 

be nc us ve when des gn ng exerc se programs. ~i~!d.~:~:~ ....... 

A compelling question in concussion research and education is: Do females concuss differently than males? 
::X:: John      The short answer is yes. Not only do female athletes suffer with concussion, they may also be uniquely 
....... Parsons predisposed to suffering with more concussion and worsened concussion symptomatology relative to male 

athletes 

For an athlete to maintain a healthy diet, it is essential to understand nutrient content and timing, 

but also how to navigate the mounds of health and nutrition advertisements and advice marketed to ~iI Jenny Moshak 

athletes. Experimenting with fad diets and performance-enhancing supplements may or may not 

help performance, but more critically, may lead to unintentionally consuming banned substances or 

suffering from potentially severe health consequences. 

The athletic experience provides physical, social, mental, emotional and spiritual benefits¯ Sport 

teaches athletes how to take risks, set goals and maintain the focus to achieve them¯ Participation 

in athletics also develops leadership skills, teamwork, strategic thinking and the pursuit of 

excellence - all skills necessary for success in the workplace¯ Athletic experiences develop skills 

that last a lifetime¯ Transferring these skills to the next arena is what helps to create a productive, 

balanced life¯ 

~�!i~.~.~2~.~ ..... 

Athletes with eating disorders require specialized approaches to identification, management, prevention and treatment It is 

critical for the collegiate sport community to develop guidelines to address issues related to eating disorders and create an 

effective and efficient system for connecting athletes to specialized treatment. ~.,2~£~!’ffR[%~: 

Get the competitive edge. In the highly competitive world of 

collegiate athletics, the difference between first and last can be 



small Optimal eating habits can give you an edge over your 

competitors, but planning and selecting a high quality diet can 

be challenging Using the Nutrition Facts label and the 

ingredient list on foods will make it easier For the best food 

options, click the image 

:t,(i Using a Nutrition Facts Label 

SCAN 

In an effort to provide student-athletes, coaches and athletics 

administrators with reliable nutrition information, the NCAA 

Sport Science Institute has partnered with SCAN sports 

dieticians to create a series of nutrition fact sheets for student- 

athletes, articles for athletics administrators and nutrition 

webinars. SCAN, 

~J.~!t[l}J.?J:!, is the largest dietetic practice group of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics¯ Topics range from fueling before 

exercise, the vegetarian student-athlete and understanding 

dietary supplements. Click the images below to review the fact 

sheets or view all nutrition resources on our joint collegiate 

For advice on customizing a nutrition plan, consult a registered 

dietician (RD) who specializes in sports, particularly a Board 

Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics (CSSD). Find a SCAN 

RD at ~^,~vv.scandpq.orq. 

I ..... Uu,~ng-/i ....... For I ...... ance """ endingI 
~ti~g I              F onthe II ..... 
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Share this Newsletter ~.~.~ Facebook I V~I TwitterI [:~ Linkedln _ Follow us on Twitter 

@NCAA_SSI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 19, 2014 8:10 PM 

Clyda Rent <crent@rentconsultinggroup.com> 

Re: CONFIDENTIAL FOURTH of four no~ninees 

Hi ClydK 

Received all 4 nominalions. 

Lissa 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 1:02 PM, "Clyda Rent" <cmnk@rentconsultinggmup.com> wrote: 

Lissa, Jennie, Alice, and Susan, 

Here is the app for Patty Bruguglio. There is no seconding statement. 

Please confirm that you received this and can open the documents. 

Thank you for your important involvement. 

Clyda 

Clyda Rent, Ph.D. 

Rent Consulting Group, LLC 

w,a~v, rent consultinggroup.com 

P.O. Box 220647 

Chm’lotte, NC 28222-0647 

(Tel) 704 366 2388 (Toll Free) 1 877 366 2388 

(Facsimile) 1 704 366 2303 
If you me not the intended recipient of tiffs transmission or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, ~bstribution, or other use of any of the information 
in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If’you received tiffs transmission i~t error, please notif}" me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 704-366-2388. Thank you. 

<BRIGUGLIO patty application iwf.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 8:51 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips Eyewitness Report: NCAA convention to go down in hislo~y? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(tb~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 19, 2014 at 8:27:55 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.~mc.edu> 
Subject: Clips Eyewitness Report: N CAA convention to go down in history? 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

~iI e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

An NCAA convention that will go down in histo~? 

Greetings ti~om the Clips CalitbmiaShip, which in this case is my son’s bachelor pad in Pacific 

Beach, a neo-Bohemi~m section of San Diego about five miles from the downtown and as 

betiks its name it is hard by the ve~ scenic, ve~ lovely Pacific coast. PB has been my base 

of operations (that is, other than the lobby of the Bayfront Hilton) for these past six days, one 

before and two after the three busiest days of the NCAA convention. 

This riveting, awaxd- wo~lhy Clips Eyemtness Report is being written about 48 hours after the 

conclusion of the second session of the Division I Governance Dialogue. I made a selfless, 

business-first decision to extend my s~ay here in southern California in order to experience the 

totality of the convention and to visit with a half-dozen Clips subscribers at their campuses. By 

doing so I have forsaken all the comforts of the MotherShip way back east. 

Even better, this passage of time has also allowed me the luxury of reading and re-reading the 
postings of the Fourth Estate (three of which I have included below). 

But first, betbre I provide my both-sides-of-the-issues overview of all things NCAA, let me 

remind Clips readers of several thctoids relevant to the college sports issues on the table: 

Obviously, in any walk of life, nobody is realb; truly °’equal." (I have used ’°equal" in 

quotation marks in this eyemtness report because they are words that have been 

hijacked to describe a mythical, fictiona2l, aspirational status among peoples, rights, 

states, etc.) One could easily get caught up in wordage here and philosophers, 

philologists and metaphysics in the audience could have a field day picking apart the 

common man’s short-cut term of"eqtNily’--but what we refer to as "equal" is vaslly 

more proximate than absolute. True equally’ is veD~ seldom found in real life, other than 

mathematical absolutes like 2+2~. 

One of the go-to buzz words in sports (pro or college) for "equality" is "pa~ty." I 

believe the best example of parity in sports is the NFL, where their implied objective is 

to have every team tinish at 8-8. 

In college sports, the perception of equality has been dramatically distorted since the 

1984 NCAA v. Board of Regents of the UniversiD" of Oklahotnaruling, and it has 

accelerated over the past decade (thank you ESPNCBSFOXETAL). 

The Era of the Furious Frantic Realignment (I just made that up) flashed across the 

fruited plain over the past two and a half years" and now that the dust has settled, we are 

left with five giant D1-A conferences (informally known as "the Big Five," although 

somebo@, anybody could’should come up ruth something more clever than that). And 

now there are 27 un-giant D1-A, D1-AA and D1-AAA conferences. 

The average athletics budget of the 65 "Big 5" schools is probably $60 million or so, 

while "the average among the 285 non-Big 5 schools is about $25 million. Equality? 

The gulf is not just between the D1-As and other DI s, but also between the other 750 

or so D2 and D3 schools in the NCAA. 



Cont~rences especially DI conthrences, and especially e,sloecially the Big Five have 

inherited/acquired signiticantly more power (read: media clout; read: money; read" 

disttibutions~over the past three decades. Curiously, conthrences ofl]cially have little 

direct role in the governance of the NCAA. I don’t know if that is a good thing or a bad 
thing? 

A vast number of Americans are either non-t~s or casual i:ans of college 

football/basketball like maybe 230 million or so out of 330 million U S residents and 

their limited peleeption is that tl~ey axe more professional than amateur, that tax 

exemptions m~e unwarranted and that they are a lesser part of higher education than they 

purport to be. These are the people who could conceivably pressure their cong~essmen 

to "do something about college football." 

But enough of the history lesson, the made-up words, the suppositions and meanderings, let’s 

get down to heart of the matter: Will this 2014 NCAA convention go down in college sports 

history? 

Big, ambitiously scheduled and topically diverse, all NCAA conventions are like tho~ 

gears and shafts and interconnected pulleys in a Rube Goldberg drawing. Multiple meetings 

being held si~nultaa~eously, multiple sites, ~nultiple days, multiple constituencies and multiple 

opportunities for glitches. All of these were in abundance, except for glitches. There may have 

been glitches, but I never saw may. Kudos to the NCAA folks for their convention-hosting 
expense. 

Of course, the D1 "governance issue" (aka: the Big Five "autonomy" issue) has been front and 

center ever since the crash-and-burn veto of the $2,000 stipend proposal last year. Alas, all 

the other hundreds of issues, meetings and proposals basically got lost due to the outsized 
importance of the autonomy isaac. For many DI attendees the governance issue was why they 

attended. More than a couple dozen D1 ADs told me that this was the first time they had 

attended a convention in quite some time. 

There are now 184 D1 ADs who are Clips subscribers, so it was not difficult tbr me to say 

hello to or talk ruth about fifty of them. The topic of conversation almos~t always was the 

autonomy issue, and, no surprise, time after time I heard "pea .W line" state~nents from the ADs. 

If they were Big 5 ADs they told me in very general te~ms that "o11" tl~ey wanted was to 

have a bigger say in running their own business. Iftl~ey were non Big 5 ADs they told ~ne in 
very general terms that they’d be hapw if the big guys "do whatever they want in football, 

but everything else should stay the same." 

The much-anticipated "Division I Governance Dialogue" was a mea~~, wearying, 

exacting, profound, reflective exelcise lasting seven hours on rvvo days. 
The venue tbr our seven hours?... Imagine a jumbo banquet room almost a football field in size; 

laid out with over a hundred 12-person round tables; a 20-1hot ceiling, ~4th tiIty-tbot 

perimeters on all sides (with about a hundred chairs for spectators); and a tbur-foot high, 100- 

foot wide podium bracketed by tw’o 15 tbot by 30 screen. 

Jean Frankel, president of Ideas for Action was in charge of the proceedings for all seven 

hours. Jean has been working with the NCAA for over a year, and she was the absolute right 

person for marshaling and prodding patticipants to articulate their tl~oughts about fine-tumng the 

governance structure. 
Any organization had better get their core values right, and Frankel patiently and methodically 

coaxed the participants through the gritty exactitude of core values, deleting words, adding 

words, and then deleting again. Eight hundred people can have a lot of different opinions. 

At one corner were two tables for the media, and we were far enough away from most tables 

that there was plenty of outspoken banter and critique at the appropriate moments. And at the 

inappropriate moments as well. 

SEC commissioner Mike Slive was seated at a table j ust 30 feet away t?om us, and non Big 5 

Moantain West commissioner Craig Thompson and non Big 5 Coul~rence USA commissioner 

Britton Banowsky were sitting on both sides of Slive (seepho¢o below). A coincidence? 

Media members were permitted to walk through the room while the table-[w~ -table dialogues 

were taking place, and your Clips editor got plenty- of exercise wandering around the room. It 
occurred to me that I had never been in the presence of so m~my DI ADs in the same place. 

One of the polls taken by the handheld electronic clicker devices asked attendees to identiI) 

themselves by title, and 37% identified "themselves as "Athletic Director." Let’s see, .37 times 

800 is 296 ADs. Wow. If accurate, that Ineans only 54 out of 350 D1 ADs were not there. 

Although autonolny was the proverbial elephant in the room, it was only a slnall paxt of the 



entire proceedings. One came during a poll revealing that 70% of the paxticipants (58% in 

support and 12% neutral) were not opposed to an autonomoas voting body for the Big Five 

conferences. This is significant because the andience consisted of appro~mately 80% non Big 

Five ADs. Fair accompli? 

Clips has ahvays maintained an overarching policy of neutrality, and one offshoot of that is 

an avoidance of playing favorites among our AD subscribers. Well, actually we do play 
ti~vorites. All Clips AD subscribers are our favorites. And two of those t?avorites reminded me 

why they are my t?avorites when they spoke during the DI Dialogue. 

First, regarding the notion that ADs should be more involved in rmming the show, North 

Carolina State AD Debbie Yow emphatically [(~’course, does Debbie actually know how to 

talk in any matter other than emphatically?] sai& "There is only one group that 365 days a 

year, 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted to this enterprise, and we should be 

included in the leadership." That statelnent drew one of the loudest ins~nces of applause over 

the whole two days. 

Second was Northeastern AD Peter Roby. He articulated his concern over an ever-mdening 

gap: "I won)’ that the gap is going to get ,so large that the notion of competitive opportuni~ 

might not be possible for the rest of us. I don’t think we’re under the illusion that a 

Northeastern, or anyone in the mid-major category, is going to win [basketball] national 

championships. But those dift’erences in revenue should be obs~tacles that prevent us, if we get 

in the tournament, t?om being able to win some games and advance. I just hope there are some 

concessions, and maybe some of us have the opportunity to compete a fittle more thirly." 

To which SI.com’s Pete Thamel added, "One potentially significant takeawayfrom this 
week will be that the rich will continue to get richer, and the financial gap between the 

Big Five and the field couM well turn into a canyon. " 

Coming soon .... eyewitness reports of visits to the campuses of Southern California Clips 

subscribers .... 

Have a good Sunday/Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~,*z~,~.lw[tt e r. ~omi(~Colleq eAt h Clips 

Sun is shining on NCAA reforms as power conferences push for 
change 
By Dennis Dodd CBSSport~; 1-17-14 

SAN DIEGO -- At 10:40 a.m. Pacific time Friday, the sun came up. 

UnolYicially, of course. But in temps of enlightenment it was a new day in the staffy, 

bureaucralic suit-and-tied world of the NCAA. At 10:40 Friday morning 800 college 

administrators s~ft’ed into a convention center conference rootn were asked: Do you support 

the concept of autonomy for the five BCS conferences? 

Seven~ percent were not opposed to the idea. (58 percent at least supported the concept, 12 

percent were neutral.) Seventy percent were OK with ceding unprecedented power to the 65 

BCS schools in the ACC, Big 12, SEC, Pac- 12 and Big Ten. 

Seventy percent essenfiaJly signed offon kids having agents while in ~hool, kids getting ~me 

sort of compensation above their tiee education. 

They all axe concepts right now, but concepts that were in the heads of the voters, most of 

M~ich were administrators t~om non-BCS (lower revenue) schools. 
They handed the keys to a decades-old amateurism tnodel to those high-resource 65. 

"A comfort level," NC,A~\ president Mark Emmert sai& "has arisen." 

Never tnind that America’s Finest City had earned its reputation outdoors while that 800 or so 

were stuck inside the past two days. But they actually got something done at the NCAA 

Convention Division I governance dialogue. Something that is going to resonate for years. 

Something that is going to change the way you view your favorite school. 

Something that is going to make us forget what we were missing this week -- 80 and sunny. 

The poll had no official impact but it was a referendum on the mosl prickly oft-field issue of the 

day: ttow much does the natioffs most powerful amateur body want to allow itself to become 

professionafized? 

Perhaps a lot as it turns out. 

"The [existing] model was unsus~tainable,’’ said Barrett Jones, a tbrnrer Alabama All-American, 
in town to accept an NCAA award. "It had to change." 

That tnodel for him, as he &scribed it to the CBSSports.com, included leaving hitn only $200 



to live on per month after he peJd rent aM utilities in his oil-campus apartment. 

"Prot~ssionalize college players? I don’t think this does," Jones said of the concept of a stipend 

that would subsidize that free education. 

"I love Alabama [but] we made $30 million this year. That seems kind of unfair because it’s 

free labor... The answer is to give them [players] a higher stipend. We’re not even allowed to 

have job~ really." 

Eve@ffng is potentially on the table. Agents, revenue from the sales of jerseys and autographs 

going to players. Collegiate Olympic prospects could solicit money so they could ~lt’ord to 
train. 

"If you went to Oregon, Nike would pay you," Jones theorized. "but who cares?" 

None of it is finalized. These discnssions will go on for months. Spealdng to administrators this 
week~ it seems the limits begin at length of season (no additional regular- season games) and 

scholarship limits (no more than the current 85 in football). 

But the realization becmne, well, real on Friday. Those power cont~rences control the market, 

the rules and the purse st6ngs. Let them spend away -- mthin reason. 

"We’re signatories to a near $7 billion college tbotball playoffcontrac~’’ MoantaJn West 

commissioner Craig Thompson reminded. "That’s the separation [from the rest]." 

With gobs of cash comes great responsibili~. The example has been used over and over. If 

rank-and-file students can profit frotn a scholarship -- study overseas at Oxford, for example - 

- why can’t athletes? 

"They’re at the top of their field in academics. We’re at the top of our field in athletics." Jones 

said. 

Jones is that elite athlete and scholar, at the top of any food chain you want to name -- 

academic all-American, alI-SEC, three-time national chmnpion, acconnting major, graduated 

early, tte just completed his rookie season for the Rams. Jones was in town to accept a 

Today’s Top Ten award that honors athletes for academic, athletic mad communi~ service 

achievement. 

He also grew up in Memphis, Tenn., next to super agent Jimmy Sexton, who just happens to 
represent him. 

That sort of completes the circle drawn here in San Diego. SEC commissioner Mike Slive was 

somewhat grateful for the s~traw poll result. It validated his stated mission to loosen idles 

regarding interaction with agents. 
"We need to respect the dreams and aspirations of the young men and women who believe 

that professional sports is their career path." Slive said. "If yon desire to be a concert pianist 

our institutions bend over backwards to help you get to the New York Symphony." 

No one really knows how it’s all going to shake ont. Former NCAA enforcement director Julie 

Roe Lach was once part of an NCAA group that deregulated mnateurism sta3~dards. It was 

decided long ago that it was OK for athlete to be a pro in one sport and still be an amateur in 

another. Think John Elway, the Yankees prospect, while he played tbotball at Stanford. 

"So on the back end, as people are nearing end of college career, do we really care that they 

are prep~ing for the next fftep?" Roe Lach asked. "As long it’s not ilNuencing the integrity of 

the game." 

Yeah, well, there’s that. Allowing college kids to sign with agents carries all kinds of 

implications. 

"You don’t want the rode receiver to have an agent and the agent to say, ’I don’t want him to 

take a pass across the middle,’" she said. "On the other hand, the student-athlete his last year 

needs to have some professional advice." 

Underclassmen have long been allowed to get draft evaluations. But with a record 96 players 

coming out early tbr the NFL, a lot of them obviously have not thought this thing through. 
Based on previous results there are going to be a lot of future insurance salesman (aka 

undratted) come draft day on May 8. 

"Democracy can be mess3, at times. Not that this was necessa~ly," ACC commissioner John 
Swofford said Friday. "Part of this was positive, that’s not eau." 

Not with a wide range of interests in the dialogue that harkened back to the days when schools 

voted on issues with paddles. (Green for "yes," red for "no"). 

"I was gratified," Slive, one of the most powerful persons in that room. "Tiffs allows us to 
function in a way that is much more consistent with the way the rules are going to look like 

going forward." 

Slive and his four BCS commissioner peers have wielded a mostly velvet hammer over the last 

few months. Not an our-way-or-else type thing, but dam close. 

Not one of them rose to speak during the tw’o days of the dialogue. They didn’t have to. Their 

wishes were implied. 

"The silence," said one BCS-level AD, "was deat~ning." 

During these two days you could literally see presidential power slip awW. The NCAA board 

will have to ratify changes bm those collegiate CEOs have had their chrome. ’][’hey know that. 

It’s a new day -- one where it’s always sunny in the SEC, Big 12, ACC, Big Ten and Pac- 12. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author’s pennission. To access CBSSports click here 



NCAA poised to create separate voting bloc for SEC, Big Ten, 
ACC, Pac-12, Big 12 
By Pat Forde, Yahoo Sports, 1-17-14 

SAN DIEGO - The big leagues appe~- poised to get their way and "their own voting bloc 

within the NCAA. 

Polling of the roughly 800 adminis~trators at the NCAA com~ention’s di~Jog on governance 

reve~Jed solid support for an autonomous voting body for the five most powerful conferences 

the SEC, Big Ten, ACC, Pac- 12 and Big 12. Fifty-eight percent of those adminis~trat,~rs 

from all levels of NCAA membership were in support of autonomy for the power 

conferences; 30 percent were opposed; 12 percent were neutral. 

To NCAA president Mark Emmert, that’s a significant change in outlook. 
"It makes sense for the five big revenue conferences to have "their own voice," Emmert told 

Y~]aoo Sports Friday. "A year ago that would have been a very difficult conversation. Now 

[member ~hools] are saying, ’Yeah, that m~Jces sense.’ ... People have just become more 
comfortable with the ideas and concepts of it.’ " 

The process s~till will take time. W~Jce Forest president Nathan Hatch, the ch~fir of the Division 

I Board of Dis’ectors, said there will be mose tbcused discussion on the NC?~k’s new 
goves~ng structure in Aprl, and individual cont~rences will then have a chance to discuss those 

findings at their spring meetings. Then the proposals can be put to a formal vote. 
"We hope to have it wrapped up and approved by summer." Hatch said. 

The most publicized ch~age the power conferences want to make is increasing compensation 

for athletes via a full-cost-of-attendance stipend. As it currently stands, these is a gap r~aging 

from a few hundred dollars to several thousand dollars for most athletes between what their 

scbolarship covers and the actual cost of attending college. Power conI~rence leaders have 

tried Ibr two years to pass legislation to increase athlete compensation, but have been outvoted 

by schools with less revenue to sh~-e. 

"There is support [in the ACC] for the general concept and taking a fresh look at the 

scholarship itsel£" ACC commissioner John Swoftbsd said. "There’s also a ves3, strong feeling 

that ~,hatever is done needs to be education-based, and good for student-athletes .... The 

natural ans~,er to that is full cost of education." 

But there are plenty of schools from outside the football-driven power structure who are 
concerned about what such legislation might mean for them. They see this as a chance for the 

rich schools to furt]aer distance themselves from the mid-major and low-major programs that 

would not be able to afibrd the additional cost. 

"I won3. ~ that the gap is going to get so large that the notion of competitive opportunity might 

not be ~ssible ~br the rest of us," said Northeasteru athletic director Peter Roby, who was 

perhaps the most outspoken person in the two days of meetings. "I dofft "think we’re under the 

illusion that a Northeas~tern, or anyone in the mid-major category, is going to win [basketball] 
nation~J~ championships. But those differences in revenue should be obstacles that prevent us, if 

we get in the tournament, fiom being able to win some games and advance. 

"I just hope these are some concessions, and maybe some of us have the oppos~nity to 

compete a little more fairly." 

Those concerns w-ere clear to Emmert. but he sounds like a leader who understands which 

direction the movement is headed. 

"I think a lot of members are veo~ worried about that," he said. "And that worry is certainly 
underst~adable. There already are some enormous economic gaps and competitive 

advantages. But "the members that have more resources want to use them for the betterment of 

student-athletes." 

If there was one area of underlytiag tension at this NCAA convention, it centered on the tug of 

war between presidents and athletic directors for control of college athletics. For the past year, 
ADs have grown more voc~ in their dissatisfaction with being essenti~Jly cut out of the 

decision-malting process. 

"There is only one group that 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, seven days a week is devoted 

to this enterprise," North Carolina State athletic director Debbie Yow said Thursday. "And we 

should be included in the leadership." 

That statement drew applause from an audience that was nearly 40 percent athletic directors. 

Presidents noted the sentiment for a stronger AD presence but still seem reluctant to cede 

too much control. The presidents were firm in saying they still want to run the show-, despite ~a 

acknowledged lack of expertise on some of the issues. 

Expect that debate to continue to simmer. 

After an exhausting, occasionally cacophonous and often tedious t~vo days of discussion, three 

things were certain: a lot of administrators got a chance to be heard; change is coming; and 

some people aren’t going to like it. That’s very American and emblematic of the comple:zi~ of 

college sports. 

"Democracy5" Swofibsd said, "can be messy at times." 

Pat Forde writes for Yahoo Sports’. This article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the 

author’s permission. To access’ the ~-ahoo Sports home page click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, 8:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Publication Decisions 

Hi -IL is up Lo you how to make the publication decisions. I am comfor[abie with [he process you described. 
You could forward the Hodge article to me, TNs ~s also a poss~Ne puNicat~on venue for pieces we don’t publish in the ~ournaL When we have used tNs as a 

pub~c~ltRm vet~ue, we have been carefu~ to say thaL we have noL cite checked or edRed the ph~ce. 

LB 

Sent; Nonday, 8:14 AN 
To= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= RE: Publication Decisions 

Hi Professor Broome, 

A couple of things: 

(i) ~t is my understanding that has fixed all the issues with the Specia~ Issue identified by the Publisher, and it has been returned to the punisher 

to complete. 

(2) ~n making publication decisions for the student pieces, the methodology      and I used was to (i) ask the Executive Editor for each piece to talk 

with the Articles and Notes Editor for that piece regarding whether or not the piece should be published and come to a consensus (2)      and I 

considered their comments, along with our own, and made the determination. You used the word "board" below -- do the decisions need to go to a vote of 

the full board? It was my understanding that in previous years the Editor and Chief and Executive Editor just got together and made decisions after getting 

feedback from each editing pair. If there is something else that needs to be done, please let me know. 

(3) ~ received an e-mail from someone named           regarding a submission for our website "The Balance Sheet." This website has not been used in 

quite some time. Would you like me to forward the article along to you? 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[b_._ro__o_._m__e_~__e_._m_.a__[!_._u__n_.£:._e_.d_u_> 
Sent: Saturday 10:20 PM 

To 

Subject: Re: Publication Decisions 

Hi I am comfortabie with the board’s decisions. 

LB 

Sent from my iPad 

at 4:4:1 PM .@_[]..v_ .e_: .u__n_._c_:._e_..d_ .u_.> wrote: 

Hi Professor Broome, 
We received the updated drafts from the "maybe" batch yesterday. After receiving feedback from the editors and I are comfortable 
moving forward with publication of pieces. The two pieces we are not 

comfortable with are 
- I think his draft saw improvements from the previous draft, but I am still not sure it contributes much to the literature considering 

so much has already been written about Wachovia. He spoke to me after the cite check meeting last week and I shared with him my concerns 
about lack of analysis and too little discussion of the various perspectives. He has also been in frequent communication with his 
secondary editor. My impression is that he has worked pretty hard on this, and really wants to be published. Unfortunately, and I just 
don’t think his ~)iece would contribute importantly to the journal. 

piece is still very long, and a bit confusing at times. I think she has improved from her last draft, but 
her editors, think it is unlikely with the demands of cite checking that she will be able to get this into a publishable format in time. She had 
some personal issues that got her behind in the process, which I am sympathetic to, but I think there is some concern that she will not be able 
to devote the time needed to get the paper up to publishable quality, given her other obligations. Admittedly, I am conflicted because I think 
her naoer topic is one of the more relevant and informative ones. Ultimately, in the balance, the editors and I vote no to publishing her piece. 

needs to send out the round two cite check {which would need to include these pieces) by tomorrow at noon. If you have any thoughts 
or comments before we move forward, we would greatly appreciate it. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 10:36 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: HOme number for Saver? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2024 10:32 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: HOme number for Saver? 

Dear I 

] have t}~e %]lowing ~umbers: 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2024 20:22 AM 

To: Boger, Jack 
Subject: HOme number for Saver? 

Hi Jack - Do you have a home number for Rich Saver!Joan Krause? 

kissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http~/iwww:law.u nc.ed u/cent ersiba n kin_N 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h__t__tR:_/_/__s__s_Ln_:__c__o____m_J_a___u__t_h_9_r__--_-__2_~_Z_~[ 

r http://www.I ........ du/imagesi .... /rnedia/bankingfi ....... b 542.ipg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 10:36 AM 

Marion Cowell <       @aol.com> 

ILE: An ~icle fiom Chealotte Observer 

I saw it. I agr’ee ---interesting concefgt. 

From: Marion Cowell [mailto:      @aol.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 3anuary 20, 20:~4 :~0::~5 AM 
To: Marion Cowell 
Subject: An a~icle from Charlo~e Obse~er 

Interesting concept, I’m ~oc~ng on wood- 

Here’s au a~icle ~om Charlo~e Obeyer I thought you might like: Jacobs: UN C hat~nted by Keuan bield House demise. 

(Seut via my iPad’s Charlotte Observer application. Visit the ADD Store to download or learn more). 

Sent ti~m my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 11:08 AM 

CallaJ~an, Caxolyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Matt Burgemeister (mburgemeister@theacc.org) 

RE: Winter Meeting discussion topics 

Hi Matt -- Agreed. In particular, I would be very interested in any post-meeting movement on the details relating to the governance structure. Perhaps President Hatch can update the 
Con~missioner in advance of our meeting. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) [mailto:cmc(~eservices virginia edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2014 9:43 AM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie tlodge (hodge@clemson edu); Larry Kilkmgh (larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa 
L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke edu); Marvin P Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J Wasylenko (rr~iwasyle@syr edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob [isu edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 
(sam pardue@ncsu edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01 @pitt.edu) 
Cc: tlostetter, Brad 
SubJect: RE: Winter Meeting discussion topics 

Matt 
I l~ow the deadline is past, but ! think we need to add discussion of the NCAA meeting to our discussion topics 
Carolyn 

Dr. Carolyn M Callahan 
Coman onwealth Professor 
Department of Cun-iculum Instruction and Special Education Umversity of Virginia 
417 Emmet Stree~ 
P.O Bo× 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-�24-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Burgemeister, Matt [mburgemeistcr@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:05 PM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (cruc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clerason.edu); Larry Killough (larry@t.edu); Lissa L. Broome 
(lbroorue@email.unc.edu); Martha Putallaz PkD (putallaz@&tke.edu); Malwin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylertko (rnjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley 
(Hadley@un~d.edu); Paruela Perrewe’ (ppet~ewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (jabellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robelt.taggart@bc.edu); Sara 
Pardue (saru~pardue@ncsu. edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech. edu); Susan Albrecht (saa0 l@pitt.edu) 
Cc: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: Winter Meeting discussion topics 

Hello all, 

I hope you had a great holidays and your new year has started well. With the Winter Meeting approaching, this is a request for an?" discussion topics, best practices or other items that you 
would like to discuss during the meeting. I have included sonm potential topics based on previous meetings and items already submitted. Please let me or Brad any additional items by next 
Wednesday-, January 15. 

1. ACC Postgraduate Scholarship rcview of nominations / approval of recipients 
2. Class absence policies 
3. NCAA governance and legislation update 
4. Best practices 

Thank you, I look forward to seeing you in Fort Lauderdale. 

NLATT BURGFzMEISTER 
Assistant Commissioner. Comrfliance & Governance 
O: 336.3694641 I 
mburgemeister@theacc, org 
theACC, com<http ://w~vw theacc, col~’> ¯ @theACC<twitter com/theacc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 1:07 PM 

Rufli~, David <dmflin@Creditriskmgt.com>; Jewell ttoove @gmail.com) 

l~Jg: ERM 

Hi David ---Will you have your bio and photo ready soon? Beth was anxious to go ahead and circula[e that information to the group of folks that we wil~ be rneet~ng 
in Hawaii, 
thanks, 

F~m~ RuffJn, David [maJlto:druffJn@CredJtrJskmgt.com] 
Sent~ Nonday, Janua~ 20, 2014 ~2:02 PN 
T~ Jewell Hoover ~ ~gmaiLcom) 
Ce~ Braame, LJssa L 
Subject: ERN 
Jewell, 
I’m worMng on the PowerPoint deck and obviously need k~ &cide where to in~l the ERM discussion. ~y idea on how much time (mtNn your time slot) you’d be 

able ~ allocate me? It will likely govern where I pre~nt fl~is within yours or mine. I see no problem in meeting our Jan 24th goal from my pe~ctive. 

ThaWs. 

DR 

David It. Ruflin 

Co-Founder, Managing Pa~ner & Member 

Credit Rg’k ~Ilanagement, L£C 

919-846-1601 Qff}ce Main 

919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

919-846-5760 I~’ax 

www. creditrisbngt, corn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

~gmail.com2 

ILE: American Banker subscriplion code 

Hi     ---I have an emait subscription, You may be able to access my subscription by signing in with my credentials: 

think the info is 

Ibroome(~email.unc.edu 

The American Banker is also available on Lexis and Westfaw, 

LB 

From [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Nonday, J.2:13 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; American Banker subscription code 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I hope you’ve had a nice long weekend, informed me that you have an access code to American Banker, and I was wondering if you could s~nd me that 

information. I am tD,ing to look into aNcles about the oral aquments on appeal for my case and it would veD’ helpful to be able to access one of the articles on the 

website. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 1:52 PM 

Ruflin, David <druttin@Creditriskmgt.com> 

I~E: ERM 

No problem. Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ruffin, David [mailto:druffln@Creditriskm~t.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:33 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Je;vell Hoover I ~gmail.com); Horton, Susan 
Sulzject: Re: EP&4 

Will be sent tomorrow AM Soto, 

Sent ]~om my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:07 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu<mai]to:lbroomefa)email uric edu>> wrote: 

Hi David Will you have your bio and photo ready soon? Beth was anxious to go ahead and circulate that information to the group of folks that we will be meeting in Hawaii. 

’]?hanks, 

Lissa 

From: Ruff m, David [mailto :drufl’in(fr)Creditriskm;t. corn ] 
Sent: Monday, Januaw 20, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Jewell tloover ~gmail.com<mailto: ~mail corn>) 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ERM 

Jewel[, 

I’m working on the PowerPoint deck and obviously need to decide where to insert the ERM discussion. An?’ idea on how much time (within your time slot) you’d be able to allocate me? It 
will likely govern where ] present this within yours or mine. I see no problem in meeting our Jan 24th goal from my perspective 

Thanks 

DR 

David H. Ruffin 

Co-Founder, Managing Partner & Meraber 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

919-846-5760 Fax 

w~ax-.creditriskmgt.com<http ://~vw~v. creditriskm~t, com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 7:55 PM 

Tario, Ben <bta~io@theacc.org> 

I~E: Law Student interested in Sport-Related Issues 

Thanks, Ben. I appreciate it! 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From= Tario, Ben [mailto:btario@theacc.org] 

Sent= Monday, January 20, 2014 6:13 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L; Hostetter, Brad; erik.albright@smithmoorelaw.com 

Subject= RE: Law Student interested in Spor~-Related Issues 

Hi Lissa, 

Thank you for the no~e and for reaching oud While our office does not typically offer summer employment, ~’d be happy to chat w~th 

conference office, career paths, m~d the sports administration industry ~n general 

about working at a 

Shoot me an email with your availability and we’ll schedule t:im~-:~ to chat. ~ look fl)rward to 

BEN TAR~O 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
45~2 Weybddge Lane 
Greensboro NC 27407 

O: 336,85d 8;z87 x, 1204 ::C: 

btarig@~h~c £N 

Sent= Wednesday, January 08, 201~ 9:16 AN 
Te~ Hosteler, Brad; Tario, Ben; erik.albr~ght@smN~moorelaw.com 

8u~ject~ Law Student in,rested ~n Spo~-Rela~d Issues 

~i Brad, Ben, and Eric - I hope you and your families had a wonderful holiday. We had a great break and got to spend a week skiing in Utah. But, today is the first 

day of classes so things are getting back to normal now. 

I have attached the resume of one of our first year ~aw students,                    is the recipient of our schooVs                      , our highest merit- 

based scholarship program. Under that program, she ~s my mentee because of our common interest ~n sports. Although she and her husband ~ive ~n Chapel ~ill now 

while she is in school, he works for                          and it is likely they will want to stay in           following       graduation. I volunteered to 

write to you to put you in contact regarding summer employment opportunities and more generally so TravB could learn about your work and career paths and 

establish contacts with you.      is also interested more broadlg in transactional work. 

Thanks for any advice you can provide to 

kissa 

kissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking kaw 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of kaw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Nail 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: http://,e~e~w.law.unc.edu,images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 8:28 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: tenm~ meeting 

Catherine - Max wants to call in on Wednesday. Can you let me h~ow a call-in number tbr Wed and Thursday? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Eichner, Ma.’dne" < !A_e_i_c_’___h!_~_e_!2@_e___n_)__@_:__u_!)__c_:__e__@_> 

Date: January 15, 2014 at 12:56:00 AM EST 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroom~¢~)email.unc.edu>, "Boger, Jack" qjcLx?~er@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: tenure meeth~g 

Dear Lissa and Jack, 

If I hadn’t told you before, I just wanted to give you a heads up that I’m going to have to miss tenure vote next week. I’ve been long 

scheduled to give a faculty workshop at Vanderbilt, and my flight home is scheduled for the time of the meeting. 

Best, 

Max 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Janua~., 21,2014 7:45 AM 

@gmail.com2 

From today’s American Breaker 

Appeals Court Signals Support for Fed in Interchange Suit 
by Donrla Borak 
JAN 17, 2014 4:21pm ET 

WASHINGTON -- Judges for an appeals court appeared sympathetic Friday to the Federal Reserve Board’s defense of its rule capping interchange fees 

on debit cards, fueling hopes by bankers that the agency will beat back a legal challenge. 

Retailers filed suit against the central bank’s rule in November 2011, claiming that the fee set by the Fed -- roughly 21 cents per transaction -- was far 

higher than what Congress intended. In July of last year, a U.S. district court agreed with merchants that the Fed was too flexible in setting the limit for so- 

called swipe fees. 

But during oral arguments before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, the three judge panel appeared skeptical of some key parts 

of the retailers’ positions. That included their contention that Dodd-Frank did not give the Fed discretion to include costs not specifically listed in the 

regulatory reform law when setting the cap. 

"You’re wasting your time," Judge Harry Edwards told a lawyer representing the retailers when he outlined such a position. "None of us buy that." 

To be sure, observers said it is hard to predict exactly what the court will do when it issues a ruling, which is expected this spring. Still, bankers, credit 

unions and other financial services industry players anxious for the Fed’s rule to stay intact viewed the hearing as a good sign. 

Richard Hunt, president and CEO of the Consumer Bankers Association, described the outcome of the hearing as a "positive step" in keeping the current 

"swipe fee." 

"While we still believe this rate is too low, ultimately rational minds will prevail on this issue and we look forward to the final decision on the appellate court," 

Hunt said. 

He was seconded by Eric Richard, general counsel and executive vice president of the Credit Union National Association. 

"We are optimistic that this will result in more costs being taken into account in the setting of interchange fees than Judge Leon’s decision would allow.., but 

nothing is certain until the court actually issues it opinion," he said. 

Under Dodd-Frank, the Fed was instructed to set a debit interchange limit that should be "reasonable and proportional to the cost incurred by the issuer with 

respect to the transaction." But the law also told the Fed not to include "other costs incurred by an issuer which are not specific to a particular debit 

transaction" in its calculation. 

The preponderance of the hearing focused on a three judge panel inquiring how the Fed determined what costs it included in setting the cap versus others it 

excluded, such as overhead and card production. 

"Help me understand how the board distinguished between those that it included and those it didn’t," said Judge David Tatel. 

Regulators agreed to allow costs such as labor, computer software and hardware, network processing fees and fraud losses to be included as part of its 

fee calculation based on their interpretation of the law. 

Katherine Wheatley, the Fed’s associate general counsel, said the agency opted to exclude costs tied to card production because, like check transactions, 

banks cannot obtain reimbursements in the clearing system. 

The panel also probed the Fed’s attorney to understand the board’s decision not to explicitly explain incremental costs in its rule. 

Judge Stephen Williams said he was "surprised" the Fed made that decision. But Wheatley said the Fed felt it "didn’t have to enter that thicket and define 

incremental costs." 

One important issue was whether the Fed could add costs to the fee beyond what Dodd-Frank specifically mentioned. Judge Tatel said it was up to the 

merchants to show the Fed was "unreasonable" in applying these other costs to the transactions. 

Jaret Seiberg, a policy analyst with Guggenheim Securities, suggested that the court’s apparent rejection of the merchant’s argument "appeared to take the 

worst case scenario for the banks offthe table." He said that could mean the ultimate swipe fee would be closer to the Fed’s rule than the lower one the 

merchants are seeking. 

Another open question left unanswered is what will happen if the judges decide the Fed made a mistake in drafting its rule. 

The Fed’s wheatley stressed to the panel that the current rule must be kept in place until a final court decision is made since so many parties to the 

industry were relying on the law. 

At the end of the August, both the Fed and merchants filed separate motions calling for a stay that would allow the agency’s current interchange rule to 

continue to apply until the appeals process concluded. 

The hearing on Friday stood in stark contrast to the lower court’s view of the situation. In his July ruling, U.S. District Judge Richard Leon said the cap 

should be closer to the 12 cents originally proposed by the Fed. He called the final rule "utterly indefensible." 

Ahead of the hearing, retailers implored the appeals panel to uphold the lower court’s order in their swipe fee lawsuit. 

"Instead of doing what Congress ordered, the Fed gave in to pressure from big banks -- and retailers and their customers are paying the price," said 

Mallory Duncan, senior vice president and general counsel for the National Retail Federation. "It’s time for the Fed to follow the law instead of catering to the 

industry it is supposed to regulate." 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 



Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

htt p://www.law.u nc.ed u/cent ersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

i~i Description: 
...... http:/Iw’ww law.uncedu/imageslnews/media/bankingfinance_web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 7:47 AM 

~live.unc.edu2 

Transcript, Board Names, and Spousor Listiug 

Hi 

When do you think will have a copy of the transcript for me to review? 

Also, I am working on the front matter for the journal - 

Sponsor list 

Board of Advisor names 

What is the deadline for getting this info to you? 

Thanks, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .-h,-t--t-p--~:-/-/--s--s-~--q-.~£-~-~--m-~---a---u--~---h--~---r---~----2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 8:16 AM 

~live.unc.edn> 

ILE: Transcript, Board Nmne~ and Sponsor Listing 

Oh boy~ Keep me posted. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,, 8:12 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Transcript, Board Names, and Sponsor Listing 

Hi Prof. Broome, 

Well, I gave.     a deadline of yesterday to have the material to us. He did not meet that deadline, and e-mailed me shortly before it to say he would 

have it by today at 5 PM. I will check with regarding a deadline for the other material. 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[.b_r_o__.o_m_e__@._e__m__a_!!_:._u_.qc_._e__d__.u_.> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:46 AM 

To: 

Subject: Transcript, Board Names, and Sponsor Listing 

When do you [hinl~      will have a copy of the [ranscript for me to review? 

Also, I am working on the front matter for the journal .... 

Sponsor list 

Board of Advisor names 

What is the deadline for getting this info to yo J? 

Thanks, 

Lissa L. Broorne 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecl<e-Wet[ach Hall 

Chapel NiH, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http:llwwwlaw.urlcedulirnageslnewsimedialbar~kirlgfinar~ce web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 8:21 AM 

~live.unc.edu2 

I~E: ANcle submission 

H      .-I just took a quick look at this~ It is short, sweet, and in pretty good shape. I[: you are concerned about our ~qight" professional pieces, we could consider 

adding this. It wou[d need a [ight edk and a cite check, if you deride to go forward, let me know and I will review. We could also puM[sh on the Ba[ance Sheet, but 

wou~d w~il: LE]11:~I after getting the journM to the puM~shers. 

Sent; Monday, [:02 AN 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= ~: A~icle submission 

From: Tom Hodg~ @gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday,. ....... 1:00 PM 
To: ncbank@unc.edu 
Subject: Article submission 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

Please find attached lhe tbllowing article ibr submission m The Balance Sheet: ’ The A/le~,ative Iuvesu~eut ~?~ndMar~agers Directive: IT~e E~ropean Uuion gives 

private equiO@undmau~gers lhe ’S’ocial marke~ ecor~omy" lreatmer~t.’ I confim~ ~a~ this submission is my o~u~ work. 

This brief mlicle considers Ne Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (’~XIFMD’), a piece of EuroNan Union legislation which is intended m regulate 

alternative investment ~hnd management industty~ The AIFMD is pmnafiIy aimed N hedge m~d private equip’ Nnd managers. The a~icIe puts the ~FMD rote 

broader conte~ of the European Union’s aim to create a "racial market economy" and examines fl~e various obligations thN fl~e ~FMD imposes upon private equib" 

Nnd managers in fl~at ligD. In co~mlusion, the a~icle argues Nat fl~e NFMD fundmnenmlly misun&rsmnds fl~e role played by private equib, massagers and Nat, while 

fl~erc arc problems ruth fl~e ~rtb~ance ofpriw, tc eqtfity funds, pfiw~.te eqNty is Nmady playhg an avfive role in the &velopment of a social market economy. 

This is a timely aNcle as, during fl~e course of2014, the AIFMD wiIl begin l~ regulate the activities ofpfivam equity Nnd managers which are either established in 

Europe or ma~mging Euro~an investment thnds. 

I Nso attach a resume in oNer to give you some information on my empioyment, educational and publishing hislo~-. If you have any question~ plea~ do not hesitate to 

con~tct me. 
You,s sincerely, 

Tom Hedge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Janua~.., 21,2014 8:55 AM 

Wright, T. BraJ~don <wrightb~email.unc.edu-> 

I~E: Ed O’Keefe call 

Hi Brandon---Good times for me: 

Friday, Jam 24 8-10, 

Monday, .h~t). 27 - ,%.I:45 

Wednesday, Jan 29 - 8-12 

Feb. 3 --- 8-11:45 

Feb. 7 8-5 

ket me know if you need more. 

l.issa 

F~m~ Wdght, T. Brandon 
Sent~ Thursday, 3anua~ 16, 2014 11:14 AN 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ Ed O’Keefe call 

Hello Lissa, 

I have a tickler for us to reach out to Ed O’Keefe to discuss his annual support to the Center. Are there a few dates!times over the next few weeks that I can suggest 

to his assistant for a conference call? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

~live.unc.ed~ 

ILE: Tangible COLL chart to sha~e with class 

Thanks, I have posted it on Sakai. 

{.issa Broome 

Seat-" IVlonday, :[2:54 PM 

Te; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Tangible COLL chart to share with class 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Article submission 

Yep. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On at 11:25 AM. 

Hi Professor groome, 

?}live.unc,edu:> wrote: 

Just to double check, the only professional piece we have received is the transcript, correct? 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:20 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Article submission 

Hi      -- I just took a quick took at this. It is abort, sweet, and in pretty good ahape~ If you are concerned about our "light" professional pieces, we 

could consider adding th~s. ~t would need a I~ght edit and a rile check. ~f you deride to go forward, ~et me k~ow and ~ wi~ review. We could a~so 

publish on the Balance Sheet, but I would wa~t unti~ after getting the journal to the publishers. 

LB 

$e~t~ Monday, ~[:02 AM 
To~ Broome, Ussa L 
$~bject= ~’v’: Article submission 

From: Tom Hodge, pgmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, 1:00 PM 
To: n__c_.b__a__n_. _k_ @_.u__n__c_:_e_.d__ ~. 
Subject: Article submission 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Please find attached the following mlicle for submissiou ~:~ The Balance Sheet: ’ITte Altentative Inves~,nent I~’~tncl~gfamtger, s" Directive: ITte E~tropean 

fJ~tion gives private eq,tity.fimd managers the "social market eco~tom.v" treatment.’ I coufitm that this submission is my own work. 
This brief article considers the Alternative Investmenl Fund Managers Directive (,AIFMD’), a piece of Europeau Union legislaIion ahich is intended to 

regulaIe the alternative investment fi~nd mauagement industU, The AIFMD is primarily aimed at hedge and private equity thnd managers. The m~icle puts 
A the ~IFMD into the broader context of the European l !uion’s ahn to create a "social market economy" and examines the various obligations thai the 

AIFMD hnposes u~m privaIe equity fired managers in that lighl. In conclusiou, the a6icle argues thai the AIFMD fimdamenlally misunders~auds the role 

played by pfi vate equity managers and that, while there are problems with the perIb,mance of pfi v ate eq ui ty t~nds, pfi vate equity is already playing an 

ac~ve role in the development ofa sociaI market economy. 

This is a timely a,ticle as, during the course of 2014, the AIFMD wiIl begin to regulate the activities of private equity fired managers which are either 

established in E urope or managi ng European investment i~nds. 

I also a~ch a resume in order to give you ~)me iufbrmation on my employment, educational aud punishing hia~oU. If you hm~e any questious, please do 

not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Tom Hodge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:41 PM 

Miller, Beth (bmille@uncaa.unc.edu) q’O~YNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN Beth> 

ACC gift 

Hi Beth - I wanted to let you know that I received the ACC gift instructions. 

Also, I’ve been meaning to write our awards group to let them know about the NCAA Awards dinner last Friday. As you may know, Bubba returned early and I was 

able to present her award. It was a big thrill for me. I enjoyed meetin~ It was a wonderful evening. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com) 

RE: Publication MateriaJs 

Hi 

The Sponsor list and Board of Advisors list are likely to be slightly different from last year. Iql also work on a Foreword. 

Car~ you remind me of the date of the publication workshop? 

Thanks, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:08 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: N: Publication Ma~rlals 

Please see below. 

Thank you, 

From: ~gmaikcon~> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 AM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Publication Materials 

If she can get it to us by the publication workshop or right around there that wouid be great. Unless the sponsor I;st has changed since iast semester, I can 

just use the same one I used for Issue 1. 

The only thing I would need {unless sponsor list changed) is the foreword. 

a[ 8:13 AM .t_~ live.u nc.ed u> wro[e: 

H; 

Prof. Broome emaiied me asking when she needs to submit the intro to the journal materials to you--sponsor lists etc.? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:28 PM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

Willimns, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Daye, ChMes E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu:> 

RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Thank~.b Erika, for the~.;e materiah;. I think it would actually b~-:~ helpful if you could send [:he documents that comprise the a[:tachment as separa[:e documents. 

wi~ a~ be made available Lo the full professors ~n conjunction w~th our report. If you don’t have time to send the separate documents LmtH laLer this week, d~at is 

fine. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:18 PN 
Te= Broome, Ussa L 
C~= Williams, Bec~ 
Subject= RE: Reminder regarNng Sep~mber 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Dear Usss: 

Attached p~e~se find my re~p0o~ntment materials. If you wou~d prefer to review the original documents rather than the scanned submission, p~ease ~et me know 

and I cm~ provide the original documents. P~ease ~et me know ff you need anything ~urther or h~ve any quest~ons~ Thank you for your consideration. 

Waf’m £e~ards, 

Edka W~lson 

1.02 R~dge F<oa~J, Cg 

Phone: 
Fax: 919.9~2.288g 

[.:ms~k wilsonek@emaiLunc.edu <maHto:wi~sonek@email.unc.edu> 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Author page: 

h [tp:iissrn.comia uthor =1773509 

Th~s e-mall, including attachme[][:s, con~:ains h~fofma~:~on that ~s confidenth~l a]]d may be pro~:ec[ed by the a[torneyidient or other privileges. Th~s e.-maH, {nclud#~g 

attachments, constitutes non-public ~nforrnat~on ~ntended to be conveyed only Lo the designated redp~ent(s). If you are not an intended redp~ent, p~ease de]eLe 

this e-maiL ~nc]ud~ng attachments, and notify me~ The unauthorized use, dissemination, d~stri~ution or reproduction of Lhe e--mall, ~ndud~n[ stLachrnents, ~s 

proMbited and may be unlawful 

~ Broome, Lissa L 
SeBt: Monday, August 26, 2053 4:23 PM 

To: Wilson, Erika K, 
C~= W~lliams, Bec~ 
Sabje~t: Reminder regarding September 3rd 

Hi Erika .... I am writing to remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 2013. As we discussed, you have additional 

time flexibility beyond September 9rd should you need it. Just let me know. 

When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt£~//www :k w. u n c~eduic e ntersibanM ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

Description: 
http:llw~,~ law.unc.edulimages/newslmedia/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:29 PM 

Daye, Cha;les E. <cdaye@ema?,l.unc.edu> 

FW: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappoiutmeut Sub~nission 

Cover Letter.pdf; Submission.pdf 

Charles--I asked Erika to provide the separate documenLs that are included in the Submission document. I Lhought I would pass this along to you ~n case you see 

anything that ~s m~ssing. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:18 PN 

Te~ Broome, kissa k 
¢~ Williams, Bec~ 
Subject= RE: Reminder regarNng Sep~mber 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Dear Ussa: 

Attached p~ease find my reappo~ntment materials. If you wou~d prefer to review the original documents rather than d~e scanned submission, p~ease ~et me know 

and I can provide the original documents. P~ease ~et me know ~f you need anything further or haqe any quest~ons~ Thank you for your consideration. 

Warm Regards, 

Edka W~lson 

1.02 R~dge Eos~J, Cg #3380 

Fax: ?19~9~2.2883 

[. :m¢~: wilsonek@emaikunc.edu <ma~Jto:wiJsonek~email.unc.edu> 

V~ew mv research on my SSRN Author pa~e: 

h [tp:iissm.comia uthor =1773509 

Th~s e-mail, including attachment:s, con~:ains h~forma~:ion that is confidential and may be pro~:ec[ed by the attorney/client or other privileges. Th~s e.-mai~, includin~ 

attachments, constitutes non-puMic information ~ntended to be conveyed onty [o the designated ~edpient(s). If you are not an intended ~edpient, p~ease dete[e 

this e-rnai~, ~ndudin~ attachments, and noti[:y me~ The unauthorized use, dissemination, d~stri~ution or reproduction o[: the e--malt, indud~n[ attachments, is 

prohibited and may be u~]~awfuL 

F~: Broome, Lissa L 
~e~[: Monday, August 26, 20~3 4:23 PM 

T~: Wilson, Erika K. 
~e: Williams, Bec~ 
~b]ee[: Reminder regarding September 3rd 
Hi Erika .... I am writin~ 1o remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 2013. As we discussed, you have additional 

time flexibility beyond September 3rd should you need iL Just let me know. 

When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

Description: 
http:/Iw~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:32 PM 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

ltB: Reminder reg~:rding September 3rd - Reappoiutmeut Submissiou 

Thanks. I asked t:or separate docurnents (CV, ardcle, etc.). Do we need that or is this okay? 

~.issa 

From-" Williams, Becky 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 2:~, 2014 3:27 PN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
~c= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
S~bject= ~: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Hi Lbsa. 

I’ve added these ~o d~e W~lson folder h~ Promotion and tenure 2013 on the G drive. 

Best, 

Becky 

Fmm~ Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:~8 PN 

Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
~¢~ Williams, Bec~ 
Subject~ RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Dear 

Attached p~ease find my reappointment materials. If you would prefer to review the origh~al documents rather than d~e scanned submbsion, please let me know 

and I cat~ provide the origh~al documents. Phase let me know if you need anything furd~er or have any questions. Thank you for your consideration. 

Warm Regards, 

Edka W~lson 

Phorm t}1.9.9{-;2.2552 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http:!!ssrn.comia uthor=1773509 

Thb e-mail, including attachment:s, con~:ains hlfornl~[:h)n that ~s confk]e~ltbl a~ld may be pro~:ected by the attorney/client or other privileges. Thb e.-rnaH, i~lclud~ng 

attachments, constitutes non-public reformation k~tended to be conveyed otfly ~:o the designated redpient(s}. If you are not an intended redpient, pk~ase dek?~:e 

this e-maiL ~Rc]uding attachments, and noti[y 

prohibited and may be urflawfuL 

F~= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 20~3 ~:23 PN 
Te= Wilson, Erika K, 
¢~= Williams, Becky 
Subjectl Reminder regarding September 3rd 
Hi Erika .... I am writing to remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 2013. As we discussed, you have additional 

time flexibility beyond September 3rd should you need it Just let me know. 

When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: 

Description: 
http:llw~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:47 PM 

ttorton, Susm~ <shorton@Creditriskmgt.com> 

1~3~;: ERM 

Thanks, Susan. 

(issa 

From: Hod:on, Susan [mailto:shorton@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:1, 20:t4 9:~6 AM 
To: Ruffin, David; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Jewell Hoover ( ,@gmail,com) 
Subject: RE: ERM 
Good Morning Lisa 

I sent directly m Beth this morning. Let me know if you need anything. 

tlave a nice day! 

Susan tforton 

Executive Assistant 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

wwm creditriskrn~t, corn 

From: Ruffin, David 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 20:t4 1:33 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
~c: Jewell Hoover ( ~qmail.com); Horton, Susan 
Subject: Re: ERM 

Will be sent tomorrow AM. Sony. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:07 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome,@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi David ---WN you have your bio and photo ready soon? Beth was anxious to go ahead and circulate that information to the group of folks that we will 
be meeting in Hawaii, 

Lissa 

F~m~ Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditr~skmqt.com] 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 20, 2014 12:02 PN 
Te~ Jewell Hoover ~gma~.com) 
~¢~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ERN 
Jewell, 
I’m wor~ng on ~e Powefl~oint deck and obviously need m deci& where m inse~ the EI~ di~ussion. Any i&a on how much time (mtNn your time 

th slot) you’d be able to Nlocate me? It will likely govern where I present ~is wifl~in yours or mine. I see no problem in meeting our Jan 24 goal from my 

perspective. 

ThaWs. 

DR 

David H. Ruffin 

Co-Founde~: Managing Pa~ner & Member 

Credit Risk M¢magement, LLC 

919-846-1601 OJfice Main 

919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:50 PM 

CDstal Kaahaaina (ckaahaa~ua@asbhawaii.com); KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com 

Bios and Photos 

Biography of Jewell Hoover.pdf; Hoover:jpg; Sholnt Bio 2013.docx 

Hi Beth and Crystal--- I understand that David’s assistant has sent his materials sepa[ately, Jewell’s picture and b~o ale attached. My b~o ~s attached and my picture 
may be downloaded at http:/Jwww.law.~pc.edt~/facultyJdjrectoryJbroome!~ssa~amMn/. 
Thanks, 
Ussa 

F~m~ 3ewell Hoover [mailto:_       }carolina.rr.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3anua~ 15, 2014 3:43 PN 
T~ Broome, kissa k 
Subjeet~ Bio and Photo 
kissa, 
My bio and press photo is attached. 

PO Box 49777 

Charlotte, NC 28277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:15 PM 

Margaret Rosen~ld <mrosenfeld@smithlaw.com~ 

I~E: great podcast on Corporate Counsel! 

Thanks, Margaret 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Margaret Rosenfeld [mailto:mrosenfeld@smithlaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 21, 2014 5:14 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: great podcast on Corporate Counsel! 

Just listened to the podcast -- well done 

Sent with Good (www good com) 

U.S TREA SURY DEPARTMENT CIRCU].AR 230 NOTICE: Any tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, was not intended or written to be used 
and cannot be used (i) to avoid tax penalties or (ii) to promote, market, or recommend to another person any transactinn or matter addressed in this communication. If you would like advice 
that can be used to avoid tax penalties, please contact us. 

IMPORTANT: ’l’his e-mail message is intended solely for the individual or individuals to whom it is addressed. It may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney 
work product. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are requested not to read, copy or distribute it or any of the information it contains. Please delete it immediately 
and notify us by return e-mail or by telephone (919) 821-1220. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:55 PM 

Blair Foster ~ ~gmail.com> 

Erin Edeiken ~gmail.com> 

RE: Skip and Pat~" Foster 

Hi Blair"--- 

I ~m going to contact mV research assistant, 

f et~.joyed meeting your fath~:_~r k~ Sign Diego. 

[’1~ be bi~ck ~n touch -hopefully, k~trodudng y(m and Edn to 

L~ssa 
L~ssa L groome 

Wells ~argo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for 8anMng and Finance 

U NC School of [.a~, 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--WeLtach 

Chapel H~[[, NC 27599--3380 

919,962,706~ 

http:!!www.lawamc.edu!centers!bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN ak http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

a .~rd year law students, to see if he might be able to help you. If not, 1’11 find someone else, 

He will do a grei~t 

Description 

ilttp://www law unc. edu/inlag~,s/newsinledia/bankingfinan,:~e web o~2jpg 

From: Blair Foster [mailto          _~gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:30 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
(::~: Erin Edeiken 
Subject: Skip and Patty Foster 
Hello - - 

My parents suggested I get in touch with you. I’m currently producing a documentary about Frank Sinatra and need someone to do reseacch at the UNC libra,. They 

thought you might be able to find a student or someone rolling to go to the librazy and coW some materials held in a special collection. I think ifs only a few hours of 

work and we can pay them for their time. 

I would appreciate any help you can share in finding someone who can help. I’ve copied onr Snpervising Prodncer, Efin Edeiken who can coordinate the research and 

arrange for payment. She can answer any questions you have about the project. 

I hope you eNoyed the NCAA Honors dinner. My parents said it was a great evening and the speakers were both interesting and inspirational. I’m glad they were able 

to attend and to see Dara honored. 
Many thanks tbr yonr help with our project 

Besl wishes, 

Blair Foster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 9:28 PM 

Clyda Rent <crenV~:rentconsultinggronp.com> 

Re: ThaCs all INks! All eight! 

Thanks, Cly&. I have received all 8 and everything appears to be in order. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Clyda Rent" <cmnt@rentconsultinggroup.com> wrote: 

Lissa, Jennie, Alice, and Susan, 

To repeat what I noted on the last email for the eighth nominees, I think there are some slight name inconsistencies in other attachments, BUT 

PLEASE GO BYTHE NAME ON EAO-I of the 8 OFFICIAl. NOMINATING FORMS. On other apps l know l used "Katie" and "Katy", but I think I finally got 

Heide’s name spelled correctly. 

I will soon ask for your availability for a teleconference for the five of us, but thought I would give a few days or so for you to review the eight 

nominees. 

Meantime, I am headed to garage to find my snow sled! 

Thank you for your time, patience, and important work. 

Best, 

Clyda 

Clyda Rent, Ph.D. 

Rent Consulting Group, LLC 

w,a~v, rent consultinggroup.com 

P.O. Box 220647 

Chm’lotte, NC 28222-0647 

(Tel) 704 366 2388 (Toll Free) 1 877 366 2388 

(Facsimile) 1 704 366 2303 
If you me not tile intended recipient of tiffs transmission or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, ~bstribution, or other use of any of the information 
in ttds transmission is strictly prohibited. If yon received ~his transmission in error, please notit}" me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 704-366-2388. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 9:28 PM 

Clyda Rent <crenV~:rentconsultinggronp.com> 

Re: ThaCs all INks! All eight! 

Thanks, Cly&. I have received all 8 and everything appears to be in order. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Clyda Rent" <cmnt@rentconsultinggroup.com> wrote: 

Lissa, Jennie, Alice, and Susan, 

To repeat what I noted on the last email for the eighth nominees, I think there are some slight name inconsistencies in other attachments, BUT 

PLEASE GO BYTHE NAME ON EAO-I of the 8 OFFICIAl. NOMINATING FORMS. On other apps l know l used "Katie" and "Katy", but I think I finally got 

Heide’s name spelled correctly. 

I will soon ask for your availability for a teleconference for the five of us, but thought I would give a few days or so for you to review the eight 

nominees. 

Meantime, I am headed to garage to find my snow sled! 

Thank you for your time, patience, and important work. 

Best, 

Clyda 

Clyda Rent, Ph.D. 

Rent Consulting Group, LLC 

w,a~v, rent consultinggroup.com 

P.O. Box 220647 

Chm’lotte, NC 28222-0647 

(Tel) 704 366 2388 (Toll Free) 1 877 366 2388 

(Facsimile) 1 704 366 2303 
If you me not tile intended recipient of tiffs transmission or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, ~bstribution, or other use of any of the information 
in ttds transmission is strictly prohibited. If yon received ~his transmission in error, please notit}" me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 704-366-2388. Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 22, 2014 3:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Doctor’s note for Last Week 

Th~nks, I hope you are l:eelit~g better’ 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:05 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
$,,bject: Doctor’s note for Last Week 

Hello Professon 

I was ill tNs pas tMonday, and my doctor advised me to stay home all of last week. She wrote fl~e letter through Monday; bnt made it ont for April instead of January 

(I was not quite that sick). I apologize that I was not able to be there, but I did get notes from a fellow student and hope to be able to listen to the recordings this 

weekend. 
Thank you, 







Frolrh" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 22, 2014 3:10 PM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

Willimns, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Daye, ChaJdes E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Thanks, Erika. 

Lissa 

From: Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:t4 2:44 plVl 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc-" Williams, Becky 
Subject-" RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 
Hi l.issa: 

~ttached please find the individual cbcuments ~:hat con~prise the at~:achn~en~:s to my personal statement. Please let me know i~ this is sufficient or i~ you need 

anything further. Thanks. 

E ri k.a 

{.rika ~. Wiiso~-: 

Assistant P~ofessor 

Phone: 919.96~2~25~2 

Fax: 919.962.2883 

{:nw~L wilsonek@emaiLunc.edu <maHto:wiBonek@email.unc.edu> 

Vk~w my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http://ssrn.co m/author = 1773509 

This e-.maH, ff~cluding attachments, contains kfformat~on that b confidenthd and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. This e-ms~, including 

attachments, constitutes non-puNic ~nformat~on hstended to be conveyed only to the designated redp~ent(s). If you are not an intended redp~ent, p~ease de~ete 

this e-maih hsdud~ng attachments, and notify me~ The unauthorized use dissemination, d~stribution or reproduction of the e-maTt ~ndud~ng attachments, 

pr’oh~bited and may be un~awh.E] 

Fmm~ Broome, Lissa L 
Nentl Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:28 PM 
T~ Wilson, Erika K. 
~ Williams, Bec~ 
Subjeet~ RE: Reminder regarding Sep~mber 3rd - Reappointment Submission 
Thar~ks, Erik< for these materbis. ~ tNnk it would actua~fy be helpful if you could send [he documents that comprise the s[tachment as separs[e documents. They 

wN all be made available to the full professors in conjunction w~th our report. If you don’t have time to send the separate documents until later this week, that is 

fine. 

Thanks, 

Lbsa 

F~ Wilson, Erika 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:18 PN 
T~ Broome, Lissa L 
C~ Williams, Bec~ 
Nu~jeet~ RE: Reminder regarding Sep~mber 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Dear L~ssm 

Attached please find my re~ppo~ntment mater~ab. If you wouJd prefer to review the or~g~nsl documents rather th~n the scanned submission, p~ease bt me know 

and J can provide the original documents. Please Jet me know iF you need anything Further or haw!~ any questkms [hank Vou for your consideration. 

Warm Regards, 

Erika W~lson 

Ass~sta~?t Professor 

UN(" ~-~choo~ of Law 

Chape~ Hill 
Phone: 

~:ax: 9:[9.962.2883 

[ xns~k wilsonek@email4mc.edu <maiJto:wiJsonek@email.unc.edu> 

V~ew my research on nly SSRN Author page: 

h ttp:iissrn.comia uthor =1773509 

Thb e-mall, including attachmen[s, con[ains ~nforma[ion that is confidentbl and may be projected by the attomey/c[ieRt or other prbibges. Thb e--mall, including 

attachments, constitutes non-public information ~ntended to be conveyed oniy [o the designated redpient(s). If you are not an intended recipient, phase deie[e 

this e-maiL including attachments, and notify me. The unauthorized use, dissenJnation, d~stribution or reproduction of the 

proNbited and may be unlawful 

F~ma Broome, Lissa L 
Se.t= Monday, August 26, 20~3 4:23 
T~= Wilson, Erika K. 
Ce= W~lliams, Bec~ 
Subjeet= Reminder regarding September 3rd 

Hi Erika .... I am writing to remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 2013. As we discussed, you have additional 



time flexibility beyond September 3rd should you need it. Just let me know. 

When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:~9.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://~vw.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 10:05 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cbortz@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Just Released: Business Law Today - January 2014 3 

Copy and link 

Female corporate directors pay dividends... 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: ABA Business Law Section < ababusinesslaw(~americanbar.or¢> 

Date: January 23, 2014 at 7:00:00 PM EST 

To: Lissa L~mkin Broome <lbroome~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Just Released: Business Law Today - 3anuarT 2014 

10 Tips for Avoidinq Ethical Lapses When Usinq Social 

Media 

By Christina Vassiliou Har,!ey Mac R. McCoy, Brook 

Sneath 

[~ Download a PDF 

Privacy and Social Media 

By Theodore F Claypoole 

hJ Download a PDF 

OTHER FEATLW’r~E ARTICLES 

Know- Governance Meets 

Creatin~ a Network of 

State and Local Bar Ethics 
Committee Liaisons 

Free Non-CLE Webinar: 

Great Hill EquiD" Partners 
and the Attorney-Client 
Privilege in M&A 

SECTION EVENTS 

Business Law Section 

Sprin~ MeetinR 
April 10 - 12, 2014 

Los Angeles, CA 



Words that Matter: Considerations in Draftinq Preferred 

Stock Provisions 

By C. Stephen Bigler, Jennifer Veet Barrett 

hJ Download a PDF 

Female Corporate Directors Pay Dividends for 

Corporations and their Countries 

By John Okray 

EL] Download a PDF 

iiiiiiiii DEPARTMENTS 

iiiiiiiii U.S. Supreme Court Reaffirms that Forum-Selection 

iiiiiiiii Clauses Are Presum pfively Enforceable 
iiiiiiiii By David K. Duffee, J. Paul Forrester, John F. Lawlor, 
iiiiiiiii Richard B. Katskee, Jmnes F. Tiemey 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii [] Download a PDF 

:::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::: C~ada s Tou~ Ne~ ~-S~ LeNsla~on: Beware 

:::::::::::::::::: By Violet A. French 
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~ Inadvertently U~Mfin~ mNlt to Seek JudiciM 

~ Dissolution of LLC: It is Easier to do than You T~k 

~ By Jason C. Jowers 

;,, . , 

~ Los~ the PfivBege ~}~en the Subsidia~3~ is Sold 
:::::::::::::::::: By Simon M. Lome 

:::::::::::::::::: 
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~ ~ Download a PDF 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, Jmmary 25, 2014 8:20 AM 

Michelle Taxtalio <mtaxtalio@enlightreseaxch.com> 

l~E: Intmduclion from Enlight Research 

Hi MichNle ---Sorry for not picking the tirne. How about 9:307 

~.issa 

From= Nichelle Tartalio [mailto: mtaCcalio@enlightresearch.com] 
Sent= Friday, January 24, 2014 9:39 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= FW: Introduction from Enlight Research 

Hi Lissa, 

I just wanted to confirm our meeting on Monday morning, January 27th. Was there a particular time that works we~ for you? 

Thanks, 

M~cheHe 

F~m= Nichelle Ta~alio [maitre: mNr~lb@en!i~htresearch.com] 
8ent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:55 AN 

Te~ ’Broome, Lissa L’ 
Su~ject~ RE: Introduction from Enlight Research 

[.issa, 

No problem. ~ know how hectic d~ngs get around d~e holiday, ke(s meet on Monda% JanusW 27th s[ car6 Carolina. ~ can mee~ at any t~me d~at morning, so you pick 

what’s best for your 

~ ~ook forward to spe~king with you then. 

M~cheHe 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mai~to:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 
Te~ Niche~e Ta~alio 
8u~ject~ RE: Introductbn from Enlight Research 

Hi M~cheHe .-- Sorry for no~ responding earlier and thanks for the second chance~ I wou~d be delighted to connect. January 27 or 28 ~n the morning [:or 

coffee/breakfast at car& Carolina wou~d work for me, as would February 4, 5, or 7. Let me know wh~t works for you. 

"[’8 ke ca 

[Jssa 

Sent~ Tuesday, Januaw 14, 2014 8:36 AM 

T~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ RE: Introduction from Enlight Research 

Lissa, 

Happy New Year. I thought t would try [:o reach out again to see if you were interes[:ed in cormecting? 

Best regards, 

Michelle Tartalio 

From= Michelle Tartalio [mailto: mtartalio@enlightresearch.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:47 AM 

T~= ’lbroome@email.unc.edu’ 
S,,bject= Introduction from EnlJght Research 

Lissa, 

We met briefly last week at the Carolina Caf~ (I was sitting with Jim Fraser). I have heard about the work you are doing with women and boards and wanted to 

introduce you to what we do at Enlight Research. Enlight Research is a local company that is designed to help directors by providing relevant and tailored 

information to improve decision making. Enlight provides custom independent research to boards of directors on industry-specific subjects and is delivered 

through a subscription to our iPad application product, Board Brief. 

I would love to talk or meet with you to hear about your experiences working with boards and to share more with you about our vision for the boardroom. 

Best regards, 

Michelle Tartalio 

i~i Enlight logo pn 
Niche~le Tartalio i Co-,%~aade& Research D;recto; 

~.a~tg~t Reaea~ich, fO07 Siate~-Rd, Suite 400, Durham NC 27703 

o~qce 919 484-4918 ~ mobile 917 952-3826 ~ emafi mtartalio~en]Lqhtresearch:com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, Jmmary 26, 2014 9:42 PM 

@nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips Monday Update: 1-27-14 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick@~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 26, 2014 at 9:12:32 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Clips Monday Update: 1-27-14 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips <nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightSNp. Hope you are w-ell. 
Short and sweet this time. Here a~:e the new postings since last week. 

Have a good Monday. tlave a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

FNIow Clips on Twitter: 
v’~,w.twitt e r.comi@Colle~q eat h Clips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website, if you are ~ot logged in yo~ will get a bl~k wifite 

screen° 

~ The Rest of the RoadTri~ c~ipe Eyewit~ees Report it~ wi?ici? yoi)r i:?tiepid Clips 

c:isscrossed SoCa~’s ~e~enda:"f t~eewsys a~e~:d~r~2 the NCAA cora,e:~t~or~ s:~d bob-nobbk~9 ,,’v~th ADs. ~ 

. ~ . T~k~n~ notice of the hMden in~ur~ /~,,.va:-e~-:ess a~-:d b~,~e:treatment ot 
ath~,tes’ hlental he~tb has begun to t~,:¢ shape. 

~ Verbal Commitments Not Go~nq An~ere Soon v.:~:,~ 
~.:?n-b~d~ng ~sii.:~r~ c.[ ~l:.:~nt a~e k:.~r~d~,:Z mid 80% .:>:~mr!~{{ed ~’~ no[ b:~?H~, coa~ri~d:.:~d ~{ ~. ~.~2~w @~og, b24- !4 

Are N~-t~me col~eqe spots wo~h it? c~ips Guest Commentary O~ gue~l::~.:~r 

!-24- H 

Wil~ the NCAA eonventio~ go do~ ~ histow? c~ips Eyewff~ess Report 

someth~n9 d~fferent ~r= the, fi;ture. By N~ck h’~fsnt~,. C~ps E@to~, 1-1%~ ~4 

Wed-Thur at the NCAA convention cl~ps Eyewitness Report ~.~, 

2 s~,:etch~,s. By N~ck h~far=te, ~.:~ps L~d~tor~ 1-13- 



....................... 

About our website: CollegeA thleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from lifts mailing list or change the email ~brmat please use the links below: 

Change "~our subscription 
Unsnbscribe 

Change >our subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 10:43 AM 

Ruflin, David <dmltin@Creditriskmgt.com>; ,~gmaJd.com> 

1~3~,: Training 

~-Iope to get to my part today and tomorrow {if needed). 
~.issa 

Frora-" Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@CreditriskmgLcom] 
Sent-’ Sunday, January 26, 2014 5:38 PM 
To,, jewellhoover48; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Training 
Jewel] & Lisa. 
That’s ce~i~fly doaNe from my eM. As you ~ow. I’m spe~ng at a contk:mnce in Phoenix (return ~ Raleigh Tue NgN), but cm~ won on merging decks tomorrow a 

bit during some down-fme. I h~ow Lissa nee&d some morn time on hers, which is fine. My goN is m still sham them win y)u ~vo to digest N:fore we seM m Beth. 

ThaWs. 
David 

David H. Ruffin 

Co-Foundec Managing Pa~ner & Member 

Credit Ri~k :~anagement, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Ma#~ 

919-5 73-0212 Direct L#~e 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

wwm cre~£ttqs~gt, corn 

From:             [mailto:            @qmail.com] 
Sent-’ Sunday, January 26, 2014 5:13 PM 
To,, Lissa Broome; Ruf-fin, David 
Subject-’ Training 
Lissa and David, 

I sent the training materials and supplies to Beth lasl week. She asked me when they would receive the file m that they could begin copying the materials tbr the 
directors. I told her that she would receive the file this week 

Let me kmow if we a~re slill on track. Thank you. 



Board of Advisors 

B.T. Atkinson 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

Nathan Batts 
North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 

David Line Batty 

Winston & Strawn LLP, Charlotte 

Rufus F. Beaty 

TD Bank, N.A., Greenville, SC 

John Charles Boger 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

Lissa L. Broome 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

James R. Bryant, III 

Kingstree Group, Charlotte 
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Banks Street Partners, Atlanta 
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Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taint LLP, Charlotte 
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Carlton Law PLLC, Raleigh 
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Scott M.A. Clark 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York 

H. Rodgin Cohen 

Sullivan & Cromwell, New York 

V. Gerard Comizio 
Paul Hastings LLP, Washington, DC 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Alexander C. Covington 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 



Marion A. Cowell 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Charlotte 

Beth S. DeSimone 
CommunityOne Bancorp, Asheboro 

Paul S. Donohue 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

A. Patrick Doyle 

Arnold & Porter, Washington, DC 

Steven S. Dunlevie 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP, Atlanta 

Kieran J. Fallon 
The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., Washington, DC 

Gary W. Farris 

Burr & Forman LLP, Atlanta 

Adam Feibelman 
Tulane University Law School, New Orleans 

Raymond D. Fortin 

SunTrust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 

Paolo Fulghieri 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill 

Anthony Gaeta 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 

Leonard H. Gilbert 
Holland & Knight LLP, Tampa 

Richard L. Gray 

United Guaranty Corporation, Greensboro 

Barry Harris 

First-Citizens Bank & Trust Company, Raleigh 

Thomas L. Hazen 
UNC School oJ: Law, Chapel Hill 

J. Richard Hazlett 

Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

James T. Hedrick, Jr. 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 

Frank A. Hirsch, Jr. 



Alston & Bird LLP, Raleigh 

Carol A. Hitselberger 

Mayer Brown LLP, Charlotte 

A. Lee Hogewood III 

K&L Gates LLP, Raleigh 

Jewell D. Hoover 

Hoover and Associates, LLC, Charlotte 

Charles M. Horn 
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC 

Phillip D. Huber, CFA 

The Hutchison Company, Durham 

Gerald P. Hurst 
RBC Bank (Georgia), N.A., Raleigh 

John L. Jernigan 

Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchefl & Jernigan, LLP, Raleigh 

Robert J. Johnson, Jr. 

BB& T, Winston-Salem 

Kenneth C. Johnston 
Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, Daflas 

Mark C. Kanaly 

Alston & Bird, LLP, Atlanta 

Eugene M. Katz 

Wells Fargo & Company, Charlotte 

Satish M. Kini 
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, Washington, DC 

Donald C. Lampe 

Morrison & Foerster LLP, Washington, DC 

William R. Lathan 

Ward and Smith, PA, New Bern 

Rene J. LeBlanc-Allman 

Winston & 5trawn LLP, Charlotte 

Christopher E. Leon 

Womble Carlyle 5andridge & Rice, LLP, Winston-Salem 

Meghan McClure Lluberas 

King & Spalding, Charlotte 



Jacob A. Lutz III 

Troutman Sanders LLP, Richmond 

Jerry W. Markham 

Florida International University, Miami 

Michael Nedzbala 

Hunton & Wifliams LLP, Charlotte 

Edward P. O’Keefe 

Bank of America, Charlotte 

Mary Patricia D. Oliver 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease, LLP, Cleveland 

Saule Omarova 
UNC School of Law, Chapel Hill 

Reginald T. O’Shields 

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta 

Therese Paul 
Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Washington, DC 

Stephen D. Poe 

Bell, Davis & Pitt, PA, Winston-Salem 

Francis C. Pray, Jr. 

Nelson Mulfins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Charlotte 

Henry H. Ralston 

Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, PA, Charlotte 

Ronald D. Raxter 
Wilfiams Mullen, Raleigh 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Patrida A. Robinson 
Wachtell Lipton, New York 

Albert M. Salem 

Tampa 

Paul Saltzman 
The Clearing House, New York, NY 

Margot F. Saunders 

National Consumer Law Center, Washington, DC 



Robert A. Singer 

Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey, & Leonard LLP, Greensboro 

Joseph A. Smith Jr. 

Poyner Spruifl LLP, Raleigh 

Karol K. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP, Chicago 

Ralph N. Strayhorn 

Cape Point Advisory Partners, LLC, Charlotte 

James M. Strother 

Wells Fargo & Company, San Francisco 

Margaret E. Tahyar 

Davis Poll< & Wardwefl LLP, NY 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP, Washington, DC 

William J. Wagner 

Raymond James & Associates, Raleigh 

Paul S. Ware 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, Birmingham 

Michael D. Waters 
Jones Walker LLP, Birmingham 

K. Elizabeth Whitehead 
American Savings Bank, Honolulu 

Amy P. Williams 

K&L Gates LLP, Charlotte 

W. Samuel Woodard 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP, Charlotte 

Emeritus Members 

J. Thomas Dunn, 

Retired, Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

Jerone C. Herring 

Retired, BB& T, Montreat 

Paul J. Polking 

Retired, Bank of America, Charlotte 



Paul L. Reynolds 

Retired, Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul H. Stock 
Retired, North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 12:03 PM 

Williarn~ Becky <rbwill@emaJl.unc.edu% Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@ema~l.unc.edu;~ 

Class visits for folks being reviewed by P&T next yem 

Hi Catherine and Becky - 

P&T will arrange class visits this spring for Rob Smith and Deborah Gerhardt, whom I understand from Joan are up for review next year. Joan also said Kathryn 

Sabbeth will be reviewed (but does not teach a substantive course in the spring). Can you confirm this list and also let me know who from the RRWA or Clinic might 

also be subject to a contract renewal and need our review for reappointment next year? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law~unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrmcom/author=248720 

::N:: Description: 
...... http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 12:18 PM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

IrE: Reminder reg~xding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Hi Erika --- Could you also send along a separate copy of the personal statement thaL was included in your original submission? 

Thanks 

Lissa 

From: Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:4~ PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Williams, Bec~ 
Subject: RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Hi 

Attached please find the ~ndb~dual documents thai comgr~se the attachments to my persona~ statement, Please Jet me know if this ~s sufl:ident o~ if you need 

anything further, Thanks, 

Er~ka 

A~g~2.~ant Pro~:~2.~o~ 

UNC gchoo~ of 

Chr~pe~ H~L NC 275~4 

~: n~a~: w_[hg_E~k~,~ 
View my research on my 5SRN Author page: 

http:!!ssrn.com/a uthor=1773509 

Th~s e-.ma~l~ ~ncluding attachments~ cont~ins m[ormatkm that b confidentml and m~y be protected by the attomeyicHet~t or other prh~Heges. Th~s e-m~< including 

atta(:hmet~ts, constK:utes non--pub~k: ~nformath:m it~tended to be conveyed or@ to the designated re<:~p~ :mr(s}. I[ you are no[: an intet~ded re<:~p~ent, please delete 

[his e--mai~, including 

prohibited and may be 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Nentl Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:28 PN 
T~ Wilson, Erika K. 
~e~ Williams, Bec~ 
Su~je~t~ RE: Reminder re~ardin~ September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Thanks Edka, for these materials. [ tNnk ~t would actua]ly be helpful if you could send t:he documents that comprh;e the ~[:tachment as separ~[:e documet~ts. "]’hey 

wi]~ a~ be made avaibbb [:o the R~H professors ~n con]unctkm w~th our report. If you don’t have time to send the separate documents unlJl b[:er this week [:hat is 

fine. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

From= Wilson, Erika K. 
Merit[ Tuesday, January 2~, 20~4 3:~8 PN 
Te; Broome, Lissa L 
~¢~ Williams, Bec~ 
SubjeCt: RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Dear 

Attached please find my reappo~atmeat materials. If you wou~d prefer to review the original documents rather thar~ [he scmmed submbsion, p~ease ~et me know 

m~d I can provide the original documents. Phase ~et me know ~f you need anything fur[her or have any ques[~ons. Thm~k you for your consideration. 

Warm Regards, 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http:!!ssrn.comia uthor=1773509 
Th~s e-mall, ~ncluding attachments, contains h~fom~t~on that ~s confidential and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges, Th~s e-mall, including 

attachment%, constitutes non-public ~nforma[k)f~ ~ntef~ded [o be conveyed of~y ~:o the designated redp~ent(s). If you are not an in[ended rec~p~enh pk~ase de~e~:e 

this e-rm~iL ~ndud~ng att~chments~ and 

prohibited and may be urflawfuL 

E~= Broome, Lissa L 
SeBt~ Monday, August 26, 2013 4:23 PN 

To= Wilson, Erika K. 
¢~= Williams, Becky 
$~bjeet= Reminder regarding September 3rd 
Hi Erika .... I am writing to remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 20~3. As we discussed, you have additional 

time flexibility beyond September 3rd should you need it. Just let me know. 



When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking, 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h_~tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://~w.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 5:02 PM 

Wilson, Erika K. <wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: Reminder reg~xding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Thanks, Erika. 

From: Wilson, Erika K. 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 2:59 plVl 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 
Hi Lissa: 
Attached is my personal statement. I am attaching a MS word version and a pdf version. Please let me know if you need anything further. Thanks. 
Erika 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Wilson, Erika K. 
Subject: RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Hi Erika --Could you also send along a separate copy of the personal statement that was included in your original submission? 

Thanks, 

From: Wilson, [r~ka K. 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3anuaw 22, 2014 2:~ PN 

To: Broome, k~ssa k 
~c: Williams, Bec~ 
Subject: RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Hi Lbsa: 

Attached p~e~se find the ~d~v~du~l document~ that comOr~e the a~tachment3 to my persona~ ~ta~ement. P~e~se ~et me k~ow i~ thi3 ~s suffic~en~ or i~ you need 

anytNng further. Thanks. 

Edk~ 

UNC %hor,~ o~ Law 

10:~ R dge Eoa~], (;~:~ #3380 

F~x: 919~9~2.2g~3 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Author page: 

http:!!ssrn.comia uthor=1773509 

Th~s e-mail, mcludir~g ~lt~:a(:h~Tle[)[:s, cor~:ains h~for’rm~:ior~ that is corffk~entbl and may be pr’o~:ec~ed by the a~torneyidient or other privileges. Th~s e.-maH, includir~g 

att~chments, constitutes non-public mfom~a~ior~ k~ter~ded ~o be conveyed or~y ~:o the desigr~ated redpient(s). If you are not an ir~ended redpient, pk~ase dek~:e 

this e-rnsiL ~Rc]uding attschmeRts, and noti~:y Rle~ The unauthorized use, dissemination, d~stri~ution or reproduction o~: [he e--mall, indud~n~ at[achrnents, is 

proNbited and may be unlawful 

F~ Broome, Lissa L 
Se~t~ Tuesday, 3anuary 2~, 20[~ 3:28 PM 
T~ W~lson, Erika K. 
¢~ Williams, Becky 
S~bje~tl RE: Reminder regarNng Sep~mber 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Tha]~ks, Er~ka, for these ma~er~Ms. I thir)k it would ~ctua~y be heJph.d if you could send the documents th~: comprise ~:he atta(:hrT~e]~t ~s separate documents. They 

wH~ all be rT~ade av~J]abh~ to the full professors m conjur~c:~:k)n wRh our report. If you don~: haw~ time ~o ser~d ~he sep~rate documer~ts uracil later this wee]~, tha~ is 

~:ine. 

Thanks, 

[~ssa 

F~ Wilson, Erika K. 
SeBt~ Tuesday, January 2~, 2014 3:~8 PN 
T~ Broome, LJssa L 
~e~ W~Jliams, Bec~ 
S~je~tl RE: Reminder regarding September 3rd - Reappointment Submission 

Deaf [Jssa: 

~ttached p~esse find my resppointrnent materials. If you wou~d p~efer to review [he origk~al documents rather [han the scarmed submission, p~ease ~et me know 

and I car provide the origk~al documents. P~ease ~et me know i~: you Reed anything ~:urther or hsve any quest~ons~ Thank you for your’ coRsideration. 

Warm Regards, 

Er~ka Wilson 



~i:maii: wilsonek@email,unc,edu <mailto:wilsonek@email.unc.edu> 

View my research on my SSRN Author page: 

h_t__t_p__W__s__s___r__n__.__q_o___n_~/__a__~_t___h__o___r__-:-_~ Z Z_~__s___o_~. 
This e-mail, including attachments, contains information that is confidential and may be protected by the attorney!client or other privileges. This e-mail, including 

attachments, constitutes non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s)~ If yo~J are not an intended recipient, please delete 

[:his e--mail, including at[:achmen[:s, and notify 

prohibited and may be un~awfuk 

F~= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 20~3 4:23 PM 

To= Wilson, Erika K, 
C¢= Williams, Bec~ 
Sabject= Reminder regarding September 3rd 

Hi Erika .... I am writing to remind you that we need the materials identified in the attached letter by September 3, 2013. As we discussed, you have additional 

time flexibility beyond September 3rd should you need it. Just let me know. 

When you have them ready, please attach the documents, hit reply all, and Becky Williams can upload these materials for the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: 

Description: 
http://www.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:51 AM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu>; Weisburd, Mark <amw@email.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.e&~; 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu:~ 

Meeting Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

Friends ---In the light ot: Lhe expected weather event, leL’s just call in for our short meeting Loday~ 

The number is 

Participant (:ode 306205# 

My sister.-imlaw sent me the video b~-:~low about: conference calls and their perils, in case yo~.E waist a good 

b_~#_&;[Z_~_~_~:_g_£_MSM~#_:~_£_~Jwatch?featureE#_[#£AD embedded&v=DYu bGbZiiQ 

Stay warm and safe, 

[.issa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:56 AM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@ema~il.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Meeting Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

I will likely go hon~e before then. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Frera: Weisburd, Mark 

Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Meeting Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

O K [ dor~’t get ot~ of class until 4:05, so 1 11 be in the bnfldh~g. Will you be here? [’ll come d~:~n to y~:~ur o[1]ce ifyot~ ~u~, and c~Jl m {fyouh~ not. 

Ma~k 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 $0:51 AN 

Te= Wegner, Judith Welch; We~sburd, Mark; Daye, Charles E.; Saver, R~chard S 
$ubjeet~ Meeting Today at 4:15 b7 Telephone 

Friends -~n the ~ight of the expected we~:her event, let’s just ca~ in for our short meeting today. 

The ~ufr~ber ~s 

6~1-673-.86~ 

Psrtici#ant Code 30~205# 

My s~ster-inqaw sent me the video below about conference calls and their perils, in csse you want s good ~augh. 

https:iiwww~youtube.com/wa/ch?feature=player embedded&v=DYu bGbZiiQ 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:04 AM 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Meeting Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

Okay~ Thanks. If you don’t make it, I’ll catch you up later. 

[.issa 

From: Saver, Richard S 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:1.4- :t:k04 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Meeting Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

Hi Lissa: 

I may not make the call --- crazy’ day b!c of the weather today with early, dismissal for our daughter, teaching over at the medical school 

our afternoon class), 

R~ch 

F~ml Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3anua~ 28, 201~ ~0:S1 ~N 
T~ Wegner, Judith WeJch; WeJsburd, Mark; Daye, Charles E.; Saver, Richard 5 
gubj~[i Meeting Today at 4: lS by Telephone 
Friends -tn the ~ight of the expected we~:her over, t, let’s ]us~ ca~l ir~ For our shor~ mee~ir~g today. 

The number ~s 

Participant Code 30~205# 

B’IV s~s~erdnd~ sent me ~he video be[o~ about co~fere~ce coils and their perils, in case you wan~ a good 

https:iiwww~?outube.com/watch?feature=plager embedded&v=DYu b~bZii@ 

Stay warm an~ 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:53 AM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@ema~il.unc.edu-~; Saver, Richard S <~ve@email.unc.edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@~mc.edu-~; 

Daye, Cha;les E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Move Phone Meeting to 4:30 

Friends --- Let’s move our phone meeting to 4:30. It should be brief, 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

From-" Weisburd, Mark 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:52 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
$,,bject; RE: Meetin~J Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

Lis~: 

As I thinly: aboul it. I’d like b go home as a)on as my class e~ads at 4:05. Could we delay the meefitN until 4:30? That wotdd give me time to get h~:~me, a~ad I could caJl 

in .flom them. 

Mark 

F~m= Broome, Ussa k 
Sent= Tuesday, Januaw 28, 2014 10:51 AN 

To= Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark; Daye, Charles E.; Saver, Richard S 

Subject= Neetin9 Today at 4:15 by Telephone 

Friends ---h~ the Hght of the expected weather eye,t, let*s j~as~ ca{I in for o~ar shor~ meeting today. 

The ~lu~r~ber ~s 

661- 673-.86{X) 

Participant Code 306205# 

My sister--in4aw sent rne the video below abou[ conference calls and their perils, in case you want s good laugh. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player embedded&v=DYu bGbZiiQ 

kissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:44 PM 

Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu> 

~nc.mcom) 

RE: Dirmer on Wednesday 

Okay, Good luck] See you there .-- I hope, 

l.issa 

Frem: Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:20 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc:                       @nc.rr.com) 
Subject: Re: Dinner on Wednesday 

Lissa thanks. We decided to leave today and try and beat the snow. We are on USAir and if we can get out of Charlotte at 1:15 we will be in FL around 3:15. Fingers 

crossed. 

Sam 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 12:04 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lb~r~ome[ff~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Sam - 

Yesterday, I was able to buy a ticket on US Air’ leaving Raleigh at 5:55, changing in Charlotte and arriving in Ft. Lauderdale about I0:I7. There might stilf 

be ~ome seats avai~aMe on that fl~ght. 

Also,      hopes to fly down on Thursday ~n h~s plane and wouJd be happy to have you and      on board. Unfortunately, there are no guarantees 

about the weather on Thursday or whethe~ the area between the hm~se~s and ~unway will be p~owed at Ra~e~sh-Durham. If tMs is a~ option, you 

should keep your return flight as we rnay not be able ~:o handle 4 aduRs and luggage wRMn ~he weight ~im~t. ~f you’d Hke to expk)re further wid~ 

you can ~eacb him on his ce~l phone aL 

Tske care I hope I see you in FL Lauderdale. 

Lissa 

F~= Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
Se~t= Nonday, 3anua~ 27, 2054 $0:29 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Sabject= Re: Dinner on Wednesday 

My flight on JetBlue just got cancelled for Wednesday. I had a text from Brad that he is bum~d to. Not sum when or if we will get there. Seems to make 

line sen~ to amve law Thur~y mght for just Ffi&y mon~ng’s meeting. Ugh. 

Sam 

Sent fi’om my iPad 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 8:30 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <!__bjs_?9_Lr_Le_~2~_e___n_!_~__U_LujLc_’:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

Friends, 

I roll not be arriving until a~ter 10:00 pm on Wednesday so I wont’t be s~eing you at dinner. Hopefully, our weird weather will cooperate and 

we roll see each other soon. will fly in on B~oomeAir on TN~rsday assuming good weather. 

Sat~ travels. 

Lissa 

Sent l]rom nay iPad 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 2:50 t M, "Hostetter, Brad <b_!!R~_te__tt_.e_ _r[~i_t_!)_e_.~c_’_c_:_q_*2~> wrote: 

All 

I w~s :~sked to fix’~,ard the article lk~ked below as an h~fi)maal:~onal piece tk~r everyone, h has been suggested th:~ fl~is may be 

something that merits discussio~ at fl~is (or a ff~ture) meeth~g. ’II~a~fl~ m~d I look ~?~a~m’d to seeh~g everyone h~ Florida. 

BRAD HOSTE’I"FER 
Senior Associate Commissioner. Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

O: 3383594640 ~C 
bhoste~er(~theacc.o r~ 
theAOO.com ¯ ~t~tbe~OO 

Sent by .c___m___c__@_v_j_r~clj__n_[_a_:__e__d___u_: [ -- j 

Committing to Play for a College, 
Then Starting 9th Grade 



?m int~si~cing eompetit~o~ for top p~ay~,~ has 

recrui[ers [o focqs o~ yoqriger girls, ba~ ma~y coae.i~es 

and parents worry about a psychologieal 

Or, copy and paste this URL into your browser: 

To get unlimited access to ali New York Times articies, subscribe today ~_ _e_ _e_ _ _ _8_ _ _u_ _b_ :9_ _c_ £ [ p__ _t_ ! _ _o_ _n_ . 

Optiona. 

To ensure delivery to yc, Jr inbo~ please add ~ttdirect@n’~timea.com to your address book 

The New York Times Company == NYTimes corn ~::::K:: i::::i i¢:ii: ,:::.sm=:i,:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:55 PM 

Sam Pardue <slpposc@ncsu.edu> 

I~E: Dimmer on Weduesday 

Wow! Nothing here yet. 

From-¯ Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:t4 .t2:54 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: Dinner on Wednesday 

Just saw on WRAL that they expect 3-6 iuches iu the Triangle and 5-10 inches east ofi-95. 

We just boarded in Charlotte so odds are looking better. 

Looking back, probably a good thiug Jet Blue cm~celled a day and a halfbetbre "the flight on Wednesday. Safe journey. 

Sam 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 12:44 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Good luck! See you d~ere ---I hope. 

Lissa 

From: Sam Pardue [mailto:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 ~2:20 PN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 

~nc.rr.com) 
Subject: Re: Dinner on Wednesday 

Lissa thanks. We decided to leave to&y and t~ and beat the snow. We a~e on USAir and if we cau get out of Charlotte at 1:15 we will be in FL around 

3:15. Fingers crossed. 

S~m 

Seut from my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 12:04 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome,@~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

t-li Sam - 

Yesterday, I was able to buy a dcket on US Air leaving Raleigh at 5:55, changing in Charlotte and arriving in Ft. Lauderdale about 10:17. 

There might st~l~ be some seats available on that [:~ighL 

Also,      hopes to fly down on Thursday h~ his p~ane and wou~d be happy to have you and     on board. Unfortunately, there are no 

guarantees about the weather on Thursday or whether the area between the hangers and runway will be p~owed at Raleigh-Durham. ~f 

l:h~s ~s an optb:?n, you shoLdd keep your return fl~gh~: as we may not be aMe to handle 4 adults and hJggage within the weight ~rmt. tF 

you"d ~l<e [:o explore Further w~th      , you can reach him on Ms ce~l phone at 

Take care ~ hope ~ see you it~ Ft. Lauderda~e. 

Ussa 

F~m= Sam Pardue [mail~:slpposc@ncsu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, Janua~ 27, 20~4 10:29 PM 
Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Subje~t~ Re: Dinner on Wednesday 

Li~ 

My flight on JetBlue just got cancelled Ibr WeNae~ay. I had a te~ I?om Brad that he is bumped to. Not sure when or if we will ~et there. 

Seems to make little seu~ to a~ve law Thusly uight tbrjust Ffiay morning’s meeting. Ugh. 

San1 

Sent from ~ny iPad 

On Jau 27, 2014, at 8:30 PM, "Broome Lissa L" <lbroome(o)ema 1 uric edu> wrote: 

Friends, 
I will not be arriving until after 10:00 pm on Wednesday so I wont’t be ,seeing you at dinner. Hopefulb; our weird weather will 

cooperate and we will see each other soon. will fly in on BroomeAir on Thursday assuming good weather. 

Safe travels. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 2:50 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <_b_l!gEt__e__t__t__e_!2~L~_t__l!_e_~_c__c_’_:R_rg.> wrote: 

I was asked to [brw~d fl~e attk:le link~d below as at~ ]~dbm~ado~m~ piece tbr everyo~e. It has been suggested 
this ma? be somefl~Mg that merits discussion at fl~is (or a future) meet~g. "II~anl~ a~d I look ~?~a~m’d to seei~g 
every(~t~e in Flodda. 
B~D ~’tOSTE~ER 



O: 336 369.4640 I C: 

bhostetter@theacc or,q 
1:heAOC ,,’:orn ~ @tileAOC 

<ima~eOO~..jp~> 

Sent by cmc(@,vir~]inia edu: I .... I 

Committing to Play for a Col.lege, 

.An intensil~ing eompe[ifion for top players has 

recruiters to focus o~ younger gir~s, but mmW coaches 

and parents worry about a 

Or, copy and paste this URL into your browser: 
http:t~nyti.mstt~ifSf2 

1o get unlimited access to all New York Times aPJcles, subscribe today See Subscrigtion 

Fo ensure delivery to your inbox, please add aytdi~’eot@Bytirnee.com to you~ address book 
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Industry 



Number of Banks and Bankin8: Offices 
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50,000 .................................................................................................................................................................................................. --I nstitutions 
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Total Assets 
FDIC- Insured Commercial Banks 
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Number of Savint~s Institutions 
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FDIC 
Total Assets 
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The Industry 

Financial Information 



,eturn on assets 
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Return on equity 

-2 

:eturn on equity {%) 
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Number of bank failures peaked in 2010 

- 2006-0 

- 2007-3 

- 2008- 25 

- 2009- 140 

- 2010- 157 

- 2011- 92 

- 2012-43 

- 9/30/2013-22 

FDIC reserves/insured deposits was -0.39% on 12/31/09, the 
lowest on record, but became positive in summer 2011 and 
is now 0.68 



,egulatory Structure 



FDICdnsured Savings I~stib_4ions. ...................................................... 

OCCoSupervised S~vings I~s~il:utiions ............................................... 

FDIO~S:upervised Savings Institutions ......................................... 

Other FDtC-~#sure~ ;~#s~it~dons 

U.S. Branches o1~ FOreigr~ Banks ........................................................ 

* Excludes $1.4 trillion ir~ foreign office depoeiits,., which are uninsu;ed. 
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6,9,90 
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t ,997,452 

10058,5G6 

712,555 

346,0I 1 

14,596,2:35 



Dual Bankint~ System 

Number 

FDIC- Insured Commercial Banks 
National (OCC) 1,184 

State {FDIC plus Federal Reserve) 4,753 

Total Assets 

(in millions) 

9,396,946 

4,140,723 

FDIC- Insured 
Federal {OCC) 

State {FDIC) 

Savings Institutions 
515 

439 

712,555 

346,011 



Significant Banking Laws 



Timeline of Significant Federal 
Legislation 

Banking 

"a page of history is worth a volume of 
logic" 
-- Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (1921). 



~863 

National Bank Act 
Created the national bank charter 

Created uniform national currency issued by 

national banks 

Created the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency {OCC) 



[] 

[] 

[] 

1913 

Federal Reserve Act 
Established Federal Reserve System and 
regional federal reserve banks 

Lender of last resort 

Implement monetary policy 
Reserve requirements 

Discount rate (and targeted federal funds rate) 

Open market operations 



1933 Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation Act 

Created the 

insurance 

FDIC and federal deposit 

Separated commercial banking and 
investment banking through its Glass- 
Steagall provisions 



Home Owners’ Loan Act of ~933 

Financial Institutions Reform 
Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 

¯ OTS replaces FHLBB 

° FDIC replaces FSLIC 

1978 federal charter available 

Federally chartered savinl~s and loans 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) 

Recovery and 

1989 

for savinl~s banks 



Bank Holding Company (BHC) 

¯ A company 

o That controls 

o A bank 

Apply to Federal Reserve 

Activities must be "closely related" to banking 



~956 
Bank Holding Company Act 

Limited the activities of a bank holding 
company to those "closely related to banking" 

Only permitted the acquisition of a bank in 
another state if specifically permitted by state 
law (the Douglas Amendment) 



Savings and Loan Holdins; 
Act of 1967 

Company 

Activity limits for holding companies owning 

more than one S&L 



1980 
1982 

Monetary Control Act 

Garn- St Germain Act 

- Permitted savinl~s 
demand deposits 

institutions to offer 

-Expanded the ability of savint~s 

institutions to make commercial loans 



1989 FIRREA 

1991 FDICIA 

Toughened supervision and enforcement in the 
wake of the savings and loan scandal for savings 
associations and for banks 
Activities of state chartered banks and savings 
associations limited to the activities authorized 
for their national counterparts 

OTS assumed duties of FHLBB 



1994 

Ries;le-Neal Act 
Repealed the Doul~las Amendment 

Permitted interstate branchinl~ as of June 30, 
1997 



~999 
Gramm-Leach~Biiiey Act (G LBA} 

Permits a bank 
become certified 
company if it is 

holding: company to 

as a financial holding: 

- well-managed 

- well-capitalized and 

- Its depository institutions have CRA ratings of 
satisfactory or above 



GLBA 

FHC may engage in activities that are 

- Financial in nature, incidental to such financial 
activity, or complementary to such financial 

activity 

- Specifically included are 
¯ Insurance (agency, underwriting, annuity issuance) 

¯ Securities (brokerage, underwriting, merchant banking 

investments) 



GLBA 

Closed unitary thrift loophole 

Existing unitaries grandfathered, but 
grandfather terminates on a change of control 



Emersency Econom 
Act of 2008 

Stabilization 

(EESA) 

Deposit Insurance temporarily increased to 
$250,000 (made permanent in Dodd-Frank) 

Purchase of preferred non-voting stock in banks 
and bank holding companies (Trouble Asset Relief 
Program - TARP) 

Executive compensation limits for top five execs 
at institutions with government investments 



Dodd~Frank Act 

¯ Signed by president Obama on July 21, 2010 

o Various effective dates and transfer dates 

° Much of specific implementation left to regulatory process 

¯ 848 pages 



Dodd~Frank Act 

Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) 

Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) 
¯    Assets < S10 billion, subject to CFPB rules 

but supervision by primary federal 
regulator 



Dodd~Frank Act 

Demise of the OTS 

OCC gets supervisory and regulatory for 
federal thrifts and regulatory authority 

for state thrifts 

FDIC gets supervisory for state thrifts 

Fed to regulate SLHCs 



C D A B 

1 Year Total Assets *$ ...... tinth ..... ds 

2 1984 1,144,246,523 

3 1985 1,262,654,097 

4 1986 1,386,866,491 

5 1987 1,502,110,585 

6 1988 1,605,648,629 

7 1989 1,427,511,565 

8 1990 1,259,177,997 

9 1991 1,113,001,663 

10 1992 1,030,214,478 

11 1993 1,000,891,303 

12 1994 1,008,568,282 

13 1995 1,025,742,103 

14 1998 1,029,019,261 

15 1997 1,026,185,505 

16 1998 1,088,420,550 

17 1999 1,148,524,478 

18 2000 1,217,338,322 

19 2001 1,316,772,657 

20 2002 1,358,946,353 

21 2003 1,474,108,488 

22 2004 1,691,763,911 

23 2005 1,837,927,354 

24 2008 1,769,896,194 

25 2007 1,857,890,953 

26 2008 1,532,251,602 

27 2009 1,264,049,283 

28 2010 1,253,450,125 

29 2011 1,243,183,201 

30 2012 1,059,699,855 

31 To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range. 

32 
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Year 

2012 

2011 

2010 

2009 

2008 

2007 

2006 

2005 

2004 

2003 

2002 

2001 

2000 

1999 

1998 

1997 

1996 

1995 

1994 

1993 

1992 

1991 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1984 

Total Assets 

1,059,699,855 

1,243,183,201 

1,253,450,125 

1,264,049,283 

1,532,251,602 

1,857,890,953 

1,769,896,194 

1,837,927,354 

1,691,763,911 

1,474,108,488 

1,358,946,353 

1,316,772,657 

1,217,338,322 

1,148,524,478 

1,088,420,550 

1,026,185,505 

1,029,019,261 

1,025,742,103 

1,008,568,282 

1,000,891,303 

1,030,214,478 

1,113,001,663 

1,259,177,997 

1,427,511,565 

1,605,648,629 

1,502,110,585 

1,386,866,491 

1,262,654,097 

1,144,246,523 



Capital 

American Savings Bank, F.S.B. 



Role of Capital 

¯ Support operations 

o Cushion to absorb losses 

~ The higher the capital, the more losses 
that can be absorbed 



Leverage Ratio 

Core (Tier 1) Capital/Assets 

$502,059,000/4,953,712,000 = 
10% 

.10 or 

Adequately capitalized if 3% (for 
CAMELS l) or 4% or above 

Well capitalized if 5% or above 



1988 Basel Accord 

Bank for International Settlements (BIS) 

Need for uniform international capital 
standards 

Added refinements to capital calculation 

¯ Risk-weighting of assets 

¯ Include off-balance sheet exposures 



1988 Basel Accord 

Two risk-adjusted capital ratios 

Ratios Adequately Well-capitalized ASB, FSB 

Capitalized 

Tier 1 or Core Capital 4% or above 6% or above 9.1% 

Total Capilal 8% or above 10% or above 12.8% 



Risk-Weighting of Assets (Denominator) 

0% Cash, claims backed by full faith and credit 

of U.S. 

20% Portions of loans conditionally guaranteed 

by government; securities issued by Fannie 

and Freddie 

50% First mortgage loans 

100% All other private sector loans; bank-owned 

real estate 



Add to the denominator certain off-balance sheet 
exposures 

Convert to their credit equivalent and assign 
appropriate risk-weighting 

Standby letter of credit (100% credit 
conversion) 

Documentary letter of credit (20% credit 
conversion) 



Numerator is 

Tier 1 or Core Capital - common equity, surplus, 

and undivided profits 

Goodwill and other intangible assets are 

subtracted 

Total Capital is Tier 1 Capital + Tier 2 Capital 

Tier 2 includes hybrid capital instruments, 

perhaps some subordinated debt 



Formulas 

Tier 1 Capital 

Risk-adjusted assets + other exposures 

Tier 1 Capital + Tier 2 Capital 

Risk-adjusted assets + other exposures 



If a bank is currently just adequately capitalized 
and it wishes to make a $10 million commercial 
loan, how much additional capital (Tier 1 and 
Tier 2) does it need to maintain adequate 
capitalization? 



How to Increase Capital 

¯ Have parent company make an 
additional investment 

¯ Increase retained earnings 

¯ Reduce or eliminate dividend 

¯ Change mix of assets to reduce risk- 
weighting 



Basel III Capital Rules as adopted in U.S. (phase in between 1/1/15 and 

1/1/19) 

Increase quantity and quality of capital 

® Tier 1 will go (from 4%) to 6% for adequately capitalized 

institutions 

¯ 7% with Capital Conservation Buffer 

¯ 4.5% must be Common Equity 

o Tier 1 will go (from 6%) to 8% for well-capitalized institutions 

[] 9% with Capital Conservation Buffer 

[] 6.5% must be Common Equity 



Capital Conservation Buffer of 2.5% or more to 

avoid limits on 

Capital distributions 

Discretionary bonus payouts to executive 
officers 

¯ More sensitivity in risk-weighting of assets 



Capital is King 



Director and Officer Liability 

American Savings Bank, F.S.B. 



Enforcement Actions 

¯ FDIC Action to Recover Losses 

¯ Criminal Sanctions 

¯ Shareholder Lawsuits 

Directors’ & Officers’ Insurance 



Enforcement Actions May Affect Directors 
and Officers 

Liability may be based on noncompliance 
with an enforcement order 

Civil Money Penalties (CMPs) (agencies, 
including CFPB) 

Removal and Prohibition Orders 

Civil fi’aud actions under FIRREA 



FDIC Actions to Recover Losses from 
Directors and Officers if Bank Fails 

Required to 
occurred 

investigate why failure 

Fiduciary duty to insurance fund and to 
creditors to recover assets to minimize 
losses 

87 FDIC lawsuits 2009-13 v. officers or 
directors (14 settled and 1 favorable jury 

verdict) 

Standard of liability depends on state law 
with floor of gross negligence 



Shareholder lawsuits (or basis for FDIC 
action versus failed institution 

Breach of duty of loyalty (self-dealing; 
conflict of interest) 

Breach of duty of care (reasonable 
efforts to manage and supervise) 

Protected by business judgment rule 
(document steps made related to 
decisions) 



Criminal Sanctions 

Fines and imprisonment 

Use of deferred prosecution agreements 

No senior Wall St. executive has been 
criminally charged in relation to the financial 

crisis 



Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance 

¯ FDIC Letter, October 10, 2013 

¯ Check for exclusionary language in policies 

FDIC will not permit coverage for cost of 

CMP assessed against a director or officer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:10 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Ft. Lauderdale 

Great. See you Thursday, I hope! 

~issa 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 20:t4 6::t7 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Ft. Lauderdale 

My flight scheduled for 6 AM tomorrow morning has been delayed until 11. Now it appears that I will arrive at 2:45 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 5:23 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bubba-When do you go to Ft. Lauderdale? Will the weather be an issue for you? I am scheduled to fly out Wednesday night around 6 (arriving at 

10:17).      is supposed to fly himself the next day, weather permitting. 

Hope to see you there safe and sound! 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banldng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

.h..t..t..n.;~L.w....w....w..:La...w...:.u...~..c..:.e...d..y~.c.~.n..t...e..r.s.Lb...a..n...t~.1.n..s~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: .h.~.t.t.~..:j.j...s..s..r..n.~:.c..9...m../.~.a...u..t..h.~Q~.r~..-....2.~ZQ 

<imageOO:1.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:26 PM 

law full~professors@list~rv .unc .edu 

Upcoming Tenure and Promotion Meetings 

Friends -Thank you very much for your careful and thoughtful consideration of all the matters we have brought before you this year. Just a reminder that the full 

professors will meet at least two more times this year -- 

Thursday, February 20 at 4:15 - Full Professors - to consider Aaron Harmon; and 

Thursday, March 6 (at the conclusion of the 4:15 faculty meeting) - to consider Erika Wilson. 

Charles Daye may be contacting two of you about internal scholarship reviews for Erika Wilson. We are also starting to organize teaching visits this spring for the 

nine candidates listed below who will be considered by the committee next year. 

Rob Smith - reappointment 

Kathryn Sabbath - tenure 

Deborah Gerhardt-tenure 

Kaci Bishop - reappointment 

Alexa Chew -- reappointment 

Luke Everett - reappointment 

Mandy Hitchcock - reappointment 

OJ. Salinas - reappointment 

Craig Smith -- reappointment 

We appreciate very much everybody pitching in to help us review our colleagues. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 29, 2014 8:02 AM 

Patty @ib~m <pgibson@smithlaw.com> 

Re: Banking Institute (April 3-4) 

image001 .png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png 

Thanks. When our online registration is up he will need to register, indicating he is a prepaid corporate sponsor. 

Lissa 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:34 AM, "Patty Gibson" <pgib~n(/~sraithlaw.cora> wrote: 

Geoffrey Adams asked me to inform you that he will be one of the two Smith Anderson complimentary attendees of the Banking Institute to be held 

on April 3-4 in Charlotte. Thanks. 

PATR~C~ G GII~SON I ADNIN~$TRATN% ASSISTANT 
p.@ bson@ sl¢qitr~iaw corn 

P 919.838.2093 ~ F 919.~qP1.850{ 

<image001 .png> 

Smith, Anderson, Blount, Dorsett, ~,~itche~ & ,.lerr:igan L LP 
Wells Fargo Capitol Center 
150 ~~,etteviiie Street, Suite 2300 I 
PO Box 2611 == Raleigh; NC 2v632-2 11 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: From a grateful pareut whose son attended the Winter Youth Cliuic 

Thanks for sharing. 

~.issa 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday,. :t0:50 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy .I 
12¢; Folt, Carol Lynn; Dean, Jr., James W. 

Sul~ject; IW: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 
Very good letter from a morn. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Breschi>, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,               at 8:46 PM 

To: "Gwaltney, Clint" <.c_£_ .w__a_!_t_..n_~_y_..,@_._u_..n_c_.:e__d_..u_.> 

Cc: "Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Just thought I’d share a Very cool and "positive" note from a parent whose son attended our winter clinic Sunday. Portrays the UNC student athletes in a "positive" way, much 

needed and awesome! 

MV best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: .@gmail.com> 

Date: at 7:38:19 PM EST 

To: <breschi@uncaa~unc.edu>, <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: < _c_f.e__[_f_s_ (~_.u__n__c_~_a_:_u_]]_c_:e__d_ .u_>, <p__n_]_yers@uncaa.unc.edu>, <jmartinl@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Dear Coach Breschi, Coach Holman, the lacrosse staff and the Tarheel Lacrosse Team: 

Thank you, thank you, thank you from the bottom of my heart for allowing me a great parent moment which is all due to your Winter Youth Clinic. 

My son,              attended the clinic on Sunday. We live in Henderson, North Carolina and drive to North Raleigh three days per week to play in 

the Rival Lacrosse League.     has also had the privilege of playing on the Carolina Cannons U9 squad (which we thank you for your leadership as 

well). He will be playing for the Cannons in the summer as well. 

is a sloppy kid. He’s always been a sloppy kid. His handwriting stinks and he could care less about school although he spends hours a day working 

on his faceoff drills (he aspires to be the next R.G. Keenan), on the wall and his Warrior challenge. As parents, we have tried and tried to show him 

that the way to become a great lacrosse player is in the classroom as well as coaches aren’t often interested in players who cannot perform in the 

classroom.     "knows" that but at the Winter Youth Clinic, he learned it first hand and for that, I cannot thank you enough! 

Normally I have to cajole     to do his homework and when I do get him to do it, it’s rushed and many times incomplete. Today was a different day... 

a very different day. He came straight home and did his homework, completely, without being asked. After feeling his head to make sure he didn’t 

have a fever, I asked him what was up. At that point, he picked up his stick to head outside to throw on the wall. He turned around and said to me, 

"The captain at the clinic told us that at Carolina, the order of things is family, academics and then lacrosse. I remembered that this morning at school 

and I had the best day I have ever had." 

With tears in my eyes, I decided to go with him to throw on the wall (I’m still learning to catch) as I didn’t want the moment to end. As a parent, you 

do not know how much your program and your players mean to us. Sunday made all the difference in the world to one little boy who took more out of 

that clinic than roll dodges, face offs and stick skills. He took a life lesson -the Carolina way. 

Thank you. Thank you for your program. Thank you for your leadership. Thank you for the values you instill in every child you come across. 

couldn’t remember the captain’s name (although he is a HUGE fan of 

Burnette family in little old Henderson had an absolutely freaking great Monday all because of him. 

Yours, 

) but if you would let him know that the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 29, 2014 9:56 AM 

BDan, Patricia L <plbD,an@email.unc.edu> 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby(~!email.unc.edt~- 

RE: Class Visits for Man@ Hitchcock 

Hi Patricia .-- Are you available to join Melissa Jacoby for’ visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s class? Mandy teaches one section on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:25- 

~[1:50 and the other section on Mondays and Thursdays from I-2:25, The committee ~s ~ooking for two v~s~ts by both of ,¢ou to one of the sections, ~t wouM probaMy 

minh~ze wear and tear on Mandy if you were able to ~ttend the same two classes. 

Fmm~ Bwan, Patrida L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:20 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S 
Subject= RE: Class VisiN for Craig Smith 

Lis~ -- I teach Co,orate Tax from 9:50 until 10:45 on bo~ Tuesdays a~d Thur~tays (as well as Moneys). So it looks from your emai] that Craig’s class conflicts 

with mine on ~th ~ys. 

Sorry that I can’t help. 

Patricia 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:17 PM 
To: Bryan, Patrida L; Saver, Richard S 
Subject: Class Visits for Craig Smith 

Hi Patricia and Rich - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from Craig’s RRWA section this spring? The class meets on Tuesdays from 10:25-11:50 and on Thursdays from 8:45- 

J.O:lO. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Craig about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work 

out everything else with Craig regarding the best dates to visit. In addition, Craig is listed as the instructor for a one-credit Honors Writing Scholars Lab. Could you 

discuss with him whether this course is also appropriate for you to visit, and if so, include this in your evaluation also? 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking Access 
my papers on SSRN at: _h__t__t_p_~/L~s__EO_:_c__o____m__i_a___u__t__h___9__r_:T-__2_~}_8___7___2__O__" 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 11:24 AM 

Ma~-ion Cowell @aol.com2 

Re: An article from ChMotte Observer 

I agree. Nice piece. Thanks for forwarding. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Marion Cowell" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

A nice piece in today’s Observer, thought you’d like to see. Writer is a UNC grad teaching at SMU .... 

Hero’s an article fro,n Charlotte Observer I thought you might like: Amid troubles, hero’s one area whero UNC is scoring big. 

(Sere via my iPad’s ChMotte Observer application. Visit the App Store to download or leaxn moro). 

Sent fi’om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 11:31 AM 

Dibbert, Doug <doug dibbert@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Knight Commission News Update Jan. 29 

Thanks, Doug. Lissa 

From: Dibber[, Doug [mailto:doug_dibber[@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:09 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Knight Commission News Update Jan. 29 

Debbie drove to her Med Foundation office (now alternating between Med Foundation and Lineberger until the Med Foundation finds a permanent President), 

there was very ~ittle traffic, and I hind no 

Douglas S. Dibber[ ’70 

President 
The University of North Carolina 
General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB 9180 
Stadium Drive 
P.O. Box 660 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 

doug dibber[@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7050 - phone 

(919) 962-0010 - fax 

http://alumni.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:02 AN 
To-" Dibber[, Douglas Steven 
Subject: RE: Knight Commission News Update Jan. 29 

Thanks, Doug~ Are you at work yet? If so, how are the roads? I’m still hunkered down at home~ I don’t teach until 2:00~ 

~.issa 

From: Dibber[, Doug [mailto:doug dibber[@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:57 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Knight Commission News Update Jan. 29 

Lissa -You’ll haw:~ i~[r~-_~ady seen some of these. 

Dear Colleagues, 

This message provides a number of articles and commentaries that have appeared over the past couple of weeks that raise difficult 

questions about major college sports. The first article reports on a move backed by members of the Northwestern University 

football team to create "the first athlete-specific union in college sports." The College Athletes Players Association, founded by 

long-time college-athlete advocate Ramogi Huma, submitted a petition to the National Labor Relations Board claiming that NCAA 

rules are not fair to college football and men’s basketball players. Huma’s new organization appears to be very similar to the one 

he has led for more than a decade -the National College Players Association. Both of Huma’s organizations are backed by the 

United Steelworkers union. A legal expert explains that the NLRB proceeding will consider whether or not student-athletes "should 

be considered employees who can unionize for purposes of the national labor relations act." 

The second article, "Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade," appeared on the front page of the Jan. 27 edition of 

The New York Times. The article reports on current recruiting practices in women’s soccer to illustrate how early recruiting is not 

just a problem for football and men’s basketball. Related to this issue, I’ve attached the letter the Knight Commission co-chairs sent 

to the NCAA in 2008 suggesting new guidelines that would prohibit early nonbinding verbal offers prior to the time coaches can 

begin making written offers. 

The next three items are related to the continuing fallout from the academic scandals that were uncovered at UNC a couple of years 

ago. The scandals became news again after a recent CNN article highlighted claims made by a former UNC learning specialist about 

the low reading levels of some of the U NC athletes she had screened. The items included below are two Raleigh News & Observer 

Editor’s B/ogs and a commentary by a senior writer on Politics & Policy for B/oomberg Businessweek. 

The final two items are from The Chronicle off-figh~r Education. The first reports on the NCAA governance dialogue held at the 

NCAA Convention. The second item is a commentary by the executive director of the Center for the Study of Race and Equity in 

Education at the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education summarizing the results of their study: "Black Male 

Student-Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA Division I Revenue-Generating College Sports." 



As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Amy 

By Eben Now- Williams and Scott Soshnick - Jan 28, 20~4 

Members of the Northwestern University [botball team are attempting to create the [irst athlete-specific union in college sports, a move they say is aimed at getting 

more financial and legal rights. 

The newly formed College Athletes l?layers Association, or CAPA, submitted a petition to the __N_Atj£2_~E_~_l___I__da_~?__r___I_~_eJ2_a__t_i_~_?__r_~_~J_3_£?~_ri5~ asserting the rights of college athletes 

against National Collegiate Athletic Association rules that they say are unjust. 

Northwestern senior quarterback and co-captain Kain Colter said that players need representation similar to professional leagues such as the National Basketball 

Association and National Football League. 

"The system resembles a dictatorship Mmre the NC/’~k mandates rules and regulations that players must abide by without ~ay input or negotiation," Colter said on a 

conference call. 

College athletes, who are unpaid, generate more than $16 billion in television contracts alone. They also produce sponsorships, ticket sales, mercha~adise pnrchases and 

championship payouts from the NCAA. 

"These athletes generate billions of dollars per year, which pay coaches and athletic administrators multi-million dollar ~Jarie~" said Ramogi Huma, [bnnder and 

president of the CAPA. °’Yet the NCAA scholarship limits leave players with $3,000-5,000 per year m out-of-pocket expenses." 

The NCAA’s mmual convention this month followed calls for "transformative change" to NC/L~k governance and leadership from conference co~nmissioners such as 

the Big 12’s Bob BoMsby. 

Prior to the college fooNall season, BoMsby questioned the resource gap between programs and suggested that sports shonld operate nnder their own regNations. 

One of the proposals at the NCAA convention allowed the largest conferences autonomy over financial issues such as stipends for athletes. 

The students’ petition was backed by the United Steelworkers union, which will pay the association’s legal fees. The NLRB has received the petition, spokesman 

Gregory King said in an e-~nail. 

Court Hearings? 

The petition will likely be appealed past the NLRB to the courts, according to Winston & Strewn partner JeffKessler. An attorney who helped bring fi~ee agency to the 

NFL, Kessler in October said he was starting the first college-focu~d division at a major law fima to represent players, coaches, schools and cont~mnces against the 

NCAA. 

"This proceeding will present the fundmnental issue as to whether or not students athletes should be considered employees who can unionize for purposes of the 

national labor relations act," Kessler said in a telephone interview. 

Colter also read a statement on behalf of his teammates that said the players tmderstand this fight probably won’t be settled while they’re s~ill in college. 

"We realize, however, that to remain silent while players axe deniedjnNce is to be complicit in int]ic~6ng iNus~ice on future generations of college athletes," he said. 

A,nong the association’s goals are guaranteed coverage for spo~ls-related medical expenses for current and former athletes, and compensation for sponsorships. The 

group also plans to establish a .t_r__u_>Ll)_~zd_. to help former players co,nplete their degrees and push tbr an increase in athletic scholarships. 

Donald Remy, the NCAA’s chief legal officer, in a statement said the athletes’ attempt to unionize "underu~ines the purpose of college: an education." 

°°Student-athletes are not employees mad their participation in college sports is voluntary," Remy said. °%~e s~nd for all student-athletes, notj ust those the nnions want 

to proI~ssionalize." 

The move to unionize cotnes as the NC/L~k faces legal challenges including a lawsuit by Ed O’Bmmon. The former UniversiU of California-Los Angeles basketball 

player alleges the governing body for college sports used his image and likeness in video games without consent O’Bannon said in a telephone interview that he was 
hapw the players took action. 

"This is almost inevitable in light of the various litigations against the NCAA relating to, among other things, the nse of likenesses and images," James Quinn, a senior 

partner at New York-based Well Gotshal & Manges, said in a telephone imerview. "At some point, with all the money around, surely as night follows day, the folks 

who axe actually producing all that revenue are going to say, ’We should have some share of it.’" 

The NCAA also faces a class-action lawsuit over brain injuries that alleges the orga~zation failed to provide players with proper rules and e&cation involving the long- 

term effects of head trauma. 



Mark Conrad, head of the sports business program at Fordham University’s Gabelli School of Business, said the athletes have to clear a number of hurdles, specifically 

that unions typically represent employees. The group wonld need to effectively argue that student-athletes, who are not paid, cons~titute employees. 

°°If the day were to come that athletes get compensated, then I think there’s a much stronger case," said Conrad, who teaches sports law. °°Getting paid by scholaJcship 

is not the same thing as getting paid a salao~." 

For the NLRB to consider a petition for unionization, 30 percent of the group’s members mus~t sign union cards. Colter said that an "overwhelming ~najori~" of his 
Wildcats teammates offered their signatures. 

Should it be successful with the Nor~hwestem players, the CAPA’s goal is to represent tbotball m~d men’s basketball players at the NCAA top level -- considered the 

two revenue-producing sports. The association may later expand to include athletes in other sports, according to Huma, a former UCLA football player and thunder of 

the National College Players Association, an advocacy group that is assisting the CAPA. 

Colter last season became an active voice in Huma’s group after he and about 10 Wildcats teammates played a g~ane while wea~ing wris~tbands that read °’APU," a~ 

acronym for All Players United. Football players at other schools, including .(__3__e_~?!Ni~ Tech a~d Georgia, displayed support for the caa~paign, a gesture aimed at gaining 

national attention towmd improving the rights of college athletes. 

NorlSwestem Pro  d’ 
Jim Phillips, Northwestern vice president for athletics m~d recreation, said today in a statement that the universi~’ is "proud" of its students. 

’~Northwestern teaches them to be leaders and independent thinkers who will make a positive impact on their communities, the nation and the world," Phillips said. 

"Today’s action demonstrates that tl~ey are doing so." 

Phillips added thak while the issues raised by the group °’deserve further consideration," the school did not consider its student-athletes as employees, and did not 
believe collective bargaining was the appropriate method to address those concerns. 

Colter has also expressed support for the 2009 lawsuit filed by O’Ba~non against Electronic Arts Inc. (EA) The NCAA last yeaJc said it wouldn’t renew its contract 

with the video-ga~ne manufacturer because of the lawsuits. 

Lawsuit 

O’Baamon’s case was combined with m~other lawsuit against the NCAA a~d EA for using athletes’ likenesses in video games without permission. EA a~nounced in 

September that it settled claims against it a~d will pay athletes $40 million. The second-largest U.S. video-game publisher also said it was canceling its college football 

title for ne:a yeax because of legal issues. The NC.A~\ is the lone defendant and said it would take the case to the U.S. Supreme Cora~t. 

In November U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken granted class-action status to thousands of cnrrent and former s~tudent athletes, including O’Bmmon, who are asking 

the court to order the NCAA not to block them from entering into licensing deals to get paid when they appear in ga~ne footage, television broadcasts or video games. 

The NFL Players Association in 2012 passed a resolution supporting Huma’s NCPA and its pursnit of"basic rights m~d protections tbr future NFLPA members." 

To contact the repo~ler on this sto~: Eben Novy- Williams in ._N__e_w______Y__~2r_l! at ._e__r_~_y21~_~-_i_!!_i__~___uy~.~_b__!9~?_~__r_~_~__rg:_~_e_~ 

To contact the editor responsible for this stoo,: Michael Sillup at msillup(Eabloombeea.net 
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Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 
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Haley Berg, :~5, at home with her sister in Celina, Tex. She accepted a soccer scholarship to Texas four years in advance. Cooper Neill for The New York Times 

SANFORD, Fla. Before Haley Berg was done with middle school, she had the numbers for 16 college soccer coaches pmgra~nmed into the i?hone she protected 

with a Justin Bieber case. 

She was all of 14, but Hales, ¢~s her friands call her, was already weighing olt~rs to attend the University of Colorado, Texas A&M and the Universilv of Texas free of 

charge. 

Haley is not a once-in-a-generation talent like ][,eBron James. She just happens to be a very good soccer player, and that is now valuable enough to set offa t?enzy 

among college coaches, even when or especially when the athlete in question has not attended a day of high school. For Haley, the process ended last summer, a 

t~w weeks before ninth grade began, when she called the coach at Texas to accept her otter of a scholarship four yeasts later. 

"When I st~:rted in seventh grade, I didn’t think they would talk to me that early," Haley, now 15, said after a tournament late last month in Central Florida, where 

Texas coaches showed up to watch her luke past defenders, blond pon~ail bouncing behind. 

"Even the coaches told me, ’Wow, we’re recruiting an eighth gmde~:’ " she said. 

In today’s stx~rts world, students are ott~red full scholarships betbre they have taken their first College Boards, or even the Prelimina~ SAT exams. Coaches at 

colleges large and small flock to watch 13- and 14-year-old gifts who they hope will fill out their future mslers. ’][’his is happening despite N.C.A.A. rules that appear to 

explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drc~stically accelerated over the last five years, according to the coaches involved. It is generally traced back to the 

professionalization of college and youth sports, a shift that has transformed soccer and other recreational sports from after-school activities into regimens requiring 

strength coaches and managers. 

The practice has attracted little public notice, except when it has occasionally happened in tbotball and in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and interviews with 

coaches indicate that it is actually occurring much more t~equently in sporks that never maJ~e a dime tbr their colleges. 

Early scouting has also become more prevalent in women’s spo~ls than men’s, in part because gifts mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an unintended 

consequence of Title IX, the federal law that requires equal spending on men’s and women’s sports. Colleges have sharply increased the number of women’s sports 

scholarships they olt~C leading to a gromng number of coaches chasing talent pools that have not expanded as quickly. In soccer, for ins~nce, there are 322 women’s 

soccer teams in the highest division, np from 82 in 1990. There are now 204 men’s soccer teams. 

"In women’s soccer, there are more scholarships than there axe good players," said Peter Albright, the coach at Pdchmond and a regulate critic of early recmifi ng. "In 

men’s stx~rts, it’s the opposite." 

While women’s soccer is generally viewed as having led tile way in early recruiting, lacrosse, volleyball and field hockey have been following and occasionally 

surpassing it, and other women’s and men’s sports are becoming involved each year when coaches realize a possibility of getting an edge. 

Precise numbers are difficult to come by, but an analysis done for The New York Times by the National Collegiate Scouting Association, a company that consults with 

families on the recruifing process, shows that while only 5 percent of men’s basketball players and 4 percent of football players who use the company commit to 

colleges early betbre the official recruiting process begins the numbers are 36 percent in women’s lacrosse and 24 percent in women’s soccer. 

At universities with elite teanls like North Carolina and Texas, the rosters are almost entirely filled by the ti~ne official recruiting begins. 

While tile fierce competition for good female players encourages the pursuit of younger recruits, men’s soccer has retained a comparably relaxed rh~hm only 8 
percent of N.C.S.A.’s male soccer athletes commit early. 

For gifts and boys, the trend is gaining steam despite the unhappiness of many of the coaches and parents who axe most heavily involved, many of whom won3., about 

the psychological and physical toll it is taking on youngsters. 

"It’s detrimental to the whole development of tile spot% and to the girls," Haley’s future coach at Texas, Angela Kelly, said at the Florida touruament. 

The difficulty, according to Ms. Kelly and man5, other coaches, is that if they do not do it, other coaches will, and will snap up all of the best players. Many parents and 



girls say "that committing early ena~res they do not miss out on scholarship money. 

After the weekend in Florida, the coach at Virginia, Steve Swanson, said, "To me, it’s the singular biggest problem in college athletics." 

The N .C.A.A. rules designed to prevent all of this indicate that coaches carmot call players until July after their j unior year of high school. Players are not supposed to 
commit to a college until signing a letter of intent in the spring of their ,senior year. 

But these rules have enormous and widely understood loopholes. The easiest way for coaches to circumvent the rules is by contacting the students th~ongh their high 
school or club coaches. Once the students are alerted, they c~m reach out to the college coaches themsclves with few limik~ on what they cm~ talk about or how often 

they can call. 

Haley said she was having phone conversations with college coaches nearly every night during the eighth grade. 

’It’s Killing All of Us’ 

The early recruiting machine was on display during "the Florida tournament, where Haley played alongside hundreds of other teenage gifts at a sprawling complex of 

pert~ctly mowed fields. 

A Sunday afternoon gmne between 14-year-olds from Texas and Ohio drew coaches from Miami, Arizona, Texas and U.C.L.A. the most recent Division I national 

champion. Milling among them was the most s~toried coach in women’s soccer, Anson Do,vance ofNo~th Carolina~ who wore a dark hat and sunglasses that made hi~n 

look like a poker player as he scanned the field. 

Mr. Dorrance, who has won 22 national championships as a coach, said he was spending his entire weekend focusing on the youngest gifts at the tournament, those in 

the eighth and ninth grades. Mr. Dorrance is credited with being one of the first coaches to look at younger players, but he says he is not hapw about the way the 

practice has evolved. 

"It’s killing all ofu~" he said. 

Mr. Dorrance’s biggest complaint is that he is increasingly making early offers to players who do not pm~ out years later. 

"If you can’t make a decision on one or two looks, they go to your competitor, and they make an offer," he said. "You are under this huge pressure to make a 

scholarship offer on their first visit." 

The result has been a gromng number of girls who come to play for him at North Carolina and end up sitting on "the bench. 

"It’s killing the kids that go places m~d don’t pla55" he said. "lt’s killing the schools that have all the scholarships tied up in kids who can’t play at their level. It’s just, 

well, it’s actually rather destructive." 

The organizer of the Florida event, the Elite Clubs National League, was set up a few years ago to help bring together the befit girls’ soccer teams from around the 
country, largely tbr the sake of recruiters. At the recent event, in an Orlando suburb, an estimated 600 college coaches attended as 158 teams played on 17 fields over 

the course of three days. 

Scouts were given a hospitali .ty tent as well as a special area next to the team benches, not accessible to parents, to set up their folding chairs. Nearly every youth club 

had a paa~phlet hm~ded out by a parent during the games with a head shok academic records, soccer achievements and personal contact information for each 

player. 

While the older teams, for gifts in their final two years of high school, drew crowds of recruiters, they were generally from smaller and less competitive nniversities. 

Coaches from colleges vying for national championships, like Mr. Dorrance, spent mos~t of their weekend watching the youngest age group. 

Despite the rush, there is a growing desire among many coaching groups to push back. At a meeting of women’s lacrosse coaches in December, nearly every group 
session was dedicated to complaints about how quicldy the trend was moving and discussions about how it might be reversed. In 2012, the Intercollegiate Men’s 

Lacrosse Coaches Association proposed rule chm~ges to the N.C.A.A. to curtail early recruiting. But the N.C.A.A. declined to take them up, pointing to a moratorium 

on new recruiting rules. (At the same ti~ne, though, the N.C.A.A. passed new rules allowing unlimited textfing and calls to basketball recruits at an earlier age.) 

"The most frustrating piece is that we haven’t been able to get any traction with the N.C.A.A.," said Dom Starsia. the men’s lacrosse coach at Virginia. ’q’here’s a 

sense that the N.C.A.A. doesn’t want to address this topic at all." 

In an interview, Steve Mallonee, the managing director of academic and membership alt~firs for’the N.C.A.A., reiterated his orga~ization’s moratorium on new 

recruiting rules, tte said the new rules on texting and calling were allowed because they were a ’~presidential initiative." 

Mr. Mallonee said the N.C.A.A. did not track early recruiting because it happened outside of official channels. He added that new roles trying to restrict the practice 

would be hard to enforce because of the nnofficial nature of the commitments. 

"We are trying to be practical and realistic and not adopt a bnnch of rules that are unenforceable and too difficult to monitor," he said. 

Club Coaches in Key Role 

The early recruiting sys~tem has given significant power to club coaches, who serve as gatekeepers and agents for their players. 

One of the most ontspoken critics of this process is Rory Dames, the coach of one of the most successful youth clnb teams, the Chicago Eclipse. In Florida. Mr. 

Dames kept a watchful eye on his players between games, at the pool at the Marriott where they were staying. As the 14- and 15-year-old gifts went down the water 
slide, he listed the colleges that had called him to express interest in each one. 

"Notre Dame, North Carolina and Florida State have called about her," he said as one ninth grader barreled down the slide. 

Another slid down behind her. "U.N.C., U.C.L.A. and I can’t even remember who else called me about her," he said. 

Mr. Dames said that he kept a good relationship with those programs but that he generally refused to connect colleges with gifts before their sophomore year in high 

school, when he thinks they are too young to be making decisions about what college to attend. 

Some colleges, though, do not take no for an answer and try to get to his players through team managers or other parents. After one such email was tbrwarded to him, 
Mr. Dames shot back his own message to the coach: ’°How you think tiffs reflects positively on your university I would love to hem." 



He did not hear back. Mr. Dames said that when his players wait, they find scholarship money is still available. 

Most club coaches, though, are more cooperative than Mr. Dames and view it as their job to help facilitate the process, even if they think it is happening too early. 

Michael O’Neill, the director of coaching at one of the top clubs in New Jerscy, Players Development Academy, said that he and his stail’helped set up phone calls ~ 

his players did not miss out on opportunities. They also tutor the players on handling the process. 

"You ahnos~t have to," Mr. O’Neill said. "lfyou don’t, you caa~ get left behind." 

Once the colleges manage to connect with a player, they have to deal with the prohibition on making a formal scholarship oiler before a player’s final yeax of high 

school. But there is now a well-evolved process that is intbrmal but considered essentially binding by all sides. Most sports have tx~pulax websites where commitnrents 

are tallied, and coaches can keep up with who is on and offthe market. 

Either side can ~nake a different decision a£ter an informal commitment, but this happens infrequently because players are expected to stop talking ruth coaches frown 

other programs and can lose oilers if they are spotted shopping axound. For their part, coaches usually stop recruiting other players. 

"You play this goofy game of musical chairs," said Alfred Yel~ a law professor at Boston College who has written a scholarly article on the topic and also saw it up 

close when his son was being recruited to play soccer. "Only in this game, if yon axe silting in a chai~: someone can phil it out from nnder you." 

Mr. Yen said that colleges withdrew tlreir oilers to two boys his son played ruth, one of whom ended up inj unior college aa~d the other at a significantly less prestigious 

university. Other players who made early decisions went to colleges Mrere they were unhappy, leading them to transfer. 

’][’he process caa~ be paxticulmly tricky for universities with high acadetnic standaxds. 

Ivy League colleges, which generally have the toughest s~andards for admission, generally avoid recruiting high school fi~eshme~, but the programs do not s~ay out of the 

process altogether, according to coaches at the colleges, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss the topic. 

Two Ivy League coaches said they were generally able to look at players with a grade-point average above 3.7 and a score above 2,000 on the College Boards 

out of 2,400 much lower than the sta~dard tbr nonathlete applicants. Ivy League coaches can put their recruits on a list of pretErred candidates given to admissions 

officers, who in turn help the process along by telling coaches in the summer after an athlete’s junior yeax whether the player is likely to be admitted months before 
other applicants find out. 

Fearh~g a Toll on Mh~ds 

At the Florida tournament, many players said they had given up all other recreational sports in middle school to play soccer yeax round. 

A growing body of academic studies has sugges~ted that this sort of specialization can take a toll on young bodies, leading to higher rates of injuW. 

For many parents, though, the biggest worry is the psychological pressure falling on adolescents, who are often ill equipped to determine what they will want to s~dy in 
college, and where. 

These issues were evident on the last morning of the Florida event, on the sidelines of a game involving the Dallas Sting. Scott Lems, the father era high school 

sophomore, mid his daughter switched to play for the Sting before this season because her old te~un was not helping steer the recruiting process enough, tte w~atched 

scholarship oilers snapped up by girls on other reruns, he said. 

"Is it a little bit sick? Yeah," he said. "You are a linle young to do this, but if you don’t, the other kids are going to." 

A parent standing next to Mr. Lewis, Tami McKeon, said, "It’s caused this downward spiral for eve~body." The spiral is moving mnch faster, she said, than when her 

older daughter went through the recruiting process three years ago. 

Ms. McKeon’s younger daughter, Kyla, was one of li)ur players on the Sting who committed to colleges last scamn as freshmen. Kyla spent almos~t 30 minutes a day 

writing emaJls to coaches and setting up phone calls. The coaches at two programs wanted to talk every week to track her progress. Throughout the year, Kyla said, 

she "would have these little breaJadowns." 

"You are maldng this big life decision when you axe a freshman in high school," she said. ’°You know what you want in a weeL but it’s hard to predict what you’ll want 

in four yeaxs." 

Kyla said that when she told Arkansas that she was accepting its oiler, she was hapw about her choice, but it was as ifa burden had been lifted from her. 

"I love just being done with it," she said. 

A version of this article appears in print on January 27, 2014, on page A1 of the New York edition with the headline: Committing to Pl~.Jbr a College, 
Then Starting 9th Grade. 

Raleigh News and Observer Editor’s Blog 

Are big-time college sports worth it? 
Posted by Dan Barkin on January 24, 2014 

2014-01-25T02:06:46Z 

I was having a discussion with a friend the other day about the importance of college sports. I questioned whether the success or 

lack of success of a university’s teams mattered to the school’s ability to fulfill its academic mission. 

My friend argued that, essentially, I was nuts. He said that athletics, particularly the major, audience-intensive programs of football 

and basketball, are important marketing tools for universities, both in attracting students and donations from wealthy alums. 

The way he put it, it made sense. After all, would everyone know about Notre Dame if not for its football team? Academically, it is 



well-regarded, but that has not been the dominant source of its fame for nearly a century. (See Knute Rockne, George Gipp, Rudy.) 

It turns out that the impact of athletics on alumni giving, for example, has been studied a lot. 

I found a recent ._r___e___s___e___a___r___c_~)__#___a_#___e___r__.by Malcolm Getz and John Siegfried, a couple of Vanderbilt economists. They looked at research 

over the past few decades. Here is what they concluded: 

"A lot of anecdotes and marketing hype are devoted to the prospect that winning university sports teams stimulate private 

donations to the successful schools. Systematic empirical evidence generally supports the anecdotes, although the e~ects appear 

to be small, and result primarily from the appearance of football teams in post-season bowl games." 

They go on to say: "There are similar stories of individual universities attracting more applications following athletic achievements, 

although in this case, the empirical evidence is equivocal, and there appears to be little effect on the academic credentials of classes 

enrolled subsequent to the athletic achievements." 

So basically success in athletics leads to some bump in donations, but not a big bump, and there’s mixed data on whether schools 

get more applications or whether they get better students applying. There are exceptions to these findings, but over time, things 

find the mean. Temporary surges in enrollment or donations or whatever fade. 

So what’s the point of big-time college athletics? Big money? Getz and Siegfried cited studies that show that most Football Bowl 

Subdivision (top level) athletic departments in 2007-2008 were running a deficit. One of the problems they point to is that -- unlike 

professional leagues -- colleges lack the controls to "avoid competitively spending themselves into poverty." This is the arms race 

that gets talked about. 

So if it’s not for the money, or to spur applications, or to attract better students, what is the point of building big college sports 

programs, primarily football and basketball? 

Here’s my unsurprising theory: 

I think that there are groups of alumni who are very passionate about their teams. I’m talking very passionate. They go to all the 

games or watch them on TV; they populate the online fans sites; they obsess over recruiting. They are very vocal when things 

aren’t going well for State U., and some of them sit on university boards, or in state legislatures, or belong to powerful alumni 

organizations. While their numbers as a percentage of all alums may not be large, they can make a lot of noise. 

If they are UNC fans, they do not like losing to Duke. If they are N.C. State fans, they do not like losing to UNC. 

I don’t discount the value of psychic benefits to fans. 

But as straight-up business propositions, as marketing vehicles for universities, the research suggests big-time sports isn’t all it’s 

cracked up to be. 

There aren’t many university presidents or chancellors who would publicly hold their athletic programs up to objective analysis and 

ask: "Is this really worth it?" But someone should, because big-time programs are a distraction from the universities’ primary 

mission - fostering innovation, creating new knowledge and educating successive generations. 

What do I mean by a distraction? UNC-Chapel Hill Chancellor . _C_ _a_ _ _r_o_ J_ _F_ _ _o_ _ J_ _t_- , like her predecessor, has been spending significant 

amounts of time dealing with the academic/athletic scandals at her university. Many other presidents find they need to keep one 

eye constantly trained on their athletic departments, lest they get unpleasant surprises. 

And, they must ask themselves privately, what’s the big payoff here? 

Read more here: http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/01/24/3561762/are-bi,qqime-colle,qe-sports-worth.html#storylink=cpy 

The coming decline of big-time college sports 
Posted by Dan Barldn on January 9, 2014 

2014-01-10T02:55:04Z 

There’s a lot of back and forth about college football players not being preepared :for the rigors of the mfiversity. There’s a lot of 
concern in some quarters about big-time college athletics being out of control. 

But I think we are at the high-water nmrk for big-time college sports. I think in 25 years, we will look back and say that this is when it 
started to decline in significance. 

It will be another victim of the Internet. There are two major business models at risk - the way m~iversities now operate and the way 
money now flows from TV to college sports programs. 

First, the m~iversities, where big-time college sports programs now live. 



I believe that the current model of big, residential, full-service universities - such as UNC and N.C. State - is going to have to 

dramatically evolve or get overwhelmed. The marketplace for higher education is being flooded with online options. Increasingly, 
consumers of higher education are going to be looking at these options. 

Rather than paying ever-higher tuition, room, board and fees for the residential undergraduate experience, they will look for cheaper 
alternatives. 

The concept of disruptive im~ovaion is that cheaper alternatives do come along. The entrenched universities - like most incumbents in 
a changing industry - don’t view them as real competitors, but it’ s not really important what they think. What’ s important is whether an 
18-year-old thinks an online education is "good enough." If an 18-year-old can live at home for free and get a college education without 
graduating with crashing debt, he or she may be willing to forego the extras - like Saturday afternoon football gaines. 

So that’s part of the threat. Will residential universities in 2025 be able to fill their classrooms and their stadiums? It seems a little 
unthinkable now, but what’s the big difference between taking Sociology 101 online at: home and taking it with 200 or 300 fellow 
students in a lecture hall? Except that the online course will be cheaper and more convenient and branded by consortiums marketed by 
networking giants like, for instance, Cisco Systems. 

Perhaps in 2025, the majority of students in residence at major universities will be graduate students, which is not farfetched, because it 
will be harder for the Internet to compete witk say, a residential Ph.D. microbiology program. How maw sleep-deprived, overstressed 
doctoral candidates do you think will care to leave their labs to catch a game at Carter-Finley Stadium’? 

And there will be relatively :fewer undergraduate alums of fl~ese big urfiversifies to tailgate. More and more will take their undergraduate 
degrees from fairly generic digital colleges lacking in stadiums with lttxUly.- suites. We will be on our way to becoming a nation, 
essentially, of digital conunuter students. 

The other reason big-time college sports is going to start fading is that the Intemet is a dagger aimed at sports programming on TV. A 
gusher of money from networks like ESPN has fueled the rise of big-time sports by fueling the rise of coaching pay. 

Nick Saban, the football coach at the University of Alabalna, makes $7 million a year or more, according to various reports. 

The legendary Bear Bryant signed a __l___0___-2__e_~E__c_.__o____n__t_N__c__t_ in 1957 that paid him $17,500 armually, which in today’s dollars would be around 
$150,000. Oh, year Coach Bryant was also given the job of athletic director at: Alabama as part of that deal, so he had to make sure 
the towels got laundered. Why did Bama get Bear so cheap? That’s all they could afford, pre-pre-pre-Sports Cemer. 

Not all college coaches are making Saban-like money today, but a lot of them are making $1 million or more. This has focused them 
powerfully on doing what it takes to keep their jobs, because it’ s a long fall from making millions as a head coach to making a lot less 
selling real estate. 

Or, as scout Grady Fuson warned Oaldand A’ s GM Billy Beane in the lnovie Moneyb~, "...You’re gonna have to explain to your kid 
w~ you work at Dick’s Sporting Goods." 

So there’s a lot of pressure on these guy s to avoid winding up at Dick’s by recruiting players whose ACTs and high school transcripts 
fall short of the student bo~" profile but can really pancake defensive linemen for the brief interval that they are required to attend 
classes before declaring for the draft. 

But increasingly, consumers are not interested in bwing a cable package that forces them to pay :for all the ESPN and other sports 
networks - and for Nick Saban. They will be fine getting a basic Internet colmection and getting Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu and who 
knows what else in the furore. We are at the dawn of the _Q_r___e_~_t____U_!~z__m__!~_i___n_g. 

In the fllture, the networks will not be able to pay as much for college sports. The cascading result will be significant. Universities will 
not be able to pay as much for head coaches and certainly not for the platoons of assistant coaches, trainers and whatnots. 

This won’t happen overnight, but as the lnasses decline to pay a toll to ESPN et al., the curreut college sports business model is done. 

There is much handwringing right now about the problems that an oversized sports presence is having on college campuses, and there 
are concerns that administrators and boards are virtually helpless to do anyttfing about it. Concern that great centers of learning are 
being visited by scandal "after scandal over recruiting violations and academic funW business to keep star players eligible. 

I honestly doubt whether, left to their own means, that university leaders can do much about it in the short run. 

But I don’t think that nmtters, long term, because the digital revolution in education and entertaiumem is going to bust up the currem 
paradigm. 

Read more here: http://www~news~bserver~c~m/2~4/~1/~9/352~23/the-c~minq-dec~ine-~-biq-time~htm~#~t~ry~ink=cp¥ 

Bloomberg Businessweek 

h ttp ://www. b usinessweek: co rnia rt!des/2014-O1-27/u n iv ersi ty-o f-north-ca rN !na-apo! og! z es-for-fake-c!ass es-promises-rea I-change 
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By Paul M. Barrett January 27, 2014 

James Dean, the executive vice chancellor and provost of the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, flew to New York, azriving at Bloomberg headquarters on 

Saturday to deliver a heartening message, tte wanted to do it in person. ’%Te made mistakes, ttorrible things happened that I’m ashmned ol;" he .said over cott~e in our 

newsrootn, spaacsely populated on a weekend. "Student-athletes and other students, too, were hurt" as a result of hundreds of phony classes off, red beginning 

sometime in the 1990s. ’q’he integri~ of our universi~ was badly damaged." 

Chapel Hill’s top executive for academics, its No. 2 official overall, came to New York to underscore that his fine university- a pillar of public education and a force in 

Division 1 sport~"hasn’t been clear enough about what went wrong." He said he and his boss, Chancellor Carol Foil, are determined to change di~vction. ’°To fix 

things, we have to understand what actually happened in the past," Dean added. He came to us because Bloomberg Busi~tessweek has been exan~ the corruption 

of academics at Chapel Hill although such problems are not unique to the school as an illus~tration of how the drive to mn lucrative college basketball and football 
championships undermines the education of undergraduates. 

NCAA Inc. is a ~nultibillion- dollar indus~t~ with tens of ~nillions of avid customers college sports fans. Holding UNC and the rest ofthe National Collegiate Athletic 

Association accountable, therefore, semns appropriate. 

Dean, whose recent actions and public comments I’ve criticized as tendin~ to obfuscate more than clarify, left little doubt in my mind that at leas~t the message from 

Chapel Hill changed last week. Whether the rhetorical shift signals a deeper adjustment of actions and attitudes remains to be seen. Dean amplified comments made 

TN~rsday by Foil to the universi~’s board of trustees acknoMedging "a failure in academic oversight for years" that was %vrong and.., undermined our integrity and our 

reputation." She added: ’%,~e actually do feel accountable and.., we’re going to learn from that painfi~l histo~." 

That painful history consists of the transtbrmation ofUNC’s tbnner Afi-ican and Aft’o-American Studies Departanent into a [hctory churning out faJ~e grades from phony 

classes disproportionately attended by varsi~" atbletes. No one is disputing that anytnore. What’s s~till unclear is tile degree to which Chapel Hill’s powerful Athletic 

Depaxtment initiated and/or exploited tile fraudulent Afro-Am department. (It has since been reformed and "rebranded," Dean pointed out, as African, Afi-ican- 

Atnerican, and Diaspora Studies.) 

In the most important piece of actual news he delivered during his visit to New York news that as far as I can tell has not been reported anywhere else Dean said 
he had commissioned an internal s~dy on the entire histoD~ of African and African-American s~mdies at UNC. He said he’s detern~ined to get to the bottom of what 
forces and permnalities caused the program’s ugly corruption. He also vowed to "look at" whether athletes were %lustering" in other departments and classes reputed 
to be the source of easy grades. If these inquiries are thorough and tbllowed by changes, UNC could go t?om outlaw to leader in cleaning up the relationship between 
Division I ’°revenue sports," as they’re ki~own, and the provision of real undergraduate education. 

Here are some of Dean’s other main points: 

It di&~’t happen on our ~,atch. Folt and Dean assumed their positions just last summer. She came from Dartmouth; he had been the dean ofUNC’s highly regarded 

business school. Eight cmnpus officials tainted by the sports-academics ,scandal have either been fired or resigned under pressure, including Holden Thorp, Foil’s 

predecessor as chancellor, an athletic director, a varsity football coach, and the supervisor of the campus office that provides special tutoring to athletes. Also gone are 

the [brmer long-time chairman of the counterfeit AIk)-Am department. Julius Nyang’oro, m~d his administrative assistant. Nyang’oro was criminally indicted in 

December for defrauding UNC. 

Until the last few days, the university’s leadership seemed intent on hanging all culpability aacound tile necks of Nyang’oro and his aide. That made no sense: Why would 
a lone scholar have taken it upon himself to prop up athletes’ eligibility, and how could he have operated his scam Ibr nearly two decades undetected? Now Dean and 
Folt are conceding that tile story is more complicated and does have something to do with athletics. 

That concession ought to bring NCAA investigators back to Chapel Hill. The sports association took a pass on probing the scandal, based on the notion that it didn’t 

have anything to do with athletes and therefore was outside the NCAA’s jurisdiction. 

We’ve already made progress. Dean outlined a range of nascent retbrms: New leadership for and "fighter supervision of the athlete-tutoring office; more rigorous 

oversight of admissions exceptions made tbr athletes; a t~esh "s~rategic plan" tbr the Athletic Department, aiming to keep UNC among the top three schools in its 

conference and the top 10 in all Division 1 schools in both academics and sports. This all sounds promising, assuming the school follows through. 

No reforms will completely eliminate the anomalies created by the American decision to situate a mlfltibillion-dollar sports business within institutions of higher learning. 

Those anomalies are e~cerbated by the distortion of academic standards to admit top football and basketball players in the first place; the pretense that top Division 1 

athlete~players who see themselves as candidates for the pros really have the time, energy, or interest to take classes seriously; and the unfairness that so many 

people and corporations make so much money from college sports, while the performers are compensated not with cash but with an education that all too often lacks 

substance. UNC and its t}llow participants in NCAA Inc. can do a lot to diminish deceit, but they can’t cure the basic conundrum that striving tbr the NBA orNFL 

doesn’t necessarily mix well with leazning calculus or literature. 

Disputing the the whistle-blower on campus. As I’ve _r!~_?_t__e_d_. in earlier posts, Mary. Willingham has done more than anyone else to shed light on the problems at 

UNC. A campus ’°leeaa~ng specialist" who tutored athletes ibr years, she went public in 2012 with the revelation that she and colleagues steered so,ne of their charges 

toward fake ’°paper classes" and otherwise grappled with well-muscled undergraduates who couldn’t read or write at a college level. Dean and other officials have 

responded to Willingham’s whis*de-blowing by viciously attacking her in public and condemning some statis~tical analysis she’s done of athlete reading skills. ’][’he debate 
about Willingham’s research deserves resolution; if she’s made mistakes, then invalid results should be set aside. (I haven’t come to a conclusion on the statistical 

clash,) 

Willingham’s larger contribution, however, eclipses her disputed research a point UNC’s leadership still doesn’t want to admit. It matters whether her numbers are 

solid, but it matiers far more whether she’s telling the basic truth about the woethl education that’s been offered to athletes with whom she’s worked personally. 

Dean~ normally a measured man and evew inch the courtly fo~:mer business school dean, got emotional in our conversation when discussing Willinghanl. "She’s said that 
our sludents can’t read, our athletes can’t read, and that’s a lie," he said. "Mary. Willinghanl has done our students a great disservice 2’ 

That’s a gross distortion of Willingham’s statements. Interpreted fairly, what she’s said is that her analysis of test data shows that 18 out of about 180 athletes whose 

records she assessed could be considered to read at a grammar-school level. She’s never claimed that mosul, let alone all, of the 800 athletes on campus at any given 

time are illiterate. And she has said nothing at all about the larger stadent bo@ of 18,000. 

When I inten~upted Dean to point out his distortion of Willingham’s claims, he immediately conceded he had misspoken and restated his criticism in more precise terms. 



He also said that he doesn’t think Willingha~n is a liaac then why nse the word "lie"? assumes she’s well meaning, and shaaces with him and Folt the ultimate goal of 

seeing that top athletes leave Chapel Hill with an education that prepaaces them tbr life beyond the sports arena. 

All good in a conference room on the third floor of the Blootnberg building. I appreciated Dean’s willingness to dial back his verbal assault on Willingha~m. Killing the 
messenger solves nothing, and it’s beneath the dignity ofUNC. The ve~y next step university leaders could take to signal their new candor and good will is to stop all 

public pillo~ying of Willingham and instead honor her as someone who’s bravely revealing inconvenient troths. 

NOTE: Peter Grauer, the chairman of Bloomberg L.P., which owns Bloomberg Bnsinessweek, is a t~as’tee of the Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

and sits’ on its Founckttion Board and the U~VC Global Research Institute Board 

Story: Four Blunt Points About UNC, College Sports, and Academic Corruption 

Story: Scandal Bowl: UNC Suspends Research by Acadernic Fraud Whistle-Blower 

Barrett an assistant managing editor and senior writer at Bloomberg Businessweek, is working on a book about the Chevron oil pollution case in Ecuador, which is 
scheduled for publication by Crown in 2014. His most recent book is GLOCK: The Rise of America’s Gun. 

The Chror icle of Higher Educatior  
.la~ua~’¢ 19, 2014 by .B___r._a_ .d__ ._W_.o__!.v_ e__r_t__o_.n_. 

San Diego Big-thne athletic depaffmrenls are still a long w@’ "~’mm providing additioaaJ beaefi~s to major-college athletes~ but the? took a step ia that direction last 

week, as NC~ leaders met ~o &set sa a plan to reorgan z ng Division I go~,emance. 

Nea@ 60 percen~ of the 800 or so college presidents and alhletics officials who attended the associa{ion’s annual convention here g~RN}_~_~O_}_g~2R[~ t~r giving the 

weatt[nest tire conl~rences morn ~feedom to ~!g#!~J_~Xg*:~/_!)*Ar*R{~_!N#S~> and adop{ rules more thvorable to their positions. 

1he movement marked a major shiR fi~m a year ago, when many people ~w a DJvisio~ I split as h~evJmbJe and some were even concerned about ~be viabJlJb~ of the 

as~cmtion. 

The room here was divided B~irl? eve~fl? among people l?om the 11 biggest con[~rences and those fiom the other 21~ But the group appeared to hm~e a common 
interes~ m revamping a governance structure ~a{ m~u~y my moves too sloMy and has ~diena~ed atlfletic directors and othe~ close~ to students. 

Despite the agreements, many de~ils ha~,e ye~ to be worked out. Among the most contentious: who ge{s to hdd the most chips, if anyone~ on the Di~,isJon I Boa,g of 
Director~ a~d how much m~tonomy ~be elite conferences should have. 

In in*ervJews a[~er the ~ssions. ~veraI major-conI}reace commissJoaera said [bey were encouraged by the momealum. They are eager to provide players with mow 

money toward their cos* of attendance and other benefits. 

Bu~ the pJ~u~ to keep e~,e~?,one together is no~ a ce~dnb’, said Jim Delany, commissioner of the Big Ten Conl}rence, who sugges~d last month that a li)m~h NCAA 

divi sion was %or off the ~Ne." 

Asked whether he saw eve~?~one livh~g happily ~mder the same te~, be ~id he wasn’t sure yet. 

"The broad strokes are out [here~ bu{ i[ has to ~ vo*ed is," he said~ "I don’t know what [bey’ll vo*e in." 

Some of the more re~,eNing moments came as attendees more than a third of whom were athletic direc{ors voted on such issues a~ whether students should have 

seats on the Division I board (67 gvrcent ~M~ored the idea) and whether the division should outsource J~s en~breement o[~rations (45 pe~vent said yes). 

Althc~ugh some critics have pushed for an h~de[x~ndent ~:~aN, thN idea ~ever made it to ~he table. And the ~otJon that anyone buI presidents and chancellors wo~ld 

cont~v[ the vase majori~~ if not NI of the board seats seemed unlikely. 

How those mats are fi~le& and wha{ weight e~h cont~rence receives, remain open questions. Se~, emy-six percent of t~ople hem fa~,ored eq~ml repreaenlatioa for all 

32 Di~, ision I con[~rences~ But it seemed more likdy that a subcommittee of [be N~ard would oiler presidents "groin conl?rences without seats a chaace to air their 

Despite st~)ng interest fi~om a{mndees in seeing a smaller bo~u& board members m attendance suggested tha~ a 17-mem[vr size was appropriate. 

"We talked abo~t the general concept ofa smalJer~ nimbler k~a~d, bt~ who you leave offis critical,’" said ~rk H. SchuJz~ president of Kansas State University. Having 

seven or eight members, fbr exmnpJe, wo~ld bfi~g its own set of headaches, he said. %~%s a practicN ma~er it’s j~st really, really problematic?" 

Big-cont}mace autonom? however; was the most di~,isive issue. Alan L Hauser~ the Facul~’ athle*Jcs representative at Appalachian Sla~e University and a {briner 

president of the Facutt~,~ A~fle~cs Represen~tives Association, asked tbr more cla,itv ..... about the issues on which the wealtl~ies~ teaaues could operam mdetvnden{lv. 

Bo~ud leaders declined to give s~citic~ suggesting that they wan~ed ~o create a go~,em~u~ce structure belbre detemurnng that le~,d of derail. 

The lack of clariD~ concerned Mr. Hauser, whose i~sti~don com~tes in the Foofba[1 Championstfip Subdivision, a level Imlow the 

"If that’s not f~irly comnmnica~d." he said~ "it gives this group virtual l?eedom to do wha~ it wants." 

MNntNning the caNbility to ovemde changes they don’t like is important to the lower-resource conl)rences. According,, to one poll here, neafl?,~ three- fburths of" 

a{tendees want to keep the division’s ovemde ~hnction a~ its cu,ren{ Jevek m which rules c~u~ be overturned wi~ a ti re-eights mNo~ib’ of voting ins~tu~ons. 

That promi~s to be a m~ior sticldng point with the wealthiest Je~ues, and in mine ways it’s how Division I got into tNs mess in the firs~ place. (ARer the N~ard 



approved a $2,000 miscellaneous-expense allowance li~r players, Division ][ restitutions re]led E’ick fi~e change.) 

Members of the Division I N~ard have pro~aed keeping some {i~rm ofoven:i&, N~I raising flue flarcshold over whal exisk~ ~o&ay. They even suggested fl~c possibility 

that the bo~ud might ~ gi~en fl~e power to act independen@ on ce,iain issues, wifl~out any fl~reat ofovem&. 

Over fl~e ne,a few mo~ths, NC_&A leaders pla~ to work out motv de*ails of how a new stmcmm reign look. The~e will ~ morn p:dls, morn round-table roll and 

pefl~aps e~et~ anoNer di~ision-wide meeti,~g~ Sometime by the end of the year: keard mem~rs say, they want to see a new system in place. But if last week’s 

com~eraqtions ~x.em any i~dica~o~ fl~at’s p~baNy ~ optimistic ~meli~e. 

Comme~targ 

g ack Nen as College kth etes: The 8ea  W n-Loss  ecord 

Frustrated by the endless grumbling about black men’s failures, t have spent much of my career examining how black men get to 

college and what helps them succeed. We now have hard data, and many of the most effective strategies cost relatively little. 

So I arn particularly troubled that major collegiate athtetics programs, known for generating significant revenue for their institutions, do 

not use proven methods to get their black male athletes through baccalaureate-degree programs and prepared for careers beyond 

pro[essional sports. I arr~ also arr~azed that these programs continually fail the men whose minds they have promised to develop along 

with their atMetic prowess. 

There’s no question that athletics can be a pathway to education that transforms lives. But all too often, black male student-athletes 

Ieave college without degrees, and with little in the way of the training they need to succeed in life beyond sports. Recently t heard from a 

senior athletics administrator who was starded when one of his black former football players served him lunch at a fast-food restaurant. 

Why shoufd that have surprised him? For what else was the young man prepared once his college sports career ended? 

Only 50 percent of black male athletes graduate within six years from colleges in the seven major NCAA Division I sports conferences, 

compared with 67 percent of athletes over all, 73 percent of undergraduates, and S6 percent of black undergraduate men. And while 

black men are underrepresented in the undergraduate population at predominantly white colleges and universities, there is an enormous 

overrepresentation of them on those revenue-generating Division 1 sports teams. Their comparativefy lower six-year graduation rates 

warrant a resounding response from college presidents, trustees, and athletics administrators. 

tn December the Center for the Study of Race and Equity in Education here at Penn released data detailing the low graduation rates of 

bfack male athletes on football teams participating in the 20.1.4 Bowl Championship Series. Sixty percent of the players on the top 25 BCS 

football teams are black. These programs would seem to be a natural employment opportunity for bfack men after graduation. 

only :12 percent of coaches and athletic directors at the top 25 BCS coUeges are black. 

Of the BCS data, there is perhaps no better example than Florida State University, which defeated Auburn University in the BCS national 

championship game this month. By all common metrics, it was a successful year for Florida State’s footbafl team, highfighted by the 

selection of the quarterback, Jameis Winston, as the Heisman Trophy winner. 

But will Winston and most of his other black teammates actually graduate from coUege? Chances are, no. Of aH the teams that played in 

the bowl series, Fforida State’s has the lowest graduation rate. Sixty-five of the 9,-I. students on the team.----.B9 percent-----are black. Based 

on an analysis of the past four cohorts of black male athletes at Fforida State, only 24. of those 65 are predicted to graduate within six 

years. (For the record, Auburn doesn’t do much better at graduating its black male athletes.} And although Winston will very likely go pro, 

most of his teammates will end their athletics careers when they leave the university. 

And let me dispel the myth that droves of coflege athletes from powerhouse programs leave early to turn professional That 

misconception is often used to explain low graduation rates among black male athletes. However, Iess than 2 percent of college athletes, 

regardless of race, are drafted into the NFL or the NBA. Only seven footbaU players, five of them black, from Florida State were drafted in 

201:1 and 20:12 corr~bined, and not all o[ them left college early for the draft. Auburn has had five players dra[ted over the past two years, 

three of whom are white. 



So what can we do? My hope is that with more Iight shining on the issue, some of these colleges will begin to pay real attention to the 

future of their black male athletes. With a more serious game plan, they can lead the way for all colleges and universities to score more 

wins in educating Mack men. 

In the Penn center’s December report, "Black Male Student--Athletes and Racial Inequities in NCAA Division I Revenue-.Generating College 

Sports," Collin D, Williams Jr., Horatio W, glackman, and I suggest several steps, t summarize a few of them here, 

First, college presidents, trustees, and faculty members must demand transparency and data from athletics departments and offices of 

institutional research. Reports should include analyses of the raciaf composition of individual sports teams compared with the overafl 

undergraduate population, as well as of disparities in graduation rates. Presidents must hold themselves, athletic directors, and coaches 

accountable for narrowing racial gaps documented in those reports. 

Coaches and athletics administrators shoufd pay attention to the course enroflment and sefection of majors by their black mafe athfetes, 

as well as those students’ participation in enriching educational experiences, like study-abroad programs and summer internships. Colleges 

must examine and more fuIly support postgraduation pathways such as graduate school, employment in the student’s maior field of study, 

and recruitment into their own athletics departrnents~ 

Coaches and athletics administrators must also address the "dumb jock" stereotypes that plague black male student-ath[etes.----.that they 

are not there to learn, they have not met admissions standards, they are interested only in professional sports careers. Working with 

faculty members to raise their consciousness of such stereotypes and o[ racist assumptions they themselves may possess seems like a 

necessary first step. 

Additionally, assigning faculty mentors or advocates from outside the athletics department for these student-.athletes can be enormously 

helpful in increasing their academic engagement and their likelihood of graduating. 

All athletics departments in rnajor sports conferences should create task forces focused on racial equity that include professionals within 

and beyond the department: administrators from academic and student affairs, current and former bfack mate studenbathletes, and 

professors who study race and sports. Coaches and the athletics department should provide a detailed plan for improving the educational 

outcomes of their athletes. The goal is not only to get them through college but to provide the foundations of productive careers after 

they graduate. 

Amy Perko 
Executive Director 
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

www.KnightCommission.org 
910-864-5782 (office) 
Restoring the Balance: Dollars, Values and the Future of College Sports 

Restoringbalance.kni,cthtcommission. or, q 
Twitter: @KnightAthletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 11:38 AM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@emaJl.nnc.edu-~ 

Kelley, Thomas A III <t~kelley@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s ILRWA Class This Spring 

Thanks, Mark. 

I.issa 

From: Weisburd, Mark 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2024 20:08 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Kelley, Thomas A Ill 
Subject-" RE: Visiting Alexa CheWs RRWA Class This Spring 
I can’t do Tuesday at 2:05 - 3:30 because I teach at 3:20 that day, but I can do any of the other three times. 

Mark Weisburd 

From-" Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2024 7:56 PM 
To-" Kelley, Thomas A I11; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject-" Visiting Alexa CheWs RRWA Class This Spring 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday from 11-2:25; 

the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from 110:25-1111:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Alexa about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, I’II let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9119.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwwwAaw.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com[author=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 11:38 AM 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.uuc.edu>; Eichner, Maxine <meichner@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~L: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Thanks,\fike 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Tuesday, Janualy 28, 2014 10:42 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

I am not free during the class times for the first section you mention, but I could visit the second section. 

Michael Louis Corrado 
Arch Allen Professor of Law 

and Professor of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina Law School 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 

http://papers.ssrn com/sol3/cf dev/AbsBvAuth.cfm?per id 215778 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap), 28, 2014 7:58 PM 
To: Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L 
Subject: Help with (;lass Visits for Luke Everett 

Hi [Via× and h/hke 

Could you two team up and visit two classes fi-om one of Luke’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:25; the other section meets on 
Mondays from 10:25-11:50 and ~Ihursdays from 8:45-10:00 Please confinn that this will work :[’or you and I will copy you on my email to Luke about the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written ew~luation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Bauking and Finance L~C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-¥Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/www.law.unc.edtvcenters/bauking 
Access ray papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author 248720<http://hq.ssrn.cor~gGroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&r~mid 6895&url http://ssrn.cora/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/iraages/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 11:40 AM 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.nnc.edu-> 

ILE: Class Visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s Class this Spring 

ProbaMy two visits from the san~e section, of possible. 

[issa 

From: Jacoby, Melissa B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:49 plVl 
To-" Broome, Lissa L; Brophy, Alfred L 
Subject: Re: Class Visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s Class this Spring 
Lissa - I can do it. VVhen you get a chance can you clarify whether you prefer two visits from the same section, or one from each, or no preference? 

Melissa 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:01 PM 

To: "Brophy, Alfred L" <.a___b___r__o__p___h__y____@____e___m___a__!!_.__y__n___c_:__e___d__y>, Melissa Jacoby <.__m_.~_a___c___o___b_~i___@______e___m____a_!_!:_y_~__c_:__e__d___y.> 

Subject: Class Visits to Mandy Hitchcock’s Class this Spring 

Hi AI and Melissa - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Mandy’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:25-11:50; 

the other section meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:35. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Mandy about the visit. 

Once that email has been sent, I’II let the two of you work out everything else with Mandy regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h~t.t..P..~.w-w-w..~:!~a~w~:~y~n..~c..:~e~d~u..~.c.~e..~n...t.~J~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h_t_tx~__:_/_/_s_s_r_n_:__C_Q__n)_J_~_y_t_h_o_E:-:__2_~_~_~ 

Description: 
http:/l~,~wlaw.uncedu/imageslnews/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:11 PM 

Corrado, Michael L <mlcorrad@email.uuc.edu>; Eichner, Maxine <meichner@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Yes. Later today or tomorro;v morning, I’ll get out an email to Lnke copying you guys. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Wech~esday, January 29, 2014 11:44 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: RE: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Lissa, I think you said that you would talk to Luke first? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2(i14 11:38 AM 
To: Corrado, Michael L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: R[~: Help with Class Visits ~r Luke [~verett 

Thanks, 2/lik e 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corrado, Michael L 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 28, 2014 10:42 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Eichner, Maxine 
Subject: R[~: Help with Class Visits ~k~r Luke [~verett 

I am not free during the class times for the first section you mention, but I could visit the second section. 

Michael Louis Corrado 
Arch Allen Professor of Law 

and Professor of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina Law School 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919 962 4121 

View- my research on my SSRN Author Page: 
http://papers.ssrn.cotr~’sol3/cf dev/AbsBf~Auth.cfm?per id 215778 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday-, Januacy- 28, 2014 7:58 PM 
To: Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L 
Subject: Help with Class Visits for Luke Everett 

Hi Max and Mike 

Could you two tearu up and visit two classes from one of Luke’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Monday-s and Thursday-s from 1-2:25; the other section meets on 
Mondays from 10:25-11:50 and Tr~ursdays from 8:45-10:00. Please cotffirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on tW email to Luke about the visit. Once that email has been sent, 
I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Luke regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance DRUC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wet~ach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919962.7066 
http://www la~v.unc.edu~’centers/banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.com/author 248720<http://hq.ssmcom/GroupProcesses/RedirectClickcfm? 
paltid 248720&corid 649&l-u~id 6895&url http://ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.la~v.unc.edu/ima~es/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:12 PM 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu>; Weisburd, Mark <~Jnw@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Hi ---I rne~mt to ask each ot: you to visit two class meetings each (preferably the same two, Lo avoid wear and tear’ on Alex~ ~md her students). 

Lissa 

Frora; Kelley, Thomas A 
Seat= Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 20$4 $2:03 PM 

To= Weisburd, Hark; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Re: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

Ussa, 
From rereading your note, it appears that we only have to cover two classes between the two o~ us. Is that correct? I~ so, I’ll be happy to visit a Friday class. 

Tom 

From: <Weisburd>, Mark 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 ~0:08 PM 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, Thomas Kelley <take~ley@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s RRWA Class This Spring 

I can’t do Tuesday at 2:05 - 3:30 because I teach at 3:I0 that day, but I can do any of the other three times. 

Hark Weisburd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:56 PH 
To; Kelley, Thomas A III; Weisburd, Hark 
Subject; Visiting Alexa Cherts RRWA Class This Spring 

Hi Tom and Mark - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday from :1-2:25; 

the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from :10:25-:1:1:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Alexa about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web_ 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:13 PM 

Kelley, Thomas A III <taJaelley@email.unc.edn> 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@e~n~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Visiting Alexa Chew’s ILRWA Class This Spring 

You mighL want to visit on two Fridays so you don’t have to disrupt your Clinic schedule. 

l.issa 

From: Kelley, Thomas A III 
Sent; Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:51 AiVl 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: Re: Visiting Alexa CheWs RRWA Class This Spring 

Lissa, 

How many of each class sessions? I can cover the Friday classes with no problem but the Tuesday times will require me to cancel or reschedule standing clinic 

meetings with students, l’m happy to do that if I only need to do it once for each time slot. If memory serves, Mark and I are expected to visit two classes each. Is 

that right? 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:56 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom and Marl< - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Alexa’s RRWA sections this spring? One section meets on Tuesday from 2:05-3:30 and Friday 

from :1-2:25; the other section meets on Tuesdays and Fridays from :10:25-:1:1:50. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Alexa about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Alexa regarding the best dates to 

visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/iwwwJaw.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h_t_t_p_ii_i_s_s___r__n_:__c_9__n_!/_a___u_t___h__o_r_--:.__2_~Z_~~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:13 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu-~; Homstein, Donald T <dhornste@email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 

Thanks to you both. 

From: Wegner, Judith Welch 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2024 22:59 PM 
1"o; Broome, Lissa L; Hornstein, Donald T 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 

I could do it Wed. at :1 but not until later in the term (at least afte~ Festival on 2/I4). Would try to do before sp~ing break when they probably start prepping for oral 

arguments. Will be a p~easure to attend with Don--Judith 

From: Broome, Lissa L 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 8:24 PM 

T~: Hornstein, Donald T; Wegner, Judith Welch 

Subject: RE: Class Visits for Karl Bishop 

Thanks, Don. 

k~ssa 

F~mt Horns~in, Donald T 
Senti Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:09 PN 
T~: Broome, Lissa L; Wegner, Judith Welch 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 
Sure[ 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2024 7:53 plVl 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Hornstein, Donald T 
Subject-" Class Visits for Kaci Bishop 

Hi Judith and Don- 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of Karl Bishop’s RRWA sections this spring? I think Judith’s class conflicts with one of the sections, so the 

best section to visit would be the one that meets on Wednesdays and Fridays from I-2:25. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my 

email to Kaci about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’II let the two of you work out everything else with Kaci regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h~t..ta :.~ ~:~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~ ~...e...~Le..r.~h.~.~.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:25 PM 

CoMe5,, Jolm M <jmconley@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <nnyers@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Class Visits to Deborah Gerh~xdt’s Trademark Class 

Fair’ enough. We’ll find someone else for the Trademark Class. 

Thanks, 

[.issa 

From: CoNey, John M 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:24 AM 

To-" Myers, Richard E; Broome, kissa k 
Subject; RE: Class Visig to Deborah Gerhardt’s Trademark Class 

[.issa, 

Vm akeady do~ng her copyright class, and I’m sure ~’1~ be an (the?) ~nterna~ article reviewer. ~ don’t tMnk one person sho~ld have so much ~nfluence on a s~ngle 

c~se, so I’d rather not do t:h~s course as we~L 

F~m= Myers, Richard E 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 ~:~2 PN 

Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Co= Conley, John M 
Subject= Re: Class Visits to Deborah Gerhardt’s Trademark Class 

Happy to do it. 

Richard Myers 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <.[b__r_o._o__m__e_.@__e_._m_a__!J_._q_n__c_.__e_ .d_u_.> wrote: 

Hi John and Rich -- Could you two team up and visit two of Deborah’s Trademark classes (consecutive days, if possible) this spring? The class meets on 

Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8:45-9:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Deborah about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, VII let the two of you work out everything else with Deborah regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 
Lissa L. groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!/wwwAaw.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:27 PM 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <nnostell@email.unc.edtr~ 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu> 

Craig Smith Visits 

Thanks, Bob. That would be a problem~ Are you available to help with visits to Craig Smith’s class? It meeLs on Tuesdays from 10:15 --- I1:50 and Thursdays from 8:45- 

:[0:I0~ R~ch Saver ~s the second faculty member who will visit that 

F~m= Mosteller, RobeR Paul 
Sent= Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 ~0:45 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L; Kennedy, Joseph E 
Subject: RE: Class Visi~ Br Rob Smith 

Ussa and Joe~ 

Unfortunately~ ~ don*t believe I can handle thi~ task, Except for 20 rn~nut~ at the beginning of h~s c]as~e~ ] t~ach at the same tim~ Rob doe~, My Evidence ~as~ runs 

from :10:55 until I~:50 Mondm~ throvgh Thursday. 
gob 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
$ent= Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 8:36 PM 
To= Kennedy, Joseph E; Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject= Class VisiS for Rob Smith 

Hi Joe and Bob- 

Could you two team up and visit two of Rob’s Criminal Law classes (consecutive, if possible) tNs spring? His class meets on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 

from 10:25-11:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Rob about the visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of 

you work out everything else with Rob regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: 

Description: 
http://~’~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:28 PM 

Kennedy, Joseph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

Thanks, Joe. Ym going to ask Eric Mutler if he can join you since Bob has a scheduling conflict. 

~.issa 

Frera= Kennedy, Joseph E 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 ll:08 PN 

To~ Nosteller, Robe~ Paul 
Co= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

I can visit two of his Wednesday classes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:44 PM, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[.issa and Joe, 

Unfortut~at,:_@, t don’t b,:_~lieve I can handle this task. Except for 20 m~nutes at the beginning of his classes~ ~ teach at the same l:~rne Rob does My 

Evidence (:lass runs from I0:55 unti~ I1:50 Monday through Thursday. 

~m= Broome, Ussa L 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 8:36 PN 
Te= Kennedy, Joseph E; Nosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject= Class Visi~ for Rob Smith 

Hi Joe and Bob- 

Could you two team up and visit two of Rob’s Criminal Law classes (consecutive, if possible) this sprins? His class meets on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

and Thursdays from 20:25-22:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Rob about the visit. Once that email has 

been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everythin8 else with Rob re~ardin8 the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

929.962.7066 

http:!/wwwAaw~unc.edu!centersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:29 PM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edu~ 

FW: Class Visits tbr Rob S~nith 

image001 .j pg 

Hi Eric --. Ar’e you available to join Joe in visiting Rob Smith’s Criminal Law class? He is up for r’eappointment next year. The days and tirnes his class rneets are in the 

emai~ tra~ below. Thanks, 

F~m= Kennedy, Joseph E 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1~:08 PN 

Te~ Nosteller, Robe~ Paul 
¢c= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Re: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

I can visit two of his Wednesday classes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:44 PM, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[.issa and Joe~ 

Unfortut~at,:_@, t don’t b,:_~lieve I can handle this task. Except for 20 m~nutes at the beginning of his classes~ ~ teach at the same l:~rne Rob does My 

Evidence (:lass runs from I0:55 unti~ I1:50 Monday through Thursday. 

~m= Broome, Ussa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 8:36 PN 
Te= Kennedy, Joseph E; Nosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: Class Visi~ for Rob Smith 

Hi Joe and Bob- 

Could you two team up and visit two of Rob’s Criminal Law classes (consecutive, if possible) this sprins? His class meets on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

and Thursdays from 20:25-22:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Rob about the visit. Once that email has 

been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everythin8 else with Rob re~ardin8 the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin~ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

929.962.7066 

http:!/wwwAaw~unc.edu!centersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:32 PM 

Myer~ Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Class Visits to Deborah Gerh~:rdt’s Trademark Class 

Thanks, Rich. John, as you probably saw, does not want to visit, so I will join you. 

~.issa 

From-" Myers, Richard E 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:12 plVl 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
C¢: Conley, John 1,4 
Subject; Re: Class Visits to Deborah Gerhardt’s Trademark Class 

Happy to do it. 

Richard Myers 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi John and Rich -- Could you two team up and visit two of Deborah’s Trademark classes (consecutive days, if possible) this spring? The class meets on 

Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8:45-9:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Deborah about the 

visit. Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Deborah regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwwwAaw.unc.eduicenters/banking Access 
my papers on SSRN at: .-h--t--t-p--i/-/--s--s-~-r~-n-~~£9~-n-1/--a-~-u--t-~-h---~--r--.---.~-2---4--8--~~-2---~- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:39 PM 

Bishop, Kaci <kcbishop@email.unc.edu2 

Wegnel; Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; Homstein, Donald T <dhomste@email.unc.edu> 

Class Visits This Spring 

Hi Kaci- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Judith and Don have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for 

the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

.h~t.t..P..~.w~.w~.w..~:!~&w...:~y~n..~c..:~&d...u..~.c.~e..~n..~1~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/at,thor=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:41 PM 

Chew, Alexa <achew@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.eda>; Weisbur& Mark <axnw@emaJl.anc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi Alexa - 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Tom and Mark have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for 

the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_ll_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__~Z_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~s~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__]/_/___s__s__r__n__:_c.__o___m__i___a__u___t__h__Q__r_E_2_d!_~ZT_Q 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:42 PM 

Everett, Lewis M <lmevere@email.unc.edu> 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu>; Corrado, Michael L <mlconad@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi Luke- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Max and Mike have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for 

the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_ll_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__~Z_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:43 PM 

ttitchcock, Mm~@ <mhitchcock@unc.edu> 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@emaJl.unc.edu;>; B~an, Patricia L <plb~ym~@email.unc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi Mandy- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Patricia and Melissa have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors 

to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times 

for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the 

visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h~t.t..P..~.w~.w~.w..~:!~&w...:~y~n..~c..:~&d...u..~.c.~e..~n..~1~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:46 PM 

Salinas, O.J. <osalina@email.unc.e&~ 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroo~ne@email.unc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi O.J.- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Elizabeth and I will work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes 

(preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). Let us know if there are some dates we should avoid for the visits and then Elizabeth and I 

will get together and propose some dates for our visits to you. Once we get that worked out it is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your 

syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

C8#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:47 PM 

Smith, Craig T <crgsmith@email. unc .edu~ 

Mos~teller, Robert Paul <t~mostell@email.unc.edu>; Saver, Richa~rd S <save~(~;email.unc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi Craig- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Bob and Rich have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to each 

sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). FII leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for the 

visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 1:51 PM 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhard@unc.edu-> 

Conley, John M <jmconley@email unc.edu>; Brophy, Alfi~d L ~-~abrophy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Pdchard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edtc> 

Class Visits 

Hi Deborah- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. John and AI will visit you Copyright class and Richard and I will visit your Trademark class. We will all work with you to find a good time to visit. We 

typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). Iql leave it up to each visiting 

team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are 

likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h~t.t..P..~.w~.w~.w..~!~&w~y~n..~c..:~&d~u..~.c.~e..~n...t.~1~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 3:12 PM 

Trici a Bellia <pbelli a@nd.edu> 

I~E: Dimmer on Wednesday 

So l:ar, so good. K~ock ot~ wood. Best o1: kick, 



From: Tricia Bellia [mailtoellia@nd.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuar! 29, 2014 2:33 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Dinner on Wednesday 

flight. Fortunately all of this happened before I set out ~ defin~:e~y w~l~ not see you a~ ~:ornorrow, but rny s~atus ~.:~ Friday ~s still uncertain, ~ hope you have better 

lucM 

F~: Broome, Ussa L [maHto:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edul 
Se~t: Tuesday, ~anua~ 28, 201~ 9:20 AM 

To: Tricia Bellia 
Subject: RE: Dinner on Wednesday 

Take care and stay safe a~Id warm, 

Lissa 



From: Trida Bellia [mailtoellia@nd.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:16 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: Dinner on Wednesday 
Good luck! It is - 14 here and we have been locked down in a state of emergency since noon yesterday. It will be a miracle ifI m~J~e it to Fort Lauderdale, but I am 
due in at axound the same time as you! 

Best, 
Tricia 
On Jan 27, 2014, at 8:30 PM, Broome, Lissa L <!.b_r.£.o__m_e_.(@_.g_r_a_!: .u__r_Lc_:._e4u_.> wrote: 

Friends, 

I will not be arriving until after 10:00 pm on Wednesday so I wont’t be seeing you at dinner. Hopefully, our weird weather will cooperate and we will see each other soon 

on BroomeAir on Thursday assuming good weather 

Safe travels. 

Lissa 

will fly in 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 2:50 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <bhos[et[er~’@theacc.or!~,> wrote: 

All 
I was asked to tbrward the ;~rticle lit}ked below as an it~R~rmationaI piece fbr eve~Toae. It has been staggesled 1hat t~is may be somelhing t~al merits 

disc~ssion at th~s (or ~ fixture) meeting. Tha~&s aml I k~ok [brward k~ seei~g e~,e~’o~e i~ t:~odda. 

BF&D HOSTELER 

o: 336 3694640 ~ c: 

b h o st etLe ~ ~!9_~££;~J~ 
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psychological kdl. 

Or, copy and pasts this URL into your 
browse r:http:flnyti.mstNifSf2 

[o get unlimited access to all New York limes s~ticles, subscribe today. See Subscription 

ensure delivery to your iabox, please add nyt~ireat@,,nytimes,som to your address bool,;. 
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Patricia L. Bellia 
Professor of Law and Notre Dame Presidential Fellow 



3158 Eck Hall of Law 
Notre Dame Law School 
Notre Dame, IN 46556 
(574) 631-3866 (phone) 
(574) 631-8078 (fax) 
pbellia@nd.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 29, 2014 4:56 PM 

~nc.r[.oom) 
VW: UNC WBB tomorrow night 7pro... 

From: Carolina Basketball 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:48 PM 
To; Carolina Basketball 
Subject; UNC WBB tomorrow night 7pro... 

Carolina Women’s Basketball fans, 
We appreciate your support of the Tar Heel women’s basketball program this season so far. The young and exciting team 
has risen to No. 6 in the national polls which is the highest ranking for the program since being No. 4 in November 2009. 
They have won 12 of their last 13 games and look to continue their winning ways this week in Carmichael Arena. 
Here are the game details: 
TOMORROW NIGHT (1/30) @ 7PM vs. SYRACUSE 
Throwback Thursday #3 
*Live DJ playing your favorite 90s music 
"1/2 Price concessions- now including Papa John’s pizza 

SUNDAY, FEB. 2ND @ 2PM vs. MIAMI 
*--N--~--a-~-t-~--~----n----a-~--6--i~--r-~-s--~-a--~--n-~-d--~----~-----~-~---m--~--e-~--n-~-i-~-n--~--~----r-~y~ Noon-1:30pm in Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 
*,N_a_____m_____s___~!__u____b_______D__a__y_.: Noon-l:30pm in Woollen Gym 
*20th Anniversary of the ~994 National Championship- special halftime ceremony featuring members of the team and 
staff 
*Kids eat for free- complimentary kid’s combo meals for the first 250 kids under high school age 
*Face Painter and airbrush tattoo artist 
*Team autograph session after the game 
*Need extra tickets? Check out this 99.9 The Fan promotion- 4 reserved tickets for $9.99. Click__H_~_~. to buy now. 
Mark your calendars! 
As a reminder, UNC will be hosting the 1st & 2nd rounds of the NCAA Women’s Basketball Tournament on March 23 & 25. 
If the Tar Heels make the tournament, they will be playing at home in Carmichael Arena. All-Session passes are now 
available starting at just $22 for 3 games. Click HERE or call 800-722-4335 to get your tickets today! 
Go Heels! #HEELFAST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:00 AM 

Ruflin, David <drutth~@Creditfskmgt.com> 

Re: Presentations 

Yes. Include in both. I will condense my discussion as needed. My flights went well. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 10:50 AM, "Ruflin, David" <drul~h~(a~Creditriskmg~.com> wrote: 

Lissa, 

First off21 trust you have a smoother flight experience than I did returning from AZ. Won’t bore you ruth the details of the ATL horrors. 

Just to be clear, I presume your slides can be integrated into BOTH Board and Management presentations. Due the reduced time for Management 

training, Jewell and I have con&nsed ours. 

I merged the Board ones yes~terday on the long flight, and hope to have thegn both sent to you by end of day or certainly by tomorrow tbr final proofing. 

Thanks, and safe travels. 

David 

David H. Ruffin 

Co-Founde~: Mm~aging Partner & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 OJfice Main 

919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

__,_’___,_’___,_’_:_c_:_r_~_4_i__trL~:~._%_~:~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 30, 2014 11:59 AM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edu~ 

Kennedy, Joseph E < kennedy4@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

Thanks, Eric and Joe. I witl gel an ernail off: to Rob soon (copying you) about the visits. 

l.issa 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent; Thursday, January 30, 20:14 :tO:S6 AM 
To: 8roome, Lissa L 
Co: Kennedy, Joseph E 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

Yes~ t ca~ do it. I’m addh~g Joe to this so that we can work .:)u[: when we’ll visit 

--Eric 

Eric L ~la~lter 

Da~ K. ~oore Distinguished Professor 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-338{," 

--and- 

Director, Center for Faculty E×ce~lence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB #3470 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-3470 

V~ew my research on my SSRN Au~:hor Page: 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 1:29 PM 

Te~ Nuller, Eric L 
Subject~ N: Class Visits for Rob Smith 

Hi Eric - Are you aw;i~aMe to join Joe ~n v~s~ting Rob Sm~th"s Crimmal Law class? He ~s up [or reappomtment next year. The days and th~es h~s class meets 

are ~n the emai~ trai~ below. Thanks, 

Lissa 

F~m~ Kennedy, Joseph E 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 ll:08 PN 

Te~ Nosteller, Robe~ Paul 
~¢= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ Re: Class Visi~ for Rob Smith 

I can visit two of his Wednesday classes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:44 PM, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lissa and Joe, 

Unfortunately, I don’t believe 1 can handle this task~ Except for 20 minutes at the beginning of his classes, I teach at the same time Rob does. 

My Evidence class runs from 10:55 until 11:50 Monday ~:hrough Thursday. 

Bob 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 20~4 8:36 PN 
Te= Kennedy, Joseph E; Nosteller, Robe~ Paul 
Subje¢t~ Class Visits for Rob Smith 

Hi Joe and Bob- 

Could you two team up and visit two of Rob’s Criminal Law classes (consecutive, if possible) tNs spring? His class meets on Tuesdays, 

Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 10:25-~1:40. Please confirm that thB will work for you and I will copy you on my email to Rob about the visit. 

Once that email has been sent, I’ll let the two of you work out everything else with Rob regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

LBsa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~ttp:/~ssrp~com/aut~or=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 12:03 PM 

Smith, Robert J. <rjsmith@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Muller, Eric L <emullel@email.unc.edu>; KeNnedy, Joseph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edu:, 

Class Visits 

Hi Rob -- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you. Eric and Joe will visit your class. They will work with you to find a good time to visit. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes 

(preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to Joe and Eric to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good 

idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_ll_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__uZ_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h~t~t~p~1/~/~s~s~[~n~.~c~o~m~/~a~u~t~h~9~r~E~2~z~L8~7~2~- 

Description: 
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Board of Advisors 

B.T. Atkinson 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

Nathan Batts 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 12:08 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Job, - Important for you to see FW: The Daily Tar Heel: ’College athlete’ does not mean ’illiterate’ 

I saw- it. I will reach out to the student who wrote the letter. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Relmer, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 10:20 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - Important for you to see FW: The Daily Tar Heel: ’College athlete’ does not mean ’illiterate’ 

I do not know if you sa;v this or not but as faculty in the la;v school, I think you ;vill be interested See the link below to the DTH editorial. 

Joy J. Renner, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB ~7130 UNC-Ctl Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONF[DENTIAL[TY NO,lICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain con[’identiM and/or 

privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state oflScial (NCG S ch 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mosley, Layna 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 10:16 AM 

To: Rennet, Joy J 

Subject: The Daily Tar Heel: ’College athlete’ does not mean ’illiterate’ 

http://~w‘as~.dai~ytarhee~ com/m/artic~e/2~4/01/co~lege-ath~ete-d~es-n~t-mean-i1~iterate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:26 PM 

VW: [farm general] Fam~ Summer Camp Infom~ation 

Farm Counselor application. 

F~om: UNC The Farm [mailto: @hotmail,com] 
Sent; Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:23 PP1 

To: UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information 
Subject-" [farm_general] Farm Summer Camp Information 

Greetings from The Farm, 

The 2014 Summer Camp forms are here! Please read below for information that applies to you. 

Farm Camp Registration Forms 
Please click here: http~//~w‘uncfarm‘~rg/d~cuments/2~:[4%2~Camper%2~Applicati~n%2~4%2~pages).pdf~ Please note that we are trying to fill all 

available spots in Farm Camp this summer. It is important to sign your campers up in advance. Please see below for Non-Member Camp information. 

Non-Member Camp Registration Forms 
We are opening all three Farm Camps to sponsored non-members this summer. If you have a friend or neighbor who would like to attend Farm Camp, 

please have them fill out the following application: ~...../.~.w....w....w.....~L.~.~n..~c..f..a..~r.r.~.n.~:.~...r.g~..d...~...c..u...~1.e...n.~t..s.~.~.2...~...~.~.4.~.A~R~[~:¢~.~.~AA~j.~.~.~.2~[~. 

_2___o__a_a__~_e___s_)_:p____d_~ 
Please note, there are several guidelines non-members must follow. 

- Non-member campers must be sponsored by a current Farm member. The sponsoring member does NOT have to have a child enrolled in camp for the 

non-member child to attend. 

- Camp payment must come from the sponsoring member. 

- Non-members may enroll their children up to one month in advance for each week of camp. For example, if they wish to sign up for Week 6 (July 21-25), 

non-members may sign their child up no earlier than June 21. 

- Non-member camper registration will begin May 16th for the first week of camp. All non-member camper spots will be first come, first serve. Non- 

member forms will be accepted early and placed in weeks of camp once we are one month out in the order they are received. Spots will be limited due to 

early Farm member enrollment. 

Counselor Application Forms 
Please click here: _h___t__t_p__~/_/_www.u ncfarrn.~rg/.-.d.-9.-.c..u.-..m..-.e.-.n..t...s.~2.-.~.-~-.4..°.~./.~:.2.-.~.-.F...u.!!-~-~-~-~-~-~!~:~R!!~-~!-~-C~-~-I~-~-~-)-~- Please note that Counselor spots 

are very competitive. We typically can employ less than half of Counselor applicants each year. Counselorqnternship-Trainee experience is helpful, but no 

guarantee of counselor employment. Please include a resume with applications. 

CIT Application Forms 
Please click here: http://www.uncfarm.or£/documc’.nts/2014%20CIT%20App]icatiorkpdf. Typically, ~ve are able to accommodate all CIT 

applicants. You must be 14 years old to be a CIT. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
farm_general as: Ibroome(@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-3418:1219-2435570,47d4593d8e:lld651e5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:43 PM 

Custal KaahaaJna <clmaJ~aaina@asbhawaii.com>; ’Ruflin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com) (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com); Jewell 
ttoover i              @gmaJl .corn)              @gmail .corn) 

I~E: Febmaq’ 1 lth dinner 

Hi Crystal -- Sounds great. Count rne in, 

From: Crystal Kaahaaina [mailto:ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3anuary 30, 20:~4 2:39 Plvl 
To: ’Ruffin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com) (druffin@CreditriskmgLcom); 3ewell Hoover ( ~gmail.com) ~gmail.com); Broome, Lissa L 

~ubject: Februa~ ~2th dinner 

Good Morning, 

Beth has offered to host you for dinner on Tuesday, February ~th if you are free. I wasn’t sure if all 3 of you would be here and settled by then. 
Please just let me know if it works in your schedule. 

Thank you, 

Crysta~ Ka’~ha’a~na 

Executive A~s~tant 

Executive Office 
p. 808~539,72:].7 I f- 80&538~2023 

ckaahaaina~gasbhawaiLcom ] www~asbhawaii.com 

c~d:~nqaf~e001 .png~01CECA6C 74B300D0 

CONI:~DEN-[IALI~Y NOTICE: The [~orma[io~ contained [~ Ibis email message is [~tended on~, ~or the use of ~he designa[ed recipie~t(s}, An~" unauthorized cop~,[ng or adaptation is 
prohibited, g) 20~3 America~ Savings ga~k, A~I rights reserved, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:25 PM 

Omarova. Saule T <omarova@email.unc.edu> 

Hazen, Thomas Lee <thazen@unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner with Hockett on THURSDAY??? 

Hi Saule, Sorry too, but has a basketball game that evening. 

Take care, 

Sent fi~m my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 1:03 PM, "Omarova, Saule T" <f~!..n_~_r91i_~_~(_a2..e_g_~il_:_u__r_~.c_:e_._kt..u_> wrote: 

Dear Lissa and Tom - 

I know you are both busy on Wednesday, Feb. Sth. However, I spoke with Bob Hockett last night and he said he might actually stay on Thursday, Feb. 

6th, after his talk. Will you be able to go to dinner with him on Thursday, Feb. 6th, then? 

Thanks, 

Saule 

Saule T. Omarova 

George R. Ward Associate Professor of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB # 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 843-4356 - phone 

(919) 962-1277 - fax 

o__m_a__ro__v_.a__@_~ m__~_!!:_u_._n_ ~_._ .e_@. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:31 PM 

ttirsch, Jefl?ey Michael <jmhir~h@ema~l.~mc.edu> 

Re: 

Jeff; ~en is       current contract set to expire? I have copied the committee on this message so it is a;vare of this issue and folks can weigh in on whether we need to meet to discuss 
before Thursday’s meeting. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent licom my iPad 

> On Jan 31, 2014, at 12:32 PM. "Hirsch, Jefl?ey Michael" <jmhirsch@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Lissa, 
> 
> I’m not sure if you’re in the loop at all, but we want to bring to the faculty at Thursday’s meeting a proposal to convert current 3-year contract to a 5-year one This is at the 
request of the German Dept., which is trying to retain      husband, who asked for the conversion       obviously been quite good and is a stellar alum, so Jack and I are supportive 
But we wanted to at least bring it to you and the P&T committee’s attention to see if there were objections or a general sense of support (because you all don’t have enough work this year). 
There’s no need for a lk~rmal committee judgment or motion, but if you all gave an inlk~rmal blessing, that might be helpful. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> -Jeff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:37 PM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurmn@email.unc.e&~ 

Fwd: An unsolicited suggestion.....I am sure it is tl~e first you have received 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" qjo~ph fiiersouiii(a)ml.com> 
Date: January 31, 2014 at 1:29:47 PM EST 
To: "chm~cellor(~unc.edu" <chancellor(a~tmc.edu>, "carol ~blt(/~unc.edu" <carnl fol~tmc.edu>. "iames dean~unc.edu" <james dean(~unc.edu> 

<rnichellebrown[~2~!!g:RO~> 

Subject: ~ ~so~dted suggesfion.....I ~ sure it is the first you have received 

UNC Leadership, 
My time in Chapel Hill was a defining experience in my life. My academic career, while devoid of any work sequencing the hmnan genome 
or challenging Pythagorean’s Theorem, was an interesting mix of literature classes that shaped how I think and who I am. I even took an 
African American studies class with Sonja Stone that was as challenging as getting through a Dan Kane article without vomiting. In 1992, 
I took a hot Chi Omega on our first date to hear Doug Clark and the ][tot Nuts in the basement of the DKE house and she and I are still 
dancing together today. Between the boys at the DKE house and the UNC Tennis team, I found the best friends a guy could ever ask for. 
Finally, I am enjoying a career that I love that is firmly predicated on relationships established through Carolina. 

I smiled all day yesterday as #UNC was trending on Twitter. Complete strangers 25 years my junior were tweeting joyously about their 
acceptance to UNC. Despite how good an 18-year-old thinks 4 years in Chapel Hill will be, I know it will undeniably surpass their 

expectations. Does that happen at Maryland or Clemson? Do NC State grads share such fondness for their collegiate experience that 
anowmous tweets from high school seniors bring them joy ~ decades removed from campus? I doubt it. Carolina - the University, the 
place - is a singular collegiate experience that combines the very best of academics, athletics, location and social opportunities. 
What is the point of all this? The point is that I care very much about the Universi~ of North Carolina and we are getting skull crushed 
right now. It is easy to say that the recent Forbes’ rankings or Princeton Review honor firmly dispel the notion that this media barrage is 
hurting our brand. I strongly disagree. We have lost such control of the narrative that a disgruntled tutor’s inaccurate research has 
launched a national story that our student athletes can’t read. Think about that a minute - somehow, some way, the spectrum of national 
media finds it believable that 7o% of the University- of North Carolina football and basketball players read at a middle school level or worse. 
I don’t place any of the blame on you. This mess you inherited is rooted in 3 years of strateD~ that was either incompetent or gutless. There 
is no other way to explain a PR strate~" that has resulted in the national media INCREASING coverage 3 years and 7 investigations 

removed from the discovery of academic fraud. We are bleeding a slow death because we have lost control of the facts. And I don’t think 
we can get it back with press releases and apologies. Our opposition (and, yes, Kane and Barrett are our opposition) has no incentive to 

move on to other subjects. Why would they? Do you know what Dan Kane’s last non-UNC story was? Have you looked? It was about the 
Director at the Raleigh Housing Authority who was improperly using "eomp" time to promote his magician business. As a writer, would 

you rather regurgitate the tired AFAM scandal story that is bringing national headlinesiTV appearances or write about illegal use of magic? 
Our opponents will not quit. So, we have to change strategy. Otherwise, why should we expect a different result? 
I strongly implore you to consider the following suggestions in the context of a more proactive, offensive media strategv: 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Aeademic Scandal - It was one professor. He was fired. Years ago. We have enacted over lOO 

reforms to prevent and expose any semblance of the same corruption he produced. 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--fen dif]-->Fight for our Faculty - The media loves the phrase "widespread academic scandal". It is not 

"widespread" if it is only one professor and his assistant. Longstanding? Yes. Widespread? Not even close. Our University and AFAM 
department have been wrongfully impugned because of the actions of one professor. Fight for the 99% of our professors who do it 
right. They deset~e better than they have gotten. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--fen dif]-->Fight for our Student Athletes - If we choose to admit a small percentage of student athletes who 

are below the UNC standard but ABOVE the NC:~\ standard, that is totally OUR call. Let’s own that. I see nothing wrong with 
giving some kids with subpar academic credentials a chance IF we think they can develop. Most of our academic exceptions work. 
Some don’t. Let’s own that. With APR scores so important, the onus is on us to get it right orwe suffer. But what can possibly be 
wrong with giving a kid from a broken home in the nadir of public schools the opportunity- to pursue a degree at UNC? In 
moderation, how can that be considered anything but the very core of what our University’s mission is? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Stand up for the Martin Report - A respected former Governor with a PhD from Princeton and 

Baker-Tilly, a nationally renowned audit and consulting firm, had unfiltered access to 2o+ years of academic data and hundreds of 
thousands of grades and classroom rolls. Their report cannot be discarded as inconsequential just because it did not fit the narrative 
that the N&O or Barrett want to write about. The loons at the N&O and NCSU are hell bent on finding a conspiracy of epic 
proportions. Paint that sto~ as the bizarre conspiracy theory that it is. 

<!--fir !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Fight for common sense - Does anyone take Chemistry as an elective? Only a jaded journalist 

would find fault with an advisor charting an academic path that was tailored to the academic talents of the student. Not every 
student is going to be a scientist or doctor. Pursuing easier classes for some athletes is no different than half the DKE and Pi Phi 
houses piling in to a certain professor’s class in the early 9o’s who was....uh, how do I say this ....... quite accommodative to a 
student’s academic needs. Perhaps I am unfamiliar with the sterling academic reputation of Dan Kane’s St. John Fisher College 

degree, but he acts as if maintaining a satisfactory GPA through less rigorous classes is a heretofore undiscovered student endeavor. 
Again, NOBODY takes Chemistry as an elective. 

<!--fir !supportLists]-->* <!--fen dif]-->Strength in Numbers - How is a disgruntled ex-football player kicked out for plagiarism the voice 



of the "seam" at UNC? How is a bitter, demoted tutor the voice of academic judgment? Why can’t we drown those voices out with 

the strength of our faculty-, our coaches or our student-athletes? The overwhelming majority- of people on our campus love 

everything that UNC stands for. Let them be heard. Make sure they are heard. 

I have friends on the Board of Trustees and across the campus that consistently ex-press their confidence in you. I loved your tactful but 

foreeful presentation about 2 weeks ago. It was the perfect blend of respectful tone and undeniable facts. But that presentation is a distant 

memory after the work of Kane, Barrett, CNN, Huffington Post and Fox News the last 10 days. It is imperative that we match the intensity 

of our opposition. If they are promoting distortion, we have to relentlessly promote the truth. If they are telling half the story, it is 

imperative we tell the other half. If they find one voice to deride UNC, we should find loo voices that proudly promote UNC. Our 

Universi~ has done too much good, for too many people, for too many years to have our light dimmed by the false words of a tutor or the 

conspiracy-laced writings of a 2nd tier newspaper. 

Please consider a more offensive effort to give balance to the one-sided half-troths petnpetuated by the media. Carolina desetwes and needs 

your very best right now. 

Thank you all for your efforts. 

Joe Frierson, III 

~992 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

T~ F ~o~ ~>~;~~ a G-~o ~~ I> 
Merrill Lynch Global ~vVealth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.2~o3 

Toll Free - 8OO.2H.4H3 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

This message, and any at ’tachments, is tbr the inteMed recipient(s) only, may contain inibrmafion that is privileged, confidentM a~d/or proprietary and 
subject to important terms and conditions available at http:/iwww.hanl~ol:aanerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:45 PM 

Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow-Up on Erika’s Revew 

Hi Chmles, See below 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 11:50 AM, "Daye, Charles E." <cdave@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lis~, 
Sony to tronble you on these items. But I mn a bit in need of a bit of clarification as I get into the retx~rt.. Holning has agreed to review Efika’s UCLA 

article. I’m still recruiting tbr the second reviewer. 

<!--[if !supportUsts]-->(1 ) <!--[en dif]-->In reviewing the files I don’t thi~& we sought review of the works in progress but the report did describe the 

nature of such work(s). Pun I right about this? 

I suggest you ask Holning and the second reviewer to also read and comment on the works in p~ogress. They will be able to relate her research agenda to the current 

article. 

<!--[if !supportUsts]-->(2) <!--[en dif]-->I can’t seem to determine who writes the letter to the internal scholarship reviewer on reappointment 

consideration for an assistant prot~ssor. I can’t locate any specimen letter to the internal reviewer. Do I (the report drafter) or you (committee 

chair) ~nd this letter? 

I am out of the office now. Let me get back to you on this on Monday. I mn not sure we send a letter to our internal reviewers but we do need to let them know about 

which standard (new or old) to apply. At the reappointment stage i do not think they are veu difl’erent. 

<!--[if !supportUsts]-->(3) <!--[en dif]-->I note that Joan H. Kmuse, as Associate Dean, has a note to the committee in David Ardia’s file. Do we do 

that for all candidates for reappointment? 

Joan is arranging for this and will supply Maemo when this has been accomplished 

Thanks so much. 

Charles 

Charles Eo Daye 

Henry P. grandis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Dept~ty Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3380 

Phone (919) 962-7004 

Fax (9:19) 962-:1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:09 PM 

Chew, Alexa <achew@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Visits 

Hi Alexa, 

See below. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jm~ 30, 2014, at 2:45 PM, "Chew, Alexa" <achew@emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

Thanks for alranging visitors for my classes this spring. I know that you have a lot of renewals and promotions to tnanage over the next ye~ar, so I 

appreciate you taking time to ~nswer my questions. I was hoping you could two for tne: 

(1) I teach two difl’erent three-credit courses during the fall semester. RRWA I (Law 295) and Foundations in U.S. Common Law (Law 615). Should I 

expect visitors in each of those classes during the fall? 

Yes. The committee will arrange visits for each course. 

(2) This spring, should I expect four total visits? That is, will Tom attend two classes and will Mark attend two classes? 

Our hope is that both visitors could attend the same two classes, but unfortanately schedules don’t always line up so it will depend on what you, Marl< and Tom 

able to work out. 

I’m asking because my recollection is that, in the past. there were only two total visits to a class per semester. Sometimes the observers would attend the 

same class meeting and sometimes they would not. 

I really appreciate your help and clarification, and I look forward to meeting with you and getting started with this process in earnest. 

Tha~ks. Let me know if other questions come up. 

Lissa 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 1:40 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Alexa - 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. 

According to our records, that includes you. Tom and Marl( have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of 

your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules 

don’t work out). I’II leave it up to the three of you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in 

advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and 

procedures for submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h ttp ://wwwJa w, unc. e du!ce n t e r s/b a nk!n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .h___t_t__p_i//_s__s__r__n__:_£_o___m___Z_a___u__t__h__£r__:--_._~_~7_~_Q 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:09 PM 

Smith, Craig T <crgsmith@email. unc .edu~ 

Re: Class Visits 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks, Craig. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 3:55 PM, "Smith, Craig T" <c~smith(a)~emaihmc.edu> wrote: 

Lissa, 

Thanks for your ir~formative message. I’m in contact, with Bob and Rich. If I can help in other ways, please let me know. 

Fmm~ Broome, kissa k 
Se~t= Wednesday, Januaw 29, 2024 ~:47 PN 
To= Smith, Craig T 

Cc= Mosteller, Robe~ Paul; Saver, Richard S 
Subject= Class Visits 

Hi Craig- 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our 

records, that includes you. Bob and Rich have graciously agreed to work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically 

like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). I’ll leave it up to the three of 

you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that 

are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for 

submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB~3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

929.962.7066 

http:!/wwwAaw.unc.edu!centersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:11 PM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabetl%gibson@unc.e&~2 

Fwd: Class Visits 

image001 .j pg 

Hi Elizabeth, 

What days look like they work best for you. 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: "Salinas, OJ." <£Nl_in_~/~ejr_~24i_[:._q_r!c_:_e_~t_u_ > 

Date: January 29, 2014 at 3:07:06 PM EST 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(h)emaiLunc~edu~ 

Co: "Gibson, S. Elizabeth" <elizabeth ~ibson~unc.e&~> 
Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Hello, Lissa. 
Thank you for your email. 
Here are a few class dates that you may want to avoid: 

1. Friday (2/21) 
2. Wednesday (2/26) 

Right now, the students just turned in a draft MSJ. This Friday and next Wednesday, we will be discussing revisions to the MSJ. Next 
Wednesday, we will also begin discussion on their upcoming appellate brief. 

Students will begin researching for their appellate briefs late next week. During the following classes, we will have discussions on oral 
and written research reports, drafting the appellate brief, counterarguments, and oral arguments. Starting on 3/26, we will have 
discussions on the students’ Final Motion Memo. 

Also, there are several class dates when my sections will not be meeting in class. Rather, the students will be having individual 
conferences with me in my office. All of the RRWA faculty have individual conferences during the same weeks. So, I suspect others up 
for review will have a somewhat similar schedule. (By the way, if you’d like to sit in on one of my individual conferences, let me know.). 
Here are the rest of our individual conferences dates: 

1. Friday (2/7) 
2. Friday (2!14) 
3. Wednesday (3/5) 
4. Friday (3/21) - Students will be doing their oral arguments on 3/20 & 3/21 
5. Wednesday (4/2) 

Let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing from you. 
-OJ 

Best, 

Oscar J. Salinas, J.D., M.A. (Counseling) 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
4090 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
919-962-0279 
919-962-1277 (fax) 
osalinas@email.unc.edu 
http://meetme.so/oisalinas 

From-’ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-’ Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:46 PM 
To,, Salinas, 0.3. 
C:c-" Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-’ Class Visits 

Hi O.J. 



Each sp6ng the Tenure and Promotion Committee azra~ges cla~ss visits for those up for review by the committee the tbllowing year. According to our 

records, that includes you. Elizabeth and I will work with you to tind a good time to visit one of your RRWA sections. We typically like for the visitors to 

each sit in on two classes (pretbrably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). Let us know if there are some dates we should avoid for 

the visits and then Elizabeth and I roll get together and propose some dates tbr our visits to you. Once we get that worked out it is al~ a good idea to 
send to the visitors in advance a cow of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also mTange visits to your f~ll class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for 

submithng your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van ttecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p://www.la~v.unc.edu/centers/banknN 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .h__t_.t_p_i:’:(_s__~_m_:c__Rr__n__/__’_a__u__~_o_jL_~_4___8_7_2__!)_. 

Ni Description: 
http://www,lawunc,edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542,jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:40 PM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.e&~> 

Re: Class Visits 

Description http www.law.unc.edu itnages news tnedia baNdngfinance web 542.jpg 

Hi Elizabeth, 

I got to Florida fine on Wednesday night, flying through Charlotte. flew Ns plane down yesterday mad we roll fly back tomorrow. 

Of the dates you mentioned, here is what works tbr me: 

Wednesday, February 19, but only the am class 
Friday, Febrn~Q" 28 either class 

Wednesday, March 19 either class but I would need to leave the afternoon class early for tny 2:05 class 

Wednesday, Maxch 26 either class but leaving afternoon class early. 

Friday, March 28 either class 

Thanks for working this out for us, 

See you next week. 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 3:15 PM, "Gibson, S. Elizabeth" <:elizabeth gibson’,h_-)mc.e&~> wrote: 

l.issa - Given the classes that we should avoid or that will be conference days, there are not many choices, The only week in which we could 

attend on Wednesday and Friday is the week of Marciq 24 (the 26th and 28tb). Since that would be after they do their oral arguments, I’m not 

sure whedser those would be typical classes, although we could ask. There also is no dine, other d)~n perhaps at d)e very end, that we could 

do a Frfday followed by Wednesday. We could do Friday, Friday on Feb. 28 and M~rch 7 (assuming neid~er of us ~s ~eaving early for spr~ng 

break}. The Wednesday, Wednesday possibilities are Feb. I2, 19 ~nd March I9, 26 (w~th the same question about the post-~rgument class). 

~’ve ~aken fn~o account one Wednesday when I’m not avNlab~e, but ~ assume you may have some conflicts. 

Let me know ~f any of these comNnst~ons work for you. ~ wou~d pre~e¢ Eo avoid 8:45 on Wednesday, but that may not be possible. I assume we 

could attend only one class, or spl~E up and a[tend Ewe d;fferent ones, if need 

~ hope you made ~t [o and are having fun ;n 

Elizabeth 

F~ Broome, Llssa L 
$~n~ Friday, 3anuaw 3~, 20Z4 2:~ P~ 

T~ albson, S. Elizabeth 
S~bj~t~ Fwd: Class Visits 

Hi Elizabeth, 

What days look like they work best for you. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Salinas, O.J.1’ <osalinas@email.unc.edu> 

Date: January 29, 2014 at 3:07:06 PM EST 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gibson, S. Elizabeth" <elizabeth .gibson@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Hello, Lissa. 
Thank you for your email. 
Here are a few class dates that you may want to avoid: 

1. Friday (2/21) 
2. Wednesday (2/26) 

Right now, the students just turned in a draft MSJ. This Friday and next Wednesday, we will be discussing revisions to the 
MSJ. Next Wednesday, we will also begin discussion on their upcoming appellate brief. 
Students will begin researching for their appellate briefs late next week. During the following classes, we will have 
discussions on oral and written research reports, drafting the appellate brief, counterarguments, and oral arguments. 
Starting on 3/26, we will have discussions on the students’ Final Motion Memo. 
Also, there are several class dates when my sections will not be meeting in class. Rather, the students will be having 



individual conferences with me in my office. All of the RRWA faculty have individual conferences during the same weeks. 
So, I suspect others up for review will have a somewhat similar schedule. (By the way, if you’d like to sit in on one of my 
individual conferences, let me know.). Here are the rest of our individual conferences dates: 

1. Friday (2/7) 
2. Friday (2/14) 
3. Wednesday (3/5) 
4. Friday (3/21) - Students will be doing their oral arguments on 3/20 & 3/21 
5. Wednesday (4/2) 

Let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing from you. 
-OJ 

Best, 

Oscar J. Salinas, J.D, M.A. (Counseling) 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
4090 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
919-962-0279 
919-962-1277 (fax) 
_o___s___a__!j__n___a___s__@_e m a i I. unc.edu 
b_~p__;/i____m___e____e__t___m____e___~_s___?_Lo__j_s___a__!j_n____a___s_. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary 29, 2014, 1:46 PN 
To: Salinas, O..1. 
Cc: Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Hi O.J.- 
Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following 
year. According to our records, that includes you. Elizabeth and I will work with you to find a good time to visit one of your RRWA 
sections. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes {preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules 
don’t work out). Let us know if there are some dates we should avoid for the visits and then Elizabeth and I will get together and 
propose some dates for our visits to you. Once we get that worked out it is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a 
copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 
The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the 
timing and procedures for submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class 

visits now. 
If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 
Lissa 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 
f~.t..t.~...~j...v7..~..~La.~:~.u.~mc.~.e.~.u.~.e.~.r.~r..sZ.b..:a.~.n.~<.!~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: .~.t.t..t~7/..s.~’.s..r..n.~:.c.~.r..n.~:.a.~.u..L~3..~..r...=..2...4...8.~7:.2.~.~.. 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:48 PM 

ttirsch, Jefl?ey Michael <jmhir~h@ema~l.~mc.edu> 

Re: 

So the modified contract would expire on 6/30/2016? 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 2:17 PM. "Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael" <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

permanent appointment started on 05/01/2013 and has a scheduled end 
date of 04/30/2016. So, this is an excellerated extension. 

-Jeff 

>> On 1/31/14, 1:30 PM. "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Jell; When is current contract set to expire? I have copied the 
>> committee on this message so it is aware of this issue and folks can 
>> weigh in on whether we need to meet to discuss belk~re Thursday’s meeting. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Lissa 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>>> On Jan 31, 2014, at 12:32 PM. "Hirsch, Jefl?ey Michael" 
>>> <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> wro 

>>> Hi Lissa, 

>>> Pm not sure if you’re in the loop at all, but we want to bring to the 
>>> faculty at Thursday’s meeting a proposal to convert 
>>> current 3-year contract to a 5-year one. ’l’his is at the request of the 
>>> German Dept., which is trying to rem~n      husband, who asked 
>>> the conversion,       obviously been quite good and is a stellar alum, 
>>> so Jack and I are supportive. But we wanted to at least bring it to you 
>>> and the P&T committee’s attention to see if there were objections or a 
>>> general sense of support (because you all don~t have enough ~vork this 
>>> year). There’s no need for a forrual cormnittee judgment or ruotion, but 
>>> if you all gave an informal blessing, that might be helpful. 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> -Jeff 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:21 PM 

Salinas. O.J. <osalina@email.unc.edu> 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu-~ 

Class visits 

Thanks for the email. Elizabeth and I have compared schedules and it looks like February 19 at 8:45 and February 28 at 10:25 are the best for us. Do those dates work for you? 

If so, when ~ve get closer you can send us the Syllabus and likely reading for those classes 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent Ii’om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 5:10 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Loyola (Chicago) hiring a clinicaJ faculty - Associate Director of Writing Pmgra~ns and Academic Suppol~t 

legal writing post.docx; ATT00001.htm 

Hi Judith, 

If you think it would be helpful, consider fox,yarding this to 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin tbm’aMed message: 

Fr~n: "Ho, Cynthia" <~!~t:(~C.;.!j49.:5~?. > 

Date: January 29, 2014 at 5:43:02 PM EST 

To: "~chica.~:~ok~;t.ke:~tlaw.ed~" <~:Nc:~aokent kel~tia~’,~ e&~~ 
Subject: Loyola (Chicago) hiring a clinical faculty - Associate Director of Wri~g Programs and Academic Support 

If anyone on this list is interested or knows someone interested in applying for the position of Associate Director of Writing Programs and Academic Support at Loyola 

(Chicago), please see the attached post. 

Applications can be submitted through Loyola’s university website, www.careers.luc.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=56751 and are requested 
by February 28, 2014. We a~e looking to fill this position before the start of the next academic year. 

Thanks so ~nuch! 

C~thia Ho 

Associate Dean of Faculty Research m~d Development 
Loyola University of Chicago School of Law 





(~6~) 297-212~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 6:19 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RulYin, David <dmffin@Creditfiskmgt.com> 

Re: Management Decks 

I am out of town and having connection issues. I roll look at it tomorrow afternoon. If you need to do something before than I am sure eve~y~thing is okay. 

Thanks, 

Lis~ 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 5:57 PM, ~2gg!:a__i!:_c_~?!~n__.> wrote: 

David, I a. OK with it. 

........ Original mes~ge ........ 

From: "Ruflfiu, David" 

Date:01/31/2014 3:49 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Bmo~ne, Lissa L". 
Subject: Management Decks 

Jewell & Lissa, 

I’m sending the management decks onb; due concern about their size (bandwidth in email). They include only a changed lifle page, reduction of credit 

slides, and eliminating Jewell’s risk management slides (keeping my ERM ones). I made the same changes on the board deck. Please confirn~ acceptance 

of these when possible so we can finalize (embed the tbnts) and read5, tbr Crystal. 

Thanks 

David H. Rutfin 

C o-Fo~mder, Managing Partner & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-573-0212 Direct Line 

7ell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

www. creditrisAT~n~t, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 3:56 PM 

Ruflin, David <druflin@Creditriskmgt.com>; Jewell ttoover, @gmail.com) 

ILE: BOARD portion of Presentations 

~gmail.com) 

Hi David ---The slides look really good. Thanks for putting everything together. 

On the 1st ch-:~ck, on slide ~.4, the number .:~ sl:a~e b~nks is not afigned correcl:~y 

On slMe 30, plei~se ~3dd a "d" 1:o ~%rouble" ~r~ the TARP 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 30, 201~ 6:1~ PN 

To= Broome, Lissa L; Jewell Hoover @gmail.com) 
Subject~ BOARD potion of Presen~tions 

Lissa / Jewdk 

@gmail.com) 

WE’I,I, GET TItAT DONE tlERE IN RALEIGH! 

Tha~ks again to yon both for this opportunity to work with you. 

David 

David H. Ruflin 
Co-Founder, Managing Past,mr & Member 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Q.ff~ce Main 

919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

91.9-846-5 760 Fax 

www. creditriskm~t, corn 

I’ve finished merging the BOARD portion of our presentations and snbmit the attached tbr yonr proofing. I really enjoyed the process as I like Mint you two are 

covering. Be comtbrtable that I’ll ~y within my time frame on credit and don’t be t~arfnl of the nnmber of slides, as some I pretty much zoom through several of them. 

Also, remember, I’ve divided them up into three parts per the order of the Agenda. 

Two things come to mind: 

1. Jewell, you and I probably need to eliminate some redundancy in the Risk Management / ERM section of Part I 

2. Let’s t~y to come up with some cartoon or light ending to the deck as when you think about it, it largely ends with liabilities and entbrcmnent actions at the end of 

the day’s session. 

I’ll t~ vmy hard to get the MANAGEMENT deck to you both tomonow. 

I look forward to any changes or feedback. 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND ON TO CRYSTAL YET AS WE NEED TO SECURE EMBBED FONTS (ALMOST A PDF PROCESS) TO ENSURE 
INTEGRITY OF THE SLIDES!! SOME POWERPOINT USERS MAY NOT HAVE THE DEFAULT FONT THAT I USE IN MY PRESENTAIONS 

AND I’VE PAID A PRICE DUING PRESENTAIONS AS THE FORI~LKT GETS A BIT .JUMBLED. ONCE WE PROOF BOTH PRESENTAIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:48 PM 

Myer~ Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Class Visits 

Eli Richard ---I thought we could coordinate our calendars first before we approach         about scheduling our visits. 

Wednesday, and Thursday from 8:45 --- 9:40. I could attend the days listed below. ~.et me know what days Vo~ match up and we can get h~ touch w~th 

if at~y of those are better than the others. 

Thursday, Feb 20 

Tuesday, Feb. 25 

Wednesday, Feb~ 26 

Thursday, Feb~ 27 

March 4~ 5, 6 

March l& 19, 20 

Tha]~ks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 20~4 $:5~ PN 

Te= 
Ce= CoNey, John N; Brophy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Class Visits 

Hi 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our records, that 

includes you.                                                                                 We will all work with you to find a good time to visit. We 

typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work out). Iql leave it up to each visiting 

team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are 

likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee w~ll also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the t~ming and procedures for submitting 

your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Class meets Tuesday, 

to see 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:48 PM 

Conley, John M %imconley@ema:il.unc.edu> 

P-Jg: Class Visits to Class 

Thanks, John. I Lhink we’re good for now~ 

[.issa 

From-" CoNey, John M 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2024 2:42 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L; Myers, Richard E 
Subject: RE: Class Visits to Class 
Just to be clear----I certainly don’t rnind doing the work, so let me know if l can help out visiting someone efse. 

From; Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2024 2:25 PM 
To; Conley, John M; Myers, Richard E 
Subject; RE: Class Visits to . Class 
Fair enough. We’ll find someone else ~or ~:h, Class. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From-" CoNey, John M 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:24 AM 
To; Myers, Richard E; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Class Visits to Class 

Lissa, 

I’m ak’eady doing her         class, and I’rn sure I’II be an 

case, so Fd rather not do this course as well. 

.John 

From: Myers, Richard E 
Seat: Tuesday, January 28, 2024 22:22 PM 

Te: Broome, Lissa L 
C¢-" CoNey, John M 
S~bje~t-" Re: Class Visits to Class 

Happy to do it. 

don’t think one person should have so much influence on a single 

Richard Myers 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi John and Rich -- Could you two team up and visit two of 

Tuesday, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8:45-9:40. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to 

visit. Once that email has been sent, I’II let the two of you work out everything else with         regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p;i/www.!aw:unc.edu/centerst’ba n k!n~: 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-tt-p--:/-Z-s--s--r-~--c---~---m--La---u--t-~Q~-r~-------2--4-~-8-~-7---2-Q 

classes (consecutive days, if possible) this spring? The class meets on 

about the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:50 PM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edu~ 

I~E: credit card problems... 

Eli Eric --- We have had the same problem, About every 3 months we’re getting a new card. The credit card guy mentioned the gas station issue to me too. Let me 

know if you gain any good ~ns~ghts or t~ps on how to keep th~s from not occurrh~g. 

[.~ssa 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Januaw 29, 2014 4:04 PM 
To~ The la~facul~ mailing list 
Subject~ [la~facul~] credit card problems._ 

Hi everyone, 

After years and years of never having any problems with the security of our main credit card, we have in the last two months had unauthorized charges on three 

separate occasions on the same account - each time with a different credit card number. (In other words, we had an unauthorized charge, cancelled and got a new 

card number, then had an unauthorized charge on the new number, then cancelled and got a new number again, and then had another unauthorized charge.) 

Has any of you ever encountered a situation of this kind? Coul~ it relate to the Por,~i sd-,en-~e i an-, ru~ii)hig? Someone recently told me that gas stations sometimes 

have devices illicitly placed on their pumps that siphon card information off to unauthorized users~ has this happened to anyone? 

l’m trying to figure out whether just to ditch this account completely or whether there’s something we can do to avoid the risk of this recurring. Any 

thoughts/experiences would be appreciated. 

--Eric 

Eric L. Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-7067 

-and- 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

3~6 Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9968 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:51 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Catherine .-- I asked her last week and she said she did want to be reviewed next year. Let me know if Jack cont:irms this ~nd weql se~ up class v~s~ts~ 

Thanks, 

[Jssa 

F~m= Pierce, CatheMne Ringo 

Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 11:13 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L; Krause, Joan H 
Subject= RE 

J~ck ~s ~o~ng to confer with ~ about he~ intentions~ 

vp for fu~ P&T wou~d need to observe right now~ lql b~ b~ck n touch. 

Assistant: Dean For Pol~cy and Special A~sis~:ant to the Dean 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--We~tach Ha~ 

Chap~l ~, NC 27599-3380 

F(919)962-1170 

F~m= Broome, kissa k 
Sent= Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:28 PN 

Te~ Krause, Joan H; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 

Subject: 

See A~"s message bek~w, Shoukt we add to our da~s v~s~: 

k~5~sa 

F~m~ Braphy, Alfred L 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:26 PN 

T~ Broome, LJssa L 
Subject: RE: Class Visits to Class this Spring 

Happy to v~s~t other classes (A~so~ I notk:ed that       ~s not on your ~s~: for class v~s~:s -~ thought she was going to apply for full professor he’.d: fa~L Do we need 

visits of her class? I"m probably not a good person for that, s~nce we’re friends - but f~ust wan~:ed to put th~s on ~:he radar) 

, if she does want to come 

AI 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:25 PM 
To: Brophy, Alfred L 
Subject: RE: Class Visits to Class this Spring 
ihanks, AI. We may have some conflicts with .:_~l:her class scheduk_~s, in which case I might: come back to you about visiting someone else’s class. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From: Brophy, Alfred L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:17 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Jacoby, Melissa B 
Subject: RE: Class Visits to Class this Spring 

Hi Lisa, 
Thanks for this email. I’m sorry that I won’t be able to do this. I have class on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:25-11:40, so I can’t make those classes 
-- and I have class on Mondays and Wednesdays at 2:35-3:50, and I jus~ need to collect my thoughts before class. Sorry. 
AI 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:01 PM 
To: Brophy, Alfred L; Jacoby, Melissa B 
Subject: Class Visits to               Class this Spring 

Hi AI and Melissa - 

Could you two team up and visit two classes from one of 

the other section meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 1-2:35. Please confirm that this will work for you and I will copy you on my email to 

Once that email has been sent, VII let the two of you work out everything else with       regarding the best dates to visit. 

We need your written evaluation of the classes you visited before the end of the semester. You may submit separate or joint evaluations. 

Thanks for your help with this process. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h...t.t..P..~].~.w-w-w..~!~a...w...:~y~n..~..:~e...d...u..~.c.~e..~..t..e..r..s..~b..~.~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--t~-~:-/-/--s--s--r---n-:~-c-Q~--m-j--a-~y-t---h--~---r------~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

sections this spring? One section meets on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:25-11:50; 

about the visit. 



i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:54 PM 

Jewell ttoover ~ ~gmaJl.com>; Ruffin, David <dru~fin@creditfiskmgt.com> 

ILS: BO.AJ?,D portion of Presentations 

David and Jewetl .-- If there is dine, I think it would be grea[ [o add the lessons if’ore Noah’s Ark (listed below) into the slide dedc 
I really appreciate the professionalism and expertise you have both brought to this pro~ect. Thanks again for agreeing to part[dpate. 
Ussa 
F~m~ 3ewell Hoover [mail~: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:24 PN 
To: Ruffin, David 
~= Broome, Lissa L 
~bject= Re: BOARD portion of Presentations 
’I’e~fi ~ 

The slides look g~vafi [ ~ Ve~ i~npressive and I dofft have any changes to mine. ~er tNs is ovec we should condense it m one &y m~d take our show on the mad~ 

For the risk manage~nent ~io~ I had allo~ed about 15 minutes and had intended for you ((Daivd) to eli~ninate my slides (80- ~) m~d substitute ~em with yours. So, 

you would do the entire ~gment on Risk Management. A~er eve~ training ~ssion that I have done in the p~t, I end on tl~s....see what you thi~ as it has N~mor and 

is applicable for ~ many siltations. 

Eleven Lessons From Noah’s ~k 

1. Don’t miss the boat. 

2. Remember that we am all in the same boat 

3. Plan ahead. It wasn’t raimng when Noah built the Ark. 

4. SW fit. When you’re 600 years old, someone may ask you ~) do something really Ng. 

5. Don’t listen m critics, j us1 get on ruth the job that needs to be done. 
6. Build your fum~e on Ngh ground. 

7. For safe~’s sake, travel in pairs. 

8. SNed isn’t eve@ring. The snails were on bomd ruth the cheetahs. 

9. When youh= stressed, float awhile. 

10. Remember the Ark was build by amateurs, the Titanic by professionals. 

11. No ma~er the sto~, when American Savings Bank is on )~ur si&, ~ere is always a min~w wNfing. 

Perhaps we can send the file to Beth tomorrow? That wa); they will have ne~ week to copy and Nnd the materials. I have ~vo interactive ~ssions on Red Flags ~d 

C~ELS ratings for them m break into groups and roll bring the handouts with me. 

Liss~ thm~k you tbr inviting us to ~ici~te ruth you. I am most ce~aiNy looking Ib~va~d to it. See you in ttawari’. 

Best, 

Jewell 

On Tim, Jan 30, 2014 at 6:14 PM, Rutfin, David <_d___r__u_~__i__r_(q2__cj:_e_d_i_t_~_k_n_:N_t_:_c_’£Lr_~.> wrote: 

Lissa / Jewell, 

I’ve finished merging the BOARD portion of our presentations and submit the attached for your proofing. I really eNoyed the process as I like what you two are 

covering. Be comfortable that I’ll s~ay mthin my time frame on credit and don’t be fearful of the number of slides, as some I pretty much zoom through several of tl~em. 

Also, remember. I’ve divided them up into three parts per the order of the Agenda. 

Two things come to mind: 

1. Jewell, you and I probably need to eliminate some redundancy in the Risk Management / ERM ~ction of Part I 

2. Let’s try to come up ruth rome cartoon or light ending to "the deck as when you tlfink aN)ut it, it largely ends with liabilities and entbrcement actions at the end of 
the day’s session. 

I’ll t~y veD~ hard to get the ~NAGEMENT deck to you both tomogow. 

I look forward to any changes or feedback. 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND ON TO CRYS’E&L YET AS WE NEED TO SECURE EMBBED FONTS (ALMOST A PDF PROCESS) TO ENSURE 
INTEG~TY OF THE SLIDES!~ SOME POWE~OINT USERS ~’kY NOT ~kVE THE DEFAULT FONT THAT I USE IN N~ PRESENTAIONS 

AND I’VE PAID A PRICE DUING PRESENTAIONS AS THE FOR~kT GETS A BIT ~TMBLED. ONCE WE PROOF BOTH PRESENTAIONS 

~’LL GET THAT DONE HERE IN ~kLEIGH~ 
Than~ again to you both for this oppom~m~ to work ruth you. 

David 

David H. Ruffin 

Co-Founder, Ma~aging Pa~ner & Member 

Credit Ri~k :~anagement, LLC 

~_~:~:_~_~Q_~. Office M abz 
9 l 9-5 73-02 t 2 Direct Line .................................. 

Cell 

9 l 9-846-5760 Fax .................................. 

wwm creditris~gt, corn 

Thank you. 

Jewell ttoover 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 5:03 PM 

@unc.edu-~ 

I~W: Class Visits 

image001 .j pg 

Hi 

Richard and I will be visiting your It looks like Richard and I can both make it on February 25 and 25. Do those days work for you? If not, we can 

move to March 4 and March :1.8, but those are less desirable from our part since thev are not consecutive classes~ Let us know your p~easure~ 

Thanks, 

k~5~aa 

F~m~ Nyers, Richard E 
Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ O1, 201~ ~:53 PM 

T~ Broome, LJssa L 
Subject~ Re: Class Visits 

I can do 25, 26, 4 and ~8. 

Richard Myers 

On Feb :1, 20:14, at 4:47 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Richard ---I thought we could coordinate our calendars [:irs[ before we approach         about scheduling our visits. 

meets I could attend the days listed below. Let me know what days you match up and we can get 

h~ touch w~th to see if anv of those are better than the others. 

rhursday~ Feb. 20 

Tuesday, }:eb. 2~ 

Wednesday, Feb. 26 

Thursday, ~eb. 27 

March 4, 5, 6 

Ma~ch :18, I9, 20 

Lissa 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
$ent: Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 20~4 ~:5~ PM 
~o~ 
~c: CoNey, John N; Brophy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E; Broome, Lissa L 
$ubject: Class Visits 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our 

records, that includes you. John and AI will visit you         :class and Richard and I will visit your          class. We will all work with you to find 

a good time to visit. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work 

out). VII leave it up to each visiting team and you to arrange some good times for the vBits. It is also a good idea to send to the visitors in advance a 

copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger this summer outlining the timing and procedures for 

submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

D~rector, Center for Banking and F~nance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

http:!/wwwJaw.unc.edu!centersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:16 AM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edu~ 

ILE: credit card problems... 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 6:49 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: credit card problems... 

Where do you most commonly buy gas, Lissa? 

SenU%~m ~:~JO2(OR(~)L4 A2(Rd3~’r’~HD on Ai~i~)~r 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(/~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eric ---We have had the same problem, About every 3 months we’re getting a new card, The credit card guy mentioned the gas station issue to me too, ~.et me 

know if you gain any good insishl:s or ~ips on ho~v to ke~-’_~p this ~r.:)m no~ occurring. 

Lissa 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:04 PM 
To-" The law_faculty mailing list 
Sul~ject; [law_faculty] credit card problems... 

Hi everyone, 

After years and years of never having any problems with the security of our main credit card, we have in the last two months had unauthorized charges on three 

separate occasions on the same account - each time with a different credit card number. (In other words, we had an unauthorized charge, cancelled and got a new 

card number, then had an unauthorized charge on the new number, then cancelled and got a new number again, and then had another unauthorized charge.) 

Has any of you ever encountered a situation of this kind? Could it relate to the P~nzi acheme I am running? Someone recently told me that gas stations sometimes 

have devices illicitly placed on their pumps that siphon card information off to unauthorized users; has this happened to anyone? 

l’m trying to figure out whether just to ditch this account completely or whether there’s something we can do to avoid the risk of this recurring. Any 

thoughts/experiences would be appreciated. 

--Eric 

Eric L Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-7067 

-and- 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

3:16 Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9968 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:40 AM 

@unc.edu-~ 

Myers, Richard E < rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits 

Thanks, . We’ll plan on atLending those two days. As we get closer, please send us a copy of the syllabus and the assigned readings for those days. 

Take care, 

(issa 

Sent-" Sunday, Februa~ 02, 20~4 8:02 AN 

To= Broome, Ussa L 
Ce= Myers, R~chard E 
Subject~ Re: Class Visits 

You are of course welcome to come anytime-- and 2/’25-26 would work out fine. Thanks for taking the time to do this-- I appreciate it~ I look forward to any 

suggestions you have for improving my teaching technique. 

Best, 

Assistant Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road, CB 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

punc.edu 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February i, 2014 5:03 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Class Visits 

Hi 

Richard and I will be visiting your ;. It looks like Richard and 1 can both make it on February 25 and 26. Do those days work for you? ff not we c~n 

move to March 4 and March 18 but those are h~ss deskable fiom our part since they are not consecutive classes. Let us know your pk~asure. 

Thanks~ 

Ussa 

F~m: Myers, Richard E 
Sent: Saturday, Februa~ 0~, 2014 4:53 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
S~bjeCt: Re: Class Visits 

I can do 25, 26, 4 and 18. 

Richard Myers 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Richard --I thought we could coordinate our calendars first before we approach         about scheduling our visits.                    Class 

meets 1 could attend the days listed below. Let me know what days you match up and we can get 

in touch with to see if any of those are better than the others. 

Thursday, Feb. 20 

Tuesday~ Feb. 25 

Wednesday, ~eb. 26 

Thursday, Feb. 27 

March 4, 5, 6 

March 18, 19, 20 

Thsnks, 

Lissa 

~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
~Bt~ Wednesday, ~anua~ 29, 20~ ~:B~ PM 
T~ 
~m~ CoNey, ~ohn M; Bmphy, Alfred L; Myers, Richard E; Bmome, Ussa L 

~j~mt~ Class Visits 

Hi         - 

Each spring the Tenure and Promotion Committee arranges class visits for those up for review by the committee the following year. According to our 

records, that includes you. John and AI will visit you         class and Richard and ~ will visit your          class. We will all work with you to find 

a good time to visit. We typically like for the visitors to each sit in on two classes (preferably at the same time, but sometimes schedules don’t work 

out). lql leave it up to each visiting team and you to arrange some good times for the visits. It is also a good idea to send to the vBitors in advance a 

copy of your syllabus and of any readings that are likely to be covered on the days of the visits. 

The Committee will also arrange visits to your fall class. You will receive a letter from Dean Boger tNs summer outlining the timing and procedures for 

submitting your materials to the committee, but we wanted to go ahead and take care of spring class visits now. 

If you have any questions, please be sure and let me know. 

Lissa 

[issa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 



Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc,edu/centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 8:38 AM 

@chapelhilluumc.org 

Ticket for Tuesday’s g~ane agafins~t Mmyland at 8:00 

Hi - I have an extra ticket for Tuesday’s game against Maryland at 8:00. If you’d like it, let me know and I’ll drop it off tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 8:42 AM 

~nc.rr.oom) 
DTH says that 6,036 students accepted in early decision at UNC 

They must be expecting a lot not to enroll since that number is a lot more than the entering class size and there are still all the other applications to consider. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h tt_p:/iwww.law.u ricked u/cent ersiba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h__t__t2_.’_//_s__s__r_n_:__c._o____m_J_a___u__t_h__o_r_:-:_~_Z_~~ 

i,~i Description: 
..... http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:29 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

ILE: DTH says that 6,036 students accepted in early decision at UNC 

Around 4,000. 

From: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 03, 2014 8:51 Alvl 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: DTH says that 6,036 students accepted in early decision at UNC 

What is the entering class size? 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 8:42 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

They must be expecting a lot not to enroll since that number is a lot more than the entering class size and there are still all the other applications to 

consider. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h..t..t..n.;~Lw....w....w..:.La...w...:.u...~..c..:.e...d..y~.c.gn..t...e..r.s.~.b...a..n...t~.1.n..s~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.com/author=24.8720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:29 AM 

~chapelhilluumc.org> 

ILE: Ticket tbr Tuesday’s game against Maryland at 8:00 

Great! See you there. 

~.issa 

From:                          _~chapelhilluumc.org] 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 8:56 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Ticket for Tuesday’s game against Maryland at 8:00 

Hi Lissa, 

Thanks so much for thinking of me; I actiually already have one that gave me so I’ll be there, cheering for the team. Go Heels! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 8:40 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi - I have an extra ticket for Tuesday’s game against Maryland at 8:00. If you’d like it, let me know and I’ll drop it off tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:30 AM 

Remus, Da~a <dremus@emaiL unc.edu> 

M~:D’la~d BasketbaJ1 Game on Tuesday 

Hi Dana - I have an extra ticket for the Maryland basketball game on Tuesday night at 8:00. Let me know if you’d like to go. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--t-p--~:-/-/--s--s--r---q:~£-~,~--m-j---a-~-u--t---h--~--~--~--~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

iXi Description: 
..... http://~%,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -~O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU;EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:56 AM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

’, ~|ive.unc.edu~ 

Meeting on Tuesday 

Hi - I need to meet with you and 

Thanks, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h_ttp:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankin~g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http]//ssrn.com/author=248720 

3n Tuesday if at all possible. What time works for you? I am available any time before 2:30. 

:: N~ :: Description: 
...... http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/banking4inance web 542.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 1:03 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

ILE: Wegner whereabouts 

Cool[ Travel safe. 

Lissa 

F~om: Wegner, Judith Welch 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 20:t4:12:52 PM 
To: Carlock, Jacqueline S; Edge, Debra Rogers; Summers, Bonita A; Ford, Graham; Broome, Lissa L; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Pierce, Catherine Ringo; Crisp, Winston B; 

Myers, Richard E 

@nc.rr.com 
Subject: Wegner whereabouts 

Hi, folks. I just wanted you to know that rll be out of the country from tonight through late Sunday. Am speaking at a conference in Nottingham, England. I imagine 

you won’t need me for anything, but if you do, email is probably the easiest way to reach me.        has phone numbers if needed. Thanks--Judith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 1:21 PM 

ttortou, Susm~ <shortou@Creditriskmgt.com~ 

ILE: American Saviugs Bank Pt~F Deck 

~-Ii Susan, I’d appreciate it if you coufd send it on. Tha~ks so much, 

I=rom: Horton, Susan [mailto:sho~on@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Se~t~ ~onday, ~brua~ 03, 20~ ~:55 AN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject~ American Savings Bank PPT Deck 
~m~o~a~e~ High 
Hi Li~ 

Do you want us to send to the PPT Decks to 

tlave a nice &y~ 

Susan HoVton 

Executive Assis~nt 

Oedit R~k Man~ement, LLC 

919-8d6-1601 O~ce Mai~ 

919-5 73-0249 Direct Li~w 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

wwm creditris~gt, corn 

or did you want to do it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 3:19 PM 

Remus, Da~a <dremus@emaiLunc.edu> 

ILE: Mawland BasketbaJ1 Gatne on Tuesday 

You bet[ Take care, 

~.issa 

From: Remus, Dana 
Senti Monday, February 03, 2014 3:03 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Naryland Basketball Game on Tuesday 

Hi Lissa, Thanks s,~ much the o~:fer. ~ have two c~asses on Tuesday a~d two Wedt~esday so I usually spend TL~esday preparing for Wednesday~ I arn tempted to say 

yes b~t ~ am worried my Wednesday classes wi[J suffer for ~t. So I tNnk ~ better pass this t~me. g~t thank you for asking~ Dana 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Senti Nonday, Februa~ 03, 2024 9:30 AN 

To; Remus, Dana 
Subject: Na~land Basketball Game on Tuesday 

Hi Dana - ~ have an extra ticket for the Maryland basketball game on Tuesday night at 8:00. Let me know if you’d like to go. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC Schoo[ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~9.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissr’n.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, FebmaD, 3, 2014 7:59 PM 

CDstal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaJ na@asbhawaii.com> 

ILE: ’][’raining Presentalions 

~-Ii CrysLal -- Susan Horton from David Ruffin’s should have sent the powerpoints Lo you this al;~ernoon. Please let us know i1: you did not receive them. 

~’hanks, 

k~ssa 

From: C~stal Kaahaaina [ma@lto:ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 03, 20~4 5:07 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Training Presentations 

Hi Lissa, 

Rich and Beth would like to review the presenta~ons for next week. Could you please send them over? 

Thanks, 

Crysta~ 

E~cut~v~ A~stant 

Execvt~ve Office 

p. 808 539.72~.7 [ f. 

ckaahaaina@asbhawaiLcom I www.asbhawaiLcom 

[ ~:N~: Descdg~tion 

rid: k~age001 png@01CECA6C.74B300D0 

CONF~DEN[~ALI~Y NOTICE: ]he i~formafio~ contain~d in this emi~[I messag~ is mtend~d en~v for the use of the d~s[g~ated recipient(s). Any u~authorized copying or adaptation 
prohibited. @ 201.3 American Siwings Bank. A~I rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:48 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@Cmditdskmgt com); Jewell Hoover @gmal.com) 

RE: Dab, 3 oflraining 

] ewOI .--This is why you have custom board training. We will work to fit the time you have available. Let us know if you wou~d prefe~ we end by 12:00, 12:30 o~ 

:[:00 and we’ll make it happen. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Frera: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawa~Lcom] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 9:31 PN 

To~ Broome, Ussa k 
Subjeet~ Day 3 of trainin9 

Aloha Ussa 

kooking forward to your visit. Do you think we can shrink your training on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or 1:007 I took a stab below, but would defer to you on the best way to 

carve up... 

8:30 -8:45 

8:45- 10:15 

10:15 - 10:30 

10:30- 11:30 

13:00- 12:00 
Mahalo, 

Beth 

Welcome 

Banking 201 

Break 

Emerging Risks!Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners!Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 
p. 808.539.7:156 I f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.com 

ii~iI Description: 

] 

cid:image001.png@01CECA6C.74B300D0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Any unauthorized copying or adaptation is 
prohibited= © 20~3 American Savings Bank= All rights reserve& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:21 PM 

Norton, Moll.,,, <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

ILg: Tomonow Afternoon 

Hi Molly ---Thanks for le[ting me know. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 20:[4 :[:[:45 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Tomorrow Afternoon 

Hi Lissa, 

Bubba has been asked to attend the University Counsel Public Records meeting tomorrow at 3:00pro for 30 minutes prior to the FAC meeting at 3:30pm. He wanted 

to let you know that he wouldn’t be able to join you at 3:00 tomorrow for your meeting with Chancellor Folt. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:26 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu> 

RE: Class visits 

Great. We’re looking forward to it. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 6:06 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Sublect: RE: (;lass visits 

Yes, Lissa 

Those dates and times work fine I’ll email you all the wllabus and any relevant readings as the dates get closer. In the meantime, let me know if you have any questions. 

From: Broorae, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, Janualy 31, 20144:21 PM 
To: 
Cc: Gibson, S. Elizabeth 
Subject: Class visits 

Thanks for the email. Elizabeth and I have corapared schedules and it looks like February 19 at 8:45 and February 28 at 10:25 are the best for us. Do those dates work for you? 

If so, when we get closer you can send us the Syllabus and likely reading for those classes 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 7:50 AM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@Cmditriskmgtcom); Jewell Hoover ~gmal.com) 

RE: Dab, 3 oflraining 

Hi Beth --- We wilt collapse the time and coverage for the management session, but we suggest that you go ahead and include the slides as they a~e ~n the 

management deck, 

Thanks, 

[Jssa 

F~m~ Beth Whi~head [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawa~Lcom] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 9:31 PN 

T~ Broome, kissa k 
Subjeet~ Day 3 of trainin~ 

Aloha kissa 

Looking forward to your visit. Do you think we can shrink your training on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or 1:007 I took a stab below, but would defer to you on the best way to 

carve up... 

8:30 -8:45 

8:45- :10:15 

10:15 - 10:30 

10:30- 11:30 

13:00- 12:00 
Mahalo, 

Beth 

Welcome 

Banking 201 

Break 

Emerging Risks!Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners!Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 
p. 808.539.7:156 I f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.com 

i~i D~scription: 
cid:irnage001.png@01©E©A6©.74B300D0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Any unauthorized copying or adaptation is 
prohibited. © 2013 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 8:46 AM 

Boger. Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: P&T -- 

Will do. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From= Boger, Jack 
Sent= Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:11 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: P&T-- 

Dear Lissa, 

I talked with      yesterday after the Dean’s Advisory Committee meeting. 

visiting her classrooms this spring makes good sense. Thanks for undel~aking it,. 
Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 9:06 AM 

ttorton, Susan <shorton@Creditriskmgt.com> 

I~E: Training Presentations 

Thanks, Susan. 

tissa 

From: Hot,on, Susan [mailto:shorton@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:01 Alvl 

To-" Broome, Lissa L; Ruffin, David; 
C¢; Duke, Rick 
Subject; RE: Training Presentations 

Jewell and Lis~, 
They will need m be send via ShareFile secure file exchmge. I will have Rick Duke of our IT department get that information to you this morning. Thank you. 
Have a nice day! 
Susan Horton 
Executive Assistant 
Credit Risk }Ianagement~ LLC 

919-846-160i Office Ma#* 
9i 9-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 
9I 9-846-5760 Fax 
wwm creditt’iskmgt, corn 

From: Broome, Lissa L [t_n__ajJ_t_o_~J__b_r_o___o__m__e__@__e___m___a_!!N_n___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:51 AM 

To-" Horton, Susan; Ruffin, David~ 
Subject-" RE: Training Presentations 
Thanks, Susan, Could you send the final decks back out to Jeweil and me? 

We appreciate your help very much. 

Lissa 

From: Horton, Susan [mai!to:shorton@Creditriskmc~t.com] 
SeBt; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:48 AM 

Te-" Ruffin, David;_ 
C¢: Broome, Lissa L 
$..bject." RE: Training Presentations 

Good Moming~ 

All were sent and received confim~ation from C~,sta]. Thank you. 

Have a nice day! 
Susan Horton 

Executive Assistant 

Credit Risk kIanagement, LLC 

919-846-1601 ()fl~ce :~Iain 

9i 9-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 
9i 9-846-5760 Fax 
:t _~_:t _~_:t _~_._£_r_£__d__i_*__r__{0~_~_~,g_*_:__~:_~2~_~ 

From; Ruffin, David 
Sent; Monday, February 03, 2014 7:01 PM 
To: 
(:c; Lissa Broome; Hot, on, Susan 
Subject; Re: Training Presentations 

Just landed in Orlando. Susan was to have sent these about an hour ago to Crystal. 

Thanks. 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 5:48 PM, ~}g_Lr_t2_a_iLC:£Lr_t.> wrote: 

David, can you send the file to Custal when you have a moment? Thanks. 

Jewell 

........ OriginaJ message ........ 

From: C~ystal Kaahaaina 

Date:02/03/2014 5:07 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Jewell Hoover 

Subject: Training Presentations 

tti Jewell, 

@gmail.com)" 



Rich and Beth would like to review the presentations tier next week. Could you please send yours over? 
Thank~ 

Crystal{ Ka" a~a’ ~na 

Exec~live ONce 
g08.539~7217 I f~ 80g,538.2023 

<image00I,p~g> 
CO)]FrDEX~IALITY NOTICE: Tlae inJ~rn’~.i<)n c~nlained in tt~i~ emai] message is i~te~ded eni~, ~or li~e ~se of tt~e desig~ated recipienl%) Aa?- rmau~herized copyit~g ~r 

adaplati~n ~s pr<)hibiled. ~ 2013 American Savi~g~ Bs:~k All riggers reserved. 

<image001.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

Or~h, John V <jvort ~@email.unc.edn>; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@emaJd.nnc.edtr~ 

Class Visits to                    Class this Spring 

Hi John and Jeff- 

is likely to be considered by the Tenure and Promotion Committee for promotion to full professor next year. Accordingly, we are arranging for her 

spring classes to be visited this year. Are each of you available to visit two of her classes this spring? Ideally, you would visit two consecutive classes together. To 

avoid wear and tear on the candidate, if this is not possible to arrange, it is probably best to visit two nonconsecutive classes together rather than to have more 

than two classes visited, but sometimes that cannot be avoided. You can submit a joint evaluation of       teaching or separate evaluations. We would like to 

receive the evaluation before the end of the semester. Once I have confirmed that you can do the visits, I will email you and and let the three of you go 

forward with making the arrangements for the visits. 

class meets on 

Thanks for considering this request. We have multiple candidates this year and next year so we are calling on all full professors to pitch in and help us with the 

evaluations. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law,unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

:: ~*~; :: Description: 

...... http:llwww.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

CoMe3,, Jolm M <jmconley@email.unc.edu> Weissman, Detx~rah M <weissman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Class Visits to Class 

Hi John and Deborah- 

is likely to be considered by the Tenure and Promotion Committee for promotion to full professor next year. Accordingly, we are arranging for her 

spring classes to be visited this year. Are each of you available to visit two of her classes this spring? Ideally, you would visit two consecutive classes together. To 

avoid wear and tear on the candidate, if this is not possible to arrange, it is probably best to visit two nonconsecutive classes together rather than to have more 

than two classes visited, but sometimes that cannot be avoided. You can submit a joint evaluation of      ; teaching or separate evaluations. We would like to 

receive the evaluation before the end of the semester. Once I have confirmed that you can do the visits, I will email you and and let the three of you go 

forward with making the arrangements for the visits. 

class meets on 

Thanks for considering this request. We have multiple candidates this year and next year so we are calling on all full professors to pitch in and help us with the 

evaluations. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

93_9.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

:: ~:*;; :: Description: 

...... http:/Iwww.law.unc.edu/imageslnewslmedia/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 
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II.    Program of Legal Education 

Our curriculum has evolved significantly in recent years to emphasize the rigorous 

teaching of writing and other essential legal skills and the in-depth preparation of students for 
specific practice areas. A major curricular reform begun in 2010 created a dedicated full-time 

faculty to direct and staff "the first-year writing and research program. It also fostered "the 
development of upper-class "Transition-to-Practice" courses in a variety of advanced substantive 
areas. Moreover, because of a large number of new faculty members in a variety of substantive 

a~eas, we have significantly increased the variety of courses taught since 2007, with 

A. Requirements for J.D. Degree 

Eighty-six credit hours are required for graduation. At least 65 credit hours must be at 
regularly scheduled class sessions at a law school where the student receives credit toward the 
J.D. degree. Students are limited to 16 credits per semester but, with pem~ission of the Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs, may enroll in one additional hour. Students are required to be 
enrolled in a minimum of nine credits during the fall or spring semesters. A law student may not 
be employed more than 20 hours per week in any week in which the student is enrolled in more 
than 12 credit hours. 

Regular and punctual class attendance is rcquired. The law school enforces this 
requirement with a newly enacted rule that excludes a student from taldng the exam in any 

course if the student, without authorized excuse, does not attend at least 80% of the class 
sessions. Students whose unexcused absences exceed the limits for a course with attendance 
requircments set stricter thm~ the Law School’s general 80% policy may be dropped from the 

class at the request of the instructor and with the concurrence of the Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs. Faculty members may also elect to consider class attendance a~d 

participation in assigning final grades. Most courses me graded, with a few notable pass/fail 
cxceptions including Extemships and Trial Advocacy. 

1. Writing Requircments 

Beyond the :first year Research, Reasoning, Writing and Advocacy course (RRWA), (see 

Section II.B. 1 below), students are required to complete two writing experiences, at least one of 

which must satisfy the "rigorous writing experience" (RWE) requirement, a~d at least one of 

which should be completed during the second yem. RWE is defined as satisfactory completion 

of a significant research paper (or a series of related papers which, taken together, are the 
functional equivalent), under the direct supervision of a faculty member. The RV~,% designation 

requires that the faculty member provide significant feedback on one or more drafts, in response 

to which the student must engage in significant rewriting. Course descriptions available to 
students identify those offerings that satisfy the RWE requirements. A three-hour independent 

study may also satisfy the RWE rcquircment. On the survey, a strong majority of 2L/3L 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 
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respondents agreed that the WEPRWE experience helped improve their research (68%) and 
writing (74%) skills. 

In addition to the RWE, students must also satis~" one additional writing requirement, 
called a "writing experience" (WE). The distinction between RWE and WE, is not in "the number 
of required pages of writing but the requirements of facul .ty feedback and student redrafting. This 
second writing requirement may be satisfied by any of the fbllowing: (1) a second RWE; (2) a 
course that requires one or more short writing assignments; (3) an add-on writing component to 
an existing course fbr additional credit; (4) a paper completed fbr a one or two-credit 
independent study; (5) a note or cotmnent written for a student-edited journal; (6) a writing 
project for an inter-school moot court competition administered by the Holdemess Moot Court 
Bench; or (7) writing completed for a clinic designated by the Director of Clinical Programs. 
Just as with the RWE, course descriptions identi~7 those offerings that satisfy the WE. If a 
writing experience is not completed under the supervision of a faculty member, the student must 
submit the product to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, who will facilitate faculty 
review to ensure that the written work is satisfactol% 

2. Skills Requirements 

Students must complete at least one two- or three-hour skills course beyond the first year. 

If a course is designated as a writing course as well as a skills course, the student must indicate 

whether he or she is taking "the course to satisf}/the writing requirement or the skills requirement, 
The 2013-14 upper-class Course List includes 50 courses that meet the Skills requirement, 

including 29 Transition-to-Practice Courses (described below). 

3. Professional Responsibility 

Students must also take a Professional Responsibility’ course in their second year. 
Several sections of Professional Responsibility (PR) me offered each year, including the PR 
survey course and courses with a more defined focus. Course descriptions identif}/the courses 
that satisfy the PR requirement. 

Beyond the formal course, we emphasize and address ethical issues tbaoughout the law 
school experience. For example, first-year law students (1Ls) take a professionalism pledge 

during fall semester orientation, and the RRWA course includes professionalism as a separate 

component of the grading criteria. During spring semester orientation, they are introduced to 
tbaee difficult hypotheticals through an extended ethics discussion in small groups led by a 

faculty member and a member of the bench or bar. In addition, we encourage all first year 

teachers to inject issues of professional responsibility" whenever they can to help students foster 
high standards for professional behavior and ethical competence. Students who participate in 

Clinical and Extemship Programs regularly grapple with issues of professional responsibility~, 
including but not limited to client confidentiali .ty; conflicts of interest; candor to the tribunal; 
truthfulness with non-clients; and working with clients with diminished capacity. 

Finally, the annual Witt Professionalism Dinner, funded in 1993 by an endowment 
alumnus Raymond B. Witt, brings together 150 students, faculty, staff, alunmi and judges to 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 
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Chapel Hill to discuss ethical issues in the profession. Each year a new hypothetical problem 

serves as the basis for a dinner discussion highlighting ethical dilemmas in the legal profession. 

Students have the opportunity to discuss "these issues with seasoned attorneys, members of "the 
bench, and faculty members, exposing them to both practical and theoretical points of view. In 

2007, a second professionalism dinner was initiated in Charlotte using "the same format. 

4. Courses Outside of "the School 

Students may take law courses that are not available at UNC either at Duke University 

School of Law or at North Carolina Central University School of Law, but for no more than six 
hours per semester. Students cannot fulfill either the RWE or the WE requirements by taking 

seminms at these institutions (with the exception of some dual degree programs). The grade 

received in an inter-institutional course is posted to a student’s transcript, but is not factored into 
the student’s grade point average. A student must receive at least a C (2.0) or the equivalent in 

order to receive credit for the course towards graduation. Credits earned in law school classes at 
Duke and North Carolina Central may be used toward the 65 credit hours that must be earned in 

regularly scheduled law school classes. 

Additionally, each student may receive credit for courses taken in UNC graduate 
departments or professional schools outside the Law School fbr a total of six credits. Courses 
must be 400 level or higher, significantly related to legal education, and approved in advance by 
the Associate DeaJa for Academic Affairs. 

B. Curriculum 

1. First Year Curriculum 

The goals of the 1L curriculum are: to introduce students to the rigors of legal thought, to 
develop critical "thinking skills, to provide a strong foundation in certain core subject areas, and 
to provide basic instruction in legal research and writing. The cumculum cmrently consists of 
required courses in seven fields - Contracts, Torts, Civil Procedure, Property, Constitutional 
Law, Criminal Law and RRWA. Since the 2010 cumcular refo~n, all subjects other than 
RRWA are taught as one-semester, four-credit-hour courses, for a total of 15 credits each 
semester. The division of courses between the fall and spring semesters may vary from yen to 
year to achieve the faculty’s objective of having all first-year courses taught by full-time Law 
School faculty (rather than visitors or adjuncts). During the fall semester, each student receives 
instruction in one doctrinal course taught in a small section of approximately 28 students. 

In 2011, we substantially strengthened our first-year writing program to create a rigorous 
two-semester, six-credit curriculum taught by nine full-time faculty members who me dedicated 

to research and writing instruction and who work under the supervision of the Assistant Dean for 

Legal Writing and Academic Excellence. The RRWA course is three credits each semester aJ~d 
is taught in small sections of 16-20 students (see § __ ). 
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The Law School maintains a "college system" in the first year. Under this system, the 

entering class is divided into three separate groups, or colleges, of about 80 students. The 

students of each college take all of their classes togethcr during "the first year. The system is 
designed to facilitate coordination and collaboration on the part of the 1L faculty. Most students 

who responded to the survey support the college system, with over 85% agreeing that "the small 
section helped them adjust to law school and should be retained. 

2. Upper Division Curriculum 

a. The Basic curriculum 

Second-year students (2Ls) are encouraged to select, and have enrollment priority in, 
certain foundation courses that are generally tested on state bar examinations. In this way, 

students’ second yem courses are intended to facilitate a transition from the first year core 

insm~ction to the school’s more advanced offerings. The one requirement of their second year is 
that they complete a course in Professional Responsibility, intended to introduce them to legal 

ethics and the law governing lawyers and to prepare them for the MPRE. On the student smwey, 
slightly less than half the respondents thought that their PR courses did a good or excellent j ob in 

preparing them for the MPRE, and 35% rated their preparation fair or poor, although 64% rated 

the course as good or excellent preparation for the ethical challenges of legal practice. 

The third year provides students with opportunities to broaden and to deepen their 
substantive exposure to the law. Third-year students (3Ls) are encouraged to pursue advanced 
electives that build upon the 2L fbundation courses; to complete courses relevant to their career 
paths (including foundation courses not taken during the second year); and to enroll in 
"perspectives courses" to reflect on legal studies from the viewpoint of related disciplines (e.g., 
histoL% literature, social science or philosophy) or from the viewpoints of other cultures (e.g., 
through comparative or critical legal studies). The third year also facilitates transition to law 
practice through opportunities (discussed below and some also open to 2Ls) to emoll in courses 
that stress applied skills. Students in their third year have registration priority for designated 
third yem foundation courses. 

The Sd~ool’s basic cumculum is supplemented by opportunities for students to stu@ 
abroad through cooperative, semester abroad and foreign summer programs. Those programs 
discussed in Subsection 9 below. 

Ead~ rising 2L and 3L student receives an Academic Advising Handbook prior to course 

registration each spring. The handbook urges students to seek advice from the faculty - 
especially the 1L small section teacher - and staff. Each student must attend at least one 

advising meeting. The handbook also gives general advice on course selection, including 
suggestions for second and third yeax courses, subject matters covered on most bar examinations, 

and lists of courses in various subject matter areas such as litigation, business/corporate and 

public interest. The Academic Advising Handbook is also posted on My Ca~-olina Law (the Law 
School intranet). On the student survey, 65% of 2L/3L respondents rated the quality of the Law 
School’s academic advising as good or excellent, while slightly more than one-quarter rated it 
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fair or poor. Almost 90% of 2L/3L students rated the timeliness and usefulness of the 
registration materials as good or excellent. 

Challenges 

The listings for second- and third-year courses provide a wide variety of options in a 

broad raaage of legal subjects. Both on the faculty survey and at the faculty retreat, however, 
many faculty members expressed interest in a much better job of articulating what students need 

to know when "the5’ leave law school, particularly in this difficult job maacket. There appears to 
be widespread support for engaging faculty members in an ongoing review and evaluation of the 
curriculum to determine what courses need to be taught, how often, and whether faculty 

resources should be deployed differently to make sure that the right courses axe taught. 

The ~najority of faculty members reported feeling fairly well or fully informed about the 
Law School curriculum, over 60% rated the quality of the curriculum as good or excellent, and 

57% agreed that the Law School does a good or excellent job of prepaaing graduates to perform 
the types of tasks required of a lawyer practicing in the faculty member’s field. Faculty 
members expressed particular satisfaction with the curricular focus on trial advocacy, legal 

research and writing, a~d transition-to-practice courses. A somewhat smaller percentage of 

faculty members (46%) felt fairly well or fully infbrmed about the practical skills curriculum. 
Moreover, 35% of respondents rated the CUlTiculum as fair to poor in training students for 

transactional work (a modest improvement over the 2007 survey, when half the faculty gave 
comparably low ratings). In 2007, one-third rated the cumculmn as fair or poor in skills training 

for interviewing, counseling, negotiation, pre-trial advocacy and intellectual property-related 
skills; in the current survey this number has declined to below 20% for intellectual proper~~- 

related skills (perhaps a reflection of the School’s recent initiatives in this area) and pre-trial 
advocacy. 

On the SUl-vey, faculty ,nembers identified a number of our cun-icular strengths, including 
the core cumculum, the first-year cun-iculum, the newly revamped RRWA CUlTiculum, the new 
transition-to-practice courses, our clinical offerings, Constitutional Law courses, and our 

business offenngs. Areas identified as weak or in need of additional offenngs included: 
advanced practice-related and skills courses, including additional transition-to-practice courses 

(particularly non-litigation courses); advanced business courses; additional clinics; more 
opportunities for advanced legal writing; a more robust selection of private law courses, 

particularly contracts and commercial law; and additional transactional courses, both 

clinical/experiential a~nd doctrinal. Faculty members also expressed broad support for additional 

experiential learning opportunities. On the survey, students similarly expressed support for 
additional clinics and externships, additional transactional courses, practice and skills-related 

courses, and more writin~&afting opportunities. At the retreat, some faculty members raised 

the question of whether a new Associate Dean for Experiential Learning might assign with the 
oversight and intega-ation of these activities. 

In response to survey questions about the class schedule, 72% of faculty members 
indicated that "the schedule worked about as well as can be expected. Some faculty members 
expressed dissatisfaction with scheduling conflicts, concerns regarding unequal teaching loads, 
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difficulties in scheduling make-up sessions, and concerns regarding whether we are making 
optimal use of our facilities. 

3. Research, Writing, and Other Professional Skills 

The IL cumculum provides rigorous skills training in UNC’s two-semester, six-credit 
Research, Reasoning, Writing, and Advocacy (RRWA) Program. Full-time clinical faculty 
members teach RRWA and me hired specifically for their expertise in, and passion for, skills 
teaching. The?, typically teach two RRWA sections per semester. Each section generally has 
between 16 and 20 students, a size that permits intensive interactions between faculty and 
students. Each section also gets support from a third-year teaching assistant who receives 
training in mentoring 1L students aJ~d helping them leaJ~n research and citation skills. 

The professors who teach RRWA collaborate closely. They are all members of the Writing 

and Learning Resources Center (WLRC), whose director is the Assistant Dean for Legal Writing 
aJ~d Academic Excellence. The WLRC also has a Director of Academic Excellence, who helps 

ensure that RRWA meshes well with UNC~s other skills and bar-prepmation offerings. Each 
professor who teaches RRWA also teaches in other ways through the WLRC, fbr example by 

providing extra- or co-cun-icular instruction in writing or in oral advocacy. 

The RRWA cuniculum requires students to resemch, write, and revise the following: 
analytical legal memoranda; a client letter; a short contract; trial-court motion memoranda; and 
an appellate brief. Students also give oral presentations and engage in oral arguments. Students 
receive multiple rounds of feedback before major assessments, which entail a final paper each 
semester: an objective memo in the fall and a trial-court motion memo in the spring. Additional 
assessment tools include a test in the fall and an appellate oral argument in the spring. 

b. Transition to Practice 

UNC School of Law has expanded course offerings in the area of professional skills 

instruction to enable students to develop lawyering skills through class exercises and simulation 
courses. As a result of a major faculty initiative over the past few years, students may now 

choose fi-om among more than 25 recently developed Transition-to-Practice courses in various 
substantive areas. These courses, which have small class sizes, require students to develop and 

use an in-depth knowledge of the rclevant field to perform tasks that they would cncounter 

practicing in that field (for example, writing a patent validity opinion in the course on 

Biotechnology and the Law). The Law School provides small planning grants ($2,000-5,000) to 
encourage faculty members to develop such courses. Some faculty members involve practitioner 
adjuncts in planning and teaching "the practical components of these courses. Transition-to- 

Practice courses all involve substantial required writing and thus typically satisfy either the 
student’s RWE or WE requirement. In addition, a substantial percentage of 3Ls enrolls in the 

Trial Advocacy Program (described below), which provides intensive training in trial-related 

sldlls. Students may also apply for enrollment in the Clinical Programs or the Externship 
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Program, and may take skills-related courses such as Interviewing, Counseling and Negotiation 
or Mediation. 

c. Seminars and Other Intensive lUriting Experiences 

The Law School provides between 20 and 25 seminars each year, in a wide range of 

subject areas, to help students satisfy the RWE requirement. The seminar program is designed to 
give students an opportunity to develop skills in legal writing, analysis and oral communication; 
to work individually with a faculty member who reviews a series of rewrites; and to interact 

closely with a small group of fellow students interested in similm topics. Each seminar requires 
the student to complete a substantial writing project, which generally takes the form of a 30-40 

page research paper. Courses that satisfy the second writing requirement also provide 

oppom~nities for in-depth experiences in small groups. 

Advanced Legal Research and Advanced Legal Writing, both taught by Law Libra~ 

faculty, provide additional research and writing opportunities. Since 2007, the Law School has 

added more sections of Advanced Legal Research and significantly updated the course. Six 
librarians now regularly teach the course, offering seats for at least 100 students annually. In 

teaching the course, they focus on training students to use legal research tools for problems and 

questions they may encounter in practice. This problem-based learning approach means that 
most class sessions contain significant hands-on research opportunities. All sections now 
culminate in a research project for which "the students must write a memo summarizing their 
results and synthesizing the law. 

Trial Advoca~F 

The School’s goal is to provide a Trial Advocacy experience for eve~ student who wants 
one. There are at least five sections each semester, each section accommodating up to 15 
students. All sections are taught by adjunct teachers, each of whom is an experienced trial lauyer 
with considerable teaching experience in programs run by the National Institute fbr Trial 
Advocacy. 

The Trial Advocacy course is divided into tl~ee parts. In the first part, a three and one- 
half day intensive session that takes place before the semester begins, students have basic 
instructional lectures by selected members of the Trial Advocacy adiunct teaching staff, and 
intensive trial exercises in small groups with extensive use of videotape review. The second part 
of the course is a five week late afternoon or evening session with the instructor, with weekly 
lectures and intensive trial exercises. The third part is participation in a full trial as part of a two- 
or three-person team. Trial sessions generally last four to five hours and include extensive 
critiques of student performances. The course is graded on a pass/fail basis. A number of the 
students who take this course aae also active in the Mock Trial Temn, a co-cumcular activity. 
The model for the Trial Advocacy Program has proven successful and with occasional 
modifications has remained rclatively stable fbr over two decades. The student and teacher 
evaluations of the program have been good and no major changes are anticipated. 

e. Clinical Programs 
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Since 2007, the Clinical Progrmns at the UNC School of Law have expanded from four 

clinics (Community Development Law, Immigration,1 Juvenile Justice and Civil Litigation 
Assistance) to six clinics (adding "the Domestic Violence Representation Project2 in 2010 and "the 
Consumer Financial Transactions Clinic in 2012). The faculty of the Clinical Programs has 

grown from five full-time faculty members and a half-time adjunct in 2008 to seven full-time 

faculty members in 2013, producing a faculty-student ratio of 1:8.3 

As part of the larger curricular refom~ effort, the faculty committee charged with 

developing concrete proposals examined ways to expand experiential learning opportunities, 
including the expansion of pe~ananent clinics. Due to space and resource constraints, broad 
clinic expansion was not possible; however, the committee encouraged efforts to increase 

clinical opportunities where and when feasible, as has been done through the smaller clinic 
expansions described below. The Law School also has been able to provide more students with 

access to experiential learning by significantly increasing the number of Externship placements 
(see § II.B.5 below) and expanding opportunities for students to engage in pro bono activities 

through the extensive Pro Bono Program (see § ___). 

The Clinical Programs are administered by the Interim Director of Clinical Programs, a 
Clinic Office Manager, and two Clinic Administrative Assistants. Overall, the Clinic has three 

faculty members on long-term contracts, two untenured tenure-track faculty members, and two 

tenured faculB: members. The Clinical Programs have undergone significant leadership changes 
since 2007. The long-time Director, a tenured Professor, stepped down in 2010; in 2013, she 

transitioned out of the Clinic to teach other courses within the Law School. Her successor, a 
tenured Professor, served as Director from 2010-2013. While the Law School is in the process 
of conducting a hiring search to fill the Director of Clinical Programs position, a tenured 

Associate Professor is serving as interim Director. Assuring stabil%~ and continuiB~ of 
leadership of the Clinical Programs is one of the SchooFs priorities. 

Although the Law School has expanded the Clinical Programs over the past four years, it 
still does not meet student demand. In 2013-14, approximately 62 students are enrolled in the 
Clinic. Thirty-two students arc on the waiting list, but students who were waitlisted for one 
clinic may have successfully enrolled in another. The student survey revealed that although 
only 26% of respondents were able to participate in their first-choice clinic, only 11% who 
sought a clinical experience were unable to participate in any clinic. Individual qualitative 
comments by students suggest a high level of satisfaction with the clinical experience despite 
dissatisfaction with the limited number of slots. 

a Formerly the Immigration and ttmnan Rights Policy Clinic, the name was changed in 2012 to 
reflect a change in curricular focus. 

~ Formerly the Domestic Violence Representation Clinic (2010- 2012). 

~ A full-time tenure track faculty member was added to teach in the Civil Litigation Assistance 
Clinic in 2011, and a full-time faculty member on a three-year contract was added to teach in the 
Consumer Financial Transactions Clinic in 2012. 
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Faculty members expressed broad support fbr additional experiential learning 
opportunities, particularly expanding the number of clinic slots. Per the faculty survey, new 
clinics mentioned by 10 or more faculty members were small business, entreprcneurship, death 
penalty/post-conviction relief, intellectual property, appellate litigation and eider law. The large 
number of faculty members who mentioned business and entrcpreneurship is consistent with 
other expressions of strong faculty support for enhancing the curriculum in these areas. 
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CLINIC ENROLLMENT DATA 2009-2013 

FY Fall Spg FY 

Faculty Number offacully teaching in the Clinic 
FT Full-time facully member 
HT Part-time faculty member 
#Enrolled -Number of slndents enrolled in the Clinic 
#Excluded Number of students who applied for the Clinic but were not selected 
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4. Study Outside of the Classroom (Externships) 

Created in the fall of 1999, the Externship Program cun-cntly serves 175 students each 
year. The program has a faculty director who is assisted by two clinical assistant faculty 

members, one working three-quarters time and the other one-quarter time. The program director 

devotes three qumters of her time to administering and supervising the program and teaches one 
additional course. 

The Externship Program is designed to augment traditional classroom instruction by 
engaging students in the examination of legal doctrines and practice in the context of actual 
social and business problems and concerns. Students participate in real-life lawyering 

cxperiences with practicing lawyers and judges in the community who sel~e as on site mentors 
to the students during the semester. Students are placed with one of the program’s 130 

cxternship partner sites, including: judges at federal and state levels; local district attorneys and 

public defenders; the North Carolina Depmtment of Justice; non-profit organizations such as 

Legal Aid, the Center for Civil Rights and the Southern Environmental Law Center; University 
Counsel’s offices throughout the mea; and in-house counsel offices, such as at GlaxoSmitt~Kline, 

IBM, Blue Cross Blue Shield and the Research Triangle Institute. Students receive mentoring in 

their professional development as well as diverse areas of practice including corporate law, 
health care, sports law, patent and trademark, criminal law, and civil rights. The majority of 

faculty members report feeling somewhat or fairly well infom~ed about the externship program, 
although several suggested increasing the judicial externship opportunities as a potential pathway 
to judicial clerkships. 

The Exteruship Program’s faculty supervisors guide and facilitate the students’ 
exploration of their externship experience through tutorials, journal writing and group 
discussion. The program is premised on "the concept "that students will not only develop key 
lawyering skills through their work onsite, but will learn to critically examine their lemning 
strategies, their goals and progress, and develop self-directed learning habits through "their work 
with the externship progrmn faculty supervisors. Through group and individual discussions about 
ethics and professional values, the program promotes the students’ understanding of ethical and 
moral issues arising in practice as well as their own developing professional identity. 
Qualitative comments from "the student survey related to the externship werc largely positive, 
although a number of students questioned the value of the associated classroom work and some 
felt that the credit awarded was too low in light of their time commitments. 

The program offers three different academic options: the Fall/Spring Semester Three 

Credit Program for 3L students; the Summer School Five Credit Program fbr rising 2L and 3L 
students; and the 12-credit Semester in Practice program, which offers students the capstone 
opportuni’~ to extern full time during the fall semester of their 3L yem- with several sites outside 

the area, including the U.S. Department of Justice in Washington D.C.; the Environmental 
Protection Agency Region 4; the Securities and Exchange Commission in New York and 

Atlanta; and the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. In response to both the recent 

contraction in the legal market and an increased demand for experiential learning, the Law 
School has significantly increased the number of extemship slots in the past five years. The 
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Summer program has doubled in size fi-om 25 to 50 students, the Fall/Spring Semester program 
has increased from 50 to 55 students per semester, and the Semester in Practice Program has 

grown from two sites to 15 externship opportunities. The program is almost always :fully 
subscribed, and in many semesters has permitted over-enrollment to accommodate 3L students. 

5. Use of Adjunct Faculty 

The School of Law calls on a wide mTay of talented practitioners and judges to teach 

Trial Advocacy and certain advanced electives. Changes in the use of adjunct faculty since 

2007, including the trm~sition from reliance on adjuncts to teach RRWA to full-time faculty 
staffing, are reflected in the chart below. 

Academic 2006- 2007- 2008- 2009- 2011- 2012- 

Year 2005-2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2012 i 2013 

Term Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall i Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr 

Non-RRWA 

faculty* 23 25 22 i 23 20 14 21 12 21 i 14               27 20 i 25 17 

Hours i i 

62.5 70.5 61 68 51.5 42 60 34 53.5 i 38 70 Taught 

RRWA 

faculty 

Hours 

Taught 

Trial Ad 

4 13 4i 13 

4 39 4i 39 

faculty 6 7 6i 7 

Hours 

Taught     15 18 15i 18 

4 16 4 14 4i 13 

56 72 46 

4 0 0 

24 i 0 0 4 45 4 42 4 39 :18 

6 7 7 6 7i 7 7 6i 6 5 

2010-2011 

Fall Spr 

21 22 

62.5 63.5 

4 13 

4 39 

7 6 

* This figure does not include visitors or foreign visitors, 

6. Dual Degree Programs 

The School of Law has nine approved dual degree progrmns, which students may’ enter in 
one of three ways. The first is application to both programs simultaneously for acceptance in the 
same yeaac. Depending on the program, the student may begin at the Law School or at the other 
program; but in either case, when the student begins the law portion, all coursework for the first 
year of law study must be taken in "the Law School. 

The second way a student may enter a dual degree program is by applying to the J.D. 
program while the student is alrea@ matriculating in a master’s program. Students may be 

admitted to the dual degree program as long as there are sufficient courses remaining to be taken 
in the master’s program. This ensures that the student is a tree dual degree student. 

The third way to enter a dual degree program is by applying to a master’s program while 

the student is already enrolled in Law School. The student takes the required first year 
CUlTiculum in the Law School, applies to the dual degree program during the student’s first year, 
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and spends the second yeaac taking courses in the master’s program, and then returns to the Law 
School to complete the second and third year law courses m years three and four. During these 

years, the student may take courses in "the other progn:am simultaneously. If the student applies to 
a dual degree program during the second year, he or she spends the second year taking courses in 

the Law School, spends the third year taking courses in the master’s program, and returns to the 
Law School to complete the third year while possibly taking courses in the other program 

simultaneously. Entl.W into a dual degree program by this method may increase the number of 

semesters a student must lnatriculate in order to COlnplete the requirements for both programs. 
Degrees are awarded only after the completion of the requirements for both programs. 

Many facul’u members were not familiar with the Law School’s dual degree programs, 

with the J.D.~4.B.A. and dual libra~3~/infol~nation science game,{ng the most falnilimity. Many 
faculty members expressed concern that the dual degrees are not well-publicized, and there is 

some disagreement over whether additional dual degree progralns should be pursued. 

Degree Law Non-law 

Hours program 

hours 
J.D./Master of Business 74 51 

Administration (M.B.A.) 

J.D.iM.A. in Mass 74 39 

Communication 

JD./Master of Library 74 39 

or Intbrmation Science 

J.D.iMaster of Public 77 39 

Administration (M.P.A.) 

J.D.iMaster of Public 77 34 
t {ealth (M.P.t L) 
J.D./Master of Public 74 39 
Policy (M.P.P.) (Duke 
University) 
J.D.iMaster of Regional 74 36 
Planning (M.R.P.) 
JD./Master of Social 74 50 
Work 
J.D.iMaster of Sports 80 32 
Administration 

Total 
years 

4 

4 

4 

4 includes 
10 week 
summer 

internship 
4 

4 

4 (includes 
a summer) 

4 

# nonlaw hours that may 

count toward J.D. 

12; 12 law hours may count 

toward MBA 

12; 12 law hours may count 

to~vard MAMC 

12; 9 law hours may count 

toward MSLS or MSIS 

9; 15 law credits hours can 

may count as toward MPA 

i credits 

9; 8 law hours may count 

toward IMPH 

12 

12 

12; 12 law hours may count 
toward MAMC 
6; 3 law hours may count 
to~vard MSA 

# students 

Fall 2013 

9 

2 

2 

6 

1 

3 

1 

0 

2 

7. Summer School 

The School of Law has a small summer school program, which ~’pically offers four 
courses. Over the past several years there typically have been 75-80 students enrolled in sumlner 
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school, with a spike during three post-recession years when summer employment was especially 
hard to find. 

Year 2013 2012 

# students 79    101 

# hours 14    14 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 

90 91 66 79 79 

14 13.5 13 13 13 

8. I~FNC School of Law: International and LL.M. Programs 

Since 2007, "the Law School has expaaaded its international law programs by adding 

exd~ange opportunities, increasing cumcular offerings, and creating a new LL.M. Degree 
Program in United States Law. These programs arc overseen by a Director of International & 

LL.M. Programs, a professional staff position. 

International Exchange and Study Abroad Programs 

Law students who have completed one year of legal stu@ and are in good academic 

standing are eligible to participate in an international exchange or stu@ abroad program. 
Students are required to post a grade of "C" or better in their courses at the international 
institution to be awarded Pass (PS) credit for the course(s) on their UNC law transcript. 

The Law School has a number of exchange programs. Existing programs include 
semester exchanges with Universitd Jean Moulin-Lyon, France; Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands; Universi~ of Manchester, England; University of Glasgow, Scotland; and 

Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico. The Law School also participates in the Augsburg 
University Surmner Law program in Germany, where students attend English-language law 

classes with both German law students and students from other U.S. law schools. Several UNC 

faculty members have taught at these programs. In addition, two new semester excha~nge 
programs will begin in fall 2014. The first, with Kings College London, will be jointly 

administered through the Law School and the university Stu@ Abroad Office in the Global 
Education Center. The second, with Hong Kong University, represents the Law School’s first 

foray into an exchange program. These two new exchange programs will be more selective than 

others, requiring a GPA for the JD students that is higher than the usual 3.0 GPA (3.30 for Kings 
College London and 3.33 for Hong Kong University). 

The Law School continues to explore opportunities for increased foreign exchange 
programs for students and faculty, especially an exchange site in a Spanish-speaking count~)’ 
where JD students can take their law courses in English, but continue to work on their Spanish 
language capabilities. 

Students also have the option to attend an ABA-approved stu@ abroad semester program 
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run by another law school. With the approval of the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, JD 

student may also pursue a self-designed semester stu@ abroad plan, applying directly to an 

overseas institution that has been approved by Law School. As with semester stu@ abroad 
programs, students are required to post a grade of "C" or better in their courses at the 

international institution to be awarded Pass (PS) credit for the course(s) on "their UNC law 
transcript. 

While expressing support for our foreign exchange progrmns and agreeing that it valuable 

to have exchange students in class, many faculty members expressed little familiarity with our 

current programs. The majori~ of faculty members believe we should consider exchange 
programs with other countries, particularly South and Latin America, and Al¥ica. 

Course Offerings 

The Law School offers courses in Public International Law and Comparative Law as well 

as courses in Comparative Constitutional Law, International and Comparative Criminal Law, 

International Ba~aking, International Business Transactions, International Human Rights, 
International Intellectual Property, Global Financial Markets, International Environmental Law, 
axed Law, Finance and Development. Faculty from our overseas excha~nge paatner institutions are 
hired on a contractual basis to teach the "Perspectives on European Law" aJad "Perspectives on 

Asian Law" courses. Additional international m~d compmative law offerings will depend on 
faculty hiring. 

Eve~" semester, the Law School hosts a nmnber of visitors from around the world who 
have applied to become Visiting Research Sd~olars for a period ra~ging from 2-3 months to up 

to 18-24 months. The pro~am is designed to give forei~gn academics, Ministry. of Justice 
personnel, and legal professionals an opportuni~" to pursue their research interests in the area of 

law. Visiting Research Scholars are ~anted full access to the Katherine R. Everett Law Libra," 

and all other university libraries, inter-library loans, and the Westlaw, Lexis-Nexis, and 
Bloomberg search databases. They are issued a locker and a stu@ carrel in the library; and may 

audit lecture courses with "the permission of "the instructor. Scholars make their own travel and 
housing arrangements but the Law School works with the university’s International Student and 
Scholars Services (ISSS) office and other units on campus in helping these visiting scholars 
obtain necessa~" travel visas and university clearances. 

In addition, JD students and British bamsters-in-training at the Middle Temple Society in 
London, England, have participated in a week-long moot court competition program that takes 
students from their home count~7 to the host site to lemn about the legal system and compete in 

moot court competitions. The Middle Temple Society is part of a system of Inns (educational and 

social societies), to which all practicing British bamsters belong; barristers-in-training who have 
received the British equivalent of an undergraduate legal education receive "the remainder of their 
professional education ttuough the Itm. The Moot Court Competition takes place ead~ fall, 

alternating the location each year between Chapel Hill and London. Two teams, of two students 

or bamsters-in-training are engaged in the moot court competition, with several sessions held 
during the week between the different teams. 
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LL.M= Degree Program in United States Law 

The LL.M Degree Program in United States Law was approved by the Law School 
faculty in late 2010 m~d acquiesced in by the ABA in emty 2011. The Law School enrolled its 
inaugural LL.M. class of six international students in the fall of 2011, from South Korea, Russia, 
India, and China. In 2012-13, the LL.M. program enrolled seven international students from 
China, Japan, and Libya; the 2013-14 cohort is made up of nine international students from 
China, Taiwan, and South Korea. 

The one-year LL.M. degree is for foreign lau3,crs who have already received a primary 

law degree from universities in their home countries. The program offers international lawyers 

the opportunity to develop mastery of key areas of American law. LL.M. students take most of 
their classes together with UNC JD law students, sharing their international perspective with, 

lea~-ning American law from, UNC facul~" and students. The LL.M. program is designed to give 
broad exposure to United States law and therefore has no formal concentrations or specialized 
degrees. LL.M students enter in the fall semester. Over the course of one academic year, 

students arc required to take 24 hours of course work to receive the LL.M. degree. UNC requires 
LL.M. graduates to achieve a cmnulative grade point average of 2.25, just as it does for its J.D. 

graduates. 

Two core courses are required for graduation. Students who have not received their legal 
training in conm~on law countries receive grounding in the America~ law tradition through the 

course "Foundations in United States Common Law"; students holding law degrees from 

countries with predominately common law traditions may be exempted from this requirement. 
All students must take the "United States Legal Research and Writing" course, in which they 
learn basic tectmiques of legal research, writing and m~alysis in the context of American 
professional practice. Students then pursue an academic plm~ that fits their individual 

professional needs, choosing from among select first-year courses and most upper-level courses 
available to the J.D. program. 

The majority of faculty members feel that the new LL.M. program is a valuable addition 
to the Law School, and value having LL.M. students in their classes. There was not widespread 
support for offering an LL.M. in a particular field of study; among those who thought such a 
progrmn would be valuable, however, the strongest area of interest appears to be IP/media law. 

C. Evaluation of Scholastic Achievements 

The Law School uses a letter grading system and calculates class rat~k only for the top 10 
students in each class. The grading scale ranges from a high grade of A (4.0) through A- (3.7), 
B+ (3.3), B (3.0), B- (2.7), C+ (2.3), C (2.0), C- (1.7), D+ (1.3), to a low passing grade of D 
(1.0). An A+ (4.3) may be awarded in exceptional situations. There is no D-; a failing grade is F 
(0.0). A handful of courses (Clinical courses, the Extemships and the co-cumcular activities) are 
graded on a pass/fail basis only. The School does not post grades publicly but students may 
access their grades on the Web through the University as the?" become available. 
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First year course are subject to a mandatoU mean. In each section, the mean grade is 
3.25 (with a permissible range of 3.2 to 3.3). In addition, large sections of 1L courses are subject 

to a distributional requirement: 35% of "the grades awarded must be m the A and A- range, 55% 
in the B+, B and B- range, and 10% in the C+ and C range. Small sections do not have to meet 

the distributional requirement. The mean for RRWA is 3.3 to 3.5. 

Upper class courses are also subject to a mandatoo~ mean. For most courses, the mean is 

3.2 to 3.3 so that means between classes differ by no more than .1 in order to ensure fair 
treatment of students. There are two other required bands; (1) for small courses (15 or fewer 

students), 3.1 - 3.4 mean GPA and (2) for RWE and WE courses, 3.4 - 3.6 mean GPA. 

Faculty members may (but are not required to) deviate from these suggested bands by ratcheting 
upwards or downwards if the overall mean GPA of enrolled students in the course is higher or 

lower than the mean GPA for all students in the UNC class as a whole. The Registrar provides 
ratcheting data to the faculty member upon request. 

After completing the grading each semester, faculty members submit to the Registrar a 
report with each set of grades that shows the mean grade of the class, the number of grades in 

each grade categolT, and, for 1L courses, the percentage of grades in each of the three 

distributional categories used in the 1L curve. 

y~fi} and {~ grad~at~ ~lnder a new Guided Enrolhnent Policy adopted in 2014, students who fail 

. 
pa~ed i@ ~;hi~ ~ ~ 6~ ~,u~{iv~ ~ ~{ {he en~ ~ {he first y~a~ wi~ g~ requ~re~ to ~neet W~{~ th~ - 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs (or desi~ate) and to satisfy mandatou conditions m oNer 
to continue their enrolhnent. Conditions may include, for example, requireme,gs that a student 

take (or not tN~e) certain courses, maintain a certain course load, or attend summer sessions. 
Grade cutoffs for the top 10%, top thin and top half of the class are dist,ibuted in lieu of class 

ra~s. At present, few students ~e dismissed for academic reasons. 

As has been the case in the past, students expressed some concern on the survey about the 
School of Law’s grading policies and "the emphasis they place on exams. Survey responses from 
2L/3L students were divided almost 50-50 on the question of whether their grades accurately 

reflect their effbrt in "the course, while 53% disagreed with the proposition that "their grade in a 
course accurately reflects how much they learned, Nonetheless, 62% agreed that they usually 

understand why they received the grade they’ did. Despite these issues, a majority’ of 2L/3L 

student respondents (55%) would not prefer courses with graded midterms, although 56% of 1Ls 
indicated that they would. Consistent with this division of opinion, qualitative student comments 
reflected (1) substantial concerns about the arbitraxiness of the system but (2) no consensus about 

how it might be changed. 

D. Academic Success Programs 

The Writing and Lemning Resources Center (WLRC) houses the Academic Excellence 
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Program. Nine full-time clinical faculty members are part of "the WLRC, and each faculty 

member has responsibilities within the Academic Excellence Program in addition to their 
teaching duties. The Director of Academic Excellence oversees the Academic Excellence 

Program to ensure that it provides high-quality services to help students succeed in the classroom 
and in "the practice of law. 

Since 2009, the law school has greatly increased the breadth and depth of its academic 

excellence services, offered through the WLRC. The LEAP Preorientation Program, which 
traditionally had been available to 35 incoming students, has been expanded to accommodate 70 
incoming students. First-year students may also elect to participate in academic enrichment 
groups during the fall and spring semesters; academic enrichment groups typically have 6-10 

participants and are led by upper-level students under the direction of WLRC faculty. Students 

may also attend academic success workshops offered by WLRC faculty throughout the year; 
workshop topics are based on student needs, and the number of workshops has been expanded 

considerably in the last three years. Finally, the law school has developed a comprehensive suite 

of bar success services, including a for-credit preparation course, spring and summer workshop 

series, and one-on-one and small group bar coaching. All academic success services are 
provided by full-time faculty members. 

The services offered by the Academic Excellence Program are varied and reach students 
at all stages of their legal education. The services may be grouped into three categories: (1) 
LEAP and Other 1L Academic Excellence Programs, (2) SOAR Bar Success Program, and (3) 
General Academic Excellence Programs. 

1. LEAP and Other 1L Academic Excellence Programs 

The Legal Education Advancement Program ("LEAP") has been a tradition at UNC since 
the mid-1980s. Originally a free-standing program established to address "the academic needs of 
unde~aepresented minority groups, the program has been housed under the WLRC since 1991 
and offers an array of programs designed to meet a variety of students’ educational needs. 

The flagship learning opportunity offered under LEAP is a three-day Preorientation 
Program. Enrollment in LEAP is limited to approximately 35 incoming students. In the June 

preceding their matriculation, all accepted students are invited to apply to the program, which 
offers participants an opportunity to lemn about the structure of legal education, to explore 

lea~-ning strategies for succeeding in law school, and to examine some fundamental premises of 

jurisprudence. In addition, participation in LEAP qualifies students to join structured stu@ 
groups led by carefully selected and trained upper-division students, under the direction of the 

Director of Academic Excellence. These LEAP stu@ groups meet outside of regular fall classes 
and examine effective reading skills, note-taking strategies, outlining and other aspects of first- 

year law study. 

Because of the recent increase in demand for admission into LEAP, the WLRC has added 
a two-day LEAP Preorientation Progrmn that covers many of the stone topics as the three-day 
program and can accormnodate approximately 25 additional students. Students who participate 
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in the two-day program also have the opportunity, to join structured stu@ groups that meet 
throughout the fall, and they have access to the same resources as students who participate in the 
three-day program 

In addition to LEAP, the WLRC offers many other services to first-year students. A 
series of lunchtime learning workshops, offered during the fall semester and open to all students, 

cover topics of interest to first-year students. In addition, students may join one of several 

structured stu@ groups during the fall and/or spring semesters. These study groups are led by 
upper-division students, under the direction of the Director of Academic Excellence, and they 

cover reading strategies, exam preparation topics, and time/stress management. At any time, 
students may arrange an appointment to meet with the Director of Academic Excellence or 

another WLRC faculty member to discuss academic concel-ns or to seek referrals to resources at 

the Universi~, that provide additional support to students, such as the UNC Reading Center, the 

UNC Writing Center, and "the UNC Counseling and Wellness Center. 

2. SOAR Bar Success Program 

Beginning in the spring semester of the second year of law school, students are invited to 

participate in the SOAR Bar Success PrograJn. Students aace initially identified for admission 

into the program based on their law sd~ool perforn~ance; however, all students may take 
advantage of the services offered through the program. On the faculty survey, 70% of 
respondents rated the School’s efforts to help improve bar passage rates as good or excellent. 

The progrmn officially begins during the third year of law school, through the Applied 
Legal Concepts ("ALC") course. ALC examines core legal concepts from subjects that are 

tested on bar admissions tests and is designed to help students develop strategies for applying 
these concepts effectively on bar examinations. The fall and spring courses each cover three 

topics fi-om "the subjects tested on the Multistate Performance Test, and students learn how to 
communicate the topics effectively in writing and correctly answer multiple choice questions 

assessing their knowledge. ALC is a two-credit hour course, graded on a pass/fail basis. 

In addition to the ALC course, the WLRC offers several bar preparation services during 
the spring and summer, including: (1) an online interactive forum where students can learn more 
about the bar exam, use bar preparation resources, and monitor their progress; (2) workshops on 

critical preparation topics, such as bar study strategies, essay exam writing, time management 
and stress management; (3) individualized practice essay feedback and tutoring; and (4) one-on- 

one and small-group bar coaching. All services are offered by the Director of Academic 
Excellence, in conjunction with other WLRC facult:y members. 

3. General Academic Excellence Progrmns 

In addition to the progaams offered specifically to first-year students and students/alumni 
preparing for the bar examination, the WLRC offers academic excellence services to all students 
in the law school. The WI~RC has developed a robust legal writing assistance program, which 
includes both an online interactive tutorial and one-on-one assistance in developing legal writing 
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skills and crcating effective writing samples. Several full-time faculty members sel~e as mentors 

for students who wish to improve their writing, and students may sign up for appointments to 

meet with them The WLRC also offers individual and small-group educational strate~ 
coaching, which includes topics such as enhancing reading skills, developing optimal note-taking 

techniques, and effectively preparing for exams. These individualized sessions may include 

substantive tutoring, discussion of leaxning styles and their relationship to achieving success in 
the law school classroom, and/or educational counseling. 

Beginning in 2014, following the first year, students having a cumulative GPA below 2.6 

will be subject to "the new Guided Enrollment Policy (see § II.C), which seeks to ensure that the5, 
are taking advantage of the available academic success programs and select courses that 

maximize the likelihood of success on "the bar examination. 

Faculty members were somewhat divided regarding their familiarity with the academic 
support programs at the school, with about 29% reporting that they felt fairly well or fully 
infornaed, 34% somewhat infornaed, and 30% only minimally informed. Seven.ty percent of 
faculty members rated the schooFs efforts to improve bar passage rate as good or excellent. 
Suggestions for improvement included additional writing support, raising the minimmn GPA 
required for retention and tightening standards for readmission, more emphasis on test-taking 
and writing skills (particularly in the upper-level curriculum), better identification of students 
who are most likely to fail the baJc and better tracking of those students into both bar courses and 
the academic support program, raising admission standards, and better academic support for 
international students. The i[rcvi~ Mifii~u~ GPA ~!i~ an~ ~h~] hew Guided Enrollment 
Policy were adopted in 2014 to fi~rther strengthen these efforts. 

E. Centers 

The UNC School of Law has seven established centers. Proposals :for new centers and 

initiatives require a formal proposal to the Academic Affairs Committee, followed by decanal 
and faculty approval. Existing centers are reviewed by a faculty committee appointed by the 

dean eve~ five years. Each center is unique in its mission, organization and relationship to the 
institution. Additionally, the School is a partner in another multi-institution center. The centers 

have contributed significantly to the School and its reputation. A substantial majority of the 
faculty found that three centers - Banking and Finance, Civil Rights, and Poverty, Work & 
Opportunity - help the School to further its mission to serve the public; no olher center garnered 

0 more than 40 ~/0 agreement with this proposition. 

On the survey, faculty members expressed some ambivalence about the role of the 
Centers. While a substantial majority of faculty members agreed that particulm centers - most 
notably the Center for Banking and Finance and the Center for Civil Rights - both enrich student 
life and serve the public, the responses for other centers were less positive. On balance, faculty 

members were more likely to believe that the centers serve the public than to enrich student life, 

and were largely negativc about whether the centers positively impact their own teaching, 
scholarship or research. Some faculty expressed concern that the centers interfere with the 
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teaching load and scholarly productivity of their faculty directors, as well as the ways in which 
the centers may drive faculty recruitment and curricular decisions. 

1. Center for Banking and Finance 

The Center for Banking and Finance was established in July 2000 and is directed by 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law Lissa Broome. The Center’s mission is to play a 

leadership role in the continual evolmion of the financial services industry by studying the legal 
and policy issues related to banking and finance, advancing the teaching of banking and finance, 

and sponsoring educational conferences :for industry professionals, particularly those in the legal 
field. The Center sponsors the North Carolina Banking Institute, a continuing legal education 

program and the Worth Carolina Ba~king Institute journal, both of which were founded in 

1997. The journal publishes articles on cutting-edge issues of banking law and regulation 
written by law students; many articles are drawn from the national experts who speak each year 

at the Banking Institute. 

The Center advances the teaching of banking and finance within the legal academy 
through publication of course materials in various areas of banking and finance. In addition to 
the annual Banking Institute, held in Chmlotte and attracting 200 industry professionals, the 
Center sponsors The Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics, with a focus on ethical issues of interest 
to corporate attorneys; The Consumer Law and Consumer Credit Symposium, as part of the 
Festival of Legal Learning; The North Carolina Bank Directors’ College, with the North Carolina 
Office of the Commissioner of Banks; The New York Lecture Series sponsored by The Clearing 
ttouse; and The ABCs of Banking Law. The Center also sponsors the Director Diversity 
Initiative, which works to increase the gender, racial, and ethnic diversity on corporate boards. 

2. Center for Civil Rights 

The Center for Civil Rights is committed to advancing civil rights and social justice, 
especially in the American South. It fostcrs empirical and analytical research, and sponsors 
student inqui~7, internships, and activities. It convenes faculty, visiting scholars, policy 
advocates, and practicing attorneys to confront legal, economic, cmpowerment, and social issues 
of greatest concern to racial and ethnic minorities, to the poor, and to other potential 
beneficiaries of civil rights advances. The Center engages in direct client representation as well 
as policy advocacy. Its advocacy focuses on securing high quality, diverse, public education 
with a focus on public K-I 2 schools that sel~e all; stopping local governments fi-om engaging in 
discriminatory housing and community development policies and practices; achieving economic 
justice for racial minorities and poor persons; and fostering fair, effective, non-discriminatory 
voting rights. 

The Center held national conferences in 2010 and 2013, and sponsored a Continuing 

Legal Education conference in 2011. Ead~ year, Center staff participates in UNC Law’s Festival 
of Legal Learning. The Center produces research matcrials and empirically-grounded reports in 
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addition to blqef~ and other legal documents. It released in 2013 a path-breaking report, "The 
StaW of Exchcsion: An Empirical Analysis qf the Legacy of Segregated Communities in North 

Carolina," that was prompted by the Center’s experience reprcsenting "excluded" communities 

in the state. 

After a multi-year search, the School of Law hired Professor Theodore M. Shaw to 

succeed the Center’s founding Executive Director, Julius L. Chambers, who passed away in 
2013. Professor Shaw [joined] the faculty in 2014. The Center cun-ently has a staff of is! 

including a managing attorney, a senior staff attorney, and a law professor who serves as the 

Center’s Deputy Director. The managing attorney regularly teaches Political & Civil Rights 
Law, and the Deputy Directors serves "Faculty Liaison" with the Center and the Law School. 

Many students become involved in Center activities by serving as externs, participating in pro 
bono activities, or attending lunch time programs and lectures. 

3. Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 

The Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity was founded in 2005 as a joint initiative 

between the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost at the Universi.ty of North 
Caa:olina at Chapel Hill, the UNC School of Law, and former Senator John Edwards, who served 

as the Center’s first director. The Center’s mission is to provide a non-partisan, interdisciplinao~ 
institute to stu@, examine, document, and advocate fbr proposals, policies, and services to 

mitigate poverty in North Carolina and the nation. Currently, the Center is directed by Gene 
Nichol, Boyd Tinsley Distinguished Professor of Law and fo~aner dean of the UNC School of 

Law, and also staffed by a part-time Program Associate and one Fellow. The Center is guided 

by an interdisciplinal.W Adviso~ Board made up of 14 distinguished professors from various 
schools and departments at UNC. 

Tbaough its staff, the Center researches and publicizes issues of poverty and economic 
inequality, including homelessness, access to medical and dental services, food insecurity, rural 

economic development, foreclosure, access to legal services in the civil and criminal justice 

systems, racial and economic environmental injustice, child poverty, barriers to reento~ after 

criminal convictions, immigration, and a variety of other issues impacting the poor. This year, 

the Center has partnered with The News 8: Observer, a Raleigh newspaper, to publish a yearlong 
series of mticles about poverty and related issues which runs on the last Sunday" of each month. 

The Center also prepares and publishes longer reports on issues related to economic inequality 

During the summer and school year, "the Center works with law student research 

assistants as well as undergraduate students through the Z. Smith Reynolds Nonprofit Internship 
Program Students have researched a variety of topics including urba~a poverty in Durham and 

Mecklenburg counties, food banks in North Cmolina, and the status of maternal healthcare in our 

state following recent legislation reducing Medicaid eligibility of pregnant women. 
Additionally, through events and conferences, the Center raises the visibility of issues pertaining 

to the poor al-td provides an opportunity for advocates from a vmicty of disciplines to connect 

with each other. For example, in 2012, the Center co-organized a yeax-long effort, the Truth and 
Hope PoreW Tour, to put a face on pover’~ in North Carolina beyond the statistics. The Center 
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has also hosted day-long conferences, the most recent of which was held in November 201 l, 
focusing on the practice of poverty law in the difficult economic climate of the Recession. 
Frequently, the Center frequently partners with organizations and poverty advocates across "the 
state to advance its mission. 

4. Center on Law and Government 

Created in 2006, the Center on Law and Government is directed by Professor Michael 

Gerha~dt. The Center aims to enrich public discourse about legal decision making outside 

courts. To this end, the Center has coordinated several activities to broaden and enrich student 
and public understanding of how lawyers may contribute to the formulation of public policy, 
including sponsoring public lectures by public officials other than judges and justices and 

providing real world, practical opportunities for students to work directly with federal and state 
legislators and execmive officials. The Center has invited and sponsored a number of visitors 

since 2007, including Senator Mark Wa~er, D.-Virginia; Ellen Weintraub of the Federal 

Election Cormnission; and Jim Comey, Forn~er Deputy Attorney General of the United States 
and currently the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Among other activities, the 
Center also sponsored a public debate between Paul Stam, Majority Leader in the North Carolina 
House, and Rick Glazier, Minority Leader, over the constitutionali .ty of the then-pending (and 

later approved) Amendment One, which bars gay mamage in the State of North Carolina. 

5. Center for Law, Environn~ent, Adaptation and Resources 

Directed by Professor Victor Flatt, the Center for Law, Environment, Adaptation and 

Resources (CLEAR) was founded in 2008. CLEAR seeks to infonn policymakers, leaders, and 

practitioners about the circumstances brought about by environmental disruption and options for 

legal change given this disruption, and provides a forum for educating the North Carolina and 

national legal and business communities about opportunities related to these changes. To further 
this mission, CLEAR has hosted a number of workshops and conferences, including, most 

recently, "Adaptation and the Private Sector" in March, 2012; and "Climate Change Adaptation, 

Law, and Sustainability," co-hosted by CLEAR in June 2012 as part of the Rio+20 conference 
on Sustainable Development. 

Through its work, CLEAR provides numerous educational opportunities to law students to 
work on environmental law projects. In addition to offering innovative courses such as "The 
Practice of Enviro~unental Markets," the center offers students opportunities to explore 
environmental interests through writing and by acting as reporters and writers for major CLEAR 
conferences. CLEAR participates in the Enviromnental Law Symposium held as part of UNC ~s 
Festival of Legal Learning, and hosts a networking luncheon after to encourage dialogue 
between students m~d practitioners. It also publishes a newsletter, often with original student 
content, to info~Ta practitioners and alumni of current environn~ental law topics. 

6. Center for Media Law and Policy 

The UNC Center for Media Law and Policy, inaugurated in 2006, is an interdisciplina~, 
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rcsem-ch center run jointly out of the UNC School of Law and UNC School of Journalism and 

Mass Conmmnication. The center serves as a forum for stu@ and debate about the broad array 
of media law and policy issues facing North Carolina, the nation, and the world. The center’s 
work ranges from the legal and policy issues affecting traditional media organizations to the 

challenges posed by new communication technologies, including social media, the Internet and 

mobile technology, and the impact they are having on gove~ranents, on the economy and on 
cultural and social values throughout the world. 

The center’s co-directors are David AMia, assistant professor of law at the UNC School 

of Law, and Dr. Cathy Packer, W. Horace Carter Distinguished Professor at the UNC School of 

Journalism aJad Mass Communication. Faculty members and graduate students affiliated with 
the center conduct media law and policy resea~cch, host public events, a~nd work to educate North 

Carolina’s business communiD" about the opportunities for supporting and expanding 
entrepreneurship in the field of information tectmology. 

The Center also oversees the dual degree JD/MA in Mass Communication program and 

advises students on course selection at Carolina Law, the UNC School of Jourualism and Mass 
Communication (JOMC), and the UNC School of Information and Library Science (SILS). The 
Center’s affiliated faculty teach a broad range of courses related to media law and media policy, 

including Media Law, Privacy Law, Internet Law, Copyright Law, Trademark Law, Advertising 
Law, First Amendment, Theories of Mass Communication, and a new transition-to-practice 

course called Media Law Practicum. The Center also offers students opportunities to gain 
practical work experience through pro bono opportunities, research assistant positions during the 

academic year, and paid internship positions during the summer. Students also have access 

to Media Law and Policy Summer Public Interest Grants that allow them to take unpaid or low- 
paying summer jobs in "the area of media law or media policy. 

The Center for Media Law and Policy is continuing to work with the Associate Dean for 
Advancement to build the Center’s endowment and to raise programmatic funding. Since 2007, 
the Center has raised approximately $200,000 to endow the Wade It. Hargrove Communications 
Law and Policy Colloquium series. The Center has also raised approximately $180,000 in the 
past two years to support ongoing programs. 

7. North Carolina Coastal Resources Law, PlaJaning and Policy Center 

The Law School is a partner in the North Carolina Coastal Resources Law, Planning and 
Policy Center, a UNC system center that has been developed by the North Carolina Sea Grant 

and the UNC School of Law and Department of City and Regional Planning. The Center is a 
resea~cch, advisory, educational entity that provides research support to state agencies, state 

advisory groups and panels, local governments and local community orga2aizations. 

F. Continuing Legal Education 

The UNC School of Law’s continuing legal education progrmn has long been recognized 
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for its innovative programming and excellent instructors, continuing the tradition of providing 
quality instruction at an affordable cost and offering practitioners a wide variety of subject matter 

from which to choose. The primal.W participato~ CLE program is the Festival of Legal 
Learning, a two-day innovative program offered each Februar5T in which over 95 short courses 

are taught by faculty and practitioners on a wide range of legal topics. This diverse program 
allows lawyers to customize learning and d~oose the courses most beneficial to their needs. 
Participants may earn 12 hours of CLE credit and select from multiple courses each hour, 

including professionalism and professional responsibility topics. The Law School also offers the 

Nelson Young Tax Institute ever5, spring, which provides two days of tax programming for 
lawyers and accountants. Several additional CLE programs are offered through the Center on 

Banking & Finance, described in § II.E.1." A strong majority of faculty agrce that the Law 
School’s current level of involvement with CLE is appropriate. 

G. Visiting Scholars and Visiting Researchers Program 

Eve~" year, the Law School hosts a limited number of visitors from around the world. 
The progrmn is designed to give foreign academics and legal professionals an opportunity to 
pursue their research interest and consult with members of the faculty. Visitors are granted full 
access to the Kathrine R. Everett Law Librm-y and may audit classes with the permission of the 
instructor. Visiting scholars and researchers make their own travel and housing arrangements, 
but the School of Law assists visitors in obtaining the proper travel visa. 

Goals 

1. Continue to revise and strengthen the curriculum 

Continue to review and adjust the cumcular offerings and sequencing, 
both for 1 L and upper level courses 

Strategy: Appoint a new Cumcular Refblrn Committee 

Timeline: 2014 and onward 

Resources: Faculty time 

Increase opportunities for writing throughout the cumculum, including 
opportunities for drafting and receiving feedback on written documents 
beyond the traditional legal scholarship required in most seminars 

Strategy: Encourage .i~culty members to incorporate writing into a 

variety of courses; increase awareness of flexibility in sati@~ing 

requirements Jbr R IVE and WE classes 

Timeline: 2014-[2016] 

Resources: Reallocation of faculty teaching time 
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c. Develop additional transition-to-practice courses in arcas of need that 
focus on team work, simulation and other innovative methodologies 

Strategy: Encourage adoption of innovative methodologies by facul.ty 

members; consider hiring implications of this goal 

7’imeline: 2014-[2016] 

Resources: Academic Affairs Committee time; funding for small faculty 

development grants 

d. Consider decreasing the size of upper-level electives to permit more 
innovative form s of instruction, including writing 

Strategy: Reallocate faculty time as resources permit; consider future of 

cmrent seminar progrmn 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Faculty time, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs time. 

e. Improve evaluation of success of writing initiatives, particularly J~culty 

members ’ effectiveness in teaching writing in non-RRl~4 classes 

Strategy: Initiate ad hoc study of issue as approptqate 

Time#ne: Ongoing 

Resources: Faculty and staff time 

Increase opportunities for students to take skills and clinical courses 

a. Expand both number and range of skills and clinical courses, with 

increased focus in areas of need and interest (such as business and 
entrepreneurship) 

Strategy: Develop a plan with priorities for expanding clinical courses 

Timeline: 2014-[2016] 

Resources: Faculty time; additional funding from public or private 

sources 

b. Consider implementing a~ experiential learning mandate 

Strategy: Stu@ feasibility of mandating experiential learning as part of 

Law School education and develop plan for implementation, if 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



DRAFT 2/,4/2014 

appropriate; address new ABA policies as necessaa3’ 

7’imeline: 2014 and onward 

Resources: Faculty time and additional funding sources. Improve 
oversi,~ht and integration qf skills teachi~N and experiential learning 

Strategy: Establish more systematic faculty review of courses intended to 

teach skills and stronger faculty oversight of experiential learning 

77meline: 2014 and onward 

Resources: Faculty time 

Continue to increase the intern ationalization of the Law School 

a. Continue to expand "the number of courses with an international focus 

Strategy: Encourage development of international courses 

Timeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Academic Affairs 
Committee time 

b. Continue to increase foreign opportunities for students and faculty as 

resources and interest permit 

Strategy: Identify and publicize opportunities for foreign teaching, 

research and stu@ for faculty members 

7’imeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Staff and faculty time 

Strategy: Identify and explore opportunities for additional student foreign 
exchange programs as resources and interest permit 

Yimeline: Ongoing 

Resources: Staff time 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/4/2014 6:29:27 PM 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss] 

Subject: Declined: LLCAC Meeting 

Location: 120 Vance 

Start: 2/18/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2014 9:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Will join late when my prior meeting concludes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/4/2014 6:29:50 PM 

’Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC’ [ijones@impactmtgs.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: please note new time: Speaker Conference Call for Black Women In Business February 18 session 

712-432-0375; access code: 310610# 

Start: 2/12/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/12/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:23 PM 

Jewell ttoover ;@gmail.com); ’Ruflin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com) 

FW: Day 3 of training 

Do we want the slides to be printed t:or the participants to use as reference and for notetaking? 

~.issa 

Frera: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~ebrua~ 04, 2014 1:59 PN 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
¢¢= ’Ruffin, David’ (druff~n@Creditriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover ;@gmail.com) 
Subject~ RE: Day 3 of traiNng 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 0% 20~4 2:50 AN 
To: Beth Whitehead 
C¢: ’Ruffin, David’ (druff~n@Creditriskmqt.com); Jewell Hoover ( @qmaiLcom) 
Subject: RE: Day 3 of training 

Hi Beth --.We will collapse the time and coverage for the management session, but we suggest that you go ahead and include the slides as they are in the 

management deck. 

Lissa 

Frem: Beth Whitehead [.~!0_l!~e;_g~_bi~¢h_~0_~_@_a~_bh_a~aJJ_,;~m] 

sent= Nonday, ~brua~ 03, 2014 9:32 PN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Day 3 of training 

Aloha Lissa 

Looking forward to your visit. Do you think we can shrink your training on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or l:O0? I took a stab below, but would defer to you on the best way to 

carve up... 

8:30 -8:45 

8:45- 10:15 

10:15 - 10:30 

10:30- 11:30 

13:00- 12:00 

Maha]o, 

Beth 

Welcome 

Banking 201 

Break 

Emerging Risks/Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners!Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808.539.7156 I f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.corn 

[II’~’II Descript iOn :            ] 

cid:image001 png@01CECA6C.74B300D0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 5, 2014 8:30 AM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@C~editriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover I ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Dab, 3 of training 

Hi Beth --- We think it would be hetpt:uf to the participants to have copies of the slides for" their reference and notetaking purposes. When I print power’points, I 

often do 2 slides to a page and print in black and white to save paper and color ink. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

F~m~ Beth Whi~head [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februaw 04, 2014 l:S9 PN 

To~ Broome, Lissa L 
¢e~ ’Ruffin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com); 3ewe~l Hoover ~@gmaiLcom) 

Subjeet~ RE: Day 3 of training 

Thanks. Do you need us to print anythk~g as handouts? 

~= Broome, Lissa L [mai~to:lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, Februa~ 0% 20~4 2:50 AN 

Te; Beth Whitehead 
C¢= ’Ruffin, David’ (druffh~@Creditriskmgt.com); ]ewell Hoover @gmaiLcom) 
Sabject= RE: Day 3 of traiNng 

Hi Beth ---We w~l] collapse the time and coverage for the management session, but we suggest that you go ahead and include the s~ides as they are ~n the 

ma[~ageme~t dec~. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

E~= Beth Whitehead [mai~to: kewN~head@asbhawai~.com] 
$eat; Nonday, ~brua~ 03, 2054 9:35 PN 

To= Broome, Ussa L 
$abject= Day 3 d training 

Aloha Lissa 

Lookin8 forward to your visit. Do you think we can shrink your trainin8 on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or ~:007 I took a stab below, but would defer to you on the best way to 

carve up... 

8:30 -8:45 

8:45- 10:15 

10:15 - 10:30 

10:30- 11:30 

13:00- 12:00 

Mahalo, 

Beth 

Welcome 

Banking 201 

Break 

Emerging Risks/Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners/Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 
p. 808.539.7156 I f. 80&538.2023 

.b_._w_._h!.t_.e_h._e_.a__d___@__a_.s_b_h.a__..w__.a_/Lc_.o__m I ~.W._w_:_a_._s_#_h_._a_..w__#_!!.:c_._o_.~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebmaD 5, 2014 3:12 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

EW: TraJning Preseutations 

From: Horton, Susan [mailto:shorton@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2024 20:34 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L; 
Subject; RE: Training Presentations 
Lis~/Jewell 

Please confirm when you have received the PPT decks. There are a "total of 6. Thank you. 

tlave a nice day! 

Susan Horton 

Executive Assistant 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Main 

919-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5760 Fax 

wwm creditriskm~t, corn 

From: Broome, Lissa L [t_n__ajJ_t_9~!__b_r_o__9__m__e__@__e___m___a_!!N_n___c_=e_d___u] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2024 9:06 AM 

To; Horton, Susan 
Subject; RE: Training Presentations 

Thanks, Susan~ 

Frora; Horton, Susan [__m___aj_[t_~LS_b~E_tg_L~_@__C_L_e_~j~r_Ls_k_m_g_t_:_C_~Lr_fl 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2024 9:02 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Ruffin, David; 
~¢; Duke, Rick 
Subject; RE: Training Presentations 

Jewell and Lissa~ 

They will need to be send via ShareFile secure file exchange. I will have Rick Duke of our IT depm~ment ~et that information to you this morning. Thank you. 

Have a nice day! 

Susan Horton 

Executive Assista~at 

Credit Risk Management, LLC 

919-846-160l Office Main 

919-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

www. ereditriskrngt, corn 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2024 8:52 AM 
To; Hot,on, Susan; Ruffin, David; 
Subject; RE: Training Presentations 
Thanks, 5usaq, C.:_~u[d you ~en~t the final decks back out to Jewel~ and me? 

We appreciate your help very much. 

Ussa 

From= Ho~on, Susan [mailto:shorton@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 2024 8:48 AM 
To= Ruffin, David; jewellhoover48 
~c= Broome, Lissa L 
S~bje~t= RE: Training Presentations 

Good Mommy, 

All were ~ut and received co~m~atiou from Co’sm]. ’I’ha~ you. 

Have a Nce day~ 

Susan Ho~on 

Execu~ve Assis~t 

Credit R~k Management, LLC 

919-846-1601 Office Mare 

919-5 73-0249 Direct Line 

Cell 

919-846-5 760 Fax 

www. creditris~Nt, corn 

From; Ruffin, David 
Sent; Monday, February 03, 2024 7:02 PM 
To; jewellhoover48 
C:¢; Lissa Broome; Horton, Susan 



Subject; Re: Training Presentations 
Just landed in Orlando. Susan was to have sent these atx)ut an hour ago to Crystal. 
Thanks. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 5:48 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

David, ca~ you send the file to Crystal when you have a moment? Tha~ks. 

Jewell 

........ Original message ........ 
From: Crystal Kaahaaina 
Date:02/03/2014 5:07 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Jewell Hoover I 
Subject: Training Presentations 

Hi Jewell, 
Rich and Beth would like to review the presentations for next week. Could you please send yours over’? 

Thanks, 

E×ec~t~ve Assistant 

808.539.7217 { f. 808538.2023 p. 

ck~h~in~@asbhawmi.com { vx~x~v.asbhawmi.com 
~ mage001. 

adaptal~on J~ p~c:,}?ib~ted (3 2013 Ame~ca~? S r,@?gs Ba~?k. A [] rjg[?ls reserved 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 5, 2014 3:47 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

I:W: Day 3 of training 

See below 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskm~t.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 2014 3:43 PM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Je~vell Hoover ( :@gmail.com); HoP;on, Susari 
Subject: Re: Day 3 of training 

I’ll be glad to have this B&W version(s) sent to Clystal/Beth tomorrow- morning when I get back to Raleigh! 

Thanks! 

;)avid 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 3:23 PM, "Beth Whitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaii corn> wrote: 

> Ok but can you guys send with white pages/black words. ’]?he current version is an em’ironmental nightmare. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone, please excuse typos 
> 

> On Feb 5, 2014, at 3:30 AM~ "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email uric edu<mailto:lbroome(~)email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> tli Beth We think it would be helpful to the participants to have copies of the slides ~2~r their reference and notetaking purposes. When I print powerpoints, I often do 2 slides to a page 
and print in Nack and white to save paper and color ink 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> From: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead!~asbhawaii.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 1:59 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Cc: ’Ruffin, David’ (drul![in@Creditrisl,wngt.com<mailto:drcJTin@Creditrisl,wngt.com>); Jewell Hoover (jewel[hoover48@gmail com<mailto: ~h?gmail.com>) 
> Sut~ject: RE: Day 3 of training 
> 
> Thanks. Do you need us to print anything as handouts? 
> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroorae,@,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:50 AM 
> To: Beth Whitehead 
> Cc: ’Ruffin, David’ (chuffin@Creditrislcmgt.com<mailto:druffin(~Creditrisl~Nt.cora>); Jewell Hoover ( @gmail.com<raailto: :,@,gmail.com>) 
> Subject: RE: Day 3 of training 
> 

> Hi Beth We will collapse the time and coverage for the manageraent session, but we suggest that you go ahead and include the slides as they are in the management deck. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> From: Beth ~,\~itehead [mailto:kcwhitehead(~asbhawaii.com] 
> Sent: _’vlonday, February 03, 2014 9:31 PM 
> To: Broorae, Lissa L 
> Subject: Day 3 of training 
> 

> Aloha Lissa 
> Looking forward to your visit. Do you thirtk we can shrink yo~tr training on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or 1:00? I took a stab belo~v, but would defer to you on the best way to cal~’e up.. 

8:30 -8:45 

"vVelcome 

8:45 - 10:15 

Banking 201 

10:15 - 10:30 

Break 

10:30 - 11:30 

Emerging Risks/Hot Topics 

13:00 - 12:00 

Working ;vith Examiners/Avoiding Enforcement Actions 



> 

> 

> Mahalo, 
> Beth 
> 

> 

> 

> Beth ~Vhitehead 
> Executr~’e Vice President 
> Chief A&ninistrative Officer 
>p. 808.539.7156 I f. 808.538.2023 
> bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com<mailto:bwhitehead,@,asbhawaii.cora> I w,~v.asbhawaii.cora<http:/iw~’.asbhawaii.corrg> 
> 

> <irnage001 .png><https ://www. asbhawaii.corai> 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Any tmauthorized copying or adaptation is 
prohibited. (¢~ 2013 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 3:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu2 

I~E: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip m~d was going to return your poNon’. Thanks. 

Yes and yes. 

From: ( 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:39 plVl 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks. 

I will drop it by tomorrow! Thanks for the reminder! -- P.S. Is it okay to leave it in your box if you are not there? 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[_b_._r_o_.9_.._m_.e__~_.e_..m__.a__!!:_u___n_..c_:..e_.d_u_> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks. 

LB 

Sent: Thursday, 12:33 PM 

T<~: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 9:51 AM 

jewellhoover g@gmaJ~l.com>; Ruflin, David <druflin@Creditriskmgt.com> 

ILE: Deck 

Sout~ds good to me~ I will copy you on my ernail to Beth. 

Lissa 

From: jewellhoover48 [mailto: ,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 9:45 AN 

To: Ruffin, David; Broorne, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Deck 

Sounds good David 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ruff]n, David" 

Date:02/06/’2014 8:55 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Broo~ne, Lissa L" ,jewellhoove 

Subject: Deck 

Lissa / Jewell, 
As you might could imagine, Susan started working on the conversion to B&W and virtually all the graphs bleed into the white background (as I had had to reverse 
those when working on the original merge). What if we just make the color copies hem and have them shipped? We do that for our training at banks all the time. But I 
needed you okay Lissa and thought it might be best if you communicated "this to Beth. 
Also, we have determined that all slides would be projected from MY computer. In that sense, I can work on m-arranging the MANAGEMENT deck per their 
request. 
Thoughts? 
David 
David H. Ruflfin 
Co-Fore,din; Managing Paxtner & Member 
Credit Risk ~Ianagement~ LLC 
919-846-1601 Office 34ain 
919-5 73-0212 Direct Line 

919-846-5 760 Fax 
WWWn creditriskmgt, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 9:54 AM 

KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@Qeditdskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover I l@gmaJl.com) 

PowerPoint Slides 

Hi Beth - Unless you object, David will make color copies here and ship them to you. The conversion to black and white did not maintain the integrity of some of 

the charts and slides. Also, David will project from his laptop when we arrive next week and we can rearrange the order of our materials to conform to the most 

recent schedule that you sent. 

We’re looking forward to seeing you and meeting your colleagues. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

Description: 
http://~,,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 10:24 AM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

’Ruffin, David’ (dmffin@C~editriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover i @gmaJl.com) 

RE: PowerPoint Slides 

Great. Thales, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead(a)asbhawaii.com[ 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 10:15 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: ’Ruff~n, David’ (drufl’in@Creditriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover 
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Slides 

@gmaibcom) 

We can just print them here, we are always just mindful of enviromnental issues when printing No need to go to the trouble of shipping. Thanks. 

Looking ~brward to next week. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [lbroome@email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:54 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: ’Ruff~n, ;)avid’ (drufl’in@Creditriskmgt.com); Jew,ell Hoover 
Subject: PowerPoint Slides 

:@gmaibcom) 

Hi Beth Unless you object, David will make color copies here and ship them to you. ’]?he conversion to black and white did not maintain the integrity of some of the charts and slides. Also, 
;)avid will project from his laptop when we arrive next week and we can rearrange the order of our materials to coN2~rm to the most recent schedule that you sent. 

We’re looking forward to seeing you and meeting your colleagues. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Baffling and Finance L2,1C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http://w~vw, law.unc.edu/cent ers/barfKing 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:/issrn.coru/author 248720<http:iihq.ssm.cor~,’OroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&ranid 6895&arl http:i/ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/images/newsimedia/bankingfinance web 542.ipg] 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 
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2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 
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3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 
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phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 
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7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
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This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
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2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 
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Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
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Thank you for your continuing support. 
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Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 
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2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 
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Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

uric.102 {PAGE } 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, 5:34 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

ILE: Appointment 

Great. I wilt see you Monday, 

!issa Broome 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 5:27 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Appointment 

week after’ this Monday) at 9:00 

That’d be great. Thank you. I’ll meet on next Monday. 

From: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
To:’        ~hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: Appointment 
Date: Fri,           12:08:22 +0000 

Hi     I am not here next week. I could meet at 9:00 on Monday, 
Lissa Broome 

if that works for you. 

Sent from my iPad 

On l , at 8:14 PM, ’ ._@__ .h_ o._t_._m__a_i [:_c_.9_._m_. > wrote: 

Dear Prof. Broome, 
My name is     and I have something question on the textbook. Would 9:00 am on next Monday be good time for me 
to come to your office? If not, I am available before 10:00 am from Monday to Thursday and in Tuesday afternoon and 
Friday. 
Thank you. 
Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 3:09 PM 

Scott Cmnmam (scott.cammam@cwt.com) 

Intro of Titn Mayopoulos at the Banking Institute on April 3 

Hi Scott - 

Would you like to introduce Tim at the dinner on Thursday, April 3? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc~eduicentersibankin~[ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 3:36 PM 

Karol Sparks <Karol.Sparks@blkn.com>; Scott Cammam (scott.cammam@cwt.com) 

ABCs of Banking Law -- Advice on Restructuring Some of the Sections 

The ABCs of Bm~king Agenda & Bios.docx 

Hi Karol and Scott--- 

Please give me your advice on how we should reallocate the coverage in the light of Carol Hitselberger’s email below~ In our first ABCs program Lawrence Baxter 

did Activity and Investment Limitations. He could not jo~n us ~ast year, so Saule Omarova d~d tNs set,on. Neither ~s avaHaMe tNs year and Caro~ H~tse~berger fro 

Mayer Brown (our host law firm th~s year) k~dk:ated an ~nterest ~n teacMng with us. It does not appear that she feels cor~1fortabh~ do~ng th~s secl:h:~]l, other tha[l 

irl[o on Vok:ker. 

Here’s my proposal, buL ~’d ~ove your advice on wheLher this b okay or we should do sorneLhb~g d~[:ferent. 

Move Caro~ to Llnderstanding a Bank Through ~ts F~nsncia~ StsLernents~ She would focus on csp~ta~ and perhaps Hquid~ty coverage but continue ~o work wiLh Karol 

and Gene~ I would rotate off of the Fin~d~l Statements and take over the Ac~vitv and Investment [im~ta~ons Set,on. W~th respect to the Vo~cker Ru~e, ~ could 

do the basics on the statutory provisions, but m~ght ~sk Caro~ m~d!or Scott to be ready to ~rovide 5-10 minutes of discussion regardh~g the regulation. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m~ HiNelberger, Carol A. [mail~:CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, Janua~ 31, 2014 6:42 PN 

To~ Broome, Ussa L 
Su~jeet~ RE: ABCs of Bankin9 Law -- April 2, 2014 

~ have been very delinquent w~th l:h~s and ~ am sorry. The acl:~vil:h~s secl:h:~n is not an area 1%~edalize m. However, g~ven Volcker, I thin]~ at?y 0r~or 5essi.:N1 dea~ir~g 

w~:h this will hsw~ to chm~ge dramatically. I cover Vok:ker [requentJv and certainly could cover a sesskm on that AIl:ernatiw~@, fl~e balance sheet section seems 

I~ke it wouk~ be focused on regulatory capital I cerLairfly could cover Lhat ---~ would think s d~scussion of liquidity coverage woulc~ be ~nteresting as well What do 

you think? 

Char]o[te Office 

214 North Tryor! Street, 5tlite 3800 

Charlotte, Nort~ Carolina 28202 

Direct Dial: 704 444 3522 

Fax: 704 377 2033 

New York Ot:fice* 

1675 }}roadway 

New York, New York 10019 

D[!’ect Diai: 212 506 2652 

Fax: 22’2 262 "_,’ 9:].0 

*Admitted to P~c~ice Only in NC and IL 

Emaih £h__[_t__s__e_Lb___e__r_g_e___r_@___m___a_g_e___r__b__r_p___w__#:_£p_ j__n_ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [E)_a__[!_t__o_;_[_b__ti_o_9___m___e_f@__e___m___a_jJ_,_u__t)_c__,_e__c_!_u_] 
Sent= Monday, January 27, 20:[4 9:02 AM 
To: Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject: FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 
Hi Carol --- I am trying to finalize our AgCs agenda and speakers. Can you let me know in the next day or two if you can cover the activities and investments subject 

se~: forth below. If there is another ar~-_~a that you would pr~-_~fer, F_d: me know amt it’s possible ~:hat we could juggle some assignments. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January :[3, 20:[4 :[0::[9 PM 
"Ire: ’Hitselberger, Carol A.’ 
Subject: RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Carol - How do you fl:_~el about: ~:eaching bank ac~:ivi~:ies and investments? Your outlin~:_~/PowerPoint would cover acfivi~:ies and investments [or banl~s, bhc 

activities, fhc activities, s,-_~curities acLiv~L~es for banks and hoh]ing companies, and how the Vok:ker Ru~e affects all this. And you get (50 m~nutes to do i~:[ We ~e 

d~e faculty to attend the entire day, because it is quite ~ikely that some of this wH~ have been covered before your hour comes up. If you’ve sat through the 

program, you can re#~force what was atready sa~d or skip ahead to the new d~b~gs that haven’t been mentioned. 

Vve attached the s~des used the past two years by (Professor lawrence Baxter ~n 2012 and Professor Sau~e Omarova ~n 2013}. You could borrow from these 

presentaL~ons in fashkm~ng your own. Also ScotL Cammarn might want to provide k~put on Lhe Vo~cker Ru~e. 

ket me know what you think. ~"ve also atLached the ful~ agemla from last year’s program so if there ~s a better p~ace rot you to fit ~n, you can ~et me ~now (for 

instance, i[: you wan~ed to switch up topics with 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m~ Hitselberger, Carol A. [ma~to:CHitselberger@mayerbrawn.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, ~anua~ 12, 201~ 6:2S PN 
T~ Karol Sparks; Broome, Lissa L; Sco~ Cammam (~_~9~:g~_t~t~[D_~g~_~9_t~); Kanaly, Mark; &Mg_~_~_~_:~N~J!][~[gg_:gRt~; Omarova, Saule T 
Subjeet~ Re: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

~ am in as well. 

Sent from my NackBerw 10 smartphone. 

From= Karol Sparks 
Sent: Sunday, January :[2, 20:[4 :[:[:28 AM 



To; Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott~cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; eugene.m~katz@wellsfarqo.com; Omarova, Saule T 
C¢; Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject; RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Lis~a - sorry t.:> b~-_~ slow l:o respond. I was out of t.:_~w~ t~:~achmg I would be delighted to b~-_~ par~ o~ ~he A[~Cs faculb/. 

Barack Ferrazzano LILP 

From: Broome, Lissa L [maiito:lbroome@emaii.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3anua~ 08, 2054 ~:04 PM 
To= Sco~ Cammarn (sco~.cammarn@c~,com); Kanaly, Mark; euqene, m.katz@we[[sfar~o.com; Omarova, Saule T; Karol Sparks 
C~; Carol Hitselberger 
Subject= ~: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 20~4 
Frh~m~s - Please ~e~ me kf~ow by the e~d oF ~:he week if you are w~l~h~ to continue as a panehst for ~:he ABCs of BanMn~ Law to be held on ~pri~ 2, 2014, at the 

o~:fices of Mayer ~rown i~ ChsdoLLe. The 8a~ki~8 ~st~tute w~l~ be held at The R~tz-Carlto~ o~ A£r~ 3-4. 

Assumi~A you are w~llinA to conth~ue o~ the fsct~lty, ~ haw attached th~ ~vakJst~on from last y~ar a~d the s~enda (descr~bin~ each s~me~t) and the speaker b~os~ 

Please send me any e~ts you have to the a~e~da and b~os by the end of the week as w~lL 

We want to gel ~:h~s material up on our web£~te, open registration, and s~:art marke[mg the program as soof~ as pos£~ble. 

We will rek~burse [:wo mghts at The £itz-Carltm~ for [:hose who need accommoda[~of~s and rem]burse mileage, coach class akfare, parMng, cabs, 

Thanks for co~s~derin~ this ~v~tstiom I look forward to hesr~ from you soon. 

Take care, 

~ssa 

~mm= Broome, Lissa L 
Seat= Tuesday, September $0, 2053 1:09 PM 
To= Sco~ Cammarn (~£9~,~#_[313~[£@~_,££[9); Kanaly, Mark; #_~g_~#_#~_[3=_~@~#]]~_[Ag_,~£[#J Omarova, Saule T; ’Karol Sparks’ 

Subject; ABCs of Banking Law -- Apdl 2, 2054 

Friends - 

We will reprise the ABCs of Bankin~ Law on April 2, 20~4 at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The Bankin~ Institute follows on April 3-4. Please let me know 

if you’re willin~ to continue as a faculty member for the program. I have attached the evaluations from the last program in case I have not already circulated them. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells FarBo Professor of Bankin8 Law 

Director, Center for Bankin8 and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http:/,www.law.unc.edu/images, news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCI,OSURE: Unless expressly stated otherwise in writing, any ta~x advice contaJmed in this communication (including any attachments hereto) is 

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) tbr the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be impo~d on a taxpayer, or (ii) in promoting, marketing or 

recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contaJns infonnalion fiom a law finn, may be confidential and privileged. If you have received this communication in error (you me not the 

addressee or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose the message or any iat’onnation conta~ned in the message. If you have 

received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-maJl and delete the message. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer 

to avoid U.S. federal tax penalties. If such advice was written or used to suptx)rt the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each olt~ree should 

seek advice t?om an independent tax advisor. 

This email and any files transmitted ruth it are intended solely for the use of the individual or enti~ to who~n they are addressed. If you have received this email in e~r 

please notiff the system manager. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or cow this e-mail. 



The ABCs of Banking: Get the Basics 

Agenda- April 2, 2014 

8:30 a.m. Registration and Coffee 

9:00 a.m. Introductions 

9:30 a.m. Overview of Bank Regulatory Structure and Law 
Karol K. Sparks, Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP 

This class provides a chronological review of the major banking legislation from the 
passage of the National Bank Act in 1864 through the Dodd-Frank Act with particular 
emphasis on the legislation that created the federal banking agencies and the mandate 
of those agencies. The class will include a review of the organization and structure of 
each of the agencies, a brief discussion of the dual banking system and a description of 
the role of state bank regulators. 

10:30 a.m. Industry Structure, Bank and Holding Company Powers and Regulatory Themes 
Lissa L. Broome, University of North Carolina School of Law and the Center for Banking 

and Finance 

This class explores the structure of the industry and the basic powers limitation so the 
various entities in the structure. The dual banking system and preemption are 
highlighted. The session describes the regulatory themes that provide the basis for U.S. 
bank regulation, including limited entry, the separation of banking and commerce, the 

protection of the insured depository institution, the implied federal subsidy of deposit 
insurance, limitations on size and other themes are developed in a way that allows the 
class to move seamlessly to an application of those themes to the Dodd-Frank Act. 

11:30 a.m. Break 

11:45 a.m. Understanding a Bank through its Financial Statements 
Lissa L. Broome, University of North Carolina School of Law; Eugene M. Katz, Wells 
Fargo & Company; Karol K. Sparks, Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP 

This class will analyze the basic bank balance sheet and earnings statement with a view 
to understanding how banks gather funds, redeploy them and earn money. Emphasis 
will be placed on current events that have reshaped bank balance sheets and the 
causes of such changes. The guidelines of the federal banking regulators governing the 
measurement of capital held by banking organizations will play a central role in the 
class. The session also includes a detailed discussion of the proposed Basel IIII capital 
guidelines and the changes wrought by the Dodd-Frank Act. The use of capital in other 



safety and soundness regulations sets the stage for the classes on affiliate transactions 
and lending. 

12:45 p.m. Luncheon 

1:30 p.m. Prudential Limitations & Safety and Soundness 

Scott A. Cammarn, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 

This class provides an overview of all of the various types of regulations that govern 
lending by banks, with a particular focus on the safety and soundness regulations of 
loans to one borrower and loans to insiders under Regulation 0 of the Federal Reserve 

Act. Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act and the Federal Reserve’s 
Regulation W on affiliate transactions are perhaps the key safety and soundness 
measures of the Federal Reserve to protect banks, and this class will address this key 

structure in detail. 

2:30 p.m. Activity and Investment Limitations 
Carol A. Hitselberger, Mayer Brown, LLP 

This class focuses on an overview of permitted financial activities, including those that 
are financial in nature at the holding company and those that are the business of 
banking in the national bank. The securities activities are broken down into permissible 
underwriting and dealing and investment and agency. The class closes with a survey of 
permissible controlling and non-controlling investments, and the impact of the Volcker 

Rule. 

3:30 p.m. Break 

3:45 p.m. Supervision, Examination and Enforcement 
Eugene M. Katz, Wells Fargo & Company 

The supervisory approach of the federal banking regulators and their exam process is 
markedly different from the more traditional interaction of investment banks with the 
SEC. This class explores those differences in approach, in the exam process itself, in 
any remedial actions to be taken to address exam issues and, finally, in the use of 
certain formal and informal enforcement tools in public or non-public proceedings. There 

is a practical emphasis on dealing with examiners, preparing for exams by the bank 
regulators and in responding to exam findings and criticisms. 

4:45 p.m. Deposit Insurance, Failure and Resolution 
Mark C. Kanaly, Alston + Bird, LLP 

This class involves a discussion of regulations governing insured bank deposits and the 
cost of deposit insurance. It then provides a detailed review of the failure and resolution 

process from the point of an adverse exam and a formal or informal enforcement action 



to the point of appointment of the FDIC as receiver for a bank and the alternatives 
available to the FDIC to resolve a failing bank. There will be some comparison and 
contrast of the FDIC receivership for insured depository institutions, the bankruptcy 

process for the parent holding company and other corporate affiliates and the Orderly 
Liquidation Authority of the Dodd-Frank Act. 



Panelists 

Lissa L. Broome 

Lissa Broome is the Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law at the University of North 
Carolina School of Law and Director of the school’s Center for Banking and Finance. 
She teaches banking law and secured transactions. Professor Broome also serves as 
the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the ACC and the NCAA. Professor 
Broome is the co-author of one of the leading banking law texts, Regulation of Bank 

Financial Service Activities, now in its fourth edition. Professor Broome earned a B.S. 
from the University of Illinois and a J.D. from Harvard University. 

Scott A. Cammarn 

Scott Cammarn is a partner at Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP. Mr. Cammarn has 
more than twenty years of experience in the banking industry and his legal career has 
spanned all areas of banking compliance and consumer finance law. His practice 
focuses on regulatory matters, mergers and acquisitions, legislation and lobbying, 
corporate affairs, training, and antitrust. Mr. Cammarn has represented a number of 

nationally-recognized consumer lending institutions, and has represented clients before 
the Federal Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, and numerous state banking departments. 

Mr. Cammarn has been an adjunct professor at Duke University School of Law, 
teaching the US Banking Regulation course. Currently, he is a member of the ABA 
Business Law Section/Banking Law Committee and is a member of the Board of 
Advisors of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance Law. He is a 
frequent speaker on bank regulatory matters and has provided corporate executive 

training. Mr. Cammarn has a B.A. from The Ohio State University and a J.D. from Duke 
University School of Law. 

Carol A. Hitselberger 

Carol Hitselberger is a partner at Mayer Brown, LLP. Ms. Hitselberger’s practice 
focuses on financing matters. Her experience encompasses securitization and other 
structured financial products, including structuring domestic and cross-border 

commercial paper-funded securitization vehicles and securitizing trade receivables, 
credit card receivables, aircraft, leases, franchise portfolios, government contracts, 
trademark licenses, and various other financial assets. Ms. Hitsleberger is a graduate 
of Bryn Mawr College and the University of Pennsylvania Law School. 

Mark C. Kanaly 

Mark Kanaly is a partner in Alston + Bird’s Financial Services & Products Group in 

Atlanta. Mr. Kanaly focuses on the representation of banks and other financial 



institutions, as well as real estate investment vehicles such as REITs. He has counseled 
a host of distressed financial institutions and their boards of directors, as they have 
grappled with the challenges posed by the current financial and real estate environment. 

Mr. Kanaly received a B.S.E. in finance from the Wharton Business School of the 
University of Pennsylvania and a J.D. from the University of Oklahoma. 

Eugene M. Katz 

Gene Katz is Senior Company Counsel (Regulatory and Compliance) for Wells Fargo & 
Company in Charlotte, North Carolina. Prior to Wachovia’s merger into Wells Fargo, Mr. 

Katz was Senior Vice President and Assistant General Counsel of Wachovia 
Corporation, where he served as the company’s principal regulatory counsel. He was 
previously in private practice in Washington, DC and in Charlotte, representing and 
counseling institutional and individual clients on financial services regulatory, 
enforcement, and compliance matters. He formerly served as Director of the Litigation 
Division of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and as the Principal Deputy 
Chief Counsel of the Office of Thrift Supervision. 

Mr. Katz has served as Vice-Chair of the Banking Law Committee of the American Bar 

Association’s Business Law Section, and as the founding chair of the Subcommittee on 
In-House Counsel. He is a member of the Board of Advisors of the University of North 
Carolina School of Law’s Center for Banking and Finance. Mr. Katz has served on the 
adjunct faculty of the Duke University School of Law and as a lecturer for examiner 
training programs of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council. Mr. Katz 
received his B.A. and J.D. degrees from Tulane University. 

Karol K. Sparks 

Karol Sparks is a partner in the Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg’s financial 
institutions group. Ms. Sparks’ practice concentrates on corporate activities and 
regulatory issues of financial institutions, about which she has counseled banks for over 
thirty years. Her special emphasis is on the distribution of nontraditional bank products, 
including annuities, insurance, mutual funds, prepaid cards and other deposit account 
access devices, and the myriad federal and state laws and regulations that apply to 
those activities. Ms. Sparks is the author of Insurance Activities of Banks, the definitive 
text on that subject. 

Ms. Sparks taught banking and commercial law at the University of Iowa College of Law 
from 2001 to 2008 and has been a guest lecturer on banking law at the respective law 
schools of Northwestern, Boston University, American University, and George 
Washington University. She currently is an adjunct professor at Wake Forest University 
School of Law, teaching contract drafting and secured transactions. Ms. Sparks is a 
past chair of the Banking Law Committee of the Business Section of the American Bar 
Association (1998-2002), having been an active member of the committee since 1985. 

She was a member of the Council of the Business Law Section of the ABA, the 



governing body of that organization, for a term ending in August 2008. She is Vice Chair 
and a member of the Publications Board of the Business Law Section. Ms. Sparks 
serves on the Board of Advisors for the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and 

Finance. Ms. Sparks received a B.A. from Butler University and a J.D. from Indiana 
University School of Law. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 3:36 PM 

ttitselberger, Ca:col A. <CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com> 

l~E: ABCs of Bmfldng Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Carol ---I think we can move Lhings around and make this happen. I am in contact with some of the other panelists and will get bad( to you shortly. 

Thanks, 

[.~ssa 

F~m= HiNelberger, Carol A. [mail~:CHitse~berger@mayerbrown.com] 

Sent~ Friday, 3anua~ 31, 2014 6:42 PN 

To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject= RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 20~4 

~ h~ve been very delinquent ~4th tMs and ~ am sorry. The ac~vi~es set,on ~ not ~n ~rea I ~peda~ize k~. However, g~ve~ Volcker, I think a~y odor session dealing 

w~th this wi~ have to cha~ge drama~ca~V. I cover Vo~cker frequently a~d certain~v could cover a session on that~ Alterna~ve~V, the balance sheet sec~o~ ~eems 

Charlotte, Norti~ Caroiir!a 28202 

Oireo’_ Dial: 70,$ 444 3522 

Fax: 704 377 2033 

Nema York Offige.* 

1675 groadwi~y 

New York, New York 1.0019 

Direct Diai: 2~2 506 2662 

Fax: 212 262 

*Ad!:q)t~d to Prc~c~i~.e Only in NC arid IL 

Emaik chitselberger@mayerbrowmcom 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 9:02 Alvl 
To; Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject; FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Carol .-- I am trying to finalize our ABCs agenda and speakers. Can you let me know in the nex~ day or two if you can cover the activities and investments subjec~ 

set forth below, If there is another area that you wou~d prefer, ~et me know and ~t’s possiMe that we could juggle some assignments. 

Thanks so much. 

[.~ssa 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 13, 2014 10:19 PN 
Te~ ’Hi~elberger, Carol A.’ 
Subject~ RE: ABCs d Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 
Hi Caro~ --- How do you feel about teach~ng bank actiu~ties and investments? Your outl~ne/PowerPo~nt wou~d cover actMties and h~vestments for banks, bhc 

activities, fhc activities, securities actMties for banks and holding companies, and how the Vo~cker Ru~e affects a~l this. And you get 60 mh~utes to do ~t! We ~ke 

~:he [acuity to ate:end the e~ll:~re day, because it is quite ~ikelv that some of this w~l~ have bee~l covered before your hour comes up. If you’ve sat through the 

program, you can re~nforce what was a~ready sa~d or skip ahead to the new d~b~gs that haven’t been nlent~oned. 

~’ve attached the s~ides used the past two years by (Professor Lawrence Baxter ~n 2012 and Professor Sau~e Omarova ~n 2013). You could borrow from these 

presentations in fashioning gout owm A~so Scott Cammarn m~ght want to provide ~nput on the Vo~cker Ru~e. 

let me know what you th~nk. ~’ve also attached the ful~ agenda from ~ast year’s program so if there ~s a better p~ace for you to fit ~n, you can ~et me know (for 

instance, ~f you wan~:ed to switch up topics with me) 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

F~m= Hitselberger, Carol A. [ma~l~:CHitse~berger@magerbrown.com] 
8ent~ Sunday, Janua~ ~2, 2014 6:25 PN 
Te= Karol Sparks; Broome, Lissa L; Sco~ Cammarn (sco~.cammarn(~c~com); Kana~y, Mark; eugene~m.ka~wellsfargo.com; Omarova, Saule T 
$ubject~ Re: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

~ am i~l as we~l. 

Sent from my Nackgerry ~0 smartphone. 

From: Karol Sparks 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:28 AM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; euqene.m.katz@wellsfarqo.com; Omarova, Saule T 
C¢-" Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject; RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Lissa - sorry ~:o be slow to r~-’_~pond, t was .:_~u~: of ~:own teaching. I would b~-_~ d~-_~lighted ~:o be part of the ABCs faculty. 



From; Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3anuaPl 08, 20:14:1:04 PM 
To; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; eugene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com; Omarova, Saule T; Karol Sparks 
Cc; Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject; FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 20:14 

Friends--Please let me know by the end of the week if you are willing to continue as a panelist for the ABCs of Banking Law to be held on April 2, 2071.4., at the 

o~fices of Mayer Brown in Chsrkb~:~:e, The Banking Institute will be held at The Ritz-Carlton on April 

~ssuming you are wHNng to (:ontmue on the fscu~tv, f have attached the evak~s[:~on from last year and the sgenda (describing each segment) m~d the spea]~er 

Please send me Shy edits you have to the agenda and Nos #y the end o~: Lhe week as well 

We Wahl Lo get th~s msLerial up on our webs~Le, open registration, and stsrL msrket~ng the program as soon as possible. 

We win reimburse two n~ghts at The £itz-Carkon for those who need accommodations and reimburse mileage, coach class a~rfare, parMng, cabs; etc. 

Thanks for consMedng this ~nv~tation. I look forward to he~dng from you soon. 

Ussa 

E~= Broome, Lissa L 
Seat; Tuesday, September $0, 2053 $:09 PN 
To= Sco~ Cammarn (sco~.cammarn@c~.com); Kanaly, Mark; eu#ene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com; Omarova, Saule T; ’Karol Sparks’ 
$~bje~t= ABCs of Banking Law -- Apdl 2, 

Friends - 

We will reprise the ABCs of Banking Law on April 2, 2014 at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The BanMng Institute follows on April 3-4. Please let me know 

if you’re willing to continue as a faculty member for the program. I have attached the evaluations from the last program in case I have not already circulated them. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t..~.~:.~:~La.~:.u...n...c:~.%d.~u..~.e...~t.~.e..r.~s.~.b~a..~L~ Access 
my papers on SSRN at: -h---t-t-p--~/-~s--s-~-n--‘--c---~---m--L’---a--u---t--h--g-r-~t-2--z-L8---7--2---~- 

::X:: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Uidess expressly stated othem’ise in writing, a~y tax advice contained in this coInmunication (including m~y attachInents hereto) is 

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on a taxpayer, or (ii) in promoting, marketing or 

recommending a partnership or other entib~, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contains infolrnadon from a law firm, may be confidential and privileged. If you hm~e received this communication in error (you are not the 

addressee or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose the message or a~y intbrmation contafined in the message. If you have 

received the message in error, plea~ advi~ the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer 

to avoid U.S. federal tax penalties. If such advice was written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offeree should 
seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 

This email mad any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or enti~ to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error 

please noti~ the system manager. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT),, CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOMEv 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 3:51 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Conley, John M <jmconley@email unc.edu>; Weissman, Deborah M <weissman@email.unc.edu>; Orth, John V <jvorth@email.unc.edu>; 

HirscK Jeffrey Michael @nhirsch@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Class Visits 

Hi      - 

As we discussed, the Tenure and Promotion Committee is arranging visits to your class this year in anticipation of your promotion review next year. 

John Conley and Deborah Weissman have agreed to visit your Professional Responsibility class and John Orth and Jeff Hirsch will visit your Property class. I will 

leave it up to you to work out the actual visit dates with each team. Ideally, the two visitors would attend two consecutive classes together, but scheduling issues 

sometimes prevent this. Once you and the visitors have set the dates, you should give them a copy of your syllabus and a pdf of the material that will be covered 

the days of the visits. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__~/_/___s__s__r__n__:_c_o___m__i___a__u___t__h__9_£:E_2_~!_~Z~_~ 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/newslmedia/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 4:05 PM 

Polsky, Gregg Douglas <tx~lsky@emaJl.unc.edu:~; Krause, Joan H <jhkrause@email.unc.edu~ 

Class Visits for 

Hi Gregg and Joan - 

may wish to be reviewed by the Tenure and Promotion committee next year for promotion to full professor so he has asked us to schedule class visits this 

spring for his Antitrust class, which meets Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 10:55 to 11:50. Please let me know if you are each available to help. In an ideal 

world, you would arrange a time with        when you could both attend two consecutive classes together. Please let me know if you’re able to assist us with 

this. We’ve had a busy year with the current year’s slate of candidates and a large group coming up for review next year, so we really appreciate everyone pitching 

in to help. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h~t~t‘~/~/~s~s~r~c~o~m~/~a~u~t~h~o£:~2~z~!~8~7~2~- 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 5:26 PM 

j speed@ncmutuallife.com 

A~KA Cmolinas Dilector Search 

Hi James - I heard recently from one of my contacts that the AAA Carolinas board might be looking to add a woman attorney to its board. If that is indeed the case, I 

wanted to let you know about the following women who have attended our diverse director training program who fit the bill: 

Tania Archer, hLtp:i/www.linkedin.com/iniarchert 

Caroline Belk, http:iiwww.linkedimcorn/inicarolinebelk Nicole 
Crawford, ..h..t..t.p...,j../.~..w..:~.b..r...~...~.~.k..s.p.Le..r..c...e.:~.c..~-m..~J~.a.~.w..~y..e.~.r..s..-~.n.~Lc.~.~.~[.e.:~.c.~&~#~J" 

Magdeline Drozd, .h..t..t.#.;//..w....w....w..:..k..s..[.a...w......c..~....m..j.p..e...~..p..Le..~...M...a..~.d...e..!!.n...e..:..D...r..~...z..~ 

Monica Webb, http:!/www.mcguirewoods.com/People!W!Monica-E-Webb.aspx 

Georgiana Yonuschot, http:!/www.wcsr.com/Professionals!l_awyer-Bios/Georgiana-L-Yonuschot-MSW 

If there are other qualities you are looking for, let me know and I can do another search on our database. 

I hope you are doing well. 

Best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:[[ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 5:34 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILB: Changes to our Curriculum 

~-Ii Jewelf --.What time do you arrive tomorrow? My plane arrives at 2:52 p.m. a~d I will pick up a rental car at the airport. I[: you are ~o[ [oo late, maybe we could 

have d~nner together, although ~ ha~,e a fee~ng ~t w~l] be an early n~ght for me g~ven the t~me d~fference~ 

Safe travels, 

From:             [mailto:            ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 20~4 6:03 AM 
To~ Broome, Lissa L; David Ruffin 
Subject~ Changes to our Curriculum 

Team, 

The changes that ~nk ~nan~ement have made to fl~e outline pose so~ne challenges tbr us and peNaps we can get together on Tuesday to reassess. In some cases the 

time fm~ne they have suggested for the modules a~e either too long or sho~ to fit fl~e material and/or the slides roll be out ofoMer. Some of the i~om~ation we put 

toge~er fo~ building bloc~ tbr the ne~ modMe and ~e i~om~ation flow is nm in sync. We roll have to ~ c~ative in adjusting. David’s cmNt piece for the thiM day 

has ~en eliminated so I woMd suggest that ~u cover one of my generic segments on emerging risks and maybe one morn. See you ne~ week and we can agree on 

the adjustments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:05 PM 

Krause, Jom~ H <jhkrause@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Class Visits for 

Oh boy! The same two is the ideal to minimize the wear and tear on the candidate, but schedules do not often match and it may not work out. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Feb 9, 2014, at 7:56 PM, "Krause, Joan H" <jhkrause@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Just to clarify: you ;vant Oregg and I to attend the same t;vo classes? (Should be a blast to arrange, as we haven’t spoken in over a year) 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Joan 
> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Sunday, Febmap)~ 09, 2014 4:05 PM 
> To: Polslcy, Gregg Douglas; Krause, Joan tt 
> Subject: (;lass Visits for 
> 

> Hi Gregg and Joan 
> 

> may wish to be reviewed by the Tenure and Promotion cowanittee next year for promotion to :gull professor so he has asked us to schedule class visits this spring ~2~r his Antitrust 
class, which meets Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 10:55 to 11:50 Please let me know if you are each available to help. In an ideal world, you would arrange a time with 
when you could both attend two consecuuve classes together Please let me know if you’re able to assist us with this. We’ve had a busy year with the current year’s slate of candidates and 
a large group coming up for review next year, so we really appreciate everyone pitching in to help. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, (;enter for Banking and Finance 
> UNC School of Law 
> CB¢¢3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919962.7066 
> http:i/www.law.unc edu~,centers/banking 
> Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcom/author 248720<http://hq.ssmcom/GroupProcesses/RedirectClick cfin? 
partid 248720&corid 649&r~mid 6895&~trl http://ssrn.cora/author 248720> 
> 

> [Description: http://www.la~v.unc.edu/irr~ages/news/raediaibankingfinance web 542.]pg] 
> 

> <iraage001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:20 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Changes to our Curriculum 

Hi Jewell, I will be picking up the rental car. If you want to email, text, or ca]l when you arrive, if I am still there we could ride in together. If that does not work I will 
see you at the hotel. 

My cell is 

Sent farm my iPaxt 

On Feb 9, 2014, at 6:33 PM, ’ a)gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Lissa, my flight gets there at 3:26. I roll take a taxi to the hotel and will call you after I get checked in. Dinner is good and I agree that it will be an early 

evening. Not looking forward to the 13 hour flight. 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Bmome, Lissa L" 
Date:02/09/2014 5:34 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: jewellhooveN8 
Subject: I~E: Changes to our Curriculum 

Hi Jewe]f --- What time do you arrive tomorrow? My plane arrives at 2:52 p~m. and I wilt pick Lip a rental car at the airport. If you are not too late, maybe 

we could have dinner together, although I have a feeling it will be an early night for me given the time difference. 

Safe travels~ 

Lissa 

From:             [mailto:            ~qmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 05, 2014 6:03 AM 
To; Broome, Lissa L; David Ruffin 
S~bject-" Changes to our Curriculum 

Team, 

The changes that bank management have made to the outline pose some challenges tbr us and perhaps we can get together on Tuesday to reassess. In 

some cases the time frame they have suggested tbr the modules are either too long or short "to tit the material and/or the slides will be out of order. Some 

of the intbrmation we put together form building blocks for the next module and the information flow is not in sync. We will have to be creative in 

adjusting. David’s credit piece for the third &y has been eliminated so I would suggest that you cover one of my generic segments on emerging risks and 

maybe one more. See you next week and we can agree on the adjustments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 6:22 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: "Stepping Up ~o Stop Sexual Assault" 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <rfick(t~collegeathleticsclips.com> 
Date: FebruaD’ 9, 2014 at 10:11:32 PM EST 

To: Lissa <lbroome~’~emaJl.unc.edu> 
Subject: Clips eHash: "Stepping Up to Stop Sexual Assault" 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Dear Lissa- 

Gleetings from Clips, 

This is a soit of =’afterthoughF Clips eFlash that is being sent out to selected Clips 

.~ubscriber.~ who w. think have a special interest in the topic of sexuaf abuse on campus 

As some of you might have noticed, just a coupfe hours ago t posted a 650-wold 

e>:ecutive summary on the Clips website (entitled "Derailing a potential ra~ist") Now, for 

~he selected recipients o~ ~his eF~esh, ~ am ~nch.~d~ng the entire text of a pe~r o~ ertic~es 

that were ~ubl~shed ~n today’s NewYork Y~mes. 

But fiist, t~ere’s an umpteenth reminder tt~at college students living away from home for 

the first time can be near impossible to deal with. New found freedom, ~)eer pressure, 

alcohol, drugs, sex and rock end to~ a~l conspire to get the weak and unlucky ~nto 

trouNe. In some eases the Mg-time football and basketba~ p~ayers h~ the m~dst feel 

entNed, and that only aggravates the sik~afion Somewhere, somehow, someth[~es this 

~asty brew spi~s over h~to sexuN abuse, and/el (let’s ca~ a spade a spade) lape. 

Below are tt~e two Times 

Nick Infente 

Clips Editor 

By’ Mio,~ t Winetfp, New Yor/< ?Trees, 2. 8.14 

BYSTANDI~R ~N’lgERVBNT~©N is so easy to grasp, even by the most ine×perienced 

college freshman, that the program may wolf be the best ho~e for reducing sexual 

assaults on campuses~ [~ostty it is common sense: If a drunk young man at a patty is 

pawing a drank young woman, then someone nearby (the bystander) needs to step in 



(intervene) and (let one of the,m out of there. Of course,, that can be tricky ~t times. 

Jane, Staple,te,n. a University e,f New Hampshire re,se,arche,r who runs bystander 

intervention programs a~ colleges around the ce,~.mtry and in Europe, ~el~s students ~hey’~ 

~eed to be c[eaflve about o~tma~euvering aggresso[s. Among the d~vers~o~s she 

discusses: suddenly turning on the I~ghts ~t a party o~ turnh~g off the music; accidentally 

spi~ting a ddM( on the guy; form#~g a conga I~e a~d p~.dlmg h#~ eway from ~he woman 

he’s bothering and onto the dalsce floo[~ else of her favorites came from a young woma~ 

who approached her drunken #Mfdend ~nd sa~d, ~oud~y, "Here’s the tampon you asked 

A delinite moe,d killer, says Ms, Stapteton. 

The goaf is to stop bad beha~ior before it crosses the line from drunken p~rtying to 

aex~.~al assault. "Vde’re definitely not ~ook~g to creete Captain Bystander here," 

Stap~eton says~ ~ the be,st of c~[cumstances, a drunken aggressor won’t [ea~ize 

been h~d. 

Men as well as women are being c~lled upon to make it work While the pubfic discussion 

on sexual violence has p~imadly Ie,cused on ~he physical and emotional damage done ~e, 

women, it is also true that getting alrested fol sexual assault can mark a young man for 

life. 

Sgt. Richard Cournoyer~ a Connecticut state, trooper, has investigated a doze,n sexual 

assa~.dt case,s in the laa~ Iew yea~s involvin~ UniversRy of Connecticut students. "These 

aren’t people j~mp~ng out of the bushes," he s~ys. "For the most part~ they’re boys who 

had 1oo much to ddnk and have done sometMng stupkJ When we show up to question 

them, yo~.~ can see the terror in ~he~r eye,s." 

On Jan 22, at a \,M~ite House meeting on sexual violence, President Obama refeased a 

repo~t tha~ cited the need for men to intervene: "Bystanders mus~ be taught and 

emboldened to step in and stop 

The hope is that bystander programs will have the same impact on campus culture that 

the design~ted dri~er c~mp~ign has had in reducing drunken driving deaths ire 9,878 in 

20t I Item 15,827 in t 991). And tha~ i~ can be inculcated in a ~eF.~tively she,rt time; 

Mothers Against Drunk Driving was founded in 1980 and within a de,cede, was making a 

difference 

Both take the s~me tack: Drinking to excess can’t be stopped but the colfaterat damage, 

At a bystander training session for the University of New Hampshire [ootb~ll te~m fast falf, 

Daniel Rowe, a se,phomore, told his teammates that he we,~.dd use whatever ~rickery it 

to,ok to keep them out of troubfe. 

=’Maybe you don’t get the girl," he said~ "but you’ll ke,e,p your scholarship and stilf be on 

the team" 

He has watched a drunken teammate pressuring a we,man at a party and pulled him 

aside. ’q said, %ou know she doesn’t w~nt to t~lk to you, but the,re’s this other 

downstairs who, ~eally likes you~’ " 

There was no girl de,wnstairs. 

Sometimes, at a big p~1y, Mr. Rowe, won’t drink, essentiafty making himself the 

designated interventionist. 

l.en~ Ngor, a ~.Jniversity of Massachusetts senior, says that at about half a doze,n parties 

a semester she has gidfliends who get drunk and need rescuing. At one party~ a guy 

was all over her friend, so Ms. Ngor put an ~nn around her ~nd reid him, "She’s mine, 

ye,~.~ can’t have her." When he s~.~ggested a threesome, she declined. "No way you can 

handle, elf this." she said. 

David E. S~.dfivan, a dis~ric~ a~tomey in western Massachuset~a: proaec~.~tes abo~.~t a 



dozen sex crimes a year at five area campuses, incklding the University of 

Massachusetts and Amherst CoIlege. He is also the Iather of three daughters, and it 

scares hh~ to think that, as numerous [esea[chers have documented, needy one of five 

women ~s sexually assaulted dudng her 

parents there was a one in five chance that the~ daughte~ wou~d be Mt by a bus? No one 

would se~d their k~d to 

With several high-profile rapes roiling campuses and an enforcement push by the 

Obam~ administration, public attention has been focused on sexua~ ~ssault ff~ a way not 

seen s~nce a generation of fem~n~s~s first raised ~hese ~ssues in ~he t980s. In just the 

past few months~ victims of sexual assault from Amherst Co~]ege. the University of 

Connecticut and VanderbJlt have filed federa~ compl~ints fi~u]ting the~ schools for 

inadequate responses. 

For everyone involved, says D~vid Lisak, a tongtime rese~rcher on c~mpus rape, "It is a 

isqurky mess." That incfudes the young women who are filing consplaints, the young men 

being accused and the outdated campus iudicial systems tl~ing to affix innocence or 

guilt. "All these colleges are struggling independently to figure this out," Mr. Lisak says. 

"They’re aft scared." 

At last month’s meeting on sexual violence, President Obama announced the creation of 

a task force to coordinate a fedelaf response to campus rape, including ensuring that 

colleges comply with the taw and develop effective policies, and he pledged to offer more 

support. 

Some el the flustration fer colleges can be traced to April 201 t, when the Department of 

Education’s Office of Civil Rights issued what has come to be known as the "Dear 

Cofteague" letter. It warned that under the 1972 T~fle IX ~eg~s~at~on (unt~ then used 

primarily ~o assure padty between men’s and wemen’s athletics) co~leges were mandated 

to h~ve a comprehensive system in place for de~lff~g w~th sexual vb~ence complah~ts. 

Failure [o do so could result in a urwersJ[y losing tens of mi~ions of do~ars ~n federal 

funding. 

fr~ a few instances the Dear Colleague letter provided specilic guidelinesl mostly it left 

universities to figure out hew to carry out the isqandate. For this reason~ Dartmouth is 

inviting representatives from two dozen universities to meet this summer to begin purling 

together a system of best practices for campus tribunals. 

Many cofteges have also responded by developing viobnce prevention campaigns 

around the bystandel intervention model. Northeastern University’s Center for the Study 

of Sport in Society, which pioneered bystander training 20 years ~go, has seen a m~rked 

uptick in demand. As Jarred Chin, its director of training, says, "There is nothing Iike the 

threat of losing money to get peopfe’s attention." 

In the last year~ with financial suppolt from District Attorney Sutlivan’s office, the 

University of Massachusetts has created an extensive camp~ign to promote aw~reness. 

Posters with messages like "Be a Man, Show Me Respects" "Do~’~ Be a Passive 

Bystander" and "Do Something" are aH over campus, ~ ~Drades~ locker rooms, even 

the s~des of buses. AI~ 450 resident ~ss~stants ha~e been gi~en byst~nder 

Several public service videos featurff~g students: inck~d~ng one narrated by ~he 

chance~br, Kumble R Subbasw~my, are being used as teaching tools. At a mkJsummer 

orienta~io~ br freshmen, and again the first weekend of school a university theater 

g[oup, the Not Ready for Bedth~e Players, presented skits about assault and 

intervenbon 



Incoming f~eshmen are the primary target. A study by Lfnited Educators, an insurance 

company owned by mo~e than 1.200 member colleges and universities, found that 63 

percent of accusers in sexual assault cases are first-year students. 

Enku Gefaye, a vice chancellor overseeing the campaign, says that as with the 

designated driver, the hope is that by giving the intervention a formal name and linking 

to a prescribed set of responses~ when somethh~g goes wrong a Ught bulb wUI go off 

students’ heads, they wUI recognize what they are seeing and wUI remember what to 

"it t~kes it aw~y ~rom being a fluffy end emo[pheus ~de~:" she s~ys. 

The training may have played a role in catching a rapist on the UMass campus at the 

start el ~he fali semester. According to a police repor~ and interviews with prosecutors, at 

1:16 a.m. on Labor Day, an 18-yeal-old freshman stopped a young woman headhsg 

home a~ene from a perty~ Bo~h had been drinking. He p~nned her against e ~ree and 

beg~n Mssing and bith~g her neck~ "~ ~emember h~s g~ip around my neck maMng it harde~ 

to breathe," she to~d the police. "[ was t~y~ng to yel~ but I couldn’t because of the way he 

had Ms hands/’ After 10 m~m.~tes, she w~s thfowh to the ground, he~ ~egs "forced open," 

he[ u~derwear "moved to the s~de." and raped. 

In the midst el this, two groups of students ...... a total of eight bystanders, a cornbinatien 

of freshmen and juniors, five women and three men -- intervened. 07"dhile they ha~e not 

been identilied, it is kno~,vn that the Ireshman class had ettended a presentation on 

bystander inter,~ention that holiday weekend and that one of the juniols had been a 

resident assistant.) 

According to the report~ one witness used her smartphene to take photos of "a male 

[)arty, which appeared to be naked from the waist down, on to[) of a female part3,," whife 

others assisted the woma~ off the ground a~d out of the h~med~ate area. A~er makhsg 

sure she was safe, they caUed for he~p and stayed w~th her untU the police ardved and 

a~res~ed the men~ 

Patrick Durocher, 18, has been charged with fefony rape He has pleaded not guifty 

The Univelsity of New Hampshke has developed one of the most comprehensive 

research, training and prevention prog~ems in the country and it was spurred, in pair, by 

an equatly brutal campus rape back in 1987 when no one intervened. 

According to an eccount in New England Monthly at the time, an extremely drunk 

freshman was ~ed into a Stoke Ha~l do~m loom by tl~ee drunk sophomo[es who took 

turns having so>’, w~th he~ One went h~to the hal~way and bragged that they had a trah~ 

ge~ng, Mgh-~iv~ng his friends. Severe~ s~uden~s~ including the resident ass~stent, knew 

what was go~ng on but did not put an end to ~t. ~o~ d~d the roommate ~ntervene as the 

~hree boys tried to pressure ~he g~r~ ~nto say~ng ~t was consensueL 

The next morning the woman was too drunk to remember, but a few days later, after 



piecing it togetheh she flied a complaint with the university. After four nights ol hearings 

before a campus tlibunal at a 170Aseat lecture hall that v,’as open to the pubfia, tv,’o of the 

boys were found in ~iolatian of a universib~ rule tailed Respect for Others and were 

suspended for the fatl semester. In criminal court, they pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor 

and spent two months in iait The third was cleared. 

Women on campus, including Ms. Stapfeton~ the researcher, led protest rnarahes~ 

occupied a dean’s office and at one point surrounded him, linked arms and refused to ~et 

h~m go until he responded to ~he~r demands, k took months, but eventually the 

admh~stration sta~ed m~k~13g the changes that are ~n p~ace today. 

A lape treatment c~isis center has been funded and is well staffed; a team of 12 

professors and researchers have fomqed a center for evaluating and implementing 

bystander programs; and the athletic department holds mandatory sessions Ier aft varsity 

athletes. 

It appears to have had an impacL Shartly alte~ the 1987 ~ape, 37 percent of female 

students reported experiencing unv,’anted intercau~se or other sexual contact; by 2006, it 

was 21 percent, and by 2012, 16 percent. 

On most campuses, athletes commit a disprapoltianate number of sex crimes; the United 

Educators study found that they make up between 10 and f 5 percent of the student 

population b~lt account for 25 perce~~t of assaufts Not st the University of New 

Hampshire~ 

In 2007, the athletic depaltment revamped its public health program, requiring 

Ireshman varsity athletes to take seminars on hazing and bullying; atcohol and drug use; 

sexual lesponsibifity and consent; and diversity. Last semeste~h a mandatow session an 

bystander intervention was added Ior sophomores. The results are signilicanL tn 201% 

seven athfetes had cases before the judicial affairs office campa~ed with 75 in 2007. 

College men use two words to describe when a man gets in the way of another man’s 

business, and it is not "bystander intervention." Fal the purposes of a family newspaper, 

call it "shot bfacking " 

This was on ~,4att Ma[tel’s mind during a taxi ride home with a friend and a ~ery drunk 

weman they’d met at a LilY}ass pa~ty. "The two el them were touching= cuddling, it was 

obvious she was down for whatever," says Mr. Martel, a junior. "She’d fast hel inhibitians 

to the point that it really seemed like a good idea for her to go home with this guy she 

hardly knew/’ 

Mr Martel got between them to take her back to her dorm. ~’1 said, ~Dude, come an, she’s 

hammered,’ " he lecalls. His friend was angry. ’=It was outright awkwald." Mr. Mantel says. 

The ne×t day the girl thanked him, but Mr ~,4artel didn’t take a lot of pleasure from it ’1 

could tell she didn’t remembe~ what she was thanking me for," he says~ "but someone 

told he~ she sho~lld, so she did." 



More than 60 percent el claims involving se×uaf violence handled by United Educators 

from 2005 to 2010 involved young women who were so drunk they had no clear memory 

el the assault. 

OoUege officiafs have come to realize that campus tribunals are itloequipped to handfe 

the growing volume of these cases~ which often devolve into a he said!she said battle. 

Honor codes were designed to investigate plagiarism, fighting, alcohof and drug use, not 

rape. C~mpus tribun~Ls are made up of students, faculty ~nd administrators "They’re 

amateurs," says Robb ~ones, senior vice president ol United Educators. 

b~ the past, colleges have resisted cooperating with Iocat prosecutors Ier fear el drawing 

attention to campus crime. But tougher enfo~cement of fede~al laws. demanding more 

transpa~ency, is changing that For a ye~r now, D[stdct Attorney Su~l~van~s off~ce 

been ho~d~ng monthly nee[rags w~th representatives ~rom ~he Un~versky of 

Massachuse~s and ethel ~earby colleges to review sexua~ assault cases. 

that’s repo~ted on campuses, we want to see," says Jennifer SuM, a sex cdmes 

prosecutor in Mr. Su~l~van’s off~ce. "We don’t w~nt them to sc~een anything out." 

A yea~ and a half ago, Xavier University of Ohio resisted oeepelating with the local 

prosecutor and foamed a ha~d lesson 

In July 20f2. a female student reported to the campus pofioe that Dez Welfs, a star 

basketball player, had raped her~ Mr, V~2ells acknowledged having sex w~th the woman 

said it was consensual and he used a condom. That R~ght, according to ~egal papers fi~ed 

by M~. ~NeUs, the two p~us seven~l f~ends gathe~ed ~n a dorm room to pl~y truth o~ da~e. 

Many of the dares, ML Wells s~id, were sex~]a] ...... at one po~n~ ~he woman gave Mm a ~ap 

dance: ~t another, she exposed he~ b~easts. Afterward, they went back to her dorm room 

and had sex Severa~ hours later the woman ~eported to the police that she had been 

ra pod. 

Joseph T. Deters, the HamUton County prosecuting attorney based in Cincinnati, says 

that he put two of his best assistants on the case~ ~ncluding the head of the criminal 

division. They were comHnced no rape had occurred. "It wasn’t close~" he s~ys. They 

p~esen~ed ~t to a 9~a~d }u~y, which d~d no~ indict. 

Mr Deters says he repeatedly tried speaking with Xavier offici~ls, but they did not 

lespond. Instead~ the university b~ought the case befo~e its tHbunat. 

When Mr. Deters read the transcript ol that headng, he says: "ft shocked me. There were 

students on that conduct beard~ looking at ~ape kits: they’d say~ ’I don’t knewwhat I’m 

looking at.’ " 

The t~ibunal found M~. Wells ’=responsible for rape" and expefted him. Soon after, he 

enrolled at the University of Maryland. 1he N.C.A.A. ~equires transfers to sit out a year 

but made a ~are exception in M~. Wells’s case after consulting with Mr. Deters. 

’1 told them he was a really good kid: he’d never been in trouble with the law and I didn’t 

believe he’d done anything w~eng," Mr. Dete~s says. 

Xavie~ now ~efe~s aU assault cases to his office. 

As Ier Mr. ~/VeIls, several times last season at away games, incK~ding one at Duke when 

he scored 30 points, fans taunted him about being a lapist, shouting, =’No means no." He 

is suing Xavier fo~ his expulsion. 

IT IS MOSTLY ~NOMEN who have speakheaded tile fight against sexual assault, founded 

the rape p~evention centers, staffed the hotlines, dominated the ~esea~ch in the field, led 

tile Take Back the Night marches and organized tile sexual consent campaigns And it is 

men who commit most of the woi1d’s violence. 

V’dhile t~ue, put this way~ men feel fike the enemy "What I hear from men,~’ says Ms 

Gelaye, the University ol Massachusetts vice chancellor, "is they feel like they’re tile 



talgets, they’re the problem." 

The fact is, most aren’t, Research by Mr. Lisak indicates that about 3 pement of colbge 

men account for 90 to 95 percent of rapes. Vt/bat Ms Getaye I~kes about bystander 

intervention is that it asks the etcher 97 percen~ of men to corae ~to the morn and he~p 

w~th the problem. 

Jackson Katz, who created the bystander program for men et Nmtheastem, epened a 

2012 Ted Talk by saying sexual assault has been seen as a woman’s ~ssue that some 

good men he~p out wi~h~ "1 don’t accept that," he sa~d. ’Tin going ~o argue these are 

~e~’S iSS~eS~" 

Academic ~eseamh is still in the early stages but is promising. A University of New 

Hampshile study exposed a group of young men to a bystander intel~,~ention campaign 

like the one at UMass At the end of several weeks, 38 peacent of the men ~epo~ted 

hav~ng into#vexed h~ ~ sexual ~ss~ult compared with 12 percent of t]~e group that had 

not seen the campaign. 

At Ohio University, a group of mafe students took bystander training sessions and were 

asked four months later if they’d perpet~ated a sexual assault: 1.5 percent said they had. 

compared with 6.7 percent for a control group that t~ed no training~ 

EMightened self-interest is a powe~Iu] motivator. Severef male athletes at a training 

session fast month seemed to feel that bystander intervention was as much about 

p~otecting a buddy from getting into troubb as saving a woman flom harm 

Andrew ChapuL a member of ttse U.N.H. soccer team~ told a story about getting a text 

from a fliend saying a teammate of his was hanging outside her doo~ and wouk~n’t ~eave. 

’1 didn’t want him causing tmuMe, se ~ took h#T~ t~erneF Mr. Chaput s~id. 

The teaches repeatedly pound into thei~ heads that a woman net saying no is net tt~e 

same as a woman saying yes. "lf there is 1 percent doubt in rny mind." Mr. Rowe said~ 

"it’s nat worth doing it. Unless she gbes consent, she can say, ’1 was raped,’ and it’s yau~ 

word against hers/’ 

"If a gid wants to have sex," he continued, "youll know it She has that bok in her eyes 

She’s been taH(ing to you. she bathers you. she walks by you all night, ttse whole thing, 

you talk, you fat it evolve." 

Mr. Chaput feared like he t~ad something to say but wasn’t sure he st~oufd. Finally, in a 

quiet voice, he said, "f waited until a gid asked me." 



Student Sexual Assault: Weathering 
the Perfect Storm 



Making Consent Coo~ 

Advocate for Cer?se;?sual Sex 

By Nata!ie Kitroeff, New York Times, 2o8-14 

IN 1993, when Antioch College introduced its "ask first" policF- mandating that .~tudent.~ 

solicit permission for every intimate edvance, including kissing -----the policy was widely 

derided. 

Once the stulf ef "Saturday Night Live" parody, "consent" bday is prot~dfy ernNazoned 

on T-shirts, underwear and condom wrappers. 

Through activism that happens as often on YouTube and Twitter as on the main green, 

foot sofdiers in the consent movement are encouraging fellow classmates to ask first and 

ask often before engaging in sexual activity~ Their mission is ~o make consent cooler 

than Antioch did. The movemenfs slogan: "Consent is sexy." 

It isn’t always an easy soil Today, as it v~,as decodes ago, ~he but~ of the joke is the 

awkward formality of the ask. Sayda Morales co-founded All Students for Consent at 

Whitman College in Wefta VValla, VVash., last yeer. She hears from students: "Do f have 

to ask if I can move one inch cfoser? Do I have to ask if I can move my left hand one inch 



on their buttocks?" 

But it doesn’t have to take on the air of a contract signing, she tells them When she 

slands in fronl of the freshman class, she tries to keep the cenve~salion Iighl. "Consent 

is necessary/she says, "and it’s fun 2 

Getting consent should be just one pa~t of a flank conveFsation about what is and isn’t 

0 K during sex, she says, and can enhance the se×ual e×perience rather than stifle it 

Men and women don’t always agree about what constitutes consent, according to two 

open-response surveys of 185 heterosexuaf .students last year. The studies, led by 

Kristen N. Jezkewski of the University of Arkansas. vve~e published in the peePreviewed 

Journal of Sex Research 

Ms. Morafes says she shrugs off student giggles. "At least they’re talking about it," she 

says 

Sometimes it pays to play on the mockery. In 2012, Rebecca Nagle and Hannah 

Brancato created a website advertising a supposedly new line of Victoria’s Secret 

underwear. True to form, they were frilfy, lacy and kafeidoscopic. But instead of "sule 

things" the thongs were decorated with fiats fike "no means no" and "ask first" Before 

everyone picked up on the prank, the website went viral. 

The two activists -- through their Baltimore organization, Force: Up.setting Rape Cufture 

...... have been at the Ierelront ola new: edgier lone in consenl advocacy. Their group 

he~d workshops at 10 coheres ~ast year, educabng students on how to spread the anb- 

rape rnessage~ Campus groups are trumpeting their message ~hrough "Consent Days," 

and sometimes weeks, filled w~th pane~s~ g~oup discussbns and consenbbranded 

and condom g~veaways. 

’%~ie are inserting the conversation into cufture that people are used to consLfmi~sg, so 

that they’re abfe to imagine that this could be a pa~S of that mainstream culture," Ms 

Brancato says. 

In 8eplember, Force puled a hoax on anolher brand~ Y#~ed to coincide with Playboy’s 

annual list of top party schoofs. Ms. Nagfe and Ms. Brancato cleated 

Partywithplayboy.com, which purpo~Sed to host Pfayboy’s "ultimate guide to a consensuat 

good tree." The reasoning for the fist, noted the website’s cheeky copy, was that 

=Consent is all about evel~yone having a good time. Rape is only a good time if you’re a 

rapist." 

Felow Ciips on TwitteE 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: ~M~icscli s.com 

YO ACCESS THE CLIPS VVEBdIIE: 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of the business of 

war, by e-.i~ems tha~ ~mge f~r and wide to delw~ inlo lhe peripl~ery ~nd scf~ underbelly of cm medern day 

spots/entertainment culture to frame the essence of the passion sr=d emotion so u~que to college 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:25 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroo~ne@email.unc.edu>; ’Rultin, David’ (druffin@Creditrishngt.co~n); Jewell Hoover 

Re: PowerPoint Slides 

~gnm~l.com) 

Hi Beth, Jewel1 and I are here and having dinner Can we call you after dinner? What is a good number? Jewel1 brought with her interactive exercises on red flags and CAiVIELs with group 
breakouts. She also has an interactive slide in the balance sheet 

Aloha, 

Lissa 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

> On Feb 10, 2014, at 4:52 PM. "Beth Whitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaii corn> wrote: 
> 

> All 
> I :flipped the deck with Rich. We’d like to visit with you about cutting some of the more granular pieces, enhancing the general discussion on upcoming trends and how to engage the 
directors in more discussion. ! don’t want to catch you off guard at dinner, so I wanted to give you a heads up. If you’d like we can visit before your fly out and I can run through my notes 
with you. 
> Thanks! 
> Beht 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Broom e, Lissa L [!nailto:lbroomeO~email uric edu.] 
> Sent: ~,[lqursday, Febmapf 06, 2014 5:24 
> To: Beth Whitehead 
> Cc: ’Rut?Sn, David’ (dm[’fin@Creditriskmgt corn); Jewell Hoover @gmail corn) 
> SubJect: liE: PowerPoint Slides 
> 

> Great. Thanks, 
> 
> Lissa 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: Beth ~,\~itehead [mailto:kcwhitehead(&asbhawaii.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, FebmaW 06, 2014 10:15 AM 
> To: Broorne, Lissa L 
> Cc: ’Ruffin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover, @gmaihcorn) 

> Subiect: RE: PowerPoint Slides 
> 

> We can just print them here, we are always just nrindful of envirotwnental issues when printing. No need to go to the trouble of shipping. Thanks. 
> 

> Looking forward to next week. 
> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L [lbroome@cmaihmxc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:54 AM 
> To: Beth V~nitehead 
> Cc: ’Ruffin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com); Jewell Hoover ~gmail.corn) 
> Subject: PoxverPoint Slides 
> 

> Hi Beth - Unless you object, David will nrake color copies here and ship them to you. The conversion to black and white did not maintain the integri~" of some of the charts and slides. 
Also, David will prqiect front his laptop when we arrive next week and xve can rearrange the order of our materials to cordorrn to the rnost recent schedule that you sent. 

We’re looking forxvard to seeing you and nreeting yo~ colleagues. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law- 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance LrNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-¥Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919962.7066 
http://www.law.unc edu/cent ers/banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcomiauthor 248720<http://hq.ssm.com/OroupProcesses/RedirectClickcfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&rnnid 6895&url http://ssrncom/author 248720> 

[Description: http:/i;vw;v.law.unc.edu~’imagesine;vs/media/banking’hnance ;veb 542.ipg] 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 

uric. 102 



Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

uric.102 {PAGE } 



Board of Advisors 

B.T. Atkinson 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

Nathan Batts 
North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 

David Line Batty 

Winston & Strawn LLP, Charlotte 

Rufus F. Beaty 

TD Bank, N.A., Greenville, SC 

John Charles Boger 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

Lissa L. Broome 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

James R. Bryant, III 

Kingstree Group, Charlotte 

R. Lee Burrows, Jr. 

Banks Street Partners, Atlanta 

Michael D. Calhoun 
Center for Responsible Lending, Durham 

Scott A. Cammarn 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taint LLP, Charlotte 

Alfred P. Carlton, Jr. 
Carlton Law PLLC, Raleigh 

James P. Carroll 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, Charlotte 

Scott M.A. Clark 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York 

H. Rodgin Cohen 

Sullivan & Cromwell, New York 

V. Gerard Comizio 
Paul Hastings LLP, Washington, DC 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Alexander C. Covington 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 



Marion A. Cowell 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Charlotte 

Beth S. DeSimone 
CommunityOne Bancorp, Asheboro 

Paul S. Donohue 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

A. Patrick Doyle 

Arnold & Porter, Washington, DC 

Steven S. Dunlevie 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP, Atlanta 

Kieran J. Fallon 
The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., Washington, DC 

Gary W. Farris 

Burr & Forman LLP, Atlanta 

Adam Feibelman 
Tulane University Law School, New Orleans 

Raymond D. Fortin 

SunTrust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 

Paolo Fulghieri 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill 

Anthony Gaeta 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 

Leonard H. Gilbert 
Holland & Knight LLP, Tampa 

Richard L. Gray 

United Guaranty Corporation, Greensboro 

Barry Harris 

First-Citizens Bank & Trust Company, Raleigh 

Thomas L. Hazen 
UNC School oJ: Law, Chapel Hill 

J. Richard Hazlett 

Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

James T. Hedrick, Jr. 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 

Frank A. Hirsch, Jr. 



Alston & Bird LLP, Raleigh 

Carol A. Hitselberger 

Mayer Brown LLP, Charlotte 

A. Lee Hogewood III 

K&L Gates LLP, Raleigh 

Jewell D. Hoover 

Hoover and Associates, LLC, Charlotte 

Charles M. Horn 
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC 

Phillip D. Huber, CFA 

The Hutchison Company, Durham 

Gerald P. Hurst 
RBC Bank (Georgia), N.A., Raleigh 

John L. Jernigan 

Smith Anderson Blount Dorsett Mitchefl & Jernigan, LLP, Raleigh 

Robert J. Johnson, Jr. 

BB& T, Winston-Salem 

Kenneth C. Johnston 
Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, Daflas 

Mark C. Kanaly 

Alston & Bird, LLP, Atlanta 

Eugene M. Katz 

Wells Fargo & Company, Charlotte 

Satish M. Kini 
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, Washington, DC 

Donald C. Lampe 

Morrison & Foerster LLP, Washington, DC 

William R. Lathan 

Ward and Smith, PA, New Bern 

Rene J. LeBlanc-Allman 

Winston & 5trawn LLP, Charlotte 

Christopher E. Leon 

Womble Carlyle 5andridge & Rice, LLP, Winston-Salem 

Meghan McClure Lluberas 

King & Spalding, Charlotte 



Jacob A. Lutz III 

Troutman Sanders LLP, Richmond 

Jerry W. Markham 

Florida International University, Miami 

Michael Nedzbala 

Hunton & Wifliams LLP, Charlotte 

Edward P. O’Keefe 

Bank of America, Charlotte 

Mary Patricia D. Oliver 

Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease, LLP, Cleveland 

Saule Omarova 
UNC School of Law, Chapel Hill 

Reginald T. O’Shields 

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta 

Therese Paul 
Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Washington, DC 

Stephen D. Poe 

Bell, Davis & Pitt, PA, Winston-Salem 

Francis C. Pray, Jr. 

Nelson Mulfins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, Charlotte 

Henry H. Ralston 

Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson, PA, Charlotte 

Ronald D. Raxter 
Wilfiams Mullen, Raleigh 

North Carofina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Patrida A. Robinson 
Wachtell Lipton, New York 

Albert M. Salem 

Tampa 

Paul Saltzman 
The Clearing House, New York, NY 

Margot F. Saunders 

National Consumer Law Center, Washington, DC 



Robert A. Singer 

Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey, & Leonard LLP, Greensboro 

Joseph A. Smith Jr. 

Poyner Spruifl LLP, Raleigh 

Karol K. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano Kirschbaum & Nagelberg LLP, Chicago 

Ralph N. Strayhorn 

Cape Point Advisory Partners, LLC, Charlotte 

James M. Strother 

Wells Fargo & Company, San Francisco 

Margaret E. Tahyar 

Davis Poll< & Wardwefl LLP, NY 

North Carolina Banking Institute Journal, Chapel Hill 

Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP, Washington, DC 

William J. Wagner 

Raymond James & Associates, Raleigh 

Paul S. Ware 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP, Birmingham 

Michael D. Waters 
Jones Walker LLP, Birmingham 

K. Elizabeth Whitehead 
American Savings Bank, Honolulu 

Amy P. Williams 

K&L Gates LLP, Charlotte 

W. Samuel Woodard 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP, Charlotte 

Emeritus Members 

J. Thomas Dunn, 

Retired, Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

Jerone C. Herring 

Retired, BB& T, Montreat 

Paul J. Polking 

Retired, Bank of America, Charlotte 



Paul L. Reynolds 

Retired, Fifth Third Bancorp, Cincinnati 

Paul H. Stock 
Retired, North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 



2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:55 AM 

~unc.edn> 

Krause, Joan H <jhkrause@email.unc.edw,; Polsky, Gregg Douglas <polslcy@eInail.unc.edu> 

Class visits 

Hi 

As we discussed, the Tenure and Promotion Committee is arranging visits to your class this year in anticipation of your potential review for promotion next year. 

Joan Krause and Gregg Polsky have agreed to visit your Antitrust Class. I will leave it up to you to work out the actual visit dates with each team. Although the ideal 

is that the two visitors would attend two consecutive classes together, I believe Joan and Gregg have schedule conflicts that will prevent this. So, VII bow out and 

let the three of you work out the visit schedule. Once the three of you have set the dates, you should give Joan and Gregg a copy of your syllabus and a pdf of the 

material that will be covered the days of the visits. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..ta :.~ ~:~La.~.w..~:.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~ ~...e...~Le..r.~h.~.~.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: -h---t-t-p--1/-~s--s-[-n--‘--c-.--~---m--L‘---a--u---t--h--9--r-~t-2--z-~--8---7--2---~- 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:01 AM 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: preparing my tenu~ file 

Thanks, Debor’ah, ~:or this suggestion. Let me thir~k about the timing a little more. I’ft get back to you. 

F~m: Gerhardt, Deborah R 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ I0, 2014 8:03 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= preparing my ~nure file 
Hi Liss~ 
I was wondering if we could compile the list of on~i& reviewers in time for them ~ ~ asked k~ write le~ers during the summer when Nople have more 

I j ust got back from an IP conference where I learned that many if not most schools appear to have moved to a 4 or 5 year tenure clock rather than the 6 we have. So 

perhaps that is another ma~n to consider moving things a Nt morn expeditiously in the 6th year. 
Thm~ ~r your consi&ration, 

Deborah R. Gefl~ardt 

Assis~nt Prol~ssor of Law 

I~C School of Law 

Van Hecke- We~ach HaJ1 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

d~erhard~h)unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:04 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.ed~ 

I~W: prel~nng my tenure file 

Hi Jack and Catherine --- See below from Deborah Gerhardt. Any thoughts? it seems like a reasonable request since the committee will have so many flies to 

consider next year (although many of them are for RRWA). Also, th~s assumes, of course, that the writing is all ready for review and she is not using the summer to 

come up w~:h something e~se. On the other h~md, I wan~: to treat a~ our cat~d~{~tes s~mi~arly and I’m rmt sure we h~ve offered th~s optk~n to others. 

k~ssa 

F~m: Gerhardb Deborah R 
Merit= Monday, Februa~ 10, 20~4 8:03 AN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: preparing my tenure file 

Hi Lissa 
I was wondering if we could compile the list of outside ~viewers in time for them m ~ ~ked m write ]e~ers during the summer when Nople have morn time. 

I j ust got back from an IP conference whe~ I learned that many if not most schools appea~ to have moved to a 4 or 5 year tenure c]ocE rather than the 6 we have. So 

perhaps ~at is another ~a~n to consider moving ~ings a bit morn expeditiously in the 6~ year. 

Than~ Br your consideration, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assis~nt Professor of Law 

L~C School of Law 

Van Hecke-We~h tlM1 

] 00 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME~ 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:25 AM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

ILE: AP Mobile: NBC’s Costas sitting out with eye infection 

Poor guy! Don’t they have antibiotics over there? 

Morn 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February $$, 20~L4 .t$:22 AN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 

Download the free AP Mobile for iPhone and iPad from the App Store today! or visit getapmobile.com for support on Android, Blackberry, WP7 and other devices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:39 AM 

~gmaJl.com 

ILE: WSJ Blogs - College Shouldn’t Be a Free Ride for Kids - The Experts 

The article doesn’t say how you ar’e supposed Lo find these t/exible part-time jobs. I doit think there a~’e a lot of them out Lhere. ButlundersLandtheart~d~ 

point~ 

[.~ssa 

~gmail.com [mailto:        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 10, 2014 ll:0S AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Su~ject: WSJ Blogs - College Shouldn’t Be a Free Ride for Kids - ~e Expels 

The Wall Street Journal 

~ Iv~A ,%I Blogs - College ghoMdnt Be a 

~Feee Ride fol¯ Kids - The Experts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:42 AM 

Kim Wierzel <KWierzel@pattersonshefida~:.com> 

1~: CLE Program: 

Hi Kirn --- How about I caU you on Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 3:157 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Frera: Kim Wierzel [mailto:KWierzel@pattersonsheridan.com] 
Sent: Nonday, Februa~ i0, 2014 ~2:07 PN 

To~ Broome, Ussa L 

Subject= RE: CLE Program 

Ussa --- 

~ think Friday was my fsu~t, Km not sure my new phone w~s completely set up yet. 

~he week of Feb 17 works 5he w~th me. ~he only dateiUme th~;~: doesnq: work is Friday, Feb 21 9:30am-noon. 

#~im Wlerze~ 

[~ATYERSON ~ SU[~[~IDAN, ]H P 

300 N {]3eene St., Su~k- 

t33eensb,)r,~, NC 2740] 

Di~ecl: 

Facsimile: ~7i3) h23--4N46 

CONFIDENTIAL ~NFORMATION 

This transmission contains iRformatior~ [rorn the law firm o[ Pal:tersot~ ~ Sheridarb L,L.P. which is c:on[idenl:ial or privileged. The ~r~formatior~ is in[ended 1:o be h)r [he use of the 

ir~dJ~[dual or entit~ r~r~ed ot~ t?~[s transrn[ssJom I~ you are not [he intended rec[pk~rfl:, be aware that any 

prohib[i:ed, if you have receiw~d ~his transmission in error, please notify us by telephone immediately so i:hat we can arrange for the retrieval of ~he original documents at no cosi: 1:o 

you, Aiterna[~vely, notify [he sender by replying [o this [ransmissio¢~ arid delete [he message withou[ disclosing iL Thank you, 

F~m= Broome, Ussa L [mailto:lbroome@ema[Lunc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 09, 20~4 ~0:40 AN 

Te= Kim Wierze[ 

Subject: RE: CLE Program 

Hi K~m ---Sorry ~ rn~ssed you on gr~dmy~ I am olJt of the office aU of the coming week, so weq[ need to reschedule for the week of February t7~h. 

Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 06, 201~ 6:08 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: RE: CLE Program 

Works for 

Khn WJerzc’L 

Manager, >,’fad~e;mg and RecruiUng 

PA’V[IB[~SON & SHERIlDAX~ LIP 

300 N Green~ St, Suite 2050 

Greensboro, N(; 27401 

DJrecL (33([) 285-C:~67 

CGNFIDEN-[~AL ~NFORMAI-[ON 

This transmission contair~s informatior~ f~om the law fi~m of Pa[terson & Sheridan, LLP, which is confidential or privileged, I-he irfl:ormatior~ is intended [o be for the use o[ the 

individual or er~tiW named on this transmission. H: you are not the intended recipienL be aware that any d[sciosure, 

prohib[[ed. If ,los have received this [ransm[ss[o¢~ i¢~ error, please notify us by telephone [mmed[atebl 

you. Alternatively, ~otify the se~der by replying to this transmission and delete the message without disclosing it. [hank you. 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L [mai~to:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Thursday, [ebrua~ 06, 20~4 5:02 PP1 

Te= Kim Wierzel 

Subject~ RE: CLE Program 

Hi K~m - Couhd t caU you at 1I:15 ~;~: the number below? ~ wUi be wall:rag then for some new lenses to be put into my glasses so ~; phone conw[~rs~;Uon ~s one of the 

few productive things I can do then. 

F~m~ Kim Wierzel [mailto:~V~erze~pa~ersonsheridan.com] 

~n[~ Thursday, [ebrua~ 06, 20~4 4:54 PN 

T~ Broome, Ussa L 

Subjett~ RE: CLE Program 

Thank you; anytime between 9am--noon wou~d be fine with 

Kim Wierzei, Esq 

Manager, ),,[a~ketb~g and Recruiting 

PATF}~RSON & STTFRZ] )AN, LI P 

300 N Greene SL, Su~rxz 20~0 

Green~ boro, NC 27401 

Dlrecl : (336) 2~ 5-~}757 

FacsJmi]e: (713) d23-&%&q 

CON[i[SEN[~AL ~NFORMAI~ON 

This transmission contains hqformatio~ from the law firm of Patterson & Stner[dan, LL.P. wtnich is confidential or pr[vUeged. ]the i~formatio~ is intended to be for the use of the 

ir!dJv[dLlal Or entity f!at[led Ot~ this transmission. I[ you are not [he intended rec[p[erfl:, be aware that any 

Drohib[i:ed. If you have re(:eiw~d ~h[s transmission in error, please notify us by telephone immediately so i:hat we can arrange for the retrieval of ~he original documents at no c:osi: 1:o 

you. AIl:ernat[vely, noi:[fy the sender by reDly[ng to i:his ~ransmissior~ arid delete ~he message without disckx;ing it, Thank yotl, 

Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 9:1~ AM 

To: Kim Wierzel 

Subject: RE: CLE Program 



Hi k:im -f would be delighted to talk with you, I’m available tomorrow h:~r rnos~: of the di~y Is ~:her~-_~ i~ good ~ime for you to set f.:_~r ~ call ? 

Lissa 

Fre~a: Kim Wierzel [mailto:KWierzel@pattersonsheridan.com] 
SeBt: Wednesday, February 05, 20:[4 8:09 PM 
Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: CLE Program 

Lissa: 

I hope this finds you well! l’ve transitioned into a non-traditional legal career and am now doing recruiting and marketing for a mid-sized IP firm. l’m brainstorming 

ways to get the firm name out there. One thing that occurred to me was having the firm help sponsor an institute like the Banking Institute, but for intellectual 

property law. 

Do you have a few minutes to talk about how you got the Institute up and running? 
Kirn Wierzel, Esq. 
Manager, Marketing and Recruiting 
PATTERSON & SHERIDAN, LLP 
300 N. Greene St., Suite 2050 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
Direct: (336) 285-0767 
Facsimile: (713) 623-+Sd6 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 
This transmission contains information from the law firm of Patterson & Sheridan, LLP. which is confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use of the 
individual or entity named on this transmission. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is 
prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify us by telephone immediately so that we can arrange for the retrieval of the original documents at no cost to 
you. Alternatively, notify the sender by replyin~ to this transmission and delete the message without disclosin~ it. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 12:01 PM 

ttirsch, Jefl?cey Michael <jmhir~h@email.unc.edu:; Orth, John V <jvorth@email.unc.edu>; ] 

I~E: Class Visits 

@email.unc.edu> 

We’re happy for you to figure out the logistics. One consideration is keeping the number of classes with a visitor to a r~inimum so that there will be d~e least 

disruption possible to the class (and for 

Lissa 

Fro~: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:15 PM 
To: Orth, John V; 
Co: Broome, Lissa ~ 
Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Lissa, 
Does the committee have a preference between both observers seeing the same classes or at least someone seeing consecutive classes. John and I could observe two Fridays 
together, or we can both observe one and I can observe a consecutive class (and John could observe the following Friday). 
Thoughts? 
-Jeff 

From: Orth, John V 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 2:15 PM 
To: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; 
Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Hello to All: 

Sorry t:o be late to the party, but f have a conflict on Tuesday i~nd Wednesd~;y - my Legal H~storv c~ass meets at 9:50 - so Friday ~s t:he only di~y ~ am ava~k;Me, which 

rLdes out successive days. Sorry about that. What ~s to be done? 

John 

F~m: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 10, 2014 10:31 AM 

To:            O~h, John V 
Subje{t~ RE: Class Visits 
Than~     . Most of those class times work for me, except for tomorrow. John, ho~s your calendar looking? 

From 

Sent: Monday, February I0, 2014 7:57 AM 
To: Orth, John V; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Subject: RE: Class Visits 

Hi John and Jeff, 
Thanks for making time to come to my classes. I teach Property at 8:45 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. 
I am not sure how to coordinate the best days for you to come but any days are of course fine with me. 
Should we find five minutes to sit down with calendars this week? Or, if it is easier, I am happy to look for consecutive days that work for you both if you email back dates that 
work. 
Thanks again, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Conleyl John M; Weissman, Deborah M; Or~h, John V; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 

Subject: Class Visits 

Hi 

As we discussed, the Tenure and Promotion Committee is arranging visits to your class this year in anticipation of your promotion review next year. 

John Conley and Deborah Weissman have agreed to visit your Professional Responsibility class and John Orth and Jeff Hirsch will visit your Property class. I will 

leave it up to you to work out the actual visit dates with each team. Ideally, the two visitors would attend two consecutive classes together, but scheduling issues 

sometimes prevent this. Once you and the visitors have set the dates, you should give them a copy of your syllabus and a pdf of the material that will be covered 

the days of the visits. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__~//__s__s_[_n__:_c_o___m__L’__O_u___t__h__9__r_:E_2__z_!_~Z~_~ 



i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:54 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Jewell Hoover < @gmail.com> 

Re: fyi 

image001 .png 

Okay. Can you do a three way call or should I see if Jewell can come to my room and we could do it on 
speaker? 

My cell is and Jewell’s is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Beth Whitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> wrote: 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come up in emerging risks or banking law 

section. Am free until noon when I go into board meeting, would love to catch up prior to then if possible. 

bw 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808.539.7156 I f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.com 

<image001 .png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the 

designated recipient(s). Any unauthorized copying or adaptation is prohibited. © 2013 American Savings Bank. All 

rights reserved. 

<ASB Durbin concerns.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:02 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Jewell Hoover @g~nail.com) 

Okay. Call me when you have a chance. I am in my room working. ]-~ad a nice walk on the beach [his morning and may go bad( out and try s[and up paddle 

boarding! 

[.issa 

From: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 1:[, 2014 2:57 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: fyi 

think just the 2 of us can tall~ and you can reh~y to the others, not big stuff 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:54 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Jewell Hoover 
Subject: Re: fyi 

Okay. Can you do a three way call or should I see if Jewell can come to my room and we could do it on speaker? 

My cell is and Jewell’s is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Beth Whitehead" <1_(_ .e_w._h_!t__e_12e_._a_ .d_ .@.__~_s_._b_12a_._w_._a_j_[_..c_o__m_> wrote: 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come up in emerging risks or banking law section. Am free until noon when l go into board 

meeting, would love to catch up prior to then if possible. 

bw 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808.539.7156 I f, 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.com 

<image001,png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s), Any unauthorized copying or 

adaptation is prohibited. © 20~3 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 

<ASB Durbin concems.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:04 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: ~,i 

You’re welcome to come up. Room 3103. She said she would call just me with "little stuff/’ I’m not sure when d~at witl be, 

Do you w~nt to meet for kmch ~ater? 

Ussa 

[mailto:            @gmail.com] 
Sent= ~uesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 3:00 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: ~i 

I’ll come to your room when she gets back to us. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" 

Date:02/11/2014 9:54 AM (GMT-IO:O0) 

To: Beth Whitehead 

Cc: Jewell Hoover 

Subject: Re: fyi 

Okay. Can you do a three way call or should I see if Jewell can come to my room and we could do it on speaker? 

My cell is             and Jewell’s is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Beth Whitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaiLcom> wrote: 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come up in emerging risks or banldng law section. Am free until noon when I go into board 

meeting, would love to catch up prior to then if possible. 

bw 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808.539.7156 [ f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.com 

<image001.png> 
CONFIDENTIAUT¥ NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s), Any unauthorized copying or 
adaptation is prohibited. © 2013 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 

<ASB Durbin concems.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:34 PM 

Jewell Hoover < ~gmail.com> 

RE: ~,i 

Okay. I can go over’ her comments then. She said she will bring her wri[ten notes tonight and might ask David to Nde some o[: the slides ~n the deck or we can sMp 

over them. They were ~n mee~ngs Friday, Monday ~nd today ~nd so they are afraid the board w~l be br~in dead. She a~so had some concerns about some stuff we 

i~ck~ded that they thought the board real~y shouldn’t be inw)~ved m so she h~ghl~ghted those areas where we might want to sMp ow~r the s~ides and d~scuss the 

appro~date ro~e for the board ~n that area £k:h w~l~ be joining us for d#~ner tonight too. 

The restaurant for tonight’s d~nner ~s within wa~Mng d~stance from hare. 

Let’s meet for lunch sL ~2:30 at the bottom o[: the e~evator. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= 3ewell Hoover [mail~: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ ~$, 20~4 3:~6 PN 

Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: ~i 

Lunch is good. Jusl call me when you are ready. 

On Feb l 1, 2014 l 0:01 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <!_bj_22~?gLe__@_e__n__)_~__@u_jLc_:_e_d__p_:, wrote: 

Okay. Call me when yo~ h~e a chance. I am in my room w,)rking. Had a nice walk on the ~ac]l this m~rmng and may go b~k ou~ m~d try s~md up paddle bo~’dh~gt 

F~m= Beth Whitehead [mail~:kewNtehead@asbhawaiLcom] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ ~$, 20~4 2:57 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= £E: ~i 

~ th~n£j[~st ~hc 2 o£ ~s can ta~k and you ca~t re]a~ 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mai~to:lbroome@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ $$, 2054 9:54 AN 
To= Beth Whi~head 
Cc= 3ewell Hoover 
Subject; Re: ~i 

Okay. Can you do a three way call or should I see if Jewell can come to my room and we could do it on speaker? 

My cell is              a~d Jewell’s is 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

On 
Feb 11, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Beth Whitehead" ~_e__~2_[~_t__e__l!_e_~@_’_a_&b_[_~j_a_w_&j_i:__c_£_r__n- > wrote: 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come np in emerging risks or banking law section. Am free until noon when I go into board 

meeting, would love to catch up prior to then iftx~ssible. 

bw 

Beth VVhitehead 
Executive Vice Presidem 

Chief Administrative Officer 

P-8-.0-8-:-~3.2-:-7-.1--~-6. I f .8__.0_8_:5_)._8_:._2_Q2__3_ 
b_g_h_i_t_e__h_.e_ ’.~_ _~_asbhawaii.corn I www.asbhawaii.con ~ 
<image00 l.png> 
COix.~’]DENTIALITY NOTICE: The infolrnation contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). An?’ unauthorized copying or 
adaptation is prohibited. © 2013 American Savings Bank. All rights reserved. 

<ASB Durbin concems.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:35 PM 

Jay Chaudhuri <jay.chaudhuri@nctre&surer.com> 

I~E: Available to Touch Base 

Today is good until 5:LtS. I am out of town, so please calf my cell at 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From= .lay Chaudhuri [mailto:jay.chaudhuri@nctreasurer.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:08 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Available ~ Touch Base 

Ussa --- 

My apolog~es for not getth~g h~ touch w~th you again. Do you have time today or tomorrow? 

.Jay 

Seat= Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 1:28 PN 
To= Jay Chaudhuri 
$~bje~t= RE: Available to Touch Base 
Hi .Jay - ~’m flee today afte~ 3::[5, tomorrow between 3:~].5 a~d 4:00, and Friday between 8:30 and I0:00 or after 4:00. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~= Jay Chaudhuri 
Seat; Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 12:13 PN 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
$~bje~t= Available ~ Touch Base 

Lissa: 

I hope all is well with you. I wanted to see if you might have time to briefly chat about diversity on boards. 

Thanks, 

Jay J. Chaudhufi 

General Counsel & Senior Policy Advisor 

North Carolina Department of State Treasurer 

325 North Salisbury Street, Raleigh, North Carolina 27603-1385 

~ay.chaudhuri@nctreasurer.com 

www.nctreasurer.com ................................................... 

Phone: (919) 508-5176 Fax: (919) 508-5167 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:41 PM 

Jewell ttoover i @gmail.com) 

I~W: fyi 

I’ve pasted in Lhe "white paper" below. I’fl ask her Lo b~’i~g palm, Louts at: Lhe revised schedules, but wilt l:o~’ward you those emails Lop assuming I can ]:i~d them. 

Amend the Small Issuer Exemption 

American Savings Bank ("ASB") and its ultimate parent holding company, Hawaiian Electric Industries, inc. ("HEI"), urge Congress to amend the Durbin 

Amendment to provide that, for purposes of the small issuer exemption, the asset size of a debit card issuer (together with its affiliates) does not include 

those assets related to the non-financial activities of grandfathered savings and loan holding companies. 

Section 1075 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act ("Dodd-Frank Act"), known as the Durbin Amendment, requires the Board 

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System {"Federal Reserve") to issue regulations limiting any interchange fee that a debit card issuer may receive. 

The Durbin Amendment also requires the Federal Reserve to exempt "any issuer that, together with its affiliates, has assets of less than $10 billion." This 

exemption is known as the "small issuer exemption." 

The Federal Reserve interprets "assets" as "total worldwide banking and nonbanking assets, including assets of affiliates, other than trust assets under 

management." Comment S{a)-~L, Appendix A to 12 C.F.R. Part 235. 

Assets Related to Non-Financial Activities o[ a Grand[athered Savings and Loan Holding Company Should be Excluded 

Debit card issuers in the United States are federally or state chartered depository institutions, or branches, agencies, or other banking offices of foreign 

banks. Under banking laws, financial institution affiliates generally may only engage in financial activities. Thus the maioritv of banks and affiliates 

engage only in financial activities and hold "financial assets." 

However, the parent holding companies of a small number of financial institutions are "grandfathered savings and loan holding companies." Such a 

grandfathered company is permitted to engage in non-financial activities, while also owing a financial institution. HEl is among the small number of 

grandfathered institutions that are allowed to hold financial and non-financial assets. 

Since the Federal Reserve includes "all assets" of affiliates to determine eligibility for the small issuer exemption, it counts the assets of the electric 

public utilities owned by HEI in determining whether ASB is eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

ASB had approximately $5 billion in total assets at the end of 2012, but HEI, on a consolidated basis, had approximately $10.1 billion in total assets at that 

time (an additional $5.1 billion of "non-financial" assets). Thus, the Federal Reserve has determined that ASB does not qualify as for the small issuer 

exemption for 203L3. 

Because most financial intuitions hold only financial assets, there are a small number of banks that are harmed by the inclusion of "all non-financial 

assets" in the calculation for the small issuer exemption. This puts ASB at a competitive disadvantage to other financial institutions of similar size. I 

instance, CPB had $4.37 billion in financial assets at the end of 203L2, and is thus eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

Exemption Would be Consistent with the Dodd-Franl~ Act 

Prior to Dodd-Frank Act, grandfathered savings and loan compa nies were regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision. Section 626 of DFA gave the 

Federal Reserve the authority to regulate these entities. 

Under section 626, the Federal Reserve may require a grandfathered savings and loan holding company to establish an intermediate holding company and 

conduct all or a portion of its financial activities in the intermediate holding company. In addition, the Federal Resffr~t require a grandfathered 

savings and loan holding company to establish an intermediate holding company, if the Federal Reserve determines that such an intermediate holding 

company is necessary for appropriate supervision of financial activities, or to ensure that the Federal Reserve’s supervision does not extend to non- 

financial activities. 

Specifically, Section 626 enables the Federal Reserve to implement rules requiring an intermediate holding company to hold the "financial assets" of such 

an entity separate and apart from its other business lines. 

Recently, the Federal Reserve issued capital requirements for its subject financial institutions, but these new capital requirements excluded the 

grandfathered savings and loan holding companies. Instead, the Federal Reserve indicated that it plans to issue a regulation to implement intermediate 

holding company rules for such entities and apply new regulatory capital rules to the intermediate holding companies. Establishing an intermediate 

holding company for the purposes of determining capitol requirements necessarily requires the separation of assets related to financial activities, which 

are to be housed in the intermediate holding company, from those assets related to non-financial activities. 

It would be consistent with this requirement to include only those assets that must be housed in an intermediate holding company established under 

section 626 of the Dodd-Frank Act in determining whether a debit card issuer that is a subsidiary of a grandfathered savings and loan holding company is 

eligible for the small issuer exemption. 

The legislative history of the Durbin Amendment also suggests that the legislators did not intend to include assets related to non-financial activities in 

determining whether an issuer is exempt. 

Specifically, Senator Durbin stated on the Senator floor that the purpose of the Durbin Amendment was to "prevent the big banks from basically rigging the 

financial system in a way that helps Wall Street and hurts the shops on Main Street." 

Thus, the concern that led to the enactment of the Durbin Amendment seemed to focus on activities within the financial system. The assets of VI~EI 

electric public utilities are very much part of Main Street and separate from the assets of ASB. 

Impact on Consumers would t~e Immaterial 

Only four savings association subsidiaries of grandfathered savings and loan holding companies are currently on the Federal Reserve’s list of issuers not 

exempt from debit card interchange fee standards. 

Of these four savings associations, only three would be subject to the small issuer exemption. They are listed below with financial assets vs. 

consolidated assets: 

FDS Bank ($190.2 million); holding company: Macy’s (S5.Sbillion) 

John Deere Financial FSB (S1.9 billion); holding company: Deere & Company (S27.8 billion) 

ASB (S5.0 billion); holding company: HEI (S10.1 billion) 

Therefore, an amendment to exclude the non-financial assets of a grandfathered savings and loan holding company in determining whether a savings 

association subsidiary of such a holding company is exempt from the interchange fee standards would not have a material impact on consumers. 

It would alleviate the regulatory burden on the few issuers that would become exempt under the amendment. 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 



Sent= Tuesday, February :t.t, 20:1.4 3:20 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: ~i 

Ask her to print the white paper and the ~vvi~d schedule and bring it tonight when we have dinuer. 

I couldn’t download it. 

........ Origin~l message ........ 

Frown: "Broome, Lissa L" 

Date:02/11/2014 10:03 AM (GMT-10:00) 

Subject: RE: fyi 

YotCre welcome to come ~p. Room 3103. She said she woald call just me with "litIle auflT’ Fm not sure wheu tha{ wil~ be~ 

]}o 3ou wan~ l~ meet f~)r luuch ~atcr? 

Lis~ 

From:             [mail~:            ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 2014 3:00 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: ~i 
I’ll come to your room when she gets back to us. 

........ Original message ........ 

Fm,n: "Broome, Lissa L" 

Date:02/11/2014 9:54 AM (GMT- 10:00) 
To: Beth Whitehead 

Cc: Jewell Hoover 
Subject: Re: ~i 

Okay. Cm~ you do a three way call or should I see if Jewell can come to my room and we could do it on speaker? 

My cell is             and Jewell’s is 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Beth Whitehead" <_k_e_!~il)_i_t__@__e_zM_(~_a_sLb_!~_~_tS~-:_a_i_i_:_c_’~?~!> wrote: 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come up in emerging risks or banking law section. Am free until uoon when I go iuto board 

meeting, would love to catch up prior to then if tx~ssible. 

bw 

Beth Whitehead 
Executive Vice President 

Chief Adminislrative Officer 

808.539.7156 ] f. 808.538.2023 p. 

<image001 .pug> 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this email message is intended only for the use of the designated recipient(s). Any unauthorized copying or 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:43 PM 

KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com 

Jewell Hoover i ~gInail.com) 

Revised Schedules 

Hi Beth - If you could bring print outs of the revised schedules for the board and management training for the three of us tonight, that would be helpful. 

Also, we need to remember to ask you tonight about the location for the training. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h_Lt~_:_//_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__uZ_�~_Le___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: httP:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:46 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: preparing my tenu~ file 

That sounds like a good response to me. VII wait to see what Catherine says before responding to Deborah. 

From= Boger, Jack 
Sent= Tuesday, February .t:[, 2014 3:24 PN 
To= Broome, Lissa L; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject; RE: preparing my ~nure file 
])ear 1 

A [i:~, thoughts m response to [)ebora]:~ (~erhardt’s email. This should ~o~ be part of.?our bailiwick as the celebrated Promotion & Tenure 

Committee {br 2013-i4; goodness knows you h ave your h ands ~zomplete~y fi~l[ with this year’s can didaces, some ]ike t-~ril{a still to come. 

Moreover, I don’t normally appoint new committees until mid-May or early 4une P.~r a variety of good reasons, and I would be loa~he to 

appoint them eaHiel" [hi" ~014-15 simply to meet Debora}~ s suggestio~x. 

t towever, once a n ew P&T Committee chair an d committee is appointed [:~r 2014-15, it wou ~d seem approp~mte {br them to entert, ain a 

request []~om [)ebora[~ to ~have her ar[ic]es sent ou[ I)~r external review over [Be summer and not in the fall [ assume the 

would first waist to assure itself that Deborah doesnt need m~y additiomd articles that s]:xe mig}~t complete during the summer of 2014 to 

make up her por~[blJo {br ~onsideration by d~e Committee and the f?x~ulty. If she wet’e willing to put herself fi.,rwa~d based on her woHa 

tl:~rou~gh May or 4une of 2014, then ~etth~g a head s[ar[ on so[icita[ion of reviews doesn’[ seem to me a problem, Most candidates will 

wm~t to i~)rego t]:xat last; summer of researd:x and writing, and I do~x’t see mWt]:xing sienifica~t ad~antage to Deborah over ot}xer candidates 

[rom a summer solicitation, except perhaps that he~~ file might be ready for review in October instead of NovemBer or December. 

}[er observation ~bout fl~ur-year or rive:year tem:u~e crocks versus our s~x-year [ime period, though, doesn’t seem to have any re]ewmce to 

whe~x .--- summer or early fi41 ----we se~xc[ out m:¢icles for review. 

So my sua£estion would be to tell her that you and [ have ex~zhanged thoughts, and that he~~ sua£estion is properly one for next year’s 

committee, w~ff:h wH[ be appointed m May or June. What do you and Catt~erb~e tt~ink of t~hat approach? 

J ack 

F~m{ Broome, Ussa L 
Sent{ Tuesday, Februaw ll, 2014 ll:04 t~ 
T~ Boger, Jack; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Su~jett{ ~: preparing my tenure file 
Hi ,Jack a[xJ Catherine -See bek)w fiom Deborah GerhardL ~ny thoughts? ft seems Hke a reasonable request since the committee will have so many tikes to 
consider nex[: year (al[hough [T~a]~y or [heR~ are for RRWA). Also, [:h~s assuR~es, of course, [hat the wril:k~g ~s aH ready for revk~w and she is nor: usk~g the summer 
come up w~Lh something else. On the other hand, I wanL to treat a~ our candidates s~mi~arly and I’m not sure we have offered tNs option to others. 
Ussa 

E~= Gerhardt, Deborah R 
Seat= Monday, Februa~ ~0, 2014 8:03 AM 
Te; Broome, Lissa L 
Sabjett= preparing my tenure file 
Hi Liss& 
I was wondering 1£ we could compile the list ofou~id~ reviewers in time £or them to [~ ~ked ~ write le,crs during the summer when ~ople ha~e mo~ dine. 
I j ust ~ot back £rom an IP co~[ereuce where I learned that many i£ not most schools appear to have moved to a 4 or 5 year tenure clock, rather thai the 6 we have. So 
perhaps that is a]ofl]er ~a~n to co~sider moving things a bit more expeditiously in the dth year. 
ThaJ~ks tbr your consideration, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assis~nt Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-We~ch HaJ1 

100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

dgerhard~{4unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O INqC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:31 PM 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: prepariug my tenu~ file 

Hi Deborah--Thanks for this suggestion. I shared it with Jack. This will be something I will pass along to the new Tenure and Promotion Committee for its 
consideration. Jack expects to have committees for next year appointed in May or June, Most candidates want the summer before review to complete their 
wril:k~gs, b~t if %re’re ready in May or June w~th e~ervth~ng you want consh~ered ~:he comrmt~:ee may be aMe to move [orward then, although obviously ~ can’t 
speak [or ne>:t year’s comm~tt:ee. 
Take care, 
L~ssa 

~ Gerhardt, Deborah R 
$eBtl Monday, Februa~ ~0, 20~ 8:03 AM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
$~bjeCt~ preparing my tenure file 
Hi Lissa, 
I was wondering if we could compile the list ofoutsi& reviewers in time tbr them a~ ~ ~sked a~ write letters during the summer when ~ople have morn time. 

I j ust got back from an IP conference where I learned that many if not most schools appear m have moved m a 4 or 5 year tenure clock, rather thm~ the 6 we have. So 

peNaps that is m~ofl~er ma~n m consi&r moving things a Nt morn expeditiously in the 6th year. 

Tha~ks tbr your consi&ratiou, 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assis~nt Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-We~ch Ha]l 
100 Ridge Road, CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

(919) 962-7219 

dgerhardg[~uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:40 PM 

’Rufl~n, David’ (druflin@CreditriskmUt.com) 

I~W: fyi 

ASB Durbin concems.docx 

David .-- FYI. Safe 

Beth said that the restaurant where we will meet her tonight is about 3 blocks from our hotel. 

See you tonight. 

Lissa 

From: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Jewell Hoover @gmail.com) 
Subject: ~i 

Attached is a white paper re: Durbin impact for ASB. Might come up in emerging risks or banking law section. Am free until noon when l go into board meeting, 

would love to catch up prior to then if possible. 

bw 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 
p. 808.539.7156 I f. 808.538.2023 

bwhitehead@asbhawaii.com I www.asbhawaii.corn 

Description: 

cid:image001 .png@01CECA6C 74B300D0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 5:03 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Recommendation Reques~t - to be subtnitted March 5 

Hi -- I’m happy to do it. I’ll try to do it this week. 

!B 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:37 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Recommendation Request - ~ be submi~ed March 5 

I hope this week is sta~tin~ wonderfully fo~ you~ Will ~ou be my recommender for a scholarship application to be submitted March 57 

I am applying for the Sidney B. Williams, Jr. Intellectual Property Law Scholarship; . IP law has 

interested me since my junior year at      when I worked for Random House Publishers (New York, NY) and became interested in the intellectual 

property rights of authors. I have pasted below a list of my IP-related extracurricular and internship activities in law school and have attached my resume. 

The program requests a recommendation attesting to ""the academic ability, character, reputation or professional aptitude of the applicant." The 

recommendation would need to be signed, sealed, and placed in my mailbox so that I can submit all application materials at once. I would like to submit 

the full application by mail by March 5. 

IP-related Activities During Law School 

Upcoming summer associate posi~on (summer ~ with  LLP, during which I hope to gain experience in the firm’s Data Privacy Law 

sector 
Completed summer ~n-house ~nternsNp ~th  Corporation (summer     ,8a~n~n~ experience ~th contract draft~n8 ~n I~cens~n8 contracts 
Sta~ ~ember on the North C~rofin~ #ou~n~/o#L~ ~nd 7echno/og~. Authored art~des concern~n8 the ~mpact of  on  

da~ms and the ~ntersect~on between  and  i~t~at~on da~ms. Authored t~o published blo~ articles on  
concern~n~  and  use amongst the . Supported the journa~ by proofread~n8 articles slated for pubI~cat~on. 

Pro Bono volunteer ~ork ~th Harvard University’s   (explofin~ ~ntersecQon between ~nteI~ectual property 
r~hts and journaI~sts’ F~rst Amendment r~hts) 

Pro Bono volunteer ~ork to help trademark the name of a consumer ~end~n~ program ~or the NC Hous~n8 Hnance Authority 
- Volunteer ~ork to help draft a Terms o~ Use asreement for  a local nonprofit orsan~zat~on 

~embersNp ~n the CaroI~na La~ InteI~ectua~ Property La~ Assoc~aQon (CIPLA) and a~endance at net~orMn8 events 
Currently enroI~ed ~n Copyright La~ and ~nteHectual Property La~ courses 

P~ease let me kno~ ~f complet~n8 the recommendation ~s feasible. Thank you very much, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill School of Law 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:04 PM 

Jewell ttoover i ~gmail.com) 

FW: Training Agenda for BoaM 

You may have Lhis, but I’m forwarding anyway. 

(issa 

Frera: Crystal Kaahaaina [maiito:ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2054 $0:39 PM 
To: ’RuffJn, David’ (druffin@CreditrJskmgt.com) (druffJn@Creditriskmgtcom); Jewe[I Hoover I @gmaiLcom) Bgmail.com); Broome, Ussa L 
Subject; Training Agenda for Board 

Hello, there have been a few changes to the timing on the agenda (to accommodate a few of the Board Members schedules). Attached is what we are 

planning on. Thanks( 

8:45-9:00Welcome, Introductions and Program Overview 

9:~- 11:30 Banking 201 

1. Key statistics on banking (FDIC report on number of banks, regulators, overview of financial health of banking industry. We could use the FDIC’s latest quarterly 

profile w~th emphasis on the bank’s markets). 

2. Dual Banking System 

3. Regulatory Structure 

4. Significant Banking Laws 

5. Understanding Banks Through Thek Financial Statements 

6. Concept of Risk Management 

7. Enterprise R~sk Management 

8. Role of Board versus Role of Management 

ll:30-1:30 Lunch 

1:30-3:30 Credit Risk 

Role of Policy, EstablisNng Limits, Red Flags, S~gnificant Guidance for Credit Risks, Concentrations, RNe of Loan Review, Role of the Loan Committee, Control 

Mechanisms, Case Study 

3:30- S:00 Emerging Risks and Industry Hot Topics 

5:30-7:30 D~nner at Oahu Country Club, Thayer Suite 

9:~-9:45 Capital, including Basel 

9:45 - i0:~0 Red Flags 

10:~0- ll:~0 Deciphering CAMELS and the Report of Examination 

ll:~0-12:~ Working with Examiners and Avoiding Enforcement Actions, including director and officer liability. 

C~sta~ Ka’aha’aina 

Executive Assistant 

p, 8B8.539.7217 [ f. 808.538.2023 

dd:~mage001 png@01C~CA6C.74E300D0 

prohi[6[ed. {:~:) 2013 Amerh:;~r~ .~avings B~mk. t,~i rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:10 PM 

Jewell ttoover ( @gmail.com) 

FW: Day 3 of training 

From: Beth Whitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Monday, F~bruary 03, 20:t4 9:31 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Day 3 of training 

Aloha Lissa 

Looking forward to your visit. Do you think we can shrink your training on Day 3 to 8:30-noon or 1:007 I took a stab below, but would defer to you on the best way to 

carve up.,, 

8:30 -8:45 

8:45- 10:15 

10:15 - 10:30 

10:30- 11:30 

13:00- 12:00 

Wlahalo, 

Beth 

Welcome 

Banking 201 

Break 

Emerging Risks/Hot Topics 

Working with Examiners/Avoiding Enforcement Actions 

Beth Whitehead 

Executive Vice President 

Chief Administrative Officer 

p. 808,539,7156 [ f. 808,538,2023 

[II~ 
II Descripti°n: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 11:13 PM 

Ruflin, David <drutth~@Creditriskmgt.com> 

Re: Here 

Great Morimoto restaurant is inThe Modem Hotel and 3 blocks from the Hilton Hotel 

See you there. The bank CEO will be there too along with Beth. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:03 PM. "Ruffin, David" <druffin@Creditriskn~gt.com> wrote: 
> 

> Just landed Hope to see you within an hour 
> 

> David 
> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 12, 2014 2:33 AM 

Ruflin, David <dmflin@Creditriskmgt.com>; Jewell ttoover ~ @gmail.com> 

I~E: Here 

think not. Beth stressed with us how informal things are and not to dress up, so I’d leave the tie at home or in your briefcase. 

Lissa 

Lissa’s cell 
Jewell’s cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ruffin, David [mailto:drufiin@Creditriskm~t.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~z 12, 2014 2:20 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Jewell Hoover 
Sul~ject: Re: Here 

Should I dress with a tie tomorrow? 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:12 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" ---lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Great. Morimoto restaurant is inThe Modern Hotel and 3 blocks fi-om the Hilton tlotel. 
> 

> See you there. ~Ihe bank CEO will be there too along with Beth. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

>> On Feb 11,2014, at 6:03 PM; "R~ffin, David" <drul!fin@Creditrislcmgt.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Just landed. Hope to see you within an hour 
>> 

>> David 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 12, 2014 2:42 AM 

.~gmaJd.com>; Ruflin, David <dmttin@Creditriskmgtcom> 

I~E: Here 

From:             [mailto:.            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:40 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Ruffin, David 
Subject: RE: Here 
I am wearing slacks and shirt. Very casual 

........ Original message ........ 

Frown: "Broome, Lissa L" 

Date:02/11/2014 9:33 PM (GMT-10:00) 

To: "Rulti~ David" ,Jewell Hoover 
Subject: RE: Here 

I think not. Beth stressed with us how informal things are and not to dress up, so I’d lem~e the tie at home or in your briefcase. 

Lissds cell 
Jewelrs cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: RulSr~ David 
Sent: Wednesday’, FebmaW 12, 2014 2:20 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Jew-ell Hoover 
Subject: Re: Here 

Should I dress with a tie tomorrow? 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:12 PM, "Broome, Lissa L Ibroome.f;email.unc.edw wrote: 

> Great. Momnoto res~taurm~t is inThe Modem Hotel and 3 blocks frotn the Hilton Hotel. 
> 

> See you there. The bank CEO will be there too along ruth Beth. 

> Lissa 
> 

> Sent fi~om my iPhone 
> 

>> On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:03 PM, "Ruflin, David" <drultin~;Creditfiskmgtcom> wrote: 
>> 

>> Just landed. Hope to see you within m~ hour. 
>> 

>> David 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 5:47 PM 

@nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Cmolina-Duke update (game s~till scheduled for 9:10 p.m. sta~) 

This says gmne is on. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Alert Carolina <no reply(~a)unc.e&~> 

Date: FebruaD’ 12, 2014 at 11:41:29 AM HST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina-Duke update (game still scheduled for 9:10 p.m. start) 
Reply-To: Alert Carolina <:no reply~)unc.edu> 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

GaJne s~ill schedule m tip at 9:10 p.m. this evening 

CHAPEL ttILL The University of North Carolina as~d Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 p.m. tipoff this evening at the Smith 

Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cm~celled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 11 a.~n. Thursday due to the winter weather. (See 
AlertCamlina.unc.edu for updates). 

People ruth tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads. Chapel Hill transit has cancelled bus service for the game. 

The gmne roll be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network. 

"This is always one of the most maticipated games of the season, but everyone’s sathty is our top priority and we want people to use discretion and follow 

Goveruor McCrory’s advice to stay offthe roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the gmne if the teams, officials and games operations stafl’cm~ safely get to the axena. As of right now, we believe 

that those critical personnel will be able to get here. We distributed approxitnately 6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get more 

students in the building once we see how many people with tickets actually attend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders roll be tilled by 

students." 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 p.m. to get in the stand-by line at Entrance C. 

Students ruth Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 p.m. 

All thns that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution a~d take extra time to get here saI~ly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:06 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Duke Game Postponed 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <fickets(a)unc.edu> 
Date: FebruaD’ 12, 2014 at 1:01:39 PM HST 

To: <I,BROOME~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Postponed 

Reply-To: <tickets@unc.edu> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CttAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and 

Duke Universi~ has been postponed due to inclement weather. 

A m~I:eup date has not been m~nounced at this time. The gmne will NOT be played tomo~ow, 

February 13th, due to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip 

to Chapel Hill so we can’t play this evening." Says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba Ctmninghmn. 

"The sat~ty of the teams and otficials is the number one priority and this was the best decision to make 

at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Krz~7,ewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White a~d I will be on the phone 
with the ACC and make a decision as to when to play the game as soon as possible." 

More information to follow as it is available. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets(@,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Fopward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:32 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Re: Duke Game Postponed 

Yeah!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 1:15 PM, " ~nc.rr.com> w~ote: 

We werefft going to go, but hadn’t turned our tickets in yet so we are good to go for whenever they play! 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 6:05 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <tickets~unc.edu> 

Date: February. 12, 2014 at 1:01:39 PM HST 

To: <LBROOME@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Postponed 
Reply-To: <tickets~unc.edu> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at tiffs time 

Ct IAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and 

Duke Universi~ has been postponed due to inclement weather. 

A Inakeup date has not been announced at this time. The galne will NOT be played tolnoirow, 
th February 13 , due to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip 

to Chapel Hill so we can’t play this evening." Says UNC Dilector of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

"The safety of the teams and officials is the number one priority, and this was the best decision to make 

at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Kazvzewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White and I roll be on the phone 
with the ACC and ma~e a decision as to when to play the game as soon as tx~ssible." 

More inii~rmation to Ii~llow as it is available. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKKTS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu 

Use this link to modifl/your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 





FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 1:38 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

ILE: AP Mobile: NCAA proposes role chm~ge to slow up-tempo offense 

Me either. It is only "proposed." 

From: [mailto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February :12, 20:t4 8:55 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" AP Mlobile: NCAA proposes rule change to slow up-tempo offense 

Download the free AP Mobile for iPhone and iPad from the App Store today[ or visit getapmobile.com for support on Android, Blackberry, WP7 and other devices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February. 13, 2014 12:40 PM 

~nc.rr.oom) 
I~W: NCAA Spolnt Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 2 

From-" Latrice Sales [mailto:Isales@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 20:~4 i:k30 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Tssue 2 

"F¢ view an online ver:~iorl of this en’lail, ,:lick here, 

Volume 2 j Issue 2 I February 2014 

Dear Reader, 

The following Executive Summary document provides some unique insight into concussion incidence and concussion risk 

factors in collegiate student-athletes. Please take into consideration some methodological shortcomings of this study, and 

please also pause and consider what this study tells us. This study will become the foundation for future protocols that 

address concussion incidence and risk factors. 

Brian Hainline, MD 

NCAA Chief Medical Officer 

Re,~d #~e fM; Execu#ve 

The 2014 Female Athlete Triad Coalition Consensus Statement represents a set of recommendations and clinical guidelines 

for team physicians, athletic trainers and other health care providers for the screening, diagnosis and treatment of the Female 

Athlete Triad. The first of a four-part series that will review diagnosis, treatment and return to play recommendations; this 

article provides an oveiMew of the new Triad model, screening tips and diagnosis. 

~e~d ~o~’e ,_ 

During the 2008-09 season, there were 260 NCAA member institution field hockey teams and 5,603 student-athletes with an 

average squad size of 22 players.* 

The overall injury rate in NCAA field hockey is 6.3 per 1,000 athlete exposures (games and practices combined) 

These data only include Division I and Division III colleges and universities 

Field hockey players are nearly twice as likely to be injured in a game (98 injuries per 1,000 athlete exposures) than in 

practice (5.1 injuries per 1,000 athlete exposures). 

Preseason has the highest overall injury rate (9.1 per 1,000 athlete exposures), while the postseason has the lowest 

(3.7 per 1,000 athlete exposures) as compared to the in-season injury rate of 5.5 injuries per 1,000 athlete exposures. 

Muscle strains (23.5 percent), followed by contusions (16.3 percent), sprains (13.5 percent), fractures (7.0 percent) 

and concussions (6.3 percent) are the most common types of injuries. 

The most common activity at the time of injury during competition is general play (45.6 percent), followed by defending 

(22.5 percent), ball handling (70 percent), blocking a shot (56 percent) and goaltending (42 percent). 

Click the image to view the Women’s Field Hockey Injuries Fact sheet and other sports injuries fact sheets 

*Data from the 2004i05 -2008/09 seasons. 

Ideal body weight and body composition is unique to each student-athlete. Appropriate loss of body fat or increase in skeletal 

muscle mass may be desirable for a variety of reasons related to improved performance. Therefore, a student-athlete’s diet 

should be designed to support training and properly fuel performance, as well as support individual body composition goals, 

whether to maintain weight, increase muscle mass or decrease body fat. ~eac~more 



Western Kentucky University graduate Claire Donahue set many records as a student-athlete. Today, she is a member of the 

USA Swimming team competing internationally, as well as an Olympic Gold Medalist. She credits some of that success to the 

mental skills training that carried her through the Olympic Trials to where she is today 

"i’m on the cross country team and in order to run faster I thought t should lose a few pounds. ! decreased the calories f was 

eating and with an initial toss of weight my performance improved, but now f have gone four months without a period and f am 

always exhausted during workouts. Yesterday, ! was diagnosed with a stress fracture. Now, !’m worried about my health and 

performance. As a female student-athlete, do ! need to be aware of a larger issue?" 

Click the image to learn the consequences of sub-optimal fueling and tips for overall health. 

iXi Eating ~iI Fueling ~ Fueling ~iI Perform ~ Underst Vegetari ~ Fueling 
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Share this Newsletter ...... Follow us 

on Twitter @NCAA_SSI 

for the SSI Newslette~ 

Click her~.e Lo forward this mailing with your personal rr!essag¢. 

This emaii was sere: to: Ibroome(c%email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Febrna~ 13, 2014 9:08 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Carolina Men’s Basketball vs Duke 2/20 at 9pm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <fickets@unc.edu> 
Date: FebruaD’ 13, 2014 at 3:56:05 PM HST 

To: <I.BROOME~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Carolina Men’s Basketball vs Duke 2/20 at 9pro 

Reply-To: <tickets@unc.ed~> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

The UNC vs. Duke Men’s Basketball game has been rescheduled due to inclement weather and roll 

be played on Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 at the Dean E. Smith Center. The game will be played at 9pm. 

Please note that tickets you may be holding tbr the game on Feb. 12th will be honored tbr the game on 

Feb. 20th. 

The UNC Ticket Office will be closed Friday, Feb. 14 due to the closure of the university and will 

reopen Monday, Feb. 17. Individuals with concerns about ~emrns, reprints or the validity of their 

tickets are encouraged to call the UNC Ticket Office at 800-722-4335 (M-F, 8:30am to 4:30pm) or 

the Rams Club at 919-843-2000 (M-F, 8:00am to 5:00pm) prior to Tuesday, Feb. 18, at 5:00 PM 

,so that we may answer your questions on an individual basis. Thank you for your continued support of 

UNC Athletics and for yonr tmders~anding as we attempt to best serve everyone impacted by 

yesterday’s inclement weather. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets@unc edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 9:51 PM 

Linda Farthing < @aol.com~ 

Re: IWF NC Nominees-Please vote 

I vote for gd the candidates. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 3:15 PM, "Linda Farthing" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

IVVF Members, 
Hope you all are doing well- -have power and have had no problems with the storm! 
Great news! the membership committee under the excellent leadership of Clyda Rent has approved 
and is presenting the following excellent candidates for membership. Each of these candidates has been contacted 
and is eager to join if she is elected by the membership. 
NOW we need your vote:(Brief Bios of each are attached) 

Norma Abbene 
Patty Blackburn 
Linda Combs 
Catherine Home Wilson 
Kathy White Loyd 

The membership application process states "if a member does not support the Nominee for membership, upon receiving the 
Nominees’ name as recommended by the membership committee, she shall promptly (and no later than five working days) contact 
the President and provide reason (s)." 
Please email me your affirmative vote or the reason you object to any Nominee no later than Wednesday, Feb 19. 
Thank you to Clyda Rent, Jennie Buckner, Alice Herald, Lissa Broome, and Susan King for their work on the membership committee. 
And thank you to those who nominated and seconded these candidates. 
Best always to all of you! 
Linda McFarland Farthing, President 

<ABBENENORMA 2014 IVIEMBERSHIP NOM1NATIONFORMIWFNORTHCAROLINA (2).docx> 

<COMBS LINDA M BIOSKETCH MARCH 2014.docx> 

<BLACKBURN. PATTY BIOSKETCH MARCH 2014docx.docx> 

<HORNE CATttERINE WILSON MARCH 2014 BIOSKETCH.docx> 

<White Loyd Nomination.docx> 



From: 

Serit: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 11:24 AM 

Cowell, Marion <mcowell@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

1~:;: A Valuable Handbook on Banking Law- 

Will do. Leave this evening (Sat. a.m. EST). A good time to be in paradise. 

We work with senior management today, Should be fum 

At least f dk~n’t m~ss the Duke game~ 

Lissa 
[mailto: mcowell@ kilpatricktownsend,com] 
Sent; Thursday, February :t3, 2014 9:59 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject; Re: A Valuable Handbook on Banking Law 
Going good¯ be safe traveling home,¯¯.M. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb l3, 2014, at9:55PM, " .... " ..... 
¯ 

" " ~ "-wrote: Broome, Llssa L --ll ~:o~.,l ~ ~:~ ~l.;:l ~.~ c;~l~ 

Karol Sparks is on our board of advisors. I have seen the book but not read it. My guess is it would be a good resource, but it is a little pricey¯ 

Lissa 

Sent l~om my iPad 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 9¯32 AM, Coax ell, Marion -~,~. ~e,li~}kil} ~Iscld.,u "~a~:c~ .L~;o~,~" wrote: 

Have you checked it out? Is it any good? 

Best,¯ ...Marion. 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ABA Books - Business Law Section < 

Date: February 13, 2014 at 8:00:00 AM EST 

To: <~r~x,~ elb.,; 

Subject: A VMuaNe H~dbook on BanMng Law 

Trouble viewing? 

considerabiy over the last several years due to the financial 

crisis that erupted in the U S in ~00}’. La’,e3’ers representing 

banks need to understand their el}ear’s 

understand how the practice exists today by explaining: ................................................................................. 

~ 

complexityli~e ¢omplicate~tof today’shiSt°rYre9imeand i~ o~’,, we aci~ieved the 

~ str~t~e e~tie~s in the bank famiiy, with special 

emphasis on our unique duai banking system; 

~ the h~¢reasing s~gnifiea~¢e of capfUl; 

~ prudent~a~ ~egulatio~, limitations on expa~sie~, anq 

safety and soundness. 



Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly 

limited to the recipient intended by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and 

attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is 

STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 8!5 6500, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in 

any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any US. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be 

used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction 

or matter addressed herein. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februaly 14, 2014 5:17 PM 

C~stal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaJ n~r@asbhawaii.com> 

Any news on a room tbr me tbr tonight? 

Hi Cl-yst~n 1, 

My flight has been delayed and ~vill leave tomorrow night Can you find me a room somewhere for tonight? 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 6:53 PM 

CDstal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaJ na@asbhawaii.com> 

Re: Any news on a room for tne for tonight’? 

Thanks, Crystal. I will not check in there until after dinner if that is okay. Appreciate all of your help. 

Liss 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 1:27 Pi~ "Crysta 1 Ka ahaama" <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

The Hokua is at 1288 Ala Moana Blvd Their phone # is 808-692-000. The?- can direct you where to park. 

My cell # is 

Er~ioy! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome(h)emaiknnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Crystal Kaahaaina 
Subject: 2my news on a room for me for tonight? 

tli Crystal, 

My flight has been delayed and will leave tomorrow night. Can you find me a room somewhere %r tonight? 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Sent from my fPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 10:49 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Re: Revised Schedules 

Still hanging out at the Hilton just finished early dinner and will be on my way soon. 

Thanks for an-anging it 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 4:59 PM. "Beth YVhitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> wrote: 

Did you get checked Hokua ok? Let me know if you need anything. We are not going to Kauai tonight. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [lbroome@email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaw 11, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Jewell Hoover @gmail.com) 
Subject: Revised Schedules 

Hi Beth If you could bring print outs of the revised schedules for the board and management training for the three of us tonight, that would be helpful. 

Also, we need to remember to ask you tonight abom the location for the training. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 

CB//3380, Van tlecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.9627066 
http://www.law unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn corn/author 248720<http://hq.ssmcom/GroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:45 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Any news on a room for Ine for tonight’? 

My spot for tonight. I am here and tucked in. 

AMLF, 

L 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: Crystal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaina~asbhawaJi.com> 

Date: February 14, 2014 at 1:27:12 PM HST 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Any news on a room tbr me tbr tonight? 

Hi Lissa, 

The Hokua is at 1288 Ala Moana Blvd. Their phone # is 808-692-000. They can direct you where to park. 

My cell # is 

Enjoy! 

Crys!~J 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: Broo~ne, Lissa L ] ~naJlto:lbroome~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, Febma~ 14, 2014 12:17 PM 

To: Crystal Kaahaaina 

Subject: Any news on a room for me for tonight? 

Hi Crystal, 

My flight has been delayed and will leave tomorrow night. Ca~ you find me a room somewhere for tonight? 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:47 AM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

IU:;: Revised Schedules 

All tucked in Nice digs! 

Thanks again. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beth YVhitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Friday, Februaly 14, 2014 9:59 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Revised Schedules 

Did you get checked Hokua ok? Let me know if you need anything. We are not going to Kauai tonight 

From: Broome, Lissa L [lhroome@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Jewell Hoover ( ~gmail corn) 
SubJect: Revised Schedules 

Hi Beth If you could bring print outs of the revised schedules :For the board and management traimng for the three of us tonight, that would be helpful 

Also, we need to remember to ask you tonight about the location lk~r the training. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance UNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wet~ach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.9627066 
h ttp : / /~vw~v.la w unc. edu/centers/bankin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcom/author 248720<http://hq ssm com/GroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrncom/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.lawuncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542jpg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ad.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 9:04 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Conference tourney dates and "times? 

Have you heard yet? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:11 PM 

Becky Binney < ~gma~l.com> 

Re: what did we decide on tbr this week’? 

I signed up for 6 tomon~w if that works for you. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 4:49 PM, "Becky Binney" ~)gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Becky Binney, Progr~an Director 

Senior Fitness Consultants, LLC 

UNC Faculty Staff Recreation Association, Fitness Director 

Phone: 919-923-7448 
Website: w~-. seNorfitne ssconsultants.com 

Website: http://v~’~v.unc.edu,’uncfalrn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 16, 2014 11:53 PM 

Becky Binney < @gma~l.com~ 

nc.rr.com > 

Re: what did we decide on for this week’? 

I can’t go at 5 so 6 is best for me. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:35 PM, "Becky Binney" < )~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Lets just plan on 5pro for      and 6pm for you tomorrow ok’? Unless you guys talk and want too be it up but if I do not hear from you then I will 

assume 5pm for      and 6pm for you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 5:11 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I signed up for 6 tomorrow if that works tbr you. 

Lis~ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 4:49 PM, "Becl~ Binney .... ~gmml.com> wrote: 

Becky- Binney, Progrmn Director 

Senior Fitness Consultants, LLC 

UNC Facul~’ StaffRecreation Association, Fitness Director 

Phone: 919-923-7448 

Website: www.seniorfitne ssconsulta~t s.com 

Website: http://www, unc.edu/unct~m~/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:12 AM 

Anthony Gaeta qgaeta@wyrick.coni> 
ILE: Today 

Got it. See you then. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anthony Gaeta [_maiko:t~aeta~a)wvr~ 
Sent: Monday, Februa~’ 17, 2014 8:42 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Today 

Lunch at Nantucket at noon. See you then Sent from my 1Pad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:18 AM 

Rufli~, David <dmltin@Creditriskmgt.com>;. ~gmaJ, l.com> 

I~JE: Trip 

~-Ii David and Jewetl --- I had sorne more exciLernent on my [:lights learning on Saturday a.rn. that my 8:00 flight was supposedly delayed by 7 hours. So, [ rebooked to 

a 4:55 flight through DuJles. There were great taike’inds and it wasjust a ~tt~e over 8 hours to Duties. Got home about I:[:00 a~m. },esterdag. 

Thanks again to both of Vou for your help, expertise, and flex~bi~il:y in putting ~:h~s program on. Be sure to submit your addi[:~ot?al expenses to Crysta~ for 

reknbursement We shouk~ also be expecl:b~g our final payment I wi~i rem~nd Crysl:a~ of that when I submit my e>:penses, You should fee~ free to ~ssue tha~: 

reminder as we~l. 

Take care, 

F~m= Ruffin, David [mailto:druffin@Creditriskmgt.com] 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 ~0:~4 AN 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ RE: Trip 

I got in at 4ish ~ste~day afternoon. My lack of sleep on the ~deye to LA was pro~ brutal and I visually died last night. But L~ck at work today m~d again veD’ 

tha~difl and honored to have ~en asked by you ~vo to join tNs e~b~. When did you get in Lis~? .&~d Jewell, I’ll get fhe cake reci~s to you. 

David 

David H. Rut~n 

Co-Foundec Managing Pa~ner & Member 

Credit Ri~ Management, LI, C 

919-8 ~6-160 l OJfi ce Main 

919-5 73-0212 Direct Li~e 

Cell 

919-8~6-5 760 Fax 

www. eredilriskmgt, corn 

From=             [mailto:            @qmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, February 16, 2014 5:07 PM 
To= Ruffin, David; Lissa Broome 
Subject= Trip 

David, let us know when you get home. Hope you had a sat~ trip. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:44 AM 

law full~professors@list~rv .unc .edu 

Full Professors Meetings 

hannonPandI’reportj au 1514.pdf 

Friends - 

Just a reminder that we meet this Thursday at 4:3L5 to discuss Aaron Harmon’s reappointment. His materials are in the G:!Full Professors 20:[3 file. I have attached 

the committee’s report for your reference. 

We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of our March 6 faculty meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

93_9.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

Muller, Eric I, <emuller@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Full Professors Meetings 

Thanks, Eric. 

[issa 

From: Muller, Eric L 
Sent= Monday, February 27, 2024 20:50 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Boger, Jack 
Subject= RE: Full Professors Meetings 

Hi Lissa, 
T will be in Atlanta on Thursday and won’t be able to phone in for this meeting. 

--Eric 

Eric L, Muller 

Dan K, Moore Distinguished Professor 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB #3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(929) 962-7067 
Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
326 Wilson Library, CB #3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(929) 962-9968 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Monday, February 17, 2024 i0:43 AM 
To= The law_full_professors mailing list 
Subject= [law_full_professors] Full Professors Meetings 

Friends - 

Just a reminder that we meet this Thursday at 4:15 to discus: ~eappointment. His materials are in the G:/Full Professors 2013 file. I have attached 

the committee’s report for your reference. 

We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of our March 6 faculty meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law,unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:35 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
I~’W: The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others! ) 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 20:t4 1:2:t PM 
To; Parker, Andrew F; Arendas, Dave; Lohse, Dave Clark; Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Bunting, Mike; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Rubertino 
Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; Beale, Michael; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Riggsbee, Larry L; Parks, William G; Stone, David W; Sabo, Tim; 
Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Morabito, Eric Michael; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com); Warner, Stacey 
Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Matthew B; Spurling, James; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Lang, Kyle; Alexander, Nicole Lynn; 

@gmail.com; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely I @gmail.com); ~gmail.com; Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D Jr; 
King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Hilton, Nathan Scott 
C:¢; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Brunner, John F; Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; 

Stewart, Robert House 
Subject; The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others!) 
Importance: High 

I feel certain that more than a few heads are still spinning after last week and weekend’s festivities. Hopefully everyone feels the gratitude you 
should for your efforts around the reschedu[ed Duke game and the reschedu[ed women’s and men’s lacrosse games and the women’s basketball 
game that went on as scheduted. It was pretty neat stuff to witness everyone pulling together. And yet...our record-setting weekend remains 
firmly atop the horizon...a[ong with a forecast that includes a 60% chance of liquid precip on Friday. 
After most of you attempt to recover from the Dook game THIS Thursday night, the fo[towing activities await us beginning Friday afternoon: 

3:00 pm Baseba[[ vs. Xavier 
Series Event Manager: Mary Rob P[unkett 
Gates open @ 1:30 pm 

3:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. Boston College 
5:00 pm Indoor Track 

7:00 am Sports Administration Graduate School Interviews 
Pope Box 

8:00 am Indoor Track 
10:00 am Men’s Tennis vs. Navy 
11:00 am Women’s Lacrosse vs. Vanderbilt 

Event Manager: Etizabeth Lancaster 
Gates "open" @ 10:00 am 

12 Noon Men’s Basketball vs. Wake Forest - 
12 Noon Wrestling vs. Pittsburgh 
2:00 pm Wrestling vs. S. Illinois 
2:00 pm Men’s Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth 

Event Manager: Elizabeth Lancaster 
Gates open @ 1:00 pm 
We wi[[ NOT dear between games; however, if a women’s lacrosse spectator leaves the confines of the Fetzer gates at the conclusion 

of the women’s      game, he or she wi[[ need to purchase a ticket (if applicable) to return for the men’s game - confusing? Yes, but this is the 
least complicated way we        could come up with to approach this under the new ticket policy. 
2:00 pm     Baseba[[ vs. Xavier 

Gates open @ 12:30 pm 
5:00 pm     Men’s Tennis vs. The Citadel 
***On behalf of Public Safety, this day is especially concerning due to the impact of overlapping events on parking and traffic. South Road and 
SOG and Carmichae[ driveway will, in particular, have to accommodate two visiting lacrosse teams and three visiting wresting teams and all of 
their respective staff and spectators. Patience is encouraged as there wi[[ be lots and lots of comings and goings and many visitors on 
campus! 

1:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. NC State 
College ITA Match Day 

1:00 pm Baseball vs. Xavier 
Gates open @ 11:30 am 

2:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Virginia Tech 
Event Manager: Etizabeth Lancaster 
Doors open @ 1:00 pm 
It’s Mascot Basketball Game at haNime! 
and 

Good luck first and foremost to our competing teams - at home and on the road - those wins keep everyone going and make-us-oh-so-proud! 
And to the rest of "our team" - keep communicating and keep watching out for one another- it’s both the former and the latter that got 
everyone through the previous five days! 



Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:38 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Full Professors Meetings 

image001 .j pg 

Can we get a call-in number for the Full ProI~ssors meeting on Thursday at 4:15? 

’]?hanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Flatt, Victor B 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Sut~ject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 

Lissa, 

I will be accompanying the UNC Pace Moot Court enviro team on Weds - Saturday.. I hope I will be able to participate in the tlarmon meeting, but unsure until I see the competiuon 
schedule. 

Victor B. Flatt 

Visiting Professor University’ of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 

Tom & Elizabeth Taft Distinguished Professor of Enviromnental Law; 

Director, Center ]k~r Law, Environment, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 

University’ of North Carolina School of Law 

(mobile) 

Front: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: The law full2rofessors mailing list 
Subject: [law- full2rofessors] Full Professors Meetings 

Friends 

Just a renrinder that we meet this Thursday at 4:15 to discuss Aaron Harmon’s reappointment. His raaterials are in the O:iFull Professors 2013 file. I have attached the conrmittee’s report for 
your reference. 

We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of ore March 6 faculty meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broonre 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance L~!C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wet~ach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http://www, law.unc.edu/cent ers/banking 
Access my papers on SSRix," at: http://ssm.com/author 248720~http://hqssmcon~/GroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrncom/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.lawuncedu/images/newsimedia/bankingfinance web 542jpg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:38 PM 

Flatt, Victor B <flatt@email.unc.edu> 

l~L: Full Professors Meetings 

Thanks, Victor. I will for~vard a call-in number later in the week in case you can join us. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Flatt, Victor B 
Sent: Monday, Februaly’ 17, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 

Lissa, 

I will be accompanying the UNC Pace Moot Court enviro team on Weds - Saturday ...I hope I will be able to participate in the Harmon meeting, but unsure until I see the competition 
schedule. 

Victor B Flatt 

Visiting Professor University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law 

Tom & Elizabeth T~gt Distinguished Professor of Environmental Law; 

Director, Center for Law, Environment, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

(mnbile) 

From: Broome, Lissa I. 
Sent: Monday. FebruaW 17, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: The law gull professors mailing list 
Subject: [law :gull professors] Full }rofessors Meetings 

Friends 

Just a reminder that we meet this ’l’hursday at 4:15 to discuss Aaron Harmon’s reappointment Ills materials are in the G:/Full Professors 2013 file I have attached the committee’s report for 
your reference. 

We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of our March 6 faculty meeting to consider Erika ~2~ ilson. We will circulate her report next week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance L~C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-¥Vettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/www.law.unc.edtvcenters/banking 
Access ray papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author 248720<http://hq.ssrn.cor~gGroupProcessesiRedirectClick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&r~mid 6895&url http://ssrn.cora/author 248720> 

[Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/iraages/news/raedia/bankingfinance web 542.ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 3:14 PM 

Sto~, Charles E <cstoD’@email.unc.edu2 

ILE: Full Professors Meetiugs 

Thanks, Charles. 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Story, Charles E 
Sent: Monday, Febmaly 17, 2014 3:13 PM 
To: Pierce, Catherine Ringo; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Flatt, Victor B 
Subject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 

the call in Ntnnber for Thurs will be 919-962-2744 

Charles Stop), 
Technology Support Analyst 
UNC School of Law 
919-962-6283 

From: Pierce, CatherlneRlngo 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Story, Charles E 
Sublect: Re: Full Professors Meetings 

Charles? Can you help? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 17, 2014, at 1:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Can we get a call-in number for the Full Professors meeting on Thursday at 4:15? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Flat~, Victor B 
> Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:07 AM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 
> 

> Lissa, 
> 

> I ~vill be accompanying the L~’C Pace Moot Co~trt enviro teara on Weds - Saturday....I hope I will be able to participate in the Harraon meeting, but unsure until I see the corapetition 
schedule. 
> 

> Victor B. Flatt 
> 

> Visiting Professor Universi~ of Maryland Francis King Carey School of La~v 
> 
> Tora & Elizabeth Taft Distinguished Professor of Environmental Law; 
> 

> Director, Center for Law, Envirorwaent, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 
> 

> Universi~" of North Carolina School of Law 
> 
> (mobile) 
> 
> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:43 A_’vl 
> To: The law full~rofessors mailing list 
> Subject: [law full_professors] Full Professors Meetings 
> 

> Friends - 
> 

> Just a reminder that we meet this Thursday at 4:15 to discuss Aaron Harmon’s reappointment. His materials are in the O:/Full Professors 2013 file I have attached the conm~ittee’s report for 
your reference 
> 

> We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of otn- March 6 facul~ meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
> Dh-ector, Center for Banking and Finance LrNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.9627066 



http://www.law unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm corn/author 248720<http://hq.ssmcom/GroupProcesses/Redirect(2[ick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/ima~es/news/media/bankin~finance web 542ip~] 

<image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/17/2014 10:24:19 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 2/19/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/17/2014 10:26:19 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
I~’W: The Mos~ Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others! ) 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:07 PM 
To; Parker, Andrew F; Arendas, Dave; Lohse, Dave Clark; Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Bunting, Mike; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Rubertino 
Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; Beale, Michael; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Riggsbee, Larry L; Parks, William G; Stone, David W; Sabo, Tim; 
Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Morabito, Eric Michael; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com); Warner, Stacey 
Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Matthew B; Spurling, James; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Lang, Kyle; Alexander, Nicole Lynn; 

@small.corn; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely ~gmail.com); ~gmail.com; Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D Jr; 
King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Ginny Ellis (ginny@ramsclub.com); Marshall, Sydney; Gaines, Timothy M; Breschi, Joe; Joan@chapelhillsportswear.com; 
holly@chapelhillsportswear.com 
C¢; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Brunner, John F; Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; 
Stewart, Robert House 
Subject; RE: The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others!) 
Importance: High 
Update as of 3:00 pm - Tuesday afternoon 

[] No, we are not hosting an Indoor Track Meet on Friday - old schedule - MY BAD!!! 

[] Yes, our women’s tennis match on Friday is at 2:00 NOT 3:00 pm. And Ad,,"~’~, we will begin to play outdoors from here on out, weather- 

permitting, so in the interest of efficiency, NO CONCESSIONS at women’s tennis on Sunday - Matt is OFF THE HOOK!!! 

[] No, the forecast for Friday is not all that encouraging - at least during the day. Unnamed sources close to the program feel that Coach Fox 

will most likely want to "wait it out"- which is great, but for your planning purposes, ~1: we are forced into a doubleheader on Saturday, 
games times would be...A SECRET! More later as needed. 

[] For those who had heard musings and ramblings about moving the men’s lacrosse game to Navy Field on Saturday - Coach Breschi has 
agree to remain at Fetzer. 

One of the primary reasons we get a little anxious about lead time for making changes is communicating with our fans - they can get mighty 
upset if they make the effort to come and there is a venue change or a time change of which they are not made aware...in time. We all understand 
that baseball is the stickiest one, but getting parking lined up and concessions lined up and security lined up and tickets lined up will give all of 
our fans a better experience - to our coaches though, rest assured, we do not take the value of "competitive advantage" lightly. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding!!! 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: Parker, Andrew F; Dave Arendas (darendas@uncaa.unc.edu); Lohse, Dave Clark (davelohse@unc.edu); Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Kevin Robinson 
(krob@uncaa.unc.edu); Bobby Gales (bc~ales@uncaa.unc.edu); Bunting, Mike; Rudnski, Terri Jo; Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; 
Beale, Michael (~j_c__b__a___e_Lb__e__a__Le__@__u___n__c_~__e__c_l__u_); Deborah Hawkins (,_D___E_~__O_R__A_H_~_D___P__S__:_P___S__A__[~__U___N___C__~_E___D___U_); Larry (Public Safety) Riggsbee 0r_!gg_s___b__e_._@_p___s__a__f__e_bL__u__n___c_,__e__d___u_); Parks, William G; 
Stone, David W; Tim Sabo (tsaboC~uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Alyson Touloupas (mtouloup(.~uncaa.unc.edu); Morabito, Eric Michael; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. 
(Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com); Warner, Stacey Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Matthew B (mattbowers@unc.edu); Spurling, James; Hipps, 
Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Ken Cleary (,_k__c_!_e___a___ry_,r~__u_~__c__a__a__N__t_~__%e_.__d__u_); Lang, Kyle; Alexander, Nicole Lynn;           .~_g___m___a_!!_&9_t_n_.; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely 

,~. gmail.com); ~gmail.com; Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Angle King (aking@uncaa.unc~edu); Griggs, Kathy; Hilton, Nathan 
Scott 
C¢; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Elizabeth Lancaster (lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu); Brunner, John F (John...Brunner@unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, 
Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; Stewart, Robert House 0_i[LS__t__e___w___a__r__#~__e___m___a_j_[~_U__L~__c_~_e_.__d___u) 
Subject; The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others!) 
Imporl:ance: High 

I feel certain that more than a few heads are still spinning after last week and weekend’s festivities. Hopefully everyone feels the gratitude you 
should for your efforts around the reschedu[ed Duke game and the reschedu[ed women’s and men’s lacrosse games and the women’s basketball 
game that went on as scheduled. It was pretty neat stuff to witness everyone pulling together. And yet...our record-setting weekend remains 

firmly atop the horizon...a[ong with a forecast that includes a 60% chance of liquid precip on Friday. 
After most of you attempt to recover from the Dook game THIS Thursday night, the fo[towing activities await us beginning Friday afternoon: 

3:00 pm Baseba[[ vs. Xavier 

Series Event Manager: Mary Rob Plunkett 

Gates open @ 1:30 pm 

3:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. Boston College 

5:00 pm Indoor Track 

7:00 am Sports Administration Graduate School Interviews 

Pope Box 

8:00 am Indoor Track 

10:00 am Men’s Tennis vs. Navy 

11:00 am Women’s Lacrosse vs. Vanderbitt 

Event Manager: Etizabeth Lancaster 

Gates "open" @ 10:00 am 

12 Noon Men’s Basketball vs. Wake Forest - "G©",,’~A N.,~g~ I",,’!!!’~ 

12 Noon Wrestling vs. Pittsburgh 

2:00 pm Wrestling vs. S. Illinois 

2:00 pm Men’s Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth 

Event Manager: Elizabeth Lancaster 



Gates open @ 1:00 pm 
We will NOT clear between games; however, if a women’s lacrosse spectator leaves the confines of the Fetzer gates at the conclusion 

of the women’s      game, he or she will need to purchase a ticket (if applicable) to return for the men’s game - confusing? Yes, but this is the 

least complicated way we        could come up with to approach this under the new ticket policy. 
2:00 pm     Baseball vs. Xavier 

Gates open @ 12:30 pm 
5:00 pm     Men’s Tennis vs. The Citadel 

***On behalf of Public Safety, this day is especially concerning due to the impact of overlapping events on parking and traffic. South Road and 
SOG and Carmichael driveway will, in particular, have to accommodate two visiting lacrosse teams and three visiting wresting teams and atl of 
their respective staff and spectators. Patience is encouraged as there will be lots and lots of comings and goings and many visitors on 

campus! 

3_:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. NC State 
College ITA Match Day 

3_:00 pm Baseball vs. Xavier 

Gates open @ 11:30 am 
2:00 pm Women’s Basketbal[ vs. Virginia Tech 

Event Manager: Elizabeth Lancaster 

Doors open @ 1:00 pm 
It’s Mascot Basketball Game at ha[ftime! 
and 

Good luck first and foremost to our competing teams - at home and on the road - those wins keep everyone going and make-us-oh-so-proud! 
And to the rest of "our team" - keep communicating and keep watching out for one another - it’s both the former and the latter that got 
everyone through the previous five days! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919,962,7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:09 PM 

rheuer@smu.edu 

Your note 

Dear Rob -Thanks for your kind note, which I received today. It was great to meet you too. 

All the best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h.~.t.t~:.~Lw..~.w....W..:~..w.~:~.e.~.d.~.c..e.~.t.e...r~.s~b..~.~.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

::N:: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/18/2014 9:37:15 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 2/20/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:38 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Time To Chat? 

Hi Catherine .-- I’m dear Thursday morning between 9:30 and 11:00. Let me know a good time. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 4:25 PN 

To~ Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= RE: Time To Chat? 

Hi Ussa, 

~ hate to do this especi~lb/s~nce ~ asked for the meeting, but Jack m~d ~ have been called down to a meeting at GA w~th a few members of the BOGs tomorrow st 

4~m. ~; ther~ ~nv way we couM meet earlier tofrlorrow? ~f not, wh~t about Thursday morn~ng, afl:er 9::~(}~m~? Or Fd~lay any tirade afl:er ~:30~m? Thanks again 

Catherine 

Catherine £k~go Pierce 

~ss~stsnL Dean [:or Policy and Special AssisLant to the Dean 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

Cg#3:~80~ Van Hecke-Wettach I-la]~ 

Chapel H]H, NC 2759%3380 

P(9~9) 843-2409 

F(9~9)9~2- ~70 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 2014 ~:43 AN 
To; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject= RE: Time To Chat? 
Of course. How ~b.:?u~: 4:00 on Wednesday, Pebruary 197 

F~m= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent; Nonday, Februa~ ~0, 20~4 $2:27 PN 

To= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= Time To Chat? 

Dear Lissa, 

~ know you are out until the ~7th, but when you return would you have time for a brief IO-minute conversation? Nothing urgent. Just wanted to chat with you 

briefly about a professional opportunity that I am pursuing. Thanks. 

Catherine 

Catherine Ringo Pierce 

AssistanL Dean t:or Policy and Special Assistant to the Dean 

UNC School of 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3380 

F(919)962-1170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:45 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

1),2;: Time To Chat? 

Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 20:t4 4:40 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Time To Chat? 
Thanks for the flexibility. I will come raver at loam on Thursday morning. Thanks agah~. 

Catherk~e 

Catherh~e R~ngo Pierce 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistm~t to the Dean 

U NC School of Law 

CB#33~:¢:3, Van Hecke.-Wettach I-tal~ 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3380 

P{919) 843--2~3 

F{919)962-:[:170 

F~m~ Broome, kissa k 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~ebrua~ 18, 2014 4:38 PN 
To~ Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subjeet~ RE: Time To Chat? 

Hi Catherine ---~’m dear Thursday morning between 9:gO and 11:00, ket rne know s good tirne~ 

Thin, ks, 

F~m~ Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
SeBt~ Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 4:25 PN 
T~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ RE: Time To Chat? 

Hi Lbsa, 

~ hate to do this especially sh~ce I asked for the meeting, but .Jack ~nd ~ have been called down to a meeth~g at GA with a few members of the BOGs tomorrow 

4pro ]s there any way we coukt meet earlier tomorrow? ff not, what about Thursday mornk~g, after 9:30amp Or FrMay any time after ].:30pro? rhard~s again. 

Ca ther~ne 

Catherine R~ngo Pierce 

AssisLant Dean for Policy and Special Assistant [o the Dean 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~], NC 27S99.-3380 

P{9].9) 843.-2N?9 

~(919)962--~170 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ if, 2014 ii:43 AM 
To: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject: RE: Time To Chat? 
Of course. How about 4:00 on Wednesday, February I9 ? 

L~ssa 

F~m= Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent= Monday, Februa~ ~0, 20~4 ~2:27 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Time To Chat? 

Dear Lissa, 

I know you are out until the ~7th, but when you return would you have time for a brief lO-minute conversation? Nothing urgent. Just wanted to chat with you 

briefly about a professional opportunity that I am pursuing. Thanks. 

Catherine 

Catherine Ringo Pierc~-:~ 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistant to the Dean 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~, NC 27599~3380 

P{9~.9) ~:~43.-2~)9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:38 PM 

Ingrid Jone~ Impact Meetings and F, vents, LLC <ijones@impactmtgs.com~; ggf@moneyfid.com; joannel@us.ibm.com 

RE: Feb 12, 2014, 1:30 - 2:15 Black Women In Business Speaker Conference Call 

See you tonighL I have attached an electronic version of my handout in case Ingrid wants to post this on a website. I witl bring copies for 19 with 
Thanks 
L~ssa 

F~m= Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC [mail~:ijones@impactmNs.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, February 04, 2014 12:18 PM 
To~ ggf@mone~ul.com; Broome, Lissa L; joannel@us.ibm.com 
Subject= Feb 12, 2014, 1:30 - 2:15 Black Women In Business Speaker Conference Call 
Thank you for your prompt responses on setting the date for the pre-session conference call for Lead On A New Level: How To Get On A Corporate Board. 
I will send an Outlook appointment in addition to this. I look forward to talking with you~ 
The call will take place on Februa~ 12, from 1:30 -2:15. 
Call-In Info: 
Call-in number: 712-432-0375 
Access Code: 310610# 
Below is the agenda we will review and discuss: 
Black Women In Business--"Lead on A New ~evel: How To Get on A Corporate Board" 
Februa~ 18, 20~4, 6 -Spin, ~ & F Bank Headqua~ers (2634 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham NC 27707} 
6:~- 6:20 pm -Arrivals and mingling 
6:20-6:30 pm -Welcome and session overview; Introductions of session leaders 
6:30 pm -6:50 pm -Lissa groome: 

¯ General information about Director Diversity Initiative, training offered 
¯ Any compelling research from DDI about the impact of diversity on boards and data about Black Women on boards 
¯ How one can get on a corporate board 

6:50 pm- 7:05 pro: Genevia Gee Fulbright: 
¯ What are three things that Black Women should do to be effective and to make an impact once they are on a board. 
¯ How serving on a board helped you as an entrepreneur and what you brought to the board as an entrepreneur. 
¯ What is a challenge you faced/considered as a black woman on a board and how you overcame it; advice to those in the audience 

7:~- 7:15 pm: Joan Nelson: 
¯ How to leverage serving on a non-profit board to be effective and get placed on a corporate board 
¯ How serving on a board helped you as a corporate executive and what you brought to the board as a corporate executive 
¯ What impact being the chair of a corporate board has on you; the corporation 
¯ What is one reason that Black Women should seek to be on a board and advice you’d give them. 

7:15- 7:35 pro: All: DBcussion, question and answers. Facilitated by Ingrid Jones. 
Ingrid Jones 

President 

Impact Meetings and Events, LLC 

9~9.544,4587 

w~.im pactmeetinqsa ndevents,com 

~.~.~ ~MPACT LOeO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~-~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:47 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: P&T Matters 

Hi Jack I could joia you tomorrow at 1. I will talk to Judith totno~row. Perhaps I could deliver the report me then let her explain her dissent. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 6:33 PM, "Boger, Jack" ~icb~)ge~a;email.unc~ed~> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

Somehow, I’ve missed you several times since your return from Hawaii. I hope it was a wonderful trip. 

Two P&T events are rapidly approaching. I am scheduled to meet with Kareem tomorrow from 1-2 pro. I(s late notice, but it 

would welcome having you present if you were able. (I do feel comfortable about doing it by myself, though). Second, as I was 

thinking about Thursday’s meeting of the full professors, it occurred to me that it would be ve~3~ odd to have the one dissenter 

from the P&T report deliver the report for a majority who recommended non-reappointment. My view is that it would be far 

more natural for someone on the committee majority who recommended non-reappointment to speak first, and then ibr Judith 

to respond. To ask Judith to make the argument fi~r those who oppose reappointment, interlaced with her own views that 

reappointment is appropriate, seems highly artificial. Assignments for the written report were made, of course, before anyone 

knew how it would come out, and havh~g Judith write the report thus seems free, even if a little awkward h~ the end. When 

we’re gathered for in-person discussion, though, it seems by far better to have people speak for themselves, and not for others, 

especially for those with whom they disagree. Your thoughts? 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 19, 2014 8:19 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: P&T Matters 

~-Ii Jack--- I am free now until about 8:40 and then between 10 and I1:50. 

~.issa 

From-" Boger, Jack 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:39 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: P&T Matters 

Dear Lissa, 

Thanks on both counts. Perhaps we could talk briefly tomorrow morning before a 10::30-11:45 am meeting or sometime between 12:00 noon and 1:00 pm. I don’t 

think we need more than 5-10 minutes. Let me know what’s best for you. 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 8:46 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jack, I could join you tomorrow at 1. I will talk to Judith tomorrow. Perhaps I could deliver the report me then let her explain her dissent. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 6:33 PM, "Boger, Jack" <~boger@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 
Somehow, I’ve missed you several times since your return from Hawaii. I hope it was a wonderful trip. 

Two P&T events are rapidly approaching. I am scheduled to meet with Kareem tomorrow from 1-2 pm. It’s late 

notice, but it would welcome having you present if you were able. (I do feel comfortable about doing it by myself, 

though). Second, as I was thinking about Thursday’s meeting of the full professors, it occurred to me that it would 

be very odd to have the one dissenter from the P&T report deliver the report for a majority who recommended non- 

reappointment. My view is that it would be far more natural for someone on the committee majority who 

recommended non-reappointment to speak first, and then for Judith to respond. To ask Judith to make the 

argument fbr those who oppose reappointment, interlaced with her own views that reappointment is appropriate, 

seems highly artificial. Assignments for the wrilten report were made, of course, before anyone knew how it would 

come out, and having Judith write the report thus seems fine, even if a little awkward in the end. YVhen we’re 

gathered for in-person discussion, though, it seems by far better to have people speak fbr themselves, and not for 

others, especially for those with whom they disagree. Your thoughts? 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 19, 2014 8:26 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: P&T Matters 

On my way. 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:20 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: P&T Matters 

Dear Lissa, 

Good, Ca~ you come by now? Tha~ks. 

Jack 

F~m~ Broome, Ussa k 
Sent~ Wednesdag, ~ebrua~ 19, 2014 8:19 AN 
To: Boger, Jack 
Subject: RE: P&T Na~ers 

Hi Jack- ~ am free now until about 8:40 and the~ between :[0 and I :[:50~ 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 20~4 9:39 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: P&T Na~ers 

Dear Lissa, 

Thanks on both counts. Perhaps we could talk briefly tomorrow morning before a 10::30-11:45 am meeting or sometime between 12:00 noon and 1:00 pm. I don’t 

think we need more than 5-10 minutes. Let me know what’s best for you. 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 8:46 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroorne@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jack, I could join you tomorrow at 1. I will talk to Judith tomorrow. Perhaps I could deliver the report me then let her explain her dissent. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 6:33 PM, "Boger, Jack" <jcboger@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

Somehow, I’ve missed you several times since your return from tIawaii. I hope it was a wonderful trip. 

Two P&T events are rapidly approaching. I am scheduled to meet with Kareem tomorrow from 1-2 pm. It’s late 

notice, but it would welco~ne havh~g you present if you were able. (I do feel comtbrtable about doing it by ~nyself, 

though). Second, as I was thinking about Thursday’s meeting of the full professors, it occurred to me that it would 

be very odd to have the one dissenter from the P&T report deliver the report for a majority who recommended non- 

reappointment. My view is that it would be far more natural for so~neone on the committee majority who 

recommended non -reappointment to speak first, and then for Judith to respond. To ask Judith to make the 

argument for those who oppose reappointment, interlaced with her own views that reappointment is appropriate, 

see~ns highly artificial. Assignments for the written report were made, of course, betbre anyone knew how it would 

come out, and having Judith write the repot/thus seems fine, even if a little awkward in the end. ¥~q~en we’re 

gathered for in-person discussion, though, it seems by far better to have people speak for themselves, and not for 

others, especially for those with whom they disagree. Your thoughts? 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/19/2014 3:29:16 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: Accepted: Snow Day make-up 

Start: 4/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 19, 2014 10:32 AM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: P&T:      Through 

Thanks, Jack. Is it okay il: I share this with the committee on a con~:idential basis? 
I.issa 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Wednesday, February ~9, 20~4 ~0:04 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: P~T: Through APT~ 

Dear Lis~a, 

3ust found out that           made it through APT on Febma~- 12eh (the committee apparently met before the University closed down. I 

let     know just ~ow. There is still the Board of Tn~stees vote on Februm~ 27th, but this was the last really potentially problematic 

barrier (~@T microbiologists and econometricians or whatever, looking at a civil rights lawyer&ire). Congratulations and thanks to your 

committee. Well done. 

dack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:42 PM 

Saver, Richard S <~ve@email.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 

FW: P&T: Through APT’. 

Good news! See below. 

From: Boger, Jack 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 12:20 plVl 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Gerhardt, Mlichael J 
Subject: RE: P&T: ShawThrough APT! 

Sure ---glad for you to do so. I’m cding Michael Gerhardt m:~w a~s well (should ha:,ve sent tl’fis morning’s earlier ~ot to him to begin with) %r 

sharing with the Appoh~tments Committee. 

F~m~ Broome, Ussa k 
Sent; Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 10:31 t~ 

T~ Boger, Jack 
Subject= RE: P~T:     Through APT[ 
Thanks, Jack. ~s ~t okay ff I share this w~th the committee ot~ a confidential bas~s? 

F~m; Bo~er, Jack 
~ent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 10:04 ~N 

T~ 8roome, Ussa k 
Subject: PNT: Through APT~ 

Dear Lissa, 

dust found out that           made it through APT on Februm~ 12eh (the committee apparently met before the University closed down. I 

let     know just ~ow. There is still the Board of T~stees vote on Februm~ 27t:h, but this was the last really potentially problematic 

barrier (~@T microbiologists and econometricians or whatever, looking at a civil rights lawyer~ire). Congratulations and thanks to your 

committee. Well done. 

flack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:44 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

I~E: AP Mobile: Bode Miller out of slalom aYter tweaJdng left lmee 

bad. 

From=            [mailto:       @nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, February :tg, 2014 :t2:59 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= AP Mobile: Bode Miller out of slalom after tweaking left knee 

NRASNAYApOLYAN ssia (AP)B~ M i!!~ 

t Neakiaghi rgi~a!!y~epai~ed!effkae N!e~!NShieg20~hi~Wed~ 

Download the free AP Mobile for iPhone and iPad from the App Store today! or visit getapmobile.com for support on Android, Blackberry, WP7 and other devices. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:48 PM 

Daye, Cha~cles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

Paper 

Hi Charles and Catherine - 

What do we know about whether 

and whether she had any written product circulated in conjunction with her job talk? This may be a subject we need to address in 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p:!!www.law.u nc.ed u!cent ers!ba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

paper was completed substantially at UNC or before she came here? Catherine, do you know what her job talk was 

report. 

Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:51 PM 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Erika Wilson Job Talk Paper 

Thanks, Catherine. 

I.issa 

From: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:54 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
12e; Daye, Charles E. 
Subject: Erika Wilson .lob Talk Paper 
~his is Erik~’s job talk paper from when she interview~-_~d here in 2010 

Catherine Ringo Pierce 

Assistant Dean for Policy and Special Assistant to the Dean 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, V,~n Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-338(} 

P{919) 843--2,~J 

F(919)962--1170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:07 PM 

MaJ~aney, Lori L <mahaneyl@unc.e&~ 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 



ht[_p://www,law.unc.edu/centers/banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h~t~:~/~/~s~s~r~n~:~c~m~Z~a~u~t~h~r~2~4~8~7~2~- 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:12 PM 

Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Paper 

Hi Charles .-- I think we should share this with the committee and address it in the report. You rnight want to circulate your emait analysis to the committee prior Lo 

our meeting on Fridav. ~ don’t know that it th~s ~s an ~ssue but we want people to be aware that we have done our due d~gence on th~s~ 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m= Daye, Charles E. 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 19, 2014 2:35 PN 

Te~ Broome, kissa k 
¢~ Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject: RE: Paper 

Dear ~1, 
I did nm ask this question. I mad her paNr that was the basis of her job taJk. It was a sho~ piece (44 Nges with at best double or 2.5 line spacing and 200 foNnoms). 

It revolved around the No Child Le~ BeNnd law ~CLB). I remember it ve~ well ~cause I made a couple of mo&st suggestions when she was here. The cu~nt 

paper is 81 ~ges, hKs 345, a~d Va2es as its central theme the morgan~ation ofgoveruance structures mthout ~ much as mentioNng the NCLB but less making it a 

principle tbcus of the key mcommen&tions. 

The job talk set fo~h a conclusion as tbllows: 

In tNs A~icle, I We ar~ed t~t the public choice provision should be amended to be~er 
facfli~te ~ter-school Nstfict transfers. Due to the cooperative federalist nature of the NCLB statuto~ 
scheme itseg and the pracficN imbili~ of s~tes to opt out of receiving TNe I ~nding, the NCLB public 
choice provision is an ideal potut from wNch to mfonn the NCLB and to c~llenge the localist paraNgm 
that dominates the provision of education in America. This A~icle proposes revising the NCLB to require 
school Nstficts m "~i~atively ~her" the educatio~l acNevemem of all groups, thereby encoumNng 
sctmol districts to participate in morn cross-district collaboration transfer plans. Such an approach should 
help reverse the segegative effects of educatioml localism and eq~lize educatio~l oppo~N~; for poor 
and ~nori~ smdems. 

The current Article sets forth its conclnsion as follows: 

In tiffs Article, I have argued that in order to ameliorate the race and class based disparities 
between l~eighboring school districts caused by metropolitan fragmentation and localism, some 
forms of regionalism should be applied to public education governance structures. Given the 
equity issues present in public education, the Article specifically suggests that equitable 
regionalism, or regionalism in which the state requires or heavily incentivizes cooperation 
between local school districts, is necessao~. The Article further suggests that m\V such legislation 
should include provisions that require or encourage school district within metropolitan regions to 
adopt enrollment plans that allow students within metropolitan regions to cross school district 
boundary lines to attend school The Article also proposes that school districts within 
metropolitan regions be required or encouraged to share financial resources through the 
enactment of a regional tax base sharing plan. 

Finally, the Article recommends that elements of federated regionalism also be incorporated 
into public education governance structures. Incorporating elements of federated regionalism 
would consist of putting in place a school district regional goveruing body that is directly elected 
through some form of proportional voting. The school district regional governing body would 
not displace local school districts; rather the governing bo~ would supplement local school 
districts by having policymaldng authority to address regional equity issues such as regional 
diversity in schools and the sharing of resources. Enacting a combination of equitable and 
federated regionalism, or what this Article calls "Equitable Federated Regionalism," would 
ensure that poor minority parents like Ms. Williams-Bolar would be able to obtain access to a 
high quali~" education for their children without having to violate the law and become felons in 
order to do so. 

There are similarities, for example, the story about Ms. Williams-Bolar. But the axticle is a "different," article and I think it is "materially" or "subsl~m~tially" different from 

the job talk draft. Interestingly, a won search (Adobe) did not find No Child Left Behind or NCLB mentioned in the Article. 

If we need more maalysis I can certainly try my hand at it. It never occurred to me that the article was a rewrite of the job talk. 

What do you think’? Should we share this with committee members to see what they think? 

Charles 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Wednesday, February :tg, 2014 :~:48 PM 
To: Daye, Charles E, 
Co: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject:      Paper 

Hi Charles and Catherine - 



What do we know about whether 

and whether she had any written product circulated in conjunction with her job talk? This may be a subject we need to address in 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: b__t_t_p__~ZZs__s__r__n__:_c___o___m__/_~g__t__h__9__r_:t_2_ALs_Z_2__Q 

paper was completed substantially at UNC or before she came here? Catherine, do you know what her job talk was 

report. 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:15 PM 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edu>; Weisburd, Moxk <amw@email.unc.edu>; Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu-~; 

Daye, Chaxles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

T & P Meeting on Friday at 11:00 in Room 5067 

Friends -A reminder that we will meet Friday at 11:00 in Room 5067 to review Charles’ report and make our recommendation regarding Erika’s case. Charles, I 

assume you will have the internal reviews back by then and incorporated into your report which you will circulate again in advance of the meeting. 

Thanks to all, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h.t..t.p..~/./....w.~..w.~..w.~La...w..:~.u...n.~.c.:~.e..d...u..Lc.~d~!~g~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/at,thor=248720 

Description: 
http:/l~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:56 PM 

KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com 

Jewell Hoover,             ~gmail.com); ’Ruffin, David’ (druffin@Creditriskmgt.com) 

I~NV: ASB Acronyms 05252010 

ASB Acronyms 05252010.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Aloha Beth -- Well we all got home to NC safely Thanks again for finding me a place to stay Friday night. Your condo guest quarters were very nice and I enjoyed the workout facility the 
next morning 

Jewell, David, and I will be submitting our additional expenses to Cwsta[ in the near future. Thanks so much for the wonderfu[ ASB hospitaIi~" during our time on Oahu. We enjoyed 
interacting with your directors and senior managers. It is an impressive group. 

I have a few acrowms that you may wish to consider adding to your chart: 

ALLL (Allowance for Loan and Lease Losses) 
CAME] ,S (Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management, Earnings, I, iquidit’,’, and Sensiuvity to Market Risk) 
C & D (Construction and Development Lending) 
CFPB (Consumer Financial Protection Bureau) 
CMP (Civi[ Money Penalties) 
CRE (Commercia[ Real Estate Lending) 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
DSC (Debt Service Coverage) 

DTI (Deb-to-Incorae Ratio) 
EL (Expected Loss) 
ER2vl (Enterprise Risk Management) 
FRB (Federal Reserve Board) 
FSB (Federal Savings Barfs) 
HOLA (Home Owners’ Loan Act) 
LGD (Loss Given Default) 
LTV (Loan-to-Value Ratio) 
NIM (Net Interest Margin) 
NOI (Net Operating Income) 
O CC (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency) 
OREO (Other Real Estate Owned) 
PD @robability of Default) 
QM (Qualified Mortgage) 
RAROC (Risk Adjusted Return on Capital) 

RG (Risk Grade) 
ROA (Return on Assets) 
ROE (Return on Equity) 
SLHC (Savings and Loan Holding Company) 
SLCHA (Savings and Loan Holding Company Act) 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Beth ~Vhitehead [mailto:kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com] 
Sent: Friday, FebmaD- 14, 2014 1:16 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Su’qject: F;vd: ASB Acronyms 05252010 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse ~pos 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brian Sims <bsims@asbhawaii com<mailto:bsims@asbhawaii.com>> 
Date: Februaly’ 14, 2014 at 7:15:45 AIMHST 
To: Masumi ’Kathy’ Ching <kching@asbhawaii com<mailto:kching@asbhawaii.com>>, Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com<mailto:ke;vhitehead@asbhawaii corn>> 
Subject: ASB Acronyms 05252010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:46 PM 

~nc.mcom) 
EW: Clips eFlash: Northwestern’s Kain Colter pitches players’ union 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 20:t4 2:08 PM 
To-" Broorne, Lissa L 
S..bject: Clips eFlash: Northwestern’s Kain Colter pitches players’ union 

l i~ e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 
Greetings from the Clips Labor-and-ManagementShip. Hope you are well. 

Yesterday, in Chicago, Northwes~tern QB Kain Colter testified for more 

than tbur hours before the National Labor Relations Board. This was the 
first day of what will be a tbur-day hearing. By aJl accoants, Colter was 

articulate, passionate and credible as he described with numerous 

examples (see articles below~why college tbotball players are more 

employees than they are students, or "student-athletes." 

It would be easy to reduce this difference of opinion employees?.. 

employees? to the tried and tree "haves/have- nots" litmus test. 

Conferences, schools, coaches, administrators and media are the "haves".. 

¯ after all, the?, have all the power and aJmost all the money. 

The "have-nots" are the players, or, suMent-athleles (in the NCAA 

vernacular) who get far far less money and no Ix~wer. 

But there’s much more than money involved. There aace working conditions, 

rules, hours, health and safe~ (read: concussion management). In each of 

these aaceas players have very little say (indeed, we heard that repeatedly at 

the NCAA convention last month). Curiously, Colter and the College 
Athletes Players Association me focusing on non-monetary, issues tbr now. 

Probably a smart thing. 

Most onlookers agree that it will be a long shot for the NLI-~B to grant 

employee status to college players. If CAPA cannot be granted union 
status~ then the issues above will not simply fade away. 

Maybe (just conjecturing here) the NCAA will take this opportuni .ty to 

allow s~dent-athletes, ah, players, to have more ofa sa~v in things. After 

all, unions axe not the only way to share power. The NCAA conld 

conceivably do that within the existing governance structure. 

A relevant e~mple comes from of all place~Chattanooga, Tennessee¯ 

[That’s where the 2012 ~74z Passat ClipsMobile was assembled] 

Earlier this week workers at the Volkswagen plant "there voted against 

bringing in a union by something like 710-660. This was because VW had 

dropped strong hints that they would set up "workers’ coancils" like they 

have in Europe to address working conditions. It doesn’t have to be a 

traditional union .... 



Whether it’s a union, a "students comacil," or whatever, the issue of 
players’, urn, "student-athletes" rights won’t just thde away. 
The m-adjustment of "amateurism" status (deliberately bracketed in quotes 
because it’s not really mnateurism) is the recurring issue of our day not 
payments for likenesses, not media payments, not concussion retbnn. And 
worse, whenever amateurism discussions come up, the NCAA comes off 
as the bad guy. It should not be this wW. 
You hemal it here first. 
Have a good Wednesday. 

NickInfm~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

"~,5a,w,twitter,comi(~Colleg{eAthClips 

Northwestern Quarterback Makes His Case for 
Players’ Union 
By Ben Strauss, New York Times, 2-18-14 

CHICAGO -- Kain Colter~ a footlmll recruit, amved at Northwestem 

UNversity mtk dreams of becoming an orthopedic surgeon. But the summer 

before his freshman year, he said, he was steered away t?om a chemistry 

class toward less strenuous options like sociology mad African his’tory. He is 

now pursuing a psychology degree instead of the premed track. 

During the 2012 season, after Colter was named the starting quarterback, 
Northwesteru traveled to A~m Arbor, Mich., for a day game against 

Michigan. The Wildcats made the five-hour trip by bus, had team meetings, 

held waJk-throughs, played the game, met reporters and then returned to 

campus in Evm~ston, Ill. According to Kolter’s %ccountable hours" log to 
ensure he had time for academics, he spent 4 hours 8 minutes on football 

activities. 

Coltec the leader of the NortJawestern football team’s petition to form a 

union, which was filed last month, ott}red more than four hours oftefftimony 

Tue~tay afternoon betbre the National Labx~r Relations Board. In question 

is the relationship between academics and tbotball tbr players 

specifically, which comes first and whether these athletes shimld be 

classified as students or employees. Colter insisted he was on campus to 

play tbotbaJl. 

’°It’s truly a job," Colter said. ’q’here’s no way around it." 

Northwestern graduates 97 percent of football players, the highest among 

schools in the FootbaJl Bowl Subdivision. Lawyers for the universi~, which 

argues that its football players do not meet the requirements for a union 

because tlaey are full-time s~dents, expressed difficul~ in understanding 

why Northwestern was chosen as a test case. 



They then painted Colter as a football player who has benefited greatly t~om 

his educational experience, and argued "that athletics and academics go 

hand- in- hand. 

Colter has a grade point average above 3.0. He was Academic All-Big Ten 

each year he was eligible. He took classes like Financial Business and 

Introduction to Neurology. He received tutoring and extra help when he 

asked for it. He is scheduled to graduate this yea~; earlier than expected. 

There could be no troth, Northwestern’s lawyers said, to the accusation that 

he was not permitted to ffmd~v and study what he rushed. 

The hearing was moved from the N.L.R.B.’s regional office to a larger 

room in a federal building in downtown Chicago because of increased 

interest. Tuesday began ruth Colter fielding questions fiom Johi~ Adam, a 

la~er liar the College Athletes Players Association, the neMy formed 

group seeking to represent Northwestern players in collective bargaining. 

Colter, who exhausted his athletic eligibility last ~aaon, laid out in great 

detail his experiences during what he called the yearlong college tbotball 

season. He spoke of the ti~ne demands, the control exerted by coaches and 

ad~ninistrators and the academic sacrifices he said he had to make. 

"It makes it hard for you to succeed," Colter said. "You can’t ever reach 

your academic potential with the time demands. You have to sacrifice, and 

we’re not allowed to sacrifice football." 

Training camp before the season, Colter said, requires 50 to 60 hours per 

week and 14-hour days, on occasion. The in-season commitment is 40 to 

50 hours each week. Summer workouts require a return to campus only a 
t~w weeks after the end of the previous school year. Colter said he was 

never allowed to schedule a class before 11 a.m. because of practice, 

which made it difficult to taJ~e "the courses he needed to continue as a 

premed student. 

The idea was to cast Colter and his teammates as employees, with 

responsibilities to match. The compensation, argued Colter~ is an athletic 

scholarship, valued by Northwestern at $76,000 per year. And, he 

continued, because it can be revoked year to year in so~ne cases, there is a 

quid pro quo to deliver on the football field. (When Colter was recrnited, he 

received a one-year renewable scholarship, but later he was given a 

multiyear scholarship.) 

When he was cross-e~mined by university la~.~ers, Colter was pressed 
about whether his scholarship money dedicated to tuition waa taxed. And 

he was asked whether he received retirement and paid time-offbenefits like 

other Northwestern employees. He said he did not. 

Beyond the employee- student construction, there were other logistical 

questions raised by Northwestern’s lawyers. The College Athletes Players 

Association does not seek to represent non-scholarship football players or 

any athletes who do not play football or basketball, including women, which 

raises issues surrounding Title IX, the federal law that requires equal 
spending on men’s and women’s sports. 

The hearing continues ~Vednesday and is expected to last all week. 

The players’ group has another mtness to call, and Northwefftern roll call 

several experts to t~ to rebut Colter. The regional N.L.R.B. office here roll 

then make a ruling, mos"t likely within a month of the hearing’s conclusion. 

That decision can be appealed to the federal board in Washington. 

Colter, meanwhile, roll head to the N.F.L. combine in Indiauapolis this 

weekend. 

Questions for Northwestern’s Kain Colter at CAPA 
hearing 
By I~vin Trahan, USA TODAY Sports, 2-18-14 

CHICAGO -- Former Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter made 

one thing clear Tuesday as he took to the witness s~nd, the first person to 

testify on behalf of Northwestern football players petitioning to form a 

union. He says he is a student and an athlete, but not a student-athlete. 

"(Football is) a job," he said. "There’s no way around it, it’s a job." 

Colter is one of the key figures as the College Athletes Players Association 

"tries to make its case that Northwestern football players are employees 

under "the National Latx~r Relations Act. 
CAPA lawyer John Adam said at a hearing last week that he would prove 

that Northwestern football players are compensated through scholarships 

that axe conditional on a service they perform, thus making them employees 

under the meaning of the act. On Tuesday, much of Adam’s questioning of 
Colter reflected that point. 

Colter testified that, in essence, the football staff at Northwes~tern controlled 
what he could and couldn’t do, at least beyond what would be controlled if 



he were a regular student. Colter said that tbotball players have to get 

approval to tbr certain housing options, and their speech is restricted, 

because there are rules about what they can post on social media. 

Moreover, he said that lbotball conflicted with his academic goals. 
"What classes you call take, Mlat major you call pa~icipate in, it’s all based 

on football and your schedule," Colter said. 

Colter said that when he came to Northwestern, it was his dream to go to 

medical school, but that football obligations got in the way. He said an 

advisor at Northwestern urged him to not take a chemistry class he needed 

for his pre-med track when he w-as a freshman, and that, combined with 

other practice requirements, put him behind his classmates to meet the pre- 

med requirements. 

Despite those lofty academic goals, Colter said he would not have been 

ott~red admission to North~vesteru hat he not played football, implying that 

football, not academics, is the reaa~n he is at the universit.~. 

Ultimately, what Norflawesteru’s football players seek is representation in 
the NCAA decision-making process. Colter was a member of the 

Northwesteru football team’s leadership council, but his assessment of that 

council reflected CAPA’s position regarding player representation in tile 

NCAA. 

"Coach (Pat Fitzgerald) makes it clear that he’s the head coach," Colter 

said. "He’s 51 percent of the vote." 

Adam argued that football and academics are "separate and distinct," and 

Colter said that his play on the field and his time on the leadership council 

did not provide any educational value, ttowever, attorney Anna Wermuth, 

representing Northwesteru, attempted to cast doubt on that statement, 

saying "that Colter noted his football leadership skills on aaJ internship 

application m Goldinan Sachs. Wemmth also posed "the suggestion that 

Colter leaa~ned how to "critically aa~alyze inforulation" Mille he was a 

me~nber of the football team. 

Wermuth also questioned a strong assertion by Colter that his payment for 

treatment of injuries he received at Norflm,es~em is "in dispute." Colter 

recently had ankle surgery due to injuries he suslained during his playing 

career, and he said the universi~ refused to pay for an MRI. How-ever, he 

said that the universi~ did agree to reimburse him, trying to "make things 

right," after major damage was found. 
Norflawestern currently pays for players’ medical needs up to one year al[’ter 

they exhaust their eligibility. The policy vaa-ies at each school, but CAPA is 

trying to get expanded medical coverage for players. That is theoretically 

attainable, but under NCAA rules, some of the potential reforms listed on 

CAPA’s website securing due process rights and allomng athletes to 

receive co~npensation are not up to the universib"s discretion. 

"Most of the objectives CAI?A is trying to achieve are not even controlled 

by No~thwestern,’’ Alex Barbour, representing the university, said. 

Both parties recognized that the NCAA is not a joint employee so CAPA 

would not be collectively bargaining with the oversight organization. Despite 

the CAPA website’s stated goals, Colter said CAPA would not push for 

action that Northwesteru cannot give under NCAA jurisdiction. 

"We’re not going to jeopardize our players’ eligibility," Colter said. "We’re 

still going to have to abide by NCAA rules." 

To even start to think about how those rules play into the process, CAPA 

will need to continue on a long road that it hopes ends with college athletes 

being deemed employees of their universifies. 

When the proceedings continue Wednesday, as both parties plan to call 

witnesses, the fi~ndamentaJ question among all tile small comple.’dties 

remains the same: Are Colter and his teammates students, or are riley 

athletes, firfft and foremost? 
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the passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:21 PM 

Kimbefly D Kmwiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: PILR Symposimn Article Revisions 

Kirn & John--I’lt be able Lo take a look on Friday and witl gel back to you both then. 
Thanks, 
Lissa 

From: Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:10 AM 
To: Conley, John M 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Yes, it defimtely irritates me -- I really did not even remember we had an aAicle si~ing with them. At least they diddt t~ to edit it, wlfich is good, but then ofcour~ 

brings up the question of what they’ve been doing all this rime. ThaWs for this -- rll ~place the e~s¢ing sentence with this one. 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathrine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 

Duke Universi~ 
201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

.~_[#~[~£@~aw.du ke.edu 

919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 5:59 PM, Conley, John M wrote: 

Thanks, Kim. Always amnses (and occasionally irritates me) when a law review is out of touch tbrever and then surfaces in a huge hurry. In any event, conceruing their 

one comment, I suggest a rewrite below. 

Jolm 

But the ultitnate focus turus out to be a particular skill set or background experience, not necessmily connected to the director’s race or gender, that proved valuable. 

Exmnples we hemal included organizaliona] skill gafined through high-level milit~:¢" sePAce (an Afi’ican American ~nale), an engineering background (a white female), and 

regulatory expe~lise (an African A~nerican re,hale). {I don’t re~nember the novice example. As worded it doesn’t seem to fit being a novice is neither skill nor 

experience. So I’d be inclined to drop it and end the sentence here.] or being a "novice" to the boardroom (an Afiican-American ma]e).[-!-[~aJZll 

From: Kim Krawiec [mailto: krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 20143:40 PM 
To: CoNey, John M; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Fwd: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Hi guys attached are the revisions for the Pace law review. I had actually forgotten all about it it’s been so long since I sent it in without hearing anything from "them. 

They want revisions back in a week, if possible. They didn’t really make may changes, other than one or two, it seems, so I think that shonld be doable. Lissa, do we 

have a list of transcript nnmbers and dates someMrere? I think they’re not entirely hapw with the way we’ve cited the transcripts and pret~r them the way we did it in 
other articles (e.g. interview, Transcript No. D5300057-58, at :14 (Dec. :12, 2008). Iql have to look and see how we cited them in here, as I don’ ~ even remember 
anymore~ Feel free to make any changes you guys think are necessary, but we should probably track them for the law review. 
Thanks! 
Kim 
Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: krawiec@law.duke.edu 

From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <rsilvaflni@lawj~ace,edu> 

Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM EST 

To: Kimberly D Krawiec <_k__Ea____w__Le__£@La___w___:_d____u___k___e__:_e____d___u_.> 

This is a first for me, but my articles group returned your article without editing the main text, saying it was not necessary~ re-read the article just now and mostly 

agree, making a couple of minor tweaks that I tracked changes on. 

The only other ~-’_~dits were to the Format of the citations, which th~:_~y did no~: track change, such as adding smail caps and it~li(:s to match th~-_~ bluebook as well as 

hxing sorne supra numbers. I a~so sLandsrd~zed a]~ of the dashes and wi~f fix them ~n the formaLdng stage. 

~ am here to work w~th you so please ]eL me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(6~) 286-5~83 

From= Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 ~0:~2 AN 
To; Silvagni, Richard J. 
Subject= Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi ~chard -- I don’t see any changes tracked on this version. Can you please ~nd a version with changes tracked so that I can follow what has ~en changed? 



Thanks 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@[aw.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, Richard J, wrote: 

F~m~ SilvagN, Richard J. 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 9:39 AN 

To~ krawiec@law,duke,edu 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium A~icle Revisions 

Fm ~.:~ sorry, ~ attached the wrot~g versio[~ ~ wH] send [[~e correc[ one ~t~ a few m~nutes. 

F~m= Silvagni, Richard J. 
Sent; Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 2014 9:34 AM 

To= ’kraw~ec@law.duke.edu’ 
Subject= PILR Symposium ARicle Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name is Rich Silvagni and I am the managing editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparing our symposium edition for publishing and need your 

help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can substance check and cite them properly. Feel free to change 

or revise anything else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishing with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(6~) 286-5183 
rsilvaqni@law.pace,edu 

<Kim Krawiec.docx> 
Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathdne Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 

Duke Universi~ 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

kraw~ec@law.duke.edu 

919-613-7197 

[-1-1 Broome et a], supra note 1, at 782-84 (discussing these and other examples). 

RJ[.~.Z~This sentence is a little awkward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:27 PM 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.e&c" 

Concerns again for our f~end 

Hi Winston - I got another very unsettling email tonight quite similar to the one that triggered my earlier discussions with you. I’m worried. I appreciate whatever 

you can do to help in this situation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

_h__t_tp__:_/Lw_._w_.~:_!~_ ~_:..u_ .n__c_.:_e_.d__.u_ J_.� ~_n_~_ e_._r_sL!?_ a_._n_.~!.o_~ 
Access mv papers on SSRN at: h~tp:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

::N:: Description: 
" http:llwww.law.unc.edulimageslnews/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:15 AM 

l~W: Last Call: Robert Ingrain - First Power Brealdhst 

FYI, 

From; Triangle Business Journal [mailto:replytriangle@bizjournals.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:02 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/20/2014 4:35:45 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 2/20/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/20/2014 5:04:49 PM 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss] 

Subject: Accepted: LLCAC Meeting 

Location: Vance 120 

Start: 2/26/2014 2:05:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2014 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I will not be able to arrive until about 10:00. Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/20/2014 5:51:07 PM 

Soukup, Lynn A. [lynn.soukup@pillsburylaw.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: ACCFL REGENTS MEETING - ELECTION OF NEW FELLOWS AND OTHER BUSINESS 

DIAL IN BELOW 

Start: 2/27/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 1:18 PM 

Sto~, Charles E <cstoD’@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CaJl- In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Victor can’t call in, but I sent out the number so I think we should have a phone available in case there is anyone else. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Flatt, Victor B 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:44 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Call-In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Lissa, 

the schedule at the moot court means I will not be available until about 4:45 so I will not be able to join the meeting I do have some thoughts but ultimately would defer to the committee’s 
decision based on what I know from the record (I know that this does not count as a voter ) 

Victor B. Flatt 

Visiting Professor University of Maryland Francis King Carey Schoo[ of Law 

Tom & Elizabeth Taft Distinguished Professor of Enviromnental Law; 

Director, Center for Law, Environment, Adaptatinn, and Resources (CMiAR) 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

~m~bile) 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:12 AM 
To: The law full professors mailing list 
Subject: [law full professors] Call-In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Friends -- A reminder that the full professors meet at 4:15 today to consider Aaron tIarmon’s reappointment. The call-in number is below Aaron’s report and supporting materials are 

available on g:/fuH professors 2013/tIarmon. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Story, Charles E 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 3:13 PM 
To: Pierce, Catherine Ringo; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Flaw Victor B 
Subject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 

the call in Number for Thurs xvill be 919-962-~744 

Charles Story 
Technology Support Analyst 
UNC School of Law 
919-962-6283 

Frorn: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Story, Charles E 
Subject: Re: Full Professors Meetings 

Charles? Can you help’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Feb 17, 2014, at 1:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Can ;ve get a call-in number for the Full Professors meeting on Thursday at 4:15? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Flatt, Victor B 
> Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:07 AM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: RE: Full th-ofessors Meetings 
> 

> Lissa, 



> 

> I ~vill be accompanying the 1;;NC Pace Moot Court enviro team on Weds - Saturday..I hope I will be able to participate in the Harmon meeting, but unsure until I see the competition 
schedule. 
> 

> Victor B. Flatt 
> 

> Visiting Professor University of MaD’land Francis King Carey School of Law 
> 

> Tom & Elizabeth Taft Distinguished ]h-ofessor of Environmental Law; 
> 

> Director, Center for Law, Envirorwaent, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 
> 

> University of North Carolina School of Law 
> 

> (mobile) 
> 

> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Monday, Febl~dm)~ 17, 2014 10:43 A_’vl 
> To: The la~v fullzorofessors mailing list 
> Subject: [la~v full_professors] Full Professors Meetings 
> 

> Friends - 
> 

> Just a reminder that we meet this Thursday at 4:15 to discuss Aaron Hammn’s reappointment. His materials are in the O:/Full Professors 2013 file. I have attached the cormnittee’s report for 
your reference. 
> 

> We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of ottr March 6 faculty meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
> Dh-ector, Center ibr Banking and Finance UN-C School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.9627066 
> http://www.lawunc.edu/centers/banking 
> Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm corn/author 248720<http://hq.ssm.co~r~OroupProcesses/RedirectClick.cfm? 
paltid 248720&corid 649&rtmid 6895&url http://ssrn.com/author 248720> 
> 

> [Description: http://w;vwlawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 ipg] 
> 

> <image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -#O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 1:43 PM 

Flatt, Victor B <flatg~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: C~Jl- In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Thanks, Victor. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Flatt, Victor B 
Sent: Thursday, Feblqaal3z 20, 2014 12:44 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Call-In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Lissa, 

the schedule at the moot court means I will not be available until about 4:45 so I will not be able to join the meeting. I do have some thoughts but ultimately would defer to the committee’s 
decision based on what I know from the record (I know that this does not count as a vote!) 

Victor B Flatt 

Visiting Professor University of Mawland Francis King Carey School of Law 

Tom & Elizabeth T~gt Distinguished Professor of Environmental Law; 

Director, Center for Law, Environment, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

(mobile) 

From: Broome, Lissa I. 
Sent: ’]2aursday, Februaw 20 2014 11:12 AM 
To: The law gull professors mailing list 
Sutzject: [law full professors] Call-In Number for Full Professors Meetings -- Meeting at 4:15 Today 

Friends -- A reminder that the full professors meet at 4:15 today to consider Aaron Harmon’s reappointment. The call-in number is below. Aaron’s report and supporting materials are 

available on g:/full professors 2013/Harmon. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stoly, Charles E 
Sent: Monday, February- 17, 2014 3:13 PM 
To: Pierce, Catherine Ringo; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Flatt, Victor B 
Subject: RE: Full Professors Meetings 

the call in Number for Thurs will be 919-962-2744 

Charles Story- 
Technology Support Analyst 
UNC School of Law 
919-962-6283 

From: Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Sent: Monday, February- 17, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Sto~, Charles E 
Subject: Re: Full Professors Meetings 

Charles? Can you help? 

Sent from my i]- hone 

> On Feb 17, 2014, at 1:38 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Can we get a call-in number for the Full Professors meeting on Thursday at 4:15? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Flatt, Victor B 
> Sent: 2vlonday, Febma~¢ 17, 2014 11:07 A2vl 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Su~iect: RE: Full Professors Meetings 
> 

> Lissa, 
> 

> I will be accompanying the L,~’C Pace Moot Court enviro team on Weds - Saturday....I hope I will be able to participate in the Harmon meeting, but unsure until I see the competition 
schedule. 



> 

> Victor B Flatt 
> 

> Visiting Professor Unlversib~ of Maryland };rancis King Carey School of Law 
> 

> Tom & Elizabeth Talk Distinguished b~ofessor of Envkonmental Law; 
> 

> Director, Center for Law, Enviro~ent, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina School of Law 
> 

) (mobile) 
> 

> 

> From: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sent: Monday, Februau 17, 2014 10:43 ~M 
> To: ~e law full~rofessors mailing list 
> Subject: [law full~rofessors] Full Professors Meetings 
> 

> Friends - 
> 

> Just a reminder that xve meet this ~ursday at 4:15 to discuss Aaron Hannon’s reappointment. His materials are in the G:iFull Professors 2013 file. I have attached the conmfittee’s report for 
your reference. 
> 

> We are also scheduled to meet at the conclusion of o~ March 6 faculb" meeting to consider Erika Wilson. We will circulate her report next week. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wells Fargo Professor of Ba~ing Law 
> Dkector, Center for Banking and Finance ~’C School of Laxv CB#3380, Van Hecke-We~ach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.962.7066 
> http://www.law.unc ed~cent ers/ba~ing 
> Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssmcolniauthor 248720<http://hq.ssm.com/GroupProcesses/RedirectClickcfm? 
partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrncom/author 248720> 
> 

> [Description: http:/i~vw~v.law.unc.edu,’imagesine~vs/media/bankingfinance ~veb 542.jpg] 
> 

> <image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/21/2014 12:49:07 AM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 8:24 PM 

~nc.r~.oom) 
I~’W: The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others! ) 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:18 PM 
To; Parker, Andrew F; Arendas, Dave; Lohse, Dave Clark; Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Bunting, Mike; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Rubertino 
Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; Beale, Michael; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Riggsbee, Larry L; Parks, William G; Stone, David W; Sabo, Tim; 
Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Morabito, Eric Michael; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com) (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com); Warner, Stacey 
Harris; Markos, Lance M; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Matthew B; Spurling, James; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Lang, Kyle; Alexander, Nicole 
Lynn;           _~gmail.com; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely       @gmail.com);        ~gmail.com; Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D 
Jr; King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Ginny Ellis (ginny@ramsclub.com); Marshall, Sydney; Gaines, Timothy M; Breschi, Joe; 
Joan@chapelhillsportswear.com; holly@chapelhillsportswear.com 
I:::¢; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Brunner, John F; Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; 
Stewart, Robert House 
Subject-" RE: The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others!) 
Update as of 2:00 pm - Thursday afternoon 

© Lots of back-and-forth about moving the men’s lacrosse game to Navy Field - after lengthy and collaborative discussions, unless a monsoon 
comes and we have to ca[[ out an ark rather than a snowplow, then the men wi[[ play at Fetzer following the women’s game. Thanks to Coach 
Breschi for his understanding and thanks to C[int and KRob for their candid and respectful exchanges - adm ission wi.[l, be charged for the men’s 
game. 

© The latest weather forecast calls for tomorrow’s rain to end after lunch - so unless Hurricane Fran resurrects herself, the baseball game should only 
be delayed an hour or two. Mary Rob wi[[ be on-site no later than 12 Noon. Should a later anticipated or confirmed start time (...as in later than 
3:00 pro) be announced, then Game Management (i.e. Mary Rob) wi[[ make a determination of when gates wi[[ open and wi[[ communicate this 
time im mediately to Bobby, the Ticket Office, concessions and parking controL Should weather necessitate postponement of Friday’s baseball 
game, a doubleheader wi[[ be played on Saturday with game times of 11:00 am and 30-45 minutes following the conclusion of the game one or 
around the 3:30 pm game time. Boshamer will be cleared between game one and game two. 

Communications and T~cket Office - please refer to the fo[low~ng regard~.n~ Saturday parking: 
¢" The Rams Head Deck wit[ be avai[abte for public parking beginning at 12:15 pro. Prior to 12:15 pro, Men’s Basketball and Baseball Rams Head 

Deck permits wi[[ be honored, along with credentia[ed media, disability patrons with vatid disability permits ($10 upon entry), and Carolina Club 
patrons with Carotina Ctub cards. After 12:15 pro, the remaining spaces, above and beyond the number needed for disaNtity parking and game 
perm its, wit[ be opened on a first-come, first served basis for $5.00 payable upon entry. 

¢" Addittona[ public parking - free of charge - will be avaitable on a first-corn e, first served basis at the T Lot (off Country Ctub Road), the Ra[eNh 
Road Visitor Lot (formerly the Hwy-54 Visitors Lot), Cobb Parking Deck and Stadium Drive. 

,/The School of Government (SOG) Deck and Navy Field Lot will be reserved for the appropriate event perm it holders until at least 2:00 pm. The Law 
Schoo[ Lot wi[[ be reserved for weekday $3 permit hotders and those on the Law Schoo[ parking its[ untt[ at least 4:00 pro. Ehrtnghaus Parking Lot 
wt[[ be reserved for weekday K permit holders unit[ 12:30 pro, but wt[[ open to the general public on a first-come, first served basis after 12:30 
pm. 

Hopefully this is last update...for this weekend! Let’s cross our fingers we are a[[ celebrating tomorrow morning and the rain stays light and the winds 
stay calm ! 
60 HEELS!!!! 

I=rora-¯ Culler, Ellen B 
Seat: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:07 PM 
To; Parker, Andrew F; Dave Arendas (_d___a__r__e__n___d___a__s_@__u_E£_a__a__=__u_E£=__e__d___u]; Lohse, Dave Clark (_d___a__v___e_LO_~LS__e_.__@__u___q_c_~__e__c_l__u_); Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Kevin Robinson 
(krob@uncaa.unc.edu); Bobby Gales (bgales@uncaa.unc.edu); Bunting, Mike; Rucinski, Terri Jo; Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; 
Beale, Michael (michaelbeale@unc.edu); Deborah Hawkins (DEBORAH@DPS.PSAFETY.UNC.EDU); Larry (Public Safety) Riggsbee (Iriggsbe@psafety.unc.edu); Parks, William G; 
Stone, David W; Tim Sabo (tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu); Mary Alyson Touloupas (mtoq!ou£@uncaa.unc.edu); Morabito, Eric Michael; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com; Labar, Daniel P. 
(.L___a___b__a__r__-___D__a___qj__e_L@_~__r__a___m___a__r___k_,_c__o__[[0 (_L__a___b___a__r_-___D___a___n_Le__L@__a__r_~___m___a__r__k_~__c_9___m_); Warner, Stacey Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Matthew B (__m___a_~_b___q__w___e__r__s__@__U__D_£,_e_$!_u_,); Spurling, James; Hipps, 
Travis Joseph; Miller, Steven L; Ken Cleary (kdeary@uncaa.unc.edu); Lang, Kyle; Alexander, Nicole Lynn;          @gmail.com; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely 

@gmail.com);        ~qmail.com; Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Angie King (akin~@uncaa.unc.edu); Griggs, Kathy; Hilton, Nathan 
Scott; Ginny Ellis (g_!D_r~y_@_Ea__[3_s__c_]_u___b__&O__Lt)); _s_y_c_l_E_e_y_@_[2a___m___s__c_Lu__b__&o__[3; Gaines, Timothy M; Breschi, Joe; ~__o__a___n__#~__c_t)_a__p___e_!_h__[[!_s_p___o__~__w___e__a__r_~_£_o___r[_); t)__q!!y__@__c__h___a_p___e_[_h_j]]_s_Ro__Lt__s___w___e__a__[_.__c__o____m_. 
C~-" Plunkett, Mary Rob; Elizabeth Lancaster (lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu); Brunner, John F 0ohn Brunner@unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, 
Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; Stewart, Robert House (rhstewar@email.unc.edu) 
S~bject; RE: The Most Entertaining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others!) 
~mportaace; High 
Update as of 3:00 pm - Tuesday afternoon 

[] No, we are not hosting an Indoor Track Meet on Friday - old schedule - MY BAD!!! 

[] Yes, our women’s tennis match on Friday is at 2:00 NOT 3:00 pm. And &d,,"~’~, we will begin to play outdoors from here on out, weather- 

permitting, so in the interest of efficiency, NO CONCESSIONS at women’s tennis on Sunday - Matt is OFF THE HOOK!!! 

[] No, the forecast for Friday is not a[[ that encouraging - at least during the day. Unnamed sources dose to the program fee[ that Coach Fox 

wi[[ most likely want to "wait it out"- which is great, but for your planning purposes, ~I: we are forced into a doubleheader on Saturday, 
games times would be...A SECRET! More later as needed. 

[] For those who had heard musings and ramblings about moving the men’s lacrosse game to Navy Field on Saturday - Coach Breschi has 
agree to remain at Fetzer. 

One of the primary reasons we get a little anxious about lead time for making changes is communicating with our fans - they can get mighty 
upset if they make the effort to come and there is a venue change or a time change of which they are not made aware...in time. We a[[ understand 
that baseball is the stickiest one, but getting parking lined up and concessions lined up and security lined up and tickets lined up will give a[[ of 
our fans a better experience - to our coaches though, rest assured, we do not take the value of "competitive advantage" lightly. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding!!! 



From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:2:~ PM 
To: Parker, Andrew F; Dave Arendas (darendas~0uncaa.unc.edu); Lohse, Dave Clark (davelohseC~. unc.edu); Kimmel, Mark D; Hundley, Bobby; Kevin Robinson 
(krob~0uncaa.unc.edu); Bobby Gales (bgales~.Ouncaa.unc.edu); Bunting, Mike; Rudnski, Terri Jo; Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A; Walker, Nina; Oliaro, Scott M; Palanjian, Scott; 
Beale, Michael (michaelbeale@unc~edu); Deborah Hawkins (DEBORAH@DPS.PSAFETY.UNC.EDU); Larry (Public Safe~) Riggsbee 0r~sbe~psafe~unqedu); Par~, William G; 
Stone, David W; ~m Sabo (~_~_~b_~_~_~_~:_~_G~_~; Ma~ Alyson Touloupas (~_~D_~_~_~_~:_~_Gg_~_~; Morabito, Eric Michael; ~E~_£~_~_~_~_~3~=~ Labar, Daniel P. 
(Labar-Daniel~Oaramark.com) (Labar-Dan~el~Oaramark.com); Warner, S~cey Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Bowers, Ma~hew B (ma~bowers~Ounc.edu); Spurling, 3ames; Hipps, 
Travis 3oseph; Miller, Steven L; Ken Clea~ (kdea~uncaa.unc.edu); Lang, Kyle; Al~ander, Nicole Lynn;           ~mail.com; Brickner, Thomas E; Sarah Seely 

~_g_~]~j~_~_~); ~g_~_~_~ Waicus, Kelly M; Conway, Connie Morgan; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Angle King (~£]~g_~]_~_~_~_£]~_~); Griggs, Kathy; Hil~n, Nathan 
Sco~ 
Cc= Plunke~, MaW Rob; Elizabeth Lancaster (lizlan~uncaa.unc.edu)~ Brunner, John F (3ohn Brunner~unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint~ Gallo, Jr., Larw A.; Miller, 
Beth; Smith, Samuel Clark; Broome, Lissa L; Stewa~, Robe~ House (rhstewar~ema~l~unc~edu) 
Subject= The Most Ente~ining Weekend of the Year (...except for all the others,) 
I~p~ance~ High 

~ fee[ certain that more than a few heads are st~[ sp~nn~ng aEer ~ast week and weekend’s festivities. Hopefully eye,one fee~s the gratitude you 
should for your efforts around the reschedu~ed Duke game and the reschedu~ed women’s and men’s [acrosse games and the women’s basketba[~ 
game that went on as scheduled. It was pret~ neat stuff to w~tness eye,one pu~t~ng together. And yet...our record-setting weekend remains 
firmly atop the hor~on...atong w~th a forecast that ~ndudes a 60% chance of ~qu~d predp on Friday. 
A~er most of you attempt to recover from the Dook game THIS Thursday n~ght, the fo~tow~ng activities await us beginning Friday afternoon: 

3:00 pm Baseball vs. Xavier 
Series Event ~anager: ~a~ Rob P[unkett 
Gates open @ ~:30 pm 

3:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. Boston College 

5:00 pm Indoor Track 

7:00 am Sports Administration Graduate School Inte~ews 

Pope Box 
8:00 am Indoor Track 

10:00 am ~en’s Tennis vs. Na~ 
21:00 am Women’s Lacrosse vs. Vanderbi[t 

Event ~anager: Elizabeth Lancaster 

Gates "open" @ 10:00 am 
22 Noon ~en’s Basketball vs. Wake Forest - "GO’~’T~ ~:~V~ 
12 Noon Wrestling vs. P~ttsburgh 

2:00 pm Wrestling vs. S. Illinois 

2:00 pm ~en’s Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth 
Event ~anager: Elizabeth Lancaster 
Gates open @ 1:00 pm 
We will NOT dear be~een games; however, if a women’s lacrosse spectator leaves the confines of the Fetzer gates at the conclusion 

of the women’s      game, he or she w~[[ need to purchase a ticket 0f applicable) to return for the men’s game - confusing? Yes, but this is the 

least complicated way we        could come up with to approach this under the new ticket 
2:00 pm     Baseball vs. Xavier 

Gates open @ 12:30 pm 
5:00 pm     ~en’s Tennis vs. The Citadel 
***On behalf of Public Safety, this day is especially concerning due to the ~mpact of overlapping events on parking and traffic. South Road and 
SOG and Carmichae[ driveway will, ~n particular, have to accommodate two v~sit~ng lacrosse teams and three v~s~ting wresting teams and all of 
their respective staff and spectators. Patience is encouraged as there will be lots and lots of comings and goings and many visitors on 
campus~ 

1:00 pm Women’s Tennis vs. NC State 
College ITA Match Day 

1:00 pm Baseball vs. Xavier 

Gates open @ 11:30 am 
2:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Virginia Tech 

Event ~anager: Elizabeth Lancaster 

Doors open @ 1:00 pm 
It’s ~ascot Basketball Game at ha[ftime~ 
and 

Good luck first and foremost to our competing teams - at home and on the road - those w~ns keep eve~one going and make-us-oh-so-proud~ 
And to the rest of "our team" - keep communicating and keep watching out for one another - it’s both the former and the latter that got 
eve~one through the previous fNe days~ 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919,962,7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:50 AM 

@nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: Has college football peaked’? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <rfick(a)collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: FebruaD’ 20, 2014 at 5:27:17 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroonre@emailamc.edu> 
Subject: Clips el~lash: Has college tbotball peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips <_~2~_?!!_~_~_t__h_!~_t_i_~_~!i_r?__~:_~_~ > 

~iI e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

(2heetings from the Football-Has-a- 12-month-SeasonShip. And what a coincidence that I am 

tapping this out while listening to the Paul Finebaum radio show on ESPN radio, which is 

detinitely 12 months oftbotball as well. 

A couple hours ago the habit~ally prolbund a~d prescient Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 

posted a superb article titled "Has college football peaked? Ripples on suditc.e bear 

watching. " 

It is my great pleasure to bring you Dermis’ m~Jcle (ruth his permission) in its 1,925-word 

totality. This is a thoroughly-researched commentary, ruth input from other great thinkers, and 

Dermis expertly pulls it all together with wit, clm-ity and comprehensiveness. 

To give you an idea of the Dodd slyle, this is how he begm~ his mlicle: 

"There is a theo~floating out there relating to college f!)otball that is as’ scary as’ 

it is’ recd. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist ~L King Hubbert coined the term "peak oil, "the time 

when oil production is at its’ maximum, half of the planet’s supply has" been used 

From that point earth’s most wduable natural resource is in decline. " 

Peak oil? Geoscientist? Huh?....what does that have to do with college football? An intriguing 

and wacky lead-in, this is standard DoddSpeak, and it makes tbr a great lead-in to his robust 

remaxlcs about the potential plateauing of big-ti~ne college football. 

I will herewith exit this ClipsIntro m~d get you to Dermis’ article posthaste. 

Nick Infinite 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www, twitter, comt@Co~legeAthClips 

Has college football peaked? Ripples on surface bear watching 
By Dennis Dodd _(~__!_~_~__S_’~__~_L)__r__i_~_~:__c2~2~_~, 2-20-14 

There is a theory floating out there relating to college football that is as scary as it is real. 

In the 1950s~ geoscientist M. King Hubbert coined the term "peak oil," the ti~ne when oil 
production is at its ma:dmnm, half of the planet’s supply has been used. From that point earth’s 

most valuable natural resource is in decline. 

Scary m~d real because it’s going to happen, if it hasn’t already. Apply that to our favorite 

sport. Is it blasphemous in these heady times to ask whether college football has reached its 

peak? Was the dramatic rise of the game in the past 16 (BCS) yeaxs as good as it gets? 

As fun aJJd bright and promising as the playoffera ~em~ it’s still an athletic IPO. Conference 

realignment is all but over. All the cont~rence rights fees -- except tbr the Big Ten - - are 

negotiated thr into the future. Legal concerns loom regarding the head trauma issue. 

It’s ti~ne for the game to reprove itsel£ Historically, there’s something about college football that 

does not endure. There’s a reason there hasn’t been a back-to-back Heisman winner since the 



mid- 1970s, or that no team has ever won three consecutive national rifles in the wire service 

era. 

We’ve enjoyed transtimnative players such as Tim Tebx~w, C~n Newton and Johnny Manziel 

in recent years. Can we continue to count on such compelling figures? 
Or is it the gan~e itsell? 

Six months until that first playoff season, we’re going to at least raise some of those peak oil 

issues ... 

Already cracks -- small ones -- are appearing in attendance. While another national 

attendance record was set this season (38 million total), average per-game attendance 

was flat -- up an average of only 230 persons per game. (Even with a record 75 million 

fans watching the SEC last season, the overall average attendance increased only 136 

lblks per game.) 

There is a freak-out factor regarding student attendance. Overall, it seems to be down. 

The Big Ten is No. 2 in overall attendance to the SEC. But as ESPN.com’s Darren 

Rovefl pointed out, mighty Michigan has seen a concerning decline in student 

attendance. The lack of WiFi in decades-old sIadiums is giving students a reason to stay 

away. Win, lose or flask, students love to text, Instagmm, Snapchat -- slay in touch. 

The laacger concern is that current students choosing to s~y home in front of liDs won’t 

be infected with that college spirit that causes fl~em to become donors years frotn now. 

As promising as the coming playoffis, there are still unce~Jnties. Take the venerable 

Rose BoM. In the playoffera, it may be changed forever. College Football Playoff 

executive Bill Hancock expressed concern on Jan. 1 that the Granddaddy of Them All 

may not sell out next year. 

Is the SEC’s stranglehold good tbr the game, or not? Basically how much is too much? 

Indust~ experts agree that television is oversaturated with college basketball, ttoop 

heads may delight in Syracuse-Duke or an undet~ated Wichita State, but those are 

spikes in an otherwise flat-line of a regular season. All that really matters is March. 

College football ratings are fl~rough the roof, but does any of this portend a peak oil stage? In 

the BCS era, college football became the nation’s No. 2 sport behind the NFL. 

"The question is not how big can it get, but at what cost?" Michigan State AD Mark Hoflis 

said. 

Hollis is considered perhaps the No. 1 idea man in college sports. It was his idea to match 

Michigan State and North Carolina basketball on the deck of an aircraf[ carrier. Michigan 

State-Kentucky in 2003 set a (then) world record for hoops attendance at Detroit’s Ford 

Field. 

He had the brilliant concept of playing tbur basketball games at once on the floor of AT&T 

Stadium, site of this year’s Final Four. For a variety of reamns, his idea didn’t take hold. 

Hoflis has built flourishing championship programs in men’s basketball and tbotball, some 

would say, in the shadow of rival Michigan. One flying can be said: MSU is line brother no 

Inofe. 

"I don’t see a decline in football or college basketball," Hollis said. "Where I see the decline is 

the abiliW of the athletic department to fulfill the mission of a broad-based program. 
"You put more and more emphasis on those two sports, it has a dilution factor that starts to 

take you away from an academic setting to one of commercialism." 

Balancing the academic mission vs. a for-profit business model is behind eve~ major issue in 

college athletics these days: the O’Bannon lawsuit, concussions, coaching salaries, rnles 

violations. 

The amateur enterprise exists in a market-driven environment. Hollis eloquenfly addressed the 

"peak oil" question last yeax. 

"The popularity of the sport is at an all-time high," said Dean Jordan, a well-kmown media 

consultant who has worked wifl~ the ACC, Big Ten and Big 12, among others. 

"Our co~npetition is people’s time," Jordan added. "We have to have a product where the value 

to the buyer and the experience is worth that person’s rime. As long as we have that, then we’ll 

be OK. 

"I don’t think that we’re at a tipping point. I think we’re at an exciting sIage of the game." 

Judge for yoursel£ 

The playoff: It’s here because of the sport’s populari~’. ESPN and the commissioners 

wouldn’t have assemNed a 12-year, $7 billion entiW if there wasn’t upside. 

The question is what unintended consequences lay ahead. The national discussion over which 

teams are (perceived to be) screwed wifl be at least as loud as the BCS. 

With coach’s contracts now increasingly including bonuses fi~r making that playolt; careers will 

be impacted because of the opinion of that 13-person selection committee. 

A four-team playoff doesn’t cure all ills, but an eight-team bracket, critics say5 that would ruin 

eve~y2ning. 

Are we stuck in playoffpurgatory? 
O’Bannon: The NCAA is going to have to address the landmark lawsuit in some sort of way. 

Ifa settlement includes ,some ,sort of professionalizarion of players, does that turn off the 

public? 

We’re virtually assured in the future of a cost-of-attendance stipend that will pay athletes ... 



because they’re athletes. If the JohnW Ma~iels of the future am able to profit off’their likeness 

(jersey sales, aulx~graphs), does that pollute the amateur pufi~ of the sport? 

Imagine Johnny Football becoming Johnny Inc. -- while be’s still in ~hool. 

The SEC issue: Like it or not, that SEC Net~vork is launching in August. 
It is the msnlt of micro economics. Within wildly popular college football, the SEC is the most 

intensely followed conference. ESPN is betting them is no such thing as SEC fatigue, to the 

point the cable network is reportedly asking for $1.30 per cable subscriber within its 11-state 

footprint. That’s morn than the Big Ten a~d Pac- 12 networks. 

You mw have been sick of seven straight SEC national chmnpionships (streak broken in 

Januau). But the success of the network may be based on the belief that the SEC is going to 

compete for a national championship eveu season. 

The Big Ten Network has thrived. The SEC Network looks promising, but them are 

cautionaxy reminders -- the defunct The Mta. and strnggling Longhorn Network. 

Virtually eveU FBS game is now televised whether its stmaming on the Sun Belt sight or 

multiple games on BTN. That wasn’t the case at the beginning of the BCS. 

The regular season: The playoff stakeholders are determined to protect it. They believe that 

a four-team plwoff doesn’t impact, say, Ohio State-Michigm~ to the point that Urban Meyer 

(lbr example) is resting his sta~ting quaxterback because the Buckeyes are already in. 

Consider that last season, the Iron Bowl would most likely have been lbr seeding in a lbm~ 

team playof£ In that scenario, Bmna could have been chasing four nationals titles in live years 

while wim~ing the SEC only twice during that span. 

Isn’t that impacting the mgulaac season? 
Studio football: The concept being, that the TV experience has become so compelling that 

attendance matters less mad less. The upshot being that the living room m~d HD become the 

experience instead of game day. 

Thus, studio football, ttey, even "the migh .ly NFL has become vulnerable. 

"I don’t think it [studio football] is OK," Hollis said. "The value of TV is 1,~ see the experience 

mad "the enthusiasm, the full stadium, the student bx~dy." 
"Evmy game is on HDTV," Jo~v~an said. "When you get a situation Mmre the in-home 

experience is a 60-inch flat screen with a~ easy chair with a cooler full of beer, that becomes 

tough to pass up." 

It’s hard to make the studio football case when the SEC, Big Ten, ACC and Pac- 12 set 

overall attendance records in 2013. But some of that has to do with conference realignment. 

The SEC and ACC should have set records. Those conferences grew in membership. 

"There’s always a saturation point." said former Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. "Maybe 

there has to be a retreating from the (ticket) cost, along with enhancing that in-s~dium 

experience that you can’t get at home." 

Everyone spoken to Ibr this column agreed with Football Bowl Association executive director 

Wright Waters. That in- s~dium experience trumps all. The color, histo~, tradition mad "tailgate 

of the gmne should override the concern of wiring 80-year old stadiums with WiFi. Waters 

called it a "wms~tling match" matched against the possible overexposure of television. 

"Attendance is a component," he sa~d. "It’s not the component. 

"If we don’t have people in the stands we lose some of the feel for game. Does that mean 

smaller s~diums being built? The atmosphere is what drives people to spend money to go to 

the games. 

"Does TV take away from that or is TV an infomercial for people to go in the future." 

The answer is obvious for some. Infomemials for mops may be annoying but they g~ow college 

football. Next year there will be a record 38 [x~wls. With three room FCS temns jumping up to 

FBS (129 total), there will be more bx~M eligible reruns to fill those 76 spots. Appalachian 

State (average 25,000) a~d Georgia Southern (15,000) may drag down the national 

attendance average, but they also will be warm bodies for lower-level Ix)Ms. 
And if you think those lower-level tx~Ms are unwatchable, someone is flipping on the set. TV 

ratings were up in 56 percent of all boMs (70 total games) the last two seasons. 

Screens: Increasingly we consume our gamins, entm~taimnent m~d news on tablets, phones mad 

computers. The so-called TV Everywhere concept is great for the consumer, but how does it 

i,npact a possible college footbe2ll tipping point? 
Those apps nmy end up being nothing more than value added for consumers. 

"TV Eveuwhem is a mechanism to keep people from dropping their cable systems," one cable 

industu expert said. 

But college stadiums have to be wired to keep the modern consumer. NFL stadiums tend to 

turn over tMter, a~d thus are more likely equipped with latest technology. 

One m~swer might a combination of elements in a modern, wired, smaller package. 

"I wonder if20 or 30 years from now the experience on TV is so great that the next phase of 

stadia is going to be 50,000 seats," Beebe said. "It becomes a demm~d to get those seats. 

Instead of 85,000 seats, it starts to change down ... 

You pack it in and it’s a raucous atmosphere. That is good for the experience and for TV." 

Doesn’t sound like peak oil, ,nore like a sport that is still peaking. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSporcs. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author’s pennission. To access CBSSports click here. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS VVEBSlTE: vcww.collepleatMeticscl ps corn 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & savvy subsc~ber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular "peak oil" eFLASH has been sent to 99% of Clips 
subscribers, including darlings, dudes, dudettes, dissenters, disbelievers, dandies, dabblers, 
drunkards, dentists, doctors, drivers, dribblers, debutantes, dodgers, drifters, droolers, dunces, 
doers, drizzlers, drapers, dabbers, dastardlies, demonizers, didactics, dunkers, doinkers, 

debonairs, dreamers, dears, doves, dremedaries, deices, dummies, denizens, deniers, deemers, 
dutifuls, dweebs and dilletants. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClipsoCOm provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaties, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-prevoking, infot~national and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), which are award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the pe~phery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 
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Cha!~ge _vmr subgcription 

Unsubsc~ibe ............................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 7:57 AM 

.~gmafil.com> 

See you this am 

At Care Carolina at 8:30 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:40 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Duke G~:me Followup 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.maJcketinghq.net> 

Date: FebruaD’ 21, 2014 at 10:22:07 AM EST 

To: <I,BROOME~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Followup 
Reply-To: <~eplv- 630~pacmail.em.mmketinghq .net;> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS. find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: ticketsCbunc edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:40 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: You Are Why 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: The Rams Clnb <raJnscl ub~mmscl ub.com> 

Date: FebruaD’ 21, 2014 at 10:14:19 AM EST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edn> 
Subject: You _&re Why 

Reply-To: The R~ns Club <mmsclub(~ramsclub.com> 

If you a!e having trouble v~ewing this message, see it in your browser 



Read More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:01 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

ILE: ALL CLEAR; RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITIES 

Siret~s went off:. Tornado sighted around :10:35. We had to go to the lower tloors t:or about :15 minutes. 

Morn 

From=            [mailto:       @nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Friday, February 2:1., 2014 2:53 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Fwd: ALL CLEAR; RESUNE NORNAL ACTIVITIES 

What was the all-clear for? 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <        ~21ive.unc.edu> 

From: Alert Co~rolina <_[__J___N__~@£e__t__~A_v_’__e_:_c_’£_n_! > 
Date: February 21, 2014 at 10:52:34 AM EST 

To: ...................... @!h:~_._~_~£:.q~> 
Subject: ALL CLEAR; RESUME NOR~La*L ACTIVITIES 

Reply-To: Alert Carolina <no reply,@unc.edu> 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaB’: 

The University has issued aa "a]l clear." Now it’s sMb to resume your normal activities. 

See ~!._e_r.t_£’_a_@.i_n__a_:.LLn_c_A_d_ .u_ for updates mid more information about the UniversiF’s emergency communications. 

ABOUT THIS EIVLAIL: Campus-wide email is not aa~ instant source ofinfolmation as paxt of the Universib"s timely w~rning notification process. Text 

messages sent to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the Universib, to notify yon. That’s why email messages like this one roll always 

include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The Universi~’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on 

redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best. maser up-to-date source of information roll always be the Alert Carolina website, 

http:/,’alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public SaI~ty 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:01 PM 

Kim Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Conley, John M ~mconley@e~n~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: P1LR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Kim, I can get you a list of transcripts and dates, but the law school network is down right now. I am not sure I see in their comments a request for more or different 

info about the transcripts. 

Sent them my iPad 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Kim Krawiec" <krawiec,@]aw.duke.edu> wrote: 

Hi guys attached are the revisions for the Pace law review. I had actually forgotten all about it it’s been so long since I sent it in without hearing 

an?@ing from them. They w~t revisions back in a week, if possible. They didn’t really make any changes, other than one or two, it seems, so I think that 

should be doable. Lissa, do we have a list of transcript numbers and dates somewhere? I think they’re not entirely happy with the way we’ve cited the 

transcripts and prefer them the way we did it in other articles (e.g. fnt~:_~r~4ew, transcript No. [)$300057-S8, aL _’[4 (Dec. 12, 2008). Iql have to h>:_~]~ and see 
how we cited them in here, as I don’t even remember anymore~ Feel [:ree to make any changes you guys d~ink are necessary, but we should probabfy 
track them for’ the law review. 

Thanks! 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <rsilvagni@law.pace.edu> 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM EST 
To: Kimbefly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

This is a first for me, but my articles group returned your article without editing the main text, saying it was not necessary. I re-read the 

article iust now and mostly agree, making a couple of minor tweaks that 1 tracked changes 

The only other edits were Lo Lhe f.:_~rnlat of the citaLions, which they did not tracl~ chang,:_b such as adding small caps and italics to match 

t h e blu e bool~ a s well a s Fi ’.d ng sore e s u pra n u m be rs. t a Iso st a n da r d i ze d a I I o f t h e da s h es a n d will fix t h em in t h e f or ma ~:~:i ng s ~:a ge. 

I arn here Lo work with you so please let me know i1: you have any oLher questions~ 

Thanks, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(646) 
LS_~_[_v__a__q_r_t L,r@ La_2£,p a ce. ed u 

From; Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 

Sel~t-" Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 :[0::[2 AM 
To; Silvagni, Richard J. 
$~bject: Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Richazd -- I don’t see any changes tracked on "this version. Can you please send a version with changes tracked so that I can ibllow what 

has been changed? Thanks 

Kimbefly D. Krawiec 
Kathfine ~obinson Everett Professor ol kaw 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke,edu 
919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, RichaJcd J. wrote: 

Attached is the version of your article with the most recent revisions, 

Frem" Silvagni, Richard J. 
$eBt-" Monday, February :[7, 20:[4- 9:39 AM 

Te: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

I’m so sorry, I attached the wrong version! I will send the correct one in a few minutes. 

Frem: Silvagni, Richard J. 
Sent: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 9:34 AM 



To: ’krawiec@law.duke.edu’ 
Subject: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name is Rich Silvagni and I am the managing editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparing our symposium edition for 

publishing and need your help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can 

substance check and cite them properly. Feel free to change or revise anything else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised 

version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishing with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace Tnternational Law Review 

(646) 286-5183 
rsilvac~ni@!aw,~ce~ed u 

<Kim Krawie¢.docx> 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiecCb, law.du ke.ed u 
919-613-7197 

<Kim Krawiec Pace Edits.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 10:25 AM 

Kim Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Conley, John M <jmconley@e~naJl.unc.edtP 

RE: P1LR Symposium Article Revisions 

Should be able to do all that by this evening. 

Lissa 

From: Kim Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Eriday, February 21, 2014-8:10 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: CoNey, John M 
Subject: Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Thanks Lissa he sent it to me in a separate email. I think they originally wanted the tmn~ripts to check as we had done with some other law reviews and I jusl s~Jd 

no. It is a waste of our time a~d accomplishes noticing in te~s of ensuring the accuracy of the pa~r. So we seNed on the citation style flaat includes flae transcript 

humor and date, presumably because that looks more "officiaY’ to them. Just send it to me when the ~rver is ~ck up I can always send fl~em the list later too. 

Maybe tbr now jus~ look through the paper and make any changes you’d like ~ the te~ m~d we can ~nd the transcript list sepmately if we need m 

Th~ 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 5:01 PM, Broome, Lissa L < lbroome~ff~email.unc.e&P wrote: 

Hi Kim, I can get you a list of transcripts and dates, but the law school network is down right now. I am not sure I see in their comments a request for more or different 
info about the transcripts. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Kim Krawiec" <.kj:a3~i.e__c_@!g3_~::d__u_._k_.e_:.e__d_.__u> wrote: 

Hi gws attached are the revisions for the Pace law review. I had actually forgotten all about it it’s been s~ long since I sent it in without hearing 

anyfl~ing from them. They w~t revisions ~ck in a week if possible. They didn’t really make any changes, other thm~ one or m~o, it seems, m I think that 

should be doaNe. Lissa, do we have a list oftran~fipt numbers and dates somewhere? I tNnk they’re not entirely happy with the way we’ve cited the 

transcripts and prefer them the wW we did it in other axticles (e.g. ~nterview, Transcript No. DS300057-58, at :t4 (Dec. 12, 2008}. Iql have to ~ook and see 
how we cited them m here, as f don’t even remember anymore. Feel free to make any changes ~ou gu~s [:hmk are neces;sary, but we 5;houJd probabiy 
track them for the law review. 
Th a n ks ! 
K~m 

Resent-From: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <rsilva,qni@law.pace.edu> 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM 
To: Kimberly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

This is a first for me, but my ardcles group returned your article without editing the main text, saying it was not necessary~ I re-read the article just 
now and mostly agree, making a couple at: minor tweaks thai I tracked changes 
The only other edits were to the format of the citations, which they did not track change, such as adding small caps and italics to match the bluebook 
as well as fixing some supra numbers. I also standardized all of the dashes and will fix them in the formatth~g stage. 
I am here to work with you so pleas~-_~ let me know i~ you have any other qu~:_~sth:ms, 
"]’hanks~ 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 
(646) 286-5183 
rsilva~ace.edu 

From: Kimberly D Krawiec [.rj_]_a__[Lt_9_zk__r__a_~Le_.__c__@!_a_L~2~__d___u_k__e_,__e__d___~!] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~/17, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: Silvagni, Richard ~. 
Subject: Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Hi Richard - - I don’t see a~y changes tracked on this version. Cm~ you please send a version with chinches tracked so that I caa~ follow what has been 

changed? Thanks 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 

Duke University 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke.edu 



919-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, Richard J. wrote: 

Attached is the version of your article with the most recent revisions. 

From: Silvagni, Richard J. 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

I’m so sorry, I ~,ttached the wrong version! I will send the correct one in ~, few minutes~ 

From: Silvagni, Richard J. 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:34 AM 
"Ire: ’krawiec@law.duke.edu’ 
Subject: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name is Rich Silvagni and I am the managing editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparing our symposium edition for publishing and 

need your help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can substance check and cite them 

properly. Feel free to change or revise anything else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishing with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace Tnternational Law Review 
(646) 286-5183 
.[_s_ jj__v_a_..q_n_[~ J_a_ _w_~_p a ce. ed u 

<Kim Krawiec.docx> 
Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Katlmne Robinson Everett Prot~ssor of Law 

Duke l.Jni~zersi ty 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

krawiec(~!aw.duke.edu 

919-613-7197 

<Kim Krawiec Pace Edits.docx> 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
919-613-7197 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 5:18 PM 

CoNey, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu:~ Kim Kmwiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

ILS: PILR Symposimn Article Revisions 

Pace - A Difficult Conversafion.doc:~ Cheat Sheet.xlsx; Cheat Sheet - No Names.xlsx 

John and Kim --. I have attached a marked copy of the Pace article incorporating John’s suggestion and fixing the footnotes {hopefully the way they wanted). 

near the end we ~dentifie~ a quote from Laree Perez as from a white woman and she se~f-~dent~fied as Hispanic so ~ change~ that too. 

~’ve a~so attached the transcript I~st w~th names (not to go to the law review) and without names (which could be sent to the review). 

Sorry to hold th~s 

Ta ke C~l 

E~= CoNey, John N 
Seat; Monday, ~brua~ $7, 20$4 5:59 PN 

Te= Kim Krawiec; Broome, Lissa L 
S~bjeet= RE: P[LR Symposium A~icle Revisions 

Than~, Kim. Always amu~s (aJ]d occasionally im~tes me) when a law review is out of touch tbmver and then suff~es in a huge hu~. In a~y event, concerning their 

one comment, I suggest a rewrite below. 

Jdm 

But fl~e ulfitnate focus turns out to ~ a N~icular sMll set or background experience, not necessm~ly connected to fl~e Nrec~r’s race or gender; fl~at proved val~ble. 

E~mples we heaxl inclu&d orgm~izafionaJ skill gained tlmmgh fiigh-level milimw ~zice (an ~ca~ Ameficm~ male), an engineering background (a wN~ l~male), 

~egulato~y exN~i~ (an ~fic~ A~nefican t~nale). {I don’t m~nember fl~e novice e~mple. As woNed it doesn’t seem m fi~ ~ing a novice is neither s~ll nor 

experience. So I’d be inclined to drop it and end the ~ntence here.] or ~ing a "novice" to the boa~troom (an Al~can-Amefican 

Fmm~ Kim Krawiec [ma~lto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, ~bruaw 17, 2014 3:~ PN 

To: CoNey, John N; Broome, Lissa L 

$ubject~ Fwd: PILR Symposium A~icle Revisions 

Hi guys a,ached are the revisions for fl~e Pace law review. I had ~lly fo~o,en all about it it’s ~en so long since I ~nt it in mthout hearing an?¢Nng from them. 

They want revisions back in a week ifpossiNe. They didn’t really make any changes, other than one or m-o, it seems, so I think that should be doable. Lissa, do we 

have a list oftmn~fipt numbers and dates somewhere? I tNnk they’re not entirely happy m~ the way we’ve cited the transcripts ~d prefer them the way we did it in 

other m~icles (e.g. ~ntervk~w, Transcript: No, D5300057--58, at ].4 (Dec, 12, 2008), ~"~ ba,~e to ~ook and see how we dt:ed them in here, a~; ~ don’t even remember 

anymore Fee] free to ma]~e any changes you guys think are necessary, but we shoukt probably track [:hem for [:he law review. 

Thanks! 

Kim 

Begin fo~v~ded ~nessage: 

Resent-From: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <rsilva.qni@law.pace.edu> 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM EST 
To: Kimberly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

This i~.~ a first for me, bu~: my articles group re~:urned your article wRhout e(t~ting the ma~n te’,d:, saying ~t wa~ not necessary I re.-read ~:he artk:~e .[u~t now an(t mostly 
agree, making a couple of m~nor tweaks that ~ tracked changes on. 
The only other edits were to the format of the dtat~ons, which they d~d no~ track change, such as adding small caps and ~ta~cs to match the bluebook as well as 
fixing some supra numbers. ] a~so st~ndard~zed a]~ of the dashes and wN fix them in the formatting stage. 
~ am here to work w~th you so please let me know if you h~ve any other questions. 
Thanks, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 
(6~) 286-S,83 
rsilvaqni@law.pace.edu 

F~m= Kimberly D Krawiec [E)~_[[~_~_~E~[g_g_~[~_~6_OMN~:~O_M] 
Sent= Monday, ~bruaw ~7, 20~4 ~0:~2 AN 
T~= Silvagni, Richard J, 
Subject= Re: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Hi Ncha*d -- I don’t see any changes tracked on this version. Can you please ~nd a version with changes tracked so that I can follow what has ~en changed? 

’I’haN~ 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 
Duke Universi~ 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 
9] 9-613-7197 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, Richard J. wrote: 

Attached is the version of your article with the most recent revisions~ 



From: Silvagni, Richard J, 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: krawiec@law,duke,edu 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Fm s.:_~ sorry, t attach~-’_~d the wrong w~’sion~ ~ w~ send ~he co~ec~ one ~n a few m~nutes. 

F~m= Silvagni, Richard ~. 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 9:34 AM 

To~ ’krawiec@law,duke,edu’ 
Subject: PILR Symposium A~icie Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name is Rich Silva~ni and I am the mana~in~ editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparin~ our symposium edition for publishin~ and need your 

help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can substance check and cite them properly. Feel free to chan~e 

or revise anythin~ else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishin~ with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best~ 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(6~) 286-S~83 
rsilva~N@law,pace,edu 

<Kim Krawie~.doox> 
Kimbefly D. Krawieo 

Kathfine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 

Duke Universi~ 

201 ~den~e Drive 

Durham NG 27708 

kraw~eo~law.duke.edu 

919-613-7197 

Ill 
~ Broome et. al, szcpra note I, at 782-84 (discussing these and other examples). 

This sentence is a little awkward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, 7:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edtr~ 

Joint Law and Masters in Sports Adminislra~on 

Hi Barbara - I wanted to introduce you to UNC                      has been accepted and will likely attend UNC School of Law next year. He is very interested 

in the dual degree with your department and I told him I would put the two of you in touch since you are in a better position to answer some of his questions than 

am I. is a transfer student to UNC-CH from the where he played He is able to continue his love of here serving as a 

for the 

- VII leave it to you to contact Dr. Osborne to learn more about the dual degree program and I look forward to seeing you at the law school next year. 

Thanks to you both, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33go, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:iiwwwJaw.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .h__t__t__p__’._/_/__s__s__r__n__:_c__o____m__J___a__u___t__h___o__[E_~_Z_~~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, 7:05 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edt~ 

Introduction of Prospective Law- Student 

Hi Paul -This is a virtual introduction of           who is currently a      at U NC-CH. Will has been accepted to UNC School of Law and I think we have 

convinced him to accept our offer over the others he has received. He is very interested in our joint degree program with Exercise and Sport Science. He knows 

Larry Gallo through his work with th~        team as a              . Larry and I both mentioned that he should meet you to learn more about how legal 

training can be used in intercollegiate athletics sports administration. I offered to make this virtual introduction. 

Hi - I will let you take it from here. 

Thanks to you both. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h t~_p:/iwww.law.u nc.ed u/cent ersiba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h~t_~__’._/_/__s__s__r__n__:_c__o____m__Z_a__u___t_h_o__r_z_2__~_Z_~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 10:16 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: All eyes on Oakland in June for the O’Baamon NaJ 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(tb~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: FebruaD’ 22, 2014 at 2:45:03 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Clips el)lash: _All eyes on Oakland ia~ June for the O’Barmon taial 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(b3collegeathleficsclips.com > 

~iI e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SaturdayShip. It is 48° and sunny in New Jersey, and there is slush 

and mud everywhere from what used to be two tbet of snow on the ground. 

Among this week’s baaketball highlights (BC upsets °Cuse, UNC bests Duke, Shockers, 

UConn women and Notre Dame women remain undefeated) was news of progress in the 

O’Bannon case and the Northwestem/Colter CAPA union case. 

Below are the best articles I have come ac~3ss in the past two days describing each case: 

Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com with "Regardless of outcome in 0 ’Bannon lawsuit, 

NC~L4 has to change" and Ben Strauss of the New York Times with "Test in 
Northwestern case. Is College Football a Job ?" 

Both cases are, of course, calling the NCAA’s interpretation of amateurism into scrutiny, and 

the O’Bannon case after four years of legal maneuvering isfinally scheduled for a trial. 

As Dennis Dodd so perceptively remarks in his axficle below, even if the NCAA wins in court, 

they will likely be well-advised to revise their century-old amateurism model. 
Meanwhile, it is quite interesting that the O’Bannon case moved along this week, right in the 

thick of the V~ inter Olympic games. The NCAA mi=ht consider some of the Olympics 

amatet nsm pc hc~es, hke endorse nenks, filming commercials, sponsorship money, etc.). 

The O’Bannon trial is ~heduled Ibr June 9 in Oakland. I’m think of renfing one of those 15-20 

deluxe passenger vans and malting it a road trip. Anyone want to join me? 

Have a good Saturday. 

Nick hffa~ate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www,twitte r.com/(~,Co~le~eAt hOlips 

Regardless of outcome in O’Bannon lawsuit, NCAA has to change 
By Dennis Dod~ CBSSports. com, 2-21-14 

It was a simple question for Maxk Emmert. 

What’s wrong, I asked the NCAA president in December, ifa trust fund was set aside tbr 

players? They could access any money earued through sponsorships or marketing rights or 

whatever after they left school. Heck, even make graduation a condition of getfing the money. 

"How would you structure a model that basica2tly doesn’t become a recruiting debate?" Emmet1 



countered during a lull at IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum in New York. 

"It’s not hard to imagine ifI was recruiting you, I say, ’I ki~ow tbr a fact you’re going to get a 

quaxter-million dollars worth of signatures [if you come here].’" 

Then it becomes a bidding war, Emmert suggested. 
Then it hit me ... late, because I didn’t follow up: How would that "trust fund" be any more of a 

recruiting advantage than the worth of a scholarship at USC vs. one at Troy (Ala.) Universi~? 

How would that be different than a coach promising a recruit future NFL riches? 

We may be about to find out. 

The historic O’Bannon lawsuit took a significant turn on Thursday. A judge basically boiled this 

epic argument down -- short of a settlement -- to a jury trial starting Jtme 9. 

Either way, it seems the NCAA is going to have to change. Arguing its mnatetmsm ideals 

before aju~ - perhaps one day the Supreme Court -- seems the riskier play. 
"The bottom line tbr the case is that the NCAA and collegiate sports will never be looked at 

the san~e today as it was betbre fl~is case," lead plaJntitt~’ attorney Michael Haust~ld told 

reporters. 

"The NCAA has been oxguing that limiting cdlege athletes to receiving tuition, tbes. room, 
board and books in exchange for playing is lawful, presumptively," Hausfeld added. 

"We’re done with that. ’][’here’s no presumptions. This court is saying if you go to trial, yoffre 

going to have to prove it." 

I’m sure the NC2u~k hier~xchy has considered it: Ajuu full of strangers in an Oaklan& Calif. 
courtroom deciding on the future of the NCAA’s amateur model. It is a model that has been in 

place - - at least philosophically --for more than a century. 

The O’Bannon plaintiffs are basically asking for a free market, that players could -- in some 

fashion -- be paid their market value. Short of that, Hausfeld said his side would be fine ruth an 

inj unction that would set aside those benefits until perhaps atter graduation. 

Hello, trust fund. Hello, ~mething very similax to the Olympic model. Our Sochi athletes 

bathed in glory are allowed to film commercials, make sponsorship money, even earn pay from 

fire USOC for medals. The model isn’t lhr from what O’Bannon is arguing. 
We’re talking about players as a group being able to license and ~narket their likenesses. Hey, 

an~thing to get NCAA Football back on the shelves. 

Is Olympic figure skater Gracie Gold any less wholesome because she does commercials for 

United? Does Joh~my Manziel beco~ne aaay less exciting if he has autograph money waiting for 

him once he leaves school? 

Explain to me how the competitive balance changes if Manziel faces Rice ruth or without that 

autograph check waiting at the end of the college rainbow. 

Manziel or McCarron or Winston or Tebow don’t become any less savory. Fans that grew up 

rooting tbr the Aggies or the Tide or the Noles or the Gators suddenly don’t lhll out of love. 

The NCAA is detbnding this case like it’s a home invasion. Let’s thce it, the thruiture long ago 

was knocked over. 

Pay players? We’re way down that road with the Big Five BCS conferences. They’re about to 

get voting autonomy in the NCAA governance s~tructure. At the heart of the restructuring is 

so~ne sort of s~tipend, cost-of-attendance check for players. 

It’s all but a done deal: Athletes axe going to be paid frown one source or another ... because 

they’re athletes. 

The problem is that the current legal proceeding is moving faster than the NCAA process. 

That is, unless, the NCAA governing boards (executive committee/board of directors) get 

involved and settle this thing. Now. Hey, they’ve spoken on behalf of the membership before. 

You know, like they did with Penn State. 

In the NCAA’s eyes, O’Bannon threatens to become the end of days. It redefines amateurism. 

But amateurism has been a moving target for the NCAA for most of the last century. 

There was a lime when there were no scholarships. Ringers were playing. It’s hard to imagine 

iron-willed Walter Byers digesting the current $550 limit on bowl gifts to players. 

Essentially, the NC~%~k is doggedly defending a model that a) has changed frequently; b) is 

virtaally assured of changing in the future. Most i~nportant c) fewer folks seem to ~nind if it 

changes. 

Those BCS connnissioners have openly talked about breaking away because of the current 

model. 

Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany once again waved the Division 4 sword in the air at that 

IMG forum. 

"It’s faseinating to me ... Notre Dan~e AD Jack Swarbrick told me. "~Vhat ought the NCAA 

be doing?" 

Administrators like Swarb6ck are concerued about O’Bannon because their athletic 

departments would have to pay. The vast majo6ty of those administrators struggle to rtm 

break-even athletic depar~nents. 

But that public debate has been lost. Consider Oregon’s opulence. ’][’hen try to argue against 

schools sharing some of that ~noney in the same of players’ rights. 

A Dece~nber Sports Business Jourual report suggested that schools setting aside 25 percent of 

new TV revenue nationwide would result in every scholarship athlete getting an extra $9,000- 

$17,000. 
In the end, it seems the NCAA is willing to take this case to the Supreme Court to defend an 

ideal by arguing against five figures. Is $9,000 a year enough for players? Is $17,000 too 



nluch? 

Twenty-seven months ago a $2,000 stipend was actually approved by the NCAA 

membership. What happened? The propoml was overridden, then died. 

Who, then, is the NCAA speaking for in O’Bannon -- the folks who approved that stipend or 

the folks who were against it’? 

That’s a heck of a question to ask ruth a century-old amateur ideal, a possible trip to the 

Supreme Court and millions in tl~e membership’s haxd- easned legal defense money hanging in 

the balance. 

Here’s the most basic qnestion: What exactly is the NCAA defending? 

Dennis Dodd wl#tes for CBSSports.com, This article has bee~t repri~tted on Clips with the 

author’s permission. To access CBSSports click here 

Test in Northwestern Case: Is College Football a Job? 
By Be~ Strauss, New York Times, 2-22-14 

CHICAGO -- For fonr days last week in a conrtroom on the 13th floor of the Dirksen 

Federal Building, a National Labor Relations Board panel heard testimony concerning whether 
Northwestern tbotball players should have the right to collectively bargain a~s universit.5~ 

employees. 

A former quayterback, Kain Colter, said that football was a job. The Wildcats’ coach, Pat 

Fi~gerald, said it was not. A parade of Northwestern officials submitted evidence describing 

how they ensure that football players axe not workers but students who are offered extra 

tutoring, stu@ halls and the like. 

The legal question at stake is not new. In 1953, Eruest Nemeth, a football player at the 

Universi~ of Denver, sought workers’ compensation a£er he was injured. The Colorado 

Supreme Court sided with Nemeth. In response, Walter Byers, then the N.C.A.A.’s executive 

directoc staxted nsing the term student-athlete. 

But the circnmstances surrounding the Northwes~tern case are novel, and the attempt by college 

players to unionize is a first. A football coach from the Big Ten defending the academic integri~ 

of his program in a public heaadng is emblematic of the current debate over the role of sports in 

college, the N.C.A.A. and the rights of top tbotball mad ba.sketba]l players given their athletic 

obligations and the money they generate lbr their universities. 

Lawyers representing the College Atlaletes Players Association, which would represent the 

players, laid out a vision of employment during the hearing. Players would spend 50 hours a 

week on football, be compensated ruth scholarships, have supervisors and contracts, and lose 

their scholarships if they did not abide by team regulations. The hearing is scheduled to resume 

Tuesday and is expected to conclude this weel< 

Northwestern’s lawyers argued that many restrictions are set by the N.C.A.A. The universiD- 

cannot change the way hours spent doing football-related activities are counted (the N.C.A.A. 

limit is 20 hours, though the math can be fuzzy) or create a trust fund for players’ medical 

expenses after they graduate without breaking the N.C.A.A. ’s rules. 

%lorthwestern is the straw man," said Gene Marsh, a former chairman of the inficactions 

committee tbr the N.C.A.A. "This is about the N.C.A.A." 

But the players’ group mid Northwestern can do a number of things, from guaranteeing 

medical benefits to reducing contact at practices, and insisted that any bargaining would be 

done within the coafines of the N.C.A.A. 

"We have issues with the N.C.A.A.," Ran~ogi Hmna, the president of the College Athletes 

Players Association, mid. "But this fight is with Northwestern." 

No~thwestem lav~Ters have cited a 2004 N.L.R.B. case in which Brown Universi~ graduate 
assistants were fonnd not to be employees on the grounds they were primarily students. That 

created a wrinkle in the nsually straighfforwaacd definition of an employee, an individual 

compenmted for a service. Northwestern’s sterling academic record and a 97 percent 
graduation rate tbr football players have been cited as evidence the university is committed to 

its players as s~tudents. 

Which side prevails could depend on that threshold, determined by the regional office here. 

Joseph Tilson, from "the la~v firm Meckler Bnlger Tilson Marick mad Pearson, which is 

represenfing Northwestern, cited the Brown case and said players could not be both students 

and employees. 

Craig Becker, the A.F.L.-C.I.O.’s general counsel, who previously served on the N.L.R.B., 

said that could change. ’el’he board, unlike a court, is a policy-malting institution," he said. "It is 
supposed to fill any gaps with what it believes is wise policy." 

He added: "I don’t know that there’s an~hing inconsistent with being a student and an 

employee." 

It is almost certain that once a decision is reached by the regional board, which is expected 

about a month alter the heazing end~ it will be appealed to "the federal level. Worth noting is 

that the N.L.R.B. is part of the executive branch and appointments are made by the party that 

occupies the White House. The current occupant, President Barack Obama, is a Democrat 

whose party, is usually more sympathetic to labor. 
’¢fhat’s importank" said Samuel Estreicher, the director of the Center for Labor and 

E,nploy,nent Law at New York University. 



Still, despite ttuma’s contention that collective bargaining could function mthin N.C.A.A. 
constraints, the weight of such a decision could remain m~ obstacle tbr the players’ group. 

°’It’s unlikely they roll caJl them employees," Estreicher said. "It’s such a radical change to 
college sports. The N.C.A.A. is built on amateurism. It would be the prot~ssionalization of 
college sports." 
Tim Waters, the political director of the United Steelworkers, a union ~£filiated ruth the 
players’ group, said that should not matter. 
"Just because no one’s ever axgued it before," Waters said, "that doesn’t mean it’s wrong." 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,collenqeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwwv.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular amateurism eFLASH has been sent to selected Clips subscribers. 

About out website: Cefle.qeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues ~vith value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the ectectic, thought-provoking, 

informationat and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are a~vard-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbetty of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the emaJl t~rmat p]ease use the links belo~v: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 10:21 PM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: JUST POSTED 

2-22SwoffordNinj aArticle.png; A8452EE0- EAE4-4C4B- 95B9- 30C27841F204.png 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

Frown: "nick,~collegeathleticsclips.com" <nick,~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

To: "nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com" <nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Subject: 3UST POSTED 

[cid:A8452EE0-EAE4-4C4B-95B9-30C27841F204] 

[cid:602BEC24-9BOC-49CE-BACE- CDB710CDE494] 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 8:35 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

ILE: Introduction of Prospective Law Student 

Thanks, Paul 

[issa 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 20:~4 8:27 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L; 
Subject: RE: Introduction of Prospective Law Student 

Thanks, Lissa,    , let’s figure out a time to sit down and talk in person in the next couple o~:weeks, Le~ me know what works for you. Next week m~ght be a b~t 

better, although I have some time tMs Friday as we~L 

F~m~ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent~ Sunday, Februam 23. 2014 7:0~ PN 
To~ Pogge, Paul; 
Subjeet~ Introduction of Prospective Law Student 

Hi Paul -TNs is a virtual ~ntroduction of who ~s currently a at UNGCH. has been accepted to UNC School of Law and I think we have 

convinced him to accept our offer over the others he has received. He is very interested in our joint degree program with Exercise and Sport Science. He knows 

Larry Gallo through his work with the        team as a               Larry and I both mentioned that he should meet you to learn more about how legal 

training can be used in intercollegiate athletics sports administration. ~ offered to make tNs virtual introduction. 

Hi - I will let you take it from here. 

Thanks to you both. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, N~ 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 
Access my papers on SSRN at: b!!R;//_~[~_:~R~Z_~_~b_gz:~Z~}_~ZZ_~ 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 8:37 AM 

kim@ramsclub.com 

RS VP for 2 to the Ramtnys 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--t-p-~:-/-/--s--s--r-q-.-£-~-~--m-Z-a-~-u--~-h--~--~--~--~-2-4--8-~-7-~-2-~- 

i,Ni Description: 
..... http://~%,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:57 AM 

Weisburd, Mark ~amw@email.unc.e&~; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Saver, Richard S <save@email.unc.edu>; Wegner, 

Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

Prig: Wilson Repo~ (STILL A Df),AFT) 

Wilson Report Marked LLB.docx 

Friends--I agree the report is excNlenL I have aLtached the report with a few rnodesL suggestions. 
¯ ~::)r~ page 1, f clarified that the contract extet~sk~n beg~r~s ot~ January 1, 201~ (not ear~ier). 
¯ Mowed fron~ page 3.O {Ser~k:e sectkm) to a separate section on page 3.1 the observat~o~s fron~ the {::lkdc D~rectors 

Thanks, Char~es, for your hard work on tNs. 
~ wH~ work with Alice to move materials to the G:/FuH Professors 2013 fi~e and ~ can drcu]ate the report Lo our co~leagues once ~t is finalized. We need to send the 
report out to our colleagues on or before tNs Thursday. 
~ w~l~ also ask Jack where we stand w~th respect to Renee. 
[Jssa 

F~m~ Weisburd, Mark 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 24, 2014 11:45 AN 
T~ Daye, Charles E.; Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch 
$ubjeet~ RE: Wilson Repo~ (~LL A DRA~ 
My only suggestion is tsar the word "pert? ~rmed" could be d~)p~d [h~m the pa~nthe~cal o~ page ~ tblh ~wing ~e cite t?~r fl~e Mic[~gm~ Journal of Law Refi~n piece. 

O~ erall, thi s is excel]er~t. 

Mark Weisburd 

F~m~ Daye, Charles E. 
Sent~ Sunday, Februa~ 23, 2014 3:42 PN 
T~ Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subjeet~ Wilson Report (S~LL A DRA~ 
Dea~ Colleagues, 

Please find a~ched a &all of the rev)~. 
In adNtion to a [bw editorial moNficafion~ I call your attention to fl~e tbHowing: 

1. Max’s review is inco~orated. 
2. added a paragraph on "Co~nmi~ee’s Review of Schola~sNp" under ScholaBhip (p~e 8). I suspect eve~one has ~ad the a~icle. I can rephrase if m~yone 

suggests fl~at. 

3. ~fifled topic C. page 8: Se~iees to I~b~e ~d Law School ~d moved Tom m~d Tan~a~’s co~nments to that topic as "Clinic Dimc~B’ EvaJ~tions ~n 

Kelly and BirM~ead" 

4. added a parenthe~ca~ n~te, page 6, t~ :Leve~ng L~ca~sm andRacia~ Inequa~, ~n ~ca~i~n thr~ugh the N~ ChiMLe~ behmdP~¢b~c Ch~ice 

Provisions, 44 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 625 (2011) (peffo~ed the basis for Efika’s Job Talk pre~nmtion) 

5. added a footnote, page 11, about the applicable "SeB’ice" standard. 

6. &leted presentations (12) t~ough (19) fl~at reflected pre-[~C presentations. 

7. added a paragraph about each work-m-progress on pages 6 mid 7 

Let me know ifI need to ma~e changes. 

Now I do have a question. Lissa, does Alice put together a file for the Full Professors on file G drive? Or me? Or you? 

Best, 

Charles 

Charles E. Oaye 

Henry P. Brandis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 1.60 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (919) 962..7004 

Fax (919) 962-1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Monday, FebruaD, 24, 2014 12:20 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hi Jack - I wanted to check in to see if there is any indication of whether or when 

file? 

We will be circulating memo later this week with unanimous recommendation. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC SchoN of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 

might be coming? Should Promotion and Tenure begin working on her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:56 PM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~:;: Wilson Report 

Hi Alice .-- We will be sending out d~e final report on Thursday {or’ before). The [:L~ft professors are rneeting Thursday, March 6 at the conclusion of the [acuity 
meeting. I can gbe you the ~ist of things to transfer over to the Fu~ Professors 2013 fi~e tomorrow afternoon so ,¢ou can get started on it and the notebooks. 
Thanks, 

F~m~ Isley, Alice B 
Sent: Monday, Februaw 24, 2014 22:54 PN 
To: Broome, Ussa k 
Cc~ Isley, Alice B 
Subject: RE: Wilson Repo~ 
Hi 
~ havenk made a ~otebook for Edka vet Wh~t% the ~m~gon the faculty meetings & whe~ ~ need to get th~ done? 
Thanks 

Academic Mfa~rs ~dm~nbt~atbe A~s~stant 
UNC-CH gchool of Law, Room 5083 
CB #3380 
Chapel H~, NC 27599.-33g0 
919-.962 -0397 

~X~ dd image00l 9if@010E849D.FB20DD50 

From: Daye, Charles E. 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:48 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark; Isley, Alice B 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report 
Dear Lissa and All, 

Thanks for the helpful edits. I have now incorporated all in the Report. However, if other improvements need to made, I can make them. 

I have posted on the G drive (Promotion and Tenure 2013 / Wilson / Writing Evaluation) the memos submitted by Holning and Max (added "e" to my name in address 

line). 

Also posted on the G drive is Joan’s memo (Promotion and Tenure 2013 / Wilson / Associate Dean’s Memo). 

I did not post the Report in case additional edits are needed. 

Charles 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 6:47 PM 
To: Daye, Charles E. 
Cc: Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report (ST~LL A DRAFT) 
Hi Charles.--Alice will put the fife Logether for the fi: drive and I will work wiLh her Lo get thaL done~ 
l.issa 

From: Daye, Charles E. 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 3:42 PM 
"re: Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: Wilson Report (ST~LL A DRAFT) 
Dea~ Colleagues, 

Please find attached a draft of the report. 

In addition to a few editorial modifications. I caJl your attention to the following: 

1. Ma~-;’s review is incorporated. 

2. added a paragraph on "Committee’s Review of Scholaxship" under Scholarship (page 8). I suspect everyone has read the article. I can rephrase if anyone 

snggests that. 

3. retifled topic C. page 8: Ser~4ces to lhablic mid Law School a~ld Inoved Tom and Tamacr’s comlnents to that topic as "Clinic Directors’ EvaJuations fi~m 

Kelly and Birkhead" 
4. added a parenthetical note, page 6, to :Leveling Localism andRacial lneqztali~ i~2 Education thro~<gh the No ChildLeft behindPublic Choice 

Provision, 44 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 625 (2011) (performed the basis for Efika’s Job Talk presentation) 
5. added a footnote, page 11, about the applicable "Service" standard. 

6. deleted presentations (12) through (19) that reflected pre-UNC presentations. 

7. added a paragraph abont each work-h~-progress on pages 6 and 7 

Let me b~ow ifI need to make changes. 

Now I do have a question. Lissa, does Alice put together a file tbr the Full ProtEssors on the G drive? Or me? Or you? 

Best, 

Charles 

Charles Eo Daye 



Henry P~ Br:m~dis Distinguished Pro[essor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (9:[9) 962-7004 
Fax (919) 962-1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:06 PM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Wilson Report 

Probably. 

From: Isley, Alice B 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 1:05 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report 

Is she the last one this year? 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

IJ NC- (:t4 School o~ Law, Room 508:~ 

CB #3380 

Chapel ~-~, NC 27599--3380 

9~9-.962-0357 

agirod@emaiLunc.edu 

~.~.~ c~d ~mage001 git@01CE849D.I::B20DDS0 

F~om: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2024 12:56 PM 
To: Isley, Alice B 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report 

~-Ii Alice .-- We will be sending out the final report on Thursday {or before)~ The fu~ professors are meeting Thursday, March 6 at the conclusion o1: the faculty 

meedng. ~ can g~ve you the ~ist o1: things to transfer over to the Fu~ Professors 2013 fi~e tomorrow afternoon so you can get started on it and the notebooks. 

Thanks, 

k~ssa 

F~m: Isley, Alice B 
Sent: Nonday, Februa~ 24, 2014 12:54 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
¢¢: ]sley, Nice B 
Subject: RE: Wilson Repo~ 

Hi Lissa, 

~ haven’t made a notebook for Er~ka yet. Wha(s the t~m~ng on the facu~W meetings & when ~ need to get th~s done? 

Thanks, 

A~::e g. Isley 

Academic Afl:a~rs Administrative Assistant 

UNC--C~ School of Law, Room 5083 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599-3380 

a~irod@emaiLunc.edu 

~N~ cid image00l gif@010E849D.FB20DDS0 

From: Daye, Charles E. 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:48 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
C¢: Saver, Richard S; Wegner, 3udith Welch; Weisburd, Mark; Isley, Alice B 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report 

Dear Lissa and All, 

Thanks for the helpful edits. I have now incorporated all in the Report. However: if other improvements need to made, I can make them. 

I have posted on the G drive (Promotion and Tenure 2013 / ~Vilson / ~Vriting Evaluation) the memos submitted by Holning and Max (added "e" to my name in address 

line). 

Also wsted on the G drive is Joan’s memo (Promotion and Tenure 2013 / Wilson / Associate Dean’s Memo). 

I did not post the Report in case additional edits are needed. 

Charles 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 6:47 PM 

To: Daye, Charles E. 
~¢: Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: RE: Wilson Report (STILL A DRAFT) 

Hi Charles.--Alice will put the fife together for the fi: drive and I will work wid~ her to get that done. 

Lissa 

Frem: Daye, Charles E. 

Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 3:42 PM 



To: Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Subject: Wilson Report (ST~LL A DRAFT) 
Dem Colleagues, 

Please find attached a draft of the report. 

In addition to a few editorial modifications, I call your attention to the following: 

1. Max’s review is incorporated. 

2. added a paragraph on "Committee’s Review of Scholarship" under Scholarship (page 8). I suspect everyone has read the article. I can rephrase if mayone 

sugges~ts that. 

3. retitled topic C. page 8: Services to Public and I,aw School and moved Tom and Tamax’s comments to that topic as "Cliuic Directors’ Evaluations ti~m 

Kelly and Birkhead" 

Provision. 44 U. Mich. J.L. Retbnn 625 (2011) (performed the basis for Erika’s Job Talk pre~ntation) 
5. added a footnote, page 11, about the applicable "Service" standard. 

6. deleted presentations (12) through (19) that reflected pre-UNC presentations. 

7. added a paragraph about each work-in-progress on pages 6 aud 7 
Let me l, mow ifI need to m~£e changes. 

Now I do have a question. Lissa, does Alice put together a file for the Full Professors on the G drive? Or me? Or you? 

Best, 

Charles 

Charles E, Oaye 

Henry P, Brandis Distinguished Professor of taw & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center [or Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 1~0 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

Phone (919) 962-7004 

Fax (919) 962-1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:47 PM 

~no.r~.oom) 
VW: [farm general] Archery. Day this Sunday, RSVP required 

b~ case yo~ are interested. 

From: UNC The Farm [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 1:11 PM 

To: UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association - General Information 
Subject: [farm_general] Archery Day this Sunday, RSVP required 

Greetings from The Farm, 

Archery Day = Sunday, March 2 (Noon-2:00 pro) RSVP required 

Ever fancy yourself a marksman or woman? Want to see who in your family has better aim? Now’s your chance to come out and prove yourself on the 

archery range! Due to the overwhelmingly positive response from last year’s archery day, we will have reserved blocks of time. Please email me your 

name and the number of people attending in your group. I will then provide you with a fifteen minute time block for your archery instruction. I look forward 

to seeing you all out here! We will meet at the archery range behind the hard courts and through the woods. 

-Seth Pomerantz, Assistant Manager 

UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Association #1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 CB 2900(919) 962-3276 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

farm_general as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34302082-2435570,47d4593d8e:l:Zd65:te5d3bcd97bOab835@listserv, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, Febniary 24, 2014 3:08 PM 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Gerhardt, Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu> 

RE: MatefiaJs ibr Trademark Class Visits 

Deborah --- Richard at~d I are Iookit~g forward Lo your classes tomorrow and Wednesday. See you there. 

Lissa 

From; Ford, Graham 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 20:t4 2:20 PM 
To; Broome, Lissa L; Myers, Richard E 

(::c; Gerhardt, Deborah R 
Subject; Materials for Trademark Class Visits 

Profs. Broome and Myers, 

~ have attached the syllabus for Prof. Gerhardt’s Trademark Law class along with the assigned readings on Feb 25th and Feb 26th. Please let me know if 

you need any more information! 

Graham 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 9:10 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: 

Thanks, Jack. I hope ,/ou~ co~wersatio~ with 

Lissa 

From: Boger, Jack 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 20~4 8:55 P~ 

To~ Broome, Llssa L 
Subject: RE: 

Dear I 

we~t well. 

heard you talked wit]:~            ,rod lear~ed the message about         decision that ] s}~m:’ed ,~ith the faculty t]:~is evenb~g. I wanted 

~o talk (~rst w~ b [ amar as interim dJrectc, r c,f the c]Jnic, before reaching out to others, and between my ~rJp to, the ABA l[) ~an’s 

Conf~rence on Thursday evening-Satmxl~y evenin~ and tl:~e [umu[t of T~hm:’sday beIbre ] left, gettJng to []~mnar (an~ [hen to you} wasn’t 

[ ~ ~.~[ 1~. [h. good ~s ~ ibm:" P&T Js that t]:~is is one less t]:~ing to do. Goo(h~ess Ig~o~ s you’ve ]:~-~d plenty this yem:’ already. 

Jack 

From: Broome, Lissa k 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:20 PN 
To: Boger, Jack; Pierce, Catherine Ringo 
Subject: 
Hi Jack - I wanted to check in to see if there is any indication of whether or when 

file? 

We will be circulating memo later this week with unanimous recommendation. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: httpl//ssrn.com/author=248720 

might be coming? Should Promotion and Tenure begin working on her 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 12:37 PM 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edn> 

Re: Bios 

TanyK that is great. Thin,ks for malting fl~e chm~ge. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 10:27 AM, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <lanya moore(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s do :[0:45 am~. to 11:45 a.m~ on Wednesday in :[05 South guilding~Thanks for letth~g me know, 

"]’a t~ya Moor~:~ 

University Relations 

102 South 8uilding, C8 6226 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-6226 

919-962-4515 

F~m~ Broome, kissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 2B, 2014 9:S9 AM 

To: Moore, Tanya Topolka 

Subject: RE: Bios 

WN half ~ hour be suffident for the med~a tra~ng? O~ Wednesday, ~ am also available betwee~ I0:45 and 11:45 and 3:15 

and B:O0~ I.et me know ~f we need to adjust ~n any way. 

"]’harlks~ 

Lissa 

F~= Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Seat= Monday, Februa~ 24, 2054 $:~ PM 

Te= Broome, Lissa L 
S~bject= Bios 

Lissa, 

Thanks for your flexibility. You are confirmed for 4:30 p.m., Wednesday in the Carolina News Studio, 343 Carroll Hall. I’ve attached bios on the 

consultants. 

Tanya 

Tanya Moore 

University Relations 

102 South BuiMJng, CB 6226 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

9~9-962-4515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:21 PM 

@aol.com 

ILE: Leadership Charlotte Awards: Marion Cowell and Theresa Drew 

Hi BetW---Thanks for d~e heads up. I have the date or~ my calendar and Vm twing to see if others from here will want to joir~ me for breakfast in Charlotte on May 8. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From:          @aol.com                @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 9:40 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Leadership Charlotte Awards: Marion Cowell and Theresa Drew 
Good morning, Lissa - We have missed you at IVVF meetings in Charlotte and Vancouver, but I know you have been working hard with Clyda and others behind the scenes to 

approve some very interesting and accomplished women as new members. 
You may have seen in the recent IWF eBlast that Theresa Drew, whom Linda and I sponsored last year as an IWF member, has been named the Leadership Charlotte 
Newcomer of the Year for her incredible contributions to Charlotte in her first three years here. Her relentless efforts to make a difference in our community have made all 
women in Charlotte and particularly those of us who are recovering CPA types quite proud of and for her. 
In addition, I am remembering that you had strong connections to Marion Cowell in the past, so I wanted to let you know that he will receive the Lifetime Achievement Award 
at the same time Theresa will get the newbie award. 
I don’t know if your schedule brings you to Charlotte often these days, but I know you remember that you were doing some work with the School of Law a while back. I thought 
you might have an interest in scheduling other meetings around the Leadership Charlotte Legacy Awards if that works for your schedule. 
I hope you have stayed safe and warm during winter’s wrath, and I look fow~ard to seeing you soon. 
best/betty t 
Betty Trautwein 

704 775 8550 -Office 

- Nobile/Text 

From:          @aol.com 
To: ilapker@babcock.com, @carolina.rr.com @aol.com, mcnelisn@queens.edu 
co: Ld__r_~__w__@_d___e_]_o__[LLe_~__c__o__r_!~ 
Sent: 2/10/2014 9:52:41 P.M. Eastern Standard Time 
Subj: Drum Roll: Leadership Charlotte Newcomer of the Year = Theresa Drew 
Hello, savvy nominators - The outcome is finally official! Our winner of the Charlotte Newcomer of the Year award was also chosen by the Leadership Charlotte 
selection committee, and they have notified Theresa that she is the winner. So mark your calendar for May 8, and we can coordinate plans later for the official event 
on a special day for me, since my dad was born on May 8, 1894. 
I would suggest that we also need to find a date to share some really good wine and enjoy our own private celebration. For our friend Theresa, we can be confident 
this is the first of many awards she will accrue in her new hometown; so my view is that we definitely need to celebrate Number One! Ideas for the proper venue and 

libations are welcome! 
in addition to our favorite nominee there will be two other WE members sharing the spotlight, with Carol Hardison winning the Schley R. Lyons Circle of Excellence 
Award reserved for alumni, and Ophelia Garmon-Brown getting recognition for her work with the Community Health Clinic. Hats off to those special ladies as well! 
Thanks again to each of you for your part in making this happen! You are the best!! 
fondest regards/betty t 

From: j_d__’_a__r__d___e__n__ @J_ _e_ _a_ _ _d_ _ _e_ !’_ _s_ _h_ jg__c__b__a__[!£ !_l_ _e_ :_ _o_ !’g 

To:          @aol.com 
Sent: 2/10/2014 1:08:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time 
Subj: Leadership Charlotte Legacy Award Nomination 
Betty, Each year the Leadership Charlotte Legacy Awards honor Charlotte leaders who are creating l&sting cha~ge and measurable difference in our 

community amd we thaxlk you for submitting a nomination. 

I am pleased to share that your nomination, Theresa Drew, h~s been selected to received an award! 

Our 2014 Legacy Award Recipients are: 

-Communib, Sen, ice Award: Charlotte Community- Health Clinic 

-Lifetime Achievement Award: Marion C. Cowell 
-Newcomer of the Year Award: ~[lqeresa Drew- 

-Schley R. Lyons Circle of Excellence Award: Carol Hardison 

-Unsung Hero Award: W. Anthony Purcell 

Save the date for our May 8 breakfast evenL Tickets will be on sale soon! This event is open to the entire community and is an opportunity to connect 

with friends, honor the award recipients amd celebrate community leadership. We greatly appreciate yonr continued commitment to leadership 

development and look fom, ard to strengthening our community with your help. 

Tha~, 

Jenni Darden. Project & Operations Director 

Leadership Charlotte 

Phone 704.688.2888 e~. 3 

www.leadershipcharlotte.org 

Inclusive Community Leadership since 1978 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain infom~ation that raay be confidential and/or 
legally privileged. If you have received this email in error, please noti~ the sender by reply email and delete the message. Any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 
this conwnunication by someone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:28 PM 

ttamish, Emily Jane <ehamish@emaJl.unc.ed~>; Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@email.unc.edu"~ 

ILE: LLCAC Mee~ng Tomorrow 

Meredith and Emily--I have another obligation tomorrow morning, bu[ hope to arrive late [o the meeting (by 10:00 or a little before). I wil~ carefully review this 

information tonight. 

~’hanks, 

F~m~ HarNsh, Emily Jane 
Sent~ Tuesday, February 2g, 2014 12:0S PN 
T~ Oft, Shirley A; CunnJngham, Bubba; GJ~erman, Daniel P; Numby, Dennis K; HaddJx, Elizabeth NcLaughlJn; Nosley, Layna; TewarJ, Neenu; Nay, Sieve; Broome, LJssa L; 
Lambden, Christopher David McCa~ney; Jansa, Joshua M; Adams, Michael Christopher 

~¢= Weiss, Meredith; Lochbaum, Derek W 
Subject= LLCAC Meeting Tomorrow 

Good Afternoon, 

Please find attached the minutes from the last meeting of the LLCAC, the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting, and most importantly, the Recommendation Options 

Draft Pros and Cons drafted by Meredith and Derek. Please review this draft prior to tomorrow’s 9:05am meeting in Vance ~20, and come prepared to discuss. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting in person, please use the conference line ~-888-557-85~, Access code 

Thank you to everyone for your participation and help, 

Emily 

~x~ unclogo (2) 

Emily Harnish 

Executive Assistant 

Vice Chancellor for Fhmnce & Administration 

300 South Building 

Campus Box 1000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~.ba~.~.b~a~).~!~:~.~.~ (0)919.962.7244 (F)919.962.0647 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:29 PM 

I~W: Quick Shot: Tournament Seeding Tiebreaking Protocol and Official Tournament Bracket 

ACCWBBT Seeding Info.pdf 

From: Finch, Nora Lynn [mailto:nlfinch@theacc.org] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 20:t4 3:32 PM 
To; Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu)~ Erik -lohnson (Erik.s.johnson@bc.edu); -laclyn "-lacki" Slier 
(jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); .lane Miller (jm2y@virginia~edu); .lennifer Strawley (j~strawley@miami.edu); .lill Bodensteiner 0bodenst@nd.edu); .lady Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); kbarbar@CLEMSON.EDU; Broome, Lissa L; Michael Lipitz; Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Stacey Brann (sbrann@athletics.pitt.edu); Stan Wilcox 
(swilcox2@fsu.edu); Terry Donovan (tadonova@syr.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs; walkerbg@wfu.edu 
Co-" Swofford, .lohn; Hecker, Brad; Ufnowski, Amy~ Duke, Alyssa; Yakola, Amy; Curtis, Charlene; Marra, Ken; Lynde, Tim; McBurney, Scott; Hirschman, Heather; Humbert, 

Lindsay; Schroer, Marianne; Audra Smith (audra@clemson.edu); Brenda Frese (bfrese@umd.edu); Dennis Wolff (djwolff@vt.edu); .left Walz (j.walz@louisville.edu); .lennifer 
Hoover (hooverjm@wfu.edu); .loanne Boyle (.lb4xd@virginia.edu); .loanne P. McCallie (jpmccallie@duaa.duke.edu); Katie Meier (coachmeier@miami.edu); MaChelle .loseph 
(mjoseph@athletics.gatech.edu)~ Muffet McGraw (mmcgraw@nd.edu); Quentin Hillsman (qjhillsm@syr.edu); Sue Semrau (ssemrau@fsu.edu)~ Suzie McConnelI-Serio 
(coachmcconnellserio@athletics~pitt.edu); Hatchell, Sylvia R; Wes Moore (wes_moore@ncsu.edu); Angle Potthoff (Angela~Potthoff3@nd.edu); Bill Old; Catherine Greene 
(cgreene@athletics.gatech.edu); Cedric L. Splice (suwball@syr.edu); Chris Brann; Law, Greg A; .lamey Givens; Kate Senger; Kathy Becker (kbecke4@clemson.edu); Lonette 

Hall; Melissa Bruner; Mike Murray (mjmurra6@ncsu.edu); Nick Rivers (nrivers@athletics.pitt.edu); Sarah Holsinger 
Subject; Quick Shot: Tournament Seeding Tiebreaking Protocol and Official Tournament Bracket 
Importance-" High 

ACC Women’s ketball 
Quic ot 

Focus point for the week of February 24, 2014 
TO: Women’s Basketball Committee 

CC: Commissioner Swofford, Head Coaches, Directors of Basketball Operations, Brad Hecker, Alyssa Duke, Amy Ufnowski, Amy Yakola, Charlene Curtis 

SUBJECT: Tournament Seeding Tie Breaking Protocol and Oflqcial Tournament Bracket 

With two games remaining in the 20:14 regular season, one -count them, one! -tournament seed has been determined! Congratulations to Muffet McGraw and 

the Notre Dame Fighting Irish for winning the 20:14 ACC Regular Season Crown and the #1 ACC Tournament seed! There are mathematical possibilities affecting 

every other conference member’s regular season finish! After Thursday night’s games, some additional seeds may be clarified, but some of our final seeds will 

come down to Sunday’s games. How exciting! 

In the Sports Code section of the 20!3-2014 ACC Manual, the Women’s Basketball Conference Championship is detailed. Attached are manual pages 65-66 with the 

specific language for seeding and tiebreaking. Please share this document with your media relations staff and members of your coaching staff. Please peruse the 

tiebreaking protocol carefully, and if you have questions, give Brad, Alyssa, Amy Ufnowski, or me a call. If you have not already done so, now would be a good time 

to plot the "what if" scenarios for your team so you will be able to anticipate your team’s possible tournament seeds to plan your team’s travel to Greensboro and 

to communicate with your tournament ticket holders and fans. 

As is stipulated in the ACC Manual, a coin flip will determine seeds if there are any ties. If we have the possibility of ties that cannot be broken through our 

tiebreaking protocol, I will conduct a coin toss to determine the tournament seeds. The coin flip wiii be beid in the NC State womenis basketbaii conference ~oom 

iocated in ~he No~tbeas~ corner~ ground !eve! o~ Reyno!ds Co!iseum at ~he conclusion o~ ~he N~ S~a~e-No~e Dame game s~edu!ed ~o ti~ a~ 2:30. If you wish to 

attend the coin toss to view the highly anticipated, tantalizingly exciting flip of the coin, please let me know before noon Friday. 

As quickly as possible following the end of the Sunday’s games, Amy will distribute the official tournament bracket to the media, Women’s Basketball coaches, 

Women’s Basketball Committee, and your Women’s Basketball SIDs. Please ensure that your sports information staff distributes ONLY the official tournament 

bracket sent from Amy with the tournament release to ensure that accurate information is distributed to the media and your fans. If you have questions about the 

timing of the release, feel free to contact Amy Ufnowski at 336-369-:1003. 



Good luck! 
NORA LYNN FINCH 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Women’s Basketball 

©: 336.369.4669 I C: 

~finch@Lheacc org 

i.~.i ACC 29" 3- 4 ESignat~re July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

Sizemore, Beverly A <bevsize@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Lau, Holning <hslau@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome to UNC School of Law 

Dear 
Congratulations on your acceptance to the LL.M program at UNC School of Law! Your offer of admission at-tests to your outstanding record of achievement. 
I am a member of the Carolina Law faculty and it is a pleasure for me to meet new LL.M~ students each year. 3[ am writing because 3[ understand that you are interested in 
studying banking and finance law, which happens to be my field of teaching and research. UNC provides many opportunities for students interested in banking and finance law. 
My colleague, Saule Ornarova, also teaches courses in this area~ 3[ hope you will decide to come to Carolina Law next fail 3[t would be a pleasure to get to know you and 
discuss our overlapping interests in banking and finance law. 3[f you have any questions about Carolina Law, please do not hesitate to let me know. 
Again, congratulations on your offer of admission! 
Sincerely, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h_t_t__P__~]_L_w_w_w___:!_&w_:_y_n___c__:_&d___u__/_c__e___n__~/_~_~_~LO_~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:30 PM 

Hitselberger, Carol A. <CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com> 

’Karol Sparks’ <Karol.Sparks@bfkn.com>; eugene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com 

RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

2013 UNC ABCs of Banking F’ss and Capital.ppt; 2013 Understanding a Bank Through 
Its Financial Statements -footnotes.DOCX 

Hi Carol - I think we have this all worked out now. You will work with Karol Sparks on the segment on Understanding a 

Bank Through Its Financial Statements. You should cover regulatory capital. Karol will cover other aspects of the 

balance sheet and the income statement. I have attached the materials we have used in the past. Gene will rotate off 

this segment of the program, but continue to discuss later in the day supervision, examination and enforcement. 

This is a very basic overview, so I don’t think that liquidity coverage would be called for in our "basics" program. It 

would be good for you to update the Basel III material since I believe the proposed regs have now been finalized. 

I will cover the activities section. 

Thanks again for getting us the space for the program and for helping to put it on. 

Lissa 

From: Hitselberger, Carol A. [mailto:CHitselberger@mayerbrown.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

I have been very delinquent with this and I am sorry. The activities section is not an area I specialize in. However, given 

Volcker, I think any prior session dealing with this will have to change dramatically. I cover Volcker frequently and 

certainly could cover a session on that. Alternatively, the balance sheet section seems like it would be focused on 

regulatory capital. I certainly could cover that - I would think a discussion of liquidity coverage would be interesting as 

well. What do you think? 

Carol A. Hitselberger 

Mayer Brown LLP 

Charlotte Office 

214 North Tryon Street, Suite 3800 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 

Direct Dial: 704 444 3522 

Fax: 704 377 2033 

New York Office* 

1675 Broadway 

New York, New York 10019 

Direct Dial: 212 506 2662 

Fax: 212 262 1910 

*Admitted to Practice Only in NC and IL 

Email: chitselberger@mayerbrown.com 



From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 9:02 AM 
To: Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject: FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Carol - I am trying to finalize our ABCs agenda and speakers. Can you let me know in the next day or two if you can 

cover the activities and investments subject set forth below. If there is another area that you would prefer, let me know 

and it’s possible that we could juggle some assignments. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 10:19 PM 
To: ’Hitselberger, Carol A.’ 
Subject: RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Carol - How do you feel about teaching bank activities and investments? Your outline/PowerPoint would cover 

activities and investments for banks, bhc activities, fhc activities, securities activities for banks and holding companies, 

and how the Volcker Rule affects all this. And you get 60 minutes to do it! We like the faculty to attend the entire day, 

because it is quite likely that some of this will have been covered before your hour comes up. If you’ve sat through the 

program, you can reinforce what was already said or skip ahead to the new things that haven’t been mentioned. 

I’ve attached the slides used the past two years by (Professor Lawrence Baxter in 2012 and Professor Saule Omarova in 

2013). You could borrow from these presentations in fashioning your own. Also Scott Cammarn might want to provide 

input on the Volcker Rule. 

Let me know what you think. I’ve also attached the full agenda from last year’s program so if there is a better place for 

you to fit in, you can let me know (for instance, if you wanted to switch up topics with me). 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Hitselberger, Carol A. [mailto:CHitselbercjer@mayerbrown.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 6:25 PM 
To: Karol Sparks; Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; 
eu~]ene.m.katz@wellsfar~qo.com; Omarova, Saule T 
Subject: Re: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

I am in as well. 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone. 

From: Karol Sparks 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:28 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; eu.qene.m.katz@wellsfarcjo.com; 
Omarova, Saule T 
Cc: Hitselberger, Carol A. 
Subject: RE: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Hi Lissa - sorry to be slow to respond. I was out of town teaching. I would be delighted to be part of the ABCs faculty. 



Earol E. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano LLP 
200 West Madison Suite 3900, Chicago, IL 60606 
312-984-3186 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent," Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:04 PM 
To; Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; eugene.m.katz@we!!sfargo.com; Omarova, Saule T; Karol 
Sparks 
Cc; Carol Hitselberger (chitselberqer@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject," FW: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Friends - Please let me know by the end of the week if you are willing to continue as a panelist for the ABCs of Banking 

Law to be held on April 2, 2014, at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The Banking Institute will be held at The 

Ritz-Carlton on April 3-4. 

Assuming you are willing to continue on the faculty, I have attached the evaluation from last year and the agenda 

(describing each segment) and the speaker bios. Please send me any edits you have to the agenda and bios by the end 

of the week as well. 

We want to get this material up on our website, open registration, and start marketing the program as soon as possible. 

We will reimburse two nights at The Ritz-Carlton for those who need accommodations and reimburse mileage, coach 

class airfare, parking, cabs, etc. 

Thanks for considering this invitation. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Scott Cammarn (scott.cammarn@cwt.com); Kanaly, Mark; euoene.m.katz@wellsfar_cjo.com; Omarova, Saule T; ’Karol 
Sparks’ 
Subject: ABCs of Banking Law -- April 2, 2014 

Friends - 

We will reprise the ABCs of Banking Law on April 2, 2014 at the offices of Mayer Brown in Charlotte. The Banking 

Institute follows on April 3-4. Please let me know if you’re willing to continue as a faculty member for the program. I 

have attached the evaluations from the last program in case I have not already circulated them. 

I am sad to report that Karol’s father passed away in August. I know you join me in conveying your sympathy to her and 

her family. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 



Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.u nc.edu/centers/ban king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance_web_542.jpg 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless expressly stated otherwise in writing, any tax advice contained in this 
communication (including any attachments hereto) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) 
for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on a taxpayer, or (ii) in promoting, marketing or 
recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contains information from a law firm, may be confidential and privileged. If you have 
received this communication in error (you are not the addressee or authorized to receive for the addressee), you 
may not use, copy or disclose the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received 
the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or 
written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer to avoid U.S. federal tax penalties. If such advice was 
written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offeree should 
seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 
they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. If you are not the 
named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:50 PM 

Daye, Cha;les E. <cdaye@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Repol~t on Efika 

Yes. I will circulate it. Rich told tne he would look at it tonight so I will wait ~o see if he has any cotnments or suggestions. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:51 PM, "Daye, Charles E." <cdaye(~email.~mc.edu-* wrote: 

Li ssa, 
Am I fight that the Chair circulates the Report to the Facul~? 

Charles 

Charles Eo Daye 

Henry P. £,randis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (9~.9) 962-7004 

Fax (9~9) 962.-~277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:52 PM 

Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@em~JJ.unc.edu> 

Re: Report on Erica 

I roll circulate and get Alice to organize the online files and make the notebook. 

Thanks for all of your work on this. 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Saver, Richard S" <&~_~£.e_ _r2;~i_e__r_n_.:ai.l_:_~!r_Lc_:.e_d__u_ > wrote: 

Hi Charles: 

Sorry for the delay in responding. The revisions r~ll look fine and ~ concur~ Thanks for putting it all together. 

Rh::h 

From: Daye, Charles E. 
Sent= Tuesday, February 25, 20~4 3:08 PN 
To= Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Co= Isley, Alice B 
Subject= Repo~ on Erica 

Colle~ue~ 

A~ached is a "~" repo~ on Efika Wilson. 

Charles 

PS. For the flies to be posted on the G drive I am also a~aching a revised CV that inc]ndes a changed presentation topic and a new presentation. These 

items am reflected in the "NN" repot. Please see first ~vo presentation items on page 9 of the repot. 

Char~es E. Dm]e 

Henry P. grandis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (919) 962-70G¢ 

Fax (9].9) 962-1.277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 1:08 PM 

ttaney, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu-*; .~live.unc.edu> 

l~B: Law School Contact Info 

---I woLdd be delighted to discuss your taw school options with you. I hope UNC School of Law is one of them. Have you heard from us yet? I may be able 

to give you some perspective on your various choices, if you want to propose a couple of days/times to meet, we’l~ see if they fit ~n with my schedule. 

ia~e care a~ld best of luck, 

k~ssa 
L~ssa L groonle 

We~ls ~argo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for 8anMng ~nd Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-We~:tach 

Chapel H~], NC 27599.-3380 

919.962.7056 

htt~]/]www:la w.u n c:eduice ntersibanMng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

::N:: Description 
...... http://www law uric edu/irnages,’news/rnedia/banMrlgtinartce web 542 iPg 

From: Haney, Sarah K 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:51 AN 
To:              Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Law School Contact Info 

Hello Lissa and 

I have spoken to both of you regarding 

Thank you Lissa for being willing to help! 

Sarah 
Sarah K Haney 
Head Coach, Women’s Rowing 
919-962-8278- office 

cell 
919 843 -8175- l~ax 

li1:.,~. http://w~c.fiacebook.cou~’Carolina’vVRowma 
~’~ 11 m~, htip://msta g~’am.cou~’carolinarom ng 
ibK, ,’,, hti ps://twitter.com/C arolinaRowing 
",~isiL http://w~c.goheels com/Romng 

law school applications. , Lissa is who I told you could help with any advice on your multiple choices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Law School Contact Info 

Hi         --- How about 11:00 on Wednesday, March S at rny office? My off:ice number is 5105 {the top floor of the library section of the law school and overlooking 

the field hockey field). 

[’1~ see ~f ~ can I~ght ~ fire under our admissions fol~s. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa Broorne 

Sent~ Wednesday, ~:~ PM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subjeet~ RE: Law School Con~ct Info 

Greetings Professor Broome, 

~ am ~ thankfil] lhat Coach Haney put us in conlact with each other. This is a ve~’ exciting lime, but [ have to admk that I’m feeling a little ovenxhelmed: fl~a sai& I 

would g~aly appreciate ~my insight you have k~ offer ~gardmg my law school decision. [ have already ~en accepted at six great schools, a~d ~ave received several 

veD~ tIatteung scholarship offers. I am, howeveg sfi~ eagerly awaiting a responu~ t}~)rn UNC School of Law. Would you [~ available to meet next Tuesday [~tween 

12:30 and 27 Or perhaps next Wednesday some t~rne ~tween 9 and 27 Please let me know if either oftho~ options is amenable to your ~hedule. 

Thanks and looking lbr~,ad to speaking wi~ you ~on~ 

University of North Caro]ina at Chape] Hi]] 
<;lass of 

~f) live.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:08 PM 

To: Haney, Sarah K; 

Subject: RE: Law School Contact Info 

Hi         -I would be delighted to discuss vour law school options w~th you, ~ hope UNC S<:[~oo~ o[ Law ~ one of them. I-t~;v*~ you heard from us yet? I rnay be able 

~:o g~w~ you some perspective on your various choices. ~f you want to propose a couple of days/times to rneet, we’l~ see if they 5~: ~r~ w~:h my schedule 

Tske care and ~est of luck, 

L~ssa 

Ussa L. 8roome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center fl)r BanMng ~md Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3g80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel H~[L NC 27599-3380 

919.962.70~6 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibank[ng 

Access rny papers on SSRN at: http:[[ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description. 

http://w-~v’,^/lawuncedu/images/newsimedia/banMngfinance web 542 

From: Haney, Sarah K 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:51 AN 
To:              Broome, Lissa L 
Subject," Law School Contact :[nfo 

Hello L.issa and 

I have spoken to both o[ you regarding 

Thank you Lissa for being willing to help] 

Sarah 
Sarah K Haney 
Head Coach, !~/omea,’s Rowing 
9i9-%2-8278- office 

ceil 
919,143 -8175- fax 

hi :~:. t._tjJ£:/_,_’__w___~___y_:~_?_~_~_’_@_9__q_k_:_c__o__b~L~!~DJ~!!~}’_ ~_{__o__~_~_’_u).g 

f-ii,,,,," 
visit. ~_tjJ£: L/__w____w?___~_,:g o heel s comiRo wi~ 

law school applications. Lissa is who I told you could help wi[h any advice on your multiple choices © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

States, Michael James <mstates@email.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Michael ---I just wanted to pass this info {see below) along abouL                       on our       team. I have noL met her yet, but have just talked wiLh 

her coach, Sarah Haney, who is very high on her.         and ~ are scheduled to meet next Wednesday and I may be aMe to provide add~tiona~ ~nformat~on after 

~:h~s rneetk~g. I wan~:ed you to be aware that she has o~:her acce~ltaDces a~d some schok~rsh~p offers on ~:he tame, but s~:~H sounds very k~terested ~n UNC. 

Thanks, 

L~ssa 

8ent~ Wednesday, ~:~ PM 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L 
Su~ject~ ~[: Law School Con~ct Info 

Greetings Professor Broome, 

~ am ~? thankfil] lhat Coach Haney put us in conlact with each other. This is a ve~’ exciting time, but [ have to admk that I’m feeling a little ove~xhelmed: fl~a sai& I 

would g~aly appreciate ~my insight you have k~ offer ~gardmg my law school decision. ~ have already ~en accepted at six great schools, a~d ~ave received several 

ve~ tIatteur~g scholarship offers. I am, howeveg still eagerly awaiting a respor~u~ t}~)m UNC School of Law. Would you [~ available to meet r~ext Tuesday [~tween 

12:30 arid 27 Or perhaps next Wedr~esday some t~rne ~tweer~ 9 and 27 Please let me know if either oftho~ options is amenable to your ~hedule. 

Thanks and looking lbr~,ag to speaking wi~ you ~on~ 

Universib/ c~f North Caro]ina at Chape] Hi]] 
(;lass of 

d) live.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :1:08 PM 

To: Haney, Sarah K; 

Subject: RE: Law School Contact Info 

Hi         -I would be delighted to discuss vour law school options w~th you, ~ hope UNC Schoo~ of Law ~5; one of them. Haw~ you heard from us yet? I rnay be able 

~:o g~w~ you some perspective on your various choices. ~f you want to propose a couple of days/times to rneet, weq~ see if they 5~: ~r~ w~:h my schedule 

Take care and best of luck, 

L~ssa 

Ussa L. 8roome 

Wells Fargo Pro[essor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for BanMn~ and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~], NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwwwJaw.unc.eduicentersibank~n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description. 
http://w-~v’,^/lawuncedu/images/newsimedia/banMngfinance web 542 

From," Haney, Sarah K 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:51 AN 
To:              Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Law School Contact Info 

Hello L.issa and 

I have spoken to both o[ you regarding 

Thank you Lissa for being willing to help! 

Sarah 
Sarah K Haney 
Head Coach, Wome~:,’s Rowing 
9i9-%2-8278- office 

- ceil 
919 843 -8175- fax 

h~: ~:. !_~jj£ i ,_,_/__w____w?___~::_~?_~_~_,_~_b__o__o__k_:_c_._o__t_r_~_ 2~!~:~ 1~!~ ~} ’__g__o__~_~:_~_~)2: 

f,ii,,,,,, 
visit, ~_tjJ£: L/__w____w?___~_,:g o hecl s comiRo wi~ 

law school applications, Lissa is who I told you could help wi[h any advice on your multiple choices © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 3:24 PM 

States, Michael James <mstates@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

:11:00 on Wednesday, March 5. You’re welcome to join us and give your two cents on her’ competing oft:ers~ I’m glad to hear that we’re ready ~o move~ 

Thanks for the prompt response. 

Ussa 

F~m= S~tes, Michael James 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~:57 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Ussm By the t~me you meet w~th her, she w~ have been admitted. She is scheduled to go to committee tomorrow. What thee are you meeting with her. Fd ~ove 

to meet her as weJ[) 

Best, 

M~d~ad J. Sta[c~ .l .D 

Michae~ J. S~a~es~ J.D 

Assista~t De~ lbr Admissions 

Utfi~,e~y of North Ca~>Ima School eli 

Van Hecke-We~acb Hall 

CB 3380 

Cbapd Hill NC 27599-3380 

919-~N2-6719 (p) 

9 ~ 9-8~3-.7939 (t) 

F~m= Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:53 PM 
To= States, Michael James 
Subject= 

Hi Michael ---{ just wanted to pass this info (see be~ow) along about                       on our       team. ~ have not met her yet, but have just talked with 

her coach, Sarah Haney, who is very high on her.         and ~ are scheduled to meet next Wednesday and I may be aMe to provide add~tiona~ information after 

t:h~s meetk~g. I want:ed you to be aware that she has or:her acce{lta~lces a~id some schok~rsh~p offers on t:he tabh~k, but st:~l soutlds ~?erv ~nl:erested in UNC. 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

Sent: Wednesday, ~:~ PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Law School Con~ct Info 

Greetings Professor Broome, 

I am ~) thankfil] lhat Coach Haney put us 

would greatly a.pprcciaie any i~sighl >~m have to oiler regardh~g my law school decision. ~ have alrea.dy ~en a.ccepted at six great schools, and ha.ve received several 

veU flatledng scholarship offers. ~ am, however; still eagerly awaiting a rcspon~ from l ~C School of Law. Would you ~ available ~o meet next Tuesda.y ~tween 

12:30 arid 27 ()r perhaps next Wedr~esday some l~me ~tweer~ 9 and 27 P]ease let me know if either oftho~ options is amenable to your ~hedule. 

Thanks and ]ooking lbr~vad to speaking wi~ you men{ 

University c~f North Caro]ina at Chape] Hi]i 
, <;lass of 

~f) live.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, :1:08 PM 

To: Haney, Sarah K; 

Subject: RE: Law School Contact Info 

Hi         -I would be delighted to discuss your law sch.:>:_~l options with you, ~ hope UNC Schoo~ of Law i£; one of them. I-taw!~ you heard from us yet? I rnay be able 

Lo gNe you some perspective on your various choices. ~{: you want to propose a couple of days/times to meet, weq~ see if they fiL ~n wiLh my schedule. 

Take care and best of luck, 

Ussa L. groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~l 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7055 

http:/iwww.law.unc,eduicentersibank~ng 

Access rny papers on SSRN at: 



http:/,’w’~v’,^/la,,~suncedu/images,’newsimedia/bankingfinance web 542 

From," Haney, Sarah K 
Sent; Wednesday, :~0:5i AN 
To;              Broome, Lissa L 
Subject~ Law School Con~ct ~nfo 

Hello Lissa and 

I have spoken to both o[ you resardin8 

Thank you Lissa for be~n8 will~n8 to help~ 

Sarah 
Sarah K Haney 
Head Coach, Wome~’s Rowing 
9i9-%2-8278- office 

- ceil 
919 843 -8175- fax 

~’i~it. ]~J)~2£~_~}fi~c~heels comiRo wing 

law school applications. Lissa is who I told you could help with any advice on your multiple choices © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/26/2014 9:16:51 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 9/16/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

ttaney, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Law School Contact Info 

We’re meeting next week. Thanks, Sarah! 

~issa 

I:rera: Haney, Sarah K 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Law School Contact Tnfo 

Hello Lissa and 

I have spoken to both of you regarding 

Thank you Lissa for being willing to help! 

Sarah 
Sarah K Haney 
Head Coach, Women’s Rowing 
919-962-8278- office 

- cel[ 
919 843 -8175- l~ax 

lii:e, htlp : //w,aw.l:acebook.cou~’CarolinaW Rowma 
~’~ 11 m~, http://mstag~-am.cou~’carolinaromng 
ib}i. ,’,, hti ps://mitter.com/C arolinaRowing 
",,isiL htlp://w,aw.goheels com/Romng 

law school applications. Lissa is who I told you could help with any advice on your multiple choices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 10:55 AM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Erika Wilsoffs docs 

image001 .gif 

Thanks. Will do. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 10:42 AM, "Isley, Alice B" <agirod(~email.unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

All of Erika’s information is on the appropriate G drive & in a notebook in my office. 

I assume you want to announce to the faculty... 

Best, 

Alice 

Alice B. Isley 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

UNC-CH School of Law, Room 5083 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-0357 

agirod@email.unc.edu 

<image(,’.Ol.gif> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 1:22 PM 

law full~professors@list~rv .uric .edu 

Repol~t on Reappointment 

Report Fin~l.pdf 

Friends - We will consider             reappointment as Assistant Professor next Thursday, March 6 at the conclusion of the Faculty Meeting. The report from 

the Tenure and Promotion Committee unanimously recommending her reappointment is attached. Other materials related to her file are in the g drive!Full 

Professors 20:13 folder under In addition, Alice Isley has a notebook in her office with all those materials and teaching evaluations from the 

students. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: bttp:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

::N:: Description: 

....... http:l/www.law.unc.edulimages/news/medialbankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 4:52 PM 

Krause, Joan H <jhkrause@emaJl.unc.ed~"~ 

ILE: Class Visits for Andlew Chin 

From: Krause, Joan H 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:39 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Class Visits for Andrew Chin 

Lissa, I’m attaching my memo regarding my visits to Andrew’s classes. Please let me know if you need me to add anything. 

Thanks, 

Jean 

Frora: Broome, Lissa L 
Seat: Sunday, February 09, 2014- 4-:05 PM 
To; Polsky, @egg Douglas; Krause, Joan H 
Sul~ject: Class Visits for Andrew Chin 

Hi Gregg and Joan - 

Andrew may wish to be reviewed by the Tenure and Promotion committee next year for promotion to full professor so he has asked us to schedule class visits this 

spring for his Antitrust class, which meets Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from ~0:55 to :[:~:50. Please let me know if you are each available to help. In an ideal 

world, you would arrange a time with Andrew when you could both attend two consecutive classes together. Please let me know if you’re able to assist us with 

this. We’ve had a busy year with the current year’s slate of candidates and a large group coming up for review next year, so we really appreciate everyone pitching 

in to help. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwwwAaw.unc.eduicentersibankin~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: .-h--t--t#-:-/-/--s--s--r---n-:-£-~----m-~---a---u--t---h--~---r-:-:--2---4-#-~-~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542 jpg 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 7:58 PM 

Evans, Jack *\lack Evans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Prig: Two Questions 

Eli Jack--- Quite a game! Unt:ortunatefy, we didn’t see it although we listened to the second half and overtime 

, I just watched higMight:s on ESPN. Wow~ 

~ could put: your friend ~n [ouch w~th ou r AdmisshN~a Dea n, M~cha el Sta tea. f a m a~so h a ppy to ask M k:h a el to keep a s~)edal eye out on th e a ~)pl~ca nt: ~f that would be 

helpful. ~ do that regularly for folks ~ know or know of (like ore of our sen~ors oR the       team). E~ther or boUl approaches Rlay be he]p[:uL kaw school 

applications are down nationwide so we are anxious [o ~eam aH we can about our applicants, especially ~[: d~ey are very comRlitted to coming to NC. So, le[ me 

know how I can be helpful 

lunch wo~ld work on March 5, 6, :[L I9, or 21. ket me know ~f there’s a match. 

Ta~ ca 

k~ssa 

F~m: Evans, Jack [mail~:Jac~Evans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Nent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 201~ 3:50 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Two Questions 

Hi Lissa, 

Well, I was impressed when we were able to win the four games in eight days -and then came last night. Wow! 

A friend of mine inquired of me about how best to advocate for someone who is applying to our Law School. I know my information is old -can you advise? 

And can you see an opening in your calendar that would permit us to schedule a catch-up lunch? 

Thanks. 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

4706 McColl, CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919-962-4602 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 8:06 PM 

~nc.mcom) 
EW: Clips eFlash: "An emerging spoilt? ’Blame the NCAA’ " 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 20:14 :t:56 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Clips eFlash: "An emerg~ !g spor~? ’Blame the NCAA’" 

l i~ e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa. 

Greetings from the Clips UnseaJedDocumentShip. Hope you are well. 

The word "blame," as used above in the subject line: "An emerging ,sport? 
’Blame lhe NCAA’ " is untbrtunately symptomatic of our times. We are 

often quick to place blame but not so quick to give credit. OK, enough of 

the Golden Rule, let’s get down to it. 

The eyes and ears (and hopes and dreams and agita) of the college sports 
world are all trained on Oakland, CaJlifornia, that unglamorous cousin of 

glittering San Francisco, right there in plain sight, just a few miles on the 

other side of the San Francisco Bay (why isn’t it call the Og~dand Bay?). 

OaMand Calitbmia’s St. Paul/Fort Worth is the site of the US Ninth 

Circuit Court of Appeals, where the legal proceedings for what is 

commonly known as "the O’Bannon case" are being played out. 

Yesterday US District Court Judge Claudia Wilken ruled that 18 

documents to’ruling 75 pages that had been submitted by the plaintifl?~ 

(O’Bannon’s side) would be unsealed. While your Clips Editor waa 

sleeping last night, a couple of energetic reporters (Jon Solomon of AL.com 

and Steve Berkowi~ of USA Today) dove into what Steve ret~rred to as a 

"trove of documents." 
Attorney’s in the (2’lips audience who’d like to directl3~ access court documents click 

~.e_z.~,. 

Being that the 75 pages contain mostly emaJ4 chains and now’s the highly 

appropriate time to remind Clips readers that email records have led to the 

downfall of many, even if they are itmocent. Here’s the Clips Email Golden 

Rule: If one feels the need to communicate something by e~nail something 

that one would not want his boss, enetny, wife/husband, mother, a federa~ 

investigator, a competitor or a judge to rea& then one should use an 
untraceable method of communication: unobserved sign language, face-to- 

face conversation, secure phone lines o~the old Mafia technique 

communicaling thorough a go-between. 

Cited in the articles below are several instances of potentially danming 
evidence culled farm emails of NCAA executives, EA, Sports Illustrated 

and the IEG consulting firm. 

One of the best/worst examples is the email below tYom one of Jon 



Solomon’s articles in which Jim Isch, then interim NCAA President (and 

now COO) lmnented the ongoing challenge that it has in being understood 

by its own members. This one might come back to bite the NCAA M~en 

the trial s~xts in June. 

In 2010, then-interim NC./~,I ~ 7~ of Communications Bob 

WilliamsJbrwarded to some high-ranking NC~,L~ officials a story 
in which then,~4aryland basketball coach Gary Williams said 

college athletes shouM be paid Gary Williams pointed to the 

new $11 billion NCAA Tountament television contract as 

justification for his suggestion to pay plc~ers $200 a month, but 

said the NCAA w ouM scO, there’s not enough money. 

"That’s what Nte NCAA will tell you, "Gary Williams said in the 

story, "but iJ)~ou aqd pay the revenue-producing sports" athletes, 

you would still have that money coming in that they exist on 

now. There’s’plenty (~’money (~]’the men~’ basketball 

tournament that you can pay men’s basketball players, football 

players, whatever, the revenue-produc#g sports’, and still have 

enough money to run other sports; andI think that’s’ why a lot of 

people (be#eve) they should be paid" 
Bob Williams forwarded the story via e-mail and wrote, ’7Q7, 

Gary Williams has come on #he s~tpporting pcc,ment to SAs _. 

and no surprise he doesn2 quite have the facts ~#ght. Apparently 
he also doest? know where the money f~)m the bundled ~#ghts’ 

agreement goes’.., right back to membership. I’m not sure there 

has been a proposal as he indicates ... ~md his school/co~¢Orence 

could certainly sponsor it if they truly be#eved it could/should be 
ckme. lie’s playing the oM card of blaming the ’NCAA ’ and 

forgetting that he is the NC,4A. " 

Jim lsch, the NC~ ’s outgoing interim president at the time and 

now the NC]4A’s CO0, responded to Bob Williams’ e-mail. 

’This again points’ to our challenge of communicating with our 

members, "Isch wrote. "We had the same challenged yesterday 

with the commissione~:s’. They are all better off tojust blame the 

I have written many times about the inaccurately and pervasively 

negative manner in which the NCAA is regulaxly portrayed, even by its’ 

own members! That is not a good thing. NCAA members should be 

praising the Association, not condemning it. If the NCAA is not ~en as 

being worthy of praise, "then every etfi~rt should be made to improve things, 

not just throw hands in the air and complain that members "blame the 
NCAA." Perception? Reality? You pick. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

NCAA opposes Ed O’Bannon plaintiffs’ latest class 
definition for live TV claims 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-27-14 

The NCAA opposes the Ed O’Bannon plaintitl~’ motion to amend its class 

definition, calling the two changes so significant that they require a request to 

certit) a new inj~mctive class. 
U.S. Dis~trict Judge Claudia Wilken said last week she is inclined to 

reconsider the class definition. The O’Bannon plaintiffs filed a motion for an 

amendment to the class, which seeks an injunction against NCAA 

restrictions over paying players. The new proposed class definition is: 
"All current and former student-athletes residing in the United States who 

compete on, or competed on, an NCAA Division I ... college or universib~ 

men’s basketbaJl team or on an NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision ... men’s 

football team and whose images, likenesses ancFor names may be, or have 

been, included or could have been included (by virtue of their appearance in 

a team roster) in gan~e footage or in videogames licensed or sold by 

Defendants, their co-conspirators, or their licensees." 

The proposed class definition added "the phrase "or could have been 

included (by virtue of their appearance in a team ros~ter).’’ The NCAA said 

it opposes this addition because it seeks to add athletes who never played 

in a game on television. 

"An (student-athlete) who never played in a televised gan~e has no plausible 



claim that his (name, image and likeness) licensing rights were restrained t~r 

such games," the NCAA wrote in its motion. "To j ustil~’ thei r amendment, 

(the plaintiffs) need to show how (student-athletes) MJo never played in any 

televised gmnes could have been restrained fi-om licensing their (n~une, 

image and likeness) for use in televised games. (The plafintift’s) ca,mot do 

’][’he O’Bannon plaintift’s have said college athletes would enter into group 

licenses and be paid for their nan~e, image and likeness rights for broadcast 
of ga*ne footage. 

The NCAA argues there is no evidence of any such group license in U.S. 

professional sports and cites testimony fi~om an O’Bannon expert and the 

NBA Players Association’s executive director, who said his member’s 

group licensing agreement doesfft include NBA television revenue. The 

NFL players’ contract grants name, image ~md likeness rights only tbr 

publicizing ~md promoting games, not for a license for ga*ne broadcasts, 

according to the NCAA. 

"In the pros, revenues fro,n broadcasts -- like revenues fio,n tickets, 

concessions, parking and the like -- can and do form the salary pool used 

to pay pro athletes for their performance," the NCAA wrote. "But no 

athlete is paid for an (name, image, likeness) license -- whether group or 
individual -- for appearance in live broadcasts." 

The new proposed class definition also deleted the phrase "after the 

conclusion of the athlete’s participation in inte~collegiate athletics" to define 

when the game footage or videogames were licensed or sold. The NCAA 

said that deletion should be denied because it expands the class into live 

broadcasts, an area in which the NCAA has sought summa .ry j udgment for 

in its t:avor. 

Lawyers lbr the O’Bannon plaintifl; wrote that the proposed amendment of 

the class is "ministerial and will not prejudice the NCAA." 

Jon Solomon writes for al. com. This article has been reprinted on Clips 

with the author’s permission. To access the al. corn home page click 

here 

NCAA leader about membership complaints: ’They 
are all better off to just blame the NCAA’ 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-27-14 

Even the NCAA says schools should blame the NCAA. The bla*ne-the- 

NC~%~k syndrome that often occurs over controversial issues in college 

sports was displayed in an internal NCAA e-mail filed this week as part of 

the Ed O’Bannon lawsuit. 

In 2010, then-interim NCAA Vice President of Commnnications Bob 
Williams forwarded to ,some high-ranking NCAA officials a sto~ in which 

then-Mao,land basketball coach Gao, Williams said college athletes should 

be paid. Gary Willia*ns pointed to the new $11 billion NCAA Tournament 

television contract as justification tbr his suggestion to pay players $200 a 

month, but said the NCAA would say there’s not enough money. 

"That’s what the NCAA will tell you," Gary Williams ~5~d in the story, "but if 

you did pay the revenne- producing sports athletes, you would still have that 
money coming in that they e:ds~t on now. There’s plen~ of money offthe 

men’s basketball tournament that you can pay ~nen’s basketball players, 

football players, whatever; the revenue-producing sports~ and s~till have 

enough ~noney to ran other sports, and I think that’s why a lot of people 
(believe) they should be paid." 

Bob Williams forwa*~led the story via e-mail and w~me, "FYI, Ga~ 

Williams has come on line supporting payment to SAs ... and no surprise he 

doesn’t quite have the facts right. Apparently he also doesn’t know where 
the money tix3m the bundled fights agreement goes ... right back to 

membership. I’m not sure there has been a proposal as he indicates ... and 

his school/conference could certainly sponsor it if they truly believed it 
could/should be done. He’s playing the old card of bla*ning the ~NCAA! and 

forgetting that he is the NC?~k." 

Jim Isch, the NC?u~Vs outgoing intemn president at the time and now the 

NC?~k’s chief operating office~; responded to Bob Williams’ e-mail. 

"This again points to our challenge of communicating with our members," 

Isch wrote. "We had the same challenged yesterday with the 

commissioners. They are all better offto just blame the NCAA." 

NCAA document: EA Sports and CLC sought to 
use college players’ names in video games 



~v Jo~ Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 
It’s no secret that media partners and companies with NCAA 

relationships have sought to push the envelope in recent years to u~ college 

athletes’ names and likenesses. Some of that interest was displayed in a 

document unsealed today in the Ed O’Barmon lawsuit. 

Electro:ffc Arts Sports and Collegiate Licensing Company sought in 2007 to 

use players’ names in video games, according to an NCAA docmnent fiom 

its stud>" group on the use of athletes’ names and likenesses. ’][’he document, 

which summarized guest comments at the meeting, noted that rosters were 

already embedded within video games. "hidden, in a way." 

"Using the rosters in the gmnes, and maybe the nmnes of s~mdent-athletes on 

jerseys in the gmne would be worthwhile," the NCAA document said in 

summarizing CLC’s position. "Reasons: 1) EA would put into each game all 

players on the entire roster and "they include over 140 Div. I schools in their 

gmnes; 2) Rosters are imbedded within the produc~,%ame (hidden, in a way) 

not on the cover/outside when you buy the product: and 3) this would wipe 

out #rd party infringers -- better to have schools/conferences and the 

NCAA control this." 

EA requested the abili~ to represent college athletes in the games "just as 

they are shown on TV broadcasts," according to the NCAA document. 
"This means putting s~dent-athlete names on rosters and on jerseys in the 

game, and secondarily using facial likenesses (this could be done in siages)." 

In exchange for more authentic video games, EA offered to recommit to 

ins~Nng NCAA- requested elements like "academic related features, APR, 

NCAA values etc.," the document said. E-mails previously relea~d in the 
O’Bannon suit showed the NCAA knew that EA made video games 

intending to match rea]-life characteristics of college athletes. 

EA and CLC announced a settlement with a]l plaintiIt; in September, 

although the agreement hasn’t been filed yet with the court for approval. ’][’he 
NCAA has not settled the video-game claims and is suing EA and CLC for 

not protecting the NCAA during settlement ta]ks. 

’][’he s~@ group meeting canoe at a time when the NCAA was trying to 
rewrite legislation for better sponsorship value and to address changing 

techi~olog?’. Other comments by companies during the meeting, according to 

the document: 

¯ Cingular and State Farm said they didn’t want to attach athletes in 

"any kind of endorsement way," but noted that not being able to u~ 

current athletes in footage and photos of advertisements and 

promotions "loses relevance with "the general public." 

¯ CLC did not favor changing the NCAA role prohibiting sale of 

jerseys with athletes’ names, but reques~ted relaxing rules related to 

photographs and paintings. "Schools would be better offif we 

controlled this area than having 3rd parties dictate it," the document 

said in summarizing CLC’s comments. 

¯ Nike requested that rules be changed to permit manufacturer’s logos 

to be included in congratulatou ads even if they include college 

athletes wearing apparel or equipment from that company. Michigan 

State identified concerus and benefits and said "this would be 

considered value-added to a sponsorship agreement - could have a 

tremendous impact," the NCAA document said. 

¯ CBS and ESPN wanted to use interviews with athletes to promote 

the broadcast, "ahnost a ’call to action’ by the student-athlete but 

willing to do it in a way that is permissible," the document said. 

"Question was raised whether tiffs should be okay for broadcast 

entities but not corporate entities???" CBS and ESPN were 
comfortable with the s~d~v group’s requirements, which the document 

described as "team vs. individual, clearly state the relationship, no 

s~dent- athlete/school/conference/NCAA voice referencing the 

broadcast partner or commercial entity- in a ’call to action.’" 
The NCAA document said that then-NCAA President Myles Brand didn’t 

view adapting new standards as "liberalizing the rules," but rather making 

them "more sensible." 

The document summarized part of Brand’s comments this way: "We can not 
exploit individual s~dent- athletes, but it is not clear what exploitation is -- 

an overlay to a key play is not a problem (even if it is focused on the 

quarterback) but we don’t want to have a student-athlete holding a phone 

or a bag of chips. Gan~e environmenv’plays vs. artificial enviromnent -- don’t 
directly endorse a specific product,’service." 

In another filing, an e-mail chain from Janum3~ 2008 showed an LSU 

athletics department otficial questioning the NCAA about whether Sports 



Illustrated was permitted to oiler a DVD commemorating LSU’s footbafl 

national title and if players in the DVD would thce eligibili~ questions. 

Leeland Zeller, who was the NCAA membership services associate 

director at the time, responded that an NCAA rules interpretation prohibits 

the use of the DVD as premimn content with a Sports Illustrated 

subscription. 

"Regaardless, SI does this ever yearY Zeller wrote. "If the school asks about 

it, they are advised to send a cease and desist letter, which prese~wes the 

eligiNli~ of the student-athletes. SI ignores the letter and we all go on abont 

our business." 

Ed O’Bannon suit expert: A 2010 Alabama football 
player would have made $47,330 from live TV 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 

l~][o~, much money a college athlete could make if the Ed O’Bannon 

antitrus~t lawsuit succeeds remains an unanswered quefftion. But documents 

unsealed in the case today provide at least one proposed model and shed 

insight into how pro leagues split revenue. 

O’Bannon economic expert Daniel Rascher es~timated that a football player 

on Alabama’s 2010 temn would have received $47,330 from live 
broadcasting revenue that year and abont $190,000 over fonr years. By 

contrast, a football player at USC would have received about $27,651 and 

roughly $110,000 over tbur years. 

Meanwhile, "the NBA and NHL split licensing revenue evenly betw’een the 

league and players, and the NFL provides players with roughly one-third, 

according to one document. The O’Bmmon plaintiil}s are attempting to 
remove restrictions against paying college athletes based on their nmne, 

image and likeness. 

The NBA had designated its licensing details confidential, but U.S. District 

Judge Claudia Wilken ruled the NBA had not adequately explained how 

disclosing the information would impact future negotiations with the playing’ 

union. The details were part of a report by O’Bannon economic expert 

Roger Noll, who has argued for a 50-50 split of licensing revenue for 

college athletes, including TV money. 

The 2011 NBA collective bargaining agreement caJls for a 50-50 split ofaJl 

licensing revenue. Noll’s report listed 41 product license agreements from 

the NBA Players Association. Details about the companies with NBA 

licensing agreements are part of his report except lbr the length of contract 

and financial terms, which are redacted. 

Noll wrote that the 2012 NFL collective bargaining agreement sets different 

"fractional splits" for diil~rent ~pes of revenue, "but the playem’ fraction of 

broadcast revenue is 55 percent." The NHL’s most recent collective 

bargaining agreement produced a 50- 50 split of revenue, the report said. 

"All of the examples above are a form of group agreement about sharing 

revenues when two ~pes of parties collaborate to create a licensed 

prodnct," Nofl wrote. "The standard result is an even split of revenue. The 

implication tbr this litigation is that in the absence of NCAA restrictions, 

student-athletes also would receive a 50 percent, not zero percent, of 

licensing income." 

At a summau j udgment hearing last week, O’Bannon attorney Michael 
Hausfeld faced some difficult questions from Wilken about whether the 

plaintiffs wanted college playem to receive licensing payments during their 

college cmeem or have ,noney put aside into a trust fund for after they 

leave. Hausfeld ultimately said he would be fine with an injunction aJdowing 
money to be put aside in a fund. 

"I’m not issning any injunctions until there’s a finding ofliabili~," Wilken said 

at the hearing. "And it p~obably wouldn’t be a question of compromising, it 

would be a question of what had been shown to be a violation. So if you 
want to compromise, I’m all for it. And we’ll "talk about that later, but I 

wouldn’t be compromising." 

Other nnsealed documents today reflected how much money college 

athletes conld receive from licensing under damages ca]cuhitions t?om 
Rascher. Some examples that were cited: 

A Michigan State men’s basketbaJl player in 2010-11 would have 
received about $275,675 that year from live broadcasting, compared 
to $191,512 from a UCLA player. 
Southern Miss football plwer DeAndre Brown would have earned 
$2,739 for 2008 yet conld have made much more at nearby schools 
Ole Miss ($20,098) and Mississippi State ($22,395). 
Back in 2007, Utah delbnsive end James Aiono would have earned 



$1,886 ayear at [Jtah, $3,336 at Utah State, and over $21,000 at 

Colorado. 

¯ Memphis basketball player Jelm~Kendrickwouldhave beeninline 

to receive $76,416 at Memphis in 2010, but over $219,000 at 

Tennessee. 

¯ Gonzaga basketball st~ Auslin Daye would have gotten $22,640 

from Gonzaga in 2007, yet could have earned much more at nearby 

Washington ($150,058) m~d Washington State ($136,390). 

The examples came from a report by NCAA expert Daniel Rubinfeld in an 

attempt to show competitive belance issues for teams if players were 

allowed to be paid. 

Wilken, the judge in the case, said last week she has a "problem" with the 

NCAA’s procompetitive a~umenks involving competitive balm~ce, 

amateurism m~d integrating athletics with education. Wilken said the case 

will move forward to a t~al s~ta~:ting June 9 if there is no settlement. 

Jon Solomon w~qtesJbr al. corn. This article has been reprinted on Clips 

with the author’s permission. To access the a£ com home p~ge click 

here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, 9:00 PM 

States, Michael James <mstates@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Hi Michael- 

I think I contacted you last ,/ear on behalf of my daughter’s assistant softball coach, was placed on the wait list and decided to try again this year 

after she had established in-state residency. I don’t think she retook the LSAT, but she has some interesting experience in intercollegiate athletics and is currently 

doing some compliance related work for a collegiate conference in California. She has also inherited the head coach position at I think 

has come by to meet with you, but I wanted to be sure her application got some TLC. 

Thanks and see you tomorrow. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h~~t-t~~p~~:~~~~~~s~~s~~r~~n~~:~c~~9~~~m~~j~~~~a~~u~~~t~~h~~~~~~r~~~y~~~2~~~4~~~8~~7~~~2~~~~~~ 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 

uric. 102 



Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

uric.102 {PAGE } 



Please register now for the annual ABCs of Banking Law, to be held Wednesday, April 2 in 

Charlotte. This program, in its third year, is sponsored by the Center for Banking and Finance 

at UNC School of Law. It is intended to provide an introduction to the banking law regulatory 
structure. It is designed for young attorneys and those who desire a basic framework in banking 

law, including in-house bank attorneys who do not work directly on bank regulatory issues, and 
business lawyers who want to understand how banking law impacts the banks with which their 

clients interact. Others who might benefit from the program include bank examiners and risk and 

compliance professionals. The program will be held at the Charlotte offices of Mayer Brown LLP. 

For more information, including an overview, hotel information, and the agenda, please visit 
http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/abcbanking/. If you will be traveling, please reserve your room 

before March 5 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. Make reservations at 
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/Properties/Charlotte/using the Group/Promo code AMAAMAA or 

call 800.241.3333 and reference: The UNC School of Law Room Block when making 

reservations. 

The program is followed by the 18th annual Banking Institute on April 3-4. There is a discounted 

rate available for attendees who also register for the Banking Institute. More information about 

the Banking Institute is available at http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstitute/. 
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Please register now for the annual UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, April 3 and 

Friday, April 4 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. This year’s Institute provides a valuable opportunity 

for industry participants to gather to discuss cyber-security threats, mortgage lending 
developments, the future of community banking, the changing landscape of enforcement, and 

the current Dodd-Frank Act areas of focus. Volume 18 of the North Carolina Banking Institute 
Journal will be distributed to all participants. 

Featured speakers include: 

Beth S. DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, 
CommunityOne Bancorp, CommunityOne Bank, N.A.; 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, Fannie Mae (dinner 
speaker delivering The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address); and 

Gail Hillebrand, Associate Director for Consumer Education & Engagement, Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (delivering The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture 

on Consumer Law). 

For more information, including an overview, hotel information, and the agenda, please visit the 

Banking Institute website (http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstitute). If you will be traveling, 
please reserve your room before March 5 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. Make reservations at 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/Properties/Charlotte/using the Group/Promo code AMAAMAA or 

call 800.241.3333 and reference: The UNC School of Law Room Block when making 

reservations. 
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notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 
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Atlantic Coast Conference 
Faculty Athletics Representatives, Athletics Directors, Senior Woman Administrators 

Joint Meeting 

MEETING ROOM 3 
GREENSBORO COLISEUM COMPLEX 

GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 

March 7, 2014 

1. Welcome. (Dr. Sam Pardue) 

2. NCAA Legislative Proposals. [Supplement No. 1] (All) 

a. Proposal 2013-17 

b. Proposal 2013-19 

c. Proposal 2013-20 

d. Proposal 2013-31-A and 2013-31-B 

3. Leadership Council Transfer Subcommittee [Supplement No. 2] (All.) 

4. Discussion on Early Recruiting [Supplement No. 3] (All) 

5. Other business. 

6. Adjournment. 
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Meals ....................................................................................... 
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Lynne M. Herndon, Director of Business Operations 
Atlantic Coast Conference, 4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
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Date: 
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NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-17--ATHLETIC S 
PERSONNEL--CONDUCT 

OF ATHLETICS 

PERSONNEL--FIRST AID, 
CPR AND AED 

CERTIFICATION 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet 
(Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To specify that each head 
coach and any other coach 
(including a strength and 
conditioning coach) who is 
employed full-time by the 
institution shall maintain 
current certification in first 
aid, cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR) and 
automatic external 
defibrillator (AED) use. 

The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well- 
Being states it is the responsibility of each 
member institution m protect the health of, and 
provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. The cardiac sudden death rate in 
NCAA student-athletes is one in 40,000; 
however, three in ever?’ 1,000 student-athletes 
may have an underlying heart condition. The 
typical emergency response time is eight to 10 
minutes, and survival rates decrease 10 percent 
every minute. First aid, CPR, and AED training 
is paramount for rendering first response 
emergency care. This certification requirement is 
intended to provide initial care until more skilled 
responders arrive to an emergency situation and 
is not intended to replace appropriate medical 
care and coverage. Mandatory CPR certification 
of coaches for every practice, conditioning 
session, and event is the key preliminary step 
toward activating medical care response for 
student-athletes. The growth of practice 
opportunities that include year-round exposures 
and extensive out-of-season sessions has greatly 
increased the likelihood that coaches will be the 
first to respond to a collapsed student-athlete. 

ACC Position in December 2013 - 
Support (11-4; UL Supports) 

Schools in Support: CU, DU, FSU, GT, 
UM, UNC, NCSU, UP, UVA, VT, WF 

¯ Schools in Opposition: BC, IMD, ND, SU 

Legislative Council: 
. Defeated an amendment to specify that an 
institutional staff member with current 
certification must be present at a physical 
countable athletically related activity. 
o Defeated an amendment to establish a 14- 
day grace period for certification and require 
that an institutional staff member with current 
certification be present at a physical 
countable athletically related activity during 
the grace period. 

Most institutions question if the manual is the 
best place for this recommendation. 

Recruiting Cabinet- Recommends Approval 



NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-19--PLAYING AND 
PRACTICE SEASONS-- 
FOOTBALL--PRESEASON 
PRACTICE AFTER FIVE- 
DAY ACCLIMATIZATION 
PERIOD--THREE HOURS 
OF RECOVERY TIME 
BETWEEN ANY SESSIONS 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Sports 
Management Cabinet 
(Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical 
Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: Immediate 

In football, to require at least 

three continuous hours of 
recovery time for student- 

athletes between any 
sessions (e.g., practices, 

walk-throughs) occurring 

during the preseason practice 

period and after the five-day 
acclimatization period. 

The NCAA Principle of Student-Athlete Well- 
Being states it is the responsibility of each 
member institution to protect the health of, and 
provide a safe environment for, each of its 
student-athletes. Although deaths from football 
drills have been reduced, risk exists and is 
greatest throughout the preseason period, not just 
during the first five days. Research supports heat 
acclimatization extending over a 14-day period. 
Therefore, risk extends beyond the five days, 
with additive effects of the environment, physical 
activity and equipment playing a role. The three- 
hour recovery period is important to allow 
student-athletes to dissipate and reduce body 
heat, eat food for energy, rehydrate and to 
prepare the body, both mentally and physically, 
for the next session. The opinion of sports 
medicine and sports science research experts is 
that three hours generally provides adequate 
recovery time to achieve the goals of recover3, 
between practice sessions. Reducing this 
recovery time increases risk of negative effects 
associated with inadequate recoveu. 
Dehydration has been shown to influence player 
safety as well as decrease exercise performance. 
Participation in strenuous activities while 
incurring environmental stress with additional 
equipment and/or clothing has also been proven 
to increase the risk of Exertional Heat Illness 
(EHI) occurrence in football. 

ACC Position in December 2013- Oppose 
(3-12; UL Supports) 

Schools in Support: CU, VT, WF 

Schools in Opposition: BC, DU, FSU, 

GT, MD, UM, UNC, NCSU, ND, UP, SU, 
UVA 

Legislative Council: 
. Defeated an amendment to specify that 
meetings and fihn review may occur during 
recovery time. 

Most institutions that were opposed in 

December were in favor of the amendment 
that was defeated by Legislative Council. 

Football Issues Committee - Recommends 
Approval 



NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-2ff--CI-UkMPIONSHIPS 
AND POSTSEASON 

FOOTBALL--ELIGIBILITY 
FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS-- 

STUDENT-ATHLETE 

ELIGIBILITY-- 
INELIGIBILITY FOR USE 

OF BANNED DRUGS-- 

DURATION OF 

INELIGIBILITY--STREET 
DRUGS 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Championships/Competition 

Cabinet (Committee on 
Competitive Safeguards and 

Medical Aspects of Sports) 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014; for tests occurring on or 
after August 1, 2014 

To specify that a student- 
athlete who, as a result of a 
drug test administered by the 
NCAA, is found to have 
used a substance in the 
banned drug class "street 
drugs" (in accordance with 
the testing methods 
authorized by the iExecutive 
Committee) shall be charged 
with the loss of competition 
during a minimum of 50 
percent of a season in all 
sports (at least the first 50 
percent of all contests or 
dates of competition in the 
season following the positive 
test). 

h~ December 2010, the NCAA Committee on 
Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of 
Sports (CSMAS) held a special Marijuana 
Summit to examine aspects of the NCAA 
marijuana policy, including medical marijuana 
and the penalty for a positive drug test. The 
committee recommended a reduction in the 
penalty for a marijuana positive drug test, as 
marijuana is not a performance enhancer, and not 
considered "cheating" in the same way as 
performance enhancing drugs. In addition, with a 
lesser sanction, there is more of an opportunity 
for member institutions to intervene and assist 
their student-athletes to correct the behavior. 
Requiring a student-athlete to be withheld from 
50 percent of the next season of competition in 
all sports after testing positive for a street drug 
remains one of the most severe standards of any 
sports-governing body, and will continue to be 
perceived as a serious penalty. Reducing the 
sanction provides the student-athlete the 
opportunity to remain in the program and 
participate in campus intervention (e.g., 
education, counseling and/or treatment) to 
correct behavior and then return to competition. 

ACC Position in December 2013- Oppose 
(4-11; UL Opposes) 

Schools in Support: UM, UNC, ND, WF 

Schools in Opposition: BC, CU, DU, 

FSU, GT, MD, NCSU, UP, SU, UVA, VT 

Most institutions are in opposition because of 

the message that is sent by decreasing 

penalty 

ACC SAAC - Unanimously Oppose 



NCAA PROPOSAL No. 
2013-31-A--AWARDS, 
BENEFITS AND 
EXPENSES--MEALS 
INCIDENTAL TO 

PRACTICE ACTIVITIES 

AND NONCOMPETITIVE 
EVENTS AND SNACKS AT 
ANY TIME 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

NCAA PROPOSAL No. 

2013-31-B--AWARDS, 
BENEFITS AND 

EXPENSES--MEALS 
INCIDENTAL TO 

PARTICIPATION AND 

SNACKS AT ANY TIME 

Source: NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council 

Effective Date: August 1, 
2014 

To specify that an institution 
may provide meals to 
student-athletes incidental to 
practice activities during the 
playing season and while a 
student-athlete is 
representing the institution 
in noncompetitive events 
(e.g., student-athlete 
advisoR committee meeting, 
media appearances); further 

This proposal permits an institution to provide 
meals to all student-athletes (scholarship and 
non-scholarship) at its discretion in conjunction 
with practice activities during the playing season 
and noncompetitive events. In addition, the 
proposal will allow institutions to provide snacks 
to student-athletes at their discretion. Such 
measures will help ensure that all student- 
athletes’ nutritional needs are met incidental to 
practice and other activities. It is not permissible 
to provide cash in lieu of the incidental meals 

to specify, that an institution 
may provide snacks to 
student-athletes at any time. 

To specify that an institution 
may provide meals to 
student-athletes at any time 
as a benefit incidental to 
participation; further, to 
specify that an institution 
may provide snacks to 
student-athletes at any time. 

and discretional snacks. 

This proposal permits an institution to provide 
meals to all student-athletes (scholarship and 
non-scholarship) at any time as a benefit 
incidental to participation. In addition, the 
proposal will allow institutions to provide snacks 
to student-athletes at their discretion. Such 
measures will help ensure that all student- 
athletes’ nutritional needs are met incidental to 
practice and other activities. It is not permissible 
to provide cash in lieu of the incidental meals 
and discretionmT snacks. 

ACC Position in December 2013 - 
Support (10-3; UL Supports) 

¯ Schools in Support: BC, CU, IDU, GT, 
MD, UM, NCSU, SU, UVA, VT 

¯ Schools in Opposition: FSU, UNC, WF 

¯ Schools Abstaining: ND, UP 

Points to Consider: 
. Meals may NOT be provided outside of the 
playing season. 
. Not intended to replace regular meals, 
which are covered by full grant-in-aid. 

UVA, UM, CU, NCSU prefer B over A 

ACC SAAC - Unanimously Support 
ACC Position in December 2013 - 
Support (7-6; UL Supports) 

° Schools in Support: CU, DU, MD, UM, 

NCSU, SU, UVA 

¯ Schools in Opposition: BC, IFSU, GT, 

UNC, VT, WF 

° Schools Abstaining: ND, UP 

Points to Consider: 
o Meals may be provided outside of the 
playing season at the institution’s discretion. 
o Not intended to replace regular meals, 
which are covered by full grant-in-aid. 

UVA, UM, CU, NCSU prefer B over A 

ACC SAAC - Unanimously Support 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

Februaxy 19, 2014 

TO: NCAA Division I Directors of Athletics. 

FROM: Amy Huchthausen, Commissioner, America East Conference. 
Chair, NCAA Division I Leadership Council Transfer Issues Subcommittee. 

SUBJECT: Undergraduate Transfer Recommendation - Please Provide Feedback To Your Conference 
Office By February 25. 

In recognition of the role the director of athletics serves in helping keep his or her institution informed of 
legislation-related issues, I am writing to make sure you axe a~vare of the NCAA Division I Leadership 
Council Transfer Issues Subcommittee’s recommendation related to undergraduate transfers, ~vhich was 
developed following a year-long examination of the issue. The recommendation, which was initially 
presented in concept to the NCAA Division I Leadership Council in October 2013 and reviewed in 
JaJauaxy 2014, is expected to be acted on during the Leadership Council’s April meeting. I ask you to 
please ~vork with your campus, including your baseball, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, football and 
men’s ice hockey coaches and your athletics compliance office to discuss the recommendation and share 
your institution’s position ~vith your conference office by Tuesday, February 25. 

During its Januaxy meeting, the Leadership Council asked tbr additional membership feedback on a 
recommendation from the subcommittee that would, if supported, change the way relief for undergraduate 
traJasfer waiver requests for student-athletes who are not eligible to use the one-time transfer exception is 
considered. The Division I Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators (CCACA) 
is collecting feedback to share with the subcommittee and the Leadership Council and, on February" 17, the 
coaches associations for baseball, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, football and men’s ice hockey 
were provided a summary of the recommendation to share with their NCAA Division I coaches and were 
asked to encourage the coaches to talk with you and your compliance office to help develop your 
institution’s position on the recommendation. The CCACA is aware of this outreach effort, and your 
campus’s feedback will help ensure the CCACA is able to provide comprehensive feedback before the 
Leadership Council’s April meeting. 

To help prepare you for the conversation, here is a summary of the subcommittee’s recommendation for 
undergraduate transfer student-athletes: 

¯ Immediate eligibility no longer provided as relief for an5’ reason for undergraduate transfer 



student-athletes who are not eligible to use the one-time transfer exception. 
Instead, a one-year extension of the five-year clock may be granted to the student-athlete based on 
mitigating circumstances, providing the student-athlete needs a sixth year of eligibility to 
complete four seasons of competition. 
Mitigating circumstances would continue to be evaluated under the NCAA Division I Legislative 
Council Subcommittee for Legislative Reliet~s waiver policies and guidelines. 
This policy change would be effective immediately for tra_nsfer student-athletes who enroll during 
the 2014-15 academic year. 

For additional information about the recommendation, including the Leadership Council’s comment on the 
effective date, an excerpt from the report of the Leadership Council’s Janum)7 16 meeting is available 
here. 

During your campus’s conversation, please discuss whether you support the current approach, which 
provides student-athletes an opportunity to receive a waiver that grants immediate eligibility, or support 
the subcommittee’s recommendation, which would not permit a waiver to grant immediate eligibility but 
would permit a waiver allowing a sixth year of eligibility to complete four seasons of competition. 

Thank you for your engagement in this important issue. If you have questions about any of this 

reformation, please contact Kris Richardson (krichardson@ncaa.org), one of the subcommittee’s staff 

liaisons. 

cc: Division I Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

AH:br 



EXCERPT FROM THE REPORT OF THE 
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 

DIVISION I LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
JANUARY 16, 2014, MEETING 

Report from the NCAA Division I Leadership Council Transfer Issues Subcommittee. The 
Council considered two recommendations from the Leadership Council Transfer Issues 
Subcommittee regarding options for relief for transfer waiver requests for student-athletes who are 
not eligible to use the one-time transfer exception. The Transfer Issues Subcommittee recommended 
that the NCAA Division I Leadership Council for~vard the following recommendations to the NCAA 
Division I Board of Directors for approval: 

Undergraduate Student-Athlete Transfer Waiver Requests. That NCAA Division I 
Legislative Council Subcommittee on Legislative Relief (SLR) policies be amended to 
specify that immediate eligibility no longer be provided as relief for any reason for student- 
athletes who are not eligible to use the one-time transfer exception. Instead, the SLR would 
be granted limited authority from the NCAA Division I Student-Athlete Reinstatement 
Committee (SAR), as amended in its policies, to grant a one-year extension of the five-year 
clock for mitigating circumstances. Any mitigation would continue to be evaluated under 
SLR waiver policies and guidelines. This policy change would be effective immediately for 
transfer student-athletes who enroll during the 2014-15 academic year. 

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL ACTION: The Council’s vote to approve the 
recommendation failed. (For 12, Against 13, Abstain 1 - Six not voting.) 

The Council expressed support for the subcommittee’s position regarding undergraduate 
transfer waivers; however, due to the timing of the Council’s receipt of the recommendation, 
it requested additional membership feedback prior to the April Leadership Council meeting. 
The Council asked that the recommendation be placed on the agenda for the April 2014 
Leadership Council meeting as an action item to be effective for those undergraduate transfer 
students who enroll during the 2015-16 academic year. 

Graduate Student Transfer Waiver Requests. That SLR policies be amended to specify 
that immediate eligibility no longer be provided as waiver relief for any reason in 
circumstances in which NCAA Bylaw 14.1.8.1 (One-Time Transfer Exception for Graduate 
Students) is not satisfied. Instead, the SLR would be granted limited authority from SAR, as 
amended in its policies, to grant a one-year extension of the five-year clock as relief for 
mitigating circumstances. Any mitigation would continue to be evaluated under SLR waiver 
policies and guidelines. Graduate students in these sports who transfer may continue to apply 
the provisions of Bylaw 14.1.8.1 (One-Time Transfer Exception for Graduate Students) and 
be immediately eligible upon transfer if the legislated conditions are satisfied. 

The Leadership Council agreed that the issue of graduate student transfers requires a broader 
membership review of the applicable legislation and should be considered by the appropriate 
body in the new Division I governance structure. 
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SPORTS 

Committing 
Grade 

to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th 

By NATHANIEL POPPER JAN. 26.2014 

SANFORD, iFla.-Before Haley Berg was done with middle school, she had the 

numbers for 16 college soccer coaches programmed into the iPhone she protected 

with a Justin Bieber case. 

She was all of 14, but Iitales, as her friends call her, was alrea@ weighing 

offers to attend the University of Colorado, Texas A&M and the University of 

Texas, f?ee of charge. 

Haley is not a once-in-a-generation talent like LeBron James. She just 

happens to be a very good soccer player, and that is now valu.able enou.gh to set off 

a frenzy among college coaches, even when --or especially when -the athlete in 

question has not attended a day of high school. For Haley, the process ended last 

summer, a few weeks before ninth grade began, when she called the coach at Texas 

to accept her offer of a scholarship four years later. 

’NVhen I started in seventh grade, I didn’t think they would talk to me that 

early,’~ .Haley, now 15, said after a tournament late last month in Central Florida, 

where Texas coaches showed up to watch her juke past defenders, blond ponytail 

bouncing behind. 

"Even the coaches told me, ’Wow, we’re recruiting an eighth grader,’ " she 

said. 

In today’s sports world, students are offered full scholarships before they have 

taken their first College Boards, or even the Prelimina~T SAT exams. Coaches at 

colleges large and small flock to watch 13- and 14-year-old girls who they hope will 

http:/iww’w’.nytimes.comi2014/01/2Tsportsicommitting~to~play-for-a-college-then-starting-9th-gr... 2/20/2014 
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fill out their future rosters. This is happening despite N,C.A.A. rules that appear to 

explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accelerated 

over the last five years, according to the coaches involved. It is generally traced 

back to the professionalization of college and youth sports, a shift that has 

transfomaed soccer and other recreational sports from after-school activities into 

regimens requiring strength coaches and managers. 

The practice has atnacted little public notice, except when it has occasionally 

happened in football and in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and 

interviews with coaches indicate that it is actually occurring much more frequently 

in sports that never make a dime for their colleges. 

Early scouting has also become more prevalent in women’s sports than men’s, 

in part because girls mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an 

unintended consequence of Title IX, the federal law that requires eq~.al spending on 

men’s and women’s sports.Colleges have sharply increased the number of women’s 

sports scholarships they offer, leading to a growing number of coaches chasing 

talent pools that have not expanded as quickly. In soccer, ~r instance, there are 

322 women’s soccer teams in the highest division, up from 82 in 1990. There are 

nOW 204 men’s soccer tea~:~ls. 

"In women’s soccer, there are more scholarships than there are good players," 

said Peter Albright, the coach at Richmond and a regular critic of early recruiting. 

"In men’s sports, it’s the opposite." 

While women’s soccer is generally viewed as having led the way in early 

recruiting, lacrosse, "~olle?~oall and field hockey have been following a~~d 

occasionally sm~passing it, and other women’s and men’s sports are becoming 

involved each year when coaches realize a possibility of getting an edge. 

Precise numbers are difficult to come by, but an analysis done for The New 

York Times by the National Collegiate Scouting Association, a company that 

consults with_ families on the recruiting process, shows that while only 5 percent of 

men’s basketball players and 4 percent of football players who use the company 

commit to colleges early ~before the official recruiting process begins --the 

numbers are 3(+ percent in women’s lacrosse and 24 percent in womeffs soccer~ 

At univ’ersities with_ dite teams like North Carolina and Texas, the rosters are 

almost entirdy filled by the time official recruiting begins. 

ht:tp:i,:www.nylimes.comi2014i01127isports,:com mitring-to-play ~for-a-coll ege-the~-starting4)th-gr... 2,20,.2014 
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While the fierce competition for good female players encourages the pursuit 

of younger recruits, men’s soccer has retained a comparably relaxed rhythm -- 

only 8 percent of N.C.S.A.’s male soccer athletes commit early° 

For girls and boys, the trend is gaining steam despite the unhappiness of 

many of the coaches and parents who are most heavily involved, many of whom 

worry about the psychological and physical toll it is taking on youngsters. 

"It’s detrimental to the whole development of the sport, and to the girls," 

Haley’s future coach at Texas, Angela Kelly, said. at- the Florida tournament. 

The difticulty, according to Ms. Kelly and many other coaches, is that if they 

do not do it, other coaches will, and will snap up all of the best players. Many 

parents and. girls say that committing early ensures they do not miss out- on 

scholarship 1honey. 

After the weekend in Florida, the coach at Virginia, Steve Swanson, said, "To 

me, it’s the singular biggest problem in college athletics." 

The N.C.A.A. rules designed to prevent all of this indicate that coaches cannot 

call players until July aider their junior year of high school. Players are not 

supposed to commit to a college until signing a letter of intent in the spring of 

their senior year° 

But these rules have enormous and widely understood loopholes. The easiest 

way for coaches to circumvent the rules is by contacting the students through their 

high school or club coaches. Once the students are alerted, they ca~ reach out to 

the college coaches themselves with few limits on what they can talk about or how 

often they can call. 

Haley said she was having phone conversations with college coaches nearly 

eve~5~ night during the eighth grade. 

’It’s Killing All of Us’ 

The early recruiting machine was on display during the iFlorida tournament, 

where Haley played alongside hundreds of other teenage girls at a sprawling 

complex of perfectly mowed fields. 

A Sunday aftemooi~ game between 14-year-olds from Texas a~d Ohio drew 

coaches from Miami, Arizona, Texas and. U.C.L.A. -the most recent Division I 

national champion. Milling among them was the most storied coach in women’s 

soccer, Anson Dorrance of North Carolina, who wore a dark hat and stmglasses 

that made him look like a poker player as he scanned the field. 

http:/iww’w’.nytimes.comi2014/01/2Tsportsicommitting~to~play-for-a-college-then-starting-9th-gr... 2/20/2014 
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Mr. Do~a’ance, who has won 22 national championships as a coach, said he 

was spending his entire weekend focusing on the youngest girls at the tournament, 

those in the eighth and ninth grades. Mr. Don’ance is credited with being one of 

the first coaches to look at younger players, but he says he is not happy about- the 

way the practice has evolved. 

"It’s killing all of us," he said. 

Mr. Dorrance’s biggest complaint is that he is increasingly making early offers 

to players who do not pan out years later. 

"~fyou can’t make a decision on one or two looks, they go to your competitor, 

and they make an offer," he said. "You are under this huge pressure to make a 

scholarship oiler on their first visit." 

The result has been a growing number of girls who come to playfor him at 

North Carolina and end up sitting on the bench. 

"It’s killing the kids that go places and don’t play," he said. "It’s killing the 

schools that have all the scholarships tied up in kids who can’t play at their 

level. It’s just, well, it’s actually rather destructive." 

The organizer of the Florida event, the Elite Clubs National League, was set up 

a few years ago to help bring together the best girls’ soccer teams from around the 

count~5~, largely for the sake of recruiters.At the recent event, in an Orlando 

suburb, an estimated 6oo college coaches attended as 158 teams played on 17 

fields over the course of tl~’ee days. 

Scouts were given a hospitality tent as well as a special area next to the team 

benches, not accessible to parents, to set up their folding chairs. Nearly eve~, 

youth club had a pamphlet--handed out by a parent during the games -- with a 

head shot, academic records, soccer achievements and personal contact 

infb~anation for each player. 

While the older teams, for girls in their final two years of high school, drew 

crowds of recruiters, they were generally from smaller and less competitive 

universities. Coaches from colleges vying for national championships, like Mr. 

Dorrance, spent most of their weekend watching the youngest age group. 

Despite the rush, there is a growling desire among many coaching groups to 

push back. At a meeting of women’s lacrosse coaches in December, nearly every 

group session was dedicated to complaints about how quickly the trend was 

moving and discussions about how it might be reversed. In 2012, the 
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Intercollegiate Men’s Lacrosse Coaches Association proposed rule changes to the 

N.C.A.A. to curtail early recruiting° But the N.C.A.A. declined to take them up, 

pointing to a moratorimn on new recruiting rules. (At the same time, though, the 

N.C.A.A. passed new rules allowing unlimited texting and calls to basketball 

recruits at an earlier age.) 

"The most frustrating piece is that we haven’t been able to get any traction with 

the NoC.A.Ao," said Dora Starsia, the men’s lacrosse coach at Virginia° "There’s a 

sense that the N.C.A.A. doesn’t want to address this topic at all." 

In an interview, Steve Mallonee, the managing director of academic and 

membership affairs for the N.C.A.A., reiterated his organization’s moratorium on 

new recruiting rules. He said. the new rules on texting and calling were allowed. 

because they were a "presidential initiative." 

Mr. Mallonee said the N.C.A.A. did not track early recruiting because it 

happened outside of official channels. He added that new rules trying to restrict 

the practice would, be hard. to enforce because of the unofficial nature of the 

commitments. 

"We are t~Ting to be practical and realistic and not adopt a bunch of roles that 

are unenforceable and too difficult to monitor," he said. 

Chub Coaches in Key Role 

The early recruiting system has given significant power to club coaches, who 

serve as gatekeepers and agents for their players° 

One of the most outspoken critics of this process is Rory Dames, the coach of 

one of the most successful youth club teams, the Chicago Eclipse. In Florida, 

Dames kept a watchful eye on his players between games, at the pool at the 

Marriott where they were staying. As the 14- and 15-year-old girls went down the 

water slide, he listed the colleges that had called him to express interest in each 

one. 

"Notre Dame, North Carolina and Florida State have called abom her," he said 

as one ninth grader barreled down the slide. 

Another slid down behind her. "U.N.C., U.C.L.A. and I can’t even remember 

who else called me about her," he said. 

Mr. Dames said that he kept a good relationship with those programs but that 

he generally refused to connect colleges with girls before their sophomore year in 
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high school, when he thinks they are too young to be making decisions about what 

college to attend. 

Some colleges, though, do not take no for an answer and try to get to his 

players through team managers or other parents. After one such email was 

forwarded to him, Mr. Dames shot back his own message to the coach: "How you 

think this reflects positively on your university I would love to hear." 

He did not hear back. Mr. Dames said that when his players wait, they find 

scholarship money is still available. 

Most club coaches, though, are more cooperative than Mr. Dames and view it 

as their job to help facilitate the process, even if they think it is happening too 

early. 

Michael O’Neill, the director of coaching at one of the top clubs in New Jersey, 

Players Development Academy, said that he and his staff helped set up phone calls 

so his players did not miss out on opportunities. They also rotor the players on 

handling the process. 

"You almost have to," Mr. O’Neill said. "If you don’t, you can get left betfind." 

Once the colleges manage to connect with a player, they have to deal with the 

prohibition on making a formal scholarship offer before a player’s final year of 

high school. But there is now a well-evolved process that is infmrnal but 

considered essentially binding by all sides. Most sports have popular websites 

where commitments are tallied, and coaches can keep up with who is on and off 

the market~ 

Either side can make a different decision after an info~nal commitment, but 

this happens infrequemly because players are expected to stop talking with 

coaches from other programs and can lose offers if they are spotted shopping 

around. For their part, coaches usually stop recruiting other players. 

"You play this goofy game of musical chairs," said Alfred Yen, a law prol~?ssor 

at Boston College who has written a scholarly article on the topic and also saw it 

up close when his son was being recruited to play soccer. "Only in this game, if you 

are sitting in a chair, someone can pull it out t¥om under you." 

Mr. Yen said that colleges with&ew their offers to two boys his son played 

with, one of whom ended up in junior college and the other at a significantly less 

prestigious university. Other players who made early decisions went to colleges 

where they were unhappy, leading them to transfer. 

http :iiwww. w~imes, comi20 l 4;/01127isportsicommirtmg~to-play-for-a~eoll ege-then-starting-9th-gr... 2/20/2014 
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The process can be particularly tricky for universities with high academic 

standards. 

Ivy League colleges, which generally have the toughest standards for 

admission, generally avoid recruiting high school freshmen, but the programs do 

not stay out of the process altogether, according to coaches at the colleges, who 

spoke on the condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss 

the topic. 

Two Ivy League coaches said they were generally able to look at players with a 

grade-point average above 3.7 and a score above 2,ooo on the College Boards- 

out of 2,4oo -- nmch lower than the standard for nonathlete applicants. Ivy 

League coaches can put their recruits on a list of preferred candidates given to 

admissions officers, who in turn help the process along by telling coaches in the 

summer after an athlete’s junior year whether the player is likely to be admitted -- 

months before other applicants find 

Fearing a Toll on iMinds 

At the Florida tournament, many players said they had given up all other 

recreational sports in middle school to play soccer year round. 

A growing bo@ of academic studies has suggested that this sort of 

specialization can take a toll on young bodies, leading to higher rates ofh\imy. 

For many parents, though, the biggest worry is the psychological pressure 

falling on adolescents, who are often ill equipped to d.eter~nine what they will want 

to study in college, and where. 

These issues were evident on the last morning of the Florida event, on the 

sidelines of a game involving the Dallas Sting. Scott Lewis, the father of a high 

school sophomore, said Ns daughter switched to play for the Sting before this 

season because her old team was not helping steer the recruiting process enough. 

He watched scholarship offers snapped up by girls on other teams, he said. 

"Is it a little bit sick? Yeah," he said. "You are a little young to do this, but if 

you don’t, the other kids are going to." 

A parent standing next to Mr. Lewis, Tami McKeon, said, "It’s caused this 

downward spiral for everybo@." The spiral is moving much faster, she said., than 

when her older daughter went through the recruiting process three years ago. 

Ms. McKeon’s younger daughter~ Kyla, was one of four players on the Sting 

who committed to colleges last season as freshmen. Kyla spent almost 30 minutes 

http: ii~,,n~,tim es. comi2014/01/2 7isportsicommit-ti~~g-to-pla~,~-for-a-coll ege-then-starting-9th-gr. ,. 2/20/2014 
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a day writing emails to coaches and setting up phone calls. The coaches at two 

programs wanted to talk eyeD" week to track her progress. Tt~oughout the year, 

Kyla said, she "would have these little breakdow~s." 

"You are making this big life decision when you are a frestunan in high school," 

she said.. "Youknow what you want in a week, but it’s hard to predict what you’ll 

want in four years." 

Kyla said that when she told Arkansas that she was accepting its offer, she was 

happy about her choice, but it was as if a burden had been lifted from her. 

’"~ love just being done with it," she said. 

2014 The New York Times Company 

http:/iwwwonytimes,com/2014/0 ~ ~27.,"sportsicommitting-to~pl~9z-for-a-college~then~start:mg-gt~gr,.. 2,:’20:"2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L -~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday,             4:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Today’s Meeting 

---It was a p~easu,’e to meet you a~c~ hear about a~{ of your wonderful options, [ hope you will choose Carolina Law, but all your’ choices are good 
choices. I enjoyed watching your admission to the ~aw school. What a thrH~ for you and for me. 

Let me know ~f you have ar~y que~;th:ms and i[ we do ~}ersui~de you to come here, pk~se ~;t.:)p by next yei~r ~?t}d 5;~y he]k). 

k~ssa Broome 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:23 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Today’s Meeting 

Greetings Professor 
i war,ted to thar, k you again fbr ta~ng the tm~e to mee~ with me this morning. I fhel i now have a much better understar~di~ of what 
factors I should be considering as I prepare to make my law school decision, and I am so excited to have L~C as aa option. There is a 

veU good chance we will be seeing each other on campus this coming fall, if not beR~re. 
A~I the best. 

University o~" North (3aroima at Chapel iii]1 

Environrrtenta[ Sgudies and Economics, (;lass 

~ve.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 4:30 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Re: crazy weather - national weather service warning 

image001.jpg; image004.jpg 

Sounds good. Be safe. 

Lissa 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 3:31 PM, "Bortz, Conrad" <cbo~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Lissa, 

According to NWS, we have another ice event (freezing rain 3_:lpm -4am) coming... I guess I’ll be bothering you in the morning via text if it’s 

unsafe/unwise to drive in. 

-I’11 approve TIMS on Monday as we don’t know. 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

http://www:law.unc.eduicent ersibanking 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

The world breaks everyone, and a~terward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



Chancellor’ s Cabinet 

South Building 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

Dear Cabinet Members: 

On September 13, 2013, Student Action of Workers (SAW), a lo~i ~apter of United Students Against 

noted that doing so would hold licensees more accoun!~b!~ fo~ worker ~fety in Bangladesh. 

The Licensing Labor Code Advisor" Conm~ittee ~aC) was tasked w~th ~mining tiffs request and 

providing a repo~ to the Chancellor’s cabinet. In d~de~ ~:~ provide::~ more comprehensive analysis, the 

committee also investigated alternative options for im:pr~v~ng ~rk~r safety in Bang~desh~ including 

The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker S~fe~ ~he AllianCe) ~ following is the r@~rt prepared by the 

LLCAC and it includes recommendatiofi~ fo~ ~deration 

Executive Summa~ ..... .... 

After investigating the cour~ :~f speaking with numerous 

stakeholders (Appendix D ~tails t~e ~mttee g ~rk)~: the 
Committee is putting fon~ ~o pos~b!e recommendations for the Chancellor’s Cabinet to consider:~ 

.... .... 

(1) Require ~ i~o:ees g:S~re~ c0I[~ prod~~ in Bangladesh to sign The Accord on Fire 

an~ ~ing Safe~y ~ ~an;~. 

(2) RequirO ~ licensees S~ng cSl!~pte product in Bangladesh to join and maintain 

membersh~ ~ ~he Accord ~Fire an~: Building Safety in Bangladesh and!or The Alliance for 

Bangladesh W~k.e~ Safeq an~ allow I~C to evaluate the effectiveness of the a~eements over 

[a period of time]: ~ ~:~e~ if mandating done of/he two ~peci~is program~ best meets the 
University’s Licensifi~ ~ Code of Conduct. 

Although the committee agrees that both options are worthy of consideration and should be presented 

for review, the vast majority of the committee is in favor of moving forward with option one for the 

following mare reasons: 

* The Accord is legally binding and enforceable. 

* The University’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct states license~s agree to take effective 

actions to achieve the ~maximum possible compliance" with the University’s Code. 

The Accord takes a ve~ strong stance in favor of human and worker rights which the 

committee perceived ~vould allo~v the University to maintain its leadership role in these areas. 



As with an?’ option, however, there are both potential benefits as well as possible drawbacks. A detailed 

analysis of the pros and cons of each option above are outlined in Appendix G. Options that were 

considered but not recommended above are included in Appendix F. Peer institutions decisions are 

outlined in Appendix H. 

Depending on the University’s position, it is important to note that the following implementation 

decisions will likely also need to be addressed: 

¯ The date by which a licensee must comply with the University’s decision. 

¯ The date used to determine if a licensee was sourcing co!:!~i~te product in Bangladesh and, 

therefore, subject to the agreement requirements (i.e. T~ ~cord uses January 1, 2013). 

~?_~__t_l_~__r.ill non-compliant licensees’ contracts ~ii_l_~i~ immediately terminated or w_b_.?_.~__b_.?_.~ill the 

Universi~ will review this requirement during::}h~::ii~newal ~g 

The committee did not address these implementa~i~ !gsues,~ieci.~;ic’n.~; as th~ ~epende, s,4 on the 
University’s overall position. The infom~ation the E~E~C has been able to gat!i~g: in terms of peer 

institutions’ implementation plans are included in ApO:a~i~ 
:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The remainder of this binder provides ad:aiti~! infonnation::~} ~ay be helpful in the Cabinet’s 

consideration of this important decision. ~ W~:’d)t! w~:~me t~ ~p~rtunity, to further discuss the 
Conm~ittee’s work with Cabm~ members directly. T~ ~9:p for ~ur ~upport of the Comrmttee. 

Sincerely, ..... ......... 

Meredith Wei~g ..... .... .... 

Associate Vi~ ~ancellor fo} N)~inesg::Servi:~es and Administration 

Interim Associate Ni:ce Chancell~ for ............... Ene~i ~nvironment, Health, and Campus Safety 

Chair, Licensing ~ ~de adv~)~-::::::::::::::::: Con~tee 

Derek Lochbaum 

Director of Trademarks and Licensing 

Cc: I~icensing Labor Code Advisory, Committee Members 



List of Appendices 

A. The Office of Trademarks and Licensing Ove~Tiew 

B. Licensing Labor Code Advisory Comrmttee Overview 

C. Licensing Labor Code Adviso~ Committee Membership and Biographies 

D. Work of the Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee 

E. Bangladesh Overview 

F. Ot~tions Considered 

G. Pros and Cons for Recommended Options One and Two 

H. Peer Decision Overview .... 

I. Statements and Articles Regarding Peer Decisions 

J. UNCLicenseesDisclosingFactoriesinBanglad~s~iiifo~::C~l~rYear2013 
K. TheAccordonFireandBuildingSafetyinB~d3sh 
L. TheAlliance~brBangladeshWorkerSafe~yiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ........ 

M. A Comparison of The Accord and The Al~c~ 

N. FeesAssociatedwithTheAccordandTheAil~:~ .... 

O. [~C’sLicensingLaborCodeo~:nduct 

P. Cotmn~ications in Support of 

Q. CommunicationsinSupportofT~Ai~i~anc~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

................. ........ 



Appendix A 

The Office of Trademarks and Licensing Overview 

The Office of Trademarks and Licensing was established by the Universi’~’s Board of Trustees on 

August 13, 1982. The department reports to the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Finance and 

Administration. 

The office works to protect and prolnote the Universi~7’s brand through the management of its names, 

logos, landmarks and other distinctive assets. Through appropriate and active marketing of these valued 

assets, it strives to generate revenue that supports the educationa~ ~[s of the University and its 
students.                          :: .... 

All net trademark revenue from these efforts is directed ~: ~h~::Offi~ ~:Student Scholarships - seventy- 

five percent for need-based scholarships and twenty:~fiv~ for merit-bag:~ ~s:holarships. At the 

contnbut~ }3~92~,334 toward conclusion of FY 2012-13, the program ..... : :i :: :: ~ 
S{~t:: scholarships, the second 

best year in program’s histoq. During the past acaa~p year, more than 2,0:~ ~!udents received 
scholarships that were funded by this contribution. :: ........ :     :: .... 

3" " ~ The program currently has, .~ 8 compame~ !~;~n.~0 to util~d ~niversit¥ .......... marks on products. 

Approximately seventy percent of our trad~rk ~{)~{me com~ fro~ apparel items, thirty.- from non- 

apparel. 



Appendix B 

Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee Overview 

The Chancellor’s Task Force on Labor Codes in Licensing was created by Chancellor Michael Hooker 

in March 1998. Its role was to advise the Chancellor on the University’s options for responding to 

concerns that UNC logoed products might be manufactured under labor conditions that did not align 

with the Universi~s ideals and values. 

In February 1999, the University adopted a Licensing Labor Code of Conduct (~Code") designed to 

ensure fair working conditions in factories where its logoed goo~ ~i~ :produced. The Universi~ became 

founding members of both the Worker Rights Consortium (W~! ~Sd Fair Labor Association @’LA). 

The University continues to affiliate with these organizati~ i~ ~r to comply with the Code. 

After the adoption of the Universiq’s Code (Appendi~ (~)~ the Chanc~l!~i~ Task Force on Labor Codes 

in Licensing was reconstituted as the Licensing L~or ~ode Advisory Cd~}i~ee. Since its inception, 

the Committee has been composed of faculty, stud~i~i ~nd administrators::::: a~ i~es as an advisory. 

committee to the Chancellor. It attends to questions of ~ Uniy:~it’~’s ........................ Code, itg ~:ementation, and its 

enforcement. Working with other interested ~}~keholder~! ih~ ~lr~i~rsity has helped ~: remedy violations 

to the University’s Code and improve th~ li~i~ ~ ~yorkers a~S~N: the globe. 



Appendix C 

Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee Membership and Biographies 

The current Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee is chaired by Meredith Weiss and includes the 

following appointees: 

Faculty Representatives 

¯ Daniel Gitte~nan, Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 
¯ ElizabethItaddix, Staff Attorney, School of Law 
¯ Steve May, Associate Professor, Communicati~i ~udies 
¯ Layna Mosley, Professor, Political Science:: .... 
¯ Dennis Mumby, Professor, Colrm~unicati~ ~m~!es 
¯ Meenu Tewari, Associate Professor, ~i~ N:Rd:~i~l Plamaing 

Ex-Officio Representatives .... ........ .... 

I~issa Broome, Wells Fargo Pr~N~g:~r of Banking Law ~d ~irector of the Center for 
Banking and Finance, Faculq X~i~ic Representative .... .... 

¯ Bubba Cunningham, Director of A~et~s :: :      :: .... 

¯ Derek Lochbaum, 
¯ Shirley Oft, Associat~ ~ro~i~ ~nd Direc[:~ ~:Scholarships and Student Aid 
¯ Meredith Weiss, Assoc~::V~ ~hancellor for ~usiness Services and 

Administration; Interim N~gciat~: Vi~ ~hance:i~or for Energy, Environment, Health, 
and Cam~ ~fetv 

Student Representi~s .... 

Michaei::~da~s, Und~graduate N~dent 

~::::~nt 



Daniel Gitterman~ Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

Professor Gitterman received a B.A. from Connecticut College, an M.A. from the University of 

Pem~sylvania, and an A.M. and Ph.D. in Political Science from Brown University. Gitterman was an 

Exchange Scholar at the Harvard University Ph.D. program in Health Policy and completed a National 

Institute of Health ~H) postdoctoral fellowship at the Universi~ of California at Berkeley. He has 

received the Ta~er Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching and the JoN~ L. Sanders Award 

for Excellence in Undergrad~te Teaching and Se~ice at Carolina. He se~es as Acting Chair and 

Director of Graduate Studies in the Department of Public Policy, and Director of the Honors Carolina 

Burch Field Research Seminar in Domestic and International Affa~ ~Washington, DC). At Carolina, he 

has received fellowships from the Institute of ~ts and Human~ ~AEademic Leadership Program) and 

the Global Research ~stitute (inaugural program Globaliza~ th~ Economic Crisis and the ~ture of 

North Carolina). In 2013, Gitterman was inducted into Th~ Orde{ ~e Long Leaf Pine, an award 

bestowed by the Governor to North Carolina citizens::~ ~6gnition 6~a ~yoven record of service to the 

Gittem~an’s research interests include: the America~ w~fare s ta~ ~pd politics::6f ~:cial policy, and the 
political economy of globalization and l~2r standardsi::N~2~osting PO,ch~eksr; 7~e Politics of 
Supporting America ~" Working Poor, p~)~ by Broo[]~ ~titution Press, examines the role of 
federal income tax and minimum wage i~ s@p~rt~g low ind~ uorking families in the United States. 
Gitterman has published on the politics of:~)dI~on::and lag~ ~}~n&rds, including "European 
Inte~ation and Labor Market Cooperation: A ~omparativ~::Regio~] ~rspective" and "A Race to the 

 ot om, a to and  abor 
Stan~rds." .......... .... .... 

(http ://gri.unc. ed~/people/dgn~cgitte~n~ 

~li~abeth ~da~5 ~oi~ed the ~N~ Cen~ fo~ Civil m~t~ in ~(~. After ea~in~ he~ ~.a. f~om ~uke 
University in :]~%: ~izabeth ~da~ tau~ ~ani~h at So~th~e~t ~d~e¢ombe ~i~ S~hool nea~ Vine 
~op~, ~c. she e~N~: he~ J.~. frdN th~ Uni~::~i~’ of ~orth C~o]ina S~hoo] of ~ in ~99~ a~d wa~ 
awarded a fe]lowsN~ from the Nat~N] association for Public ~nterest ~aw, w~ch she used to represent 
~ow-in~ome wo~ker~ ~ ~ ~t:aff ~ttom~y at the ~o~h Caro]in~ JustiCe Center. ~ddi~ then entered private 
pr~ti~e with the employment ~ ~)~ ~i~hts fi~ of ~de]~tein a Payee in aa~ei~h, ~C, and Continued 
to represent worker~ a~ supO:o~ ~tto~ey to U~ ~o~a~ ~S0, the ~C Pub~i~ Servi~e Wo~ker~ U~ion, who~e 
principal challenge continues t~ winning public employee collective bargaining rights for ~o~B 
Carolina workers. Since 2005, Haddix has had a solo law practice serving low-income workers across 
the state, many of whom speak only Spanish, Haddix’s second language. Haddix specialized in 
employment discrimination claims under both state and federal law. 

J.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1998), B.A., Duke University (1992) 

(http:!/wx~m~.law.unc.edu!directory!haddixelizabethm,9 



Steve May, Associate Professor, Organizational Communication 

B.A. and M.A., Purdue University; Ph.D., University of Utah.Interpersonal and Organizational 
Communication. Dr. May’s interests include interpretive and critical studies of organizational 
communication, post-structuralist theo~, and boundaries among work/family, labor/leisure, and 
private!public. He is currently studying organizational ethics and corporate social responsibility. 

Current Research: Dr. May’s research focuses on the relationship between work and identity, as it 

relates to the boundaries of public/private, work/family, and labor/leisure. His research has explored the 
role of corporate counseling programs during organizational change and crisis, including downsizing, 

labor strikes, and accidents. Most recently, he has studied the cha!!~nges and opportunities for 
organizational ethics and corporate social responsibility, includin~ ~onmaon ethical dile~ranas and key 

practices of organizational ethics and corporate social resp~:~ibiliii i 

(https://communc.edu/faculty-and-staff/facult~/steve ........ ....... 

Layna Mosley, Professor, Political Science::::::::::: ........ 

Layna Mosley specializes in international relations, i:fiiernationa] ~!itical econ~NN ::and comparative 

political economy. Her research explore:~ the impact of::integ~!~: investors on :~ii~nal policy choices 

in both developed and developing countri~ ~9 is the hUmOr ~::Global Capital and National 
Goverr~nents (Cambridge University Pre~i ~0}) and Labor::Ri~s and Multinational Production 

(Cambridge University Press 2011). Her a~i~!~S :~v~ ~pPeared ]~ ih~::American Political Science 
Review, Imemational Studie~::~orterly, IntdN~!ionaI::~nizatiom an~: Review of International 
Political Economy. Mosl~yi~ ~).t ~esearch :inv~stig~i ~.e i~act :~ foreign direct investors on 
workers’ rights in devel~i~g::nati0~i Ne politid~ ~:~bigfi:::~i and the role of the private sector in 

the global governance o~ financial ma!ke~s:::::::::::::::: : ......... .... 

(http :i/politica!:~i~c. ed6ip~!~N~a!~i~fasulty :directow-a-cilayna-mo sley) 

Dennis MuNb:y, Profess6:~! O~gani~i~gl Comm:un~htion 

Professor Mumb~i g:~ceived his B ~ from S~ffield Hallam University, U.K; M.A. and Ph.D. in Organizational C m    cation  outhe   llinois U versity, Carbondale. 
His current research fo:~u~:: on the::re~tionships among discourse, power, and organizing. Ite is 

particularly interested in p{~:~ ~ ~ontrol and resistance, and the ways in which this dialectic is 

discursively produced, maint~n~i find transformed. Relatedly, I am interested in exploring the 
relationship between gender and:::identity, and examining how processes of organizational control and 
resistance are tied to gendered organizational identities. More recently I have become interested in 
issues of power and identity in the context of post-Fordist organizing processes. I recently completed a 
textbook on Organizational Co~ranunication, written for an tmdergraduate audience, and I am currently 
co-editing the third edition of the Sage t tandbook of Organizational Communication. 

(http:/icolrm~.unc.eduifaculty-and-staf~i/facultyidennis-mulnby/) 



Meenu Te~ari, Associate Professor, City and Regional Plam~ing 

Dr. Tewari works on the political economy of economic and industrial development, poverty alleviation, 
small firms, and the urban informal economy from a comparative, institutional perspective. She teaches 
in the areas of economic development, historical and institutional analysis of development processes, 
and microeconomics. 

Dr. Tewari’s research focuses on comparative local economic development, upgrading and adjustment in 
developed and developing countries. She is particularly interested in the implications of global 
competition for firms, workers, public sector institutions and local economies, as well as the prospects 

for upward mobility in regions that are restructuring. Her research~plores why, and under what 
conditions, are some regions, firn~s, workers and institutions m~ ~i~ to deal resiliently and 

irmovatively with the pressures of globalization than others;::~ w~at kinds of institutional 
arrangements and circumstances help diffuse these capabi~iti~ wk|~l~ within the regional economy. 

Dr. Tewari is a member of the Research and Advis2~ ~mittee of t~ ~titute of Small Enterprise 
Development in India, and has served as a consu!~an! wlth the United Na[~ :~ndustrial Development 

Organization, the World Bank, International Labd{ ~anization, the Asian :D~v~:!opment Bank, and the 
Inter-American Development Bank. She taught at MIT from 19~ ~: 1999 as l~tur~:y in Economic 

Development and Urban Plam~ing. Prior::~ that, she wa~ ~ ~i~)~oral fellow at :the IFO Institute ~br 
Economic Research in Munich, Gern~any 

Ph.D. Massachusetts Institute of Techi~olo~y ~d~noi~::Devel~pm~t, International and Regional 
Platming), M.C.P. and S.M. ~i~::~ Massactm~tts It~:~ute ~ Ted~N~!~g5’ (Economic Development, 
Housing and Human Sett!~m~n~i ~i Arch. Sdh~9:! of ~!~ ~d A~itecture, New Delhi. 

(http://planning.unc.edu~!~,:facul~i~eenutew:~ii 

Lissa Broome~ N~!~ F~rgo Pf~N~ ~f ~i~g Law ~nd Director of the Center ~br Banking and 
Finance .... .... 

Lissa Lat~iii ~[:9ome is the :~re~Dr ;~the ~:Dhool’s ~:~nter for Banking and Finance, and she serves as 

faculty advisor ~ the North Car~!i~: Ba~ ~nstitute Journal. She also heads the school’s Director 

Diversity Initiati~i w~ich works [~ i~crease :~hder, racial, and ethnic diversity on the boards of 
directors of publicly::~ra~dcorporaii~s::::::::::::::::::: in North Carolina and throughout the United States. 

Broome became a membe{ ~ th~ G~tgia bar in 1982 and practiced until 1984 in the banking area with 

the Atlanta firm of King & ~!d~:i In 1984~ she joined the UNC-Chapel ttill facul~ and is a member 
of the North Carolina bar. Her t~:~ching interests include commercial law and banking law. 

Broome was the recipient of the McCall Award for Teaching Excellence in 1986, 1992, 1995, and 1998. 
In 2009, she was inducted into the newly-created McCall Master Teachers’ Society for Teaching 
Excellence. From 1993 to 1995, Broome served as the law school’s associate dean for academic affairs. 
She is a member of the American Law Institute, the American College of Commercial Finance Lawyers, 
and the North Carolina International Women’s Forum. Since July l, 2010, Broome has served as the 
University’s Faculty Athletics Representative to the Atlantic Coast Conference and the NCAA. 



Broome majored in finance at the University of Illinois and obtained her J.D. from ttarvard La~v School, 
where she se~Ted as an editor of the FIarvardLaw Review. Upon graduation from law school, she 

clerked for Judge Alvin B. Rubin of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana. 

(http:!/wx~x.law.unc.edu!faculty!directory!broomelissalamkm/) 

Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

Cunningham officially began his duties at UNC on November 14, 2011, succeeding long-time AID Dick 

Baddour. Cunningham is the seventh director of athletics in Caro!m~:history. One of Cupmingham’s first 
accomplishments at UNC was the development of a strategic p!:an fo~::Carolina athletics. A plam~ing 

COlrm~ittee worked with Dr. Paul Friga, associate professor of ~i~i~gw~ and entrepreneua:ship at Carolina’s 

Kenan-Flagler School of Business throughout the process: ~n~ ~at~ the mission statement- "We 
Educate and Inspire Through Athletics." The plan als~ i~:~nfi:fied four ~ore values for Carolina 
Athletics- Responsibility, Innovation, Se~ice and ~hce.    :: .... 

College athletics has seen many changes in recent:~:~ and C~in, am h~ ~01ina ositioned to ..................... gh :: .................. p 
have a voice in the on-going conversation about the future, whe[~ jt is in the ~{~te :gniversity system, 

the Atlantic Coast Conference or at the ~::~ level. X~ ~art ~{NC’s commitm:~nt to excellence, he 
commissioned a compliance review by :~ ~){~de firm and i~ ~)~ently designing a ~aster plan for 

facilities. 

.... 
The UNC women’s atNetics p~[:~m captwS{ }~e 20 I:3 ~p~:~al ~ ~p, wNch is awarded to the best 
men’s and women’s Divis~ ~ ath{)~:~ pro~a~ ~p th~ ~n~ ggr w~ning its first Capital One Cup, 
the Tar Heels earned $20~0:0 tow~ ~,udent-afl~.]~ ~h6larghi~ ~gd a spot at the annual ESPY 

Awards show in Los An~}~:::::::::::::::: : ......... .... 

Carolina stud~:nt{~te~:::exce:~ ~ {h~ ~:~ as::we~. During the 2012-13 academic calendar, a 

record 329 ::~tud~nt~{~i{{~ ~ade :the ~CC A~:~de~::H~n~r Roll, wl~ch requires a cumulative GPA of 

at least 3.~ fo{ {he year. Ifi::{~ fa:]l of 2~?~ 120 student-athletes made the Dean’s List, and 129 did so in 
the spring .... :     :: .... 

Cu~ingham earn~g ~is::::::::::: bachelor’S:and::::::: maste~g deg, rees in business a~inistration, both from Notre 
Dame, in 1984 and I ~ respectiv~~:: :::::::::::::::::::: 

~ttp:/!w~.goheels.con~w~’ti~lg.dbml?ATCLID=205694768&DB_OE~ID=3350& SITE=~C 

&DB_OE~ID=3350) .... :: 

Derek Lochbaura, Director of Trademarks and Licensing 

Derek joined The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttilFs administration in August of 2004. With 

a background in Sports Marketing, Eve. nt Management,"            Higher Education and Tourism, he brings a 

unique perspective to the licensing business. 

As the Director of Trademarks and Licensing, Derek’s current responsibilities include the overall 

direction and day-to-day management of the University’s licensing program. He is a past Board member 

of the International Collegiate Licensing Association (President in 2009-10) and the Fair Labor 



Association. And, he has become a regular presenter, on various topics, at industry workshops and 

seminars. 

Prior to arriving in Chapel ttill, Derek held the Manager of Trademark Licensing position at The 

Pelmsylvania State Universi’u. In June of 2004, he was honored to receive ICLA’s Synergw~ Award, 

presented to the Licensing Program of the Year. 

Past professional experience includes a stint as the Director of Tourism for Lycoming County (PA), 

home to the Little League World Series. He worked closely with students as an Academic Advisor at 

Georgia State University. And, he provided expertise to numerous::~porting events around the count~ as 
an Event Coordinator *Br ProSe~’, Inc. 

Derek holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Business MaB~)~ :from The Pennsylvania State 

Umversity and a Masters of Science de~ee in Educati~n:::w~h::a C:~ration in Sports Administration, 
from Georgia State Universi~. .... 

~erek Lochbaum) 

Shirley O~, Associate Provost and Dir~}~r of Schola~sh~:::~n.~ ~dent Aid .... 

Shirley ~t admimsters a comprehensivd: ~ro~a ~:~ over $3:~ ~!lion in student aid funds to 20,500 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional :~{)cte~{g ~: advise~ ~mpus ad~mstrators on matters 
related to tuition, student aid p:~:~:~:~y, student :~ :rese~re~ ~ nati~{~ ~sues and trends related to the 
role of student aid in high~ ~d~ finance2 ~:ior t0::~)g ~:~p~l ~ill in 1997, Shirley served as 
deputy director for stud~n~ fi~:~nci~l ~:at the Wa~hj:~ ::St~i~ ~er Education Coordinating Board 
for 18 years. SNrley is ~{~v~ in natid~al: student ~{~ ~gg0ciations~:::dgmonstrating leadership on issues 
related to access, affordabiti~ g~d student success. :S~gCe 2006 she has served as a Trustee of the 
College Board ~nd ~:gntly ~rv~ ~ V~ir. S~l~y is the author of the Carolina Covenant~, a 

~’no loans" pro~ ~f fi)~ial,::g~de~ic ~g ~)~{~a:l ~}ppo~ made available by the Umversity to 
high-achi¢~{g~ :gtudents frdm ~w-i~{~m~ backgdu~:~ttp://www.unc.eduicarolinacovenantO. 

Shirley holds :~ ~helor’s degr~{ ~ histd~y from Spring Arbor University, a M. A. in medieval histo,3, 
from Western ~{~{~n Universi~ ~nd a J :D~ from Seattle Universi~, School of Law. She remains an 
active member of t~ Washin ~on 8~ate Bar Association 

~ttp://provost.unc.edu/ab~ut){hq:~ffi~:e/executive-staff/shirley-a-ort0 

Meredith Weiss, Associate Vi~::Chancellor for Business Services and Administration, ~terim 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Ener~’, Enviroun~ent, Health and Campus Safe~ 

Dr. Meredith Weiss was appointed Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 

in 2012. Weiss comes to the post from the School of Law, where she served two years as assistant dean 

for information tectmolog?T and six years as associate dean for administration, finance and information 

technology.. 

Weiss earned her bachelor’s degree in human resources froln the University of Delaware, has Master’s 

degrees in business administration and information science ~}om North Carolina Central University, 



holds a Master of Science in instructional technology and certificate in distance learning and 

administration from East Carolina University, and received a Ph.D. in information science from UNC at 

Chapel ttilFs School of Information and Libra~7 Science. Meredith holds an adjunct appointmem at 

UNC’s School of Information and Library Science as well as teaches online executive MBA and PhD 

courses across the country. Her academic interests include information technology management, 

leadership, evidence-based management, business analytics, human resources, and distance education. 

(http://fabsa.unc.edu/MeredithWeissBiography) 



Appendix D 

Work of the Liccnsin g Labor Code Advisory Committee 

Academic Year 2013-2014 

The LLCAC met five times during the 2013-14 academic year. In addition to materials reviewed, 

several interested stakeholders and invited guests met with the Committee. The following individuals~ as 

well as, Committee Members, participated in our discussions. 

October 31, 2013 

¯ Student Action with Workers .... 

December 3, 2013 .... .... 

¯ Professor Richard "Pete" Andrews .......... ....... ..... 

¯ Student Action with Workers .... .... 

January 15, 2014 .... ......... .... 

¯ Joe Bozich, CEO, Knights Apparei ........ .... 

Phil Ma~g~N:~::~re~:tor of Com~!ia~i VF: ~rati6n 
::::::::::::::: .......................... 

Tom :S{hupper, S0:{~g] Compligfi~ Manager, VF Corporation 

Kalpona::Nkte~ B~!~:~h Cent~ for Worker Solidarity 



Appendix E 

Bangladesh Overview 

Bangladesh is the second largest garment exporting country in the world (China is the largest). It ranks 

third, behind China and Vietnam, in apparel imports by the U.S. There are approximately 3,500 apparel 

factories, employing three million workers, representing eight?- percent of the Bangladesh~s export 

economy. In calendar year 2013, twenty UNC licensees disclosed a total of 37 collegiate factories in 

Bangladesh (Appendix J). 

Tragically, over the last two years, over 1,500 people have died i~ ~ngladeshi factories, the victims of 

fires and building collapses. Of the four worst disasters in th~ hi~idry of the global apparel industry’, 

three have occurred in the last two years, all in Bangladeshi m~i ~ably, the Tazreen Fashions (112 

deaths - factory~ fire 2012), All Enterprises (262 death~ ~ :faCtOry fii’~ ~!! 2), and the Rand Plaza (1,132 
deaths - factory collapse 2013)tragedies. 

These disasters can be attributed to poor building ;~n~ruction and maintena:~i i:nadequate safety 

systems, lack of government oversight and loose soui~ing prac}i~ by ........................ brands a~a ~ilers. Sadly, the 

Bangladesh factories where these trage~i~ ~:~urred had::~)~ pre~Tiously inspected:by brands through 

various auditing protocols. Unfortunately! th~ ~i~::�ontributi~ factors in the deaths of these workers- 
the absence of properly constructed fire eX:i~ ~n~ ~aw~:~ buildi~ ~struction - were not a part of the 

standard, industry audit .... 

In June 2013, the United ~ssuspended ....................... ..................... Bangl~desh~g ~artici~atig~ in the Generalized System of 

Preferences (GSP) progr~i which gi~ preferem~i ~ade status to less developed countries. Although 

the GSP progra~ d~::::~?ot in~i~de :~ar~! ~rts, t~ ~ved indicated that the U.S. govermnent 

In the past }~:~wo importa~i )givate :i~ig~ives have formed around the issue of fire and building 

safety in Bangl:~). Each initidii~.i~ :bring:~ ~gether a separate group of brands and retailers; The 

Accord on Fire and ~i!ding Safety ii}:Bangl~:~esh (Appendix K) and The Alliance for Bangladesh 

Worker Safety (Appe~N5 ~). Both ~h~ Accord and The Alliance hope to improve factoq safety 
through programs that wil~ ~dre~ factory inspections, worker trainings, and the resources needed to 

make the necessary’ factory ::i~ents over the next five years. Of the twenty UNC licensees that 
disclosed collegiate factories in:: B:angladesh during calendar year 2013, six have signed The Accord and 

two have signed The Alliance (this includes one company that has signed both). Each initiative is in the 

early stages of execution, beginning with factory inspections. A good deal of committee time was spent 

discussing the similarities and differences between these two agreements. (Appendix 



Appendix F 

Options Considered 

The committee considered seven options. Two have been recommended for the Cabinet’s consideration. 

Five others were discussed but not recommended. 

Options Recommended for Consideration 

(1) Require LrNC licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to sign The Accord on Fire 

and Building Safety in Bangladesh. 

(2) Require UNC licensees sourcing collegiate product i~:~angi~desh to join and maintain 

membership in The Accord on Fire and Building S:afe}y i~ ~ngladesh and!or The Alliance for 

Bangladesh Worker Safeg~ and allow LrNC to ~v~!~ the ~ffe~}veness of the agreements over 

[a period of time] to determine if lnandatin~ ~ i~ific prograN ~::meets the University’s 
Licensing Labor Code of Conduct. ........ .... 

(3) Do nothing.           : : ...... 

In response to the recent ~i~ i:P Banglad~i ~he committee believes this is not in- 

line with the University’s p~iiti~ ~ ~:is’ ~:i~!! ~d safety. 

(4) Reconunend UNC::~i~i~ i~}:n The Xiiia~ce o~y ::: 
UNC lic~g::hav~: ~!~gdy chog~ ~ ~iD Thd::N~g:d which takes a very strong stance 

in favor,,c lm~:~n as:t" ~ and w~ker righ~gi : ........ 

(5) Reconmae~0 UNC lice~ d~N ~t!i ~ Alli~!i~: and The Accord. 

fei:~ thi~ wouict )i~ ~ ~cessary financial burden on licensees (i.e. 

:excess dues)! ~ ~: not :~N that joini:~ goth would be better than fully meeting the 

.... requirements of~ 0r th~ ~ther. 

(6) Recommend ~C licensee! i);urcing ;~llegiate product in Bangladesh to join and maintain 

membership i~ ~.e::Accord ~n Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh and/or The Alliance for 
Bangladesh Wor~ ~fe~ ~N allow UNC to evaluate the effectiveness of the agreemems over 

[a period of time] to :a~}~nnh~e if mandating a specific program best meets the University’s 
Licensing Labor Code d~ Conduct. 

The committee discussed this briefly but did not believe it is a strong stance in-line with 

the University’s position on workers’ rights and safety. 

(7) Require [YNC licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to sign The Accord on Fire 

and Building Safety in Bangladesh or demonstrate to UNC that they are fully meeting and 

enforcing the University’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct in regard to providing a safe and 

healthy ~vork environment in Bangladesh consistent with The Accord’s principles. 

The committee discussed this option at length and overall decided that this put too much 

risk on the University to be able to determine compliance. 



Appendix G 

Pros and Cons for Recommended Options One and Two 

Option One 

Require UNC licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to sign The Accord on Fire and 

Building Safety in Bangladesh. 

Potential Pros: 

The Accord is a five-year, legally binding and enforceable agreement. 

Currently’, the 151 signatories to The Accord::~pr~ent approximately 1,800 factories 

and 2 million workers (Appendix K). 

Rigorous fire and building safety inspe~!~g~:::~d ~y qualified, independent safety 
experts, will be conducted in licens~ ~:upplier fa~to~i~s in Bangladesh. 

Inspection reports ~vill be publi~:~!~ di~:closed. .... 

Ensures all repairs and renova~i~i ~ecessary to make ~upp~i~r factories safe, as 

determined through the inspecti~ ~cess, .......... wi!~ )e made. 

Signatories are held l~lly respon~i~ for :~i~ associated w:~ ~pairs ......... or 

renovations to factori~ ~:~ell as pro,):~ ~pensation for wor~:~s during the repair 
period. ..... 

Licensees ,,ill allow wd~::r~}~)~!!ves into }~ir factories to educate workers 

about w~kp~ ~afety an~ w~rker ~ght~! 

Sign~to~ ,,’ill c~:~ doing b~i~ ~ith any: ~plier that fails to comply with The 

Accord ~tme~ 

.... Universitv~ Code:i ~ihis may be::~eived as providing the maximum possible 

.... :: compliance::and p wa~ ~ ~nsure this is achieved. 
~ ~ord requirements wd:~k| apply to all signatory, factories in Bangladesh. 
o P~vi~es the Univer:sity an opportuni~ to maintain its leadership role on human and 

o Requi~i~ !ip~g to sign would be consistent with the University’s mission to 

improve ~i~ty ~d to help solve the world’s greatest problems. 

o The Universi[y would respond similarly to nine other Universities (Brown University, 

Duke University, University of Pennsylvania, Columbia University, New York 

University, Temple Universi~ Comell University, Georgetown University and the 

Permsylvania State University) that have made a commitment to support The Accord. 

o Should a future tragedy occur in a Bangladeshi facto~3~ sourcing UNC-logoed 

merchandise, the University will have taken what is currently perceived to be a strong 

proactive stance in helping improve the facto~ conditions and workers~ lives. 

o The University may possibly receive positive feedback for making this decision. 



o Student Action with Workers (http:!/uncsaw.wordpress.cor~/), Progressive Faculty 

Network (http:i/progfacunc.wordpress.com/), and Student Congress 

(https :/!congress.unc. e&~/) are in favor of this reco~r~nendation. 

o The Worker Rights Consortium (http:/iwu~v.workersrights.org/) board recommends 

this action. 

o Workers’ rights organizations in Bangladesh support this reconm~endation. 

Potential Cons: 

o Will be the first time the Universit:y has required a licensee to implement a specific 

strategy (in this case, signing a particular agreement) to ensure the licensee meets its 

obligation for one Labor Code element (in thi:~ ~i~:, the safe and healthy working 

environment element). UNC already requ!~ ~i~nsees to meet this obligation but 

currently does not mandate how this is ~ ~ ~ehi?:yed. 

o The University would be requiring !:~;~:::;!!~n;ees :~ !!~n a five-year conmaitment to a 

new, untested agreement that is !::~} ~inning to cd~duc~ organizational inspections. 

o In requiring licensees to sign t~ii a~eement, UNC is p~rl~ap:~ sending a message that 

this is the only way to achieve ~:: ~fe :~nd healthy working::envi~0nment in 
Bangladesh. ........ .... 

o Does not acknowledg~ tho~:~ compan~i inciu~ing two of our c~nt licensees, that 

have committed to ma~ imp~0vements::gy ~igning The Alliance for Bangladesh 

Worker Safety. ...... .... 

o This agre~t::~nly addr~i~ on~ ~ur~i~:~ count~i ~angladesh. 

o Although.~N~i~ I~icensing ~;i~b0r �~de ~:~uct applies to a licensee’s collegiate 

prodt~ii~~ only,::~i }~ould r~quire ~ ~mp~} i~ bring its entire Bangladeshi supply 

chain U~ ~he requirements. .... 

~: ~i~?~sees ~y )? fo~ to ~pend:~ney (dues and repairs) company-~vide because 

Fourteen ~urrent :ii~sees magi ~ be renewed even though they may believe they 

.... are meetin~ ~ir recl~Nent under our licensing labor code of conduct through an 

.... ~l}ernative strategy. ()n:~ ~ur licensees, VF Corporation, has signed The Alliance 

.... and ~0es not sh~i interest ~:n signing The Accord. Thirteen other current licensees 

ha~;~ ~::j oined @her group (Appendix J). 
o Poten~ }oss o~nsee revenue. Current licensees sourcing product in Bangladesh 

that have :~} ii~:~d The Accord to date paid approximately $700,000 in UNC 
licensing rev:~ue in FY13 (See Appendix J for Royalties Paid Per I ~icensee). 

o Loss of licensing revenue means a reduction in contribution to student scholarships. 

o Potential for some impact on NC based firms (VF Corporation in Greensboro, NC 

and MJ Soffe in Fayetteville~ NC). 

o There may be a disruption in supply of UNC merchandise to certain cham~els of 

distribution. 

o Legal concerns have been expressed by VF Corporation. 



Option Two 

Require UNC licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to join and maintain membership in 

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh and/or The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker 

Safety and allow UNC to evaluate the effectiveness of the agreements over [a period of time] to 

determine if mandating a specific program best meets the University’s Licensing Labor Code of 

Conduct. 

Potential Pros: 

Assuming The Accord is signed, all the pros from Option A apply. 

Assuming The Alliance is signed (Appendi~ ~2)}h~ following pros apply: 

Fire and building safety inspectiq~i !~)y qualified, safety experts, will be 

conducted in licensee supplie~ fa~i~:ieg::i~ ~ngladesh, based on a shared 

(Alliance and Accord)safe~y ~spection stfi~d. 

Requests that all repair~ and ~novations nece~g~ :to make supplier factories 

safe, as deterufined ~du~ ~Oe inspection proce;:~ ~ :made. 
A mechanism to repo~ unsafe facto~::~nditions is ~v~lable. 

¯ Licensees wq~fl~:~ five ye~~s. 

The University ~y pgssibly rec~v~)ositive feedback for maMng tNs 

decision.       ::::::::: ..... .... 

No matter which agreem~g ~s si~S~ t~ follo~g::pros would additionally apply: 

Oi~g gur::licensees::~goppo~gNty ~ decid~ which agreement best fits their 

" ::UN~ is bei~ ~pen to t~ ~gsibility tha[:ihere may be more than one way to 
adhi~ a s~fe ~ healthy: ~rking em ironment. 

:::::::::::::::: 

..... Allowg th~ Un~v~ : ::to observe and asses the progress and effectiveness of 

.... ......................... : ~h agreement ove~:::~ ~i~d :~f time. 

.... R:~quig~me~ wp~ld be c0X~i~tent with the Universit? ’s mission to improve 

.... ....... soci~ ~:d to ~i~ ~glve the world’s greatest problems. 

.... Should g future trS~ay occur in a Bangladeshi factory" sourcing UNC-logoed 

.... :merchandiSe the University will have taken a proactive stance in helping 

.... improvq th~ factory conditions and workers’ lives. 
¯ ~ ap~iy to all signatory~ factories in Bangladesh. 
¯ Brin~g ihe expertise and resources of both organizations into the collegiate 

industry’. 

Less potential for lost revenue and accompanying student scholarship 

contributions. 

Less potential impact on state-based companies (VF Corporation from 

Greensboro, NC and MJ Soffe f~om Fayetteville, NC). 

Less potential for disruption in supply of LrNC merchandise. 

Potential Cons: 



Assuming The Alliance is signed the following cons apply: 
¯ The Alliance may not be considered as strong of an agreement as The Accord. 
¯ The lack of a legally binding and enforceable document may not the best way 

to ensure a safe and healthy working enviro~maent in Bangladesh. 

Alliance signatories represent a smaller group (26 companies, approximately 

70(! factories and 1.28 million workers). 
¯ Alliance inspectors are not independent, they are chosen by the signatory. 
¯ Inspection reports are not required to be provided to worker representatives. 
¯ Limited transparency in terms of disclosing reports and findings publically. 
¯ 

Does not include "right to refuse to w~i ~rovision for workers. 
¯ Signatories are able to exit Allianc~ with penalties, after the second year. 
¯ Signatories are not required to l~av~ ~n~fe factories. 
¯ Funds are set aside to pay w~rki~ for 10::~)~work but payments are not 

required under agreemen~I .... 

Does not require signalizing ~0 help workers fi~ ne~ work if factory is 
permanently closed. 

¯ Unions are not on The Allianc~oa~ : ........................ 

Funding and :!~n~:gill be mad~ ~ii~bi~ for factory~ rep~ and signatories 

may also fund ~iary ::~epairs bfi~ ~1 responsibility does not ultimately 
and legally fall t:~ ~gI~i~:r: Instead ~t. i~ :negotiated between the parties. 

:::::::::::::::::: 
¯ D0~:~::~:~t require t~ !icens~ ~ ~i~ a fi)~!~:~r, legally binding and 

.... ~fo}~N~:: agreem ~nt ....... 

¯ ~ possibi~ ~h~y a licen~ m~ ~hoo~ ~ i~:ave a factory’ rather than making all 

:ih~ ~:pairs ~ renovati0:~ n~cessary. 

~: ~::~:natter whi~::~re)ment :!s sigi:~di ~he following cons would additionally apply: 

. ~ill b~ the fi?st tiN~ ~h~ ~ni:~sity has required a licensee to implement a 

............ ~9ific ~:~i~gY (in the; ~i~ :s~:gning particular agreements) to ensure the 

lic~ me~:~ i~ 9bligatio~ for one Labor Code element (in this case the safe 

.... and h~ithy wo)~i)N ~nvironment element). UNC already requires licensees 

to meet ~ii:obliga{i;n but currently does not mandate how this is to be 

.... ~chieved. 

UniverSity could be perceived to be taking a wavering position on a 

hfim~ ~ights issue. 
The !~N:iversity would be requiring its licensees to sign a five-year 

conmaitment to a new, untested agreement that is just beginning. 

In requiring licensees to sign either agreement, UNC is perhaps sending a 

message that one of these agreements is the only way to achieve a safe and 

healthy working environment in Bangladesh. 
¯ This agreement only addresses one sourcing country, Bangladesh. 
¯ Although UNC’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct applies to a licensee’s 

collegiate production only, this would require a company to bring its entire 

Bangladeshi supply chain under the requirements. 



¯ Licensees may be forced to spend money (dues and repairs) company-wide 

because of a small collegiate part of their business. 
¯ Potential for public relations concerns. 
¯ This position may be perceived as not as strong a position as is option one. 
¯ University may no longer be perceived as taking a strong leadership position 

on human and worker rights. 

The University may not be perceived in line with several of its peer 

institutions (Brown University, Duke University, University of Petmsylvania, 

Columbia Umversity, New York University, Temple University, Cornell 

University,, Georgetown University an:~ ~he Pennsylvania State University). 

Should a future tragedy occur in a ~an~!~cteshi factory sourcing UNC-logoed 

merchandise, the Universit-y maY ~ ~rc~}:?~ed as not doing all it could have 

done to help improve the fac}~y ~nditi~i~ ~d workers’ lives. 

Student Action with Work~i ~tp://uncsaw!wo~press.con~), Progressive 

Faculty Network (http:!!pro~facunc.wordpressi:~l/)::: and Student Congress 
(https://congress.unc.edu~ will likely be opposed [~ this course of action. 

Assuming The Accord is signed, th~}~ are no:: ~dditional con~ ~ Be considered with 

this option~ 

Assuming the license~ ii un~::or unwill::in~ ~ join The Accord on Fire and Building 

Safety in Bangladesh a~I ~h~ ~i~nce fo~: ~!adesh Worker Safety." the 
following ~0~ional cons::~!y: ...... 

¯ ::~5i~;~ ~rrent lic~s m~y ~ot ~ ~ne¢~:even though they believe they 

~re::meefi~ ~heir requ~rem~ ~der ;~ ~i~ensing labor code of conduct 

............ ~i~::appr~ately $~:~0i0~: ~ UNC licensing revenue in FY13). 

.... .... 
¯ L0:~ ~f!icen:~g {evenue means a reduction in contribution to student 

.... .... s°h°l  i i s. 
.... ? .......... Potentiai fo~: public::~lations concerns. 

.... ~ :There ma~e disruption in supply of IYNC merchandise to certain channels of 



Appendix H 

Peer Decision Overview 

(1) Duke University: in October 2013, Duke am~ounced it would require its licensees that were 

sourcing Duke logoed apparel in Bangladesh, beginning January 1, 2013, to join The Accord. 

Licensees were required to j oin the initiative by" January 15, 2014 and the Universi~7 will review 

a licensee’s status during its individual, contract renewal period. 

(2) University of Pennsylvania: In December 2013, Penn decided that it would require all licensees 

that sourced collegiate apparel in Bangladesh to become s!=gna~ories of The Accord as soon as 

possible. Penn would verify a licensee’s apparel sourc!ng i~ ~:flsure its compliance with this 

requirement during contract renewal period. :: ; ..... 

(3) New York University: In December 2013, N~ ~unced ii ~uld require its apparel 

licensees souring collegiate apparel in Ban~h to sign The ~. 

(4) Temple University: in December 2013, T~m)!~: expandedits licensih~ ~:!icy to require all 
licensees to sign and comply with The Accord:requirem~nt~ :The policy :w~ into effect January 

(5) The Pennsylvania State Univcrsityi In Japery 2013~::~ University" sent a letter to its licensees 

stating that all companies that sourc~ apparel ~ ~!ade~ ~er a Penn State licensee were 

urged to si~gn The 5~rd rso ~:~ter than:March ........ 3 ~;; ~0!~ ~Ip0~ re,dew, failure to do so will result 

in termination o~ n~¢~newfii ~:the agr~Nent i~ ~:~;~rdan~e with their contract terms. 

(6) Columbia Universityi ~s of J~nuary l, 20 l:~i all Columbia licensees that source, produce or 

purcha~:~ app~i~:! in Ban~!~de~!i mu~ ~ome ::g~atories to The Accord. Complying with this 

requi~nt::i~ ~ ~dition::~f gbtainin~: ~dior rd~i~ing a Columbia University license. 

(7) GedNetgwn .................... UniverS:ityi In FebrUary 2014, Georgetown announced that it would require all of 

its uni~ier~ licensees t~i ~urcei: produce or purchase collegiate apparel in Bangladesh to sign 

The Accoi:di ~ Universi~i i~ still:: di~:i~ssing the implementation of this requirement. 

(8) Cornell Univer~iD-i ~ Februa)~ 2014, Cornell announced it would require its licensees, who 
have collegiate garmen~ ~gfactured in factories in Bangladesh, to sign and abide by The 

Accord. 

(9) Brown University: in late February 2014, Brown mmounced it will require all licensees that 

procure or manufacture University apparel in Bangladesh to sign The Accord. 

(10) University of Wisconsin-Madison: The University’s Labor Codes Licensing Compliance 

Committee has called for UW to mandate that its licensees sign The Accord. The Chancellor is 

waiting to determine the viability and effectiveness of both The Accord and The Alliance before 

making a decision. 



Appendix I 

Statements and Articles Regarding Peer Decisions 

The following pages include statements and articles regarding decisions made by’ several of our peers. 



Appendix J 

UNC Licensees Disclosing Factories in Bangladesh for Calendar Year 2013 

The following chart includes UNC licensees that disclosed collegiate factories in Bangladesh for the 

calendar year 2013. It indicates which of these licensees has signed The Accord, The Alliance, both, or 

neither. Additionally, the past three years of gross royalties paid for the sale of UNC products by each of 

these licensees is included. 



Appendix K 

The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh 

The following pages include a copy of The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, 

signatories, frequently asked questions, and the 2014 testimony of Scott Nova, Executive Director of the 

Worker Rights Consortium, before the U.S. Senate Cotranittee on Foreign Relations. 



Appendix L 

The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety. 

The following pages include a coW of The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety, members, 

frequently asked questions, members agreement, six month progress report, and the 2014 testimony of 

Ellen Tauscher, Chairman of’the Board of Directors for The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety, 

before the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. 



Appendix M 

A Comparison of The Accord and The Alliance 

The following chart includes a brief comparison between The Accord and The Alliance based on 

information the Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee gathered and discussed during its 

deliberations. 



Appendix N 

Fees Associated with The Accord and The Alliance 

The following chart includes a brief comparison of the am~ual fees associated with The Accord and The 

Alliance. 



Appendix 0 

UNC’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct 

The following pages include UNC’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct which licensees are required to 

sign as part of their licensing agreement. 





Appendix Q 

Communications in Support of The Alliance 

The following pages contain communications in support of The Alliance. 

¯ Letter from VF Licensed Sports Oroup 

¯ Letter from VF Co~oration 

¯ Letter ~?om The Alliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/7/2014 9:22:56 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Accepted: Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 

Jackson Hall 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/11/2014 1:52:31 AM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 3/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:35 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Robinson Bradshaw thank you 

Hank Ralston. 

From: Bortz, Conrad 
Sent; Tuesday, March 11, 20.t4 10:25 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Robinson Bradshaw thank you 

Hello Lissa, 

Do you wish the TY to go to Hank Ralston, Russell Robinson, or both? 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

~ 
w~ePb://5,~j. j; ~a ....... 

du/images! .... /media/ba n kingfi ..... 

The worm breaks everyone, and afterward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 

uric. 102 



Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

uric.102 {PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:22 PM 

Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Clearing an Incomplete for Fall 2013 Banking Law student 

Hi Sharo~ ---The grade is a 

Thanks~ 

Lissa 

From: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:34 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Sul~ject: RE: Clearing an Incomplete for Fall 2013 Banking Law student 

kissa, 

Even though the campus has gone to electronic grade changes, law professors are not able to enter electron~c grade changes s~nce 

faculty are given "grading only" privileges in ConnectCarol[na~ Please send me the grade v~a email and [ will enter the permanent 

grade into ConnectCarol[na and it will post immediately since it’s changing an IN grade to a permanent grade, If yo~ were to be 

changing a permanent grade to a new permanent grade (Le, changing a B+ to an A-}, it would need 

ConnectCarolina, 

~ like the electronic grade change process because ~t is changed on the student’s record so quickly. 

Please emNI the new grade to me and ] will notify you once it gets posted in CC, 

T h a n ks. 

Sharon 5. 

F~m: Broome, Lissa L 
Senti Nonday, Hatch 10, 20~4 2:24 PN 
To: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Subje¢t: Clearing an Incomple~ for Fall 2013 Banking Law student 
Hi Sharon - I have received the exam from this student and have graded it. How do I clear the incomplete and enter the grade? 
Thanks, 

kissa 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 

Access mg papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http:/l~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:38 PM 

Renner, Joy J (Joy Renner@med.unc.edu) 

Northwestern -- Exit Suweys 

~ o o o o h t tp :J/~ww:goog!~: co mi~! ".; ~=t&~t=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd =1&ca d=rja &uact=8&ved=OCCcQFjAA~u[!--.http .~3A~2F.~2 Fwww.northwestern.ed u .~ 

2 Fpresident%2 Fspeeches%2 FPresidential- 

Directive.pdf&ei=SYwgU6a5NczlkAeikYDwBA&usg=AFO.jCNH vMmRCxhPR10CXBmDbluDSo~PA&bvrn=bv.62788935,d.eWO 

From page 6 of above: 

In addition, the Committee on Athletics and Recreation will talk to and distribute exit questionnaires to all graduating student-athletes. The questionnaires will 

cover all aspects of a student-athlete’s social, academic, and athletic experience at Northwestern. In the interest of confidentiality, student-athletes will not be 

asked to sign their questionnaires. Results will be discussed by the Committee at large and shown to the respective coaches in batches of three or more. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

.h.~.t.t~:.~Lw..~.w....W..:~..w.~:~.c:~.e.~.d.~.c..e.~.t.e...r~.s~b..~.~.~L~ Access 
my papers on SSRN at: -h---t-t-p--]/-/-~-s--s-[-n-~.--c---~---m--Z‘-~-a--u-~-t~-h-~--r-:t-2--z-~-8---7--2-~-~- 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:04 PM 

~@live.unc.edtr~ 

Paper -- Target Breach 

From today’s American Banker 

BANK TECHNOLOGY NEWS 

Target’s Data Breach Raised Few Alarms in Europe 
by Karen Epper Hoffman 

MAR 12, 2014 10:34am ET 

Three months after coming to light, the massive exposure of 40 million card accounts at Target Corp. still has the payments industry and consumers talking 

about what should be done to prevent this happening again. In the United States, that is. 

Across the Atlantic, where banks and payments companies have watched the data-loss drama unfold from afar, industry insiders say that there’s a sense 

that the same kind of attack is less likely to happen here. 

"We’ve not seen anything specific to the Target breach," says Kieran Hines, content director for Datamonitor International in London. "Issues like mass 

compromises cause a lot of issues for fraud prevention teams, and the impact of the Target [breach] is big in the States. But from the perspective here, 

there’s not a lot of effect." 

European payments players and retailers may have a right to feel more than a little smug about their sense of security. According to a recent Datamonitor 

survey of 27,000 consumers in 21 countries, U.S. consumers are almost twice as likely as their European counterparts to have been the victim of 

payments fraud in the past three years (11.3 percent in Europe versus 21.9 percent in the U.S.). 

Target itself has sped up its plans to convert to EMV-chip cards, which improve security over magnetic stripe cards, in the U.S. And prior to the breach, 

Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover were already in the process of converting most or all of their U.S. cards to chip by October 2015, after 

which time fraud liability will shift to any retailers who did not migrate their technology. 

But in Europe, so far there haven’t been any shifts in security strategy that are attributable to the Target breach, or even a shift from the current security 

strategies attributable to other causes, says Gilles Ubaghs, senior analyst for financial services technology for Ovum, a London-based research firm. 

"In many ways European attitudes to security have become quite relaxed following the initial success of EMV," says Ubaghs. "On many major metrics, 

particularly for cloned cards, the value of fraud has fallen off a cliff. For many payment providers this has really taken their focus off of fraud as they perceive 

it as an issue that has in large part been dealt with." 

There’s the wider perception seems to be that fraud in Europe is "quite manageable" and anecdotally, attendance at fraud conferences seems to be 

"dropping year by year," he says. With fraud in decline and so many other investment demands in a bank, Ubaghs adds, "there’s not much willingness to 

invest further resources into something that’s already heading in the right direction." 

The United States is so far behind other countries in its shift to EMV that, prior to the card networks setting a timeline for EMV migration, some experts 

predicted the U.S. adoption of EMV would fare about as well as its adoption of the metric system. 

Fraudsters have taken notice, and typically see the U.S. as an easier target because of its widespread use of magnetic-stripe cards, says Michelle Evans, 

senior analyst of consumer finance for Euromonitor International. 

"Criminals notoriously target the weakest part of the payments system, which today is the United States," according to Evans. 

However, just because EMV may be safer than the older mag stripe cards, "it is certainly not fool proof ... an embedded chip in the card just makes the 

fraud more difficult and expensive for criminals to execute," she say& "However, cyber crooks are never going to stop pursuing the weakest links in the 

payments chain to steal data and one day soon that weak link will be the EMV system." 

As the U.S. shifts in the coming years to the type of EMV payment system that exists in nearly every other part of the world, "that will effectively raise the bar 

in terms of what other markets, such as Europe, will have to do to protect its payment system... It will close the gap between it and other countries in terms 

of its level of card payment security," Evans says. 

Ubaghs points out that other forms of fraud - particularly card-not-present fraud - may already be on the rise in Europe. That fact, combined with "high- 

impact events" like the U.S. Target breach, may ultimately have repercussions, he says. 

"This is the most visible loss in monetary value from one of these events," he says. "This may refocus European attitudes to tightening up their own 

security. Measurements of cost of fraud need to move beyond just the initial loss from the fraud itself into the reputational damage these issues can have." 

While "no major shifts in strategy seem apparent," Ubaghs says he would expect to see a more focused approach to security reemerging, and "essentially 

a double checking of the locks and keys on their existing payment infrastructure." 

Hines notes that the Target breach itself had less to do with EMV than the increasingly common e-commerce fraud. Therefore, he says, if the Target attack 

does have a ripple effect in Europe, it will be in driving the payments industry to improve on their authentication of online customers and protection of 

information here. 

"That’s very much where the industry is moving," Hines says, "trying to figure out, without the customer knowing, that you’re effectively profiling each 

transaction." 

While the Target breach may not signal quite the same clarion call outside the United States, Evans agrees that European payment providers will have to 

continuously implement new layers of security to protect cardholder data, including measures such as tokenization to obscure the data, real-time fraud alert 



programs to provide earlier detection and stronger systems that ensure that vendoCs access to systems does not compromise the security of important 

customer data. 

"Ultimately, victory over fraud is about staying one step ahead of the cyber crooks," says Evans, "but as the United States moves towards EMV that will 

change the payment landscape and make every other EMV market an equal target for fraud." 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599~3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

:: ~:+~; :: Description: 

...... http:/Iw~w.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 7:48 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: February Reports - 3 

To reconcile. 

From: Council, Robin 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 12:34 PM 

To-" Summers, Bonita A; Edmunds, Doug; Cobb, Melissa B; Wood-Saltzman, Melissa; Sizemore, Beverly A; Frey, Patricia T; States, Michael James; Kasprzak, John B; Novinsky, 
Sylvia K; Lewis, Brian D; Carlock, Jacqueline S; Broome, Lissa L; Fla~, Victor B; Jones, Sandy; Jensen, Kris; Williams, Becky; Isley, Alice B; Reid, Allison; Marsh, Jennifer W; 
Dickerson, Kimalee; Moore, Rory; Bachenheimer, Dorsey Ballard 
Co: Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 
Subject; February Reports 

The monthly reports, as of 2/28/2014, are ready for your review. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Robin Council 

445-0185 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 6:40 PM 

Thorp, Holden <thorp@wustl.e&~2 

1~3:;: 

Hi Holden -- Dinner Sunday evening sounds greaL It will just be     and me, We are stay~ng at the Knight Executive Education and Conference Center. 
We went over for the IkCC Championship game today even though Carolina fe~l on Friday, ~t was a good, hard-fought game~ 
~ee yOU 

F~m: Tborp, HoYden [m~il~o:[borp@wus~Ledu] 
~en[: S~urd~y, H~rcb ~, 
To: Broome, LJss~ L 
S~b]ec[: Re: YEAH~ 
Great. ~e you up tbr di~er Sunday night’? If ~, I’ll figme out whether to have it at our house or go out. 

Tha~ 

Holden 

}{olden Tho~p 

Provost and ProfEs~:~r of Chemistry and Medicine 

WasNngton U~five~iD" in St Louis 

Cmnpus Box 1072 

St Louis, Me 63130 
314-935-3000 

thorp(h?wustl.e&~ 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 6:08 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(/~emmLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Holden, 

We are supposed to arrive about 3:40 ptn on Sunday, which happens to be Easter Sunday. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 10:06 PM, "Thorp, Holden" <thorp(r-~wustLedu> wrote: 

Li ssa, 
I roll be here fl~en and would love to see you a~d 

Hol&n 

t tolden Tho~p 

Provost a~d Pml~s~r of Chemistry and Medicine 

Wastfi~N~n Umve~ib’ in St LeNs 
Campus Box 1072 

St Loais, Me 63130 

314-935-3000 

thorp@;~lstl.edu 

On Mar I l, 2014, a 8:47 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(i~emaLnnc.e&~ wrote: 

What time does your flight get in on Sunday? 

Hi Holden, 

m~d I a~e planning to fly in April 20 a~d tour and visit on April 21, returning to 

Chapel Hill that evening. If you are in town then and not totally booked, we would love to catch up. 

We are on Spring Break now and gearing up for the ACC tourney in C~eensboro. 
Take ca~e and thanks so much for your nice email. All the best to 

Lissa 

Sent Kom my iPad 

On Mar 1 l, 2014, at 5:52 PM, "Thorp, Holden" <lhorp@wustLedu> wrote: 

Lissa, 

Was tl~illed (and not surprised) to see 

’ Let me know when you’re visiting and an~hing I can do. 

Holden 
Holden Thorp 

Provost and Professor of ChemistD, and Medicine 

Washingkm Urdvershy in St Louis 

Campus Box 1072 

St Louis. Me 63130 

314-935-3000 



On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:16 PM, Broome, Lissa L <Ibw)ome@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Holden- 

I hope you and are doing well and that 

I’m sure you’ve been following our continued and renewed press attention. This link recounting information presented at Friday’s 

Faculty Council has gotten less play, .h--t--t--p--~/-/--u---n--~-n--‘-e--k~-~-s--~-u---n---c-:--e--d---u--/--2---~---~--/:!/---~---~L~1--7--~-u--n---c--~-~-h---a--p---~!~-~-!!-[~-[~-~-~-~£-~-~-~[~-~-~!!-[j-~-~-~-~-~-~ 

findings/. 

Thanks so much and take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9 J.9.962.7066 

h ~tp:!/www.law.unc~eduicen ~ersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn~com/au~hor=248720 

<imageOO3.jpg> 
-F~esu me.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 7:24 PM 

Martha PutaJl~, Ph.D. <putall~@duke.edu2 

ILE: Well done’. 

Hi Martha -- I sent the message shortly after I snapped the shot of you and 

It was a good game I thought 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto:putallaz@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 7:08 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Well done! 

Ha! I missedyou out there with me 

Sent from my iPhone 

> OnMar 16, 2014, at 2:33 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" ---lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Good game 
> 

> <photo.JPG > 
> <ATT00001 .c> 

so I didn’t mean to be as catty as the message sounds. 

was going to put the team on his shoulders and lead it to a victoW. He is something. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:15 AM 

Thorp, Holdeu <thorp@wustl.edu2 

1~3:;: YEIMt! 

Thanks, Holden. We are looking l:orward to catching up. My cell is 

From: Thorp, Holden [mailto:thorp@wustl.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 9:44 PN 
To~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: YEAH~ 
I’m glad UVA can s~ll wm the ACC tournament eve~~ 38 years or so. Sony the Heels didu’t draw- a STL pod. Sco~rade is a great venue. 

I’ll pick you         up at 6 pm at the Kmght Center. ~Vill let you ~ow before then whether I’ll ~ dfiviug or waling. My cell number is 

See you soon and Go Heels. 

Hol&n 

Holden Tho~ 
Provost and Protester of ChemistU and Medicine 

Washin~on UnJve~i~’ in St I ,ouis 
Campus Box 1072 

St I ~o~ds, Me 63130 

314-935-3000 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 5:40 PM, Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@mNl.unc.ed~ wrom: 

,ifneeded. 

Hi Holden -- Dinner Sunday evening sounds great. It will jugt be     and me. We are graying at the Knight Executive Education and Con[:erence Center~ 
We went over ~:or the ~CC Champ~onsh~b~ game Loday even thot~gh Carot~na ~:ell on Friday. ~t was a good, hard-fought game. 
See you 

~mma Thorp, Holden [mailto:thorp~wustl.edu] 
Se,t= Saturday, March 15, 2014 I0:38 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
S~bje~t= Re: YEAH~ 
Great. ~e you up *br di~er Sunday night’? If m, I’]] figure out whether to have it at our house or go out. 

Tha~ 

Holden 

Holdeu 

Provost and Profhsg)r of ChemistU and Mediciue 

Washin~on ! Jn~ve~i~’ ~n St I ,ouis 
Campus Box 1072 

St I.ouis, Me 63130 

314-935-3000 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 6:08 AM, Broome, Lissa L <[~:9.9~.~!~].~=~_..~.~ wrote: 

Hi Holden, 
We are supposed to amve about 3:40 pm on Sunday, which happens to be Easter Sunday. 
Lissa 

Sent farm my iPact 

Ou Mar 13, 2014, at l 0:06 PM, "Thorp, Holden" <thorp(a2wustl.edu> wrote: 

Lissa, 

I will be here theu and would love to see you and 

Holden 

Holden Thorp 
Provost and Pmfbs~r of ChemistU and Medicine 

W;~shingum Universib~ in St Louis 

Campus Box 1072 

St Lmfis, Me 63130 
314-935-3000 

Ou Mar 11, 2014, at 8:47 PM, Broome, Lissa L <! .bjLg_q_*_r!.g:~.e_~:_~_~._u_!:_uj~.c_’:.e:_d__~j2, wrote: 

What time does your flight get in on Sunday? 



Hi Holdeu, 
and I axe plam~ing to fly iu April 20 a~d tour and visit on April 21, returning to 

Chapel Hill that evening. If you are in town then m~d not totally booked, we would love to catch up. 

We are on Spring Break now and gearing up tbr the ACC tourney in Crreensboro. 
Take cm’e and thauks so much for your uice email. All the best to 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 1 l, 2014, at 5:52 PM, "Thorp, Holden" <thot~o~’,wustLedu~-- wrote: 

Lis~ 

Let me kmow when you’re visitiug and a~y’thing I can do. 

Holden 

Hokten Thorp 

Provost arid Prot}ssor of Chemis’uy arid Medicine 

Wa,shington Univemi*.y in St Louis 

Campus Box 1072 

St Louis, MO 63130 

314-935-3000 

thot~,@~vm stL edu 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:16 PM, Broome, Lissa L <Ibmome(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Holden- 
I hope you and are doing well and that 
I’m sure you’ve been following our continued and renewed press attention. This link recounting information presented at Friday’s 
Faculty Council has gotten less play, .h--~t--p--~-u---n--~-n--~-‘-s--:-u---n---c-:--e--d---u--~-2---~---1-~!/--~---1--~1--7--~-u--~-c--:-~-h---a--p---~!:-~-!!-!~-!~-~-~-~-~:~-~-~:-~-~!!-!!-~K~-~:~-~-~-~:- 
_r!_~__d__!~_s_L. 

Thanks so much and take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/!www.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.com/au~_hor=248720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:18 PM 

@nc.rr.com) 
I:W: Clips Monday Update 3-17-14 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March :t6, 20J.4:1.0:37 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject: Clips Monday Update 3-J.7-:t4 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Me? Well, my back is sore, my eyes are bleary, and I’m tired t~m lack of 

sleep. Why? Well, like many tblks, I have spent a lot of hours consuming 
basketball these past five days .... in person at the Big East tournament at 

Madi son Square Garden and the Atlantic 10 tonmament at Barelays Center 

m~d then dozens of hours in front of the ClipsTube watching bits and pieces 

of seemingly every one of the 31 (or is it 32?) cont~rence tournaments. 

Here was the Clips Viewing Schedule for Saturday and Sunday ..... 

So now, as I tap this out at 10-ish on Sunday night, aJl the tournament 

games are done. And the NCAA tournament selections have been made as 

well And I am watching "Requiem to the Big East" a 30 for 30 on 

ESPN, and now an hour into it, I say it is superb. I’ll do up a 
ClipsReview tomorrow after I get some sleep. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infinite 

Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~w~.twilter .com/@CollegeAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and 
password to view the articles (below) on the website. #fyou 
are not #ogged ~n you wifl get a Mank white screen. 

~ Should the NCAA sett~e Ed O’Bannon ~awsuit? ~,’i!C 

,. ~, ~ : ~ Want to See the Duke-UNC Game? H~de ~ 
the Restroom Now :~tt?:Jent~ jt~n~p thh:~d~3 hoc:.p ~ for ~e:~t~: ~;ne:~k~nc.~ ~n w}i~ the 

~ SEC wil~ review a~cohol policy for fans at off-campus 

~ A No-Textincj Zone at Colie~e stu~,~m~-repo~ter~ 

~ Coming in 2016: an SAT overhau~ c~:ar:ges ~qC~LideS~ 

~ ~n~es, % 9-14 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsCtips.com provides executive summaries 
of college athletics news and issues with value-added commentary. Also 
featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips 
Archives and the Clips LeR Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription infom?ation should log on 
to vw~4 colleqeatl!leticsclip&com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@co#egeathleticsclips.com orgO&879.9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use t]~e links belo~w: 

Chan~.e you~ subscription 



Unsnbscfibe ............................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:00 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: A Mother of a Lawsuit vs. the NCAA 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(tb~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: March 17, 2014 at 9:45:03 PM EDT 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.anc.edu> 
Subject: Clips el~lash: A Mother of a Lawsuit vs. the NCAA 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

(2heetings from the Clips Anti-TrnslShip. Hope yon are well. 

Somewhere in the midst of the cont~rence tournament~ Selection Sunday/Monday and the 
ret~rendum on the Crimean peninsula, there was filed in the United States District Court for the 

District of New Jersey (Governor Christie’s old stomping grounds) an antitrust claim against 

the NCAA on behalf of several college basketball and football players. 

The plaintiffs are arguing that the NC.A~\ has unlawfully capped player cotnpensation at the 

value of an athletic scholarship. 

It is of no sm~J~l significance that high-profile sports labor attorney Jefl’rey Kessler is 

representing the players. Kessler has a stellm reputation in these circles, plus he (and his firm, 

Winston & Strawn) are thought to have the financial wherewithal to wait out the anticipated 

stalling tactics by the NCAA. 

This is a big one, and it is surprising that it got relatively lit~Je play today in sports media circles. 

I guess eve~’one was filling out their brackets? 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
v,~,,w.twitt e r.corni@Colle~q eAt h Clips 

Jeffrey Kessler suit against NCAA 
The ~it argues the association has unlawJhlly capped player compensation at the value 

of au athletic schoh~rship. 

By Tom Farrey, F~qPA~com, 3-17-14 

In the most direct challenge yet to the NCAA’s longstanding economic model, high- 
profile sports labx~r attorney Jeffrey Kessler filed an anfitrust claim Monday in anew Jersey 

t~deral court on behalf of a group of college basketball and football phiyer~ arguing the 

association has unlawfully capped player compensation at the value of an athletic scholmship. 

"The main objective is to strike down permanently the restrictions that prevent athletes in 

Division I basketball and the top tier of college football frown being fairly compensated for the 

billions of dollaxs in revenues that they help generate," Kessler told ESPN. "In no other 

business -- and college sports is big business -- would it ever be suggested that the people 

who are providing the essential services work for free. Only in big-time college sports is that 

line drawn." 

The lawsuit names the NCAA and the five largest conferences (the Southeastern, Big Ten, 

Pacific- 12, Atlantic Coast and Big 12) as defendants and effectively asks tbr an end to 

NCAA-s~de an~ateurism. The players lisled as plaintiff; include Clem~n defensive back 



Martin Jenkins, Rukgers basketball player J.J. Moore, UTEP tight end Kevin PenT and Cal 
tight end Bill Tyndall, though the claim is a class action and proposes to represent all 
scholarship plwers in FBS tbotball and Division I basketball. Jenkins is a junior, while the 
other three are seniors who recently Jenkins is aj unior, while the other three are seniors who 
recently completed their NCz’~\ eligibili~. 
The move comes on the heels ofa similax, if less aggressive, claim filed emlier this month by’ a 
Seattle firm on behalf of former West Virginia running back Shawne Alston. In that suit, which 
does not include cmrent players, the same defendants that Kessler’s group is targeting were 
asked to pay damages for the dilt’erence in the valne of an athletic scholarship and the full cost 
of attendance -- an amount equivalent to several thousand dollars annually. 
By contrast, the Kessler suit dispenses with the cost-of-attendance argument and does not ask 
for damages as a group. It simply states that no cap is legal in a flee market, and asks the 
judge to issue an injunction against the NCAA ending the practice. It contends that NCAA 
member universities are acting as a "cartel" by fixing the prices paid for athletes, who 
presumably would receive oilers well in excess of tuition, room, board and books if not 
restricted by NCAA rules. 
"We’re looldng to change the system, that’s the main goal," Kessler said. "We want the maxket 
for players to emerge." 
An NCAA spokesman could not be immediately reached for comment. Bm in other public and 
legal venues~ officials of the governing body have contended that the agreed- upon financial 
constraiut is necessa~’ to preserve its notion of anmteurism, which the officials argne is 
significantly tied to the educational mission of universities and the commercial success of college 
sports. 
Kessler said he disagrees with that contention. 
"Do fans care "that the coaches on these teams are making millions of dollars?" he said. "Do 
tiros care that "these programs [collectively] are generating billions of dollars in revenue? I don’t 
think it will be an issue tier fans if some reasonable, lidr portion of the revenue goes to the 
athletes, maW of whom never gradate or most of whom never have a pro career but along the 
way contribute to the revenue pie of college sports." 
The suit highlights the willingness of players to challenge the once-feared NCAA. In February, 
senior quarterback Kain Colter led the launch of a union movement at Northwestern, asldng 
the National Labor Relations Bomd to declare them employees of the college. While his 
eligibili~ has expired, many of his teammates who signed will return ne~ season. Before the 
Northwes~tern move, players at Arizona and other nniversities joined a suit challenging the 
NCAA on its licensing of their names and images without compensation. 
Yet, for the embattled NCAA, the most significant aspect of the new law-suit may be the enlgr- 
of Kessler, a litigator with a hislx~ry of victories against sports leagues reaching to the 1970s. 
Kessler helped bring free agency to the NFL, winning a keyjuU verdict for the NFL Players 
Associa’don in 1992. He remains outside counsel to the NFLPA and the NBA’s player union, 
has "taken on Major Leagae Ba,seball, and represented star athletes including Michael Jordan 
and Tom Brady. For municipal authorities, he forced the Raiders to honor their stadium lease 
and stay in Oakland. 
Kessler also has a former NCz’uzk insider riding shotgun in this eltbrt: Tim Nevius, previously 
one the organization’s top investigators ofrnles violations and now co-chair of the college 
sports practice at their New York-based law firm. As an associate director of enforcement, 
Nevius worked on some of the NCAA’s most high-profile investigations, inclnding that of Ohio 
State football, whose fornmr coach, Jim Tressel, lost his job after admitting to Nevius he had 
broken NCAA rules related to his knowledge of the sale of memorabilia by players. 
In October, Kessler’s group announced its intention to begin pursuing lawsuits on behalf of 
college players with a tbcus on compensation related to "the $16 billion in television contacts. 
That move came less than a week after the announcement of a proposed settlement in the Ed 
O’Bannon antitrust lawsuit -- the same one the Arizona players hat joined -- in which 
Electronic Arts and the Collegiate Licensing Corporation agreed to PW $40 million to be 
removed from the claim. The settlement left the NCAA as the lone remaining defendant, with 
NC,A~A_ chief legal officer Donald Remy vowing to take its argument to the Supreme Court if 
necessary.. 
In the O’Bannon lawsuit, current and fomrcr players allege that the NCAA and its member 
schools sold their images and likenesses to media companies in violation of antitrnst laws. The 
federal judge presiding over the case has ruled that plwers as a gronp cannot receive damages 
for past wrongs but can challenge the NCAA’s ban on them receiving a share of video game, 
media and licensing revenues. A trial is scheduled for Jane 9, tive year’s after’the suit was filed. 
On Friday, the judge in the Alston case asked the judge in the O’Bannon case to review 
whether the two actions should be bundled together, as both address the compensation of 
plwers. The new lawsuit Kessler filed is broader in scope. It makes no claim on specific 
revenues, only that athletes should be treated like other students, who are not subject to 
educational or financial compensation caps by agreement among universities. High-value 
students in axeas like physics receive whatever the market will bear, in some cases a full 
scholarship plus cash. 
Ramogi Huma, a former UCLA linebacker and central figure in several ofreceut actions 
against the NCAA, told ESPN’s "Outside the Lines" he a&ised Kessler as the lawsuit was 
being assembled. Huma is both president of the National College Players Association, a 



longtime advocacy group, and the College Athletes Players Association, a neMy created enti~ 

which submitted the uNon cards to "the NLRB on behalf of North~vestem players. 

"The players couldn’t have secured better representation than JeffKessler," Huma .said. "The 

NCPA endorsed this law-suit in large part because Jeffis the lawyer and he’s tbcusing on 

injunctive relie£" 

Huma was involved in a lawsuit severaJ years ago that began to chip away at the NC.A~\’s 

unquestioned control over player compensation. White vs. NCAA asked a federal court to 

allow schools to cover the cost of attendance, and scored a major victou when the judge 

ceNfied the players as a class, raising the prospect of trebled damages if they prevailed at trial. 

But la~x~ers settled the case, to the regret of Huma, who felt more progress could have been 

made if legal fees had not piled up. The NCAA agreed to make more funds available to 

athletes to cover miscellaneous expenses but did not commit to aJlowing cost of attendance, 

much less change its compensation model. 

Since then, NCAA president Mark Emmert and major-cont~rence commissioners have 

expressed a desire to push the value of seholarships up to the cost of attendance but ~ t?ar 

have been rebuffed by colleges with lesser resources. Emmert has said that any payment 

beyond that anlount is not a move his constituents would ever support, and lie has expressed 

his commitment to preserving a ban on outside, athletics-related incotne as well. 

Kessler said he is confident the cora~ roll strip the NCz’u’k of its abili .ty to retain those controls, 

given the media revenues flowing int~ college sports. In 2010, CBS and Turner Sports agreed 

to a 14-year contract to televise the men’s NCAA tournament worth $11 billion, a 41 percent 

bump. ESPN paid $5.64 billion over 12 years to create the College Football Playott; which 

will be introduced mtl~ the 2014 season. 

"I can’t say enough about the courageous players standing up for the rights of current and future 
college athlete~" Huma said. "America is a capitalist nation with laws to protect the free 

market. We’ve fought wars and lost soldiers to defend our economic system. The NCAA’s 

cap on players’ compensation is both un-American and illegal." 

It’s haJcd to predict how college sports might be impacted if players a~:e granted the equivalent 
of fiee agency, Kessler said. But he waa~ned against assuming the worst mid expressed 

confidence that if his players win their challenge, college sports will emerge in a better place. 

"Tiffs will end up saving college sport~" lie said. "lt will end up with fair treatment for athletes 

and a more sustainable, attractive product and system that eve~3~one can get behin& just like in 
football, basketball, baseball and hockey at the pro level. The owners in the 1970s said free 

agency and competition for players would destroy those sports. All you have to do is look at 

those sports today -- just the opposite has happened." 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with the permission of ESP~,k~ com. To access the 
F~qPN. corn website cli& here 



What does the Kessler antitrust lawsuit vs. the NCAA mean? 
Michael McCann explains 

By Zac Ellis, SL corn, 3-17-14 

A high-profile attorney filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA on Monday, presenting 

another challenge to the organization’s longtlme model of an~ateurism. 
Sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler filed an antitrust suit agains~t the NCAA and the five 

power conferences in which he aJcgued that the value of student-athletes has been unlawfully 

capped at athletic scholal~hips. In reporting the suit, ESPN’s Tom Farrey described the 

antitrus~t suit as "the most direct challenge yet to the NCAA’s longstanding economic model." 

Kessler has significant experience in sports labor cases, having played a key role in the 

establishment of tiee agency rights in the NFL, and lockouts in both the NFL and the NBA. 
What does this new legal pursuit mean liar the NCAA going t~rwaxd? Campus Union caught 

up with SI.com legal analyst Michael McCann to find out. 

Sh How significant is Jeffiey Kessler’s lau, snit in compaxison to other legal challenges facing 

the NCAA, such as the Ed O’Bara~on case’? 
Michael McCann: I think it’s a big deal because it involves culxent players who axe 

essentially asking for the right to become free agents. Basically they’re asking for a world 
where college athletes are like college coaches: They can sign with any college that pays them 

the most money. That’s a ve~ different model from the college sports that we all know. It’s a 

lawsuit that tries to drive a stake into the model of college sports that we’re all familiar with. 

Sh Much is being made of Kessler’s involvement with this suit, given his experience in legal 

situations with both the NBA and the NFL. What’s the takeaway here? 

MM: It’s a significant development that Kessler is the primary lawyer in this case. He has a 

track record of some success. I think he has his share of critics, but his major success was the 

Freeman McNeil case against the NFL in 1992, which helped establish free agency rights tbr 

NFL players. C~’itics, of course especially those connected to the NBA and the NFL 

would argue that Kessler’s advice to players during those lockouts was not successful. I know 

that some NBA executives axe not big fans of his. 

But it’s significant in that Kessler has the reputation and probably the financial wherewithal to 
litigate this for a while. Some la~ers don’t have the resources to have a very long case, if 

they’re spending a lot of money on discovery, draYting documents and whatnot. Kessler and his 

firm have the wherewithal to play this out for a while. 

Sh Kessler’s suit is already being compared to that of Shawne Alston, a former West Virginia 
football player who filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA earlier this month. Are these two 

cases similar? 

MM: They are very similax. The similaJcities axe that both lawsuits axe bringing antitrust 

a~umenks against the limits on ~holarship. Both of them are arguing that the NCAA and 
~nember schools of conferences have joined hands in an anti-competitive way to limit what 

players can get. That point is essential to both lau, suits. 

It’s also wo~th noting that while the Alston complafint expressly asks for money damages, it 

also asks tbr an injunction. So the two suits are si~nilar in that regaJd as well. They’re both 
asking for a judge to say-, ’q?his s3.,stem is unlawful." 

Sh What does an injunction mean for both cases? 

MM: Basically you can ask for two things in a lawsuit: The first is money for pas~t harm, like if 



I made a video gmne with you in it without asking your permission. The other thing is an 

injunction, so you can ask the judge to command some action, such as asking the judge to say, 

"Yo~ the NCAA, cannot use "this rhle." Kessler’s lawsuit is only tbcuscd on get,ring a judge, 

by decree, to end amateurism. It wants a judge to say student-athletes can sign lbr any amount 

of money that the market dictates with a school. So star players could get a lot more in this 

world than they currently get. 

SI: Kessler’s lawsuit includes a handful of current s~adent-athletes as well as former ones. Is 

that impol~xit for his case? 

MM: It’s significant in that it builds a stronger case for an injunction. These players are 

currently impacted by these rules, as opposed to Alston and Ix~tentially others who come to his 

case, who are former players. So, in that regard, it’s a stronger argument because they are 

currently being harmed, allegedly, by these rules. 

SI: Northwestern made news a tEw weeks ago when a group of players joined in an ettbr’t to 

unionize. The effbrts axe ongoing, but how might these two cases affect one another? 

MM: They’re on separate tracks, this lawsuit and the unionization effort. But they’re related in 

the sense that, if college athletes were in a union, they may be able to demand higher pay. It 

tnay be easier, you could sa~; for college athletes to get more money as a form of 

compensation if they were in a union than if they were independent persons. But that’s sort of 

speculative. The cases a~ce ve~3~ different. 
Of course, you could argue that if you’re a star college player, maybe you don’t want to be in 

a union. If there were a union of college athletes, it could potentially negotiate collective 

bargaining agreements with the NCAA. That could create limits on scholarships all over again. 

But the unio~afion el~[brt is unlikely to prevail. 

SI: It’s important to note Kessler’s antitrus~t suit is not calling for specified compensation for 
NCAA smdent-athlete~ correct? His suit only calls fbr restrictions on compen~fion to be 

taken away. 

MM: That’s exactly right. Kessler wants to eliminate caps on scholarship~ not guarantee pay 

tbr players. So some players may end up with less. And ~]so, this could lead to a system 

and I think the NCAA would argue this that is anti- competitive in its own right because 

some schools could afford to pay more, and therefore resources could be hoarded by so~ne 

schools. It could m~ke college sports prohibitively expensive for universities that don’t have the 

budgets of other schools. 

SI: Could Title IX throw a wrench into Kessler’s legal efforts against the NCAA? 

MM: I think it’s definitely a factor. It’s not part of the lawsuit; it’s a scparate legal issue that 

would have to be resolved becanse in a world where styx college athletes can obtain their 

market value, men in all likelihood would disproportionately benefit. That could lead to 

imbaJance in gender equity in college sports. You would have sta~ college basketball players 

predominately men who ~ce getting paid a lot more money than t~male athletes. There 

would likely be a Title IX challenge to a world without scholarship caps. 

SI: Where does Kessler’s lawsuit go f?om here? What is the timeline fbr any sort of 

resolution’? 

MM: It’s going to be a while. At least months, but more likely longer. The NC?u~k will file an 

answer to this co~npl~nt. Of course, how it responds to the ?dston lawsuit will be a great 

preview of how it will respond to this lawsuit. The NCAA will likely mention several cases that 
have come up in the past for this issue, such as the Agnew v. NCAA case that I wrote about 

previously. I talked about the defensive strategy in that case, and the NCAA is going to make 

the same core arguments in this case. 

This article has been reprinted on Clips with lhe pennission of SI.corn. To access the 

SI. corn horne page click here 



The NCAA-Killing Lawsuit Might Finally Be Here 

Deads’pin, 3-17-14 

Sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler has filed suit agafinst the NCAA aJ~d five 

power conferences, alleging that capping player compensation at the cost of a ,scholarship is 
antitrust violation. Unlike previous suits, this one does not seek damages. It wa~ts t~ tear down 

the NCAA. "We’re looking to cha~ge the system," Kessler ~id. "That’s the main goal." 

The suit names as de~ndants the NCAA~ the ACC, the Big 12, the Big Ten, The Pac- 12, and 

the SEC. The plaintifl~ are Rutgers t~rYvaxd J.J. Moore, Clemson DB Martin Jenkin~ UTEP 

TE Kevin Pe~’, and Cal tight end William Tyndail, though as a class action claim, it hopes to 

represent all FBS football players a~ad D-I basketball players. 

The introduction t~ the sui~ sums the argument up well: 
The Defendants in this action...earn billions of dollars in revenues each year 

through the hard work, sweat, and sometimes’ b~ken bodies of top-tier college 

football and men’s basketball athletes’ who perform services’for Defendants" 

member institutions in the big business of college sports. However, instead of 

allowing their member institutions to compete for the services of those players’ 
while operating their b~tsinesses, DeJbndants have entered into what amounts to 

cartel agreements with the avowed purpose and effbct of pktcing a cei#ng on the 

compensation that may be paid to these athletes.f!gr their services. Those 

restrictions are pernicious, a blatant violation of the antitrust laws’, have no 

legitimate pro-competitive justification, and should now be struck down and 

enjoined 

Kessler is the biggest hitter yet in the wax aga~ns~t aaa~ateufism. He’s partially responsible for 

b6nging free agency to the NFL, and has served as outside counsel tbr both MLB a~d NBA 

players in labor battles against their respective leagues. He’s joined in this suit by Tim Nevius. 

once the NCAA’s associate director of enforcement. 

]~essler Whiskey is an A meri can brand of blended whiskey started by Julius ff essler in 18?38. It is known 

[br the slogan, "Smooth as Silk". The brand is currently owned and produced by Beam Inc. Beam claims 

it is the #2 selling American blended whiskey. I~essler started selling whiskey in Leadv’ille, Colorado in 

the late 1870s. ~n the early day.s, Julius I~essler went f?om saloon to saloon selling the whiskey. [~-essler’s 

company quickly became profitable, in part due to the higher prices the whiskey commanded in remote 

areas. I~"essler reDredJ?om the business in 1921 at the a,~e of 65. Note f?om the Clips Editor: We have not 

~,et been able to-nor might we ever be able-to establish a link between Bar~ste~ [~-essler and_~vAdtster 

Kesslerj?om a century ago. But we suspect that the "Smooth as Silk" descript~or would ftjbr today’s 

,Vessler as well. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips el=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specia!ly selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Smooth as Silk eFLASH has been sent to all Clips prescribers. 

About our website: CellegePthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary’. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. ~v’e also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informationa! and occasionally humorous Clips el=L,~SHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly" of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:02 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: This Week in CAROLINA 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: The Rams Club <raJnscl ub~b~ramscl ub.com> 

Date: March 18, 2014 at 1:30:37 AM EDT 

To: <lbroome~b, email.unc.edu> 
Subject: This Week h~ CAROLINA 

Reply-To: The R~ans Club <mmsclub(~ramsclub.com > 

If you are tlaving trouble viewing this message see j~ jn ~tour browser 

TB~is week in CAROMNA 



Piease enjoy this week’s issue of CAROLINA -the official digitai publication of Carolina Athietics 

CAROLINA is a new, weekly digital magazine accessible on your cornputeB iPad and Android tablet You 

can always find the most up to date issue - as weli as previous Issues - on ramsclub.com!CAROLINA 

¯ Thank you for your suppo~S of Carolina Athletics and [he Rarns Club! 

North Carolina (24-9) will host first and second 

round games at Carmichael Arena on Sunday, 

March 23 and Tuesday, March 25 in Chapel Hill¯ 

Get your tickets now to guarantee a great seat to 

watch the Tar Heels in the NCAA Tournament¯ 

Purchase tickets through the _T__L~!_~__e__t___C_,__e___n__t__e__r. or 

contact the Carolina Ticket Office at 919-962- 

2296, 

a special offer all weekend 1:o ahoy’,, ti~eh tickets 

at the Careiina Club te receive a free appetizer! 

UNC ~en’s Basketball 
NCAA To~mame~t 2rid & 3rd 

Rounds 

UNC Men’s Basketbali continues ~h,gir season 

asthey head to San Antonio, TXfor ~he 2nd 

round of [he NCAA Tournament As a member of 

to 4 ~ckets for t~e game o~ FHday, ~a~cb 2~ 

vs, Prov}de~ce, Pricing fer the second round in 

San Anb)nio is either $71 er $55 depending on 

Iocatior) 

To mak,9 a tioket request, pleas,9 call the UNC 

]icket O~fice (690.722.4335) or-fhe Rame Club 

planning on haveling, Anthony -rra~’el car) assist 

Pleaee call 888632.6951 er visit their website. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:03 AM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu>; Hornstein, DonaJd T <dhomste@email.unc.edu~; Kelley, Thomas A III 

<takelley@email.unc.e&~; Weisburd, Mark <ajnw@emaJl.unc.edu>; Polsky, Gregg Douglas <polsky@email.unc.edu>; Eichner, Maxine 

<meichne@email.unc.edu>; Corrado, Michael L <~nlcorrad@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <nnyers@email.unc.edu>; Jacoby, 

Melissa B < mjacoby@email.unc.edt~-; B~yan, Patricia L <plb~yan@email.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu:,; 

WeissmaK DeboraJt~ M <weissman~!e~naJl.unc.edu:>; O~lh, John V <jvorth@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 

<jmNrsch~)ema~l.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.uuc.edt~; Saver, 

Richard S <saver~;email.unc.edu>; Ke~med~v, Joseph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edu;~; Muller, Eric L <emulle@email.unc.edu~ 

Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Class Visi t Lisl.xl sx 

Friends -Thanks again for agreeing to help review the teaching of our colleagues who will be up for reappointment, tenure, or promotion next year. I have 

attached the chart of who is reviewing whom to remind you to be sure to schedule your visit before the end of the semester and to turn in your evaluation to me 

before the end of the semester. You may submit a joint evaiuation if you visited the class together and can agree on the evaluation; otherwise, each person’s visits 

will need to be reflected in either a joint or an individual evaluation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht~p:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibank~n~l 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:[[ssm.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http://~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1 : 17 PM 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.unc.edu-~ 

B17ar~ Patricia L <plblyan@email.unc 

RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Thanks, Melissa and Patricia. 

I.issa 

f~om: Jacoby, Melissa B 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:14 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
(:c; Bryan, Patricia L 
Subject: Re: Class Visits and Write-Ups 
Hi Lissa - Patricia and I have completed our visits of 

Thanks! 
rvlelissa 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:03 AM 

class a nd will be jointly submitting a report, which is in progress. 

To: "Wegner, Judith Welch" <iudith._weg_ner@unc.edu> "Hornstein Donald T" <dhornste@email.unc.edu> "Kelley, Thomas A Ill" <_t__a__~__e_!!__e__y___@_e____m___a__!!_.___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_>, 

"Weisburd, Mark" <amw@emaiLunc.edu>, "Polsky, Gregg Douglas" <polsky~email.unc.edu>, "Eichner, Maxine" <meichner(~emaiLunc.edu>, "Corrado, Michael L" 

<mlcorrad@email.unc.edu>, "Myers, Richard E" <rmyers@email.t,nc.edu>, Melissa Jacoby <mjacoby@emaiLunc.edu>, "Bryan, Patricia L" 

<plbryan@email.unc.edu>, "CoNey, John M" <jmconley@email.unc.edu>, "Weissman, Deborah M" <weissman@email.unc.edu>, "Orth, John V" 

<jvorth@email.unc.edu>, "Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael" <imhirsch@email.unc.edu>, %. Gibson" <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" 

<rmostell@email.unc.edu> "Saver, Richard S" <saver@email.unc.edu> "Kennedy Joseph E" <kennedy_4@email.unc.edu> "Muller Eric L" 

<.e_._m__u_[! .e_r_.._@_._e_..m__.~!.[: .u__n_.c__._._e_~_~. > 

Subject: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Friends -Thanks again for agreeing to help review the teaching of our colleagues who will be up for reappointment, tenure, or promotion next year. I have 

attached the chart of who is reviewing whom to remind you to be sure to schedule your visit before the end of the semester and to turn in your evaluation to me 

before the end of the semester. You may submit a joint evaluation if you visited the class together and can agree on the evaluation; otherwise, each person’s visits 

will need to be reflected in either a joint or an individual evaluation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33go, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht~p:/iwww.law.unc~eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~p;[[~srn:com[~h~[=2~O 

i.~.i Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:06 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <j udit~wegner@unc.edu?~ 

Homslei~ Donald T <dhornste@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups: update 

Thanks to you both. Send on the write-up{s} when done. 

l.issa 

From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:59 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
~:c; Hornstein, Donald T 
Subject: RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups: 

Hi, Lissa. Don ~nd I did two visit:; to 

you to kr~ow the visits are done-.-Judith 

From: Broome, kissa k 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014:1:1:03 AM 

To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Hornstein, Donald T; Kelley, Thomas A Ill; Weisburd, Mark; Polsky, Gregg Douglas; Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L; Myers, Richard E; 

Jacoby, Melissa B; Bryan, Patricia L; CoNey, John M; Weissman, Deborah M; Orth, John V; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Mosteller, Robert Paul; 

Saver, Richard S; Kennedy, Joseph E; Muller, Eric L 

Subject: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Friends -Thanks again for agreeing to help review the teaching of our colleagues who will be up for reappointment, tenure, or promotion next year. I have 

attached the chart of who is reviewing whom to remind you to be sure to schedule your visit before the end of the semester and to turn in your evaluation to me 

before the end of the semester. You may submit a joint evaluation if you visited the class together and can agree on the evaluation; otherwise, each person’s visits 

will need to be reflected in either a joint or an individual evaluation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h...t.t..P..~].~.w....w....w..~:!~a...w...:~y~n..~c..:~e...d...u..~.c.~e..~n..~.~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: .-h--t--t~-~:-/-/--s--s--r---n-:~-c-Q~--m-j--a-~y-t---h--~---r------~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

Description: 
http:ll~%,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:13 PM 

Conley, John M %imconley@ema~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Great. Thanks, 

~.issa 

From: Conley, John M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2024 3:22 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Done with one down, one to go with 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2024 22:03 AM 
To." Wegner, Judith Welch; Hornstein, Donald T; Kelley, Thomas A III; Weisburd, Mark; Polsky, @egg Douglas; Eichner, Maxine; Corrado, Michael L; Myers, Richard E; Jacoby, 
Melissa B; Bryan, Patricia L; CoNey, John M; Weissman, Deborah M; Orth, John V; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Mosteller, Rober~ Paul; Saver, Richard S; 
Kennedy, Joseph E; Muller, Eric L 
$,,bjeet." Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Friends -Thanks again for agreeing to help review the teaching of our colleagues who will be up for reappointment, tenure, or promotion next year. I have 

attached the chart of who is reviewing whom to remind you to be sure to schedule your visit before the end of the semester and to turn in your evaluation to me 

before the end of the semester. You may submit a joint evaluation if you visited the class together and can agree on the evaluation; otherwise, each person’s visits 

will need to be reflected in either a joint or an individual evaluation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:~9.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissm.comiauthor=248720 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:16 PM 

I~W: A Note From James Hurst 

From: Carolina Football [mailto:reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[8, 20:t4 2:27 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; A Note From 3ames Hurst 

Use this link to view a web version of the emaii 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just 

click on I-ICK~_:T~, find your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketin9 fees may apply, 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets(~unc,edu, 

Use this link to modify your prone or to unsubscribe 

Folward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:56 PM 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <nnostell@email.unc.edu:~ 

Class Visits 

Thanks, gob. 

~.issa 

From: Mosteller, Rober~ Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 20:1.4 4:41 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Class Visits 

Lissa, 

Rich Saver and I are filing separate reports. We viewed 

time separately. 

My report, is attached. 
gob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 
View my research on my SSRN Author Page: 

http:!/ssrn.com/author=175690 

teach on the same day for one of the visits but for our own scheduling reasons saw him the second 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:57 PM 

Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth~gibson@unc.edu> 

l~E: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Hi Elizabeth ---If you will be coming back to school in the afternoon, I’1f come by after my class ends at 3:00 i[: that works for you. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Gibson, S, Elizabeth 
$ent~ Tuesday, Hatch 18, 2014 4:52 PN 

To: Broome, kissa k 
Subject= RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

L?ssa - W~H you be around tomorro~v w?Lh time for us to talk about our evaluat?on of    I need to wdLe th~s up before i[ gels too sLa[e, ~ don’L teac~ 

Lomorrow, but wi~[ be here excep[ lot when I go lot around noon. 

Elizabeth 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Tuesday, Narch ~8, 2054 ~:03 AN 
Te= Wegner, Judith Welch; Hornstein, Donald T; Kelley, Thomas A III; Weisburd, Hark; Poise, Gregg Douglas; Eichner, Naxine; Corrado, Nichael L; Nyers, Richard E; 3acoby, 
Nelissa B; B~an, Patricia L; CoNey, John N; Weissman, Deborah H; O~h, John V; Hirsch, Jeffrey Nichael; Gibson, S. Elizabeth; Hoste[[er, Robe~ Paul; Saver, Richard S; 
Kennedy, Joseph E; Huller, Eric L 
Subject: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Friends -Thanks again for agreeing to help review the teaching of our colleagues who will be up for reappointment, tenure, or promotion next year. ~ have 

attached the chart of who is reviewing whom to remind you to be sure to schedule your visit before the end of the semester and to turn in your evaluation to me 

before the end of the semester. You may submit a joint evaluation ff you visited the class together and can agree on the evaluation; otherwise, each person’s visits 

will need to be reflected in either a joint or an individual evaluation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h ttp:iiwww.~a w:unc, ed u/cent ers/bank~ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinanceweb 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:02 PM 

Weisburd, Mark <amw@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

Thanks, Mark. I added today’s date to your memo. I assume that Torn Kelley w~l be providing a separate r’ev~ew. 

F~m~ Weisburd, Nark 
Sent~ Tuesday, Narch 18, 2014 5:[5 PN 

T~ Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Class Visits and Write-Ups 

.[X~ar 1 ,issa: 

Attached Cease: fi~d my reviews of the two cl~ses of, 

Mark 

that I visiled last month As ~be review will shm~, 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 20114 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $1,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named a 
corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 

intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 

publi shed in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is accounted 
for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification 
number is 56-0934173. 

Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 

uric. 102 



Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship fees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to UNC 
School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van tiecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 

uric.102 {PAGE } 



Please register now for the annual UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, April 3 and 

Friday, April 4 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. This year’s Institute provides a valuable opportunity 

for industry participants to gather to discuss cyber-security threats, mortgage lending 
developments, the future of community banking, the changing landscape of enforcement, and 

the current Dodd-Frank Act areas of focus. Volume 18 of the North Carolina Banking Institute 
Journal will be distributed to all participants. 

Featured speakers include: 

Beth S. DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, 
CommunityOne Bancorp, CommunityOne Bank, N.A.; 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, Fannie Mae (dinner 
speaker delivering The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address); and 

Gail Hillebrand, Associate Director for Consumer Education & Engagement, Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau (delivering The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture 

on Consumer Law). 

For more information, including an overview, hotel information, and the agenda, please visit the 

Banking Institute website (http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstitute). If you will be traveling, 
please reserve your room before March 5 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte. Make reservations at 

http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/Properties/Charlotte/using the Group/Promo code AMAAMAA or 

call 800.241.3333 and reference: The UNC School of Law Room Block when making 

reservations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:02 AM 

Jen5, Markham @gmail.com2 

I~E: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

West prepares it so I don’[ have it electronically, I will scan in the de[ailed [able of contents and send it to her. 

tlssa 

From: Jerry Markham ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:00 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Fwd: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

Lissa: do you have something we cam send her? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

From: Jerry. Markham <!._n_.~!.ka4N@fiu.edu> 

Date: March 20, 2014 at 10:35:51 AM EDT 

To: ~_rr~i!:~:~> 
Subject: ~V: I need a bit of help related to your b~k relation textbook 

From: S~:rah Jane 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:35:02 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: Jerry Markh~zn 

Subject: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

Could yon send me the table of contents? I am away from home and want to re-tool reading assignments in light of new ECB rand-up plan and sanctions 

against Russia. Thanks! 

Sarah Jane Hughes 

Manrer School of Law 

812-855-6318 

On cell this week: 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:09 AM 

JetO, Markham @gmail.com2 

ILE: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

Good! Busy, The Banking Institute is ’April -N in CharlotLe so trying to get things ready for that. 

How are you? We should l:alk i~bot~t when we wight to do ~; new ed~:~on. Some Dodd--FraM; ft~es are s~:~l~ out, ~ would st~gges~: worMng on ~t the summer of 201.5. 

Ussa 

F~m= Jer~ Markham ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, March 20, 2014 ll:06 AN 
To= Broome, Ussa L 
Subject= Re: 1 need a bit of help related to your bank regulation re.book 

Mm~y tha~. How is life? 

Jerry W. Markham 

ProI~ssor of Law 

Florida International Universi~ at Mia~ni 

Phone: 

~gnudl.com 

On Thn, Mar 20, 2014 at 11:02 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbmome,@~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

West prepares it so I don’~ have it elecLrorficatly, I wilt scan in the detailed table of contents and send it to her. 

Llssa 

From= Jerry Markharr ..... @gmail,com] 
Sent= Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:00 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Fwd: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

Lissa: do you have something we ca~ send her? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: Jerry Markham <!._n_.’.a_[~!.La4N@fiu.edu> 

Date: March 20, 2014 at 10:35:51 AM EDT 

To: (F~gmail.com> 

Subject: I~V: I need a bit of help related to your bank regulation textbook 

From: S~:rah Jane 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:35:02 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: Jerry Markham 

Subject: I need a bit of help related to ?,our bank regulation textbook 

Could yon send me the table of contents? I am away from home and want to re-tool reading assignments in light of new ECB wind-up plan and sanctions 

against Russia. Thanks! 

Sarah Jane Hughes 

Manrer School of Law 

812-855-6318 .................................. 

On cell this week: 

Sent from m? it ad 



Center for Banking and Finance 
Board of Advisors Member Description 

Recognizing that service on the Cente, r for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors is an honor and 
that active participation by each Board member is essential to the: proper functioning of the Board, 
board members agree to make every effort to attend in-person or by phone the two annual meetings 
of the Board of Advisors and to support the mission of the Center for Banking and Finance and the 
programs it offers. 

Position Title: Board of Advisors, Center for Banking and Finance, UNC School of 
Law- 

Purpose/Goals: ¯ Provide leadership for the Ce, nter for Banking and Finance through 
representation of a financial institution, law firm, or other 
organization involved in banking and finance. 

Serve as an "ambassador" for the Center for Banking and Finance 
in the banking, legal, and finance communities and with colleagues. 

Provide guidance for the Center for Banking and Finance’s services 
to the: legal and industty community supporting banking and finance. 

¯ Assist with planning the annual Banking Institute by suggesting 
speakers, topics, panelists. 

Recruit participants for all programs planned by the Center. 

Write or encourage others to write for publication in the Nrorth 
Carohl~a Ba~k#~g I~s~it~te journal; assist students working on the 
Bavkiag Iastitute journal with topic generation, selection, and expertise. 

¯ Support the private fundraising efforts of the Center for Banking 
and Finance by encouraging your bank, firm, or organization to 
participate as a sponsor of the annual Banking Institute when 
appropriate; and provide other support t-or fundraising to benefit the 
Center. 

Specific Responsibilities: ¯ Participate in two board meetings annually (’at the conclusion of the 
annual Banking Institute and in August) in person or by conference 
call. 

¯ Assist the director with invitations to speakers or panelists when 
you have personal contacts that would be helpful. 

¯ Attend the annual Banking Institute and/or one of the Center’s 
other programs that would be beneficial to your professional 
development. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 10:20 PM 

Jewell i@carolina.rr.com% David Rufl~n ~<]ruffin@Creditriskangt.com:~ 

l~E: Communi~ Bmfldng Update: Hawaiian Banks Brace for Incursions by Tech- Wielding Mainlanders 

Very interesting. Thanks, Jewell. 

From: Jewell [mailto:       :@carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, March :t4, 2014 3:19 PM 

To; Broome, Lissa L; David Ruffin 
Subject: Fwd: Community Banking Update: Hawaiian Banks Brace for Incursions by Tech-Wielding Mainlanders 

Interesling article on American Savings Bank. 

Jewell 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

Fr~n: Ameficm~ Banker < .a.4..r1..eJ1c2.a.~J.~!)..k...eJ.(~.e.~r.a.i.~.:~.r..n..e..~.c.~.r1...~.‘1.r~b.~R~ > 

Date: March 14, 2014 at 1:58:10 PM EDT 

To: ~       ~caro]ina.rr.com 

Subject: Community Banking Update: Hawaiian Banks Brace for Incursions by Tech-Wieldh~g M~inl~nders 

Community Mar 14, 2014 

Banking 

Top Stories 

Hawaiian Banks Brace for incursions x=: Bawaiian Banks 
by Tech-Wielding ~ainlanders Brace for 
by PAUL DAVIS Incursions by Tech 

Three companies conirol banking in Hawaii, -Wielding 
Mainlanders 

but ~hey acknowledge that ~heir dominan~ 

position could be coming to an end as the 

local economy changes and mainland banks 

can use online services to more easily 

compete from a distance. 

When a Bank Should Consider a Nan" 
Change 
by MICHAEL DESOPO 

Financial firm.~ should consider this lype of 

rebrand if ~hey are facing repu~a~ional issues 

find their existing name is too limiting or wan 

to convey a new image following a merger or 

acquisition, 

e~i When a Bank 

..... Should Consider a 

Name Change 

Bankers Push for Increased SBA 
Lending Authority 
by JACKIE STEWART 

There is optimism that 1he Small Business 

Administration will be allowed to approve a 

larger volume ol SBA loans in Iiscal year 20I 

compared te previous years. Bankers are 

especially supportive of plans 1o continue 

~’~ai’,4ng tees fer smaller 7~a) loans. 

READ MORE >~ 

~(i Bankers Push for 

..... Increased SBA 

Lending Authori~ 



Ag-Lending Boom Draws to a Close 
by CHRIS CUMMING 

Record profits at agriculture-focused n~al 

banks could be coming to an end. Farm 

~venue is expected to decline sha[ply this 

year, and ag lenders are watching warily to 

if this is a one-year blip or the start of a 

downturn. 

READ MORE >~ 

Ag-Lending Boom 
Draws to a Close 

Intervest Released from 2011 Enforcement Order 
by EVAN NEMEROFF 

The Federal Reserve Bank el New York has terminated a 

~gulatory ag[eemen~ wi~h Intervest Bancshares, declaring that the 

New York City company has satisfied all the provisions of the 

pact. 

READ M©RE ~ 

The Buzz from the Floor of Retail 
Banking 2014 

Banke~ are increasingly spending time and 

money upgrading technology to cut other co, 

and meet demand for mobile and online 

banking. But even as they buy online startup 

like oimpie, or buiM ~hei~ own systems, 

banke~ a~ Amedcan Banker’s Retail Bankin~ 

2014 conference said the feel they cannot stop 

investing in traditional branches,.. 

:~’-’i The Buzz from the 
Floor of Retail 
Banking 2014 

~ts 

Philly Bank Shows Its Tattooed Side 
New Ads 
by JACKIE STEWART 

East River Bank has started using hipper 

images in its advertising to reflect -- and 

connect with -- its young, urban customer 

base. 

READ M©RE ~ 

Philly Bank Shows 
Its Tattooed Side 
in New Ads 

Community West Freed from Written Agreement with 
Fed 
by SARAH TODD 

Corr~munity West Bancshares (C’~.,’BC) in Gole~a, Calif, has been 

freed from a written agreement with the Federal Reser,~e Bank of 

San Francisco, 

READ M©RE ~ 

Takeaways from ICBA’s Annual 
Conference 

Hundreds of communi’~- bankers gathered in 

Honolulu last week, trying to reconcile their 

sense that the economy is back on track wit 

their concerns about costly regulations and 

[mlair cornpeti~ion~ The following is an overvi¢ 

of the conflicting messages fl~ey shared and 

heard. 

READ MORE ;, 

~i Takeaways from 

ICBA’s Annual 

Conferenc~ 

Five steps to building an online customer experience 
competency 
’~HITEPAPER 

A recently published Forrester Research report highlights how 

customer experience one of the most vital areas for online 

businesses. 

READ M©RE ~ 

Vendor Management: Stay Compliant, Stay Secure 



WEB SEMINAR 

Last fall the OCC rebased new guidance on vendor risk 

managemenL and followed up wi~h enforcement action agains~ 

bank vendo~ for insecure practices, 

ih oover5~carolin a.rr.com. 

P~3one: (500) 22!-!809 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:37 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

FW: March 24, 2014: Nolda Sees Closure of Microsoft Deal Delayed to... - 3 

Hi Conrad--- 

Please cop,i and link to the DDI site, 

Author-Exec Aims for More Women on Boards 

Thanks, 

(issa 

From; NACD Dire~ors Daily [mailto:NACD@[NFO]NC.COM] 
$eBt~ Monday, March 24, 20~4 6:57 AM 
Te~ NACD@ NEWS.[NFO[NC.CON 
8~bje¢t~ March 2~, 20~: Nok~a Sees Closure of Microsoft Deal Delayed ~... 

Click here if you are unable to see t~e message below or are using a mobile device 

"[0daY:~ "[£P I:!~aa!io~ ....................................................................................... 

Nokia Sees Olosure of Microsoft Deal De~ayed to April 

Nokia on Monday disclosed that il "does not expect lo close the 
sale of its phone business to Microsoft until April as talks with 
Asian regulators drag on," reports Reuters (March 24, RosendaN), 
"fueling speculation it may have to make more concessbns to get 

the dea~ done." Nok~a had expected to cbse the dea~ by the end of 
this month. The delay means that ~t migM have to make 
concessbns over the ~cense fees it wN charge on patents that w~]l 
remNn wit[~ ~he Finnish company Nler the deal is completed. 
Nor(tea Markets analyst Sami Sarkamies cal~s the delay "a bad 
s~gn." addin9, "the Mggest risk ~s ~n the upqde of their patents. ~t 
looks ~ike Nokia wil~ have ~o make bigger concessions ~o push ~he 
dea~ through." 

The New York Times (March 24, Scott) states that the mulfibillion- 
dollar deal, which has already received an~itrus~ approval from bo~h 

U,S. and European regulators, will mark a major straiegic shift fer 
the two companies. "Microsoft w~ll own and manufacture the 
software and hardware components of ~he handsets that use ~s 
W~ndow~ Rhone operating system," the newspaper points out. "The 
software currently represents bss than 4 percent of tota~ 
sma~phone sabs, compared with a market share d more than 80 
percent for Google’s AndtoM operat#N system?’ For Nokia, ~he 
divestment of ~ls handset business marks the first time in nearly 
three decades that the firm will not produce ce~phones. According 
to Times sources, the de~ay ~s indeed because of outstanding 
regulatory apptovN from a number of au~horNes, mos~ no,aNy 
regulators in CMna. 

Business Week tl’~arch 24, Heiskanen) confim~s ~hat both 
companies remain committed te the deal despite the hurdles. Such 

rival mobile-phone makers as Huawei Technologies Co. and 
Samsung have expressed concerns to China that the 
Nokia dea~ rnay tesul~ in h~gher pa~ent licens~n9 iees~ "Ch~na’s 
M~nist~y ef Commerce is conducting an ant~-mone~oly review," 

repo~s the publication, "and is ]~kely to approve the deaL" 

~ BAS Candid Results 

C-Suite to Board Seat 

May 5-6 I Four Seasons Hotel I WasNngton, DC 
Sept, 8.-9 I The Montage Beverly I Hills, CA 

Seeking ~o become a corporate director or gain insights to be~ter 

M~rch 24, 20~4 

Chock for late-breaking 

news after 9:00 AM 

Esstern. 

KPMG AC Webcast March 2014 ] 

 01  o,o  ,0o1 
April 10 2014 Small Cap Forum 1 

BV -Important Boardroom Developments 

BV - Rulemaking Insights ] 

BY- M&A Inf .... tion Security ] 

Upcoming NACD 

Events 

2014 NACD Board 

Leadership Conference 

~, National Harbor; 

Maryland (Oc~ 

12-!4, 20!4) 
Master Class 

Houston, TX 

(Apt 7-8, 2014) 

Chicago, IL (June 

12-13, 2014) 

Laguna Beach, 

CA (Aug 18-.!9, 

20!4) 

Fort La uderdale, 



suppor~ your board? This unique, ]we=day course covers every]hing 
required to properly position yourself as a strategic boardroom 
asset. The comprehensive and ne~,orkin~-fi~bd agenda includes 
topbs such as: 

~ Fiduciary responsibilities 

~ Key committee roles 

~ Current environment: legislative and regulatory update 

~ St[a~egy and risk 

e Managing and monetizing intangible asse~s 

e Positbn~ng yourself for boar@~om sewbe 

Space is Hmited. Learn more and register today. 

Audit and Finance 

Private=Equity Consortium in $3 Billion Deal to Buy Nordic 
Payment Company 

The Wall Street Journal (March 24, Bomsdod) is repotting that 
"Bain Capital and Advent #ffema~ional, ~ogether with Danish pension 
fund ATP, have agreed to buy Nordic card-payment company Nets 
for 17 M[lbn Danish kroner (US$3.14 billion) from a group of 
Scand#~avian banks." Nels, which handbs payments [~ lhe live 
Nordic countries, suppo~ls over 33 m~[~on payment cards and more 
than 500,000 me[chants throughout the regbm ~t handled upwards 
of 6 bH~bn car~ transactions ~sst year abne. ATP Chief Executive 
Cersten Stendewd s~a~es, "We see a compelling Jnwstment 
opportunity to transform Nets from ~ strong Nordic company into 8 
Nodhem European leader within the payments industry." 

Temasek Agrees to Buy Stake in Watson 

"Singapore state investor Temasek Holdings has agreed to buy 
almost a [#~a~ter of health and beauty retaibr A.S. Watson for about 
$5.7 billion in what would be its singb biggest investment and one 
~hat wouM boost its exposure to AsJa’s ~ast glowing consumer 
sector," reports 1he News International (March 23). The purchase of 
the 24.9 percent stake is pa~ of Temasek’s amMtio~s reshaping of 
its $170 billion portfolio to ensu~ higher returns. Retai~ secret 
investments ate widely vb~’ved as a way ~o p[ofit from [ising 
consumer spending in such emerging Asian markets as China and 
Mdones~a. According to the pub]bafion, "A.S. Watson’s bus~ness 
~nc]udes pomona] care stores whbh dominate ~he beauty and 
heMlh market in CMna, a sector forecast 1o grow by around 40 
percent to $186 billion by 2015." 

Companies’ Offshore Profits Keep Pi~ing Up 

"U.S. corporations added at leasl $206 billion to their s~ockpibs el 
offshore profits last year," states the San Francisco Chronicle 
(March 22, Rubin), "parking earnings in low-tax countries until 
Congress gives them a reason not lo." They have accumulated 
$1.95 trillion outside the United Slales - an 11.8 percenl increase 
from s year ago, notes securities filings from more than 300 
corporations. The ~ncresse ~n profits he~d outside the count~ has 
been especially ~arge and steady a~ technobgy companies, many 
of wMch have assigned palents and other ~ntelledua~ properly to 
units hesdq~a~ered in Iow4ax bcales. In th[ee yeats, for example, 
M~c[oso~t’s profits he~d offshore have more than doub~ed. AppWs, 
meanwMb, have more than ~#~adrupled. According to the Chronicb, 
"multinationals repotted earning 43 percent of their 2008 overseas 
prd~ts in Bensuda, ~re~and, L~xembourg, the Netherlands, and 
SwJ~erland - mote than ~ive times the shale o~ wo[kers and 
hweslment they have in those judsdbtions." 

~edia General to Buy LIN ~edia for $1,6 Billion 

"Media General Inc. agreed ~o buy LIN Media LLC for about $1.6 

billion," confirms the Wall Street Journal (March 21, Rubin), "which 
the companies say will create the second-largest pure-play 
television broadcasting company ~n the U.S." Together, Media 
Genet~fl and LIN Media w~ own and e~her operate or servbe 74 
stations ~n 46 U.S. markets. They wi~ reach approximately 26.5 
m~on househoMs, or 23 percent of a~ American ~/househoMs. 
"The dea~ fo~bws other ~-sta~ion acquisitions in recen~ mon~hs, 
~nc~ud#~g Gannet~ Co’s acquJs~tbn o~ Bob Corp., as wel~ as o~her 
deMs by Med~a Genera~ and Sinclair Broadcasting Group," notes 

FL (Dec. 11-12, 
2014) 

Direc’~or 

Professionalism@ 

~ Houston, YX 

(Apt 3-4, 2014) 

~, Chicago, IL (June 

9-10, 201,1) 

~ Dane Point, CA 

(Aug 14-15, 

20!4) 

,~ Fort Lauderdele, 

FL (Dec. 8-9~ 
20!4) 

Special Bvent~ 

e Smell-Cep Forum 

San Antonio, TX 

(April 10, 2014) 

~ C-Suite to Boerd 

Seat 
Washington, DC 

(Mey 5-6, 20!4) 

NACD Spring 

Forum 

VVashington, DC 

(May :50, 2014) 

Small-Cep Forum 

San Frencisco, 
CA (Juiy 17, 

2014) 

~ C-Suite to Board 

Seat San 

Francisco, CA 
(July 17, 201,1) 

e Local NACD 

Chapter Events 
Peer Exchanges 

Private Company 

Outlook: A Fresh 
Perspective New 

York, NY (March 

25, 2014) 

NACD 

Directorship 
2020 Denver, CO 

(July 15, 201,1) 

NACD 

Directorship 
2020 Beverly 

Hills, CA (Sept 

10, 2014) 
Webinar~ 

NACD 

Directorship 

2020e3: Key 
Findings from 

2013 (4/1) 

NACD 

Directorship 
2020: Future 

Trends and the 

Boerdroom 

(:4/17) 

About NACD 

NACD aclvances 

exemplary board 

leadership ~for 

directors~ by directors. 
We deliver the wisdorn 

and insight t~at board 

members need to 

con ~icle ntly navigate 
compiex business 
chellenges end enhance 

shareowner va~ue We 

anlplify the coliective 
voice of directo[s in ~he 
nationel dialog on board 

leadership issues Learn 

more. 



the newspaper. Such broadcasters are looking to gain both scale 
and leverage in their negotiations with pay-TV distributors. 

Supreme Court to Decide If Companies Must Provide Birth 
Control Over Owners’ Religious Objections 

"The U.S. Sup[eme Ceu[t will hear a case on Tuesday tha~ will 
decide whether corporations whose owners have religious 
objections to birth contrel have to provide it in their employee 
insu[ance plans, as the federal governmen~ currently mandates," 
repeals the Cleveland Plain Dealer (March 23, Eaton). The 
Mem~o~ite ow~e~ d Conestoga Wood Spec~8~fies Corp. and the 
Southern Baptist owners of the Hobby Lobby retail chain equate 
some forms of contraception, most notably ~he morn~ng-afler-p~lL 
w~th abod~on~ The former employs heady 1,000 werkers, wM~e the 
~a~er operates over 500 stores nationwide. "Because of their 
religious beliefs," the newspaper Rotes, "the families that owR ~he 
companies say 1hey shouldn’t have to comply w~th Afferdabl8 Care 
Act regulations that require fer-prdit corporations 1o prev~de 
contraception coverage in thei~ employees’ hea~th insurance p~sns. 
They cla#~ the I993 Religious F[eedom Res[o[a[ion Act and the 
F~rst Amendment’s protection of religious exe[c~se should relieve 
them from the mandate." The government, meanwhile, countem that 
the religious ~reedorn s~a~u~e applies ~o ~Rd~viduals #~stead o~ 
cor£oralions and adds that the ~aw was never ~ntended to permit 
company owners to deny pa[ticular hea~th services to em#leyees 
who may not share their beliefs. 

~fl[#fl[a~e 6£~e[£auc~ ................................................................................... 

Herl3a~ife to Nominate Three More ~cahn Candidates to Board 

Bloomber.q (March 24, Risse0 confirms that Herbalife Ltd. has 
agreed ~o nominate ~hree people proposed by billionaire Carl Icahn 
to its board of directors. "The nutrition and wei.~jht-loss company will 
propose Hunter C. Gary, Jesse A~ Lynn, and James L~ Nelson fer 
the board at the annua~ genera~ meeting scheduled for Apr~ 29," the 
puM~cafion has ~earned~ ~cah~ and re~ated companies currently ow~ 
around 16.8 percent of Herba~fe’s shares, wMch have p[ummeled 15 
percent after the company disclosed on March 12 that the FTC has 
launched a c~v~ ~nves~gat~on into ~[s practices. Hedge4uRd manager 
Bill Ackman has petitioned fede~fl [egula~om to shut the company 
down, cha~g~ng that it m~srepresents sa~es figures and sells a 
commodity product at hd~ated p~ces. "Herbal~fe has denied 
AckrnaR’s allegations," notes Bloomberg. "~cahn currently has two 
representatives on the company’s 13-member boa~d." 

Sh~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Easier Rules Lure Foreign Firms to List in U,S, 

"Looser corporate-governance standards are luring foreign 
companies to U.S. marke~s," notes the Wall Street Journal (March 
21, Hoffman, Demos), "a development causin.~; concern among 
some large ~nvestom." Such ovemeas firms as Chinese e- 
commerce giant Al~baba Group Ho~ding Ud. have recently I~s~ed 
their shares ~n New York ~nstead of in their home markels partly 
because the U.S. is more lenient in some respects. Unlike venues 
in Nong Kong and London, both the New York Stock Exchange and 
the Nasdaq Stock Marke~ permit corporate ~ns~ders who co~ec~vely 
own ~ess than 50 pement of their companies’ stock to exercise 
contro~ via dual-share st[uctures and other means. Additionally, the 
Journal points out, "many ~o[e~gn companies are exempted 
some of the d~sc~osu[e requirements ~mposed on U.S. 
corporafions~" Since Jam 1, al least 15 foreign companies have fi~ed 
papem in p~eparat~on for initial public offerings in the U.S. 

Shar~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Author-,E×ec Aims for lViore Women on Boards 

Crain’s Detroit Business (Marsh 23, Schroeder) has learned that 
Betsy Berkheme~-Credaire, author and president of a Los Angeles- 
based executive search Iirm, has ag[eed to serve as keynote 
speaker at an April 4 wo[kshop pl~sen~ed by the DottelS-based 
~nforum Center R~r Leade~h~F The session ~s pad d the Inforum 
BoardAccess initiative, which aims to develop female candidates for 
seats on public and private corporate boards. Accord#lg to the 
puM~cafion, "Berkhemer~reda~re was inspired to create more 
gender-balanced boardrooms 15 years ago when she and eight 
o~he[ women, all members of corporate boards, rne~ [egulariy for 

lunch to talk abou~ how few women were on boards." She notes tha~ 



today’s boards are now considering candidates who work in 
eve[ything flora social media to cybe[securi~y ~o human resources. 
During her workshop, Berkhemer-Credai~e plans to share tips on 
how 1o network as a means of pursuing corporate boa~d sea~s. ’q 
hear most often that women don’t know where to sta~, and they 
don’t realize un~i~ ~hey sit down and think about Jt tha~ they already 
have #~ends and contacts who serve on public and private boards," 
she concludes. 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Sta~bucks CEO Howard Schultz Donates $30 ~ill{on to 
Troops 

The Washin~ (March 21, Chasmar) is reporting that 
Sta[bucks CEO Howat’d Schultz is donating $30 million to war 
veterans returning to the United Slales~ Accordh~g to 1he Th~es, 
"the gift has been earmarked mostly for research into bra~n trauma 
and pos[4~’auma[~c st[ess diso~te~’." It iollo~ Shul[z’s 
announcement ~ast year that Ms company plans to Mre at ~east 
10~000 vete[ans and m~tar~ spouses over the next five yea[s. 

IExxo~ [~lobil Agrees to Report on Risks to Its Fossil Fuel 
Assets 

"Energy companies have been under increasing pressure from 
shareholder activists in recent years to warn investoPs of the risks 
that stricter limiis on carbon emissions wouk~ place on their 
business," reports the Gulf News (Ma[ch 23). Late last week, 
Exxon MeM~ became the first o~] and gas preducer lo agree to 
puM~sh that information by the end of tMs month. In exchange, the 
shareholders - led by A~una Capital, a wealth managemen~ [~’m 
that focuses o~1 sustainaM~ty - agreed to w~thdraw a reso~ut~en on 
the issue at Exxon Mobil’s annual meeting. 

O-Suite 

Co~sol Energy Appo#~ts De~uliis as Its CEO 

SteelGuru ~V}arch 23) is repolting that Nicholas J. Deluliis has 
agreed to become CEO of Consol Energy Inc., with Iongtime Chief 
Executive J. Brett Harvey ~ransitioning into his new role as 
executive cha~m~an. DehJ~s, who a~ready se~ves as president ef the 
coal and natural gas company, w[[[ take the CEO reins following 
Consoi’s annual meeting on May 7. Harvey rema[ks, "Nick has 
been a valuable part of my executive leadersMp ~eam through ~he 
years a~d has ve[y effectively a~d successfully managed the day- 
today operations of the company through a transfonsafive pe[iod of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:42 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: You’re Invited - End of Year Event! 

If you are interested, you may attend. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

Frora: The Carolina Inn <im~@caxolinaJ~m.com> 

Date: March 26, 2014 at 3:40:47 PM EDT 

To: <lbroome~emml.mm.edW- 
Subject: ~u’re ~Jted - End of Year Event~ 

Fo view th~ emaH es e web pege, go here. 

.................................... ..................... .................................... 

J O ~ N U S FOR THE U N C ~ N N C LU B 
END OF YEAR EVENT~ 

The Oarohna Inn 

Coo~d~natoL w~l share parking options, guide{ines, and procedures fo~ on-campus special 

Fee~ free te extend this invkation to your fellow department members who yeu think should 

~e~e ~SW ~ qui~Z ~ ~o~i~e to ~u~ntee ~ou~ ~e~t ~t t~e ~unc~eon. 



Manacle Subscriptions I Update Profile i One-Click Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:53 AM 

Kimbefly D Kmwiec <kramec@law.duke.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: FinaJ Approval 

And looks [:it~e Lo me too. 
Thanks, 
Lissa 

From: Kimberly D Krawiec [mailto:krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 ~.:50 PN 
Te: CoNey, John M; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Fwd: Final Approval 
Final aNcle for our approvaJ -- I don’t think they cha~ged m~hing other than clemfing up footnotes~ but ifd be helpful if you gave it a final read jus~t ~o be sure all is in 

order. I’ll do the same, of course. 
Thanks! 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 

Duke University 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

._k___r___a____Wj___e___c__@ [ a w. d u k e. e d u 

919-613-7197 

Begin forwarded message: 



What Are Banks 
and their Affiliates Allowed to Do? 

Lissa L Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 







bus~ hess o[ ba ng ncl udes o~ fi na nda [ 





~I~IA {~99~ liNi~e~ s~a~e ban~ powers ~o     ~ 

.............................................. ~! ~ ! ~ o~ ~ ~ ~ 

Bank is adequa~elg capi~aJized             ~ 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 6:43 AM 

@gmaJl.com2 

Re: Advising Question 

Ok. See you around 9 

Sent from my iPad 

> On at 11:01 P’~{, ?~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Professor Broome, 
> 
> So1Ty for the late reply. I can stop by your office before 10:30 tomorrow, most likely around 9. But if that does not ;vork, I can wait to talk to you next ;veek 

Thank you again, 

>> On 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Let me know. 
>> 

>> LB 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto 
>> Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 
>> Tu: Broume, Lissa L 
>> Subject: Advising Questiun 
>> 

>> Eli Prufessor Broome, 
>> 

, at 3:46 PM, "Bruume, Lissa L" <lbruome@emaihunc.edu> wrute: 

- I cuuld meet now (until 4:15) ur tomorruw befure 10:30 and then I’m uut of the office the rest of the week 

(~maih com] 

>> I hope yuur semester 1s going well I have a questiun regarding next year and a potential semester long externship with the SEC next semester I’m having trouble deciding whether ur not 

to accept a potential uffer frum the SEC. Wuuld you be able tu meet with me to discuss this issue? 

>> 

>> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:54 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Bes~t wishes & An Update: CONFIDENTIAL 

Thin,ks for the update. See you tonight. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 2, 2014, at 9:21 AM, "Boger, Jack" *~icboger(a)email.unc.edn2 wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

I hope the Banking Law Institute goes ve~3T well this week in Charlotte (as they all have in the past, thanks to your caret\fl 

planning). I’m truly sorry not to be able to join you because of other commilments here in Chapel t 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

~gmaJl.com2 

Re: Advising Question 

You bet. Let me know what you decide. 

LB 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 4:00 PM, ’ 

Hi Prot~ssor Broome, 

Thm~k you for tneeling ruth tne yesterday. I appreciated your insight and opinion. 

Best, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

On Tue,           at 6:43 AM, Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Ok. See you around 9. 

Sent fiom my iPad 

> Or , at 11:01 PM, ~)p.mail.com > wrote: 
> 

> Hi Professor Broome, 
> 

> Sorry for the late reply. I can stop by your office before 10:30 tomorrow, most likely around 9. But if that does not work~ I can wait to talk to you 

next week. 

> Thank you again, 

>> On , at 3:46 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbrootne~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

>9 Hi -- I could meet now (until 4:15) or tomorrow before 10:30 and then I’m out of the office the rest of the week. 

>9 Let me know. 

2> LB 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Imail~o: @gm~l.com ] 
>> Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 

>> To: Broome, Lissa L 
>> Subject: Advising Question 

>> Hi Professor Broome, 

>> I hope your ~mester is going well. I have a question regarding next year and a potential semester long e~ernship with the SEC next semester. I’m 

having trouble deciding whether or not to accept a potential olt~r from the SEC. Would you be able m meet with me to discuss this issue? 

>> Thank you, 

UNC School of Law 



J.D. Candidate, Class of 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 9:49 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: Checking in 

Hi I am happy to be a reference. 

You can use my school address, email, and telephone. 

Best of luck. 

Lis~ 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 9:57 PM, 

Lissa, 

@gmail.com > wrote: 

I hope all is well and that you’re finding a way to enjoy these last days of college basketball mthom tim Heels still in it (althongh the lady 

Heels gave us quite a ran). 

I wanted to give you an ulxtate on some "things happening in my neck of the woods and ask you a question. 

First the update: 

That brings ,ne to the ques~tion: I came across a posilion with the Universi ,ty Genera] Com~sel’s office that I am considering applying for. 

How would you feel about me listing you as a reference, from my Law School days? If that would be alright, let me know 
what contact i~ffo I should nse. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:36 PM 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyer@email.uuc.edu> 

ILE: UNC FB Athletic Academic Counselor Positiou Interviews 

Hi Les .-- I can attend on 4/:15 (but I need to leave by 9:55 for another meeting} and on 4/:15. Thanks t:or asking. 

I assume you w~H drcu~ate the resumes pr~or to the ~nterviews. 

k~5~aa 
Lissa L groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Bankin~ Law 

Director, Center for ganMng and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of L~w 

CB#3380, Van Hecke,-We~:~ach 

Chapel kH~], NC 27599,-3380 

9~9,962,7066 

Access my papers on SSRN ~t: .b~.~.i//~:}~.:~.9.~?.~.9£~.~.~.~ 

::~:: Description 

...... ilttp:/,’www law unc edu/irnages/newsirnedia/banMr~gtinance web 542 jpg 

From-" Myers, Leslie 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 08, 20~.4 6:08 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC FB Athletic Academic Counselor Position Interviews 

Hi Professor Broome- 

We are interviewing for an open football academic counseling position and I wanted to let you know in case you might be able!interested to take part in our 

campus community group meeting with each of the candidates. We have four candidates we are hosting on campus- 

Please let me know if you might be able to attend any of these sessions for the candidates. If not, completely understood. Thank you for all you do! 

Les 

Les Myers 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919} 962-9893 ofc I (919} 962-8247 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:39 PM 

Scott Chase @verizon.net> 

Bo~lz~ Coumd <cbortz@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: ~ny annual sto~ from Directors & Bomds 

Hi Scott --- Not only do we not have a marketing director, we don’t have a marketing budget, so I think we’ll need to forego the e-banners and e-bh~sts, st least t:or 

Thanks for letting us know about this possibility. 

Llssa 

From: Scott Chase @verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 12:34 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
I:::c: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: RE: my annual story from Directors & Boards 
Hello, Lissa and Conrad, 
The reason I asked is that some of the programs on your agenda potentially could benefit from e-banners or an e-blast or two on/to the Directors & Boards website or e-mail 
list. 
Not selling, just sayin’... 
Lissa, I’ll have those other files for you in a day or two. 

Cheers, 

Scott 

From: Broome, Lissa L [[3_a_i[t__o__~[_b__r__o___o___m___e___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 08, 2014 9:19 AM 
To: Scott Chase 

(::c: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject= RE: my annual story from Directors & Boards 

That would be me or’ Conrad! Thanks, 

From: Scott Chase.             @verizon.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 08, 20:14 9:02 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: my annual story from Directors & Boards 

OK, will do, Lissa_. Meanwhile, who should I speak to in your marketing department regarding upcoming events? 

Cheer’s and Lhanks, 

Scott 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:37 AM 

To: Scott Chase 

Cc: Bortz, Conrad 

Subject: RE: my annual story from Directors & Boards 

Thanks, Scott. We would be pleased to include these in our In the Media section, so please send on the 2012 and 2013. 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

Lissi~ I_ ~]roome 

Wells r:argo Professor o~ Banking Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of [aw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Ch~pel Hill, NC 27599-33813 

919,962,7066 

Access my papers on 5SRN a~: -h---t-t-~--~-s--s--r--n-~-c---~---m--/-~-a--u-~-t~-h-~--r-~-~-2--z-!~-8-Z-2-~-~-. 

::N:: Description: 

From: Scott Chase               @verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:24 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: my annual story from Directors & Boards 

Hello, Lissa, 
Do you want to include these in your IN THE MEDIA [~view? If yes, I can add 2012 and 2013 downstream. 

Thanks, 

Scott 
Scott Chase 
Directors & Boards 
Private Company Director 



w’ww.directorsa nd boa rds.com 
Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia, PA 
301-879-1613 office mobile ~ 301-879-0312 fax 



Possible statement to go with announcement of discussion groups and/or ads or however we agree to 

disseminate this statement and advertise the sessions. 

have consistently insisted upon integrity and reform, we would like to reassure our current and past 

colleagues that faculty governance is alive and well. Faculty have provided input, leadership, and critical 

guidance at every step of the extended inquiry and reform processes following the scandals. We invite 

current and former colleagues to join us at meetings, speak with us to learn more about the 

complexities of the situation, and offer input. Weere£enfideRt thatThrough the reforms put in place 

through faculty, administrative, and staff cooperation we are striving to will make Carolina a leader in 



~! D:~ ~e, 0 rt hop,a e d .... .c Surgery~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

I~E: Summer ReseaJcch Assistant 

{-~reaL [J~ling! t was jtlst Lhit~king thaL I am behit~,’t ot~ taking care of th~s. I am k)eking ~or sofr~eot~e [:o do some work this st~m~x]er. Cat~ you send me a rest~me at~d 

an unoffic:ia~ copy of your k~w school trat~scdpt? 

Thanks, 

Ussa B~oome 

Sent~ Tuesday 9:56 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Summer Research Assistant 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I am currently a first-year student at UNC Law and I am ~nterested in learning more about banking law. I was wondedn~f you were Nr~n~ any research 

assistants for the summer. If I can provide you with any more information or materials, please let me know. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 
#live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Tuesday, 10:17 PM 

@gmafil.com) 

Baxfldng Joumed ditmer 

Hi - Could you confirm the time and location of Wednesday evening’s dinner? 

Thanks, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h t[_p:/iwww.law.u nc.ed u/cent ersiba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h_t__t~__.’_/_/__s__s_r_n_:__c__o___m_Z_a___u__t_h_o_rz_-_~_Z_~ 

Description: 
http://~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:56 AM 

Ballen, Ma~J~ ~a K < nbal en@unc edu-~ 

Thin,ks’. 

Hi Martina -Thanks to you and for the Harvard stuff. We will enjoy it. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

::N:: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 8:01 AM 

~gmail.com> 

l~E: Banking Joum~J dinner 

Thanks, See you tonight (and in class too, I guess), 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent:= Wednesday . 7:57 AM 

To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Banking Journal dinner 

Professor Broome, 

The dinner is tonight at 7:00 PM at Spanky’s in the same upstairs morn as last year. The buffet tnenu is below, but I have infom~ed the res~taurant that those who prefer 

to order from the regular me~m should have that option, is going to go that route. Please feel free to do the same. 

Looking forward to it, 

Baked Mac & Cheese 
Mashed Potatoes 
Collard greens 
Cole slaw 
biscuits 
½ pulled bbq 
½ bbq chicken 
Desserts 
Pecan pie 
Chocolate cake roll 

JD Candidate, 
UNC School of Law 

~g__n_:~_~i!:_~_?__n_:~_ 

On Tue, at 10:16 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Could you confirm the time m~d location of Wednesday evening’s dinner? 

Thank~ 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Prot~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Center tbr Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach HaJ1 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://~v.law.unc.e&~/centers,’banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssru.conv’m~thor~248720 

<image001 .j pg> 



Academic Performance Measures - Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill: Multi-year GSR, FGR, and APR 

04- 05- 06- 07- 08- 09- 10- 11- 11~ 12- 12~ 
05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 12 13 13 

FGR FGR 

GSR 80 81 87 85 87 87 88 88 ~ 86 

-MBB 82 70 86 86 75 88 89 91 71 90 60 

-Fball 64 70 79 78 80 75 75 75 57 65 52 

-WBB 64 56 64 90 100 100 85 79 79 79 79 

-WSoc 78 88 100 94 88 73 73 67 6~ 67 69 

FGR 70 70 71 73 73 73 74 74 72 

St.body 81 82 83 83 84 84 85 87 88 

-Diff (11) (12) (12) (10) (la) (11) (11) (13) (16) 

APR 

-MBB 989 993 995 989 995 985 963 959 

-Fball 943 948 947 947 957 955 943 934 

-WBB 982 989 975 970 979 960 959 963 

-WSoc 993 965 974 974 972 965 959 962 

11-12 UNC-CH NC State UVA Duke WFU 

GSR 88 77 87 98 95 

-MBB 91 73 64 100 100 

-Fball 75 62 69 92 86 

FGR 74 60 76 86 80 

-St.body 87 72 93 95 89 

-Diff (13) (12) (17) (9) (9) 
APR 

MBB 959 984 946 995 942 

Fball 934 947 959 989 970 

For 20111-12, UNC-CH had five sports in the top 10% of their sport for APR: 
Men’ s s~vimming 
Women’ s fencing 
Women’ s golf 
Gymnastics 
Volleyball 

FGR, GSR, and APR are defined on the next page. 

The information on these charts came from the NCAA websites listed below. I choose to 
present the results from only 4 of our 28 intercollegiate athletic teams, focusing on some of 
the teams that might be in the public eye. Information on all other teams is publicly available. 



I would be happy to compile any additional information or comparisons that Faculty Council 
believes would be helpful. 

FGR - Federal Graduation Rate. This graduation rate is reported by the Department of 
Education’ s Nati onal Center for Education Statistics as part of the Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data System (WEDS). This metric is a six-year rate that 
includes students who received athletic scholarship aid in their first semester of 
enrollment. The federal graduation rate counts student-athletes who left the University in 
good standing prior to graduation as non-graduates. This data is available for student- 
athletes at an institution and for the student body so it is a way of comparing the 
performance of student-athletes with the student body. 
http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/newmedia/public/rates/index.html 

GSR - Graduation Success Rate. The GSR is an NCAA metric and is calculated for 
student athletes who received athletics aid. The GSR adds students who transferred into 
the institution to the group of first-year students who received athletics aid and also 
differs from the FGR in that schools are not penalized when a student-athlete leaves in 
good academic standing to transfer to another institution, pursue a professi onal career, or 
for any other reason. Under the FGR, such departures are counted as failures to graduate 
from the institution of original enrollment, even if the student later graduates from 
another institution, http:iifs.ncaa.orgiDocsinewmediaipubliciratesiindex.html 

APR - Academic Performance Rate. This is an NCAA metric based on the academic 
eligibility, retention, and graduation of student-athletes. Points are awarded each 
semester per student-athletes on the basis of eligibility/graduation and retention. Each 
team member may earn two points per semester: one point for maintaining eligibility or 
for graduation, and a second point for being retained. On a team with ten members, for 
instance, there would be a maximum of 40 possible points in an academic year. If two 
student-athletes on the team were not eligible in the spring semester and were not 
retained, then the hypothetical team would only earn 36 points (losing 2 points for each 
student during that spring semester). The APR in this hypothetical example is calculated 
by first dividing 36 by 40 (equals .9), and then multiplying by 1000 to get an APR of 900. 
For 2012-13 and 2013-14, a team must have a 4-year average APR of 900 to be eligible 
for postseason play or a 930 APR for the most recent two years. In 2014-15, the 
threshold is a 4-year APR of 930 or 930 for the most recent two years, and for 2015-16 
going forward the standard for postseason play is a four-year APR of at least 930. 
http:iifs.ncaa.orgiDocsinewmediaipubliciratesiindex.html 

{PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:46 AM 

Robert Malekoff <rmalekof@guiltbrd.edu> 

Move our meeting? 

Hi Bob - I need to move our meeting scheduled for this Tuesday, April 15 at 8:30 at Caf~ Carolina. 

Some other dates that work for me are 

April 18 in the morning 

April 23 in the morning 

May 7 in the morning 

Let me know if we have any common time. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..ta :.~ ~:~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~ ~...e...~Le-r.~h~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: _h__t,_t_p_i//_s__s__En___:_c__o_m__/_a_u__t__h___Q__r_y_-__2__z_!_~ZZQ 

Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 8:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Summer Reseaxch Assisiant 

Hi 

Are you available l:o ~.;i:op by my office for about 10 minutes toda? during any o~ ~:he tm~e period ~is~:ed below? 

~’05 .-- 

4:15-4:45 

Le~ me know ff any .:?~ those [:~mes works for Vou~ and if ~.:? what time to e’.<pect you. 

Thanks, 

Ussa groome 

F~m’. 
Sent~ Tuesday; i0:36 PM 
T~ Broome, Ussa L 
Su~]e~t~ RE: Summer Research AssisNnt 

Dear Professor Broome, 

Thank you for getting back to me. ~ have attached a copy of mg resume and unofficial transcript to this emaH. Please let me know if you need anything else 

or would like to schedule a mee~ng. Thank VOU for your ~me and considera~on. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

From: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(c~email.unc.edu> 
Sent:Tuesday, . 7:58 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Summer Research Assistant 

Hi 

Great timi~g! I was .iu~.;t thir~ki~)g Lhat t am b~-:~hind on taking care of this. I a~l kboking for someoru:_~ to do some work this summer. Can you ~.;end me a r,-:~sume arid 

an unoffk:ial c.:_~py of your law school LranscripL? 

Thanks, 

[issa Broome 

Tuesday, 9:56 PN 

Broome, Lissa L 
Sul~ect; Summer Research Assistant 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I am currently a first-year student at UNC Law and I am interested in learning more about banking law. I was wondering if you were hiring any research 

assistants for the summer. If I can provide you with any more information or materials, please let me know. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 



J.D. Candidate, Class of 
~@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:11 AM 

Robert Malekoff <rmalekof@guiltbrd.edu> 

ILE: Move our tneeting? 

Pert:ect! 8:30 at Caf~ Carolina. See you then. 

From: Robert Halekoff [maiito:rmalekof@guilford,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~ 9:09 AH 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Hove our meeting? 

No problem. The lgth will work for me. Sa~e time and place? Than~ 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:45 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(?~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Hi Bob I need to move our meeting scheduled for this Tuesday. April 15 at 8:30 at Caf4 Caxolina. 

Some other dates that work for me are 
April 18 in the morning 

April 23 in the morning 

May 7 iu the morning 

Let me know if we have any common time. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of B~nking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law, unc.edtt,’cen ters’banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

Description: 
http:/l~,~wlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542 jpg 

Robert Malekoff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:29 AM 

ttannon, Aaron R <ham~ona@unc.edu> 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edu> 

I~: Entrepreneurship Courses/Clinics 

Hi Aaron --- Based on discussions we had earlier’ this year, I thought this rnighL be ot: interest, 

Best, 

~.issa 

I=rora: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Seat= Wednesday, April 0% 20~4 9:24 AN 
To= Birckhead, Tamar R; Bd~on, Laura Collins; Hazen, Thomas Lee; Broome, Lissa L; Kelley, ~omas A 
Sabject; ~: Entrepreneurship Courses!Clinics 
FYI: 

~rom; <Thomas>, Jeffrey <ThomasJE@ UM KC.EDU > 

Reply-To; "Thomas, Jeffrey" <ThomasJE@UMKC.EDU> 

Bate; Wednesday, April 9, 20~4 at 12:42 AM 

To; "LEAP--ASSOCiATE-DEANS@MAILAM ERICANBAR.ORG" <LEAP-ASSOCIATE-DEANS@ MAILAM ERICAN BAR.ORG> 

Subje~= Re: EntrepreneursNp Courses/Clinics 

Dear Colleagues: 

~ think tNs ~s an ~nterest~ng pro~ect, but for those who have an interest ~n this area, want to let you know that one of my colleagues, Tony Lupp~no, dM an 

investigation along these lines in 2007-08 for the Kauffman Foundation, which ~s majo~ supporter of entrepreneur~sm. The ~eport ~s available at 

h t [p:ffpa pers.ssrn.comisol3ipa pers.cfm ?a bs[ract id=1157065 

TNs led Lo Lhe creation of a webs~te ~n 2009 hosLed ~y Ksuffman that Tony helped to ~uHd and hNps to maintain. ~ee~ 

The webs~te ~ncludes a ~isting and ]~nks to interd~sdp~h~ary entrepreneurshipientrepreneurship education programs w~th significant ~nvo]vement by law schools 

http:!!entrepreneurship.org!entrepreneurship-law!interdiscipl~na ry-pro~rams-with-signfficant-law-schooP~nnvolvement.aspx. 

~t also ~sts approx~ma~:ely 150 transac[~onal c]k~cs, ~nduding entrepreneursMp, cornman~tv economR: devek~pment, ~m~ova~:~on and ~P, at US Law schools. 

h tt p:i!e n[ re p r e n e u rs hip .o rg/en tre p re n e u rship--la wiI a w.-sch oo1-. e n t re p re n e u rs h ip-.cli n ics. a s px 

Thanks, 

Jeff 

Jeffrey E~ Thomas 

Assodate Dean and Professor 

Daniel L Brenner ~:acu~ty Scholar 

University o~: M~ssour~--- Kansas C~ty 

School of Law 

From: Associate and Assistant Law School Deans [mailto:LEAP-ASSOCIATE-DEANS@MAIL.AMER][CANBAR.ORG] On Behalf Of Kahn, Jeffrey 
Sent-" Friday, April 04, 20~4 10:~3 AM 

To-" LEAP-ASSOCIATE- DEANS@MAIL.AMERICAN BAR.ORG 
S~hject," Entrepreneurship Courses/Clinics 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write to ask for your assistance with a survey of the Status of Entrepreneurial Law programs in law schools. Two of our faculty, Richard Benham and Elizabeth 

Farrell, are preparing to distribute a short online survey with questions about current and anticipated programs directed to teaching legal topics in 

Entrepreneurship and clinical programs providing services to Entrepreneurial clients. 

If your school has, or is planning, any relevant program, I ask that you provide the contact information for the best person to receive the survey to: 

Richard Benham, 

Entrepreneur in Residence 

Florida State University College of Law 

(8.50) 644-4075 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Jeffrey H. Kahn 

Charles W. Ehrhardt Professor & Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 

Florida State University College of Law 

(850) 644-4759 

Thank you for your continued interesE in this list. A su~nmmy of your discussion lisl subscriptions, including LEAt -ASSOCIATE-DEANS, can be found at 

[1t.~.2.::{/.~’.a.p..~.a.~1e..!~.c..a..a.~b...~J.::.~..r.~:~e..!..hs.~D~:{!~9~1~.. This new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe frown e:dsling or join others. 

If you have any issues you may either contact the list owner via ema~l: LEAP-ASSOCIATE-Dl~;ANS-requ~st(~mail.,wnericanba~.oI:g., or the ABA Seiwice Center at 

phone: 1-800-285-2221 or email: service(d~americanbar.org. 

Thank you for your continued interest in this list. A summaw of your discussion list subscriptions, including LEAP-ASSOCIATE-DEANS, can be tbund at 

http:/iapps.americanbar.orNelis~serv/home.clha. This new List Subscription Page allows you to manage your lists - unsubscribe t?om existing or join others. 



If you have any issues you may either conlact the list owner via email: I .EAP-ASSOC!~ATE-DEANS-request(i~mail,america~abar-’°-r-g~ ’ or the ABA Service Center at 

ph~me: 1-800-285-2221 or email: ~rvice@americanbar.org ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Summer Reseaxch Assis~nt 

Hi 

rhar~ks, 

Lissa Broorne 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 Alvl 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Summer Research Assistant 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I would be available to stop by your office at 3:05 pm. I look forward to talking with you. 

Sincerely, 

--I will see you then. I will be coming from a class that ends at 3:00 so it’s possible I wilf be a few minutes a[:ter 3:05. 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

@live~unc~edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[..b_E.o__o._m._.e__.@._.e__m__a_!J_:._u_..n_c_._@__y.> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:50 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Summer Research Assistant 

Are you available to stop by my office for about 10 minutes today during any of the time period listed below? 

:[2:50 ---2:00 

3:05 - 3:30 

4:15-4:45 

~.et me know if any of those times works for you, and if so, what time to expect you, 

Thanks~ 

Lissa Broome 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 PN 
To: 8roome~ Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Summer Research Assistant 

Dear Professor Broome, 

Thank you for getting back to me. I have attached a copy of my resume and unofficial transcript to this email. Please let me know if you need anything else 
or would like to schedule a meeting. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[b_._ro__o_._m__e_._@___e_._m_.a__[!_._u__n_._c__.._e_.d_u_> 

Sent: Tuesday,             7:58 PM 



To: 

Subject: RE: Summer Research Assistant 

Hi 

Great timing! I was just thinking that 1 am behind on taking care of this, I am looking for someone to do some work this summer, Can you send me a resume and 

an unoffici~fl c.:_~py of your k~w school t:r~mscripL? 

Thanks, 

Tuesday, 9:56 PN 
Broome, Lissa L 

S~bject: Summer Research Assistant 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I am currently a first-year student at UNC Law and I am interested in learning more about banking law. I was wondering if you were hiring any research 

assistants for the summer. If I can provide you with any more information or materials, please let me know. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

~live~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O 13NC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:14 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: I aan on my way, sorry.! 

Great 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 9, 2014, at 10:07 AM, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my tPhone 

@gma il. com> wrote: 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:47 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

I~E: [thearg] retired ~hculb" 

Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy _I 

Sent-" Wednesday, April 09, 20"14 "10:$6 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject-" FW: [thearg] retired faculty 

Had to send you this one 

JoyJ. Renn~_% M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 IJNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

32!-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chape~ Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-ges..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,IOT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!,.’:lud[n~ al:~achments, if arw, [5 intet~ded onh/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay cot~tilJR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 

privileged mater[ak Ar!~ .--.-unaut?!orized review, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion h; prohibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec~p[en[, please corfl:aci: 1:he sender by reply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all copies Of the otiS:hal message. 

F~m= Tomaskova, Silvia 

8ent~ Wednesday, April 09, 2014 10:52 AM 

To= athletics reform group 

8ubject~ ~e: [thearg] retired facul~ 

Hinges1 will be completed in a record time, the sun rises eve~’ ~y &~e to onr valiant e~b~s. (Heroic music stmls here) 

what is the definition of nationaJism? 

On 4/9/2014 8:23 AM, Jay S~nith wrote: 

I find the list of signatories deeply ironic (all original ARG membem), and pretty depressing. 

http://w~v.new~bse~er.c~m/2~ ~ 4/~4/~8/3768358/vmcas-s~ep~naitis-unc-facultv.html?sp /99/~ ~8/ 

They’re working hard "to fix the issues that have been identified." I mus~ have missed the meeting where the lengthy debates, full disclosure, m~d carefifl 

identif!., qng were done. Closed meeting, I suppose. 

I also understated that Vince Ille (fi’om compliance), at yesterday’s FAC meeting, expressed reservations about UNC’s commitment to be "the most 

transparent athletic program" in the country. But I guess we just need to trust... 

-- You me currently subscribed to thearg as: .t_9__n_)_g_s_(_a2__g__n_c_:_e_~t___u_. To unsubscribe 

34516849-61803892.2ce34ebaabl e21bfiac52611 e3 f037t78(~!ist serv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Remm~,~[gmed.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hItp:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?id=67643430,Se23cb330d016e 15946b9e2dd66a8a0e& n=T&l=themg&o=34518046 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !~.e~a.~:.e~-~‘.3.~.4.~.5.~.~...g~.~4~6~-.~7.~.4.~‘.3.~.4.~.:.~..e~2~3.~.c~.b.~.{~.~.~D~L~{~g~j.~g1:~::~g~:~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

4/9/2014 4:47:33 PM 

amy.gillen@nm.com 

Subject: Accepted: GoToMeeting Invitation - meeting 

Start: 4/9/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN LBROOME> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:41 PM 

~gmail .com> 

ILE: Director Database 

You were placed on our listserv, but not in the database. I have accepted you for registration, You need to go back into the database and t~ll out the 

remaining screens of h~format~on because those are the fie~ds on which the database searches (not your resume), 

Thanks, Hope you’re well, 

"[’8 ke ca 

@gmail,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, 2014 1:26 PN 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Director Da~base 

Hi Lissa- 

here t?om your May 2013 Board workshop. 

I w~ just reading your emil and tried to log in to Ne dabble. I thought we were entered into the database automatically a~er a~ending the u, or~hop? 

In any event I am subtni~ing the ~vques1 to ~ added 

today. Just wanted you to ~ aware of my submission. ~ope all is well. 

Regards- 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Cell 

Text. 

(/~gmail.com 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:42 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <!_b___r~?~21Ln___e_@_e_~!’_a_j_l_=uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Friends ---Jim Fraser, from Goodwin Executive Search and a good friend of the Direc[or Diversity Initiative, asked rne [o circulate this announcemer~t of 

a Goodwin Executive Search Boardroom Prep workshop that you or others you know may be ~nterested ~n attendh~g. Please see below. 

If you haw~n’t yet r’eg~stered on our d~rector database, piease do so, f[ you haw~ registered, please be sure to keep your resume, contact kfformation, 

and substantive expertise updated. ]here are about fbe screens oF informa~:~on that each registrant: needs to 51~ out relatk~ to substantive expertise 

and ~t b [hese fieMs on which searches are performed, ~ ~ust contacted about a dozen of you w~[h respect [o a direc[or search I was aware of through 

NACD, ~[: you did not [:H~ out these b~formatior~ fields, ] wou~d not have found you even if the expertise shown on your resume made you a ped:ect 

match for the posit~on~ Our database ~s accessible at https:!/ddLlaw,unc.edu/database/Iogin,aspx 

] hope everyone ~s enjoying the delightful start to fall weather. 

[.issa 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



.lira Fraser 

Vice Pr’esider~, Boi~rd Services 

Goodwin t}×~-_~cutive Sei~rch 

<imageOO:Lgif> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

Lissa L Broorne 

Wells Fargo Professor of ~anking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wei:Lach H~I~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

Access m~, papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 

<:imageOOS.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atlach: 

Broome, Lissa L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LBROOME> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

Re: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004:ipg; image007:ipg 

Vince, 

I could meet 4/17 at 3:15 or later and any rime on 4/21. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:47 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ii!!~/~.~!4!79.:t;~!~> wrote: 

Checking on your m~ailabili~ to participate at times noted below for 4/17 and 4/21. If you’ll let me know I’ll tU to schedule with ND. Thanks. 

<image007.jpg> 

Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:42 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 
Th~l<s, Vince...also a holiday here!...was~’t looking at the day very carefully, ),st avaHabHity~ 

Wou~d after 3pro on the I7th or the morning of the 21st be an option for you? 

TN 

From: Hie, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:40 AM 

To: Thomas Nevala 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Tom, 
April 18 is a campus holiday hem, so most will not be available. Is there a~other &re on your calendam that might woN? Thanks a~d hope you’re doing 

well. 

Vince 
v~nce [l~e 

<image001.j0g> 

F~m: Thomas Revala [mN{~o:TNomas.],ltevel~.{~] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 11:41 AH 
To: Ille, V~nce 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 
Vince: 
Meeting with 3i~[, Jen and friends thB Iriday to review ND student aid data, current student aid OroOosals, etc... 

Would you, Marielle and others at UNC have time on Friday, Aoril ~8th tO schedule a WebEx to review same, models of existing OroOosals and brain 

storm a bit about a 
Let me know if there’s a time that would work well that day on your end and we will make it hao0en here, too. 
Thanks. 

BeSt, 

TN 

St, Associate Athletics Director [ B~asi~ess Opera,riot, s 
Gestural M~ager Comp~o~ Family Ice Arer~a 

574 631-8112 Oft~ce I 574 631-9669 Fax 

<imageOO2.jpg> <imageOO3.jpg> <imageOO4.jpg> 



E-mail: dfryer@searchitri~ht.com 



E-mail: aster.tegene@us.pwc.com 



E-mail: ta mmie.l.moore@suntrust.com 



E-mail: cathy.hamilton@nm.com 



E-mail: Lucy.morris@cfpb.gov 



E-mail: david.bloom@suntrust.com 



E-mail: ccalaby@aba.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Schulte, Kristen 

Schulte 

Kristen 

E-mail: kristen.schulte@davispolk.com 



Full Name: Schneider, Jaclyn M. 

Last Name: Schneider 

Middle Name: M. 

First Name: Jaclyn 

E-mail: jaclyn.schneider@davispolk.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leena Sharma 

Sharma 

Leena 

E-mail: I-sharma@northwestern.edu 



E-mail: emily.stapf@ us.pwc.com 



E-mail: charles.e.beard@us.pwc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Yarde Nicole 

Nicole 

Yarde 

E-mail: NYarde@schools.nyc.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Newell, Jeremy 

Newell 

Jeremy 

E-mail: Jeremy.Newell@theclearinghouse.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gary McNorrill 

McNorrill 

Gary 

E-mail: gmcnorrill@ banksstreetpartners.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kaeding, Mike 

Kaeding 

Mike 

E-mail: Mike.Kaeding@alston.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Malekoff 

Malekoff 

Robert 

E-mail: rmalekof@guilford.edu 



Full Name: Jack R. Magee 

Last Name: Magee 

Middle Name: R, 

First Name: Jack 

E-mail: JMagee@wyrick.com 



Full Name: Clay O. Martin 

Last Name: Martin 

Middle Name: O, 

First Name: Clay 

E-mail: CMartin@wyrick.com 



E-mail: michael.monday@wellsfargo.com 



Full Name: Rosenblatt, Edward G. 

Last Name: Rosenblatt 

Middle Name: G. 

First Name: Edward 

E-mail: ERosenblatt@mcguirewoods.com 



Full Name: Jones, Debra J 

Last Name: Jones 

Middle Name: J 

First Name:    Debra 

E-mail: Debra.Jones@scheller.gatech.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Friga, Paul (Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

Friga 

Paul 

E-mail: Paul_Friga@kenan=flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

CourtneyJones 

Jones 

Courtney 

E-mail: courtney.jones@duke.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ogburn, Tate 

Ogburn 

Tate 

E-mail: TOgburn@POYN ERSPRUILL.COM 



E-mail: saleebyd@hpw.com 



E-mail: jan.sassaman@ pleresgroup.com 



E-mail: dlangley@nccumc.org 



E-mail: david@fitchlumber.com 



E-mail: acovington@ mcguirewoods.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Butler, Seletha 

Butler 

Seletha 

E-mail: Seletha.Butler@scheller.gatech.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Fleming, John 

Fleming 

John 

E-mail: John.Fleming@firstcitizens.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Deborah Clarke 

Clarke 

Deborah 

E-mail: debbi_clarke@unc.edu 



E-mail: rcallicutt@ bankofnc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hellmold, Erich 

Hellmold 

Erich 

E-mail: EHellmold@kilpatricktownsend.com 



Full Name: Baum, Theresa A. 

Last Name: Baum 

Middle Name: A. 

First Name: Theresa 

E-mail: TBaum@mofo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Katie Everson 

Everson 

Katie 

E-mail: katie_everson@nols.edu 



E-mail: nichole.cham berlain@cfpb.gov 



E-mail: gail.hillebrand@cfpb.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Be Stoney 

Stoney 

Be 

E-mail: bstoney@ksu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

McCollin-Morris, Laura 

McCollin-Morris 

Laura 

E-mail: Imccollin@morganlewis.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Maxwell, Scott 

Maxwell 

Scott 

E-mail: rsmaxwel@indiana.edu 



E-mail: demian.betz@wellsfargoadvisors.com 



E-mail: demian.betz@wfadvisors.com 



E-mail: nicole.stockton@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: damien.betz@wfadvisors.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Costner, Clay 

Costner 

Clay 

E-mail: CCostner@mayerbrown.com 



E-mail: wgm@hklaw.com 



E-mail: paige.e.pidano@frb.gov 



E-mail: john.stensrud@klgates.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Swire, Peter 

Sw[re 

Peter 

E-mail: Peter.Swire@scheller.gatech.edu 



E-mail: catherineH @discoveryplace.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cynthia Crockett 

Crockett 

Cynthia 

E-mail: Cynthia.Crockett@nelsonmullins.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hardie, Kara 

Hardie 

Kara 

E-mail: Kara.Hardie@dechert.com 



Full Name: McGuire, Margaret S. 

Last Name: McGuire 

Middle Name: S. 

First Name:    Margaret 

E-mail: MCGUIREM@SEC.GOV 



E-mail: CMarcellino@mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: Brian.Webster@cfpb.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

O’Connor Jr., Tony 

O’Connor 

Tony 

E-mail: tony.o’connor@credit-suisse.com 



Full Name: Thomas, Courtney B. 

Last Name: Thomas 

Middle Name: B. 

First Name:    Courtney 

E-mail: courtney.thomas@credit-suisse.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Josephs, Laura 

Josephs 

Laura 

E-mail: JOSEPHSL@SEC.GOV 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Noble, Charlotte 

Noble 

Charlotte 

E-mail: Cha rlotte.Noble@bryancave.com 



E-mail: kfongaiu@asbhawaii.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Fennema, Meindert 

Fennema 

Meindert 

E-mail: M.Fennema@uva.nl 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Heemskerk, Eelke 

Heemskerk 

Eelke 

E-mail: E.M.Heemskerk@uva.nl 



E-mail: suzin @purneydesign.com 



E-mail: jmg@umd.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Rogers 

Rogers 

Joe 

E-mail: joe.rogers@rogersinternationalllc.com 



E-mail: brad@maitlandlaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Champigny, Ashley 

Champigny 

Ashley 

E-mail: achampigny@theacc.org 



E-mail: stetz@cypressmagazines.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Patterson, Joy 

Patterson 

Joy 

E-mail: Joy_Patterson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Constable, Glenn 

Constable 

Glenn 

E-mail: Glenn_Constable@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



E-mail: kim@ramsclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Solomon, Jason 

Solomon 

Jason 

E-mail: Jason.Solomon@alston,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Morello, Jeannie 

Morello 

Jeannie 

E-mail: jmorello@williamsmullen.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



E-mail: rheuer@smu.edu 



E-mail: ~mindspring.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Casey Burns 

Burns 

Casey 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hill, Paige 

Hill 

Paige 

E-mail: phill@babc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kevin Westerman 

Westerman 

Kevin 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rinearson, Judith 

Rinearson 

Judith 

E-mail: Judith.Rinearson@bryancave.com 



Fuji Name: HWY 

First Name: HWY 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Oliver, Patricia 

Oliver 

Patricia 

E-mail: Patricia.Oliver@tuckerellis.com 



Full Name: ’jcarlock@mail.unc.edu’ 

Last Name: edu’ 

Middle Name: uric, 

First Name: ’jcarlock@mail. 

E-mail: jcarlock@mail.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Roby Chatterji 

Chatterji 

Roby 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: amy.gillen@nm.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kristofer Readling 

Readling 

Kristofer 

E-mail: @gmail,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kim Wierzel 

Wierzel 

Kim 

E-mail: KWierzel@pattersonsheridan.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rhonda Brauer 

Brauer 

Rhonda 

E-mail: RBrauer@georgeson.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holleman, Todd 

Holleman 

Todd 

E-mail: THolleman@KSLAW.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

ZacharyJoyner 

Joyner 

Zachary 

E-mail: _~gmail.com 



E-mail: joannel@us.ibm.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Camp, Jonathan 

Camp 

Jonathan 

E-mail: Jonathan.Camp@abc.com 



E-mail: jon.camp@abcllmail.com 



E-mail: andy.mattison@news14.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Phillip Shelton 

Shelton 

Phillip 

E-mail: @~;mail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: Jennifer L. Ritter 

Last Name: Ritter 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: Jennifer 

E-mail: JLR@wardandsmith.com 



Full Name: Courtenay Lane Morgan 

Last Name: Morgan 

Middle Name: Lane 

First Name: Courtenay 

E-mail: CLM@wardandsmith.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Phil Buffington 

Buffington 

Phil 

E-mail: PhiI.Buffington@arlaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Erin Edeiken 

Edeiken 

Erin 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Blair Foster 

Foster 

Blair 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Evans, Jack 

Evans 

Jack 

E-mail: Jack_Evans@kenan-flagler.u nc,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michelle Tartalio 

Tartalio 

Michelle 

E-mail: mta rtalio@enlightresearch.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Norris Tolson 

Tolson 

Norris 

E-mail: Norris_Tolson @ncbiotech.org 



E-mail: heather.barber@unh.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

judi pfeffer 

pfeffer 

judi 

E-mail: judi,pfeffer@ncpublicschools.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jim Dean 

Dean 

Jim 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Teryn Brill 

Brill 

Teryn 

E-mail: @l~mail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rizzo, Deborah 

Rizzo 

Deborah 

E-mail: Deborah.Rizzo@dechert.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charles Majors 

Majors 

Charles 

E-mail: majorsc@amnb.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: Leitess, Steven (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com) (steven.leitess@lf-pc.com) 

Last Name: Leitess 

Middle Name: (steven,leitess@If-pc.com) 

First Name: Steven 

E-mail: steven.leitess@If-pc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chin, Sylvia (schin@whitecase.com) 

Chin 

Sylvia 

E-mail: schin@whitecase.com 



E-mail: will.bocholis@ourclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Christy Santacana 

Santacana 

Christy 

E-mail: christy@ncbankers.org 



E-mail: blackjack@altachalets.com 



E-mail: KKWatson@chccs.k12.nc.us 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Erin Hunter 

Hunter 

Erin 

E-mail: erin@altachalets,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Derek Adler 

Adler 

Derek 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Briana Brake 

Brake 

Briana 

E-mail: briana.brake@law.duke.edu 



E-mail: jketch@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hinson, Ed 

Hinson 

Ed 

E-mail: EHINSON@jmdlaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

3ulie Hoffman’ 

Hoffman’ 

’Julie 

E-mail: julie@thecorporatecounsel.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Daniel Tokaji 

Tokaji 

Daniel 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gray Kirby 

Kirby 

Gray 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Broc Romanek 

Romanek 

Broc 

E-mail: broc.romanek@thecorporatecounsel.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Laurie Russman 

Russman 

Laurie 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Heroy, Alex 

Heroy 

Alex 

E-mail: AHeroy@jmdlaw.com 



Full Name: Deer, Mary Ruth 

Last Name: Deer 

Middle Name: Ruth 

First Name: Mary 

E-mail: mdeerl@iupui.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ann Johnston 

Johnston 

Ann 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: froisman@iupui.edu 



E-mail: @att.net 



E-mail: henry.oehmann@gt.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Swofford, John 

Swofford 

John 

E-mail: jswofford @thea cc,orl~ 



E-mail: law full professors@listserv.unc.edu 



E-mail: tshaw@law, columbia.edu 



E-mail: rwjenkins@rwjenkins.com 



E-mail: orfield@law.ucla.edu 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: ogletree@law.harvard.edu 



E-mail: twells@paulweiss.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brenda Gilchrist 

Gilchrist 

Brenda 

E-mail: Gilchrist@civilrights.org 



E-mail: henderson@civilrights.org 



E-mail: mad l@nyu.edu 



E-mail: @aol.com 



E-mail: aal@nyu.edu 



E-mail: angela.y.eugene@frb.gov 



E-mail: alicia.stallworth@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: input@redesigndivisiononegov.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Filip Wejman 

Wejman 

Filip 

E-mail: office@wejman.pl 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Martin 

Martin 

Joe 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Frank Gozzo 

Gozzo 

Frank 

E-mail: fsozzo@noverant.com 



Full Name: Bermudez, Martha C 

Last Name: Bermudez 

Middle Name: C 

First Name: Martha 

E-mail: mbermude@santander.us 



Full Name: Hunley, Carol A 

Last Name: Hunley 

Middle Name: A 

First Name:    Carol 

E-mail: chunley@santander.us 



E-mail: LMWEST@MED.UNC.EDU 



E-mail: laura@laurafornc.com 



E-mail: brennank@exchange.law.nyu.edu 



E-mail: brennank@excahnge.law.nyu.edu 



E-mail: brennancenter@nyu.edu 



E-mail: coflaherty@smebranding.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Crystal Kaahaaina 

Kaahaaina 

Crystal 

E-mail: ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com 



E-mail: tlynde@theacc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jessica Gregory 

Gregory 

Jessica 

E-mail: @l~mail.com 



E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Clark, Timothy 

Clark 

Timothy 

E-mail: Tim.p.clark@frb.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kaplan, Steve 

Kaplan 

Steve 

E-mail: Steve.Kaplan@cfpb.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Belshaw, Sally 

Belshaw 

Sally 

E-mail: sally.belshaw@occ.treas.~;ov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dominick, Paula 

Dominick 

Paula 

E-mail: paula.dominick@bankofamerica.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hunley, Carol 

Hunley 

Carol 

E-mail: CH unley@sovereignbank.com 



E-mail: stevelmn@uw.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Alexandra Kandah 

Kandah 

Alexandra 

E-mail: @att.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Madeline Cashdollar 

Cashdollar 

Madeline 

E-mail: madeline.cashdollar@aonhewitt.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Athletics Council 

Council 

Athletics 

E-mail: athletics_council@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Terrell 

Terrell 

Matt 

E-mail: matt@ramsclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Oehmann, Henry 

Oehmann 

Henry 

E-mail: Henry.Oehmann@us.gt.com 



E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: dan_tracey@unc.edu 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: casey@wentz-pitts.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kelly Smith 

Smith 

Kelly 

E-mail: kpsmith@smithlaw.com 



Full Name: Bruce Alan Markell 

Last Name: Markell 

Middle Name: Alan 

First Name:    Bruce 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Peter Carson 

Carson 

Peter 

E-mail: PCarson@sheppardmullin.com 



Full Name: Marde Hawkins Smith 

Last Name: Smith 

Middle Name: Hawkins 

First Name: Marcie 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Paulsen, Vanessa 

Paulsen 

Vanessa 

E-mail: Vanessa.Paulsen@theclearinghouse,org 



E-mail: Richard.neiman@uspwc.com 



Full Name: Westerlund, Lance S 

Last Name: Westerlund 

Middle Name: S 

First Name:    Lance 

E-mail: lancew@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Denise Nyman 

Nyman 

Denise 

E-mail: @mindspring.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Susan Zelt 

Zelt 

Susan 

E-mail: @~;mail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Luedtke, Karlin (kl5k) 

Luedtke 

Karlin 

E-mail: kl5k@eservices.vir~inia.edu 



Full Name: Bosken, Katherine M 

Last Name: Bosken 

Middle Name: M 

First Name: Katherine 

E-mail: kbosken@nccob.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



E-mail: kim.culpepper@thomsonreuters.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carr Thompson 

Thompson 

Carr 

E-mail: cthompson@bwfund.org 



E-mail: richard.neiman@us.pwc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Scott, Jennifer 

Scott 

Jennifer 

E-mail: Jennifer.Scott@theclearinghouse.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rozansky, Gregg 

Rozansky 

Gregg 

E-mail: Gregg.Rozansky@theclearinghouse.org 



E-mail: kretchj@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brian Fineman 

Fineman 

Brian 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: m.highfield@ msstate.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Medendorp 

Medendorp 

Amy 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mann, Kelly 

Mann 

Kelly 

E-mail: kmmann@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: M. MacRae Robinson 

Last Name: Robinson 

Middle Name: MacRae 

First Name: M. 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: brenda.williams@nctreasurer.com 



Full Name: Butler, Seletha R. 

Last Name: Butler 

Middle Name: R. 

First Name: Seletha 

E-mail: @ bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tammie McGarr 

McGarr 

Tammie 

E-mail: TMcGarr@business.msstate.edu 



E-mail: tmcgarr@cobilan.msstate.ed u 



E-mail: LauraFjeld@ LauraforNC.com 



E-mail: tmcgarr@cbilan.msstate.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Weltzin, Joelle 

Weltzin 

Joelle 

E-mail: JWeltzin@bbandt.com 



E-mail: gaadams@smithlaw.com 



E-mail: catharinearrowood@parkerpoe.com 



E-mail: acaulkins@charlotteobserver.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: tdrew@deloitte.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: Drew-td rew@deloitte.com 



E-mail: Caulkins-acaulkins@charlotteobserver.com 



E-mail: -catharinearrowood@parkerpoe.com 



E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Judy New 

New 

Judy 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kim Perez 

Perez 

Kim 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



E-mail: leonor@nchispaniccha mber.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Radhika Raman 

Raman 

Radhika 

E-mail: rr2854@columbia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dick Engstrom 

Engstrom 

Dick 

E-mail: richard.enl~strom@duke.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pildes, Rick 

Pildes 

Rick 

E-mail: pildesr@exchange.law.nyu.ed u 



E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kimberly West-Faulcon 

West-Faulcon 

Kimberly 

E-mail: westk@lls.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rob Martin 

Martin 

Rob 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Millie Tan 

Tan 

Millie 

E-mail: Millie,Tan@quintiles.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corrina Bowers 

Bowers 

Corrina 

E-mail: Corrina.Bowers@quintiles.com 



E-mail: jangell@uncaa.unc.edu 



E-mail: center for banking_and_finance@listerv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Horton, Susan 

Horton 

Susan 

E-mail: shorton@Creditriskmgt.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kenyon, Sarah 

Kenyon 

Sarah 

E-mail: kenysrO@wfu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barclift, Jill 

Barclift 

Jill 

E-mail: zbarclift@ hamline.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Christina DiPinto 

DiPinto 

Christina 

E-mail: cdipinto@sheleymarketinl~.com 



Full Name: Elizabeth Gray Simmons 

Last Name: Simmons 

Middle Name: Gray 

First Name: Elizabeth 

E-mail: @yahoo.corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Peter Webb 

Webb 

Peter 

E-mail: @~;mail.com 



Full Name: David Christopher Herring 

Last Name: Herring 

Middle Name: Christopher 

First Name: David 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Steven Maranville 

Maranville 

Steven 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

McGrew, Sean 

Mc(3rew 

Sean 

E-mail: smcgrew@cgsh.com 



Full Name: Katie Rose Guest Pryal 

Last Name: Pryal 

Middle Name: Rose Guest 

First Name: Katie 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Duke, Alyssa 

Duke 

Alyssa 

E-mail: aduke@theacc.org 



Full Name: Robert J. Jackson Jr. 

Last Name: Jackson 

Middle Name: J, 

First Name:    Robert 

E-mail: robert.jackson@law.columbia.edu 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: _~verizon.net 



Full Name: Adrian Joseph Preston 

Last Name: Preston 

Middle Name: Joseph 

First Name:    Adrian 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Drew Kifner 

Kifner 

Drew 

E-mail: kifnerd@mvalaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brianne Schmidt 

Schmidt 

Brianne 

E-mail: brianne.schmidt@ mcveil~h.com 



E-mail: alex.ferrill@thomsonreuters.com 



E-mail: beth@wvllp.com 



E-mail: rnstrayhorn@capepointpartners.com 



E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kate Gaither 

Gaither 

Kate 

E-mail: KGaither@krcl.com 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Paul, Therese 

Paul 

Therese 

E-mail: Therese.Paul@S3,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jacqueline Garner 

Garner 

Jacqueline 

E-mail: JGarner@ business.msstate.ed u 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charlotte Dean 

Dean 

Charlotte 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lynne Gray 

Gray 

Lynne 

E-mail: LGRAY@brookspierce.com 



E-mail: tamara.smallman@law.columbia.edu 



Full Name: Ellen 

First Name: Ellen 

E-mail: the_bastiaans@t-online.de 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Shante Collins 

Collins 

Shante 

E-mail: scollins@chccs,k12,nc.us 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Craig Wood 

Wood 

Craig 

E-mail: craig@claritygroupinc.com 



E-mail: bigskyfilminstitutenews-request@ bigskynet.orl~ 



E-mail: ntarr@illinois.edu 



E-mail: rkaplan@illinois.edu 



E-mail: kcrowe@croweanddavis.com 



E-mail: jhuffman@croweanddavis.com 



E-mail: kkrowe@kroweanddavis.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Renee White 

White 

Renee 

E-mail: renee@thedomesticscientist.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Maggie West 

West 

Maggie 

E-mail: maggiew@com munityempowermentfund.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Vickory, Frank 

Vickory 

Frank 

E-mail: fmvO9@my.fsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

David’ ’Ruffi n 

’Ruffin 

David’ 

E-mail: druffin@Creditriskmgt.com 



Full Name: Ingrid Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC 

Last Name: Ingrid Jones 

Middle Name: Meetings and Events LLC 

First Name: Impact 

E-mail: ijones@impactmtgs.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

WELCH, NATALIE 

WELCH 

NATALIE 

E-mail: welchns@email.sc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Boswell, Erin 

Boswell 

Erin 

E-mail: EBoswell@mayerbrown.com 



Full Name: Robert L. Nelson 

Last Name: Nelson 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: Robert 

E-mail: rnelson@abfn.org 



E-mail: mray@nccob.gov 



E-mail: meaders@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Blair Harrison 

Harrison 

Blair 

E-mail: BHarrison@carolinalegal,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Mercer 

Mercer 

Robert 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



E-mail: stuart.west@steffanlaw.com 



Full Name: Carney, Eva Marie 

Last Name: Carney 

Middle Name: Marie 

First Name: Eva 

E-mail: ecarney@rkollp.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

]ames Kwak 

Kwak 

]ames 

E-mail: james,kwak@law.uconn.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 
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E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: Julie T Caldwell 

Last Name: Caldwell 

Middle Name: T 

First Name: Julie 

E-mail: jtuggle@kpmg,com 



Full Name: Lawson, Terri N 

Last Name: Lawson 

Middle Name: N 

First Name: Terri 

E-mail: tlawson@NCCU.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Melanie Allen 

Allen 

Melanie 

E-mail: melanie@ctnc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: Jill L. Himelfarb 

Last Name: Himelfarb 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: Jill 

E-mail: jlhimelfarb@vorys.com 



E-mail: @uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

David Clough 

Clough 

David 

E-mail: David.Clough@colorado.edu 



E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: KFBSRSVP@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: Brenda J Holdnak 

Last Name: Holdnak 

Middle Name: J 

First Name:    Brenda 

E-mail: bjholdnak@babcock.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



E-mail: pgibson@smithlaw.com 



E-mail: AAnders@wcsr.com 



E-mail: adweis@vorys.com 



E-mail: ’@juno.corn 



E-mail: alicia.davis@cwt.com 



E-mail: alocker@fhlbatl.com 



E-mail: alyson.spurlock@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: anderson.caperton@cwt,com 



E-mail: an nie.george@alston.com 



E-mail: atkinsa@unc.edu 



E-mail: bcorbett@poynerspruill.com 



E-mail: beth_desimone@aporter.com 



E-mail: betsy.c.chew@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: bgarner@ banklawnc.com 



E-mail: b~arrett@smithlaw.corn 



E-mail: blendino@bbandtcm.com 



E-mail: bpowell@hunton.com 



E-malE brad.funk@alston.com 



E-mail: brian.cox@alston.com 



E-mail: cabrao@wcsr.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: carla.archie@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: caroline.tsai@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: ccasey@debevoise.com 



E-mail: cgalfo@bbandt.com 



E-mail: cgattuso@ kilpatricktownsend.com 



E-mail: cgoodman@wcsr, com 



E-mail: charamoore@ parkerpoe.com 



E-mail: charliewilliams@icsllc.us.com 



E-mail: christieb@carolinaasphalt.orl~ 



E-mail: clay.littlefield@alston.com 



E-mail: corley.holt@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: cpatrick@wcsr.com 



E-mail: crange@wcsr.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: david.burkholder@cwt.com 



E-mail: david.harris@pnc.com 



E-mail: ddabbs@rbh.com 



E-mail: deborah@theplainlanguagegroup.com 



E-mail: dharden@wcsr.com 



E-mail: donna.harris@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: dpratt@krcl.com 



E-mail: ed.abrao-netto@alston.com 



E-mail: eleal@wcsr.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



I-mail: @email.unc.edu 



E-maih ~ary.schuler@cwt.com 



E-mail: gavin.c.dowell@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: glumelsky@ mayerbrown.com 



E-mail: ~carolina.rr.com 



E-mail: grant.a.harbrecht@bankofamerica.com 



greg.camp@rbc.com 



E-mail: henry.labrun@cwt.com 



E-mail: @me.com 



E-mail: imacsween@brookspierce.com 



E-mail: jack.jennings@frb.gov 



E-mail: jandersen@dickinsonlaw.com 



E-mail: janet.hunt@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: jason.a.schubert@bankofa merica.com 



E-mail: .corn 



E-mail: jdeese@hunton.com 



E-mail: jeff.aldrich@cwt.com 



E-mail: jeff.blake@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: jgreene@ banklawnc.com 



E-mail: jill.a.smith@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: jkim@hunton.com 



E-mail: jklein@bbandt.com 



E-mail: jlitsey@ mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: john j.muller@bankofamerica .com 



I-mail: ~email.unc.edu 



E-mail: jon.mooney@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: joshua.yablonski@cwt.com 



E-mail: jparness@fhlbatl.com 



E-mail: jregan@sandleoroneill,com 



E-mail: jrickenbacker@hunton.com 



E-mail: @unc.edu 



E-mail: jsmith @firstbancorp.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: kahn.hobbs@cwt.com 



E-mail: kathleen.kerrigan@bankofa merica.com 



E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



E-mail: kejohnson@kslaw.com 



E-mail: kelly.thomasl@wachovia.com 



E-mail: kirk.lecureux@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: @Hotmail.com 



E-mail: kobi.brinson@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: laura_leigh.lewis@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: laurie.jung@bankofamerica,com 



E-mail: lawrencekaplan@paulhastings.com 



E-mail: Ideere@waterstonecap.com 



E-mail: lorraine.waller@ rbc.com 



E-mail: Ipm@wardandsmith.com 



E-mail: luke.kurtz@nelsonmullins.com 



E-mail: Mark.Lewis@ bbandt.com 



E-mail: mberes@hunton.com 



E-mail: mdabrishus@hunton.com 



E-mail: mfitzgerald@hunton.com 



E-mail: michael,shaffer@cwt,com 



E-mail: mkerrigan@hunton.com 



E-mail: mstone@asbhawaii.com 



I-mail: @email.unc.edu 



E-mail: natalie.white@occ.treas.gov 



E-mail: nicholas.outman@cwt.com 



E-mail: nkobayashi@kilpatrickstockton,com 



E-mail: pamela.la mberson@wachovia.com 



E-mail: ~gmail.com 



E-mail: paul.kurzeja@bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: paul@ncbankers.org 



E-mail: perry.hicks@cwt.com 



E-mail: phurrell@kilpatrickstockton.com 



E-mail: pkennedy@williamsmullen.com 



E-mail: pscott@charlotteobserver.com 



E-mail: pvallabh@debevoise.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: rhelton@americancommunitybank.com 



E-mail: richard.guinan@carolinafirst.com 



E-mail: rlgrant@vorys.com 



E-mail: Rnatter@bsnlawfirm.com 



E-mail: robertvass@ mvalaw.com 



E-mail: rufus.beaty@carolinafirst.com 



E-mail: sdunlevie@wcsr.com 



E-mail: srigot@banklawnc.com 



E-mail: sschaaf@wcsr.com 



E-mail: steve.mayo@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: steven.cohen@cwt.com 



E-mail: steven.forsythe@ahmsi3.com 



E-mail: ta mmy.nicholson @rbc.com 



E-mail: teresa.brenner@bankofa merica.com 



E-mail: tgriffin@poyners.com 



E-mail: thomas.vartanian@dechert.com 



E-mail: tmoore@spilmanlaw.com 



E-mail: tom.disser@wachovia.com 



E-mail: vincentburskey@parkerpoe.com 



E-mail: will.bacon@ hatterasfunds.com 



E-mail: willia m.stillerman@ bankofamerica.com 



E-mail: wspanbauer@hunton.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lluberas, Meghan 

Lluberas 

Meghan 

E-mail: MLluberas@kslaw.com 



E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Deborah Bosley 

Bosley 

Deborah 

E-mail: dsbosley@uncc.edu 



E-mail: cwendt@spilmanlaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kay Deneca 

Deneca 

Kay 

E-mail: Katherine.Deneca@RaymondJames.com 



Full Name: Laura J. C. Wellstead 

Last Name: Wellstead 

Middle Name: J, C, 

First Name:    Laura 

E-mail: LWellstead@spilmanlaw.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: UNC Law Library FIND Services 

Last Name: Services 

Middle Name: Law Library FIND 

First Name: UNC 

E-mail: find@unc.edu 



E-mail: ’mjwasyle@syr.edu’ 



E-mail: jmooney@winstead.com 



E-mail: nkobayashi@mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: PARobinson@wlrk.com 



E-mail: phurrell@mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: rhelton@amcombank.com 



E-mail: tom.disser@wellsfargo.com 



E-mail: twyler@falzonelaw.com 



E-mail: wspanbauer@mcguirewoods.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Woodlief, Connie 

Woodlief 

Connie 

E-mail: CWoodlief@BBandT.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leslie Strohm 

Strohm 

Leslie 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: .@gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: aleach@ncble.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @nc.rr,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



E-mail: keith@keithpigues.com 



E-mail: mike.beavers@staubach.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Annette Taylor 

Taylor 

Annette 

E-mail: ataylor@nccwps.orl~ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Stephanie Fischer 

Fischer 

Stephanie 

E-mail: sfischer@babc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: Seward, Venita - Legal 

Last Name: Seward 

Middle Name: - Legal 

First Name:    Venita 

E-mail: venita.seward@bankofamerica.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jenny Hudson 

Hudson 

Jenny 

E-mail: jennyhudson@mvalaw.com 



E-mail: agrieger@ncaa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Collins, Beth 

Collins 

Beth 

E-mail: beth.collins@ bryancave,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Willie Scroggs 

Scroggs 

Willie 

E-mail: wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Akers, Chris 

Akers 

Chris 

E-mail: cakers@kpmg,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Farad Ali 

Ali 

Farad 

E-mail: FaradAli@ncimed.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John White 

White 

John 

E-mail: jwhite@durhamchamber.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cawley, Tom 

Cawley 

Tom 

E-mail: Tom_Cawley@unc.edu 



E-mail: BBascietto@ rowman.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kevin Robinson 

Robinson 

Kevin 

E-mail: krob@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Larry Fedora 

Fedora 

Larry 

E-mail: Ifedora@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike Bunting 

Bunting 

Mike 

E-mail: mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joanne Gugliotta 

Gugliotta 

Joanne 

E-mail: Joanne.Gugliotta@troutmansanders,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _~gmail.com 



E-mail: aparks@ncble.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nicholas" "Didow 

"Didow 

Nicholas" 

E-mail: Nick_Didow@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nancy Merriman 

Merriman 

Nancy 

E-mail: NMerriman@nantahalabank.com 



E-mail: bob@maxinars.com 



E-mail: aross@chccs.k12.nc.us 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rashad Blossom 

Blossom 

Rashad 

E-mail: rblossom@babc.com 



E-mail: maxgardner@ masgardner.com 



E-mail: maxgardner@ maxgardner.com 



Full Name: Guion, Deirdre T 

Last Name: Guion 

Middle Name: T 

First Name:    Deirdre 

E-mail: dguion@nccu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Laws, Darlene 

Laws 

Darlene 

E-mail: dlaws@nccu,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: allan.dinkoff@weil.com 



E-mail: angela.a ngelovska-wilson@lw.com 



E-mail: arudnick@gibsondunn.com 



E-mail: bboyle@omm.com 



E-mail: bsabel@shearman.com 



E-mail: counihanv@gtlaw.com 



E-mail: ebannon@dl.com 



E-mail: eberg@whitecase.com 



E-mail: ecooper@stblaw.com 



E-mail: jamie.boucher@skadden.com 



E-mail: jay.kim@ ropesgray.com 



E-mail: laura.bader@kirkland.com 



E-mail: Ibernstein@ reedsmith.com 



E-mail: Ibuchheit@cgsh.com 



E-mail: mboykins@mwe.com 



E-mail: pbrennan@morganlewis.com 



E-mail: rekha.auld@ bakermckenzie.com 



E-rnail: roger.meltzer@dlapiper.com 



E-mail: russell.bruem mer@wilmerhale.com 



E-mail: tjfinn@jonesday.com 



E-mail: weckland@sidley.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jeff Elliott 

Elliott 

Jeff 

E-mail: jelliott@theacc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _a)gmail.com 



E-mail: Candace_Cum mings@vfc.com 



E-mail: kmcisaac@projectmgrs.com 



E-mail: Oaol.com 



Full Name: Jordan, Hilary P. 

Last Name: Jordan 

Middle Name: P. 

First Name:    Hilary 

E-mail: HJordan@mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: ~bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lawrence Cunningham 

Cunningham 

Lawrence 

E-mail: @me.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: Josephine C. Strulson 

Last Name: Strulson 

Middle Name: C, 

First Name: Josephine 

E-mail: Josephine.Strulson@troutmansanders.com 



E-mail: kmdsaac@theabeogroup.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Turnquest, Laura 

Turnquest 

Laura 

E-mail: LTurnquest@fhlbc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: .~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Keri Davis 

Davis 

Keri 

E-mail: kdavis@shortstravel.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lori Morrow 

Morrow 

Lori 

E-mail: Imorrow@krcl.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Alex Radetsky 

Radetsky 

Alex 

E-mail: Alex.Radetsky@theclearinghouse.org 



E-mail: skirby@wcsr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Messenich, Patti 

Messenich 

Patti 

E-mail: pmessenich@ kirkland.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lydia Mason 

Mason 

Lydia 

E-mail: masonly@piedmonthealth.org 



E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: Mosser, John Marshall 

Last Name: Mosser 

Middle Name: Marshall 

First Name: John 

E-mail: Johnmarshall.Mosser@firstcitizensonline,com 



Full Name: Robert H Deal 

Last Name: Deal 

Middle Name: H 

First Name: Robert 

E-mail: rdeal@kpmg.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _~unc.edu 



E-mail: center for banking_and_finance@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Derrick Pitts 

Pitts 

Derrick 

E-mail: dpitts@bucldeysandler,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Peter Romary 

Romary 

Peter 

E-mail: ROMARYP@ecu.edu 



E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



E-mail: Rick.Rothacker@thomsonreuters.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Walczyk, Christine 

Walczyk 

Christine 

E-mail: Christine.M.Walczyk@nccourts.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Laurie Wilder 

Wilder 

Laurie 

E-mail: LWilder@parkersearch.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Porsha Williams 

Williams 

Porsha 

E-mail: PWilliams@pa rkersearch.com 



E-mail: dpiques@nccu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Adams, Heather 

Adams 

Heather 

E-mail: Heather.Adams@alston.com 



Full Name: Hancock, Cheri L. 

Last Name: Hancock 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: Cheri 

E-mail: Cheri.Ha ncock@troutmansanders.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: dfarmer@kilpatrickstockton.com 



E-mail: Jbradley@kilpatricktownsend.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _ghotmail.com 



E-mail: directordiversity@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ,corn 



E-mail: directorciversityplus@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

STEVE MATTHEWS (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) 

MATTH EWS 

STEVE 

E-mail: smatthews@ bloomberg.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ethridl~e, Ryan 

Ethrid~e 

Ryan 

E-mail: Ryan.Ethrid~e@alston,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chasse, Tami 

Chasse 

Tami 

E-mail: Tami.Chasse@alston.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Jennings 

Jennings 

John 

E-mail: John.Jennings@nelsonmullins.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Miriam Williamson 

Williamson 

Miriam 

E-mail: Miriam.Williamson@nelsonmullins.com 



E-mail: mcoope@ncdoj.gov 



E-mail: mcooper@ncdoj.gov 



Full Name: laurie 

First Name: laurie 

E-mail: laurie.benson@lbunlimited.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jeannine Hutchinson 

Hutchinson 

Jeannine 

E-mail: Jeannine.H utchinson@cwt.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: _~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Regina Durham 

Durham 

Regina 

E-mail: rdurham @thesupportcenter-nc.org 



Full Name: Tammy G. Jackson 

Last Name: Jackson 

Middle Name: G. 

First Name: Tammy 

E-mail: T Jackson@ mcguirewoods.com 



E-mail: Jim.Sutton@ourclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Susan Lyons 

Lyons 

Susan 

E-mail: slyons@law.ua.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Smith 

Smith 

Joe 

E-mail: joe.smith@ mortgageoversight.com 



Full Name: Lybecker, Martin E. (Perkins Coie) 

Last Name: Lybecker 

Middle Name: E. 

First Name: Martin 

E-mail: MLybecker@perkinscoie.com 



E-mail: awrenn@williamhbunchcpa.com 



Full Name: Swan, Ostine A, 

Last Name: Swan 

Middle Name: A. 

First Name:    Ostine 

E-mail: oswan@aicpa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jake Sullivan 

Sullivan 

Jake 

E-mail: jake.sullivan@bingham.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Phil Johnston 

Johnston 

Phil 

E-mail: phil@boardevaluations.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pierce Sandwith 

Sandwith 

Pierce 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



E-mail: annegrieger@ncaa.org 



Fl~m: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@acstechnologies.com on behalf of 

James McConnell @ncconnell@chapelhilluumc.org> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 11:52 AM 

Broome, Lisa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edtw 

Youth for Change, Change for Youth 

Hey U-Crew, 

We’re about to kick off our Youth for Change campai~ for 2010 to raise money for summer missions. Basically, this means we’ll be collecting chaage in jars outside of 

the sanctuau at both services for the next three weeks. It’s Girls vs. Boys to see who can raise the most money. Change counts as positive points and paper money 

counts as negative Ix~int (so be careful where you put your cash’.). The team that collects the least points cooks dinner for the other team sometime next month! 

WE NEED VOLUNTEERS to aand with the jars outside of the sanctuary doors, and tU to get people to support your side, and to tell them abont summer 

missions. We need 4 volunteers at each service. 

Please contact me ASAP if you’ll be willing to help, especially this Sunday. Mrs. Knapp is organizing this yeax’s fundraiser, and will meet with you before church to tell 

you what you’ll need to do. 

E-mail. text, call, facebook, etc.., me today if you can help. 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Law.com <lcm.pjlfxfelpig kjllem@alm-promotions-us.msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, April 21,2010 12:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Who made the Am 100 in 2010? 

register for this event 

Who made the Am Law 100 in 2010? 

Please join Aric Press - the Editor-in-Chief of the American 

Lawyer for our annual Am Law 100 webinar. He’ll review 

the results, discuss the trends, and whet your appetite for 

the print and digital editions to come. 

This lively review of what happened and why is an 

exclusive look at the rankings that you won’t get anywhere 

else. They’ll also take a brief look ahead at some of the 

challenges of 2011. 

Thu~’sday, A~ol-if 29, 2010.12:00 PM (EST) 

DonUt miss this insightful look at this year’s rankings. 

Don~t Miss 

This Webinar. 

free with registration 

behind the scenes 
commentary 

a look ahead at 2011 

This event is sponsored 
by: 

This email is brought to you by Law com. To opt out of receiving 

future promotional emails from Law.com, please 

Law.com, 120 Broadway, 5th Floor, New York, NY, 10271. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adobe Resellers <adbupdate@bizinfosevenonline.com> 

Saturday, April 24, 2010 3:19 PM 

lissa broome <liss%broome@unc.edu> 

Get the Most Downloaded Files at Adobe Resellers, receive 85 %off immediately 

L 

Adobe Resellers recommends the following PC/Mac Files for you lissa broome. 

Acrobat 9.2 

Extended 

For PC 

Acrobat 9.2 Pro Extended ......... ] 
Download immediate~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I 

I ...... I 

List Price: $699.00 
Your Price: 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7WW5555 

You Save: $649 (93%) 

Create a professional work and exchange of virtually any user 

regardless of location. Combine a wide range of content including 

documents, spreadsheets, email, images, video, 3D-graphics and 

maps in one concise and structured portfolio PDF... Read more 

Creative Suite 4 

Design Premium 

For PC/Mac 

Creative Suite 4 Desiqn Premium ..... ] 
Download immediate~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I ..... I 
List Price: $1795.00 
Your Price: 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7Wx5555 

You Save: $1650 (92%) 

Design for print, web, and mobile devices in a powerful, 
integrated, and comprehensive creative environment; Plus, enjoy 
innovative services for collaborating, finding inspiration, and 
mastering design tools... Read more 

.~i CS4 Production 
Premium Sure 

For PC 

CS4 Production Premium Suite I ..... ] 
Download immediate~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I .... I 

List Price: $1699,00 
Your Price: $99,9~ 
Use promo code at checkout: FsONa7VY5555 

You Save: $1599 (94%) 

Master the production challenges of today and tomorrow. A tightly 
integrated pre- and post-production toolset for Windows and Intel 
based Mac OS systems. Use it for video and audio editing, still and 
motion graphics, visual effects, and interactive media, as well as 
DVD, Blu-ray Disc, and mobile authoring... Read more 

CS4 Master 

Collection 

For PC/Mac 

CS4 Master Collection Suite I ..... 3 
Download immediate~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I [ .... J 

List Price: ~ 
Your Price: $~4~Jo~JS 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7WW5555 
You Save: $2349 (94%) 

Create visually rich content for virtually any media--print, web, 
interactive, video, audio, and mobile--using the tightly integrated 
tools and services in Adobe Creative Suite 4 Master Collection 
software. From producing printed pages to distributing engaging 
content online, on film, on air, and on device, you get the ultimate 
design environment to keep up with your imagination...Read more 



Adobe 
ColdFusion 
Enterprise 9 

For PC 

ColdFusion Enterprise 9 I~i ........ ] 
Download immediatel at~_~._&~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I ........ I 
List Price: $7499.00 

Your Price: $249,95 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7Wx5555 

You Save: $7249 (97%) 

ColdFusion software enables developers to rapidly build, deploy, 
and maintain robust Internet applications for the enterprise. With 
latest release, ColdFusion 9, developers can condense complex 
business logic into even fewer lines of code .... Read more 

Photoshop 

CS4 

Extended 

For PC/Mac 

Photoshop CS4 Extended I~i A~ ..... ] 
Download immediatel at~h~d~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I ..... I 
List Price: $999.00 
Your Price: $99,95 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7SG5555 

YOU Save: $899 (90%) 

Discover new dimensions in digital imaging. Photoshop CS4 
Extended delivers all the features of Photoshop, plus new 
features for working with 3D imagery, motion-based content, and 
advanced image analysis... Read more 

Acrobat 

Photoshop 

Elements 8.0 

Photoshop Elements 8.0 I ::...i ........ ] 
Download immediatel at~h~d~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l         I 

List Price: $99.00 
Your Price: $22,95 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7VY5555 

You Save: $76 (77%) 

For PC 

Combines power and simplicity so you can easily go beyond the 
basics to tell great stories w/ your photos. Make your photos look 
extraordinary with easy-to-use editing - whiten teeth, recompose 
photos, remove unwanted elements and more... Read more 

% Photosho 

P 
Lightroo 

m2 

For PC/Mac 

Photoshop Lightroom 2 I:-~-I ~aa ..... ] 
Download immediatel at~h~d~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I ....... I 
List Price: $299.00 
Your Price: $24,95 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7Vm5555 

YOU Save: $274 (92%) 

Simplify photography from shoot to finish with this essential 
software for today’s digital photography workflow. It enables you 
to quickly import, process, manage, and showcase your images - 
from one shot to an entire shoot... Read more 

Font 
Folio 11 

For PC 

Font Folio 11 I:-~-: ........ ] 
Download immediate~be Resellers 
Average buyer rank:l I I ....... I 
List Price: $2599.00 

Your Price: $94,95 
Use promo code at checkout: Fs0Na7WL5555 

YOU Save: $2504 (96%) 

More than 2,300 fonts from the Adobe Type Library in OpenType 
format, which provides enhanced linguistic support, advanced 
typographic features, and true cross-platform compatibility. Use to 
expand your design options in virtually any medium including print, 
web, video, and electronic documents... Read more 

See More Recommendations 

If you already own or have experience with the items we recommend for you, please feel 
free to visit the bizinfosevenonline.com shop and see all we have to offer. 

Sincerely, 

Adobe Resellers 

been. Yes, I knew that last night when I lay by you, and I was thinking of it and praying 
hard that I might see clearly." ,Her voice broke off from weakness, and for a long time 

she lay there, and I clasped her hand and waited, and my eyes searched the space 

beyond the bags. How long would they delay? ,Presently Jacqueline spoke again. "Do 
you know, Paul, I don’t think life is such a good thing as it used to seem," she said. 



~l, think that I could bear a great deal that 



Leah Abbott <shir~tor~@foup,,vindsinteractive,com> 

Wednesday, Aprii 28; 2010 10:02 AM 

lissa_broome@unc.edu 

2011 Budget Savings Event on University Digitai Signage So~,/,/8r8 

i£i Hea,i-~.r Left 

d 

d 

o 

W 

Save Now! 
On digital signage for your 201 f 

budget. 

We’re offedn9 a never before see~ pdcm~ modei that 

ca~ help mske d~9~tai s~gnage a reality for your 

~;rfive[s:ty. Dt~rmg cur s#e~ia1281t B~d~et Savi~s 

~Eveat, we=re offe4n{~ ~liaited digital si~aa~e 

so.are licenses for yoar de#a~eat starti~q at 

i.st $500 per month. That’s r?]o[e 1:hen s~ 30% 

discount! 

FW}:s digital si~naRe so,ware o~le[s a tmlql;e set of 

Increasinq campus safety with er!’;eige~x:y 

students, ~ac~y and sta~~ need 

Effectively ~uidin~ student, facu Ky S visitors 

advm~ced ~s,~fino’h;g capab~ffes 

you~ ms,os a~ anydme ~,i~hou~ ~oing ~hrough 

Providinq valuable information l:hreugh 

di~’ecte~?e~ hold s wealth of 

office hours, bm~ding maps, 

Suppo~in# your Rreen initiatives w}th c~ean 

Seffing your universiW apa~ w=:fl~ inRova[i’~e 

technology - S~udents sre looking ~c~r the most 

~fyo~ act now, yo~ ca# ts~ke advanfage of t~}s 

special 2(~1q audqet Savings Event! Thks is 

time offer contact us today to flet started. 

.:~:i CTA 1 

Xi CTA 1 

h 

d 

d 

o 

w 



Contact us today for proqram details. 

Ti~is email was sent b~,: Fore" Wi~,~ ~ter~¢:~ve 

UtxtateProtile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Samir <Joseph@smdents-languageservices.com> 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 6:28 PM 

Joseph Samir <Joseph@students-languageservices.com> 

Joseph Samir ::: Free Language Sen, ices 

Dear Professor. Researcher and Visiting Scholar. 

It gives me a great pleasure to announce the launching of"Free Language Se~Mces"; a 

new section at my website that I hope you. your colleagues and your students will enjoy & 

take full advantage o£ 

This new section can be accessed directly through this URL: fomm.smdents- 

languageservices.com or by visiting my website: ~x~vw.s~dents-lan~uageservices.com and 

clicking the button "Free Language Services" ... 

I rash you the best of luck in your academic life and hope my services roll fulfill your needs 

& help you achieve your taxgets perfectly... 

Have a blessed day... 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Samir 

The Easy Way 

Freelance Arabic Translator & English Ins~tmctor 

Skype, lr’ahoo Messenger dr MSN: Translator Josephs 

Direct Chat: Click the icon "I’m Here" on top of any webpage 

~elcomi~g first timers: ~vw.Students-LanguageServices.com/first timers.html 
Receiving updates & offers: www.Smden~s-LanguageServices.com/mailing list.html 

Free Language Services: Forum.Students- Lang uageServices.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhitePapers.org <research,~)whitepapers.org> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 7:13 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Compare the Leading ERP Systems 

View Online in Browser I View Mobile-Friendly 

Compare 11 Leading ERP Solutions 119 Ways 

This extensive Cornparison Guide prepares Finance, 

Manufacturing and Operations professionals by giving you the 

line up of 11 leading ERP solutions evaluated across 119 

features. >:> ¢~eck ~at 

The ERP Comparison Guide. NowAvailable for Planning & 

Budgeting! The ERP Comparison Guide provides specific 

details on howthe top ERP solutions stack up in the areas of 

Financials, Manufacturing and SCM, HCM, Sales Order 

Management and industry-specific features. 

>>- Dowt~k~d t~ ~R~E E~P C~m~li~ G~lide to cut your 

time-to-purchase dramatically, and get your quarter off to a 

successful start! 

~omgat’i:.~o~ G~lide to learn: 

The 11 leading vendors and products in the mid-market 

and enterprise ERP space 

The 119 key features that differentiate the top ERP 

solutions on the market 

Which features are supported by each vendor, and who 

delivers! 

Pricing and contact information for easy vendor 

evaluation and purchasing 

Jumpstart your business with a successful ERP 

implementation! 

Cor~arieea d;aide aew! 

More about WhitePapers.org 

Wh~tePapers or~ is a leading resource and community for bus~ness professionals. 1he site prowdes the in.depth content 

that decision-makers at small, medium and large com,oanies need to choose the right ,oroducts and services for their 

bus~ness. By acting as an independent third-party adviser Wh~tePapers.¢rg is a trusted source for business decision- 

makers, in~uencers and industl~ experts 



fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Advantage Legal Seminars--~advantagelegalseminar@web5.indivomail.com> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 11:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[Instant CLE Credits] 

Georgia GLE Bundle -~ The 
Advantxage Two Pack 

13 General CLE Credits, 2 Ethics Credits, 
1 Unbeatable Price! 

Limited Time Offer! $227 less than $18!credit hour 

Learn More 

Courses included in this bundle: 

Real Estate Law Contract Breakers and Deal 
Makers 
Winning Strategies for Dealing with Difficult 
People 

This bundle is for legal professionals who practice in 
Georgia. Expand your knowledge and demonstrate 
your commitment to continued professional 
development, while fulfilling 13 credit hours of Georgia 
CLE requirements. Gain a detailed overview on best 
practices, legal updates and other compliance issues 
affecting your state. 

Your Price - $227- Limited Time Offer! 
less than $18/credit hour by purchasing today! 

60 to: Advantaqe Leqal Seminars 

Advantage Legal Seminars ¯ 7247 N.W. 22nd Drive ° Pembroke Pines, Florida 33024 

Phone: 888-267-6097 

This message was sent to Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

This e-mail address was obtained and provided as a public service in order to offer you these approved 

CLE programs. In the event you wish to cease receiving our CLE fulfillment programs, please click here 

- Unsubscribe me flom this mailinq list 

or contact us at 888-267-6097. 

Do you feel this message is SPAM? contact us at abuse@indivomail.com 

Powered by IndivoMail 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Student, 

Monica Preston <monica@maxtel- media.com~ 

Sunday, May 30, 2010 12:26 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Cool Summer Olt~r 

I would like to invite you personally to become a part of our team. 

In the time of crisis more curnpanies are d ownsizing, moving overseas and outsourcing many of their positions. 

Because of this, a brand new opportuni~ has come about. 

We are looking for people to work as professional distance-based typists. 

If you’re eager to use your skills to make some additional cash, then you might want to consider a home typing position 

No experience is needed. 

Our requirements for distance-based typists are: 

-Computer with Internet access 

-Good Typing Skills 

-Basic Internet knowledge 

-Basic Computer and Typing Skills. 

You will not have to devote full time hours. These assignments can be done on your time. 

They may be done in Internet cafes or where ever you can get Internet access. 

All data entry operators work from home and are independent contractors. 

You D’pically set your own hours and work from home on prc~jects that are en3oyable! 

Average monthly earnings start from $1000 to $3000 or more 

If you are interested just reply to my- email! 

Best Regards, 

Monica Preston 

Regional Recruitment Manager 



According to Electronic Commerce Law I would like to inform you that this email message might not be requested by you 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail from me in the future, please reply with "U2"qSUBSCRIBE" in the subject line 



The ERP Evolution 

ERP Advancements Continue in 2010: 
Business intelligence Focus 

Complex needs can be addressed with comprehensive solutions, including 

Business Intelligence. Get up to speed on the latest in ERP for enterprise 

businesses with Focus Research 

Down on your current ERP solution? Upgrade with confidence The 2010 line-up 

features big business-building upgrades from Oracle, SAP, Sage and Epicor. 

But which ERP solution delivers the best options for your business? 

Turn to Focus for the facts¯ Download our new ERP Comparison Guide to 

evaluate the top 17 ERP solutions -- in-depth, in a flash¯ Review full suites of 

add-on modules just right for large enterprise businesses with complex needs¯ 

Plus, get expert insights on a powerful advanced feature with the Focus Brief 

Business Intelligence: 5 Things to Watch for in 2010. 

>> Downioad Your FREE ERP Comparison Grade Now! 

"~’iI GETYOUR FREE RESEARCH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Focus Events <event_notifications@focus.com> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 7:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Tomorrow’s Webinar: Translate Information into Business Success 

secure and timely informatien. 

help to transform disparate infermatian siles into ceherent, 

integrated and actionable ferms that can imprave the 

operational aspect of your arganiaatien. Youql alse get advice 

and practical tips for what ta leak fer in an ERP system in the 

context of your informatien needs! ....... 

¯ Ensure both high information quality and effective 

presentation of that informatien te enable better decisian 

¯ Manage the distribution of informatien and the high 

to improve process efficiency, reduce costs and drive 

~ Jeer= ~.~ ~.~d~¢~ 

Live a~endees will be entered for ~ oh~nce to win an 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bizness- data@googlegroups.com on behaJf of 

Mudassir Haroou,           @gmail.com> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 7:00 AM 

bizness- data@googlegroups.com 

Regis~ation for Tutors for home tuition 

We Provide Best Qualified Teachers for Schools & Home Tuition 

Metro Lines Tutors Academy Required Teachers Montessori to Masters 

From Karachi. Interested teachers for home tuitions please contact us. 

Also Basic Computer, Ms Office, Web Desi~ninl~, Auto Cad, Cam Cad. 

Contact: 032:~870941M, Mudassir 

Email: metrotutorsacademy@gmail.com 

Registration for Tutors tbr home tuition 

Visit Website http://www.metrotutorsacademy.co.cc/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Focus Research <research@focus.corn> 

Thursday, June 17, 2010 8:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ERP: The Essential Buyer Re.arch Package 

View Online in Browser I View Mobile-Friendly 

FOCUS 

Top 10 Questions to Ask When Choosing an ERP Solution 

Have you put together the most important questions to ask your potential ERP vendors? Before buying a 

midmarket or enterprise-level ERP system, you must get answers to these top 10 questions compiled 

from our ERP analysts who speak with 1000s of Finance, Manufacturing and Operations buyers. Learn 

what other ERP buyers have said should be part of the Top 10 questions to ask when choosing an ERP 

solution! ,>> Learn More 

ERP Requirements Toolkit 

Finding the right ERP system to automate your business processes isn’t easy. This Toolkit will help you 

choose the right ERP solution. 

You’ll get: 

¯ An overview of midmarket ERP solutions and their benefits 

¯ A comprehensive checklist of key buyer questions 

¯ The top 17 ERP solutions compared across basic and advanced features 

Focus, Inc. !00 California Street, 4th Floor I San Francisco, California 94111 

~) 2010 Focus I All rights reserved 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ yahoo,colYl 

Friday, June 18, 2010 9:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~l.unc.edu> 

Best OEM SOFTWARE Buy Windows 7 ~sad o[rice 

http ://buy-digital-software ru 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 8:50 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Re: Buy OEM SoftWare Windows7 a~d Office 

<!-- http ://softwaredigitalcheap ru 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ZBK Websoft <ZBKWebsoft@brightlightpub.com> 

Monday, June 28, 2010 3:00 AM 

Adobe User <liss%broome@unc.edu> 

Photoshop CS5 and all the Just Released Software at ZBK Websoft 

~,[!~.[!.!?.~!~1~! to view the images below 

CS5 Master Collection Photoshop CS5 Dreamweaver CS5 Acrobat Pro 9.2 Ext. 

Tell the story using Adobe’s 

full range of creative tools 

with CS 5 Master Collection 

Move projects easily among 
applications for print, web, 

and interactive design. Take 

them to video production and 

create stunning motion 
graphics and effects 

Work visually or directly in 

code, develop w/existing 

content management system 

like WordPress, Joomla!, or 
Drupal, and design 

productively w/CSS tools. 

Simplify advanced web 

development w/support for 
Subversion soffware. 

Photoshop CS5 software 

delivers breakthrough 

capabilities to help create 

images with impact Refine 
images with reengineered 

photography tools for 

removing noise, adding grain, 

and creating high dynamic 
range images. 

Creating a professional work 

and exchange of virtually any 

user regardless of location¯ 

Combining a wide range of 
content including documents, 

spreadsheets, email, images, 

video, 3D-graphics and maps 

in one concise and structured 
portfolio PDF. 

TODAY ONLY $174.95 TODAY ONLY $114.95 TODAY ONLY $59,95 TODAY ONLY $49,95 

Click for More I nfo Click for More Info Click for More I nfo Click for More Info 

CS4 Production Premium 
(For PC/Mac) 

Fireworks CS5 Flash Pro CS5 CS4 Design Premium (For 

~ ~ 

PC/Mac) 

Create expressive screen Flash CS5 sofA,,’are is the Design for print, web, and Master the production 

graphics for virtually any industry-leading environment mobile devices in a powerful, challenges of today and 

device rapidly. Design for interactive authoring and integrated, and tomorrow with Adobe 

websites, user interfaces, or delivery of immersive comprehensive creative Creative Suite 4 Production 
rich media applications using experiences that are environment; Plus, enjoy Premium software, a tightly 

both vector and bitmap tools, presented consistently innovative services for integrated pre- and post- 
Import assets from Photoshop across computers, mobile collaborating, finding production toolset for 

or Illustrator software and devices, and screens of inspiration, and mastering Windows and Intel based Mac 
export to HTML and CSS. virtually any size/resolution, design tools. OS systems. 



TODAY ONLY $54,95 TODAY ONLY $49.95 TODAY ONLY $144.95 TODAY ONLY $99,95 
Click for More I nfo Click for More Info Click for More I nfo Click for More Info 



Sharpen your skills with webcasts, telephone seminars, and on<lemand courses from ALI-ABA. 

Improve your legal organizational and time management skills 
and obtain your MCLE credits with these June webcasts from ALI 
ABA, 

Effective Work Habits for Staying Organized: 
Successful Lawyers 
Video Webcast Replay with Live Q&A 
Wednesday, June 30, 2010 I 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm EDT 
Click here for more information 

~Time Hanagement for Lawyers: Optimizing Your Work Day 

Video Webcast Replay with Live Q&A 
Wednesday, June 30, 20:[0 I 3 pm to 5 pm EDT 
Click here for more information 
NEED ETHICS CREDIT? ALI-ABA has Webcasts, Telephone 
Seminars and On-Demand courses that may be accredited in your 
state. And you can receive a 30% discount if you purchase online 
by June 30th. 

More 

][nterested in a program, but not available when it’s offered? Not a problem! 
Registration includes complimentary access to the archived program. 
Get the information you need when and where you want it! 

"~’i ALI-ABA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASI eStore <ASIeStore@allocationzap.com> 

Tuesday, June 29, 2010 3:34 PM 

lissa broome <liss%broome@unc.edu> 

CS5 and all the Best Software atASI eStore 

~,[!~.[!.!?.~!~1~! to view the images below 

CS5 Master Collection Photoshop CS5 Dreamweaver CS5 Acrobat Pro 9.2 Ext. 

Tell the story using Adobe’s 

full range of creative tools 

with CS 5 Master Collection 

Move projects easily among 
applications for print, web, 

and interactive design. Take 

them to video production and 

create stunning motion 
graphics and effects 

Work visually or directly in 

code, develop w/existing 

content management system 

like WordPress, Joomla!, or 
Drupal, and design 

productively w/CSS tools. 

Simplify advanced web 

development w/support for 
Subversion soffware. 

Photoshop CS5 software 

delivers breakthrough 

capabilities to help create 

images with impact Refine 
images with reengineered 

photography tools for 

removing noise, adding grain, 

and creating high dynamic 
range images. 

Creating a professional work 

and exchange of virtually any 

user regardless of location¯ 

Combining a wide range of 
content including documents, 

spreadsheets, email, images, 

video, 3D-graphics and maps 

in one concise and structured 
portfolio PDF. 

TODAY ONLY $174.95 TODAY ONLY $114.95 TODAY ONLY $59,95 TODAY ONLY $49,95 

Click for More I nfo Click for More Info Click for More I nfo Click for More Info 

CS4 Production Premium 
(For PC/Mac) 

Fireworks CS5 Flash Pro CS5 CS4 Design Premium (For 

~ ~ 

PC/Mac) 

Create expressive screen Flash CS5 so~,’are is the Design for print, web, and Master the production 

graphics for virtually any industry-leading environment mobile devices in a powerful, challenges of today and 

device rapidly. Design for interactive authoring and integrated, and tomorrow with Adobe 

websites, user interfaces, or delivery of immersive comprehensive creative Creative Suite 4 Production 
rich media applications using experiences that are environment; Plus, enjoy Premium software, a tightly 

both vector and bitmap tools, presented consistently innovative services for integrated pre- and post- 
Import assets from Photoshop across computers, mobile collaborating, finding production toolset for 

or Illustrator software and devices, and screens of inspiration, and mastering Windows and Intel based Mac 
export to HTML and CSS. virtually any size/resolution, design tools. OS systems. 



TODAY ONLY $54,95 TODAY ONLY $49.95 TODAY ONLY $144.95 TODAY ONLY $99,95 

Click for More I nfo Click for More Info Click for More I nfo Click for More Info 

In that nightmare I saw again those awful scenes as vividly as thongh they had been etched in phosphorus before my eyes. I saw the last struggle of Pierre and geronx, 

and I pursued Lacroix along the tunnel. I saw the cliff toppling tbrward, and the rock poised in mid-air. ,And the voice cried: "Help me! Help me!" and never ceased. I 

raised myself and tried to struggle to my feet. I found that I could move nay limbs t?eely, I tded to rise upon my knees, but the roof, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

metrotutorsacademy@googlegronps.com on behalf of 

Ma ~ryum Memon         @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 3:50 PM 

METROTUTORSACADEMY@googlegroups.com 

Curriculum Design 

Curriculum Design 
1. Adult learuers tend to be less interested in, and enthralled by, survey courses. They tend to prefer single concept, single-theory courses that focus heavily on the 

application of the concept to relevant problems. This tendency increases ruth age. 
2. Adults need to be able to integrate new ideas with what they already know if they are going to keep - and use - the new irdbnnation. 

3. Information that conflicts sharply with what is already held to be true, and thus forces a re-evaluation of the old material, is integrated more slowly. 

4. Information that has little "conceptual overlap" with what is already known is acqnired slowly. 

5. Fast-paced, c~mp~ex ~r um~st~a~ leaming tasks interfere with the ~ear~ng ~f the c~ncepts ~r data they are intended to teach ~ri~nstrate. 

6. Adults tend to compensate for being slo~’er in some psychon~otor learning tasks bs~ bei~g more accurate and malting fewer trial-and-errc~r ventures. 

7. Adults tend to take errors personally mad are more likely to let them att~ct self-esteem. Therefore, they tend to apply tried-and-true solutions and take fewer 

risks. 

8. The curriculmn designer nmst know whether the concepts or ideas will be in concert or in conflict ruth the learner. Some in,ruction must be designed to effect a 

change in belief and value ss,stems. 

9. Progrmns need to be designed to accept viewpoints from people in different life s~ages and with difl}rent value "sets." 

10. A concept needs to be "anchored" or explained from ,nore than one value set and appeal to more than one developmental life stage. 

11. A~tults prefer self- directed and self’- designed leami~g proj ects ox~er group-le~aqai~g experiences led by a prot’essional, tl~ey select *note tl~an o~e n~edium for 

leaxning, and they desire to control pace and start/stop time. 

12. Nonhnman media such as books, progran~med instruction and television have become popnlar ruth adults in recent years. 

13. Regardless of media, straightforward how-to is the preferred content orientation. Adults cite a need for application and how-to information as the primary 

motivalion for begim~ing a learning proiect. 

Self-direction does not mean isolation. Studies of self-directed learning indicate that self-directed projects involve an average of 10 other people as resources, guides, 

encouragers and the like. But even tbr the self-prot~ssed, self-directed learner, lectures and short seminars get positive ratings, especially when these events give the 

learner fiace-to-face, one-to-one access to an expert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Illinois <sur~ey@uillinois.edn> 

Saturday, Jnly 10, 2010 12:23 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

Reminder: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign wa~ts to hea~ t~om you 

Dear Illinois Friend and Supporter, 

It’s not too late to participate! You have until July 20, 2010, to complete the Illinois starve?’ of current and past donors to help us improve our services to you and fello~v donors. 

Your ans~vers will be kept confidential and will not be used for pulT)oses other than to improve fundraising and related programs at Illinois. 

To take the survey, please click here 

After completing the survey, you will have an opportum~ to update your contact information 

Thank you for your contributions to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. We appreciate your support. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Cumutte 
Director, Illinois Armual Fuaad 

To uaasubscribe from future survey invitations from the Office of the Vice Chancellor tbr Institutional Advancement: giving@illinois.edu 

Occasionally, the ()j~lce qf ~he Vice Chancellor f~r Instituriona~ Ach,’ancement conduc~s surveys to help improve or create new giving and recognition programs. You are receiving this 

email because you are a current or past donor to Illinois. 

Office of the Vice ChancelIur for Institutiunal Advancement 
601 East Juhn Street (MC 304) 
Champaig~ II, 61820 
Phone: 217333.9174 
Email: giving@illinois.edu 
Web: w,~ax-.vcia.illinois, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Ching g@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, August 4, 2010 12:43 PM 

UNC Faculty StaffRecrealion Associalion Tennis listserv <thrm te~mi@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[t?~zm tennis] Upcoming Paddle Tennis Event-sounds like ti!!!! 

SAVE THE DATE: Sunday, October 10, noon-2pm 

WHAT: Four professional Platform (Paddle) Tennis players roll be on the new 

UNC paddle tmmis courts, demons*rating their superb playing and teaching 

sldlls at this Pro-Am Exhibition and clinic. The "Am" part oftke exhibition 

will feature the Farm’s veD, own Nate, s~ be sure to save the date and join 

in the fun. 

WtlAT ELSE: It’s free, there will be tbod and music, door prizes, and a great 

opportunity to learn this ftm cross between tennis, paddleball, and 4-wN1 

racquetball. Also, the cou(ts roll be available for future Fman touma~euts 

if there’s enough interest. 

More infolmation to come but go almad and SAVE THE DATE!! 

Todd Ch h~£g 

Dh’ector of Tennis/Head F~’o at the 

cell 

¯ -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

fmra tennis as: lbroome~email.unc.edu. 
To tmsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave-27408151-2921055, le7797b3b21002d2346b9119533d164a~listserv.unc.edu 
For morn information, see our website: htm:i/www.uncfarm.om_! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Wellford <~CV~LLFORD@crim.umd.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 8:44 AM 

Carolyu M. Callahan <cmc@cms.maAl.virgirfia.edu>; putallaz@duke.edu; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Larry LaFolge 

<RLLAFG@exchange.clemson.edu>; jbeckham@fsu.edu 

Class attendance aud colnpetition policy 

We are considering amending our policy on when student athletes are excused from classes for team competition travel Currently, they are excused one hour before the team is scheduled to 
leave campus (this is a campus policy that applies to all students who miss class "to represent the universi~"). Some of our coaches are asking for a change that would excuse students 
from classes 3 or 4 hours before team departure so they can have a team meeting and practice on campus before departure Part of their justification for this request is their contention that 
when they arrive at the competition locations they are not provided access to ICA fields for practice Hope that is clear. 

Would you be willing to share with me your policies and practices that are relevant to this issue. Specifically: 

Are student athletes given excused absences when the?’ travel with the team? 

If so what does this mean for exams, quizzes, labs, etc,. that the?- miss? 

If you grant excused absences, do they begin when the team leaves campus or some time before? 

If before departure time, how many hours? 

Have your coaches reported difficulty in gaimng access to ICA fields [’or practice after they arrive at competition sites. 

In the interest of:gull disclosure, and as you might guess from my questions, I am not convinced a change in our policy is warranted but am ar~xious to know how others handle this issue 
before responding to our coaches 

Thanks for your help 

Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawD~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Hess, Gerry <ghess@lawschool.go~zaga.edu> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 3:10 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

ILTL and Chase Conference on Course (Re)Design 

institute for Law Teaching and Learning Conference 
"Course (Re)Design" 

March 18=19, 201t 

Course (Re)Design is a one-day conference fer new and experienced legal educaters interested in designing a new course or redesigning an existing coui~;e, 

During the conference, participants will learn best practices for course design, apply them to a course they have taught or wi[] teach in the future, and will receive irnmediate 
feedback on their course design efforts. 

P resenters 

i::o:;i Olympia [ 
i Olympia Duhart 

i Shepard Broad Law Center at 
i Nova Southeastern University 
i Website 

Hess Gerald F. Hess 
Institute for Law Teaching and Learning 
Gonzaga University School of Law 
Website 

:: ~:~;; :: Michael 

...... Hunter 

Schwartz 
MichaN Hunter Schwartz          ~R~ 
Institute for Law teaching and Learning I 
VVashburn University School of Law 
Webs te 

Sophie 
Sparrow 

Sophie Sparrow 
University of New Hampshire School of Law 
_.W_e__b_.s__i.t__e_. 

For more information on the conference, see the flyer. 

Reg istration 

Registration is limited to 40 participants. The roster will be filled in the order that the registration forms and conference fees are collected. Conference fee is $225. 

Registration Form 

Co-sponsored by. 

...... course redesigrl/instkute% aselaw logo trans.gif 

Gerry 

Gerald F. Hess 

Professor of Law 

Co-Director, Institute for Law Teaching and Learning 

Smithmoore P. Myers Faculty Scholar 

Gonzaga University School of Law 

PC Box 3528, Spokane, WA, 99220-3528 

(509) 313-3779 

ghess@lawschool,gonzaga,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday,                1:30 PM 

Broorne, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NYTimes: In Spain, Homes Are Taken but Debt Stays 

Professor Broome, 

I wanted to pass along this article to you because of the international context it provides for our own foreclosure crisis The article struck a particular chord with me by re-raising the 
question of the moral hazard we now- occasion. That is, of course we could have allowed the banks to fail, but moreover, we could have allowed them to succeed-at all costs, as Spain seems 
wont to do. In true economic terms, what then of our cost/benefit ratios if debtors were to be returned to the stockyards? 

From The New- York Times: 

In Spain, Homes Are Taken but Debt Stays 

Laws in Spain are saddling some homeowners w~th mountains c,f inescapable debt as the economy falters 

http://n’~’ti.ms/9v,~’Dut 

Get The New York Times on your iPhone for free by visiting http://itunes.com/apps/nvtimes 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Gabrielsen <mikeg@collegeclubfimdr~Jser.org> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 4:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@em~Jl uric edu> 

Helping Your U. of Norfl~ Carolina Chapel Hill Club 

I stumbled across your club at U. of North Carolina Chapel Hill. Do you 
guys need an?’ help 
raising money this year? 

Some recent results from over 20,000 campaigns. 

$3,286 - Florida State 

$7,847 - Wesleyan 

$3,343 - Pace U. 

$4,607 - U. of Michigan 

$5,353 - U. of California 

$9,574 - Johns Hopkins 

$14,890 - Rutgers 

A little about us. we are approved by the NCAA and we are the 
official fundraiser of the NJCAA We have success:tully helped nearly 
every type of cullege urganization, including sports teams, special 
interest groups, academic clubs, and volunteer assuciatiuns. 

Our prucess is simple, nuthing to sell, nu upfront cost, and it’s 
all done online. 

Check it uut at v, as, w facebuok.comiCullegeFundraiser or 
www CuliegeCiubI:undraiser. org 

Feel free tu cuntact me ifyuu have any questions. 

Quute from Bryan Hulbruuk at Appalachian State U : 

"We earned over $4,500. The program is very well run, and dues nut 
require much effort In less than a week, donatiuns came pouring in 
for our club I would strungly encourage clubs tu take advantage uf 
this prugram" 

Thanks, 

Mike Gabrielsen 

Director 

College Club Fundraiser 

258 Route 117 Bypass Road 

Bedford Hills, NY 10507 

800-376-5988 x318 

MikeG@CollegeClubFundraiser.org 

www.CollegeClubFundraiser, org 

If I sent this to you in error, I sincerely- apologize. To unsubscribe from 
this list, please visit 
http://list.mvsportsdreams.con~/lists/lt.l~hp’.’id MhoBXVEB VFZT SwklLrUp.FC 1 sHVw Y%3D 

Powered by PHPlist, ~’w.phplist.com - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Forelaws on Board < ~(~;,ahoo.comv 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 12:22 PM 

Broome, l,i s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Reverence for LitE Ethos in the Age of Cosmic Genea]ogy 

Dr. Lissa Broome 
Fellow - The Parr Center for Ethics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Dear Dr. Broome: 
Louis Pasteur’s pivotal work of 1859 in disproving spontaneous generation of life - making a strong case for reassessment of reverence for life as it relates to 
the gift and promise of intelligent life - launched the age of cosmic genealogy on Earth, witnessing in modern times the merger of astronomy and biology 
(astrobiology) as pioneered and led by the late Sir Fred Hoyle, by N. C. Wickramasinge, Brig Klyce, Halton C. Arp, and others. 

"Life comes from space because life comes from fife." - Brig Klyce, Astrobiology Research Trust. 
"if tile is always derived from antecedent fife in a causal chain that is clearly maintained throughout th~ TO~Sfl: T~ord, the question naturally arises as to when and 

where this connection stops. The continuation of the life-from-life chain to a time before the first life appears on our planet and before the Earth itself formed 
implies the operation ofpanspermia." - N. C. Wickramasinghe, Director, Cardiff Centre for Astrobiology 

Reverence for life derives meaning, purpose, and direction from universal forelaws of empathy and compassion - empirical attributes of cosmic genealogy - 
seated within the genome of humankind and all intelligent life. 
Though actively in denial of their own humaneness, international terrorists remain genetically predisposed (and reeducable) to compassionate humanness 
common to all humankind. Reverence for life is inextricably linked to individual mate selection, nurturing of offspring, and early childhood education in a 

healthful, sustainable environment. 
"Ethics is nothing less than reverence for life." = Albert Schweitzer 

Evolutionary panaltruism, moving humanity to veganism, to a compassionatelcooperative wo~id 0~d~i ~ i~0~i water equilibrium (first step toward climate 

stability), to life-centered cosmologies, and to reciprocal propagation of cosmic intelligent life by intelligent life, relies upon reverence for life ethos operative 
in all fields of human endeavor, including particularly multidisciplinary science as well as the social and political sciences. 

"The first message from an intelligent extraterrestrial civitisation may not emerge from a radio telescope bu~ instead, from a ~q~ ~q.~!q~ machine. "- dohn 
Walker, Fourmilab Switzerland. 

"The greatest discoveries of science have always been those that forced us to rethink our beliefs about the universe and our place in iL " - Robert L. Park, 
University of Maryland (in The New York Times, 7 December 1999). 

As an ethos (local and cosmic) singularly apropos to humankind and all intelligent life, in exchange for the giR and promise of intelligent life, reverence for 
life optimizes forelawsship and human potentiality and fulfillment, and that of all similarly evolved - and more advanced intelligent life - in and beyond 
respective ages of cosmic genealogy, ww~.forel~wsonboard.net! 
In forelawsship on board, 
Robert E. Cobb 

Forelaws on Board 

www,f~relaws~nboard,net/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Allison Caxbonneau <acarbonneau@ymdirect4.com> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 1:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Annotmcing Lawgic Wills & Trusts 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR LEGAL EDITORS 

AT tlOLLA2~-D & K~IGItT, LLP 

AND ~EIL, GOTSItAL & MANGES, LLP 

FIVE COMPELLING REASONS 
WHY USING LAWGIC WILLS & TRUSTS 

WILL ENHANCE YOUR PRACTICE 

REASON #1 
"Lawgic Is The Most Intelligent ~ay 

To Draft WBIs And Trusts." 

EDWARD F. KOREN 

Partner, Holland & Kalight, LLP 

Attorneys have tried a myriad of legal software products with ve~ little 

success. With the creation of Lawgic Wills & Trusts, practitioners can draft 

estate plans faster, easier and better. Your firm needs this valuable 

advantage. We are certain it will enhance your practice and profits. 

REASON #2 
Lawgic Is Complete 

Lawgic automates the entire drafting process more completely than any 

other sofm, are product on the market. It incoiporates federal statutoD" and 

case law, plus important commentm3~ from the nations’s most renowned 

trusts and estates experts. Quite simply, there’s no better way to create fully 

customized, legally defensible and eloquently written estate plans your 

clients can easily understand. 

REASON #3 
Law~c Is Easy To Use 

Lawgic’s patented, knowledge-based technology combines in-depth legal 

research, issue identification and plm~ drafting. Just enter peNnent data once 

for use in a wide array of documents that are perfectly consistent and 

tailored to your clients’ unique circumstances. Customize your language, 

create and save templates, and when you need technical assistance it’s only 

a phone ca]l away. 

REASON #4 
Lawgic Pays For Itself 

Based on hundreds of documented cases, even experienced trusts and 

estates practitioners save several hours per estate plan compared to what it 

normally would take. Only you can calculate how much additional profit 

that means, but it’s helped to make Lawgic the fastest growing software 

tool of its kind. It’s so affordably priced, it pays for itself with the very first 

estate plan. 

REASON #5 

You Can Save $300 

Lawgic would like to offer you exclusive pricing of $900", a savings of 

$300! 

Download a demonstration at www.lawgk.com be|bre 
November 30th to take advantage of this discount. 

*Valid on annual single payment subscriptions only 

Ph: 877-252-9442 

F: 904-223-2224 

4745 Sutton Park Cou(t #404 

Jacksonville, FL 32224 

Lawgic, LLC I 4745 Sutton Park Cour~ I Suite 404 i Jacksonville I Florida i 32224 i USA 

Unsubscribe 

E~ Lv__a__c_ ~ _ E _o_L Lc_~. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron S. Edlin <mm- 11267-3248583@law.bepress.com> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 6:08 PM 

liss%broome@unc.edu 

University of Michigan Legal Working Paper Series - New Papers 

Announcing new- papers in the University’ of Michigan Legal Working Paper Series, part of the bepress Legal Repositow found at 

http :,’,’law.bepress. com/repositor,v 

PUBLISHER: The Berkeley Electronic Press 
EDITOR: J.J. Prescott, Assistant Professor of Law-, University of Michigan 

This email contains a table of contents, followed by abstracts and some general information. 

TABLE OF CONTEik’I’S: 

Reuven S Avi-Yonah and Ilan Benshalom, "Formulary Apportiolmaent - Myths and Prospects." 
Subject area: Taxation-Transnational 
http://law.bepress.com/umichlwps/empirical/art28 

Reuven S Avi-Yonah and Amir C. Chenchinski, "The Case for D~vidend Deduction." 
Sut~iect area: Taxation 
http:i/law.bepress.com/umichlwpsiempirical/art27 

Scott tlershovitz, "ttalry Potter and the Trouble with Tort Theow " 
Subject area: Torts 
http:i/law.bepress.com/umichlwpsiempirical/art26 

Adam C. Pritchard, "Securities Law in the Roberts Court: Agenda or Indifference?" 
Sut~iect area: Securities Law 
http:i/law.bepress.com/umichlwpsiempirical/art25 

Daniel A. Crane and Graciela Maralles, "Toward a Uni:fied Theory of Exclusionary Vertical Restraints." 
Subject Area: Antitrust 
http:i/law.bepress, com/umichlwpsiempirical/art24/ 

J.J. Prescott, Kathryn E Spiel and Albert H Yoon, "Trial and Settlement: A Study o:[’High-Low Agreements." 
Sut~iect Area: Civil Law, Contracts, Dispute Resolution, Law and Economics, Torts 
http:i/law.bepress, com/umichlwpsiempirical/art23/ 

Nicholas C. ttowson and Vikramadi~a Khanna, "The Development of Modern Corporate Governance in China and India." 
Sut~iect Area: Economics 
http:i/law.bepress, com/umichlwpsiempirical/art22/ 

Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, "Taxation as Regulation: Carbon Tax, Health Care Tax, Bar/,: Tax and Other Regulator~" Taxes." 
Subject Area: Bar/,:ing and Finance, Environmental La~v, Health Law and Policy, Taxation 
http :i/law.bepress. con~/utnichlwpsiempirical/art21/ 

ABSTRACTS: 

Reuven S. Avi-Yonah and Ilan Benshalonr, "Formula15~ Apportiomnent - Myths and Prospects" (October 16, 2010). Enrpirical Legal Studies Center. Working Paper 28. 

http:i/law.bepress.com/utnfchlwpsiempiricaliart28 

ABSTRACT: 
This paper seeks to re-examine the formulary alternative to transfer pricing by- inquiring whether paltial integration of formulary concepts into current practices ~vould offer a reasonable 
alternative to transfer pricing rules. We believe that the key to achieving an equitable and efficient allocation of MNE income is to solve the problem of the residual, i.e., how to allocate 
inconre generated from mobile assets and activities whose risks are born collectively by the entire MNE group. These assets and activities generate most of the current transfer pricing 
compliance and administrative costs, as well as tax avoidance opportunities. A limited formulary tax regime that allocates only the residual portion of iVL-XrE income may therefore offe* 
significant advantages. Furthermore, such a regime would not require significant deviations fiom current practices, or substantial modifications of the international tax regime. 

Reuven S. Avi-Yonah and Anrir C. Chenchinski, "The Case for Dividend Deduction" (Septeraber 25, 2010). Empirical Legal Studies Center. Working Paper 27. 
httl~://law.bel~ress.com/urnichlwps/empirical/art27 

ABSTRACT: 
There have been various proposals nutde in the past two decades to integrate the corporate and shareholder tax, including dividend exemption, imputation, and the Comprehensive Business 
Income Tax (CBIT). In our view, the problem with all of these proposals is that they omit to ask the Cl.acial question of why we should tax business entities in the first place. Taxes, the 
economists tell us, are always borne by human beings, not by legal entities. Why should legal entities, be the?- corporations or other forms of business enti~, be subject to tax at all? Would 
it not be easier to just tax people? It turns out that there are two good reasons to tax some business entities under some circumstances. Specifically, we believe that publicly traded 
corporations should be subject to tax (a) because it is hard to tax them on a pass-though basis, and if they are not taxed they become vehicles for tax deferral, and (b) because they are 
economically important and taxing them is a means to regulate the behavior of the people ~vho mn them. However, if those are the reasons for taxing business entities, then ~ve believe that 
the right fo1Tll of achieving corporate integration is not CBIT or its progeny, or dividend exemption, or imputation (giving shareholders a credit fbr the corporate tax) The right form of 
integration, we would argue, is dividend deduction Dividend deduction is frequently mentioned in the literature on integration, but rarely analyzed. In ~vhat follows, we will tiN to explain 
why it is a superior form of integration, and resolve some of the hard questions it raises. 

Scott Hershovitz, "HatU Potter and the Trouble with Tort Theo~i’ (October 5, 2010). Empirical Legal Studies Center. Working Paper 26 
http ://law.bepress. com/unaichl~vps/empiricaliart26 

ABSTRACT: 
Economists argue that tort law promotes an efficient allocation of resources to safe~, while philosophers contend that it dispenses corrective justice Despite the divide, the leading tort 
theories share something in common: They are groutaded in an unduly narrow view of tort. Both economists and philosophers confuse the institution of tort law ~vith the roles that are 
distinctive of it They offer theories of tort’s substantive rules, but fbr the most part ignore the procedures by which those rules are implemented. As a consequence, both miss and 
misconstrue much about tort la~v. 



The problem is particularly acute for economists, r,[lqey analyze the impact of tort’s substantive rules on accident and accident avoidance costs Yet, the institution of tort law generates 
many other costs and benefits for society, and those costs and benefits affect the optimal arrangement of tort’s rules. The ]’act that economists have not factored these additional costs and 
benefits into their analyses calls into question their descriptive and normauve claims about tort. 

Corrective justice theou is not in as much trouble as the economic approach, but it is troubled still. Philosophers’ neglect of the procedural dimension of tort has caused them to overlook 
ways that tort does justice between wrongdoers and victims And it has led them to make misleading claims about the nature of both corrective justice and tort law. 

This article draws out the trouble with tort theopf through a thought experiment, starring ttarry Potter. Potter’s magic helps to highlight the :features of tort that the leading theories overlook 
Once the?" are in view, the article considers the ways in which the omissions cast doubt on the claims those theories make, ~nvestigates ways the?" might improved, and offers several 
obset~zations about the choice between them. 

Adam C. Pritchard, "Securities Law in the Roberts Court: Agenda or Indiffe*ence?" (October 1, 2010). Empirical Legal Studies Cunter. Working Paper 25. 
http:i/law.bepress.coln/mnichlwpsiempiricaliart25 

ABSTRACT: 
Historically, securities law has not been a high priority for the Supreme Court. The first five years of the Roberts Court, however, suggest an upsurge of interest in the federal securities laws, 
with nine cases decided, a significant increase from the Rehnquist Cottrt’s average. These numbers are deceptive. Analysis of the opinions deciding these cases - and more importantly, the 
issues debated by the justices - suggests that the Court is not interested in the substance of the securities laws or the policies that animate them. Instead, securities law selwes as a 
backdrop for debates over statutot?~ interpretation and the relationship of the judiciary to the administrative state. Only in the area of securities class actions is there any ungagement with 
the specific subject matter. Notwithstanding charges that the Roberts Court is "pro business", the Court has not charted a consistent course fa’,~oring corporate defendants. Instead, the 
Court has dunmnstrated a bias toward the status quo, resisting attempts to both expand - and restrict - the reach of Rule 10b-5 class actions. This article explores the implications of the 
Roberts Court’s indifference to securities regulation and securities markets for the making of securities law. 

Daniel A. Crane and Graciela 2vSralles, "Toward a Unified Theou of Exclusiunary Vertical Restraints." (October 7, 2010). Empirical Legal Studies Cunter. Working Paper 24. 
httl~://law.bel~ress, corr~urnichlwDs/enmiricalialt24/ 

ABSTRACT: 
The law of exclusionary" vertical restraints-contractual or other business relationships between vertically related filTns-is deeply confused and inconsistent in both the United States and the 
European Union. A variety of vertical practices including predatory pricing, tying, exclusi’,~e dealing, price discrimination, and bundling are treated very- diffcruntly based un formalistic 
distinctiuns that bear no relationship to the practices’ exclusionary potential. We propose a comprehensive, unified test for all exclusionalT vertical restraints that centers on two factors, 
foreclosure and substantiality. We then assign econotnic content to these factors. A restraint forecloses if it denies equally efficient rivals a reasunable opportunity to make a sale or 
purchase (depending on xvhether the restraint affects access to customers or inputs). Market foreclosure is substantial if it denies ri’,~als a reasonable opportunity to reach minirrmm viable 
scale Where substantial foreclosure is sho~vn, the restraint should generally be declared illegal tmless it is justified by efficiencies that exceed the restraint’s anticompetitive effects. 

J.J. Prescott, Kathryn E. Spier, and Albert H. Yoon, "Trial al"~d Settlement: A Stu@ of High-Low Agreements" (September 1, 2010). Emptrical Legal Studies Center Working Paper 23 
http://law.bepress, cora!umichlwps/empirical/art23/ 

ABSTRACT: 
This paper presents the first systematic theoretical and empirical stud?’ of high-low agreements in civil litigation A high-low agreement is a private contract that, if signed by litigants before 
the conclusion of a trial, constrains the future damages payment to lie between a minimun~ and a maximum amount. "¢,q~ereas the existing literature describes litigation as a choice between 
trial and settlement, our examinatiun of high-low agreements-a relatively new- phenomenon in civil litigatiun-introduces partial or incomplete settlemunts In our theoretical model, trial is both 
costly and risky. When litigants have divergent subjective beliefs and are mutually optimistic about their trial prospects, cases may fail to settle. In these cases, high-low agreements can be 
in the litigants’ mutual interest because they limit the risk of outlier damages a~vards while still allo~ving for an optimal degree of speculation Using unique insurance claims data from a 
national insurance company, we describe the features of these agreements and empirically investigate the factors that may influence whether litigants discuss or enter into high-low 
agreements. Our empirical findings are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical model. We also explore extensions and alternative explanations for high-low agreements, including 
their use to mitigate excessive, oit’setting trial expenditures 

Nicholas C Howson and Vikramaditya Khanna, "The Development of Modem Corporate Governance in China and India." (October 5, 2010) Empirical Legal Studies Center. Working Paper 
22. 
http://law.bepress.com/un~ichl~vps/empirical/art22/ 

ABSTRACT: 
This book chapter (forthcoming, China, India & the International Economic Order) examines the development of corporate governance in the world’s two biggest and fastest growing 
emerging markets - China and India. Although both cotmtries are different in impoltant ways, they also share significant similarities such as rapid economic development, significant foreign 
investment, economic, structural and legal reform, and a shared interest in (if not implementation of) essentially Anglo-2,merican corporate law norms These differences and similarities 
provide an ~nteresting and rich platform for consideration of popular or contested corporate governance precepts. In particular, after an extensive discussion of corporate governance 
reforms in both countries and corporatizatiun in China, we examine the impact of "legal origins" (common law or civil law) as compared to "politics" on the development of corporate 
governance and stock markets in both countries. In addition, we focus on the question of whether India and China provide supporting or contradicting evidence :for some kind of global 
convergence in corporate law We find that the support :for the "legal origins" view is not strong, but rather the "politics" accounts seem more convincing as explanations for corporate 
governance and stock market development in India and China Further, while there is a gund deal of evidence of partial :formal convergence ~n corporate law, we cannot identi(,! the same or 
expected convergence in ownership or corporate structure This creates an odd fit between corporate and securities law and the corporations they shape and regulate, suggesting some 
significant path dependence for these two important economies. 

Reuven S Avi-Yonah, "Taxation as Regulation: Carbon Tax, Health (;are Tax, Bank Tax and Other Regulatop)~ Taxes." (August 23, 2010). ]~;mpirical Legal Studies Center Working Paper 21 

http ://law. bepress, cor!!runic hlwps/empiricaliart21 / 

ABS’IX{ACT: 
This paper addresses three questions: 1 Is regulation a legitimate goal for taxation ? 2. Which tax is best suited for regulation? 3. Would it be better to allocate just one goal per tax among 
the major taxes (individual and corporate income tax and VAT)? It then analyzes the proposed bank tax and the enacted health care tax as regulatory taxes, and concludes that the first is 
desirable (as is a carbon tax) but the second is not. 

G ENX~;RAL INFO[ZMATION: 
If your institution is interested in having a 
bepress working paper series, please write to: 
working papers@bepress.com 

For general information regarding bepress products, 
please write to: info@bepress.com 

To unsubscribe or to change your email address, please visit: 

http://law.bepress.com/cgi/unsubscribe.cgi?sending 11267&rr 3248583&email lissa broome%40unc.edu 
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Monthly Security Tip 

Alerts ~ Counterfeits Info 

Bank Robbery Update 

Banker Store Security 

Products ..................... 

How Did The Robber Know?. 

by Barry Thompson 

During robbery training a teller 
asked me how the robber knew 
the bank had recently installed 
dye packs? This question is 
common after a robbery where the 
criminal passes a note stating 
don’t give me the dye pack or 
more recently the GPS pack. The 
teller was surprised by the 

answer, "the robber didn’t know 
you had dye packs. He had 
learned at criminal university 
(prison) exactly how to write the 
robbery note." When training your 
staff let them know that robbers 
prepare in advance, even down to 
the details of writing the robbery 
note. 

Featured Security 

Webinar 
Security Blunders: Show & Tel~ 
January "~ ~ -- by Bar(v Thompson 

Can you see banking facilities 
through the criminal’s eyes? Is your I .<~. I 
[inanc~al institution facility sage 
and secure? Don’t pU[ youl" 8CCOUn[ 
holders, employees, and potentially 
thousands of your asset dollars at risld 

Assessing the risks involved with the 

operation of a financial restitution ~s a 

major concern of every CEO, operations 

staff, and security officer. Financial 

institulions offen unwittingly make 

themselves targets for criminals and 

~obbers In this program we’ll use actuai 

pictures shcvBng situations that make 

ginanciai institutions targets fo~ crimir)a~ 

attacks. Take advantage of mistakes others 

have made wN~ physical security and 

avoid them yourself 

Developments & Common Errors 
January 24 -- by Ken 

No other federal regulation 

contains more stringenl, 

enforceable training requffements 

than those reiatklg to Bank Secrecy Act 

(BSA) compliance Even experienced 

personnel are expected to mainlain their 

knowledge level with ongoing education 

Welcome to the January issue of Security Spotlight 

Putting themselves in the spotlight... 

D "The Man" fingered by fans...Nicholas W. Wilson, AKA "Nick Gage" or "The 

Man," is a superstar and well-known by fans of hardcore wrestling. Competing in 

more Combat Zone Wrestling (CZW) matches than any wrestler, the first man to 

win the CZW championship and CSV~ts only Grand Slam championship are Wilson’s 
claims to fame. The 30-year-old Camden, NJ native can add "Most Wanted" for bank 
robbery to his list of conquests. The pro wrestler is charged with robbing a PNC Bank 
branch in South Jersey after fans identified him from clear surveillance footage taken of 
Wilson leaving the bank the day of the robbery. Fan letters can be mailed to Camden 
County Jail where Wilson is being held on $150,000 bond. 

Mixing work and bank robbery 
Neither the pink hospital scrubs nor the Darth Vader mask he wore was enough to ~ 
disguise Gregory Sanchez, 46, as the bandit who robbed a Bank of America 
branch located inside the Albertson’s supermarket in southern California. Wielding 
a hatchet and wearing a black wig and gloves, Sanchez was dressed in pink scrubs and 
a Darth Vader-type mask when he approached a bank teller at the supermarket branch of 
Bank of America and demanded money. With his bank robbery duties completed, it was 
business as usual for the thief. Sanchez went to work - in his regular job as a "courtesy 
clerk" at the same grocery store where the bank he just robbed was located. Police didn’t 
have far to go when they arrested Sanchez just three hours after the crime while he was 
working. May the force be with him as he faces charges for bank robbery. 

Check our Bank Robbery page for photos and information on all the latest robbery 
suspects. 

~ 
Learning from others 

and internal thieves 

~ L earning from others - Learning from the actions of others is an impodant part of 
the security business. Not everyone has a TV in their office or access to CNN. But 

as it was happening, bankers were keeping a thread updated while a robbery at a Chase 
branch in Pearland, TX turned into a hostage situation. That thread is in the Private ferum. 
The hostages were eventually released and the robbers captured. Bail was set at $13 
million as the two suspects were each charged with 13 counts of aggravated robbery. 

~ Hiding in plain sight - In another Texas bank robbery, this time in Killeen, two 
women robbed a First National Bank Texas branch at 5PM on December 23rd. The 

description provided to police was that of a "black person of unknown gender 

approximately 5’ 6" tall" who fled on foot and may have been joined by another person. 
As police were surveying the area following the robbery, the spotted two females outside 
a bowling alley just 600 feet from the bank. The women told police they were waiting for a 
cab. They were detained for questioning and later charged not only with this bank 
robbery, but also one a few days earlier at a Subway restaurant. Sometimes even the 
barest of descriptions will help locate someone hiding in plain sight. 

~Not just a thing - Statistically, females are not the primary gender when it guy 
comes to bank robbery. But that doesn’t mean they don’t rob banks at all. In 

Raleigh, NC police are looking for a female serial robber. A heavy set woman robbed a 
Wachovia branch recently. Police suspect her of also robbing banks in Wilmington and 
Myrtle Beach, S.C., in October. The N.C. Bankers Association offers a reward for 
information leading to the arrest and indictment of anyone responsible for robbing a bank 

in North Carolina. More on this and other cases is also at NCBankRobbers. 

~lt was an inside job - What should a security officer be responsible for? Sure, you 
try to stop thefts from the bank. But what could have been done differently at the 

Meriden State Bank in Kansas where the bank president embezzled over $100,000? 
Scott Becker, the bank president, had the board approve a new branch in Topeka, KS. 



I-Io,~vever, somethnes sitting through a full 

day BSA 9rogram leaves experienced 

personnel hoping for "knowledge nuggets" 

between the revie~s of Iong-standi¢~g 

requirements. 

This progrsm is designed to make thst 

continuing education requirement more 

ef~cient and effective However, the 

manual is the one that the presenter uses 

~n a full day semk~ar. I~ is appro~m~ately 

125 pages long and ~ncludes a full review 

of domestic BSA requkements However, 

this session focuses on specific pu~se 

pokers in BSA compliance. 

Annual LENDING Compliance 
Recap January 27 -- 

Stair must acknowledge lhat robberies can 

occur and they are prepared to deal w~th 

it. Tileir powers of observation are very 

~mportant and must be nurtured to protect 

Security Products 
in the Banker Store 
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FREE Shipping! 

Handling Critical Incidents: The Robbery Issue 

Becker was the undisclosed general contractor and, working with others in his scheme, 
overcharged the bank and pocketed the difference. He has been sentenced to five years. 
Sentencing for his two accomplices is pending. The lesson here is to ensure your bank 
has procedures in place to protect itself from any similar theft. 

~ C rash and grab - The BOL Security Blog features a story on the FBI investigating 
the theft of ATMs. In an old scam that may be gaining popularity again, we are 

seeing more stories about "crash and grab" thefts. In Vancouver, WA a minivan crashed 
through the doors of Allen’s Crosley Lanes at approximately 3:00 am. The bowling alley 
surveillance camera shows the vehicle crashing in and an individual putting the ATM in 

the minivan and driving away. It is possible that the cost of the building repairs and the 
ATM itself exceed any cash that was inside it. 

Alerts ~ Counterfeits 
As you recall from the December Security Spotlight there were no Alerts sent by the 
regulators in November. That was the first time we had seen that number and we felt 
December may be a month of catching up, but no. December 2010 had only fifteen 
reports which was fairly light. All were from the FDIC, and there was the normal mix of 
check types. An unusual alert pertained to unauthorized banking in Canada. 

This month we’ll provide you with an annual recap of the alerts from 2010. As you trsin 
staff, you’ll be able to use this information to point out the most frequently counterfeited 
items and therefore the ones to watch out for the most. 

Cashier’s Checks lead the counterfeit items as they are 63 percent of the reported items 
last year. Official checks were the next largest category at 20 percent. The other 8 
categories were all 4 percent or less. Interestingly you can see in the table below that 
some items come and go. There were no counterfeit Treasury checks in the first or 
second quarters. There were also no counterfeit Missouri Dept. of Revenue Checks in the 
third or fourth quarters. Counterfeit money orders were only reported in the second 
quarter, and then only twice. Over all most categories posed minimal risk of loss to most 
institutions and that is a good thing - unless you were on the deposit side of one of those 
items. 

You’ll find all the alerts on the BOL Alerts & Counterfeits page. 

Q1-2010 Q2-2010 Q3-2010 Q4-201g Y313 

Counterfeit Cashier’s Checks 22 40 25 ! 2 99 

Counterfeit Official Checks 9 8 9 5 31 

Counterfeit Checks 1 5 1 7 

Counterfeit Missouri Dept. of Rev Checks 4 2 6 

Counterfeit Treasury Checks 4 ! 5 

Counterfeit Personal Money Orders 1 1 1 3 

Counterfeit Money Orders 2 2 

Counterfeit Bank Check 1 1 2 

Counterfeit Official Bank Checks 1 1 

Other 1 ! 2 

38 59 40 21 158 

No break for the holidays 

Security professionals and law enforcement across 
the country posted CrimeDex alerts in December, proving that bank robbers, fraud artists 
and other assorted crooks don’t slow down for the holidays. To start the month, 
Somerville, MA police posted an alert on a December 4 bank robbery in which the 
suspect passed a note warning "no die [sic] packs" (See Barry Thompson’s article). 
Other alerts involved an ATM in Irvine, CA that had been compromised with a skimming 
device and micro camera for the fourth time; a request from a megabank for assistance in 
identifying an individ ual impersonating its customers in Las Vegas bank branches; an 
announcement of the arrest of a new account fraud artist disguised as a priest; and the 

usual assortment of bank robberies, check fraud scams, credit card fraud and other 
attempts to separate banks, merchants and their customers fl~)m their money. 

Subscribe to BOL CdmeDex to receive alerts that can help you avoid security challenges 
and lapses that could expose your bank to losses. 

~ Need an example of why you have internal controls? Employee theft is only one 

reason and it does happen. You’ll read about one case in the Security Blog as well 
as another in our Security Shorts. 

You’ll also read about ATM thefts in both the Blog and the Shorts. And we don’t mean 
debit card abuse. Get the story at the ~_~__c__u__r_i_t_y____B__[_o_g. 

~ If you get involved in risk rating new customers, be interested in a your you may 
new tool just for this. By using this form you can get everyone on the same sheet 

of music, so to speak, and have consistency in your ratings. While there check out the 
other free tools BOL has to offer at the Banker Tools page. 

Support the vendors who support BOL! Through their advertising and sponsorships on BOL and BOL Vendor Connect, companies 

offering banking products and services help to make this site possible. When you’re looking for a supplier, give your business to 
companies who support nankersOnline.com. Find 

them now in our _S__p___o_~_~9__r:~" or .B___O___L___y___e_D__d__o__LC___o_D__n__e__c__t_. 
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to-" Advantage Legal Seminars 

Re is e  Online Now! 

Advantage Legal Seminars ¯ 7247 N.W. 22nd Drive , Pembroke Pines, Florida 33024 

Phone: 888-267-6097 

Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
This e-mail address was obtained and provided as a public service in order to offer you these 

approved CLE programs. In the event you wish to cease receiving our CLE fulfillment programs, 
please click here - Unsubscribe me from this mailinq list 

or contact us at 888-267-6097. 

[~iI P ..... d By    ] 

DO yOU feel this eNail is SPAN? Click here to report this eNail or click here to unsubscribe. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue Konzelmann <s.konzelmann@bbk.ac.uk~ 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 9:53 AM 

Sue Konzelmann <s.ko~elmann@bbk.ac.uk>; Gerhard.schnyder@kcl.ac.uk; j.s.wright@lse.ac.uk; maxc@fovaxgue-davies.com; Paul 
Guest <p.gnes~bbk.ac.uk>; Duncan.Sankey@Cheynecapital.com; M.Siems@uea.ac.uk; sb123@soas.ac.uk; Colin.scot~ucd.ie; 
Nimnh.haxdimma@ucd.ie; BlanaJd.claxke@ncd.ie; cwilliam@law.illinois.edu; ruth-agn@niuc.edn; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Conley, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu>; Omarova, Saule T <omarova@email.unc.edu>; 
pzumbansen@osgoode.yorku.ca; mcondon@osgoode.yorku.ca; ppuri@osgoode.yorku.ca; ewaiize@strikeman.com; 

jdarroch@schnlich.yorku.ca; Justin.obrien@unsw.edu.au; j.c.lockhaxt@massey.ac.nz 

Possible Source of Finding for Varieties of Liberalism Research? 

Hi evep)~on e, 

I hope this f~nds your new year of f to a great start! 

I recently happened upon the website for the Institute for New Economic Thinking (http://ineteconomics.org/)... I was wondering whether anyone in the group knows more than I do about 
whether this might be a good link and / or potential source of funding for our research on Varieties of Liberalism .. 

If it is compatible with the objecuves of our network, once we are set up, we might explore possibilities for developing an academic partnership 
(http://ineteconomics orb/initiatives/partnerships) or we might submit a grant proposal to help support our research on VoL (http://ineteconomics.or~/initiativesi~rants). 

If anyone has insight or ideas, I’d be very interested in knowing what you think. 

take care, 

Sue. 

Dr Suzanne J. Konzelmarm 
Reader in Management 

Director, London Centre for Corporate Governance & Ethics 
Director, Post Graduate Prograrcanes in Corporate Governance & Business Ethics 

Birkbeck, University of London 
Malet Street Bloomsbuly 
London WC’IE 7HX 

tel. ~44 207 631 6799 
fax. +44 207 631 6769 

http:/iw~’.bbk.ac.uk&~anopimanagementistaff/konzelmam~.shtml 

http://www.lcc~e.bbk.ac.uk/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

owner-lawp~of@chicagokent.kentlaw.edu on behalf of 

Brill, Ralph <~Rbrill@kentlaw.edu> 

Monday, Jmmary 10, 2011 5:17 PM 

lawprot~:chicagokent.kentlaw.edu 

[POSSIBLE SPAM] The History of Legal Writing in Americaaa Law Schools 

I hope some on this list will take the time to watch a great video produced by Prof. Karin Mika of Cleveland-Marshall School of Law, Cleveland State University, on 

the History of Legal Writing. It features interviews with those who were there at the birth of Legal Writing courses in American Law Schools, surprisingly only in the 

1970’s. Pictures or videos of some of your own colleagues may well appear in the video, which takes only 24 minutes of your time, and will give you a modest 

sense of the growth and professionalism of this field. 

http://www~youtube, com/watch ?v=Oa9q111F I00 
Comments may be sent to Kar±n directly at Kar±noMEka(@law,csuohEooedu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Nguyen <sandy.ngnyen@vgphanna.com> 

Wednesday, January, 12, 2011 3:03 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The Global OTC Pharmaceutical Market 2010-2025 Report 

iiiiiii iiiiiii Contact Information: 

iiiiiii Th÷ Gbba} OTC iiiiiii :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: Sandy hgu’>oen 

iiiiiii Pharmace~tica~ Market 2010~ iiiiiii ~ 
::::::: 

::::::::::) Te -~I:{0!:Z0751’)’:~9~:~ :::::::::::::: ~ 2025 Re o~ :::::: .~.~.,.~..~.o, ....... :::::: 
:::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::: 

¯ _ . :::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::: . :::::::::::::: Req~!:ered Otr~c~: :::2tt2~8 (A~ :::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::: ~owh~9 de~d wo~}~v}de? ::::::::::::::    " :::::::::::::: 

OTC :evem_~es ,,’4~ excsed STOr~n b~ 2015 Frem 2010 o~’~<~rds, ~-to- 

:::::::::::::: pha:ma marast t.,,~ 9row s~ynmc~ath’ t~o~: ?0~ 0 o~:wards rh~s repe~t 
:::::::::::::: ~t~eOa ~ag~t ~ g" :::::::::::::: 

~::~::~::~ occas. ~:,:.:~v:,a~.~, vo~ w:~:~ the ~o:ma~:s~ that you ~e~,:J to ::~,,~asta~,:J~ the ~::~::~::~ ~O~d [~a~ ~::~::~::~ 

:::::::::::::: Ou~ sew :epe~t- The Global OTC Pharmaceutical ~arket 2010-2025 :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 

~ ~e We show how rod csn beqefit horn ~ts devs~opmen~s aqd poieni~a~ ~ Our new :epo:t,,’q~ show you bow ::~::~::~:: 

:::::::::::: . Ana~gesics ::::::::::: qreatest er#)o:tunities v@i i~e [bare 

~ . G~strointest~nal drugs ~ ,.~4~ be 0~nds is watch from 2010 

:::::::::::: ~ Dermatological preparations ::::::::::: onwsb:J~, e ~[:,e.::~ ~HV product 

~::~::~:: ~ Smok~g-~essat~on a~ds ~::~::~::~ :awa::tes ~.:~ ~.sas ,st revent~e :::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::: ~ Others = including contraceptives, anti-obesity treatments, ::~::~::~:: 9~o’,vtb You can have our repo~t ::~::~::~:: 

~ statins and erectile dystunct~on treatments ~ ~oda}’, siaTh~g 8he~d 

~ Where wH~ the ma~n opportunit~e~ He, and what are the drivers ~ sandv.nNuyen@vNpharma.com 

:::::::::::: and restraints ~n this market sector? Ota s[udv w~ or.sv~de ~.su ,/q[~3 ........................................................................................................................................................... 

~::~::~:: up-b dste h?forh~st~on that You need to understsad cu~rent tre?ds a ad 
:///: ............................................................................................................................................ 

:::::::::::: ~r:d~s~rv ,rod ~:,~ark~ 
:::::::::::::: Our n~’e,, ~_ s¢~ wU] sho’e,, vok: :::::::::::::: 

::~::~::~ The G~oba~ OTC Pharmaceutical Market 2010-2025 examu~.ss ~ha~ ~ reve~;:e pro ~pec~s t~:.~ ~ne £~.:~nerk: 

:::::::::::: sects: tb:ou2h s comg:ehens~ve :-ev~ew of mfo:mation sources. VVe :::::::::: d~:.~ market from 20 ~0 oavvards 

::i::i::i:: t;ends for 2(1!0 [o 2025 and 

:::::::::::::: stavh:{a shead 

:::::::::::::: ~;gr more h#orma;~9~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::: drufj h~ad~et eenerated re,’enues :::::::::::::: 

~ reformu:st~ons st sx~sth19 produc?s 

~::~::~::~ deh~and to: drugs Whe~e ~s the :::::::::::::: 









::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ ~,,ams Resp~:atory :he~apeut~cs :a .qu~:ed by r eck~t~ ~enc~dser, ~:OOS] ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Nguyen <sandy.ngnyen@vgpharm&com> 

Friday, Jannary 14, 2011 3:03 AlVl 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Vaccine Research & Innovation Cont:erence 2011 

Vaccine Research & Innovation Conference 2011 
~.xp!orin,q ,cf!ob~! o~portunities in vaccine research and development 
10th - 11th February 2011, Thistle City Barbican, London, UK 

Background info 

Guido Grandb Senior Project Leader, Novartis Vaccines and 

Dr Aiex t<udrin, Medical Assessor, Biological PLAT, ~H~ 

Dr Bassam F-la~lis, General Project Manager, Centre far E~erge~ 

Dr Jon Heinrichs~ Senior- Research Feilow, Vaccine Basic Resem-ch, 

Dr Carmen Giehng, Group Leader, Antigen ~dentihcation - Molecular 

N~crobiology, ~ler~eH 

Dr David Kirke, Associate D~rector of Regulatory Affairs, E~ 

Dr Bin-bars Guinn~ C’an~ cer Sciences Division, ~ersity of 

Southampten 

lean Marc Ba[Ioul, New Venture Development Director, Trans~ene 

Dr~ Natjaz Peterka, Head, H~ i~boratory 

Dr. Klaus Kuhlcke, [~fets 

Senior Representative, E~er~e~l 

Senior Represen[aUve, #. Yeen# 

Increasing use of novel te~:hnolo~ies has boos[ed the vaccines industry 

worldwide. Recent technological breakthroughs in vaccine research, 

~an~actsring a~d delivery, promise a bright future for the sew 

~e~eratie8 of vac~i~e~, particularly for chronic conditions such as 

According to Visiongain’s recent report, The Globai Vaccines Marke[, 2008- 

2023, therapeu[ic vaccines will significantly expand the vaccines marke[ 

contributing to rapid revenue growth during the period 2008 to 2023. The 

presently one of the ~est h~crati~e areas for vaccine manufacturers. 

Advances are also being made in almost a~l adjunc[ areas of vaccine 

implement successful strategies and innovative technologies to develop 

more effective vaccines. Gain insights throu..qh industry led case studies 

and discussions witi~ key decision markers from ti~e vaccines secWr. 

Network and collaborate with globai professionals to keep up-to-date with 

future trends and exploring business opportunities at the two-day event. 

~ Overcormng challenges Lo cancer vaccine deveioprnent 

~ Evaluating the immune response to combination vaccines 

~ Accelerating new vaccine introduction in the developing worid 

~ [~onitoring Higi~ sensitivity r cell immune mechanism of novel vaccines, 

gene the! rapy, protein based drugs 

~ Assessing the key immunological observaUons on clinicai development of 

p~ndernic ~nfleenza A (H~N~) wccines 

~ Examining the s~fety challenges on new vaccine introduction 

~ [mplementing strategies for manufactuBng and puBficat~on of conjugate 

vaccines 

~ Good supply chain management practices for vaccine distribution 

CONTACT INFOR[~ATION 

"Tel: +44 {0)20 7549 9933 

_s__a__[]__d_y:_r_N_u_y_&_n_@~gR_h__a__r___r[]_a__:_%o_[~ 



Presider4s, Chief Executives, VPs, Giobal Heads, Scientific Advisors, 

Therapeutic Area Heads, in: 

~ Vaccine equipment and manufacturing 

~ Vaccine application development 

o Vaccinology and molecular biology 

~ Cell iirle engineering 

~ Pro~eomics, recombinant proteiniDNA bio~echnoiogy 

~ infectious d~sease 

~ [~dicensing and outdicensing 

~ Pharm~covigilance and safety testing 

~ Regulatory affairs 

~ S~ra~egic produc~ deveJopmen~ 

~ Exte~na~ research 

~ Ma nufact uring!p~oduction 

~ Chemistry manufacturing and controJs (CMC) 

~ Procurement & purchasing 

~ Cold chMn sdpply and iyophiHsa~ion 

~ Strategic alliances 

~ CJinica~ product resourcing 

~ Supply outsourcing project management 

~ Contract management 

~ Process development 

~ Bdsiness developmen~ 

~ Drug discovery A deJivery 

~ P~ent law 

~ ~ ~nvestment and venture capitsl 

To register or get a fuji oonference agenda 

* Conference - are available for a special rate of only ~BP 

Book#~g 

Booking is simple) AH you need to do ~o book a place a~ ~his conference 

conRact Sae~ You can either call me 

TEL: +4¢ (0)20 75�9 9933 or 

Please ~eel ~ree ~o cont~c~ me should you have any questions or wish 

make a booking, i look forward to hearing from you. 

Kind Regards, 

Terms and conditions 

NB - Due to high demand, we do not ’reserve’ or ’hold’ places - a request for 

an invoice to be raised will be treated as an official booking and will be 

subject to the cancellation policy as outlined below. 

Cancellations/substitutions and name changes: All bookings carry a 50% 

liability after the booking has been made, by post fax, email or web. There 

will be no refunds for cancellations received on or after one month before 

the start of the conference (e.g. cancellation on or after 20th ~anuary for a 

conference starting on 20th February). ~f you decide to cancel after this date 

the full invoice remains payable. Discounted delegate places at Visiongain 

events are non refundable. Conference notes, which are available on the 

day, will be sent to you. 

Unfortunately we are not able to transfer places between conferences and 

executive briefings. However if you are unable to attend the event you may 

make a substitution/name change at any time as long as we are informed 

in writing by e-mail, fax or post. Name changes and substitutions must be 

from the same company and are not transferable between companies or 

countries. 

]Indemnity: our company reserve the right to change the 

conference/executive briefing content, timing, speakers or venue without 

notice. The event may be postponed or cancelled due to acts of terrorism, 

war, extreme weather conditions, industrial action, acts of God or any event 

beyond the control of our company. :If such a situation arises we will 

endeavour to reschedule the event. However, our company cannot be held 



responsible for any cost, damage or expenses, which may be incurred by 

the customer as a consequence of the event being postponed or cancelled. 

We therefore strongly advise all customers to take out insurance to cover 

the cost of the registration, travel and expenses. 

You are currentW subscribed to this list as Ibroome@email4anc.edu. As a valued contact or customer of olir company yoli are 

receiving this emaii with information that we behave is relevant to you. if however, you do not w~sh to receive future messages 

please reply to this message w~th the word "UNSUBSCP.ZBE" in the subiect line, and we will take you off of our list as qu~cMy as 
possible, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tpalaim~mail.utexas.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 8:29 AM 

Larry Crramling <I,arry.Crra~nling@business.uconn.edtv~; ’garye’ ~gaxye@umn.edu>; Natha~ Tnbli~ <tubli~@uoneuro.uoregon.edu>; 

r.akm@tcu.edu; Carole Browne <browne@wfu.edu>;       ’@ahoo.com;       @aol.com; Jim Earl 
<jwearl@darkwing.uoregon.edtv~; Joseph A. Kotarba <jkotarb@uh.edn>; jmc@math.umd.edu; John Mason <jomason@cba.ua.edu>; 

John S. Nichols <jsn2@psu.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc,; Peter Nicholson          ~hawaii.mcom>; To~n 

Wasow --~wasow@csli.stanford.edu>; Bob Eno <eno@indiana.edu>; Anderson, Christopher <christopher-anderson@utulsa.edtt>; 

michael.granof@mccombs.utexas.edu; Struckmeyer, Kem~eth A --~lcast~!wsu.edu>; Matthew B. Wheeler <mbwheele@illinois.edt~- 

Accounting Department <DEPT.acct.all@business.uconn.edn>; ’Bruce Cohen’ <~Bruce.Cohen@ucorm.edu>; ’Hatlmway, Jeffrey’ 

-~ effrey.hathaway@ucorm.edu~ 

Corrupt values and system even before the donor got angry & petulant 

And universities and human beings. The amounts of money wasted already are staggering!! And these kinds of donor arrangements and donors and tmiversi~ leaders are every~vhere. 
Sent on the Sprint® Now Net~vork from ray BlackBerry® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Larry Gramling <Larly.Gralnling@business.uconn.edu> 
Date: Tue, 25 Jan2011 13:20:09 
To: ’garye’<garye@mrm.edu>; Nathan Tublitz<tublitz@uoneuro.uoregon.edu>; r.akin@tcu.edu<r.akin@tcu.edu>; Carole Bro~vne<browne@wfu.edu>; 

@ahoo.com        @yahoo.cam>;       ~aol.corn        ~aol.com>; Jim Earl<jwearl@darkwing.uoregon.edu>; Joseph A. Kotarba<jkotarba@uh.edu>; 
jmc@math.umd.edu<jmc@math.mnd.edu>; John Mason<jomason@cba.ua.edu>; John S. Nichols<jsn2@psu.edu>; Lissa Broome<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Peter 
Nicholson          ~hawaii.rr.com>; Tom Wasow<~vasow@csli.starfford.edu>; Bob Eno<eno@indiana.edu>; Tom Palaima<tpalaima@lnail.utexas.edu>; Anderson, 
Christopher<christopher-anderson@umlsa.edu>; michael.granof@mccombs.utexas.edu<michael.granof@mccorabs.utexas.edu>; Struckaneyer, Kenneth A<kast@wsu.edu>; Matthew B. 
YVheeler<mbwheele@illinois. edu> 
Cc: Accounting Department<DEPT.acct.all@business.ucotm.edu>; ’Bruce Cohen’<Bruce.Cohen@ucotm.edu>; ’Hathaway, Jefi?cy’<jeffrey.hathaway@uconn.edu> 
Subject: This is so symptomatic about everything that is ~vrong with 
Athletics! 

http ://w~ax-.thedav. corrgartic le/20110125/SPORT07/301259947/1017 

A major donor is taking his money back because UOCNN chose the wrong football coach! 

I don’t know Mr Burton -- and I should be happy that he is diverting his donations to the School of Business -- but this is so symptomatic of everything that’s wrong with the over zealous 
involvement of donors into athletics 

Whose Universi~ is it anyway? 

Thanks, Jeff Hathaway for a cting with integri~! 

LaiTy 

Burton cites disagreements with athletic director; also ~vants name removed from football complex 

Robert G. Burton wants UCorm to give him his $3 million back. 

Burton gave the money to the University of Connecticut to build the Burton Family Football Complex in Storrs. Now, citing disagreements with the school’s athletic director and a desire to 
be consulted about the new football coach, he wants that donation returned and his family’s name taken off the facility altogether 

Burton informed UConn Athletic Director Jeff Hathaway of his intentions via a six-page letter dated Jan 19, a copy of which was obtained by The Day. 

A printing industry executive who has lived in Greenwich for the last 30 years, Burton is the chairman, chief executive ol!ficer and managing member of Greenwich-based Burton Capital 
Management, LLC. He has given more than $7 million to the football program, including a "lead gift" of $25 million for construction of the football complex. 

Burton also gave additional funds to pay [’or an audio system and artwork around the building, which includes coaches’ offices, an academic resource center, locker room and dining hall 

"After we get our money back, you can take our name off the complex," wrote Burton, who also has a luxury box at RentscNer Field and who donated more than $1 million to endow two 
scholarships at the school 

Burton cited philosophical disagreements with ttathaway and his management style as reasons [’or his decision to end his involvement with UConn 

"’]The primary reason ~former coach) Randy (EdsMl) took another job is because he couldn’t work with you," Burton wrote in the letter to Hathaway. "You are not qualified to be a D~vision I 
AD and I would have fired you a long time ago You do not have the skills to manage and cultivate new donors." 

According to the letter, Burton called Hathaway on Jan. 3 and asked to be "kept in the loop" with the hiring process for the next football coach. It ~vas "the same process that (former 
Athletic Director) Le~v Perkins had with me when Randy ~vas hired." 



Bulton also wanted to "provide insight" about coaching candidates who he felt "would be a good fit." 

Burton wrote that he didn’t hear from Hathaway again until Jan. 13, xvhen the process ended. 

"I was not looking for veto power," Bulton wrote. "Your lack of response on either of these requests tells me that you do not respect my point of view or value ray opinion." 

Burton wrote that he did not support the hiring of Paul Pasqualoni. Burton’s son, Joe, played for Pasqualoni at Syracuse from 1997-2001. His son 2vfichael played for Edsa11 in 1999. 

The UConn Division of Athletics released a statement to The Day on Monday disputing Button’s version of events. 

"Man?- people, including iVlr Bulton, shared their ideas about potential candidates with us," it read in part. "UConn’s donors represent a vital aspect of the nniversity- and we respect and 
appreciate their thoughts and views on various issues. 

"In keeping with that, JefIYey Hathaway did receive and acknowledge Mr Button’s advice from the beginning of the search and shared with the Burton family the decision making process 
and the eventual choice .... 

"In the end, the decision was appropriately made by the university in the best interests of UConn and our football program. The Burton family has been exceptionally suppoltive of the 
University of Connecticut for many years. The University is grateful to the family, especially for the benefits the?’ have provided to many of our students." 

Burton’s decision to cease all donations comes at a time of great challenge for the athletic department’s fundraising efforts. Department sources said revenue from donors is down almost $9 
million ticom five years ago. 

Burton advised Hathaway that he and his family will "implement eight actions" eit’ective immediately. Among the actions: 

* ’]7he family will not pay for its $50,000-per-year luxury suite at Rentschler Field "You already have many other empty boxes at Rentschler My box will just join the list," Burton wrote. 

* The family will not purchase an $8,000 advertisement on the inside cover of the football program. 

* All remaining scholarship dollars, including "the current balance" earmarked for football, will be transferred to the business school. 

* The family will stop its $20,000 annual donation 12~r a summer coaching clinic and plans to make no future donations to UConn 

* ~I1qe family, which used the UCorm business school to help "train our first line managers" for its business, will use the Syracuse business school instead 

Attempts to reach Burton were unsuccessful. 

Copies of the letter were sent to Gov. Dannel P. Malloy, incoming president Susan Herbst and Lawrence D. McHugh, the chairman 

Lawrence J. Gramling, PhD, CPA 
Assistant Department Head 
Department of Accounting 
School of Business 
University of Connecticut 

2100 Hillside Road, Unit 1041 
Storrs, CT 06269-1041 
Phone: (860) 486-2892 
Fax: (860) 486-4838 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andersoi~ Christopher <christopher-anderson@utulsa.edu~ 

Tuesday, January, 25, 2011 1:11 PM 

garye <garye@umn.edu>; Nathan Tublilz <tubli~@uoneuro.uoregon.edu>; r.akm@tcu.edu; Carole Browne <browne@wfu.edu>; 

@yahoo.com;       @aol.com; Jim Earl <jwearl@darkwing.uoregon.edu>; Joseph A. Kotarba <jkotaJcba@uh.edtv~; 

jmc@math.umd.edu; John Mason <joma~m@cba.ua.edu>; John S. Nichols <jsn2@psu.edtv~; lam/.gramling@business.uconn.edu; 

Broome, Lissa L ~-~lbroome@email.unc.edu:>; Peter Nicholson          ,~!hawaii.rr.com>; Tom Wasow ~-~wasow@csli.staat’ord.edtt>; 
Bob Eno <eno@indiana.edu>; Tom Pal~ma <tpalaima@~nail.utexas.edtt>; Anderson, Christopher <chris~topher- anderson@umlsa.edu>; 

michael.granof@mccombs.utexas.edu; Struckmeyer, Kem~eth A ~-~lcast~!wsu.edu>; Matthew B. Wheeler <mbwheele@illinois.edt~- 

Securily for Dr. Emmert 

ww~ .lndystar.comiartlclei20110124/SPORTS/101240M3fNCAA-finds-growmg-need-secunty. odyssey=modlnewswellltextl Sportsl s 



S~bject: 

P[eas.e let us know your preference 

Dee~ Fa~emce Execmive, 

{n~e~e~{ed ~ ke.q~mg up with complianee 

~d .m~mgement 

[f~his mibnnatmn is mcc,,rrect: yo~ eae NOT a Fmea~ce >~o~ess{onal o~ yo~ have 

{nuned{a~e~v_ We do NOT ~sh ro c.omhme aendmg ema{~ ~mouncm~s *o 
~hose no~ interested ~ receiving *hem. 

g~g-261-7294 o~ ~s~ite ~o u~ a~ ~e address ~tow_ 

If you DO haT:e a need for mfo~mmion on crideaI fi,:a~:c:e i~:~ue% you -~v:i:: f~nd 
ema{ls kom Business 21 t~eFM. 

~e~o~rces for Finance: M~agemem ~d Hmnm~ Resource pmfes~ionaim h is 
ve~," possible tha~ you have suSscribe~ to or received ~ia] ~sues of o~e of o~ 

popul~ nev,.-ste~ers= ~w~~mce 27. Hm~a~ B~ao~’c#s 27 o~ &~’fgo~’ ~ 

Many of o~ cusmme~!s :enjoy receiving ini~.,a~iotx via emall: b~cause ihey 
Prod {t a fas~ and efficient way ~o keep up oa hnpor~ bus:mes:s issue~_ 

Agmn. if you prefer no* to receive e-mail ~pdales frc, m Bnsiness 21. please 
u~vabsc~-.ibe ~ow, A~so. ifa~ ~y ~hne m O~e ~m~e Fo~ ~vi~h to slo~ ~ece[v~g 

the body of e~h e-mail message. 

Sincerely. 

Bu:~iness 21 Publishing 

"I 53A Babimore P~ke 
gprmgfieId, PA I9064 

Fo~ mo~e m~ormation o~t B~smess 21 :::Uablishmg, please visit o~:,~r v,’ebsite. 

B~smess 2I -- 453a Baltimore Pike:. Springf*Md. PA 190~4 ~ 888-’761-71294 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Kanaly, Mark [Mark,Kanaly@alston,com] 

3/8/2013 2:26:00 AM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Conference Call -- Kanaly / Broome 

Start: 3/11/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachments may contain legally privileged and confidential 
information intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you may not read, copy, distribute or otherwise use this message or its attachments. 
If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by email and delete all copies of 
the message immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Vess, Dillon [Dillon_Vess@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 

When: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Vess, Dillon [Dillon_Vess@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 

When: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Vess, Dillon [Dillon_Vess@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 

When: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Fill in cites for Diversity Article 

7/17/2010 

7/17/2010 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Broome, Lissa L 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Work on a few more pages of the annual report 

7/16/2010 

7/21/2010 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Broome, Lissa L 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Email evaluations to June 1 Event panelists 

7/16/2010 

7/16/2010 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Broome, Lissa L 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Email April 16 panelists about website and due date for commentators 

7/16/2010 

7/16/2010 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Broome, Lissa L 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

Respond to 

7/16/2010 

7/16/2010 

Completed 

1 

0 

0 

re Survey # questions 

Owner: Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM effective 9/16/2013 until 3/19/2014, (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM effective 9/16/2013 until 3/19/2014, (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM effective 9/16/2013 until 3/19/2014, (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM effective 9/16/2013 until 3/19/2014, (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

10/17/2013 3:30:16 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Holiday Party! 

top of the hill 

12/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

12/13/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

10/17/2013 3:30:16 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Holiday Party! 

top of the hill 

12/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

12/13/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

12/10/2013 8:43:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Holiday Party! 

top of the hill 

12/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

12/13/2013 i:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com] 

12/10/2013 11:49:23 PM 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome/Suzanne Rudy lunch 

Chapel Hill 

Start: 12/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com] 

12/10/2013 11:49:23 PM 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome/Suzanne Rudy lunch 

Chapel Hill 

Start: 12/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com] 

12/10/2013 11:49:23 PM 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome/Suzanne Rudy lunch 

Chapel Hill 

Start: 12/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suzanne Rudy [SRudy@rfmd.com] 

12/10/2013 11:49:23 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome/Suzanne Rudy lunch 

Chapel Hill 

Start: 12/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

I/6/2014 7:23:32 PM 

Private Co. Call 

I/9/2014 2:00:00 PM 

I/9/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

1/6/2014 7:31:53 PM 

1/31/2014 5:00:00 PM 
1/31/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

1/6/2014 7:31:53 PM 

1/31/2014 5:00:00 PM 
1/31/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

1/27/2014 5:21:01 PM 

8:30 Bill Gattis 

1/28/2014 I:00:00 PM 
1/28/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

1/27/2014 5:21:22 PM 

10:30 

1/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Harnish, Emily Jane [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EMILY JANE HARNISH (EHARNISH)SCS] 

2/3/2014 1:45:11 PM 

Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lawrence Richard Cunningham (bubbac)clO]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9351dfee53b34ac79fab544453b7bd2e]; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com]; @yahoo.com; Andrews, Richard N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andrewsr]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Mumby, 

Dennis K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mumby1]; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Emclaugh]; Broome, 

Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Tewari, Meenu [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meenu Tewari 

(mtewari)]; May, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skmay]; Lochbaum, Derek W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lochbaum]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mca 1215]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

(LLCAC) Kalpona Akhter Meeting 

120 Vance 

2/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/13/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; @gmail.com’; 

@yahoo.com’; ’andrewsr@ad.unc.edu’; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mumby, Dennis K; Haddix, Elizabeth 

McLaughlin; Broome, Lissa L; Mosley, Layna; Tewari, Meenu; May, Steve; Lochbaum, Derek W; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M LWEISS] 

2/3/2014 1:45:15 PM 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss]; Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lawrence Richard 

Cunningham (bubbac)clO]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=9351dfee53b34ac79fab544453b7bd2e]; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com]; @yahoo.com; Andrews, Richard N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Andrewsr]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Mumby, 

Dennis K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mumby1]; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emclaugh]; Broome, 

Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Tewari, Meenu [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meenu Tewari 

(mtewari)]; May, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Skmay]; Lochbaum, Derek W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lochbaum]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mca 1215]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

(LLCAC) Kalpona Akhter Meeting 

120 Vance 

2/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/13/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; @gmail.com’; 

@yahoo.corn’; ’andrewsr@ad.unc.edu’; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mumby, Dennis K; Haddix, Elizabeth 

McLaughlin; Broome, Lissa L; Mosley, Layna; Tewari, Meenu; May, Steve; Lochbaum, Derek W; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/3/2014 3:16:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Phenness] 

tent. semi-annual budget HOLD 

Tricia’s office 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/3/2014 3:16:42 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; 

Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Phenness] 

tent. semi-annual budget HOLD 

Tricia’s office 

2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/3/2014 3:16:42 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; 

Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Phenness] 

tent. semi-annual budget HOLD 

Tricia’s office 

2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/3/2014 3:16:42 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; 

Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Phenness] 

tent. semi-annual budget HOLD 

Tricia’s office 

2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/3/2014 3:16:42 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; 

Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Phenness] 

tent. semi-annual budget HOLD 

Tricia’s office 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Clark, Jen L; Hennessey, Tricia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L; wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/3/2014 6:43:42 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; wrightb@e-mail.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Harnish, Emily Jane [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EMILY JANE HARNISH (EHARNISH)SCS] 

2/4/2014 1:36:08 PM 

Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lawrence Richard Cunningham (bubbac)clO]; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com]; @yahoo.com; Andrews, Richard N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andrewsr]; 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Emclaugh]; Tewari, 

Meenu [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meenu Tewari (mtewari)]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mca1215]; Lochbaum, Derek W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lochbaum]; May, 

Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skmay]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Sabiston, Susan R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ssabisto]; Norton, 

Molly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M bnorton]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9351dfee53b34ac79fab544453b7bd2e]; Mumby, 

Dennis K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mumbyl]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

LLCAC Meeting 

120 Vance 

2/18/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; @gmail.com’; @yahoo.com’; 

’andrewsr@ad.unc.edu’; Gitterman, Daniel P; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Tewari, Meenu; Lambden, Christopher 

David McCartney; Lochbaum, Derek W; May, Steve; Mosley, Layna; 

Sabiston, Susan R; Norton, Molly; Mumby, Dennis K; Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M LWEISS] 

2/4/2014 1:36:12 PM 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss]; Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lawrence Richard 

Cunningham (bubbac)clO]; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com]; @yahoo.com; 

Andrews, Richard N [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Andrewsr]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Emclaugh]; Tewari, 

Meenu [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meenu Tewari (mtewari)]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=       : 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mca1215]; Lochbaum, Derek W [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Lochbaum]; May, 

Steve [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Skmay]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Sabiston, Susan R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ssabisto]; Norton, 

Molly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M bnorton]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9351dfee53b34ac79fab544453b7bd2e]; Mumby, 

Dennis K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mumby1]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

LLCAC Meeting 

120 Vance 

2/18/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; @gmail.com’; @yahoo.com’; 

’andrewsr@ad.unc.edu’; Gitterman, Daniel P; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Tewari, Meenu; 

Lochbaum, Derek W; May, Steve; Mosley, Layna; 

Sabiston, Susan R; Norton, Molly; Mumby, Dennis K; Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M LWEISS] 

2/4/2014 1:36:12 PM 

Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss]; Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lawrence Richard 

Cunningham (bubbac)clO]; @gmail.com; @gmail.com]; @yahoo.com; 

Andrews, Richard N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andrewsr]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Emclaugh]; Tewari, 

Meenu [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meenu Tewari (mtewari)]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mca1215]; Lochbaum, Derek W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lochbaum]; May, 

Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Skmay]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Sabiston, Susan R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ssabisto]; Norton, 

Molly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M bnorton]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=9351dfee53b34ac79fab544453b7bd2e]; Mumby, 

Dennis K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mumby1]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

LLCAC Meeting 

120 Vance 

2/18/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; @gmail.com’; @yahoo.com’; 

’andrewsr@ad.unc.edu’; Gitterman, Daniel P; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Tewari, Meenu; 

Lochbaum, Derek W; May, Steve; Mosley, Layna; 

Sabiston, Susan R; Norton, Molly; Mumby, Dennis K; Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/4/2014 1:55:58 PM 

Lunch with ? 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/4/2014 3:52:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

pre mid finance meeting alignment meeting 

LissaIs office 

2/4/2014 4:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/7/2014 8:42:46 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. 

Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 3:30:00 PM 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/7/2014 8:42:46 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 3:30:00 PM 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/17/2014 8:17:21 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

2/19/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/19/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/17/2014 9:40:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/24/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/18/2014 9:34:48 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

2/20/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/20/2014 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/19/2014 3:28:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: Snow Day make-up 

Start: 4/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Broome, Lissa L 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/20/2014 4:24:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

2/20/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/20/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 PM to 3:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/20/2014 8:12:40 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. 

Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/21/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/20/2014 8:12:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/21/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/25/2014 2:57:37 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

weekly reschedule 

Lissa’s office 

2/25/2014 7:30:00 PM 

2/25/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/4/2014 8:45:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

3/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/10/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 PM to 4:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/7/2014 8:28:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Ille, Vince [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vincent Gregory Ille (ille)SdO]; Kretchmar, Jen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kretchj]; 

Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Polk, Barbara Jo [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bjpolk]; Rennet, Joy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jrenner]; Brown, 

Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown (mbrown3)aSa] 

Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 

Jackson Hall 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Derickson, Christopher P; Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince; Kretchmar, Jen; Mosley, Layna; Polk, 

Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; michellebrown@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Julie Moushon [julie.moushon@law.duke.edu] 

3/14/2014 4:32:27 PM 

James Cox [cox@law.duke.edu]; DeMott@law.duke.edu; Mitu Gulati [gulati@law.duke.edu]; Kimberly D Krawiec 

[krawiec@law.duke.edu]; Lawrence G. Baxter [baxter@law.duke.edu]; Elisabeth de Fontenay 

[defontenay@law.duke.edu]; Michael Bradley [bradley@duke.edu]; Ann M Lipton [lipton@law.duke.edu]; Julie 

Maupin [maupin@law.duke.edu]; Bruce Elvin [elvin@law.duke.edu]; eballeis@duke.edu; Barak Richman 

[richman@law.duke.edu]; John Buley [john.buley@duke.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Jacoby, Melissa B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mjacoby]; Omarova, 

Saule T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Omarova]; Burk, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bernard Alan Burk (baburk)]; Weidemaier, Mark 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Weidemai]; Hazen, Thomas Lee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tomhazen]; Polsky, Gregg Douglas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Polsky]; Prof. Steven 

L. Schwarcz [schwarcz@law.duke.edu] 

Law and Finance Lunch 

Duke Law, Room 4042 

4/1/2014 4:15:00 PM 

4/1/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:03:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/18/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/18/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:15:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:05:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/26/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/26/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/18/2014 6:35:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

webcast townhall 

office 

3/19/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/18/2014 6:35:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

webcast townhall 

office 

3/19/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/18/2014 6:35:14 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

webcast townhall 

office 

3/19/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

McCardell, Dan [Dan.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org] 

3/24/2014 2:22:00 PM 

McCardell, Dan [Dan.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Call with Lissa Broome 

Dial-In: 888-242-1836 I Access Code: 8949397 

Start: 3/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

McCardell, Dan [Dan.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org] 

3/24/2014 2:22:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Call with Lissa Broome 

Dial-In: 888-242-1836 I Access Code: 8949397 

Start: 3/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/7/2014 8:12:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

FY15 budget meeting 

Lissa’s office 

4/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/9/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/8/2014 3:25:25 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Carlock, Jacqueline S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jcarlock]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

Westerlund, Lance S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Westy] 

ABCs and BI review 

Lissa’s office 

6/4/2014 2:00:00 PM 

6/4/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S; Broome, Lissa L; Westerlund, Lance S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/8/2014 3:55:50 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

2014 career trek 

TBD 

10/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

10/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/8/2014 3:55:52 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

2014 career trek 

TBD 

10/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

10/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/9/2014 4:00:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

2014 career trek 

Mayer Brown and Wells Fargo in Charlotte 

10/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

10/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Carroll, James <James.Carroll@cwt.com>; Allied Pollard (Alfred.Pollard@lhfa.gov); kjohnston@krcl.com 

Scott Cammam (scott.cmnmam@cwt.com); mayopoulos 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ,@~live.unc.e&~>; 

~gmail.com>; 

Co: ~z)live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bm~king Ins~titute Scholarship Intel~iews 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; 

,~live.unc.e&~; ~gmail.com) 

Friends -Thanks for applying for the Banking Institute journal scholarships. We will have brief interviews (5-10 minutes) on Thursday evening after the dinner and 

after-dinner speaker. Please find      after the dinner and she will direct you to the room where the interviews will be held. The interviews will be conducted in 

the following order (which you will recognize as alphabetical): 

The members of the Scholarship Committee are me, Ron Raxter (Williams Mullen, Raleigh), Mike Nedzbala (Hunton & Williams, Charlotte), and Chris Leon 

(Womble Carlyle, Winston-Salem -not yet confirmed). 

Sarah will inform the winners early next week and I will follow that with an email to the journal members congratulating those selected. 

Best of luck and safe travels to Charlotte, 

Ussa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9~.9.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com{author=248720 



From; 

Sent: 

(~c: 

][~ec: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com:~ 

phube@hutchi soncompany.com 

Costner, Clay (CCostne@mayerbrown.com) 

I~E: C|ay Costner 

Hi Tony and Phil -- Clay had not signed up as of this afternoon His email is CCostner@mayerbrown corn Michael Shumaker is coming from Bryan Cave on their sponsorship and will be 

added to our board at the Friday meeting. 

Thanks If Clay is using Phil’s comp admissi( n, be sure Clay still registers at 

..... ©rigmal Message ..... 

From: Anthony Gaeta [mailto:t~aeta(~)w~/’rick com] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:49 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: < phuber@hutchisoncompany.com~ 
Subject: Clay Costner 

Has he signed up f~r Institute? If not Phi[ huber has m extra complimentary registration he can use I don’t hax’e clays email in iPhone If he isn’t signed up please send me his email address 
and I will contact him If he has signed up do you know another former editor in Charlotte that would use it? I am thinking about Michael schumaker at Bryan Cave 

Sent li~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

David Burge (dbuvge@sgrlaw.com); Michael Shumaker (michael.shumaker@bryancave.com) 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

Center for Banking and Finm~ce Board of Advisors 

Position Descripfion.doc 

Hi Dave and Mike - I am happy that both of you are willing to be nominated for membership on the Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. I have 

attached our board of advisors Position Description for your review. The board meets two times per year and the first time is coming up Friday, April 4 from 12:30 - 

2:30 at The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte at the conclusion of our annual Banking Institute. As of yesterday, I did not see either one of you registered for the Banking 

Institute, but if you are interested in attending, there is still time to sign up at http:!/www.law.unc.eduide!bankinginstitute!. Of course, you may also attend the 

April 4 board meeting even if you don’t attend the Banking Institute. In any event, please let my assistant Conrad Bortz (cbortz@emaikunc~edu) know if you plan to 

attend the board luncheon. The board’s second meeting will likely be August :18 over lunch also in Charlotte. We will have call-in capability for the August 18 

meeting as well. 

Mike, your firm is a Banking Institute sponsor and entitled to two complimentary admissions to the Banking Institute. So far, only one has been claimed (Ramyn 

Atri). Paul Donohue is also on the board from your Charlotte office. If he cannot use the complimentary admission and your schedule permits you to attend, you 

should claim it. 

I’m looking forward to seeing you both soon, hopefully in a couple of weeks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

~live.unc.edu~ 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

NC Banking Institute Journal Scholaxship Applications 

- Could you please send out the message below to everyone who has been selected as an editor for Volume 197 

Thanks, 

LB 

Friends, 

As an editor for Volume 19 (Executive Board and Articles and Notes Editors), you are eligible to apply for our Banking Journal Scholarships. There is one scholarship 

(in the approximate amount of $7,000) from an endowed scholarship fund created by the Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors from Banking Institute 

sponsorship funds collected over the years. If there is an exceptional second candidate, a second scholarship in the same amount as the endowed scholarship will 

also be awarded by the Board of Advisors from sponsorship funds. With ten editors, there is a one in five chance if everyone applies of receiving a significant 

scholarship to assist with your third year of law school. The current scholarship recipients are and 

The criteria for the scholarship are: 

(1) Scholastic and writing ability, as indicated by membership on the Board of Editors of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal; and 

(2) Financial need, as demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Law School Administration. 

By applying for the scholarship you grant me the right to inquire about your financial need and to share that information with the Scholarship Selection Committee 

(Sarah Core and I will be members of the committee along with two or three other members of the Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance). 

To apply for a scholarship, please submit to me by Wednesday, March 26 at 5:00 p.m. the following (all in one pdf or Word document): 

(1) A one page or less statement of your interest in banking and finance; 

(2) A copy of your resume (updated to reflect your editorial position and to reflect your journal note publication if it was published), and 

(3) An unofficial copy of your transcript. 

Interviews for the scholarships will take place following the dinner at the Banking Institute on Thursday, April 3. If you are unable to attend the Banking Institute, 

please let me know at the time of your application so and I may meet with you prior to the Banking Institute. 

Please be sure to take advantage of this opportunity. 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http~//ssrn.com/author=248720 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~live.unc.edn> 

Subject: RE: a~sked to meet abont his arl~cle 

Hi .... I’m not sure 1 u~dersta~d why      wants to talk witk       If you wish, you can tell      that I was involved in reviewinB,       cite check, that 1 

participated in discussions with you and and that I approved the plan to address and correct the issues noted h3 paper (and additional ~ssues 

Found and addressed by you, 

Sent~ Monday, March 03, 2014 7:gl AN 

T~ Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: ~      asked to meet about his a~icle 

Hi Professor Broome, 

asked me about whether        piece would be published last week. I told him it was and that I had gone through it, along with 

Now it appears that      has asked to speak with      about it, although      only went through the first ten pages. Is there anything you would like 

me to tell about our talk with or subsequent work? I really think this should be over and not subject to further discussion, but I don’t see how I 

can tell to not talk to about this. In my opinion, it just gives life to an issue from which we should all move on. 

Thanks, 

From:                           .__@_.__K_m____a_!]_.__c__9___m__. > 

Sent: Monday, March 3, 2014 7:42 AM 

To: 

Subject: ~sked to meet about his article 

H~ 

wants to meet with me to taik about his articie, I agreed, but I don’t want to go into this flying blind, Can you give me a synopsis of what was said 

in the meeting with Prof, Broome and anything else outside that meeting that seems relevant? Is there anything I’m not aware of already? 

Thanks- 

JD, Class of 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hi Jack - I wanted to check in to see if there is any indication of whether or when 

file? 

We will be 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

might be coming? Should Promotion and Tenure begin working on her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

FW: Center for Ba~king & Finance 

From:                         ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:24 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: Re: Center for Banking & Finance 

Hi Professor Broome: 

Thank you for your message and for the opportunity to stop by! I posted some times that I am available below. If none of the below times mesh nicely with your schedule, please let 

me know. 

Weeks of Feb. 24 and March 3 

M: 7-10 a.m. and after S p.m. 

T: 7- 9 a.m. and after 2:30 p.m. 

W:7-10 a.m. and after 5 p.m. 

Th: 7-9 a.m. and after 2:30 p.m. 

Also, I attached copies of my resume and cover letter for your reference. 

Thank you, 

From: <Broome>, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 at 11:36 AM 

To                         ._@_.___k___e__n___a___n__:f__[_a_g!_e___r__.__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__.> 

Subject: RE: Center for Banking & Finance 

Hi      --.Thanks for the email. I will not be at the open house. I hope you are staying warm and safe, although I don’t think the weather turned out as poorly as 

~-:~veryon e lea r~-:~d. 

Why do]~’t you stop by h:~r ~ chat {and you (:~f~ s~:~f~{J your r~:~sum~-:~)? t haw:~ a couple:~ .:_~f trips coming up, so the:~ bes[: [:im~-:~ for me is the we~-A~ o[ F~:~b. 24 or March 3. 

Mornings are generally best. Let ~T~e k~ow a couple of days/t~mes that rn~ghL work for you~ 

Take care, 

L~ssa Broome 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:03 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: tenor for Banking & Finance 
Hi Professor groome: 

I hope you are doing well and staying warm todavl Will you be attending the Open House on Wednesday? 

I would love to attend the Banking Institute in Charlotte in April. I understand it is not typical for an undergraduate to attend the Institute but I am very curious about banking and 

business law. 

I am happy to stop by your office or send over a resume if you wish. 
Thank you, 

U NC Kena n-Flagler Business School 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu I 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Caxolina Public Interest Law OvgaJ~ization (CPILO) 2014 Communicty Auction & Benefit: BeDeviled Brunchwith Broome 

Hi ---That’s terrific, The women’s basketball game between UNC and Duke is at :l:O0 on Sunday, March 2~ 

From: 
Sent: Monday, February :17, 2014 5:0:t PM 
Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Carolina Public Interest Law Organization (CPILO) 20:t4 Communicty Auction & Benefit: BeDeviled Brunchwith Broome 

Hello Professor Broome, 

I’m just letting you know that I was the highest bidder for this item at the CPILO auction, 

Best Regards, 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: jspeed@ncmutuallife.com 

Subje~’t: AAA Caxolinas Director Search 

Hi James - I heard recentl,/from one of my contacts that the AAA Carolinas board might be looking to add a woman attornev to its board. If that is indeed the case, I 

wanted to let you know about the following women who have attended our diverse director training program who fit the bill: 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http~/~/www:la w.u n c~eduice ntersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!at~thor=248720 



Thursday, April 3 

11:00- 12:30 

2014 Banking Institute Contact List 

Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 
[Melinda Beres, Hunton & Williams, Charlotte, is handling most of the coordination of the 

panel, mberes@hunton.com] 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
lsotto@hunton.com 

Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Dan.Antilley@bankofamerica. corn 

Charles Beard, Price~vaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
charles, e.beard@us, pwc. corn 

Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 
emily, stapf@us~pwc~com 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Thursday, April 3 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary, CommunityOne 
Bancorp and CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 
beth.desimone@communityl.com 

introduced by: A. Patrick Doyle, Arnold & Porter, Washington, D.C. 

Patrick. doyle@aporter, corn 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Thursday, April 3 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 

thomas.vartanian@dechert.com - Assistant, deborah.rizzo@dechert.com 

Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
peter.carroll@cfpb.gov 

Jonathan N. Miller, FDIC, Washington, DC (FDIC will pay his expenses) 

JonMill er@FDIC, gov 
[Assistant: Elizabeth Lipari, ELipari@Fdic.gov] 

Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 

michael.mierzewski@aporter.com 

Reginald T. O’ Shields, Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta, Atlanta 

roshields@fhlbatl.com 

Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

al fred.pollard@fhfa.gov 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Thursdsay, April 3 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh (coordinator) 
tgaeta@wyrick.corn 

R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
lburrows@banksstreetpartners, corn 

Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
rcallicut@bankofnc, corn 

Scott M~A~ Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York (moderator) 
s¢lark@sandleroneill.corn 

Phfllip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
phuber@hutchin soncornpany.corn 

William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 
williarn.j .wagner@rayrn ondj ames. corn 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Thursday, April 3 

6:45 - 7:30 The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, Fannie Mae 
timothy_mayopoulos@fanniemae.com 
Assistant: Carla Nelson 

carla_nelson@fanniemae.com 
202-752-1041 

Introduced by: 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Friday, April 4 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
david.bloom@suntrust.com 

Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 
ccalaby@aba.com 

Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
pattick.doyle@aporter.com 

Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC 
chorn@morganlewis, corn 

Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 
laurie, schaffer@frb.gov 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Friday, April 4 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Friday, April 4 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

Don Lampe, Morrison & Foerster, Washington, DC 
dlampe@mofo.com 

Lucy Morris, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Lucy.Morris@cfpb.gov 

Marguerite Sagatelian, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 

Meg Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com 

Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
amy.williams@klgates, com 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Board of Advisors 

B.T. Atkinson 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

Nathan Batts 
North Carolina Bankers Association, Raleigh 

David Line Batty 

Winston & Strawn LLP, Charlotte 

Rufus F. Beaty 

TD Bank, N.A., Greenville, SC 

John Charles Boger 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

Lissa L. Broome 
UNC School o.f Law, Chapel Hill 

James R. Bryant, III 
Kingstree Group, Charlotte 

R. Lee Burrows, Jr. 

Banks Street Partners, Atlanta 

Michael D. Calhoun 
Center for Responsible Lending, Durham 

Scott A. Cammarn 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taint LLP, Charlotte 

Alfred P. Carlton, Jr. 
Carlton Law PLLC, Raleigh 

James P. Carroll 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, Charlotte 

Scott M.A. Clark 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP, New York 

H. Rodgin Cohen 

Sullivan & Cromwell, New York 

V. Gerard Comizio 
Paul Hastings LLP, Washington, DC 

Alexander C. Covington 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 



Marion A. Cowell 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Charlotte 

Beth S. DeSimone 
CommunityOne Bancorp, Asheboro 

Paul S. Donohue 
Bryan Cave LLP, Charlotte 

A. Patrick Doyle 

Arnold & Porter, Washington, DC 

Steven S. Dunlevie 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, LLP, Atlanta 

Kieran J. Fallon 
The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., Washington, DC 

Gary W. Farris 

Burr & Forman LLP, Atlanta 

Adam Feibelman 
Tulane University Law School, New Orleans 

Raymond D. Fortin 

SunTrust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 

Paolo Fulghieri 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill 

Anthony Gaeta 

Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 

Leonard H. Gilbert 
Holland & Knight LLP, Tampa 

Richard L. Gray 

United Guaranty Corporation, Greensboro 

Barry Harris 

First-Citizens Bank & Trust Company, Raleigh 

Thomas L. Hazen 
UNC School oJ: Law, Chapel Hill 

J. Richard Hazlett 

Moore & Van Allen, PLLC, Charlotte 

James T. Hedrick, Jr. 

McGuireWoods LLP, Charlotte 

Frank A. Hirsch, Jr. 



Alston & Bird LLP, Raleigh 
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2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Board of Advisors 
UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 
Lissa Broome 
January 27, 2014 
Corporate Sponsorships 

It is time again to begin arranging corporate sponsorships for the 2014 UNC School of Law 
Banking Institute that will be held Thursday, April 3, and Friday, April 4, 2014, at The Ritz- 
Carlton in Charlotte. The corporate sponsorship fee of $11,500 will entitle the corporate sponsor 
to special recognition in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal and two admissions to the 
Banking Institute program and dinner. I certainly hope you will seriously consider being named 
a corporate sponsor. As you know, the sponsorships are the "life blood" of the Institute and 
provide crucial support to the Center for Banking and Finance. Your support will be greatly 
appreciated. 

If your firm or bank is willing to be a sponsor, you need to do three things: 

Please email to lbroome@email.unc.edu by January 31, 2014, and indicate your 
intention to sponsor so that your institution’s name can be included in the sponsor list 
published in the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal. 

Please mail your sponsorship check payable to "UNC School of Law" to the law school 

address set forth below- by March 3, 2014, unless you have arranged for a different due 

date with Lissa. An invoice is attached if that will facilitate payment by your 
organization. 

Professor Lissa L. Broome 
Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Please register the two complimentary attendees as soon as they are identified. We will 
notify you when online registration for the Banking Institute is active. There will be a 
choice from the registration pull-down menu to register (without further payment) for 
each institution’s two corporate sponsor slots. 

The tax deductible contribution for the sponsorship is $510; $990 of the sponsorship is 
accounted for as registration fees for the Institute. The UNC Law School Foundation tax 
identification number is 56-0934173. 
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Thank you very much for your prompt consideration and support. 
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Center for Banking and Finance 
CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-7066 
Fax: 919-962-1277 

2014 Banking Institute Sponsorship Invoice 

Please pay sponsorship tees for the 2014 Banking Institute in the amount of $1,500 payable to 
UNC School of Law. 

The UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 56-0934173. ($990 is the registration 
fee for two participants and $510 is a tax deductible gift to the Foundation.) 

Send the check to: 

Lissa L. Broome 
Center f-or Banking and Finance 
CB # 3380, Van ttecke - Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Thank you for your continuing support. 
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2014 Banking Institute 

Thursday, April 3 

10:00- 11:00 Registration and Coffee 

11:00- 12:30 Cyber-Security Issues in an Insecure World 

Lisa J. Sotto, Hunton & Williams LLP, New York (coordinator) 
Dan Antilley, Bank of America, Charlotte 
Charles E. Beard, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Emily Stapf, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Washington, DC 

Cyber-security threats continue to be among the most pressing issues 
today. Financial institutions must proactively take steps to protect 
themselves against the risks arising from the loss of critical business 
systems and the compromise of personal data, intellectual property and 
other proprietary information. This session will cover the cybersecurity 
issues that affect most financial institutions today, from understanding the 
cybersecurity landscape and current government initiatives in the U.S. to 
protecting against cyber events. 

12:30- 1:15 Lunch 

1:15 -- 2:00 General Counsel Remarks 

Beth DeSimone, Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
CommunityOne Bancorp 
CommunityOne Bank, N.A. 

2:00 - 2:15 Break 

2:15-3:30 The Reconstruction of Mortgage Lending - The Impact of the New 
CFPB and GSE Reform 

Thomas P. Vartanian, Dechert LLP, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Peter Carroll, CFPB, Washington, DC 
Michael B. Mierzewski, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Mark Pearce, FDIC, Washington, DC (invited) 
Alfred M. Pollard, FHFA, Washington, DC 

The panel will discuss how the mortgage finance system in the U.S. is 
being reconstructed after the financial cri sis. The panel’s experts and 
government leaders will discuss the CFPB’s new ability-to-repay rul e and 
its suitability standards. It will also consider how lenders will cope with 
the new lending, CRA, and Fair Lending risks created by these new rules 



and how the private and public secondary markets have reacted or will 
react to these new rules to create liquidity for mortgages and mortgage 
securities. 

3:30 - 3:45 Break 

3:45 - 5:00 Community Banking: Where is it Going? 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton LLP, Raleigh 
(coordinator) 
R. Lee Burrows, Banks Street Partners, LLC, Atlanta 
Rick Callicutt, Bank of North Carolina, High Point 
Scott M.A. Clark, Sandler O’Neill + Partners, LP, New" York (moderator) 
Phillip D. Huber, The Hutchison Company, Durham 
William J. Wagner, Raymond James and Associates, Raleigh 

This panel of bankers experienced in the field of capital raising and 
mergers for community-oriented institutions will engage in a free - 
wheeling and wide-ranging discussion regarding the future for community 
banks. Will the consolidation phase be continued and what is driving the 
phase right nov,,? Will a new wave of de novos be forming? What 
changes, if any, do they see in the governance within the industry by 
virtue of the vast amount of private equity that has been invested to date 
and is new equity otherwise available, and how? These are just some of 
the topics our panel of experts will be asked to address as they bring their 
perspectives from different regions of the country. 

5:00 - 6:00 Reception - Sponsored by The Cleariug House 

This opportunity to mix and mingle with the participants, including 
program speakers and the law students who produced the North Carolina 
Banking Institute j ournal is always a highlight of the Banking Institute. 

The Clearing House is the oldest banking association and payments 
company in the United States, having been established in 1853. It is 
owned by the world’s largest commercial banks. The Clearing House 
Payments Company L.L.C. provides payment, clearing, and settlement 
services to its member banks and other financial institutions, clearing 
almost $2 trillion daily and representing nearly half of the automated- 
clearing-house, funds-transfer, and check-image payments made in the 
U.S. The Clearing House Association L.L.C. is a nonpartisan advocacy 
organization representing the interests of its owner banks on a variety of 
important banking issues. We are grateful to The Clearing House for its 
generous support of this reception and of our New York Lecture series. 

6:00 - 6:45 Dinuer 



This is a separately ticketed event, but it is included without additional 
charge for all speakers, students, those attending as corporate sponsors, or 
on other special admission rates. Please consider attending to spend more 
time meeting and talking with colleagues and to hear the after-dinner 
remarks. 

6:45 - 7:30 

Friday, April 4 

7:45 - 8:30 

The Third Annual George and Susan Beischer Address 

Timothy J. Mayopoulos, President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Fannie Mae 

Tim Mayopoulos is the President and Chief Executive Officer, and a 
member of the company’ s board of directors. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae shortly after it was placed in conservatorship during the 
financial crisis, and he has played an integral role in the company’s 
successful recovery. Under his leadership, Fannie Mae has continued to 
play a major role in providing mortgage credit, assisting troubled 
homeowners, building a strong new book of business, and paying 
taxpayers for their investment in the company. Mr. Mayopoulos j oined 
Fannie Mae in April 2009 as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, 
and Corporate Secretary, and in 2010 he was appointed Chief 
Administrative Officer. Prior to joining Fannie Mae, Mr. Mayopoulos 
was Executive Vice President and General Counsel of Bank of America 
Corporation. Previously, he served in senior management roles at 
Deutsche Bank, AG; Credit Suisse First Boston; and Donaldson, Lufkin & 
Jenrette, Inc. He is a graduate of Cornell University and the New York 
University School of Law. 

In the Beischer Challenge, George and Susan Beischer agreed to match up 
to $1 million of grifts and pledges to the Center for Banking and Finance. 
The gift was completed in 2011 and celebrated at the William Horn Battle 
Society Dinner on April 2011. In honor of this transformative gift to the 
Center, its board of advisors voted to name the after-dinner address at the 
annual Banking Institute in honor of the B eischers. We mourn George’s 
death in September 2011, and are pleased that the Beischer Address is an 
annual opportunity to remember George and to thank the Beischers for 
their generosity. 

Coffee and Breakfast 

8:30 - 9:45 Dodd Frank Act Update--What We Need to Work on Now 

David A. Bloom, Sun Trust Banks, Inc., Atlanta 
Cecelia A. Calaby, American Bankers Association, Washington, DC 



Patrick A. Doyle, Arnold & Porter LLP, Washington, DC 
Charles M. Horn, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, Washington, DC) 
Laurie S. Schaffer, Federal Reserve Board, Washington, DC (invited) 

9:45-10:00 

This panel will discuss the most recent final rules to implement the 
banking operations, safety and soundness, and corporate practices 
provi sions of the Dodd Frank Act as well as impending final 
actions. Among the topics will be the Volcker Rule, swaps rules 
compliance, enhanced prudential standards, stress testing, interchange 
fees, and executive compensation -- with a focus on how all of the rules 
affect regional and community banking organizations. 

Break 

10:00- 11:00 The Donald C. Clifford, Jr. Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law 

ll:00- 11:15 

The Clifford Distinguished Lecture on Consumer Law was established by 
the UNC School of Law and friends following Professor Clifford’s death. 
Donald Clifford was the Aubrey L. Brooks Professor and served as a 
faculty member of Carolina Law from 1964 to 2004, specializing in 
commercial and consumer law. He founded the law school’s very 
successful Festival of Legal Learning and served as a member of the 
Board of Advisors for the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Break 

11:15- 12:30 Enforcement 

The panel will discuss recent trends in enforcement actions brought by the 
federal banking agencies and the CFPB against bank holding companies, 
banks, and other financial companies. The pane will examine the hot 
spots for enforcement and attempt to predict trends for future actions, 
including restitution and remediation. 

Donald Lampe, Morrison Foerster, Washington, DC (moderator) 
Margaret Tahyar, Davis Polk, New York 
Amy Williams, K&L Gates, Charlotte 
Regulators from the SEC, FDIC, and CFPB have been invited 



Effective Compliance Risk Management in a Rapidly Changing Regulatory Environment: 
A Conversation from The Clearing House Annual Conference 

On November 22, 2013, the Center for Banking and Finance at the University of North 
Carolina School of Law hosted a dialog on compliance risk management in a changing 
regulatory environment at The Clearing House’ s 2013 Annual Conference. 1 The Clearing House 
also provided generous financial support for this discussion. Biographical information about the 
moderators and the panelists is set forth before the transcript of the dialog begins. 

Moderators 

Lissa Broome is the Wells Fargo Professor of Banking at the University of North 
Carolina School of Law and also the Director of the school’s Center for Banking and Finance. 

Richard Neiman is the Vice Chairman of the Global Financial Services Regulatory 
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Broome: How will regulators bring change, through supervision or enforcement? How 
will regulators influence policy through supervision or enforcement? What is the dynamic 

between the bank and the examiner? 

Belshaw: First of all thanks to all of you for including me today. It is indeed an honor 
and I think it is important that we continue this kind of dialog. For 1150 years the OCC has been 

a prudential supervisor and we have always used our supervision and suasion to implement 
policy and affect change in our banks. In large bank supervision, we took stock after the 

financial crisis and asked ourselves: What have we learned? What should we have done 
differently? What must we do differently going forward? 

In addition to building financial strength in terms of capital and liquidity, we clarified via 
our heightened expectations the need for strong governance - strong audit and risk management 
functions. Compliance risk management is a key element of the risk management process. It is 
your compliance risk management people, processes, and results that really are what every single 
executive officer in your companies, every board member wants. Building a strong compliance 
process in a company of hundreds of thousands of people is a challenge - you will hear that 
described by some of the practitioners here today. 

We are an agency of examiners who engage with our banks in much the same way that 
we always have. The dynamic between examiners and our banks, we hope, is always 
characterized by mutual, professional respect. Our examiners ask questions, understand the 
processes, and trust but verify. We spend a great deal of time doing that. 

At the OCC our attorneys work for our examiners. The enforcement attorneys deal with 
the issues that we uncover and bring to them. When we have to go the enforcement route, which 
is only for the most serious matters, it is only when the supervisor5, suasion and the regular 
process that I talked about has not been effective. 

Now, there may be a sense that this dynamic is changing. In a couple of instances I would 
agree that we have behaved a bit differently of late, especially where consumers are concerned. 
Foreclosure orders are an example; that process was not one where we discovered a problem and 
gave a good opportunity to correct it. We went pretty hard, pretty fast into an enforcement 
process. Situations where UDAP (Unfair and Deceptive Acts or Practices) concerns have come 

up, have been similar. 

As bankers, you may feel on occasion that you did not get the opportunity to fix a newly- 
discovered problem, that you did not get that first bite at the apple. That has been the case at 
times, but that is not our goal. Supervision is our mission and we really only want to go to 
enforcement as a last resort. 

At a recent meeting of our outside independent directors, I told them that self- 
identification is always the best approach. Being open with us when you find issues is critical. 
Even if an enforcement action ensues, the bank’ s openness will always be considered as a 
mitigating factor in our response. 
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Clark: Sally Belshaw makes a lot of really good points. My starting place is that 
enforcement comes when policies and supervision have not been effective at achieving the 
behaviors that we want. The supervision process tends to have quite a large role in the 
interpretation and implementation of policy - it is a natural relationship between the two. 

With respect to the compliance and supervision from the Federal Reserve, we established 

a new framework in 2012 for our supervision program for the largest firms. It is largely focused 
on a few- areas: resiliency, in terms of capital and liquidity under stress; recovery and resolution 
planning; and corporate governance. 

Within the corporate governance side of things, a large emphasis is on the board of 
directors and senior management. They need to put in place effective processes and the right 
culture to actually allow- for strong, effective compliance functions and other independent 
internal controls. These should be functions that have the ability to influence decision making at 
the firm and actually, hopefully get us to a position where these internal controls and our 
oversight can forestall the need for enforcement actions. 

I~plan: As a third regulator on the panel, there is a nuance, a difference, in the way the 
CFPB thinks about these issues. We think of supervision and enforcement as two different tools 
in our toolkit to accomplish our mission which is the protection of consumers. There are 
different circumstances where deploying one of those tools is going to be more appropriate. 

I think we do have a preference for supervision as the others have expressed, but by its 
very nature, supervision tends to be a private matter between the regulator and the institution. 
There are times when the interests of consumers are better served by making consumers and the 
world aware of an area of concern. In those instances, we consider it to be more appropriate to 
use an enforcement tool and go public with the issue. Generally speaking, as Sally mentioned, 
this is limited to more serious matters - the matters where we think there is a need to inform the 
nation as a whole all at once, rather than going institution by institution. 

Broorne: Are there differences between an OCC exam and a CFPB exam? 

I~plan: I think there are. Initially, I suggest that there might not seem to be quite a lot 

of difference. I think the feel of an exam from the CFPB and the feel of an exam from the OCC 
or one &the other prudential regulators is similar. We issue information requests. We send 
teams on site. The team reviews documentation. They do analysis. They talk to staff at the 
institutions we are examining. In those ways I think we are all quite similar. 

But in other ways the CFPB is different. We are different in part because our mission is a 

different mission. We do not have a safety and soundness mandate, so our primary concern is 
not for the institution. We are in business to look after the interests of consumers in the 
marketplace. 

For that reason we do not have as much of a need or incentive to look at a single 
institution soup to nuts in one fell swoop the way the traditional prudential regulators would. 
Prudential regulators have to decide where an institution is on a scale between very, very sound 
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and in j eopardy of failure. We are more interested in looking at the world from the consumer’s 
perspective. That means looking at products that represent a risk to consumers at any given 
moment in history. 

Relevant to the folks on the panel, it is important that we look not just at depository 
institutions, but also at a vast array of non-depository institutions. By so doing we seek to create 
a level playing field in which all purveyors of financial products to consumers can feel secure 
that someone else is not out there eating their lunch by skirting the rules. We think that prior to 
the creation of the CFPB that was happening all too often. Financial institutions that take 
deposits -- banks and credit unions -- were often suffering from what they obj ectively perceived 
as unfair competition from the shadow banking sector and less regulated organizations. We differ 
in who we regulate and we differ in our focus on individual product lines rather than a full exam 
at any given moment. 

Neima~: Let’s talk now about regulatory change management. I think we will all agree 
that there has never been a time in our recent history when there has been a greater confluence of 
so many regulations and laws, both domestically and internationally, being proposed and 
implemented all at the same time. It is across business units. It is across every internal control 
function. It impacts banking and non-banking subsidiaries. It impacts corporate, capital 
markets, retail - across the board. 

During the early response to the Dodd-Frank proposals three years ago, the process was 
driven by legal and compliance. It was reactive to the proposals and to the final rules. It was 
tactical, meaning it was focused on meeting the compliance dates. 

What we have seen is a real shift, particularly among the global institutions like Bank of 
America and Santander, which are sitting here with us. it is now much more global in 
perspective, it is much more business ownership than legal and compliance, it is much more 
proactive than reactive. I guess most importantly, it is more strategic than tactical, meaning that 
it is accessing the impact both of proposed and final rules on the institution’s business model, its 
product offerings, and which geographies it should be active in. 

You just have to look at areas around subsidiarization to see the enormous impact that 
these global rules, particularly those including resolution and too big to fail, will have on 
fundamental business models. The rules impact whether an institution can actually operate 
through global branches or is forced to operate through subsidiarization. So I think we are both 
asking Carol Hunley and Paula Dominick to comment on, from Bank of America and then 
Santander, how you are managing this regulatory change. 

Domi~lick: I think it is important to understand that the best compliance risk culture has 
to be owned by the businesses. This shift in the new rules that we were just talking about is 
actually very healthy. The regulator5, shift should be anticipatory around rules that have not yet 
been written, but that we expect to be written, that we expect to be integrated into business 
processes. 
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Having the board of directors actually challenge and discuss and debate with regulatory 
rules in mind is beneficial for the institutions. We are building in a challenge function across all 
of the risk and control functions on the strategic plan before it even gets to the board. This 
means there is a healthy dialog with the business leaders on the compliance implications for 
potential expansion or contraction. This also forces us to address shifts in risk including credit 
risk and market risk. This is a healthy evolution of regulation change management, it is not that 
tactical piece that you talked about. 

Neiman: And how does regulation change management relate to the compliance 
function? Are they related or are they separate? 

Dominick: They are related. We call it the virtuous circle. Regulation change 
management is integral to the compliance program because as your rules change, as your 
perspective around the rules changes, those rules have to carry- through every piece of your 
compliance management system. There is a whole machine now that is part of compliance that 
six or seven years ago did not look like this. Previously, compliance was more about advice and 

counsel. 

Any shift in a rule has to flow through the entire machine. For example, a shift in a 
mortgage servicing rule has to flow through the whole mortgage origination machine; it is 
integrally connected into the compliance process. I do not think you can pull them apart. 

Neiman: Carol, you are one of the largest Spanish banks. You have a large global 
footprint; you have large commercial and retail operations here in the U.S. You have to deal 
with Spanish rules and U.S. rules. How do you manage this regulatory change globally? 

Itunley: I manage the regulatory change here in the U.S. and I try to influence the 
Spaniards in our parent. I think they are very receptive because they recognize that the U.S. 
regulatory environment is generally going to be the standard. If you can meet that standard -- 
and I am not sure we can check that box yet -- but if you meet that standard you are generally in 

good stead globally. Our parent company has been extremely supportive of the compliance 
program here in the U.S. 

Paula Dominick s right about the process for implementing specific rules; we have had a 
lot of different rules come down. I look back to 2009 when I presented to a board at a prior 
institution - it was the FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act) Red Flags implementation. I told the 
board there was good news and bad news: the good news is I think we did this very, very well; 
the bad news is I do not think we could implement two of these rules at one time. Implementing 
just the one rule was a very significant project, but now we are doing dozens of these Dodd- 
Frank rules at one time. It has been a paradigm shift in project management, in ownership, and 
in accountability. Frankly, the businesses that Paula talks about are a little shell shocked in terms 
of really accepting ownership for that compliance. 

But, then there is also the heightened expectations that Sally Belshaw talked about. We 
are a recent addition to the OCC large bank program; we transitioned from a thrift two years ago. 
We had a lot of ground to cover in a couple of years and the heightened expectations is not 
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necessarily about rules and legislation. Rather, it is a question of what a strong compliance, 
audit, and risk management framework looks like. I think we are all participating in a 
conversation about that, about how you put that in place. I think it is a great conversation, but 
one that I am not sure has reached the same point as the regulatory change process. 

For example, look at the vendor management guidance that came out last week. Our 
organization has already discussed the guidance a great deal, but the changes permeate every 
facet of the organization. This shows us that regulation change management is not just about 
your strategic plans and challenging those strategic plans. You have to ask do those plans involve 
a third party? What resources are you going to bring to bear against that strategic plan, what 
compliance resources, what business resources? It is a real paradigm shift. 

Neiman: Tim, Sally, how are the global banks doing in this area? Have you seen some 
of the best practices? Is there anything you can share with us? Could you give them a grade in 
managing this regulatory complexity that is sweeping the world? 

Clark: I think that it is premature to comment on best practices. Obviously, there is a 
tremendous amount of complexity. There has been a lot of change around the world - 
jurisdictional challenges. What we have seen is that those responsible for guiding these 
organizations are taking this seriously. It has captured their attention in ways that it did not in 
the past. Perhaps that is because we have made the new rules so complicated and made 
compliance so difficult that there is no choice but for the heads of these institutions to become 
personally involved. So in terms of best practices, I would not want to go there, but have we 
seen movement in the right direction? Are we feeling that this is getting the right level of 
attention? I think we are moving in the right direction. That is a good thing and there is a lot of 
work still to do, but we understand how complicated it is. 

Belsha,~7: I absolutely agree with that; it continues to be a work in progress. I feel like 
we have largely made it in terms of the financial strength enhancements. In many respects, I 
think that is easier than these more intangible shifts, changes in processes within your institution. 
What we look for is a commitment to reaching full compliance; we want to see appropriate 
plans. We evaluate if an institution is on track - that is what we are measuring and monitoring. 

With some compliance issues it is not a simple matter of making a mistake. If you build 
a system that makes a mistake, then you are repeating that mistake millions of times. That is one 
of the keys that you have to test. As Paula said, you test your systems all the time to make sure 
you are not creating a big problem for yourself. 

Clark: As an example, think of doing information technology once if you are going to do 
it for FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance act) and you are going to do it for AML (Anti- 
Money Laundering), you want to look at it across the board, what are those changes, so you are 
not dealing with a siloed situation. 

I~L~plan: That is exactly right. It is heartening to hear my colleagues from the two big 
institutions talking about building the fundamental machine that will accommodate this need to 
respond to so many issues at once. We spent a fair chunk of our first year of our existence doing 
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CMS (Compliance Management System) reviews. We have drilled down and for us CMS is 
policies and procedures, it is training, it is monitoring and remediation, and management and 
board oversight - there are subcategories under each of those. 

Without those fundamental systems in place, there is no capacity for an institution to 
respond to all the challenges that come up today. But if an organization has those pieces in place 
initially, then their capacity to respond is very strong. We worry a lot about CMS and I know 
that the large banks that we regulate do as well. 

Domini~k~ The change management system is the foundation; it is exactly as Steve 
Kaplan said. If you do not have a well-designed foundation to accommodate change, there will 
always be things you can plan, but you cannot predict everything. The volume of change that 
Carol Hunley talked about and the foundation that Steve talked about, those are the starting point 
of any compliance management system. You have to be able to accept the volume of rule 
changes; there has to be a process by which to work through all these items. If you do not start 
with that foundation, with these building blocks, then when something happens that you have not 
planned for, you are not able to cope. 

Every rule is like a pebble in a pond. Every rule is that little, little pebble in a pond that 
sends ripples across the organization. All those ripples travel across the organization; they 
morph and morph and morph in ways that are difficult to predict. Unless you can take each new 
rule through each system to the end, you will not know how that rule will affect the whole 
organization. 

Broorne: Let us move on to reputational risk. The first perspective I would like to get on 
this is how the compliance officers, Carol Hunley and Paula Dominick, mitigate reputational 
risk. How do you think about mitigating reputational risk and what actions do you take to that 
end? 

I-Innley: My personal opinion is that reputational ri sk has kind of morphed over time. 
Due to the recent volume of enforcement actions, I am not sure that a regulatory fine necessarily 
has the same reputational impact that it once had. 

At our institution the conversation is first and foremost about culture. That is the 
foundation. You have to have a strong compliance and risk culture in the organization to be 
focused on things that can create reputational risk. As compliance officer, I am engaged in those 
conversations with our management and the board. 

Additionally, it seems that reputational risk has become more granular, possibly because 
the CFPB has come onboard. We are starting to look at what are our customers saying to each 
other on social media. We are focusing more on customer and consumer feedback. So I think 
that the definition of reputational risk has changed. 

The good news is we are talking about it; we are talking more about culture today than 
ever before. We are talking about it not only at the management level, but at the board level. 
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The board is very interested in these topics; we know we have their attention and we know they 
are engaged in these conversations. 

Dorninick: You can see the way reputational risk has changed over the last six years. 
Originally, institutions tended to do a pretty good j ob of managing transactional reputational risk 
and underwriting reputational risk. We all had machines that worked very well around 
underwriting specific deals in the wealth management system, basic product design. Where we 
have grown and changed is exactly as Carol Hunley said; the dialog has escalated much higher in 
the organization. 

The other change we are seeing is that conversations about reputational risk are now 
based upon principles rather than rules. I take that as a sign that this culture is starting to change 
and morph and really take root. When you start thinking about the principle behind the rules you 
ask yourself new questions: What kind of reputation would this create for your organization in 
the eyes of the end consumer? What would the end consumer say on the CFPB complaint 
hotline. Those kind of conversations are much more robust than they have been in the past. 

I also think you can tell the culture has shifted when the compliance and risk teams have 

veto power over the reputational risk committee. If you get one control partner that says, "No, I 
do not want to vote, I do not think this is a good idea," that sends everybody back to the drawing 
board. Once the business understands that point of view, they do not even bring these proposals 
forward. That means that now the number of reputational risk committees may be fewer than 
previously because the business has been enculturated with this concern for reputational risk. 
That is when you start to see the cultural shift. 

Broome: And from a regulator?- perspective, how do the regulators sitting up here today 
define reputational risk and how do you measure it? 

Clark: That is a huge question. It is hard to define; it is even harder to measure. 
Reputational risk is very behavioral. For example, since I was introduced as a former 
professional musician, lots of people will probably think, "Tim Clark, he is that supervisor that 
used to be a professional musician." 

Neiman: A whole new perspective. 

Clark: Just to be clear Richard, I am completely comfortable with that reputation. But 
my point is that people form an opinion of institutions just as they form an opinion of other 
people, and that reputation is ver?" important. 

On the compliance side there is a huge role for reputational risk; it is important to have 
the ability to impact decision making. I am hearing others talk about creating the culture that 
makes for better decision making. That goes beyond just compliance. It is at a much higher 
level of the firm; that is where thinking about the importance of reputation really matters. 

I am less concerned with measuring reputation. I think firms should be aware of their 
reputation, and if their reputation suffers, aware of how that may impact their financial condition. 
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We are living in a period right now where public trust in the banking system is not at a high 
point. To address that, institutions need to dedicate efforts to providing good services for clients, 

good services for customers. They need to understand how participation in various markets can 
impact the functioning of those markets. Most importantly around this there needs to be a 
control framework that allows you to manage your reputation. 

Belshaw: Once you have damaged your reputation in any way, it is vet?-, very hard to 
rebuild it. It is much easier going the other direction. That has been clear since the financial 
crisis. With institutions as well as with regulators we are working to get that good reputation 
back. 

For something telling, look at our supervision by risk framework which was implemented 
many, many years ago. When we designed that, we included reputation risk and I can remember 
people saying to us at that time, "Why is that a concern of yours? Why is that even your 
business?" I doubt that anyone would even think of asking that question today since it is so 
critical to the soundness of an institution. 

I also harl~en back to a memory from long ago where a banker once asked me, ~’What 
level &violation is acceptable?" And people said to me in the meeting that my face spoke 
volumes. I said, "None. You must shoot for none because inevitably there will be some 
mistakes." And I doubt that question would be in anyone’s mind today. I do not mean to 
suggest that we have a zero tolerance for mistakes, but clearly you do not plan to shoot for a 
certain level of non-compliance. 

Kaplan: I would suggest to you that Tim Clark’s and Sally Belshaw’s comments are 
significant because each noted that reputation risk is inherently a safety and soundness 
consideration, it is risk to the organization. 

It also highlights the way different regulators have come to use similar terms. When the 
CFPB talks about risk, we are talking about risk to consumers. When the prudential regulators 
have spoken about the various kinds of risk, they are talking about the risk to the institution. 
Although we are using similar language, we do not mean exactly the same things when we use 

those words. 

From the CFPB’s point &view, as a safety and soundness consideration, we do not 
spend a lot of time concerned with reputational risk. We think that is the province &the 
prudential regulators and the institutions themselves. From our point of view, the best and 
easiest way to safeguard your reputation in the marketplace is by doing what we promote: 
treating customers fairly and making the products and sew’ices that they need to live twenty-first 
century lives available to them at prices that they can afford to pay. 

Neiman: There was some reference to the enforcement panel earlier today where there 
was a lively discussion around how regulation by enforcement seems to be the dominant 
approach to changing behavior and assuring compliance at our largest financial institutions. The 
panel pointed to increasing fines, with each fine being the floor for the next fine. 
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This is in contrast with the more traditional prudential approach when matters were 
initially identified and addressed in the examination and supervisory process with non-public 
actions that were only escalated depending on the level of severity or the degree of non- 
compliance. I actually heard from my former agency, now known as the New York Department 
of Financial Services, that the earlier, prudential approach did not work to change practice, so 
they moved to try a different approach, much more enforcement oriented. 

The question is how is this environment changing how firms organize, how they staff 
compliance departments, how" they establish priorities? A lot of these issues are not arising from 
the examination process. They are arising from the headlines; they are arising from 
whistleblowers and other referrals. I think it would be interesting to hear both the industry 
perspective and also the regulator’s perspective. Let us start with Paula Dominick. 

Dominick: One important thing is to be ahead of potential problems. This has required 
an explosion of monitoring and testing. The biggest jump in our staffing has been around 
monitoring and testing - more so testing than monitoring. We all do a certain amount of 
monitoring in our routine, but the actual testing has brought a lot of new work and a lot of new 
staff. Testing includes defining a testing program, the scope, the script, the exceptions, the 
acceleration, whether you do it through technology, whether you do it through people - all those 
pieces require new staff be brought on board. 

We do something else that is important: every time there is a large enforcement action, 
we actually dissect it to scrutinize our own operations. For each major enforcement action, we 
look at all the components of it, look at every one of our practices, and do a compare and 
contrast. Every time we start a new risk assessment and then run it through the machine and 
actually look at whether or not we need any kinds of compliance enhancements. That is normal 
for us now. If you went back three, four, five, six, seven years ago, that would not have been 
normal. 

You have to make sure there are enough people in the compliance function that can take 
an enforcement action apart with the help of our legal partners. We do a lot of hand in hand 
work with our legal department to look at enforcement actions. We need to make sure that we 
understand what they mean; then we decide whether or not our compliance system is up to that 
next rung, whether or not there are any additional enhancements required. We have to answer 
the questi on of whether or not our current system captures the risk that lead to the enforcement 
action. 

Neiman: And that testing, is that being done centrally by business function, by legal 
entity, by ... 

Dominick: That is the $64,000 Question. We have a little bit of a hybrid. We have 
quality control and quality assurance that are each required by the line of business. They are 
required to make sure that their processes are compliant and sound with respect to operational 
risk. 
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Compliance does ongoing monitoring as well as spot testing within the compliance 
function. Some of our testing is actually centralized. We have a centralized consumer testing 
function; it covers the mortgage piece, it covers all of the other consumer tests and it is a good 
way to cross fertilize. We have that all centralized. The banking and markets is essentially 
centralized as another testing unit. We have a requirement that the business know their process 
and they do their own testing and then we have a testing function as well from a compliance 
perspective. 

Neiman: So Carol, how do you organize compliance? 

I-Iunley: Our organization is similar, but a bit of a smaller scale than what Paula 
described. We have a centralized compliance testing unit and we have significantly increased 
our compliance staff over the past two years. But probably the biggest shift that we have at our 
organization is not in compliance per say, but in the line of business. The business line is 
building that quality" assurance because I cannot hire enough people to monitor and to test and to 
keep people from doing the wrong things, it has to be imbedded into the business and that is the 

journey that we are on right now. 

Dominick: Yes, that is absolutely correct. There are not enough compliance people to 
test all of these things every minute of every day. If the business does not have their operational 
process correct there is not enough testing that Carol Hunley and I can do to catch everything 
that happens. The business has to own their risk, just like they own their credit risk and their 
market risk; they have to own their compliance risk as well. 

Itunley: The paradigm shift that we are talking about is very- costly. It has been a 
significant investment and I am not sure that we as an industry have caught up with the size of 

that investment. 

The other issue on the recent enforcement landscape is product line abandonment. I think 
some of the big banks are saying, "You know what? It is just not worth it. We will get out of 
this product, or that product, or that product, and anything that smells like that product." That is 
creating consumer harm in another way. Steve Kaplan talked about the shadow banking system 
and I think there may be another shadow banking system that pops up that offers all these 
products that we are all getting out of. 

Kaplan: Some could possibly be delivered online and at lower costs. 

Dominick: On the innovation question, one of the tenants of the CFPB is to make sure 
that we are all innovating around consumer products, right? We had this conversation in 
Washington. As compliance executives, we are not going to let our institutions get even close to 
the line. So as they try to innovate, we are trying to look where that line is going to be and hold 
them far enough back from the line. The whole innovation machine, I am not suggesting that it 
has in any way stopped or halted, but there is a lot more discussion around it because of the 
compliance risk. 
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Hunley: I was in an innovation seminar given by our parent company. It was training 
and I was the one saying, "Cannot do that. Nope, not in the U.S. Cannot do that." 

Dorninick: A little dark cloud following us around. 

Kaplan: I think that we are very sensitive to exactly the point you are trying to raise. We 
understand that if our goal is to protect consumers in the financial services marketplace that there 
are two components to that; the first is to make sure that consumers are treated fairly when they 
do business, and the second is to make sure that they have access to the products and services 
that they need at a cost that they can afford. And we recognize the need to temper our goals 
around the fairness piece with the possibility that too costly an approach could result in 
consumers not having specific products available. We are very conscious of that. 

Having said that though, I would suggest to you that when I was introduced to financial 
regulation in the Spring of 2007, the Dow was about 14,000. By March of 2009 the Dow was 
about 6,500 - that was a pretty costly thing also. What we are trying to do is balance what we 
believe is the more temperate, more modest cost of getting the system on a bit better footing 
against those dramatic, cataclysmic costs that we, the people in this room, lived through just a 
few years ago. 

Neiinan: Tim Clark, Sally Belshaw, when we see these extraordinary fines, I do not think 
the public appreciates the level of resources, of systems, of people that have been dedicated to 
these compliance areas. Can we get your perspective on that.? 

Belshaw: We certainly appreciate that - I have seen the quantity and quality of 
compliance and risk management staff increase dramatically in our institutions. Some of this is, 

as Paula Dominick described, a result of examining the public actions that have come out on 
specific institutions and saying, "Can I meet that standard before I am subject to it as well and 
bear the cost that will go with a fine?" 

In one case in particular -- I will not mention a name -- but the way we arrived at a 
specific fine related to what we believed the institution was intentionally doing to cut costs 
associated with compliance. We recognize compliance is costly, but you cannot afford not to do 
it well if you are going to be in the business. 

Right now, particularly with respect to BSA/AML2 there is a lot of dialog around the 

OCC telling institutions not to do business with specific clients. That is absolutely not the case. 
But in our examinations, we review specific client relationships, and if vve determine that a bank 
is not managing that relationship or that risk appropriately, we point that out. The option is, de- 
risk or manage it properly and that is always the choice of that institution, recognizing there are 
business costs that go with doing that. 

Clark: I agree with everything that Sally Belshawjust said and I am going to take a 
slightly different direction. I think we have all recently learned the important consequences that 

Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering 
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can result from risk management failures. Those consequences can be to an individual 

institution or much, much broader than that. 

I see supervision and enforcement as two parts of the same thing. We have put in place 
incentives for firms to actually internalize the costs that are necessar5, for them to meet the 
regulations and the rules. They benefit from the ability to operate in that market space and they 
have compliance costs that they need to pay. If a regulator cannot get where it needs to go 
through supervision, enforcement follows. 

Supervisors tended to try a bit softer approach in the past; they learned some very hard 
lessons, and they understand now that incentives can be strongly helped along by enforcement 
actions when you cannot get things done in other ways. Enforcement actions are a useful tool 
that we hope we do not have to get to. The firms, first and foremost, are the first line of defense 
to stop problems from happening. 

The supervisors working with the firm can also help if there is a problem. But if we have 
not gotten there through those two things, enforcement actions are a very good way to capture 
the imagination of people about what might happen so that they will be incented to stop the 
problem from occurring in the first place. 

I~plan: The examination process has shifted and become more forward thinking rather 
than being static in time. When you think about examinations traditionally and you compare that 

to what we are doing today, the new rules of stress testing, contingency planning, capital 
planning; it is a much different focus. Eventually, I am sure that these will be incorporated into 
our COMOA and ROCA (Risk Management, Operational Controls, Compliance, and Asset 
Quality) ratings under management and possibly compliance. 

Clark: We are pushing very hard on the capital and liquidity side. I think it applies 
everywhere and it is a direct result of understanding that you need to be thinking about how 
things can manifest from activities you are engaged in and not just looking back at how they did 
actually play back in reality. 

Belshaw: I think we have seen very poignant examples of that looking back to the 
foreclosure mess - FCM, that is what we call it. Perhaps all of us should have seen that coming. 

We knew that the level of foreclosures was going to increase given the economic situation. We 
knew that companies were going to do something to address a skyrocketing volume that they 
were not prepared to handle. 

To ever5, compliance officer, if you examine your strategic plan, focus in on anything that 
will be growing dramatically. That should be a key showing you where you want to focus your 
attention; there is great potential for that to get messed up. Using people who were motivated to 
get a ton of volume done quickly, that should be a red flag that there might be some reason to cut 
corners. Third-paW outsourcing, its dramatic increase, is an appropriate response for a business 
addressing how they may cover something on a temporary basis or not so temporary basis. But 
we have seen clearly you do not give up one speck of the responsibility for how that party 
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performs on your behalf even though you are paying them to do it. Presuming that they have 
some expertise - I think that is a very dangerous presumption. 

Dominick: At every board meeting and at every audit committee meeting, every single 
time the question is asked, "Do you have enough people?" and "Do you have the fight people to 
accomplish what you need?" That question is asked every quarter. There is a heightened 
awareness &the issue of appropriate staffing. The conversation is not just about having enough 
people, it is about having the fight kind of people to execute the compliance program. That is 
asked over and over again. 

Hunley: Of course the challenge is where do we find them because we are all looking for 
them. 

Broome: Should we talk about senior management engagement and board engagement 
with the compliance function? How does the board engage and how does senior management 
engage in the compliance function from your observations? 

Neiman: Earlier this morning at the corporate governance panel, Professor Joseph 
Grundfest of Stanford Law School recommended having two types of directors: compliance 
directors and operational directors. There would be a set number of directors responsible on the 
board for compliance - an interesting proposal. 

Broome: So Paula Dominick and Carol Hunley, what is your perspective? 

Domini~ki From our perspective there is already active engagement with the board; there 
is lots of dialog. We report our compliance risk to the audit committee. I sit on the enterprise 
risk committee. Our governance channels through the audit committee. 

In the audit committee, there is an equal amount of conversation on compliance risk as 
there is on audit reports. So the volume of compliance items that these boards have to actually 
handle is significant. The scope, the complexity, the discussion on rules - there is a question of 
how much detail you want to present to the board. You cannot give them too much or they get 
lost in some of the detail. You have to be able to have the board engage in a dialog. That 
includes explaining why you are bringing an issue to the board. You also have to give them the 
appropriate context so that when members of the board are alone with the management team, 
board members can lean in if they need to. 

There has been a shift; I think the amount of compliance items that are going up to the 
board has grown exponentially. There is a robust dialogue around other companies’ enforcement 
actions. 

Hunleyi I have added a function just for reporting because we report to every board and 
every board committee, if I am not mistaken. We are reporting everywhere so everybody is 
talking about compliance. 
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Domini~ki With respect to reporting, consider the challenge presented at maj or firms. 
How do you find out what everybody is doing, grab all &those transactions or all those 
exceptions to all those policies and rules with 240,000 people and figure out how to synthesize 
and summarize that into half an hour or forty minutes to present to a committee? 

We always get asked by the OCC what framework we use to decide whether or not to 
escalate an issue to the board. That decision process has become less of an art and more of a 
science. But I think it has to be a balance &both; you have to be able to articulate to your 
regulators after the fact why you took the course of action that you did. 

Kaplan: Earlier I was talking about the significance that the CFPB places on CMS. One 
of the pillars of an effective compliance management system is the appropriate level of 
involvement of both senior management and boards. 

We try not to be unduly prescriptive because we think there are a lot of ways that you can 
accomplish this goal. But at the same time we think that some level of training and awareness of 
board members is an appropriate thing. On some regular and consistent basis there should be 
compliance reporting up to that level. It can be at the committee structure or it can be at the full 
board structure. Sometimes most of the reporting is done at a subsidiary board rather than at a 
parent board but that will vary from circumstance to circumstance. But as a general proposition 

we consider it to be critical for the board to be involved. 

Back to the point that Carol Hunley was making earlier; ultimately, the ability to execute 
against these responsibilities comes down to resources. We are all challenged for resources but it 

is the board that can make the decision about how to allocate those resources. 

Neiman: I have a question for our regulators. We have heard the term "heightened 
supew’ision" or "heightened expectations." From the regulatory perspective, can you provide us 
with a clear understanding of what heightened expectations are with respect to these key 
functions? 

Belshaw: Well I suspect that question is for me because the OCC came up with 
heightened expectations. And it is hard to articulate in a matter of minutes what that means; we 
have spent several years trying to get clarity around it. it does not relate to just a level-one rating 
within the CAMELS (Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management, Earnings, Liquidity, and 
Sensitivity to Market Risk) rating system. 

It relates to five specific areas where we have specified what we think needs to improve. 
Articulation of risk appetite throughout the organization is one; that goes from the board all the 
way through the organization. We have talked about the sanctity of the charter because the 
national bank charter is what matters to us. We have talked about the increase in the quality of 
risk management and auditing. We determined after the financial crisis that all of our mega- 

institutions have "satisfactory"’ ratings in those categories. Across the entire spectrum of an 
organization there may be pockets that were rated differently, but as a whole each firm ~vas rated 

as satisfactory. 
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But satisfactory was obviously not good enough to protect them from financial harm. 
have said that it has to be strong. Now we are looking at that trajectory, that plan for our 
organizations to achieve that level of assessment. Some have already gotten there, but many 
more still have a ways to go. 

We 

Clark: From our perspective, heightened expectations comes in as part of the Dodd 
Frank Act. There are heightened expectations for systemically important financial institutions 
and for the largest banks. We take that very seriously and support it completely. What does that 
mean for supervision? it means that we expect the largest, most systemically important financial 
institutions to not simply meet the minimum standard but be well above that minimum standard. 

We expect them to have leading practices in key areas. 

It also means that we are less patient in the past than we might have been. If we find a 
firm does not have strong compliance practices, we will do what we can to encourage firms to 
increase and strengthen their practices in order to meet these stronger expectations. 

I~plan: I am not sure that we have been around long enough to have heightened our 
expectations. We like to believe the fact that we exist has heightened everyone else’s 
expectations. 

Broome: Steve Kaplan, you did talk a little about the consumer exam process and how it 
is focused on products more so than entities. Is there anything else you want to add about that 
process? Then I want to go to our other regulators and ask them that given that the CFPB is 
there for the largest financial institutions, what role do your organizations still play in the 
consumer compliance examination? 

Kaplan: Just briefly, we have invented some vocabulary in our short lives. We organize 
our supervisory activities around product lines - we call them IPLs, institutional product lines. 
When we go into an institution we could be looking at, say, mortgage origination. We might be 
simultaneously looking at depositories and non-depositories that both originate mortgages; we 
are making sure the standards are achieved across the board when we look at one of these 
individual product lines. 

We look at it in light of the transferred responsibilities that came to us under Dodd Frank. 
That includes responsibilities for enforcing against the largest banks and non-depositories 
compliance with things like TILA, RESPA, TISA, Fair Credit Reporting Act, Fair Debt 
Collection Act, ECOA, HMDA, UDAP, etc. 

We also enforce some things j ointly with the FTC, areas for which they are responsible 
for promulgating regulations, an example being the telemarketing sales rule. Our jurisdiction on 
the depository side is that we are the primary consumer compliance regulator for banks with 
assets of at least ten billion dollars and members of the corporate families of those institutions. 

We go into these organizations most often to review a particular product line but there are 
times when efficiency and economies of scale suggest that we do a fairly broad number of IPLs 
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simultaneously. At times those are adequate to produce what we call full scope point in time 
examination and result in a reported examination and a rating for that institution. 

For other institutions where we do not do full scope point in time examinations, we issue 
supervisory letters that reflect our findings on the individual products that we have looked at. In 
those institutions, from time to time, we will create something called a rollup which is a reported 
examination that takes into account all of the individual product lines that we have looked at over 
a given period. That rollup could be issued as frequently as every eighteen months and perhaps 
may, be not for several years depending on the number of product lines that we have looked at. 

Broome: So Tim Clark and Sally Belshaw what do you still look at? 

Belshaw: Perhaps we should have asked Barney Frank, who spoke this morning, why a 
few specific consumer regulations were left with the OCC. We have a few left, but primarily we 
will rely to the extent that we can, on the work that the CFPB is doing in our largest institutions. 

We do still have responsibility for a consumer compliance rating and in our supervision 
by risk we still assess compliance risk management. That rolls up into many &the things that 
we talked about today with respect to overall risk management and management of the 
institution. This continues to be a focus of ours although we are not necessarily examining for 
all of the consumer regulations the way that we used to. From a compliance standpoint we still 
have responsibility for B SAiAML compliance. Also, the Community Reinvestment Act is still 
our responsibility, so there are still plenty of things within the compliance domain that we have 
supervi sory responsibility for. 

Clark: I am not actually a part of the Division of Consumer Compliance Affairs at the 
Federal Reserve so I do not want to go into the list of things that Steve was weighing out because 
I am sure I would get a few of them wrong Obviously the Federal Reserve continues to have a 
number of responsibilities associated with consumer compliance. State member banks are one 
area, but there are a number of other areas. Probably the more important point is that we work 
with the CFPB, we learn from the CFPB and their work, and our responsibilities at the holding 
company consolidated level are going to be informed by the work that they do as we think about 
the overall firm wide compliance program and its effectiveness. 

Kaplan: And I think it is worth noting that there is a great deal of emphasis in all our 
organizations on collaboration and cooperation across these overlapping responsibilities. I 
happen to be the point person at the CFPB for just that role. I talk regularly to your colleagues 
about how we can better accomplish the ultimate goal of the various government agencies by 
coordinating and sharing. In significant part, this collaboration is meant to reduce the burden 
that all of our activities represent for the institutions that we regulate. 

Neiman: I think we have a few minutes for questions if there is one from the audience. 

Audience Member : The question came up at the prior panel about the reporting line for 
the Chief Compliance Officer. Should it be the CEO, the General Counsel, or another member 
of management? Does anyone on the panel have any thoughts they can share? 
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Domlni~ki There are different designs. Some of my competitors report to the Chief Risk 

Officer. I happen to report to the General Counsel and I’ve had conversations with both the Fed 
and OCC on this point. I think as long as there is a stature in the organization, as long as there is 
credible respect for the compliance function, and as long as you have a risk approach, you are 
good. There is some concern with reporting to the General Counsel that you just have a legal 
approach to compliance. Compliance is a risk and as long as you have that risk-reward dynamic 
in everything you analyze and look at, rather than a strict legal interpretation I think it could 

work. 

It depends on how the broader company is organized. You have to make sure wherever 
you go there is stature. If you do not have that stature, then you do not have that credible 
challenge. If you do not have that credible challenge, then you cannot affect the culture of 
compliance within the organization. It really depends on making sure that wherever compliance 

is, it has that stature. 

Kaplan: Earlier, Tom Baxter went over the various reporting lines. There was no right 
one; they could all be acceptable including the CRO, the CEO, the General Counsel, or general 

auditors. 

Belshaw: I think that would include all of us. Exactly - well said. 

Neiman: I want to thank everybody. You can see from the quality of the interaction both 
from the regulatory side as well as the bankers side that we were very fortunate to have this panel 
join us today. Please join me in thanking them. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hitchcock, Mandy <mhitchcock@unc.edu>; 

RE: Admitted Student Interested in Stx~rts Adminislration 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thanks, Mandy, for putting me in to~ch with 

I hope we can arrange a time to talk or for a face-to-face meeting, There is more information on our joint JDiMSA program available at 

Fr~ra; Hitchcock, Mandy 

Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 9:50 AM 

To~ Broome, Lissa L~ 

Subject~ Admi~ed Student In,rested ~n Spo~ AdmiNstration 

Prof. Broome-- Allow me to introduce you to an admitted student who will be graduating from UNC this spring. 

and he has a sincere interest in the JD/MSA program. I offered to put him in touch with you because you serve as the facult~ advisor for that program. 

I hope that Prof. Broome can answer an~ questions you have about the J D/MSA program, and again, we reall~ hope to see ~ou here at UNC Law in the 

Thanks, 

Prof. Hitchcock 

Mandy Hitchcock 

Clinical Assistant Professor of Law 

Writing and Learning Resources Center 

UNC School of Law 
~60 Ridge Road, CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

mhitchcock@unc.edu 

9~9-962-5384 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Miller, Beth <bethm 1 er@unc.edu>; Town,rid, Jenn <jtownsend@u ~c.e& >; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 

<orr@email.unc.edtv~; Gelin, DaJm E <dgelin@unc.edw~; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu"~ 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chancellor’s Awards 

Is this an award that Bubba might want to weigh in on? Should we send out an emaif to the head coaches describing the criteria and asMng ~f theV have any 

student-athletes that we should consider? 

Thanks, 

Ussa 

F~m: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday,               5:26 PN 
To: Townsend, 3enn; Brown, Nichelle; Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket 

C¢: Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: RE: Chancellor’s Awards 

Jenn makes some good points and ~ am comfortaMe nominating        for the Ts[um award. 5he may wei~ be the yew best nominee [:or aH awards avsi~aMe, 

but ~ just want to make sure we aren’t overlooking o[her well deservb~g s[udent-.atMetes and share recogrfidon when appropds[e. 

Thanks, 

~’BeLh 

F~m: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Wednesday,               5:00 PN 
To: Brown, Nichelle; Miller, Beth; Orr, Kym N; Broome, kissa k; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket 

Cc: Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: RE: Chancellor’s Awards 

[ believe we d~d discuss this a ~[tt[e bit aL our last meeting and [ think that we did deride on even though she had been nomb~ated for oLher awards. If you 

go back [o our discussions on the candidates for the ACC Posbgrad awards, the [wo students w~th the most communi[y bwo[vemen[ (which ] would believe would 

be a key part of th~s award) were                             We are nomh~ating       for the Carolina Panthers scholarship, 

~f th~s award ~s meant to be the rnosL exemp[ary senior and worthy o~ an award giw~m by the Chance[~or, R shoukt be Lhe person who best meets the cdt:eda no 

matter how many other awards that sLudent has won. 

~ don’t remember any other’ students standing out during our various d~scussions other’ [bar ]]: there are any who ] am overlooking, I definitely d~nk we 

should consider them, but, if not, we should go ahead and submit 

Jenn 

From: Brown, M~chelle 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:45 PM 

To~ Miller, Beth; Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 

Ce: Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: RE: Chancellor’s Awards 

Hel~o, 

~ agree wkh geth. ~s a very good candidate get are there others to consMer? 

M~cheHe 

F~m~ Miller, Beth 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:22 PN 
To~ Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L~ Brown, Nichelle~ Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 
~e~ Welbom, Spencer 
Subje~t~ RE: Chancellor’s Awards 

f agree that         ~s a w~ry good candk~ate, but wan[ed to ask ~f there is anyone else [hat ~s deservh~g o[ ~:Ms award? It seems that we have nomku~:ed 

~:or qu~Le a few awards and ~t wou~d be ~ood to recognize someone e~se, if there ~s a deservk~g candidate. 

.Just my two cents worth~ 

Thanks, 

"~Beth 

E~= Orr, Kym N 
Seat= Wednesday, 2:56 PN 
Te= Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, ]enn 
~¢; Welbom, Spencer 
S~bject= Chancellor’s Awards 

After carefully reading the description of the Jim Tatum award, "# v~r~ity ~thlete whe ~ per~ermed with di~tin¢tien in Ms er her ~pert ~nd whe h#~ ¢enttib#ted te 

t~e UniverMty ¢emm#~ity t~te~ ¢en~tr#¢tive #erti¢ipetien in ~e-~#rri~l~t #~tiMities.", I believe that               would be a very good candidate. Also, there 

has not been a female winner since 2008. I have all of her credentials (resume, community service record, etc.). I am not sure if we brought forth her name when it 

was discussed in our last meeting but ~f you can give me some feedback, I would be able to submit her nomination by the deadline. Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Are you going to be around this at~temoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return .5,our portion! Thanks. 

Yes a~d yes. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 3:39 plVl 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks. 

I will drop it by tomorrow! Thanks for the reminder! -- P.S. Is it okay to leave it in your box if you are not there? 

Thanks, 

From: Broome, Lissa L <[b_._ro__o_._m__e_._@____e_._m_.a__!!_._u__n_._c_:._e_.d_u_> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 20:~4 3:09 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks 

~Nhen~:_~!r you h~ve ~ chat~ce. No l~urry. 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 12:33 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Are you going to be around this afternoon-- I got my check yesterday for the NYC trip and was going to return your portion! Thanks 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~live.unc.edn>; 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom) 

I met with         Based on advice from Dean Myers, I am not sending this forward to the Honor Court because of the attribution!citation of each section. 

understands his piece will not be published. I have asked him to put quotes around every instance where five or more words are directly from a source. He will 

have that back to me by February 17. We will then meet to discuss the paper and I may ask him to rewrite in his own words relevant portions of the paper. 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t..a :.~ ~:~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~ ~...e...~Le..r.~h.~.~.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Co: @live.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Meeting on Tuesday 

Hi -I need to meet with you and 

Thanks, 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: -h---t-t-P--~-s--s--r--n-~--c---~---m--La--u-~-t~-h-~9--r-:-~-2--z-!~-~-Z-2-~-~- 

on Tuesday if at all possible. What time works for you? I am available any time before 2:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

law fullAprofessors@list~rv .unc .edu 

Upcoming Tenure a~d Promofion Meetings 

Friends -Thank you very much for your careful consideration of all the matters we have brought before you this year. Just a reminder that the full professors will 

meet at least two more times this year -- 

Thursday, February 20 at 4:15 - Full Professors -to consider             ; and 

Thursday, March 6 (at the conclusion of the 4:15 faculty meeting) -to consider 

Charles Daye may be contacting two of you about internal scholarship reviews for We are also starting to organize teaching visits this spring for the 

nine candidates listed below who will be considered by the committee next year. We appreciate very much everybody pitching in to help us review our 

colleagues. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t..a :.~ ~:~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~ ~...e...~Le..r.~.~h.~.~.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http~llssrn.comlauthor=248720 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edtr~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E ~<tgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <betlmaille@unc.edtr~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award 

Kym ---Great news! Thanks for sharing. 

Last Friday I had the pleasure of presenting 

~vork~:_~d on         norninatiom She was a great represental:~ve of the Un~versiW and it was a treat to ge~: ~:o know her and her family 

of the other w~m~ers. 

F~m= Orr, Kym N 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 24, 2054 2:57 PN 

Te= Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Niller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: NC~ Internship program 

A bit of good news: 

nformed me that she was contacted by the NCAA Internship Committee for a phone interview to be conducted next Wednesday. From 

there they will invite approximately 75 candidates to Indianapolis for in-person interviews from which they will make their final selection. Congratulations to 

with the NCAA’s Today’s Top 10 Award at the NCAA Convention in San Diego. Thanks to those of you who 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS£d 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

9/16/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 4:00 PM to 4:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 PM to 4:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CLARKJEN] 

12/20/2013 1:38:32 PM 

Clark, Jen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clarkjen]; Hennessey, Tricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Phenness]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Mid-Year budget meeting 

Tricia’s office 

1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hennessey, Tricia; Broome, Lissa L 



From: Vandeplas Publishing LLC <office@vandeplaspublishing.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:26 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Subje~: Consumer Bankruptcy - Third Ed 

:.tl~:t a:’is~s u:nder the Uni:.ed S:.stes Sani::’uptcy Code whe:’~ an :.ndi,i:.dt:~:i wi:.h p:’im~:rii? consdme:" debts ~:.les ~or b~:nkrup~cy. The booi: ~uHy exp~o:’es 
the complexities mt:odaced h~ 200S w~th the e~actment of the Ba~d<~-aptc? Rbuse Prevention: ~::d Co::sumer P:otect~o~: /~ct, ~eg~sk~tion that dearly 

David Glay Carisoi= is Professor of Law at th~ Beniamii= .."4. Ca:dozo Sd=ool of Law. He is th~ aud=ol of a tr~ads~ on sec:.ired credit h= bankruptcy 

t~ai:k:uptcy Abuse Pr-eve::don and Consumer P~otectio== Act, which ~evob.~tion~zed the ~aw of consumer b~:d<~:.iptdes He has taught a basic 

separate from the basic course. Besides teachh~g at Ca~-dozo t.s~ Schoo~ Carlson has taafjht at George Washh~gton U::~w:rsitv Law School, 
:.:nk, et~ty (.~ Miam~ Law Saho.:)~ (.Jniver ~ity .:)~ B!~.:sh~gan Law Schoo~ ~snd W~hington 

ISBN: 978-I~6004.2-2i4 0~ Ei~aeri~t.er 2013~ Ha!d.:;over, 562 pales $89.95 

for ¢.:empM~]~mtarv (Desi, } Copies: 

,somplihsental ? cop? of this book, pMas~ complete ali of d:e following mfOrhSation and :-ettirn tMs ~m~aii to offic~@va::deplaspi.:blishi::g.com 

When You Plan [o Teach The Course Next: 
t~stin:ated t~nrolh r:ent: 

Year Posit~om 

Street; 

Vandeplas Publishing, LLC 
801 International Parkway, 5th Floor 
Lake Mary, FL. 32746 
USA 



FFOlil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The 2nd Annual Banking & Finance Lega] Summit <inlb bfls.in@maJl176.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 3:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@enm]l.unc.edu> 

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNTS END TODAY tbr The 2nd Annual Bunking and Finance Lega] Summit, 20th Feb, The Leela, Mumba] 

W TNE55 

9 Group Sessions to Choose From 

~:raternity Partners Kit Partner Supporting Partner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:11 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~king, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 17 faculty openings, 18 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 4 post-d oc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Jan 16th, 2014 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Con~mercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http : //www. ~inkedin com/~r~ups/Academic-K evs-1Ii~her-Education-~r~fessi~na~s-~55 ~ 69 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEiVf£~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://lawacademickeys.com/aH/[andin~ client php 

SENIOR ADMIN[S’I~{ATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?AT! - Dean, School of Business 
Trinity Western Umversity 
School of Business 
Langley, BC, Canada 
I)ate Posted: Jan. 7, 2014 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con’b’r?iob=52813&o=232497&t=LA 140116m-6e 

N~2{W[ -Executive Director 
Central Washington 12niversity 
Office for International Programs 
Ellensburg, WA 
Date Posted: Dec. 20, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?iob=52589&o=232497&t=LA 140116m-0e 

iN~EW! - Chief Diversity Officer 
Gettysburg College 
Adrninistration 
Gettysburg, PA 
Date Posted: Dec. 17, 2013 

h~p :/,\wcw.AcademicKeys. com,’r’.’iob=5 243 5&o=232497 &t=LA140116m-0e 

Academic Director 
Uversity 
Adrainistration 

Dublin, heland 
Date Posted: Dec. 12, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~gr?job=52310&o=232497&t=LA 140116m-0e 

Dean, Faculty of Law 
University of Alberta 
Faculty of Law 
Edmonton, AB, Canada 
Date Posted: Dec. 9, 2013 

http://vavw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=52161&o=232497&t=LA 140116m-6e 

Dean of the Francis King Carey School of Law 
University of Mao-land Francis King Carey School of Law 
Francis King Carey School of La~v 



Baltimor, MD 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 51966&o 232497&t LAl40116m-2e 

Dean and President 
Ave Maria School of I.aw 
School of Law 
Naples, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 26, 2013 

http://w~.av.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 51870&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Dean 
Texas A&M Universi~" 
School of Law 
Fort Worth, TX 
Date Posted: No’,~. 25, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 51839&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Chair and Faculty Positions 
Abdullah Gul University (AGU) 
Facul _ty of Economics and Administrative Sciences 
Kayseri, Kayseri, Tinkey 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

httr~://w~.av.AcademicKevs.com,’r?iob 51784&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
St. Mary’s University 
Law 
San Antonio, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 25, 2013 

http://w~a~’.AcademicKeys.comdr?job 51743&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Associate Dean 
Kaplan University 
Concord La~v School (CLS) 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 51618&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Dean 
Nova Southeastern Universi~ 
Shepard Broad Law Center 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2013 

http://w~a~’.AcademicKevs.comdr?iob 51444&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
Washington University in St. Louis 
School of Law 
St Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Nnv. 11, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 51337&o 232497&t LAl40116m-6e 

Dean, Law School 
Wayne State University 
Wayne State University Law School 
Detroit, MI 
Date Posted: NOv. 8, 2013 

http:t/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51273&o 232497&~LA140116m-6e 

Dean 
University of Florida 
Levm College of Law 
G ainesville, FL 
Date Posted: Oct. 29, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.cor~fr?iob 50797&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Assistant Dean, Law Admissions 
Ban5, Universi~" 
Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law 
Orlando, FL 



I)ate Posted: Sep 27, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49249&o 232497&FLA140116m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 

University of Akron 

School of Law 

Akron, OH 

Date Posted: Sep. 23, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 48997&o 232497&t LA140116m-Te 

Dean, School of Law 
University of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law 
Detroit, M1 
Date Posted: Sep. 17, 2013 

http:/,",wcw.AcademicKe’,/s.com,’r?iob 48684&o 232497&t LA140116m-7e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

iN~EW! - Professor/Associate Professor/Senior LectureriLect... 
Polytecl-mic of Namibia 
School of Business and Management 
Windhoek, 9000, Naraibia 
Date Posted: Dec. 18, 2013 

http:/,",wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 52470&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Lecturers/Associate Professors in Accounting 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University 
International Business School Suzhou 
Suzhou, Jiangsu, China 

Date Posted: Dec. 10, 2013 

http://w~av.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 52209&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Career Cotmselor JD. 
Charlotte School of Law 
Center for Professional Development 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2013 

http://w~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job 52084&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Academic Success Lecturer 
Charlotte School of Latv 
Academic Success 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2013 

http:f/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 52083&o 232497&FLA140116m-6e 

Regius Pro:[’essor o:[’Laws 

Trinity College Dublin 

School of Law 

Dublin, Ireland 

Date Posted: Dec. 3,2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 52000&o 232497&t LAl40116m-6e 

Faculty Openings for 2014 - 2015 
Kuwait International Law School 
Faculty of Law 
Doha City, Jahra, Kuwait 
Date Posted: Nov. 1 S, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51548&o 232497&~LA140116m-6e 

Full-time Faculty 
King Faisal Universib" 
College of Law 
A1-Ahsa, Eastern Region, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?]ob 51218&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Visiting Facul)- Position 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 



College of Law 
Knoxville, rfN 
Date Posted: Oct. 23, 20 ] 3 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 50609&o 232497&FLA140116m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (2-Year, Non-Renewable) 
Queen’s University 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 22, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob 50558&o 232497&t LA140116ra-6e 

Assistant Professor, Law (2 Tenure-track Positions) 
Universi~ of Victoria 
Faculty of Law 

Victoria, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 18, 2013 

http://~w~av.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 50331&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-track) 
Queen’s University 
Faculty of Law 
Kingston, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job 50261&o 232497&t LA140116ra-6e 

Assistant/Associate,,’ & Full Prof. in La~v (F~nglish and At... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts and Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Oct. 10, 2013 

http://,a~vw.AcademicKeys.con~/r?job 49922&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointments 
University of British Coltunbia 

Fa cult)’ of Law 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct 9, 2013 

http://w~v.AcademicKeys.corcg1-?job 49830&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Assistant/Associate/Instructor/Lecturer in La~v (English... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts & Science 
A1 Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 49308&o 232497&t LAl40116m-6e 

Law FullProfessor (AA3427) 

University of Washington 

School of Law 

Seattle, WA 

Date Posted: Sep 27, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 49267&o 232497&FLA140116m-6e 

Associate Professors/Assistant Professors/Chairs 

American Unlversib~ of Beirut 

Olayan School of Business 

Beirut, Lebanon 

[)ate Posted: Aug 19, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 47854&o 232497&t LAl40116m-7e 

Faculty Positions Open 
University of Denver 
Daniels College of Business 
Denver, CO 
Date Posted: Aug. 12, 2013 

http://~w~av.AcademicKeys.cor~,’r?iob 47701&o 232497&t LA140116m-7e 

POST-DOCTOP~L POSITIONS 



GlobalTrust Research ProJect-Call for Applications 
Tel Aviv Umversity 
Faculty of Law 
’]Tel Avlv, Israel 
I)ate Posted: Dec. 9, 2013 

http:Z/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 52169&o 232497&FLA140116m-2e 

International PhD Scholarship at iComts 
University of Copetfnagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copetkhagcn, Detwnark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?iob 51320&o 232497&t LA140116ru-6e 

Vacant PhD scholarships at the Faculty of Law 
University of Coperfaagen 
Faculty of Law 
Copetfnagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http://~w~v.AcademicKeys.com,’r?]ob 51316&o 232497&t LA140116m-6e 

Doctoral Research Scholarships AY2014-2015 
The National University of Singapore 
NUS Law 
Singapore, Singapore 
Date Posted: Sep. 30, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?job 49345&o 232497&t LA140116ru-6e 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://law.academickegs.com/ 

Change your email/subscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us? Proceed to the following page: 

http://www.aca demickeys.com/all/userchalage email php 

Did you receive this e-Flier tlcom a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please proceed to the following page: 

http:/i;vw;v, academickegs.com/all/subscribe.php 

UN-SUB SCRIBE: 

This e-Flier was sent to the e-mail address: 

lissabroome@unc, edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe from further e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcademicKeys.com, you must proceed to the following web page: 

http://AcademicKevs com/all/unsubscribe.php?email lissa broome(~unc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We assure you that we make eveD’ attempt to honor requests to unsubscribe. ’]?hank you for your patience[ If you have any further comments or suggestions, please send an email to 
EmailUs@AcademicKeys.com 

Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
amccarthy@AcademicKey s cam 
Academic Keys, LLC 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, C’]7 06268 
USA 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The 3rd A~mua] Rea] Estate & Construction Lega] Summit 2014 <intb rcls.in@maJl173.at121.rsgsv.net> 

Friday, Janua~ 17, 2014 3:35 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get Set tbr the Lm~d Acquisition Games at The 3rd A~mua] Real Estate & Construction Legal Summit, 14th Feb, Gurgaon 

A L~× vVitr~ess Reader ©ail~ct i l-:itiativa 

#,!26.2nd Flao:’, ,",,!G Road 

Ghi1:orili 

Deihi 11t’..0:~0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Call for Papers <cfp@law-conference.org> 

~Vednesday, January 22, 2014 6:48 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3rd Annual International Conference on LRPP: Call For Papers 2014 

Please view our £D.~![~.D.~2-~.[~L~.~ if you are unable to view the below message 

If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to this conference, please reply to unsub~cribe,,~.~obalstf.~rq 

with the subject "Unsubscribe". 

*Extended Submission Deadline: 28th February 
2014* 

www.law-conference.orq I secretariat~law-conference.orq 

CONFERENCETHEME 

The laws of the land lay the foundations of peace and order, and to ensure people progress in all aspects 

of their lives - whether in business, education, travel, health or recreation The role of public officials is to 

create, scrutinize, implement and uphold the laws in order to protect the rights of every individual, corporate 

entity or institution. 

Educators of law thus possess the task of not only shaping each and every generation of legal 

practitioners into knowledgeable and responsible agents, but also the study of issues which surround the 

practice of law and its implementation across jurisdictions 

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

2 Keynote Addresses: 

1) Prof, Chart Wingl Cheongl will deliver "ConstitutionalRestraints on 

Mandatory/Imprisonment Sentences" 

Faculty of Law, 

National University Singapore 

2) Prof. Bradley Myers will deliver "The Future of LeqalEducation: The 

Impact of Regulation~ Technology and Globalization on the Training of 

Lawyers" 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 

Associate Professor of Law 

Randy H Lee Professor of Law 

University of North Dakota,USA 

~The Conference Proceedings (Print ISSN: 2251-3809, E-Periodical ISSN: 2251-3817) will be indexed 

by EBSCO,CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and will be submitted to Scopus, ScienceDirect and Cabell’s 

Directories amongst others, where applicable 

¯ LRPP 2013 Acceoted Papers ¯ LRPP 2012 Acceoted Pagers 

~ Book: Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in "Contemporary Social Science 

Insiqhts" to be published by GSTF. The editor of the book will be Edward P. Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, Australia). 

~ Journal: Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other editorial 

considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for publication in the GSTF doarnal of Law and 

Social Sciences IJLSS} (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by EBSCO, 

CrossRef, ProQuest, UIrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories 



~Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the conference (in order to 

qualify for the award, the paper must be presented at the conference). 

~LRPP 2014 will also constitute a Special Panel Session 

~ Panel Proposals are invited for submission to the LRPP 2014. A minimum of three papers centering 

on a specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Cateqory 

iMPORTANT DATES 

Extended Full Paper Submi~sioa Deadline: 

Final Paper (Camera-Ready) Submission Deadline: 

Early Bird Registration Deadline: 

Late Registration Deadline: 

Conference Dates: 

28th February 2014 

21st March 2014 

31st March 2014 

9th May 2014 

9th - 10th June 2014 

ADDITIONAL PUBLICATION OPPORTUNITIES 

Contemporary Social Science Insights 

Selected authors will be invited to contribute book chapters in 

"Contemporary Social Science Insights" to be published by GSTF. 

The book will be edited by Edward P. Wolfers, CSM CMG BA PhD, 

Foundation Professor of Politics, University of Wollongong (NSW, 

Australia). 

GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS) 

Depending on their importance, originality, quality, relevance and other 

editorial considerations, eligible research articles will be invited for 

publication in the GSTF Journal of Law and Social Sciences (JLSS} 

(Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861) which is indexed by 

EBSCO, CrossRef, ProQuest, Ulrichsweb and Cabell’s Directories.. 

LRPP 2014 PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM CHAIR 

Dr. K.C. Sunny 

Dean, Professor and Head 

Department of Law, University of Kerala, India 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Professor Tony Carry 

SirY K. Pao Chair of Public Law, 

Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong 

Dr. Willem de Lint 

Flinders University, Australia 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

Dr. Jianfu Chert 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Dr. Christoph Antons 

Deakin University, Australia 

Prof. Denise Meyerson 

Macquarie University, Australia 

Prof. Paula Baron 

La Trobe University, Australia 

Dr. Anqi Shen 

Teesside University, UK 

Prof. Jiunn-rong Yeh 

National Taiw’an University, Taiwan 

Prof. Abu Bakar Bin Munir 

University of Malaya, Malaysia 

Prof. Mohd Altar Ahangar 

Universiti Islam Sultan Sharif All, 

Brunei 

For a complete list of the Committee, please click here: 
http:llwww.law.conference.orqlCommittee.html 

GSTF PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 

For a list of GSTF Partner Universities, please visit: 
httl~://www.qlobalsff.orqlpartner-universities.phl~ 



We support anti-spam and respect personal privacy. If you wish to stop receiving further updates pertaining to this conference, 

Please reply to ~/)~)~=~Li~2~’.@~=~.[’._4~[:£.[~ with the subject "Unsubscribe". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Awo <awomail@awo.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

The attorney profile for Lissa Broome is ready to review 

::X:: Avvo logo 

Have you seen your attorney profile on Avvo? 

Attorney in Chapel Hill, NC 

~ 
~i Client Review Client Review 

Dear Lissa, 

Did you know there’s a profile of yo~ waiting at Av~o’? We are the wodd’s largest onlh~e legal 

direc[ery and Q&A forum generating over 6 rni~ion cons~me~ v~s~ts and hundreds of thousands of 

~awyer coetacts each month~ Over 150,000 attorneys are active on Awe and using thek free 

profile to attract new c~ients~ 

Give your own practice the showcase it deserves. It’s this simple: 

[~i:: checkmarkI CreateanAvvoaccoun~andofficia,lyc,ah:eyourprefi,e.,t’sFREE. 

1.~:~ ch~d’:rr’~rkI Upd~,eyo~rprofHetoshowc~seyou, experie~cea~dach,eveme~ts. 

Now yoL~’l~ have a full range of mmket~ng tools at your d~sposaL And you’l~ be even more vis~Me to 

the millions o~ consumers who ~se Awe every month to ~esea~ch legal iss~es and find an 

attorney. 

Best regards, 

Mark Britton 

CEO & Founder 

Awe, Inc. 

- Kelly ?:inser. Attorney 

Free P!c~file Q&A Forum I..ecjal Gd::de~ Ad’~,~!ti.~ing .,:~vvo Igl~:N! I..awyi.~rl~.’)rrfics ,,%’vc 91ocj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Banker <conference@sourcemediamaiLcom> 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 3:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Bank of America, BBVA, RBS Citizens, Citi and Many Others Schedule to Speak in Orlando 

The Retail Banking 2014 Conference will help you stay ahead of industry changes. Bank CEOs and leading innovators and indus~~ veterans roll offer s~,rategies and 

tactics on brazich optimization, omni-chazinel migration, digital banldng, evolution of social media, innovation and so much more. Register today with code E M J23 and 

save $250. 

View the complete conference agenda online. Here are some not-to-miss highlights. 

Keynote speakers to take the podimn: 

Catherine P. Bes~nl, Global Technology & Operations Executive, Bank of America 

Thomas F. Fortin, CEO, Regional Management Corp. 

Dennis S. Hudson, Chairman & CEO, Seacoast National Bank 
Manolo Sanchez, CEO, BBVA Colnpass 

Bruce W. Van Saun, Chairman & CEO, RBS Citizens Financial Group, Inc. 

Concurrent sessions are organized into three tracks. 

",,":~.~.’,~:.,’,~ (~.,’~i~,~.’,~:~’~l~,,x.’, ’l"r~.~,~d,,,~: Leamabout client-centric omnichannel strategy; tmderstandthe changing role ofbranches; learnabout new winnh~g formsof 

branches; learn how to transform your branch into a lean sales and customer center; and to create more efficient branch networks. 

",,",~,~,,.,’,:~i,,.,,~,~ i~ ",,":g:~.’,,~,,i~4: Understand the implications of the social revolution; find ont what it takes to become the best bank to work for; learn how to tarn 

cus~tomers’ frustrations into innovations; understm~d how to integrate marketing campaigns across all channels; get a CFPB update. 

il)i~zi~:~,~ i1".4~,~,’.,,~,i~,~,: LeaJ’n how community banks can be at fl~e forefront of innovation; learn how to make yonr digital channels profitable; find out about BBVA 

innovations; understand how to design a pert~ct mobile app; understand the implications of the newest payment oltbrings. 

Register TODAY to attend this leading industry event. Special limited-time offer: use code EMJ23 and save $250 offthe current conference rate. 

*SourceMedia cancellation policies apply All special offers are valid for NEW registrants only and cannot be applied to current registered attendees Offers are not transferable and cannot be combined with any 

other offer Please call our Customer Service department at 800-803-3424 or 212-803-6093 if you have any questions. 

You are currently subscribed to Conference o Retail Banking as: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

To Unsubscribe from receiving further promotional email from Conference - Retail Banking, !~.~j~[~.!!~-.~.. 

To update your promotional preferences for other $ourceMedia lists, Click ~e~e. 

Customer Service: 8oo-8o3-3424, SourceMedia, One State Street Plaza, 27th Floor, New York, NY 10004 i cotfferences@som’cemediamail.eom 



Sent: 

To : 

Subject : 

rose4 (rose4@economicdalian. com) 

Sunday, january 26, 2014 2:47 AM 

Broome, Lissa L (lbroome@email. unc. edu) 

258 Kindly Notice for Global Innovation Economic Congress (GIEC) 2014, Da]fan, China 

BIT’s 1 st Global Innovation Economic Con~’ess (GIEC) 

Time: June 26-29, 2014 

Venue: Dalian World EXPO Center, C]fina 
http:llwww.bitconqress.comlgiec20141default.asp 

Dear Lissa Lamkin Broome, 

I am writing to follow up our previous invitation to you on joining Global hmovation Economic Congress (GIEC) 2014 as the Speaker of Fo~aan Four: 
Innovation Economics & Einance at GIEC 2014. May I ldndly sending you the fom~al Invitation agafin for your consideration? 

Formn Four: Innovation Economics & Finance 

The Following Sessions are: 
Forum 401 Governmental Funding and hmovation Program 
Forum 402 Methods of Building a Bridge between Finance and hmovation 

Forum 403 A Study on Forming an Innovative Financial Supporting System 

Forum 404 Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Finance 

Forum 405 Itow Can Startups seek Support t?om Bank, Private Equity, Venture Capita1 and Angel 

GIEC-2014 is the satellite cotfference of CHINAOCS-2014; CHINAOCS is a specially designed event for overseas Chinese scholars to exchanged thoughts and 

invest in China. 

Today’s world is in a state ofdramafic development, change and adjustment. Sus~inable economic growth requires innovation; therefore, innovation economics 

becomes the priori~’ of all nations’ strategies. An innovation-oriented count~)- must establish a scientific, reasonable, energetic and eflficient national techi~ology innovation 

system as the foundation for the transition l~om a factor-driven to an innovation-driven economy. GIEC-2014 is a dedicate event on innovation economic, it aims to 

bring together thoughtful thinkers responsible for innovation, information, technolog% strategy, and marketing who are charged ruth driving innovation and new product 
development-across industries and sectors to share common interesl in practica1 solution of innovation. GIEC-2014 roll provide a plattbrm tbr paxficipants to deliver 

speeches on the hottest issues of regional innovation economic cooperation and development. 

The carefully designed program will include presentations, panels, e:d~ibitions, round tables and debates with the paxficipation of senior representatives of the government, 

project matchmaking, social activities and industriaJ field trips. 

In addition to the outstanding program, you also could enjoy the Best Tourist City in Northeast China-Dalian. With beautiful sceneu, a nice climate and fast 
development, this romantic city ranks among China’s best tourist destinations in many people’s minds. It is also a trading and financial center in northeastern Asia and has 

gained the nmne ’Hong Kong of Northern China.’ 

We firmly believe that your participation in this important conference is crucial to ensuring its successful outcome. ~Ve therefore ve~ much hope that you will respond 
favorably to this invitation. 

For fur~ker inlbrmation pleasc visit: 

http:i/x~5~5~’.Ntcongress~com/giec2014/detianlt.asp 

We look fora, md to hearing fiom you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ms. Tina Liu 

Program Liaison of GIEC-2014, 

Executive Organizing Committee, 

Address: 1 ttui Xian Yuan, DaJian tfightech Industrial Zone, 

Ascenda Building F11, Dalian, [2q 116025, China, 

Tel: 0086-411- 84799609- 820 

Fax: 0086-411-84575250 

E- tnail: contact(~)giecongress.com 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RCLS 2014 <info rcls.in@mail9.atl31 .mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, JanumT 26, 2014 11:34 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emd, l.unc.edu> 

Understand the Paradigm Shill at The 3rd Annual Real Estate & Construction Legal Summit 2014, 14th Feb, The Leela, Gurgaon 

The r~r,’!, Annual Real £sta, to~ & Construction [.oT~.si Si;mmit 2014 

Kit Parmer 

A i.ex Witness Reader Connect initiative 

g,126, 2!;d FlooL MG Roc~ 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Mag~ine <info b~ls.in@mail154.atL21 .rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, Januao, 28, 2014 2:17 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Action Strategies t~r Changing ReguhtoW Regime A[[Ect~ng Insuvace InduslrS., at The 2nd Annu~] Banking & Finace Legal Summit 2014, 20th 

Feb, Mumb~J 

Cese nsr=~gqsent iitigatien project end pq?oib nsnage~,~ent 

Msr:sging I°:igl°= stske litigation while ~:qanagbg stal~e~e~ders~ expectstion 

Response sr:d ~t~gation strategy managensr:t 

Special d~sc~ss~on: Motor ~ccident C~a~n~ Tribunal (M~C[~ c~ses 

Deslbg witl°= forged and raise docu~;ser=ts 

in disp=~ites wlich involve policy doculse~tation and clsir~s manage~;ser=t process 

in outsourcing and outsourced contrscts 

Date Protectior=: I~dustry b=~irni~9 issue - preventb.,q= data ieel~ages and res=~iltant 

¢~.ksto i;,s e r 81:~ritioR 

Online Policy s-lie 

~ieeibs Maheshwari I E: Neeme@W~tnessLive in I M: 08800841600 

Bhupinder Ka=~irI E: Bl°=upinder@VVit~essL~,/e ~ i M: 09654155065 

P(ishp,s!eet kanda E: F’~a p,~ ~ (~’v’,/ e ~i ve ~ i hi: 08130920620 

Lax ;A;itr:ess Re~sdai Conna’:2 i~itbtive 



#42~,, 21~d Fioo~, MG Ro.sd 

Delhi 110030 

indies 



FFOll]I! ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The 3rd A~mual Real Estate & Construction Legal Summit 2014 <info rcls.in@mail 19.atl31 .mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 12:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@enm]l.unc.edu> 

Lex Witness Welcomes AZB & Partners as Principal Partners to The 3rd Annual Real Estate & Construction Legal Summit 2014, 14th Feb, 

The Leela, Gu~aon 

as 

Welcomes 

its Principal Partner 

GET/NVOLVED 

Neelima Maheshwari I E: Nee:ima@ ~’~ imessLiveJn I M: 08800841600 
Bhupinder Kaur[ E: Bhupinder@WitnessU, ve.in I M: 0965,tl 55065 

Kit Partaker 

Knowledge Partner Fraternity Parmers 

.......... i,::t!~: .................... I (:¢: :;/:’, ’ 

LitCom Partner Supperthlg Partner Online Media Partners 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Magazine <info~vitnesslive.in@maJl 15 .atl 11 .rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 1:50 AM 

Breome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

THREADING TIlE NEEDLE 1N U.S. INDIA DEALS: SAFE PASSAGE THROUGtt FORMIDABLE LEGAL RISK 

(Kindly ignore this e-mail if you have already registered for the above mentionc~l conference) 

Key Focus of The Conference: 

Programs on topics of current interest between India & US by renowned experts from both countries: 

The impact of the New Companies Act on Mergers & Acquisitions 
Cross-border Transactions & Franchising 
Trading across Indian & US borders 
Dispute Resolution 
Aviation 

CONFERENCE CONVENORS 

President SI[.F Berg ~rld Dully 

Registration Fee 

Di_.A Piper 

Overseas Delegate USD 225 
indian & SAARC Delegate INR 12,000 

Please click H_e__r_@. to register. Click .H__ .e_r_.e_. to see the Program 

Official Conference Facilitator 

iNi ICE - Integrated Conference and Event Management 
¯ " (A division of Le Passage to India) 

C-7, 3rd Floor, Sector 3, Noida 205305 
National Capital Region-Delhi I India 

T : +95 520 3345559 I Fax : +95 520 3345505 

E : ._e__s__h__Lt__a_£~_i_c__e_i0__d__La__&n__LW : .w__..w__w._:.t__u_i_:i.c__e_:L~.~_ 

i..ex W!tqe.<,.<, M~3f~aziqe #426.2~d Floor MG Rosd ¯ Gbitorr:i ¯ D~;Ibi i 10030 Ir:dia 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Business Journals <businessjoumalssurvey@n~r50.n~r.bmdeda99.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 6:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

The Business Journal Needs Your Hdp 

i-t,~viI~g boLIble ’,,ie>,i~.o ~his emaii? click here 

A.DIVISK)N OF ACBJ 

Dear Business Journal Reader, 

We are always seeking ways to improve the relevance & usefulness of our publications for your business. 

We have set high standards, and want to make sure we deliver the very best business tool possible for your 

: company_s continued success. 

To this end, we[qve asked Russell Marketing Research, an independent research company, to survey a 

small, select group of our readers to better understand how our publications are being used and what truly 

stands out for our readers. We would like to ask you to participate. Your thoughts and opinions are vital for 

: meaningful results. Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential and used only in tabulation 

with others. 

The short survey is being conducted online You can access it using the following Web address: 

https:!!rmrsu rveys.com/2014su rvey?password= EE2003017 

In appreciation for your help, upon submitting a completed survey, you will be entered into a drawing for one 

of two $500 gift cards. 

Thank you for your valuable assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Whitney Shaw 

President & CEO 

American City Business Journals 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



FFO1R! ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Mag~ine <info bfls.in@mail166.at181 .rsgsv.net> 
Thursday, JanuaU 30, 2014 4:03 AM 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@enmJl.unc.edu> 
A Glide through Lega] M~e for NPA RecoveU at The 2nd Annual Banking & Finance Legal Summit 2014, 20th Feb, Mumbai 

The ma~or concern ~s the deteriorating asset quality. As per the study the 

there {s a ~ag effect on asset quality in relation to the state of the economy, 

Poor Cmdii d[scho::::!;~ and }nadequak~, Cr.~!d[i & Risk 

Poor Recovery Mechanism 

Lack of Professionalism ~n the Wor~dorce, 

Ur:scie~tffic ~¢eps./me~t Schedule; 

Mis-utiiisstion of Losr:s by Borrower: 

Laci< of ~imeiy Legai Sok~lJon ~o Casas 

Best practices to strer:gt~ien t~ie due diligence process credit appraisal for effective post sanction loan 

mor:itorh°:g systems to minh:qize and mitigate the probiems 

of increas~9 non-pedormmg assets {NPAs) 

ide[lJzi[~,in.(t ;-~[ld !Ja~}li[!9 v’dJ:h >,.re.~.~ eJ a.~ >. > .=1 .=~. eadv stage ensd[es thu,[ J:he lavei o[ bJPAs ip, {i~,e 

Speaking& Spo~sore~ip ©pgeA~’~itlee 

Neeiima Maheshwari I E: Neei~ma@W~tnessLive in ] M: 08800841600 

Bhupindar Kad!l E: B ~ ~{ or({}’,,",/ ! e~ < i m i! i M nc65415.~0tSa 

Pdshpn!eei Nanda E: F’;.~ p,~ ~ (~’,,",/ e sl ve ~ ] hi: 08130920620 

Kit Pa~tne~ S~pporting Partner Online ~edia Partners 





FFOIlil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Mag~ine <info=grandmasters.in@maill9.atl31 .mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 3:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Be the Difference. Join ns at The Grand Masters 2014 - 2nd Edition - 21 st Feb 2014, The Leela, M umbai 

7he Grand Mssters 2014, 2rid Edition, £1st Feb, Mumbai 

WffNE55 
presents 

The Grandmasters 2014 

21 st Febrdary 2014, The Lee]a, Mumbai 

www,grandmasters.[n 

Legai Best Practices: defined and analysed by the Legal Grand Masters who stand by the same The 

Knowiedge sets and skiii base 

Abhisr~ebt Maihotra, PaRner, IMT Law Practice 

Aiiff Fazeibhoy Senior PaRner- Tax, M&A and Ernpioyment; ALM[ Legal 

Debolir!s Parle,o, AVP 8. Head Legal, Wol<?iardt Ltd. 



Sa!;jay Kumar. i-~,~a,~i Legal, Pb-~t]’;ai im;-~.gin.g SA 

Jayashree 8\,vaminathar:, CEO & Head Legal Compliar:ce Chess Management 8e~aces P’4 Lid 

8udip Gupta, VP- Legal ~,~,sia American Towers Corporation 

A 8 Kumar, General Counsel, .Dr Reddy’s Laboratories 

Kaushi~,{ M@tra F’a~ner, ’,,M[ La~s." ~-Sractice 

Muki;r!dal~ Bi]arathan. Senior I.e(F-N Counsel GiaxoSmiii~Klir!e Pharm;-~ceul:icak$ Li,mil:ed 

Am}l: Jug[~rL Paltrier, {~LACKREN LCC 

Personalized 6ifts for 25 Registered Delegates from 

Uberall Practice Solutions who respond to this mail. 

Bhupinder Kaurl E: Bhuph°:der@WitnessLbe in i M: 0965a155065 

Neeiima Ivh-Nle.shwari I E: bieeiirns~@Witne.0~sLh, e in I ~’4:08800841600 

bieha Ssir!i == E: Nal~a@Wii!~,essL.ive.i!~, j hi: 09999931898 

IC}<~\a BL^C~PEN i. ::3::: JODi~: ........ 

A Lax Witness Reader 

Add us to~our address book 



FFOlil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The 3rd A~mual Real Estate & Construction Legal Summit 2014 <info rcls.in@mail 19.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Lex Witness Welcomes PwC as GRC Paztners to The 3rd A~mual Real Estate & Conslruction Legal Summit 2014, 14th Feb, The Leela, 

Gu~gaon 

GRC Partner PHncipal Partner 

LitCom Parmer Supporting Partner O~iline Media Pariners 

Lax WiP, ess Magazine 

t~,!26.2nd F[oo:’, MG Road 

Deihi 11t’..0:~0 



FFOlil ," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Witness Mag~ine <intb grandmasters.in@mail132.atl81 .rsgsv.net> 

Friday, Febma~ 7, 2014 3:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Find Answers to Legal Challenges at The Grand Masters 2014 Mumbai Edition, 21 st Feb 2014, The Leela, Mumbai 

The Grar:d Mssters 2014 2rid Edition, 21st Feb, Mumbai 

WffNE$S 
presents 

]-he Grandmasters 20N 
CO~,PO~ATE COUNSELS LEGAL BE~’i" P~ACr~iCES ~MMFr 

21 st Febr u~ry 2014, The Leeia, Mumbai 

www.grandmasters.[n 

With the extensive knowledge band a~d decades of e;q>erience the leaders 

shall come under o~~e roof to address to the ¢oncer~~s so c~ose to your heart. 

How do im, eet ieadership ch~=fienges brought by a chaiienq:h°:,,q: business envh-onment? 

’,Ni:at ~s the best possible w~,i fo[-~ ;’-" ~’- - "- " ~ " " " ~ 

Personalized Gifts for 25 Registered Delegates from 

Uberall Practice Solutions who respond to this mall. 

Queries? Sha~l be happy to help; 



A Le~ Witness Reader Cai’~nec~ initiative 

Lax Wii!;ess Magazine 
;p!~:6.2r~d Fioo=’, MG Read 

Deihi 1100:30 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RCLS 2014 <info rcls.in@mai183.u~.mcsv.net> 

Saturday, Februao, 8, 2014 12:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Understand the Changing Regulations & Changing Legal Practices : New Learnings for Real Estate & Construction Sector! RCLS 2014, 14th 

Feb, Gurgaon 

Are yon prepared for chaa~ia9 Regulati~ns: Real ~state Trm~sact~n w~l see a 

sea chancre ~or aH stakeholders ~c~ud~ng the ~awye~s sitth~g on a~ skies of the 

[Yle 3rd Am°=uel Real Estate & Co~structio~ Legs] Summit 2014 helps you to be prepared now rather 

Ana]ysh°Lg the curreF=t iegaL reguiatory end com, p]]ance effect]he ve]ue chain fer reel estate cor~str,’_lct]on 

and infrastructure companies 

Approvals & L~ce~sing NCR -De~h]- Na~da --. Gurgaon 

O:sputes, rvlitig ~t::er~ & Resoh;t::er~ 

~mpiicat~o~s of the proposed Rea~ Estate (Regulat~o~ & Development) B~ 20~3 

F:.mding, M&A dea~s FDI a~d Structuring Contracts 

Neeiima Mai]esi~wari I E: Neeiin]a@Witne.~s]..ive i!; I M: 08800841600 

Bi]upinder Kai;rI E: Bi~ip]r!der@W]tnes.°~i.ive in i M 09854155065 

H]mani Sh~gh j E i--l}~Tiarli@W]~!;~P~tK.]ve ]!; j M: 08.527123309 



GRC Parmer Pr~c,lp’al Parmcr 

Partners 

LitCo:n Parmer Supporting Pa:rmer Otflint’ M~:dia Pax-thews 

A Lex Wib~,ess Reader Cormect initis~ive 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Business Journals <businessjoumalssurvey@mr51.mr.bmdeda99.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:39 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: The Business Jounml Needs Your Help 

i-t,~viI~g boLIble ’,,ie>,i~.o ~his emaii? click here 

A.DIVISK)N OF ACBJ 

Dear Business Journal Reader, 

We are always seeking ways to improve the relevance & usefulness of our publications for your business. 

We have set high standards, and want to make sure we deliver the very best business tool possible for your 

: company_s continued success. 

To this end, we[qve asked Russell Marketing Research, an independent research company, to survey a 

small, select group of our readers to better understand how our publications are being used and what truly 

stands out for our readers. We would like to ask you to participate. Your thoughts and opinions are vital for 

: meaningful results. Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential and used only in tabulation 

with others. 

The short survey is being conducted online You can access it using the following Web address: 

https:!!rmrsu rveys.com/2014su rvey?password= EE2003017 

In appreciation for your help, upon submitting a completed survey, you will be entered into a drawing for one 

of two $500 gift cards. 

Thank you for your valuable assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Whitney Shaw 

President & CEO 

American City Business Journals 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcus Evmas <IvlarcusEvans@e2.sourcemediainfo.com~ 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Es~blishing a Low Risk Liquidity Management Environment 

American Banker Subscribers - 

You’re invited to pa(ticipate in the 9~ Annual Liq~fidi .ty Management Conference~ March 25-26, 

2014 in NYC. Join se~or-level tre~u~ executives ~om Deutsche Bank, OCC, Re~ons Fhaanc~al, 
Wells Far~o, E~TRADE FinandM, New York Communi~’ Bancorp, Morgan Sta~fley, a~d many 

others in sha~ng s~rategies for es~blishing a low-risk liquidi~ ma~e~nent envimmnent. 

American Banker subscribers receive $200 off their re~sn’adon 

~ YOUR CALENDARS~ Offer expires 2/21/2014 

~Please note: Capaci& is limited at 50; Seats are on a first-come, first-sere basis 

For more #(b~nation, please e-mail Robin ~gelwel at robi~(i~marcusm,ansch, corn 

~acticN Insights from Mdustry Exper~ McludM~: 

Matthew Peabody, Head ofGloM1 LiquiNF Nsk Slate Sn’eet Bank 

~ami~g Proactive Approaches to ~ectively ~an~ge lntrad~ Liquidi& 

FaN ~VojNechows~, Head ofLiquiN3~ Risk HSBC U SA 

Dem~ining SoundMetho&’ to Properly Prepare for the Basel III Implementa#on 

Da~d Chamey, SVP, Treasn~, Northena Trust 

Defining @erational Deposits to Integrate them into Liquidi& Management DeletTninatio~s 

Itehnut M~m’dt, Direc~c LiquiNty Mmmgement Amefica~ Barcl~ys 

Modeling Agile Stress 7?s#ng Pla~brms to Reflect Liquidi& Concerns 

Click ttere tbra Full List of Speakers and Topics 

Benefit ~m ~vo &ys of lfi~ Mteracfive c~e studies ~d p~el Nscussions driven by leading [m~ng 

m~d financial insti~fions. A~endees roll be aflbNed with the op~m~m~~ to interact mtl~ speakers and their 

~ers in a ciassroom-s~ie setting that encourages audience engagement and NNciNfion. Sea~lg 

limited m maintain an infima~ e&tcational environment that will cultivate fl~e knoMedge mad ex~fience of 

all paNcipa~ts. 

Interested in A~ending? 

Inquiie today to ensule avmlabili~ - plebe contact Robin Yegelwel at ~)Z2~2_~N!E~}R~24~!~Lg~?~! or 

(312) 540-3000 e~. 6483 

Marcus Evans Inc. 

The NBC Tower ] 455 N Cityfront Plaza Dr. ] 9th Floor i Chicago, IL 60611 

(312) 540-3000 x6483 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mails from marcus evans North American Conferences, please click here 

This email is being sent to Ibmome@email.unc.edu. 

SourceMedia is committed to providing you with relevant business information. 

If you no longer wish to receive these valuable offeis, .~-L~-‘.~.-t--h-.[-s-‘..[[L‘i.-k-.-t.~..-b---e-.--d--e--~#-t-#.-d-.-f-!~-r-[-~.-t--h-.Ls-‘..[[-s-‘-t., 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.nnc.edu 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 5:47 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Caacolina-Duke npdate (game still scheduled for 9:10 p.m. start) 

This says game is on. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Alert Carolina <no reply(a)m~c.edu> 

Date: February 12, 2014 at 11:41:29 AM HST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edn> 
Subject: Carolina-Duke update (gain e still scheduled for 9:10 p.m. start) 
Reply-To: Alert Carolina <no reply~!unc.edu> 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSrFY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUKE GAME UPDATE 

Game s~ill schedule to tip at 9:10 p.m. this evening 

Ct~APEL ttILL The University of North Carolina as~d Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 pro. tipoff this evening at the Smith 

Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed tiffs afternoon effective through 11 a.In. Thursday due to the winter weather. (See 

AlertCamlina.unc.edu for updates). 

People with tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads. Chapel Hill transit has cancelled bus service for the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network. 

"This is always one of the most maticipated games of the season, but everyone’s sai~ty is onr top priority and we want people to nse discretion and follow 

Governor McCror3,’s advice to stay offthe roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

"ACC tx~licy s~tes that we should play the game if the teams, officials and gmnes operations statt’can safely get to the azena. As of right now, we believe 

that those critical personnel will be able to get here. We distributed approxilnately 6,000 stadent tickets before today a~d we will be able to get more 

students in the building once we see how many people with tickets actually attend the game. Seats that go unused by season ticket holders roll be tilled by 

students." 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 pro. to get in the stand-by line at Entrance C. 

Students ruth Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 p.m. 

All t?ms that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution a~d take extra time to get here saI~ly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.nnc.edu 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:06 PM 

nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: Duke Game Postponed 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <tickets@unc.edu> 

Date: FebruaD’ 12, 2014 at 1:01:39 PM HST 

To: <I,BROOME@EMAIL IJNC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Postpnned 

Reply-To: <tickets@unc.ed~> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CtIAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and 

Duke University has been postponed due to inclement weather. 

A m~I:eup date has not been minounced at this time. The gmne will NOT be played tomol~ow, 

February 13th, due to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip 

to Chapel Hill so we can’t play this evening." Says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba Ctmninghmn. 

’q~he safe~ of the teams and officials is the number one priority m~d this was the befit decision to make 

at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Krz~7,ewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White a~d I will be on the phone 
with the ACC and make a decision as to when to play the game as soon as possible." 

More intbrmation to tbllow as it is available. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets@unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: lbroome@ad.nnc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:32 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: Duke Game Postponed 

Yeah!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 1:15 PM, (~nc.rr.com> wrote: 

We werefft going to go, but hadn’t turned our tickets in yet so we are good to go for whenever they play! 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 6:05 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <tickets~nnc.edu> 

Date: February 12, 2014 at 1:01:39 PM HST 

To: <LBROOME@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Postponed 
Reply-To: <tickets@unc.edu> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 

No makeup date scheduled at tiffs time 

Ct lAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the University of North Carolina and 

Duke Universi~ has been postponed due to inclement weather. 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, 
th February, 13 , due to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in tilne to be able to make the trip 

to Chapel Hill so we can’t play this evening." Says UNC Dilector of Athletics Bnbba Cunningham. 

"The safety of the teams and officials is the number one prioriF and this was the best decision to make 

at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Kaz)zewski, (Duke AD) Kevin White and I roll be on the phone 

with the ACC and make a decision as to when to play the game as soon as possible." 

More inii~rmation to Ii~llow as it is available. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~unc.edu 

Use this link to modifl/your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 9:08 PM 

@ nC.lT.COm~ 

Fwd: Carolina Men’s Basketball vs Duke 2/20 at 9pm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <tickets@unc.edu> 

Date: February 13, 2014 at 3:56:05 PM HST 

To: <I,BROOME@EMAIL IJNC.EDU> 
Subject: Carolina Men’s Basketball vs Duke 2/20 at 9pm 

Reply-To: <tickets@unc.edu> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

The UNC vs. Duke Men’s Basketball game has been mscheduled &~e to inclement weather and roll 
be played on Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 at the Dean E. Smith Center. The game will be played at 9pm. 
Please note that tickets you may be holding tbr the game on Feb. 12th will be honored tbr the game on 
Feb. 20th. 

The UNC Ticket Office will be closed Friday, Feb. 14 due to the closure of the university and will 

reopen Monday, Feb. 17. Individuals with concerns about returns, reprints or the validity" of their 

tickets are encouraged to call the UNC Ticket Office at 800-722-4335 (M-F, 8:30am to 4:30pm) or 

the Rams Club at 919-843-2000 (M-F, 8:00am to 5:00pm) prior to Tuesday, Feb. 18, at 5:00 PM 

so that we may a~swer your questions on an individual basis. Thank you for your continued support of 

UNC Athletics and for yonr tmders~anding as we attempt to best serve everyone impacted by 

yesterday’s inclement weather. 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Fon,,’ard to a Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, February 14, 2014 6:53 PM 

C~’stal Kaahaaina <ckaahaaJ na@asbhawaii.com> 

Re: Any news on a room tbr me tier tonight’? 

Thanks, Crystal. I will not check in there until after dinner if that is okay. Appreciate all of your help. 

Liss 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Feb 14, 2014, at 1:27 PN~ "Crysta 1 Ka ahaaina" <ckaahaaina@asbhawaii.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Lissa, 
> 
> The Hokua is at 1288 Ala Moana Blvd Their phone # is 808-692-000. The?- can direct you where to park. 
> 

> My cell # is 
> 

>Enjoy! 
> Cwstal 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:17 PM 
> To: Crystal Kaahaaina 
> Subject: 2my news on a room for me for tonight? 
> 

> Hi Crystal, 
> 
> My flight has been delayed and will leave tomorrow night. Can you find me a room somewhere ~2~r tonight? 
> 

> Thanks so much. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.unc.edu 

Friday, February 14, 2014 10:49 PM 

Beth Whitehead <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 

Re: Revised Schedules 

Still hanging out at the Hilton just finished early dinner and will be on my way soon. 

Thanks for an-anging it 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 4:59 PM. "Beth YVhitehead" <kewhitehead@asbhawaii.com> wrote: 

Did you get checked Hokua ok? Let me know if you need anything. We are not going to Kauai tonight. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmaw 11, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Beth Whitehead 
Cc: Jewell Hoover ~gmail.com) 
Subject: Revised Schedules 

Hi Beth If you could bring print outs of the revised schedules for the board and management training for the three of us tonight, that would be helpful. 

Also, we need to remember to ask you tonight about the location for the training. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center [’or Banking and Finance 
UNC Schoo[ of Law 

(213//3380, Van tlecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.9627066 
http://www.law unc.edu/centers/bankin, 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn corn/author 248720<http://hq.ssmcom/GroupProcesses/RedirectCiick.cfm? 

partid 248720&corid 649&runid 6895&url http://ssrn.com/author 248720> 

[Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542ipg] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 5:12 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Re: Contirming the appointment 

Yes. See you then. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 5:10 PM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Prol~ Broome, 

I would like to make sure that we ~:re stilling meeting at 9:00 am tomorrow. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Intratx~nd Capital U.S., Inc. <xtonna.hamlin@bmsend.com> 

Sunday, Februaw 16, 2014 11:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Governance Matters 

i-t,~viI~g troLible ’.,ie,,~,i~:.Q ~his em~.ii? click here 

i 
:::::::::::::::::: ~::i::i;: ! ~i}:i! :: ~i~ ~ ~ :::: ~::~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~}: ~ ~i}: ~ ::::::~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ ~i}::::: ~ ~ ~::::::!::i ~ ~ ~}::::: ~ ::~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The 2nd Annual Banking & Finance Legal Summit 2014 <info bfls.in@maJL22.at171 .mcdlv.net> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 12:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Banking & Finance Industry gathers next week at The 2nd Annual Banking & Finance Legal Summit 2014, 20th February, Mumbm 

ixii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 9:10 AIVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

GA CLE 3/7/14 - EVA[IJATING TRUTHFULNESS - BOOK NOW! 

Euahiati~g 7Yutl~hfness WOrkshop 
For A~omeys and MeNatom 

Georgia Bar Certified for 
6.5 CLE Credit Hours 

~5 SEATS LEFT ~OOK NOW~ 

Also approved in CO, ID, MS, MT, NM, 
VA, VT, WI, CT, WY, FL, and AK 
Pending approval in CA, DC, LA, NY, iL, 
WA, OR, MN, WA, WV and PA. 
More Coming Soon! 

$285 00 

"¢’ot~r re(:e~,~t wil~ be your ieg~strat~o~ ~:orffirmatio~ 

FHday March 7th, 20~4 
This workshop sots out quickly 

Location: 

Conference Center 

Stato Bar of Georgia 

104 Marietta St,, NW, Suite ~00 

3rd F[ooG Room 3 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

For directions contact: 

Phone: 404°527-8700 I 800-334-6865 

Chock-in Bog4ns at 8:30 

Workshop starts promptly at 9:00 - 4:30 

CLE Certificate provided and hours ,M[[ be reported to 

receive the CLE. 

At.t.end this workshop and receive your free gift- the entire 

program on demand for 1 fut[ year[ 

~’~n’~" ~g’~’~n~? No problem- the DVD and Workbook is 

avaitabl.e for purchase here 

Discount Group Ra tes Ave~lab 

ContacL Susan at: 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael Shein, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOME] 

2/17/2014 10:00:43 PM 

Genevia Fulbright [ggf@moneyful.com] 

Read: Radio interview 2-18-2014 @ 2 pm EST The Art of the CEO 

High 

Ingdd Jones, Impact Meetings and Events, LLC (ijones@impactmtgs,com); ’Joan A Nelson’; Broome, Lissa L 

Radio interview 2-18-2014 @ 2 pm ESTThe Art of the CEO 

2/17/2014 9:19:26 PM 

was read on 2/17/2014 10:00:43 PM 



Court Up North 

[his is an exclusive look into the workings of the Territory’s unique bush courts. In this first of a two part series we travel with the 
former Northern Territory Chief Magistrate, Hilary Hannam, and Magistrate Sue Oliver to the remote locations of Gunbalanya and 

Alya ng u la. 

DVD / 2013 / 54 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Hacked! NEW~. 

While debate rages over Australia’s border security, there’s growing evidence that the greatest threat to Australia’s national security 
potentially comes from foreign computer hackers. 

DVD / 2013 / 45 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

In Google We Trust NEW~. 

Every hour of every day, our digital interactions are being recorded and logged. We live in the age of ’big data’, where seemingly 
mundane information about how we go about our lives has enormous value. 

DVD / 2013 / 45 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Churches On Trial 

Geraldine Doogue investigates the child sexual abuse crisis in Australian churches from the groundbreaking 1992 Compass program The 
Ultimate Betrayal to Julia Gillard’s Royal Commission announcement. 

DvD / 2012 / 28 m~nutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Judgement Day 

[.wenty years after the High Court’s Mabo judgement, the inside story of the court decision that threatened to divide a nation. Liz 
Jackson reports on the impact of this historic judgement, the reaction it inspired and the inside story of the negotiations to create the 
law that would pave the way for Native Title. 

DVD/ 2012 / 45 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

In Search Of International Justice 

The first film about a crucial new commitment to the international rule of law: the International Criminal Court. This is the first film 
about a crucial new commitment to the ~nternational Rule of Law-so victims will no long suffer without being heard, and war criminals 
will be punished. 

DVD (Color) / 2005 / (Grades 10-12, College, Adult) / 66 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 



Analyzing Supreme Court Decisions 

Kathleen Sullivan, Professor of Law, a commentator on the Supreme Court and its rulings, and co-author of the definitive textbook on 
Constitutional law, talks about Supreme Court decisions and issues. 

DVD / 2004 / (Senior High, College, Adult) / 30 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Learned Hand: The Man And The Judge 

Distinguished Constitutional law professor Gerald Gunther reads excerpts from his award-winning biography of Learned Hand, Learned 
Hand: The lvlan and the Judge. 

DVD / 2004 / (Senior High, College, Adult) / 30 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Anatomy For Lawyers 

Fhe live seminar which expands on the wide array of anatomical knowledge and courtroom acumen Sam Hodge displays in his award- 
winning book. 

4 DVDs / 6 hours 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Blind Justice= The Prison Crisis In America 

Blind Justice explores the phenomenal increase in the prison population from 250,000 in 1975 to over two million in the year 2000. 
Interviews with former prisoners, lawyers and prison rights advocates challenge the notion of prison as rehabilitation and caution 
against the privatization of prisons and their growing importance to the U.S. economy. 

DVD / 24 minutes 

............................................ >>> Add Cart <<< 

Complete Legal Negotiator, The 

Gerald Williams’s time-tested model for negotiation will become the framework for a host of new skills that will enhance your success. 

DVD (Wit h Cou rse M a n u a I) / 6 h ou rs 

............................................ >>> Add Cart <<< 

Documenting Discipline 

Address performance issues legally and effectively. Disciplining employees must be done in a manner that’s both legal and effective. 

DVD (With Leader’s Guide) / 22 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Courtroom Dynamics 

Tiger has studied the way in which a trial lawyers must use the courtroom as his or her forum. From where to sit, to objection 

strategy, to preserving legal issues, to insisting on respect for the jurors. 

DVD/Approx. 59 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Evidence For Trial Lawyers 

Off the market for more than a decade, this classic Trving Younger evidence seminar is a treasured discovery. 

4 DVDs / 6 hours 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Executive Summary= Employment Law For The C=Suite 

Attorney, speaker, and writer John B. Phillips leads your top managers through the critical aspects of employment law, leaving them 
enlightened, informed, and focused on working with HR to create a legally compliant and productive work environment. He helps them 
understand that people are your organization’s most important asset. 

DVD / 50 minutes 



Integrity: Good People, Bad Choices 8~ Life Lessons From The White House 

In 1971, Egil ’Bud’ Krogh, a 31-year-old White House deputy counsel, was tasked with finding and stopping security leaks and became 
head of the Special Investigations Unit. Krogh and associates familiarly became known as the ’White House Plumbers.’ 

DVD 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

It’s Time To Stop 

Learn what the law does and does not allow in the area of software and internet copyright material. In unscripted interviews, experts 
present the simple facts regarding piracy and demonstrate the devastating consequences of violation. 

DVD / 13 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Legal And Effective Progressive Discipline 

A system of progressive discipline is the best safeguard against charges of discrimination and wrongful discharge. In this DVD program, 
the steps of progressive discipline are clearly explained and the results of proper implementation are demonstrated. A "must see" for all 

supervisors and managers in your organization. 

DVD / 23 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Nine Principles Of Litigation 

Litigation lawyering is in trouble. It is time for us to rededicate ourselves to the basic idea of obtaining justice for our clients, and 
doing so ethically, skillfully, and courageously. 

DVD (Wit h Cou rse M a n u a I) / 4 h ou rs 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Electronic mail, intranets and the Internet provide us with quick and easy ways of communicating with customers, co-workers and 
vendors. But used incorrectly, they can result in personal and professional embarrassment, lawsuits and costly litigation. 

DVD / 22 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Selecting 8~ Influencing Your 3ury 

Sue Jones is a remarkable jury consultant. Her client list is eye-popping and her unique, practical and entertaining insights into this 
critical aspect of your case are indispensable. 

DVDs (With Course Manual) / O hours 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Tough On Crime, Tough On Our Kind 

This program examine the inequities in the criminal justice system and its treatment of youth= They highlight the societal problems 
that cause youth crime while identifying a range of resources that youth need. 

DVD / 30 minutes 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Is It Reliable? 

Fom Mauet knows evidence and teaches it in sharp focus on practical, courtroom-driven reality. His insights, honed in service as a 
state’s attorney, assistant U.S. attorney, and in private practice, plus his unparalleled study, writing and teaching on the subject, will 
bring new clarity and purpose to your understanding of the FRE. 

DVD / 2 hours 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Trials: Tips, Tactics & Practical Tales 



You’ve likely seen dozens of trial advocacy instructors. Many were probably very good - some great. You haven’t seen anybody like 
Mike Cash. 

DVD (Wit h Cou rse M a n u a I) / 6 h ou rs 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

Winning Before Trial; 10 Keys To Winning Depositions 

Dominic Gianna delivers entertaining, theater-inspired CLE that’s packed with down-to-earth advice that every litigator can use, 
regardless of experience level~ Honored with NITA’s Robert Hon. Keeton Award as one of the most effective advocacy instructors in 
the United States, his focus is on giving you the tools that you can use in your every next case. 

4 DVDs (With Course Manual) / 6 hours 

>>> Add Cart <<< 

HOT TITLES 

MORE PROGRAM HERE 

ORDER             . 
Delivery charge additional. Prices are subject to change without prior notice 

P.EIvlOVAL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:47 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: P&T Matters 

Hi Jack I could join you tomorrow at 1. I will talk to Judith tolnoirow. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 6:33 PM, "Boger, Jack" ~ic[~)ge~a;email.unc~ed~> wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

Somehow, I’ve missed you several times since your return from Hawaii. I hope it was a wonderful trip. 

Two P&T events are rapidly approaching. I am scheduled to meet with tomorrow from 1-2 pro. It’s late notice, but it 

would welcome having you present if you were able. . Second, as I was 

thinking about Thursday’s meeting of the full professors, it occurred to me that 

Your thoughts? 

~Iack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/19/2014 3:28:38 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Snow Day make-up 

4/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 

When: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Business Journals <businessjoumalssurvey@n~r49.n~r.bmdeda99.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Final Reminder: The Business Journal Needs Your Help 

i-t,~viI~g boLIble ’,,ie>,i~.o ~his emaii? click here 

A.DIVISK)N OF ACBJ 

Dear Business Journal Reader, 

We are always seeking ways to improve the relevance & usefulness of our publications for your business. 

We have set high standards, and want to make sure we deliver the very best business tool possible for your 

: company_s continued success. 

To this end, we[qve asked Russell Marketing Research, an independent research company, to survey a 

small, select group of our readers to better understand how our publications are being used and what truly 

stands out for our readers. We would like to ask you to participate. Your thoughts and opinions are vital for 

: meaningful results. Of course, your answers will be kept completely confidential and used only in tabulation 

with others. 

The short survey is being conducted online You can access it using the following Web address: 

https:!!rmrsu rveys.com/2014su rvey?password= EE2003017 

In appreciation for your help, upon submitting a completed survey, you will be entered into a drawing for one 

of two $500 gift cards. 

Thank you for your valuable assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Whitney Shaw 

President & CEO 

American City Business Journals 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:50 AM 

@ nC.lT.Com~ 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: Has college football peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <rfick(tbcollegeathleticsclips.com> 
Date: February 20, 2014 at 5:27:17 PM EST 
To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@emailamc,e&~> 
Subject: Clips eFlash: Has college football peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 
Reply-To: College Athletics Clips <Lfi__c_’~!__c_~_?~[e_)g__e__a__t__h_[e__t_i__c_’_~!j_t?__s:__c_~Ln_ > 

~iI e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

Cheetings from the Football-Has-a- 12-month-SeasonShip. And what a coincidence that I am 

tapping this out while listening to the Paul Finebaum radio show on ESPN radio, which is 

detinitely 12 months oftbotball as well. 

A couple hours ago the habitually prolbund and prescient Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 
posted a superb article titled "Has college football peaked? Ripples on su~hce bear 

watching. " 

It is my great pleasure to bring you Dermis’ ea~Jcle (with his permission) in its 1,925-word 

totality. This is a thoroughly-researched commentary, with input from other great thinkers, and 

Dermis expertly pulls it all together with wit, clmity and comprehensiveness. 

To give you an idea of the Dodd s%qe, this is how he began his article: 
"Them is a theo~floating out there relating to college f!~otball that is as scary as 

it is’ recd. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist a~ King Hubberl coined the term "peak oil, "the time 

when oil production is at its maximum, half of the planet’s supply has been used 
From that point earth’s most wduable natural resource is in decline. " 

Peak oil? Geoscientist? Huh?....what does that have to do with college football? An intriguing 

and wacky lead-in, this is standard DoddSpeak, and it makes tbr a great lead-in to his robust 

rema~cks about the potential plateauing of big-time college lbotball. 

I will herewith exit this ClipsIntro and get you to Delmis’ article posthaste. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www, twitter, comt@Co~legeAthClips 

Has college football peaked? Ripples on surface bear watching 
By Dennis Dodd CBSSporls.com, 2-20-14 

There is a theory floating out there relating to college football that is as scau as it is real. 

In the 1950s~ geoscientist M. King Hubbert coined the term "peak oil," the ti,ne when oil 

production is at its maximum, half of the planet’s supply has been used. From that point earth’s 

most valuable natural resource is in decline. 

Scary and real because it’s going to happen, if it hasfft already. Apply that to our favorite 

sport. Is it blasphemous in these heady times to ask whether college football has reached its 

peak? Was the dramatic rise of the game in the past 16 (BCS) years as good as it gets? 

As fun and bright and promising as the playoffera ~em~ it’s still an athletic IPO. Conference 

realignment is all bnt over. All the conI~rence rights fees -- except tbr the Big Ten - - are 

negotiated thr into the future. Legal concerns loom regarding the head tranma issue. 

It’s time for’the game to reprove itself. Historically, there’s something abxmt college football that 

does not endure. There’s a reason there hasn’t been a back-to-back Heisman winner since the 

mid- 1970s, or that no team has ever won three consecutive national titles in the wire service 



era. 

We’ve enjoyed transtimnative players such as Tim Tebx~w, C~n Newton and Johnny Manziel 

in recent years. Can we continue to count on such compelling figures? 

Or is it the game itselt? 

Six months until that first playoff season, we’re going to at least raise some of those peak oil 

issues ... 

Already cracks -- small ones -- are appea~ing in attendance. While another national 
attendance record was set this season (38 million total), average per-game attendance 

was flat -- up an average of only 230 persons per game. (Even with a record 7.5 million 

fans watching the SEC last season, the overall average attendance increased only 136 

folks per game.) 

There is a freak-out factor regarding student attendance. Overall, it seems to be down. 

The Big Ten is No. 2 in overall attendance to the SEC. But as ESPN.com’s Darren 

Rovell pointed out. mighty Michigan has seen a concerning decline in student 

attendance. The lack of WiFi in decades-old stadiums is giving students a reason to stay 

away. Win, lose or flask, students love to text, Instagmm, Snapchat -- slay in touch. 

The laacger concern is that current students choosing to s~y home in front of liDs won’t 

be infected with that college spirit that causes them to become donors years frotn now. 

As promising as the coming playoffis, there axe still uncertainties. Ta£e the venerable 

Rose BoM. In the playoffera, it may be changed forever. College Football Playoff 

executive Bill Hancock expressed concern on Jan. 1 that the Granddaddy of Them All 

may not sell out next year. 

Is the SEC’s stranglehold good for the game, or not? Basically how much is too much? 

Indust~ experts agree that television is oversaturated with college basketball, ttoop 

heads may delight in Syracuse-Duke or an undet~ated Wichita State, but those are 

spikes in an otherwise flat-line of a regular season. All that really matters is March. 

College football ratings are through the roof, but does any of this portend a peak oil stage? In 

the BCS era, college football became the nation’s No. 2 sport behind the NFL. 

"The question is not how big can it get, but at what cost?" Michigan State AD Mark Hoflis 

said. 

Hollis is considered perhaps the No. 1 idea man in college sports. It was his idea to match 

Michigan State and North Carolina basketball on the deck of an aircraf[ carrier. Michigan 

State-Kentucky- in 2003 set a (then) world record for hoops attendance at Detroit’s Ford 

Field. 
He had the brilliant concept of playing tbur basketball games at once on the floor of AT&T 

Stadium, site of this year’s Final Four. For a variety of rea~ns, his idea didn’t take hold. 

ttoflis has built flourishing championship programs in men’s basketball and tbotball, some 

would .say, in the shadow of rival Michigan. One thing can be said: MSU is lihle brother no 
Inofe. 

"I don’t see a decline in football or college basketball," Hollis said. "Where I see the decline is 

the abili~ of the athletic department to fulfill the mission of a broad-based program. 

"You put more and more mnphasis on those two sports, it has a dilution factor that starts to 

take you away from an academic setting to one of commercialism." 

Balancing the academic mission vs. a for-profit business model is behind eveu major issue in 

college athletics these days: the O’Bannon lawsuit, concussions, coaching salaries, rnles 

violations. 

The amateur enterprise exists in a market-driven environment. Hollis eloquently addressed the 

"peak oil" question last yeaz. 

"The popularity of the sport is at an all-time high," said Dean Jordan, a well-kmown media 

consultant who has worked with the ACC, Big Ten and Big 12, mnong others. 

"Our co,npetition is people’s time," Jordan added. "We have to have a product where the value 

to the buyer and the experience is worth that person’s time. As long as we have that, then we’ll 

be OK. 

"I don’t think that we’re at a tipping point. I think we’re at an exciting s~ge of the game." 

Judge for yoursel£ 

The playoff: It’s here because of the sport’s populari~’. ESPN and the commissioners 

wouldn’t have assemNed a 12-year, $7 billion enti~ if there wasn’t upside. 

The question is what unintended consequences lay ahead. The national discussion over which 

teams are (perceived to be) screwed will be at least as loud as the BCS. 

With coach’s contracts now increasingly including bonuses fi~r making that playolt; careers will 

be impacted because of the opinion of that 13-person selection committee. 

A tbur-team playoff doesn’t cure all ills, but an eight-team bracket, critics say, that would ruin 

eve~yking. 

Are we stuck in playoffpurgatory? 
O’Bannon: The NCAA is going to have to address the landmark lawsuit in some sort of way. 

Ifa sehlmnent includes some sort of professionalization of players, does that turn off the 

public? 

We’re virtually assured in the future of a cost-of-attendance stipend that will pay athletes ... 

because they’re athletes. If the Johnny Mm~ziels of the future are able to profit off their likeness 



(jersey sales, autographs), does that pollute the amateur purity of the sport? 

Imagine Jolmny Football becoming Jolmny Inc. -- while he’s still in ~hool. 

The SEC issue: Like it or not, that SEC Net~vork is launching in August. 

It is the result of micro economics. Within wildly popular college tbotball, the SEC is the most 

intensely followed conference. ESPN is betting there is no such thing as SEC fatigue, to the 

point the cable network is reportedly asking for $1.30 per cable subscriber within its 11-state 

footprint. That’s more than the Big Ten and Pac- 12 networks. 

You may have been sick of seven straight SEC nationaJ championships (streak broken in 
January‘). Bnt the success of the network may be based on the belief that the SEC is going to 

compete for a national championship every season. 

The Big Ten Network has thrived. The SEC Network looks promising, but there are 

cautionary, reminders -- the defunct The Mtn. and struggling Longhorn Network. 

Virtually every FBS game is now televised whether its s~reaming on the Sun Belt sight or 

multiple games on BTN. That wasfft the case at the beginning of the BCS. 

The regular season: The playoff stakeholders are determined to protect it. They believe that 

a four-team playoff doesfft impact, say, Ohio State-MicNg~m to "the point that Urban Meyer 

(for example) is resting his stal~ting quaxterback because the Buckeyes are alrea@ in. 

Consider that last season, the Iron BoM would most likely have been lbr seeding in a lbui~ 

team playof£ In that scenario, Bama could have been chasing four nationals titles in five years 

while winning the SEC only re, ice during that span. 

Isn’t that impacting the regulax season? 
Studio football: The concept being, that the TV experience has become so compelling that 

attendance matters less and less. The upshot being that the living room and HD become the 

experience instead of game day. 

Thus, studio footbafl, ttey, even "the mighty NFL has become vulnerable. 

"I don’t think it [studio football] is OK," Hollis said. "The value of TV is to see the experience 

mad "the enthusiasm, the full sladium, the student bx~dy." 

"Every game is on HDTV," Jordan said. "When you get a situation where the in-home 

experience is a 60-inch flat screen with an easy chair with a cooler full of beer, that becomes 

tough to pass up." 

It’s hard to make the studio football case when the SEC, Big Ten, ACC and Pac- 12 set 

overall attendance records in 2013. But some of that has to do with conference realignment. 

The SEC and ACC should have set records. Those conferences grew in membership. 

"There’s always a saturation point." said former Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. "Maybe 

there has to be a retreating from the Ncket ) cost, along with enhancing that in-s~dium 

experience that you can’t get at home." 

Everyone spoken m Ii~r this column agreed with Football Bowl Association executive director 

Wright Waters. That in- s~dium experience trumps all. The color, history, tradition mad "tailgate 

of the gmne should override the concern of wiring 80-year old stadiums with WiFi. Waters 

called it a "wrestling match" matched against the possible overexposure of television. 
"Attendance is a component," lie sa~d. "It’s not the component. 

"If we don’t have people in the stands we lose sonle of the feel for game. Does that mean 

smaller s~diums being built? The atmosphere is what drives people to spend money to go to 

the games. 

"Does TV take away from that or is TV an infomercial for people to go in the future." 

The answer is obvions for some. Infomevcials for mops may be annoying but they g~ow college 

football. Next year there will be a record 38 [x~wls. With three more FCS temns jumping up to 

FBS (129 total), there will be more boM eligible teams to fill those 76 spots. Appelachian 
State (average 25,000) and Georgia Southern (15,000) may drag down the national 

attendance average, but they also will be warm bodies for lower-level 

And if you think those lower-level [x~Ms are unwatchable, someone is flipping on the set. TV 

ratings were up in 56 percent of all bowls (70 total games) the last tw’o seasons. 

Screens: Increasingly we consume our gaines, entel~tainment mid news on tablets, phones and 

computers. The so-called TV Everywhere concept is great for the consumer, but how does it 

ilnpact a possible college football tipping point? 

Those apps may end up being nothing more than value added for consumers. 

"TV Everywhere is a mechanism to keep people from dropping their cable systems," one cable 

industry expert said. 

But college stadiums have to be wired to keep the modern consumer. NFL stadiums tend to 

turn over faster, and thus axe more likely equipped with latest technology. 

One m~swer might a combination of elements in a modem, wired, smaller package. 

"I wonder if20 or 30 years from now the experience on TV is so great that the next phase of 

stadia is going to be 50,000 seats," Beebe said. "It becomes a demm~d to get those seats. 

Instead of 85,000 seats, it starts to change down ... 

You pack it in mid it’s a raucous atmosphere. That is good for the experience and for TV." 

Doesn’t sound like pedro oil, ~nore like a sport that is still peaking. 

Dennis Dodd writes for Cf3SSports.com. This article has been rep~qnted on Clips with the 

author’s pennission. To access CBSSports click here. 
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*To be removed t’rom lifts mailing list or change the email ~brmat please use the links below: 

Change ~our subscription 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 10:40 AM 

@I]C.IT.COm~ 

Fwd: Duke GaJne Followup 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.maxketinghq.net> 
Date: Februmy 21, 2014 at 10:22:07 AM EST 
To: <I,BROOME@EMAIL I,INC.EDU> 
Subject: Duke Game Fnllo~,up 
Reply-To: <reply- 630~pacmail.em.marketinghq .net;> 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets@uric edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe 

Forward to a Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:40 AM 

@ llC.IT.COm~ 

Fwd: You Are Why 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: The Rams Club <raJnscl ub~b~mmscl ub.com> 

Date: February 21, 2014 at 10:14:19 AM EST 

To: <lbroome~b~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: You Are \Vhy 
Reply-To: The Rmns Club <mmsclub(~ramsclub.com > 

If you a!e having trouble viewing this message, see it in your browser 



Read More 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 5:01 PM 

Kim Krawiec <kvawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Conley, John M ~mconley@email.unc.edu> 

Re: P1LR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Kim, I can get you a list of transcripts and dates, but the law school network is down right now. I am not sure I see in their comments a request for more or different 

info about the transcripts. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Kim Krawiec" <krawiecSbJaw.duke.edw~ wrote: 

Hi guys attached are the revisions for the Pace law review. I had actually forgotten all about it it’s been so long since I sent it in without hearing 

ans@ing from them. They w~t revisions back in a week, ifpossiNe. They didn’t really make any changes, other than one or two, it seems, so I think that 

should be doable. Lissa, do we have a list of transcript numbers and dates somewhere? I think they’re not entirely happy with the way we’ve cited the 
transcripts and prefer them the way we did it in other articles (e.g. fnt~-_~r~4ew, transcript No. DS300057-58, at 14 (Dec. 12, 2008). Iql have to h>:_~k and see 
how we cited them in here, as I don’t even remember anymore~ Feel [:ree to make any changes you guys d~ink are necessary, but we should probabfy 
track them for’ the law review. 

Thanks! 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
From: "Silvagni, Richard J." <rsilva~ni@law.pace.edu> 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
Date: February 17, 2014 at 10:40:31 AM EST 
To: Kimbefly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Hi, 
This is a first for me, but my articles group returned your article without editing the main text, saying it was not necessary. I re-read the 
article ]~.ESt now a[ld mostly agre~-_b maMng a coupk~ of minor tweaks that ~ tracked changes on 
[he only other edits were [:o Lhe format of the c~taL~ons, which they dh~ not track change, such as adding small caps and itahcs to match 
the Muebook as wel~ as ~:ix~ng some supra nurnbers. ~ also standardized ai~ of the dashes and wi~f fix them h~ the formsLdng sLage. 
I arn here Lo work with you so piease fet me know ~]: you have any oLher quest~ons~ 
Thanks, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace [nternational Law Review 
(646) 286-5183 
[~j_[!~ ~_q_~J_~ ~’_~p a ce. ed u 

F~= Kimbefly D Krawiec [ma~lto:kraw~ec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent= Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 10:12 AN 
To= SilvagN, Richard J. 
Subject= Re: PILR Symposium ARicle Revisions 
Hi Richard -- I dodt see any changes tracked on tNs version. Can you please send a version with changes tracked so that I can follow what 
has been changed? Thanks 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 

Kathfine Robinson Evere~ Professor of Law 

Duke Universi~ 

201 Science Drive 

Durham NC 27708 

krawiec@law.duke.edu 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:06 AM, Silvagni, RichaJcd J. wrote: 

Attached is the version of your article with the most recent revisions, 

Frem-" Silvagni, Richard 3. 

Sent-" Monday, February 17, 2014 9:39 AM 

Te: krawiec@law.duke.edu 
Subject: RE: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 
I’m so sorry, I attached the wrong version! I will send the correct one in a few minutes. 

Frem-" Silvagni, Richard 3. 
Sent-" Monday, February 17, 2014 9:34 AM 

To: ’krawiec@law.duke,edu’ 



Subject: PILR Symposium Article Revisions 

Hi Ms. Krawiec, 

My name is Rich Silvagni and I am the managing editor of Pace International Law Review. We are preparing our symposium edition for 

publishing and need your help with some final edits. Namely, we need more information on the transcripts you used so we can 

substance check and cite them properly. Feel free to change or revise anything else in the article. If you can, we would like a revised 

version of your article within a week. 

Thank you so much for publishing with us and please feel free to ask me any questions. 

Best, 
Richard Silvagni 
Managing Editor, Pace International Law Review 

(64-6) 286-5183 
rsilvac~ni@law,pace,edu 

<Kim Krawie¢.docx> 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of Law 
Duke University 
201 Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiecCNaw.duke.edu 

<Kim Krawiec Pace Edits.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, Februa~ 23, 2014 10:16 PM 

@ nC.lT.COm~ 

Fwd: Clips eFlash: All eyes on Oakland in Jane ibr the O’Bannon trial 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(tb~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: February 22, 2014 at 2:45:03 PM EST 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 
Subject: Clips eFlash: All eyes nn Oakland in ,lune for the O’Bannon lM’,fl 

Reply-To: College Athletics Clips < nick(gbcollegeathleticsclips.com > 

~iI e Newsletter 

Dear Lissa, 

Greetings from the Clips SaturdayShip. It is 48° and sunW in New Jersey, and them is slush 
and mud eveuwhere ~om what used to be two feet of snow on the gronnd. 
Among this week’s basketball highlights (BC upsets °Cuse, UNC bests Duke, Shockers, 
UConn women and Notre Dame women remain undefeated) was news of progress in the 
O’Bannon case and the Northwestem/Colter CAPA union case. 
Below are the best articles I have come across in the past two days describing each case: 
Dennis Dodd of CBSSpo(ts.com with "Regardless of outcome in 0 ’Bannon lawsuit, 
NC~-~4 has to change" and Ben Strauss of the New York Times with "Test in 
Northwestern case. Is College Football a Job ?" 
Both cases are~ of course, calling the NCAA’s interpretation of amatenrism into scrutiny, and 
the O’Bannon case after four years of legal maneuvering isfinally schednled for a trial. 
As Dennis Dodd so perceptively remarks in his axticle below, even if the NCAA wins in conrt, 
they will likely be well-advised to revise their centuu-old amatenrism model. 
Meanwhile, it is quite interesting that the O’Bannon case moved along this week, right in the 
thick of the V~ inter Olympic games. The NCAA mi=ht consider some of the Olympics 
amatet nsm pc hcm~ hke endorse nents, filming commercials, sponsorship money, etc.). 

The O’Bannon trial is ~heduled tbr June 9 in Oakland. I’m think of renfing one of those 15-20 
deluxe passenger vans and maJ~ing it a road trip. Anyone want to join me? 

Have a good Saturday. 

Nick hffante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www,twitte r.com/(~,Co~le~eAt hOlips 

Regardless of outcome in O’Bannon lawsuit, NCAA has to change 
By Dennis Dodd CBSSports.com, 2-21-14 

It was a simple question for M~k Emmert. 
What’s wrong, I asked the NCAA president in December, ifa trust fund was set aside 
players? They could access any money earned through sponsorships or marketing rights or 
whatever after they left school. Heck, even make graduation a condition of getting the money. 
"How would you structure a model that basicdlly doesn’t become a recruiting debate?" Emme(t 
countered during a lull at IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum in New York. 



"It’s not hard to imagine ifI was recruiting you, I say, ’I ki~ow tbr a fact you’re going to get a 

qua~;ter-million dollars worth of signatures [if you come here].’" 

Then it becomes a bidding war, Emmert suggested. 

Then it hit me ... late, because I didn’t tbllow up: How would that "trust fund" be any more of a 

recruiting advantage than the worth of a scholarship at USC vs. one at Troy (Ala.) Universi .ty? 

How would that be different than a coach promising a recruit future NFL riches? 

We may be about to find out. 

The historic O’Bannon lawsuit took a significant turn on Thursday. A judge basically boiled this 

epic argument down -- short of a settlement -- to a jury trial starting Jtme 9. 

Either way, it seems the NCAA is going to have to change. Arguing its mnateurism ideals 

before aju~ - perhaps one day the Supreme Court -- seems the riskier play. 

"The bottom line for the case is that the NCAA and collegiate sports will never be looked at 

the same today as it was betbre "this case," lead plaintitti;’ attt~mey Michael ttaust~ld told 

reporters. 

"The NCAA has been a~;guing that limiting college athletes to receiving tuition, t~es. room, 

board and books in exchange for playing is lawful, presumptively," Hausfeld added. 

"We’re done with that. There’s no presumptions. This court is saying if you go to trial, you’re 

going to have to prove it." 

I’m sure the NC2u~k hier~xchy has considered it: Ajuu full of strangers in an Oakland, Calif. 
courtroom deciding on the future of the NC~k’s amateur model. It is a model that has been in 

place - - at least philosophically --for more than a century. 

The O’Bannon plaintiffs are basically asking for a free market, that players could -- in some 

fashion -- be paid their market value. Short of that, Hausfeld said his side would be fine with an 

injunction that would ,set aside those benefits until perhaps after graduation. 

Hello, trust fund, Hello, ~mething very simila~ to the Olympic model. Our Sochi athletes 

bathed in glory are allowed to film commercials, make sponsorship money, even earn pay from 

tire USOC for medals. The model isn’t lhr from what O’Bannon is arguing. 

We’re talking about players as a group being able to license mad market their likenesses. Hey, 

an~thing to get NCAA Football back on the shelves. 

Is Olympic figure skater Gracie Gold any less wholesome because she does commercials for 

United? Does Joh~my Manziel beco~ne any less exciting if he has autograph money waiting for 

him once he leaves school? 

Explain to me how the competitive balance changes if Manziel faces Rice ruth or without that 

autograph check waiting at the end of the college rainbow. 
Manziel or McCarron or Winston or Tebow don’t become any less savory. Fans that grew up 

rooting for the Aggies or the Tide or the Noles or the Gators suddenly don’t fall out of love. 

The NCAA is det~nding this case like it’s a home invasion. Let’s fuce it, the furniture long ago 

was knocked over. 

Pay players? We’re way down that road with the Big Five BCS conferences. They’re about to 

get voting atttonomy in the NCAA governance structure. At the heart of the restructuring is 
so~ne sort of s~tipend, cost-of-attendance check for players. 

It’s all but a done deal: Athletes axe going to be paid fio~n one source or another ... because 

they’re athletes. 

The proble~n is that the current legal proceeding is moving fas~ter than the NCAA process. 
That is, unless, the NCAA governing boards (executive committee/board of directors) get 

involved and settle this thing. Now. Hey, they’ve spoken on behalf of the membership before. 

You know, like they did with Penn State. 

In the NCAA’s eyes, O’Bannon threatens to become the end of days. It redefines amateurism. 

But amateurism has been a moving target for the NCAA for most oftbe last century. 

There was a time when there were no scholarships. Ringers were playing, ffs hard to imagine 

iron-willed Walter Byers digeNng the current $550 limit on bowl gifts to players. 

Essentially, the NCAA is doggedly defending a model "that a) has changed frequently; b) is 
virtaally assured of chaxaging in the future. Most i~nportant c) fewer folks seem to ~nind if it 

changes. 

Those BCS com~nissioners have openly talked about breaking away because of the current 

model. 
Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany once again waved the Division 4 swoN in the air at that 

IMG forum. 

"It’s faseinating to me ... Notre Dan~e AD Jack Swarbrick told me. "~Vhat ought the NCAA 

be doing?" 

Administrators like Swarbrick are concerned about O’Bannon because their athletic 

departments would have to pay. The vast majority of those administrators strnggle to rtm 

break-even atNetic deparl~nents. 

But that public debate has been lost. Consider Oregon’s opulence. Then try to argue against 

schools sharing some of that ~noney in the same of players’ rights. 

A Dece~nber Sports Business Journal report suggested that schools setting aside 25 percent of 

new TV revenue nationwide would result in every scholarship athlete getting an extra $9,000- 

$17,000. 
In the end, it seems the NCAA is willing to take this case to the Supreme Court to defend an 

ideal by arguing against five figures. Is $9,000 a year enough for players? Is $17,000 too 

much’? 



Twenty-seven months ago a $2,000 stipend was actually approved by the NCAA 

membership. What happened? The proposal was overridden, then died. 

Who, then, is the NCAA speaking for in O’Bannon -- the folks who approved that stipend or 

the tblks who were against it? 

That’s a heck of a question to ask ruth a century-old amateur ideal a possible trip to the 

Supreme Court and millions in tile membership’s h~:rd- ea:cned legal defense money hanging in 

the balance. 

Here’s tile most basic qnefftion: What exactly is the NCAA defending? 

Dennis Dodd w~#tes for CBSSports.com, This article has bee~t repri~tted on Clips with the 

author’s permission, To access CBSSports click here 

Test in Northwestern Case: Is College Football a Job? 
By Be~ Strauss, New York Times, 2-22-14 

CHICAGO -- For fonr days last week in a conrtroom on the 13th floor of the Dirksen 

Federal Building, a National Labor Relations Board panel heard testimony concerning whether 

Northwestern football players should have the right to collectively bargain as universi~ 

employees. 

A former quarterback, Kain Colter, said that football was a job. The Wildcats’ coach, Pat 

Fi~gerald, said it was not. A parade of Northwestern officials submitted evidence describing 

how they ensure that football players aye not workers but students who are offered extra 
tutoring, stu@ halls and the like. 

The legal question at stake is not new. In 1953, Eruest Nemeth, a football player at the 

Universi~ of Denver, sought workers’ compensation ~£er he was injured. The Colorado 

Supreme Comet sided witll Ne~neth. In response, Walter Byers, then the N.C.A.A.’s executive 

directoc started nsing the term student-athlete. 

But the circnmstances surrounding the Northwes~tern case are novel, and the attempt by college 

players to unionize is a first. A football coach from the Big Ten defending the academic integri~, 

of his program in a pnblic hearing is emblematic oftbe cnrrent debate over the v:~le of sports in 

college, the N.C.A.A. and the rights of top tbotball mad basketball players given their athletic 

obligations and the money they generate lbr their universities. 

Lawyers representing the College Atbletes Players Association, which would represent the 

players, laid out a vision of employment during the hearing. Players wonld spend 50 hours a 

week on football, be compensated ruth scholarships, have supervisors mid contracts, mid lose 

their scholarships if they did not abide by team regulations. The hearing is scheduled to resume 

Tuesday and is expected to conclude this week~ 

Northwestern’s lauyers argued that ~nany restrictions axe set by the N.C.A.A. The universi~ 

cannot change the way hours spent doing football-related activities are counted (the N.C.A.A. 

limit is 20 hours, though the math can be fuzzy) or create a trust fund for players’ medical 

expenses after they graduate without breaking the N.C.A.A. ’s rules. 

’~Northwestern is the straw man," said Gene Ma~:sh, a former chairman of the fiffracfions 

committee tbr the N.C.A.A. "This is about the N.C.A.A." 

But the players’ group said Northwestern can do a number of things, from guaranteeing 

medical benefits to reducing contuct at practices, and insisted that any bargaining would be 

done within the confines of the N.C.A.A. 
°’We have issues with tile N.C.A.A.," Ranlogi Hmna, the president of the College Athletes 

Players Association, said. ’°But this fight is with Northwestern." 

No~thwestem la~ers have cited a 2004 N.L.R.B. case in which Brown Universi~ graduate 

assistaaats were found not to be employees on the grounds they were pmnarily students. ’][’hat 

created a wrinkle in the nsually straighfforwaxd definition of an employee, an individual 

compensated for a service. Northwestern’s sterling academic record and a 97 percent 

graduation rate for football players have been cited as evidence the university is committed to 
its players as s~tudents. 

Which side prevails could depend on that threshold, determined by the regional office here. 

Joseph Tilson, from the la~v firm Meckler Bnlger Tilson Marick mad Pearson, which is 

representing Northwestern, cited the Brown case and saJ~d players could not be both students 

and employees. 

Craig Becker, the A.F.L.-C.I.O.’s general counsel, who previously served on the N.L.R.B., 

said that could change. °~Fhe board, unlike a court, is a policy-malting institution," he said. "It is 

supposed to fill any gaps ruth what it believes is rose policy." 

He added: "I don’t know that there’s an~hing inconsistent with being a student and an 

employee." 

It is almost certain that once a decision is reached by the regional board, which is expected 

abont a month after the hearing ends, it will be appealed to the federal level. Worth noting is 

that the N.L.R.B. is part of the executive branch and appointments are made by the part? that 

occupies the White House. The current occupant, President Barack Obama, is a Democrat 

whose party, is usually more sympathetic to labor. 

°SFhat’s important," said Smnuel Estreichec the director of the Center tbr LaIx~r and 

E~nploy~nent Law- at New York University. 

Still, despite Hmna’s contention that collective bargaining could function within N.C.A.A. 



constraints, the weight of such a decision could remain aJ~ obstacle tbr the players’ group. 

"It’s unlikely they roll call them employees," Estreicher said. "It’s such a radical change to 
college sports. The N.C.A.A. is built on amateurism. It would be the prot~ssionalization of 
college sports." 
Tim Waters, the political director of the United Steelworkers, a union s£filiated ruth the 
players’ group, said that should not matter. 
"Just because no one’s ever oxgued it before," Waters said, "that doesn’t mem~ it’s wrong." 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nickL~,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwwv.colle eathleticscli s.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular amateurism eFLASH has been sent to selected Clips subscribers. 

About out website: College.4thleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues ~vith value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Lef~ Column. We also issue the eciectic, thought-provoking, 

informationai and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are a~vard-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbeiiy of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed flom tiffs moiling list or change the emsil format please use the links belong: 

Chan~e your subscription 
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From: lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 23, 2014 10:21 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Fwd: JUST POSTED 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "nick(tb~collegeathletic~lips.com" <nick(tb~collegeathleficsclips.com> 

To: "nick(a)collegeathleticsclips.com" <nick~collegeathle’6c~lips.com> 

Subject: JUST POSTED 

[cid:A8452EE0-EAE4-4C4B-95B9-30C27841 F204] 

[cid:602BEC24-9BOC-49CE-BACE- CDB710CDE494] 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.nnc.edu 

Monday, February 24, 2014 4:55 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: sick.., dam... 

Of course. Hope you feel better soon. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 4:01 PM, "Borlz, Conrad" <cl~r~(i~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

lam It’s inappropriate for me to be here. 

I hope to see you Tuesday! 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.843.9288 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

<imageOO:l.jpg> 

The world breaks everyone, and a~terward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/25/2014 2:57:39 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

weekly reschedule 

Lissa’s office 

2/25/2014 7:30:00 PM 

2/25/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:33 PM 

Saver, Richard S <saver@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Relyort on 

We have time. It needs to go out on Thursday. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent farm my iPact 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 3:28 PM, "Saver, Richard S" <saver(tbemail.unc.e&t> wrote: 

I was planning to do so tonight, but don’t hold uO on my accouter if got~ need to get it out earlier 

Rich 

I=rem= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3::t7 PM 

Te= Saver, Richard S 
Subject: N: Repo~ on 
£~ch - Hav~ you reviewed this 

From= Daye, Charles E. 
Sent= Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:08 PM 
To~ Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, ]udi~ Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Co= Isley, Alice B 
Subject= Repo~ on 

Colleague& 

A~ached is a "~" repo~ on 

Charles 

PS. For the files to be posted on the G drive I am also at~ching a revised CV that includes a changed presentation topic and a new presen~tion. These 

items am mtlec~d in the "tiM" report. Please see first two presen~tion items on page 9 of the repot. 

Charles E. Daye 

Henry P. Brandis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chal3e[ Hill, NC 27599-33,’30 

Phone (919} 962-700¢ 

Fax (9:19) 962- J~277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:50 PM 

Daye, Cha~cles E. <cdaye@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Report on 

Yes. I will circulate it. Rich told Ine he would look at it tonight 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:51 PM, "Daye, Charles E." <cda,ie(~email.~mc.edu-~ wrote: 

Li ssa, 

Am I right that the Chair circulates the Report to the Faculty? 
Charles 

Charles Eo Daye 

Henry P. £,randis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (9:19) 962-7004 

Fax (9:19) 962-:1277 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:52 PM 

Daye, Chaxles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Report on 

I roll circulate and get Alice to organize the online files and make the notebook. 

Thanks for all of your work on this. 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Saver, Richard S" <&~_a_2e_._r2;~i.e__rn__ai_l_:_t_~:_~_c_:_e_.~t_u_ > wrote: 

Hi Charles: 

Sorry for the delay in responding. Thanks for putting it all together. 

Rich 

From-. Daye, Charles E. 
Seat-. Tuesday, February 25, 2054 3:08 PM 
Te-" Broome, Lissa L; Saver, Richard S; Wegner, Judith Welch; Weisburd, Mark 
Cc-" Isley, Alice B 
Subject-. Report on 

Colleagues, 

Attached is a "fmaF’ report on 

Charles 

PS. For the files to be posted on the G drive I am also attaching a revised CV that inc]ndes a changed presentation topic and a new presentation. These 

items are reflected in the "f~N" report. Please see first two presentation items on page 9 of the report. 

Charles E. Daye 

Het~ry P. grandis Disti~guished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center for Civil Rights 

Cg # 3~t80; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-32-80 

Phone (919) 952-700.4 

Fax (9:].9) 962-].277 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@ad.nnc.edu 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 10:55 AM 

Isley, Alice B <agiro@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: docs 

Thanks. Will do. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 10:42 AM, "Isley, Alice B" <agirod~,2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

All of information is on the appropriate G drive & in a notebook in my office. 

I assume you want to announce to the faculty... 

Best, 

Alice 

Alice B. Isley 

Academic Affairs Administrative Assistant 

UNC-CH School of Law, Room 5083 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19-962-0357 

agirod@email.unc.edu 

<i~lageO01 gi[> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, Februau 27, 2014 7:35 PM 

Clyda Rent <creng~:rentconsultinggronp.com> 

Re: When would be a convenient time for a quick conver~tion? 

Hi Clyda, I am free between 9:35 and 10:20 tomorrow morning or Monday before 9:15 if either of those work for you. 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Clyda Rent" <crent~;,rentconsnltinggroup.com> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, 

When would be a convenient time for a quick conversation? I would like to get some input from you on an IWF NC membership question. Please let 

me know. 

Thank you. 

Clyda 

Clyda Rent, Ph.D. 

Rent Consulting (h’oup, LLC 

www.rent consultinggroup.coln 

P.O. Box 220647 

Charlotte, NC 28222-0647 

(Tel) 704 366 2388 (Toll Free) l 877 366 2388 

(Facsimile) 1 704 366 2303 
If you me not tile intended recipient of tiffs transmission or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, ~bstribution, or other use of any of the information 
in this transmission is strictly prohibited. If’you received ~his transmission in error, please notif}" me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 704-366-2388. Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email,unc.edu 

Friday, 7:48 PM 

@gmml.com> 

Re: Secured Transactions Student 

Hi 

You shonld definitely attend the 

Lissa Broome 

Sent farm my iPad 

On 

I could after after class on Monday if yon are free then. Or 8:30 any morning except Friday. 

, at 3:28 PM, ~b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Professor Broome: 

I hope this email finds yon well. I am cmrently audiling your secured transactions class mad wanted to meet with you one-on-one to discuss ,ny current job 

seaxch. I remember you telling me to ~each out to you for help on it, and I am cmrently struggling to find opportunities. I saw- the oppo~nity you sent out 

to the class and would like to talk ruth you about that and other opportunities you may know of. Any advice on how to better approach my job search 

would be great! Thanks! 

SinceMy, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Friday, February 28, 2014 8:03 PM 

Dibbert, Douglas Steven <ddibber~(~:email.unc.edu> 

Re: national academy - engineering 

Thanks, Doug. I will pass this ~long. 

What a game on Wednesday! 

Lissa 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 12:39 PM, "Dibbert, Doug" <doug dibberk~unc.edu> wrote: 

].is~a ---1 don’t k~ow if this news will move Carolina up the list of prospective school~! 

<national academy engineering.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 4:31 PM 

Conley, John M ~imconley@emml.unc.edu> 

Kimberly D Krawiec <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

Re: posting t~ SSRN 

Sounds good. 

Lissa 

Sent ti~>m my iPad 

On Mar 1, 2014, at 4:03 PM, "Conley, John M" <jmconley@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

thanks 

F~om: Kimberly [i) Krawiec Ikrawiec@Mw.duke.edul 
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2014 3:37 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Conley, John M 
Subject: posting to SSRN 

does anyone object ifI tx~st the little Pace essay on SSRN? I’ll draft an abstract and forward to you [br review 

Kimberly D. Krawiec 
Kathrine Robinson Everett Professor of kaw 
Duke University 
20~ Science Drive 
Durham NC 27708 
krawiec@law.duke.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Support Center <~events@thesupportcenter- nc.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TSC February Newsletter 

N~ws 

Febtuary 2014 







T}3e: 
SUPPORT= 
CENTER 

This message was sent from The Support Center to Ibroome@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Vicki Lee 

Parker, 3120 Highwoods Bird, Suite 350, Raleigh, NC 27604. You can modify!update your subscription via the 

link below. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

art. Kym N <orv@email.unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edtr~; Miller, Beth 

<bethmiller@unc.e&t>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA Scholarship 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Thomas, Lori M" <lthomas,%ncaa.o~g> 

Date:             at 3:11:42 PM EST 

To: "lbw)ome(a~)email.unc.edu" <lbroome(tbemail.unc.edu> 
Subject: N C_/U~             Scholarship 

Ms. Lissa Broome 

Distinguished Professor, School of Law 

University of North Carolina. Chapel ttill 

lbroome(a~ernaJl.unc.edu 

Dear Ms. Broome: 

The NCAA            Scholarship Committee selected the 

the finalists under consideration. 
While the committee was impressed ruth each finalist, 

award recipients roll be released at ~a~-w.ncaa.org. 

men’s and women’s    sports awardees, was one of 

was not selected as one of the award recipients. A complete listing of the 

On behalf of the committee, we wish to express appreciation for your assistance and that of your colleagues in providing the information needed for the 

committee’s selection process. Please share this information with the athletics department. 

Lori Thomas in our oltice may be contacted at lthomas~;ncaa.org should you have any questions. Again, thank you tbr your assistance and support of 

your nominated student- athlete. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Singh 

Director for the Office of Evaluation and 

Progrmn Excellence 

CC: 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 

recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:24 PM 

@ nC.lT.Com~ 

Fwd: ACC Womeffs Basketball: All-ACC, All-Freshman Team Announced 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Uthowski, Amy" <aufiaowski(a)theacc.o~g> 

Date: March 4, 2014 at 2:08:12 PM EST 

To: "Utiaowski, Amy" <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Subject: ACC Women’s Basketball: All-ACC, All-Freshman Team Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 

http:/!theacc.co!WB B 14AIIACC 

ACC Women’s Basketball: AII-AO2, All-Freshman Team Announced 
Norm Dame leads with three All-ACe Team selections; five mpeat from 2013 squad 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com.) - The 2013-14 AII-ACC Women’s Basketball Team as selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel was announced Tuesday 
by Atlantic Coast Conference Commissioner Iohn Swofford. 
An All-ACC First Team and an All-ACC Second Team were voted on by the league’s Blue Ribbon Panel, which consists of national and local media 
tnembers, as well as school representatives. 
Unbeaten N otre Dame, which will enter this week’s ACC Women’s Tournament as the No. 1 seed, led the way with three total selections. The Fighting 
Irish guard tandem of senior Kayla McBride and sophomore ]ewel Loyd were voted to the first team, while senior forward Natalie Achonwa is a 
second-team honoree. 
Four first-team players from last season are repeat selections this year in two-time ACC Player of the Year Alyssa Thomas of Maryland, Duke iunior 
Elizabeth Williams, Florida State senior Natasha Howard and Georgia Tech senior Tyaunna Marshall. Duke’s Trisha Liston, a second-team selection, 
in 2013, was named to this year’s AII-ACC first team. 
Rounding out the 10-member first team are North Carolina freshman Diamond DeShields, NC State senior Markeisha Gatling and Wake Forest iunior 
Dearica Hamby. 
]oining Notre Dame’s Achonwa on the second team are NC State senior Kody Burke, Georgia Tech freshman Kaela Davis, Syracuse sophomore 
Brittney Sykes and Virginia Tech senior Ui u Ugoka. 
Loyd leads Notre Dame in scoring at 18.4 points per game, while McBride averages 17.7 points per game while shooting 87.4 percent from the foul 
line and is handing out 3.9 assists per contests. 
Wake Forest’s Hamby closed the regular season leading the ACC in both scoring (21.7 ppg) and in rebounding (10.9). Maryland’s Thomas ranks 
fourth among ACC scorers at ~18.7 points per game and is just behind Hamby among leading rebounders at 10.8. 
Duke’s Williams is scoring at a 13.9 ppg clip while pulling down 7.3 rebounds per game and leading all shot blockers with 2.9 per outing. Liston leads 
the Blue Devils in scoring at 17.9 points pet" game while shooting an ACC-leading 50 percent from 3-point range (79-of-158). 
Florida State’s Howard’s 20.6 points per game rank second in the conference, and she is fburth in rebounding at 9.1 per game. Georgia Tech’s Marshall 
is third in scoring at 19.7 ppg and ranks second in steals at 2.6 per contest 
North Carolina’s DeShields emerged as an immediate contributor for the Tar Heels, scoring 17.7 points per game. NC State’s Gatling leads the ACC in 
field goal percentage at 67.7 percent while scoring 19.2 points per game. 
Notre Dame’s Achonwa earned second team honors alter averaging 14.7 points per game and grabbing 7.7 rebound per contest during the regular 
season. NC State’s Burke averages 15.1 points per game and ranks among the ACC’s leading free-throw shooters at 86.4 percent. Georgia Tech’s Davis 
is sixth in the ACC in scoring (18.4 ppg) and ranks fifth in made 3-point shots (76). 
Syracuse’s Sykes averages 17.1 ppg while shooting 51.5 percent from the floor. Virginia Tech’s Ugoka ranks ninth among ACC scorers at 18.3 ppg and 
third among rebounders with 9.5 per contest. 
UNC’s DeShields and Georgia Tech’s Davis were also voted to the Blue Ribbon Panel’s ACC All-Freshman Team announced on Tuesday. They are 
joined by Maryland’s Lexie Brown, North Carolina’s Allisha Gray and Miami’s Adrienne Motley. 
Browm played a key role in the Terrapins’ backcourt her freshman year, ranking fifth among all ACC players in assists with 4.3 per game and ranking 
second in assist/turnover ratio at 2.1. UNC’s Gray averages 14.4 ppg and ranks fourth in ACC 3-point shooting at 41.9 percent. Miami’s Motley leads 
the Hurricanes in scoring at 10.9 ppg and in assists at 2.6 per contest. 
The ACC will announce its Player, Freshman and Coach of the Year as selected by the Blue Ribbon Panel on Wednesday, March 5. The Defensive and 
Sixth Player of Year will also be announced that same day. 
The 37th Annual ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament tips offat I p.m. ET on Wednesday, March 5, and will conclude with the 7 p.m. championship 
contest on Sunday, March 9. The title game will be televised on ESPN, and Saturday’s 5 p.m and 7:30 p.m. semifinal games will be shown nationally 
via ESPNU. All 11 games on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday will be broadcast on the league’s regional sports network (RSN). The entire 
tournament can also be seen on ESPN3 and WatchESPN. 
Blue Ribbon Panel AII-ACC Team 

First Team All-ACC 

Diamond DeShields, Ft., G, North Carolina 

Markeisha Gatling, Sr., C, NC State 
Dearica Hamby, Jr., F, Wake Forest 
Natasha Howard, St., F, Florida State 
Tricia Liston, St., G, Duke 
]ewell Loyd, So., G, Notre Dame 
Tyaunna Marshall, St., G, Georgia Tech 
Kayla McBride, St., G, Notre Dame 
Alyssa Thomas, Sr., F, Maryland 
Elizabeth Williams, Jr., C/F, Duke 
Second Team All-ACC 

Natalie Achonwa, St., F, Notre Dame 



Kody Burke, Sr., F, NC State 

Kaela Davis, Fr., G, Georgia Tech 

Brittney Sykes, So., G, Syracuse 

Uju Ugoka, Sr., F, Virginia Tech 

Blue Ribbon Panel All-Freshman Team 

Lexie Brown, Fr., G, IVlalTland 

Kaela Davis, Ft., G, Georgia Tech 

Diamond DeShields, Fr., G, North Carolina 

Allisha Gray, Fr., G North Carolina 

Adrienne Motley, Fr. G, Miami 
About the ACB 
The Atlantic Coast Conference, now in its 61st year of competition and 15 members strong, has long enjoyed the reputation as one of tl~e strongest and most competitive 
intercollegiate conferences in the nat~on. ACC members Boston College, Clemson, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Maryland, Miami, North Carolina, NC State, Notre 
Dame, Pitt, Syracuse, Virginia, Virginia Tech and Wake Forest, continue to build upon the cornerstones on which the league was ibunded in 1953 wRh a consistent 
balance of academics, athletics and integrity. For more information, visit !_lLe_A__C_._~:_c_o_~x and follow @theACC and on _f__a__c__e__b___o_9__k::_c_9__&~j__t_l_~__e_A___C__C_... 
AMY UFNOWSKI 
Associate Director, Communications 

O: 336.369.1003 
a ufnowski(~theacc o r.q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOME] 

3/5/2014 2:12:56 PM 

Genevia Fulbright [ggf@moneyful.com] 

Read: Business by the Masters- Bart Jackson, Cranbury NJ 

High 

Broome, Lissa L 

Business by the Masters- Bart Jackson, Cranbury NJ 

3/5/2014 2:04:44 PM 

was read on 3/5/2014 2:12:53 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Constantine <susan@silentmessages.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 9:02 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

GA CLE 3/7/14 - EVA[IJATING TRUTHFULNESS - BOOK NOW! 

Also approved in CO, ID, MS, MT, NM, 
VA, VT, WI, CT, WY, FL, CA, OR, LA, WV, 
IL, WA and AK 
Pending approvM in NY, MN, WA, PA, 
and VA 
More Coming Soon! 

Never be Lied to Again - This unique training program will 
help you obtain a marked advantage in business, 
negotiations, sales, hiring, pre-screening candidates, trial, 
mediation, and everyday life. You will learn how to skillfully 
search for the truth by exploring speech, voice, body and 
face patterns to determine when a person deviates from 
his or her normal behavior in an attempt to deceive you. 

Testimonial: 

Thank you for offering this 

course. It was entertaining and 
very interesting. I believe that 

the skills that I have acquired 

will help immensely in my law 

practice. 
Michael Scoma Esq - Scoma 

Law Firm 

Testimonial: 

Michael Shein and I have been 
training together and have 

found it very beneficial as to 

both the substance and 

leveraging it by doing it jointly. 
Doing it together allows us to 

bring to the table witnesses, 

clients, and others that we 
have known and dealt with in 
various contexts to use as 

examples beyond 

those "faces" provided by the 

seminar, as well as bringing 

analogies of our own to help 
identify particular facial tells or 

So, your help is well 

founded. We are not done. We 

plan on going back and 
continuing what seems almost 

like playtime! 

Michael She#l, Esq. - Law 

Offices of Michael Shein "As 



seen on NBC" 

Silent Mess%ge5 corn i 808 Lsngston Coul-t i Odando, Flodds 32804 ::::::.~.:: iContact - T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:18 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema~l unc edu> 

University jobs in Bm~kiug, Business & Financial Law, Commercial & Bankruptcy Law, and other related areas 

Dear Professor Broome, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Law- features 13 faculty openings, 16 senior a&ninistrative positions, and 4 post-doc opportunities and links to hundreds more positions 
in higher education. 

Issue: Law Mar. 6th, 2014 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Bal~mg, Business & Financial Law 
- Con~aercial & Bankruptcy Law- 

Become a fan of Academic Keys on Facebook! Click here: 
http://wwwfacebook.com/pages/Storrs-CT/Academic-Kevs/56778577910 

Follo~v us on T~vitter! 
http ://twitter. corn/!!/acad emickevs 

Join us on LinkedIn! 
http:/iwww, linkedin com/~roups/Academic-Ke’~,s-I Ii~her-Education-Professionals-4055169 

POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMt~;NT 

Add your department’s positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions: 
- http://lawacademickeys.com/aH/[andin~ client php 

SENIOR ADMI]x’[S’I~{ATIVE POSITIONS: 

Nt:?A~t - Dean of the Schoo[ of Law 
Howard University 
School of Law 
Washington, DC. 
I)ate Posted: Feb 21, 2014 

http://www.AcademicKeys.con~,r?iob=54028&o=232497&t=LA 140306m-6e 

]x~I~W! - Chief DiversW Officer and Assoc. Vice Chancellor.. 
Appalachian State Umversity 
Adrainistration 

Boone, NC 
Date Posted: Feb. 12, 2014 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?iob=53798&o=232497&t=LA 140306m-0e 

Dean of College of Business 
New Mexico State University 
College of Business 
Las Cruces, NM 
Date Posted: Jan. 22, 2014 

h~p:/,\w~v.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob=53203&o=232497&t=LA140306m-6e 

Dean, School of Business 
Trinity Western University 
School of Business 
Langley, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Jan. 7, 2014 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.corrgr?job=52813&o=232497&t=LA 140306m-6e 

Executive Dtrector 
Central Washington University 
OtYice for International Programs 
Ellensburg, ;VA 
Date Posted: Dec 20, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.cona/r?job=52589&o=232497&t=LA 140306m-0e 

Chief Diversity Ofiicer 

Gettysburg College 

A&ninistration 



Gettysburg, PA 
Date Posted: Dec 17, 2013 

http:/Tv,~ww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 52435&o 232497&t LA140306m-0e 

Dean, Faculty of Law 
University of Alberta 
Faculty of Law 
Edmonton, AB, Canada 
Date Posted: Dec. 9, 2013 

http://~wcw.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 52161&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean of the Francis King Carey School of Law 
University of Maryland Francis King Carcy School of Law 
Francis King Carey School of Law 
Baltimor, _’viE) 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

http:i/wa~’.AcademicKeys.com!r?iob 51966&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean and President 
Ave Maria School of Law 
School of Law 
Naples, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 26, 2013 

httl~://~wcw.AcademicKevs.com,’r?iob 51870&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean 
Texas A&M Umversity 
School of Law 
Fort Worth, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 25, 2013 

http://w~nv.AcademicKeys.corpJr?job 51839&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Chair and Faculty Positions 
Abdullah Gul University (AGU) 
Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences 
Kayseri, Kayseri, Turkey 
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2013 

http://v~vw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job 51784&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean, School of La~v 
St. IVlao-’s University 
Law 
San Antonio, TX 
Date Posted: Nov. 25, 2013 

http://w~nv.AcademicKevs.corpJr?iob 51743&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Associate Dean 
KapIan University 
Concord Law School (CLS) 
Los Angeles, CA 
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKeys.com/r?iob 51618&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean 
Nova Southeastern University 
Shepard Broad Law Center 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2013 

httpZ/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51444&o 232497&~LA140306m-6e 

Dean, School of Law 
Washington University in St. Louis 
School of Law 
St Louis, MO 
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2013 

http:i/waa~’.AcademicKeys.com!r?iob 51337&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Dean, Law School 
Wayne State University 
Wayne State University Law- School 
Detroit, M1 



I)ate Posted: NOv. 8, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 51273&o 232497&FLA140306m-6e 

ACADEMIC POSITIONS 

Nt"?&7! Senior Lectureship in Law 

Universi~ College Cork 

Department & Facul~" of Law 

Cork, Ireland 

Date Posted: Mar. 4, 2014 

http://~w.a~.AcademicKcys.com,’r?iob 54277&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

ix,~EW! Multiple Openings for Facul~" in Information Tech. 

Prince Moharmnad Bin Fahd Universi~ 
Department of Continuing Education & Conmmnit’5~ Set’,~ice 
A1Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Feb. 24, 2014 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?iob 54073&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

i’~EW! Multiple Openings for Faculty in the Human Resourc... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University- 
Department of Continuing Education 
A1Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Feb. 24, 2014 

http://~w~av.AcadenricKeys.cor~,’r?iob 54072&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

ix,~W[ Instructors for Preparation Year Program 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
Preparation Year Program 
A1Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Feb 24, 2014 

http://w~’.AcademicKeys.corcd1-?job 54071&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

i’~E;V! Assistant/Associate/& Full Pro£ in Law (English... 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts and Science 
A1Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia 
Date Posted: Feb. 24, 2014 

http:/,’v~vw.AcademicKeys.com/r?job 54070&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

ix,~W! Associate Professorship in Law 
Universit5’ of Copenhagen 
Fa cult5’ of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
Date Posted: Feb. 7, 2014 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 53636&o 232497&FLA140306m-6e 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Law (Tenure-Track) 
Queen’s University 
Facul~ of Law 
Kingston, ON, Canada 
Date Posted: Jan 28, 2014 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe?’s.com/r?iob 53342&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Lecturers/Associate Professors in Accounting 
Xi’an Jiaotong-L~verpool Umversity 
International Business School SuzJaou 
Su7hou, Jiangsu, China 
Date Posted: Dec. 10, 2013 

http:f/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 52209&o 232497&~LA140306m-6e 

Career Counselor JD. 
Charlotte School of Law 
(;enter for Professional Development 
Charlotte, NC 
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?iob 52084&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

Academic Success Lecturer 
Charlotte School of Law 



Academic Success 
Charlotte, NC 
I)ate Posted: Dec. 5, 2013 

http:~/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 52083&o 232497&FLA140306m-6e 

Faculty Openings for 2014 - 2015 
Kuwait ]mernational I.aw School 
Facul~" of Law 
Doha Ci~, Jal-tra, Kuwait 
Date Posted: Nov. 18, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?iob 51548&o 232497&t LA140306ru-2e 

Full-time Facul~ 

King Faisal Univelsi)- 

College of Law 

A1-Ahsa, Eastern Region, SaudiArabia 

Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2013 

http://~w~av.AcademicKeys.com,’r?iob 51218&o 232497&t LA140306m-2e 

Assistant or Associate Professor Appointruents 
University- of British Columbia 

Facul~" of Law 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
Date Posted: Oct. 9, 2013 

http:i/wa~a~’.AcademicKeys.comJr?job 49830&o 232497&t LA140306ru-6e 

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS 

ix.~W! - Vacant postdoc Pos at 1NTRAlaw, Aarhus Universi~ . 

Aarhus Universi~ 
The Department of Law, School of Business and Social Sci. 

Aarhus, Denmark, Denmark 
Date Posted: Mar 3, 2014 

http://w~,w.AcademicKeys.corcdr?job 54241&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

iN~EW! - Vacant PhD Pos. at INTRAlaw, Aarhus Universi~z, De.. 
Aarhus Universit5’ 
The Department of Law, School of Business and Social Sci. 
Aarhus, Denmark 
Date Posted: Mar. 3, 2014 

http://www.AcademicKevs.com/r?iob 54238&o 232497&t LA140306m-Se 

ix.~W! - Postdoctoral fello;vship: European Citizenship 
Universit5’ of Copel~hagen 
Fa cult5’ of Law 
Copenhagen, Denmark 

Date Posted: Feb 28, 2014 

http:Z/www.AcademicKeys.con~’r?iob 54199&o 232497&FLA140306m-6e 

(ilobalTrust Research Prc~ject-Call for Applications 

Tel Av~v Universi~ 
Facul~ of Law 
Tel Aviv, Israel 
Date Posted: Dec. 9, 2013 

http:/Twww.AcademicKe~/’s.com/r?iob 52169&o 232497&t LA140306m-6e 

To view more academic jobs, visit: http://law academickeys.com/ 

Change your email/subscribe directly: 

Do you need to update your email information with us? Proceed to the ~2~1 lowing page: 

http://www.academickevscom/all/user change email.php 

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to conunue to receive this or other e-Fliers li’om Academic Keys? Please proceed to the ~k~llowing page: 

http :/iwww. academickeg s. con~/allisubscribe.php 

L~-SLg3 SC’RIBE: 

This e-Flier was sent to the e-mail address: 



lissa broome@unc edu 

If you would like to unsubscribe l~om further e-Fliers and other correspondence from AcadernicKeys corn, you must proceed to the follo~ving web page: 

http:i/AcademicKe’~,s.comiall/unsubscribephp?email lissa broome~unc.edu 

Your request to unsubscribe will be processed within 24 hours. 

We assure you that we make every attempt to honor requests to unsubscribe. Thank you for your patience[ If you have an?’ further comments or suggestions, please send an ernail to 
EmailUs@Ac ademicKeys, c ora 

Sincerely-, 

Andrea McCarthy 
amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com 
Academic Keys, LLC 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 



From: lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, March 6, 2014 7:14 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: Dean Smith Arl~cle 

Very-nice. 

Sent from lr~5’ iPad 

> On Mar 6. 2014, at 8:50 AM. @nc 1T.com> wrote: 

> 
> If you ha~’en’t already read this 5~ou need to read it It’s tremendous Be sure you scroll down, so you can read the whole article 

> 

>htt ://es n¢~ocom/espr~~h-stor~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Monday, March 10, 2014 10:41 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Mar. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

More on data security. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: BNA ttighlighks <bhigNig@bna.com> 

Date: March 7, 2014 at 8:42:47 PM EST 

To: <lbroome~email.unc.edn> 

Subject: Mar. 10 -- BNA, Inc. Banking Daily 

Banking Daily 

March ~0, 2014, Number 46 

Data Security 

Visa Inc. and NasterCard Inc. announced a new step to push 

payments security forward foilowino recent data breaches, but 

retailers are holdino firm and insist~n0 on an extra layer of 

protection .... 

Derivatives 

Staff of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued 
temporary no-action relief March 6 allowing eligible affiliated 
counterparties to continue to use an "alternative compliance 
framework" to satisfy clearing requirements.., 

Foreign Accounts 
Credit Suisse’s U,S, Clie~ts 
I;r~ Limbo Aroid Tax Prosec~tio~s 

Thousands of Credit Suisse Group AG’s U.S. clients still don’t 
know whether tax authorities will learn their identities as 
prosecutors work to conclude a three-year probe of how the 
bank helped them evade taxes .... 

Cybersecurity 
FTC Official Urges Federa~ Data [~reach 

That Does Not Preeropt Stronger State Laws 

Any federal data security breach legislation enacted by Congress 
should avoid preempting stronger laws at the state level, Federal 

Trade Commissioner Julie Brill said March 7 .... 

Foreign Accounts 
~RS Ar~ues ~4>verei.~j~ Na~k STARS Deal 

The Internal Revenue Service argued that the U.S. District Court 

for the District of Massachusetts should apply the step 

transaction doctrine to Sovereign Bank’s foreign tax credit- 

generating deal with Barclays Bank PLC to collapse.,. 

Foreign Accounts 
New Rules Require C}Ii~a Expatriates 
To Repor~ Overseas Assets, Tra~sactio~s 

Foreign individuals and companies in China are required to 
declare overseas assets and cross-border transactions under 
reporting requirements that took effect Jan. 1 .... 



Foreign Accounts 

The Internal Revenue Service released instructions for Form W- 
8ECI for use by foreign taxpayers in telling the agency that their 
income is effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business, 
updated to reflect the Foreign Account Tax Compliance... 

Securities 
SEC OC:[E Deve~o#it~.g Test for Re~tistra~ts 

The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations is developing an approach to test 
registrants’ level of preparedness for cyber breaches, a senior 
official said March 7 .... 

Securities 

Jesse C. Litvak, a former managing director at New York 
investment bank Jefferies & Co., was convicted March 7 by a 
jury in the U.S. District Court for Connecticut of multiple 
offenses stemming from a scheme to defraud customers 
trading... 

Securities 

~ Arbitration Over $300 ~i~ion~ in Closings 

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. beat back more than $300 million in 
claims from two co-founders of Marvell Technology Group Ltd. 
who alleged the investment bank tricked them into selling shares 
of their company .... 

Consumer Credit 
Consucner Credit in U,S, [~creased 

Consumer borrowing in the U.S. rose at a slower pace in January 
as Americans cut back on their credit-card purchases .... 

Privacy 

The European Commission’s Article 29 Working Party of data 

protection officials from the European Union member states and 

the 21 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) member 

economies March 6 made public a document aimed at helping... 

Privacy 
Congress To~d N~w Cyb~rsecurit’f 

The federal government’s recently released Cybersecurity 
Framework raises potential liability questions for business, a 
matter that will have to be monitored as the plan is implemented, 
lawmakers were told .... 

Money Laundering 
CORP, ECT[ON 

A report in 35 BBD, 2/21/14 incorrectly said that the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) is delegating responsibility for 
examining Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s compliance with anti- 
money laundering regulations to the Financial... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:31 

Jessup, Barbara P - Legal <barb~xa.p.jessup@bankofamerica.com> 

Re: Bank of America 

HI Barbara, 

The legal department (via Ed O’Keefe) is processing the sponsorship. So far no one has registered for the complimentary admissions. You may want to check ruth 

Ed’s office about whether he intends to use one and/or has plans for who will use them. We enconrage your attorneys to register and attend the event. Thanks for your 

interesl. 

Lissa Broome 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Mar 14. 2014, at 3:12 PM, "Jessap, Barbara P - Legal" <_b_ :a_!Lb__a_!:~:p_:i._e_~__s.u_p_~i2)b_gy_fl!_~.i_}_Ln_~_~!.~F:9~?g!> wrote: 

Hello I.issa, 
Do yot~ know which department of Bank of America is sponsoring the UNC Banking h~stitute 2014 program in Charlotte next month, or perhaps the 

name of the sponsor representat~w~? ~f the two com#knentary progran~ tk:kets are no~: being used, we haw~ aevera~ fo~ks in [.ega~ who woukt be 

~n~:erested in attending. 

~arbara 

Barbara P. Jessup 

Bank of America Legal Depa~ment 
214 N T~on Street 
NC1-027-20-05 
Charlotte, NC 28255 
(980) 683-8858 

~_~_~_~[~:~_~_b_~_~_~z[~_~=~_~. 

F~m~ Westedund, Lance S [mailto:lancew@unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~rMay, March 14, 2014 1:41 PN 

T~ Jessup, Barbara P - Legal 

Subjeet~ RE: Bank of America 

Sponsoring organization recOve two complimentary registrations; additiona~ registrants from your organization are expec[ to pay the ]:u]~ rate. So far, 

we do not have anyone fiH~ng the complimentary spots for 

groome 0broome@emaiLunc.edu}. She m~v have ~ Hst of expected sponsor representatives. 

Tha~ks, 

[.a n c ~ 

F~m~ Jessup, Barbara P- Legal 

Sent~ FrMay, March 14, 2014 12:~4 PN 

T~ Westerlund, Lance S 
Su~je¢t~ Bank of America 

Hi Lance, 

Sorry I missed your call, but thank you for your message. Just to confirm - era#ogees from sponsoring organizations do not get a discount on 

registration for the banking institute program that is being held ~n Charlotte next month? I understand there are no group rates, but wanted to make 

sure there is no "sponsor rate". 

Thank you! 

Barbara P. 
Business Support Lead II 
Bank of America Legal Depa~ment 

214 N T~on Street 
NC]-027-20-05 
Charlotte, NC 28255 
(980) 683-8858 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietazy and 

subject to important terms and conditions available at http:i,’~x~x~v~bai~ofamefica.com,’emedldisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
lhis message. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 12:58 PM 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@emaJl.unc.edtv~; Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edw~ 

Replacement PowerPoint 

UNCBI Dodd-Frank.PPTX; ATT00001 htm 

Can one of you reload pp for display’ at Banking Institute and on computer for display at program? 

Thanks. 

Lis~ 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin ibm’a~ded message: 

From: "Horn, Charles M." <chom(~momanlewis.com > 

To: "Broolne, Lissa L" <lbroome~ema~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNCBI DFA panel 

Lissa, 

I really hate to ask you this, but is there a~y way you can substitute the attached PowerPoint presentation tbr that one you tx~sted previously on the 

portal? We just discovered m~ error on one of the slides and wmated m correct it. 

Thanks tbr any help you c~m give us. 

Regards, CH 

Charles M. Horn 
MorgmL Lewis & Bockius LLP 

1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW] Washingtoi~ DC 20004-2541 

Direct: 202.739.5951 ] Main: 202.739.30001 Fax: 202.739.3001 

Mobile: 
chorn,~moiga~llem s.com <mailto:chorn~bmorganlems.com > i www.morganlewis.com<http://www.morganlems.com/> 

DISCLAIMER 
This e- maA1 message is intended only for tile personal use 

of the recipient(s) named above. This message may be an 

attorney-client communication mad as such privileged mad 

confidential mad/or it may include attorney work product. 

If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review, 

copy or distribute this message. If you have received this 

communication in en~or, please notify us immediately by 

e-mail and delete the original message. 



Full Name: joanna@unc.edu 

First Name: joanna@unc.edu 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-6976 

Phone: 

E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=joanna 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Assoc. University Counsel iAdj.Professor 
Department: University Counsel 
office Location: 110 Bynum Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-1617 
Business Phone: (919) 962-6976 
Business Address street: 110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-9105 $ USA 
Initials: C 



Full Name: joanna carey smith 

Last Name: smith 

Middle Name: carey 

First Name: joanna 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-6976 

Phone: 

E-mail: joanna@unc.edu 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Assoc. University Counsel!Adj.Professor 
Department: University Counsel 
office Location: 110 Bynum Hall 

Business Fax: (919) 843-1617 
Business Phone: (919) 962-6976 
Business Address street: 110 Bynum Hall $ 222 East Cameron Avenue $ CB 9105 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-9105 $ USA 
Initials: C j.c.s. 



Full Name: Folt, Carol Lynn 

Last Name: Folt 

Middle Name: Lynn 

First Name: Carol 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

folt@ad.unc.edu 

/o=unc exchange/ou=exchange administrative group 

(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=south_newchancellor,svc4c9 

Details Updated 6/8/2013: 

Company: iL.?. ii~i CI 

Job Title: 

Details Updated 9/25/2013: 

Initials: L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

9/18/2013 1:58:40 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Lissa and CB bi-weekly 

Lissa’s office 

9/16/2013 7:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 PM to 4:00 PM effective 9/16/2013 until 3/10/2014, There are 3 

more occurrences. (UTC-O5:O0) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

10/28/2013 2:49:41 PM 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: Faculty meeting 

Location: boardroom 

Start: 3/6/2014 9:15:00 PM 

End: 3/6/2014 10:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/1/2014 12:00:48 AM 

.~kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/7/2014 8:42:46 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. 

Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 3:30:00 PM 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

When: Friday, February 21, 2014 10:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

Pushingthiscallback 2 weeks and willfollow up via e-mailassoon as possible on sponsorship request. 

Thank you, 

Megan Shavers 

Executive Assistantto Edward P. O’Keefe 

980.386.9019 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subj ect to important terms and conditions available at 
http:iiwww.bankofamerica.comiemaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/17/2014 2:49:38 PM 

Admitted Student 
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2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 
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Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/17/2014 2:49:54 PM 

P&T Meeting at ~L1:00 in 5067 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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2/17/2014 2:49:54 PM 

P&T Meeting at ~L:1:00 in 5067 

2/21/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/19/2014 8:08:49 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 

When: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

megan.shavers@bankofamerica.com [megan.shavers@ bankofamerica.com] 

2/20/2014 8:12:40 PM 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Wright, T. 

Brandon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wrightb] 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance 

Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

2/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/21/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

When: Friday, February 21, 2014 4:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Lisa / Brandon to call Ed’s office at (980) 386-4650 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

Pushingthiscallback 2 weeks and willfollow up via e-mailassoon as possible on sponsorship request. 

Thank you, 

Megan Shavers 

Executive Assistantto Edward P. O’Keefe 

980.386.9019 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subj ect to important terms and conditions available at 
http:iiwww.bankofamerica.comiemaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

;@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/25/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/24/2014 2:16:26 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Banking & Finance chat 

Professor Broome’s Office I 5105 

Start: 2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa (School of Law) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

2/24/2014 3:14:00 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

HOLD - law school picnic in rotunda 

rotunda 

3/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/28/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:35:39 PM 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:36:05 PM 

B School Class at 3:30 

2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/25/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:37:26 PM 

10:30 - :12:00 Working Group at 

2/25/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:38:18 PM 

Meeting at 9:00 with 

2/27/2014 1:00:00 PM 

2/27/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

in Raleigh 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:39:26 PM 

Chancellors’ Scholars Luncheon and 2:30 - 3:30 Meeting with them 

2/28/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

2/24/2014 4:39:45 PM 

3:30 - 4:30 

2/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 
2/28/2014 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=- 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/5/2014 8:57:06 PM 

3/5/2014 9:00:00 PM 
3/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/5/2014 8:57:24 PM 

8:30 

3/6/2014 i:00:00 PM 
3/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/5/2014 8:59:42 PM 

1:30 - 2:45 Michelle’s Office 

3/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

3/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/5/2014 9:24:52 PM 

9:30 Joy and Debbi at South Building 

3/12/2014 1:00:00 PM 

3/12/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/7/2014 8:28:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; file, Vince [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vincent Gregory file (ille)BdO]; Kretchmar, Jen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kretchj]; 

Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Polk, Barbara Jo [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bjpolk]; Rennet, Joy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jrenner]; Brown, 

Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown (mbrown3)aSa] 

Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 

Jackson Hall 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa L; Derickson, Christopher P; Farmer, Stephen M; file, Vince; Kretchmar, Jen; Mosley, Layna; Polk, 

Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; michellebrown@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/7/2014 8:28:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; file, Vince [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vincent Gregory file (ille)BdO]; Kretchmar, Jen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kretchj]; 

Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Polk, Barbara Jo [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bjpolk]; Rennet, Joy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jrenner]; Brown, 

Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown (mbrown3)aSa] 

Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 

Jackson Hall 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa L; Derickson, Christopher P; Farmer, Stephen M; file, Vince; Kretchmar, Jen; Mosley, Layna; Polk, 

Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; michellebrown@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/7/2014 8:28:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Ille, Vince [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vincent Gregory Ille (ille)BdO]; Kretchmar, Jen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kretchj]; 

Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley]; Polk, Barbara Jo [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bjpolk]; Rennet, Joy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jrenner]; Brown, 

Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michelle J.D. Brown (mbrown3)aSa] 

Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 

Jackson Hall 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L; Derickson, Christopher P; Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince; Kretchmar, Jen; Mosley, Layna; Polk, 

Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; michellebrown@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/12/2014 7:40:26 PM 

ASPSA Int. at Loudermilk 

3/19/2014 I:00:00 PM 
3/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/12/2014 7:42:43 PM 

FAC dinner at Chancellor Folt’s 

3/19/2014 I0:00:00 PM 
3/20/2014 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LBROOM E] 

3/12/2014 7:44:35 PM 

Lunch at Bynum Hall 

3/24/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/24/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:12 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:15:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:15:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:04:31 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:05:17 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/26/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/26/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/17/2014 9:05:17 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

ABCs BI update 

Lissa’s office 

3/26/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/26/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Broome, Lissa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/18/2014 6:35:14 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: webcast townhall 

Location: office 

Start: 3/19/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Broome, Lissa L 

Attendees: 

http://ccinfo.unc.edu/town-hall-on-march-19/ 

Webcast 
We will also be webcasting the Town Hall live and recording it for later viewing. The link to login to the webinar is below 

(click on the link, or copy and paste into a browser): 

https://sas.elluminate.com/m.jnlp?sid=2009099&password=M .E0676E31C6FIFSA49032316CA3312F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Julie Moushon [julie.moushon@law.duke.edu] 

3/21/2014 5:02:19 PM 

Julie Moushon [julie.moushon@law.duke.edu]; James Cox [cox@law.duke.edu]; DeMott@law.duke.edu; Mitu Gulati 

[gulati@law.duke.edu]; Kimberly D Krawiec [krawiec@law.duke.edu]; Lawrence G. Baxter [baxter@law.duke.edu]; 

Elisabeth de Fontenay [defontenay@law.duke.edu]; Michael Bradley [bradley@duke.edu]~ Ann M Lipton 

[lipton@law.duke.edu]; Julie Maupin [maupin@law.duke.edu]; Bruce Elvin [elvin@law.duke.edu]; 

eballeis@duke.edu~ Barak Richman [richman@law.duke.edu]; John Buley [john.buley@duke.edu]; Broome, Lissa L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

Jacoby, Melissa B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mjacoby]; Omarova, Saule T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Omarova]; Burk, Bernie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bernard Alan Burk 

(baburk)]; Weidemaier, Marl< [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Weidemai]; Hazen, Thomas Lee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tomhazen]; Polsky, Gregg Douglas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Polsky]; Campbell R. 

Harvey [cam.harvey@duke.edu]; Ming Yang [ming.yang@duke.edu]~ Simon Gervais [simon.gervais@duke.edu]; Prof. 

Steven L. Schwarcz [schwarcz@law.duke.edu] 

Rescheduled: Law and Finance Lunch 

Duke Law, Room 4042 

Start: 4/29/2014 4:15:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Thank you all for your patience with the calendar issues! 

Please join us Tuesday, April 29th at 12:15pm for the Law and Finance Lunch at Duke Law, Room 4042. 

Prof. Cam Harvey will be the presenter and his topic will be "Bitcoin and Contracts". 

Julie Moushon 

Duke University School of Law 

Room 30291 210 Science Drive I Box 90360 I Durham, NC 127708-0360 

PI 919.613.7035 

FI 919.613.7231 
E I julie.moushon@law.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

McCardell, Dan [Dan.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org] 

3/24/2014 2:22:00 PM 

McCardell, Dan [Dan.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Call with Lissa Broome 

Dial-In: 888-242-1836 I Access Code: 8949397 

Start: 3/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Ihis e.~’,’.,<.’.,ii <,say cor~t~ir~ info~rnatio~~ <i~<.’.,t is ~}l~s/ileged o~ co~fi~deli<i~q, I.F you a,~e ~’,o’..’. the i~’,te~~ded ~ecipie~~<, pie&:::se delete the e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/28/2014 5:24:51 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Carlock, Jacqueline S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jcarlock]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Last minute round up- ABCs and BI 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 3/31/2014 2:45:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2014 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S; Broome, Lissa L 

Lissa: 
Can we schedule a meeting for Monday morning with you, me and Jackie to gO o~e~ what Sb~Old be in ~be f~Ide~S a~d 

finali~ l~t ~i~e d~tail~ I suggest I0:30 or so. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

3/28/2014 5:24:51 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Carlock, Jacqueline S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jcarlock]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Last minute round up- ABCs and BI 

Lissa’s office 

Start: 3/31/2014 2:45:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2014 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S; Broome, Lissa L 

Lissa: 
Can we schedule a meeting for Monday morning with you, me and Jackie to g~ o~ ~ha~ ~hOSld be in ~he ~Olde~ add 

finaliZe las~ mi~u~ de~ail~? I suggest 10:30 or so. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/8/2014 3:25:25 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Carlock, Jacqueline S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jcarlock]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; 

Westerlund, Lance S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Westy] 

ABCs and BI review 

Lissa’s office 

6/4/2014 2:00:00 PM 

6/4/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S; Broome, Lissa L; Westerlund, Lance S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CBORTZ] 

4/8/2014 3:55:52 PM 

Bortz, Conrad [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cbortz]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome] 

Subject: 2014 career trek 

Location: TBD 

Start: 10/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Broome, Lissa L 

Attendees: 

Thanks also to Carol for volunteering Mayer Brown to participate in our Career Trek with the Banking Journal students 

on Thursday, October 16. Gene Katz is checking with Wells Fargo to see if Wells might be the bank participant° The 

likely schedule for the day would be 

AM - Visit with Wells Fargo attorneys 

Lunchtime - Lunch at Mayer Brown with Mayer Brown attorneys, Wells attorneys, up to 15 law students, me, and one of 

the staff people from our career office. 

Post-lunch - additional time to meet with Mayer Brown attorneys. 

We will leave for Chapel Hill by 2:30. 

The purpose of this day is to expose students to life in a law firm and in-house, to give them a sense of different career 

paths people have had, and to provide candid advice about career opportunities outside of a formal interview setting. 

Please confirm that the date works for you. Also, our law firm host has typically provided the lunch. 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/14/2013 7:04:37 PM 

Subject: PICK UP 

Start: 5/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/20/2013 10:32:21 PM 

Subject: Airport pick up 

Start: 5/21/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/29/2013 7:03:34 PM 

Subject: Lunch- 

Location: tbd 

Start: 6/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/3/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/13/2013 5:01:47 PM 

Subject: j-lunch 

Start: 10/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/13/2013 5:02:48 PM 

Subject: Lunch 

Start: 10/16/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/16/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/13/2013 9:21:52 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: lunch 

Location: - campus Y 

Start: 11/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/10/2014 5:36:58 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Beth Lyons 

Lyons 

Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cnunn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:08 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

FW: JOMC majors with A & S second majors and minors_May 2014 Graduation 

JOMC_A& S 2nd Maj ors_Minors_SPRING 2014.xlsx; ATT00001.htm 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 

Graduation Coordinator 

Academic Advising Program 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

G017-B Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: 919-962-3758 

http://advising.u nc.edu 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:56 PM 
To: Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn 
Cc: Robinson, Tri¢ia M. 
Subject: Fwd: JOMC majors with A & S second majors and minors_May 2014 Graduation 

Tricia, 

I’ll send this along to our graduation coordinator, Charlotte Waterhouse. 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Tricia M." <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 

Date: March 11, 2014 at 1:40:20 PM EDT 

To: "Cox, Elizabeth Shirer" <escox@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cramer, Richard" <mrcramer@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Sharon Horton" <shiones@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: JOMC majors with A & S second majors and minors_May 2014 Graduation 

Hi Elizabeth, 

I hope you have been well. Attached you will find our list of degree candidates for May who have a second 

major and/or minor(s). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 



Take care, 

Tricia 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

160 Carroll Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-3744 

I~ax: 919-962-0620 

Web: htt~://iomcou~coedu/ 



IStudent Id ’~/Student Last Name First Name Middle Name 1 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCSC 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCSC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

Major 2 SubPlan 

EXSSSA 

Minor1 

MINMUSCUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINHISTUG 

CMPL 

POLI2ND 

MINENGLUG 

MINHISTUG 

Minor 2 

HIST2ND 

POLI2ND 

ROML2ND 

MINANTHUG MINCRWRUG 

MINMASCUG MINENTRUG 

MINSPPMUG 

ROMLSPA 

MINCRWRUG 

MINGEOGUG MINMUSCUG 

PSYA2ND 

MINHISTUG 

CMPL2ND 

AMSTAMS 

ROMLHLC 

HISTHIA 

ROMLSPA 

POLI2ND 

IBIOA2ND 

PLCY2ND 

MINMUSCUG 

MINAFRIUG 

MINENTRUG 

MINCRWRUG 

MINSPHSUG 

MINENTRUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINENGLUG 

MINANTHUG 

MINPHILUG 

MINCINEUG 

iAMST2ND 

iROML2ND 

HIST2ND 

POLI2ND 

ROML2ND 

MINENTRUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINSEJIUG 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

’;BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

iJOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCMM 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCMM 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCMM 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

MINCMPLUG 

MINHISPUG 

MINSPHSUG 

POLI2ND 

MINPHILUG 

MINBUSlUG 

COMMIOC !COMM2ND 

IENGL2ND 

POLI2ND 

~SIA2ND ASIACHN 

ENGL2ND 

ECON2ND 

POLI2ND 

LTAMHUM 

HISTHIM 

EXSSSA 

GEOG2ND GEOGGHA 

COMMMSP 

HIST2ND 

POLI2ND 

ARTH2ND 

EXSS2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

PSYA2ND 

COMM2ND 

POLI2ND 

PWAD2ND 

POLI2ND 

COMMMSP 

PWAD2ND 

WMST2ND 

PLCY2ND 

MINMUSCUG 

MINCRWRUG 

MINCRWRUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINHISPUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINGEOGUG 

MINSOSTUG 

MINSEJIUG 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

;BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCSC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

ECON2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

~MST2ND AMSTSOU 

EXSS2ND EXSSSA 

iHIST2ND 

IENGL2ND 

!POLI2ND 

MINSPPMUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINWMSTUG 

MINRELIUG 

MINEDUCUG 

HISTHIA 

MINMUSCUG 

MINSPPMUG 

~NGT2ND 

MINRELIUG 

MINPPEUG 

MINITALUG 

MINENTRUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINCRWRUG 

MINENGLUG 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

ENGL2ND 

MINENTRUG 

ECON2ND 

ROMLFFS 

COMMMSP 

COMMMSP 

ENGL2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

COMM2ND 

SOMM2ND 

MINANTHUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINMANTUG 

MINSPPMUG 

POLI2ND 

MINSEJIUG 

COMMMSP 

MINANTHUG 

MINSPPMUG 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

~BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BABUJO 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCRP PSYA2ND 

JOMCPJ MINBUSIUG 

JOMCPR POLI2ND 

JOMCAD MINISYSUG MINSPPMUG 

JOMCEG MINMUSCUG 

JOMCPR AMSTSOU 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCMM 

JOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

iPOLI2ND 

iROML2ND ROMLFFS 

MINENTRUG 

MINISYSUG 

MINMUSCUG MINRELIUG 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

SOMM2ND COMMMSP 

MINPPEUG 

MINHISTUG 

POLI2ND 

PSYB2ND 

P SYA2 N D 

PWAD2ND 

COMMIOC 

COMMIOC 

EXSSSA 

GLBLIPA 

SOMM2ND 

COMM2ND 

EXSS2ND 

GLBL2ND 

COMM2ND 

MINENGLUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINHISTUG 

PWAD2ND 

GLBL2ND GLBLIPW MINCRWRUG 

MINMUSCUG 

GLBL2ND GLBLIPW 

MINHISPUG 

MINENGLUG 

MINRELIUG 

COMMIOC 

MINSOSTUG 



BAJOMC JOMCAD COMM2ND COMMMSP MINITALUG 

BAJOMC JOMCPR MINWMSTUG 

BAJOMC JOMCRP POLI2ND MINWGSTUG 

BAJOMC JOMCBEJ MINHISPUG 

BAJOMC JOMCRP POLI2ND MINENTRUG 

MINMUSCUG 

COMMIOC 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCMM 

JOMCEG 

COMM2ND 

JOMCMM 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

PSYA2ND 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BABUJO 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

MINPHILUG 

MINFRENUG 

POLI2ND 

MINJAPNUG 

GLBL2ND GLBLIPL 

GLBL2ND GLBLTCW 

MINJAPNUG 

JOMCBEJ MINGEOGUG 

JOMCRP GLBL2ND GLBLIPL 

JOMCEG MINBUSlUG 

JOMCAD MINGEOLUG 

JOMCSC MINHISPUG 

JOMCRP MINSPPMUG 

JOMCPR MINENTRUG 

MINHISPUG 

POLI2ND 

#VMST2ND 

HIST2ND HISTHIE 

ENGL2ND 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCEG 

JOMCEG 

MINENGLUG 

MINSUSTUG 

MINWGSTUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINPORTUG 

MINSOSTUG 

MINENGLUG 

MINSPPMUG 

MINHISTUG 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

’~JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

GSLL2ND 

~NTH2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

GLBL2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

MINHISPUG 

GSLLLIT 

MINARABUG 

MINHISTUG 

MINCRWRUG MINENGLUG 

GLBLIPA 

MINCRWRUG 

MINHISPUG 

HIST2ND HISTHIA MINHISPUG 

MINENTRUG 

RELI2ND 

MINENGLUG 



JOMC NOTES 

course 



know. 





JOMC ELECTIVE let me know if you need a copy of the letter allowing this. 

TREQ -Western Europe area, TREQ -Western Europe area, TREQ -ITAL 

~’E"~" ~"~"~ 



TREQ -media production concentration / TREQ -ITA/ , REQ -ITAL 

ENTR: ART .elective course. If you need letter, please let me know; TREQ -POLl elective 

~’E"G’ ~"~"~ 

JOMC -we have a letter in her file. If you need a copy, let me know 

TREQ level HIST, TREQ level HIST, TREQ level HIST, TREQ level HIST 

,,/~R,E,~ ~,,~,,~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 3:03 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

FERPA 

MARY WlLLINGHAM C SSAC Letterhead REGISTRAR .doc 

Dear Mary, 

I have attached an important letter to you that requires a response by noon on Wednesday, April 16. 

I would have preferred to deliver this letter to you in person. But, 

letter by email, return receipt requested. I will also have a hard copy delivered to your office. 

Take care. 

, I am sending the 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 6:58 PM 

Willinghaan, MaW C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Donna Lopiaaao ~ @gmafil.com>; Allen Sack ~ @yahoo.com>; Andrew ZimbaJist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Geny 
Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vennontlaw.edu> 

Re: Alexander and Burr --- Whoa!!! 

Haaag in there--what is your take on this supposed research review? Very surprised the investigators did not talk to you directly to discuss. 

Dave 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 6:43 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <m~illi~.~ham z tmc,edt~> wrote: 

I asked Burr (Chris Toppings) if we can meet with him. Plan to follow up with a phone call Monday. 

I’m fine- have Wainstein at 11:30 on Monday- investigation #8 at UNC. He’s the $990 per hour guy, and was a Homeland Security SpeciaJist with the 

Bush Admin. I’m not sure about my job security- maybe he can help. Doubt it. Mary 

Ma~ Willinghaan 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 1:16 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" < ol~.io,ed~.~> wrote: 

Also--Mary hang in them. Don’t let yesterday stop you!! I am stunned that the reviewers never talked to you or looked at all the data. 

Dave 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse aaay errors 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 1:01 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < wrote: 

Maybe Mary should give Buffs office a call and remind him we caane to him with the aaaswer... 

Donna A. Lopiaaao, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

www,SportsMa~:~.ageme~:~.fl~,eso~.~rces,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiaaao < @gmafil.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 7:01 AM 

Willinghaan, Mary C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Re: Alexander and Burr --- Whoa!!! 

Haaag in there Mary...the haxder they fight, the more you know you are right. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

On Sat, Apr 12, 2014 at 6:43 PM, Willinghaan, Mary C.              ~.mc.ed~.~> wrote: 

I asked Burr (Chris Toppings) if we caaa meet with him. Plaaa to follow up with a phone call Monday. 

I’m fine- have Wainstein at 11:30 on Monday- investigation #8 at UNC. He’s the $990 per hour guy, and was a Homeland Security Specialist with the Bush Admin. 

I’m not sure about my job security- maybe he can help. Doubt it. Mary 

Mary Willingb_aan 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 1:16 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" < ~o1~. o e& > wrote 

Also--Mary hang in there. Don’t let yesterday stop you!! I am stunned that the reviewers never talked to you or looked at all the data. 

Dave 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse aaay errors 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 1:01 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < .;~a.~_._zmail.com> wrote: 

Maybe Mary should give Buffs office a call and remind him we caane to him with the aaaswer... 

-e~.dm~.~ers-~omens-~%-ix-:}1?orts at~iclei254 7108 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

202~-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

www.SportsMa~:~.ageme~:~.tReso~.~rces.com 



Peer Tutoring Info and Data from the CSSAC Annual Report - 2013 and 

Syllabus for EDUC 399 - Spring 2013 and EDUC 387 - Spring 2014 

Peer Tutoring 

The Learning Center’s Undergraduate Peer Tutoring program continues to be a robust offering that’s 

appreciated by hundreds of students yearly. As currently configured, the Learning Center provides 

content tutoring in two forms and in two locations: drop-in tutoring on the second floor of Dey Hall on 

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings and by-appointment tutoring (new this year) in the Learning Centers 

reconfigured space. Peer tutors provide support for traditionally challenging large courses in math, 

science, statistics, foreign language, and others as requested by students. Peer tutoring takes place 

during fall and spring semesters and on a smaller scale during summer sessions. 

Tutors were chosen in one of two ways: either by enrolling in EDUC 399 (now numbered EDUC 387) or 

through the work-study program. EDUC 399 (387) is a three-hour pass/fail credit course offered to 

undergraduates offered both fall and spring semesters; some students also participate in group training 

while serving as content tutors. Students chosen through EDUC 399 (387) covered drop in tutoring in 

Dey Hall, while those hired through the work-study program were added to the calendar system and 

offered appointment tutoring in Learning Center spaces. All Peer Tutor Applicants must have 

completed at least 2 semesters at Carolina and have an overall 3.0 GPA or higher, grades in specific 

courses tutored must be a B or above, and language tutors must have a faculty endorsement. All tutors 

received training and supervision from Tutoring Program Coordinator. 

Summer School 2012 Peer Tutoring 

Summer School provided funding to alleviate any "tutoring void" during the year. This funding allowed 

for nine tutors who provided 376 tutoring sessions across 20 subjects. Tutoring took place on the 3rd 

floor of Davis Library (a change in location from previous summers), and chemistry, computer science 

and math were the most popular subjects. All tutors had worked previous semesters as either Drop-In or 

By-Appointment tutors. The new appointment calendar system was piloted with the SSII tutors. 

Foil 2012/Spring 2013 Peer Tutoring 

Mary Willingham and (graduate assistant) continued to make strides to improve our peer and 

appointment tutoring programs. Recruiting efforts focused specifically on outreach to a diverse pool of 

tutor applicants. Two tutors who joined in the spring were part of the Millennial Scholar group aligning 

with campus efforts to increase resource awareness for our black male population. This year 68 students 

during the fall semester, and 72 students during spring semester enrolled and completed EDUC 399 

(387). In addition, there were nine work-study tutors and one graduate student (volunteer) tutor. 

Initiatives this year included training and implementing the new appointment calendar system to record 

walk-in tutoring at Dey Hall, as well as the implementation of adding more appointment tutors. Twelve 

returning Dey HalI/EDUC 399 (387) tutors offered three hours of one-on-one tutoring at The Learning 

Center outside of the Tuesday/Wednesday night hours. Appointment tutoring was held in the Learning 



Center Sunday evening through Friday late day, offering more options to students. Spring tutoring 

continues to be in considerably less demand than fall tutoring. Some additional changes were made to 

update the training and course materials, including a videotaped presentation of how to refer students 

to the Learning Center for academic coaching. A Qualtrics exit survey was deployed by a student during 

spring of 2013.*** 

Peer Tutorin~l Data for 2012 - 2013 

Program Name 

Peer Tutoring--Dey Hall 

Peer Tutoring--By AppL 

Total # of Appointments 

1918 

1161 

Total # of Unique Students 

952 

593 

Course Syllabus: Peer Tutoring Spring 2013 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

EDUC 399 (387): Peer Tutoring 

Spring 2013 

Tuesdays (Section 001) & Wednesdays (Section 002) 

6-9 p.m., Dey Hall, 2nd floor 

Program Coordinator & Instructor: MaryWillingham 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 

Graduate Assistant: 

@live.unc.edu 

Course Web Site: https://sakai.unc.edu 



RETURNING TUTORS: WEEK 2 OF TRAINING AT 8PM - PANEL DISCUSSION, PLEASE JOIN 

Semester Schedule 

1/9 

DEY HALL 2nd floor 

Fraining for new tutors-Part 1 

Assignment 1 

~Vhat Is Good Tutoring? 

9iscussion Board-Forums 

1/15 & 1/16 

DEY HALL 2nd floor Fraining for new tutors- Part 2* 

~1/16 

;~ART 1 & 2 of training 

Assignment 2 

~trategies for Specific Fields 

9iscussion Board-Forums 



1/22 &1/23 

DEY HALL 2nd floor 

1/29 &1/30 

2/5 & 2/6 

2/12 & 2/13 

2/19 & 2/20 

2/26 & 2/27 

3/5 & 3/6 

[utoring begins 

Futoring 

Futoring 

Futoring 

Futoring 

Futoring 

Assignment 3: Advertising 

3ue no later than Friday 2/1 

%dvertise tutoring to a class or group 

9iscussion Board-Forums 

%ssignment 4 - Observation and Feedback 

3bservation and Feedback continued 

3bservation and Feedback continued 

:inish up Observation and Feedback 

9iscussion Board - Forums 

%ssignment 7- What type of learning has taken place for 

!ou and your tutees? 

)iscussion Board Assignment - Forums 

9ue before you leave for spring break. ENJOY! 

No tutoring this week (Spring Break) week of 3/11 



3/19 & 3/20 

DEY HALL 2nd floor 

3/26 & 3/27 

4/2 & 4/3 

4/9 & 4/10 

4/16 & 4/17 

4/23 & 4/24 

Dey Hall#206 

[utoring 

[utoring 

rutoring 

[utoring 

rutoring 

Welcome Back! - Get a head start on assignment 

below. 

Assignment 8 - Recruit Peer Tutors for fall 

ligh traffic in math, science, comp science areas. 

:ontest to recruit the most folks with prizes!! Have 

’our recruits use your name at the bottom of the 

]pplication. 

%ssignment 9 - Peer Tutor Application (to return) 

earnin~center.unc.edu Information/Reference 

=orm 

~osted at forms link 

%ssignment 10 - Help us to improve the training 

¯ or EDUC 399. Choose a training topic that is 

:ontent specific that you can demonstrate to a 

lew tutor. Perhaps this is something that has 

lelped you to be successful with your 

;ubject/major. 

Use your training topic and create a 

~andout/flyer/video/picture to be used at tutor 

:raining in the fall.Prepare 1-3 minute training 

~emo for next week. 

No tutoring 

rRAINING DEMO PRESENTATIONS 

Pizza and Drinks will be available! 



Accessibility Resources 

For a condition which may require accommodations to ensure equal access to this course, please 

contact the Department of Disability Services: 

Web: 

O//i c e : 

Phone: 

http://accessibility.unc.ed u/ 

Suite 2126, SASB North 

962-8300 

E-maih accessibility@ unc.ed u 

Assignments 

All assignment descriptions and directions are posted on Sakai 

MANDATORY DIGITAL RECORD KEEPING OF ALL TUTOR SESSIONS: 

ELECTRONIC LOG IN FOR TUTOR AND STUDENT SEEKING TUTORING 

http://learningcenter.unc.edu/ 

open appointment link 

¯ ~Results of Peer Tutoring Survey: Spring 2013 

Highlights of Survey 

¯ Less than ] % response rate 
¯ About 50% of the users of peer tutoring were first timers 



¯ First year students are: 

o 2 times more likely than sophomores to use PT 

o 5 times more likely than juniors to use PT 

o 14 times more likely than seniors to use PT 

¯ First Years accounted for 56% of all tutees at Peer Tutoring 

Highlights of Survey 

¯ Women are 5 times more likely to use peer tutoring services than men 

¯ Mathematics was the most popular subject to be tutored in 

¯ Chemistry and economics were tied for the second most popular subject 

¯ On average, it is popular for tutees to show up to peer tutoring 3 days before an exam 

¯ Best source for learning about peer tutoring was from classmates and friends 

Course Syllabus: Peer Tutoring Spring 2014 

Peer Tutoring (EDUC 387) Spring 2014 

Course Information 

Section 001 Tuesday 6-9 pm 
Section 002 Wednesday 6-9 pm 

Instructor: Mary Willingham, mwillingham@unc.edu 
Office hours - appointment calendar: http://learningcenter.unc.edu 
TA                        ~)live.unc.edu 
Office hours in addition to Tuesday and Wednesday night at Dey Hall, please email to make an 
appointment. 

Course Goals and Format 

Wkat will tkis course cover? Wkat will we focus on ? 

All peer tutors must successfully complete the 6 hour tutor training program followed by a 30 
hour practicum. 

Foundations of Tutoring: Principles and Practices 
An introduction to the principles and practices of peer tutoring, including the theoretical 
background of learning theories and related methodologies of one-on-one tutorials and small 



group cooperative learning. Focus will include philosophy, procedures, and hands-on practice to 
prepare students to become competent in the peer tutorial process. 

Goals/Objectives of the Course: The goal of the course is to train students to become effective 
tutors. Students will gain a comprehensive view of the tutoring process. The course will teach 
students how to peer tutor in content area, addressing study skills and learning strategies with the 
goal of fostering student success and independent learning. 

Gradin  

This course is graded pass/fail. Passing requires completing all assignments and attending the 
mandatory training One absence is allowed. Attendance is recorded each night at Dey Hall. 
Changing nights is discouraged as each night is balanced with specific course content tutors and 

posted at the Learning Center website. DISCUSSION FORUM POSTS SHOULD BE A 

MINIMU~I OF 2 PARAGRAPHS EACH° 

Topics Covered in Tutor Training 

1. Definition of tutoring 

2. Tutoring guidelines 
3. Techniques for beginning and ending a tutor session 

4. Adult learners, learning theory, learning styles 
5. Assertiveness and/or handling difficult situations 

6. Role modeling 
7. Setting goals and planning 

8. Communication skills 
9. Active listening and paraphrasing 

10. Referral skills 
11. Study skills 

12. Critical thinking skills 
13. Compliance with ethics and philosophy of the tutor program - UNC Honors Code 

14. Modeling problem solving 
15. Setting boundaries for overuse/abuse of tutoring assistance 

What are the goals for this course? 
At the end of this course a student should provide evidence that they can effectively... 

1. Explain the process of a successful tutoring session 



2. Critically analyze another tutor’s session and provide useful comments on what was 
useful and what could be improved 

3. Apply course knowledge to future content tutoring and teaching 
4. Critically interpret the learning needs and strategies of a tutee in a tutoring session 

What are the goals of a service-learning course? 
According to the Service-Learning Pedagogy Guide distributed by the Apples office, service 
learning is a "course-based educational experience in which students participate in an organized 
service activity that meets identified community needs and integrates the service activity in such 
a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a broader appreciation of the discipline 
and an enhanced sense of personal valued and civic responsibility. 

In accordance with the pedagogy, the goals of service-learning course are to: 

1. Employ experiential and reflective education 
2. Intentionally integrate academic learning and relevant community service 

3. Maintain a reciprocal collaboration between campus and community partners 
4. Use service to enhance learning 
5. Provide structured time for critical reflection 

What is the format of the course? 

This course offers 6 hour of intensive tutor training during the first two weeks of class. A book 
and research articles are used as well as supplemental resources. The 30 hour practicum is 
enhanced by continued learning organized in course content groups of 4-6 students. These will 
be the discussion groups to engage with during each week using the weekly tutoring lesson 
theme. 

What text(s) do I need for this class? 
Put the Pencil Down: Essentials of Tutoring, by Marcia Toms--Available in the Student Store. 

Supplemental resources and research will be listed on the Sakai site. 

Electronic Record Keeping 

All tutors must sign in electronically after collecting their name tag by the front door. Each tutee 

is required to enter information before the tutoring session. Before the tutee leaves, they must 

sign out. It is the responsibility of the tutor to make sure that all tutees are logged in and out. 

Tutoring sessions should last one hour. 

Weekly Assignments 

Important: Please refrain from using tutees names in your forum discussions. 



Assignment 1 - What is good tutoring? - Forum on Sakai 
Read PTPD - Chapter 1 

January 14 & 15 
Training for new tutors - Part II 
Assignment 2 - Strategies for specific course content - Forum on Sakai 
Content discussion groups will be formed and assigned 
Read PTPD - Chapter 2 

January 21 & 22 
Tutoring begins 
Assignment 3 - Advertise tutoring to a class/professor/campus group 
Post at Forum on Sakai 

January 28 & 29 
Tutoring 
Assignment 4 - What are common tutee questions/problems? 
Group Forum on Sakai 
Respond to two people in your group. 
Read Chapter 4 

February 4 & 5 
Tutoring 
Assignment 5 - What has it been like to get tutees to do the talking and the work in your 
sessions? 
Group Forum on Sakai 
Read Chapter 5 

February 11 & 12 
Tutoring 
Work on Observations with your content group 
Read Chapter 6 

February 18 & 19 
Tutoring 
Assignment 6 - What type of learning has taken place? What resources and test prep/predictions 
have come up in with your tutees? Respond to two people in your group 
Forum on Sakai 



Read Chapter 7 

Februa _ry 25 & 26 
Tutoring 
Mid -term Assignment - Observation and Feedback 

March 4 & 5 
Tutoring 
Mid -term Assignment - Observation and Feedback Due - drop box 

March 11 & 12 
Spring Break 

March 25 & 26 
Tutoring 
Learning Styles 
Read Chapter 8 
Assignment 7 - Post a current research article on Learning Styles and explain why/how it is 
relevant to tutoring. 
Forum on Sakai 

April 1 & 2 
Tutoring 
Direct Techniques of Tutoring 
Read Chapter 9 

April 8 & 9 
Tutoring 

Recruit Tutors for Spring - and/or fill out application to return 

April 15 & 16 
Tutoring/Final Proj ect-Intro, Forum on Sakai Post 

April 22 & 23 
Final Projects Due- 500 word essay 
How have you improved as a tutor? What recommendations do you have for new tutors? Be 
prepared to discuss your essay in your content groups and present to the class. 
Pizza and Soda will be provided 

Accessibility Resources 
For a condition which may require accommodations to ensure equal access to this course, 
please contact the Department of Disability Services: 
Web: ~:!!accessibility., uric, edu/ 
Office: Suite 2126, SASB North 
Phone: 962-8300 
E-mail: accessibilitv@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

allen sack          @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 12:12 PM 

louis.mangini@mail.house.gov; Alexa Combelic 
<alexa_combelic@murphy. senate.gov>; James Mikolowsky 
<James_mikolowsky@blumenthal. senate.gov> 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com>; Brian Porto 
<BPORTO@vermontlaw. edu>; andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith. edu>; David ridpath 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Gerald Gurney @gmail.com>; Willingham, Mary (2. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Senator’s Alexander and Burr 

Legislative Staff Members (Congresswoman DeLauro, Senators Murphy and Blumenthal) 

I am sure that you are all aware of the remarks made by Senator’s Alexander and Burr on the 
unionization of college athletes. ~:h’washinqtonexaminer.com/unionization-would-destro 
sports-senators-say/article/2547137 VVhat they fail to mention is that it is the current NCAA that 
has destroyed college sports by transforming it into just another commercial spectacle and giving 
coaches control over athletes that has all of the trappings of employment. The NLRB in the 
Northwestern case has simply exposed the NCAA and its member institution’s failure to achieve its 
stated mission of maintaining a clear line of demarcation between professional and collegiate sports. 
The athletes at Northwestern are not professionalizing college sports. They are merely responding to 
a system that already treats them like employees. The CAP Act offers a plan to end the college 
athletics arms race, restore athletes’ status as students, defend gender equity, and provide athletes 
from all NCAA Divisions with academic and medical benefits. If the CAP Act is passed labor unions 
for athletes will be unnecessary. The CAP Act also proposes a reasonable way to pay for all of this. 

Regards, 

Allen Sack 
President, 
The Drake Group 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

AT 
CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Advising Programs in the 
College of Art s and Sciences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

T he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3110, SteeleBuilding 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3105 

internet: htlp ://www.un c. edu/advisin g 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Professors of: 

LEC (     ) 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Alice Dawson, Senior Assistant Dean 

Student Absence PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that Ms..          due to a death in the 
immediate family      has gone home and will likely be absent this week. 
Please provide her with assistance in making up work missed. 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authority to 
prescribe attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse 
absences from classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you 
have questions or if you need additional information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 11:58 AM 

Maitland, Theresa L <tmafitlan@email.unc.edu>; Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem~emafil.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

<candicef@email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>;                @live.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 

<fred claxk@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@emafil.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dam <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Guevarra, Perciva] Villegas 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Scott, Mavgie B. <mscott@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell 

<josmell@email.unc.edu>; Bachenheimer, Aaron H <bachenhe@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Alexis Monet <alexis@unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 

<sbmaloy@ema~l.unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@ema~l.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@ema~l.unc.edu>; Covington, Mary 

Maxgaret <maW covington@unc.edu>; Windle, Maureen A <mawindle@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Tiflhny <tmbailey@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Hoffarth, Saxah Andrea <hoffarth@emafil.unc.edu>; Rowe, Sarah <SarahRowe@unc.edu>; Mann, April Selena <asmann@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Hoover, Shaaadol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~vopp@unc.edu>; Patterson, Tony 

<Tony Patterson@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; Baum, Patty <pbaum@admissions.unc.edu>; Mohaaaty, Suchi 

<smohaaaty@emafil.unc.edu>; Wuenschel, Jill <jwuensch@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewis@emafil.unc.edu>; Kendall, Ritchie D 

<rkendall@email.unc.edu>; Parkins, Leslie C <leslie~oarkins@unc.edu>; Deardorfl; Duane L <duane.deardorff@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Deborah J <djjones@email.unc.edu>; Palsha, Sharon A <spalsha@email.unc.edu>; DeSaix, Jeaaa <jdesaix@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly 

A <leek@email.unc.edu>; McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Hazeltine, 
Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu>; Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@ema~l.unc.edu>;            @gma~l.com; Wa]ker, Christy A. 

<walkerca@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimbefly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Cobb, N. Nicole <nncobb@email.unc.edu>; Thornton, Dan F 

<dan thornton@unc.edu>; Danielewicz, Jane M <janedan@email.unc.edu>; Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Guevarra, Percival 

Villegas <percival.gv@unc.edu>; Cromwell, Adrienne Yinenne <acromwel@emafil.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Willinghaan, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Blaaaton, Robin C <rcb@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad.unc.edu> 

Writing Center Midnight Maxathon 

Midnight Maxathon Flyer:jpg 

Dear Friends of the Writing Center, 

Please help us promote this fantastic event to students, last year, over 100 students came for the writing marathon! We look forward to more this year. Please 
share this with students and colleagues: 
Join us in the Writing Center on Monday, April 21st, 6 pm to midnight, to make the final push on semester papers. 
There will be food, prizes, fun study breaks, and tutors available for consultations. Check out the flyer 
(http://writingcenter.web.unc.edu/files/2014/O4/Midnight-Marathon-FIver.ipg) for more details. 
Register here: http://tinyurl.com/writeti112. 
Thanks very much! 

G[gi Taylor, Ph,D. 

ESL Specia[ist~ The Writing Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

+J. 9J.9 962 77].0 

ESL Resources for Students 

Strategies for Instructors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cnunn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

FW: back to you with mw 

JOM(2_AS 2nd Maj ors_SPRING 2014.xl sx 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 

Graduation Coordinator 

Academic Advising Program 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
G017-B Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: 9:19-962-3758 

http://advising.u nc.edu 

From: Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 9:20 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: back to you with mw 

I updated the spreadsheet by taking out the students with just minors - should be easier for you to work on next week. 

Thanks again for the help! 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 

Graduation Coordinator 

Academic Advising Program 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

G017-B Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: 919-962-3758 

http://advising.u nc.edu 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn 
Subject: back to you with mw 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



Student Id Last Name First Name Middle Name Major 1 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

’~BAJOMC 

’~BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

Major 2 

EXSS2ND 

POLI2ND 

HIST2ND 

POLI2ND 

ROML2ND 

PSYA2ND 

CMPL2ND 

POLI2ND 

BIOA2ND 

PLCY2ND 

~,MST2ND 

ROML2ND 

SubPlan 

EXSSSA 

ROMLSPA 

AMSTAMS 

ROMLHLC 

BAJOMC JOMCBEJ HIST2ND HISTHIA 

BAJOMC JOMCPR POLI2ND 

BAJOMC JOMCAD ROMLSPA 

BAJOMC JOMCBEJ 

BAJOMC JOMCPR SOMM2ND COMMIOC 

BAJOMC JOMCAD ENGL2ND 

BAJOMC JOMCMM ~ 

BAJOMC JOMCPR ~SIA2ND ASIACHN 

ENGL2ND 

ECON2ND 

POLI2ND 

LTAM2ND 

HIST2ND 

POLI2ND 

~RTH2ND 

POLI2ND 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCMM 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

EXSS2ND 

GEOG2ND 

COMM2ND 

LTAMHUM 

HISTHIM 

EXSSSA 

GEOGGHA 

COMMMSP 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCSC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCAD 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

POLI2ND 

PSYA2ND 

COMM2ND 

PWAD2ND 

POLI2ND 

PWAD2ND 

#VMST2ND 

PLCY2ND 

ENGL2ND 

ECON2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

COMMMSP 

~MST2ND AMSTSOU 

EXSS2ND EXSSSA 

HIST2ND HISTHIA 

ENGL2ND 

VINGT2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

ENGL2ND 

ECON2ND 

ROML2ND 

POLI2ND 

COMM2ND 

SOMM2ND 

POLI2ND 

ARTH2ND 

COMM2ND 

PSYA2ND 

POLI2ND 

POLI2ND 

ROML2ND 

POLI2ND 

ROMLFFS 

COMMMSP 

COMMMSP 

COMMMSP 

~MST2ND AMSTSOU 

ENGL2ND 

ROMLFFS 



BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPJ 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

JOMCPR 

JOMCPR 

JOMCEG 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCMM 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCEG 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

POLI2ND 

SOMM2ND COMMMSP 

POLI2ND 

PSYB2ND 

P SYA2 N D 

PWAD2ND 

SOMM2ND 

EXSS2ND 

GLBL2ND 

PWAD2ND 

SLBL2ND 

COMMIOC 

COMMIOC 

EXSSSA 

GLBLIPA 

GLBLIPW 

GLBL2ND GLBLIPW 

BAJOMC JOMCPR SOMM2ND COMMIOC 

BAJOMC JOMCAD COMM2ND COMMMSP 

BAJOMC JOMCRP POLI2ND 

BAJOMC JOMCRP POLI2ND 

COMMIOC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

JOMCPR 

JOMCAD 

JOMCPR 

JOMCMM 

JOMCEG 

JOMCRP 

JOMCSC 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

JOMCEG 

JOMCAD 

JOMCSC 

JOMCBEJ 

JOMCRP 

JOMCPR 

JOMCRP 

JOMCAD 

COMM2ND 

P SYA2 N D 

POLI2ND 

GLBL2ND 

GLBL2ND 

POLI2ND 

#VMST2ND 

HIST2ND 

ENGL2ND 

POLI2ND 

GSLL2ND 

GLBLIPL 

GLBLTCW 

GLBLIPL 

POLI2ND 

GLBL2ND 

POLI2ND 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

BAJOMC 

HISTHIE 

GSLLLIT 

~NTH2ND 

POLI2ND 

GLBLIPA 



~,£, II~OMCRP HIST2ND 

AJOMC ~ RELI2N 



JOMC NOTES 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:33 PM 

Maitland, Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 
<krademacher@unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Shambley, 
Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; 

@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: Coverage for 0118 today / 0118 this evening 

Theresa, 

No, you don’t need to make any changes in procedures with your Office Assistants. 

We can discuss this tomorrow, if you like. 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 14, 2014, at 3:53 PM, "Maitland, Theresa L" <tmaitlan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does that mean we should do that with the folks up here as well? 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 3:10 PM 
To: Maitland, Theresa L; Rademacher, Kristen N; Perry, Christina; Blanton, Robin C; Willingham, Mary C.; 
Shambley, Billie K 
Cc: Abels, Kimberly Town;            Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Coverage for 0118 today / 0118 this evening 

I talked with     and as a one-time measure we’ll move peer tutoring from 0:1:18 over to the Writing 

Center this evening. 

Per Kim, if an OA will be by herself we’ll direct her to carry out her work hours over in the Writing Center. 

Thanks! 

From: Maitland, Theresa L [mailto:tmaitlan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:50 PM 
To: Rademacher, Kristen; Perry, Christina; Blanton, Robin; Willingham, Mary; Shambley, 
Billie 
Cc: Abels, Kimberly 
Subject: RE: Coverage for 0118 today / 0118 this evening 

Hi 

totally agree that moving the OA and tutoring to the WC makes sense. I feel the same concern about the 

OAs upstairs if there is no back up for them. 



F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 2:46 PM 
To: Rademacher, Kristen N; Maitland, Theresa L; Perry, Christina; Blanton, Robin C; Willingham, Mary C.; 
Shambley, Billie K 
Cc: Abels, Kimberly Town 
Subject: Coverage for 0118 today / 0118 this evening 

Hi All: 

With Billie out the next few weeks and with Robin, Mary, and I not generally in 0118 from 9-5, I’ve been 

worried about leaving an OA alone by herself. My concern was compounded this morning when Robin and 

I received a message from Mary via Billie that a stranger was wanting to deliver a package to Mary. And 

that if a package did arrive for Mary in 0118 that we should definitely not open it. 

I was packing up my stuff this afternoon to head out, and the OA on duty seemed nervous about being left 

by herself. I hadn’t even mentioned the package stuff yet. So, I cancelled my doctor’s appointment and am 

staying here. While I doubt that this is a major concern, I do feel that there should be a staff member here 
with the undergraduates today. 

I, unfortunately, have to leave at 5:00 pm to attend                . And there’s still peer tutoring this 

evening. My suggestion for this evening is to move peer tutoring over the Writing Center where there will 

be a lot more people (and some graduate students) around. If you all agree, I’II clear this with I don’t 
have any more information than what was contained in the original e-mail. 

Please let me know your thoughts / suggestions. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <            ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:18 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Allen Sack <         ~yahoo.com>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; ridpath697. 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto 
<bporto@vermontlaw. edu> 

Re: Athletic Scholarship Room and Board = Taxable Income 

I’ve asked Gerry to find out if "scholarship" and payment for services rendered are independent concepts. I, like 
you, expect not...that once the NLRB applies the employee definition, all of it is payment for services rendered 
even if they call it a scholarship and even if it is used for tuition and fees. 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
ww~a~. SportsMar~agementRe sources, corn 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 6:48 AM, Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> wrote: 
my understanding is that room and board would be taxed only if it is above the threshold of taxable income 
and even then only that portion of room and board that is above the threshold, the real issue here is how the 
scholarship is counted if the student-athletes are deemed employees, my guess is that it all becomes taxable 
income, but the IRS can invent whatever rule it wants. 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 5:44 AM, Donna Lopiano <, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Did you guys know this? Brian - can you check re: your legal eagles with tax expertise? I assume 
this is true...do folks who earn income (let’s assume $6000 for room and board) below $10,000 or 

below a certain amount pay taxes ¯9 

Degree Candidate 

For any of the scholarship to be tax-free, the athlete has to be a degree candidate. To the Internal Revenue 
Service, that means several criteria are met. The athlete must be pursuing a degree (though they don’t have 
to finish). The school has to be legally authorized to offer classes that can be used toward a college degree 
or learning a trade. Yes, that even includes the one-and-done basketball star who isn’t sticking around after 
his freshman year. 



Tax-Free Expenses 

Scholarships for tuition and fees required to attend the school qualify as tax-free treatment for athletes. 
Athletes can also exclude money for school-related books and supplies. However, these only count if it 
applies to every student in the class. For example, if everyone has to buy a copy of a certain textbook, and 
the athlete uses scholarship money to buy it, it’s tax-free. However, if the athlete goes out and buys some 
extra study guides with that money, that portion of the scholarship is taxable. 

Taxable Expenses 

In short, if the scholarship isn’t used for tax-free expenses, it’s taxable. Common taxable expenses include 
room and board, personal travel and other living costs. Say an athlete gets a scholarship that covers tuition, 
room and board. Even if the student lives on campus aud has a meal plan, and never gets a paper 
check, his room and board portion is still taxable income. 

Designated Scholarships 

If the scholarship has to be spent on a particular expense, the tax treatment for the athlete is determined by 
that designation. For example, say an athlete gets a scholarship to cover half of tuition and half of room and 
board. Only the tuition portion is tax-free. If the scholarship doesn’t designate a specific expense, it’s taxed 
or not taxed based on what the athlete does with the money. If the athlete uses all of a $15,000 scholarship 
for tuition, it’s all tax-free. However, if she used 5,000 for room and board, all $5,000 is taxable. 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
wv,~,. Spor~sManagem entre sources, corn 

Andrew Zimbali st 
Robert A Woods Prof)ssor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northamptor~ Ma. 01 
ph 413 585 3622 
t:?x 413 585 3389 
website: www.smith.edui~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:53 AM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] FW: New BA in Physics: Quantitative Finance option information. 

20140217092044393 .pdf; BA_QF_Physics_Flyer (4).pdf 

From Dean Shuster: 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:28 AM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] FW: New BA in Physics: Quantitative Finance option information. 

Julia, Please send to PT/LA. 

Colleagues please see below and attached for information on the new Physics BA option in Quantitative Finance. Also 

attached is the college approval letter which refers to changes in the Astronomy and Physics minors. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Beth 

From: Henning, Reyco 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:34 PM 
To: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subject: New BA in Physics: Quantitative Finance option information. 

Hi Beth, 

Attached is a flyer to advertise our new approved BA in Physics: Quantitative Finance option. I have also include the official letter 
from the college and the course requirements as they will appear in the undergrad bulletin. Students can graduate with the this degree 
as early as Fall 2014, but I doubt anyone will have met the requirements by then. Could you please distribute this to the advisors and 
encourage them to contact myself or Alex if they have questions. 

Two comments: 
- Right now it seems that students in this program will have to register for the business courses through Adrienne Smith, the Academic 
Affairs Coordinator for Physics and Astronomy (adrglend~email.unc.edu). They can’t do this on-line. 

- Kenan-Flagler is waiving the BUSI 101 and ECON 410 requirements for BUSI 408 for students in this program for the first year on 
a trial basis. 

- Reyco 

Associate Professor, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy 
Office: Room 244, Phillips Hall 
Mail: U. of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, CB #3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: +1-919-962-1386 (UNC) + 
FAX: +1-919-962-0480 (UNC) 



Email: rhenning~,unc.edu 
Web: http ://phv sics.unc, edu/-rhennin~/ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: julia nichols@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=9669474.6ea15cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=34552039 or send a blank 
email to leave-34552039-9669474.6eal 5cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
advisingparttime as: mwillingham@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34552230 or send a blank 
email to leave-34552230-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9~listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

January 31, 2014 

J. Christopher Clemens 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
272 Phillips Hail, Campus Box 3255 
Carolina Campus 

OFFICE OF UNDEI~GI~ADUATE 

CUtLRICULA 

CAMPUS BOX 3504 

300 STEELE BUILDING 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-35o4 

T 9t9.843.7773 

F 919.843.6557 

Dear Professor Clemens: 

In a meeting on January 28, 2014, the Administrative Boards of the General College and the College of Arts and 
Sciences approved the request to revise the requirements for the bachelor of arts and bachelor of science degrees 
with a major in physics and astronomy. The new quantitative finance option for the B.A. major in physics and 
astronomy also was approved, as were revisions to the minors in astronomy and in physics. 

Subsequent to receiving the proposal for the revised minor in physics and after a discussion with Professor 
Reichart, the minor in physics was approved :for a total of 17 instead of 20 hours, with a reduction in the "additional 
courses" (ASTR above 300 and PHYS above 200) from two courses to one course. All courses implicated in the 
new quantitative finance option, the revised majors, and the revised minors have been approved as well. 

The specific requirement t. ...... a ~.,~1~.. r, ...... ~:�,~0,;,,,~ with the fall 9fll A ~m~qter nnd will he 
incorporated into the 20 ! 4-2015 Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Current students have the option of following the new requirements, but they are not obligated to. If they elect to do 
so, the department must take appropriate steps to insure that the Tar Heel Tracker degree-audit system will reflect 
the new requirements for students who entered Carolina when previous requirements were in force. This can be 
done in one of two ways. The director of undergraduate studies (or designee) can submit an adjustment to the 
student’s Tracker. This method works best when only one or two courses/requirements need adjusting. The second 
method involves asking the student to schedule an appointment with an advisor in the Academic Advising Program 
so that the student’s ConnectCarolina requirement term for the major can be changed to the new effective date. This 
method is desirable when the new requirements involve multiple courses or complex changes. 

We appreciate the department’s effort to update these requirements and congratulate the faculty on its thorough 
review of the undergraduate curriculum over the past year and a half. We especially thank Professor Reichart for 
his leadership and frequent communication with our office as these proposals moved through the approval process. 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns, or if we can help in any way. 

Sincerely, 

Erika Lindemann 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Kevin Guskiewicz, Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
Daniel Reichart, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

.gregory W. Brown, Kenan-Flagler Business School 
~-’Reyco Henning, Department of Physics and Astronomy 



Joe Rizzardi, Curriculum Specialist 
Lee Y. May, Associate Dean and Director, Academic Advising Program 

Chris Derickson, University Registrar 



Additional Requirements 

¯ BIOL 101 

¯ CHEM !01/101L and !02/102L 

¯ MATH 231,232, 233, and 383 

¯ Six additional credits chosen from BIOL (numbered above 200); CHEM 261,262, 430; PHYS 
(numbered above 200) 

B.A. Major in Physics and Astronomy: Energy Option 

Core Requirements 

¯ PHYS 118 (gateway) 

¯ PHYS 119, 131,131L or 281L, 201 or 301,211 or 311,331, and 351 

¯ PHYS 581 or 582 

Additional Requirements 

o B!OL !0!/!01L, and 202 or 27! 

¯ CHEM 101/101L, 102, 261, and 481 

° MATH 231,232, 233, and 383 

B.A. Major in Physics and Astronomy: Quantitative Finance Option 

Core Requirements 

¯ PHYS 118 (gateway) 

¯ PHYS 119, 201 or 301,211 or 311,281L, and 331 

¯ PHYS 341 or CHEM 481 

¯ Six additional credits chosen from BUSI (numbered above 400), MATH (numbered above 200), and 
PHYS (numbered above 200) 

Additional Requirements 

¯ BUSI 408~, 580, 588, 589, 600, and 688 

¯ CHEM 101 and 102 

¯ MATH 231,232, 233, and 383 



As part of these course requirements, candidates for the B.A. degree must earn grades of C (not C-) or 
better in at least 18 credit hours of courses that are listed under Core Requirements. 

Majoring in Physics and Astronomy: Bachelor of Science 

B.S. Major in Physics and Astronomy: Standard Option 

Core Requirements 

¯ PHYS 281L, 301, 311,312, 321,331,341,351,395 (optional for UNC-BEST students), 481L, and 521 

¯ Three additional courses chosen from ASTR (numbered above 300); ENGL 303; MATH 528, 529; 
PHYS 23 t and any PHYS course numbered above 300 

Additiona! Requirements 

¯ CHEM 101/101L and 102/102L 

- MATH 231,232, 233, and 383 

o PHYS 118 and 119 

B.S. Major in Physics and Astronomy: Astrophysics Option 

’~--- Requirements 

- ASTR 519 

¯ PHYS 281L, 301, 311,312, 321,331 (with project on an astrophysics topic), 341,351,395, and 521 

° Two additional courses chosen from ASTR (numbered above 300); ENGL 303; PHYS 231 

¯ One additional course chosen from ASTR (numbered above 300); ENGL 303; MATH 528, 529; PHYS 
231 or any PHYS course numbered above 300 

Additional Requirements 

° ASTR 102 and 301 

° CHEM 101/101L (CHEM 102/102L are recommended but not required) 

° MATH 23!, 232, 233, and 383 

¯ PHYS 118 and 119 

As part of these course requirements, candidates for the B.S. degree must earn grades of C (not C-) or 
better in at least 18 credit hours of courses that are listed under Core Requirements. 

It is strongly recommended that students planning to major in physics fulfill the Foundations requirement 
in English composition and rhetoric by enrolling in ENGL 105I Writing in the Natural Sciences. 



BA IN PHYSICS" QUANTITATIVE FINANCE OPTION 
DEPARTMENT of PHYSICS and ASTRONOMY and 
The KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL at 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

We are excited to announce the creation of a new BA in Physics major with an emphasis on 
Quantitative Finance. This is a joint venture between the Department of Physics and Astronomy 
and the Kenan-Flagler Business School at UNC. 

Why ¢ombi~÷ physics a~d fi~a~c÷? Many of the analytical models used in financial engineering 

are derived from mathematical models used in physics. For example, the Nobel Prize winning Black- 
Scholes option pricing model is based on the heat equation in physics. In addition, the types of numerical 
methods developed for solving problems in physics have direct applications in finance. Consequently, 
there are natural synergies between the areas. Top financial institutions regularly employ students with 
backgrounds in math and physics so there is an established career path for students from this program, 
so much so that people on this career track have their own name - "Quants." 

Who is the ma~ot’ for? It is for students with a strong mathematical background and an interest in 

quantitative finance, financial engineering, or economics. Career paths include: Quantitative Finance, 
Derivatives Trader, Risk Analysis and Management, Portfolio Manager, Patent Law, Analyst, Actuarial 
Science, Tech Consultant, Tech Business Management, Management Consulting, and Technical Project 
Management. The business school already coordinates closely with on-campus recruiting services that 
will provide students with access to top companies. You will also have access to internships. 

~ want to major pursue this major! What do ~ do next? 

Please contact the following faculty if your have any questions: 
Prof. Reyco Henning, Department of Physics and Astronomy: rhenning@unc.edu 
Prof. Alex Arapoglou, Kenan-Flagler Business School: Alexander Arapoglou@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Sample S~;hedu[e 

Year 

1 

Fall Hours Spring Hours 

Calculus I (MATH 231) 3 Calculus II (MATH 232) 3 

Chemistry I (CHEM 101) 4 Chemistry II (CHEM 102) 4 

Physics - Intro Mechanics (PHYS 118) 4 

Multivariate Calculus (MATH 233) 3 Differential Equations (MATH 383) 3 

Physics -Intro EM (PHYS 119) 4 Mathematical Methods (PHYS 331) 4 

Physics - Mechanics (PHYS 301) 3 Physics - EM (PHYS 311) 3 

Corporate Finance (BUSl 408) 3 Investments (BUSl 580) 3 

Thermal Physics (PHYS 341) 3 Experimental Physics (PHYS 281 L) 2 

Derivatives (BUSl 588/688) 3.0 Risk Management (BUSl 600) 1.5 

Fixed Income (BUSl 589) 1.5 Elective 3.0 

Elective 3.0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Learning Center <learning_center@unc.edu> 

Thursday,                12:07 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

New submission from Peer Tutoring Application 

Name 

Preferred Name 

UNC ONYEN 

UNC PID 

YearatUNC 

UNC mail 

Phone 

Application Status 

New EDUC    &pplicant 

Hours you are available to tutor: 

Tuesday 6-9 

Major 

Mathematics, Applied (BS) 

Minor 

Chemistry 

G.P.A. 

Tutor Experience 

Tutoring Subjects 



BIOL    , BIOL 

References 

,CHEM CHEM MATH PHYS PHYS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:28 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] FW: international focus group 

From: Cobb, N. Nicole 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv (advisingfulltime@listserv.unc.edu) 
Cc: Nichols, Julia 
Subject: international focus group 

Jufia: Could you forward this to our PT advisors? 

Hi All: 

I hope your week is off to a great start. 

On behalf of the International Student Support Committee, I wanted to reach out to you for your help. We are trying to 

solicit international students to be a part of our student-based focus group. If you have any recommendations or as you 

are doing walk-ins and seeing appointments, make a list of students who would be willing to work with advisors to 

improve support for this special target group. You can forward students’ names and PIDs to myself or any of us on the 

committee. If you have questions, please feel free to see us. 

Best, 

International Student Support Committee: 

Alice, Kelsey, Mary-Charles, Nicole, and Tony 

N. N,’co e Cobb, M.A. 
Academic Advisor Natural Sciences & Mathematics Division 
Steele Building, Room 2003 
Office: 919-962-3411 

http://advising.u nc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingparttime as: mwillingham~unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=33761883 or send a blank 
email to leave-33761883-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichols, Julia <julia_nichols@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 1:01 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] Spring ’14 PT/LA and Drop In schedules for Academic Advising 

springl4~tla_advisor_dropin_schedules_info.xlsx 

Hello All Advisors and Staff, 

Attached is the updated version of our PT/LA Advisor and Drop In schedules for Spring ’14. 

PT/LA Advisors = Please confirm the office location and phone # on this sheet with the information I emailed you 

directly. I doubled checked and it all seems correct to me...but two sets of eyes are better than one. Any issues please 

let me know. 

Full Time Advisors = Please take a quick look since some PT/LA advisors aren’t on the same floor as their division. 

Staff = I’II be sending out an updated Staff Assignments sheet for Spring, but there doesn’t seem to be any changes to 

your current assignments. Take a look to see which advisors may be near you this Spring, and keep an eye out for the 

Staff Assignment sheet later this week. I just wanted to make sure we didn’t have to change any schedules before 

sending it to you all. 

We’ll use this information to update the internal Directory if needed, as well as the door signs and wall mounted 

directories too. If you have any questions about the schedules please let me know. 

Thank you all, 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts & Sciences 
University o] North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http://advisin g. un c. edu/ 
#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingparttime as: mwillingham~unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34066621 or send a blank 
email to leave-34066621-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9@listserv.unc.edu 



Drop In Schedule for Spring ’14 

FAH 11-12 

SBS 11-12 

NSM 11-12 

FAH 2-4 
SBS 2-4 

~ 2_Divsions 

I 
Pre Professional Advising: Pre-Hlth Advising, Pre Law and Pre-Graduate School are located in Hanes Hall/http:[[preprofessionaladvising.unc.edu[. 

CORE (Student Athlete) Group at Loudermilk 

Loudermilk 10am*o3pm 

Loudermilk 6pm o 8pm 

Spring ’14 Part Time Advisor and Lecturer/Advisor Schedules 

Name 

Adamson, David (DRAM) 

Andrews, Matt (HIST) 

Austell, Todd (CHEM) 

Bryan, Anne (EDUC) 

Collins, Marcus (NSM+Summer Bridge) 

Cowell, Glynis (ROML) 

Cramer, Richard (Grad Div) 

GrawOzburn, Kara (EDUC) 

Hondros, Kristin (COMM) 

Jordan, Elizabeth (PSYC) 

Lich-Tyler, Stephen (ECON) 

Lithgow, Hilary (ENGL) 

Mann, Hollie (POLl) 

Millar, Anna (BUSI) 

Negrete, Merida (MUSC) 

Page, Julie (NURS) 

Persky, Adam (PHAR) 

Pruvost, Valerie (GLBL) 

Renner, Joy (Allied Hlth Sci) 

Shemer, Gidi (BIOL) 



Weiler, Jonathan (Global Studies) 

Willingham, Mary (GRAD DIV) 



Mondays Tuesdays Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays 

Nelson Shugart Axe Kaplan Cave 

Russell/Lucido Soberl/Webster Russell/Webster Covalt/Edwards Caldwell/Soberl 

DG/SW/JC JS/MCB/MJ JS/DG/NC TH/DR/SW DG/NC/SP 

Nelson Shugart Axe Kaplan Cave 

Soberl/Maitland Covalt/Edwards Covalt/Webster Maitland/Walenz Walenz/Lucido 

DR/TH/SP JC/NC/DG MJ/SP/DR JC/MCB/JS MJ/MCB/BS 

Cramer Waterhouse Cox Cramer Cramer 

Waterhouse/Cox Willingha m/Waterhouse Cox/Willingham Waterhouse/Cox Willingham/Cox 

962-2773(#2407/Welborn) 962-2856(#2409/Caldwell) 

Mondays Tuesdays (*11am) Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays 

Kaplan Kaplan Hanson Russell Hanson 

Welburn N/A N/A Caldwell N/A 

Schedule Room # Phone # 

W/F 9-12 G015D 962-6042 

M 1-5 2015A 962-3385 

T/TH 9-12 + W 1-4 2017D 962-3407 

Mid-March when KGO gone Ts 3-5 + F 8-10 1017D 843-8839 

N/A SASB N. 2203 843-8914 

T 12-4 +W 1-5 G015D 962-6042 

M-F 9-1ish G017D 962-6043 

rill mid-March M12:30-5 and TH 8-1 1017D 843-8839 

T/TH 10-1 G010 962-4744 

M 11-3 2015D 843-4482 

1017D 843-8839 

M 9-12:30 + F 3-5 G015D 962-6042 

Maternity Leave 1017D 843-8839 

T 9-12 G015D 962-6042 

F 9-5 G010 962-4744 

T 9-11 + W 2-4 2015D 843-4482 

W 12:30-3:30 2015A 962-3385 

I 
M 2-5 +T/TH 9:30-2 1015D 962-0883 

TH 1-5 2017D 962-3407 

W 10-2 2015D 843-4482 



10-2 2015A 962-3385 

M-F 2-5 
G017D 

962-6043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 3:39 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] FW: Emergency procedures packets 

From: Edwards, Melissa 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] Emergency procedures packets 

<<Julia: please forward to staff and part-timers>> 

Hi, alP- 

In your mailbox, you will find an Emergency Procedures packet. The packet contains general guidelines to 

follow in the event of an emergency, such as an active shooter, fire, or high-wind weather event. It also 

contains a copy of the Pandemicqnfluenza plan and call tree. 

All workstations in the office are now equipped with a panic button. Should a panic button be activated, a core 

group of deans and personnel will receive a listserv email notification alerting them to the situation. All panic 

buttons and the notification listserv have been tested and are working properly. 

Please keep in mind that these are guidelines only. Always use your best judgment in the event of an 

emergency. Only you can be responsible for your own safety in any emergency. 

you have any questions, please feel free to check with a member of the safety committee. 

All the best, 

Melissa 

Tammy 

Alice 

Dennis 

irT{-ormadon. An.~ unautlnorizec~ review, use, c~isclosure, or c[istrit~ution i5 prolnit~itecL** 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: julia nichols@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=9669474.6ea15cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=34212898 or send a blank 
email to leave-34212898-9669474.6eal 5cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
advisingparttime as: mwillingham@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34212998 or send a blank 
email to leave-34212998-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:17 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

Academic Advising Staff Listserv <advisingstaff@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] SOs that become JRs next "term" may not see Major/Minor changes until 
future "Effective Date" 

know_when major minor_change for so now_jr.docx 

Dear Full Time Advisors, PT/LA Advisors and Staff: 

With pre-Registration for Summer/Fall ’14 coming up soon we wanted to remind folks about the timing of Major/Minor 

changes for those students who are SO status now, but have been promoted to JR status for a future term. 

Scenario: Student makes an appointment to change the major/minor, the advisor sends in the COM form, but the student 

contacts the advisor later asking why they can’t see the new major/minor in ConnectCarofina? 

When a change to a Major/Minor is requested for this specific group the changes won’t appear in ConnectCarolina until the 

"Effective Date" of the term in which JR is reached. 

Attached is a "fact sheet" about this issue, with a real student example (so please keep internal as FERPA info is not blacked 

out). 

But this will show how a SO that has been promoted to JR as of MM/SSI ’14 (effective date 5/13/14) wouldn’t see a minor that 

was added for them today. We know this causes a lot of confusion for students, departments, faculty, advisors and staff 

sometimes. 

Staff suggest looking at the Program/Plan page if a student contacts you about a Major/Minor that they say they still can’t see. 

This will confirm the changes has been made, but just not displaying to the student or if a staff person missed a COM. 

Please review this fact sheet and if you feel you still need help understanding the issue just let me know. 

Thank you all, 

Julia 

Ms. Julia Nichols 

Student Services Manager 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http ://advising. unc. edu/ 

#2016 Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-8909 

(919) 962-6888 (fax) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingparttime as: mwillin~ham@unc, edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc, edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34374224 or send a blank email 

to leave-34374224-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ragland, Vanessa <vanessa ragland@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:05 PM 

Folt, Carol Lynn <carol.folt@unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; 
Leousis, Peter <leousis@email.unc.edu>; Skinner, Debra <debra.skinner@unc.edu>; Vu, 
Maihan B <maihan.vu@unc.edu>; Powell, Leslie Michele 
<lesliej)owell@med.unc. edu> 

Supplemental Report Regarding Grievance Filed by Mary Willingham 

EPANFG 2013-03 - Willingham - Grievance Panel Supplemental Report.pdf 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SENT ON BEHALF OF LESLIE POWELL 
VICE CHAIR AND ACTING CHAIR, EPA NON-FACIJLTY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 

Attached please find the supplemental report to the final decision of the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance 

Committee regarding the two claims raised in Mary Willingham’s grievance: (1) alleged violation of her 
rights guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution or Article 1 of the N.C. Constitution; 

and (2) alleged violation of a specific University rule, regulation or policy, state law or policy, or federal 

policy pertaining to the employment relationship between Ms. Willingham and the University 

(specifically, the N.C. Whistleblower Protection Act) that adversely and materially affected the terms and 

conditions of her employment. 

The Panel has carefully and thoroughly considered the information and evidence provided by both 

parties and believes that this report satisfies your request for a more complete record regarding the two 

issues remanded back to the Panel. 

A copy of the supplemental report along with the exhibits listed will be delivered to your office on Friday, 

March 28, 2014. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions or need additional information. 

Regards, 

Vanessa 

Vo L. Ragland 

Director, EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources 
University of North Carolina at Chapel HIll 

104 Airport Drive; Campus Box 1045 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

/P) 919o962o1456~ (F) 919o962o8677 
Em~i~: vanessa .ragland@unc.edu 

W~: http://hr.unc.edu 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents contain private~ privileged and 
confidential information belonging to the sender° The information therein is solely for the use of the 
addressee~ If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the result of an error~ please immediately 
notify us so we can arrange for the return of the documents° In such circumstances~ you are advised that you 

may not discloser copy~ distribute or take any other action in reliance on the information transmitted° 



To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

Chancellor Ca~:ol L, Folt 

Leslie Poweli 

Vice Chair and Acting Chair, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 

March 26, 201} 

Su~plementaI Report Regarding G~ievance Filed by Mary Willingham 

Enclosed please find the supplemental report of the [on>member panel (the "Panel".} of EPA Non- 

Faculty Grievance Committee regarding the grmvance filed hy Maw Willingham. 

The Panel acknowledges that it has taken consid erable time ~o gather the evidence req ues ted in 

your December 17. 2013 remand letter. The delay in the Panel’s receipt of the evidence requested 

on remand was caused by a number of factor’s. I)ue to the winter break, all members oftbe Panel 

were not available to discuss how to proceed with the remand until ]anuaw 6~ 2014. After the 
Panel requested written submissions from the parties, one of the parties asked for an extensmn of 

the deadline. Then, the meeting scheduled by the Panel to ~-eview the parties" wrkten submissions 

was u nfortunately cancelled d ue to inclemem weather and had to be rescheduted. 

Furthermore, alter the Panel requested a remand hearing, one of the parties could not be present 

on tim scheduled dates and requested thatthe hearing be postponed f%r a week. In order to obtain 

as much relevant ~n~}~rmat~on as possible, the Panel g~ante0 ~he request for postponemenh Then, 

due to Spring Break, one of the parties was unable to submit additional materials to the Panel until 

March 17t*~, After finalizing the supplemental report and while prepanng the record on remand, it 
was discovered that, unfortunatNy, the {kst portion of the remand hearing was not recorded due to 

a technical error. In an effort to establish ~ complete and accurate record o[the hearing, [he Panel 
gave the Respondent the opportunity to subnut written responses to the questions that were asked 

during this portion of the hearing. Those responses were received on March 24, 2014. The Panel 
issued i~s opinion as soon as p~ssible after receiving this in[ormation. 

Fh~ally, shortly aker the Panel issued its ot’iginal decision, ~ transitioned to a new position with UNC 

Hea,ithcare White I volunteered to contim~e serving on ~l~is Panel and am honored to fulfill my role 
as PaneI Chair, | had to balance new iob responsibilities and a schedule that requires direct clinical 

care of patients whiie this matter was on remand. I assure you, however, that a~l members of the 



Panel consider this grievance (~and all grievances) to be a matter of utmost importance and we are 
committed to addressing grievance matters as thoroughly and expeditiously as possible. 

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Powell 

Vice Chair and Acting Chair, I~PA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 



March 26, 2014 

Chanceltor Carol L. Folt 
103 South Building 
Campus Box 9100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 

Please allots, this letter to serve as the supplemental report to the final decision of the EPA 
Non-Faculty Grievance Committee regarding the two claims raised in Maw Wiltingham’s 
grievance: (1) alleged violation of her rights guaranteed by the First Amendment to the 
Constitution or Article 1 of the N.C. Constitution; and t[2) alleged violation of a specific 
University rule, regulation or poliw, state law or policy, or federal policy pertaining to the 
employment relationship between Ms. Willingham and the [JniversiW (specifically, the N.C. 
Whistleblower Protection      that adversely and materially affected the terms and 
conditions of her employment. Ms. Willingham (the "Complainant") and Senior Associate 
Dean of the College DrAfts and Sciences Roberb~ "Bobbi" Owen (the "Respondent") are both 
copied on this letter. 

ARm" proceeding with the Step 1 grievance process, a Step 2 grievance hearing was held on 
September 30, 2013 before a four-member panel {the "Panel"} of the EPA NonWaculty 
Grievance Committee {the "Committee"). The Panel issued its final decision on October 30, 
2013. Ms. Willingham appealed this decision to you and, on December 17, 2017;, you 
remanded this matter back to the Panel to develop a more complete record regarding two 
specific questions (outlined below). 

On January I5, 20i4, the Panel requested written responses to these questions from both 
pattie:s:, The Res:pondent provided a written submission on lanuary 23, 2014 and the 
Complainant provided a response to that submission on February 2, 20i4. After carefully 
reviewing the materials submitted by the parties, the Panel agreed that the information 
submitted did not fully address the two ~uestions set [~)~tb in the remand letter and, 
therefore, on February 17, 2014, the Panel requested a hearing with both parties to seek 
additional :relevant inl~rmation, in an eft:oft to create a more complete evidentiary record, 
the Panel also requested the attendance of the :individua! who Currently serves as the 

,Assistant Dean’ )so that be could directly testily regarding the duties and responsibilities 

On March 6, 2014, a remand hearing was held before the Panel regarding the two questions 
set fo~:th in the remand letter and outlined below. In advance of the hearing, the parties 



Supplemental Report to Chancellor Folt 
March 26, 2014 

Page 2 of 5 

and the Assistant Dean were provided questions that the Panel intended to ask at the 
hearing and, after expressing concerns about attending a remand hearing, were given the 
option to submit written materials in addition to or in lieu of personally appearing at the 
hearing. The Complainant elected only to submit written materials to the Panel and did not 
attend the hearing. The Respondent personally attended the hearing and submitted 
additional written materials. Upon request of the Panel, the Respondent also submitted 
additional materials to the Panel on March 17, 2014 and March 24, 2014, after the remand 
hearing. The Assistant Dean elected not to attend the hearing or submit any written 
materials. 

In preparing this supplemental report, the Panel carefully considered the following: 

¯ The evidence and testimony presented by both parties at the original Step 2 
hearing; 

¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 15: The Respondent’s Response to the Panel’s Request for 
Additional Information upon Remand; 

¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 16: Current position descriptions for Ms. Willingham’s 

Position and the Assistant Dean Position; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 17: Chart comparing position duties; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 18: EPAWeb Position Information Form for the Assistant 

Dean Position; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 19: EPAWeb Position Management Modification Form for 

Ms. Willingham’s Position; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 20: Performance Reviews for the Assistant Dean Position; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 21: Peer Tutoring Info and Data from the CSSAC Annual 

Report; 
¯ Respondent’s Exhibit # 22: The Respondent°s Written Submission After the 

Remand Hearing; 
¯ Complainant’s Exhibit # 5: The Complainant’s Response to the Panel’s Request for 

Additional Information upon Remand; 
¯ Complainant’s Exhibit #6: The Complainant’s Response to the Panel’s Questions 

for the Remand Hearing; and 
¯ The evidence and testimony of the Respondent provided at the remand hearing. 

Copies of the exhibits numbered above are enclosed herein and a recording of the remand 
hearing will be provided to you separately.1 

In the process of preparing the record on remand, it was discovered that, unfortunately, the 
first portion of the remand hearing was not recorded due to a technical error. Therefore, the audio 
recording you receive will only be a partial recording. In an effort to establish a complete and 
accurate record of the hearing, the Panel gave the Respondent the opportunity to submit written 
responses to the questions that were asked during this portion of the hearing (:a copy of which were 
previously sent to the parties on February 28, 2014~). Those responses were received on March 24, 
2014 and are enclosed as Respondent’s Exhibit # 22. 



Supplemental Report to Chancellor Folt 
March 26, 2014 

Page 3 of 5 

Based on a careful review of this evidence, regarding the two questions submitted by you 
on remand, the Panel specifically finds as follows: 

How are the duties assigned to and carried out by the Assistant Dean for 
Academic Counseling and Director of the Summer Bridge Program 
distinguishable from the duties assigned to and carried out by Ms. 
Wiilingham in her current position? Specifically, how do the 
supervisory and program leadership duties differ between the two 
positions? 

The duties assigned to and carried out by the Assistant Dean are distinguishable from those 
assigned to and carried out by Ms. Willingham in her current position. The Assistant Dean 
position directs a number of programs within the Center for Student Academic and 
Counseling ("CSSAC" or the "Center"): the Summer Bridge Program; the Minority Advisory 
Program [MAP) (and related peer mentoring programs, which include Carolina Covenant 
and the Carolina Student Transfer Excellence Program (C-STEP)); and programs for 
American Indian undergraduate students. As Director of the Summer Bridge program, the 
Assistant Dean is solely responsible for managing that six-week annual residential 
program. The Assistant Dean is also responsible for selecting, training, supervising and 
evaluating the peer mentors and graduate assistants who work for MAP. Together, the 
programs assigned to the Assistant Dean require supervision of approximately 1,331 
students, 317 mentors, 24 staff members, 14 content tutors and counselors, 3 graduate 
students, and 14 work study students. Also, in 2013, the Assistant Dean was responsible 
for orienting and guiding the new Minority Male Engagement Coordinator. 

Moreover, the Assistant Dean has budget management responsibilities over all his assigned 
programs. With respect to the Summer Bridge Program, the Assistant Dean formulates and 
implements strategies to raise funds for the program and works with the University’s 
Development Office to target potential donors. He also allocates funds available from a 
budgetary perspective, selects program participants, and initiates the admission process. 
The Assistant Dean is also allocated monies to expend towards the American Indian Center 
and the Carolina Covenant program. 

With the recent reorganization in CSSAC, including, most notably, position and title 
changes, the position description of the Assistant Dean was revised to reflect this higher- 
level role in CSSAC, including serving as Deputy Director when the Associate Dean is not 
available, which requires leadership, direction and the supervision of all SPA employees in 
the Center. 

On the other hand, the Learning Specialist-Peer Tutoring position focuses primarily on 
coordination of the Learning Center’s Peer Tutoring Program. The position supervises 70- 
100 peer tutors’ interactions with students during peer tutoring hours. In 2012-2013, 
there were 1,918 drop-in sessions and 1,161 appointment sessions conducted under this 



Supplemental Report to Chancellor Fair 

March 26, 2014 
Page 4 of 5 

Program. In this role, Ms. Willingham additionally serves as an instructor for EDUC 387, 
the peer tutoring training course, and supervises a graduate teaching assistant. She is 
responsible for collecting, analyzing, and reporting information regarding program 
effectiveness by completing a program summary for annual reporting. Ms. Willingham also 
participates in training sessions for new advisors in Academic Advising and works with the 
Senior Division of the Academic Advising program to clear students for graduation. Finally, 
other position responsibilities were generally described as contributing to the larger work 
of the Learning Center by providing individual support to students and participating in 
promoting the Learning Center’s programs when assigned. 

Although both positions have some overlap in the area of student program leadership 
(such as coordination, program design, development and delivery, recruitment, and 
academic advising), the Assistant Dean appears to have more a more significant leadership 
role, including complete program responsibility and budgetary responsibilities for the 
student programs he oversees. Additionally, while program mentor and mentee 
supervising duties are similar for both positions, the Assistant Dean position is 
distinguished by having SPA employees as direct reports when serving as the Deputy 
Director of CSSAC and is solely responsible for supervising staff that work in the Summer 
Bridge Program. Most notably, this occurred in August 2012 to May 2013 when the 
Associate Dean was Interim Director of Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
(ASPSA). The Assistant Dean is also responsible for serving as interim director of 
associated programs as demonstrated August 2011 through April 2012 when he was the 
Interim Director of the University’s American Indian Center. While Ms. Willingham was 
given the opportunity to supervise staff in the Learning Center, she declined to do so due to 
her perceived lack of any written organizational structure or plan regarding her 
assignment as a supervisor or her scope of responsibility. Her position does not have any 
supervisory or program leadership responsibilities beyond the peer tutor interactions 
described above. 

In light of the recent reorganization of CSSAC, what is the basis for 
conUnuing to denote that position as an "Assistant Dean" while Ms. 
Willingham’s posiUon has been changed from "Assistant Director" to 
"Learning Specialist - Peer Tutoring?" 

During the recent reorganization of CSSAC, six (6) other positions besides Ms. Wiilingham’s 
position were reorganized with job title changes to address budget cuts, eliminated 
positions, and undergraduate student programmatic needs. These six (6) other positions 
were in the Learning Center. The Assistant Dean Position title remained the same because 
it was a distinct leadership position with a Center-wide role and direct supervisory and 
program leadership responsibilities, in particular, the Assistant Dean was serving as 
Deputy Director of the CSSAC and interim director of associated programs when these 
organizational changes were occurring. Upon review of CSSAC staffing and operational 
needs, the reassignment of the ASPSA from CSSAC to the Office of the Provost, and Ms. 
Willingham’s admitted desire not to have direct supervisory responsibilities in the 
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Learning Center, it was concluded that CSSAC did not need an Assistant Director and, 
therefore, Ms. Willingham’s position title was changed to Learning Specialist - Peer 
Tutoring. 

After careful and thorough consideration of the evidence presented by the parties, the 
Committee unanimously finds that the information gathered on remand does not change its 
decision regarding this grievance. The Committee still finds that Ms. Willingham has not 
established by a preponderance of the evidence that the University violated her rights 
guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution or Article I of the N.C. 
Constitution or that a violation of the N.C. Whistleblower Protection Act adversely and 
materially affected the terms and conditions of her employment. Specifically, the 
Committee finds that the change in Ms. Willingham’s title, the relocation of her office, and 
the change in her duties and responsibilities were made for legitimate business reasons 
and were not retaliatory or otherwise based on Ms. Willingham’s exercise of rights 
guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Article 1 of the N.C. 

Constitution, or the N.C. Whistleblower Protection Act. 

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please don’t hesitate to 
contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Powell 
Vice Chair and Acting Chair, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 

Enclosures 

CC: Ms. Mary Willingham, Complainant 
Ms. Roberta "Bobbie" Owen, Respondent 
Matthew S. Brody, Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
Vanessa Ragland, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Coordinator 
Peter Leousis, Acting Vice Chair, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 
Debra Skinner, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 
Maihan Vu, EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] Developments at today’s Athletics Committee meeting 

Between the retired faculty statement and the CNN piece - they are on the run- excellent. 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:19 PM, "Jay Smith" <j£~ismit?~@email~m~c~e&~> wrote: 

Jesus Christ, our favorite politician. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[progfac] Developments at today’s Athletics Committee meeting 

Date:Tue, 8 Apr 2014 22:04:01 -0400 
From: Andrew J Perrin <andre nc~ edu> 

Reply-To: Andrew J Perrin <andre~:%perrm@~nc~ edu> 
To:The progfac mailing list          lis~serv.~mc.edu> 

Dear friends, 

Based on the conversation on progfac over the weekend, I proposed the 

following resolution at today’s FAC meeting. It passed unanimously and 

without objection, and should be brought to Faculty Council in two 

weeks. Many members expressed shock that it would even need to be 

stated. The resolution is: 

The Faculty Athletics Committee reaffirms, and recommends that Faculty 

Council reaffirm, the principle that academic integrity is inviolable. 

It is never acceptable for any person or unit to compromise, or allow to 

be compromised, the integrity of the educational or research missions of 

the university. 

Also, we moved forward on plans we’ve been working on for several months 

to hold open forums for faculty with a panel of FAC members to discuss 

any athletics matters. Specific format remains to be determined, but the 

panels will be faculty only (no administrators, no athletics department 

or ASPSA people) and the main point will be to discuss questions and 

concerns raised from the floor. Stay tuned for dates, times, and specifics. 

In addition to me, Progfac members Debby Stroman and Barbara Osborne are 

FAC members and were very much part of these developments. 

Best wishes, 

Andy 

Andrew J Perrin - Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 

Candidate for Faculty Chair bttp:!/b~ol~i~fYiDcz 

Check out my new book htt~://b~o~V/~ ~ ~fT2~ 

Director, Carolina Seminars htt~//caroli~asemlnarSoU’~Coedu 

UNC-Chapel Hill - a~drew perrJ~@u~,c~edu - http~//per~i~osocSCioU~Coedu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: jaysmi~@emaiiou~coedb~. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to ~eave-3~5~4632-6@582236o8@e9ef~edddc~39288653b2"!16~3~6~@iJs~ervob~r~coedb~ 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:22 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

Rumor- who knows. 

MaW Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
;~v.unc.edu?-willin~h 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 6:10 PM, ". 

Roy might be leaving?!! 

~aol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinclham@unc.edu> 
To:             <            @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 3:09 pm 
Subject: Re: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

I hear there is a big announcement Friday about state findings and it is not good- even hearing Roy might be leaving. The website is to say to the public- but 
look, we tried to investigate. Propaganda. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.u nc.ed u/,,-willingh 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 6:05 PM, "~ @aol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

interesting, what is your take on it? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To:             <            @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr9, 2014 2:40 pm 
Subject: FW: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

I think that we got to the U. This just came. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: no reply@email.unc.edu [mailto:no reply@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, April @9, 2@14 5:3@ PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James 

W. Dean, Jr. 

Dear Carolina CoKffaunity: 

Our first year in new roles at Carolina has been a remarkable experience and 

given us a unique vantage point for viewing the entire University. We meet with 

students, faculty, and staff daily and witness their transformative work. 

Carolina people are truly improving our state and changing the world. The 

extraordinary commitment and success we see across this University    whether 

viewed as educational innovation, cutting-edge research, technology, and 

entrepreneurship or seen in our laboratories, classrooms, studios, on our 

playing fields, and in service across the state    inspires our work every day. 

Today, we are writing about the role and integrity of athletics and academics at 

Carolina. Getting this right is a priority of our new a~l~inistration, and we 

know it is important to everyone who loves this University. ~en we started the 

new academic year we listened to hundreds of faculty, staff, students, and 

coKffaunity mell~ers and learned a great deal from the many people who have been 

working on and caring about these complex issues for a long time. 

We recognized early on that we too would need to work closely on this issue. We 

decided to take on difficult questions that have lingered, but also to press 

forward with help and input from across the campus on reforms and become active 

in the increasing and provocative national discourse about collegiate athletics. 

You have asked us for information related to our past reviews, current reforms, 

ongoing work, and future plans. We want you, indeed need you, to feel informed 

and engaged. Today, we launched a new website, http://carolinacommitment.unc.edu/, 

to house all of this information as part of our coK@aitment to transparency and 

continued reform. The site will not be static. We plan to post updates and new 

actions. As new facts become available, whether viewed as positive or negative, 



we will post them. We also are actively developing plans to drive our o~r~ and 

national reform; we will post these as they become available. 

We are currently in the midst of an independent inquiry led by former U.S. 

Assistant Attorney General Kenneth L. Wainstein. To help ensure the integrity of 

that process, we are limited by how often we are able to comment on specific 

news reports or social media conversations. We ask for your patience and 

understanding until the inquiry has been completed. 

We want to close by thanking our students, faculty, staff, and al~ni for their 

coK@~itment to making this great institution even stronger. Your dedication is 

impressive, and you make us proud of Carolina every day. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt, Chancellor 

James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:19 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: 

I knew what I was getting into - the round ball is the dangerous one since no one much cares about the pointy one around here - ha, ha. Good luck with him - my 

kids really thought he was cool (me, not so much). He would put on quite a show during a game. 

From:           @aol.com [mailto:          @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April :t0, 20:t4 2::t6 PM 

To-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject-" Re: 
I’m sorry to hear that, Mary. 
I will not bring up the proposal. 
In my opinion, Chansky is just an apologist for the school. I don’t think anyone takes him seriously. 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli_ngham(~,unc.edu> 
To:             <            ¢b, aoLcom> 
Sent: Thu, Apt 10, 2014 11:12 am 
Subject: RE: 

If he asks. I didn’t ask him for permission, probably should have - I’m getting slammed over here, just FYI. 

audio.chapelboro.com.s3.amazonaws.com/2014/04/10/ART CHANSKYS NOTEBOOK APRIL 10.mp3 
The hate mail last night was wicked and the crazy Chanksy called me stupid. The U operator called me today worried about me because some suspicious person was 
looking for me - jeez. I could really use some help from a bball player at this point - feel free to tell him that. 

From:            @aol.com [mailto:~           @aol.coml 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:04 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
if he asks me if you sent the book proposal, i think i need to say yes. 
you ok with that? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin.qham~,,unc.edu> 

To:             <            (~,aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 4:01 pm 
Subject: Re: 

Correct- it would be good for an athlete to say it on camera. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/,,-willinqh 

On Apr9, 2014, at 6:52 PM, "! ~aol.com" <! ,~,aol.com> wrote: 

thanks, on the papers, though, did they even NEED help? I thought they got an A or B even if they turned in junk? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin.qham~,,unc.edu> 

To:             <            (~,aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 2:39 pm 
Subject: RE: 

Ask him how and when the paper class system was started. He seems to know. He also mentioned a teammate that could not read very well. I would like to 
know how/if they really ever wrote any of those papers. 

From:            ~,aol.com [mailto:           @aol.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 5:37 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
did he say anything to you i should ask about? 
I mean, did anything jump out? 
.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin.qham~,,unc.edu> 

To:             <            (~,aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 2:35 pm 
Subject: RE: 

I agree. He has some good info that will help and it is basketball which would be a real breakthrough. 

From:            ~,aol.com [mailto:           (~,aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 5:28 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
we’re talking on phone tomorrow, his book proposal was pretty boring. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin~tham(~,unc.edu> 

To:             <            ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apt 9, 2014 2:24 pm 



Subject: RE: 

Any luck? 

From: ,~,aol.com [mailto: .~,aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
we went back and forth once, i said we should talk, and he didn’t reply yet. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinqham(~,unc.edu> 

To:             <            ~aoLcom> 
Sent: Wed, Apt9, 2014 11:53 am 
Subject: RE: 

Yes, we did. He is full of info. 

From:            ~aol.com [mailto            .~,aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 2:53 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
when you spoke to him on phone, did you talk at all about afam and paper classes? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinqham~,unc.edu> 

To:             <~           (~,aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr9, 2014 11:40 am 
Subject: RE: 

Shady- doesn’t surprise Jay, Chuck or I. Have not mentioned to anyone else. 

From:            (~,aol.com [mailto:           ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: 
thanks, i will email him now. it’s weird-we were all convinced we were getting hoaxed because it wasn’t his phone-but who knows? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinqham~,unc.edu> 

To:             <            (~,aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr9, 2014 11:36 am 
Subject: RE: 

yes 

From: ~aoLcom [maiito: ¢b, aoLcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C.;. ~,.qmail.com 
Subject: 
is this the exact same email the book proposal came from? 

i (~,,.q mail.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 7:49 PM 

dan.kane@newsoberver.com 

Fwd: FERPA 

MARY WlLLINGHAM CSSAC Letterhead REGISTRAR .doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Dan, 
Sorry to be ’out’ of communication today. I was on the phone with attorneys (here and in DC) most of the day. I 
knew this was coming. It’s BS. Jay and I were also finalizing a book contract today. Thanks for your continued 
support. Are you winning a pulitzer on Monday? - you had better, or I’m blowing my damn whistle. 
Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard~unc.edu> 
Date: April 11, 2014 at 3:03:03 PMEDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: FERPA 

Dear Mary, 

I have attached an important letter to you that requires a response by noon on Wednesday, April 16. 

I would have preferred to deliver this letter to you in person. But, given your request to take today off, I 

am sending the letter by email, return receipt requested. I will also have a hard copy delivered to your 

office. 

Take care. 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:16 PM 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Re: Checking back in/personal emafil 

Aaron, 
I am working on a statement - should be posted at paperclassinc (and pushed out on twitter) later today. I met with Wafinstein yesterday, Folt is scheduled for next 

Monday. You caaa email me at 

Thaaaks, Mary 

Maw Willinghmn 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 1:13 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard@ap,org> wrote: 

Hi Mary, wanted to check in early this week to see if there were any new developments on your end -- statement or otherwise. Also, wanted to confirm you’re 
still planning to meet with Wainstein (I think you said originally that it would fall next week but maybe I misunderstood). 

Also, I wondered if you had a personal email address I could use as an additional and possibly more private way to reach you, If not, I’m happy to use this one. 

Hope you’re doing well. 
ab 

The information contafined in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified 

that you have received this communication in error, and that aaay review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this emafil. Thaaak you. 

[IP US DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 
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Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

org charts 
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From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/28/2013 2:47:49 PM 

Subject: apt 

Start: 5/31/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/31/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2013 6:02:40 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: Rent CJ 

Start: 8/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2013 6:03:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: appoint calend 

Start: 8/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMAITLAN] 

1/7/2014 8:24:11 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WilIingh] 

Canceled: 

5/17/2011 4:00:00 PM 

5/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 5/17/2011. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
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Sent: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMAITLAN] 

1/7/2014 8:24:11 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WilIingh] 

Canceled: 

5/17/2011 4:00:00 PM 

5/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 5/17/2011. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
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Sent: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMAITLAN] 

1/7/2014 8:24:11 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WilIingh] 

Canceled: 

5/17/2011 4:00:00 PM 

5/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 5/17/2011. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/8/2014 3:50:18 PM 

Subject: bandito’s 

Start: 1/9/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/8/2014 3:50:18 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: bandito’s 

Start: 1/9/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/8/2014 3:50:18 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: bandito’s 

Start: 1/9/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Cooper Howell <cooper@howelllaw.net> 

RE: confidential 

Mr. Howell, 

Thank you for your email. I’m sorry that I didn’t respond previously. I have done and continue to do a lot of work with 

regards to NCAA reform on the national scene. My impression is that Dr. Smith responds 

From: Cooper Howell [mailto:cooper@howelllaw.net] 

Sent," Tuesday, April 08, 2014 3:08 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: confidential 

Mrs. Willingham, 

This is my second e-mail to you. I did not receive a response from the first....l am sure you are busy. (it dealt with why 
you do not try and create greater focus on all schools so as to avoid the constant bickering amongst rival fan bases and 

even "in-fighting" with the UNC community ..... I do realize that your specific experience pertains only to unc, but it 

seems through your study you did request data from many other schools....so I would still be interested in any response 

to that question). 

At this point, however, I just have one additional question ..... how does Dr. Smith’s constant squabbling with every single 

person on the internet, that has any opinion different than his or yours, serve the best interests of any of our current or 

former athletes? It seems that if he was confident in his position, professional, and courteous, that he would let his past 

presentations and newspaper articles, etc. speak for themselves ..... or at a minimum, try to clarify them and answer 

people’s questions without intentionally being smug, arrogant, belittling, etc. Believe me, his is an "arguing technique" 

that I have used often in the past....until I finally grew up and realized that people can have different opinions. As 

someone who seems to want to have serious discussions about these issues, I cannot understand how you can sit by and 

let him act in such a way on behalf of your efforts. 

As an alum who is concerned about both sides of these issues, I just cannot see how it is remotely productive for him to 

constantly belittle and criticize anyone and everyone that has an opposing point of few. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 2:45 PM 

pbarrett 17@bloom berg. net 

@charter. net;        @aol. com 
Bob Gilbert Columns -- Analysis: Higher-Ed Hijacked and Real Sports Issues 

Paul, this is FYI and reference files. Appended is a copy of the final version for Bob Gilbert’s 2-day story and attached is 
the doc. file for the March 26, 2014, issue of Revisiting "A Nation at Risk." 

Best, 

Frank 

Bob Gilbert Columns -- Analysis: Higher-Ed Hijacked and Real Sports Issues 

ANALYSIS: HIGHER-ED HIJACKED 

By Bob Gilbert 

March 25, 2014 

American higher education has been hijacked by a gang of hypocritical, greedy, mercenary university presidents 
who care more about ingratiating themselves to their football-fan constituencies than helping young people learn to 
think critically and cope with an increasingly hostile world. 

The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has been bringing the evils of the college sports 
entertainment industry to the public’s attention for three decades. 

But few people are listening and even fewer are doing something to correct the problem. 
At its most recent meeting in Miami, the Knight Commission repeated its warning that big-time college sports, 

particularly football and men’s basketball, are damaging higher education. 
The latest Knight Commission study shows "college spending per football player skyrocketed 70 percent 

compared with only a 6 percent increase in spending per student from 2005 through 2012," the Miami Herald reported. 
Coaching salaries in the five major football conferences with the largest budgets also rose 70 percent during 

the study period. 
At Alabama, for example, the school spent $201,498 per athlete in 2012, more than 13 times what it spent for a 

regular student. Like many other football-crazed schools, Alabama makes football a No. 1 priority. 
The Knight Commission says the gap between academic and athletic spending is greatest at NCAA Division I-A 

schools and smallest among those that don’t field football teams. 
"There is a struggle between the core educational mission and commercial values," said Charles Ambrose, 

president of the University of Central Missouri. 
Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby said lack of NCAA leadership is the big problem. Ironically, NCAA president 

Mark Emmert is making loud noises about the association streamlining its governance structure to grant more 
autonomy to the five big conferences (the SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and ACC) which would only make the situation 
worse. 

Bowlsby says making freshman scholarship athletes ineligible for varsity competition would be a major step 
toward restoring academics to a position of prominence at colleges with major sports programs. 

Former coaches Terry Holland (Virginia and Davidson), Lloyd Carr (Michigan) and Bill Curry (Georgia Tech, 
Alabama and Kentucky), among others, believe a "year in residence" before playing that first college game would be 
unpopular with presidents, trustees, admissions officers and fans, but would improve athletes’ chances of academic 
success. 

Bowlsby believes the NCAA needs subpoena power to help investigators enforce academic, recruiting and 
eligibility rules. However, the NCAA’s mishandling of investigations (Miami, Alabama, and North Carolina) or no 
investigations (Tennessee) show its enforcement division is corrupt and untrustworthy. 

Moreover, in a response to a Knight Commission survey several years ago, a majority of university presidents 
admitted cowardice in the face of constituents who don’t want academics and rules compliance to interfere with winning 
football games. 

The Drake Group - university administrators, faculty members and former coaches and players who are 
seeking to reform college athletics - promotes academic integrity and restraint on sports spending, but naively believes 
the NCAA will move in a direction its directors and member presidents oppose. 



The Drakes want Congress to grant the NCAA an antitrust exemption in exchange for providing players with 
broader medical insurance coverage and extending scholarships through graduation. 

Similarly, the Drakes want the NCAA to improve its governance structure, a suggestion that seems laughable 
considering the NCAA directors and university presidents won’t legislate themselves out of jobs by turning the 
association over to those who created the problem in the first place. 

As long as the NCAA insists its athletes are amateurs and not employees of the universities, nothing will 
change. 

What university president is going to stop his head football coach from being paid $7 million a year? 
Appearing on NBC’s Meet the Press, Education Secretary Arne Duncan, who played basketball at Harvard, 

called for tying salaries to academic performance. 
As for coaches who cheat, Duncan said, "the penalties should not just hit the universities; the penalties should 

follow the coach." 
The panel also included Emmert and Reggie Love, an aide to President Barack Obama. 
"Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the argument that 

these athletes are (1) really employees and (2) have little if any time to be real students," said Northwestern engineering 
professor Frank Splitt, a long-time advocate for reform. 

Football players at universities such as Alabama, Michigan State, Texas, and Tennessee generate billions of 
television dollars for the NCAA and its member schools. Yet, the schools deny any responsibility for the brain damage 
and resulting illnesses such as dementia and Alzheimer’s caused by repeated concussions. 

Players are not allowed to have jobs to help them finance ordinary expenses beyond the tuition, room, board 
and books provided by their scholarships. And many say they’re required to spend far more than the 20 hours a week 
the NCAA allegedly allows for their sport. 

The players resent being told they can’t receive money for autographing university wearing apparel while their 
coaches get multi-million-dollar contracts and their "boosters" guzzle booze in plush "alcohol-free" sky-boxes. 

College sports will become more honest (and honorable) once players are paid," New York Times columnist 
Joe Nocera wrote. "Fans will be able to enjoy football and men’s basketball without having to avert their eyes from the 
scandals and the hypocrisy." 

Ramogi Huma, president of the National College Players Association and former UCLA linebacker, told the 
Knight Commission that athletes should be paid for actual living expenses while attending college. He calls for more 
attention to concussion prevention, insurance for better long-term medical care, and freedom for athletes to be paid for 
public appearances and product endorsements. 

Essayist Taylor Branch, noting the SEC was the first conference to rake in more than $1 billion a year in athletic 
receipts, called the NCAA’s principles of "amateurism" and the "student-athlete" cynical hoaxes. 

"The tragedy at the heart of college sports is not that some college athletes are getting paid, but that more of 
them are not," Branch said. 

The athletes know they’re being exploited, and they’re doing something about it. Nearly a dozen player-lawsuits 
have been filed against the NCAA and member universities. One is scheduled for trial in June. 

Tom Farrey, the ESPN investigative reporter who exposed the academic fraud at the University of Tennessee 
nearly two decades ago, told the Knight Commission that the well-being of athletes should be paramount. 

"Athletes are entering college in a precarious mental state because of the pressure on them," Farrey said. "1 
wonder if the NCAA’s future is its original purpose: the health and safety of student-athletes." 

The NCAA and its hypocritical president, Mark Emmert, university presidents and trustees have hijacked big- 
time college athletics and made their football programs nothing but farm teams of the NFL and NBA. 

Without the multi-billion-dollar TV contracts with cash-cows CBS, ESPN and Turner, the schools could not pay 
those outrageous salaries. And considering the lawsuit attacks from all sides, those revenue streams may soon dry up. 

Bloomberg News reports that the number of Americans who pay for cable and satellite TV fell by more than a 
million subscribers in 2013. And, because fans prefer to watch games on the tube than in person, season-ticket sales 
and game attendance are declining. 

Potential athletics bankruptcy for big-time college sports looms on the horizon. 

[ 
REAL SPORTS ISSUES 

By Bob Gilbert 

March 26, 2014 

The raging debate over whether college athletes should be paid is missing the point. 
The real issue - the one on which the future of this republic may hinge - is whether America’s universities 

should engage in highly-commercialized sports entertainment rather than educating the nation’s citizenry. 
Higher Education in the USA had its roots in reading and mathematics - not kickoffs, blocking and tackling or 3- 

point field goal attempts, and certainly not $7 million coaching salaries. 
Not a single college or university in this nation mentions sports in its mission statement. Not one that I could 



find. Collegiate sports, as we know them today, are the creation of greedy administrators, trustees, advertising 
executives and media. 

The truth, which much of today’s society disdains, is this: College sports are non-essential to society. 
Touchdowns contribute nothing to the welfare of mankind. All they do is provide vicarious thrills for adults who have 
never matured. 

Thousands of college sports fans believe winning a game is the most important event in their demented 
universe. 

Adolph Rupp, Kentucky’s legendary coach, once told me that basketball is an extracurricular activity that should 
be played only to enhance the collegiate experience of students and faculty. 

"The game should enrich the lives of students, not become the reason for attending college," Rupp said. It took 
four decades for that to register with me. 

I can remember being stunned by that statement, from a man whose iconic reputation was built on sports. Rupp 
was a deep thinker ahead of his time. 

I can remember years ago when the outcome of a football game was the highlight of my day. Today, I could not 
care less. 

But let me be clear; if the nation’s universities are to continue being farm teams for the professional leagues, 
those entities should pay the bill. Let the Chicago Bears or the Denver Broncos bear responsibility for the $200 million 
debt service on Tennessee’s Neyland Stadium or Alabama’s Bryant-Denny. 

When Robert R. Neyland began expanding Tennessee’s Shields-Watkins Field in 1926, he financed it with an 
established revenue stream. The money was in the bank for each of the five expansions he oversaw. Former athletics 
director Mike Hamilton recklessly mortgaged UT’s future when he floated bond issues to pay for recent cosmetic 
changes to Neyland Stadium. 

Collegiate sports should not be revenue-producing programs which appear in university budget documents as 
"auxiliary enterprises." Diverting taxpayer dollars or operating for-profit sports programs as so-called separate entities 
should not be allowed. 

The guiding principle should be: If sports don’t contribute directly to educational achievements of the student, 
they should be banned from the collegiate landscape. 

That is a concept totally foreign to the mental pygmies who govern and administer the nation’s football-power 
universities. 

Recent studies have shown clearly that scholarship football and men’s basketball players, for the most part, 
attend college in hopes of landing a professional contract and making millions of dollars. But barely half of the nation’s 
scholarship football players get a degree. 

And roughly 95 percent of ex-college players who sign those NFL contracts declare bankruptcy within five years 
of retirement. Why? Because they did not prepare themselves for the future while they had the chance in college. 

Those who believe Congress can force the NCAA to change its ways and become answerable to an academics- 
first philosophy are living in a dream world. 

Congress is a collection of mercenaries whose incompetence is rivaled only by university presidents, trustees, 
state legislators and governors. 

In the world of academia, scholarship athletics have no real value. 
Yes, there was a time when athletes built careers and achieved better lives because of the educations their 

athletic scholarships made possible. 
But quantum physics or just the ability to read and write is foreign to the college sports experience in the 21st 

century. 
If there is a solution to the problem, it is the de-emphasis of scholarship sports and a return to the Division III 

concept where scholarships are not awarded on the basis of athletic ability. 
The key word in this debate is "scholar." There is nothing scholarly about pounding one’s head against another 

and suffering or inflicting brain damage. 
Scholarship sports are higher education’s insanity, its terminal illness. 

Columnist Bob Gilbert -- former Associated Press writer, retired University of Tennessee news director and 
author of the Bob Neyland biography-- can be reached at       @charter.net 
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Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:59 PM 

Donna Lopiano              @grnail.com>; allen Sack          @yahoo.com>; David Ridpath 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian Porto 
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Fwd: Breaking News From Inside Higher Ed: Labor Board Says Northwestern Football Players Are 
Employees -- March 26, 2014 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Inside Higher Ed <newsroomx@insidehi£hered.com> 
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Employees -- March 26, 2014 
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2014 

Breaking News from Inside 

Higher Ed: Labor Board Says 

Northwestern Football Players 

Are Employees 

A regional office of the National Labor Relations 

Board on Wednesday declared scholarship football 

players at Northwestern University to be employees 

eligible for collective bargaining. The ruling, if and 

when it becomes final and its many implications 

shake out, could have a transformative impact on 

big-time college athletics. 

Where liberal arts 
college leaden explain 
the real chN|enges for 
their institutions. 

Read Inside Higher Ed’s initial coverage of the ruling 

here° 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:02 AM 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com>; Willingham, Mary C. 
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Chronicle article 

By Sara Hebel 

The National Labor Relations Board’s ruling on Wednesday spelled out how Northwestern University’s 
scholarship football players are different from graduate-student assistants when determining whether or not 
those groups should be considered employees with the right to organize. In a 2004 decision involving Brown 
University, the National Labor Relations Board held that graduate-student assistants who performed services in 
connection with their studies were not employees. In the Northwestern case, a regional office of the board ruled 
that the athletes are employees of the university and deserve the right to organize. 

Following are the questions that the Northwestern ruling uses to differentiate scholarship athletes from 
graduate-student assistants: 

Are they "primarily students"? 

Graduate students: Yes. The board held in its 2004 decision that "students serving as graduate-student assistants 
spend only a limited number of hours performing their duties, and it is beyond dispute that their principal time 
commitment at Brown is focused on obtaining a degree and, thus, being a student." 

Scholarship athletes: No. Wednesday’s ruling found that it cannot be said that the players "spend only a limited 
number of hours performing their athletic duties." Players spend 50 to 60 hours per week on their football duties 
during a one-month training camp before the start of the academic year, the ruling says, and 40 to 50 hours per 
week on those duties during the three- or four-month football season. "Not only is this more hours than many 
undisputed full-time employees work at their jobs, it is also many more hours than the players spend on their 
studies," the ruling says. 

Is their relationship with their university an academic one or an economic one? 

Graduate students: Academic. Graduate assistants received academic credit for performing their duties, the 
board found in 2004. And, for a substantial majority of those assistants, their duties also were a requirement for 
their degree. Because their duties were directly related to their educational requirements, the board deemed their 
relationship with the university to be an academic one, not an economic one. 

Scholarship athletes: Economic. Scholarship players do not receive any academic credit for playing football, the 
ruling notes, and the players are also not required to play football in order to obtain their undergraduate degree. 
"The fact that the players undoubtedly learn great life lessons from participating on the football team and take 
with them important values such as character, dedication, perseverance, and teamwork, is insufficient to show 
that their relationship with the employer is primarily an academic one," the ruling says. This relationship is an 
economic one, the ruling concludes, that involves the transfer of great sums of money to the players in the form 
of scholarships. 

Do academic faculty members oversee the duties for which they are paid? 



Graduate students: Yes. The board found in 2004 that graduate assistants’ duties were a part of their education 
because the work was typically performed under the direction and control of faculty members in those students’ 
academic departments. Those same faculty members were responsible for teaching the students, the board 
noted, and assisting them in the preparation of their dissertations. 

Scholarship athletes: No. Academic faculty members do not oversee the athletic duties that the players perform. 
Instead, football coaches, who are not members of the academic faculty, are responsible for supervising the 
players’ athletic duties. "This critical distinction certainly lessens any concern that imposing collective 
bargaining would have a ’deleterious impact on overall educational decisions’ by the employer’s academic 
faculty," the ruling says. And, it concludes, "the players’ lack of a relationship with the faculty when performing 
their athletic duties militates against a finding that they are merely students." 

Is their compensation the equivalent of pay for services performed or financial aid to attend the university? 

Graduate students: Financial aid to attend the university. The board noted two factors in ruling in 2004 that 
graduate assistants’ compensation was not pay for services performed. Graduate assistants, the board said, 
received the same compensation as the graduate fellows of whom no teaching or research was required. 
Graduate assistants’ compensation also was not tied to the quality of their work, the board said. 

Scholarship athletes: Pay for services performed. The university never offers scholarships to prospective 
students unless they intend to provide an athletic service to the university, the ruling notes. In fact, it says, the 
players can have their scholarships immediately canceled if they voluntarily withdraw from the football team. 
Even players who are not starters and do not play in any games must attend all of the practices, workouts, and 
meetings as a condition of retaining their scholarships. 
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RE: NCAA’s Silence vs UNC Black Athletes Scandal 

Good Morning Counselors & Proponents for Quality Education 

Stroll all the way to the bottom of this email and see/listen to Dr. Phillip Jackson’s and Dr. Mary Willingham’s 

recent testimonial-video of the UNC Black Athletic Scandal (as some wish to paint it). It has been 

recommeded for several decades that a serious investigation, and revamping of the entire North American 

Educational System (across the board) should be disected and reformed! Statistics on a Universal scale has 

accurately documented, that we’ve been declining 

academically/intellectually for too long (from a general perspective viewpoint)! 

"Can you imagine the horrendous down-played disservice (academically) HBCU are doing to 

Black Athletes, choosing to attend these (off the radar) learning institution? And FYI, there are over 100 

HBCU’s Institutions scattered all across North America, aiding and abetting the same infectious, malignant 

educational cancer unveiled @ UNC! Yes, this Professor Dr. Mary Willingham @ UNC and Dr. Phil Jackson are 

to be highly applauded and commended for boldly go (NCAA Scared Grounds) where NO one would dare 

tread."--Milton Bullock of Do It For The Children’s Initiatives, Inc. 

This subliminal subject matter should be blown world-wide open! And rightly so, this is just the needle point 

of an infectious (sight unseen grave disservice/epidemic) starting as far back a Pre-K all throughout High 

School! And being proliferated since the very beginning of a segregated, public school 



system. Institutionalized, conspired and supported by the local movers and shakers (special interest 8roups) in 

accordance with local racist atonement of the community! 
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Hish Teacher Turnover 
Hurtin l Students, Study Finds 

March 31, 2014 

High turnover among new teachers in public school classrooms undermines school 
stability, serves as an impediment to educational reform, and hurts student 
achievement, a study by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching finds. 

The report, Beginners in the Classroom: What the Changing Demographics of 
Teaching Mean for Schools, Students, and Society, found that new teachers 
quit in large numbers largely due to the fact that they receive inadequate 
professional development opportunities, insufficient emotional backing, and 
inadequate feedback with respect to their performance. 

Indeed, the report found that between 1988 and 2008, rates of teacher attrition 
rose some 41 percent, and in many urban school districts more than half the new 
teachers hired leave within five years. 

The report also found that teachers at public charter schools are 40 percent more 
likely than teachers in district-run schools to transfer to another school and 52 
percent more likely to leave the teaching profession altogether. 
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As a result, the profession as a whole is younger and less experienced than it was 
a generation ago, and that, according to the report, is putting a strain on district 
budgets, serving to undermine school cultures, and lowering student achievement. 

Teacher attrition not only costs school districts more than $7 billion a year in 
recruitment and induction expenses, the report notes, it also impedes the 
implementation of educational reforms, disrupts relationships among 
teachers and between teachers and students, and negatively affects 
students, especially in high-minority and low-achieving schools. 

Click Here to Read the Full Report: Beginners in the Classroom: 
What the Changing Demographics of Teaching Mean for 
Schools, Students, and Society 
Click Here to Read Full Article 

The Chicago Reporter Talks: 
Revamping education in the 

community, not the classroom 

Phillip Jackson, executive director of the Black Star Project, believes that parents, peers 
and the community-at-large need to support the education of children in order to improve 
the quality of life in black and Latino communities. "1 want to take education to the 
streets," he said. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar] 

By Charlotte Lait 
An intern at The Chicago Reporter. 
March 24, 2014 

The disparity in academic achievement between white children and children of 
color has been an issue in public education for decades. Low-income black and 
Latino students consistently struggle to compete with their white peers. 



African-American young men find it hardest to compete. In 2011, only 10 percent of 
African-American boys in the 8th grade could read at a proficient level, according to 
findings by the National Association of Educational Progress. Illinois was slightly 
lower, at 9 percent. 

Phillip Jackson believes that black boys will achieve more if we overhaul the way 
we think about education. He founded the Black Star Project in 1996 to tackle the 
achievement gap. 

The Chicago Reporter talked to Jackson about his approach to education. 

How did you get involved in education? 

From a very early age. I grew up in the city of Chicago and the education in the city 
failed me. I attended 11 different Chicago Public Schools. And alter graduating from 
a Chicago public school, I was only in college for three months before I flunked out. 
Once you’ve failed, you get that "F" on your report card; it does something to you. It 
breaks you down. I thought "Damn, I’m pretty dumb." Then I thought maybe it’s 
them and not me. 

You say that you are the "most vilified man" in the country’s education 
system today. Why? 

Because I don’t think it’s the job of educators, whoever they are, to say we are 
going to educate your children. The most important educators in a child’s life are his 
parents, peers and community. Those are the people who can make a child want to 
learn. Schools are ill-prepared to teach children to want to learn. 

So do you think that the U.S. has a poor education system? 

Education is one of the few areas that I know of that really hasn’t kept up with all the 
change that has happened in the world. They might have some laptops in the 
classroom, but the people who teach have the same mindset that people taught 
with in 1809, when the American education system was created. They’re still 
thinking, "I’m the teacher, I will stand at the front of the classroom and you will listen 
to me." That’s not education. 

Having worked with these young people for many years, how do you think 
they respond to this problem? 

The NAEP’s study that showed only 9 percent of Chicago’s black boys at 8th grade 
are proficient readers is a tragedy. Nine percent is predictive of the violence that 
you see here, the despair that you see out here. 

Have the chances for success for young black men improved since you were 
one? 

Not only have things not improved, in many ways things have gotten worse. When I 
was in high school I was in a position where I could drop out, go to the steel mills 
and make more money than my teachers. Today, if you are an African-American 
male professional and your name sounds African, you are 50 percent less likely to 
be called in for a job interview with the same work credentials as a white person. 
That’s what a study by The University of Chicago found. 

What are the hopes for the future of the Black Star Project in helping to tackle 
these problems? 

We are going to continue working with the aim of providing life skills that will give 
young people the common sense, confidence and empowerment to make a life for 
themselves. And with that, we will show them how to raise their own communities 
up as they pull themselves up. 



Click Here to read full interview in The Chicago Reporter 

Jelani Hannah Coaches High School 
Students to Prepare for the ACT 

Monday, April 7, 2014 
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 
$25.00 per student (15 students only) 

Call 773.285.9600 to register. 

Learn what to expect on test day. Learn to pace yourself during 
the test, Learn how to approach the test, Learn strategies for 

making good decisions on the test, 
Learn how to relax during the test, 

Mr. Hannah will be working on his doctoral degree in material 
engineering this year. He has focused on science, math and 
engineering in programs at Fisk University and the University of 
Illinois at Chicago. He is also a graduate of King College Prep in 
Chicago. 

Sister Yaa Simpson 
Responds on Value of Using Condoms 

To Prevent STI’s 
This correspondence is in response to the story of 
promoting sex or preventing sexually transmitted 
infections (formally known as STDs). 
To be concise references to STD, is now 
antiquated terminology, just as the primus for 



suggesting supplying a condom to ’sexually curious 
adolescents’ somehow equates to promoting sex. 

Please note promoting condom use only promotes 
safer sex practices for those who are engaging in th 
act, regardless of their ages. I am sure you can agr~ 
that social media, internet access and text messagi~ 
promotes sexual events far better than any public 
health campaign could ever accomplish. 

This is not a political issue, this is a public health 
initiative based on sound public health data which 
supports the fact there must be a holistic approach 1 
reducing the number of STI including HIV among 
adolescents 13-24 years old. 

Sister Yaa Simpson 

accounted for 71% hlamydia cases and 67% Gonorrhea cases. 

Based on the Chicago Department of Public Health 
STI/HIV 2012 Surveillance Report, in Chicago for 2( 
alone, there were a total of 37,721 Chlamydia and 
Gonorrhea cases combined, of which, 13-24 year ol 

Based on statstics from statehealthfacts.org Race and ethnicity of the estimated 37,880 
people living with an AIDS diagnoses in Illinois in 2008. 

Since 
2008, 
there ~ 
been ~ 
6% 
increa~ 
in 
Chlam 
diagno 
amonc. 
those ’ 
19 yea 
old. In 
2011 
there v 
1,008 
people 
newly 
diagno 
with H 
infecti( 

24% of those infections were among people ages 13-24 years old. And in 2012 thos~ 
under the age of 30 years old accounted for half of the newly diagnosed Syphilis cas 

So it is undeniably that adolescents are already having sex with or without permissio 
and not using condoms. People also want to reduce teen pregnancy, but being preg= 
is not a disease or infection it is a condition which changes in about 9-10 months. 

In contrast, if one does not prevent or treated for STI including HIV, the complication~ 
may last a life time. However there is some good news, Blacks in Chicago experienc 
the greatest decreases in the percentage of Gonorrhea cases (4%) as compared to 
other groups, due to access to treatment and safer sex reduction methods, like usinc. 
condom. 

So why have the perspective that condoms are promoting sex, instead promote a be 
holistic and mature approach toward a healthy attitude and skill set aptitude. Skills to 
gain are decision making, problem solving, refusal and negotiations with and among 
their peers, which includes tools like male and female condom use, lubrication and 
getting tested/screened more than once per year to know one’s status. Now that is w 
promoting! 



On task, 
Your Local Community Epidemiologist of TACTS (The Association of Clinical 
Trial Services) 
Sista Yaa 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 

Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black players 
on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following basketball’s, 
that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent in 2008 and 35 
percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer penalized 
schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for transfers who 
graduated. 



But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. Too 
many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their players and 
many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to wander in the post- 
eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA rules 
that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates are finally 
having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 NCAA 
men’s basketball tournament teams" 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 
2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier- 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky- 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

1) Wisconsin - 0% 
2) UConn- 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 

5) New Mexico State - 27% 
6) New Mexico - 33% 

7) Ohio State - 33% 
8) Milwaukee - 33% 

9) Texas Southern - 37% 
10) Oklahoma State - 38% 

11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly -50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Pushed Out of School, 
Black Girls Lose Huge Ground 



Credit 

By Crystal Lewis 
WeNews correspondent 
Monday, March 24, 2014 

Once black girls wind up in juvenile justice schools it’s hard to find the path to 
financial stability. Research has found that black girls are more likely to be 
punished for being "un-ladylike" and seen by teachers as "loud, defiant, and 
precocious." The first in the series the Bias Price. 

(WOMENSENEWS)--Monique Morris says black girls are getting into trouble at 
school for just being who they have to be. 

"The majority of black girls who have been suspended got kicked out for being 
loud, even if they weren’t being disrespectful," said Morris, co-founder of 
the National Black Women’s Justice Institute, based inOakland, Calif. "It’s cultural 
for black girls to speak up, and they are going to fight back if something is wrong." 

Once these girls have gotten in trouble at school, they’re often seen as "the 
problem." 

This is especially true because black girls bullying at school often looks different 
than it does for white girls. Morris offers the example of a student who was kicked 
out for vandalizing school property when she wrote "1 hate the B’s at this school." 

"She was being bullied and provoked to fight, and didn’t know how to react. This 
was her cry for help, and no one listened," she said. 

"We need to stop these push-out practices that criminalize girls for who they are 
instead of what they’ve done," added Morris, whose article "Education and the 
Caged Bird: School Pushout and the Juvenile Court School," published in Poverty 
and Race Research Action Council, is one of the few explorations into the 
intersection of black girls, education and the juvenile justice system. 

"Girls are at an increased risk because there is a lack of community-based 
response to their problems. We have male-oriented reporting centers, but there’s 
no exploration of what girls need so that they won’t reoffend." 

Once they’ve gotten stuck in a troubled pattern, many black girls simply drop out of 
school. 

Just 60 percent of black females graduate high school in four years, the National 
Women’s Law Center reports, compared to 78 percent of white females. Black 
girls are three times more likely than white girls to receive out-of-school 
suspensions, according to a 2012 report by the Department of Education, and 
are more likely to repeat a grade. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 



Study: Black girls suspended at 
higher rates than most boys 

BY NIA-MALIKA HENDERSON 
March 21, 2014 

Six decades after the Supreme Court mandated school integration, racial and 
gender disparities in school discipline stubbornly persist, according to a new 
study by the civil rights division of the U.S. Department of Education. 

The report, released Friday, offers a snapshot of the experiences of 49 million 
students across the country from 2011 through 2012 and is based on data from all 
97,000 public schools across the country. The findings are stark: Students of color, 
boys and girls, are suspended at three times the rate of white students, and the 
disparities begin in preschool. 

There is also a stark gender divide. 

The gender breakdown shows that nationally, 12 percent of black girls received at 
least one-in-school suspension, whereas the rate for white girls is 2 percent, and 
for white boys it is 6 percent. 

The highest rate is in Wisconsin, where 21 percent of black girls are 
suspended, compared with 14 percent of black boys, 6 percent of white boys 
and 2 percent of white girls. 

In the Washington, D.C., black girls are suspended at 13 percent, and white 
boys are suspended at 12 percent. 

The report comes as President Obama has put a focus on minority boys, last 
month launching the My BrotheCs Keeper initiative, a $200 million effort to help 
minority boys succeed in school. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 



followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on April 
25-26,2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of Color. 
500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson State 
University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join educators 
nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and young men of 
color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum and 
Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School Leadership, 
School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on their 
strategies that have proven effective in generating academic success in 
their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
~ Special working session and reception for members, ensuring that the 
Gathering is highly productive for members and their year-round work 
with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the 
City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - Jackson, 
Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity to 
participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House Initiative on 
Educational Excellence for African Americans. This extraordinary 
event will take place on Friday evening and all-day Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 



SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

A~ua| Ga~her~ of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men 
of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people across the 
nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new narrative for boys 
and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah Stroman 
of the University of North Carolina discuss the 
allegations of academic fraud at the University 

of North Carolina-Chapel Hill on 

ESPN 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 



Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

This email was sent to miltonbullock@hotmail.com by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:47 AM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] FW: Maymester course: Cultural Competence, Leadership and You 

Mayme sterFlyer poster_Hughes-3-31 - 14-fin. docx 

To: Full Time and PT/LA Advisors 

From: Kara GrawOzburn in EDUC 

From: GrawOzburn, Kara Allison 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Nichols, Julia 
Subject: Maymester course: Cultural Competence, Leadership and You 

Julia 

Can you please forward the attached flyer to the advisors? This course, normally part of the minor in education is open 

to any student that wants to take it during MayMestero 

Thanks 

Kara 

Kara GrawOzburn 

Assistant Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 
:103 G Peabody Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3500 

9:19-843-6245 

kara@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingparttime as: mwillingham~unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34469863 or send a blank 
email to leave-34469863-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9@listserv.unc.edu 



Jltural Competence, Leadership 
EDUC-508, a Maymester Course 

~old Spirit of Global Exploration without the Mandate 

RIGHT IN OUR OWN BACKYARD! 

es, Associate Professor, School of Education, University of North C~ 

s to connect 
h, teaching, and 
collaboration 

;ctives in a Maymester course that counts for 
bal Studies & the new Education Minor 

COURSE EVALUATION 
)M Spring 2013 and Fall 2013 
~ters of EDUC-508 

Hill’s curriculum, valuable course" 
easily the best course I’ve taken so far at UNC... 
~trospective view of howl view myself and the 
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Issues: 
Transformative 
leadership; Privi 
& Penalty; Inec~ 

Inspiration: 
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Guest Speakers 

Investigatio 
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To: 

Subject: 

Wyrick, Marilyn J <wyrick@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 3:45 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] 

Information on "Carolina Class Master" 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 2:24 PM 
To: Registration Participants List 
Subject: [registration] FW: Important Information Regarding Email from Carolina Class Master 

Hi 

Please see the message below from Debra geller. 

Thank you! 
Heather 

Heather M. Duncan, MBA 
Assistant Registrar for Registration Services 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599 
(P) 919.962.8292/(F) 919.962.3349 

htt strar, unc.edu 

Check out our new blog! 

From: Beller, Debra L 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 1:26 PM 
To: Duncan, Heather M 
Cc: Derickson, Christopher P; Norwood, Roberta Anne; Smith, Charles E 
Subject: Important Information Regarding Email from Carolina Class Master 

Hi Heather. Could you please forward this email to the lists you have for Student Services 
Managers? We thought they might want to be aware of this in case students have questions. The 
text below is a Formal Notice that was sent out to students on April 3, 2014, regarding Carolina 
Class Master, a website created by a student that presents a different interface for 
ConnectCaro[ina. This is not endorsed by ITS, nor can ITS assure the security of information 
submitted through this website. Questions should be sent to the ITS Help Desk at 919o962-HELP or 
at htt       ouncoedu. Thanks. 

Debra 



Formal Notice sent to Students on April 3, 2014: 

TITLE: Important Information Resardin8 Emait from Carotina Crass 
Master 

Dear Students, 

You may have received an emait or sociat media posts re~lardin~l 
’Carolina Class Master’ c[aimin~l to be a viable alternative to 
ConnectCarotina in re~listerin~l for fatt 2014 ctasses. 

Ptease be aware that Carotina Crass Master is not an officiat University 
of North Carotina site. The University’s Information Technoto~ly Services 
(ITS) does not endorse this site and cannot assure the security of any 
personat information submitted throu~lh the site. Any imptication that 
ITS has created, endorsed or reviewed this site is incorrect. ITS is 
examinin~l the site and witt provide necessary updates as we tearn more. 

I am writing because I know that this is class registration time, 
and I want to avoid any confusion about what might be perceived as 
alternative sites for UNC course registration. The official course 
registration site remains connectcaro[ina.unc.edu. 

If you have questions or concerns, please contact the ITS Help Desk 
at 919-962-HELP or he[p.unc.edu. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Kie[t 
Vice Chance[[or for Information Technology and Chief Information 

Officer 

Debra Belier 
Communications Specialist 
ConnectCaro[ina, ITS Enterprise Applications 
919.843.0477 
debra be~er@uncoedu 
http: //ccinfoo unco edu / 



MarJlyn J. Wyrick 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 
2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775             .unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingparttime as: mwillin       unc edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34484257 or send a blank 
email to leave-~44842~ %(~6319,~ 9% 6f~6994f~d~ 1232gd09~51225676c%9~1i stserv~mc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~aol.com 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:45 PM 

Dean.Zerbe@alliantgroup.com 

nocera@nytimes.com; @mac.com; mccorm52@law.msu.edu; rtelander@suntimes.com; 
brad.wolverton@chronicle.com; chris150@law.msu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 

~hotmail.com;         ~yahoo.com; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; kotto@email.wcu.edu; 
@msn.com;        ~charter.net; sol.gittleman@tufts.edu; snkatz@Princeton.EDU; 

JCOLOMBO@law.illinois.edu; jjd@umich.edu; ejs95@drexel.edu; nick@collegeathleticsclips.com;          @aol.com; 
~aol.com; pbarrettl 7@bloomberg.net; jm-ottino@northwestern.edu;        ~gmail.com; cs@northwestern.edu; 

razeghi@northwestern.edu; bww@mccormick.northwestern.edu; taflove@ece.northwestern.edu; 
ahaddad@ece.northwestern.edu; mmangan@thecenterweb.org; @hotmail.com; @aol.com 

A Step Toward Justice in College Sports? 

Splitt ANationStillAtRiskCombined032614.docx 

Dean, it’s taken 11 years to get to this step toward justice. There are more steps to follow, first and foremost is the O’Bannon class-action lawsuit against the NCAA. 
To get a sense as to how all of this is coming together, see "Revisiting ’A Nation Still at Risk’" at 

s‘c~m/index‘~/archiveh~icknamesmasc~ts/8771°revisitin~°a°nati~n°sti~I°at°ds~) and the following: 

o Joe Nocera’s April 1, op-ed "A Step Toward Justice in College Sports?" in the New York Times at times.com/2014/04/01/qpinion/noceraoaoste usticeo 

inoCOlle~oorts htm!? ~; 
o Brian Phillips’ April 1, Grantland article "The Northwestern Decision: An Explainer,." at ~rantland.com/features/northwestemoncaaocollegeoathletiCSounion/);. 
FYI, the "Revisiting" piece has been meshed with "A Nation Still at Risk" and the combined commentaries published by FutureVectors, Inc. for distribution at the upcoming 
College Sports Research Institute’s 
April 23-25 Conference at the University of South Carolina. See the attached doc. file. 
Too much to read? Then listen to Matt Minkus’ April 1, 110 Sports Podcast with Sonny Vaccaro - NCAA Sports News at (campussportsconnection.com/ncaa/arizona- 
wildcats/story/1636657). 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank G. Splitt 
Former McCormick Faculty Fellow 
McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science 

Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:57 PM 

Jay M Smith ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: A Step Toward Justice in College Sports? 

Splitt ANationStillAtRiskCombined032614.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

oh my. 

MaW Willinghmn 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

Begin forwaacded message: 

From: 

Date: April 3, 2014 at 6:44:35 PM EDT 

To: <Dem~..Zerbe 

Cc: <r~ocem,~d m~imes.c~ m>, ~mac.com>, <mcco~m52~’law.ms~.e&~>, <~ela~.der~a smat~mes.com>, 

<c s<2~" ~:~o~ b.xx e s~ e~a.e&~, 

Subject: A Step Toward Justice in Cdlege SporN? 

Dean, it’s taken 11 years to get to this step toward justice. There are more steps to follow, first and foremost is the O’Bannon class-action lawsuit against the 
NCAA. 
To get a sense as to how all of this is coming together, see "Revisiting ’A Nation Still at Risk’" at 
(~.t...t.p:/A,,~,~,colle            s~c~m/index~).p/archiv~/nicknamesmasc~ts/877~-revisitinq:~a-nati~n-stiII-at-risk) and the following: 
o Joe Nocera’s April 1, op~d "A Step Toward Justice in College Spots?" in the New Yo~ Times at 

towa rd:~u st ~ce-~n-co~e                ; 
o Brian Phillips’ April 1, Grantland a~icle "The No~hwestern Decision: An Explainer,." at ~rant~and,com/feature~/northwe~tem4~caa-co~e,ge-ath~et~cs- 

union/);. 
FYI, the "Revisiting" piece has been meshed with "A Nation Still at Risk" and the combined commentaries published by FutureVectors, Inc. for distribution at 
the upcoming College Spots Research Institute’s 
April 23-25 Conference at the University of South Carolina. See the a~ached doc. file. 
Too much to read? Then listen to Matt Minkus’ April 1, 110 Spots Podcast with Sonny Vaccaro - NCAA Spots News at 
(camp~sspo~sconnect~on,com/ncaa/ar~zona,-w~dcats/sto~/~ 

Best, 
Frank 
Frank G. Splitt 
Former McCormick Faculty Fellow 
McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science 
No~hwestern Univemity 

Evanston, Illinois 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 3:52 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

OMG. If he emails me I would be so thrilled. I’d shit in my pants. Josh Fine still hasn’t made good on his 
promise of an autographed picture. 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 2:34 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~unc.edu> wrote: 

told him to email you. 

From:       ~aol.com [mailto:       ~aol.com.] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Mary, 

Quite a coincidence that you wrote me today, because I missed the original airing of the 
Real Sports show and finally saw it just last night. It’s especially interesting what you sent 
me because the Oklahoma dean who was interviewed made me wonder more than ever: 
where is the faculty in all of this? (Of course, it’s also true that I ask: does any reporter 
who covers these teams ever try and run down these issues? So, we’re all culpable.) 

Thanks so much for sending me this, and perhaps it will lead to another commentary. 

Hope you’re well, and they’re not harassing you too much. 

All best, 
Frank 

Frank Deford 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mar~ C. <mwillinqham@unc.edu> 
To: frank6de ¯        ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Apr4, 2014 7:47 am 
Subject: Retired faculty statement flnal.pdf 

Frank, I thought that you might find this enlightening. All my best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:23 PM 

Willingha~n, Maa-y C. <mwillingha~n@unc.edu> 

RE: Retired faculty statement finaJ.pdf 

Sounds good. Thanks. I’ll check back with you next week. 

From-’ Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, April 04, 20:t4 7:02 PM 

To,, Beard, Aaron 
Subject-" Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Aaron, My cell number is             I a~n tentatively scheduled to meet with Jay Smith and Wafinstein the week a£ter next. No word from Chancellor Folt about a 

time to meet (or my grievance which has been sitting with her since December, originaJly filed on July 1, 2013- wow) ---a little embarrassing for her but maybe she is 

just too busy ..... 

Have a good weekend, Mary 

Maw Willingb~n 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 5:02 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard > wrote: 

Howdy Mary, 
Just left you a voicemail at your office and wanted to follow up with an email. 

I was calling to touch base on a couple of things very briefly. I’m catching up with a small update on the Wainstein investigation and wanted to find out if you 
have been able to schedule your meeting with him yet. I’m writing something short today to update with him already meeting with Debbie Crowder and figured 
I’d check on your end as well. 

Is your office number the best way to reach you generally (other than email)? I didn’t know if it was best to use a cell number or that one. 

When you get a chance, let’s catch up by phone if you have time. My number is And of course, you can always reach me at this email. 

Hope you’re doing well. 
ab 

From-’ Willingham, Mary C. [mwillinqham@ur~c edu] 

Sent-’ Friday, April 04, 20:t4 7:44 AM 

To,, Beard, Aaron 
Subject-" Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

FYI 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified 

that you have received this communication in error, and that amy review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this ema~l. Thank you. 

[IP US DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aJlen sack~ @yahoo.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 11:18 AM 

Alexa Combelic ~Jexa combelic@murphy.senate.gov> 

David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; andrew Zimbalist ~azimba]i@smith.edu>; Donna Lopiano ~gmail.com>; Brian Porto 
<BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingha~@unc.edu>; Amy Perko <perko@knighffoundation.ovg> 

Meeting with Senator Murphy 

LOPIANO KNIGHT COMMISSION COMMENTS.docx 

Dea3" Alexa, 

Although I have recently written in the New York Times and elsewhere that big-time college athletes under the current system are employees and should 

therefore have the right to unionize, I do not believe unionization is in the best interests of higher education. The reaJ solution, as we have argued in the CAP Act is to 

radically restructure the NCAA so that athletes can truly be siudents. 

I am somewhat amazed that proponents of the unionization of college sports have seemingly had instant access to congress, while a bill to refftore academic integrity 

in collegiate sports (like the CAP Act) has been placed on the back burner. I fully undersiand how busy senator Murphy must be. But we need only haJf aaa hour with 

him to make our case. We have no union backing, but faculty support is increasing aaad our bill has not gone unnoticed in the press. The Knight Foundation response to 
Donna’s presentation was very positive aaad the CoaJition on Intercollegiate Athletics supported the antitrust exemption. I know you are doing your best. I just wanted 

to touch base. If Senator Murphy sponsors this bill, I have no doubt there would be a ground swell of support throughout the country. 

Regards, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=WILLINGH> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 2:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Really? Stay positive? 

On Apr 5, 2014, at 12:49 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiRmc.eda> wrote: 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Date:Sat, 5 Apr 2014 16:46:26 +0000 
From:Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc~e&l> 

Reply-To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.eda> 
To:The progfac mailing list listser,~ur~£eda> 

Hi All. Thank you Andy for your note. I agree with Andyls sentiments. It 

is very disturbing to me that people (especially UNC current faculty) 

would read what is reported in the media and use that as the primary basis 

for their position. I serve on the Faculty Athletics Committee with Andy 

and chair the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. There has been a great deal 

of openness, dialogue, and tough questions being asked. 

We have to stay positive and keep making progress. Haking public 

statements that highlight previous wrongdoings and/or misperceptions of 

transparency are not accurate and disrespectful to everyone (faculty and 

administrators) who continues to work on this matter each and every day. 

I echo Andyls offer to meet at your time of convenience. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting 

to improve the world. 

<h~o://WWWoWJSdomcuoheSoCom/quc.te/anne-f~ank-lohtmi>" ~ Anne Frank 

On 4/5/14, 12:25 PH, "Perrin, Andrew J" <a~drew ~)errin@unc~ed~i> wrote: 

>Dear Colleagues, 

> 

>I am writing to follow up on this message and ask for your input. As 

>many of you know I am a long-time member of Progfac. 

> 

>The sentiments expressed in the statement from retired faculty do not 

>mirror my own experiences at all, which is why I’m asking for your 

>feedback. I’ve been spending probably 15 hours a week on athletics 

>issues, raising difficult questions, and most importantly pushing for 

>substantive reforms in advising, admissions, oversight, and integrity. 

>My experience is that administrators have been unusually open to faculty 

>input and concern, and that many of the reforms that have and will be 

>put into place respond directly to faculty voices. 

> 

>I think that to say that the problems are "in the college of arts and 

>sciences" is a huge mistake - the evidence is that they were between the 

>academic support program for student athletes and two individuals within 

>the college. Eight separate investigations have failed to show *anyone* 

>else in the college who was complicit. Our colleagues in the Department 



>of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies have suffered enough 

>for the actions of two people there with the knowing complicity of 

>athletics-dependent staff. 

> 

>So I guess my question for you (and the retired faculty (whom I’ve 

>contacted separately) is: what is it that you think should be done that 

>isn’t? I would be very happy to have that conversation on the Progfac 

>list, or to meet in person somewhere. 

> 

>Very best wishes, 

>Andy 

> 

>On 04/05/2014 11:27 AM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> Check out long list of retired prof signatories on this letter: 

>> 

>> 

>>htt~://wwwonewsobserve£ocomi20~4iO4/O3/3755756/or~-scar~ai-unc-facultv-mla 

>>-retired.html 

>> 

>> 

>> Altha J. Cravey 

>> Associate Professor 

>> Geography Department, CB # 3220 

>> UNC Chapel Hill NC 27599 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: a~drew pe~i~@u~coedU. 

>>To unsubscribe send a blank 

>> email to 

>>ieave-34493901-777~98o8d7ec0dTd4f525eb025Od4c2682e7fTa@~is~se~v~Uncoedu 

>> 

> 

>-- 

> 

>Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 

>Candidate for Faculty Chair h~tp~/ibito~y/IfilDcz 

>Check out my new book h~:/i~itoiy/~i4fT2r 

>Director, Carolina Seminars htcs:iica£oiJ naseminass~@nc.edu 

>UNC-Chapel Hill - anckew <~,e~r~in@uncoedu - :~/DeKXinoSOCSCiounc~edu 
> 
>--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@@ncoedu. To 
>unsubscribe send a blank 
>email to 
>leave-3~494O~6-5622302Oo~8abcb432OO37OaTc]?48~b56fe~eb9b@listservoUnooedu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: javsmlth@emaJi.bJ°~coedu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to ]eave-344940,~-~,@R<’~ ~’~22~0 80e9ef4               ~’s~’s~ ~c~<~ o e~c~,~2o,~ 653627 ~] 64 ~ 346’~ @i is tse~v~ unc~ edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 4:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Real Sports 

Maybe my buddy Frank’s message (all the way down) should be sent to Perrin and Stroman. They would most 
likely say that he doesn’t know anything either- Gawd! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S."<         ou.edu> 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 8:13:51 AMEDT 
To: Willingham Mary <mwilli~gham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Real Sports 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S."<         ou.edu> 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 6:40:56 AM CDT 
To:         @aokcom" <        ~aoLcom> 
Subject: Re: Real Sports 

Dear Mr. DeFord, 

You have no idea how thrilled I am to receive your email. I regularly play your 
Sweetness and Light broadcasts to my classes on ethical issues in intercollegiate 
athletics, introduction to intercollegiate athletics administration, athletics in higher 
education, and NCAA academic reform and academic advising. I often use your 
reference to athletic special admissions as "the original sin" in speeches I have 
delivered and debates on the academic performance of athletes. Your words have 
inspired me throughout my athletics and academic careers. In fact, I only agreed to the 
interview for HBO on the condition that Josh Fine would get me your signed 
photograph. 

As for the faculty reaction to the show on campus, it has been muted. Not a word. 
This is not surprising for OU as it is an athletic powerhouse that wields enormous 

influence on the Board of Trustees and administration and is strongly supported by the 
citizens of the state and the economy. I have often felt that the public knows about the 
fraud perpetrated by athletics and simply accepts it as a consequence of their beloved 
entertainment. However, those familiar with me know that I have been outspoken 
about the issues of literacy in revenue producing sports since 1983. Many faculty 
prefer to simply ignore the issue of the second class or non-education reserved for at- 



risk elite athletes to be left alone to pursue their work. Frankly, it is shameful and 
cowardly. 

Please continue to crusade for academic integrity in college sports. Out of fear of 
collective bargaining, the recent NLRB ruling may be a brief window for the NCAA to 
change their governance structure to be more inclusive and enact serious reforms. It is 
unfortunate that the NCAA’s greed has spurned this movement. 

Thank you so very much for your compliments. They meant a great deal to me. 

Gerry 

Sent from my iPad 

] 
On Apr 4, 2014, at 5:21 PM, ~aoL corn> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Gurney. 

My friend Mary Willingham gave me your address. I just wanted to 
say how impressed I was by your courage in stepping forward the 
way you have. You are to be commended. 

As I told Mary, the two groups of people who should be the 
sentinels are the faculty who look away and my colleagues, the 
local journalists who never look into the obvious academic fraud. 

I trust you aren’t being too insulted by the Sooner faithful. Thank 
you for being so faithful to your university’s mission. 

With best wishes. 

Frank Deford 



OHiO 
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June 14, 2013 

President Lou Anna Simon 
Office of the President 
Michigan State University 
426 Auditorium Road 
Hannah Administration Bulding, Room 450 
East Lansing, MI 48824-1046 

Via Email and U.S. Mail 

NANCY HOGSHEAD-MAKAR 
904-680-7784 

nhogshead@WomensSportsFoundaiton.org 

Dear President Lou Anna Simon, 

The Women’s Sports Foundation writes to you, a member of the NCAA 
Executive Committee, to express concern for a crucial disparity between the 
proposed Institutional Performance Program (IPP) and the original NCAA 
Certification process and the negative consequences for gender equity. This 
letter is intended to provide history and context to Certification, and to 
identify our expectations for the new IPP process. This letter was written in 
consultation with those who were on the Certification committee as it was 
formed and as it developed, some since Certification’s inception - namely 
Charlotte West, Judy Sweet, Chris Voelz, Christine Grant and Donna Lopiano. 
Collectively, I will refer to them as the NCAA Certification historians. 

History: 
NCAA Certification Was Designed and Functioned Like 

Academic Accreditation 

A false historical myth is floating around that Certification was designed as an 
educational tool for institution to monitor the effectiveness of administrative 
systems within athletics. 

This is not true. The NCAA Certification historians are unanimous that 
Certification was conceived in the spirit of academic accreditation that is 
prevalent throughout higher education, and patterned after this approach by 
including such components as campus wide committees and external peer 
review. Certification was designed to require a level of effort and expense 
commensurate with what is typical for academic accreditation. In most other 
academic areas, institutions are required to submit to an external compliance 
review once every 4 or 5 years. Here at the Florida Coastal School of Law, for 
example, we are in the process of responding to our accreditor, the American 
Bar Association, who has several follow-up questions after we submitted our 
150+ page report. Intercollegiate athletics are no different. Certification, like 
its academic counterparts, was intended to make athletics more 
transparent. In contrast, there is nothing transparent about athletic 
department control of data and its collection. 



Gender Equity was specifically included into this Certification process after an in-depth NCAA 
Gender Equity Study showed that 20 years after passage of Title IX, only modest progress 
toward equity had been made. The Gender Equity portion of Certification was intended to 
motivate members into providing more athletic experiences for women, and to make 
women’s experiences comparable to men’s. 

Certification has been successful in making real change. Charlotte West affirmed in her 
accounts to me describing how Certification held schools accountable to both develop and 
follow a plan of action for Gender Equity. Certification held schools accountable to both 
develop and follow a plan of action for gender equity. This is consistent with my own 
experience. I have worked with a number of institutions regarding their Certification plans, 
and I can assure you the process was a powerful catalyst for change. In short, while 
Certification may have educated some, Certification was not conceived or implemented as an 
"educational tool", any more than any academic accreditation’s purpose is to educate those it 
is accrediting. 

Jurisdiction: 
The NCAA Can Penalize Institutions for Violations of Its Own Standards 

There is another false perception that the NCAA "doesn’t have the jurisdiction" to penalize 
institutions for failing to meet Title IX requirements. 

The NCAA is a private organization, and has full legal authority to enforce its own standards. 
The NCAA standard for Gender Equity is expressed in its Operating Principle :5.1: "An athletics 
program can be considered gender equitable when the participants in both the men’s and the 
women’s programs would accept as fair and equitable the overall program of the other 
gender." 

In essence, this is the same standard expressed in Title IX. I’m aware of no case law that 
would find a violation of Title IX - for participation, for scholarships or for equal treatment - 
that wouldn’t also violate Operating Principle :5.1. The fact that there happens to be a federal 
law expressing the same standard doesn’t absolve the NCAA of its own, independent 
responsibility to assure fairness between men and women, and to assure the educational 
mission of athletics trumps the commercial aspect of the enterprise. The NCAA should not 
abdicate this responsibility to ensure gender equity to the students and other athletic 
department personnel affected by discrimination. 

In fact, the NCAA used Certification as a way to of requiring member institutions to go 
beyond what the Department of Education would have required for compliance with Title IX. 
In 2005, when the Bush administration released a new email survey that would have allowed 
schools to show compliance with Prong 3, weakening Title IX, the NCAA told its members 
that the department’s email survey would not satisfy Certification, and that schools would 
need to use all the factors in the 1996 Policy Interpretation. This is clear evidence that the 
NCAA’s commitment to Gender Equity is independent from Title IX. The Certification 
historians want to clarify that the NCAA should not be in charge of enforcement of Title IX. 
We are looking for the NCAA to ensure, as a condition for membership, that institutions 
provide resources and opportunities in a gender-equitable manner. 

Expectations for the IPP 

We expect that the new IPP will maintain three vital roles from Certification: 
1) Enforcement and Accountability: Real Consequences for failure to comply; 
2) Include Gender Equity Data plans and data from 199:5; and 
:5) Assemble all pertinent Gender Equity information in one location. 

1. Enforcement and Accountability: IPP Must Include Serious Consequences for Non- 
Compliance 

IPP needs to include an enforcement and accountability mechanism for Gender Equity. 
Certification, as its name implied, involved a pass-fail process; an athletics department either 
passed Certification or it did not. IPP, as currently conceived, does not have inherent 
standards that institutions must reach in order to participate. There is no reason why 
enforcement of gender equity standards should be any less strong than enforcement of other 
NCAA requirements. For example, the NCAA has set increasingly rigorous academic 



standards, under which noncompliant institutions are penalized with loss of scholarships or 
disqualification from post-season competitions. Such enforcement has never been vulnerable 
to criticism that this is beyond the NCAA’s role or that the NCAA is usurping the power of the 
accrediting agencies. A similar enforcement approach is therefore warranted in the context of 
Gender Equity. 

Moreover, the former Certification process requires institutions that had not satisfied the 
NCAA’s requirements for Gender Equity to include remediation plans. These member 
institutions were required to "[d]emonstrate that it is committed to, and has progressed 
toward, fair and equitable treatment of both male and female student-athletes and athletics 
department personnel." 

By failing to hold schools accountable for progress toward full compliance with Operating 
Principle 3.1, the NCAA is abandoning a once-powerful commitment to women. A new IPP 
policy must include a penalty for doing a poor job, just as there has always been in the 
Certification process. 

2. The IPP needs to build on Gender Equity information and progress plans dating back to 
1993. 

The effectiveness of Certification’s Gender Equity plans and commitments have been building 
over time; the IPP should not start at "zero" with its introduction. Certification’s Gender 
Equity plans contained hard-fought promises and concessions to women, and the IPP should 
incorporate those promises that have already been made. There is no reason to take a step 
back from those plans and commitments. 

3. The IPP Should Allow Institutions to Review the Overall Status of Gender Equity 
Performance in One Place. 

As IPP was presented to the NCAA Inclusion Forum and NACWAA in 2013, there did not 
appear to be a specific breakout for Gender Equity within the four areas, Academics, Student- 
Athlete Well-Being, Fiscal Management, and Gender and Ethic Diversity. Vital gender equity 
information appears to be scattered throughout the metrics, rather than being assimilated 
into one report. As presented, it would be difficult for a reviewer to see how an institution 
was being fair to women with regards to participation, scholarships and treatment, all in one 
place. This is a computer programming issue, and should be fixed at very little cost. 

4. The Dashboard Is Inappropriate for Gender Equity: Institutions Should Not Be Compared 
to Each Other. 

The NCAA Certification historians were also outspoken and unanimous in their opposition to 
including Gender Equity on a dashboard. If the NCAA is going to do a simple administrative 
dashboard, it should not mix up administrative dashboards and institutional integrity via 
campus wide self-evaluation. Gender Equity is not a comparison among institutions; it is a 
comparison within an institution based on that institution’s history and its 
plan/goal/commitment for reaching compliance. Significantly, campus-wide self-evaluation 
in this area is not costly. I understand that the IPP Committee has heard this feedback 
repeatedly. 

One historian suggested that the NCAA hire a staff member well versed with Title IX who 
could review all institutional plans and flag areas of concern as well as make commendations 
for the IPP committee. This practice would bring expertise and consistency to the evaluation 
of the plans. It would be timely and inexpensive. As rules inevitably changed (such as allowing 
schools to provide multi-year scholarships, additional money to cover the cost of attendance, 
or resources for families to attend new post-season competitions) this NCAA staff member 
could assure that these new items were also being updated into any new IPP template, and 
that they would be provided in a gender equitable manner. 

Currently, there is evidence of a slowdown in progress toward equity and the same need for 
institutional accountability exists as it did when Certification was initiated back in 1993. As the 
NCAA’s own participation data show, the participation gap has not narrowed, despite more 
women attending higher education than ever before. 



!i 

In sum, the NCAA has the jurisdiction, the legal authority, and the internal precedent to 
ensure that Gender Equity remains a strong component of the evaluation process. The new 
IPP must contain enforcement and accountability, the promises contained in the Gender 
Equity plans starting in ]993, and must be easily assembled into one report. For these 
reasons, we are asking that the NCAA substantially adjust the IPP to ensure that the program 
continues to fulfill the commitment it has made to Gender Equity and to women. 

Sincerely, 

Senior Director of Advocacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 11:42 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

So obliging. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Date:Sun, 6 Apr 2014 11:40:39 -0400 
From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M ~smith(~email.~nc.ed~> 

Great catch! You are right... I should have mentioned it and will do so. Thanks. 

I will read your response too. 

d 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@emailoUncoedu> 

Date: Sunday, April 6, 2014 at 11:01 AM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@Uncoedu> 
Subject: Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Unfortunate, Debby, that you recommend Bethel’s blog but not Mary’s. Bethel, as you must know, launched a 
mean-spirited personal attack on me just last week. In case you’d like to see my response: 

erclassinc.com!~-smith-startin -bethel/ 

On 4/6/14 10:43 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi All. 

Morning ramblings... 

Sarah and Jay, 

1. Jay, I am not taking things personally. 
2. "Faculty being MIA" - I think this issue is more complex too. I have been very disappointed 

in faculty engagement (despite the many who do serve on special committees and faculty 
council) around support for housekeepers, black male student enrollment, Title IX/sexual 
violence, gender equity for salaries, respect for academic freedom in research, T&P policies 
and subjectivity, hiring and retention of faculty of color, environmental policies, the 
entrepreneurship ecosystem, etc. We all have a lot to do personally and professionally. I 
know longer get in a tizzy because faculty don’t "step up." I realize that I am an activist. 
Most people aren’t. There is no need complaining or making a statement "begging" for 
others to get on board. I would rather spend my time and energy with those who willingly 
choose to do so. 

3. Athletic/Academic situation: I have come to accept the fact that there is system in place for 



faculty to get involved -- to learn about the progress being made, to speak up and speak 
directly to senior administrators, and to be a part of the implementation of reforms. 

4. Your genuine interest and concern for the mission of the university in this matter starts with 
your own personal full commitment. That full commitment (to learn and make a difference in 
this arena) will be heavy and laborious because of the complexity of sport, commercialism, 
higher education, K-12 education, university and NCAA governance, capitalism, and racism. 
Do you really want to dive in? If so, I ask that you start with research, read the previous 
reports (and not the one-liners in the media), and attend Faculty Council meetings, Faculty 
Athletics Committee meetings, and ARG meetings to gain their perspective. Have a chat with 
me so I can share the perspective of the members of the Black Caucus. Learn about the 
Knight Commission. They have been challenging and making recommendations of the 
NCAA for years. Learn about the current NCAA legislation regarding student athlete reform. 
I don’t think Dean Gil or Bubba Cunningham would turn down a meeting, so you might want 
to request a meeting with her or him to learn more of the specific reforms in place. There are 
numerous academic associations, conferences, and journals related to college sport- some 
supportive and some not so supportive. Let me know if you want this information. Consider 
reading Bradley Bethel’s blog - ~://coachi~themind~blogN~ot.com/He works with UNC 
athletes as a writing specialist. Request a meeting with Faculty Chair Jan Boxill. She is 
winding down her term, so she will have more time to meet with people. So, if you really 
want to "be at the table" to better understand or advocate -- understand the commitment. I 
think most faculty (and I don’t blame them) can’t make that commitment. So they are just 
trusting those selected, those elected, and those volunteers to represent them well. Plus, there 
is SO much more going on at this university that requires their time and attention. 

5. If you are more or also concerned about the exploitation of Black young men, let’s really 
talk. Those solutions are much bigger and start outside of UNC. 

6. Lastly, I do relate this matter to a family tussle. If there is love for family members and one 
wants to protect the family, I would think that one would try to avoid harm (as you fix the 
issue) to the family name and reputation. I continue to hope that with all the negative 
messages being sent by UNC internalpeople (i.e., faculty or staff) it will not make a bright 
and promising prospective student say "no" to our admissions offer. Our university is great 
because of the quality of the students here. I chatted with a UNC athlete on Friday. He 
looked at me and said, "Why don’t they just leave us alone? They just keep digging for 
something." 

I will try not to write any more as I am away at a conference. And I hope no one takes my note 
personal. ;) 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the 
world.’’~ Anne Frank 

× 

From: <Smith>, Jay Smith <~smith@email.Uncoedu> 



Reply-To: Jay Smith <~smith@emaikur~coedu> 

Date: Sunday, April 6, 2014 at 9:40 AM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listservouncoedu> 

Subject: Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Andy/Debby et. al.: 
I know that progfac has not been particularly invested in the athletic thing, and I apologize if this is 
seen as an unwelcome intrusion to inboxes everywhere, but... 

I would like to ask that individuals who happen to be on committees etc. stop taking personally the 
broad statements issued by those of us frustrated by the university response to four years of 
scandal. We know that individuals are devoting hours, work, and effort to various behind-the- 
scenes initiatives and we applaud you for it. But the retired faculty’s main point--that the faculty "as 
a collective" has been missing in action--is hard to dispute. In large part this is because leaders have 
managed the situation in a way that leaves all substantive work to committees that have either been 
hand-picked (e. g., the ’working group’) or elected through a partly co-optive process that ensures 
heavy athletic and athletic-friendly voices (Faculty Athletics Committee.) I acknowledge, I think 
we all acknowledge, that there are good people working hard even on those committees, but their 
work is no substitute for an engaged faculty demanding answers and explanations for the myriad 
issues generated or left hanging by our scandal. When I requested for the umpteenth time last 
October that the Provost schedule some ’town hall’ discussions where the community could come 
together to address those issues, he stiff-armed me, told me to "be patient" and to allow his 
committee to fix the problems. That was classic. Classic. 

I couldn’t begin to enumerate all the still-unaddressed issues in a single email, but I see that there’s 
an alumnus making a comment at the N&O (see below) who makes a few cogent points in response 
to Folt’s non-response to the retired faculty statement ("the progress we’re making is very real," she 
exclaimed.) Note this alum’s attention to the very concept of "progress." We the faculty, I would 
say, should have already been out front defining point A and point B, and calling administrators on 
all their nonsense for four years running. So when I read that retired faculty statement, my own 
reaction was this: right on. -JS 

Questions for Chancellor Folt: 
what specific progress are we making? 
from what are we progressing? to what are we progressing? 
how is this progress being achieved? 
how can the broad university community make evidence based judgments as to the extent and value 
of the progress? 
There is a very real need for more transparency that the university is providing and the failure to 
provide it is causing real harm to the community. 
John Powell BA ’77 
On 4/5/14 12:25 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing to follow up on this message and ask for your input. As many of you 
know I am a long-time member of Progfac. 

The sentiments expressed in the statement from retired faculty do not mirror my own 
experiences at all, which is why I’m asking for your feedback. I’ve been spending 
probably 15 hours a week on athletics issues, raising difficult questions, and most 
importantly pushing for substantive reforms in advising, admissions, oversight, and 
integrity. My experience is that administrators have been unusually open to faculty 
input and concern, and that many of the reforms that have and will be put into place 



respond directly to faculty voices. 

I think that to say that the problems are "in the college of arts and sciences" is a huge 
mistake - the evidence is that they were between the academic support program for 
student athletes and two individuals within the college. Eight separate investigations 
have failed to show *anyone* else in the college who was complicit. Our colleagues in 
the Department of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies have suffered 
enough for the actions of two people there with the knowing complicity of athletics- 
dependent staff. 

So I guess my question for you (and the retired faculty (whom I’ve contacted 
separately) is: what is it that you think should be done that isn’t? I would be very happy 
to have that conversation on the Progfac list, or to meet in person somewhere. 

Very best wishes, 
Andy 

On 04/05/2014 11:27 AM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 

Check out long list of retired prof signatories on this letter: 

~:~w~newsobserver~comi20 ~ 4i04i03i375575(~ior~-scanda~-unc- 
facultsi-mia-retired.htm~ 

Altha J. Cravey 
Associate Professor 
Geography Department, CB # 3220 
UNC Chapel Hill NC 27599 
--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ar~drew~errin@ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to ~ea~e~34493901 ~ 
777198.8dTec0dTd4~525 eb0250d4c2(~g2eT~a@~is~tserv.~r~c, ed~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mai~to:lea~e-3449(~553- 
56223020~18abcb43200370aTc1248165~:(~ l ebgb@Iis~tserv.~nc~edu~’>Ieave-344965 5 3- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fel ebgb@lis~tserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 9:41 PM 

Jay M Smith @gmail.com> 

Fwd: potential violation of student records policy 

Twitter paperclassinc ’05’ UNC basketball champs ...pdf; ATT00001.htm; Jay Smith Starting Over With Bradley Bethel Paper Class 

Inc.pdf; ATT00002.htm 

It just gets better. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Stephen Whitlow" ~ 

To: "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" 
Cc: Wllllngha3n, Ma~ C. 

Subject: Re: potential violation of student records policy 

Dear Ms. Strohm, 

Following up on my earlier ema~l, Ms. Willingha~n recently posted the following information about UNC students on her blog at 

RN~ercal/i~ac.com<h~.       rcal/i~ac.com>: 

"How about the fact that the 2005 national basketball team starting 5 and one additional player (you guys call him the # 6 guy) took a combined 69 paper 

classes? The troth is in the transcripts. How about those numbers?" 

Additionally, she posted the following on her twitter account: 

"’05’ UNC basketball champs starting 5 +1 took a combined 69 paper classes, trut~transcripts~transparency. A real education 

Are these not FERPA violations? Does she have the consent of the students to release information about their transcripts? Links to the comments are 
below, a~d PDFs attached of the links as of~9pm Sunday the 6th. 

Thank you, 

Stephen Whitlow 

ht~ps:i twit~er.com.ipaperclassiacisva~4~4529730243804~,5152 

On Ffi, Apr 4, 2014 at 12:51 PM, Stephen Whitlow ~ ~?~m~Al.com<m~Alto:: ~%mail.com>> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Strohm, 

I’m writing to draw your attention to what appea~s to me to be a violation of university policy regarding retention of siudent records. 

A university employee, Mary Willingha3n, who recently released an 8 year old work by a UNC siudent to the media, has acknowledged to Slake.com. that 

she has retained hundreds of copies of siudent work: 

"Willingha3n told me that ESPN had asked her to show them some of the hundreds of writing samples she keeps on file from the athletes she worked with 

at UNC; she retrieved a pile of them." 

As I understand, Ms. Willingha3n has not worked with athletes in several years, in which case the retention of those records would be in violation of the 

General Records and Disposition Schedule, which states that student work should be destroyed after one yea~ (Section 14.8). 

Given Ms. Willingha3n’s continued egregious violations of student privacy, I appreciate your office’s prompt attention to this matter. Links to the Slate 

article and General Records and Disposition Schedule are below. 



Sincerely, 

Stephen Whitlow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:16 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Bradley Bethel (@BethelLearning) mentioned you on Twitter! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Bradley Bethel (@BethelLearning) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Date:Tue, 8 Apr 2014 15:11:20 +0000 
From:Bradley Bethel (via Twitter) itter.com> 

To:Jay Smith ~ysrnith(~ernail.unc edu> 

.lay Smith, 
You were mentioned in a conversation! 

Andrew Perrin 
@AndrewJPerrin 

@sumansen2011 @jaysmith711 @paperclassinc You’re wrong, 
Smith has an outstanding record of integrity & service. But he’s way 
wrong now. - 08 Apt 

Bradley Bethel ~ Follow 

@Andrew, JPerrin @jaysmith7~ 
@paperclassinc Jay Smith has yet to explain 
his allowing MW to make false claims and 
allegations of conspiracy. 
03:11 PM - 08 Apt 14 

Rep~yto @Bethe~Learning ~% Retweet ~ Favorite 

If you believe Bradley Bethel is engag ng in abus ve behavor on Tweet, you may repo~ 

Bradtey Bethet for spam. Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need help? 

fyou rece ved ths message n error and dd not sgn up for Twtter, cck not my account~ 

Tw tter, nc~ t355 Market St., Sure 900 San Franc sco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:16 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Andrew Perrin (@AndrewJPerrin) mentioned you on Twitter! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Andrew Perrin (@AndrewJPerrin) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Date:Tue, 8 Apr 2014 15:13:52 +0000 
From:Andrew Perrin (via Twitter) twitter.corn> 

To:Jay Smith ~ysmith(~email.unc edu> 

.lay Smith, 
You were mentioned in a conversation! 

Bradley Bethel 
~ Follow 

@Bethe Learning 

@AndrevcJPerdn @jaysmith711 @paperclassinc Jay Smith has yet 
to explain his allowing MW to make false claims and allegations of 
conspiracy. - 08 Apt 

Andrew Perrin 

@BethelLearning @jaysmithT~l. 
@paperc]assinc don’t care my focus 
is on integrity transparency not 
personalities 
03:13 Pl~l - 08 Apt 14 

Rep~yto ~ndrewJPerrin ~% Retweet ~ Favorite 

Forgot your TwSer password? Get instructions on how to reset it 

You can also unsubscdbe from these emails or change yotsr notification settings. Need help? 

fyou received ths message n error and did not sgn up for Tweet click not my account. 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market St., Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:21 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Bradley Bethel (@BethelLearning) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Jesus. His sick crusade continues. I may need to blast him yet. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Bradley Bethel (@BethelLearning) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Date:Tue, 8 Apr 2014 15:19:17 +0000 
From:Bradley Bethel (via Twitter) twitter.corn> 

To:Jay Smith ~ysmith(~email.unc edu> 

.lay Smith, 
You were mentioned in a conversation! 

Andrew Perrin 
@AndrewJPerrin 

@BethelLeaming @]aysmith711 @paperdassinc don’t care my focus 
is on integrity transparency not personalities - 08 Apt 

Bradley Bethel ~ Follow 

@ Andrew, J P e rrin @j aysmith 7~- ~ 
@paperclassinc I agree. My point is JS and 
MW have not been honest and transparent 
in their "reform" efforts. 
03:19 PM o, 08 Apt 14 

Rep~yto @BethelLear~iag ~ Re2weet ~ Favorite 

If you believe Bradley Bethel s engag ng in abusve behav or on Twi~er, you may repo£ 

Bradley Bethel for spare. Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscdbe from these emails or change your notification settings Need help? 

fyou received ths message n error and did not sgn up for TwRer click not my account. 

Twitter Inc. 1355 Market St. Suite 900 San Francisco CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano <            @~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 2:07 PM 

Allen Sack <         @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Fwd: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

image001 .jpg; Cover Letter re Northwestern union 2014.3.pdf; Memo to the NCAA 
Board Representation 2014.3.pdf 

The Drake Group should sign on and please send to friends on XCs of other groups who might sign 
on .... COIA?...FARA?...AAUP? etc. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SponsMa~agemer~tRe sources, corn 

Forwarded message 
From: Nancy Hogshead-Makar < @live.corn> 
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 12:19 PM 
Subject: Fwd: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 
To: Judy Sweet ~udysweet~ocoaches.org>, Chris Voelz        ~aoLcom>, Diane Milutinovich 

@mir~dspring.com>, Erin Buzuvis <ebuzuvis@law.wne.edu>, Donna Lopiano 
~mail.com> 

Please forward to your networks ASAP - especially those that might be at the women’s final four. Mark Emmert 
is speaking at NACWAA at 2 PM today, so time is of the essence. 

I’m reaching out to Beth Bass and Patti after this email. 

Thank you for all your efforts and wisdom! 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904~384-S484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 

@,Live.com 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sarah Axelson < ° n ro> saxel[son~WornensSl~or%F~oundat~o .o ~ 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 12:09:09 PM EDT 
Cc: Nancy Hogshead-Makar <NHogshead-Makar@womensspor~sfoundation.org> 
Subject: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

Good afternoon, 

The Women’s Sports Foundation is asking for your sign-on to the attached letter to the NCAA regarding the 

recent Northwestern decision. Please email Sarah Axelson (SAxe~so~WomensSportsFoundation.org) 

with your intention to sign-on as either an organization or an individual by April 15, 2014. A brief outline 

of the information contained in the letter is below. 

The Northwestern decision represents an unparalleled opportunity to change collegiate athletics so 
that the enterprise truly justifies its tax-free status, forgoing tax revenue in exchange for a better- 
prepared, healthier, more productive workforce, and to have these unique educational opportunities 
available equitably, and to more women and men. 

Over the past 10 years, more than a billion dollars in new media money rolled into the NCAA and the BCS 

conferences, yet women actually saw a backslide in gender equity. That’s right, the additional money -- a 

lot more money -- didn’t close the gap between men’s and women’s opportunities. According to WSF 

research on NCAA scholarship statistics, men receive $190 million more in athletic aid than women. In 

addition, the ~umber of womer~ work[r~                    articular[                            . The 

problems with intercollegiate athletics cannot be solved with more money. The problems are governance 

issues. 

Recommendations contained in the memo to the NCAA: 

Our recommendations include eliminating those current exploitative practices that the judge in 

Northwestern contends make these players employees, rather than spend its resources appealing the case 

and defending a current broken system. We also recommend instituting governance changes to represent 

the diverse interests of all athletes, including football and men’s basketball players, female athletes and 

male athletes in non-revenue sports. In addition, NCAA board members should be free from conflicts of 

interest; the board should be not be comprised of employees of current member institutions. Finally, the 

NCAA should uphold its promise to women made in 1993, to require member institutions to have gender 

equity plans and to hold schools accountable for failing to treat women equitably. 

How does Title IX apply to the Northwestern decision? 



Where ever the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat males and females equally. 
Long-standing law dictates that booster donations can’t create different treatment, nor a sport’s 
ability to produce revenue. So by extension, additional benefits that are acquired by a different 
method - by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different treatment for those athletes. 

If collegiate athletics remains housed within the not-for-profit umbrella of the university, Title 

IX will require that women athletes receive the same benefits and monies as a school provides its 

male athletes, even if those benefits were achieved through collective bargaining. This will protect 

roughly the same number of male and female athletes. Assuming a school and athletic department 

with 50% - 50% male and female athletes, this would result in 85 football players and 12 basketball 

players receiving these additional funds, and 97 women receiving get the same benefits; possibly 

basketball 15, rowing 20, ice hockey 18, soccer 14, softball 12, swimming and diving 14, field 

hockey 4. 

If collegiate athletics moves to a professional or semi-professional status, the loss of significant 

revenue streams (e.g., donors tax-free contributions, student-fees, institutional support) plus 

additional taxes and expenses (constructions costs, maintenance) makes the for-profit option not a 

true viable one. 

Again, if you or your organization is interested in signing-on, please email me by Tuesday, April 

15, 2014. 

Warm regards, 

Sarah J. Axelson I Advocacy & Program Manager 

Women’s Sports Foundation 

t 51 (5~30%3948 f 5~6~542~0095 

www.WomensSportsFoundation, org 

@WomensSl?ortsFdn I Facebook 

Help us provide all girls access to sports. 

Learn how your donation ensures full access >> 





National Collegiate Athletic Association Executive Committee 
Gene D. Block, Chancellor, University of California, Los Angeles (FBS) 
David Leebron, President, Rice University, FBS 
E. Joseph Savoie, President, University of Louisiana at Lafayette (FB S) 
Harris Pastides, President, University of South Carolina, Columbia (FBS) 
Kirk Schulz, President, Kansas State University (FBS) 
Lou Anna Simon, President, Michigan State University (FBS) 
Nathan O. Hatch, President, Wake Forest University (FBS) 
Noreen Morris, Commissioner, Northeast Conference (FCS) 
Patrick T. Harker, President, University of Dela~vare (FCS) 
Rita Hartung Cheng, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (FCS) 
Horace Mitchell, President, California State University, Bakersfield (D-I) 
Michael Drake, Chancellor, University of California, Irvine (D-I) 
David R. Hopkins, President, Wright State University (D-I) 
Judith A. Bense, President, University of West Florida, D-II) 
Thomas Haas, President, Grand Valley State University (D-II) 
Karen Stromme, Senior Woman Administrator, University of Minnesota Duluth (D-II) 
Teny A. Rupert, Athletic Director, Wilmington College (Ohio)(D-III) 
Alan S. Cureton, President, University of Northwestern-St. Paul (D-III) 
Sharon Herzberger, President, Whittier College (D-III) 

We the Undersigned Believe: 
The recent National Labor Relations Board decision, Northwestern v. College Athletes Players Association, 

applied labor law principles and held that Northwestern University scholarship football players are employees 

who may form a collective bargaining unit. Given the current state of Division I athletic programs, we concur. 

We strongly support the educational mission of athletics programs and reject the premise that employee 

status will be beneficial to student-athletes. We acknowledge the synergistic linkage between athletics and 
academics, such as the life-long leadership, academic, economic and health benefits that can flow from 

sports participation. Sports as part of education is not just good for the athletes, it is a good investment for 
the economy with a better-prepared workforce. 

However, Title IX and the many athletes that have benefitted from a collegiate athletic experience cannot 
be used to justify the status quo. Under the current NCAA rules system and institutional practices, the 
interests of athletes broadly are not represented in the current governance structure. Student-athletes are 
often treated as athletes first and students second. 

Our recommendations include eliminating those current exploitative practices that the judge in Northwestern 

contends make these players employees, rather than spend its resources appealing the case and defending a 

current broken system. We also recommend instituting governance changes to represent the diverse interests of 

all athletes, including football and men’s basketball players, female athletes and male athletes in non-revenue 

sports. In addition, NCAA board members should be free from conflicts of interest; the board should be not be 
comprised of employees of current member institutions. Finally, the NCAA should uphold its promise to women 

made in 1993, to require member institutions to have gender equity plans and to hold schools accountable for 

failing to treat women equitably. 

We would appreciate your consideration of the attached recommendations. 



Open Letter to the NCAA 

In response to the recent National Labor Relations Board Northwestern v. College Athletes Players 

Association decision the NCAA should immediately initiate the following reforms: 

1. The NCAA should institute governance changes to represent the interests of the football 
and basketball players, female athletes, and male athletes in non-revenue sports. 

Starting over a decade ago, a billion dollars of new media money filled the coffers of the NCAA 
and BCS. The richest schools regularly threaten to leave the NCAA 1,200 member umbrella 
organization, to forge out on their own. This small set of 65 BCS schools control the rules that 
determine the athletes’ experience, and the economics of collegiate athletics for the entire country. 
Recent changes to NCAA governance place ever-more power into those that would like the ability to 
profit off a few athletes, above the educational welfare of all athletes. 

This institutionalized conflict of interest allows national championship media revenues to flow to a 
small number of institutions with winning records, resulting in practices that do not benefit athletes, 
women, men in Olympic sports, or their institutions. Here are the losers under the current system: 

a. Progress towards gender equity has actually reversed during the past ten years. 

b. More women coaches are leaving the profession; 

c. Only Division I, where the resources are greatest, has seen a net loss of men’s non-revenue 

sports programs, with 121 lost programs. 
d. The football players cannot get injury insurance or common sense rule changes responsive to 

recent research to protect brain health; and 

e. Most athletes cannot get appropriate time to focus on academics. 

Thereby, the BCS is not only failing to represent the interests of its football players; the BCS is not 
representing the interests of all athletes. 

o The NCAA should eliminate those current exploitative practices that the judge in 
Northwestern contends make these players employees, rather than spend its resources 
appealing the case and defending a current broken system. 

Requiring a full-time commitment to athletic endeavors, at the expense of learning, of choosing the 
major and academic path of one’s choice, of the ability to meaningfully participate in academic life, 
cheats athletes out of the bargain collegiate athletics allegedly promises; students first, athletes second. 

a. Enforce the 20-hours per-week maximum involvement in athletic activities; including all 
training activities and meetings and those meetings led by student captains or strength training 
personnel; 

b. Prohibit coaches and athletic departments from exerting excessive control over the lives of 
student-athletes outside of the athletics program; 

c. Require that athletic department or team disciplinary rules be consistent with student welfare 
best practices and approved by a tenured faculty committee on each member institution campus; 

d. Mandate that all athletic scholarships extend for five years or until graduation (whichever 
occurs first) and not be reduced or cancelled during the award period based on a coach’ s 
evaluation of athletic ability, performance, contribution to team success, illness, incapacitating 
injury, or physical or mental condition; 



e. Provide an independent dispute resolution process for withdrawing a student’s athletic financial 
aid for disciplinary reasons that would occur outside the athletics department and without 
decision-making involvement from athletics personnel; 

f. Require maximum allowable athletic financial aid rules to conform with federal rules and 
practices governing financial aid to all students related to cost of attendance; 

g. Mandate oversight of student-athlete academic programs by campus tenured faculty; 
h. Require that academic counseling and academic support services for college athletes fall under 

the direct supervision and budgetary control of the institution’s academic authority, and that 
those services be administered externally to the athletics department in a manner consistent with 
counseling and support services available to all students; 

i. Require that member institutions adopt policies approved by their respective faculties to ensure 
that athletic contests are scheduled to minimize conflict with class attendance and that regular 
season contests during final examination periods are prohibited; 

j. Allow athletes to take the academic classes consistent with their self-chosen educational path; 
k. Allow athletes to choose the academic major or minor of their choice; 
1. Allow students to transfer to other institutions without penalty; and 
m. Mandate that any bonus system included in coach compensation agreements address athletes’ 

educational success ahead of winning; and 
n. Mandate that any bonus system included in athletic director’s compensation address athletes’ 

educational success ahead of winning, and movement towards achieving gender equity. 

3. The NCAA should require its board members to be free from conflicts of interest; the 
board should be not be comprised of employees of current member institutions. 

Real reform cannot be sustained without removing conflict of interest from NCAA decision-making 
bodies. The NCAA Board of Directors should consist of experienced independent members - such as 
former college presidents, athletic directors, trustees, faculty athletic representatives and student- 
athletes. Board members should no longer be employed by institutional members but should have 
served in leadership roles or demonstrated their expert knowledge of intercollegiate athletics. The 
Board should evenly represent all NCAA divisions and be charged with exercising a fiduciary duty to 
act in the best interest of the health and welfare of all 480,000 student-athletes, consistent with the 
educational mission of higher education. 

a. The FBS football championship, like the Final Four in basketball, should be owned by the 
NCAA. 

b. The $500 million in media revenues generated from the BCS Play-off should be returned to 
Division I member institutions using a formula that does not primarily reward winning and 
losing, but should reward institutions who educate their athletes, and do so gender equitably; 

c. At a minimum, the 480,000 NCAA athletes should receive basic athletic injury insurance 
coverage, rather than the current requirement that they use their parents’ or acquire their own 
insurance; 

d. The current NCAA initial and continuing eligibility rules and the APR system should be 
changed to address the academic remediation needs of college athletes specially admitted; and 

e. Institutional faculty should examine "special admit" data to ensure they are participating in 
bona fide educational programs. 



o The NCAA should uphold its promise to women made in 1993; to require member 
institutions to have gender equity plans and to hold schools accountable for failing to treat 
women equitably. 

In 1992, the NCAA approved Principle 3.1, which states: "An athletics program can be considered 
gender equitable when the participants in both the men’s and the women’s programs would accept as 
fair and equitable the overall program of the other gender." NCAA Principles stand independent of 
federal and state requirements, including Title IX. 

a. Any determination that athletes are employees for labor law purposes does not neutralize an 
institution’s obligation to comply with Title IX; 

b. Despite the fact that female athletes are still receiving only 43% of all athletic opportunities, 
even though they are 57% of all undergraduate students, more athletic opportunities have been 
added for men than women over the past decade; 7,623 more men; 

c. Female athletes receive 148,000 fewer NCAA participation opportunities than men each year; 

d. Female athletes receive $190 million fewer athletic scholarship dollars than men each year; 

e. These gender inequities are likely to be higher than reported; some schools are involved with 
deceptive practices like roster padding and counting athletes that are not truly team members. 
These practices remain unaddressed by the NCAA; 

f. In BCS schools, the percentage of women coaches recently dropped to an all-time low of 
39.6%, while less than 4% of women are coaching men’s teams. Thereby, women have just 
20% of the available coaching positions; 



g. Yet three years ago, the NCAA eliminated its enforcement mechanism, called "Certification", 
that identified gender inequity problems at a Division I institution and that required that 
inequalities be addressed. This data-gathering to address gender inequities for women and 
minorities was deemed too expensive; and 

h. The NCAA has taken four years to create Certification’s replacement, called "Institutional 
Progress Program" or "IPP." To date, there are plans to report data, but forceful enforcement is 
not currently envisioned. Instead, the NCAA should require gender equity - or at least 
significant progress towards gender equity - at member institutions, rather than allowing this 
trend to continue. 

In order for an intercollegiate athletics program to keep student, institutional and tax- 
payer financial support, institutions should justify their expenditures annually, tying 
monies spent with educational outcomes. 

Current economic rewards that are heavily weighted to winning games are failing our 
schools. The concentration of such a high percentage of funds for just two sports (football and 
basketball) has resulted in a "revenue producing sports arms race." Institutions with losing teams 
strategize to achieve financial viability by winning a few more games; which they try to purchase 
with greater expenditures for facilities, coaching, recruiting, etc. But sports are a zero-sum game; 
half the teams will win and the other half will lose, no matter how much money is spent on the 
two teams. When other BCS institutions similarly try to purchase wins, the results can be seen in 
the dramatic spending increases, far above academic spending. 

a. From 2005-2012, academic spending at institutions in the FBS grew 6% per year, while athletic 
spending grew 43% and football spending per football player grew 70%, even without 
considering spending on athletic scholarships and facilities construction; 

b. Some men’ s basketball programs are currently spending over three-quarters of a million dollars 
per athlete per year; 



c. Over 300 Division I head basketball and football coaches are paid over $1 million in annual 
salaries and many are the highest paid public employee in their state; (see graph) 

d. Spending is concentrated into two men’s sports; football and men’s basketball that together 
consume 78% of men’s sports operating budgets at FBS institutions; (see graph) 

Even this incredible operating budget figure is under-reporting the excessive spending of the 

arms race, because it does not include new construction costs. Schools have embarked on 
athlete-only facility construction sprees, including lavish locker rooms, game rooms, 
computer labs, weight training facilities and academic study centers that are not available to 



other students. Many of these new facilities, not available to female and other male athletes 
in the department, are financed by tax-free public bonds; 

f. All other men’s sports are being required to share 22% of the men’s budget, leading to the 
net elimination of 121 men’s sports. Meanwhile, Divisions II and III saw net gains of over 
400 new men’s sport programs each; 

g. Many state institution’s athletic departments serve just 2% of their student body, despite 
demonstrable educational gains through sports participation. Efforts by both men’s and 
women’s groups to increase the number of required sports for BCS NCAA membership 
have not been successful. Yet if the physics department had as much unmet demand for 
classes and could show the same educational outcomes and taxpayer return-on-investment 
that sports participation offers, they’d open more classes; and 

h. Despite a billion new dollars into collegiate athletics, there are still just 23 revenue-positive 
athletics departments, out of over 1000; 

Summary 

Speculation as to what event would break the hyper-commercialized, win-at-all-costs nature of 
collegiate athletics has been popular for decades. Before Northwestern, NCAA athletics found itself 
moving toward the untethered pursuit of money and entertainment, away from a sport model consistent 
with the soul of higher education. We support the educational mission of athletics, but not as collegiate 
athletics are currently practiced by the NCAA and conferences. We are not in favor of collegiate 
athletics separating from higher education and becoming professional or semi-professional; but Title IX 
and the many athletes that have benefitted from a collegiate athletic experience cannot be used to 
justify the status quo. Northwestern presents an unparalleled opportunity for reform to serve the 
greatest good by changing the governance structure and approach to college athletics. The time has 
arrived for us to move towards governance and economic policies that support the taxpayer’s interest 

and the health and educational welfare of all NCAA student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 3:52 PM 

Donna Lopiano- @gmail.com> 
Allen Sack @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 
RE: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

We could all send PDF signatures. I have done that before. 

Dave 

OHIO 
g. David Rgdpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co- E d ito r, Jo urnal of Issues in In tercoflegiate A thietics 

Facu Ity Fel!ow, Cen ter ~or Coilege A~ordabifity and Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtat o~ Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 005C, College of gus~ness 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu * www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

glog at 

bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpert.cfm? 

formid=:1822088&pageid=2057:126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: Ridpath, Dave 
Cc: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Brian Porto 
Subject: Re: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

Will find out about individual signee question .... 
Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 



452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano~SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, com 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 3:35 PM, Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> wrote: 
Sounds a lot like the CAP act. I am willing to sign on. Allen is the something we want to try as TDG or can we sign on as 

individuals? 

Dave 

OHIO 
g. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co- E d ito r, Jo urnal of Issues in In tercoflegiate A thletics 

Facu Ity Fellow, Cen ter for Coflege Affordabifity and Productivity 
Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germeny 

CSC 005C, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45705 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ddpath@ohio.edu 

twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ~ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 
Nog at 

bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpert.cfm? 

formid=:1822088&pageid=2057:126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 2:07 PM 
To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Ridpath, Dave; Brian Porto 

Subject: Fwd: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

The Drake Group should sign on and please send to friends on XCs of other groups who might sign 
on .... COIA?...FARA?...AAUP? etc. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 



President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, corn 

Forwarded message 
From: Nancy Hogshead-Makar <hogshead3au~live.com> 
Date: Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 12:19 PM 
Subject: Fwd: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 
To: Judy Sweet <judysweet@gocoaches.org>, Chris Voelz~       @aol.com>, Diane Milutinovich 

:~mindspring.com>, Erin Buzuvis <ebuzuvis~law.wne.edu>, Donna Lopiano 
~gmail.com> 

Please forward to your networks ASAP - especially those that might be at the women’s final four. Mark Emmert 
is speaking at NACWAA at 2 PM today, so time is of the essence. 

I’m reaching out to Beth Bass and Patti after this email. 

Thank you for all your efforts and wisdom! 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904-384-8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 
Hogshead3 Au~Live. corn 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sarah Axelson <saxelson@WomensSportsFoundation.org> 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 12:09:09 PM EDT 
Cc: Nancy Hogshead-Makar <NHogshead-Makar~womenssportsfoundation.org> 
Subject: WSF sign-on opportunity to NCAA RE: Northwestern 

Good afternoon, 

The Women’s Sports Foundation is asking for your sign-on to the attached letter to the NCAA regarding the 

recent Northwestern decision. Please email Sarah Axelson (SAxelson@WomensSportsFoundation.org) 
with your intention to sign-on as either an organization or an individual by April 15, 2014. A brief outline 

of the information contained in the letter is below. 



The Northwestern decision represents an unparalleled opportunity to change collegiate athletics so 
that the enterprise truly justifies its tax-free status, forgoing tax revenue in exchange for a better- 
prepared, healthier, more productive workforce, and to have these unique educational opportunities 
available equitably, and to more women and men. 

Over the past 10 years, more than a billion dollars in new media money rolled into the NCAA and the BCS 

conferences, yet women actually saw a backslide in gender equity. That’s right, the additional money -- a 

lot more money -- didn’t close the gap between men’s and women’s opportunities. According to WSF 

research on NCAA scholarship statistics, men receive $190 million more in athletic aid than women. In 

addition, the number of women work[n£ in college athletics, particularly as coaches, continues to drop. The 

problems with intercollegiate athletics cannot be solved with more money. The problems are governance 

issues. 

Recommendations contained in the memo to the NCAA: 

Our recommendations include eliminating those current exploitative practices that the judge in 

Northwestern contends make these players employees, rather than spend its resources appealing the case 

and defending a current broken system. We also recommend instituting governance changes to represent 

the diverse interests of all athletes, including football and men’s basketball players, female athletes and 

male athletes in non-revenue sports. In addition, NCAA board members should be free from conflicts of 

interest; the board should be not be comprised of employees of current member institutions. Finally, the 

NCAA should uphold its promise to women made in 1993, to require member institutions to have gender 

equity plans and to hold schools accountable for failing to treat women equitably. 

How does Title IX apply to the Northwestern decision? 

Where ever the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat males and females equally. 
Long-standing law dictates that booster donations can’t create different treatment, nor a sport’s 
ability to produce revenue. So by extension, additional benefits that are acquired by a different 
method - by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different treatment for those athletes. 

If collegiate athletics remains housed within the not-for-profit umbrella of the university, Title 

IX will require that women athletes receive the same benefits and monies as a school provides its 

male athletes, even if those benefits were achieved through collective bargaining. This will protect 

roughly the same number of male and female athletes. Assuming a school and athletic department 

with 50% - 50% male and female athletes, this would result in 85 football players and 12 basketball 

players receiving these additional funds, and 97 women receiving get the same benefits; possibly 

basketball 15, rowing 20, ice hockey 18, soccer 14, softball 12, swimming and diving 14, field 

hockey 4. 

If collegiate athletics moves to a professional or semi-professional status, the loss of significant 

revenue streams (e.g., donors tax-free contributions, student-fees, institutional support) plus 

additional taxes and expenses (constructions costs, maintenance) makes the for-profit option not a 

true viable one. 



Again, if you or your organization is interested in signing-on, please email me by Tuesday, April 
15, 2014. 

Warm regards, 

Sarah J. Axelson I Advocacy & Program Manager 
Women’s Sports Foundation 
t 516.307.3948 f 516.542.0095 
www.WomensSportsFoundation, org 
~WomensSportsFdn I Facebook 

Help us provide all girls access to sports. 
Learn how your donation ensures full access >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~Jlen sack ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:23 PM 

louis.m~aagini@m~fil.house.gov 

Pat Dillon <patricia.dillon@cga.ct.gov>; ~aadrew Zimb~Jist ~azimbali@smith.edu>; Donna Lopiano < @gm~fil.com>; Bri~aa 

Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Gerald Gurney ~gmail.com>; Willingh~, Mary C. <mwillingh~@unc.edu>; David 

ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Current Crisis in Collegiate Sports 

LOPIANO KNIGHT COMMISSION COMMENTS.docx 

Dear Mr. Maaagini, 

I am a New Haven resident and a professor at the University of New Haven. I have been working with a group of experts on legislation called the College Athlete 

Protection Act (CAP Act). Our working group includes Donna Lopiano, the former CEO of the Women’s Sports foundation, Andrew Zimbalist, the Robert A. 

Woods Professor of Economics at Smith College, Brian Porto, law professor at the Vermont Law School, and Gerald Gurney, the former president of the National 
Association of Academic Advisors for Athletes. I am a professor in the School of Business at UNH and a former Notre Daane Football player. 

A couple of years ago, I worked with Pat Dillion aaad Raanogi Huma to pass the College Athletes Right to Know Act in Connecticut. Like Ramogi, I believe that the 

current NCAA has transformed college athletes into university employees. However, the CAP Act proposes a radical restructuring of the NCAA and substmatial 
increases in medical aaad educational benefits to athletes rather thaaa labor unions as the most effective way to reward college athletes for the valuable services they 

perform for universities and their constituencies. The CAP Act has been endorsed by the Women’s Sports Foundation, the National Basketball Former Players 

Association and organizations. 

I am attaching a short presentation Donna Lopiano recently presented to the Knight Commission on College Athletics in Washington. It is a very good short summary 

of the CAP Act. I contacted Pat Dillion for a suggestion on how we might be able to get 30 minutes to pitch our bill to Senator DeLauro. She told me to contact you. 

We would greatly appreciate any thing you caaa do to help us. College sport is blowing up before our very eyes. The CAP Act offers well reasoned solutions. 

Regards, 

Allen Sack 

University of New Haven 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              9:00 AM 

@~live.unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Learning Center Summer School Employment- Payroll Information 

New Hire Employee Information Form and Checklist (LC Summer Tutors).docx; NC-4 
Form (    ).pdf; W-4 Form (2014).pdf 

Good Morning     , 

I’ve been notified that you’ve agreed to work with the Learning Center during the Summer Sessions - Whoop, whoop ~). 

In order to get you on payroll, I’ll need for you to complete the attached forms: 

¯ New Hire Employee Information and Checklist form - Only complete section I 

¯ W-4 Form 

¯ NC-4 Form 

You’ll also need to complete the I-9 Verification form in person with our appointed HR Specialist (1’11 get the dates 

they’re available for you to visit). Please review the attached List of Acceptable Documents - you’ll need to bring with 

you one (1) item from List A AND one (1) item from list B OR you can just bring one (1) item from List C. Please note that 

all documents MUST BE VALID. Unexpired documentation WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. This process must be done by 

; otherwise, payroll will terminate your employment. 

If at all possible, I will need the above forms completed and returned to me as soon as possible so that we can get you in 

the system to guarantee you’ll be paid on time. You can send the forms back via email if you’d like or you can bring 

them to me - I’m in the Writing Center, room 0127 (basement), SASB N between 9am - 3:00pm. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Summer Bridge Program 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-8134 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <            ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:04 AM 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Allen Sack < ~yahoo.com>; ridpath697. 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Can’t believe this one got by the NCAA 

1 day’s work to produce a portrait... LOL...but very sad... 

00&eid-192575929&bid-847253 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
~w w. SportsManagement Re sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:42 AM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Summer School Employment - Learning Center 

New Hire Employee Information Form and Checklist (LC Summer Tutors).docx; NC-4 
Form (    ).pdf; W-4 Form (    ).pdf; List of Acceptable Documents.pdf 

Good morning all, 

Just a reminder that I’II need the forms I sent you yesterday (attached for your convenience) no later than noon 

tomorrow (     I sent your forms earlier this morning). You can send the forms back to me via email if that’ll make 

things easier for you. 

Please read the prior email for more instruction on what I need. Again, this is to get you set up in payroll for the 

summer. If you’re currently on payroll, I’II still need the forms. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Summer Bridge Program 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-8134 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopia~o ~gmafil.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 2:38 PM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Gerry Gumey <ggurney@ou.edu>; Allen Sack 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Fwd: Briefs regaJcding consolidating Jenkins a~d Alston. 

14-1678.pdf; 14-1011.pdf; 12-1019.pdf 

@yahoo.com>; Willinghaan, Ma~y C. 

Very interesting.. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Meyer, Jayma M. s~.bla ~,,com> 

Date: Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 11:57 AM 

Subject: Briefs regaJcding consolidating Jenkins a~d Alston. 

To: Brian Porto 
Cc: "Donna Lopiano, Ph.D. ( 

Brian: Thought you might be interested in the opposition briefs from the NCAA, Jenkins plaintiffs and conference defendants to the Alston plaintiff’s 

request to have the AIston and Jenkins cases MDLed together in the Northern District of Ca. before Judge Wilken (who is presiding over the O’Bannon 

case). I would be surprised if this is granted especially given that the Jenkins plaintiffs do not want it. Kessler {Jenkins) makes some interesting 

concessions that in my mind virtually solidify the unlikelihood of consolidation, including that he will defer a trial of any individual damages of the named 

plaintiffs and instead seek a speedy resolution of the injunctive claims and he agrees to coordinate discovery with the AIston plaintiffs to the extent 

efficient and feasible. All the recent publicity should be working in the Drake Group’s favor! Please do not hesitate to let us know how we might be of 

help. Best, Jayma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopia~o @gmafil.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 2:39 PM 

Allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Ma~y C. 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Geny Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Fwd: Corrected: Briefs re consolidating Alston and Jenkins 

24.pdf; 23.pdf; MDL%202541%202014-04-10% 20NCAA%20Opposition%20to%20Alstons%20Mtn%20for% 20Transfer% 20to% 

20ND%20CaJif.pdf 

Whoops...discard last email....use these attachments instead! 

:) 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

~ ~ ~,S          eme~.tResources,com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Meyer, Jayma M. s~.bla ~,,com> 

Date: Fri, Apr 11, 2014 at 12:21 PM 

Subject: Corrected: Briefs re consolidating Alston a~d Jenkins 

To: Brian Porto 

Cc: "Donna Lopiano, Ph.D. ~            ~ amaiLc ?:)" < 

Brain: Attached are the briefs mentioned in my prior email that contained the dockets by mistake. Sorry for the confusion. Jayma 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~Jlen sack @yahoo.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 3:11 PM 

Mangini, Louis <Louis.M~aagini@m~fil.house.gov> 

Donna Lopiano < ,@gmail.com>; ~aadrew Zimb~Jist ~azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; 

Gerald Gurney @gmail.com>; David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Ma~y C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Current Crisis in Collegiate Sports 

CAP ACT Section-by- Section 3-15-14.pdf; College Athlete Protection Act 2-25-14.pdf 

Dear Mr. Mangini, 

My colleagues and I appreciate your quick response to my email and that you have forwarded it to Washington. I just noticed that I accidentally 
referred to Congresswomen DeLauro as Senator DeLauro in my email. Let me assure you that her many years in congress and her service on the 
Labor, Health, Human Services and Education Committee are what led us to reach outto her. The College Athlete Protection Act has a razor- 
edged focus on academic success for both men and women in intercollegiate sports and lays out a plan for restructuring the NCAA that will allow 
athletes to leverage their god-given athletic skills to become doctors, lawyers, business executives and even members of congress. Our bill is 
comprehensive and in some ways complex. I am attaching the bill and a chapter by chapter summary. We would love to work with 
Congresswomen DeLauro’s staff to address political concerns they might have. Thanks again. 

Allen 
On Friday, April 11,2014 11:28 AM, "Mangini, Louis" <Louis.Mangini@mail.house.gov> wrote: 
Hello Mr. Sack, thank you for sending this to the office. 
To be frank, we do not yet have a plan on how to approach this issue. That said, I have sent your email to our DC office to begin an internal discussion. 
We will be in touch. 
Lou Mangini 
Senior Staff 
Constituent Services Manager 
Congresswoman Rosa DeLauro’s Office CT03 
Iouis.mangini@mail.house.gov 
Phone 203-562-3718 
Fax 203-772-2260 
Click here to siqn up for Rosa’s e-newsletter 

[] Fo~ I~1’~ .... I~l t~ittor I~l¥ooTu 
book 

Seal be 

From: allen sack [mailto:         ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 5:23 PM 
To: Mangini, Louis 
Cc: Pat Dillon; andrew Zimbalist; Donna Lopiano; Brian Porto; Gerald Gurney; Willingham Mary; David ridpath 
Subject: Current Crisis in Collegiate Sports 
Dear Mr. Mangini, 
I am a New Haven resident and a professor atthe University of New Haven. I have been working with a group of experts on legislation called the 
College Athlete Protection Act (CAP Act). Our working group includes Donna Lopiano, the former CEO of the Women’s Sports foundation, 
Andrew Zimbalist, the Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics at Smith College, Brian Porto, law professor at the Vermont Law School, and 
Gerald Gurney, the former president of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletes. I am a professor in the School of Business at 
UNH and a former Notre Dame Football player. 
A couple of years ago, I worked with Pat Dillion and Ramogi Huma to pass the College Athletes Right to Know Act in Connecticut. Like Ramogi, I 
believe that the current NCAA has transformed college athletes into university employees. However, the CAP Act proposes a radical restructuring 
of the NCAA and substantial increases in medical and educational benefits to athletes rather than labor unions as the most effective way to reward 
college athletes for the valuable services they perform for universities and their constituencies. The CAP Act has been endorsed by the Women’s 
Sports Foundation, the National Basketball Former Players Association and organizations. 
I am attaching a short presentation Donna Lopiano recently presented to the Knight Commission on College Athletics in Washington. It is a very 
good short summary of the CAP Act. I contacted Pat Dillion for a suggestion on how we might be able to get 30 minutes to pitch our bill to Senator 
DeLauro. She told me to contact you. We would greatly appreciate any thing you can do to help us. College sport is blowing up before our very 
eyes. The CAP Act offers well reasoned solutions. 
Regards, 
Allen Sack 
University of New Haven 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

DylanB@whistleblower.org; louisc@whistleblower.org; richardc@whistleblower.org 

FW: seeking assistance (several public records requests seeking corresp and email) 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1 11 2014).msg; Acknowledgment 
(Public Records Requested 1 13 2014).msg; Acknowledgment (Public Records 
Requested 1 15 2014).msg; RE_ INTERVIEW REQUEST_ Chancellor Folt_ Jim 
Dean.msg; Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1 17 2014).msg; 
Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1 17 2014).msg; Acknowledgment 
(Public Records Request Dated 1.27.2014).msg; Campus Guidance re Gathering Records 
and Creating PST File.pdf 

Thanks so much for meeting with me yesterday. It is funny that we were discussing public records request because look 

at this email that I just received. 

From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:30 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: seeking assistance (several public records requests seeking corresp and email) 

Dear Mary- 

The University has received several public records requests seeking your correspondence and email. 

I am reaching out to you for assistance with gathering copies of records in your possession responsive to those 

requests. For your convenience, I have provided a summarized list below of the requested records for which I am 

seeking your assistance (copies of the different requests are attached for reference). 

After you have a chance to consider the list below and what records you have that would be responsive, please call me 

so that we can touch-base before you proceed. I have also attached a document for reference that contains general 

guidance about gathering records (this may look familiar, as it includes an updated section previously provided to you 

specific to gathering emails). 

I want to thank you in advance for your assistance that will help ensure we comply with our obligations under the North 

Carolina Public Records Act. 

Sincerely, 

Regina 

Records Requested: 

¯ Correspondence, including email, between you and: 

o the Department of Public Safety during the period 1/1/2014 - 1/13/2014 only regarding 

threats/criticism of research 

o University employees/officials during the period 7/1/2013 - 1/13/2014 only regarding research 
into Student-Athlete literacy 



Governor Martin during the period 1/1/2012 - 12/31/2012 only regarding Student-Athletes 

Provost Dean during the period 7/1/13 - 1/16/14 only regarding Student-Athletes 

Emails between you and: 

Chancellor Folt 

Provost Dean during the period 8/10/2013 - 1/27/2014 

General Counsel Leslie Chambers Strohm during the period 1/1/2010 - 12/31/2010 only 
regarding Student-Athletes 

Coach Roy Williams during the period 8/10/2013 - 1/27/2014 

Faculty Chair Joy Renner during the period 8/10/2013 - 1/27/2014 

Professor Jay Smith during the period 8/10/2013 - 1/27/2014 

News and Observer, particularly addressed to Dan Kane, during the period 8/1/2011 - 1/11/14 

Regina Jo Stabile, JoD. 

Director; Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

Of@e of Univerdty Counsel 

77~e Univerdt~/ of North Carolina at Chapel 
110 Rynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 ~tiast Cameron Avenue 
ChapeI Hill, Ner~ Camfina 27599-.9105 
ht~p /A~/ww unc e~/~epL~egaY 

D~’:ect Lk~e 919-843.1830 
Main Office Line 919-962.1219 
F::~csimile 919-843-I6I;7 
f-iiec~on/c Mail reqina stabile@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:56 AM 

Robbie Beck- ~att.net> 

hr@unc.edu 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/11/2014) 

Dear Mr. Beck- 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your message below, dated Saturday 1/11/2014 (sent to the Office of Human Resources’ 
general account        ). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at ~olicies.unc.edu/p_olicies_/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Reffi~a Jo StaM~e, JoDo 
Directo5 lnsdtudona~ Records and Reportl#~ Compfiance 

O~<c’e of Univer,~ity Counsel 
The University of North Cam#ha at Chapel Hill 
ff0 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 ~!}ast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hil/, North Camfina 27599.9f05 
ht~p /~¢’w~,~,/ unc edu/dep~’legaY 

Di~ect L/ne 919-843-1830 
Main Off~ce Line 919-962-1219 
f:acsim#e 919-843-1617 
F-iTec~onic Mail f:egba_stabile@una edu 

From: Robbie Beck [mailto            ~att.net] 
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 1:58 PM 

To: hr@uncoedu 
Subject: Mary Willinsham Records request 

According to Dan Kane at the Raleigh News and Observer, "Willingham, 52, first disclosed her concerns about 
the athletes’ struggles and the bogus classes to The News & Observer in August 2011. She went public in an N&O 
story Nov. 17, 2012". 

Presumably most of that early communication between the N&O, Kane and Wlllingham was done via email., and 
they have continued to this day. 

I would like to request a copy of all emails between Mary Willingham and the News and Observer, particularly those 
addressed to Dan Kane. 

Thank you, 
- Robert Beck 
Class of 1981 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 12:21 PM 

’Barry Petchesky’ <barryp@deadspin.com> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/13/2014) 

Dear Mr. Petchesky - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your message below. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is 
available on-line at http:llpolicies.unc.edulpolicieslpublic-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina J. Stabile, JoDo 
Directo5 ~nsgtudond Records and Reporting CompMnce 

O~~e of O’nive~dty Counsel 
i’:#e Uni~,4ersity of North Carob-la at Chapel 
~10 Bynum Ha~t Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hifl, Not~’,ff Cam#ha 27599-9f05 
ht~o #~,~w~/ unc ed~dep##~egal/ 

Direct Line 919-843-185!0 
Main Of#be L#~e 919-.962-1219 
f-:.acs~nile 919-843- I 617 

ElectmnL~ #la)/ mgina_stabib@unc edu 

From: Barry Petchesky [mailto:barryp@deadspin.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:16 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject." Public records request 

To whom it may concern, 

Per North Carolina’s Open Records Law, I am requesting the following records: 

¯ All emails and communications to and from Mary Willingham and/or the Department of Public Safety containing threats or criticism 
of Mary Willingham’s research into student-athlete literacy, dating from January 1 2014 to present. 

¯ All emails and communications between Mary Willingham and other UNC employees/officials regarding Mary Willingham’s research 
into student-athlete literacy, dating from July 1 2013 to present. 

I am a reporter for Gawker Media, an online news organization that serves roughly 100 million visitors each month. This request is 
made as part of a newsgathering effort and not for commercial use, and I am therefore eligible for a waiver of fees associated with 
the time spent to review responsive documents. 

To the extent possible, please furnish all responsive records in electronic format. 

Please direct all correspondence regarding this request to me at barryp@,deadspin.com, or my physical address at 210 Elizabeth St., 
4th Floor, New York, NY 10012, or call me at (917) 696-1049 with any questions. 

Thank you for your attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Petchesky 
News Editor 
Deadspin 
barryp@,deadspin.com 
(917) 696-1049 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RSTABILE> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:24 PM 

’Sara Ganim’ <Sara.Ganim@mrner.com> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/15/2014) 

Dear Ms. Ganim - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to a general listserv 
for the Office of the University Registrar). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina Jo Stabile, JoDo 
D#ecte5 Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

O~<c’e of Univer,~ity Counsel 
77~e University of North Carolina at Chape/ Hill 
flO Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chape/ Hil/, Norff~ Carolina 27599.9f05 

Di~s~ct L/ne 919-843-7830 
Main Off/ce Line 919-962-1219 
f:acsimiie 9f9-843-f617 
F-iTec~onic Mail f:egba_stabi/e@una edu 

From: Ganim, Sara [mailto:Sara.Ganim@turner.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:17 AM 
To: registrar’s office 
Cc: Rokus, Brian; Due, Johnita 
Subject: [academicdata] records request 

1/15/14 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of the University Registrar 

Attention: University Registrar Reporting 

Campus Box 2100 

SASB North, Suite 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

To Whom It May Concern-- 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 

copies the following public records: 



Emails between associate professor Mary Willingham and Provost Jim Dean during the month of January. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me. However, I would also like to 

request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest, and I 

am a journalist working for CNN. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a 

significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 

might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 

release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Ganim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:07 PM 

’Gibbs, Tamara B.’ <Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com> 

Moon, Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu> 

RE: INTERVIEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/Jim Dean 

Dear Tamara - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Karen Moon this morning), in which you wrote: 
"Also, the DTH mentions a string of e-mails from Dean to Mary Willingham. Can you provide ABC11 with copies of that conversation about 
Willingham’s research suspension?" 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http://policies.u nc.edu/policies/pu blic-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

DimcC kine: 919-843-I830 

Male CNco Li,~e: 919.902.1219 
Fecdmfle: 919.843-1617 
E]eckonb Mak re99~a .~f~bi~e@u~c edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 8:59 AM 

To: ’Gibbs, Tamara B.’ 

(~¢: Public Records 

Subject: RE: INTERVIEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/Jim Dean 

Tamara: by cc on this email, I am sending your public records request for emNIs from Provost Jim Dean to Mary Willingham to our public records office. 

am also providing the link to our public records policy: http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/ 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 

Fronl; Gibbs, Tamara B. [mailto:Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.coml 
Se~t; Friday, January 17, 2014 8:30 AM 
T~; Moon, Karen B 
$,,bject; INTERVIEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/Jim Dean 

Good morning Karen, 

Happy Friday! 

Just wondering if either Chancellor Folt or Jim Dean would be available for an interview today? 

Also, tJ~e DTH mentions a string of e-mails from Dean to Mary Willingham. 

Can you provide ABC 11 with copies of that conversation about Willingham’s research suspension? 

As always, thanks for your help! 

Tamara Gibbs 
Reporter 

office: 919.683.1111 



mobile: 
Tamara.B.aibbs@abc.com 

ABC 11-WTVD 
411 Liberty Street 
Durham, NC 27701 

Sent from my iPad 
*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:14 PM 

’Gibbs, Tamara B.’ <Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com> 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/17/2014) 

Dear Tamara - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Karen Moon this morning), in which you wrote referencing your 
request for records: 

"any email exchanges between Willingham and Chancellor Folt as well?" 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http :llpolicies.unc.edulpolicieslpublic-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina J. Stabi’,& J.D. 
Director, ~nsti~u~iona} Records and Reporting Compliance 

222 Eas~ Cameron Avenue 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014- 9:03 AM 

To: ’Gibbs, Tamara B.’ 
C¢: Public Records 
Subject: RE: INTERVIEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/Jim Dean 

will pass your request along. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

(919) 962-8595 

From: Gibbs, Tamara B. [mailto:Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com] 
Sent= Friday, 3anuary 17, 2014- 9:02 AM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: TNTERVTEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/3im Dean 

Thank you Karen! 
Ca~ we add any email exchanges between Willingham and Chancellor Folt as well? 

Tamara Gibbs 
Reporter 

office: 919.683.1111 

mobile: 

Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com 

ABC 11-WTVD 

411 Liberty Street 
Durham, NC 27701 

Sent from my iPad 
*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors* 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tamara: by cc on this email, I am sending your public records request for emails from Provost Jim Dean to Mary Willingham to our public records office, i 

am ago providing the link to our public records policy: http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/ 

KarenMoon 



Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 

From: Gibbs, Tamara B. [mailto:Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.coml 
Sent= Friday, 3anuary 17, 2014 8:30 AM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: TNTERVTEW REQUEST: Chancellor Folt/3im Dean 

Good morning Karen, 

Happy Friday! 

Just wondering if either Chancellor Folt or Jim Dean would be available for an interview-today? 

Also, the DTH mentions a string of e-mails from Dean to Mary Willingham. 
Can you provide ABC 11 with copies of that conversation about Willingham’s research suspension? 

As always, thanks for your help! 

]<image001.jpg>] 

]<image002.j pg>[<image002.j pg>]<image002.j pg>J 

Sent from my iPad 

Tamara Gibbs 
Reporter 

office: 919.683.1111 

mobile: 

Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com 

ABC 11-WTVD 

411 Liberty Street 
Durham, NC 27701 

*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:38 PM 

’Leyla Santiago’ <LSantiago@wral.com> 

Moon, Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/17/2014) 

Dear Leyla - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Karen Moon this morning (included below). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina Jo Stabile, JoDo 
Dimcte5 Institutional Records and Reporting 

Off;~ce of Univer:sity Counsel 
The University of North Cambria at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 ~!iast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hi#, North Carolina 27599-.9f05 
http /~4~/w~,/ unc ed~/deptsz~’egal/ 

Direct Line 919-843-I830 
#fain Offi:ce Line 919-962-1219 
f-:~cs~i/e 9fg.843-f6f7 

~iiec~onic Mail ttegba_stab~)’e@unc edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: ’Santiago, Leyla’ 
Subject: RE: PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

Leyla: by cc on this email, ! am sending your request to our public records office. ! am also providing the link to our 

public records policy: http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/ 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9:19) 962~8595 

From: Santiago, Leyla [mailto:LSantiacjo@wral.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 4:53 AM 



To." UNC News 
Cc." Moon, Karen B 
Subject." PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

To: Karen Moon, UNC Director of News Services 
Date: January 17, 2014 

This is a public records request pursuant to G.S. 132-1 et seq. for access to inspect and copy 
documents in the possession, custody or control of the University of North Carolina, including any of 
its agents or representatives. Specifically, we request access to inspect and copy the following public 
records: 

¯ Any correspondence, including electronic email, between Mary Willingham and Executive Vice 
Provost James W. Dean Jr. from July 1, 2013 to January 16, 2014 regarding student athletes 

¯ Any documents on a flash drive or email correspondence from January 1, 2010 to December 
31, 2010 between Mary Willingham and Vice Chancellor and General Counsel Leslie Strohm 
regarding student athletes 

¯ Any correspondence, including electronic email, between Mary Willingham and Governor Jim 
Martin from January 1,2012 to December 31, 2012 regarding student athletes 

Please notify me by email or phone when the requested information and/or written materials are 
available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 12:38 PM 

ADudash@heraldsun. corn 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 1.27.2014) 

HeraldSun_FOIARequest.pdf 

Dear Ms. Dudash, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (attached for reference sent to Karen Moon this 

morning via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is 

available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Alan 
P~ceptionist andPub/ic RecordsAssistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen@unc.edu 



January 25, 2014 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

News Services 

Attn: Director of News Services 

210 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

RE: Public records request 

Hi Karen, 

I know you are busy, but I want to thank you in advance for helping me gather 

some public records regarding UNC’s recent analysis into student-athlete campus life. I 

am writing to request a copy of: 

Emails exchanged between UNC employee Mary Willingham 

(mwillingham@unc.edu) and UNC history professor Jay Smith 

(jaysmith@email.unc.edu) between Aug. 10, 2013 and Jan. 31, 2014. 

Emails exchanged between UNC employee Mary Willingham 

(mwillingham@unc.edu) and UNC Provost James W. Dean Jr. 

(James_Dean@unc.edu) between Aug. 10, 2013 and Jan. 31, 2014. 

Emails exchanged between employee Mary Willingham 

(mwillingham@unc.edu) and men’s basketball coach Roy Williams 

(~i_!_!~@email.unc.edu) between Aug. 10, 2013 and Jan. 31, 2014. 

Emails exchanged between employee Mary Willingham 

(mwillingham@unc.edu) and Faculty Athletics Committee Chair Joy 

Rennet (j~y_ renner@med.unc.edu) between Aug. 10, 2013 and Jan. 31, 

2014. 

The reading-level dataset submitted to UNC-Chapel Hill from Mary 

Willingham the week of January 13. 

If the files are available electronically and would be more convenient to email, 

then that would be great. I would be happy to pay copying and postage fees and help in 

any way I can, but if the cost is more than $5, please contact me and let me know. 

I would very much appreciate a response by the middle of next month, and if 

there is information that I am not entitled to, please let me know. I understand that 

sometimes some information doesn’t warrant disclosure for statutory reasons, and might 

need to be blotted out while releasing the public portion. 

If there is anything I can do to help with the request, please do not hesitate to let 

me know (email and my cell,            ’, is the fastest way to reach me). 



Thanks again for all your help. 

Sincerely, 

April Dudash 
The Durham Herald-Sun 
2828 Pickett Road 
Durham, NC 27705 
919-419-6646 

adudash@heraldsun.com 



Information for Campus Units re Public Records Requests 
(Gathering Records and Creating/Viewing PST Files that will be Provided to Public Records Staff) 

This was drafted by the University’s Public Records Officer to help Public Records Staff make involvement 
by personnel across campus as efficient as possible. If you are being directed to this document by Public 
Records Staff it is because the University has received a public records request for University records from 
your area (e.g., in your possession and/or those within your department/school/unit). 

After you have a chance to look over the specifics of the public records request, before proceeding to 
gather the responsive existing records, please call the Public Records Staff member to discuss what is 
involved. Please consider the following prior to that conversation: 

¯ There is no obligation under the North Carolina Public Records Act to create or compile a 
record that does not exist in order to be able to respond to a public records request. 

¯ Under the University’s Public Records Policy, if it is estimated that it will take more than 4 
hours to gather the existing responsive records the University may assess fees to be paid by 
the requester before the records are gathered. 

¯ The Public Records Staff will provide the requester with the responsive public records after 
specific content or entire records exempt from disclosure under applicable federal or State 
laws have been removed by the Public Records Staff. 

Please only provide Public Records Staff with copies of your records unless you have consulted and been 
advised by Public Records Staff to provide the originals. Unless the request specifies otherwise, only 
gather the final versions of documents (if applicable, e.g. contracts and letters, fully executed to include 
signatures). Please coordinate to have records hand-delivered to, or picked-up by, Public Records Staff in 
order to expedite receipt and processing (please do not send records via campus mail under any 
circumstances). Please clearly mark CDs/DVDs/Envelopes/Boxes with your name, department and date. 

publicrecords@unc.edu / 919-962-1219 / 110 Bynum Hall * 
(* office access through back entrance of building on ground level) 

If you would otherwise be able to delete or destroy records, in accordance with the University’s General 
Records Retention and Disposition Schedule, that are responsive to a public records request being 
processed by Public Records Staff, please do not destroy or delete the records - even if you have already 
provided copies to Public Records Staff. After Public Records Staff confirm that the responsive public 
records were provided to the requester you may resume your normal record retention requirements unless 
notified otherwise by Public Records Staff. 

Note: Please direct questions about record retention obligations to University Archives & 
Records Management Services (http:iiwww2.1ib.unc.edu/wilsoniuarmsipolicies.html/962-6402 
/ recman@unc.edu). 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

First assess whether you have just a handful of responsive emails. If you only have a handful of 
responsive emails, instead of following the steps below it may be easier for you to attach them as .msg files 
to provide to Public Records Staff as attachments sent via email (this should not be messages forwarded 
via email, but rather messages attached as unique, individual attachments within an email that is sent). 

How to do this: open a new email message to send to Public Records Staff; identify the 
responsive email within Outlook, and then using the "click and drag" mouse function select the 
responsive email and drag the mouse so the cursor is visible in the body of the new email 
message; then, release it. The selected responsive email should now appear as an 
attachment in the new email message. (Tip: you can select more than one email at a time to 
"click and drag" in this way - see the tip box below.) 

Important Notes about the steps below: even if emails are already gathered within a Microsoft Outlook 
account, you will still need to follow all steps explained below (creating a .pst File "shell"; copying emails to 
the corresponding "PST’ folder; and closing the "PST’ folder). Please do not forward responsive emails to 
another employee (copies of responsive emails should be extracted from the respective email account 
where currently located to facilitate efficient processing by Public Records Staff). 

Note: Be careful not to overlook email(s) in your inbox, draft, sent items, deleted items, trash or junk mail 
folders that are responsive. 

Create a .pst File "shell" into which copies of the responsive emails will be copied 
within Microsoft Outlook 

Take a minute to consider and write down where you will be saving the .pst file that you are about to create 
on your computer network drive and how you will be titling the .pst file with the following in mind: 

When you complete these steps the .pst file within Outlook will no longer be visible and you will 
need to remember the corresponding location on your computer network drive that you enter 
so that you can locate the .pst file created and make a copy to provide to Public Records Staff. 

© When prompted to type the .pst file title, please follow this title structure: 
YYYY.MM. DD_LNameRequester_DeptAbbrev_Emplnt_MM.DD.YYYY 

The above title structure utilizes underscores and periods instead of blank spaces, and 
contains the following information: 

© if available, the date of the public records request - in order by year, month, day 
(YYYY.MM.DD) 

o if available, the last name of the requester (LNameRequester) 
o the department abbreviation (DeptAbbrev) 
o the initials of the employee from whose email account the emails are being extracted 

(Emplnt) 
o the date the .pst file "shell" is being created within Microsoft Outlook - in order by 

month, day, year (MM.DD.YYYY) 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

Steps 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

to create the .pst file "shell": 
Close all open programs except for Microsoft Outlook (recommended). 
Click the "File" tab toward the upper left-hand corner in the Microsoft Outlook application screen. 
Click "Account Settin.qs" then select "Account Settinqs" from the drop down list. 
In the "Account Settinqs" window, click the "Data Files" tab. 
Click the "Add" button. 
In the "Create or Open Outlook Data File" window, browse and select the computer network drive 
location where you want to save the .pst file that you are about to create and then type in the title 
to be used for this .pst file (following the format above). 
Click "Close" in the "Account Settinqs" window. 
In the "Mail" view within Microsoft Outlook, locate the corresponding folder in the Navigation Pane 
that should now be visible with the same title as the .pst file "shell" you just created. 

Please Note: hereafter throughout this guidance, references to the corresponding folder specified above 
will be: "PST’ folder. 

II.    Copying Responsive Emails to the "PST’ Folder 

Before you begin, consider whether you should contact your local IT support to help run a search based on 
search terms - because it would be more efficient (faster) to have that type of assistance. Consult Public 
Records Staff if you would like to determine if that makes sense for your situation. Public Records Staff will 
provide you with the specific search terms and criteria that your IT-assisted search should include. 

If you already have the responsive emails sorted within individual folders in Outlook or they are easy to 
locate, you just need to copy the emails to the "PST’ Folder, which you can probably do without IT support. 
If you conduct your own search to identify all responsive emails, you can utilize Outlook to search for 
specific search terms that you type in (and you can use Boolean search logic - e.g., "+" between terms). 
Keep or create sub-folders to organize records based on your discussion with Public Records Staff. 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

III.    Close the "PST’ Folder when done gathering responsive emails 

After all potentially relevant emails have been copied, right-click on the "PST’ folder and select "Close 
Email" - the "PST’ folder should no longer appear in your Outlook Navigation Pane. You can now go to the 
location on your computer network drive where you saved the .pst file during initial steps and from there 
make a copy for Public Records Staff. 

If you 
email, 

Steps 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

11. 

received assistance from your department IT support to create the .pst file(s) with the responsive 
follow these steps if you want to review the contents before providing it to Public Records Staff. 

to upload the .pst file(s): 
Save the .pst file(s) to your computer C drive (such as the "Data" folder) and note the location. 
Follow the steps below to create an Outlook Profile. 
Close all open programs except for Microsoft Outlook (recommended). 
Click the "File" tab toward the upper left-hand corner in the Microsoft Outlook application screen. 
Click "Account Settinqs" then select "Account Settinqs" from the drop down list. 
In the "Account Settinqs" window, click the "Data Files" tab. 
Click the "Add" button. 
In the "Create or Open Outlook Data File" window, browse and select the computer network drive 
location where you just saved the .pst file, and select the .pst file. 
Click "Close" in the "Account Settinqs" window. 
In the "Mail" view within Microsoft Outlook, locate the corresponding folder in the Navigation Pane 
that should now be visible with the same title as the .pst file you just added. 
Review the email and if necessary, and if you sort the emails or make other changes, follow the 
steps above (under "Gathering Email - Microsoft Outlook") to create a new .pst file. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2013 6:03:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: appoint calend 

Start: 8/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson <           ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:39 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: info request 

That would be great! 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

On Nov 6, 2013, at 7:12 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <rnwillin unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the smoking gun email - 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.urxc, edu/~wi1~ing_h_ 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 9:54 PM, "Lyn Johnson" < ~mail.corn> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Thought you might find this interesting. When can you come visit? 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "B eth Lyons" <ern125ons@uncaa. unc, edu> 
Date: May 16, 2012 at 11:27:54 AMEDT 
To: <           ~grnaik corn> 
Subject: info request 

Hi Lyn, 
Thanks for sending along all the information. Robert has been looking 
over the info you left for him after our meeting and he has a few requests: 
he would like the names of all student athletes who were screened and 
tested from the years: 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011. He is putting together 



information which can be shared with Admissions regarding SAT scores, 
reading/writing percentiles, and GPA. We can sort the information but if 
you could send one chart per year in excel format that would be very 
helpful. 

Thanks! 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 (office) 

(cell) 
em[yons@uncaa~uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil Gaul          gmail.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:07 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: [Athletics vs Academics] Trying to reach you 

I should be here. 

--Gil Gaul 

On Mon, Nov 11, 2013 at 4:31 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillix~ uric edu> wrote: 
Hello Gil, 
I’m sorry to have missed your call. I have a full advising load (seniors) every afternoon these days. I will try 
and contact you tomorrow sometime before lpm. A good friend and colleague of mine here at Carolina, Jay 
Smith, and I, are also writing a book. 

Best, Mary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gil Gaul [mailt~ ~maiLcom] 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: [Athletics vs Academics] Trying to reach you 

Mary, 

I left a voice mail on your cell a bit ago. I am trying to make contact. I think Dan Kane let you I was trying to 
reach you for a book I am writing for Penguin about money and college sports, including a chapter on 
academic support centers. 

My e-mail is above. My home phone is --GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:10 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: updated list 

Copy of EDUC387spring_l 4.xlsx 

Hi Mary, 

Here’s the list with notes. 

Thanks! 

Caroline 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Weaver, Caroline 
Subject: updated list 

Caroline, Thanks for all the updates. Here are a few more to add (maybe). Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 

http://www.u nc.edu/~willingh/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:19 PM 

Why do many Cal athletes not graduate? 

Nanette Asimov and Ann Killion 

Updated 11:00 pro, Friday, November 22, 2013 

UCLA admits nearly three times more academically 
underquallfled student athletes each year than UC Berkeley, 
yet lts footbaii and men’s basketbaii piayers have done a 
far better job earning degrees than Cai’s have. 

Stanford University, Cal’s rival not only in Saturday’s Big 
Game but in academlc ranklngs, aiso bests UC Berkeiey in 
graduation rates for footbaii and men’s basketbaii. 

So does the University of Michigan, another publlc 
university known for lts academlc prowess. 

The question is: Why? 

Cal ranks last in graduation rates for those two sports 
among the natlon’s 72 major lntercoiieglate athietlcs 
programs, according to the NCAA. 

A look at some of Cal’s closest public and private 



competitors 
reveals 
support 
there’s 
gaps. 

- Stanford, UCLA and the University of Michigan 
how the culture and practices at those universities 
student athletes’ academic achievement No one claims 
a single easy explanation for the huge graduation 

Success appears to come from a complex recipe that goes 
beyond who gets to enroll in each school, although Stanford 
and the University of Michigan say they don’t admit 
underquallfied students for any reason, even to beef up 
their revenue-generating football and men’s basketball teams. 

But UCLA does admit underquallfied students - 188 this year 
alone, compared with Cal’s 36. Despite that disparity, 
UCLA’s graduation rates are better: 82 percent in football, 
compared with Cal’s 44 percent. Stanford graduates 93 
percent of its football players. Michigan graduates 66 
percent. 

In men’s basketball, the percentages were 68 percent at 
UCLA, 75 percent at Michigan, 83 percent at Stanford and 
percent at Cal. 

38 

So something else ls golng on. Everyone agrees that students 
admitted because of extraordinary talents rather than 
academic prowess need extraordinary help once they enroll. 
But that’s where Ca1 acknowledges it needs to do a better 
job for football and men’s basketball players, while UCLA 
says it is proud of the academic support it provides for its 
athletes. 

More than tutoring 

All of the schools say it’s more than just tutoring. 

Interviews with current and former student athletes at Ca1, 



parents, experts and university officials across the state 
make it ciear that athietes are more iikeiy to fairer in the 
ciassroom when certain conditions are present: 

-- A cuiture that pits academics and athietics against each 
other. 

-- Poor academic support for busy athletes, including 
insufficient tutoring and too iittie heip with time 
management and iong-term academic pianning. 

-- An unwiiiingness on the part of student athietes to 
devote enough time to studying. 

-- Overeager recruiters who seii the campus so heaviiy to 
prospective schoiarship athietes- who typicaiiy don’t pay 
for tuition or room and board - that the reaiity of how hard 
it is to succeed at a rigorous university becomes an 
afterthought. 

UCLA, Stanford and Michigan say they take steps to avoid 
these aiiments, and their graduation rates appear to back 
that up. 

Cai officiais, on the other hand, admit they have a probiem. 
On Thursday, athietic director Sandy Barbour announced that 
she is convening a task force to iook at why so few footbaii 
and men’s basketbaii piayers are succeeding academicaiiy. 

"While our broad academlc scores reflect the outstanding 
work of many of our student athietes, some sports have 
performed at a ievei that is inconsistent with Berkeiey’s 
standards and vaiues, Barbour said. 

The rock-bottom graduation rates at Cai - the worid’s top- 
ranked pubilc university - have aiso prompted severai 
professors to study the probiem from every angie and propose 
a host of soiutlons. 



For example, Cal is increasing the number of full-time 
iearning speciaiists who heip athietes navigate schooi as 
part of an academic improvement pian deveioped in the past 
year by Derek Van Rheenen, director of the Athietic Study 
Center. The footbaii improvement pian aione cites 15 
troubiesome areas and offers soiutions, such as creating a 
program to monitor athietes’ academics, mandating at ieast 
six hours of tutoring each week, and providing weekiy 
reports to coaches about athietes’ academic progress. 

Two other professors, Bob Jacobsen, the faculty athletic 
representative, and Richard Rhodes, an associate dean, have 
authored a new paper that identified three lssues, not 15: 

-- Getting athletes to stop delaying their most rigorous, 
core courses to their senior year when it’s often too iate. 

-- Getting coaches more invested in academics. 

-- Changing the culture of revenue-generating sports to 
better respect academics. 

Cal’s competitors say they’ve been doing most of those 
things for years. 

"We’re in higher education. It drives me crazy when I hear 
other football coaches say, ’Well, my job is to win games.’ 
I disagree," David Shaw, Stanford’s football coach, said in 
a June speech. He explained that for the past few years, 
Stanford has changed its approach to recruiting and now 
searches nationwide for top athletes who are as motivated to 
succeed in the library as on the field. The team has ranked 



among the nation’s top 1e each year since 2ele. 

"Our jobs are to teach young people how to do things to make 
them successful - on the football i:leld, in the classroom 
and after graduation," Shaw sald, addlng that Stanford hopes 
to influence other top universities to do the same. 

"We can affect these other universities to say, ’You know 
what? Maybe we won’t make those compromises anymore.’ " 

Solutions elsewhere 

Of course~ the advantage of a wealthy~ private school like 
Stanford is that all students~ athletes included~ have an 
academic adviser. And once they declare a major~ they get 
another adviser specifically for their major. Moreover~ 
there’s tutoring aplenty and athletes are prevented from 
segregating themselves in a universe of their own. 

"We encourage them to be full participants in undergraduate 
student life at the university," said Lisa Lapin~ a Stanford 
spokeswoman who said the athletes 11ve~ eat and study with 
nonathletes. 

Lest it appear that all of Stanford’s elite athletes possess 
the brain of Albert Einstein~ or at least Andrew Luck~ the 
famously studious former quarterback~ the Stanford 
Dailyrevealed in 2011 that a secret list of easy courses had 
been making the rounds at theAthletic Academic Resource 
Center for years~ including Social Dances and Public 
Speaking. 

Campus officials immediately sald they would discontinue the 
11st. 

At UCLA~ where underqualified students are admitted by the 
dozens each year~ emphasizing academics is essential~ campus 
officials said. They do it by paying attention to each 
student~ rather than group all athletes together. 



An academic accountability program involves watching each 
athlete’s class work and disciplining anyone who skips 
classes or doesn’t do the work, said Gary Clark, UCLA’s 
director of admissions. 

But the key seems to be pairing each athlete with 
individualized help. 

"This is not a one-size-fits-all approach, but rather a very 
tailored approach to each individual student’s needs, and 
academic progress is closely monitored throughout their time 
here, Clark said. 

Over and over, however, schools that successfully graduate 
footbaii and men’s basketbaii piayers say the university 
fosters a culture that values academics as much or more than 
athietics. 

"Our philosophy is fundamental to why we’ve been 
successful, said Petrina Long, UCLA s senior associate 
athletic director, noting that the athletic department works 
closely with academic deans rather than maintaining its own 
fiefdom. Coaches are also taught to evaluate recruits for 
their interest in academics, she said. 

One die-hard Cal Bears fan was so impressed with UCLA’s 
approach that she nearly encouraged her son to become a 
Bruin or, worse in her mind, a Stanford Cardinal. 

Those schools "have personal tutors, good counselors, 
mandatory study hours that have to be kept, and they monltor 
the student athiete’s progress on a weekiy basis. It’s 



really great," said the 

Doesn’t Cal do the same? 

mother. 

"Oh my god, no," she sald, speaking on condition of 
anonymity for fear of retaliation agalnst her son. 

Loyalties were such that her son enrolled at Cal anyway. But 
the family was dismayed when, they said, a Ca1 counselor 
discouraged some athletes from enrolling in summer school. 

A different klnd of academlc support ls to offer degrees and 
programs that athletes might naturally care about, as the 
University of Michigan does with its School of Kinesiology. 
By 2888, the 24-year-old program was so wildly popular that 
it became a school in its own right, offering majors in 
athletic training, movement science, physical education and 
sports management. 

Mlchlgan officials decllned to be interviewed but sald the 
university has no category of "special admission." 
Candidates are instead evaluated on a range of criteria not 
limited to grades and scores. 

Cal beaten up 

Meanwhile, whether or not Ca1 beats Stanford in Saturday’s 
Big Game, the campus has been beaten up pretty badly over 
its graduation woes. 

A former Ca1 student who tutored athletes said that a few 
years ago, he routinely let classmates falsify their study 
hours. 

"I’d say about 18 percent of the time," he said on condition 
of anonymity. He also recalled some classes packed with 
athletes where professors looked the other way durlng tests. 

In one astronomy class, he said, "I think I went once on the 
first day, and for my midterm and final. I got a B-plus. The 



collective approach (during tests) was, ’Hey, what did 
get on No. 2?’ It might as well have been unsupervised. 
Looking back, it’s a farce." 

you 

Nhlle such academlc abuses are not unique to Ca1, nelther do 
they appear to be widespread. 

Although Ca1 officials lnslsted on chooslng whlch student 
athletes could be interviewed by The Chronicle, the two they 

picked demonstrated that many football players can succeed. 

"Committing here to this school as a student athlete, we 
know what we’re gettlng lnto," sald Brennan Scarlett, 2@, a 
linebacker who earned straight A’s in high school. He 
praised the school’s Summer Bridge summer school program for 
helplng students get better prepared. 

"Coming here will take hard work," he said. "That truth 
smacks you in the face. It is very difficuit here." 

Mark Brazinskl, an offensive lineman and graduate student 
the Haas Schooi of Business, said counseiors and iearning 
speciaiists heiped him finaiize his recent appiication to 
become a Rhodes Scholar. 

in 

"They’re very willing to help ... out with whatever 
project ... or homework you’re working on, he said. 

Online extra 

See Stanford football coach David Shaw’s TED talk on 
academics and athletics: 

https:// WWWoyoutube o comZ 

watch ?v=WBCkec9c sdo 



Desrees 

Collese 

93% 

of separation 

football players ’graduation rates : 

Stanford 

82% 

University 

UCLA 

66% 

University 

Michigan 

44% 

of 

UC Berkeley 

Nanette Asimov and Ann Killion are San Francisco 
staff writers. E-mail: nasimov~sfchronicle.com~ 
aki111on@sfchronicle, com 

Chronicle 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cnunn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:19 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

FW: Fall 2013 applications for graduation 

Late Checkout Form.pdf 

Charlotte N. Waterhouse, M.Ed. 

Graduation Coordinator 

Academic Advising Program 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
G017-B Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: 919-962-3758 

http://advising.u nc.edu 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:08 PM 
To: Pope, Alice; Farabee, Ann C; Bryan, Anne K; Hubbard, Ashley Renee; Sauer, Beth H; Haggerty, Betty Jo; 
Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn; Harris, Christopher Robert; Porter, Courtney; Gallina, Damian M; Holt, Deannie; Cox, 
Elizabeth Shirer; Jones, Gabrielle; Wooldridge, Gina; Desoto, Jamie H; Schenck, Jane M.; Lewis, Jenny A; GrawOzburn, 
Kara Allison; Sieler, Kim R; Bailey, Lara J; Lerea, Leslie S; Wical, Lora A; Hutaff, Maggie; Lawrence, Melissa; Fulton, 
Michele Marie; Pierce, Michelle; Fearrington, Miranda Suitt; Studevent, Perry James; Cramer, Richard; McDonald, Rosa M; 
Mauriello, Sally M; Jacobson, Sarah Elizabeth; Jones, Sharon Horton; Sessoms, Sharon R; Rutherford, Shaun Patrick; 
Rhodes, Sherry; Peterson, Stephanie; Schmitt, Stephanie; Hudock, Valerie W; Overman, Vickie P; Jacobsen, Jenny 
Subject: Fall 2013 applications for graduation 

Graduation Coordinators, 

A couple of reminders: 

Fall ~.ol3 online applications for graduation are closed 
¯ As stated on the Academic Calendar, the deadline to file an application for Fall 2Ol3 graduation 

was September 27, 2ol3. 
¯ By special arrangement we have been able to allow students to apply online through November 

25th. Eligible students may now select only one term (2o14) in the online "Apply to Graduate" 

application process. 
¯ Any new applications for Fall 2ol3 must be submitted to our office on a Late Checkout form, a 

copy of which I have attached. 

Approving Fall ~.ol3 degree applications - deadline ~./~.3h3 

¯ The deadline to update the status of all Fall 2Ol3 degree applications is 5:oo pm on Monday, 

December 23, 2Ol3. 

¯ After 12/23/13, the Grad Tracker will be closed for all December 2Ol3 graduation activity. Any 

student record with a 2139 application which has not been set to "approved" will be changed to 

"withdrawn" and will term activate for Spring 2Ol4 during our overnight process. Students will 

then be eligible to apply for May graduation and/or register for Spring classes. 

¯ After 12/23/13, any change to a student’s 2139 graduation status must be submitted to our office 



on a Late Checkout form. 

Spring 2o~4 online applications for graduation are open 
¯ Applications for May 2Ol4 are currently open to eligible students through their ConnectCarolina 

account. 

As always, please don’t hesitate to let me know of any questions or concerns. 

Best, 

-Joan 

Joan Roberts-Coleman 
Records Service Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel Hill 
31oo SASB North, CB #zloo, Chapel Hill, NC 
Tel: 919-96z-9861 Fax: 919-96z-3349 

Follow’ the Registrar’s Office on: ~ ~ 



LATE GRADUATION CHECKOUT NOTICE 

Student Name: 
Please Print Last Name First Name 

The way the name appears on the permanent record is exactly the way it will appear on the diploma. 
All name changes should be directed to the Office of the University Registrar, 105 Hanes Hall. 

Middle Name 

Person I.D. Number: 

Anticipated Graduation Term: 
Term /Year 

Primary Program 

Degree: 

Major 1: 

Major 2: 

Minor: 

Certificate: 

Secondary Program (Graduate & Professional Students Only) 

Degree: 

Major 1: 

Major 2: 

Minor: 

Certificate: 

Graduation Checkout Status: 
ONce Use Only 

Permanent / Grade Billing Address: 
(This is the address where your diploma will bl~ mailed. Any changes made 
below will affect your ~ade / billing address.) 

Street 

City State Zip 

Distinction (7) 

Highest Distinction (9) 

Student’s Signature Date 

Graduation Coordinator’s Signature 

WHITE: UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR ¯ CANARY: DEAN 

Date 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~Jlen sack < @yahoo.com> 

Monday, December 9, ; 4:00 PM 

Ken Reed <ken.reed@leagueoffans.org> 

Donna Lopi~aao ~gm~fil.com>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingh~, M~a’y C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

The Drake Group and Antitrust 

CAP ACT plus Q&As 10-14-13.pdf; One Page Overview CAP Act - 10-30-13.pdf; Sack CAPAct essay.doc 

Dear Ken, 
The years seem to be flying by. Over the past 8 months the Drake Group has been working on a piece of congressional legislation called the 
College Athletes’ Protection Act (CAP Act.) It includes proposals that are not unlike those in several other bills that have been in the media. Ours 
stands out for its support of a limited antitrust exemption for a radically restructured NCAA. I have attached a 1000 word opinion piece to explain 
how we arrived at this point. I have also attached a draft of the actual CAP Act and a one page diagram summarizing the bill. 
This bill was written by a Drake group subcommittee composed of Andrew Zimbalist, a Smith College economics professor, Brian Porter, 
Professor of Law, Vermont Law School, Gerald Gurney, former president, N4A, Donna Lopiano, former CEO of the Women’s Sports Foundation 
and me. All of these people are either on the Drake Group executive committee or the advisory board. The bill has already been endorsed by the 
Women’s Sports Foundation and the National Basketball former Players Association and other individuals. 
Would it be possible for several of us to meet with you and Ralph in Washington during the week of December 16. We are planning a meeting with 
the plaintiffs attorneys in the O’Bannon Case on either December 18 or 20. I would also like to add you or Ralph to our advisory board as you 
suggested a while ago. We expect to be in Washington from morning until night on those days. We are looking for a congressional sponsor and 
visiting other potential endorsers. We would also like to add the League of Fans to our coalition. I know this is short notice but Christmas is near 
and we would like to sneak this in before the new year. Let me know what you think. 
Regards, 
Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, December 9, 2013 6:07 PM 

Patricia.Dillon@cga.ct.gov 

; David Ridpath <ridpath~ohio.edu>; Briaaa Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; 

Willinghaan, Ma~y C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; ,; andrew Zimbalist <azimbaJi@smith.edu> 

The CAP Act 

Sack CAPAct essay.doc; CAP ACT plus Q&As 10-14-13.pdf 

Pat, 
I am attaching a short essay that provides some background on a bill called the College Athletes Protection Act. Last May a group of experts 
associated with the Drake Group, an organization of faculty and others whose mission is to defend academic integrity in college sports, started 
work on the College Athletes Protection Act (CAP Act) which I have also attached. The working team included Andrew Zimbalist, Robert E. Woods 
Professor of Economics at Smith College, Donna Lopiano, former CEO of the Women’s Sports Foundation, Brian Porto, Professor of Law at the 
Vermont Law School, Gerald Gurney, former President of the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletes (N4A), and me. We have a 
pretty good draft of the bill completed. Of course it still needs work. 
The CAP Act has already been endorsed by the women’s Sports Foundation, and the National Basketball Retired Players Association. Chris 
Shays has been giving us a little help. He is currently a Distinguished Fellow in Public Policy at UNH. What we really need is a member of 
Congress to sponsor our bill. Do you think you could help us get in touch with Rosa DeLauro or one of her assistants so we can make a pitch for 
our bill. I think the short essay I attached would give you a good idea of what we have in mind. The antitrust exemption for a restructured NCAA is 
the key to the CAP Act. We think it is essential for slowing down the college sports arms race which is draining money and resources from higher 
education. We intend to make this an amendment to the Higher Education act of 1965. 
All we want is a chance to make our argument to Congress Women DeLauro. Please let me know if you can help. 
Kindest Regards, 
Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:55 AM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Allen Sack <        ~yahoo.com>; Willinghaan, Ma~y C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Geny Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu>; Andrew 

Zimbalist <azimbaJi@smith.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Petri’s Wisconsin District 

2013 6thDistrictmap.pdf 

6th District...map attached 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www.SportsMana~ementResources.com 

On Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 9:47 AM, Ridpath, Dave <ridpath~ohio.edu> wrote: 

What is his exact district--let’s see if we can find someome. 

Dave 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co-Editor, Journal of tssues in tntemo/legiate Athletics 

Faculty Fellow, Center for Coflege Affordabifity and Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 00:IC, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

ridpath@ohio.edu 

twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ~ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

BIog at 

bdavidrid @authorsxpress.com 

Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.~hi~.edu/ucm/media/experts/~hi~expert.cfm?f~rmid=:I822~88&pageid=2~57126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 



From: Donna Lopiano [mailto:           ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:4-7 AM 
To: Allen Sack; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Andrew Zimbalist; Brian Porto; Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: Petri’s Wisconsin District 

Does anyone have any academic friends or family living in PeN’s district???? Would give us a stronger position going in tomorrow... 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype~ 

DLopiano~SportsMana~ementResources.com 

w~v.SportsMana~ementResources.com 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 10:49 AM 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Congressional Committees at Play 

CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES.docx 

So, we are looking for Drake Members or friends from the STATES of SENATORS or the specific 
DISTRICTS of HOUSE members .... 

Please advise me of any folks you might be willing to connect with (or you yourself if you are a constituent) to 
ask if we can use their names for "entry" into these offices as representing constituents... 

Thanks .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. Sgor~sManageme~tRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:13 PM 

Wednesday Schedule 

December 18 DC TRIP.docx 

Thought I’d jot down a few questions for us to ask at our meetings .... feel free to add .... change... 

See you in the AM .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
w~,~,. Sport sManagem ent Re sources, corn 



December 18 DC TRIP 

Tuesday Arrival - Donna - Club Quarters Confirmation # 58310SB034035 

9:30 am Mary, Allen and Donna Meet 

¯ Club Quarters Hotel lobby 

¯ 839 17th St NW - 202 540 7200 
¯ Faragett Square 

10:00 am Michael D. Hausfeld Meeting 

¯ Hausfeld LLP 

¯ 1700 K Street, NW Suite 650 
Washington, DC 20006 

202.540.7200 ph 

202.540.7201 fax 

mhausfeld@hausfeldllp.com 

Questions 
¯ Drake and O’Bannon in complete agreement re: athletes should receive significant allocation of 

revenues to support their educations - we do not agree on "pay for play" - is the lawsuit fixated 

on compensation to basketball and football players only for their direct roles in producing 

revenues? 
¯ Do you see such compensation occurring in lieu of "scholarships" - i.e., pay for play instead of 

scholarships or in addition to scholarships? 

¯ Are you open to embracing a settlement solution or high ground media positioning taking issue 

with the NCAA and collegiate institutions not returning enough in educational benefits to all 

450,000 NCAA athletes - not just basketball and football players - and having an Academic Trust 

that provides long-term educational insurance to athletes who have not graduated or wish to 

pursue graduate study - a position demanding NCAA reform (independent board, antitrust to 

allow them to control coaches personally lining their pockets with dollars that should be 

benefiting athletes, etc.) 



¯ Access to athletes who were exploited educationally for their athletic skill: Arnie D. Fielkow, 

President & CEO, National Basketball Retired Players Association, 175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 

1600, Chicago, IL 60604, Office: 312-913-9400, Cell: Sharp lawyer who offered to 

try to get this group to support the CAP Act- because 80% of their members did not graduate 

with a degree and could benefit from the Academic Trust under the CAP Act - players are upset 

that if they want to go back to school, their institutions are not footing the bill. Mary 

Willingham 

¯ Should settlement talks ever occur...what kind of a settlement are you interested in - $ to 

football and basketball players or very significant reform? 

12:30 pm Kevin James - 2462 RHOB 

Legislative Assistant to 

Thomas E. Petri (R-Wisconsin) 
¯ House Committee on Education and Workforce 
¯ also on Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce 

Questions 
¯ Here to ask for your advice at the suggestion of Richard Vedder (Center for College Affordability 

and Productivity) - we appreciate your time 

¯ Preliminary Comments 

o Drake Group - group of respected academic experts on the subject of intercollegiate 

athletics - has developed a bill - College Athlete Protection Act - as an amendment to the 

Higher Education Act of 1965 - a new program participation condition for institutions having 

commercialized athletic program (earning over $1M annually) - and is seeking 

Congressional sponsors 

Congresspersons Dent (R-PA) and Cardenas (D-CA) have filed similar but not as 

comprehensive bills 

¯ Our questions: 

Is it better to confer with the sponsors of bills already filed BEFORE seeking our own 

sponsors or should our own sponsors be solicited who then would confer member-to- 

member on possibly aligning the bills - is there an issue of courtesy or protocol of which we 

should be aware? 

~ Will these bills automatically be referred to the House Education and Workforce Committee 

when filed? and then to the Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce Training? 

~ If the bill has an antitrust provision, will it simultaneously go to the Judiciary Committee - or 

is there a sequence? 

At what point to does the Senate enter the picture? Is it advisable to have bills filed in both 

the House and Senate? 
o Do you know members of the Committee on Education and the Workforce who have a 

particular interest in intercollegiate athletics? 

Is it important to speak with the Chair (Kline-R-MN) of the full Committee on Education and 

Workforce or the Committee’s staff members or the Chair or the Subcommittee on Higher 

Education and the Workforce (Foxx-R-NC) and its staff members to seek their advice or 
consultation or support. Does the full committee and each subcommittee have separate 

staff members? 



4:00 pm      Douglas Dziak - Nixon Peabody LLP 

¯ T 202-585-8180 I C                  I F 866-237-4743 

Nixon Peabody LLP 

401 9th Street NW I Suite 900 
Washington, DC 20004-2128 

nixonpeabody.com 
Rich Vedder set up meeting 

Questions: Ask him same questions as Kevin James 

¯ Here to ask for your advice at the suggestion of Richard Vedder (Center for College Affordability 

and Productivity) - we appreciate your time 

¯ Preliminary Comments 

o Drake Group - group of respected academic experts on the subject of intercollegiate 

athletics - has developed a bill - College Athlete Protection Act - as an amendment to the 

Higher Education Act of 1965 - a new program participation condition for institutions having 

commercialized athletic program (earning over $1M annually) - and is seeking 

Congressional sponsors 

Congresspersons Dent (R-PA) and Cardenas (D-CA) have filed similar but not as 

comprehensive bills 

¯ Our questions: 

Is it better to confer with the sponsors of bills already filed BEFORE seeking our own 

sponsors or should our own sponsors be solicited who then would confer member-to- 

member on possibly aligning the bills - is there an issue of courtesy or protocol of which we 

should be aware? 

~ Will these bills automatically be referred to the House Education and Workforce Committee 

when filed? and then to the Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce Training? 

~ If the bill has an antitrust provision, will it simultaneously go to the Judiciary Committee - or 

is there a sequence? 

At what point to does the Senate enter the picture? Is it advisable to have bills filed in both 

the House and Senate? 
Do you know members of the Committee on Education and the Workforce who have a 

particular interest in intercollegiate athletics? 

~ Is it important to speak with the Chair (Kline-R-MN) of the full Committee on Education and 

Workforce or the Committee’s staff members or the Chair or the Subcommittee on Higher 

Education and the Workforce (Foxx-R-NC) and its staff members to seek their advice or 
consultation or support. Does the full committee and each subcommittee have separate 

staff members? 
~ What kind of money would the Drake Group have to raise to afford to hire you? 

Possible Other Visits 

Charles Dent - (R-PA) 

¯ 2455 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 

Telephone: 202-225-6411 Fax: 202-226-0778 

Hours: Monday through Friday 9AM to 5PM 



C~rdenas, Tony (D-CA) 

¯ 1508 Longworth HOB 

¯ 202-225-6131 

McCarthy, Carolyn - (D-NY) 

¯ 2346 Rayburn HOB 

¯ 202-225-5516 



CAP ACT OVERWEW          ONLY CONGRESS MAY GRANT... 10--30-13 

iF MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSN., ASS UST SERVE 40% OF 

ALL 4-YR iNSTiTUTiONS/ALMO! ~IM+ ATHLETIC 

PROGRAMS AND MEET ALL OF .LOWING CONDiTiONS : 

BOARD OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS 

Expert FORMER college presidents (40%), 

trustees, athletic directors, faculty & athletes 

Equal representation of all divisions 

Fiduciary control, legislative responsibility 

for eligibility, financial and other rules to 

ensure academic/financial/ethical integrity & 

benefit health/welfare of 450,000 athletes 

DUE PROCESS GUARANTEES 

¯ cases w/significant penalties require 

Independent investigators/professional judges 

¯ discovery with subpoena power 

¯ athlete welfare advocate to advise athletes 

of their rights 

MUST OWN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 

¯ FBS Nat. (~hampionship revenues provide 

insurance/medical/catastrophic athletic injury 

expense for 450,000 athletes, full cost of 

attendance to D-I athletes and Academic Trust 

fund for athletes and non-athletes 

COMMERCIAL CONDITIONI 
¯ Institutions, conferences, 

revenues from their respe 

events-no share to athl 
¯ Institution cannot      hts to 

names/ima        _~sses of athletes, but can 

use to prol athletic events 

¯ Colleg~ may sell rights to names/ 

if not related to sport in 

they are currently participating; may 

sell without restriction following eligibility 

EDUCATIONAL ATHLETICS CONDITIONS 

¯ Full scholarship = S-year promise -not yr. to yr. 

¯ Faculty/athlete whistle-blower protection 

¯ Required peer review certification of program 
¯ Academic support program control by 

academic authority-not athletic department 
¯ (~ap on sport budgets and coach/athletic 

director salaries/outside income 
¯ Athlete medical screening/treatment rights 

iF iNDEPENDENT, MUST MEET 

ONLY THESE CONDiTiONS 

EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS (cont.) 
¯ Minimum GPA of 2.0 for athletic participation; 

with practice hour limits for ineligible athletes 
¯ No freshman eligibility if high school GPA or 

SAT below one standard deviation of academic 

profile of incoming class 
¯ Ineligible for athletic scholarship if cumulative 

GPA below 2.0 for two consecutive semesters 
¯ If institution not in compliance with Title IX, all 

teams ineligible for post-season play 
¯ Faculty senate must approve missed class 

policies 
¯ Prohibition of construction/use of athletics 

only facilities 
¯ If athletic scholarship withdrawn, no athletics 

personnel on institutional appeal committee 

Faculty only committee mandated for annual 

academic oversight/report to Faculty Senate 

Vote and consent of student government on 

use of mandatory student fees for athletics 

(~oaches cannot use name or position at 

institution for private gain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:08 AM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Brian 
Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Allen Sack <.        @yahoo.com> 

Show this to Hausfeld. Says it all! 

750.gif 

~ :iitouch.sun-serttir~el.comi#sectiorti-1i -74486920/ 

N 750.gif 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 5:01 AM, "Donna Lopiano" <, ~maiLcom> wrote: 

We would very much like you to j oin the CAP Act Implementation Committee meeting during our 
Monday meeting. Mary, Allen and I met with Hausfeld and several legislative assistants of 
congresspersons yesterday in DC. 

The Hausfeld meeting was most interesting. As you recall, we went in to explore the possibility of 
CAP Act provisions being part of the eventual O’Bannon/NCAA settlement talks. The idea was 
immediately fully embraced. Note: (1) we have yet to show them the full list of all the elements of 
the CAP Act that we would want included - we doubt whether they have read and embraced the 
detail of our treatise and (2) we still need to talk more to see if we are on the same page re: Mary, 
Allen and I fully understanding Hausfeld’s settlement mechanisms to make this happen. 

There is a quid pro quo - Hausfeld wants Willingham and Lopiano declarations by Jan. 9 to refute 
the "athletes are getting an education" and "there are terrible Title IX implications" contentions, 
respectively, of the NCAA motion for summary judgement. 



In any event, we believe we need all "brainpower on deck" to help us think through all of these 
pieces...obviously wanting to fully support O’Bannon...putting CAP Act provisions in the 
settlement means rethinking some of the pieces of the puzzle for this purpose (I will further explain 
this)...and how to simultaneously move forward with the CAP Act given some of the input we are 
getting from the Hill. 

I am working on crafting the proposed settlement so you can see Hausfeld’s plan (or what we think 
we understood Hausfeld’s plan to be). We would send this to him with the query - Does this fit 
with what you told us? Before sending this to him, I want to be sure the original working group 
agrees with how we propose to change some of the CAP Act elements (i.e., we may not need to 
worry about who owns the FBS championship as long as the money is there to spend on all athlete 
benefits we want them to have; we may not need to worry about restructuring the NCAA executive 
committee if the settlement includes a provision for "shared governance" with athletes, etc.) I will 
get this to everyone as soon as I can so you can digest for Monday .... 

Onward .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLo         ortsMar~agementResources, corn 
www. Spo~sManagementRe sources, corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:26 AM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian 
Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Allen Sack <.        @yahoo.com> 

Re: Free on Monday at 3:00 pm? 

All I look forward to the Monday call to catch up. Allen and I played phone tag but I like what I am hearing 
here and I think we can come up with a fantastic compromise if you will. I believe as much as we can connect 
with OBannon the better. I can also, along with Gerry, add in a ton on the academic issue. I can also assist in 
refuting title IX issues based on my research from a wrestling perspective and where the real problems are now- 
not what they "allegedly" would be. 

I am encouraged. I am out of the office today and doing Christmas stuff, but please call my cell 
you need anything. Great job by everyone!!! 

if 

Regards, 
B. David Ridpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 6:01 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

We would very much like you to j oin the CAP Act Implementation Committee meeting during our 
Monday meeting. Mary, Allen and I met with Hausfeld and several legislative assistants of 
congresspersons yesterday in DC. 

The Hausfeld meeting was most interesting. As you recall, we went in to explore the possibility of 
CAP Act provisions being part of the eventual O’Bannon/NCAA settlement talks. The idea was 
immediately fully embraced. Note: (1) we have yet to show them the full list of all the elements of 
the CAP Act that we would want included - we doubt whether they have read and embraced the 
detail of our treatise and (2) we still need to talk more to see if we are on the same page re: Mary, 
Allen and I fully understanding Hausfeld’s settlement mechanisms to make this happen. 

There is a quid pro quo - Hausfeld wants Willingham and Lopiano declarations by Jan. 9 to refute 
the "athletes are getting an education" and "there are terrible Title IX implications" contentions, 
respectively, of the NCAA motion for summary judgement. 

In any event, we believe we need all "brainpower on deck" to help us think through all of these 
pieces...obviously wanting to fully support O’Bannon...putting CAP Act provisions in the 
settlement means rethinking some of the pieces of the puzzle for this purpose (I will further explain 
this)...and how to simultaneously move forward with the CAP Act given some of the input we are 
getting from the Hill. 

I am working on crafting the proposed settlement so you can see Hausfeld’s plan (or what we think 
we understood Hausfeld’s plan to be). We would send this to him with the query - Does this fit 



with what you told us? Before sending this to him, I want to be sure the original working group 
agrees with how we propose to change some of the CAP Act elements (i.e., we may not need to 
worry about who owns the FBS championship as long as the money is there to spend on all athlete 
benefits we want them to have; we may not need to worry about restructuring the NCAA executive 
committee if the settlement includes a provision for "shared governance" with athletes, etc.) I will 
get this to everyone as soon as I can so you can digest for Monday .... 

Onward .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLo~an~ortsMar~agementReso~rces. corn 
www. SportsMar~a~em entre sources, corr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:05 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Free on Monday at 3:00 pm? 

Yikes. All brainpower on deck? Let’s hope it’s not the Titanic. (Because, after all, you don’t have Holden at the 
head of your dinghy.) 

On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 4:01 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwqll~ ur~c.edu> wrote: 

One more from Donna - but there are at least 22 of these exchanges. I will stop here but you will get the idea - ugh. 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. [mailto:~umey@ouoedu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:51 AM 
To: Donna Lopiano 
Cc: Andrew Zimbalist;         .; Brian Porto; Willingham, Mary C.; Allen Sack 
Subject: Re: Free on Monday at 3:00 pm? 

I am available Friday at 3 pm Eastern time. Thanks for all your hard work. 

Gerald 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 5:01 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~rnaiL corn> wrote: 

We would very much like you to j oin the CAP Act Implementation Committee meeting during 
our Monday meeting. Mary, Allen and I met with Hausfeld and several legislative assistants of 
congresspersons yesterday in DC. 

The Hausfeld meeting was most interesting. As you recall, we went in to explore the possibility 
of CAP Act provisions being part of the eventual O’BannoniNCAA settlement talks. The idea 
was immediately fully embraced. Note: (1) we have yet to show them the full list of all the 
elements of the CAP Act that we would want included - we doubt whether they have read and 

embraced the detail of our treatise and (2) we still need to talk more to see if we are on the same 
page re: Mary, Allen and I fully understanding Hausfeld’s settlement mechanisms to make this 
happen. 

There is a quid pro quo - Hausfeld wants Willingham and Lopiano declarations by Jan. 9 to 
refute the "athletes are getting an education" and "there are terrible Title IX implications" 
contentions, respectively, of the NCAA motion for summary judgement. 

In any event, we believe we need all "brainpower on deck" to help us think through all of these 
pieces...obviously wanting to fully support O’Bannon...putting CAP Act provisions in the 



settlement means rethinking some of the pieces of the puzzle for this purpose (I will further 
explain this)...and how to simultaneously move forward with the CAP Act given some of the 
input we are getting from the Hill. 

I am working on crafting the proposed settlement so you can see Hausfeld’s plan (or what we 
think we understood Hausfeld’s plan to be). We would send this to him with the query - Does 
this fit with what you told us? Before sending this to him, I want to be sure the original working 
group agrees with how we propose to change some of the CAP Act elements (i.e., we may not 
need to worry about who owns the FBS championship as long as the money is there to spend on 
all athlete benefits we want them to have; we may not need to worry about restructuring the 
NCAA executive committee if the settlement includes a provision for "shared governance" with 
athletes, etc.) I will get this to everyone as soon as I can so you can digest for Monday .... 

Onward .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

DL          ortsManagementResources, corn 
ww-w. SportsManagementRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 10:16 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com>; allen Sack 
David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Re: RE: 

@yahoo.com>; 

Mary, 
Donna, Allen, David and I have all experienced fighting seemingly insurmountable odds. Your cause is noble and you need not have 
restless nights. Sleep well. 
G 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Dec 24, 2013, at 9:05 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Gerry, 
> Thank you, I have read this book. When I start to question the giant, I go back to the numbers (the stone) which is how I spent my 
today. 
> 

> Fall 2013 UNC- December 28th Belk Bowl 
> Top 14 football players on the team (calculated by in-season playing time) 
> Average SAT Verbal : 378.5 
> Current GPA average : 1.942 
> Total of failed ’F’ courses - 30 
> Total of ’D’ grades - 36 
> 
> We could have been teaching these 14 guys, but instead we are offering them a BS in eligibility- a wasted opportunity. The co- 
existence of academics and athletics in post secondary education for our profit sport programs continues to challenge my thinking - 
every waking moment (which includes many restless nights). 
> Merry Christmas. 
> -Mary 
> 

> From: Gurney, Gerald S. [ggurney@ou.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 24, 2013 4:27 PM 
> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Cc: Donna Lopiano; allen Sack; David Ridpath 
> Subject: 
> 
> Mary, I’m reading Malcolm Gladwell’s new book David and Goliath and couldn’t help thinking of you. It’s a book about courageous 
people who confront oppression. Please consider reading it if you have not already done so. 
>G 
> 

> 

> "David and Goliath is a book about what happens when ordinary people confront giants. By "giants," I mean powerful opponents of 
all kinds--from armies and mighty warriors to disability, misfortune, and oppression. Each chapter tells the story of a different 
person--famous or unknown, ordinary or brilliant--who has faced an outsize challenge and been forced to respond. Should I play by 
the rules or follow my own instincts? Shall I persevere or give up? Should I strike back or forgive? 
> Through these stories, I want to explore two ideas. The first is that much of what we consider valuable in our world arises out of 
these kinds of lopsided conflicts, because the act of facing overwhelming odds produces greatness and beauty. And second, that we 
consistently get these kinds of conflicts wrong. We misread them. We misinterpret them. Giants are not what we think they are. The 
same qualities that appear to give them strength" 
> 
> Excerpt From: Gladwell, Malcolm. "David and Goliath." Little, Brown and Company, 2013-10-01. Nooks. 
> This material may be protected by copyright. 
> 
> Check out this book on the Nooks Store: ~s:ilitur~es.a~le.comiWebObj.ects1%dZStore.woaiwai~iewBook?id=599(~51578 
> 
> Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 10:06 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com>; Allen Sack 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Re: Draft #2 - Hausfeld Memo - Settlement Proposal 

@yahoo.com>; 

I would like to keep the 2.0 but since most university’s require it anyway if might be moot. That is what I recall 
we said. If we get rid of it could universities lower that standard to help athletes? Make considerations? 
Probably not but I think we should keep it in. 

Regards, 
B. David Ridpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 25, 2013, at 9:27 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S." < ou.edu> wrote: 

A couple of thoughts: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 24, 2013, at 1116 PM, "Donna Lopiano" <            ~mail.com> wrote: 
1. I thought we agreed to sacrifice the 2.0 continuing eligibility rule. 2. The career services AAG 
staff member could also serve to assist campus career development programs and degree 
completion efforts. 

Mary - as you will see, we figured out another way to say the standardized reading 
level test piece - see attached...so you have no homework other than reviewing this .... as 
we all do...for our Thursday 3 pm call. 

Team -- Let’s "put this baby to bed" on Thursday and see if Hausfeld bites! :) 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 

DL          ortsManagementResources, corn 
www. SportsMa~agememRe sources, corr~ 

<CAP Conversion to Settlement-Draft 2.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 9:56 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com>; 
Allen Sack <         @yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Draft #2 - Hausfeld Memo - Settlement Proposal 

It certainly makes sense. Although I am a proponent of the 2.0, this is a reasonable compromise. I will attempt 
to be on the call today. 

Regards, 
B. David Ridpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 7:48 AM, "Andrew Zimbalist" <azimbali@smith.edu> wrote: 

my position is the same as Gerry’s on this, though I probably feel even more strongly, anyway, I’m 
ok w/compromise on this so we can move forward, unfortunately, I will not be able to join the call 
this afternoon. 

On Wed, Dec 25, 2013 at 12:44 PM, Gurney, Gerald S. <~ume~ou.edu> wrote: 
I was opposed to making the financial aid exception for the restricted admits. Allen mentioned 
that Billy Hawkins had problems with it. If the standard is a problem for minorities, I think we 
ought to stick with institutional and NCAA standards. The NCAA’s rule is 1.8 after 1 st year, 1.9 
after second year, and 2.0 thereafter (qualitative rule). My issue was the exception, but I don’t 
want the 2.0 to get in the path of real progress. We can hash it out tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 25, 2013, at 10:09 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~maiL corr,> wrote: 

Re: Sacrificing the 2.0 continuing eligibility rule .... I thought everyone was saying 
get rid of the lose your scholarship if two consecutive semesters less than 2.0. Was I 
correct that we wanted to eliminate this one also? 

Now, I’m hearing Gerry say eliminate the 2.0 for athletic eligibility and stay with 
what the NCAA has. I’m fine with that...but let’s be sure everyone weighs in during 
our Thursday call .... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 



DLop~ang@~ortsManagementResources. corn 
w v~, ~ SportsManagem entre sources, corn 

On Wed, Dec 25, 2013 at 9:27 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. < ou.edu> wrote: 
A couple of thoughts: 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 24, 2013, at 11:16 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~mail.com> 
wrote: 
1. I thought we agreed to sacrifice the 2.0 continuing eligibility rule. 2. The career 
services AAG staff member could also serve to assist campus career development 
programs and degree completion efforts. 

Mary - as you will see, we figured out another way to say the 
standardized reading level test piece - see attached...so you have no 
homework other than reviewing this .... as we all do...for our Thursday 
3 pm call. 

Team -- Let’s "put this baby to bed" on Thursday and see if Hausfeld 
bites! :) 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 

DL          ortsM~nagementResources, corn 
w~,. SportsManagernentResources.com 

<CAP Conversion to Settlement-Draft 2.doc> 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www~ smith, edu/~azimbaIi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 8:10 AM 

Fwd: Proposed O’Bannon Settlement Terms 

Hausfeld -Proposed Settlement Terms.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

FinaJ version- for now. We should really change the name to NCAA II (like Vatican II) or just lose it all together. 

Begin forwayded message: 

Froln: 

To: 

Subject: Proposed O’Bannon Settlement Terms 

Michael, Sathya, 

Following up on our meeting of last week, we promised to send you proposed settlement terms that would give student-athletes the priceless education 

we should be promising them - in addition to approximately $5,500 in cash for a full cost of attendaaace schola, ship. 

Let us know what you think! 

Donna, Allen and Maa’y 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

",~ ~ ~. S ~×~ rlsMaaa~eme~:~tRe s~ ~.~rce s .co m<ht~p:ii ~ ~ ~. Spo ~ sMaaa~eme~:~R es~ ~.~rces. com><ht~V//~ ~ ~. Spo rl~sMa aa~eme~:~R es~ ~.~rce s. co m> 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiegogo <newslette@indiegogo.com> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 9:42 AM 

Willinghaa~, Ma~’ C. <mwillinghaa~@unc.edu> 

Easily track a]l of your movement in 2014 

Hi there! 

BeLow are some of the hottest perks on Indiegogo right now: 

$79 - Smart Sport Wristband 

i~il Smart Sport Wristband Eas, ilg t[ack a!l of your, physical activity 
ana distance ~ravellea with this 
wa!erproof~ light:weight ,sport wristband. 
Its oattery ~as~s ~wo weeks without being 
recharged, and it also includes a social 
gamin, g comp?n,ent an._d open API,to 
potenually incluoe an t--wallet aria 
notifications. 

$50 - RuffleCon 2014 Tote Bag 

i~i Ruffiecon 2014 
RuffleCon is the first Northeast 
convention focusing on alternative 
fashion styles such as Lolita, Steampunk 

G~othic Aristgcr,at’ a, nd 
many other~, t~et t~eir cu[e [o[’e oag and 
help them kick-off their first event in 
October 2014~ 

$16- Fo~daNe Kirigami Lantern 



Foldable Kirigami Lantern ~P~rqfessiopal ,orig~mi.a~is, t~ S!p.ho. 
aDona is planning [o fOlO a life-size 

rep_lica of an elephant at the Art Museum 
in BeromiJnster, Switzerland. The 
foldable kirigami lanterns feature crease 
pat!erns of an elephant, swallow, bear 
ano rose. 

$17 - Mytro Yoking Adult Novel 

:: [:+:; i Mytro Young Adult Novel Mytro is the ,sto‘ry o,f a ,s.ecret subway 
system, the Kios wno aiscover it, an~l the 
,st,range aqd ,da.ngerou.s gro.uj3 bent on 
JoKing control orE. It’s tu~ o1" fun 
adventure, and ntrgue. Be the first to 
read it! 

Liberty.me Starter Membership 

Liberty me Star~er Membership Be a part of an ad-free expert-hosted 
wo, rld ,wid,e c£m, mu..nity of liberty-,mind,ed 
inaivioua~s. ~et a d-month memoersnip 
to, Liberty.me,, ,w. here.you can le,a.r.n and 
snare ways to ~ive a treer, tuller ~ite. 
,Y.o, u’ll, also re._ceive, digital ed_.itions of 
Lioerfy.me : breeaom is a uo-lt-Yourself 
Pt’qject.a, nd R~ecla~m ~our Privacy: 5 
Things You uan uo t~ight Now. 

$110 - Private Music Collection 



Weather Report Music Collection 
Ton, y Zawi.nu!, son,of Joe Z,awinul, is 
maKing a Tea~ure aocumen[ary on the 
~gendary jazz..gr,oup ,Weather Report. 
bup, port.th~s e[Tor[ aria .score th,ree-CDs 
wor~n oTvery rare music ~rom Joe’s 
p, rivate tapes, pl,us an ,exact replica of 
Joe’s inTamous Knit ha~. 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 Indiegogo, Al! rights reserved. 

Our mailing address is: 
965 Mission Street 
6th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94103 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in 
browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:38 PM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Brian Porto 
<bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; vedder-forward < @gmail.com> 

Re: Another thought for your declaration -- 

Donna, 

The other way to deal with the "amateurism" issue is to simply say that amateurism is whatever the 
NCAA says it is. In 1906 the NCAA labeled any financial inducement based on athletic ability a 
blatant violation of amateur principles. This included athletic scholarships from any source. Over the 
next century the NCAA not only legalized athletic scholarships but many other forms of financial 
inducements, thus rendering the term meaningless except as an exploitative ideology. The NCAA can 
pay athletes whatever it wants and still call it amateurism. Andy and I made this argument in a 
statement we wrote for Hausfeld a while ago. 

Allen 
On Sunday, December 29, 2013 1:49 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu> wrote: 

Definitely on track here Donna! 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 12:44 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < wrote: 

Why don’t you use the NCAA Amateurism Principle against them..."pulling their own rug 
out from under"? 

2.9 The Principle of Amateurism. [*] 
Student-athletes shall be amateurs in an intercollegiate sport, and their participation 
should be motivated primarily by education and by the physical, mental and social benefits 
to be derived. Student participation in intercollegiate athletics is an avocation, and student- 
athletes should be protected from exploitation by professional and commercial 
enterprises. 

Following your detailed factual support of exploitation, something like... 

Indeed, student-athletes should be protected from the exploitation they are now 
experiencing at the hands of the educational institution itself which is conducting athletics 
as a commercial enterprise with no paid labor force. If student-athletes are to be 
amateurs they must not be paid with coin, but with their education. The NCAA could and 
should adopt legislation that mandates that the value of all educational benefits to student- 
athletes (educational scholarships, tutoring and remedial programs if necessary, post- 
graduate scholarships, athletics injury and other insurance protecting them from injury 
during a program conducted by the institution, diagnostic testing, fully paid 
accommodations for learning disabilities, etc.) that at least equals 50% of the revenues 
produced by their participation. 



:) 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLo         ortsMana(2ementResources.com 
htt#://www, s~ortsm anaqem entresou rces. corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLING H> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 8:29 AM 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

RE: Thanks for dinner last night 

Hausfeld -Proposed Settlement Terms (3).pdf 

Richard, 
Thanks for joining us - was especially blown away by the great conversation. He told me that I have made some very nice (and very smart) friends at UNC. I will work 
on my homework. 
It would be great if you could send me some thoughts about this declaration. It sounds like my thesis should be what I said in the documentary - "some (less than half) of our 
profit sport athletes may be getting degrees, but they are not getting an education". They simply do not have equal access. 
Happy New Year - have a wonderful trip. Mary 
PS - Don’t let      know that I am a double agent- she might put out a hit notice on me (at 4:30 am) and LOTS of killers would be lining up. 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 31, 2013 6:58 AM 
To-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject-" Thanks for dinner last night 

and I waaated to thank you for dinner lafft night. It was great to visit with you aaad again. Hope you both have a happy new year! 

You’ll do great on your "homework" assignment! 

Also, congrats on nearing completion of your book. I’ll look forward to reading it when it’s published! 

If you caaa pass aJong the revised CAP Act, I’d enjoy reading that as well. 

Again, thanks so much for your friendship. It meaaas a great deal to both aaad me. 

Cheers, 

Richard 

P.S. I waited until 7:00am to send this:) but I was up @ 4:00am 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Reseaxch Institute 

http://csri- sc.or~/ 

Department of Sport a~d Entertainment Management 

University of South Caxolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Em~Jl: southaJl~hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annua] CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 8:36 AM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Conversation with Sathya 

I appreciate it. The process is fascinating. (But there will be no more tirades from me, I promise.) 

On 12/30/13 6:35 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Jay, This is a nice executive summary. SorU for killing you with reading materiaJ- I’m sure that you have better things to do - no pressure - - just like to 

share. Mary 

PS I think I’m staxting to understaaad this mess-a little (book 6?). 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brian Porto 

Date: December 30, 2013 at 6:26:55 PM EST 

To: kndrew ZimbaJist 

Gumey <~4m~e~?o~.~:ed~>, Willingha~ 

Subje~: ~: Conversation Mth Sathya 

Gerry 

I have read the parties’ respective motions for summary judgment and your e-mafil message identifying three alternative theories of the likely 

consequences of the O’Bannon plafintiffs obtaining aaa injunction agafinst the NCAA’s continuing prohibition on athletes selling their publicity 

rights. In a few paragraphs, I will try to answer the questions you posed in your message. 

To aaaswer your question about "which party is climbing the steepest hill," I should first say a word about summary judgment. As the name 
suggests, summa~cy judgment is a means of resolving litigation without a trial when no major facts axe disputed and the law cleaxly favors one 

side in the matter. A jury’s job is to resolve factual disputes, then to apply the law, as provided to it injury instructions the judge reads, so as 

to determine a verdict. When the key facts are undisputed, no jury is needed, and if, in addition, the law clearly favors one side, the judge 

caaa resolve the case without a tria~ by graaating summary judgment for the side the law favors. 

In close, complicated cases like O’Bannon, however, key facts are almost always in dispute (e.g., whether current amateurism rules make 

college football and basketball more populax than they would be if the players were paid), and the law usually is not a slam-dunk for either 

side, so summa~cy judgment motions usually fail. Such cases sometimes go to trial, where the jury has to sort out the facts, but more of[en 
than not, the parties settle out of court. 

I lack a crystal ball, but I will be surprised if the judge in this case grants either side summa~cy judgment, because too maaay factual questions 

(e.g. not only whether the NCAA’s amateurism rules increase fan interest, but also whether those rules promote competitive balance in 

college FB aaad BB) exist for the judge to take the case away from a jury. I cannot predict what would happen at a trial, but I suspect the 

plaintiffs will have the higher hill to climb, not only because they have the burden of proof, but because the NCAA has traditionally been 

pretW elt~ctive in defending its amateurism rules (e.g. eligibility rules, no-agent, no-draf[, etc.), even when challenged on aaatitrust grounds. 

But, assuming either that Judge Wilken graaats the plafintiffs summary judgment or a jury renders a verdict in their favor at trial, my thoughts 

regarding your theories about likely consequences are as follows: 

Theory A: The television networks pay athletes a portion of the media rights fees, separate from what they pay the schools. I agree that 
Hausfeld is probably correct in saying that under these circumstances, Title IX would likely not come into play because the money would 

llow directly to the players, bypassing the institutiouaJ "recipients of Federal fiuaaacial assistance" that are bound by Title IX. I tend to discount 

the possible chaxge of collusion between the NCAA aaad the networks to pay athletes, because the NCAA will presumably oppose paying 

the athletes, so showing collusion would be dilticult. And although nothing would require the networks to pay the athletes, nothing would 

prohibit the networks from doing so either. 

Theory B: The schools pay the athletes. An injunction would prohibit the NCAA from enforcing the Student-Athlete Statement (Form 08- 

3a) aaad from requiring athletes to relinquish their publicity rights. But I think you axe correct that although a court caaa prohibit the NCAA 
from requiring athletes to sign away their publicity rights in order to play, a court cannot maaadate that the athletes be paid. I also think you 

are correct that under this theory, as the schools pay the players, Title IX advocates will contend that those payments violate the statute 

because recipients of federal funds would be denying "equal opportunity" to female athletes. So the payment a~raaagement that Theory B 

contemplates seems almost certain to spawn more litigation. 

Theory C: The court grants aaa injunction or the plaintiffs win a jury verdict, but the schools and the networks do nothing. Agafin, I think you 

are correct here; if this scenario occurred, a legal challenge brought by the players would likely result in a ruling that although the Student- 

Athlete Statement is void, the schools and the networks are not required to pay the players. Under those circumstances, the players could 

sell their autographs, trophies, etc., but could only receive media rights fees by threatening not to play. 

Thus, assuming the plafintiffs obtafin the injunction they seek, potential problems still exist for them. Theory A would be the happiest sceua~io 

for realizing their aims. 

I hope this helps. We’ll talk tomorrow. 



From: Donna Lopiano              ~ gmal,com] 

Sent: Saturday, December 28, 2013 8:02 AM 

To: Andrew Zimbalist, Allen Sack; GerU Gurney; Willinghaan Mary; Briaaa Porto; 

Subject: Conversation with Sathya 

Briaaa - promise not to laugh at me re: discovery of the purity of the antitmfft contention. Sometimes things take a bit to click in. 

All - how about those who are available touching base at 3 pm Monday - our usual time if you axe available. Mary aaad I caaa share our 

discussions with Sathya. For the benefit of everyone’s recollection...both the NCAA aaad O’Baaanon have submitted motions for summaJ2¢ 

judgement aaad Hausfeld asked Mary if she would submit a declaration regacding the lack of education ofD-I footbaJl and basketball players 

and asked me for one that declaced no impact re: Title IX. So, at leafft in my case, for me to understand what they waaated me to say, you 

had to envision the impact of O’Bannon winning. Both of us agreed that no one knew what would happen. 

While it is fresh in my mind, let me try to report on my almofft two hour conversation with Hausfeld’s associate counsels, Sathya Gosselin aaad 

Renae Steiner.. 

Where they axe right now is both paxties asking the court for summary judgment - O’Bannon arguing that the court should graaat an immediate 

injunction that prevents the NCAA from enforcing their current prohibition that athletes cannot sell the rights to their naane, likeness aaad 

image (i.e., enforcing current amateur status rules). When the NCAA forces the athlete to sign away the rights to their naanes and likenesses 
as part of the NCAA Student-Athlete statement (if you don’t sign it you caaa’t play), they contend this is a refftraint of trade under the 

Sherman Antitrust Act. The NCAA arguing the court should throw out the case or at the least, not make summary judgement. 

I’m attaching both the motions for summaJ2vjudgement hoping Briaaa will let us know if my interpretation of what is going on is right aaad giving 

us some insight re: who is climbing the s~teepest hill re: burden of proof. 

Hausfeld believes that the athlete has the right to sell their autograph or go out and leverage their notoriety or the use of their name, likeness 

and image in TV broadcas~ts, not only a£ter collegiate eligibility but during collegiate eligibility. Basically, they contend that the institution’s 

ownership of the football game does not include "ownership" of the athlete as a property when the athlete plays on the institution’s teaan. 

They say that even the NCAA acknowledges this because it makes the athlete sign away their rights as a condition of being allowed to play - 

when they sign the NCAA student-athlete s~atement. O’Bannon says that making the athletes sign their rights away is a restraint of trade 

prohibited by aaatitmst laws. That the NCAA has dictated their value as "$0". 

Their theory is that if the court grants the injunction, based on court decisions so far, there is no going backwacds for deanages, etc. 

Compensation of athletes would be set at "0" aaad now athletes could seek to be compensated. In other words, they could organize and say 

we are not going to play unless we get compensated. So, what will happen in the future if the court grants the injunction aaad athletes can sell 

their rights? 

Theory A: In order to protect their their current rights fees, the networks who bought the FBS play-off or whatever entity holds college game 

rights could pay the athletes in addition to the schools in order to protect their assets - in other words, paying to ensure that the athletes don’t 
wa3k out leaving them without a qua3ity game. Hausfeld would contend that in this case, Title IX does not come into play because there is no 

money flowing to the insaitution - and I’m thinking I agree because Title IX only looks at institutiona3 expending funds to provide benefits to 

ma3e aaad female athletes. Nothing would require the networks to make payments to athletes. There might be an issue is the NCAA colluded 

with the networks to aJTange payments directly to athlete in an eflbrt to "launder" funds normally coming to the institution - what do you think 
of this theory Briaaa? 

Theory B: The schools would pay the athletes. The NCAA says it will not do so and nothing can really force them to pay. The court would 

say that the NCAA caaa’t deny them the right to play but the court can’t mandate that they do get paid - Brian - is this right or will the NCAA 

not be allowed to sell athlete’s names, likenesses and images without the athlete’s permission? Under this scenaJ-io, the athletes might gather 

together aaad refuse to play, making the NCAA operate with the bench players. From a Title IX standpoint, pro Title IX advocates would 

probably contend that if the schools pay the men, women must receive matching benefits because, historically aaad currently, the schools have 

chosen to promote aaad develop and create vaJue in men’s sports and have chosen not to do so with women’s sports. 

Theory C: If the court graaats the injunction, then schools could decide to do nothing and the networks could decide to do nothing with regacd 

to compensation of athletes. Brian - would the courts would say that the schools mufft aJlow them to play even if they don’t sign the student- 

athlete statement? Then the only choice the athletes would have is waJking out to force the issue or doing nothing - but the NCAA couldn’t 
penaJize athletes for selling their autographs, etc.. 

From the staaadpoint of Title IX, Hausfeld waats me to be comfortable contending that if the injunction is granted, women will not be any 

worse off than they currently are and they might be better off in that female athletes could not go out and get money for their autographs and 

sell their rights like the men would. He maintains that reducing the NCAA’s share of the money would force them to eliminate "inefficiencies" 

such as excessive salaJ-ies to coaches aaad building athlete-only ridiculous facilities...that there would be no efl’ect on women. I believe that if 

there is any reduction of revenues to institutions absent a concomit prohibition on spending for inefficiencies (like athlete-only buildings), 

infftitutions will continue to pay excessive salaJ-ies to coaches aaad engage in the aJanS race and will cut men’s minor sports aaad allow the 

backsliding that has occurred in women’s sports or continued non-compliaaace with Title IX (schools have virtually stopped trying to comply, 

preferring to wait until they are caught before doing something....that eventually they would even change NCAA rules to aJlow their mofft 

competitive division to have fewer sports and funnel as much as they could to football aaad basketbaJ1. 



With regaxd to our "settJement proposaJ". Hausfeld thinks that the courts will direct them to enter into mediation (Allen/Mary - do you agree 

that this is what we heaxd from them during our meeting in DC?) If the NCAA and Hausfeld are forced to sit down...eve~thing we have 

could be on the table if Hausfeld waaats it to be. So, we can leave it there hoping this happens. Let’s ta]k about whether Mary nor I should 

condition our declarations on Hausfeld agreeing to bring these proposa]s to the table if there is mediation. 

Re: continuing Congressional effbrts. I am thinking that we have heard the Republicaaa side of the story very cleaxly: 

1. Per the House Committee on Education and World’orce staffer, the Chair of the House Committee on Education aaad World’orce will 

probably not a~low the CAP Act to be considered by the committee -- even if it is brought forvvaxd by a member of the committee. Allen- 

Mary - did you heax this? The Dent and Cardenas proposals are probably "dead in the water" because they axe not coming from committee 

members - Dent is a Republicaaa and Cardena is a Democrat. If a Committee member submits the proposal, the chair will probably read it 

but it is doubtful it will be allowed to go anywhere. 

2. Mary talked to one Republican Senator - Burr - and his message was clear - "fat chance" to get republicaaas to support this. 

Given the above, I’d love to speak with Vedder again and ask whether our Congressiona] positions should be: 

a. Meet with Dent aaad Caxdenas to see if they would agree to modify their amendments to include our stuff- nothing to lose. 

b. Going after Senate democratic support aaad concentrating our non-funded efforts in this direction...just hoping we caaa get something on the 

table. 

Here’s hoping that you are able to join the call on Monday to discuss the above... 

Feel free to share thoughts in the meaaawhile....especia]ly Briaaa - if I’m wrong on any of the legaJ stufl~... 

P.S. I don’t know if the attached documents axe "out in the world" -- so let’s keep them to ourselves. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280<~1:203-538-5280 (w) 
Skype) 

www.SportsMa~:~.ageme~:~.tReso~.~rces.com<}~.tt~?:i ~ ww.SportsMa~:~agemer~lR eso~’~rces.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiaaao ~ ,@gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 1:08 PM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbaJi@smith.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggumey@ou.edu>; Willin~haan, Maw C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Allen Sack 
~yahoo.com>; <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Richard Vedder @gmail.com>; Brian Porto 

<bporto@vennontlaw.edu> 

SummaQ’ of 12-31-13 CAP Implementation Group Meeting 

DECEMBER 31 Minutes.docx; KEY 1NFLUENCERS TO EXPLORE 12-31-13.docx 

Attached...Next meeting Tuesday, Jan. 7 ...Happy New Year to all! 

Just got off the phone with Sathya: 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementR, 
www,S~rtsMm~.ageme~:~.tReso~’~rc, 



DECEMBER 31, 2013 MEETING 

9:00-10:00 am 

CAP ACT IMPLEMENTATION GROUP 

SU M MARY 

CAP Act Congressional Efforts 

Agreed that information received to date has beenfrom Republicansenatorsand 

congresspersons and House led Republican committee staffers -who clearly expressed no 

support- even if Democratic members of House committees brought forth a proposal 

Agreed tofocus on the Senate Health, Education, Laborand Pensions Committee and the Senate 

Judiciary Committee. Note those agreeing to contact members (in red) 

Agreed that it would be easierto inquire when the Senatorwould next return tothe District and 
if the meeting could occu r the re - 2nd choice is visiting DC agai n 

IfsendingtheCAPAct, gettheaddressforboththeSenatorand his/her legislative aid for 

education and judiciary respectively. 

SENATE- Health, Education, Labor & Pensions 
Democrats by Rank 

Tom Harkin {~A) {Donna will ask Christine Grant if she knows him) 

Barbara A. Mikulski (MD) 
Patty Murray (WA) 

Bernard Sanders (I) (VT) (13rian will contact) 
Robert P. Casey, Jr. (PA) 

Kay R. Hagan (NC) 

AI Franken (MN) 

Michael F. Bennet (CO) 

Sheldon Whitehouse(RI) 
Tammy Baldwin (WI) 

ChristopherS. Murphy (CT) (A~len and Donna will visit) 
Elizabeth Warren (MA) (Andywill call) 

Republicans by Rank 

La ma r AI exande r (TN) 

Michael B. Enzi (WY) 
Richard Burr (NC) (Mary Willingham will take meetingwith the Senator if offered by staff 



whom she already me) 

Johnny Isakson (GA) 

Rand Paul (KY) 

Orrin G. Hatch (UT) 

Pat Roberts (KS) 

Lisa Murkowski (AK) 
Mark Kirk(IL) 

Tim Scott (SC) 

SENATE -JUDICIARY 
Patrick J. Leahy, Chairman, D-Vermont {Brian will contact) 

Dianne Feinstein, D-California 
Chuck Grassley, Ranking Member, R-Iowa (Donna will see if Chris Grant knows) 

ChuckSchumer, D-NewYork 

Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah 

Dick Durbin, D-Illinois 
Jeff Sessions, R-Alabama 

Sheldon Whitehouse, D-Rhode Island 
Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina 

Amy Klobuchar, D-Minnesota 

John Cornyn, R-Texas 

AI Franken, D-Minnesota 

Michael S. Lee, R-Utah 
ChristopherA. Coons, D-Delaware 

Ted Cruz, R-Texas, 
Richard 81umenthal, D-Connecticut, Biography {StanleyKatz-via Allen) 

Jeff Flake, R-Arizona 

Mazie Hirono, D-Hawaii 

Gettingthe Support of Respected National Organizations of College Presidents 

Attachedisan updated"Keylnfluencer"list. Undereachorganizationisalistof membersof 

their Executive Com mittee or Board of Di rectors. Eve ryone agreed to review the lists to see if 

they knew anyone. 

The following people were recognized and volunteers identified re: contactingthem: 

AAU P 
Henry Reichman, First Vice-President, California State U niversity, East Bay IANDY} 

Howard Bunsis, AAUP-CBC Chair, Eastern Michigan University {ANDY) 

Sally Dear-Healey, SUNY College at Cortland (ALLEN) 

Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) 

Gurney, former President may have already contacted. Allen will check and also contact. 

National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators {NACWAA) 

Donna will contact 

Next Meeting: Tuesday, January 7 at 9:00 am. 

Meetingadjourned at 10 am. 





CAP ACT IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE 

Allen Sack 

Brian Porto 
David Ridpath 

Mary Willingham 

Donna Lopiano 

@yahoo.com 

bporto@ve rmontlaw.edu 

ridpath@ohio.edu 

Mwillingham@unc.edu 

~gmail.com 

KEY INFLUENCERSTO EXPLORE - Updated as of Dec. 31, 2013 

POSSIBLE ORGANIZATIONAL PARTNERS - THE COLLEGE ATHLETE PROTECTION COALITION 

AAUP 

Executive Committee of the Council 

Rudy H. Fichtenbaum, President, 2014 

Wri gh t Sta te U niversity 

Henry Reichman, First Vice-President, 2014 

California State University, East Bay (ANDY} 

Susan Michalczyk, Second Vice-President, 2014 

Boston College 

Mi che le Ganon, Secretary-Treasurer, 2014 

We s tern Co n necticut State U niversity 

Ma ri a T. Bacigalupo, Executive Committee At- 

La rge, 2014 

Cu rry Co I I ege 

Cha rl es Baker, Executive Committee At-La rge, 

2014 

Coil ege of th e H oly Cross 

Li nda Ca rroll, Executive Committee At-Large, 

2014 

Tula ne University 

An ne Fri edma n, Executive Corn mittee At-La rge, 

2014 

Ma n hattan CommunityCol lege, City University 

of New York 

Ca ry Nels on, Pa st President, 2015 

Universityof Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Theresa Ch mara, General Counsel (non-voting), 

2014 

CI a yto n Rosati, Assembly of Sta te Co nferences 

Ch a i r, 2015 

Bowling Green State University 

Howard Bunsis, AAUP~CBC Chair, 2015 

Eastern Michigan University (ANDY TO CALL} 

Council 

Reflects redistricting approved on 6/9/06. 

District I 

Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, 

New Mexico, Utah 

H e n ry Re ich ma n, Ca lifo rnia State U nive rsity, East 

B a y, 2014 

Ange la Brommel, Neva da State College, 2015 

District II 

Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, 

South Dakota, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, 

Wyoming 

Philip Cole, I daho State Unive rsity, 2015 

Ann McGlashan, Baylor University, 2016 

District III 

Michigan 

Me h met Yaya, Eastern Mi chiga n U nive rsity, 2014 

Na n cy Ma nsberger, Western Mi chigan 

U n i ve rsity, 2016 

District IV 

Arkansas, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, 

Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia 

A. Lee Fritschler, George Mason University, 2014 

N a n cy McKe n n ey, Ea stern Ke ntu cky U n ive rsity, 

2015 

District V 

Alabama, Canada, Florida, Foreign, Georgia, 

Guam, Louisiana, Ma~land, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, Puerto Rico, 5outh Carolina, Virgin 

Islands, West Virginia 

Jeffrey Butts, Appalachian State Unive rsity, 2015 

Li n d a Ca troll, Tu la ne U nive rsity, 2016 

Di strict VI 

Ohio 

Li nda Rouillard, University of Toledo, 2014 

As h lee Bra nd, Cuya hoga Com m unity Col lege, 

2016 

Di strict VII 

New Jersey 

Bob Boi kess, Rutgers University, 2014 

Ha rryW. Ja nes, Rutgers Unive rsity, 2015 

District VIII 

New York 

Anne Friedman, Manhattan CommunityCollege, 

City Unive rsity of NewYork, 2015 

Sally Dear-Healey, SU NY College at Cortland, 

2016 (ALLEN wiii contact) 

District IX 

Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont 

Vija y Na i r, Western Con necticut State U niversity, 

2014 

Julian Madison, Southern Connecticut State 

University, 2016 

District X 



Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 

Rhode Island 

Cha des Baker, Col lege of the Holy Cross, 2014 

Ma ria T. Bacigalupo, Cu rry Col lege, 2015 

At-La rge Delegates 
Kenneth A. Ba rrick, University of Alaska- 

Fa i rba n ks, 2014 

Jea nette Jen eault, Syra cuse University, 2014 

Da niel P. Murphy, Hanover Col le~e, 2014 

Mayra Besosa, Ca liforniaState University-San 

Ma rcos, 2015 

Ra na Jaleel, NewYork University, 2015 

Ch a rl es J. Pa rrish, Wa yne State U n iversity, 2015 

Ja ne L. Buck, Delaware State U nive rsity, 2016 

Da n O’Con nor, Rutgers University, 2016 

Dea nna D. Wood, University of New Hampshire, 

2016 

Assemblyof State Conferences Delegates 

Clayton Rosati, Chair, Bowling Green State 

U n i ve rsity, 2015 

Donna L. Potts, immediate Past-Chair, Kansas 

State University, 2015 

Faculty Athletic Representatives Association (FARA) 
¯ President: Fra nkWebbe, Florida Institute of 

Technology 

¯ President-Elect:Steve Pe rez, Ca lifornia 
State University, Sacramento 

¯ Division I Vice President: Ch ristine Cop per, 

United States Naval Academy 

¯ Division II Vice President: Jo Stejskal, 

Wi nona State University 

¯ Division III Vice President: Tim Jay, 

Massachusetts College of the Liberal Arts 

¯ Secretary/Treasurer: DennisLeighton, 

Unive rsity of New England 

¯ Past-President: Scott Benson, Idaho State 

University 

¯ Representatives 

¯ Division I (FBS): PerryLeo, Unive rsity of 

Mi n n esota 

¯ Division I (FBS): BillCa mpsey, San Jose State 

University 

¯ Division I (FCS): Jeri Mullins Beggs, I Ilinois 

State University 

¯ Division I: Ka therine Safford Ramus, St. 

Peters University 

¯ Division I1: Julie Rochester, Northern 

Mi chigan U nive rsity 

¯ Division I1: Eileen McDonough, Barry 

University 

¯ Division II1: We ndy Gra dwohl, Witte nberg 

University 

¯ Division II1: KellyStalker, I mmaculata 

University 

Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) (G urney)(Allen will also contact) 
¯ Chairs 

Mike Bowen (South Florida) e-mail Mike 

Bob Eno (I ndiana), COlA Associate Chair 

Gi nnyShepherd (Vanderbilt), COlA 

Associate Chair 

Natha n Tu blitz(Oregon), COl A Associate 

Chair 

¯ Founding co-chairs 

Ji m Ea rl (Oregon) 

Bob Eno (Indiana) 

¯ Past co-chairs 

Ca role Brown (Wake Forest) 

Joh n Ni chols (Pe nn State) 

Gi nnyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Ke n Struckmeye r (Washin~o n State) 

Natha n Tu blitz(Oregon) 

¯ Special Consultants 

Wi II Berry(Mi ssissippi) 

Ch a rlie Wilson (Ohio State) 

Bruce Ja flee (Indiana) 

¯ Senior Consultants 

Peter Nicholson (Hawaii) 

Tom Wa sow (Sa nford) 

¯ Steering Committee 

¯ Atla ntic Coast 

¯ Ja ne Albrecht (Wake Forest) 
¯ Bi g Ea st 
¯ Mike Bowen(South Florida) 
¯ La rry Gra mling (Connecticut) 

¯ BigTen 
¯ Ga ry Engstrand (Minnesota) 

¯ Sue Ca rte r (Michigan State) 

¯ Conference USA 

¯ Da n Orlovsky(Southern Methodist) 

¯ Chris Anderson (Tulsa) 
¯ Mountain West 

¯ David Kin nun en (California State- 

Fresno) 

¯ Bob Aki n (Texas Ch ristian) 
¯ Pacific 12 

¯ David Turn bull (Washington State) 

¯ Je rry Pete rs on (Colorado) 

¯ Southeastern 

¯ Gi n nyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

¯ Western Athletic 

¯ Bi IlyCa mpsey(San Jose State) 

¯ Ben Ta ylor (New Mexico State) 



American Council on Education (ACE) 
Chairs 

Mike Bowen (South Florida) e-mail Mike 

Bob Eno (I ndiana), COlA Associate Chair 

Gi nnyShepherd (Vanderbilt), COlA 

Associate Chair 

N a th a n Tu blitz (Ore go n), COl A Associate 

Chair 

Founding co-chairs 

Jim Earl(Oregon) 

Bob Eno (Indiana) 

Past co-chairs 

Ca role Brown (Wake Forest) 

Joh n Ni chols (Pe nn State) 

Gi nnyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Ke n Struckmeye r (Wash ingto n State) 

NathanTublitz(Oregon) 

Special Consultants 

Wi II Berry(Mi ssissippi) 

Ch a rlie Wilson (Ohio State) 

Bruce Ja flee (Indiana) 

Senior Consultants 

Peter Nicholson (Hawaii) 

Tom Wasow (Sa nford) 

Steering Committee 

Atl a ntic Coast 

Ja ne Albrecht (Wake Forest) 

Bin East 
Mi ke Bowen (South Florida) 

La rry Gra ml ing (Connecticut) 

BitTen 

Ga ry Engstrand (Minnesota) 

Sue Ca rter (Michigan State) 

Conference USA 

Da n Orlovsky(Southern Methodist) 

Chris Anderson (Tulsa) 
MountainWest 

David Kinnunen (California State-Fresno) 

Bo b Aki n (Texas Ch ristia n) 
Pa ci fi c 12 

Da vi d Turn bull (Washi ngton State) 

Je try Pete rs o n (Co Iorado) 

Southeastern 

Gi n nyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Western Athletic 

Bi I ly Ca m psey (Sa n Jose State) 

Be n Ta ylor (New Mexico State) 

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) 
Chair 

Tomds Morales 

President 

Ca l i fo rnia State U nive rsity, Sa n Berna rd i no 

2014 Chair-Elect (to serve as chair in 2015) 
J. Keith Motley 

Cha ncellor 

U n i ve rsity of Massa chusetts Bosto n 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Deborah F. Stanley 

President 
State University of New York College at 

Oswego* 

Past Chair 
Mary Evans Sias 

President 

Ke n tu cky Sta te U nive rsity 

Directors 

Rodolfo Ardvalo 

President 

Eastern Washington University* 

F. Javier Cevallos 

President 

Ku tztown U n iversity of Pe nnsyl va nia 

Mary Cullinan 

President 

Southern Oregon University 

Richard Davenport 

President 
Mi n nesota State University, Ma nkato 

David L. Eisler 

President 
Fe rris State University 

Jerry B. Farley 

President 

Wa s hb urn U niversity, Ka nsas 

Mildred Garcia 

President 

Ca l i fo rni a State U nive rsity F u Ilerton* 

Dana L. Gibson 

President 
Sa m H o usto n State U niversity (Texas) 

Virginia Schaefer Horvath 

President 

State Universityof New York at Fredonia* 

Glen D. Johnson 

Cha ncellor 

Okl a ho ma State Regents for Hi gher 

Education 

Stephen M. Jordan 

President 

Metropolitan State Unive rsity of Denver 

(Colo.)* 

Elaine P. Maimon 

President 
Governors State University, Illinois 

Keith T. Miller 

President 

Vi rgi nia State U nive rsity* 



William Ruud 

President 

Universityof Northern Iowa* 

Association of American Universities (AAU) 
William C. Powers 
President, The U niversity of Texas a t Austin - 

AAU Chai r 

Amy Gutmann 

Pre s i dent, U n iversity of Pe nnsylva ni a - AAU Vi ce 

Chair 

Scott S. Cowen 

President, Tulane University-AAU Past Chair 

Richard H. Brodhead 
President, Duke University 

MichaelV. Drake 

Cha nce Ilor, Unive rsity of Ca lifornia, I rvine 

Be rn a dette G ray-Little 

Association of Governing Boards (AGB) 
Chair 
Honorable Ji m Geringer 

Western Governors University 

Vice Chair 

Yvonne R.Ja ckson 

Simmons College 

Vice Chair 
Clifford M. Kendall 

University System of Morylond Foundotion 

University of Morylond College Pork Foundotion 

Wesley Theoloqicol Seminory 

Secretary 

David W. Miles 

Droke University 

Eliza beth A. Ba Ilantine 
Americon University of Poris 

Grinnell College, life trustee 

RickA. Beyer 

Americon University 

Rita J. Bornstein 

public member 

Ja mes M. Fa IIows 

public member 

Helen Aguirre Ferr~ 

Miami Dade College 

Joanne Harrell 

University of Washington 

Ma ri I yn F re nch H ubba rd 

Central Michigan University 

American Council of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA) 
John D. Fonte 

Robert T. Lewit 

Edwin Meese III 

Ca rol Menges 

Dennis J. Shields 

Cha ncellor 

U n i ve rsity of Wisconsi n- Platteville* 

Ch a n cello r, Th e U nive rsity o f Ka ns as 

Ma rk A. Norde n berg 

Ch a n cello r, U nive rsity o f Pi tts bu rgh 

Morton O. Schapiro 

Pre s i de nt, N o rth western U n iversity 

Lou Anna K. Simon 

Pre s i dent, Mi chiga n State U nive rsity 

David Skorton 

President, Cornell University 

Hunter R. Rawlings III 

Pres i dent, Association of Am erican U nive rsities - 

ex-officio 

Ma ry K. Hughes 

University of Alaska System 

Willamette University 

Jeffrey L. Humber Jr. 

Gallaudet University 

W. Au s ti n Li gon 

St. John’s College 

Charles H. McTi er 

Emory University 

Charles R. Pruitt 

University of Wisconsin 

David H. Roberts 

Thunderbird School of Global Management 

Occidental College, trustee emeritus 

Joyce M. Roch~ 

Dillard University 

Verne O. Sedlacek 

public member 

Cha rl es A. Shorter 

City University of New York 

Ja mes C. Sta Ider 

Carnegie Mellon University 

Jeffrey B. Tra mmell 

College of William and Mary 

William E.Trueheart 

Johnson and Wales University 

Ja mes M. Weaver 
Gettysburg College, former board chair 

Ja cq u eline F. Woods 

Muskingum College 

Anne D. Neal 

Terence P. Ross 

Sa ndra Stotsky 

Jody Wolfe 



Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics (Donna-won’t endorse) 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) (Gurne¥-no interest??Allen will 
check) 
Joa nne Dam minger, President (13-14); Board 

Member (11-14) 

Delaware Technical Com m unity College, (856) 

351-2759 

JP Regalado, Vice President (13-14); Board 

Member (12-15) 
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, (361) 825- 

2139 

Kyle Ellis, Board Member(12-15) 

U n ive rsity of Mississi ppi, (662) 915-5970 

Pat Mason-Browne, Board Member (12-15) 
Unive rsity of I owa, (319) 335-2633 

Ja net Spence, Board Me mber (13-16) 

U n i ve rsity o f Lo uisville, (502) 852-0687 

David Spight, Board Member(13-16) 

U n ive rsity of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-8400 

Ka ren Sullivan-Vance, Board Member (11-14) 

Wes tern Ore go n U nive rsity, (503) 838-8389 

Natha n Vickers, Board Me mber (12-14) 

U n ive rsity of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-7283 

Sa ndra Waters, Board Me mber (13-16) 

OI d Dominion University, (757) 683-6485 

Cha rl ie Nutt, Executive Director (non-voting) 

Ka nsasState University, (785) 532-5717 

National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (NACWAA) (Donna) 
PRESIDENT 

Chris PIonsk¥, Wo me n’s Ath letic Di rector, 

Unive rsity of Texas (DI-FBS) 

PRESI DENT-ELECT 

Joan McDermott, D i re cto r of Ath letics, 

Metropolitan State College of Denver (DII) 

PAST PRESI DENT 

Robin Harris., Executive Director, The Ivy League 

(DI-FCS) 

MEMBERS 

SECRETARY 

Lori Mazza, Di rector of Ath letics a nd 

RecreationalSports, U niversity of Pi ttsb urgh, 

Bra dford (Dill) 

TREASURER 

Erin McDermott, D i re cto r of Athletics, U nive rsity 

of Chicago(Dill) 

Anucha Browne, Vice President of Women’s 
Basketball Championships, NCAA (ORG) 

Grace Calhoun, Assistant Vi ce President and 

D i re cto r of Athletics, Loyo la U n iversity Ch icago 

(DI) 

Jacqie Carpenter, Com mi ssioner, Ce ntral 
I nte rcollegiate Athletic Assodation (DII) 

Kim Chandler, Di rector of Ath letics, PE, a nd 

Recreation, Ma calester College (Dill) 

Vick¥ Chun, Athl e tic Di re ctor, Colgate U nive rsity 

(DI-FCS) 

Sandy Hatfie~d C~ubb, D i re cto r of Athletics, 
Dra ke Unive rsity(DI-FCS) 

Joni Comstock~ Se n i or Vice Presiden t of 
Cha m pionships/SWA, NCAA (Ex-Officio) (ORG) 

Missy Conbo¥, S e n i or D e p uty Ath l etics Di re ctor, 

Unive rsity of Notre Dame (DI-FBS) 

Amy Huchthausen, Commissioner, America East 

Conference (DI) 

Janet Judge, President, Sports Law Associates 

LLC 

Julie Ruppert, Commissioner, Northeast-10 

Conference(DII) 

Cathie Schweitzer., Di rector ofAth letics, 

Spri ngfield College (DI II) 

National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics 
President 

Mike AI den, 573-882-2055 

D i re cto r of Athletics 

Universityof Missouri 

1st Vice President 

Ji m Phi Ilips, 847-491-8880 

D i re cto r of Athletics 

Northwestern University 

2rid Vice President 

Ti m Se Igo, 616-331-8800 

(NACDA) 

Di rector of Athletics 

Gra nd ValleyState University 

3rd Vice President 

Ch ri s PI onsky, 512-471-4787 

Women’s Director of Athletics 

Unive rsity of Texas 

Secretary 

Do n Te n cher, 401-456-8007 
Di rector of Athletics 

Rhode Island College 

Black Coaches and Administrators Association (BCA) 
CANNOTFINDA WEB SITE FOR BCA??? ANYONE HELP? 

NBA Retired Players Association - SIGNED ON TO SUPPORT 

Women’s Sports Foundation (WSF) (Nancy Hogshead) NOV. 12- WSF SIGNED ON TO SUPPORT 



FEDERAL 
¯ Secretary of Education - Arnie Duncan- DOE Secretary- really interested in student fee issue - 

Terry Lakowski knows right arm 

CONGRESS 

SENATE 

¯ Richard Blumenthal (D-NY))Stanley Katz- indicates sports on website-Katz had him as a 

student) 
¯ Richard Burr (R-NC) (Mary met LA on Dec. 19) 

¯ Lamar Alexander (R-TN) (Joan Cronan?) 
¯ Grassley (R-lOWA)-Chair-Judiciary-formerly questioned non-profit exemptions of college 

athletics (Chris Grant?) 

Tom Harkins (D-Iowa) -Chair-Senate Health, Education Labor, Pensions-questioned non-profit 

status with Grassley 

¯ KirstenGillibrand-(D-NY)(Larkin) 
¯ Harry Reid (D-Nev) -Senate- Majority leader- 04/09/13 03:11 PM EDT -Senate Majority 

Leader Harry Reid on Tuesday said Congress should investigate the N CAA over long-ru nning 

complai nts about its enforcement process. Reid is a fervent fan of the University of Nevada, Las 

Vegas (UN LV), which was sanctioned by the NCAA in the mid 1970s for recruiting and other 

violations. 

Amy Klobuchar, (MN-D) Senate (ChrisVoelz) 

HOUSE 
¯ George Miller(D-Ca) 

¯ John Klein(R-MN) 
¯ Tim Bishop(D-NY) 
¯ Nita Lowey (D-NY) (Larkin) 

¯ Carolyn McCarthy (NY-D) (Donna) -on House Education and Workforce Committee and Higher 

Ed Subcommittee 

G.KButterfield-(D-NC) MaryWillinghamhaddinnerwithRobert(Bob)Orr(retiredNCjudge) 
whowould like to help the Drake Group with the CAP bill. He named Congressman Butterfield 

as someone who has educational interests and might also be interested/helpful. 

Thomas E. Petri (R-Wisconsin)- Dec. 18 mtg. with Kevin James (LA) -on subcommittee on Higher 
Education and Workforce (2nd ranking R) 

¯ SpencerBachus(R-AL)(Ridpath). 
¯ Steven Chabot(R-OH)-Vedder/Ridpath 

¯ Charles Dent- (R-PA)- filed bill (Donna knows Scott Paterno who initiated the action) 
¯ Tony Cardenas (D-CA)-filed bill (probablyRamogi Huma instigated) 

CONGRESSIONAL COMMII-FEES 

House Committee on Education and Workforce -Amy Jones is Policy Counsel and Senior 

Advisory (Vedder contact) who set up a meetingwith Brian Mel nyk (a professional stafferwho 

works for her)- Dec. 18 meetingin DC 

CURRENT OR FORMER COLLEGE PRESIDENTS 
¯ Durden-Former Pres. Dickenson College -wrote antitrust article 

¯ GeraldTurner-SMU Pres./KnightCommission 



ATHLETIC DI RECTORS 

Debbie Yow- (Andy) 

Gary Waiters- Princeton -good anti NCAA and system article ( 

Terry Holland-formerAD(East Carolina?) (Gurney) 

BobbyValentine-Sacred Heart University(Donna) 

Don DiJulia-St. Joseph’s University-Philadelphia (Donna) 

CON FERENCE COMMISSION ERS 

Val Ackerman- Big East (Andyand Donna) 

Carolyn Schlie- Patriot League (Donna) 

MEDIA 

Brad Wolverton- Chronicle of Higher Education (Gurney) 

Doug Lederman- Inside Higher Education (Gurney) 

Christine Brennan- USA Today (Donna) 

Joe Nocera- NYTimes (Gurney/Donna) 

ESPN (Gurney) 

LOBBYISTS 

Douglas Dziak Of Counsel, ddziak@nixonpeabody.com, T202-585-8180 I C             I F 

866-237-4743, Nixon Peabody LLP I 401 9th Street NW I Suite 900 I Washington, DC20004- 

2128 nixonpeabody.com I @N ixonPeabodyLLP. -Rich Vedderset up meetingwith AI len and 

Mary on Dec. 18 in DC 

Patton Boggs -Sarah Vii ms and Tom Downs Patton Boggs LLP 202-457-5634 

svilms@pattonboggs.com -top DC lobby firm - recommends amendingthe Higher Ed. Act- no 

pro bono for this ki nd of work 

Active Policy Solutions, LLC- DC lobby firm specializing in sports - Donna metwith Terri 

Lakowski, President (former Women’s Sports Foundation employee) to discuss - 202.656.1350 - 

probably need to si mplify - $75K-$150K for lobby firm - they would be i nte rested 

OTHERS 

Key influencers who can hel p with Congressional connections or Iobbyi ng help 

Molly Corbett Broad - Ex Officio 

President, American Council on Education 



Everett L. Glenn, President, The National Sports Authority, a division of ESP Education & Leadership 
Institute, www.nationalsportsauthority.org, eglenn@thensa.org, .562.619.8460 (WJl lingham )- 
promotes thriving HBCU- key influencerin the black community 
Richard Vedder, Executive Director, CenterforCoIIegeAffordability and Productivity 

( @gmail.com)-(Ridpath) -helped to set up appt. with Petri (WIS-R)-House 

Committee on Education and Workforce and Dziak (lobbyist for Nixon/Peabody 

Everett Glenn, attorney and sports agent, Congressional Black Caucus connection, National Black 

Caucus (Willingham) 

Bill Bradley (Allen-Katz-Thatcher)?-can he deliverClinton and Carter? 

George W. Bush (Allen via Kent Waldrep-TX) 

Tom McMillan (Hogshead/Andy) 

ChristopherShays -formerCT Congressman (Allen) 

HoddingCarterlll isa possibility, but notone w/great cachet these days (Andy) 

Stanley Katz- Drake Group Advisory Board Member (AI len) 

SandyThatcher- former President AAUP (Allen) 

Bartels, Philip H. - Chair oJ:the BoardoJ:6overnors- University oJ: New Haven, Attorney, Shipman & 

Goodwin, LLP U - who does he know? (Allen) 

Paul Tagliabue - Chair, Georgetown University Board of Trustees -anti USOC - memberof 

Covington and Burling law firm -lobbying (explore pro bono) 

Dennis DeConcini -Board of Regents- U. of Arizona- former United States Senator- believes in 

anti-trust possibilities -represented Arizona in the Senate from 1977 to 1995. He served on the 

Senate Appropriations Committee, the SenateJu diciary Committee -a founding partner of 

DeConcini McDonald Yetwin & Lacy, P.C., one of Southern Arizona~s largest law firms Amy: ~’he 

chaired the Senate’s subcommittee on antitrust when in Senate, ~att. net, below is what 

he said in 2009 when the UA regents were upset about salary hikes. Not much came out ofthe task 

force that DeConcini chaired, ~The whole objective, of course, is to be competitive in sports, but not 

to be like professional sports, where there is no limit,~ said Dennis DeConcini, a former U.S. senator 

who chairs the regents~ athletic committee. He favors a salary cap and is consultingwith an attorney 

about its feasibility." 

Dan Lustyan @mac.com 559-472-3020 - Col lege Athlete Protection Association -this 

association and website are ~’smoke and mirrors" -thisguy is a former lobbyist and DL doesn’t trust 

the organization or his intent (Donna and Allen) 

Arnie D. Fielkow, President &CEO, National Basketball Retired Players Association, 175W. Jackson 

Blvd., Suite 1600, Chicago, I L 60604, Office: 312-913-9400, Cell: 

Afielkow@legendsofbasketball.com. Sharp lawyerwho offered totryto get thisgroupto support 

the CAP Act- because 80% of their members did not graduate with a degree and could benefit from 

the AcademicTrust underthe CAP Act - players are upset that iftheywant to go back to school, 

theirinstitutions are not footingthe bill. 

Sanders ~’Play-off PAC" 

Jackson Katz - MVP Program ~aol.com -former NCAA D-IA full back, sometimes dubbed 

the "football femi nist" and the first male to graduate in women’s studies at U of Mass. He’s done 

lots of anti-violence work, great writer, and should have somethingto say about concussion. (Sabo) 



o Chris Nowinaki-Sports Legacylnstitute 

o Don McPherson (Heisman candidate, Syracuse football player, social justice advocate) (Donna) 

o KenShropshire(AndyandDonna) 

o RebeccaCarpenter-football concussion documentary-fatherdied of ChronicTraumatic 

Encephalopathy (CTE) -early onset dementia caused by post-concussion syndrome (Donna) 

o Jayma M. Meyer, Simpson Thacher& Bartlett LLP, 425 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 

10017, (212) 455-3935 - phone, (212) 455-2502 -fax- an antitrust lawyerwhovolunteered to help 

via Nancy Hogshead Makar 

o KenReed, tothelistofsupportiveorgs RalphNader’sgroup(NancyHogshead andAIlen) 

DL Notes- other possible helpful al liances re: data verification/etc. 

¯ Indiana University National Sports Journalism Center 
¯ John Cheslock, Ph.D., Centerforthe StudyofHigherEducation, Penn State 

¯ Dan Fulks- NCAA Revenues and Expenses author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 2:35 PM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Allen Sack <         ~yahoo.com>; 
vedder-forward <              @gmail.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Summary of 12-31-13 CAP Implementation Group Meeting 

It turns out I will be on late if at all. If you need something from me please call my cell. I would love a recap 
and I plan on being on the next call. 

Dave 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 1:07 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~mail.corn> wrote: 

Attached...Next meeting Tuesday, Jan. 7 ...Happy New Year to all! 

Just got off the phone with Sathya: 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DiLopiano@~portsManagernentResources. corn 
www. SportsM anagern entre sources, corn 

<DECEMBER 31 Minutes.docx> 

<KEY 1NFLUENCERS TO EXPLORE 12-31-13.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 6:01 PM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; 
vedder-forward <              @gmail.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Summary of 12-31-13 CAP Implementation Group Meeting 

Great info. I look forward to talking to everyone on the 7th. Let me know anything I can do that hasn’t already 
been mentioned! Fight on ! 

Regards, 
B. David Ridpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 1:07 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

Attached...Next meeting Tuesday, Jan. 7 ...Happy New Year to all! 

Just got off the phone with Sathya: 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano~-~o~sManagemer~tResources. corn 
www, SportsMar~agem ent Re sources, corn 

<DECEMBER 31 Minutes.docx> 

<KEY 1NFLUENCERS TO EXPLORE 12-31-13.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 1, 2014 1:13 PM 

Willinghaan, Maay C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: NYT 

Ma~--this was one of the guys had so maaay nice things to say about. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: NYT 

Date:Wed, 1 Jan 2014 13:10:47-0500 
From:Michael West ~mil.com. 

To: Jay S mith ~ email. 

On the contrary, I have to thank you for going on record as you have on this matter. My speech is more or less risk-free. What you did took courage. Appaacently there 
were many willing to talk to the reporter, in return for aaaonymity. Alas, you appear to be something of a lone ranger at that institution, which does not speak well of our 
profession, which is supposed to be over-populated with over-gaa~rulous ones.      is now being prosecuted by the slate, af[er being persecuted by the university, 
which is part of the slate. Of sins, he no doubt has many. It strikes me, though, that many of those axe sins of omission rather than commission. But he caaa hardly be the 
only one guilty of negligence here. One suspects they (the prosecutors rather than the persecutors) have not gone a£ter Ms. Crowder because she likely would not be a 
forbearing as      and probably knowns a great deal more than he does, to boot. Take care and keep up the good work. Your willingness to take a stand on this 
matter, aaad that publicly, is in my opinion most commendable. 

michael 

On Wed, Jan 1, 2014 at 11:12 AM, Jay Smith %iax sm.i~.Sg~email.~mc.ed~.~> wrote: 
Dear professor West: 
I wanted to reach out to say thank you for speaking to the NY Times reporter, and for saying what you said- -i. e., that and D. Crowder are being 
scapegoated here at UNC. I could not agree more, and I will continue speaking out about this outrage, among the many other outrages committed here in the past 
three years. I’ve uttered a few aa~gry words about      myself, but I’ve believed a~l a~ong that he was only doing what he thought others wanted him aa~d were 
encouraging him to do. It is a disgrace that UNC’s leaders would happily throw under the bus in order to avoid placing scrutiny on athletics and on vazious 
administrative offices where this s~ff was condoned aa~d egged on for yeaacs. 

Anyway, thanks for speaking out. -Jay Smith (History) 



New Life fo~" CCSF 

shutte!in,g City Coiie,ge of San FreI~cisco a~ least 

untii e lawsuit flied by the city attorney goes to trial 

The In and Out List 
,:\ look at the trends, peopie and terms that shaped 

2013, with predictions about [i~e year 1:o come. 

History Jobs Down 7~3% 

Arl:er two years of ,gains, openings drep, and !emem 

fer below iew!l of posi~ior!s before the economic 

downtu m 







FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiegogo <newslette@indiegogo.com> 

Saturday, Janum7 4, 2014 8:51 AM 

Willingha~, Ma~’ C. <mwillingha~@unc.edu> 

The lyower of love and light 

ir:diego~o is the wo:id’s fur:dinf.i 
We empo,~’e~ people to [:.i~d ,;~’h~t ma~ieis ~o them 

Hi there! 

BeLow are some of the hottest perks on Indiegogo right now: 

$69 - Lovemark Gift Package 

::~i Lovemark Be a £art ,of!he world’s ,first 
crowdfunoeo monument of love. Get 
your ow,n. Iov,e cube on the Loyemark,, 
personalize k and leave your iovemarK in 
history-just in time for Valentine’s Day. 

$2~ - Lotus Candle 

Lotus Candle ~V’~t~h this ha, ndma, de soy can, dl,e blessed 
t~uddhis[ monKs ~/ou can laKe par[ in 

a global interactive aPt exhibition on April 
4t5 and dedicate your can,die to !he, 
memory o[ someone you love wno nas 
passed on. 

$8 - Nims Strategy Game 



This re,al-time, strateg~,ga ,m.e tak, es ,place 
in a galaxy of mythica~ f~oadng is~anas 
that give shelter to all kinds of unusual 
and c]a.n9 .erous creatures. G, et ~ d, ig!tal 
cqpy of[n~s game a[ an exclusively ~ow 
pnce. 

$5- Deluxe Digital Download 

:: ~:~ i Kashy H elp fulfill K,ashy’s dream of singing in, 
ong Rong [o tl~ank his supporters ana 

get the ,deluxe digital download of his first 
’14-tracK album. 

$699 - 500W Solar Liberator 

i~:: Solar Liberator Meet the world’s first smart solar power 
appli,ance that.~enables y,ou, to gp solar in 
your nome omce or worKshop In 
m nutes. With th s perk, you can 
immediately save money on your energy 
bill, use it f6r camping, or h.ave it ready 
as an emergency source of power. 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 Indiegogo, All rights reserved. 



Our mailing address is: 
965 Mission Street 
6th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94103 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in 
browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 1:37 PM 

Donna Lopiano <~            ~gmail.com> 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Allen Sack <. @yahoo.com>; . <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Richard 
Vedder < @gmail.com>; l~rian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Summary of 12-31-13 CAP Implementation Group Meeting 

Hi all, I have our draft CAP Act in the hands of the entire exec comm of AAUP w/two strong supporters at 
least. I also have it with Eliz Warren and with the exec comm of the AGB (via Jim Fallows). I’ll be on the road 
and missing our conference call this week. Hasta la victoria siempre, Andy 

On Tue, Dec 31, 2013 at 1:07 PM, Donna Lopiano <            ~maiLcom> wrote: 
Attached...Next meeting Tuesday, Jan. 7 ...Happy New Year to all! 

Just got off the phone with Sathya: 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@ SportsManagementResources. com 
www. SportsManageme~tResources.com 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ww~ smith, edui~az~mba~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sandy Thatcher <sgt3 @psu.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 11:56 AM 

allen sack < @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Donna Lopiano <~ @gmail.com>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com>; Brian Porto 
<BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Sally Dear-Healey < @gmail.com>; 
David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Sandy Thatcher 
<sandy.thatcher@alumni.princeton.edu>; Stanley Katz <snkatz@princeton.edu>; steve 
Kaplan <Skaplan@newhaven.edu>; Phil Bartels <pbartels@goodwin.com>; Shays 
Christopher <cshays@newhaven. edu> 

Re: chronicle of higher education 

And so, ridiculously enough, does the NFL! 

At 7:25 AM -0800 1/6/14, allen sack wrote: 

Andy, 

Yes, I meant "limited antitrust exemption" not "NCAA tax exemption." The NCAA already has the 
latter! 

Allen 

On Monday, January 6, 2014 9:49 AM, Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> wrote: 

thx Allen. you mean antitrust, not tax, exemption, right? they already have the tax preferences 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 9:18 AM, allen sack 

All, 

~ahoo.com> wrote: 

This article was just posted online a few minutes ago. 
~:/ichronicl[e.comiartic~eiHow-to-Save-the-NCAA-Fromi143815/This article is 
obviously not just my mine. Thanks to everyone who spent months crafting the CAP 
Act and providing the Drake Group with critical feedback. I hope someone reads this, 
especially someone in congress. Feel free to be the first person to send a comment to 
the Chronicle. I am sure there will be those who disagree with our provocative 
proposal for an NCAA tax exemption. 

Regards, 



Allen 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 

website: www. smith, edui-azimbali 

Sanford G. Thatcher 

e-mail: sgt3 @psu.edu 
Phone: 
Website: http ://www.psupress. org/news/SandyThatchersWritings.html 
Facebook: http ://www.facebook.com/sanford.thatcher 

"If a book is worth reading, it is worth buying."-John Ruskin (1865) 

"The reason why so few good books are written is that so few people who can write know anything."-Walter 
Bagehot (1853) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 5:28 PM 

Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gisi <vstaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Guevarra, 

Percival Villesas <percival.sv@unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; 

Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillinsham@unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K 

<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, 

Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 

<krademacher@unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara 

<slivka@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Faison, 

Christopher <chris_faison@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Friday’s appy hour 

Tablet and Phone Survey[1].pptx 

Quick reminder that we’ll gather for lunch and an appy hour session this Friday. 

Idea here is that we’ve scheduled time to work with our partners on our app quests. Gathering at common time and place 

(with lunch!) will facilitate sharing of ideas, troubleshooting, hardware updates, etc. -- but you may spend most of the time 

just working with your partner. We won’t have specific "content" each gathering although we may have an idea to discuss or 

decision to make from time to time as the semester rolls along. 

This week, we have a goodie to share thanks to great work! She’s surveyed students to give us a better sense of their 

current tech tools and use of them. Take a look at the powerpoint (attached) for some interesting insight into our students’ 

tech ways! We can share reactions and discuss how this might shape our work on Friday. 

will also be on hand to help navigate to Dropbox and find info posted there if you haven’t done so before. 

Happy New Year-- 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aJlen sack ~ @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, Januaxy 7, 2014 12:25 AM 

kevin:i aane s@mail.house.Gov 

Donna Lopiaaao < @gmail.com>; Willinghaan, Marcy C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

CAP Act 

CAP ACT plus Q&As 10-14-13.pdf 

Happy New Year! Thank you for offering to share our bill with Congressman Petri. If I have not done so already, I am attaching a recent draft of the 
CAP Act. I am also sending an article that appears in today’s Chronicle of Higher Education. h~p://chronicle,com/article/How,oto-Save,o~e,oNCAA,o 
From/143815/I wrote it, but it is really reflects ideas our working group put together. It also explains how we decided to include a limited antitrust 
exemption in our bill. If you have time we would like to stay in touch. 

Kindest Regards, 

Allen 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiegogo <newslette@indiegogo.com> 

Tuesday, Janum7 7, 2014 6:54 AM 

Willingha~, Ma~’ C. <rnwillingha~@unc.edu> 

Using your smart phone just got easier 

Driving with your smart phone made easier 

::~i AAir Dock 
Air Dock is an elegant and simple way to 
use your phone in-the car-just set your 
phone on the pad and drive off! No more 
m, es, sy ca, Nes, cla,mps o,r clips. This 
Clock IS also a wireless charger thai 
works with most smart phones on the 
market. 

Run a Successful Crowdfunding Campaign 

Join us for Part 3 of our five-part Google 
i~:i Google Hangout Series Hangout S, eries, this Wed.nesday that will 

cover the launcn s~age o~ a campaign. 
You may also watch the first two parts 
on-demand. 

New Solo Album 



::~i Jason Lancaster 
Jason Lan, ca~er, p,reviously,of, Go, Radio 
and Mayaay ~araae, is reaoy fo sfar~ a 
new chapter in his musical career and 
debut his first solo album! He’s offerin.q 
some great perks, including a personal 
mixtape and handwritten lyrics. 

O yrnpic Style 

:: ~:~:~ i Olympic Sweaters 
Show your Olympic pride for Team USA 
with these sweaters reminiscent of 
hockey jerseys from the 1980s. They are 
being prod,uced by a proud hocke,,y f~mily 
that ~s excked to support Kacey ~ellamy 
on her second trip to the Olympics. 

Jeffrey Baldwin 

::~:: Jeffrey Baldwin 

Memoria  
Todd Boyce would like to create a life- 
size, bronze memorial statue for Jeffrey 
B.B.al,dwin a,you, ng,boy fro.m Toronto 
umario ’wno oieo just before furnin~ six 
year,s o, ld. It wo, ul,d sere as a powerful 
symoo~ againsf cnild aouse. 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 Indiegogo, All rights reserved. 



Our mailing address is: 
965 Mission Street 
6th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94103 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in 
browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Zeveloff, Abby <zeveloff@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:03 PM 

Martin, Doris L <dorism@email.unc.edu>; Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@email.unc.edu>; 
Stiles, Tim <Tim_Stiles@unc.edu>; Sackaroff, Jeff <jeff sackaroff@unc.edu>; Dunston, 
Christy S <csdunsto@email.unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle 
<JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; elgomez@email.unc.edu; Harbour, Sue 
<sue_harbour@unc.edu>; Blackburn, Amy J. <amy_blackburn@unc.edu>; Nobles, 
Katherine <kgnobles@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Vergie A 
<VATAYLOR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Walker, Christy A. <walkerca@unc.edu>; 
Barricelli, Jade <jbarrice@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Tiffany <tmbailey@email.unc.edu>; 
Hopkins, Cynthia <cynthia hopkins@unc.edu>; Senior, Melissa Martell 
<mmsenior@email.unc.edu>; Carolina Women’s Center <cwc@unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Kessler, Frank S <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, 
Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Rademacher, 
Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
<Amy_Hertel@unc.edu>; Byrd, Randi R. <rrbyrd@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye 
Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

Group offerings at UNC Counseling and Psychological Services 

Brochure CAPS Groups.pdf 

Hello, 
We are excited to be offering a variety of groups this semester at Counseling and Psychological Services. Please see the 
attached PDF of our brochure for a list and description of the groups. We know that you work closely with students and 
are often aware of various life circumstances, stress, and mental health issues. If you believe that a student would 
benefit from a group at CAPS, please refer them to our center (located in the Campus Health Services building) for a 
walk-in appointment or to our website for more information: ~icamDusheNthouncoedu      rout-therapy. 

Thank you, 
Abby Zeveloff, LCSW and Melissa Yao, PhD 
Abby Zeveloff, LCSW, LCAS 

Counselinq and Psycholo.qical Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919.966.3658 (phone) 
919.966.4605 (fax) 



How do I join a group at CAPS? 
If you are interested in a group aaad are seeing a therapist at 
CAPS, ask your therapist to schedule a ~group screening" to 
meet with the group facilitator to learn more about the group. If 
you are not currently seeing a therapist at CAPS, walk into 
CAPS between 9am-12om aaad 1-4pm, Mon - Fri to meet with a 
therapist and schedule a group screen. If you are interested m 
the Courage to Heal Group, Grief Group, or LGBTQQ Group, 
you do not need to walk-in to CAPS. Use the interest form at 
campushealth.unc.edui~roup-interest-form to contact the group 
facilitator. 

What does group therapy look like? 
Generally, groups meet weekly for about 8-10 weeks. Each 
group session lasts from 60-90 minutes, depending on the group. 
Groups range in size, but most groups have about 6-12 
participants. Some groups, such as skills groups, are more 
structured with specific activities, whereas some support and 
interpersonal process groups are more unstructured aaad focused 
on what participants would like to discuss that day. Typically, 
two co-facilitators run the group and help with maintaining a 
focus, generating a safe place for personal sharing, aaad 
facilitating discussions. 

How effective is group therapy? 
Research shows that group therapy is as effective as individual 
therapy in addressing a wide variety of concerns. For certain 
issues, such as relational or interpersonal concerns, group 
therapy can be more effective than individual therapy. 

Can I join a group if I have never been 
in individual therapy? 
Yes, group therapy is generally as effective as individual 
therapy, and caaa provide the additional benefits of peer learning, 
peer support, aaad gaining multiple perspectives on aaa issue. 

What if I am shy about speaking in a 
group or if I am a private person? 
Most people feel nervous about starting a group aaad have 
concerns about how much they will share. Group facilitators are 
trained in helping the group to communicate and starting 
conversations. You decide what you would like to share in group 
- you have control over how much you share, what you disclose, 
aaad how quickly you open up. Maaay people fmd that group 
therapy is the most beneficial when they are able to share more 
personal aspects of themselves. 

~ 
For more group details, to ask 

questions or express interest, visit: 

camp~;~eal~ ~mc ed~!caps/gro~po~erap? 

psycholo c i!a.l  
servlces 

campushealth.unc.edu/caps 

Counseling a Psychological Services 
campushealth.unc.ed u/caps 

919.966.3658 
James A. Taylor Building 
Campus Health Services 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Student Affairs 

Updated December 2013 

servlces 



Theme/Support Groups 
Theme groups, which include support groups, focus 
on specific experiences shared by group members. 
These groups are typically less structured and offer 
connection with other students who have similar 
experiences. 

Body Image Support Group: Open to female and male 
students struggling with self-esteem as related to body image 
aaad compaxing self to others. This group will explore cultural, 
familial, ~aad social factors that contribute to poor body image 
~aad may also focus on issues related to relationships, food, and 
exercise. Meets Fridays 3:00 - 4:15 pm 

Brothers Helping Brothers: Open to men of color who would 
like a safe ~aad supportive place to discuss issues impacting 
their Carolina experience. The group will focus on topics such 
as identity, role expectation, communication issues, self- 
concept, academic success, stress m~aaagement, aaad other 
related topics. Meets Tuesdays 12:00 -1:00 pro. 

Courage to Heal: A Sexual Assault Recovery Group: Open 
to women seeking support from others as they journey through 
sexual assault recovery tow~xd a new sense of wholeness. 
Meets Thursdays 12:30 - 1: 30 pm. 

Graduate Student Support Group: Open to aaay UNC 
graduate or professional students with concerns such as 
m~aaaging academic demands ~aad pressure, balaaacing school 
~aad personal life, improving relationships with advisors, 
professors, ~aad fellow students; or overcoming lack of 
progress or productivity. Meets Thursdays 2:00 - 3:15 pm. 

Grief Group: Living With Loss: M~aay people, in their grief, 
feel isolated ~aad alone. Some wonder whether anyone else 
really "gets it". This group offers a sense of connection and 
support to help students negotiate the intensity of the 
experience. Meets Thursdays 3:30 - 4:45 pm. 

International Student Support Group: Maaay international 
students experience homesickness, loneliness, academic stress, 
communication difficulties, aaad even doubt their own abilities 
as they adjust to UNC. Open to anyone who identifies as aaa 
international student, as well as eligible spouses, who seek 
support and connection. Meets Wednesdays 3:30 - 4:30 pm, 
Student Union room 2511. 

It’s All Relative: Alcohol/Drugs, Family, and You: Open to 
aaay student who grew up in a household in which paxents/ 
guardians actively used or were addicted to alcohol or other 
drugs. This group explores how growing up in a home with 
alcohol/drugs impacts our current lives as adults, including 
expectations of ourselves and our relationships with others. 
Meets Wednesdays 2:00 - 3:15 pm. 

Theme/Support Groups Cont. 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans*, Queer and Questioning 
Therapy Group: This group will present aa~ opportunity for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans*, queer and questioning 
individuals to explore life challenges. It will provide a safe 
environment in which to address a variety of issues (e.g., 
coming out, spirituality, family relationships, depression, self- 
esteem, abuse, rom~a~tic relationships, identity development 
etc.), as well as reduce isolation, offer support aaad help 
students to make changes. Meets Wednesdays from 3:00 - 4:30 
pm. 

Perfectionist Support Group: Open to students with concerns 
about not accomplishing enough, delaying staxting or 
completing tasks in order to get them "just right," aaad feeling 
like they have to give 100% of everything or else feel like a 
failure. In this group, members will work together to become 
more aware of perfectionistic thinking patterns, leaxn to 
challenge perfectionistic beliefs, and experiment with new 
behavior. Meets Fridays from 11:00 am - 12:00 pm. 

~ Interpersonal Process Group 
Interpersonal process groups have been found to 
help people who have concerns about their 
relationships with others, how they perceive 
themselves, and their expectations for themselves 
and for others. This group is unstructured although at 
times there may be some activities used to 
generate discussion. The focus of the group is on the 
"here and now," with the idea that through giving 
and receiving feedback, people will be able to 
practice new behaviors and gain new insights. 

Personal Exploration Group: Are you interested in 
improving your relationships with other people? Would you 
like to become more comfortable opening up to others or 
managing conflict? Do you experience difficulty asking for 
help or dealing with criticism? Do you worry about how others 
perceive you? If you experience any of these concerns, you 
may benefit from this group. This group offers a safe 
environment in which participants can develop insight about 
themselves aaad their relationship patterns, identify aaad explore 
feelings, receive support and feedback, and experiment with 
new ideas and behaviors. Three group sections available: 

¯ Mondays 3:30 - 4:45 pm 

¯ Tuesdays 12:30 - 2:00 pm 

¯ Wednesdays 1:30 - 2:45 pm 

~; Skills and Wellness Groups 
Skill-based groups focus on learning and practicing 
a specific skill or set of skills which have been shown 
to be helpful in managing stress, anxiety, mood 
issues, and emotional concerns. 

Emotional Wellness: The focus of this group is on leaxning 

more about emotions and improving ability to effectively 

maaaage emotions. Open to students who experiences 

emotional highs and lows and wish to regulate their emotions 

more effectively, who say things impulsively when they’re 

experiencing aaager or frustration and who waaat to experience 

more joy and less negative emotion. Meets Thursdays 10:30 - 

11:30 am. 

Mindfulness and Meditation Groups: Mindfulness and 
medication c~aa help with stress maaaagement, anxiety, 
difficulty focusing, rumination ~aad emotional wellbeing. 
Mindfulness ~aad meditation skills will be taught ~aad practiced 
in this four session group. Anyone seeking a more positive, 
centered daily life is welcome. No prior experience with 
meditation required. Three sections available: 

¯ Mondays 3:30 - 4:45 pm (J~aa. 27 - Feb. 17) 

¯ Wednesdays 11:00 am - 12:15 pm (Feb. 12 - Maxch 5) 

¯ Tuesdays 11:00 am - 12:15 pm (March 18 -April 15) 

Yoga for Mood: A consistent yoga practice has been shown to 
alleviate symptoms of depression. Students will leaxn yoga 
asaaaas (poses), meditation techniques, aaad breathing exercises 
that have been shown to decrease anxiety aaad lift the mood. In 
addition to the weekly groups, students are asked to commit at 
least 15 minutes a day to daily practice. Mats aaad props are 
provided. Meets Tuesdays from 2:00 - 3:15 pm. 

Yoga for Stress Reduction: We will integrate the ancient 
practice of yoga with modern science’ s underst~aading of what 
alleviates stress and anxiety. No prior experience with yoga is 
required; however, the class is a moderate degree of exercise 
~aad may be strenuous to those who are not used to exercising 
regul~xly. Students who have t~:en the class fred that it has 
been helpful for stress maaaagement, cultivating the body’s 
relaxation response, calming the mind, ~aad increasing body 
awareness. Mats ~aad props are provided. Meets Mondays from 
10:00 - 11:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

doug dallich <       @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:40 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

UNC Illiteracy 

Hello, Mrs. Willingham, 

In regards to your research of the illiteracy of Carolina athletes, I would like to ask you why you felt 
compelled to research our fine athletes’ reading abilities? UNC has been through enough with the 
NCAA with probation, sanctions, bowl bans, suspensions, expulsions, disassociation’s etc. 

UNC is one of the finer public universities in all of America and this kind of research is more harmful 
to the university, than it is helpful. There is no doubt that there have been problems in the past with 
our student athletes, but I have a hard time seeing where this helps the university from which you are 
employed. 

I would thoroughly enjoy seeing you work for Florida State or North Carolina State or Georgia or 
Alabama etc. My point is this; this problem is not exclusive to UNC. In fact, these problems are 
actually very minor at UNC, compared to the rest of college athletics. 

Coach Roy Williams and Coach Larry Fedora have done a wonderful job recruiting quality people, 
quality students and quality athletes in their respective tenures at UNC. As a matter of fact, UNC 
admissions recently denied a football prospect that had remained committed to UNC after being 
denied intially, went through the junior college process, was cleared by the NCAA and then was 
finally denied once again. He is now enrolling at the Univeristy of Mississippi. 

Of course, there are problems here and there with the miss-evaluations of prospects involving their 
character as people (see           and some of the Butch Davis players). However, these are rare 
cases in the entirety of Carolina athletics. This is because of the recruitment of fine players, people 
and students. 

What you have done, and continue to do is harmful to the university that I love and support through 
the good and bad. The result of this can only shine a negative light on the university through 
academic and athletic points of view and again, I fail to see why a university that supports you, 
continues to employ you after such destructive measures. 

Sincerely, 

Tar Heel Nation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:44 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Utterly unacceptable 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I write to you today as an alumnus of the University of North Carolina and as a former student manager and letter 

winner at Carolina. I am a lifetime member of the General Alumni Association and give of my time energy and money to 

both athletics and academics at UNC. I have struggled to put into words the sheer anger and frustration that I feel 

watching your grandstanding and provocations. At some point, I’m sure you believed you left the gate with noble 

intentions. For years I have advocated creating obtainable majors for student-athletes that were far less rigorous than 

those undertaken by the general student body simply because we know it is not realistic for these students to attain the 

same level of academic accomplishment as their peers on campus, particularly at an institution like UNC. So, we can all 

relate to the struggles inherent in fielding world-class athletic teams at a world-class institute of learning. 

However, that is where you and I part ways. As they say, the road to hell is paved with good intentions. That, I believe is 

where you find yourself. Yet, rather than turning around and regrouping, you charge further into the morass and feed 

the local media hype machine. I have to guess this is personally motivated. I’m sure you see yourself as some grand 

defender of students. I see it as nothing more than an acute case of hubris, one that has gone unchecked for far too 

long. 

You think this current offensive will lead to some radical reform. It won’t. It will only further harm the athletes you 

claim to wish to protect because they will now wear a scarlet letter when applying for jobs after graduation. They will 

have to answer to employers, friends, coworkers silly questions like "well can you read" or "who wrote your papers for 
you". Your lack of foresight would be comical if it weren’t so criminal. 

You will likely label me as some sort of irrational superfan who only cares about winning. Nothing could be further from 

the truth. If you believe that, then you’re only fitting the facts to support your own world-view. 

I’m sure this communication will do nothing to change your mind or give you pause. I think that’s unfortunate, but I at 

least feel better for having expressed myself. I wish you well in your future endeavors but I cannot say that I wish those 

endeavors to include my Alma Mater. You, ma’am, are NOT a Tar Heel. You have no idea what it means to be one, nor 

will you ever. Good day. 

Broker In Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Keever, Martha L <Learnctr@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:57 PM 

Owens, Adam <aowens@wral.com> 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: WRAL - Athlete Research 

I have received your email in error and am passing it along to Mary Willingham. Dr. Mimi Keever 

From: Owens, Adam [aowens@wral.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Keever, Martha L; Owens, Adam 
Subject: WRAL - Athlete Research 

Ms. Willingham- 

I am Adam Owens with WRAL News. 
We are working on a story involving your research on student athletes at UNC. 
We would like the opportunity to sit down with you for a few minutes. 

Please contact me at 919-618-3589 or aowens@wral.com<mail~o:aowens~w.ral.com> 

Thank you for your time. 

Adam Owens 
WRAL News 
Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 7:22 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saw you on the news 

Damn! 
This is crazy. 
Death threats 
Really? 
Take care. 
I’ve been telling about you guys. 
We should all have dinner somewhere. 



From: Dus%n Tompkins < @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:56 PM 

To: Willinghaan, Maa-T C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Subject: What were you thinking? 

You contribution to the CNN story is a complete and total fabrication. You should be ashamed ofyoursel£ I am so disappointed in your actions, whatever the 

motivation. 

Dustin Tompkins 

Mobile: 

Em~Jl: ?~igmail.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:35 AM 

Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; 
Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin (2 <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa 
L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Guevarra, Percival Villegas <percival.gv@unc.edu>; 
Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Collins, 
Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Faison, Christopher <chris faison@unc.edu>; 
Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Lunch Order for Appy hour Please respond by 2 pm so that I can order in time. 

https://www.panerabread.com/en-us/menu-categories/sandwiches.html 

From: Shambley, Billie K 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:08 AM 
To: cp@unc.edu; kabels@email.unc.edu; krademacher@unc.edu; mwillingham@unc.edu; rcb@email.unc.edu; 
tmaitlan@email.unc.edu; Guevarra, Percival Villegas; Vicki Behrens (vicki@unc.edu); Taylor, Gigi; Collins, Marcus L; 
Slivka, Dara; Woodard, Harold; Faison, Christopher; Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Lunch Order for Appy hour Please respond by 2 pm so that I can order in time. 

https://learningcenter.u nc.edu/appy-lu nch-jan-lOth/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:09 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Oh brother 

Williams and Montross: that’s who will have to be in Northam’s studio .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date:Thu, 9 Jan 2014 14:56:20 -0500 

From:DeCock, Luke <ldecock@r~ewsobserver.com> 
To:Jay Smith           emaiLunc.edu> 

Wondered if you and Mary both heard these comments from Eric Montross on the radio basketball broadcast 
last night... 

~s:i/audioboo.tNiboosi1841867-bv:~gqaest-%rmer-all-america-academic-all-america-eric-mor~ross-s- 
commer~ts<{~om-~ame-last=ni~, 

Hope all is well. 

-- Luke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:26 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Checking In 

Should have copied you... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Checking In 

Date:Thu, 09 Jan 2014 15:11:04 -0500 
From:Jay Smith           email~unc.edu> 

To:Northam, Ran <RN ortham~wcN.com> 

Ran--after just listening to the complete garbage that came out of the mouths of Roy Williams and Eric 
Montross last night, here’s what I have to say: get them in the studio with you, and we’ll be there. I want to hear 
what they have to say when Mary tells them her stories and shares the names. 

Jay 
On 1/9/14 12:40 PM, Northam, Ran wrote: 

Thank you, Jay. 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

~ triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Joir~ the Chapelboro Ir~siders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocalDealoCOm 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca[[ the WCHL newsroom at 967-8363 or e-mail us at news@wchLcom 

From: Jay Smith         emailour~coedu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 12:38 PM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject," Re: Checking In 



I got it. Meeting Mary briefly today, but then teaching until 6. Will get back this evening .... 
On 1/9/14 11:10 AM, Northam, Ran wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I just tried to call, but I wanted to make sure I got in touch with you. I wanted to 
see that you got my email and if we can work something out to talk with you 
and Mary. 

Please let me know what we can do to get an interview or discussion with the 
two of you. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

~ triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Doily Deols for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Cal~ the WCHL newsroom at 967-8363 or e-mai~ us at news@_wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Thursday,               4:52 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Return for Peer Tutoring 

Mrs. Willingham, 

My name is               and I served as a peer tutor in chemistry last semester. At the end of last semester, 
I did not think I would be able to return to peer tutoring, thinking that my schedule would not allow it. 
However, I have had to rearrange my schedule due to some class conflicts, and would very much like to return 
as a peer tutor now that my schedule allows it. Please let me know if you would add me to EDUC again for 
this semester, I really enjoyed serving as a tutor last semester and would love to do it again. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday,              5:11 PM 

<,      ~gmail.com> 

RE: Return for Peer Tutoring 

I will add you no problem. It might take a few days because the registrar is backed up. You will need to fill out the 

application again - use me as a reference. Thanks, Mary 
https://learningcenter.u nc.edu ’find-a-tutor/become-a-tutor/peertutor-application/ 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Return for Peer Tutoring 

@gmail.com] 
4:52 PM 

Mrs. Willingham, 

My name is               and I served as a peer tutor in chemistry last semester. At the end of last semester, 
I did not think I would be able to return to peer tutoring, thinking that my schedule would not allow it. 
However, 1 have had to rearrange my schedule due to some class conflicts, and would very much like to return 
as a peer tutor now that my schedule allows it. Please let me know if you would add me to EDUC again for 

this semester, I really enjoyed serving as a tutor last semester and would love to do it again. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Thursday,               7:46 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thank you 

Ms. Willingham, 

I just wanted to say thank you for the recent work that you’ve done shedding some light on the academic 
shortcomings of parts of UNC’s athletics community. I’ve been associated with UNC since     and, in that 
time, have worked both as a                                 The level of unpreparedness for the most 
basic of academic tasks that I have witnessed among some members of the higher profile sports teams is not 
something that I was prepared for, and continues to shock and outrage me as much today as it did when I first 
came here. Just this past semester I had one young man who could only write at what I would consider a 4th or 
5th grade level. 

The amount of frustration associated with dealing with these students is hard to describe, as is the deep sadness. 
It is frankly heart-wrenching to see them struggle and all too often they are resilient to my own advice to seek 
help from any one of the many resources that are available to them. Unfortunately it is a frustration and sadness 
that all too often has to stay unvoiced due to privacy concerns, professional considerations, and the tenuous 
nature of existence as a grad student. 

I want to thank you for having the courage to bring this issue to a broader audience and hopefully start a 
meaningful dialogue, both within the University community and without, about the relationship between 
academics and athletics. I saw a follow up story that indicated you were receiving a lot of hate mail for this, but 
I wanted you to know that there are many in the UNC community who are deeply grateful for what you have 
done. 

My very best regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’@verizon.net 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 11:03 PM 

Willinghaan, MaaT C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Lawsuit to improve reading comprehension 

richards v holder aaad merriaan webster.pdf, richa~ds v holder and merriam webster altidavit.pdf; richa~ds v holder aaad merriam webffter 

memorandum.pdf; richards v holder and merriam webffter exhibit C.pdf, richaxds v holder and merriam webster exhibit C add.pdf, lawsuit vs 

merriam EXHIBIT A.docx; lawsuit vs merriam EXHIBIT B.docx 

Dear Ms. Willingham: 

In high school, I was a mediocre reader, scoring only a 560 on my verbal SAT, even though I studied an average of three hours per night. At age 22, I figured out what I was doing wrong, 

and it’s what most students do wrong. I spent 8 months fixing the problem. When I retook the SAT, my verbal scores had risen to 740. Later, on the GRE, I scored a 770 on the verbal 

section, and on the LSAT, I scored a 791 (out of 800; the scoring system has since changed). 

The scores are important, of course, but what was more important was that I could now understand so much more of what I would read. 

What I did to fix the problem was read through the dictionary about six or seven times, figuring that if I understood the meaning of all the words, I’d be able to understand everything I 

read. This is the hard way of doing it, but I didn’t know any other way to get the job done. Later, I learned that Malcolm X did something similar when he was in prison. It worked for him, 

too. He went from having an eighth-grade education to being one of the most powerful voices of his generation. 

Reading through the dictionary is hard work, but I made it much easier. I downloaded an entire Merriam-Webster Collegiate electronic dictionary, removed all the words a person 

doesn’t need to know in order to have a sound reading foundation, and I’m adding many more "verbal illustrations", since often, it’s the words as they are used which give meanings 

which are as good or better than the definitions. They typesize is whatever the user wants, which is a huge benefit (compared to reading through a small-type dictionary), and I’ve 

improved the format. I also want to add tens of thousands of pictures, and put it all online, for free, for anyone to use. 

When I asked Merriam-Webster for permission, they denied me permission, so I have sued them under the "fair use doctrine" of U.S. copyright law. 

I thought I’d send you a copy of the lawsuit so that you might be aware that there is a method that is tried and tested that could be of great benefit to millions of students. 

The files from the lawsuit are attached. 

I’d be interested in your opinion. I know that reading through a dictionary isn’t how most instructors would improve reading comprehension skills, but it works, whereas nothing else that 

I know of can work as fast, and can be as comprehensive. 

I’m sorry to hear about your recent troubles, but as you know, often the truth bothers people, especially those who spend a lot of energy trying to create a world of lies. 

Jim Richards 



James T. Richards 

email @verizo n. net 

J~y 13,2012 

President John M. Morse 

Merriam-Webster, Inc. 

47 Federal St. 

P.O. Box 281 

Springfield, MA 01102 

Dear President Morse: 

I have nothing to gain fi-om this. Merriam-Webster (or some other publisher) can do it on 

its own. 

Right now, no publisher in the English language has a good advanced reading 
comprehension book that will dramatically improve students’ reading skills. Whoever first 

publishes such a book has a potential market of hundreds of millions of copies, to U.S. and 

foreign students and adults. 

I’ll tell you (and other publishers) what I did to dramatically improve my own reading 

skills, and how you can create such a book. Take it for what it’s worth. It may be worth what? 

$1 billion? 

First, I studied an average of three hours a night in high school (B.C. High in Boston), but I 

wasn’t doing nearly as well as some of my classmates. I couldn’t understand why. In senior 

year, I took the SAT and on the verbal section I scored a 560. 

Three years later, I figured out what I was doing wrong and it’s what most students do 

wrong. I fixed the problem the hard way: by reading through a dictionary six or seven times. It 

worked. My reading skills improved dramatically, and when I retook the SAT, I scored a 740 on 

the verbal section. I continued working on the problem, later scoring a 770 on the GRE verbal 

section and a 791 on the LSAT (which atthe time was scored fi-om 200-800). 

I have copies of all these test results. 

There’s an easier way for students to accomplish similar results. Simply convert your 

Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, which is a reference book, into a textbook. You can 

do that now, in the computer age, because you’re no longer restricted by space limitations. 

As part of this process, you need to remove all the entry words people don’t need in order to 

have a sound foundational vocabulary. You need to add tens of thousands of pictures; and tens 

of thousands of verbal illustrations. You also need to think "outside the box". For example, 
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most writers of reading comprehension books think that advanced reading comprehension can be 

taught in a book of a few hundred pages. Not tree. 

Look at it this way. Design the book so that it can be read at an average ot~ say, five pages a 

day. Five pages a day isn’t much. Multiply that times 180 school days, which gives you 900 

pages per year. In four years, that would come to 3600 pages. That should be enough to give 

students a good enough foundation that they could pick up, say, The New York Times and 

understand all but its most technical articles. 

If the book is designed properly (i.e., if it goes fi-om simple to more complicated, building 

on itselt), students can start using the book in the fourth grade and they’ll be done with it by the 

end of seventh grade, and by then they will have developed a verbal foundation good enough to 

get into an Ivy League school--at the end of seventh grade! On the other hand, some students 

will want to speed things up and get it done by the end of fitth grade. 

Students fi-om highly educated homes won’t need this. They can keep doing what they’re 

already doing (they have an easy reference source: simply ask their highly educated parents). 

But more than 90% of students can’t do that. 

Here’s why this works: 

First, a healthy student (or adult) doesn’t understand what he reads for basically three 

reasons: 

1) 
2) 
3) 

he doesn’t understand the words; 

he doesn’t understand the way the words relate to each other (syntax); 

the sentence is poorly written. 

The solution to #3 is simple. Read good stuff. Your textbook dictionary could contain 

thousands of well-written articles fi-om material you already publish. 

Then there’s #2. For native speakers of English, syntax isn’t a major problem. They 

understand the relationship of the words in most English sentences. There are some exceptions, 

as in the ornate, labyrinthine, pathologically convoluted sentences of U.S. Supreme Court and 

other American justices, who are primarily trying to show how smart they are, but end up doing 

just the opposite. 

The main problem, then, is #1, that most students (and adults) don’t understand the meaning 

of many of the words they read, and they have a hazy understanding of the meaning of many 

other words. 

Look at reality. The sentence below is taken fi-om a newspaper article. It seems like a 

simple sentence, but it has numerous potential stumbling blocks for mediocre readers: 

After searching for solutions to the state’s foreclosure crisis for five years, the 

Legislature could soon try a new approach: mediation. 

The potential stumbling blocks? The words "solutions", "state’s", "foreclosure", 

"Legislature", "approach", "mediation". 
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These are easy enough for good readers, but for mediocre readers, some of these words will 

truly be "stumbling blocks". Even if only two of these words are stumbling blocks for a student, 

multiply two times, say, twenty (the number of sentences in a hypothetical article, all of which 

contain an average of two stumbling blocks), and you get forty stumbling blocks in one article 

for the mediocre reader. Do you understand why so many students give up so quickly? They 

need to be taught to understand what they read before they are assigned books which they can’t 

possibly fully understand. 

A related problem is that educators think that students can miraculously figure out the 

meanings of words via context. That can happen (sometimes) for people who already read at a 

high level, but not for more than 90% of students, and often the context isn’t enough for even the 

best of readers. 

And the solution teachers have for this problem? 

They tell students that if they don’t know the meaning of a word, "Look it up." 

Look up 40 words for one article? 95% of students won’t, and we know they won’t. It’s too 

onerous a project. Worse, when a mediocre reader looks up a word whose meaning he doesn’t 

know, it’s often defined using other words the student doesn’t know. 

You understand? This is an exercise in futility for most students. So, they give up, or 

pressure the teacher, and the school, to dumb down the courses. 

By contrast, the more meanings one knows, the more meanings one can know, and in a 

textbook dictionary that contains tens of thousands of pictures (which are often far more 

effective "meaning-givers" than a word definition) and tens of thousands of verbal illustrations, 

whoever publishes a properly configured book has a potential market of 50 million American 

students; another 50 million American adults; and how many foreign customers? 300 million? 

How much money would you make if you could sell 400 million e-books? And then there’s the 

spin-offs .... 

Because I have no idea whether you’ll create such a book, I’m sending a copy of this letter 

to Random House, Houghton Mittlin, and to the Chinese embassy, the Japanese embassy and the 

Russian embassy, with suggestions to these embassies that one of them find someone to purchase 

an American dictionary publisher, and I’d be glad to help them (or you) with the process of 

converting a dictionary to a textbook and testing it with mediocre readers to see what works best. 

This doesn’t have to be an expensive project. I could do much of it myself,, if I had access to 

a computerized dictionary database. As it is, I already downloaded one collegiate dictionary (it 

took four months to download), but the entries didn’t download cleanly, nor did the 

pronunciations or etymologies, the italicized words lost their italicization, etc., so I was left to go 

through the entire dictionary cleaning things up and reformatting everything and even when I’m 

through with that process I have to add tens of thousands of verbal illustrations and photos, 

simplify or remove many etymologies, choose which words to keep and which to cull (which is 

easy enough to do), and when I finally get it finished I can’t sell it or even give it away, since I’d 

be violating someone else’s copyright. 
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Then the question would become, do I want to publish it for fi-ee online and potentially help 

tens of millions of students and adults, then sit in prison for a number of years as my reward for 

helping out the country; or do I obey the law and let the country be far less than it can be? 

I assure you, I have no intention of breaking the law, so either someone else needs to do this, 

or it’s not going to get done. 

You might have experts who will dispute my analysis of whether this would work, and why. 

But I’ve done what educators say they want students to be able to do, so you should listen to me, 

not them--if you want to make a lot of money, and help the country. 

It’s worth remembering that if you’ve grown up in an "educated home", you learn the 

meanings of numerous words easily, simply by asking a parent, so it might be hard to understand 

why so many others have such a hard time when you didn’t. Plus, you might not want others to 

get a good education, since that’s where you shine, and you might not want the competition of 

millions of other people shining. 

On the other hand, if such a book as I describe is published, and it works, it dramatically 

improves the profits in all other areas of publishing since you’ll dramatically increase the 

number of people who can read well. 

Often when educators say that students can’t accomplish something what they really mean 

is, "We don’t know how to teach students to do it, therefore they can’t be taught." 

If these people ran our boot camps, they’d excel at explaining why the military has so many 

casualties, when they should be rethinking their training methods. So should you. Of course, 

you could keep doing the same thing over and over again, expecting a different result. And what 

did Einstein call that? 

I do hope you’ll give this matter the attention it deserves. 

Sincerely, 

Jim NchaNs 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Reid < ~sbcglobal.net> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 11:49 PM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Student Athlete Success 

597REV3.DOC; BAYWOODEVAL.pdf; Student Diversity Success Initiative EvaJuation 2011 F1NAL.docx 

Hi Mary, 

You are to be congratulated on your research in the area of student athlete success. Your persistence in making your research public took a lot of courage. In the 

area student athlete success, I can speak with authority. 

My thesis project in graduate school focused on the low rate of retention and graduation of the African American male basketball players at California State 

University Fullerton, California. I developed a passion for doing something about this lack of graduating this student population. In time, I became the founder of 

the Black Ombudsman Program (SDP) for the African American student athletes, later changed to the Student Diversity Program (SDP). Because of the success of 

the BOP, the program became multicultural program supporting the entire campus student community. 

http://www.fullerton.edu/academicservices/studentdiversity/index.htm 

I have attached research from this period and a later program at a local community college. 

I can relate to how you must feel from trying to do something altruistic while traversing around campus feeling you have a target on your back. Please do not give 

up. 

Respectfully, 

John Reid, Retired MFCC 

Founder SDP 



FFOnl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley <kate.gallagher@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:52 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
@earthlink.net> 

FW: EdCentral Highlights - Five Popular Posts This Week 

Hi, 
Happy New Year! 
Assuming you saw this one from New America - story number 3. 

Mary, you are referenced in the comments. 

Pretty well done piece, actually. 
I was hoping to get together with you this weekend - still would like to, but know that we have house 

guests for a few days/week - scholar from China and her husband. They are lovely. 

Kate 

From: New America Foundation <vander[inde~bnewamericaoorg> 
Reply-To: "vanderlinde@newamerica.org" <vandedi~de@newamerica.org> 

Date: Friday, January 10, 2014 8:03 AM 

To: Kathleen Gallagher <kateo~her@u~coedu> 

Subject: EdCentral Highlights - Five Popular Posts This Week 

Welcome to EdCentral Highlights. Distributed every Friday morning, 
EdCentral Highlights showcases edCent~aLorg’s five most popular posts 
of the week. 

The Parent Tra enerational 

By Rachel Fishman 



Ten PreKo12 Debates to Expect in 2014 
By Laura Bornfreund, Anne Hyslop, Clare McCann, Lindsey Tepe, and 

Melissa tooley 

Tar Heel Scandal and the Myth of the University 
By Kevin Carey 

tess Should Let the Tuition and Fees Deduction 
Rest in Peace 
By Stephen Burd 



Is There Room in the PreoK Political Coalition for 
Critiques of the PreoK Research Consensus? 

By Conor Williams 

Tell a friend about this newsletter.., 

Photos used under a Creative Commons ~icense, Originally posted on Flickr by 
wilhei55 and jakeandlindsay. For more details about each photo please click the link to 

the relevant a~icle. 

This email was sent to kate,         unc.edu by vanderlinde@newamerica.orq I 
Update Profile/Email Address I lnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

New America Foundation I 1899 L Street NW I Suite zt00 I Washington I DC I 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:55 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact IRB 

Thanks for getting back to me. When you have a chance, if you could send me the dataset, I’ll get to work running the analyses. 

You’re right on target. Thanks for all you do!!! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

httl~://csri-sc.or~:/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Email: southallOhrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.org 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillin~:ham@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 10, 2014 at 6:54 AM 

To: Richard 5outhall <southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Contact IRB 

Richard, I am struggling to keep up with email - trying to answer students first. I updated the spreadsheet a few weeks back- added majors and number of paper classes- new 

G PA’s etc. I need all the help I can get so thanks!! Finishing declaration this morning and have retained Hausfeld as my law firm. 

I have told them where to find the data many times. 

Working on the time arrangements for the screening- should be able to pull it off. Thanks Richard! Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc.edui~willin~h 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 12:02 AM, ’ISOUTHALL, RICHARD" <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Well, the stuff has surely hit the fan:) 

With all the furor, I thought it might be helpful to contact the IRB and see if we are obligated to share the data with the UNC administration. Given that it’s their 

own data, maybe we can just specifically tell them where to find it on their own:) 

Also, is the Excel file you sent me the latest and most complete? I want to take a long, hard look at it again this next week and wanted to make sure I had 

everything. I’ll do some descriptive statistics and run some other analyses, just so you have amino. 

I apologize for not getting this completed earlier. If you’re up for it, I’d like to submit an abstract to the CSRI Conference on this data. 

I’ll give you a call tomorrow or Saturday, too. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

httl~://csri-sc.or~:/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Email: southall(~hrsm.sc.edu 



7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 
April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.or~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TJ Higgins < t> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 10:19 AM 

Willinghasn, Maay C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

You are right 

Cornell BB Blog on Tim Commitling.pdf; MIT.pdf 

Mary, I read about your study and could not agree with you more. It is likely even worse than you described. My son played on an inner city AAU team and a high 

level high school basketball team, where all the kids get D1 basketball scholarships. I have been extremely close to this community for 3 years. Shared travel time, 

down time at tournaments, meals, know their relatives, etc. Their whole focus is on getting a free college education and to play professionally. Over the years, I 

have repeatedly told my friends and family that the majority of these kids cannot read. It seems that the family and coaches think if the player goes to college for 

free that is a big deal. What they do not realize is that they many of them will not graduate and if they do they will likely wind up in a job for which no college 

experience is necessary. The high school coaches cut corners every which way to get their players to olmost pass their courses in high school so that the coach can 

go argue for extra credit work for their player. It is astonishing. 

It even happens at Ivy League schools. Harvard appears to be the biggest abuser from their publicly known cheating scandals, but Cornell is closing in fast. See the 

attached article. My son was the earliest and youngest commit in Ivy League history and he backed out of going to Cornell because he saw firsthand the abuse of 

academic standards. See the second article, where he committed to play for MIT. MIT does not give any leeway in their admissions process for athletes, period. It is 

a major reason why my son chose to go there. So keep the faith there are still some people out there that are on the same page as you and doing the right thing! 

Feel free to forward this email to the person who wrote the article about you. Regards, Tim 

TJ Higgins 
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(12) This representation does not entitle you to any portion of any recoveries forthe 
Antirust Plaintiffs in this litigation or any attorney fees. 

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED: 

By:                                  Date: 
HAUSFELD LLP 

Date: 
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15. While UNC’s non-athlete student body can seek employment and pay during their 

free time; our basketball and football players enjoy no such luxury because of their considerable 

time commitments, putting them at a disadvantage as soon as they arrive on our college campus. ¯ 

Often players would arrive without some of the basic necessities for college life, and, as noted 

above, their scholarships often do not cover the real cost o2" attendance. 

16.    In my opinion, truth and integrity wilt only be restored to college athletics when 

our talented athletes are afforded a real education and the ability to earn compensation for the use 

of their names, images, and likenesses--rights and privileges that all of our other students already 

enjoy. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on January 10, 2014 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 

Mary C. Willingham 

4:09-~v-1967 CW - 7 - 
DECL. OF M+ WLLLINGHAM ISO APS’ COMBINED OPP’N TO 
NCAA{S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND REPLY 

ISO OF MOTION FOR SL~MMARY JUDGMENT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 11:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Data for the CNN report 

None of these media sources ever get it 100% correct. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto;iaysmith(~email.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:16 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Data for the CNN report 

CNN did goofby linking to your thesis after suggesting that that’s where the data was, but Perrin? Please. I’m now officially done 
with him, too. 

See the other channel in a minute. 
On 1/10/14 11:14 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 
> Confusion or denial? This guy saw my data set. I’m done with all these people .... 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Andrew Perrin [~milto:ar~dre ] 
> Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 10:32 AM 
> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Subject: Data for the CNN report 
> 
> Dear Mary, 
> 
> I am reading through the CNN report and am confused. The report states: 
> 
> "As a graduate student at UNC-Greensboro, Willingham researched the reading levels of 183 UNC-Chapel Hill athletes who played 
football or basketball from 2004 to 2012. She found that 60% read between fourth- and eighth-grade levels. Between 8% and 10% 
read below a third-grade level." 
> 
> However in your thesis, fotmd at 
>                                                           I found no such data. I did find a citation to Johnson et al., 
which doesn’t appear to be available online, but your citation of that work is specific to learning disabilities, and the numbers are very 
small (typically there are about 200 entering student athletes in a given year, but your denominator is only 46). 
> 
> I’m sure I’m overlooking something, but I can’t find anywhere the data or documentation for the claims in the reports of widespread 
illiteracy among UNC athletes. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Andy Perrin 
> 

> 

> 

> Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
> University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
> andrew~oerrin@unc.edu- ~emn.socsci.m~c.eda- (919) 962-6876 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doran, Todd James <todd.j .doran@Vanderbilt.Edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 11:39 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Academic Freedom 

Doran CV personal_wo references.docx 

Ms. Willingham, 

I just read a CNN article about your research on reading level ofUNC FB and BB athlete’s and then researched your work and who 
you are. I’m currently a doctoral student at Vanderbilt and a clinical faculty member at Vanderbilt. I will be presenting your work this 
weekend to our Advanced College Student class because I think that this is a great example regarding remediation at a public research 
I university and the problem with the admission preference given to ill prepared recruited athletes. The other obvious issue is the role 
of academic freedom for non-tenure faculty, IRB process, scholarly results available for peer review and made public. I’m sure you’re 
getting a real life lesson of a career through this. I hope you career survives this and that you continue the scholarly work you want to 
perform. As an aside, I have a faculty interview on campus in 2 wks. It will be interesting to see what kind of culture UNC has at the 
Medical School. 

Todd 

Todd J. Doran, MS, PA-C, DFAAPA 
Senior Associate in Urologic Surgery 
Vanderbilt University 
Dept of Urologic Surgery 
A-1302 MCN 
Nashville, TN 37232 
615-322-2880 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:04 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: FACT CHECK 

alt_body.html 

Me too 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
At: 1/10/2014 12:32 

I really prefer print media. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

OK. We’ll discuss. I’m not surprised that you’re being courted. My print project would not preclude in any way a cable TV profile. 
However, if you turned up on HBO or ESPN next week, my bosses would call me off. We have weird folkways in the media. 

Fyi, my thought is to time our big article for late Feb/early March, pegged to March Madness. That’s the way to get it on the cover of 
the mag for the biggest impact. 

Good that you’re going to lie low for a little while. We will discuss all. Looking forward to meeting you in person. Will call later. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<maiho: mwilli        ~c.edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mai~to:pbarret~lT@b~oomberg.net> 
At: Jan 10 2014 12:16:06 
Thanks Paul. I’m avoiding the media right now so no worries there. ESPN outside the lines and HBO Sports have been circling the 
wagons with me for some time .... 
Mary 
From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Mary 

One other quick thought before I run out to interviews on other projects: 

I have in mind to do a feature for the print magazine that focuses on your story. It would broaden to talk about other people like you 
on other campuses, but the core narrative would be your tale. I need to ask you NOT to commit to doing a similar project with anyone 
else until I get mine done. Happy to discuss this, and I will call later. We can also discuss how this could intertwine productively with 
your book project (ie it could be the key to getting you going with the right agent and publisher). 

Paul 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mail~: mwilli ~c.ed~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mailto~pbarrettlT~bloorr~erg.r~et> 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:23:09 
~s :iim~dioboo. fro/boo si 1841867 ob~e st o~%rmeroN~oamericaoacademicoalloamerica~eric omon~ro ssosocomme~ls ofromr~ameo 
lastoni~ 
Williams was in the N&O 
~:,qwww.newsorecord.co~r~,~lo~or~s extra/article 66e619c6oTgeSolle3ob2cbo0019bb30f31a.html 



From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:21 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

When/where did Williams and Montross make those comments? 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: m~ iN~        ~c.edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mailto:pbarrett17@bloorrff~erg.net> 
At: Jan9 2014 17:18:10 
He called me a liar as did Eric Montross because" all UNC basketball players are fine young men of excellent character’’, he would 
even let his gmndkids play with them. He did not, however, say that they could read - and I mean his basketball players since the 
grandkids are probably fine readers. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mai~to:pbarcett17?@bloomber~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Sorry, tell me about Coach Williams’ outburst. I’m juggling a lot of stuff in addition to this ... 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: mwiN        nc.ed~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mai~to:pba~ett ~7~b~oomberg.net> 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:00:19 
No worries. I just heard from a football player who was here from 2007-2009. He said that I did and am doing the right thing by 
speaking out. He thanked me and that is all that matters. The rest, including our own beloved Coach Williams’s outburst, is all just 
noise. Thanks, Mary 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) a~ett17 ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Got it thanks. I will make fiddles. Hope to have the piece posted tomorrow morning. Hang in there. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mai~to: mwi~i~ 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)< arrettl 7 
At: Jan 9 2014 16:42:48 
OK hope this is helpful. Thanks. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mai~to:pbarcettlT?@bloomber~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:22 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FACT CHECK 

Hi, there. Please confirm accuracy. This is a standard exercise. I’m not offering you the opportunity to edit or approve. I merely seek to 
ensure accuracy. Please answer the question(s) and/or provide comments in ALL CAPS. Many thanks. 

1. You’re how old? (Sorry, if that’s sensitive. Hope it’s not.)52 

2. You have a masters in education IN LIBERAL STUDIES from UNC-Greensboro? 
I have a lateral entry teaching credential in NC Learning Disabled K-12 and am a trained reading specialist 

3. In the fallout this week, UNC’s leadership is implying--falsely--that you defamed undergraduate sports team members in general. In 
fact, as you explained to me by phone, you are always careful to break down UNC’s roughly 800-person varsity student-athlete 
population as follows: "Four hundred of them at any given time are on the ACC [Atlantic Coast Conference] Honor Roll or the UNC 
dean’s list. They’re doing great. Most of them are in the non-revenue sports. Another 200 are doing OK. And about 150 to 200 are 
tmderperforming, some of them badly underperforming. Most of the last group are playing football or men’s or women’s basketball. 
We’re not serving the best interests of a lot of that last group." 
4. As a graduate student (at UNC-Greensboro), you researched the reading levels of a sample of more than 180 UNC-Chapel Hill 
VARSITY ATHLETES - 85% were football and basketball players from 2004 to 2012: About 60 percent read at between a fourth- 
grade and an eighth-grade level. Nearly 10 percent read below a third-grade level. In sum, 70 percent were in no position to succeed 
academically at a college level. 



5. "University officials," the Moon statement said, "have not seen that data. University officials have asked for that data, but those 
requests have not been met." 

Willingham: "That’s just disingenuous. They have the data. I got the data from the Athletic Department." UNC had done the screening 
to determine the athletes’ reading, WRITING and MATH levels....When central administxation officials mysteriously demanded that 
you turn over your raw data, you declined to do so because you had made a standard confidentiality pledge to UNC research-ethics 
monitors not to share the student-related stats with anyone. Central administrative reps "were asking me to violate the confidentiality 
roles, and then they came down on me for following those rules....And all this time, the Athletic Department has the raw data." 

6. You have reason to distrust your superiors. After a performance review this spring, you were demoted from your position as 
Assistant Director of The Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling counseling athletes*, transferred to an undesirable 
basement office, and consigned to the paperwork-intensive role of advising students on whether they’re on track to graduate. You have 
filed a formal grievance, which is pending. 

Please get back soonest....thanks. - Paul 

I was not counseling athletes in this position, although I worked with some from time to time. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: mwiN nc.edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mai~o:pba~ett ~7~b~oomberg.net> 
At: Jan 9 2014 10:11:19 
Ok. Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www. unc. edu/~willingh<~p:/7~, ww. ~mc. e d t~/%w 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 9:52 AM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<r~milto                    net>> wrote: 
Sure. I’ll juggle and call you this morning, probably around 1 lam. Hope you had a good run. Way too cold up here for any outdoor 
activity! 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: %20mwilli          .edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<maillo:pbarrettlT(@b~oomberg.net> 
At: Jan 9 2014 08:41:36 
Paul, I’m out to run for an hour. The afternoon is booked with students- any time between 10&12? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh<~ :i/www. tmc.edt~/~wiNr~> 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:20 AM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<mai~to:pbarrett I 7@b~oomber&.~aet>> wrote: 

Mary- I just caught up with the WRAL report and the UNC response. I’m eager to write about this micro-episode as representative 
of the larger problem. Let me know your availability. - Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu<mailto:j_a~smitl~,~emaikunc.edu>> 
At: 1/9/2014 7:30 



Hi Paul: I’d like to introduce you to my good friend and co-author Mary 
Willingham, who’s been a fearless truth-teller in Chapel Hill. She’s 
getting some ferocious blowback from that CNN piece, which surprises 
neither of us. You should talk with her at some point. -Jay 



really prefer print media, 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mailto:pbarrett17@bloomberg.net] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

OK. We’ll discuss. I’m not surprised that you’re being courted. My print project 
would not preclude in any way a cable TV profile. However, if you turned up on HBO or 
ESPN next week, my bosses would call me off. We have weird folkways in the media. 

Fyi, my thought is to time our big article for late Feb/early March, pegged to March 
Madness. That’s the way to get it on the cover of the mag for the biggest impact. 

Good that you’re going to lie low for a little while. We will discuss all. Looking 
forward to meeting you in person. Will call later. 

Original Message 
From: mwillinqham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 
At: Jan i0 2014 12:16:06 

Thanks Paul. I’m avoiding the media right now so no worries there, ESPN outside the lines and HBO Sports have been 

circling the wagons with me for some time .... 

Mary 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mailto:pbarrett17@bloomberq.net] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Mary 

One other quick thought before I run out to interviews on other projects: 

I have in mind to do a feature for the print magazine that focuses on your 
story. It would broaden to talk about other people like you on other 
campuses, but the core narrative would be your tale. I need to ask you NOT 
to commit to doing a similar project with anyone else until I get mine done. 
Happy to discuss this, and I will call later. We can also discuss how this 
could intertwine productively with your book project (ie it could be the key 
to getting you going with the right agent and publisher). 

Paul 

Original Message 
From: mwillinqham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:23:09 

https ://audioboo.fm/boos/1841867-by-request-former-all-axnerica-academic-all-america-eric- 
montross-s-comments-from-postgame-last-night 

Williams was in the N&O 

http://www.news-record.com/blogs/sports extra/article 66e619c6-78e8-11e3-b2cb-OO19bb30f31a.html 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mailto:pbarrett17(~bloomberq.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:21 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

When/where did Williams and Montross make those comments? 



Original Message 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:18:10 

NEWSROOM:) 

He called me a liar as did Eric Montross because "all UNC basketball players are fine young men 

of excellent character", he would even let his grandkids play with them. He did not, however, 

say that they could read- and I mean his basketball players since the grandkids are probably fine 

readers. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mailto:pbarrett17~bloomberq.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Sorry, tell me about Coach Williams’ outburst. I’m juggling 
a lot of stuff in addition to this ... 

Original Message 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:00:19 

No worries. I just heard from a football player who was here from 2007-2009, He 

said that I did and am doing the right thing by speaking out. He thanked me and 
that is all that matters. The rest, including our own beloved Coach Williams’s 

outburst, is all just noise. Thanks, Mary 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) 
[mailto:pbarrett17@bloomberq.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Got it thanks. I will make fiddles. Hope to have 
the piece posted tomorrow morning. Hang in there. 

Original Message 
From: mwillinqham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 
At: Jan 9 2014 16:42:48 

OK hope this is helpful. Thanks. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) 
[mailto:pbarrett17@bloomberq.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:22 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FACT CHECK 

Hi, there. Please confirm accuracy. This is 
a standard exercise. I’m not offering you 
the opportunity to edit or approve. I 
merely seek to ensure accuracy. Please 
answer the question(s) and/or provide 
comments in ALL CAPS. Many thanks. 

i. You’re how old? (Sorry, if that’s 
sensitive. Hope it’s not.)52 

2. You have a masters in education IN 
LIBEP~L STUDIES from UNC-Greensboro? 



I have a lateral entry teaching credential in NC Learning Disabled K-12 
and am a trained reading specialist 

3. In the fallout this week, UNC’s 
leadership is implying--falsely--that you 
defamed undergraduate sports team members 
in general. In fact, as you explained to me 
by phone, you are always careful to break 
down UNC’s roughly 800-person varsity 
student-athlete population as follows: 
"Four hundred of them at any given time are 
on the ACC [Atlantic Coast Conference] 
Honor Roll or the UNC dean’s list. They’re 
doing great. Most of them are in the non- 
revenue sports. Another 200 are doing OK. 
And about 150 to 200 are underperforming, 
some of them badly underperforming. Most of 
the last group are playing football or 
men’s or women’s basketball. We’re not 
serving the best interests of a lot of that 
last group." 
4. As a graduate student (at UNC- 
Greensboro), you researched the reading 
levels of a sample of more than 180 UNC- 
Chapel Hill VARSITY ATHLETES - 85% were 
football and basketball players from 2004 
to 2012: About 60 percent read at between a 
fourth-grade and an eighth-grade level. 
Nearly i0 percent read below a third-grade 
level. In sum, 70 percent were in no 
position to succeed academically at a 
college level. 

5. "University officials," the Moon 
statement said, "have not seen that data. 
University officials have asked for that 
data, but those requests have not been 
met." 

Willingham: "That’s just disingenuous. They 
have the data. I got the data from the 
Athletic Department." UNC had done the 
screening to determine the athletes’ 
readingv WRITING and I~ATH levels .... When 
central administration officials 
mysteriously demanded that you turn over 
your raw data, you declined to do so 
because you had made a standard 
confidentiality pledge to UNC research- 
ethics monitors not to share the student- 
related stats with anyone. Central 
administrative reps "were asking me to 
violate the confidentiality rules, and then 
they came down on me for following those 
rules .... And all this time, the Athletic 
Department has the raw data." 

6. You have reason to distrust your 
superiors. After a performance review this 
spring, you were demoted from your position 



as Assistant Director of The Center for 

Student Success and Academic Counseling 

counseling athletes*, transferred to an 

undesirable basement office, and consigned 

to the paperwork-intensive role of advising 

students on whether they’re on track to 

graduate. You have filed a formal 

grievance, which is pending. 

Please get back soonest .... thanks. - Paul 

®        I was not counseling athletes in this position, although 

worked with some from time to time, 

Original Message 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 
At: Jan 9 2014 10:11:19 

Ok. Thanks. 

Maw Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 9:52 AM, "Paul Barrett 
(BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett17@bloomberq.net> wrote: 

Sure. I’ii juggle and call 
you this morning, probably 
around llam. Hope you had 
a good run. Way too cold 
up here for any outdoor 
activity! 

Original Message 

From: mwillinqham@unc.edu 
To: Paul Barrett 
(BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 

At: Jan 9 2014 08:41:36 

Paul, I’m out to run for 
an hour. The afternoon is 
booked with students- any 
time between 10&12? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

> On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:20 
AM, "Paul Barrett 



(BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 
wrote: 
> 
> Mary- I just caught up 
with the WRAL report and 
the UNC response. I’m 
eager to write about this 
micro-episode as 
representative of the 
larger problem. Let me 
know your availability. - 
Paul 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>[--- 
> Sent From Bloomberg 
Mobile MSG 
> 
> Original Message -- 

> From: Jay Smith 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
> At: 1/9/2014 7:30 
> 
> Hi Paul: I’d like to 
introduce you to my good 
friend and co-author Mary 
> Willingham, who’s been a 
fearless truth-teller in 
Chapel Hill. She’s 
> getting some ferocious 
blowback from that CNN 
piece, which surprises 
> neither of us. You 
should talk with her at 
some point. -Jay 
> 



JANUARY 7, MEETING 

9:00-11:00 am 

CAP ACT IMPLEMENTATION GROUP 

NEXT MEETING: JANUARY 13, 2014 - 9:00 am 

SUMMARY 

Reports 
¯ Andy has distributed a draft of the CAP Act to the entire executive committee of AAUP w/two 

strong supporters at least 
¯ Andy has contacted Elizabeth Warren’s (D-MA Senate) 
¯ Andy has given the CAP Act to Jim Fallows to share with the Executive Committee of the AGB 
¯ Mary is still working with Sathya her declaration 
¯ Mary is meeting with Virginia Taylor who was Bill Friday’s assistant to speak with her about 

literacy and the CAP Act. She should be the connection to Molly Broad. 
¯ Mary has reached back out to Senator Burr (NC-I~) office to see if he has time for a meeting. 

CAP Act 

¯ 

Congressional Efforts 

Agreed that information received to date has been from Republican senators and 

congresspersons and House led Republican committee staffers - who clearly expressed no 

support - even if Democratic members of House committees brought forth a proposal 

Agreed to focus on the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee and the Senate 

Judiciary Committee. Note those agreeing to contact members (in red) 

Agreed that it would be easier to inquire when the Senator would next return to the District and 
if the meeting could occur there - 2nd choice is visiting DC again 

If sending the CAP Act, get the address for both the Senator and his/her legislative aid for 

education and judiciary respectively. 



Donna will contact Nancy Hogshead Makar to see if Tom McMillan is willing to help 

Brian will explore whether there is any interest by Gary Roberts (Dean U. of Indiana at 

Indianapolis) in using his connections 

Everyone will relook at the Senate Education and Judiciary lists to see who we know for next 

time 

SENATE - Health, Education, Labor & Pensions 
Democrats by Rank 

Tom Harkin (IA) (Donna will ask Christine Grant if she knows him) 

Barbara A. Mikulski (MD) 
Patty Murray (WA) 

Bernard Sanders (I) (VT) (Brian will contact) 
Robert P. Casey, Jr. (PA) 

Kay R. Hagan (NC) 

AI Franken (MN) 

Michael F. Bennet (CO) 

Sheldon Whitehouse (RI) 
Tammy Baldwin (Wl) 

Christopher S. Murphy (CT) (Allen and Donna will visit-Allen to set up meeting) 

Elizabeth Warren (MA) (Andy has called) 

Republicans by Rank 

Lamar Alexander (TN) 

Michael B. Enzi (WY) 
Richard Burr (NC) (Mary Willingham is seeking a meeting) 

Johnny Isakson (GA) 

Rand Paul (KY) 

Orrin G. Hatch (UT) 

Pat Roberts (KS) 

Lisa Murkowski (AK) 

Mark Kirk (IL) 

Tim Scott (SC) 

SENATE -JUDICIARY 

Patrick J. Leahy, Chairman, D-Vermont (Brian will contact) 

Dianne Feinstein, D-California 

Chuck Grassley, Ranking Member, R-Iowa (Donna will see if Chris Grant knows -Dave and 

Allen know Frank Split and will pursue this lead) 

Chuck Schumer, D-New York 

Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah 

Dick Durbin, D-Illinois 

Jeff Sessions, R-Alabama 

Sheldon Whitehouse, D-Rhode Island 

Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina 

Amy KIobuchar, D-Minnesota 

John Cornyn, R-Texas 

AI Franken, D-Minnesota 

Michael S. Lee, R-Utah 

Christopher A. Coons, D-Delaware 

Ted Cruz, R-Texas, 



Richard Blumenthal, D-Connecticut, Biography (Stanley Katz - via Allen) 

Jeff Flake, R-Arizona 

Mazie Hirono, D-Hawaii 

Getting the Support of Respected National Organizations of College Presidents 

¯ Following is the organization boards of directors lists - everyone agreed to review. NAMES in 

red are contact assignments 

AAUP 

Executive Committee of the Council 

Rudy H. Fichtenbaum, President, 2014 

Wright State University 

Henry Reichman, First Vice-President, 2014 
California State University, East Bay (ANDY 

CALLED-w/Xcommittee) 

Susan Michalczyk, Second Vice-President, 2014 

Boston College 

Michele Ganon, Secretary-Treasurer, 2014 

Western Connecticut State University 

Maria T. Baci~alupo, Executive Committee At- 

Large, 2014 

Curry College 

Charles BakeG Executive Committee At-Large, 

2014 

College of the Holy Cross 

Linda Carroll., Executive Committee At-Large, 

2014 

Tulane University 

Anne Friedmar!, Executive Committee At-Large, 

2014 

Manhattan Community College, City University 

of New York 

Cary Nelson, Past President, 2015 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Theresa Chmara., General Counsel (non-voting), 

2014 

Clayton Rosati, Assembly of State Conferences 

Chair, 2015 

Bowling Green State University 

Howard Bunsi~, AAUP-CBC Chair, 2015 
Eastern Michigan University (ANDY CALLED-w/ 

Xcommittee) 
Council 

ReJ:lects redistricting approved on 6/9/06. 

District I 

Arizona, CaliJ~ornia, Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, 

New Mexico, Utah 

Henry Reichman, California State University, East 

Bay, 2014 

Angela Brommel, Nevada State College, 2015 

District II 

Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, 

South Dakota, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, 

Wyoming 

Philip Cole, Idaho State University, 2015 

Ann McGlashan, Baylor University, 2016 

District III 

Michigan 

Mehmet Yaya, Eastern Michigan University, 2014 

Nancy Mansber~er, Western Michigan 

University, 2016 

District IV 

Arkansas, District oJ~ Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, 

Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia 

A. Lee Fritschler George Mason University, 2014 

Nancy McKenney, Eastern Kentucky University, 

2015 

District V 

Alabama, Canada, Florida, Foreign, Georgia, 

Guam, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Virgin 

Islands, West Virginia 

Jeffrey Butts, Appalachian State University, 2015 

Linda Carroll, Tulane University, 2016 

District VI 

Ohio 

Linda Rouillard, University of Toledo, 2014 

Ashlee Brand, Cuyahoga Community College, 

2016 

District VII 

New Jersey 

Bob Boikess, Rutgers University, 2014 

Harry W. Janes, Rutgers University, 2015 

District VIII 

New York 

Anne Friedman, Manhattan Community College, 

City University of New York, 2015 

Sally Dear-Healey, SUNY College at Cortland, 

2016 (ALLEN contacted) 

District IX 

Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont 

Viiay Nair, Western Connecticut State University, 

2014 

Julian Madison, Southern Connecticut State 

University, 2016 

District X 

Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 

Rhode Island 

Charles Baker, College of the Holy Cross, 2014 

Maria T. Baci~alupo, Curry College, 2015 

At-Large Delegates 



Kenneth A. Barrick University of Alaska- 

Fairbanks, 2014 

Jeanette Jeneault Syracuse University, 2014 

Daniel P. Murphy, Hanover College, 2014 

Mayra Besosa, California State University-San 

Marcos, 2015 

Rana Jalee!, New York University, 2015 

Charles J. Parrish, Wayne State University, 2015 

Jane L. Buck, Delaware State University, 2016 

Dan O’ConnoD Rutgers University, 2016 

Deanna D. Wood University of New Hampshire, 

2016 

Assembly of State Conferences Delegates 

Clayton Rosati, Chair, Bowling Green State 

University, 2015 

Donna L. Potts, immediate Past-Chair, Kansas 

State University, 2015 

Faculty Athletic Representatives Association (FARA) 
¯ President: Frank Webbe, Florida Institute of 

Technology 

¯ President-Elect: Steve Perez, California 

State University, Sacramento 

¯ Division I Vice President: Christine Copper, 

United States Naval Academy 

¯ Division II Vice President: Jo Stejskal, 

Winona State University 

¯ Division III Vice President: Tim Jay, 

Massachusetts College of the Liberal Arts 

¯ Secretary/Treasurer: Dennis Leighton, 

University of New England 

¯ Past-President: Scott Benson, Idaho State 

University 

¯ Representatives 

¯ Division I (FBS): Perry Leo, University of 

Minnesota 

¯ Division I (FBS): Bill Campsey, San Jose State 

University 

¯ Division I (FCS): Jeri Mullins Beggs, Illinois 

State University 

¯ Division I: Katherine Safford Ramus, St. 

Peters University 

¯ Division I1: Julie Rochester, Northern 

Michigan University 

¯ Division I1: Eileen McDonough, Barry 

University 

¯ Division II1: Wendy Gradwohl, Wittenberg 

University 

¯ Division II1: Kelly Stalker, Immaculata 

University 

Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) (Gurney)(Allen 
Chairs 

Mike Bowen (South Florida) e-mail Mike 

ALLEN WILL CALL BOWEN 

Bob Eno (Indiana), COlA Associate Chair 

Ginny Shepherd (Vanderbilt), COlA Associate 

Chair 

Nathan Tublitz (Oregon), COlA Associate Chair 

Founding co-chairs 

Jim Earl (Oregon) 

Bob Eno (Indiana) 

Past co-chairs 

Carole Brown (Wake Forest) 

John Nichols (Penn State) 

Ginny Shepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Ken Struckmeyer (Washington State) 

Nathan Tublitz (Oregon) 

Special Consultants 
Will Berry (Mississippi) 
Charlie Wilson (Ohio State) 
Bruce Jaffee (Indiana) 

Senior Consultants 

Peter Nicholson (Hawaii) 

Tom Wasow (Sanford) 

will also contact) 
¯ Steering Committee 

Atlantic Coast 

Jane Albrecht (Wake Forest) 

Bin East 

Mike Bowen (South Florida) 

Larry Gramling (Connecticut) 

BitTen 

Gary Engstrand (Minnesota) 

Sue Carter (Michigan State) 

Conference USA 

Dan Orlovsky (Southern Methodist) 

Chris Anderson (Tulsa) 

Mountain West 

David Kinnunen (California State-Fresno) 

Bob Akin (Texas Christian) 

Pacific 12 

David Turnbull (Washington State) 

Jerry Peterson (Colorado) 

Southeastern 

Ginny Shepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Western Athletic 

Billy Campsey (San Jose State) 

Ben Taylor (New Mexico State) 



¯ American Council on Education (ACE) 

Diana Natalicio - Chair 

President, The University of Texas at El Paso 

James H. Mullen Jr. - Vice Chair/Chair-elect 

President, Allegheny College (PA) 

Joseph E. Aoun- Immediate Past Chair 

President, Northeastern University (MA) 

Kevin P. Reilly - Secretary 

President, University of Wisconsin System 

Molly Corbett Broad - Ex Officio (MARY WILL CONTACT) 

President, American Council on Education 

Philip P. DiStefano, Chancellor, University of Colorado 

Boulder 

Elson S. Floyd, President, Washington State University 

Jo Ann M. Gora, President, Ball State University (IN) 

Wayne Watson, President, Chicago State University 

Robert L. Caret, President, University of Massachusetts 

System 

Susan Herbst, President, University of Connecticut 

Cornelius M. "Neil" Kerwin, President, American 

University (DC) 

Renu Khator, Chancellor, University of Houston System 

and President, University of Houston 

Richard J. Pappas, President, Davenport University (MI) 

Kenneth E. Peacock, Chancellor, Appalachian State 

University (NC) 

David Wilson, President, Morgan State University (MD) 

Mary E. Lyons, President, University of San Diego 

Nancy McCallin, President, Colorado Community College 

System 

Judy C. Miner, President, Foothill College (CA) 

Tomds D. Morales, President, California State University, 

San Bernardino 

Sanford C. Shugart, President, Valencia College (FL) 

Nancy L. Zimpher, Chancellor, The State University of New 

York 

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) 
Chair 

Tomds Morales 

President 

California State University, San Bernardino 

2014 Chair-Elect (to serve as chair in 2015) 

J. Keith Motley 

Chancellor 

University of Massachusetts Boston 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Deborah F. Stanley 

President 

State University of New York College at 

Oswego* 

Past Chair 

Mary Evans Sias 

President 

Kentucky State University 

Directors 
Rodolfo Ardvalo 

President 

Eastern Washington University* 

F. Javier Cevallos 

President 

Kutztown University of Pennsylvania 

Mary Cullinan 

President 

Southern Oregon University 

Richard Davenport 

President 

Minnesota State University, Mankato 

David L. Eisler 

President 

Ferris State University 

Jerry B. Farley 

President 

Washburn University, Kansas 

Mildred Garcia 

President 

California State University Fullerton* 

Dana L. Gibson 

President 

Sam Houston State University (Texas) 

Virginia Schaefer Horvath 

President 

State University of New York at Fredonia* 

Glen D. Johnson 

Chancellor 

Oklahoma State Regents for Higher 

Education 

Stephen M. Jordan 

President 

Metropolitan State University of Denver 

(Colo.)* 

Elaine P. Maimon 

President 

Governors State University, Illinois 

Keith T. Miller 

President 

Virginia State University* 

William Ruud 

President 

University of Northern Iowa* 

Dennis J. Shields 

Chancellor 

University of Wisconsin-Platteville* 



¯ Association of American Universities (AAU) 

William C. Powers 

President, The University of Texas at Austin - 

AAU Chair 

Amy Gutmann 

President, University of Pennsylvania -AAU Vice 

Chair 

Scott S. Cowen 

President, Tulane University - AAU Past Chair 

Richard H. Brodhead 

President, Duke University 

Michael V. Drake 

Chancellor, University of California, Irvine 

Bernadette Gray-Little 

Chancellor, The University of Kansas 

Mark A. Nordenberg 

¯ Association of Governing Boards (AGB) 
Chair 

Honorable Jim Geringer 

Western Governors University 

Vice Chair 

Yvonne R. Jackson 

Simmons College 

Vice Chair 

Clifford M. Kendall 

University System o.f Maryland Foundation 

University o.f Maryland College Park Foundation 

Wesley Theological Seminary 

Secretary 

David W. Miles 

Drake University 

Elizabeth A. Ballantine 

American University o.f Paris 

Grinnell College, li~:e trustee 

Rick A. Beyer 

American University 

Rita J. Bornstein 

public member 

James M. Fallows (ANDY CALLED-w/ 

Xcommittee) 
public member 

Helen Aguirre Ferr~ 

Miami Dade College 

Joanne Harrell 

University oJ: Washington 

Marilyn French Hubbard 

Central Michigan University 

¯ American Council of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA) 
John D. Fonte 

Robert T. Lewit 

Edwin Meese III 

Carol Menses 

Chancellor, University of Pittsburgh 

Morton O. Schapiro 

President, Northwestern University 

Lou Anna K. Simon 

President, Michigan State University 

David Skorton 

President, Cornell University 

Hunter R. Rawlings III 

President, Association of American Universities - 

ex-o.f.ficio 

Mary K. Hughes 

University oJ: Alaska System 

Willamette University 

Jeffrey L. Humber Jr. 

Gaflaudet University 

W. Austin Ligon 

St. John’s College 

Charles H. McTier 

Emory University 

Charles R. Pruitt 

University oJ: Wisconsin 

David H. Roberts 

Thunderbird School oJ: Global Management 

Occidental College, trustee emeritus 

Joyce M. Roch~ 

Dillard University 

Verne O. Sedlacek 

public member 

Charles A. Shorter 

City University oJ: New York 

James C. Stalder 

Carnegie Mellon University 

Jeffrey B. Trammell 

College oJ: William and Mary 

William E. Trueheart 

Johnson and Wales University 

James M. Weaver 
Gettysburg College, J:ormer board chair 

Jacqueline F. Woods 

Muskingum College 

Anne D. Neal 

Terence P. Ross 

Sandra Stotsky 

Jody Wolfe 

¯ Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics (Donna-won’t endorse) 



National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) (Gurne¥-no interest??Allen will 
check wotj Gerru) 

Joanne Damminger, President (13-14); Board 

Member (11-14) 

Delaware Technical Community College, (856) 

351-2759 

JP Regalado, Vice President (13-14); Board 

Member (12-15) 

Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, (361) 825- 

2139 

I(¥1e Ellis, Board Member (12-15) 

University of Mississippi, (662) 915-5970 

Pat Mason-Browne, Board Member (12-15) 

University of Iowa, (319) 335-2633 

Janet Spence, Board Member (13-16) 

University of Louisville, (502) 852-0687 

David Spi~ht, Board Member (13-16) 

University of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-8400 

Karen Sullivan-Vance, Board Member (11-14) 

Western Oregon University, (503) 838-8389 

Nathan Vicker~, Board Member (12-14) 

University of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-7283 

Sandra Waters, Board Member (13-16) 

Old Dominion University, (757) 683-6485 

Charlie Nutt, Executive Director (non-voting) 

Kansas State University, (785) 532-5717 

National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (NACWAA) (Donna) 
PRESIDENT 

Chris Plonsky, Women’s Athletic Director, 

University of Texas (DI-FBS) 

PRESIDENT-ELECT 

Joan McDermott, Director of Athletics, 

Metropolitan State College of Denver (DII) 

PAST PRESIDENT 

Robin Harris, Executive Director, The Ivy League 

(DI-FCS) 

MEMBERS 

SECRETARY 

Lori IVlazza, Director of Athletics and 

Recreational Sports, University of Pittsburgh, 

Bradford (Dill) 

TREASURER 

Erin McDermott, Director of Athletics, University 

of Chicago (Dill) 

Anucha Browne, Vice President of Women’s 

Basketball Championships, NCAA (ORG) 

Grace Calhoun, Assistant Vice President and 

Director of Athletics, Loyola University Chicago 

(DI) 

Jacqie Carpenter, Commissioner, Central 

Intercollegiate Athletic Association (DII) 

Kim Chandler, Director of Athletics, PE, and 

Recreation, Macalester College (Dill) 

Vicky Chun, Athletic Director, Colgate University 

(DI-FCS) 

Sandy Hatfield Clubb, Director of Athletics, 

Drake University (DI-FCS) 

Joni Comstock, Senior Vice President of 

Championships/SWA, NCAA (Ex-Officio) (ORG) 

Missy Conboy, Senior Deputy Athletics Director, 

University of Notre Dame (DI-FBS) 

Amy Huchthausen, Commissioner, America East 

Conference (DI) 

Janet Judge, President, Sports Law Associates 

LLC 

Julie Ruppert, Commissioner, Northeast-lO 

Conference (DII) 

Cathie Schweitzer, Di recto r of At h letics, 

Springfield College (Dill) 

Donna will talk to NACWAA Exec. Director 

¯ National Association of Collegiate 

Directors of Athletics (NACDA) 



President 

Mike Alden, 573-882-2055 

Director of Athletics 

University of Missouri 

1st Vice President 

Jim Phillips, 847-491-8880 

Director of Athletics 

Northwestern University 

2nd Vice President 

Tim Sel~o, 616-331-8800 

Director of Athletics 

Grand Valley State University 

3rd Vice President 

Chris Plonsky, 5:12-47:1-4787 

Women’s Director of Athletics 

University of Texas 

Secretary 

Don Tencher, 40:1-456-8007 

Director of Athletics 

Rhode Island College 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 5:30 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Barrett following up 

alt_body.html 

Mary, 

On my way to W VA to chase chemical spill in Charleston. I will try to call later. Tell me best number to reach you and times you’re 
free after lunch. 

I’m very glad you’re on board with my plan. Thanks for your faith. 

Would Jan 27-29 work for a visit to Chapel Hill and environs? We could get a lot of the basic work done in a couple of meetings over 
a couple of days. I’d also seek to meet other relevant folks, of course. Let me know. 

Paul 
(cell) 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
At: 1/11/2014 16:16 

Paul, Trying to catch up. Sorry to miss you yesterday. Monday morning is good. I like your idea, it sounds great. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh<~:/iw, ww. m~c.ed~/~ illin~> 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 5:59 PM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<maiFto:pbarrel~ 17               > wrote: 

Mary - 

Sorry I missed you by phone today. Left a message at your office. Did speak to Jay and briefed him on my plan for this article, and I’ll 
do the same with you at your earliest convenience. (This weekend, if you want me to call you at home; Monday if you want me out of 
your hair for a couple of days.) 

The short version is that I’ve pitched a two-part project for the print magazine, timed for the run-up to March Madness: 1.) Narrative 
profile of Mary Willingham combined with 2.) Capsule stories of Mary Willinghams at other Division 1 powerhouses. The latter 
would be presented as an "info graphic": a 2-page spread, maybe structured as the NCAA bracket for the basketball tourney, with 
short accotmts of the experiences of other people who serve your function at other schools. The info graphic could work very well 
online, where we could provide more info/data than is feasible in the dead-tree magazine. My boss, Josh Tyrangiel, the editor of both 
Bloomberg Businessweek magazine and businessweek.com<~:ii~sinessweek.com>, is VERY excited about this idea. 

I need your cooperation (obviously) and your agreement not to be the subject of an in-depth profile in any other publication or on 
television before we get this feature out in March. My request for exclusivity would NOT preclude your continuing cooperation with 
local media in NC or your eventually doing a sit-down interview with HBO or ESPN after my piece runs. Apologies for presuming to 

set ground rules. I’m not really doing that, because in the end, it’s your call entirely. I just want to make my interests clear. I’m kind of 

a blunt guy, as you may have gathered by now. It saves time. 

Look forward to talking soon. 



Paul 
Paul M. Barrett 
Assistant Managing Editor and Senior Feature Writer 
Bloomberg Businessweek 
731 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
212.617.1573 (o) 

(m) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: m~ iN nc.edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mailto:pbarrettlT(~bloomberg ne~> 
At: Jan 10 2014 12:32:33 
I really prefer print media. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

OK. We’ll discuss. I’m not surprised that you’re being courted. My print project would not preclude in any way a cable TV profile. 
However, if you turned up on HBO or ESPN next week, my bosses would call me off. We have weird folkways in the media. 

Fyi, my thought is to time our big article for late Feb/early March, pegged to March Madness. That’s the way to get it on the cover of 
the mag for the biggest impact. 

Good that you’re going to lie low for a little while. We will discuss all. Looking forward to meeting you in person. Will call later. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mai~o: mwiN nc ed~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)< 
At: Jan 10 2014 12:16:06 
Thanks Paul. I’m avoiding the media right now so no worries there. ESPN outside the lines and HBO Sports have been circling the 
wagons with me for some time .... 
Mary 
From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Mary 

One other quick thought before I run out to interviews on other projects: 

I have in mind to do a feature for the print magazine that focuses on your story. It would broaden to talk about other people like you 
on other campuses, but the core narrative would be your tale. I need to ask you NOT to commit to doing a similar project with anyone 
else until I get mine done. Happy to discuss this, and I will call later. We can also discuss how this could intertwine productively with 
your book project (ie it could be the key to getting you going with the right agent and publisher). 

Paul 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: mwillingham,~unc, edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)< > 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:23:09 
h~tps :iiaudioboo.f~r~oosi 1841 ~6~°b~q~est°~brmer°a11°america°academic°a1~°america°eric°mon~r~ss°s°c~mmeNs-from°~tgame° 

Williams was in the N&O 
~:i/w~.w.newsorecord.cor~u~blo~orts__exFa/article..,_6(~e619c6oTgego 11 e%b2cbo0019bb30 [~31 a.html 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:21 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 



When/where did Williams and Montross make those comments? 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mai~to: mwilli~a2~ham(~unc, edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)< 
At: Jan9 2014 17:18:10 
He called me a liar as did Eric Montross because" all UNC basketball players are fine young men of excellent character", he would 
even let his gmndkids play with them. He did not, however, say that they could read - and I mean his basketball players since the 
grandkids are probably fine readers. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Sorry, tell me about Coach Williams’ outburst. I’m juggling a lot of stuff in addition to this ... 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mai~o: mwiN~        nc.ed~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<~k~....Q.;,.pbarret~t 17 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:00:19 
No worries. I just heard from a football player who was here from 2007-2009. He said that I did and am doing the right thing by 
speaking out. He thanked me and that is all that matters. The rest, including our own beloved Coach Williams’s outburst, is all just 
noise. Thanks, Mary 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mai~to:°pbarcetllT,:~bloomberg.r~et] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Got it thanks. I will make fiddles. Hope to have the piece posted tomorrow morning. Hang in there. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto: mwiN        mc.edu> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<mailto:pbarrett17@b~oo~F~erg,ne~> 
At: Jan 9 2014 16:42:48 
OK hope this is helpful. Thanks. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:22 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FACT CHECK 

Hi, there. Please confirm accuracy. This is a standard exercise. I’m not offering you the opportunity to edit or approve. I merely seek to 
ensure accuracy. Please answer the question(s) and/or provide comments in ALL CAPS. Many thanks. 

1. You’re how old? (Sow, if that’s sensitive. Hope it’s not.)52 

2. You have a masters in education IN LIBERAL STUDIES from UNC-Greensboro? 
I have a lateral entry teaching credential in NC Learning Disabled K-12 and am a trained reading specialist 

3. In the fallout this week, UNC’s leadership is implying--falsely--that you defamed undergraduate sports team members in general. In 
fact, as you explained to me by phone, you are always careful to break down UNC’s roughly 800-person varsity student-athlete 
population as follows: "Four hundred of them at any given time are on the ACC [Atlantic Coast Conference] Honor Roll or the UNC 
dean’s list. They’re doing great. Most of them are in the non-revenue sports. Another 200 are doing OK. And about 150 to 200 are 
underperforming, some of them badly underperforming. Most of the last group are playing football or men’s or women’s basketball. 
We’re not serving the best interests of a lot of that last group." 
4. As a graduate student (at UNC-Greensboro), you researched the reading levels of a sample of more than 180 UNC-Chapel Hill 
VARSITY ATHLETES - 85% were football and basketball players from 2004 to 2012: About 60 percent read at between a fourth- 
grade and an eighth-grade level. Nearly 10 percent read below a third-grade level. In sum, 70 percent were in no position to succeed 
academically at a college level. 

5. "University officials," the Moon statement said, "have not seen that data. University officials have asked for that data, but those 
requests have not been met." 

Willingham: "That’s just disingenuous. They have the data. I got the data from the Athletic Department." UNC had done the screening 
to determine the athletes’ reading, WRITING and MATH levels....When central administxation officials mysteriously demanded that 



you turn over your raw data, you declined to do so because you had made a standard confidentiality pledge to UNC research-ethics 
monitors not to share the student-related stats with anyone. Central administrative reps "were asking me to violate the confidentiality 
roles, and then they came down on me for following those rules....And all this time, the Athletic Department has the raw data." 

6. You have reason to distrust your superiors. After a performance review this spring, you were demoted from your position as 
Assistant Director of The Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling counseling athletes*, transferred to an undesirable 
basement office, and consigned to the paperwork-intensive role of advising students on whether they’re on track to graduate. You have 
filed a formal grievance, which is pending. 

Please get back soonest....thanks. -Paul 

I was not counseling athletes in this position, although I worked with some from time to time. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mail~o: mwilli~ nc.edt~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<~k(~....Q.;,.~barrett 17 
At: Jan 9 2014 10:11:19 
Ok. Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh<~ : iiw ww. unc. ed w/,~w illmg_h_> 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 9:52 AM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<mai~to:pbarre~t 17@Noomberg.~aet>> wrote: 
Sure. I’ll juggle and call you this morning, probably around 1 lam. Hope you had a good run. Way too cold up here for any outdoor 
activity! 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mwillingham@unc.edu<mailm :%20m~.illi~@~am@~nc.ed~> 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)<maillo:pbarre~fiT~a2)bloomberg.net> 
At: Jan 9 2014 08:41:36 
Paul, I’m out to run for an hour. The afternoon is booked with students- any time between 10&12? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh<~:i7~,ww.t~c.edt~/%w 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:20 AM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<mailto                    ncl>> wrote: 

Mary- I just caught up with the WRAL report and the UNC response. I’m eager to write about this micro-episode as representative 
of the larger problem. Let me know your availability. - Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu<mailto: email.m~c.edu>> 
At: 1/9/2014 7:30 

Hi Paul: I’d like to introduce you to my good friend and co-author Mary 
Willingham, who’s been a fearless truth-teller in Chapel Hill. She’s 
getting some ferocious blowback from that CNN piece, which surprises 
neither of us. You should talk with her at some point. -Jay 



Paul, Trying to catch up. Sorry to miss you yesterday. Monday morning is good. I like your idea, it sounds great. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w’,~<w uric. edu/-~willing[~ 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 5:59 PM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarretdT@b!oombergmet> wrote: 

Mary - 

Sorry I missed you by phone today. Left a message at your office. Did speak to Jay and 
briefed him on my plan for this article, and I’ll do the same with you at your earliest 
convenience. (This weekend, if you want me to call you at home; Monday if you want me out of 
your hair for a couple of days.) 

The short version is that I’ve pitched a two-part project for the print magazine, timed for 
the run-up to March Madness: i.) Narrative profile of Mary Willingham combined with 2.) 
Capsule stories of Mary Willinghams at other Division 1 powerhouses. The latter would be 
presented as an "info graphic": a 2-page spread, maybe structured as the NCAA bracket for the 
basketball tourney, with short accounts of the experiences of other people who serve your 
function at other schools. The info graphic could work very well online, where we could 
provide more info/data than is feasible in the dead-tree magazine. My boss, Josh Tyrangiel, 
the editor of both Bloomberg Businessweek magazine and businessweekocom, is VERY excited 
about this idea. 

I need your cooperation (obviously) and your agreement not to be the subject of an in-depth 
profile in any other publication or on television before we get this feature out in March. My 
request for exclusivity would NOT preclude your continuing cooperation with local media in NC 
or your eventually doing a sit-down interview with HBO or ESPN after my piece runs. Apologies 
for presuming to set ground rules. I’m not really doing that, because in the end, it’s your 
call entirely. I just want to make my interests clear. I’m kind of a blunt guy, as you may 
have gathered by now. It saves time. 

Look forward to talking soon. 

Paul 
Paul M. Barrett 
Assistant Managing Editor and Senior Feature Writer 
Bloomberg Businessweek 
731 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
212.617.1573 (o) 

(m) 

Original Message 
From: ~J, rillinqham@Uncoedu 
To: Paul Barrett (BLOOg?[BERG/ NEWSROO)P[:) 
At: Jan i0 2014 12:32:33 

really prefer print media. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [ ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:20 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

OK. We’ll discuss. I’m not surprised that you’re being courted. My print project 
would not preclude in any way a cable TV profile. However, if you turned up on HBO 
or ESPN next week, my bosses would call me off. We have weird folkways in the 
media. 

Fyi, my thought is to time our big article for late Feb/early March, pegged to March 



Madness. That’s the way to get it on the cover of the mag for the biggest impact. 

Good that you’re going to lie low for a little while. We will discuss all. Looking 
forward to meeting you in person. Will call later. 

Original Message 

From: ~t,¢illinqb~am@Uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett (BLOO%’IBBRG/ NEWSROOM:) 

At: Jan 1@ 2@14 12:16:@6 

Thanks Paul. I’m avoiding the media right now so no worries there. ESPN outside the lines and H80 Sports have been 

circling the wagons with me for some time 

Mary 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:13 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Mary 

One other quick thought before I run out to interviews on other projects: 

I have in mind to do a feature for the print magazine that focuses on your 
story. It would broaden to talk about other people like you on other 
campuses, but the core narrative would be your tale. I need to ask you NOT 
to commit to doing a similar project with anyone else until I get mine done. 
Happy to discuss this, and I will call later. We can also discuss how this 
could intertwine productively with your book project (ie it could be the key 
to getting you going with the right agent and publisher). 

Paul 

Original Message ..... 

From: i~,~illinqham@uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROO%4:) 

At: Jan 9 2@14 17:23:@9 

~s ://audi~b~‘fm/b~s/1841867.by-r equest4~rmeFa~Famerica-academic~a~Famerica~eric- 
montross-s-comments-from-post&arne-last- 

Williams was in the N&O 

htt P:iiwwwm ews-reco rd.co miblogs/s po rts_ext raia rtide 66e619c6-78e8d le3-b2cb-O019 bb3Of31a.html 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) [mailto:pbarrett!7@b!oomberg.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:21 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

When/where did Williams and Montross make those comments? 

..... Original Message 
From: K~,¢illin@~r~am@Uncoedu 



To: Paul Barrett /BLOOMBBRG/ NBWSROOH:} 

At: Jan 9 2@14 17:18:1@ 

He called me a liar as did Eric Montross because" all UNC basketball players are fine young men 

of excellent character", he would even let his grandkids play with them. He did not, however, 

say that they could read - and I mean his basketball players since the grandkids are probably 

fine readers. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Sorry, tell me about Coach Williams’ outburst. I’m juggling 
a lot of stuff in addition to this ... 

Original Message ..... 
From: ~m~¢illinqham@Uncoedu 
To: Paul Barrett [BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:~ 
At: Jan 9 2014 17:00:19 

No worries. I just heard from a football player who was here from 2007-2009. He 

said that I did and am doing the right thing by speaking out. He thanked me and 

that is all that matters~ The rest, including our own beloved Coach Williams’s 

outburst, is all just noise. Thanks, MaD’ 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) 
[mailto:pba rrett 17@bloomberq met] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: FACT CHECK 

Got it thanks. I will make fiddles. Hope to have 
the piece posted tomorrow morning. Hang in there. 

Original Message 

From: ~¢illinqham@uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:) 

At: Jan 9 2@14 16:42:48 

OK hope this is helpful Thanks. 

From: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) 

[               ] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:22 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FACT CHECK 

Hi, there. Please confirm accuracy. This is 
a standard exercise. I’m not offering you 
the opportunity to edit or approve. I 
merely seek to ensure accuracy. Please 
answer the question(s) and/or provide 
comments in ALL CAPS. Many thanks. 



i. You’re how old? (Sorry, if that’s 
sensitive. Hope it’s not.)52 

2. You have a masters in education IN 
LIBEP~L STUDIES from UNC-Greensboro? 

have a latera~ entry teaching credentia~ in NC Learning Disabled 

12 and am a trained reading specialist 

3. In the fallout this week, UNC’s 
leadership is implying--falsely--that you 
defamed undergraduate sports team members 
in general. In fact, as you explained to me 
by phone, you are always careful to break 
down UNC’s roughly 800-person varsity 
student-athlete population as follows: 
"Four hundred of them at any given time are 
on the ACC [Atlantic Coast Conference] 
Honor Roll or the UNC dean’s list. They’re 
doing great. Most of them are in the non- 
revenue sports. Another 200 are doing OK. 
And about 150 to 200 are underperforming, 
some of them badly underperforming. Most of 
the last group are playing football or 
men’s or women’s basketball. We’re not 
serving the best interests of a lot of that 
last group." 

4. As a graduate student (at UNC- 
Greensboro), you researched the reading 
levels of a sample of more than 180 UNC- 
Chapel Hill VARSITY ATHLETES - 85% were 
football and basketball players from 2004 
to 2012: About 60 percent read at between a 
fourth-grade and an eighth-grade level. 
Nearly i0 percent read below a third-grade 
level. In sum, 70 percent were in no 
position to succeed academically at a 
college level. 

5. "University officials," the Moon 
statement said, "have not seen that data. 
University officials have asked for that 
data, but those requests have not been 
met." 

Willingham: "That’s just disingenuous. They 
have the data. I got the data from the 
Athletic Department." UNC had done the 
screening to determine the athletes’ 
reading, WRITING and I~TH levels .... When 
central administration officials 
mysteriously demanded that you turn over 
your raw data, you declined to do so 
because you had made a standard 
confidentiality pledge to UNC research- 
ethics monitors not to share the student- 
related stats with anyone. Central 
administrative reps "were asking me to 
violate the confidentiality rules, and then 
they came down on me for following those 



rules .... And all this time, the Athletic 
Department has the raw data." 

6. You have reason to distrust your 
superiors. After a performance review this 
spring, you were demoted from your position 
as Assistant Director of The Center for 
Student Success and Academic Counseling 
counseling athletes*, transferred to an 
undesirable basement office, and consigned 
to the paperwork-intensive role of advising 
students on whether they’re on track to 
graduate. You have filed a formal 
grievance, which is pending. 

Please get back soonest .... thanks. - Paul 

I was not counseling athletes in this position, although 

worked with some from time to time. 

Original Message ..... 

From: ~,~illingham@UnCo edu 

To: Paul Barrett (BLOO{{BERG/ NEWSROOM:) 

At: Jan 9 2@14 1@:11:19 

Ok. Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

,#ww. u n c~ ed u/-willi ngh 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 9:52 AM, "Paul Barrett 
(BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" 
<pbarrett 17@bloom ber#, net> wrote: 

Sure. I’ll juggle and call 
you this morning, probably 
around llam. Hope you had 
a good run. Way too cold 
up here for any outdoor 
activity! 

..... Original Message --- 

From: ~,~Tillingham@uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett 

IBLOOMBERG/ NEWSROO%~R~ 

At: Jan 9 2@14 @8:41:36 

Paul, I’m out to run for 
an hour. The afternoon is 
booked with students- any 
time between 10&12? 



Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

~,~,~ o unco edu/~willin@~: 

> On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:20 
AM, "Paul Barrett 
(BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: ) " 
<pbarrett 17 @bloomSoerq o Net> 

wrote : 

> 

> Mary- I just caught up 

with the WRAL report and 

the UNC response. I’m 

eager to write about this 

micro-episode as 

representative of the 

larger problem. Let me 

know your availability. - 

Paul 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent From Bloomberg 

Mobile MSG 

> 

> .... Original Message -- 

> From: Jay Smith 

<~!ysmith@email o unco edu> 

> At: 1/9/2014 7:30 

> 

> Hi Paul: I’d like to 

introduce you to my good 

friend and co-author Mary 

> Willingham, who’s been a 

fearless truth-teller in 

Chapel Hill. She’s 

> getting some ferocious 

blowback from that CNN 

piece, which surprises 

> neither of us. You 

should talk with her at 

some point. -Jay 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:57 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: firestorm 

Ok great. Thanks Mary! 

On Sun, Jan 12, 2014 at 2:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillmgham@unc.edu> wrote: 
I wi keep you posted. I have some copies- no worries. Happy New Year! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~v. ur~c~ ed~/~wi~lin~h 

On Jan 12, 2014, at 2:22 PM, "~ ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Hi Mary! 

Happy New Year! That’s exciting news. Does that mean you’re coming up to New York this 
week? I’d welcome any kind of plug and would be happy to get you copies of the film. 

Thanks for the heads up, 

On Sunday, January 12, 2014, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Hi 

How are you? I’ve been invited (tentatively) to go on The Colbert Show this week. Would it be 
alright if I bring him a copy of "Schooled" and maybe get him to say that I have a role in it? I 
wouldn’t want to say anything that might get me or anyone else into trouble (that’s a j oke). All 
my best, Mary 

M~ C. w~ 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc, edu 

9~ 

~:/iwww,~;nc, ed~!~willin~ 





Message to Organizations or Individual We Are Contacting to Help Us 

The CAP Act Implementation Committee has determined that the best strategy for seeking 

Congressional bipartisan sponsorship of the Act lies with members of either the SENATE 

Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee or the SENATE Judiciary Committee. Our 

inquiries regarding the openness of the leadership or membership of comparable committees 

in the House has not been encouraging. Thus, we are seeking connections with any of the 

individuals listed below. We need help to obtain a meeting for the purpose of discussing the 

CAP Act and assessing the willingness of the congressperson to sponsor, co-sponsor or support 

the Act. All names in red represent persons we currently have one or more connections 

with). 

We are also committed to speaking with the House sponsors and co-sponsors of two 

collegiate athletics reform bills which have already been offered to determine their interest in 

expanding their bills to cover the critical areas identified by the CAP Act. Those bills and 

House members are also listed below. 

SENATE - Health, Education, Labor & Pensions 

Democrats by Rank 

Tom Harkin (IA) Barbara A. Mikulski 

(MD) 
Patty Murray (WA) 

Bernard Sanders (I) (VT) 
Robert P. Casey, Jr. (PA) 

Kay R. Hagan (NC) 

AI Franken (MN) 

Michael F. Bennet (CO) 

Sheldon Whitehouse (RI) 
Tammy Baldwin (Wl) 

Christopher S. Murphy (CT) 

Elizabeth Warren (MA) 

Republicans by Rank 

Lamar Alexander (TN) 

Michael B. Enzi (WY) 

Richard Burr (NC) 
Johnny Isakson (GA) 

Rand Paul (KY) 

Orrin G. Hatch (UT) (ANDY down the 

road) 

Pat Roberts (KS) 

Lisa Murkowski (AK) 

Mark Kirk (IL) 

Tim Scott (SC) 

SENATE -JUDICIARY 

Patrick J. Leahy, Chairman, D-Vermont 

Dianne Feinstein, D-California 
Chuck Grassley, Ranking Member, R- 

Iowa 

Chuck Schumer, D-New York 

Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah (ANDY down the 

road) 

Dick Durbin, D-Illinois (ANDY down the 

road) 

Jeff Sessions, R-Alabama 

Sheldon Whitehouse, D-Rhode Island 

Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina 

Amy Klobuchar, D-Minnesota 

John Cornyn, R-Texas 

AI Franken, D-Minnesota 

Michael S. Lee, R-Utah 
Christopher A. Coons, D-Delaware 

Ted Cruz, R-Texas, 

Richard Blumenthal, D-Connecticut 

Jeff Flake, R-Arizona 

Mazie Hirono, D-Hawaii 



HR 2903 - National Collegiate Athletics Accountability Act 

Rep. Dent, Charles [PA-15] - Sponsor 

Co-Sponsors: 

Rep Beatty, Joyce [OH-3] 

Rep Gerlach, Jim [PA-6] 

Rep Marino, Tom [PA-10] 

Rep Miller, George [CA-11] 

Rep Moran, James P. [VA-8] 

Rep Perry, Scott [PA-4] 

Rep Sensenbrenner, F. James, Jr. [WI-5] 
Rep Stivers, Steve [0H-15] 
Rep Thompson, Glenn [PA-5] - 

HR 3545 - College Student Athlete Protection Act 

Rep. Cardenas, Tony (CA-29]-Sponsor 

Co-Sponsors: 

Rep Cummings, Elijah E. [MD-7] 

Rep Huffman, Jared [CA-2] 

Rep McCollum, Betty [MN-4] 

Rep Rangel, Charles B. [NY-13] 

Rep Ryan, Tim [0H-13] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 1:43 PM 

Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; 
Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin (2 <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa 
L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 
Activies for 2014 Please add 

Learning Center Activities Starting Jan 2014.docx 

Last Fall we had both sets of reading classes listed, more coaching groups, please add what you know. 

Thanks 

Billie 



Learning Center Activities 
Starting January 2014 

Jan 15th Learning Center 

Jan 15th Learning Center 

Bio Cell for Professor Steinwand; Biology 101 collaborative learning group; 

l:00pm; Suite 0118 Robin Blanton Check leamingcenter.unc.edu 

Bio Cell for Professor DeSaix; Biology 101 collaborative learning group; 

l:00pm; Suite 0118 Robin Blanton Check leamingcenter.unc.edu 

Jan. 21sr Dey Hall 

Jan 22 Learning Center 

Jan 22 Learning Center 

Jan 27 Learning Center 

Jan 28 Learning Center 

Feb 27 Learning Center 

Peer Tutoring and Tutoring by appointment starts. 

Check leamingcenter.unc.edu 

Take Two Let the Learning Center give you a fresh start for the New Year. 

Start Strong Coaching Group; Wednesdays,l:00-2:00 pm, Jan 22th-Feb 26 

Theresa Maitland Check leamingcenter.unc.edu 

Speed Reading & Study Skills; Mondays and Wednesdays, 3:00 - 4:00 pm, 
Jan 27, 29, Feb 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19, 
Location TBA Sign up for a Speed Reading & Study Skills class 

Go to http ://leamingcenter.unc.edu 

Speed Reading & Study Skills; Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3:30 -4:30 pm, 
Jan. 28, 30, Feb 4, 6, 11, 13, 18, 20, Location TBA 

Feb 27, 28, March 3 and 4th; Midterm Madness Study Camp 

April 28th Learning Center Final Boot Camp Starts April 28, 29, 30, May 1, and 2; 12 - 8pm 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



TELFORD 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willinsham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 11:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: meetin8 

Abstract_wcodesJ D.doc; dataset_PD2.xlsx 

From." Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent." Monday, January 13, 2014 11:07 PM 
To." Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subject." RE: meeting 

From." Dean, Jr., James W. 
Sent." Monday, January 13, 2014 8:54 PM 
To." Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject." Re: meeting 

Mary - while I enjoyed our conversation today, this response is inadequate and disappointing. It is not at all a 
sign of good faith on your part. I want you to send me the actual spreadsheet that you used to make your 
claims. It should include names and sports, as you have said that you have this information. I am not going to 
do or have someone else do hours of work to recreate something you already have and are required to give to 
me. Also, this spreadsheet does not have any information that would have allowed you to make claims about 
grade level reading, for example, none of the SATA data that you told me about today. Read my original letter 
to you again if this is not clear. 

I have no idea why you would have done this, but I am directing you to send me the actual complete 
spreadsheet that you use immediately. 

Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

919. 962.2198 @ TarHee lProvost 
/ames dean@unc.edu 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@ur~c.edu> 

Date: Monday, January 13, 2014 4:01 PM 

To: James Dean <james dear~@ur~c.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: meeting 

Please see attached. 



Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiN nc.edu> 
Date: January 13, 2014 at 7:42:57 AM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham@unc.edu> 
Subject: meeting 



Learning Disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, Incidence 
Lynda Johnson, Ph.D. Cognitive Neuropsychology & Mary Willingham, MA UNC 

The Incidence of Learning Disabilities and ADHD in Freshman Student Athletes 

Objective: To estimate the incidence of Learning Disabilities (LD) and Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in freshmen student athletes. It has been reported that 
the prevalence of these disorders is higher in student athletes than it is in the general 
college population. There is limited information about the number of student athletes 
with documented LD or about the assessment and evaluation practices leading to their 
identification (MacDonald, 2012). A report from the National Joint Committee on 
Learning Disabilities (2007) stated that many variables affect the successful transition of 
students with LD in postsecondary education. According to the report, one major 
component to a successful transition is having appropriate documentation. 

Method: One hundred and seventeen entering student athletes in four consecutive years 
were screened in groups (6-10 per group) using a computerized cognitive battery (CNS 
Vital Signs or IMPACT), the screening subtests (Reading Vocabulary, Math Calculation 
and Writing Mechanics) of the Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults (SATA), and rating 
scales (Brown ADD Scale for Adults & Wender-Utah Rating Scale). The testing took 
approximately 90 minutes per group. 

Results: Forty-six (39%) student athletes were identified as having possible ADHD 
and/or a LD based on the results of the screening. Thirty-six (30%) were subsequently 
diagnosed as a result of a complete psycho-educational evaluation (Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale-IV and completion of the SATA), and steps were taken to provide 
appropriate treatment services. Only 22% of those diagnosed with LD and/or ADHD 
reported being previously diagnosed and none of them had appropriate documentation. 

Conclusion: A brief, group administered battery can be used to screen for ADHD and 
LD in at-risk college students. The incidence of these disorders appears to be higher in 
student athletes. Early identification and the provision of appropriate academic support 
services has been shown to positively affect GPA and graduation rates in LD students 
(Troiano, 2010). The method used in this study provides an effective and cost-efficient 
way to screen for ADHD and LD in student athletes. 

Last name 
First name 
Race 
Gender 
CNSVS Memory p 13 

(https://www.cnsvs.com/WhitePapers/WhyUseCNSVitalSi,qns.pdf) 
Processing speed 
Reaction time 
Complex attention 
cognitive flexibility 
Neurocognition Index NCI 

Brown ADHD 



Wender 
Utahhttp :llwww. venturafamilymed, or,qlDocumentslWender Utah%20Ratinq%20S 
cale.pdf 

Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults (see chart below) 
RV Reading Verbal 
MC Math Calculation 
WM Writing Mechanics 

SAT Verbal 
SAT Q (math) 

GPA 12/12 

Passed hours 

STATUS 12/12 

Year entered 

Sport 

Line 90 - switched from CNSVS to Impact (http://www. i m pacttest, co m/prod ucts/?The- 

ImPACT-Test-2.) 

VISM 
VMS 
RT 
IC 

SATA 

Read Math Writ 

SS % SS % SS % 

5 5 5 5 8 25 

5 5 6 9 7 16 

8 25 7 16 10 50 

8 25 i0 50 13 84 
9 37 5 5 8 25 
9 37 7 16 6 9 
9 37 8 25 7 16 
9 37 8 25 8 25 

i0 50 9 37 8 25 
i0 50 i0 50 ii 63 
ii 63 i0 50 9 37 
ii 63 ii 63 9 37 
ii 63 12 75 ii 63 
ii 63 14 91 12 75 
12 75 8 25 i0 50 
12 75 8 25 i0 50 



75 i0 50 i0 50 
12 75 12 75 8 25 
13 84 6 9 8 25 
14 91 12 75 ii 63 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:23 AM 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Maitland, 

Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 
<krademacher@unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Behrens, Vicki 
<pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Guevarra, Percival Villegas 
<percival.gv@unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Slivka, Data <slivka@email.unc.edu> 

thanks from Data 

image001 .j pg 

Passing along note from Dara... 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 
Writing Center Director 
Interim Learning Center Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc.edu 
learningcenter.unc.edu 

From: <Slivka>, Dara Slivka <slivka@emailour~coedu> 
Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:14 AM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabets@UncoedU> 

Subject: Can you send this for me? 

Hello All! 

Thank you for your positive input and questions about our mentoring programs (and for putting up with some 
rambling). I want to stress how much it would help us progress through your sharing information or ideas with us. You 
have your finger on the pulse and know what’s going on out there...your help would be awesome! I look forward to 
the next presentation so I know more about what you all do and what’s going on in the world outside of my offic!! 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Dara Slivka, M.Ed. 

Program Manager 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

UNC at Chapel Hill 



2117 SASB North CB# 3106 

919-962-2185 

slivka~emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               11:47 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Academic advising career 

Hi Mary, 

Obviously I have come to know your name in light of the recent news stories regarding education and athletics at Carolina. As a 
Carolina student I first wanted to tell you that I support what you are trying to accomplish. Too often sports, or anything that generates 
considerable profit for anyone, are made the top priority. My real question was wondering how you started and built your career in 
academic advising. My college career has been rough to say the least, withdrawing several times and failing multiple classes. I am on 
track to graduate in May, and in thinking about what types of jobs 1 want to apply for I can’t get the notion of academic advising out of 
my head. I would love the opportunity to help students feel passionate about their education and college experience. I’m currently 
located in Charlotte but would absolutely move back to Chapel Hill after I graduate if there are any possibilities for job openings or 

internships. Thanks for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                1:33 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Educ 

Ms. Willingham, 

Thank you so much! I will see you tonight! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 12:22 pm, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> ~s :i/~earain~ce~erxmc.ed~dfindoaomtoribecomeoaomto~/~eert~toroa~icatio~i 
> 

, Fill out the application and join us for tutor training tonight at 6pm Dey Hall 206 or 208 or tomorrow night, same time and 
location. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From 
> Sent: Monday, 
> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Subject: Educ 
> 

> Pr. Willingham, 
> 

> My name is 
~ast 

11:34 PM 

and I am a student at UNC. I am really interested in taking Peer Tutoring. I have tutored students in the 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

would love to be enrolled, if this is still a possibility. Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1:58 PM 

Peggy Bush < @aol.com> 

Update 

Peggy, Colbert just cut me- obviously he didn’t know that I bought a new skirt and make up for him. Ha. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 5:10 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: [NatBlackEd:6915] African American Studies imperiled by Fraud at U of N .... 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

I have attached a copy of the e-letter I wrote January 2, 2014 lamenting the state of the African 

American Studies Program at the University of North Carolina. Though I did not elaborate on the 

fraudulent courses and non-courses for which athletes receive passing grades at many 

universities, I commend you for your courageous exposure of the too frequent automatic "pass" 

of athletes who are illiterate at UNC. 

Sincerely, 

Donald H. Smith, Ph.D. 

Associate Provost and Chair of the Department of Education (emeritus), Bernard M. Baruch 

College, the City University of New York 

Past President, the National Alliance of Black School Educators 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 2:25 PM, "      i@aol.com" <       ,@aol.com> wrote: 

The recent New York Times disclosure of fraud and theft in the African and Afro-American Studies Program at the 
University of North Carolina (article below) is a major blow to the discipline which is already under fierce attack 
from many academic and social efforts to end the discipline. 
Not only UNC but, no doubt, many universities support bogus academic programs and classes which athletes are 
~rocessed through to bring glory and dollars to Alma Mater. 
Former Iongtime director of the African Afro-American program at UNC, Dr. Julius Nyang’oro, native of Tanzania, 
~s accused of perpetrating "the biggest case of academic fraud in North Carolina history". 
The charges are particularly troubling to me, not only because of the heinous nature of this academic crime, but 
also because the first director of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC was my close friend, Dr. Sonja 
Haynes Stone. 
Sonja was a former member of my extraordinary staff at the Center for Inner City Studies, Chicago. Her brother 
Wendell Jr. is a close friend as were her late parents Wendell and Doris Haynes. 
Sonja played a key role in facilitating my being able to secure interviews with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as I wrote 
my doctoral dissertation "Martin Luther King, Jr.: "Rhetorician of Revolt". During the years I taught summers at 
Atlanta University I would drive from New York City, stopping mid-way at Sonja’s Durham home where we would 
dialog late into the night over critical issues of African American life. Whenever either of us traveled overseas we 
always sent communications back. 
When Dr. Stone founded the African and Afro-American Studies Program at UNC, the resistance of the university 
administration was furious and vicious. Though she had been voted the most popular professor on campus by 
students, Black and white, she was denied tenure and was about to be banished from the university. The Black 
students organized and during their spring vacations spread out and collected signatures throughout the State of 
North Carolina. Black churches and their ministers came to Sonja’s support. Even Black athletes, in spite of 
~ossible repercussions, engaged in the rare act of social action to support a beloved professor and mentor. 
Dr. Sonja Haynes Stone received her well deserved tenure and the Center for Black Studies was later created 
and named for her. I was present at the groundbreaking of the Center and contributed to the building fund. 
Michael Jordan, great NBEA star, alumnus of UNC, whose mother was on the Center committee, refused to 
contribute to an endeavor which he mistakenly thought was to be "Black only". 
The major finances which built the Center were, for reasons still unkown, left in the trust of a non-UNC alum, the 
~resident of H&R Block. 
Dr. Sonja Haynes Stone, brilliant, beautiful, deeply African-centered died at an early age, on the eve of the 
betrothal of her daughter Precious. 
Apparently the stress and resistance of creating the Afro and African American Studies Program and the struggle 
to be tenured at UNC took Sonja from us. 
Now an academic thug has severely diminished what Sonja gave her life to create. 
I will never forget our beloved finger popping Sonja. 
Donald H. Smith, Ph.D. 



A’s for Athletes, but Charges of Fraud at 
North Carolina 

Some classes never met and some grades were illicitly changed in a 
University of North Carolina department that attracted numerous athletes, 
and a respected professor now faees a criminal charge. 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 
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For more options, visit . 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "National Black Education Agenda" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to NatBlackEd+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
To post to this group, send email to NatBlackEd@googlegroups.com. 
Visit this group at iNatBlackEd. 
For more options, visit . 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "National Black Education Agenda" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to NatBlackEd+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
To post to this group, send email to NatBlackEd@googlegroups.com. 
Visit this group at /NatBlackEd. 
For more options, visit le.com/ . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 5:21 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Bummer! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: Peggy Bush <         @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 14, 2014 1:57 pm 
Subject: Update 

Peggy, Colbert just cut me- obviously he didn’t know that I bought a new skirt 
and make up for him. Ha. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

m~,Twouncoedu/~willing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:46 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 
<eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu>; Gates- 
Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J 
<gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; 
Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; Jeffay, Kevin <j effay@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Corey S <corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; 
Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; 
Malizia, Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W 
<nmulligan@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R <nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Parke, William 
R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew <jmr08@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Schrieber, 
Christopher William <cschrieb@email.unc.edu>; Shen, Haipeng 
<haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Song, Conghe 
<csong@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G <KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Teuton, Christopher Barrett 
<teuton@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson 
<j an~vopp@unc.edu> 

Items of note 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 5:52 PM 

To: Flowers, Valencia 13 
Subject: Items of note 

Dear Summer School administrators, 

Although you are still in the early days of the spring semester, I wanted to remind you of a few points related to being 

the administrator for your unit for Summer School. 

*The deadline is approaching for your faculty members to apply for a 13raduate Research Consultant for a course. See 

information at the end of this email. 

*Please be in touch with faculty to ensure that they are still planning to teach in summer. We are already having some 
cancelations because of conflicts (or December retirements that preclude teaching in summer 2014). Any faculty 

member who will miss more than one class day needs to notify you and make arrangements to have class days covered. 

In such cases, salary adjustments might be needed to pay instructors who are picking up those class days. Such 



accommodation would need to be reflected in nomination forms due beginning Feb. 1. More information is included in 

the Policies and Procedures Manual. 

*Any changes for courses in Connect Carolina now must go through our office. Please use the scheduling log form to 

submit changes, such as cancelations, through Erin Moseley. Please email me with any questions you might have 

regarding adding sections, changing an instructor, etc. 

We are entering the busiest phase of Summer School, but we are always available for your questions and any 

clarifications needed. 

Best regards, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

ivopp@email.unc.edu 

The Graduate Research Consultant Program: 

Are you thinking of teaching a Maymester or Summer School course? Are you interested in embedding a research 

component in your course? 

Join colleagues who have taken advantage of the Graduate Research Consultant Program to design and teach research- 

exposure courses. The GRC Program was developed to increase research opportunities for undergraduates in courses 

across the curriculum, and provides instructors with graduate students (the GRCs) whose assistance makes it possible to 

turn course assignments into robust research projects. The primary role of the GRCs is to assist the undergraduates as 

they plan, carry out and disseminate the results of their projects; GRCs do not evaluate student work. GRCs help 

students frame questions appropriate for the discipline, design and conduct original investigations, and report their 

findings to the class and sometimes also the broader community in oral or written form. The graduate students are paid 

$750 for 30 hours of work during the semester. Faculty members select their own GRCs. 

Summer School will be providing a limited amount of funding for GRC-supported, research-exposure courses during 

2014 Maymester and Summer Session I and I1. For more information about the program, visit GRC Program Frequently 

Asked Questions or contact the Associate Director in the Office for Undergraduate Research, Dr. Donna Bickford. And, 

you can read more about faculty and GRC experiences in research-exposure courses on the GRC Biog. 

The deadline to apply for a GRC for a Maymester or Summer Session course is January 27, 2014. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                10:22 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Reference 

Hi Mary! 

I know it has been a while, but would you be willing to be a reference for me to put on my 
application? It asks for your phone number, too. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Reference 

Yes, for sure. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
ww~,~.u~c. edui~-’willing_h_ 

On , at 10:21 AM, "."" 21ive.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary! 

I know it has been a while, but would you be willin8 to be a reference for me to put on my 

application? It asks for your phone number, too. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                11:31 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Reference 

Thanks so much! They may not contact you, but it asked for a telephone number anyways. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Reference 

Yes, for sure. 919-843-8698 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On , at 10:21 AM, " " < _@liveouncoedu> wrote: 

Hi Mary! 

I know it has been a while, but would you be willing to be a reference for me to put on my 

application? It asks for your phone number, too. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teresa Farnum & Associates <info@teresafarnum.com> 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:48 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
A Second Chance to Attend Premier Retention Planning Workshop 

FIVE STEPS FOR ORGANIZING & EXECUTING A 

SUCCESSFUL STUDENT RETENTION PLAN 

Join us, Ms. Willingham! 

A few months ago we opened workshop registration for Five S1~o~ QN~nf;~ng & Executing 

a S~ccessfM St~denl: Retention Plan. This 1.5 day workshop, detailing the fundamentals of 

retention planning and capped at 50 attendees, filled almost immediately. To accommodate 

those on our February waitlist and extend this opportunity to a larger segment of the academic 

commtmity, we are pleased to announce that we are replicating this workshop event. 

Where: 

Hampton Inn & Suites New Orleans Convention Center 

1201 Convention Center Boulevard 

New Orleans, LA 70130 

When: 

Friday and Saturday 

March 28-29, 2014 

Pricing; 
$395, including lunch on Friday, snack breaks, and printed materials to take back to campus. 

Breakfast is included in the negotiated hotel rate. 

Group Discoun{: 
Every fifth registration is complimentary. 

Only 50 Seats Are Available. 



Workshop Description: 

In this workshop, attendees will participate in a []mock[] retention planning retreat at 

Midcentral College--a fictional college that embodies many of the characteristics and 

considerations that institutions typically encounter in the planning process. During this 

workshop, attendees explore how to: 

¯ Develop a data-driven, commtmity-based retention plan; 

¯ Embed effective strategies in college policy and practice that will improve retention and 

graduation rates; 

Use a system of prioritization that ensures that resources [] time and dollars [] are focused 

in ways that favor []bang for the buck [] strategies; 

Create organizational structures for goal implementation that support cultural shifts 

toward student-centeredness; and 

Lead productive follow-up activities that help translate ideas into action on home 

........................ ~p...u...s.~.s..: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
Please note that enrollment in this event will be limited to 80 attendees. 

Hope to see you in New Orleans! 

Teresa Farnum &  sociates 

196 2nd NH Turnpike I New Boston, NH 03070 

Phone: 303.953.8763 I Fax: 866.361.5467 

info@teresafarn~m.com I w~vw~teresafarnum.com 

Please click here if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding the Retention Planning workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails alerting 

people to these opportunities. Click here to remove your name from both the Retention Planning workshop mailing and all other notifications. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Springer Publishing <marketing=springerpub.com@cmail2.com> 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:00 PM 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Plan for Fall 2014 Courses Now 

View Email in Browser I Forward to a Fr end/Colleague 

Share This Nessage on the Following Social Networks: 

Shop Now! 1 Week Only 

25% Off & 
Free Shipping 

Use promo code COUNSEL:~4 

Get a jump on selecting books for next 
semester’s counseling courses! 

Buy now and save 25% + Free Shipping! 



25% Off & Free Shipping! Use Promo Code COUNSEL14 

SpringBoard ~’qonthly Health News Roundup; 

1/8/2014 

Location, Location, Location--You Are Where You 
Live: 

The Book Reviews Are Zn_: 1/3/2014 

New Year, New You: 1iZi20Z4 

Browse Other Springer Publishing Company Titles By Subject: 
Nursing I Psychology I Gerontology I Counseling I Social Work I Rehabilitation I Public Health 

Promotions expire at the end of the seventh day following the mail dote of this email and do not apply to orders 
outside of Noah America. Free shipping promotions are shipped via USPS. Offer is valid via www.spdngerpub corn 
and is not valid on bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. For international 
orders, please email marketing@springerpub.com to receive a special discount. Please contact Annette Imperati at 
aimperati@springerpub.com for our volume discounting and terms. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please safely unsubscribe by clicking here, 

Ordering and Textbook Support: 877-687--7476 I 212--431-4370 J www,springerpub corn 

Springer Publishing Company I ~1 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor I New York, NY 10036 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elliot M. Cramer ~bellsouth.net> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:18 AM 

mssfa@ucmaJl.uc.edu 

Dean, Jr., James W. <Jaanes Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

your letter regarding CNN axticle 

corr tablejpg; The Influence of Selected.docx; russ letter.txt 

I was sent a copy of your email where you say " And this raises a question aboutwhy Mary Willingham should be so concerned about 
reading ability measured by SAT or ACT. More importantly, it indicates that well-designed holistic admissions processes can be very useful in 
making decisions about special admits." 

The paper you cite (attached) deals primarily with The Academic Progress Rate (APR) rather than GPA. It does give a correlation table (attached) 
which shows that the correlation between high school GPA and standardized tests (SAT or ACT) is .53, justifying Willingham’s use of the SAT. 
GPA is correlated only .28 with APR. APR is a much poorer measure of academic ability than the SAT. 

I might add that critics of the SAT have claimed that it is "culturally biased". This is nonsense; the SAT actually overpredicts the performance of 
African-Americans. and is very useful in eliminating those who are unlikely to be successful in college. 

I am not in a position to evaluate Willingham’s research (though I have offered to do it) but I will be very interested in the University’s independent 
evaluation. I do not believe that your criticism is justified. I believe that the SAT and high school GPA are the two most important variables for 
admission decisions 

Elliot 

Elliot H. Cramer 

Professor Emeritus 

Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 

Websites 

htt~:/!~w.our~aws.info/cramer 

http://www.friendsofocas.orq 

http://www.ourpaws.info 

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Towey, Megaaa <ToweyM@cbsnews.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:51 PM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

CBS National News Inquiry 

Dear Mary, 
I am a producer for CBS national news. I am writing because we are interested in doing a story on the UNC no-show class scandal. I wanted to know if 
you would be willing to chat with me about what is happening now in the wake of Julius Nyang’oro’s indictment and the testimony of 
Have things at the university changed since? Do you know any current students who were impacted by the changes? 
Thank you so much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you at your earliest convenience. I am available today on cell and email. 
Megan Towey 
CBS This Morning 
CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley 
Producer, Miami Bureau 
(305)571-4433 OflSce 

toweym(®cbsnews.com 

8900 NW ~8#1 P~Tac~, 2~d 



January 16, 2014 

Mary Willingham 
Learning Specialist 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North Suite # 2203, Campus Box 3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

MEDICAL SCHOOL BUILDING 52 T: 919 843-8806 

CAMPUS BOX 7097 F: 919 966-7879 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-7097 URL: HTTP://OHRE.UNC.EDU/ 

RE: IRB Study: ’Screening for ADD/LD in Student Athletes" 

As you know, our office made the determination in 2008 (and reaffirmed in 2013) that the 
proj ect referenced above did not constitute research involving human subj ects, as defined by 
federal guidance. Because it was understood to not involve human subj ects, it did not require 
IRB approval. As a point of clarification, please note that this determination (i.e., that your 
project was not human subjects research) did not constitute an IRB approval, as it has been 
characterized in some recent communications. 

This determination was based on information provided in your application(s), which led us to 
conclude that (a) you were conducting a secondary analysis using data collected by others for 
non-research purposes; and (b) you and other investigators would not be able to identify 
individual student athletes, i.e., the data were de-identified. If there are codes that might allow 
linkage to identifiers, these must reside in the custody of others who are outside of the research 
team, and are not to be shared with the researchers conducting the secondary analysis. This 
permanent "firewall" that separates research data from identifiers is what allows the 
determination that such proj ects do not involve human subj ects. 

It has now come to our attention that the dataset currently in your possession contains identifiers, 
which contradicts your earlier claims. Therefore, we must rescind our prior determination, 
effective immediately. If you wish to continue with research using these data, please submit a 
full application for review by the IRB. Any continued use of these data in the absence of IRB 
approval constitutes a violation of University and federal policies for protection of human 
subjects. Because it appears that your data are identifiable, it is even more imperative that you 
continue to protect the identities of individual subjects in your dataset. Please be sure to 
communicate this to others involved in your proj ect. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA 
OHRE Compliance Coordinator 

Daniel Nelson, Director, Office of Human Research Ethics 
Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research 
Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, January 16, 5:00 PM 

FW: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16- 
ATT00001 .htm 

-on Letterhead.pdf; 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 4:17 PM 
To: Sathya Gosselin 
Subject: Fwd: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submissior 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <lovmo@unc.edu> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson@unc.edu>, "Entwisle, Barbara" <entwisle@unc.edu>, 
"Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission: 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission 
Athletes." 

"Screening for ADD/LD in Student 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 

Iovmo@unc.edu I 919-843-8806 I ohre.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, January 16, i    5:34 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: WTF 

That would be SO stupid of the!! But then again, they have been incredibly stupid. I’m not sure about that IRB 
being rescinded. Didn’t we say the data would be de-identified when it was presented, not that you or I couldn’t 
have the data with identifying information? You turned it over to Martin because they (Thorp et al.) basically 
said we had to, then to the current group who demanded that you do so. I don’t think you or I have done 
anything unethical. Who was your buddy over there? 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 5:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc. edu> wrote: 

For sure they are about to fire me too. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:19 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: WTF 

First they bully you into turning over the data, then rescind your IRB approval? 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 4:32 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

sent it to them. 

F rom I 
Sent: I nursday, January lb, ZUI~ ~:~Z I~lVl 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission # 08-0883 

Damned if you do, damned if you don’t. The administration demanded the data with 
names, right? Maybe you should consult your attorneys... 

On Jan 16, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <lovmo@unc.edu> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 4:01:01 PMEST 



To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson@unc.edu>, 
"Entwisle, Barbara" <entwisle@unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 
<owenbob@unc. edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission # 08- 
0883 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission # 08- 
0883, "Screening for ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Iovmo@unc.edu I 919-843-8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

<FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16-~ 
Letterhead.pdf> 

On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, i    5:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submissio~ 

and I worked with the overwhelming majority of them. She has never seen the data set - just FYI 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, January 16,    .5:39 PM 
To: lyn johnson 
Subject: RE: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

From the SAT/ACT scores. 

F rom I 
Sent: Thursday, January 16,    .5:47 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

I just talked to her. I told her I didn’t want to be identified, but it was ok to say I was a psychologist who did a 
lot of the testing. Where did you get the 60% reading below 8th grade level? 

On Jan 16, at 5:17 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Just confirmation that the data is accurate. 

F rom I 
Sent: Thursday, January 16~ 5:25 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Sure, what does she want to know? 

On Jan 16, . at 5:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

will you talk with sara ganim? - it can be totally off the record. Totally up to you. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 4:42 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Damned if you do, damned if you don’t. The administration demanded the data with 
names, right? Maybe you should consult your attorneys... 

On Jan 16, at 4:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <lovmo@unc.edu> 
Date: January 16,     at 4:01:01 PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel_nelson@unc.edu>, 
"Entwisle, Barbara" <entwisle@unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 
<owenbob@unc. edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission # 08- 
0883, "Screening for ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 

UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Iovmo@unc.edu I 919-843-8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

<FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16- 
Letterhead.pdf> 

-on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, January 16,     5:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

and I worked with the overwhelming majority of them. She has never seen the data set - just FYI 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 5:39 PM 
To: lyn johnson 
Subject: RE: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

From the SAT/ACT scores. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 5:47 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

I just talked to her. I told her I didn’t want to be identified, but it was ok to say I was a psychologist who did a 
lot of the testing. Where did you get the 60% reading below 8th grade level? 

On Jan 16, i at 5:17 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Just confirmation that the data is accurate. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 5:25 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Sure, what does she want to know? 

On Jan 16, at 5:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~unc.edu> wrote: 

will you talk with sara ganim? - it can be totally off the record. Totally up to you. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, -- " 4:42 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Damned if you do, damned if you don’t. The administration demanded the data with 
names, right? Maybe you should consult your attorneys... 

On Jan 16, at 4:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lovmo, Jeanne" <lovmo@unc.edu> 
Date: January 16,     at 4:01:01 PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary (2." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Nelson, Daniel K" <daniel nelson@unc.edu>, 
"Entwisle, Barbara" <entwisle@unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 
<owenbob~unc. edu> 
Subject: Letter Regarding Status of IRB Submission 

Mary Willingham, 

Please see attached letter regarding the status of IRB Submission # 08- 
0883, "Screening for ADD/LD in Student Athletes." 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Lovmo, MA I Compliance Coordinator 
UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Iovmo@unc.edu I 919-843-8806 I ohre.unc.edu 

<FINAL Letter for Mary Willingham from UNC IRB 1-16- 
Letterhead.pdf> 

-on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Thursday, January 16,    .10:36 PM 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: It’s     again. 

__j __, ( a little more of a statement) 
We will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes and students at NCAA DI institutions 
perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, many of our athletes, specifically 1 
and players are getting nothing in exchange for their special talents. 
Mary 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 

Subject: RE: It’s again. 

10:20 PM 

Yes. We have been asked to re-apply for the IRB which we will do. Mary 

From 

Sent: ihursday, January lO, 2014 10:07 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: It’s     again. 

Hi Mary. 

I’m hearing reports that your research privileges have been suspended. Is this true? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, January 16,     10:36 PM 

RE: It’s , again. 

( a little more of a statement) 
We will re-apply for IRB status. The gap in academic preparedness between profit sport athletes and students at NCAA DI institutions 
perpetuates educational inequality. Until we acknowledge the problem, and fix it, many of our athletes, specifically men’s basketball 
and football players are getting nothing in exchange for their special talents. 
Thanks, Mary 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2- - " 10:07 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: It’s     again. 

Hi Mary. 

I’m hearing reports that your research privileges have been suspended. Is this true? 

Sent from my iPhone 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:57 AM 

Willingha~n, Maa-y C. <mwillingha~n@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CBS News Inquiry 

Jesus. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:CBS News Inquiry 

Date:Fri, 17 Jan 2014 16:40:46 +0000 
From:Towey, Megan <ToweyM@.cbsnews.com> 

To:’iaysmith(~email.unc.edu’ <i aysmith(~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Dear Jay, 
I am a producer for CBS national news. I am writing because we are interested in doing a story on the UNC no-show class scandal. I understand that 
you are writing a book with Mary Willingham on the subject and wanted to know if you would be willing to chat with me. I’d love to walk to you about what 
is happening now that the research review board suspended further research into the literacy levels of university athletes last night. Will your work 
continue? Will things change? 
Thank you so much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you at your earliest convenience. I am available today on cell and email. 
Megan Towey 
CBS This Morning 
CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley 
Producer, Miami Bureau 
(305)571-4433 Of~ce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@sbcglobal.net> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:46 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fw: North Carolina suspends research work of Mary Willingham in aftermath of CNN 
report 

This came from my friend I assume you have seen the piece. 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: 8¢omcast.net> 
To: ~sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 1:01 PM 
Subject: North Carolina suspends research work of Mary Willingham in aftermath of CNN report 

SHAME on UNC. 

A little over a week ago a study completed by CNN took a look at the academic credentials of 
student-athletes entering college, focusing on their reading levels specifically. According to the 
research done by correspondent Sara Ganim, anywhere from seven to eighteen percent of 
basketball and football players at some Division I schools are reading... 
http://collegebasketballtalk.nbcsports.com/2014/01/17/north-carolina-suspends-research-work- 
of-mary-willingham-in-aftermath-of-cnn-report/related 

Sent from NewsFiash, Please note that you have not been added to any email lists, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:53 PM 

@sbcglobal.net> 

RE: North Carolina suspends research work of Mary Willingham in aftermath of CNN 
report 

Yes, I have a meeting with the IRB folks next Wed. Nothing like a little controversy to end another perfect week here. 

From: ~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 3:46 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fw: North Carolina suspends research work of Mary Willingham in aftermath of CNN report 

This came from my friend I assume you have seen the piece. 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: ~comcast.net> 
To: ~sbc.qlobal.net> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 1:01 PM 
Subject: North Carolina suspends research work of Mary Willingham in aftermath of CNN report 

SHAME on UNC. 

A little over a week ago a study completed by CNN took a look at the academic credentials of 
student-athletes entering college, focusing on their reading levels specifically. According to 
the research done by correspondent Sara Ganim, anywhere from seven to eighteen percent 
of basketball and football players at some Division I schools are reading... 
http://colleg ebasketballtalk, n bcsports.com/2014/01/17/n ort h-carolin a-su s pen d s-research- 
work-of-mary-willingham-in-aftermath-of-cnn-report/related 

Sent from NewsFlash. Please note that you have not been added to any email ists, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sue <       @aol.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 8:08 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Support for you 

I am a retired biology professor (Temple University). Sports students took my Endocrinology class openly for the purpose 
of learning about performance enhancing drugs. I had several occasions to be concerned about the reading ability of 
some of these students. 

It has been my view that sports in education have been mainly a feeder program for professional sports and that those 
expensive sports should be supported in some other way than through the public school and university systems. 

Carry on! 

Sue Binkley Tatem, Ph.D. 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl Idsvoog <       @gmail.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 9:54 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Great work - keep it up 

Here are some student proj ects you might find interesting. Unfortunately, there’s nothing new about 
universities admitting student athletes who can’t read. 

~s:i!\~irneo.comi37855108 The academic double standard 

ht~:iiet.kent.edu!jmc4OOO4ifeesi Examining the University Bill - academics students pay so athletes can go to 
school for free. 

~:iicarsforcoaches.wordpress.corni Free Cars for Coaches 

Why do you suppose university administrators have such pathetically low ethical standards? 

Karl Idsvoog 
Multimedia Strategy & Training 
School of Journalism & Mass Communication 
Kent State University 

~ :i/~.ww. wheniournali smfail s .bl og~pot, corn 
certified Avid Instructor 
Mobile: 
Office: 330-672-8301 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

@aol.com 
Saturday, January 18, 2014 10:03 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Supportive psychologist in Atlanta 

Is this actually reaching Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiaao < .@gmafil.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 12:38 PM 

Allen Sack <~        @yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>;           <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingha~n, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew ZimbaJifft <a~imbaJi@smith.edu>; Richard Vedder 

<             @gmafil.com> 

Fwd: Section by Section 

Full CAP Act with Q&A 1-18-14.pdf; CAP ACT Section-by-Section 1-18-14.pdf; One Page Overview CAP Act.pdf 

Allen brings up a criticaJ issue - removaJ of the provision regaxding removaJ of finaacial aid if athlete falls below 2.0 for two consecutive semesters. We agreed on this 

revision to remove an issue of high concern to the AA community while we were discussing the Hausfeld settlement recommendations. Thus, I have removed it from the 

CAP Act, the CAP Act Q&As and the Section by Section and one page graphic documents - now all updated as 1-18-14. I also replaced "H.B. " on the header 

of the CAP Act with "S.B.    " since we have decided to seek Senate sponsors. 

I also made the additionaJ corrections noted in Allen’s memo. 

Thus, please find attached all new a~d updated documents! Toss all the old ones!!! 

On Monday’s call (9:00 am), we will also discuss (a) whether any of the other Hausfeld settlement items should be added to the CAP Act, (b) involvement of 

Congressional Black Caucus and (c) updates on efforts to connect to potential Senate sponsors. 

You will be receiving meeting notification momentaxily. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www.SportsMana~ementResources.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: allen sack < -     " ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 10:34 PM 
Subject: Section by Section 

To: Donna Lopiano <,           ,@,~mail.com> 

Donna, 

I took a couple days to finish research project I have been working on for 9 months. Thus I was late replying to the section by section summary. I 
know you said final but I have some minor edits and one important comment. 

1. Section D I. last line. Shouldn’t it be full cost of attendance, not education? Same thing on (F) (i). 

2. F vii. I would revisit this because I thought we were not going to take away financial aid if the athletes fell below a cumulative 2.0 for two 
consecutive semesters. We were going to limit their practice time. Maybe you could just drop F vii and retain F vi as it is. 

3. I think our definition of a special admit as an athlete who falls one standard deviation below the mean academic profile of the entering class was 
a very good one. This is critical for giving the athletes Mary is talking about a chance to get back into the academic ballgame. The wording was 
something like the below: 

"In addition to the NCAA’s initial eligibility "qualifier" requirements, one year residency shall be required prior to eligibility for athletic competition 
for all freshmen whose high school grade point average or standardized test scores are below one standard deviation from the mean academic 
profile of their entering class. These "restricted competition" admits shall be eligible for athletic related aid and four years of eligibility." I would 
substitute this for F vii. 

4. F viii. within one year, not with one year. 

I think the freshman ineligibility discussions we had were very productive. The standard deviation proposal gives us something edgy to talk about 
on television and radio shows. It is not the same old same old and it addresses a very, very important problem. I obviously I feel strongly about this 
one and would like to see our original proposal in this section summary. 

Regards, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lieutenant Jackson"      @earthlink.net> 
Saturday, January 18, 2014 1:05 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Your work 

Thank you seems so inadequate for your kindness and leadership. May God bless you richly is my prayer. 

Lou Jackson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 2:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Article 

Great article, keep up the wonderful work!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 2:11 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Supportive psychologist in Atlanta 

Yes, Thanks you. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 10:03 AM, " ~aol.com> wrote: 

Is this actually reaching Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 2:19 PM 

Karl Idsvoog <       @gmail.com> 

Re: Great work - keep it up 

Karl, Thank you for forwarding these proj ects. With the exception of our student government, who yesterday 
defended the chancellor’s statement against me, I believe that it will be our students who put an end to this 
hypocrisy. The adults are more about themselves than the idea of ’the academy’. This was not always the case 
here at Carolina, big business and commercialism seems to have obstructed the view sometime during the late 
1980’s. 
Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 9:53 AM, "Karl Idsvoog" < ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Here are some student proj ects you might find interesting. Unfortunately, there’s nothing new 
about universities admitting student athletes who can’t read. 

h~t~ps:ii~,imeo.comi37855108 The academic double standard 

http:/iet.kent.edt~,~mc4OOO4ifees/ Examining the University Bill - academics students pay so 
athletes can go to school for free. 

~:i?’carsforcoaches.wordpress.com/ Free Cars for Coaches 

Why do you suppose university administrators have such pathetically low ethical standards? 

Karl Idsvoog 
Multimedia Strategy & Training 
School of Journalism & Mass Communication 
Kent State University 

~:/iw~,w.whenj ournalismfails.blo~ot, corn 
certified Avid Instructor 
Mobile: 
Office: 330-672-8301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                3:03 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

I just want to wish you well 

Dear Miss Willingham, 

I am the very tall student that you spoke to briefly before the "meet your mentor" function for Achieve 
Scholars, and I was also fortunate enough to be at the "Schooled" screening and Q&A in Carroll Hall. 

I understand that things must be fairly difficult for you right now, so now is when I would like to thank you, 
again. It takes an awful lot of bravery and strength to speak up about an unfortunate truth, it is most admirable. 
I can empathize with your willingness and persistence in starting this important dialogue with the reluctant and 
embarrassed giant that is UNC. I wish you all the strength that it will take to get through this difficult time. I 
imagine that it’s not easy, but I’m sure that it will pass, and academia will be better for it. 

It’s unfortunate that the PR advisors are not above (what seems to me like) the disingenuous manipulation of 
language, facts and circumstances that is quite predictable these days (referring to the blanket email sent from 
the office of Carol Folt and other recent statement). Also unfortunate is the very typical response from Tarheel 
chauvinists (as in, those with "excessive or prejudiced loyalty for a particular cause or group"). I hope that this 
becomes an opportunity for them, too, but I won’t hold my breath. At any rate, this too will pass. 

I want you to know that there are people among us that have been, and will continue to be inspired by your 
actions. I offer you my respect and support. I wouldn’t begin to know how I could really help, but if you ever 
want to get a cup of coffee and try to talk about something else, I’m sure I could do that. 

Thank you, and I wish you well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yahoo, corn> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 3:16 PM 

@YAHOO. COM> 

Lawmakers: Fear Silicon Valley and data brokers, not NSA 

Lawmakers: Fear Silicon Valley and data brokers, not NSA 

News from The Hill: 

Lawmakers: Fear Silicon Valley and data brokers, not NSA 
B~t Peter Sullivan 
Voters should be much more concerned about what private companies are collecting on them than about the National 
Security Agency, says several congressional defenders of the agency’s surveillance programs. 
Silicon Valley firms, retailers, and behind-the-scenes "data brokers" all collect information on individual Americans in ways 
that could raise privacy concerns, yet these groups have largely escaped the raging debate focused on what the government 
collects. 
"It’s just the irony of this whole debate," said Rep. Mike Rogers (R-Mich.), the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee 
and a prominent defender of the NSA. 
Read the sto~~ hex0eo 

For all the latest news: 

TheHiH o~ T~vit~er 
Libe The Hi~ o~ b~oeboo~ 

Compeer ~vi#~ 77~e Hit~ o~ Goo~e L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 3:28 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: THANK YOU THANK YOU 

virgilsresume 4.doc; ATT00001.htm 

I have been getting some amazing emails. This one wins for today -so far. Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Virgil A. Wood"<       ~soulsco~e.com> 
Date: January 18, 2014 at 3:00:35 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~i~ ur~c.ed~> 
Cc: USA The Black Star Proj ect <blacksJtar1000@amer~Jtech.net> 
Subject: THANK YOU THANK YOU 

Ms Willingham, 

Your courage in standing up for these young men who are more damaged by these arrangements than they may know, 
will thank your profusely one day for your Parks’ and King-like STAND. 

Having worked with them both, I know I can say with great assurance, that this is so. 
Am send a copy of my bio, simply to indicate some of my tracks and on-going interests. 

Keep up the great work, and be assured that our prayers are with you, and we will be in touch with the UNC 
Administration 
on behalf of their providing every measure of protection for your well-being. 

Blessings, 
Dr. Virgil A Wood, ten year working associate with 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and 26, with his father, Dr King, Sr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keever, Martha L <Learnctr@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 3:59 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

FW: Thank You From a Teacher 

From: Lisa Hendrix [         @icloud.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 9:35 PM 
To: Keever, Martha L 
Subject: Thank You From a Teacher 

Hello, 
I am an eighth grade teacher (language arts and humanities) and I want to thank you for bringing light to the issues between our 
educational system and athletes. The problems facing college athletes and literacy actually begins much earlier, at the middle and high 
school levels. I have seen students who are below level receive special treatment because of their athletic skills. I worry what will 
become of them as they reach adulthood. This country needs to have this conversation. I do not know what I can do to help you 
beyond offering you my support. Please know that you do have it. 
Sincerely, 
Lisa Hendrix, MAT, MA: Reading 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas Friedrichs <          ~aol.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 4:45 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Supportive psychologist in Atlanta 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Having tested a tremendous number of adolescents in the Atlanta area over the last 40 plus years and having 
graduated in clinical psychology from UNC (Ph.D. 1971), the results I have heard reported from your work 
"ring true." I hope you will continue to assert what you honestly believe to be the case. It would be wonderful if 
the whole issue could be discussed more dispassionately. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 2:11 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ~nc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, Thanks you. 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 10:03 AM, " ~aol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Is this actually reaching Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 5:03 PM 

lyn j ohnson <           @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Supportive psychologist in Atlanta 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-willin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Thomas Friedrichs <         @aoLcom> 
Date: January 18, 2014 at 4:44:31 PMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~lir~gham@tmc.edt~> 
Subject: Re: Supportive psychologist in Atlanta 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

Having tested a tremendous number of adolescents in the Atlanta area over the last 40 plus years 
and having graduated in clinical psychology from UNC (Ph.D. 1971), the results I have heard 
reported from your work "ring true." I hope you will continue to assert what you honestly believe to 
be the case. It would be wonderful if the whole issue could be discussed more dispassionately. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 2:11 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham@ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Yes, Thanks you. 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 10:03 AM, " 
<               @.aoL corr,> wrote: 

Is this actually reaching Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ITIaC. CO1TI> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 6:17 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

lunch next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 6:47 PM 

mac. com> 
Re: lunch next week? 

sure, Thursday or Friday? Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:16 PM, " ~mac.com> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 6:47 PM 

mac. com> 
Re: lunch next week? 

sure, Thursday or Friday? Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:16 PM, " ~mac.com> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl Idsvoog <       @gmail.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 6:59 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Great work - keep it up 

Here’s some great advice from a former provost to share with your faculty: 

~s : i!~vimeo, comi3 97 64 5 31 

Good luck! And again, great work! Keep it up. 

On Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 2:18 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Karl, Thank you for forwarding these proj ects. With the exception of our student government, who yesterday 
defended the chancellor’s statement against me, I believe that it will be our students who put an end to this 
hypocrisy. The adults are more about themselves than the idea of ’the academy’. This was not always the case 
here at Carolina, big business and commercialism seems to have obstructed the view sometime during the late 
1980’s. 
Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 9:53 AM, " ~mail.corn> wrote: 

Here are some student proj ects you might find interesting. Unfortunately, there’s nothing new 
about universities admitting student athletes who can’t read. 

~s:iivimeo.comi37855108 The academic double standard 

~:/iet.kent.edu,Smc4OOO4ifeesi Examining the University Bill - academics students pay so 
athletes can go to school for free. 

~://carsforcoaches.wordpress.comi Free Cars for Coaches 

Why do you suppose university administrators have such pathetically low ethical standards? 

Karl Idsvoog 
Multimedia Strategy & Training 
School of Journalism & Mass Communication 
Kent State University 

~:Swww.whenjournalismfails.blo~ot.com 
certified Avid Instructor 
Mobile: 
Office: 330-672-8301 



Karl Idsvoog 
Multimedia Strategy & Training 
School of Journalism & Mass Communication 
Kent State University 

~ :P~ww.whenj~ournalismfail s.blo~ot.com 
certified Avid Instructor 
Mobile: 
Office: 330-672-8301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mark mccombs <             @mac.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:26 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: lunch next week? 

can you do thursday at noon? 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~li rxc.edu> wrote: 

sure, Thursday or Friday? Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc, edui-wi~li~g~ 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:16 PM, "mark mccombs" < ~mac.com> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:29 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: THANK YOU THANK YOU 

This is really great, Mary. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 3:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~ nc. edu> wrote: 

I have been getting some amazing emails. This one wins for today -so far. Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Virgil A. Wood"" e.com> 
Date: January 18, 2014 at 3:00:35 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~lir~ unc.edu> 
Cc: USA The Black Star Proj ect <blackstar1000@ame~itech.net> 
Subject: THANK YOU THANK YOU 

Ms Willingham, 

Your courage in standing up for these young men who are more damaged by these arrangements than 
they may know, 
will thank your profusely one day for your Parks’ and King-like STAND. 

Having worked with them both, I know I can say with great assurance, that this is so. 
Am send a copy of my bio, simply to indicate some of my tracks and on-going interests. 

Keep up the great work, and be assured that our prayers are with you, and we will be in touch with the 
UNC Administration 
on behalf of their providing every measure of protection for your well-being. 

Blessings, 
Dr. Virgil A Wood, ten year working associate with 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and 26, with his father, Dr King, Sr. 

<virgilsresume 4.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 7:23 AM 

mark mccombs < ’@mac.corn> 

Re: lunch next week? 

yes-I will meet you in front of your building at noon. Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:25 AM, "mark mccombs" < 

can you do thursday at noon? 

~mac.com> wrote: 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham@u~c.edu> wrote: 

sure, Thursday or Friday? Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
ww~7.unc.edui-~willi 

@mac. co~> wrote: On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:16 PM, "mark mccombs" < 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 7:23 AM 

mark mccombs < ~mac.com> 

Re: lunch next week? 

yes-I will meet you in front of your building at noon. Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:25 AM, "mark mccombs" < ~mac.com> wrote: 

can you do thursday at noon? 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mv,!illi unc.edu> wrote: 

sure, Thursday or Friday? Thanks! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
ww~.unc.ed~i~willin.~h 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 6:16 PM, "mark mccombs" < wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday,                7:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Have you seen this? 

Thanks, funny. It was a crazy few weeks. Hope you are well. Let me know if you go to DC and who I can help. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 1:15 AM, " ~!emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

h~p://themin~runc°com/2~/~/~6/untiFmary°~i~in~ham°can°teach°me°h~°t~°read°this°data°i°have° 
nothing~toosayoaboutoheroNle~ations[ 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Email: @emailouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 7:42 AM 

Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com> 

Allen Sack < @yahoo.corn>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Richard Vedder < @gmail.com> 

Re: Section by Section 

I must have missed the meeting when this compromise was decided. Just for the record, I’m not in favor of this 
change. I’m not sure how we can stand for the primacy of education and also not include a 2.0 rule. I thought 
the principle is that a coach could not withdraw a GIA on athletic performance grounds, as long as the student 
were holding her/his own academically. But I don’t see why a student should automatically be able to hold a 
scholarship if they are not in good academic standing. 

On Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 12:37 PM, Donna Lopiano < 

Team, 
~maiL corn> wrote: 

Allen brings up a critical issue - removal of the provision regarding removal of financial aid if athlete falls 
below 2.0 for two consecutive semesters. We agreed on this revision to remove an issue of high concern to 
the AA community while we were discussing the Hausfeld settlement recommendations. Thus, I have 
removed it from the CAP Act, the CAP Act Q&As and the Section by Section and one page graphic 
documents - now all updated as 1-18-14. I also replaced "H.B. " on the header of the CAP Act with 
"S.B.__" since we have decided to seek Senate sponsors. 

I also made the additional corrections noted in Allen’s memo. 

Thus, please find attached all new and updated documents! Toss all the old ones!!! 

On Monday’s call (9:00 am), we will also discuss (a) whether any of the other Hausfeld settlement items 
should be added to the CAP Act, (b) involvement of Congressional Black Caucus and (c) updates on efforts 
to connect to potential Senate sponsors. 

You will be receiving meeting notification momentarily. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@ SportsManagementResources. corn 
w~vw. Spox~sMax, agementResources.com 

Forwarded message 
From: allen sack < ~’ahoo.com> 
Date: Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 10:34 PM 
Subiect: Section by Section 



To: Donna Lopiano < ~maiLcom> 

Donna, 

I took a couple days to finish research project I have been working on for 9 months. Thus I was 
late replying to the section by section summary. I know you said final but I have some minor edits 
and one important comment. 

1. Section D I. last line. Shouldn’t it be full cost of attendance, not education? Same thing on (F) (i). 

2. F vii. I would revisit this because I thought we were not going to take away financial aid if the 
athletes fell below a cumulative 2.0 for two consecutive semesters. We were going to limit their 
practice time. Maybe you could just drop F vii and retain F vi as it is. 

3. I think our definition of a special admit as an athlete who falls one standard deviation below the 
mean academic profile of the entering class was a very good one. This is critical for giving the 
athletes Mary is talking about a chance to get back into the academic ballgame. The wording was 
something like the below: 

"In addition to the NCAA’s initial eligibility "qualifier" requirements, one year residency shall be 
required prior to eligibility for athletic competition for all freshmen whose high school grade point 
average or standardized test scores are below one standard deviation from the mean academic 
profile of their entering class. These "restricted competition" admits shall be eligible for athletic 
related aid and four years of eligibility." I would substitute this for F vii. 

4. F viii. within one year, not with one year. 

I think the freshman ineligibility discussions we had were very productive. The standard deviation 
proposal gives us something edgy to talk about on television and radio shows. It is not the same old 
same old and it addresses a very, very important problem. I obviously I feel strongly about this one 
and would like to see our original proposal in this section summary. 

Regards, 

Allen P.S. are we meeting this Monday? 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www, smith, edui-azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 8:31 AM 

Donna Lopiano < ~gmail.com> 

Allen Sack < @yahoo.corn>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Richard Vedder < @gmail.com> 

Re: Rascher’s Report in O’Bannon Response to NCAA Motion 

I read the Deadspin, not Dan Rascher’s report, and I think it is wrong. Hausfeld had asked me to write that 
report and I told him that there’s enough money to pay for athletes’ publicity rights and COA w/limits on excess 
spending, but not enough for giving athletes’ half of tv money. 
The issue of whether athletic depts make a profit or not, and whether there are accounting practices that 
overstate cost is an old one w/in the community of sports economists. I think there evidence is clear that while 
there are some costs that are overstated, there are many more that are understated. 

On Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 8:08 PM, Donna Lopiano < corn> wrote: 

Andy in particular will enj oy... 

Deadspin Article 
ht~p :i/’deadspir~.comi~lo athletes-wo~lt-ba~lkr orts- 1502028351 

Rascher 
~:/iwww.scribd.comifu~Iscreeni199953546?acces 
jvke58bece5tboh9xka&a~l[ow share=tme&esca.pe-:fa~se&view mode-scroll 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@ SportsManagementResources. corn 
w~. S~ortsManagement Reso~rces.com 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www smith ed~/~az~mbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Moore <         @gmail.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 11:29 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Supporting Your Efforts 

Mary -- 

I just wanted to send you a brief letter of support for you and your efforts to bring the issues in college sports 
and academics to light. 

I live here in Chapel Hill and have followed this scandal closely since it broke 3 years ago. I am a fan of 
college sports but have been increasingly uncomfortable with the inequitable revenue structure of college 
sports. I don’t know what the solution is, but I do think it is deeply unfair that the Universities and particularly 
the NCAA generate billions of dollars from the talents of these athletes without providing them commensurate 
compensation. What never really occurred to me was that the athletes were not even getting the education that 
they were promised. I knew that many athletes were not prepared for college academics and may not finish 
college, but I thought that at least they were being given the opportunity to get an education, provided they 
were willing to work for it. What I didn’t comprehend was the cynical way that UNC (and likely other schools 
too) was pushing these athletes through a series of passable, but otherwise unconnected and even fraudulent 
classes, simply to maintain their athletic eligibility. It was only after listening to your interviews that this fact 
really sunk in. And you are absolutely correct, this is simply wrong and must be fixed. 

I am hoping that you are getting a lot more letters like this one, especially after witnessing UNC’s disgraceful 
response on Friday. UNC’s continued denials, obfuscation and outright lies have been the most frustrating and 
disheartening element in this whole scandal. But I do think that the tide is starting to turn, due in no small part 
to your efforts. I have listened to most, if not all of your interviews on the radio and TV over the past couple of 
weeks and was a reader of your blog while it was public. You have something fundamental that the 
Administration lacks, credibility -- and of course, the truth. Please keep speaking out -- your passion and 
honesty have done more to advance this issue in the past couple weeks than the three years of media coverage 
that led to this point. 

Now that the outlines of the fraudulent eligibility system have been revealed, there is no more hiding it. The 
University doesn’t seem to realize it, but I believe they have already lost. The endgame may take months or 
even years to play out, but a time is coming when they can no longer defend the indefensible. In the meantime, 
hang in there and remember that there are a lot of people supporting your cause. We are really hoping that the 
University Administration comes to their senses, remembers that their mission is not to win basketball games 
and allows you and likeminded educators to be part of the solution. And given UNC’s prominence in both 
athletics and academics, I believe that an honest reckoning followed by genuine reforms may ultimately lead to 
a general reform of the entire NCAA system. 

Best regards, 

Will Moore 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

run.’? 

Hi Mary, 
Just saw Kennedy at WSM--he applauds you. Do you want to run tomorrow, since it is a holiday? 
with me. I am going to work from home so am flexible. 
Peggy 

Anytime would be fine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:07 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: run? 

Meet at 8- SV? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.u~c.edui~willingb~ 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:05 PM, " @aoLcom> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Just saw Kennedy at WSM--he applauds you. Do you want to run tomorrow, since it is a holiday? Anytime 
would be fine with me. I am going to work from home so am flexible. 
Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:07 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: run? 

Meet at 8- SV? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui,-willin~ 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:05 PM, " @aol[.corrl’’< ~aol.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Just saw Kennedy at WSM--he applauds you. Do you want to run tomorrow, since it is a holiday? Anytime 
would be fine with me. I am going to work from home so am flexible. 
Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:10 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: run? 

sounds good--see you then! 
Peggy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To:                    @aol.com> 
Sent: Sun, Jan 19, 2014 12:06 pm 
Subject: Re: run? 

Meet at 8- SV? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www,u n c, ed ui-~willin~ 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:05 PM, " @aol.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Just saw Kennedy at WSM--he applauds you. Do you want to run tomorrow, since it is a holiday? Anytime 
would be fine with me. I am going to work from home so am flexible. 
Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jake at the Lake ~ @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:20 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Jake at the Lake ~ @hotmail.com>; Terri Plasencia 

< @gmail.com> 

Contacting to on important story 

Hello Ms. Willingham, 

I want you to know that I have first hand experience 

on the UNC whistleblower process that you describe. 

UNCC disputed ALL my whistle blower facts 

in a report that essentially is "defending the 

brand at all costs". 

I too have been waiting and hoping UNC will do the 

right thing. Your story is a very loud message 

to me that I am not alone. 

I am not sure how we can help each other 

but I do want you to know I can support 

your claims against the UNC system with my 

own research within the UNC system. 

Thank you, 

Bob Jakaitis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:35 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: run? 

Ok. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.unc.edui~w~ll~ 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:10 PM, " 

sounds good--see you then! 
Peggy 

~aoLcom> wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: VVillingham, Mary C. < unc.edu> 
To:          <         ~aol.com> 
Sent: Sun, Jan 19, 2014 12:06 pm 
Subject: Re: run? 

Meet at 8- SV? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/--willin~ 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 12:05 PM,’ ~8ol.com", ~8ol.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Just saw Kennedy at WSM--he applauds you. Do you want to run tomorrow, since it is a 
holiday? Anytime would be fine with me. I am going to work from home so am flexible. 
Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopia~o <            ,@gmafil.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 8:51 AM 

Allen Sack <        @ya]~oo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vem~ontlaw.edu>;           <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingha~n, Mary C. 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimb~ist <azimb~i@smith.edu>; Richard Vedder 

<              ~gma~l.com> 

UPDATED CAP ACT CONTACT LIST 

KEY 1NFLUENCERS 1-20-14.docx 

see attached... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
(Sl~’pe) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 



KEY INFLUENCERS - Updated as of January 20, 2014 

CONGRESS 
SENATE- Health, Education, Labor & Pensions 

Democrats by Rank 

Tom Harkin {IA) {Christine Grant knows him and wi~ contact him for meeting) 

Barbara A. Mikulski (MD) 
Patty Murray {WA) {Chris Voe~z will contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

Bernard Sanders {~) {VT) {Brian will contact) 
Robe rt P. Casey, J r. (PA) N~CNOLS - former CO~A - ask him to contact Casey- knows Dent 

Kay R. Hagan (NC) 

A~ Franken {MN} {ChrisVoe~zwi~ contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

Michael F. Bennett(CO) 

Sheldon Whitehouse(RI) 
Tammy Baldwin (Wl) {Chris Voe~z will contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

ChristopherS. Murphy {CT) {A~len and Donna will visit-A~len to set up meeting) 

E~izabeth Warren {MA)(Andyhas cal~ed and has a meetingonJan 23} 

Republicans by Rank 

Lamar Alexander(TN) 

Michael B. Enzi (WY) 
Richard Burr {NC) {Mary Willingham is seeking a meeting) 

Johnny Isakson (GA) 

Rand Paul (KY) 

Orri n G. Hatch (UT) (AN DYdown the road) 

Pat Roberts (KS) 

Lisa Murkowski (AK) 

Mark Kirk(IL) 

Tim Scott (SC) 

SENATE -JUDICIARY 
Patrick Jo Leahy, Chairman, D-Vermont {Brian has the name of the right connection) 

Dianne Feinstein, D-California {Chris Voelz wi~ contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

Chuck Grassley, Ranking Member, R-Iowa {Chris Grant will connect -Dave and A~len know 
Frank Split and will pursue this lead} 

ChuckSchumer, D-NewYork 

Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah (AN DYdown the road) 

Dick Durbin, D-~llinois (ANDY down the road) {Chris Voelzwill contact as soon as we have a 
sponsor) 

Jeff Sessions, R-Alabama 

Sheldon Whitehouse, D-Rhode Island 
Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina 

Amy Klobuchar, D-Minnesota {Chris Voelz will contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

John Cornyn, R-Texas 
A~ Franken, D-Minnesota {Chris Voelzwi~ contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

Michael S. Lee, R-Utah 
ChristopherA. Coons, D-Delaware 

Ted Cruz, R-Texas, 



HR 2903 - National Collegiate Athletics Accountability Act 

Rep. Dent, Charles [PA-15]- Sponsor 

Co-Sponsors: 

Rep Beatty, Joyce [OH-3] 

Rep Gerlach, Jim [PA-6] 
Rep Marino, Tom [PA-IO] 

Rep Miller, George [CA-11] 

Rep Moran, James P. [VA-8] 

Rep Perry, Scott [PA-4] 

Rep Sensenbrenner, F. James, Jr. [Wl-5] 
Rep Stivers, Steve [0H-15] 

RepThompson, Glenn [PA-5] - 

HR 3545 - College Student Athlete Protection Act 

Re p. Ca rde nas, Tony (CA-29]-Sponsor 

Co-Sponsors: Rep Cummings, Elijah E. [MD-7] 

Rep Huffman, Jared [CA-2] 

Rep McCollum, Betty [MN-4] {Chris Voelz will contact as soon as we have a sponsor) 

Rep Rangel, Charles B. [N¥-13] 
Rep Ryan, Tim [OH-13] 



POSS~BL£ ORGAN ~ZAT~ONAL PARTN £RS 
¯ AAUP 

Executive Committee of the Council 

Rudy H. Fichtenbaum, President, 2024 

Wright Sta te U niversity 

Henry Reichman, First ViceoPresident, 2024 

California State University, East Bay (ANDY 

CALLED~w/Xcommittee} 

Susan Michalczyk, Second Vice-President, 2024 

Boston College 

Mi che le Ganon, Secretary-Treasurer, 2024 

Wes tern Co n necticut State U niversity 

Ma ri a T. Bacigalupo, Executive Committee At- 

La rge, 2024 

Cu rry Co I I ege 

Cha rl es Baker, Executive Committee At-La rge, 

2024 

Coil ege of th e H oly Cross 

Li nda Ca rroll, Executive Committee At-Large, 

2024 

Tula ne University 

An ne Fri edma n, Executive Corn mittee At-La rge, 

2024 

Ma n hattan Comm unity Col lege, City University 

of New York 

Ca ry Nels on, Pa st President, 2025 

Universityof Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Theresa Ch mara, General Counsel (non-voting), 

2024 

CI a yto n Rosati, Assembly of Sta te Co nferences 

Ch a i r, 2025 

Bowling Green State University 

Howard Bunsis, AAUP-CBC Chair, 2025 
Eastern Michiga n U niversity (AN DY CALLE Dow/ 

Xcom m ittee } 

Council 
Re/lects redistricting approved on 6/9/06. 

District I 

Arizona, Cali/ornia, Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, 

New Mexico, Utah 

Henry Reichman, Ca lifo rnia State University, East 

Ba y, 2024 

Ange la Brommel, Neva da State College, 2025 

District II 

Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, 

South Dakota, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, 

Wyoming 

Philip Cole, Idaho State University, 2025 

Ann McGlashan, Baylor University, 2026 

District III 

Michigan 

Mehmet Yaya, Eastern Michigan University, 2024 

Na n cy Ma nsberger, Western Mi chigan 

University, 2026 

District IV 

Arkansas, District o/Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, 

Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Virginia 

A. Lee Fritschler, George Mason University, 2024 

N a n cy McKe n n ey, Ea stern Ke ntu cky U n ive rsity, 

2015 

District V 

Alabama, Canada, Florida, Foreign, Georgia, 

Guam, Louisiana, Ma~land, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Virgin 

Islands, West Virginia 

Jeffrey Butts, Appalachian State Unive rsity, 2015 

Li n d a Ca troll, Tu la ne U nive rsity, 2016 

Di strict VI 

Ohio 

Li nda Rouillard, University of Toledo, 2014 

As h I ee B ra nd, Cu ya hoga Co m m unity Co I lege, 

2016 

Di strict VII 

New Jersey 

Bob Boi kess, Rutgers University, 2024 

Ha rryW. Ja nes, Rutgers Unive rsity, 2025 

District VIII 

New York 

Anne Friedman, Manhattan CommunityCollege, 

City Unive rsity of NewYork, 2025 

Sally Dear-Healey, SU NY College at Cortland, 

2026 (ALLEN contacted} 

District IX 

Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont 

Vija y Na i r, Western Con necticut State U niversity, 

2024 

Julian Madison, Southern Connecticut State 

University, 2026 

District X 

Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 

Rhode Island 
Cha rl es Baker, Col lege of the HolyCross, 2024 

Ma ri a T. Bacigalu po, Cu rry College, 2025 

At-La rge Delegates 

Ke n n e th A. Ba rrick, U n iversity of Alas ka- 

Fa i rba n ks, 2024 
Jea nette Jeneault, Syra cuse University, 2024 

Da niel P. Murphy, Hanover Col lege, 2024 

Ma yra Be sosa, Ca liforn ia State U n iversity-Sa n 

Ma rcos, 2025 

Ra na Jaleel, NewYork University, 2025 

Ch a rl es J. Pa rrish, Wa yne State U n iversity, 2025 

Ja ne L. Buck, Delaware State U nive rsity, 2026 

Da n O’Connor, Rutgers University, 2026 

Dea nna D. Wood, University of New Hampshire, 

2016 

As s em bly of State Co n fete nces D elegates 

Clayton Rosati, Chair, Bowling Green State 

U n i ve rsity, 2015 

Donna L. Potts, immediate Past-Chair, Kansas 

State University, 2015 



Faculty Athletic Representatives Association (FARA) 
¯ President: Fra nkWebbe, Florida Institute of ¯ 

Technology 

¯ President-Elect:Steve Pe rez, Ca lifornia ¯ 

State University, Sacramento 

¯ Division I Vice President: Ch ristine Cop per, ¯ 

United States Naval Academy 

¯ Division II Vice President: Jo Stejskal, ¯ 

Wi nona State University 

¯ Division III Vice President: Tim Jay, ¯ 

Massachusetts College of the Liberal Arts 

¯ Secretary/Treasurer: Dennis Leighton, ¯ 

Unive rsity of New England 

¯ Past-President: Scott Benson, Idaho State ¯ 

University 

¯ Representatives ¯ 

Division I (FBS): PerryLeo, Unive rsity of 

Mi n n esota 

Division I (FBS): BillCa mpsey, San Jose State 

University 

Division I (FCS): Jeri Mullins Beggs, I Ilinois 

State University 

Di vi sion I: Ka therin e Safford Ra mus, St. 

Peters University 

Di vi sion Ih Ju lie Roch ester, Northern 

Mi chigan U nive rsity 

Division Ih Eileen McDonough, Barry 

University 

D ivi sion I Ih We ndy G ra dwohl, Witte nberg 

University 

Division IIh KellyStalker, I mmaculata 

University 

Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA) (Gurney)(Allen will also contact) 
Chairs 

Mike Bowen (.South Fiorida} e-mail Mike 

ALLEN WiLL CALL BOWEN 
Bob Eno (I ndiana), COlA Associate Chair 

GinnyShepherd (Vanderbilt), COlA Assodate 

Chair 

Na tha n Tu blitz(Oregon), COlA Associate Chair 

Founding co-chairs 

Jim Earl(Oregon) 

Bob Eno (Indiana) 

Past co-chairs 

Ca role Brown (Wake Forest) 

Jo h n Ni chols (Pe nn State) 

GinnyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Ken Stru ckmeye r (Washinsto n State) 

Na th a n Tu blitz (Oregon) 

Special Consultants 
Will Berry (Mississippi) 
Cha rile Wi Ison (Ohio .State) 
Bruce Jaffee (Indiana) 

Se ni or Co nsultants 

Peter Nicholson (Hawaii) 

Tom Wasow (Sa nford) 

Steer i ng Committee 

Atl a ntic Coast 

Ja ne Albrecht (Wake Forest) 

Bin East 

Mi ke Bowen (South Florida) 

La rry Gra ml ing (Connecticut) 

BiRTen 

Ga ry Engstrand (Minnesota) 

Sue Ca rter (Michigan State) 

Conference USA 

Da n Orlovsky(Southern Methodist) 

Chris Anderson (Tulsa) 

Mountain West 

David Kinnunen (California State-Fresno) 

Bo b Aki n (Te xas Ch ristia n) 

Pa ci fi c 3.2 

David Turn bull (Washington State) 

Je rry Peters on (Colorado) 

Southeastern 

Gi n nyShepherd (Vanderbilt) 

Western Athletic 

Bi I ly Ca m psey (Sa n Jose State) 

Be n Ta ylor (New Mexico State) 

American Council on Education (ACE) 

Diana Natalicio- Chai r 
President, The University of Texas at El Paso 

James H. Mullen Jr. - Vi ce Cha ir/Chair-elect 

President, AI legheny College (PA) 

Joseph E. Aoun- Immediate Past Chair 

President, Northeastern University(MA) 

Kevin P. Reilly - Secreta ry 

Pre s i dent, U n iversity of Wisconsi n Sys tem 

Moll y Co rbett Broad - Ex Officio (MARY W~LL CONTACT} 

President, American Councii on Education 

Philip P. DiStefano, Cha ncellor, University of Col orado 

Boulder 

Elson S. Floyd, President, Washington State University 

Jo Ann M. Gora, President, Ball State U niversity (I N) 

Wayne Watson, Pre s i dent, Ch i cago State U niversity 
Robert L. Caret, Pres i den t, U nive rsity of Ma ssach usetts 

Sys te m 

Susan Herbst, Pre s i dent, U n iversity of Co n necticut 

Cornelius M. "Neil" Kerwin, President, American 

University(DC) 

Renu Khator, Cha ncellor, Universityof Houston System 

a nd President, University of Houston 



Richard J. Pappas, Presi dent, Davenport University(MI) 

Kenneth E. Peacock, Cha nce Ilor, Appalachian State 

Unive rsity(NC) 

David Wilson, President, Morgan State University(MD) 

Mary E. Lyons, President, Universityof San Diego 

Nancy McCallin, President, Colorado CommunityCollege 

System 

Judy C. Miner, Presi dent, Foothill College (CA) 

Tom~s D. Morales, Presi dent, Ca lifornia State University, 

San Bernardino 

Sanford C. Shugart, Presi dent, Valencia College (FL) 

Nancy L. Zimpher, Cha ncellor, The State Universityof New 

York 

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) 
Chair 

Tomds Morales 

President 

Ca l i fo rnia State U nive rsity, Sa n Berna rd i no 

2014 Chair-Elect (to serve as chair in 2015) 
J. Keith Motley 

Cha ncellor 

U n i ve rsity of Massa chusetts Bosto n 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Deborah F. Stanley 

President 

State University of New York College at 

Oswego* 

Past Chair 
Mary Evans Sias 

President 

Ke n tu cky Sta te U nive rsity 

Directors 
Rodolfo Ardvalo 

President 

Eastern Washington University* 

F. Javier Cevallos 

President 

Ku tztown U n iversity of Pe nnsyl va nia 

Mary Cullinan 

President 

Southern Oregon University 

Richard Davenport 

President 

Mi n nesota State University, Ma nkato 

David L. Eisler 
President 

Fe rris State University 

Jerry B. Farley 

President 

Wa s hb urn U niversity, Ka nsas 

Mildred Garcia 

President 
Ca l i fo rni a State U nive rsity F u Ilerton* 

Dana L. Gibson 

President 

Sa m H o usto n State U niversity (Texas) 

Virginia Schaefer Horvath 

President 

State Universityof New York at Fredonia* 

Glen D. Johnson 

Cha ncellor 

Okl a ho ma State Regents for Hi gher 

Education 

Stephen M. Jordan 

President 

Metropolitan State Unive rsity of Denver 

(Colo.)* 

Elaine P. Maimon 

President 

Governors State University, Illinois 

Keith T. Miller 

President 

Vi rgi nia State U nive rsity* 

William Ruud 

President 

U n i ve rsity of N o rthern Iowa* 

Dennis J. Shields 

Cha ncellor 

U ni ve rsity of Wisconsin-Platteville* 

Association of American Universities (AAU) 
William C. Powers 

President, The U niversity of Texas a t Austin - 

AAU Ch a i r 

Amy(3utmann 

Pre s i dent, U n iversity of Pe nnsylva ni a - AAU Vi ce 

Chair 

Scott S. Cowen 

President, Tulane University-AAU Past Chair 

Richard H. Brodhead 

President, Duke University 

MichaelV. Drake 

Cha nce Ilor, Unive rsity of Ca lifornia, I rvine 

Be rn a dette (3 ray-Little 

Ch a n cello r, Th e U nive rsity o f Ka ns as 

Ma rk A. Norde n berg 

Ch a n cello r, U nive rsity o f Pi tts bu rgh 

Morton O. Schapiro 

President, Northwestern University 

Lou Anna K. Simon 

Pre s i dent, Mi chiga n State U nive rsity 

David Skorton 

President, Cornell University 

Hunter R. Rawlings III 

Pres i dent, Association of Am erican U nive rsities - 

ex-officio 



Association of Governing Boards (AG B) 
Chair 
Honorable Ji m Geringer 

Western Governors University 

Vice Chair 
Yvonne R.Ja ckson 

Simmons College 

Vice Chair 

Clifford M. Kendall 

University System of Maryland Foundation 

University of Maryland College Park Foundation 

Wesley Theological Seminary 

Secretan/ 
David W. Miles 

Drake University 

Eliza beth A. Ba Ilantine 
American University of Paris 

Grinnell College, life trustee 

RickA. Beyer 

American University 

Rita J. Bornstein 

public member 

Ja mes M. Fa Ilows IANDYCALLEDow/ 

Xcom m ittee) 

public member 

H e I en Aguirre Ferr~ 

Miami Dade College 

Joanne Harrell 

University of Washington 

Ma ri I yn F re nch H ubba rd 

Central Michigan University 

American Council of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA) 
John D. Fonte 

Robert T. Lewit 

Edwin Meese III 

Ca rol Menges 

Ma ry K. Hughes 

University of Alaska System 

Willamette University 

Jeffrey L. Humber Jr. 

Gallaudet University 

W. Austi n Ligon 

St. John’s College 

Charles H. McTi er 

Emory University 

Charles R. Pruitt 

University of Wisconsin 

David H. Roberts 
Thunderbird School of Global Management 

Occidental College, trustee emeritus 

Joyce M. Roch~ 

Dillard University 

Verne O. Sedlacek 

public member 

Cha rl es A. Shorter 

City University of New York 

Ja mes C. Sta Ider 

Carnegie Mellon University 

Jeffrey B. Tra mmell 

College of William and Mary 

William E.Trueheart 

Johnson and Wales University 

Ja mes M. Weaver 

Gettysburg College, former board chair 

Ja cq u eline F. Woods 

Muskingum College 

Anne D. Neal 

Terence P. Ross 

Sa ndra Stotsky 

Jody Wolfe 

Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics (Donna-won’t endorse) 

National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A) (Gurne¥-no interest??Allen will 

check) 
Joa nne Dam minger, President (13-14); Board 

Me m be r (:1:1-:14) 

De I awa re Te chnical Co m m unity College, (856) 

351-2759 

JP Regalado, Vice President (13-14); Board 

Me mbe r (:12-:15) 

Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, (361) 825- 

2139 

Kyle Ellis, Board Member (:12-:15) 

U n ive rsity of Mississi ppi, (662) 915-5970 

Pat Mason-Browne, Board Member (12-15) 

Unive rsity of I owa, (319) 335-2633 

Ja net Spence, Board Me mber (13-16) 

U n i ve rsity o f Lo uisville, (502) 852-0687 

David Spight, Board Member(13-16) 

U n ive rsity of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-8400 

Ka ren Sullivan-Vance, Board Member 
Wes tern Ore go n U nive rsity, (503) 838-8389 

Natha n Vickers, Board Me mber (12-14) 

U n ive rsity of Texas-Austin, (512) 232-7283 

Sa n d ra Waters, Boa rd Me mber (13-16) 

Ol d Dominion University, (757) 683-6485 

Cha rl ie Nutt, Executive Director (non-voting) 

Ka nsasState University, (785) 532-5717 



National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (NACWAA) (Donna) 
PRESIDENT 

Chris PIonsk¥, Wo me n’s Ath letic Di rector, 

Unive rsity of Tex~s (DI-FBS) 

PRESI DENT-ELECT 

Joan McDermott, D i re cto r of Ath letics, 

Metropolitan State College of Denver (DII) 

PAST PRESI DENT 
Robin Harris., Executive Director, The I W League 

(DI-FCS) 

MEMBERS 

SECRETARY 

Lori Mazza, Di rector of Ath letics a nd 

RecreationalSports, U niversity of Pi ttsb urgh, 

Bra dford (Dill) 

TREASURER 

Erin McDermott, D i re cto r of Athletics, U nive rsity 

of Chicago(Dill) 

Anucha Browne, Vice President of Women’s 
Basketball Championships, NCAA (ORG) 

Grace Calhoun, Assistant Vi ce President and 

D i re cto r of Athletics, Loyo la U n iversity Ch icago 

(DI) 

Jacqie Carpenter, Com mi ssioner, Ce ntral 
I nte rcollegiate Athletic Association (DII) 

Kim Chandler, Di rector of Ath letics, PE, a nd 

Recreation, Ma calester College (Dill) 

Vick¥ Chun, Athl e tic Di re ctor, Colgate U nive rsity 

(DI-FCS) 

Sandy Hatfield Clubb, D i re cto r of Athletics, 
Dra ke Unive rsity(DI-FCS) 

Joni Comstock, Se n i or Vice Presiden t of 

Cha m pionships/SWA, NCAA (Ex-Officio) (ORG) 

Missy Conbo¥, S e n i or D e p uty Ath l etics Di re ctor, 

Unive rsity of Notre Dame (DI-FBS) 

Amy Huchthausen, Commissioner, America East 

Conference (DI) 

Janet Judl~e, President, Sports Law Associates 

LLC 

Julie Ruppert, Commissioner, Northeast-lO 

Conference(DII) 

Cathie Schweitzer., Di rector ofAth letics, 

Spri ngfield College (DI II) 

National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics 
President 

Mike AI den, 573-882-2055 

D i re cto r of Athletics 

Universityof Missouri 

1st Vice President 

Ji m Phi Ilips, 847-491-8880 

D i re cto r of Athletics 

Northwestern University 

2nd Vice President 

Ti m Se Igo, 616-331-8800 

(NACDA) 
Di rector of Athletics 

Gra nd ValleyState University 

3rd Vice President 

Ch ri s PI onsky, 512-471-4787 

Women’s Director of Athletics 

Unive rsity of Tex~s 

Secretary 

Do n Te n cher, 401-456-8007 
Di rector of Athletics 

Rhode Island College 

Black Coaches and Administrators Association (BCA) 
CANNOTFINDA WEB SITE FOR BCA??? ANYONE HELP? 

NBA Retired Players Association - SIGNED ON TO SUPPORT 

Women’s Sports Foundation (WSF) (Nancy Hogshead) NOV. 12- WSF SIGNED ON TO SUPPORT 

FEDERAL 
¯ Secretary of Education - Arnie Duncan- DOE Secretary- really interested in student fee issue - 

Terry Lakowski knows right arm 

SENATE 
Richard Blumenthal (D-NY))Stanley Katz- indicates sports on website-Katz had him as a 

student) 

Richard Burr (R-NC) (Mary met LA on Dec. 19) 

Lamar Alexander (R-TN) (Joan Cronan?) 



Grassley (R-IOWA)-Chair-Judiciary-formerly questioned non-profit exemptions of college 

athletics (Chris Grant?) 

Tom Harkins (D-Iowa) -Chair-Senate Health, Education Labor, Pensions-questioned non-profit 
status with Grassley 

Kirsten Gillibrand -(D-NY) (Larkin) 
Harry Reid (D-Nev) -Senate- Majority leader- 04/09/13 03:11 PM EDT -Senate Majority 

Leader Harry Reid on Tuesday said Congress should investigate the NCAA over long-running 
complaints about its enforcement process. Reid is a fervent fan of the University of Nevada, Las 

Vegas (UN LV), which was sanctioned by the NCAA in the mid 1970s for recruiting and oth er 

violations. 

Amy Klabuchar, (MN-D) Senate (Chris Vaelz) 

HOUSE 

Gearge Miller(D-Ca) 

Jahn Klein (R-MN) 

Tim Bishap (D-NY) 

Nita Lawey (D-NY) (Larkin) 

Carolyn McCarthy (NY-D) (Donna) -on House Education and Workforce Committee and Higher 

Ed Subcommittee 

G.K Butterfield-(D-NC) Mary Willingham had dinnerwith Rabert (Bab) Orr(retired NCjudge) 

whowould like to help the Drake Group with the CAP bill. He named Congressman Butterfield 

as someone who has educational interests and might also be interested/hel pful. 

Thomas E. Petri (R-Wisconsin)- Dec. 18 mtg. with Kevin James (LA) -on subcommittee on Higher 
Education and Workforce (2°d ranking R) 

Spencer Bachus (R-AL) (Ridpath). 

Steven Chabat (R-OH)-Vedder/Ridpath 

Charles Dent- (R-PA)- filed bill(Donna knows Scott Paternowho initiated the action) 
Tony Cardenas (D-CA)-filed bill (probably Ramogi Huma instigated) 

CONGRESSIONAL COMMII-FEES 

House Committee on Education and Workforce -Amy Jones is Policy Counsel and Senior 
Advisory (Vedder contact) who set up a meeti ngwith Brian Mel nyk (a professional stafferwho 

works for her)- Dec. 18 meetingin DC 

CURRENT OR FORMER COLLEGE PRESIDENTS 
¯ Durden-Former Pres. Dickenson Col lege -wrote antitrust article 

¯ GeraldTurner-SMU Pres./KnightCommission 

ATHLETIC DI RECTORS 

Debbie Yow- (Andy) 

Gary Waiters- Princeton -good anti NCAA and system article ( 

Terry Holland-formerAD(East Carolina?) (Gurney) 

BobbyValentine-Sacred Heart University(Donna) 

Don DiJulia-St. Joseph’s University-Philadelphia (Donna) 

CON FERENCE COMMISSION ERS 



Val Ackerman- Big East (Andyand Donna) 

Carolyn Schlie- Patriot League (Donna) 

MEDIA 

Brad Wolverton- Chronicle of Higher Education (Gurney) 

Doug Lederman- Inside Higher Education (Gurney) 

Christine Brennan- USA Today (Donna) 

Joe Nocera- NYTimes (Gurney/Donna) 

ESPN (Gurney) 

LOBBYISTS 

Douglas Dziak Of Counsel, ddziak@nixonpeabody.com, T202-585-8180 I C             I F 

866-237-4743, Nixon Peabody LLP I 401 9th Street NW I Suite 900 I Washington, DC 20004- 

2128 nixonpeabody.com I @N ixonPeabodyLLP. -Rich Vedderset up meetingwith AI len and 

Mary on Dec. 18 in DC 

Patton Boggs -Sarah Vii ms and Tom Downs Patton Boggs LLP 202-457-5634 

svilms@pattonboggs.com -top DC lobby firm - recommends amendingthe Higher Ed. Act- no 

pro bono for this ki nd of work 

Active Policy Solutions, LLC- DC lobby firm specializing in sports - Donna metwith Terri 

Lakowski, President (former Women’s Sports Foundation employee) to discuss - 202.656.1350 - 

probably need to si mplify - $75K-$150K for lobby firm - they would be i nte rested 

OTHERS 

Key influencers who can hel p with Congressional connections or Iobbyi ng help 

Molly Corbett Broad - Ex Officio (Mary Willingham) 

President, American Council on Education 

o EverettL. Glenn, President, The National Sports Authority, adivisionofESPEducation& Leadership 

Institute, www.nationalsportsauthority.org, eglenn@thensa.org, 562.619.8460 (Wil lingham )- 
promotes thriving HBCU- key influencerin the black community 

o RichardVedder, ExecutiveDirector, CenterforCollegeAffordabilityand Productivity 

( @gmail.com)-(Ridpath) -helped to set up appt. with Petri (WlS-R)-House 

Committee on Education and Workforce and Dziak (lobbyist for Nixon/Peabody 

o Everett Glenn, attorney and sports agent, Congressional Black Caucus connection, National BI ack 

Caucus (Willingham) 

o Bill Bradley(Allen-Katz-Thatcher)?-can he deliverClinton and Carter? 

o George W. Bush (Allen via Kent Waldrep-TX) 

o Tom McMillan(Hogshead/Andy) 



o ChristopherShays -formerCTCongressman (Allen) 

o HoddingCarterlll isa possibility, butnotonew/greatcachetthesedays(Andy) 

o Stanley Katz- Drake Group Advisory Board Member (Allen) 

o SandyThatcher-formerPresidentAAUP (Allen) 

o Bartels, Philip H. - Chair oJ~the Board oJ~ Governors- University oJ~ New Haven, Attorney, Shipman & 

Goodwin, LLP U - who does he know? (Allen) 

o Paul Tagliabue- Chair, Georgetown University Board ofTrustees-anti USOC - memberof 

Covington and Burling law firm -lobbying (explore pro bono) 

o DennisDeConcini-BoardofRegents-U. of Arizona-formerUnitedStatesSenator-believesin 

anti-trust possibilities -represented Arizona in the Senate from 1977 to 1995. He served on the 

Senate Appropriations Committee, the Senate Judiciary Committee -a founding partner of 

DeConcini McDonald Yetwin & Lacy, P.C., one of Southern Arizona’s largest law firms Amy: "he 

chaired the Senate’s subcommittee on antitrust when in Senate, @att.net, below is what 

he said in 2009 when the UA regents were upset about salary hikes. Not much came out ofthe task 

force that DeConcini chaired, "The whole objective, of course, is to be competitive in sports, but not 

to be like professional sports, where there is no limit," said Dennis DeConcini, a former U.S. senator 

who chairs the regents’ athletic committee. He favors a salary cap and is consul tingwith an attorney 

about its feasibility." 

o Dan Lustyan _a)mac.com 559-472-3020 - College Athlete Protection Association-this 

association and website are "smoke and mirrors" -thisguy is a former lobbyist and DL doesn’t trust 

the organization or his intent (Donna and Allen) 

o Arnie D. Fielkow, President&CEO, National Basketball Retired Players Association, 175W. Jackson 

Blvd., Suite 1600, Chicago, I L 60604, Office: 312-913-9400, Cell: 

Afielkow@legendsofbasketball.com. Sharp lawyerwho offered totryto get thisgroupto support 

the CAP Act- because 80% of their members did not graduate with a degree and could benefit from 

the AcademicTrust underthe CAP Act - players are upset that iftheywant to go back to school, 

theirinstitutions are not footingthe bill. 1-18-14: do have a close tie with the Louisiana 

Congressional delegation, including Senators Landrieu (D) and Vitter (R). I am alsowillingto pursue 

my two IL Senators if this would hel po 

o Sanders "Play-off PAC" 

o Jackson Katz - MVP Program. @aol.com -former NCAA D-IAfull back, sometimes dubbed 

the "football femi nist" and the first male to graduate in women’s studies at U of Mass. He’s done 

lots of anti-violence work, great writer, and should have somethingto say about concussion. (Sabo) 

o Chris Nowinaki-Sports Legacylnstitute 

o Don McPherson (Heisman candidate, Syracuse football player, social justice advocate) (Donna) 

o KenShropshire(AndyandDonna) 

o RebeccaCarpenter-football concussion documentary-fatherdied of ChronicTraumatic 

Encephalopathy (CTE) -early onset dementia caused by post-concussion syndrome (Donna) 

o Jayma M. Meyer, Simpson Thacher& Bartlett LLP, 425 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 

10017, (212) 455-3935 - phone, (212) 455-2502 -fax- an antitrust lawyerwhovolunteered to help 

via Nancy Hogshead Makar 

o KenReed, tothelistofsupportiveorgs RalphNader’sgroup(NancyHogshead andAIlen) 



DL Notes- other possible helpful al liances re: data verification/etc. 

¯ Indiana University National Sports Journalism Center 

¯ John Cheslock, Ph.D., Centerforthe StudyofHigherEducation, Penn State 
¯ Dan Ful ks- NCAA Revenues and Expenses author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano         .    ~gmail.com> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:19 PM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Allen Sack "          @yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Richard Vedder 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Rascher’s Report in O’Bannon Response to NCAA Motion 

Recap of today’s CAP Act meeting .... 
We agreed to: 
1. Not make any changes in the CAP Act until the Senate sponsor says we must...so after taking out the loss of 
financial aid if 2 consecutive semesters below 2.0, I will put it back in and get revised CAP Act and Q&As back 
to everyone. We agreed to keep it out of the section-by-section 2 page summary. 
2. Agreed that the section-by-section 2 page summary is what we should be sharing with most folks so we don’t 
scare them! :) 
3. Agreed to go after Senators Warren (MA), Murphy (CT), Blumenthal (CT) and lead staff member of 
Judiciary Committee staff as first priority -- targeting Warren as the first choice sponsor. 
4. Chris Grant is contacting Harkins (Chr of the Senate Educ. Committee) on our behalf...also Grassley on 
Judiciary 

Onward.. 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) ;(c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SponsManagement Re sources, corn 

On Mon, Jan 20, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Ridpath, Dave <~ath@ohio.edu> wrote: 
I forgot to say I can’t make call today. My apologies! I look forward to recap and next call. 

Regards, 
B. David Ridpath 
Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 8:08 PM, "Donna Lopiano" ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Andy in particular will enj oy... 

Deadspin Article 
ht~p ://dead~oin~comino- -athletes-wont-bankrupt-co~e~roor~s- 1502028351 

Rascher 



~:/i~w~< scribd.comifullscreeni 1999535467acces       e~ 
jvke58bece5~bohgxka&allow share-m~e&escape=&lse&view mode-scroll 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DL          ortsManagementReso~rces~ corn 
www. ~ortsManagementRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [n4a] "UNC leaders say Mary Willinghaan’s claims on athletes’ academics ’a travesty’" 

And he should know that the gpa’s on the data set are littered with bogus paper classes. I know that because I worked there at the time - has anyone at the DTH 

watched the documentaay? 

MaW Willingb~an 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 11:18 AM, "Jay Smith ema@~.~.c,e& wrote 

Now there’s an idea .... 

On 1/21/14 11:14 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Yep, but maybe first you should help the DTH get alaold of the notes from that meeting .... 
Daxfiel Schere is asking for aaay aaad a]l info. 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 11:10 AM, "Jay Smith ema~la~.c¯ed~, wrote¯ 

Makes me want to let loose that op-ed .......... 

On 1/21/14 11:09 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Wow- protect, protect¯ 

Ma~ Willinghaan 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 11:07 AM, "Jay Smith ema~lamc¯ed~.~ wrote: 

Nice to see that BB h~ entered the fray and is spreading the universiU gos~l. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: [n4a] "UNC leaders say Mary Willingham’s claims on athletes’ academics ’a travesty’" 

Date:Tue, 21 Jan 2014 16:05:36 +0000 
From:Gurney, Gerald S. 

To Jay Smith         aema~l,~,mc,ed~ ~ Richard Southall ~ @’aallal~.r~m,sc,e&~, 

"NAGEL, MARK" < NAGR;LM 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 

Cell: 

"Live on University!" 

On 1/21/14, 10:00 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <i~bethel @elila i li ~ iii~co edii, 

wrote: 

>N4A Colleagues, 

> 

>For those following the news regarding claims about the literacy levels 

>of UNC student-athletes, please see the following article: 

>ghams.html 

> 



>In short, UNC Provost Jim Dean sun~rlarily disproved the claims. From the 

>article: 

>"The test Willingham used to diagnose reading skill, called the 

>Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults, was a 10-minute reading vocabulary 

>test that is not recon~rlended alone to judge overall literacy, Dean said. 

>And, he added, Willingham apparently misinterpreted the results of the 

>data by presenting standard scores as grade equivalents, rendering her 

>conclusions ’virtually meaningless.’ 

>"He showed a blank exam as an example. Each question had four words, and 

>the test-taker has to decide whether some of the words are synonyms, 

>antonyms or unrelated. There were no reading comprehension passages. 

>"Dean said he and three others, including the head of the university’s 

>academic support program for athletes, collectively spent more than 200 

>hours analyzing Willingham’s data this week. The university will also 

>have the data and Willingham’s methodology independently evaluated." 

>Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

>344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

>Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

I     F    (919)     962-8247 

>b~ad~ ev ~ bet i~ei @ii ~x~ ~ edii 

>To unsubscribe from this list, click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopia~o < ~gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:12 PM 

Allen Sack <         ~yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingha~n, Mary C. 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimba]ist <azimba]i@smith.edu>; Richard Vedder 

@gma~l.com> 

Most Recent Revisions of CAP Act and Q&A 

FULL CAP ACT with Q&A 1-21-14.pdf 

As agreed upon during our Monday meeting, attached please find the most recently revised version of the CAP Act which does not cha~ge the financial aid provision .... 

Onward 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www,S~rtsMm~.ageme~:~.tReso~’~rces,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano ¯             ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 1:09 PM 

Allen Sack           ~yahoo.com>; Brian Porto-       ~vermontlaw.edu>; 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Richard 
Vedder                ~gmail.com> 

How many friends do you have in Massachusetts? 

CAP A(2T Section-by-Section 1 - 18-14.pdf 

Here’s the deal. Andy has set up a call between me and one of Senator Warren’s legislative aids for next 
Friday. I intend to pitch the Senator to become the lead sponsor of the CAP Act. I’m from Connecticut. It’s 
Massachusetts constituents that matter. So, I would like to say, that I am not only making the request on behalf 
of Constituent Zimbalist, but also XXX other Massachusetts voters. Can you send the Section by Section 
version of the bill (see attached) to as many Massachusetts friends as you have with the following or a similar 
request: 

On Friday, January 31, a group of concerned college faculty are having a conversation with a staff 
member in Senator Elizabeth Warren’s office to request that she sponsor an amendment to the Higher 
Education Act that would reform overly commercialized college athletic programs. Attached is a 
summary of that bill. We’d like to go into that meeting being able to say that XXXX Massachusetts 
voters support this request to the Senator.. Would you consider being a supporter? All I need is your 
name (as you are registered as a voter) and your Massachusetts address. The only use of this list would 
be to present it to Senator Warren for this purpose. We’d appreciate your help! 

Please take a few minutes to email your friends! And send me the names and addresses of people as you 
receive them. Many thanks .... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
2034384280 (w) ic) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SgortsMar~agemer~tRe sources, corr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.une.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:32 PM 

Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Learning Center Calendar, How it looks in Outlook, How to add it to your Outlook page. 

New ~4ew T~day He×~7 Da ~ork <eek ~4onth ~ [ Open Calend~ E mai[ 

} January 23 2014 

Thursd# ~ Jm~u~o’ 25:ZL~14 ................. 

Calendar - UNC L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JON ERICSON < _~msn.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:39 PM 

Willinl~ham, Mary C. <mwillinl~ham@unc.edu> 

rDlO 

Mary 

Tomorrow I will be on radio at 9 with Professor T. 

Any advice? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano.             ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 6:07 PM 

Allen Sack -          ~yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney 
<~urnev~ou.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Richard Vedder 
<              ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: NCAA Education Reform 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf 

FYI... 
Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsMana~eme~tResources.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Erin Miller <EMiIler,~endso~asketbaILcom> 
Date: Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 5:37 PM 
Subject: NCAA Education Reform 
To: 

Cc: Arnie Fielkow <AFielkow~&leger~dsofbasketbalLcom> 

Good afternoon, 

Arnie wanted to share with all of you the attached letter that was sent today to the NCAA Leaders regarding the Education 
Reform. 

Thank you, 

I=rin Miller Vice President of Operations & Special Events 
National Basketball Retired Players Association 

Office: 3~-9~3o9400 Mobile: 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 6:44 PM 

robin.wilson@chronicle, corn 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 





I=rin Miller Vice President of Operations & Special Events 
National Basketball Retired Players Association 
Office: 312o913o9400 Mobile 





January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Thursday,                6:46 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Fwd: NCAA Education Reform 

image001 .jpg; ATT00001 .htm; image002.png; ATT00002.htm; image003.png; ATT00003 .htm; 
image004.png; ATT00004.htm; image005.png; ATT00005.htm; NCAA Reform Letter.pdf; 
ATT00006.htm 

Just FYI since your show is tomorrow. See letter attached. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Lopiano <,            ~maiLcom> 
Date: January 23, 2014 at 6:06:37 PM EST 
To: Allen Sack <:         ~ahooocom>, Brian Porto <        ermor~flawoe&~>, "ridpath697 ." 
<~ath@ohiooed~>, Willingham Mary <MwiNr@mm@u~coed~>, Gerry Gurney <ggume~o~ed~>, Andrew 
Zimbalist <azimbali~smith.ed~>, "Richard Vedder" < ~mail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Education Reform 

FYI... 
Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
D Lopiar~o(~ortsMar~a~ememReso~rcesocom 
www. SportsMana~ememReso~rces.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Erin Miller <EMil~er~g_cndso?~asketbalLcom> 
Date: Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 5:37 PM 
Subject: NCAA Education Reform 
To: 

Cc: Arnie Fielkow <AFie~kow~er~dsofbasketba~locom> 

Good afternoon, 

Arnie wanted to share with all of you the attached letter that was sent today to the NCAA Leaders regarding the 



Education Reform. 

Thank you, 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



Hello. Articles on our site this week explored the results of our 2014 survey of chief academic 
officers, on topics such as their institutions’ finances, MOOCs and more; the annual report on 
state budgets for higher ed, which showed continued improvement; and a new study examining 
the long-term career prospects for liberal arts graduates. That and more below. Enjoy. 

Pressure on the Provosts 
Inside Higher Ed survey of chief academic officers 

finds most don’t view the era of budget cuts as over~ 

they are dubious of MOOCs but not competency- 

based education, and they dislike the Obama ratings 

plan They are split on whether they remain in touch 

with the disciplines that drewthem to academe. 

Libera~ Arts Grads 
Win Long-Term 

Over the arc of a career humanities and social 

science graduates earn as much or more than those 

in professional fields~ new study shows~ and are 

equally employed 

State Nigher Ed Budgets 
Rebound 
Nationally states are continuing to restore aid to 

higher ed, but funding is still lower than it was before 

the recession 

Digita~ Upgrade for Transcripts 
Use of e-transcripts catches on, opening the door to 

new uses for the student record. 

Keeping the Faith 
Yeshiva’s finances look bad but some faculty 

members there do not despair. 

Genera~ Education°s Remake 
Liberal education group wants to redesign general 

education around competencies and gets $23 

million from the Gates Foundation for the project. 

#,~o re Competition 
for Online Certificate Students 
Coursera and Academic Partnerships both introduce 

online course "Specializations" after they held talks 

about working on the idea together. 

Tragedy in Kabu~ 
American U of Afghanistan mourns a professor and 

a student affairs officer killed in a Taliban attack. 

Congress Takes Note 
A new report on the impact of adjunct labor marks a 

new level of interest in Washington about the 

WANT TO AD’~/E RTISE HERE? 



changing nature of the higher education workforce. 

Ratings AJternative 
Association of public universities says Obama 

ratings system could create "per,/erse incentives" 

but supports linking receipt of aid to performance on 

key metrics. 

Presidentia~ Decree on Sex 
Assault 
A federal task force convened by President Obama 

takes government enforcement even further~ but 

promises to consult with college officials this time 

Restore the Purpose 
of the Common Application 
Jim Wolfston says that it should focus on basic information (which should be common to all colleges) and that 

colleges should then design applications that reflect their values and help students express themselves 

Whose Academic Freedom 
[s Being Trampled? 
Ashley Dawson sees danger in the way presidents -- without consulting professors -- are taking a stand against 

the boycott of Israeli universities. 

Constr,active Solutions 
Turmoil in the Middle East demonstrates why American higher education should be expanding ties and 

exchanges with all countries in the region, writes Devorah Lieberman. 

Higher Learning, Higher Ground 

~ntel~ect~a~ Affairs 

Does the best case for liberal arts education come from laboratory research? Scott McLemee looks into a 

neuroscientist’s new book. 

The Humanities 
Are an Existentialism 
if we only focus on the practical skills students acquire by studying the humanities, we lose sight of their most 

useful value of all: to help us live meaningful lives, writes Dan Edelstein. 

Too Tired To Hustle 
Nicole Matos sees a mismatch between the jobs her community college students want and those currently 

available 

Getting the Emphasis Right 
Terry McGlynn explains the essentials of a cover letter for academic jobs at teaching institutions. 

The Final Semester 
Eric Anthony Grollman offers advice on the last push by a graduate student to finish a dissertation -- and to 

move on 

Jim Troha shares thoughts on what it’s like to move from being a senior administrator to a president on a new 

campus 

Thoughts on the Experimental Site Authority Concept Paper 
ConFessions of a Community College Dean 

Competency issues. 



Technology and Learr~ir~g 

Open online learning as viewed from someone who writes the code. 

~od~ar A~roach Creaks Dow~ Barriers to AP Concepts 
H~gher Ed Beta 

8bnded bammg for mastery. 

Cooks Are For Use 
L~brary Babe~ F~sh 

Wanted: opinions of faculty in disciplines in which books matter 

Innovative BU Confab 
Student Affairs and Technology 

Challenge and suppo~ 

2 Productivity Apps for the New Year 
GradHacker 

Managing time more effectively 

~ath Oeek ~o~: A New 
iqama PhD 

Another step in a college’s recovery. 

Systems and words and 
Getting to Green 

Sometimes the devil’s in the context. 

4 Questions for Lynn U on iTunes C 
Technobgy and Learning 

On replacing Blackboard with an iOS centdc approach 

The Academic Job Cover Le~er ~ Wa~ted to Write 
University of Venus 

, and now I did 

Visiting Assistant Professor of Education (Histo~} 
Luther Cortege 

Luther College invites applications for a Visiting Assistant Professor of Education (History) This is a two-year~ 

non-tenure track leave replacement position beginning late August 2014: renewal for second year based on 

positive performance .... 

Associate Professor {tenureotrack} Director of Online Learning 
DePaul University 

DePaul University School for New Learning (SNL) seeks to add to its diverse faculty a Director of Online 

Learning which is a tenure track associate professor to lead its online learning effort, SNLonline, and contribute 

to expanding DePaul’s overall online strategy. 

Foundation Director 
Rowan4Sabarrus Community Cortege 

Rowan-Cabarrus Community College~ located in Salisbury~ North Carolina seeks applicants for a Foundation 

Director 

Assistant Professor of Nursing 
The Cortege of Coasta~ Georgia 

The Assistant Professor of Nursing assumes responsibility for classroom~ laboratory~ and clinical instruction as 

well as teaching advising~ scholarship and service requirements within the BSN program This is an academic 

year position with tenure track appointment .... 

President 



IBail State University 

People + Ideas 

Assistant Professor, Physica~ Geography oo tenureoe~igiMe (Job 
54366} 
U[~iversity of Arizo[~a 

The School of Geography & Development at the University of Arizona seeks to fill an Assistant Professor, tenure- 

eligible, position in physical geography .... 

To make sure you get the next issue of our newsletter please add newsroom@insidehighered corn to your 

address book Click here for information on how to advertise on our Weekly News Update newsletter 

For questions or comments about this service please e-mail newsroom@insidehighered corn 

t Copyright 2014 Inside Higher Ed 

Inside Higher Ed ¯ 1015 18th Street NW, Suite 1100 . Washington, DC 20036 

This email was sent to mwiilingham@unc,edu 

why did ~get this? unsubscribe from this ~ist update subscription preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 8:39 AM 

Aaron Beard <abeard@ap.org> 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

One more letter - this looks really good! Mary 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 8:41 AM 

Harold M. Gutmann <HGutmann@heraldsun.com> 
NCAA Reform Letter.pdf 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

You might like this letter too. Perhaps we will see some changes soon. Mary 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 8:47 AM 

Sara Ganim <Sara.Ganim@turner.com> 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf 

NCAA Reform Letter.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Sara, Thought you might like to see this letter. I’m going for a ’run’ with one of our young reporters here at 
Carolina this morning. She asked if she could come and see me ’in my real life’. Funny, I tried to give all of the 
J-school students and DTH reporters some time this week. But after this next week, I’m going to work with Jay 
to finish this book in Feb. and shut the media blitz down for a while. You really started a useful conversation (as 
noted in the attached letter) and so many people are grateful. Our athletes will be grateful someday too. Keep 
up the good work, one of my friends says that you will be the next Barbara Walters. 
All my best, Mary 



January 23, 2014 

Mr. Bob Bowlsby 

Commissioner 

Big 12 Conference 

400 East John Carpenter Fwy 

Irving, TX 75062 

Dr. Nathan Hatch 

Chair 

NCAA Division I Board of Directors 

Wake Forest University 

1834 Wake Forest Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

Mr. Jim Delany 

Commissioner 
Big Ten Conference 

5440 Park Place 

Rosemont, IL 60018 

Mr. Larry Scott 

Commissioner 

PAC 12 Conference 

1350 Treat Blvd. Suite 500 

Walnut Creek, CA 95521 

Dr. Mark Emmert 

President 

NCAA 

700 W. Washington St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Mr. Mike Slive 

Commissioner 

Southeastern Conference 

2201 Richard Arrington Blvd. North 

Birmingham, AL 35201 

Mr. John Swofford 

Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Re:    Education Reform 

Dear NCAA Leaders: 

On behalf of the National Basketball Retired Players Association (NBRPA) and its Board of 

Directors, I would like to thank you for your efforts in putting forth the recent reform proposal for 
NCAA Division I Governance. The NBRPA is the official alumni organization for professional 

basketball, with over 650 members from the ranks of the NBA, ABA, WNBA and Harlem 
Globetrotters. The NBRPA has a two-prong mission of helping our former players transition to a 

successful life and career after their playing days are over and utilizing our former players to do 
great things in the communities and for youth- both in the U.S. and abroad. 

The transition from being a professional athlete to developing a successful career away from the 

playing court is often a difficult one and often times the lack of education significantly contributes 

to the challenge. As we all know, the lack of an undergraduate degree in today’s world is a 
tremendous impediment for an individual trying to realize his/her professional goals. This is even 
more true in the world of professional basketball where, based on our best estimates, less than 

25% of the former players have earned undergraduate degrees by the time their playing days 

ended. Interestingly, basketball players are not alone in this area as a recent Fox Sports 2012 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ° F: (312) 913-9401 
www.legendsofbasketball.com 



survey found that only 4.3% of Major League Baseball players had graduated from a four-year 

institution. 

The NBRPA believes that attainment of a quality education is key to our transition mission and that 

it is paramount that former student-athletes - especially in basketball given the so-called "one and 

done" system - have the opportunity to ultimately complete and earn their undergraduate 

degrees. A system formally creating this opportunity would be a "game changer" and would speak 

volumes about the NCAA’s commitment towards fulfilling its educational mission for all. 

I have reviewed the Draft of the New Governance System Design and commend you for 

recognizing (on page 12) the above by recommending a "Lifetime opportunity to fund the 

undergraduate education of current and former student-athletes..."(emphasis added). While I 

recognize that this recommendation is put forth within the context of the subject of legislative 

autonomy for the five (5) FBS Conferences, I would hope the NCAA might: 1) also consider it across 

all levels of intercollegiate athletics, and 2) further legislate that the "lifetime opportunity" to 

pursue a degree would be without cost to former student-athletes and with the option to pursue 

the education either on-line or on campus. In return for this opportunity, we would submit that 

former student-athletes should be required to give back to their alma maters through marketing 

and/or community service. 

I want to thank you for your efforts on this most important topic. Our Members and I are prepared 

to assist you in any way helpful, including providing testimony before both NCAA committees and 

other governance bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours very truly, 

Arnie D. Fielkow 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

Cc: NBRPA Founders 

NBRPA Board of Directors 

NBRPA Chapter Presidents 

National Basketball Association 

National Basketball Players Association 

ADF/emm 

National Basketball Retired Players Association 

175 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 1600 

P: (312) 913-9400 ¯ F: (312) 

www.legendsofbasketball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net~ 

Monday, January 27, 2014 8:47 AM 

@gma~l.com 

Willingha~n, Maa-y C. <mwillingha~n@unc.edu> 

Re: Ba~Tett meets Jim Dean in NY 

aJt body.html 

Jay and Mary---Agree with all. I don’t think you need to worry about Jim Dean’s quick-and-dirty history of AfAm preempting your book. The insider’s version of this whole episode-with 
Mary’s first-person narration-will have unique and important value. You can count on my buying a copy! 

Since I have you both on this email, may I suggest an addition to our business-social dance card? After my lunch with Mary and afternoon chat with Jay, I suggest dinner this evening at a 
Chapel Hill venue of your choice, with spouses. I always enjoy meeting family and friends of people I’m writing about (adds depth and texture). So if that’s feasible, please go ahead and 
make plans. I am at your service, totally flexible on time (7pm?) and place. 

Mary---My flight out of New York is delayed (of course), but so far I should still be able to make it to the Carolina Inn by noon. I will keep you apprised if the delay gets worse. Winter air 
travel is a pain. Unless, like Jim Dean, one has access to a private jet! 

Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jay Smith <£ ~ ~ @gmail.com> 
At: 1/27/2014 8:13 

Paul--good piece, and I’m glad Dean lost his temper. You haven’t seen the 
real Dean unless you’ve seen that happen at least once. I’m delighted to 
hear the U is going to look at the history of Afam (though I regret that it 
will preempt some of our book! ), but to tell you the truth, I will have 
little confidence in that internal review unless they appoint to the 
committee someone like me. (Hell, I could give them the report tomorrow.) 
By that I mean someone who’s a known skeptic and who has criticized the U 
for its failures to disclose. If he packs it with more insiders, I will 
discount everything they say. 

Jay 
PS That he continues to insist that ALL athletes read just fine tells you 
all you want to know about their determination to destroy Mary. They cannot 
ALLOW themselves to believe that their admissions process is seriously 
screwed up/compromised. 

On Mon, Jan 27, 2014 at 7:08 AM. Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) < 
pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net> wrote: 

> Mary, Jay - see you later today in C.H. Meanwhile: 
> 

> http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-27/university-of-nor th-carolina-apologizes-for-fake-c lasses-promises-real-chang e 

> Paul 

> Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 10:31 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinghmn@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Nationally, Only 1 Out of 10 Black Boys Read Proficiently; 9 Out of 10 People Shot by Police in Chicago Are People of Color; D.C. 
Fathers Honor Attorney General Holder as Father of the Year 

Mary--good timing (see other channel.) I’ll breathe easier now-. 

Where should we do dinner tonight? 
On 1/27/14 10:27 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Read down from my friends at Black Star in Chicago. Someone should let JD know- about our national statistics. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000(~ameritecLne~> 
Date: January 27, 2014 at 8:47:54 AM EST 
To: <mwillin~u~c,ed~> 
Subject: Nationally, Only 1 Out of 10 Black Boys Read Proficiently; 9 Out of 10 People Shot by Police in Chicago Are People of Color; 
D.C. Fathers Honor Attorney General Holder as Father of the Year 
Reply-To: <blacks’~ar 1000~@ ameri~ech.ne~> 

Only 0% of Black 

Boys Read 

P~ofcen~y 

People of Color 0 
Times More Likely ~o 

Be Sho~ ban Whies 

Honor Attorney 
Genera Holder As 
Faher of Year 

NCEBC Na iona 

Conference 

Church, Job 
Young} Back Man 

VWork n{] 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Pro ect s website: 
btacksta rl’sroiect o r~ 
Black Star JoumN 
blacksta~ oumN,o~ 
Become a Member: 
Click Heie 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook 

In America, only 10% of 8th-grade Black boys 
can read proficiently* 

****************************************************************** 

"If you teach that nigger how to read, there will be no 
i~eeping him.~ It will forever unfit him to be a slave! He would 
at once become unmanageable, and of no value to his 
master." 
These are the words of Haster Auld to his wife, who was teaching Frederick 
Douglass, a slave, to read. This passage is taken from an essay written by 3add 
Williams, 13, Rochester, New York. Click Here to see and hear 3add Williams read 
her essay. She was shortly-after forced our of school for wanting Black children to 
learn to read. Click Here to learn more about 3add Williams. 
****************************************************************** 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City\Percenta~le of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Readinq* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D.C.) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 



It was illegal to teach slaves to read. Slaves were beaten and killed if they could read. 

New schools for former slaves were destroyed as an attempt to stop them from learning. 

Did it work? 

There is no plan that we know of in any of the above cities or from the U.S. Department of 
Education to change the fact that 90% of 8th-grade of Black boys in America cannot read 
proficiently. Black people in each of the above cities should call 773.285.9600 to become part of a 
plan to teach Black boys to read. 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. This information was extracted from the U.S. 
Department of Education’s National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

Data: Black Chicagoans at higher risk of being shot by 
police 

Nine out of every 10 police-involved shootings involves a person of 
color 

Photo illustration by Burlingham/Shutterstock] 

By Angela Caputo 
January 23, 2014 

Chicago police have long been criticized for interpreting the Constitution in different ways depending on which neighborhood 
they patrol. 

People living in a white neighborhood, or a wealthy one, are rarely stopped or frisked. Replace "white" and "wealthy" with 
"brown" and "poor," and the odds increase. "All of a sudden, you’re a suspect," civil rights attorney Craig Futterman says. 

More confrontations with police heighten the chances of a deadly encounter--particularly for people of color. 

New data released Wednesday by the City of Chicago Independent Police Review Authority show African Americans are 10 
times more likely to be shot by a Chicago police officer than a white person. 



As we’ve reported before, the city has paid out millions to settle related lawsuits. Yet, rarely are members of the police 
force found culpable. Even when a life is lost. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

The DC Fatherhood Coalition Awards The Hon. Eric 
Holder at the U.S. Department of Justice 

Black Men in Washington, D.C. Honor U.S. Attorney General Holder as Father 
of the Year 

Included in this picture are Mr. Tony Lewis of Sons of Life, Mr. Tyrone Parker CEO Alliance 

of Concerned Men, the Hon Eric Holder, Mr. Courtney Stewart CEO the Re Entry Network, 
Franklyn M. Malone CEO, the 100 Fathers Inc, 

Dateline: Washington D.C., Jan 13, 2014 

The DC Fatherhood Coalition led by Mr. Tyrone Parker of The Alliance of Concerned Men and Franklyn M. Malone, CEO of 
The 100 Fathers Inc. were joined by grassroots community leaders, many of which are members of the DC Fatherhood 
Coalition to acknowledge The Hon. Eric Holder as the" Father of The 
Year". 

This honor had been presented in words on last Father’s Day at Our Savior Episcopal Church along with the Brotherhood of St 
Andrew Inc. Men’s World-Wide Ministry. 

This group is dedicated to the uplift of the African American Families in D.C. and nationally. Through the leadership of these 
dedicated CEOs, returning citizens, incarcerated individuals, youth, fathers and families receive help, hope, support, jobs, 
expert guidance and legal help to get on their feet and provide for and care for their families. 

The community will not survive unless those who are willing to share their gifts and talents step forward, serve, teach and lead 
by example. We can no longer blame others in the African American community for what we lack. We must work as fingers on 
a hand with each member bringing their own unique expertise for our youth, fathers and families--those in the community, 
returning and incarcerated too. 

When the power of God is in the middle of this work only success will be achieved! A father is neither a sail to take you there 
nor an anchor to hold you back, but always a guiding light whose love shows us the way. 

Click Here to Learn More About the D.C. Fatherhood Coalition 

Dear Education Colleague, 

COSEBOC is pleased to announce our 8th Annual Gathering of Leaders Conference, April 24-26, 
2014, in Jackson, Mississippi. 

Click Here to Register for Gathering of Leaders Conference! 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

8th Annual Gathering of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 



Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of Color. This 
theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people across the nation and in Mississippi, 
allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your 
calendars now! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 

Daughters Grab Your Fathers for 

The 5th Annual Valentines Day 
2014 Daddy Daughter Dance 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 
1:00 prn to 3:30 prn 

at 

The Black Star Ballroom 
3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 



Young women 4- to 14-years old are invited to dress up and show their fathers a good time 
at The Black Star Project’s 5th Annual Daddy Daughter Dance. Cost $30.00 per 
couple and $5.00 per extra young lady. Please call 773.285.9600 to register your 
couple or to get a free organizing kit to bring the Daddy Daughter Dance to your city. 
This event is sponsored by The Black Star Project’s Million Fathers Club. Attire: Dress 
To Impress 

Music - Dancing - Food - Fun - Crafts - Pictures!!! 

Support 
1 Church, 1 Job, 

Young Black Man Working 
In Your Community 
Churches Across America Should 
Provide Jobs for Young Black Men. 

You cannot fix the problems of young Black men if they don’t have constructive employment. 

Churches can change this... 

In times of economic strain, our whole community suffers from the complications of unemployment. In an effort to 
develop a new model of community outreach and economic sustainability, The Black Star Project is launching the 1 

Church, 1 Job, 1 Young Black Man Working program. 

These are the employment facts for young Black men in America: 

¯ Young Black men have the highest unemployment rate of any group in the countw. 
¯ Unofficially, some academics believe that only 8 out of 100 young Black men have jobs. 

¯ White adult felons are more likely to have jobs than young Black men without criminal records. 

¯ Upper-middle class Black youth are less likely to have jobs than low-income White youth. 

The Black Star Project is offering the opportunity for your church or faith organization to participate in this program, 

Each church or faith organization can: 

1. Take up a special collection of $100.00 per week 

2. Hired a young, African American male to work in the church, temple synagogue or mosque for 10 hours per 

week, or 
3, Refer the young man to a local not-for-profit or business to work 

4, Pay the young man minimum wage to $10.00 per hour for 10 hours per week 

5, Ensure that each young man gains valuable work experience 

6, Ensure that each young man has valuable mentoring experience 

To get your church involved in 1 Church, 1 Job, 1 Young Black Man Working or for more 
information about this program, please call 773.285.9600. 

Please Click Here for more information. 



The Black Star Project Supports 
African Night and Young People Organizing for 

Progress on 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 
6:00 pm to 11:00 pm 

K.L.E.O. Center - 119 East Garfield 
Chicago, Illinois 

This email was sent to mwilli                by blackstarl000@ameritech.net 

Update Prefile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The Slack Star Project 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 Chicago IL 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:51 PM 

Maitland, Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 

<krademacher@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina 

<cp@unc.edu> 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillinsham@unc.edu>; Howlett, 

@live.unc.edu>; Garwood, Justin <sarwoodj@email.unc.edu>; 

Samuel, Kari <kari.samuel@unc.edu> 

weather closin8 procedures 

In anticipation of weather this afternoon and tomorrow that may impede staff travel, we’re going to trigger our own 

closing/rescheduling procedures for the Learning Center/Writing Center. 

We’ve already added a "freeze" to the calendar this afternoon and tomorrow through 2 tomorrow as the first step. The 

current "freeze" prevents additional students from signing up for slots and, should existing students cancel appointments, it 

prevents new students from jumping in those slots. Beyond the "freeze" here’s what happens: 

1) Meet with your scheduled students this afternoon until you decide you need to leave to travel home safely. Call/email 

students you need to cancel on and invite them to reschedule. If you need to leave or anticipate having trouble getting back 

to campus in the morning, call and/or email your students appointments and invite them to cancel and reschedule in the 

calendar. All but one student appears to be a regular. If we cancel on the newbie, be sure to be especially invitational so 

that she might come back to see us. 

2) Billie will post a voicemail message on the LC mainline letting students know that we are closing early due to inclement 

weather and inviting folks to check the website or email us with questions or concerns. Anyone (including staff) will then be 

able to call our main number to get the latest status. We’ll update the voicemail tomorrow, for example, if it looks like we 

can open earlier or need to stay closed. (This is a good backup route if folks lose electricity but still have phone service and 

want to know what’s going on at the LC). She’ll also notify the OAs and appointment tutors if need be. 

3) Kristen will post a message on the website letting students know that we are closing early due to inclement weather and 

invite students to check back to see when we’ve resumed normal operations. Maybe also put all these details in the Morning 

Post? If you need to cancel or reschedule a program, please let Kristen and Billie know so that we can include that in the 

messaging (voicemail/website) to students. 

4) If half of what the weather is saying comes true, I anticipate difficult travel for some tomorrow and a delayed opening. 

And if nothing happens, we’ll "unfreeze" appointments and resume as normal. So check email from me in the morning for 

updates. At present we have a "freeze" in place until 2 p.m. Tomorrow that prevents additional appointments from rolling 

in. So stay tuned and feel free to check the voicemail, website or future email messages for updates. 

As the University website indicates, you are always encouraged to make travel decisions "based on your own personal 

safety." Glad to reiterate that. And, of course, if the University moves to Condition II or whatever, that holds trump and 

supersedes our in-house messages. 

Also glad to show you my reading of the snow tea leaves via current weather forecasts that has me sending you this 

message! Current forecasts suggest that Chapel Hill and Durham will get the least impact--we’re in a weird pocket 

surrounded by greater snow totals--so maybe this will be a bunch of fuss about a few flakes. 

Stop down to see me if you have questions or special circumstances you’d like to me be aware of. And you can always reach 

me on my cell at 919 485-9526 if needed along the way! 



Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erik Zimmerman ~newschool.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:08 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mmllingham@unc.edu> 

Schooled: Thank you! 

Hi MaN, 

My name is Erik Zimmerman, and I jns~t wanted to send you a quick thank you for the work you have done standing up for the importance of education at UNC. I was 

watching fl~e documenta~ "Schooled" and saw your poNon. As an aspiring university educator and person passionate abont higher education, it makes me happy 

knowing that there are individuals such as yon in the world who truly care about students and their education. I am sure, because of the environment of American 

collegiate athletics, that yon have received some mean emails so I wanted to send you a positive one. Jufft a little note to let yon know someone np here in New York 
thinks what you did was incredibly awesome. Have a great week! 

Thank you, 

Efik Zimmennan 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:01 AM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Checking in 

Rudi, Thank you for the kind email. I will keep it to read over on low days. Our students give me the energy to face each 
new day at this place. I do believe that our administration helped push out my message and I’m actually grateful. There 
will be many more bruises during this battle. I need to keep my eye on the prize- players rights and a real education- hope 
I live long enough to see it unfold. See you soon, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willinqh 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 10:47 PM, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <collored@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I just wanted to check in and see how you are doins. Yesterday I was meetin8 with one of my honors 

students who is writin8 about alternatives to industrial asriculture in the Bolivian Andes. I was advisin8 her 
to put back into her paper an extended interview she had previously written up. I said it would 

complement her report on a short survey she had done. Without thinkins, I said somethin8 like "You’re 

just like Mary Willinsham--it is not just the numbers that show your point, you were actually there talkin8 

to the people." It seemed a random thin8 for me to brin8 up--it shows how much you are on my mind. 

I think thoush, for the student it was not actually that random. In fact, when I said your name her eyes 

widened and she opened her mouth to say somethins, but I had moved on to make my point about her 

thesis. Later, after we finished with her paper, thoush, she asked me what I knew about you and as we 

besan to talk, I realized that your situation had upset her and confused her. I have received an email from 

another student also sayin8 she had been thinkin8 about you and wanted to talk to me about it (She knew 

that I know you and I support ARG folks). 
These women have made me wonder about just how apathetic students are. Sure, there are die-hard fans 

who want nothin8 to tarnish the heels, and there are committed and confident students who are 
contemptuous of athletics. These two women thoush have opened my eyes to a separate 8roup who were 

likely not partisan when it came to athletics but are now not at all sure about the provost and more wary of 

the administration. Apparently so causht up in tryin8 to project an imase of academic rectitude to the 

outside world, the administration’s attack on you has done hidden harm amon8 students. 

If there are ways that it would be helpful for me to support you or speak up for you, let me know. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From= Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent= Monday, January 13, 2014 9:12 AM 
To= Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
Subject= Re: Checking in 

Thanks Rudi. I am OK. My life stays about the same, meanwhile many of our athletes continue to 
get a bad deal. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 



UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 9:02 AM, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <collored@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I have been following things in the paper about your research--it is interesting how all these 

folks are disputing your findings: Roy Williams simply believing that they are not true; the 

NCAA and its instant and microscopic statistics. Not a lot there. I hope all of this is not 

wearing you down. 

Best, 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:01 AM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Checking in 

Rudi, Thank you for the kind email. I will keep it to read over on low days. Our students give me the energy to face each 
new day at this place. I do believe that our administration helped push out my message and I’m actually grateful. There 
will be many more bruises during this battle. I need to keep my eye on the prize- players rights and a real education- hope 
I live long enough to see it unfold. See you soon, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 10:47 PM, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <collored@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I just wanted to check in and see how you are doins. Yesterday I was meetin8 with one of my honors 

students who is writin8 about alternatives to industrial asriculture in the Bolivian Andes. I was advisin8 her 
to put back into her paper an extended interview she had previously written up. I said it would 

complement her report on a short survey she had done. Without thinkins, I said somethin8 like "You’re 

just like Mary Willinsham--it is not just the numbers that show your point, you were actually there talkin8 

to the people." It seemed a random thin8 for me to brin8 up--it shows how much you are on my mind. 

I think thoush, for the student it was not actually that random. In fact, when I said your name her eyes 

widened and she opened her mouth to say somethins, but I had moved on to make my point about her 

thesis. Later, after we finished with her paper, thoush, she asked me what I knew about you and as we 
besan to talk, I realized that your situation had upset her and confused her. I have received an email from 

another student also sayin8 she had been thinkin8 about you and wanted to talk to me about it (She knew 

that I know you and I support ARG folks). 

These women have made me wonder about just how apathetic students are. Sure, there are die-hard fans 

who want nothin8 to tarnish the heels, and there are committed and confident students who are 
contemptuous of athletics. These two women thoush have opened my eyes to a separate 8roup who were 

likely not partisan when it came to athletics but are now not at all sure about the provost and more wary of 

the administration. Apparently so causht up in tryin8 to project an imase of academic rectitude to the 

outside world, the administration’s attack on you has done hidden harm amon8 students. 

If there are ways that it would be helpful for me to support you or speak up for you, let me know. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 9:12 AM 
To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J 
Subject: Re: Checking in 

Thanks Rudi. I am OK. My life stays about the same, meanwhile many of our athletes continue to 
get a bad deal. Mary 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 9:02 AM, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <collored~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I have been following things in the paper about your research--it is interesting how all these 

folks are disputing your findings: Roy Williams simply believing that they are not true; the 

NCAA and its instant and microscopic statistics. Not a lot there. I hope all of this is not 

wearing you down. 

Best, 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 

CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbie Alcorn <balcorn@csiresearch.com> 
Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:53 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Conference Registration--Includes Journal Subscription 

Only I Day Remaining for Free Journal 
Offer 

Subscription 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry is offering a FREE GIFT 
when you register between 12/3/13 - 1/31/14! 

We are seeking the most innovative academic scholars in the fields of education, business 

and behavioral science to join us at CSI’s International Academic Research Conference. 

April 9-11, 2014 
Sheraton Fisherman’s Wharf Hotel 

San Francisco, CA 

For REGISTERING between 12/3/13 - 1/31/14, 
our gift to you is a one-year subscription to one of our academic journals. 

You choose between the following titles: 

Journal of Scholastic Inquiry: Behavioral Science 
Journal of Scholastic Inquiry: Business 

Journal of Scholastic Inquiry: Education 

Plan to join us as an attendee for a great multidisciplinary experience. If you are 

interested in advancing your professional development, you may also present and/or 
publish: 

Your registration ($385) includes a complimentary presentation slot. If interested, 

submit your presentation abstract (editor@csiresearch.com) and receive notification 
within 48 hours. 

If your abstract is accepted for conference presentation and you are interested in 



pursuing publication, CSI will waive the publication submission review fee ($50 

value). 
Upon successful peer review, your paper will be published in one of CSI [] s peer- 

reviewed academic research journals. 

Register Now or Learn More 

Call for Papers 

Asked 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry 

4857 Hwy 67, Suite #2 

Granite Falls, MN 56241 

(855) 855-8764 

www.csiresearch.com 

CENTER FOR 
SCHOLASTIC 
I N QU ! RY 

RESEARgH~ PROFE$S~O~#4~ PR4~T~CE 

If you prefer to no longer receive emails from the Center for Scholastic Inquiry, please click opt out below. 

~t-Out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:48 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Please Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males; LrNC - We Have Failed Students for Years; Only 
10% of Black 8th-grade boys read proficiently; Real Men Read Sweeps America 

alt_body.html 

Fascinating. Thx for sending. 

Related: We are working up some GREAT data visualizations to go with my profile of you. I have the team here really motivated. This could be a big deal. 

Also: watched the Schooled documentary. Pretty good stuff’. I’m a big fan of Taylor Branch. Read his civil rights books when they came out. 

Onward... 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Mary C. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

At: 1/31/2014 10:44 

FYI 

From: The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:philli~blackstalvr~ect ccsend corn] On Behalf Of The Black Star Project, USA 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 8:54 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Please Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males; UNC - We Have Failed Students for Years; Only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys read proficiently; Real 

Men Read Sweeps America 

[Black Star Logo] 

Making Progress; Moving Forward! 

Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males 

UNC - We Failed Students for Years 

Only 10% of Black Boys Read Proficiently 

Real Men Read Sweeps America 

Daddy Daughter Dance 2014 

Links: 

The Black Star Project’s website: 

blackstarproj ect.org<~g~;~!?://r20~rs6 m eti~n j~y~?e 001LNo 

Y5 SwVSdsiDQy f2_~GbtaI,e 8UVU F 8MSKTzsI,M~ iV SD7Y212Xd~evkq,aUfdSRALJl DA_y~)~]) INTUbTLWY 8Glc5Z 5t~_gQm ldc202~,uHb> 

Black Star Journal: 

blackstarj oumal.org<~g~:/ir20 ~rs6.net/~?e 001LN 

Y5 SwVSdsiD~l~j~GbtaLe 8UVUF 8MSKTzsLMn iV SD7Y212X &evk~aUfdSR ALJ1 DAvO@INTUb7LWY 8Glc5Z5t ml dc202vuHb> 

Become a Member: 

ClickHere<http://r20.~6.net/tn.jsp?e 001LN-Y5SwV8dvOgK~wE4Ar21QQUB QYD3oqR6kJy9rX6UIUxgg9Ah6xK-h4-bwRA- 

9ZzFOPvUTyRUQB dFHai~aurHO0~dKaqLHeJ-~7Ipu4ndPO6 @ T23j 7vUeS qH2XGB 9CklTb 1ZYL 8UVIJ8q6wJx0thY 18Ib7Qyr- 

LqaHanlBbh5E9wH5VZ8xPTYX 3u~7e~kp~tk089cY g5aUbiiOAm-2dLRUZCUB~Lw > 

Event Calendar: 

Click Here action/index~ o~ter~t&view a~icle&~d 15&Item~d 30> 

Like us on Facebook: 

loads/2012/06/icoasetc-~cebook io ]<~(~:i/r20~6met!~_n.j~?e=OO1LN-Y5SwVSdt- 

LIB~,~e lxX~A9ExS AwowH1C5KDrf,~CJ9rm nJlAsB5dw2wmRki dfYZ5- 

IcYc)(wKMN-PSc10 80S~597GI,IGo > 

loads/2012/06/iconsetc-twitter-lo             ] <~g~ :i /r20~rs6 met /tn~{p ? e=O O1L N 

Y5SwV8duUO1y76J~hZ7kcb9P3j:~ZW4tCK9TBYK~Ox~mWaszCc~-51hr~1FKNqVBc~O~nKV25XdkTGb~y~: 

5dxk5frWGkT                        5bbGsrVCz~ _> 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 



President Baraek Obama 

The White House 

1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 

Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle 

class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education show-s that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with no plan to 

improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State 

University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New- Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - 

Berkley - 33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 

38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to 

ensure that college student/athletes can read at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 

(Your Address) 

ClickHere<[~ttp:iir20.~3g~met/tt~,.~g~?e 001LNoY5SwVSdvxrRTLIsi HCPYd?,/sMU5R6L~’F~cluf’r TCZiVSrERNdHg~ 

~7CweSksBFtXmETczzY 3v4N~KxuDfOUtlRW 5iPcF327DYiHt~EZD to Send This 

Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to blackstar1000@ameritech.net<mailto:blacks~_arl000~.ameri~_ect~.~et>. 

~://i.cdn.mrr~er.com/cnn/.e/im~,O_~lobaliheader/us/hdrous.~] 

University of North Carolina: 

We failed students ’for years’ 

[h~t t k~: ,(/v,, wwe ache.v,, rak corn/ass et/news/loca!/2014/01/08/13283774/13283777° 1389226502o640x360 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 

January29,2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic standards, 

Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN investigation found continuing 

problems at UNC and other public universities where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did nothing beyond turning in 

a single paper. One professor has been indicted on fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not read well enough to 

follow- news coverage about themselves or even read the word "Wisconsin." 



The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of the problem of 

enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

ClickHere<http:iir20~rs6met/tmj}p?e 001LNoy5SwVSdtunHS2mY3i0 cvlbUuAlFMREaPLDFbPk!IvkPgxtsudVmSFJtYUo 

dt~C3WAcJNeLOci~I’¢2_})2~jEAwNiSHKBouX6IK                             M[~A > to Read Full Story 

In America, only 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read proficiently* 

"If you teach that nigger how- to read, there will be no keeping him ! It will forever unfit him to be a slave! He would at once become unmanageable, and of no value to his 

master." 

These are the words of Master Auld to his wife, who was teaching Frederick Douglass, a slave, to read. This passage is taken from an essay written by Jada Williams, 13, 

Rochester, New- York. Click Here<t~ttj2!://r20.rs6.netitn.j~_p?e 001LN-Y5S~VSdv~gV O~)’~YB6k4zS’2~2C:g~f!I~6FLXuOmv()~?~ 

NhAKZ0rdmShbnmZkgiKuvlX~f5M38aTs91NWJl           SViBrUVoJwkJ[~’khd~ f@NJAI-~B3EsWIbn7                                  to see and hear Jada 

Williams read her essay. She was shortly-after forced our of school for wanting Black children to learn to read. Click Here<t~t{I?://r20.rs6.net,lt*~j>d~?e 001LNo 

Y5 SwVSdu14FfFcsGTJV-CGow bxaSnI~gm YgJ_jQMz0GbZN’ZazvR cucPMGRxuDvbRoO 

A36wMdI,’4RW~,~iRBOLZmH9t~Cj]TDsHS r SBD7rk7i2f’oMxcTXAlx2BpP5wH n7LRwVZAI~’imWMtreM,~,,oo 

m~milIsA6K4Gbe5Pbd~’kv3x9 GiP5NoO6bCOFxTKt~g> to learn more about Jada Williams. 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 

Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City\Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 

Milwaukee - 3% 

Cleveland- 3% 

Detroit- 5% 

Washington (D.C.) - 6% 

San Diego - 7% 

Dallas - 7% 

Baltimore City - 7% 

Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 

Atlanta - 9% 

Los Angeles - 9% 

Philadelphia - 9% 

Austin - 9% 

Houston - 9% 

Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 

Boston - 10% 

Miami-Dade - 11% 

Charlotte - 12% 

New- York City - 13% 

~2gl~://wwv,,.patriapres s.corr~/newsv4n lbsm~] 

It was illegal to teach slaves to read. Slaves were beaten and killed if they could read. New- schools for former slaves were destroyed as an attempt to stop them from 

learning. Did it work? 

There is no plan that we know- of in any of the above cities or from the U.S. Department of Education to change the fact that 90% of 8th-grade of Black boys in America 

cannot read proficiently. Black people in each of the above cities should call 773.285.9600 to become part of a plan to teach Black boys to read. 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of Education’s National Assessment 

of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

loads/2014/01/P&’~ALMENREAF~ TI2XT~p~] 

Men reading to children changes children, improves schools and opens up the world of learning. The Black Star Project is asking men across America to make time to read 

to children during the month of March 2014. We will help schools, churches, librairies, park districts, community organizations, businesses, government units or any other 

group set up a successful Real Men Read program with support from The Black Star Project. We will help you recruit, train and schedule fathers, relatives, community 

members, businessmen, college students, retired men and other men to READ to children! For more information or to bring 

Real Men Read to your city, school or church, please call 

773.285.9600. 



ress~com/2010/11/3-real-mer~oread~pg] 

The Black Star Project Supports 

African Night and Young People Organizing for Progress on 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 

6:00 pm to 11:00 pm 

K.L.E.O. Center - 119 East Garfield 

Chicago, Illinois 

~otoso~oa~akamaihdme~/~photosoakofrc1/p480x480i165401 8 10202082307117002                 ] 

otto dsa~do~mces loads/2012/10 idailvne~ s %2B lo g_o~l~g] 

Brooklyn chess star battles the pressure of expectations 

/1.15~8012~1389053784!/im n/derivatives/la~dsc~(;35/c~ess 5ko3 oweb~] 

(Photo by DOYLE MURPHY/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS) Brooklyn teen chess star Rochelle Ballantyne plays a rare, low-pressure match against Christian Whitted, 

owner of New- York Chess and Games, at his Flatbush Avenue shop. 

By Doyle Murphy 

January 6, 2014 

Some days, Brooklyn’s chess queen can’t help feeling like a pawn. 

Rochelle Ballantyne, a former child prodigy who was featured prominently in a chess documentary as a 13-year-old, is trying to hold onto her love for the game after years 

of grinding through high-stakes tournaments under the pressure of soaring expectations. 

"It’s made chess become - instead of the game I love - it’s become like a job," 

said the 18-year-old phenom, a college freshman who returned to East Flatbush last week from the United Arab Emirates after an unsatisfying finish at a world youth 

championship tournament. 

Ballantyne’s followers assumed she would swiftly reach her goal of becoming the first African-American female chess master. 

It has proved to be an elusive goal. 

The distinction is based on a rating system that swings up and down based on a complicated formula that accounts for total victories as well as the strength of a player’s 

opponents. 

Ballantyne’s U.S. Chess Federation rating is currently 2,062; she needs to reach 2,200 to become a master. 

Now- attending Stanford University on a full academic scholarship, Ballantyne is still chasing master status as the pressure - which is mostly self-imposed - grows. 

ClickHere<btttp://r20.rs6.net/tn~?e 001LN-Y5 S~:,,V8 d\,mO9Toghn0 WRZ sF’RU-X lie0rRDFOkEKbP0~:?ELKo 

1YZ~iNnVwg6Gti2©hfiuusTwelKUz(,)gdxcAS5klGb4CEiDmfA2Kods > to Read Full Story 

Daughters Grab Your Fathers for 

The 5th Annual Valentines Day 

2014 Daddy Daughter Dance 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 

1:00 pm to 3:30 pm 

at 

The Black Star Ballroom 

3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

.com/ne~a, ohnbl loads/2012i09idad ] 



Young women 4- to 14-years old are invited to dress up and show their fathers a good time at The Black Star Project’s 5th Annual Daddy Daughter Dance. Cost $30.00 per 

couple and $5.00 per extra young lady. Please call 773.285.9600 to register your couple or to get a free organizing kit to bring the Daddy Daughter Dance to your city. 

This event is sponsored by The Black Star Project’s Million Fathers Club. Attire: Dress To Impress 

Music - Dancing - Food - Fun - Crafts - Pictures 

The Black Star Project Supports 

Broadway in Bronzeville 
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From: The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:phillip@blackstarproject.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star Project, 

USA 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 8:54 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Please Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males; UNC - We Have Failed Students for Years; Only 10% 
of Black 8th-grade boys read proficiently; Real Men Read Sweeps America 

Ask President 
Obama to Heb 
Educate Black Males 

UNC o We Failed 
Students for Years 

Onlv 10% of Black 
Bovs Read 

Real Men Read 
Sweeps America 

Daddy Dauahter 
Dance 2014 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Prqect’s website: 

blackstarprqect org 

Black Star Journal: 

blackstariournakorq 

Become a Member: 

Click Here 

Event Calendar: 
Click Here 

Like us on 
Facebook: 

Please Ask President Obarna 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University- 27%; University of California- Berkley- 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University -36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University -40%; Liberty University -40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 



I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstar 1 O00@am eritech, net. 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 



investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsin." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In America, only 10% of 8th-grade 
Black boys can read proficiently* 

"’if you teach that nigger how to read, there 
will be no keepin9 him! it will forever unfit 
him to be a slave! He would at once become 
unmanageable, and of no value to his 
master.’" 
These are the words of/Vlaster Auld to his wife, who was 
teaching Frederick Douglass, a slave, to read. This passage is 
taken from an essay written by Jada Williams, 13, Rochester, 
New York. Click Here to see and hear Jada Williams read her 
essay. She was shortly-after forced our of school for wanting 
Black children to learn to read. Click Here to learn more 
about Jada Williams. 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City\Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D.C.) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 



Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 

It was illegal to teach slaves to read. Slaves were beaten and killed if they could read. 
New schools for former slaves were destroyed as an attempt to stop them from learning. 
Did it work? 

There is no plan that we know of in any of the above cities or 
from the U.S. Department of Education to change the fact 
that 90% of 8th-grade of Black boys in America cannot read 
proficiently. Black people in each of the above cities should 
call 773.285.9600 to become part of a plan to teach Black 
boys to read. 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. 
This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of Education’s 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 



Men reading to children changes children, improves schools and 
opens up the world of learning. The Black Star Project is asking 
men across America to make time to read to children during the 
month of March 2014. We will help schools, churches, librairies, 
park districts, community organizations, businesses, government 
units or any other group set up a successful Real Men Read 
program with support from The Black Star Project. We will help 
you recruit, train and schedule fathers, relatives, community 
members, businessmen, college students, retired men and other 
men to READ to children! For more information or to bring 

Real Men Read to your city, school or church, please call 

773.285.9600. 

The Black Star Project Supports 



African Night and Young People 
Organizing for Progress on 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 

6:00 pm to 11:00 pm 

K.L.E.O. Center- 119 East Garfield 

Chicago, Illinois 

Brooklyn chess star battles the 
pressure of expectations 



(Photo by DOYLE MURPHY/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS) Brooklyn teen chess star 
Rochelle Ballantyne plays a rare, low-pressure match against Christian Whitted, owner 
of New York Chess and Games, at his Flatbush Avenue shop. 

By Doyle Murphy 
January 6, 2014 

Some days, Brooklyn’s chess queen can’t help feeling like a pawn. 

Rochelle Ballantyne, a former child prodigy who was featured prominently in a 
chess documentary as a 13-year-old, is trying to hold onto her love for the 
game after years of grinding through high-stakes tournaments under the 
pressure of soaring expectations. 

"It’s made chess become - instead of the game I love - it’s become like a job," 
said the 18-year-old phenom, a college freshman who returned to East 
Flatbush last week from the United Arab Emirates after an unsatisfying finish at 
a world youth championship tournament. 

Ballantyne’s followers assumed she would swiftly reach her goal of becoming 
the first African-American female chess master. 

It has proved to be an elusive goal. 

The distinction is based on a rating system that swings up and down based on 
a complicated formula that accounts for total victories as well as the strength of 
a player’s opponents. 

Ballantyne’s U.S. Chess Federation rating is currently 2,062; she needs to 
reach 2,200 to become a master. 

Now attending Stanford University on a full academic scholarship, Ballantyne 
is still chasing master status as the pressure - which is mostly self-imposed - 
grows. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Daughters Grab Your Fathers for 



The 5th Annual Valentines Day 

2014 Daddy Daughter Dance 
Saturday, February 8, 2014 

1:00 pm to 3:30 pm 
at 

The Black Star Ballroom 
3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

Youn~ women 4- to 14-years otd are invited to dress up and 
show their fathers a ~ood time at The Black Star Project’s 5th 
Annual Daddy Daughter Dance. Cost $30.00 per couple and 
$5.00 per extra young lady. Ptease cat[ 773.285.9600 to 
re~ister your coupte or to ~et a free or~anizin~ kit to brin~ the 
Daddy Daughter Dance to your city. This event is sponsored by 
The Black Star Project’s/~illion Fathers Club. Attire: Dress To 
Impress 

Music - Dancing - Food - Fun - Crafts - Pictures!!! 

The Black Star Project Supports 

Broadway in Bronzeville 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:48 AM 

Northam, Ran (RNortham@wchl.com) 

FW: Please Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males; UNC - We Have Failed 
Students for Years; Only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys read proficiently; Real Men Read 
Sweeps America 

Thanks again. Here is another project of mine. I wrote a letter to President Obama and the Black Star Project has joined 

me. While I have many enemies, I also have many new friends. Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:phillip@blackstarproject.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star Project, 
USA 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 8:54 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Please Ask President Obama to Help Educate Black Males; UNC - We Have Failed Students for Years; Only 10% 
of Black 8th-grade boys read proficiently; Real Men Read Sweeps America 

Ask President 
Obama to Help 
Educate Black Males 

UNC o We Failed 
Students for Years 

Only 10% of Black 
Boys Read 

Real Men Read 
Sweeps America 

Daddy Daughter 

Dance 2014 

The Black Star 
Prqect’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 



Become a Member: 

Click Here 

Event Calendar: 

Click Here 

Like us on 
Facebook: 

graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University- 27%; University of California- Berkley- 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University -36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University -40%; Liberty University -40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstar 1000@am eritech, net. 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 



Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks alter a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players alter a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsin." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In America, only 10% of 8th-grade 
Black boys can read proficiently* 

"’if you teach that nigger how to read, there 
will be no keepin9 him! it will forever unfit 
him to be a slave! He would at once become 



unmana~eable~ and oJ~ no va~ue to his 
master. °° 
These are the words of Master Auld to his wife, who was 
teaching Frederick Douglass, a slave, to read. This passage is 
taken from an essay written by dada Williams, 13, Rochester, 
New York. Click Here to see and hear dada Williams read her 
essay. She was shortly-after forced our of school for wanting 
Black children to learn to read. Click Here to learn more 
about dada Williams. 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City\Percenta~le of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Readincj* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D.C.) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 



It was illegal to teach slaves to read. Slaves were beaten and killed if they could read. 
New schools for former slaves were destroyed as an attempt to stop them from learning. 
Did it work? 

There is no plan that we know of in any of the above cities or 
from the U.S. Department of Education to change the fact 
that 90% of 8th-grade of Black boys in America cannot read 
proficiently. Black people in each of the above cities should 
call 773.285.9600 to become part of a plan to teach Black 
boys to read. 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. 
This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of Education’s 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 



Men reading to children changes children, improves schools and 
opens up the world of learning. The Black Star Project is asking 
men across America to make time to read to children during the 
month of March 2014. We will help schools, churches, librairies, 
park districts, community organizations, businesses, government 
units or any other group set up a successful Real Men Read 
program with support from The Black Star Project. We will help 
you recruit, train and schedule fathers, relatives, community 
members, businessmen, college students, retired men and other 
men to READ to children! For more information or to bring 

Real Men Read to your city, school or church, please call 

773.285.9600. 

The Black Star Project Supports 



African Night and Young People 
Organizing for Progress on 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 

6:00 pm to 11:00 pm 

K.L.E.O. Center- 119 East Garfield 

Chicago, Illinois 

Brooklyn chess star battles the 
pressure of expectations 



(Photo by DOYLE MURPHY/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS) Brooklyn teen chess star 
Rochelle Ballantyne plays a rare, low-pressure match against Christian Whitted, owner 
of New York Chess and Games, at his Flatbush Avenue shop. 

By Doyle Murphy 
January 6, 2014 

Some days, Brooklyn’s chess queen can’t help feeling like a pawn. 

Rochelle Ballantyne, a former child prodigy who was featured prominently in a 
chess documentary as a 13-year-old, is trying to hold onto her love for the 
game after years of grinding through high-stakes tournaments under the 
pressure of soaring expectations. 

"It’s made chess become - instead of the game I love - it’s become like a job," 
said the 18-year-old phenom, a college freshman who returned to East 
Flatbush last week from the United Arab Emirates after an unsatisfying finish at 
a world youth championship tournament. 

Ballantyne’s followers assumed she would swiftly reach her goal of becoming 
the first African-American female chess master. 

It has proved to be an elusive goal. 

The distinction is based on a rating system that swings up and down based on 
a complicated formula that accounts for total victories as well as the strength of 
a player’s opponents. 

Ballantyne’s U.S. Chess Federation rating is currently 2,062; she needs to 
reach 2,200 to become a master. 

Now attending Stanford University on a full academic scholarship, Ballantyne 
is still chasing master status as the pressure - which is mostly self-imposed - 
grows. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Daughters Grab Your Fathers for 



The 5th Annual Valentines Day 

2014 Daddy Daughter Dance 
Saturday, February 8, 2014 

1:00 pm to 3:30 pm 
at 

The Black Star Ballroom 
3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

Youn~ women 4- to 14-years otd are invited to dress up and 
show their fathers a ~ood time at The Black Star Project’s 5th 
Annual Daddy Daughter Dance. Cost $30.00 per couple and 
$5.00 per extra young lady. Ptease cat[ 773.285.9600 to 
re~ister your coupte or to ~et a free or~anizin~ kit to brin~ the 
Daddy Daughter Dance to your city. This event is sponsored by 
The Black Star Project’s/~illion Fathers Club. Attire: Dress To 
Impress 

Music - Dancing - Food - Fun - Crafts - Pictures!!! 

The Black Star Project Supports 

Broadway in Bronzeville 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 
Friday, January 31, 2014 10:49 AM 

Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa L 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N 
<krademacher@unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
THANK YOU 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are writing to express our appreciation for the extra effort gou are making to serve students who participate in 

Learning Center programs in the wake of       retirement. As gou are aware this makes the fourth full-time staff 

member to leave the Learning Center in the last few gears. While we have not been able to fill three of the vacant 

positions due to budget cuts, we expect to hire someone full-time later this gear. Also, we have brought on board a 

~ student who will devote twentg hours per week on duties formerlg assigned to This still leaves 

a significant decrease in the hours available to students, so we are asking each of gou to stand readg to do what’s 

needed in the interim. This mag require extra effort in the near term to staff bootcamps, respond to campus workshop 

requests and maintain the good momentum and campus awareness underwag for qualitg programming from the 

Learning Center 

Again we want to acknowledge and thank you for the commitment you have shown already this semester and look 

forward to your continuing support. 

Harold and Kim 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Friday:               1:19 PM 

Willin~ham, Mary C. <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuors for hire 

Tutors for hire Nov 1 to Jan 31 .xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kurt Bienias <          @yahoo.corn> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 6:54 PM 

Chancellor <chancellor@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James_Dean@unc.edu>; 
Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Independent Investigation 

Kurt Bienias Resume 2014.docx 

Chancellor Folt, Provost Dean, Dean Levine, and Professor Willingham, 

My name is Kurt Bienias and I’ve been following the N&O stories written regarding UNC’s academic and athletic challenges over 
the past few years. I would like to offer my services for an Independent Investigation should you desire to take that (additional) route. 
What I offer: 

- Former Air Force Commander/Field Grade Officer--USAF Retired 

- I was nationally handpicked for a special duty assignment (-only 30 nationwide) as the Regional Admissions Director for the Air 
Force Academy and AFROTC College Scholarship Programs. In this capacity, I oversaw and supported the recruiting efforts for the 
Air Force Academy as well as UNC, Duke, NCCU, NCSU, ECU, and FSU. I served in this capacity for over five years and then 
retired here in the local area. 

- I have worked for over five years as a collegiate instructor/advisor (Sport Management, Sport Studies, Physical Education, Physical 
Activities). 

- I have worked for over five years as a collegiate (soccer) coach. 

The combination of my academic, athletic, advising, and admissions work might be a good combination to utilize in an 
Independent Investigation. I can assure you I have no preconceived mindset nor any hidden agenda. I worked with the UNC 
AFROTC and also worked a UNC summer soccer camp years ago. I came to know UNC as an institution that prides itself with 
excellence in all that it does and I would welcome the opportunity to help it continue on that pathway if my skills and experiences are 
deemed worthwhile to do so. Thank you for your time and I do wish you and UNC all the best. 

Respectfully, 

Kurt 

Kurt Bienias 
Email: 

Phone: 

~yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 1:16 PM 

George S. Baroff < @bellsouth.net> 

Re: Meeting place 

Thank you. I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

OnFeb 1, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "George S. Baroff" < 

Great. so I’ll need to leave by 1:30. Will be at your house about 12:30 or a 
little earlier. 
Thanks. George 
P.S. I see the NY Post is now in your corner! 

George, 
Come on over to my house for lunch on Tuesday. I live at /OU 

- --’parl~ing is by the f(ont door. I wilihave t~ be in Steele Building for 
advising~at 2pm so if you can come a little earlier, that would be great. Thanks much, 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "George S.Baroff" <~ ~bd~south.~et> wrote: 

Mary...My hearing is poor and most eating places have a lot lot 
background noise that interferes with hearing. Any quiet setting would 
work, e.g.,your office, your home, my home,... 

I want to be able to discuss the material in a suitable environment--a 
quiet one! 

Thanks. 
George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 1:16 PM 

George S. Baroff ~bellsouth.net> 

Re: Meeting place 

Thank you. I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

OnFeb 1, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "George S. Baroff" < ~bel~ south.r~et> wrote: 

Great. so I’ll need to leave by 1:30. Will be at your house about 12:30 or a 
little earlier. 
Thanks. George 
P.S. I see the NY Post is now in your corner! 

George, 
Come on over to my house for lunch on Tuesday. I live at 

- parking is by the front door. I will have to be in Steele Building for 
advising-at 2pm so if you can come a little earlier, that would be great. Thanks much, 

Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "George S.Baroff" ~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Mary...My hearing is poor and most eating places have a lot lot 
background noise that interferes with hearing. Any quiet setting would 
work, e.g.,your office, your home, my home,... 

I want to be able to discuss the material in a suitable environment--a 
quiet one! 

Thanks. 
George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S. Baroff        ’@bellsouth.net> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:09 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting place 

Mary... Wednesday might work better... I have no afternoon appointments and could spend as much time 
necessary. I would be at your home by 1:30. Would that work for you? 
George 
On Feb 1, 2014, at 1:16 PM, Willingham, Mary C. 

Thank you. I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

OnFeb 1, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "George S. Baroff" ~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Great. so I’ll need to leave by 1:30. Will be at your house 
about 12:30 or a little earlier. 
Thanks. George 
P.S. I see the NY Post is now in your corner! 

George, 
Come on over to my house for lunch on Tuesday. I live at 

parking is by the front door. 
I will have to be in Steele Building for advising at 2pm so if you can 
come a little earlier, that would be great. Thanks much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "George S.Baroft~’ 
wrote: 

Mary...My hearing is poor and most eating places have a 
lot lot background noise that interferes with hearing. Any 
quiet setting would work, e.g.,your office, your home, my 
home,... 

I want to be able to discuss the material in a suitable 
environment--a quiet one! 

Thanks. 
George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Adair            @gmail.com> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:14 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thank you! 

Dear Mary, 

My name is Andrew Adair. I am a graduate of (2hapel Hill High School (1990) and U.N.(2.-(2hapel Hill (1994). 

I am deeply moved by your commitment to education and to the student-athletes at U.N.C. I think your points 
are right on the money -- an athletic scholarship should be an opportunity for young people with athletic talent 
to get a meaningful education. If that means we give them remedial training in how to read--rather than pushing 
them through fake courses--so be it. If the University’s institutional ego can’t suffer the idea of admitting 
students and giving them remedial training at the grade-school (or other appropriate) level, then it is using these 
young people in a cynical way to allow everyone else in the U.N.(2. community to enjoy cheering for the Tar 
Heels. 

As you point out, it’s all about the money. But since we are talking about a public university, other values 
should supersede. 

Thank you for standing up for truth, basic standards, and for respecting the student-athletes as more than just a 
profit center for the university with a 4-year window! 

Andrew Adair 
Washington, D.C. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 6:11 PM 

George S. Baroff< ~ ’@bellsouth.net> 

Re: Meeting place 

George, As part of my demotion and increased duties, 1 work in advising every afternoon from 2-5. The 

Tuesday would still work, and it will not take but a few minutes (certainly not 200 
hours) for you to see that what I have is just too damning, and that is why they pulled the IRB - no other reason. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:09 PM, "George S. Baroff" 

Mary... Wednesday might work better... I have no afternoon appointments and could spend as 
much time necessary. I would be at your home by 1:30. Would that work for you? 
George 
OnFeb 1, 2014, at 1:16 PM, Willingham, Mary C. 

Thank you. I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

OnFeb 1, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "George S. Baroft" < ~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Great.                      so I’ll need to leave by 1:30. Will be at 
your house about 12:30 or a little earlier. 
Thanks. George 
P.S. I see the NY Post is now in your corner! 

George, 
Come on over to mv house for lunch on Tuesdav. I live at 

-- parking~is by {he front door. I will have to be in gteele 
Building for advising at 2pm so if you can come a little 
earlier, that would be great. Thanks much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "George S.Baroff" 
-~ ~bellsoL~th.r~et> wrote: 



Mary...My hearing is poor and most eating 
places have a lot lot background noise that 
interferes with hearing. Any quiet setting would 
work, e.g.,your office, your home, my home,... 

I want to be able to discuss the material in a 
suitable environment--a quiet one! 

Thanks. 
George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:27 AM 

Andrew Adair~ ~gmail.com> 

Re: Thank you! 

Andrew, Thank you. I really appreciate your email (and tweet). Time has come to do the right thing for our 
profit sport athletes who entertain us on game day. The overwhelming majority of our young men do not make 
it to graduation, or a Super Bowl. Only 98 college football players entered the NFL draft this year, leaving 
thousands behind who (according to the NCAA) "will go pro in something besides their sport". The NCAA uses 
propaganda, and not research to back up these claims. My descriptive analysis of athletes admitted here at 
Carolina is far too disturbing, and the facts MUST be refuted to keep the machine moving forward. Frank 
Deford says, "we don’t like to look at ugly things". Indeed we do not. 
Sincerely, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:13 PM, "Andrew Adair" < 

Dear Mary, 

My name is Andrew Adair. I am a graduate of Chapel Hill High School (1990) and U.N.C.-Chapel 

Hill (1994). 

I am deeply moved by your commitment to education and to the student-athletes at U.N.C. I think 
your points are right on the money -- an athletic scholarship should be an opportunity for young 
people with athletic talent to get a meaningful education. If that means we give them remedial 
training in how to read--rather than pushing them through fake courses--so be it. If the University’s 
institutional ego can’t suffer the idea of admitting students and giving them remedial training at the 
grade-school (or other appropriate) level, then it is using these young people in a cynical way to 
allow everyone else in the U.N.C. community to enjoy cheering for the Tar Heels. 

As you point out, it’s all about the money. But since we are talking about a public university, other 
values should supersede. 

Thank you for standing up for truth, basic standards, and for respecting the student-athletes as more 
than just a profit center for the university with a 4-year window! 

Andrew Adair 
Washington, D.C. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:27 AM 

Andrew Adair <a ~gmail.com> 

Re: Thank you! 

Andrew, Thank you. I really appreciate your email (and tweet). Time has come to do the right thing for our 
profit sport athletes who entertain us on game day. The overwhelming majority of our young men do not make 
it to graduation, or a Super Bowl. Only 98 college football players entered the NFL draft this year, leaving 
thousands behind who (according to the NCAA) "will go pro in something besides their sport". The NCAA uses 
propaganda, and not research to back up these claims. My descriptive analysis of athletes admitted here at 
Carolina is far too disturbing, and the facts MUST be refuted to keep the machine moving forward. Frank 
Deford says, "we don’t like to look at ugly things". Indeed we do not. 
Sincerely, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:13 PM, "Andrew Adair" ~m ail. corr,> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

My name is Andrew Adair. I am a graduate of Chapel Hill High School (1990) and U.N.C.-Chapel 
Hill (1994). 

I am deeply moved by your commitment to education and to the student-athletes at U.N.C. I think 
your points are right on the money -- an athletic scholarship should be an opportunity for young 
people with athletic talent to get a meaningful education. If that means we give them remedial 
training in how to read--rather than pushing them through fake courses--so be it. If the University’s 
institutional ego can’t suffer the idea of admitting students and giving them remedial training at the 
grade-school (or other appropriate) level, then it is using these young people in a cynical way to 
allow everyone else in the U.N.C. community to enjoy cheering for the Tar Heels. 

As you point out, it’s all about the money. But since we are talking about a public university, other 
values should supersede. 

Thank you for standing up for truth, basic standards, and for respecting the student-athletes as more 
than just a profit center for the university with a 4-year window! 

Andrew Adair 
Washington, D.C. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S. Baroff <t     "@bellsouth.net> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 11:23 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting place 

I’ll be there on Tuesday. I’ve familiarized myself with SANA... 
See you on Tuesday. 
George 
On Feb 1, 2014, at 6:11 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

George, As part of my demotion and increased duties, I work in advising every afternoon from 2-5. 

Tuesday would still work, and it will not take but a few 
minutes (certainly not 200 hours) for you to see that what I have is just too damning, and that is 
why they pulled the IRB - no other reason. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 4:09 PM, "George S. BarofU ¯ 

Mary... Wednesday might work better... I have no afternoon appointments and could 
spend as much time necessary. I would be at your home by 1:30. Would that work 
for you? 
George 
OnFeb 1, 2014, at 1:16 PM, Willingham, Mary C. 

Thank you. I look forward to meeting you. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

OnFeb 1, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "George S. Baroff" 
"~ellsouth.net> wrote: 

Great.                      so I’ll need to leave by 
1:30. Will be at your house about 12:30 or a little earlier. 
Thanks. George 
P.S. 1 see the NY Post is now in your corner! 

George, 
Come on over to my house for lunch on 
Tuesday. I live at 



.- parking is by the front door. I will have 
to be in Steele Building for advising at 2pm so if 
you can come a little earlier, that would be great. 
Thanks much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "George S.Baroft~’ 
~bellsouth.r~et> wrote: 

Mary...My hearing is poor and 
most eating places have a lot lot 
background noise that interferes 
with hearing. Any quiet setting 
would work, e.g.,your office, your 
home, my home,... 

I want to be able to discuss the 
material in a suitable environment-- 
a quiet one! 

Thanks. 
George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 4:59 PM 

Jonathan Weiler          @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Mary Willingham’s Reprieve I JONATHAN TURLEY 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali~smith.edu> 
Date: February 2, 2014 at 9:46:11 AMEST 
To: "Gurney, Gerald S." <g2~u~2)ou.edu> 
Cc: Willingham Mary <mwfilin      unc.edu>, Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermor~tlaw.edu>, allen 
Sack <         ~ahoo.com>, David Ridpath           hio.edu>, Donna Lopiano 

~mai~. corr,> 
Subject: Re: Mary Willingham’s Reprieve I JONATHAN TURLEY 

thanks Gerry, good stuff!! 

On Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 8:00 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. <ggame~ou.edu> wrote: 
I really recommend reading this. 

~onahanmrl 2014/02/01 ima rieve/ 

Sent from my iPad 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ww~< smith~ed~i~azimb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ ’@gmail.com> 
Sunday,                10:01 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: M. Willingham article on 

A note from one of our readers: 

Forwarded message 
From: Karen Murl~hy - @earthlink.r~et> 
Date: Sun,           at 5:54 PM 
Subject: M. Willingham article on 
To: univers~t~dai~tarheel ~ corn 

Karen Murphy 

Karen K. Murphy 
Attorney at Law 
1829 E. Franklin Street 
Building 600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Tel: 91%92%1478 
Fax: 91%241-8450 

Can you pass this on to Mary Willingham. I am totally supportive of her. 

l~he Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, 10:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: M. Willingham article on 

In case I need a catholic lawyer. Funny. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: 
To: "Willingham, Mary" <mwil~ingham@~nc~ ed~> 
Subject: Fwd: M. Willingham article on 

~mail. corn> 
at 10:00:43 PM EST 

A note from one of our readers: 

Forwarded message 
From: Karen Murohv ¯ ~ea~:hlir~k.r~et> 
Date: Sun,           at 5:54 PM 
Subject: M. Willingham article on 
To: universi        tarheei[~com 

of her. 

Karen Murphy 

Karen K. Murphy 
Attorney at Law 
1829 E. Franklin Street 
Building 600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Tel: 91%929-1478 
Fax: 919-241w8450 

can you pass this on to Mary Willingham. I am totally supportive 

Yhe Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday,                10:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: M. Willingham article on 

In case I need a catholic lawyer. Funny. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: 
To: "Willingham, Mary" <mwilli ur~c~edu> 
Subject: Fwd: M. Willingham article on 

A note from one of our readers: 

at 10:00:43 PM EST 

Forwarded message 
From: Karen Murphy ~learthlir~k.net> 
Date: Sun,           at 5:54 PM 
Subject: M. Willingham article on 
To: universi        tarheeLcom 

of her. 

Karen Murphy 

Karen K. Murphy 
Attorney at Law 
1829 E. Franklin Street 
Building 600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Tel: 919-929-1478 
Fax: 919-241-8450 

Can you pass this on to Mary Willingham. I am totally supportive 

The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 8:05 AM 

Jay M Smith , ,        @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Dear Editor - Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed.docx; ATT00001.htm 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A." <blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by 12:00 

noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 
Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain this to me? 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/2014/~2/~2/car~lina-black-caucus-releases-statement-unity/ 
I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 
Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Wgllingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men. 



Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@yahoogroups.com [mailto:CAABSE@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star 
Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 

To: CAABSE@yahooq rou ps.com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball 
athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 
40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating 
mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support 
for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at least 
to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black 
male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 



(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Click Here: http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit-questions-and-comments to Send This 
Message to President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 
Email a copy of your message to President Obama to blackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

Reply via web post Reply to sender Reply to group Start a New Topic ~’~essages in this tepic (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit YOUF GFoup 

Swtch to: Text-Only, Daily Digest ¯ Unsubscribe o Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 8:06 AM 

Sara Ganim <Sara.Ganim@turner.com> 

Fwd: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Dear Editor - Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed.docx; ATT00001.htm 

Sara, Check this letter out. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A." <blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Wfll[ngham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by 12:00 

noon. 

told you that we would "Hde shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star ProJect, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 
Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain this to me? 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/2~14/~2/~2/car~lina-black-caucus-releases-statement-unity/ 
I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 
Mary 

From: The Black Star ProJect, U.S.A. [blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 



Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage[ 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

From: CAABSE@yahooqroups.com [mailto:CAABSE@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star 
Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE@yahooq rou ps.com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball 
athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 
40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating 
mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 



1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support 
for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at least 
to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black 
male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Click Here: http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit-questions-and-comments to Send This 
Message to President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to blackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

Reply via web post Reply to sender Reply to group Start a New Topic Messages in this tepic (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit Your Group 

Switch to: Text-Only, Daily Digest ¯ Unsubscribe ¯ Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 8:07 AM 

Paul Barrett <pbarrettl 7@bloomberg.net> 

Fwd: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Dear Editor - Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed.docx; ATT00001.htm 

See attached letter. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U. S.A." <blackstarl000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 

noon. 

told you that we would "Hde shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 
Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain this to me? 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/2014/~2/~2/car~lina-black-caucus-releases-statement-unity/ 
I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 
Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Wfllingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success [n your effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to President Folt. 



Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@yahooqroups.com [mailto:CAABSE@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star 
Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE@yahooq rou ps.com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball 
athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 
40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating 
mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support 
for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at least 
to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black 
male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Click Here: http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit-questions-and-comments to Send This 
Message to President Barack Obama 



Click Here to Share on Facebook 
Email a copy of your message to President Obama to blackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

RepJy via web post Reply to sender Reply to group Star a New Topic Messages in this topic (1) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:22 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, there were a couple of 
misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called 
out for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~ ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A." <blackstar 1000@amefitech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwi~i        ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North Carolina 

tomorrow by 12:00 noon. 

I told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 



From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillin unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain this to me? 

~uncnewsouncoedu 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this statement. 
What are your thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarlOOO@ameritechonet] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly educate college 

student athletes, mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 



Please let me know whenever I might be of service° 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE [mailto:CAABSE ] On Behalf Of The 
Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABS E(~ya h ooq roupsocom 

Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Mlales 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You 
have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree 
with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that only 10% of Black 
8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous graduation rates for Black 
male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 
0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University 
- 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler 
University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The 
Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 
40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 
40% 



And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not doing a good job 
of educating mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her courage, honesty 
and her support for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college 
student/athletes can read at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years teams did not have 
50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys 
can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Clck Here: http:/AVWWoWhiteheUSeogeV/Ce~tact/sab~to~aest~asoa~do 
cemmems to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Clck Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to blackstarlOOO@ameritech.r~et. 

Rep~y via web Reply to Reply to Start a New Messages in this topic 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:39 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui~-~willin~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.corn> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith            ~mail.com> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT article. It shows 
how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~rnail.corr~> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, there 
were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the N&O and 
elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwil[1in       unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar1000~ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 



To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillin      unc,edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in 

North Carolina tomorrow by 12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@uncoedu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate 
Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you 
explain this to me? 

statement-unit~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would 
write this statement. What are your thoughts? 

Mary 



From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarl000@ameritech~net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate 
Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly 

educate college student athletes, mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to 

President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

From: CAABSE               [mailto:CAABSE               ] 
On Behalf Of The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE@~ahoo~ roupsocom 
Subject: [C:AABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black 
Males 

Please Ask President Obama 



To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that 
only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with no 
plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; 
South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern 
University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler 
University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 
38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 
40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at 
least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 



Click Here: ht*p://WWWoWhi*ehet~SeogeV/cemacUst~bmi*o 
~estiensoandoc~ems to Send This Message to President 
Barack Obama 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:38 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.eda> wrote: 
Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui~wi~in~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~rnail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridget? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith            ~mail.com> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT 
article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillin      unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of 
this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiL corn> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had 
proofread, there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that 
it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out 
for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillii        unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 



Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<Nackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" 
<mwil~i        unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
[mailto:mwilli ] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star ProJect, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To 
Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are 
doing. Can you explain this to me? 

~’uncnewsouncoeduz’2014!02/02ica rolinaoNacko 
ca ucusoreleasesostatementou nity] 



I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on 
campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstar:~000@ameritechonet] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To 
Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort 

to properly educate college student athletes, mostly 

young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President 

Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and 

sent emails to President 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@yaho(_~)g rou~)socom 
[mailto:CAABSE@_yahoog roulasocom] 0 n Beha If Of The 
Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: 



Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black 
Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary 
education available to more students. You have recently stated 
that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" 
in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of 
Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this 
rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had 
horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: 
University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 
0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 
14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern 
University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State 
University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State 
University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis 
University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 
40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 
40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just 
acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating 
mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North 
Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support for the 
work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure 
that college student/athletes can read at least to a high 
school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many 
of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black male 
athletes graduating with their class. 



3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more 
than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient 
level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

C$ick Here: 
http://WWWoWhiteheuseogeV/COmact/submit- 
fl~estie~soaudocommems to Send This Message to 
President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ ackstar 1000@am eritech. ~et. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:38 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui,-wil~in~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~ unc.edu> wrote: 
Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www~c, ed~i~-~wi~ir~g.h_ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith             ~mail.com> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT 
article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwilli~      unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of 
this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mai~.com> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had 
proofread, there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that 
it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out 
for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillir~      unc.edu> wrote: 



Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar1000@ameritecKnet> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" 
<mwi~ir~      unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor WiJlingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon° 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
[mailto: mwillin ] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star ProJect, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To 
Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are 
doing. Can you explain this to me? 

~/u ncnewsouncoedu/2014i02/02/carolinaoblacko 



ca ucusoreleasesostatementou nibg~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on 
campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 

[blackstarlOOO@ameritechonet] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To 
Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort 

to properly educate college student athletes, mostly 

young Black men° 

Many people have sent the letter below to President 

Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and 

sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage[ 

Please let me know whenever ! might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE          socom 
[mailto:CAABSE@yahooqroups~com] On Behalf Of The 
Black Star Project, U.S.A. 



Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black 
Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary 
education available to more students. You have recently stated 
that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" 
in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of 
Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve this 
rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had 
horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: 
University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 
0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 
14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern 
University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State 
University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State 
University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis 
University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 
40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State University - 
40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just 
acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of educating 
mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North 
Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support for the 
work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure 
that college student/athletes can read at least to a high 
school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many 
of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black male 



athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more 
than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient 
level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

C$ick Here: 
~://WWWoWhitehot~seogoV/comacUst~bmRo 
~uestio~soa~d-commems to Send This Message to 
President Barack Obama 

C~ick Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
Nackstar1000@ameritech.r~et. 

Reply 
Reply to 

Reply Start a    Messages 
via web to New sender                      this topic (1 
post                group    Topic 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 

Visit Your Group 

Swtch to: T÷xt~Only Daily Di#÷st o Unsubscrib÷ ¯ T÷rms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith"           ~gmail.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:40 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the fight channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwi~lingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.~rxc, 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwillin unc.ed~3> wrote: 
Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.u~c edui~willi~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~rnail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith            ~rnail.corn> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT 
article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillir~      unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all 
of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~rnail.corn> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had 
proofread, there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping 
that it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman 
called out for her exceptional cravenness. 



On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<~wi~in      unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" 
<mwi~in      unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for 
Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 

40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 

noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

ceil 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
[mailto:mwillinqham@uncoedu] 
Sent." Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 plVl 
Te." The Biack Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject." RE: [CAABSE] Piease Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Mlales 

Mr. Jackson, 



Thank you for everything that you have done, and are 
doing. Can you explain this to me? 

h~p:i/’uncnewsouncoed ui2014iO2!O2ica ro~ina~b~acb 
caucus-releases-statementounity/ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on 
campus would write this statement. What are your 
thoughts? 

Mary 

I=rom: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstarl000@ameritechonet] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your 

effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men° 

Many people have sent the letter below to President 

Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls 

and sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 



F rom: 
[ ] On Behalf Of 
The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABS~          s,com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To 
Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President 
Obama 

To Help Educate Black 
Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary 
education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle 
class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of 
Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in 
America read at a proficient level with no plan to improve 
this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had 
horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball 
athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State 
University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 
33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State 
University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint 
Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 
40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just 
acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of 
educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 



1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of 
North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her support 
for the work of Professor Mary Willingham in her efforts 
to ensure that college student/athletes can read at least to 
a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so 
many of last years teams did not have 50% of their Black 
male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more 
than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

C~ick Here: 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/coatacUsubmito 
~uestioasoa~docommems to Send This Message 
to President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama 
to blackstarl O00@ameritecKr~et. 

Rep~y 
Reply to 

Reply Sta~ a Messages in 
via web to New sender                     this topic (1) 
post               group    Topic 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 

Visit Your Group 

Swi~oh ~o: Tex~OnJy D~H~ Diges~ ¯ Unsu~scribe o Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:42 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

RE: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

can see it at gmail, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the right channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www.unc, edu/~willingh 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" @gmail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" @gmail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith            ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT article. 
It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of this .... 



On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, 
there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the 
N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out for her exceptional 
cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstarl000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor Wgllgngham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon, 

told you that we would "ride shotgun" 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 
Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can 
you explain this to me? 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/2014/O2/O2/carolina-black-caucus- 
releases-statement-u nity/ 
I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus 
would write this statement. What are your thoughts? 
Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 



Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Professor W[[l[ngham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to 

properly educate college student athletes, mostly young Black 

men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent 

emails to President 

Thank you for your leadership and courage[ 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@ya hooq rou ps.com 
[mailto:CAABSE@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star 
Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE@yahooq rou ps.com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate 
Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education 
available to more students. You have recently stated that education is the 
"surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education 
shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a 
proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of 
Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of 
Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State 
University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina 
A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio 
State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis 
University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty 



University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they 
were not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and 
basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina 
for her courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor 
Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes 
can read at least to a high school level and preferably to a college 
level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last 
years teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating 
with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 
8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Click Here: http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/submit- 
questions-and-comments to Send This Message to President 
Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 

blackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

Rep~y via    Reply to    Reply to 
web post    sender     group 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit Your Group 

Swtch to: Text-Only Daily Digest ¯ Unsubscribe o Terms of Use 

Start a Messages in this 
New Topic topic (1) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith           @gmail.com> 
Monday, February 3, 2014 10:44 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Oh, that. Yes, I saw it. But you sent it to THIS channel. You’re clearly losing it .... (Of course, I lost it long 
ago.) 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@anc.edu> wrote: 

I can see it at gmail, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it 

From: Jay Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the right channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillh~gham(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 



On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli unc.edu> wrote: 

Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www unc.edui~-~vvi~in~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith ~mail.com> wrote: 

Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT 
article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwii[li nc.edu> 
wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of 
this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, 
there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the 
N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out for her 
exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwil~in        nc.edu> wrote: 



Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

w ww,-tmc o edui~-~willi~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<Nackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillin uac.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon° 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"[ 

Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ ] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 



Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. 
Can you explain this to me? 

carolina-blackocauc~s~ 
releasesostatementou nity~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus 
would write this statement, What are your thoughts? 

Mary 

I=ror~: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 

[blackstarl000@ameritechonet] 
Seat: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To." Willingham, Mary C. 
Subjel:t." FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to 

properly educate college student athletes, mostly young Black 

men° 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent 

emails to President Folto 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 



Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@yahoo#roups.com 

[ ] On Behalf Of The Black 
Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 plVl 
To: 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Hales 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education 
available to more students. You have recently stated that education is 
the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with 
you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education 
shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a 
proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had 
horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: 
University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 
0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 
14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 
27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 
33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of 
Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State 
University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 



And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that 
they were not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football 
and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina 
for her courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor 
Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college 
student/athletes can read at least to a high school level and 
preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last 
years teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes 
graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% 
of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here: http://www.whiteheuse.gev/ceatacUsubmRo 
flt~estieasoandocemmems to Send This Message to 
President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
Nackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

Start a 
Rep~y via Reply to Reply to 

New 
Messages in 

web post sender group 
Topic 

this topic (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 

Visit Your Group 

SwtsB to: Text~Only, D~iJ~ Digest ¯ Unsu~sari~e ¯ Terms of Use 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:58 AM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

RE: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Thanks for the confirmation. I’ve lost it - BC statement and convo with someone who was at the meeting sent me right 

over the edge. That and I made a new recipe that did not go over well last night ..... 

Coming on campus today? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:44 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Oh, that. Yes, I saw it. But you sent it to THIS channel. You’re clearly losing it .... (Of course, I lost it long 
ago.) 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
can see it at gmafl, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it .... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:         @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the right channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" @gmail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 



On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith            @gmail.com> wrote: 
Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT article. 
It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" @gmail.com> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, 
there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the 
N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out for her exceptional 
cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham~unc.edu> wrote: 
Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstarl000~ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor W[!lingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon° 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 



Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 
Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can 
you explain this to me? 
http://uncnews.unc.edu/2014/O2/O2/carolina-black-caucus- 
releases-statement-u nity/ 
I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus 
would write this statement. What are your thoughts? 
Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to 

properly educate college student athletes, mostly young Black 

men° 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obamao 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent 

emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: CAABSE@ya hooq rou ps.com 
[mailto:CAABSE@yahooqroups.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star 
Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE@yahooq rou ps.com 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate 
Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 



Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education 
available to more students. You have recently stated that education is the 
"surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education 
shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a 
proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of 
Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of 
Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State 
University - 25%; Southern University - 27%; University of 
California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 33%; North Carolina 
A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio 
State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis 
University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty 
University - 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they 
were not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and 
basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina 
for her courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor 
Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes 
can read at least to a high school level and preferably to a college 
level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last 
years teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating 
with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 
8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 
Click Here: http://www.whitehouse.~ov/contact/submit- 
questions-and-comments to Send This Message to President 
Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 
Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

Rep~y via Reply to Reply to Start a Messages in this 
web post sender group NewTopic topic (1) 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit Your Group 

Swtch to: Text-Only Daily Digest ¯ Unsubscribe o Terms of Use 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith           @gmail.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:03 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

I was planning to sit here and write all day, finishing this stupid chapter (which, I think, may turn out to be one 
of the best.) What’s your schedule? (I should 
know by now, I know.) 

Yes, the BC statement was an outrage. Something tells me that this could play in our direction. Could really 
backfire for them. So sad. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:58 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilliir~ ~nc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the confirmation. Vve lost it - gC statement and convo with someone who was at the meeting sent me 
right over the edge° That and I made a new recipe that did not go over well last night ..... 

Coming on campus today? 

From: Jay Smith [mailtc          ~mailocom] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:44 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Oh, that. Yes, I saw it. But you sent it to THIS channel. You’re clearly losing it .... (Of course, I lost it long 
ago.) 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingharn@ur~c.edu> wrote: 

can see it at gmail, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it 

From: Jay Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the right channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten about? 



On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc.edui~-willirx~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as you can tell, 
I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli~ unc.edu> wrote: 

Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

w~a~.unc, edui.~wi~ir~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~,mai~.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith .@.~%nail.com> wrote: 

Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow-up NYT 
article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big-time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli r~c.edu> 
wrote: 



Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know about all of 
this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" ~m aiL corr,> wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he had proofread, 
there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s hoping that it runs in the 
N&O and elsewhere. I want to see Stroman called out for her 
exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwilli         r~c.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~-~willi~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar ~000~ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" <mwi~ingh~m(~unc.ed~> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor 
Willingham 

Professor WilJingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 

newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 



From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. 
Can you explain this to me? 

carolinaoblackocaucuso 
releasesos~tementou nityZ 

[ find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus 
would write this statement. What are your thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstarl000@ameritech.n 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to 

properly educate college student athletes, mostly young Black 

men° 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent 

emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 



Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

From: CAABSE socom 
[mailto:CAABSE ] On Behalf Of The Black 
Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABS~          socom 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help 
Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education 
available to more students. You have recently stated that education is 
the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I agree with 
you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education 
shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a 
proficient level with no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had 
horrendous graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: 
University of Florida - 0%; South Dakota State University - 
0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 
14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 
27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University - 
33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple 
University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of 
Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State 
University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 



And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that 
they were not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football 
and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina 
for her courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor 
Mary Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college 
student/athletes can read at least to a high school level and 
preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last 
years teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes 
graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% 
of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here: http:i/www.whitehouse.gov/contacUs~bmit- 
flaestiens-and-commems to Send This Message to 
President Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstarl O00@ameritech.~et. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/3/2014 4:53:09 PM 

@nc.rr.com 

Read: RE: stardom 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. 

RE: stardom 

2/3/2014 4:08:08 PM 

was read on 2/3/2014 4:53:09 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:05 PM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

I was going to suggest lunch at Bandditos- down the stairs into the alley off of Franklin Street but a phone call 
works too. A necessary short story and an observation. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w~vw.urxc.edui~-~willi~ 

OnFeb 3, 2014, at 11:03 AM, "Jay Smith" ~maiL corn> wrote: 

I was planning to sit here and write all day, finishing this stupid chapter (which, I think, may turn 
out to be one of the best.) though. 
What’s your schedule? (I should know by now, I know.) 

Yes, the BC statement was an outrage. Something tells me that this could play in our direction. 
Could really backfire for them. So sad. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:58 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham(~ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the confirmation. I’ve lost it - gC statement and convo with someone who was at the 

meeting sent me right over the edge. That and I made a new recipe that did not go over well last 

night 

Coming on campus today? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:44 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Oh, that. Yes, I saw it. But you sent it to THIS channel. You’re clearly losing it .... (Of course, I 
lost it long ago.) 



On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwill~n unc.edu> wrote: 

can see it at gmail, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it 

From: Jay Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the fight channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten 
about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwi~n unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc. 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mai1.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as 
you can tell, I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwiHingham@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 



UNC-CH 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith 
~maikcom> wrote: 

Are you going to write her? I agree. This would be a great little follow- 
up NYT article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big- 
time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know 
about all of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" 
wrote: 

corn> 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he 
had proofread, there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s 
hoping that it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see 
Stroman called out for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillin      unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" 
<mwfl~ir~gham@unc. edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for 
Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out 

to 40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by 

12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
[.mailto:mwillin ] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President 
Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and 
are doing. Can you explain this to me? 



~.!i/u n cnews o u n c,ed u 
caucusoreleasesostatementounity~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders 
on campus would write this statement. What are 
your thoughts? 

Mary 

I~rom.¯ The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 

[blackstarl000~ameritech.net] 
Sent." Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To." Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject." FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President 
Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your 

effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to 

President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many 

calls and sent emails to President Folto 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 



From: CAABSE@yahooq roupsocom 
[mailto:CAABSE@yahoo~rou~s.com] On Behalf Of 
The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 plVl 
To: CAABSE          socom 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President 
Obama 

To Help Educate Black 
Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary 
education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle 
class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department 
of Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade 
boys in America read at a proficient level with no plan to 
improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams 
had horrendous graduation rates for Black male 
basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South 
Dakota State University - 0%; University of 
Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New 
Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 
27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! 
utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State 
University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The 
Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 



38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State 
University - 40%; Liberty University - 
40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just 
acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of 
educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of 
North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her 
support for the work of Professor Mary Willingham 
in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes 
can read at least to a high school level and preferably 
to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because 
so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their 
Black male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that 
more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

C$ick Here: 
http:¢%VWWoWhReheuseogev/ceatact/submRo 
~uest~easoa~doc~mmems to Send This 
Message to President Barack Obama 

C$ick Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President 
Obama to Nackstar ~ O00@ameritech.r~et. 
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via web to to New in this top{c 
post sender group Topic (I) 
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Visit Your Group 



Switch ~o: Text=Only Daily Digest ¯ Unsubscribe ¯ Te~ms of 
Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:05 PM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

I was going to suggest lunch at Bandditos- down the stairs into the alley off of Franklin Street but a phone call 
works too. A necessary short story and an observation. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
vwww.unc, edui~willing~h 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 11:03 AM, "Jay Smith" _ _ ~maiLcom> wrote: 

I was planning to sit here and write all day, finishing this stupid chapter (which, I think, may turn 
out to be one of the best.) though. 
What’s your schedule? (I should know by now, I know.) 

Yes, the BC statement was an outrage. Something tells me that this could play in our direction. 
Could really backfire for them. So sad. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:58 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwi~li~ r~c.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the confirmation. I’ve lost it - gC statement and convo with someone who was at the 

meeting sent me right over the edge. That and I made a new recipe that did not go over well last 

night 

Coming on campus today? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:44 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Oh, that. Yes, I saw it. But you sent it to THIS channel. You’re clearly losing it .... (Of course, I 
lost it long ago.) 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham(~ur~c.edu> wrote: 

can see it at gmail, not sure why you can’t and the answer was of course we can use it .... 



From: Jay Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

No. Do I have the fight channel? (UNC email?) Do we have another channel I’ve forgotten 
about? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 10:37 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mw~llix~3ham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you see it now? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc, edu/~willin~ 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Three cups. Were you sending something to the other channel? I don’t see it. And as 
you can tell, I’m impatient this morning. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:39 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli r~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Other channel. How much coffee have you had already?? 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Jay Smith" ~mai1.com> wrote: 

Did you see my earlier email with the new stuff on Bridger? 



On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:27 AM, Jay Smith 
~maiLcom> wrote: 

Are you going to write her? ! agree. This would be a great little follow- 
up NYT article. It shows how tragically deep the denial runs in the big- 
time programs. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 9:22 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwilli        tmc.edt~> wrote: 

Let’s see if anyone picks it up- NY Times Sarah might like to know 
about all of this .... 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:05 AM, "Jay Smith" 
wrote: 

Wow--I just read his letter. Powerful. (Though I wish he 
had proofread, there were a couple of misspellings.) Here’s 
hoping that it runs in the N&O and elsewhere. I want to see 
Stroman called out for her exceptional cravenness. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 8:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillin      unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice to have these folks on my side. 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.ur~c.edai’-willin~[_~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
<blackstar 1000~ameritech.r~et> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AMEST 
To: "’Willingham, Mary C.’" 
<mwil~i        m~c~ edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for 
Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 



Please see attached letter to editor that will go out 

to 40 newspapers in North Carolina tomorrow by 

12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
[:mailto:mwillin ] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star ProJect, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President 
Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and 
are doing. Can you explain this to me? 

~uncnews,uncoed carolinaoblacko 
caucusoreleasesostatementounit~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders 
on campus would write this statement. What are 
your thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
[blackstarl000@ameritechone~] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President 
Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Professor Willingham, 



Congratulations on your work and success in your 

effort to properly educate college student athletes, 

mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to 

President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many 

calls and sent emails to President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

From: CAABSE@yahoo~roupsocom 
[mailto:C~&BSE@yahoogrou~socom] On Behalf Of 
The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE~ah      socom 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Mlales 

Please Ask President 
Obama 

To Help Educate Black 
Males 

February l, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 



Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary 
education available to more students. You have recently 
stated that education is the "surest path to a stable middle 
class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department 
of Education shows that only 10% of Black 8th-grade 
boys in America read at a proficient level with no plan to 
improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams 
had horrendous graduation rates for Black male 
basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; South 
Dakota State University - 0%; University of 
Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New 
Mexico State University - 25%; Southern University - 
27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! 
utler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State 
University - 33%; Temple University - 36%; The 
Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 
38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State 
University - 40%; Liberty University - 
40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just 
acknowledged that they were not doing a good job of 
educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of 
North Carolina for her courage, honesty and her 
support for the work of Professor Mary Willingham 
in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes 
can read at least to a high school level and preferably 
to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because 
so many of last years teams did not have 50% of their 
Black male athletes graduating with their class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that 
more than 10% of 8th-grade Black boys can read at a 
proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here: 
~://WWWoWhitehouSeogOV/COmact/sabmito 
~estio~lsoa~ldocommems to Send This 
Message to President Barack Obama 



Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President 
Obama to blackstarl O00(~ameritech.net. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A. <blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:32 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
FW: Professor Willingham, Thank you for your work 

Professor Willingham, 

The Black Star Project’s Saturday University is proud to claim you as one of our distinguished corresponding professors. 

So if the University of North Carolina won’t allow you to use the title professor, you are now a Professor in our Saturday 

University and you may use the title however you wish, whenever you wish! 

if anyone has a problem with that, they are welcome to see me. 

The letter below went out to newspapers at these colleges and universities in North Carolina this morning: 

East Carolina 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

North Carolina A&T 

Wake Forest University 

Davidson University 

Duke University 

EIon University 

Guilford College 

Mars Hill College 

North Carolina Central 

University 

North Carolina State University 

UNC - Asheville 

UNC - Wilmington 

Western Carolina 

[ know all the schools well that you mentioned. 

Don’t worry about meeting me. Please just keep doing your work. 

If and when you come to Chicago, we will not put you to work, we will honor you for your work! 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Ph[ll[p Jackson - cell 

I=rom: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:53 AM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed 

Phgllgp, 

Thank you is not enough, I must come to Chicago and meet you. Can I volunteer for a week with you during my spring 

break? _m_ as a readin~ tutor [of course’l. We have sDrin~ break March 8-::[6th. 



I want to be part of the solution, and I believe that all good things are possible. 

Sincerely, Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [mailto:blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 10:42 AM 
To: UNC News 
Subject: Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed 

February 3, 2014 

Dear Editor: 

As a Black man in America, I find it appalling that the University of North Carolina’s Black Caucus would choose to issue a 

declaration of support to defend the UNC even after the University admitted that it "cheated young Black men" out of 

the best education possible on its campus. 

James Dean, UNC executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg Businessweek the university offered 
phony classes for decades, and "Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." UNC Chancellor Carol Folt, who only 

took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship university failed students for years with a lack of 
academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young Black male student/athletes, the Carolina 
Black Caucus, comprised of Black UNC faculty and staff, defended the University of North Carolina and its destructive 
actions. Their declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a principled-stand on the issue of 

successfully educating all UNC students. 

Maybe these esteemed faculty and staff of the Carolina Black Caucus don’t realize that their university students are not 

just competing among themselves in the big cities and small towns of North Carolina. Maybe they don’t understand that 

being globally competent is a much "bigger game" to win than football or basketball! 

I am appalled by and ashamed of the faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! This declaration of support is the 

kind of action I expect from people who have lost touch with the history of Black people in America and have forgotten 

what it took for Black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These professional men and women are not 

scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

Recent statistics from the U.S. Department of Education show that only 12% of 8th-grade black boys in Charlotte, North 
Carolina can read at a proficient level. If the 88% of Black boys in Charlotte who cannot read at a proficient level are 

lucky enough to win a basketball or football scholarship to UNC, the Carolina Black Caucus will be there to cheer them 

on, but not to guarantee that they will become functionally literate when, and if, they graduate from UNC. 

The University of North Carolina is not the only college in America taking advantage of Black student/athletes for the 

sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the Black faculty and staff at the University of North Carolina are the only 

Black faculty and staff openly encouraging their institution to exploit Black students! 

Sincerely, 

Phillip Jackson 

Executive Director 

The Black Star Project 

3509 South King Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 60653 

phone 



BlackstarlOOO@ameritech.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teresa Farnum & Associates <info@teresafarnum.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 1:13 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Student Retention Planning Workshop I Registration Open for Round 2! 

FIVE STEPS FOR ORGANIZING & EXECUTING A 

SUCCESSFUL STUDENT RETENTION PLAN 

Join us, Ms. Willingham! 

Register today for Teresa Farnum & Assodates’ (TFA) enrollment-limited, hands-on workshop 

r-ive $~                    & Exec~i~.. a $~ccess~l $~der~ Re~en~io~ Pla~! Devised to 

accommodate waitlist demand for TFA’s February 7th workshop of the same name, attendees at 

this event will be guided through the process of retention planning, focusing on the culminating 

Retention Planning Retreat experience. The Retreat lays the framework for making definitive 

and significant impacts on attrition rates, campus culture, and student satisfaction. 

25 Seats Remain Available for This 45-Person Workshop. 

The Event Is Expected to Fill. 

Workshop Description 
During this 1.5 day event, attendees participate in a mock retention planning retreat at 

Midcentral College--a fictional college that embodies many of the characteristics and 

considerations that institutions typically encounter in the planning process. Attendees explore 
how to: 



Develop a data-driven, community-based retention plan; 

Embed effective strategies in college policy and practice that will improve retention and 

graduation rates; 

Create organizational structures for goal implementation that support cultural shifts 

toward student-centeredness; and 

Lead productive follow-up activities that help translate ideas into action on home 

campuses. 

Where: 

Hampton Inn & Suites New Orleans Convention Center 

1201 Convention Center Boulevard 

New Orleans, LA 70130 

When: 

Friday and Saturday 

March 28-29, 2014 

$395, including lunch on Friday, snack breaks, and printed materials to take back to campus. 

Breakfast is included in the negotiated hotel rate. 

Group Discount: 

Every fifth registration is complimentary. 

Visit the full registration site by clicking here. Hope to see you in New Orleans! 

Teresa Farnum & Associates 

196 2nd NH Turnpike I New Boston, NH 03070 

Phone: 303.953.8763 I Fax: 866.361.5467 

info@ter esaf ar ~uxr~.co~;~ I w w w.f~er esaf a~nu~.co~ 

Please click here if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding the Retention Planning workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails alerting 

people to these opportunities. Cl~ck here to remove your name from both the Retention Planning workshop mailing and all other notifications. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara James.         _~mindspring.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 2:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: parents of 3rd graders, please read this memo about additional reading tests 3 times per week 

Thought ofu when I saw this--this came from my Community contacts--as if I have a third grader!! 
Looks like you are getting a little more "help" than earlier! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nextdoor Country Club Hills" <~r.emaiLnextdoor.com> 
Date: February 3, 2014, 8:56:46 AM EST 
To:                     corn 
Subject: parents of 3rd graders, please read this memo about additional reading tests 3 times per week 
Reply-To: "Nextdoor Country Club Hills" 
<~+MTMwOTO5N vg~’cmgkX 1 BPU 1 RtMzU4MzU 3 Mw~-~nextdoor. corn> 

E~izabeth Sparrow 

Country Club Hills 

A parent from Lacy forwarded this information with a request that it be shared very quickly with other WCPSS families so the’ 

decide whether to contact WCPSS school board members and/or to attend the upcoming meeting (on Tuesday Feb 4). I tho[ 

you might be interested in sharing it with your child’s elementary school. 

Here is a link to the related newspaper article: 

~ :!/w,a~P~,. n ews o b s e we r. c o m!2014/02/02/3586469/wa ke -s c h o o ls= m a~,-b a c k-awa’g-fro m ht m l 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~mail.com> 

Subject: Duplicative Third Grade Read to Achieve Testing 

Dear Fellow Parent of A Third Grade Student in WCPSS: 

Probably you have heard about the new and well intentioned Read to Achieve legislation that sets a goal for children to be re 

at grade level by the end of third grade, with the associated additional standardized testing. There are several ways that a ch 

demonstrate proficiency. Two and a half weeks ago, the NC Department of Public Instruction (DPI) released additional guid~ 

Read to Achieve. The memo states that any child who meets one of five qualifications has satisfied the requirements of the F; 

Achieve law. The second of those is achieves a scale score of at least 442 on the North Carolina Grade 3 Beginning-of-Grad 

English Language Arts/Reading Test (BOG3). Prior to this guidance, Wake County Public Schools had decided that every thi 

grade student, except those meet the criteria under the special education and limited English proficiency exemptions, would 

participate in the portfolio process (another way to satisfy the law). This process constitutes a minimum of 36 mini-tests takin! 

least 18 instructional hours away from students and teachers. As recently as Friday, after direct requests, the Wake County F 

Schools had not exempted those students who scored a 442 or above on the BOG3 test from this 18 hours of additional testi 

Stated another way, under the current policy WCPSS is requiring additional, unnecessary standardized testing that is not req 

by the new law. 

You should have received the information from your principal/teacher on or around the beginning of December. It would have 

home with a cover letter about the Read to Achieve initiative. For Lacy Elementary parents that letter came home on Decemt 

2013. Our excellent principal will be holding a rescheduled discussion forum soon. 

I ask that you consider doing several things: 



¯ Forward this information to other third grade parents at Lacy and in the WCPSS 

¯ If your child scored a 442 or above on the BOG3 and you agree that they should not have 18 more hours of testing and Ios~ 

hours of instructional time, contact school board members about your concerns¯ Ask that the Board or school system admini., 

incorporate the recent guidance from DPI into the WCPSS policy, to avoid unnecessary, duplicative testing¯ You can use the 

following linkto get their e-mail addresses¯ It would be good to contact them before Tuesday, February 4, which is the next s, 

board meeting¯ I understand that the Board will discuss this issue¯ ~:i/\~ww.wc~ss.netlabout-us/ourqeadershi~/board-of- 

education/bios, html 

¯ You may wish to voice your concerns at the school board meeting during the public comment period¯ Three of us from Lacy 

about this at the last meeting, and they especially need to hear from parents at schools other than Lacy. That meeting is on 

Tuesday, February 4. The following link provides the guidelines for signing up and speaking¯ http://www.wcpss.net/about-us/~ 

leadership!board-of~educationiguidelines, html 

¯ Superintendent Merrill is having community forums and there are still two remaining¯ The next one is February 3. 

http://w,~tw.wcpss~net/blog/2014!01/communitv-in~ut-sou~qht! 

Sincerely, 

Parent of a Third Grade Child in the WCPSS 

Lacy Elementary representative to BOE Advisory Committee, District 6 

~ Shared with Country Club Hils and 12 nearby neighborhoods in Genera 

I Vieworreply Thank Private message 

You can also reply by email or use Nextdoor for iPhone or Android. 

This message was intended for @m ndspdng corn 

Unsubscribe or adjust your email settings 

Nextdoor, I01 Spear Street, Sure 230, San Franc sco, CA 94I 05 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Platt "           :@gmail.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 5:05 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Touching base 

Platt - Root Causes of Disease - one page proposal.pdf 

Dear Mary, 

The recent press coverage alerted me again to your name, and I just wanted to commend you for your courage. 
It takes a lot of chutzpah to do what you did, and I’m sure many around/before you did not. On behalf of future 
athletes, thank you for your willingness to stand up. 

Very best regards, 

Dr. Jennifer Platt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 5:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Touching base 

Platt - Root Causes of Disease - one page proposal.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

Funny, I do not remember many of these people, nor do I believe that I was all that helpful .... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jennifer Platt <           ~maiLcom> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 5:05:26 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Mary, 

The recent press coverage alerted me again to your name, and I just wanted to commend you for 
your courage. It takes a lot of chutzpah to do what you did, and I’m sure many around/before you 
did not. On behalf of future athletes, thank you for your willingness to stand up. 

Very best regards, 

Dr. Jennifer Platt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 5:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Touching base 

Platt - Root Causes of Disease - one page proposal.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

Funny, I do not remember many of these people, nor do I believe that I was all that helpful .... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jennifer Platt <           ~mail~com> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 5:05i26 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <rawilli unc~edu> 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Mary, 

The recent press coverage alerted me again to your name, and I just wanted to commend you for 
your courage. It takes a lot of chutzpah to do what you did, and I’m sure many around/before you 
did not. On behalf of future athletes, thank you for your willingness to stand up. 

Very best regards, 

Dr. Jennifer Platt 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

wwwour~coedui~w~lli~O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 6:15 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Touching base 

How nice. Too bad you don’t remember her. 

Thanks for calling earlier. Interesting news indeed. Look forward to Wednesday. 
On 2/3/14 5:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Funny, I do not remember many of these people, nor do I believe that I was all that helpful .... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jennifer Platt <           ~Lgmail.com> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 5:05:26 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli unc.edu> 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Mary, 

The recent press coverage alerted me again to your name, and I just wanted to 
commend you for your courage. It takes a lot of chutzpah to do what you did, and I’m 
sure many around/before you did not. On behalf of future athletes, thank you for your 
willingness to stand up. 

Very best regards, 

Dr. Jennifer Platt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 3, 2014 6:36 PM 

Donna Lopiano <,            ~gmail.com> 

Re: Struck out on new times...trying again...CAP Act Call Times 

Hi Donna, Can I join all of you on the conference call tomorrow at 9am and loop back in? Sorry for my 
absence. I have been following your emails and will be in DC the week of the 16th at a national literacy 
conference. I plan on visiting some folks if they will see me. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:34 AM, "Donna Lopiano" - ~maiL corn> wrote: 

Thanks Mary...hang in there...yell if you want to talk...have someone write an opinion piece for the 
local newspaper or do anything you are thinking might be helpful...if you write it, I’ll send it under 
my name as an outsider...etc...etc... 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopia~o~portsMa~a~geme~tResources. corn 
www. SportsManagem entre sources, corn 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 8:52 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~gham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Donna. I am shutting the media firestorm down on Friday (have eased out of this week) 
and will loop back in with all of you next week. The work that you have done/are doing 
continues to amaze me. All of those times work for me. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 6:47 PM, "Donna Lopiano" ~ 

I know you are hanging in there! Keep on being tough!!!! You are winning... 

Which of these times are best for you? 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 



452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) ¯ (c) 

(Skype) 
DL          ortsManagementResources, corn 
www. Sport sManagementRe sources, corn 

Forwarded message 
From: Donna Lopiano < ~maiLcom> 
Date: Sun, Jan 26, 2014 at 8:36 PM 
Subject: Struck out on new times...trying again...CAP Act Call Times 
To: Allen Sack <         ~,~ahoo.com>, Brian Porto         vermont~aw.ed~>, 

<ridpa~h@ohio.edu>, Willingham Mary <Mwil~ingham@unc.edu>, 
Gerry Gurney <~se~ou.edu>, Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.ed-u>, 
Richard Vedder <              ~mail.com> 

How about these - tell me which ones you can do 
Monday 5:00 pm 
Tuesday 9:00 am 
Tuesday 5:00 pm 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
20%538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLo~iano~ortsManagementReso~rces. corn 
www. Sport sMa~ageme~tRe soarces, corn 



We empo,,~,e~ people to f~nd ’.~,,’ha~ m~e~s to them 

Cr~t~cally Acclaimed & Fully Crowdfunded 

Wdeo Game High School is a webseries that is set in an alternate reality where 
professional video gaming becomes the biggest spectator spo~ in the world, and Brian 
D, an aspiring pro-gamer, lands an invitation to VGHS, the most prestigious gaming 
academy. 

This completely crowdfunded series has received numerous accolades, including 
Variety~ Best Web Series of 2013, a Producers Guild nomination, and a Golden Reel 
nomination for Best Sound Editing. The first ~o seasons are now being distributed 
through iTunes and Netflix. 

Help co-creators Matthew Arnold and Freddie Wong complete the final season with a 
bang, and be sure to check out their great perks, 

Easier Access to Healthcare Perso~a~ Com~ting for A~ 



Imagine getting your illness er injury 
diagnosed and treated the same-day via 

70% efthe world’s population still doesn’t 
have access to personal computing. 

email, phone or video chat, including 
Keep~l wants to provide a secure and 

prescriptions when necessary. PlushCare 
lightweight operating system that runs on a 

wants to help people more easily access 
USB drive as well as refurbished PCs to 

healthcare, as well as providing children 
the Mathare slums in Nairobi, Kenya and 

around the wodd lifetime immunity to 
measles, 

eventually to low-income peoples the world. 

"~’EC~NOLOGY !; USA 

Qa~ioa~ is a sma~ and easy way to measure and track your 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and head rate - anytime or 
anywhere. It connects wirelessly to your sma~phone or tablet, and 
allov~ you to easily share your information with doctors, family or 

friends. 

~.:.~:,.~:,~:=~=~ ,""~""~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Want to raise money for your idea? ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAMES R WOODROW <         @sbcglobal.net> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 10:04 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fw: Northwestern athletes’ union push will change college sports - Opinion - Crain’s 
Chicago Business 

I received this article from my friend and thought you might enjoy it. 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: ~comcast.net> 
To: Woodrow Jim, ,@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 8:18 AM 
Subject: Northwestern athletes’ union push will change college sports - Opinion - Crain’s Chicago Business 

http ://www. chicagobusiness.com/article/20140204/OPINION/140209970?template=mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:10 AM 

Paul Barrett <pbarrettl 7@bloomberg.net> 

Re: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Thanks again Paul. I will be heading to Chicago in March (spring break) to meet Mr. Jackson. I’ve offered my 
tutoring services to his program for that week. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 4, 2014, at 10:50 AM, "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrettlT_~bbombergmet> 
wrote: 

Mary 

fyi 

htt~:iiwwwobusinessweekocom/articlesi2014-02-04/unc-academic- 
fraud-scandal-sparks-racial-recriminations 

Paul 

Original Message 

From: mwillinqham@uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERGi 

At: Feb 3 2014 08:10:05 

NEWSROOH:) 

See attached letter. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
< N ackstar 1000@am edtech, net> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AM EST 
To: ’"Willingham, Mary C."’ <mwillin unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North 

Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon. 

told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 



Phillip Jackson 

cell 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@uncoedul 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black 
Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain 
this to me? 

h~p:iiu ncnews.u ncoed ui2014!O2iO2/caro~ina-b~acbcaucusore/easesostatemento 
unity~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this 
statement. What are your thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black 
Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly educate 

college student athletes, mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obama. 

Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to 



President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage[ 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Jackson 

cell 

From:                       [                             On 
Behalf Of The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: CAABSE          socom 

Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Males 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that 
only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with no 
plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; 
South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 
State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern 
University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University 
- 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 
36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint 



Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma State University - 40%; Liberty University 
- 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not 
doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at 
least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

C~ick Here: http://w~owhitehouseogov/contact/submito 
questiOn~oandocomment~to Send This Message to President 
Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstar 1000@am eritech, net. 

Re~ via web Rep~l~ to Start a New 
post sender ~ ~ 

Messages in this 

RECENT ACTIVZTY: 

Visit Your Grou~ 

Swtch to: Text-Onl£, ¯ Unsubscribe o Terms of Use 

<Dear Editor - Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed.docx> 

<ATT00001 .htm> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbie Alcorn <balcorn@csiresearch.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:50 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Minnesota Research Conference--Early Registration Special 

CENTER 
COME HOME WITH 
FOR SCHOLASTIC INQUIRY! 

CSI is thrilled to announce that our fall 2014 academic research conference 

will be held in our home state of Minnesota. 

October 1-3, 2014 
Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center 

Chaska, Minnesota 

~~ BUSINESS ~ EDUCATION ~ BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ~ 

If you’ve been searching for a high-quality, multidisciplinary, scholastic conference that 
will give you the opportunity to attend, present, and/or publish, this is it. 

REGISTER NOW to take advantage of our early bird specials. 

Want to do more than attend? 

If you are interested in advancing your professional development by also presenting and/or 

publishing: 

Your registration ($360-early bird special) includes a complimen{ary presentation slot. If 

interested, submit your presentation abstract (editor@csiresearch.com) and receive 

notification within 48 hours. 

If your abstract is accepted for conference presentation and you are interested in pursuing 

publication, CSI will waive the submission review fee ($50) and 50% of your prepress fees 

(20-page max length). This is a savings of nearly $200! 

Upon successful peer review, your paper will be published in one of CSI[] s peer-reviewed 

academic research journals. All of our journals are indexed with Cabell’s. 

This special offer is only available until March 31, 2014. 

Reg~s[er Now or Learn More 

Call for Papers 



Fre~ Asked 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry, LLC 

4857 Hwy 67, Suite #2 

Granite Falls, MN 56241 

(855) 855-8764 

www.csiresearch.com 

CENTER FOR 
SCHOLASTIC 

l N QZL; [ RY 
PROFESSiONaL PR~T~ 

If you prefer to no longer receive emails from the Center for Scholastic Inquiry, please click opt out below. 

Opt-Ot~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:55 AM 

@hotmail.com 

@earthlink.net> 

Meeting 

Cobby, Would Saturday or Sunday afternoon work? Thanks for everything you have done- you will be a tough act to follow. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce Bokish <bruce@mseventsnc.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:56 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Precision Race - Here We Go Again! 

Dear Mary, 

In 2009, Precision Race forever changed racing with the 
introduction of our Jaguar disposable bib-chip system and real- 
time results technology. 

At Precision Race we have just one goal - to provide you with 
the best race experience imaginable. 

We are about to raise the bar on racing once again. 

This spring, Precision Race introduces the new Jaguar 5.0 
race timing system, featuring: 

Extreme timing accuracy to 0.001 seconds. 
Unparalleled dependability in any condition. 
Real-time results when, where, and how you want them. 
Incredible new features that we can’t wait to show you! 

Precision Race has lots of your annual favorite races coming 
up this spring along with a half dozen NEWraces for you to 
check out. 

Look for Precision Race when you choose your late winter and 
spring races. If your favorite races do not offer your the 
premium Precision Race experience, ask them tot 

Are you ready to take the Challenge? 

Online registration for the 10th annual 2014 KrispJL Kreme 
ChalJen~ is about to close. The race takes place this Saturday... 

Feb 8: Krisp&f Kreme Cha~enqe 
(Raleigh NC) 

Feb 14-15: Myrtle Beach Marathon 
(Myrtle Beach SC) 

Mar 1: St. Paddy’s Run Green 8K & 
World Record Kilt Ran (Raleigh NC) 

Mar 8: NEWt Irondoq 5K Race & 1.5 
Mile Doq Walk (Raleigh NC) 

Mar 22: Equinox-alizer 4 miler 
(Durham NC) 

Mar 22: Coach Daniels Memorial 
Scholarship 5K (Cary NC) 

Mar 29: Torch Run 5K for Special 
Olympics NC (Raleigh NC) 

Mar 29: The Great Human Race 5K 
(Durham NC) 

Apt 26: Tar Heel 10 Miler (Durham 

Apt 26: Leqacy Run 15K & 5K 
(Brevard NC) 

Apri[ 27: House Your Neiqhbor 5K 
(Raleigh NC) 

May 3: NEWt Run for Their Lives for 
Freedom 4/24 (Raleigh NC) 

May 3: NEWt Miss NC Crown 



don’t miss out on the fun! 

Grab a kilt and join us at St. Padd~ Run Green Kilt Run and 8K on 
Saturday afternoon, March 1 in Downtown Raleigh. The Guinness 
World Record for runners in kilts is currently held by our neighbors to 
the north in Perth, Ontario, Canada. 

Help us gather 2,000+ people in kilts for the 200 yard kilt run - and 
bring this Guinness World Record to Raleigh. After the Kilt Run 
stay for the St. Paddy’s Run Green 8K race and a great post-race 
part with live music and beer hosted by Tir na nOg Irish Pub. 

You will find information on these and other Great Races for Good 
CausesTM in this email. 

UKE us on Facebook to see what we are up to. 

We look forward to seeing you and your running and cycling friends at 
the races! 

Sincerely, 

Precision Race, LLC 

Registration Deadlines 
Don’t Miss Out on Great Races at Lower Prices 

Some upcoming registration deadlines you should be aware of: 

St. Paddy’s Run Green 8K & World Record Kilt Run: Beat 
the Feb 5 registration price increase. 
KrisAy Kreme Cha~en%~: Online reg closes on Feb 5 
Race for Change 5K: Online registration price increases on 
Feb 21. 
Equinox-alizer 4 Miler: Beat the March 1 reg price increase. 
Torch Run 5K for Special Olympics: Online reg price 
increases on March 1. 
Legacy Run 15K & 5: Beat the March 1 reg price increase. 

Chasers 6K & 1 Mile (Garner NC) 

May 4: NEW.~ The Race for Chanqe 
6K (Raleigh NC) 

May 11: Harpers Ferry Half&4 Miler 
(Harpers Ferry WV) 

May 11: Davidson Doozie 1OK & 3.6 
Mile (Lexington NC) 

May 18: NEWZ Run Sunset Beach 
Half, 6K & 1 Mile (Sunset Beach NC) 

May 22: Valor Games c¥clinq time 
trial for disabled veterans (Raleigh 
NC) 

May31: Runninq of the Bulls 8K 
(Durham NC) 

CLICK HERE to see all of the 
upcomMg Precision Race events. 

Fo#ow us on      ok 

NC Stale Iron ~ is a char~y that raises 
funds for animals v~qose e~.s~qers cannot 
afford their medical care atthe Veterinary 
Hea~q Complex in Raleigh. 

The evsnt includes a 5K Race and a 1,5 
Mile Dog Walk 

5K nanners re~iw a human 5~hirt 1.5 
Mile dog w~lkers recek,~ a dog shir~ for 
their pet.. 

W~ the increasing cost ofveterinab., care, 
many pet (>,~r~ers are forced to make 
d~cu~t derisions based on financial 
constrair~. In manyofthe~e cases, 
cur~e treatment options are available, yet 
not affordable. 



Krispy Kreme Challenge o Feb 8 
2400 ca|ories, 12 doughnuts, 5 miles, 1 hour 

There simply is no other race like 
the ~ri#p~ Kreme Cha~eng~e. 

Start at the NCSU Bell Tower, run 
2.5 miles to Krispy Kreme, eat a 
dozen doughnuts, and run 2.5 miles 
back. Can you finish in under an 
hour? 

KRISPY KREME CHALLENGE 
Don’t want to eat a dozen 
doughnuts? Register for the 
Casual Runner division and eat as many (or as few) doughnuts as you 
want. 

Bring your friends. Wear a costume. Have a great time! 

Over 4,000 participants have aJready registered! The race 
has filled for the past 3 years, so don’t wait too long! 

CLICK HERE for details and online registration. 

CLICK HERE lbr details and online 
r~istration, 

Go Long! 

Precbion Race provides bib-chip 
timing & reaFtime results fo~ 

FREEDOM’S 

Heel 

... rep 
mile ~an 

H~f Ma~atho~ & Sk 

SUNSI ~EACH 

Half Marathon & 5 Miler 



St Paddy’s Run Green o Mar I 
8K Race & Guinness World Record Attempt Kilt Run 

Last year we narrowly missed 
breaking the official Guinness 
World Record for runners in kilts. 
Join us on March 1 to help us 
break the record on our 2nd 
attempt. 

We need 2,000 runners in kilts on 
March 1 in Downtown Raleigh. The 
Kilt run is just 200 yards. 

Choose to register for just the Kilt 
Run, or register for the 8K race and 
you can participate in the Kilt Run for free (if you are wearing a kilt). 

St. Paddy’s Run Green takes place at Moore Square and is hosted by 
Tit na nOg Irish Pub. Registration includes your first beer (age 21+) 
and entrance to a fabulous post-race party with live music, costume 
contest, and a ton of fun. 

CLICK HERE for info and online registration. 

Precision Race provides timing for 
some of the largest races in the 
region, including: 

KRISPY KREME CHALLENGE 

7,500 runners 

7,800 runners 

5,900 runners 

Ridgewood Turkey Trot 
3,200 runners 

St. Paddy’s Run Green 8K 
2,~00 runners 



More Races Choose From 
New races are choosing Precision Race 
Existing races are switching to Precision Race 
Either Way... You Win! 

At Precision Race, we carefully select the races we work with. We 
choose to work with race organizations that are serious about 
producing a great race. 

After all, it is our brand on the line when you come to one of our races! 

Here are some of the new (and newly improved) Precision Race 
events you can choose from this spring: 

NC State Iron Doq: March 1 in Raleigh. This existing event 
moves to Centennial Campus and selects Precision Race 
timing and results. 
The Great Human Race 5K & 10K: March 29 in Durham. 
Precision Race has been timing this 5K for several years. This 

year the great race management team returns and adds a 10K 
race. 
House Your Neighbor 5K: April 27 in Raleigh. Previously 
called the Race of Grace 5K, this race has changed it’s name 
to reflect that Habitat for Humanity is now both the beneficiary 
and the race host organization. 
Run for Their Lives 5K for Freedom 4/24: May 3 in Raleigh. 
This new race is hosted by Freedom 4/24. This organization 

works to raise awareness of the sexual exploitation and human 
trafficking of women and children around the world. 
Miss NC Crown Chasers: May 3 in Garner. Join Miss NC 
pageant entrants in this 5K race, 1 mile fun run, and Tutu Trot. 
A beautiful event! Online registration coming soon. 
The Race for Change 5K: May 4 in Raleigh. Commemorate 

the 50th Anniversary of Community Action Agencies "helping 
people and changing lives". 
Run Sunset Beach: May 28 at Sunset Beach, NC. Choose 
from Half Marathon, 5K, and 1 Mile races at the beach with a 
great post=race party. 

More new races = and existing races = are choosing to bring you 

Gobb~er°s Run 5K 
runners 

CAPITAL 
RUNWALK 

FLEET FEET 



the premium Precision Race experience. Stay tuned! 

CLICK HERE for our complete race calendar. 

MyRle Beach Marathon o Feb 1 15 
Run With the Pack! 

For a few days in February, the streets of 
Myrtle Beach are transformed into a 
jungle scene that provides the backdrop to 
an unforgettable experience. 

Now it it’s 17th year, the Myrtle Beach 
Marathon has become more than a race, 
it is truly a weekend of festivities. 

Do you feel like unleashing your inner 
beast along the edge of a continent? The 
Myrtle Beach Marathon has partnered 
with the Rare Species Fund for International Wildlife Conservation 
to create a weekend filled with wild animal encounters and 
opportunities to connect with rare species that you’ve only seen on 
television. 

With a fast course that wraps its way along the awe-inspiring Atlantic 
Ocean, you’ll wind your way through the famous Million Dollar Mile! 
This is a perfect course for your friends and family to get involved. 

This year marks the return of the Myrtle Beach Marathon Relay. 
Teams man include 2, 3, 4, or 5 runners. Team members have choice 
of distances, with relay exchanges at Mile 4, Mile 10, Mile 16, and Mile 
20. 

CLICK HERE for details and online registration. 

Tar Hod 10 Miler o Apt 26 
Ten is Perfect! 

The Tar Heel 10 Miler is 
designed to celebrate and 
showcase Chapel Hill. The 10 
Mile and 4 Mile courses feature 
downtown Chapel Hill, the UNC 
campus and the surrounding 
historic neighborhoods. 

The event benefits the UNC 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the Chapel Hill= 
Carrboro YMCA’s We Build People Campaign. 

Endurance Magazine, together with the Chapel Hill Downtown 
Partnership and Fleet Feet Sports are proud to bring you this landmark 
running event. 



CLICK HERE for details and online registration. 

About Us 
Precision Race, LLC is the leader in premium disposable 
chip timing and race management for running, cycling, and 
triathlon events. 

Find out more about our race services, timing technology, and 
our races at www.PrecisionRace.corn 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by info@precisionrace.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Precision Race, LLC I PO Box 30414 I Raleigh I NC I 27622 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 12:03 PM 

~earthlink.net> 

Fwd: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Dear Editor - Black Faculty at UNC Should Be Ashamed.docx; ATT00001.htm; 
ATT00001 .htm; ATT00002.htm 

oops. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrett17@bbombergmet> 
Date: February 4, 2014 at 10:50:13 AMEST 
To: <mwiHi        unc.edu> 
Subject: Re:Fwd: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 
Reply-To: Paul Barrett <pbarretd 7@bloomber%ne~> 

Mary 

fyi 

http://WWWobusinessweekocom/articles/2Ol4-O2-O4/unc-academic- 
fraud-scandal-sparks-racial-recriminations 

Paul 

Original Message 

From: mwillingham@uncoedu 

To: Paul Barrett iBLOOMBERGi 

At: Feb 3 2014 08:10:05 

NEWSROOH:~ 

See attached letter. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, U.S.A." 
< blackstar 1000@am eritech, n÷t> 
Date: February 3, 2014 at 1:30:13 AM EST 
To: ’"Willingham, Mary C."’ < unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Star Riding Shotgun for Professor Willingham 

Professor Willingham, 

Please see attached letter to editor that will go out to 40 newspapers in North 

Carolina tomorrow by :12:00 noon. 



told you that we would "ride shotgun"! 

Phillip Jackson 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@uncoedul 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Subject: RE: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black 
Males 

Mr. Jackson, 

Thank you for everything that you have done, and are doing. Can you explain 
this to me? 

~’!uncnewsouncoedu/2014/O2iO2/carolinaoblackocaucusoreleasesostatemento 
unity~ 

I find it incredibly disturbing that our black leaders on campus would write this 
statement. What are your thoughts? 

Mary 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [blackstarlOOO@ameritechmet.] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 12:17 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: FW: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black 
Males 

Professor Willingham, 

Congratulations on your work and success in your effort to properly educate 

college student athletes, mostly young Black men. 

Many people have sent the letter below to President Obamao 



Additionally, The Black Star Nation made many calls and sent emails to 

President Folt. 

Thank you for your leadership and courage[ 

Please let me know whenever I might be of service. 

Phillip Jackson 

From:CAABSE               [mailto:CAABSE                On 
Behalf Of The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 4:03 plVl 
To: 
Subject: [CAABSE] Please Ask President Obama To Help Educate Black Hales 

Please Ask President Obama 

To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows that 
only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with no 
plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 0%; 
South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 14%; Iowa 



State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 25%; Southern 
University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 33%; B! utler University 
- 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 33%; Temple University - 
36%; The Ohio State University - 38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint 
Louis University -40%; Oklahoma State University -40%; Liberty University 
- 40%; Colorado State University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were not 
doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read at 
least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here: http:flwww.whitehouse.gov/contact/submito 
questionsoandocomment~to Send This Message to President 
Barack Obama 

Click Here to Share on Facebook 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
blackstar 1000@.am eritech, net. 

Re~ via web Re~ to Start a New 
post sender gE~up~ ~ 

Message8 in this 

RECENT ACTIVITY: 

Visit Your Grou£ 

Switch to: Text-Onl}~ ~aib~Dk~est ¯ Unsubscribe ¯ Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endurance Magazine <social@endurancemag.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:14 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Score a FREE Run Bull City T-Shirt! Register by March 15th. 

Like Bul~ City Race Fest! 
stay curren~ on at! event news 

Register to Run gu[[ City and Score a FREE Run Bu[[ City ToShirt 

Use promo code FreeShirt 

Great ~ooking, super ¢omfortab~e~ 
Everyone who registers for the 2014 Half 
Narathon or 5 Nile Run before Narch 15 with 
promo code FreeShirt will receive this must- 
have t-shirt, a $25 value. Registrants must use 
promo code FreeShirto 

Shirts will be mailed directly to qualifying registrants by June. 
Qualifying registrants must register before midnight on March 
15, 2014, and use promo code FreeShirt upon registration. 

Another first-class event produced by your 
friends at Endurance Nagazir~e 

(Durham~based since 2005) 

Bull City Race Fest & Food Truck 
Rodeo 

Experience ~ The Bull City Race Fest & Food TR~ck 
Rodeo had it’s inaugural r~n on October 20 20~3 
and over 5900 runners experienced Durham like 
never before, 
Join in the fun as we do it again in 20~4! 

Our Enabling Partners 



FLEETFEET 

proaxist~era p~ .... ~ A~ d~te A~ 

This message was sent to mwiJlingham@unc,edu from: 

SPORToRen, LLC I 5832 Fayetteville St Studio 105 I Durham, NC 27713 

Manage Your Subscription I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Springer Publishing <marketing=springerpub.com@cmail3.com> 
Tuesday, February 4, 2014 4:07 PM 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
World Cancer Day 2014 

View Email in Browser I Forward to a Fr end/Colleague 

Share This Nessage on the Following Social Networks: 

Shop Now! 1 Week Only 

25% Off & 

Use promo code WCC14 

Springer Publishing Company 3oins the World Cancer 
Day Observance to help Debunk the Nyths about 

Cancer. ]oin the Fight and Save 25% on these 
Excellent Resources from Demos Health Publishing! 

25% Off & Free Shipping! Use Promo Code WCC14 

When the Future Becomes Reality: Why Planning 
Ahead Doesn’t Always Work: 2/4/2014 

Q&A: Should Facebook Be Used as a ~1odel For 
Stor ng ~’qed cal Records Online?: 1/28/2014 



Career of the Week in Counseling; Counselor in 

Residential Schools; 1/20/2014 

Browse Other Springer Publishing Company Titles By Subject: 
I’,~ursing I Psychology I Gerontology I Counseling I Social Work ! Rehabilitation I Public Health 

AI! promotions expire at the end of the seventh day following the mail date of email and do not apply to orders 
outside of North America. International customers should contact customer sept, ice or view our list of international 

representatives here. Free shipping promotions are shipped via USPS (shipping via UPS Ground or FedEx 
Overnight is available at an additional charge). Residents of Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico please contact 
customer service for shipping rates. Offer is only valid via wwwodemoshea[thocom and is not valid on bulk orders, 
previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. Contact Reina S~ntan~, Director of Special Sales, 
for bulk purchases for use as special promotions and premiums. 

If you no longer wish to rece ve these emails, please safely unsubscribe by clicking here, 
Ordering and Textbook Support: 877~687 7476 I 212~431-4370 I www,spr ngerpub,com 
Springer Publishing Company I 11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor I New York, NY 10036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hightail <update@e.hightailmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 5:16 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

One simple way to know if they got your file 

Get notified when they’ve downloaded your file 

seen 

We know that sharing your work can be nerve-wracking. Maybe 
you’ve got a strict deadline or you’re excited to know what your 

clients or colleagues think about your big new idea. 

Now you can stop wondering if they’ve seen it and know for sure 
with return receipts. Request a return receipt whenever you send 

a file and we’ll notify you by email as soon as it’s downloaded. 

To use return receipts when you send a file, simply log in to your 
account now. 

Go to my account 

Try our free mobile apps 
Access your files and share folders from 



anywhere with apps for iPhone, iPad and 

Android devices. 

Get the free apps 

This message was sent to you because you opted-in to receive Hightail 
product news and special offers. You can unsubscribe any time by clicking here or 

using the link at the top of this message. 

Hightail, Inc is located at 1919 S. Bascom Ave., Campbell CA 95008 
SuppoR I Privacy Policy I Terms of SenJice 

We°re social! 

P.S. Return receipt to sender...address is known 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@lnsideApple.Apple.com > 

Wednesday, February 5, 201 4 8:18 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Find a great match for your valentine. 

Gifts they’!l love at first sight. 
Find a gift they’ll fall for instantly and love all year long. Shop osiine and 

get free shipping.* Or visit your favorite Appie Retail 21~o~e and 

a Specialist can help you pick out the perfect present. 

1he (:::a~d everyone ad(xeso 
Let them shop to their heart’s content with an Apple Gift Card. 

Signature gift wrapping. 

wrap up their present and 
their heart. Le,q~r~ mo~e ~ 

Pick up in store. 

Shop online and select "Pick up" to 

have gifts waiting at your favorite 
Apple Retail Store. [.ei~i ~..’~ere > 

Free shipping. 

Get fast, free shipping direct to 

your door on orders over $50. 

She~i ~:ow > 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:52 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 
<eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu>; Gates- 
Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J 
<gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; 
Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; Jeffay, Kevin <j effay@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Corey S <corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; 
Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; 
Malizia, Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W 
<nmulligan@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R <nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Parke, William 
R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew <jmr08@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Shen, 
Haipeng <haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Song, 
Conghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; 
Teuton, Christopher Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~vopp@unc.edu> 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Coble, 
Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; Cox, Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Davis, 
Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G <seubanks@email.unc.edu>; 
Fholer, Marie A <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Fipps, Christopher Ryan 
<cfipps@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, 
Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; Harris, 
Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. 
<thowell@email.unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly 
<bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; 
Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth 
<kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Debra L <deb_mclaughlin@unc.edu>; 
McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Pope, Tonya <tepope@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L 
<nray@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Schrieber, 
Christopher William <cschrieb@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Kelly B 
<kellysmith@unc.edu>; Staley, Sandy <sstaley@email.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 
<kasully@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <j ogregor@email.unc.edu>; Walker, 
Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Washington, Jennifer (2amelle 
<camelle@unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Whiffing, 
Brian E <whiffing@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu> 



Subject: February update for administrators 

Dear Administrators, 

As we move into the super busy season of Summer School logistics, just a few reminders: 

*Please check your campus mail. Much of what we send to you is through campus mail, such as the recent 

memo as part of the one-time initiative for equipment purchases that was announced at the planning breakfast last fall. 

*Please make sure to get overload approvals from the Provost’s office for any 12-month faculty you are 

nominating. Those approvals should be in hand before you send in the nomination forms. 

*Any changes in courses--instructor and instructor PID #, time, classroom location, etc.--need to come 
through our office. Please send the scheduling change form to Erin Moseley. She will forward to the Registrar’s office. 

Look for other reminders in early March as we move closer to the start of summer session 2014. 

Many thanks for all you do for Summer School. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The SPORToften Community Team <social@sportoften.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 10:09 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Premier Partners Newsletter - Get Your Rear In Gear 5K 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with SPORToften Online Registration. Our intent is to share with you the most 

comprehensive list of upcoming events you can do in the region. If you would like to stop receiving emails from us, of course you can unsubscribe 
from this newsletter at the bottom of this message - though we will miss you. 

G E T YO U R 

IN GEAR, 

ve vVcs’ Sport C}fter, 

Premier PaWners Newsle~er! 

Enabling you to experience the life you love - with this 
communication The Get Your Rear In Gear 5K Run/Walk~ is 
showcasing their commitment to YOU and all that you strive to 
achieve, 



GET YOUR 

IN GEAR~ 

RA[ E GH 
MARCH 1 

CHAF LOT 
MARCH 

M 
MARCH 8 

AS~4E\ ! LLE 
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H iCKORY 
MARCH 22 
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THIS BRIEF examines three charter public schools in Chicago that are 

changing the debate about what it takes to be successful in college and what 
K-12 school systems should do to ensure their students reach this potential. 
North Lawndale College Prep Charter School ("North Lawndale College Prep"), 
Urban Prep Academies ("Urban Prep"), and University of Chicago Charter 
School ("UChicago Charter") are proving that ACT scores alone cannot predict 
students’ ability to reach and succeed in four-year colleges. Figure 2 shows the 
results over time for the three featured schools that are achieving particularly 
impressive results. 

North Lawndale College Prep, Urban Prep, and UChicago Charter serve 
students who face significant challenges. Over 75% of students who enroll 
arrive at the schools nearly 2-4 grade levels behind. All three schools serve 
predominantly African American students from low-income families and the 
school facilities are all located in predominantly low-income communities on 
Chicago’s south and west sides. And yet, these schools and others like them have 
led the way in beating expectations - thanks in part to financial and academic 
autonomies provided in the charter model - and prove that while test scores are 
meaningful, they only tell part of the story. 

In this brief, we call for districts and schools to broaden what we measure and 
do to prepare students for college and life. We present a number of actions 
that leaders can take to track and hold themselves accountable to the most 
meaningful metrics, and implement strategies to succeed on those dimensions. 

To be sure, increasing college enrollment and persistence is not solely a K-12 
problem; colleges and universities have a critical role to play as well. But districts 
and schools cannot rely on the higher education sector to fill the gaps. Data 
supports that students from the most challenging backgrounds can succeed in 
college with the necessary supports that start in a child’s K-12 experience. 

COLLEGE READINESS IS MORE THAN A TEST SCORE 

There is no doubt that too few American students are getting to 
and through college successfully. In Illinois, only 29% of incoming 
ninth graders actually graduate from college.4 The story is even more 
bleak in Chicago Public Schools, where only 8% of students who 
begin high school at CPS are predicted to graduate college.5 

High school completion is a part of the problem, with 37% of 
CPS students dropping out before graduation.6 But even for those 
who do graduate, a myriad of obstacles await them after receiving 
their diplomas; academic readiness is only one component of their 
chances at success. Many recent studies have shown that the drop 
between high school graduation and college graduation is often 
driven by high college tuition costs, lack of financial support, 
weak social support systems, family obligations and emergencies, 
student-college mismatches, and misalignment between high school 
experiences and college expectations,r Once all of these factors are 
taken into account, it is not surprising that ACT scores alone do 
not predict college success as well as one might otherwise believe. 

Consider Tasha, a North Lawndale College Prep alumna who grew 
up in a low-income family. Tasha joined the 9th grade at North 
Lawndale College Prep significantly behind in all of her subjects. 
With support from her teachers and other supportive adults, 
Tasha surmounted obstacles, coming to school early and staying 
late, reworking assignments to achieve higher grades, and taking 
on several leadership roles in the school. Ultimately Tasha made 
great progress academically and made up for lost ground, earning 
a 3.5 grade point average. She matriculated at Loyola University, 
graduated in four years, and then went on to earn a master’s degree 
in social work. Tasha earned a 17 on her ACT during junior year. 
If it were not for North Lawndale College Prep’s high expectations 
and intensive support in the years leading up to and following her 
high school graduation, that ACT score may indeed have predicted 
her success. But as the following years showed, the true story is far 
more complex. 

Figure 2. Charter Public Schools Getting Students To and Through College at High Rates* 

Chicago Neighborhood Poverty ACT Average College Accep~a~ce College E~roRme~t CoR¢gc 

Nor~ LawndMe College Prep Ch~ter School 
North La~w~dale 95% 15.7 100 

- Christina & CoRins Cmpus 

Urb~ Prep - En~ewood C~pus Engle~vood 83% 16.1 100 % 95 % 76.3 % 

Universi~ of Chic~o Ch~ter - Woodawn C~pus Woodla~wa 85% 16.5 98 % 88 % 73 % 

*ACT and poverty data obtained from CPS files. College acceptance, college enrollment, and college persistence data are historical data reported by schools based on National School 
Clearinghome data, and transcripts. Data covers all years that each school has had high school graduates. For North La*wadale College Prep, ACT data covers 2001-2011 and college data covers 

2002-2012; For Urban Prep, ACT data covers 2009-2012 and college data covers 2010-2012; For UChicago Charter, ACT covers 2009-2011 and college data covers 2010-2012 

High school comp&tion 

is a part of the prob&m, 

with 37% of CPS 

students dropping out 

before graduation 
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-’T -’T WHAT GE S MEASURED GE S DONE: 
District impact starts with accountability 

As Tasha’s story illustrates, a range of metrics - not just one - matter 
in telling a success story. To hold high schools accountable for student 
outcomes, districts must take academic growth, college enrollment, and 
college persistence into account. Static test scores, year-over-year school 
improvement, and even graduation rates and ACT scores are important but 
not sufficient measures of school effectiveness. Academic gains scores are 
particularly powerful metrics. In fact, student gain scores not only capture 
the increase in learning that students achieve throughout their years at 
a school, but in Chicago these rates are also more predictive of college 
enrollment than ACT scores, as Figure 3 shows. 

As Tasha’s example shows, setting high expectations and helping students 
establish a new trajectory can lay the foundation for success in college and 
beyond even when the academic starting point is low. Grade point average 
can also be an important indicator of student achievement and growth. 
University of Chicago’s research shows a strong correlation between GPA 
and college graduation for CPS students across the system, as indicated in 
Figure 4. 8 

Many factors, both academic and non-academic, explain this phenomenon. 
Studies show that perseverance, grit, and other non-cognitive skills are 
essential for success in college - true for all students, but particularly in 
environments where poverty, violence, and other challenges outside of the 
classroom are real obstacles.9 Metrics like academic growth and GPA take 
these factors into account, while single test scores like the ACT do not. 

Figure 3. 2011 Student Academic Gains and 2012 

College Enrollment Among All CPS Students 

80% 

6o°/,, 

40% 

20% 

0% 

2011 EPAS gains 

Figure 4. College Graduation Rates Among CPS Alumni 

by Unweighted High School GPA 

60% 

4O% 36% 

0% 
2.0 or less 2.1-2.5 2.6-3.0 3.1-3.5 3.6+ 

Unwcightcd High School GPA 

Ultimately, college graduation and even outcomes beyond that 
are the true measures of whether progress made in the K-12 
setting is meaningful. In addition to outcome metrics like 
graduation rate and college enrollment, districts must follow the 
charter sector’s lead by tracking and reporting college persistence 
at the district and school level. University of Chicago Charter 
School is a leader in tracking its alumni and using learnings to 
influence their practice in supporting students on the path to 
college. As Figure 5 demonstrates, UChicago Charter knows 
where their students are going to college, and furthermore tracks 
students who enroll in more selective schools. This is good 
practice given that appropriately matching students to colleges 
can have a positive impact on college persistence and graduation, 
while under matching can have the opposite effect)° 

Many charter public schools have gone beyond tracking to 
provide support to seniors and alumni to help them surpass the 
barriers they encounter. The charter schools we feature in this 
brief have used their budget autonomy to allocate resources to 
college counselors, college-preparation curriculum, and alumni 
tracking and support counselors, increasing the ratio of adults 
committed to college-going success for each student. If districts are 
committed to college persistence, they must contemplate how best 
to allocate limited resources to impact that result. Today, Illinois 
ranks 45th among the states when it comes to supporting high 
school students in mapping out a college path, averaging one high 
school counselor per 314 students)~ There is a long way to go and 
budgets are tight, but examples exist that show it can be done. 

Figure 5. Characteristics of Colleges Attended by UChicago Charter 

and CPS College-Goers in the 2010--11 School Year 

80% 

60% 

4O% 

2O% 

0% 
UChicago CPS          UChicago CPS              UChicago CPS 

C~flege ~e                 £ocadon                      &k, ctivi9, 

Community 
College, 

Selective 

UChicago Charter School college-goers attend more selective colleges than other CPS students, and are more likely to attend colleges outside of Illinois 
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THROUGH OUR RESEARCH, five common themes are character#tic of schooIs 
whose graduates experience cd/ege success not easi y predicted from their ACT scores: 

Grit and Persistence: Pe~vasive Reini~’orcement 

of Positlve NonoCognitive Skills 

Skills such as grit, motivation, time management, study skills, 
perseverance, and accountability are hard to measure but necessary 
to teach.12 Non-cognitive skills help students to move on, learn 
a lesson, and try again when they fail or struggle in different life 
experiences.13 More important, emerging research suggests that 
these skills can be developed in students who initially do not 
exhibit them, suggesting that schools have a large role to play in 
imparting such traits. The featured schools recognize that these 
skills impact college success and therefore work to enforce them in 
high school classrooms. Working with students to set a goal and 
then devising plans to overcome specific and inevitable obstacles 
will strengthen a student’s self-control. Non-cognitive skills can 
easily be related to a student’s grades, but must also be reinforced 
in other ways through college seminars, advisories, mentoring 
programs, and life experiences. 

College F~t: Tailored College Counseling 

and Matching for Each Student 

The featured high schools understand that each student’s 

needs are different, and some colleges are better fits for certain 

graduates than others. To ensure each child is matched with an 

academically, socially and financially appropriate college, featured 

schools have prioritized multiple college counselors to provide 

tailored support for each student and family based on their needs. 

College counselors also understand the dynamics and build 

relationships with various colleges and universities across the 

country. These relationships have proven pivotal in understanding 

each college’s social and academic supports, as well as financial 

resources available, to inform matching each student to college 

appropriately. 

5~School Culture: ocus on College Go ng Culture 

dfrom Day 1 of Freshman Year 

All featured schools set high expectations for college graduation 

as early as the first day of school. The expectation that high 

school will not be the final stop on the educational journey is 

communicated to staff, students, and parents from the beginning. 

In addition to communicating that expectation verbally, these 

schools reinforce the college-going culture throughout the school 

year and summer through numerous local and national college 

visits, college preparation courses, college paraphernalia posted 

throughout the school building, and public celebrations and rituals 

for students who get accepted to college, among others. Creating 

a college-going culture communicates the message that college is 

a destination for all students and that the school community is 

committed to helping them get there. 

Mentorship: A Deliberate Approach to 

Pairing a Caring Adult to Each Student 

When students are not personally supported, they are more likely 

to withdraw from classes, switch to part-time, take a break from 

school, or drop out altogether.~4 Beyond direct college counseling, 

the schools featured here recognize the importance of identifying 

each student’s individual needs, and use a deliberate approach to 

matching each student with a caring adult mentor in the school 

building. In addition to ensuring all adults in the school are on 

board with the college-going mission, there is also space within 

the school day where students meet in small groups or one-on- 

one with an advisor or mentor. This assigned adult is tasked with 

understanding the student’s personal needs, troubleshoots personal 

challenges that may interfere with college completion, offers advice 

as needed, and generally serves as a role model college graduate 

that is a resource for the student as he or she begins to navigate 

the college enrollment process. Special supports are also in place 

for students with special needs, or students with particularly 

challenging backgrounds. Assigning an adult to each student is 

often times critical in ensuring that small personal obstacles do not 

become roadblocks for college completion. 

5 Tracking and Supporting~ Relentless ~l~acklng 
and Supporting o~[’Al-umni 

It is crucial that schools implement tracking and support strategies 
that follow students and alumni past high school graduation, 
college acceptance, and college enrollment. The featured schools 
work hard to know where their alumni are located, how they are 
doing in college, and what they need from the high school staffto 
ensure they persist in college. Some schools use incentives to ensure 
students stay in touch with the high school and host reunion 
events during holiday breaks at the high school, while other 
schools use text messaging, phone calls, email, Facebook, and other 
social media sites to stay in touch. Featured schools have found 
that typical obstacles, such as a book fee, a challenging course 
or discomfort adjusting to a new social setting, often times lead 
students, particularly first generation college-goers, to prematurely 
and unnecessarily drop out. High schools that invest in making 
sure their alumni graduate from college, continue to serve as 
support systems through challenging times that arise after high 
school graduation. 

Measuring What Matters: Building Effective College Pipelines    9 
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NORTH LA KrNDALE COLLEGE 
www.nlgphs.o,g. N, mber of CampK¢es: 2 

Collins Campus North Lawndale 419 96% 

PREP CHARTER SCHOOL 
*Figures based on 2013 CPS 20th Day £nrollment Data 

N Persls~e~ce and Grit 
North Lawndale College Prep frequently communicates their motto of"The 
Phoenix Way: Be Peaceful, Respectful, Responsible and Prepared" to all 
members of the North Lawndale College Prep community. North Lawndale 
College Prep believes that there are many skills important to academic success 
that are not measured by static test scores, such as perseverance and personal 
responsibility. An example of how they work to build and strengthen these 
skills is through their Senior Project requirement for graduation. During senior 
year, students are required to complete a rigorous Senior Project which requires 
college-level critical thinking, research, reading, writing, and public speaking. 
Throughout senior year, students must continually refine the project, submit 
multiple drafts, conduct several interviews and hours of research, and persist 
in achieving a "B" grade on the project in order to graduate. In addition, 
North Lawndale College Prep facilitates continued enrichment, personal 
development and college preparation during the summer through the PhoenLx 
Rising Program. The Program is held at colleges across the country, and exposes 
students to the joys and hardships of college firsthand. Students continue 
to learn more about how to overcome obstacles that come with being away 
from home in an unfamiliar environment, and build leadership skills through 
scheduled enrichment experiences and leadership development programs. 

I~ College Fit 

Through college counselors, advisory periods, and the Phoenix Rising Summer 

Program, North Lawndale College Prep works hard to match students to the 

best college for each student. From day one, students are assigned to a counselor 

who commits to helping them find a college that fits their needs, and then stays 

in touch with them throughout high school and in their first year of college. 

Advisory period is scheduled every day, and designed to help students research 

colleges, learn how to apply to college, and apply for federal financial aid. 

Students also have time in advisory to prepare for college interviews and develop 

their personal statements. The Phoenix Rising Program also immerses students 

in the college experience during the summer, and allows students to become 

more attuned to what they are looking for in a college experience. 

~ School Culture 
North Lawndale College Prep was founded with the mission to graduate all 
students from college, and students are on board with this mission early on. 
College trips take place throughout all four years of high school. Scheduling 
time focused on college preparation during advisory period ensures students 
have the tools needed to get to college. It is a culture that North Lawndale 
College Prep starts developing on the very first day of school, when every 
new freshmen goes straight through the front door and then out onto a bus 
for a day trip to DePaul University. North Lawndale wants every freshman 
to understand from his or her very first moment at the school where each 
waking moment will lead to. 

~ Mentorship 

North Lawndale College Prep assigns a counselor to every group of incoming 

freshman at each campus. The counselor stays with the students for a 

minimum of five years: four years at North Lawndale College Prep and the 

first year of college. This strategy gives students an additional support that 

they might not have, especially if the student is the first in their family to 

go to college. Counselors help students make the life changing and difficult 

transition to college. In addition, there are numerous other mentoring 

opportunities that underclassmen participate in, either through outside 

programs such as Chicago Scholars, AIM High and Genesys Works, or 

through the school’s own sophomore mentoring program run by the North 

Lawndale College Prep’s junior board. Then, this mentoring goes full-scale 

in senior year. Through the Senior Project program described above, every 

single senior is paired with his or her own Chicago professional. Whether 

the student is a Posse Scholar or special education student or temporarily 

homeless, each student participates in a mentoring relationship that lasts all 

senior year. 

~ Tracking a~d Support~=g 
North Lawndale College Prep staffs two full time alumni counselors to 
track students after they graduate, and support them throughout various 
obstacles and challenges they may face in college. Counselors stay in touch 
with students through text, email, phone, and social media sites, and use 
Salesforce to keep track of graduates. Students who submit their college 
grades and transcripts receive $50 rewards. North Lawndale College Prep’s 
’Emergency Fund’ was developed to give small amounts of money to alumni 
for various issues that all students face in college, such as book fees, transcript 
fees, and supplies. Being able to support alumni when small obstacles 
arise can sometimes be the difference between the student continuing on 
or dropping out. North Lawndale College Prep alumni counselors also 
partner with The Career Transitions Center of Chicago to help students find 
employment during college or after college graduation. CTC is a non-profit 
organization that provides a variety of supports for individuals looking for 
employment. 

From day 1 students are 

assigned a counsdor who 

commits to hdping them find a 

college that fits their needs, and 

then stays in much with them 

throughout high school and in 

their f!, t year of cdlege 
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URBAN ACADEMIES 
uJww.urbanprep.org. Number of Campuses: 3 

Englewood Campus Englewood 496 82.5% 

*Figures based on 2013 CPS 20th Day Enrollment Data 

I~ Persistence and Grit 

Urban Prep instills in their students early on that there are no personal or 
academic obstacles too big that would prevent a student from completing 
college. The College Process Class places a priority on providing intensive 
support to students so that they are able to navigate the college application 
process successfully. In this class students develop their interpersonal and 
communication skills through mock interviews and the revising of their 
personal statements. A variety of learning strategies are also addressed in 
this class and others, such as study skills, time-management skills, and goal 
setting. Additionally, students are required to interface with at least ten college 
admissions representatives and submit at least ten admissions and scholarship 
applications, visit at least five colleges, compile a list of references and 
thoroughly research the institutions they are most interested in attending. 

I~ College Fit 

Urban Prep has a network director of college counseling programs and at least 
two full-time college counselors at each Urban Prep campus. These college 
counselors help students understand and master the college application process. 
In addition, all senior students use their time in College Process Class to research 
colleges that pertain to their interests. Urban Prep developed the Study UP 
Program, which allows students to have access to the college experience in high 
school. Students travel to different colleges, stay overnight, attend college classes, 
and connect with college students and college staff. Students are matched to a 
college based on their preferences. This matching process helps students learn 
more about their interests and needs when looking for the best college for them. 
Additionally, Urban Prep has deliberately formed strong relationships with 
college communities to ensure a tailored college fit for every student. 

m School Culture 

Urban Prep confidently communicates that earning a college degree is the 

expectation for all students who enroll. Before the first day of school, all 

freshman students attend a three-week Freshman Academy. The purpose of 

Freshman Academy is to provide incoming freshman with a comprehensive 

transitional experience that adequately prepares students to meet the academic 

and behavioral expectations of Urban Prep. During this time students also 

take their first college trip as a member of the Urban Prep family. The College 

Planning Class that students take during Freshman Academy outlines the major 

components of the four-year college planning curriculum at Urban Prep-- 

sending the message that students are expected to graduate from college upon 

high school graduation. 

Urban Prep has created a variety of rituals for students throughout the college 
readiness process. For instance, when a student gets accepted in to his first 
college, there is the "On to the Next One" ceremony, where the student trades 
his red tie that he has worn for the duration of his high school experience for 

a red and gold striped tie which signifies college acceptance. This ceremony 
is conducted before the entire school community, where all freshmen, 
sophomores, and juniors partake in celebrating their older classmates, and 
look forward to getting their own red and gold tie. Additionally, there is the 
"Urban Prep Signing Day" held once a year, where students are given the 
opportunity to declare their college of choice. 

I~ Mentorship 

Urban Prep provides a mentor for all freshman students through the Urban 
Prep Fellows Program. Launched in 2010, the Urban Prep Fellows Program 
is a one-year service opportunity for recent college graduates interested in 
working with youth. Fellows work with freshmen in small groups called 
"Prides" (derived from Urban Prep’s mascot, the Lion) to mentor, tutor, and 
lead students in their development and progression toward college readiness. 
The Fellow is focused on the comprehensive academic achievement of just 
twenty-five students enrolled in his or her "Pride", and provides support 
for their intellectual, social, and personal growth. Upper classmen are also 
placed in Prides where their Pride Leaders are also charged with promoting 
positive student conduct, participating in the restorative justice process and 
appropriately advocating for their students. Their main focus revolves around 
three key areas: character development (through the teaching of Urban Prep 
Core Values), service learning (through the creation and execution of service 
learning projects) and academic support (through tutoring and monitoring 
their attendance and grades). 

I~ Tracking a~d Supporting 

Urban Prep developed the Alumni Program with three full time staff members 
who are focused on providing a support system for Urban Prep alumni who 
are enrolled in college. Alumni Program officers employ a variety of strategies 
to provide support for students including using phone, email, social media, 
special events/seminars, and campus visits to be in constant contact with their 
graduates. Among many things, they offer general advice, tips, and support 
through the college experience. They also developed a College Contact 
Database, a list of college staff and community members they trust to support 
Urban Prep alumni at college, stay in touch with Urban Prep teachers and 
staff, and provide any additional information on the college. This also helps 
the department identify different campus resources such as advising, tutoring, 
and writing centers that will assist the students as well as extracurricular 
activities such as student organizations and study abroad programs. 
Additionally, they help identify scholarships, grant, and loan opportunities. 

Urban Prep continues to support students in college by hosting career services 
workshops for students where they edit resumes, cover letters, and practice 
interviews. 

{h’ban Prep’s mission # to 

"provide a comprehensive, high- 

quality college preparato    
education m young men that results 

in graduates succeeding in college. " 
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO CHARTER SCHOOL 
www.uei-schodsoorg/R od  wnHS. Number of Campuses: 4 

*Figures based on 2013 CPS 20th Day Enrolbnent Data 

m Persistence and Grit 
UChicago Charter School purposefully instills positive non-cognitive skills 
through the senior thesis projects and other signature projects that all students 
participate in. Students complete long-term research studies in a variety of fields 
such as humanities, science, and social science. Students submit several drafts 
throughout the year and are required to make a final presentation to their thesis 
panel, which often includes high school faculty, staff from the Urban Education 
Institute and members of the broader University of Chicago community. 
Eventually, the process will call for students to present their findings and 
recommendations to peers, parents, and experts in the field upon completion. 
Teachers and staffat UChicago Charter School also put great importance and 
investment in athletics and extracurricular activities. Students participate in 
Building with Books, Companies that Care, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
Redmoon Theatre, the Court Theater, University of Chicago S.M.A.R.T. 
Program, University of Chicago MapsCorps, Collegiate Scholars, Summer 
Accelerated Math Camp, Gallery 37 Arts, You Media, and the South Shore 
Culinary Program. Students are responsible for applying to participate in 
these programs, managing their time in relation to various school and family 
responsibilities and overcoming transportation or financial challenges. 

m College Fit 

UChicago Charter School has developed a working list of approximately 

20 colleges the school has formed partnerships with. School leaders look at 

the personal connections they hold at colleges, success rates, small student 

communities, and the level of success that their previous graduates and 

other low-income minority students have at these schools. Every student is 

required to complete 12 college applications that are socially, academically 

and financially within reach for each student. To help students make informed 

decisions, UChicago Charter School builds in several hours of college research 

for students during the school day, as well as sets up between 15 to 20 college 

visits for each student during their time at the campus. 

~ School Culture 

UChicago Charter School believes that college success should be the number 

one measure for high school success. UChicago Charter has developed the ’6 

to 16’ College Readiness Program--a program that begins in 6th grade and 

continues throughout college. This program asks the question ’Why College?’ 

and works with students through the process of understanding the importance 

of college. ’6 to 16’ is a direct pathway to college for students and is a required 

credit-bearing course for every student every year. During junior and senior 

year, teachers and counselors work with students to match them with the best 

college possible by analyzing affordability, fit, interests, and other individual 

considerations. 

UChicago Charter School college-going culture extends far beyond the ’6 
to 16’ course. They host College Fridays and College Kickoff Day. College 
Fridays take place during morning meetings where the whole school gathers for 
a morning assembly. Every college acceptance letter is read out loud to students 
from every grade level. The acceptance letters are then posted in the hallways 
for people to view. Additionally, UChicago Charter School hosts Mandatory 
FAFSA nights for parents, so they can learn and complete the financial aid 
process. College Week is another major part of the culture. In 6th through 
8th grade, students spend up to three days visiting colleges. In 9th grade, all 
students visit a historically black college or university. In 10th and 1 lth grade, 
students visit a college based on their personal interests such as a fine arts 
university or a state college. Then, in 12th grade, while the other grades are 
visiting colleges, senior students spend the week finishing college applications 
and teacher recommendations. All of these trips take place during the school 
year as a way to impart to students that going to college should be a priority. 

N Mentorship 
Before graduation, there are five full-time counselors at UChicago Charter 
School who work with students to get the most out of their public education 
experience. There is a relatively small student to counselor ratio, which allows 
the students and counselor to form strong and positive relationships. Each 
counselor works with an individual grade level and focuses on the social- 
emotional and academic needs of the age group, and serves to set up personal, 
academic and professional goals for each student. The counselor is also the 
main point person to set up the summer programs that are offered to the 
students. 

N Tra&ing and Supporting 

UChicago Charter School partners with the University of Chicago Urban 

Education Institute to track UChicago Charter alumni. UChicago Charter 

also employs a 13th grade counselor, who focuses on connecting with and 

supporting UChicago Charter School alumni. This counselor hosts 3-5 events 

per year for alumni, fostering community and support for UChicago Charter 

School’s alumni base. He or she also works to hire UChicago Charter School 

alumni and college graduates to work at the school in various roles. 

{?Chicago Charter School believes 

that college success shouM be the 

for high 
schoM success. {?Chicago Charter 

has developed the ’6 m 16’ College 

Readiness Program a program 

that begins in gra& and 

continues throughout cdIege. 

16 Illinois Network of Charter Schools I Policy Brief I Winter 2013 Measuring What Matters: Building Effective College Pipelines 17 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

Jay M Smith < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Letter 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham@anc.edu> 
Date:               at 11:19:16 PMEST 
To: "Folt, CarOl Lynn" <carol ofoltx%uncoedu> 
Subject: Fwd: Letter 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <mwilli uric. edu> 
Date: at 8:25:50 PM EST 
To: ~)~ive.u~c.edu> 
Subject: Letter 

My research is not flawed. The evidence comes from the raw scores, and only the 
Psychologist who did the actual screening has those scores. Those scores prove that my 
analysis is indeed correct. I did not interpret the data as you or Jim Dean suggest, using 
standard scores as grade levels. I was part of a DDS team that reviewed testing data on 
all students at UNC for close to five years, I understand the validity of the SATA. 
This will now have to be solved in a court of law which will involve more bad 
publicity. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.uac, edui~-~wi~in@_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:48 PM 

allen sac[           @~yahoo.com> 

Re: Meeting Request - Senator Blumenthal’s Office 

image001 .png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image005.jpg 

Yes for 4pm call. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 11:59 AM, "allen sack" ~:alhoo,corn> wrote: 

James, 

Yes, tomorrow afternoon would be great. Would 4:00 work for you. My colleague, Donna Lopiano 
would like to join us if that is okay. I am also asking Mary Willingham, another member of our 
team to join us, again if that is okay with you. Donna is out of the country and insists that the 
government not have to pay for the call. So she would like to get all of our phone numbers 
and give us a call at 4:00. She does this all the time. So in summary, I am suggesting a 4:00 
conference call tomorrow afternoon. If you have a good number where you can be reached I will 
forward it to Donna. If 4:00 is not good let me know and I will go back to the drawing 
board. Thank you for offering to discuss this critical issue with us. I have attached a two page 
summary of our act. We are working on a one page summary I will sent you tomorrow morning. 

Regards, 

Allen 

On Tuesday, February 4, 2014 7:05 PM, "Mikolowsky, James (Blumenthal)" 
<James Mikolowsky@blumenthal.senate.,qov> wrote: 
Mr. Sack, 

My name is James Mikolowsky, and I work on education policy for Senator Blumenthal. I would be very 
interested to speak with you about your proposed CAP Act - the Senator is very interested in this issue, 
especially with the recent news about the Northwestern players attempting to unionize. I am based in DC - 
are you able to speak on the phone about your proposal? I think that would make more sense than having 

you come all the way down here. I am currently free for most of the afternoon on Thursday the 6th, if you 
have any time then. Please let me know what would work - thank you. 

-James 

James Mikolowsky I Legislative Aide 
U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal 
724 Hart I (202) 224-2823 
<image001. png><image002.png><image003.png><image004.png><image005.jpg> 

<CAP Act two pager 1 18 14.doc> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George S.Baroff’       ~bellsouth.net> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 5:20 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Tarr Heel letter 

Please clarify the issue raised in the letter in Tuesday’s Tar Heel by              regarding your interpretation of the Reading 
scores. I thought that we were talking about percentiles and the need for knowing their related Raw Scores, Standard Scores, and 
Reading Grade equivalents.. The writer said that the data you reported was in Standard Scores and that these were represented as 
Grade equivalents. 
Who is 
Thanks. 
George 



From: mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: advising notes 

Thanks I will cue up 2 short clips. I made a few changes below - feel free to make adjustments. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On , at 6:24 PM, @.~maiLcom> wrote: 

Hi Nary, 

Thanks so much for letting me know about Schooled. I’m not sure I’m going to have a ton of 
time this weekend to watch it, so if you don’t mind picking a few scenes that would be 
great! 

Also, we’re all set with Graham Memorial 212, reserved from 6-7 pm. I’ve been attempting to draft a brief 
statement about the seminar, but am not sure I’ve worded everything correctly. Feel free to add to/edit/delete 
anything in the blurb below: 

What is the price of college sports? Join us on Monday, February 10th for a discussion about education equality 

and the collegiate sport model with Mary Willingham. Come to watch clips from Schooled, a film about the 
billion-dollar collegiate sports industry, and learn about current lawsuits and legislation 
aimed at reforming the NCAA. 

Looking forward to hearing from you! 

Cheers, 

On Wed,            at 8:10 PM, 
Great! rll plan to stop by on Monday. 

Thanks, 

~mai~.corn> wrote: 

On Wed:            at 5:12 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwillir~      ur~c.edu> wrote: 
I have walk in every afternoon 2-4. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui-~willin~ 

On at 5:08 PM, ’ 

Dear Mary, 



Wonderful! I’d love to stop by and chat more about a specific topic. Do you have 
walk-in hours, or a preferred time next week? 

Cheers, 

On 
wrote: 

at 2:46 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin u~c.edu> 

Thank you for your invitation, I would be honored to hold a Flash! Stop by or let me 

know your timeframe. Thanks, Mary 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: advising notes 

~qmail.com] 
1:26 PM 

Dear Dr. Willingham, 

Thank you so much for your help advising me about graduation. I’m all squared 
away now after meeting with Dr. Lithgow. 

On another note, I’d love your input about an idea I have. I’m an for 
Flash! Seminars at UNC. We hold hour-long seminars on a variety of 
interdisciplinary topics, from Food & Neuroscience to Biophilic Cities. We’ve 
held over 40 seminars with various professors and students at UNC. 

As an esteemed advisor at this university, with a great deal of wisdom about 
incorporating student-athletes into the academic setting, we would love for you 
to hold a Flash! Seminar with a small group of students on a topic of your choice. 
There’s clearly a great deal of controversy surrounding the issue of student- 
athletes, and I know a number of students who are dedicated to having a more 
informed, complete understanding of this topic. 

Thank you so much for considering this idea. I’d love to meet again to discuss 
how to approach the topic if you’d like to lead a discussion. 



Cheers, 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

at 4:06 PM, Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@..unc.edu> 

updated worksheet and will visit with the Engl dept. t     _ ~ about fixing 
tracker and making adjustments for maj or/minor/extra English classes. She will 
then apply for graduation after confirmation of classes for this semester. She took 
a copy of the worksheet for 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

www.unc, edui~will[in~ 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 11:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

I don’t believe it is normal procedure. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

> On Feb 6, 2014, at 11:08 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Yes, I was initially very suspicious, too. Still am. But then I realized that "full academic records" could involve notes etc. taken in 
ASPSA. (Though, why was Brown not copied in that case? And especially why were these the three who were copied? The PR guy, 
the compliance guy, the legal guy??)) 
> 
> So it’s at least plausible that Sutton was just being thorough. 
>> On 2/6/14 10:56 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 
>> So if I request :ducation records, who get’s copied on the request? Morehead-Cain office? Am I missing something? 
>> 
>> Mary Willingham 
>> CSSAC 
>> UNC-CH 
>> www.unc.edu/-willingh 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday,                11:46 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

Re: stardom 

Does 530 work? I have a conference call with a Senator at 4 so just need extra 15-30 in case. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

> On , at 11:10 AM, " @nc.rr.com" < 
> 
> Sehr gut! See you soon. 
> 
> .... "Willingham wrote: 
>> 5pm - I will wall up to playmakers by the light (from Steele). 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @nc.rr.com [~ailto @nc.rr.com] 
>> Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 
>> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
>> Subject: RE: stardom 
>> 
>> will pick you up: what time? 
>> 
>> .... "Willingham wrote: 
>>> Thursday works. 
>> 

>> From: @nc.rr.com ~nc.rr.com] 
>> Sent: Sunday, 10:39 PM 
>> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
>> Subject: Re: stardom 
>> 
>> I’m assuming I’ll tutor Mon - Wed, so would Thurs work? 
>> I could pick you up from UNC... 
>> 

>> .... "Willingham wrote: 
>>> . You are the most awesome care taker in the world - how do you 
>>> do it? You and your family have been in my prayers. Glad you are back 
>>> for a while. We should get together. What does your happy hour 
>>> schedule look like this week? I am not so popular! Mary 
>>> 
>>> Mary Willingham 
>>> CSSAC, UNC CH 
>>> www. unc. edu/-willingh<~ : /iwww. ~mc. ed~i~wiNn~.~> 

>>> On . at 5:39 PM, @nc.rr.com<~mi~tc 
< @nc.rr.com<mail~c ~r~c.rr.com>> wrote: 

>>> M you’ve become a mega-star and I wasn’t here to take you out! 
>>> I’ve been in CLT the whole of Jan with both parents critical and all 

@nc.rr.com> wrote: 



>>> three of us kids down with the flu: I’m back for at least 2 wks unless 
>>> something else explodes... 
>>> Great photo in the paper! 
>>> Great national buzz!!!!!!!!! 
>>> If you need a press sec I’m here. 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday: 12:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring Appointment Today Chem 

Hey 

There has been a mistake on the Learning Center’s website. I do tutor chem but only 101. I don’t tutor    I don’t think I will be any 
help today. I have tallked with my boss and she has removed chem    from my name. Sorry for the confusion. An alternative 
solution for you is to go to the Dey Hall on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 6--9 pm. All levels of Chem tutoring are offered there. 

Again, sorry for the confusion. 

Chem 101, Italian, and Spanish 105 tutor 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH ] 

7:19:39 AM 

~nc.rr.com 

Read: health--his and ours 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. 

health--his and ours 

4:12:22 AM 

was read on 7:19:39 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:34 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 9.1.2013) 

2013.09.01 _ Smith _ Response 2.7.2014.pdf 

Well, this is something. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 9.1.2013) 

Date:Fri, 7 Feb 2014 16:29:43 -0500 
From:Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal~email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <i aysmith~email.unc.edu> 
CC:Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced in her letter 

(in all, 1 page / 42 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 
Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen@unc.edu 



February 7, 2014 

Jay Smith 
Professor of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jaysmith@email, unc.edu 

CAMPUS BOX 9~o5 

¯ 22 EAST CAMERON AVENUE 

CHAPEL HiLL NC 275999105 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Professor Smith: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated September 1, 2013, in which you wrote seeking access to University 
records. Specifically, you wrote: "1 request access to summer school enrollment figures--that is, the courses offered and the 
number of students enrolled in each courses, for both summer sessions--between 1997 and 2010." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. Thank you 
for your patience as we looked for existing records responsive to your request. The Summer School has bound Semester 
Section Books generated by the Office of the University Registrar for their business purposes for each specific summer term 
during the period 2002 through 2013. Each bound volume (with more than 200+ pages) contains enrollment data by course 
section for each specific summer term. You may contact Michael Smith, Director, Summer School Administration (966-4364 
/ michael_smith@unc.edu) in order to arrange for a mutually convenient time during business hours when you would have 
access to those volumes. 

Your request was for access, not copies, of the responsive University records. In case it is relevant for your planning 
purposes, please note that if you would like the Summer School to make copies of any specific pages within those bound 
volumes it would be in accordance with the University’s Public Records Policy. With that in mind, please note that: 

¯ if you request copies, the department will be able to make black and white copies in-house at a flat rate of 10 (ten) 
cents per page after the first 50 (fifty) copies are made at no charge; 

¯ if you request a combined volume of pages to be copied that will take more than 4 (four) hours for clerical staff to 
make the copies, you will be required to pay a special service charge at a flat rate of $18 per hour after the initial 4 
(four) hours of clerical staff time at no charge (note: payment for estimated time required after the initial 4 hours 
will be required in advance); and, 

¯ if you request a combined volume of pages to be copied that will take more than 15 minutes to copy, the Summer 
School will have the discretion to elect to make copies on a schedule to be determined by the Summer School 
when their clerical resources are sufficient to cover other business needs (you may be required to identify in 
advance the specific pages to be copied and you would be contacted after the copies were made to retrieve 
them). 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http :/Ipolicies.unc.edu!policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 9.1.2013) 

Wow. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:34 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Well, this is something. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 9.1.2013) 

Date:Fri, 7 Feb 2014 16:29:43 -0500 
From:Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal@email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <i aysmith~email.unc.edu> 
CC:Public Records <publicrecords~unc.edu> 

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced 

in her letter (in all, 1 page / 42 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 
Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen@unc.edu 

<2013.09.01 _ Smith _ Response 2.7.2014.pdf> 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 9:22 PM 

Willinghaan, Maay C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Re: book question 

pdf 

Hi Mary, 

It’s good to heax from you! I hope you’re aJso doing well. We’re releasing our third issue of 

please let me know when I can expect to read it. 

Here is a link to , as it appeared in our tablet edition: 

I’ve also attached a PDF copy of the story, just because it’s much easier to read in that format, I think. 

Let me know if you have aaay questions! 

this Tuesday! Very excited to hear your book is almofft finished 

All my befit, 

On S at, 014 at 7:21 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mx~ i11ing~.~n.~d ~mc,ed~./> wrote: 

I hope that you axe well. Although I have not had much time to catch up,        is on my list of reads this coming week. Jay Smith aaad I would like to reference 

(with full citation) your axticle in our (aJmos~t finished) book. Could you send me a link or pdf version to your stop ? ---So that we could 
show our editor without having to access the app or my bad screen shots? 

Thaaaks so much. Best, Masy 

MaW Willinghmn 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.~villingh 

UNC Class of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Sunday, February 9, 2014 1:39 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

20140209133916795.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10310" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.09.2014 13:39:16 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Sunday, February 9, 2014 1:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

20140209134227334.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10310" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.09.2014 13:42:27 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH ] 

12:49:24 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Read: from H&C 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. 

from H&C 

5:24:13 AM 

was read on 12:49:24 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) 
Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help... 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000@ameritech.aet> 
Date: February 10, 2014 at 8:51:27 AM EST 
To: <mwil~ingham(~unc. edt~> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <Nackstar~ 000~ameritechx~et> 

Cha len~se UNC 
Black Faculty and 

Sta~ 

Ontv 98 UNC Black 
Mae Freshmen 

UCLA Has More 
NCAA 
Championships than 
Black Male 
Freshmen 

Black Players n BCS 

Losing in Classroom 

March Madness 
Bdn~s Vast 
Graduation Gaps 

The Human Tra~sedy 
of CoIle~se Sports: 
Kevn Ross 

Phillip Jackson Challenges Black Faculty and 
Staff at University of North Carolina to 
Educate Black Male Students 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 

’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 



Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Racial composition of male and female new first-years across the tiN( system 
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By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 
October 14, 2013 



Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 



standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incomin8 Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

November 8, 2013 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 



males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 
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By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 
November 26, 2013 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 



graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

By Leah Fleming 
November 1, 2013 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 



Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 

By ADW Staff 
December 10, 2013 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 



A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 
MARCH 30, 2013 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribbl.e around the question 
when I asked him if cottesiate basketbatt prosrams with tonsterm, 8ross 
raciat disparities in 8raduation rates shoutd be banned from March Madness. 
"Where you have insidious saps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 
there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cal.I, on athl.etic 
reform I.ast week. 

In a fol.l.ow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 
improvins, that’s one thin8. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 



your dropout rate is such that your graduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re tess serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, shoutd he continue to voice them, coutd hetp move the 

Nationat Cottegiate Athtetic Association to take its next major step to end 

the exptoitation of African-American athtetes. The NCAA took one 

meaningfut step this year by banning 2011 nationat champion Connecticut 

from this year’s tournament because of tow tongterm graduation rates. They 

were 11 percent for the entire team fast year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team fietd, 21 teams had btack 

graduation rates betow 50 percent. They inctude Indiana, Ohio State, 

Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensibte "pubtic Ivy" Catifornia, atong 

with smatt-schoot dartings Butter and LaSatte. Ftorida was at the bottom of 

the barret at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearty a third of the fietd is 

ptagued by such poor performance, which is art the more noteworthy because 

most of those same 21 schoots had a 100 percent graduation rate for their 

white prayers. A year and a hatf ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 

there shoutd be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 

harbor such raciat gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
1OO% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 
University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A~tT State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
C;olorado State University - 40% 



Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

By United Press International 
July 24, 1987 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 



Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level, 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstarl O00@ameritechonet. 



This email was sent to mwillino~ham@unc.edu by blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Monday, February 10, 2014 9:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) 
Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help... 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000@ameritechonet> 
Date: February 10, 2014 at 8:51:27 AM EST 
To: <mwiN~g~ham(~u r~c. cdu> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <bl ackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 

Progress; 
Forward! 
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Phillip ,Jackson Challenges Black Faculty and 
Staff at University of North Carolina to 
Educate Black Male Students 
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Project’s website: 

(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Radal composition of male and female new first-yea~s across the tlNC system 
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By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 
October 14, 2013 



Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

. a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 



years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incomin8 Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

November 8, 2013 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 



percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

~uation rates ~ UC Berkeley male student athletes by race 
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By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 
November 26, 2013 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 



While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

By Leah Fleming 
November 1, 2013 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 



Games Losing Big in the Classroom 
Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 

but 60% of Football Teams 

ORANGE ~OWL FIESTA ~OWL SUGAR BOWL 
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By ADW Staff 
December 10, 2013 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 



gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 
MARCH 30, 2013 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribbl.e around the question 
when I asked him if cottegiate basketbatt programs with tongterm, 8ross 
raciat disparities in graduation rates shoutd be banned from March Madness. 
"Where you have insidious gaps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 
there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cal.I, on athl.etic 
reform I.ast week. 



In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 

improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 

your dropout rate is such that your graduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help move the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next major step to end 
the exploitation of African-American athletes. The NCAA took one 
meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national champion Connecticut 
from this year’s tournament because of low [ongterm graduation rates. They 
were 11 percent for the entire team last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 
graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 
Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" California, along 
with small-school darlings Buffer and LaSa[[e. Florida was at the bottom of 
the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the field is 
plagued by such poor performance, which is a[[ the more noteworthy because 
most of those same 21 schools had a 100 percent graduation rate for their 
white players. A year and a half ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 
there should be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 
harbor such racial gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A~tT State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
C;olorado State University - 40% 



Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

By United Press International 
July 24, 1987 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 



Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level, 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstarl O00@ameritechonet. 



This email was sent to mwillino~ham@unc.edu by blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, 9:23 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) 
Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000@ameritech.aet> 
Date:                at 8:51:27 AM EST 
To: <mwil~in~ham(~unc~ edu> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <Nackstar~ 000~ameritechx~et> 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 
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TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Racial composition of male and female new first-years across the tiN( system 

~adalidentificationofnewfirstoyearmalesatSNCfrom2007-2013 

2007 

2008 

2009 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 



Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

, a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 



standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incomin8 Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 



males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

~uation rates ~ UC Berkeley male stud~t ath|~es by race 
This f~de~[ g~du~ on d~ta show the ~er~r~ta~ge ~d n~mbe~ (~ pa~thesls) of male st~e~t ~th[etes 
~e~e v~8 ath~et~ aid who earned a degree within ~x ye~s of be~ admitted to UC ~erke~.ey, 
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By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 



graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

By Leah Fleming 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 



Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 

By ADW Staff 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 



A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribbl.e around the question 
when I asked him if cottesiate basketbatt prosrams with tonsterm, 8ross 
raciat disparities in 8raduation rates shoutd be banned from March Madness. 
"Where you have insidious saps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 
there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cal.I, on athl.etic 
reform I.ast week. 

In a fol.l.ow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 
improvins, that’s one thin8. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 



your dropout rate is such that your graduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re tess serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, shoutd he continue to voice them, coutd hetp move the 

Nationat Cottegiate Athtetic Association to take its next major step to end 

the exptoitation of African-American athtetes. The NCAA took one 

meaningfut step this year by banning 2011 nationat champion Connecticut 

from this year’s tournament because of tow tongterm graduation rates. They 

were 11 percent for the entire team fast year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team fietd, 21 teams had btack 

graduation rates betow 50 percent. They inctude Indiana, Ohio State, 

Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensibte "pubtic Ivy" Catifornia, atong 

with smatt-schoot dartings Butter and LaSatte. Ftorida was at the bottom of 

the barret at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearty a third of the fietd is 

ptagued by such poor performance, which is art the more noteworthy because 

most of those same 21 schoots had a 100 percent graduation rate for their 

white prayers. A year and a hatf ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 

there shoutd be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 

harbor such raciat gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
1OO% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 
University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A~tT State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
C;olorado State University - 40% 



Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

By United Press International 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 



Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstar1000~ameritechor~et. 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Radal composition of male and female new first-yea~s across the tlNC system 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 



Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 



years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incomin8 Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 



percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

~uation rates ~ UC Berkeley male student athletes by race 
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By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 



While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

By Leah Fleming 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 



Games Losing Big in the Classroom 
Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 

but 60% of Football Teams 

ORANGE ~OWL FIESTA ~OWL SUGAR BOWL 

OHIO STAT~ 

ROSE 

By ADW Staff 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 



gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribbl.e around the question 
when I asked him if cottegiate basketbatt programs with tongterm, 8ross 
raciat disparities in graduation rates shoutd be banned from March Madness. 
"Where you have insidious gaps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 
there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cal.I, on athl.etic 
reform I.ast week. 



In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 

improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 

your dropout rate is such that your graduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help move the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next major step to end 
the exploitation of African-American athletes. The NCAA took one 
meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national champion Connecticut 
from this year’s tournament because of low [ongterm graduation rates. They 
were 11 percent for the entire team last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 
graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 
Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" California, along 
with small-school darlings Buffer and LaSa[[e. Florida was at the bottom of 
the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the field is 
plagued by such poor performance, which is a[[ the more noteworthy because 
most of those same 21 schools had a 100 percent graduation rate for their 
white players. A year and a half ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 
there should be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 
harbor such racial gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A~tT State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
C;olorado State University - 40% 



Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

Bv United Press International 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 



Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstar1000~ameritechor~et. 



This email was sent to mwillino~ham@unc.edu by blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, 9:24 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) 
Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstar1000@ameritech.r~et> 
Date:                at 8:51:27 AM EST 
To: <mwiNnsham@tmc.ed~> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <Nackstar 1000~ameritech r~et> 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 



At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Racial composition of ma~e and female new first-yea~s across the tlNC system 

Racial identification of new first-year males at UN( from 2007-2013 
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By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 

Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

. a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 



succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary VVillingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 



Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incoming Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 



Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 
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Bv Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 



University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

Bv Leah Fleming 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 

Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 



By ADW Staff 



The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 



By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribble around the question 
when I asked him if collegiate basketball programs with [on,term, ~ross 

racial disparities in ~raduation rates should be banned from March Madness. 

"Where you have insidious ~aps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 

there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cat[ on athletic 

reform last week. 

In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 

improving, that’s one thin~. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 

your dropout rate is such that your ~raduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re tess serious." 

Duncan’s thou~lhts, should he continue to voice them, could help move the 

National Co[[esJiate Athletic Association to take its next major step to end 
the exploitation of African-American athletes. The NCAA took one 

meanin~Jfu[ step this year by bannin~J 2011 national champion Connecticut 

from this year’s tournament because of tow [onsJterm sJraduation rates. They 

were 11 percent for the entire team last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 

~raduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 

Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" California, a[on~ 

with small-school darlings Butter and LaSa[[e. Florida was at the bottom of 

the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the field is 

plagued by such poor performance, which is at[ the more noteworthy because 

most of those same 21 schools had a 100 percent ~raduation rate for their 

white players. A year and a half a~o, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 

there should be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 

harbor such racial ~aps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 
Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 
Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 
University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 
University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 
Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 
Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 



Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 
University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A&T State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
Colorado State University - 40% 

Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

Bv United Press International 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 



Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 



players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstarl O00@ameritech.net. 

This email was sent to mwi[lin~.ham@unc.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net [ 
Update Profile/Email Address [ Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM [ Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL [ 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Monday,                 9:24 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) 
Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000@ameritech.net> 
Date:                at 8:51:27 AM EST 
To: <mwiN~g~ham(~u r~c. cdu> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <bl ackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 

Progress; 
Forward! 
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Educate Black Male Students 
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(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 4,000 
new first-years are black males 

Radal composition of male and female new first-yea~s across the tlNC system 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 



Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black- either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

, a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 



years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsi n." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In California, UCLA Has 
More NCAA Championships 
Than Black Male Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incomin8 Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 



percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation rates 
divided along racial lines 

Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

~uation rates ~ UC Berkeley male student athletes by race 
T~his fede~a[ gr~du~t on data sh~w the ~erc~age ~d n~mber (~ ~thesis) of male strident ~th[etes 

7~ 
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By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 



While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On Campus 

By Leah Fleming 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 



Games Losing Big in the Classroom 
Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 

but 60% of Football Teams 

ORANGE ~OWL FIESTA ~OWL SUGAR BOWL 

OHIO STAT~ 

ROSE 

By ADW Staff 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 



gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

Bv Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribbl.e around the question 
when I asked him if cottegiate basketbatt programs with tongterm, 8ross 
raciat disparities in graduation rates shoutd be banned from March Madness. 
"Where you have insidious gaps, and where there isn’t movement, I think 
there have to be consequences," Duncan said in a conference cal.I, on athl.etic 
reform I.ast week. 



In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can show it’s 

improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same spot for 10 years, if 

your dropout rate is such that your graduation rate year after year is 30 

[percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help move the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next major step to end 
the exploitation of African-American athletes. The NCAA took one 
meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national champion Connecticut 
from this year’s tournament because of low [ongterm graduation rates. They 
were 11 percent for the entire team last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 
graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 
Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" California, along 
with small-school darlings Buffer and LaSa[[e. Florida was at the bottom of 
the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the field is 
plagued by such poor performance, which is a[[ the more noteworthy because 
most of those same 21 schools had a 100 percent graduation rate for their 
white players. A year and a half ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if 
there should be further consequences for programs in the tournament that 
harbor such racial gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 
Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0% 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

University of Wisconsin - 14% 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25% 

Southern University - 27% 

University of California - Berkley - 33% 

Butler University - 33% 

North Carolina A~tT State University - 33% 

Temple University - 36% 

The Ohio State University - 38% 

University of Arizona - 38% 

Saint Louis University - 40% 

Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
C;olorado State University - 40% 



Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 

Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

Bv United Press International 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 



Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstar1000~ameritechor~et. 



This email was sent to mwillino~ham@unc.edu by blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:26 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; Only 98 
Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than Black Male 
Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to ... 

That’s pretty freaking awesome. I hope it’s widely distributed. 

Think I just might forward this link to one Ms. Stroman. 
On 2/10/14 9:23 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstar1000(~ameritech.net> 
Date: February 10, 2014 at 8:51:27 AMEST 
To: <mwillingham@cmc.eda> 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000 @ameritech.net> 
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Phillip Jackson Challenges Black Faculty and 
Staff at University of North Carolina to 
Educate Black Male Students 

(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 

’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 
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TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 
4,000 

new first-years are black 
males 

composition of male and female new first-years across the Ut~C ~ystem 

@~+~,~ 

Racial identification of n~w first-year males at UNC from 2007-2013 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 
October 14, 2013 

Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 



Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 a~er the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black - either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with UNC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Maw Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 
standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks a~er a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 



fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsin." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

]:n California, UCLA Has 
I lore NCAA Championships 
Than Black Plale Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incoming Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

November 8, 2013 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 



Cal (Berkeley) graduation 
rates 

divided along racial lines 
Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

Gr~uation rates of UC Berke|ey ma|e student ath|~ ~ ram 

By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 
November 26, 2013 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 



University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On 

Campus 
By Leah Fleming 
November 1, 2013 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 

Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 



By ADW Staff 
December 10, 2013 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 



comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 
must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brWngs 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

MARCH 30, 2013 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribble around the 
question when I asked him if collegiate basketball programs with 
Iongterm, gross racial disparities in graduation rates should be 
banned from March Madness. "Where you have insidious gaps, and 

where there isn’t movement, I think there have to be 
consequences," Duncan said in a conference call on athletic reform 
last week. 

In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can 
show it’s improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same 
spot for 10 years, if your dropout rate is such that your graduation 
rate year after year is 30 [percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re 
less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help 
move the National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next 
major step to end the exploitation of African-American athletes. The 
NCAA took one meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national 
champion Connecticut from this year’s tournament because of low 
Iongterm graduation rates. They were 11 percent for the entire team 
last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 
graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 



Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" 
California, along with small-school darlings Butler and LaSalle. 
Florida was at the bottom of the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the 
field is plagued by such poor performance, which is all the more 
noteworthy because most of those same 21 schools had a 100 
percent graduation rate for their white players. A year and a half 
ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmer~ if there should be further 
consequences for programs in the tournament that harbor such 
racial gaps. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 
Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball 

Athletes: 
Belmont University 
Bucknell University 
Duke University 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Gonzaga University 
Harvard University 
Saint Mary’s University 
University of Illinois - Champaign 
University of Kansas 
University of Notre Dame 
University of the Pacific 
Valparaiso University 
Villanova Univeersity 
Western Kentucky University 
Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball 

Athletes: 
University of Florida - 0% 
South Dakota State University - 0% 
University of Wisconsin - 14% 
Iowa State University - 14% 
New Mexico State University - 25% 
Southern University - 27% 
University of California - Berkley - 33% 
Butler University - 33% 
North Carolina A&T State University - 33% 
Temple University - 36% 
The Ohio State University - 38% 
University of Arizona - 38% 
Saint Louis University - 40% 
Oklahoma State University - 40% 
Liberty University - 40% 
Colorado State University - 40% 

Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 



Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project), 

By United Press International 
July 24, 1987 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital a~er 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police a~er Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1,2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 



Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University- 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona - 38%; Saint Louis University - 40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college studentlathletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level, 

2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 

b~ackstar1000@ameritech °net. 

This email was sent to                   by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.une.edu> 

Re: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; Only 98 Black Males 
Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President 
Baraek Obama to ... 

60-80,000 members 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:26 AM, "Jay Smith" email~artc.edu> wrote: 

That’s pretty freaking awesome. I hope it’s widely distributed. 

Think I just might forward this link to one Ms. Stroman. 
On 2/10/14 9:23 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000~ameritech.net> 
Date: February 10, 2014 at 8:51:27 AM EST 

To: 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000(~_ameritech~net> 
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Phillip Jackson Challenges Black Faculty and 
Staff at University of North Carolina to 
Educate Black Male Students 

(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 

’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 
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TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

corn 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 
4,000 

new first-years are black 
males 

Racial composition of male and female new first-yeats across the U~IC system 

Racial i~lentification of new first-year males at UNCfrom 20~)7-2013 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 
October 14, 2013 

Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 

"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 



There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black - either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with U NC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 

standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsin." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 
who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 



Click Here to Read Full Story 

]:n California, UCLA Has 
Hore NCAA Championships 
Than Black Hale Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incoming Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

November 8, 2013 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation 
rates 

divided along racial lines 
Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 



Graduation rates of UC Berketey ma|e student athtetes by race 

~2~ w~i~i 

By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 
November 26, 2013 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On 

Campus 
By Leah Fleming 
November 1, 2013 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 

At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 



So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 

Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 
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5 57% 

By ADW Staff 
December 10, 2013 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 



must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

MARCH 30, 2013 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribble around the 

question when I asked him if collegiate basketball programs with 

Iongterm, gross racial disparities in graduation rates should be 

banned from March Madness. "Where you have insidious gaps, and 

where there isn’t movement, I think there have to be 
consequences," Duncan said in a conference call on athletic reform 

last week. 

In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can 

show it’s improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same 

spot for 10 years, if your dropout rate is such that your graduation 

rate year after year is 30 [percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re 

less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help 

move the National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next 

major step to end the exploitation of African-American athletes. The 

NCAA took one meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national 

champion Connecticut from this year’s tournament because of low 

Iongterm graduation rates. They were 11 percent for the entire team 

last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 

graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 

Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" 

California, along with small-school darlings Butler and LaSalle. 

Florida was at the bottom of the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the 

field is plagued by such poor performance, which is all the more 

noteworthy because most of those same 21 schools had a 100 

percent graduation rate for their white players. A year and a half 

ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if there should be further 

consequences for programs in the tournament that harbor such 

racial gaps. 



Click Here to Read Full Story 

Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 

Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball 

Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 

Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball 

Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0O/o 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

U niversity of Wisconsin - 14O/o 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25O/o 

Southern University - 27O/o 

University of California - Berkley - 33O/o 

Butler University - 33O/o 

North Carolina A&T State University - 33O/o 

Temple University - 36O/o 

The Ohio State University - 38O/o 

U niversity of Arizona - 38O/o 

Saint Louis University - 40O/o 

Oklahoma State University - 40O/o 
Liberty University - 40% 
Colorado State University - 40% 

Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 



Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project). 

By United Press International 
July 24, 1987 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona -38%; Saint Louis University -40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 



2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstarl000@ameritechonet. 

This email was ~nt to n-~willin#ham@~l~c.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.une.edu> 

Re: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; Only 98 Black Males 
Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President 
Baraek Obama to ... 

60-80,000 members 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:26 AM, "Jay Smith" email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

That’s pretty freaking awesome. I hope it’s widely distributed. 

Think I just might forward this link to one Ms. Stroman. 
On 2/10/14 9:23 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Beautiful! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000@ameritech~e~> 

Date: February 10, 2014 at 8:51:27 AM EST 

To: 
Subject: Black Faculty and Staff at University of North Carolina Challenged to Educate Black Students; 
Only 98 Black Males Register at UNC in 2013: UCLA Has More National Championships (109) Than 
Black Male Freshman (48); Ask President Barack Obama to Help Support Black Males In College 

Reply-To: <black star 1 ()00 (~.~.an~erited~ r~et> 
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Black Male 

Freshmen 

Black Players n BCS 

Losi% in Classroom 

March Madness 
Bri%s Vast 

Graduation Gaps 

The Human Tragedy 
of College Sports: 

Kevin Ross 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Proiect’s website: 
blackstarproiect.or~ 

Phillip Jackson Challenges Black Faculty and 
Staff at University of North Carolina to 
Educate Black Male Students 

(Photograph by Peyton Williams/UNC) 
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’"Black faculty at UNC should be ashamed" 

TO THE EDITOR: 

As a black man in America, I find it appalling that the Carolina Black Caucus 
would choose to issue a declaration of support to defend UNC even after the 
University admitted that it "cheated young black men" out of the best education 
possible on its campus. 

James Dean, executive vice chancellor and provost of UNC, told Bloomberg 
Businessweek the University offered phony classes for decades, and, 
"Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of." Chancellor Carol Folt, 
who only took office in 2013, admitted to UNC trustees that the flagship 
university failed students for years with a lack of academic oversight. 

Even after these admissions of destroying the academic lives of mostly young 
black male student-athletes, the Carolina Black Caucus, composed of 
black UNC faculty and staff, defended UNC and its destructive actions. Their 
declaration in support of UNC is more of a "cheer" for their jobs than a 
principled stand on the issue of successfully educating all UNC students. 

I am ashamed of the Black faculty and staff at UNC, but I am not surprised! 
This declaration of support is the kind of action I expect from people who have 
lost touch with the history of black people in America and have forgotten what 
it took for black people to be admitted to attend schools like UNC. These 
professional men and women are not scholars and leaders; they are cowards! 

UNC is not the only college in America taking advantage of black student- 
athletes for the sake of sports revenue. However, as of today, the black faculty 
and staff at UNC are the only black faculty and staff openly encouraging their 
institution to exploit black students! 

Click Here to Read Full Letter to Editor 

At UNC, only 98 of nearly 
4,000 

new first-years are black 
males 

Racial composition of male and female new first-years across the UNC system 

Btat~al identification of new first-year males at UHCfrom 2007-2013 

By Julia Craven, The Daily Tar Heel 
October 14, 2013 

Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males - about 2.5 percent - self- 
identify as black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research 
and Assessment released last month. 

Low black male enrollment needs to be examined more closely, said Taffye 
Clayton, UNC’s vice provost for diversity and multicultural affairs. 



"Carolina continues to be committed to increasing diversity on our campus," 
she said. "There’s more that we can do." 

There were 156 black males reported as new first-years in 2009 - a number 
that dropped to 106 in 2010 after the census change, with 46 males reporting 
being multiracial. 

For the 2013-14 academic year, 1,136 males identifying as black - either fully 
or partially - applied to UNC out of 30,835 total applicants. 

Of the 1,136, 245 gained admission - a number fairly aligned with U NC’s 27.6- 
percent overall acceptance rate. 

But the UNC black undergraduate population is not representative of the state 
demographics. Black men and women make up about 21 percent of North 
Carolina’s population compared to 8.5 percent of total UNC undergraduates 
who report being only black. 

Ashley Memory, senior assistant director of undergraduate admissions, said 
the low number of black males applying to college is a national issue, and it’s 
hard to speculate why this is happening. 

a junior at UNC who identifies as black, said getting black men 
to UNC starts in the home. "If you’re not pushed as a child to do well and 
succeed educationally, you’ll lack the drive," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

University of North Carolina: 
We failed students ’for years’ 

Mary Willingham Fights to Educate Black Male Athletes 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
January 29, 2014 

(CNN) -- The University of North Carolina failed some of its students "for 
years" by allowing them to take classes that did not match its own academic 

standards, Chancellor Carol Folt has admitted. 

The concession -- the strongest since UNC-Chapel Hill was caught up in a 
fake-class scandal two years ago -- comes just weeks after a CNN 
investigation found continuing problems at UNC and other public universities 
where some student-athletes could read only at an elementary school level. 

Two years ago, it was exposed that UNC students, many of them athletes, 
were given grades for classes they did not attend and for which they did 
nothing beyond turning in a single paper. One professor has been indicted on 
fraud charges for being paid for a class he didn’t teach. 

"We also accept the fact that there was a failure in academic oversight for 
years that permitted this to continue," Folt told UNC trustees last week. 

CNN investigated the issue of poor academics among student football and 
basketball players after a researcher at UNC revealed that some could not 
read well enough to follow news coverage about themselves or even read the 
word "Wisconsin." 

The researcher, Mary Willingham, said student-athletes were among those 



who took the fake classes, though she said the classes were just a symptom of 
the problem of enrolling athletes in the money-making sports of football and 
basketball who could not succeed academically by themselves. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

]:n California, UCLA Has 
Hore NCAA Championships 
Than Black Hale Freshmen 
UCLA has 109 national championships but 

only 48 incoming Black male freshmen 
out of 39,271 total students 

November 8, 2013 

The black students at University of California, Los Angeles, sent a strong 
message about diversity at their school. Namely, the fact that there isn’t much 
when it comes to African-American males, a troubling fact for one of the state’s 
most elite institutions. 

A group of students, led by Sy Stokes, posted a video voicing their concerns 
about the number of black students on campus, and their message is hard to 
ignore. Stokes, a third-year Afro-American studies student who identifies as 
black, Cherokee and Chinese, recites a spoken word poem in the video, citing 
blaring statistics about the university’s diversity issue. 

According to the school’s enrollment statistics, African-Americans make up 3.8 
percent of the student population. In the video, Stokes points out that black 
males make up 3.3 percent of the male student population, and that 65 percent 
of those black males are undergraduate athletes. Of the incoming men in the 
freshmen class, only 1.9 percent of them were black. 

"We certainly recognize that the low numbers of African Americans and other 
underrepresented students on campus does lead to a sense of isolation and 
invisibility," Montero said in her email statement. "It is difficult to eliminate this 
painful imbalance without considering race in the admissions process." 

Click Here to Read Full Article 
Click Here to See UCLA Student Produced Video on This Issue 
Please Email rtorres@conet.ucla.edu to write a letter to UCLA 
Chancellor Gene Block asking for more Black males on campus. 
Please Call 310-825-2151 to tell UCLA Chancellor Gene Block to 
get more Black males on the UCLA campus. 

Cal (Berkeley) graduation 
rates 

divided along racial lines 



Worst graduation performance of any major 
college program in the country in key sports 

Graduation rates of UC Berkete¥ ma|e student athtetes by race 

By Ann Killion and Nanette Asimov 
November 26, 2013 

As all eyes focus on the rock-bottom graduation rates of men’s basketball and 
football players at UC Berkeley, one stark division emerges: Black male 
athletes at Cal have far more trouble finishing school than their white 
counterparts. 

Just 4 in 10 black male athletes on average earn a degree from Cal within six 
years of starting school, compared with 7 in 10 white male athletes, according 
to the NCAA, which released graduation rates of students who entered college 
between 1998 and 2006. 

The statistics have led some critics to blame Cal officials for failing to address 
the academic needs of black athletes while using them to diversify the 
campus, improve the teams’ athletic performance and generate revenue. 

"It is scandalous," said Harry Edwards, a professor emeritus of sociology at 
Cal. The African American activist and scholar is a Iongtime critic of the athletic 
status quo. "It’s an outrage, especially as this situation has been a topic of 
debate for at least 30 years." 

While the debate has raged in the halls of academia for decades, the latest 
graduation figures bring the matter to the forefront. 

In October, the NCAA released figures revealing that Cal football and men’s 
basketball - the primary revenue-producing sports - had the worst graduation 
performance of any major college program in the country. In addition, a new 
study by two Cal scholars suggests lenient admissions policies for athletes 
contributed to those substandard rates. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

University of Georgia Athens 
Wants More Black Men On 

Campus 
By Leah Fleming 
November 1, 2013 

(Photo: Courtesy of Living Civil) 

Macon, Georgia - According to the U.S. 
Department of Education, there are 
more than 1.4 million black men in 
college right now. 

The University of Georgia has some of 
the highest retention and graduation 
rates of African-American males in the 
country. 



At UGA, African-American males account for less than 3 percent of the 
undergraduate population, and nearly twice as many African-American 
females are enrolled at UGA than males. 

So the problem isn’t keeping African-American males in school and getting 
them to graduate, but rather getting them in the door in the first place. 

The University of Georgia’s Office of Institutional Diversity has launched the 
African-American Male Initiative, a program targeted at enrolling, retaining and 
graduating African-American males. 

"What we think is that we need to do more in terms of building a sense of 
community and leadership opportunities for African-American males, at least in 
terms of perception." 

Currently, there are nearly twice as many black females enrolled at UGA than 
males. In many ways, that statistic mirrors the national application rate of 
African-American students. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Black Players in 2013-14 BCS Bowl 
Games Losing Big in the Classroom 

Black Men 3% of BCS School Populations 
but 60% of Football Teams 
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By ADW Staff 
December 10, 2013 

The Black men playing football for some of the top teams in college football’s 
2014 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) games may be succeeding on the 
gridiron, but a new report from the University of Pennsylvania shows that many 
are failing - or being failed - in the classroom. 

A new study released today from Penn’s Center for the Study of Race and 
Equity in Education details the low graduation rates of Black male student- 
athletes on teams participating in the 2014 BCS. Based on six-year graduation 
rates at the 10 schools, at least half the Black players taking to the field in a 
BCS game in the coming weeks will not graduate. 

Those numbers suggest a lack of accountability to study author Dr. Shaun R. 
Harper. 

"In some instances, at Florida State University, for example, Black men 
comprise nearly 70 percent of the football team, yet just over one-third of those 
Black male student-athletes will graduate," said Harper, a professor in the 
Penn Graduate School of Education and the Center’s Executive Director. 
"These numbers are shameful. In my view, no team with rates this low for a 
population that comprises such a significant portion of the team should be 
allowed to play in any BCS Bowl. These schools and their athletic conferences 



must be held more accountable." 

The data also show that although Black men make up 60 percent of the top 25 
BCS football teams, only 12 percent of coaches and athletic directors are 
Black. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read 2013 Study from University of Pennsylvania 
on Black Male Athletes 

March Madness brings 
vast graduation gaps 

By Derrick S. Jackson/GLOBE COLUMNIST 

MARCH 30, 2013 

US Education Secretary Arne Duncan did not dribble around the 

question when I asked him if collegiate basketball programs with 

Iongterm, gross racial disparities in graduation rates should be 

banned from March Madness. "Where you have insidious gaps, and 

where there isn’t movement, I think there have to be 
consequences," Duncan said in a conference call on athletic reform 

last week. 

In a follow-up interview the next day, Duncan added, "If a team can 

show it’s improving, that’s one thing. But if a team is in the same 

spot for 10 years, if your dropout rate is such that your graduation 

rate year after year is 30 [percent], 30, 30, 30, that shows you’re 

less serious." 

Duncan’s thoughts, should he continue to voice them, could help 

move the National Collegiate Athletic Association to take its next 

major step to end the exploitation of African-American athletes. The 

NCAA took one meaningful step this year by banning 2011 national 

champion Connecticut from this year’s tournament because of low 

Iongterm graduation rates. They were 11 percent for the entire team 

last year. 

For the third straight year in the 68-team field, 21 teams had black 

graduation rates below 50 percent. They include Indiana, Ohio State, 

Wisconsin, Syracuse, Arizona, and the ostensible "public Ivy" 

California, along with small-school darlings Butler and LaSalle. 

Florida was at the bottom of the barrel at zero. 

The NCAA is thus far unmoved by the fact that nearly a third of the 

field is plagued by such poor performance, which is all the more 

noteworthy because most of those same 21 schools had a 100 

percent graduation rate for their white players. A year and a half 

ago, I asked NCAA President Mark Emmert if there should be further 

consequences for programs in the tournament that harbor such 

racial gaps. 



Click Here to Read Full Story 

Click Here to Read Original Report with All 2013 NCAA 

Tournament School’s Graduation Rates 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

100% Graduation Rates for Black Male Basketball 

Athletes: 

Belmont University 

Bucknell University 

Duke University 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Gonzaga University 

Harvard University 

Saint Mary’s University 

University of Illinois - Champaign 

University of Kansas 

University of Notre Dame 

University of the Pacific 

Valparaiso University 

Villanova Univeersity 

Western Kentucky University 

Witchita State University 

List of 2013 NCAA Tournament Schools with 

Worst Black Male Graduation Rates for Basketball 

Athletes: 

University of Florida - 0O/o 

South Dakota State University - 0% 

U niversity of Wisconsin - 14O/o 

Iowa State University - 14% 

New Mexico State University - 25O/o 

Southern University - 27O/o 

University of California - Berkley - 33O/o 

Butler University - 33O/o 

North Carolina A&T State University - 33O/o 

Temple University - 36O/o 

The Ohio State University - 38O/o 

U niversity of Arizona - 38O/o 

Saint Louis University - 40O/o 

Oklahoma State University - 40O/o 
Liberty University - 40% 
Colorado State University - 40% 

Former Basketball Player Kevin Ross 
Surrenders After Standoff With Police 



Kevin Ross (center rear) learns to read with younger classmates at Marva Collins’ 
Westside Prep in Chicago after spending 4 years at Creighton University (photo provided 
by The Black Star Project). 

By United Press International 
July 24, 1987 

CHICAGO - Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basketball player who 
gained national attention by enrolling in an eighth-grade class to learn how to 
read, barricaded himself in a hotel room Thursday and threatened to kill 
himself during a two-hour standoff with police. 

Ross, 28, who spent four years at Creighton on an athletic scholarship, was 
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment at Cook County Hospital after 
surrendering to the educator who runs the preparatory school where he 
learned to read four years ago. 

Marva Collins, the head of Westside Prep, the school Ross attended after 
leaving Creighton, was called to the hotel by police after Ross demanded to 
speak to her. She said Ross was upset over his inability to start a career--a 
failing he blamed on his experience at Creighton. 

Criminal charges could be filed against Ross, who damaged two police cars 
when he threw the contents of his hotel room, including an air-conditioner and 
a television set, from an eighth-floor balcony, police said. 

"He didn’t seem to be rational," said Commander James Maurer, one of 12 
policemen who subdued the 6-foot 9-inch, 280-pound Ross. "He threatened to 
kill himself and other people." 

Ross, who was said to have the reading ability of a second-grader when 
he entered Westside Prep, left Creighton in 1982. He criticized the 
university for concentrating on his basketball talent and ignoring his 
educational needs. He enrolled at Roosevelt University in Chicago in 1984 
but has not attended the university since the fall of 1985. 

Please Ask President Obama 
To Help Educate Black Males 

February 1, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to 
more students. You have recently stated that education is the "surest path to a 
stable middle class life" in America. I agree with you. 

However, recent information from the U.S. Department of Education shows 
that only 10% of Black 8th-grade boys in America read at a proficient level with 
no plan to improve this rate. 

Additionally, last year, these NCAA Tournament Teams had horrendous 
graduation rates for Black male basketball athletes: University of Florida - 
0%; South Dakota State University - 0%; University of Wisconsin - 
14%; Iowa State University - 14%; New Mexico State University - 
25%; Southern University - 27%; University of California - Berkley - 
33%; Butler University - 33%; North Carolina A&T State University - 
33%; Temple University - 36%; The Ohio State University - 
38%; University of Arizona -38%; Saint Louis University -40%; Oklahoma 
State University - 40%; Liberty University - 40%; Colorado State 
University - 40% 

And finally, the University of North Carolina just acknowledged that they were 
not doing a good job of educating mostly Black male football and basketball 
players. 

I am asking you to do three things: 

1) Thank Chancellor Carol Folt at the University of North Carolina for her 
courage, honesty and her support for the work of Professor Mary 
Willingham in her efforts to ensure that college student/athletes can read 
at least to a high school level and preferably to a college level. 



2) Boycott the "March Madness Brackets" because so many of last years 
teams did not have 50% of their Black male athletes graduating with their 
class. 

3) Work with The Black Star Project to ensure that more than 10% of 8th- 
grade Black boys can read at a proficient level in America. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name) 
(Your Address) 

Click Here to Send This Message to President Barack Obama 

Email a copy of your message to President Obama to 
b~ackstarl000@ameritechonet. 

This email was ~nt to mwillin~ham~c.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/10/2014 8:13:34 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shambley]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; 

Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Willingham, Mary C, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Blanton, Robin C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb]; Maitland, 

Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan] 

Staff Meeting 

TBA 

2/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

cp@unc.edu; kabels@email.unc.edu; krademacher@unc.edu; mwillingham@unc.edu; rcb@email.unc.edu; 

tmaitlan@email.unc.edu 



Ir]diacaogo.. is tr=¢ wodd’s fimdil:ca., pi.stto r,m.                                    View tl-iis ¢mail i~ your biowse~ 

Contro~ ~n the Palm of Your Hand 

Fin is a thumb ring that turns your palm and fingers into a numeric keypad and gesture- 
based remote control. This Bluetooth-enabled interface can control any sma~ device by 
moving your thumb over your other fingers. ~th it, you can control a music player, video 
game, phone, camera, slideshow presentation, car features, file sharing and more~ 

their great perks.                               Angeles. 



Network Administrators Rejoice! 

TECHNOLOGY/~ 04"ZR,"4ANY 

If you are familiar with setting up computer networks you will know that 
Ethemet cables are still crucial in providing homes, offices and data 
centers with intemet. Pocked~emetwiii make it easy and affordable to 

install, troubleshoot and maintain Ethemet networks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:08 AM 

Quesinberry, Justin A. <j quesinberry@wncn.com> 

Re: WNCN question 

image001 .png 

Justin, 
Thanks for the email. I am booked this week with students and class, so I will not be able to fit in an interview. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:28 AM, "Quesinberry, Justin A." <jquesinberry@wncn.com> wrote: 

Good morning Mary, 

I wanted to confirm with you what I read in the Daily Tar Heel-that you are considering suing the provost 

for publically trying to discredit your research. 

Also - any chance you’d have time for an interview on camera with us at some point? 

Thanks as always, 

Justin 

Justin Quesinberry 

Reporter 

919-306-6526 
<image001.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:22 AM 

Quesinberry, Justin A. <j quesinberry@wncn.com> 

Re: WNCN question 

Justin, 
I am carefully weighing all my options. The problem is that all of these distractions take away from the real 
issue that we need to focus on - educational inequality promoted by the college sport system. I am hopeful that 
change is coming. This conversation needs to be taking place at all NCAA DI institutions. Our profit sport 
athletes must be given the rights and representation that they deserve, and that has yet to happen. Northwestern 
might just lead the way, good for them. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 10:10 AM, "Quesinberry, Justin A." <iquesinberrg~wncn.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thanks for the response° The offer still stands for an interview at your convenience° We’d like for it to be 

part of a half-hour special we’re planning about athletics and academics° We can work around your 

schedule for that° 

the meantime, through email, can you confirm that you’re considering suing the provost? 

-Justin 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:08 AM 
To: Quesinberry, Justin A. 
Subject: Re: WNCN question 

Justin, 

Thanks for the email. I am booked this week with students and class, so I will not be able to fit in an 

interview. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:28 AM, "Quesinberry, Justin A." <iquesinberry@wncn.com> wrote: 

Good morning Mary, 

I wanted to confirm with you what I read in the Daily Tar Heel - that you are considering 

suing the provost for publically trying to discredit your research. 

Also - any chance you’d have time for an interview on camera with us at some point? 



Thanks as always, 

Justin 

Justin Quesinberry 

Reporter 

919-306-6526 
<imageOOl.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 7:16 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Re: Article 

And I’m not suing the Provost or the University as reported in the DTH yesterday. It is time for me to stop talking to local reporters- 
jeez. I’m getting slaughtered in my home town, had to change my running route in the morning, ha. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 11:56 PM, "Gumey, Gerald S." <ggumey@ou.edu> wrote: 

Really good article Mary. 

>> On Feb 11, 2014, at 8:51 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> ~:iimweb.cbss~or~s.comi~-~caa£/w.ri~eride~msodod~/24439378idem~isdoddcbs 
>> 
>> Mary Willingham 
>> CSSAC 
>> UNC-CH 
>> www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:17 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 
<eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu>; Gates- 
Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J 
<gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; 
Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; Jeffay, Kevin <j effay@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Corey S <corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; 
Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; 
Malizia, Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W 
<nmulligan@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R <nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Parke, William 
R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~t~errin@unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew <jmr08@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Shen, 
Haipeng <haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Song, 
Conghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; 
Teuton, Christopher Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan_vopp@unc.edu> 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Coble, 
Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; Cox, Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Davis, 
Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G <seubanks@email.unc.edu>; 
Fholer, Marie A <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Fipps, Christopher Ryan 
<cfipps@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, 
Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; Harris, 
Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. 
<thowell@email.unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly 
<bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; 
Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth 
<kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Debra L <deb_mclaughlin@unc.edu>; 
McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Pope, Tonya <tepope@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L 
<nray@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Schrieber, 
Christopher William <cschrieb@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Kelly B 
<kellysmith@unc.edu>; Staley, Sandy <sstaley@email.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 



Subject: 

<kasully@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <j ogregor@email.unc.edu>; Walker, 
Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Washington, Jennifer Camelle 
<camelle@unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Whiffing, 
Brian E <whiffing@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu> 

Additional Equipment Allocation deadline extended 

Good Morning, 

Because of the possibility of inclement weather, Summer School will extend the deadline for additional equipment 

requests from this Friday, February 14th to 5 PM Monday, February 17th. Please see the memo sent on February 3rd for 

details on the requests. Proposals may be emailed to michael smitht~unc.edu. 

Thank you, 

Michael 

Michael Smith 

Director, Summer School 
CB 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

michael smith@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday,                 12:27 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Re: LC weather plan 

Thanks. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On at 12:15 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels~unc.edu> wrote: 

You probably heard--classes cancelled at 1 and through tomorrow at 11. Bet it will be all day 
tomorrow. 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 
Writing Center Director 
Interim Learning Center Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc.edu 
learningcenter.unc, edu 

From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                 12:02 PM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: LC weather plan 

I am here now, was at Steele with a problem that I created. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On at 11:29 AM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@unc.edu> wrote: 

I see they’ve posted the weather banner on the website at least--but no announcement 
yet. Duke’s cancelled beginning at 1 today. Maybe the powers that be are waiting for 
the flakes to fly here. 

I’m around for awhile this afternoon, but may head home before             arrive. 
Each only has one student scheduled, so tutoring in the hall shouldn’t be a problem if 

the LC is locked. 

Stay safe and warm-- 



Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 
Writing Center Director 
Interim Learning Center Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc.edu 
learningcenter.unc, edu 

From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                 9:23 AM 

To: "Rademacher, Kristen N" <krademacher@unc.edu> 
Co: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: LC weather plan 

It’s a for credit class so we will do whatever the U does. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On 
wrote: 

at 9:19 AM, "Rademacher, Kristen N" <krademacher@unc. edu> 

Will tutoring be closed tonight as well? Even if the University doesn’t close 

evening classes? 

Want to post this info on the website... 

Kristen 

Kristen Rademacher, MoEdo, CPCC 
The Learning Center 

http://learningcenter.u nc.edu 
<imageOO:l.gif><imageOO2.gif> 

krademacher@unc.edu 
919~843-4553 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:00 AM 
To: 

Cc: Willingham, Mary C.; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: LC weather plan 

Morning all, 

Given the forecast, it seems prudent to launch our own weather plan at this point 

so that we have time to notify students etc. 



My reading of the weather forecasts suggest we should close the Learning Center 

today at 2. That means we can invite today’s scheduled students to reschedule or, 

if you’re so inclined, invite them to meet via phone or Skype. Assume we’ll be 

closed tomorrow as well and contact those students too (while you still have 

power?!) 

If you have a program set to run later this afternoon and your inclined to carry on 

and can manage your transportation issues safely--please do. Just communicate 

with your students accordingly. I expect all programs will need to be cancelled for 

tomorrow. 

We’ll post notices on the website and leave a message on the voicemail about our 

status as well. 

We can refine our strategies and plans this morning ahead of the impending event. 

Kim 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Counseling <Announcements~news=sagepub.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:41 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <m~llingham@unc.edu-~ 

Teach the new CACREP core slandards tbr consultation 

Build your students’ consulting skills with the latest theories, standards, and models 

8afelist us [ Email alerts ....................................... 

....................................................................... 

Part of the SAGE Counseling and Professional Identity 
Series 

Providing counseling professionals with a solid grounding in 
the primary theories, skills, and models used by 
professional consultants, Counselor As Consultant is 
the first text that explicitly addresses the new CACREP 
core standards for consultation. The book’s strong focus on 

intentionality, reflection, and wellness helps readers 
develop a strong sense of counselor identity, while its 
structure and exemises reinforce learning= 

KEY FEATURES 

The text is organized around and adheres to the 

new CACREP standards of developing professional 
identity. 

Reflective practice exercises in every chapter 

help readers develop their own style of consultation 
and strengthen their identity as a counselor= 

Case examples, exercises, and illustrations in 

each chapter give readers an opportunity to put what 
they’ve learned into practice. 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as smooth 

as possible! 

Find your SAGE representative 

Email: inR~@sagepub.com 

Have you made your decision to adopt a 
SAGE text? Let us know by completin~q this 
~ui.@.:~.~.~y.~ 

Browse our current catalorts. 

button 

button 

Author(s): 

David A. Scott, Clemson University 

Chadwick W. Royal, North Carolina 

Central University 

Daniel g. Kissinger, University of 

Arkansas 

ISBN: 978-1-4522-42!8-7 

Februap:/2014, 304 pages 

Stay connected with SAGE: 





Ir]diacaogo.. is tr=¢ wodd’s fimdil:ca., pi.stto r,m.                                    View tl-iis ¢mail i~ your biowse~ 

Contro~ ~n the Palm of Your Hand 

Fin is a thumb ring that turns your palm and fingers into a numeric keypad and gesture- 
based remote control. This Bluetooth-enabled interface can control any sma~ device by 
moving your thumb over your other fingers. ~th it, you can control a music player, video 
game, phone, camera, slideshow presentation, car features, file sharing and more~ 

their great perks.                               Angeles. 



Network Administrators Rejoice! 

TECHNOLOGY/~ 04"ZR,"4ANY 

If you are familiar with setting up computer networks you will know that 
Ethemet cables are still crucial in providing homes, offices and data 
centers with intemet. Pocked~emetwiii make it easy and affordable to 

install, troubleshoot and maintain Ethemet networks. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCFL <conference@famlit.org> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:56 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

NCFL Summit Update for Attendees 

SU 

Hello Summit Attendee! 

We look forward to seeing you soon at the Families Learning Summit and National 

Conference on FamiB/Literacy 2014! This email contains info about the new mobile app and 

how you can use it personalize and maximize your Summit experience, 

Viewing the Mobile App 

The app is web browser- 

based, meaning it works on 

any PC, Mac, Smartphone, or 

tablet. You simply go to: 

eventmobi.com/ncfl 

Since you will want to access 

it quickly, to the right is a 

guide for adding an icon to 

your smartphone or tablet’s 

homescreen. 

For your PC/Mac, simply 



bookmark the page for quick 

and easy access. 

Add a shortcut to your Home Screen. 

a3 the apAddtoHomeScreen. 

while at eventmobi.com/ncfl ................... ~:,~ 
click the Menu Button then 
tap Add to Homescreen 

The Many Versions of Android 
if you do not see this option, 
simply save the page as a 
bookmark, then add the 
bookmark shortcut to your 
homescreen. 

App Features 

View all Speakers 

View all Sessions and pertinent info such as room 

location, date, time, and topic 

View sessions by date or by category 

Add Sessions you want to attend or learn more about to 

your personal Agenda 

See maps of the Hotel and Nearby Restaurants 

You can view the app anytime at wwwoeventmobiocom/ncflo 

Using the App 

LOGGING IN 

When you first load up the webpage, click on the top right 

icon that says "LOGIN". Enter your email address. No 

password is required. 



While logged in, you will be able to add sessions to your 

Schedule (and mobile device calendar), and view all the notes 

you have taken during any sessions. You also will have a 

calendar preview showing when the next session you have 

added to your schedule is coming up next. 

If you ever LOGOUT, just log back in with the same email 

address, and all your information will be synced. 
*Please note that none of your profile information is shared with or 

visible to anyone but you. 

APP REFRESH, NOTIFICATIONS, AND INTERNET 

CONNECTION 

Once you load eventmobi.com/ncfl for the first time, all 

pages are cached and will work, even without an Internet 

connection. Once you get connectivity back, the App will 

auto-refresh itself. You may see a notice stating "there is a 

newer version, would you like to update", where you should 

click yes. 

Schedule change notifications will appear in the EVENT FEED 

section, and if you have logged in like outlined above, you 

will also get an email notification. 

You can manually refresh the app by clicking MENU, scroll to 

the bottom, and click REFRESH APP. 

o~ooo Verizon "~ i 12:56 PM U [~J, 

eventmobi.com C~ 

Soca Media 

Book Sgn rigs 

~C~os & Feedback 

Aets 

Help 

~i~ pe Shuttle 

£~ [~e [esh App 
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If you have any questions regarding the new app, please contact Adam Cochran 



at acochran@familieslearning.org. 

He will also be on-site at the NCFL registration and Exhibit booths to assist you in any 

technological way! 

We look forward to seeing you in Washington, DC! 

Sincerely, 

National Center for Families Learning 

National Center for Families Learning. 2014 

Families Learning Summit & National Conference on Family Literacy 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by conference@famlit.or.cI I 
Update Profile/Email Address I ]Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

National Center for Families Learning I 325 West Main Street, Suite 300 I Louisville I KY I 40202 



Data that I collected while assessing the reading and writing abilities of a subset of 
UNC athletes between 2005 and 2012 have been the source of great controversy on 
our campus recently. Although I must refrain from talking about the data itself, 
there are a number of misconceptions that I would very much like to dispel. 

Perhaps most important, I want to make clear that, in my opinion, the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) acted in good faith when it put a halt to my research in January. 
I remain confused by the processes that led the IRB to determine in 2008 that my 
proposed study did not need the full review normally given to human research 
protocols, and I never intentionally misled anyone about the data I was collecting, 
but I understand that when someone brought to the attention of the IRB staff that I 
was in possession of an "identifiable" dataset, they did the only thing they could do; 
they complied with federal guidelines and stopped the study. I have never meant to 
impugn the professionalism of the IRB. I apologize for words uttered in frustration, 
and anger. 

It bears emphasizing, however, that whatever procedural flaw may have marred my 
initial application to the IRB in 2008, the data I collected between 2005 and 2012 
were in no way compromised by it. The data are objective scores earned on tests 
which I did not even administer; the fact that scores could theoretically be traced 
back to the individuals who earned them does not change the nature of the score 
earned or the level of the measured ability. 

As for the provost’s claim that I badly misinterpreted the scores in question, even 
confusing one kind of score for another, all I can say is that I, unlike the provost, 
have nearly twelve years of experience in interpreting reading scores. I have 
interpreted the scores of literally hundreds of students over the years, and for four 
years I worked closely with specialists in disability services here at UNC to correlate 
test scores with specific forms of learning disability. 

This brings me to my last points. Everyone from Jim Dean to Roy Williams has 
scoffed at my claim that some UNC athletes were non-readers, and they dismiss as 
outlandish my suggestion that a significant percentage of profit-sport athletes read 
below the high school level. This continues a pattern, since I have tried without 
cease since the fall of 2010 to alert university leaders to problems with the 
education of our athletes; time and again I have seen my claims denied or ignored. 
Why the University would seek to dismiss and attack the literacy assessments of the 
learning specialist it hired to aid with academic assessments and accommodations 
for athletes is a mystery that may never be solved. In any case, neither the effort to 
dispute my data nor the reforms recently introduced in the academic support 
program and the admissions office help to address the structural inequalities built 
into the big-time college sport enterprise. I know from experience that too many 
UNC athletes have been forced to accept a watered down version of a college 
education. We owe current and future athletes an honest confrontation with this 
injustice. 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
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Data that I collected while assessing the reading and writing abilities of a subset of 
UNC athletes between 2005 and 2012 have been the source of great controversy on 
our campus recently. Although I must refrain from talking about the data itself, 
there are a number of misconceptions that I would very much like to dispel. 

Perhaps most important, I want to make clear that, in my opinion, the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) acted in good faith when it put a halt to my research in January. 
I remain confused by the processes that led the IRB to determine in 2008 that my 
proposed study did not need the full review normally given to human research 
protocols, and I never intentionally misled anyone about the data I was collecting, 
but I understand that when someone brought to the attention of the IRB staff that I 
was in possession of an "identifiable" dataset, they did the only thing they could do; 
they complied with federal guidelines and stopped the study. I have never meant to 
impugn the professionalism of the IRB. I apologize for words uttered in frustration, 
and anger. 

It bears emphasizing, however, that whatever procedural flaw may have marred my 
initial application to the IRB in 2008, the data I collected between 2005 and 2012 
were in no way compromised by it. The data are objective scores earned on tests 
which I did not even administer; the fact that scores could theoretically be traced 
back to the individuals who earned them does not change the nature of the score 
earned or the level of the measured ability. 

As for the provost’s claim that I badly misinterpreted the scores in question, even 
confusing one kind of score for another, all I can say is that I, unlike the provost, 
have nearly twelve years of experience in interpreting reading scores. I have 
interpreted the scores of literally hundreds of students over the years, and for four 
years I worked closely with specialists in disability services here at UNC to correlate 
test scores with specific forms of learning disability. 

This brings me to my last points. Everyone from Jim Dean to Roy Williams has 
scoffed at my claim that some UNC athletes were non-readers, and they dismiss as 
outlandish my suggestion that a significant percentage of profit-sport athletes read 
below the high school level. This continues a pattern, since I have tried without 
cease since the fall of 2010 to alert university leaders to problems with the 
education of our athletes; time and again I have seen my claims denied or ignored. 
Why the University would seek to dismiss and attack the literacy assessments of the 
learning specialist it hired to aid with academic assessments and accommodations 
for athletes is a mystery that may never be solved. In any case, neither the effort to 
dispute my data nor the reforms recently introduced in the academic support 
program and the admissions office help to address the structural inequalities built 
into the big-time college sport enterprise. I know from experience that too many 
UNC athletes have been forced to accept a watered down version of a college 
education. We owe current and future athletes an honest confrontation with this 
injustice. 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
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athletes between 2005 and 2012 have been the source of great controversy on our campus 

recently. Although I must refrain from talking about the data itself, there are a number of 

misconceptions that I would very much like to dispel. 

Perhaps most important, I want to make clear that, in my opinion, the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) acted in good faith when it put a halt to my research in January. I 

remain confused by the processes that led the IRB to determine in 2008 that my proposed 

study did not need the full review normally given to human research protocols, and I 

never intentionally misled anyone about the data I was collecting, but I understand that 

when someone brought to the attention of the IRB staff that I was in possession of an 

"identifiable" dataset, they did the only thing they could do; they complied with federal 

guidelines and stopped the study. I have never meant to impugn the professionalism of 

the IRB. I apologize for words uttered in frustration, and anger. 
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application to the IRB in 2008, the data I collected between 2005 and 2012 were in no 

way compromised by it. The data are objective scores earned on tests which I did not 
even administer; the fact that scores could theoretically be traced back to the individuals 
who earned them does not change the nature of the score earned or the level of the 
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As for the provost’s claim that I badly misinterpreted the scores in question, even 

confusing one kind of score for another, all I can say is that I, unlike the provost, have 

nearly twelve years of experience in interpreting reading scores. I have interpreted the 

scores of literally hundreds of students over the years, and for four years I worked closely 

with specialists in disability services here at UNC to correlate test scores with specific 

forms of learning disability. 

This brings me to my last points. Everyone from Jim Dean to Roy Williams has scoffed 

at my claim that some UNC athletes were non-readers, and they dismiss as outlandish my 

suggestion that a significant percentage of profit-sport athletes read below the high school 

level. This continues a pattern, since I have tried without cease since the fall of 2010 to 

alert university leaders to problems with the education of our athletes; time and again I 

have seen my claims denied or ignored. Why the University would seek to dismiss and 

attack the literacy assessments of the learning specialist it hired to aid with academic 

assessments and accommodations for athletes is a mystery that may never be solved. In 

any case, neither the effort to dispute my data nor the reforms recently introduced in the 

academic support program and the admissions office help to address the structural 

inequalities built into the big-time college sport enterprise. I know from experience that 

too many UNC athletes have been forced to accept a watered down version of a college 

education. We owe current and future athletes an honest confrontation with this injustice. 



Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 
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Monday, February 17, 2014 8:07 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Hook Up Culture/SAAM Prevention Film Screening 
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Hello, 

February 2014 

Prodt ct ons 
~ Presents ~ 

My name is Denice A. Evans, national 
presenter & filmmaker. I am currently 
booking for Spring Break & SAAM events 
March/April 2014. I have several openings left 
and would be delighted to present a film 
screening w/Q&A, prevention training or 
workshop at your school. 

My programs have been successfully presented 
on campuses nationwide for year round 
programming targeted at Sexual Assault 
Awareness, Health & Wellness, Residental 
Advisors, Peer Education Leaders, Fraternity 
& Sorority Life and Athletics. 

The programs are student-friendly and can be 
customized to help your school meet 
the stipulations within the new Campus SaVE 

1 1 ll 1 1 1 1 ll 1 1 

Visit o~v Websit~ 

llllllllllll 



Act brought into legislation this past March 
2013 mandating campus-wide primary sexual 
assault prevention. 

All interactive programs include a video 
version of my award-winnng feature 
documentary, Sp~tt~g Game: The Colege 
Ho~k Up Culture, which was recently 
presented at the University of Virginia’s 
conference on Sexual Misconduct. 

Topics include, but are not limited to: alcohol 
& consent, sexual harrassment & assault, 
bystander education and community 
leadership. 

Please feel free to contact me directly 
for further information on 

fees and scheduling! 

Warm Regards, 

Denice A. Evans 
PH: (77~o655o6~g) 
EMAIL:         ~gmail.com 

BIO 

Unsubscribe / Chanqe Profile 
Powered by YMLP 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Springer Publishing <marketing=springerpub.com@createsendl .com> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 4:18 PM 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Presidents’ Day Sale 

ViewEmal n Browser I Forwardtoa Frend 

Shop Now! 1 Week Only 

30% Off ~ 
Free Shipping 
Use promo code PRES14 

Special Website-Wide Presidents° Day Sale 
Hurry, Book Sale Lasts 48 Hours Only 
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Physical Cha~ ~i~e 

t}~}r( ~ se ()~ ~K~WSe Our 

Assist~ 

30% Off & Free Shipping! Use Promo Code PRES14 

He ©s SpringBoard Monthly Health News Roundup: 
2/6/2014 

The Book Reviews Are In_, : 2/5/2014 

When the Future Becomes Reality: Why Harm ng 
Ahead Doesn’t Always Work: 2/4/2014 

Q&A: Should Facebook Be Used as a Model for 
Stor ng Med cal Records Online?: 1/28/2014 

Browse Other Springer Publishing Company Titles By Subject: 
Nursing I Psychology I Gerontology I Counseling I Social Work I Rehabilitation I Public Health 

Share This Hessage on the Following Social Networks: 

Promotions expire at the end of the seventh day following the mail date of this email and do not apply to orders 
outside of Noah America. Free shipping promotions are shipped via USPS. Offer is valid via www.spdngerpub corn 
and is not valid on bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. For international 
orders, please email market ng@spdngerpub.com to receive a special discount. Please contact Annette Imperati at 
aimperati@spr ngerpub.com for our volume discounting and terms. 

If you no longer wish to receive theseemails please safely unsubscribe by clicking here, 
Ordering and Textbook Support: 877-687-7476 ! 212-431,o4370 I www springerpub,com 
Springer Publishing Company I 11 West 42rid Street, 15th Floor I New York, NY 10036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Devine <mdevine@successfulproposal.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:45 AM 

Willinghasn, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Two-Day Grant Seminar at NCSU Feb 24 - 25 

Two- Day Strategic Grant Development Workshop (Sponsored by ISFD) 

held at." North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
February 24 - 25, 2014 8:30am - 5:00pm 

CFRE Accredited Course for 15 contact hours or 15 Continuing Education Points! Participants completing the workshop 
will receive the following: a Certificate of Completion accredited by CFRE, grant funding CD, bonus fundraising CD, expert 
grant training instruction from industry leaders. Visit our website or call (877) 414-8991 to sign up now. 
The strategic grant writing development workshop is designed to teach the fundamentals of grant writing for individuals 
seeking to enhance their grant writing abilities. It provides a comprehensive overview of effective grant development 
teclmiques, including: finding best fit funding sources, creating innovative programs, and planning for funding sustainability. 

Attendees of the Strategic Grant Writing Development will learn the following: 
1) Strategic Grant Research 
2) Strategic Program Planning 
3) Strategic Proposal Writing 
4) Strategic Proposal Submittal Process 

Tuition for our Two-day grant writing workshop is $498 per person, with a $25 off discount for early sign-ups (10 business 
days or more before the workshop). Each participant will receive the following: 

* ISFD Certificate of Completion accredited by CFRE with 15 Continuation Education Units (CEU) or 15 Contact Hours 
* Strategic Grant Writing Development Proposal Workbook and Bonus Materials, Fundraising & Research CD 
* On-Going Consulting Services with ISFD Instructors & Staff 

Registration: 

1) Online 
2) Phone - Call us at (877) 414-8991. An ISFD consultant will assist you with your registration and answer any questions. 

3) Send us an email with your basic information 

You received this e mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation. If we sent this e mail to you in error; and you wish not to receive any further e mails from 
us, please send us an email with the word u~subscfibe in the subject line. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 7:45 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

February Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land 
in your inbox! 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Volume V Issue S I February 18, 2014 I wY~woshpncoorg 

Know Your Numbers: Schedule Your Annual 
Physical 
February is American Heart Month. 
Knowing your numbers is an 
important component of assessing 
your risk for heart disease. Many 
risk factors for heart disease, such 
as high blood pressure and high 
cholesterol, do not present any 
signs or symptoms until the damage 
is already done to your heart or 
arteries. 

Schedule an annual physical with 
your primary care provider so that 
you can stay on top of your heart 
health. During your annual physical 
exam, be sure your provider checks photo credit: Thinkstock Images 

your cholesterol, blood pressure, 
and blood sugar. These screening 
tests often require you to fast, or not eat, for at least eight 

IN TH~S ~SSUE 
Know Your Numbers 

Sta~ Heart Health~ 

~ for Medicare 
iPad Winner Announced 

UKE US ON 
FACEBOOK 

JOIN OUR LIST 



hours before your appointment. Upon receiving your test 
results, review them with your provider or nurse and ask any 
questions you may have. Understanding your numbers will 
help you and your doctor determine if there are any lifestyle 
changes you need to make to maintain or improve your 
heart health. 

Click here for more information about knowinq2our health 
numbers 

HEALTHY/LI@HT 
RECIPE 

Warm Chocolate Pudding 

Keep Your Heart Healthy with NC 
HealthSmart 
Heart disease is the second- 
leading cause of death in 
North Carolina. It is 
responsible for nearly 1 of 
every 5 deaths in our state.* 
NC HealthSmart** provides 
members with a variety of 
FREE resources to help you 
take steps to reduce your risk 
for heart disease. 

photo credit: Thinkstock Images Eat a healthy diet, low in fat 
and sodium and high in 
fiber 
Visit your FREE Personal Health Portal to plan your next 
healthy meal. Your Personal Health Portal gives you access 
to many healthy recipes, including low sodium and low fat 
options. In addition, you can create a healthy grocery list 
using the NuVal nutritional scoring system. NuVal scores 
food from 1 to 100. The higher the score, the better it is for 
you. See how your favorite foods score by signing into your 
Portal today! 

Learn more about resources and tips to keep your heart 
healthy 

*North Carofina State Center for Health Statistics, 2012 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

American Heart Association 
Recommendations for Physical 

Activi~ in Adults 

NUTRITION 

25 Top Heart-Healthy_ 
Foods 

Retiring Medicare Eligible Members 
As a reminder for active members nearing retirement, 
Medicare becomes 
primary the last month 
that a retiring active 
member is covered by 
his or her agency and 
the Medicare reduced 
rate applies. Members 
should be aware of 
the Medicare primacy 
change and the need 
to elect Medicare Part 

photo credit: Thinkstock Images 
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B to be effective the date of their retirement. 

In order for a retiree to be eligible for the new Humana and 
UnitedHealthcare Group Medicare Advantage Plans under 
the Retirement Systems, the retiree must be enrolled in Part 
A and B and they must have enrolled in their retirement 
benefit more than sixty days in advance of their coverage 
effective date. 

Click here for what you need to know about your benefits 
prior to retirincj 

DHHS Wellness Wins iPad Winner 
Announced 
Andrea Mason, a staff 
member in the Pharmacy 
Department at Central 
Regional Hospital (CRH) 
in Butner, was recently 

awarded a new iPad® for 
her participation in the 
North Carolina 
Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS) 
Wellness Wins pilot 
project. Andrea Mason 

This two-year pilot was 
conducted at CRH, R.J. Blackley Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Treatment Center (ADATC), and VVhitaker Psychiatric 
Residential Treatment Facility (VVhitaker) from Dec. 1, 2011, 
to Nov. 31, 2013. The goal of the program was to increase 
utilization and access to primary health care for employees. 
As part of the pilot, employees were offered a health 
assessment, free biometric screenings and health action 
steps at their worksite. Employees who participated in these 
three steps received a $15 copay reduction for primary care 
visits for themselves and their dependents. 

Ms. Mason won her iPad® by completing all components of 
the final phase of the pilot program. The award was 
presented at a pharmacy staff meeting in December 2013. 

Over the past two years, the State Health Plan was able to 
offer reduced copays to more than 800 CRH, ADATC and 
Whitaker employees and their dependents through the 
Wellness Wins program. The results of this pilot showed a 
significant increase in visits to primary care providers and a 
decrease in hospital admissions. In addition, participants in 
the project left with a greater understanding of their risk for 
developing a chronic condition. 

Thank you to all of the CRH, ADATC and VVhitaker 
employees for their participation and all of the leaders for 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let 
us help. Click here to learn 
about FREE and 
discounted NC 
HealthSmart supports 
available to help you 
become tobacco-free. 

EAT SMART, MOVE 
MORE, WEIGH LESS 

QUICK LINKS 

About Us 

My Medical Benefits 

Mental Health Resources 

NC HealthSmart 

My Pharmacy Benefits 

Pr!vacy Notice 

CONTACT US 

Customer Service: 
888-234-2416 

Prescription Questions: 
800-336-5933 

Health Coach for Eligible 
Members: 

800-817-7044 

For questions on this 
newsletter, e-mail 

gpo.inqujrjes@nctreasu re r.com. 



their support. 

**Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are 
members whose primary health coverage is through the 
State Health Plan. Federal law prohibits the Plan from using 
your personal health information to discriminate against you 
in any way or from giving this information to your employing 
agency/school or other unauthorized third party, unless 
allowed or required by law. 

: HEALTH 

mart 

The inf0rmation presented in this eonewsletter is intended for information purposes only and is not a 
substitute for consultation with a medical p[’ofessional. This information should not be used to treat or 
diagnose a health condition. Always seek advice from a trained health care provider. 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by communication@nctreasurer.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I ]nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

State Health Plan I 4901 Glenwood Avenue I Suite 300 I Raleigh I NC I 27612 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mmllingham@unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: 2011 ABSs to be deleted soon 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

2011 Annual Benefits Statements for Active Employees Available until March 31, 2014 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing 2013 Annual Benefits Statements for 

active employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of December 31, 

2013 In preparation for the new statements, 2011 statements will be permanently removed 

from ORBIT on March 31, 2014, and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems 

Division 

Please review, download and save your 2011 Annual Benefits Statement to assist you with 

your future retirement planning Your Statement is available in ORBIT accessible at 

www.my’ncretirement corn Click on the ORBIT logo and access your account. 

The Retirement Systems will communicate further by email when the 2013 statements are 

posted in late spring. 

Retirement Handbooks Now Available 

The 2014 Retirement Benefits Handbooks have been posted to our website Visit today and 

learn about your retirement benefits, death benefits, creditable service, reemployment and 

much morel 

New Webs!re Feature: Member Profile 

The NC Retirement Systems is unveiling a new feature on My NC Retirement web page 

this month -- a Member Profile. Visit myncretirement.com and read about Kurt and Lisa 



Presar. 

Retirement Planning Conference Schedule 

Click here for a list of our Retirement Planning Conferences. 

Active Employees with questions or in need of information or forms should contact 

the Division’s Member Services Unit toll-free at 1-877-627-3287 (for outside Raleigh 

area) or 919-807-3050 (Raleigh area only), or email 

Visit the Retirement Systems website at www.myncretirement corn 

Remember, to better serve our Spanish-speaking customers, the Retirement Systems’ 

Call Center is staffed with a representative who can assist members with translating 

Retirement Systems’ information and addressing their retirement-related questions. 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~’~ Visit the NC Retirement Systems’ Facebook pa~qe for updates regarding long-term financial 
(,~...~ planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and much 

more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to mwillingham@UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 

L~nsabec~i~3e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hightail <newsletter@e.hightailmail.com > 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:16 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mmllingham@unc.edu> 

How to lind inspiration eve .rywhere, make ideas real and much more 

Be #HigNylnspired this mon[i~, 

[~}: Hightail ]                   Web Ve~d<,’n I Lo~in I U n,,’:ubscdbe 

Where creativity begins 
The files you share on Hightail o~en sta~l as flashes of inspiration. This 
month> we’re all about inspiring the new ideas that help creativi~ flow. 

Main Image 

Inspirat}on is eve ’whe[e 
Unlocking creative ideas doesn’t always require a trip to an art gallery or getting up early to 

watch a glorious sunrise. Inspiration can be found anywhere; you just have to give yourself the 

time and space to let it happen. 

Ensure you’re always open to ideas by checking out these four .~..’re;at ways to find 

#High}ylnspired 
Each month on our Tumbh p~ge, we choose 

an artist and invite you to share work ~hat’s 

#H~ghly~nspired by them. TNs month’s muse 

legendary landscape photographer, Ansel 

Adams. 

Turning ideas into {eality 
Every day brings new creative challenges for 

digital studio North by Northwest. ’~F~e {alked 

with Dilec~er and P~o~uceh Sieve S~mk~ns 

about solving problems on set and how 

H[ghtai~ helps them de~iver Ngh quality video 

in m~nutes. 

Sign you~ name 

From Picasso to Banksy, artists use their signature as a stamp of originality. Because your 

Signature says so much about you, our updated iP~o~e and iP;~d sf;P makes it easier to create 

and add your signature to digital documents when you’re on the move. 

We’ve got beautifui apps fer desktop, mobile If you’ve got a problem er need a question 

and email to help you be more effective, answered, the Hightail support team is ready 

however you like to work. to help over at our hii{:’~i~el Leemieej site. 



This message was sent to you because you opteddn to receive Hightail product news and special offeB. 

You can unsubscribe sny time by clicking I~ere or using the link at the top of this message, 

Hightail, lnc is located at 1919 S, Bascom Ave., Campbell CA 95008 
o, pp_, ~ ] Pdvacy Pelicy j Terms e~ Ss~vice 

We’re socb~ 

P,S. We love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbie Alcorn <balcorn@csiresearch.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:18 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Minnesota Research Conference--Early Registration Special 

CENTER 
COME HOME WITH 
FOR SCHOLASTIC INQUIRY! 

CSI is thrilled to announce that our fall 2014 academic research conference 

will be held in our home state of Minnesota. 

October 1-3, 2014 
Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center 

Chaska, Minnesota 

~~ BUSINESS ~ EDUCATION ~ BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ~ 

If you’ve been searching for a high-quality, multidisciplinary, scholastic conference that 
will give you the opportunity to attend, present, and/or publish, this is it. 

REGISTER NOW to take advantage of our early bird specials. 

Want to do more than attend? 

If you are interested in advancing your professional development by also presenting and/or 

publishing: 

Your registration ($360-early bird special) includes a complimentary presentation slot. If 

interested, submit your presentation abstract (editor@csiresearch.com) and receive 

notification within 48 hours. 

If your abstract is accepted for conference presentation and you are interested in pursuing 

publication, CSI will waive the submission review fee ($50) and 50% of your prepress fees 

(20-page max length). This is a savings of nearly $200! 

Upon successful peer review, your paper will be published in one of CSI[] s peer-reviewed 

academic research journals. All of our journals are indexed with Cabell’s. 

This special offer is only available until March 31, 2014. 

Reg~s[er Now or Learn More 

Call for Papers 



Fre~ Asked 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry, LLC 

4857 Hwy 67, Suite #2 

Granite Falls, MN 56241 

(855) 855-8764 

www.csiresearch.com 

CENTER FOR 
SCHOLASTIC 

l N QZL; [ RY 
PROFESSiONaL PR~T~ 

If you prefer to no longer receive emails from the Center for Scholastic Inquiry, please click opt out below. 

Opt-Ot~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 12:21 PM 

’Barry Petchesky’ <barryp@deadspin.com> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/13/2014) 

Dear Mr. Petchesky- 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your message below. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Reffina J. Stable, 
Directo5 Institutional Records and Repordnff Compliance 

Of@e of Univefdty Counsel 

7;~e University of Nofth Camliea at Cha;oel HLI/ 
110 @eum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
ChapeI Hi#, /’qor#~ Carolina 27599-.9105 
http x:4:t,~,~, unc e~45ep~4~egal/ 

Direct L~he 919-843-1830 
Main O~%eLine 919-962-1219 
f=;~csimi/e 919-843-1617 

Electronic Mail rogba_stabile@unc edu 

From: Barry Petcheslo/[mailto:barryp@deadspin.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:16 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Public records request 

To whom it may concern, 

Per North Carolina’s Open Records Law, I am requesting the following records: 

¯ All emails and communications to and from Mary Willingham and/or the Department of Public Safety containing threats or 
criticism of Mary Willingham’s research into student-athlete literacy, dating from January 1 2014 to present. 

¯ All emails and communications between Mary Willingham and other UNC employees/officials regarding Mary 
Willingham’s research into student-athlete literacy, dating from July 1 2013 to present. 

I am a reporter for Gawker Media, an online news organization that serves roughly 100 million visitors each month. 
This request is made as part of a newsgathering effort and not for commercial use, and I am therefore eligible for a waiver 
of fees associated with the time spent to review responsive documents. 

To the extent possible, please furnish all responsive records in electronic format. 



Please direct all correspondence regarding this request to me at barryp@deadspin.com, or my physical address at 210 
Elizabeth St., 4th Floor, New York, NY 10012, or call me at (917) 696-1049 with any questions. 

Thank you for your attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Petchesky 
News Editor 
Deadspin 
barryp~deadspin.com 
(917) 696-1049 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RSTABILE> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:24 PM 

’Sara Ganim’ <Sara.Ganim@mrner.com> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/15/2014) 

Dear Ms. Ganim - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to a general listserv 
for the Office of the University Registrar). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina Jo Stabile, JoDo 
D#ecte5 Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

O~<c’e of Univer,~ity Counsel 
77~e University of North Carolina at Chape/ Hill 
flO Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chape/ Hil/, Norff~ Carolina 27599.9f05 

Di~s~ct L/ne 919-843-7830 
Main Off/ce Line 919-962-1219 
f:acsimiie 9f9-843-f617 
F-iTec~onic Mail f:egba_stabi/e@una edu 

From: Ganim, Sara [mailto:Sara.Ganim@turner.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:17 AM 
To: registrar’s office 
Cc: Rokus, Brian; Due, Johnita 
Subject: [academicdata] records request 

1/15/14 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of the University Registrar 

Attention: University Registrar Reporting 

Campus Box 2100 

SASB North, Suite 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

To Whom It May Concern-- 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 

copies the following public records: 



Emails between associate professor Mary Willingham and Provost Jim Dean during the month of January. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me. However, I would also like to 

request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest, and I 

am a journalist working for CNN. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a 

significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 

might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 

release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Ganim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PUBLIC RECORDS> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:38 PM 

’Leyla Santiago’ <LSantiago@wral.com> 

Moon, Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 1/17/2014) 

Dear Leyla - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Karen Moon this morning (included below). 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy 
is available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Regina 

Regina Jo Stabile, JoD. 
Directe[; l#sdtudond Records and Reporting Compfia#ce 

Office of Univefdty Counsel 
77~e University of North Carolina at Chapel 
110 ~:~ynum Hall Campus Box 9105 
222 ~ast Cameron Avenue 
Chapd Hill~ Ner#~ Carolina 27599-.9105 
ht~p /,4~/ww unc ed~uCdep~’egaY 

D~’:ect L~e 919-8431830 
Main O~ce Line 919-962-1219 
F::~csimile 919-843-I617 
~iec~,on/c Mail f~egina_stabi!e@unc edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent== Friday, January 17, 2014 1:42 PM 
To== ’Santiago, Leyla’ 
Subject== RE: PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

Leyla: by cc on this emai!, I am sending your request to our public records office. I am also providing the link to our 

public records policy: http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/ 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 

From: Santiago, Leyla [mailto:LSantiaqo@wral.com] 
Sent== Friday, January 17, 2014 4:53 AM 
To== UNC News 
Cc== Moon, Karen B 
Subject== PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

To: Karen Moon, UNC Director of News Services 
Date: January 17, 2014 



This is a public records request pursuant to G.S. 132-1 et seq. for access to inspect and copy 
documents in the possession, custody or control of the University of North Carolina, including any of 
its agents or representatives. Specifically, we request access to inspect and copy the following public 
records: 

¯ Any correspondence, including electronic email, between Mary Willingham and Executive Vice 
Provost James W. Dean Jr. from July 1, 2013 to January 16, 2014 regarding student athletes 

¯ Any documents on a flash drive or email correspondence from January 1, 2010 to December 
31, 2010 between Mary Willingham and Vice Chancellor and General Counsel Leslie Strohm 
regarding student athletes 

¯ Any correspondence, including electronic email, between Mary Willingham and Governor Jim 
Martin from January 1,2012 to December 31, 2012 regarding student athletes 

Please notify me by email or phone when the requested information and/or written materials are 
available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 12:38 PM 

ADudash@heraldsun. corn 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 1.27.2014) 

HeraldSun_FOIARequest.pdf 

Dear Ms. Dudash, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (attached for reference sent to Karen Moon this 

morning via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is 

available on-line at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Alan 
P~ceptionist andPub/ic RecordsAssistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen@unc.edu 



Information for Campus Units re Public Records Requests 
(Gathering Records and Creating/Viewing PST Files that will be Provided to Public Records Staff) 

This was drafted by the University’s Public Records Officer to help Public Records Staff make involvement 
by personnel across campus as efficient as possible. If you are being directed to this document by Public 
Records Staff it is because the University has received a public records request for University records from 
your area (e.g., in your possession and/or those within your department/school/unit). 

After you have a chance to look over the specifics of the public records request, before proceeding to 
gather the responsive existing records, please call the Public Records Staff member to discuss what is 
involved. Please consider the following prior to that conversation: 

¯ There is no obligation under the North Carolina Public Records Act to create or compile a 
record that does not exist in order to be able to respond to a public records request. 

¯ Under the University’s Public Records Policy, if it is estimated that it will take more than 4 
hours to gather the existing responsive records the University may assess fees to be paid by 
the requester before the records are gathered. 

¯ The Public Records Staff will provide the requester with the responsive public records after 
specific content or entire records exempt from disclosure under applicable federal or State 
laws have been removed by the Public Records Staff. 

Please only provide Public Records Staff with copies of your records unless you have consulted and been 
advised by Public Records Staff to provide the originals. Unless the request specifies otherwise, only 
gather the final versions of documents (if applicable, e.g. contracts and letters, fully executed to include 
signatures). Please coordinate to have records hand-delivered to, or picked-up by, Public Records Staff in 
order to expedite receipt and processing (please do not send records via campus mail under any 
circumstances). Please clearly mark CDs/DVDs/Envelopes/Boxes with your name, department and date. 

publicrecords@unc.edu / 919-962-1219 / 110 Bynum Hall * 
(* office access through back entrance of building on ground level) 

If you would otherwise be able to delete or destroy records, in accordance with the University’s General 
Records Retention and Disposition Schedule, that are responsive to a public records request being 
processed by Public Records Staff, please do not destroy or delete the records - even if you have already 
provided copies to Public Records Staff. After Public Records Staff confirm that the responsive public 
records were provided to the requester you may resume your normal record retention requirements unless 
notified otherwise by Public Records Staff. 

Note: Please direct questions about record retention obligations to University Archives & 
Records Management Services (http:iiwww2.1ib.unc.edu/wilsoniuarmsipolicies.html/962-6402 
/ recman@unc.edu). 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

First assess whether you have just a handful of responsive emails. If you only have a handful of 
responsive emails, instead of following the steps below it may be easier for you to attach them as .msg files 
to provide to Public Records Staff as attachments sent via email (this should not be messages forwarded 
via email, but rather messages attached as unique, individual attachments within an email that is sent). 

How to do this: open a new email message to send to Public Records Staff; identify the 
responsive email within Outlook, and then using the "click and drag" mouse function select the 
responsive email and drag the mouse so the cursor is visible in the body of the new email 
message; then, release it. The selected responsive email should now appear as an 
attachment in the new email message. (Tip: you can select more than one email at a time to 
"click and drag" in this way - see the tip box below.) 

Important Notes about the steps below: even if emails are already gathered within a Microsoft Outlook 
account, you will still need to follow all steps explained below (creating a .pst File "shell"; copying emails to 
the corresponding "PST’ folder; and closing the "PST’ folder). Please do not forward responsive emails to 
another employee (copies of responsive emails should be extracted from the respective email account 
where currently located to facilitate efficient processing by Public Records Staff). 

Note: Be careful not to overlook email(s) in your inbox, draft, sent items, deleted items, trash or junk mail 
folders that are responsive. 

Create a .pst File "shell" into which copies of the responsive emails will be copied 
within Microsoft Outlook 

Take a minute to consider and write down where you will be saving the .pst file that you are about to create 
on your computer network drive and how you will be titling the .pst file with the following in mind: 

When you complete these steps the .pst file within Outlook will no longer be visible and you will 
need to remember the corresponding location on your computer network drive that you enter 
so that you can locate the .pst file created and make a copy to provide to Public Records Staff. 

© When prompted to type the .pst file title, please follow this title structure: 
YYYY.MM. DD_LNameRequester_DeptAbbrev_Emplnt_MM.DD.YYYY 

The above title structure utilizes underscores and periods instead of blank spaces, and 
contains the following information: 

© if available, the date of the public records request - in order by year, month, day 
(YYYY.MM.DD) 

o if available, the last name of the requester (LNameRequester) 
o the department abbreviation (DeptAbbrev) 
o the initials of the employee from whose email account the emails are being extracted 

(Emplnt) 
o the date the .pst file "shell" is being created within Microsoft Outlook - in order by 

month, day, year (MM.DD.YYYY) 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

Steps 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

to create the .pst file "shell": 
Close all open programs except for Microsoft Outlook (recommended). 
Click the "File" tab toward the upper left-hand corner in the Microsoft Outlook application screen. 
Click "Account Settin.qs" then select "Account Settinqs" from the drop down list. 
In the "Account Settinqs" window, click the "Data Files" tab. 
Click the "Add" button. 
In the "Create or Open Outlook Data File" window, browse and select the computer network drive 
location where you want to save the .pst file that you are about to create and then type in the title 
to be used for this .pst file (following the format above). 
Click "Close" in the "Account Settinqs" window. 
In the "Mail" view within Microsoft Outlook, locate the corresponding folder in the Navigation Pane 
that should now be visible with the same title as the .pst file "shell" you just created. 

Please Note: hereafter throughout this guidance, references to the corresponding folder specified above 
will be: "PST’ folder. 

II.    Copying Responsive Emails to the "PST’ Folder 

Before you begin, consider whether you should contact your local IT support to help run a search based on 
search terms - because it would be more efficient (faster) to have that type of assistance. Consult Public 
Records Staff if you would like to determine if that makes sense for your situation. Public Records Staff will 
provide you with the specific search terms and criteria that your IT-assisted search should include. 

If you already have the responsive emails sorted within individual folders in Outlook or they are easy to 
locate, you just need to copy the emails to the "PST’ Folder, which you can probably do without IT support. 
If you conduct your own search to identify all responsive emails, you can utilize Outlook to search for 
specific search terms that you type in (and you can use Boolean search logic - e.g., "+" between terms). 
Keep or create sub-folders to organize records based on your discussion with Public Records Staff. 
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Campus Guidance from PRS re Gathering Records and Creating PST Files continued 

III.    Close the "PST’ Folder when done gathering responsive emails 

After all potentially relevant emails have been copied, right-click on the "PST’ folder and select "Close 
Email" - the "PST’ folder should no longer appear in your Outlook Navigation Pane. You can now go to the 
location on your computer network drive where you saved the .pst file during initial steps and from there 
make a copy for Public Records Staff. 

If you 
email, 

Steps 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

11. 

received assistance from your department IT support to create the .pst file(s) with the responsive 
follow these steps if you want to review the contents before providing it to Public Records Staff. 

to upload the .pst file(s): 
Save the .pst file(s) to your computer C drive (such as the "Data" folder) and note the location. 
Follow the steps below to create an Outlook Profile. 
Close all open programs except for Microsoft Outlook (recommended). 
Click the "File" tab toward the upper left-hand corner in the Microsoft Outlook application screen. 
Click "Account Settinqs" then select "Account Settinqs" from the drop down list. 
In the "Account Settinqs" window, click the "Data Files" tab. 
Click the "Add" button. 
In the "Create or Open Outlook Data File" window, browse and select the computer network drive 
location where you just saved the .pst file, and select the .pst file. 
Click "Close" in the "Account Settinqs" window. 
In the "Mail" view within Microsoft Outlook, locate the corresponding folder in the Navigation Pane 
that should now be visible with the same title as the .pst file you just added. 
Review the email and if necessary, and if you sort the emails or make other changes, follow the 
steps above (under "Gathering Email - Microsoft Outlook") to create a new .pst file. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Springer Publishing <marketing=springerpub.com@createsendl .com> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:01 PM 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Essential Interviewing and Counseling Skills 

View Emal in Browser I Forward to a Frend 

Shop Now! ~ Week Only 

20% Off & 
Free Shipping 
Use promo code EZCS20 

Balanced, Integrated Theoretical and Practical 
Approach to Interviewing and Counseling 

Pre-order Now & Save 

rRACY 

INTERVIEWING 
COUNSELING SKILLS 

Authors/Editors: Tracy Prout and Melanie 

Wadkins 

Pub. Date: 04/28/2014; 476 pp, Paperback 

ISBN: 9780826199157; Price: $110.00 

This is the only comprehensive text to focus on the 
development of practical interviewing and 
counseling skills for master’s4evel mental health 
counseling students. It is structured around the 
goals established by the CACREP’s 2009 document 
on standards for NHC programs, and uniquely 
encompasses both theory and practice from the 
perspectives of a diverse array of theoretical 
schools and practice strategies. The benefits of 
integrating complementary therapy approaches 
according to the needs of the client and the 
importance of multiculturN considerations in 
interviewing and counseling are consistent themes 
throughout. 

N2ey Features: 

Teaches the fundamental skills of empathy, 
active listening, treatment planning, and 
developing a strong therapeutic alliance 
Includes "Spotlight on Culture" sections with 
case studies to emphasize how diversity 
informs sensitive and effective psychotherapy 
Provides exercises to help students discover 
their own blind spots in regard to diversity 
Offers a realistic window into the profession 
through numerous case examples 



20% Off & Free Shipping! Use Promo Code E{CS20 

Don’t Miss These Related Titles 

Video {nterview with Dr, Andy Frey; Motivational 
}nterviewing in Schools; 2/19/2014 

Barbie on Sports {llustrated Swimsuit {ssue 2014; 
"Unapologet c" to Girls and Women?; 2/18/2014 

Career of the Week in Counseling: Counselor in 
School-Based Family Serv ce Centers; 2/17/2014 

SpringBoard Honthly Health News Roundup; 

~/6/2014 

Browse Other Springer Publishing Company Titles By Subject: 
Nursing I Psychology I Gerontology j Counseling I Social Work I Rehabilitation I Public Health 

Share This Hessage on the Following Social Networks: 

, 
Promotions expire at the end of the seventh day following the mail date of this emal and do not apply to orders 
outside of North America. Free shipping promotions are shipped via USPS. Offer is valid via www spr ngerpub com 
and is not valid on bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination with any other promotion. For international 
orders, please email marketing@springerpub.com to receive a special discount Please contact Annette Imperati at 
aimperati@springerpub.com for our volume discounting and terms. 

IF you no tonger wish to receive theseemails please safely unsubscribe by clicking here, 
Orderinq and Textbook Support: 877-687-7476 I 212-431-4370 I www.sprmqerpuLcom 

Springer Publishing Company I 11 West 42nd Street, 15th Floor I New York, NY 10036 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williamsl, Christopher <chris.williams@twcnews.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:30 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Time Warner Cable News 

Aw man! Really?! So how were able to do all the other interviews? Just curious. 

Chris Williams 
Reporter 
Time Warner Cable News 14 
(919) 882-4040 (desk) 

(cell) 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 3:26 PM 

To: Williams 1, Christopher 

Subject: RE: MEDIA INQUIRY: Time Warner Cable News 

Chris, Thanks. The University sent me a letter that forbids me from discussing my research- it would violate university and federal 
law. Mary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williamsl, Christopher [m~filto:chris.williams(&t~c~ews.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 1:40 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Time Warner Cable News 

Hi Mrs. Willingham, 

Sorry to keep bugging you, but I wanted to know if I can sit down with you sometime to discuss your research? I can work around 
your schedule. 

Chris Williams 
Reporter 
Time Warner Cable News 14 
(919) 882-4040 (desk) 

(cell) 

This E-mail and any of its attachments may contain Time Warner Cable proprietary information, which is privileged, confidential, or 
subject to copyright belonging to Time Warner Cable. This E-mail is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient of this E-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying, 
or action taken in relation to the contents of and attachments to this E-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have 
received this E-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the original and any copy of this E-mail and 
any printout. 



....... mora 

Organized around the latest CACREP standards, Introduction to Prof, 
theoretical concepts with discussion of the practical aspects of the field 
counseling practitioners, the editors explore what it means to develop a 
emphasizing the importance of intentionality and reflection in practice. I 
exercises in this innovative text futlher personalize the content for devel 

Key Features: 

~, The book is organized around and adheres to the new CAGF 

identity. 

~, Insightful coverage of child advocacy, self-care, working with c 

populations, such as victims of crises/trauma, is included. 

¯ Case illustrations profile a variety of clients and scenarios to fo~ 

development critical thinking skills. 

Mol’e 

*Part of the SAGE Counseling and Professional Identity Series, whk 
by CACREP (Council for Accreditation of Counseling & Related Educat 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as smooth as possible! 

~, Find your SAGE representative 

Emaih intb@sagepub.com 

Stay connected with SAGE Counseling at: 

[] H ave you made your decision to adopt a SAGE text? Let us kno 
suwev. 

Browse our current cataloqs. 

click here to learn 

more 

Editors: 

V~runee Faii 

San#z~a n[sn a¢a n[ch 

University of Northern 

Colorado 

Cyn[hia A Reynolds 

The University of Akron 

ISBN: 978-1=4522-4070-1 

January 2014, 392 Pages 

ii~:~iI click here to learn more 

Also of Interest: 

i,’~ click h~re to 

Cou~seHnf~ Psycholoqist 

click h~re to 

Counse~inq Outeoma 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiaaao @gmafil.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 6:42 PM 

Allen Sack <         @ya]aoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willinghaan, Mary C. 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Guruey <ggumey@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimba]ist <azimba]i@smith.edu> 

Proposed Revisions to the CAP Act 

College Athlete Protection Act 2-21-14.doc 

As I mentioned on our last call, Brian, Jayma aaad I have been working to close some significant loopholes in the CAP Act. Attached please find our HIGHLIGHTED 

proposed revisions attached which would: 

¯ Remove all ambiguity regaxd the rules aaad categories of rules which fail under the limited antitrust exemption without establishing a genera] slmadard that has to be 

interpreted by the courts. 

¯ Correct aaad tighten laaaguage regaxding fiduciary duty of Board members 

¯ Tighten up language regarding NCAA dictating the contents of coaches contracts 

¯ Clarify that FBS schools allowing their athletic prograans to leave the NCAA would lose their eligibility for federal finaaacia] aid 

These changes are proposed to be effective immediately in order to put us in a better position of explaining the bill to potential sponsors, answering Blumenthal’s 

questions aaad leaving the language of the bill in a better position to withstand legal challenges. 

Will send the link for Tuesday’s 9:00 aan meeting separately .... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 
Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www,S~wtsMa~:~.ageme~:~.tReso~ces,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curty, Craig Cameron <ccurty@highpoint.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:10 AM 

waughmw@appstate.edu; aneal@uncfsu.edu; cwadeS@uncfsu.edu; vdavis@uncfsu.edu; 
barbara_windom@ncsu.edu; marcia toms@ncsu.edu; megan_ryals@ncsu.edu; 
brandy_grabow@ncsu, edu; j kneely@ncat.edu; sfrankli@unca.edu; 
llturner@mail.ecsu.edu; wbarnett@nccu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; j pippin2@uncc, edu; hmhunt@uncc, edu; 
nikkiredman@uncc.edu; steven.hunt@uncc.edu; elizabeth.froeba@uncp.edu; 
cynthia.torok.@uncp.edu; jeforema@uncg.edu; gkbailey@uncg.edu; alcox3@uncg.edu; 
smoneil@uncg.edu; dajohns8@uncg.edu; kmbaldwi@uncg.edu; eefinch@uncg.edu; 
andersonsa@uncw.edu; kunzt@uncw.edu; sbaker@email.wcu.edu; 
edwardsbr@wssu.edu; whitleyar@wssu.edu; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
Update North Carolina SI/Tutor Conference 

Good morning everyone! 

My apologies for not sending out an update sooner. Due to the inclement weather earlier in the month, my meeting 

with catering has been postponed multiple times. Weather permitting (sarcasm), I am meeting with their 

representatives tomorrow. Once I see how much food is going to cost, I will have a more accurate idea of conference 

costs, and send out information to that effect on Wednesday. 

Also, just a reminder that the primary focus of the conference is for students to present on their SI/Tutoring 

experiences. In the past, this conference has been a great springboard for students to present in an informal manner. 

Also, students across North Carolina can find commonality with their work experiences in supporting students. 

Information on session proposals will be out on Wednesday as well. 

Conference will still be on Saturday, April 5. 

Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KaplanTestPrep <KaplanTestPrep@e.kaptest.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:01 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Save $100 on SAT prep options! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:32 PM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

~gmail.com>; ~ 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 
Re: Proposed Revisions to the CAP Act 

~yahoo.com>; 

sorry, me too, got overwhelmed, pls update. 

On Tue, Feb 25, 2014 at 4:29 PM, Ridpath, Dave < ohio.edu> wrote: 

Sorry I missed call today! Weather problems and kids school delayed. Did I miss anything that I need to know. My 

report is that Sonny is standing by but still trying to find a time (Could we try for something Thursday afternoon Allen? 

Brian??) [ also submitted cap to Dr. Mark Gibson of Wisconsin LaCrosse who is connected in the National Athletic 

Trainers Association. He wants to take it forward to their executive committee for potential support. 

Anything else I need to be doing?? Call next Tuesday? 

Dave 

g. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Adm[Nstration 

Co-Editor, Journal oJ: Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 

Facu Ity Fellow, Cen ter for College Af~fordabflity and Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 00:[C, College of Business 



Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 

~ath@ohio.edu 

twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ~ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

Blog at 

bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 

Ohio University Expert Directory ~tt~://ww~voohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpeR~cfm? 

formid=1822088&~ageid=2057126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto ~mailocoml 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: Allen Sack; Brian Porto; Ridpath, Dave; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney; Andrew Zimbalist 
Subject: Proposed Revisions to the CAP Act 

As I mentioned on our last call Brian, Jayma and I have been working to close some significant loopholes in 
the CAP Act. Attached please find our HIGHLIGHTED proposed revisions attached which would: 

¯ Remove all ambiguity regard the rules and categories of rules which fall under the limited antitrust 
exemption without establishing a general standard that has to be interpreted by the courts. 

¯ Correct and tighten language regarding fiduciary duty of Board members 
¯ Tighten up language regarding NCAA dictating the contents of coaches contracts 



¯ Clarify that FBS schools allowing their athletic programs to leave the NCAA would lose their 
eligibility for federal financial aid 

These changes are proposed to be effective immediately in order to put us in a better position of explaining 
the bill to potential sponsors, answering Blumenthal’s questions and leaving the language of the bill in a better 
position to withstand legal challenges. 

Will send the link for Tuesday’s 9:00 am meeting separately .... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DILo         ortsManagementResources, corn 
www. Spor~sManagementRe sources, corn 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
web site: ww,~. smith, edui,-azi mb all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Good lord 

I can’t see it, but can read the article. Shady things and eligibility tricks - indeed. 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:09 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What a joke. I should have kept Mutima and not answered the door when they knocked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Good lord 

I can’t see it, but can read the article. Shady things and eligibility tricks - indeed. 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:09 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What a joke. I should have kept Mutima and not answered the door when they knocked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:05 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 

I aan in my SASB office with plaaaning time on Mon., Thurs.aaad Friday from 9-130. It is easy to take a phone call during any of those times. I see students in my 

advising office every af[ernoon from 2-5 but happy to take a call at 5 from that office aaay day. MaJy 

MaJy Willinghaan 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:44 PM, " ,~aol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Mary: 

Excellent[ I’d like to introduce you to Robert Flores, our attorney. Perhaps we could find some time to talk on the phone? Do you have any times that work for 
you? I’1 pass them on to Robert and settle on one. I’m sure the good people at UNC will do the right thing and I suspect you have friends you don’t know you 
have yet that will step fonNard. Let me know what works and we’ll reach out to you. 

Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 5:50 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 

You have done some amazing work yourself. I truly believe that people will eventually do the right thing. NCAA reform is coming. I would be 

honored to meet you, and talk about your company. Thank you so much, Mary 

From:         @aol.com [mailto         @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire you for sticking to your guns, especially under the circumstances. The truth and facts will speak for themselves. I had my share of stormy controversy 
at times when I’d arrest a "pillar of the community". Those in high places, like Provost Dean would rally to the defense of the accused by condemning the 
accuser (me and the gov’t) and our "so called facts". We never held press conferences, (6th Amendment ethical violation) we did all our talking in a public trial 
in open court We never lost a trial...never. AftenNards, the changed minds and reforms came with public support. I hope you experience the same kind of 

vindication. 
The Friday Legacy Fund is a good place for you. In Washington DC, the U. S. Attorney’s Office gave time to any of the prosecutors who would volunteer to tutor 
a disadvantaged child in the city. I mention this as a passing thought if the FLF doesn’t already harness volunteer professionals outside of education. 
I was a nationally recognized expert and advocate for children in my law enforcement career. I am now a principle in a start up company (Winning Integrity) 
with a former Assistant U. S. Attorney General and an NFL great. The former DOJ Asst AG was responsible for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency issues, 
prosecutions, grants and funding. The NFL player was a 3 time Super Bowl and 4 time pro bowler with a history of working with disadvantaged children during 
and long after his NFL career. 
We are working to bring our different talents and shared interest in helping young people together to work with college student-athletes, the presidents, athletic 
directors and academics to protect the brand and integrity of the universities, student-athletes and sports. We are not yet making money and I cannot afford to 
pay you, but I would like have you as an as needed consultant for our group. Would you be interested? If so, I can send you a more detailed bio of our group and 
services. I’ll thank you now in advance for your consideration. 

All the best & Win! 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 3:56 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thank you very much. What I have not disclosed, yet, is that 71 of the 183 woefully underprepared athletes in my study took a combined 240 (fake) 
paper classes. They may have received a degree, but they did not get an education here at Carolina. We (and I was part of the ’w~’) failed these students who 
entertained us on game day. I will continue to push for a solution, both here at Carolina and nationally. I am also part of a group initiating a literacy project with 
the President Friday Legacy Fund to eradicate illiteracy in NC, the state that he so truly loved. Again, I appreciate your support. Regards, Mary 

From:         @aol.com [mailto         @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire your courage and ability to survive the UNC academic scandals. You should be congratulated for maintaining your integrity. I submitted the attached 
commentary to a sports blog making that point. I hope you like it. I’d like your feedback if you have time. Thank you 

Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 



To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Feb 21,2014 11:11 am 
Subject: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thanks for the email and call. Attached is a summary sheet of a bill that I along with my colleagues at The Drake Group put together. We have included 
your exact suggestion (in the longer format) for a one year remediation/red shirt program for athletes below regular admission standards. The NCAA would have 
to pay for the program, and some rules would need to be adjusted. There is much more work ahead, and I do believe that UNC is trying to make improvements. 
Best, Mary 



From: mwillingb~an@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:05 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 

I aan in my SASB office with planning time on Mon., Thurs.aaad Friday from 9-130. It is easy to take a phone call during any of those limes. I see students in my 

advising office every afternoon from 2-5 but happy to take a call at 5 from that office any day. Mazy 

MaU Willingb~an 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:44 PM, " .~a~l,com" < ~f a~l,com> wrote: 

Mary: 

Excellent[ I’d like to introduce you to Robert Flores, our attorney. Perhaps we could find some time to talk on the phone? Do you have any times that work for 
you? I’1 pass them on to Robert and settle on one. I’m sure the good people at UNC will do the right thing and I suspect you have friends you don’t know you 
have yet that will step fo~Nard. Let me know what works and we’ll reach out to you. 

Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. < nc,edu> 

To:                     ~aol,com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 5:50 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 

You have done some amazing work yourself. I truly believe that people will eventually do the right thing. NCAA reform is coming. I would be 

honored to meet you, and talk about your company. Thank you so much, Mary 

From:                  [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire you for sticking to your guns, especially under the circumstances. The truth and facts will speak for themselves. I had my share of stormy controversy 
at times when I’d arrest a "pillar of the community". Those in high places, like Provost Dean would rally to the defense of the accused by condemning the 
accuser (me and the gov’t) and our "so called facts". We never held press conferences, (6th Amendment ethical violation) we did all our talking in a public trial 
in open court We never lost a trial...never. Afte~Nards, the changed minds and reforms came with public support. I hope you experience the same kind of 
vindication. 
The Friday Legacy Fund is a good place for you. In Washington DC, the U. S. Attorney’s Office gave time to any of the prosecutors who would volunteer to tutor 
a disadvantaged child in the city. I mention this as a passing thought if the FLF doesn’t already harness volunteer professionals outside of education. 
I was a nationally recognized expert and advocate for children in my law enforcement career. I am now a principle in a start up company (Winning Integrity) 
with a former Assistant U. S. Attorney General and an NFL great. The former DOJ Asst AG was responsible for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency issues, 
prosecutions, grants and funding. The NFL player was a 3 time Super Bowl and 4 time pro bowler with a history of working with disadvantaged children during 
and long after his NFL career. 
We are working to bring our different talents and shared interest in helping young people together to work with college student-athletes, the presidents, athletic 
directors and academics to protect the brand and integrity of the universities, student-athletes and sports. We are not yet making money and I cannot afford to 
pay you, but I would like have you as an as needed consultant for our group. Would you be interested? If so, I can send you a more detailed bio of our group and 
services. I’ll thank you now in advance for your consideration. 

All the best & Win! 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. < nc,edu> 

To:                     ~ol,com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 3:56 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thank you very much. What I have not disclosed, yet, is that 71 of the 183 woefully underprepared athletes in my study took a combined 240 (fake) 
paper classes. They may have received a degree, but they did not get an education here at Carolina. We (and I was part of the ’w!’) failed these students who 
entertained us on game day. I will continue to push for a solution, both here at Carolina and nationally. I am also part of a group initiating a literacy project with 
the President Friday Legacy Fund to eradicate illiteracy in NC, the state that he so truly loved. Again, I appreciate your support. Regards, Mary 

From:                  [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire your courage and ability to survive the UNC academic scandals. You should be congratulated for maintaining your integrity. I submitted the attached 
commentary to a sports blog making that point. I hope you like it. I’d like your feedback if you have time. Thank you 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. < unc.edu> 

To:                     ~aol,com> 



Sent: Fri, Feb 21,2014 11:11 am 
Subject: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thanks for the email and call. Attached is a summary sheet of a bill that I along with my colleagues at The Drake Group put together. We have included 
your exact suggestion (in the longer format) for a one year remediation/red shirt program for athletes below regular admission standards. The NCAA would have 
to pay for the program, and some rules would need to be adjusted. There is much more work ahead, and I do believe that UNC is trying to make improvements. 
Best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillinghmn@unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:54 PM 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Re: contact 

Bob, The haters are still up front and center. I’m hanging in there for now. Our book needs an epilogue and we are done. No need for the expensive investigation, the book tells the story. 
Hibemian re-opening is any day, hope to meet you and Louise there for a Guinness. Mary 

> On Feb 25, 2014, at 9:40 PM. "Orr, Robert F." <rorr@poyners.com> wrote: 
> 

> Mary, you’ve become quite the media celebrity. Wish I could get paid Wainstein’s hourly rate to investigate UNC. I doubt if the HB© folks would want Mike on ESPN. They weren’t real 
happy with the Kane interview although Dan did not take advantage of the opportunity nor did Mike get the story I was hoping for or that he deserved. I haven’t talked with him in a while 
but I’m guessing he’s starting to get focused on next season in the CFL. Bob 
> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillmgham@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:05 PM 
> To: Orr, Robert F. 
> Subject: contact 
> 

> Bob, 
> Jay and I went back on ESPN ©TL yesterday (taped). Steve (            @aol.com) asked about Michael, and if he might be interested in going on the show with them. HB© might have 
asked for an exclusive. I told Steve that I would ask around. It would be great if we could get a few other athletes to talk jeez. Mary 
> 
> Mary Willingham 
> UNC- CH CSSAC 
> www.unc, edu/-willingh 
> 

> 

> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by 
return message or by telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 

> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax related matter 
addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ~VILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:54 PM 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Re: contact 

Bob, The haters are still up front and center. I’m hanging in there for now. Our book needs an epilogue and we are done. No need for the expensive investigation, the book tells the story. 
Hibemian re-opening is any day, hope to meet you and Louise there for a Ouinness. Mary 

> On Feb 25, 2014, at 9:40 PM. "Orr, Robert F." <rorr@poyners.com> wrote: 
> 

> Mary, you’ve become quite the media celebrity. Wish I could get paid Wainstein’s hourly rate to investigate UNC. I doubt if the HB© folks would want Mike on ESPN. They weren’t real 
happy with the Kane interview although Dan did not take advantage of the opportunity nor did Mike get the story I was hoping for or that he deserved. I haven’t talked with him in a while 
but I’m guessing he’s starting to get focused on next season in the CFL. Bob 
> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillmgham@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:05 PM 
> To: Orr, Robert F. 
> Subject: contact 
> 

> Bob, 
> Jay and I went back on ESPN ©TL yesterday (taped). Steve (’,            @aol.com) asked about Michael, and if he might be interested in going on the show with them. HB© might have 
asked for an exclusive. I told Steve that I would ask around. It would be great if we could get a few other athletes to talk jeez. Mary 
> 

> Mary Willingham 
> UNC- CH CSSAC 
> www.unc, edu/-willingh 
> 

> 

> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by 
return message or by telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 

> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax related matter 
addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:43 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 
<eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu>; Gates- 
Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J 
<gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; 
Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; Jeffay, Kevin <j effay@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Corey S <corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; 
Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; 
Malizia, Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W 
<nmulligan@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R <nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Parke, William 
R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew <jmr08@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Shen, 
Haipeng <haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Song, 
Conghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; 
Teuton, Christopher Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <j an~vopp@unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A 
<kallison@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Butler, 
Jennifer W <j ennifer buffer@unc.edu>; Coble, Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; 
Cox, Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
<llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G 
<seubanks@email.unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Fipps, 
Christopher Ryan <cfipps@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J 
<djharris@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly 
<bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; 
Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth 
<kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Debra L <deb_mclaughlin@unc.edu>; 
McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Pope, Tonya <tepope@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L 
<nray@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Schrieber, 
Christopher William <cschrieb@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Kelly B 
<kellysmith@unc.edu>; Staley, Sandy <sstaley@email.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 
<kasully@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <j ogregor@email.unc.edu>; Walker, 
Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Washington, Jennifer (2amelle 
<camelle@unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Whiffing, 
Brian E <whiffing@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu> 

FW: EPA Web Actions for Summer School 2014 



Attach: EPAWeb Instructions 2014.doc 

Good Morning, 

Payroll actions are due in Summer School by the dates indicated below. There is no guarantee that a check will be 

issued if payroll actions are not received in Summer School by these dates. 

Due Date: First Summer April 18 

Second Summer    May 20 

If you have faculty teaching during Maymester, you will prepare actions the same as First Session. 

Nomination forms and EPA web actions are required for your summer administrator° Make sure you 
complete both. The same is true for your teaching faculty and teaching assistants. 

Instructions for completing EPA Web Actions are attached. If you have any questions, please contact Summer School. 

I[ you are not the person responsible [or processing payroll actions, please share this memo with that person. 

Michael Smith 

Director, Summer School 
CB 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

michael smith@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: EPA Web Actions for Summer School 2014 

I’ve heard back from Michael. You have the following budget for personnel: 

Summer Session I: $7000 

Summer Session II: $5500 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:10 PM 
To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: EPA Web Actions for Summer School 2014 

Thanks! 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 12:03 PM, "Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you get this? I’m waiting for Michael Smith to send me the budget information for the Learning 
Center. 

From: Flowers, Valencia G 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:43 AM 
To: Abels, Kimberly Town; Alperin, Marc J; Amago, Samuel; Becker, Misha K; Booth, Karen M; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh; Cooke, Amy E; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Flowers, Valencia G; Gates-Foster, 
Jennifer Erin; Gitterman, Daniel P; Glish, Gary L; Gollop, Claudia J; Grey, Elizabeth B; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael; Hirschfield, James; Hofweber, Thomas; Hsiao, Li-ling; Hutchinson, Dale L; Jeffay, Kevin; Johnson, 
Corey S; Koelb, Clayton T; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Leve, Lauren G; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
Malizia, Emil; McLaughlin, Richard M; Moseley, Erin S; Mulligan, Neil W; Negrete, Merida; Padua, Darin A; 
Parikh, Nalin R; Parke, William R; Perrin, Andrew J; Perucci, Tony; Reynolds, Andrew S; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew; Roush, Chris; Shen, Haipeng; Smith, Michael; Song, Conghe; Stewart, Kevin G; Taylor, Beverly W; 
Teuton, Christopher Barrett; Willingham, Mary C.; Yopp, Jan Johnson; Allison, Kim A; Bernhardt, Valerie M; 
Butler, Jennifer W; Coble, Sherry B; Cox, Tammy L; Creedon, Mary Leigh; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Eubanks, 
Shannon G; Fholer, Marie A; Fipps, Christopher Ryan; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Futrell, Betty S; Harris, 
Deborah J; Harris, Lori; Hopper, Trent; Isley, Alice B; Kent, Adam S; Leonard, Lindsay; Loftin, Beverly; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith; Mclver, Samelia; McLain, Kelsea Beth; McLaughlin, Debra L; McNeil, Kathleen; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Pope, Tonya; Ray, Nancy L; Richardson, Mark; Schrieber, Christopher William; 
Smith, Kelly B; Staley, Sandy; Sullivan, Kate; Toscher, Hope; Tufts, Amy Z; Turnbull, Jodie A; Walker, 
Victoria Ward; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Whitling, Brian E; Williams, Susan 
Staples 
Subject: FW: EPA Web Actions for Summer School 2014 

Good Morning, 



Payroll actions are due in Summer School by the dates indicated below. There is no guarantee that a check 

will be issued if payroll actions are not received in Summer School by these dates. 

Due Date: First Summer April 18 

Second Summer    May 20 

If you have faculty teaching during Maymester, you will prepare actions the same as First Session. 

Nomination forms and EPA web actions are required for your summer administrator. Make 
sure you complete both. The same is true for your teaching faculty and teaching assistants. 

Instructions for completing EPA Web Actions are attached. If you have any questions, please contact 

Summer School. 

I[ you are not the person responsible [or processing payroll actions, please share this memo with that 
person. 

Michael Smith 

Director, Summer School 

CB 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

michael smith@unc.edu 

<EPAWeb Instructions 2014.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Curty, Craig Cameron <ccurty@highpoint.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:55 AM 

waughmw@appstate.edu; aneal@uncfsu.edu; cwadeS@uncfsu.edu; vdavis@uncfsu.edu; 
barbara_windom@ncsu.edu; marcia toms@ncsu.edu; megan_ryals@ncsu.edu; 
brandy_grabow@ncsu, edu; j kneely@ncat.edu; sfrankli@unca.edu; 
llturner@mail.ecsu.edu; wbarnett@nccu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; j pippin2@uncc, edu; hmhunt@uncc, edu; 
nikkiredman@uncc.edu; steven.hunt@uncc.edu; elizabeth.froeba@uncp.edu; 
cynthia.torok.@uncp.edu; jeforema@uncg.edu; gkbailey@uncg.edu; alcox3@uncg.edu; 
smoneil@uncg.edu; dajohns8@uncg.edu; kmbaldwi@uncg.edu; eefinch@uncg.edu; 
andersonsa@uncw.edu; kunzt@uncw.edu; sbaker@email.wcu.edu; 
edwardsbr@wssu.edu; whitleyar@wssu.edu; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu> 
North Carolina SI/Tutor Conference Registration and Call to Conference 

2014 North Carolina SITutor Conference Registration Form.docx; North Carolina 
SITutorProposal. docx 

My apologies. Here are the attachments. 

From: Curty, Craig Cameron 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:18 PM 
To: ’waughmw@appstate.edu’; ’aneal@uncfsu.edu’; ’cwade5@uncfsu.edu’; ’vdavis@uncfsu.edu’; 
’barbara_windom@ncsu.edu’; ’marcia_toms@ncsu.edu’; 
The 2014 North Carolina SI/Tutor Conference will take place at High Point University Phillips School of Business on Saturday, 

April 5, 2014. 

Here is the campus map link http://www.highpoint.edu/concierge/files/MAP-36x24-7-2.pdf 

Phillips School of Business is Building # 6. Parking will be behind Norton Hall Building # 9. 

Attached are documents for Conference Registration & Call for Proposals. 

The deadline for submitting a proposal is Monday, March 24, 2014 @ 5 pm. 

Early bird registration will cost $15 per person/~;25 per person registering after March 28. In order to receive the early bird 

rate, your Registration must be postmarked by Friday, March 28. I cannot accept online payments. 

We cannot waive registration fees for presenters. Also, there are no refunds for cancellations or other reasons after March 28. 

Keeping with tradition of this conference prioritizing low cost registration fees, we are only able to provide lunch and an 

afternoon snack. Breakfast is on your own. There is a Starbucks on campus, but they do not accept cash, credit cards, etc., 

only HPU Passports. You are welcome to bring food and drinks from off campus. 



Registration will start at 9:30 am on Saturday, April 5, and the conference will conclude at 4 pm. The conference schedule can 

be found on the Registration attachment. 

Please make your check payable to High Point University and send to: 

Dr. Craig Curty 

833 Montlieu Avenue 

Drawer 5 

High Point, NC 27262 

We look forward to meeting everyone and having a great conference! Call or e-mail me if you have questions. 

Best, 



2014 North Carolina SI/Tutor Conference Registration Form 

Are you registering as an individual or registering a group? 

Name 

Title 

Institution 

E-mail 

Address 

Please have your completed form postmarked by Friday, March 28, to receive the early bird rate of $15. 

After March 28, registration costs $25. Please mail your registration form to the following address: 

Dr. Craig Curty 

833 Montlieu Avenue 

Drawer 5 

High Point, NC 27262 



9:30-10:00 am Registration 

Conference Schedule 

10:00-10:20 Introductions 

10:25-11:15 

11:20-12:10 

Professionals- Organization Meeting 

Students- Ice Breaker 

Concurrent Session # 1 

12:15-1:30 Lunch 

There will be some time at lunch for anyone interested to take a tour of Academic Services (:enter 

facilities. 

1:35-2:35 Concurrent Session # 2 

2:40-3:40 Concurrent Session # 3 

3:45-4:00 Wrap-up & Conclusion 



North Carolina SI/Tutor Conference Conference Proposal 

Program Title 

Session Description (50 words max) 

Number of Presenters 

Presenter I (contact person) 

Name 

Institution 

Status (e.g. SI leader or tutor) 

e-mail address 

Presenter 2 

Name 

Institution 

Status (e.g. SI leader or tutor) 

e-mail address 

Please indicate your audiovisual/technical needs 

Submit your completed proposals to Dr. Craig Curty ccurtv@highpoint.edu. Deadline for proposal 

submission is Monday, March 24, @ 5 pm. Accepted proposals will be notified by Thursday, March 28. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SpringerBoaxd Newsletter <mmcketing springerpub.com@createsendl .corn> 

Thursday, Febma~ 27, 2014 1:00 PM 

Willingham, Ma~’ C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Barbie on Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue 

[ ~i Now On Springboard- The Official Blog of Springer Publishing Company ] 

Socia  Work & Counseling 

Psychology 
u 

Ba~bie (m S~{., or-ks i[IIust~ated ~.,w:ur~su£ ]ssue 

"U-rm[)o]o~?~etic" to Oir~]s and Women:a? 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

title Have you heard? It<s that time of year. For the fir.st day of spring’? 

For the Winter Olympics ctosing ceremonies? For GM Scout 

cookies? No. ~ am leferd~g to the 50-year oM t[~dit~on of the 

re~ease o~ Spor~s H~ust~ated’s Swimsuit edison, wMch reteased 

today. 

E 
According to SI, this is a very .special yea< as they have gathered 
22 Iermer SI Swimsuit ceve~ mede~s to ~eu~ite ~ a photo shoot a~d 

ed~toda~ product~o~ caUed "Salute te tha Lege~ds of Swimsuit". 

1Ms w~ll ~vo~ve such supermode~s as Tyra Banks, Christb Bdnk]ey~ Heidi Klurt~, Kathy 

heb~sd .. and ane mo~e u~sexpected guest star: Sarb~e. That’s dght Barbie.. 

In my view, it is bald to see how Barbie as an "unapologetic" role model will help girls and 

women te "embrace who they are" if they befieve they should ~oek Hke Barb~e... 

::~i Adolescent Girls in Distress 

Pub. Date: 7/2013; ..;,3,1 pp. Paperback 

ISSN 97S(826! ):545 Pdce: SeO00 

Ado/ascent GhTs )n D,%tress coI~siders the pressure 

act o}der th~n they ~re, the effects of 

of social me~ia, and the pressure to exce~ hi aH 

prov[de~ for }ssues such as depress}on, e~t~ng 

disorders, s~bstm<e abus% selfdnj~ry, 

relat}onsh~p v~o~ence, and sexual victimiz~t~om [~ 

early ~tervent~on to prevent problems, and the 

so they can successfully cope w~th complex ~ife 

sk~H development activities, recommended 

[scludes detailed treatment istarventions 

i~ctudin~ strengths-based approaches asd 

best.-pr~ctice guidafines 

the deve]ogment o[ menta~ health problems 



Ordering a~d 

SI;rirlger Publi-<~hir!g C’:)mPi~-rl~’ I 21 We.~I 4.2nd Str~.~e~ l.Sth Fio.:)r I Ne~ !’otis, ~’~’~ 10036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:33 PM 

~aol.com 

RE: Available Times to Speak with Maay Willingham 

Thank you Robert. I will be at and have added the call to my calendar. I look forward to speaking with you both. 

Mary 

The BIoomberg piece by Pau! Barrett is online today: 

hLtp : / ,/~,,a,~v. busine s swee ~,~ . corn/articles/2014-02-27/in- fake-classes-scanda!-unc- fails-it s-athletes- 

whist le-blov,~e r #r hD-is 

From:         @aol.com [mailto:        @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:29 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Available Times to Speak with Mary Willingham 
Mary: 
Can we confirm next Tuesday, March 4th at 5:00 p.m. for a phone call with you? Robert Flores, my legal partner and I would like to take the occasion to introduce ourselves 
to you and share some thoughts about our approach to student-athletes at major Division 1 universities. How we would propose protecting university programs and brand, the 
student-athlete’s future, education, eligibility and professional potential. Let me know if that time works for you. We’re looking forward to meeting you. 
Robert Northrop 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 7:04 pm 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 
I am in my SASB office with planning time on Mon., Thurs.and Friday from 9-130. It is easy to take a phone call during any of those times. I see students in my advising office 
every afternoon from 2--5 but happy to take a call at 5 from that office any day. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www. u nc.edu/-willinqh 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:44 PM, ’ @aol.com" . ,@aol.com> wrote: 

Mary: 
Excellent! I’d like to introduce you to Robert Flores, our attorney. Perhaps we could find some time to talk on the phone? Do you have any times that work for 
you? I’1 pass them on to Robert and settle on one. I’m sure the good people at UNC will do the right thing and I suspect you have friends you don’t know you 
have yet that will step forward. Let me know what works and we’ll reach out to you. 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 5:50 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, 
You have done some amazing work yourself. I truly believe that people will eventually do the right thing. NCAA reform is coming. I would be honored to meet 
you, and talk about your company. Thank you so much, Mary 

From:         @aol.com [mailto         @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire you for sticking to your guns, especially under the circumstances. The truth and facts will speak for themselves. I had my share of stormy controversy 
at times when I’d arrest a "pillar of the community". Those in high places, like Provost Dean would rally to the defense of the accused by condemning the 
accuser (me and the gov’t) and our "so called facts". We never held press conferences, (6th Amendment ethical violation) we did all our talking in a public trial 
in open court We never lost a trial...never. Afterwards, the changed minds and reforms came with public support. I hope you experience the same kind of 
vindication. 
The Friday Legacy Fund is a good place for you. In Washington DC, the U. S. Attorney’s Office gave time to any of the prosecutors who would volunteer to tutor 
a disadvantaged child in the city. I mention this as a passing thought if the FLF doesn’t already harness volunteer professionals outside of education. 
I was a nationally recognized expert and advocate for children in my law enforcement career. I am now a principle in a start up company (Winning Integrity) 
with a former Assistant U. S. Attorney General and an NFL great. The former DOJ Asst AG was responsible for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency issues, 
prosecutions, grants and funding. The NFL player was a 3 time Super Bowl and 4 time pro bowler with a history of working with disadvantaged children during 
and long after his NFL career. 
We are working to bring our different talents and shared interest in helping young people together to work with college student-athletes, the presidents, athletic 
directors and academics to protect the brand and integrity of the universities, student-athletes and sports. We are not yet making money and I cannot afford to 
pay you, but I would like have you as an as needed consultant for our group. Would you be interested? If so, I can send you a more detailed bio of our group and 
services. I’ll thank you now in advance for your consideration. 

All the best & Win! 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                     @aol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 3:56 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 



Robert, Thank you very much. What I have not disclosed, yet, is that 71 of the 183 woefully underprepared athletes in my study took a combined 240 (fake) 
paper classes. They may have received a degree, but they did not get an education here at Carolina. We (and I was part of the ’v~’) failed these students who 
entertained us on game day. I will continue to push for a solution, both here at Carolina and nationally. I am also part of a group initiating a literacy project with 

the President Friday Legacy Fund to eradicate illiteracy in NC, the state that he so truly loved. Again, I appreciate your support. Regards, Mary 

From:         @aol.com [mailto:         ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire your courage and ability to survive the UNC academic scandals. You should be congratulated for maintaining your integrity. I submitted the attached 
commentary to a sports blog making that point. I hope you like it. I’d like your feedback if you have time. Thank you 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@,unc.edu> 

To:                    ,@aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Feb 21,2014 11:11 am 
Subject: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thanks for the email and call. Attached is a summary sheet of a bill that I along with my colleagues at The Drake Group put together. We have included 
your exact suggestion (in the longer format) for a one year remediation/red shirt program for athletes below regular admission standards. The NCAA would have 
to pay for the program, and some rules would need to be adjusted. There is much more work ahead, and I do believe that UNC is trying to make improvements. 
Best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.2013) 

Cool. My guess is that it was all taken care of over the phone or in person. 

I=rem: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:51 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.2013) 

I’ve only had the chance to scan. Only 2002-2003 stuff, mainly about firing. I guess Burgess just never emailed Crowder before 2002. Whaddya know. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.2013) 

Date:Thu, 27 Feb 2014 14:18:53 -0500 

From:Allen, Denise O,. <quallsal@emaiLunc.edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

(:(::Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the document referenced in her letter (in all, 82 pages / 1,060 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~a)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano <~            @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 7:27 AM 

Allen Sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Andrew 
Zimbalist <azimbali@smith. edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou. edu>; Willingham, Mary 
C. <mwillingham@unc. edu> 

Re: Important question 

CAP ACT Fact Sheet 2-28-2104.doc; CAP ACT Fact Sheet 2-28-2104.pdf 

Attached is the revised Fact Sheet which corrects the error found by Allen... sorry I’m having problems keeping 
all of these documents lined up! 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
ww~< S~ortsMar~agementResources. corn 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2014 at 12:05 AM, Allen Sack <.        ~ahoo.com> wrote: 
There seems to be an inconsistency between the cap act fact sheet and the actual recent draft of the act. In the 
fact sheet we say the act conditions federal financial aid eligibility under title IV of the Higher Education Act 
of 1965 on membership in a national governance association that includes etc, etc. In the act itself we say the 
institution will not be a member of a national not for profit college athletic association unless the association 
conforms with etc etc. Which version has the wording correct? Is the institution not getting federal aid or not 
becoming a member of a nonprofit athletic association if it’s association fails to meet certain standards? Does 
my question even make sense? 

Allen 
Sent from my iPad 



COLLEGE ATHLETE PROTECTION ACT (CAP Act) 

Fact Sheet 

Three hundred and seventy-seven (377) 4-year higher education institutions in the USA, all members of the National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA), sponsor athletic programs generating annual revenues in excess of $1 million each, for a total of $11 

billion. Only twenty-three (23) of these athletic programs earn more money than they spend on operations, drawing upon 

student fees and institutional general fund subsidies to balance their budgets. The unprecedented commercialization of these 

athletics programs threatens the integrity of their institutions by (a) driving an "arms race" that results in athletics program annual 

cost increases that exceed the growth rates of other higher education expenses, (b) causing insufficient attention to the academic 

success and graduation of athletes, (c) encouraging admissions practices that allow academically under-qualified but athletically 

talented athletes, unable to compete with their peers in the classroom, to attend and participate in athletics (d) elevating the 

compensation of football and men’s basketball head coaches to levels far exceeding the compensation of top institutional faculty 

and administrators and the highest paid state employees in 41 of 50 states, (e) providing inadequate attention to the prevention 

and treatment of athletics injuries and insufficient athletics injury insurance, (f) proliferating construction of elaborate and costly 

facilities limited to athletics use only, and (g) igniting antitrust lawsuits and unionization efforts by athletes who believe they are 

being financially and academically exploited. 

As a condition for receiving federal funds and tax preferences, these institutions should meet standards that (1) specify 
adequate care of the education, health, and welfare of students participating in athletics, (2) prohibit excessive expenditures 

and exploitative practices, and (3) maintain a clear line of demarcation between collegiate sport conducted by non-profit 

educational institutions and professional sport. 

The CAP Act applies to 4-year higher education institutions with commercialized athletic programs (those generating $1 million or 

more in annual revenues) and conditions federal financial aid eligibility under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, 

prohibiting membership in any national governance association that does not apply the following standards to all of its members: 

IA} Independent Governance. The association’s governing board must be comprised of "independent directors" (former 

presidents, trustees, athletic directors, tenured faculty, and college athletes with extensive experience and knowledge of 

athletics) who are held in the highest esteem by the general public, reflect diversity of gender, race, and ethnicity, are not 

currently employed by any member institution, and are held responsible for protecting the interests of students and the 

integrity of higher education; 

IB} Athlete Protections. Requires high standards of due process prior to withdrawal of participation rights or athletics financial 

aid, mandates a coaching ethics code, specifies athletes’ rights related to commercial use of name, likeness and image and 

transfer to other institutions, mandates institutionally financed athletics injury insurance, requires prevention education and 

baseline testing/monitoring of health related risks, mandates physician determination of return to competition following 

injury, and mandates athletic scholarships extending to graduation (or five years) that cannot be reduced or canceled based 

on athletics performance, physical condition, or injury. 

IC} Specific Benefits to Athletes. Allows institutional members of the highest competitive division to provide athletic 

scholarships up to the full cost of attendance under federal definitions, requires that remedial and academic support 

programs of all member institutions be under the control of the institution’s academic authority, and mandates that a 

percentage of media revenues be used for the establishment of academic trust funds that enable athletes to complete 

baccalaureate or advanced degrees following completion of athletic eligibility. 

ID} Minimum Standards of Educational Athletic Program. Association members must provide for (1) "whistle blower" protection 
to college athletes, faculty, and other institutional employees, (2) regular external peer certification, (3) athletic participation 

restrictions for admitted athletes whose academic profile is more than one standard deviation below the mean academic 

profile of their entering class or below a cumulative GPA of 2.0, (4) institution ineligibility for post-season competition if Title 

IX or sport academic deficiencies are not remedied, (5) minimal regular season athletic contest schedule conflicts with class 

attendance and final exams, (6) prohibition of construction and exclusive use athletics facilities not available for general 

student use, and (7) control of excessive salaries and student fees. 
Financing Athlete Benefits. This Act requires NCAA ownership of all national championships, including any FBS play-off, and use 

of such championship proceeds to pay for all athlete health, insurance, scholarship and other benefits and protections under this 

Act. 

Limited Antitrust Exemption. Conditioned on its enforcement of all standards specified in this Act and the continued membership 

of all commercialized athletic programs specified in this Act, the NCAA would receive an antitrust exemption limited to those rules 

or rule categories specified in the Act. 

Reporting and Oversight. The Act requires institutions to have faculty-only committees for academic oversight of athletics. These 

committees would report annually to faculty senates and would provide annual reports to Congress that would be available online 

to the general public. The Secretary of Education would have the authority to approve exceptions and to issue regulations 

clarifying Act requirements.                                                                            Feb. 28, 2014 



COLLEGE ATHLETE PROTECTION ACT (CAP Act) 

Fact Sheet 

Three hundred and seventy-seven (377) 4-year higher education institutions in the USA, all members of the National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA), sponsor athletic programs generating annual revenues in excess of $1 million each, for a total of $11 

billion. Only twenty-three (23) of these athletic programs earn more money than they spend on operations, drawing upon 

student fees and institutional general fund subsidies to balance their budgets. The unprecedented commercialization of these 

athletics programs threatens the integrity of their institutions by (a) driving an "arms race" that results in athletics program annual 

cost increases that exceed the growth rates of other higher education expenses, (b) causing insufficient attention to the academic 

success and graduation of athletes, (c) encouraging admissions practices that allow academically under-qualified but athletically 

talented athletes, unable to compete with their peers in the classroom, to attend and participate in athletics (d) elevating the 

compensation of football and men’s basketball head coaches to levels far exceeding the compensation of top institutional faculty 

and administrators and the highest paid state employees in 41 of 50 states, (e) providing inadequate attention to the prevention 

and treatment of athletics injuries and insufficient athletics injury insurance, (f) proliferating construction of elaborate and costly 

facilities limited to athletics use only, and (g) igniting antitrust lawsuits and unionization efforts by athletes who believe they are 

being financially and academically exploited. 

As a condition for receiving federal funds and tax preferences, these institutions should meet standards that {1} specify 
adequate care of the education, health, and welfare of students participating in athletics, {2} prohibit excessive expenditures 

and exploitative practices, and {3} maintain a clear line of demarcation between collegiate sport conducted by non-profit 

educational institutions and professional sport. 

The CAP Act applies to 4-year higher education institutions with commercialized athletic programs (those generating $1 million or 

more in annual revenues) and conditions federal financial aid eligibility under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, 

prohibiting membership in any national governance association that does not apply the following standards to all of its members: 

{A} Independent Governance. The association’s governing board must be comprised of "independent directors" (former 

presidents, trustees, athletic directors, tenured faculty, and college athletes with extensive experience and knowledge of 

athletics) who are held in the highest esteem by the general public, reflect diversity of gender, race, and ethnicity, are not 

currently employed by any member institution, and are held responsible for protecting the interests of students and the 

integrity of higher education; 

{B} Athlete Protections. Requires high standards of due process prior to withdrawal of participation rights or athletics financial 

aid, mandates a coaching ethics code, specifies athletes’ rights related to commercial use of name, likeness and image and 

transfer to other institutions, mandates institutionally financed athletics injury insurance, requires prevention education and 

baseline testing/monitoring of health related risks, mandates physician determination of return to competition following 

injury, and mandates athletic scholarships extending to graduation (or five years) that cannot be reduced or canceled based 

on athletics performance, physical condition, or injury. 

{C} Specific Benefits to Athletes. Allows institutional members of the highest competitive division to provide athletic 

scholarships up to the full cost of attendance under federal definitions, requires that remedial and academic support 

programs of all member institutions be under the control of the institution’s academic authority, and mandates that a 

percentage of media revenues be used for the establishment of academic trust funds that enable athletes to complete 

baccalaureate or advanced degrees following completion of athletic eligibility. 

{D} Minimum Standards of Educational Athletic Program. Association members must provide for (1) "whistle blower" protection 
to college athletes, faculty, and other institutional employees, (2) regular external peer certification, (3) athletic participation 

restrictions for admitted athletes whose academic profile is more than one standard deviation below the mean academic 

profile of their entering class or below a cumulative GPA of 2.0, (4) institution ineligibility for post-season competition if Title 

IX or sport academic deficiencies are not remedied, (5) minimal regular season athletic contest schedule conflicts with class 

attendance and final exams, (6) prohibition of construction and exclusive use athletics facilities not available for general 

student use, and (7) control of excessive salaries and student fees. 
Financing Athlete Benefits. This Act requires NCAA ownership of all national championships, including any FBS play-off, and use 

of such championship proceeds to pay for all athlete health, insurance, scholarship and other benefits and protections under this 

Act. 

Limited Antitrust Exemption. Conditioned on its enforcement of all standards specified in this Act and the continued membership 

of all commercialized athletic programs specified in this Act, the NCAA would receive an antitrust exemption limited to those rules 

or rule categories specified in the Act. 

Reporting and Oversight. The Act requires institutions to have faculty-only committees for academic oversight of athletics. These 

committees would report annually to faculty senates and would provide annual reports to Congress that would be available online 

to the general public. The Secretary of Education would have the authority to approve exceptions and to issue regulations 

clarifying Act requirements.                                                                                Feb. 28, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 
Friday,                2:07 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Great article!!! 

Sotmds good--yes, is busy and hard to pin down! 

.... "Willingham wrote: 
> 
> I’m still trying to catch up with (and Jay won’t let me off the hook on this one) so maybe we can walk the dogs with her first. 
She responded to one email but then disappeared again, I think that she is really busy. Mary 
> 
> > On . at 10:12 PM, " @nc.rr.com" < T@nc.rr.com> wrote: 
>> 
> > Let me know when you’re available. 
> > Sadly, Piola seems to be defunct... 
> > There’s Brixx of course. 
> > Would be fun to get ; to bring to meet the dogs! 
>> 

>> 

> > .... "Willingham wrote: 
> >> HI!! Glad that you are in town. We DO need to get together for some wine and a dog walk. Mary 
> >> 

> >> Mary Willingham 
> >> CSSAC, UNC CH 
> >> www.unc.edu/-willingh<~:i/w.~.w..m~c.edu/~dllir~g~h> 
> >> 

> >> On at 1:17 PM, "i @nc.rr.com<mailto 
< @nc.rr.com<mailto ~ac.rr.com>> wrote: 
> >> 

> >> Hey--just read the Business Week(?) article and thought it was terrific. 
> >> Am rtmning to make a Tai Chi class but let’s get together soon! 
> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



We’d  ike your feedback 

Hi, 

Thank you for subscribing to our newsletters~ We want to make the most of our email 
communication with you, so we are conducting a brief survey to get feedback on our 
newsle~ers and emails overall. It should take less than two minutes. 

We hope you’ll take this moment to help us make improvements and provide relevant 
content that’s useful to you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Carson <       @tds.net> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 12:17 AM 

pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

FW: Letter from a Christian Whistleblower 

letter-from-Christian-whistleblower.pdf 

Hi Paul Barrett and Mary Willingham, 

So where is Christian chuch? AWOL, thereby complicit in the institutional wrongdoing at UNC. 

Joe Carson 

From: Joe Carson [mailto       @tds.net] 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 11:42 AM 
To: bloodwater@ bloodwatermission.com 
Subject: Letter from a Christian Whistleblower 

Dear Blood: Water Mission, 

Thank you for whatever consideration you give my contentions, their basis in empirical fact, and their relevancy to God’s 

will on earth in 20:14. 

I distributed the attached at "Justice Conference" www.thejusticeconference.com, which you sponsored, together with 

a number of Christian organizations, which I will be attendied in its Charlotte, NC satellite location on February 2:1-22. 

I would prefer to be shown wrong in my contentions about the Church’s too-often complicit posture to established 

records of corporation or government agency law-breaking and/or the apparent motivations of Christian leaders for it. 

Reality is that I expect this letter to be ignored, because while it cannot be factually challenged, it would be 

inconvenient to the professional standing and economic interests of Christian leaders at the Justice Confenerce to take it 

to heart. I hope my prediction is proven wrong. 

Please feel free to distribute, blog about, upload, discuss, and/or critique. I turn 60 in my quite priviledged life this week 

(as one specific, my parents had 5 children, all of whom are alive and healthy 55-62 years later - almost unheard of in 

any other place and time, in ours almost commonplace). It’s my last quarter, time to move the needle in positive 

directions for civilization reaching year 2:100 more-or-less intact - or as would be described in my Jesuit HS (Brooklyn 

Prep) "AMDG." 

An online version of the "letter" is available at http://whsknox.blogs.com/christian engineer/letter-from-Christian- 

whistleblower.pdf. 

Respectfully, 

Joe Carson, PE 

President, Affiliation of Christian Engineers www.christianengineer.org 

Long-time member of engineering or science professional societies ANS (www.ans.org), ASME (www.asme.org), NSPE 

(www.nspe.org), AAAS (www.aaas.org), EWB-USA (www.ewb-usa.org), and AEA (www.aeaworld.org) 

Employed by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) with responsibilities for nuclear safety oversight (www.energy.gov) - for 

identificaton purposes only, DOE does not endorse this "letter." 

Married 28 years, father of three, holder of sensitive security clearance in U.S. Government for over 30 years. 



NCAA Reform (I’m working on getting a PDF for each one of these) 

Congressman Dent 
Congressman Cardenas 
CAP ACT 
Northwestern Case 
OBannon Case 

We may want to print this article out, giving the Author credit of course - from yesterday and 
gives a good explanation of what’s happening with NCAA reform ..... 

http://www, nbcnews.com/business/business-news/will-northwestern-athlete-union-bid-mean- 
end-amateurism-n39551 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 1:56 PM 

Jay M Smith <          ~ @gmail.com> 

Fwd: ball don’t lie. (but bar graph might) 

IMG_1170.jpg; ATT00001.htm; ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; data.tiff; 
ATT00003.htm; ATT00002.c; ATT00004.htm 

Part I 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrett17@bloombergnet> 
Date: February 28, 2014 at 9:31:34 PM EST 
To: <mwill~n        r~c~ed-~> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ball don’t lie. (but bar graph might) 
Reply-To: Paul Barrett <pba~-ettl 7@Noombe~N.r~et> 

Have to admit I don’t follow this. 
Why did the person who sent you this send the bar chart? What’s the relevance of the photo? 
(I’m very literal-minded.) - Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Mary C. Willingham <mwi~lingham@unc~ed~2> 
At: 2/28/2014 21:15 

Paul, Many people are ’with us’. This is from a faculty member - check out the sighting of John 
Edwards in this pic. 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 1:56 PM 
Jay M Smith c° ~ @gmail.com> 

Fwd: ball don’t lie. (but bar graph might) 

IMG_I 170.j pg; ATT00001 .htm; ATT00001. c; ATT00002.htm; data.tiff; 
ATT00003.htm; ATT00002.c; ATT00004.htm 

Part I 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrett17@Noombergr~et> 
Date: February 28, 2014 at 9:31:34 PM EST 
To: <mwilli        unc.eda> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ball don’t lie. (but bar graph might) 
Reply-To: Paul Barrett <pba~et~ l 7@b~oomberg.ne~> 

Have to admit I don’t follow this. 
Why did the person who sent you this send the bar chart? What’s the relevance of the photo? 
(I’m very literal-minded.) - Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Mary C. Willingham <mwillin ur~c.edL~> 
At: 2/28/2014 21:15 

Paul, Many people are ’with us’. This is from a faculty member - check out the sighting of John 
Edwards in this pic. 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:00 PM 

~gmail.com 

FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.2013) 

2013.07.23 Smith Response2.27.2014.pdf 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Thursday, February 27, 20:t4 4:5:t PM 
To-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject-" Fwd: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.20:t3) 

I’ve only had the chance to scan. Only 2002-2003 stuff, mainly about firing. I guess Burgess just never emailed Crowder before 2002. Whaddya know. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.23.2013) 

Date:Thu, 27 Feb 2014 14:18:53 -0500 

From:Allen, Denise O,. <quallsal@emaiLunc.edu> 

To:Smith, Jay M <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

CC:Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the document referenced in her letter (in all, 82 pages / 1,060 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 
Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CamI~uS Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 9(32-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1(317 Fax 
Denise Allen@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              1:06 PM 

<       @live.unc.edu> 

reference update 

Can you forward me the UNC Best link again - public records requests (my delete trigger) have been a problem for me 

lately. I will do the recommendation this week! Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 

http://www.u nc.edu/~willingh/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

<      @live.unc.edu> 
Re: Setting up a Meeting 

Hi      , I am in Steele Building every afternoon for walk ins. It is not busy at all so any day between 2 & 5 
works. How about tomorrow or Wed.? Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On , at 1:26 PM, " ." < __~Iive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

How would I go about setting up an appointment with you? I’m not quite sure anymore, but I 
wanted to get back in contact with you if possible. 

Best, 

On , at 8:46 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiW r~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I have been assigned to Advising in Steele building in the afternoons from 2-5. My 
hours in SASB will be 10-1ish. You can always swing in and see me in Steele 
building - basement by back door. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
v, Tw~.unc.edui-wiWr~ 

On 
wrote: 

, at 7:05 PM, " " < 

Hello! 

I hope you have enjoyed your summer. I would really like to set up 

meetings with you some what regularly just to keep myself on track this 

semester. I was on the learning center website and would those be the 

only times you are available? I think I am in class on the days that I see 

you are available. Maybe we could set up something, I’d love to talk with 

you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:41 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Your NPR interview 

Hi, 

I was really impressed listing to you. I think you should be in the public spot light, maybe a show of some type. Something about the 
way you speak, clarity, matter of fact, logical, let alone your bravery and moral conviction. 
I just really enjoyed listing to your voice aside from the topic. 

I do think its a tragedy that these young men are used and discarded as is the case with many of our well meaning young men. I’m 
thinking of the stories in the documentary Murph, it’s related to the movie loan survivor, in a political context of how they find 
themselves in harms way and for whose purposes. 

I’m not really interested in sports stories but you enlightened me as to to human aspect of the issue and that is a deep concern of mine. 
Now I feel I should take a look at PBS documentary about NFL head injuries. 

I just wanted to share my thoughts and thank you for being a wonderful human being. 

If you every decide to go into public office, which I think persons of your integrity should, please notify me for support. I think you 
would be shocked by the national support you would receive. 

Best regards & keep up the effort, 

Notice all electronic communications are monitored & archived by the NSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Larson <         @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thank you for taking a stand for academic integrity 

Ms. Willingham, 

I just read the Bloomberg Businessweek article. Thank you for taking a 
stand for academic integrity. My hunch is that UNC is far, far from alone 
in Fudge-gate. I think I can hear paper being shredded by Division I 
schools everywhere... 

Eric Larson 
Raleigh, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your NPR interview 

Could it be from our ? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <            ~mail.com> 
Date: March 3, 2014 at 1:41:01 PMEST 
To: "mw~ngham@ur~c.ed~" <mwi~l~gham@ur~c.ed-a> 
Subject: Your NPR interview 

Hi, 

I was really impressed listing to you. I think you should be in the public spot light, maybe a show 
of some type. Something about the way you speak, clarity, matter of fact, logical, let alone your 
bravery and moral conviction. 
I just really enjoyed listing to your voice aside from the topic. 

I do think its a tragedy that these young men are used and discarded as is the case with many of our 
well meaning young men. I’m thinking of the stories in the documentary Murph, it’s related to the 
movie loan survivor, in a political context of how they find themselves in harms way and for whose 
purposes. 

I’m not really interested in sports stories but you enlightened me as to to human aspect of the issue 
and that is a deep concern of mine. Now I feel I should take a look at PBS documentary about NFL 
head injuries. 

I just wanted to share my thoughts and thank you for being a wonderful human being. 

If you every decide to go into public office, which I think persons of your integrity should, please 
notify me for support. I think you would be shocked by the national support you would receive. 

Best regards & keep up the effort, 

Notice all electronic communications are monitored & archived by the NSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your NPR interview 

Could it be from our      ’2 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <            ~mai~.corr~> 
Date: March 3, 2014 at 1:41:01 PMEST 
To: "mwil~i         r~c. edu" <mwil~ir~       unc. ed~> 
Subject: Your NPR interview 

Hi, 

I was really impressed listing to you. I think you should be in the public spot light, maybe a show 
of some type. Something about the way you speak, clarity, matter of fact, logical, let alone your 
bravery and moral conviction. 
I just really enjoyed listing to your voice aside from the topic. 

I do think its a tragedy that these young men are used and discarded as is the case with many of our 
well meaning young men. I’m thinking of the stories in the documentary Murph, it’s related to the 
movie loan survivor, in a political context of how they find themselves in harms way and for whose 
purposes. 

I’m not really interested in sports stories but you enlightened me as to to human aspect of the issue 
and that is a deep concern of mine. Now I feel I should take a look at PBS documentary about NFL 
head injuries. 

I just wanted to share my thoughts and thank you for being a wonderful human being. 

If you every decide to go into public office, which I think persons of your integrity should, please 
notify me for support. I think you would be shocked by the national support you would receive. 

Best regards & keep up the effort, 

Notice all electronic communications are monitored & archived by the NSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FROM MISS ASHLEY (PER MY PHONE CALL) 

Story Rights Contract.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Check out the contract and laugh - good fun. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "C.P. ASHLEY"<       ~ahoo.com> 
Date: March 3, 2014 at 2:51:33 PM EST 
To: "mwillingham@unc~edu" <row c~edu> 
Cc: " ~,ahoo.com" < ~,ahoo.com> 
Subject: FROM MISS ASHLEY (PER MY PHONE CALL) 
Reply-To: "C.P. ASHLEY"<       ~ahoo.com> 

March 1, 2014 

Dear Mary: 

I am attaching in this email a three page CONTRACT for your review. This is a 
"draft" that will allow you to "draw a line through" those things you may find 
objectionable and add those things that you "need". 
2. Please call me, if you are interested in proceeding further. 
3. I won’t be taking the "project" to Universal, nor to Warner Bros nor to any of their 
assigns or subsidiaries (DreamWorks SKG exempted). 
4. MY BLOG: http:llwvvworer~eeash~e~baker~wordpresso¢om~ 
Signed 
E.R. Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:06 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: Your NPR interview 

, Thank you so much for your kind words. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
wwwom~c.edu!~-willir~ 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 1:41 PM, " ~mail. corn> wrote: 

Hi, 

I was really impressed listing to you. I think you should be in the public spot light, maybe a show 
of some type. Something about the way you speak, clarity, matter of fact, logical, let alone your 
bravery and moral conviction. 
I just really enjoyed listing to your voice aside from the topic. 

I do think its a tragedy that these young men are used and discarded as is the case with many of our 
well meaning young men. I’m thinking of the stories in the documentary Murph, it’s related to the 
movie loan survivor, in a political context of how they find themselves in harms way and for whose 
purposes. 

I’m not really interested in sports stories but you enlightened me as to to human aspect of the issue 
and that is a deep concern of mine. Now I feel I should take a look at PBS documentary about NFL 
head injuries. 

I just wanted to share my thoughts and thank you for being a wonderful human being. 

If you every decide to go into public office, which I think persons of your integrity should, please 
notify me for support. I think you would be shocked by the national support you would receive. 

Best regards & keep up the effort, 

Notice all electronic communications are monitored & archived by the NSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:06 PM 

~gmail.com 

Re: Your NPR interview 

, Thank you so much for your kind words. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.m~c~edu!~-willir~g~h 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 1:41 PM, " ~maiLcom" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

Hi, 

I was really impressed listing to you. I think you should be in the public spot light, maybe a show 
of some type. Something about the way you speak, clarity, matter of fact, logical, let alone your 
bravery and moral conviction. 
I just really enjoyed listing to your voice aside from the topic. 

I do think its a tragedy that these young men are used and discarded as is the case with many of our 
well meaning young men. I’m thinking of the stories in the documentary Murph, it’s related to the 
movie loan survivor, in a political context of how they find themselves in harms way and for whose 
purposes. 

I’m not really interested in sports stories but you enlightened me as to to human aspect of the issue 
and that is a deep concern of mine. Now I feel I should take a look at PBS documentary about NFL 
head injuries. 

I just wanted to share my thoughts and thank you for being a wonderful human being. 

If you every decide to go into public office, which I think persons of your integrity should, please 
notify me for support. I think you would be shocked by the national support you would receive. 

Best regards & keep up the effort, 

Notice all electronic communications are monitored & archived by the NSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,        ~     3:06 PM 

<      @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Setting up a Meeting 

Great, see you tomorrow. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 1:35 PM, " 

I can come by at 2pm tomorrow! 

On , at 1:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~ ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi       I am in Steele Building every afternoon for walk ins. It is not busy at all so 
any day between 2 & 5 works. How about tomorrow or Wed.? Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.ur~c, edui~wi~lingh= 

On . at 1:26 PM, " " < @live.ur~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Hello! 

How would I go about setting up an appointment with you? I’m not quite 
sure anymore, but I wanted to get back in contact with you if possible. 

Best, 

On            , at 8:46 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwi[[ingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I have been assigned to Advising in Steele building in the 
afternoons from 2-5. My hours in SASB will be 10-1ish. You 
can always swing in and see me in Steele building - basement 
by back door. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.ur~c, edui~willir~ 



On at 7:05 PM, " 
@~ve,unc~edu> wrote: 

Hello! 

I hope you have enjoyed your summer. I would 

really like to set up meetings with you some 

what regularly just to keep myself on track this 

semester. I was on the learning center website 

and would those be the only times you are 

available? I think I am in class on the days that I 

see you are available. Maybe we could set up 

something, I’d love to talk with you. 

Best, 



From: mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 5:3 5 PM 

To: < @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: EDUC Peer Tutoring 

Thanks        . I will be looking at posted observations later this week and I believe that you will still have 
tutored 9 nights - I lowered it from 10 because of the weather issues. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
wnvw.ur~c, edui~-~willi~ 

On , at 5:30 PM, " 

Hello Professor Willingham, 

" <, ~.1ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be unable to attend EDUC    class this Tuesday, and will be unable to make up tutoring on 

the Wednesday, because I have meetings that night. I just wanted to make sure that you knew, 

and check that I would still be able to tutor enough weeks this semester. I also believe I will be 

missing one other class in the beginning of April, but I should be able to attend every other 

tutoring session. Finally, I wanted to make sure that my tutoring observation form was received. I 

filled it out this weekend, because I knew that I would be unable to observe this upcoming week. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              5:35 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC Peer Tutoring 

Thanks        , I will be looking at posted observations later this week and I believe that you will still have 
tutored 9 nights - I lowered it from 10 because of the weather issues. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
v~,~.unc, edui~willing_h 

On at 5:30 PM, " " < 

Hello Professor Willingham, 

I will be unable to attend EDUC    class this Tuesday, and will be unable to make up tutoring on 

the Wednesday, because I have meetings that night. I just wanted to make sure that you knew, 

and check that I would still be able to tutor enough weeks this semester. I also believe I will be 

missing one other class in the beginning of April, but I should be able to attend every other 

tutoring session. Finally, I wanted to make sure that my tutoring observation form was received. I 

filled it out this weekend, because I knew that I would be unable to observe this upcoming week. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, March 3, 2014 6:03 PM 

Sam Stoloff <ss@goldinlit.com> 

Re: FROM MISS ASHLEY (PER MY PHONE CALL) 

Sam, Yes. How bizarre. Are you back and j et lagged? I’ve been working on this proj ect- ~erdassinc.com 
Check it out. We have a book tab and after CNN returns next week and HBO airs my interview on 3/25, I hope 
to have tons of traffic. BBBW has been helpful, I’ve now heard from NY Times Magazine. They’re next up. 
And, I still have my day job which is amazing. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c. 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 5:51 PM, "Sam Stoloft~’ < ldirdit.com> wrote: 

119 

This came from out of the blue? 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillin ] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: ss@~oldirflit.com 
Subject: Fwd: FROM MISS ASHLEY (PEP, MY PHONE CALL) 

Sam, This is quite entertaining. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "C.P. ASHLEY"<       ~;ahoo.com> 
Date: March 3, 2014 at 2:51:33 PM EST 
To: "mwillin ~nc.ed~" <mwilli~ham(~nc~ed~> 
Cc: " ~:ahoo.com" < ~:ahoo.com> 
Subject: FROM MISS ASHLEY (PER MY PHONE CALL) 
Reply-To: "C.P. ASHLEY"<       ~,’ahoo.com> 

March 1, 2014 

Dear Mary: 



I am attaching in this email a three page CONTRACT for your review. 
This is a "draft" that will allow you to "draw a line through" those things 
you may find objectionable and add those things that you "need". 
2. Please call me, if you are interested in proceeding further. 
3. I won’t be taking the "project" to Universal, nor to Warner Bros nor to 
any of their assigns or subsidiaries (DreamWorks SKG exempted). 
4. MY BLOG: http://w~reneeashleybake~owo~dp~ess.com/ 
Signed 
E.R. Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, 6:04 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Summer Online Course 

Math    or Phil but I need a closer look. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.unc.edui~w~ll~ng_h_ 

On at 5:32 PM, " " < ~maH.com> wrote: 

Ok, thanks for that. Are there any online courses with a QI credit that you would recommend? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5 17 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiHin unc.edu> wrote: 

Comp counts for a PH not a QI/QR 

From: ~mailocom] 
Sent: Monday, ± ± :u4 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Summer Online Course 

Ok, thank you. 

On Mon, at 6:26 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

I can look it up this afternoon in CC and email you back. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On , at 4:57 PM, " " <~ ~maKcom> wrote: 

It was a QI requirement. I’m about 85% sure that class will fulfill the 
credit, but I can meet with you tomorrow just to make sure. 

On           at 11:20 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 



HI 
I don’t remember which requirement you need - is it the QR 
or QI? Or was it just an elective? 
We can meet during walk in hours this week (Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday) and I can look it up. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On 

< 

, at 11:11 AM, " 
~mail.corr~> wrote: 

Hi, I was looking at the option of taking a 
course online instead of transferring a credit in. 
If memory serves me right, the Comp 
course, Computers and Society, would fulfill 
this last credit. Could you let me know if this is 
a better option? Thanks for all of your help. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Class of 

Class of: 
English BA 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:15 AM 

Melinda Manning <          .~gmail.com> 

Re: Important Update on Heating Process 

See you there at 12:15. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 11:11 AM, "Melinda Manning" corn> wrote: 

Have you been to Mei Asian on Franklin by the CVS? Richard gives it the Chinese seal of approval. How 
about there at 12:15? 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:58 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <rnwiNr~gham@anc.edu> wrote: 

lunch somewhere? I’m buying. Name the time and place. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. anc. eda/-willin~ 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:07 AM, "Melinda Manning" corn> wrote: 

I can meet you wherever as long as I am back in my building by 2. 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:01 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <rnwi~1mgharn~.ar~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Thanks. I have not thought about the questions yet- should get there 
in an hour or so- will you be on campus? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www. ur~c. edu/~-~willir~ 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 9:54 AM, "Melinda Manning" 
<       ~" ~ ~rnaiLcorn> wrote: 

Well-now you don’t have to sit through a hearing .... 

I do think you need to submit something for the 
questions-I have some time before my 2 PM class if you 
want help 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 9:41 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<rnwi~ing~arn~nc. ed~> wrote: 

Now what? 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "Raglan& Vanessa" 

<v~EIess              L~flC, edu> 

Date: March 4, 2014 at 9:05:51 
AM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." 

<mwi~in      unc.edu>, 
"Owen, Bobbi A" 

<owenbob(~anc~ ed~> 
Cc: "Powell~ Leslie Michele" 
<~es~ie~owe~@med.~c.ed~>, 
"Leousis, Peter" 

<~eousis@email. unc. edu>, 
"Ski~er, Debra" 
<debra. skinner]~u~c, edu> 

"Vu, Maih~ B" 

Subject: Important Update 
on Hearing Process 

SENT ON BEHALF OF 
LESLIE POWELL, PANEL 
LEAD AND ACTING CHAIR 

Dear Ms. Willingham and 

Dean Owen, 

As you both are aware, upon 

remand, the Chancellor 

tasked the EPA Non-Faculty 

Grievance Panel with 

developing a more complete 

record on two specific issues 

related to the grievance filed 

by Ms. Willingham. In order 

to obtain this requested 

information expeditiously, 

the Panel requested written 

submissions regarding these 

two issues from each party. 

After carefully reviewing this 

information, the Panel 

realized that there was 

additional evidence to be 

gathered regarding these two 

issues. Instead of proceeding 

with additional rounds of 

written submissions from the 

parties, in an effort to resolve 

this matter as efficiently as 

possible, the Panel decided to 

have a hearing so that any 

remaining answers and 

outstanding evidence could 

be gathered all at once. 



Both parties have now 

questioned the necessity of a 

hearing of this matter on 

remand, suggesting that 

written responses be 

submitted, instead. The Panel 

acknowledges that this has 

been a long and challenging 

process. It is, however, our 

responsibility to seek to 

attain a complete and 

accurate factual record 

regarding the two issues 

identified by the Chancellor. 

Therefore, the Panel will meet 
on Thursday, March 6th at 

1:00 p.m. as planned, and we 

hope to hear from you at that 

time. It is our understanding 

that Mr. Collins will not be 

present, and that is certainly 

his choice to make. If either 

party decides not to appear in 

person, the Panel is willing to 

accept written responses to 

the questions sent to you on 

Friday, February 28, 

2014. Any such responses 

submitted should be 

submitted by the parties no 

later than 5:00 p.m. on 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014. 

The Panel will carefully 

review the materials already 

submitted on remand, as well 

as responses (whether 

provided in-person or by 

written submission) and will 
then issue its supplemental 

report to the Chancellor as 

soon as possible. 

If you have any questions or 

concerns, please contact 

Vanessa Ragland. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie M. Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc, edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:15 AM 

Melinda Manning <         @gmail.com> 

Re: Important Update on Hearing Process 

See you there at 12:15. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. uric. edu/-willingh 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 11:11 AM, "Melinda Manning" ~ ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Have you been to Mei Asian on Franklin by the CVS? Richard gives it the Chinese seal of approval. How 
about there at 12:15? 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:58 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir@~mmS~mc.eda> wrote: 

lunch somewhere? I’m buying. Name the time and place. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www~ ~nc~ ed~/~wiN~ ~ 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:07 AM, "Melinda Manning", ~maiLcom> wrote: 

I can meet you wherever as long as I am back in my building by 2. 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 10:01 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil~mgham~anc.edu> 
wrote: 

Thanks. I have not thought about the questions yet- should get there 
in an hour or so- will you be on campus? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www~ ~ac~ edt~/~wiNr~ 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 9:54 AM, "Melinda Manning" 
~ma~Lcom> wrote: 

Well-now you don’t have to sit through a hearing .... 

I do think you need to submit something for the 
questions-I have some time before my 2 PM class if you 
want help 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 9:41 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwi~lir~gham~r~c. ed~> wrote: 

Now what? 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "Raglan& Vanessa" 
<,~.anes s a_ra~ ar~(~ ~r~c. edu> 
l)ate: March 4, 2014 at 9:05:51 
AM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary 12." 
<mwil~in~h~mCq? unc. edu>, 
"Owen, Bobbi A" 
<owenbob~m~c. edu> 
Cc: "Powell, Leslie Michele" 
<lesli med.u~c.edu>, 
"Leousis, Peter" 
<1 eousis~emmL uric. edu>, 
"Ski~er, Debra" 
<debra. skinner(~unc, edu>, 
"Vu, Maih~ B" 
<maihan. ~.,u~nc. ed~> 
Subject: Important Update 
on Hearing Process 

SENT ON BEHALF OF 
LESLIE POWELL, PANEL 
LEAD AND ACTING CHAIR 

Dear Ms. Willingham and 

Dean Owen, 

As you both are aware, upon 
remand, the Chancellor 
tasked the EPA Non-Faculty 
Grievance Panel with 
developing a more complete 
record on two specific issues 
related to the grievance filed 
by Ms. Willingham. In order 
to obtain this requested 
information expeditiously, 
the Panel requested written 
submissions regarding these 
two issues from each party. 
After carefully reviewing this 
information, the Panel 
realized that there was 
additional evidence to be 
gathered regarding these two 
issues. Instead of proceeding 
with additional rounds of 
written submissions from the 
parties, in an effort to resolve 
this matter as efficiently as 
possible, the Panel decided to 
have a hearing so that any 
remaining answers and 
outstanding evidence could 
be gathered all at once. 



Both parties have now 

questioned the necessity of a 

hearing of this matter on 

remand, suggesting that 

written responses be 

submitted, instead. The Panel 

acknowledges that this has 

been a long and challenging 

process. It is, however, our 

responsibility to seek to 

attain a complete and 

accurate factual record 

regarding the two issues 

identified by the Chancellor. 

Therefore, the Panel will meet 

on Thursday, March 6th at 

1:00 p.m. as planned, and we 

hope to hear from you at that 

time. It is our understanding 

that Mr. Collins will not be 

present, and that is certainly 

his choice to make. If either 

party decides not to appear in 

person, the Panel is willing to 

accept written responses to 

the questions sent to you on 

Friday, February 28, 

2014. Any such responses 

submitted should be 

submitted by the parties no 

later than 5:00 p.m. on 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014. 

The Panel will carefully 

review the materials already 

submitted on remand, as well 

as responses (whether 

provided in-person or by 

written submission) and will 
then issue its supplemental 

report to the Chancellor as 

soon as possible. 

If you have any questions or 

concerns, please contact 

Vanessa Ragland. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie M. Powell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Interview with Bob Edwards 

Just emails and a few more calls/text messages. I like the outcome. 

From-" Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 04-, 2014- 12:18 PM 
To-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject-" Re: Interview with Bob Edwards 

Sorry you had to keep that ball in the air, too. 

On 3/4/14 12:16 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

I’m not on the nominating committee but that is something else that was going on for the last several days. 

MaW Willinghaan 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

~wwv. unc. edu/-~villingh 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 12:15 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Of course you knew. I’m sure you’re responsible for it. Thanks for the nomination. 

On 3/4/14 12:14 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

I knew. Congratulations Jay. 

On Mar 4, 2014, at 11:44 AM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

I just got a call from Allen Sack. I suspect you know what it was all about. We’re bringing such glory to UNC, 

aren’t we? 

On 3/4/14 9:42 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: THOM ALLENA ~         ~aol.com> 

Date: March 4, 2014 at 12:57:03 AM EST 

To: <mwillingham(~ unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview with Bob Edwards 

HI Mary: 

I teach in a social justice program at the University of New Mexico 

and have consulted with several athletic programs primarily dealing 

with off field violations. I heard part of your interview today with Bob Edwards 
that reminded me of my work with the UCLA football team about a decade ago when 
twenty student-athletes had forged doctor’s signatures in order the get disabled 

parking permits. Big media response to the incidents. One of the leverages in the 

process involved a number of alumni who made it clear that they were 

curtailing their donations to the university which got the university;s 

attention. I was asked to facilitate a restorative justice circle on 

campus between the athletes, disabled students and faculty, parents, 

coaches, university administrators, other students. (~uite a process that 

took an entire day but had an interesting outcome, namely we explored 

the role of race and economics in big time college athletics at UCLA. A 

very powerful honest process where people stepped outside their 

official roles and talking points. One person referred to the process as 

modern day form of slavery given the hours and the economics involved. 

It became a chapter in a book I co-authored, Restorative Justice on 

the College Campus. 

Using a restorative lens at UNC and other campuses begins to quantify 

the harm associated with the process of admitting under qualified 

students-atheletes. How are athletes, families, other students and the 

institution itself impacted? And what is the nature of the harm? 

I ’d be happy to connect with you at some point. I wish you the best with 
your book and support your courageous work at UNC. 



best wishes, 
Thorn Allena 

THOM ALLENA, Ph.D, Peace Studies Program 

University of New Mexico 

Co-author: Restorative Justice on the College Campus 

3330 Calle P’o Ae Pi, Apt. 12101 

Santa Fe, NM 87507 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:42 AM 

Blanton, Robin C ~rcb@email.unc.edu>; Behrens, Vicki ~pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Faison, Christopher 
<chris faison@unc.edu>; Guevarra, Percival Villegas ~percival.gv@unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa L 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Slivka, Data <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K 
<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi ~vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. ~mwillingham@unc.edu>; Butler, Becky <becky.butler@unc.edu>; 
Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

KIM ABELS 

Dear CSSAC Colleagues, 

Dean Bobbi Owen has shared the announcement below with all the deans, directors and department heads regarding the appointment of Kim Abels as the permanent director of the Learning Center 

and Writing Center. This is exciting news for our "CSSAC Family." Please join me in congratulating Kim on her new appointment. 

Harold 

I am delighted to announce that Kim Abels is the new director of the Writing Center and the Learning Center in the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling. She has served as director of 

the Writing Center for 18 years, and as interim director of the Learning Center since 2011. She was appointed to her new position overseeing both programs earlier this month. 

Kim has worked creatively with students, faculty and staff to develop the Writing Center into a vital pan-university resource for anyone seeking help with written work. The Center serves 

undergraduates, graduate students, staff and faculty with about 5,000 tutorials onsite and online each academic year. Moreover, the instructional materials and videos on the Center’s web page draw 

some 35,000 hits per day, about one million page views each month, from across Carolina and all over the world. 

Kim has been working with Learning Center staff to develop new programs for students, including academic coaching groups, study boot camps and online materials. The Center also offers 

undergraduate tutoring programs, test prep, and study groups. 

Kim received a Ph.D. in English from The Ohio State University in 1994 and joined UNC-Chapel Hill in 1995 as the first-fulltime director of the Writing Center. 

The College and the University are fortunate to have had Kim with us for so long. We are grateful that she accepted this new leadership role. 

With best regards, 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:35 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 

<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara <slivka@email.unc.edu>; Faison, Christopher 

<chris_faison@unc.edu>; Guevarra, Percival Villegas <percival.gv@unc.edu>; Butler, 

Becky <becky.butler@unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Perry, 

Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Shambley, Billie K 

<shambley@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 

Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Behrens, Vicki <pixie@ad.unc.edu>; Taylor, Gigi <vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Rademacher, 

Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu> 

reviving appy hour 

We’ve been put off schedule a bit by various interruptions the past few weeks, but we thought that those of us that are 

around on Friday might gather for a pre-Spring Break Appy Hour to regroup and gather some momentum. Our goal was to 

have 10 potential apps to recommend at this stage, but from what I’ve gathered most teams aren’t near that mark yet. No 

worries, let’s take what we have so far and keep going! We’ll adjust our sights as needed as we go forward. We might also 

discuss feedback ideas or experiences we’ve had thus far or want to plan to seek from students we know on any apps we’ve 

found. 

Please plan to come for lunch and a work session on Friday--and confirm your attendance with Billie so we’ll know how much 

lunch to order. 

Spring Break here we come! 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

. @aol.com 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:58 PM 

Willingh~an, M~¢ C. <m~illingh~an@unc.edu> 

Re: CAP ACT one page 

Winning Integrity Prog SummAllSports 091312,1).docx; ExecutiveSummary All Sports 091312,3).docx; 

WIMarketing folder contents (1).docx 

Mary: 

Thank you for taking our call, the pleasure was ours. As promised, I have attached some informational materials about us and our company, Winning Integrity. We appreciate 
the opportunity to introduce Winning Integrity to you and look forward to further discussions about ethical issues in need of restoration and reform. Please feel free to include 
these documents when introducing Winning Integrity to any of your contacts. 

Robert Northrop 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: rdnorthrop <        . ,@aol.com> 

Sent: Wed, Mar 5, 2014 9:38 am 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thank you for calling yesterday. I will follow up with more contacts next week during our spring break here, but in the meantime many of the contacts and information 
that I mentioned can be found out at my website -        erclassinc,com. 
The website is still a work in progress (went up last week) and a full version of the CAP Act will be added by the end of the week. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www. u nc.edu/-willinqh 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:34 PM, ’ !f~.~.#ol.com" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Mary: 

I admire you for sticking to your guns, especially under the circumstances. The truth and facts will speak for themselves. I had my share of stormy controversy 
at times when I’d arrest a "pillar of the community". Those in high places, like Provost Dean would rally to the defense of the accused by condemning the 
accuser (me and the gov’t) and our "so called facts". We never held press conferences, (6th Amendment ethical violation) we did all our talking in a public trial in 
open court We never lost a trial...never. Afterwards, the changed minds and reforms came with public support. I hope you experience the same kind of 
vindication. 

The Friday Legacy Fund is a good place for you. In Washington DC, the U. S. Attorney’s Office gave time to any of the prosecutors who would volunteer to tutor 
a disadvantaged child in the city. I mention this as a passing thought if the FLF doesn’t already harness volunteer professionals outside of education. 

I was a nationally recognized expert and advocate for children in my law enforcement career. I am now a principle in a start up company (Winning Integrity) 
with a former Assistant U. S. Attorney General and an NFL great. The former DOJ Asst AG was responsible for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency issues, 
prosecutions, grants and funding. The NFL player was a 3 time Super Bowl and 4 time pro bowler with a history of working with disadvantaged children during 
and long after his NFL career. 

We are working to bring our different talents and shared interest in helping young people together to work with college student-athletes, the presidents, athletic 
directors and academics to protect the brand and integrity of the universities, student-athletes and sports. We are not yet making money and I cannot afford to 
pay you, but I would like have you as an as needed consultant for our group. Would you be interested? If so, I can send you a more detailed bio of our group and 
services. I’ll thank you now in advance for your consideration. 

All the best & Win! 

Robert 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. < nc.edu> 
To: rdnodhrop <        _.~o[.com> 

Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 3:56 pm 
Subject: RE: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thank you very much. VVhat I have not disclosed, yet, is that 71 of the 183 woefully underprepared athletes in my study took a 

combined 240 (fake) paper classes. They may have received a degree, but they did not get an education here at Carolina. We (and I was part 

of the [3we[3) failed these students who entertained us on game day. I will continue to push for a solution, both here at Carolina and nationally. I 

am also part of a group initiating a literacy project with the President Friday Legacy Fund to eradicate illiteracy in NC, the state that he so truly 

loved. Again, I appreciate your support. Regards, Mary 

From:         @aol,com [mailto:        ~aol,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: CAP ACT one page 
Mary: 
I admire your courage and ability to survive the UNC academic scandals. You should be congratulated for maintaining your integrity. I submitted the attached 
commentary to a sports blog making that point. I hope you like it. I’d like your feedback if you have time. Thank you 
Robert 

.... Original Message .... 



From: Willingham, Mary C. <             unc.edu> 
To: rdnorthrop <j         ~aol.com> 

Sent: Fri, Feb 21,2014 11:11 am 
Subject: CAP ACT one page 

Robert, Thanks for the email and call. Attached is a summary sheet of a bill that I along with my colleagues at The Drake Group put together. We have included 
your exact suggestion (in the longer format) for a one year remediation/red shirt program for athletes below regular admission standards. The NCAA would have 
to pay for the program, and some rules would need to be adjusted. There is much more work ahead, and I do believe that UNC is trying to make improvements. 
Best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Project, USA <phillip@blackstarproject.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 8:48 AM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Kwame Nkrumala Academy Honors African Heritage; I Am Asking for Help to Educate Black Boys; Faculty Athletics Committee Explores 

Education for Black Male Students; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members; What NAEP Tells Us About How Much 

Ame_ 

Register Your Child At A School 
That Honors Their Heritage 

£~ :-<-:,~ ’\’,, , ,’,.,,<, ~ V-",< < 

2014, - 2015 LOTTERY APPLICATIONS FOR 

K-7TM GRADES AVAI LA, BLE IN 

SCHOOL OFFICE ORAT 

Stop by f!~r a tour and learn more about our school! 

Kwame Nkrumah Academy 
314 W. 108th Street 
Chicago, IL 60628 

773.568.8000 phone 
http:llwmvw,kwamenkrumahacademy.org/ 

Racial climate for athletes considered 
by Faculty Ath letics Committee 

By Amanda Albright 

March 4, 2014 
The stories range from books like "The New Plantation" to articles such as "How 
Colleges Fail Black Football Players." 



College athletics programs have been credited with everything from giving low- 
income students the opportunity to get a college education to accusations of 
exploiting those same players, barring them from pay for their work. 
The Faculty Athletics Committee took on this conundrum Tuesday in a 
discussion led by exercise and sports science professor Deborah Stroman, the 
sole black member of the group. 
Only 50 percent of black male athletes graduate within six years from colleges in 
the seven majorNCAA Division I sports conferences, compared to 67 percent of 
student-athletes overall, according to a report the University of Pennsylvania’s 
Ceorynter for the Study of Race and Equity in Education. 
And at UNC, an academic scandal put what was formerly the Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies in the national spotlight for no-show classes. 
Since then, many professors and students have worried about the racial 
implications of how the scandal is portrayed. 
Sociology professor Andrew Perrin, a member of the committee, said he believed 
the argument that black athletes were sometimes exploited. 
"When we’re not offering an adequate education to young black males who come 
here. We’re exploiting them," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

PNC Bank Supplies Tax Preparation 
to Those Who Need Help 

Saturday, March 15 

9:3oam - l:OOpm 

PNC Bank 
7300 S. Stony Island 
Chicago, IL. 6o649 

Saturday, April 12’h 

9:3oam - l:OOpm 

PNC Bank 
3450 W. 26th Street 
Chicago, IL. 60623 

Only 10% of 8th-grade Black boys in the United States read at 
a proficient level accordinq to the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP). This predicts an absolute 
catastrophe for Black communities across America in the 
next 5- to 10-years!!! There is no plan, that I know of to teach 
more than 10% of Black boys to read proficiently in America. 
I have spent much of my life asking elected officials for help, 
asking faith leaders for help, asking business leaders for 
help, asking parents for help. For the most part, I received 
very little help to teach Black boys to read. 

Now I am asking you for help. 



Shavelle Bell, sitting left and Tiffany Hope, right, representing the Alpha Kappa 

Alpha Sorority, Inc - Theta Omega Chapter, make a generous donation to the 

Young Black Men of Honor Mentor Program at The Black Star Project. Phillip 

Jackson is sitting between them with mentees behind them. 

If only 10% of Black boys read proficiently: 

¯ Howwill they qualify for the few, precious job 
opportunities in America? 

¯ How will they support families? 
¯ Howwill they help build and stabilize our communities 

economically and socially? 
¯ Howwill they be able to serve as role models and 

mentors for coming generations of young Black Boys? 
¯ Who will our daughters marry???! 
¯ Can the Black community survive if our male children 

cannot read? 

I have asked the White House, the State House and City Hall 
for help to teach Black children to read, but apparently at this 
time, this is not a priority for them, Is it a priority for you? 
I am asking you to help us financially so that we can teach 
Black boys to read at a proficient level, 
If you know of another organization doing as much or more 
than The Black Star Project to educate Black students and 

develop Black families, you should support that organization 
financially now! If you do not know of another organization 
doing this work, please support The Black Star Project, 
I thank Illinois State Senator Kimberly Lighfford, Illinois State 
Senator Jacqueline Collins, and Chicago Alderman Will 
Burns for their ongoing support for The Black Star Project, I 
also thank Illinois State Representative Esther Golar for her 
personal support for The Black Star Project, 
Now, I need your support to teach Black boys to read 
proficiently, 
With your support we can accomplish much more, Please 
become a member of The Black Star Project today and help 
us continue our nation-leading work in the area of creating 
better students, better parents, better families and better 

communities! 
Sincerely, 

P hillip J ackson 
Executive Director 
773,285,9600 
Click Here to become a member of The Black Star Project 
or you may send checks or money orders to: 
The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 
City\Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 

Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 



Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D.C.) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael 
Holzman. This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of 
Education’s National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

What NAEP Tells Us About How Much 
America Cares About Black Children 

By Michael Holzman, Guest blogger of Dr. Eric Cooper 
February 7, 2014 

The National Assessment of Educational Progress 

(NAEP) is considered the best barometer of how well 
schools are educating our nation’s children. The latest 
results are no cause for celebration. They show a 
widening racial gap in one key measure of reading 
success, and remind us of the troubling differences in 
academic achievement for children of color from state 
to state. 

In education, the Grade 8 reading assessment is a 
watershed. By that time, students have attended 

school for at least nine years - ample opportunity for 
Michael Holzrnan 

individual challenges to be identified and overcome. If 
students cannot read as well as they should by eighth grade, the conventional 

wisdom is that it is unlikely they will be able to learn anything else easily or well. 

That makes the latest NAEP results especially distressing. In 2002, 13 percent 
of black eighth-graders read at grade level, compared with 39 percent of whites - 
a gap of 26 percentage points. Last year, 16 percent of black students were at or 
above grade level, compared with 44 percent of whites - a difference of 28 
percentage points. The gap is widening. 

Worse, nearly 90 percent of black males in the eighth grade did not read at 
grade level last year. Will they catch up? Will they drop out? Or will they be 
"graduated," still unable to read well enough for a career or college? 

Adult statistics aren’t any better. Nineteen percent of adult black Americans 
have a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared with 30 percent of whites; and only 
16 percent of black males have a college degree. More than 80 percent of young 
black men, then, have little chance of obtaining middle-class jobs or raising a 
family much above the poverty level. 

How to solve the problem? Change these harmful policies and practices... 

Click Here to Read Full Blog 

Michael Holzman is a researcher and author. He has served as consultant to 
numerous foundations and is the author of the Schott Foundation’s series 
"Public Education and Black Male Students: A State Report Card." 

How Anti-Poverty Programs 
Marginalize Fathers 



Based on decades-old stereotypes that unmarried 
dads are "deadbeats," the majority of welfare programs 
almost exclusively serve women and children. 

Matt Rourke/AP Photo 

By ELIZABETH STUART 
February 25, 2014 

The 10-month-old twins call Frandy "Da Da." He changes their diapers, mixes up 
their formula, and helps shoulder the burden of providing food, clothing, and 
medical care. 

But the girls aren’t his children; Frandy’s girlfriend Cassie was pregnant when 
they started dating. When, a few months later, the two decided to move in 
together, "1 knew raising the kids was part of the package," said Frandy, a 23- 
year-old from inner-city Boston. 

His own 6-year-old daughter lives across town with her mother and her mother’s 

boyfriend. Frandy sends a check every month. 

Such complex family arrangements are becoming increasingly common, 
particularly among the poor, like Frandy and Cassie. Nearly 40 percent of unwed 
parents with low education levels share childrearing responsibilities with a co- 
residential boyfriend or girlfriend, according to a 2013 report from the United 
States Census Bureau. Oftentimes these couples share at least one biological 
child, but in 27 percent of relationships, either mom or dad is stepping in to raise 
children they didn’t conceive. 

U.S. government programs designed to help such families, however, haven’t 
evolved with the population. Based on decades-old stereotypes that single 
mothers are raising children alone and single dads are "deadbeats," the majority 

of United States anti-poverty programs almost exclusively serve women and 
children, said Jacquelyn Boggess, co-director of the Center for Family Policy 
and Practice, a Wisconsin-based think tank that focuses on supporting low- 
income parents. 

The welfare system, as a result, can become a muddled mess of rearranging 
rather than relieving poverty. Single, non-custodial fathers bear the brunt. But 
dads don’t suffer alone. Because the poor pull together to support one another, 
everyone absorbs the pinch. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Call for Applicants to Study/Teach/Learn In 
Africa: Fellowship Opportunities for 
African Diaspora Scholars Interested in 
Academic Projects on the Continent 
NEWYORK, February 26, 2014 -With the goal of turning the continent’s "brain 
drain" into "brain circulation," the Carnegie African Diaspora Fellowship 
Program will bring 100 African-born scholars currently based in the United 
States and Canada together with host universities in Africa to collaborate on 
teaching, curriculum, research, and graduate training and mentoring over the 
next two years. 
The fellowship program, managed by the Institute of International Education (liE) 
in partnership with Quinnipiac University and supported by the Carnegie 



Corporation of New York, is now accepting applications from African Diaspora 
academics to join a roster of available candidates for fellowships at African 
universities. The Fellows will engage in capacity building educational 
projects proposed and hosted by faculty at higher education institutions in 
six Carnegie partner countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Public and private higher education institutions in Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, 
Tanzania, South Africa and Uganda, accredited by the national agency in 
their respective countries, are now invited to submit an online project 
request to host a scholar. For the first round of fellowships, interested scholars 
and potential host universities should apply online by March 17, 2014. The first 
round of scholars will be selected in May 2014, for project visits of 14 to 90 days 
to begin as early as June 2014. 
The new program will help meet the needs identified by host universities 
by bringing short-term faculty exchange fellows to Africa to co-develop 
curriculum, collaborate on research, and train, teach and mentor graduate 
students. 
"The Carnegie African Diaspora Fellows Program exemplifies Carnegie 
Corporation’s enduring commitment to higher education in Africa. It brings 
together Dr. Zeleza’s expertise and vision with liE’s long history of managing 
global scholarships and our ongoing work to develop talent and help build 
capacity to address the challenges and harness the opportunities emerging on 

the African continent," said liE’s President and CEO, Allan E. Goodman. 
Projects can be conducted in the African host country for periods of time ranging 
from two weeks to one semester. The African Diaspora Fellow will receive a 
daily stipend plus health insurance coverage and money for transportation 
and visa expenses. Host institutions are encouraged to contribute to the 
Fellow’s meals, lodging and in-country transportation during the projecL 

Click Here to read full Press Release 

Click Here to learn more about the Carnegie African Diaspora 

Fellowship Program 

This email ’was sent to mwillingham@unc=edu by blackstarl000@ameritech=net 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe’" Privacy Policy= 

The Black Star Project 3’:t73 South King Drive, Box ’:t6’:t Chicago IL 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shambley, Billie K <shambley@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 2:21 PM 

Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; 
Rademacher, Kristen N <krademacher@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Maitland, Theresa 
L <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

When requesting items 

Please include how many of items you need when requesting items for an event. If you are requesting a special 

purchase; it helps if you have discussed it with Kim, so that a funding account can be attached to the items. 

Thanks, 

Billie 
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Ratings Strategy 
With a Cost? 

One university says it has aiready begun denying 

admission te :’risk!i’ appiicants ov,9! fears of hew ~t 







address book 



Jeannine R, StudeCs new book offers a practical approach to helpin! o~: 
standards in contemporary school counseling. Integrating the new/~ 
Standards across all areas of school counseling practice, this core t, 
perspective on the 21st century school counselor. Studer focuses o 
as well as contemporary issues faced by today’s school counselors 

Key Features: 

~, ASGA and CAGREP standards are integrated throughout. 

~, All contemporary areas of practice encountered by the 

examined, including crisis response, group counseling, advo( 

~, Coverage of a wide range of topics provides students the 

contemporary and historical issues, as well as recognize the 

~ Table of Contents 

help you make the transition to this text as smooth as possible! 

¯ .~’!.~. your SAGE representative. 

Email: inlo@sa,qepub,com 

Have you made your decision to adopt a SAGE text? Let us 

Browse our current oatalo~qs. 

~:: click here to learn 

more 

Author: 

University of Tennessee at 

Knoxville 

ISSN: 978-1-4522-5746-4 

February 2014,472 pages 

l~i click here to I ........ 
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Also of Interest 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:16 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Friday Center News: March 2014 

Good lighting! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Taylor, Virginia R 
Subject: FW: Friday Center News: March 2014 

Virginia, GREAT PICTURE OF YOU! 

Mary 

From: Nisbet, Cecily Tatibou~t 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 11:39 AM 
To: Friday Focus: News from the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Subject: Friday Center News: March 2014 

Trouble viewing this email? Open it in your browser 
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William Friday Honored by Nationa~ Academy 

The National Academy of Television ARs and 
Sciences Nashville/Midsouth Chapter 
inducted William Friday posthumously as the 
inaugural member of the Gold Circle, 
honoring his extraordinary public life, his role 
in the development of UNC-TV, and his 



hosting of the longest-running program in 
UNCo.TV’s 59o.year history Virginia Taylor, 
community and university relations 
coordinator for the Friday Center and long- 
time assistant to Bill Friday, received the 
award on behalf of his family and the Friday 
Center at the January 25th Emmy Awards 
Ceremony in Nashville. 

Upcoming Events 

March 10: Retired Faculty Reception 

All retired UNC-Chapel Hifl faculty and administrators are invited to a free reception at 

the Friday Center. Contact Virginia Taylor for more details: v~@email.unc.edu or 919- 

962-t618. 

March 11: Conversation with Author Philip Gerard 
Enjoy an engaging conversation between Philip Gerard and Georgann Eubanks as 
our River Wdters series continues. Gerard will discuss his new book Down rise Wild 
Cape Fear. The series is part of the Center’s NoAh Carolina Literary People program 
and was developed in collaboration with UNC Press. For tickets visit 



fridaycenter unc.edu/pdep or call 919-962-2643 

Apri~ 3-24: What’s the Big Idea? 
The spring series, Complemental/and A~temative ~edicine, will feature 
presentations from leading UNC researchers and practitioners. Topics include 
mindfulness meditation acupuncture, botanicals and the integration of alternative 
practices into the modern medical system. Join us for a reception and opening lecture 
on Apdl 3 or other lectures in the series on April t0, t7, and 24. For tickets visit 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/pdep or call 919-962-2643. 

You can help us continue to offer this kind of programming and University 
outreach to the community by making a tax.odeductible gift to the Fdday Center. 
Please visit our giving page or contact Cecily Nisbet at cecily_nisbet@unc.edu 
or 919-962-1124 

THE FRIDAY CEttTER 

Conference Center 

Credit Programs 

Noncredit Programs 

Visit us onJine at ftidaycenter,un¢oedu 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 



Copyright @ 2014 ~@e Friday Cente~ Aft rights Fesetved 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599o1020 
Phone: 919-962-3000 
Toll~:’~ee: S66-441 ~3683 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:12 PM 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, You Are Here!; Governor Patrick Deval on 
"My Brother’s Keeper"; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 

Sorry--Fund some literacy projects. Jonathan is Jesse Jackson’s son 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www.unc~ edt~’-~willi ~,~! 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 8:09 PM, "Taylor, Virginia R" <,.~5~tsmail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Wow! Can I be your scheduler???? I have experience. 

Virginia 

From= Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent= Monday, March 10, 2014 11:46 AM 

To= Taylor, Virginia R 
Subject= Fwd: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, You Are Here!; Governor Patrick Deval on "My Brother’s Keeper"; 

PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

wwwm~c, edu~- willi~& 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000@iameritech.net> 
Date: March 10, 2014 at 8:45:51 AMEDT 
To: <m~411in~O~nc .e d u> 
Subject: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, You Are Here!; Governor 
Patrick Deval on "My Brother’s Keeper"; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 
Reply-To: <blacks~ar 1000~ ameri~ech~net> 

Makig Progress; 

Mo g Forward 

M~rV W n~h~m 
Teachers Student 

Ath etes 

Superman You Are 

Here 

Gov Patrck Deval 
on My BrotheCs 

Keeper 

PNC Hank Helps wth 

Taxes 

Academy 

Am Asknp For You 
Hep to Educate 

Back Boys 

Links: 

The Black Star 
Prqect s webs te 
b acksta~p~o ect o~} 

Mary Willingham, Educator 
a national hero for helping college student athletes graduate from college 

was in Chicago speaking to outstanding high school student athletes about getting the best 
deal possible from the colleges that are recruiting them. 



BackSta~ Jou~na: 

backstarourna o~s 
Become a Member: 

Cck Here 

Cck Here 
Lke us on 

Facebook 

Mary Willingham (second from left) meets Cliff Alexander 
(second from right), the 2014 Naismith Award Winner for 
Best Boys Basketball Player in America. Mr. Alexander is 
6’9", 2401bs, averaged 24 points, 15 rebounds and 6 
blocked shots per game while leading Curie High School to 
the much vaulted Chicago City Championship. Also in this 
picture are Jonathan Jackson, National Spokesmen for the 
Rainbow PUSH Coalition (left) and Mr. Alexander’s Mother 
(right). Mr. Alexander will attend the University of Kansas in 
the fall. 

Ms. Willingham teaches outstanding student athletes how t~ 
balance athletics and academics, how to negotiate for the 
best long-term scholarship deal, how to prepare for life 
after athletics, and how to keep your family and communit~ 
engaged with your decision-making process. 

Ms. Willingham, small White woman in yellow Educate or 
Die shirt, stands with a group of outstanding Chicago high 
school student athletes who could possibly defeat some of 
the best teams in the NCAA. Some of their parents are in 
this picture. 

Mary Willingham is in great demand across the country. If you are interested in having Ms. Willingham speak to the 
coaches, high school administrators, parents and student athletes in your city, please call The Black Star Project at 
773.285.9600. 

By MARLEN GARCIA 
March 7, 20’14 

Superman, You Are Here 

Recently I read an article in Bleacher Report about a little girl from St. Johns, Mich., who is battling neuroblastoma, a cancer 
that strikes infants and children. 

Lacey Holsworth, 8, has family and friends willing her through surgeries, chemotherapy and radiation treatments, but one rr 
stands out: Adreian Payne, the guy she calls Superman. 

Payne is a star basketball player for Michigan State University and he’s quite a giant at 6-foot-10. He and his teammates met 
Lacey in January 2012 when they visited sick kids at the hospital in Lansing, Mich., that was treating her. 

It is common for college athletes to occasionally visit hospitals, a good deed to make someone’s day and generate positive 
publicity for the team. In a video produced last year by the Big Ten Network, Lacey says she asked Payne to stay with her a 
while longer that day because of his smile. He gave her his phone number and told her to stay in touch. 



He has stuck with this precocious little girl ever since. The bond bet~veen them has gone well beyond a goodwill gesture. It 
transcends color (she is white; he is brown) and sport. 

They refer to each other as brother and sister. She goes by Princess Lacey on Twitter, and you can see there that she loves 
things pink - and green if it’s associated with Michigan State. 

"She’s fighting so much and still has a smile on her face," Payne said by phone. "To see a young girl go through a fight like tf 
and still have so much joy ... she’s only 8 years old." 

Thursday, Lacey felt strong enough to join Payne for his senior-night recognition ceremony after a win 
against Iowa. With one hand, she held his as they prepared to make their entrance. The other held a 
bouquet of roses. She wore a sparkly skirt, green Michigan State jersey and an eager grin. 

Payne swooped her up in his arms to carry her across the basketball court. Just like Superman. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Lacey Holsworth and Superman 

(Adreian Payne) 

Superman, you are her 

Why being my brother’s keeper matters 

By Governor of Massachusetts Deval Patrick 
March 8, 2014 

As a Black man, my heart aches over the disproportionate numbers of men and boys of color left back by 
schools, left out of jobs and caught up in crime. 

As a Black public official, I am struck by how little appetite there seems to be among law makers to deal with 
the root causes of this. So, I am encouraged by President Obama’s leadership in his "My Brother’s Keeper" 
initiative. 

We all know the statistics. Disproportionately more African and Hispanic-American boys are in poverty, ill- 
nourished and without adequate health care; more stuck in achievement gaps or in underper~orming school5 
more subject to school discipline; more "disconnected," as the social scientists say, from college education s 
jobs; more victims of violence or in jail. We also know how interconnected these calamities are, how poverty= 
for example, connects to school readiness, or how critical good fathers are to growing boys into responsible 
men. 

And yet we listen to the statistics and the news reports with a measure of resignation, as if these realities are beyond our capacity to care about and to solv 

The president has wisely engaged us all. His initiative brings business and philanthropic leaders together with policy makers, educators, faith leaders and Ii 
enforcement, to consider how to save boys and men of color. 

As we charge young men of color to break their destructive cycles, we as policymakers can help by breaking a few of our own. President Obama’s initiative 
will give young men who work hard and play by the rules a chance to succeed. That’s good for them and for America. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

This opinion piece originally ran in the Bay State Banner. 

My Brother’s Keeper - 
A Perspective from Mother Africa 

Last week President Obama announced a new initiative with leading foundations and businesses that will take a collaborative, multi-disciplinary approach t 
build ladders of opportunity and unlockthe full potential of boys and young men of color - and they’re getting to work immediately. 



He signed a Presidential Memorandum establishing the My Brother’s Keeper Task Force to help determine which public and private efforts are working, ho 
the Federal government can support those efforts, and how we can get more folks involved in those efforts across the board. 

While the President should be applauded for launching this initiative, I am reminded of an example from our motherland that serves as a call to action with 
our communities. 

We must insist that government resources paid for with our taxes should be directed to our most intractable problems. Yet, we should also support 
grassroots efforts that operate in the spirit of the Maasai Warriors of Kenya. 

I have seen strong leadership at the grassroots level in communities all over the country. One of the concerns I have about the President’s initiative is that 
the initiative will "cherry pick" programs of the well-connected, and many of the effective grassroots programs will suffer from lack of funding. 

I am encouraged and hopeful that this initiative will gain support and strength within our communities, and outlive President Obama’s term in office. 

Roger Madison 
CEO, iZanial 

Click Here to Read Full Perspective 

PNC Bank Supplies Tax Preparation 
to Those Who Need Help 

Saturday, March I5 

PNC Bank 

73oo S. Stony Island 
Chicago~ IL. 6o649 

Saturday, April 12t~ 

9r30am - 

PNC Bank 

345o W. 2~th Street 

Register Your Child At A School 
That Honors Their Heritage 



EDUCATIOH FOR YOUR CHILDT 

Stop by fol" a tour and learn #lore aboltt ore" school! 

Kwame Nkrumah Academy 
314 W. 108th Street 
Chicago, IL 60628 

773.568.8000 phone 
http :i!vwcw. kwa me n kru ma ha ca de rn,~_i 

Only 10% of 8th-Flrade Black boys in the United States read at a proficient level accordinFI to the National Assessment ol 
Educational ProFIress (NAEP). This predicts an absolute catastrophe for Black communities across America in the next 
to 10-years!!! There is no plan, that I know of to teach more than 10% of Black boys to read proficiently in America. 

I have spent much of my life asking elected officials for help, asking faith leaders for help, asking business leaders for 
help, asking parents for help. For the most part, I received very little help to teach Black boys to read. 

Now I am asking you for help. 

Shavelle Bell, sitting left and Tiffany Hope, right, representing the Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc - Theta Omega Chapter, make a generous donation to the Young Black Men 
of Honor Mentor Program at The Black Star Project. Phillip Jackson is sitting between 
them with mentees behind them. 

If only 10% of Black boys read proficiently: 

¯ Howwill they qualify for the few, precious job opportunities in America? 



¯ Howwill they support families? 
¯ Howwill they help build and stabilize our communities economically and socially? 
¯ How will they be able to serve as role models and mentors for coming generations of young Black Boys? 
¯ Who will our daughters marry???! 
¯ Can the Black community survive if our male children cannot read? 

I have asked the White House, the State House and City Hall for help to teach Black children to read, but apparently at tP 
time, this is not a priority for them, Is it a priority for you? 

I am asking you to help us financially so that we can teach Black boys to read at a proficient level. 

If you know of another organization doing as much or more than The Black Star Project to educate Black students and 
develop Black families, you should support that organization financially now! If you do not know of another organizatio 
doing this work, please support The Black Star Project, 

I thank Illinois State Senator Kimberly Lightford, Illinois State Senator Jacqueline Collins, and Chicago Alderman Will 
Burns for their ongoing support for The Black Star Project. I also thank Illinois State Representative Esther Golar for he 
personal support for The Black Star Project. 

Now, I need your support to teach Black boys to read proficiently. 

With your support we can accomplish much more. Please become a member of The Black Star Project today and help u 
continue our nation-leading work in the area of creating better students, better parents, better families and better 
communities! 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
773,285,9600 

Click Here to become a member of The Black Star Project 

oryou may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 
******************************************************************************************* 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City\Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D,C,) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 
****************************************************************** 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of 
Education’s National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

The Black Star Project 3473 South King Drive, Box464 Chicago IL 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: thanks 

These just keep coming. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Courtney, Harley" <courme~uJta.edu> 
Date: March 10, 2014 at 9:50:19 PM EDT 
To: "mwil~ingham@anc. edu" <mwil~ingham@unc. edu> 
Subject: thanks 

Ms. Willingham 

Just read the Bloomberg BusinessWeek article. Thanks for your exposure of the fraud permeating 
intercollegiate athletics. I began teaching in 1956 and retired in 2002. My occasional contacts with 
college athletics consistently support your position. 

At Texas A&M during Bear Bryant’s tenure some of the players were not only illiterate, but outright 
criminals who stole university property, pawned it locally, and were forgiven when supporters 
covered the cost! Grades that i gave were changed by the administration (discovered after I moved 
on). 

At UT-Austin, while serving on the University Financial Aid Committee, I discovered and informed 
the committee that athletic scholarships were within our purview. Everyone appeared to be 
surprised since nothing had been done previously. Things began to hit the fan! It was discovered 
that athletic scholarships awarded (according to then extant NCAA rules) were for four years 
whether the players continued with the sport or not. But those injured or simply not measuring up 
were intimidated and physically attacked when they refused to resign the scholarships. As an 
untenured assistant prof I was told by Darrell Royal to teach my classes and mind my business. The 
Dean of the Engineering College, our committee chairman, "lost" documenting files, and I was 
warned by a sympathetic committee member who was a full prof to be careful - than more than my 
career was threatened. We were at the end of the semester and of course I was not reappointed to 
the committee. I guess I didn’t have the courage to go public. 

Thank goodness I was able to complete my career at a university that discontinued football. 

Hope this gets to you - and thanks again. 

Harley Courtney 
Retired Professor of Accounting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:53 AM 

Courtney, Harley <courtney@uta.edu> 

Re: thanks 

Thank you Dr. Courtney. 

Mary Willingham 
Follow the NCAA reform movement at 

erdassir~c~com 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 9:50 PM, "Courtney, Harley" <courme~uta.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham 

Just read the Bloomberg BusinessWeek article. Thanks for your exposure of the fraud permeating 
intercollegiate athletics. I began teaching in 1956 and retired in 2002. My occasional contacts with 
college athletics consistently support your position. 

At Texas A&M during Bear Bryant’s tenure some of the players were not only illiterate, but outright 
criminals who stole university property, pawned it locally, and were forgiven when supporters 
covered the cost! Grades that i gave were changed by the administration (discovered after I moved 
on). 

At UT-Austin, while serving on the University Financial Aid Committee, I discovered and informed 
the committee that athletic scholarships were within our purview. Everyone appeared to be 
surprised since nothing had been done previously. Things began to hit the fan! It was discovered 
that athletic scholarships awarded (according to then extant NCAA rules) were for four years 
whether the players continued with the sport or not. But those injured or simply not measuring up 
were intimidated and physically attacked when they refused to resign the scholarships. As an 
untenured assistant prof I was told by Darrell Royal to teach my classes and mind my business. The 
Dean of the Engineering College, our committee chairman, "lost" documenting files, and I was 
warned by a sympathetic committee member who was a full prof to be careful - than more than my 
career was threatened. We were at the end of the semester and of course I was not reappointed to 
the committee. I guess I didn’t have the courage to go public. 

Thank goodness I was able to complete my career at a university that discontinued football. 

Hope this gets to you - and thanks again. 

Harley Courtney 
Retired Professor of Accounting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILL1NGH> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:45 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: follow up 

Maay Willingb~an 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "WaJnstein, Ken" <Ken.Wainstein~,cwt.com> 

Date: March 10, 2014 at 3:58:43 PM EDT 

To: "Willinghaan, Maa-y C." <mwillingha3n(~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: follow up 

Thanks very much, Ma[:¢. This is all ve[y helpful I’ll be back in touch as to timing of a meeting. In the meantime, don’t hesitate to contact me with any 
questions~ 
Ken 
Kenneth L Wainstein 
Partner 

Cadwalader, W~ckersham & Taft LLP 
700 Sixth Street, 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: +1 202.862.2474 
Fax: +1 202.862.2400 

ken .wainstein (~.cwt.com 
www.cadwalader.com 

From: Willingham, Mary ¢. [mailto:mwillinclham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 3:42 PM 

To: Wainstein, Ken 
Subject: follow up 

Ken, 

Thank you for speaking with me on the phone this morning. As I mentioned, I will be checking in with Michael Hausfeld to let him know that we 

spoke, and that we may be speaking again. It may be necessary for me to be represented during that meeting. In the meantime, as I mentioned, there 

is much that I have said/told here that is already on record: My fall 2010 interview with Keady and Broome, my fall 2012 interview with Gov. Martin 

and my research. It should all be available from Provost Dean. The transcripts of our profit sport athletes (starters and more) for the past two decades 

frames the story of our academic fraud. 

I have started a website that you might also find very helpful http://paperclassinc.com/ 

Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

I wish you the best of luck. 

IRS Circulax 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. 

federal, state, or local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this email relating to any U.S. 

federal, s~ate, or local tax matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other paxties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in 

this emaJl. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayeds partjculax circumstmaces from aaa independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this emafil is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you axe not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email aaad delete this message and aaay attachments without retaining a copy. 

Although this email aaad any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that may alt~ct any computer system into which it is received 

and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Ta£t LLP 

for aaay loss or damage arising in aaay way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingb~an@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:45 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: follow up 

MaW Willingb~an 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

-v~wv. unc. edu/.~willingh 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "WaJnstein, Ken" <Ken.Wainslein~c~vt.com> 

Date: March 10, 2014 at 3:58:43 PM EDT 
To: "Willinghaan, MaW C." <mwillin~zhaan(~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: follow up 

Thanks ve[y much, Ma[:¢. This is all ve[y helpful I’ll be back in touch as to timing of a meeting. In the meantime, don’t hesitate to contact me with any 
questions. 

Ken 
Kenneth L ~A/ainstein 
Partner 

Cadwalader, W~ckersham & Taft LLP 
700 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: +1 202.862.2474 
Fax: +I 202.862.2400 

ken.wainstein@cwt.com 
~P.,vw.cadwa la d er .com 

From-" Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March lO, 2014 3:42 PM 

To-" Wainstein, Ken 
Subject-" follow up 

Ken, 

Thank you for speaking with me on the phone this morning. As I mentioned, I will be checking in with Michael Hausfeld to let him know that we 

spoke, and that we may be speaking again. It may be necessary for me to be represented during that meeting. In the meantime, as I mentioned, there 

is much that I have said/told here that is already on record: My fall 2010 interview with Keady and Broome, my fall 2012 interview with Gov. Martin 

and my research. It should all be available from Provost Dean. The transcripts of our profit sport athletes (starters and more) for the past two decades 

frames the story of our academic fraud. 

I have started a website that you might also find very helpful http://paperclassinc.com/ 

Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

I wish you the best of luck. 

IRS Circulax 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. 

federal, state, or local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this email relating to any U.S. 

federal, s~ate, or local tax matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other paxties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in 

this emaJl. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayets parficulax circumstmaces from aaa independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this emaJl is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you axe not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or 

disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email aaad delete this message and aaay attachments without retaining a copy. 

Although this email aaad any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that may altbct any computer system into which it is received 

and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwa]ader, Wickersham & Ta£t LLP 

for aaay loss or damage arising in aaay way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, March 11,2014 2:17 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Re: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, You Are 
Here!; Governor Patrick Deval on "My Brother’s Keeper"; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 

Thanks, it went fine. She is out knocking on doors. 

On Mar 11, 2014, at 7:31 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> wrote: 

Good luck today with Sara. I bet she got an interview- with Folt or Dean. 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:44 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham(~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Sara is coming to my basement office tomorrow. Fun times. 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. [mailto:qqurney@ou.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 2:27 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Re: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, You Are 

Here!; Governor Patrick Deval on "My Brother’s Keeper"; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 

You are looking happy and having fun. Good luck with Ganim. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 12:33 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham(~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Some pics from the Chicago visit. Maybe Carolina will reconsider and hire me as a recruiter (kidding). 

From: The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:phillip@blackstarproiect.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of The Black Star Project, 

USA 

Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:46 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Mary Willingham Teaches High School Student Athletes to Get the Best College Scholarship Deal; Superman, 

You Are Here!; Governor Patrick Deval on "My Brother’s Keeper"; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members 

~image001 .j pg>] 

MaMng Pr@gress; 
Moving Forward! 
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Mary Willingham (second from left) meets CliffAlexander 

(second from right), the 2014 Naismith Award Winner for Best M 

Boys Basketball Player in America. Mr. Alexander is 6’9", 2401bs, ba 

averaged 24 points, 15 rebounds and 6 blocked shots per game lo~ 
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Championship. Also in this picture are Jonathan Jackson, de 
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Links: 
The Black Star 

Proiect’s website: 

b ackstarpro ect 

Back Star Journal: 

b ackstariourna ~or~ 

Become a Member: 

Cck Here 

Event Calendar: 

Cck Here 

Like us on 

Facebook: 
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Mary Willingham is in great demand across the country. If you a 
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773. 285.9600. 
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Superman, You Are Here 

By MARLEN GARCIA 

March 7, 2014 

I<imageOO6.jpg>l Recently I read an article in Bleacher Report 
about a little girl from St. Johns, Mich., who is 

Lacey Holsworth and Superman battling neuroblastoma, a cancer that 
(Adreian Payne)       strikes infants and children. 

Lacey Holsworth, 8, has family and friends willing her through surgeries, 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments, but one man stands out: Adreian 
Payne, the guy she calls Superman. 

Payne is a star basketball player for Michigan State University and he’s quite a 
giant at 6-foot-10. He and his teammates met Lacey in January 2012 when they 
visited sick kids at the hospital in Lansing, Mich., that was treating her. 

It is common for college athletes to occasionally visit hospitals, a good deed to 
make someone’s day and generate positive publicity for the team. In a video 
produced last year by the Big Ten Network, Lacey says she asked Payne to stay 
with her a while longer that day because of his smile. He gave her his phone 
number and told her to stay in touch. 

He has stuck with this precocious little girl ever since. The bond between them 
has gone well beyond a goodwill gesture. It transcends color (she is white; he is 
brown) and sport. 

They refer to each other as brother and sister. She goes by Princess Lacey on 
Twitter, and you can see there that she loves all things pink - and green if it’s 
associated with Michigan State. 

"She’s fighting so much and still has a smile on her face," Payne said by phone. 
"To see a young girl go through a fight like that and still have so much joy ... 
she’s only 8 years old." 

I<imageOOT.jpg>l 
Thursday, Lacey felt strong enough to join Payne for his 
senior-night recognition ceremony after a win against Superman, you are here!. 

Iowa. With one hand, she held his as they prepared to make their entrance. The 
other held a bouquet of roses. She wore a sparkly skirt, green Michigan State 
jersey and an eager grin. 

Payne swooped her up in his arms to carry her across the basketball court. Just 
like Superman. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 



Why being my brother’s keeper matters 

By Governor of Massachusetts Deval Patrick 

March 8, 2014 

<!--[if ! vml]--><image009.j pg><!-- [endif]--> 

As a Black man, my heart aches over the disproportionate numbers of men and 
boys of color left back by schools, left out of jobs and caught up in crime. 

As a Black public official, I am struck by how little appetite there seems to be 
among law makers to deal with the root causes of this. So, I am encouraged by 
President Obama’s leadership in his "My Brother’s Keeper" initiative. 

We all know the statistics. Disproportionately more African and Hispanic- 
American boys are in poverty, ill-nourished and without adequate health care; 
more stuck in achievement gaps or in underperforming schools; more subject to 
school discipline; more "disconnected," as the social scientists say, from 
college education and jobs; more victims of violence or in jail. We also know 
how interconnected these calamities are, how poverty, for example, connects to 
school readiness, or how critical good fathers are to growing boys into 
responsible men. 

And yet we listen to the statistics and the news reports with a measure of 
resignation, as if these realities are beyond our capacity to care about and to 
solve. 

The president has wisely engaged us all. His initiative brings business and 
philanthropic leaders together with policy makers, educators, faith leaders and 
law enforcement, to consider how to save boys and men of color. 

As we charge young men of color to break their destructive cycles, we as 
policymakers can help by breaking a few of our own. President Obama’s 
initiative will give young men who work hard and play by the rules a chance to 
succeed. That’s good for them and for America. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

This opinion piece originally ran in the Bay State Banner. 

My Brother’s Keeper - 

A Perspective from Mother Africa 
l<image011.jpg>] 

Last week President Obama announced a new initiative with leading foundations 
and businesses that will take a collaborative, multi-disciplinary approach to build 
ladders of opportunity and unlock the full potential of boys and young men of 
color - and they’re getting to work immediately. 

He signed a Presidential Memorandum establishing the My Brother’s Keeper 
Task Force to help determine which public and private efforts are working, how 
the Federal government can support those efforts, and how we can get more 
folks involved in those efforts across the board. 

While the President should be applauded for launching this initiative, I am 
reminded of an example from our motherland that serves as a call to action 
within our communities. 

We must insist that government resources paid for with our taxes should be 
directed to our most intractable problems. Yet, we should also support 
grassroots efforts that operate in the spirit of the Maasai Warriors of Kenya. 

I have seen strong leadership at the grassroots level in communities all over the 
country. One of the concerns I have about the President’s initiative is that the 
initiative will "cherry pick" programs of the well-connected, and many of the 



effective grassroots programs will suffer from lack of funding. 

I am encouraged and hopeful that this initiative will gain support and strength 

within our communities, and outlive President Obama’s term in office. 

Roger Madison 

CEO, iZanial 

Click Here to Read Full Perspective 

PNC Bank Supplies Tax Preparation 

to Those Who Need Help 
l<image012.jpg>~ 

Register Your Child At A School 
That Honors Their Heritage 

[<image012.jpg>~ 

Kwame Nkrumah Academy 

314 W. 108th Street 

Chicago, IL 60628 

773.568.8000 phone 
http://www.kwamenkrumahacademy.org/ 

l<image013.jpg >J 

Only 10% of 8th-grade Black boys in the United States read at 
a proficient level accordinq to the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP). This predicts an absolute 
catastrophe for Black communities across America in the next 
5- to 10-years!!! There is no plan, that I know of to teach more 
than 10% of Black boys to read proficiently in America. 

I have spent much of my life asking elected officials for help, 
asking faith leaders for help, asking business leaders for help, 
asking parents for help. For the most part, I received very 
little help to teach Black boys to read. 

Now I am asking you for help. 

I<imageO14.jpg>l 
Shavelle Bell, sitting left and Tiffany Hope, right, representing the Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc - Theta Omega Chapter, make a generous donation to the Young Black Men 
of Honor Mentor Program at The Black Star Project. Phillip Jackson is sitting between 
them with mentees behind them. 

If only 10% of Black boys read proficiently: 

¯ How will they qualify for the few, precious job 
opportunities in America? 

¯ How will they support families? 
¯ How will they help build and stabilize our communities 

economically and socially? 
¯ How will they be able to serve as role models and 

mentors for coming generations of young Black Boys? 
¯ Who will our daughters marry???! 
¯ Can the Black community survive if our male children 



cannot read? 
I have asked the White House, the State House and City Hall 
for help to teach Black children to read, but apparently at this 
time, this is not a priority for them. Is it a priority for you? 

I am asking you to help us financially so that we can teach 
Black boys to read at a proficient level. 

If you know of another organization doing as much or more 
than The Black Star Project to educate Black students and 
develop Black families, you should support that organization 
financially now! If you do not know of another organization 
doing this work, please support The Black Star Project. 

I thank Illinois State Senator Kimberly Lighfford, Illinois State 
Senator Jacqueline Collins, and Chicago Alderman Will Burns 
for their ongoing support for The Black Star Project. I also 
thank Illinois State Representative Esther Golar for her 
personal support for The Black Star Project. 

Now, I need your support to teach Black boys to read 
proficiently. 

With your support we can accomplish much more. Please 
become a member of The Black Star Project today and help us 
continue our nation-leading work in the area of creating better 
students, better parents, better families and better 
communities! 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
773.285.9600 

Click Here to becor~e a r~er~ber of The Black Star Project 

or you may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 
Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 

Large American School Districts* 

City, Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D,C,) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) - 9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 



Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 11% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. 
This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of Education’s 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

Forward email 

l< -wemooo.jpg>l 
This email was sent to mwillinqham@unc.edu by blackstar1000@ameritech.net I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:22 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

2014 Education and Guidance eCatalog 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Penguin Group (USA) 

Penguin Group (USA) is pleased to present our new 
Education and Guidance e-catalog. To print the catalog, 
please download the complete pdf here. For personal 
service, adoption assistance, and complimentary 
examination copies, sign up for our College Faculty 
Information Service at                         . 

The updated 2014 catalog contains hundreds of 
exciting titles for your courses, including: 

X Real Talk for 
Real 
Teachers 

X Catalog Cover 

!x~ 550space 

Rafe Esquith 
REAL TALK FOR REAL TEACHERS 
Advice for Teachers from Rookies to Veterans: 
°°No Retreat, No Surrender!" 
The celebrated educator returns with words of wisdom and advice for 
those who struggle day to day in the world’s hardest profession. 
"[Esquith is] the most interesting and influential classroom teacher in 
the country."--The Washington PosL 

What 
Taylor MNi 

Teachers WHAT TEACHERS MAKE 
Make ~n Praise of the Greatest Job in the World 

Incensed by a comment about his salary as a middle school teacher, 
Mali poured his indignation into a performance poem about the nobility 
of teaching. Extending themes of that now-famous poem, What 
Teachers Make is Mali’s sharp, funny, reflective, critical call to arms 
about the joys of teaching and why teachers are so vital to America 
today. 

See ~age 3 

Ron Beder 
RAiSiNG THE CURVE 
Teachers, StudentsmA True Portraya~ of C~assroom Life 
"The desperate condition of many of America’s urban schools is 
captured .... Here a well-meaning principal and his dedicated staff wage 
daily, unsung battles to keep students disadvantaged by poverty, 



X Raising the 
Cu rve 

ethnicity, and family dysfunction from falling ineradicably behind their 
more fortunate peers....What Berler offers us, in lieu of coolheaded, 
clear-eyed journalistic remove, may in this case be better: an intimacy 
enabled by his subjects’ trust."--Columbia Journalism Review. 

Michael Brick 
Saving the SAVING THE SCHOOL 
School 

One Woman°s Fight for the Kids 
That Education Reform Left Behind 
In this powerful rejoinder to the prevailing winds of American education 
policy, Brick takes us inside the high-pressure world of a Texas school 
on the brink of closure. "A compelling, enlightening account of a school 
community rising to save itself in the unforgiving, data-driven, olten 
nonsensical world bequeathed to public education by No Child Lelt 
Behind."--The Washington Post. 

See £~...e........4.:. 

Jim Trelease 
The Read° 
AIo,Jd THE READ-ALOUD HANDBOOK 
Handbook Revised and Updated Seventh Edition 

The classic million-copy bestselling handbook has been revised and 
updated to include an informative discussion of the benefits, rewards, 
and importance of reading aloud to children of a new generation. "This 
book is about more than reading aloud. It’s about time that parents, 
teachers, and children spend together in a loving, sharing way."--The 
Washington Post. 

See p~ge 6 

Daniel J. Siegel 
Brainstorm BRA NSTOR  

The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain 
The renowned neuropsychiatrist shows how parents and teens can 
work together to form a deeper understanding of the brain science 
behind the tumult of adolescence and turn conflict into connection. 
"Eye-opening .... Siegel shows how the supposed downsides of the teen 
years all have upsides, and that the lessons for living that await teens 
are ones any of us, at any age, can learn from."--Daniel Goleman, 
author of Emotional Intelligence. 

See pa=g. @ ~ 

Drama High Michael Sokolove 
DRAMA H GH 
The ~ncredib~e True Story of a Brilliant Teacher, 
a Struggling Town, and the Magic of Theater 
The true story of an economically depressed town that finds hope in 
gifted teacher Lou Volpe’s ability to transform high school theater 
students into Emmy-winning producers, entertainment executives, 
newscasters, and community-theater founders. 

See ~age 5 

To consider any of these titles for your courses, simply print out the examination coA~L 
order forr~ at the back of the catalog, then mail or fax your completed form to us. 



For academic catalogs in dozens of subjects, visit 
.comisu bjectcatalo~ 

~guin Academic e-catalog Alert 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Center for Families Learning <conference@familieslearning.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:19 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

We Saw you at Our Summit - Thanks and a Survey from NCFL 

The National Center for Families Learning would 
like to thank you for attending the Families 
Learning Summit and National Conference on 
Family Literacy held recently in Washington, DC. 
We hope your experience was both informative 
and enioyable. 

In our continuing efforts to meet the needs of our 

attendees, we would appreciate your taking a 

few minutes to complete our survey. This will 

be our guide to improvement and to providing 

the highest quality Summit we can. 

Thankyou! 

Click below ~o be taken ~o the Sur~ey 

SURVEY > 



Built from scratch with an intuitive user experience 

Fully Respensive design that works on any device 

with a browser with atomic optimization 

Stay up to date with all things "Families Learning 

Forward this emai~ STAY CONNECTED 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by conference@familieslearninq.orq I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

National Center for Families Learning I 325 West Main Street, Suite 300 I Louisville I KY I 40202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teknimedia < promo@teknimedia.com > 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:17 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Computer Skills for the 2014 GED® Test 

Dear Mary, 

Do your students have the basic computer skills required to take the 2014 GED® Test? 

Teknimedia’s CBT100TM- Computer Ski~s for the 2014 GED® Test will help you verify whether your 
students have the computer skills they need -- and teach them the skills they lack! 

Now available in Spanish! 

CBT100TM covers all of the basic computer skills required for 
answering test questions and navigating the test environment. 

TekAssessTM pre/post-assessments verify skills and identify 
"skills gaps." 

Multimedia tutorials & interactive exercises teach basic 
computer skills and provide valuable hands-on practice. 

Custom ~earning path feature streamlines training based on 
pre-assessment results. 

Comprehensive management system allows you to manage 
user IDs and view performance data. 

Online and offline delivery allows access from the Web, 
local/wide area networks, and standalone computers. 

Teknimedia also offers computer skills courses and assessments for College and Career Readiness. 

Request a Free Tria~ 

Teknimedia is a GED Testing Service publishing provider. 

For additional information, please e-mail sales@teknimedia.com or call: 

¯ 1~800-366-4614 (Bethesda, MD - Corporate Office) 
¯ 1-888-210-089!) (Colorado Springs, CO - Sales Office) 
¯ 1-888-752-0770 (San Francisco, CA - Sales Office) 



If you have colleagues who also might be interested in Teknimedia products, 
we’d appreciate your forwarding this e-mail along to them. Thank you! 

Over 1,500 educational institutions use Teknimedia’s products to help 
their learners obtain the computer skills and credentials they need to 
succeed! 

www.teknimedia.corn 

GED@ and GED Testing Service@ are registered trademarks of the American Council on Education (ACE) and administered under ticense exclusively by 
GED Testing Service LLC, This content is not endorsed or approved by ACE or GED Testing Service 

Teknimedia Corporation, 4905 Det Ray Ave, #307, Bethesda MD 20814 

You a~e receiving this eomail as part of a free information service from Teknimedia Corporation 
To unsubscribe, click on remove~eknimedia,com and send the preforma~ed e-mail without changing its To address and subiect, 

Contents Copyright 2014 Teknimedia Co{poration All rights reserved, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:32 PM 

Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com> 

Re: fyi 

Donna, 
Is the current NCAA capable of reform? Apparently they are getting the message that change is coming. I want 
to post this and tweet from paperclassinc but I don’t want to sound too negative. Thoughts? 
Mary 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 12:45 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

FYI...interesting 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano(~o~tsManagem entResources, corn 
w,v~,. Spo~t sManagementRe sources, corn 

~mail. corn> wrote: 

Forwarded message 
From: Amy Perko < 
Date: Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 10:51 AM 
Subject: fyi 
To:             ~gmail~com 

Hi Donna, 

Wanted to pass along some information I received that indicates the 
direction NCAA Division I Governance is headed... 

I’ll be sending a list of the media and other meeting attendees later today. I 
am aware that ABC News is sending a reporter for a show they have planned 
for "This Week with George Stephanapolos" for Sunday, March 23. 

Amy 



Amy Perko 

Executive Director 

Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

www~ KnightCommission~ org 

910-864-5782 (office) 

Restoring the Balance: Dollars, Values and the Future of College Sports 

R estoringbalance~ knig htcommissiono org 

Twitter: @KnightAthletics 

<Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=wlLLINGH> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Memo to PAG.Comm. 3.12.14 

Tag team works. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c, edui~wi!lir~g_h_ 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 5:59 PM, "Jay Smith" email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Tag team thing is working again. 
On 3/13/14 1:26 PM, Willingham, Mary (2. wrote: 

Two interesting items from Donna this morning. 

http ://v~.w2~iw~r~ d. c~m/r~ews/2~14/mar/12/ku°smder~t-senate-~tes-e1.~minate- 

studer~>fee-athl/ 
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Unveiing 
Yhe White House 91yes reporters a sneak peak at its 

final 9ainful employment proposal, but important 

delail.s should be released today. 

Scores of Prob~e~s 
the US Department of Education says a schoo~ fo~ 

hypnetists is in better financial hea~th flqan Hafvsrd 

Umversity Could there be semel~n9 wreng ’w~th the 

math? 

Negotiated Out of a Job 

nego~ialons resuH:ed ~n her losing the offer entirely 

A Pa~nersh~# Approach 
7eGether, U of M~chiganandShanghaiJiaoTongU 

run innevatiw~ joint insl:~tute. 

the Branch Ca~p~s 
~hese umverst:~es aren’~ butding in~ernal:kma~ 

Insecurity Deposit 

universities they may never at[end Are theae 

cher~ es 

programs 

N~nt~ng for a University 
A Ca/fom~a c~ty makes s pitch for a new engh~eedng 

campus at the American Council on ~ddcat~on’s 

Is a Cr~n~na~ Past Relevant? 
Some Princeton students push unwers~ty to stop 

w}th experience in the jusloe aysb~rn 

........... Pre sidie nts!FO:RUl i & ................................................................................................................................................. 



for oppesing a national d~Labase o,~ stude,~ts, wi~}ch 
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The Third Edition of David R. Hutchinson’s The 
Essential Counselor comprehensively reveals the 
process of becoming a counselor from stunt to finish. 
Written with engaging and passionate spirit, this 
practical book provides budding and more experienced 
counselors with real--world examples, reflection 
activities, and skill-building exercises that challenge and 
promote the critical thinking skills necessary to thrive in ~.-~L~’£’~ 

professional counseling environments¯ The fully updated .~. click here to learn 
Third Edition is rich with the latest case studies, and ..... mo~e 

covers key counseling skills in a straightfowvard, 
student-friendly way. 

~, Over 20 hours of professionally-filmed video 

demonstrate key skills covered in core chapters. 

¯ Text and online lab exercises provide students 
with both theoretical and applicative foundations I ~e!..~, ..... 

¯ New and relevant cases have been added 

throughout the book. 

~ Table of Contents               Visit the 
SAGE 

Hu~-~...~ Vidual Book Fai~ to view a complete 
list of titles by course. 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as 
"~’~tv?~r~utchi ..... 

smooth as possible! ~llege 

¯ . SBN 978-1-4833-3388-1 
~, F~n~d your SAGE representat,ve June 2014, 424 pages 

Have you made your decision to adopt a 
Stay connected with SAGE: 

[] SAGE text? Let us know by completin~q this 

[] Browse our current catalorts. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:17 PM 

Willingh~m, M~ry C. <mmllingh~m@unc.edu~ 

NC Retirement News: Reminder - 2011 ABSs to be deleted soon 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Reminder: 2011 Annual Benefits Statements for Active Employees Available until March 

31, 2014 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing 2013 Annual Benefits Statements for 

active employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of December 31, 

2013. In preparation for the new statements, 2011 statements will be permanently removed 

from ORBIT on March 31, 2014, and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems 

Division. 

Please review, download and save your 2011 Annual Benefits Statement to assist you with 

your future retirement planning. Your Statement is available in ORBIT accessible at 

wvwv m’cncretirement.com Click on the ORBIT logo and access your account. 

The Retirement Systems will communicate further by email when the 2013 statements are 

posted in late spring. 

Retirement Systems Contact Information 

Active Employees with questions or in need of information or forms should contact 

the Division’s Member Services Unit toll-free at 1-877-627-3287 (for outside Raleigh 

area) or 919-807-3050 (Raleigh area only), or email 

Visit the Retirement Systems website at ww’w myncretirement.com. 

Remember, to better serve our Spanish-speaking customers, the Retirement Systems’ 

Call Center is staffed with a representative who can assist members with translating 

Retirement Systems’ information and addressing their retirement-related questions. 



If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ Facebook paqe for updates regarding long-term financial 
~.,.~ planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and much 

more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to mwillingham@UNC EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 
Saturday, March 15, 2014 11:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
A(2 SMA 2013-14 All-A(2(2 Basketball Team Announced 

mary willingham, 
Here’s what’s trending on Twitter this week. 

Carolina Basketball @UNC_Basketba 

Congrats to 1st-team AII-ACC choice @marcuspaige5 & 2 
nd-team pick James Michael McAdoo bit.ly/1e159aG 

#UNCBBall 

ACSMA 2013=14 AII-ACC Basketball Team Announced 
Duke’s Parker, NC State’s Warren lead voting by ACC media members 

R E LAT E D TWE ETS 

10 Mar 

John Frank @ByJohnFrank 

Distracted by #goheels and #ncpol, I forgot about my 
#ncbeer column today. Read about @BrewDogs 
@fullsteam: newsobsewer.com/2014i03/1 

DURHAM: Pinfful: "iV looks to Durham brewery 
for ’most caloric beer’ 
The TV show "Brew Dogs" recently visited Fullsteam Brewery 
in Durham to see if a special North Carolina-themed beer 
(made with maple syrup and bacon and paired with beer- 
flavored ice cream) could top 525 calodes 

14 Mar 

TWC News Central NC @TWCNewsCentNC 

Marine Corps Sgt. Maj. Lanette Wright becomes the first 
female senior enlisted leader of a MEU 

centralnc.twcnews.com/content/news/7. . . 
pic.twitter.comNK8qJog0Vk 

NC Marine to be unit’s 1st female 
sergeant major 
Marine Corps Sgt. Maj. Lane~e Wright is becoming 
the first female senior enlisted leader of a Marine 
Expeditionary’ Unit. 

14 Mar 



RELATED TWEETS 

Triangle Localista @TriLocal sta 

Love @craflbeerabigh #ncbeer bracket. I’m going to 
consider it a to do list. 
craflbeerrabigh.com!2014/03/13/201... 

14 Mar 

2014 Triangle March Beer Madness 
Vote daily for the best beers of the triangle and advance them in the March Beer 
Madness Bracket of 2014 

2 
RELATED TWEETS 

~ ~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @RichHomieJayy 

This is beyond sad, Rip Snupe, Rip Speaker Knockerz 
[3[3[3[3[3[3[3[3[3[3[3[3 pic.twitter.comi9 PEETKujjl 

I0 Mar 

p~ 
K eara 61asgow @kearaglasgow 

pic.twitter.com!PQKfLPZ3of 

10 Mar 

#Hukin$ @ibethe_leader’xo 

This doesn’t look like me[3[3 pic.twitter.com/QloMwlTmIO 

10 Mar 



Kirko Bangz @Ki rkoBangz_ 

Nicki looks so good natural [3 [3 [3 [3 
sic,twitter~com/4wVzTdo 1 LS 

10 Mar 

FAVORITE 

Don’t miss out. Stay up to date on what’s happening. Go to TwiAer 

Forgot your Twitter password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need help? 

If you rece ved this message n error and dd not sign up for Twtter, rick not my account. 

Twitter Inc, 1355 Market St,, Suite 900 San Franc sco CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:25 AM 

lopianodl@southernct.edu 

Re: Meeting invitation: Drake Working Group 

Donna, I have a meeting tomorrow morning at 8am with Emmett Gill from the student athlete human rights 
organization. He re-scheduled from last Friday, so I will try to come on the call if we are done. I will follow up 
with Botsford from Cardenas office today (he did not respond to my email last week). 
Thanks, Mary 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 8:00 PM, "Donna Lopiano" <messenger@webex.com> wrote: 

Hello, 

Donna Lopiano invites you to attend this online meeting. 

Topic: Drake Working Group 
Date: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 
Time: 9:00 am, Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) 
Meeting Number: 
Meeting Password: 

To join the online meeting (Now from mobile devices!) 

1. Go to https:!2/connscuowebexocomlconnscu!j,php?HTID=mlcbd48e90bf0d6358bcaldc48ce3ab6c 
2. If requested, enter your name and email address. 
3. If a password is required, enter the meeting password: sport 
4. Click "Join". 

To view in other time zones or languages, please click the link: 
~]~’con nscu owebexocom           ?NTID: mf9a7cb487f5e8628042e169074540e86 

To join the audio conference only 

Call-in toll number (US/Canada): 1-650-479-3208 

Access code: 

For assistance 

1. Go to mc 
2. On the left navigation bar, click "Support". 



You can contact me at: 
~!anodl@southernctoed u 
1-2035385280 

To add this meeting to your calendar program (for example Microsoft Outlook), click this link: 
?HTID: m03e55004a80363357a228855384aee67 

The playback of UCF (Universal Communications Format) rich media files requires appropriate players. To 
view this type of rich media files in the meeting, please check whether you have the players installed on 
your computer by going to ~s:/!connscu.webex.com~connscu/s~emdia~nosiso~. 

~]www.webex.com 

CCP:+ 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This WebEx service includes a feature that allows audio and any documents and other 
materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded. By joining this session, you automatically 
consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to the recording, discuss your concerns with the meeting 
host prior to the start of the recording or do not join the session. Please note that any such recordings may 
be subject to discovery in the event of litigation. 



Wilkinson, Alexis Bledel, Linda Emond and many more. Support independent filmmaking 
and help share this experience with more people! 

The B~ack Por~la~d~ers 

PHOTOGRAPHY//USA 

Intisar Abioto is a photographer and writer 
of the blog, The Black Portlanders, which 
has become the face of a growing arts and 

culture renaissance in Portland OR. This 
campaign is helping her cover the cost of 
needed equipment upgrades. 

Jesse Lawson: Chapter I~ 

MUSIC//USA 

You may know Jesse Lawson as the 
former rhythm guitarist of Sleeping with 
Sirens. After taking a break from touring to 
start a family, he’s decided to debut an 
album of his own music as well as a 
documentary-without a label’s help. 



TECHNOLOGY//USA 

Kinoma C~eate is a JavaScript-powered construction kit for makers, 

professional product designers, and web developers without any prior 
hardware experience. With it, you can create personal projects, 
consumer electronics, and Internet of Things prototypes more quickly 
and easily than ever before. Check it out! 

Want to raise money for your idea? ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbie Alcorn <balcorn@csiresearch.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:53 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Minnesota Research Conference-- Early Registration Special 

COME HOME WITH 
CENTER FOR SCHOLASTIC INQUIRY! 

CSI is thrilled to announce that our fall 2014 academic research conference 
will be held in our home state of Minnesota. 

October 1-3, 2014 
Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center 

Chaska, Minnesota 

~~ BUSINESS ~ EDUCATION ~ BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ~ 
If you’ve been searching for a high-quality, multidisciplinary, scholastic conference that 

will give you the opportunity to attend, present, and/or publish, this is it. 

REGISTER NOW to take advantage of our early bird specials. 

Want to do more than attend? 

If you are interested in advancing your professional development by also presenting and/or 

publishing: 

Your registration ($360-early bird special) includes a complimentary presentation Mot. If 

interested, submit your presentation abstract (editor@csiresearch.com) and receive 

notification within 48 hours. 

If your abstract is accepted for conference presentation and you are interested in pursuing 

publication, CSI will waive the submission review fee ($50) and 50% of your prepress fees 

(20-page max length). This is a savings of nearly $200! 

Upon successful peer review, your paper will be published in one of CSI [] s peer-reviewed 

academic research journals. All of our journals are indexed with Cabell’s. 

This special offer is only available until March 31, 2014. 

Register Now or Learn More 



Call for Papers 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry, LLC 

4857 Hwy 67, Suite #2 

Granite Falls, MN 56241 

(855) 855-8764 

www.csiresearch.com 

CENTER FOR 
SCHOLASTIC 

If you prefer to no longer receive emails from the Center for Scholastic Inquiry, please click opt out below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hightail <newsletter~e.hightailmail.com > 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:30 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mmllingham@unc.edu> 

How cold the winter really was, May insights mema control and much more 

Lea[n how to use track#~g and insights about you[ sha[ed flies, 

[~}: Hightail ] Web V~;’~d<,’n I Login I U n,::ubscdbe 

Hot data 
Big data is a big deal. This month we see how data pro~ides increasingly 
invaluable insights into global events and your own online activi~. 

Main Image 

Follow the data 

Statistician and writer Nate Silver made his name when he correctly predicted how each state 

would vote in the 20t 2 presidential election. Now he’s bringing his dataodriven analysis to the 

wider world of news. 

Silver recently launched fi~ethirtyei.~!hticem, a site that uses big data to make "the news a little 

nerdier". See how data journalism works with Siiver’s March M~dness pre@ctions and why th~ 

recer~t f~eeze wssret thet un~.~suaL 

~ns~ghts g~ve you contro~ 

At H~ghta~l, we believe that total secur~ 

means giving you complete control. Find out 

why th~s ~ck~des h-~s~#htfu~ data on who has 

accessed your shared fibs and when. 

Know who sees your 
Outlook attachme~sts 
~-tight;~ii for Outlook not only makes sending 

large attachments easier, you can also use 

Hightail to track when these files have been 

accessed. P&ls, you can now send flies up to 

10GB right from your mailbox. 

Get the inside track 

Learn all you need to know about tracking your shared files. Sign up now for our free traii~ing 

w’ebins~ on March 27th. 

We’ve got b(~a~tifl~i 8f;ps for desktop, mobile If you’ve got a problem or need a question 

and ema~l to he~p you be more effective, answered, the Hightail support team ~s ready 

however you like to work. to help over at our H~gher Learning site. 



u 

u 

This message was sent to you because you opted-in to receive Hightail product news and special offeB. 
You can unsubscribe any time by clicking tle~e o[ using the link ai the ~op of this message. 

Hightail, lnc is located at 1919 S. Bascom Ave., Campbell CA 95008 
o, pp_., ] Pd,.~acy Pelicy j Terms e~ Sa~,.&se 

We’re soc~a~ 

P.S. Our bss data-driven analysis says Kansas Jayhawks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Proj ect, USA <phillip@blackstarproj ect.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:47 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Is Systemic Racism Killing Black Men?; Why are so many "classic" books for African 
American children so depressing?; Daniel Beaty, Master Motivator--"Knock, Knock! "; 8 
Year-Old Equestrian Young, Gifted and Black; Learn to Educate Boys of Color with 
(2OS... 

MaMng Progress; 
Moving gor¢Tard! 

Is Systemic Racism 
Hilling Black Men 

African American 
Books for Kids 

Procter Conference 
Sponsors Daniel 
Beaty 

8 Year-old 
Equestrian Youn% 

Gifted and Black 

COSEBOC Teaches 
Boys of Color 

5 Reasons Reluctant 
Readers Are 
Reluctant 

The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Study: In Black Men, Internalized 
Racism Speeds Up Aging 

(The Black Star Project Is Asking the Question "Is 
Systematic Racism Killing Black Men?" University 

of Maryland Study Says Yes!) 

By Julianne Hing 
January 24 2014 

Racism is a powerful enough force that it can wear down a man’s body. Those 
are the findings, at once common-sense and groundbreaking, in a study led by 



University of Maryland epidemiologist David Chae which examines the 
relationship between white blood cell telomere lengths and experiences with 
racism. 

The study, "Discrimination, Racial Bias, and Telomere Length in African- 
American Men," to be published in the February 2014 issue of the American 
Journal of Preventative Medicine, is the first of its kind to explicitly measure 
the role that racism-related factors play in the aging process. 

Chae and his team gathered 95 black men between the ages of 30 and 50 in 
the San Francisco Bay Area in 2010, and measured black men’s white blood 
cell telomere lengths. Telomeres are repetitive sequences of DNA that sit like 
the plastic protective caps at the ends of shoelaces. 

When white blood cells replicate, DNA sequences at the very ends get 
chewed away, and telomeres are there to be, as Chae explains, "the sacrificial 
lambs" to protect the more crucial DNA from being damaged. (Telomeres are 
the glowing white dots at the end of chromosomes, pictured below.) 

Telomere length is associated with mortality and 
age-related diseases like dementia, heart disease 
and Alzheimer’s-the shorter they are, the higher 
the risk, which is why they’re seen as a good 
indicator of physiologic age. 

"You could have two 35-year-olds who are of 
course the same age chronologically, but at a 
cellular level they might be very different 
depending on what they’ve experienced in life," 
says Chae. 

The combination of high levels of external racial discrimination and 
internalized anti-black attitudes was a toxic mix. Researchers found, on the 
other hand, that there was a slightpositive relationship between experiences of 
discrimination and telomere length in black men who had strong pro-black 
biases. That is, a positive racial identity could act as a kind of psychological 
buffer against the ravages of racism. 

"Racism and racial discrimination is an assault on one’s self-concept," Chae 
explains. "And it involves not only physical acts but also the internalization of 
an ideology that posits that some groups are better or worse than others." 

"What our and others’ research shows is that racism is not some abstract 
artificial concept, but is part of the lived and social experience of African 
Americans in today’s society-and that it has real effects on the body," says 
Amani Nuru-Jeter, a professor at UC Berkeley’s School of Public Health and 
co-author of the study. 

Check Here to Read Full Story 

African American Books for Kids 
Book discussion blog for the Evanston Public Library featuring 
books by or about African Americans, book reviews, author 
biographies, reader’s advisory, and book discussion guides. 

Why are so many "classic" books for African 
American children so depressing? 

By Lesley Williams 



January 4, 2012 

well...fun? 

I was looking at the many, many children’s 
books my daughter and nieces and nephews 
were given this year and I got to thinking: why 
are so many "classic" books for African 
American children so depressing? 

You know the ones I’m talking about. Sounder. 
Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry. A Hero Ain’t 
Nothing But a Sandwich. All well written 
books, but the impression you get from them is 
that there’s nothing to African American life and 
history but slavery, lynchings, and urban 
despair. Is that what we want our kids to think? 

Aren’t there any books that show African 
American life as, 

If you want to find some wonderful, upbeat, and 
yet true to life stories for your children, a great 
place to start is Brown Baby Reads, a web 
community, book club and database for African 
American children’s literature. 

I invite you to try my personal list: Non 
Depressing African American Children’s 
Books. I found a lot of them in Rand and 
Parker’s collection, and they were all books that 
my daughter and I actually enjoyed. 

Click Here to See 28 Non-Depressing Books About African 
American Children 
Click Here to Connect to "Brown Baby Read" 
Click Here purchase "One Million Men and Me" written by a 
Black Star Member, Kelly Starling Lyons 

OPINION 

Where Are the People of Color 
in Children’s Books? 

By WALTER DEAN MYERS 
MARCH 15, 2014 

Reading came early to me, but I didn’t 
think of the words as anything special. I 
don’t think my stepmom thought of what 
she was doing as more than spending 
time with me in our small Harlem 
apartment. 

But there was something missing. I 
needed more than the characters in the 
Bible to identify with, or even the 



characters in Arthur Miller’s plays or my beloved Balzac. As I discovered who I 
was, a black teenager in a white-dominated world, I saw that these characters, 
these lives, were not mine. I didn’t want to become the "black" representative, 
or some shining example of diversity. What I wanted, needed really, was to 
become an integral and valued part of the mosaic that I saw around me. 

Then I read a story by James Baldwin: "Sonny’s Blues." I didn’t love the story, 
but I was lifted by it, for it took place in Harlem, and it was a story concerned 
with black people like those I knew. By humanizing the people who were like 
me, Baldwin’s story also humanized me. The story gave me a permission that 
I didn’t know I needed, the permission to write about my own landscape, my 
own map. 

I realized that this was exactly what I wanted to do when I wrote about poor 
inner-city children - to make them human in the eyes of readers and, 
especially, in their own eyes. I need to make them feel as if they are part of 
America’s dream, that all the rhetoric is meant for them, and that they are 
wanted in this country. 

Books transmit values. They explore our common humanity. What is the 
message when some children are not represented in those books? Where are 
the future white personnel managers going to get their ideas of people of 
color? Where are the future white loan officers and future white politicians 
going to get their knowledge of people of color?. Where are black children 
going to get a sense of who they are and what they can be? 

Click Here to Read Full Opinion Piece 

The Samuel DeWitt Proctor Conference 
and the Faith Community of Saint Sabina 
present master motivator -- 

Daniel Beaty 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 



2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
Faith Community of Saint Sabina 

1210 West 78th Place 
Chicago, Illinois 
Free Admission 

Click Here to See and Hear "Knock, Knock!" 

Younl~, Gifted and Black 

8 year-old equestrian 
has sishts on the Olympics 

By Taki Raton 
September 14, 2013 

As with any other sport, bumps and 
bruises are a part of the business writes 
Eric Muhammad recently in the August 23 
edition of The Final Call Newspaper. 
He adds, "but if you have focus and 
determination to be great, you can’t let that 
deter you." 

She is young, gifted and Black. Sumayyah 
Muhammad has proven, as noted in the 
Muhammad account, that she will not be 
easily deterred. This 8 year-old 45-pound 
rider has successfully demonstrated that 
she is able to control a 1,000-pound 
horse." 

Even after her first fall while attempting 
a jump, Sumayyah has evidenced tremendous determination beyond her 
years. Cites the Final Call writer, "She got right back up on the horse and 
continued to ride and jump again." 

Young Sumayyah has been riding for nearly a year and a half. She won first 
place in an equestrian competition after riding only for close to four months. 

Equestrian in this context pertains to the skills related to horseback riding 
As quoted, "riding gives Sumayyah a confidence and sense of 
accomplishment. Years ago, she was afraid to even get on a horse let alone 
ride. She seemed to love the beauty of horses," says Muhammad. 

She has successfully advanced through various stages of her 
equestrian quest as leadline, hunter, trot, hunter jumper and high hurdles. 
Designed for very young children, an adult or an older child under leadline and 
trot ruling actually leads the horse in-hand while the child sits on the horse and 
holds the reins. 

"Riding takes discipline, confidence and focus as well as determination," as 
noted in the published account. "Sumayyah has developed greatly in her 



confidence just from riding in such a short time." 

Academically, she is a straight "A" student which will earn her scholarship 
opportunities. 

Her mother, Lisa Borders Muhammad, has created a "gofundme" page to 
raise funds for Sumayyah’s participation in the 2018 Junior Olympics. 
At the then age of thirteen, she would be one of the youngest Black 
equestrians to compete. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 

and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring that 
the Gathering is highly productive for members and their year- 
round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 



to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

8th A~aa~ Gather~g of Leader~, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 



S GIL~I’A FREE CRED£1°A?*%iL ] ~IS ...... 
MUS~iATIT~ND TIIE P:3o Semitutr~ 

Freedom Is Not Free! 
Why Does The Black Star Project Ask For Your 
Help? 

Recently, several people have contacted The Black Star Project and told us 
that all we want is money and that we should provide services for free. Most 
of these people had good jobs as business people, government workers, 
attorneys, et cetera. 



I agree with these people that helping others should not always be about 
money. In fact, this is what we have done with little or no money at The Black 
Star Project: 

The Black Star Project provided free tutoring to 350 students in our 24 
Saturday University Learning Centers last year. Many private tutoring 
companies charge about $8,000 per year per student for similar tutoring 
services. 

The Black Star Project provided free mentoring to about 100 young Black 
boys and men last year through our Young Black Men Of Honor Mentoring 
Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free support for 2,000 college-bound 
students last year through our Destination College Programs. 

The Black Star Project provided free motivational and career sessions to more 
than 250,000 students in Chicago-area schools since 1996 through our 
Student Motivation and Mentoring Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free parent education classes to about 5,000 
parents in the last 10 years through our Parent University. 

The Black Stat Project provided free tickets to professional and college 
basketball, football and baseball games, as well as circuses, zoos and 
museums to 700 fathers last year through our Fathers Club to help them 
bond with their children. 

The Black Star Project organized 1 million fathers to take their children 
back to school in our Million Father March 2013, free. 

The Black Star Project organized several hundred churches last year to 
"Take A Young Black Male To Worship", free. 

My questions to the people who say that we should do things for free are: 
1) Who is going to pay the salaries, federal, state and city taxes of 
employees who do the above important work? 
2) Who is going to pay for the telephone bill, the gas bill, the electric bill, 
the security alarm bill, the copier bill, the insurance bill, the accounting 
bill, the supplies bill and the rent bill for spaces for our activities? These 
cost recur every month. 
3) Who is going to pay for transporting these youth to events for their 
exposure and development, and feeding them when they are there? 
4) In fact, who is going to pay the internet bill for this email that you are 
receiving right now? 

We refuse to ask mostly poor Black children to pay for our services. This is 
why we are asking you. 

Will you support our important work by signing up here to contribute 
only $10.00 per month to our life-changing work? And will you please 
ask 5 of your friends to do the same? 

I do not know of any significant help that is coming from outside of our 
community to save our community. We must create and finance ways to save 
our children and ourselves. As Frederick Douglass said, "you may not get 
everything that you pay for, but you will surely pay for everything you get"! 

Freedom is not free! 

Sincerely, 



Executive Director 
The Black Star Project 
phone - 773.285.9600 

Click Here to contribute only $10.00 per month to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to make a one-time annual contribution to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to learn more about the work of The Black Star 
Project 

Or you may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by blackstarl000(~ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Proj ect, USA <phillip@blackstarproj ect.ccsend.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 8:48 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Morehouse and Harvard Celebrate the Study of Black Men; National Council for 
Educating Black Children National Conference; High Motivation in Community 
Colleges Does Not Translate Into High Achievement for Men of Color; Is Systemic 
Racism Killing Blac... 

Progress; 
Forward! 

Celebrate the 
Histor~¢ Study and 
Movement of Black 
Men and Boys 

High Motivation Does 
Not Bring Academic 
Success for Men of 
Color 

National Council for 
Educatinfs Black 
Children National 
Conference 

COSEBOC Teaches 
Boys of Color 

Is Systemic Racism 
Killing Black Men 

African American 
Books for Kids 

Procter Conference 
Sponsors Daniel 
Beaty 

The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 

Join the Nation to Celebrate the 
History, Study and k~ovement of 
Black Men and Boys in America 

Sponsored Morehouse College 
and Harvard University 



Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to Learn More About or Register for Conference 

For men of color, high academic 
motivation does not bring academic 

success 

Mar 18, 2014 
Despite higher levels of engagement in the community college experience- 

from rarely skipping classes to accessing tutoring services more frequently- 
male students of color have lower academic outcomes than White male 
students who are significantly less engaged, according to a recent University 
of Texas at Austin report. 

"Aspirations to Achievement: Men of Color and Community Colleges" was 



produced by the College of Education’s Center for Community College 
Student Engagement (CCCSE). It is based on responses from more than 
453,000 students nationwide to the Community College Survey of Student 
Engagement. 

"Despite Black and Hispanic males reporting higher aspirations to earn 
a community college certificate or degree than their White peers, only 5 
percent of those who attend community colleges earn certificates or 
degrees in three years, as opposed to 32 percent of White males," said 
Kay McClenney, CCCSE director. "Realities like this prompted us to look at 
what contributes to the achievement gaps and suggest ways community 
colleges can better support Black and Hispanic males’ success." 

An engaged student tends to do things like meet with advisers to discuss 
career plans, work on projects with other students outside of class, spend 
hours rewriting and perfecting a research paper, and ask questions in class. 

Among male students, Black males are the most engaged, followed by 
Hispanics, and White males are the least engaged of the three groups. This 
pattern is consistent across benchmarks and more than 10 years of CCCSE 
data. When it comes to achievement, the results are reversed-White males 
consistently have the highest grades and college completion rates, followed 
by Hispanics. Black males report the lowest outcomes. 

"The findings don’t mean engagement isn’t beneficial for Black and Hispanic 
male students," said McClenney. "They just signify there are additional factors 
contributing to these groups’ academic success or failure, and we really need 
to understand what those are." 

Colleges also are encouraged to: 

regularly solicit student feedback. 
gather and disaggregate data that accurately describe students’ 
educational experiences. 
redesign developmental education. 
boost cultural awareness and competence. 
improve faculty and staff diversity. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 
Click Here to Read Aspirations to Achievement: Men of 
Color and Community Colleges. 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 



COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 



SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

8th A~ua~ Gather~ of iLeaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Study: In Black Men, Internalized 
Racism Speeds Up Aging 

(The Black Star Project Is Asking the Question "Is 
Systematic Racism Killing Black Men?" University 

of Maryland Study Says Yes!) 

By Julianne Hing 
January 24 2014 

Racism is a powerful enough force that it can wear down a man’s body. 
Those are the findings, at once common-sense and groundbreaking, in a 



study led by University of Maryland epidemiologist David Chae which 
examines the relationship between white blood cell telomere lengths and 
experiences with racism. 

The study, "Discrimination, Racial Bias, and Telomere Length in African- 
American Men," to be published in the February 2014 issue of the American 
Journal of Preventative Medicine, is the first of its kind to explicitly measure 
the role that racism-related factors play in the aging process. 

Chae and his team gathered 95 black men between the ages of 30 and 50 in 
the San Francisco Bay Area in 2010, and measured black men’s white blood 
cell telomere lengths. Telomeres are repetitive sequences of DNA that sit like 
the plastic protective caps at the ends of shoelaces. 

When white blood cells replicate, DNA sequences at the very ends get 
chewed away, and telomeres are there to be, as Chae explains, "the 
sacrificial lambs" to protect the more crucial DNA from being damaged. 
(Telomeres are the glowing white dots at the end of chromosomes, pictured 
below.) 

Telomere length is associated with mortality and 
age-related diseases like dementia, heart disease 
and Alzheimer’s-the shorter they are, the higher 
the risk, which is why they’re seen as a good 
indicator of physiologic age. 

"You could have two 35-year-olds who are of 
course the same age chronologically, but at a 
cellular level they might be very different 
depending on what they’ve experienced in life," 
says Chae. 

The combination of high levels of external racial discrimination and 
internalized anti-black attitudes was a toxic mix. Researchers found, on the 
other hand, that there was a slightpositive relationship between experiences 
of discrimination and telomere length in black men who had strong pro-black 
biases. That is, a positive racial identity could act as a kind of psychological 
buffer against the ravages of racism. 

"Racism and racial discrimination is an assault on one’s self-concept," Chae 
explains. "And it involves not only physical acts but also the internalization of 
an ideology that posits that some groups are better or worse than others." 

"What our and others’ research shows is that racism is not some abstract 
artificial concept, but is part of the lived and social experience of African 
Americans in today’s society-and that it has real effects on the body," says 
Amani Nuru-Jeter, a professor at UC Berkeley’s School of Public Health and 
co-author of the study. 

Check Here to Read Full Story 

African American Books for Kids 
Book discussion blog for the Evanston Public Library featuring 
books by or about African Americans, book reviews, author 
biographies, readers advisory, and book discussion guides. 

Why are so many "classic" books for African 
American children so depressing? 



By Lesley Williams 
January 4, 2012 

I was looking at the many, many children’s 
books my daughter and nieces and nephews 
were given this year and I got to thinking: why 
are so many "classic" books for African 
American children so depressing? 

You know the ones I’m talking about. Sounder. 
Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry. A Hero Ain’t 
Nothing But a Sandwich. All well written 
books, but the impression you get from them is 
that there’s nothing to African American life and 
history but slavery, lynchings, and urban 
despair. Is that what we want our kids to think? 

well...fun? 

Aren’t there any books that show African 
American life as, 

If you want to find some wonderful, upbeat, and 
yet true to life stories for your children, a great 
place to start is Brown Baby Reads, a web 
community, book club and database for African 
American children’s literature. 

I invite you to try my personal list: Non 
Depressing African American Children’s 
Books. I found a lot of them in Rand and 
Parker’s collection, and they were all books that 
my daughter and I actually enjoyed. 

Click Here to See 28 Non-Depressing Books About African 
American Children 
Click Here to Connect to "Brown Baby Read" 
Click Here purchase "One Million Men and Me" written by a 
Black Star Member, Kelly Starling Lyons 

The Samuel DeWitt Proctor Conference 
and the Faith Community of Saint Sabina 
present master motivator -- 

Daniel Beaty 



Saturday, March 29, 2014 
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 

Faith Community of Saint Sabina 
1210 West 78th Place 

Chicago, Illinois 
Free Admission 

Click Here to See and Hear "Knock, Knock!" 

Freedom Is Not Free! 
Why Does The Black Star Project Ask For 
Your Help? 

Recently, several people have contacted The Black Star Project and told us 
that all we want is money and that we should provide services for free. Most 
of these people had good jobs as business people, government workers, 
attorneys, et cetera. 

I agree with these people that helping others should not always be about 
money. In fact, this is what we have done with little or no money at The Black 
Star Project: 

The Black Star Project provided free tutoring to 350 students in our 24 
Saturday University Learning Centers last year. Many private tutoring 



companies charge about $8,000 per year per student for similar tutoring 
services. 

The Black Star Project provided free mentoring to about 100 young Black 
boys and men last year through our Young Black Men Of Honor Mentoring 
Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free support for 2,000 college-bound 
students last year through our Destination College Programs. 

The Black Star Project provided free motivational and career sessions to 
more than 250,000 students in Chicago-area schools since 1996 through 
our Student Motivation and Mentoring Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free parent education classes to about 5,000 
parents in the last 10 years through our Parent University. 

The Black Stat Project provided free tickets to professional and college 
basketball, football and baseball games, as well as circuses, zoos and 
museums to 700 fathers last year through our Fathers Club to help them 
bond with their children. 

The Black Star Project organized 1 million fathers to take their children 
back to school in our Million Father March 2013, free. 

The Black Star Project organized several hundred churches last year to 
"Take A Young Black Male To Worship", free. 

My questions to the people who say that we should do things for free are: 
1) Who is going to pay the salaries, federal, state and city taxes of 
employees who do the above important work? 
2) Who is going to pay for the telephone bill, the gas bill, the electric bill, 
the security alarm bill, the copier bill, the insurance bill, the accounting 
bill, the supplies bill and the rent bill for spaces for our activities? 
These cost recur every month. 

3) Who is going to pay for transporting these youth to events for their 
exposure and development, and feeding them when they are there? 
4) In fact, who is going to pay the internet bill for this email that you are 
receiving right now? 

We refuse to ask mostly poor Black children to pay for our services. This is 
why we are asking you. 

Will you support our important work by signing up here to contribute 
only $10.00 per month to our life-changing work? And will you please 
ask 5 of your friends to do the same? 

I do not know of any significant help that is coming from outside of our 
community to save our community. We must create and finance ways to 
save our children and ourselves. As Frederick Douglass said, "you may not 
get everything that you pay for, but you will surely pay for everything you get"! 

Freedom is not free! 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
The Black Star Project 
phone - 773.285.9600 



Click Here to contribute only $10.00 per month to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to make a one-time annual contribution to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to learn more about the work of The Black Star 
Project 

Or you may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

This email was sent to mwillingham@unc.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curty, Craig Cameron <ccurty@highpoint.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:25 AM 

fletcherj a@appstate.edu; waughmw@appstate.edu; aneal@uncfsu.edu; 
cwadeS@uncfsu.edu; vdavis@uncfsu.edu; barbara_windom@ncsu.edu; 
marcia toms@ncsu.edu; megan_ryals@ncsu.edu; brandy_grabow@ncsu.edu; 
tdford@ncat, edu; artisr@ncat, edu; j kneely@ncat.edu; j amoore 1 @ncat.edu; 
sfrankli@unca.edu; llmrner@mail.ecsu.edu; wbarnett@nccu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; j pippin2@uncc, edu; mtoringserv@uncc, edu; 
hmhunt@uncc.edu; NikkiRedman@uncc.edu; steven.hunt@uncp.edu; 
elizabeth.froeba@uncp.edu; mark.hunt@uncp.edu; courtney.walters@uncp.edu; 
cynthia.torok@uncp.edu; jeforema@uncg.edu; gkbailey@uncg.edu; alcox3@uncg.edu; 
smoneil@uncg.edu; dajohns8@uncg.edu; kmbaldwi@uncg.edu; eefinch@uncg.edu; 
andersonsa@uncw.edu; kunzt@uncw.edu; ruwem@uncw.edu; wilkinsonw@uncw.edu; 
walc@email.wcu.edu; sbaker@email.wcu.edu; edwardsbr@wssu.edu; 
whitleyar@wssu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kessler, Frank S 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; tmaitlan@emai.unc.edu; kradenmacher@unc.edu 
Monday Deadline for Proposals 

Greetings! 

Just a reminder the deadline for submitting a proposal to present at this year’s NC SI/Tutor Conference is Monday at S 

pm. Send proposals to ccurty@highpoint.eduo 

Have a great weekend! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:45 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, W 
Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 
<eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu>; Gates- 
Foster, Jennifer Erin <gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J 
<gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Hirsch, Jeffrey 
Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; 
Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; Jeffay, Kevin <j effay@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Corey S <corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; 
Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; 
Malizia, Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W 
<nmulligan@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R <nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Parke, William 
R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Jason 
Matthew <jmr08@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Shen, 
Haipeng <haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Song, 
Conghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; 
Teuton, Christopher Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~vopp@unc.edu> 

Gentle Reminders 

Dear Administrators, 

Despite the continual cold weather, spring and summer are on the way. 

Just a reminder that the request for proposals for online courses in 2015 has gone out to faculty in the College and to 

administrators in the professional schools. The RFP requires that faculty obtain the approval/signature of the 
appropriate department chair or dean. The deadline is April 3. 

Also, registration for summer courses opens Monday, March 24. Now is a good time to post your summer schedule on 

your web site and encourage faculty who will be teaching in summer to share their summer course information with 

current students. We are placing lots of ads in The Daily Tar Heel and other campus publications as well as scheduling 

some promotions for summer broadly. 

Please start to monitor enrollments in early April. We will make decisions on course cancelations for first session by May 

6. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Jan 



Jan Johnson yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Cotmseling <Announcements@news.sagepub.com~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 4:46 PM 

Willingh~m, M~ry C. <mmllingh~m@unc.edu~ 

A musl-have supplement tbr your com~seling skills course 

Connect theory and practice with this counseling skills guide 

Essential Counselinq Skills: Practice and Application Guide 

Core Texts for Counseling Skills 



[] Browse our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 7:23 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Frank, Comprehensive article - excellent. 
Thanks for including me, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.-unc, edai~-~willin ~ 

erdassinc.com 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 6:48 PM, @aoL corn> wrote: 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http:iiwww,n bcnews,com/meet-theopressishouldostudentoathletes-~aid-n59866). 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
~://www.collecLeathleticsclips.com/index,~o/archive/nicknamesmascots/8771 orevisiting=aonationostilFat- 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 7:23 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Frank, Comprehensive article - excellent. 
Thanks for including me, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

h~tp :/Tp~a.oerdassinc. corn 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 6:48 PM, @aol.con*t> wrote: 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http ://www‘n bcnew~‘c~m/meet-the-pre~/~h~u~d°stude~t°ath~ete~°qet~paid°n59866 )~ 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
http:iiwww,colleg.eathleticsclips,com/index.~/archive/nicknamesmascots/8771 -revisiting-a-nation-stilFat- 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:20 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:          ~aoLcom> 
Date: March 23, 2014 at 6:47:59 PM EDT 
T o: < ~.p an ov< org> 
Cc: ~rnac.com>, <rnwi~i nc.edu>, < emaiLwcu.ed~>, 
<~DPATH@OHIO.EDU>, <mccorm52@1aw.msu.eda>, <chris150@~aw.msu.edu>, 

~aol.com>, ’ ~cha~er.net>, <pb arrett 1 ~:~b~ oomb erg,..~K~>, 
<~ocera~fimes.com>, < atNeficsclips.com>, ~aol.com> 
Subject: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http:i/www.n bcnews,com/meetotheopressisho uldostudentoathleteso~aidon59866). 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
http://w~egeath~eti~s~ips~c~m/index.p~/archive/nicknamesmasc~ts/8771°re~isitin~°a°nati~n°sti~Fat° 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:20 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:         ~aol.com> 
Date: March 23, 2014 at 6:47:59 PM EDT 
To: ~ar~ow. org> 
Cc: ~mac.com>, <mwil~i nc.edu>, < emafi.wc~.ed~>, 
<~DPATH~OHIO.EDU>, <mccorm52~law.msu.edu>, <chris~ 50~aw.msu.edu>, 
<        ~aoLcom>, <        @cha~er.r~et>, <pbarrettl7~Noomber~ne~>, 
<nocera(~5,times. corn>,              atNeticsclips.com>,         ~aoLcom> 
Subject: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http:i/www.n bcnews,com/meetotheopressisho uldostudentoathletesoc~etopaidon59866). 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
http://www.colleg~eathleticsclips,com/index.p_b~/archive/nicknamesmascots/8771 orevisitin~oaonationostilFato 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bob Gilbert         @charter.net> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:42 PM 

@aol.com 

sonny vaccaro - @mac.com>; Willingham, Mary (2. 
<mwillingham@unc.~du>; kotto@emal.wcu.edu; ridath@ohio.edu; 
pbarrett@blombereg.net; Joe Nocera <nocera@nytimes.com>; 
nick@collegeathleticsclis, com 
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To All: 

Advance preview of my column for Tuesday, March 25 

Bob Gilbert 

Bg25 

ANALYSIS: HIGHER-ED HIJACKED (1155 Words) 
By Bob Gilbert 

For Tuesday, March 25, 2014 

American higher education has been hijacked by a gang of hypocritical, greedy 

mercenary university presidents who care more about ingratiating themselves to their 

football-fan constituencies than helping young people learn to think critically and cope with 

an increasingly hostile world. 

The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has been bringing the evils of the 

college sports entertainment industry to the public’s attention for three decades. 

But few people are listening and even fewer are doing something to correct the 

problem. 

At its most recent meeting in Miami, the Knight Commission repeated its warning that 

big-time college sports, particularly football and basketball, are damaging higher education. 

The latest Knight Commission study shows "college spending per football player 

skyrocketed 70 percent compared with only a 6 percent increase in spending per student 

from 2005 through 2012," the Miami Herald reported. 

Specifically, coaching salaries in the five major football conferences with the largest 

budgets rose 70 percent during the study period. 

At Alabama, for example, the school spent $201,498 per athlete in 2012, more than 13 

times what it spent for a regular student. Like many other football-crazed schools, Alabama 

makes football a No. 1 priority. 

The Knight Commission says the gap between academic and athletic spending is 

greatest at NCAA Division I schools and smallest among those that don’t field football teams. 

"There is a struggle between the core educational mission and commercial values," 

said Charles Ambrose, president of the University of Central Missouri. 

Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby said lack of NCAA leadership is the big problem. 



Ironically, NCAA president Mark Emmert is making loud noises about the association 

streamlining its governance structure to grant more autonomy to the five big conferences - 

the SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and ACC. 

One of Bowlsby’s proposals to restore academics to a position of prominence at 

colleges with major sports programs would make freshman scholarship athletes ineligible 

for varsity competition. 

Former coaches Terry Holland (Virginia and Davidson), Lloyd Carr (Michigan) and Bill 

Curry (Georgia Tech, Alabama and Kentucky), among others, believe a "year in residence" 

before playing that first college game would be unpopular with presidents, admissions 

officers and trustees, but would improve athletes’ chances of academic success. 

Bowlsby believes the NCAA needs subpoena power to help investigators enforce 

academic, recruiting and eligibility rules. However, the NCAA’s mishandling of investigations 

(Miami, Alabama, and North Carolina) or no investigations (Tennessee) show its 

enforcement division is corrupt and untrustworthy. 

Moreover, in a response to a Knight Commission survey several years ago, a majority 

of university presidents admitted cowardice in the face of constituents who don’t want 

academics and rules compliance to interfere with winning football games. 

The Drake Group - university administrators, faculty members and former coaches 

and players who are seeking to reform college athletics - promotes academic integrity and 

restraint on sports spending, but naively believes the NCAA will move in a direction its 

directors and member presidents oppose. 

The Drakes want Congress to grant the NCAA an antitrust exemption in exchange for 

providing players with broader medical insurance coverage and extending scholarships 

through graduation. 

Similarly, the Drakes want the NCAA to improve its governance structure, a suggestion 

that seems laughable considering the NCAA directors and university presidents won’t 

legislate themselves out of jobs by turning the association over to those who created the 

problem in the first place. 

As long as the NCAA insists its athletes are amateurs and not employees of the 

universities, nothing will change. 

What university president is going to stop his head football coach from being paid $7 

million a year? 

Appearing on NBC’s Meet the Press, secretary of Education Arne Duncan, who played 

basketball at Harvard, called for tying salaries to academic performance. 

As for coaches who cheat, Duncan said, "the penalties should not just hit the 

universities, the penalties should follow the coach." 

The panel also included Emmert and an aide to President Barack Obama. 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who coujld 

make the argument that these athletes are (1) really employees and (2) have little if any 

time to be real students," said Northwestern engineering professor Frank Splitt, a long-time 

advocate for reform. 



Football players at universities such as Alabama, Michigan State, Texas, and 
Tennessee generate billions of television dollars for the NCAA and its member schools. Yet, 
the schools deny any responsibility for the brain damage and subsequent illnesses such as 
dementia and Alzheimer’s caused by repeated concussions. 

Players are not allowed to have jobs to help them finance ordinary expenses beyond 
the tuition, room, board and books provided by their scholarships. 

The players resent being told they can’t receive money for autographing university 
wearing apparel while their coaches get multi-million-dollar contracts. 

College sports will become more honest (and honorable) once players are paid," New 
York Times columnist Joe Nocera wrote. "Fans will be able to enjoy football and men’s 
basketball without having to avert their eyes from the scandals and the hypocrisy." 

Ramogi Huma, president of the National College Players Association and former UCLA 
linebacker, told the Knight Commission that athletes should be paid for actual living 
expenses while attending college. He calls for more attention to concussion prevention, 
insurance for better long-term medical care, and freedom for athletes to be paid for public 
appearances and product endorsements. 

Essayists Taylor Branch, noting the SEC was the first conference to rake in more than 
$1 billion in athletic receipts, called the NCAA’s principles of "amateurism" and the "student- 

athlete" cynical hoaxes. 
"The tragedy at the heart of college sports is not that some college athletes are getting 

paid, but that more of them are not." 

The athletes know they’re being exploited, and they’re doing something about it. 
Nearly a dozen player-lawsuits have been filed against the NCAA and member universities. 

Tom Farrey, the ESPN investigative reporter who exposed the academic fraud at the 
University of Tennessee nearly two decades ago, told the Knight Commission that the well- 
being of athletes should be paramount. 

"Athletes are entering college in a precarious mental state because of the pressure on 
them," Farrey said. "1 wonder if the NCAA’s future is its original purpose: the health and 
safety of student-athletes?" 

The NCAA and its hypocritical president, Mark Emmert, university presidents and 
trustees have hijacked big-time college athletics and made their football programs nothing 

but farm teams of the NFL and NBA. 
Without the multi-billion-dollar TV contracts with cash-cows CBS, ESPN and Turner, 

the schools could not pay those outrageous salaries. And considering the lawsuit attacks 
from all sides, those revenue streams may soon dry up. 

Bloomberg News reports that the number of Americans who pay for cable and 
satellite TV fell by more than a million subscribers in 2013. And, because fans prefer to 
watch games on the tube than in person, stadium attendance and season-ticket sales are 
declining. 

An economic crash - possibly athletics bankruptcy -- for big-time college sports looms 

on the horizon. 



[Next: the real issues] 

Columnist Bob Gilbert -- former Associated Press writer, retired University of 

Tennessee news director and author of the Bob Neyland biography -- can be reached at 

~charter.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:49 PM 

@aol.com 

rhuma@ncpanow.org; @mac.com; Willingham, Mary (2. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; kotto@email.wcu.edu; mccorm52@law.msu.edu; 
chris150@law.msu.edu;        @aol.com;        ~charter.net; 
pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net; nocera@nytimes.com; nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Re: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

The panel is most notable by who they did not have on it. Emmert would have been shredded by Ramogi, 
Branch, Edwards, nocera etc and I imagine he stated that he would only come on if certain people were not on 
panel. Oh Tim Russert, I really miss you. This was milquetoast. IfEmmert had any guts he would take on all 
comers to back up his rhetoric but he does not. Sad for a guy making millions off the back of athletes. 

Dave 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 6:48 PM, ~aol.com> wrote: 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http:/iwww,nbcnews,comimeetotheo1~ress/should-studentoathleteso~aid-n59866). 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
http ://www~c~Ie~eath~eticsc~i~s~c~m/in~e x.~/archive/nicknamesma~c~ts/8 7 71°revisiting°a-nati~n°sti~F at- 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:44 AM 

Fwd: Bg25 SNEAK PREVIEW 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bob Gilbert         @charter.net> 
Date: March 23, 2014 at 9:42:18 PM EDT 
To:         @aol.com> 
Cc: sonny vaccaro "             @mac.com>, <mwillingham@unc.edu>, 
<kotto@emal.wcu.edu>, <ridath@ohio.edu>, <pbarrett@blombereg.net>, Joe Nocera 
<nocera@nytimes. com>, <nick@collegeathleticsclis.com> 
Subject: Bg25 SNEAK PREVIEW 

To All: 

Advance preview of my column for Tuesday, March 25 

Bob Gilbert 

Bg25 

ANALYSIS: HIGHER-ED HIJACKED (1155 Words) 
By Bob Gilbert 

For Tuesday, March 25, 2014 

American higher education has been hijacked by a gang of hypocritical, 

greedy mercenary university presidents who care more about ingratiating 

themselves to their football-fan constituencies than helping young people learn to 

think critically and cope with an increasingly hostile world. 

The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has been bringing the 

evils of the college sports entertainment industry to the public’s attention for 

three decades. 

But few people are listening and even fewer are doing something to correct 

the problem. 

At its most recent meeting in Miami, the Knight Commission repeated its 



warning that big-time college sports, particularly football and basketball, are 

damaging higher education. 

The latest Knight Commission study shows "college spending per football 

player skyrocketed 70 percent compared with only a 6 percent increase in 

spending per student from 2005 through 2012," the Miami Herald reported. 

Specifically, coaching salaries in the five major football conferences with the 

largest budgets rose 70 percent during the study period. 

At Alabama, for example, the school spent $201,498 per athlete in 2012, 

more than 13 times what it spent for a regular student. Like many other football- 

crazed schools, Alabama makes football a No. 1 priority. 

The Knight Commission says the gap between academic and athletic 

spending is greatest at NCAA Division I schools and smallest among those that 

don’t field football teams. 

"There is a struggle between the core educational mission and commercial 

values," said Charles Ambrose, president of the University of Central Missouri. 

Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby said lack of NCAA leadership is the big 

problem. Ironically, NCAA president Mark Emmert is making loud noises about the 

association streamlining its governance structure to grant more autonomy to the 

five big conferences - the SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and ACC. 

One of Bowlsby’s proposals to restore academics to a position of 

prominence at colleges with major sports programs would make freshman 

scholarship athletes ineligible for varsity competition. 

Former coaches Terry Holland (Virginia and Davidson), Lloyd Carr (Michigan) 

and Bill Curry (Georgia Tech, Alabama and Kentucky), among others, believe a 

"year in residence" before playing that first college game would be unpopular 

with presidents, admissions officers and trustees, but would improve athletes’ 

chances of academic success. 

Bowlsby believes the NCAA needs subpoena power to help investigators 

enforce academic, recruiting and eligibility rules. However, the NCAA’s 

mishandling of investigations (Miami, Alabama, and North Carolina) or no 

investigations (Tennessee) show its enforcement division is corrupt and 

u ntrustworthy. 

Moreover, in a response to a Knight Commission survey several years ago, a 

majority of university presidents admitted cowardice in the face of constituents 

who don’t want academics and rules compliance to interfere with winning 

football games. 



The Drake Group - university administrators, faculty members and former 

coaches and players who are seeking to reform college athletics - promotes 

academic integrity and restraint on sports spending, but naively believes the 

NCAA will move in a direction its directors and member presidents oppose. 

The Drakes want Congress to grant the NCAA an antitrust exemption in 

exchange for providing players with broader medical insurance coverage and 

extending scholarships through graduation. 

Similarly, the Drakes want the NCAA to improve its governance structure, a 

suggestion that seems laughable considering the NCAA directors and university 

presidents won’t legislate themselves out of jobs by turning the association over 

to those who created the problem in the first place. 

As long as the NCAA insists its athletes are amateurs and not employees of 

the universities, nothing will change. 

What university president is going to stop his head football coach from 

being paid $7 million a year? 

Appearing on NBC’s Meet the Press, secretary of Education Arne Duncan, 

who played basketball at Harvard, called for tying salaries to academic 

performance. 

As for coaches who cheat, Duncan said, "the penalties should not just hit 

the universities, the penalties should follow the coach." 

The panel also included Emmert and an aide to President Barack Obama. 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes 

who coujld make the argument that these athletes are (1) really employees and 

(2) have little if any time to be real students," said Northwestern engineering 

professor Frank Splitt, a long-time advocate for reform. 

Football players at universities such as Alabama, Michigan State, Texas, and 

Tennessee generate billions of television dollars for the NCAA and its member 

schools. Yet, the schools deny any responsibility for the brain damage and 

subsequent illnesses such as dementia and Alzheimer’s caused by repeated 

concussions. 

Players are not allowed to have jobs to help them finance ordinary 

expenses beyond the tuition, room, board and books provided by their 

scholarships. 

The players resent being told they can’t receive money for autographing 

university wearing apparel while their coaches get multi-million-dollar contracts. 

College sports will become more honest (and honorable) once players are 

paid," New York Times columnist Joe Nocera wrote. "Fans will be able to enjoy 



football and men’s basketball without having to avert their eyes from the 

scandals and the hypocrisy." 

Ramogi Huma, president of the National College Players Association and 

former UCLA linebacker, told the Knight Commission that athletes should be paid 

for actual living expenses while attending college. He calls for more attention to 

concussion prevention, insurance for better long-term medical care, and freedom 

for athletes to be paid for public appearances and product endorsements. 

Essayists Taylor Branch, noting the SEC was the first conference to rake in 

more than $1 billion in athletic receipts, called the NCAA’s principles of 

"amateurism" and the "student-athlete" cynical hoaxes. 

"The tragedy at the heart of college sports is not that some college athletes 

are getting paid, but that more of them are not." 

The athletes know they’re being exploited, and they’re doing something 

about it. Nearly a dozen player-lawsuits have been filed against the NCAA and 

member universities. 

Tom Farrey, the ESPN investigative reporter who exposed the academic 

fraud at the University of Tennessee nearly two decades ago, told the Knight 

Commission that the well-being of athletes should be paramount. 

"Athletes are entering college in a precarious mental state because of the 

pressure on them," Farrey said. "1 wonder if the NCAA’s future is its original 

purpose: the health and safety of student-athletes?" 

The NCAA and its hypocritical president, Mark Emmert, university 

presidents and trustees have hijacked big-time college athletics and made their 

football programs nothing but farm teams of the NFL and NBA. 

Without the multi-billion-dollar TV contracts with cash-cows CBS, ESPN and 

Turner, the schools could not pay those outrageous salaries. And considering the 

lawsuit attacks from all sides, those revenue streams may soon dry up. 

Bloomberg News reports that the number of Americans who pay for cable 

and satellite TV fell by more than a million subscribers in 2013. And, because fans 

prefer to watch games on the tube than in person, stadium attendance and 

season-ticket sales are declining. 

An economic crash - possibly athletics bankruptcy -- for big-time college 

sports looms on the horizon. 

[Next: the real issues] 



Columnist Bob Gilbert -- former Associated Press writer, retired University 

of Tennessee news director and author of the Bob Neyland biography -- can be 

reached al        @charter.net 
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Sent: 
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Begin forwarded message: 
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Cc: sonny vaccaro              @mac.com>, <mwillingham@unc.edu>, 
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Subject: Bg25 SNEAK PREVIEW 

To All: 

Advance preview of my column for Tuesday, March 25 

Bob Gilbert 

Bg25 

ANALYSIS: HIGHER-ED HIJACKED (1155 Words) 
By Bob Gilbert 

For Tuesday, March 25, 2014 

American higher education has been hijacked by a gang of hypocritical, 

greedy mercenary university presidents who care more about ingratiating 

themselves to their football-fan constituencies than helping young people learn to 
think critically and cope with an increasingly hostile world. 

The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics has been bringing the 

evils of the college sports entertainment industry to the public’s attention for 

three decades. 

But few people are listening and even fewer are doing something to correct 

the problem. 

At its most recent meeting in Miami, the Knight Commission repeated its 

warning that big-time college sports, particularly football and basketball, are 

damaging higher education. 

The latest Knight Commission study shows "college spending per football 



player skyrocketed 70 percent compared with only a 6 percent increase in 

spending per student from 2005 through 2012," the Miami Herald reported. 

Specifically, coaching salaries in the five major football conferences with the 

largest budgets rose 70 percent during the study period. 

At Alabama, for example, the school spent $201,498 per athlete in 2012, 

more than 13 times what it spent for a regular student. Like many other football- 

crazed schools, Alabama makes football a No. 1 priority. 

The Knight Commission says the gap between academic and athletic 

spending is greatest at NCAA Division I schools and smallest among those that 

don’t field football teams. 

"There is a struggle between the core educational mission and commercial 

values," said Charles Ambrose, president of the University of Central Missouri. 

Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsb¥ said lack of NCAA leadership is the big 

problem. Ironically, NCAA president Mark Emmert is making loud noises about the 

association streamlining its governance structure to grant more autonomy to the 

five big conferences - the SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and ACC. 

One of Bowlsb¥’s proposals to restore academics to a position of 

prominence at colleges with major sports programs would make freshman 

scholarship athletes ineligible for varsity competition. 

Former coaches Terry Holland (Virginia and Davidson), Lloyd Carr (Michigan) 

and Bill Curry (Georgia Tech, Alabama and Kentucky), among others, believe a 

"year in residence" before playing that first college game would be unpopular 

with presidents, admissions officers and trustees, but would improve athletes’ 

chances of academic success. 

Bowlsb¥ believes the NCAA needs subpoena power to help investigators 

enforce academic, recruiting and eligibility rules. However, the NCAA’s 

mishandling of investigations (Miami, Alabama, and North Carolina) or no 

investigations (Tennessee) show its enforcement division is corrupt and 

u ntrustworth¥. 
Moreover, in a response to a Knight Commission survey several years ago, a 

majority of university presidents admitted cowardice in the face of constituents 

who don’t want academics and rules compliance to interfere with winning 

football games. 

The Drake Group - university administrators, faculty members and former 

coaches and players who are seeking to reform college athletics - promotes 

academic integrity and restraint on sports spending, but naively believes the 

NCAA will move in a direction its directors and member presidents oppose. 

The Drakes want Congress to grant the NCAA an antitrust exemption in 

exchange for providing players with broader medical insurance coverage and 

extending scholarships through graduation. 

Similarly, the Drakes want the NCAA to improve its governance structure, a 



suggestion that seems laughable considering the NCAA directors and 

university presidents won’t legislate themselves out of jobs by turning the 

association over to those who created the problem in the first place. 

As long as the NCAA insists its athletes are amateurs and not employees of 

the universities, nothing will change. 

What university president is going to stop his head football coach from 

being paid $7 million a year? 

Appearing on NBC’s Meet the Press, secretary of Education Arne Duncan, 

who played basketball at Harvard, called for tying salaries to academic 

performance. 

As for coaches who cheat, Duncan said, "the penalties should not just hit 

the universities, the penalties should follow the coach." 

The panel also included Emmert and an aide to President Barack Obama. 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes 

who coujld make the argument that these athletes are (1) really employees and 

(2) have little if any time to be real students," said Northwestern engineering 

professor Frank Splitt, a long-time advocate for reform. 

Football players at universities such as Alabama, Michigan State, Texas, and 

Tennessee generate billions of television dollars for the NCAA and its member 

schools. Yet, the schools deny any responsibility for the brain damage and 

subsequent illnesses such as dementia and Alzheimer’s caused by repeated 

concussions. 

Players are not allowed to have jobs to help them finance ordinary 

expenses beyond the tuition, room, board and books provided by their 

scholarships. 

The players resent being told they can’t receive money for autographing 

university wearing apparel while their coaches get multi-million-dollar contracts. 

College sports will become more honest (and honorable) once players are 

paid," New York Times columnist Joe Nocera wrote. "Fans will be able to enjoy 

football and men’s basketball without having to avert their eyes from the scandals 

and the hypocrisy." 

Ramogi Huma, president of the National College Players Association and 

former UCLA linebacker, told the Knight Commission that athletes should be paid 

for actual living expenses while attending college. He calls for more attention to 

concussion prevention, insurance for better long-term medical care, and freedom 

for athletes to be paid for public appearances and product endorsements. 

Essayists Taylor Branch, noting the SEC was the first conference to rake in 

more than $1 billion in athletic receipts, called the NCAA’s principles of 

"amateurism" and the "student-athlete" cynical hoaxes. 

"The tragedy at the heart of college sports is not that some college athletes 

are getting paid, but that more of them are not." 



The athletes know they’re being exploited, and they’re doing something 

about it. Nearly a dozen player-lawsuits have been filed against the NCAA and 

member universities. 

Tom Farre¥, the ESPN investigative reporter who exposed the academic 

fraud at the University of Tennessee nearly two decades ago, told the Knight 

Commission that the well-being of athletes should be paramount. 

"Athletes are entering college in a precarious mental state because of the 

pressure on them," Farre¥ said. "1 wonder if the NCAA’s future is its original 

purpose: the health and safety of student-athletes?" 

The NCAA and its hypocritical president, Mark Emmert, university 

presidents and trustees have hijacked big-time college athletics and made their 

football programs nothing but farm teams of the NFL and NBA. 

Without the multi-billion-dollar TV contracts with cash-cows CBS, ESPN and 

Turner, the schools could not pay those outrageous salaries. And considering the 

lawsuit attacks from all sides, those revenue streams may soon dry up. 

Bloomberg News reports that the number of Americans who pay for cable 

and satellite TV fell by more than a million subscribers in 2013. And, because fans 

prefer to watch games on the tube than in person, stadium attendance and 

season-ticket sales are declining. 

An economic crash - possibly athletics bankruptcy -- for big-time college 

sports looms on the horizon. 

[Next: the real issues] 

Columnist Bob Gilbert -- former Associated Press writer, retired University 

of Tennessee news director and author of the Bob Ne¥1and biography -- can be 

reached at         ~charter.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Covalt, Carolyn S <covall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:52 AM 

Manning, Melinda L <maaaning@emafil.unc.edu>; Windle, Maureen A <mawindle@emafil.unc.edu>; Willinghaan, Mau C. 

<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Bradley, Richard A <rick bradley@unc.edu>; Horton, Diane <diane horton@kenaaa-flagler.unc.edu>; Cox, 

Wendy C <wendy cox@unc.edu>; Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

RE: Tyler’s Thursday 

I cannot -friend in from out of town! Booooooo 

Carolyn 

Carolyn Covalt, Undergraduate Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts & Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Advising Website: http:!/advislnq.unc.edu/ 

To ~hedule an Appointment: h~P~//adVsched.~asi~unc.edu/adV~hed/aPP;jsessi~nid=23252D23~82EADA~7F5DC~D6B36B36~ 

From: Manning, Melinda L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:39 AM 
To: Windle, Maureen A; Willingham, Mary C,; Bradley, Richard A; Horton, Diane; Cox, Wendy C; Dawson, Alice C; 
Subject: Tyler’s Thursday 
Hello all- 
It’s that time of the week again-hope to see you all this Thursday at Tyler’s! 

@gmail.com; Covalt, Carolyn $ 
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Jeanie Kahnke <jkahnke@alicenter.org>; EMMA HARVEY 
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FW: Take Education To ’Da’ Streets!!! 

Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2014 08:34:13 -0400 
From: blackstarlOOO@ameritech.net 
To: " @hotmail.com 
Subject: Take Education To ’Da’ Streets!!! 

The Black Star 
Prqect’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

The Chicago Reporter Talks: 

Revamping education in the 
community, not the classroom 



Phillip Jackson, executive director of the Black Star Project, believes that parents, peers 
and the community-at-large need to support the education of children in order to improve 
the quality of life in black and Latino communities. "1 want to take education to the 
streets," he said. [Photo by Michelle Kanaar] 

By Charlotte Lait 
An intern at The Chicago Reporter. 
March 24, 2014 

The disparity in academic achievement between white children and children of 
color has been an issue in public education for decades. Low-income black 
and Latino students consistently struggle to compete with their white peers. 

African-American young men find it hardest to compete. In 2011, only 10 
percent of African-American boys in the 8th grade could read at a proficient 
level, according to findings by the National Association of Educational 
Progress. Illinois was slightly lower, at 9 percent. 

Phillip Jackson believes that black boys will achieve more if we overhaul the 
way we think about education. He founded the Black Star Project in 1996 to 
tackle the achievement gap. 

The Chicago Reporter talked to Jackson about his approach to education. 

How did you get involved in education? 

From a very early age. I grew up in the city of Chicago and the education in the 
city failed me. I attended 11 different Chicago Public Schools. And after 
graduating from a Chicago public school, I was only in college for three months 
before I flunked out. Once you’ve failed, you get that "F" on your report card; it 
does something to you. It breaks you down. I thought "Damn, I’m pretty dumb." 
Then I thought maybe it’s them and not me. 

You say that you are the "most vilified man" in the country’s education 
system today. Why? 

Because I don’t think it’s the job of educators, whoever they are, to say we are 
going to educate your children. The most important educators in a child’s life 
are his parents, peers and community. Those are the people who can make a 
child want to learn. Schools are ill-prepared to teach children to want to learn. 



So do you think that the U.S. has a poor education system? 

Education is one of the few areas that I know of that really hasn’t kept up with 
all the change that has happened in the world. They might have some laptops 
in the classroom, but the people who teach have the same mindset that people 
taught with in 1809, when the American education system was created. 
They’re still thinking, "I’m the teacher, I will stand at the front of the classroom 
and you will listen to me." That’s not education. 

Having worked with these young people for many years, how do you 
think they respond to this problem? 

The NAEP’s study that showed only 9 percent of Chicago’s black boys at 8th 
grade are proficient readers is a tragedy. Nine percent is predictive of the 
violence that you see here, the despair that you see out here. 

Have the chances for success for young black men improved since you 
were one? 

Not only have things not improved, in many ways things have gotten worse. 
When I was in high school I was in a position where I could drop out, go to the 
steel mills and make more money than my teachers. Today, if you are an 
African-American male professional and your name sounds African, you are 50 
percent less likely to be called in for a job interview with the same work 
credentials as a white person. That’s what a study by The University of 
Chicago found. 

What are the hopes for the future of the Black Star Project in helping to 
tackle these problems? 

We are going to continue working with the aim of providing life skills that will 
give young people the common sense, confidence and empowerment to make 
a life for themselves. And with that, we will show them how to raise their own 
communities up as they pull themselves up. 

Click Here to read full interview in The Chicago Reporter 

Freedom Is Not Free! 
Why Does The Black Star Project Ask For Your 
Help? 

Recently, several people have contacted The Black Star Project and told us 
that all we want is money and that we should provide services for free. Most of 
these people had good jobs as business people, government workers, 
attorneys, et cetera. 

I agree with these people that helping others should not always be about 
money. In fact, this is what we have done with little or no money at The Black 
Star Project: 



The Black Star Project provided free tutoring to 350 students in our 24 
Saturday University Learning Centers last year. Many private tutoring 
companies charge about $8,000 per year per student for similar tutoring 
services. 

The Black Star Project provided free mentoring to about 100 young Black 
boys and men last year through our Young Black Men Of Honor Mentoring 
Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free support for 2,000 college-bound 
students last year through our Destination College Programs. 

The Black Star Project provided free motivational and career sessions to more 
than 250,000 students in Chicago-area schools since 1996 through our 
Student Motivation and Mentoring Program. 

The Black Star Project provided free parent education classes to about 5,000 
parents in the last 10 years through our Parent University. 

The Black Stat Project provided free tickets to professional and college 
basketball, football and baseball games, as well as circuses, zoos and 
museums to 700 fathers last year through our Fathers Club to help them 
bond with their children. 

The Black Star Project organized 1 million fathers to take their children 
back to school in our Million Father March 2013, free. 

The Black Star Project organized several hundred churches last year to 
"Take A Young Black Male To Worship", free. 

My questions to the people who say that we should do things for free are: 
1) Who is going to pay the salaries, federal, state and city taxes of 
employees who do the above important work? 
2) Who is going to pay for the telephone bill, the gas bill, the electric bill, 
the security alarm bill, the copier bill, the insurance bill, the accounting 
bill, the supplies bill and the rent bill for spaces for our activities? These 
cost recur every month. 
3) Who is going to pay for transporting these youth to events for their 
exposure and development, and feeding them when they are there? 
4) In fact, who is going to pay the internet bill for this email that you are 
receiving right now? 

We refuse to ask mostly poor Black children to pay for our services. This is 
why we are asking you. 

Will you support our important work by signing up here to contribute 
only $10.00 per month to our life-changing work? And will you please 
ask 5 of your friends to do the same? 

I do not know of any significant help that is coming from outside of our 
community to save our community. We must create and finance ways to save 
our children and ourselves. As Frederick Douglass said, "you may not get 
everything that you pay for, but you will surely pay for everything you get"! 

Freedom is not free! 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
The Black Star Project 
phone - 773.285.9600 



Click Here to contribute only $10.00 per month to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to make a one-time annual contribution to The Black 
Star Project 
Click Here to learn more about the work of The Black Star 
Project 

Or you may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

This ernail was sent to           @hotrnail.com by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 9:49 AM 

Donna Lopiano " @gmail.com> 

Allen Sack- @yahoo.com>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Gerry 
Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Thought you’d enj oy Nancy’s response... 

I tried several times to connect to the meeting this morning, but I couldn’t. Sorry to have missed you all and 
hope the meeting went well. 

On Mon, Mar 24, 2014 at 5:14 PM, Donna Lopiano 
.... trying to start a call for Congressional action... 

~m ail. corr,> wrote 

DL 

The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using Title IX as a shield to 
preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not-for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that additional stipends to student- 
athletes must be allocated equitably between men and women, and any multi-year scholarship benefit must be 
awarded equally. If athletics are an educational opportunity, as part of a student’ s preparation for the future, 
then women must be given an equal opportunity to participate in this unique type of educational opportunity. 

The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will maintain its not-for-profit 
status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the university’ s economic educational model. 

Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for athlete services as 
employees. Once declared employees, colleges and universities couldn’t act collectively to limit the amount 
of money paid to their employees under anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit the amount a 
basketball coach is paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow from making the athlete an 
employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep v. Texas Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) 
paying minimum wage, and costs associated with collective bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business model. The business 
economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for faculties to be built with tax-free bonds, for 
money to flow into athletics departments from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, corporate sponsorships and 
concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 



The Women’s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the educational mission of 
athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics and academics. While it’s appropriate that there is 
rightful concern for gender equity, it is inappropriate to use gender equity as a defender of the current broken 
economic policies of NCAA athletics. These economic policies allow for coaches and administrators to being 
paid multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t even provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s 
economic policies allow for special-admit students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic 
remediation skills, and fail to graduate. The NCAA eliminated it’s 20 year-old peer review certification 
program, similar to the transparency and integrity standards seen throughout higher education, allegedly 
because it was too expensive. Title IX cannot save college athletics from NCAA economic policies. Only 
Congress can step in to mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s commercialized athletic programs, in order 
to pivot towards education, health and welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the 
exploitation of athletes. 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
2o3-5 8-52 o (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www, SportsManagementRe sources, corn 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www.smith.edui-azimb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Windle, Maureen A <mawindle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 11:10 AM 

Maaming, Melinda L <maaming@emaJl.unc.edu>; Willinghaan, MaW C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Bradley, Richard A 
<rick bradley@unc.edu>; Horton, Diane <diane horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cox, Wendy C <wendy cox@unc.edu>; Dawson, 

Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; @gmaJl.com; CovaJt, Carolyn S <covaJt@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tyler’s Thursday 

Looking forward to it!!! 

Maureen A. Windle, PsyD 
Associate Director/Clinical Director 

Counseling and [~sychological Services 

Campus Health Selvices 

CB# 7470 James A Taylor Bldg 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill. NC 27599-7470 

919-966-3658 Phone 

919-966-4605 Fax 

mawindle@email unc.edu 

~] Th riveforemail 

"Perfec’r is the enemy of good"-Voltaire 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Manning, Melinda L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:39 AM 
To: Windle, Maureen A; Willingham, Mary C.; Bradley, Richard A; Horton, Diane; Cox, Wendy C; Dawson, Alice C; @gmail.com; Covalt, Carolyn $ 
Subject: Tyler’s Thursday 
Hello all- 
It’s that time of the week again-hope to see you all this Thursday at Tyler’s! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbie Alcorn <balcorn@csiresearch.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:30 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

1 Week Remaining--Early Registration Special--MN Research Conference 

COME HOME WITH 
CENTER FOR SCHOLASTIC INQUIRY! 

CSI is thrilled to announce that our fall 2014 academic research conference 

will be held in our home state of Minnesota. 

October 1-3, 2014 
Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center 

Chaska, Minnesota 

~~ BUSINESS ~ EDUCATION ~ IBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE ~ 

If you’ve been searching for a high-quality, multidisciplinary, scholastic conference that 
will give you the opportunity to attend, present, and/or publish, this is it. 

REGISTER NOW to take advantage of our early bird specials. 

Want to do more than attend? 

If you are interested in advancing your professional development by also presenting and/or 

publishing: 

Your registration ($360-early bird special) includes a complimentary presentation slot. If 

interested, submit your presentation abstract (editor@csiresearch.com) and receive 

notification within 48 hours. 

If your abstract is accepted for conference presentation and you are interested in pursuing 

publication, CSI will waive the submission review fee ($50) and 50% of your prepress fees 

(20-page max length). This is a savings of nearly $200! 

Upon successful peer review, your paper will be published in one of CSICTs peer-reviewed 

academic research journals. All of our journals are indexed with Cabell’s. 

This special offer is only available until March 31, 2014. 

Register Now or Learn More 



Call for Papers 

Center for Scholastic Inquiry, LLC 

4857 Hwy 67, Suite #2 

Granite Falls, MN 56241 

(855) 855-8764 

www.csiresearch.com 

CENTER FOR 
SCHOLASTIC 

If you prefer to no longer receive emails from the Center for Scholastic Inquiry, please click opt out below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nichols, Julia <julia nichols@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:35 PM 

Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv <advisingparttime@listserv.unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] FW: New Registration Process for HIST 398 

From: Andrews, Matthew P 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 1:49 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: New Registration Process for HIST 398 

Dear Barbara- 

I wanted to share with you the new registration process for HIST 398. As you know, in the past the History 
Department has asked students to come to the Department office to register in person for their HIST 398. 
Beginning with registration for this Summer semester and the upcoming Fall 2014 term, students should now 
enroll in HIST 398 via Connect Carolina. 

For the first two weeks of the enrollment period, only History majors will be able to enroll in a HIST 398. After 
the two-week period, HIST 398s will be open to all students. 

Please let me know if I can clarify anything in this email. Thanks Barbara! I’m hoping you might share 
this information with the other advisors in the Steele Building. 

Cheers, 
Matt 

Dr. Matthew Andrews 
Lecturer and Advisor 
Department of History 
UNC-Chapd Hil~ 
an drewsm(~email.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: iulia nichols@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id=9669474.6ea15cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=34433882 or send a blank 
email to leave-34433882-9669474.6eal 5cf03e6c5ffca9ae24a78a29089f@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
advisingparttime as: mwillingham@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9&n=T&l=advisingparttime&o=34438511 or send a blank 

email to leave-34438511-66319399.6fc6994f8d512328d09f51225b76c8a9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curty, Craig Cameron <ccurty@highpoint.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:43 PM 

fletcherj a@appstate.edu; waughmw@appstate.edu; aneal@uncfsu.edu; 
cwadeS@uncfsu.edu; vdavis@uncfsu.edu; barbara_windom@ncsu.edu; 
marcia toms@ncsu.edu; megan_ryals@ncsu.edu; brandy_grabow@ncsu.edu; 
tdford@ncat, edu; artisr@ncat, edu; j kneely@ncat.edu; j amoore 1 @ncat.edu; 
sfrankli@unca.edu; llturner@mail.ecsu.edu; wbarnett@nccu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; j pippin2@uncc, edu; tutoringserv@uncc, edu; 
hmhunt@uncc.edu; NikkiRedman@uncc.edu; steven.hunt@uncp.edu; 
elizabeth.froeba@uncp.edu; mark.hunt@uncp.edu; courtney.walters@uncp.edu; 
cynthia.torok@uncp.edu; jeforema@uncg.edu; gkbailey@uncg.edu; alcox3@uncg.edu; 
smoneil@uncg.edu; dajohns8@uncg.edu; kmbaldwi@uncg.edu; eefinch@uncg.edu; 
andersonsa@uncw.edu; kunzt@uncw.edu; ruwem@uncw.edu; wilkinsonw@uncw.edu; 
walc@email.wcu.edu; sbaker@email.wcu.edu; edwardsbr@wssu.edu; 
whitleyar@wssu.edu; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kessler, Frank S 
<fkessler@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Christina <cp@unc.edu>; Blanton, Robin C 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; tmaitlan@emai.unc.edu; kradenmacher@unc.edu 
Early Bird Registration Deadline Approaching! 

The NC SI/Tutor Conference is quickly approacNng. 

Early bird registration must be postmarked by Friday, March 28, in order to receive the $15 conference per person rate. 

After Friday, the cost becomes $25 per person. Checks are made out to High Point University. I do not have the 

capabilities to accept PayPal or credit cards. 

We have seven great conference proposals! Once I confirm with presenters, I will send everyone an updated conference 

schedule including the sessions. Conference programs will not be available until the day of the conference. 

Finally, if you or someone in your group have special dietary needs, please let me know ASAP. 

Looking forward to hosting this year’s conference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:26 PM 

Donna Lopiano              ~gmail.com>; Allen Sack          ~yahoo.com>; 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Article I wrote for Currents Magazine 

CURRENTS.PDF; CURRENTS 2.PDF 

I really was not able to mention anything about the CAP Act on OTL today--but I did get copies of Currents Magazine 

(published by the Council for Advancement and Support of Education) and the article I wrote on the Cap act is in the 
March Issue. This was a long process with lots of edits so there is some historical issues. When I started writing it--TDG 

was ideally at the forefront of this movement. I realize that is not the case now. Still I think it gives a good overview of 

the CAP act and every little bit helps. 

Dave 

OHIO 
UN I V E ~.S ~ ~I ~~ 

g. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co- E d [to r, Jo urna[ of Issues in In tercoflegiate A tMetics 
Facu Ity Fellow, Cen ter ~for College Affordabifity and Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 001C, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu * www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 

glog at 

bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpert.cfm? 

formid=1822088&pageid=2057126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: Donna Lopiano ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:15 PM 
To: Allen Sack; Brian Porto; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Ridpath, Dave; Willingham Mary 
Subject: Thought you’d enjoy Nancy’s response... 

.... trying to start a call for Congressional action... 

DL 



The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using Title IX as a shield to 
preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not-for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that additional stipends to student- 
athletes must be allocated equitably between men and women, and any multi-year scholarship benefit must be 
awarded equally. If athletics are an educational opportunity, as part of a student’ s preparation for the future, 
then women must be given an equal opportunity to participate in this unique type of educational opportunity. 
The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will maintain its not-for-profit 
status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the university’s economic educational model. 
Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for athlete services as employees. 
Once declared employees, colleges and universities couldn’t act collectively to limit the amount of money paid 
to their employees under anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit the amount a basketball coach is 
paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow from making the athlete an employee; such as 
paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep v. Texas Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) paying minimum wage, 
and costs associated with collective bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business model. The business 
economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for faculties to be built with tax-free bonds, for 
money to flow into athletics departments from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, corporate sponsorships and 
concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 

The Women’s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the educational mission of athletics; 
to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics and academics. While it’s appropriate that there is rightful 
concern for gender equity, it is inappropriate to use gender equity as a defender of the current broken economic 
policies of NCAA athletics. These economic policies allow for coaches and administrators to being paid 
multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t even provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s 
economic policies allow for special-admit students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic 
remediation skills, and fail to graduate. The NCAA eliminated it’s 20 year-old peer review certification 
program, similar to the transparency and integrity standards seen throughout higher education, allegedly 
because it was too expensive. Title IX cannot save college athletics from NCAA economic policies. Only 
Congress can step in to mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s commercialized athletic programs, in order to 
pivot towards education, health and welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the exploitation 
of athletes. 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, corn 



The Real March Madness 
Why finally reforming: college sports 
may require Congress--or the courts--to act 
By B. DAVID RIDPATH 

|ntercn||egiate 

athletics is a 

enterprise built 

on the labor of 

undercompensated 

student-athletes. 

W 
hen U.S. colleges and universities 

increase per-student spending on aca- 

demics by 3 percent but boost athletic 

spending per football player by 52 percent, as insti- 

tutions in the NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision did 
between 2005 and 2011, we have a problem. 

Those statistics from the Knight Commission on 

Intercollegiate Athletics confirm faculty members’ 

long-held concerns about the misplaced priorities 

of intercollegiate athletics in the academy. Some 

coaches out-earn their institutions’ presidents. 

Academic scandals are commonplace. Intercol- 

legiate athletics have become a multibillion-dollar 

enterprise built on the labor of largely undercom- 

pensated college athletes. Will we ever reform 

intercollegiate sports? 

It may take an act of the U.S. Congress. 

That’s what The Drake Group, a coalition 

of academics, former athletic administra- 

tors, and athletes working to minimize 

the corrosive influences of college sports 

on academic integrity, is proposing. Such 

federal legislation will draw a clear line 

between college and professional sports, cre- 
ate a structure that’s more equitable to students, 

and refocus attention on institutional missions-- 

educating students. 

GAME-CHANGING PLAYS 
Why Congress? 

The NCAA simply will not reform itself; it has 

rebuffed proposals to instill fairness in its judicial 

process and strengthen its academic policies. And 

most college presidents--concerned about the pres- 

tige, revenue, and other perceived benefits of win- 

ning teams--are unwilling to make needed change. 

For years stakeholders have discussed and 

dissected proposals from groups like the 

Knight Commission and the American Council 

on Education to rein in sports’ outsized influence on 

educational institutions to no avail. 

B, David Ridpath is an associate professor and the Kahandas 

Nandola Professor of Sports Administration in the College of 

Business at Ohio University and the president-elect of The Drake 

Group. Founded in 1999 at Drake University in Iowa, TDG is now 

based at the University of New Haven in Connecticut. 

Sure, successful teams can generate institutional 

pride and profits for athletic powerhouses (The Ohio 

State University made $142 million in 2013), writes 

economist Robert Frank in the Knight Commission 

report Challenging the Myth. A Review of the Links 

Among College Athletic Success, Student Quality, 

and Donations. But not all colleges see gains, Frank 

cautions, and creating a winning program is costly. 

Short-term spikes in enrollment, fundraising, and 

alumni engagement are often offset by increased 

spending on athletics, The benefits of a successful 

athletic run are fleeting; the dangers of prioritizing 

athletics are real. 

Scandals that undermine academic integrity per- 

sist. The latest example: A former University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill professor was recently indicted 

for fraud when he accepted a salary for classes he 

never held; all the students who were enrolled and 
received passing grades were football players. 

In many cases, institutions are failing their student- 

athletes: Nearly all the colleges that competed in 

football bowls this year graduate at least 66 percent 

of their white football players, but only 37 percent of 

these institutions graduate black players at that rate, 

according to a recent analysis of NCAA data. 

Now the NCAA faces a lawsuit by former 

University of California, Los Angeles basketball 

standout Ed O’Bannon and other former and cur- 
rent student-athletes seeking compensation for the 

commercial use of their likeness. TDG supports the 

plaintiffs’ efforts: That an institution can profit off 

an individual’s name and likeness while the actual 

athlete cannot seems strange. Texas A&M University 

quarterback Johnny Manziel was suspended for half 

a game in 2013 for accepting compensation for his 

autograph, yet the NCAA and the university make 

money selling Manziel-related merchandise. 

All these issues add up to one thing: College ath- 

letics is not likely to stay in its current form. Never 

before has such a large, diverse movement to reform 

intercollegiate athletics developed as the one includ- 

ing the O’Bannon plaintiffs; interested members of 

Congress; and activists such as the National College 

Players Association, which filed paperwork with the 

National Labor Relations Board to allow Northwestern 

University football players to unionize. A bedrock prin- 

ciple of the NCAA is that student-athletes compete 

C A S E C U R R E N T S 15 



as an avocation to an educational end and 
not as professional athletes. The current 

model of amateurism is difficult to defend 

when head football coaches make millions 

each year (the University of Alabama’s 

Nick Saban made $5.5 million in 2013) and 

the NCAA and its member institutions gen- 

erate billions of dollars from the fees that 
broadcasters pay for the right to televise 

sporting events. 

Reform is inevitable, but what will it 

look like? 

PUT THE STUDENT BACK 

IN STUDENT-ATHLETE 
An O’Bannon victory will mean fundamen- 

tal changes to collegiate athletics. As TDG 

wrote in a friend-of-the-court brief, if "the 
NCAA continues to treat college athletes as 

employees and big-time college sports as a 

commercial enterprise, ... it has an ethical 

obligation to provide basic employee rights. 

Among these rights are the right to a share 

in the revenues the athletes help to gener- 
ate and the right to form labor unions and 

bargain collectively on all issues affecting 

financial compensation and working condi- 

tions. You cannot treat college athletes 

like employees and not provide employee 

rights and protections." 

Another option: Public pressure forces 

the NCAA to seriously consider student 

centered-reform plans like TDG’s, Our 

proposals to minimize the influence of 
commercialized college sports on aca- 

demics include prohibiting freshmen from 

competing, which prioritizes academics at 
the start of athletes’ college careers, and 

requiring athletes to maintain a minimum 

cumulative GPA of 2.0 in order to take the 

field or court. 
Then there’s congressional intervention, 

To radically restructure the NCAA, we urge 
passage of our College Athlete Protection 

Act. The CAP Act would: 
¯ Create a collegiate athletics governing 

board composed of constituents unbowed 

by pressure and conflicts, such as retired 

college presidents, tenured faculty, and cur- 

rent and former college athletes. The new 

board would give equal decision-making 
authority to Divisions I, II, and III. 

¯ Allow colleges to restrict athletic 

events that are not in the best academic 

interests of student-athletes, such as mid- 

week football games that require students 

to miss classes, 
¯ Compensate student-athletes for 

their service with academic and medical 
benefits. Athletes would receive multiyear 

scholarships that are guaranteed until grad- 

uation and cannot be canceled because of 
poor athletic performance or injury, These 

students would receive free medical insur- 

ance. An academic trust fund would afford 

athletes the opportunity to pursue a post- 

graduate degree or, in the case of dropouts, 

return to college. 

¯ Permit athletes to engage in com- 

mercial activities such as sponsorships 

in a sport other than the one they play in 

college. Had such a provision been in place 
earlier, multisport athlete ]eremy Bloom 

would not have been ruled ineligible to play 
football for the University of Colorado after 

accepting endorsement money as a profes- 

sional skier, Athletes could engage in com- 

mercial activities as long as their college 

sport or institution is not identified. Other 
students already enjoy the right to ~ake 

money for activities in which they excel, 

such as acting, singing, or creating tech- 

nologies; so should college athletes, whose 
scholarships do not cover the full cost of 

earning a degree. 

Potential sponsors and supporters in 

Congress are reviewing TDG’s CAP Act with 

the goal of introducing a bill during the 2014 

legislative session. The bill provides an inter- 

collegiate athletics structure that maintains 

the primacy of the academic mission while 

affording athletes the basic rights that other 

college students enjoy. The time for intercol- 

legiate athletics to evolve is past due, and 

the future guarantees one thing: Whether by 

court order, public pressure, or congressio- 
nal mandate, change is finally coming. B 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Philip Ellis <philip@sami.ie> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:26 AM 

mark.zavidow@providencehigh.org 

ExamTime Test Prep and Euronews Feature Video 

Register Your Best SAT Score Ever Can’t view our email? Click here. 

Hi Guys 

Wow time passes by so quickly! 

In the blink of an eye we are in March and if you’re an SAT student., you will be facing your 
exams on either May 3rd or June 7th. This is a crucial time for you where you can really 
push to get the test results you want and we want to help you get there. If you are a 
tutor or teacher why not sign up with ExamTime and share notes and quizzes on our free 
to use platform. 

Follow our "Ultimate SAT Study Guide" with study resources advice and useful tools to 
avoid exam stress & get the result you want! 

Know someone who is sitting their SATs this year? Share our quide with them: 

SAT Test Prep: The U~timate Study Guide 

Standardized tests can be scary but 
remember you have the latest technology 
with ExamTime at your finge~ips! 

ExamTime can help: 

Boost your study motivation 



Improve your productivity 
Collaborate with classmates 
Organize your study time 
Improve your memoG, 

If you want to achieve a 2400 SAT score star listening now! We have the resources tips 
and advice to help you do it. 

If you want to t~j~ some sample questions, see how you can use our tools for SAT test 
success or read some insights from someone who has been in your shoes then head 
over to our SAT Test Paqe: 

READ 

Nappy Studying! 

Andea Leyden 
The ExamTime Team 

Euro News: ExamTime Feature 

ExamTime is making waves in online 
learning all over the world 

In Ecuador South America students & 
teachers are exploring a new way to learn in 
their eouniversity using our tools. 

ExamTime has been recognised by 
euronews as a resource which is bdddng 
the te@no/ogica/ 

Watch ExamTime on eumnews here. 

WATCH ~OW > 

SAT Exams: Featured Study Resources 

SAT Reading & Writing Math Questions with Graphs SAT Word of the Day 

Try these SAT sam~)le questions 
in Reading & Writing. 

Challenge yourself with this SAT 
Math Quiz. 

Stay sharp with this SAT Word of 
the Day flashcard deck 

VIEW NOW > VIEW NOW > V~EW NOW > 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Project, USA <phillip@blackstarproject.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 8:44 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Black Pre-School Children Suspended at Alarming Rate; Latest U.S. Dept. of Education Results Troubling for 
Black Students; Fewer Qualified, Veteran Teachers Instruct Black Students; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn 
$10,000 Each For Doing Good 

MakinN PreNress; 
MovinN Forward! 
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Students Suspended 
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Black Students 

Black Students Less 
Likely to Have 
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Each for Doing Good 
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ION WEEK 

Preschool Suspensions a New Data Point for Civil Rights 
Data Collection 

("School-to-prison pipeline starts in pre-school for Black students with 
disproportionate suspensions and disciplinary actions" - The Black Star Project) 

Chart provided by The Black Star Project 

By Christina Samuels 
March 21,2014 

Black children represent 18 percent of the students enrolled in preschool, but 48 percent of preschool children 
receiving more than one out-of-school suspension, according to the U.S. Department of Education’s Civil Rights Data 
Collection. 

The data point on preschool discipline was a new question asked of districts for this data collection, which represents 
statistics from the 2011-12 school year. Schools representing nearly all of the nation’s public school children were 
surveyed as part of this collection (in contrast, the department released results of a civil rights data collection in 2012, 
but that represented about 7,000 districts.) 



Other preschool suspension data: white students make up 43 percent of children in preschool, but 26 percent of 
students suspended. Boys are 79 percent of the preschool children suspended once, and 82 percent of preschoolers 
suspended multiple times (boys make up about 54 percent of overall preschool enrollment.) 

The data collection also offered statistics on preschool access: about 40 percent of districts do not offer preschool. 
Fifty-seven percent of the districts that do have preschool only have it for part of the day. And just over hal of the 
school districts that operate preschools make the programs universally accessible-in other cases, the programs are 
targeted to children from low-income families or children with disabilities. 

About 4 percent of kindergarten students, or 140,000 children, were retained in kindergarten in 2011-12. But 
Arkansas, at 12 percent; Hawaii at 12 percent, and Mississippi at 8 percent, retained more of their kindergarten 
students than the national average. American Indian and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander children were retained at a 
higher percentage than the national average, at 7 percent and 8 percent, respectively. 

Click Here to see National State-By-State Civil Rights Data Points on Racial Disparities in 
Education in U.S. Schools 

Expansive Survey of America’s 
Public Schools Reveals Troubling 
Racial Disparities 

Lack of Access to Pre-School, 
Greater Suspensions Cited 

March 21, 2014 

The U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) released today the first comprehensive look at civil 
rights data from every public school in the country in nearly 15 years. 

The Civil Rights Data Collection (CRDC) from the 2011-12 school year was announced by U.S. Department of 
Education Secretary Arne Duncan and U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder at J.O. Wilson Elementary School in 
Washington, D.C. 

This is the first time since 2000 that the Department has compiled data from all 97,000 of the nation’s public schools 
and its 16,500 school districts - representing 49 million students. And for the first time ever, state-, district- and school- 
level information is accessible to the public in a searchable online database at www.crdc.ed.gov. 

"This data collection shines a clear, unbiased light on places that are delivering on the promise 
of an equal education for every child and places where the largest gaps remain. In all, it is 
clear that the United States has a great distance to go to meet our goal of providing 
opportunities for every student to succeed," U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan said. 
"As the President’s education budget reflects in every element - from preschool funds to Pell 
Grants to Title I to special education funds - this administration is committed to ensuring equity 
of opportunity for all." 

"This critical report shows that racial disparities in school discipline 
policies are not only well-documented among older students, but 
actually begin during preschool," said Attorney General Eric Holder. 

u.8. 8ec. of Education, "Every data point represents a life impacted and a future potentially 
Arne Duncan diverted or derailed. This Administration is moving aggressively to 

disrupt the school-to-prison pipeline in order to ensure that all of our 
young people have equal educational opportunities." 

The data released today reveals particular concern around discipline for our nation’s young 
men and boys of color, who are disproportionately affected by suspensions and zero-tolerance 
policies in schools. Suspended students are less likely to graduate on time and more likely to 
be suspended again. They are also more likely to repeat a grade, drop out, and become 
involved in the juvenile justice system. 

Click Here to Read Full Article 

Students Less 

U.S. Attorney General, 
Eric Holder 



Likely to Be Taught By Certified Teachers, 
Ed. Dept. Data Show 

By Stephen Sawchuk 
March 21,2014 

Students of color are more likely to be taught by underqualified teachers, novice teachers, or teachers with lower 
salaries than their peers, according to national data from the 2011-12 school year released today by the U.S. 
Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights. The data confirms a host of other research. 

Teacher equity is actually a fairly new addition to the collection. It was first collected in 2009-10, but only for a sample 
of schools and districts. So the data released today represent the first comprehensive figures based on reporting from 
every single district. 

Black students appeared to be the hardest hit by such inequities. In one startling finding, nearly 7 percent of black 
students attended schools where more than 20 percent of teachers hadn’t yet met all state certification requirements. 

That figure was more than four times higher than for white students (1.5 percent) and more than twice as high than for 
Latino students (3 percent). Much other research shows that poor and minority teachers tend to have out-of-field or 
otherwise unqualified teachers. 

Researchers have also shown over and over that novice teachers, particularly those in their first year, are less 
effective on average than experienced teachers. Yet Black, Latino, American Indian, and Native Alaskans were more 
likely to be in schools with a concentration of novices than their white peers, according to the OCR data. 

And at the high school level, nearly a quarter of districts with at least two high schools had a $5,000 gap in teacher 
salaries between schools with the highest and lowest concentration of black and Latino students. (About half of 
districts had a gap of $500 or less, and across the country the average gap is $1,913. Compare these results to the 
2009-10 sample, which found a slightly larger average gap amount.) 

This year’s data release is the first since 2000 reflecting information from all schools and districts, including charter 
schools and juvenile justice facilities. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

In Jackson, Mississippi, federal school report 
highlights Mississippi disparities 

Black students are much more likely to be taught by rookie teachers, and 
black males are suspended at the second-highest rates in the country 

Jeff Amy 
March 21,2014 

JACKSON - Black students in Mississippi are much more likely to be taught by rookie teachers, and black males are 
suspended at the second-highest rates in the country. 

Neither finding is much of a surprise in Mississippi, where many districts with largely black student bodies scramble 
for teachers each year and where litigation has focused on harsh disciplinary practices in Jackson and Meridian. 

Research nationwide has shown that most teachers become more effective after their first year. 

In Mississippi, 7 percent of black students attended a school where more than 20 percent of teachers are in their first 
year, compared to 1 percent of white students. 

Nationwide 4 percent of black students attended such schools, while 2 percent of white students do. 

Some other states have higher rates of black students attending rookie-heavy schools, but Mississippi’s 7-to-1 ratio 
among black and white students was exceeded only by Maryland’s with a 9-to-1 ratio. 

Civil rights activists say that despite legal actions, they fear suspensions are still harming the academic careers of 
African-American boys. 



Mississippi had the second highest rate of suspension for black male students and the second-highest gap between 
the rate of suspension for black and white male students, both behind West Virginia. 

The report showed that 27 percent of black male students were suspended from school at least once, compared to 7 
percent for white males - a disparity of 20 percentage points. Nationally, the black-white gap was 14 percentage 
points. 
Johnson’s group helped spark a U.S. Justice Department lawsuit against the Meridian schools because of the 
frequent arrest of students, making juvenile offenses out of many nonviolent school infractions. The district there 
agreed to reform its discipline system after it was sued. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in Baltimore and 10 in 
Philadelphia to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing What 

Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN IN 
DETROIT, BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20, 2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership Awards" which are presented to inspired 
black men in Philadelphia, Detroit and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that black men are assets to communities. It 
rewards and celebrates everyday black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant 
to apply toward their community work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. BMe 
promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s 
founding CEO. "Here’s a chance to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining access to the BMe Community, its 
news, web tools and local community-building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the community must benefit those in their respective 
cities of Detroit, Baltimore or Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black men who 
continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing what they would do with the $10,000 grant 
if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore andPhiladelphia to Become A 
BMeFellow 



Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will convene in Jackson, 
Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, followed by the White House Initiative Town 
Hall on Educational Excellence for African-Americans on April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! Advancing the Affirmative 
Development of Boys and Young Men of Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic 

Jackson State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join educators nationwide who share a 
passion for ensuring that all boys and young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will 
include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - Assessment, 



Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum and Instruction, School Environment and 
Climate, School Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on their strategies that have proven 
effective in generating academic success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring that the Gathering is highly 
productive for members and their year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the City with Soul at the heart of 
the civil rights movement - Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity to participate in a Town Hall 
conducted by the White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Annum Ga~her~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of Color. This theme recognizes the 
historic and current efforts of good people across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Join the Nation to Celebrate the History, Study and 
Movement of Black Men and Boys in America 

Sponsored by Morehouse College 
and Harvard University 



Click Here to Learn More About or Register for Conference 

The Samuel DeWitt Proctor Conference and the Faith 
Community of Saint Sabina present master motivator -- 

Daniel Beaty 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 
2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 

Faith Community of Saint Sabina 



1210 West 78th Place 
Chicago, Illinois 
Free Admission 

Click Here to See and Hear "Knock, Knock!" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:45 PM 

Donna Lopiano <dlopiano@sportsmanagementresources.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Gent Gumey 

<ggumey~ou.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vennontlaw.edu>; Willingham, MaaT C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu>; Allen Sack 

@yahoo.cam> 

RE: NCAA D1 governance proposal just released... Compromise? 

Rearranging deck chairs on the titanic. This is not even close to an improvement. 

Dave 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 
Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 
Co-Editor, Journal of Issues in tnterco//egiate Ath/etics 
Faculty Fellow, Center for Co//ege Affordabifity and Productivity 
Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 
CSC 00:IC, College of Business 
Athens, OH 45703. 
740-593-9496 (O) 
740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter @drridpath 
www.ohio.edu, www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 
Blog at 
bdavidrid @authorsxpress,com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www~~hi~~edu/ucm/media/experts/~hi~expert~cfm?f~rmid=1~22~88&pageid=2~57:126 
The best student-centered learning experience 
in Am~ri~ 

From:            @gmail.com [mailto           @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Donna Lopiano 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:42 PM 
To: Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Brian Porto; Ridpath, Dave; Willingham Mary; Allen Sack 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA D1 governance proposal just released... Compromise? 
They just don’t get "conflict ofinteresl" and jusl insist on inslitutionaJizing it! Incredible... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano~SportsManagementResources.com 

www.SportsManagementResources.com 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: College Athletics Clips <nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: Tue, Mar 25, 2014 at 7:39 PM 
Subject: NCAA D1 governance proposal just released... Compromise? 

To: Donna Lopiano <dlopiano~sportsmanagementresources.com> 

[] e Newsletter 

Deay Donna, 

Tuesday afternoon greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

It’s not often that I am able to jump on a breaking story, but I jusl happened to notice not 
more than an hour ago that the Division I Steering Committee for Governance has released a 

proposed governance model that includes a possible weighted voting system for a group that 
will oversee the daily legislative functions of Division I. 



This is truly a breaking story that I just stumbled upon; AL.com aaad USA Today axe the only 

two sources that have picked it up so far. 

[] 

Here’s a quick step back in recent NCAA governance history. When the Big Five conferences 
(comprised mostly of"XXL" schools) forwarded a proposal for a $2,000 stipend a while 

back, the other 26 conferences (comprised of SmaJl, Medium and Large schools) outvoted 

them. To say the least, the veto on the stipend vote did not sit well with the Big Five aaad they 

have been lobbying, posturing and grousing ever since. 

In the past year and a half or so, the Big Five commissioners have been taking turns giving 

interviews, silting on paaaels and basically letting it be known firmly aaad unequivocaJly that 

they want the ability to propose and enact prograans that will benefit student-athletes. 

The NCAA.org story is below, but I have extracted the key pair of sentences in the whole 
article. Here they axe: 

"Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Boaxd of 

Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however which has final say on most 

issues, though those will remain swbject to board review members’ votes will be 

weighted." [Italics added] 

So the Big Five (who get four votes each), would not get a majority, but their decisions are 

"subject to boayd review?" 

I don’t think this is what the Big Five commissioners have been caanpafigning for in the last yeay 
and a half. Here’s the proposed structure: 

Weighted Votes on Council 

[] 

Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Boayd of 

Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however which has fina] say on most issues, 

though those will remain subject to boayd review members’ votes will be weighted. The 

suggested system would split the FBS into two factions, giving five conferences four votes aaad 

the other five two votes. The remaining 22 conferences aaad the two student-athletes proposed 

for the Council would each count once. Under this structure, no single group would have a 

majority. 

The article on the NCAA website sa~d the steering committee supports including voting rights 

by the chair of the Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee; the cha~r (aJways aaa 

athletics director) of a new group tentatively caJled the Council; and the highest- raxiking 
Division I member of the Faculty Athletics Representatives Association’s executive committee. 

The so-called Council would have 34 members -- one from each of the 32 conferences and 
two athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be weighted. 

Each vote from the ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac- 12 and SEC (formerly known as the AQ 

conferences) would be counted four times, totaJing 37% of the weighted tota]. Votes from the 

Big East, Conference USA, MAC, Mountain West aaad Sun Belt (formerly the non-AQ 

conferences) would each count twice (18.6%), and the remaining 22 D1 conferences would 

have their vote count once (40.7%). Student-athletes’ votes would count once and comprise 

3.7% of the total pie. 

So nobody gets a majority. I guess this could be called a compromise? 

Also below is aaa AP article about Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowles’ remarks at the Knight 

Commission meeting last week. As you will see, Mr. Bowles emphaticaJly aaad cogently 

champions the interests of the Big Five. Bowles aaad the other four commissioners have been 

remaykably in alignment every step of the way. 

More later .... 



Nick Infmate 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
v,~wv.twitter.com/@Colle~eAt hClips 

Student-athlete, AD, faculty rep would have votes on proposed new 

board 

The governance model proposed by the Division I Steering Committee for Governance 

also outlines possible weighted voting ~ystem 

NCAA.org, 3-25-14 

mghlights 
1SSUE: Division 1governance restructuring 

THE LATEST. In the model to be proposed by the Division 1 Steering Committee 

for Governance, a student-athlete, athletics oqrector andJbculty athletics 

representative would sit on the Board of Directors and have voting privileges. The 

committee also will propose a weighted voting ~ystem for the Council. 

WHAT’S NEXT. The committee will continue to meet, focused on details of 
autonomy. They plan to have a proposed model to the board and conferences by 

the end of April. 

When the new Division I Boaacd of Directors first convenes under a new governance syfftem, 

the Steering Committee for Governmace wmats an athletics director, student-athlete and faculty 

athletics representative to be present and cast votes. 

The steering committee met March 18 and continued its work toward delivering a proposed 

governance model to the membership this spring. 

While the steering committee believes the board should be comprised primazily of university 

presidents, it supports adding new voices to the table, including the chair of the Division I 

Student-Athlete Advisory Committee; the chair of a new group tentatively caJled the Council; 

and the highes~t-raxtking Division I member of the Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Association’s executive committee. The Council chair will aJways be an athletics director, 

which gives that group an automatic spot on the board. 

’The steering committee believes the non-presidents on the board should be defined by their 

positions within different ovgmaizations," said steering committee and board chair Nathan 

Hatch, president of Wake Forest University. "But we feel very fftrongly that they should be 
voting members of the board." The presidents would retain the right to meet in executive 

session if necessary. 

Legislative autonomy 

The committee members also discussed extensively the areas of legislative autonomy for the 
Atlantic Coast Conference, Big Ten Conference, Big 12 Conference, Pacific- 12 Conference 

and Southeastern Conference under the proposed model. The members of the steering 

committee, all of them Division I university presidents, axe working closely with the conferences 

to ensure that the areas of autonomy are driven by the values and principles of s~dent-athlete 
welfaace and not competitive advantage. 

Weighted Votes on Council 

[] 

Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Boaacd of 

Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however which has fina1 say on most issues, 

though those will remain subject to boaacd review members’ votes will be weighted. The 

suggested system would split the FBS into two factions, giving five conferences four votes mad 

the other five two votes. The remaining 22 conferences mad the two student-athletes proposed 

for the Council would each count once. Under this structure, no single group would have a 

majority. 

Committee members acknowledged that the full Division I membership will need time to 

explore the implications of legislative autonomy in specific aaceas before the board can approve 

any proposals, and expressed hope that those conversations can take place during the 

upcoming spring conference meetings. 

The makeup of the ’Council’ 

The committee also discussed the mechmaics of the Council, the group that is expected to 

conduct the day-to-day legislative functions of the division. The Council’s decisions would not 



require approval from the board, but the board would have the opportunity to review decisions 

to ensure they are consisteut with the values of the division. 

The proposal calls for a Council composed of 34 members, one from each of the 32 

conferences and two s~dent-athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be 
weighted. 

The committee will continue meeting in person m~d via conference caJl, with the goaJ of 

forwarding a potential model to the Division I membership at the April 24 board meeting. 

Bowlsby’s vision: College sports need some changes 
AssociatedPress, 3-24-14 

MIAMI Bob Bowlsby took a seat inside a Mimni hotel ballroom a few days ago, appearing 

as part ofa pmael tasked with forecasting how college sports may change over the next 

decade. 

No one had any definite maswers, of course. 

But if Bowlsby got his way, the model would chmage considerably. 
Recruiting, admissions, enforcement, practice times, length of seasons it’s all appaxently on 

Bowlsby’s radax, mad in this time where talk of changes and overhauls continues to sweep the 

NCAA landscape, the Big 12 commissioner offered a simple warning to the Knight 

Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics. 
"We have a lot of work to do, folks," Bowlsby said. 

The Knight Commission was formed a quaxter-century ago in response to a number of 

scmadals that were rocking college sports at the time, with hopes that the emphasis would 

return to academic values at schools. The NCAA has a history of listening to the watchdog 

group and taking its words seriously, as evidenced by how it has implemented a number of its 

recommendations over the yeaxs. 

Bowlsby’s remarks wouldn’t necessarily be considered proposals. More so, they were 

received as just a frank, straightforward view of what’s happening. Even to some on the inside, 

the NCAA still seems to be a massive, overly complex machine that few totally undersIand mad 

is in desperate need of an overhaul. 

"I thought ma academic medica1 center was complicated ... mad then I got involved with the 

NCAA," said Dr. Nathan Hatch, the president of Wake Forest and chairman of the NCAA’s 

Board of Directors, who happened to be seated next to Bowlsby on the Knight panel. 

The blame, Bowlsby said, does not entirely lie with the NCAA, which has been under fire for 

the way it handled or mishmadled, some would argue a number of high-profile 

enforcement cases in recent years, including the Miami case where investigators broke the 

association’s own policies by enlisting the assis~aace of an attorney and essentially using her 

subpoena power (a tool the NCAA does not have) to help probe the Hurricanes’ involvement 

with a booster. 

"Quite frankly, the NCAA mad whatever it is today, we made it that way," Bowlsby said. "It 
isn’t this one-eyed ogre in Indianapolis. It’s the collective decisions that all of us have 

collaborated to make. And whatever it is or isn’t, and there’s been a whole lot more good than 

bad, we made it that way. And it’s going to take a little while to unwind it." 

And he’s up for plenty of unwinding. 

He spoke of the realignment craze that swept Division I over the past couple years. ("It 

certainly wasn’t our finest hour. We commoditized institutions of higher education mad I think 

time will tell a lot of bad decisions were made," Bowlsby said.) He soon moved on to the 

power of the power conferences, another hotly debated topic of late. (’q~hey aJso win 90 

percent of the NCAA championships," said Bowlsby, the former Staaaford athletic director.) 

With that, Bowlsby was just getting staxted. 

He never raised his voice, but nothing was out of bounds, either. 

He wondered why recruiting rules haven’t seemed to keep up with technology, wondering 

aloud if the current system tends to be counterproductive, especially when it comes to the 

highest- profile prospects. 

"Perhaps it’ s time to think about more visits to campus and fewer trips to the high school," 

Bowlsby said. "I don’t know how many of you even have a sense of how disruptive those can 
be at the high school for a high-profile recruit. Maybe it’s time to s~xt paying for family 

members to come on olticia3 visits. Perhaps it’s a good idea to get kids to campus more than 

just once for 48 hours." 

The so-called 20-hour rule, designed to limit how much time siudents actually spend on 

athletics and away from academics per week? 

’q~he 20-hour rule is a joke," Bowlsby said. ’q~here’s too many exemptions to it and it is 

routinely ignored on most campuses, even to the point of falsification of records. The practice 

schedules for young people in not just football but in lots of sports, doesn’t even approximate 

the 20-hour role." 

He ca~led the number of transfers in college basketball "an embarrassment," said it’s time for 

transpaxency on what goes into how certain athletes get admitted to certain schools (even while 

acknowledging that it would make presidents mad admissions directors uncomfortable), and 

that the enforcement rules under which schools try to operate just axen’t working. 

"Currently, cheating pays," Bowlsby said. "And it’s not nearly as broadly done as some would 

have you believe. But in the cases where it is done, we’re virtually defenseless to get at it. 



Without the power of subpoena or the weight of perjury, it’s remarkable our enforcement 

mechaaaism gets to the bottom of aaaything." 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(i~,collegeathleticsclips,com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSlTE: www.colleqeathleticsclips.com 

Clips el:LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFL,~Sl..les are emalled directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular NCAA governance eFL,~SI..I has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: College,~thleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFL,~SHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 

P ~wered by/~obi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:30 PM 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com> 

Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Allen Sack          @yahoo.com>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Re: 

the main impact here is momentum, this decision will be appealed to NLRB in DC, which will be appealed 
probably to the 7th Cir. Court of Appeals in Chi, and on to the Sup Ct if it grants certiori. 

On Wed, Mar 26, 2014 at 4:38 PM, Donna Lopiano ~maiL corr,> wrote: 

In what could be a landmark case, a regional office of the National Labor Relations Board today backed a bid 
by football players at Northwestern University to unionize. 

"I find that all grant-in-aid scholarship players for the Employer’s football team who have not exhausted their 
playing eligibility are ’employees’ under" the National Labor Relations Act, Peter Sung Ohr, director of the 
board’s Chicago regional office, wrote in his rali~g. Ohr said walk-on players -- those without scholarships -- 
do not qualify as employees. 

READ MORE .... 
~~vw.i~*sidehighered.c~m/r~ews/2~14/~3/26/n1rb-~f~ce-backs-ur~i~>~rthwestem-%~ba11-~/ers 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@ SportsManagementResources. com 
v,,~. Spor~sMarmgementResources.com 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
web site: v,~a~,, smith, edai~azimb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 8:38 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Allen Sack @yahoo.com>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
(2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Reflections... 

A good time to reread one of my favorite articles of all times...is Taylor Branch still alive? 

~:P/www.thealar~tic.comimagazine/archivei2011il O/the-shame-of-co~le~orts/308643i?sin e=tme 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
v,~ ~w~. Spor~sMar~agemer~tRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000@ameritech.~et> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwiN        nc.edu> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 3(I Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000~ameritech.~et> 

Making Progress; 
}4orang Forward! 

Academ clAthletic 
Scandals Across 
NCAA 

Black Mae 
Basketball 
Graduation Rates 
I m prove 

Northwestern Players 
~1n Right to Form 

Union 

Honor Lether Ma 
Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 

\,Mn $10,000 

Tragedy of Kids Who 

Cant Swm 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 



Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
was the driving force behind 

forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. (Provided by The Black Star Project) 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Armua~ Gather~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 



This email was sent to mwillinq, ham@unc.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net [ 
Update Profile/Email Address [ Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM [ Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000(~ameritech.~et> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwiN        nc.eda> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <Nackstar 1000~.ameritech~et> 

Making Progress; 

Moving Forward! 

Academic/Athletic 
Scandals Across 

NCAA 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduation Rates 
I m prove 

Northwestern Players 
V~qn Rfsht to Form 

Unon 

Honor Lether 
Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 
%qn $10,000 

Trafaedy of Kids Who 

Can’t Swm 

Links: 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 



The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
was the driving force behind 

forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. (Provided by The Black Star Project) 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Armua~ Gather~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:27 AM 

Chuck Willingham <chuck@hibernianco.com> 

Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000(~ameritech.net> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwiN         nc.edu> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 31) Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <bl ackstar 1000(~ameritech.net> 

}4ak]ng Progress; 
Moving Forward! 

Academic/Athletic 
Scandals Across 
NC£A 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduat on Rates 
Improve 

No£hwestem Players 
\A4n Rifsht to Form 
Unon 

Honor Lether Ma 
Burkes at Musical 

Good Back Men Can 

)%In $10,000 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 



Tragedy of Kids Who 

Cant Swm 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Pro,iect’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 



Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 
2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

1) Wisconsin - 0% 
2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 



"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
was the driving force behind 

forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 
organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized 
with unionized workers such as truck drivers or factory employees. It said 
scholarships aren’t payments, they are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$1 5.00 Admission 



Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 

Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 



BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 
FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 

BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 



Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 
March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 



convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 



SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

A~aai Ga+heri~g of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 
Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:27 AM 

Chuck Willingham <chuck@hibernianco.com> 

Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000(~ameritech.~et> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwiN        nc.eda> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <Nackstar 1000~.ameritech~et> 

Making Progress; 

Moving Forward! 

Academic/Athletic 
Scandals Across 

NCAA 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduation Rates 
I m prove 

Northwestern Players 
V~qn Rfsht to Form 

Unon 

Honor Lether 
Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 
%qn $10,000 

Trafaedy of Kids Who 

Can’t Swm 

Links: 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 



The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
was the driving force behind 

forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Armua~ Gather~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:28 AM 

JAMES R WOODROW <j.woodrow@sbcglobal.net> 

Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <Nackstarl000@ameritech.~et> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwiN        nc.edu> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 3(I Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000~ameritech.~et> 

Making Progress; 
}4orang Forward! 

Academ clAthletic 
Scandals Across 
NCAA 

Black Mae 
Basketball 
Graduation Rates 
I m prove 

Northwestern Players 
~1n Right to Form 

Union 

Honor Lether Ma 
Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 

\,Mn $10,000 

Tragedy of Kids Who 

Cant Swm 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 



Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 
Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

By Chuck Schilken 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
was the driving force behind 

forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Armua~ Gather~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:21 PM 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar <Hogshead3au@live.com> 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com>; Allen Sack <        ~yahoo.com>; 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto 
<bporto@vermontlaw. edu> 

Re: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 

I am looking forward to hearing everything about the call. WSF and Joni are spot on! 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 11:49 AM, "Nancy Hogshead-Makar" <Hogshead3au@live.com> wrote: 

Judy Sweet was also invited, and law Prof. Erin Buzuvis (who writes the Title IX blog) will be on 
too. Here is her article: http://title-ix.blogspot.com/ 

Here is the WSF’s statement as it relates to the NY Times article, which is being morphed into an 
espnW article as Fm typing 

The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using Title IX as a 
shield to preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not-for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that additional stipends to 
student-athletes must be allocated equitably between men and women, and any multi-year 
scholarship benefit must be awarded equally. If athletics are an educational opportunity, as part of a 
student’ s preparation for the future, then women must be given an equal opportunity to participate 
in this unique type of educational opportunity. 
The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will maintain its not- 
for-profit status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the university’s economic educational 
model. 
Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for athlete services as 
employees. Once declared employees, colleges and universities couldn’t act collectively to limit the 
amount of money paid to their employees under anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit 
the amount a basketball coach is paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow from 
making the athlete an employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep v. Texas 
Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) paying minimum wage, and costs associated with collective 
bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business model. The 
business economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for faculties to be built with 
tax-free bonds, for money to flow into athletics departments from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, corporate 



sponsorships and concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 

The Women’s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the educational mission 
of athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics and academics. While it’s 
appropriate that there is rightful concern for gender equity, it is inappropriate to use gender equity 
as a defender of the current broken economic policies of NCAA athletics. These economic policies 
allow for coaches and administrators to being paid multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t 
even provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s economic policies allow for special-admit 
students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic remediation skills, and fail to graduate. 
The NCAA eliminated it’ s 20 year-old peer review certification program, similar to the 
transparency and integrity standards seen throughout higher education, allegedly because it was too 
expensive. Title IX cannot save college athletics from NCAA economic policies. Only Congress 
can step in to mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s commercialized athletic programs, in order 
to pivot towards education, health and welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the 
exploitation of athletes. 

Warm regards, 
Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s S~orts Foundation 

904-384-8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au -Twitter / Skype 
Hogshead3Au~Live.com 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Willingham Mary; ridpath697 .; Brian Porto; Nancy 

Hogshead-Makar 

Subject: Fwd: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 

...very interesting... 
I plan to join the call and my bottom line will be... 

The Title IX gender equality issue is a red herring re: the NW decision. If college sports 
programs have become professional sports, they shouldn’t be hiding under the non-profit 
skirts of higher education. They shouldn’t receive tax preferences enjoyed by non-profits -- 
TV media revenues should be taxed, donor gifts should be not be tas deductible, employment 
taxes should be paid, athletes should be eligible for employee benefits and public bonds 
should not be used for athletics facility construction. These programs should be operated 
outside of the higher education institution. Title IX doesn’t apply to the NFL or minor 
leagues. 

If higher education does not want to sponsor professional sports, it must reclaim educational 
sport programs, by prohibiting all of the current practices that professionalize student- 
athletes - many of which were well enunciated in the NW decision and many more which are 
not. If these athletic programs remain within higher education enjoying its non-profit 
protections as extracurricular offerings for students who are students first and athletes 



second, male and female athletes must receive equal treatment and benefits including 
scholarships and participation opportunities. 

All suggestions to enhance this statement would be welcome. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, com 

Forwarded message 
From: Villas, Christy <cvillas@ncaa.org> 
Date: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 9:23 AM 
Subject: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 
To: 

All, 

In light of the decision by an NLRB director finding against Northwestern University that its 
football scholarship student-athletes are "employees," the NCAA would like to invite you on a call 
for the purpose of providing a status on the proceeding, inviting your thoughts about the possible 
Title IX consequences, and hearing how you intend to respond publicly and with your constituents. 

We would like to schedule a call for 3:15 PM ET today using this call in number: 866 590 5055 
passcode: 4559539 

Thank you. 
Joni 

Joni Comstock, EdD 
Senior Vice President of 
Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w):317-917-6488 



(f): 317-917-6883 
jcomstock@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 
message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Project, U.S.A. <blackstarl000@ameritech.net> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:01 PM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

FW: Exposing Academic/Athletic ScaaadaJs At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern 
University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Waaated - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each 

FYI 

From: The Black Star Project, U.S.A. [mailto:blackstarl000@ameritech.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:00 PM 
To-" ’Cora Cade-lemmon’ 

@comcast.net’ 
$..bject-" RE: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball Graduation Rates Tmprove; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to 

Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each 

Mama Lemmon, 

At this time, The Slack Star Project does not have the resources to look into this matter. 

It sounds like the young brother got a raw deal! 

Thank you for bringing it to our attention. 

Phillip 

From-" Cora Cade-lemmon _~aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 27, 2014- 9:32 AM 

To." blackstarl000@ameritech.net 
@comcast.net 

$..bject-" Re: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball Graduation Rates Tmprove; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to 
Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each 
Please have someone to look into Auburn’s Mike McNeal’s ease on Google and contact Amelia Bacon             for a summary of this atrocities. Mike is from Mobile, AL 
and grandfather, Olifton a former NFL player who is frozen in time and delusional and incapable to help his grandson. This is what goes wrong when a #1 football chooses to 
go to Auburn, University.. This ease has all the information to expose what is wrong with sports in college. 
Sincerely, 
Cora Lemmon 
A Ooneerned Elder 

.... Original Message .... 
From: The Black Star Project, USA <blackstar1000(~,ameritech.net> 

To: coracade          ~,aoLcom> 
Sent: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 7:37 am 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to 
Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 



Academic/Athletic Scandal 

at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 

The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 
Stroman of the University of North Carolina 

discuss the allegations of academic fraud at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill on 

ESPN 

[] Image removed by sender. 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 

Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 
Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate 

Student Athletes 

[] Image removed by sender. 

[] Image removed by sender. 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament teams see record 

graduation rates 



[] Image removed by sender. 

Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 

March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent in 
2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for transfers 
who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates are 
finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 
Best Worst 

1 ) Dayton - 100% 1 ) Wisconsin - 0% 

2) Duke - 100% 2) UConn -9% 
3) Harvard - 100% 3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) Kansas - 100% 4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) Villanova - 100% 5) New Mexico State -27% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 6) New Mexico -33% 

7) Xavier - 100% 7) Ohio State -33% 
8) Brigham Young -100% 8) Milwaukee -33% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 9) Texas Southern -37% 

10) North Carolina State - 100% 10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11 ) Stanford - 100% 11 ) Arizona - 40% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 12) North Carolina Central -42% 
13) Baylor - 89% 13) Stephen A. Austin -43% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 14) Syracuse -43% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 15) Tennessee - 43% 

16) Wofford - 86% 16) Delaware - 43% 
17) American - 80% 17) Cal Poly -50% 
18) Creighton -80% 18) UMass -50% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 19) UCLA - 50% 
20) Kentucky- 75% 20) Florida -50% 
Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 



[] Image removed by sender. 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 
[] Image removed by sender. 

Kain Colter, outgoing North~vestern University quarterback, speaks at podium. (Photo 

provided by The Black Star Project) 

By Chuck Schilken 

March 26, 2014 

Northwestern football players qualifi] under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations Board 
regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After that, it 
probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court if 
necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback Kain 
Colter was the driving force behind 

[] Image removed by sender. 

forming the College Athletes Players 

Assn., which would take the lead of 
organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid by 
the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts of 
profit on players’ labor, which makes the Kain Colter at Work 
players employees of the schools. (Provided by The Black Star Project) 

CAPA said scholarships are the equivalent of payment, but not nearly enough. 

Northwestern attorneys countered student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized 
with unionized workers such as truck drivers or factory employees. It said 
scholarships aren’t payments, they are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the federal 
labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 

Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 
[] Image removed by 

sender. 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 



Bethany Union Church 

1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 

$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 

Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 

[] Image removed by sender. 

Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 

And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; Milas 
Armour- Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

[] Image removed by sender. 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 
FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 

BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 
March, 20, 2014 
Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit and 
Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their community. 



The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that black 
men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday black men 
whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 

In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. BMe 
promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors and 
friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance to 
honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing what 
they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 

andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Image removed by sender. 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 
[] Image removed by sender. 

(Picture of Wanda Butts ~vith Black children s~vimming 

provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 

March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many of 
them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. They 
should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if they 
could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies in 
our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, none of 

whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that when 
a parent doesn’t know how to swim, there is only a 13 percent chance that a 

child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 



followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on April 

25-26, 2014. 

[~ Image removed by sender. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this yeats Gathering of Leaders is Onward aaad Upwaxd! 

Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys aaad Young Men of Color. 

500 educators will convene on the caanpus of historic Jackson State 

University for learning experiences and collegiaJity. Join educators 

nationwide who shaxe a passion for ensuring that all boys and young men of 

color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 

* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of color 

* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 

Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum and 

Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School Leadership, 

School Counseling, and School Organization 

* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on their 

strategies that have proven effective in generating academic success 

in their boys and young men of color 

* Special session For School Principals Only 

* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 

* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring that 

the Gathering is highly productive for members and their year-round 

work with COSEBOC 

* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 

School Award winners 

* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 

the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - Jackson, 

Mississippi 

The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity to 
participate in a Town Hall conducted by the "~Vhite House Initiative 

on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This extraordinary 

event will take place on Friday evening and all-day Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

[] Image removed by sender. 

SAVE THE DATE: 

Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

8th .Annual Gathering of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Click Here to Register Now 

for the 

National Council on 

Educating Black Children’s 



National Convention 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Office of Faculty Governance <facultygovernance@unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:56 PM 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Faculty Governance News v. 8.7, March 27, 2014 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

FACULTY 
G I .NANC 

Issue 8.7 

March 27 2014 

The UNC-Chapel Hill Office of Faculty Governance publishes Faculty Governance News eight 

times a year. Send information to be considered for inclusion to Anne Whisnant on the Monday 

before an issue is scheduled to appear. 

Faculty Cound[ meets Friday, 
March 28; agenda online 

The Faculty Council and General Faculty will meet Friday, 

March 28, 2014 for a slightly lengthened meeting beginning 

at 2:30 p.m. in the Pleasants Room at Wilson Library. All 

members of the faculty are invited to attend. Key items on 

the agenda include conversations with the chancellor, 

provost, and chair of the faculty; a demonstration of the new contextual ... 

Read online. 

Faculty invited to meet candidates 
for Chair of the Faculty at coffee 
on April 2nd 
All members of the faculty are invited to join us at the Anne Queen 

Faculty Commons at the Campus Y on Wednesday, April 2, 2014 

from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. to meet this year’s candidates for Chair of the Faculty, Profs. Bruce 

Cairns (Surgery) and Andy Perrin (Sociology). The candidates, who are profiled ... 



Read online. 

Gazette profiles Chair of the 
Faculty candidates Cairns and 
Perrin 

During this year’s Faculty Elections (April 14-21), voters will 

choose a successor to current Chair of the Faculty Jan Boxill, 

who will end her three-year term on June 30. Chair candidates Prof. Andrew Perrin (Sociology) 

and Prof. Bruce Cairns (Surgery) recently sat down with the University Gazette to talk about their 

visions for the Chair’s work in the coming three ... 

Read online. 

Faculty elections to be held April 14o21 
The 2014 Faculty Elections will be conducted by electronic survey from April 14-21. All members 

of the Voting Faculty will receive their individualized, unique ballot by email early Monday 

morning, April 14th. The ballot email will carry the subject line "Faculty Elections Ballot 2014." 

Voters will have until midnight on Monday, April 21 to cast ballots, and results will ... 

Read online. 

Open Access Task Force to hold forum 4/22 

The Open Access Task Force will be holding an expert forum to learn about the rights-retention 

policies that have been adopted by faculty at several peer institutions in recent years. Such 

policies typically ensure that faculty have the legal rights to publish in the journal of their choice, 

at no fee, while at the same time ensuring the ... 

Read online. 

Nominations sought for 2014 Thomas Jefferson 
Award (faculty award) 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites nominations for 

candidates for the 2014 Thomas Jefferson Award. 

This award, established in 1961, is given annually to "that member of the academic community 

who through personal influence and performance of duty in teaching, writing, and scholarship has 

best exemplified the ideals and objectives ... 

Read online. 

Head Bookshop Ca[[ for Faculty Titles 



Bull’s Head Bookshop in UNC Student Stores is compiling their UNC Faculty Titles newsletter. 

They request that all UNC faculty who have a recently released or upcoming title send 

information about their book to mckay@unc.edu by Friday, March 28th. 

Ca[[ for Summer Reading Program Discussion 
Leaders 
Faculty who are interested in serving as a discussion leader can complete the online sign-up 

form. You are welcome to facilitate a group on your own or collaborate with a UNC-CH faculty 

member, staff member, or student. The priority date for signing up to serve as a discussion 

leader is Wednesday, April 2, 2014. 

"The Round House" by Louise Erdrich is the 2014 summer reading book. "The Round House" is 

the story of an American Indian boy whose mother is sexually assaulted on their North Dakota 

reservation. The novel follows him as he seeks understanding and justice for the crime that 

forever transforms his family. For additional information about the book and the author, please 

visit the Carolina Summer Reading website. 

Panel discussion on women faculty to be held 4/8 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals invites you attend a panel discussion 

titled "Faculty Women: Salary, Status and Retention-and Why Everyone Should Care." Panel 

participants include Prof. Nancy DeMore (Surgery), Prof. Jan Boxill (Philosophy, Chair of the 

Faculty), and Prof. Rumay Alexander (Nursing and Multicultural Affairs). Christi Hurt, Director of 

the Carolina Women’s Center, will moderate. The panel is scheduled to take place on Tuesday, 

April 8, 2014 from 1:30-2:30pm in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons. 

"TrueSport 
postponed 

U" summit on 
indefinitely 

college athletics 

The summit has been postponed indefinitely. Further details will be available soon. Please 

contact at ~unc.edu with any questions. 

Ca[[ for Faculty Council agenda topics 
The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovernance@unc.edu. 

Other Upcoming Events 

March 28: NIH Public Access Policy and Compliance Requirements Class 



April 2: New PI Training: Innovation and Intellectual Property 

April 3: Basics of Adobe Premiere 

April 4: Skills and Practice of Engaged Scholarship Consortium: Research Collaborations 

With Ackland Art Museum 

April 4: Academic Publishing 101 

April 4: Inquiry-Based Teaching and Learning 

April 8: Clinical Trial Investigator Series: Investigators’ Role in Monitoring Safety 

April 10: How Students Learn 

April 11 : Resilient Leadership Under Stress 

April 15: Assessing and Evaluating Student Performance 

April 17: Handling Conflicts and Building Positive Relationships 

April 30: New PI Training: Human Resources (Rescheduled) 

May 13: Safe Zone Training: Graduate and Professional Students, Instructors and Faculty 

Click here for a full list events sponsored by the Center for Faculty Excellence. 

We have migrated our "What we’re reading" feature to our Facebook page and Twitter account 

so we can post things as we find them. To get those timely links to interesting articles, reports, 

and news, please "like" our page and/or follow us on Twitter @UNCFacGov. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

From the Office of Faculty Governance 
200-04 Carr Building, UNC-CH Campus Box 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

Contact: Anne Whisnant 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~Jlen sack ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:39 AM 

Donna Lopiano <       r ~@gmail.com>; Combelic, Alexa (Murphy) <Alexa Combelic@murphy.senate.gov> 

~aadrew Zimbalist ~azimbali@smith.edu>; Donna Lopi~aao <          @gmail.com>; Ger~Jd Gurney - 

Willingh~, M~ay C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Re: College Scholarship Football Players are Employees Decision 

Alexa, 

Our bill has a razer-edged focus on college athletes as students, rather than the employees they have become under the current professionalized 
system. The fact is that the NCAA has transformed college athletes into employees. The college athletes at Northwestern are merely saying that if 
they are going to continue to be treated like employees, they deserve the legal rights of employees. They have a good point. The CAP Act goes to 
the core issue by ensuring that college athletes are students engaging in an extracurricular activity and not university employees under contracts for 
hire. To accomplish this the NCAA has to be forced to act like the not for profit organization it claims to be. Right now there is no clear line of 
demarcation between professional and college sport. The CAP Act will restore that distinction. There is no other proposal out there right now that 
attempts to do what we are doing. If our bill passes, college athletes will truly be students, not employees. 

Regards, 

Allen 

On Friday, March 28, 2014 8:36 AM, Donna Lopiano 
Alexa, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

You are correct, in that the proposed CAP Act Bill is directly responsive to the Northwestern University Labor Relations board decision - it brings 
athletes and the NCAA back to a student first model. If the Bill is enacted, the Labor Relations Board would not be able to make a finding that 
athletes are employees. The NCAA is out to defend its current system at all costs instead of fixing it to be educationally defensible. 

There is currently a group of educational organizations preparing a petition to be addressed to the NCAA regarding these issues. I think it 
captures what every educator’s (and hopefully Senator Murphy’s) position should be - and is fully consistent with the proposed CAP Act. You will 
note that it also calls for Congressional action because the groups don’t believe the NCAA is capable of change given the dominance of FBS 
voting power and influence. Note that it is not the final draft. I was just asked to comment and help refine it....but feel free to share with the 
Senator .... 

Hope you get a chance to speak with the Senator soon. We stand ready to come down and help to craft a great Bill whenever you say! 

Donna 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE NCAA 
WE BELIEVE THAT: 
1. The recent Region 13 National Labor Relations Board decision that Northwestern University scholarship football players are employees who 
may form a collective bargaining unit should be directly addressed by the NCAA by eliminating those current practices that the Board contends 
make these players employees. 
2. Spending NCAA or institutional resources to appeal this case rather than banning those practices that force too many athletes to place 
athletics success above success in the classroom is the proper course of action because it is inaccurate to continue to maintain, as the NCAA and 
its member institutions do, that student-athletes in commercialized athletic programs are students first and athletes second under the current 
NCAA rules system and institutional practices. 
3. The national conversation should be about reforming our over-commercialized athletics programs to remove exploitive practices rather than 
defending the current broken system. Specifically, the NCAA should immediately legislate the following provisions responsive to the Labor 
Board’s determination and the obligations of higher education institutions to ensure that athletes are primarily students: 
¯ ~ Mandate tenured faculty oversight of student-athlete academic programs at the campus level; 

¯ ~ Enforce a 20-hours per week maximum involvement in athletic activities that includes all training activities and meetings, including those led 
by student captains or strength training personnel; 
¯ ~ Mandate that all athletic scholarships be for five years or extend to graduation (whichever occurs first)and not be reduced or cancelled 
during the award period based on a coach’s evaluation of athletic ability, performance or contribution to team success, illness, incapacitating injury 
or physical or mental condition. 
¯ ~ Require that academic counseling and academic support services for college athletes be under the direct supervision and budgetary control 
of the institution’s academic authority, administered externally to the athletics department, and be consistent with counseling and support services 
available to all students; 
¯ ~ Require that member institutions adopt policies approved by their respective faculty senates to ensure that athletic contests are scheduled 
to minimize conflict with class attendance and that regular season contests during final examination periods are prohibited; 
¯ ~ Ban any athletics policy that prohibits athletes from taking classes that conflict with athletic practices; 

¯ ~ Require that maximum allowable athletic financial aid rules conform with federal rules and practices governing financial aid to all students 

related to cost of attendance; 
¯ ~ Forbid athletics personnel from involvement in student-athlete appeal decisions related to withdrawal of athletic financial aid, afford athletes 
due process or arbitration rights related to ineligibility decisions or decisions to remove athletes from a team for disciplinary reasons, and 
eliminate the current NCAA "restitution rule". 
¯ ~ Establish rules that prohibit coaches and athletic departments from excessive control over the lives of student-athletes outside of the 



athletics program including the right to transfer to other institutions. 

¯ ~ Require athletic department or team disciplinary rules be consistent with student welfare best practices and approved by a tenured faculty 
committee; and 
¯ ~ Mandate that any bonus system included in coach compensation agreements primarily focus on demonstration of athlete educational 
success. 

4. It is highly improper to suggest that any finding of athletes as employees threatens Title IX compliance, the future participation opportunities 
of female athletes, or future participation opportunities of student-athletes in non-revenue sports or student-athletes in Division II or III non- 
commercialized athletic programs. Such arguments support the continuation of the current NCAA rules system that is in great need of reform. 
5. The NCAA or any NCAA member institution suggesting that women will lose Title IX protection if athletes are considered employees is not 
genuine and is being used as a ploy to defend the current non-education centered NCAA rules system. Even without this Northwestern University 
decision, NCAA data demonstrates that Title IX athletics progress toward increasing opportunities for female athletes ground to a virtual halt over 
a decade ago at NCAA member institutions and continues today even while commercialized athletic programs enjoy double digit budget growth 
and new revenues in the billions of dollars. In fact: 
¯ ~ More athletic opportunities have been added for men than women over the past decade despite the fact that female athletes are still 
receiving only 43% of all athletic opportunities compared to their 57% proportion of all undergraduate students; 
¯ ~ If current resources and opportunities afforded male athletes remain constant, given these current statistics, female athletes are being 
"shorted" of over $190 million in athletics financial aid each year and 148,000 participation opportunities; and 
¯ I~q~qThese realities not only remain unaddressed by the NCAA, but the NCAA has eliminated its Division I certification system which previously 
identified gender inequity problems at the institutional level and required that they be addressed. 
6. The NCAA, under the threat of FBS departure from the organization, has institutionalized FBS voting control (through weighted 
representation on decision-making bodies) and the self-interest of a small number of commercially successful athletic programs, soon to be further 
distilled to the 65 members of the Big Five Conferences. This institutionalization of "conflict of interest" renders the NCAA incapable of controlling 
commercialized athletic programs and allows national championship media revenues to flow to a small number of institutions resulting in 
questionable practices for non-profit educational programs such as: 
¯ I~q~q79% of men’s sports operating budgets being expended on basketball and football alone at Division I FBS institutions (66% at DI-FCS 

institutions) and 42% of men’s operating budgets at DI-non-football schools being spent on 12-14 basketball players, a "revenue producing sports 
arms race" that has resulted in the net loss of 763 Division I men’s non-revenue sports programs over the 1988-2013 period when every other 
Division experienced positive growth for men’s non-revenue sports. 
¯ I~q~qathletic program building sprees for facilities restricted for the use of athletes only including lavish locker rooms, game rooms, computer 

labs, weight training facilities and academic study centers not available to other undergraduate students (many financed by tax-free public bonds) 
¯ I~q~qexorbitant salaries to coaches (over 300 Division I head basketball and football coaches are making $1 million or more in annual salaries). 

7. We believe that the FBS football championship, like the Final Four in basketball, should be properly owned by the NCAA and that media 
revenues from this event should be returned to Division I member institutions to provide increased essential benefits to student-athletes. Further, a 
portion of these $500 million in annual revenues should be used to provide basic athletic injury insurance coverage to all 480,000 NCAA student- 
athletes who are now required to use parent or their own insurance policies for such coverage or forego athletic participation. 
8. The current NCAA initial and continuing eligibility rules and the APR system are flawed because they are based on weak substrata metrics 
and fail to address the academic remediation needs of college athletes specially admitted. The academic profiles of the majority of these "special 
admits" are so far below their peers that too many institutions, especially in the nation’s highly selective institutions, are forcing these students into 
easy courses and questionable degree programs. Further, the NCAA’s use of aggregated data and weak metrics hides the failures of these 
specially admitted athletes. Faculty at the institutional level should examine "special admit" data to ensure they are participating in bona fide 
educational programs. 
9. The NCAA should remove its current weighted representation and voting system that favors commercialized athletic programs and replace it 
with an NCAA Board of Directors consisting of experienced independent members - at least 40% of whom are college presidents but also 
including athletic directors, trustees, faculty athletic representatives and former student-athletes - individuals held in the highest esteem - all of 
whom are no longer employed by institutional members but who previously served in leadership roles or demonstrated their expert knowledge of 
intercollegiate athletics. The Board should be evenly weighted with regard to former divisional affiliation and charged with exercising a fiduciary 
duty to act in the best interest of the health and welfare of all 480,000 student-athletes in all divisions and consistent with the educational mission of 
higher education institutions. Real reform cannot be sustained without removing conflict of interest from NCAA decision-making bodies. 
10. If the NCAA and its member institutions do not move to initiate such reforms to restore student first status to athletic participants, Congress 
should be urged to enact such reforms as a condition of higher education institutions receiving funding under the Higher Education Act of 1965. 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
D Lopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

ementresources.comi 

On Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 5:57 PM, Combelic, Alexa (Murphy) < > wrote: 
Hi Donna and Allen, 
This issue is really trending right now--all over MSNBC today (in fact, Ramogi Huma is on The Ed Show right now). I do have a question about how this 
will impact your legislation. 
I believe that your bill seeks to label these kids as "students" while the NLRB ruling seems to define them as "athletes." 
It seems like most of the NU requests matched up with your language, but I’m curious how the education piece will play out. Please let me know your 
thoughts. 
Best, 
Alexa 
From: Donna Lopiano [mailto ~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 8:55 AM 



To: Combelic, Alexa (Murphy) 
Cc: Allen Sack 
Subject: College Scholarship Football Players are Employees Decision 

Alexa, 

Just thought you might be asked about this development and have therefore attached the regional higher education labor relations board ruling 
which will be appealed. This development will be the subject of much comment in the coming weeks. It should also be noted that national surveys 
have indicated that voters are 2 to 1 AGAINST athletes being paid while they are 50-50 in support of athletes getting together and having a voice 
like a union. 

I also wanted to convey the fact that the CAP Act would be a directive to institutions of higher education, a message from Congress that clearly 
tells institutions of higher education that they should not be sponsoring professional sports programs and that these programs must return to 
becoming bona fide extracurricular activities where participants are students first and athletes second. 

It would be an opportunity for the Senator to stand behind a strong public position: "Eligibility for funding under the Higher Education Act is 
contingent upon returning commercialized athletic programs to their educational purpose as primary rather than the current primacy of making 
money and winning games over all else. There is no option to run a professional sports program under the guise of an educational program. And 
any institution that thinks there is, should also be concerned about continued tax preferences -donor tax deductions, exemptions from business 
taxes on media and other revenues, use of publicly supported bonds to build athletic edifices, etc." 

I can’t emphasize enough that the CAP Act has so many pieces of importance if we wish to return athletics to its original purpose - like an athlete 
welfare advocate, faculty oversight of athletes’ educational progress, prohibition of athletics representatives on appeals bodies that athletes turn 
to when their scholarships are removed, faculty oversight over unreasonable team rules that unduly restrict the freedom of athletes, full basic 
athletic injury insurance coverage for all 480,000 NCAA athletes, etc. 

We are eager to be a resource behind the Senator’s call for a return to sanity in the conduct of educational sport - "Sport conducted by our 
educational institutions is an important part of the American culture. We must ensure that it returns to its educational purpose. We must ensure 
that our children are not exploited by overly commercialized athletic programs. The NCAA has proven itself incapable of reform. It is time for 
Congress to intercede to protect those who are being exploited. American citizens do not want college athletes to be paid employees. Parents 
want their children who are student-athletes to graduate with a meaningful degree." - a position that will resonate with the American public. 

The Drake Group will issue a press release on the Labor Relationship Board ruling today which I am sure Allen will send to you. 

I’ve also attach Sara Hebel’s (Chronicle of Higher Education) insightful comparison of how athletes are different from graduate student 
assistants. Hope you find this information helpful and not too much to read! 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203°538°5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

ementResouroes.oom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sale Lilly _~hotmail.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:24 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com 

Laura Ingraham Radio Show 

Ms. Willingham, 

This is Sale Lilly from the Laura Ingraham radio show, and we are interested in having you on the show for a brief 10-15 minute interview in regards to the 

recent USA Today article that featured your interview and discussion of academic standards at state universities. 

If you are amenable to an interview, we would like to speak to you sometime next week during one of our 1130 AM Eastern segments. Please respond to 

this email or call us at: 201-314-6219 

to discuss the issue further. 

Have a good weekend, 

Sale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gold, Adam <agold@999thefa~.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:23 PM 

Willingha~n, Maa-y C. <mwillingha~n@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter To NCAA Requesting am investigation into violations of NCAA bylaw 10.1 

3262014EmmertUNC.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Adam Gold, Host 

The Fan/ESPN Radio 
Raleigh, NC 27614 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forvva~’ded message: 

Please see the attached letter to the NCAA requesting an investigation into UNC athletics for violating bylaw 10.1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@emafil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 6:00 AM 

Willinghaan, Maa-y C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: The same student-athlete scandals are tree on the West Coast. I’m a witness 

Wow. Awesome. Keep up the fight, Mary, and some of these people are going to s~art talking. 

On 3/28/14 6:56 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

MaU Willinghaan 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Emily Beal Wilkinson < 

Date: March 28, 2014 at 11:16:23 AM EDT 
To: 
Subject: The same student-athlete scandals are true on the West Coast. I’m a witness 

Hi Mary, 

I jufft wa~ted to reach out to you to let you know that I think what you’re doing is amazing. And you are not a~one. 

The back peddling by the university is almost comical because I’ve heayd the sa~ne thing from the two universities I worked at while in 

academic support for s~udent athletes. 

(Ofl’the record...for now:) 

I was a learning specia]ist aaad in chaxge of testing incoming freshman and traaasfer athletes to assess their skills and abilities with the hope of 

registering them in classes that wouldn’t be beyond their scope in their first year. 

Maaay, maaay football and basketba]l players I tested scored at the 4th grade level (sometimes below) in reading, writing and math. 

One student scored so low that I panicked aaad rushed to my supervisor’s office where I told her, "This guy can’t read. I need to teach him 

how to read." 

I was told flat out, "That’s not your job or our priority. Just help him with his homework." 

I was incensed. How can I help someone with homework if he can’t read or write to begin with? 

I was also frequently told not to serve certafin students, depending on their scholarship or recruitment status. Of course, I was horrified 

never listened. There were guys with legitimate learning disabilities or psychological disabilities, and since my background is addressing these 

deficits regardless of how much of a celebrity one is, I ignored that instruction. 

I did do some intensive reading instruction with two athletes as a pilot program. In 20 hours of working with me, one of them improved 4 

grade levels (granted, starting at the bottom makes it easy to improve) and another over 3 grade levels. I emailed the s~artling pre and post 

test results to everyone involved in handling these guys, and heard not even a peep. No one cared. 

It was tragic that guys were being used as cogs in a multi-billion dollar wheel with little to no support, or so much support that it was 

essentially cheating. The system has to chaaage. 

I support you! You’re a champion! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:39 AM 

Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan.com> 

Re: Letter To NCAA Requesting an investigation into violations of NCAA bylaw 10.1 

Thank you Adam. It was nice to meet you and I have certainly appreciated your support. Please pass along my cell number to DW 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

> On Mar 28, 2014, at 1:23 PM, "Gold, Adam" <agold@999thefan.com> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> Adam Gold, Host 
> The Fan/ESPN Radio 
> Raleigh, NC 27614 
> ~ :/it ~,i~ter.com,~agoldt~r~ 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> From: <emmettgi~@studentath~eteshumanrights.c~m<1~mi1~:emme~4smden~a{Ne~shm~mn~ig~ts.c~m>> 
>Date: March 27, 2014 at 11:20:03 AMEDT 
> To: <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanright s.com<ttmilm: emmettg~smdeNa~Ne~esNmm~rigNs.com>>, 
<amena@miamiherald.com<maiho :amena(&miamiherald.com>>, <editor@stiffj ab.net<mailto: edimr@siifi) ab.ne’~>>, 
<wrc@nytimes.com<mailto :win ~v-times.com>>, <nytnews@nytimes.com<mailto :nvmews~vtimes.com>>, 
<dvanesselstyn@starledger.com<mailto :dvanesselst~;smrledger.com>>, 
<tluicci@starledger.com<mailto :tluicci~tarledger.com>>, 
<mikeandmike @e spnradio, com<mailm: mikeartdmike~r~radio.com>>, 
<news@dailytargum.com<mailto mews         urn.corn>>, <erroll@ncproam.com<mailto :erroll~roam.com>>, 
<hank.winnicki@newsday. com<mailt o: ha~fl<win~ticki,~)new sdav. corn>>, <jconnelly@th-record.com<mailto 
record.corn>>, <mharris@washingtontimes.com<mailto :mhams r~times.com>>, 
<smcmanhon@salemstate.edu<maiF~o:smcmanho~salemstate.eda>>, 
<strosky@timesdispatch.com<mailm: slrosk~timesdis~alch.com>>, <apetrini@dailypress.com<~mi[~o:             tess.corn>>, 
<j eff.kuehn@oakpress.com<mailto               tess.corn>>, <jrosen@kcstar.com<r~milto        csmr.com>>, 
<gene.wamick@dailynews.com<mailto :gene.wamick~dai~v news.corn>>, <bburwell@post-dispatch.com<Itmilm :bb~m~ell~ost- 
~a:tch. corn>>, <don. VanNatta@espn. com<mailto :don. \&w~Na ~            >, 
<andy.d.katz@espn.com<mailto :andv.d.ka~z(~r~.com>>, <j roj as@miamiherald, com<mai~to       miamiherald.com>>, 
<devine@miamiherald.com<maiho: devine @mia~niherald.com>>, <j cj ohnson@wral.com<maiho :L~olmson~, ral.com>>, 
<Art.Berko@espn.com<mai~to :Art.Be~ko(&~.com>>, <abailey@wsurban.org<mailto :abailev ~vv s~rban.org>>, 
<jim.lefko@indystar.com<mailtoljim.leiko~, star.corn>>, <Sage. Steele@espn.com<maiho: Sage.S~eele~i~.com>>, 
<info @ap.org<maiho :irtFo       >>, <oped@starledger.com<mailto :oped@starledger.com>>, 
<espnfrontrow@espn.com<mailto :esl?rffrontrow~rt.corn>>, <dglenn@curtismedia. com<mailto :d~erm@cur~ismedia.com> >, 
<espnpr@espn.com<mailto :e         n.com>>, <bobbrown@bmpradio.com<mailto :bobbrow~;bml)radio.com>>, 
<barnetj @phillynews.com<mailto :barneg~,news.com>>, 
<j connelly@timesshamrock.com<mailto:           messhamrock.com>>, <pvigna@pnco. com<mailto         nco.com>>, 
<letters@washpost.com<r~milto :lettem(gis~.ashpost.com>>, <letters@annarbor.com<mailto :letters~a~marbor.com>>, 
<letters@nytimes.com<mailto :letters~nvtimes.com>>, <scoop@huffingtonpost.com<mailto: sco ost.com>>, 
<gahern@usatoday.com<mafito: satodav.com>>, <cewing@courier-j ournal, com<mailto :cewir~ oumal.com>>, 
<mbracken@baltsun.com<~milm :mbrackert~baltsun.com>>, <sbarker@nhregister.com<maiho :sba~}~e ster.com>>, 



<lnelson@nctimes.com<mailto:l~e~sonS~nctimes.corn>>, <jj ohnson@dothaneagle.com<rnaillo >, 
<dshelton@seattletimes. com<mailto: ds~elto~sea~ale~ime s. corn>>, 
<emchman@premiereradio.com<mail~o: et~tclnr~an~remiereradio.com>>, 
<dan kane@newsobserver.com<maillo:dan kane~),newsobser~!er.com>>, <nocera@nytimes.com<mailto:r~ocera@~tirnes.com>>, 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<mail~to:.pbarrelt I 7@Noomberg.ncl>>, <sara.ganim~tumer.com<mailto: sara.~anim,:@mmer.com>>, 
<abeard@ap.org<mailto :abea         >>, <,          ~yahoo.com<nmilto: 
<Tamara.B. Gibbs@abc.com<mailto :Tamara.B.Gibbs(&abc.com>>, <agold@999thefan.com<mai~to :agold@999t1~efar~.com>>, 
<Jsims@wral.com<mailm: Jsims@wral.corn>>, <allison.bresnick@huffintonpost.com<mailto :aNson.bresnic            ost.com>>, 
<Hgutmann@hearldsun.com<mai~to:            eafldsm~.com>>, 
<chris.williams@twcnews.com<maillo :d~ris.wiNam~.cr~ews.com>>, 
<Peter. Schmidt@chronicle. com<mailto:Peter. Sc~midt @c[~ror~icle. corn>>, 
<colleen.flaherty@insidehighered.com<mailto :colleen.fla~e ~ered.corn>>, 
<Rnortham@wchl.com<maiFto :Rnortl~m(~a, cN.com>>, 
<David.Freedlander@thedailybeast.com<mailto :David.Freedlander@t~edailvbeast.com>>, 
<j carlson@WNCN.com<mai1~o         WNCN.com>>, <matt@chapelhillweekly.com<mail~o :matt~elNllweekl~<com>> 
> Subject: Letter To NCAA Requesting an investigation into violations of NCAA bylaw 10.1 
> 

> 

> Please see the attached letter to the NCAA requesting an investigation into UNC athletics for violating bylaw 10.1 
> <3262014EmmertUNC.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:39 AM 
Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan.com> 

Re: Letter To NCAA Requesting an investigation into violations of NCAA bylaw 10.1 

Thank you Adam. It was nice to meet you and I have certainly appreciated your support. Please pass along my cell number to DW 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

> On Mar 28, 2014, at 1:23 PM, "Gold, Adam" <agold@999thefan.com> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> Adam Gold, Host 
> The FarffESPN Radio 
> Raleigh, NC 27614 
> ~ :/it ~.itter.com/a£oldt~ari 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> From: <emmettgi~@studentath~eteshumanrights.c~m<ma~m:emmett~smdentat~eteshur~m~i&hts.c~m>> 
>Date: March 27, 2014 at 11:20:03 AMEDT 
> To: <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com<mailto :emmett~smdeNatNeteshumanrigNs. corn>>, 
<amena@miamiherald.com<mailto :ame~a~miamiherald.com>>, <editor@stiffj ab.net<mailm: editor~stiffj aborter>>, 
<wrc@nytimes.com<maillo :wm(&m, thnes.com>>, <nytnews@nyfimes.com<mailto :nvtnews@m,~Smes.com>>, 
<dvanesselstyn@starledger.com<mafim :dvariessels r.com>>, 
<tluicci@starledger.com<maiho :tlmcci@slarledger.corn>>, 
<mikeandmike @e spnradio, com<mailm: mikear~dmike~r~radio.com>>, 
<news@dailytargum.com<mailto:news >, <erroll@ncproam.com<mailto :erroll?&~cproam.com>>, 
<hank.winnicki@newsday. com<mailto: hank.wi~icki >>, <jconnelly@th-record.com<mailm 
record.corn>>, <mharris@washingtontimes.com<mailto :mharris@washmglo~Nmes.com>>, 
<smcmanhon@salemstate.edu<maiho:smcmanhor~@alemstate.edu>>, 
<strosky@timesdispatch.com<mailm: strosks, (~ imesdispatch.com>>, <apetrini@dailypre ss. com<mai~to; apetrini@dai~2~pmss ~com>>, 
<j eff.kuehn@oakpre ss. com<mailto .jeff, ku~lm(~oakpm ss. corn> >, <jrosen@kcstar. com<mailto :~oser~’.~kcsmr.com>>, 
<gene.wamick@dailynews.com<mailto :gene.wamick~ news.corn>>, <bburwell@post-dispatch.com<mailm :bb~m~ell~osto 
~a:tch. corn>>, <don. VanNatta@espn. com<mailto :don. \,’~ ~-a ~Nal~            >, 
<andy.d.katz@espn.com<mailm :andv.d.katz~ e~spn.com>>, <jroj as@miamiherald.com<mailto:      miamiherald.com>>, 
<devine@miamiherald.com<mailm :devine@miamiherald.com>>, <j cj ohnson@wral.com<mai~to ~i~son,~?~wral.com>>, 
<Art.Berko@espn.com<mailto :Art.Berko~r~.com>>, <abailey@wsurban.org<mailm: abaile~w surbar~, org>>, 
<j im.lefko @indy star. com<mailto~imolePto,~&m@ s~ar.com>>, <Sage. Steele@espn.com<maiho:SageoSteeleF&espn~ct~m>>, 
<info@ap.org                  >, <oped@starledger.com<                        >>, 
<espnfrontrow@espn.com<mai~to :es~?rffrontroW~noCOm>>, <dglenn@curtismedia. com<mailto: d~erm@curtismedia.com>>, 
<espnpr@espn.com<mailm :e         n.com>>, <bobbrown@bmpradio.com<mailto :bobbrown~radio.com>>, 
<barnetj @phillynews.com<mailto :bameti(c~pNllv~ews.com>>, 
<j connelly@timesshamrock.com<                messhamrock.com>>, <pvigna@pnco.com<              rico.corn>>, 
<letters@washpost.com<mail~o:lette~)~ost.com>>, <letters@annarbor.com<mailto:le~ers2~oarmafbor.com>>, 
<letters@nytimes.com<rlmilto :letters(a~times.com>>, <scoop@huffingtonpost.com<mailto: scoo~lmffingto~post.com>>, 
<gahern@usatoday.com<maiho: >>, <cewing@courier-j ournal.com<maiho :cewir~ otm~aLcom>>, 
<mbracken@baltsun.com<mailm :mbracker~baltsun.com>>, <sbarker@nhregister.com<maiho :sba~e >, 
<lnelson@nctimes. com<mailto :lnelsor~(f~ctimes. corn>>, <jj ohnson@dothaneagle.com<mailto >, 
<dshelton@seattletimes.com<mailto :dshelmn@seal~letimes.corn>>, 
<eutchman@premiereradio.com<mailto :eutc~a~remiereradio.com>>, 
<dan kane@newsobserver.com<maiFto:dar~ kane@newsobserver.com>>, <nocera@nytimes.com<mailto:r~ocera4~rr~,,times.com>>, 
<pbarrett 17@bloomberg.net<mailto:pbarrett 17@bloomber~>>, <sara.ganim@turner.com<mailto: sara.          er.com>>, 



<abeard@ap.org<mailto :abea~g(~p.org>>, <.         @yahoo.com<mai~to:~         ~al"~oo.com>>, 
<Tamara.B. Gibbs@abc.com<mail~o :Tamara.B.Gibbs@~ibc.com>>, <agold@999thefan.com<mailto :a ~))999tl~efa~.com>>, 
<Jsims@wral.com<mailto:Jsims~wrakcom>>, <a~is~n.bresnick@huffint~np~st.c~m<mai1to:a11iso~.bresr~ick@1mffi~at~r~p~st:c~m>>, 
<Hgutmann@hearldsun.com<                  arldsun.corn>>, 
<chris.williams@twcnews.com<mailm :clms.williams~’~wcnews.com>>, 
<Peter. Schmidt@chronicle. com<mailto:Peter. Sc~amidt ~c[~ro~icle. corn>>, 
<colleen.flaherty @insidehighered.com<mailto: colleen.fla[~erts, (@r~side~f~redocom>>, 
<Rnortham@wchl.com<mailm :R~tor~l~am~wcN.com>>, 
<David.Freedlander@thedailybeast.com<r~mil~o:David.Freedlartder        beast.corn>>, 
<j carlson@WNCN.com<mai~to.j ca-~t~£WNCN.com>>, <matt@chapelhillweekly. com<~milto: matl@.el~apelN~lwee}dv .corn>> 
> Subject: Letter To NCAA Requesting an investigation into violations of NCAA bylaw 10.1 
> 

> 

> Please see the attached letter to the NCAA requesting an investigation into UNC athletics for violating bylaw 10.1 
> <3262014EmmertUNC.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:45 AM 

Peggy Bush < @aol.com> 

Fwd: [thearg] Links 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil~ingham@unc.eda> 
Date: March 26, 2014 at 10:54:46 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group < listserv.~nc.ed~> 
Subject: [thearg] Links 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli        unc~edu> 

HBO piece 
REAL Sports Episode on Academics in Sports (UNC,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL interviews 
http :/iespn.go.comivideoiclip?id= 10671809 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mw, il{1in tmc.edt~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:i/lists.unc.edt~ia? 
id=6 ~ 803878.430b 56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94fV&n=T&l=thearg&o=34447363 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34447363- 
61803878.430b 56ab622ffe 1 b8703 a97186be94fV@~istserv.tmc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:45 AM 

Peggy Bush <          @aol.com> 

Fwd: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether 
"Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men t... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilliagham@urlc.edu> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 1:58:37 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group <the~!istserv.ur~c.edu> 
Subject: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" 
Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi!lin~unc.eda> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstar1000~meritecI~net> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwillir~gham (~ur~c ~ ed a> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000 ~ameri~ech~ne~> 

Academ dAthbtic 
Scandals Across 

NCAA 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduat on Rates 
mprove 

No£hwestem Players 
Win Right to Form 

Union 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 



Honor Lether 

Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 

Win $10000 

Tragedy of Kds Who 

Can’t Swim 

Li~ks: 
The Black Star 
Project s webs re: 
blackstarproiect or£s 
Black Star Journal: 
blackstaqourna .org 
Become a Member: 
Clck Here 
Event Ca endar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 
Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

VVhat? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who lef( early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still le~ the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Du ke - 100% 
Harvard - 100% 
Kansas - 100% 
Villanova - 100% 
Western Michigan - 100% 
Xavier - 100% 
Brigham Young - 100% 
Mount St. Mary’s 

10 North Carolina State - 100% 
11 Stanford - 100% 
12 Gonzaga - 100% 
13 Baylor- 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky- 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 

5) New Mexico State - 27% 
6) New Mexico - 33% 

7) Ohio State - 33% 
8) Milwaukee - 33% 

9) Texas Southern - 37% 
10) Oklahoma State - 38% 

11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin -43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

Kain Colter, outgoing Northwestern University quarterback, speaks at podium. (Photo 

provided by The Black Star Project) 

By Chuck Schilken 
March 26, 2014 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
Kain Colter was the driving force behind 
forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players ifa union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

Kain Colter at Work 
(Provided by The Black Star Project) 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Nemor~ of 
Ntrs. Lether "/Via" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1 750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20, 2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are o£(en overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so o£(en overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know how to swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 

extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Au~ua~ Gathe~iug ~f ~d~’~, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=WILLINGH> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:45 AM 

Peggy Bush <         @aol.com> 

Fwd: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether 
"Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men t... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~unc.edu> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 1:58:37 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group <        istsep<unc.edu> 
Subject: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" 
Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillm£~m~m~c~edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000~ameritech.net> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwillin        nc.edu> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000 ~amer~tecl:~r~e~> 

Making Pro$ress; 

Movin$ Forward! 

Academic/Athletic 
Scandals Across 

NCAA 

Black Mae 
Basketba 
Graduat on Rates 
Improve 

Northwestern Pavers 
Win R~ht to Form 

Union 

Honor Lether 

Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 

Win $10,000 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Strornan of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 



Tragedy of Kids Who 

Cant Swm 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 
b ackstarpro ect.or~ 
Back Star Journal: 
blackstarioumal,or~ 
Become a Member: 
Clck Here 
Event Calendar: 
Clck Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Hill on 

ESPN 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

VVhat? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who lef( early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still le~ the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Dayton - 100% 
Du ke - 100% 
Harvard - 100% 
Kansas - 100% 
Villanova - 100% 
Western Michigan - 100% 
Xavier - 100% 
Brigham Young - 100% 
Mount St. Mary’s 

1) Wisconsin - 0% 
2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 

5) New Mexico State - 27% 
6) New Mexico - 33% 

7) Ohio State - 33% 
8) Milwaukee - 33% 

9) Texas Southern - 37% 



10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 

North Carolina State - 100% 
Stanford - 100% 
Gonzaga - 100% 
Baylor - 89% 
North Carolina - 86% 
St. Joseph - 86% 
Wofford - 86% 
American - 80% 
Creighton - 80% 
Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
Kentucky - 75% 
Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin -43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

Kain Colter, outgoing Northwestern University quarterback, speaks at podium. (Photo 

provided by The Black Star Project) 

By Chuck Schilken 
March 26, 2014 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
Kain Colter was the driving force behind 
forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 
organizing the players ifa union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

Kain Colter at Work 
(Provided by The Black Star Project) 

CAPA said scholarships are the equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized 
with unionized workers such as truck drivers or factory employees. It said 
scholarships aren’t payments, they are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 



challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Nemor~ of 
Ntrs. Lether "/Via" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1 750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 

Musical Program: 3:00 prn to 5:00 prn 

Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 



Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 
FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 

BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20, 2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are o£(en overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so o£(en overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 



(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 
March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know how to swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 



State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

AnuaM Gather~g of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nocera, Joseph <joseph.nocera@nytimes.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: catch up 

Mary-- so good to hear from you. I saw the HBO show, and thought you were terrific. I know you are tired of 
being "the whistle-blower" but it is playing an important role in creating the critical mass for reform. It’s been 
kind of amazing, what has been happening lately... Looking forward to seeing how your care winds up! best, 

ioe 

On Wed, Mar 26, 2014 at 10:40 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwil~in      unc.edu> wrote: 
Joe, How is the book coming? I think that we may just have ourselves an N(2AA reform movement. I’ve 
attached a few links, I’m tired of this whistle blowing mess, but whatever it takes to correct the system is ok 
with me. Hope that you are well. Mary 
Here is the HBO piece - 
R~,AL Sports Episode or~ Academics ir~ Spo~s (UNC,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL 
http :i/espn.go. com/~ideoiclip?id= ~ 0671809 

Latest from here 
~ :i;/w~Tw. r~ewsob ser\l er. corn/2014/03/26/3735610iunc=ch ape1 -hill- shoul d-heed-whi st1 e. h’tml ? sp=i99i 108// 

Joe Nocera 
op-ed columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 1:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: catch up 

Sorry to Paul, but hey a WB has to hang on to all of her contacts. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-willin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nocera, Joseph" <ioseph.r~ocera~*times.com> 
Date: March 29, 2014 at 1:50:19 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@m~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: catch up 

Mary-- so good to hear from you. I saw the HBO show, and thought you were terrific. I know you 
are tired of being "the whistle-blower" but it is playing an important role in creating the critical 
mass for reform. It’s been kind of amazing, what has been happening lately... Looking forward to 
seeing how your care winds up! best, joe 

On Wed, Mar 26, 2014 at 10:40 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~gham@ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Joe, How is the book coming? I think that we may just have ourselves an NCAA reform 
movement. I’ve attached a few links, I’m tired of this whistle blowing mess, but whatever it takes 
to correct the system is ok with me. Hope that you are well. Mary 
Here is the HBO piece - 
~AL Sports Episode on Academics in Sports (UNC,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL 
http :iTespr~.go. comivideoiclip?id: 10671809 

Latest from here 
~ ://www. newsob server, comi2014/03/26/373561 O/uric-chapel-hill- should-heed-whi stle. html? 
~=/99/108// 

Joe Nocera 
op-ed columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:28 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Hutchins Award 

Mary, 

You had suggested Friday for the Hutchins luncheon. I talked with Jay and he preferred that but 
would do Thursday if need be. If people came down from UNC, would Friday be a better day. I am 
thinking about turnout for the event. Our secretary and treasurer had already started booking stuff for 
Thursday. That is why I ask. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hutchins Award 

Oh boy. Call him. I will too. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.unc.edui~w~ll~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: allen sack <        ~,ahoo.com> 
Date: March 29, 2014 at 4:28:07 PM EDT 
To: Willingham Mary <mwi~in unc.edu> 
Subject: Hutchins Award 
Reply-To: allen sack < ~ahoo~com> 

Mary, 

You had suggested Friday for the Hutchins luncheon. I talked with Jay and he preferred 
that but would do Thursday if need be. If people came down from UNC, would Friday be a 
better day. I am thinking about turnout for the event. Our secretary and treasurer had 
already started booking stuff for Thursday. That is why I ask. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 5 13 PM 

allen sack< @yahoo.com> 

Re: Hutchins Award 

That is Jay’s last class day for the entire semester. I think people will come either day. Check with Jay. I will 
remind him to call you now. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www.ut~c, edui,-willin~ 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "allen sack" < ~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

You had suggested Friday for the Hutchins luncheon. I talked with Jay and he preferred 
that but would do Thursday if need be. If people came down from UNC, would Friday be a 
better day. I am thinking about turnout for the event. Our secretary and treasurer had 
already started booking stuff for Thursday. That is why I ask. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the retiree’s gatherings) to ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" Nj~5.~smi~h~£email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might sign on to this (especially retired 
faculty who had endowed chairs--a select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt <mhh un~live. ~c. edu> 

To:Jay Smith email, unc.edu> 
CC:Madeline Levine < _~mt.net> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be addressing a good 
number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to Tyson, Flora, 
Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others who 
ma~v occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support or 
concem? She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going UNC- 
CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us and indicate 
how your name should appear and what department affiliation should be listed. A response as 
soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local media can 
publicize this concem in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt ( ~ive.~nc.ed~) 
Madeline Levine ( ) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc, edu 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the retiree’s gatherings) to ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~Tsmith@email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might sign on to this (especially 
retired faculty who had endowed chairs--a select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt <mhhtmt@live.ur~c.edu> 

To: Jay Smith emai~. ~nc. ed~> 
CC:Madeline Levine 5 ~a~.net> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be addressing a good 

number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to Tyson, 

Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others 
who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support or 
concern? She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of 
US. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going 

UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us and 

indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation should be listed. A 

response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 

media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (mhham@1ive.ur~c.edu) 
Madeline Levine (             ) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar < @live.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 12:04 AM 

Allen L. Sack < ~yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <AZIMBALI@smith.edu>; 
Donna Lopiano <, ~gmail.com>; ridpath@ohio.edu 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Legal conclusion: women athletes would share same benefits collectively bargained for 
by football players 

Below is Erin Buzuvis’ legal analysis on why women athletes would benefit if male football players are deemed 
employees and allowed to collectively bargain for insurance or more money. In short, it doesn’t matter where 
the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat males and females equally. Booster donations can’t create 
different treatment, nor a sport’s ability to produce revenue. So by extension, additional benefits that are 
acquired by a different method - by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different treatment for those 
athletes. 
http ://title-ix.blogspot. com/2014/03/more-thoughts-on-title-ix-question-in.html 

Since Mark Emmert took over, the focus has been on making money for a few people and institutions, rather 
than advocating for educational improvements. Over a billion new dollars" have gone into college athletics over 
the past decade, while women’s gender equity has gone backwards. 

You may know that the WSF has had three major pushes with the N(2AA since 2010, and all received the stiff 
arm. (certification, revenue distribution, Go Daddy and advertising standards) 

Have a nice weekend! 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904-384-8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 

@Live.corn 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 11:49 AM, "Nancy Hogshead-Makar" < ~live.com> wrote: 

Judy Sweet was also invited, and law Prof. Erin Buzuvis (who writes the Title IX blog) will be on 
too. Here is her article: http://title-ix.blogspot.com/ 

Here is the WSF’s statement as it relates to the NY Times article, which is being morphed into an 
espnW article as Fm typing 

The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using Title IX as a 
shield to preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not-for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that additional stipends to 
student-athletes must be allocated equitably between men and women, and any multi-year 
scholarship benefit must be awarded equally. If athletics are an educational opportunity, as part of a 



student’ s preparation for the future, then women must be given an equal opportunity to participate 
in this unique type of educational opportunity. 
The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will maintain its not- 
for-profit status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the university’s economic educational 
model. 
Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for athlete services as 
employees. Once declared employees, colleges and universities couldn’t act collectively to limit the 
amount of money paid to their employees under anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit 
the amount a basketball coach is paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow from 
making the athlete an employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep v. Texas 
Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) paying minimum wage, and costs associated with collective 
bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business model. The 
business economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for faculties to be built with 
tax-free bonds, for money to flow into athletics departments from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, corporate 
sponsorships and concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 

The Women’s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the educational mission 
of athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics and academics. While it’s 
appropriate that there is rightful concern for gender equity, it is inappropriate to use gender equity 
as a defender of the current broken economic policies of NCAA athletics. These economic policies 
allow for coaches and administrators to being paid multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t 
even provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s economic policies allow for special-admit 
students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic remediation skills, and fail to graduate. 
The NCAA eliminated it’ s 20 year-old peer review certification program, similar to the 
transparency and integrity standards seen throughout higher education, allegedly because it was too 
expensive. Title IX cannot save college athletics from NCAA economic policies. Only Congress 
can step in to mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s commercialized athletic programs, in order 
to pivot towards education, health and welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the 
exploitation of athletes. 

Warm regards, 
Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

--C 

904-384-8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au -Twitter / Skype 

@Live.corn 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Willingham Mary; ridpath697 .; Brian Porto; Nancy 

Hogshead-Makar 

Subject: Fwd: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 

...very interesting... 
I plan to join the call and my bottom line will be... 

The Title IX gender equality issue is a red herring re: the NW decision. If college sports 



programs have become professional sports, they shouldn’t be hiding under the non-profit 
skirts of higher education. They shouldn’t receive tax preferences enjoyed by non-profits -- 
TV media revenues should be taxed, donor gifts should be not be tas deductible, employment 
taxes should be paid, athletes should be eligible for employee benefits and public bonds 
should not be used for athletics facility construction. These programs should be operated 
outside of the higher education institution. Title IX doesn’t apply to the NFL or minor 
leagues. 

If higher education does not want to sponsor professional sports, it must reclaim educational 
sport programs, by prohibiting all of the current practices that professionalize student- 
athletes - many of which were well enunciated in the NW decision and many more which are 
not. If these athletic programs remain within higher education enjoying its non-profit 
protections as extracurricular offerings for students who are students first and athletes 
second, male and female athletes must receive equal treatment and benefits including 
scholarships and participation opportunities. 

All suggestions to enhance this statement would be welcome. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, com 

Forwarded message 
From: Villas, Christy <cvillas@ncaa.org> 
Date: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 9:23 AM 
Subject: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 
To: 

All, 

In light of the decision by an NLRB director finding against Northwestern University that its 
football scholarship student-athletes are "employees," the NCAA would like to invite you on a call 
for the purpose of providing a status on the proceeding, inviting your thoughts about the possible 
Title IX consequences, and hearing how you intend to respond publicly and with your constituents. 

We would like to schedule a call for 3:15 PM ET today using this call in number: 866 590 5055 
passcode: 4559539 

Thank you. 
Joni 



Joni Comstock, EdD 
Senior Vice President of 
Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6488 
(c): 
(f): 317-917-6883 
jcomstock~ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this 
message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 3:53 AM 

@gmail.com 

pape~c assir~c UNC fbafl player admits on Twitter 

that athletes understood nature of fake classes 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 4:06 AM 

@aol.com 

thanks 

Mr. Chad, 
Thank you for your kind, and very funny article. It made me laugh. Mary 
My question - How long will it take to dismantle the NCAA cartel? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.-unc.ed~i~-~willin~ 
erdassir~c~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiaaao < .@gmafil.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 4:14 AM 

horky@hartford.edu 

Following up on our Knight Commission conversation .... 

RESPONSIBLE APPROACH FOR SPECIALLY ADMITTED STUDENT.docx; APR-SAT-GPA Issues.docx; Research black athletes 

20 percent lower grad rate.docx; Gurney Special Admit 1 .pdf; Gurney, Tan, Winters.pdf 

Walter, 

I didn’t want to leave our brief conversation at the Knight Commission hanging. I know you are busy but I did want to circle back with you. 

I go way back re: my interest in academic support prograans aaad eligibility rules from my long ago days as the Director of Women’s Athletics at the University of Texas 

at Austin. 

The points I waaated to make are that (1) NCAA initial eligibility rules axe very weak, (2) they don’t pick up enough of the kids that are either in need of significant 

remediation or special admits who are out of their academic league in highly selective institutions, and (3) if we axe serious about our educationaJ promises to kids and 

want them to leave with a degree that is worth something rather than a piece of paper, we will be more transparent about the 10-20% of most FBS footbaJl and D-I 

basketball players who are reading in the 3rd to 8th grade range, many of whom are special admits, instead of hiding behind aggregated data and patting ourselves on 

the back for incremental improvement. Attached are good papers by reputable folks supporting these premises. 

Also attached is a recommended solution. If you speak with most leaming specia]ists, they will agree that if we can deliver a solid year of remedia] reading, these special 

admits can improve 3 to 5 grade levels. 

In short, we either act like ostriches with our heads in the sand denying the plight of these kids or we act like leaders and address the challenge head on. Unfortunately, 

we axe now the former when it comes to the issue of speciaJ admits. We need to have a mindset that focuses on remediation at the front end rather than focusing on 

pena]izing the victims at the back end (no chaanpionships ifAPR not measuring up). 

It was only a matter of time before UNC happened and the dominoes will begin fa]ling with others. Although they axe trying to shoot the messenger at UNC, Mary 

Willingham’s research is consistent with Gurney’s (see attached - which I’m sure you have read). 

My concern with the NCAA’s approach to the Northwestern Labor Relations Board decision is the same issue. When Bob Bowlsby can tell the Knight Commission 

(as he did on your Knight Commission panel) that FBS schools are not following the 20 hr. rule aaad enforcement is ajoke...and then the NCAA’s objects to the Labor 

Relations board "employee" ruling concluding that these athletes working 50-60 hrs a week are athlete employees first aaad students second -- it makes no sense! We 

need to say thaaak you for the criticism and fix it...rather thaaa deny that we have gone so far overboard in controlling the athletics lives of these kids. We also need to go 
overboaxd with our educational promises to special admits instead. 

While the best solution would be to only admit kids who can compete at aaay institutions, we know that "specia] admits" are not going away. If that’s the case, let’s give 

these kids aaa education. 

P.S. I was axound when they laughed when the 20 hr. rule was first suggested. 

Yell if you ever waaat to discuss this further. I’ll buy you lunch! 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

452 Fisher Court 

Shelton, CT 06484 

203-538-5280 (w) 

Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www,S~x~rtsMa~:~.ageme~:~.tReso~’~rces,com 





AACRAO’s Strategic Enrollment Management Endorsement 
Program (SEM-EP) is designed to provide a well- 
defined professional development program and career 
advancement track for enrollment service professionals. 
For the individual, completion of the program is a valuable 
addition to a resume and a formal recognition by AACRAO 
regarding professional readiness to conquer current and 
future challenges in the field. For the institution, the program 
will offer a better way to evaluate the preparedness of 
prospective employees for SEM positions. 

The SEM-EP is tied to the most recent SEM material 
and trends in the field. The program is designed to be 
completed in one year; however, an extension can be 
granted for an additional year to participants who have 
significant scheduling conflicts. 

Applicants should have a four year degree from an 
accredited institution and several years experience in the 
field of enrollment management. 

What do ! receive when ! complete the program? 
AACRAO will provide you with official documentation to 
verif~ your successful completion of the SEM-EP professional 
development curriculum. Graduates will be listed on the 
AACRAO SEM-EP web registry. 

Program Eligibility 
~ Five years experience in the field of SEM (Registrar, 

Admissions, Recruitment, Financial Aid or related fields 
as determined by the SEM-EP program committee). 

~ Individual must be employed (full or part time) by an 
"accredited" post-secondary institution. 

~ Provide a one page vita or resume reflecting career 
experience, professional accomplishments and 
education. 

Hold a minimum of an earned baccalaureate degree 
from an accredited institution. 

Individual must apply and gain permission from 
supervisor or equivalent. 

Curriculum 
The SEM-EP faculty are drawn from highly experienced 
professionals in the field of enrollment service. 

A four week course to develop a baseline understanding of 
SEM (February). 

Weblnars 

Four webinars on topics focused on key components of 
SEM (Quarterly). 

Visits to two approved institutions of distinct types followed 
by a written report guided by prescribed questions. 

The capstone experience includes two elements: 

1~ AN ADVANCED SEM TRAINING: 

SEM 201 Online Course 

A four week course covering advanced topics in 
strategic enrollment management (November). 

OR 

SEM Conference capstone experience 

Conference attendance (October) fee separate from 
SEM-EP registration 

2~ CAPSTONE PROJECT 

A short paper demonstrating comprehension of 
SEM concepts and how they relate to various 
types of institutions. In addition, 3-5 goals which 
summarize how the participant may further her/his 
own SEM career. 

"-"- AAC RA0 
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Academic Preparation of Specially 
Admitted Student-Athletes: 
A Question of Basic Skills 

Privacy and Data Security under Cloud 
Computing Arrangements: 
The Legal Framework and Practical Dos and Oon’ts 

The Impact of MOOCs on Higher Education 

Technology In International Admissions 

LEADERSHIP CAMPUS RESEARCH BOOK 
SERIES VIEWPOINT IN BRIEF COMMENTARY REVIEWS 

The Inconspicuous Student Learning Using Successorship 
Leader Outcomes: The Role to Build Leadership 
~s ~,,~z of the Registrar Cal: In 

Lessons Learned: If I ~’~ ~ :,o~,~,~, Hig 

only knew then..: 

Amnesty Policies: Eighth Sister No More 
In Search of ~ 
Best Practices 



What’s the best way to share your ideas, innovations, 

and opinions with registrars, admissions officers, and 

enrollment managers nationwide? Contribute to 

AACRAO’S prestigious College and University (C&U) 

quarterly journal. 

Give your research and experience a voice by writing 

for the "Feature" section, or address best practices, how- 

tos, new technologies, the latest books, and other perti- 

nent topics in "The Forum" section. With a substantial 

circulation base, C&Uis an excellent vehicle for shap- 

ing the profession and gaining recognition. 

AACRAO members are especially encouraged to 

submit articles, but non-members, faculty, graduate 

students, and members of the corporate sector are also 

welcome to share their work. Authors will receive cop- 

ies of the issue in which their article appears, and will be 

issued an author honorarium. 

For editorial procedures and manuscript preparation 

Louise Lonabocker, C&U Editor-in-Chief, Director, 

Student Services, Boston College, Lyons ioz, Chestnut 

Hill, MA 02.4-67; Tel: (617) 552.-3318; E-mail: 

Heather Zimar, C&U Managing Editor, AACRAO, 

One Dupont Circle, NW,, Suite 52.o, Washington, DC 

2.0036; Tel: (607) 2.73-3337; >mai~: bimarh@aacrao.or~ 

Founded in t 



that’s the best way to share your ideas, innovations, and 

opinions with registrars, admissions o~icers, and enroll- 

ment managers nationwide? Contribute to AACRAO’s 

prestigous College an~l Uniwrsi~y quarterly journal. 

Give your research and experience a 

voice by writing f~or the f~eature section, 
or address best practices, how-tos, new 

technologies, the latest books, and 
other pertinent topics in "The Forum." 

With a substantial circulation base, 
Coll~g~ and University is an excellent 

vehicle f~or shaping the prof~ession and 

gaining recognition. 

Heed the call and get involved! For submission criteria, visit us at 

www.aacrao.org/publications/candu/write.cf~m or e-mail us at C~U@ 

aacrao.org. 
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BY CARLA A. WINTERS AND GERALD S. GURNEY 

When considering any type of alternative or special ad- 

mission processes for incoming students, the university is 

charged with taking into account traditional admissions 

criteria such as high school grade point average (Gpa) and 

standardized test scores as well as other attributes. These 

"other attributes" frequently include pressure to admit 

students who are athletically gifted but academically un- 

derprepared. The potential glory of a university on the 

athletic field can become a key consideration in the de- 

cision whether to admit certain applicants. The present 

study examines the decision-making process relating to 

special admissions for student-athletes. The study’s four 

main considerations include concerns regarding the use of 

high school Gpa and standardized test score as admissions 

criteria for prospective student-athletes; pressure on the 

admissions committee to avoid competitive disadvantage 

by effectively sending talented recruits to a competitor; 

the admissions committee’s desire to admit students be- 

lieved to be academically prepared; and the National Col- 

legiate Athletic Association’s (NCaa’s) changes to initial 

eligibility criteria--changes which allow universities to 

make admissions decisions independently. 

The NCaa’s initial eligibility standards require that pro- 

spective student-athletes gain qualifier status by earning a 

minimum high school grade point average coupled with a 

standardized test score on a sliding scale. Issues related to 

the sliding scale (such as high school grade inflation and the 

reporting of outlier standardized test scores) were the impe- 

tus for one university to perform additional assessment on 

the academic skilllevel of this group of in-coming students. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Since 1965, the NCaa has struggled to determine the best 

formula for ensuring the academic preparedness of in- 

coming student-athletes. In i973 and i986, the NCaa set 

a minimum high school GPA, designated a required core 

course curriculum, and identified a minimum standard- 

ized test score; prospective student-athletes were expected 

to meet all of these criteria (Crowley zoo6). However, in 

a 1996 class-action lawsuit, Cureton v. NCAH, the plain- 

tiffs claimed that requiring a minimum standardized test 

score was inherently culturally biased and had a disparate 

impact on minority students (Cureton v. NCAA 1999). 

Influenced by this case, the zoo3 NCAA academic reform 

initiative established new standards for student-athletes 

competing in major college athletics. This initiative in- 

creased student-athletes’ access to higher education by 

creating an expanded sliding scale for GPaS and standard- 

ized test scores. As a result, prospective student-athletes 

with unusually low standardized test scores could be con- 

sidered for admission provided they had high GPaS. This 

pairingofdeficient test scores with exceptional high school 

Gpas continues to complicate the process of identifying 

and admitting students with skills adequate to meet the 

academic challenges of higher education (Palaima 2.OII). 

This challenge is particularly significant for selective col- 

leges and universities with competitive athletic programs. 

PREDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 

Admissions personnel are responsible for offering admis- 

sion to prospective students with a high probability of 

being academically successful. Admissions decisions typi- 

cally are made on the basis of an applicant’s standardized 

test score, high school ~pa, and a set of institution-specific 

requirements. For most college applicants, the predictive 

values of test score and high school ~pa are limited; these 

limitations are particularly pronounced in populations 

with the lowest test scores and high school GPAS (Sawyer 

zoio). Arguably, admissions decisions pertaining to this 

population are the most complex. 
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The first step in the admissions process is for the pro- 

spective student to identify an institution that is a good 

"fit;" often, this determination by the student is based on 

the university’s published standardized test score require- 

ment (Sawyer ZOlO). This action is paramount in studying 

the predictive nature of a set of entrance requirements on 

a cohort of students admitted to a university. It is hoped 

that there is a strong predictive relationship between en- 

trance standards and the decisions of the admissions com- 

mittee. In other words, admitted students should achieve 

success at the university. Intercollegiate athletics can 

challenge the notion of academic "fit" to the extent that 

prospective student-athletes are recruited for reasons not 

solely academic. Coaching staffs identify prospective team 

members largely on the basis of their athletic ability. This 

is dramatically different from the academic self-selection 

characteristic of other groups of prospective students. 

Historically, standardized tests have been criticized for 

their inability to accurately predict applicants’ first-year 

college Gpa. Cultural differences, socioeconomic fac- 

tors, and linguistic considerations have all been offered as 

explanations of why certain applicant groups have mean 

differences in scores (Zwick 1999). Perhaps sociological 

factors are at play: Consider the College Board’s finding 

(1994) that grades predicted on the basis of American In- 

dian, black, and Hispanic applicants’ SaT scores tend to 

be higher than the actual grades they earn. Zwick (1999) 

notes that the skew is even greater when high school Gpa 

is the sole predictor. The impact of test-prep courses on 

students’ standardized test scores raises additional ques- 

tions about the reliability of such tests (Perez zooz). (If a 

student can perform significantly better on a standardized 

test because of improvement in his test-taking skills, then 

his score is not reflective purely of his intellectual ability.) 

Standardized test scores may not be a perfect predictive 

tool upon which to base admissions decisions, but their 

overall utility as an admissions criterion is widely agreed 

upon. Geisinger (zoog) considers that standardized tests 

provide a means of comparing applicants and that they 

help "universities to accept students who will succeed ed- 

ucationally and to reject those most likely to fail." Wood- 

ruff and Ziomek (zoo4) maintain that standardized tests 

are "unvarying over time and equally applicable to all 

students." One college president stated, "While the SaT 

is not overwhelmingly predictive of college success, it is 

carefully designed and tested to measure basic intellectual 

skills" (Epstein zoog). Though far from perfect, standard- 

ized tests serve a basic function of assessment. 

A second consideration in the admission of prospective 

students is high school cumulative ~pa. Like standard- 

ized test scores, high school gPAS have been criticized 

for their lack of predictive power relative to grades. As 

with standardized test scores, self-selection on the basis 

of ~pa is part of prospective applicants’ decision-making 

process when choosing a university (Sawyer ZOlO). Stu- 

dents with higher ~pas tend to apply to universities that 

require such. Ultimately, the relationship of high school 

~pa to first-year collegiate ~pa can be traced back to the 

admissions committee: By offering admission to appli- 

cants whose high school Qpas are most similar to those of 

academically successful matriculated students, admissions 

committees may strengthen the predictive relationship (if 

inadvertently). 

High school grade inflation is another factor that has 

been given increasing attention. Grade inflation occurs 

when a better grade is assigned even when a student dem- 

onstrates no increase in knowledge (Woodruff and Zi- 

omek zoo4). Woodruff and Ziomek (zoo4) report that 

their data indicate average grade inflation of between 

o.zo and o.z6 (on a 4.oo scale) and that grade inflation is 

greatest for students with low to average standardized test 

scores. This has particular meaning for the current study, 

the focus of which is prospective student-athletes who 

score in the lowest quartile on standardized tests. 

Some faculty defend grade inflation, believing it en- 

courages students and ultimately improves their self- 

esteem as well as their attitude toward academic work 

(McSpirit et al. zooo). Beyond serving as a measure of 

students’ academic knowledge, high school grades also 

reflect students’ "academically relevant behavior" (Sawyer 

ZOlO). This may include attendance, class participation, 

and/or other activities that do not necessarily increase aca- 

demic knowledge but that reflect academic performance. 

Research suggests that high school grades have become 

greatly inflated and thus are less indicative of cognitive 

ability than perhaps they once were (Geisinger zoog). 
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THE NCAA’S SLIDING SCALE 

In zoo3, the NCAA responded to contentions of cultural 

bias in the process of gaining initial eligibility as a result of 

such bias existing in standardized tests. This response took 

the form of a sliding scale requirement to replace the pre- 

viously established minimums (Bakker zoos). The scale 

allows a prospective student-athlete to be considered for 

admission provided he or she earned a score between 400 

and iOlO on the SAT (37 and 86 on the ACT), depending 

upon his or her high school GPA in a certain distribution 

of specified courses. In theory, ifa student experiences bias 

or other disadvantage as a result of taking a standardized 

test, then working hard in high school courses should pro- 

vide the means of achieving initial eligibility. (However, 

it should be considered that prospective student-athletes 

who score remarkably low on standardized tests may be 

experiencing challenges other than test bias and may be 

benefiting from grade inflation.) Admissions decisions re- 

lating to prospective student-athletes are challenging and 

warrant additional study. Most prospective student-ath- 

letes are sufficiently well-prepared for college; neverthe- 

less, a group of student-athletes--most of whom are in the 

revenue-generating sports of NCAA Division I universi- 

ties-have markedly different academic profiles. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The NCAA’s expanded sliding scale for initial eligibility 

provides multiple opportunities to depart from tradi- 

tional college admissions criteria. Admissions officers of- 

ten are charged with reviewing the applications of heavily 

recruited prospective student-athletes whose academic 

credentials fall short of the institution’s published stan- 

dards. College presidents need to be able to defend admis- 

sions decisions to coaches, donors, faculty, and university 

alumni. 

METHOD 

The research on which this article is based derives from 

data collected at a large, NCAA Division I, bowl-champi- 

onship-subdivision university in the midwestern United 

States. The study considers traditional college admissions 

processes as well as scores on the Wide Range Achieve- 

ment Test (4th edition), a measure of basic academic skill. 

High school ~pa and standardized test scores were used 

to define the study population. 

SAMPLE 

The university maintains a comprehensive, longitudinal 

database pertaining to specially admitted student-athletes 

that informed the current study. Three cohorts (zoo7, 

zoo8, and zoo9) of specially admitted student-athletes 

(n = lO9) were included in the study. The cohorts were 

subdivided into two groups on the basis of their stan- 

dardized test scores. The first group, the "selected reform 

group" (n = zi), comprised student-athletes who gained 

their initial eligibility by virtue of the expanded sliding 

scale. The distinctive quality of this group was that each 

of its members scored lower than 17 on the ACT (Szo on 

the SAT). This benchmark was chosen because these test 

score values were below the previous NCAA legislation’s 

minimum requirements for initial eligibility. The remain- 

ing students (n = 88) comprised the second group, "other 

special admissions." 

All student-athletes who were admitted to the univer- 

sity through the special admissions process were admin- 

istered the Wide Range Achievement Test 4 (WRAT4). 

This test measures basic skills in the areas of writing, sen- 

tence comprehension, spelling, and math computation 

(Wilkinson and Robertson 2,OII). It is frequently used to 

determine a "grade level" of ability and may be adminis- 

tered as a first step in screening for learning disabilities. 

The WRAT4 has been praised for its ability to create a reli- 

able measure of reading ability (Wilkinson and Robertson 

2,Oli). Study participants’ WRAT4 scores were analyzed 

using descriptive statistics and the univariate ANOVA tech- 

nique. Findings were reviewed for statistical significance. 

RESULTS 

Descriptive statistics were utilized to determine the gen- 

eral characteristics of the specially admitted student-ath- 

letes. Students in each cohort were grouped according 

to participation in a revenue-generating (e.,% football or 

men’s basketball) versus non-revenue-generating sport 

(i.e., all other sports); gender; diagnosis of a learning dis- 

ability; state resident or non-resident; and minority status 

(inclusive of all ethnicities other than white). Almost two- 

thirds (74%) of specially admitted student-athletes were 

male; approximately half (5z%) were ethnic minorities. 

(See Table i, on page 6.) 

Each member of the three cohorts of specially admit- 

ted student-athletes was assigned on the basis of initial 
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eligibility status to either the "selected reform group" or 

"other special admissions." Next, the two groups were 

categorized according to participation in a revenue- 

generating versus non-revenue-generating sport; gender; 

diagnosis of a learning disability; resident status; and 

minority status. Analysis revealed two statistically sig- 

nificant relationships: First, those in the "selected reform" 

group were significantly more likely than those in the 

"other" group to be diagnosed with a learning disability 

(F[I,IO7] = 4.o94, p = o.o46); second, minority student- 

athletes were significantly more likely to be in the "selected 

reform" group than in the "other" group (F[I,IO7] = 9.IZ3, 

.0 = 0.003). (see Table 
The student-athletes’ standardized test scores and high 

school Gpas were analyzed for statistical significance. For 

the purposes of this study, high school Gpa included, 

variously, each student-athlete’s cumulative high school 

~,a (i.e., reflective of grades earned in all high school 

courses); high school Gpa as calculated in accordance 

with Ncaa eligibility requirements (i.e., reflective only of 

grades earned in core curricular courses); and subset Gpas 

(i.e., reflective of grades earned in each of the Ncaa core 

course requirements of social studies, math, science, and 

English). Among the consequent six separate measures of 

high school academic performance, no significant differ- 

ences were found between members of the "selected re- 

form" group and the "others" group. (See Table 3.) 

Both the composite score and the NCAA compos- 

ite sum of either the ACT or SAT of each student were 

analyzed for the current study. (The composite score is 

the highest overall score in any one attempt; the NCAA 

composite sum is the total of a student’s highest score 

on each subset as an overall test score.) When standard- 

ized test scores were analyzed, it was determined that the 

"selected reform" group and the "other" group differed 

significantly according to both measures: aCT compos- 

ite (F[i, z64] = 6O.lOO, .0 = o.ooo) and NCaa aCT sum 

(F[I, z58] = 36.ozz,.0 =o .ooi); and SaT composite (F[I, 

zz4] =38.475, *0=o.ooo) and NCAA SAT SHH’I (F[i, 

zlS] = 18.579,,0 = o.ooi). (See Table 4.) 

Scores on the WRaT4 were obtained for 93 specially 

admitted student-athletes in the three cohorts (n = lO9). 

ANOVA was used to analyze these sub-scores for statis- 

tically significant mean differences (~= o.os). All vari- 

ables passed Levene’s statistic, a test for homogeneity of 
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variances. Statistically significant differences in mean 

score were found in the WRAT4 sub-scale areas of word 

recognition (F[~, 9~] = ~z.789, p < o.oo~); sentence com- 

prehension (F[~, 9~] = 7.59z, p < o.os); and spelling (F[~, 

9~] = 7.565,/? < o.os). There was no significant difference in 
mean score on the WRAT4 sub-scale of math computation 

(F[I, 9I] = 1.568,,/? = o.2,I4). (SeeTable 5.) 

DISCUSSION 

In its ongoing quest to determine the best formula by 

which to verify that prospective student-athletes are aca- 

demically prepared for college, the Ncaa established new 

standards for initial eligibility. Since these requirements 

went into effect, many disturbing trends have been identi- 

fied in athletic departments across the country. 

The current study demonstrates that both elements of 

the Ncaa’s so-called sliding scale are inherently flawed; 

these flaws are exacerbated by the context of intercollegiate 

athletics. The authors speculate that high school teachers 

may feel pressure to inflate the grades they assign highly 

recruited athletes; indeed, as intercollegiate athletics be- 

come the subject of increasing publicity, they may have 

more incentive to do so. This problem is compounded by 

universities’ recruitment of student-athletes largely on the 

basis of their athletic--not academic--potential. This is 

a notable departure from the process whereby students 

typically choose a university--that is, whereby students 

choose to apply to institutions whose entrance require- 

ments closely match their academic profiles. 

FINDINGS 

Perhaps one of the current study’s most significant find- 

ings pertains to the high school GVa of"selected reform" 

student-athletes (i.e., those who gain initial eligibility be- 

cause of the ~caa sliding scale). Table 3 demonstrates that 

there is no significant difference in the high school GVaS 

of "selected reform" and "other" students. In other words, 

the high school academic evaluations of these students in- 

dicate no difference in their academic ability as compared 

to other students. However, Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate 

not only a significant difference in standardized test scores 

but also significant differences in the basic academic skills 

of word recognition, sentence comprehension, and spell- 

ing. These are fundamental skill areas that are necessary 

for reading mastery. It is troubling that students who may 

have significant deficiencies in their reading and other ba- 

sic academic skills nevertheless are achieving high school 

GPAS comparable to students without such deficiencies. 

Thus, the findings of the current study suggest that high 

school GVa is not reflective of acquired knowledge for this 

student population. 
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Standardized tests have long been criticized as cultur- 

ally and socially biased. Nevertheless, they are arguably 

the best means of comparing students, particularly for 

purposes of college admissions. Table 4 presents statisti- 

cally significant differences in the standardized test scores 

of the two groups of student-athletes that were studied. 

Table 5 presents statistically significant differences in stu- 

dent-athletes’ basic skills as measured by the WRAT4. The 

agreement of the findings for these two measures suggests 

that for this population of specially admitted student- 

athletes, standardized tests more accurately measure basic 

academic skill deficiencies than high school GPA. A stan- 

dardized test score below a given threshold likely is indica- 

tive of academic challenges experienced by the student. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Changes in zoo3 to the NCAa’s initial eligibility require- 

ments expanded the group of student-athletes partici- 

pating in intercollegiate athletics. A number of these 

student-athletes qualify with a low standardized test score 

paired with a high school eva considered to be more rep- 

resentative of their academic ability--and, thus, of their 

preparedness for college. But with both measures having 

been proven flawed, universities and athletic departments 

are admitting student-athletes whose academic deficien- 

cies are becoming apparent only after matriculation. Ad- 

missions officers must be aware of the significant needs for 

support that such students may have. Athletic departments 

and universities must provide the academic assistance re- 

quired by this group of high-risk student-athletes and/or 

reconsider their special admissions policies and standards. 

Inadequate support of some student-athletes is likely to 

result in their having negative experiences in the classroom. 

Their lack of mastery of basic academic skills and profes- 

sors’ expectations that they will demonstrate their skills in 

front of their peers may result in some student-athletes’ 

perception of the learning environment as threatening. 

THE COMPLETE 
SEM SOLUTION. 

STRATEGIC ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT KNOW~HOW 

FROM THE MOST RESPECTED LEADERS 1N THE FIELD 

b~rom complex theory to practical implementation 

advice to real-world case studies, our collection of 

knowledge helps enrollment managers learn and apply 

SEM principles that can elevate their campuses to a 

whole new level of efficiency and success! Choose from 

our wide array of reference books or inquire about 

~&AC1LOkO’s Consulting Services to deepen 
your understanding of this important su~ect._-~_-- 

Visit our \~Tcb site to find out more. -~ -~-- 
AACRAO 
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These negative experiences can lead to dissociation from 

academe and disengagement from student life and can ad- 

versely affect student retention. To combat these kinds of 

experiences, athletic departments provide a variety of aca- 

demic and psychological support to student-athletes. 

CONCLUSION 

Given the challenges inherent in the admissions review 

process for prospective student-athletes, it is important 

that university administrators understand as much as 

possible about the various factors at stake. Since zoo3, 

the NCAA’s initial eligibility standards have expanded the 

pool of prospective student-athletes who are accepted. 

Student-athletes whose test scores are in the lowest ac- 

ceptable range may require significant remediation. The 

current study indicates that students who score below the 

threshold--i.e., an ACW score below 17 or an SAW score be- 

low 8zo--are likely to have deficiencies in their basic aca- 

demic skills; these are particularly manifest in the areas of 

word recognition, sentence comprehension, and spelling. 

Athletic departments and universities are urged to con- 

duct their own assessments in order to fully understand 

the academic profiles of the student-athletes they enroll. 

The NCAA initial eligibility standards currently in place 

may not be sufficient to ensure that student-athletes have 

a reasonable chance not only of winning on the playing 

field but of succeeding in the classroom. 
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"Cloud computing" is a catch-phrase for accessing IT re- 

sources such as software, application development, and 

infrastructure over the Internet. The cloud promises easy, 

on-demand access to powerful technology at less cost than 

homegrown ~T systems. The former U.S. chief information 

officer likened it to the running water of the information 

age (Kundra ZOlO). But moving to the cloud is essentially 

outsourcing. And as in any outsourcing arrangement, 

cloud computing carries a range of business and legal risks 

(see, e.o<, Porter and Larner ZOli). This article focuses on 

just one: privacy and data security compliance. 

The bottom line is that moving to the cloud in no way 

alters an institution’s privacy and data security obliga- 

tions, but it does force an institution to rely on the cloud 

provider for compliance. Because u.s. privacy and data 

security law is a patchwork, the first step is to identify the 
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institution’s obligations with regard to the information 

moving to the cloud. Institutions then should attempt-- 

and in some cases will be required by law--to obtain suf- 

ficient contractual guarantees that the cloud provider 

will comply with any such requirements. However, cloud 

providers may be reluctant to provide such guarantees or 

may do so only at a price, perhaps undermining some of 

the cloud’s benefits. Particularly in those cases, whether to 

move to the cloud comes down to a cost-benefit analysis. 

Developing a process-based approach will help institu- 

tions make good decisions. 

The first part of this article explains the basics of cloud 

computing and u.s. privacy and data security law; the sec- 

ond part focuses on cross-cutting cloud computing pri- 

vacy and data security risks and provides a more in-depth 

analysis of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
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(FERVa); the final section provides a list of cloud comput- 

ing do’s and don’ts. The chart at the end of the article sum- 

marizes the cloud implications of privacy and data security 

laws commonly applicable to colleges and universities. 

THE BASICS 

Cloud computing is an evolving concept, and definitions 

abound (Katz, Goldstein and Yanosky zoog). A straight- 

forward if over-simplified definition is the "delivery of 

scalable ~T resources over the Internet, as opposed to host- 

ing and operating those resources locally" (EDt3Cat3Se 

zoog). Typically, cloud computing is discussed in terms 

of three service and four deployment models. Institutions 

should understand the basics of these models because they 

can affect the level of control the institution will retain 

over privacy and data security (Jansen and Grance ZOli). 

The three service models are Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure 

as a Service (IaaS). SaaS involves the use of prefabricated 

software and applications over the Internet (think Inter- 

net-based e-mail like Yahoo!); PaaS involves an Internet 

platform from which the customer develops and deploys 

software and applications (think Microsoft Azure); IaaS 

involves more barebones ~T structures delivered over the 

Internet (think servers, network equipment, cpt3s). (An 

analogy to manufacturing might help clarify: Under the 

SaaS model, the provider offers a fully furnished, prefab- 

ricated house; under the IaaS model, the provider offers 

a completely built house, but the end user is free to fur- 

nish it and otherwise outfit it as he sees fit; under the PaaS 

model, the provider offers just the raw materials for the 

house and the end user can help design it from the ground 

up.) Generally, SaaS offers the institution the least control 

over security settings, IaaS offers institutions the most 

control, and PaaS falls somewhere in between. 

The service models can be deployed over a public 

cloud, a community cloud, a private cloud, or a hybrid 

cloud. Most relevant to higher education institutions are 

public clouds (open to all), private clouds (limited to, 

and in some cases built for, a particular user), and com- 

munity clouds (limited to, and in some cases built for, a 

group of users with common business and compliance 

needs). The fourth deployment model, a "hybrid cloud," 

is a "composition of two or more clouds (private, com- 

munity, or public)" that remain unique entities but are 

bound by "standardized or proprietary technology that 

enables application and data portability among them" 

(Jansen and Grance zoii). Public clouds offer institutions 

the least control over privacy and security settings; hybrid 

clouds are tailored to an institution’s needs and may offer 

more control; and private clouds offer the most control. 

Notably, a number of major cloud providers have rolled 

out cloud solutions geared toward higher education (see, 

e.o<, Google Apps for Education at <www.google.com/ 

apps/intl/en/edu/> and cloud computing in education at 

<www.microsoft.com/education/en-us/solutions/Pages/ 

cloud_computing.aspx>). 

Clouds offer on-demand, scalable, powerful, pay-as- 

you-go (sometimes free) I:¢ resources. For example, Inter- 

net-based e-mail services offer megabytes of storage space 

that can be accessed via any Internet connection for free 

at the click of a mouse. At the institutional level, clouds 

allow institutions access to ~T without a large up-front 

capital investment or the requirement to lock in long- 

term fixed costs. Home-grown ~T no longer needs to pre- 

dict usage requirements or to host or maintain software 

on campus servers and computers (eDucause zoo9). But 

with these benefits come risks: Cloud providers store im- 

mense amounts of valuable data and may become targets 

for hackers (Jansen and Grance z oi i); providing resources 

over the Internet requires more administrative and tech- 

nical layers and, thus, more access points to private data 

(Jansen and Grance z o i i); and cloud providers are able to 

provide services cheaply in some cases by aggregating and 

mining data. 

U.S. privacy and data security law is in fact a patchwork 

of sector-specific federal laws, diverse state laws with nu- 

merous jurisdictional hooks, and various self-imposed 

requirements (typically by contract). To the extent that 

such laws apply "on the ground," they also apply "in the 

cloud." Further, because many colleges and universities are 

engaged in a wide range of activities, they are subject to 

many sector-specific privacy and data security laws. Such 

laws include: 

@ the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

(FeRPa), which applies to certain education insti- 
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tutions and protects education records (zo u.s.c. § 

Iz3zg; 34 C.F.R. part 99); 

the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBa), which applies 

to financial institutions and protects certain non- 

public personal information (15 u.s.c. §§ 68Ol-O9; 

16 C.F.R. part 313); 

the Red Flags Rule, which applies to debit and credit 

card issuers, users of consumer reports, and financial 

institutions and creditors holding covered accounts 

and requires identity theft prevention measures 

(15 U.S.C. § 1681m(e); 16 C.F.R. part 681); 

~}the Health Insurance Portability and Account- 

ability Act (H~Paa) and the Health Information 

Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act 

(H~TECH), which apply to, among others, certain 

healthcare providers and protects certain health in- 

formation (4z usc § I3zod et seq.; 45 C.F.R. parts 

16o, I62., 164-); 

state data breach notification laws: 46 states, the 

District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Vir- 

gin Islands have enacted some form of legislation re- 

quiring certain entities--e.,% those doing business in 

the state or storing one of its resident’s data--to give 

certain notice to consumers affected by a data breach 

(see <www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?tabid=i3489> for 

a listing of such laws); 

state data security laws: several states have enacted 

more general data security laws, typically applying 

to entities doing business in the state or owning or 

licensing data about state residents (e.g:, zoi Code 

Mass. Regs. §§ 17.O1--17.O5); and 

state privacy laws: certain states have enacted either 

general privacy laws or laws applicable to certain 

types of information, such as health records, mental 

health records, or education records (see, e.,% Elec- 

tronic Privacy Information Center, State Privacy 

Laws, at <http://epic.org/privacy/consumer/states. 

html>). 

See the chart at the end of this article, which explains 

the general applicability, basic protections, and cloud 

computing implications of such laws. 

These laws typically provide some mix of protections, 

including data security requirements and/or rights of pri- 

vacy, access, or correction. In certain cases--for example, 

HlPaa--laws specifically require that an institution bind 

service providers to follow the laws’ mandates. 

In addition to these laws and regulations, institutions 

may have contractual obligations to students or others 

that specify privacy or data security standards. For ex- 

ample, the payment card industry requires merchants to 

comply with the Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard (PCI/DSS). PCI/DSS requires merchants to im- 

plement prevention, detection, and appropriate reaction 

to security incidents. Student handbooks and IT terms of 

use and privacy policies are other potential sources of self- 

imposed requirements. 

Many colleges’ and universities’ activities are suffi- 

ciently varied to implicate much of the patchwork. For ex- 

ample, many institutions participate in the federal Perkins 

Loan Program or provide institutional loans to students 

or faculty that may trigger the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 

and the Red Flags identity theft prevention rules (Meers 

and Meade zoo8). A student health center may be subject 

to H~Paa with regard to treatment of faculty and staff and 

to FERPA with regard to treatment of students. Because in- 

stitutions commonly welcome students from all over the 

country, various state data security laws may apply regard- 

less of where the institution actually provides its services. 

And if the institution accepts credit card payments for 

tuition and fees, then it likely is also subject to PCI/DSS. 

The list goes on. In short, because of the breadth of many 

colleges’ and universities’ activities, multiple privacy and 

data security regimes may apply to various IT functions 

that might "move to the cloud." Consultation with legal 

counsel should be a central feature of any plan to utilize 

cloud computing. 

CLOUD COMPUTING PRIVACY AND DATA SECURITY 

Nearly all cloud computing privacy and data security risks 

share a common origin. Moving to the cloud in no way 

changes an institution’s privacy and data security obliga- 

tions (Jansen and Grance ZOli), but it does force the in- 

stitution to rely on a third party for compliance. Thus, 

colleges and universities must (i) identify applicable 

privacy and data security requirements, (z) conduct due 

diligence of the provider’s compliance package, and (3) 

negotiate effective contractual provisions--including ef- 
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fective remedies for noncompliance--to ensure that the 

provider will execute. Although this sounds straightfor- 

ward, a number of the cloud’s features complicate matters, 

including the following: 

@Easy deployability means unauthorized deployments. 

Precisely because cloud resources are easy to deploy, 

various campus constituencies might move to the cloud 

without considering the privacy and data security im- 

plications of doing so (Young zoxi). This can be espe- 

cially problematic at "flat" organizations--which many 

colleges and universities are. For example, a professor 

might begin to communicate grades to students by way 

of a free, commercially available file-sharing service, 

such as Dropbox. This may result in the storage of"edu- 

cation records," implicating FERPA. 

@Data location: The cloud model works in part because 

data can skip around the world instantaneously (Jansen 

and Grance 2,OII). An institution’s home jurisdiction 

may prohibit such transfers, and the transferee juris- 

diction may provide less protection from government 

intrusion or impose fewer data security requirements 

on the provider. And because physical location is a tra- 

ditional jurisdictional test, the location of a provider’s 

servers could subject an institution to the laws of a 

"strange" jurisdiction. Even if it is unlikely that a pro- 

vider’s unilateral (and possibly unknowing) transfer of 

data to a server in a faraway jurisdiction would subject 

the customer to that jurisdiction’s laws, the provider 

should arguably bear that risk. (The cloud provider 

would likely already be subject to the laws of any juris- 

diction where it maintains servers.) The U.S. Depart- 

ment of Education recently suggested that in its view 

a cloud computing "best practice" is to store sensitive 

education records within the United States (U.S. De- 

partment of Education ZOlZ). 

@Data ownership & secondary uses. Some public cloud 

providers rely on data mining to create revenue streams. 

Data mining ranges from behavioral advertising to the 

outright sale of personally identifiable information. 

This model presents compliance challenges for data 

security laws that prohibit the use of data for any pur- 

pose other than that for which the data were collected 

("secondary use"). Institutions should be wary of pro- 

vider agreements that claim ownership or license of the 

institution’s data and should consider whether some 

contractual limit on secondary use is necessary or de- 

sirable (Jansen and Grance ZOII). Be aware of indirect 

ownership claims, as when a SaaS provider seeks to own 

software outputs created by subscriber data inputs. 

@Loss of control and lack of transparency: Like any out- 

sourcing arrangement, a cloud customer cedes control 

of some processes to the provider. Where an institution 

once had the power to allocate resources and develop 

a data security regime appropriate to its size and risk 

profile, on the cloud it must rely on the provider’s hu- 

man, physical, administrative, and technical resources 

(Cloud Security Alliance ZOlO, Jansen and Grance 

ZOII). Where an institution once had physical posses- 

sion of its data, it now must rely on a provider not to 

hold its data hostage in the event of a contract dispute 

and/or at the end of the relationship. Trust must fill the 

gap. Effective pre- and post-contract diligence can cre- 

ate trust. But for various reasons, cloud providers may 

be reluctant to allow rigorous diligence (Jansen and 

Grance ZOII). Independent third-party audits may con- 

stitute one solution; a provider’s reputation may con- 

stitute another. Still, the institution should negotiate 

mechanisms whereby it confirms that security controls 

are implemented and contractual promises are kept. 

@Data security risk profile: Some argue that the cloud 

provides less security than on-the-ground computing 

because it adds layers of administrative and technical 

complexity, is portable, and becomes a target for hacker 

attacks. Others contend that cloud providers are by ne- 

cessity expert at data security and provide much greater 

protection than any home-grown IT department 

(Winlder zoai). At the very least, the cloud does raise 

different data security concerns than on-the-ground 

computing. For example, cloud providers often achieve 

economies of scale by storing multiple subscribers’ data 

on the same server and segregating the data exclusively 

through technical (as opposed to technical and physi- 

cal) means (Jansen and Grance zoai). But one cannot 

say that storing information in the cloud is like storing 

money in a bank (as opposed to a mattress) because 

some colleges and universities already have vaults. Thus, 

an institution’s IT professionals should conduct a case- 

by-case comparative analysis. 

@Refusal of providers to negotiate: Finally, although a 

contract is critical to achieve privacy and data security 
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compliance, many cloud providers offer one-sided, 

form contracts with little room for negotiation (Jansen 

and Grance ZOli). This is particularly true for the pub- 

lic, SaaS, out-of-the-box offerings. Providers assert that 

standardization helps keep down costs. In certain cases, 

contracts give providers the right to amend unilaterally, 

creating the potential to undermine any privacy or data 

security obligations an institution might obtain. Con- 

tracts also may not provide effective remedies or indem- 

nification for breaches by the provider. (See Jansen and 

Grance ZOli for a more comprehensive examination of 

the cautionary implications of cloud computing.) 

That said, large cloud providers increasingly are attempt- 

ing to meet colleges’ and universities’ needs. For example, 

after initial resistance, Google reportedly agreed to com- 

ply with FEWVa in its provision of Gmail to postsecondary 

institutions (DeSantis ZOlZ, Mitrano zoog). A number of 

major cloud providers now have sites dedicated to educa- 

tion institutions, and institutions are uniting to negotiate 

with cloud providers. This represents progress but likely 

does not signal the end of problematic unilateral contracts. 

For now, when an insufficient contract is all that is avail- 

able, an institution must consider whether it is legally pos- 

sible and prudent to proceed. Institutions should weigh 

the sensitivity of the information involved, the potential 

exposure in the event of a problem, and the cloud provid- 

er’s reputation. Sometimes an institution should proceed; 

sometimes an institution should look to a different cloud 

service or delivery model; and sometimes an institution 

should stay "on the ground." 

Because FERPA applies to most colleges and universities, 

it provides a useful example of how to evaluate a privacy 

law when moving to the cloud. FERPA protects "educa- 

tion records" (see 34 c.v.R. § 99.3), so the first question is 

whether the relevant IT function involves such records. 

If so, an institution must identify contractual and other 

guarantees needed to ensure compliance. 

Generally, education records are any information re- 

corded in any way that is maintained by or on behalf of 

an institution and that is "directly related to a student" 

(see 34 c.v.m § 99.3). This broad definition covers any 

number of IT functions, including faculty and staff e-mail 

(Gilbertson and Storch zoog), student information sys- 

tems, grade books, extracurricular participation records... 

the list goes on. But not all campus IT functions would 

qualify: For example, a professor’s research database com- 

prising of interviews with non-students likely would not 

be subject to w~va. 

FERPA creates rights of privacy (34 c.v.m subpart D ), 

student access (34 c.v.m part 99, subpart B ), and record 

correction (34 c.v.m part 99, subpart C). Cloud compli- 

ance for access and correction is relatively straightforward. 

For access, an institution should contractually prohibit the 

provider from unilateral records destruction and should 

confirm that the service level agreement (sLA) would al- 

low a student to inspect records within 45 days of a re- 

quest (common sLas would so allow) (Porter and Larner 

zoii). The contract also should prohibit the provider from 

holding education records hostage in any contract dispute 

or at the end of the relationship (34 c.v.w. § 99.IO [b]). For 

the right of correction, an institution should ensure that it 

is possible to attach electronic explanatory notes that will 

be transmitted with the records (34 c.v.w. § 99.zI[C]; see 

also 34- C.F.R. §§ 99.20 and 99.22). 

As compared to the rights of access and correction, the 

right of privacy is somewhat more complicated. FERPA’s 

privacy protections generally prohibit the disclosure of 

"personally identifiable information" (vii) from educa- 

tion records without a student’s signed, written consent 

that specifies details about the disclosure. The regulations 

define disclosure as "to permit access to or the release, 

transfer, or other communication of [vii] contained in 

education records by any means.., to any party except the 

party identified as the party that provided or created the 

record" (34 C.V.R. § 99.3). Institutions may be able to rely 

on a number of exceptions to the consent requirement to 

allow disclosure to a third party in the context of cloud 

computing (for example, the exceptions for disclosures 

of directory information or for disclosures in connection 

with financial aid). Here we focus on the more general 

exception for disclosures to school officials who have "le- 

gitimate educational interests" in the records, which the 

U.S. Department of Education recently discussed in a 

publication regarding cloud computing (U.S. Department 

of Education zoiz). 

Contractors to whom an institution has "outsourced 

institutional services or functions" may qualify as "school 
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officials" with "legitimate educational interests" when 

they: 

~ Perform a service or function for which the institu- 

tion would otherwise use employees; 

~ Are under the "direct control" of the institution with 

respect to the use and maintenance of education 

coFds; 

~ Use reasonable physical or technical controls or 

equally effective administrative controls to limit 

employee access to education records to those who 

need to know; and 

~ Agree not to re-disclose any vH without a student’s 

consent or to make any secondary use ofpH. 

In addition, in its legally required annual FERPA no- 

tice, the institution must define "school officials" broadly 

enough to include ~T service providers. 

The requirements that the provider fall under the in- 

stitution’s "direct control," limit access to records to 

need-to-know personnel, and prohibit secondary use and 

re-disclosure are the most burdensome. Cloud providers 

may push back on a prohibition of secondary uses or re- 

disclosure of personally identifiable information. Even 

more burdensome is the "direct control" requirement. 

Read literally, "direct control" could foreclose cloud 

computing. But it seems that robust contractual pro- 

visions can provide a sufficient proxy (Gilbertson and 

Storch zoog). Some contend that it would suffice for a 

contract to (~) reserve all information ownership rights 

to the institution, (z) prohibit all secondary uses or re- 

disclosures of the data (as opposed to just vH), and (3) 

require data security protections (Gilbertson and Storch 

zoo9). Mandating periodic audits, sufficient remedies in 

the event of a breach, and the return or destruction of the 

information at the end of the agreement also would seem 

prudent. These contractual provisions borrow certain fea- 

tures from the U.S. Department of Education’s recently re- 

leased guidelines about how an institution can ensure that 

a third party complies with VERVA to the "greatest extent 

possible" under a different exception for nonconsensual 

disclosure. Although WRVA does not include an express 

data security requirement, the guidelines state that "best 

practice" is to "verify the existence of a sound data security 

plan" because institutions must determine whether the 

third party’s protections are "adequate to prevent FERPA 

violations" (76 Fed. Reg. 75,6o4, 75,6IZ, zoII). 

In sum, FERPA does not appear to prohibit cloud com- 

puting, and, indeed, the U.S. Department of Education 

recently stated its position to that effect (U.S. Department 

of Education 2,O12,). To comply with FERPA, an institution 

first should make sure that the definition of "school of- 

ficials" with a "legitimate educational interest" in its an- 

nual FERPA notice encompasses contractors. Second, an 

institution should obtain a provider’s contractual agree- 

ment to: (a) comply with FERVA; (b) acknowledge that 

the provider is under the direct control of the institution 

with respect to the "use" and "maintenance" of education 

records (including, perhaps, by adopting some or all of 

the contractual protections above); (c) provide physical, 

administrative, and technical controls to restrict access to 

education records to those persons who need to know; 

and (d) prohibit the re-disclosure and secondary use of 

PH from education records. 

CLOUD COMPUTING DOS AND DON’TS 

Develop a policy to mandate the use only of university- 

approved ~T resources and to forbid the unofficial use 

of cloud services. 

Develop a process-based approach to managing cloud 

compliance. When considering a move to the cloud, 

develop an ad hoc or permanent cross-functional team 

to identify the institution’s needs, evaluate providers, 

and decide whether to move to the cloud. At a mini- 

mum, the team should include personnel qualified to 

provide the legal, ~T, and business perspectives. 

Evaluate cloud privacy and data security compliance on 

a function-by-function basis (for example, the student 

information system might involve different consider- 

ations than an enrollment management system). 

Identify legal, contractual, or institutionally imposed 

privacy or data security requirements that are applica- 

ble to the information entwined in the ~T function that 

is moving to the cloud. 

Seek transparency about and/or a third-party audit of 

the cloud provider’s privacy and data security measures. 
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Compare the cloud provider’s security protections with 

your institution’s existing on-the-ground data security 

protections. 

Learn whether the cloud provider will sell your insti- 

tution’s information directly or indirectly to advertis- 

ers or otherwise use your institution’s data for its own 

purposes; seek to restrict such activities when legally 

required or desirable. 

Seek to obligate the cloud provider to bear the risk for 

laws that may be imposed on your institution as a result 

of the locations of the provider’s servers. 

Build into the contract effective remedies for material 

breaches of the cloud services agreement--including 

breaches of privacy and data security provisions. 

Build into the contract effective transition procedures 

to minimize the risk of cloud provider lock-in. 

Conduct a cost-benefit analysis when it is impossible 

to obtain the ideal contractual guarantees from a cloud 

provider. Weigh the cloud provider’s reputation and 

potential costs in the event of a privacy or data security 

lapse, the sensitivity of the data, the risks to the institu- 

tion, and the benefits of moving to the cloud. 

Evaluate whether other cloud solutions--for example, 

a private or community cloud--would make it easier to 

obtain the requisite privacy or data security protections. 

Assume that your institution’s lack of knowledge about 

an employee’s use of cloud services would relieve the 

institution of its privacy and data security obligations. 

Sign or electronically agree to a cloud services agree- 

ment without consulting your legal department. 

Assume that all privacy and data security laws apply to 

all ~T functions. 

Assume that moving to the cloud somehow lessens or 

transfers to the cloud provider your institution’s re- 

sponsibility for privacy and data security compliance. 

Sign an agreement that does not require the cloud pro- 

vider to maintain at least commercially reasonable data 

security standards or, ideally, no less protection than 

your institution provides on the ground (assuming that 

applicable law does not require a more stringent stan- 

dard). 

Assume that the cloud provider’s security protections 

are either better or worse than your institution’s on-the- 

ground data security protections. 

Forget that free services often involve secondary uses of 

data. 

Necessarily refuse to contract with a cloud provider who 

will not disclose the location of its servers because asso- 

ciated risks may be manageable through contract terms. 

Sign a contract that allows a cloud provider to unilater- 

ally change its terms. 

Assume that transitioning from one cloud provider to 

another will be easy. 

Expect to be able to negotiate the ideal contract with all 

cloud providers. 

~}Assume that failure either to find a suitable public 

cloud provider or to obtain a suitable agreement means 

that the 1T function can never move to the cloud. 

CONCLUSION 

Privacy and data security requirements pose a compli- 

ance challenge to cloud computing. But that challenge is 

not insurmountable. Institutions must understand that 

whatever their privacy and data security obligations on 

the ground, the same requirements apply in the cloud. 

By planning and contracting accordingly, institutions can 

take advantage of the tremendous benefits offered by the 

cloud while managing legal and other risks. 
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APPENDIX: Common Privacy and Data Security Regimes Applicable to 
Postsecondary Education Institutions and Implications for Cloud Computing 

FERPA protects "education records" and provides eligible students with 
rights of privacy, access, and correction for such records.I 

Education Records-broadly defined to include "any information recorded in any way" that is (i) directly 
related to a student, and (ii) maintained by an institution or by a party acting for an institution.2 
Right of Privacy-FERPA prohibits the disclosure of "personally identifiable information" 
from education records without a student’s signed, written consent} 
Right of Access-FERPA requires institutions to allow students to inspect their education records or 
to provide copies of such records within a "reasonable period of time" but no later than 45 days of 
such request. An institution may charge a copying fee but not a retrieval or inspection fee.~ 
Right of Correction-FERPA requires institutions to permit students to request amendment 
of education records; if, after a hearing, the institution refuses to correct a record, a student 
has the right to attach an explanation that must be transmitted with the record,s 

Whenever education records are disclosed, it is advisable to include some contractual language 
regarding FERPA compliance. The precise terms recommended or required may vary with 
the exception to the consent requirement upon which the institution relies. 
For example, assuming the institution discloses information to the cloud provider under 
the "school officials" with a "legitimate educational interest" exception, certain contractual 
requirements would be implicitly required. See "Cloud Computing Notes" below. 

Other exceptions may call for somewhat different contractual obligations. For example, the student financial aid 
exception allows nonconsensual disclosure of information from education records when "necessary" to determine the 
eligibility, amount or conditions of the aid or to enforce the terms and conditions of the aid.6 Though nothing would 
appear to require contractual provisions that would approximate "direct control" when relying on such provisions, the 
institution should nevertheless obtain contractual guarantees related to re-disclosures of information, prohibitions 
on secondary use, and recordkeeping] Such requirements would not be necessary for directory information.~ 

In general, institutions seeking to move to the cloud can probably rely upon the exception for nonconsensual disclosures 
to "school officials" who have a "legitimate educational interest[]" in such records.9 Cloud providers likely qualify when- 

The institution outsources a service or function for which the institution would otherwise use employees; 

The contractor is under the direct control of the agency or institution with respect to the use and 
maintenance of education records (for example, by contractually requiring data security, specifying that 
the institution owns the information, and by requiring periodic audits for contract compliance)?° 

The disclosure of PII to the contractor is conditioned on a contractor’s promise not to re-disclose 
the information without the students’ consent and that the officers, employees, and agents of the 
contractor will use the information only for the purposes for which the disclosure was made;~ 

The contractor has physical, technological, and/or administrative controls to limit access by its 
employees only to education records in which they have a legitimate educational interest?~ and 

The institution’s annual FERPA notice defines "school officials" to include contractors. 

Institutions should seek guarantees that the provider will comply with all FERPA requirements (for example, service 
levels that would ensure the right of access; capability to attach student explanations to records as appropriate). 

The GLBA applies to institutions meeting the definition of "financial institutions" which includes institutions 
that engage in common financial activities such as making, brokering or servicing loansJ’~ 

The GLBA protects "nonpublic personal information," which means "personally identifiable 
financial information" and "any list, description, or other grouping of consumers_that is derived 
using any personally identifiable financial information that is not publicly available."is 

The GLBA has two principle protections: (I) a Privacy Rule (governs the use and disclosure of non- 
public personal information) and (2) a Safeguards Rule (requires a data security program). 

Privacy Rule-colleges and universities that comply with FERPA are deemed compliant 
with the GLBA’s privacy rule, at least with respect to student recordsJ6 
Safeguards Rule-requires financial institutions to develop, implement, and maintain a 
comprehensive, written information security program, which contains administrative, technical, 
and physical safeguards that are appropriate to the institution’s size and complexity)7 

See 20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 C.F.R. part 99. 

34 C.RR. § 99.3. 
Id. § 99.30. 
Id. §§ 99.10, 99.11. 
Id. §§ 99.7, 99.10, 99.21. 
Id. § 99.31(a)(4). 
Id. § 99.33(a)-(b). 
Id. § 99.33(c). 
Id. § 99.33. 

~o At first, this criterion seems problematic because 
cloud providers are not under the direct physical or 
even administrative control of institutions. Institutions 
can probably comply with this requirement, however, 
using contractual guarantees. Such guarantees should 
create the contractual equivalent of direct control. 

~ Id. § 99.33(a). 
~2 Id. § 99.31(a). 
~3 15 U.S.C. § 6801-6809; 16 C.F.R. part 314. 

14 See 15 U,S,C, § 6809. 

is 16 C.F.R. §§ 314.2(b) 313.3(n). 

16 16 C.F.R § 313.1(b); 65 Fed. Reg. 33,646, 33,648 

("The Commission has noted in its final rule, there- 
fore, that institutions of higher education that are 
complying with FERPA to protect the privacy of 
their student financial aid records will be deemed 
to be in compliance with the Commission’s rule."). 

17 16 C.F.R. § 314.3. 
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Yes, the Security Rule requires financial institutions to "[o]versee service providers" by "(1) Taking reasonable steps 
to select and retain service providers that are capable of maintaining appropriate safeguards for the customer 
information at issue; and (2) Requiring...service providers by contract to implement and maintain such safeguards."18 

In most cases, the critical GLBA component for cloud computing will be to ensure compliance with the 
Safeguards Rule. To do so, institutions should exercise diligence in selecting and retaining providers and 
by obtaining contractual guarantees to ensure that the provider is implementing an information security 
program that is at least as effective or better than the institution’s on-the-ground program. 

Even when the Privacy Rule does apply to institutions-e.9., when an institution acts as a "financial institution" to 
faculty-the Privacy Rule ordinarily should not prohibit institutions from moving to the cloud because the GLBA allows 
disclosures to service providers (provided appropriate notice is given and the provider is obligated not to disclose 
further or use the information other than to carry out the purposes for which the information is disclosed))9 

In general, the Red Flags Rule requires, among other things, that 

(1) Debit and credit card issuers develop protocols to assess the validity of change-of-address 
requests that are followed closely by a request for an additional or replacement card;2~ 
(2) Users of consumer reports must develop reasonable protocols to apply when they receive 
notices of address discrepancies from a consumer reporting agency;2~ and 
(3) "Financial institutions" and "creditors" holding "covered accounts" must develop and implement 
a written identity theft prevention program "in connection with the opening of a covered 
account or any existing covered account."23 "Covered accounts" are generally consumer accounts 
involving multiple payments or transactions, including a loan that is billed monthly.24 
The second and third provisions ensnare many institutions, because, for example, institutions participate 
in the Federal Perkins Loan program, offer institutional loans to students, faculty, or staff, or offer tuition 
payment plans. The regulations distinguish "stored value cards" from debit or credit cards so the first 
provision may not apply to all student ID cards that students use to purchase goods or services. 

Suggested, but not required. Each financial institution or creditor that is required to implement an 

S?~,Af~ ?~i~a~ a~x/ identity theft prevention program must "[e]xercise appropriate and effective oversight of service 
25 Data l~®~iIV Ck~lt~a(:~ provider arrangements." Interagency guidance provides that this includes "tak[ing] steps to ensure 

P[o~Asit~/leq~i~e~Ii that the activity of the service provider is conducted in accordance with reasonable policies and 

R~@l/l/e/~e~? procedures designed to detect, prevent, and mitigate the risk of identity theft," which may include 
contractually obligating the provider to comply with the institution’s Red Flags program.~6 

When a college or university is a "financial institution" and thus obligated to implement a data security plan, the 
provider should agree to provide at least as rigorous an identity theft prevention program (as tailored to its specific 
function) as the college or university. But the Red Flags Rule requires no specific contractual language or obligation.27 
Instead, the regulations and guidance allow flexible business arrangements, so long as the service provider’s identity 
theft prevention is sufficient to meet the financial institution’s or creditor’s obligations under the Red Flags Rules. 

Also, if an institution is not a "financial institution," depending on the nature of the services the cloud 
provider performs, an institution may retain control over all necessary personnel and processes to 
ensure compliance. For example, an institution that uses consumer reports likely still would retain 
complete ability to develop reasonable protocols to respond to address discrepancies in the cloud. 

~a 16 C.F.R. § 314.4(d). 
19 16 C.F.R. § 313.13. 
20 The Red Flags Rules were enacted pursuant to the Fair 

and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003 ("FACT 
Act"), Pub. L. No. 108-159, §§ 114, 315, 117 Stat. 1952, 
1960, 1966 (2003) (codified as elements of 15 U.S.C. 
§§ 1681c, 1681m). Several federal agencies have 
promulgated Red Flags Rules regulations. This chart 
cites to the Federal Trade Commission’s regulations. 

21 16 C.F.R. § 681.2. 

2216 C.F.R. § 681.2. 
2316 C.F.R. § 681.1(d). 

2416 C.F.R. § 681.1(b)(3). 
25 16 C.F.R. § 681.1(e)(4). 
2~ 16 C.F.R. Part 681, App. A(vi)(c) (Inter- 

agency Guidelines on Identity Theft Detec- 
tion, Prevention, and Mitigation"). 

27 "Financial institutions or creditors may find it help- 
ful to require a service provider, by contract, to 
have policies and procedures to detect relevant 
red flags that may arise in the performance of the 
service provider’s activities and either report the 
red flags to the financial institution or creditor or 
take its own appropriate steps to prevent or miti- 
gate identity theft. See Section Vl(c) of the Guide- 
lines." FTC, "Frequently Asked Questions: Identify 
Theft Red Flags and Address Discrepancies," www. 
ftc.gov/os/2009/OG/O90611redflagsfaq.pdf. 
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Applies to any "covered entity," which includes certain healthcare providers that engage in 
standard transactions (typically because it electronically bills third party payors).29 

Generally, when a college or university healthcare clinic treats students, FERPA, not HIPAA/HITECH, will apply.3° 

HIPAA/HITECH applies to student healthcare clinics when they treat non-students, 
such as faculty members, and to affiliated university hospitals (because they generally 
do not provide care to students on behalf of a college or university). 

HIPAA/HITECH protects protected health information (’PHI’) which is broadly defined to include even just 
demographic information when provided by or to a covered entity?1 It protects PHI through the Privacy and 
Security Rule.~2 The Privacy Rule generally prohibits unauthorized disclosure and secondary use of PHI; the 
Security Rule requires physical, technical and organizational data security safeguards. The Security Rule applies 
to electronic protected health information and requires a robust set of data security requirements. 

HITECH also imposes a federal data breach notification requirement. 

?~ovisie~ Deq~i~edi        Yes, if the cloud provider qualifies as a business associate, then a business associate agreement ("BAA") is required. 

Whether a service provider qualifies as a business associate typically depends on whether it receives or has access 
to PHI obtained from the covered entity.33 Note that HIPAA provides a regulatory exception to the business associate 
requirement for "certain private couriers and their electronic equivalents that act merely as conduits for protected 
health information."3~ In certain cases, a cloud provider may qualify for this exception, but it is extremely narrow. 

The HIPAA Privacy Rule restricts the use of PHI for marketing purposes without the patient’s consent.3s 

In addition to contractual obligations required by BAAs, the HITECH Act imposes a number of the Privacy 
Rule Requirements and nearly all of the Security Rule requirements directly on business associates.36 
This does not abrogate or otherwise undermine a covered entity’s obligations under HIPAA. 

Note that moving student health center data to the cloud might result in FERPA 
applying to certain records and HIPAA applying to others. 

Forty-six states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands have some sort of 

@lli~aMlit,? a~’~d 
data breach notification law?7 Typically the laws apply to electronic records containing sensitive 

la~k ?~t~ti~ 
information; many contain some sort of risk-of-harm threshold.38 In all cases, service providers, 
such as cloud providers, have an obligation to notify the data owner (here, the institution) of a data 
breach; the law requires the data owner to make relevant notifications to customers.39 

Always recommended; whether required varies by state. 

When selecting a cloud service provider, the institution should contractually obligate the cloud provider to give 
the data owner timely notice of any potential data breach and should dictate who will be responsible for costs 
associated with the data breach (for example, notification, legal, investigation, and reputational costs). 

28 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), 42 U.S.C. § 1320d et seq. 
29 45 C.RR. § 160.103. 
30 See 45 C.F.R. § 160.103 (excluding "education records" 

and "treatment records" under FERPA from the 
definition of "protected health information" under 
the HIPAA Privacy Rule). The HIPAA security rule, 
in turn, applies only to electronic PHI and therefore 
also does not apply to education records and treat- 

ment records under FERPA. See alsoJoint Guid- 
ance on the Application of the Family Educational 
Rights Privacy Act (FERPA) and the Health Insur- 
ance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 

(HIPAA) To Student Health Records (Nov. 2008). 

31 65 Fed. Reg. 82,462, 82,612 (Dec. 28, 2000). 
32 45 C.F.R. parts 160 and 164 subparts A &- E. 

33 45 C.F.R. ~ 1641308(b)(1); id. § 164.502(e)(2). 
3~ OCR, FAQ, www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/ 

faq/business associates/245.html. 
3s 45 C.F.R. § 164.520(a)(3). 
36 See HITECH, Pub. L. No. 111-5, part I, 

§§ 13401, 13404, 123 Stat. I15. 
3~ e.g., Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.82(a); Fla. Stat. Ann. 

§ 81Z5681; N.~L Gen. Business Law § 899-aa; 
Tex. Bus. S- Com. § 521.053. The national confer- 
ence of state legislatures collects these laws 
at www.ncsl.org/default .aspx?t abid=13489. 

See Security Breach Notification Laws, www. 
ncsl.org/defa ult .aspx?t abid=13489. 
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Several states-including, for example, California, Arkansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, 
Nevada, Oregon, Rhode Island, Texas, and Utah-have laws that impose data security requirements; 
some of the laws require that security requirements be passed along to vendors by contract.4° 

Massachusetts has the most restrictive state legal regime. Unlike others, it imposes specific data security 
requirements, including administrative, technical, and physical safeguards and specific encryption 
requirements, for electronic records containing personal information.41 The Massachusetts law purports to 
apply to any entity that owns, licenses, or stores data of a Massachusetts resident.~2 The other common 
jurisdictional hook for state data security laws is when an institution "does business" within the state. 

Always recommended; whether required varies by state. 

Massachusetts, for example, requires that businesses "take reasonable steps to select and retain" third-party service 
providers and to require such providers by contract to implement and maintain appropriate security measures for 
personal information.43 Together, these provisions could be read to require audits or assessments of cloud providers. 

Institutions should carefully assess the regulatory risk from state data security laws. In some cases, even though 
the laws may technically apply to certain records because the state asserts jurisdiction over any entity that licenses 
information from a state resident, the risk may be small due to a limited number of data owners from that state. 

When state data security laws apply, institutions should impose by contract the data security 
requirements required of the institution and obtain some indemnification from the cloud provider. 

Note that cloud provider’s lack of transparency may render it difficult to obtain the 
requisite assurances that the provider satisfies the requirements. 

Many states have statutory and/or common law privacy requirements. States may have specific 
privacy laws for education records, health records, mental health records, or others. 

Always recommended; whether required varies by state. 

As with other privacy laws, institutions should be especially attuned to restrictions on secondary use (that is, 
assuming the institution may disclose the information to a cloud provider, whether the cloud provider may 
use or disclose the information for purposes other than to provide the cloud services to the institution). 

40 SeeJohn L. NJcholson & Meighan E. O’Reardon, Data 
Protection Basics: A Primer for College and Univer- 
sity Counsel, 36 J.C. &- U.L. 101, 119-31 (2009). 

4~ 201 Mass. Code Regs. § 1Z01(1). 
42 ~ee Jd. 
43 291 Mass. Code Regs. § 1703(3)(0. 
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The Impact of 

on Hi ]her Education 
In the September z4, 2,o12, issue of The New York, er, a car- 

toon shows a college student speaking with a staffmember 

in the Student Accounts Office. The student asks, "How 

much would it cost if I don’t take classes but just live in 

the dorm with a meal plan?" Is this an absurd question or 

one laced with the possibility that Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOCs) may alter forever the higher education 

landscape as we know it today. 

Hardly a day goes by when MOOCs and their potential 

to reach millions of students worldwide are not men- 

tioned. Neither does a day go by without some article 

about the dire state of higher education in the United 

States, the unsustainable business model of many colleges 

and universities, the unmanageable student debt of many 

college graduates, and the need for reform. Are MOOCs 

one answer to some of the big questions facing colleges 

and universities not just in the United States but around 

the world? Let’s examine some of the evidence to date. 

Udacity, created by Stanford University professor Se- 

bastian Thrun, delivers free courses to students in the 

United States and abroad. (Note: Thrun was a leading 

force behind Google’s driverless car.) More than i6o,ooo 

students enrolled in Udacity’s first course, "Introduction to 

Artificial Intelligence." Udacity now offers eleven courses, 

and Colorado State University recently announced that it 

will accept transfer credit from Udacity. 

edX, founded by M~T professor Anont Agarival, is 

pioneering efforts to make online education a viable al- 
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ternative for hundreds of millions of prospective students 

worldwide. Agarival, along with colleagues from Harvard, 

is engaged in a $6o million collaboration that could alter 

the academic landscape more dramatically than almost 

any pedagogic innovation since the lecture. Courses are 

free (for now) and not for credit (for now). 

In February, edX offered a course in circuits and elec- 

tronics. More than I5O,OOO students registered, 9,3oo 

passed the midterm, 8,zoo took the final, and 7,ooo 

earned a passing grade. Of the 8o percent of students sur- 

veyed, two-thirds reported that taking the course online 

was better than taking a similar course in the classroom; 

only i percent reported it was worse. Of the students who 

took the course, 37 percent had an undergraduate degree, 

z8 percent had a master’s degree, and 6 percent had a 

doctorate. The 30 percent who did not have a bachelor’s 

degree included students in high school (5 percent of all 

enrolled students) and students in college (4 percent of 

all enrolled students). The oldest student was 74 and the 

youngest was 14; half were z6 or older. 

Coursera is a year-old company founded by two Stan- 

ford University computer scientists. Among its 33 part- 

ners in the United States and abroad are the University 

of Michigan, Princeton University, California Institute of 

Technology, Duke University, the University of Pennsyl- 

vania, the University of London, Hong Kong University 

of Science and Technology, Hebrew University of Jerusa- 

lem, and the University of British Columbia. Coursera of- 

fers zoo courses to more than 1.35 million students from 

196 countries. Only one-third of the students live in the 

United States; the majority live in India, China, and Brazil. 

Still other online providers of education are Udemy 

and Straighterline; doubtless, other providers are yet to 

enter the market. 

If we consider what the Khan Academy is doing with 

middle and high school curricula, it should not be a sur- 

prise that the next logical stop for massive online educa- 

tion is at the college and university level. Salman Khan is 

a 35-year-old former hedge-fund manager turned YouTube 

professor. His more than 3,000 digital lectures could fun- 

damentally change the role of teachers in the classroom 

and redefine the concept of homework. In Khan’s "class- 

room," students learn at their own pace and move on to 

the next lesson only when they have mastered the concept 

that precedes it. As of July ZOlZ, 600 million exercises 

had been completed by millions of students in more than 

15,ooo classrooms in more than zoo countries. 

Despite being in their infancy, MOOCs have the poten- 

tial to become a global higher education game changer. 

Employers may come to recognize MOOCs as an alterna- 

tive credential to the traditional three- or four-year de- 

gree. They may consider a certificate of completion from 
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a world-class institution as a better indicator of the skills 

needed for success than a degree from a second- or third- 

tier college or university. Some international students may 

think it better to stay at home and take a MO 0 C than spend 

thousands of dollars to attend an international school. The 

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is exploring the poten- 

tial of offering MOOCs to low-income students. At pres- 

ent, we simply do not know where MOOCs can and will 

take higher education. Nevertheless, consider what we do 

know about higher education in the United States today. 

In That Used To Be Us, authors Thomas Friedman and 

Michael Mandelbaum posit that the future of the United 

States rests firmly on the shoulders of our education sys- 

tem. However, the authors report that only z5 percent of 

high school graduates who enroll in an undergraduate de- 

gree program are prepared for college-level work. Approx- 

imately 40 percent are required to take remedial classes. 

Only 60 percent will graduate in six years, and only zo 

percent of community college students will graduate in 

three years. Students today have college completion rates 

almost identical to those of their parents. Retention rates 

have not increased. Graduation rates are unchanged. Even 

after graduating from college, some employees cannot 

master the skills needed for the jobs of today and the fu- 

ture. Companies spend more than $3 billion annually on 

remedial training. The book cites many additional nega- 

tive statistics, all indications that unless things change--in 

a big way-- the United States will continue to fall further 

and further behind other countries’ college and university 

graduates. According to Friedman, "Big breakthroughs 

happen when what is suddenly possible meets what is des- 

perately necessary." Could that apply to MOOCs? 

If we agree that some risk taking and big ideas are 

needed and that MOOCs--in some form and to a greater 

or lesser extent--will be embraced by higher education of- 

ficials, then how could MOOCs affect the following? 

~} Accreditation agencies 

~} Book publishers 

~} Federal and state subsidies 

~} Rating agencies 

~} Advanced Placement exams 

~} Enrollment and retention managers 

~} Branch campuses 

{~ National and international recruiters 
g~ Career counselors 

Chief financial officers 

Facilities managers 

~T managers 

Students 

Faculty 

Venture capitalists 

For-profit schools 

Etc.! 

ACCREDITATION AGENCIES 

On September 2,1, 2,O12,, the Heritage Foundation pub- 

lished an article on the current state of accreditation. Au- 

thors Lindsey Burke and Stuart Butler make the case for 

why accreditation should change and why the process is 

self-serving and archaic. They argue that accreditation, in 

its current form, makes it almost impossible for new edu- 

cation paradigms to flourish. The process of accrediting 

a school is complicated, expensive, and time consuming. 

The system, they insist, is rigid and inflexible and measures 

the wrong things--for example, the number of books in 

the library and the number of faculty with terminal de- 

grees. In effect, accreditation focuses on academic inputs, 

not outcomes. A shift from in-coming benchmarks (e.,~, 

SaT scores and high school ~pas of incoming freshmen) 

to outcomes (e.,% employment after graduation and 

alumni satisfaction) is already taking place. 

MOOCs do not fit into the current accreditation 

model. What will happen to accreditation if employers 

begin to accept MOOC completion as a greater predictor 

of employee success than a college diploma? What if the 

federal and state governments begin to support and fund 

MOOCs? What if more and more schools accept MOOCs 

for transfer credit ? Is it reasonable to assume that some 

of the benchmarks used by accreditation agencies will, of 

necessity, have to change ? 

BOOK PUBLISHERS 

Consider the potential of thousands of students taking 

a MOOC with a required text. What would be the profit 

margin ofs,ooo students paying $io or $2,0 for a textbook 

as opposed to 2,5 students paying $80 for the same book? 

It should come as no surprise that Pearson, the education 

publishing company, is already involved with MOOC pro- 

viders. 
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FEDERAL AND STATE SUBSIDIES 

In the current system, accredited colleges and universities 

are permitted to receive federal and state subsidies. What 

if the federal and/or state governments begin to recognize 

and fund MO O Cs ? Some states have already made this pos- 

sible. The Western Governors University offers an online 

competency-based degree, and the University of Wiscon- 

sin will begin to offer a competency-based degree called 

the Flexible Degree Program. In The Innovative University, 

authors Clayton Christensen and Henry Eyring describe 

the education paradigm offered at Brigham Young Uni- 

versity-Idaho, where students can graduate with technical 

certificates in core courses for an attractive tuition rate. 

Could college participation, retention, and graduation 

rates be increased by making M O O C S available to everyone ? 

How could this possibility help meet the future employ- 

ment need of the country? What is the ~3IG economic im- 

pact of a better-educated workforce ? These are reasonable 

questions to ask; after all, it is not a stretch to link MOOCs 

with increased rates of college-level enrollment in courses 

offered by some of the best universities in the world. 

RATING AGENCIES 

Imagine that the measures used by most current rating 

agencies were flipped so that instead of measuring in- 

coming statistics such as high school GpAs and standard- 

ized test scores, they measured what actually happened to 

a student after attending college or taking a MOOC. How 

much time and money have been spent trying to move a 

school up a notch in the (in)famous U.S. News and I47orld 

Report? How many college presidents or enrollment man- 

agers have lost their jobs because they either refused or 

failed to play the rating game ? What if admissions recruit- 

ers were asked about their institutions’ employment rates 

after graduation and their alumni networking program 

rather than their rankings ? MOOCs have the potential to 

alter the way colleges and universities--and their poten- 

tial "clients"--measure their success. 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT EXAMINATIONS 

What if, instead of taking Ap examinations, high school 

students took a M O O C and "passed" with a certification of 

competency? And what if the school of choice recognized 

for transfer credit a certificate from edX or Coursera? 

Would AP examinations continue to exist ? Remember that 

5 percent (more than 7,ooo) of the students who took the 
edX circuits and electronics course were in high school. 

ENROLLMENT AND RETENTION MANAGERS 

At many colleges and universities, enrollment managers 

and staffin this division (e.,~, admissions counselors, finan- 

cial aid officers, and registrars) are responsible for main- 

taining the financial bottom line with regard to future and 

current enrollment. For years, these managers have warned 

about declining demographics, unsustainable student debt 

levels, and poor retention rates. They have written and 

implemented strategic national and international recruit- 

ment plans in an attempt to meet their schools’ financial 

needs. Some enrollment managers maintain that the pie is 

getting smaller every year. But could the introduction of 

some online or hybrid course offerings help affect enroll- 

ment and financial stability? Wouldn’t that make the pie 

larger, not smaller, and change the way students enroll in, 

finance, and register for courses ? What if some hybrid and 

flexible course scheduling could take place ? In The Inno- 

vative University, the authors suggest that classes should 

be held throughout the year across three enrollment reg- 

istration periods: fall, spring, and summer. Doubtless this 

would radically change the administrative functions of 

the enrollment and student services offices. As a former 

enrollment and retention manager, I envision endless new 

and exciting possibilities. I believe it would open up new 

markets and cohorts of students and would grow the pie 

in ways that enrollment managers cannot possibly do now. 

BRANCH CAMPUSES 

What about the future of the branch campus and the in- 

ternational education hubs sprouting all over the world? 

Could MOOCs affect that enterprise? Older and well-es- 

tablished branch campuses may survive, but newer ones 

may already be in jeopardy. On September iz, ZOlZ, an 

article in USA Today pictured high school students in 

Mongolia in a lab offered by a Stanford graduate student. 

Two of the students earned As in the course without ever 

leaving Mongolia! 

CAREER COUNSELORS 

should have a dual reporting structure to enrollment man- 

agement and alumni affairs. This office will become more 
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important as government and higher education officials 

stress outcomes--including employment after graduation 

and alumni satisfaction. What would happen to career 

counseling if employers began to recognize the impor- 

tance of what MO O Cs measure--i.e., competency in a par- 

ticular subject and proof of mastery of certain concepts ? 

How many career counselors are preparing for that pos- 

sibility and meeting with employers to determine the po- 

tential for that recognition? Employer information could 

and should be communicated to admissions recruiters 

and prospective students and parents and shared with the 

school’s alumni. MOOCs would expand the current func- 

tions of the career counseling office. 

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS 

Higher education is a big business: The World Bank esti- 

mates that higher education worldwide is a $4oo billion 

industry. It is also a business that is wrapped around every 

corner of the globe. It is impossible to know how many 

small colleges and universities are in serious financial 

straits. The effects of "the great recession" will reverber- 

ate for years to come. In the October ZOlZ issue of Oprah, 

financial counselor Suze Orman writes that investing in 

your child’s college degree is not a great investment. She 

explains that only an aflCordable college degree is a great 

investment and therefore advises families to evaluate aver- 

age debt levels before enrolling. Cumulative student debt 

exceeds $i trillion, and the average college graduate leaves 

school with an average debt of $z3,ooo. This is not sus- 

tainable. The current business model is outmoded. What 

would the introduction of some hybrid courses or MO OCs 

do for a school’s bottom line? How many chief financial 

officers consider the introduction of this type of educa- 

tion delivery not only reasonable but also essential to their 

schools’ financial viability? What ifMoocs made it pos- 

sible to unbundle costs? What if MOOCs kept students 

in school longer and increased progression and gradua- 

tion rates? CFOs are numbers people. They can--and 

should--do the math. 

FACILITIES MANAGERS 

I have supervised my fair share of college tours. Tour 

guides are always told to emphasize the latest addition to 

the school’s physical facilities--the new dorm with marble 

floors, the climbing wall, the food court that takes reserva- 

tions. Anyone with a college-age child can identify. But 

what if more and more students take MOOCs and don’t 

care about special facilities? How much money could be 

saved by not having the latest and most trendy amenity? 

How will facility managers re-invent the responsibilities 

of their jobs? I am not suggesting that MOOCs will mean 

the end of the need for facilities management. Rather, I 

am asserting that this part of the higher education enter- 

prise will change. 

IT MANAGERS 

In order to make hybrid courses or MOOCs a viable op- 

tion, the staffin charge of technology will have to move to 

the forefront of the higher education pyramid. Nothing 

can happen without this part of the administrative staff 

being up to speed on how technology can take a college 

or university from the norm of today to the possibility of 

tomorrow. Any strategic plan that includes offering online 

courses should identify technology staff as key players in 

the plan’s implementation. 

STUDENTS 

How could we begin to project the impact of hybrid 

courses and MOOCs on students? Consider Jack, a high 

school junior, a whiz in math. He decides, during the sum- 

mer before his senior year, to take one of the many MO O Cs 

offered by an online provider. He registers and "passes" 

the course. He decides to take another MOOC in physics. 

Again he is successful. Jack is pleased to learn that he has 

been accepted to his first-choice college and that it will 

award transfer credit for the two MOOCs he has already 

taken. Jack’s first semester goes well. His grades earn him 

a spot on the dean’s list. But during the winter break, Jack 

gets sick and is advised not to return to school for the 

spring semester. No problem: Jack signs up for three ad- 

ditional MOOCs that are transferable and attends school 

from home. By May, Jack is better and decides to "enroll" 

in the summer semester. He is pleased that two of the 

courses he had planned to take in the spring are offered 

in the summer; one year after enrolling in college, Jack 

moves comfortably into sophomore status. By his senior 

year, Jack has met all of the requirements for graduation 

and can add several M O O C S tO his resume. He is advised by 

the career counseling staffthat several employers would be 

interested in interviewing him because of his grades and 
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his successful record ofMo O C completion. Jack is hired by 

the second company that interviews him. His student debt 

at the time of graduation is $9,ooo. Is there really such a 

student as Jack? Maybe not today, but I would not rule 

out the possibility of there being many Jacks in the future. 

FACULTY 

In Khan’s "flipped classroom," teachers act as facilitators 

and mentors, not lecturers. They will be the implementers 

of what Christensen and Eyring call "customized learn- 

ing." Professors will work directly with students instead of 

presenting "one-size-fits all" lectures. To be certain, many 

professors will not be able to adjust to the new methods of 

teaching. Nor will every course be better because it is of- 

fered as a MOOC. But it seems safe to say that in the future 

some portion of the work of the academy will move from 

the all-lecture method to some online instruction. How 

many provosts, chief academic officers, and department 

chairs are preparing their faculty for this inevitable change ? 

VENTURE CAPITALISTS 

Higher education is a big business. And wherever there is a 

big business, there are people who will want to profit from 

it. For now, most MOOCs are offered at no or little cost. 

How long will that be possible ? What will happen when 

venture capitalists inject huge sums of money into this 

enterprise ? Inevitably, return on investment will become 

part of the new business model. Udacity is supported by 

a venture capital firm. In a new report, Moody’s Investors 

Service calls MOOCs a "pivotal development" that has the 

potential to revolutionize higher education. Wall Street 

investors are monitoring the MO O C phenomena closely. 

FOR-PROFIT SCHOOLS 

It does not require much imagination to project the im- 

pact of MOOCs on for-profit schools like the University of 

Phoenix. Ira student has the ability to take an online course 

offered by Stanford or M~T and if the courses are cheaper, 

transferable, and financial aid-eligible, why would she 

take the same course from the University of Phoenix? 

CONCLUSION 

Several years ago I wrote A Practical Guide to Enrollment 

and Retention Management in Hi~her Education. I began 

by quoting Francis Wayland, president of Brown Uni- 

versity, who wrote in 1850: "Our colleges are not filled 

because we do not furnish the education desired by the 

people. We have produced an article for which demand is 

diminishing. We sell it at less than cost, and the deficiency 

is made up by charity. We give it away, and the demand 

still diminishes." 

Higher education in the United States is changing and 

will continue to do so. Its costs cannot keep rising as they 

have for the past twenty years. Federal and state govern- 

ments, as well as parents and students, can no longer af- 

ford a product that increases at a rate more than twice the 

Consumer Price Index every year. The business models 

that have been in place at colleges and universities for the 

past 5o years are no longer appropriate given the nation’s 

changing demographics and economy. Education is an 

economic issue that is at the heart of restoring America’s 

place as a global leader. Employers are in search of appli- 

cants who are innovative and creative and who can work 

in an integrated and collaborative environment. College 

graduates should have effective oral and written com- 

munication skills. Friedman and Mandelbaum--and 

others--assert that we need to harmonize what students 

study in school with what the workplace needs. 

The jury is still out on the efficacy and impact of online 

learning, hybrid learning, and MOOCs, all of which are 

in the experimental stage. Questions remain, particularly 

about awarding credentials and cheating. But solutions are 

being found. Pearson allows students to take proctored fi- 

nal examinations for Udacity courses, and it plans to do 

the same next year for edX courses. Pushback from higher 

education is no longer an acceptable option. 

Some argue that online learning is disruptive. Others 

claim that precisely because it is disruptive, MOOCs offer 

the best hope for the future of our students and our coun- 

try. For now, the apparent winners are the elite t3.s. col- 

leges and universities that enjoy national and international 

recognition. Smaller, non-elite schools may be in jeopardy 

if they cannot figure out some way to participate. Any en- 

trepreneurial school should be able to figure out how best 

to become a player in online learning. 

MOOCs will not replace colleges and universities. They 

will supplement--not replace--traditional higher educa- 

tion. They have the potential to solve some of the big prob- 

lems facing higher education, to include unsustainable 

costs, unmanageable student debt, college participation 
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rates, unchanged retention and graduation rates, and fierce 

competition from other countries. And for these reasons, 

online learning, hybrid learning, and MOOCs should be 

supported by the higher education community, by federal 

and state officials, and by accreditation agencies. 

These are both exciting and challenging times for higher 

education participants--families, faculty, and adminis- 

trators alike. Federal and state officials and accreditation 

agencies need to make some difficult decisions. Change 

is always a cause for alarm; change makes everyone feel 

uncomfortable. This is true for MOOCs. Offering courses 

online to the entire world will disrupt the "old order," the 

way colleges and universities are managed and the way stu- 

dents are taught. 

This article describes only a fraction of the possibilities 

for change posed by MOOCs. To be certain, more change 

and further disruption will be inevitable ifMoocs catch 

on and migrate worldwide. To quote Lincoln Steffens, "I 

have been over into the future, and it works." 
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Providing Best Practice Solutions 

Offering 
to the 

Effective Consulting Solutions 
Higher Education Community 

AACRAO Consulting (AC) is in a unique 

position to offer colleges and universities 

high-quality, cost-effective consultation services 

to meet today’s challenges and prepare for 

tomorrow’s opportunities. 

We help institutions of all types achieve success by: 

Setting Strategic Enrollment 
Management projections and 
goals 

Improving institutional financial 
outcomes and predicting yield 

Ensuring best practices in 
enrollment and registration 
services, including regulatory 
compliance 

Maximizing student recruitment 
and retention 

Developing organizational 
structures that optimize 
effectiveness 

AC possesses a team of leading experts who 

combine hands-on experience with institutional 

challenges, tools and expertise for in-depth 

research, and the change management skills 

needed in today’s higher education environment. 

To discuss your institution’s needs and explore your opportunities, contact us at 
consulting@aacrao.org, or call us at (202) 355-1056. For more information about 

AACRAO Consulting visit us at http://consulting.aacrao.org/ 



IN A RELAFIVELY SHORT TI/V,E, TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS HAVE 8ECO/V,E AN 

ESSENTIAL FEAFURE OF ’IHE AD/\i’~ISSIONS BUSINESS. ’IHEY f\i’~AKE ’IHE jOSS OF 

INTERNATIONAL ADf\i’,ISSIONS PROFESSIONALS EASIER IN £i~,ANY WAYS~ 

ALLOWING FOR £i~,ORE ROBUST COf~i~,/V, UNICATION WITH APPLICANIS AND 

COUNSELORS, A SFREA£i, LINED APPLICATION PROCESS, AND qUICKER ACCESS 

TO INFOFt£i’,ATION ABOUT EDUCATIONAL SYSTE/~4S AND INSTITUTIONS~ 

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS ARE NOl A PANACEA. THE EXPENSE 

AND STAFF TI/V,E NEEDED TO I/’.2&PLEfX~,ENI THE/V, fxi’,EAN THAT OFFICES fxi’,AY NOT 

BE ABLE TO EMBRACE EVERY TREND. ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF YOUR OFFICE 

AND YOUR APPLICANTS IS A CRITICAL PART OF THE DECISION£i’,AKING PROCESS. 



BY ELIZABETH WHITE 

As recently as the late ~99os, many international admis- 

sions officers at u.s. colleges and universities relied on 

traditional postal services in order to communicate with 

applicants. While email and the Internet had existed for 

years, they had become broadly available in the United 

States only in the early ~99os. By the latter part of that de- 

cade, the telecommunications infrastructure was improv- 

ing abroad, but was not yet mature enough to allow for 

reliable communication, particularly in developing coun- 

tries such as China and India, which, then and now, send 

large numbers of international students to the United 

States (Press, Foster, Wolcott, and McHenry zoo3). 

The now-common term "snail mail" accurately de- 

scribes the slow pace of first-class mail delivery between 

most countries. Consider the cycle of a typical interna- 

tional student’s application using regular mail: By the 

time an application is mailed and received, the institution 

acknowledges the application, and any missing documents 

are subsequently submitted to complete the application, 

eight weeks or more may go by. When mailing time for 

acceptance and enrollment packets is added, the three- to 

four-month turnaround time that was once the norm is 

understandable. 

The way colleges communicate with prospective stu- 

dents-so crucial to the business of admissions--is just one 

example of the way the international admissions process has 

been changed by technology. Other technological trends of 

the last decade have also had an impact. The development 
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of more sophisticated student information systems has 

given admissions offices better tools with which to admit 

applicants and then track those admitted students through- 

out their university careers. Online applications dump ap- 

plicant information into these systems, reducing staff time 

devoted to data entry. These systems, in turn, feed data 

warehouses, which give easier access to information about 

applicants, allowing for better trend analysis. 

In fact, today it is impossible to imagine doing business 

without email, the Web, and other forms of technology 

that have grown up in their wake. Technology is now an 

essential part of recruiting, admitting, and enrolling in- 

ternational students at American colleges and universities. 

In and of itself, however, technology is not a panacea. In 

order to use it most effectively, you must understand the 

needs of your campus and of your prospective students, as 

well as be aware of current technological trends. 

ASSESSING YOUR NEEDS 

Not every campus will have the resources, the staff, or 

the will to take advantage of every new technology; nor 

should they. As with any significant investment, enroll- 

ment managers must feel confident that the perceived 

benefit will be worth the investment. One of the most sa- 

lient factors of technology is its rapid pace of change. The 

newest trend this year may be passd in a year’s time; the 

most amazing new equipment will be obsolete in fewer 

than five years. Unless an institution is blessed with un- 

limited resources, it is not possible to embrace every new 

trend. Choices must be made. Several factors should be 

considered when making these choices. 

One paradox of the technology available to admissions 

professionals is that it is both expensive and inexpensive. 

Certainly, the constant upgrades in hardware (computers, 

printers, scanners, copiers, etc.) require significant, ongo- 

ing investment. Software, however, can be relatively cheap 

and offer good bang for the buck (as with desktop pub- 

lishing or Web design programs), or it can be enormously 

expensive (as with new student information system pack- 

ages or enterprise resource planning systems [El~ps]). Of- 

rices that adopt a "do-it-yourself" approach, using the 

amateur talents of existing staff to create websites, main- 

tain blogs, or create podcasts or video clips can have a 

fairly sophisticated marketing campaign without a huge 

investment. On the other hand, professional marketing 

companies that specialize in the higher education arena 

can take these homegrown efforts to new heights--for a 

cost. Developing a detailed enrollment plan in conjunc- 

tion with your budget will help determine where money 

can most effectively be spent. 

The support of information technology staff is critical to 

the smooth functioning of any professional office. When 

considering which ~T initiatives to embrace, consider the 

staff support that will be required. If you have ~T staff 

members in your office, you may have more ability to in- 

fluence their priorities. For example, if you want to estab- 

lish a presence on various social networking sites, internal 

staffcan probably do it; in fact, you do not even need to 

rely on ~T stafffor this kind of basic initiative. Some proj- 

ects, however, will need to be addressed by institutional 

~T staff. If you need to revamp your website, for example, 

you may have to depend upon your campus Web master, 

which could dictate a longer timeline. 

Whether you have in-house dedicated ~T staff mem- 

bers, or rely on the institution’s central ~T professionals, 

remember that many technology projects require not only 

start-up time, but also maintenance. In the social network- 

ing example above, you need to remember that once your 

school’s profile is up, someone will need to be dedicated to 

keeping it up-to-date. 

Campuses with a small number of international students 

may rind that it is not worthwhile to embrace every trend. 

If you are processing only one hundred international ap- 

plications per year, you probably do not need the most 

sophisticated database software. You also could decide 

to put less emphasis on marketing efforts that rely on im- 

personal email blasts or e-flyers; a more personalized ap- 

proach may be possible, and also more effective. 

As web-based communication and email have become 

more prevalent, staff in international admissions had to be- 

come cognizant of the difference between Web access and 

speed in the u.s. versus the rest of the world. In recent years, 
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the telecommunication infrastructure in many developing 

parts of the world has improved immensely. Many students 

today have access both to computers and high-speed Inter- 

net connections, particularly in the metropolitan areas of 

the countries that send the largest numbers of international 

students to the United States. This makes browsing web- 

sites with graphical content or applying online much easier 

than it was even five years ago. However, in rural regions of 

these countries, as well as in other parts of the world (such 

as Africa), students may not find it so easy. Even in some 

developed countries, connections will be slower than in 

the United States. And, in some cases, access may be con- 

trolled by the government, preventing your information 

from reaching its intended audience. Remember that the 

way a certain application performs on your state-of-the-art 

office computer (with high-speed Internet access) may not 

be experienced the same way by your applicants. 

If your college’s international applicant pool is made 

up largely of the typical prospective international stu- 

dent-city dwellers in India, China, and Korea--then is- 

sues of applicant access may be less important. However, 

schools with pockets of applicants from rural regions or 

other countries should research access issues for their spe- 

cific feeder areas. Become knowledgeable about what your 

applicants are experiencing. If your campus recruits over- 

seas, ask your recruiters to research this in-country. Cer- 

tainly they will have some sense of access from using the 

Internet themselves while on the road. Since large Western 

hotel chains may have better Internet speed than that ex- 

perienced by the average citizen at home, school, or in an 

Internet cafe, your recruiters should also talk to students, 

parents, counselors, and educational advisors about their 

ability to use the Internet and your school’s website in par- 

ticular. If your school does not recruit overseas, develop a 

survey (low on graphics) to be sent to your applicants by 

email. Or, ask current students about Internet access issues 

in their home countries. With more information about 

what your "customers" are experiencing, you will be able 

to make educated decisions about how to structure your 

website and your communication plan. 
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COMMUNICATING WITH 
PROSPECTS AND APPLICANTS 

One of the great advantages of electronic communication 

is its speed. Particularly for those who must interact with 

people all over the world, the way email and the Internet 

have sped up the delivery of the messages we must send to 

our students, and they in turn to us, is an amazing thing 

to behold. When developing a communication plan for 

your prospects and applicants, there are several facets to 

consider. 

One of the most important recruiting tools for any college 

or university today is its website. In years past, a prospective 

student’s introduction to your campus was often the first 

printed piece he or she received in the mail. Now, students 

immediately go to the Web when they want to find out 

more information about your school. What will interna- 

tional students find when they visit your campus online ? If 

your site has been designed only with typical u.s. Internet 

users in mind, including lots of graphics and multimedia 

applications (such as Flash), it is possible that you may be 

shutting out a pool of prospective students who cannot 

download portions of your site. As already mentioned, if 

you have done your research and feel confident that most, 

if not all, of your visitors can view sophisticated graphical 

content, then you need not worry. But if you find that ac- 

cess is an issue for some of your prospective students, you 

may need to become an advocate for a simpler website de- 

sign. Get to know your campus’s Web master, and be sure 

that he or she is aware of the issues faced by your overseas 

visitors. Whether it means less use of Flash, simplifying the 

site’s design (requiring fewer downloads), or, in extreme 

cases, having a special international student gateway with 

very few graphics, you may need to educate your ~T staff 

about the needs of your international population. 

For many campuses, blogs are now a component of the 

admissions website. A blog (short for "Web log") is a site 

listing the owner’s "posts" or entries, usually in reverse 

chronological order, along with comments from readers. 

Its interactive nature is one of its advantages; blogs can be 

used to create online communities, where students can 

"meet" before they even arrive on campus. However, this 

feature can also be worrisome to admissions staff, whose 

goal, of course, is to portray a positive image of their in- 

stitution. A true blog is free-flowing, with no moderator 

or censor. An institution can start a blog and post entries, 

but it cannot control the comments made by readers. If 

someone has a negative opinion to express, it will be there 

for the entire community to read. The good news is that 

some blogging software allows an owner to moderate the 

site, with the ability to delete comments and remove users. 

Before creating a blog, check the rules of the software care- 

fully to be sure that it will meet your needs. Blogger (www. 

blogger.com) and WordPress (www.wordpress.com) are 

just two examples of free blogging software sites. 

Social media have more recently become another tool 

in the admissions office’s online arsenal. Many colleges and 

universities now have profiles on sites like Facebook and 

MySpace. These profiles may be formal, resembling an in- 

stitutional website, or they may be set up by individual ad- 

missions staff members or student recruiters, with a more 

informal feel. (Some admissions professionals even find 

"friend" requests from applicants on their personal Face- 

book profiles; whether to accept these requests recently 

became a hot topic as an older demographic embraced 

Facebook for personal use [Anderson zoo9]). Twitter is 

also gaining in popularity, as colleges establish accounts 

and ask their prospects or applicants to "follow" them. Ei- 

ther way, the point of having a presence on these sites is 

all about marketing: social networking is one more way to 

put your institution’s name out there for the college-bound 

demographic. Furthermore, it is not just Americans who 

participate on these sites. In zoo9, for example, Facebook’s 

Press Room reported that 70 percent of its members lived 

outside the United States. It seems clear that prospective 

international students can be reached via social media. 

Email has been a boon to international admissions offices, 

which now can communicate with individual applicants 

in a much more timely way than was previously possible. 

On the other hand, it has created more work. International 

students often prefer to communicate by email, since it is 

free and they can send messages at any time. Their anxi- 

ety about the application process, and differences in time 

zones, may cause them to send multiple repeat emails 

when they do not receive a timely response. Because of the 

high volume of emails received, most admissions offices 

now have staff dedicated to monitoring the office email 
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account and responding to students’ questions. To head 

off repeated messages, it is a good idea to have an auto- 

mated reply explaining the typical length of time it takes 

for your office to respond to a student’s message. 

More beneficial has been the ease of sending mass 

mailings via email. Sending a message to hundreds, or 

even thousands, of people is fairly simple. Unfortunately, 

it may be too simple, as anyone who has been spammed 

(and who hasn’t?) can confirm. Even legitimate email 

blasts from retailers, banks, college alumni offices, and 

many other businesses now clutter our inboxes. When us- 

ing email, colleges and universities must proceed carefully, 

attempting to maintain a delicate balance between being 

informative and just plain annoying. 

Some have argued that college admissions offices 

should completely stop sending mass emails (Bonfiglio 

zoo7). There may be a place, however, for judicious use of 

mass emails with your applicant pool. Ifa student is truly 

interested in your institution, they will pay attention when 

they see the name of your school in the "subject" line (as 

long as it is not the fifth message they have received from 

your institution that week). If you reserve your messages 

for reminders about deadlines or other important infor- 

mation, students should pay attention, and it is still a good 

way to reach a group of people quickly and efficiently. 

Sending attractive, graphical electronic flyers and news- 

letters does not require extensive knowledge of HTML. 

With software such as Front Page or Dreamweaver, a nov- 

ice can easily create a basic website, copy the background 

coding into an email message, and blast it out to a group 

of applicants. E-flyers are basic, resembling the reminders 

you receive from your favorite retailer about an upcoming 

sale. E-newsletters are more complicated, containing what 

are essentially links to a series ofwebsites. In both cases, 

there is a significant cost savings compared to printing 

and mailing a full-color postcard or newsletter. There is, 

of course, the start-up cost associated with purchasing the 

software and training staff, but that expenditure is mini- 

mal when you consider the savings over time. 

The uses for these electronic forms of communication 

are practically endless. For prospects, you can send out tar- 

geted messages with dates of upcoming recruitment fairs 

in a given city or country. For applicants, you can send re- 

minders about application, scholarship, or tuition deposit 

deadlines. For committed students, you can send informa- 

tion about orientation or housing check-in. Universities 

commonly use this medium to send marketing or brand- 

ing messages about the institution, although it is here, 

particularly, where caution must be exercised; too many 

messages of this nature may cause your applicants to delete 

future messages. 

One other caveat: put a standard statement at the bot- 

tom of your messages asking recipients to add your send- 

ing address to their list of contacts. This is important so 

that your messages do not end up in junk mail folders. In 

addition, as with any email subscription list, you should 

provide the ability for a recipient to unsubscribe from the 

mailing list. 

In the past, if a student could not come to your office 

personally, the telephone was the best alternative way to 

communicate in real time. However, international long- 

distance rates per minute, especially during business 

hours, are prohibitively expensive. International admis- 

sions offices now have several other alternatives which are 

available for a much lower cost. 

In Voice Over Internet Protocol (VolP) two parties 

talk using an Internet connection rather than traditional 

phone lines. Both users must have computers with mi- 

crophones and a high-speed Internet connection. Video 

calls are also possible if one or both users have Web 

cameras. There is free software available online (such as 

Skype--www.skype.com) that allows members to talk for 

free or at international rates that are a fraction of regular 

long-distance rates. Some of these sites only allow mem- 

bers to talk, meaning that the person you want to call 

may also need to sign up for the service. Also available are 

VolP phone services, such as Vonage, where a monthly fee 

is paid, allowing you to call anyone, just like your regular 

phone service. Sound quality is generally good, although 

problems may occur, especially when calling overseas. Due 

to sound quality concerns and connection limits, it is not 

currently feasible for admissions offices to use VolP exclu- 

sively instead of regular long-distance calls. However, it 

serves as a low-cost way to contact prospects or applicants 

when a more personal touch may be effective. 

Instant messaging (IM) also allows for live communica- 

tion via the Internet, but it is typed rather than spoken. 

A number of free IM networks are available, including 
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AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, and Google 

Talk. Meebo is a newer service that allows members of 

any IM network to talk to each other, also for free. These 

conversations can be between two individuals, or they can 

be among groups of people in chat rooms. Similarly, ad- 

missions staffcan use IM to communicate with individual 

applicants, or groups of prospects or applicants. Many 

campuses now promote IM as one more way for students 

to contact the admissions office to ask questions or ob- 

tain information about the status of their application; a 

Meebo or other chat window is prominently displayed on 

their website, and a staffperson is available to respond to 

anyone who wants to chat. Group chats can also be orga- 

nized and publicized as a way for prospective students to 

learn more about the campus or to have specific questions 

answered. In group chats, a number of admissions advi- 

sors can answer questions simultaneously, to manage both 

time and the topics discussed. 

Because of the issues involved in sending mass emails 

to applicants, some colleges are now using cell phone text 

messaging as another way to reach pools of prospective 

students. There are several obstacles that could prevent 

the widespread use of texting by admissions offices. First, 

cell phone numbers are not commonly collected on re- 

cruitment and admission forms at the current time. How- 

ever, this may change in the near future as more and more 

students use cell phones as their primary phone. Second, 

there is often a charge for the recipient of a text message. 

Mass emails are annoying, but at least you do not pay for 

them. Student resistance to these charges may limit the 

usefulness oftexting at the current time, but if free texting 

becomes more common, it may emerge as a feasible way to 

reach students (Fratt zoo6). 

TECHNOLOGY IN THE ADMISSION PROCESS 

As has been discussed, technology has fundamentally 

changed the way we communicate with prospective stu- 

dents. However, not only has communication changed; 

the way we receive and process applications has as well. 

Today, applicants expect institutions to have an online ap- 

plication, and most campuses do, either through a form 

developed in-house using institutional resources, or via a 

contract with a vendor such as ApplyNow or CollegeNet. 

A homegrown online form is desirable, since the form 

will be customized to meet your needs, but it is expen- 

sive, both in terms of time and money. By participating 

in a vendor-developed application, a campus can have the 

application up and running quickly. Certainly, the cost of 

such a contract is not insignificant, but may be more eas- 

ily justified since the costs are borne out over time rather 

than up front. 

It is safe to assume that most students, even (or, per- 

haps, especially) those living overseas, now prefer to ap- 

ply online. However, it is still a good idea to have a paper 

application available. If an applicant does not have his or 

her own computer and is using one in their school or an 

Internet cafd, they may not be able to finish a long applica- 

tion in the allotted time. This problem is compounded if 

the available Internet service has a low bandwidth. In this 

case, it could take minutes, not seconds, for each page of 

your application to load. A good "halfway" measure is to 

have a PDF version of your paper application available on 

your website. Even if Internet service is slow, at least the 

file must download only once. The student can then print 

the application, which also saves time spent waiting for 

the application form to arrive in the mail. 

Perhaps the most important piece of technology used by 

an admissions office is its application database. Without 

an efficient means of gathering and storing information on 

applicants, it would be difficult to process applications in 

a timely way. 

The database used by administrative offices on college 

campuses is broadly referred to as a student information 

system (szs). The admissions office typically creates the 

initial student record for this system, either by manually 

entering data from a paper application or by uploading 

information submitted by the applicant on a web-based 

application form. These student records are then used by 

other administrative offices during that student’s career at 

the institution. Typically, the admissions office uses the 

campus’s szs. However, since it can be difficult to find 

one software program that will meet the needs of many 

offices with divergent needs (especially on larger cam- 

puses), some offices purchase "shadow" databases to meet 

their unique needs. Ideally, these software applications 

will work in conjunction with the s~s, but technical issues 
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sometimes prevent this, leaving the shadow database with 

no connection to the larger system. 

The international admissions office, in particular, may 

find that the s~s used by the campus does not meet its 

needs. Student addresses can present a problem, since for- 

eign addresses rarely fit the standard u.s. format common 

in American database software. In addition, since the ad- 

vent of SEV~S, the information tracking now required of 

international student offices may not be possible within 

the current sis. 

The major developers of s~s software, however, have 

been releasing more and more sophisticated products in 

recent years. As campuses upgrade to newer versions, or 

move from in-house legacy systems to ERP software, they 

may find that fewer shadow systems will be necessary. The 

most important thing to note here is that the international 

office should have a place at the table as decisions are made 

about the software applications used on the campus. Be- 

cause the international population’s needs are unique, 

they could be overlooked without a strong advocate for a 

system that can serve the international office. 

Since so many applicants now have access to the Internet, 

some campuses have developed secure websites that pro- 

vide application status information to applicants. In order 

for these sites to be efficient, a link must exist between the 

database information and the site; you will need the help 

of ~T staff to build this. The advantage of having such a 

site is that, ideally, it should reduce the number of times 

that an applicant contacts your office by phone or email 

to check on the status of his or her application. Whether 

this is always borne out in reality can be debated. A criti- 

cal issue here is timing; if a student sends a document to 

be added to his or her file, and it is not reflected on the 

site right away, he or she may contact your office anyway 

to confirm that the document was actually received. (This 

is especially true of the current "millennial" generation, 

many of whom expect instant communication, having 

grown up with technology.) At certain times of year, the 

admissions office may easily and quickly file and review 

new documents that are received. The nature of the ad- 

missions cycle, however, may make it difficult to match 

documents efficiently during the peak application period, 

when most applications are received. If your office is using 

such a site, make sure to provide applicants with informa- 

tion about the typical turnaround time for new informa- 

tion to be posted to the site. 

Paper is a seemingly inescapable feature of college admis- 

sions, especially for those working with international stu- 

dent applications. More and more campuses, however, are 

reducing their reliance on paper by implementing docu- 

ment imaging systems. Such systems allow scanned images 

of paper documents to be stored electronically, allowing 

an entire application to be accessed and reviewed on a 

computer. There are many benefits to an imaging system. 

Numerous application reviewers can view and comment 

on an applicant without waiting for a paper file to be 

handed to them. If the applicant contacts the admissions 

office with questions, front-line staff can answer them 

without tracking down a paper file. Since paper files do 

not need to be as readily accessible, more compact, locked 

filing cabinets can be used, saving physical space. 

There are numerous vendors offering document imag- 

ing software and equipment. If a campus is implementing 

an ERP, this optional add-on can be integrated into the 

system. Or, the imaging system can be purchased and inte- 

grated with an existing legacy system. Either way, the insti- 

tution’s ~T staffmust dedicate significant time and money 

to ensure that the document imaging system integrates ef- 

fectively with the admissions system. 

The University of Texas at Austin has employed a docu- 

ment imaging system since the mid-I99OS, when only 

a few American universities had implemented this new 

technology (Hlison zo o 9). The impetus for imaging came 

from the sheer volume of paper applications received by 

UT Austin--around 6o,ooo applications for a typical fall 

semester--and a lack of space to store them. The devel- 

opment of document imaging was undertaken carefully: 

five years were spent mapping workflow and business pro- 

cesses before the system was implemented. In the decade 

since UT Austin put their system into action, the tech- 

nology has continued to develop. Until recently, standard 

flatbed scanners were used, but high-speed scanners have 

recently been purchased. New software also allows for less 

time spent sorting documents by color and size prior to 

scanning, as was necessary in the past. 
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With document imaging, a careful verification process 

is crucial to ensuring application and system integrity. For 

international documents, this begins with a careful review 

of the original paper document upon receipt. Since the 

look and feel of foreign documents play a significant role in 

ensuring their authenticity, this step must happen prior to 

scanning. Once trained staffverifies authenticity, the docu- 

ment is prepared for scanning. A document ~D is assigned to 

match it to the correct student’s application. Once scanned, 

the image must be checked for quality. While trained and 

permanent staff must verify the authenticity of interna- 

tional documents, most of the other steps in the verification 

process can be handled by clerical staff, or even student staff. 

After application materials have been scanned and 

matched to a student’s record, the paper file is stored for 

a specific time period before being shredded. This time pe- 

riod may be shorter than what is required under traditional 

FERPA guidelines, since the electronic file can serve as the 

official record. At the University of Texas at Austin, where 

paper documents are kept for one year after the last activity 

on the file, careful research ensured that the imaged docu- 

ments met FERPA guidelines. Time is saved for staffin the 

registrar’s office as well, since a paper file does not need to 

be transferred and audited upon a student’s enrollment. 

We have already discussed the implications of increased 

speed of communication with applicants due to the In- 

ternet and email. Perhaps just as important for the in- 

ternational admissions officer is the ease of obtaining 

information about educational systems. Credential evalu- 

ators have a wide network of electronic resources at their 

fingertips and can cultivate relationships with experts in 

countries around the world much more easily. Table i lists 

of some key resources that can help someone new to the 

field get started. 

The three references shown in Table z are well-respected 

foreign credential evaluation services. Each organization’s 
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website provides excellent--and flee--resources for in- 

ternational admissions professionals. 

In the aftermath of September II, ZOOI, it was discovered 

that a few of the terrorists involved in the plot to attack 

the United States had entered the country on student vi- 

sas, obtained on the basis of admission to American flight 

schools. This discovery led the federal government to put 

new emphasis on a plan, known as ClPRIS, in existence 

since the mid-I99OS to track international students dur- 

ing their stay in the u.s. using an electronic system. In 

zoo3 sews (the Student Exchange and Visitor Informa- 

tion System) was launched, with the requirement that all 

schools hosting international students and scholars on F, 

M, and J visas must participate. This new technology ap- 

plication has brought significant change to the field of in- 

ternational education. 

SEVIS is a web-based system administered by U.S. Citi- 

zenship and Immigration Services (usc~s). If your campus 

issues Certificates of Visa Eligibility (Form ~-zos) from the 

admissions office, the most pertinent change in the admis- 

sions process is the way colleges and universities issue ~-zos 

to admitted students. Prior to SEWS, campuses used basic 

software to create I-zos. Now, the campus must first create 

the student’s sews record by entering data into the secure 

sews website. Only after the student’s record is created 

can the ~-zo be printed. 

An institution can enter data into the sews website in 

two ways. The first is by entering records one at a time us- 

ing the Real-Time Interface (RT~). This method can prove 

efficient for campuses with small interna- 

tional student populations. The second 

method is to upload records in batch, us- 

ing a software interface such as SunGard’s 

fsaATLAS or Oracle’s international stu- 

dent module in PeopleSoft. The batch 

method has obvious benefits for schools 

with large international student popula- 

tions, although it is not seamless. Certain 

types of ~-zos, such as those for students 

changing programs or degree levels at the 

same institution, or for students transfer- 

ring from one u.s. institution to another, 

cannot be processed in batch. In addition, 

time must be spent troubleshooting after records move 

correctly from the software to SEV~S. 

Even more fundamentally, sews has changed the way 

campuses must monitor international students during 

their careers at American colleges. There are strict report- 

ing requirements that schools must meet, or they risk 

losing their sews certification and hence, their ability 

to enroll international students. Updates of information 

such as changes of address, funding, program, and degree 

level; failure to enroll; completion of program; and au- 

thorization of on-campus employment must be reported 

in sews within thirty days of the event. As with the cre- 

ation of ~-zos, such updates can be entered using RTI or 

in batch; either way, international student advisors must 

now spend a significant portion of their time on SEV~S- 

related tasks. As a result, some campuses have created new 

full-time positions within the international student office 

devoted solely to SEVIS issues. 

The site that introduced most people to wilds is Wildpedia, 

the online encyclopedia, now one of the most popular sites 

on the Web. On www.wild.com, a wild is defined as "a da- 

tabase of pages which visitors can edit live." Anyone who 

has ever tried to edit a document with a group of people via 

email can see the advantage of this model. Rather than reat- 

taching a new version of a document to an email and then 

waiting for the next person’s version to arrive, a wild is more 

efficient, allowing for a more fluid, real-time editing process. 

For admissions professionals, there may be several appli- 

cations for wilds. If you have documents that need regular 
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updating and must be viewed by a group of people (such 

as a training manual or admission letters), a wild can help 

you move to a paperless, online editing process. A wild can 

also be used for social networking, creating a community 

of students at any point in the admission process. There is 

free wiki software available on the Web; www.wiki.com is 

a good place to find an overview. Sites also exist that allow 

for creation of a Web page that can be edited by the pub- 

lic, wiki-style, or not, such as www.wetpaintcentral.com. 

One of the critical aspects of a successful enrollment 

management plan is data. It is essential that you have the 

ability to pull good data from your admissions database 

and analyze it to spot trends and inform your decisions 

regarding recruitment, admissions standards, and follow- 

up communication. 

Obviously, technology is integral to the process of ex- 

tracting information from a database. The way you do this 

will be determined by the systems in place on your campus. 

Regardless of how you pull the data, you will likely need a 

separate software application for full analysis. Novices can 

learn to use Microsoft Excel with minimal training; basic 

charts and graphs are easy to prepare. In particular, Excel’s 

pivot tables and charts allow for relatively easy manipula- 

tion of complex data. Some enrollment managers use s p s s 

or other more sophisticated statistical analysis software. 

CONCLUSION 

The dizzying pace of technological change can feel over- 

whelming. Once you become comfortable with a software 

program, an updated version is released. It seems that 

there is always a new gadget to learn to use. The reach of 

the Internet appears far from nearing its end. In the de- 

cade since the last publication of this guide, the number 

of technological applications available to international 

admissions professionals has exploded, making it likely 

that the decade ahead will bring more of the same. How 

can international admissions professionals keep up? It is 

critical to stay informed about trends in technology, but, 

even more importantly, we must understand how, and 

if, our prospective students are using the newest applica- 

tions. Attend conferences and workshops, talk to your 

colleagues, and consult with high school and college-aged 

international students about the ways in which they use 

technology in their daily lives. Advocate for international 

students with your campus’s ~T staff, to be sure that the 

needs of this important population are not overlooked. 

Challenges lie ahead, but in meeting those challenges, new 

opportunities for success will emerge. 
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The Inconspicuous Leader 
BY MEREDITH BRAZ 

It was at the end of a long work day: the door to the reg- 

istrar’s office was closed, and we were huddled over our 

desks appreciating the recent quiet. Some of us were at- 

tempting to untangle complex questions into simpler 

parts; a few of us were trying to complete some data entry 

without constant interruption; and I was making a final 

effort to answer a few more e-mails before heading home. 

Then came a knock at the door. Despite the looks of my 

staff as they silently begged "please don’t," I opened the 

door reluctantly. There stood a student, registration card 

in hand. She darted inside and made it clear that she re- 

quired immediate assistance. As I began to explain the 

registration procedure, she interrupted and proclaimed 

loudly, "No, I want to talk to her" as she pointed to the 

support staffmember behind me who typically sits at the 

service area. To the student, I had no credibility; I was in- 

visible. It made no difference to her that I had completely 

redesigned and implemented the entire registration sys- 

tem in detail. Thus it is with the registrar. Since then, stu- 

dents have said to me incredulously, "So there really is a 

registrar?" And so to all who "may be affected by skepti- 

cism and who do not believe except what they see," I say, 

"Yes, Virginia, there really is a registrar." 

As a matter of fact, there are many hundreds if not 

thousands of registrars--unsung leaders in u.s. higher 

education who often may be "unseen" but who are both 

quite present and surprisingly influential. Leadership 

styles among us vary somewhat, but many of us practice 

what I call "inconspicuous" leadership. My strengths do 

not lie in my polished rhetoric or quick wit, in my abil- 

ity to energize audiences, nor in my capacity to impress 

with grandiose accomplishments that make headlines; I 

confess that although I try my best--particularly when 

circumstances call for such abilities--others are much 

more skilled in these areas. Given the option, I shy away 

from the spotlight. I know my limitations and recognize 

that I must both partner with and learn from others who 

are more accomplished at "being visible." My strengths 

lie in my abilities to think globally and strategically; to 

garner confidence and respect; to keep my focus; and to 

build consensus so that goals are achieved. Like so many 

registrars, I don’t get or seek a lot of attention; I just get 

things done. 

As a leader, I constantly seek to cultivate my patience 

and deepen my confidence in my abilities while trying to 

express the genuine enjoyment and satisfaction I obtain 

from my work. I do this in the hope that others may be 

inspired to find gratification in their work as well. Doing 

work that fully engages us and that is naturally enriching is 

essential to good leadership. When we derive pleasure from 
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the work we do, those around us are more likely not only 

to approach their work positively but also to be more fully 

engaged in it. First and foremost, a leader is a model who 

sets expectations for him- or herse~and, thus, for others. 

When I achieve a goal (which never happens as a result 

of my efforts alone but always with the help of others), it is 

immensely satisfying. Typically, the registrar can anticipate 

the effects of her leadership initiatives; and often, the ten- 

drils of a systems change are widespread and have a positive 

impact on a great many on our campuses. Breaking through 

barriers to change in order to move an institution forward 

is an art practiced over and over by registrars. In fact, some- 

times the most effective way to lead is to intentionally not 

seek attention and so avoid a negative reaction. Change is 

not always embraced, and the outcome is what matters. 

I have learned when to push others gently, so as to mo- 

tivate, and when to step back and let things flow. Always, I 

keep the vision in focus and steer toward achievable goals. 

I don’t do it perfectly by any means, and I have made many 

mistakes along the way. Nor am I unique: This is the real- 

ity of the leadership I see all around me when I connect 

with fellow registrars. In fact, they continually impress me 

with their ability to lead in increasingly complex academic 

environments and with their generous sharing of their ex- 

pertise. A good leader always finds mentors (I have had 

many) who help them along the way; she also makes time 

to mentor others. One of the greatest pleasures is to see 

someone you have mentored enjoy success. 

"Inconspicuous" is not the same as "silent" or "acqui- 

escent." Leadership requires confidence, which, unfortu- 

nately, may on occasion be misconstrued by the insecure 

as self-importance or arrogance. Nevertheless, it is impor- 

tant to be confident about your expertise and not hesitate 

to share it with others. Senior officers should be confident 

in your leadership, and you should seek opportunities to 

build that confidence. Never underestimate the value of 

utilizing good management techniques and providing 

opportunities for staff input and independent work; yet 

the job of a leader should never be conflated with that of 

a manager. Almost any position in an organization can 

be a leadership position, and anyone can develop leader- 

ship ability from the start of their careers and within the 

constraints of any position. Potential for leadership often 

shows itself early; it can be nurtured in a support role, 

technical role, and managerial role as well as in a role at 

the level of director or above. Developing trust, planning 

strategically, and then taking action toward a focused vi- 

sion are the cornerstones of my leadership style. At the 

same time, I seek to build connections, use imagination to 

inspire, and insist on excellence (not perfection, which is a 

different thing altogether). 

There are many ways in which the registrar is a natural 

leader even as she is forced by virtue of the position to be 

one. The registrar never works alone, and she must remain 

focused on the institutional vision even as the institution 

grows and changes and as projects are implemented. To 

do this effectively, we must continually make and cultivate 

connections both within and outside the institution. We 

partner with many, and we often help bring others’ vi- 

sions to fruition. We cannot avoid challenges; they come 

our way daily, so we become adept at meeting them head 

on, even when they are uncomfortable. A tension inher- 

ent in our position is that we are respected though not 

necessarily always liked; this can prove difficult for some 

leaders. We implement projects continuously, and to do 

so we have to be focused and goal oriented. Our daily ex- 

periences help us build resilience, a particular asset during 

times of budget cuts. And because we hold a position that 

is central to our institutions’ operations, we are adept at 

seeing the "big picture." All of these are essential elements 

of good leadership. The registrar develops these skills as a 

foundation of the profession, distinct from other equally 

necessary technical and managerial skill sets. Finally, the 

registrar is a natural leader because he has no choice but to 

develop a good sense of humor. Who else hears the most 

outrageous excuses, sees the most extreme behaviors, or is 

asked to accomplish what is so laughable ? 

Why, then, do so many registrars not believe them- 

selves to be influential institutional leaders? Students, 

campus colleagues, and friends typically respond respect- 

fully when we tell them that our title is "registrar;" yet 

few know the entirety of what we do. Perhaps it is how 

leadership is often defined, or maybe we need to assess and 

strengthen our leadership roles and envision how our role 

can contribute even more to the campus environment. I 

suggest the following: 

g~ Value what you do: It all begins here. Question any as- 

sumptions you or others have that what you provide as 

a leader is anything but essential and remarkable. Insist 

on being a leader. 
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Borrow shamelessly, and give generously. We are a col- 

lection of leaders who share openly in a multitude of 

ways. Connect, and recognize the strength we give one 

another in this important role. Connect as well with 

leaders from other professions, and learn from and use 

their skills to supplement your own. 

Value goal achievement over credit: It is wonderful to 

be recognized, but the sheer complexity of campus ini- 

tiatives often requires letting go of individual accolades. 

When initiatives are successful, relish the fact that you 

have achieved your goal, and be sure to celebrate. 

Come into the limelight once in a while: It is important 

to make others aware of your value and of your contri- 

butions to the institution. If self-promotion or office PR 

is not your strength, learn techniques for communicat- 

ing your message, and partner with those who are good 

at it. Important people need to recognize you and your 

work. Be comfortable with being inconspicuous as well 

as present--and, perhaps, visible--where and when it 

matters. 

Cultivate endless patience: Plan; think and reflect de- 

liberately; understand and accept what those you are 

leading can and cannot accept; and help them as best 

as you are able. Be prepared to be disappointed--quite 

regularly, in fact--and keep moving forward regardless. 

Develop a strong support system outside of work: It is 

said by many--and I agree--that having friends out- 

side of work, engaging in exercise, pursuing hobbies, 

and keeping a healthy work/life balance are important. 

Stressed-out people do not make good leaders. 

~} Enjoy what you do: Have fun! If you don’t find your- 

self laughing frequently and looking forward to going 

to work, then the position is not a good fit. You cannot 

lead well if you are not having fun. 

The registrar, while often an inconspicuous leader, is 

not unremarkable; in fact, quite the opposite is true. On 

occasion, someone actually does see us and what we do 

as leaders serving our institutions. When that happens, it 

makes us truly glad. Alas, how dreary would be the world if 

there were no registrars. 

MEREDITH BRAZ is a graduate of St. Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y., 
and she received a Master of Arts in Teaching from Smith College. She 
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Assistant Registrar in 1991 and progressing to Registrar, Registrar and 
Director of Student Financial Services and finally Registrar and Adminis- 
trative Dean for Academic Systems before coming to Dartmouth as Reg- 
istrar of the College. Prior to her tenure at Bates, she taught in 
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the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Offi- 
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Lessons Learned: If I only knew then... 
BY JANET WARD 

When I entered the profession in 1978, the phrase "enroll- 

ment management" was non-existent. One worked for 

admissions, financial aid, student accounts, or registration 

and records, and each department worked independently 

from the others. Most professionals specialized in one area 

(e.,~, admissions) and then spent their entire career in that 

field. My own career has traversed the enrollment spectrum; 

along the way, I’ve picked up several kernels of wisdom. 

LESSON ONE: BUILD YOUR BRAND 

Whether you are starting your first professional position, 

moving up the career ladder, or entering a new institution, 

it is important that you control your brand. For what do 

you want to be remembered? How will you choose to 

work with your staffand colleagues ? As you work through 

challenges, disappointments, and crises, your words and 

actions will be remembered and judged by others. You 

have a choice, either to "take control of your brand" by 

taking responsibility for your words and actions or allow- 

ing others to create it for you. 

Become a lifelong learner: Change is inevitable. Suc- 

cessful enrollment professionals have an innate desire to 

continually learn new techniques, processes, tools and 

become skilled at adapting to change. Learning is tied to 

achieving your institution’s business objectives. This can 

be accomplished by streamlining a process to reduce over- 

head, re-aligning staff assignments to maximize produc- 

tivity, or enhancing the experience of higher education 

consumers (e.,~, prospect, admit, enrolled student, alum- 

nus, parent, donor). 

Character matters: Honesty, ethics, sound decision- 

making, and how you treat others combine to tell your 

story. Your words, actions and principles must consis- 

tently transcend any situation. You are the same in any 

situation, regardless of the pressure you are under. This 

requires developing the ability to work effectively in vari- 

ous situations with various personalities while managing 

differing points of view. 

LESSON TWO: BECOME AN ASTUTE OBSERVER 

I started my career as a manager of off-site community col- 

lege programs. Asked ifI wanted a typewriter on my desk 

(my boss had one on his), I told him that I would rely on 

the support stafffor this function; after all, I had noticed 

that the other program managers (all men) relied on the 

administrative assistants when they needed to have some- 

thing typed. I believe as a result of my choice, my male 

colleagues more readily accepted me as a partner and an 

equal in the operation of the department. I believe that if 

I had placed a typewriter on my desk, I would have been 
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perceived--and treated--as a member of the secretarial 

pool. And while the secretarial pool’s members were all 

wonderful women, I wanted to be treated as a manager. 

"Walk the floor" to understand your business and 

people. Listen. One of the greatest lessons I learned early 

in my career was the value of taking the time to rotate 

through every position within the department. Not only 

did I learn each function firsthand, I also learned about 

and from each staff member--challenges, what did not 

work, ideas to improve operations. As a result, the staff 

and I grew to trust one another and to work together to 

implement needed changes. For example, a staff member 

who was instrumental in the marketing a specialized pro- 

gram needed to improve her public speaking skills. How 

did I motivate her? I challenged her, you face your fear by 

taking a public speaking class, and I would confront one 

of mine. I felt proud when she received top honors in her 

course and even more so as she became a more effective 

admissions counselor. 

LESSON THREE: LEAD BY EXAMPLE 

Expectations are part of the job: set clear performance ex- 

pectations, and hold staff accountable from the outset. I 

put my performance expectations in writing and then re- 

fine them after seeking staffinput. Once finalized, the ex- 

pectations become part of the annual review process; staff 

members are held accountable. Remember that your staff 

will expect you to meet any expectation you set for them. If 

you want your staffto be punctual, then you must be punc- 

tual. If you want your management team to effectively ad- 

dress personnel issues, you need to demonstrate these skills 

and teach them to your team and serve as their mentor. 

Choose to act rather than react: Others will observe 

how you handle difficult situations, and many will emu- 

late your behavior. My personal philosophy is that much 

of life is out of my control: organizations change, technol- 

ogy changes, and staffcome and go. The only area I know 

I can control is how I choose to act or what I choose to 

say. When confronted with a demanding situation, I com- 

pose my facial expression so as not to give away what I am 

thinking while I consider the alternatives. Once I have 

made my choice, I carefully phrase my response. Words 

are powerful, so choose wisely such that your viewpoint 

will have the best chance of being heard. Many arguments 

could be avoided if we simply imagine ourselves in the 

other’s position, consider his thoughts and feelings, and 

then respond in a way that takes his needs into account. 

Be transparent: be kind, and be firm. Working with 

people can be one of the most exhausting jobs. As the 

size of your staff increases, so will the the variety of per- 

son- alities you encournter. You need to become both an 

effective manager (about the task) and supervisor (about 

the people). Most staff members appreciate a boss who is 

consistent, transparent, kind, and firm. Being transparent 

means not having hidden agendas or "playing favorites" 

in the office. Keep your staffinformed about what is hap- 

pening on campus. The only information I don’t routinely 

share with my staffpertains to personnel matters. 

Be kind. Life is a journey, and each of us, at different 

times, will benefit from a kind word, encouragement, or 

forgiveness. As the saying goes, "what goes around comes 

around." If you want to be treated with kindness, then be 

considerate of others. 

Be firm--the counterpoint to compassion. The chal- 

lenge for any leader is to find the right balance between the 

two. We all make mistakes. A good leader encourages staff 

to step forward and acknowledge what failed so that train- 

ing may occur to ultimately improved services, programs, 

operations. If training has occurred and errors continue, 

then be firm and handle the situation appropriately; this 

may require you to dismiss the employee (though I believe 

everyone deserves a second chance). Too many times, I’ve 

seen poor performance excused; the result has been that 

the entire department--and/or "downstream" processes-- 

pay the price for on-going ineptitude. Be firm when you 

need to be. After all, leaders have to make tough decisions. 

LESSON FOUR: THE ART OF 6ETTIN6 THIN6S DONE 

Learn the political landscape. To be effective within your 

department or college, you need to understand organi- 

zational politics--"the art of getting things done." In a 

healthy organization, true leaders are able to find com- 

mon ground (despite diverse points of view on a variety 

of topics) and focus on furthering the institution’s mis- 

sion. Leaders remain open to exploring new ideas; operate 

transparently and hold few institutional secrets; and base 

decisions on sound principles and good data. 

Movers and shakers propel our institutions forward. 

These individuals are able to influence others, build an ac- 

tion plan, and then implement the plan so as to achieve the 
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desired business objective. Movers and shakers may include 

frontline staff, managers or executives; it is more about the 

person than the position. Movers and shakers should be 

highly prized as they know how to get things done. 

Manage your time well: Time is a precious commodity 

that, once lost, cannot be recaptured. If it is managed ef- 

fectively, significant progress can be made toward achiev- 

ing goals. Effective time management starts with your 

calendar. Review the past few months and consider how 

your time was spent. Then consider the following ques- 

tions: 

~ Did you allocate time to such value-added activities 

as planning, assessment, staffdevelopment, and your 

own professional development ? 

~ Did your meetings result in tangible outcomes or ac- 

tion plans that moved the organization forward in 

achieving its business objectives ? 

~ Did you control your calendar by scheduling un- 

interrupted work time at your desk (e.,~, no phone 

calls, no e-mail, etc.)? 

Is your staff cross-trained so that every critical busi- 

ness process has a back-up--that is, if one person is 

absent, can operations continue unimpeded? 

When you leave work at the end of the day or for va- 

cation, do you "disconnect" (i.e., leave work at work) ? 

If you answered yes to all five questions, then congratu- 

lations: you’ve demonstrated that you are the boss of your 

time. If you answered no to any of the questions, then you 

have some work to do to improve your time management 

skills. Here are some techniques I’ve found effective in 

managing my time and multiple projects: 

~ Create a master task list with start and end dates that 

includes recurring projects for you and your staff. 

Review the list every Monday, marking offthose that 

have been completed and following up on any that 

are past due. 

~ Before leaving work on Friday, review your own task 

list and prioritize what you’ll focus on in the coming 

week. 
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Each week, inform your staffthat a specific day/time 

on your calendar has been blocked off for planning. 

Unless a crisis requires immediate action, do not ac- 

cept phone calls or check e-mail during this time. 

Whenever you facilitate a meeting, be sure to pro- 

vide an agenda in advance that is focused on achiev- 

ing specific business objective(s). After the meeting, 

send out minutes that highlight the key discussion 

points and action steps as well as who is responsible 

for each. If you are invited to meetings that do not 

adhere to this format, encourage the facilitator to 

adopt it--and/or consider opting out of the meet- 

ing in the future. 

Schedule a planning day each month when you work 

from home, uninterrupted. This can be a great op- 

portunity to catch up on reading. 

Consider closing the office at specific times during 

the year for staffdevelopment that is focused on im- 

proving operations and the student experience, or 

learning new technology. 

LESSON FIVE: ENJOY LIFE’S JOURNEY 

I learned one of my greatest life lessons from my father: 

Life is short, so live each day with zest and energy. At 

points in my career and life when I have felt under-valued, 

I have learned to close that chapter and move on. Know 

when it is time to dust off the resume, and have the cour- 

age to act. You never will know what you are capable of 

unless you try. 

Balance work and play. Some of my colleagues are 

amazed when I go on vacation and disconnect completely 

from work no e-mails, no phone calls. I am able to do this 

for two reasons: I have built my leadership team so they 

can handle any situation; they know I trust their judgment. 

The second reason is self-discipline: I choose to disconnect 

by not checking my e-mail. With the benefit of rest and a 

change of pace, I return to work re-energized and ready to 

invest myself fully in the work of the university. 

Leave work at work. When at work, give your best ef- 

fort; when you leave at the end of the day, turn work off. 

Do not check your e-mail. Do not take work home with 

you (you may have to make rare exceptions). Invest in 

yourself. Learn a new hobby; find something you are pas- 

sionate about and pursue it. Take time to exercise, eat nu- 

tritionally, and get a good night’s rest. 

Finally, laugh more, and celebrate the simple joys. In 

the blink of an eye, you will be approaching retirement 

and, I hope, looking back over a career filled with accom- 

plishments, joy, and friendships. 

JANET WARD is Associate Vice President for Information and Data Man- 
agement at Seattle Pacific University. During her 3o years in higher edu- 
cation administration, she has worl<ed at public two-year institutions and 
at a private four-year institution where she has experienced how factors 
tied to leadership, organizational structure, mission, federal regulations, 
marl<et competition, and technology influence changes on campus. In an 

effort to help prepare new professionals as well as those seeking 
advancement opportunities, this article describes several lessons learned 
along her journey. 
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Student Learning Outcomes: 
The Role of the Registrar 

BY RETA PIKOWSKY 

The Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher 

Education’s Self-dssessment Guide for Registrar Programs 

and Services includes an introductory statement on the role 

of registrar programs: "The overarching role of the registrar 

is increasingly that of an educator, defining student needs 

through learning outcomes and identifying assessment 

strategies that involve innovative learning techniques."1 On 

the surface, this statement conforms with what we all have 

believed for a very long time: We are educators as much as 

we are administrators and service providers. However, step- 

ping back a discrete distance and considering this belief in 

different contexts causes one to realize that this is a rich area 

for exploration. 

It is instructive to provide some insight into the differ- 

ence between a "student outcome" and a "student learning 

outcome." In a 1999 article in Dialogue, Richard Frye of 

Western Washington University describes the difference 

this way: 

At this point, it is useful to make some distinctions be- 

tween "student outcomes" and "student learning out- 

comes." Student outcomes generally refer to aggregate 

statistics on groups of students, like graduation rates, 

retention rates, tran r rates, and emp@ment rates for 

1 <www.cas.edu> 

an entering class or a graduating class. These "‘student 

outcomes" are actually institutional outcomes; they 

attempt to measure comparative institutional perfor- 

mance, not changes in students themselves due to their 

college experience. They have generally been associated 

with accountability reporting (Frye 1999). 

For the purposes of this discussion, we are concerned 

about changes in students themselves due to their college 

experience and, specifically, their interactions with the 

registrar’s office, including its programs, services, systems, 

and staff. 

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES 

There are at least two ways of looking at this question: One 

is to consider how the registrar’s office is pushing out infor- 

mation to students about its services and programs, ensur- 

ing that they learn how to do things such as read a degree 

audit report, navigate the registration system, and apply for 

graduation. A second way is to consider how the registrar’s 

office is contributing to student learningin terms of helping 

them develop skills they will need once they leave campus. 

Works such as Student Learning Outside the Classroom: 

Transcending Artificial Boundaries (Kuh et aL 1995) de- 

scribe how what happens outside the classroom can have 
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a significant effect on what students learn and how pre- 

pared they are to succeed after they graduate. If we em- 

brace impact on student learning as one context of our 

daily business--and one which serves as a critical com- 

ponent of learning outside the classroom--we might not 

rely as much on cookie-cutter responses to questions or 

send students to other offices in the hope that they eventu- 

ally will "connect all the dots" to solve a specific problem. 

Instead, we would help them learn how to communicate 

and solve problems more effectively--skills they will use 

throughout their lives. 

This article focuses on how the registrar’s office can af- 

fect student learning beyond the scope of what we might 

consider "training" (as, for example, in how to utilize tech- 

nology that supports the office’s functions). 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPACTS 

The registrar’s office has an impact on student learning in 

direct as well as indirect ways. It facilitates student learn- 

ing through its support of committees that handle such 

things as curricular change and academic policies as well 

as academic advising and through the scheduling of class- 

rooms and the deploying of technology to deliver services, 

information, and programs efficiently. Indeed, the vast 

majority of the functions we perform facilitate student 

learning in some way or another. 

The registrar’s office also has frequent opportunities to 

interact directly with students: There are teachable mo- 

ments when we deliver information and services; there 

are mentoring opportunities when we work with student 

representatives on committees and when we employ stu- 

dents in our offices. By treating students as learners, we 

can help them hone essential skills and develop useful and 

practical knowledge. One of the challenges is to identify 

the interactions we have with students in order to deter- 

mine how we can turn them into learning opportunities 

that will support their persistence through and success 

after college. 
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level and Master’s and Ph.D. at the graduate level; 

~ the corresponding required certificates, diplomas, and degrees earned by 

a student in the country; and, 

~ the required documentation issued by the country. 
_i 

Visit <https://www.aacrao.org/forms/PublicationForm/> or call 

(301) 490-7651 to order your copy today. 
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INTERACTIONS 
Following are some examples of interactions that offer 

specific avenues for student learning. 

As part of the Western Association of Schools and Col- 

leges Learning Outcomes Assessment Project, California 

State University-Monterey Bay (CSUM~3) describes its 

learning outcomes for the Office of the Registrar as follows: 

At the conclusion of the Office of the Registrar primary 

interventions: 

~ Knowledge 

~ Students will know the deadlines and fees required 

for graduation. 

~ Students will know the c SUMB degree requirements 

(ULR, GLO, MLO). 

~ Students will know the documentation required to 

apply for graduation. 

Skills 

~ Students will know how to access and produce a de- 

gree progress report.2 

San Francisco State University’s zoo9-zoio Assess- 

ment Plan for the Registrar’s Office also addresses student 

learning outcomes) Outcome number two describes how 

the registrar’s office and the advising center will work 

together to ensure that students who require math and 

English remediation will be given every opportunity to 

complete those requirements. (Their goal is to increase 

completion rates by set percentages.) 

Student employment provides significant opportuni- 

ties to interact with students. Colby-Sawyer College has 

work-study student performance development program 

guidelines that describe in detail how to increase students’ 

knowledge and skills through employment. For example, 

the following activities are to occur during meetings with 

student workers: 

~ Discuss student worker’s performance on primary re- 

sponsibilities/priorities during the review period. Dis- 

cuss what went well, and what could have gone better. 

~ Discuss student worker’s professionalism and ethics in 

carrying out the job duties. 14Vhat constitutes professional 

2 <http://home.tiora.net/aaron/kgonzalez/backup/slo.php?dept=2oSyear=o> 

3< 0 0 0 0 www.sfsu.edu/~vpsa/files/Assessment Yo20Plans Yo20 Yo20Outcomes Yo20 
o > 09 ~o Yo2oRegistrar.pdf 

behavior, what # considered unprofessional? 14Vhat work 

ethics are expected? 

Discuss student worker’s strengths as well as areas for 

growth in critical performance factors. 

~Discuss student worker’s professional development 

goals/needs as well as how the experience has pro- 

moted the college’s student learning outcomes. Includes 

student’s plans and/or what the supervisor and/or college 

can do to help. 

Discuss any barriers to effective work performance and 

job satisfaction. 

~ May include work process improvements, system limita- 

tions, communication issues, work environment, train- 

ing, scheduling, etc. Should include a discussion of how 

these barriers can/might be alleviated. 

Discuss specific plans for ongoing communication re- 

garding the position and performance issues.4 

A DIFFERENT PATH 

If we continue to consider this question from the point of 

view of an educator--that is, with the goal of better focus- 

ing our efforts in this area--then learning outcomes that 

our institutions already have in place (as, for example, for 

general education or a core curriculum) could help guide 

our thinking. 

Mt. San Antonio College describes its general educa- 

tion outcomes as follows: 

The goal of General Education Outcomes (~os) # to 

improve general education curriculum to the ultimate 

benefit of out students. It is through general education 

that the college fu~lls its mission to provide quality 

transfer, career, and life-long learning programs that 

prepare students with the knowledge and skills they 

need to succeed in an interconnected world (www.mt- 

sac.edu/instruction/generaled/index.html). 

The question is whether the programs, functions, ser- 

vices, and roles performed by the registrar’s office offer op- 

portunities to support students’ development of the skills 

that are identified as learning outcomes of most general 

education or core curriculum programs. This is not about 

the registrar’s office inserting itself into the academic life 

of the institution or into the business of the faculty but 

4 <www.colby-sawyer.edu/assets/pdf/ws performance eval.pdf> 
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rather about it approaching student learning in a manner 

consistent with learning outcomes the institution has al- 

ready deemed important. 

Learning outcomes that are in place at Georgia Tech, 

for example, relate to communication, quantitative skills, 

humanities-fine arts-ethics, natural sciences-math- 

technology, social sciences, and critical thinking, among 

other things. There would be no logical or practical way 

for the registrar’s office to use most of these outcomes as 

a backdrop, framework, or even as an inspiration for its 

thinking in regard to how it might facilitate student learn- 

ing. However, consider two learning outcomes that could 

guide our interactions with students: communication and 

critical thinking. 

Learning Goal AI: Communication states "student 

will demonstrate proficiency in the process of articulat- 

ing and organizing rhetorical arguments in written, oral, 

visual, and nonverbal modes, using concrete support and 

conventional language."s We therefore identified ways 

in which we could do more than offer pat answers to 

students’ questions. We interact routinely with student 

workers, with students who are petitioning for exceptions 

to rules and regulations, and with students who serve on 

standing committees (e.g:, the rules and regulations com- 

mittee) as well as ad hoc committees (e.o<, the registration 

task force). We can help hone students’ communication 

skills by giving them meaningful work, evaluating their 

performance, and administering exit surveys that solicit 

student workers’ feedback on the quality of their experi- 

ences in our office. Exit interview questions focus on stu- 

dents’ development of communication, critical thinking, 

and problem-solving skills. 

We help students understand how to construct logical 

and persuasive arguments in support of the exceptions 

they request that we make to academic rules and regula- 

tions. We work with them to review and to propose new 

language for academic rules and regulations. We work 

with them to collect feedback on registration services so 

we can improve our services. 

Learning Goal III: Critical Thinking states "student 

will be able to judge factual claims and theories on the ba- 

sis of evidence."6 We therefore identified opportunities to 

have students dig more deeply into information and data 

<www.registrar.gatech.edu/students/gened.php> 

~ <www.registrar.gatech.edu/students/gened.php> 

so as to deepen their understanding of processes and ac- 

tions_of how and why decisions are made. 

Student workers conduct our walk-in assessment sur- 

vey. We work with them to explain what we’re doing, why, 

and how the information will be used. Rather than simply 

handing out and collecting the surveys, the student work- 

ers are an integral part of the overall process. 

Students who serve on the registration task force help 

us analyze data related to the registration system that in- 

form decisions about schedules, systems support, access 

to courses, and so on. The students benefit by seeing the 

process come full circle. 

EVOLVING ROLES 

The evolving role of the registrar in enrollment manage- 

ment provides some context for our on-going discussion 

of student learning outcomes. The more student learning is 

the focus of the campus and the more it permeates the cul- 

ture, the more likely it is that student retention will increase. 

Vincent Tinto has been a key figure in helping us un- 

derstand why students persist. In "Taking Student Reten- 

tion Seriously," 7he writes 

[S]tudents are more likely to persist and ~raduate in 

settings that foster learning. Learnin~ has always been 

the key to student retention. Students who learn are 

students who stay. Institutions that are successful in 

buildin~ settings that educate their students are suc- 

cessful in retainin~ their students. A~ain, involvement 

seems to be the key. Students who are activel~ involved 

in learning, that is who spend more time on task espe- 

ciall~ with others, are more likely to learn and, in turn, 

more likely to stay. 

As registrars, our challenge now and for the future is to 

evaluate the ways in which we can and should be involved 

in student learning on campus. Whether our impact on 

student learning is direct or indirect, there are implica- 

tions in other areas as well. 

CHANGING FOCUS OF ASSESSMENT 

Discussions are also underway as to whether the focus of 

assessment will change. In a zoo7 presentation at the Cen- 

ter for Educational Leadership, Innovation, and Policy at 

Seriously.pall> 
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San Diego State University, Dr. Richard Haney, vice presi- 

dent of learning support, and Dr. Debralee McClellan, as- 

sociate vice president for student development, stated that 

Frederick Community College was making a transition to 

a "learning college" and that the focus of assessment was 

shifting from student satisfaction to student learning.8 

A shift toward student learning and away from an ac- 

counting of the programs and services that are provided 

could mean that assessment--for all of us, academics 

and non-academics alike--will change. It could become 

more focused on measuring what students are learning as 

opposed to how satisfied they are (or are not) with the 

programs and services we offer. Perhaps the adequacy 

and efficiency of our programs and services will become 

a given, and we will be left to evaluate how we are facili- 

tating students’ growth. If this proves true, our planning 

processes likely will change. We will be gathering and 

analyzing different kinds of data to guide a new kind of 

action item in addition to those traditionally included in 

our annual cycles. 

CONCLUSION 

One could debate whether this is more about form or sub- 

stance. Perhaps it is some of both. At a minimum, it would 

seem that we are entering a period when we will think in 

new ways about the role of the registrar’s office. Industry 

focus on student learning as the key aspect of what we are 

about on campus will cause us to think differently, as will 

technology as it both supports and alters how we serve 

and interact with students. These factors and students’ 

success in the workplace will cause us to think about all of 

the things we are and that we should be or could be teach- 

ing them while they are enrolled. 
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Leadership 
Using Successorship to Build 
Capacity in Higher Education 

BY DIANE FURTEK 

Professionals in higher education face many challenges. 

Chief among them are increasing leadership and organi- 

zational effectiveness. A variety of approaches can be used 

to build competencies to increase leadership that results in 

organizational effectiveness. For the purposes of this article, 

leadership is "the capacity to influence others by unleash- 

ing their power and potential to impact the greater good" 

(Blanchard ZOlO). "Organizational effectiveness is the con- 

cept of how effective an organization is in achieving out- 

comes that the organization intends to produce" (Etzioni 

I964). Understanding leadership and organizational effec- 

tiveness in higher education constitutes a critical opportu- 

nity. One strategy, successorship, is intended to identify and 

develop current talent within the academic environment. 

This paper addresses this strategic premise in four sections: 

~ understanding successorship in higher education; 

~ identifying the skills of an effective leader; 

~ developing leadership; and 

g~ why and how higher education should increase lead- 

ership and organizational effectiveness through suc- 

cessorship. 

Two key processes and activities--talent identification 

and talent development--can help increase leadership 

and organizational effectiveness. "These are the processes 

and activities to define and discover the sources of talent" 

(Davies and Davies zoio). 

SUCCESSORSHIP IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

For the purposes of this article, successorship is identify- 

ing and developing academic leaders through processes and 

activities to fill leadership roles in the future. Successorship 

often is referred to as "filling typical hierarchal leadership 

roles that exist today" (Davies and Davies ZOlO). Develop- 

ing a successful academic organization through successor- 

ship is a strategic proposition. Among the maW strategies 

that are most important to colleges’ and universities’ suc- 

cess is the increase of leadership and organizational effec- 

tiveness through successorship. 

Leadership in higher education has become more dif- 

ficult in recent years. "With the impending retirements 

of so many baby boomer community college leaders, the 

leadership gap is an issue of increasing concern" (Wallin 

zoo9). The same may be said about four-year institutions, 

some of which have been characterized as utilizing a top- 

down approach dominated by "a boys’ club." Whereas 

higher education once was the purview of a homogeneous 

group, it has become tremendously diverse. Opportuni- 

ties for "changing the guard" are bountiful: Internal can- 

didates alone provide diverse representation. 
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IDENTIFYING THE SKILLS OF AN EFFECTIVE LEADER 

In higher education, leaders are many; they include faculty, 

department chairs, deans, vice presidents, and the presi- 

dent, to name just a few. As outside influences continue to 

force change in higher education, today’s leaders must react 

quickly, recognize the need for change, and bring constitu- 

ents together in ways that make the institution more nim- 

ble, more resourceful, and more adaptive. It is expected that 

technology will be utilized increasingly. In fact, familiarity 

with the latest technology is critical. Social networking, 

Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are just a few of the tech- 

nology platforms that are popular. Podcasts and expanded 

online learning opportunities are changing the way in 

which teaching and learning occur. Despite rapid changes 

in the kinds of skills, knowledge, and abilities the effective 

leader needs, the processes and activities of discovering tal- 

ent remain constant. Individuals who can make a difference 

in academia demonstrate the potential to become leaders: 

They understand the big picture, are able to solve problems, 

and help the academic community move forward. 

The ability to successfully implement change in higher 

education derives from experience and knowledge; in 

other words, the successful leader understands the char- 

acter of his institution’s students, faculty, curriculum, and 

governance. Implementing change in higher education 

also requires taking risks. Leaders outside higher educa- 

tion cannot fully appreciate the specific barriers and chal- 

lenges as they typically are not found in business. 

Michael Shattock defines university governance as the 

constitutional forms and processes through which uni- 

versities govern their affairs. Shattock adds that while 

governance and management are theoretically separate 

functions (management is more about the preparation of 

policy proposals; the implementation of what is agreed; 

and the efficient and effective deployment of resources), 

they have close interrelationships in the higher education 

context, in a way not always seen in the corporate world 

because governance operates at many more levels in the 

university context than in many other fields (Leadership 

Foundation for Higher Education ZOlZ). 

Jobs Online 
~ACRAO’s Jobs Online is the only employment site specialized for 

registrars, admissions, enrollment management, student service 

and other higher education administration professionals. 
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Higher education is distinctly different. Consequently, 

internal candidates are the foundation of successorship 

planning. 

Successorship planning begins with attracting internal 

candidates with high potential for leadership. Processes to 

retain the commitment of these candidates and to build 

on the talents and abilities they bring to the field must 

support a planned strategy for managing successorship. 

Higher education has the foundation it needs to move the 

academic community forward: the growth and develop- 

ment of internal candidates in key leadership roles. 

"It takes a conscious effort to become an education 

leader. Usually, it doesn’t just happen" (Childs ZOlZ). In 

higher education, the leader must be effective in support- 

ing and facilitating the teaching and learning process. 

Education leaders have expertise and experiences that dif- 

fer from those of business leaders. For example, education 

leaders must understand the concept of student develop- 

ment. "The term ’student development’ has been used to 

categorize the theory and research on late-adolescent and 

adult development" (Evans, Forney and Guido-DiBrito 

1998). Furthermore, "effective leaders must know and 

understand their faculty and staff" (Pollock ZOlZ). Pol- 

lock (ZOlZ) also provides insight into strategic enrollment 

management: "Strategic enrollment management can be 

defined as a concept and process that enables the fulfill- 

ment of institutional mission and students’ educational 

goals." Higher education has struggled to develop the 

richness of its own talent. "Higher education is full of 

smart, talented individuals who, given the proper prepara- 

tion, may emerge as the leaders of tomorrow" (Harris and 

Associates ZOlZ). 

DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP 

Many leadership values can be learned. As James R. Davis 

(zoo3) writes in Learning to Lead, "Although the context 

of leadership is important, certain basic leadership skills 

can be identified, learned, and transferred from one set- 

ting to another." Leadership is the ability to influence oth- 

ers. "The concept of leadership and the application and 

demonstration of leadership in an organization is central 

to the health and prosperity of that organization" (Vande- 

veer and Menefee zoo6). 

Strategically developing leadership is important to the 

current and future success of higher education. A well- 

established process for professional learning should guide 

leadership development. It is important to consider a va- 

riety of learning practices that are integrated and linked 

to strategic intents. Mentoring programs, individual work 

projects, networking, and research are but a few compo- 

nents of an effective process. Along with timelines for 

readiness for a position and regular progress checking, 

these learning practices should be mapped to potential 

leadership roles. It is hard to predict gaps in a candidate’s 

knowledge, but a planned strategic successorship program 

can help. 

Developing a potential leader should include several 

approaches. A professional learning component and a 

rigorous performance evaluation should be among them. 

Developing leadership is "enabling talent as a future-fo- 

cused activity which enables the planned replacement of 

key staff" (Davies and Davies ZOlO). If higher education 

is to be sustained over the long term, then internal can- 

didates for leadership must be identified and developed. 

Why and how should higher education increase lead- 

ership and organizational effectiveness through succes- 

sorship? Leaders inspire organizational effectiveness. As 

in other organizations, they are critical: They make the 

difference. Historically, higher education has not valued 

succession planning as much as other organizations have. 

One of the key reasons for succession planning is that 

many leaders are approaching retirement age. 

According to an American Council on Education study, 

nearly half of the presidents and chancellors at U.S. and Eu- 

ropean colleges and universities are quickly approaching 

retirement age. In fact, nearly 50 percent are already [age] 

61 [years] or older. While many will continue to lead ef- 

fectively, a dramatic turnover of unprecedented size is im- 

minent in the next few years (Harris and Associates ZOlZ). 

As maW colleges and universities are challenged by in- 

ternal and external forces, leaders are a critical resource for 

the future. Leaders can help followers join in the process 

of change and identify what inspires growth in the pursuit 

of organizational excellence. Investing in human talent 

constitutes a tremendous opportunity for success. Refin- 

ing human capital can create resilience in higher educa- 

tion. Higher education should review its successorship 

planning and identify and develop current academic staff 

who could continue to pursue the mission and values of 

academia while sustaining their institutions’ success. 
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It is time to develop internal resources in order to in- 

crease leadership within higher education. By developing 

leaders who understand the necessity of making difficult 

financial decisions, the rewards of teaching and research 

accomplishments, and the building of educational ef- 

fectiveness, higher education can overcome its current 

leadership predicament. If it succeeds in doing so, higher 

education will become a model of a learning organization 

poised to compete for the future; resilient to change; and 

ready to take on as-yet undiscovered opportunities and 

challenges. Peter Senge, author of The Fifth Discipline: The 

Art and Practice of the Learning Organization, describes 

"organizations where people continually expand their ca- 

pacity to create the results they truly desire, where new 

and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where 

collective aspiration is set free, and where people are con- 

tinually learning to see the whole together" (Senge 1994). 

Higher education could be such an organization. 

CONCLUSION 

Investing current resources and building leadership and 

organizational effectiveness will build resilience in col- 

leges and universities and thereby prepare them for the 

future. "Institutions that strategically invest and support 

their emerging leaders will continue to thrive. Those who 

do not will continue to face a significant challenge to com- 

pete" (Harris and Associates ZOlZ). Successful institutions 

have in place the infrastructure to build leaders at all lev- 

els. Many benefits can derive from this infrastructure, to 

include increasing student learning, faculty engagement, 

and financial stability. 

"While succession planning is a cornerstone of busi- 

ness leadership, it is anathema in academia. It is rare in- 

deed for department heads, deans, provosts, or university 

presidents to groom potential successors. When someone 

does step down, either expectedly or unexpectedly, an 

outside search usually is conducted; often, it is at least a 

year before a permanent successor is in place" (Chikwen- 

diu ZOli). Higher education cannot afford not to develop 

leaders from within its ranks. 
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Amnesty Policies: In Search of Best Practices 

BY KATHY BUCKLEW 

"Fresh start" or amnesty policies have made their way 

across American universities and colleges. As the Direc- 

tor of Student Enrollment Services/Registrar at Polk State 

College, in Winter Haven, Florida, I could not help my- 

self: I set aside time for several weeks to research amnesty 

policies and related best practices. Policies offering stu- 

dents a fresh start in their GvA have grown in popularity 

over the last five to eight years, even at large traditional 

institutions. Both the American Council on Education 

(ACE) and the Council on Adult and Experiential Educa- 

tion (CAEL) recommend that institutions either take into 

account each student’s current abilities, motivation, and 

potential for success or the student’s maturation. 

In education’s great box of chocolates, amnesty policies 

are a coffee cr~me: I don’t particularly like coffee cr~me, 

but if it were the last chocolate in the box, I would eat it. 

My distaste for amnesty policies has more to do with my 

philosophy of postsecondary education and my opinion 

about the unpreparedness of entering students than with 

the practice of helping students complete their education. 

This year, I am faced with a coffee cr~me at my institution. 

I had hoped that research would prove that amnesty poli- 

cies are disadvantageous and uncommon. Neither being 

the case, I have had a change of heart. This article describes 

my personal journey. 

My research included review of amnesty policies cur- 

rently in effect at 5 o randomly chosen institutions, including 

two-year and four-year, private and public, large and small. 

I hoped to discover a more palatable way to manage the re- 

enrollment of students whose previous academic status was 

unsatisfactory. I found some surprises, and definitely some 

emergent best practices, enough to satisfy my misgivings. 

The first step in evaluating a policy is to determine its 

purpose. I would like to think that faculty and student 

affairs hold meetings to discuss the pros and cons of am- 

nesty, in particular, with careful consideration given to the 

following topics: 

~ What does this do for our standard of academic rigor? 

~ How does this impact our institution’s academic 

stature among peer institutions ? 

~ What are the long-range implications for the per- 

ceived value of education at our institution? 

~ How does this policy motivate or release responsibil- 

ity from the incoming first-time-in-college (FTIC) 

student ? 

~ How will this policy affect the returning students 

to whom it will apply? What would they have done 

without this policy? 

~ Can the policy really improve completion among 

the subset of students for whom it is intended? 
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apples; this cannot be done by allowing the GPA poli- 

cies of multiple institutions to stand face to face at the 

admissions decision table. 

If these discussions have not yet taken place at your col- 

lege or university, now is as good a time as any to initiate 

them. (Take notes!) If your institution has not yet had to 

consider these kinds of questions related to amnesty, it 

likely will--especially if the topic proves to be of particu- 

lar interest to your accreditation audit team. 

There are two reasons an institution should not insti- 

tute an amnesty policy: 

@ To improvefederalfinancial aid opportunities for these 

returning students. I have news for you: It won’t. Best 

practice in the financial aid side of the house is to count 

all native credit in the calculation that fits the institu- 

tion’s transfer and native credit criteria. At most institu- 

tions, there is no imaginary line in the sand for federal 

financial aid when it comes to cumulative 

@ To improve your graduates" chances of earning advanced 

degrees and of being accepted elsewhere. Admissions of- 
rices will calculate all students’ Gpas on the basis of 

their institutional policies; that is only fair. Admissions 

decisions need to be based on comparisons of apples to 

Now let’s consider the tenets of an amnesty policy 

that promise to emerge as best practices and discuss their 

merit. Let’s start with an easy one. 

HOW MANY FRESH STARTS SHOULD A POLICY ALLOW? 

Let’s be frank: If a student goes to the trouble of invok- 

ing the privilege of fresh start and still doesn’t make it, 

we might want to examine whether she is college mate- 

rial. Part of our responsibility as educators is to ensure 

that we are helping students progress toward a degree. It 

is unfair to students to continue to take their money when 

a trade school or another career option might be in their 

best interests. All of the institutions whose policies I re- 

viewed agree that amnesty is a one-shot option. I earnestly 

hope that strategies to identify students who are unable to 

maintain standards of academic progress at college and to 

refer them to other education resources are coupled with 

one-shot flesh-start policies. 

WHEN IS A STUDENT ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR AMNESTY? 

The purpose of this tenet of an amnesty policy is to ensure 

that the student is prepared to demonstrate his serious at- 

titude toward academics and that he can maintain good 

academic standing in the current attendance period, be- 

fore amnesty is applied. This, however, is a little muddled 

in application. Restrictions and policies vary. Some insti- 

tutions state that a student is disqualified from request- 

ing amnesty if he already has earned a degree, such as a 

bachelor’s or an associate’s degree. This seems reasonable 

as the degree record generally should remain unchanged 

once it has been bestowed. Another policy element states 

that the student is required to write an explanation of his 

improved motivation and readiness to do better as part of 

the petition process. Other examples of policy elements 

include the requirement that the student complete 30 

hours toward graduation or that the student have more 

than 30 hours yet to earn before graduation. Some institu- 

tions require a "cooling off" period of up to three, four, or 

five or more years--that is, the student cannot have been 

enrolled at the institution for that period of time. We will 

cover this later. 
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All institutions expect the student to demonstrate at 

least one term of success with a required number of credits 

ranging from twelve to 30 before applying for amnesty. The 

most common credit requirement is twelve college credit 

hours. I think an institution’s choice should be closely as- 

sociated with the institution’s standards of academic prog- 

ress. If the student can attend under a certain status--say, 

a warning status--for two terms without impeding prog- 

ress toward degree completion, then it is acceptable to re- 

quire proof of performance for two terms and up to z4 

credit hours, which represents a full-time load. The option 

should be related to the time to completion for the de- 

grees the institution offers. Two-year institutions should 

consider one term at a full-time load; a four-year institu- 

tion may consider two terms at a full-time load. 

WHAT CURRENT GPA QUALIFIES A 
STUDENT TO APPLY FOR AMNESTY? 

The GVa calculation used to qualify for a fresh start should 

never include the older record. It could not be equitably 

applied to students, so it only stands to reason that the 

current term’s (or terms’) GVa should be the qualifying 

record. Some institutions require an arbitrary GPA re- 

quirement above and beyond their minimum standards of 

academic progress. Also, some institutions will revoke the 

amnesty if certain conditions are not met (as, for example, 

maintaining a higher GVa). 

Qualifying Gpas for current course work range from 

z.oo to 3.00. The majority of institutions match their 

standards of academic progress. Institutional standards 

of academic progress are designed to give all students a 

minimum standard needed to complete their degrees suc- 

cessfully. Institutions must ask why it should be necessary 

to impose requirements beyond their own minimum stan- 

dards of academic progress in the qualifying term. Are the 

additional requirements based on proven outcomes, or are 

they "arbitrarily" set so as to facilitate their acceptance by 

the faculty governance body? Do they affirm the college’s 

academic rigor, or are they intended to reduce the num- 

ber of students who qualify? It is never advisable to set 

policy criteria that lack a specified purpose that serves the 

best interests of the student as well as the institution. The 

required minimum GPA that is stipulated in an amnesty 

policy should be identical to the institution’s threshold for 

good academic standing. 

Other elements of an amnesty policy may be added if 

they reflect the institution’s culture; these may include 

a cooling-off period and a student statement of com- 

mitment to academic improvement. That said, I advise 

caution with regard to the length of aW cooling-off pe- 

riod. Consider how much time may elapse: the age of 

the courses plus the cooling-offperiod plus the required 

terms of improvement. If the age of the qualifying course 

is comparatively great, then the cooling-offperiod should 

be less than--or, perhaps, equal to--that of your institu- 

tion’s suspension period. Relate any such policy element 

to the number of students you can serve and the probabil- 

ity of their success vis a vis the cooling-off period. How 
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many students are excluded from eligibility as a result of 

stringent requirements ? On what (if any) basis will excep- 

tions be granted? Do the majority of students who need a 

fresh start fall within or outside of your policy guidelines ? 

Institutions should carefully consider their standards of 

academic progress policy: How long must suspended or 

dismissed students wait before they may petition to re- 

turn? Quantify the success of such students at your insti- 

tution in order to gain a fair idea of the prospective success 

rate of students who need a flesh start. 

HOW OLD DO THE COURSES HAVE TO BE 
TO QUALIFY FOR THE FRESH START? 

This question is related to others which I will try to treat 

independently. Policies indicate a range from two to ten 

years, with the most common age of courses being three 

or five years. Consequently, a student cannot apply for 

amnesty for any course taken less than three or five years 

previously. (I would add that two years seems too short a 

time and ten years too long.) A useful study would con- 

sider the success of students who have received amnesty 

in relation to the age of qualifying course work (and other 

factors). Years of experience in the registrar’s and admis- 

sion’s offices suggest to me that three to five years is likely 

the best policy. 

WHAT AND HOW MANY COURSES/GRADES 
OR TERMS QUALIFY FOR AMNESTY? 

This discussion can lead in several directions. (And let me 

warn you that I have an opinion.) 

~ Do we draw a line in the sand, or do we apply in- 

stitutional transfer policies to qualifying courses and 

give amnesty only for those courses for which pass- 

ing grades were not earned and thus would normally 

be refused for transfer credit ? 

~ Do we allow one term, a set number of terms, or any 

term within the age limit specified in the amnesty 

policy? 

~ Do we establish criteria as to which courses may qual- 

ify, as, for example, only general education courses; 

only courses not currently in the student’s program; 

all courses or none; only workforce courses (if the 

institution is a two-year college); etc. ? 

History should guide our practice in setting this aspect 

of any amnesty policy. (This explains why I am opinion- 

ated.) The "Joint Statement on the Transfer and Award of 

Credit" was issued within a year of the Council for Higher 

Education Accreditation’s November zooo statement 

that institutions should not make transfer decisions based 

solely on the source of accreditation. (The three organiza- 

tions that oversee accreditation and set standards and best 

practices for our industry were trying hard to repair the 

damage of years of credit-transfer practices that affected 

courses that had been paid for by federal financial aid be- 

fore the u.s. legislature passed bills to alleviate all institu- 

tions of any choice in the matter.) 

The "scare of zoo3" was H.R. 33II (introduced by U.S. 

Representative Howard "Buck" McKeon), which assumed 

that the rejection of credit was a major contributor to the 

rising costs of education. H.R. 3619 was introduced on 

the heels of H.R. 33II’s defeat; it removed the threatening 
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rhetoric of H.R. 3311 and encouraged articulation between 

institutions. After H.R. 3619 was defeated, two more years 

were spent debating--and defeating--bills that proposed 

to legislate credit-transfer practices. Beginning in Decem- 

ber zoo3, aacRao intervened with letter-writing and 

lobbying efforts. Higher education institutions fought 

valiantly in zoo4 and zoo5 to retain their autonomy and 

academic freedom to evaluate and transfer credit on the 

basis of valid acceptability and applicability criteria. Fi- 

nally, legislative interest in transfer credit subsided. Given 

this difficult and not-so-distant history, it is imperative 

that any amnesty policy balance its treatment of credit 

against any unnecessary or non-defendable practice that 

would require a student to repeat credit already earned at 

the institution in question or elsewhere. 

Most colleges do not "draw a line in the sand" such that 

all credit older than x number of years will not transfer. 

Where such policy does exist, it typically was established 

prior to zooo. Institutions that do have such a policy in 

place should consider reevaluating it as it seems arbitrary 

and removes useable credit from students’ records. Such 

policy also is not defendable given acceptability criteria 

(e.,~, the course was taught by a qualified professor; it 

met for the appropriate length of time for the three cred- 

its awarded; textbooks used were of legitimate rigor for a 

course of its level; etc.) and applicability criteria (e.,~, the 

course is equivalent to one required in the student’s pro- 

gram; the course may substitute for one of yours; other 

students have used the same course to meet a requirement 

at your institution; etc.). 

According to my research, the best policies apply their 

own transfer practices to all or some terms that meet the 

age criteria. Any course for which a passing grade was 

earned is retained while those for which failing grades 

were earned may be granted amnesty. Institutions may 

want to stipulate a maximum number of terms--three 

consecutive terms, for example--to which amnesty may 

be applied. They should not adopt additional restrictions 

(for example, "only program courses qualify" or "only gen- 

eral education courses qualify") unless the institution can 
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satisfactorily answer the question, "How does this restric- 

tion benefit the student’s academic performance or safe- 

guard the college’s degree integrity ?" 

Another item notably absent from amnesty policies is 

whether they disqualify students from receiving gradua- 

tion honors. Only one of the 5 o + institutions I researched 

mentioned it; honors at that institution are calculated on 

the basis of all courses taken regardless of amnesty. A par- 

tial poll of z5 additional institutions indicates that prob- 

ably 95 percent of schools do not calculate all courses for 

honors but use the fresh start GPa. The graduation honors 

policy thus is reduced from being a matter of philosophi- 

cal opinion to being one of practicality for the student. 

Giving students a fresh academic start seems more 

reasonable to me now than when I first undertook my re- 

search. A good amnesty or "fresh-start" policy will include 

the following criteria: 

~ It is a one-time-only option. 

~ The student must have a current term GPA of 2..00 

for a minimum of iz college credits or a current term 

GPA for two consecutive terms of 2..oo for a mini- 

mum of z4 college credits (assuming that z.oo is the 

minimum GPa for good academic standing). 

~ Amnesty will apply to terms of study that were com- 

pleted at least three to five years previously. Lesser 

qualifying periods should require a greater cooling- 

offperiod. Greater qualifying periods should require 

the same cooling-offperiod as for suspended or dis- 

missed students. 

Terms counted toward a degree may not qualify for 

amnesty. 

The institution will apply amnesty only to courses 

for which non-passing grades were earned and in ac- 

cordance with the institution’s transfer policy. 

Amnesty will apply either to all terms or to a speci- 

fied number of terms--as, for example, to three con- 

secutive terms--that meet the age criterion. 

How credits will be allocated; how they will appear 

on the transcript; how they will be calculated in the 

GP~; and how they will affect graduation honors 

should all be addressed. 

The process for applying for as well as for granting 

and denying amnesty should be well-defined as part 

of the institution’s policy. 

Would you like a chocolate ? I’m sorry; all I have left are 

coffee crhmes. 
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Project Management Series 
Case Study: The Office of Registration and Records 

BY KARL E. BURGHER AND MICHAEL SNYDER 

Welcome back for this third in a series of eight articles 

on project management (PM) in the academy. If you have 

tried to implement some of the PM techniques we sug- 

gested in our first two articles, you doubtless are starting 

to realize that getting organized is a lot of work. However, 

we hope you are finding that it is well worth the effort. 

It is worth it in that you will be able to set priorities, 

establish employees’ levels of effort, align schedules with 

resources (personnel and budegt), and establish deadlines 

and other unit dependencies so your office can begin to 

bring projects to completion in a timely fashion. Recall 

that we must define what "completion" means so that our 

work and our projects do not continue in perpetuity and so 

stakeholders do not feel they can impose changes without 

first having a conversation about schedule, personnel, and 

budget. Remember: Leaders and managers must remain 

vigilant about organization and project management. Just 

a few extra pieces of work can misalign a department. 

This effort is meant to be a structural (meaning per- 

manent) change in the way your office performs and ap- 

proaches its work. This is not a "one-time, get organized, 

and now we are good" exercise. It only works if you work 

it--and then keep working it. To aid in that effort, this 

article describes a specific application of the processes we 

have discussed to date: the step-by-step implementation of 

a structural change to Indiana State University’s Office of 

Registration and Records (ORR). It is one thing to espouse 

5,ooo words of theory and opinion; it is another to follow 

up with a specific example of the theory in practice. 

SETTING THE STAGE 

Indiana State’s ORR, like so many offices, has been over- 

whelmed with change, including an increase in expecta- 

tions and effort, many additional projects, and increases 

in workload. The usual suspects are to blame: fewer staff 

in the office (the result of budget cuts, retirements, and 

layoffs); fewer staff in other offices (mission pushback); 

and a host of new information technology projects in re- 

sponse to the charge to automate everything. In addition, 

change in the type of work that is expected is not always 

reflected in current staffing. This can result in some em- 

ployees wondering what to do and some with the requi- 

site skills feeling overwhelmed. Often, those who have the 

good skills seek employment elsewhere, leaving the office 

in even worse shape. 

Our case study began in fall zoo9 as several key changes 

were being implemented at ~su. The strategic plan was 

being formalized, and many projects were being jump- 

started all over campus prior to the plan’s formal roll-out. 

In addition, the new president--a data-driven person-- 
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had completed his first year at ~su 

and was beginning to make his mark. 

The result was an increasing work- 

load campus-wide accompanied by 

new suggestions regarding how to 

accomplish that work. One of these 

new efforts was a large data warehouse 

project that involved several resources 

in the ORR. ISU’s information tech- 

nology 0T) paradigm at the time was 

that ~T took care of the back end, with 

most application owners living in the 

departments. The data warehouse fell 

to ORR, and the registrar was the lead, 

or project manager, with much of the 

work falling to oR~ staff. As this proj- 

ect ramped up, other project work 

(not to mention anxiety) increased 

not only in ORR but all over campus. 

The new strategic plan was formally 

unveiled at homecoming. Karl Bur- 

gher, a professor and twenty-plus-year veteran of PM and 

numerous startups, was hired to lead the implementation 

of the plan. (His start date was to be January 4, ZOlO.) In 

the meantime (November and December zoog), a budget 

process began to fund some of the work of the strategic 

plan, and some monies and resources were distributed 

across campus to facilitate this work. In particular, Goal 

i, Initiative 9 (see www.indstate.edu/strategicplan) was 

created to ensure the "better use of data." ORR was in- 

timately involved with this initiative, as was the Office of 

Information Technology (O~T). 

It was around this time that a couple of significant 

events occurred. In late December zoo9, just before the 

start of what was planned to be an aggressive implemen- 

tation of the strategic plan (approximately 3o initiatives; 

currently, there are 45), ~su suffered a midterm budget cut 

of $io million. ISU had been operating pretty close to the 

bone already, so the university began to initiate layoffs and 

an early retirement program. (Few of these retirements 

would be replaced in the near term.) 

Consider the timeline: (i) the plan rolled out formally 

in October; (z) money started to flow in November and 

December; (3) a $io million budget cut was announced 

the last week of December; (4) full implementation of the 

plan began January 4; (5) layoffs and early 

retirements were announced in late Feb- 

ruary (~su ultimately suffered a 15 percent 

workforce reduction); and (6) Goal i, Ini- 

tiative 9--"Better Use of Data" was being 

implemented at full speed, increasing the 

workload of ORR and O~T. In addition, 

ORR was threatened by the loss of up to ten 

staff. In response to this difficult scenario, 

the registrar of the ORR retired, along with 

several others. An interim was assigned, 

data projects came to a screeching halt, 

the number of office staff decreased from 

z5 to eighteen, and staffwere buried by the 

workload. The new paradigm for this of- 

fice proved quite painful and necessitated 

changes and increased efficiency. 

What happened next on all of the 

new projects was...not a whole lot. This 

remained the case for quite a while. The 

interim registrar assessed the organiza- 

tion (and eventually became the permanent registrar). 

Immediate challenges were fewer staff, more work, more 

complex work (this had been happening over time), and 

misaligned work (in terms of the skills versus responsibil- 

ity of those responsible for the work). Eventually, the data 

warehouse project team was reformulated, and the project 

started moving again. But this was just the tip of the ice- 

berg for the ORR. The new registrar knew she must under- 

take significant changes in the way the office did its work 

and serviced its stakeholders. 

The first step, a complete reorganization of the office, 

resulted in all ORR employees having to apply for posi- 

tions in the new structure. This proved no small task as the 

registrar and her associate registrars had to rewrite approx- 

imately twenty job descriptions. Then staff had to apply, 

interview, and, finally, wait for their new appointments. 

This process took time, but once completed, it resulted in 

staffhaving responsibilities that aligned more closely with 

their skills. Most were enthusiastic. Morale improved. 

Then, in early ZOli, the registrar reached out to Karl 

(and, thus, Mike) for some project help. Karl and Mike 

had recently ramped up the strategic plan using PM tech- 

niques, and PM was gaining traction in various areas on 

campus. But little did the registrar know what she was 
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asking for. The office had reached the tipping point where 

the pain associated with change was less than the pain of 

staying the same. It was time to get organized. There were 

fewer staff, more and increasingly complex projects, and 

more interaction with and dependency on other units on 

campus. ORR’s world was moving faster with more work, 

more responsibility, less authority (the result of a more 

complex matrix of stakeholders), and an unending stream 

of deadlines and deliverables. The registrar had asked for 

help. There was no turning back. 

STARTING THE PM PROCESS 

How to begin? We knew we needed to understand the 

magnitude of the level of effort expected, all of the proj- 

ects that were at stake, recurring items (maintenance asso- 

ciated with any organization), and whatever else might be 

brewing. We also knew that we needed to engage the staff, 

talk up "why we are doing this," empower people to per- 

form (i.e., protect them from the world so they could do 

their work), prioritize a few things from the outset, sniff 

out any politics, and assess the strength of the hierarchy. 

All of these steps were necessary to good management. 

In the next few sections, we describe how we imple- 

mented PM practices. The process may vary as it is imple- 

mented elsewhere, but we generalize in order to provide a 

roadmap that others may follow. We facilitated the pro- 

cess at ~su, but the leader/manager of a unit could do so 

just as easily. It is not necessary to hire someone from the 

outside; in fact, an insider actually may have a much bet- 

ter understanding of the situation. Think of the change 

management process as a design-build process. Be willing 

to learn along the way what the next steps are and what 

actions will help the organization progress. 

THE FIRST STEP 

Our first step was to have a few conversations with the 

new registrar/director of the ORR. We needed to assess 

the issues, build trust, explain some processes, discuss 

work plans and white papers, and find out where the 

landmines were. Perhaps most important, we needed to 

develop a relationship with and achieve buy-in from the 

registrar. It took a couple of weeks or so to find the time 

for some meaningful visits. 

Managers who serve as facilitators should set the stage 

and achieve initial buy-in by having conversations with 

their direct reports. The group needs to know that change 

is coming. We asked the registrar to speak with her direct 

reports and then with the entire staff at a regularly sched- 

uled meeting so no one would feel surprised. In times of 

dire need, the facilitator might call a special meeting to talk 

about the "new way." Be honest about the costs, including 

added initial work and the benefits of following through. 

We spoke candidly with the registrar about "the pain" be- 

fore "the gain." Both require accurate and timely discussion. 

We also decided whom to invite to the first meeting. 

This was made easy by deciding who (that is, what level 

in the organizational hierarchy) could accurately write 

work plans; we needed to involve the people who would 

know how much time each unit of work would require 

and whether it involved a project or a recurring item. Ul- 

timately, between eight and ten people were fully engaged 

in the process. 

Be sure to "manage up." In this case, the registrar re- 

ported to an aw. Buy-in from above is critical, for a whole 

host of reasons. First, you want to stave off "end runs" 

from those who will complain about the changes taking 

place. Second, the AVP must convince the provost that our 

world (i.e., the office) needs work and that we are fixing 

it but that it will take some time. We informed the ORR 

that we would obtain some minor breakthroughs in three 

months; that we would be well on our way to understand- 

ing all the work in six months; and that in a year or so 

we would begin to benefit from a significant balance of 

resources, schedules, projects, and deliverables. And once 

that occurred, the office would begin to meet assigned/ 

negotiated deliverable dates for all projects. Regardless of 

how well-prepared and well-organized you may be, more 

work inevitably will be added during this period of ad- 

justment. Make the best of it, and fold it in. Eventually, 

the (re)organization process will catch up with the new 

work (read: projects) that just keeps coming. It is worth 

reiterating that it is better to be organized than not. The 

education process (the "whys") must continue through- 

out--internally, externally, up, and down. 

THE FORMAL HICK-OFF MEETING(S) 

This meeting sets the stage for the work ahead and the use 

of the first PM tools. It sets expectations, assigns and aligns 

responsibility, and unites those who may not know one an- 

other well. It permits all within the hierarchy--from top to 
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bottom--to state that this work is important, that we will 

do it, and that my boss, his boss, her boss, and your boss 

are on board too. Remember: the avv (or whomever your 

direct report happens to be) should be present. If she will 

not attend, go back to step one! And if step one does not 

work, it may be time to consider your own end run (or, in 

drastic cases, alternative employment). Note that if you do 

an end run (in which case you must be willing to crash and 

burn) and lose, you may need to find alternative employ- 

ment anyway. You must decide what you are willing to live 

with, what is possible in your environment, and whether 

that environment is where you want to be. In some cases, 

a valid option may be to simply do nothing--to let things 

be a mess--and to remove yourself from the pain intellec- 

tually. All options are valid, though all are not necessarily 

productive or what is best for the whole. You must choose. 

At our kick-off meeting, Karl described in detail the 

work that was ahead: work plans/white papers in the near 

term and the strategy (in brief) behind why we were un- 

dertaking this process. He also listened to their pain. The 

staff needed an open and safe forum in which to speak 

their minds and discuss what was happening to them. 

(Note the "to them.") We always have to "get through 

this" and acknowledge publicly that the world is changing 

faster than it used to and, privately, what people are doing 

to themselves by staying the old course. 

Our kick-off meeting turned into several kick-off 

meetings during which Karl taught lessons on efficiency, 

meeting processes, motivation, and team building. These 

sessions included handouts and discussion of the "whys" 

and "wheres" of the next steps. We also listened intently 

as part of an effort to determine what "easy" change(s) 

could be made and where staff would sense that their ef- 

forts would prove useful from the outset. We needed to 

find a task that we could accomplish and that would have 

an impact. Work hard to identify this first task. If it does 

not become apparent, then focus on a few tasks that staff 

can share and that will benefit everyone. At a minimum, 

this first task should involve the writing of white papers 

and brief work plans. 

We found it ironic that the first task we identified was the 

office’s many meetings. Everyone felt overwhelmed by the 

sheer number of meetings they were attending. Meetings 

are inherently disruptive: Every time one transitions from 

meeting to work and back again, there are inefficiencies. 

We decided to define every meeting that people had 

to attend in the office, to treat each meeting as a project, 

and to write a white paper for each. We would examine 

how much time the meetings took and how often they oc- 

curred. We also defined the meetings’ purpose and the level 

of effort and need to attend each meeting. An assignment 

was given: In three weeks, a white paper was due for each 

meeting they or their staff attended. The white papers fol- 

lowed the format described in our last commentary; most 

were only a page long because they needed only to assess 

resource consumption. The work was divided into three 

areas--academic, data, student--each area having been as- 

signed to an associate registrar. Each white paper was sub- 

mitted to Karl and Mike for review and editing, and then 

we called another meeting to review them as a group. 

THE FIRST WHITE PAPER REVIEW 

While meetings are an important topic to address, our in- 

tent was really to help the staff learn how to write white 

papers to represent their work. Helping staffadopt a white 

paper/work organization mindset helped them think 

logically and methodically about their work, schedules, 

resource use, and deadlines. We edited each white paper 

using red ink (we approached this process as if we were 

teaching a class), reconvened everyone, and went through 

each as a group. We believe fully in transparent manage- 

ment: Everyone gets to see everything; there are no se- 

crets. We build trust, and each person has something to 

teach every other person. 

Sometimes you learn things along the way that prove 

to be tremendously valuable. For example, after reviewing 

the meeting white papers, we determined that the ORR 

was paying for approximately 1.34. FTE of"meeting" time. 

We were shocked! How can an office survive when staff 

members spend so much time in meetings? One could 

hardly work for any length of time without being inter- 

rupted by a meeting. (We suggested sarcastically that the 

office ought to designate an employee as the "Meeting Go- 

er--Liaison to the Campus.") Granted, some meetings are 

important, and content experts need to attend meetings 

sometimes, but not every meeting. This office was spend- 

ing more than $ioo,ooo each year just on meetings! This 

had to change. 

The next step was to determine what to do with this new- 

found information. There was some real work we could do 
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right away. (This is good for team building. It is the Steve 

Jobs presentation philosophy: Talk about the enemy [a 

problem], then bring the group together to defeat it. The 

effort also helped prepare us to develop plans for bigger 

and more complex projects.) We analyzed each meeting 

and set about making the process of attending meetings 

more efficient. We examined the purposes and schedules 

of internal and external meetings and began to develop a 

plan, to include "sharing the load." We also made sure that 

two did not attend when only one was needed. We also 

considered delegating meetings rather than always having 

a supervisor attend. (The office often needed to send a rep- 

resentative, but that representative did not always have to 

be the registrar or an associate registrar.) It can be fun to 

attend meetings with one another; and meetings can pro- 

vide some respite from chaos, but not in our shop. If you 

need a change in pace, get organized, use PM tools, read a 

professional article, or have lunch with a colleague. 

Although we began this first exercise as part of an effort 

to learn to write white papers, we ended it by cutting o.65 

FTE in meetings. Notably, we had just begun our reorga- 

nization. 

We determined how to save more than $SO,OOO (s&~3) 

in time, and we learned how to write white papers. Me- 

thodical PM analysis works. Getting organized is worth 

it. Folks were happy to attend fewer meetings, and they 

began to think more efficiently. Overnight, staffbegan to 

get more work done simply by thinking about the what, 

why, budget, and schedule of their actions. Most people 

like to work hard, provided their work has a clear pur- 

pose, is brought to completion, and provides a sense of 

accomplishment. We started down the path by analyz- 

ing meetings. Do this as a proxy for the greater good, and 

who knows: at the very least, a good laugh may come of it. 

It will bring people together, and they will learn how to 

write white papers...the beginning of the rest of the story. 

omect Project (AND recurriNG) ANALYSIS 
Having learned to write white papers, it became time to "eat 

the elephant" (that is, the "big problem"--chaos manage- 

ment and work overload). (You may be familiar with the 

expression that you "have to eat the elephant one bite at a 

time." In ORR, people had been running from the elephant. 

We argued that we could not run any longer.) Workloads 

and pace are increasing exponentially. (Is it too much to 

think that before too longpeople will work 2,4-7 for a few 

years and then take a season offbefore doing it all again?) 

The short story is that we face increased competition 

with narrower margins, fewer employees, more ZT, more 

projects, and a pace we have never yet had to endure. 

We asked the group to list every project on which they 

were working--and/or on which they were supposed to be 

working. Each of the associate registrars were to meet with 

their direct reports; compile a list and description of each 

project in her area; and indicate who was (or who was sup- 

posed to be) in charge. For work that had no named lead, 

we asked that each project be assigned a project manager 

or lead person. We also asked the group to think about 

what resources they might need but not yet have for 

each project. The registrar created a master spreadsheet. 

Two-inch binders--one for each associate-level area and 

another for the registrar--were created; these came to 

be referred to as "the books." If a project was not in "the 

books," it did not exist. And to get in the books meant that 

a work plan or white paper complete with resource needs, 

a schedule, priorities, and an accountable leader had been 

submitted, discussed, and approved. Yes, we compiled the 

white papers in binders. Why? So staff could consult a 

master book that all could see and touch and contribute 

to; this is far preferable to having one hundred (or even 

ten) different versions of a digital file on five staff mem- 

bers’ computers--a situation conducive to confusion and, 

possibly, argument. Detailing every project in a white 

paper and making hard copy available helps ensure com- 

mon understanding; decreases conflict; and improves ef- 

ficiency and management. 

During our review, several people began to articulate 

office requirements associated with recurring work. Typi- 

cally, we focus on project work, but in oR~ (as in so many 

offices), many items require daily, weekly, monthly, or sim- 

ply "periodic" attention. We decided to refer to these as 

"recurring projects." Because recurring projects comprise 

such a high percentage of the work of o~, they had to 

be represented so that new project requests could be con- 

sidered in context. All office work must be "lined out" 

(that is, resource requirements and schedule must be de- 

termined) so we have a good idea of what we are already 

doing, what additional projects we can handle, what time- 

lines will need to be adjusted, and what work will need to 

be re-prioritized. When the office is organized and staff 
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are working efficiently, we can push back with data when 

we are asked to do additional work. We can ask, "What is 

to be given priority?" We will do what we are asked to, but 

we need to know what the new priority is, what the new 

sensitivity is, and what the new schedule(s) should be. 

Once we had compiled a master list of every project for 

which the office was responsible, the staff started writing. 

Our initial thought was to write work plans--ten-page (or 

fewer) documents--but we had to concede to white pa- 

pers (approximately two-page summaries) as we had listed 

more than 5o projects in addition to more than 5o recur- 

ringprojects. We had a book to write, two pages at a time! 

The sheer magnitude of the task gave staffpause. "No won- 

der we feel the way we do," some said; some asked, "How 

are we going to find time to write these white papers ?" We 

replied, "How can we not find the time? Do you want to 

live in this chaos forever?" Just as an office’s workload is 

not created in a day, so it takes time just to document the 

workload. We began by writing three to four white papers 

at a time. We met, we assigned workload, and we set deliv- 

ery dates. Mike and Karl helped along the way and then 

reviewed each and every white paper. Back and forth we 

went, for six months. And in that time, an amazing thing 

happened: the office staffstarted getting organized before 

we were planning to be such. They adjusted, they got faster 

(most likely just to survive), and they wasted less time on 

mobilization and transition. Eventually, those two-inch 

binders were filled with white papers. Even before we used 

data to change our world, we engaged in lots of writing, 

reading, and editing in order to increase our efficiency. 

PRIORITIZATION 

With all office projects documented in detail, we could 

move on to prioritization and subsequent resource utiliza- 

tion/availability/capacity to perform quantification. We 

still had to complete a couple more steps before we could 

undertake a data-driven push-back to work overload. Re- 

member: We never can stop the onslaught of projects and 

work. Instead, we must organize and manage ourselves so 

we can ask for adjustments in schedule and priority when 

new projects are assigned. We must ask our bosses, cli- 

ents, and stakeholders for permission to manage our time 

though prioritization; when permission is granted, we can 

start to deliver excellent service and products on time and 

within budget. 

We took the better part of a year to accomplish the 

steps described above. The staff became adept at assess- 

ing work and projects, articulating needs and resource 

requirements, and establishing precise business require- 

ments. But the question remained: What work should be 

done first ? 

It was time for a retreat. The retreat was a one-day event 

that had many parts. The morning session included a fairly 

standard chat about the future, a motivational speaker, 

and a few exercises. After lunch, it was time to prioritize. 

Each of ORR’s three areas worked as a group to prioritize 

its projects (approximately io to z5 per group). (In reality, 

few are willing to invest the level of effort that is necessary 

to get fully organized; even fewer complete the process 

and get to the "top ten" list.) It was important to have the 

avp present; she had attended several of the white paper 

reviews and was fully engaged in the process. 

AND THE FINISH 

We finally had to call the groups back together. We posted 

the groups’ priorities on the wall and stared them down. 

The elephant was in the cage. People knew what to do to- 

morrow, and the registrar could take all of the informa- 

tion about resource use and scheduling and priority, add 

it up, and hold it close. Now, when a new project loomed, 

she had proof that resources were tapped through the top 

ten existing projects (in addition to the recurring projects) 

and that the group was working hard to complete the proj- 

ects as efficiently as possible. That said, more work still 

comes along, but can now be better integrated into the 

work load of the office. 

Allow us to be specific: ORR had approximately 5o 

projects and at least 5o recurring projects, each of which 

had hours of associated effort as well as dependencies, 

staff, and estimated schedules. We counted up the hours, 

figured in a margin of error (this was bottom-up analy- 

sis) to account for unanticipated challenges and negotia- 

tions, and determined that ORR staffwere tapped out at 

IZ5 percent. Most of the time, even the most conservative 

estimate will demonstrate that there is more work than 

can be accomplished in a 4o-hour week. This is the new 

paradigm, and it promises to be the norm for some time to 

come--perhaps for our lifetimes. But you need the data to 

prove it. You need the organization and the white papers 

(i.e., the plans) to build trust through the hierarchy, to 
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demonstrate that you know what to do next, and to build 

trust with your boss. Then all can believe that you know 

what you are talking about and can show with real data 

why the work is lined out as it is. 

With the retreat behind us, we held a brief final meet- 

ing with the original group. It was time to stand at the 

front of the room and say, "Go." It is important for the fa- 

cilitator (or the boss) to clearly signal a change in the way 

business will be done. Someone has to say, "Nice list; we 

approve; enough learning, planning, etc.; now it is time 

to begin." Ours was a year in the making--a long time to 

define three "top ten lists." But neither was it a small task. 

Standing there, looking at the staffand at the list, it was 

clear that they were ready to begin. They understood the 

logic and the process of the entire year. They were ready. 

There would be no more discussion about work (at least 

in the near term). Finally, we told them to do the work. 

They were on their way to taking control of~and being 

responsible for--their own destiny. 

As important as this exercise was, and as much prog- 

ress as was made, we are under no illusions that this was 

the end or that it would be easy from this point forward. 

Many challenges remain. But this group succeeded in seiz- 

ing some power from the chaos. You, too, can take control, 

one step at a time. 

Until next time, 

Karl and Mike 

KARL E. BURGHER, PH.D., P.E., is Chief Strategy Officer and a Professor 
at Indiana State University (ISU), where he has worked since January 
2olo to manage the implementation of the University’s five-year strate- 
gic plan. He oversees 45 teams, more than 250 people, and well over 300 
specifically defined projects in a PM-like matrix. Karl learned PM tech- 
niques in the construction industry, where he worked for ten years as an 
explosives engineer. Subsequently, he managed many federal research 
and education contracts. Prior to arriving at ISU, he taught management 
and project management at the University of Missouri Rolla. Karl earned 
a B.S. and an M.S. in mining engineering from Michigan Technological 
University and a B.S. in economics and a Ph.D. in mining engineering 
from the University of Missouri Rolla (now Missouri University of Science 
and Technology). 

MICHAEL B. SNYI)ER is a director of enterprise services in the Office of 
Information Technology at Indiana State University and a certified 
PMR He has been a Project Manager for more than twelve years, 
actively working in higher education for the past foun Prior to his current 
position he worked for many years in the private sector. Currently, Mike 
reports to both the ClO and the Chief Strategy Officer managing multiple 
projects that impact various specific areas on campus as well as others 
impacting the entire university. Most recently he is managing a very 
robust co-curricular data collection effort culminating in a student Co- 
Curricular Record. In addition, he is ramping up a Business Intelligence 
Unit and student success "War Room" helping the CSO and Associate VP 
of Student Success initiate campus wide Strategic Enrollment Manage- 
ment practices. Mike earned his bachelor’s degree in computer science, 
specializing in business systems from Pacific Lutheran University in 
Washington State and is currently working on his M.B.A. at Indiana State. 
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EIGHTH SISTER NO MORE 

MARTHERS, R R 2010. EIGHTH SISTER NO MORE. 
NEW YORK: PETER LANG PUBLISHING. 268 PR 

Reviewed by Veronica Jarek-Prinz 

One of my son’s best friends, a young woman I love and 

admire, was reciting the list of colleges to which she’s 

applied. She’s a bright girl, and most of the names she 

mentioned were familiar to me for the academic rigor 

and prestige they represented. The last on her list was 

Connecticut College. Surprised, I asked her what about 

Connecticut College had made her apply. "I really, really 

liked it," she said. "I felt like they were really working hard 

to create an atmosphere that empowered women." Wow, 

I thought: A college that can do that and that can make 

eighteen-year-olds feel it is a place I’d like to learn more 

about. So I was eager to read Eighth SisterNo More by Paul 

P. Marthers. I wanted to find out whether what my friend 

saw in Connecticut College was merely her perception or 

was present by design. 

The book chronicles Connecticut College’s beginnings 

as the brainchild of several talented, very motivated peo- 

ple who believed that Connecticut needed and deserved 

a college for women. Marthers details the commitment 

these individuals brought to the project and chronicles 

how they convinced others of its worth and desirability. In 

so doing, Marthers creates a case study of the women’s club 

movement--who belonged to them, how they worked, 

and why they were effective--that is quite interesting and 

seems an important contribution to the study of what was, 

at least to me, a little-known segment of history. 

Once he completes the story of how the college was 

established, Marthers writes of Connecticut College’s 

struggles to define itself and its curriculum. He includes 

an effective section on the tug of war between wanting to 

provide women with an education in the liberal arts that 

was equal to the one men were getting at Yale and Wes- 

leyan and the practical need to supply those women with 

skills and abilities that would be useful to them as they 

pursued the kinds of jobs and careers that were open to 

women at that time. This discussion has important echoes 

of the struggle higher education faces today, confronted 

as it is by escalating tuition costs, scarce employment op- 

portunities, and the high debt burdens carried by many of 

its graduates. 

The book’s narrative becomes somewhat less interest- 

ing as it shifts toward the present. The discussion of the 

College’s decision to become a coeducational institution 

is much less interesting than the story of the College’s 

founding and the evolution of its curriculum. The book’s 

depiction of the personalities involved--particularly that 
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of Claire Gaudiani, a philosopher focused on nonprofit 

institutions and their leadership--is interesting and ab- 

sorbing. Gaudiani graduated with her bachelor’s degree 

from Connecticut College and returned in the i99os to 

serve as the College’s president. According to the Hart- 

ford Courant, Gaudiani was as controversial as she was 

dynamic during her tenure as president. Her forceful lead- 

ership and tendency to go it alone alienated the school’s 

faculty and ultimately forced her departure. 

Eighth Sister No More succeeds in conveying a sense 

of what my young friend was talking about when she re- 

lated her excitement about Connecticut College: It truly 

seems to be an institution dedicated to and informed by 

a desire to empower its students--particularly its female 

students--and to give them both the knowledge and skills 

necessary for success after graduation. 

VERONICA JAREK-PRINZ is Director of Graduate and Adult Admissions at 
Iona College. 

ALLOWING STUDENTS TO ENGAGE THE BIG QUESTIONS 

DELBANCO, A. 2012. COLLEGE: WHAT IT WAS, IS, AND SHOULD BE. 
PRINCETON, NJ: PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS. 240 PP. 

Reviewed by Helena Minerva 

At present, higher education seems to exist as an industry, 

with its administration and faculty treating it as a busi- 

ness and its students attending for the sheer, constricted 

purpose of obtaining sustainable jobs once they graduate. 

This narrow view, combined with an increasing socioeco- 

nomic gap facilitated by colleges and universities’ becom- 

ing more elitist, shuns the ideal that college was meant 

to be an exploratory time for students to realize and as- 

sess new ideas and ethics while guided by their peers and 

teachers. "Institutions," as Delbanco says, "should teach 

with their mouths shut." 

In College, Delbanco strongly defends this educational 

ideal and merges it with the promise of the American 

dream by examining the origins and intentions of the 

higher education system and tying them to the state of the 

system today. He argues that college 

should be aplace where youngpeoplejqnd help navigat- 

ing the territory between adolescence and adulthood. It 

should provide guidance, but not coercion, for students 

trying to cross that treacherous terrain on their way 

toward self-knowledge. It should help them develop 

certain qualities of the mind and heart requisite for 

reflective citizenship. 

Delbanco asserts that it is crucial that college be avail- 

able to all young people, regardless of economic status; 

otherwise it would be an offense to our democratic prom- 

ises as nation. He warns that if we continue along our cur- 

rent path, we are at risk of abolishing the true ideals of 

what it means to be educated. 

A testament to Delbanco’s claim that higher education 

should be multi-faceted and open the mind, College is not 

thesis driven but rather touches upon multiple aspects of 

the college system, from history and religion, to econom- 

ics, to such inner workings of institutions as financial aid 

and faculty. Delbanco integrates historical documents, in- 

terviews, and literature and poetry with the research he 

spent some two decades conducting at more than ioo col- 

leges of various types. The smart sprinkling of anecdotal, 

relatable elements makes his writing accessible and appeal- 

ing to a wide variety of readers. 

The author understands that in order to apprehend 

anything in its current state, we first must learn about its 

origins. He declares that undergraduate education is a"fas- 

cinating part of America’s history" and explains that writ- 

ing the book is a result of his effort to "better understand 

certain central questions--not just about admissions or 

financial aid but about curriculum, teaching techniques, 

the financial structure of academic institutions, and, more 

generally, the premises and purposes of college education." 

Even as a professor of literature, Delbanco acknowledges 

how little faculty may know of the ways in which their 

institutions work. Such sincere self-exploration makes 

this book an important, honest tool for a broad audience 

of students, parents, faculty, administrators, and citizens 

alike. "Anyone concerned with what it means, and what 

it takes, to educate citizens in our republic will find some 

interest" in this book. 

College begins with historical detail of the earliest 

forms of undergraduate education in the United States. 

Delbanco notes that laments concerning college stretch 

from the colonial period to the present (in I776, Abigail 

Adams wrote to her husband that education "has never 

been in a worse state"). We have always had a disparate 

education system; today, these disparities are exacerbated 
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by globalization, the unstable state of our economy, the 

increasing inadequacy of grade school education, and the 

technological revolution. We are even uncertain about 

what students should know and learn through the process. 

Early in the country’s history, its colleges required no 

entrance examinations but rather nudged undergraduates 

to aspire to be worthy of sitting among their intellectual 

superiors. The aim was to "develop the whole man--his 

body and soul as well as his intellect," which, of course, 

had a central focus on religion because "the subject matter 

of knowledge is intimately united in itself as being the acts 

and the work of The Creator." This unity between all stud- 

ies and the divine likely was the birthplace of a liberal arts 

education; few boundaries existed between subjects, with 

the result that education truly was interdisciplinary. In 

sum, when brought to the states, college (from the Latin 

collegiums, or community) was modeled on the church as 

a place where people met voluntarily to learn from and to 

support one another. 

College was not only about young people coming to- 

gether to learn from their superiors; it also was about stu- 

dents converging to learn from one another. This "lateral 

learning" was (and still is) invaluable to a person’s moral 

and intellectual well-being, particularly because students 

formed bonds with others unlike themselves and had to 

learn to appreciate pursuits beyond their own. This atti- 

tude is still prevalent today, as any admissions representa- 

tive knows. One of the foremost questions in the minds 

of selection officers is what each candidate can bring to 

the institution. College was meant to exist as an interac- 

tion of consciences, thoughts, and people, so admission 

arguably should be based upon each candidate’s ability to 

enlighten other members of the student body. But this is 

not entirely so .... 

Attempts to preserve the lateral learning model were 

made in the early I9OOS, but none was so great as to dis- 

lodge the criteria of exclusion that existed (and that con- 

tinue to exist) within the system. Schools began to raise 

their standards; this should have meant that any student 

who met the qualifications would be taken in, regardless of 

his social background. However, college always has been a 

somewhat exclusive institution. Delbanco notes that even 

the first dormitories served the purpose of exclusion, sepa- 

rating as they did the few Jewish and black students within 

each population to their own houses. 

Examined from the perspective of the present day, it 

might be natural to praise ourselves for how far we’ve come. 

However, a closer look tells us this may not be appropriate. 

Delbanco cites admission procedures such as personal es- 

says, interviews, and letters of recommendation that may 

silently and sometimes even subconsciously be used to 

identify qualities that can’t be captured by grades or stan- 

dardized testing. Interviews often are conducted by student 

interns or alumni volunteers who have little input into the 

final admission decision; interviews thus are merely sym- 

bolic of a college’s supposed commitment to personalized 

evaluation. Need-blind admissions is another commend- 

able activity; however, when colleges concentrate their re- 

cruiting on wealthier areas, they’re not likely to encounter 

many who actually need aid. As Delbanco notes, "If you 

really want to practice need-blind admissions, cover up the 

zip codes when the applications come in." 

Even more prevalent and less likely to be resolved are 

the barriers low-income students encounter when trying 

to get into college. According to the author’s research, 

merit aid increased more than 15o percent between 1999 

and zoo9 while need-based aid rose by less than ioo per- 

cent. The assumption is that scholarships are granted to 

high-performing students from high-income families 

rather than to deserving students from low-income fami- 

lies. Delbanco also cites a study of the nation’s top eleven 

institutions wherein the percentage of students from 

families in the lower z5 percent income bracket remained 

the same--about io percent--between the mid i97os and 

the i99os. Yet during the same period, the percentage of 

students from the top z5 percent increased from a bit over 

a third to fully half. When this equation is "broadened 

to the top 15o institutions, the percentage in the bottom 

quartile drops to around 3 percent." Delbanco cites Don- 

ald Heller, who has observed that "college-going-rates of 

the highest-socioeconomic-status students with the low- 

est achievement levels are the same as [those of] the poor- 

est students with the highest achievement levels." 

Ever optimistic, Delbanco doesn’t attribute these fac- 

tors singularly to prejudice but instead offers "prestige" as 

a cause of the problem, particularly in the higher-ranked 

institutions from the aforementioned study. Trustees, 

alumni, and the public all eagerly await the annual rank- 

ings of colleges and universities published by U.S. News & 

14VorldReport. Desire to attain this prestige and to maintain 
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rank has resulted in the confusion of the quality of stu- 

dents’ experience and education at such schools with their 

selectivity. A lower acceptance rate is believed to equate 

with greater prestige, so that schools fight to broaden their 

applicant pools not to find more suitable students but in- 

stead to prove how difficult it is to get accepted. 

Even less publicized is the similarity between attaining 

admission and buying tickets to a concert: Some find it 

much more difficult than others to do so. In the same way 

that box offices selllarge proportions of their tickets to big- 

money corporations before tickets go on sale to the pub- 

lic, institutions offer admission to recruited athletes, to 

relatives of alumni, and to members of underrepresented 

minority groups. By the time the general applicant pool 

is considered for admission, a majority of members of the 

freshman class have already been admitted. Early action 

programs contribute to this as they primarily attract stu- 

dents who are better prepared to successfully negotiate the 

admissions process and whose families do not depend on 

offers of financial aid to determine a college’s affordability. 

A disproportionate emphasis on test scores is another 

obstacle that mitigates against a democratic higher educa- 

tion. Delblanco astutely observes that this has verylittle to 

do with what individual students can learn or contribute 

but very much to do with "reducing access for students 

from low-income families." It is widely known that test 

scores correlate directly with the socioeconomic stand- 

ing of students’ households. Does this mean that children 

from lower-income households aren’t as smart ? Of course 

not. More likely, it means that the parents of children 

in higher-income families invest more money in better 

schooling, tutors, and/or test prep for their children. 

Given recent economic trends, community college en- 

rollment has increased, as have students’ financial needs. 

It seems clear that college size also will increase, but at 

what expense to students ? The president of a community 

college writes, "Enrollment in community colleges has ex- 

panded at a rate four times greater than in four-year public 

and private institutions, yet they are able to expend only 

one-third as much per full-time student as their better- 

financed private and public counterparts." The majority of 

community college attendees (often first-generation stu- 

dents or minorities) require the most support; undoubt- 

edly, many of these will struggle with fewer resources and 

potentially will be taught by "underpaid, overworked, 

part-time faculty trying to cobble together a living teach- 

ing at two or three campuses at the same time." It is no 

surprise that graduation rates at such institutions are low. 

The factors currently at issue in higher education boil 

down to one thing: many institutions "have arrived at a 

conception of themselves that is the reverse of where they 

began." Even the oldest institutions have mostly abandoned 

the religious foundations upon which they were built--that 

is, the "cardinal principle" that "no human being deserves 

anything based on his or her merit." Institutions also have 

departed from their idealistic origins of self-discovery, ex- 

amination, and ethical maturation. Students have become 

less likely to pursue "fruitless" subjects, such as the arts, in 

favor of more profitable subjects such as business and eco- 

nomics. In the wake of the current financial crisis, students 

have begun to question what is useful at all, in any capacity. 

Grades mean less than ever before. Grades of A+ are doled 

out regularly, and students frequently graduate with Gpas 

higher than 4.o. Yet, as Delbanco points out, a recent study 

indicates that "about a quarter of college graduates cannot 

comprehend a moderately sophisticated magazine article, 

or estimate if there’s enough gas in the car to get to the next 

gas station." The significance of a college degree is so vari- 

able across institutions that it’s soon to become a "umean- 

ing certificate." Today’s students are in a constant state of 

worry about their lives after college. Delbanco suggests that 

"too many colleges are doing too little to help students cope 

with this siege of uncertainty." He refers to the original core 

ideal of college--the idea of community--that is, to serve 

others by serving oneself"by providing a sense of purpose, 

thereby countering the loneliness and aimlessness by which 

all people, young and old, can be afflicted." 

Delbanco leaves his readers with suggestions as to how 

to combat the loss of community and discovery within 

higher education. He briefly describes common ideas (as, 

for example, the Robin Hood theory) but is quick to note 

that most traditional solutions will be resisted because 

of disparate treatment of those with and those without 

financial advantages. Instead, Delbanco focuses on inno- 

vative solutions better tailored to the technological revo- 

lution and the recent economic downturn. He insists that 

the government knows exactly how to meet the financial 

needs of prospective students (whether it does so or not). 

Yet even if it were to do so, we still would have no idea how 

to make students learn. 
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o. cKNO  LEDGE 

In the age of globalization, the aemana for multicultura educational 

experiences--from both scnolars ana the worKplace is on the rise, 

Drovlalng colleges anu universities market-expanulng opportunities 

both at home anu auroau. Meeting these exuectations requires 

both a solid foundation ana the most uo-to-date intelligence 

anc methods n the field of international education. That’s why 



Younger generations are accustomed to immediate grati- 

fication, multi-tasking, and obtaining information in short 

bursts. Delbanco is keenly aware that this means we likely 

will be less able to depend on the past to pave the future 

of higher education. He proposes hybrid learning whereby 

students "attend" online lectures by world-class teachers 

and then, in an effort to preserve the notion of commu- 

nity, gather on campus to discuss with their peers under 

the leadership of local faculty. This solution would relieve 

some of the financial burden for lower-income students; in- 

formation through JSTOR for example, is cheaper to access 

than that presented in textbooks that must be purchased. 

Delbanco even suggests that students’ "mental attendance" 

may be greater when they are able to log in at a time of their 

choosing than when they are required to be in a classroom 

at a time when they might just as well be daydreaming. 

Some changes need not be "rocket science"; even small 

changes can garner significant results. Delbanco tells of 

how Harvard professor Eric Mazur, after realizing that his 

students were merely memorizing facts as opposed to pon- 

dering them, shifted from long lectures to shorter ones in- 

terspersed with collaborative learning periods. This shift 

in pedagogy not only increased students’ thoughtfulness 

but also became a model for assessment as the instructor 

would not move on to discuss another problem until the 

present one was readily understood. The point, says Del- 

banco, is that undergraduates often are not lost; in fact, 

they’re bored. 

The obvious remedy is to produce more instructors 

who believe that teaching is its own reward. But this is not 

easy given that scholars aren’t necessarily equipped to be 

effective teachers. Delbanco is aware that "a gift for teach- 

ing cannot be certified by any advanced degree, and that 

zeal for teaching can be drained away by the professional 

training that allows one to become a college teacher in the 

first place." He blames this not on university research but 

rather on the way in which college teaching is used to fi- 

nance researchers’ training. Teaching assistants are primed 

to think of teaching as an obligation: It will pay part of 

their tuition. And often, they are barely trained to teach 

the courses they are assigned. In this case, "products of a 

bad system grow up to be the operators and perpetuators 

of it." In response, Delbanco urges Ph.D. programs to pro- 

vide better "student-centered" doctoral education as those 

students one day will be teachers. 

The author advocates for colleges to be more than 

places to weed out "the best from the rest." He rejects the 

notion that colleges should be sanctuaries from debate 

and instead insists that they remain places where young 

adults can contend with themselves to identify their own 

ideas for meaningful living; this need not mean a lack of 

interest in the ideals of others. Delbanco beckons us to put 

our faith in our students--to understand "whether they 

are studying philosophy, hotel management or history, the 

vast majority of college students are capable of engaging 

the kinds of big questions--questions of truth, responsi- 

bility, justice, beauty, among others--that were once as- 

sumed to be at the center of college education." We just 

need to let them. 

HELENA MINERVA is the Assistant RegistFaF at HofstFa UniveFsity. She 
graduated from Syracuse University with a BacheloCs in English, and 
received a MasteCs in Education from Adelphi University. She brings a 
wealth of real-world experience to the RegistraCs Office having worked 
in a corporate setting in media strategy as well as in education as a 
teacher. She is an active participant in both her state and regional profes- 
sional associations through presentations, as well as administration. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 4:16 AM 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Blind cc to Walt Harrison 

Although I concur with Gerry that a conversation with Walt Harrison is hopeless, I couldn’t resist. When I 
spoke with him at the Knight Commission meeting, I said I wanted to speak to him more at length. At least I 
wanted to fulfill my promise via email! :) 

Thought I’d give you both a morning chuckle... 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
ww~v. SportsMar~agement Re sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 6:23 AM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; allen Sack < @yahoo.com> 

Blank 9 

Blank 9.pages.zip; ATT00001 .txt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:30 AM 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar- @live.com> 

Allen L. Sack < @yahoo.com>; Donna Lopiano <, ~gmail.com>; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Legal conclusion: women athletes would share same benefits collectively bargained 
for by football players 

this might be shortsighted, it depends where unionization leads, if it leads to the creation of a professional 
NCAA, then the rules defining a sport’s relationship to the school might change, for instance, matriculation 
may no longer be mandated, under such circumstances, I think that Title IX protection may attenuate or 
evaporate. 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 12:04 AM, Nancy Hogshead-Makar < corn> wrote: 

Below is Erin Buzuvis’ legal analysis on why women athletes would benefit if male football players are 
deemed employees and allowed to collectively bargain for insurance or more money. In short, it doesn’t 
matter where the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat males and females equally. Booster 
donations can’t create different treatment, nor a sport’s ability to produce revenue. So by extension, additional 
benefits that are acquired by a different method - by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different 
treatment for those athletes. 

~ :iititle-ix.blo~ot.corn/2014/03/rnore-thoughts-on-title-ix-¢uestion-in.htrnl 

Since Mark Emmert took over, the focus has been on making money for a few people and institutions, rather 
than advocating for educational improvements. Over a billion new dollars have gone into college athletics 
over the past decade, while women’ s gender equity has gone backwards. 

You may know that the WSF has had three major pushes with the NCAA since 2010, and all received the 
stiff arm. (certification, revenue distribution, Go Daddy and advertising standards) 

Have a nice weekend! 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 

Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904-384-8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 

@Live.com 



On Mar 27, 2014, at 11:49 AM, "Nancy Hogshead-Makar" < ~live.com> wrote: 

Judy Sweet was also invited, and law Prof. Erin Buzuvis (who writes the Title IX blog) will be 
on too. Here is her article: 

Here is the WSF’s statement as it relates to the NY Times article, which is being morphed into an 
espnW article as I’m typing. 

The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using Title IX as a 
shield to preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not-for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that additional stipends 
to student-athletes must be allocated equitably between men and women, and any multi-year 
scholarship benefit must be awarded equally. If athletics are an educational opportunity, as part 
of a student’s preparation for the future, then women must be given an equal opportunity to 
participate in this unique type of educational opportunity. 

The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will maintain its not- 
for-profit status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the university’s economic educational 
model. 

Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for athlete services 
as employees. Once declared employees, colleges and universities couldn’t act collectively to 
limit the amount of money paid to their employees under anti-trust law, any more than the 
NCAA can limit the amount a basketball coach is paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of 
other costs flow from making the athlete an employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, 
(Waldrep v. Texas Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) paying minimum wage, and costs 
associated with collective bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business model. The 
business economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for faculties to be built with 
tax-free bonds, for money to flow into athletics departments from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, corporate 
sponsorships and concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the educational 
mission of athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics and academics. While it’s 
appropriate that there is rightful concern for gender equity, it is inappropriate to use gender 
equity as a defender of the current broken economic policies of NCAA athletics. These 



economic policies allow for coaches and administrators to being paid multimillions, while its 
450,000 athletes aren’t even provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s economic 
policies allow for special-admit students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic 
remediation skills, and fail to graduate. The NCAA eliminated it’s 20 year-old peer review 
certification program, similar to the transparency and integrity standards seen throughout higher 
education, allegedly because it was too expensive. Title IX cannot save college athletics from 
NCAA economic policies. Only Congress can step in to mandate economic reform of the 
NCAA’ s commercialized athletic programs, in order to pivot towards education, health and 
welfare of these student paramount, and putting an end to the exploitation of athletes. 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Wamen’s Snorts Foundation 

3-C 

904°384°8484 -o 
~,Ho~shead3 Au -Twitter / Skype 

%~Ave.com 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto ~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Willingham Mary; ridpath697 .; Brian Porto; Nancy 

Hogshead-Makar 

Subject: Fwd: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 

¯ ..very interesting¯.. 

I plan to join the call and my bottom line will be... 

The Title IX gender equality issue is a red herring re: the NW decision. If college sports 
programs have become professional sports, they shouldn’t be hiding under the non-profit 
skirts of higher education. They shouldn’t receive tax preferences enjoyed by non-profits -- 
TV media revenues should be taxed, donor gifts should be not be tas deductible, 
employment taxes should be paid, athletes should be eligible for employee benefits and 
public bonds should not be used for athletics facility construction. These programs should 
be operated outside of the higher education institution. Title IX doesn’t apply to the NFL 
or minor leagues. 

If higher education does not want to sponsor professional sports, it must reclaim 
educational sport programs, by prohibiting all of the current practices that professionalize 
student-athletes - many of which were well enunciated in the NW decision and many more 
which are not. If these athletic programs remain within higher education enjoying its non- 
profit protections as extracurricular offerings for students who are students first and 
athletes second, male and female athletes must receive equal treatment and benefits 



including scholarships and participation opportunities. 

All suggestions to enhance this statement would be welcome. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DL          or~sMana£ementResources, cora 
ww~,. Si}ort sManagem ent Re so~4rces, corn 

Forwarded message 
From: Villas, Christy <cvi]~as~caa~org> 
Date: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 9:23 AM 
Subject: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 
To: 

All, 

In light of the decision by an NLRB director finding against Northwestern University that its 
football scholarship student-athletes are "employees," the NCAA would like to invite you on a 
call for the purpose of providing a status on the proceeding, inviting your thoughts about the 
possible Title IX consequences, and hearing how you intend to respond publicly and with your 
constituents. 

We would like to schedule a call for 3:15 PM ET today using this call in number: 866 590 5055 
passcode: 4559539 

Thank you. 
Joni 

Joni Comstock, EdD 
Senior Vice President of 
Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6488 
(c): 
(f): 317-917-6883 



j comstock{~;!ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person 
other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: w~ smith, edu/,-azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:32 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Donna Lopiano <             ~gmail.com>; Brian Porto 
<BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; allen 
Sack < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Blank 9 

what are these docs? 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 6:23 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. < ou.edu> wrote: 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
web site: www. smith~ edui~-~azimb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar < @live.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 8:44 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Allen L. Sack <         @yahoo.com>; Donna Lopiano <            ~gmail.com>; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Legal conclusion: women athletes would share same benefits collectively bargained 
for by football players 

I agree. 
But then the enterprise loses all the economic goodies that come with being in extracurricular for students. 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904-384~8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 

@Live.com 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 8:30 AM, "Andrew Zimbalist" <azimbali~smith.edu> wrote: 

this might be shortsighted, it depends where unionization leads, if it leads to the creation of a 
professional N(2AA, then the rules defining a sport’s relationship to the school might change, for 
instance, matriculation may no longer be mandated, under such circumstances, I think that Title IX 
protection may attenuate or evaporate. 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 12:04 AM, Nancy Hogshead-Makar < @live.corn> wrote: 

Below is Erin Buzuvis’ legal analysis on why women athletes would benefit if male football 
players are deemed employees and allowed to collectively bargain for insurance or more money. 
In short, it doesn’t matter where the money comes from; Title IX requires schools treat males and 
females equally. Booster donations can’t create different treatment, nor a sport’s ability to 
produce revenue. So by extension, additional benefits that are acquired by a different method - 
by collective bargaining - similarly can’t create different treatment for those athletes. 

~ ://title-ix.blo~ot.corni20 ] 4i03irnore-thoughts-on-tif[e-ix-~luestion-in.htrnl 

Since Mark Emmert took over, the focus has been on making money for a few people and 
institutions, rather than advocating for educational improvements. Over a 
billion new dollars have gone into college athletics over the past decade, while women’ s gender 
equity has gone backwards. 



You may know that the WSF has had three major pushes with the NCAA since 2010, and all 
received the stiff arm. (certification, revenue distribution, Go Daddy and advertising standards) 

Have a nice weekend! 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

-C 

904-384~8484 -o 
@Hogshead3Au - Twitter/Skype 

~Live.com 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 11:49 AM, "Nancy Hogshead-Makar" ~!live.com> wrote: 

Judy Sweet was also invited, and law Prof. Erin Buzuvis (who writes the Title IX 
blog) will be on too. Here is her article: httlx,#title-ix.blo~ot.comi 

Here is the WSF’s statement as it relates to the NY Times article, which is being 
morphed into an espnW article as I’m typing. 

The NY Times editorial, Pay for Play and Title IXgets it right; the NCAA is using 
Title IX as a shield to preserve the current beneficiaries of collegiate athletics’ not- 
for-profit economic model. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation has already made it clear to the NCAA that 
additional stipends to student-athletes must be allocated equitably between men and 
women, and any multi-year scholarship benefit must be awarded equally. If athletics 
are an educational opportunity, as part of a student’ s preparation for the future, then 
women must be given an equal opportunity to participate in this unique type of 
educational opportunity. 

The real issue underlying recent legal threats is whether collegiate athletics will 
maintain its not-for-profit status, continuing to operate under the cloak of the 
university’s economic educational model. 

Under a business model, the employer would be required to pay market rates for 
athlete services as employees. Once declared employees, colleges and universities 
couldn’t act collectively to limit the amount of money paid to their employees under 
anti-trust law, any more than the NCAA can limit the amount a basketball coach is 
paid. (Law v. NCAA) In addition, all sorts of other costs flow from making the 
athlete an employee; such as paying worker’s compensation, (Waldrep v. Texas 



Employers Insurance Assn., 2000) paying minimum wage, and costs associated with 
collective bargaining. 

In addition, important revenue sources would be gone under a for-profit business 
model. The business economic model doesn’t allow for donors’ tax deductions, for 
faculties to be built with tax-free bonds, for money to flow into athletics departments 
from student-fees. 

And naturally, current revenue sources, like profits on ticket sales, media rights, 
corporate sponsorships and concessions would be subj ect to taxes. 

The Women’ s Sports Foundation will continue to be a strong advocate for the 
educational mission of athletics; to affirm the synergistic linkage between athletics 
and academics. While it’s appropriate that there is rightful concern for gender equity, 
it is inappropriate to use gender equity as a defender of the current broken economic 
policies of NCAA athletics. These economic policies allow for coaches and 
administrators to being paid multimillions, while its 450,000 athletes aren’t even 
provided with basic injury insurance. The NCAA’s economic policies allow for 
special-admit students to be shuttled into easy classes without academic remediation 
skills, and fail to graduate. The NCAA eliminated it’s 20 year-old peer review 
certification program, similar to the transparency and integrity standards seen 
throughout higher education, allegedly because it was too expensive. Title IX cannot 
save college athletics from NCAA economic policies. Only Congress can step in to 
mandate economic reform of the NCAA’s commercialized athletic programs, in 
order to pivot towards education, health and welfare of these student paramount, and 
putting an end to the exploitation of athletes. 

Warm regards, 

Nancy Hogshead-Makar 
Attorney 
Senior Director of Advocacy 
Women’s Sports Foundation 

--C 

904o384~8484 -o 

~.Ho ~shead3 Au -Twitter / Skype 

From: Donna Lopiano [mailto: ~mailocom] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; Gerry Gurney; Willingham Mary; ridpath697 .; Brian 

Porto; Nancy Hogshead-Makar 



Subject: Fwd: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. EST 

¯ ..very interesting¯.. 

I plan to join the call and my bottom line will be... 

The Title IX gender equality issue is a red herring re: the NW decision. If 
college sports programs have become professional sports, they shouldn’t be 
hiding under the non-profit skirts of higher education. They shouldn’t receive 
tax preferences enjoyed by non-profits -- TV media revenues should be taxed, 
donor gifts should be not be tas deductible, employment taxes should be paid, 
athletes should be eligible for employee benefits and public bonds should not be 
used for athletics facility construction. These programs should be operated 
outside of the higher education institution. Title IX doesn’t apply to the NFL or 
minor leagues. 

If higher education does not want to sponsor professional sports, it must 
reclaim educational sport programs, by prohibiting all of the current practices 
that professionalize student-athletes - many of which were well enunciated in 
the NW decision and many more which are not. If these athletic programs 
remain within higher education enjoying its non-profit protections as 
extracurricular offerings for students who are students first and athletes 
second, male and female athletes must receive equal treatment and benefits 
including scholarships and participation opportunities. 

All suggestions to enhance this statement would be welcome¯ 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-53 -52 0 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DL          ortsManagementResources, corn 
www. SportsMar~agementResources. corrl 

Forwarded message 
From: Villas, Christy <cvillas@ncaaoorg> 
Date: Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 9:23 AM 
Subj ect: Sending on behalf of Joni Comstock - Call Scheduled for Today - 3:15 p.m. 
EST 
To: 



All, 

In light of the decision by an NLRB director finding against Northwestern 
University that its football scholarship student-athletes are "employees," the NCAA 
would like to invite you on a call for the purpose of providing a status on the 
proceeding, inviting your thoughts about the possible Title IX consequences, and 
hearing how you intend to respond publicly and with your constituents. 

We would like to schedule a call for 3:15 PM ET today using this call in number: 
866 590 5055 passcode: 4559539 

Thank you. 
Joni 

Joni Comstock, EdD 
Senior Vice President of 
Championships and Alliances 
NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6488 
(c): 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged 
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 
immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient 
is unauthorized and may be illegal. 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www~ smith, edu/~azimba~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:00 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Mary--they’re looking for any and all retired faculty, actually. 
On 3/29/14 9:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the retiree’s gatherings) to 
ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might sign on to this 
(especially retired faculty who had endowed chairs--a select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt <mhhunt@~ive~unc.edu> 

To:Jay Smith email.unc.edu> 
CC:Madeline Levine 5 ~latt.r~et> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be 
addressing a good number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. 
Madeline will be writing to Tyson, Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly 
expressed themselves disturbed by the scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB 
and any others who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be retirees have 
expressed support or concern? She could write them directly or send the names (with 
email addresses if possible) to one of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads 
as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over 
the on-going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with 
it, please email one of us and indicate how your name should appear and 
what department affiliation should be listed. A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 



media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our 
concern. 

Michael Hunt (m~hunt@~ive~u~c. edu) 
Madeline Levine (MGL@unc.edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiativ!! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:36 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

OK, they’re hoping to put this out, I think, by Tuesday or Wednesday. 
On 3/30/14 9:35 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Virginia and I are working on putting together some names. I’ll be looking through my 3000+ email 
collection from the first firestorm this morning. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Jay Smith" email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Mary--they’re looking for any and all retired faculty, actually. 
On 3/29/14 9:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the 
retiree’s gatherings) to ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" 
wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals 
who might sign on to this (especially retired faculty who had 
endowed chairs--a select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt <mhh~r~t~live.~nc~ed~> 

To:Jay Smith ~, smith~%emai~.ur~c~ edu> 
CC:Madeline Levine _<    @a~t.net> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are 
about to circulate. I will be addressing a good number of the 
history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline 
will be writing to Tyson, Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin 
(all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the 
scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George 
Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others who may occur to 
sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows 
to be retirees have expressed support or concern? She could 
write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if 
possible) to one of us. 



The message which Madeline and I are using along with the 
attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating 
retired faculty concern over the on-going UNC- 
CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself 
with it, please email one of us and indicate how 
your name should appear and what department 
affiliation should be listed. A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be 
appreciated so that the local media can publicize 
this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired 
faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (        li~,e.ur~c.edu) 
Madeline Levine (MC~_,@ur~c.edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 10:00 AM 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc. edu> 

@bellsouth.net 

Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Virginia, Maybe just send it to the retiree list serve? Statement is attached. Thanks, Mary 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on- 
going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one 
of us and indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation 
should be listed. A response as soon as possible and no later than 2 April would be 
appreciated so that the local media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (mhhunt@live.unc.ed-¢) 
Madeline Levine (      unc.ed~) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingb~an@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 10:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating sIatement 

ok 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 9:55 AM, "Jay Smith" <javsmith(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dawson for sure, mad the others certainly worth a try. Anyone who was on the faculty and thinks straight, basica]ly. 

On 3/30/14 9:51 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

OK. I know Andrew Doblestein from church. He’s an officer of the retired faculty committee- might be the President. He and I s~tood in line 

to~ether at Bill Friday’s memorial service. Should I send him the statement and ask for his help? 

~nc.rr.com 

I know that Bob Seymour and Robert Dunham both supported me at Friday’s ga]a. They might jufft be ministers mad not retired faculty. 

What about Alice Dawson’s father - dang, how about everyone at Carol Woods? 

On Max 30, 2014, at 9:36 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, they’re hoping to put this out, I think, by Tuesday or Wednesday. 

On 3/30/14 9:35 AM, Willinghmn, Mary C. wrote: 

Virginia mad I are working on putting together some nmnes. I’ll be looking through my 3000+ email collection from 

the first firefftorm this morning. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Jay Smith" <iavsmith(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

MaW- -they’re looking for any and all retired faculty, actu~]ly. 

On 3/29/14 9:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve a]so contacted Virginia (who orgmfizes the retiree’s 

gatherings) to ask for nmnes. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individua]s who might 

sign on to this (especia]ly retired faculty who had endowed chairs--a 

select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:help circulating sIatement 

Date:Sat, 29 Mar 2014 15:50:18 -0400 

From:Michael H. Hunt <mhhunt(~live.unc.edu> 
To: Jay Smith <i avsmith(a)email.unc .edu> 

CC:Madeline Levine     ;~att.net> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline mad I have a final statement that we are about to 

circulate. I will be addressing a good number of the history faculty that I 

think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to Tyson, Flora, 

Fishman, Reed, and Sliildn (aJl have cleaxly expressed themselves 

disturbed by the scmadal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) mad George Baxof£ Will 

you invite GB mad any others who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be 

retirees have expressed support or concern? She could write them 

directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using aJong with the attached 

s~atement reads as follows: 



Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty 

concern over the on-going UNC-CH scaaadal. If you’re 

willing to associate yourself with it, please emaJl one of us 
aaad indicate how your name should appear and what 

depaxtment affiliation should be listed. A response as soon 

as possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated 

so that the locaJ media caaa publicize this concern in a timely 

fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who 

may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt (mhhunt(~live.unc.edu) 

Madeline Levine (MGL~,unc.edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:40 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: [thearg] Links 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c, edui.-willir~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil[ingham~unc.edu> 
Date: March 26, 2014 at 10:54:46 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv~.unc.eda> 
Subject: [thearg] Links 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~i        unc~edu> 

HBO piece 
Pd~.~ad_~ Sports Episode on Academics in Sports (UNC,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL interviews 
h~ttp :i/espn.go.comivideoiclip?id- 10671809 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillin unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/ilists.unc.eduia? 
id:61803878.430b 56ab622ffe 1 b8703 a97 ~ 86be94~?7&n=T&~=thearg&o=34447363 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea,~e~34447363- 
61803878.430b 56ab622ffe i b8703 a97186be94U@i[i stser\~:anc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=WILLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:41 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether 
"Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men t... 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC -CH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@ur~.c~eda> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 1:58:37 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group <theg~}!istserv~unc~edu> 
Subject: [thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" 
Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000... 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi!lin~unc.eda> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstar1000@ameritech~net> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwillin~5_am(~r~c.eda> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000 ~ameri~ech~ne~> 

Academ dAthbtic 
Scandals Across 

NCAA 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduat on Rates 
mprove 

No£hwestem Players 
Win Right to Form 

Union 

Honor Lether 

Burkes at Musical 

Good Black Men Can 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Strornan of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 



Win $10000 

Tragedy of Kds Who 

Can’t Swm 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 
b ackstarproiect.or~ 
Back Star Journa : 
blackstarioumal,or~ 
Become a Member: 
Clck Here 
Event Calendar: 
Cick Here 
Lke us on 
Facebook: 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

Opinion 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

VVhat? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who lef( early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still le~ the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Dayton - 100% 
Du ke - 100% 
Harvard - 100% 
Kansas - 100% 
Villanova - 100% 
Western Michigan - 100% 
Xavier - 100% 
Brigham Young - 100% 
Mount St. Mary’s 

1) Wisconsin - 0% 
2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 

5) New Mexico State - 27% 
6) New Mexico - 33% 

7) Ohio State - 33% 
8) Milwaukee - 33% 

9) Texas Southern - 37% 



10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 

North Carolina State - 100% 
Stanford - 100% 
Gonzaga - 100% 
Baylor - 89% 
North Carolina - 86% 
St. Joseph - 86% 
Wofford - 86% 
American - 80% 
Creighton - 80% 
Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
Kentucky - 75% 
Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin -43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

Kain Colter, outgoing Northwestern University quarterback, speaks at podium. (Photo 

provided by The Black Star Project) 

By Chuck Schilken 
March 26, 2014 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
Kain Colter was the driving force behind 
forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 
organizing the players ifa union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

Kain Colter at Work 
(Provided by The Black Star Project) 

CAPA said scholarships are the equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized 
with unionized workers such as truck drivers or factory employees. It said 
scholarships aren’t payments, they are grants. 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 



challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Nemor~ of 
Ntrs. Lether "/Via" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1 750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 

Musical Program: 3:00 prn to 5:00 prn 

Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 



Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 
FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 

BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20, 2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are o£(en overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so o£(en overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 



(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 
March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know how to swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 



State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

AnuaM Gather~g of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied with COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 
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Retired UNC-Chapel Hill faculty 
statement on the continuing scandal 

Of all the questions surrounding the long-running academic-athletic scandal on the Chapel Hill campus, 
one of the most perplexing and troubling concerns the faculty. Professors, whatever their discipline, are 
above all else committed to the pursuit of knowledge and to the educational development of the 
students in their charge. Yet on an issue touching on both these fundamental commitments the UNC 
faculty has with a few striking exceptions been silent and as a collective altogether missing in action. 
How did a single faculty member in a single department so grossly violate fundamental professional 
standards for so long? In what context did this violation occur, and how widely in other departments 
might similar breaking or bending the rules have have happened? To what degree and how 
detrimentally have athletes in revenue sports been exploited, and in what ways have they been 
neglected or betrayed as students? 

The failure to confront these questions suggests a faculty that has abdicated its responsibilities. 

Two chancellors have sought in their decisions and public statements to defend the reputation of the 
university or at least minimize the damage while turning their backs on the issues related to the 
integrity of UNC as an educational institution in the service of the state. This course, guided by familiar 
public relations stratagems, has been too clever by half. UNC’s reputation is now in tatters and integrity 
more deeply in doubt than ever. South Building and the Board of Trustees seem locked in a self 
defeating course and unable to find an alternative path. The recent presentation to the Trustees by 
several accomplished student-athletes whose work as students has not been impugned was one more 
embarrassing exercise in avoiding the heart of the issue. 

All of the signatories of this statement are retired faculty who feel a right and an obligation to speak 
out. Our professional experience and our record of service to the university over decades are 
considerable. This record gives us more than enough standing to express our genuine puzzlement and 
deep concern. 

There is a way forward out of faculty passivity and fatalism. In a university run from the top down, 
departments remain a redoubt of faculty governance and discussion. Departmental meetings offer a 
logical place to begin a conversation about a fresh approach in which institutional integrity gets the 
priority it deserves. Department chairs or other departmental representatives can help broaden the 
conversation by creating a web of communications essential to convening a larger forum. 

This need not involve an unwieldy university-wide gathering and should be independent of Faculty 
Council. This scandal is particular to the College of Arts and Sciences. The department at the center of 
controversy is in the College. So too are the students whose educational standing and experience bear 
examination. Those who teach within the College are the ones on whom it falls in this case to start 
shouldering faculty responsibilities. We hope our concern will encourage our former colleagues to 
make their voices heard. 

[Signatures] 

Michael H. Hunt (History) 
Madeline G. Levine (Slavic Languages and Literatures) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:48 PM 

nc.rr.com 
Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

FYI. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ur~c.eda> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 10:00:05 AM EDT 
To: "Taylor, Virginia R" <vrt!~emaiLunc.eda> 
Cc:                               @bell so~th~neJt> 
Subject: Fwd: help circulating statement 

Virginia, Maybe just send it to the retiree list serve? Statement is attached. Thanks, Mary 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over 
the on-going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with 
it, please email one of us and indicate how your name should appear and 
what department affiliation should be listed. A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our 
concern. 

Michael Hunt ( live.ur~c.edu) 
Madeline Levine ( unc.edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiativ!! All best -- Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:48 PM 

nc.rr.com 
Fwd: help circulating statement 

Retired faculty statement final.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

FYI. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~li r~c.edu> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 10:00:05 AM EDT 
To: "Taylor, Virginia R" <vrt@emaiLunc.edu> 
Cc:                               ~bell so~th~neJ~> 
Subject: Fwd: help circulating statement 

Virginia, Maybe just send it to the retiree list serve? Statement is attached. Thanks, Mary 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over 
the on-going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with 
it, please email one of us and indicate how your name should appear and 
what department affiliation should be listed. A response as soon as 
possible and no later than 2 April would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our 
concern. 

Michael Hunt ( ~ive.ut~c.edu) 
Madeline Levine ( unc.edu) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiativ!! All best -- Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:48 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Fwd: help circulating statement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:19 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

A hero among us 

Mary Willingham is a hero 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:29 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: A hero among us 

Thank you. I’m just a regular person trying to change a corrupt system. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:18 PM, " @aoLcom" < 

Mary Willingham is a hero 

~ao~.com> wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:29 PM 

@aol.com 
Re: A hero among us 

Thank you. I’m just a regular person trying to change a corrupt system. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:18 PM, " @,ao~.com" < 

Mary Willingham is a hero 

~laol.cora> wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:40 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: A hero among us 

You owe me no thanks. I - in fact, all of us - owe you the thanks. 

Peace. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

To:       <      @aol.com> 
Sent: ~un, Mar-30, 2014 04:29 PM 
Subject: Re: A hero among us 

Thank you. I’m just a regular person trying to change a corrupt system. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~-~wi~l~n~ 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:18 PM, " @aoI[.com" < 

Mary Willingham is a hero 

@ aoL corn> wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: people to speak with 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with. To tell you the truth, I’ve come to believe that he’s mainly 
worried about his basketball tickets. 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really match up very well, but glad that he 
broke it down for me - #1 You’re honorable # 2 but not really. He should loosen the hat, it’s 
squeezing his brain. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin <andre r~c.edu> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwiN unc.ed~> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list. I am particularly interested in anv insight into current students, 
and I may make contact. I have spoken with               , before. 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two points: 
1 .) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know you are pursuing the path 
you believe is right. 

2.) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your emphasis on embarrassing 
the university, and in particular the degree to which you don’t seem to care that the 
media reports spawned are deeply damaging to many of’the athletes you claim to care 
about. 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant changes at (2arolina. 

Thank you for your work. 

Please consider reaching out (off the record) to Tiffany Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all back my claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and present. They have been 



told to remain silent. It IS ALL about bullying and retaliation. If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be invited to the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized. Please also consider 

reaching out to I . What I heard yesterday about how 

Carolina has treated him this past week is shocking. If I had any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing with the NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of corruption in college sport. 

Respectfully, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.ur~c, edui~willirx~ <http :iiwww.unc. edui~wi~Iir~._h> 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair ~:i/bit.15~i1 f11Dq~ 
Check out my new book l~4f~2r 
Director, Carolina Seminars http:iicarolinasemir~ars.ur~c.edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill - ar~dre ~nc.ed~ - htt~e~ir~.socsci~unc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: people to speak with 

#3 sell your tickets. I wish that I had included that in my return email, maybe I can do a PS. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with. To tell you the truth, I’ve come to believe that he’s 
mainly worried about his basketball tickets. 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really match up very well, but 
glad that he broke it down for me - #1 You’re honorable # 2 but not really. He should 
loosen the hat, it’s squeezing his brain. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin <andre~perrir~@ur~c.edu> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~lin u~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list. I am particularly interested in any insight into 
current students, and I may make contact. I have spoken with 

before. 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two points: 
1.) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know you are 
pursuing the path you believe is right. 

2.) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your emphasis on 
embarrassing the university, and in particular the degree to which you 
don’t seem to care that the media reports spawned are deeply damaging to 
many of the athletes you claim to care about. 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant changes at 
Carolina. 



Thank you for your work. 

Please consider reaching out (off the record) to Tiffany 
Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all back my 
claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and present. They have 
been 

told to remain silent. It IS ALL about bullying and retaliation. 
If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be invited to 
the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized. Please also 
consider 

reaching out to ] 
about how 

What I heard yesterday 

Carolina has treated him this past week is shocking. If I had 
any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing with the 
NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of corruption in 
college sport. 

Respectfully, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.ur~c, edui~willi~,g_h <~ :iiwww.unc.edu&willing~> 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair [~ttp://bitolyiH~lDqz 
Check out my new book ~tt~:iibit.i[~i~ ~4f~?2r 
Director, Carolina Seminars ~:i/carolir~aseminars.unc.edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill - andrew_A)e~rin(~nc.edu - ht~errin.socsci.~r~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: people to speak with 

#3 sell your tickets. I wish that I had included that in my return email, maybe I can do a PS. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~smith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with. To tell you the truth, I’ve come to believe that he’s 
mainly worried about his basketball tickets. 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really match up very well, but 
glad that he broke it down for me - #1 You’re honorable # 2 but not really. He should 
loosen the hat, it’s squeezing his brain. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin <a~dre ur~c.edu> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <rnw~lin ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list. I am particularly interested in any insight into 
current students, and I may make contact. I have spoken with 

before. 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two points: 
1.) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know you are 
pursuing the path you believe is right. 

2.) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your emphasis on 
embarrassing the university, and in particular the degree to which you 
don’t seem to care that the media reports spawned are deeply damaging to 
many of the athletes you claim to care about. 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant changes at 
Carolina. 

Thank you for your work. 



Please consider reaching out (off the record) to Tiffany 
Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all back my 
claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and present. They have 
been 

told to remain silent. It IS ALL about bullying and retaliation. 
If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be invited to 
the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized. Please also 
consider 

reaching out to 
about how 

What I heard yesterday 

Carolina has treated him this past week is shocking. If I had 
any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing with the 
NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of corruption in 
college sport. 

Respectfully, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc, edui~willing)~ 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 
Check out my new book ~:/ib~t.~il~4~2r 
Director, Carolina Seminars ~:i/carolinaseminars.unc.edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill - andre ~nc.ed~ - htt~e~in.socsci.~nc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: people to speak with 

Oh, and "deeply damaging"? Is that right? ~ 
gold. Something tells me he’s not hurting too badly. 
On 3/30/14 5:45 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

) used the Rosa Parks paper to spin comedy 

#3 sell your tickets. I wish that I had included that in my return email, maybe I can do a PS. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 5:43 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s quite an impressive list he came up with. To tell you the truth, I’ve come to 
believe that he’s mainly worried about his basketball tickets. 
On 3/30/14 5:32 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

The mad hatter speaks - I like how point 1 and 2 don’t really match up 
very well, but glad that he broke it down for me - #1 You’re honorable # 2 
but not really. He should loosen the hat, it’s squeezing his brain. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew J Perrin <ar~dre unc.edu> 
Date: March 30, 2014 at 4:57:39 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: people to speak with 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you for this list. I am particularly interested in any 
insight into current students, and I may make contact. I have 
spoken with                3efore. 

I know we will disagree on this, but I want to make two 
points: 
1 .) I do not doubt your sincerity or your honor, and I know 
you are pursuing the path you believe is right. 

2.) I disagree with you on the methods you have used, your 
emphasis on embarrassing the university, and in particular the 
degree to which you don’t seem to care that the media reports 
spawned are deeply damaging to many of the athletes you 
claim to care about. 

Best regards, 
Andy 

On 03/29/2014 06:17 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 



Andy, 

I recognize that you have made some significant 
changes at Carolina. 

Thank you for your work. 

Please consider reaching out (off the record) to 
Tiffany Bailey, Theresa 

Maitland and Jim Kessler (retired), they can all 
back my claims about 

the low reading level of students, past and 
present. They have been 

told to remain silent. It IS ALL about bullying 
and retaliation. If it 

was not, those of us who know the truth would be 
invited to the 

conversation, but instead we are ostracized. 
Please also consider 

reaching out to i 
yesterday about how 

What I heard 

Carolina has treated him this past week is 
shocking. If I had any doubt 

(or hope) before, I now know that we are dealing 
with the NCAA cartel 

and a complicit institutionalized system of 
corruption in college sport. 

Respectfully, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

ww~unc, edu/~wi~in~ 
<~ :/~iw~,.unc. edui,-~wil~in~> 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of 
Sociology 
Candidate for Faculty Chair 



Check out my new book ~:iibitolUll4fY2r 
Director, Carolina Seminars 

~ :iicaro~ir~aseminars.unc. edu 
UNC-Chapel Hill - andrew unc.edu - 
~erfir~,socsci,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Friday, April 4, 2014 2:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: More on A Step Toward Justice in College Sports 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:          ~aoLcom> 

Date: April 4, 2014 at 12:58:14 PM EDT 

To: <Dear~.Zerbe .corn> 
Cc: <nocera@~rwfimes.com>, < ~mac.com>, <mccorm52@lawmsu.edu>, 
<~elande~.sur~times.com>, <rachel.bachmar~ >, <brad.wolver~on@chronicle.com>, 
<chfi s 150@law. msu. edu>, <mwi~i uric. edu>. < ~hotmaiL corn>, 
< ~ahoo.com>, <RIDPATH~OHIO.~DU>, emaiLwcu.edu>, 

<snkaz~Pfir~ceton.EDU>, <JCOLOMBO~law.illi~ois.edu>, <~umich.edu>, 

<      drexeLedu>, <           eathleficscli~s.com>,               herald.corn>, 

~aoLcom>, ~aoLcom>, <pbarrett 17~bloomber~net>, 

otfi~o@~o~hwestern, edu>, ’ ~maiLcom>, <~o~hwestem.edu>, 

<raze~no~hwestem.edu>, mccormick.northwestern edu>, 

<taft ove~ece.~o~hwestern.edu>, <ahaddad~ece.northwestem edu>, 
<mman~jN~thecenterweb. org>, ¯           ~hotmail.com>, ’           ~mail. corn>, 

~.aol.com> 
Subject: M~re ~ A Step T~ward Justice in C~llege Sp~rts 

Dean, your attention is also called to the appended March 27, Wall Street Journal story "College’s Football 
Team Can Unionize" and the related letters to the editor headlined "Unionized College Football: Huddle Into 
a Negotiation." 

Note the reference to taxes in R. Janet Whitmore’s letter and the back-to-back letters by Ramogi Huma and 
the undersigned. 

Best, 

Frank 

Frank G. Splitt 
Former McCormick Faculty Fellow 
McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 

College’s Football Team Can Unionize 
By Douglas Belkin, Melanie Trottman and Rachel Bachman 
Updated March 27, 2014 

CHICAGO--In a decision with potentially broad ramifications for collegiate athletics, the regional director 



of the National Labor Relations Board ruled Wednesday that Northwestern University scholarship football 
players are employees of the school and eligible to form the first college athletes’ union. 

The ruling, which Northwestern said it would appeal, has the potential to upend big-time college sports by 
reversing the NCAA’s Iongtime stance that athletes are students first and athletes second. As such, they 
can’t be considered employees. 

In his ruling, Peter Ohr ruled that Northwestern’s scholarship players are athletes first and students 
second. Their duties to the athletic program include 50 to 60 hours a week during training camp and 40 to 50 
hours a week during the three- or four-month football season. For much of the year, players are told by 
coaches when to eat, sleep and train. 

"Not only is this more hours than many undisputed full-time employees work at their jobs, it is also many 
more hours than the players spend on their studies," Mr. Ohr wrote. 

The NCAA, the collegiate-sports governing body that wasn’t party to the proceeding, said it was 
disappointed with the decision. "We strongly disagree with the notion that student-athletes are employees," 
wrote Donald Remy, the NCAA chief legal officer. "We frequently hear from student athletes, across all 
sports, that they participate to enhance their overall college experience and for the love of their sport, not to 
be paid." 

A Northwestern spokesman said in a statement the school would appeal the ruling to the full NLRB in 
Washington, as well as explore other legal options. 

Labor lawyers were surprised by the decision. Although it applies only to private universities, such as 
Northwestern, it could have broad impacts. "This ruling would potentially be the beginning of the end of the 
NCAA as we know it," said Seth Borden, who represents employers in labor-relations matters for McKenna 
Long & Aldridge LLP. "This ruling can only ultimately apply easily to private universities, so what happens in 
conferences where you’ve got private universities competing with public universities?" he asked. 

Northeastern University law professor Roger Abrams, who specializes in sports and labor law, pointed out 
this labor suit comes on top of two other cases the NCAA is currently facing, including an antitrust suit. The 
weight of all this litigation will likely force change on the association, he said. "There’s no question the NCAA 
and college sports is going to change. We’re going to see more recognition of the individual rights of 
players." 

The effort by Northwestern’s football players was spearheaded by former quarterback Kain Colter and the 
College Athletes Players Association, which was founded by Ramogi Huma, a former University of 
California, Los Angeles linebacker. The organization is supported by the United Steelworkers. 

"This is a great decision for college players. Having a union will only make our Northwestern football team 
stronger," Mr. Colter said on his Twitter account. 

In his ruling, Mr. Ohr outlined in great detail the significant responsibilities the team’s 85 scholarship 
players must meet to maintain their scholarships. 

For the 2012-13 academic year, Northwestern’s football program generated $30.1 million in revenue and 
about $22 million in expenses. Overseeing the team are 25 administrators, coaches and assistants. 

The decision thrusts the NLRB back into the spotlight, where it has been for much of President Barack 
Obama’s administration. Republicans and business groups have accused the agency of favoring unions 
over employers in the past few years, while Democrats and unions have defended the agency as a body 
working hard to protect workers’ rights. 

--Ben Kesling and Ben Cohen contributed to this article. 

Unionized College Football: Huddle Into a Negotiation 

Updated April 4, 2014 

Having served as a student-athlete tutor for football players at the University of Georgia and as a college 
instructor at USC, I am glad that the National Labor Relations Board finally recognized publicly what every 
college professor already knows: Football comes first ("College’s Football Team Can Unionize," U.S. News, 
March 27). Division I college football players devote far more of their time to football activities than to 
academics, and when the two conflict, football trumps academics. Players aren’t allowed to miss practice 
because of class-scheduling conflicts, and they certainly don’t miss away games so they can take exams. 
Players devote full-time hours to football each week at the expense of their education. They risk their own 
health while the school rakes in millions of dollars from their efforts, and in return they are provided with free 
tuition but little time or leltover energy to actually take their studies seriously. 

It is time the National Collegiate Athletic Association rethinks the designation "student-athlete" and 
evaluates the demands placed on college football players. 

Jennifer Connolly 
Los Angeles 



College athletes get much more than an opportunity for an education. They get four years of expert 
coaching to help them develop their skills and the opportunity to demonstrate those skills to the professional 
teams that can pay them more in a few years than most of us make in a lifetime. 

Warren Herron 
Marie#a, Ga. 

Will unionized college athletics do to universities what the United Auto Workers did to Detroit? 

Sal DiGrande 
Portland, Ore. 

Now that Northwestern’s football scholarship recipients can unionize, will they be paying federal and state 
taxes on their "pay," and will they pay union dues? Alter the reality of the "paycheck" sets in, they may want 
to reconsider what they do with their newfound rights. 

R. Janet Whitmore 
Potomac, Md. 

We have finally come to realize that universities are just sports teams with some educational facilities built 
around them for show. By the way, if they eliminate the educational facilities, they could be a lot more 
profitable. 

Steven R. Martin 
Northbrook, III. 

It should be clear that the unionization of college athletes isn’t about Northwestern University per se. It’s 
about the NCAA cartel of which Northwestern is but one of many member institutions, and a private one at 
that. The unionization effort has to spread to the public universities where the most egregious violations take 
place. 

The salient outcome of the NLRB ruling is exposure of the "big lie"--the NCAA’s false claim that big-time 
college athletes are amateurs. Simply stated, the intense professional level of practice and play required of 
these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the NFL or NBA leaves little time to study and 
renders them so tired that they miss classes or fall asleep during classes they do attend. 

Frank G. Splitt 
Mount Prospect, III. 

We are glad that the Journal has taken an interest in the issues facing college athletes with your editorial 
"The Northwestern Steelworkers" (March 28). Nowhere do you mention the College Athletes Players 
Association (CAPA), the union that Northwestern football players have--by their choice--joined. 

It took tremendous courage for these young men to take on the unjust conditions that fester in this 
powerful multibillion-dollar industry. 

The NCAA has ignored the players’ call for basic protections for well over a decade. The players signed 
CAPA union cards because they want a real voice when it comes to critical physical and financial 
protections. The players are now using their voice. 

Ramogi Huma 
President College Athletes Players Association 
Norco, Calif. 

The NLRB decision gives no thought whatsoever to what the impact of such a ruling will have on 
everyday life for student athletes, colleges and universities throughout the country. 

The decision assumes profitable sports. But what if a football team, or other team, isn’t profitable? Do 
such players then become only students? 

Since female college sports hardly ever make money, do females receiving scholarships have no rights 
under the National Labor Relations Act? 

Will team players need to be paid overtime under the wage and hour laws for weeks in which they train, 



travel and play more than 40 hours? 
If an athlete complains that his coach is calling plays in which running backs don’t handle the ball enough 

times a game, can he be benched or would that be illegal as retaliation for engaging in "protected, concerted 
activity"? 

The full impact of this decision, applauded by many, won’t be felt until football and basketball games are 
canceled at the last minute, while athletes picket stadiums and sports fans watch replays of "Heidi." 

Alfred T. DeMaria 
New York 
Mr. DeMaria is a former NLRB attorney. 

What will happen to the cheerleaders? Who will take them to frat parties? I am willing to help out temporarily. 

Andrew S. Klein 
Sharjah, UAE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 2:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Really? Stay positive? 

On Apr 5, 2014, at 12:49 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~2,~ smith@email~al~c~eda> wrote: 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [progfac] letter from retired faculty 

Date:Sat, 5 Apr 2014 16:46:26 +0000 
From:Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc~edu> 

Reply-To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(&%omc.e&~> 
To: ]"he progfac mailing list listser~, unc.edu> 

Hi All. Thank you Andy for your note. I agree with Andy~s sentiments. It 

is very disturbing to me that people (especially UNC current faculty) 

would read what is reported in the media and use that as the primary basis 

for their position. I serve on the Faculty Athletics Committee with Andy 

and chair the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. There has been a great deal 

of openness, dialogue, and tough questions being asked. 

We have to stay positive and keep making progress. Haking public 

statements that highlight previous wrongdoings and/or misperceptions of 

transparency are not accurate and disrespectful to everyone (faculty and 

administrators) who continues to work on this matter each and every day. 

I echo Andy~s offer to meet at your time of convenience. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting 

to improve the world. 

<~ttp //%w~ wJ sdomq~oteSoCO~/quote/anne-frank-iohtm~>" ~ Anne Frank 

On 4/5/14, 12:25 PH, "Perrin, Andrew J" <ane2e’.,.~, peK21n@t~p. CoedU> wrote: 

>Dear Colleagues, 

> 

>I am writing to follow up on this message and ask for your input. As 

>many of you know I am a long-time member of Progfac. 

> 

>The sentiments expressed in the statement from retired faculty do not 

>mirror my own experiences at all, which is why I’m asking for your 

>feedback. I’ve been spending probably 15 hours a week on athletics 

>issues, raising difficult questions, and most importantly pushing for 

>substantive reforms in advising, admissions, oversight, and integrity. 

>My experience is that administrators have been unusually open to faculty 

>input and concern, and that many of the reforms that have and will be 

>put into place respond directly to faculty voices. 

> 

>I think that to say that the problems are "in the college of arts and 

>sciences" is a huge mistake - the evidence is that they were between the 

>academic support program for student athletes and two individuals within 

>the college. Eight separate investigations have failed to show *anyone* 

>else in the college who was complicit. Our colleagues in the Department 

>of African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies have suffered enough 



>for the actions of two people there with the knowing complicity of 

>athletics-dependent staff. 

> 

>So I guess my question for you (and the retired faculty (whom I’ve 

>contacted separately) is: what is it that you think should be done that 

>isn’t? I would be very happy to have that conversation on the Progfac 

>list, or to meet in person somewhere. 

> 

>Very best wishes, 

>Andy 

> 

>On 04/05/2014 11:27 AM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> Check out long list of retired prof signatories on this letter: 

>> 

>> 

>>~tt~!/WWWo~ewsobserVe~oOOm/2014iO~/@3/3755756/o~-scanda!-u~c-facu!tv-mia 

>>-retired.html 

>> 

>> 

>> Altha J. Cravey 

>> Associate Professor 

>> Geography Department, CB # 3220 

>> UNC Chapel Hill NC 27599 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: a~drew ~er~in@Uncoedu. 

>>To unsubscribe send a blank 

>> email to 

>>ieave-34493901-777fi98o8dTec0d7d4f525eb0250d4c2682e7f7a@iis~se~vouncoedu 

>> 

> 

>-- 

> 

>Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 

>Candidate for Faculty Chair nt_~_p~//~ uoJy!i] LtIJqz 

>Check out my new book https/ibitoiy/ii4f’|’2r 

>Director, Carolina Seminars ki~:/icamoiLinaserninarsourK~oedu 

>UNC-Chapel Hill - artdrew pe££irt@uncoedu - %itts~£ise£rinoSOCSCioUncoedu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 4:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Real Sports 

Maybe my buddy Frank’s message (all the way down) should be sent to Perrin and Stroman. They would most 
likely say that he doesn’t know anything either- Gawd! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S." <~urne~)ou.edu> 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 8:13:51 AMEDT 
To: Willingham Mary <rnwill~n unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Real Sports 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S."<         ou.edu> 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 6:40:56 AM CDT 
To:         ~aol. corn" <        @aol.corn> 
Subject: Re: Real Sports 

Dear Mr. DeFord, 

You have no idea how thrilled I am to receive your email. I regularly play your 
Sweetness and Light broadcasts to my classes on ethical issues in intercollegiate 
athletics, introduction to intercollegiate athletics administration, athletics in higher 
education, and NCAA academic reform and academic advising. I often use your 
reference to athletic special admissions as "the original sin" in speeches I have 
delivered and debates on the academic performance of athletes. Your words have 
inspired me throughout my athletics and academic careers. In fact, I only agreed to the 
interview for HBO on the condition that Josh Fine would get me your signed 
photograph. 

As for the faculty reaction to the show on campus, it has been muted. Not a word. 
This is not surprising for OU as it is an athletic powerhouse that wields enormous 

influence on the Board of Trustees and administration and is strongly supported by the 
citizens of the state and the economy. I have often felt that the public knows about the 
fraud perpetrated by athletics and simply accepts it as a consequence of their beloved 
entertainment. However, those familiar with me know that I have been outspoken 
about the issues of literacy in revenue producing sports since 1983. Many faculty 
prefer to simply ignore the issue of the second class or non-education reserved for at- 
risk elite athletes to be left alone to pursue their work. Frankly, it is shameful and 
cowardly. 

Please continue to crusade for academic integrity in college sports. Out of fear of 
collective bargaining, the recent NLRB ruling may be a brief window for the NCAA to 
change their governance structure to be more inclusive and enact serious reforms. It is 
unfortunate that the NCAA’s greed has spurned this movement. 



Thank you so very much for your compliments. They meant a great deal to me. 

Gerry 

Sent from my iPad 
] 
On Apt 4, 2014, at 5:21 PM, " ~aol.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Gurney. 

My friend Mary Willingham gave me your address. I just wanted to 
say how impressed I was by your courage in stepping forward the 
way you have. You are to be commended. 

As I told Mary, the two groups of people who should be the 
sentinels are the faculty who look away and my colleagues, the 
local journalists who never look into the obvious academic fraud. 

I trust you aren’t being too insulted by the Sooner faithful. Thank 
you for being so faithful to your university’s mission. 

With best wishes. 

Frank Deford 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillinghmn@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 9:40 PM 

Jay M Smith- @gmail.com> 

Fwd: potentia] violation of student records policy 

Twitter paperclassinc ’05’ UNC basketball champs ...pdf; ATT00001.htm; Jay Smith Starting Over With Bradley Bethel Paper Class 

Inc.pdf; ATT00002.htm 

It just gets better. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Stephen Whitlow" <         ~ma~l.com> 

To: "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Willinghaan, MaW C." <mwillin~haan(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: potential violation of student records policy 

Dear Ms. Strohm, 

Following up on my earlier ema~l, Ms. Willinghaan recently posted the following information about UNC students on her blog at 

papercallinc.com<http://papercallinc.com>: 

"How about the fact that the 2005 nationa] basketball team starting 5 and one additional player (you guys call him the # 6 guy) took a combined 69 paper 

classes? The troth is in the traaascripts. How about those numbers?" 

Additionally, she posted the following on her twitter account: 

"’05’ UNC basketball champs starting 5 +1 took a combined 69 paper classes, trut~transcripts~transparency. A real education 

#ncaa~eform<https://twitter.com/search?q % 23ncaa~eform&src hash>" 

Are these not FERPA violations? Does she have the consent of the students to release information about their transcripts? Links to the comments are 

below, aaad PDFs attached of the links as of~-9pm Sunday the 6th. 

Thaaak you, 

Stephen Whitlow 

ht~tp://paperclassinc.com/jay- smith- fftm~fin~- bradley- bethel!#comments 

https://twitter.com/paperclassinc/status/452973024380465152 

On Fri, Apr 4, 2014 at 12:51 PM, Stephen Whitlow < ’~mafil.com<mafilto ~mafil.com>> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Strohm, 

I’m writing to draw your attention to what appeaxs to me to be a violation of university policy regarding retention of siudent records. 

A university employee, Ma~y Willinghaan, who recently released an 8 year old work by a UNC siudent to the media, has acknowledged to Slate.com that 
she has retained hundreds of copies of siudent work: 

"Willinghaan told me that ESPN had asked her to show them some of the hundreds of writing samples she keeps on file from the athletes she worked with 

at UNC; she retrieved a pile of them." 

As I understand, Ms. Willinghaan has not worked with athletes in several years, in which case the retention of those records would be in violation of the 

General Records and Disposition Schedule, which states that student work should be destroyed after one yeax (Section 14.8). 

Given Ms. Willinghaan’s continued egregious violations of student privacy, I appreciate your office’s prompt attention to this matter. Links to the Slate 

article and General Records and Disposition Schedule are below. 



Sincerely, 

Stephen Whitlow 

ht~tp://~vw.slate.com/blo~s/moneybox/2014/O4/O3/the 146 word essay that Rot a unc iock an a hel~e s the reaJ storg.html 

http://w~v2.1ib.unc.edu/wilson/uarms/~en sched.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] Developments at today’s Athletics Committee meeting 

Between the retired faculty statement and the CNN piece - they are on the run- excellent. 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:19 PM, "Jay Smith" email~unc~eda> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[progfac] Developments at today’s Athletics Committee meeting 

Date:Yue, 8 Apr 2014 22:04:01 -0400 
From:Andrew J Perrin <andre~:,£~perir~@ar~c~edu> 

Reply-To:Andrew J Perrin <andre           nc.edu> 
To: The progfac mailing list <~r~,fac 6@istser~.~ unc. edu> 

Dear friends, 

Based on the conversation on progfac over the weekend, I proposed the 

following resolution at today’s FAC meeting. It passed unanimously and 

without objection, and should be brought to Faculty Council in two 

weeks. Many members expressed shock that it would even need to be 

stated. The resolution is: 

The Faculty Athletics Committee reaffirms, and recommends that Faculty 

Council reaffirm, the principle that academic integrity is inviolable. 

It is never acceptable for any person or unit to compromise, or allow to 

be compromised, the integrity of the educational or research missions of 

the university. 

Also, we moved forward on plans we’ve been working on for several months 

to hold open forums for faculty with a panel of FAC members to discuss 

any athletics matters. Specific format remains to be determined, but the 

panels will be faculty only (no administrators, no athletics department 

or ASPSA people) and the main point will be to discuss questions and 

concerns raised from the floor. Stay tuned for dates, times, and specifics. 

In addition to me, Progfac members Debby Stroman and Barbara Osborne are 

FAC members and were very much part of these developments. 

Best wishes, 

Andy 

Andrew J Perrin - Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 

Candidate for Faculty Chair 

Check out my new book 

Director, Carolina Seminars          ~//ca2oiir~asemir~ars~urlc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill - andrew £perrin@unc~edu - htt~s:~!perrin~socsci~unc~edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: javsmit%~@emaJ]oU~Coedu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34b]S632-60582236o8@e9ef4eddddS39288653b2716d13S67@lJstservou~c~edu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingb~an@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:22 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chaaacellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

Rumor-whoknows. 

MaW Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

~v.unc.edu?-willin~h 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 6:10 PM,’ 

Roy might be leaving?!! 

~aol.com> wrote: 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin,qham@unc.edu> 

To:                          ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 3:09 pm 
Subject: Re: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

I hear there is a big announcement Friday about state findings and it is not good- even hearing Roy might be leaving. The website is to say to the public- but 
look, we tried to investigate. Propaganda. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC~H 
www.unc.edu/,,-willingh 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 6:05 PM, ~aol.com" , @aol.com> wrote: 

interesting, what is your take on it? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To:                          @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr9, 2014 2:40 pm 
Subject: FW: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James W. Dean, Jr. 

I think that we got to the U. This just came. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: no reply@email.unc.edu [mailto:no reply@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, April @9, 2@14 5:3@ PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt and Provost James 

W. Dean, Jr. 

Dear Carolina CoKffaunity: 

Our first year in new roles at Carolina has been a remarkable experience and 

given us a unique vantage point for viewing the entire University. We meet with 

students, faculty, and staff daily and witness their transformative work. 

Carolina people are truly improving our state and changing the world. The 

extraordinary commitment and success we see across this University    whether 

viewed as educational innovation, cutting-edge research, technology, and 

entrepreneurship or seen in our laboratories, classrooms, studios, on our 

playing fields, and in service across the state    inspires our work every day. 

Today, we are writing about the role and integrity of athletics and academics at 

Carolina. Getting this right is a priority of our new a~l~inistration, and we 

know it is important to everyone who loves this University. ~en we started the 

new academic year we listened to hundreds of faculty, staff, students, and 

coKffaunity mell~ers and learned a great deal from the many people who have been 

working on and caring about these complex issues for a long time. 

We recognized early on that we too would need to work closely on this issue. We 

decided to take on difficult questions that have lingered, but also to press 

forward with help and input from across the campus on reforms and become active 

in the increasing and provocative national discourse about collegiate athletics. 

You have asked us for information related to our past reviews, current reforms, 

ongoing work, and future plans. We want you, indeed need you, to feel informed 

and engaged. Today, we launched a new website, http://carolinacommitment.unc.edu/, 

to house all of this information as part of our coK@aitment to transparency and 

continued reform. The site will not be static. We plan to post updates and new 

actions. As new facts become available, whether viewed as positive or negative, 

we will post them. We also are actively developing plans to drive our o~ and 



national reform; we will post these as they become available. 

We are currently in the midst of an independent inquiry led by former U.S. 

Assistant Attorney General Kenneth L. Wainstein. To help ensure the integrity of 

that process, we are limited by how often we are able to comment on specific 

news reports or social media conversations. We ask for your patience and 

understanding until the inquiry has been completed. 

We want to close by thanking our students, faculty, staff, and al~ni for their 

coK@~itment to making this great institution even stronger. Your dedication is 

impressive, and you make us proud of Carolina every day. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt, Chancellor 

James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CNN Article 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: T Patraw <      ~maiLcom> 
Date: April 9, 2014 at 7:52:46 PM EDT 
To: <mwiI[li         r~c~edu> 
Subject: CNN Article 

Dear Ms. Willingham: 

I have followed your story ... and I read the article today on CNN written by Sara Ganim regarding 
the fake UNC classes. 

I recently published a book on my experiences as a former Division I soccer coach. I reported 
NCAA violations and suffered massive retaliation because of it. My book details the selective 
enforcement of the rules by the NCAA between 2010 and today. 

~://www ~ amazor~ comidpi0615817793 

If you read it you will find that I provide the proof that the NCAA selectively enforces rules (sports 
wagering, academic fraud, retaliation, and more). My story is fascinating and devastating all in one. 

I pray for a better outcome for you! 

Thank you for your valuable time, and for speaking out on such important issues. 

Terri Patraw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:24 AM 

Jay Smith <           @gmail.com> 

Re: Message from Chancellor Folt 

It goes to the BOT and then BOG. 430am? Yikes. 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 4:36 AM, "Jay Smith" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

So...one thing settled, right? I thought for sure she was delivering an invitation to come meet with 
her .... 

It’s in appropriate for me to say this right now, but I have a powerful urge to edit with you at the 
moment. 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 5:40 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

No surprise there. Same day as the %vebsite launch’. 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Message from Chancellor Folt 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 

Attached please find a confidential message from Chancellor Folt. We attempted to hand deliver 
the document, but the office was closed. 

We will deliver this to your office tomorrow. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Thank you, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Link from Twitter 

don’t touch the round ball, the pointy ball is ok to touch, but not the round ball. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 12:51 PM, "Jay Smith" <~smi~h@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I loved this part: "That number [69] has been scrutinized all over the internet, with most people 
believing that it’s more of MW’s misleading hyperbole." That is a convincing argument right there. 
"The people I read on the internet think it’s not true." Compelling. 

He is one idiotic man. And I LOVE how far we’ve gotten under his skin. 
On 4/10/14 12:43 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

audio.chapelboro, com. s3.arrmzonaws, comi2014/04/10/ART CHAN SKY S 
NOTEBOOK APRIL 10.m~ 

I do believe that he called me stupid ..... not a good idea Art! 

Download the official Twitter app here 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Link from Twitter 

Crazy. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 1:00 PM, "Jay Smith" <~nith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

On 4/10/14 12:52 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

What a creep. 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 12:48 PM, "Jay Smith" <~smith(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

And I do believe he said I should be fire!! 
On 4/10/14 12:43 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

a~di o~ chape~boro~ com~s3 ~amazona ws. corn/2014iO4i l Oi ART 
CH~N SKYS N OTEBOOK APR-~, ~ 0.m~ 

I do believe that he called me stupid ..... not a good idea Art! 

Download the official Twitter app here 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:14 PM 

Jay Smith <           @gmail.com> 

Re: Message from Chancellor Folt 

Jay, Look at the time on this (4:36 AM)- maybe they are ’holding’ my emails. Or, you are sleep emailing. 
Mary 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 4:36 AM, "Jay Smith" ¯ ~gmail.corn> wrote: 

So...one thing settled, right? I thought for sure she was delivering an invitation to come meet with 
her .... 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 5:40 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli nc.edu> wrote: 

No surprise there. Same day as the %vebsite launch’. 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Message from Chancellor Folt 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 

Attached please find a confidential message from Chancellor Folt. We attempted to hand deliver 
the document, but the office was closed. 

We will deliver this to your office tomorrow. 



Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Thank you, 

Anna Medley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:06 PM 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Re: NC Central 

My fault Aaron- see you there. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~:ww.u~c.edui~willingb~ 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard~.org> wrote: 

No camera from me. Emmett just texted me that he had heard from you that it was OK. Wanted to make 
sure before I start driving from Apex. 

Sorry for the confusion. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ ] 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Beard, Aaron 
Subject: Re: NC Central 

I did say no media but it was more of a camera issue. You are not bringing a camera are you? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
wv~<ur~c, edui.-~willin~ 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 5:00 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard(~poorg> wrote: 

Hey, I just got a note from Emmett who said his understanding was you didn’t want the media 
to attend the event. In our earlier email this afternoon, you didn’t mention that would be a 
problem. Were you OK with me coming by? 

I mainly wanted to get the chance to touch base with you and Emmett in person since I’m 
finally getting some down time after the basketball rush. 

Wanted to make sure I’m not causing a problem or stepping on toes. Thanks. 
ab 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwi~Jn~ham@unced~] 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:47 PM 
To: Beard, Aaron 
Subject: Re: NC Central 

Thanks Aaron. I just listened to Chanstky who came after me with a vengeance on the 
radio yesterday - nice. 

Mary Willingham 



C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 12:35 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard > wrote: 

Hey, just wanted to let you know I’m planning on coming by for your class visit 
this evening. Looking forward to catching up with you in person. 

ab 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at + 1-212-621- 
1898 
and delete this email. Thank you. 
lIP_US_DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingb~an@unc.edu 

Friday, April 11, 2014 8:48 AM 

Ganim, Sara <Sara.Gaaaim@turner.com> 

Re: Meeting Request 

Please do. I wish that Lyn would send you that email, but she did not send it to me - maybe a public records request - Dr. Lynda Johnson and Provost James Dean 

dated 4/10/2014. 

Maay Willingb_aan 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villin~h 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 8:44 AM, "Ganim, Sara" <Saxa.Ganim(~turner.com> wrote: 

Can I report this? 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse the brevity. 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 7:45 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham(a~unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh boy. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willinghaan, MaW C." <mwillingham~)unc.edu> 

Date: April 10, 2014 at 10:34:39 PM EDT 

To: "Curran, Joel" <i~curran~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request 

Joel, Let the record show that I don’t ’wish’ to decline. Respectfully, I need more time than 18 hours (!4 of which are off business hours) to 

arraaage for a meeting with requested representation. Mary 

Maay Willinghaan 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v.unc, edu/-~villin~h 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 10:28 PM, "Curran, Joel" <igcurran~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary - Thanks for your response; I understaaad your position. However, Ron is holding noon on his caJendar. He will be 

available to meet with you, privately, unless you provide notice that you wish to decline. 

Joel 

Joel Curraaa 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs, UNC - Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-2011 
Mobile: 

i oel.curraaa(~unc.edu 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:47 PM, "Willingham, Mary C. mwllhn~ham(~unc.edu wrote: 

I have been advised to have legaJ counsel present with me during aaay meetings with my employer moving forwaxd. 

Tomorrow, I’m preparing for my meeting with Mr. Wa~nstein, scheduled for Monday. He acknowledge my right 

to legal counsel. I need at least 24 hours to arrange aaaother meeting with my lawyers. Mary 

Ma~y Willinghaan 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:13 PM, "Curran, Joel" <igcurraaa(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Mary - Patti Wilkinson mentioned you had concerns about an invitation to you for a 
meeting with Ron Strauss tomorrow at noon. In my March 21 email to you, I expressed 
that we would contact you prior to any public dissemination of the independent analysis. 
Tomorrow’s meeting would present you with an opportunity for an update. 
I believe Ron intended this to be a private meeting; I hope you will be able to attend. 
Please confirm with Patti. Thanks, in advance. 
Best, 



Joel 

Joel G, Curran, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs 

102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-2011 / Mobile: 

Follow me on Twitter @jgcurran 

Follow us on Twitter @Carolina_news 

Visit us at www.unc.edu 

<imageOOl.png> 

From: Wilkinson, Patti 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: Curran, Joel 
Subject: FVV: Meeting Request 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Joe[, this follows up on our conversation regarding Mary’s voicemai[ of 5:53 p.m. today. Thanks for 

agreeing to respond to ~vls. Willingham. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:00 PM 

To: Wilkinson, Patti 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Patti, I left you a VM. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 5:40 PM, "Wilkinson, Patti" <pattiw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

I am writing to follow-up on the voice mail I left on your office phone this afternoon. 

I would like to invite you to meet with Ron Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, 

tomorrow (Friday, April 11) about the status of the external review of the data set 

you provided in January. Ron’s is available at noon tomorrow, and will provide the 

findings on the external review privately before the information is publicly released. 

Please call me, or email me, to confirm your availability for this meeting to be held 

in South Building, Conference room 311 A. 

I can be reached at 919.843.4747, or via email at pattiw@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

<imageOOl.png> 

Patti D. Wilkinson 

Business Officer 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 

919-962-1647 (fax) 

pattiw@unc.edu 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much; who has 

gained the respect of children; who never fails to look for the best in others or give 

the best of themselves; who strives to leave the world better than they found it; and 

whose life is an inspiration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Friday, April 11~ 2014 7:49 PM 

dan.kane@newsoberver.com 

Fwd: 

Dan~ 
Sorry to be ’out’ of communication today. I was on the phone with attorneys (here and in DC) most of the day. I 
knew this was coming. It’s BS. Jay and I were also finalizing a book contract today. Thanks for your continued 
support. Are you winning a pulitzer on Monday? - you had better~ or I’m blowing my damn whistle. 
Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu> 
Date: April 11, 2014 at 3:03:03 PMEDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillinghmn@unc.edu 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Request 

You just did. 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 9:09 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith(~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

At some point you should check out my twitter duel with Perrin. Cam I say on UNC email that that guy is a l’***ing a**hole? 

On 4/11/14 6:50 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Way to a~swer after it is all over Ken. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wa~nstein, Ken" <Ken.Wainstein~)cwt.com> 
Date: April 11, 2014 at 6:48:13 PM EDT 

To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~anc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting Request 

Mary, 

Thanks for the suggestions. ’We will be reaching out to Jim Kessler. 
We’re on for Monday morning at 11:30. I’ll email you when I learn the location of the conference room. I’ll check on that now. 

Kenneth L WNRsteiR 
Paltrier 
CadwNader, W~ckersham & Taft LLP 
700 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: +1 202.862.2474 
Fax: +1 202.862.2400 

ken.wainste~n~cM.com 
~.cadwalader.com 

Frem= Willingham, Mary C. [mail~:mw~llinqham@unc.edu] 
Nentl Friday, April ~, 20~4 7:38 AN 

Te= Wainstein, Ken 
Subject= Fwd: Meeting Request 

SeBsiti~i~= Confidential 

Ken, 

Please see the emails below --from late yesterday. On Monday we will discuss my data set briefly, and perhaps these folks 

should wait to release the ’outside’ review until we have had a chance to talk. I’ve already suggested that you speak with 

Jim Kessler. The Psychologist who did the testing received an email (basically a gag order) last night as well. It would make 

sense for you to request a copy of that email from Provost Dean. I am hopeful that you are going to get to the truth, and not 

just mitigate the damage. I look forward to meeting you Monday. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Date: April 10, 2014 at 10:34:39 PM EDT 

To: "Curran, Joel" <igcurran@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting Request 

Joel, Let the record show that I don’t ’wish’ to decline. Respectfully, I need more time than 18 hours (!4 of 

which are off business hours) to arrange for a meeting with requested representation. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 10:28 PM, "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary - Thanks for your response; I understand your position. However, Ron is holding noon on his 

calendar. He will be available to meet with you, privately, unless you provide notice that you wish 

to decline. 

Joel 

Joel Curran 



Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs, UNC - Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-2011 

Mobile: 

ioel.curran@unc.edu 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:47 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Joel, 

I have been advised to have legal counsel present with me during any meetings with 

my employer moving forward. Tomorrow, I’m preparing for my meeting with Mr. 

Wainstein, scheduled for Monday. He acknowledge my right to legal counsel. I need 

at least 24 hours to arrange another meeting with my lawyers. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:13 PM, "Curran, Joel" <j~curran@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Mary - Patti Wilkinson mentioned you had concerns about an 

invitation to you for a meeting with Ron Strauss tomorrow at 

noon. In my March 21 email to you, I expressed that we would 

contact you prior to any public dissemination of the independent 

analysis. Tomorrow’s meeting would present you with an 

opportunity for an update. 

I believe Ron intended this to be a private meeting; I hope you 

will be able to attend. Please confirm with Patti. Thanks, in 

advance. 

Best, 

Joel 

Joel G. Curran, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs 

:102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-2011/Mobile: 

Follow me on Twitter @jgcurran 

Fo!low us on Twitter @Carolina_news 

Visit us at www.unc.edu 

<imageOOl.png> 

From= Wilkinson, Patti 
Sent= Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:42 PM 

To= Curran, Joel 
Subject: FW: Meeting Request 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Joel, this follows up on our conversation regarding Mary’s voicemail of 

5:53 p.m. today. Thanks for agreeing to respond to Ms. Willingham. 

From= Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent= Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:00 PM 

To= Wilkinson, Patti 
Subject= Re: Meeting Request 
Sensitivity= Confidential 

Patti, I left you a VM. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 5:40 PM, "Wilkinson, Patti" <pattiw@unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

I am writing to follow-up on the voice mail I left on your 

office phone this afternoon. I would like to invite you to 

meet with Ron Strauss, Executive Vice Provost, tomorrow 

(Friday, April 11) about the status of the external review of 

the data set you provided in January. RoWs is available at 

noon tomorrow, and will provide the findings on the 

external review privately before the information is 

publicly released. 

Please call me, or email me, to confirm your availability for 

this meeting to be held in South Building, Conference 

room 311 A. 

I can be reached at 919.843.4747, or via email at 

pattiw@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

<image001.png> 

Patti D. Wilkinson 



Business Officer 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 

919-962-1647 (fax) 

pattiw~, unc.edu 

Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often 

and loved much; who has gained the respect of children; 

who never fails to look for the best in others or give the 

best of themselves; who strives to leave the world better 

than they found it; and whose life is an inspiration. 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, s~ate, or local tax penaJties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume 

that aaay statement in this ema~l relating to aaay U.S. federal, state, or locaJ tax matter was written in connection with the 

promolion or maxkeling by other parties of the traaasaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstmaces from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this emafil is confidenlial aaad may be legally privileged. If you axe not the intended recipient, you must 

not read, use or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply emafil and delete this message and 

any attachments without retaining a copy. Although this emafil and aaay attachments are believed to be free of aaay virus or other 

defect that may alt’ect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure 

that it is virus free aaad no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Ta£t LLP for any loss or damage arising in 

any way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillinghmn@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:16 PM 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Re: Checking back in/personal emafil 

Aaron, 

I am working on a statement - should be posted at paperclassinc (and pushed out on twitter) later today. I met with Wafinstein yesterday, Folt is scheduled for next 
Monday. You can email me at 

Thaaaks, Mary 

Ma~ Willinghmn 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

ww~v. unc. edu/.-~villingh 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 1:13 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard:~a~:~ or~> wrote: 

Hi Mary, wanted to check in early this week to see if there were any new developments on your end -- statement or otherwise. Also, wanted to confirm you’re 
still planning to meet with Wainstein (I think you said originally that it would fall next week but maybe I misunderstood). 

Also, I wondered if you had a personal email address I could use as an additional and possibly more private way to reach you. If not, I’m happy to use this one. 

Hope you’re doing well. 

ab 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified 

that yon have received this commtmication in error, and that any review; 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this ema~l. Thaaak you. 

[IP US DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 13, 2009 11:00 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.nnc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Th. news + reminder Town Hall Meeting 

Representative David Price will be in 
attendance to hear your concerns. 

HE~ALTH CARE 
TOWN FL~LL MEETING 

Thursday, August 13, 2009 
6:45 PM 
Miller Morgan Building 
528 Nelson St. 
North Carolina Central Universi~z 

Make Your Voice Heard[ 

Health Care Reform is closer than it has ever been’. 
Take this opportuni~z to make your voice heard on what you want done, and 
to find out what is being done in Washington and Raleigh to make your 
Health Care More Affordable! 

OP[iN TO EVERYONE SO BRING A FRIBND 

Please RSVP to Fred Foster, Jr. 
(;all:                  ur     }’;mail: flk~ster@seanc.org 

N.C. con~nunity colleges add six-month job retraining 
<http ://www.newsobserver. comJnews/stopi/1645537.htm[> 

Live in North Carolina’? Please gu tu 
<http://nchupe org> 

and sign on tu the letter suppurung 
cullective bargaining fur public employees. 
’]7hen add this message to your emai[ signature 
file and help spread the wurd. Thanks! 

Steve ttuttun 
Applicatiuns Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SELL- Local 2008 

<http:/iseanc25.ora> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@emaihmxc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-25135760-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listscp<tmc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 10:50 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news + Angel Food Ministries (l\vd) 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

Have a safe and enjoyable Labor Day Holiday-. Remember, Labor Day is 
brought to you by the Labor Movement, the same people who bring you 
the weekend every week 

The History of Labor Day 
<http://ww~ dol gov/©PA/ABOUTD©L/LAB©RDAY H~vI> 
<http ://en wikipedia org/wiki/LaborDav> 

Despite budget cuts, students at Duke, UNC notice little difference 
More of an impact seen at NCSU 
http ://tim’urh corn/n37pv2 

A real commitment or empty rhetoric? 
Thursday, September 3rd, 2009 
By Chris Fit7_simon 
<http://www ncpo~icywatch com/cms/20~9/~9/~3/a-rea~-c~mmi~ment-~r-emptY-rhetoric/> 

Angel Food Ministries 

Cathy L Bordeaux 

Faculty Support 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Steve, 

I would like to tell you about a program that might help many of our State 
Employees that they don’t know exists It’s called Angel Food Ministries 
and their web address is http://~vwangell2~odministries.com 
I happen to be the 
Host Site Director here in Chapel Hill at Triangle Church. We are 
currently the only host site in Chapel Hill but there are sites all over 
NC. We have been participating with Angel Food for two years now and have 
fo~md it to be a wonderful program and a great way for folks to stretch 
their food budget. The best thing about this progranr is there is NO 
application and income level to qualify. ANYONE can participate[[ I know 
when I first learned of the progranr I was a doubting Thomas and thought 
"okay, what’s the catch?" However, there really is no catch, it is what it 
says it is. Angel Food is able to sell the food this cheap because of bulk 
purchasing and no nriddle man to pay. The menu each month is preset and the 
host sites are volunteers. No stores with power bills, nranagers, cashiers 
etc. to pay. You can go to the AF website and put in your zip code to find 
the closest host site to your home. Our location accepts food stamps, 
online credit/debit cards, cash and checks. Kthere is some way to let 
State Employees l~mw about this, it could really help thenr a lot. Here is 
a link to a story that News Channel 11 did on Angel Food and I know- that 
WRAL Channel 5 has also done stories. When this story was done, you had to 
purchase a "regular" box in order to purchase the "special" boxes. 
However, Angel Food removed that restriction last month and folks can now 
order just the "Specials" if they like. 
http://abclocal.go.com/wtvd/storv’.’section news/troubleshooter&id 6691676 
Channel 5 story link http://www.wrahcomh~ewsilocal/stolw/4421656/ 

The website has the menus ibr September as well as a pre-order Thal~sgiving 
menu Please check it out. 
http://www.angelfoo&ninistries corn 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:/inchope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thales! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work:919-966-6651 



fax: 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<http://seanc25 ora> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-25284817-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.~xc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

laura@cordemet.com 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 12:49 AM 

cynthiar@email.unc.edu 

We’ll be at NACADA, CRLA, m~d NCLCA ! 

October is a busy month for conferences! TutorTrac and AdvisorTrac will 
be to several of them. Please visit our booth for details on our 
presentations at the following conferences and demo of our newest version 
of TutorTrac and AdvisorTrac: 

National Academic Advising Association (NACADA) 
October 1- 3rd in San Antonio 
http ://ww~ nacada.ksu, edu/AnnualCol~/2009/ 

National College learning Center Assocation (NCLCA) 
October 1-2nd in Denver 
http ://w~vw nclca, orgi 

College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA) 
October 28th 30fla in Richmond, VA 
http://,a~vw.crla.net/conference/index.htm 

Thanks, 

Laura Reed 
Redrock So~ware Corp. 

laura@cordernet corn 
480-752-8533 ext 208 
480-752-8534 fax 
If you’d like to be removed from our emai[ list, please reply to this 
emai[ by changing the emai[ subject to "remove" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11:17 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] W. news + teach-in am~ouncement (fwd) 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

UNC Hospitals paying $9M in bonuses 
http ://tinyur 1 c om/mydnzz 

[useful humor] 
The Johns Hopkins H1NI glossaly for students 
<http:/i~veb jhu.edu/administration/fluiupdates/O91309.html> 

Fixed-term facul~" rule is ha~" 
<http://www. dailytarheeh com/content/fi xed-term- fac ulW-roIe-hazy> 

DOWN IN THE VALLEY: General Fund Appropriations 
Per Persun Luwest in 13 Years 

<http://vavw.nciustice ~r~/sites/defau~t/fi~es/BTC%2~Brief%20-%20D~wn%20in%2~the%2~Va~e~.pdd‘> 

the State Health Plan fibbing abuut wellness savings? 
http :,’,’tiny ur[. corn/n5 bkcu 

Nurth Carulina Medical Suciety pushes bugus pull 
http:i/tiny urI.com~Iiagk~ 

Prutecting whistlebluwers 
http ://tim’urh con~’mz77y8 

Of all the forms of inequali~’, injustice in health care is the most 
shocking and irdnumane. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., March 25, 1966 

Health Care Reform: A Progressive Agenda 
Tuesday, Scptembcr 29, 2009, 7:00 - 9:00 pm 
Owasa Cormnunity Room, 400 Jones Ferry Road, Carrboro 

Speakers 

Adam Searing, Director, NC Health Access Coalition, NC Justice Center 
Adam Sotok, Organizing Director, Democracy NC 
Heide Kober, President, Progressive Democrats of North Carolina 
Michael Pear~utter, Co-Chair, Durham for Obama Health Care Cormnittee 

The cm~ent healthcare struggle is a showdown bet~veen those factions that 
represent the corporatocracy and those that are standing up for people’s 
rights. And the corporatocracy is hell-bent on winning. 

Get the Tools You Need to Make Your Voice Heard 

Elements of real health care reform 

Current status of legislation 

Corporate influence on the debate 

Effective actions for a robust public option 

At stake are not just the details of public policy, but fundamental 
principles of social justice and the character of our countly. 
Barack Obama, September 9, 2009 

For more information, contact Jack Sanders or Miriam Thompson 

Sponsors and Supporters 

Chapel Hill/Cal~boro NAACP Branch 

Chatham Coun~ Democratic Part?- 



Chatham County Democratic Women 
Colonial Heights Democratic Precinct 
NC Roots for Healthcare 
North Carolina Peace Action 
()range County Campmgn for Change (OC3) 
Orange County I)emocratic Par~ 
()range County Peace Coalition 
Orange-Chatham Progressive Democrats* 
Triangle Green Par~ 
Veterans for Peace, Triangle Chapter 
Women?s International League for Peace and Freedom* 

* teach-in organizer 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

<http:i/nchope.org> 
and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this nressage to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thar~zs! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Enrployee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Sel-,~ice 
SErU Local 2008 
<http :i/seanc25. org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email.uaac edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25419622-9224461 0ad59380cc0092e205de3281~)68d6cdd@listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 1:24 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] M. news (fwd) 

UNC Hospitals’ top line is stellar 

<http:/itriangle.bizioumals com/triangle/stories/2OO9/12/O7/storv7.html> 

State spent thousands on LEA gear 
http:/i~vww.ne~vsobserver corn/politics/story/227889.htm1 

Number of [Orange Co] children on food stamps increases 
<http ://wvav. dailvtarheel, com/content/number-children-food-stamps-increases> 

UNC-CH might sell beer, wine 
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/counties/oranve count,//stop//227819.htm[ 

State employees will pay [’or using all tobacco products 
< http://pulse.ncpo [icgwatch or~/2009/12/04/state-emplovees-will-pay-for-usinv-all-tobacco-products/> 

[editorial] 
Don’t pick Rogers Road: Under no circumstances should ()range Coun~ select 
site near Rogers Road for waste transfer 
<http://tiny ur[. com/~/alo3 dq> 

The dangers :[’or UNC 
<http://www.ncpolicywatch.com/cms/2009/12/O4/the-follies-61/> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:i/nchope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this nressage to yo~ email signature 
file and help spread the word. That,:s! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Enrployee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Sel-,dce 
SErU Local 2008 
<http:i/seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@eraail.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-26000736-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.mxc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shutton ~:shutton@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Janua~ 16, 2010 11:46 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Sat. news + Fwd: The SEANC Scoop 

Martin Luther King Jr Day celebration schedule 
http ://w~vw. dailvtarheel, com/content/martin-luther-king-lr-dav-celebration-schedu le 

Alamance fears UNC’s hospital in Hillsborough 
http://trian~le.biziournals com/trian~le/stories/2010/01/18/storv7.html 

Rex aims to expand cancer care 
http://www newsobserver, corn/news/local state/star,v/287136.html 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~ject: ’]’he SEANC Scoop 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2010 10:29:40 -0500 
From: "SEANC Communications?PR Department" <mbell@seanc.org> 

To: shutton@email unc.edu 

State Employees Associ ation of North Carolina 
’]?he Scoop 
Januaw 15, 2010 

SEANC in the News 
SEANC [~xecutive D~rector Dana Cope joined State Government Radio’s Don 
Curtis last week to discuss national and state politics, 2010 elections and 
what’s in store for state employees this legislative session Listen to the 
~nterview 
(http://state~overnmentradiocom/media/audio/O11410 For Your Information Dana Cope.mp3). 

Johnson Appointed to Sturdy Board 
S[~ANC Second Vice President Charles Johnson has been appointed to the 
Future of Retirement Study Corcanission 

(https://~vw~v.nctreasurer.c~rr~/DSTH~me/RetirementS¥steras/The+Future+~f~Retirement~Stud¥+C~rumissi~n.htm). 
The conwnission is charged with reviewing current retirement benefits and 
recormnending ne~v ones. Congratulations, Charles[ 

Insurance Benefits 
Colonial Life has extended its offer of simplified issue universal life 
ins~trance for SEANC’ merabers ~mtil March[ Contact Colonial at 
1-866-265-3599 today to take advantage of this great opportunitT-[ 

Member Discount 
Do you enjoy saving money while still purchasing quality products? Then 
use your SEANC membership to join BJ’s ~,\~olesale Club. You’ll save $10 on 
the membership cost and receive tl-tree months of ruerabership free! Complete 
this form 
(htt~://www.seanc.~r~/d~cs/disc~unts/d6~8ae9-2t~4"47~-9a79-da9a9c~9c6~b.~dd‘~ 

and you’ll be saving in no time! 

Scholarships 
SEANC and SEIU scholarship applications are now available. See the SEANC 
Web site (http:i/ww~v.seanc.org/1T~elT~bership/scholarship.aspx) for more 
irffotruation. 

Quick Links 
Facebook: http://ww~,facebook com/SEANC SEiL;.Local2008 
Flickr: http://www.flickr.co~photosiseancloca 12008/ 

SEANC Hot Spots 
Legislative Update: http://w;vw seanc org/legislative/update.aspx 
Member Discounts: http://www.seancorgidiscounts/ 
SEANC in the News: http://www.seancor~/news/seanc.aspx 

SEANC Insurance: http://www.seancorg/insurance/ 
Update Your Info: http://www.seanc.org/quicklinks/contact.aspx 
Calendar of Events: http://www.seancor~/calendar/ 

www.seanc.org 

800-222-2758 

Are you receiving this e-mail as a forward? S~gn up for SEANC’s e-mail 
alerts (http ://www. seanc.org/email/) to receive your own cop?-! 



Copyright 2009 All Rights ResepCed. 

This message was sent by: SEANC, I62I Midtown Place 

, Raleigh, NC 27609 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26214377-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februm31 12, 2010 1:18 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news (t\¥d) 

Contents: 

1. SEANC rep on campus next Tues. 
2. News (Bowles’ retirement announcement) 
3. Other news 
4. SEANC Scoop 

ATTENTION: 

LrNC EMPLOYEES 

THE STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION OF NORTH CAROLIik2~: 
Maintained SPA protection for universi~ employees 
Saved longevity pay 
Def~ated 20 days of furlough without pay 
Avoided massive layoff~ 
Killed an effort to impose an additional 5% pay cut 

A S[{ANC representative will be here: 
February 17, 2010 
12:00 2:00 
Bioinformatics Building Room 2127 

Free piz7~l while it lasts[ 

Come by and get information about legislative issues, member discounts, 
scholarships, discounted insurance programs, and why you need to join SEANC. 

Bowles to retire as UNC president 
<http : // www. wral.com/news/educat ion/storg/7 014608/> 

"Regional Healthcare Building Boom Defies Recession" But not 

skyrocketing premium increases 

<http : //tinyurl. com~ydwafvi> 

Our new report looks at hospital charity care policies across North 
Carolina 
http:i/tinvurh c om/ybcuvt7 

Rand kept inn~ate medical costs high 
<http ://wv~v.news observer, coraihoraeistory/334312 .html> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: The SEANC Scoop 
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 2010 10:23:54 -0500 
From: "SEANC Cormnunications/PR DeparWacnt" <mbell@seanc.org> 

To: shutt on@email.unc, edu 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 
The Scoop 
February- 12, 2010 

SEANC Members File for Office 

District 21 member Fred Foster of Durham (House District 55) and South 
Central Member Action Coordinator Bernard Allen of Raleigh (House District 
22) both filed candidacy fames this ~veek for the N.C. House of 
Representatives. Rtmning for Cumberland Counb" Sheriff is Jeff Marks of 
SEANC District 22. Interested in r~ning for office, contact Kevin LeCount 
at klecount@seanc.org. Last day to file is Feb 26. 

Gubernatorial Appointment 
SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope has been appointed to the Complete Count 
Committee (http ://2010census.nc.gov/about/default aspx) by Gov Bev Perdue. 
The committee is responsible fbr advising the governor on census 
activities, promoting the 2010 census and reaching hard-to-count areas, all 
while trying to achieve the highest possible census participation rate. 

SEANC Job Vacancy 
The Member Action Department has a job opening 
(http ://www seanc orgidocs/Jobs/2010%20West%20IVL~C.pdl) for a Member Action 
Coordinator in the Western Region. To apply, please send your cover letter 



and resume to jobs 006@seanc org by Feb. 22. 

Membership Blitz Challenge 
Do you want to strengthen your voice in the General Assembly? Participate 
in S[~ANC’s 
2010 Online Membership Blitz Challenge 
~http://www seanc or~/docs/Member%2~Actior~‘~n~ine%2~membership%2~b[itz%2~campai~n.pdf). 
In these tough economic times, we need more members to help fight proposals 
such as a premium for your health care and attacks on longevity pay. Use 
this letter 

and help grow SEANC today[ 

Member Discount 
Valentine’s Day is just two days away[ Are you ready? If not, use your 
PerksCard (http:/iwww.seancperks.comi)(found on the back of your SEANC 
membership card), and save 25 percent on a From You Flowers order. From 
You Flowers offers a wide variety of flowers, plants and gift baskets, and 
all orders have a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. 

SEANC Lobby Day 
June 8 at 10 a.m. 
Halifax Mall (Raleigh) 
Register Now[ 
http://www.seanc.orgicalendar/registcr.aspx?id 34769311-60To:ldfT-9fcf-da207045fo61 

Quick Links 
Facebook: http:i/w~wz.facebook.co~rVSEANC.SEIU.Local2008 

FlicK: htm:/iwavw.flickr.com/ohotos/seanclocal2008/ 

SEANC Hot Spots 
Legislative Update: http:i/www.seanc.org/legislative/update.aspx 
Member Discounts: http ://www.seanc.orgidiscounts/ 
SEANC in the News: http://www.seanc.org/news/seanc.aspx 
SEANC I~surance: http://www.seanc org/insurance/ 
Update Your Into: http://wv,~v.seanc.org/quicklinks/contact.aspx 
Calendar of Events: http://www.seancor~/calendar/ 

www.seanc.org 

800-222-2758 

Are you receiving this e-mail as a t;arward? S~gn up for SEANC’s e-mail 
alerts (http ://www. seanc.org/email/) to receive your own cop?-! 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http://nchope org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining t;ar public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the ;vord. Thanks’. 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-9(-~5-6651 

fi~x: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<http://seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to leave-26406995-9224461 0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 16, 2010 11:16 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] T. news + SEANC rep/ti’ee pizza 

ATrEixTI’ION: 
Lr>,-C 

THE STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION OF NORTH CAROLINA: 
~ Maintained SPA protection Ibr umversit5’ employees 
~e Saved longevity pay 
~ Defeated 20 days of furlough without pay 
a Avoided massive layoffs 
~ Killed an effort to impose an additional 5% pay cut 

A SEANC representative will be here: 
Februal~- 17, 2010 
12:00 2:00 
Bioinformatics Building Room 2127 

Free pizza while it lasts! 

Come by and get information about legislative issues, member discounts, 
scholarships, discounted insurance programs, and why you need to join SEANC 

Not just Bowles: Other administrators to depart UNC 
<http:i/www heraldsun com/view/full sto~/636382~/artic~e-Not-iust-Bow~es--~ther-administrat~rs-t~-depart-I‘~NC?instance main article> 

Hospitals vie for 3 ORs state will allow in Wake 
<http://wwwnewsobservercom/newsicounties/wake count,//stop//341570.htm 1> 

Hackney: Inmate care change wasn’t sneaky 
<http://wv,~,.newsobserver.com/politics/columnists blobs/dora eistopii341283 html> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:i/nchope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this nressage to yo~ email signature 
file and help spread the word. That,:s! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home:: 

Enrployee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Sel-,dce 
SErU Local 2008 
<http:i/seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@eraail.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blare: email to leave-26430560-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.~xc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 12, 2010 12:40 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news + scholarship info 

Contents: 

1. Scholarship il~fo 
2 1 news item 
3. SEANC Scoop 

Reminder: 

SEANC Scholarship applications will be clue soon -- rind-April. For 
information about how 
to apply for a scholarship for your child or for yourself, please visit 
this site: 
<http://www seanc or~/membership/scholarship aspx> 

If you have any questions, please contact District 25’s scholarship chair, 
Archie Lassiter. 
NLr. Lassiter has retired and can be reached at his home phone, 

Sights and sounds from today’s health care rally 
---http://pulse.ncpo licywatch or~/2010/03/11/si;hts-and-s ounds-l~om-to days-health-care-rally/> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: The SEANC Scoop 

[)ate: };ri, 12 Mar 2010 11:27:00 -0500 

From: "SEANC CommunicationsiPR Department" ---mbell@seanc org> 

To: shutt on@email.unc, edu 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 

’]?he Scoop 

March 12, 2010 

SEANC in the News 
Pay and pensions have been in the news this week. No surprise - state 
employee 
pay raises are unlikely due to the projected $700 million-S1 billion budget 
deficit, but the governor hopes to pay back employees ~r the 10-hour pay 
cut 
lost to furloughs Also, an N&O editorial describes the state pension 
fund’s 
sole fiduciary systenr as a "time bomb," a change SEANC has been seeking for 
years. 
http://ww~v.newsobserver.comi2010/03/10/379859istate-wont-raise-pas,.html 
http:i/w~vw.newsobsel~’er.con~/2010/03/10/379438/running-risk.html 

Ritz-Carlton v. Ritz Crackers 
More than 200 SEANC nrembers and friends traveled to Washington, D.C., on 
March 9 
to protest a rueeting of the national health insurance lobbying group at 
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. "The contrast is clear: we’re outside eating Ritz 
crackers ~vhile the insurance big-wigs are holed up in the Ritz-Carlton," 
said 
SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope. For more on the trip, visit SEANC 
Latest 
News and SEANC in the Ne~vs. 
http:i/www.seanc.org/newsihomepagenews.aspx 
htto://www, seanc, or~/news/seanc, as~x 

Menrber Discount 
SEANC members, conre cheer on yo~tr Carolina Hurricanest Use your SEANC 
membership to receive a 38% disco~mt off select ticket prices when 
the ’Canes take on the Washington Capitals on March 25 and the Montreal 
Canadiens on April 8. The deadline to order tickets is 7 days prior to garue 
day 

http ://www seanc or~idocs/discounts/1cb65beO-Sfl~6-4585-ScOT-68a40e~046fe pdf 

Rallying for Health Care 
SEANC members j oined a crowd of 225 in downtown Raleigh on March 11 to show 
support tbr health care retblrn to Congressman Bob Etheridge. Congress is 
expected to vote on health care reform in coming weeks. 
http ://~.w news~bserver, c~m/2~ ~ ~/~3/12/3 83691/hea~th-care-partisans-~me-up.htm~ 

SEANC NOC Tramir~g 
April 12-13 Greenville 
April 15-16 Raleigh 
May 6-7 Fayetteville 



May 10-11 Winston-Salem 
May 17-18 Ashevil[e 
Go to the SEANC Calendar and search "N©C" to register today! 
http://www.seanc.or~/ca[endar/ 

SEANC Hot Spots 
Legislative Update http ://www. seanc orR/leRis[ative/update, asp× 
Member Discounts http ://www. seanc, org/discounts/ 
SEANC in the News http://www.seanc.org/newsiseanc.aspx 
SEANC Insurance htt p:i/www.seanc, orgiinsur ance/ 
Update Your Contact Info http:i/www.seanc.orgiquicklinks/contact.aspx 
Calendar of Events http:i/www.seanc.org/calendar/ 

www.seanc.org 
800-222-2758 

Are you receiving this e-mail as a forward? Sign up for SEANC’s e-mail 
alerts to receive your own copy! 13. http://www.seanc.or~/email/ 

Copyright 2009 All Rights Resel~’ed. 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<htt’0:i/ncho~e.ora> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. That~cs! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
Universi~¢ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-8050 

work: 919-9(~’5-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Sel~ice 
SELL" Local 2008 

<http :i/seanc25. org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email.u~c edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-265906(~-9224461 0ad59380cc0092e205de3281~)68d6cdd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 1:25 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] M. news (fwd) 

[a series of 11 short news stories] 

Health law hits home in UNC Hospitals’ halls 
<http:/i~vww newsobserver.colrd2010/03/28/410569/health-la~v-hits-home-in-unc- 
hospitals.html> 

[6 pro, Carroll Hall, ma 33] 
UNC’s 1 st black female undergrad to speak 
<http://w~vw.newsobser,ger corn/2010/03/29/412257/uncs-1 st-black-female-underg 
rad.html> 

Schools freezing facul~ salaries 
Duke professors staying positive 
< http ://www.daib/’tarheel com/content/schools-freemn~-facult’,’-salaries > 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:i/nchope.or~> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. ’]’hanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-9(x’5-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 

<http :i/seanc25. org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@eraaihtmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-26698060-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.~xc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton < @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 9:48 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Th news 

Children’s hospital makes Top 10 in nation 

http://www.heraldsun.colrdvie~v/t~all stol~’/7781630/article-Children-s-hospital-makes-Top-10-m-nation?instance main article 
http ://www b izlournals.cona/triangle/stories/2O l OiO5i31idailv, 30.html 

Activist remembered for her caring spirit 
http://www.news~bse1~er c~m/2~1~/~6/~2/5124~7/activist-remembered-~br-her-caring.htm1 

[Brenda Denzler is former secreta~’ and vice-chair of the Employee Forum] 
’Race for the cause’ starts 
http ://wv~v.newsobser~er. corn/2010/06/02/511389/rac e-for-th e-c au s e-starts html 

House Democrats fend off GOP budget changes 
http ://www news~bserver.c~2~ ~ ~/~6/~3/51272~/h~use-dems-fend-~ff-~ ~p-chan~es.htm1 

$18.9 billion House budget plan cuts liberally 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2010/06/03/512652/189-billion-h ous e-b ud~ et-[’ull.html 

Half billion dollar deficit looms for State Health Plan 
http://proiects.newsobserver corn/under the dome/half billion dollar deficit looms for state health plan 

State Health Plan NOT in Crisis 
http : //pulse.ncpolicv, watch.or~i2O l OiO6/O2/state-health-plan-not-in-crisis/ 

University bond plan gets early OK 

http://~vw news~bserver.c~m/2~10/~6/~3/5~2648/universit~/-b~nd-p~an-~ets-ear~¥ htm~ 

Closure of Dix mental hospital put off, again 
http ://www.newsobse~er c~m/2~ ~ ~/06/0 3/51265 ~ /c~osure-of-da‘~-menta~-hospita~.htm ~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIL- Local 2008 
<~wzw.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@emaihanc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-27089520-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listscp<~mc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 12:59 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] message ficom Dana Cope + W news 

[Please note also the statement by State Treasurer Janet Cowell below 
If you would like to receive more frequent news updates, please subscribe 
to seanc25 ] 

Subject: SEANC Beats Back 20-hour Furloughs 
Date: Tue, 29 Jun 2010 12:13:39 -0490 
From: "SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope" <dcope@seanc.org> 

June 29, 2010 
SEANC Beats Back 20-hour Furloughs 

One Percent "Management Flexibility" Cuts Upsetting 

Dear SEANC Members, 

House and Senate leaders presented their compromise budget proposal yesterday and are expected to vote today and tomorrow on a final plan 

SEANC was able to fight offa mandatory 20-hour furlough for all state 
employees that legislators considered late last ~veek This would?ve been a 
blow to state employees who last year experienced double-digit increases in 
out-of-pocket State Health Plan costs 

Another victory includes SEANC’s work to ensure that the universi~" system 
makes quarterly reports of personnel actions and pay increases to OSP and OSBM, which will prevent favoritism such as Mat,), Easley?s 88 percent pay raise in 2008 

SEANC is outraged by a proposed 1 percent budget cut to all agencies, giving managers flexibility to make these cuts. Managers need to cut administrative costs and vacant positions 
(except those that would jeopardize public safety) before sending North Carolinians to the unemployment line. ~I1nese cuts would take place on July 1,2010, even though Congress may 
provide $519 million to North Carolina that would make these cuts unnecessary. 

SEANC was able to prohibit privatization of prison maintenance staff; however legislators are directing DOC to develop a pilot program on privatization of probation services. 

Other issues of concern [’or SEANC include: 

* Reducing retirement system contributions by $139 million, resulting in a 
lower employer contribution and jeopardizing the funding level of the pension l~and 
* Granting furl ough authority at universities 

(;all your legislators today at 919-733-4111 and ask them to cut vacant 
positions and administrative costs only and real waste, including tens of 
millions of dollars in external consultants and sweetheart deals like Blue 
Cross’ no-bid, cost-plus contract with the State Health Plan. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Cope 
SEANC Executive Dhector 

SEANC 

PO Dra~vcr 27727 

Raleigh, N(~’ 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

Two dental technicians settle lawsuit 
http:/;~w~w.chape1hi1~ncws.c~n~2~1~/~6/3~/5796~/tw~-denta1-technicians-sett1e.htm~ 

Cowell: Lawmakers ’fiscally irresponsible’ 
htto:i/w~vw.biziournals.corrgtrian;leistoriesi2010/O6/28/dailv26.html 

$19 billion budget is likely to pass today 
http ://www news~bserver, c~r~2~ ~ ~/~6/3~/5 58 ~1~/budget-sni ps-an d-trims-kicks-deficit.hwn~ 

UNC system cuts are relatively light 
http ://www.news~bserver. c~m/2~1~/~6/3~/5 58 ~12/unc-sy stem-c uts-are-re~ative~v.htm~ 

Communi~ colleges score big on equipment funding 
http://b~gs ne~vs~bserver.c~m/campusn~tes/c~mmunit~.-c~eges-sc~re-big-~n-equipment-funding 



New Health Relbrm Law: People on Medicare get l?ee annual checkup, l?ee preventive services 

http://pulse ncpolics:watch.or~/201 ~/~6/29/new~health-relbrm-law-peop~e-on-medicare-~et-free-annua~-checkup-~ee-preVentiVe-serVices-2/ 

Residents say increase could force them to move 
http://www.heraldsun.com/view/full story/8090728/article-Residents-sa¥-increase-could-force-them-to-move?instance main article 

Efland residents seek answers on utility rate 
http:i/w,a~.heraldsun.con’gview/full stor~’/8090704/article-Efland-residents-seek-answers-on-utility-rate?instance main article 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Ser, dce 
SEI1g Local 2008 

<wa~,w.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@eraaihtmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blatfi( email to leave-27225523-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.~xc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton @yahoo.com> 

Friday’, July’ 9, 2010 11:20 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-* 

[seanc] annual meeting + F news + alert 

Reminder: 

SEANC District 25 will hold our amaual meeting next Tuesday, July 13, 
at 5:30 pm at Captain John’s Dockside Restaurant in Cole Park Plaza. 

Nominations for District Chair, Vice-Chair, Policy Platform Chart, and 
Bylaws Chair may be sent to Ruthie Bynum at rmlawson@email uric edu 

Please also notify- Ruthie if you plan to attend. 

***** 

UNC, Duke give Durham fifth highest doctor concentration among U.S. metros 

http://www.bizi ournals, cowdtrian~leistories/2010/07/05/daily40 html 

***** 

UNC turns to Cayman court as it totes up loss 

http ://trian~le.biziournals com/trian~le/stories/2O l O/O7/12/storv5.html 

***** 

New uversight ufHighway Patrul may be near 

http :L/wv, oa,.news ubser~er, c om/2010/07/09/571952/new-oversi~ht-uf-hi~hway-patrul html 

***** 

Carohna Black caucus annuunces leadership team 
http:i/www heraldsun cumAdew/full sturv‘/8566754/artic~e-Caru~ina-[3lack-caucus-ann~unces-~eadership-team?instance main article 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Actiun Alert: Call Sen. Hagan un Public SafeW Cullecuve Bargaining TODAY! 
[)abe: Thu, 8 Jul 2010 14:57:55 -0400 
Frum: "Kevin LeCuunt" <klecount@seanc.org> 

June10,2010 

Actiun Alert: Call Sen. Hagan on Public Safety Cullectlve Bargaining TODAY! 

Dear SF.ANC Members, 

We need your help tuday tu tell US Sen. Kay Hagan that she needs tu SUPPORT the National Collective Bargaining bill that is abuut tu come up for a w~te in the Senate. ’]’his bill passed 
the U.S. Huuse at the end of June as a supplement to the war appropriatiuns and will be cunsidered by the Senate next week when they recunvene. 

We hear reports that Sen. Hagan has been getting a lot of pressure from 
organizations that believe public employees should not have a strong voice in their workplace, and we are concerned that the senator is leaning toward going back on a campaign promise to 
support collective bargaining. 
So, we need yo~tr help TODAY. 

This new- legislation would give new collective bargaining rights to police, 
fire and other public safe~" officials such as corrections officers in North Carolina. Sen. Kay Hagan s vote on this historic legislation is vein important, and we need to do all we can to let 
her know that North Carolina s public employees support giving collective bargaining rights to our fellow- brothers and sisters in the public safety community. 

Please call one of the following numbers today and ask Sen. Hagan to SI~’PPORT THE PUBLIC SAFETY EMPLO2~ER-EMPLOYEE COOPERATION ACT. This legislation does not have a bill 
number, so tell her or her staff that it is coming from the House on the war supplemental bill and we need her support today. 

Toll-free number: 1-877-852-9462 
Washington, D.C., nttmber: 202-224-6342 
Greensboro nttmber: 336-333-5311 

Please call today. This legislation could be monumental for SEANC as it will help us gain the much-needed momentmn to gain collective bargaining rights for all North Carolina public 
employees. SEANC ME2~fl3ERS, PLEASE CALL TODAY! 

Sincerely-, 

Kevin S. LeCount 
Director, SEANC Meraber Programs 

SEANC 
PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 
800-222-2758 
919-833-6436 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 



SE[U Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@emai[.unc edu 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-27270863-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listscp<~mc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton < @ahoo.com~ 

Friday, September 24, 2010 10:37 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.tmc.edu-~ 

lbmm@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[seanc] TGIF news 

Triangle hospitals raising pay 
http ://ww~newsobser,zer corn/2010/09/24/699678/trian~le-hospitals-raisin~-pav.html 

Higher Education? Ho~v Colleges Are Wasting Our Money alrd Failing Our Kids and What We Can Do About It 
http://hi~hereducationqu estionmark, corral 

For the economy to do well, everyday Americans must do well 
http://pulse ncpolicvwatch.or~i2010i09/22/for-the-econoln’~’-to-do-weH-everydav-americans-must-do-well/ 

UNC board previews innovation road map 
http://w~v.heraldsun.com/view/ful[ storg/9639900/articie-UNC-board-previews-innovation-road-map?instance main article 

Steve tlutton 
cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

<v,~,w.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-27765451-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listser,~.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton ~ @ahoo.com~ 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 11:43 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

lbmm@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[seanc] W news 

UNC Hospitals loses millions in charity care, unpaid treatments 

http://www dailvtarheel corrdindex.php/article/2010/10/bleedingout 

Perdue plans government consolidation 
http://w~.wral.colrdnewsilocalipoliticsistorvi8403378i 

()range Count" pover~ rate rising 
http://www chape~hi~news.c~m/2~/~/~6/59935/~ran~e-c~unw-poverty-rate-r1sin~ htm~ 

b~I 10/15, 3:00-¢:30 PM. "Medicare [’or All", Durham, First Presbyterian Church, 305 E. Main St., downtown Durham, 27701 Presentation by Dr Margaret Flowers, a Congressional Fellow of 
PNIIP (Physicians for a National Health Program) Dr. Flowers is the Maryland Pediatrician who stood up at the Senate Finance Committee hearings in Washington and was arrested for 
demanding that Single Payer advocates be called to testify Sponsored by Health Care for All NC, with the co-sponsorship of the Southern Anti-Racism Network and the League of Women 
Voters of ()range-Durhaln-Chatham Partial support has been obtained from the Presbyterian Church USA. Irffo: http://www.healthcareforallnc.org 

Steve tlutton 
cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

<v,~,w.seanc25.org> 

You are currently sttbscribed to seanc axsd: cynthiar@email.anc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-27854881-9224461.0ad59380cc0092e205de328f968d6cdd@listscp<~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurrah, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edus, 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 12:35 PM 

SEANC 25 Email LisZt <seanc@lis~tserv.anc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Your Livelihood Is Under Attack 

To: Employees of UNC and UNC Healthcare (non-students) 

Re: What roll you do? 

Today public employees face an unprecedented attack on our livelihoods. Mauy are losing the punic sector careers they’ve worked so hard to build. We face the 

prospect of pay cuts, higher costs for health insurance, and erosion of longeviU pay and pension benefits. 

The puNic sphere is filled with lies about us. Probably the biggest lie is that we are overcompensated compared to the private sector. The realiU is, when apples ale 

compared to apples, we are not overcompensated. PuNic employees earn more because we are better educated. The war being waged against us is also a war on the 

social contract that investment in educatiou pays 

Sometimes lilE presents us with choices even wheu we don’t ask tbr them. Now you thce these choices: 

1.. Go it alone. Wage your own campaigu to influence the General Assembly to allow you to keep your job, salary, and benefits. 

2. Do nothing. Be a free rider. Let others do all the hemT lifting and hope that the benefits will spill over to you. 

3. Join with others who are employing professionals to help do the heavy lifting. Even those professionals won’t be able to do it all by thelnselves. ~lliey’ll s~till need 

you to make phone calls, write letters, etc. But at least you’ll have the benefit of their time and expertise. Your eflbrts will be magnified by the efforts of others, 

and all eflbrts will be talgeted in the right direction. You’ll also have the satisfaction of knowing you’ve coutributed your share. 

#1 will cost quite a lot in your own time aud energy and money. 

#2 costs nothiug. 

#3 costs less than 30 cents per day. 

You, your livelihood, and "the welthre of your thmily axe under attack. Is it worth 30 cents per day to improve your odds? What will you do? 

htlps:iiwww.seanc.orgimeml~rshipii~de’~.aspx 

SEANC District 25 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. news + FW: worker~student~faculty/commuhity sit-out at UNC-CH this Tharsday! 

SEANC District 25 suppol~s the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building tiffs Thursday. Everyone is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend will be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t Inake it at 

noon, please tiy to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedtfle which has allowed many of them to have second jobs to make 

ends meet during these difficult economic times. A change to their schedule now will be a major monetary hardship for their families. Management has not demonstrated 
a need for the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a ~urce of lesser mliabiliF] 

Perdue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http:i/ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue- expected-to- veto- state- hea]th- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million for athlete study center 

http:/iwww.newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836, athlete- study-center- funded.html 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
Tiffs Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in flout of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of~Vorkers and Students! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be tbod, speakers, 

conversation, performances and communiU. 

...It’s important to be there all day, or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, rearrange appointments, ask offii~om professors. But. if you can only make 
paxt of the day, the most important part will be from 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers fioln around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building ne:d Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers are courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s essential that we as s~dents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate of fear and intimidation that workers face constantly from management, 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this campus, let alone to protest publicly. These unfair schedule changes that workers are facing are just another 

example of the administration Wing to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they thce retaliation, increaaed health care costs, unlhir schedule changes, intimidation, and decreased beneiits. 

We gotta work together to fight lbr justice on the job and digniU in the workplace tbr cmnpus workers! 

Chelsea Earles 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigk NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at ~’w.nchope.org! 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: RE: DTH ad 

~kena~- flagler, unc .ed u~~; ¯ @kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empow~m 

919.843.0336 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mondayl 4:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 

Quick update --. the second page of the attached PDF could run as a 4 column (6.4" xS" space) ad with I co~o~ ~:or ~288 #~ the DTH. --thev sa~d that thev could 

resize to fit the 4 cokm~n s~ze, but Fd love your expertise/advice as we~L 

~ am foHow~ng up w~th them regarding any h~gh traffic puM~shing days they have comh~g up as well as the potentia~ cost savh~gs if we do Mack m~d white. 

ThankM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dsd:!’o@um’:.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 5:26 PM 

To; 

Subje~: Re: DTH ad 

Please keep me posted on pricing. Let’s think about the optimal day to run the ad too. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Friday, 4:07 PM 

To: @kenar~-~iaAler um’:.ed~.~>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dsi:ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

Great --thanks for the help! I’ll let you know what DTH says regarding sizing. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, .3:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

I will need to redo the image to fit the size or else it might not turn out correctly. Let me know what size ad you are taking out, and I can send a new 

image on Monday.,, 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, ¯ 2:48 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 



H; 

d 
Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

Eng~q’e, Explore, Empower. 

919.843.033~ 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 12:16 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: DTH ad 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to reach out to the Daily Tar Heel for a quote on taking out an ad. I want to use the second slide in this attachment, but because it will be 

slightly smaller in print, it’d be better if the font on the right were a bit larger. Do you have an editable version or is there any way to increase the 

font there? 

If you want to use a different image, just let me know. I picked this one because it has a lot of content and because I think it will print well in black 

and white. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Friday 

Olympia 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7265 

E-mail: ’@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

conference EDM <gebf@acgeb£org> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Call for Papers: 2012 GEBF@Beijing 

Call for Papers 

2012 Annual Conference on Global Economy, Business and Finance (GEBF) 

July 25-28 @ Beijing 

2012 Annual Con[brence on Global Economy, Business aJad Finance (GEBF) is organ~ed by Asia-Pacific Education mad Rescarch Association which aims to provide 

a multi-cultural and multi-dimensional social science conference. We are pleased to mmounce that the 2012 GEBF will be held in the capital of the People’s Republic of 
China, one of the most populous cities in the world. We now invite all professors, scholars, resemchers and practitioners to join this magnificent academic event and 

shaxe latest resea~rch findings of abstracts or full papers in the below fields. Marketing, Tourism and Education ~najor are especially encouraged to sub,nit their thesis 

through the online submission s’¢s~te~n before ~Iune 30, 2012. The manuscripts roll then be sent into the rolling review process mid the notification of 

acceptance/rej ection is expected to be received in the ibllowing 3- 5 days. Please visit the official website for further inibnnation, http://u~,.acgeb£or,~/ 

Conference Subiects i~lcluded, but are not Nnited to: 

Management Tourism & leisure 

Social Science Marketing 

Education Finandal m anagement 

Business and maJmgement International Trade 

Entreprenettrship and small business International business 

Discover Beijing - The hnperial Palace Museum 

The Imperial Palace Museum was commissioned by the third Emperor of the Ming Dynasty, Emperor Yong Le. The palace was built between 1406 and 1420, but 

was burnt down, rebuilt, ~cked and renovated countless times. It was the seat of Imperia] power tbr 500 years, and is now a major tourist attraction in China. 

IMPORTANT ])ATES 

Paper Submission & Registration Fee: dune 30, 2012 

Conference Date: July 25-28, 2012 

Should you have any questions, please contact us: 

gebfL~’~acgeb£org 

UnsubscTibe the newsletter please click Here[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com~ 

Monday, 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hi Dr. Strolnan, 

You should receive an email from the Gradnate Program. The email will contain a link that will direct you to the site to npload the letter of recommendation. 

My goal is to submit my application by Friday,          However. please let me know if you roll need additional time to complete the letter of recommendation. 

Also, feel free to let me l, mow ifI need to provide you mtl~ any additional information. 

Thank you in advance, and I look forward to chatting wifl~ you ~on’. 

On Fri,             at 5:21 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~anc.edu> wrote: 
’I’haNcs! O~fline link is fine. 

Have a great weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if a~ay, is intended only for the -person or entiF to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. An5 .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of tlae original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frown: 2?~naJl.co~n ] 
Sent: Friday, 5:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Letter of Recommendation 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I will be snre to pass the flyers along to the president of the Sport and Entertai~maent Law Society so that she can post it the organization’s page. 

I was able to speak with Ms. Jones with the MBA Program and you can either submit the letter directly to her or online via a link that 

will be attached to my application. Just let me know which method 

you would pretEr mad I will provide you with her email or fl~e link. 

Thankyou! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 2:01 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

> Wow’. Congratulations! I am so proud of you. Yes, I will submit the recommendation. Is it an online process or where do I send the letter? 

Keep tne posted. And please share my Summit with your nem, ork. See attachments. 

Smiling tbr yo~ 

Dr. Stroman 



> Debora]~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. F~xplore. Empower. 

> [emaJlSignature] 

> 919.843.0336 
> [Description: Description: Description: 

> Twitter2]<http://m, itter.com/#!idrstroman> 

> [Believe] 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain contidentM and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proNbited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the scnder by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> From: ,@~gmail.com ] 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

> To: Stromm~, Deborah L 
> Subj ect: Letter of Recom~nendation 

> Hi Dr. Stroman. 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. I have some news to share with you. I have actually decided to apply for the J I finished in the top 

of my class last semester! I know the program will be challenging but, I think this would be a great opportunity tbr me to gain both degrees and make myself a 

more marketable candidate after graduation. I met with the director of the program yesterday to gain more intbrmafion in regaxts the application process. The i 

program will be able to usc all of the intbrmation submitted to             [ tbr my application, ttowever, I will need to obtain new letters of recommendations. Do 

you think you would have time m submit the letter of recommendation that you did for law school to the program? I think you would j ust need just change the 

program title and that’s pretty tnuch it. 

> Please let me know if you have any fiee time coming up to chat, and I will give you call. I would like to discuss possibility pursuing the entrepreneurship 

concentration ifI am admitted! 

> Juris Doctor Candidate, 
> 

> ~eagles.nccu.edu<ma~lto: 
> 

> t<mailto: @~mail.com:; 
> alumni.unc.edu> 

(~eagles.ncc.edu > 

~alumni.unc.edu<mailto: 

North Carolina Central UniversiW School of Law 

@eagles.nccu.edu 

~alumni.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: AKA Youth Summit 2014: SpeaJaer Invite 

Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!!!~ I can a]ways count on you! 
BTW, our Parent University partner is one of your sorors:--) 
Talk soon, 
,S~b 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Wednesday, ~brua~ 26, 2054 4:35 PN 
Te= Anderson-~ompkins, Sibby 
$~bject= RE: A~ Youth Summit 2054: Speaker [nvite 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gncFNe, Explore, Empower, 

9:1%843.0336 

Believe 

From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:14 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: AKA Youth Summit 2014: Speaker Invite 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
The Chapter Hill Graduate Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Somri~ is hosling a Youth Sarnmit for the local Chapel Hill-Cmrboro communities. In partnership with the 

Chapel Hill-CmTboro City Schools’ Parent University, AV1D, and the Chapel Hill Ben & Jero~’s, the Youth Summit is intended to provi& a thrum for middle school 

boys and girl~ grades 6th-8th grades (and their parents), to equip, excite, and cotmect students with role models and parents with resources in the area. The Summit 

will focus on exposing students to leadership and entrepreneurship, civic engagement, character building, and persons] health and wellness. Simultaneously, we will oftbr 

workshops to parents on preparing for college and eflbctive parenting strategies. Our desired outcomes are to inspire participants to take action in their own lives and 

the in their communities. 

I’m writing you personally to ask if you would be willing speak to the students on leadership and entrepreneurship. Given your background as an educator and 

successful entvepraneur, we would love to have you share your own experience and insights on what it takes to start a business or an organizatio~and thrive. 
The ~t%uth Summit is scheduled for Saturday, April 12th, 9 am-12 noon at Smith Middle School in Chapel Hill (tentative location). We’re asking each 

presenter to prepare a brief 30 minute session that will be repeated 3 times (i.e. 9:15-9:45 am; 9:50-10:20 am; 10:30-11:00 am). 

Thank you in advance for your consideration and support. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Warmest regards, 

Sibby 

Dr. Sibby Anderson Thompkins 

Connection Chair 

Chapel Hill Graduate Chapter 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

http:/A~v.chapelhilla~a.o~W 

Your thoughts, words and deeds are painting the worm around flou. 
,Iewell Diamond Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Central University- <suppo~hobsons.com> 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Request for a Recommendation 

NOTE: This message was previously sent on 12:25:30 PM. 

Dear Deborah Stroman, 

You are receiving this message from North Carolina Central University because 

Name of Applicmat: 

Email of Applicant:       ~eagles.nccu.edu 

Program: Business Administration 

Term: 

Please note that has waived higher right m review this Recommendation. 

has chosen you to provide a Recommendation. 

Please find below the informalion you will need in order to access the recommendation fom~ for the first time. Click the follomng link to create your password and 

access the Recommendation form. You will be prompted to create a secure password in o~vler to log in to the form. This password, in combination with your Personal 

Access Code, below, roll allow you access. Once you have successfully logged in you roll be able to review instructions on how to complete the recommendation 

foml. 

Create your password and start your Recommendation 
Your Personal Access Code is i 

NOTE: The link, above, automatically expires 60 days after it was generated. If you use this link after 60 days, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 
online recommendation. 

If you experience any techifical dilficullies while completing the form, please contact the Hobsons Technical Support team at support@hobsons.com with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If you forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login screen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this ,nessage with your Recommendation as aaa atlach,nent. Your Reco,nmendation catmot be accepted through this emafil address. 

Thank you, 

Nortk Carolina Central Universi~’ 

This message was sent by Hobsons on behalf of North Carolina Central University at the request of ~eagles.nccu.edu). 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.comv 

Thursday, 5:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter of Recommendation RemiMer 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying your spring break. I jufft wanted to send you a friendly reminder about the letter of recommendation for the 

If you have already completed the letter no womes. It may just take a while for the system to update. 

Please let me l~low ifI need to provide you with any additional information, and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best, 

Program. 

]uris Doctor Candidate, 
@eagles.nccu.edu 

~alnmni.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Navarro, Kristina M. <navarro@ou.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Red Door Digest - March 2014 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.png 

Thanks:). Lets chat this weekend’?! 

Kristina M. Navarro, PhD, CSCS 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 4:34 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Kristina M. Navarro, PhD, CSCS 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: UW-Madison School of Education <soenews.%education.wisc.e&~> 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 3:27:45 PM CDT 

To: Kriffdna Navarro <navarro,,%ou.edu> 
Subject: Red Door Digest - March 2014 

Red Door Digest 

March 2014 

Volume 2, Issue 7 

Inside the Red Doors 

UW School of Education No. ~ 
among public institutions in U.S. 
._N____~_s_______r__a______n___k___Ln___g. 

~i Julie Underwood 
U.S. News & World Report 

released its annual qtaduate 
school rankings on March 11, 
and according to the latest 

version of this index, ._U__~’_-. 
Madison’s School of 
Education is No. 1 among 
public institutions. 

The Education Buildin9 



The U.S. News graduate school rankings slot UW-Madison’s 
School of Education fifth overall, behind only Johns Hopkins 
University, Vanderbilt University, Harvard University and Stanford 
University. The University of Pennsylvania, another private 

institution, is tied with UW-Madison at No. 5. 

To see how programs across the UW-Madison campus were 
ranked in the 2015 edition of U.S. News and World Report’s Best 
Graduate Schools check out this University Communications 
a_.r_!_LcJ#_: 

Dean Underwood a finalist 
for UW-Madison provost post 

Underwood is one of four finalists 
for provost of the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, University 
Communications announced 
March 5. 

A 17-member committee made 
up of faculty, staff and students 
screened a pool of applicants 

and recommended the four 
candidates to Chancellor 
Rebecca Blank. 

Dean Underwood 

Each of the four finalists will give public presentations starting 
March 24. 

For complete details and presentation dates, check out the 

University Communications news release. 

2014 UW Spring Football Game 

~iI Wise Guys 

For the fourth consecutive year, proceeds from the Badger football 
team’s annual spring game will be directed to a campus partner. In 
2014, dollars raised through ticket sales will help fund efforts across 
the School of Education dedicated to improving student literacy. 

Recently, _S___o___E___~. spoke with former Wisconsin first lady Jessica 
Doyle as well as former Green Bay Packer and UW alumnus Mark 
Tauscher about their passion for literacy and their roles in the 
spring football game. 

Tickets 

General admission tickets are available for $5 online at 
UWBad~ers.com or by calling 1-800-GO-BADGERS. Tickets 



can also be purchased in person at the Wisconsin Athletic 
Ticket Office. 

[BUY TICKETS NOWJ 

~, The School of Education will also offer suite-level seating in 

the Buckingham Club at Camp Randall Stadium. Tickets are 

$25 for adults and $10 for children under 12, which includes 
a game ticket and tailgate lunch menu, 2 to 5 p.m. B[~ 

TICKETS N©W] 

Crim earns Women of Distinction 
Leadership__ Award from YWCA 

Dawn Crim, the School of Education’s 
associate dean for external relations, 
is being honored with a ._2__0___l___4__~_o__r__n_~_n_. 

ol Distinction Leadership Award from 
the YWCA of Madison. 

The 2014 awards will be presented 
during the second annual YWCA of 
Madison Moxie Conference: Newe 
and Know-How for Emergin,q Leaders, 
which is May 29 at the Monona 
Terrace. The Women of Distinction 
Leadership awards are presented 
during the lunch hour beginning at 
11:30 a.m. 

Dawn Crim 

Popkewitz selected as Fellow of 
AERA 
......................... 

UW-Madison’s Thomas Popkewitz 
has been selected to become a 
Fellow of the A._[9_e_[[c_’_a_p___._E_~_u_.£a__t_[.o__[!_a_! 

Research Association (AERA) 

Popkewitz, who is a professor with 

the Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction will be installed in the 
2014 Class of Fellows. He will be 
honored during a Fellows breakfast 
during AERA’s Annual Meeting in 
Philadelphia on Friday, April 4. 

Thomas PopkewJtz 

Bloch to receive Distinguished 
Career Contribution Award 

UW-Madison Professor Emerita Marianne (Mimi) Bloch, a faculty 

member with the ~-)---~-[~-r-~-[£--~--£~-t--~-~-~--u-[-~/~£-t-~-[-~-[~----~----]-~-s-.-~-~i~ will 

be receiving the --C-~-r~-t-j--c--~-a-!~-)--~--~-[~-~-.-t-i~-%s-~i~-}-~-a-J-~!~-C-~!~i~ 

!_~i_d___~_~__c_.[~_!i~)_~__(~[!]_!__C_i_}_~) Distinguished Career Contribution Award. 

The CPECE is a special interest group (SIG) of the American 

Educational Research Association (AERA). 

Bloch will be honored at the group’s 2014 Business Meeting on 
Friday, April 4, in Philadelphia. 

Chanqing a culture: UW’s 



Jerlando F. L. Jackson is driven 
._f____o_____r______d___!___v_____e____r____s___!___t_y 

Benning, Ga., Jeilande F. L. 
Jackson quickly learned the 
value of structure and 
organization. But there, in a rural 
area of the Deep South, deeper 
lessons about inclusion and 
diversity took root. 

Jerlando Jackson 

The first African American in the 
Department of Educational 
Leadership and Policy Analysis 
to earn tenure and gain a named 
professorship, Jackson is 
involved in at least a half-dozen 
major projects. 

They include an exploration of glass-ceilin.q effects in academia an 
Ln_Ltj__a__tj~i_e___Lo____e___n___c__o__u r__a_g_e_____m___o___r_e_____A__f_[j£~ £_~_m_e fl~#_E_~!_u #_~_£!_&!_Q_~ #_[Au ~ 

computer science, and a survey o[hl@q practices in Division I. II 
and III athletic depadments. 

Fifteen teaching assistants at UW-Madison were recognized in 
the 10th annual College of Letters and Science Campuswide 
Teaching Assistant Awards on Feb. 25~ 

Chia-Chen Yang, of the Department of Educational Psvcholo~’~v, is 
one of four winners of the Capstone Ph.D. Teaching Awards, 
which recognize students as outstanding teaching assistants 
throughout their UW-Madison tenure. 

]5or more information visit this UniversiW Commur~icalions 

rie’ws sla)rv. 

In the News 

WISC-TV features reports about 
alumna Matzner’s seated ballet 
classes 

Madison’s CBS affiliate, WlSC-TV, has posted a couple of reports 
about seated ballet classes being offered by Jo Matzner, a UW- 
Madison alumna who teaches at the Kehl School of Dance in 
Fitchburg. 

Matzner earned an undergraduate degree from the School of 
Education’s Dance Department in May 2013. 

The report about these .-qg~£--b--a--[[gt-~£[~-a-:%s-‘~-f--~--r-~r2-e---~-r2~-e--~-~--~-a-]]--~-a---b-[~-t~[9A-~A 
available for viewing at Channel3000.com. Another WlSC report 
titled "Classes offered for sitting ballet," about Matzner’s sitting 
ballet class is available from the same site. 

On Wisconsin mag~!n# profiles 
Art Department’s Barry 

about thern! 



Renowned cartoonist and writer Lynda 
Barry, now a faculty member with 

UW-Madison’s Art Department, is 
featured as the cover story in the 

latest edition of On Wisconsin, a 
magazine that is published four times 
a year for alumni and friends of the 
university by the \&,1sconsin Alumni 

The article by Marianne English is 

headlined, ’~Creative License," and 
showcases how Barry teaches her 
students that "using their hands 
engages their brains -- and leads to 
the creativity within." 

The entire article can be read for free on the On Wiscensin website. 

Forward under 40 honoree Kinq~ 

Chonwerawong 

i~i dang~honwerawongr 

Dang Chonwerawong 

The Wisconsin Alumni 
Association recently introduced its 
2014 FoP,~ard under 40 honorees. 
One of the winners, 28-year-old 
Jarius King, made note of the 
School of Education’s Dang 
Chonwerawong as one of his 
heroes. ’1 would not have finished 
college if it weren’t for her 
steadfast support and [would] not 
have been able to truly enjoy the 
UW experience. Dang was a big 
reason I was able to study abroad 
in China and can now proudly say 
I’m a UW alum," says King. 

To read more, visit the WAA web ~,&q~ high]i_qhtjn~ ~in_q’s work. 

CCBC’s Sch~iesman wins 20"~4 
~nte~ectua~ Freedom Award 

Megan Schliesman, a librarian with 

UW-Madison’s __C___o__o_#__e__r__a__!i_~!A___C_~_i!#_r__e__r_!~A 
E~ook Center and manager of its 

intellectual freedom services for the 
past 11 years, is the winner of the 

2014 Intellectual Freedom Avcard. 

Megan Schliesman 

The award is given jointly by the 

Wisconsin Library Association (WLA) 
and the Wisconsin Educational Media 
and Technology Association 

(WEMTA). 

Schliesman will be honored at the WEMTA Awards Luncheon on 
Monday, March 24, 2014 in Wisconsin Dells. Recognition will also 
be given during the WLA Conference in the fall of 2014. 

To learn more about the award, check out this news release. 

Alumni Spotlight 

Alum Salter talks about diversity 
in corporate America 



UW-Madison alumnus Kwame Salter 
appeared on the ._X___M____#_[[i__u__s_’___U__E_b__a__L~ 
View channel on March 10 to speak 

with talk show host Joe Madison 
about diversity and strategic inclusion 
in corporate America. 

Salter, who earned a master’s degree 
in educational administration and 
policy studies from the School of 
Education, is president of The Salter 

Consultin~q Group. 

Kwame Salter 

To listen to an archive of Salter’s thought-provoking intewiew with 

Joe Madison, visit this SoundCIoud web page. 

Schoo  of Education to honor .............................................................................................................................. 

Fendler, Navarro with 2014 
Alumni Awards 

Lynn Fendler 

KrJstJna Navarro 

Lynn Fendler and Kristina Navarro are the 

winners of the UW-Madison School of 
Education’s top alumni honors in 2014. 

Fendler is being honored with the 
Distinguished Achievement Award, which is 
the School of Education’s highest honor and 
recognizes a career of extraordinary 
accomplishment. 

Navarro is being honored with the Outstanding 
Recent Graduate Award, which is given to 
accomplished alumni who have demonstrated 
achievement and leadership within their 
chosen field and have also received a degree 
from the School within the past 10 years. 

Nominations for the 2013-2014 awards cycle 
are now closed. A call for nominations for the 
2014-2015 awards will go out in Spring 2014. 

For more information, visit the _S___c__h___o_£!_£[ 
Education’s Alumni Awards web page. 

©2013 The Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmM.com~ 

Tuesday,              11:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter (~t’Recommendation 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well. I wanted to send you an email in regards to the letter of recommendation for the 

However, I am s~ill missing the letter of ~ecommendation portion. Will you have time to submit the letter this week? 

Thankyon’, 

Progrmn. l have submitted my application. 

]uris Doctor Candidate, 
@eagles.nccu.edu 

~aJumni.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sher, Julie S. <~Julie.S.She@espn.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 11:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ESPN’s Oukside the Lines interview request - today 3/25 

Hi Dr. St~oman, 

Terrific, I’m glad to hear you’l~ be able to ioin the. show! He.we.ve.r 1 just want to confirm that you’ll be. able. re. join the. show sta~qring at 3pro ET until 3:30pro 

Eg, co~rec/? 

~d~ally ins ~nte~iew would be omcamera, so ~f that t~ming does wo~k fo~ you, we wou~d ~ook to book a studio near UNO for this h~terv~w, ~ also wanted to 

let you k~ow that PN~p lackson has b~ea booked as a guest, so th~ idea wou~d be to have you both d~scuss your opinions on the topic. Th~e may be 

other guests as well, but we are st~H ~orking [o finalize the l~st, 

For grapNcs purposes, wou~d you Nease conf~rm that tNs ~s the best t~tte to use for you? Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

Also, ~s there a twitter handle you’d IJke us to include? 

Thank you, 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L [maHto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 2S, 2014 10:47 AM 

To~ Sher, Julia S. 
Subjeet~ RE: ESPN’s Outside the Lines inte~iew request - today 3/2S 

I te~.;}~ ~r.~m ~ 2:I 5 --- 2:00 p.m. My mobile m~r~l::,es: is 

Dr. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enf]t~qe. Explore. Empowe~t 

9~9.843.0336 

From: Sher, Julia S. [mailto:Julie.S.Sher@__e_s_p_n__&o__m_.] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:02 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; ESPN’s Outside the Lines interview request - today 3/25 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Julia and I work in the booking department at ESPN. Nice to meet you via email. 

Today’s Outside the Lines is focusing on the UNC academic scandal brought to light by Mary Willingham and features an extensive interview with both her 

and , OTL would like to know if you’d be willing to come on the show as a guest re. join the discussion about the scandal and the larger 

picture implications. The show is live from 3-3:30pm ET, and Bob Lay is hosting. 

I’d be happy to answer any additional questions you have. I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Thank you, 

Julie 

JuUe Sher 
ESPN Talent Producing’Team 

860-766-5768 t Julie.S.Sher@espn.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Stroman, 

@kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, ¯ 1:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE and ESPN 

We have switched the date to I just realized that 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:29 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks       That date looks good. I would also look at a backup speaker. 
If they both end up being available, we can readjust the agenda to 
accommodate them. The Tandem Agency (http://tandemse corn/) is speaking at 
the Basketball Analytics Sun~mit (www kisport.unc.edu). Perhaps, the 
founder Jim Tanner, a lVlorehead ~vho has CLOSE ties to Coach Williams, ~vould 
be a great speaker You ~vould have to make the ask now though because he 
is super busy too 

I)r Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.8430336 

"How wonderfu[ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world. 
<http:/iwww wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-frank-1 .html>" -. Anne Frank 

>> On 9:18 PM. ’ :@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I had a great chat this afternoon with Chris LaPiaca of ESPN about Mr. 
>> Skipper being the keynote [’or the Expo this fall. Basically he said that 
>> we should settle on a date and start planning everything, and then they 
>> would try their hardest to make it work with Mr. Skipper’s schedule 
>> 
>> We have settled on November 1st being the date because that is the 
>> bye-week for football and should also give us enough time once everyone 
>> comes back from smlm~er break. 
>> 

>> What are your thoughts? 
>> 

>> 

>> BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
>> Kcnan-Flagler Business School, Class of 
>> 

>> Sent from ray iPhone 

so probably not the most productive day for the Expo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amelia Farmer <afam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 2:17 PM 

Amelia Farmer ~athrmer@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

March 24 SBJ Weekly Drill **Multiple Choice** 

SBJ March 24 Weekly Drill MC- FOR PROFESSORS.doc; SBJ March 24 Weekly Drill MC- FOR PROFESSORS.pdf 

Good afternoon, 

This week’s multiple choice Drill is now posted online and available for students to access. 

I wanted to point out an article in this week’s issue entitled "Blog creator bags his soccer gig with MLS" by Christopher Botta (p. 7). This article was not included in 

the weekly drill this week, but it outlines Chris Savino’s career leading up to his current role as a financial analyst with the MLS. This would be a great article to 

point out to your students, as it describes the steps he took by creating a blog and working to get to the career he is at today (and he’s only 25 years old!)~ 

**Announcement regarding last week’s online quiz** Please note that we discovered a server error on our site over this past weekend due to high traffic, and this 

may have affected some students’ online quiz submissions. If any students reach out to me about this, I am directing them to their professor, so please be aware 

of this as they may ask you to take it through the hard copy that you all received by email from me. Again, it is imperative that the student take a screen shot of the 

error message; this way we can see what the error is and what time it occurred at, which helps us get to the root of the problem, and shows you as the professor 

that the student did try and access it before 1:1:59 p.m~ on Sunday evening~ The server error has been fixed so this should not be a recurring problem. Feel free to 

email me with any questions regarding this. 

Instructions are written out for students at the bottom of this email. PLEASE copy a nd paste to your students. 

As a professor, you can access the drill grades by logging into your portal (www.sbjcollege.comiporta0 and clicking Weekly Drill. You should see a link to the class, 

and a (+) sign next to it where you can drop down and see each week. Each week has a drop-down to the specific student who has taken it, when, and their grade. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Hope you all have a great week! 

Dear Class, 

The March :17th issue Weekly Drill is now posted and will be available until Sunday, March 23rd at 

11:59pm EST. Please note that the deadline is in Eastern Standard Time and you must SUBMIT your Drill 

by that time for it to be counted. You may not access an expired Drill at any time during the term. 

Instructions for Students 

:1. Click this link: www.sbjco!!ege:com/portal 

2. If not logged in already, log in using the email address and password for your SBJ account (if you 

do not remember your password, please click the "forget your password" link at the bottom...if 

you use the "forget your password" link, you may need to click the link in Step :1 again AFTER 

logging in) 

3. Click on "Weekly Drill" on the menu to the left and follow the prompts to answer and submit 

the Drill 

4. Note: Once submitted you are unable to access this week’s Drill again for my course. This 

includes pressing the "Back" button. (If you receive an error, please be sure to send a screen 

shot of the error message to afarmer@sportsbusinessjournal.com). 

Because the SBJ office is closed during the weekends, please be certain that you have access before 

their offices close on Friday at 5pro EST just in case you need assistance. 

Professor 

Amelia C Farmer 

Co]lege & University Program Manager 

SportsBusiness Journal [ Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Morehead Street I Suite 310 Charlotte, NC 28202 

p.704.973.1420 [ £ 704.973.1401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Deborah Stroman (@drstroman) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Sport E-Ship, 
You were mentioned ir~ a Tweefi 

Deborah Stroman 
~ Follow 

@drstroman ........................................... 

@_~. K    .-I8. po. rtl}ir N.      . C. (@._.. ~..~~. ..... ce m ir~.or 
@Sport:Esh.:@ RT @sb]sbd: NFL’s 
latest plan to improve in-stadium 
experience can help fans get better 

07:55 PM -- 25 Mar 14 

iF you beiieve Deborah Stromsr’.. is er’..gagilsg ils abusive behavior or’.. TwitteL you may repod 

Deborah Stroman for spare, i::orgot yo.’,.~r Twitter password? Get instructions on isow to teset it, 

You can also .uns.ubscribe from these e~’..laiis or change your notification settings Need heip9 

If you received !,his message in error and did not sign up for TwitteL ciick Isof my account, 

3wit(el’, inc, 1355 Market SL, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Detx)rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Detx)rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Reference 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Im applying for 
was wondering if I could get that. Thank you so much for being a reference it truly helps me out. 

ThankYou, 

and for the reference it needs your phone number, so I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Jey - FAC preject 

Can you tell me mere about the Final Four for Women? 

JoyJ. Rer!!~er~ MA., R1(R), FABRS 

Associate Drofessor ar!d Dh’ec[or 

tJniversibf of ~or [h Carolina a[ Chapel ~-I~1~ 

School of Medicine 

CB ~7~30 UNC-C}I Bondurar~t }la~l 

B2t-A 5ou[h Columbia St. 

Chape~ ~[11, NC 27599-7~30 

919-9 ~) 6-.514.7 Devil,: 

; Celi 

919-9~)6-.t~951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AUTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--ilqail message, [ncludi%~ attadlmer~ts, [f anL is intended only for the -person or entity to whk;h [t is addressed and may co~tain confident~ai and/or 

D’[wleged mater[ai. Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disdo~ure or d~h’[but[on ~ D’ohibked. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.r~a~l and 

destroy all cep[e~ of the or~gh-~al message 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent= Tuesday, March 25, 2024 4:~9 PN 

To= Renner, Joy 3 

8~bject= RE: Joy - FAC project 

Hes:e’s the ,:~e~:~;]~: 

The Paradigm Shift: Bold Entrepreneurial Thinking or BUST! with Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Women’s basketball has grown into a highly visible global sport. In order to keep up with the demands of building a winning basketball program coaches now 
need the necessary entrepreneurial tools and mindset to remain at the top of their industry. People and processes drive efficiency in business and a collegiate 
women’s basketball program is no exception. Where are the opportunities to increase attendance, improve customer relations, reduce wastefulness, and 
identify revenue streams? In her keynote message, Stroman will share: 

Clients Matter. Identifying and nurturing the not so obvious key relationships that can make a difference in program support. 

Efficiency is not a four-letter word. Wins + Program Culture + Expense Management = Long-term Success. 

Executing and controlling your Exit Strategy. Your legacy began the day you signed your contract. 

Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. Combining interests and scholarship in leadership, business, and sport, she teaches courses in sport 
administration, sport marketing, sport economics, and leadership at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She also directs and teaches Sport 
Entrepreneurship for the university’s Entrepreneurship Minor and the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. As a former team captain at the 
University of Virginia and assistant coach at UNC, Stroman eagerly shares insight on social issues in sport, athlete development, and servant leadership. She 
was recently a warded the university’s Award for Advising Excellence (2012-13) and the General Numni Association Harvey Beech 2013 Outstanding Faculty 
Award. Prior to her position at UNC, Stroman successfully owned a sport marketing and golf event planning company and enjoyed a 17-year career in financial 
services. 

In addition to her education teaching and leadership Stroman also provides consulting services to numerous sports teams and sport-related organizations 
including the NCAA Office of Inclusion and the Atlantic Coast Conference. Her LASERTM , Life After Sports with Effective Results, company assists former 
professional athletes through the necessary transition from their sporting career to a valued career, business ownership or the completion of an academic 
degree. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qa, qe Explore, Empo~,,er, 

iNi emailSignature 

919,843,0336 

From: Renner, Joy .1 

Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 �16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Mosley, Layna 
Subject: RE: Joy - FAC project 



I just emailed ~_ayna to see when she will be back ~md was going to ask you as well W~:h ~:wo key individuals not g@ng ~o be ~here, ~ may see if we can do a 

reschedule, part~c@ady ff ~ find out there w~ be more rn~ss~ng~ 

Joy J. Re~ner, M.A., [~T(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor ~md Director 

Uniw~rsi%, of North Caroiina at Chapel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondur~mt H~H 

B21-A South Coiurnbia St 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-7~30 

’.’_’eli 
91.9-966-,’6951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: [hb e-m;~H mess;~e, i~cludmg ;~ttachments, if a~y, is hqtended onig for the --person or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confidenNai and/or 
privileged maten;~L A~y ----unauthoNzed review, use, disclosure or d~stnbut~on is prohibited. If you are Rot the intended recipient, please co~t;~ct the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all cop~es of the oNg~nal message. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 25, 2014 4:10 PN 
To= Nosley, Layna; Renner, Joy 3 
Subject= RE: Joy - FAC project 

d 

Deborah L Stroma~, Ph.D. CgU 

~’n~]o,qe. ~plor’e. Empower 

919.8~3.0336 

From= Mosley, Layna 
Sent= Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:08 PM 
To= Renner, Joy J 
Co= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Joy- FAC project 
These are classes missed for competition, correct? I believe that Vince or someone on his staffcompiles this ans~vay, but we can start with Glynnis and go fiom there. 

(My recollection is "that, as FAR, Lissa also collecLs/looks at this intbrmation). 

I’m going to miss the April meeting: I’ll be in Dublin doing an external review ( ). But it we can 
get the inIb in time, we can go ahead and post it. 

LM 
Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

Unive~i~ of North Ca:rolina at ChaN1 Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

mosleY~unc.e&~ 

On Mar 25, 2014, at 12:43 PM, "Renner. Joy J" <Joy l£enner~med.unc.edu> 

wR3te: 

G reetings ! 

I am trying in the spare minutes, in between other things, to send out info as I come to it. For our April meeting (if possible) or our May retreat an update on the 

chart of missed classes by sport this year. Glynis Cowell prepared this last year. So you could start by asldng her how she compiled those charts and ask Vince, 

Bubba, Lissa, and Michelle for input on the information on the charts. 

I believe this may be one of the last tasks for our academics experts. I hope to have one or two more sessions, reviewing transcripts during April. 

Thanks again for all you do including your mental time spent thinking about the issues and moving us in the right direction. 

Joy 
Joy J. Renr!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Universil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bonduran[ Hall 



B2J.-A Sou[h Coiumbi;~ $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

91.9-E~56-SJ.47Desk 

Cell 
91.9-E~56-egS~L Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUT~’ NOTICE: This e-m;Iq mess;Ige, i~c:lud[ng ;itl:achments, if a~y, is inter~ded only for the .-person or entit~ to which it is addFessed and may corfl:ain confiden[[a~ and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[:iL A~’ -.--un;~uthodzed Fev:ew, use, rib:closure or d:s[r[but[on :s prohib~l:ed. If ~ou are not the in[ended Fecip[ent, please co~t:lc:[ the sender by Feply e-maq and 

destFoy all copies of i:he original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               5:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Possible meeting 

image001 .j pg; image002.j pg; image003.png 

Ok sounds good! Looking forward to it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:49 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc. edu> wrote: 

My office. I can’t be too far from my work at that time of the day. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.843.0336 
<image002.jpg> 

<image003.png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Possible meeting 

Where would you like to meet? We can meet at the daily grind or I can meet you at your office. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. See you then! 

Go Heels! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.843.0336 



<imageOO2.jpg> 

<imageOO3.png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which 

it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 

of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:31 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Possible meeting 

I get out of class at 10:45 and then am free the rest of the day on Tuesday. So would 11 
work for you? 

On at 5:28 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Good to hear from you (and on Twitter). 

How is your schedule on Tuesday between 10:00 and 12:007 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

919.843.0336 
<image002.jpg> 

<imageOO3.png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person 

or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any --- 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Possible meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I would love to meet with you at some point before the semester 

ends. I am pretty dead set on majoring in EXSS with a concentration in 

sports administration and hopefully getting into the business school as 

well. I would love to discuss ways that I could become more involved with 

either a student’s sports administration or even the sports business club. 

I would also love to hear your knowledge about the Willingham case and 



just discuss more about it. Please let me know when you would be 

available to talk! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              9:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Slide Deck 

CSBC Slide Deck- pptx 

Should be in attachment. Let me know if you want any additions! Just as a heads up I will not be able to attend 

unfortunately. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science (Sport Administration) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

:@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSFE and ESPN 

Dr. Stroman & 

Added the date to the "Sport Business Affiliates" page, as well as the "Upcoming Events" page. Let me know if you would like me to 
add/change anything else. 

Thanks, 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Tue, 

Hi 

at 5:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro~nnc.edu> wrote: 

you please place this Expo date on the Club website? Thanks’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman. Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge, including attachmems, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the ~nder by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: CSFE and ESPN 

5:53 PM 

Makes sense! ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman. Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge, including attachmems, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the ~nder by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

F~om: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject: Re: CSFE and ESPN 

Dr. Stroma~, 

We have switched the date to I jast realized that November 1 st is the day after Halloween, so probably not the most productive day for the Expo. 

BA Exercise m~d Sport Science- Sport Administration Kenan-Hagler Business School, Class of 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

> On at 9:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edn> wrote: 
> 

> Thanks That date looks good. I would also look at a backup speaker. 

> If they both end up being available, we caJ~ readj ust the agenda to 

> accommodate them. The Tandem Agency (htlp:/itandemse.com/) is speaking 

> at the Basketball Analytics Summit (u~w.kisport.unc.edu). Perhaps, the 

> founder Jitn Tanner, a Morehead who has CLOSE ties to Coach Willia~s, 

> would be a great speaker. You would have to tnake the ask now though 

> because he is super busy too. 

> Dr. Stroman 

> @drstroma~ 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "How wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before 
> strutting to i~npmve the world. 

> < http://www.wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-fi’ank- 1.html>" ,~ A~me Fraaak 

>> On 9:18 PM, 

>> tti Dr. Stroman, 

>> I had a great chat this afternoon with Chris LaPlaca of ESI?N about Mr. 

>> Skipper being the keynote for the Expo this fall. Basically he said 

>> that we should settle on a date a~d start planning eve~wthing, and 

>> then they would try their hardest to make it work with Mr. Skipper’s schedule. 

>> We have settled on November 1st being the date because that is the 

>> bye-week for football and should also give us enough time once 

>> everyone comes back from summer break. 

:~> What are your thoughts? 

>> BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration Kena~-Flagler 

>> Business School, Class of: 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

(a)kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:24 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu-~; Friga, Paul (PaulFriga@kena~-flagler.unc.edu); Perrin, Andrew J ~andrew~perrin@unc.edu~~; 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu~~; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Joy - confirm l~rticipa~on in focus groups this evening 

I have heard from a couple of people either confirming they will or will not be coming and some had to change their commitment to attend this evening. 

So I have names and count correct -can you let me know if you are or are not attending this evening. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M,A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Unive!’sil:y o~ Norl:h C~roiina al: Ch~pel Hill 

S.,’:hool of Medk:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CN gondura~ Na~l 

32~-A South CoMmbia St. 

Chape~ Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-ges..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,IOT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!,,’:Jud[n~ al:~achments, if ;}rw, [5 intet~ded onh/for the -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay cot~tilJR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 

privileged mi}ter[ak Ar!~ .--.-unautk!orized review, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion h; prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended recap[eta[, please corfl:ad: 1:he set~der by reply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the otiS:hal mess;~e, 



TITLE: Director, Sport Entrepreneurship and Community Engagement 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Reports to: Mary Napier, Executive Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Position Summary: 
The Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KIPE) has embarked upon a search for the position of Director of Sport 

Entrepreneurship and Community Engagement for the newly conceived Sport Entrepreneurship program. The Director of Sport 

Entrepreneurship and Community Engagement will join a dynamic team of multidisciplinary administrators, researchers, faculty, and 

staff committed to the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise’s mission of being a "partner for innovative 

entrepreneurship" at UNC at Chapel Hill and beyond. The Institute seeks to foster a vibrant eco-system of entrepreneurs, 

researchers, inventors, and global citizens within UNC at Chapel Hill and throughout the state of North Carolina. The three objectives 

of the Institute are: to increase entrepreneurship at UNC at Chapel Hill, the expansion of multi-university research translation, and a 

leveraging of intellectual capital for the state of North Carolina’s economic development. 

This position, which reports to the Executive Director of the Kenan Institute, will provide an array of research, strategic planning 

support, fundraising, and the development of programmatic activity specifically in support of the Kenan Institute’s Sport 

Entrepreneurship Program and generally to support the entrepreneurial mission of the Kenan Institute. The position will also work 

to engage communities external to the Institute through outreach to communicate the mission and vision of the Institute. Outreach 

activities could include presentations at conferences and special events, organization of workshops and forums, production of 

printed, web and media materials, press releases. Specific duties include: support of research activities, programmatic 

development, fundraising and outreach. 

ProRram Development for Sport Entrepreneurship: 50% Develop the Kenan Institute programmatic activity around sport 

entrepreneurship, which may include but not be limited to; development and hosting campus wide workshops and mentoring 

sessions on entrepreneurship literacy and business skills; enhancing the student-athlete experience; advising for sports related 

careers; development of a database of all UNC-CH alums working in the sport business industry. The formation of working advisory 

group for the sport entrepreneurship program to advise and assist in the programmatic development. 

Stratel~ic Fundraising 20%: Develop content, organize and manage conferences and summits on the topics that may include, but 

not be limited to sport analytics, celebration of sport entrepreneurship, sport writing and media, and the business of sport. Assist in 

the identification, research and submission of grants or contracts that can support the entrepreneurial mission of the Institute. 

Outreach: 30% Conducts outreach to others in the UNC-Chapel Hill community, the town of Chapel Hill, as well as in the region, the 

state of North Carolina and the nation to specifically promote the Sport Entrepreneurship initiatives of the Institute, but also to 

generally promote the mission, vision and activities of the Institute as a whole. Maintains regular communication and keeps the 

Kenan Institute leadership informed of sport entrepreneurship opportunities and activities among partners. Develops and trains 

students and other staff as needed. Organizes marketing efforts and develops a social media presence for the program as well as the 

Institute. Assists in developing the content needed for print, web and social media materials. 

Education: 
A Ph.D. in Sport Administration or Organization and Management or equivalent. 

Required Experience: 

Excellent written and verbal communication skills and excellent organizational skills are required. Intermediate or advanced skills 

with Microsoft Word, Excel, and Powerpoint are required. Experience with forming, advising and mentoring project based student 

teams, specifically around sport. Experience with program development and deployment. 

Other Preferred Skills/Knowledge: 

The ideal candidate will have the following professional qualifications and personal qualities: 

¯ A style that is strategic, results-oriented, and pragmatic, yet self-aware, self-disciplined, and empathetic, 

¯ The ability to work effectively in an academic environment in which collaborative, inclusive decision-making is expected, 

¯ Demonstrated success working on collaborative projects, 

¯ Experience with the following is desired: entrepreneurship and innovation, entrepreneurship education, sport 

management, student engagement around sport. 

Source of Funds: Kenan Institute, 6-69032 



Salary Range: $95,000-SI05,000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE and ESPN 

Dr, Stroman, I also added a blurb and attached the application for leadership next year to the front page of the site. 

See you at noon! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Wed, at 11:17 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL[J 

En,9%qe. £u:~lore. Empov~er. 

iNi emsilSignature 

919.843.0336 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢-" 

11:13 AM 

Subject: Re: CSFE and ESPN 

Dr. Stroman & 

Added the date to the "Sport Business Affiliates" page, as well as the "Upcoming Events" page. Let me know if you would like me to 
add/change anything else. 

Thanks, 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

B.A., Psychology 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Tue, at 5:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah <ds~tro~unc.edu> wrote: 

tli Ca~ you please place this F~-;po date on the Club website? Thanks! 

Dr. Stromm~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Etnpower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including atlachments, if a~y, is intended only tbr the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain co~fidenti~] mid/or privileged materi~£ An5 .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origin~J message. 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: CSFE and ESPN 

5:53 PM 

Makes sense’. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. E~npower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including atlachments, if a~y, is intended only tbr the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain co~fidenti~] mid/or privileged materi~£ An5 .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origin~J message. 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSFE and ESPN 

Dr. Stroma~l, 

We have switched the date to 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu| 

I:10PM 

I just re~Jized that November I st is the day after Halloween, so probably not the most productive day for the gxpo. 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- SIx~rt Administration Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 9:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah [/’ ~<tstro~a)unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Thanks That date looks good. I would also look at a backup speaker. 

> If they both end up being available, we ca~ readjust the agenda to 

> accommodate them. The Tande~n Agency (http:i/tandemse.com/) is speaking 

> at the Basketball Analytics Summit (~wvw.kisport.unc.edu). Perhaps, the 

> founder Jim Tanner, a Morehead who has CLOSE ties to Coach Willimns, 
> would be a great speaker. You would have to make the ask now though 



> because he is super busy too. 

> Dr. Stroman 

> @drstroman 
> 919.843.0336 

> "How wonderful it is that nobod~v need wait a single moment before 

> stazting to improve the world. 

> <http:i/wvx~v.wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne- fra~lk- 1.html>" ~ Anne Frank 

> 

>> On 9:18 PM, 

>> Hi Dr. Stromaa~, 

>> I had a great chat this afternoon with Chris LaPlaca of ESPN about Mr. 

>> Skipper being the keynote for the Expo this fall. Basically he said 

>> that we shotfld settle on a date and start planning everything, and 

:~> fl~en fl~ey would try their hardest to make it work wifl~ Mr. Skipper’s schedule. 

>> We have settled on November 1st being the date because that is the 

>> bye-week tbr football and should also give us enough time once 

>> everyone comes back from summer break. 
>> 

>> What are your thoughts? 
>> 

>> BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration Kenan-Flagler 

>> Business School, Class of: 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

~kenan- flagler, unc. edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mike@wspehnan.com on behalf of 

William Spelman Executive Search <mike@wspelmm~.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2014 ACPA Couveution 



Dear Deborah : 

Representatives from our firm will be attending the ACPA 2014 Indianapolis 

Convenfion from Saturday, March 29th Wednesday, April 2nd. If you are anticipating 

the need to conduct a search, ~ve ~vould wulcome the opportunity to meet with you. 

Since its inception, William Spelman ~xecutive Search has had the pr~vile~ of workinE 

with the leadership of outstandin~ bi~her education institutions to identi[y, reeruit, ~nd 

hire exeeptional pro~essionals inlo key leadership roles. Whether we have been involved 

from the beginning of the search process or have been asked to assist a faltering 

institutionally based search, our participation has consistently led to a timely conclusion 

of the search process and, more importantly, a successfid hire. We attribute much of our 

suecess to the ~aet that we have one of the rnost f~reaehlng and extensive net-works of 

highly qualified, outstanding higher education professionals in the countt)~. 

We are pleased to announce that the 2014 Senior Level Career Support ~ Development 

Center is now filled with over 60 pro[~ssionals scheduling appointments’. 

If we may be of assistance, please contact Bill Spelman at 585.787.9742 during the 

conference to set up an appointment. 

Hope to see you in Indy’. 

Sincerely, 

Mike 

Miehael Geffen, Ph.D. 

Vice President [L~r Research 

Willinm Spelman Executive Search 

Visit us at ~ and on ~Follow us on ~ 

Forward email 

]his email ’~,as sent to dstroman(’@email.unc,edu by MLk__e__@~__s_p__e_J_r_n__a__n_~__c__o__n)_ 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant [erneval vvitil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 



William Spelman Executive Search 667 Midship Circle Webster :: NY 14580 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Corrado <tcorrado@hubspot.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Featured Blog Post] How UNC/SAAM Can Get More Applicants With Inbound Marketing 

i i~ HubSpot 

How Your Private Schoo~ Can Get More 
Applicants With ~nbound Marketing 

[he traditional forms of acquiring new applicants -o direct mail, billboards, paid advertising, 

prints ads -- are no longer working for many Kq 2 private schools. These methods are not 

measurable, very expensive, and tha ROI is minimal -- if not negative. 

Brendan Schneider, the director of admissions at Sewickley Academy (and a HubSpot all.- 

star) put it perfectly, "It all came together that prospective families begin their search for 

schools at Google, and if you don’t show up on the first page, you migh[ as well not exisL" 

Read the full story on our blo~j. 

Enjoyl 

Taylor 

Taylor Corrado 

Head of Nonprofit, Education Marketing 

HubSpot 

Subscribe to the Inbound Hub. 

ti all:i::.- I:i:~l, 

~)p:i,:’:~:" :.’~".~:~ email preferences ~=::: 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 



Photo courtesy of Jos~ Galvez. Delano, CA, 1993 - A crowd of more 
than 50,000 attended the funeral of UFW leader Cesar Chavez with 
politicians, celebrities and religious leaders trading off as pallbearers. 

Sunday, Mar. 30, 
In celebration of Farmworkers Awareness Week, join award-winning 

photographer Jos6 Galvez for a presentation honoring farm workers. 
From Cesar Chavez, to the woman picking strawberries, to the tobacco worker on 

the side of the highway, Galvez captures their daily life with respect and pride. 
Galvez’s work will be on exhibit at the library from March 24-April 26. 

This program is co-sponsored by Student ANion with Farmworkers. 

Sponsored by Durham Library Foundation 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:17 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Textbook Orders 

Thanks to all of you who have submitted your textbook orders for Fall 2014. If you have not, please send me your information today, The title, author, edition and whether it 
is required or recommended and if it is the same textbook as another semester let me know that as well. If you do not use a textbook please just send me and email that says 
"no textbook for EXSS __ 
Have a great day! 
Thanks! 
Amy 
Amy Z. Tufts 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are curreutly subscribed to e~s- faculty as: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i~55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculW&o 34449244 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34449244-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaibQ@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interslyort Activatiou Summit: Early Registration Offer Expires on March 29 

To Lock in the I~ar[y Registration Offer 

The Intersports on tap: 

Featured interview USOC Chairman and        i:o;i 
Executive Chairman of Electronic Arts, Larry ...... 
Probst 

Opening presentation from Jeff Goodby, co- 

Chairman & Partner, Goodby Silverstein ~. 
Partners, the advertising legend and 
executive behind the agency that created 

famed tagline "Got Milk?" 

The 2016 Super Bowl will take place in the Bay Area, and we will go Inside 

Super Bowl L with Matt Hirst, Head of Brand Experience, Google; Paraag 
Marathe, President, San Francisco 49ers, and Keith Bruce, CEO & 

President, San Francisco Bay Area Super Bowl Host Committee and others 

Plus, these featured sessions: 

Marketing Leaders Speak Out on Consumer Engagement: 

State of the Sports Sponsorship Industry: The Sales & Marketing POV 

What’s Next? The Future of Sports Sponsorship and Cross-Platform Activation 

Socialize and Mobilize: Delivering Personalized and Relevant Content to Sports 

Fans Through Sponsorship Activation 

Bringing Fans Closer to the Game Through Customized Game-Day Experiences 

Creating Relevant and Meaningful Experiences through Sports and Technology 

And much more. Be sure to join more than 400 of your peers at the 2014 Activation 
Summit. 

Take advantage of the Early N,e~istration Offer~ 

For more INFORMATION and to sign up at the EARLY REGISTRATION RATE, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial ernail, write to: CustorneF Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 



To notit~., us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

ht’tps:,/fbm~s.sportsbusinessdaily.com, unsub!l idstroman~b~email.unc .edtr/DC5 E3 E0B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaibQ@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interslyort Activatiou Summit: Early Registration Offer Expires on March 29 

To Lock in the I~ar[y Registration Offer 

The Intersports on tap: 

Featured interview USOC Chairman and        i:o;i 
Executive Chairman of Electronic Arts, Larry ...... 
Probst 

Opening presentation from Jeff Goodby, co- 

Chairman & Partner, Goodby Silverstein ~. 
Partners, the advertising legend and 
executive behind the agency that created 

famed tagline "Got Milk?" 

The 2016 Super Bowl will take place in the Bay Area, and we will go Inside 

Super Bowl L with Matt Hirst, Head of Brand Experience, Google; Paraag 
Marathe, President, San Francisco 49ers, and Keith Bruce, CEO & 

President, San Francisco Bay Area Super Bowl Host Committee and others 

Plus, these featured sessions: 

Marketing Leaders Speak Out on Consumer Engagement: 

State of the Sports Sponsorship Industry: The Sales & Marketing POV 

What’s Next? The Future of Sports Sponsorship and Cross-Platform Activation 

Socialize and Mobilize: Delivering Personalized and Relevant Content to Sports 

Fans Through Sponsorship Activation 

Bringing Fans Closer to the Game Through Customized Game-Day Experiences 

Creating Relevant and Meaningful Experiences through Sports and Technology 

And much more. Be sure to join more than 400 of your peers at the 2014 Activation 
Summit. 

Take advantage of the Early N,e~istration Offer~ 

For more INFORMATION and to sign up at the EARLY REGISTRATION RATE, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial ernail, write to: CustorneF Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 



To notit~., us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

ht’tps:/ifonns.sportsbusinessda~l~,.com/unsub! l /dstro(a)unc.edu/9016E632 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mathews, Carly <cuab@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:16 PM 

CUAB Events <cuab events@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[cuab events] Do you want to build a snowman? 

Go to the movies with CUAB this 
weekend! 

FROZEN 

Fearless optimist Anna teams up with Kristoff in an epic journey, 
encountering Everest-like conditions and a hilarious snowman named Olaf 

in a race to find Anna’s sister EIsa, whose icy powers have trapped the 

kingdom in eternal winter. 

Friday, March 28, 7 & 9pro 

Saturday, March 29, 7 & 9pro 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 10:04 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t?aculty] ESPN Outside the lines 

Kudos and congratulations to Deb Stroman for her Outside the Lines interview!! Great job Debby!! You did an outstanding job. 
Deb Southall 

Lecta,.’rer 

Spork Adr@riistrat:iori 
~.}:~iw~rsit-}’ of No:tl~ Caroli:~a at Chapei 
disothll@email.inc,edu 
9~9-962-’3508 

Yon are currently sub~ribed to exss-l~@ty as: dstro@~unc.edn. 

T~unsubscri~clickhere:http://lists.unc.ed~u?i~5~56?1~|.~48a982[3~2a2a?1~ee~e34b]bcc32‘a&n ~&l exss-~ac@tv~o 34454~06 

(It may be neces~ to cut a~i paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank em~l m leave-34454506-55567101.548a982~02a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a@listseiw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

W1NASSM List <~,TNASSM@listserv.uc.edu> on behalf of 

Grappendorf, Heidi (grappehi) <grappehi@UCMA1L.UC.EDU> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 10:33 AM 

WINASSM@LISTSERVJ, JC.EDU 

IWINASSM] Uni~’eris~~ of Cincinnati job 

Assistant Professor - Educator.doc 

WlN’ers- 
We are hiring again (our third position for next year) at the University of Cincinnati for a non-tenure track Assistant Professor (Educator) position. See attached 

announcement. 

Happy Friday. 

Heidi 



Assistant Professor - Educator (214PV7670) 

The University of Cincinnati is currently accepting applications for an Assistant 
Professor, Educator, of Sport Administration. This is a 9-month, non-tenure track 
position. Responsibilities include (a) teaching a diverse set of undergraduate and graduate 
sport administration courses, including online instruction, (b) assisting with program 
growth and development including curriculum and degree planning at both the graduate 
and undergraduate levels; and (c) engaging in University, professional, and community 
service. Additional responsibilities include collaborating with other programs, developing 
and fostering relationships with the community and sport agencies, and other duties as 
assigned. 

Based on the Carnegie Foundation Classification System, The University of Cincinnati 
(www.uc.edu) is a Doctoral Granting Research University with Very High Research 
Activity (RUiVH). It is part of Ohio’s higher education system with approximately 
41,500 students in attendance (8,000 graduate students). The Sport Administration 
Program is located within the School of Human Services in the College of Education, 
Criminal Justice and Human Services. The School also includes undergraduate and 
graduate programs in Athletic Training, Health Promotion and Education, School 
Psychology, Counseling, and Substance Abuse Prevention Studies. The School is a leader 
in online course and certificate development, and there are many active collaborative 
activities across programs. 

The Sport Administration program began in 2008 and currently offers a BS degree in 
Sport Administration with approximately 350 students enrolled and is seeking approval 
to offer a Masters’ degree. The program has a close working relationship with the local 
community and University of Cincinnati Athletic Department. 

Job Description: On a full-time basis Educator Faculty Member’s primary 
responsibilities involve regular classroom instruction and responsibilities in the 
pedagogical mission of their college &unit. Educator series faculty may also contribute 
to the development, administration, and operation of instructional programs, to the 
scholarship of teaching and learning or of their academic discipline, and to the service 
missions of the university. Expectations may be described in their letters of appointment 
and their unit reappointment and promotion criteria. 

Minimum Qualifications: Academic degree in an appropriate discipline and related 
experience. 

Position Qualification: Minimum Qualifications: Applicants must have an earned 
Master’s in Sport Administration or a sport management related field and have 5 or more 
years of professional and management experience in sport management or a sport related 
field. Applicants should demonstrate extensive successful teaching experience in the area 
of assigned teaching responsibilities. Experience with online instruction is preferred. 

We are committed to increasing the diversity of the University community. Candidates 



who can contribute to that goal are encouraged to apply and identify their strengths or 
experiences in this area. 

To apply for position (214PV7671)), please see wwvwv’.jobsatuc.com 

The University of Cincinnati is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer/M/F/ 
Vet/Disabled. UC is a smoke-free work environment. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Hudson, MarkelingProfs <IvlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Only Ibur more days to save $700 on B2B Marketing Forum 

Its your very last chance to !:d!:!L;.~’d:g!i’:.i!!dLX.i.=i:!!:iL on B2B Marketing Forum. Hurry! 

T re u b l e v i e w i n g th is e m a i I? !~!:!:ii!~i:: I i ?: 2:~:!iii!~ 

Don’t Wait: It’s Your Last Chance to Save $700 

on the Best B2B Conference of the Year! 
B2B Ma~et#rg Forum 2014: October 9--.!0 (workshop day October 

It’s no .ioke: there are only four mere days to save big on B2B Marketing Forum 

2014. You must .~::~:~‘~:.‘~:~:L‘~iJ,:~?‘~‘~‘(::‘~‘~‘~:~L~.~‘~‘‘~‘~:L~:.~[~‘L~,:~L:~.~‘‘~‘ to save $700 on the rack tare 

with our extra-special "earliest Mrd" pdce (if you’re doing the math, that’s more than 

40% ofO. 

But this "earliest bird" discount ends with the month of March, so don’t hesitate. We 

will net be extending this savings (not even Ior a singie day), 

Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

ii:~:]]!:i under which this service is provided to you. 

We protect your privacy. All loges and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

!~!i~?g!:g.~: your mail preferences I :):~:::’:d:iE-! this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements, you can 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N Larchmont Blvd #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

WINASSM List-<VvTNASSM@listserv.uc.edn> on behalf of 

Heather Kesselfing- Qnakenbush -<hak001 @AQUINAS.EDU> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:28 PM 

WINASSM@LISTSERV.UC.EDU 

[WINASSM] There’s still time to register for the Detroit Sports Tour 

Detroit Sports Tour KQ.pdf 

Join folks from Aquinas College, Calvin College, CIVIU, Davenport Universi~, GVSU, and Vv2,AU for a great day of sports! All welcome - anyone can join the tour. 

o Detroit Sports Tour April 4: includes tours of the Palace, Joe Louis Arena, and Ford Field plus a ticket to that evening’s Red Wings game and the bus fide. 

¯ As a~ added bonus The Red Wings have ott~red up a pass for 4 to get into the Olympia Club during the game and an autographed item. 

¯ We’ll be drawing for these items on the Detroit Sport Tour bus. 

¯ The Lions also have a secret surprise lbr us. 

Bus will pick up riders ar GVSU Allend~e, Aquinas College, and a location neea US 127,/US 96. Anyone wishing to join the bus at Aquinas College will ~eceive a 

parldng pass for the day so you can park on campus. 

Meals not included, but we will maJ~ce one meaJ~ s~top for lunch or you c~x~ bring your own. 

Find out more about the Detroit Sport Tour at: 

http://events.c~ns~antc~ntact~c~m/register/event?~h~paa7pab&~eid~a~7e8v5itvw6476tbf5 

Hurry seats are going thst. 

--3/[ichigan Stalewide Sport Management Association 

http : /?www. misporlrnanay, ement, coral 
h~ps:#w~v.facebook.comiSmteo~ISMC?~e~hl 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 2:23 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcul~] Cay Key Found This Morning 

Did anyone lose a car key (Jeep) this morning in the Fetzer Hallway (Lobby Level)? Or have a student contact you about the loss of one? If so, we have it in Fetzer 209. Hoping 
someone can get home this afternoon. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z. Tufts 
:209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro~b~unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edtv~u?i&55567~.548a982f3~2a2a7~5ee~e34b~bcc32a&n T&I exss-l?acultv&o 34456243 

(It may be necessaD to cut mad paste fl~e atx~ve URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-34456243-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Vitae <vitae@chroniclecareers.com~ 

Friday, March 28, 2014 4:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder: Sign up tbr Your Chalice to Win a Conference Crra~t from Vitae 

Iet ce ference 
costs  imit your 
academic success° 

Imagine what you could accomplish for 
your academic career if you had d~e chance 
to attend a conference witt~out worrying 
about how you’d pay for it, Conferences 
can be the perfect opportunity to get real 
insight on advancing your caraar and to 
network wid~ hundreds of o~her scholars 
like you, 

We know your dollar can onfy strateh so 
Fat, ?hat’s why Vitae wan~s to help pay 
yo~r way ~o a con~erence o~ your choice! 

I ~iI Createyour f ........ t and entertowin. 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal U.S. residents who have reached the age of majority in their state 

of residence at the time of entry. VOID WHERE PROHI BITED. Promotion ends 4/30!14. For Official Rules, visit 

Vitae -- A Service of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

To unsubscrJbe from future Vitae e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences :::ii ::i.:: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education I 1255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C. 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FreeConferenceCall.com <noreply@freeconferencecall.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 5:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project #1ncallnito, revealed 

.~i What Is #1ncallnito 

P~’ej~¢~ #[n@~f~o is being developed with you in mind. Are you ready to go #incatlnito? 

FreeConferenceCall has been secretfy develei% a new coderence call platform. We are putting 

Freedom back i~to co~Ferenci~g! Get ready to have more powerful Features tha~ you’ve ever 

drea@ed. Get ready for #incallnito! 

Here’s a tqint about wts: is changing-- we know you b~e our hofd music, Wouldn’t it 
wonder~uf if you ¢o@d customize your confere~ce ~ine’s hok~ music a~d personalize eve~}" pa£ 

I1: you wartt rt~ore hirtts~ Follow us o~ Facebook and i%itter to receive the latest Pr~ect #Ir~calhito 
updates! "fou don’t want to miss out! 

Here’s your chance to change your hold music! 

You asked us, and you asked us, and you asked us, So here you go: we’ve decided to allow 5 of 

you to cha%e and cust@nize your hold music. To e~ter the contest, all you have to do is: follow 

and like us on r-"acebook, artd caption this photo with something clever. 

The pefsort with the most likes will automatically win :L of the 5 prizes~ so rnal.e sare to share the 

post with your friends and family! Don’t miss your chance f:o go #i.~eli@to! 



FreeConferenceCall #;[ncallnito Caption Contest for his caption: 

Some more of our favorite cq:~ions: 

t, ’"The freedom to be aaywhere .- freeconl:erencecall,com"- Carlo De Leonibus 

2, "~vly conference call access code = 007 #incaffnito" - Kevin ~vlc:Fall 

3, ’Td tell you where I am, but I’m #Incallnif:o!"- Brooke Henderson 

~:1, "Yes, it is snowing again here in New York City._it’s been a beck o1: a winter," -. 3enet Levy 

5, "I never have to mix business with pleasure, t~eca~se it’s always a pleasure doing business!" 

#Zncallaito" .- Leonard N, Smith 

Thanks for all of your contributions, E~~ter our current caption contest for your chance to win! 

R>r ques{ions~ cal: 877-482-5838 or 
Free Conl:erencing Co~-porat:.o;~ J 4300 E, r~ac:.~ic Coas:t Hs’;s’ ~ Long Beach CA :: 90804 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maureen from Khan Academy <maureens~khanacademy.org> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Teachers: earn a $1500 matching grant to fund technology in your classroom 

Dear Deborah Stroman, 

We know that teachers often want to use technolo~- to better personalize learning in their classrooms, bm they simply don’t have access to technology on a routine 

basis. 

That’s why all of us at Khan Academy are excited to share with you an awesome solution. Thanks to a great partnership ruth the Morgridge Family Foundation, you 

can now signiiicantly improve access to teclmolo~ in your classroom ruth a matching grant of up to $1500. 

This matching gra~lt aims to give schools and teachers the funds to caiD" out their vision of personalized learning with their students. 

Matching grants roll be awarded on a rolling basis thl~ough May 1st for K- 12 teachers in the United States. Teachers who are most likely to be chosen roll have... 

¯ A letter of support on school letterhead from a school admiNstrator veri~ing that there are matching funds of up to $1500 that can be spent immediately 

Experience using Khan Academy ruth s~udents 

¯ A clear plan of how added technolo~ will be used in your classroom 

The ability to purchase new teclmology within a month of receiving the grant and implementing immediately 

Find out more about the grant program and apply here. 

Once you have submitted your application, we’ll let you know within a few weeks if you have received the matching grant. So don’t wa~t -- apply today for this great 

opportunity! 

Wmrnb; 

Maureen Suhendra 

Khan Academy Educational Partnerships team 

PO Box 1630, Mountain View, CA 94042 

lf you’d prefer not to receive these big announcements from me, uns~tbscribe here. 

P.S.lf you want to better use Khan AcaderrO, in your classroom, this grant is an excellent step in getting access to your students. Apply now. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:30 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cul~] to ug on 3-27-14--interes~dng class 

ICMU 401 .docx 

"I’m not sure if you remember, but we talked last semester about the class I’m taking at the medical school- it’s where I am a patient for first-year UNC 

medical students performing physical exams. It’s called ICMU 401 and I would definitely recommend it to anyone interested in any health profession. It’s 

a full year course (1 hour in the fall and 3 hours in the spring), pass-fail. I’ve learned a great deal about physical exams, patient-doctor interaction, and the 

current health care system. I’ve attached the syllabus." 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculb~ &s: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu~’u?i~55567101.548a982f~02a2aT15ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-tScult~&o 34460624 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-34460624-55567101.548a982f302a2aTl 5ee00e3461bcc32a(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Course directors: 

Introduction to Clinical Medicine Undergraduate (ICMU 401) 

Course Syllabus 

Tommy Koonce, MD 

email: thomas_koonce@med.unc.edu 

Lisa Slatt 

Email: lisa_slatt@med.unc.edu 

UNC SOM Department of Family 

Logistics Coordinator: Julie Golding 

email: julie_golding@med.unc, edu 

Office phone: 966-2917 

UNC Office of Medical Education (OME) 

Course Description: This course provides students direct opportunities to act as standardized patients for first 

year medical students who are learning patient communication skills and physical 

examination techniques. Students will be taught to give feedback to medical students on 

how they are performing communication and physical examination techniques. To be 

effective standardized patients, the students must understand basic doctor/patient 

communication skills and be able to rate medical students using a standardized scale. For 

physical examination techniques, students must be able to comment on how the medical 

students performed the designated maneuver and assess whether the medical student 

approached the student in a professional and compassionate manner. Students are also 

expected to attend large group seminar sessions throughout the semester. Readings, web 

based modules, and question submissions must be completed prior to each of the 

sessions. 

Teaching methods: 

Meeting Times: 

Locations: 

The majority of time will be spent in standardized patient encounters in the clinical 

simulation laboratory where the student will work with groups of medical students under 

the supervision of a faculty tutor. There will be additional, required large group seminar 

sessions with associated assignments. 

2 - 5 pm on either Tuesdays or Thursdays as assigned; the scheduled sessions will be 

held from January through April. 

Berryhill Building 

UNC School of Medicine 

Grading: 

Course credit: 

Pass/Fail 

3 hour 

Course Objectives: 1. Recognize and demonstrate effective patient communication skills. 

2. Recognize properly performed basic physical examination techniques. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



3. Reflect on personal strengths and weaknesses in relation to a career in medicine. 

4. Identify the general construct of the health care system and members’ roles 

and responsibilities. 

5. Identify innovations in the delivery of health care. 

6. Demonstrate professional behaviors in all course activities and in student/student 

interactions. 

Course Expectations: 1. Attend all assigned Clinical Skills Development (CSD) class session 
2. Attend and participate in all assigned large group seminar sessions 
3. Turn in assignments associated with seminar sessions on time 
4. Students may miss one session, but it must be pre-approved by the office 

REQUIREMENT: If you are unable to attend CSD class, you must notify Julie Golding at LEASTone week in advance. In 

cases of illness, notify Julie Golding at least 24 hours in advance. Understand that the smooth operation of CSD is totally 

dependent on your attendance. If you do not show up or allow administrators enough notice to schedule replacements 

for you, these sessions will be severely affected. Lack of attention to this requirement will directly affect your final 

grade. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edw, 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:33 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thcnl~] to ng on 3-26-14--health care position 

CECMAj obdescfiption.docx 

Forgot the attachment to the previously sent email. Sorry! This is what happens as you age! 

I graduated in 2OlL I have been working to gain patient care experience since graduation and after becoming certified as an EMT I began 
volunteering at the CommuniO~ Care Clinic of Rowan Count. In June of 2o13, I became the [hll-time medical assistant and recently I, along 
with our pharmacist and executive director, started a program to provide education and exercise instruction to our diabetic and h~ertensive 

patients. 
I was admitted to PA school in January of 2Ol4 and will be enrolling this thll. Since I am in the current role, I have been tasked ~th finding my 
replacement. I’ve aRaehed a simple job description of what the role would entail, however it is subject to change slightly being that this is a new 
program. This is a great opportuniO" for anyone needing to gain e~erienee for graduate or professional school like I needed. We are also willing 
to work with those ~vho may need employment as a gap year bebveen undergrad and further education. The job’s main [hnetion lies in patient 
care and serving as the medical assistant to our physicians, however v~th this new program starting up we felt it would be advantageous if the 
person in this role had a background in exercise sdenee. I hope you will share this job oppoAuniW ~th the seniors in the ~SS department 
and let them know if they have any questions they can feel free to email myself or Krista Woolly, our executive director 
(Mvodly(0 ~m~munib~eareofrowan.org). Thanks so much for your time and I hope to hear back from you soon! 

Wes Eagle, ENT-B [[ Medical Assistarfi. 

Community Care Clinic of Rowan County II office: 704-636-4523 

315-G Mecksviile AwL Saiisbu!y, NC 28144 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to exss-ihcnlty as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_ p_ ] ,_/_!_i_~ _t__s_:_~Lr_~_£ :__e__d___t_t_,/___u_i._)_i__d______5__~_~__6_7__l__!_)_ J__: ~__4_8__’_a_~_~__2__t_ ~ _0_2__&2_& _7__!~__5__e___e__0__!_)__e_:3___4___[?__l_ _ _b_ _c_’_ _c_ ~ ~__a_&____r!___]~__&_l______e_, ~ ~_-__t_ ~ _c___u_!_t_’! __&__ £ ___ ~__4_4_6__(_!__@__ ~" 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34460635-55567101.548a982f~02a2aT15ee00e3461bcc32a,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt @me.corn> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Question 

Hope you are well. Reading apps for the E Minor. Is                a good kid? Know- he must be ~vorking with you on B-ball analytics stufIi Great resume and succinct, well written 
essay. Jeremy and I meet tomorrow to go over these, he rates highly in the group, but ~vould love your input 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
~me.coln 
~mobile) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaiLcom on behalf of 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NIH F31 - Letter of Reference 

No worthies Dr. Strommfi Good luck with your preseutation tomonow! 

On Sun, Mar 30, 2014 at 9:09 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. I have a big presentation tomorrow. I will work on it Tuesday. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: NIH F31 - Letter of Reference 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

[ just wanted to send you a quick e-mail with the specific aims page for my F31 proposal in case in helps you at all in writing the letter of reference. Please let me know if you 
have any questions for me[ 

Thanks again! 



919.843.0336 

From: 

Sent’- Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: NIH F31 - Le~er of Reference 

Dr. Stroman, 

Not sure if you got me e-mail last Friday about writing me a Letter of Reference for an NI H Fellowship so I thought I’d check back in with you to see if you would be interested. 

Please let me know! 

Thanks! 

On Fri, Mar 14, 2014 at 1:49 PM, wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

hope all is well for you down in North Carolina! It’s been a busy year for me up here at Penn State and l’m sorry I haven’t remained in contact as much as I would have liked. 

But so far so good on my front with school, I really enjoy the program albeit the weather is not my favorite. It was 50 degrees the other day and I was about ready to hit the 

~ool. 

Alas, I have a potential favor to ask of you. I am submitting an application this semester for an N IH F31 Diversity Fellowship and would be honored if you could me a letter of 

reference due April 13. I’m sure it’s a busy time for you at UNC as always but I thought I’d reach out to you to see if you would be interested. 

Please let me know if you would be willing, and if so I can send you along the form and all of the necessary information. Thanks and hope to hear from you soon 

All the best, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Padna, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 7:07 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Dr. Francis O’Connor 2014 Blyth Lectnre Speaker i EXSS IMPACT 

This week’s EXSS impact blog pofft highlights the upcolning Blyt2t~ Lecture as well as the various Inilita .ly related research agendas that have been led by EXSS over the 

years. 
Have a great day. DAP 

http:i/uncexss.woMpress.co~W2014/03/3 l/dr- francis- oconnor-2014- bl ,vth- lecture- speakeff 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 

Professor & Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 

UtfiversiW ofNort21 C~colina 

204 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 8700 

Orifice: 919-843-5117 

Email: dpadua(~email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to exss-ihcnlty as: dstro@nnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edriu?id55567101.548a982t302a2a715eeOOe34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-thcult’v&o 34462353 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-34462353-55567101.548a982130202a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,@~listserv.unc.edn 



FFOlil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC SpAd Program < email.unc.edu@mai172.atll 1 .rsgsv.net-* 

Monday, 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alumni Mentor Program: Volunteers for Incoming Cohort 

Dear SpAdS h’oug 

coo~’dina~or k~ow and we will tr) to get 

you involved this 

prog~’am be~ter~ One" stnde~s have had no~hing but good things to say abont the alumni 

........... ~:: ~l~,~,:~:,~,~(~!~.~ ......................... l).,.l~ IOtt~ .................................................................. ~,~g~ ~1 llJ[}:.ItuP~.,~,O~[~.£[O[ ............................................................ .:::.;::: :~ ......... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :?:::::::::::::: :?:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :?:::::?:?:::::: 

S~ Ad Facuii:y 



fou are recei,ang this email becsuse you are sn alur~,ni of t~-~e ~J,"4C SpAd prognsm o=" you opted to receive the er~,sii 

Hall 203C CB #8605 

~owered by 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 11:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: YOU’RE INVITED: Carolina Postdoctoral Program tbr Faculty Diversity 30th Year Reunion 

Reunion Flier:ipg; image001=jpg 

Hey, Know Judson sent you an invite._do you think the Caucus could serve as a sponsor (~250-5007?). talk soon, 

Frera: Fraley, Judson Harvey 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 20:14 9:02 AM 
To: Fraley, Judson Harvey 
Subject: YOU’RE INVITED: Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity 30th Year Reunion 
Importance: High 

The Carolina Postdoctoral Program tbr Faculty Diversity (CPPFD) is celebrating its 30th year of existence and ~rvice. To honor the program’s history and 

achievements, we would like to invite you to our First C??FD Reunion, in conjunction with a one day Summit on Postdoctoral and Faculty Diversity at UNC. This 

event will be held on June 13 and 14, 2014 at the UNC William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education and provide an opportunity for CI~ t FD alumni anad 

cmrent scholars, UNC faculty, staf[~ postdocs, and mea parmers for socializing, networldng, and dialogue around advancing diversity, schol~xship, and excellence. We 

hope you will plan to join us and a]so help publicize the event. 

For more details and to register, please go to https:/Tresemch.uuc.edu/camlina- postdoc~’reunion/. For more information about the P~ogram, please visit 

Ntps:/iresearch.unc.edu/camlina-postdocs/. 

**CPPFD Alunmi, please make sure to submit your i~fformation to be included in the Alumni Recognition: https://resea~eh.uuc.edu/carolina-postdocs/reunio~/reunion- 
alt mini- fom~,’ 

i.~.i htt ps:lldld r°pb°xu serc°ntent.c°m/sh/9 mi7 pwy42h5 IP°gll°a4VmdORglU NC-Flyer-WEB.jP9? 
token hash=AAEH8XYe47hvpHQxn0P tpNJUnXuRjEd3RzmcC5ai84AZw 

-udson Fraley 



Program Coordinator for Postdoctoral .~ffairs & 

Carolina Postdoctoral £rogram for Faculty Diversity 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Resem:ch 

301 C Bynum Hall, Cmnpus Box 4100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-9982 

Fa×: ~9!~9) 962-6769 

il~raley(~-~email, unc,e&~ 



CAROLINA F>OST©OCTORAL PR.OGRAM FOg~. FACULTY ©IVERSITY 

ADVANC}NG D}VERSITS 
FOSTERING EXCELLENCE 

(oF~ghsa~ly named the CaFo~no B~ack Scholar’s~ P~ogrc~m and later, the Mh~oNty 
Postdocto~a~ PFOgrOSl) ~S currently ce~eb~at~ng ~ts 3@h yea(" o~ existence and se~wice, 

To honor fhe progFam’s h~sfo~v and ach~eyements, we ~nv~e fo~me~~ scholars 
and othe~~ key constituents to gather for ou~ f~’st ~eun~on., ~n con~uncHon 
wHh a one day Su~Y~m~t on Posldoc}ora~ & FocuHy D~veys~ty ot Carolina. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amelia Farmer <afam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:28 PM 

Amelia Farmer <athrmer@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

Maych 31 Weekly Drill and Announcement 

SBJ M~ych 31 Weekly Drill - FOR PROFESSORS.doc; SBJ March 31 Weekly Drill - FOR PROFESSORS.pdf; SBJ March 31 Weekly 
Drill - FOR STUDENTS.doc; SBJ M~xch 31 Weekly Drill - FOR STUDENTS.pdf 

Good afternoon, 

Attached are this week’s weekly drill open-ended and discussion questions. 

Announcement: As the spring semester nears a close in the next couple of months, please start thinking about whether you will be needing to enroll a course for a 

summer term. Keep in mind we do have shorter terms available for summer classes to better fit with your schools’ academic calendar. Let me know at least 2 

weeks before your course starts so that we can get it enrolled and set up your advanced copies if you are using those. I will be sending out reminders over the next 

couple of weeks. 

Hope you all have a great Monday and again, feel free to reach out with any questions. 

This week’s discussion questions: 

Discussion Questions: 
1} Do you think the NY Islanders’ move from Long Island to Brooklyn will help or hurt their attendance? 

2) What steps did Don Cornwell take to get where he is in his career today, and what qualities does he possess that make him a respected businessman in the 

industry? 

AmeIia C F~u~ner 

College & LTniversi~z Program Manager 

SportsBusiness Journal [ Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Morehead Street [ Suibe 310 Charlotte, NC 28202 

p.704 973.1420 [ 12 7(N 973.1401 
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SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 Issue 48 

1. What was cited as both a challenge and advantage for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

- Challenge: The stadium is separate from downtown, so you can’t walk to all events like other cities 

- Advantage: Fans only have to go through one security entrance from the tailgate space 

(from tn Big D, togistics require two big Final Four[an parties, from cover) 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 
- TMC Philadelphia will sell advertising on the tower’s signs and share revenue with the PhiHies 

- Phillies can display news about rainouts and other information on the new system 

(from Sign o[ the dines: Old marquee gets new business plan in Phi@, po 14} 

3. Why is it so important for the Islanders to increase their Brooklyn fanbase? 

- The team’s location in Brooklyn is far from the old Coliseum where many Long islanders live, making it less likely they’ll 

commute to the games 

(from Islanders hire Gameptan Creative[or transition to Barc/ays, p. 8) 

IN 

4. What were cited as reasons that many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s 

market? 
- High satisfaction from owning a team 

- Media rights continue to rise 

(from Setier’s market, but[ew teams on the biock, p. 18) 

LAg©R A~ L.x,", £G~!I~T5 
S. How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

- It’s unusual to launch a multi-sport agency by acquiring six firms at the same time; it’s typically spread out over the 

course of a few years. 

(from An agency is born, suddenly, from cover) 

6. According to NFL officials, what’s part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites and what 

benefits do they think this will bring? 

- Officials felt the teams’ local content was not reaching as many viewers as possible. 

- Content will capture more eyeballs than it has drawn while being kept in each respective team’s digital home. 

(from NFL team sites get access to highlights, from cover) 

7. What were cited as two areas where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

- In-game injury reports must now be put on stadium video-boards or ribbon boards at the same time they are 

announced in the press box. 

- Locker room camera footage will be used in-stadium during next season’s three London games and the Super Bowl. 

(from Ticket revenue rises sfighdy as prices inch up, p. 28) 

2014. Sbeet & Smi[h’s SportsBusi~ess Journal 
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SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 Issue 48 

MA~k."~!TI,,"~ G AND,, 5PONSORSk-.,"IP 

8. What are reasons sponsors and ESPN are anticipating record interest and viewership in this year’s World Cup in the 

U.S.? 
- First World Cup played in the same time zone as the UoS. since 1994 

- increase in interest in global soccer over the past four years 

(from Sponsors plan biggest World Cup marketing efforts in U.So ever[or Brazil 2014, p. 6) 

9. What was cited as the biggest change in the new Fox deal with MLB? Explain. 

- Where the games are carried (Fox will now only carry :[2 regular-season windows, in addition to the bigger events. Fox 

Sports :1 will carry 40 regular-season windows, mostly on Saturdays, and could televise as many as :15 piayoff games). 

(from MLB on Fox: New voices, channel, plat[orms, p. 4) 

10. What is the purpose of the ’Trio to Rio’ sales package for the 2016 Rio Games? 

- To give companies that aren’t Olympic sponsors a simple and cheaper way to affiliate with all three national governing 

bodies 
- To give U.S. Olympic Committee sponsors a way to promote their sponsorship during the two years between an 

Olympics 

(from NGBs create ~Trio to Rio" package, p. 6) 

Discussion Questions: 

1) Do you think the NY Islanders’ move from Long Island to Brooklyn will help or hurt their attendance? 

2} What steps did Don Cornwell take to get where he is in his career today, and what qualities does he possess 

that make him a respected businessman in the industry? 

2014. Sbeet & Smi[h’s SportsBusi~ess Journal 
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1. What was cited as both a challenge and advantage for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

- Challenge: The stadium is separate from downtown, so you can’t walk to all events like other cities 

- Advantage: Fans only have to go through one security entrance from the tailgate space 
(from tn Big D,/ogistics require two big Fina/ Four [an parties, from cover) 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 
- TMC Philadelphia will sell advertising on the tower’s signs and share revenue with the Phillies 

- Phillies can display news about rainouts and other information on the new system 

(from Sign of the dines: Old marquee gets new business p/an in Phi@, po :14} 

3. Why is it so important for the Islanders to increase their Brooklyn fanbase? 

- The team’s location in Brooklyn is far from the old Coliseum where many Long Islanders live, making it less likely they’ll 

commute to the games 

(from ls/anders hire Gameptan Creative[or transition to Barc/ays, p. 8) 

4. What were cited as reasons that many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s 

market? 
- High satisfaction from owning a team 

- Media rights continue to rise 

(from Set/er’s market, but[ew teams on the b/ock, p. :18) 

5. How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

- It’s unusual to launch a rnultVsport agency by acquiring six firms at the same time; it’s typically spread out over the 

course of a few years. 

(from An agency is born, sudden[y, from cover) 

L{iAGU85 0~N© 6OV{iRS~ING BODI{i$ 
6. According to NFL officials, what’s part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites and what 

benefits do they think this will bring? 

- Officials felt the teams’ local content was not reaching as many viewers as possible° 

- Content will capture more eyeballs than it has drawn while being kept in each respective team’s digital home. 

(from NFL team sites get access to highlights, from cover) 

7. What were cited as two areas where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

- In-game injury reports must now be put on stadium video-boards or ribbon boards at the same time they are 

announced in the press box. 

- Locker room camera footage will be used in-stadium during next season’s three London games and the Super Bowl. 

(from Tid~et revenue rises sfightty as prices inch up, p. 28) 

2014 Street & Smith s Sport~Busim:s~ Journal 
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8. What are reasons sponsors and ESPN are anticipating record interest and viewership in this year’s World Cup in the 

U.S.? 
- First World Cup played in the same time zone as the U.S. since 1994 

~ increase in interest in global soccer over the past four years 

(from Sponsors p/an biggest World Cup marketing efforts in U.So ever for Brazil 2014, p. 6) 

9. What was cited as the biggest change in the new Fox deal with MLB? Explain. 

~ Where the games are carried (Fox will now only carry 12 regular-season windows, in addition to the bigger events. Fox 

Sports 1 will carry 40 regular-season windows, mostly on Saturdays, and could televise as many as 15 playoff games). 

(from MLB on Fox: New voices, channel, platforms, p. 4) 

10. What is the purpose of the ’Trio to Rio’ sales package for the 2016 Rio Games? 

- To give companies that aren’t Olympic sponsors a simple and cheaper way to affiliate with all three national governing 

bodies 
- To give U.S. Olympic Committee sponsors a way to promote their sponsorsMp during the two years between an 

Olympics 

(from NGBs crea~e ~Trio to Rio" package, p. 6) 

Discussion Questions: 

1) Do you think the NY Islanders’ move from Long Island to Brooklyn will help or hurt their attendance? 

2) What steps did Don Cornwell take to get where he is in his career today, and what qualities does he possess 

that make him a respected businessman in the industry? 

© 2014 Street & Smith s Sport~Busin,:s~ Journal 
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1. What was cited as both a challenge and advantage for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 

3. Why is it so important for the islanders to increase their Brooklyn fanbase? 

4. What were cited as reasons that many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s 

market? 

How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

6. According to NFL officials, what’s part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites and what 

benefits do they think this will bring? 

7. What were cited as two areas where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

8. What are reasons sponsors and ESPN are anticipating record interest and viewership in this year’s World Cup in the 

U.S.? 

9. What was cited as the biggest change in the new Fox deal with MLB? Explain. 

10. What is the purpose of the ’Trio to Rio’ sales package for the 2016 Rio Games? 

2014. SLreet & 
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1. What was cited as both a challenge and advantage for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 

3. Why is it so important for the islanders to increase their Brooklyn fanbase? 

4. What were cited as reasons that many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s 

market? 

How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

6. According to NFL officials, what’s part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites and what 
benefits do they think this will bring? 

7. What were cited as two areas where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

8. What are reasons sponsors and ESPN are anticipating record interest and viewership in this year’s World Cup in the 

U.S.? 

9. What was cited as the biggest change in the new Fox deal with MLB? Explain. 

10. What is the purpose of the ’Trio to Rio’ sales package for the 2016 Rio Games? 

© 2014 Street & Smith s 5port~Busin,=s~ Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Rob <rob_holliday@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31,2014 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks for getting in touch - I hope you had a good weekend, too. UConn and Kentucky sure are surprising a lot of folks! 

It looks like you have a good line-up of folks, especially FiveThirtyEight and ESPN. Do any of them plan to do blogs or stories about the event? Those are some of the folks 
we’d likely pitch, so if they’re already on-board, that’s a very good thing. 

Let’s do indeed catch up soon. I’m out at the end of this week, but would be glad to chat next week or the week after. 

All the best, 

Rob 

Rob Holliday ¯ News Studio Manager = The U~ive~si~y of North C~roli~)~ at C~;~>el ~4i~l 

919.843.6322 (office) I (mobile) 1919.843.9875 (studio) 
rob holliday@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 30, 20:14:10:09 PM 

To: Rob Holliday <rob holliday@unc.edu> 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Rob. I hope you had a relaxing weekend. Here’s the information on the Basketball Analytics Summit. We have a powerful speaker lineup. I hope you can provide us with some 

form of media coverage. Let’s chat soon! Thanks. 

www.kisport.unc.edu 

Copy of one of the initial notes: Hi. As we enter the pressure-filled basketball tournament time, I would like to offer a quick pause to introduce and invite you to 

our inaugural event on May 2-3. The SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit is my brainstorm to learn, share, and network the basketball industry. As a j:ormer 

college player and current Sport Entrepreneurship professor, I am blessed to have the opportunity to create engaging and high-impact projects. The Summit 

response has been very good; the confirmed speakers and sponsors include Ken Pomeroy, FiveThirtyEight, Catapult, SAS, 94 Fifty, Wasserman Media, ESPN, NBA 

Charlotte Bobcats, SportVU, and Robbie Allen. Come to Chapel Hill to relax with friends and don’t ~orget your gol~ dubs! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 4:06 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cul~] FW: Summer Opiyortunities 

Hi all, see below, If interested, you can contact this student directly. 

SS 

Sh~-’_~rry S~lver, Ed.D 

IVl~s~:er Lecturer, Director of 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~$ Fetzer Ha~l 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-.962- 6947 

Fax: 919-%2--0-~9 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays :].0:00-t1:15 and t:tS-2:45 

Tht~rsdi~ys 

or by appointment: or chat~ce in my 2].I Fetzer office. 

F~m: [maiito @duke.edu] 
8emt: Monday, 3:~2 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
$~bjeCt: Summer Opportunities 

Dr. Salyer, 

Hello, mV name is and I am a sophomore premed student at Duke University. I will be takin~ classes at UNC this summer, and I was hopin8 to 

inquire if there anv potential research assistant or volunteer positions available in any of the EXSS research labs. I appreciate your help, and please let me 

know if you need anythin8 from me. 

Respectful 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: dstro(?~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.unc.edu,’u?id 55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculty&o 34466615 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34466615-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31,2014 7:35 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Wasn’t Dick Cheney also in charge of the nominating committee that produced himself as the Vice-Presidential nominee? 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From= Smith, .lay M 
Sent= Monday, March 31, 2014-4-:59 PM 
To= athletics reform group 

Subject= Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

I honestly know next to nothing about       though what we’ve seen from him on the athletics front has been uninspiring. In any case, I admit that I would prefer that 

the Chair of the Faculty come t]com the College--especially when athletics will remain faint m~d center tbr the Ibreseeable future. People who actually encounter the 
occasional fb or bb player in a class can bring insights to the table that others cml’t. 

I generally have great respect for      He was a charter member of ARG (before deciding, basically, that we were too radical and I was too shrill.) I think he’s an 
"incrementalist" uninteres~ted in big change (he would admit that, I think), but he cm~tainly is not a£mid to ask tough questions. And his instincts on integri~" ~natters axe 

rock solid. I am quite troubled by his public stance on the whole Ma~-v-The UniversiS, issue, which I have found ballling for s~meone as perceptive as he usually is, 

but that’s one issue (though an important one.) All in all, I’d say we could do much, much wo~e than 

One specific item of interest: in the past, at least, he was vehemently opposed to the idea that athletes were not students first, and/or the idea that they should be 

compensated. Not ~ying that should make a ditt~rence in any way; jus~t throwing it out there tbr added info. 

Oh, and finally: the tgct that we have rwo cm~didates tbisted upon us in this way, with no chance to provide preliminary faculW input (and recall that       was a 
member of the committee that chose the nominees!) reminds me that our system is tx)th unrepresentative m~d broken. I also see things about the structure of the FAC 
that are veu troubling to me. (For example, the AD should not be on it.) I hope we can to~ to push (either as ARG or as individual, co~merned facul .ty) for a mvmnping 
of our sys~tem in the yeasts ahead. 
On 3/31/14 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mm~sfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 
The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 
When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was growing uncontrollably, approached me 
afterwards and cautioned me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O that seemed to 
reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 
On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that is more willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of 
our commitment to athletics. 
Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too 
generic to know what their commitments are. 
Rudi 
Rudi CNIoredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978~(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ja~-smith(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:i/lists.unc.e&gu?id=61803888,b835ed061 c75aa9b2ed73bdSf5tlael f&n=T&l=thearg&o=34466731 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

==_ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: collored(r-~emedl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 61803862.040e9d449a74f670d586ad5d88d12569&n T&l~hearg&o 34467010 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34467010-61803862.040e9d449a~4f670d586ad5d88d125b9(?~)listserv.unc~edu 

You am currently subscribed to thearg as: _d_ _ _s_ ! _r_ _o_ _@ _u_ _ E _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ ~ ! . 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85elgd71 ld338e5d&n=T&l=thea[q&o=34467568 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~-e---a--v---e-~--3--4-~-4--6-~-7--5---6--8--~--6--2-~-5--2-~-4---5--2-~-4-~--~--1-~-3--b-~-~--~---4---8--b--f--e-~-8-[~!~-9-~-c--8---5--e-~-1~-9---d-Z-1-~-1~-d-~-3--3---8-~-e--5-~-d-@~istserv~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 8:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

No worries! Every day I deal with contentious issues, frequently with people who are upset with me or what I’ve done- it just comes with the territory. 
I am happy to meet with the ARG and discuss my views on these and other matters. 
Thanks and take care. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 6:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Yes. I know you will use your time wisely at the Campus Y. ;) 

This group (q2 thculty members) is NOT inlluentiaJ. Just a very, very smaJl pebble in the administra’don’s shoe. 

F ro m: ~_._m_._e_..d_:..u_ n_ _c_._ _e_ .d_ _ .u_ . > 

Date: Monday, March 31, 2014 6:16 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Fascinating. _. Thanks. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Sta~mm~, Deborah L" 

Date:03/31/2014 17:03 (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Stromar~ Deborah L" 
Subject: FW: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates tbr Chair of Faculty? 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E’ngo,q~. Ekplor’e, E’mpowe~" 

919243.0336 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

I honestly know next to nothing about       though what we’ve seen from him on the athletics front has been uninspiring. In any case, I admit that I would 

prefer that the Chair of the Faculty come from the College--especially when athletics will remain front and center for the foreseeable future. People who actually 

encounter the occasional fb or bb player in a class can bring insights to the table that others can’t. 

I generally have great respect for      He was a charter member of ARG (before deciding, basically, that we were too radical and I was too shrill.) I think he’s 

an "incrementalist" uninterested in big change (he would admit that, I think), but he certainly is not afraid to ask tough questions. And his instincts on integrity 

matters are rock solid. I am quite troubled by his public stance on the whole Mary-v-The University issue, which I have found baffling for someone as perceptive as 



he usually is, but that’s one issue (though an important one.) All in all, l’d say we could do much, much worse than 

One specific item of interest: in the past, at least, he was vehemently opposed to the idea that athletes were not students first, and/or the idea that they should 

be compensated. Not saying that should make a difference in any way; just throwing it out there for added info. 

Oh, and finally: the fact that we have two candidates foisted upon us in this way, with no chance to provide preliminary faculty input (and recall that      was a 

member of the committee that chose the nominees!) reminds me that our system is both unrepresentative and broken. I also see things about the structure of 

the FAC that are very troubling to me. (For example, the AD should not be on it.) I hope we can try to push (either as ARG or as individual, concerned faculty) for a 

revamping of our system in the years ahead. 

On 3/31/14 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was growing uncontrollably, approached me 

afterwards and cautioned me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O that seemed to 

reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that is more willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of 

our commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too 

generic to know what their commitments are. 

Rudi 

Rudi ColloredooM ansfeld, PhD 

Professor and Chair 

D eparlmenl of Anlhropology 

CB 3115, UN C-Chapel Hill 

Chapel HilI, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: .iaysmith~emaiL unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists,unc.edt~’u?id:=61803888.b835e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5£5 l~:4e 1 f&n=T&l=lhearg&o=34466731 

(It may be necessary to cut and paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are cmrently subscribed to thearg as: .d_}t_f_£2(Oi__t_Ln_ .c_:e__£~._u. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_~E?_/_/_, !_i_ }_t_ ~:__u_n_ £ :_e_ $t___u__/__t_tf ~ i$t______6_ __2_ __5_ ~__4___5_ __2_ __4_ :_(_ !_!:~ _b__! _)_(_ !__4___8_b_ _f__e___8_ _t_ ’_l_ _~__c_ __8_ _5___e__!:_,_O_ _d__7_ _1___1_ __d_~ _,3__ _8___e_ __5_ _d__ __&__ _~2 ___i _][ i__&_"_ !_____t__h_e__a_!:g. ~ ~ ?______3_ __4_ _4__ ~7_(_ !_ _1_ __0_ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34467010-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 8:50 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Pitch Judge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman ?}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] URGENT: Protest TUESDAY @ Wilson Library 9 AM - 5 PM (re: m~ti-choice display) 

FYI. 
........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsu] URGENT: Protest Tomorrow @ Wilson Libraw 9 AM - 5 PM 
Date:Tue, 01:02:35 +0000 
From: ))live. unc.edu"~ 

Reply-To: ))live. unc.edu"~ 
To:FemiNst Students United! <t~u~b]istserv.~mc.edu> 

Hello all, 

Join us fer a counte~-pretest Tuesday merrNr~g beg:inning at 9AH as we ferm a "human chain~ a~eund the anti-cheice display in frc 

Throughout the day, we could also post people far enough away from Wilson Library to provide trigge~ warnings and alternate rou 

Please let me know you have any questions o~ suggestions. Continuously updated information will be available via the Facebook e 

Love and solidarity, 

Below is a message written by the lovely with more information about the events that precipitated today. 

On Monday merrNng, anti-cheJce activists frem the Center for Bie-Ethica] RefeHa sei~ up a vielent, triggering, and dishonest dis 

As "~’embers of the Carolina community, we believe that this i’~’agery and messaging creates an unsafe learning enviuonment by expc 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. Global Studies, 

Hinor in Wemer~’s and Gender Studies 

--- YOU are currently subsc~i.oed to fsu as: kleinman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email te ]eav~’-34467765-~88308.3d8ac90858c985ef4608063c9cfdaf2f@] is~:se~v.ul]c.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul~ 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-34468087-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34468087- 
56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 6:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Thanks, now that I have had a chance to sleep on it, any other ideas? 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 31, 2014 6:37 PM 

To:                         ~med.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Yes. I know you will use your time wisely at the Campus Y. ;) 

This group (~12 faculty members) is NOT influential. Just a very, very small pebble in the administration’s shoe. 

From: < :@nledAJnc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 31, 2014 0:16 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Fascinating....Thanks. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" 

Date:03/31/2014 17:03 (GMT-0S:00) 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" 
Subject: FW: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Deborah L. Stroma~, PiLD~ CLU 

En,qqqe, Explore. Empow~r. 

919.8~t3.0336 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 20:[4 5:00 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 
I honestly know next to nothing about       though what we’ve seen from him on the athletics front has been uninspiring. In any case, I admit that I would 

prefer that the Chair of the Faculty come from the College--especially when athletics will remain front and center for the foreseeable future. People who actually 

encounter the occasional fb or bb player in a class can bring insights to the table that others can’t. 

I generally have great respect for      He was a charter member of ARG (before deciding, basically, that we were too radical and I was too shrill.) I think he’s 

an "incrementalist" uninterested in big change (he would admit that, I think), but he certainly is not afraid to ask tough questions. And his instincts on integrity 

matters are rock solid. I am quite troubled by his public stance on the whole Mary-v-The University issue, which I have found baffling for someone as perceptive as 

he usually is, but that’s one issue (though an important one.) All in all, l’d say we could do much, much worse than 

One specific item of interest: in the past, at least, he was vehemently opposed to the idea that athletes were not students first, and/or the idea that they should 

be compensated. Not saying that should make a difference in any way; just throwing it out there for added info. 



Oh, and finally: the fact that we have two candidates foisted upon us in this way, with no chance to provide preliminary faculty input (and recall that      was a 

member of the committee that chose the nominees!) reminds me that our system is both unrepresentative and broken. I also see things about the structure of 

the FAC that are very troubling to me. (For example, the AD should not be on it.) I hope we can try to push (either as ARG or as individuak concerned faculty) for a 

revamping of our system in the years ahead~ 

On 3/31/14 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was growing uncontrollably, approached me 

afterwards and cautioned me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O that seemed to 

reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that is more willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of 

our commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too 

generic to know what their commitments are. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-M ansfeld, PhD 

Professor and Chair 

D epartment of Anthropology 

CB 3115, UN CoChapel Hill 

Chapel HilI, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: iavsmifh(c-~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/t~?id 61803888.b835e6061c75aagb2ed73bd5f5ff4elf&n T&l them~&o 34466731 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-34466731-61803888,b835e6061c75aa962ed73bd5f5fl:~[elf(a)listserv.unc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8flgc85e19dTlld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 34467010 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34467010-62524524,013b0048bt~8fl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d(a;listserv.nnc.edn 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schroer, Marianne <mschroer@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edn>; Yakola, Amy <ayakola@theacc.org> 

RE: Congmts! and Help! 

Good morning 

It’s no problem to send 1SO lanyards, Is the best address the one in your signature? Thanks! 

MARIANNE SCHROER 

Afla~tic Coas~ Conference 

O: 336.369.1216 ~ C: 
mschroer@theacc.or~ 

theACC.com ~ @theACC 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, Narch 29, 20~4 9:5~ PN 
To; Yakola, Amy; Stroman, Deborah L 

C¢= Schroer, Narianne 
Subject= ~e: CongraN~ and He~p[ 
Thanks Amy. Do you have ~ 1507 

debby 

@drstroman 
9~9.843.0336 

"Now wondedul R is that nobody need wait a s~ng~e moment before starting to ~mprove the world," ~ A~ne Frank 

::.g.:: 

From: <Yakola>, Amy Yakola <ayakola@theacc.org> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:14 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Cc: "Schroer, Marianne" <__m____s_£_h___r__o___e_£_@_t__h___e___a__c__£.___o__r_~> 

Subje~: RE: Congrats! and Help! 

"]7hm~k>: iov yo~.r.. crr..~’..i] m~d kh~d words Dcbby, 

i),~ yo~ havo a bali park of how many :,.’oL~’ll 

Thanl:,~s, 
AMY YAK:OLA 
seRior Associate Corflr~liSSiorler Communicatior~s and F’ublic Reiatiol~s 

ayakolal~,theae¢.orq 
l:heAOC cori! ¯ (~[heAOC 

[ ii"~iI ACC 201:2,-’14 ESignature July1 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:43 PM 
To: Yakola, Amy 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Congrats! and Help! 

Hi Amy. Congratulations on two GREAT ACC basketball tournaments. I was the proud recipient of remarks from a gushing Pitt fan who was so ELATED to 

experience an ACC tournament. He and his wife were so happy to share their sentiments on how the Greensboro Coliseum and ACC staff were so nice in 

comparison to Madison Square Garden and other locations. They just raved about being in the ACC and how everyone seemed to really care about their 

experience. So, again a sincere Congrats!! 

Friendly reminder - I am in need of lanyards for my attendees {and any other closet ACC items. I01) at the inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit. 
._w_____w____w__:__k_[~ 

_p___o__r__L._#__n___c_:__e___d___u- If your schedule permits, please let me know if you can attend. 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
gXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer (~:__e__x_s__s_:N_n__c_:_e_d__u_) 

Frank Hawkins Renan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Adviser (http://www.kenan-flaoler,unc,edu/kenan-institute) 
3~5 WooRen = CB #8700 



Too Late To Start 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Ariel <haneya@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:02 AM 

School of Nursing CE programs <sonceprograms@listserv.unc.edu:~ 

[sonceprograms] Legal Nurse Ulxtate- UNC-CH, School of Nursing 

There are still seats open arid JMJ scholarships available for RNs[ 

~ ~ ~ N U ~sesi~c ~easi ~ g!~ ~ace th e p~SSi b i!~ O~ m a! p~a cti~e !i~ig a~ d~ ~ectedat th emsel~esa~d ~h e~ age~ ~ies !~ y o o ~e 
; ever been confused about s~rategies to prevent malpractice what constitutes evidence m a lawsuit or how Iitiga~ion 

proceeds ~rem ~he summons to ~he cou~ ~oom you ~ll want to a~end this day,long conference so you ~11 be be~er 

: ; Our mnova~e and dynamic speakers are expeneneed legal and health care professionals who can speak ~ you~ 

studies ~rom legal and n ursing perspectives review comma n negligence accusations; and des~nbe what to expect 
o are hamelin a la~Ul~ 

~)Z~ ;;)~ 2 ~0U~i!! alSOa na!Tze st[ategi e s ~oa~ O id!a~Uitsa nddiSCUSS ~isk red UCtionski!!S~S u Ch a Sp~O pe H R 
whli ............................................. e I i n ki n g ;~ s ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... a feN c u ltu [ e ~ to I la bll IN n s k Y o u ~11 e n] oy t h e o p p o A u n to disc u s s l e g a i wo ..................... ~les in a .................................... 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}emaikunc.eduv 

Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

[YNC Latina/o Studies<uncAorogram in latina o studies@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[uncAorogra~n in latina o studies] Invitation: Michael Schwalbe event on gender, 

Flyer for Michael’s Talk.docx 

7 p.m. 116 Muvphey (UNC, CH) 

RESISTING IlqE SEDUCTION OF NIAiN~PIOOD STATUS: 

C.4lx," HIG~ F~DUCATION OVERCOME DRONE MORALITY? 

Michael Schwalbe 
Professor of Sociolo~z 
NC State Universib’ 

Wed., 7 pm. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
116 Murphey Hall 

Michael Schwalbe will be giving a talk based on his recently released book Manhood Acts: Gender and the Practices of Domination (Paradigm, 

The talk is about how the promise of gender privilege leads men to relinquish their moral autonomy and, as a result, to pamcipate in collecuve acts of oppression. Professor Schwalbe will 
also consider how education might interrupt this process. 

Michael Schwalbe is Professor of Sociology at North Carolina State Umversity. tte is the author of Unlocking the Iron Cage: ’]?he Men’s Movement, Gender Politics, and American Culture 
(OxJ2~rd); ~fhe Sociologically Examined Life (McGraw-ttill); and Rigging the Game: How Inequality Is Reproduced in Every&~y Life (OxJf~rd) 

Sponsored by: Students for a Democratic Society (UNC, Chapel Hill) Co-sponsors: UNC’s Carolina Women’s Center, UNC Men’s Project, UNC Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC 
Department o:[" Sociolog3,, UNC Department o:[’Women’s and Gender Studies, and the UNC Social and Economic Justice Minor. 

-- You are currently subscribed to unc program in latina o studies as: dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id 41724563.84e5ff)48eSd19c:[’eb3JN8553ca94cfld&n T&I unc pro;ram in latina o studies&o 34469997 or send a blank email to leave-344,59997- 
41724563 84e5:[’048eSdl 9c:[’eb3 f88553ca94c fld@liskserv.unc edu 



RESISTING THE SEDUCTION OF MANHOOD STATUS: 
CAN HIGHER EDUCATION OVERCOME DRONE MORALITY? 

Michael Schwalbe 
Professor of Sociology 
NC State University 

Wed., April 2nd, 7 p.m. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
116 Murphey Hall 

Michael Schwalbe will be giving a talk based on his recently released book Manhood 
Acts: Gender and the Practices of Domination (Paradigm, 2014). 

The talk is about how the promise of gender privilege leads men to relinquish their 
moral autonomy and, as a result, to participate in collective acts of oppression. 
Professor Schwalbe will also consider how education might interrupt this process. 

Michael Schwalbe is Professor of Sociology at North Carolina State University, He is the 

author of Unlocking the Iron Ca~qe: The Men’s Movement, Gender Politics, and American 
Culture (Oxford); The Sociolqqically Examined Life (McGraw-Hill); and R~q, qin,q the Game: 

How Inequality Is Reproduced in Everyday Life (Oxford), 

Sponsored by: Students for a Democratic Society (UNC, Chapel Hill). Co-sponsors: UNC’s 
Carolina Women’s Center, UNC Men’s Project, UNC Curriculmn in Global Studies, UNC 
Department of Sociology, UNC Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, and the UNC 
Social and Economic Justice Minor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 20:[4 :[0:~L~L AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Let’s do this! 

Woooo! Thanks for sharing, Debby! 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
~_~_.__u__n___c__e___n__1_!_n___o__r__.__o__r_cj I Schedule a meeting- 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 31, 20144:59 PM 

Subject: Let’s do this! 

http://www.biz~urna~s.c~m/trianRle/b~g/2~14/~3/n~rth-car~ina-ranks-n~-3-f~r-gr~wth-in-w~men.htm~?ana=e trig rd!Jp&s=newsletter&ed=20:14-03-3~. 

;) 
Thanks for ALL you do to make our young women confident and courageous to go forth and build! 

debby 

De#orah L, 5tro~an, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower~ 
EX$$ Spert Administration, Lecturer (~.__e___x____s#___.__u__&c__.__e___d___q.) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan I~stitute of Private E~terprise, Senior Adviser (http://www.kenan-fla~qler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
315 Woollen = C~ #8700 
Chape~ Hil~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tomaskova, Silvia <toma@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:40 AM 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [theaxg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

tomas.vcf 

Please read below: 

In the middle of the page states: 

would this be ARG? (or its earlier incarnation?) maybe we get mentioned? as close to good publicity as we ca~ get! (if you squire "the right way) 

s. 

On 3/31/2014 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was ~rowin~ uncontrollably, approached me 

afterwards and cautioned me that speakin~ in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O that seemed to 

reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I ~ather from some of the interactions on this list that is more willin~ to raise substantive concerns about the scale of 

our commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too 

~eneric to know what their commitments are. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: tomas~tmc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://lists.mac.edt~u?id=61803892.2ce34ebaabl e2tbfcc5261 le3t037178&n=T&l=fl~earg&o=34466731 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to !.e..ta.~Le..-~3..4~4~.6.~.7.:.3...~-.~.~..~.(.!..3~8.~.2..~.c~e:.3.~.4.~.e..b~a.~.~.~.~)~?~!.i~L~1~! 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro(?~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mic.edu,’u?id=62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d&n=T&l=fl~earg&o=34470383 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Silvia TomAii~i kovAi 

TomAi/~i kovAi 

Silvia 

UNC-Chapel Hil 

204 Smith Bldg., CB#3135 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3908 

E-mail: tomas@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pleasants, Robert <bpleas@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Catching up 

Hi Deb, 

Hope you are well. I am long overdue in connecting with you after we met at the REI in January. Would you like to grab coffee or lunch in a few weeks? I’d like to 

tell you more about the Boys on Track program and seek some wisdom from you. 

Thanks, 

-bob 

R,;bert P{~ a!;a:~’,t.% P}’,. [i. 
[t!~:ecpersona[ Vtolet!ce P few ~vioa Coor~iaa~:or, Stu~eat: We[ir~ess 

O t;iversity o[ Nortt~ Cm’oiiI~a at Ctl~oe[ 

Confidentiality Notice: TNs e-mail message, {nc]udi~g any a~aehments, is for Ne sole use of intended recipient(s) and may eoNmn confideNial and privileged infm~nafion Any mmnthorized review, rise, disclosme or 
dish-ibntion is prohibited. If yon are not Ne intended recipient, p]ease contact Ne sender by rep]y e-toNI attd deshoy Ol copies ofNe origind message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:16 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of Faculty? 

Yes--and notice that he deliberately does not mention the ARG. He thinks we’re radioactive. And for some, I 
suppose we are. 
On 4/1/14 10:40 AM, Silvia Tomfigkovfi wrote: 

Please read below: 

In the middle of the page states: 

would this be ARG? (or its earlier incarnation?) maybe we get mentioned? as close to good 
publicity as we can get! (if you squint the right way) 

On 3/31/2014 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to 

athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC 

was growing uncontrollably,            approached me afterwards and cautioned me that 

speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O 

that seemed to reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that is more 

willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of our commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand 

on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too generic to know what their commitments 

are. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
CB 3115, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 



(919) 843-8978 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: tomas@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803892.2ce34ebaab 1 e2fbfcc52611 e3 f037f78&n=T&l=thearg&o=34466731 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34466731- 
61803892.2ce34ebaab 1 e2fbfcc52611 e3f037f78@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: j aysmith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803888.b835e6061 c75 aa9b2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e 1 f&n=T&l=thearg&o=34470383 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34470383- 
61803888.b835e6061 c75 aa9b2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e 1 f@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85 e 19d711 d338e5 d&n=T&l=thearg& o=34470743 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34470743-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Good News 

Awesolne! Would you be imerested in speaking to the Sports and Emertainment Law Society or a class? I know there is a sports and entertainment law course so I 

will check to see if it is a course ofl~red in the fall or spring. 

On Tue, at 10:53 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

X:: care 

From= [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:51 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Good News 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to let you know that I received my acceptance letter into the JD/MBA progrmn! I am extremely excited for the future 

opportunities I roll have by combining business and law. 

Thank you so much for all of your support and I hope to continue to make you proud! 

P.S. Just in c~se you would like to sha~e ruth ~me of your studenks or possibly attend yourself. 

"Outside the Box with Sports & Entertainment" 

A SELS Annua~ Conference 

NCCU Law’s Sports & Entertainment Law Society (SELS) extends invitations to the annual SELS Conference"Outside the Box with S#orts a~d Entertainment." 



Come hear about emerging issues in sports and entertainment! The conference will take place Saturday,             from 9am-3pm. It features discussion panelists 
h’om No[th Ca[olina and ~he A~lanta Metropolitan Area. Conlerence admission includes: breaklas~ and ~unch; ~n~om~a~ional panels and a keynote address leaker#N spo~ts 
and entertNnment protess~ona~s~ Thee wN be a~lotted fer networking op~o~tun~fies~ 

Please refer to ~ortsentlawconference.’~eemtix.com/for more detailed information and pre-sNe ticketdRSVP. Admission prices are as follo~,s: (1) paid SELS 
membe~ are free of charge; (2) non-member students a~ $10; and (3) the general public is $25. 

Attendees and members will be able to purchase pro-sale SELS shirts at the conference at $10. 

We look ferward to seeing you there! 

,, TIME & DATE 
Saturday, 9AM - 3PM 

¯ LOCATION 

Great Hall I Room 100 

° PRICE 

Members- FREE 
Nonmembers (students)- $10 
General Public- $25 
Register/RSVP @ http://nccusportsentlawconference.yeemtix.com/ 

North Carolina Central University School of Law 

]uris Doctor Candidate, 

@eagles.nccu.edu 

~aJumni. unc.edu 

North Carolina Central University School of Law 

]uris Doctor Candidate, 

@eagles.nccu.edu 

~alumni.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 11:30 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss- t~cnl~] Thesis Defense 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Defense 

Student: 

Title: RELIABLE CHANGE INDICES OF VISUAL AND SENSORY PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Monday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: StaNngs-Evans Conference Room 

Time: 8:00am 

Advisor: Dr. Jason Mihalik, CAT(C), ATC 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Kevin M. Guskiemcz, PhD, ATC (reader) 

Ms. Ashley C. Littleton, IVIA, ATC (reader) 

Mr. Robert Lynall, MS, ATC (ex-otticio) 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: ._d_~_t__r_~_?2~i__t_[_n_c_:_e_st___u_. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34470892-55567101.548a982f302a2aT15ee00e34bl bcc32a,@]istserv.t~nc.edt~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Banks, LaChaun <~LaChaun Banks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Referral 

Hello Debbie, 

Great presentation yesterday! 

I wanted to put in a good recommendation for a friend of mine who applied to a job that may be in your area. If this isft in your exact department, can you please 

pass the recommendation over to the appropriate person if you know who it is? 

I’m thinking you handle all things athletics. A good family friend of mine applied for the Academic Counselor for Student Athletes and she REALLY wants this 

position. She has a mastgs in Education and her life goal is to be a student counselor for academics. Could you please send m~good word’ to the appropriate 

person. She’s very hard working and has great character and work ethic!!! 

Thanks Debbie, 

LaChaun 

LaChaun Banks ¯ Economic Development Coordinator ¯ Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at UNC Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 www.NCGrowth.unc.edu 

Direct ¯ 919.962.4696 ¯ Mobile ¯ , LaChaun ganks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Follow us on Twitter 



From: @sherwin.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: UNC visit 

Hello: 

My daughter        and I will be in the Chapel Hill area on                   We arrive early afternoon on         from Cleveland, Ohio. Unfortunately we were unable 

to schedule a visit with the university. We are hoping to arrange a meeting with a minority student on campus to obtain their perspective of campus and academic life. 

Please let me know if we can arrange such a meeting. I can be reached at (work), (cell), or simply respond to this email. 

Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amelia Farmer zmfam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 12:18 PM 

Amelia Farmer ~at?armer@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

March 31 SBJ Weeldy Drill **Multiple Choice** 

SBJ March 31 Weekly Drill MC - FOR PROFESSORS.doc; SBJ March 31 Weekly Drill MC - FOR PROFESSORS.pdf 

Good afternoon, 

This week’s multiple choice Drill is now posted online and available for students to access. 

Instructions are written out for students at the bottom of this email. PLEASE copy a nd paste to your students. 

As a professor, you can access the drill grades by logging into your portal (www.sbjcollege.com!portal) and clicking Weekly Drill. You should see a link to the class, 

and a (+) sign next to it where you can drop down and see each week. Each week has a drop-down to the specific student who has taken it, when, and their grade. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Hope you all have a great week! 

For your studentsi 

Dear Class, 

The March 31st issue Weekly Drill is now posted and will be available until Sunday, April 6th at 11:59pm 

EST. Please note that the deadline is in Eastern Standard Time and you must SUBMIT your Drill by that 

time for it to be counted. You may not access an expired Drill at any time during the term. 

Instructions for Students 

1. Click this link: www~sbjcollege.com!13orta! 

2. If not logged in already, log in using the email address and password for your SBJ account (if you 

do not remember your password, please click the "forget your password" link at the bottom._if 

you use the "forget your password" link, you may need to click the link in Step i again AFTER 

logging in) 

3. Click on "Weekly Drill" on the menu to the left and follow the prompts to answer and submit 

the Drill 

4. Note: Once submitted you are unable to access this week’s Drill again for my course. This 

includes pressing the "Back" button. (If you receive an error, please be sure to send a screen 

shot of the error message to afarmer@sportsbus!nessjourna!.com). 

Because the SBJ office is closed during the weekends, please be certain that you have access before 

their offices close on Friday at 5pro EST just in case you need assistance. 

Professor 

Amelia C Farmer 

College & LTniversi~z Program IVlanager 

SportsBusiness Journal I Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Mi)rehead Street I Suite 310 Charlotte, NC 28202 

p.704 973.1420 112 7(~ 973.1401 



C©LLEGE & UHIiVERS T¥ PROG Ab  

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 Issue 48 

1. What was cited as a challenge for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

A. The stadium is separate from downtown, so fans can’t walk to all events. 

B. There will not be much to do in terms of events other than the actual games, 

C. Dallas is not as much fun as cities such as Atlanta or New Orleans, 

D. All of the above 
(from In Big D, logistics require two big Final Four[an parties, from cover) 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 
A, The structure will be lowered so that it no longer blocks skyline views for fans, 

B, The team will be able to display rainouts and other information on the new system. 

C. TMC Philadelphia will sell advertising on the tower’s signs and share revenue with the Phillies. 

D. All of the above 
(from Sign o[ the times: Old marquee gets new business plan in Phifly, p. :14) 

3, What is cited as the main challenge in the Islanders’ transition from Long Island to Brooklyn? 

A. Uniting two disparate fan bases (new and old fans} 

B. Gaining fans from Brooklyn who currently prefer the Rangers 

C. Creating an appealing system to convince Long Islanders to commute into the city 

D. Adjusting the game schedule and times so that more people can attend games 

(from fs/anders hire Gameptan Creative[or transition to Bardays, p. 8) 

4. True or False: Many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s market because 

media rights continue to rise. 

A. True 

B. False 
(from Seller’s market, but[ew teams on the block, p. 18) 

5. How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

A. There is not as much behind the deal in terms of investment dollars. 
B. A rollup of talent and marketing firms have never joined together to create a large agency before. 

C. it is unusual to launch a multi-sport agency by acquiring multiple firms at the same time. 

D. All of the above 
(from An agency is born, sudden[y, from cover) 

2014. Sbeet & Smith’s SportsBusi~ess Journal 



C©LL G  & UNIiV  S T¥ 

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 issue 48 

LEAGUES £/SD ,GOVER~I~’G BODIES 
6. According to NFL officials, what was part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites? 

A. NFL officials wanted teams to increase their advertising revenue. 

B. NFL officials felt the teams’ local content was not reaching as many viewers as possible. 

C. Records show that NFLcom wasn’t getting enough traffic on its own. 

D. All of the above 

(from NFL team sites get access to highlights, from cover) 

7. What was one area where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

A. Audio crowd prompts will now be used up to 15 seconds before the snap. 

B. Locker room camera footage will be used in-stadium during all playoff games next season° 

C. in-game injury reports must now be shown on stadium videoboards or ribbon boards at the same time they are 

announced in the press box. 

Do All of the above 
(from Ticket revenue rises s/ight/y as prices inch up, p. 28) 

~$ABI(ETI~G A/SD SPONSO~,~SHIP" 

8. True or False: The favorable time zone has sponsors anticipating record interest and viewership of the 2014 World 
Cup in the U.S. 

A. True 

Bo False 

(from Sponsors p/an biggest World Cup marketing ef/orts in U.S. ever/or Brazil 2014, p. 6) 

9, Which of the following is a major change in the new Fox deal with MLB? 

A, More games carried on Fox Sports 1 instead of all on Fox 

Bo Three-man booth calling the games 

C, introduction of a replay system 

D. All of the above 
(from MLB on Fox: New voices, channei, platforms, p. 4) 

O LyI~ ~’,~lCS 

10. True or False: The combination of three NGBs for the 2016 Rio Games will serve as a test run for the next Winter 
Olympics. 

Ao True 

B, False 
(from NGBs create "Trio to Rio" package, p. 6} 

2014. Sbeet & Smith’s 5portsBusiness Journal 



C©LLEGE & UHIiVERS T¥ PROG Ab  

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 Issue 48 

1. What was cited as a challenge for fans by having the NCAA Final Four in Dallas? 

A. The stadium is separate from downtown, so fans can’t walk to all events. 

B. There will not be much to do in terms of events other than the actual games, 

C. Dallas is not as much fun as cities such as Atlanta or New Orleans° 

D. All of the above 
(from In Big D, logistics require two big Final Four[an parties, from cover) 

2. How will the renovation of the Theme Tower benefit the Phillies? 
Ao The structure will be lowered so that it no longer blocks skyline views for fans, 

B, The team will be able to display rainouts and other information on the new system. 

C. TMC Philadelphia will sell advertising on the tower’s signs and share revenue with the Phillies. 

D. All of the above 
(from Sign o[ the times: Old marquee gets new business plan in Phifly, p. :14) 

3, What is cited as the main challenge in the Islanders’ transition from Long Island to Brooklyn? 

A. Uniting two disparate fan bases (new and old fans} 

B. Gaining fans from Brooklyn who currently prefer the Rangers 

C, Creating an appealing system to convince Long Islanders to commute into the city 

D. Adjusting the game schedule and times so that more people can attend games 

(from fs/anders hire Gameptan Creative[or transition to Bardays, p. 8) 

4. True or False: Many sports teams in the four major leagues are not for sale despite the seller’s market because 

media rights continue to rise. 

A. True 

B. False 
(from Seller’s market, but[ew teams on the block, p. 18) 

5. How does the creation of Stealth SME differ from other large sports agencies? 

A. There is not as much behind the deal in terms of investment dollars. 
B. A rollup of talent and marketing firms have never joined together to create a large agency before. 

C. It is unusual to launch a multi-sport agency by acquiring multiple firms at the same time. 

D. All of the above 
(from An agency is born, sudden[y, from cover) 

© 2014 Street & Smith s Sport~Busin,:s~ Journaf 



C©LLEGE & UNIiVERS T¥ PROG Ab  

MULTIPLE CHOICE 

SportsBusiness Journal I March 31-April 6, 20141 Volume 16 issue 48 

6. According to NFL officials, what was part of the reasoning for the addition of highlights to NFL team sites? 

A. NFL officials wanted teams to increase their advertising revenue0 

g. NFL officials felt the teams’ local content was not reaching as many viewers as possib~e0 

C. Records show that NFLcom wasn’t getting enough traffic on ~ts own0 

D. All of the above 
(from NFL ~eam sites get access ~o highlights, from cover) 

7. What was one area where the NFL decided to add to its fan-experience initiatives? 

A. Audio crowd prompts will now be used up to 15 seconds before the snap, 

B, Locker room camera footage will be used in-stadium during all playoff games next season° 

Co In-game injury reports must now be shown on stadium videoboards or ribbon boards at the same time they are 

announced in the press box. 

Do All of the above 
(from Ticket revenue rises siighdy as prices inch Lip, p. :28) 

8. True or False: The favorable time zone has sponsors anticipating record interest and viewership of the 2014 World 
Cup in the U.S. 

A. True 

B. False 

(from Sponsors p/an biggest Worid Cup marketing ef/orts in Uo5. ever/or Brazil 2014, po 6) 

9. Which of the following is a major change in the new Fox deal with MLB? 

A. More games carried on Fox Sports 1 instead of all on Fox 

B. Three-man booth calling the games 

C. Introduction of a replay system 

D. All of the above 
(from MLB on Fox: New voices, channei, platforms, p. 4) 

10. True or False: The combination of three NGBs for the 2016 Rio Games will serve as a test run for the next Winter 
Olympics. 

Ao True 

B, False 
(from NGBs create "Trio to Rio" package, p. 6} 

2014 Street & Smith s Sport~Busines~ Journaf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@she~-in.com> 

Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC visit 

Just a note...space has opened up for an 

student before or after our tour. 

Thanks again for your time. 

,isit through the university. Our tour begins at 2:30pm and ends at 4:30pm. We are hoping we can meet with a minority 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 

Dr~te 12:11 PM 

r~ubject: 
UNC visit 

Hello: 

My daughter        and i will be in the Chapel Hill area on                   ~A/e arrive early afternoon on         from Cleveland, Ohio. Unfortunately we were unable 

to schedule a visit with the university. We are hoping to arrange a meeting with a minority student on campus to obtain their perspective of campus and academic life. 

Please let me know if we can arrange such a meeting. I can be reached at (work), (ceil), or simply respond to this email. 

Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:00 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJye@email.unc.edu:~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Internship tbr Undergrads 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Exercise and Sport Sdence 
Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 
CB 8700, Woollen 309 
Chapel Hi~, NC 27599 
919/962-5:1.73 
sportlaw@unc.edu 

::N:: CE~A Small Hortizontal 2 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :t2:41 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: Summer Internship for Undergrads 
Hi, 

Our assislant coach, Tony BaJdmn, and his wife mn a summer camp in Pennsylvania. Sue asked ifI would l~SS along this sumlner job opening to any EXSS students 

that might be interested. From what I have heard it is an awesome camp and would be a great oppoitunity to get some experience. The Baldwin family is also a great 

family with lots of connections in the college sports world as Tony has been a coach at several DI schools and Sue played soccer in college and coached at UVa. 
The job description and info is below. Feel free to ,send out to your classes or if you have specific sludents that might be interested. I’m sure Sue would be hapw to 

meet or speak ruth anyone that might be interested. 

CAMP WEEQUAHIC- Prograra Coordinator 

I’m Sue Baldmn, Assistant Director of Camp Weequahic. Our cmnp provides a’traditional 3 or 6 week camp experience to children ages 8-15 on 100 acres in the 

beautiful Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania. Our mission is to provide a remarkable camp experience through our Weequahic values of gratitude, attitude and 

courage. Our camp population has exploded in the pasl 3 years due to awesome staff and the incredible experience we provide at Weequahic each summer. At the 

stone time our program office has expanded to overseeing the scheduling of over 60 programs tbr 380 cmnpers each session. We need a staff’member who can work 

on the administrative side of camp, who is passionate about being in a fun childre~f s communi~, good on the computer, and who can juggle four or five tasks each day 

including: schedule 30-40 campers daily, create a 120 person counselor schedule, create daily bulletin of events, ~nanage our daily choice periods, and playing and 

living in a community of 150 staff from all of the world for 6 weeks. The position is caJled ’Program Coordinator.’ It is also great opportuni~ for an internship in any of 

the following departments: education, recreatior~leisure studies, hospitality, event plamiing, marketing, co~nmunication, management, human resources, computers- 
system analysis, business. 

The job is for someone that is energized by being around people, enjoys new challenges daily, has a systems brain that can integrate information from various 

contingencies at can~p to create seamless schedules daib; doesn’t mind being in a ’camp office,’ not a picky eater, likes loud crazy diNng halls, selfless and eaw-goh~g 

by nature, and can work hard. It is the hardest summer job you will ever love. It roll also boost your s~lf-awareness and ’reaJ world’ skills of leadership, 

communication, diligence, and multi-tasking. 

The job is located in Lakewood, PA ti~om J~me 8-August 11, 2014 and pays between $2000-$2400 and a travel stipend. All room and board is included, as well as a 

staff uniform. This person roll report directly to me during the summer and I am a fun person. If it ~unds like a fit send me a 350 word paragraph fl~at tells me why, or 

apply online at www.weequahic.com 

**My winter office is in Cazo~, NC! 

::X:: C~mp Sue Baldwin 
Staffing & Program Director Weequa c 

] "~¥inter Office Summer Office 

Athens, GA 30606 Lakewood, PA 18439 

Toll Free: 877-899-9695 T: 706-548-6010 ] F: 706-548-6030 T: 570-798-2716 ] F: 570-798-2999 

Thanks! 

www.donna#apasoftballcamps.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Trimlgle Tribune Editor <editor@mail 128-135.atl41 .mandrillapp.com > 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TriaJ~gle Tribune Offers & Invites 

17th aamual Full Frame Film Festival will be held April 3 - 6 in downtown Durham t~aturing over 100 fihns, events 
and panels. Includes 26 premieres, FREE outdoor screenings on Friday and Saturday night at Durham Central 

paxk, and a FILEE closing night fihn. 

Frostily Fun for ALL! Attend the Little River Colnmunity Complex Inc. Fair from March 28th - April 6th at the 
Durham CouiW Stadium. $2 OFF coupon good for unlilnited rides. 

Success Coaching Systems presents Passiom2Profit Bootcamp, revealing secret tips to discover and develop your 

passion, brand, finance, coach and mentor from panelists Deanna Hamilton, Betty Umstead and Cheryl Pullins. 

April 5th in Moorseville. 

Tiffs message was senl by The Triangle Tribmle newspaper, a division of The Charlotte 

Post Publishing Company, Inc. Published every Smlday, ore distlibufion covers Wake, 

Dinham, Orange, Franldin and Johnston Co,reties. 

ADVERTISE: submit inq~ffry to adv erlising,~,tfiano~letribune.com 

EDITORIAL: submit story ides/PSA to ,,ff~t,,:-b:J~:’?Az::w,i<c:Jbu’a,, ,’oi~ 

115 Market Street Ste 360-H 

Durham, NC 27701 

PIt: 919-688-9408 

Customer S e~:ice 

Privacy Policy 

To be removed from this mailing list~ please click here. 

%, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <~dcurrin@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:48 Plvl 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- li~c ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-~culh.. ~] Reception lbr Amy Tul?Ls 

Contributions toward a gift card 

may be given to Cindy or Denise. 

In Appreciation 

of her 

Dedicated Service and Devoted Friendship 

and to 

Celebrate her new Position 

Please join us 

for a reception to honor 

Amy Tufts 
Friday, April5th, 1:00 pm 

Fetzer Conference Room 201 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: ._d_~_~__r~?Ln_~_r!@__e__~__r_~j_a_i_l_:g_rLc_:_e___c_l_k~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/ilists.tmc.edt~,’u?id=55567102.4537814cd668t’957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-fact~ltv&o-34472007 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broke~a) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34472007-55567102.4537814cd668N57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(i~lislse~a~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wa]ter Storholt ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Matt Brown <mbrown@lea~-fieldsports.com> 

Final Four Credentials 

I went ahead and submitted our application for credentMs for the Final Four should we get the win tonight. Just FYI. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CurrilL Denise C <dcurfin@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 2:01 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stserv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] FRIDAY APRIL 

Sorry about the typo--Amy’s reception is Friday, April 4th!!! 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB# 8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 919-962-5172 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstroman(,:~ema~ilatnc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe click here: !at tp:/,,’lists, tmc. edtvn?i d=55567102.4537814cd6681~)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l =exss-facult~,&o=34472146 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ein~)~l to leave-34472146-55567102.4537814cd668N57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d¢~)listseI~.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia Farmer <afam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Summer 2014 College & Universi~ Program 

Good afternoon Debby, 

As the spring semester comes to an end here soon, I wanted to check in and see if you were planning on enrolling any courses with us for this summer. 

Keep in mind that we have our same regular term and rates available, which are 12 weeks for ~;50, or !6 weeks for 565. We realize that some of your summer term 

courses may be shorter, so please note that we are also offering shorter terms and even lower rates to reflect these summer courses only. They are as follows: 

SportsBusiness Journal OR Daily/GlobaJ- 4 weeks for $22 

SportsBusiness Journal OR Daily/GlobaJ- 6 weeks for $29 

DUAL JoumaFDaily- 6 weeks for $49 

SportsBusiness Journal- 7 weeks tbr $32 

SportsBusiness Journal- 8 weeks for $25 

SportsBusiness Journal- 9 weeks for $40 

DUAL Journa!!Daily- 9 weeks for $75 

Let me know if you have any questions regarding the pricing/term length, the products, or our program offerings over the summer. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon regarding your summer course(s) or any questions you may have. 

Best regards, 

iXme~ia C Farmer 

College & University Program Manager 

SportsBusiness Journal ] Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Mi~rehead Street ] Suite 310 (;harlotte, NC 28202 

p.704.973.1420 I Ii 704.973.1401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <IVla~ Napier@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: KI Board of Advisors Meeting 3.31.14 

I will be away from the office April with no access to emaii, if you have an immediate concern please contact Ronda Ragan, ronda...raganCq~kenan-flagler.unc.edu or call 929-962-8203_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 4:56 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu> 

[exss-thculty] wedne~ay april 2 

FYI 
Hello all 
I will be late in the morning -should be here by 11am 
Cynthia A ~ s 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro(a) unc.edn. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _1!t__1171 ,_/_/_’ !_i_ _s__t_ ~ :__uj~ 9__.__e_d__~i’__u__’ ~i$t______5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ __0_ _1_~:__5_ _4__ _8___a__?_ __8_ ~__1}_(_ !__2_ ~__2_ !a_ _7__ _1_ _~__e_ 9__(_ !__0__e____:} __4_ __b_ _l_ __D___c_ _9’_._3_ __2_ ~ __n_ ___i _I_i__&__ h_e___x___s_~_-f_’_a__c_’__t_t_!_t.Y __&__ 2____-_3_ __4_ __4_ __7_ _3___4___6_ __3_ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34473463-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(F~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc. 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 5:47 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss- ti~cul~] to ug on 4-1 - 14--snmmer camp 

I’m Sue Baldwin, Assistant Director of Camp Weequahic. Our camp provides a traditional 3 or 6 week camp experience to children ages 8-15 on 100 acres in the 

beautiful Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania. Our mission is to provide a remarkable camp experience through our Weequahic values of gratim&, attitude and 

courage. Our camp population has exploded in the past 3 yeaacs due to awesome staff and the incredible experience we provide at Weequahic each summer. At the 

same time our program office has expanded to overseeing the scheduling of over 60 programs for 380 campers each session. We need a stm~f member who can work 

on the admiNstrative side of camp, who is passionate about being in a fun children’s community, good on the computer, and who can juggle four or five tasks each day 

including: ~hedule 30-40 campers daily, create a 120 person connselor schedule, create daily bulletin of events, manage our daily choice periods, and playing and 

living in a community of 150 staff from all of the world tbr 6 weeks. The position is called ’Program Coordinator.’ It is also great opportunity tbr an internship in any of 

the following departments: education, recreation!leisure studies, hospitality, event planning, marketing, communication, management, human resources, computers- 

system analysis, business. 

The j ob is tier someone that is energized by being around people, enj oys new challenges daily, has a systems brain that can integrate intbrmafi on t?om vm-ious 

contingencies at camp to create seanfless schedules daily, doesn’t mind being in a ’camp office,’ not a picky eatel; likes loud crazy dining halls, selfless and easy-going 

by natule, and can work hmd. It is the hardest summer job you will ever love. It will aJso boost your self-awareness and ’real world’ skills ofleadeBhip, 

colnmunicatio~ diligence, and multi-tasking. 

The job is located in Lakewood, PA from June 8-August 11, 2014 and pays between $2000-$2400 and a travel stipend. All room and board is included, as well as a 

staff uniform. This person will report directly to me during the summer and I am a fun person. If it sounds like a fit send me a 350 word paragraph that tells me why, or 

apply online at ww~-.weequahic.com 

**IVly winter office is in CaD~, NC! 

i.~.i Camlz Sue BMdwin 
Weequahic Staffing & Program Director 

VVinter Office Sumlner Office 

::~:: FII l] ::~:: El 13-10 Founders Lake Road 210Woods Road 

Athens, GA 30606 Lakewood, PA 18439 

Toll Free: 877-899-9695 T: 706-548-6010 ] F: 706-548-6030 T: 570-798-2716 ] F: 570-798-2999 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
CB#8700, 21:1 Fetzer Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-962-0489 
Spring 20:14 Advising!Office hours: 
Tuesdays :1:1:00-:12::15 
Wednesdays :10:00-:1:1::15 and :1::15-2:45 
Thursdays :1:1:00-:12::15 
or by appointment or chance in my 2:1:1 Fetzer office. 

You are cnrrently subscribed to exss- faculU as: dstro(?~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu,’u?id 55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculW&o 34473635 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34473635-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32af;listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 5:48 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss- t~cul~] to ug on 3- 31 - 14- -ACC tbotball 

2014 ACC football intemship.lxtf 

Professor Osborne looldng out for you! See attached. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: _c_t.~_t_!2R~_u_!!.c_: .e__d__t!. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_![?_i ,_/_/_’ !_i_ ~_t_~:__uj~ 9__.__e__d__~’__u__’ ~i~t______5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ __0_ _1_::__5_ _4__ _8_@_ __8_ ~__~3_(_ !__2_ ~__2_ !a_ _7__ _1_ _~__e_ 9__(_ !__0_9__-_3_ __4_ __b_ _l_ __b_c_ 9_-_3. __2_ ~ __n_ ___i _I_i__&__ !_____e_x_s_~ _-__f_’_a__c_’__t_t_! _t.~ __&__ 2_._3_ __4_ __4_ __7_ _.3___6_ __4__!: 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34473641-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(?~listserv.unc.edu 



FOOTBALL ~AME DAY OPERA~IONS INTERNSHIP OPPORtUNItY 

The Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) is accepting applications for the 2014 ACC Football Game Day Operations Center 

Internship program. Interns will monitor, record, and log video data of all ACC football games to complete 

administrative, operational, and officiating related objectives. Interns will also be offered the opportunity to assist with 

the Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game held in Charlotte, North Carolina on December 6, 2014. 

This is an excellent opportunity to gain practical knowledge of a collegiate conference while assisting with a wide variety 

of objectives with the ACC. This internship provides exposure to the substantive and technical aspects of athletic 

administration, operations, event management, and officiating while participating in the excitement of ACC Football. 

Internship Responsibilities: 
Football Game Day Operations Center 

o Monitor, record, and log data and corresponding operational aspects of ACC football games. 

o Compile and edit video and complete analytical projects. 

General 
o Assist with game day operations, administration, and officiating projects. 

Event Management 

o Learn and understand the logistics of the Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game in order to effectively 

assist the ACC staff with game day operations, including the coordination and execution of ancillary game 

events. 

o Support other ACC football events, including officiating clinics, media day, and ACC championship events 

when opportunity and availability allow. 

Preferred Qualifications: 
Current college or graduate student pursuing a degree in sports management, business, communications, 

marketing, or related field. 
¯ Knowledge of and/or a willingness to learn about college football. 
¯ Experience with and/or a willingness to learn about video editing. 
¯ Strong interpersonal, communication, and computer skills. 

~ortant Details: 
This is an unpaid internship that begins in late August and ends in early December (dates are flexible). 

The internship opportunity is designed to benefit the intern and will provide interns with valuable experience and 

networking opportunities. 

Interns must be available for a minimum of four hours on most Saturdays during the football season and an 

occasional shift on Thursday or Friday nights. 

Select interns may be offered the opportunity to participate in weekday hours. 

To apply, email a formal letter of interest, resume, and a minimum of three references (in PDF format) to: 

BEN TARIO 
Assistant Commissioner/Football, Multimedia, and Legal Affairs 

btariog~theacc.org 

Put GDOC Application in the email subject line. 

Applications will be accepted through April 12, 2014. 

Contact Ben Tario via email with questions. 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27407 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Padna, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 8:56 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stserv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Ulxtate on Ex Phys Faculty Posi’6on 

I wanted to let everyone know that Erik Hanson has officially accepted our ofi~r to join our faculty ne:d year. 

We just received his signed acceptance letter and are very excited to welco~ne to the EXSS team. 

Thanks to everyone for the important roles they played throughout the entire search process. Most notably, thanks to Clandio, Bill, Deb, Eric, and Troy for their 

efibrts on the search committee. 

If you’d like to send Erik and email and welcome him to our faculty, his email is listed below: 

ErikEtanson@vu.edu.au 

Thanks again and have a great day. DAP 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor & Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
University of North Carolina 
204 Fetzer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
email: dpadua@email.unc.edu 
office: 919-843-5117 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: dslrotnan~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:/ilists.tmc,edwu?id 55567102.4537814cd6681957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facnllv&o 34475413 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34475413-55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Padna, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 8:56 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stserv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Ulxtate on Ex Phys Faculty Posi’6on 

I wanted to let everyone know that Erik Hanson has officially accepted our ofi~r to join our faculty ne:d year. 

We just received his signed acceptance letter and are very excited to welco~ne to the EXSS team. 

Thanks to everyone for the important roles they played throughout the entire search process. Most notably, thanks to Clandio, Bill, Deb, Eric, and Troy for their 

efibrts on the search committee. 

If you’d like to send Erik and email and welcome him to our faculty, his email is listed below: 

ErikEtanson@vu.edu.au 

Thanks again and have a great day. DAP 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor & Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
University of North Carolina 
204 Fetzer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
email: dpadua@email.unc.edu 
office: 919-843-5117 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: dstro~)unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc,edwn?i&55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculty&o 34475413 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34475413-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

AT&T, American Express, Boulevard Brewing, GM, Sporting KC and StubHub Examine Customized Game-Day Experiences at Intersport 
Activation Summit 

Michele Cart Steve Haener 
Director, Sports Cadillac National 

Marketing Advertising and 
American Sales Promotion 
Express Manager 

General Motors 

Ryan Luckey 

Assistant Vice 
President, 

Sponsorships 
ATILT 

Jeremy Gabby Duno Andy Tretiak 
Ragonese Head, Partnerships CMO 
Director, Activation and Sporting Club,/ 
Ma rketing Accou n t Sporting 

Boulevard Management Kansas City 
Brewing Co, StubHub 

From in-venue solutions that create fan interactivity and branded integration to 
multi-platform digital experiences, sponsors continually look for the most creative 
and innovative ways to engage fans with their brands during the game. 

In this session, panelists will discuss how they are fostering deeper connections with 
fans, creating happier customers and building stronger brand loyalty through sports 
sponsorship activation. 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 

Conference Group, 120 West IVlorehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 



To notit~., us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

ht’tps:,/fbm~s.sportsbusinessdaily.com, unsub!l idstroman~b~email.unc .edtr/DC5 E3 E0B 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

AT&T, American Express, Boulevard Brewing, GM, Sporting KC and StubHub Examine Customized Game-Day Experiences at Intersport 
Activation Summit 

Michele Cart Steve Haener 
Director, Sports Cadillac National 

Marketing Advertising and 
American Sales Promotion 
Express Manager 

General Motors 

Ryan Luckey 

Assistant Vice 
President, 

Sponsorships 
ATILT 

Jeremy Gabby Duno Andy Tretiak 
Ragonese Head, Partnerships CMO 
Director, Activation and Sporting Club,/ 
Ma rketing Accou n t Sporting 

Boulevard Management Kansas City 
Brewing Co, StubHub 

From in-venue solutions that create fan interactivity and branded integration to 
multi-platform digital experiences, sponsors continually look for the most creative 
and innovative ways to engage fans with their brands during the game. 

In this session, panelists will discuss how they are fostering deeper connections with 
fans, creating happier customers and building stronger brand loyalty through sports 
sponsorship activation. 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 

Conference Group, 120 West IVlorehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 



To notit~., us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 

ht’tps:/ifonns.sportsbusinessda~l~,.com/unsub! l /dstro(a)unc.edu/9016E632 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@|ire .uric .edu~ 

Wednesday,            12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Scholar Athlete Award 

EXSS SCHOLAR ATHLETE AWARD.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good afternoon! I am emailing you this afternoon wondering if you would be able to fill out a recommendation form for me? I found out Monday that I am 

eligible for the EXSS Scholar Athlete Award and in order to remain in contention I need to fill out an application and obtain two staff recommendations, of 

which I have attached the form to this email. 

Thank you so much for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Bachelor’s in Journalism and Mass Communication: Public Relations 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration Double Major 



EXSS SCHOLAR ATHLETE AWARD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

FACULTY RECOMMENDATION FORM 

1)IRECTIONS: 7his form must be completed by an EXSS faculty member who has taught or is 
currently teaching the student athlete (app#can0 and has" s~[.ficient information and experience 

with the student to judge hix/her merit. After completion of this form, the f~culty member is to 

enclose in a seated departmental letterhead envelope, sign the back seal, and return to the 
student to submit with his~her app#cation form. 

Please type or print all information. 

Student Athlete (applicant) Name: 

Classes taught to this student 
(applicant)? 

Ho~v long have you kno~vn this student (applicant)? 

Faculty Name: 

First Name Last Name Signature and Date 

Based on your knowledge of this student, please circle the most appropriate response: 

-Relative to other student athletes I have taught iu EXSS classes, this student ranks in the 
top      % academically. 

- This student is dependable and responsible with a very strong work ethic. 

0 1 2 3 4 
No Opinion Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

-This studeut is a positive role model for other EXSS students, both athletes and nou- 
athletes. 

0 1 2 3 4 
No Opinion Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

-This student’s potential to be an outstanding EXSS alumnus is very strong. 

0 1 2 3 4 



No Opinion Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

-This student is one of the best student athletes I have taught at UNC. 
0 1 2 3 
No Opinion Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree 

Additional Comments (or attach a letter if desired): 

4 
Strongly Agree 





Tudor: Is time finally 
right for C[emson to win 
at UNC? 

Aast ratlan Op~ 

Top News 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Detx~rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutthmr~ Landon Tyler <lm~don.huffinan@utk.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSRI 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well and having a great start to the spring season! Things are well in Knoxville. I’ve successfully defended my dissertation so I’m well on my way to finishing nay time at 
UTK strong. 

I wanted to touch base ~vith you to see if you were planning to attend the CSRI Conference this year? If so, would you be interested in serving as a Case Stud3’ judge? 

I hope you will be there so we can spend some time catching-up -- if not then I’ll have to set aside time to make a trip to Chapel Hill soon :) 

Thanks’. 
Landon 

Landon T. Huffman, Ph.D. C~n&date 

GrMu~e Teactmlg ±%sociate, Recre~6on & Spo~ M~mgelnent 

~/~,e Urtiversity o~%nnessee 

1914 ~dy Holt Avenue, 354 HPER Building 

~oxvi~e, XW 37996 

I andon huffin an@utk.edu 

@Landon_Huffman ~ ~g.LandonHuffman me 

Fotmde~, Spo~t Research Consortium ~ v~mv.SportResearchConsommn.oN ~ @Spo~tConsortmm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin Kersey <justin.kersey@fuqua.duke.edtc, 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 12:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Maxke’dng Starmp 

Hi Deborah, 

Sounds good, I will be by at 3:30. Where can I find you? 

-J ustin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 6:34 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

En,q%qe, Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ em~ilSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: Justin Kersey [mailte:justin.kersey@fuqua.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0:1[, 20.t4 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sports f4arketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

Can I come by this Thursday? I’d like to get your ideas on a few things and hear a little more about your work. 

Best 

Justin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <._d__s__t__r__o____@.___u___n__£_.__e___d__u__> 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

’[’}~t’ s ,o.-re :~t ¯ t~ ~ x,s: I teacl~ ’I’uesd~s ~t~d ~F[mrsd a~,s I wJ]’,: Ix ou [ of tl~e office on 4,7 4.9. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Etw~qe~ Explore, Empower: 

~N~ ~mailSignatur~ 



Fr~n~" ~ustin Kersey [--m---a--~)-t--~--Lt-u--s--t-Ln--=--k--e--r--s--e-y--@--f--u--~-u--a--=j-u-.-k--e-=.-e-j#.] 
Sent," Nonday, March 3:[, 20~.4 22:46 PH 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su#ject; RE: Spor~s Narketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

Its going well. We tweaked the concept in December and have move exclusively into fundraising. I talked with Gary Burns from the Rams Club last week. 

Not sure if he spoke with you but I plan to come over to UNC within the next couple. Maybe we could meet? 

Best 

Justin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:01 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: Re: Sports Marketing Startup 

HI Justin, How is your start Lip effort going? 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
9:[9.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Justin Kersey <justin:kersey@fugua_duke.edu> 

Date: Sunday, September 15, 2013 11:50 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro(c~unc.edu> 

Subject: Sports Marketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 
I am working on a sports marketing startup out of Duke University. IMG-Duke mentioned that you would be a good person to make outreach to for feedback and suggestions. 

Would you have some time over the next few weeks to meet and discuss? My startup focuses on sponsorships and promotions and intends to bring more fans to collegiate sporting 

events and help university athletics departments develop ties with the local business community. 

Best 
Justin Kersey 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elyse Crystall ~mindspring.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:48 AM 

The progl?ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] why boycott? indigenous fftruggles here and flaere 

Why Boycott Flyer.pdf 

Please join us on Monday April 7 as two visiting scholars discuss the academic boycott of israel tl~rough the lens of indigenous struggles -- in the U.S, Palestine, and beyond. Program 
starts at 7 pm in 201 Chapman Hall (,next to Carroll Hall). See flyer for bios and map 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34481082-56223020 18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Scholax Athlete Award 

Dr. Stmman: 

Thank you so much! I hope you have had a wonderftfl semester this far! 

Universi~ of North Caxoliua at Chapel Hill, Class of 

Bachelor s m. ournahsm and Mass Communication: Public Relations 

Exercise and S~rt Science: Sport Administration Double Major 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:51:56 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS Scholar Athlete Award 

Conti~ed ~uccess~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~ngqqe. Explore. Empower. 

~N~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:09 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Scholar Athlete Award 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good afternoon! I am emailing you this afternoon wondering if you would be able to fill out a recommendation form for me? I found out Monday that I am 

eligible for the EXSS Scholar Athlete Award and in order to remain in contention I need to fill out an application and obtain two staff recommendations, of 

which I have attached the form to this email. 

Thank you so much for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Bachelor’s in Journalism and Mass Communication: Public Relations 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration Double Major 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin Kersey <justin.kersey@fuqua.duke.edu;, 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Maxke’dng Starmp 

Hi Deborah, 

didn’t see your email until just now, Perhaps a call would be better for both of us. Can I call you at 3:30? 

-J ustin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, April 3, 2014 12:14 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

Deborah L. Stroman, 

En,q%qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ em~ilSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: Justin Kersey [mailte:justin.kersey@fuqua.duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 20J.4 ~.2:04 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: SpoCcs f4arketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

Sounds good. I will be by at 3:30. Where can I find you? 

-J ustin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <._d_s_t_r_o__@.___u___n___c_:__e__d_u__> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 6:34 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

Deborah L. Stroman, P]~.D. CLU 

En,qa, qe, Explore. Empower, 

9~ 9.843,0336 



From; Justin Kersey [--m---a--~)-t--~--Lt-u--s--t-Ln--=k--e-f--s--e-~--~--f--u--q-u--a--=j-u-.-k--e-:.-e-j#.] 
Sent." Tuesday, April 01, 2014 11:47 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

Can I come by this Thursday? I’d like to get your ideas on a few things and hear a little more about your work. 

Best 

Justin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: RE: Sports Marketing Startup 

’[’]-~’s g;r,’al: r>ws’. I t,’a,;}~ Tu~s.:’]~ys ~md T~m~sdays~ ~ wJ]~ b~ ou~ o~ th.~~ .::,~cc on 4r7 ~.9. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pi~.D~ CLU 

Engafle Explore, Empower, 

9~ 9,843,0336 

From: Justin Kersey [--m-~-a-!Lt--~--:~-u-~-s--t-~-~)=k--e--r--s~-e-y-@f--u---q-u---a-=d-~-u--k-e-~--e--d-~-u-] 
Sent; Monday, March 31, 2014 12:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjecfc," RE: Spor~s Marketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

Its going well. We tweaked the concept in December and have move exclusively into fundraising. I talked with Gary Burns from the Rams Club last week. 

Not sure if he spoke with you but I plan to come over to UNC within the next couple. Maybe we could meet? 

Best 

Justin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:01 PM 

To: Justin Kersey 

Subject: Re: Sports Marketing Startup 

HI Justin. How is your start up effort going? 

E)r~ Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ An~e Frank 

From: Justin Kersey <1-u---s--t-!--n--.-[~---e--r--s---e-~--@----f--u---q--u--a--~--d---u---k--e--.---e--d---u-.> 



Date: Sunday, September 15, 2013 11:50 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sports Marketing Startup 

Hi Deborah, 

I am working on a sports marketing startup out of Duke University~ IMG-Duke mentioned that you would be a good person to make outreach to for feedback and suggestions. 

Would you have some time over the next few weeks to meet and discuss? My startup focuses on sponsorships and promotions and intends to bring more fans to collegiate sporting 

events and help university athletics departments develop ties with the local business community. 

Best 

Justin Kersey 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerard, Curata <michael@curata.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Secrets Revealed by the World’s Best Content Marketing & Social Media Experts 

.............................................................................................. ~:;~:: Demo ...... 

Welcome to Curata’sweekly content marketing Learn howcontent ouration can 

Andy Crestodina, Strategic Director, Orbit Media 
Marketing Mix? 

Nichole Kelly, President, SME Digital 
Best-in-Class marketers use 

Pam Moore, CEO, Marketing Nutz 
curatedand 10%syndicated. 
How does your marketing 

Joe Pulizzi, Founder, Content Marketing strategycompare? 

ScottGulbransen, VPDigital Marketing, DSI 
[~;ii UpcomingWebinar 

Lewis Bertolucci, Head of Social Media, Humana 

David Blundell, Social Media, British Council 

Your Content Marketing 

Thursday, April 17, 2014; 

12:00pm-12:45 pm EST USA 
Xi Satis~, the 

..... Content Beast’s 

Appetite 

One the biggest challenges 

content marketers face is 

publishing enough quality 

content to keep their readers 

interested. Read More>> 

13 Tactics to Boost Your Content Strateqy 

~:: 13 Tactics for 
...... Content Strategy 

Michael Bird provides us with 13 

tips and tactics to support 

content marketing initiatives. 

Read More>> 

What is content curation? 

How can curation boost 

the success of your 

content marketing 

strategy? 

Who is doing content 

curation today? (detailed 

case studies) 



Start Thinking Like a Publisher 

Typewriter- 

Think Like a 

Publisher 

More>> 

It’s becoming more and more 

apparent that marketing "out" 

with banners, emails and ads 

provides businesses with a very 

low engagement rate. Read 

To ensure email delivery to your inbox, please add 

Register Now 

Content Curators Linkedln Group 

Join over 1,900 other curators 
on Linkedln to learn best 

Join the Content Curators 
Group >> 

[f you no longer wish to receive Lhese ernails, click on t:he following link: Unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy <Jeremy@bluebirdbookbuyers.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

Books -- April 7, 2014 

i will be on the University of North Caroiina Chapel Hiii in Chapel Hlii, No~lh Carolina buying textbooks 

today Monday~ April 7, 2014 

i am very excited to iet you knowthat over one-third of the proceeds from the textbooks I am abie to 

purchase from you will be going to build wells in viiiages in Sub-Saharan Africa in pa~Snership with 

Charity Water Lives wiii be saved as people gain access to clean water 

Please let me know an exact time i can stop by your office and be sure to include your building name 

and office room number 

mow.~ quickly b maksh your extra text, books with the millions oF titles in its database 

Jeremy 

[~uying Books [is Save i.W,gsl 

ar.9 not irlt.gr.gst.gd in pad:icipa[ing please respond by clicking en ~i~e :’unsubscdb.9" bufl:en at [i~e bottom 

This email has been sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu, click here to unsubscrJbe 

Bluebird Book Buyers 

,rv,rv,rv. L~lue bird bee kbuy ors co nl 



G~-~oup 
Fo~;maliy University DZrectofies. 

WE N~’E TIE ~:~ERFECT P4~ J~OB FOR YOU YIIS 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Corrado <tcorrado@hubspot.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 1:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[New Higher-Ed Webinar] Intro to Inbound Marketing tbr Private Schools 

i :: ~’{ HubSpot for 

Non profits 

Deborah, 

wanted to let you know about our upcoming higher-ed webinar next week: 

Introduction to inbound Marketing for Private 
Schools 

Next TuesdJay, April ~;th at 2pro-Spin EST, we are hosting a webinar with Pe[er Baron of 

Whipple Hill and our very own inbound marketing consultant, Rach Sebell. 

It~ this webinar we will look at who you are t~)An9 to attract to your website, how you are 

attracting new visitors, what you are providing them with once they get there and how you are 

engaging your existing contact base. Digital strategies are imperative for private schools to 

slay current, llexible and dynamic 

Click here more information and to reqister today. 

*lf you’re not able to make it, don’t worry. We will have the fe¢ot’d~t~J and slides available 

after, so re~jister an} ~ ~,ys. F~.~. ~ ee to invite your colleagues to the webinar. 

Hope to see you there! 

Best, 

Taylor 

Taylor Corrado 

Head of NonprofitiHigher-ed Marketing 

HubSpot 

Share this webinar with your network: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Triangle Tribune Marketing <edito@mail142.wdc04.mandrillapp.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tria~gle Tribune Offers & Invites 

REGISTER to receive ~veekly Offers & Invites E-blast 

Durham Performing Arks Center presents Grammy-nominated powerhouse Ledisi "The Truth" Tour ruth 

special guest Robert Glasper Experiment on Tuesday, May 6. The Tri~mgle Tribm~e got your tickets.., but you 

have to be "In It" to "Win It"I!! 

Enjoy unique local a~ct, live music, tbod and tim as the Durham Arts Council Spring Market presents the 

Durham Art Walk this Saturday a~d Sunday, April 12-13 t~aturing over 30+ sites and 200+ artists. 

Men aren’t the only ones affected by prostate cancer. Think about the women who care about you your 
wife, partner, daughter, morn a~d sister. Their lives are affected too. Rex & UNC have the trusted experts in 

prostate cancer care to take care of you and them. 



Tiffs message ~as sent by The Triangle Tribune newspaper, a division of The Charlotte Post Publishing Company, Inc. Published 

every Sunday, ore disVzibution cove~s Wake, Durham, Ora~ge, Fra~ldin and Jotmson Countries. 

Submit adverfsing inquiries to 

Submit stoiy ideas and PSAs to 

Post an event on the 

115 Market Street 

Ste 360-H 

Dur}t~m, NC 27701 

PH: 919-688-9408 

Customer Service 

Privacy Policy 

To report abuse related to this email, contact (919) 688-9086 Add us to your Sat) Sender list to ensure deliveiy. 

To be re~noved from this mailin~ list, please click here. 

%, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WINASSM List-<VvTNASSM@listserv.uc.edu> on behalf of 

Dina Gentile <dgentile@ENDICOTT.EDU~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:59 AM 

WINASSM@LISTSERV.UC.EDU 

[WINASSM] Endicott College Ch~r, Sport Management 

Good Morning All, 

Please pass along a position opening at Endicott College to any interested colleagues: 

Chair, Sport Management 

Description: Provides academic leadership by promoting communication, faculty development, and conducting departmental meetings. Promotes curriculum and 

instructional development, modification and evaluation. Assists Admissions Office in planning and meeting enrollment targets and recruitment activities. Assists 

the Registrar in resolving student inquiries related to departmental curriculum and instruction. Performs all supervisory duties, including recruiting, orientation, 

record keeping, evaluations, and participation in grievance procedures. Establishes faculty and staff teaching assignments and loads. Collects course syllabi for 

each course annually and forwards for review. Assists in management of Program budget. Advises students in the School of Sport Science. Participates in 

registration to supervise adherence to program requirements and course sequences, monitors class size, and resolves student problems. Teaches a course load 

consistent with chair positions. Manages COSMA Accreditation process. 

Qualifications: Earned doctorate required in Sport Management. Prior college level teaching experience. Prior supervisory experience. Knowledge of COSMA 

Accreditation Standards. Demonstrated ability to develop policies and procedures, organize, and lead. 

To apply for a position, please send a letter of application, resume and names and phone numbers of three references to: 

Endicott College 

Human Resources 

376 Hale Street, Beverly, MA 01915 

FAX: (978) 927-0084 

E-mail: humanresources@endicott.edu 

AA/EOE 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Dina 

Dr. Dina Gentile 

Professor, Sport ~lanagement 

Endicott College 

978-232-2430 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WINASSM List-<VvTNASSM@listserv.uc.edn> on behalf of 
Stanley, Lynn <s~J~Iel@HSU.EDU> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:38 AM 

WINASSM@LISTSERV.UC.EDU 

[WINASSM] Job Posting 

Good Morning All! 

I have the following job posting I would like for you to share, Please contact me if you have any questions! Thanks! 



Lynn Glover-Stanley, Ed.D, Professor 
Department Chair 

Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletic Training 

Henderson State University 

Box 7552 

Arkadelphia, Arkansas 7:[999-000:!. 

stanlel@hsu.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:26 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edtv~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lunch? 

Anyone want to get lunch? It’s a lovely day! We could walk over to the football caf~ © 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5:173 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

i.~.i CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:35 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu:~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stromm~, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

l~3F;: Lunch? 

::~:: CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 

Frera: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20:t4 11:26 AN 
To: Weight, Erianne A,; Popp, Nels; Cooper, Co,/te; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Lunch? 

Anyone want to get lunch? It’s a lovely day! We could walk over to the football caf~ © 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

::[:~;;:: CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:48 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Popp, Nels 
<nelspopp@emaikunc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch? 

I’m in as well! Ready whenever. Thanks for invite! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Graduate Program Coordinator I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC- Chapel Hill I CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 

919.962.0959 

Website: https://www.elitelevelsportmarketing.com 

"Success is the masterful app/ication o,f the.fundamentals on a daffy bosis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2014 11:35:00 -0400 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <sport!aw@pnc~edu>, "Popp, Nels" <nelspo~@ema!!4~pc.edq>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@emai!.tmc~edp>, "Stroman, Deborah L" 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Lunch? 

" 1 
i.~.i CEIA Small HoRizontal 2 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 11:26 AN 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Popp, Nels; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Lunch? 

Anyone want to get lunch? It’s a lovely day! We could walk over to the football caf6 © 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

i.~.i CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popp, Nels <nelspopp@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:49 AM 

Osborne, Barbaxa <sportlaw@unc.edtr~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: Lunch? 

Akeady eating my kmch, but wi]f join for fabulous company (and maybe a cookie). Need to be back by 12:40ish for 1 pm class. 

Ne~s 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 09, 2014 11:26 AM 

Te~ Weight, Erianne Ad Popp, Nels; Cooper, Co~e; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Lunch? 

Anyone want to ~et lunch? I(s a lovely day~ We could walk over to the football caf~ ~ 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-517~ 
sportlaw(~unc.edu 

::~:: CEIA Small Horizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 1:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Google, Intel, 49ers and Bay Area Host Committee Will Go Inside Super Bowl 50 at the Intersport Activation Summit 

Golden Anniversary: 
Inside Super Bow  5;0 

Keith Bruce 
CEO & President 
San Francisco 

Bay Area 
Super Bowl 

Host 
Committee 

Matt Hirst 

Head, Brand 
Experience 

Google 

Paraag Courtnee 
Marathe Westendorf 
President Head, Brand 

San Francisco Experience 
49ers Marketing 

Intel 

Super Bowl L, or the game’s 50th anniversary, will take place in 2016 at the San 
Francisco Bay Area Levi’s Stadium, the future home of the San Francisco 49ers, and 
it is expected to be the most the most technologically advanced Super Bowl to date. 

From WiFi capacity that will allow fans to enhance their in-game experience with 
their own personal devices to the stadium’s "net zero" to the power grid and LEED 
certification, the region’s emphasis on both innovation and sustainability is embodied 
in Levi’s Stadium. 

In this session, panelists will discuss the uniqueness and allure of the Bay Area as a 
Super Bowl site, how it may be the most tech-savvy championship game ever, and 
the overall legacy of the game. 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, 120 West Norehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify, us that you do not want to receive e- madls like this in file future, use following link: 

https:i/forms.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub/1ids~roman,~email.nnc.edu/DC5E3EOB 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hackney, Anthony C <~thackney@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:41 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- liic ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cul~] Chinese Visiting ScholaJcs 

Good Morning All: 

Be~iing Sports University ~vould like to send 3 visiting scholar students next academic year to be placed in EXSS courses. These individuals are former Olympic athletes who the government 
is sponsoring to gain further academic experience. The students would sit in on two or three undergraduate courses in their respective area of interest in the Fall and Spring semesters They 
would not be registered for the courses and have no obligations other than attending the course lectures. A faculty ~vould need to just let them sit in on an observational basis only. Bing 
Yu (Professor Allied Health Sciences & HMSC) would serve as these students mentor and adviser ~vhile they are here at UNC and they would be sponsored by the UNC International 
Center. Bing has had such Visiting Scholars in the past studying in PT and experienced no problems. It is my uaaderstanding there would be one student in each of the follo~ving areas, 
Athletic Training, Fitness Professional/Ex Physiology and Sports Administration. Darin and I have talked about this several times and feel it would be some great exposure opportunities for 
the department and our students as well as build stronger ties with Be~iing Sports University, which we have stu@ abroad arrangements with. 

Before we move forward with this I need to kno~v if there is an?’ faculty in each of the specific stu@ areas who has any concerns and would not be willing to have one of these students sit 
in on your class. Please email me or speak to me directly if you do have such concerns. Because of the visa process and other related paper work I need to let Be~iing know- by next week. 
Thank you all 

Tuny 

Assuciate Chair EXSS 

A.C Hackney, Phi), DSc 
Professor Exercise Physiulugy & Nutritiun 
Dept. - Exercise & Sport Science 
Dept - Nutrition - GiHmgs School of Glubal Public IIealth 
University ufNurth Carolina - Chapel Hill, NC 

-- Yuu are currently subscribed to exss-facul~ as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=55567102.4537814cd668f957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l=exss-facultv&o=34523253, or send a blank email tu leave-34523.53- 
55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eedgdd3adc4e5d@listserv unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:57 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li st~rv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-[hculF] Recem Scare Emails - Faculty 

EXSS: 

A couple of scam emails going around. If you receive anything similar to the following, please notify or forward it me and then delete it. 

EXAMPLE 1: 

Over Quota:This account is temporarily over its serving quota. You will receive a warning when your mailbox reaches 4001VIB-5OOMB. You may not be able to send 

or receive new mail until you reduce your mailbox size Click on staff and Faculty members mailbox faculty & staffto clear quota usage. 

You must empty the Deleted Items folder. 

See Mailbox Help for more information. 

ADMIN ITS SERVICE 

@Copyright 2014 Microsoft 

EXAMPLE 2: 

Attention: 

As part of our duty to strengthening our security and improving your mail experience, we are currently upgrading our server to the new Outlook Web Apps 2014 for 

efficiency. Kindly CLICK HERE to Complete your account upgrade. 

Failure to upgrade today, your account will be inactivated and deleted and you will loose your information’s. Please take note. Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Mail Service Team. 

Both are scams looking for your Iogin information. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Have a great day. 

Victor 

Victor Anderson 

EXSS Tech Support Analyst 

919-843-6139 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro(tbunc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edwu?id=55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=T&l=exss-l?acnlty&o=34523610 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 8:50 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

exss- stat~r@istserv.unc.edu 

[exss- facultyI Scmn email 

Exss 

If you ~eceive an em~Jl about upgrading your email account to a more secure one ,., it is a seam. Noti~ me and then delete it. 

Thank you. 

Victor 

Semi?ore my Veri.:o~ 14%eless 4G LYE 

You are cunently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:#lists.unc.edwu?i~55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facultv&o 34523605 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34523605-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maynmd, Frank C III <frankmaynard@unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 9:07 AM 

Maynard, Frank C III <ficankmaynard@unc.edu> 

l,eague results 

MENS RESULTS.Ms; WOMENS RESULTS.Ms 

Congrats to Gail Grossman, Keith Snead and Robert Currin for winning closest to the hole; your prize is awaiting your arrival in the golf shop. 

Attached are the league results from Tuesday. 

Enjoy your Master’s watching this weekend! 

Frank 
Frank Naynard III, Certified PGA Professional 
St. Assistant Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
500 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
Golf Shop 919.962.234-9 
Fax 919.84-3.5974 
frankmaynard@unc.edu 
~_v_#__t~__c_~!D_t_e_~=_c___o_m 

CERTIFIED PGA LOGO 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerard, Curata <michael@curata.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

What’s your content marketing animal spirit? 

.............................................................................................. ~:;~:: Demo ...... 

Hi Deborah, Curata 

Are you a content marketing Fox? Wildebeest? 

Elephant? What about a T-Rex? 

(Learn your Spirit) 

Growth Hacking for Marketing 

A new combination of skills is 
~’-’i Go Around 

the Maze required for marketers to become 

"growth hackers". Read More>> 

5 Stellar Content Strateqy 

Tips 

~ii 5 Stellar Content When you take a close look at 
...... StrategyTips    what it takes to succeed in 

online content, it doesn’t need 

to be complicated. Read 

More>> 

The Secret Behind the Lenqth of Your Bloc~ 

.~iI Growth Chart on How long should your blog posts 
Black Board      be? Is it better to remain short & 

sweet, or is long form the only 

way to go? Read More>> 

Marketing Leaders Focus on Consumers 

~;~i Market Leaders 
Looking to get ahead of the 

...... Focus on content marketing curve? 
Consumers Become "customer-obsessed". 

Read More>> 

Expert Insights on Content Marketing ROI 

Readers aren’t on social media 
.~i Plants Growing 

to buy, they’re there to 

consume, engage and share it 

with their peers. Read More>> 

To ensure email delivery to your inbox, please add 

marketin.q~b.curata.com and michael(~.curata .com to 

Learn how content curation can 
help complement your own 
created content. 

Person on Top of 4 Steps to 
Content Mktg Enlightenment 

4 Steps to Content 
Marketing Enlightenment 

How to overcome content shock 
that buyers experience on a 
daily basis as a result of the 
overwhelming amount of 
content produced today. 

i~ Upcoming Webinar 

Curation 101: Boost 

Your Content Marketing 

Strategy 

Thursday, April 17, 2014; 

12:00pm-12:45 pm EST USA 

- What is content curation? 

- How can curation boost the 
success of your content 

marketing strategy? 

- Who’s doing content curation 

today? (case studies) 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Josh Wei <jw264@georgetown.edu~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 7:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your club’s best ti-iend - the Expedia for ordering custom t-shirts. 

Club Leaders: Meet T,3~,qle - the easiest way to order custom t- shirts at the best possible price for your club. 

Simil,3r to Expedia but for ordering custom ,3pp,3rel, Taggle’s reverse ,3uction marke[place is without a doub[ the e,3siest way 10 order custom t-shirrs, sweatshir[s, or any o[her 
type ol apparel, 

Post once at www.letstaqqle,com and then in turn receive multiple tailored quotes from our network of high quality vetted screenprinters, Check out how it 
works: 

Still not convinced? This video will w,31k yeu through the process through the eyes of a customer so you’ll .qet ,3 better underst,3nding ef why ,3nd how to use T,3ggle. Check eut 
wh,3t a few of them had to say below. For more testimoni,31s, click here. 

Check out our website !,5~2’.,~’L[~.-’~.-’.#!A!~!!!#,~I~?Y~ ~o get free quotes or just learn more ,3bout Taggle. Also feel free ~o give us a c,311 at 888-740-8701 if you want to know more or even 
become p.mt of Te,3m T,3ggle! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 7:51 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] the philosopher Art Chansky 

FYI, folks: He calls Mary Willingham "stupid," me a "straight man," 
wants us both fired. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: ~:i!lists.unc.edala?id=62524524.013b0048b~;esflgcg5elgd71 ld338e5d&n=T&1=thearg&o=34527396, or send a blank 
email to leave-34527396-62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d71 ld338e5d@listserv.unc.edu. 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 11, 2014 7:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

CBC E-News 

SPHG690Flier03-28-14.docx; 2014 Charleston bus trip flyer.pdf; CBC Communications 4.11.14.pdf 

Hi All. Attached find the latest e-news. Thanks to all who attended Wednesday’s very rich meeting. I will be in touch with our draft written response to the 

Chancellor and Provost regarding Black Life at UNC. Thanks again for your insight and feedback. 

Special Note: Our annual "An Arts Night Out" date has switched to WednesdoF, AOri123RD ot 7:30 #.m. (not Tuesday). If you want a complimentary ticket, 

please send your request to Victoria - vhammett@emaiL unc.edu We have 35 tickets on the main floor. First come, first serve. If you previously made a 

request, we have your ticket. If you are now not able to attend, please let Victoria know that by email. There is also interest in our going out before or after 

the event. Stay tuned. Thanks! 

I look forward to seeing you on May 16th. It will be a wonderful evening to enjoy one another and celebrate our amazing history. 

Blessings to you, 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

wx~.unc.edu/cbc 

"~ii C~rolin~ Black Caucus S42 wi’~h t~ 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

"An Arts Night Out"- Wednesday, 4.23 

7:30 p.m. - Limited complimentary 

Caucus tickets are available. Send your 

ticket request to Victoria Hammett - 

vhammett@emaiLunc.edu 

40th Anniversary Celebration - Friday, May 16 6:00 p.m. 

(Friday Center) 

Come network with the university community, alumnL and 

friends. 
Please respond to yourformal invitation! 

Document our History - We are working with the University Archives and 

Records Management to further add to the permanent recognition of Blacks on 

campus. In preparing a slideshow of documents, pictures, etc. for the 

Celebration night, please let the Caucus steering committee know if you have 

any materials you would like to transfer to the archives (pictures, documents, 

fliers, meeting minutes, etc.). We are in need of photographs from 2004 to 

today. Thanks! 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(facul~ staff, administrators, coact~es, post<tocs, etc.) in your unit or department~ We wish to welcome 

them to the university. Send information and your good ~ews to cbcinfbI.@unc.edu Note: We have 

updated our membership database. New 2014 Policy: Online payments for membership only. 



1. Need or want to keep informed about UNC? Join the UNC in the News listserve. They 

provide a sampling of links and notes about Carolina people and programs cited recently in the national, 

regional, state, and local media. Please share any questions, comments or suggestions at news@unc.edu. 

2. Want to keep up with Chancellor FoR on social media? The Chancellor’s Twitter handle 

is @ChancellorFolt. 

3. Racial Analysis Course coming to UNC! We are so excited to attach the SPHG 690 flyer that 

announces the new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- 

Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. Partnering with The Racial 

Equity Institute (http:!!rei.racialequityinstitute.org!wpsite/), UNC faculty will lead this class that will 

meet in the Gillings School of Global Public Health. Please help by distributing the flyer to community 

members, who would be interested in AUDITING the course tuition-flee and available on the scheduled 

four days. Twelve slots are reserved for community members. The preference is for persons who have 

not completed REI’s anti-racism training. Questions or enrollment- email Dr. Geni Eng at 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

4. Make a difference - VOTE! NC Vote 
Defenders is purposed to 1) Educate 
citizens on how and when voting laws 
are changing, 2) Monitor key precincts 
for any voter intimidation or voter 
suppression, and 3) Seek remedy 
through thoroughly documenting any 
voter issues or incidents that occur at these precincts. Visit 
http://ncvotedefenders.org/get-invovled/for more 
information. Note: Oct. 10 is the deadline to register to vote 

for the Nov. 4, 2014 general election. Beginning in 2014, some of the changes include: 

¯ early voting is shortened from 17 days to 10 days; 

¯ same-day registration is no longer available (registration ends 25 days prior to an election); 

¯ more partisan poll observers and more people can challenge a voter’s right to vote; 

¯ no out-of-precinct voting on election day (ifyou vote in the wrong precinct, it won’t be counted); 

¯ the procedure for absentee ballots has changed; and 

¯ straight party voting is eliminated. 

You can find the national voter registration form for registering to vote in other states at 

http://www.eac.gov/assets/1/Documents/Federal%20Voter%20Registration 1209 English.pdf 

5. Road Trip! Fun and fellowship for all... CBC Member, Eileen Lewis, is coordinating a bus trip 

to the wonderful city of Charleston, SC. June 20-22. Contact Eileen at @gmail.com for 

more information. See attached flyer. 

http://www.youtub e.com/watch?feature=player embedded&v=WrhIXEStz2E 



6. Connect on Campus! 

A) Sister Circle Gatherings - Annice Fisher’s gathering is for faculty/staff/students and meets 

once per month. Fisher, Transfer Coordinator for Undergraduate Education, can be contacted at 

fisherae@ email.unc.edu 

B) Graduate Student Chat - Roy Charles’ is for female graduate students. Charles, the Director 

of Diversity, Recruitment & Retention at the Graduate School can be reached at 

rac@email.unc.edu. 

C) New! Sister Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relational, 

transitional change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best they can be. The 

group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life balance, academic success, 

managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their 

personal success and achievement. Meeting times: Every other Wednesday 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 

p.m. at the Student Union, Room 3102. Facilitator: DeVetta Holman- 

Nash, MPH. 

7. UNC Campus Recreation invites you to get fi!! There are lots of 
programs and activities. For more information, please visit 
http;!!campusrec.unc.edu!fitness-pr~grams 

The men of Building Bonds, Breaking B.A.R.S. (Barriers Against Reaching Success) work to foster 
bonded relationships with the students in the youth development center to facilitate positive growth and 
decision making upon release. For the pas~ few years, ~hey have worked closely with the students at the 
C.A. Dillon Youth Development Center in Burner, North Carolina. Through our various encounters with 
the smden~ the va]nable lessons we have tanght them (and ~he lessons they have ~ught us about life) 
have helped to furtt~er onr efforts to provide resources and support to the faci]%~ and s~dents. They are 
now working towards this goal by hosting their ’Bring a Book, Break Some B.A,R,S’ book drive during 
the month of ApriH The books we are asking for shmfld be appropriate for high school s~dents (Ages 
14-17), and st~ ould include edu cational and recreational books. StudenLs a re also allowed variou s 
crossword puzzles and composition books wi%out spiral-bound spines. If your organization has any 
collection of books and/or supplies that fit this description, we would like to ask for your generous 
donation to our book drive for %e studen~ of the C.A. Dillon faciliW~ We have drop-off zones on campus 
in %e R.B. House Undergraduate Library and the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Con~ct: 

@gmail.com 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center programs! 

Visit ..h..~p...~j../.~..~..~j..a...~.1..a..y~1..e...‘s..‘%t...~..~..e....c...t.L...u..~..c......e..~..u..j-.. for more details on events. 



Wednesday, April 16 "Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women and 

Healthcare Provider Communication about HIV Testing: The 

Importance of Self-Advocacy"- A talk by Kia Caldwell, Associate 

Professor of African, African American, and Diaspora S~udies and Niasha 

Fray, Doctoral Student, UNC Gillings School of Public Health - 12:30 p.m. - 

2:00 p.m., Incubator, Hyde Hall. https:!!iaar.unc.edu!event!middle- 

socioeconomic-status-black-women-healthcare-provider- 

.c...~...m...m..~mLc...a...t..L~....n..:.hi~.....t...e...s...t..~ng..j~.m....p...~...~.t...~n~.~:.~.~E~.~.~.~.~ 

The ~IAAR s upports and [acili b~t:es ~:ransff~rmative an d timely research co ncern i n~ .Afl~ican Am eri cans and t:he African 

Dk~spora (.AA&Af.~), Throu~t~ its Research Working Group Program (RWG), the ~AAR seeks m fund collaborative 

research ~hat wi[[ further this mission, Learn more a~ http://iaar,unc.edu/programsiresearch-working-groups/ 

Recommended Readings and News 

Parenting Plays Key Role as 

African American Boys 

Move from Preschool to 

Kindergarten - A study from 

UNC’s Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute (FPG) has 

found that parenting affects the academic and social performance of 

African American boys as they move from preschool to kindergarten. Thanks to Iheoma Iruka, 

FPG’s associate director of research, Nicole Gardner-Neblett, and Donna-Marie C. Winn. "The 

transition to kindergarten can be challenging for many children due to new expectations, social 

interactions, and physiological changes," said Iheoma Iruka, FPG’s associate director of research 

and the study’s lead author. "Transitions may be even more arduous for African American boys, 

given the many challenges they are likely to face compared to their peers." 

http: //fpg.unc~edu /news /parenting~lays~key~r~le~african~american~boys~m~ve~presch~l. 

kindergarten 



New UNC Website to address the athletic/academic concern - It is designed to be a 

"response to requests for information related to our past reviews into academic 

irregularities, current reforms, ongoing work and future plans." 

www.carolinacommitment.unc.edu 

Profi Emmett Gill’s (Department of Social Work faculty member at NCCU) Student 

Athletes Human Rights Project, as filed a complaint with the U.S. Department of 

Education’s Office of Civil Rights saying UNC has "discriminated against male athletes, 

especially black, male athletes." SAHRP claimed that the University deprived some UNC 

athletes of a quality education when they were directed to so-called "paper classes" set up 

in the former department of African and Afro-American studies by the former department 

chair, Julius Nyang’oro. Gil visited with the Caucus in March. 

For Those With Ph.D.s in STEM Fields, Blacks More Likely to Work in Academia Than 
Whites 

A new study by the American Institutes for Research finds that 39 percent of individuals who 

hold a Ph.D. in STEM disciplines are employed in the academic world. More than 40 percent of all 
those with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are not involved in research and development either in the 

academic sphere or in the nonacademic world. For African Americans, 49 percent of women and 

46 percent of men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields have academic positions. White women with Ph.D.s 
in STEM fields are just as likely to hold academic posts as similarly educated Black women. But 

White men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are more likely than their Black counterparts to work 

outside academia, http;!!www, jbhe,com !~O ~=~!O4 !for-those-with-ph-d-s-in-stem-fields-blacks- 

more-like!y-to-work-in-academia-than-whites! 

Racial Differences in Higher Education Spending Have Little to Do With Race 

A new study by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that Black and Latino 

families tend to spend less on higher education that White families. The data 

shows that on average Black families spent 70 percent less than White families 

on higher education. But the differences in higher education spending were found 

to have nothing to do with race. Rather socioeconomic factors were the main 

contributing reasons for the racial differences. In comparing Black and White families of similar 

income, wealth, educational background etc., there were almost no differences in the amounts 

spent on higher education. 



Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African American Scholars 

A Dancer in the Revolution: 

Stretch Johnson, Harlem 

Communist at the Cotton Club 

by Howard Eugene Johnson 

(Fordham Ut~ivers~V Press) 

A Spectacular Leap: 

]3’tack Women Athletes in 

Twentieth..Century Ame~’ica 

by Jem~Jfer H, L:~nsbury 

(U~ivm"sity o f Arkan sas Pres s) 

Black Pearls of Wisdom: 

Voicing the African-American 

]ourney for Freedom, 

Empowerment, and the Future 

edited by Dorla[d Spivey 

(Caroli~~a Academ [c Press) 

Black Power in the Caribbean 

edit:ed by Kate Qu[nn 

(Universit3,~ Press of Florida) 

Black Women as Custodians of 

History: 

Unsung Rebel (M)Others in 

African American and Afro- 

Cuban Women’s Writing 

by Paula Saumm’tin 

(Cambria Press) 

Building Atlanta: 

How I Broke Through 

Segregation to Launch a 

Busin ess Emp ire 

by Herman J, Russell w:ith Bob 

Andelman 

(Chicago Review Press 



Support our favorite caterer-- The Palace International! 

htt_ .Ek!J... www.thepalaceinternational.comZ Great food, fellowship, and music! 

"I saw no African people in the printed and illustrated Sunday school lessons. I began to 

suspect at this early age that someone had distorted the image of my people. My long 

search for the true history of African people the world over began." 

John Henrik Clarke 

Advocacy 

The local Organizing Against Racism 

group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizin 

g-Against-Racism/) is very active and 

would also like to work with the 

Caucus to heal our nation. It is 

strongly recommended to attend one 

of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the 

Poverty ~s. t~ot an acdde~l:t.. 

Like s{avery and apartheid, 

it is ma::mmade an~d 
car~ be removed by 
the ac~tions of 

human beings. 

Racial Equity Institute, LLC. Over/75 UNC employees have participated in this powerful 

training.., including President Tom Ross. Stay tuned for the next dates. Contact: dstro@unc.edu 

or http:!!rei,racialequityinstitute.org! 

Key links: htt~www.naac~ and htt_ :.Eke. www.nc~watch.com 

Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for you! 

Bridges2Success - An opportunity to 
serve...http://bridges2 success.org 



Being Black at ... 

University of Michigan initiates talks with students following protest 

Student leaders of a movement promoting racial 

diversity at University of Michigan have handed out 

seven sweeping demands aimed at increasing black 
enrollment and inclusion on the Ann Arbor campus, 

but they say priority No. i is starting a conversation. 
That conversation should begin soon. 

University leaders -- mainly the provost and head of 
student affairs -- are in the process of setting up a 

meeting with the students leaders of the Black Student 
Union this week. They’ll start a conversation touching on the BSU’s seven demands, which the 
student group unveiled Monday, two months after initiating its viral Twitter campaign #BBUM, 

in which black students shared their experiences being a racial minority on campus. 

Read more- ..h....t..t..p..j../....w..~......m-~.kv....e..~...c...~......m../....n....e....w...~/...a....n..~..n..~. 

arbor/index.ssf!2014/01!being black at michigan talks,html 

UCLA law stude~ats protest lack of d~versity 

Adriane Peralta, a member of the UCLA Law Review, 

spoke at the event, which protested a lack of diversity 

at the UCLA School of Law. 

Students at the UCLA School of Law ]hosted an event 

to highlight a lack of racial diversiD, and to encore’age 

school officials to be more accommodat*ng of 

minoriW students. Abou~ 1.20 students ffl~ed the law 

school’s cour~ard Monday wearing shirts printed 

wqth the fraction "33/1100"- what they claimed was 

the ratio of black students to total students enrolled at the school. The UCLA School of Law admissions office 
webs~te states that 35 percent of students in the class of 2016 are students of color~ Laur~ Gavel, dh’ector fbr 

communications at the law school, said that there were 33 b~ack law students at the UCLA law school out 

of 994 J.D. students, not indt~ding those pro’suing an LL.M. de~ee, a one-year law de~’ee pro~am for 

internationa~ students. 

http : ! ! dailybruin.com !2 014 ! O 2 ! l O !ucla-law-students-protest-lack-of-diversiW_ ! 



THE CAROLINA THEA TRE PRESENTS 

AL JARREAU 
Thursday, May 1. I 8PM 

AI Jarreau’s unique vocal style is one 

of the world’s most precious 

treasures. His innovative musical 

expressions have made him one of the most exciting and critically-acclaimed performers of our thne 

with seven Grammy@ Awards, scores of international music awards and popular accolades 
worldwide. !~_~_;ZZ_~_~_~_~_~rN~:n_~_~h_~_~_~,_~?rgZ~_n_~Z_~Ej_~_~_~_u 

The Art of Cool Festival 

ART 0F 
COOL 
FESTIVAL 
Friday, April 

25 & Saturday, 

April 26 

http://theartofcoolproject.com/ 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 
llttp://www.unc.edu/cbc 

Your CBC Leadership Team 

l,~ictoria Hammett - School o.t~Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

o.J. Mcahee - School of Public Health 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - ffxercise and Sport Science & Kenan Institute 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are 

wounds to heal In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~trohm@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 2:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Powerfi~l 

Anytime Monday 10 to 12:30 works for me Or Wednesday noon to 2:30. Is there time within those ~vindo~vs that ~vorks for you? 

On Apr 12, 2014, at 7:53 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks Leslie I was thinking about you all week. ;) Can we do a quick 
chat next week? Lunch or just a walk around campus? 

Have a great weekend. 

>d 

On 4/11/14, 11:54 PM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hi. I just listened to your interview- on WCHL. Powerli~l. Insightful. 
>> Inspiring You really spoke to our values, our mission, and our 
>> comrmtment to our students 
>> 

>> I think I’ll listen to it again! 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

l~.~.~ s~,~s [ Pop,.,,~,,- ~u~o~ ~,.,: 
Journal/Daily Sports Business Journal/Dally ~ ¯ . 

Success Is Like An Iceberg 

http://execute4success.wordpress.com12014/O4/10/success-is-like-an-iceberg/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 8:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Detx)rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



FPom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twittencom> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 8:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Detx)rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twittencom> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 8:50 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

DeIx~rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Detx~mh Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 8:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned you on Trotte!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@psu.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 10:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter of RelErence Reminder 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I think I may have accidentally jus~t sent the below email to myself so I jns~ wanted to shoot yon an email to remind yon to submit my letter of ~eference today! 

Thanks again, 

E: ,~psu.edn 
Lab: 

http://sites.psu.edu 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                    ~psn.edu> 

Date: April 13, 2014 at 10:34:12 AM EDT 

To:                    ~a)psu.edu> 
Subject: Re: Letter of Reference Reminder 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Jus~t wanted to remind you to submit Iny letter of refelence today’. 

Thanks! 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 10:07 AM, ~t)psu.edu> wrote: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to iemind you that my Letter of Reference for the 

snbmission inti~nnation again if you need it: 

Chant is due this upcoming Sunday, April 13th. Hem is the 

Please let me know if you have any questions about anv~thing before then. 

Thax~ks agaAn! 

E: ~psu.edu 

Lab: 

sites.psu.edu~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 1:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

20140413132431585.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R11096" @Aicio NIP 4500) 

Scan Date: (;,4 13.2014 13:24:31 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

20140413140056275.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R11096" @Aicio NIP 4500) 

Scan Date: (;,413.2014 14:00:56 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 8:55 PM 

The progfiac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Fwd: Sweatshop S urvivors Speak Out April 15 

15thBangladeshiWorkersSpeo£OutonSweatshops.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [I~u] Sweatshop Survivors Speak Out 
Date:Sun, 13 Apr 2014 19:04:55 -0400 

From: ~)gmail.com> 
Reply-To: ~)gmail.com> 

To:Feminist Students United! <fsu~)listserv.unc.edu> 

Hello 
Thanks again for being part of Student Action with Workers coalition to end unsafe factory conditions for UNC garmem workers in Bangladesh! Student Action with 

Workel~ is having a huge event coming up co- sponsored by the Women and Gender Studies Department, and we’d love it if you were able to make it out. 

Two Bangladeshi women garment workers, one of whom is only 18 years old and survived the deadly Rana Plaza factoo, collapse, will be coming to speak to UNC 

students on their experiences working in sweatshops this Tuesday April lgth at 7pm in the Union Room 3408. Scroll below for a description of the event. Hope to 

see some of you there! 

Thank~ 

i:~i Inline image 1 

Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops 

Who: Aleya Akter (General Secretary of the Bangladesh Garment & Industrial Workers Federation), Aklima Khanam (Survivor of the Rana Plaza collapse), 
United Students Against Sweatshops 

What: Aleya Akter and Aklima Khanam, two Bangladeshi garment workers leaders who are leading the fight in Bangladesh for safe workplaces and living 
wages, will speak to the UNC community. Aklima is a survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse that claimed the lives of over 1,100 Bangladeshi garment 
workers. They will talk on the causes and consequences of deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, and their struggle to urge apparel brands to accept 
responsibility for safety conditions in their factories by signing the Bangladesh Safety Accord, a legally enforceable agreement that will transform the 
Bangladesh garment industry from deathtraps to safe workplaces. This event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak 
directly with students and faculty about sweatshop conditions in the global apparel industry. We hope to see you there! 

When: Tuesday April 15th 7pm 
Where:Student Union Room 3408 

Link to facebook event: https://wvwv.facebook.com/events/557434254355173/ 

To find out more information about this event, or to cosponsor it, please contact Student Action with Workers at @gmail.com. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

fsu as: <~a hre~"ma~lto:kleinman~emo~l.unc.edu">kleinm~l(~elno~l.unc.edu<;/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~’’mai~:~eave-34536852-4883~8.3d8ac9~858c985ef46~8~b3c9cfda~2f(~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-34536852- 

488308.3d8ac90858c985ef46080b3c9cfda12t~)listseiw.unc.edn</~> 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

wmst as: <a hre~"mailto:kleinma~(~:ema~l.unc.edu">kleinman(~a)ema~l.unc.edu<, a>. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34536984-201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c1867127961@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34536984- 
201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c186712796 l(~listserv.nnc.edn</~> 

<li~ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

progt~c as: <a href "mailto:dstro@nnc.edu">dstro@nnc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-34537018- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34537018- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



eshi Workers peak Out on 
Sweatshops 

Join UNC Student Action with Workers (United Students Against 
Sweatshops Local 9t) in presenting a Rana Plaza Factory Collapse 
survivor and a current labor activist to discuss their experiences as 

garment workers. 

WHAT: Bangladeshi labor organizer Aleya Akter and Aklima Khanam, a 
garment worker and survivor of the deadly Rana Plaza collapse, will speak 
about their struggle to improve factory safety and working conditions in 
Bangladesh and describe what UNC students and community members 

can do to contribute to the effort. 

WHEN: April 15th, 7 p.m. 

WHERE: Student Union, Room 3408 

For more information, contact us at 

Co-sponsored by the UNC Coalition to End Deathtrap Sweatshops, the Carolina Asia Center, 
the Women’s and Gender Studies Department, Sangam, Students United for Reproductive 

Justice, the Public Service and Advocacy Committee of Student Government, Carolina Against 
Slavery and Trafficking, and United Students Against Sweatshops 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:42 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-[hcul~] to ug on 4-13-14--Summer school update 

A# #Pd~[~ ## S#NN~ ~##! Many of you may be registered for EXSS Maymester or First Summer Session classes. Given that Fall 2014 registration just ended and 
given that just about all EXSS classes are closed, consider Summer School. This is a good way to take a class or two in the relaxed setting of a Carolina summer. It 

will serve to calm your fears about getting the classes you need in a timely manner. It could catch you up or get you ahead. Summer School is a very viable option. 

There are no guarantees that you will be admitted to a closed Fall 2014 class, so if possible, take advantage of this opportunity] 

The classes listed below have seats available for Maymester of First Summer Session. in fact a few of the classes have such low enrollments that if those numbers 

doesn’t increase, those classes will be in danger of being cancelled. That will hurt the students already registered for those classes! 

EXSS 101-- both sections 

141 

175 

181 

188--both Maymester and lSS 

260 

273-- Maymester 

323 

324 

326 

360 

385 

PHYA 106--jogging 

PHYA 115 Cycle Fitness 

LFIT 216--both sections; Golf 

LFIT 228--self-defense 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-O489 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: _£t_~t_!:R~__Ul~_.e_:_.e_d___~!. 

T o unsubscri be click here: !~t_!r:_;/:! !_i_ ~_t__s_:__u_:3_.e_.__e_d_~:’__u__’_?_isL__5_ _5_ __5_ fiT_ £ __0_ L__5_ _4__ _&a2_ ~ g_!_-_q__(_ !__2_ ~3:_a_ _7__ _]_ __5___e_ _eL !__o__e~ __4_ __b_ J __b_.e_ _.e_-_3 __2_ ~ __n_ ___2 !:& L__e__x___s_~_-_B_.e3_db:~p_____-_3 £_5_ )_s__ _5_ __4_ ~ 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34538543-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(?~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:43 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-[hcul~] to ug on 4-10-14--AT needed 

Athletic Trainer needed! Sam Perkins Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp for the week of June 23rd-27th. it will be held at East Chapel Hill High 

School, Contact Bernadine Cobb for more information. 

Bernadine A. Cobb 

Work Phone - 919-962-6524 

Bernadine.Cobb@ncsecu.org 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2:1:1 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 20:14 Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays :1:1:00-:12::15 

Wednesdays :10:00-1:1::15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays :1:1:00-:12::15 

or by appointment or chance in my 2:11 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculb~ as: dstro,@~unc.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?i&55567101.548a982f~02a2aT15ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-tScult~&o 34538545 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-34538545-55567101.548a9821302a2a715ee00e3461 bcc32a~bJistserv.unc.edu 



IMPORTANT DEAS FOR A    BETTER    WORLD 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Muir <rachel.muir@pursuant.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:18 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tell us what you want, what you reaJly, really want! 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view 

Hi Deborah, 

We have questions and know you have answers. Will you share them with us? 

In an effort to ever improve and better serve those who consume our webinars and other thought 

leadership, we are looking for feedback that will help guide the content and format of our future offerings. 

Knowing you’ve downloaded our resources, we believe you are uniquely qualified to provide the input we 

seek. 

We invite you to participate in a quick (and painless) survey. In fact: 

¯ The survey consists of only 15 questions 

We anticipate the survey will take you about 15 minutes to complete 

The survey will close, April 30, 2014 so we need your valuable feedback before then. 

Help us discover how to further enrich the content we share with you by ¢licRinq this {inR, completing the 

survey. What you share could result in the creation of the information you desire. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 10:37 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] From the Chronicle 

Indeed, this is excellent. I like this: 

’Thus the root problem here is not "villains" or "bad people" but the system that creates an incentive structure 
that captures even fine people. It would have been easy, had the object of the NLRB case been a less-principled 
program, simply to blame the bad guys. That easy way out has been taken away.’ 

It’s what many of us have been trying to say here at UNC for a long time. It should not be about chasing down 
the bad guys. 
On 4/14/14 10:26 AM, Melehy, Hassan wrote: 

From William Bowen, an articulate attempt at sorting out the priority of values connected to 
college sports: 

~ ://chronicle.comiblogsicon~,ersationi?~=7639 

Hassan Melehy 
Professor and Graduate Advisor, French 
Adjunct Professor, Comparative Literature 
Delegate, Faculty Council 
Dept. of Romance Languages and Literatures 
CB #3170 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
hme~eh~u~c.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: j~ismith@emaiLur~c.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:iiilists.ur~c.edu/u? 
id=61803888.b835e6061 c75 aa962ed73bd5~:~ f~4e 1 f&n-:~r&~ =-thearg&o=:34539864 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leav’e-34539864- 
61803888.b835e6061 c75 aagb2ed73bd5 f5 ff4e 1 ~?@1i stserv.u~c, edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~ur~c.edu. 



To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/ilists.ur~c.edulu? 
id=62524524~013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e ~ 9d71 ~ d338e5 d&n=T&~=~hearg&o=34539958 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea\.~e-3453995%62524524.013bOO48bfeSf19cg5elgd71 ld338e5d~listserv.ur~c.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HJGT qntemship~hjgt.org> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 10:48 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

HJGT Fall Internship Opportunities 

2014 Schedule 

See what our interns are up 
to and follow us on twitter: 

~.HGTInternships 

APPLY FOR FALL POSITIONS NOW! 

PLEASE PASS THIS INFORMATION ALONG TO 

STUDENTS OF APPROPRIATE MAJORS. 
We have filled all of our internship spots for the summer and 

are now actively hiring for fail! 
The Hurricane Junior Golf Tour was founded in 2008 with the intention 
to provide iunior golfers between the ages of 11-18 an opportunity to 



play exceptional courses in a competitive environmenL We have 
recently expanded into an amateur tour, college tour and tour shop. 

We are based out of Jacksonville, FL, and administer events all across 
the southeastern, eastern and central United States. 

Hurricane GoLf Tour’s 

Internship Video 

We offer students the opportunity to work in a fast-paced, professional 
atmosphere in a variety of different areas. 

Tournament Operations 

Marketing & Administrative 

Video Productions 

Apply for Fall by June 1st, 2014 

E-mail Resume and Cover Letter to: 

internships@hjgt.org 

% liune 

Why intern with HJGT? 

Once in a lifetime experience 

Travel the country 

Provided with fully furnished housing 

Hands on experience 

Networking events 

Click here for more information! 

Sincerely, 
HJGT Staff 

www.hiqt.or.q 
904-379-2697 

dan@hiqt.or~ 

This email was r~.nt to theciub@unc.edu by internships@hjqt.orq 

Hurricane 3unior Golf Tour :: 2907 Spring Glen Rd. :: Jacksonville FL i 32207 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

il.g.iI Black Sports Popular discussions in: 
Professionals Black Sports Professionals 

First-Ever Museum Exhibition on the Black Fives Era of 
Basketball 

Claude Joh nson 

The Black Fives Exhibition, at the New-York Historical Society from March 14, 2014 to July 20, 

2014, is a collaboration between the museum and the Black Fives Foundation. 

~ 
A very important part of basketball history that needs more.. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::~:: spots Popular discussions in: 
Network Sports Industry Network [ 

The simplest way to land your next gig! 
Taylor Shold 

Something as simple as an awesome business card can help you stand out from the crowd. 
Get connected in our digital world! http://www.sholdmediagroup com/moocards/ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Other discussions 

FLOW: Unlocking The Code To Ultimate Human Performance??A 

fantastic article profiling the work ’Rise of Su perman’ auther Steven 

Cotler is doing with his team at The Flow Genome Project. Enjoy. 

~ Matt Neason 

1 new comment B i 

Read Traumatic Brain Injury News , today’s top stories via 

@GeorgeVisger @Brainlnju ryMA @Brainlnju ryHu b @relive 

http:llpaper.lilGeorgeVisger11373643838 

~ George Visger 
~ T!aum ~dc ~[~r~in injmy C(m.~ ull:a!~d~3iok~9=.~ t ~t ii~e Visger GIoup 

Add ~ comment 8 

Latest Article: 2014 Draft: Manziel’s Wonderlic Should Make Texans 

Wonder 

~ Kenneth F. Jackson Sr. 

I new commen[ U ................................................................................................ ............... 

Are any flt, ess and health professio,als looking for free adve~ising of 

their skills and expe~ise? ~.activecontac~4u.co.uk offers this to you 

~ Klynton Dyer 
~ Co M~=~gm~ D~r~ctorotAct~veco~=t~cts4~ i 

Want to see what’s new? View al~ d~sc,,ssions u 

Ask a question or share your ideas. Cl~ck here 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

[ 

::.g.:: spots Popular discussions in: 
l/Daily Sports Business Journal/Daily 

Free Download of the Top 50 Interview Questions & Answers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infi~siomnail.com on behalf of 

Peggy McKee - Career Confidential <peg~-@careerconfidential.com~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The i~fformation yon reques~ted (Confirmation Needed) 

Hello Deborah, 

You recently signed np for information from Career Confidential. LLC. We are thrilled.., bnt there’s just one more quick step. 

Please click on the confirmation link below to verify that you requested this informalion: 

https:i/iobsearchsecrets.infusionsofl.comiappioptIn/l/5t~829f10d413398/25873782ib5b721450cee84b5 

(If you run into any problems, simply coW and paste the entire link above into your web browser.) 

By clicking above yon roll be helping to ensure the highest deliverability of future em~fils. If you ever change your mind, just let us lmow and we’ll stop sending you e~n~fil 

inm~ediately. 

Thank You, 

Career Confidential. LLC 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill <no- reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:13 PM 

Carolina Sport Business Club <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

[ Carolina Sport Business Club - New Resource ] [YNCAA/Carolina Athletics Ticket Oltice 

A new resource has been added to the "Caxolina Sport Business Club" site at Sakai (~ UNC-Chapel Hill 

Location: site "Carolina Sport Business Club" > Resources > Internships and Job Opportunities > UNCAA/Carolina Athletics Ticket Office 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) ficom the Carolina Sport Business Club site. 

You can modit~, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > PretErences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edtv~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:59 PM 

Inst Afiican Amer Research liar Facul~ <iaar- fac@liaserv.unc.edu> 

Slocum, Kada <kslocum@unc.edu> 

LAAR Rennin&r: Caldwell      T~lk 

Please review the information below- and flyer attached regarding The Institute of AfricaJa Americmq Research’s upcoming event: 

"Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women and Healthcare Provider 

Communication about HIV Testing: The Importance of Self-Advocacy" 

Kia Caldwell, Ph.D., 

Associate Professor of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

& 

Doctoral Student 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 
12:30-2 PM 

Incubator, Hyde Hall 

Abstract 

In 2010 the Committee on HIV Screening and Access to Care and the Institute of Medicine recommended that healthcare providers increase efforts to improve access to 
HIV testing for their patients. Despite these recommendations, a significant number of testing opportunities are missed, particula~cly for black Americans. For black women, 
the issue of testing is particularly critical given the racial disparities in rates of HIV intEction among women. According to the National Center %r HIV/AIDS, black 
women accounted for 64% of HIV cases among women nationwide. This talk explores the impact of patient aJad health provider communication on the HIV testing 
behaviors of middle socioeconomic status (SES) Black wotnen in North Carolina. By tbcusing on the experiences of middle SES black women, the analysis seeks to 
expand the scope of existing HIV prevention resem’ch to address socioeconomic divemity within the black community. ~lhe analysis is based on qualitative individual 
inte~wiews that were conducted with fifteen *niddle SES black woinen. Our findings point to the importa~ce of patient self-advocacy and missed opportunities for 
providers to address ttIV stigma, con’ect patients’ misperceptions about ttIV, m~d assist them in improving their eflbrts to remain healthy. Considering the alm~ming trends 
in sexually transmitted intEctions and HIV incidence this talk highlights the importance of healthcare provide~,’s engaging their patients in routine talks about sexual health 
and sexalal risk reduction. The analysis also highlights the importance of including SES as a variable in data collection and reseaxch in order to better understm~d how class, 
race, a2ad gender affect sexual health a2ad the provision of prevention and care to diverse populations. 

You are currently subscribed to ia~x- fac as: ~__s!_ri~E!’_a__~3@_e___n_)__@_:__u__~3_c_:__e__d_t!. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_!r?_;!)~_ !_i_ _s_! ~:__u__~ ~_~__/__u_~i__d____~} __8_ ~__S_’__7___8_ __7_ ~:_I_ ~__e___5_ __6_ _d__ 7_7_ _(_ }__7_ _e___8_e_ _7___1__2_ __3_ ~ ~:_3___9___1_ __7_ ~_ ~__2__~_t_e_ _7___[?__6_ __d_&____n____~_I_i~_l____i_~r__-~)__c_ __&__ ~___~ __4_ __5__4__ _l__~_7_ 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34541573-68287879.f2e56d7707e8eT123323917252deTb6d~listservmnc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:01 PM 

Inst At?ican Amer Research liar Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

IAAR Remiuder: CaJdwell Talk (flyer attached) 

Caldwell & Fray TaJk.pdf 

From: iaar 
Sent; Monday, April :~4, 20:~4 1:59 PM 
To-" Tnst African Amer Research for Faculty 
C¢-" Slocum, Karla 
Subject; TAAR Reminder: Caldwell Talk 

Please review the information below and flyer attached regarding The Institute of Africma Alnericma Research’s upcoming event: 

"Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women and Healthcare Provider 

Communication about HIV Testing: The Importance of Self-Advocacy" 

Kia Caldwell, Ph.D., 

Associate Professor of African, African Americma, ~ad Diaspora Studies 

Doctoral Student, 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 
12:30-2 PM 

Incubator, Hyde Hall 

Abstract 

In 2010 the Committee on HIV Screening and Access to Care and tile Institute of Medicine recommended that healthcare providers increase et~[brts to improve access to 
ItIV testing for their patients. Despite these recommendations, a significant number of testing opportunities a~e missed, paxticulaxly for black Americans. For black women, 
the issue of testing is particularly critical given the racial disparities in rates of HIV infection among women. According to the National Center for HIV/AIDS, black 
women accounted for 64% of HIV cases among women nationwide. This talk explores the hnpact of patient mad health provider communication on the HIV testing 
behaviors of middle socioeconomic status (SES) Black women in North Carolina. By focusing on the experiences of middle SES black women, the analysis seeks to 
expamd the scope of existing HIV prevention research to address socioecono~nic diversity within the black community. The analysis is based on qualitative individual 
interviews that were conducted with fifteen middle SES black women. Our findings point to the importmace of patient self-advocacy and missed opportunities for 
providers to address HIV stigtna, correct patients’ misperceptions about HIV, m~d assist them in improving their eltbrts to relnain healthy. Considering the alarming trends 
in sexually trmasmitted infections mad HIV incidence this talk hiO~lights the impol~tm~ce of healthcaxe providers engaging their patients in routine talks about sexual health 
and sexual risk reduction. The analysis also highlights the i~nportance of including SES as a vm’iable in data collection and research in order to better understand how class, 
race, m~d gender Ml’ect sexual health m~d the provision of prevention and care to diverse populations. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: iaav.~{~uuc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu:u?id 68047615.4e202a78460c3670672212bcb3fi22cd&n T&I iaur-t~ac&o 34541573 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34541573-68047615.4e202a78460c3670b72212bcb3f122cd,~;listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to ia~x- fac as: ~__s_gi~E!’_a__~3@_e___n_L@_=_u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i:lists.uuc.edu:’u?id 6828787%t2e56d7707e8eT123323917252deTb6d&n T&I iaar-i:ac&o 34541584 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-34541584-68287879.f2e56d7707e8eTi23323917252de7b6d@listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WINASSM List <VvTNASSM@listserv.uc.edu> on behalf of 
Grappendorf, Heidi (grappehi) <grappehi@UCMAIL.UC.EDU> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:39 PM 

WINASSM@LISTSERV.UC.EDU 

[WINASSM] NASSM 

WlN’ers: 

First, if you respond to this email PLEASE DO NOT HIT THE REPLY BUTTON BUT DIRECTLY EMAIL M E: Heidi.grappendorf@uc.edu (I don’t wanna get chewed out by 

people getting their inbox clogged)! © 

Second, as you are registering for NASSM, please consider donating $5 to WIN. The monies you provide go towards socials, honorariums, rental fees, etc. 

Third, NASSM elections are under way, PI.EASE VOTE. 

Fourth ........ This year is the 10th anniversary of WIN. To note this anniversary, I wanted to do something out of the ordinary to celebrate. Sooo, this year, during the 

Friday meeting time (5:30) I would like to rent a trolley to take those of you that are interested on a small tour of Pittsburgh. The trolley would pick us up at the 

hotel at 5:30 after the NASSM General meeting, and then drop us off by 7 in time for those wanting to go on the Gateway Clipper Riverboat for the cruise (on the 

NASSM schedule). It will be a short tour of an i to 1 1/2hours, as we do not want to take away from any scheduled NASSM events. The cost of the trolley ride is 

looking like about $20 per person. 

I will provide name tags, water, soda, and adult beverages on the trolley for those attending. After the trolley ride, and for those not going on the cruise or if you 

do not go on the trolley (I understand the $ issue), we can figure out dinner upon return to the hotel with any WIN’ers that want to go. 

,F you are interested, again, please EMAIL DIRECTLY (DO NOT HIT REPLY OR REPLY 
ALL). A so, me know ~f you are going on the boat cruise so I can figure out drop off places and times. 

If you indicate you are interested, I will email you the logistics in a few weeks. 

If you want more information about the trolley, here is the website. 

http://www~ m o !!ystro!l eysp!ttsbu rgh= co m/ 

This is a special ~_0 year anniversary event. We want to celebrate, socialize, network, meet people, and have fun! I hope to see in Pittsburgh! 

Also- if you have already signed up for things and money is an issue yet you want to join the trolley, please let me know (NO WOMAN LEFT BEHIND)! (~ 

Thanks. Heidi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <~dcurfin@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:45 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 15c ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss- ti~culty] 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Barrett, Patrick Daniel 
Sent: iVlonday, April 14, 2014 12:28 PM 
To: EXSS StaffList 
Subject: [exss-staf~] 

Chances are I will not be back before the Easter break. If you need an assistance ~vith either housekeeping or maintenance requests, please contact Darrell. 

Thank you and have a blessed Easter weekend! 

Patrick 

-- You are ctu-rently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.tmc.edu/’u?id 55567102.4537814cd668~a57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facul~z&o 34541863, or send a blal~ email to leave-34541863- 
55567102.4537814cd668 t~)57e7eedgdd3adc4e5d@listserv unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <~dcurfin@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:45 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 15c ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss- ti~culty] Time 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Barrett, Patrick Daniel 
Sent: iVlonday, April 14, 2014 12:28 PM 
To: EXSS StaffList 
Subject: [exss-staf~]            Time 

Chances are I will not be back before the Easter break. If you need an assistance ~vith either housekeeping or maintenance requests, please contact Darrell. 

Thank you and have a blessed Easter weekend! 

Patrick 

-- You are ctu-rently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facult~,&o 34541863, or send a blank email to leave-34541863- 
55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34b 1bcc32a @listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amelia Farmer <afam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:47 PM 

Amelia Farmer <at?armer@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

April 14 Weekly Drill aM Summer Course Reminder 

SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill - FOR PROFESSORS.doc; SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill - FOR PROFESSORS.pdf; SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill 

- FOR STUDENTS.doc; SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill - FOR STUDENTS.pdf 

Good afternoon, 

Attached are this week’s weekly drill open-ended and discussion questions. 

Announcement: Please note that now is the time to let rne know if you are setting up a course for the summer term. Keep ~n mh~d we have shorter terms ~nd even 

lower rates avaH~d)~e for summer sesskms, I_et me know as soon as poss~bk~ ~ you haven’t already what course(s) you are registering We w~H work on getting a~ of 

these registered m the system owner the ne’,<t couple of wee]~s ~md into the start of summer, 

This week’s discussion questions: 

Discussion Questions 

Colleges: 

:1) Discuss some aspects of this year’s Final Four. Which events will be easily transferrable to the College Football Playoff’s championship game and how? 

Which aspects would not work? What kinds of events do you think will be added? 

In-Depth: 

2) Review some ways in which the Boston Athletic Association reacted to last year’s tragedy at the Boston Marathon. How has this helped them gain ground 

for this year’s event? 

Amelia C Farmer 

College & University Program Manager 

SportsBusiness Journal I Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Morehead Street I Suite 310 Charlotte, NC 28202 

p.704.973.1420 I £ 704.9731401 



COLLEGE & UNiVERSiTY PROGRAM 

SportsBusiness Journal I April 14-20, 2014 I Volume 17 Issue 1 

1. How does TD Garden’s new B2B program benefit Linkedln, despite having no sponsorship dollars involved? 

2. What does the Fan360 software entail and how does it generate revenue for teams?? 

3. How is the NHL financing its new credit facility? 

4. What are some benefits that fans who opt to receive the iBeacon messaging wiii receive at Amway Center? 

S. Ho~ are Boston Marathon sponsors usin~ last ?ear’s e~nt to cratt ~his ~ear’s sponsorship activation? 

~. ~ha~ purpose does ~he ne~ digital marketin~ compan? Open~orse ser~e for bran~s? 

7. How is WME plan~i~g to cut the bulk of costs over the next ~ear? 

8. What are the two divisions of iMG Media that contribute to its bottom line? 

9. How do TV ad sales for this year’s Stanley Cup Playoffs differ from last year’s? 

~0. According to Burke Magnus, why does ESPN expect to have good results in another college football playoff despite 

low numbers on ESPN2 and ESPNews? 

2014. $[reet & S~i[tTs SDortsSusi~ess Journal 



COLLEGE & UNiVERSiTY PROGRAM 

SportsBusiness Journal I April 14-20, 2014 I Volume 17 Issue 1 

1. How does TD Garden’s new B2B program benefit Linkedln, despite having no sponsorship dollars involved? 

2. What does the Fan360 software entail and how does it generate revenue for teams?? 

3. How is the NHL financing its new credit facility? 

a. What are ~e~e be~efit~ that fa~s who ept to re6ei~e the i~ea~o~ ~e~a~i~ will receive at ~wa~ Ce~ter~ 

5. ~ow are ~o~to~ Maratho~ ~po~or~ u~i~ last fear’~ e~e~t to ~raft thi~ fear’~ ~po~or~ip a~ti~atio~ 

6, What purpose does the new digital ~arketin~ ~o~panf Open~orse ser~e for brands~ 

7. How is WME planning to cut the bulk of costs over the next ~ear? 

8. What are the two divisions of iMG Media that contribute to its bottom line? 

9. How do TV ad sales for this year’s Stanley Cup Playoffs differ from last year’s? 

10. According to Burke Magnus, why does ESPN expect to have good results in another college football playoff despite 

low numbers on ESPN2 and ESPNews? 

© 20~.4 Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman (via Trotter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 4:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

Detx)rah Stroman (@drstmman) mentioned yon on Trotte!! 



The University has five goals to increase the diversity of students, faculty and professional staff. The 

College is working on several priorities including: 1) making special efforts to work with departments to 

recruit post-doctoral fellows and faculty members from underrepresented groups, and 2) encouraging all 

units to publicize their conunitment to diversity on their websites and in other materials for prospective 

undergraduate student majors, graduate students and faculty members. 

Each year we are asked to provide a report on the accomplishments achieved to fulfill our diversity goals 

across the College and within individual academic units. Please help us provide accurate information about 

your unit by completing this survey. (Directors of units that do not have faculty should check "N/A" on 

questions that do not pertain to them, and provide any other information or comments that can be helpful 

for the College’s diversity report.) 

This year our report will be based on the activities that occurred during the 2013/2014 academic year. The 

SUl~ey questions correspond to each of the University’ s five diversity goals, and most questions include 

space for you to describe or discuss your activities if you wish. Goal I. Clearly define and publicize the 
University’s commitment to diversity. 

1. Wlfich of the following do you use to define and publicize your unit’ s commitment to diversity? (check 

all that apply) 

Web site with dedicated diversity page and link to diversity page on front of your web site 

News stories/releases (specify number below) 

Online Statement of commitment to diversity (specify web address below) 

Published Statement of commitment to diversity (type your statement below) 

Other Statement of commitment to diversity (specify below) 

Other 

2. Number of new stories/releases: 

3. Link or content of statement of commitment to diversity: 

4. Is there anything else you wish to add or discuss related to Goal 1: 

Goal 2: Achieve the critical masses of underrepresented populations necessary to ensure the 
educational benefits of diversity in faculty, staff, students and executive administrative and 
managerial positions. 

1. Wlfich of the following programs/efforts has your unit used to support and retain diverse students, 

faculty and/or staff? (check all that apply) 

Mentoring 

Counter offer 

Pre-emptive offer 

Additional financial support for research or professional activity 

Course development support or opportunity 

Leadership training 

Other professional development 

Nonfination for distinguished professorship or fellowship 

Nonfination for award 

Other 

2. Please provide examples or other details to support the checked items: 

3. List and describe any collaborations or partnerships to fulfill Goal 2: 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Do you have any fellows in your department for 2013/2014 from the Carolina Post-Doctoral Program 

for Faculty Diversity? 

Yes (specify number below) No NiA 

Please provide details to support your answer to the previous qnestion: 

During 2013/2014, did you hire any fellows frown the Carolina Post-Doctoral Program for Faculty 

Diversity into a tenure-track position in your department? 

Yes (specify number below) No NiA 

Please provide details to support your answer to the previous question: 

During faculty searches in your department during the current academic year or the previous academic 

year, did you interview any under-represented minority candidates (including women if they are 

considered under-represented in your unit)? 

Yes (specify number below) No N/A 

Please provide details to support your answer to the previous question, including the academic year(s) 

in which the interview(s) took place: 

Did you successfully hire any under-represented minority candidates (including women if relevant) 

during searches in your department with hire dates that are effective July 2013, January 2014 and July 

2014? 

Yes (specify number below) No N/A 

Please provide details to support your answer to the previous question: 

Have you utilized the provost’ s Targeted Hiring Program at any time in the past three academic years 

(2011/2012, 2012/2013 or 2013/2014) by making an offer or successfully recruiting a new faculty 

member tlu’ough this program? 

Yes (specify how many offers/hires below) No NiA 

Please provide details to support yonr answer to the previous question, including the timeframe of 

offers and hires: 

What activities or "pipeline pro~’ams" have you engaged in to reach out to or encourage prospective 

students, faculty or staff from under-represented groups? 

Conferences 

MI_YRAP ~ioore Undergraduate Research Apprenticeship Program) 

AGEP (Alliance of Graduate Educators and Professionals) 

Formal networking events 

Other (Please list below) 

15. Please provide details for programs that you checked: 

16. Is there anything else you wish to add or discuss related to activities to fulfill Goal 2: 

Goal 3: Make high quality diversity education, orientation, and training available to all ~ne~nbers of 
the University community. 

1. List and describe the diversity education, orientation activities, and training that you offered, 

facilitated, or sponsored during 2013/2014. Please describe the impact of each, if possible. 

2. Is there anything else you wish to add or discuss related to activities to fulfill Goal 3: 

Goal 4: Create and sustain a climate in which respectful discussions of diversity are encouraged, and 
take leadership in creating opportunities for interaction and cross group learning. 



List and describe inter-group interaction, cross-group learning opportunities, and, when possible, the 

number of participants and the impact of the program(s): 

List and describe how you assess the climate for diversity in your unit (such as a survey, workshop, 

retreat, etc.): 

3. Is there anything else you wish to add or discuss related to activities to fulfill Goal 4: 

Goal 5: Support further research to advance the University’s commitment to diversity and to assess 

the ways in which diversity advances the University’s mission. 

1. Please list the conferences, events, seminars, symposia or advising activities related to diversity that 

your unit provided during 2013/2014: 

2. Please provide citations with full bibliograplfic information regarding research published during 

20132014 by faculty or students in your unit concerning issues of diversity: 

3. Is there anything else you wish to add or discuss related to activities to fulfill Goal 5: 

Conclusion 

1. What are the greatest challenges in aclfieving your unit’ s diversity goals and in what specific ways can 

the College assist you? 



Facilities Update (Patrick Barrett & Darrell Kidd) 

:L) Fetzer Roof Replacement: 

In the last month we have seen the isolation of the contractors staging areas,. The flat roofs over the 

Racquetball and Squash courts are the the starting point for removal and also allow UNC Maintenance to get a 

jump on necessary repairs to both the Squash and Racquetball Courts. Gyms A and B will not be affected until 

after the Dance Marathon is over and Gym C can be accessed any time after April 12th, if not earlier. I will b~ 

sending out updates as to when gyms, and certain areas will be effected, as well as coordinate with Reggie 

around Campus Recreation events and Athletic Camps this summer. 

2) Outdoor Pool: 
Anna Wu is now spearheading this concern. I last spoke with Bridget Bockham, who informed me that the 

cost would be $9,000.00 for an outside company to remove the trees, which are still alive. A written 

justification is in the process to remove live trees, regardless of impending, potential liability? Yet another 

question, is who will fund this eventually...the battle between maintenance, housing, and ground is 

ensuing. The final piece of the puzzle is that supplementary planting will need to replenished with new 

landscaping for erosion control and aesthetic appearances for Carmichael Dormitory. I have contacted Anna 

regarding our concerns and am currently awaiting her response. 

3) Squash Courts: 

Courts i and 2 are being scheduled for repairs while the roof repairs are going on. I spoke with Guy Martin 

from Curtis Construction in an attempt to initially complete the roof replacement over the squash and 

racquetball courts. Once the roof repairs and installations are made in these initial areas, UNC Maintenance is 

free to complete their repairs. 

4) Fetzer Hot Water Main Replacement: 

At some point we will be without hot water for roughly 2 weeks. A main steam line and storage tank need to 

be replaced before they blow. The maintenance staff is in the process of obtaining the parts needed to 

complete the project. Once we decide on a date, I will post notices in the locker rooms and Equipment Room 

to alert our patrons. This project had been delayed with the recent flooding across campus, the maintenance 

staff may wait until a break to complete this project. The maintenance room in question is located in one of 

the staging areas for the roofing contractor. Ideally they can work congruently, but the contractor has priority 

should any conflicts occur. 

5} Oncoiogy Laboratory: 
The OneCard access reader is installed and functional, 

6} Equipment Room Glass installation: 

The initial quote of 513,000.00 for the new glass enclosure in the Fetzer Equipment Room is being rev.iewed, 

as there is a concern about a fire rating component that the Fire Marshall is looking into. Basically, we do not 

have a sprinkler system in the Fetzer Equipment Room like we do in the recently renovated Woollen 

Equipment Room. Therefore, the fire code dictates that we have a metal roll down door like the current unit. 

7} Carpentry Projects: 

Andy is going to assist Steve Marshall in replicating an apparatus that is used in Steve’s knee research, as well 



as a shipping case. Andy wilt also begin the next phase of three (3) addition work stations in the SMRL. He 

plans to work on these in the wood shop and complete the installation over a break or this summer. 

8) Camera Systems: 

Reggie is looking at what type of camera system he prefers in the SRC and then we are looking to integrate our 

system in Fetzer, add exterior doors and combine the SRC system into a Campus Police based program which 

will allow us more flexibility and potentially cheaper.                                              "’ 

9) Lighting Changes: 
We may be eligible for lighting upgrades in Woollen, Fetzer, and SRC gym locations. Billy Vierra, from UNC 
Construction & Design is looking to upgrade from the halogen lighting in the Gyms now to a LED 
system. These new lights are cost efficient and potentially free? The money needs to be allocated before the 
end of the fiscal year. Hopefully, we can coordinate this with the roofing contractors, t should hear something 
definitive by mid-March. 

10) Ongoing Quotes: 
Glass replacement for the Fetzer Equipment Room windows: 513,000.00??? 
Woollen Camera System: 55,014.00      Fetzer Upgrade: $12,525.00 



Academic Misconduct Procedural Reforms - Executive Summary 

Over the course of the Spring 2013 and Fall 2013 semesters, the Committee on Student Conduct on Student 
Conduct, the Faculty Council, and Student Congress adopted a series of procedural reforms designed to enhance 
the processing of cases of alleged academic misconduct. Considered as a whole, this suite of changes to the 
Instrument of Student Judicial Governance ("Instrument") is intended to increase efficiency and judicia! 
economy, substantially enhance faculty participation, and afford increased flexibility in sanctioning. The six 
major substantive changes are as follows: 

Change in the Burden of Proof 
The Instrument currently requires proof "beyond a reasonable doubt" - the criminal justice standard - in 
order to find a student responsible for an Honor Code violation. This burden is substantially higher than 
that generaily required for campus disciplinary proceedings or other administrative processes. It is 
proposed to change the burden to a "clear and convincing evidence" standard, where "clear and 
convincing" means that the evidence is substantially more likely to be true than not and the hearing 
panel has a firm belief or conviction in it. 

Instructor Participation on Original Hearing Panels 
The Instrument currently limits participation of instructors on original hearing panels to very limited 
circumstances. It is proposed to add a faculty member to the guilt or innocence phase of all cases 
involving charges of academic dishonesty wherein the student is pleading not guilty. Panel members 
would be chosen from among a standing pool of instructors trained to participate in Honor System 
proceedings. 

o Creation of an "XF" Grade Penalty 
Current grade penalties for academic misconduct are (1) a failing grade in the course, (2) a failing grade 

in a component or aspect of the course, or (3) a failing grade on the assignment. It is proposed that the 
failing grade in the course be replaced by the grade of °’XF" which notation would be recorded on the 

student’s transcript. A student could petition to have the "X" notation removed after the passage of at 
least one fui! academic semester and completion of an appropriate educational endeavor relating to 

academic integrity. 

Revision of the Minimum and Usual Sanctions for Academic Misconduct Cases 
The minimum sanction (grade penalty and disciplinary probation) and usual sanction (grade penalty and 
disciplinary suspension) for academic misconduct have remained unchanged for many years. In order to 
provide greater flexibility appropriate to the unique facts of a given case, it is proposed that the 
sanctioning guidelines for academic misconduct cases be expanded, with usua! sanctions adjusted to 
reflect the nature and gravity of the offense. Minimal and!or reckless conduct would be attended by 
presumptively less severe sanctions than deliberate and/or substantial conduct. The panel would retain 
the discretion to impose a lesser or greater sanction than the usua! depending on the presence of 
mitigating or aggravating circumstances. 

Creation of a Student-Instructor Alternative Resolution Process                      " 
The Instrument does not currently permit resolution of academic misconduct cases outside of a formal 
hearing. It is proposed to create a voluntary, informal student-instructor resolution process which would 
permit an expedited resolution of academic charges where the student and instructor agree on a proposed 
determination and sanction. Neither the student nor the instructor would be required to participate in 
such a process and, in the event the process failed to produce an agreed upon resolution, the regular 
hearing process would still be availabIe. 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Guidelines on Faculty Salary Increases 

This document was developed and adopted by the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Science in the Spring of 2014, It should be reviewed every five years, 

!. Overview 

When the University and College announce, typically in late spring or early summer, their 
tentative policy regarding salary increases, the Faculty Executive Committee will meet with 
the Department Chair to consider what strategy the Department should follow in allocating 
salary increases for that year. They should consider whether to focus primarily on mdrit 
increases, primarily on equity issues, or some other plan, given the size of the salary pool. 
For example, in years, with a relatively small salary pool, the Faculty Executive Committee 
may recommend that all of the money be used to deal with equity issues. 

In the spring of each academic year, the Department wilt collect information on the 
indicators of merit, as identified in Appendix A. The basic information collected in the 
annual report required by the College of Arts and Sciences wil! be supplemented by 
additional data collection procedures to ensure that all the information is available to the 
Faculty Executive Committee. Information will be collected in 3 criterion areas: 

1) Research and Scholarship 
2) Teaching Effectiveness 
3) Service 

This information will be collected each year, regardless of the department’s overall salary 
increase strategy, to ensure that it is always available in future years for the Faculty 
Executive Committee to consult when strategies change. 

Each member of the Faculty Executive Committee will independently examine the 
indicators and assess a faculty member’s performance in each of the 3 criterion areas of 
research, teaching, and service. The Faculty Executive Committee wil! meet with the 
Department Chair to review their assessments and to recommend the overall level Faculty 
Merit Rating. 

The Chair of the Department is responsible for making, and the only one authorized to 
make, salary increase decisions and is charged by the Department to make his or her 
decisions on the reviews of the Faculty Executive Committee and upon consideration of ’~ 
those factors influencing salary increases. 

¯ Unless advised by the Faculty Executive Committee, salary increases should reward 
merit. 

o Merit includes the following: 
Distinguished scholarly achievement 



At the 
O 

o 

o 

o 

o 

, Distinguished teaching 
~ Exceptional departmental or university service. 

Merit should be assessed both with regard to recent achievements and to 
cumulative standing. 
same time, other factors in addition to merit should be part of the decision: 
Recognition that a person has been promoted from one rank to another 
Competitive market considerations 
Compression adjustments 
Equity (inequity) adjustments 
Importance of individual to the department’s overall efforts 

Setting salary increases is not an exact science, and there is inevitably some subjectivity 
involved. The above guidelines should provide general guidance to the Department Chair, 
but should not be mechanically applied, nor overly restrictive, lest his or her judgment be 
constrained by them. 

II. Criterion Areas 

Each faculty member of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is evaluated each 
year with respect to the criterion areas of Research and Scholarship; Teaching 
Effectiveness; and Service. 

Research and Scholarship refers primarily to published works, The Faculty Executive 

Committee, which assumes responsibility for the annual evaluation of the faculty., takes 
into account work in progress and work submitted, but focuses mainly on work in press or 
in print. The form of publication - articles in refereed and prestigious journals, textbooks, 
chapters in books, technical reports, un-refereed publications - is an index of its quality; so 
are comments by editorial reviewers and the citations of the work by others in their 

publications. But the main evidence of quality is the Faculty Executive Committee’s 
judgment of its scientific merit - its methodologic soundness, its originality, its theoretical 
value, and its overall impact for the area of study. Relevant to the overall impact is special 
recognition received, e,g., honors awarded for scholarly contributions and grants awarded 
for scientific research. 

Teaching Effectiveness refers to both undergraduate and graduate teaching. It includes 
teaching in the classroom, laboratory, and field or clinic. It includes formal courses, 
supervision of undergraduate and graduate research, supervision of experiential work, as 
well as more informal consulting or advising. As in the previous criterion area, members of 
the Faculty Executive Committee are concerned with quality as well as amount. They 
evaluate quality by reviewing student evaluations of courses, peer teaching evaluations 
available), studying course outlines and syllabi, noting selection as a thesis or dissertation 
advisor and committee member, and seeking evidence about the quality of supervised 
theses and dissertations. Relevant to overall impact are honors awarded for teaching 
effectiveness and evidence of successful course or curriculum development. 



Service includes service to the department, university, and scientific or professional 
community. In areas where it is appropriate, it also includes service to the general public 
in one’s area of specialization. The Faculty Executive Committee takes into account 
memberships and chairmanships of committees in the department, in the university at 
large, and in national organizations such as grant review panels and journal editorial 

boards, it also attends to evidence about the effectiveness with which these committee 
assignments have been carried out. 

lI!. Evaluation Process 

The Faculty Executive Committee consists of six faculty, one from each of the four 
specialization areas (Athletic Training, Exercise Physiology/Fitness Professional, Exercise 
and Sport Science, Sport Administration), the assistant chair, and the chair of the 
Department. To be eligible to serve on the Faculty Executive Committee, the faculty 
member must be tenured and have served at least 10 years within the Department of’ 

Exercise and Sport Science. 

The annual reports of all faculty members (including those of the Faculty Executive 
Committee) will be made available to aI! members of the Faculty Executive Committee. 
Each committee member will read in detail all the reports and then independently rate 
each faculty member (excluding him or herself) on the three criterion areas. The ratings 
will be assigned relative to the standards of scholarship in our department. To provide 
feedback to faculty members, the scores in each category will be averaged across members 
of the Faculty Executive Committee. Each faculty member will be given his or her mean 
score on each of the three criterion areas, along with the average scores for all faculty in the 
department. 

Some of the kinds of questions that will be considered by the raters are described in 
Appendix A, 

IV. Rating Scales 

For each of the three criterion areas, each member of the Faculty Executive Committee will 
use a five-category rating scale. These categories are labeled as follows: 

1) Not Satisfactory 
2) Not Quite Satisfactory 

3) Satisfactory 

4) Highly Satisfactory 

5) Meritorious 

We assign the scores 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to these five categories. In addition to using the five 
categories, raters may use decimals (1.5, 3.5, even 4.75) in order to give more refined 
judgments. 



The categories, or levels of merit, are defined on each criterion area (research, teaching, 
and service) separate. Ratings are to be assigned relative to different expectations for 
iunior and senior faculty. In general, senior faculty are expected to be more involved in 
service than iunior faculty, and more successful, on the average, than iunior faculty in 
getting grants supporting programmatic and collaborative research. 

Level of Merit by Criterion Area 

Research and SchoLarship 
Meritorious (5): Research of outstanding value produced dming the period under review. 
Meritorious set of articles of major work making significant contribution. Unusually high 
national or international recognition. 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Research activity considerably better than average for the rank. The 
work shows above average merit. 
Satisfactory (3): Research activity is what is expected for the rank. There is evidence of g(5od 
research as well as efforts to publish results. 
Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Research progress is somewhat tess than expected for the rank. 
Not Satisfactory (1): Research progress is definitely less than expected for the rank, and has 
continued to be so for more than a year. Grounds for concern. 

Teaching Effectiveness 
Meritorious (5): Evidence of outstandingly effective teaching coupled with extended effort 
towards innovation and improvements of courses and curricula. May have received a teaching 
award. Director of severat theses and dissertations, and member of many of such committees. 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Some evidence of above average teaching. Fulfills teaching obligations 
effectively, and shows interest and effort in improvement of courses and curricula. Involved in 
much undergraduate and graduate student research. 
Satisfactory (3): Fulfills teaching obligations and does a conscientious job~ Involvement in 
undergraduate and graduate student research is at the level expected for the rank. 
Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Teaching effectiveness is somewhat below expectation. Involvement 
in undergraduate and graduate training, research, or supervision is below the level expected for 
the rank. 
Not Satisfactory (t): This faculty member is not performing adequately as a teacher. Class 
material is not covered adequately and preparation is inadequate. Has not attracted students. 
Grounds for concern. 

Service 
Meritorious (5): Major departmental, university, and professional service. Makes important 
policy decisions and is very effective in administrative responsibility. Participates in universi~ 
and professional affairs beyond the level expected of one at that faculty rank.              ~ 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Participates in and makes a positive contribution to a significant number 
of departmental, university, or professional activities relative to rank. 
SatisJhctory (3): Serves on the usua! number of committees and makes expected contributions to 
them. 



Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Participation in departmental, university, and professional service is 
below average for the rank. 
Not Satisfactory (1): Has not served satisfactorily even on departmental committees. Avoids 
such responsibilities or does not follow through on assignments. Grounds for concern. 

V. The Report, Calculation of Individual Merit Scores and Raises 

A confidential report wil! be prepared before the end of June. The report will be viewed by the 
Chair and Associate Chair. The report will consist of: 

For each separate category (research & scholarship, teaching effectiveness, service), a 
table listing the individual ratings and average scores assigned to all faculty members by 
each of the Faculty Executive Committee members. The Chair will have access to the 
same information provided to the Faculty Executive Committee. 
The following weight will be applied to the three criterion areas: 

. Research & Scholarship = 0.5 weight 
* Teaching Effectiveness = 0.3 weight 
o Service = 0.2 weight 

Factors other than merit are involved in the assignment of faculty raises. Included among these 
are non-merit considerations such as state-mandated cost-of-tiring increases. In addition, the 
department chair may need to use part of the department’s salary increase funds to make 
structural adjustments resulting from such factors as low salary at the time of hiring, to alleviate 
salary compression resulting from years when there were no raises, to recognize promotions or 
unusual achievements or contributions that are not reflected in the computation of individual 
merit described above. 



Appendix A 

Research and Scholarshit~ 

NOTE: Ratings should be based on quality and quantity of research 

P(imary Author Publications 
Number of top tier journal publications 
Number of middle tier journa! publications 
Number of lower tier journal pub!ic~tio~s 

Senior Author Publications 
Number of top tier journal publications 
Number of middle tier journal publications 

Number of lower tier journal publications 
Secondary Author Publications 

Number of middle tier journal pub!i~ations 
Number of lower tier Jouma! p~!!~ations 

Total Number of Journal Publications 

priNary ~hor P~b!i~ations .............................. 
Number of books published 
Number of book chapters published .............................. 

Secondary Author Publications 
  )Iished ............ 

Number ofb00k chapters published 
Total Number of Book Publications 

Number p~ ~qhpla~!y website / blog posts published 
Other... 



Invited Speaker ( ~ynote Presentations 
Nu~ ~f !~t~ati0na! meetings / c9~fe~e~�~s 
Number of nation~! ~!ngs / conferences 
Number of regional meetings / conferences 

~rimary Author Abstract Presentations 
Number of international meetings.i c0r~fe~ences 

Number of nationaimeetings / conferences 

N~Nber 0~regional meetings / conferences    " 
Senior Author Abstract Presentations 

Number of int~rn~i~!~meetings / conferences 
Number of nationaI meetings / conferences 

..... Number of regional meetings / conferences 
Secondary Author Abstract Presentations 

Number of internationa! meetings / conferences 
Number of national meetings / conferences 
Number of regional meetings / conferences 

Total Number of Presentations 

Submitted 
Number Of fed~r+i i+~i gr~nts submitted 

............... +~,mber of m~dation / indust+ level ,g,~0~s submitte~ 
Number of internal grants submitted 

Awarded 
Number of federal level grants awarded 

Number of foundation / indus~y level grants awarded 
Number of internal grants awarded 

Amount 
Total amount of external Nnding awarded 



Meritorious (5): Research of outstanding value produced 
during the period under review. Meritorious set of articles of 
major work making significant contribution. Unusually high 
national or international recognition~ ......... 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Research activity considerably 
better than average for the rank. The work shows above 
average merit. 

Satisfactory (3): Research activity is what is expected for 
the rank. There is evidence of good research as well-as 
effo~s ~9 p~b!~sh ~sults. 
Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Research progress is somewhat 
tess than expected for the rank. 

Not Satisfactory (1): Research progress is definitely less 
than expected for the rank, and has continued to be so for 
more than a year. Grounds for c0.r~ern. 



Teaching Effectiveness 

NOTE: Teaching should be evaluated with regard to quality, not necessarily only quantity. For 
example, if a faculty member buys out of teaching for research or service activities, they should 
not be penalized for the reduced teaching load. Rather, they should be evaluated on the quality 
of teaching for the courses to which they are assigned. 

Yes / No / 
Teaching Quality Unable to Judge 

Has the faculty member shown high quality 
teaching through student ratings, peer evaluations 
(if available), or through other indicators of 
quality? 

Has the faculty member made any contributions 
to courses, through curriculum development, or 
implementing innovative appr0~che~? 

Contributions to Student Research 

Number of masters students supervised 
Number of PhD students supervised 
Number of post-doctoral fellows supervised 

Number of undergraduate stucl~ 
Number of masters student committees 
Number of PhD student committees 
Number ;f ~d~n~; on primary author journal 
publications 
Number of students on senior author journal 
publications 
Number of students on primary au~h~i ab~�~S .... 

Number of students on senior author abstracts 
Other 

Has the faculty member received any teaching 
awards? 
~S the faculty member receiveda~ rn~ni;~ing 
awards? 



M;ri~;ri~s (5): Evi(!~; Of outstandingly effective 
teaching coupled with extended effort towards 
innovation and improvemems of courses and curricula. 
May have received a teaching award. Director of 
several theses and dissertations, and member of many 
of such committees. 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Some evidence of above 
average teaching. Fulfills teaching obligations 
effectively, and shows interest and effort in 
improvement of courses and curricula. Involved in 
much undergraduate and graduate student: research. 

Satisfactory (3): Fulfills teaching obligations and does 
a conscientious job. Involvement in undergraduate and 
graduate student research is at the level expected for the 
rank. 

Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Teaching effectiveness is 
somewhat below expectation. Involvement in 
undergraduate and graduate training, research, or 
supervision is be[o~ ~.~,,~!evel expected for the rank, ......... 

Not Satisfactory (1): This faculty member is not 
performing adequately as a teacher. Class material is 
not covered adequately and preparation is inadequate. 
Has not attracted students. Grounds for concern. 



Service 

NOTE: Ratings based on quality and quantity, as appropriate to rank, for formal and informal 
service. 

I-Ias the faculty member significantly contributed to Yes / No / 
the ~,e.partment,a,s: .......... Unable to Judge 

A major administrative role (chair, associate chair, 
other) ........................ 
Program Director ...................................... 

LaboratoI52_ Director 
Committee Chair 
Committee Member 
Junior Faculty Mentor ......................... 

Has the faculty member significantly contributed to 
the universi.~ as: 

A major administrative role (dean, associate dean, 
other) 
Faculty Governance (elected or appointed) ....................... 

.................... Membership on a University Advisorg.~.R.ard 

Membership on other Major University Committees 
(e.g. search committees, review committees, 
committees to forward the academic mission of the 
university, other) ..... 

Has the faculty member significantly contributed to 
their sch,o!ar|y fiel~d through: 

Membership on Nati~! ~dviso~ Panels 
Journal editor 
Journal associate editor 
Member of journal editorial b0ar~ ...... 
Regular member of grant review panel 
Ad hoc=~ =e~tem~!=grant reviewer 

Member on Professional Organization Board of 
Directors 

Member of Scholarly Conference Organizing 
Committee 
Community engagement and public service 

Has the faculty member received any significant 
honors for their service or leadership?               ,., 



Meritorious (5): Major departmental, university, and 
professional service, Makes important policy decisions 
and is very effective in administrative responsibility. 
Participates in university and professional affairs beyond 
the level expected of one at that faculty. rank. 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Participates in and makes a 
positive contribution to a significant number of 
departmental, university, or professional activities relative 
to rank.                                    - 
Satisfactory (3): Serves on the usual number of 
committees and makes ~xp~qte~d.~qontributions to them. 

Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Participation in departmental, 
university, and professional service is below average for 
the rank. 

Not Satisfactory (1): Has not served satisfactorily even 
on departmental committees. Avoids such responsibilities 
or does not follow through on assignments. Grounds for 
concern. 



EXSS Undergraduate E×it Survey 

General Questions 
Faculty 

® Considering only EXSS faculty, what characteristics of 

professors/instructors are most important to you, with regards to teaching 

and learning? 

o TeachingEvats do not have this information, Will have student focus group 

create list. Then wilt use this list when we actually send out. 

o Considering only EXSS faculty, what characteristics of 

professors/instructors detract from your teaching and learning? 

o Same as above 

EXSS Advising 

How often did you meet with an EXSS advisor (Dr. Salyer, Dr. Weight, Dr. 

Stroman, Dr. Petschauer, Mr. Aguilar) 

o Never 

m Add comment box - why did you never meet with a departmental 

advisor? 

o Once PerYear 

o Once Per Semester 

o More than Once Per Semester 

o Ifthey check lxiyr, lx!sem, >lx/sem then ask: 

EXSS advisors provided course planning advice that I would 

rate as 

¯ Scale from Very Unsatisfactory to Very Satisfactory 

¯ Not applicable or I did not seek this type of advice 

,, EXSS advisors helped me identify and clarify my educational 

goals (i.e. graduate school, career planning, internship) 

¯ Scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree 

¯ Not applicable or I did not seek this type of advice 

= How effectively did EXSS advisors answered your questions? 

¯ Scale from Very Uneffectively to Very Effectively 

¯ Not applicable or ~ did not seek this type of advice 

Course Offerings 
Indicate your program (check one) 

o General 
o Athletic Training 



o Sport Administration 

o Fitness Professional 

What do you feel is(are) the best course(s) you took as an EXSS major? 

o Use logic based on program (from previous question) 

a List Courses 

m Add optional comment 

What do you feel is(are) courses that are weak and/or need improvement? 

o Same as above 

Which class(es) was/were difficult to enroll in? 
o Same as above 

Which of the following courses would you have taken online if it were 

offered? (check all that apply) 

o EXSS core courses (t75, 276, 273, 220/221) 

o EXSS specialization/concentration courses (athletic training, sport 

administration, fitness professional), 

o Other (Comment Box) 

What course(s) should we consider adding to the curriculum? 

o Comment box for answer and explanation 

What course(s) should we consider removing from the curriculum? 

o Comment box for answer and explanation 

Did you finish in 8 semesters (excluding summer school)? 

o Click Yes or No 

m lfno, ask why, 

Awareness and Engagement 

Which methods of EXSS communication did you use in the past year? 

(Check all that apply) 

o EXSS bulletin boards!video boards 

o EXSS Website 

o EXSS Blog (wordpress) 

o EXSS Twitter account 

o EXSS Facebook account 

o EXSS YouTube channel 

o EXSS listserv 

o Announcements in class 

o Any Other ideas? (comment box) 

Did you ever get involved with opportunities, outside of class, that 

contributed to your professional development? (Check all that apply) 



If Yes, Please check alf that apply - put a rating scale beside each one (How 
satisfied were you with this experience? Very unsatisfied to Very satisfied. 

Shadowing 

Research 
Internship or Field Experience 
EXSS-related Student Organizations (CSBC, CFPC, PT/OT Club, 

other) 
~= Career-Oriented Part-Time Job (Campus Recreation, Get Real and 

Heel, Dept. of Athletics, Tar Neel Hospitality, Rams Club, etc) 
Other (comment box) - need the ability to add multiple "others" 

If No 

Were there any opportunities you wanted to be involved with? 
If No - skip to next question 
if Yes, Please check all that apply 

¯ Research 
o internship or Field Experience 

~, EXSS-related Student Organizations (CSBC, CFPC, PT/OT 

Club, other) 
e Career-Oriented Part-Time Job (Campus Recreation, Get 

Real and Heel, Dept. of Athletics, Tar Heel Hospitality, Rams 

Club, etc) 
~ Other (comment box) 

Why didn’t you get involved with theses opportunities? 

o I did not know about it/them 
¯ I had difficulty finding a site or research lab to pursue this 

opportunity 
¯ i did not have time to pursue 
¯ I did not think it would positively contribute to my experience at 

UNC 
¯ I did no think it would benefit my future career goals 
¯ Other (comment box) 

Strengths!Weaknesses 

Considering the entire EXSS major, what are its strengths? 

o (comment box) 

= Considering the entire EXSS major, what are its weaknesses? 

o (comment box) 

Overall Major Experience and Quality 



® EXSS provided me with the knowledge to positively impact individuals 

and/or society. 

o Scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree 

® EXSS provided me with the opportunity to positively impact individuals 

and/or society 

o Scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree 

® EXSS provided me the foundational knowledge and skills for graduate 

school and/or my career. 

o Scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree 

® My specific EXSS program (general, athletic training, sport administration, 

fitness professional) was of 

o Scale from Low Quality to High Quafity 

® My overall experience in the EXSS Major was 

o Scale from poor- excellent 

Demographics and Other Questions 

¯ Male/Female 

® Ethnicity 

o Black orAfrican American 

o American Indian or Alaskan Native 

o Asian or Pacific Islander 

o Hispanic or Latino 

o Caucasian 

o Asian 

o Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander 

o Other 

o Not Specified 

= Did you come to UNC for the EXSS program? 

= Did you come in wanting to be an EXSS major or did you discover it when 

you got here? 

= How did you find out about the EXSS major? 

~ Would you like to enter a drawing for a free ? 

o Name and Emaii 

Program,,Questions 

General 
Salyerwill input 

Fitness Professional 



What career path are you seeking upon graduation? (choose top 3) 
o Graduate School (PT) 
o Graduate School (Exercise Physiology/Kinesiology) 
o Athletic Performance 
o Clinical 
o Commercial 
o Corporate 
o Communi~ty 
o Studio 
o Self Employed 
o Physicians Assistant School 
o Medical School 
o Other (Comment Box) 

Have you obtained a fitness certification? 
o Yes/No 

~ If Yes, certification organization, name, date 
~, If No, Do you plan on obtaining a fitness certification? 

If Yes, certification organization, name, date. 

Which parts of the entire EXSS FP Program were most beneficial? 
o Comment Box 

What would you change about the EXSS FP Program? 
o Comment Box 

Sport Administration 
What career interest(s) do you hope to pursue upon graduation and in the future? 
(Mark all that apply) 

o Graduate school 
o High school athletics administration 
o Intercollegiate athletics 
o Professional Athletics 
o Recreational administration 
o International sport 
o Entrepreneurship 
o Coaching 
o Other (Please Specify) 

What segment(s) of the sport industry do you hope to pursue? (Mark all that apply) 

Administration 
Analytics 

Finance 
Sales 



Operations 
Marketing 

Communication 
Facility Management 
Event Management 
Entrepreneurship 

Journalism 
Media 
Law 
Other (Please Specify) 

What major course(s) do you feel were the most helpful in your preparation for the 
future?(check all that apply) 

o 175 (Anatomy) 
o 188 (Emergency Care) 
o 221 (Intro to Sport and Rec Administration) 
o 276 (Physiology) 
o 322 (Sport Marketing) 
o 323 (Facility & Event Management) 
o 324 (Finance & Economics of Sport) 
o 326 (Legal Aspects of Sport) 
o 493 (Field Experience in Sport Administration) 

What major course(s) were the least helpful in your preparation for the future? 
o i75 (Anatomy) 
o 188 (Emergency Care) 
o 22i (Intro to Sport and Rec Administration) 
o 276 (Physiology) 
o 322 (Sport Marketing) 
o 323 (Facility & Event Management) 
o 324 (Finance & Economics of Sport) 
o 326 (Legal Aspects of Sport) 
o 493 (Field Experience in Sport Administration) 

Which parts of the sport administration program were most beneficial? 
o Comment Box 

What could be done to further enhance the sport administration program? 
o Comment Box                                                          " 

Which of the following elective course(s) would you have taken if offered? 
o Sport Communication 
o International or Global Sport 

o Social Media 



o Women and Sport 

o Sport Leadership 
o Ticketing 
o Sport Sponsorship 
o Analytics 
o Race and Sport 
o Sport Finance 
o Sport Accounting 
o Sport Technology: How to Create an App, Video & More 
o Sociology of Sport 
o The New Wave of Sports: Fantasy, MMA, Gamification & More 
o Other (Comment Box) 

Would you have enrolled in an online Sport Administration course if offered ~uring 
the fall or spring semester? Why or why not? 

Yes/No (Comment box) 
Would you like to be featured in an Alumni Sport Administration media spotlight? 

o Yes/No (if yes - ask to provide permanent contact information) 

Would you like to serve as a mentor to future Sport Administration students? 
o YeslNo 

Did you participate in the Carolina Sport Business Club? Why or Why not? 
o YeslNo (Comment box) 

Do you currently follow @UNC_SpAd on Twitter? (Yes/No) 

Do you currently ’like’ the UNC EXSS Unite! Facebook page? (YeslNo) 
What information are you most interested in receiving about the program in the 

future? (Mark all that apply) 
o Faculty research updates 
o Information about sport administration events 
o Curriculum updates 
o Alumni spotlights 
o Current student spotlights 
o Faculty or student innovations or business ventures 
o Pictures, Podcasts or Videos from program events 
o Other (Please Specify) 

Athletic Training 
o How would you rate each of the following components of your UNC experience? 

(5=excellent, 4=good, 3=average, 2=below average, 1=poor) 



Athletic training classes 

Upper Extremity Evaluation 

Lower Extremity Evaluation 

Therapeutic modalities 

Rehabilitation 

Organization & Administration 

General Medicine 

On campus clinical experience 

Off campus clinical experience .- 

Overall preparation for current job 

Academic advising 

Career advising 

Are there any courses you would like to see included in the curriculum? 

Would you suggest any changes to improve the quality of the clinical experiences? 

*Unless specified, all statements will have the following options: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, 

Agree, Strongfy Agree. 

The quality of the overall athletic training experience has strongly contributed to 

attainment of my professional career goals 
The coursework prepared me for attainment of my professional goals 

The clinical assignments prepared me for my professional goals 
My relationship with the athletic training faculty were good 

My relationship with my advisor was good 
The AtMetic Training Program prepared me for passing the Board of Certification 
exam 
I believe the UNC Undergraduate Athletic Training Program has a good reputation 



NOTE on March 2, 2014: The survey remains substantially the same as it was. A few minor 
editorial changes have been made in a few items. Those are very minor and are not indicated. 

A few new items are being added. Those are "highlighted". I am working with specific faculty to 
finalize the "best wording", etc. for those items. 

After all changes are finalized - with regard to item modification, deletion, or addition - I will 
insure that the sequencing and numbering of each item is correct, and that formatting and spacing 
is appropriate (that may not be the case in this draft). 

The survey objective, as stated on the survey to the students, is: 

To obtain information about your experience as a graduate student in the Master of Arts (MA) 
Degree Program in the Department of Exercise & Sport Science (EXSS) at UNC-CH for the 
purpose of Program Evaluation and Improvement. 

In order to accomplish that purpose the survey is quite comprehensive. Survey respondents are 
asked for their observations about: 

Their interaction with and the performance of." 
Thesis advisors 
Specialization Coordinators 
Faculty 

The Curriculum 
Student experiences and observations in the following positions: 

Teaching Assistants 
Research Assistants 
Interns 
Clinicians 

The Reputation of UNC, EXSS, and their Specialization 
Degree to which our programs prepare them to do what they want to do 
Time to Degree and reasons for non-timely completion 
Student plans post-graduation 
Student willingness to advocate for our programs 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE 
SURVEY OF MASTERS PROGRAM GRADUATES 

(revised Marct~ 2014) 

Survey Objective: To obtain information about your experience as a graduate student in the Master 
of Arts (MA) Degree Program in the Department of Exercise & Sport Science (EXSS) at UNC-CH for 
the purpose of Program Evaluation and Improvement. 

INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT ENTER YOUR NAME ANYWHERE ON THIS SURVEY. 
CONFIDENTIALITY WILL BE MAINTAINED. NO FACULTY MEMBER, OTHER THAN THE 
DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES, WILL SEE A COMPLETED SURVEY RESPONSES WILL BE 
A GGREGA TED, SUMMARIZED AND PRESENTED SUCH THAT NO INDIVIDUAL FA CUL TY MEMBER 
WILL BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY ANY SPECIFIC STUDENT’S RESPONSE ON ANY ITEM~ 

ESTIMATED TIME TO COMPLETE SURVEY IS 10 to 12 MINUTES. 

FOR ITEMS THAT HAVE "Choose an item.": 
1. Click on "Choose an item". 
2. Click on the pull-down arrow that appears to the right. 
3. Click on your response. 

FOR ITEMS THAT HAVE "C~ick here to enter text." : CLICK ON "Click here to enter text" - 
THEN TYPE YOUR RESPONSE IN YOUR OWN WORDS. 

Items 1 - 5 are about your thesis advisor. 
MY thesis advisor.., 

l, gave me excellent technical advice and support during my thesis research. 

Choose an item. 

2, was reasonably available for consultation and assistance. 

Choose an item. 

3. gave me timely constructive feedback throughout the thesis process, from idea development to the 
defense, 

Choose an item. 

was a significant influence in the timely completion of my thesis research. 

Choose an item. 

5. always treated me with dignity and respect. 
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Choose an item. 

Items 6 - 10 are about your Area of Specialization Coordinator. 
M~, Area ofgvecialization Advisor (may or may not have been the same as your thesis advisor)... 

during the application-recruitment process accurately represented the program to me. 

Choose an item. 

7. from the communications I had with him/her during the application-recruitment process.., the EXSS 
Masters degree program was what I expected it to-be. 

Choose an item, 

8. was reasonably available for consultation and assistance during all of my degree work. 

Choose an item, 

9. provided appropriate advice-direction-assistance when preparing me for the comprehensive written 
exam on course work. 

Choose an item, 

10, always treated me with dignity and respect, 

Choose an item. 

items 11 - 14 are about ALL f?tculty in your Area of Specializatio__n: 
Overall, faculty in my area of specialization.,. 

1 !. created and maintained a positive learning environment in their classes. 

Choose an item. 

12, did an excellent job in teaching their courses, 

Cl~oose an item. 

13. did an excellent job in helping me generate research questions and develop my thesis. 

Choose an item. 

!4. interacted with students in a cIearly respectful manner and in a fashion that allowed each s~udent to 
maintain a sense of personal dignity. 

Choose an item. 
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Items 15 - 16 ask you to summarize your overall evaluation of the EXSS Masters Degree Program. 

15. I would highly recommend the EXSS Masters degree program to a prospective student with an 
interest in my area of specialization. 

Choose an item. 

The required courses for my specialization in the EXSS Masters program prepared me wel! for my 
anticipated future career. 

Choose an item. 

Items 17 - 21 ask about your experience as a Teaching Assistant (TA), Research Assistant (RA), 
Clinical Position (CP), or Internship as part of the Masters degree program in the EXSS 
Department. 

Please indicate the number of semesters you were in each of the following positions, during your tenure 
in the EXSS Masters Degree Program at UNC-CH. For some or all of the semesters you may have been 
in more than one position. Please respond separately for each. 

17. Teaching Assistant (TA) 
18. Research Assistant (RA) 
i9. Athletic Training Clinical Position (CP) 
20. Sport Administration Internship (IN) 

Semesters in Position 
Choose an item. 
Choose an item. 
Choose an item. 
Choose an item. 

Please respond for each position you held. Do not respond for positions you did not hold. 

TA: Teaching Assistant RA: Research Assistant AT-CP: Clinical Position SA-IN: Internshil2 

21. The experiences I had in this position made a significant positive contribution to my educational 
experience in EXSS at UNC-CH. Do not respond for a position you never hetd. 

TA      Choose an item. RA    Choose an item. 

AT-CP Choose an item. SA-1N Choose an item. 

22. The experiences I had in this position helped prepare me for my professional career. Do not 
respond for a position you never held. 

TA Choose an item. RA Choose an item. 

AT-CP Choose all i1.e~33. SA-IN Choose a~ item. 
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23. The experiences t had in this position increased my marketability for professional positions. Do not 
respond for a position you never held. 

TA Choose an item. RA Choose an item. 

AT-CP Choose an item. SA-IN Choose an item, 

24. The stipend I received for this position was fair compensation for the responsibilities and time I was 
required to devote tothe position. Do not respond for a position you never held. 

TA Choose an item, RA Choose an item. 

AT-CP Choose an item, SA-IN Choose an item. 

Item 25 asks about the Importance to you of selected characteristics of the UNC-CH EXSS 
Masters Degree Program using the following scale. Please choose the appropriate response for 
each item. 

Importance 
Not at All Somewhat Moderately    Extremely 

1 2 3 4 

25. importance to you 
when you were 

a__12p_lying to EXSS-UNC 

Importance to you 
as you are completing 

the program 

a. Reputation of UNC-Chapel Hill Choose an item, Choose an item. 

b. Reputation of the DepartmentofEXSS Choose an item. Choose an ire:re. 

Reputation of Faculty in 
my Area of Specialization Choose an item. Choose an item. 

d. I have similar research interests with a 
Professor in my Area of Specialization Choose an item. Choose an item. 

e. Facilities of UNC-Chapel Hill 

f. Facilities of the Department of EXSS 

Choose an item. 

Choose an item, 

Choose an item. 

Choose ma item. 
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23. !n summary - overall - succinctly - in your own words, what do you feel is(are) the best courses in 
your program? 

Click here to enter text. 

24. In summary - overall - succinctly - in your own words, what do you fee! is(are) courses that are~ 
weak and/or in need of improvement in your program? 

Click here to enter text. 

25. In summary - overall - succinctly - in your own words, how would you describe the faculty in your 
area? Are there faculty who are very good to excellent? Are there faculty who need to 
"improve"... if so, how do they need to improve? If you are comfortable doing so, please indicate 
the name(s) of faculty who need improvement. !f you are not, no problem - but a reminder - all 
responses will remain confidentia!! I will aggregate and summarize all responses and will not 
provide any information to the faculty that will permit them to identify any individual student 
response. Confidentiality will be maintained. 

Click here to enter text 

26. Succinctly tell us what you perceive to be the strengths and the weaknesses of the EXSS Masters 
Degree Program by typing your comments in the "enter text" boxes below.. Please describe arty 
noteworthy difficulties, problems, and challenges you faced in the program, and/or any noteworthy, 
significant, positive, experiences you had in the program. 

Strengths: Click here to enter text. 

Weaknesses: Click here to enter text. 
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27. Last question, but very important - please be truthful! Knowing what you now know from having 
been in your graduate program for two years - if you could "back up" to the point in time when you 
made the decision to accept admission to the program and have that proverbial "do over" - would 
you choose EXSS at UNC-Chapel Hill again? 

Choose an item. 

If your response is anything other than "YES - Definitely YES!", please provide a succinct 
explanation: 

Click here to enter text. 

Items 28 - 33 are requests for Demographic Data that will assist me in evaluating your responses 
to the above questions about the EXSS NIA Degree Program. 

28. What is your Area of Specialization? Ptease choose one. 

Choose an item., 

29. How many semesters did (or wilt) you require to complete your degree? 

Choose an item. 

30. In what month-year did you receive your degree or if not yet completed, in what month-year do you 
anticipate receiving your degree? 

Month Year 
Choose an item. Choose an item. 

31. If the time from beginning to completion of your degree was or will be more than two years, please 
briefly explain why you required more than two years to complete the program. Please be specific, 
but concise with your response. (Do not respond if you finished in two years or less.) 

Click here to enter text. 

liar 
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32. Which of the following do you do plan to do immediately or within one year after cornpleting the 
EXSS Master’s Degree Program? 

Choose an item. 

If you will be doing something other than what is listed, please indicate what that will be. 

Click here to enter text.. 

If you indicated you will be taking a professional position /job, please indicate what type of 
position/job from the following: 

Gl~oose al~ item. 

An OPEN INVITATION TO ALL: Feel free to send me comments about anything 
not asked about in this survey that you feel are important, and/or to elaborate on 
anything in the survey. 

If.you have matters .you would like to discuss with me "in-person", please contact me 

by email (Ed.Shields@unc.edu) and/or via phone: 919-962-3351. I will be happy to 
talk with you via telephone and/or in-person - and any such conversations will 
always be CONFIDENTIAL. 

PLEASE PROCEED TO NEXT PAGE... 

AFTER COMPLETING THIS SURVEY, PLEASE SAVE THE 

DOCUMENT, THEN ATTACH IT TO AN EMAIL TO: 

Ed.Shields@unc.edu 

I ask that you please complete and return ASAP or by Friday, May XX, 20!4. if that is not possible, 
complete and return as soon as possibIe after that date, I will accept your responses and feedback at any 
time. 

Thank you.., from the entire EXSS Department for the time and effort you put into 
completing this survey. Be assured your responses will remain confidential - no 

professor/faculty member other than the Director of Graduate Studies will see your 

specific responses - and that your responses will be used constructively to strengthen 

the EXSS Graduate Program. 
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EXSS Facebook Likes 

Total Page Likes as of Today: 571 

:.,:i TotaJ Page Likes 

EXSS Twitter Followers 

3il followers a.s of 3/412014 (days shown in Pacific time} 55% since January 1, 2014 

Total Followers: 

140 
Jan 1, 2014 

16 Oct 5; Feb 28 May 17 Sep 7 Jan 



Jan Feb Mar Apr May    Jun Jul Aug 

2013 

2014 877 

United StaLes 

NetheHands 

United Kingdom 

Republic of Korea 

Aus[ra~ia 

France 

Argentina 

~reland 

Germany 

Canada 

Russian Federation 

Sweden 

japan 

Hong Kong 

Jamaica 

Norway 

Spain 

Brazil 

India 

Thailand 

UruBuay 

Aland Islands 

Mexico 

193 

2,288 

17 

t4 

!3 

12 

11 

8 

8 

6 

4 

4 

3 

2 

1 

! 

1 

! 

1 

! 

1 

1 

1 

2,288 

Sep 

104 

Oct 

15 

Nov 

8 89 

Total 

216 

2,187 ] 



Timeline Prior to 
Submission Date: 

Pre-Submission 
items: 

Meet with Kelly Hair 
¯ Review grant guidelines (send to Kelly in advance) 
¯ Review submission timelines 
¯ Discuss budget plans 

Initiate discussions with Dept Chair if seeking course buy out 

~ntended 
Outcome: 

Clear expectations of 
timelines & workflow 

Submit final drafts of the following documents: 

Budget 

o Budget Justification 
° Abstract 

Submit current / rough drafts of other grant documents 

Begin submitting 

documents to OSR for 
approvals to ensure no 

budgetary issues 

Submit final draft of all grant documents 

Submit to OSR 
OSR requires 
submission 5 days 

in advance of 

deadline 



Department of Exercise & Sport Science - Faculty Meeting 

Wednesday April 16, 2014 

2:00pro (Fetzer 201) 

1. General Announcements 

¯ Approval of March 2014 faculty meeting minutes -see attachment 

¯ Graduation 

o Monday, April :[4, 2054 before 4 PM: Due date for submission of doctoral dissertations and master’s theses 

o Saturday, May 50, 2054: Doctoral Hoodina Ceremony (see link) 

o Sunday, May 55, 2054: University Cornmencement Ceremony (see link) 

o EXSS Graduation Ceremony: 30 minutes after main graduation ceremony 

Provide added details at faculty meeting 

¯ College Annual Report - complete by Apri/2S 

¯ Schedule appointment for annual review during the first 2 weeks of summer session 

2. Salary increase guidelines (Darin) -see attachment 

3. EXSS Diversity (Darin)-see attachment 

4. Undergraduate Research Interest Update (Meredith) 

5. Undergraduate research classes (Sherry) 

6. 2014/2015 Position Requests 

¯ Identify 3 areas for position requests and rank order, based on the following: 

¯ Research areas with strong potential for external funding 

¯ Immediate teaching needs - see attachment 

o Overloaded courses 

Future teaching needs 

o B.S. Degree 

o Approved courses that are not able to offered 



Minutes of the Faculty Meetin~ 
Deoartment of Exercise and Soort Science 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014, 2:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, Bill Goa, Diane Groff, Tony Hackney, Kristen Kucera, Bonnie Marks, 
Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith 
Petschauer, Brian Pietrosimone, Nels Popp, Bill Prentice, Eric Ryan, Sherry Salyer, Lee 
Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, Debby Stroman, Erianne 
Weight and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: J.D. DeFreese, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Kevin Guskiewicz 

1. General Announcements--Darin Padua 

Approval of February 5, 2014 faculty meeting minutes. Joe Myers motioned 
and Tony Hackney seconded to approve the minutes. All in favor and 
approved. 
Congratulations to Barbara Osborne 

2014 recipient of the Sport and Recreation Law Association (SIVA) 
Betty van der Smissen Leadership Award. This award is presented to 
an individual who is recognized for leadership and vision in the study 

of legal aspects of sport and physical activity. It’ s the highest honor 
the organization bestows, with the primary focus on scholarship. 

Facilities Update (see attachmenO 

Faculty comments/suggestions: 
¯ Handicap button outside men’s restroom in Woollen is broken 
¯ Scooters/bikes are blocking disability entrance on the side of 

Woollen (install a sign?) 
Consider moving Woollen faculty Mail/Resource room from 
1st floor to one of the 3rd floor vacant offices at end of the 
hallway 

Hyatt Scholarship 

Deadline for submission is Monday, March 17, 2014 to Amy Tufts. 
Interviews March 19-20 (committee; Darin, Sherry, Troy, Abbie, 

Graduation Dates: 
Deadline for submission of doctoral dissertations and master’s theses 
is Monday, April 114, 2014 before 4 pm. 
Saturday, May 10, 2014: Doctoral Hooding Ceremony (see 
http :iigradschool.unc.eduieventsihooding ) 



o 

,, Sunday May 11, 2014 : University Commencement Ceremony (see 
http:iicommencement.unc.edu ) 

University Research Day 
¯ (see .~.g.t..p...s..:./]gp...s...f.....t.Ln....c......e....d..t.1../...e:.~..e:...n...t../..t.Ln..j.~:..e...r...s...i..t.y.~..r...e....s...e....a...r...c..~..-..c..~..a.3.~.~..2....~....~....4... ) 
¯ March 4, 2014; 9:30-3 pm, Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

No EXSS students presented this year 
Celebration of Undergraduate Research 

,, Monday, April 14, 2014, from 1-3:45 pm, Great Hall, FPG student 
Union.(see http:iiour.unc.eduisvmposiaicur ) 
3-5 EXSS UG students are scheduled to present at this year’s 
celebration 

Work Well/Live Well Expo 
,, Wed., March 12, 2014, 11-2pm in the Rams Head Recreation Center. 

Innovation Squad/Blyth Lecture Update~Coyte Cooper 

As part of the branding and marketing process for EXSS, we have developed 
an Innovation Squad that is primarily made up of students in EXSS. Coyte 
introduced four of the members and noted their contributions: 

Coyte is currently recruiting for the next team and 
wants to have several students doing videos which can be integrated with our 
new website. A video created by the Squad was shown to the faculty. 
The Blyth Lecture will be given by Dr. Francis O’Connor, on Wednesday 
April 16, 12:30 pm (venue TBD). Topic: Impact of Exercise andSport 
Science on A~[aintaining the MiOtary Fighting Force. The Innovation Squad 
will be helping to promote the Blyth Lecture on campus. 

o Exercise Physiology Search Update--Claudio Battaglini 

® Claudio thanked the Search Committee and the faculty for their participation 
in the interview’s. 

HMSC Doctoral Program Review Update--Joe Myers 

Reviewers were here last week. (2 outside reviewers; 1 internal reviewer). 
They were complimentary of our hospitality, strong faculty mentorship, the 



productivity of Exercise and Sport Science faculty (# of publications for 
EXSS faculty ranges from 32-63 compared to a range of 8-25 for faculty in 
Physical Therapy), the success of the graduate students, and the thoroughness 
of the self-study document. 
Some areas where the Program is lacking--Faculty and student diversity, 
student funding, stable funding, need for a faculty position in sport 
psychology 
The HMSC Retreat will be held in April. At that time we will discuss revising 
our mission statement, curricular changes (develop upper level classes taught 
by EXSS faculty; develop a research design course), a possible future faculty 
hire in psychology area, future space and equipment needs. 
Darin thanked Joe for his work on the review. 

Campus Recreation Master Plan Update and PowerPoint Presentation--Bill 
Goa 

The Campus Recreation Master Plan will fit into the UNC Master Plan. The 
Campus Recreation Administration Board has selected 3 nationally 
recognized firms to be reviewed and approved by the Board of Trustees. 
Proposed Timeline--the selected firm will be on campus May 1 through Sept 
1 to conduct the review with final documents submitted to UNC by March 1, 

2015. 
Bill presented a PowerPoint showing a sample of new and renovated Campus 
Recreation facilities at other schools. 
Potential funding sources? Question will be taken to the students. UNCs’ 
current recreation fee is $50isemester; UNC-Wilmington students pay 

$300isemester. 

o 

Earey Award--Sherry Salyer 

We had 12 nominees. Reviewed by Barbara, Sherry and 2 students. 
Recipient will be officially announced at the Chancellors Award Ceremony, 
April 22, 2014. 

Paralympics--Diane Groff 

Paralympics is March 7-16, in Sochi. 
UNC Students for Sochi Paralympics, a student group promoting and 

supporting the Paralympics, can be followed on Twitter @SochisStrongest 
and on Facebook. 
Ashley Thomas, former paralympian, and JV Cotterell, founder of Triangle 
Sled Hockey Association will speak to students this Thursday, March 6, 6:30- 
7:30 pro, in 106 Fetzer Hall 

Honors System Update--Diane Groff (see attachmenO 

Academic Misconduct Procedural Reforms--Maj or Changes: 



Changed the Burden of Proof from "beyond a reasonable doubt" to "clear 
and convincing evidence" 

Instructor Participation on Original Hearing Panels 

Creation of an "XF" Grade penalty for academic misconduct 

Revision of the Minimum and Usual Sanctions for cases 

Creation of a Student-Instructor Alternative Resolution Process 
For guidance on the use &the resolution process--Contact Erik 

Hunter, Director of Student Conduct, erikh@email.unc.edu; 
919-962-0485 

10. 

11. 

EXSS IRB Snbmissions--Troy Blackburn and Tony Hackney 

o 

o 

o 

Faculty must correct issues with poor IRB submissions to the department 
Faculty reviewers need to take the reviews seriously 
Faculty advisors need to stringently copy edit and revise student submissions 
to the department, it is not the departmental reviewers’ responsibility to copy 
edit. 
Tony’s committee recommendations: 
¯ Don’t let students cut and paste anything in their proposals 
¯ must have a good solid statistical plan; make sure a biostatician (must 

have a degree in Biostatistics) looks at the study 
Site if you can show it has already received prior approval (even if 5 years 
ago). 

Faculty Executive Committee/Salary Increase Guidelines--Darin Padua (see 
attachmenO 

Briefly reviewed initial draft and discussed intended outcomes. Will discuss 
in more detail at April meeting. 
Key Points: 

Form faculty executive committee to assist in reviewing annual reports of 
faculty (see criteria for committee inclusion). 
Committee formed by senior faculty members with representation of all 
specialization areas across EXSS. 
Provide structured feedback on faculty productivity over the course of the 
year 
Information is used to provide guidance to Chair in determining salary 
increases, when available. 
Faculty productivity scoring is not only information used in making salary 
increases 
Faculty productivity scoring can also be used to provide more focused and 
structured feedback regarding promotion and tenure for individuals. 

Strategic Plan--Darin Padua 

o Maintain High quality Academic Achievement 



Undergraduate Senior Student Survey--Alain Aguilar (see attachmenO 

We will pilot the survey to a small group of students and get feedback. 
Final revisions to the survey will be presented at the April faculty meeting. 

Graduate student Survey--Ed Shields (see attachmenO 
Ed has incorporated questions/suggestions given to him and is working on 
fine-tuning the final version. 

Increase EXSS Branding--Darin Padua 
¯ Reviewed upcoming posts for research/faculty impact 
¯ Reviewed slides of branding efforts and growth (see attachmenO 
¯ NewEXSS website--www.exss.sites.unc.edu 

Will launch over weekend to allow for time to de-bug any issues 
over spring break. 
Victor will send list of old information to the faculty. Please 

review and let him know if this information should remain or be 
deleted. 

¯ Also, please closely review your areas on the site and give 
revisions to Victor as soon as possible. We want to have this 
completed by the end of the semester/early summer. 

¯ Darin recognized Victor for his work on the website over the past 

two months. 

12. 

Research Impact--Update on grant submissions in EXSS--Darin Padua 

Reviewed timelines and process. Discussed methods for streamlining in 
future (see attached s#de). Kelly will begin sending out monthly 
reminders to faculty about any grants that they want to submit. 

Post-submissions recommendations? What type of support do people 
want post-award? 

Faculty Feedback: Assistance from Kelly on developing the personnel 
costs section of the budget is needed. 

Solution: Utilize an excel spreadsheet that has all of the 

calculations for fringe benefits, tuition costs, etc. included. Send 
this to faculty in advance of first meeting with Kelly so faculty can 
input information and then review with Kelly 

Senior Honors Theses--Meredith Petschauer 
Student Research Initiatives--Darin Padua 

We need to get students engaged earlier. Goal is to find ways to get our UG 
students more engaged with faculty research agendas for upcoming year. 
¯ An Interest Group Meeting is scheduled for March 24, 2014 at 7pro 
¯ We need to identify faculty interested in mentoring UG students and 

present overview of research ideas at the interest group meeting. Faculty 

should submit information about topicsJpr~?]ects they couM see developing 
into a senior honors" theses or other research possibi#ties for work to 

bejzin in the next academic year 



13. 

14. 

Schedule a 2015 Undergraduate Research Honors Symposium in EXS S 
Example program: Undergraduate Research Honors Symposium in 
Biology-- http :iibio.unc.eduievent-detailiundergraduate-research-honors- 
symposium-in-biology-2 
Create a Spotlight on Student Research Poster Day in EXSS (UG and 
Grad) Example program: Spotlight on Student Research Poster Event-- 
https:iisph, unc.eduisph-researchistudent-research-4 
Develop independent study template for research experiences so students 
get course credit and commit to a semester or 2 of research experience; 
look into developing a for-credit research study course to allow faculty to 
work with more than 2 students (not independent study/honors thesis) on 
research experiences. 

2014/2015 Teaching Schedule--Darin Padua 

© 

o 

Will send out course schedule for 2014/15 to program directors for review 
Please review teaching assignments and provide feedback on modifications to 
course scheduling/offerings for the future 

New sections of existing courses; re-structuring of course sequencing; 
,, Rotations for faculty to teach the course on a semester by semester basis; 

Classes that would greatly benefit with a TA in terms of how faculty 
would be able to redesign the course for more student engagement. 

2014/2015 Position Requests 

Will discuss and finalize decisions for new faculty line requests at the April 
faculty meeting 

The meeting adjourned at 4:25 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next faculty meeting will be held Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2014 at 2:00pro in 
Fetzer 201. 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Guidelines on Faculty Salary Increases 

This document was developed and adopted by the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Science in the Spring of 2014. It should be reviewed every five years. 

I. Overview 

When the University and College announce, typically in late spring or early summer, their 

tentative policy regarding salary increases, the Faculty Executive Committee will meet with 
the Department Chair to consider what strategy the Department should follow in allocating 
salary increases for that year. They should consider whether to focus primarily on merit 

increases, primarily on equity issues, or some other plan, given the size of the salary pool. 

For example, in years, with a relatively small salary pool, the Faculty Executive Committee 
may recommend that all of the money be used to deal with equity issues. 

In the spring of each academic year, the Department will collect information on the 

indicators of merit, as identified in Appendix A. The basic information collected in the 

annual report required by the College of Arts and Sciences will be supplemented by 
additional data collection procedures to ensure that all the information is available to the 

Faculty Executive Committee. Information will be collected in 3 criterion areas: 
1) Research and Scholarship 
2) Teaching Effectiveness 

3) Service 
This information will be collected each year, regardless of the department’s overall salary 

increase strategy, to ensure that it is always available in future years for the Faculty 

Executive Committee to consult when strategies change. 

Each member of the Faculty Executive Committee will independently examine the 
indicators and assess a faculty member’s performance in each of the 3 criterion areas of 

research, teaching, and service. The Faculty Executive Committee will meet with the 

Department Chair to review their assessments and to recommend the overall level Faculty 

Merit Rating. 

The Chair of the Department is responsible for making, and the only one authorized to 

make, salary increase decisions and is charged by the Department to make his or her 

decisions on the reviews of the Faculty Executive Committee and upon consideration of 
those factors influencing salary increases. 

¯ Unless advised by the Faculty Executive Committee, salary increases should reward 

merit. 
® Merit includes the following: 

Distinguished scholarly achievement 



¯ Distinguished teaching 
¯ Exceptional departmental or university service. 

o Merit should be assessed both with regard to recent achievements and to 
cumulative standing. 

At the same time, other factors in addition to merit should be part of the decision: 
o Recognition that a person has been promoted from one rank to another 
o Competitive market considerations 
o Compression adjustments 
o Equity (inequity) adjustments 
o Importance of individual to the department’s overall efforts 

Setting salary increases is not an exact science, and there is inevitably some subjectivity 
involved. The above guidelines should provide general guidance to the Department Chair, 
but should not be mechanically applied, nor overly restrictive, lest his or her judgment be 
constrained by them. 

II. Criterion Areas 

Each faculty member of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science is evaluated each 
year with respect to the criterion areas of Research and Scholarship; Teaching 

Effectiveness; and Service. 

Research and Scholarship refers primarily to published works. The Faculty Executive 
Committee, which assumes responsibility for the annual evaluation of the faculty, takes 
into account work in progress and work submitted, but focuses mainly on work in press or 
in print. The form of publication - articles in refereed and prestigious journals, textbooks, 
chapters in books, technical reports, un-refereed publications - is an index of its quality; so 
are comments by editorial reviewers and the citations of the work by others in their 
publications. But the main evidence of quality is the Faculty Executive Committee’s 
judgment of its scientific merit - its methodologic soundness, its originality, its theoretical 
value, and its overall impact for the area of study. Relevant to the overall impact is special 
recognition received, e.g., honors awarded for scholarly contributions and grants awarded 
for scientific research. 

Teaching Effectiveness refers to both undergraduate and graduate teaching. It includes 

teaching in the classroom, laboratory, and field or clinic. It includes formal courses, 

supervision of undergraduate and graduate research, supervision of experiential work as 
well as more informal consulting or advising. As in the previous criterion area, members of 

the Faculty Executive Committee are concerned with quality as well as amount. They 
evaluate quality by reviewing student evaluations of courses, peer teaching evaluations (if 

available), studying course outlines and syllabi, noting selection as a thesis or dissertation 

advisor and committee member, and seeking evidence about the quality of supervised 
theses and dissertations. Relevant to overall impact are honors awarded for teaching 
effectiveness and evidence of successful course or curriculum development. 



Service includes service to the department, university, and scientific or professional 
community. In areas where it is appropriate, it also includes service to the general public 

in one’s area of specialization. The Faculty Executive Committee takes into account 
memberships and chairmanships of committees in the department, in the university at 
large, and in national organizations such as grant review panels and journal editorial 

boards. It also attends to evidence about the effectiveness with which these committee 
assignments have been carried out. 

Ill. Evaluation Process 

The Faculty Executive Committee consists of six faculty, one from each of the four 
specialization areas (Athletic Training, Exercise Physiology/Fitness Professional, Exercise 

and Sport Science, Sport Administration), the assistant chair, and the chair of the 

Department. To be eligible to serve on the Faculty Executive Committee, the faculty 
member must be tenured and have served at least 10 years within the Department of 

Exercise and Sport Science. 

The annual reports of all faculty members (including those of the Faculty Executive 

Committee) will be made available to all members of the Faculty Executive Committee. 
Each committee member will read in detail all the reports and then independently rate 

each faculty member (excluding him or herself) on the three criterion areas. The ratings 

will be assigned relative to the standards of scholarship in our department. To provide 
feedback to faculty members, the scores in each category will be averaged across members 

of the Faculty Executive Committee. Each faculty member will be given his or her mean 
score on each of the three criterion areas, along with the average scores for all faculty in the 

department. 

Some of the kinds of questions that will be considered by the raters are described in 

Appendix A. 

IV. Rating Scales 

For each of the three criterion areas, each member of the Faculty Executive Committee will 

use a five-category rating scale. These categories are labeled as follows: 

1) Not Satisfactory 

2) Not Quite Satisfactory 

3) Satisfactory 

4) Highly Satisfactory 

5) Meritorious 

We assign the scores 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 to these five categories. In addition to using the five 
categories, raters may use decimals (1.S, 3.5, even 4.75) in order to give more refined 

judgments. 



The categories, or levels of merit, are defined on each criterion area (research, teaching, 
and service) separate. Ratings are to be assigned relative to different expectations for 

iunior and senior faculty. In general, senior faculty are expected to be more involved in 
service than iunior faculty, and more successful, on the average, than junior faculty in 

getting grants supporting programmatic and collaborative research. 

Level of Merit by Criterion Area 

Research and Scholarship 
Meritorious (5): Research of outstanding value produced during the period under review. 
Meritorious set of articles of maj or work making significant contribution. Unusually high 
national or international recognition. 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Research activity, considerably better than average for the rank. The 
work shows above average merit. 
Sati,sfactory (3): Research activity is what is expected for the rank. There is evidence of good 
research as well as efforts to publish results. 
Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Research progress is somewhat less than expected for the rank. 
Not Satisfactory (1): Research progress is definitely less than expected for the rank, and has 
continued to be so for more than a year. Grounds for concern. 

Teaching Effectiveness 
Meritorious (5): Evidence of outstandingly effective teaching coupled with extended effort 
towards innovation and improvements of courses and curricula. May have received a teaching 
award. Director of several theses and dissertations, and member of many of such committees. 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Some evidence of above average teaching. Fulfills teaching obligations 
effectively, and shows interest and effort in improvement of courses and curricula. Involved in 
much undergraduate and graduate student research. 
Sati~factoly (3): Fulfills teaching obligations and does a conscientious job. Involvement in 
undergraduate and graduate student research is at the level expected for the rank. 
Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Teaching effectiveness is somewhat below expectation. Involvement 
in undergraduate and graduate training, research, or supervision is below the level expected for 

the rank. 
Not Satisfactory (1): This faculty member is not performing adequately as a teacher. Class 
material is not covered adequately and preparation is inadequate. Has not attracted students. 
Grounds for concern. 

Service 
Meritorious (5): Major departmental, university, and professional service. Makes important 
policy decisions and is very effective in administrative responsibility. Participates in university 
and professional affairs beyond the level expected of one at that faculty rank. 
Highly Satisfactory (4): Participates in and makes a positive contribution to a significant number 
of departmental, university, or professional activities relative to rank. 
Sahsfactory (3): Serves on the usual number of committees and makes expected contributions to 
them. 



Not Quite Satisfactory’ (2): participation in departmental, university, and professional service is 
below average for the rank. 
Not Sa#sjktctory (1): Has not served satisfactorily even on departmental committees. Avoids 
such responsibilities or does not follow through on assignments. Grounds for concern. 

V. The Report, Calculation of Individual Merit Scores and Raises 

A confidential report will be prepared before the end of June. The report will be viewed by the 
Chair and Associate Chair. The report will consist of: 

For each separate category (research & scholarship, teaching effectiveness, service), a 
table listing the individual ratings and average scores assigned to all faculty members by 
each of the Faculty Executive Committee members. The Chair will have access to the 
same information provided to the Faculty Executive Committee. 
The following weight will be applied to the three criterion areas: 

¯ Research & Scholarship = 0.5 weight 
¯ Teaching Effectiveness = 0.3 weight 
° Service = 0.2 weight 

Factors other than merit are involved in the assignment of faculty raises. Included among these 
are non-merit considerations such as state-mandated cost-of-living increases. In addition, the 
department chair may need to use part of the department’s salary increase funds to make 
structural adjustments resulting from such factors as low salary at the time of hiring, to alleviate 
salary compression resulting from years when there were no raises, to recognize promotions or 
unusual achievements or contributions that are not reflected in the computation of individual 
merit described above. 



Appendix A 

NOTE: Ratings should be based on quality and quantity of research 

Primary Author Publications 
Number of top tier journal publications 
Number of middle tier j ournal publications 

Number of lower tier j ournal publications 

Senior Author Publications 
Number of top tier journal publications 
Number of middle tier i ournal publications 

Number of lower tier j ournal publications 

Secondary Author Publications 
Number of top tier journal publications 

Number of middle tier j ournal publications 

Number of lower tier j ournal publications 

Total Number of Journal Publications 

Primary Author Publications 

Number of books published 

Number of" book chapters published 

Secondary Author Publications 

Number of books published 

Number of book chapters published 

Total Number of Book Publications 

Number of scholarly website / blog posts published 

Other... 



Invited Speaker / Keynote Presentations 
Number of international meetings / conferences 
Number of national meetings / conferences 

Number of regional meetings / conferences 

Primary Author Abstract Presentations 
Number of international meetings / conferences 

Number of national meetings / conferences 

Number of regional meetings / conferences 

Senior Author Abstract Presentations 
Number of international meetings / conferences 

Number of national meetings / conferences 

Number of regional meetings / conferences 

Secondary Author Abstract Presentations 
Number of international meetings / conferences 
Number of national meetings / conferences 

Number of regional meetings / conferences 

Total Number of Presentations 

Submitted 
Number of federal level grants submitted 
Number of foundation / industry level grants submitted 

Number of internal grants submitted 

Awarded 
Number of federal level grants awarded 

Number of foundation / industry level grants awarded 
Number of internal grants awarded 

Amount 
Total amount of external funding awarded 



Meritorious (5): Research of outstanding value produced 
during the period under review. Meritorious set of articles of 
major work making significant contribution. Unusually high 
national or international recognition. 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Research activity considerably 
better than average for the rank. The work shows above 
average merit. 

Satisfactory (3): Research activity is what is expected for 
the rank. There is evidence of good research as well as 
efforts to publish results. 

Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Research progress is somewhat 
less than expected for the rank. 

Not Satisfactory (1): Research progress is definitely less 
than expected for the rank, and has continued to be so for 
more than a year. Grounds for concern. 



Teaching Effectiveness 

NOTE: Teaching should be evaluated with regard to quality, not necessarily only quantity. For 
example, if a faculty member buys out of teaching for research or service activities, they should 
not be penalized for the reduced teaching load. Rather, they should be evaluated on the quality 
of teaching for the courses to which they are assigned. 

Teaching Quality 
Has the faculty member sho~vn high quality 
teaching through student ratings, peer evaluations 
(if available), or through other indicators of 
quality? 

Has the faculty member made any contributions 
to courses, through curriculum development, or 
implementing innovative approaches? 

Contributions to Student Research 
Number of undergraduate students supervised 

Number of masters students supervised 

Number of PhD students supervised 
Number of post-doctoral fellows supervised 

Number of undergraduate student committees 

Number of masters student committees 

Number of PhD student committees 
Number of students on primary author j ournal 
publications 

Number of students on senior author j ournal 
publications 

Number of students on primary author abstracts 

Number of students on senior author abstracts 

Other 
Has the faculty member received any teaching 
awards? 
Has the faculty member received any mentoring 
awards? 

Yes / No / 
Unable to Judge 



teaching coupled with extended effort towards 
innovation and improvements of courses and curricula. 
May have received a teaching award. Director of 
several theses and dissertations, and member of many 

of such committees. 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Some evidence of above 
average teaching. Fulfills teaching obligations 
effectively, and shows interest and effort in 
improvement of courses and curricula. Involved in 

much undergraduate and graduate student research. 

Satisfactory (3): Fulfills teaching obligations and does 

a conscientious j ob. Involvement in undergraduate and 
graduate student research is at the level expected for the 

rank. 

Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Teaching effectiveness is 
somewhat below expectation. Involvement in 
undergraduate and graduate training, research, or 

super~Tision is below the level expected for the rank. 

Not Satisfactory (1): This facults, member is not 
performing adequately as a teacher. Class material is 
not covered adequately and preparation is inadequate. 

Has not attracted students. Grounds for concern. 



Service 

NOTE: Ratings based on quality and quantity, as appropriate to rank, for formal and informal 
service. 

Has the faculty member significantly contributed to 

the department as: 

A major administrative role (chair, associate chair, 
other) 
Program Director 

Laboratory Director 
Committee Chair 

Committee Member 

Junior Faculty Mentor 

Has the faculty member significantly contributed to 
the university as: 

A major administrative role (dean, associate dean, 
other) 
Faculty Governance (elected or appointed) 

Membership on a University Advisory Board 

Membership on other Maj or University Committees 
(e.g. search committees, review committees, 
committees to forward the academic mission of the 
university, other) 

Has the faculty member significantly contributed to 
their scholarly field through: 

Membership on National Advisory Panels 
Journal editor 

Journal associate editor 
Member ofj ournal editorial board 

Regular member of grant review panel 

Ad hoc / external grant reviewer 

Member on Professional Organization Board of 
Directors 

Member of Scholarly Conference Organizing 
Committee 
Community engagement and public service 

Has the faculty member received any significant 
honors for their service or leadership? 

Yes / No / 
Unable to Judge 



Meritorious (5): Major departmental, university, and 
professional service. Makes important policy decisions 
and is very effective in administrative responsibility. 
Participates in university and professional affairs beyond 
the level expected of one at that faculty rank. 

Highly Satisfactory (4): Participates in and makes a 
positive contribution to a significant number of 
departmental, university, or professional activities relative 
to rank. 

Satisfactory (3): Serves on the usual number of 
committees and makes expected contributions to them. 

Not Quite Satisfactory (2): Participation in departmental, 
university, and professional service is below average for 
the rank. 

Not Satisfactory (1): Has not served satisfactorily even 
on departmental committees. Avoids such responsibilities 
or does not follow through on assignments. Grounds for 
concern. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Huffmai~ Landon Tyler <lm~don.huffinan@utk.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSRI 

hate rll miss you in Columbia but looking for~vard to chatting soon’. 

Landon 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 1:28 PM 

To: Huffman, Landon Tyler 

Subject: RE: CSRI 

~7,,~ md ~t~o~ @a ~u@~’s. Tak~ c~e and let’s 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

En,q~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ emailSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: Huffman, Landon Tyler [mailto:landon.huffman@utk.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 9:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSRI 
Hi rN. Strnman, 
I hope you are doing well and having a great start to the spring season[ Things are well in Knoxwille. I’ve successfully deJ~nded my dissertation so I’m well on my way to finishing my time at 
UTK strong. 
I wanted to touch base with you to see if you ~vere planning to attend the CSRI Conference this year? If so, would you be interested in selwing as a Case Stu@ judge? 
I hope you will be there so we can spend some time catching-up -- if not then I’ll have to set aside time to make a trip to Chapel Hill soon :) 
Thanks~ 
Landon 

Landon T. Ituffman, PhD CmlNd~te 
Graduate Teact~lg Associate, Recreation & Sport Mm~ement 

The UrfiversiW o/Tennessee 
19~4 Andy Holt Avenue, 354 HPER BuilNng 
~oxw-i~e, ~ 37996 

Fo~mder, Spo~tResea~ch Consorri~ I x~z.Spo~tR~sea~chConso*tmm o~g I @Spo~tCo*lso~ti~m~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition 

Thanks for sharing. 

Rita 

On 4/12/2014 11:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

t ti. Attached find the confidential ca~ that was written by the NBA Bobcats Ana]ytics Team. The submissions have been received. The winner will be 

announced on April 19. The winning team will shaJce at the Summit. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CkU 

9~_9.843.0336 

@drstroman 

~:: 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amelia Farmer <afam~e@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:08 PM 

Amelia Farmer <at?armer@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

April 14th SBJ Weekly Drill **Multiple Choice** 

SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill MC- FOR PROFESSORS.doc; SBJ April 14 Weekly Drill MC- FOR PROFESSORS.pdf 

Good afternoon, 

This week’s multiple choice Drill is attached and the online quiz is available for students to take. 

Instructions are written out for students at the bottom of this email. PLEASE copy and paste to your students. ** Note that it is up to you to pass along these 

instructions. I received several student emails over the weekend about not being able to access drills, or had students trying to access them Monday morning. The 

students will only get a copy of these instructions from YOU, the professor.** 

As a professor, you can access the drill grades by logging into your portal (__w____w____w__:_s___b_j__c___o_!J__e_g__e__._£_o____m__iRg___r_t__a__!) and clicking Weekly Drill. You should see a link to the class, 

and a (+) sign next to it where you can drop down and see each week. Each week has a drop-down to the specific student who has taken it, when, and their grade. 

Please let me know if you have any trouble accessing this. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Hope you all have a great week! 

Dear Class, 

The April 14th issue Weeldy Drill is now posted and will be available until Sunday, April 20th at 11:59pm 

EST. Please note that the deadline is in Eastern Standard Time and you must SUBMIT your Drill by that 

time for it to be counted. You may not access an expired Drill at any time during the term. 

Instructions for Students 

:l. Click this link: www.sbjcollege.com!portal 

2. If not logged in already, log in using the email address and password for your SBJ account (if you 

do not remember your password, please click the "forget your password" link at the bottom...if 

you use the "forget your password" link, you may need to click the link in Step :1 again AFTER 

logging in) 

3. Click on "Weekly Drill" on the menu to the left and follow the prompts to answer and submit 

the Drill 

4. Note: Once submitted you are unable to access this week’s Drill again for my course. This 

includes pressing the "Back" button. (If you receive an error, please be sure to send a screen 

shot of the error message to afarmer@sportsbusinessjournal.com). 

Because the SBJ office is closed during the weekends, please be certain that you have access before 

their offices close on Friday at 5pm EST just in case you need assistance. 

Professor 

Amelia C Farmer 

College & University Program Manager 

SportsBusiness Journal I Street & Smith’s Sports Group 

120 West Morchead Street I Suite 310 Charlotte, NC 28202 

p.Z~:_9_23_J__4_2_0_. I£ .7_ L& _9_ 7_ _B_ A_ _4_ _0_ ! . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaibQ@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Presidents from the Cavaliers, Coyotes, Eagles, Pirates & Rapids speak at Sports Facilities & Fra~chises 

TO REGISTER, visit 
www.SportsFacilitiesa nd Fra nchises.com. 

The 2014 Veritix Sports Facilities & Franchises Program 
Kicks Off with the Annual Presidents Panel 

Once again, the annual presidents panel will bring together a cross section of 
executives who will share how they manage the many facets of their franchises and 
facility businesses. You will get a glimpse into the plans and strategies they’re 
creating to sustain their organizations today and provide the opportunity for 
prosperity and growth in the future. The panelists include: 

Frank Coonelly Anthony Len Don Smolenski Tim Hinchey 
President LeBlanc Komoroski President President 

Pittsburgh Co-Owner, CEO Philadelphia Colorado 
Pirates President & CEO Cleveland Eagles Rapids 

Phoenix Cavaliers & 
Coyotes 8~ ~uicken Loans 
3obing.corn Arena 

Arena 

For the complete PROGRAH AGENDA and to REGZSTER, 
visit www. SportsFacilitiesa ndFra nchises.com, 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, :[20 West r4orehead Street, Suite 3~0, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To noti~.., us that you do not want to receive e-mails like this in the future, use following link: 



https:,/tbm~s.sportsbusinessdaily.com, unsub!l idstroman~b~email.unc .edtr/DC5 E3 E0B 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caudill, Walter Low131 <wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Golds~teiu, Buck <buck~goldstein@ unc.edu-~; H~eltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edtr~; Petranka. Jeremy M 
<petraaaka@email.unc.edu>; Sa~3~er, Keith <rksa~el~bemail.unc.edt~>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp: Including a participant’s partner? 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.png 

Yep. I vote no 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 8:19 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_~_t_r.9(_a~£q:_~c_: _e._@_.> wrote: 

Deborat~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga,qe, g~p[ore, Empowen 

<image00:~ .~pg> 

9~ 9,843.0336 

<im~geOO2.jpg> 

From: Goldstein, Buck 
Sent= Tuesday, April 25, 2024 6:09 PM 

To= Hazeltine, Lizw 
Cc= Petranka, Jeremy M; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; Sa~er, Keith; Merri~, Charles E. 
Subject= Re: Bootcamp: ~ncluding a pa~icipan~s pa~ner? 

~ think no. It opons up a am] o£wo~s~ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 5:55 PM, "H~eltine, Lizzy" <lizz,/-.h~eltine@unc.edu> wrote: 

Please see below for a request from a participant for his nou UNC partuer to joiu the bootcamp. Up to you all what we do, of course. 
Cizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
~:_L_j_n___c__e___m___!_n___o_r___._o__r__~. I Schedule a meeting- -h--t--t-p-~;-/--/--d-~-~--~---d-J~-e-~--c~-~-!~-/-!!-z--z-~y--h---a~-z--e-J-t-!~-n--e-. I ._F__o_!!9__w___!_n___e____C_°)__l=Lz__z)L_H___a__z__e_J_t_!L~__e. 

From: <Megel>, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, April 5, 2014 7:14 AM 

To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <!!__z__z_~:__h__a___z___e_!_t_!__n___e____@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.>, Ken @bronxflash.com> 

Subject: RE: Boot camp 

Lizzy, 
Looking forward to this opportunity. Can we chat next week? Is there an official application procedure? Also, my partner, 
who in the past has taught for our dept. but is not currently on UNC payroll, would be very interested in attending the Camp. Possible? 
Again, excited and looking forward. 
jm 
Joseph lvlegel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 5:34 PM 
To: Ken; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Re: Boot camp 

Ken, 

Thanks for connecting me with Joseph (and more globally, him with the Bootcamp). 

Joseph, 

The Chancellot s EntrepreneuriaJ Mindset Workshop runs t?om 8:30-5 May 12-15 at the IAH, with participants l]com all over the UNC 

System. I’ll be tbllowing up with all participants ,soon with more detaJd s about the schedule a~d prep. 



Looking forward to including you. If yon hmTe questions, please don’t hesitale to reach out to me. 

Happy Friday, 

Lkz?" Hazeltine 

Program Directol; Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Director~ Innovation Scholars Program 

Department of Economics 

Universib’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 G Gardner Hall 

919.843.8824 

ww~,xmceminor.o~g <http://~v.unceminor.ora:> ] Schedule a meeting- htq~:/,’doodle.com/lizzyhazel~ine ] Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 
<applewebdata://E7C4FFC 1- 6C94-4D 1 C- 87B8-BC573CA3E7F7/twitler.com> 
On 4/4/14 5:27 PM, "Ken"     ~bronxFl.ash.com> wrote: 

Joseph - FuPtheP t ............ tion this a~t ........ the Entpep ....... hip 

Boot Camp, Lizzy Hazeltine is the Program Director" ~or the Entr-Minor and 
w111 glve you all the detalls. 

Lizzy, meet Joseph Megel. 

..... Orlglnal Message ..... 
From: Hazeltine, Lizzy [mailto:lizzg.hazeltineOunc.edu] 

iiilSent: Friday, April 4, 2~4 4:BB PM 
To: Ken 

iiiiSubject: Re: Boot camp 
iiiiNe’d love to include him. Mould you connect him and I please? 

Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship Director, Innovation Schoiars 

Program Department o~: Economics University o~ North Carolina-Chapel Hiii 

~w~.unceminor.or~ <http:i/www.unceminor.orNi> I Schedule a meeting- 

This emaii is ~ree ~rom viruses and malware because awst[ Antivirus protection is active. 

h~tp:i/w~w.avas~.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

20140415202800736.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R11096" @Aicio NIP 4500) 

Scan Date: (;,4 15.2014 20:28:00 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peggy Jablonski @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Re: 

Yes, he is great. Enjoyed him as a neighbor aid colleague. Is he the new Faculty chair? 

Are you in NC for Easter? Have a wondel£11 holiday, aid let’s catch up some evening. 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 10:02 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,qe, g~pIor’e. Empower. 

i.~.i emailSignsture 

919,843.0336 

From: Peggy .]ablonski            @¢mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:38 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

Debbie, 

You website is OUTSTANDING!!’. WOW. 

Way to go! You axe such a role model in everything you do. I even love the picture of the goli~rs...wait, that me! 

You have given me a few ideas tbr updating my site, or doing blog posls. I have to get more motivated to do those. I need to be more out there on LinkedIn etc. It’s 

a work in progress. You have provided a shot in the arm today. 

Congratulations on a fabulous site. 

Peggy 

On Wednesday, April 16, 2014, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 



Thanks. I will try to connect with you again by phone later this week. HereDs my new website: www.dstroman.com 

d 

From: Peggy Jablonski        ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, April :16, 20:I_4 at 8:38 AM 

To: .corn>, ~nc.rr.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

You have to check out this story- the" birth" of a new moon called Peggy! It is a perfect metaphor for where I am in life. 

I woke up to snow flurries this morning. Happy Spring! 

Peggy 

I found the following story on the NPR iPad App 

Saturn Might Have A New Baby Moon Named Peggy 

by Scott Neuman 

NPR - April 15, 2014 

The Cassini spacecraft spotted a disturbance in the sixth planet’s outermost main ring that is thought to be caused by a tiny moon~ 

h t t p :!!www.n p r.o r~!blo~s!t h e t wo-wa y!2014/04/151’303388885!sa t u r n-mi~h t-h a v e-a- n e w-ba by-moo n- n a m e d- p e~y ?s c= i pa d &f= I O01 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Costa, Robert <robertcosta@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:15 AM 

FGA Deadline Reminder-5 PM Today! 

Good Morning everyone! Just a reminder that Today at 5 PM is the deadline to sign up for Sunday~= FGA ~exas Scrambled event. The following players have 

confirmed they will be playing on Sunday. 

Robert Costa (yours truly) 

Robert Costa, PGA 

First Assistant Golf Professional 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

Ph 219) 962 2349 

Fax~19) 843 5974 

robertcosta@u nc,edu 

ixi iMAGE 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farmers Insurance Group, Wells Fargo, DirecTV & PGA Tour at Intersport Activation S ummit 

Chuck 
Browning 

Head, 
Sponsorships, 

Events and 
Corporate 

Giving 
Farmers 

Insurance 
Group 

Tim Collins Dan Jones Alex Kaplan Brian Oliver 
Senior Vice Senior Vice Vice President, Vice President, 
President, President, Marketing Title Sponsor 

Experiential Sponsorship Direc’rV Relations 
Marketing and Event PGA Tour 

Wells Fargo Marketing 
Intersport 

Over the last decade, we have seen sports marketing transformed by cross-platform 
activation. And there’s no question that social media and mobile marketing continue 
to alter the sports sponsorship equation. But what about the next decade? Where 
should sports marketers be setting their sights in order to maximize their marketing 
and activation efforts? 

In this session, panelists will look ahead and discuss what platforms and sponsorships 
are likely to deliver the most innovative, integrated, customized opportunities in 
sports throughout the next 10 years. 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 

Conference Group, 120 West Nlorehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e- malls like this in the future, use following link: 

https:/iform s. sportsbnsine ssdailv.com/unsub’ 1/dstroman,@~email.unc .edu/DC5 E3 E0B 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily <thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farmers Insurance Group, Wells Fargo, DirecTV & PGA Tour at Intersport Activation S ummit 

Chuck 
Browning 

Head, 
Sponsorships, 

Events and 
Corporate 

Giving 
Farmers 

Insurance 
Group 

Tim Collins Dan Jones Alex Kaplan Brian Oliver 
Senior Vice Senior Vice Vice President, Vice President, 
President, President, Marketing Title Sponsor 

Experiential Sponsorship Direc’rV Relations 
Marketing and Event PGA Tour 

Wells Fargo Marketing 
Intersport 

Over the last decade, we have seen sports marketing transformed by cross-platform 
activation. And there’s no question that social media and mobile marketing continue 
to alter the sports sponsorship equation. But what about the next decade? Where 
should sports marketers be setting their sights in order to maximize their marketing 
and activation efforts? 

In this session, panelists will look ahead and discuss what platforms and sponsorships 
are likely to deliver the most innovative, integrated, customized opportunities in 
sports throughout the next 10 years. 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
please go to www.ActivationSummit.com. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 

Conference Group, 120 West Nlorehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify us that you do not want to receive e- malls like this in the future, use following link: 

https:i/forms.sportsbusinessdaily.com/unsub’ 1/dstro(~unc.edu/9016E632 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher. Annice E <fisherae@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Pearls Gathering 

Good Day, 
I am CUlTently out of the office I will return emails upon my return. Thanks in advance for your patience. 
take care, 
Annice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [e~css- li~culty] 

Thm~k yo~ - 

cindy 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:30 AM 
To: Atkins, Cindy M 
S,,bject: FW: [exss-faculbl] 

debby 
@drstroman 
919.843.0336 
"How wot<,derfu] it is that nobody need wz~k ~ single ~<m:~<oent before st~t’tit<,g to in,prove the world/’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <sa!yer@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 at 8:46 AM 

To: EXSS List <exss.-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [exss-faculty] 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstrornan@emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=~5671~2.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e~d&n=T&~=exss-facu~t~&~=34~175~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34551750-S5567102.4537814cd6681957e7eed9dd3adc4eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Corrado <tcorrado@hubspot.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Exclusive Discount] Join us this September at INBOUND14 

::.~.i H ubSpot 

Join your fellow schools and be remar~,a!3~e this Septem!3ero 

Hi Deborah, 

I want [o per~)nally invite you to the bigges[ marketing even[ o[the year, INBOUNDI 4. 

We are offering you a #rear discount u~til ~af ~1~ of $~ee for the All Access Pass. ]h~s is 

over 60% off the fu~ pdce t~cket, just for yOLL 

Th~s pass includes: 

~ Access to Keynotes 

~ Access to C~£~b INBOUND 

. Access to al~ educational and networking breakout sessions 

~ Admittance to ~NBOUND Rocks ConceR 



Complimentary daily food a~d beverage refreshment options 

Daily ~e[working Happy Hour 

Eligibility to register for pre-conference training sessions 

VIP Upgrade available 

You can register now using the discount code: NPEDU314 

hope to see you there this September!! 

Beat, 

Taylor 

Taylor Corrado 

Head of No~profit,’Educa[ion Marketi~g 

H~bSpo~ 

Check out what happened last year at INBOUND13. 

I~vite your networks to the eyefuL: 

l!i"d.!i:b~ ;.~.=:.. ~/ email preferences t<, 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

9/16/2011 5:57:44 PM 

OAS 

In Person - 

Start: 9/21/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2011 7:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

- Major/Minor Advising and Questions - Exercise and Sport Science - First Year - 

Advisor:Deborah Stroman; student:                                 @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major:Exercise and Sport Science; class:First Year); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Wed Sep 21, 
03:00PM    03:20PM; Major:Exercise and Sport Science; Class:First Year; Primary Reason:Major/Minor 
Advising and Questions; student Phone:                 (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iapps2.oasis.unc.edu/advsched/ if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

11/23/2011 8:28:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 11/23/2011 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

11/23/2011 8:37:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 11/23/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

11/23/2011 8:38:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 12/21/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/17/2012 1:35:06 PM 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Shuford, Bettina C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bettina C Shuford (bcshufor)]; Cricket Lane 

(cricket@uncaa.unc.edu) [cricket@uncaa.unc.edu]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Perez, Josmell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Brickhouse, 

Mycal [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mbrickho]; Martin, Jeremy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martinjt]; Brown, Demitrius L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dsbrown]; Polk, 

Claudis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Claudis]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Schmitz-Sciborski, Amy Elizabeth 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Amy 

Elizabeth Schmitz-Sciborski (schmitzs)]; Holliday, Corey L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Corey L Holliday (clhollid)]; Carrillo, Juan Fernando [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Juan Fernando 

Carrillo (jfcarril)]; Houston, Terri C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Thouston] 

’Corey Holliday’ [cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Canceled: Reminder to register : Best Practices in Mentoring Lunch - Forum on Minority Male Student Success 

3020 Steele Building (Conference Room) 

1/27/2012 6:15:00 PM 

1/27/2012 7:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Clark, Freddie M; Highland, Michael; Toone, Damon E; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Richardson, Wally; Williams, Andre; 

Knickman, Matt; Townsend, Jenn; Cuadros, Paul F; Patterson, Tony; Collins, Marcus L 

You are invited to a special lunch discussion with Dr. Shaun Harper on best practices in mentoring 

immediately following the Forum on Minority Male Student Success on January 27, 2012. 

Please note the time and location: 

Best Practices in Mentoring Lunch 

1:15 - 2:45pm 

3020 Steele Building (Conference Room) 



This lunch is hosted by Dr. Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and Dr. Cricket Lane, Life Skills 

Director with UNC Athletics. The lunch is sponsored by the UNC Black Alumni Reunion. 

Please RSVP to the lunch by January 20, 2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

1/17/2012 8:07:31 PM 

Turner, Robert W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert Winston Turner II (rwturner)]; Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Stroman, 

Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Johnson, Shelley H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shelley H Johnson 

(shj)]; Osborne, Barbara J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; Cooper, Coyte [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; Weight, Erianne Allen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight 

(eweight)] 

SpAd Applicant discussion meeting 

205 or 203C 

Start: 1/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

When: Monday, January 23, 2012 2:00 PM-3:00 PM. (UTC-05:00) 
Where: 205 or 203C 

(none) 

Johnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert 

W.; Southall, Deborah Joy 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Can we push our meeting back to 2:00pm? A couple of people have class conflicts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

1/17/2012 10:01:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 1/18/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

2/6/2012 9:11:12 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Cooper, Coyte [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; Weight, Erianne Allen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight 

(eweight)]; Osborne, Barbara J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; Battaglini, Rebecca L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rebecca L Battaglini (bbatt)]; Stroman, Deborah 

L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah 

Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Post-interview Weekend Meeting 

SpAd Conference Room 

2/27/2012 1:00:00 PM 

2/27/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne Allen; Osborne, Barbara J; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Battaglini, 

Rebecca L 

When: Monday, February 27, 2012 8:00 AM-9:00 AM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada 
Where: SpAd Conference Room 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/23/2012 11:46:10 AM 

BLOCK 

4/11/2012 2:40:00 PM 
4/11/2012 3:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/23/2012 11:46:55 AM 

BLOCK 

4/18/2012 2:40:00 PM 
4/18/2012 3:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/23/2012 11:48:03 AM 

BLOCK 

5/15/2012 I:00:00 PM 
5/15/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

4/5/2012 2:43:00 AM 

BLOCK 

5/2/2012 1:00:00 PM 

5/2/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

4/26/2012 8:54:56 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Turner, 

Robert W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robert Winston Turner II (rwturner)] 

CSRI Debrief Meeting 

203C Woollen Gym 

5/1/2012 5:00:00 PM 

5/1/2012 5:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W. 

When: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 i:00 PM-I:45 PM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: 203C Woollen Gym 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

4/26/2012 10:39:11 PM 

@gmail.com]; Mitchell, Catherine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cemitch]; Turner, Robert W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robert Winston Turner II (rwturner)]; Weight, 

Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight (eweight)];. 

i @gmail.com]; @gmail.com]; Cooper, Coyte [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; 

@gmail.com]; Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)]; Sawyer, Korie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kcsawyer]; @gmail.com]; Osborne, Barbara 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; 

@gmail.com]; . . @gmail.com]; 

@loras.edu]; Grant Leiendecker [gleiendecker@ncaa.org] 

Welcome Party for incoming SpAd Students 

Briar Chapel Clubhouse 

Start: 8/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/12/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: Sawyer, Korie; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, 

Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A. 

When: Sunday, August 12, 2012 2:00 PM-6:00 PM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Briar Chapel Clubhouse 

MapQuest address: Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Here’s a link with directions to the community and information on the Clubhouse: 

http:!/www.briarchapelnc.com!Location 

Dr.S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

4/26/2012 10:41:02 PM 

@gmail.com]; . ~loras.edu];. 

@gmail.com]; @gmail.com]; Shields, Edgar W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Edgar W Shields 

(shields)]; Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; @gmail.com]; Turner, Robert W. 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert 

Winston Turner II (rwturner)]; @gmail.com]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)]; @gmail.com]; Mitchell, Catherine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cemitch]; Weight, 

Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight (eweight)]; Grant Leiendecker 

[gleiendecker@ncaa.org]; Osborne, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; Sawyer, Korie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kcsawyer]; Cooper, Coyte [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; 

Pgmail.com] 

SpAd First-Year Orientation 

Woollen Conference Room 

Start: 8/13/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 9:00 AM for 1 day and 6 hours effective 8/13/2012 until 8/14/2012. 

; Sawyer, Korie; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; 

Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Shields, Edgar W 

When: Occurs every Monday from 9:00 AM for I day 
8/14/2012. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Woollen Conference Room 

Specific orientation information will be forthcoming. 

and 6 hours effective 8/13/2012 until 

Dr.S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

5/4/2012 3:37:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; 

Subject: 

Location: 

Retirement Celebration 

Bryant Hall, Football Recruiting Room,1815 Stadium Road,Charlottesville,VA 

Start: 6/1/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 6/1/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

@me.com 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

@me.tom 

Retirement Celebration 



From: 

Sent: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

5/9/2012 11:07:39 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Noodles 

Start: 5/10/2012 4:45:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2012 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

6/5/2012 7:51:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Joomla! 2.5 Getting Started - Learn the Basics of Joomla! 

Webinar 

Start: 6/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

https://www3.cj oto meetinq_com/ioin/682344910/106323561 

Toll: +1 (646) 558-2122 

Access Code: 

Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

6/22/2012 8:06:01 PM 

Cooper, Coyte [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Turner, Robert W. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert Winston 

Turner II (rwturner)]; Osborne, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; Weight, Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight (eweight)]; Johnson, 

Shelley H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shelley H Johnson (shj)]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)] 

SpAd Meeting 

Woollen 205 

7/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

7/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte; Weil~ht, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Johnson, Shelley 

H; Turner, Robert W. 

When: Thursday, July 12, 2012 2:00 PM-3:00 PM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Where: Woollen 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 

7/20/2012 6:15:53 PM 

Murrill, Verita L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Verita]; Robertson, Nakenge [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=Robertsn]; cbcchair@unc.edu; Jones, Shandra 

[Shandra_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O:UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN:Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Hammett, 

Victoria LaFrieda [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=Victoria LaFrieda Hammett (vhammett)]; McGhee, Oj [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN:Omcghee] 

CBC Leadership Mtg 

Hyatt Library - Woollen 310 

8/14/2012 3:00:00 PM 

8/14/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

8/3/2012 4:42:30 PM 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; Stroman, Deborah L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah 

Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: Canceled: 3MP Mentor planning 

Location: TBD 

Start: 8/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Jackson Jr, Curtis; Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi, CJ and Dr. Stroman. Are you available to chat at this time about the mentoring strategy for the grant? I am 

unavailable all next week (probation appeals), or I would have suggested an earlier time. 

Thanks-CP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Weight, Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ERIANNE ALLEN WEIGHT (EWEIGHT)] 

8/16/2012 2:44:01 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight (eweight)]; Southall, Richard Michard [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SouthalI]; Stroman, 

Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Osborne, Barbara [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barbbick]; Cooper, 

Coyte [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cgcooper]; Southall, Deborah Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DjsothlI]; Johnson, Shelley H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shelley H Johnson 

(shj)] 

SpAd Online Meeting w/Kevin 

SpAd Conference Room 

8/21/2012 6:30:00 PM 

8/21/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Southall, Deborah Joy; Johnson, 

Shelley H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

8/30/2012 5:28:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DESIMON E] 

9/12/2012 2:29:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Debra Stroman, Zwoller, Mary (Entrepreneurship) 

Kenan Institute 3rd Floor 

10/4/2012 6:00:00 PM 

10/4/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stroman, Deborah L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

9/13/2012 4:02:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Definitive Guide to Social Marketing: The Webinar 

https://core.readytalk.com/prt?an=8667401260&ac=5393790 

Start: 10/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/2/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Access UR, L: https://core.readytalk.com/prt?an=8667401260&ac=5393790 

Definitive Guide to Social Marketing The 
October 2, 20t’2 at IO:OOAM PT/ f:OOPM ET 

Want to listen over the phone? Call 1-800-734-4208 

Webinar 

Call ReadyTalk Suppo¢~ at 1-800-843-9166 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

9/24/2012 11:45:55 AM 

BLOCK 

10/1/2012 5:00:00 PM 
10/1/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Styrna, Paul [pstyrna@globalnovations.com] 

9/26/2012 5:48:20 PM 

Smith, Darryl [dsmith@globalnovations.com]; Small, Jamie [jsmall.intO~lobalnovations.com]; Stroman, Deborah L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah 

Lynn Stroman {dstroman)] 

Plan deck for Oct 2 

Call-in: 1-877-668-4493 Attendee code: 

9/27/2012 7:30:00 PM 

9/27/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

9/26/2012 6:11:02 PM 

Make Your Presentations Come Alive 

htt p://video.webca sts.com/events/citr002/43953 

9/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

9/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TAFFYE BENSON CLAYTON (TAFFYE)C7B] 

10/5/2012 1:33:09 PM 

Carrillo, Juan Fernando [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Juan Fernando Carrillo (jfcarril)]; Hughes, Sherick Andre [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ShuI~hes]; Stroman, 

Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Price, Charles R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Charles R Price 

(cpricel)]; Barker, Marco J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marco J Barker (barkerm)Oac]; Noblit, George W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gwn]; Alexander 

Craft, Renee Jacqueline [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Invictus]; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eakerric] 

Minority Mal Mentoring Course Design Opportunity for Faulty 

9K South Bldg. 

10/8/2012 7:30:00 PM 

10/8/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

3mp_proposal-final 

sent (2).docx 

(none) 

Noblit, George W; Carrillo, Juan Fernando; Hughes, Sherick Andre; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Barker, Marco 

J; Price, Charles R; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Stroman, Deborah L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

10/8/2012 3:31:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: Lunch with Dr. Stroman 

Location: TBD 

Start: 10/10/2012 3:45:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2012 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Where would you like to go for lunch? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bruce, Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ROBERT GRAY BRUCE JR (RGBRUCE)] 

10/10/2012 10:59:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Ritter, E Tyler [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Etritter]; Weight, 

Erianne A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Erianne Allen Weight (eweight)]; Sanford, Timothy R. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Usford] 

Erianne Weight, Deb Stroman, Tyler Ritter, Tim Sanford, Rob Bruce 

FC - Mengel Conf Rm 2004 

10/18/2012 i:00:00 PM 

10/18/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Ritter, E Tyler; Sanford, Timothy R. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Barker, Marco J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MARCO J BARKER (BARKERM)OAC] 

10/29/2012 3:38:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: Lunch 

Location: TBD 

Start: 11/6/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi Deborah, 

Being new to UNC, I am open to your lunch recommendation © 

Marco 



P~:~ejoin us at the 

Kenan Ce n terHo liday Gat being 
~,4/e~nesd~y, December 12., 2012 

11:45 am 



From: 

Sent: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

11/26/2012 8:45:23 PM 

Start: 11/26/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monk, Stanley [rmonk@kforce.com] 

11/27/2012 3:50:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: My meeting with Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 

Start: 12/6/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Can you do breakfast on Wednesday or lunch on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

12/16/2012 5:45:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 

[dstroman @email.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Holiday Open House 

Start: 12/28/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/29/2012 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 

Holiday Open House 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

1/4/2013 8:08:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Why Video is So Important to Your Digital Marketing 

MarketingProfs 

Start: 1/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Join us and learn best practices for creating, managing, publishing, and engaging customers through video 

as part of your marketing strategy. Read more... 

http:i/www.marketingprofs.com/marketingionline-seminarsi585 

can’ t make it to the live presentation on January 8? No problem. Register now and catch what you missed 

through April 8. https:i/~w.marketingprofs.com/premiumiauth/paysem.asp?semid=585 
connection info and slide handouts will be here: 
http:/i~vw.marketingprofs.comipremiumiseminar_download.asp?semid=585 
This seminar is sponsored by Limelight. 



From: 

Sent: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

1/4/2013 11:28:17 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Why Video is So Important to Your Digital Marketing 

MarketingProfs 

Start: 1/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Can’t make it to the live presentation on January 8? No problem. Register now and catch what you missed through April 

8. https:llwww.marketingprofs.comlpremiumlauthlpaysem.asp?semid=585 

Connection info and slide handouts will be here: 
http:llwww.marketingprofs.comlpremiumlseminar_download.asp?semid=585 This seminar is sponsored by Limelight. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

1/16/2013 10:34:05 PM 

BLOCK 

1/21/2013 6:00:00 PM 

1/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Kay_Spivey@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu [Kay_Spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/12/2013 5:02:19 PM 

Zoller, Ted [Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Bobby Funk (bobby@downtownchapelhill.com) 

[bobby@downtownchapelhill.com]; Ilinitch, Ron C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ronald C Ilinitch (ronsbtdc)]; Ilinitch, Ron C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ronald C Ilinitch 

(ronsbtdc)]; ’Jim Kitchen’ [jim@jimkitchen.org]; Napier, Mary E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mary E Napier (mnapier)3a2]; Spivey, Kay Tilley 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kspivey]; 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

"10:15 am-l:15 pm EST: Launch Chapel Hill Manager Interviews and Search Committee Discussion 

Board Room, Kenan Center I Lunch will be served shortly after 12:15 pm 

Start: 2/19/2013 3:15:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2013 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Importance: High 

*SCHEDULE: 

10:15 am: 

11:15 am: 

12:15 pm: Lunch and Search Committee Discussion 

Visitor parking permits will be sent by e-mail by Kenan Management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

2/25/2013 5:45:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: BLOCK 

Start: 3/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/20/2013 5:12:29 PM 

BLOCK 

4/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

4/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/29/2013 7:10:09 PM 

Labor Day 

9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/29/2013 7:10:09 PM 

Thanksgiving 

11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/29/2013 7:10:09 PM 

Winter Holiday 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

3/29/2013 7:10:10 PM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

5/1/2013 3:42:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: Get together 

Location: Debby’s Office 

Start: 5/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Bruce, Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ROBERT GRAY BRUCE JR (RGBRUCE)] 

5/15/2013 12:42:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Deb Stroman and Rob Bruce 

Crossroads - Carolina Inn 

6/10/2013 4:00:00 PM 

6/10/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stroman, Deborah L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Little, Mark [Mark_Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

6/12/2013 3:58:37 PM 

Little, Mark [Mark_Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Vin McCaffrey (vmccaffrey@gametgi.com) 

(vmccaffrey@gametgi.com) [vmccaffrey@gametgi.com]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Game Theory Group International & UNC 

Conference Call 

6/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

6/12/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Please see the conference call number and conference code below. 

Conference call line is 

Conference Code: 

Vin- Founder/CEO, Game Theory Group, 

Deborah - Sports Entrepreneurship guru and Kenan Institute affiliate, http;!!~x~n~du!fa~]ty!d~borah-s~Eom~n! 

mgl 

llark Little, PhD 

Program Direc<or for Economic Developmen< 

Lead, Renewable Energy & Climate Mitigation 

~.K-e.~.a.~.~.~[~.s..t.~.t..u.~.t..~:~.~.~.f.~.~.~.r~.v.~.a..t..~:~.~:~.n.~!~ at UNC Chapel Hill 

mar~]itt]e(@unc, edu I ofc +1 919. 962. 1041 I mob ÷ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Walker, Jack [Jack_Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

6/18/2013 5:27:09 PM 

Walker, Jack T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Walkerjt]; Napier, Mary E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mary E Napier (mnapier)3a2]; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

[Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Snedden, Pamela [Pamela_Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; 

kfbs_lingmei_howell.con [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kfbs_Iingmei_howelI.conde4]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)] 

KI Website Meeting 

Boardroom 

6/21/2013 1:00:00 PM 

6/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Will discuss proposals from FireStream Media and Rivers Agency and next steps... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Walker, Jack [Jack_Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

6/28/2013 1:00:19 AM 

Walker, Jack T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Walkerjt]; Napier, Mary E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mary E Napier (mnapier)3a2]; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

[Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Snedden, Pamela [Pamela_Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; 

kfbs_lingmei_howell.con [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kfbs_Iingmei_howelI.conde4]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)] 

Preparing for first meeting with FireStream 

BR 

7/1/2013 5:30:00 PM 

7/1/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Need to collectively brainstorm and come up with as much information as we can to handoff to 

begin their interviews ... 

so that they can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Walker, Jack [Jack_Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

7/1/2013 6:49:26 PM 

Walker, Jack T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Walkerjt] 

Napier, Mary E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mary E Napier (mnapier)3a2]; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

[Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Snedden, Pamela [Pamela_Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; 

kfbs_lingmei_howell.con [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kfbs_Iingmei_howelI.conde4]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)] 

Meeting with FireStream Media 

BR 

7/2/2013 5:30:00 PM 

7/2/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Will discuss and handoff materials to begin interviews in case you would like to join... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:56 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:56 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:57 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:57 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:57 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2017 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2017 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:58 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:59 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2015 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2015 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:59 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2027 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2027 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:43:59 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2028 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2028 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:00 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2025 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2025 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:00 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2024 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2024 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:01 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2023 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2023 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:01 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2016 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2016 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:01 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2018 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2018 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:02 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2022 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:02 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2026 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2026 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:02 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2021 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2021 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:03 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2019 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2019 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:03 AM 

Christmas Day 

12/25/2020 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2020 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:04 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2028 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2028 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:04 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2016 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2016 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:04 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2015 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2015 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:05 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2021 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2021 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:05 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2026 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2026 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:05 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2009 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:06 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:06 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2027 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2027 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:07 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2025 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2025 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:07 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2024 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2024 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:07 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2023 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2023 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/23/2013 12:44:08 AM 

Christmas Eve 

12/24/2022 5:00:00 AM 
12/25/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TAFFYE BENSON CLAYTON (TAFFYE)C7B] 

10/4/2013 6:25:46 PM 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Taffye Benson Clayton (taffye)c7b]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)] 

Lunch w/Debby 

Carolina Inn 

10/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

10/21/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Stroman, Deborah L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Ragan, Ronda [Ronda_Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

1/31/2014 6:02:47 PM 

Ragan, Ronda [Ronda_Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Napier, Mary E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mary E Napier (mnapier)3a2]; Didow, Nicholas 

[Nick_Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kfbs_Iingmei_howelI.conde4]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Hobart, Don 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr John 

Donald Hobart Jr (hobart)942]; Sanseverino, Nan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nansan]; Reifsnider, Cynthia [Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; 

Little, Mark [Mark_Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; drharoon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drharoon]; Lee, Thomas Brand [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tblee]; Doherty, 

Jason [Jason_Doherty@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Lane, Brent [Brent_Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Johnson, Jim 

[JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Zoller, Ted [Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Spivey, Kay Tilley [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kspivey]; Bolas, 

Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C45243abd7ab4aefa31352bdBe316ace]; Greis, Noel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Greis]; Fdga, Paul 

[Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Constable, Glenn [Glenn_Constable@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Banks, LaChaun 

[LaChaun_Banks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Lebold, Matthew [Matthew_Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Snedden, 

Pamela [Pamela_Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; McFarland, Karen [Karen_McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; 

Walker, Jack T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Walkerjt]; Wilson, Betty L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blwilson]; Santos, Pamela [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Santosp] 

Feldman, Maryann P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Feldmanm] 

KI Senior Advisors (8:30-9:15) & KI Staff (9:15-10am) 

3rd floor boardroom 

2/18/2014 1:30:00 PM 

2/18/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Napier, Mary; Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Howell, Lingmei; Cone, Judith (Office 

of the Chancellor); Hobart, Don (don.hobart@unc.edu); Sanseverino, Nancy (Journalism/Mass Communication); 

Reifsnider, Cynthia; Little, Mark; ’drharoon’ (zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu); Lee, Thomas (Comprehensive Cancer 

Center); Doherty, Jason; Lane, Brent; Johnson, Jim; Zoller, Ted; Spivey, Kay; Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and 

Entrepreneurshp); Greis, Noel; Friga, Paul; Constable, Glenn; Banks, LaChaun; Lebold, Matthew; Snedden, Pamela; 

McFarland, Karen; Walker, Jack; Wilson, Betty; Ragan, Ronda; Santos, Pamela 

Good afternoon: 

The KI Senior Advisors will meet for the first 45 minutes (8:30-9:15am) and then KI Staff members will join the meeting 

for the last 45 minutes (9:15-10am), 



Please mark your calendars accordingly. 

Also please note e-permits have been requested for Debby, Z, Don, and Maryann for this meeting (though Glenn). 

I hope everyone stayed safe during our little snow ordeal. 

Regards, 

Ronda 

Ronda Ragan .... Area Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :::: UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 .... Kenan Center .... Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.962.8201 fax 919.962.8202 ronda_ragan@unc.edu www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Jennifer Balme [jbalme@wmgllc.com] 

2/20/2014 6:09:01 PM 

Jennifer Balme [jbalme@wmgllc.com]; Elizabeth Lindsey [elindsey@wmgllc.com]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman {dstroman)] 

Debby Stroman/Elizabeth Lindsey - catch-up call 

Debby will call Elizabeth at: (919)256-1615 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/7/2007 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/8/2007 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every January 7 



Subject: Golf Peggy 

Start: 8/5/2009 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/5/2009 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Call Donell Moore - SG Golf - Eddie WMD TO 

Start: 12/21/2009 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/22/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

824.4272 



Subject: 

Start: 10/2/2005 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/3/2005 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every October 2 



Subject: Dr. Motyka 

Start: 11/10/2010 4:00:00 PN4 

End: 11/10/2010 5:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Complete the packet b4 I arrive 



Subject: UVA BAW Vol Comm Mtg 

Start: 8/21/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Sat. 9-12 comm mtg 



Subject: 

Start: 7/22/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/23/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every July 22 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

RDU 

11/1/2009 10:30:00 AM 

11/1/2009 12:00:00 PM 

Busy 

(none) 

southwest #1012 



Subject: 

Start: 1/16/2003 5:00:00 Afvl 
End: 1/17/2003 5:00:00 Afvl 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every January 16 



Subject: 

Start: 10/22/2007 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/23/2007 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every October 22 



Subject: 

Location: 

Alvin Ailey and Swt Honey 

Memorial Hall 

Start: 4/21/2009 8:30:00 PM 

End: 4/22/2009 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Gifts/Pizza for Club 

Start: 4/15/2010 9:00:00 A~I 

End: 4/15/2010 9:30:00 Afvl 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CK 

Start: 4/9/2009 3:00:00 PlVl 

End: 4/9/2009 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject:                , 

Start: 6/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/2/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/31/2008 5:00:00 
End: 2/1/2008 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: 8us~/ 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus - Welcome Back Reception 

Start: 8/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2010 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 9/14/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/15/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 14 



Subject: 

Start: 11/8/2010 5:00:00 Ai~1 
End: 11/9/2010 5:00:00 Ai~1 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every November 8 



Subject: Bruce Carney 

Start: 8/5/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/5/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 9/22/2010 4:00:00 A~ 

End: 9/23/2010 4:00:00 AIVI 
Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/21/2003 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/22/2003 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSBC - Sonny Vaccaro 

Start: 4/20/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

SV arrives at 6:30 



Subject: Hair 

Start: 3/4/2009 12:00:00 

End: 3/4/2009 1:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/7/2003 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/8/2003 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every March 7 



Subject: 

Start: 9/15/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/16/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 15 



Subject: UVA Sports Reunion 

Start: 9/11/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/14/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: JCE 

Start: 9/22/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/26/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

#1570 Depart Baltimore(BWI) at 08:25 PM 
Arrive in Raleigh/Durham(RDU) at 09:30 PM 

Sat Sep 25     318    Depart Raleigh/Durham(RDU) at 07:35 AM 

Arrive in Baltimore(BWI) at 08:35 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Call Sally Austin 

Start: 3/16/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/17/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/16/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/17/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 2/22/1963 5:00:00 AM 
End: 2/23/1963 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: 8us~/ 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/20/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 10/23/2003 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/24/2003 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every October 23 



Subject: 

Start: 9/14/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/15/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 6/23/2011 4:00:00 Ai~1 
End: 6/24/2011 4:00:00 Ai~1 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every June 23 



Subject: 

Start: 4/16/2003 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/17/2003 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every April 16 



Subject: Elmira @ Brenda’s 

Start: 12/19/2009 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Z Phi Call 

Start: 1/5/2010 I0:00:00 PN4 

End: 1/5/2010 I0:30:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

(301)622-7464 passcode is 217464. 



Subject: 

Start: 12/8/2005 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/9/2005 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every December 8 



Subject: Lambs Club FOOD 

Start: 10/20/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/20/2009 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 11/29/2009 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every November 29 



Subject: Joy Farley - massage 

Start: 5/19/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 5/19/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/20/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/21/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every August 20 



Subject: Cookie’s Party 

Start: 12/12/2009 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2009 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/26/2007 9:00:00 AM 

End: 8/26/2007 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 6/15/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/16/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Buw 

Recurrence: Yearly, 

evew June 15 



Subject: Stanford Park 

Start: 7/30/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2 nights 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/7/2007 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/8/2007 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every January 7 



Subject: 

Start: 9/28/2007 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/29/2007 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 28 



Subject: Ann 

Start: 8/26/2009 9:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2009 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: JCE 

Start: 2/3/2010 Ii:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2010 I0:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

wed Feb 03    2283 Depart Baltimore(BWI) at 07:50 PM 

Arrive in RaleighiDurham(RDU) at 09:00 PM 

Sat Feb 06    1724 Depart RaleighiDurham(ROU) at 08:20 AM 



Subject: ATL Road Trip 

Start: 9/3/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/6/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 10/5/2005 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/6/2005 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/17/2010 4:00:00 AM 
End: 3/18/2010 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every March 17 



Subject: Call Kristin Ondrak for lunch 

Start: 7/5/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 7/5/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bill Smith’s Party 

Start: 9/4/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2010 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 12/9/2004 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/10/2004 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every December 9 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 3/9/2004 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/10/2004 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every March 9 



Subject: 

Start: 9/1/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2009 12:30:00 P~A 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Su bject: Peggy J 

Location: Car care 

Start: 12/20/2009 2:15:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2009 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 

End: 

Recu rrence: 

Recurrence Pattern: 

Thu 7/22/2004 12:00 AM 

Fri 7/23/2004 12:00 AM 

Yearly 

every July 22 



Subject: 

Start: 7/21/2008 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/22/2008 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every July 21 



Subject: 

Start: 12/14/2005 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/15/2005 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every December 14 



Subject: 

Start: 11/1/2010 4:00:00 AIV] 

End: 11/2/2010 4:00:00 AIVI 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every November i 



Subject: Gals Out - Denise 

Location: FSPP 

Start: 6/23/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Colorado 

Start: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/19/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Delta Air Lines # 6009 Operated by: CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES -- RP 6009 

Raleigh/Durham (RDU) to Cincinnati Cinci.iNrthrn Kentucky (CVG) 

Departure (RDU): August 12, 6:25 AM EDT (morning) 

Arrival (CVG): August 12, 8:00 AM EDT (morning) 

Delta Air Lines # 1243 

Cincinnati Cinci.iNrthrn Kentucky (CVG) to Denver International (DEN) 

Departure (CVG): August 12, 8:40 AM EDT 

Arrival (DEN): August 12, 9:34 AM MDT 

Delta Air Lines # 1902 

Denver International (DEN) to Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson ATL (ATL) 

Departure (DEN): August 18, 8:30 AM MDT 

Arrival (ATL): August 18, 1:27 PM EDT 

Delta Air Lines # 1684 

Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson ATL (ATL) to Raleigh/Durham (RDU) 

Departure (ATL): August 18, 2:55 PM EDT (afternoon) 

Arrival (RDU): August 18, 4:21 PM EDT (afternoon) 



Subject: 

Start: 12/9/2004 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/10/2004 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every December 9 



Subject: Hair 

Start: 3/31/2009 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CJ SuperCruise Mtg 

Location: Miami 

Start: 9/18/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/19/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Sally Austin - Golf 

Start: 5/2/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Michelle Parker - UVA development 

Southern Season 

Start: 9/22/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/22/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: JCE 

Start: 10/23/2009 I:00:00 AM 

End: 10/24/2009 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Arr 9:50 p,m. 

Dep 7:50 a.m. 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus CC 

Start: 10/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 11/4/2005 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/5/2005 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every November 4 



Subject: 

Location: 

Melissa Exum - Celebration 

Carolina Club 

Start: 7/21/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/21/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: JCE 

Start: 8/25/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/29/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 

#1570 Dep BWI at 08:25 PM 
Arrive RDU at 09:30 PM 

saturday - 
#2141 Dep RDU at 07:30 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 11/13/2003 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/14/2003 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every November 13 



Subject: Apple 

Start: 8/28/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus Meeting 

Start: 10/6/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/6/2010 4:30:00 P~A 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 9/28/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/29/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 28 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 10/25/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/26/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every October 25 

10.25.66 



Subject: 

Start: 7/17/2005 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/18/2005 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every July 17 



Subject: Air Duct Cleaning 

Start: 7/14/2009 12:30:00 PM 

End: 7/14/2009 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

877.382.8776 



Subject: 

Start: 9/14/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/15/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 14 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: JCE 

Start: 5/20/2010 4:00:00 AM 
End: 5/23/2010 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 

#914 Depart BWI at 02:05 PM 

Arrive RDU at 03:10 PM 

Sat May 22    #2550 Depart RDU at 08:00 AM 

Arrive in BWI at 09:00 AM 



Subject: 

Start: 9/18/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/19/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 18 



Subject: 

Start: 4/1/2006 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2006 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Deborah Southall’s Birthday 

Start: 3/19/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/20/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every March 19 



Subject: 

Start: 9/28/2007 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/29/2007 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Yearly 

every September 28 



Subject: 

Location: F201 

- Thesis D 

Start: 3/23/2010 10:00:00 AM 

End: 3/23/2010 11:00:00 AIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Club Idrshp mtg 

Start: 3/31/2009 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2009 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Dean Gil 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 7/6/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 7/6/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 324 

Start: 1/12/2009 11:00:00 AM 

End: 1/12/2009 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: Carolina Cafe 

Start: 6/29/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 6/29/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/23/2009 3:30:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2009 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Golf 

Start: 4/10/2010 10:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 1/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/7/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/4/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Stone - Granite 

Start: 3/8/2010 Ii:00:00 AM 

End: 3/8/2010 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WNBA Draft 

Start: 4/8/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Feedback 

Murphey 116 

Start: 9/29/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/29/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Salyer- Mentoring 

Start: 5/10/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

ii:00 



Start: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/13/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Bus~’ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: IROBA Conference 

Location: ATL 

Start: 12/2/2010 5:00:00 A[vl 
End: 12/5/2010 5:00:00 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: DUS Orientation 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/2/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2009 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 6/28/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/28/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SA Faculty Mtg - 

Start: 8/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Internships Mtg 

Location: Hanes Hall room 239A 

Start: 4/26/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Student - 396 

Start: 4/28/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 9/11/2009 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2009 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8us~/ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 322 Exam II 

Start: 6/15/2009 12:30:00 PlVl 

End: 6/15/2009 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 4/20/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

FY student: K-F intentional major double with EXSS 



Subject: 

Start: 9/1/2009 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2009 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 290 

Start: 9/1/2009 2:30:00 P~A 

End: 9/1/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/26/2009 9:40:00 AM 

End: 8/26/2009 10:40:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/14/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS Visit - F109 

Start: 10/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: New Faculty Recep 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 8/19/2009 4:30:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2009 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/3/2009 9:00:00 AM 

End: 4/3/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SA Pool Party 

Start: 8/22/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2009 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2010 I:30:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

NO cl ass 



Subject: Project Uplift - Dev 

Location: Carroll 111 

Start: 6/11/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS Departmental Dinner 

Location: F Gym B 

Start: 8/24/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Bridges App 

Start: 4/27/2010 ii:00:00 AM 

End: 4/27/2010 11:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/17/2009 i0:00:00 AM 

End: 7/17/2009 ii:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UVA WiL CC 

Start: 1/8/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

866-842-5779; conf code 



Subject: Invite jack evans et al 

Start: 3/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Project Uplift 

Start: 6/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/3/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/10/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/10/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8us~/ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Directv 

Start: 8/24/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WBB Final Four 

Location: St. Louis 

Start: 4/5/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/8/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - shadowing 

Start: 3/26/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Advising - TSOP 

Start: 8/19/2009 11:30:00 AN4 

End: 8/19/2009 i:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 8/6/2010 5:00:00 PlVl 

End: 8/6/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Thesis P 

Start: 3/16/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 3/16/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Camp Carolina 

Location: Gardner 008 

Start: 6/28/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/28/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 3/31/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 327 

Start: 9/2/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/18/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8us~/ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Fac Mtg 

Location: Stone Hitchcock 

Start: 9/10/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: Hyde Hall 

Start: 8/27/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/21/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/21/2009 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Patricia Earley 

Start: 5/13/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Commencement 

Start: 12/20/2009 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2009 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Faculty members will assemble at 1:30 p.m. in the Press Room of the smith center, use Entry D and take 
the elevator down to the main floor. 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 4/7/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: adv 

Start: 4/9/2010 11:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2010 11:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Commencement 

Start: 5/8/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 3/26/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Patricia Earley - golf 

Start: 5/20/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/20/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: ACC WBB T 

Start: 3/5/2009 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/9/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Marriott - 336.632.4666 



Subject: Caucus CC 

Start: 9/8/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

424.203.8400 

Record 

Playback 

Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 11:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

(hit *9 to start, hit *9 to end) 



Subject: Triad Golf Outing 

Location: Greensboro 

Start: 5/30/2009 3:30:00 PIV] 

End: 5/30/2009 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Apple 

Start: 7/31/2009 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/31/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Salyer- Mlentor 

Start: 9/10/2009 12:00:00 PlVl 

End: 9/10/2009 i:00:00 PM1 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Order http://www.evergrowch ristma strees,ca/ 

Start: 7/7/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 7/7/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/19/2010 4:00:00 

End: 5/19/2010 4:30:00 

Show Time As: 8uW 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Project Uplift 

Location: F 104 

Start: 6/10/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/10/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Visit E 54 

Start: 7/9/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS TA Orientation 

Location: F 109 

Start: 8/19/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Golf Camp 

Start: 6/19/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/24/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/2/2009 9:00:00 AM 

End: 7/2/2009 10:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS SA Mtg 

Start: 9/10/2009 i0:00:00 AM 

End: 9/10/2009 11:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 324 Exam 

Start: 5/4/2009 9:00:00 AM 

End: 5/4/2009 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Lect Adv Mtg 

Location: Graham Memorial 210 

Start: 4/29/2010 10:30:00 AM 

End: 4/29/2010 11:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Bush/ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: MLK Holiday 

Start: 1/17/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/18/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS Fac IV]tg 

Location: Hyatt Lib 

Start: 9/20/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/28/2009 12:00:00 PIV1 

End: 7/28/2009 i:00:00 PIVI 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/8/2010 Ii:00:00 A~ 

End: 4/8/2010 12:30:00 P~ 

Show Time As: 8us~/ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - h.s. adv 

Start: 6/29/2010 12:00:00 PlVl 

End: 6/29/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/13/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/13/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 4/21/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/22/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Buw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus cc 

Start: 7/13/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/13/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Nakenge Robertson - BFSC 

Start: 5/12/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/12/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Mbb v Gonzaga 

Start: 3/27/2009 10:30:00 P~4 

End: 3/27/2009 ii:00:00 P~4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC BAR 

Sta rt: 10/29/20 i0 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/1/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: NCAA Coaches Academy 

Start: 5/25/2010 11:30:00 PM 

End: 5/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Dep: Delta 4025 - dep 7:35 p.m. 

Dep: Delta 3960 - 4:50 p.m. 

Thursday, 8:30 a.m. -10:00 a.m. My workshop 

10:15 a.m. - Eagle creek Golf Course 



Subject: - 751 site visit 

Start: 3/24/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2009 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 396 

Start: 8/26/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 12/16/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2009 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/8/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 290 

Start: 8/27/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2009 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 290 

Start: 8/31/2009 i0:30:00 AM 

End: 8/31/2009 11:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Research Rocks! Mtg 

Start: 9/25/2010 4:00:00 AlVl 

End: 9/26/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Stop by when you can 
8-3p.m. 



Subject: Updated: 

Location: Smith Building 

Meeting 

Start: 3/17/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2009 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 9/28/2010 6:15:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 12/16/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 327 

Start: 9/2/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 

Start: 3/30/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/30/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 7/19/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus CC 

Start: 10/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus 

Start: 9/1/2010 3:30:00 PlVl 

End: 9/1/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Olympic Walk Campus Rec 

Location: SRC 

Start: 3/17/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Golf on Tuesday? 

Start: 4/2/2010 3:00:00 PlVl 

End: 4/2/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Stroman Reunion 

Start: 7/16/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/19/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: Spice Streeet 

Start: 5/19/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/19/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: TWIG Golf T 

Location: Riverwood 

Start: 9/11/2010 4:00:00 AIV] 
End: 9/12/2010 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

9:00 shotgun start 



Subject: Caucus - Coaches Celebration 

Location: Blakes 

Start: 9/11/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2010 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: MBB Final Four 

Location: Houston 

Start: 4/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4.2 and 4.4 



Subject: Salyer 

Start: 4/1/2009 2:00:00 PlVl 

End: 4/1/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WBB Regional 

Location: Du ke 

Start: 3/22/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/22/2010 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Carolina Club Mixer 

Start: 10/7/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 ii:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Black and Blue Tour 

Start: 9/1/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: BIk athl interview 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Golf League 

Start: 3/16/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 324 

Start: 3/23/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/23/2009 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: First Day of Classes 

Start: 8/24/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/25/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: LI Golf 

Location: Fetzer 104 

Start: 4/9/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SA grad interview dinner 

Start: 2/26/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2010 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/6/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/7/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSBC 

Start: 10/15/2008 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2008 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus CC 

Start: 10/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 322 Exam 

Start: 4/30/2009 1:00:00 PM 

End: 4/30/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Sherry Salyer - mentor 

Start: 5/18/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Mike Jahn - Steele shadowing 

Start: 3/16/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Jackie Lambertson - -R- 

Location: Spankys 

Start: 5/5/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Heather Williams 

Location: Campus Coffee Shop 

Start: 8/13/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus Meeting 

Start: 1/12/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uW 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Black Hist Month Planning 

Start: 8/31/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - shadow 

Start: 7/19/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Research Rocks! 

Location: Union 2518 AB 

Start: 8/31/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Eliz Cox - shadowing 

Start: 3/22/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/22/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Salyer 

Start: 4/1/2009 2:00:00 PlVl 

End: 4/1/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus cc 

Start: 8/11/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/11/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Book Marriott for F4 2011 

Start: 5/26/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/27/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: IAAR Anniv Event 

Start: 5/7/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Jackie Overton - EE Forum 

Location: Med. Deli? 

Start: 8/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

call to confirm on Monday 



Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/25/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/26/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Laura Earhart - shadow 

Start: 7/19/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Stone Diaspora Lecture - Dr. Green 

Start: 3/25/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

WBB Recruit - 

Garden Hilton 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

1:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Across from S. Pointe 



Subject: Bball 

Start: 1/26/2009 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/26/2009 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: TSOP adv 

Location: My office 

Start: 6/11/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Call Butch Jefferson 

Start: 4/20/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/21/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Holly Smith - Caucus History 

Wilson 4th Fir - Ask for Holly 

Start: 9/21/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Olympic callan 

Start: 8/17/2009 9:15:00 AM 

End: 8/17/2009 10:15:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: AWFP CWC CBC 

Location: CWC 

Start: 6/29/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 6/29/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: IAAR Reception 

Location: Faculty Commons 

Start: 4/22/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/22/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Blythe Lecture - Swofford 

Start: 3/24/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2009 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Thanksgiving Break 

Start: 11/24/2010 I:00:00 P~4 

End: 11/28/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Stallings Evans Dedication 

Start: 5/6/2010 5:00:00 PlVl 

End: 5/6/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

F201 

Busy 

- Diss D 

3:00:00 PM 

3:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WBCA Article Due 

Start: 9/10/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/11/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Thesis P 

:~:~:30:00 AM 

:~2:30:00 PiVI 



Subject: - Caucus History 

Start: 7/13/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/27/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/27/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Caucus Meeting 

Start: 4/6/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/6/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Bus~’ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SPAD bball final 

Start: 3/24/2009 i0:00:00 PlVl 

End: 3/24/2009 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 12/31/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 12/31/2009 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS Picnic 

Start: 5/3/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Start: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/13/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Bus~’ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: IVIBB F4 

Location: I ndy 

Start: 4/3/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/6/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

3rd and 5th 



Subject: WBB Regional 

Location: Du ke 

Start: 3/20/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

2 tixs in Sect. 18 AA seats 23 & 24 

Date: Saturday, March 20 at Noon & 2:30 p.m. ET and Monday, March 22 at 7 p.m. ET 



Subject: Last Day of Classes 

Start: 12/8/2010 5:00:00 AlVl 

End: 12/9/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 10/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 324 

Start: 11/11/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/11/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 327 

Start: 9/8/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 290 

Start: 4/20/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2010 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 324 - Cancel 

Start: 9/14/2009 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 75:1 site visit 

Start: 3/26/2009 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2009 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Lambs Club 

Start: 1/12/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/26/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Start: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/13/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Bus~’ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Diversity Faculty Reception 

Location: Quail Hill 

Start: 9/7/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2010 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Quail Hill 
1001 Raleigh Road 
chapel Hill , NC 



Subject: Haven Training 

Location: Union Room 3206 A&B 

Start: 4/6/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/6/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Bring food! 



Subject: MBB Final Four 

Location: Houston 

Start: 4/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4.2 and 4.4 



Subject: EXSS Fac Mtg 

Start: 4/1/2009 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2009 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 9/28/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Good Friday Break 

Start: 4/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - Thesis P 

Start: 6/10/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 6/10/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Buw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

WDLS Conference Call for Global Multicultural Media and Sports Entertainment 

Start: 8/31/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

<:<. , . >> 



Subject: Last Day of Classes 

Start: 4/28/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/29/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Fac Mtg 

Location: Stallings Evans 

Start: 5/4/2010 9:00:00 AM 

End: 5/4/2010 12:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Directv 

Start: 7/5/2009 9:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2009 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSRI Exec Mtg 

Start: 4/20/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 290 

Start: 4/28/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: NCHSAA 

Start: 8/11/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 324? 

Start: 4/9/2009 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2009 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/25/2009 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2009 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/11/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/11/2010 B:O0:O0 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 290 

Start: 8/31/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2009 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Start: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/13/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Bus~’ 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 3/30/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 3/30/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CTOPS 

Start: 6/7/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/9/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - 327 

Start: 9/7/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Fac mtg f104 

Start: 8/24/2009 i0:00:00 AN4 

End: 8/24/2009 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Fall Break 

Sta rt: 10/20/20 i0 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/25/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Financial Fitness 

Start: 5/15/2004 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/16/2004 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSBC Mtg 

Location: F 109 

Start: 9/30/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS Visit - F104 

Start: 10/5/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WRAL 

Start: 5/12/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 5/12/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Phil Ford Golf Classic 

Start: 8/12/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 8/4/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SA Sales Training 

Start: 8/20/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 9/15/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/15/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: EXSS 324 - EVAL 

Start: 11/13/2009 4:00:00 P~4 

End: 11/13/2009 5:00:00 P~4 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Barb Osborne 

Start: 8/10/2009 12:00:00 PlVl 

End: 8/10/2009 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 6/17/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/17/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

The Case Against Perfection Rdtable 

Ftezer 201 

Start: 5/18/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: NCAA Convention 

Start: 1/12/2010 5:00:00 AlVl 

End: 1/15/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Depart: 03:40 pm 

Arrive: 05:17 pm 

Thu, Jan 14, 2010 

Depart: 03:00 pm 

Arrive: 04:24 pm 



Subject: SA mtg 

Start: 9/11/2009 9:30:00 AM 

End: 9/11/2009 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: MBB Final Four 

Location: Houston 

Start: 4/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

4.2 and 4.4 



Subject: Fatimah Jackson 

Start: 7/14/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/14/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSBC Idrs 

Location: Fetzer 

Start: 4/26/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 290 

Start: 8/27/2009 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 7/14/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/15/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Commencement 

Start: 5/9/2010 10:30:00 AM 

End: 5/9/2010 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Faculty are asked to gather on the second floor of the Kenan Football center at 9:00 a.m. 



Subject: 

Start: 3/29/2010 4:00:00 PM 
End: 3/29/2010 4:30:00 PM 
Show Time As: 8uW 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 3/31/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC Golf League 

Start: 5/18/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2010 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 8/30/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busv 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SA IVitg 

Start: 7/22/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 7/22/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Art chansky spankys 

Start: 4/9/2009 1:30:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2009 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: F201 

- Thesis D 

Start: 4/1/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: CSBC - D. Baddour 

Start: 4/15/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Celebration Desegregation 

Carolina Club 

Start: 9/17/2010 i0:30:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2010 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: - adv 

Start: 6/9/2010 5:00:00 PlVl 

End: 6/9/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Start: 5/6/2010 I:00:00 

End: 5/6/2010 2:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 290 

Start: 8/31/2009 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2009 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: UNC FB @ Rutgers 

Start: 9/25/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/26/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ecurrence: (none) 



Subject: Good Friday 

Start: 4/2/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/3/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: NCHSAA 

Start: 8/11/2009 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Study abroad follow up 

Start: 3/1/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/2/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Explore Carolina 

Start: 4/9/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: SPAD bball final 

Start: 3/24/2009 i0:00:00 PlVl 

End: 3/24/2009 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 





Subject: UVA WiL cc 

Start: 2/2/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/2/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uw 

Recurrence: (none) 

866-842-5779; conf code 



Subject: Wbb send off 

Start: 3/19/2009 5:35:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2009 6:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: WBB Soccer - Res Mtg 

Start: 4/27/2010 11:00:00 AM 

End: 4/27/2010 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/19/2012 1:37:44 AM 

7/19/2012 2:00:00 PM 
7/19/2012 2:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7/22/2012 3:47:29 PM 

Subject: CSBC Ldrshp mtg 

Location: Hyatt 

Start: 8/20/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Full Name: Donna L Nixon 

Last Name: Nixon 

Middle Name: L 

First Name: Donna 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Kathrine R. Everett Law Library $160 Ridge Road ~ CB 3385 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 843-9280 

dnixon@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=dnixon 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
Initials: L D.L.N. 

Details updated 3/7/2012: 
Job Title: Electronic Resources Librarian clinical 
Department: Law Library school of Law 

Details updated 4/25/2012: 

Business Phone: (919) 843-9280 (919) 962-1605 
Business Phone 2: (919) 962-1605 

Assistant Professor 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

DeVetta Holman Nash 

Holman Nash 

DeVetta 

UNC Chapel Hill 

James A Taylor Bldg $ CB 7470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 966-3658 

dholman@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=DeVetta Holman Nash 

(dholman) 

Details updated 3/28/2013: 
Department: Dean of Students office Campus Health Services 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Vanessa Stamper 

Stamper 

Vanessa 

UNC Chapel Hill 

2017A Steel Building ~ CB 3110 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-maih 

(919) 843-8906 

vstamper@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=vstamper 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: student services Assistant student services Assistant Advising 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris. Leak 

Leak 

Chris. 

E-mail: Chris.Leak@morganstanleysmithbarney.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn: 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
Job Title: Postdoctoral Trainee Pending Hire - 
Initials: 

Postdoctoral Research Associate 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Thalleus Dodd 

Dodd 

Thalleus 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Gen Storeroom Airport Dr $ CB 1120 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 962-5058 

tdodd@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=tdodd 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Jerry Stackhouse 

Stackhouse 

Jerry 

UNC 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @me.corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

LaChina Robinson 

Robinson 

LaChina 

ESPN 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Charles Blackmon 

Blackmon 

Charles 

Tuggle Diggins 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: cblackmon@tuggleduggins.com 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mr. Fred 

Mr. Fred 

Unc DPS 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Karen (3il 

(3il 

Karen 

UNC 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Ursula Littlejohn 

Last Name: Littlejohn 

First Name: Ursula 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

Kenan-Flagler Business School ~; Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~; USA 

Business (919) 962-3186 

Phone: 

E-mail: ursula_littlejohn@unc.edu 

Details Updated 9/28/20 
Company: 
Job Title: :=P=~:~:.~i!::i=.=~::~=.::==~=~ 
Department: 

Business Fax: 
Business Phone: 

Initial s: ~:~: 

Details Updated 6/20/2013: 
Job Title: As~ Directo:~, MAC Program 

Details Updated 6/27/2013: 
Business Phone: (919) 9~,:~.~-.~ 1. %-, (.9.t.t~)..t~:.~.%,.,.>::,.::,~. 
Business Phone 2: ( ...) ......... 533 



Full Name: Verita Murrill 

Last Name: Murrill 

First Name: Verita 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 9199629683 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: verita_murrill@ unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Sr Mgr Training & Talent Dev 

Department: Human Resources 
Initials: L V.M. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Akilah Carter 

Carter 

Akilah 

Texas A&M 

E-mail: arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Adderley, Rodney A - RALEIGH NC 

Rodney A - RALEIGH NC 

Adderley, 

E-mail: rodney.adderley@ml.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Curtis LAWSON 

LAWSON 

Curtis 

NCCU 

E-mail: ad min@dclconsulting.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Brinson, Leslie C 

Leslie C 

Brinson, 

NCCU 

E-mail: les@NCCU.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC 

E-mail: @live.unc.edu 

Details updated 3/31/2012: 
Initials: 



Full Name: Che B. Mock 

Last Name: Mock 

Middle Name: B, 

First Name: Che 

E-mail: CMock@bassberry.com 



Full Name: EXSS Faculty 2011-12 

Last Name: 2011-12 

Middle Name: Faculty 

First Name: EXSS 

E-mail: peess-f@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: Nicholas J Siedentop 

Last Name: Siedentop 

Middle Name: J 

First Name:    Nicholas 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

3016 Steele Building $ CB 3504 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 962-5819 

siedento@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=siedento 

Details updated 10/20/2011: 

Initials: J N.J.S. 

Details updated 1/30/2012: 
Department: undergraduate Education undergraduate Education office 

Details updated 9/12/2013: 
office Location: 3016 Steele Building 3018A Steele Building 
Business Address street: 3016 steele Building $ CB 3504 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Steele Building $ CB 3504 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 $ USA 
27599-3504 $ USA 3018A 



Full Name: Wayne A Blair 

Last Name: Blair 

Middle Name: A 

First Name:    Wayne 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

137 E Franklin St ~ Suite 22 ~ CB 5146 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 843-8204 

wblair@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=wblair 

Details updated 11/3/2011: 

Initials: A W.A.B. 

Details updated 8/1/2013: 
office Location: 137 E Franklin St 
Business Address street: 137 E Franklin St $ Suite 22 $ CB 5146 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

E Franklin St $ CB 5146 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 
27599 $ USA 134 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

cbcchair 

cbcchair 

E-mail: cbcchair@unc.edu 



Full Name: Alain J Aguilar 

Last Name: Aguilar 

Middle Name: J 

First Name:    Alain 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

314 Woollen Gym $ CB 8605 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 843-2033 

alaguila@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=alaguila 

Details updated 11/3/2011: 

Initials: J A.J.A. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

EXSS Faculty 

Faculty 

EXSS 

UNC 

E-mail: peess-f@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Tony Patterson 

Patterson 

Tony 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3109 FPG Student Union ~ UNC-Chapel Hill ~ CB 5210 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-maih 

(919) 962-0290 

tonyp@ad.unc.edu 

/o:UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=tonyp 

Details updated 11/4/2013: 
office Location: 3109 FPG Student Union 
Business Address street: 3109 FPG student union $ UNC-Chapel Hill 

27599 $ USA 

$ CB 5210 $ Chapel Hill, NC 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

IM Address: @ad.unc.edu 

E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn= 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @yahoo,tom 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dwight Hollier 

Hollier 

Dwight 

E-mail: dhollier@southeastpsych.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dana Gelin 

Gelin 

Dana 

UNCAA 

E-mail: dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ronald Sanchez (rs4fh) 

Sanchez 

Ronald 

UVA 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: rs4fh@eservices.virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @yahoo.tom 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @n¢.rr.¢om 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @students.ecu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Darlene Cannon 

Cannon 

Darlene 

GE 

E-mail: @live.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Lindsay Robertson 

Robertson 

Lindsay 

USA Baseball 

USA BASEBALL 403 Blackwell St. Durham, NC 27701 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 474-8721 x236 

E-mail: LindsayRobertson@usabaseball.com 



Full Name: Walter Lowry Caudill 

Last Name: Caudill 

Middle Name: Lowry 

First Name: Walter 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Mobile Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

wlcaud@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Walter Lowry Caudill 

(wlcaud) 

Details updated 2/8/2012: 

Initials: L W.L.C. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Hazeltine 

Lizzy 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 843-8824 

hazeltin@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Lizzy Hazeltine 

(hazeltin) 

Details updated 6/20/2013: 
Job Title: Program Director Internship Director 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Emmett Gill 

Gill 

Emmett 

NCCU 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.corn 



Full Name: Elmer R Oettinger III 

Last Name: Oettinger 

Middle Name: R 

First Name: Elmer 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

2006e Friday Center ~ CB 1020 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

Brick 

(919) 962-2648 

oettinge@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=oettinge 

Details updated 4/19/2012: 

Initials: R E.R.O. 

Details updated 4/3/2014: 
Job Title: retiree Associate Director for Correctional Educ 



Full Name: Camille A Brooks 

Last Name: Brooks 

Middle Name: A 

First Name:    Camille 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

100 East Franklin Street ~ Suite 110 ~ CB 9160 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 966-3576 

cabrooks@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cabrooks 

Details updated 4/25/2012: 

Initials: A C.A.B. 

Details updated 11/20/2013: 
Job Title: Pending Hire - Assistant Equal Opportunity/ADA officer Equal Opportunity Specialist 

Details updated 11/26/2013: 
Job Title: Assistant Equal OpportunityiADA officer Pending Hire - Assistant Equal Opportunity/ADA 

officer 



Full Name: rvowels@ncaa,org 

E-mail: rvowels@ncaa,org 



Full Name: dpk4f@eservices.virginia.edu 

E-mail: dpk4f@eservices.virginia.edu 



E-mail: Angela.Manolakas@nflplayers.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



E-mail: @yahoo.tom 



E-mail: erroll@alwaysonsports.com 



Full Name: Sports Medicine Lab 

Last Name: Lab 

Middle Name: Medicine 

First Name:    Sports 

E-mail: sportmedlab@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dwight Hollier 

Hollier 

Dwight 

E-mail: dhollier@southeastpsych.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @yahoo,tom 



Name: 

Members: 

SA Faculty 

Cooper, Coyte (cgcooper@email.unc.edu) 

Osborne, Barbara (sportlaw@unc.edu) 

Popp, Nels (nelspopp@email.unc.edu) 

Southall, Deborah Joy (djsothll@email.unc.edu) 

Stroman, Deborah L (dstro@unc.edu) 

Weight, Erianne A. (eweight@email.unc.edu) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Timothy Davis 

Davis 

Timothy 

Wake Forest University 

E-mail: davistx@wfu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ben Sturner 

Sturner 

Ben 

E-mail: bens@leverageagency.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.tom 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @aol,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~cbc=raleigh.com 



Full Name: Melissa E Exum 

Last Name: Exum 

Middle Name: E 

First Name: Melissa 

E-mail: exum@purdue.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ramogi Huma 

Huma 

Ramogi 

E-mail: rhuma@ncpanow.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hollomon, Curtis 

Hollomon 

Curtis 

E-mail: chollomon@ncaa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ford, Kimberly 

Ford 

Kimberly 

NCAA 

E-mail: kford@ncaa.org 



Name: 

Members: 

Tar Heel Sport Alumni Database 

~live.unc.edu) 

~@live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu) 

@email.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 

@unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 

@unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 

Stroman, Deborah L (dstro@unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lecturer Advisors 

Advisors 

Lecturer 

E-mail: lectadvisors@listserv.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Starling Bill 

Starling 

Bill 

E-mail: wstarling@synecor.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Last Name: School 

Middle Name: Kenan-Flagler Business 

First Name: UNC 

E-mail: do-not-reply@guestparkingpermits.com 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

net 

net 

E-mail: @ net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @msn.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

John Nelson 

Nelson 

John 

Artist 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @minespring.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @verizon.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC Student 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~rocketmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Markiesha Wilson 

Wilson 

Markiesha 

Booz 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: wilson_markeisha@bah.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Phi Beta 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @cs.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Do not call Do not call 

Do not call 

Do not call 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 

Daughter 

@aim.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kevin Danko 

Danko 

Kevin 

Audible 

E-mail: us@iamaudible.org 

lamaudi bl e. org 



Full Name: Maryland State Golf 

Last Name: Golf 

Middle Name: State 

First Name:    Maryland 

E-mail: MarylandStateGolfAssociation@BlueGolf.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Redell Miller 

Miller 

Redell 

Golf 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: ~penzco.com 



Full Name: Charles Colbert 

Last Name: Charles Colbert 

Company: Cheyney University 

Business (610) 399-2222 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ccolbert@cheyney.edu 



Full Name: Crystal Jenkins 

Last Name: Jenkins 

First Name: Crystal 

Company: Absolute Presence 

Home Address: 

Business (410) 832-8300 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: crystal@absolutepresence.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Matt DeMargel 

DeMargel 

Matt 

Durham Bulls 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 687-6516 

E-mail: mdemargel@durhambulls.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Sallie Lewis 

Lewis 

Sallie 

MediCorp Health System 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(540) 741-1725 

(540) 741-1014 

E-maih _~verizon.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Joe Haydon 

Haydon 

Joe 

UNCAA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(919) 843-2572 

(919) 962-0393 

E-mail: haydon@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Eileen Levitt 

Levitt 

Eileen 

HR Team, The 

9841 Broken Land Parkway Lakeview I - # 303 Columbia, MD 21046 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 995-5257 

(410) 964-6484 

E-mail: elevitt@thehrteam.com 



Full Name: Cecil Christian 

Last Name: Christian 

First Name: Cecil 

Company: Alpha HOCO 

Business (4:10) 740-7890 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~email.unc.edu 



Full Name: Arnold Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Arnold 

Business 

Address: 

2 Hammill Road Village Cross Keys west # 241 Baltimore, MD United States of America 

Business (410) 433-6830 

Phone: 

E-mail: awilliams@afnw.com 

Patricia gunther asst 
stephanie carter 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Becky Mangus 

Mangus 

Becky 

Business Monthly, The 

E-mail: news@bizmonthly.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Eileen Parsons 

Last Name: Parsons 

First Name: Eileen 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

307-B PEABODY HALL ~ CB 3500 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business (919) 843-9133 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: rparsons@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: Associate Professor Professor, Education 
Department: School of Education 

office Location: 307-B PEABODY HALL 
Business Fax: (919) 962-1533 
Business Address street: 307-B PEABODY HALL $ CB 3500 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: R 
27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Denise Stanley 

Last Name: Stanley 

First Name: Denise 

Company: Mpm 

Business 

Address: 

7405 Lesada dr apt 3B Windsor Mill, MD 21244-4326 

Business (410) 644-0122 or 675.2125 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ed Weiss 

Weiss 

Ed 

TT 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Michael Gagliano 

Gagliano 

Michael 

Fulcrum Financial Advisors inc. 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd # 300 Raleigh, NC 27 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

919) 787-6220 x 135 



Full Name: Sam Weese 

Last Name: Weese 

First Name: Sam 

Company: American College, The 

Business (610) 526-1301 

Phone: 

Fax Number: (610) 526-1310 

254373 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Deborah McKenzie 

McKenzie 

Deborah 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(410) 234-4212 

B2B Relationships 
united House of Prayer 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Brooke Stephens 

Stephens 

Brooke 

43 vanderbilt ave brooklyn, ny 11205 

Business 

Phone: 

w-718.875.2575 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Diana Fowlkes 

Fowlkes 

Diana 

Booz Allen Hamilton 

3613 Sellers Point Road Dundalk, MD 21222 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(301) 497-6044 

(703) 563-7870 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Tanesha Boldin 

Boldin 

Tanesha 

3 C Affairs 

3C Affairs 7114 Neville Court Baltimore, MD 21244 United States of America 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(410) 265-9596 

Other IM:www.threeceeaffairs.com 

tboldin@threeceeaffairs.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~comcast,net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Trena Trice-Hill 

Trice-Hill 

Trena 

E-mail: trena_trice-hill@ncsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Maruiel Perkins-Chavis 

Perkins-Chavis 

Maruiel 

Marriott International, Inc. 

Marriott Drive, Dept. 52/931.03 Washington, D.C. 20058 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-maih 

(301) 380-8891 

(301) 380-1602 

maruiel.perkins-chavis@ marriott.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ed Burton Ph. D. 

Burton 

Ed 

UVA 

United States of America 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(212) 731-2340 

E-mail: etb6d@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



Full Name: A,I. Musah 

Last Name: Musah 

First Name: A.I, 

Company: Uvi 

Business 340,692.4022 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: amusah@uvi.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Unc 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Charlotte Smith 

Last Name: Smith 

First Name: Charlotte 

Company: UNC WBB 

Business (919) 962-5187 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: csmith@uncaa.unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 

Business Phone: (919) 962-5187 
Initials: D 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Betty Noble 

Noble 

Betty 

Howard Community College 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: 

coach 
HCC 

(410) 772-4111 

(410) 772-4153 

enoble@howardcc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Georgia Davis 

Davis 

Georgia 

ACC 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

252.904.8254 

E-mail: gdavis@theacc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Angela Lee 

Lee 

Angela 

Carolina Pros 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: 

offi ce (919) 

(919) 942-2079 

(919) 942-0004 

~yahoo.com 

942 -9993 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dps Parking 

Parking 

Dps 

Unc 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Barry Parkhill 

Last Name: Parkhill 

First Name: Barry 

Company: UVA 

Business (434) 243-3554 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: blp5u@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Monyka Berrocosa 

Berrocosa 

Monyka 

Grape Ventures LLC 

805 W. 38th Street Baltimore, MD 21211 United States of America 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

htt p://www.gra peventu res.co m 

gvllc@peoplepc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jeff D. Norman 

Norman 

Jeff D. 

Ethnic Sports 

8800 Della lane ft wash, md 20744 United States of America 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-maih 

04.07.54 

04.07.54 

(301) 248-4391 

(301) 248-9881 

jnorman@wmata.com 

¯ ver~zon, net 

.ver~zon. net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Frank Thompson 

Thompson 

Frank 

GE 

Business 

Phone: 

(804) 484-7651 

E-mail: frank@azrhythmconnection.com 



Full Name: Jim Pierce 

Last Name: Pierce 

First Name: Jim 

Company: Isagenix 

Business (480) 889-5747 x4206 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: jpierce@isagenix.net 



Full Name: Alicia Fields 

Last Name: Fields 

First Name: Alicia 

Company: Vernell Communications 

Business (301) 362-8896 

Phone: 

E-mail: avfields@vernellcom munications.com 

staples Partnership 
Minority Bs Directory 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Graham Leveston 

Leveston 

Graham 

Nike Golf 

Business 

Phone: 

(860) 677-1190 

E-mail: graham.leveston@nike.com 



Full Name: Garland O. Williamson 

Last Name: Williamson 

Middle Name: O, 

First Name: Garland 

Business (410) 752-0636 

Phone: 

President’s Roundtable 



Full Name: Dr, Joseph Myers 

Last Name: Myers 

First Name: Joseph 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

2201 Stallings-Evans ~ CB 8700 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-7543 

Phone: 

E-mail: joemyers@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: Associate Professor Professor 
Department: Exercise & Sport Science 
office Location: 2201 Stallings-Evans 

Business Phone: (919) 962-7543 
Business Address street: 2201 Stallings-Evans 
Initials: B 

$ CB 8700 $ chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: Uva Uva 

Last Name: Uva 

First Name: Uva 

40w 
exit 261 hillsb - 2 rt. 86 
rt. 29 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Keven Jackson 

Jackson 

Keven 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(718) 978-0226 

E-mail: jkscrown@bww.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Veriz billing Verizon 

Verizon 

Veriz billing 

Business 

Phone: 

301-954-6260 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Richard Shepherd 

Shepherd 

Richard 

Sales & Business Strategies 

6123 Campfire Drive Columbia, MD 21045 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 992-9539 

(410) 740-7227 

E-mail: rshepherd@sbs-md.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Richard Lewis 

Last Name: Lewis 

First Name: Richard 

Company: MPM 

Business (443) 506-3386 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Joyce Wise 

Last Name: Wise 

First Name: Joyce 

Company: Keystone fed cc 

Business (484) 456-0400 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 6:10.269.4047 

Mr. Neal VP 



Full Name: Bruce 

First Name: Bruce 

Company: Know Bookstore, The 

Business 

Address: 

Fayetteville Strt Durham, NC 

Business (919) 682-7223 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Malynda Madzel 

Madzel 

Malynda 

Business Match 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 964-3350 

f-410.964.1829 

E-mail: malynda@businessmatchinc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tech Verizon 

Verizon 

Tech 

Business 

Phone: 

800-275-2355 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ina Samuels-Martinez 

Samuels-Martinez 

Ina 

Green, The 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor New York, NY 10018 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: 

He] en Lee - 

(212) 629-4920 

(212) 629-4932 

inam@thegreenmagazine.com 

Creative Arts Director 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ray 

Ray 

Handyman 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Becky Natrajan 

Natrajan 

Becky 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bert Collins 

Collins 

Bert 

NCM 

411 W,Chapel Hill St. Mutual Plaza Durham, NC 27701 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Barbara 919.682.9201 x201 sandra (carribb) 

(919) 688-0842 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Phil Hutcherson 

Hutcherson 

Phil 

Federal Express 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: phutcherson@fedex.com 

jean 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Roland Lynch 

Lynch 

Roland 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ken Jackson 

Jackson 

Ken 

Singles 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(410) 965-7569 



Full Name: LaRian Finney 

Last Name: Finney 

First Name: LaRian 

Company: Visionary Marketing Group 

Business 

Address: 

2512 N. Charles Street, Suite 300 Baltimore, MD 21218 United States of America 

Other Address: 6009 Oxon Hill Road-Suite 206 Oxon Hill, MD 20745 United States of America 

Business (410) 235-4427 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: (410) 235-5449 

E-mail: Ifinney@visionarymarketinggroup.com 

Take 495 towards VA and Take exit 4A (Oxon Hill) 
Go 1/2 mile past Home Depot, building on right. 



Fuji Name: Renee Powell 

Last Name: Powell 

First Name: Renee 

E-mail: tmenyes@tourtalent.com 

Tom Meynes - Agent 



Full Name: Karen Howell 

Last Name: Howell 

First Name: Karen 

Company: Pru 

Business 

Address: 

Business      (973) 802-8533 

Phone: 

Home Phone: h. 

Mobile Phone: c- 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Tanya Waltrick 

Waltrick 

Tanya 

BBJ 

111 Market Place, Suite 720 Baltimore, MD 21202 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-maih 

(410) 454-0502 

(410) 539-8570 

twaltrick@bizjournals.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Robin Herrington 

Herrington 

Robin 

Nike Golf 

1 Bowerman Drive Building JR2 Beaverton, OR 97005 United States of America 

Business (503) 532-6108 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih robin.herrington@nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Deborah Stallings 

Stallings 

Deborah 

HR 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(301) 596-8800 

(410) 740-4321 

E-mail: deborah@hranew.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jerry Archer Jr. 

Archer 

Jerry 

NPBC 

329 Bonnie Meadow Circle Suite J Reisterstown, MD 21136 United States of America 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(410) 539-0901 

E-mail: jarcher@pgallc.net 

The Phoenix GPoup 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pinehurst 8 Pinehurst 

Pinehurst 

Pinehurst 8 

Business 

Phone: 

9~0-235-8760 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Bobby Vaughan 

Vaughan 

Bobby 

MarriottWatefront 

700 Aliceanna Street Baltimore, MD 21202 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 895-1804 

(410) 385-0330 

E-mail: bobby.vaughan@marriott.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Maryellen Benkert 

Benkert 

Maryellen 

Business 

Phone: 

(732) 758-1619 



Full Name: Mario Armstrong 

Last Name: Armstrong 

First Name: Mario 

Company: Digital Spin 

Business (410) 529-3447 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mario@thedigitalspin.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Jeannie Noll 

Noll 

Jeannie 

Business 

Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-maih 

(410) 821-9627 

htt p://www, promosetc.com 

j noll@PromosEtc.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Donna Greene 

Greene 

Donna 

WellsFargo 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: donna.l.greene@wellsfargo.com 



Full Name: Lavarne Burton 

Last Name: Burton 

First Name: Lavarne 

Business (202) 4:~2-76~.9 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Malcolm Jones 

Jones 

Malcolm 

Uva 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Jocelyn Logan-Friend 

Logan-Friend 

Jocelyn 

UVA 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: jllSu@cms.mail,virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adrian Johnson 

Johnson 

Adrian 

MECU 

401 East Fayette Street Baltimore, MD 21202 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

410.223.4032 

443.927.3713 

E-mail: ajohnson@mecu.com 



Full Name: Robert Shajeed 

Last Name: Shajeed 

First Name: Robert 

Company: Sister Sandra’s Kitchen 

Business (410) 945-2909 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Inc. Dinner on Demand 

Dinner on Demand 

Inc. 

E-mail: dinnerondemand@gmail.com 



Full Name: Paulette Blake Morant 

Last Name: Morant 

First Name: Paulette Blake 

Business 

Address: 

Business (540) 463-5555 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Norriena Jordan 

Jordan 

Norriena 

E-mail: njordan@nawbo.org 



Full Name: Renee Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Renee 

Company: AMEX 

Business (212) 640-3811 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Portia Portia 

Portia 

Portia 

Isagenix 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jan Rid~ely 

Ridsely 

Jan 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: La Jeune Cox 

Last Name: Cox 

Middle Name: Jeune 

First Name:    La 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

318A Wilson Library $ CB 3470 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (919) 843-0153 

Phone: 

E-mail: lajeune_cox@unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: Director Administrative Services 
Department: Center for Faculty Excellence 
office Location: 318A Wilson Library 

Business Fax: (919) 962-5236 
Business Phone: (919) 843-0153 
Business Address street: 318A Wilson Library $ CB 3470 $ Chapel 

Initials: J 
Hill , NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Dolores Dorsainvil 

Dorsainvil 

Dolores 

Atty Grievance Commission of Maryland 

100 Community Place Suite 3301 Crownsville, MD 21032-2927 United States of America 

Business (410) 514-7067 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: ~comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Gail Bryant 

Bryant 

Gail 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(201) 635-3411 



Full Name: Pamela Gilliam 

Last Name: Gilliam 

First Name: Pamela 

Company: Infotek International, Inc. 

Business 

Address: 

United States of America 

Home Address: 2302 Knotweed Court Waldorf, MD 20603 United States of America 

Business (703) 877-1404 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: f-30~L.870.4681 

E-mail: Pam Gilliam 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Myra Waters 

Waters 

Myra 

UMBC 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: myra@umbc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lauren Lauren 

Lauren 

Lauren 

UVA bball 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Valerie Pearson 

Pearson 

Valerie 

NPBC 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(410) 945-3000 x3012 

E-mail: vpearson@ newpsalmist.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dr. Frank Splitt 

Splitt 

Frank 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Bball 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Rhode Island 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Patrick Farrell 

Farrell 

Patrick 

Innisbrook 

Business 

Phone: 

727-939-3850 

E-mail: patrick.farrell@playinnisbrook.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

PeterShen 

Shen 

Peter 

InternationalElectronic Technology 

114 E. Baltimore Avenue, Unit 1 Lansdowne, PA 19050 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(610) 623-9698 

(610) 623-9478 

http://www.ietpa.com 

peter@ietpa.com 

Computers 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Address 

Bill Dove 

Dove 

Bill 

Adorable You Custom Caps 

United States of America 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~verizon.net 



Full Name: Mark Arthur 

Last Name: Arthur 

First Name: Marl< 

Business 434.846.7111 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 434.846.7113 



Full Name: Myles Russell 

Last Name: Russell 

First Name: Myles 

Company: Mazda 

Business 6624 Bali natl pk 

Address: 

Business (410) 744-2300 

Phone: 

Fax Number: (410) 788-9341 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Nathan Chimney 

Chimney 

Nathan 

Chimney Sweep 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jerry Britton 

Britton 

Jerry 

Smith Barney Citigroup 

7 St. Paul Street, Suite 1600 Baltimore, MD 21202-1626 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(800) 638-7560 

f-4180 

E-mail: jerry.e.britton@smithbarney.com 



Full Name: Gretchen M Tibbits 

Last Name: Tibbits 

Middle Name: M 

First Name: Gretchen 

Company: Business Women’s Network 

Business 

Address: 

:~990 M Street NW Suite 700 Washington, DC 20036 

E-mail: gretchen@bwni.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dorothy Reed 

Reed 

Dorothy 

NPBC 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 277-7002 

f-410.277.7173 f-488.9910 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Winston Crisp 

Crisp 

Winston 

UNC Chapel Hill 

112 Carr Building $ CB 5000 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5000 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(919) 966-4045 

E-mail: wbcrisp@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: Vice chancellor for student Affairs vice-chancellor 
Department: V chan student Affairs office 
office Location: 112 Carr Building 

Business Fax: (919) 962-2090 
Business Phone: (919) 966-4045 
Business Address street: 112 carr Building $ CB 5000 $ Chapel Hill, 

Initials: B 
NC 27599-5000 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Debbie Jenkins 

Jenkins 

Debbie 

AG Edwards 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 547-1131 

(410) 454-5303 

E-mail: deborah.jenkins@agedwards.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Dr. Dennis Golphin 

Golphin 

Dr. Dennis 

Living In Favor Global Network 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(252) 442-8176 

htt p://www, lifnetwork.org 

~yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: SIA 

Business 

Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: ~comcast.net 

BIT - 



Full Name: Lyndra Littles 

Last Name: Littles 

First Name: Lyndra 

Business (202) 507-8059 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Isl2d@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Chas Reynolds 

Reynolds 

Chas 

Junior Golf and Academics of America, Inc. 

700 South Dixie Highway Suite 101 West Palm Beach, FL 33401 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: _~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Rick Turner 

Turner 

Rick 

UVA OAAA 

Business 

Phone: 

434) 924-7923 

E-mail: met2s@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Pru 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Jonathan Brown 

Brown 

Jonathan 

Entrepreneur Mgmnt Services 

Business 

Phone: 

w-410,467.8912 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Attorney 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: YWCA 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Darren Devoue 

Devoue 

Darren 

UOP 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 

(610) 661-1181 

darren.devoue@sap.com 

vette 



Full Name:      " " 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Friends School 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~frontier.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

UNC P2P Transit 

UNC P2P Transit 

Business 

Phone: 

919.962.7867 



Full Name: Dave H, Sadeghi 

Last Name: Sadeghi 

Middle Name: H. 

First Name: Dave 

Company: Big Steaks Management 

Business 

Address: 

1777 Reisterstown Road Baltimore, MD 21208 

Fax Number: 410.602.3152 

E-mail: david@serioussteaks.com 



Full Name: Beyu Cafe Beyu 

Last Name: Beyu 

First Name: Beyu Care 

Home Address: 335 W, Main Street Durham, NC 27701 



Full Name: Marni C, Churchill 

Last Name: Churchill 

Middle Name: C, 

First Name: Marni 

Company: UVA 

Business (610) 685-2223 

Phone: 

E-mail: ~comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Chuck Enloe 

Enloe 

Chuck 

TaylorMade 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: chuck.enloe@tmag.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Doug Rosener 

Rosener 

Doug 

Chesapeake Physical & Aquatic Therapy 

7080 Deepage Drive Columbia, MD 21045 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 381-7000 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Anita Walton 

Walton 

Anita 

General Alumni Association 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-maih 

(919) 962=3582 

(919) 962=0010 

anita_walton@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Espy Riley 

Riley 

Espy 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: 

(407) 589-2:].8:]. 

(407) 589-2192 

eriley@a merihostresortorlando.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Marvin Dickerson 

Dickerson 

Marvin 

Dickerson Technologies 

DICKERSON TECHNOLOGIES 13601 Parreco Farm Court Germantown, MD 20874 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(301) 452-0816 

E-maih _~earthlink.net 



Full Name: Pierre M. D. Vigilance 

Last Name: Vigilance 

Middle Name: M. D, 

First Name: Pierre 

E-mail: Pierre.Vigilance@ baltimorecity.gov 



Full Name: Dr. Hugh Baugher 

Last Name: Baugher 

First Name: Hugh 

Company: Curtis Hand 

Business 

Address: 

Curtis National Hand Associates, P.A. Galleria Atrium 1407 York Road, Suite 100A Lutherville, MD 21093 United 

States of America 

Business (410) 235-5405 Curtis 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 410.823.57199 

sharon - asst. 
Exit 26 B - York and seminary 

union Memorial    3333 N. Calvert Street 2nd flr 



Full Name:    IWIF 

First Name:    IWIF 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 494-2000 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: ~yahoo,com 



Full Name: Greg Whitehead 

Last Name: Whitehead 

First Name: Greg 

Business (312) 357-6300 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Carl Jordan 

Last Name: Jordan 

First Name: Carl 

Business (703) 607-5137 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nathan Robinson 

Robinson 

Nathan 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(800) 501-6413 

(240) 337-0069 

E-mail: nrobinson2@MetLife.com 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

William Asmond 

Asmond 

William 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(703) 883-6645 

E-mail: asmond@mitre,com 

12.22 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Regina Ewing 

Ewing 

Regina 

Bell Atl 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Debbie Dewitt-Green 

Dewitt-Green 

Debbie 

Bank of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-mail: 

03.26 kay 

Phone: 

(704) 388-1837 

(704) 388-1671 

debbie.dewitt-green@ bankofamerica.com 

kay cell - 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Betty Evans 

Evans 

Betty 

Sign a rama 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 381-4324 

#410.381.4326 

E-mail: @verizon.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Unc 

Home Address: 

Sent pic of & me 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Alicia Stevenson 

Stevenson 

Alicia 

Legacy 

Business 

Phone: 

(443) 463-8294 



Full Name: Treo Help 

Last Name: Help 

First Name: Treo 

Business (866) 246-4852 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: jeffrey.i.johnson@cingular.com 

c-i ngul ar 866. CTNGULAR 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mona Loco 

Loco 

Mona 

Restaurant 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Rachel Forsyth Tuerck 

Forsyth Tuerck 

Rachel 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(804) 484-7001 

(804) 281-6407 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ted Latta 

Latta 

Ted 

Home Depot 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Tracy Haith 

Haith 

Tracy 

ACC 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: David Dennis 

Last Name: Dennis 

First Name: David 

Company: GE 

Business 

Address: 

Business (770) 413-:~539 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Pam Bundy 

Bundy 

Pam 

bundy dev corp :[22~L mass ave nw ste 4 wash, dc 20005 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(202) 628-:[930 

E-mail: pbundy@bundydevelopment.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Peter Sauer 

Sauer 

Peter 

UVI 

Business 

Phone: 

(340) 693-1102 

UVl 



Fuji Name: Dre 

Last Name: 

First Name: Dre 

Company: NFL 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Keith Hunter 

Hunter 

Keith 

KGH Enterprises 

P.O. Box 256 New Albany, OH 43054 United States of America 

E-mail: kghenterprise@ pga.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Catherine Marquette 

Marquette 

Catherine 

D.C. United 

RFK Stadium 2400 East Capitol Street, SE Washington, DC 20003 

Fax Number: 202.587.5400 

E-mail: cmarquette@dcunited.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Chuck Dixon 

Dixon 

Chuck 

Ft. Meade Golf 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(301) 677-5326 

E-mail: dixonc@emh 1.ftmeade.army.mil 

One time set up fee - $75 
30 days notice 
comes out to $20 shirt 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Phone: 

Rating =118 



Full Name: Del Scruggs 

Last Name: Scruggs 

First Name: Del 

Company: Abc 

Business (410) 659-0000 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Elijah Cummings 

Last Name: Cummings 

First Name: Elijah 

Business 

Address: 

Business      w-4~.0.685.9 ~.99 

Phone: 

Home Phone: h- 

Mobile Phone: c- 

Fax Number: f-410.685.9399 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Tony Mumpower 

Mumpower 

Tony 

Business 

Phone: 

(800) 445-8353 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Louis Parker 

Parker 

Louis 

GE 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Fax Number: 

913.676.5438 800.255.6931 

(913) 676-6476 

E-mail: Louis.Parker@ercgroup.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marriott VC Mvci 

Mvci 

Marriott VC 

Business 

Phone: 

800-845-4226 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Nagel 

Nagel 

Mid-Atlantic Dental Assoc, 

10630 Little Patuxent Pkway, #410 Columbia, MD 21044 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 884-3666 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Bill Doucet 

Doucet 

Bill 

ML 

Business 

Phone: 

(443) 957-6150 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Claudette Joyner 

Joyner 

Claudette 

Columbia Association 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: claudette.joyner@columbiaassociation.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

ShondaJohnson 

Johnson 

Shonda 

Marriott 

Marriott at Metro Center 775 12th Street, NW Washington, D.C. 20005 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

E-maih 

(202) 824-6100 

(202) 661-8886 

Shonda.Johnson@marriott.com 



Full Name: Lisa Morgan 

Last Name: Morgan 

First Name: Lisa 

Company: Asst Dean 

Business (919) 530-6115 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Imorgan@nccu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Cliff Hunte 

Hunte 

Cliff 

Capital Jazz Fest 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

301.780.8351 

301.560.5979 

E-mail: ch@capitaljazz.com 

Cat - Peta 



Full Name: Tito Goodrum 

Last Name: Goodrum 

First Name: Tito 

Company: My Golf Pro 

Business (410) 655=3770 

Phone: 

Fax Number: (410) 655-7264 

E-mail: mygolfpro9@aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hugh Smith 

Smith 

Hugh 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: .~yahoo.com 



Full Name: Marlene Trevisan 

Last Name: Trevisan 

First Name: Marlene 

Company: Isagenix 

Business (610) 543-4918 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: ~verizon.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Regina Obey 

Obey 

Regina 

Z Phi 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(202) 824--0046 

E-mail: r.obey@zerotothree.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Monica Graves 

Graves 

Monica 

NPBC 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(301) 955-1620 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ira Childress 

Childress 

Ira 

NCAA 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 

3~7.9~7.6970 

ichildress@ncaa.org 

Ncaa 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Holly Tariq 

Tariq 

Holly 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(212) 665-5992 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: Lincoln V. Lewis 

Last Name: Lewis 

Middle Name: V. 

First Name:    Lincoln 

Home Address: 

Business (434) 295-6556 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Ivl2s@Virginia.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Renee Brown 

Brown 

Renee 

WN BA 

Business 

Phone: 

(212) 407-8844 

E-mail: rbrown@wnba.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

LaFon Porter 

Porter 

LaFon 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Andrea Fant Hobbs 

Last Name: Fant Hobbs 

First Name: Andrea 

Company: Verizon 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: 

’~Ann-drea" & Brad Hobbs 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sandra Glasson 

Glasson 

Sandra 

Glasson Sports Med 

1000 First Colonial Road Virginia Beach, VA 23454 United States of America 

Other Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

OWASA OWASA 

OWASA 

OWASA 

Business 

Phone: 

919-968-4421 

05622230-221178 
Draft 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Audra Smith 

Smith 

Audra 

Uva UAB 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: John & Greta Peoples 

Last Name: Peoples 

First Name: John & Greta 

Business 

Address: 

Business (410) 332-4562 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Fax Number: (410) 203-9018 

GL fax - 410.332.4537 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Warren Thompson 

Thompson 

Warren 

UVA 

E-mail: wthompson@thompsonhospitality.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Anne Donovan 

Donovan 

Anne 

Ny liberty wnba 

Business 

Phone: 

212.564.9622 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Montel & Karen Macintosh Hill 

Hill 

Montel & Karen Macintosh 

MD 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 625-9080 

(410) 625-2832 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dargeelyn Loftin 

Loftin 

Dargeelyn 

Baldwin Group, The 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-maih 

http://www.tbgroupconsultants.com 

.~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Batesconsulting@Att. Net 

Net 

Batesconsulting@Att. 

E-mail: batesconsulting@att.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nichole Nikki Gross 

Gross 

Nichole Nikki 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Leonard Moore 

Moore 

Leonard 

University of Texas 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lyn Brown 

Brown 

Lyn 

Grant Thornton 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 244-3265 



Full Name: Michelle Castle 

Last Name: Castle 

First Name: Michelle 

Company: Isageinix 

Business (866) 595-4368 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Pete M, Mangione 

Last Name: Mangione 

Middle Name: M. 

First Name: Pete 

Company: Turf Valley Resort 

Business 

Address: 

2700 Turf Valley Road Ellicott City, MD 21042 

Business (410) 423-0826 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 410.465.9282 

E-mail: petermangione@turfvalley.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Cynthia Alexander 

Alexander 

Cynthia 

Wells Fargo 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 997-6966 

f-410.576.9395 

E-mail: calexander@amskyline.com 



Full Name: Renee Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Renee 

Company: AMEX 

Business (212) 640-3811 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carolyn Turner 

Turner 

Carolyn 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(202) 969-7100 

E-mail: carolyn.turner@xmradio.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jim Ganther 

Ganther 

Jim 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Herberta Jones 

Jones 

Herberta 

West & Southern 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone 

800.436.8283 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Marcia Richardson 

Richardson 

Marcia 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Chip Chip 

Chip 

Chip 

Kemco 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kathy Shoemaker 

Shoemaker 

Kathy 

Unc 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Liz Munoz 

Munoz 

Liz 

Otto Caps 

Business 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(800) 826-8903 x 1163 

(800) 329-6886 

http://www.ottocaps.com 

mail@ottocap.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Pat Myers 

Myers 

Pat 

Pru 

35 Robinson St. Teaneck, NJ 07666 

Business 

Phone: 

(973) 716-2896 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Thomas Hammer 

Hammer 

Thomas 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Edwin Gaskin 

Gaskin 

Edwin 

Met Life 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(301) 474-0801 x 29 

(240) 337-0069 

E-mail: ~erols.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dena Evans 

Evans 

Dena 

Point Guard College 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(866) 784-8273 

http://www.pointguardcollege.com 

~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Roslyn Singleton 

Singleton 

Roslyn 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih fitmoves 



Full Name: Tito Goodrum 

Last Name: Goodrum 

First Name: Tito 

Company: My Golf Pro 

Business (410) 655=3770 

Phone: 

Fax Number: (410) 655-7264 

E-mail: mygolfpro9@aol.com 



Full Name: Kimberly Ford 

Last Name: Ford 

First Name: Kimberly 

Company: NCAA 

Business 317-917-6360 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: kford@ncaa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ed Shields 

Shields 

Ed 

UNC - EXSS 

CB# 8700, 202 Fetzer Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(919) 962-3351 

E-mail: shields@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corrina wallace Verizon 

Verizon 

Corrina wallace 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 594-8734 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: Jackie McNair Chadwick 

Last Name: McNair Chadwick 

First Name: Jackie 

Company: Z Phi 

Business 

Address: 

Business w-410.724.3024 

Phone: 

Home Phone: h. 

E-mail: @netscape.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Charlie Gigante 

Gigante 

Charlie 

United Solutions Alliance 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(800) 430-2641 

http://usa1991.com/ 

cgigante@usa 1991.com 

sharon 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: Dawn Kemp 

Last Name: Kemp 

First Name: Dawn 

Company: UMUC Zeta 

Business (240) 582-2752 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 

Lamda Gamma Zeta 

Lamda Gamma Zeta 

_~yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: h- 

Mobile Phone: 

~aughter 



Full Name: Tanzania Williams 

Last Name: Williams 

First Name: Tanzania 

Company: UVA Basketball 

Business (434) 982-5800 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: tw3v@cgatepro-4.mail.virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Graham Leveston 

Leveston 

Graham 

Nike Golf 

Business 

Phone: 

(860) 677-1190 

E-mail: graham.leveston@nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Todd White 

White 

Todd 

SharperSports 

Business 

Phone: 

(301) 608-1594 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Emergency 

Emergency 

Mobile Phone: 112 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~verizon.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

James Spurling 

Spurling 

James 

UNC 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Spice Spice street 

Spice street 

Spice 

City Kitchen 

Business 

Phone: 

919-928-8200 

Restaurant 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Helen Lee 

Lee 

Helen 

Green, The 

Business 

Phone: 

(212) 629-4930 

E-mail: hlee@thegreenmagazine.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Linda Bowie 

Bowie 

Linda 

Coppin State University 

Coppin State University 2500 West North Avenue Baltimore, MD 21216-3698 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

(410) 951-3000 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lawrence Coleman 

Coleman 

Lawrence 

St. Augustine’s 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 516-4202 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: Glenn Dale Golf 

Last Name: Golf 

Middle Name: Dale 

First Name: Glenn 

Business 

Address: 

11501 Old Prospect Hill Road Glenn Dale, Maryland 20769 United States of America 

Business (301) 262-1166 

Phone: 

Pam Jasper, daughter Michelle 
Troy Beck - Director of Golf 

Marianne Geist 



Fuji Name: Ara Parker 

Last Name: Parker 

First Name: Ara 

Company: Geico 

Business 240-501-6831 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: aparker@aparkerlaw.com 

Ara Parker 
Parker Law office, LLC 
6507 Old Branch Avenue 
Sui te B-1 
Temple Hills, MD 20748 

(240) 838-3961 (office) 
(240) 334-4799 (fax) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Vernon Marrow 

Marrow 

Vernon 

2624 Lord Baltimore Drive Suite C Baltimore, MD United States of America 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: 

Eri c Nil:chell 

~aol.com 

- 678.428.3000 770.487.0091 h= 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rosetta Stone 

Stone 

Rosetta 

Business 

Phone: 

Web Page: 

(877) 223-9763 

www.support.rosettastone.com 

RslO .... 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Gail Williams 

Williams 

Gall 

Tidal Wave 

7060 Melting Shadows Lane Columbia, MD 21045 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(410) 381-1293 

htt p://kineticwavellc.co m/ 

@verizon.net 

Ki neti c 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Janice Tippett 

Tippett 

Janice 

Millenium 

E-mail: jtippett@ mm4solutions.com 



Full Name: Summer McKesson 

Last Name: McKesson 

First Name: Summer 

Company: WBCA 

Business (770) 279-8027 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: smckesson@wbca.org 

Friday, sep*cernber 17, 2010 10:46 AM: 
X 1J~2 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: ECU 

Home Phone: 

UNC student 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Middle Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @yahoo.tom 



Full Name: Donna Banks 

Last Name: Banks 

First Name: Donna 

Business 

Address: 

United States of America 

Home Address: 

Business (703) 390-4921 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih donna.shipp@valueoptions,com 



Full Name: Davis Whitfield 

Last Name: Whitfield 

First Name: Davis 

Company: NCHSAA 

Business (9:19) 962-2345 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: davis@nchsaa.org 

AssOc. Pepper 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: Phi Beta 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @cablespeed.com 

Phi Beta Sigma 



Full Name: Brad Hecker 

Last Name: Hecker 

First Name: Brad 

Company: ACC 

Business 336,854.8787 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: bhecker@theacc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Teresa Bryce 

Bryce 

Teresa 

Nexstar 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(314) 213-1708 

E-mail: tbryce@nexstarhome.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Billy Hawkins 

Hawkins 

Billy 

University of Georgia 

367 Ramsey Student Center University of Georgia Athens, GA 30683 United States of America 

Business 706-542-4427 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih bhawk@uga.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Linda Smith 

Smith 

Linda 

Town of Cary 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 380-2765 

E-mail: Linda.Smith@TownofCary.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC BSM 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lynn Levy 

Levy 

Lynn 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

Web Page: 

E-mail: 

(410) 653-9025 

htt p://www.i-investigate.com 

@aol.com 



Full Name: Ebonee Price 

Last Name: Price 

First Name: Ebonee 

Company: Executive Office of the Mayor 

Home Address: John A. Wilson Building 1350 Pennsylvania Suite #327 Office: Washington, DC 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: ebonee.price@dc.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lillian cap jazz Lillian 

Lillian 

Lillian cap jazz 

Cap jazz 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Jonathan Wilson, II 

Wilson, II 

Jonathan 

Whole 9 Golfe 

P.O. Box 2017 Apopka, FL 32703-2017 

Business 800.969,7207 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 407.814.9969 

E-maih @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Michelle Myla Spencer 

Last Name: Spencer 

First Name: Michelle Myla 

Company: Uva 

Business 

Address: 

Business (410) 218-4846 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: myla ( michelle 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: Pat White Thomas 

Last Name: White Thomas 

First Name: Pat 

Business (410) 542-5316 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Lisa Squirewell 

Last Name: Squirewell 

First Name: Lisa 

Company: UPS 

Business (9:19) 850-:1327 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 

-Irwin school 
crew - Rowing 

School of Visual Arts (NY) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Dollie Walker 

Walker 

Dollie 

NPBC 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Rosilyn Houston 

Houston 

Rosilyn 

TD Jakes Enterp 

5787 Hampton Rd ste 445 Dallas, TX 75232 

Business 

Phone: 

(214) 337-4100 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Whiskey Creek 

Creek 

Whiskey 

Business 

Phone: 

(301) 694-2900 



Full Name: Mark Dorsey 

Last Name: Dorsey 

First Name: Mark 

Fax Number: f-800.825.9604 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~med.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

WillieJordan 

Jordan 

Willie 

USAF 

Deployment Technician ANGRC DSN 278-7587 COMM 301-836-7587 Andrews AFB, MD United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

(301) 836-7587 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Ivory Latta 

Latta 

Ivory 

Atlanta WNBA 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: _~yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Brian Purin 

Purin 

Brian 

Broad Run Golfer’s Club 

1520 Tattersall Way West Chester, PA 19380 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(610) 738-4410 

(610) 738-4412 

E-mail: bpurin@eaglgolf.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Tora Suber 

Suber 

Tora 

40 Caryl Avenue Apt. 2F Yonkers, NY 10705 United States of America 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Phil Hayes 

Hayes 

Phil 

Alpha HOCO 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ~aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Company: 

Enterprise 

Enterprise 

Enterprise 

Business 

Phone: 

410.799.0975 410.290.7355 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Damon Hughes 

Hughes 

Damon 

Infrastructure 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @comcast,net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Sherie Cornish 

Cornish 

Sherie 

Norfolk State University 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: scornish@ meghanpulsfoundation.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Brian Casey 

Casey 

Brian 

American Funds 

Business 

Phone: 

(800) 421-9900 x31970 

patti stevenson 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Home Address: 

Business 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(410) 685=8813 

(410) 662=1698 

E-mail: @aol.com 

home fax - 



Full Name: Lillian Debaptiste 

Last Name: Debaptiste 

First Name: Lillian 

Business 

Address: 

worthington & miner sts west chester, pa 19382 

Business 610.696.4812 

Phone: 

Fax Number: (610) 429-1422 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Michelle Spencer 

Spencer 

Michelle 

UVA 

Home Address: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Heather Troudt 

Troudt 

Heather 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(434) 982-5555 

(434) 982-5025 

E-mail: hlt2u@virginia.edu 



Full Name: Mike Russell 

Last Name: Russell 

First Name: Mike 

Company: UVA 

Business 404,330.0827 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @ corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Bill Rhoden 

Rhoden 

Bill 

NYTimes 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @vzw. blackberry, net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Voicemail 

Voicemail 

Business 

Phone: 



Full Name: Phitsamay "Sam " Ghoddoussi 

Last Name: Ghoddoussi 

Middle Name: "Sam " 

First Name: Phitsamay 

Company: McClintock and Associates 

Business 

Address: 

5850 Fayetteville Rd Suite 203 Durham, NC 27713 United States of America 

Business 919-484-4822 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 919-806-8706 

E-mail: sam @mcclintockinsuranceagency.com 

Erie Insurance 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Bill Pitt 

Pitt 

Bill 

Bermuda 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: Yvette Sadler Butler 

Last Name: Butler 

Middle Name: Sadler 

First Name:    Yvette 

E-mail: yvette_butler@ml.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Capella Capella supprt 

Capella supprt 

Capella 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jeanne Holmes 

Holmes 

Jeanne 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: Jeanne.Holmes@SunTrust.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Aprille Shaffer 

Shaffer 

Aprille 

State Farm 

1729 Kensington Drive Charlotte, NC 28205 United States of America 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

Fax Number: 

(704) 549-9711 

707-549-9984 

E-mail: aprille.shaffer.c568@statefarm.com 

704.549.9712 wk 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Ashley McCullen 

McCullen 

Ashley 

UNC Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall ~ CB 8700 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 ~ USA 

Business 919.962.2022 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih amcculle@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 9/28/2011: 
company: UNC chapel Hill UNC 

Job Title: student services Assistant EXSS Assistant 
Department: Exercise & Sport Science 

office Location: 209 Fetzer Hall 
Business Fax: (919) 962-0489 
Business Address street: 209 Fetzer Hall $ CB 8700 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: D 

Details updated 11/26/2013: 
Job Title: HR Specialist Student Services Assistant 

27599-8700 $ USA 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jim Pedigo 

Pedigo 

Jim 

Business 

Phone: 

407.333.3330 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brandon Install 

Install 

Brandon 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Don Wilson 

Wilson 

Don 

Vikings 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: Donald.Wilson@LibertyM utual.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Adrienne Johnson 

Johnson 

Adrienne 

Coca-Cola 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: EXSS Undergrad list 

Last Name: list 

Middle Name: Undergrad 

First Name: EXS$ 

E-mail: undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 



Subject: Caucus April Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our final monthly meeting is tomorrow Wednesday, April 9 at 12:00 p.m. We will meet in the Union 3209. Our 

agenda is filled; I hope to see you there. 

Remember, the 40th Anniversary event is Friday, May 16 at 6:00 p.m. (Friday Center) We have a wonderful evening planned 

for members and guests. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the roo~: is deep, ~:here is no reason to fear the wind." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Swofford, John <jswofford@theacc.org~ 

Wednesday,            1:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: AI,S Thank YOU! 

Congratulations to you, Debbie, on a very successful event! It was well done and well organized in every respect, as well as well attended! All the best, John 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, .          :t:2~. PM 
To:      @uncg.edu;                          Swofford, 3ohn; 
noralynn_finch@ncsu.edu; ............. @ncat.edu 

Subject; ALS Thank YOU! 

Hi. A vetT sincere ’thank you’ £1~r your participation in the Athletic Leadership Symposium. I know your 

inspirational to all. The feedback from the evaluation fonns was o~tstanding. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best wishes and continued suceess, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise anti Sport Science 

315 Woollen CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ctst roman(?~email.ut~c, e clu 

http:/’/www.unc.eclu/’depts/exercise/’sport actministration 

matt,brown@greensboro-nc.gov; 

me is veo" valuable; your presence and insight were 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:24 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Children... In The End... SUCCESS! 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for the yew nice email with the unbelievably kind ~vords! And 
again thank you so much for teaching me about obtaining a sponsor this past 
semester Definitely a skill I plan to utilize in the t)ture. I feel just 
as blessed for meeting you, and look forward to working together for the 
lose the shoes event : (I already know- a t?~v people excited 
about the idea) 

ENoy the rest of your break! Wow does time fly! 

tOn Sat,          13:59:40 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 
>       [~hank you [’or your update                              but am 
> joyous that you were able to accomplish your financial objective¯ You 
have 
> a very altruistic spirit and wonderful personality I know you will 
> continue to set goals and make a difference for many. I am blessed to 
have 
> met you and share life experiences¯ 
> 

> Enjny the rest of your break and I look forward to seeing you soont 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Happy Holiday Season! Share a smile. 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 

Children... In The End... 

despite the rain, I summited the 

as an acclimatization climb in preparation for 

> nose and ears never stop growing. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From ~email.~mc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday: 3:37 PM 
> To: ~comcast.net: ~aol.com; ~gmail.com; 
> @eraaihunc.edu; @nyu.edu; ~graail.com; 
> ~gmail.com @comcast.net ~gmail.com; 
; ~frii.com; ~rochester.edu; ~,aol.com; 
; ~eraail.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com ~gmail.com; 
> @gmaihcom ~msn.corn ~comcast.net; 
> ~i~’ahoo.com; ~comcast.nel ~u.rochester.edu; 
> ~ ~cmail.unc. edu; ~mail. amc.edu; 
;" ~emaihunc.edu; ~mindspring.com ~usc.edu; 
> ~comcast.net; ( ~colorado.edu; ~colorado.edu; 
;’- ~comcast.net; !duke.edu; ~triad.rr.com; 
~ @yahoo.cam ~email.unc.e& ~unc.edu; dstro@unc.edu 
> Subiect: 
SUCCESS! 
> 

> 

> Dear Friends and Family, 
> 

> On 
of 
> ¯ At 

> 1:20 p.m. that day, 40 minutes into our descent of the peak, I slipped on 
> some of the wet rock and mud 



> 

> the amazing success 
> that we have accomplished together for 
> community[ We have reached a goal so outstanding that it reached a figure 
> 200% above our initia[ target! Together we have raised the incredible 
> amount of $4,003.27[![ 
> 

> I am touched by the incredible generosity you have all shown for a 
> cotmnum~ that you knew nothing about! Your selflessness has allowed for 
> the Huama corcan~mit~- to begin to repair their damaged school, build two 
new 
> classrooms, buy new furniture for the school, and help pay for some of 
the 
> 221 students $3 a year school fee! Your moments of reaching into your 
> pockets and donating to our mission, whether it was $100 or $1, has 
allowed 
> for a conwnunit’y and their children to be further empowered. Your 
generosit~- 
> has allowed for a lifetime of education to be secured fi~r the students of 
> this town. By buying a $5 pair of sunglasses, or 
> donating online, or even just showing your verbal support, you have given 
> this conm~uni~ the chance to guarantee themselves a better future for 
> generations to corae. For all of this, all I can say is thank you! Thank 
you 
> fi~r trusting in our goal of creating a long term sustainable development 
> for a wonderful cor~wnunit’y! Thap2~: you for opening your healts for this 
> worthy cause! Thank you for being so incredibly generous!!! 
> 

> I have been humbled by the mountains of the Andes, but ruore importantly, 
I 
> have truly been hurabled by your generosity. For that I am forever 
grateful. 
> I have enjoyed every minute of our fundraising together! And I look 
forward 
> to the opportunity in the future where once again ~ve find a worthy cause 
> and create something spectacular. Until then I leave you with these 
words: 
> 

> "What ~ve are trying to do may just be a drop in the ocean, but the ocean 
> would be less because of that missing drop." - Mother Teresa 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 



From: @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, Februaw 1, 2010 5:07 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Update 

’][’hat’s great uews’. You should fo~-ward that Kevin. 

Your students ~xe so luck?, to have you! 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:               r@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Mon, Februa~/i, 20:~0 i::~6:33 PM 
Subject: FW: Update 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph¯D., CLU 
Explore. Engage¯ Empower¯ 

919¯843¯0336 
htt p://www¯u nc¯ed u/depts/exercise/sport_ad minist ration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Elephants can’t jump. Every other mammal can. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2010 3:32 PM 

To: ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
Subject: Update 

@wfnz.com] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been receiving the Carolina Sports Business Club’s emails still and it seems like you have been very busy with lots of exciting and fun stuff this year[ I just wanted to keep 
you updated on what I ended up doing about a job and everything after my internship with th~                was over. 

::Mobil~ 

¯ ~cbsradio.com 

~wfnz.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:24 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank You 

Dr.S~oman, 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for taking the time out 
of you bus?- schedule to write me a letter of recommendation for 
school " 

Thank you once again for all of your help not just in 
this process, but in all of my ventures and I look forward to maintaining 
contact with you in the future. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, ,5:52 PM 

][,ear, Darcy W <leax@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I,ynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reccomendation letters 

Dear Professors Lear and Stroman, 

I apologize for not contactin~ you all sooner with ul~dates about 
reccomendation letters 
to apply to 

Below is 
some of the things is looking for, however, all the letters will have 
similar focused. 

highes{ degree possible. Thank you :[’or your hard work, dedication to your 

teaching and your passmn to help students pursue their goals. 

Thank you, 

(;lass 

Recommendations 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday 1:43 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJaks 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope the semester has been going well for you and all of your students. I ~vanted to send you another thanks for writing my recommendation letter last 
Fortunately I did get the scholarship, and at this point just waiting for the award to be sent! 

Also, I really do appreciate your positive attitude towards all of us as students and leaders of the Sports Business Club. Sometimes it is hard figuring out what are the next best steps to take 
in life and you have definitely provided us with COlffidence! 

Hope to see you this evening, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: requesting letter ofmccomendation 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for all your support and inspiration the past couple of years. If you ever need anything else from me please let me know. Have a groat week. 

thanks, 

On Wed, 

Hi I will assis~ you a~ you co*~tinue to move 

I ~*ope you m’e doh~g wall and still m&ing a dilt~re~cet 

Go } ~reJs, 

9i9.E43.0336 

https/’iwww.unc,edu idepvs/exercise/sport administration 

at 6:00 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: @gmail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 AM 
T~: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: requesting letter ofreccomendation 

Hi Dr. Stmman, 

I hope you have been doing well and I am writing to formally request a letter of recommendation from you. I have attached my resume as well as a timeline and 
instructions on how to submit your letter to      . Also, if you have a time I ~nt you an email last night to fill out a an evaluation survey when you have time. I 
would greatly appreciate your help in assisting me pursue my aspiration to become a Thank you for all your help and if you ever need my help please let me 
know. 



From: @googlemail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 

To: Stromm~, Detx~raJ~ Lym~ <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Subjet’t: Resume and cover letter 

A~tacl~: ;resum~ [1].docx; ;coverletter .docx 

@googlemail.com> 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you again for meeting with me laser week! Thanks to your call, I was able to meet with 

¯ I interviewed with him and actually s~arted on Monday. I have attached my resume and cover letter - both hm~e been reviewed by Jeff Sackaxoff at 
University Caxeer Services. I have also caJled             and received the information I need from her. I ~un only waiting on to look over Appendices B and 

C (he is traveling with the rerun to Florida State), and I will submit tho~ to you as ~on as he has a chance to sit down with me. I will try to bring a haxd copy of the 

resume/cover letter to you during your ottice hours. 

I don’t think there will be much of a grace/growing period - I already 

knowledgeable s~afl~ Thank you again. 

t on Monday! I’m excited to be working under such a 

Since~eb; 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Secenario Jones (CLT) <Secenario.Jones@lashgronp.com> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 2:31 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Community Leaders Emp.~werment Summit 

You did an outstanding job on the workforce panel. I want to tell you that the panel was beyond FANTASTIC and probably the most WELL RECEIVED at the event. You were personable, 

informative, gracious, powerful, engaging and much, much more. Your rema rks were also extremely timely. Congratulations on being one of the most inspiring and enjoyable panelist at 

the summit! I have been commenting about how much I enjoyed your remarks, how I particularly appreciated your insight into communications issues, and the ABe’s. "A good leader 

inspires people to have confidence in the leader, a GREAT leader inspires people to have confidence in themselves." Since the summit I have been proactively looking for a sponsor,....I 

a ppla ud everything that you do for your sorority and thank you for your commitment to empower others. Thank you for being a beacon of light ...... and I looking forward to hearing you 

speak again soon. 

Kind Regards, 

Program Manager 

Lash Group 

AmerisourceBergen Specialty Group 

Corporate Center Five 

3735 Glen Lake Dr 4th Floor 

Charlotte, NC 28208 

Phone (704) 357-3071 ext 5215 

Fax (704) 357-0036 

http://www.lashgroup corn 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE. This electronic mail transmission may contain privileged ancFor confidential intbrmation and is intended only tbr the review of the 

part-:" to whom it is addressed. If you have received this translnission in enor, please imlnediately return it to the sender, delete it and destroy it without reading it. 

Unintended transmission shrill not confftitute the waiver of the attorney-client or a~y other privilege 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:23 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Thank You 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is ~ and I attended your session about EXSS at Explore Carolina on Monday~ I thoroughly e~joyed learning about all the 

opIx~mnities that Carolina has and specific information about the department. I hax~e decided to attend Carolina in and I plan to join the EXSS department. 

Thank you so much ~br taking time out of your day to talk to us. I hope you have a great day and I cannot wait to see you in the 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.cam> 

Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommendalion- 

Dr. StromatL 
Thank you for following me. I caaft waAt to s~st this ne~joumey in ~ny life. Thank yon so much for doing this for me. I appleciate it ~no~e than you know. 

Thanks again, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 1:31 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(t~unc~edu~~ wrote: 

Hi         Great to hear from you! I have kept up with you through the intemet and 

t still have your pic:tur~:_~ up ~t~ my 

Congrsts on your seH:-reflaction and li[:e journey. You are very speds~ and wUI be s Messing to young people, Things are crazy right now as 

starts on Tuesday. I will try Lo complete the recommendation w~tNn 48 hours. 

Continued success, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stronvm> Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0336 
<:image001.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

1:48 PM 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~ working ~ogether can chmLge the world. 

@yahoo.com] 

Subject: Fwd: Letter of Recommendation- 

Dr. Stroman, 

Wow! It’s been a while. How are you? My life has been very busy and crazy for the past year. 

I was just offered and I accepted a                                                                              . I was so excited for this 

opportunity because continuing my education is so important to me. I have ran into some problems with the application process because my GPA 

wasn’t the greatest during my undergraduate career. I have to appeal my GPA and they asked me to get additional recommendation letters to vouch 

for my academic abilities and you were the first person I thought of. There is a form that is attached. If you could fill it out and send it to 

as soon as possible. Thank you so much. And I look forward to catching up with you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: 10:51:42 AM CDT 

To: 

Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

edu> 

@yahoo.corn> 

Hi 

Here is the form that can be used for your additional recommendations. 

Thanks, 

Admk~;sions Records Coordinator, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Class 

Just wanted to touch base with you. I had my meeting with         yesterday and I got the internship! I’m so excited and I can’t thank you enough. I stopped by 

your office today but you weren’t in. I’ll try again tomorrow. Thanks ag~n Dr. Stroman’. 

On Sep 5, 2012 4:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Please call today! t j~st spok~:_~ with him, 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Str(~man, P[~,D. CLtJ 

919.843.0336 

woman can make a difference 

women working together can change {he world." 

From:                          @clmaii.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:34 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 

No ma’am. I was not able to find his number anywhere. I called the athletic department and was put on hold for thilW, minutes and nothing happened., his number 

wasn’t in tim campus directou so I didn’t have his personal number to contact him our his extension number. If you know his extension I would be happy to call him 

my self so I can show the initiative and I know that would be better for me 

On Sep 4, 2012 6:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@anc.edu> wrote: 

Hi No~ that will not qualify. I will reach out to again. You DID leave at least two voice me~sages, correct? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qgN~, gxptore. ~’mpower, 

919.843.0336 

’©he womm~ can make a difference 

women working together can change the world." 

From:                          @clmaii.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:10 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 

Hello Dr.StrommL I havefft had any luck contacting I’ve tried emailing him numerous times but cannot locate a number tbr him... However, I mW be 

working rerun... Would that be qualify tbr the class? 



On Aug 30, 2012 1:45 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Be persistent, You must learn 1o pick up the photle and ieave messages too! ;) He is swamped and like most ieaders ---they wiit pay attetldotl to repeated 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL!3 

E~NcN~. Exptor~:~, Empower’, 

91%843.0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~t 

women working togeiher can change the worl&" 

From:                          @gmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday, Augdst 30, 20:t2 2:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sul~jeCt: Re: Internship Class 

Hey Dr. Stroman, I still haven’t heard from         I emailed him yesterday axed he did not respond yet. I didn’t know if he isj ust really busy with the upcoming 

game this Saturday. I was just curious as to if you had any more intbrmation on it or have heard an.5¢hing fi-om him. Thank you 

On Tue, Aug 28, 2012 at 12:47 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

I know you won’t. ;} 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe, ~:~t:~,lore, Ernt:~,ow~n 

919.84:3.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:34 PM 

’©no woman can make a difference but 

women working Iogether can change the world." 

@gmail.com] 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 

Thank you so much lbr this opportunity. I won’t let you or myself down. Thanks again! 

On Aug 28, 2012 12:19 PM, Stro,nan Deborah L .dstro,@unc.eda wrote: 

Hi should be in touch with you. Go to ’�our first meeting dressed pro[essionalty. Be ready to go to work and represenL [XSS! Have fun 



~od learn as r~lt~ctl 85 "gOU carl 

Remember to take Appendices g & C with you~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together car~. char~ge the world." 

From:                          @gmail,com] 
Sent: Monciay, Aug~s~ 27, 2012 11:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 

Hello Dr. Stroma~ just wanted to check in with you... I have sent an email to the       requesting info about an internship and one to the 

but haven’t hea~rd an~hing back from either one yet... What do you advis~ I do about the class’? I have to have 15 hrs this semester to graduate next may so if I 

cafft work this out I roll have to sign up for an alternative class. Thanks’. 

On A ug 15, 2012 6:51 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks again 

On Aug 15, 2012 6:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Great[ I wifl see yoa then. Woollen 315 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One woman cm~ make a differm~ce but 

wome~ working Iogether can change 1he world." 

From:                          .@gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August ~5, 20~2 6:50 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= RE: Internship Class 

Yes ~na’am I can... I can meet you Wedne~ay at 10 if you can.. Thm~ you Dr. Stroman 

On Aug 15, 2012 6:24 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstm@unc.ed~ wrote: 

HI ~ . Let’s meet next week so I better understand your career ~nter’ests~ I teach MWF at 9:00 a.rn. Are you available on Wednesday between I0:00 and 12:007 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 



919.843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

~,omen working togeiher c;m ch;mge tt~e worldo" 

From:                         @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 20.t2 6:.t8 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Internship Class 

Hello Professor Stroman, This is     . I have tried to find some internships but haven’t had any luck thus far. I am waiting to hear back from a couple but I just wanted to 
let you know that I was still interested in the Internship class you introduced to us last spring. If you could help me find one and I could sign up for the class it would be 
greatly appreciated. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 9:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter of Recommendation 

Resume #5.docx 

Hi Dr.Stroman, 

I hope everything is going well and you had a nice            I am writing because I am in the process of applying to the ~ 
and would like for you to write a letter of recommendation on my behalf. 

The deadline for application is             but I would like to get my application materials together before 
Recommendation, I would greatly appreciate it. I have also attached a copy of my resume. 

you could please write me a Letter of 

Thankyou, 

UNC 



From: 

Sent: Monday- 2:14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank You 

~(}students,ecu,edu> 

Good afternoon, 

I wanted to take the opportunity to thank you once again for taking the time to write my letter of recommendation for 
completed my 
and contribution, 

Thank you, 

I am pleased to announce that I have 
It would not have been possible if not for you time 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you Dr. Stromm~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have come by your office a number of times the past couple of weeks but I can’t seem to stop in while you are there! I would prefer to tell you this information in person but 
because I’ve been unable to do so I am writing you this email. 

So, without further ado I would like to inform you that I have been accepted to the program! 
I have accepted the offer and I will start 

I wanted to truly thank you for helping me accomplish this goal. I greatly appreciate you writing a letter of recommendation for me and I have no doubt that it was extremely 
beneficial to my application. I also would like to thank you for taking the time to speak with me multiple times this year about my options for next year and helping me make my 
decision. I am very grateful to have had a professor as outgoing as you and I can’t thank you enough. 

I hope that your semester is going well and I look forward to seeing you soon. Thank you again! 

Best, 

C: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Recommendation Letter - due Maxch 7th 

,resume2013.doc 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Below you wil[ find my persona[ statement concermng the three most valued assets about myself. I have also attached a copy of my resum~ to aid you in writing my recon~nendation letter 
which is due on ~[hursday, March 7th. I can pick it up from you whenever you’re done, just send me an email or text Thank you for your help, I greatly appreciate you beyond what words 
could explain :) 

I hope you have a wonder fu[ weekend, 

B.A. Exercise and Sports Science; Coramm~ication Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monda?, 9:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Graduate School Update 

Good mornin!! 

I hope this email finds you well. I just wanted to let you know that I have decided to eraoil in                                                 t program in the 

Thank you so much for your letters of recommendations, words of encouragement, and consis~tent support over the last few yeaxs. I appreciate evelything! 

Best, 

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Chapel Hill Incubator Manager On-Campus Interview- -Tuesday, 5 March, 8:00 A.M. 

Thanks Deborah for your help with this process. It was so great to work with you. You are one of the treasures of Chapel Hill. 

All the best, 

Ted 

Ted D Zoller PhD 

Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

Associate Professor 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Fellow, 

Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 

zoller@unc.edu 

919.962.3103 p 

m 

Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Men, 18 Mar 2013 19:55:56 +0000 

To: "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-flag]_e___r_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__>, "Spivey, Kay Tilley" <~[£a-~y----s-~-~-v---e-~--@-~--~-e-~-n-~-a---q~-f-[-a-~g)~-e-~-r~---u--n---c-:~-e-~-d-~-u-.>~ "Cone, Judith" <La___c__o___n___e____@__.___e__n__!_a__[!:_9__n__c__:_e___d___u__>, Mary 

Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, "bobby@downtownchapelhill.com" <bobby@downtownchapelhill.com>, Jim Kitchen <jim@jimkitchen.org>, Ronald Ilinitch 

<ronsbtdc@email.unc.edu>, Ron Ilinitch <rilinitch@sbtdc.org> 

Subject: RE: Chapel Hill Incubator Manager On-Campus Interview .... Tuesday, 5 March, 8:00 A.M. 

Thanks for your lead~-_~rship! f know you ~re pleas~-_~d to now move on - lull speed ahe~d~ Let me know how I c~n fur[her ~ssis~:, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PkD~ CLU 

Eng’a~e, £kph~re, Empower, 

9~9.~&3.0336 

"You wit/never re~h your destination i/you stop ~nd throw stones at every do~ that barks." 
W. Churchill 

From= Zoller, Ted [ma~l~:Te~ Zo~er@kenan=flag~er.unc.~du] 
Sent= Honday, Harch ~8, 20~3 3:38 PH 
To= Spivey, Kay Tilley; Cone, ~udith; Napier, Hary E; ~_~y_@_~k~g~[~;_~£~[~]_[~;~[~; ~im Ki~hen; Stroman, Deborah L; ~lini~h, Ron C; ~lini~h, Ron 

Cc= Zoller, Ted 
Subject= Re: Chapel Hill ~ncubator Hanager On-Campus ~n~wiew-- -Tuesday, 5 Harch, 8:00 
Zmpo~ance= High 
Dear Search Committee, 
It is my pleasure to repo~ that 

Thank you for all that you did, and all that you will do to make the program a wild success! 
All the best, 
Ted 
Ted D. Zoller PhD 
Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 
Associate Professor 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Fellow, 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 
zo~er~unc, edu 
919962.3103 p 

m 
Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: "Spivey, Kay" <Kay Spivey@kenamfla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 25 Feb 20~3 ~8:58:26 -05~ 
To: "Cone, Judith" <~_~_~_~_O3~_~=~_E~:_~_~>, Mary Napier <O3~_pier@emaiLunc.edu>, ".~£_~_~Y_~_~_~_~_O~£~£E~_~_~_~:_~." <~Y_~_~£~_~_~_~_[~_~]_[:~_~_~3>, 

Jim Kitchen <~m@]~mkitchen.or~>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, Ronald Ilinitch <ronsbtdc@email.unc.edu>, Ron Ilinitch 

<r~linitch @sbtdc.or~> 

~c: "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-fia~er.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Chapel Hill Incubator Manager On-Campus Interview-          -Tuesday, 5 March, 8:00 A.M. 

~hank you a~ for respon~in~ to the meet~n~ ~urvey~ The fuji ~esrch committee will meet o~ ~E~y~[~;~‘~:~:~Z~)~[~z~‘ 

w~ g~ve a ten-m~nute presentation followed by a Q.&A, and then the search committee w~]~ deliberate. I’~] srranfie for Kensn Management to send v~s~tor 

parking permits to those of yo~ who w~l need them. Coffee w~l be avai]aMe, and F~ bring some treats. 

Your t~me ~nd advice during th~s process ~s gre~dy appredated~ 

W~rm regards, 

Kay 
K~y T. Spfvey 



Center for EntrepreneuHa~ 

CB#34400 Kenan Center 
University of North Caro~in~ at Chape~ 
Chape~ ~iU, North C~ro~in~ 275~9-3440 LISA 

Sh~pb~ Leaders, Dr~v~ 

~m= Spivey, Kay 
Se~t~ ~onday, ~brua~ 25, 20~3 8:~9 
To= ’Cone, ~udith’; Napier, Na~ (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Bobby Funk; ~im Kitchen; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science); ~lini~h, Ronald (SB~C KFBS Regional 
Svc CtO; ~linitch, Ron 
S~bjeCt~ UR6E~: Chapel Hill Incubator ~anager On-Campus ]n~iew 
~m~o~a~¢e~ High 

Hello, evervone~ h~ response to J~dith’s e-mall below, Vve provided a Hnk to Doodle, the meetin~ survey tool, so that we can schedule an on-cemp~s h~terv~ew 

, meuse f~l h~ ~~~~E~~~:~~~h~:~~. 

http:iidoodle.comipgdSubrdbScy2ne~ 
Thank 

Best re~ards, 

Kay 
Kay T. Sp~vey 

Kenanq:l~ler Busi~es~ Schoo~ 
CB~3440, Xenan Center 
University of North Caro~in~ at Chapel 

kay,sp~vey@unc.edu 
(919) 962-3t49 Phone 
(919) g62-g28~ 

F~m: Cone, Judith [ma[Ro:jacoDe@email,unc,edu] 
Se~t: Monday, Februa~ 25, 20~3 12:28 

To: Zo[[er, Ted; Napier, ~a~ (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Bobby Funk; ~[m Kikhen; Spivey, Kay; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); I[initch, Ronald (SB~C 
KFBS Regional Svc Ctr); Ilin[kh, Ron 
$ubj~tt Incubation Search 

Ted, J~n~ s~d [ ~mpromptu took      to breakfast just to see hk~ it1 another e~w~ronment. FoHowff~g d~at meeting, I asked if: d~e three of us m~ght see ff we coukt 

Lake     to breakfast the next day~ 

I recommend that we bring     in for an interview before we make the final decision. Thanks, Judith 

Judith C,:)ne i                 I Judith.cone@i;r!.::.edu 

htt#:/!innovate.unc.eduZ == twith~:--~:,~i;~: o,,’ate~;~< ~ facebo~k-- 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 9:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Notes 

The feeling is mutual. Thank you again for all that you do behind the scene that never get recognized. God bless and prayers are lifted and appreciated 

Sent from my iPhone 
Tracey Williams-Johnson 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball and 
Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 

On Feb 4, 2014, at 8:30 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks so much Tracey! You mean a lot to me, and I really respect ALL that 
you have done for WBB and for UNC WBB. I watch at the end when the teams 
shake hands and it seems 99% of the time you are hugging the opposing 
coach and/or player. That tells me that you are really well-respected and 
liked -- God Bless You! 

Contthue to keep me m prayer, and I will do the same for you. 

Thanks again for the Super Bowl hospitality. 

Hugs, 

D 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.8430336 

"How wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world. 
<http:/iwww wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-frank-1 .html>" -, Anne Frank 

On 2/3/14 6:50 PM, "Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" <tracey williams@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> I am so proud to be a member of the UNC Black Caucus. I love the 
>> statement that was presented on our behal[~ Thank you for all that you 
>> do Together and united we stand as a total body for UBC but divided we 
>> fall. God Bless, Tracey 
>> 

>> Sent front my iPhone 
>> Tracey Williams-Johnson 
>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> Women’s Basketball and 
>> Home of Naismith Hall of Fame Sylvia Hatchell 
>> 

>>> On Feb 3, 2014, at 4:34 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~mc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi Friends. A special thank you for the prayers, feedback, and support 
>>> for our CBC Statement. The response has been overwhelmingly positive. We 
>>> have heard frora students, akanni, BaT merabers, the Chancellor, senior 
>>> a&ninistrators, staff; and i~acul~. This document can hopefully be the 
>>> spark to initiate and/or continue the necessary dialogue and education 
>>> about power, privilege, and access at UNC. I will be intelwiewed 
>>> tomorrow at 7:06 a.m. on WCHL 97.9 FM 
>>> (~wzw.chapelboro.com<http:i/wv~v.chapelboro.com>). If anyone wishes to 
>>> also be interviewed as a representative of the Caucus in future media 
>>> requests, please let me know. I will refer your name and contact number. 
>>> ;) In addition, I was itfformed that a diverse student group has been 
>>> fornred to also share their voice in this regard. 

>>> Here are two examples of the feedback received: 

>>> 1. You don’t know me, I’m simply another humble alumnus of I_,~,~’C, but 
>>> I ~vanted to drop you a quick line to tell how incredibly impressed I am 
>>> with the statement of unity released by the Carolina Black Caucus Thank 
>>> you. We alumni stand umted behind you. #HeelForward 

>>> 2 Thank you, and thalg:S to all the members of the Caucus, for 
>>> writing and sending this statement. It is wise and true. I especially 
>>> appreciate the call to stand with students who have been Ulffairly 
>>> maligned. Our students have earned their place here. We should be glad 
>>> and grateful that they chose UNC. 



>>> Our February Monthly Meeting is Tuesday, the 12th at 12:00 pm 
>>> (Union TBD). Note: rfhe March meeting has been changed to March 5 (Change 
>>> fi~om March 12). 

>>> P[ease check out the Fall 2013 newsletber l~om the Department of 
>>> Afidcan, Afidcan American, and Diaspora Studies Share with your friends 
>>> and family[ 

>>> Quick Reminder Notes (see the 1.28.14 E-Newsletter): 

>>> 1. Historic Thousands on Jones St. People’s Assernbly Coalition 
>>> Saturday, February 8.3A MOVEMENT, not a Moment[2 - Each year, on the 
>>> 2nd Saturday, in February, at 9:00 a.m., thousands of HKonJ marchers 
>>> flood downtown Raleigh, NC where the 3HKonJ People’s Assembly2 convenes 
>>> and ultimately marches to the North Carolina General Assembly on Jones 
>>> Street. HKONJ STANDS TO PROTECT ~LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL.2 
>>> http :i/xvwav.hkoni. comJ 

>>> 2. ~Lil’t Every Voice: African-American _Music and Culture2 Sunday, 
>>> February 9 (Friday Center) An .M’ternoon with Louise Toppin and the UNC 
>>> Black Student Movement Gospel Choir. 
>>> http :iifiidas~c enter .unc. edu/t oppin/index.html 

>>> 3. aBlack & Blue Tour~ - Friday, February 21 3:00 p.m. The tom 
>>> is a walking tour of black history on campus. This free tour starts 
>>> inside Morehead Planetarium 

>>> htm ://wunc. or ~/l~ost/black-and-blue-tour-focuses-african-american-historv 

>>> 4. Celebrate our Black Athlete Pioneers! Mcn~s Basketball game vs. 
>>> Wake Forest on February 22 (12:00 p.m. Smith Center) will feature a 
>>> tribute to those men ~vho participated in Carolina Athletics and laid the 
>>> foundation of success on and off the court and field Be there! 
>>>http://v~vw.goheelscom/ViewArticle.dbml?DB GEM ID 3350&ATCL1D 209387018 

>>> 5 aGathering Honey: Stories of Black Southern Women YVho Love 
>>> Women~ Friday, February 28 (8:00 p.m. Stone Center) E. Patrick 
>>> Johnson is a scholar, artist, and activist, Johnson has performed 
>>> nationally and internationally and has published widely in the area of 
>>> race, gender, sexuality and performance.) 
>>> http ://processseries unc. eduievents/gathering-honev/ 

>>> 6.    Dr. Cornel West - Friday, February 28 (7:00 p.m. Memorial 
>>> Hall) Professor of philosophy and Christian practice at Union 
>>> Theological Seminary, West will discuss 3Then & Now: Race in the South~ 
>>> as part of a Martin Luther King, Jr. and Black History Month Bridge 
>>> program Before the speech, a unity dinner and discussion, aThen & No,v: 
>>> His Dream of Unity,2 starts at 5:00 pm. in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

>>> 7. The Annual Minority Health Conference (February 28 - Gillings 
>>> School of Global Public Health) was launched by the Minority Student 
>>> Caucus in 1977 and has been conducted nearly every year since then 
>>> Major objectives are to highlight health issues of concern to people of 
>>> color and to attract students interested in minority health to the 
>>> Schoo[. http://w~vw minority unc.edu/sph/minconl? 

>>> Staying prayerful, 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>>> 919843.0336 
>>> w*vw unc edu/cbc<http ://www.unc. edu/cbc> 
>>> #Heetgorward 

>>> aWhen the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind~ 
>>> [Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag] 

>>> <AAAD Linkages Fall 2013.pd]~> 
>>> <CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf:~ 
>>> <nnage003 jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Andrew Sfilwell 

image003.jpg; image004.jpg; image002jpg 

Thank you so much Dr. Stmman! 

I’ll be in touch with him. Can’t emphasis how great your class is. 

See you Thursday, 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 6:51 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(ebunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      Andrew will be a great contact for you. He and his Dad have a sport-related business. I think they are handling transportation for the 

event too. Reach out to him for work opportunities and other possible ticket options. 

Twitter- @stilwell 
a ndrewstilwell@ta rheelcommunications.com 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EnB~qe, Explore. Empower, 
<image002.ipg> 
9:l 9,843,0336 
<imageOO3.jpg> 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:04 PM 
To," Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Andrew Stilwell 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Before break you said I should contact you atx)ut Andrew Stilwell a~d US Open tickets. Just was reminding you. 

Tha~ks again lbr eve ,rything, 

] UNC Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Major I History Minor 

I Twitter: 
@live.unc.edu 

Website: 
"I’ve always believed that if you put in the work, results will come" (Michael Jordan) 







By Debby St~oman 

The color of spo~ts in the coaching ranks of the tradition-rich T~tlantic Coast 

Conference, although it seens an unlikely fairy tale, has garnered little attention or 

commentary. For the second consecutive year~ seven African-Americans are leading the 

charge of the men’s basketball programs at Boston College, Clemson, Florida State, 

Georgia Tech, Miami~ N.C. State and Virginia. 

With Sidney I,owe taking the helm last ~ea~on at N.C. State, the league now bo~st~ 

persons of color as he~d coaches at more th~n half of the 12 member institutions. Ai 

Skinner (Boston C~]lege, 11997), Paul Hewitt (Ge~rgia Tech, 2000), I,e~na~d Hami]t~n 

(Florida State, 2002), Gli~;er Pu~nell (Clenson, 2003), F~ank Haith (Hiami, 2004), and 

Dave Leitao (Virginia, 2005) reflect the courageous and bold actions of institutional and 

athletic leadership at [hese prominent unive~si[ies. 

As the country highlights the achievements of black Americans this month, it’s 

reaction to this particular athletic happening. This situation occurred not from protest, 

sit-ins, boycotts or strike. Leaders simply chose to survey the c_~achJn~ p_~ol to identify 

and hire the best person for the job. Ant not just any job, for ACC basketball 

competition Js fierce and not fo~ the faint _~f heart. Every game is under ~ micr_~sc_~pe, 

and all schools offer grea[ facilities, acadenics, financial support and rabid fans. 

Not surprisingly, these highly qualified and unique men were selected not because of the 

color of their skin but their ability [o coach young men to success on and off the court. 

This display of diversity in higher education is an inspiring tribute and representation 

of Martin Luther King Jr.’s vision of a society whereby all races can co-exist 

harmoniously. No longer are black coaches hired solely as ~closers" --the recruiting 

specialists to sn~g the urban pl~ye~ on signing day. Their ~bilJty t~ effectively m~na~e 

and tirect athletic policy in their respective programs helps reluce the invidious 

sport leader. 

Black coaches are now respected as game tacticians, recruiting strategists and program 

fcc~d~sack on player an~d prc@ram dcvc!opmcnt. Today, the black coach is now judged on his 

ability to win, graduate students and represent his university. 

In 2007, the ACC leadership identified the critical factors of success in a pioneering 

leadership examJn~ti_~n. The research f_~cused on the insights of the ~thletic dJrect_~rs, 

conference commissioners ~nd faculty ~thletJc representatives in terms of how best to 

devel_~p ~nd maintain league success. One _~f the essential reas_~ns identified ~s to why 

the league con[inues to enjoy profitability is its ability [o allow its leaders to lead. 

The empowerment of those in leadership to do their jobs without fear of micromanagement 

or pressure to hake %}e~:%;ehas~y_ decisions has allowed the ACC leadership to                                                                                           opera[e-~      in an 

environment free of misguided efforts to mandate sociological change. 

The seven black ACC coaches are a product of this unique leadership setting. 

As the second half of the competitive ACC season kicks into full gear, it would behoove 

us all t_~ p~use and consider the historical moment Jn which we live tod~y. A black N/an Js 

a serious contenier for the U.S. presidency ant another is the chairman of the board of 

America’s l~rgest media congl_~merate --Time Warner. The positive role models for y_~uth 

are present in politics, business and sports. With the spotlight now on the minority 

athlete shooting 3’s (net weapons) and providing <~merica an outlet from our daily grind 

this win[er season, let’s applaud and celebrate the ACC black coaches who ser~;e as [heir 

mentors and teachers. Hopefully, this monumental change in the racial makeup of 

intercollegiate sports serves as motivation to other leaders seeking to do the right 

thing and make King’s dream a reality. 

iPeipipy Stroma~l ~’s a~l assista~it lpiofess~o~l of sport ac~mi~l~stiat~o~l at t}~e ~.rni~£ers~ty of 

Abrth <Tarolina at Chapel N~i]l. 



Saturday, February 23, 2008 I0:O~ P~V~ 

5troman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc,edu> 

6o Stro! 

cartoon~gif 

Hey Deb, 
i[ found you! Ain’t Google great? Thi~ i~ greet 
We~ II talk ~oon, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday. FebruaD, 24, 2008 10:27 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.eduy- 

Proj ect Topic 

Dr. Stroman. 
Our core product is an athletic event. In this case, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, Februaw 24, 2008 12:26 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: group product 

Dr. Stroman, 

Group     product for the sports marketing project is 
See you tomolTow[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 24, 2008 4:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Marketing Prqiects 

Dr. Stroman, 

Our group has decided to choose for our sports 
marketing proiect. The members in our group are 

See you in 
class tomorro~v. 

Quoting dstroman@email unc edu: 

Hi. As per the guidelines, "Each team will select a sport product for 
the marketing plan Have one team member notify me of the selected 
spolt product before Friday, February 15, 2008 at 8:00 am" 

Please submit your sport product (email) no later than Monday, 
2.25.08 at 6:00 p.m. Each day the group is late, FIVE points will be 
deducted from the final grade. No exceptions. 

Let me know if you have an?’ questions 
Thank you 

I)r Stroman 

dstroman@em aiI.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email,unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februa~ 24, 2008 5:50 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Marketing Prqiects 

Dr. Stroman, 

Group product is 

Thanks, 

Quoting dstroman@email unc edu: 

Hi. As per the guidelines, "Each team will select a sport product for 
the marketing plan Have one team member notify me of the selected 
spolt product before Friday, Februaly 15, 2008 at 8:00 am" 

Please submit your sport product (email) no later than Monday, 
2.25.08 at 6:00 p.m. Each day the group is late, FIVE points will be 
deducted from the final grade. No exceptions. 

Let me know if you have any questions 
Thank you 

I)r Stroman 

dstroman@em aii.unc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februa~ 24, 2008 6:29 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Marketing Projects-Group 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Group 

Thanks, 

, product will be 

dstroman@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi As per the guidelines, "Each team will select a sport product for the marketing plan Have one team member notify me of the selected sport product before Friday, FebruaW 15, 2008 at 
:00 am." 

Please submit your sport product (email) no later than Monday, 2.25.08 at 6:00 p.m Each day the group is late, FI~,’E points ~vill be deducted from the final grade. No exceptions. 

Let me know if you have any questions 
Thank you 

I)r Stroman 

dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 

"Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of 
you Never excuse yourself" ---tIenry Ward Beecher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2008 1:45 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Marketing Group Product 

Group will be doing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2008 10:27 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Marketing Prqiects 

Hipro£ S~oman! 
I don’t knowifanyone ~om my group has emailed youyet, butwe would 
like to do for our marketing plan. See ya 
Wednesday! 

Quoting dstroman@email.unc.edu: 

Hi As per the guidelines, "Each team ~vill select a sport product for 
the marketing plan. Have one team member notify me of the selected 
sport product before Friday, Februa~z 15, 2008 at 8:00 a.m." 

Please submit your sport product (email) no later than Monday, 
225.08 at 6:00 pm Each day the group is late, FIVE points ~vill be 
deducted from the final grade No exceptions 

Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

dstroman@email.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edtc> 

Monday, Februao, 25, 2008 10:30 AM 

Ed Shields <shields@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lylm <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

spreadsheet 

candidate mnkings gpa gre.xls 

Here’s all the data. If you want to send me your railings to include (I 
posted mine) that’s fine. The * for ’ was feedback from the 
students -- 

See you tomorrow afternoon, 
Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Sport Administration Graduate Coordinator/Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 8605, Woollen Gym #309 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, February 25, 2008 2:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sl~rts Marketing Prqiect 

guess it would be hard to use 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

> Hi I would think you would need to be more specific. For example, what is 
> the mission statement ot 

Otherwise, redefine him as a product or use the 

Thanks ! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 
Sport Administration 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@em ai[.unc, edu 
> http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spor t administration/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (a>emai[.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 1:28 PM 

To: dstrom an@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Sports Marketing Project 

I)ear Dr. Stroman, 
My group and I were wondering if we could use 

, as our product ]2~r the sports marketing project. 
Otherwise we would like to use the as our product 
Thanks, 

Let me know asap. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2008 3:19 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Marketing Project 

Professor Stroman, 

This is 

project on 

representing the group which includes myself, 
We have decided to do our 

Please let me know if 
this is a possible project topic 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edit <edi@salempress.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2008 10:17 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RESPONSE: Oreat Athletes, Revised Edition Project 

Dear Dr. Stmman: 
Thank you for contacting us regarding the status of your articles. We look forward to receiving four sometime today, and the remaining tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Dana Garey 
Editorial Assistant 
Salem Press 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March 24, 2008 5:30 AM 
To: edit@salempress.com 
Subject: RE: RESPONSE: Great Athletes, Revised Edition Project 

tfi. I ,a,a~tI to kccp you MR, n mx-I of my progress. I have four ~rticlcs completed. I w~s just called into a f~cuhy meeting mM aftc~ my cl~sscs I should bc d~out 

t:o ~)~rw~td them to you. If it is ok:ay, I will send t:he other two tomorrow. P]e:ase advise. 

Thank you ~?)t: the consideration. 

D~. Debby Stroman 

UNC E~;S CB8605 

Sport Administration 

Chq~el Hill NC 27599 

9~9.843.0336 

dstroman(~emafl.unc.e du 

http~/7 ww~.unc.edu/depts, exercise/sport admMistration, mdex.htm 

From-" Edit [mailto:edit@salempress.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March 17, 2008 10:41 AM 
To; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RESPONSE: Great Athletes, Revised Edition Project 
Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Thank you for responding. We look forward to receiving your articles by Friday, Ma, ch 21. 

Sincerely, 

Dm~a Gm-ey 

Editorial Assis~mnt 

Salem Press 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 5:48 AM 
To; edit@salempress.com 
Subject; FVV: Great Athletes, Revised Edition Project 

Dr. I)ebby St~oman 

UNC E_~;S CB8605 

Sport Adrmnistration 

Chapel Hill, i’,rC 27599 

919.843.033 6 

dstroman(}~ email.u n c e du 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, March 14, 2008 1:08 PM 
To; ’edit@salempress.com’ 
Subject-" RE: Great Athletes, Revised Edition Project 
Thanks so much fbr ?’out contact. Lifb has becn a whMwind. I do plan on submitting before next Frid~qy, if possiblc. Plcasc advise. 
Respect t~ully, 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
U]:’(C EXSS CB8605 

Spo~t Administration 
Chapel 1: till, i"-7C 27599 
91%843.0336 

http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adrninistratior~ ,/in dex.h m~ 

From-" Edit [mailto:edit@salempress.com] 



Sent-" Wednesday, March :~2, 2008 5:56 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu;     ~dstroman~com 

Subject,¯ Great Athletes, Revised Edition Project 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Acco!ding to our records, we have not yet ~eceived your assignments t~a~ you agreed to provide 

for our ~eat Athletes, Re~-±se~ ~.d±~±~n project. The manuscript deadline was Friday, March 7, 

2008. 

Please contact us as soon as possible rega~dir~g the s%atus of your assigr~mer~ts. Ii we do ~ot 

hear from you by Monday, Harch 17, we will unfortunately be forced to cancel your contract and 

reassign your assigr~men~s to o~her contributors. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Garey 

SdJtoriai Assistant 

Salem Press 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:23 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Intemship 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just ~vanted to let you know that I got the internship I wanted for 
the stammer in       I wanted to tell you after class, but I was kind 
of out of it this morning. I am really excited about it, and I know the 
help you gave me with not only my resume, but also just way of 
approaching things positively influenced lny chances It’s good to know 
that there is someone that I can go to that actually helps out, rather 
than talking in circles 
I just wanted to let you kno~v, and say thank you again. 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

R Bmye ~emlhlink.nev~ 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 9:15 AM 

@earthlink.net 

Fw: Please sign up as an ODC Reviewer {br the 2009 Annual Conference and Call tbr Papers - MCD Cont~rence in Vienna 

MCD09 Call for Papers Final.pdf 

.... Original Message --- 

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2008 2:56 AM 
Subject: Please sign up as an ODC Reviewer for the 2009 Annual Conference and Call for Papers - MCD Conference in Vienna 

Greetings, 

On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Organization Development and Change Division I wanted to make you aware of two important announcements: 

Sign up as ODC Reviewer for the Annual Academy of Management conference (2009) 

It is that time of the year to sign up as a reviewer for the Academy of Management, ODC division. 

The time and effort that many of you have devoted to ODC as reviewers in the past is deeply appreciated - and we certainly don’t say that enough!! Review work is important!! 
It is the single biggest factor in guaranteeing a high quality program and the scholarly respect our division deserves. Last year, we had nearly 500 people sign up to be 
reviewers, and we would love to see that many this year! 
Please sign on as a ODC reviewer at the Academy of Management’s conference website: http:/Imeeting.aomonline.orgl20091 then click on "Become a Volunteer Reviewer" 
for more information. 
You may also go directly to the sign up area at http://review.aomonline.orq/aom.asp 
You will be asked a series of questions that is designed to help us assign you papers which match your interests. 
Note: Even if you have filled out the brief questionnaire in the past, you will need to do it again in order for us to match this year’s submissions to the appropriate reviewers. 
Reviewers should expect up to 3 papers from each division they agree to review for in the process. 

If you reviewed for ODC last year, THAN YOU AGAIN, and please sign up to review again. If you didn’t review for ODC last year, PLEASE sign up this year. 
Also, please note that paper and PDW submissions ale due on the same day this time, January 15, 2009. 

MCD 2009 Conference in Vienna, Call for Papers 

We would like to call your attention to the MCD 2009 Conference "The Changing Paradigm of Consulting. Adjusting to the Fast-Paced World" 
scheduled for June 1 lth - 13th 2009 in Vienna. Attached you will find the call for papers. 
You will find more detailed information on the conference homepage at http://wwwJff.ac.at/oe/mcd/ 
We are looking forward to your contributions and your visit in Vienna, 
Kind regards, 
Ralph Grossmann, Conference Chair 
Kurt Mayer, Conference Coordinator 
Mag. Kurt Mayer MSc. 
MCD 2009 Conference Coordinator 
Eric Goodman, Ph.D. 

No viruses found in this incoming message 

Scanned by iolo AntiVirus 1.5.3.5 

http ://www.iolo.com 



Academy of Management 
Management Consulting Division 

and 

IFF-Faculty for Interdisciplinary Studies at 
the University, of Klagenfurt, Vienna, Austria 

The Management Consulting Division (~ICD) invites researchers~ educators~ 

consulting practitioners and executives to join us in an exciting conference 

focusing on the client-consulting cooperation in Vienna, Austria on June 11- 

June 15, 2009. The conference w~H highlight key experiences from the 

practice o~ consuRfng, the most current academic research on consul- 

ting and new ways of teaching tonsuring. 

The program will consist of invited keynote speakers from the academic world, top executives from various indus- 

tries and the public sector, and international management consu~tantso There wil~ be panel discussions on topics 

re~ated to the ~heme of the conference as weJJ as pape~ and symposia p~esenta~ions sub-mitred by the participants. 

Proceedings w~l be pubJJshed wRh a~J the submissions accepLed for presentation at the conference. 

The conference will consist of a doctoral workshop on June 11, 2009 and a regular conference starting on June 

2009 in the afternoon and ending on June 13, 2009. 

Conference Theme a~d Topics: 

The dynamic g~obal business world is providing a wake-up caJJ and ~eachin9 a lesson these days to consultants, 

consulting firms and academics - to become mo~’e ~’elevant and real-time. 

Gone are studies based on fees billed on time consumed. 

Clients are pressing for more involvement in projects. 

The role of: consuRants is turning into facilitators and doers, not analys~so 

Consulting firms are diversifying into outsourcing and venture capital. 

The training of consultants no longer lies ~n ~BAs being hired with only funct~ona~ discipline training. 

Pressures for profess~on~ accredftatfon and h~gher ~eve~s of ~ntegr~ty are increasing. 

Lo~s o~: fall-out implications ~:or the ro~e of consultants0 the process of co ~su t ng~ the business model of: firms, the 

teaching of tonsuring and resea~’ch on consu~tingo These are just some of the changes and ~mp~fcatfons that wJil 

be d~scussed at ~he upcoming NICD conference in V~enna. 

We invite paper and symposia proposals that deal with a~ the aspect of the theme The ~ha~g ~afad[g~ of 



Some questions to stimulate your interest and promote the development of your ideas 

What shape does a paradigm exchange take? - What are the significant developments in the client industry and 

in the fie~d o~: management consulting? 

What influence does the economica~ crisis have on consulting f~rms? 

For which new topics ~n organ~zationa~ development do consultants have to f~nd solutions? For example: 

de-centralized ~eadersh~p structures, ~nternat~ona~ and mu~ticu~tura~ teams, strategy development ~n a g~oba~ 

context, cross cultura~ deve~opmeRts, consulting ~n emerging aRd fast growing markets, strategic a~liances and 

collaborations, public-private partnerships, and so on. 

Wh~t w~ be the ro~e of m~nagement consultants and which services w~l they p~’ov~de? Fo~" example: ~nteg~’at~ng 

bus~ness expertise, process developmen~ and containment, coaching key personalities, aRd how could these be 

~ntegrated? 

Wha~ co~sequences does this service portfolio have for the qualification of ~he consultant2 

Which d~dact~c settings are suitable to train and increase professionalism ~n managemen~ consultants? 

What is professionalism ~n management consulting? 

Which models of self-organization and which bus~ness mode~s ~n maRagement cons~t~Rg are successful? 

Wh~t ~’e the fundamental d~fferences between the various consultant firms ~n the~" consultancy ~ppro~ch? 

What constitutes a successfu~ task d~v~s~on between maRagement, ~nterna~ coRsu~a~ts a~d externa~ consu~taRts? 

On which theoret~ca~ foundations can management and organizational consultants re~y? ~ Now much v~ue do 

theoretica~ maps have fo~ prac~ca~ work? 

Which research topics are particularly ~n~erest~Rg for ~he development of management consulting? 

Which research concepts provide suitable subject matte~" for bus~ness consultants? 

Especially a~so desired are papers and symposia wfth the following emphases: 

~4anagement Consulting in emerging and fast growing markets. Academics, managers and consultants from CEE 

and SEE countries, the NIS and the Baltic countries are very welcome. 

Strategic a~iances and collaboration as a competitive advantage in the market o~= a g~obalized economy. How to 

consult collaborating systems? 

~n addition to the traditional academic submissions, c~inical and practitioner submissions (entitled experience-based 

papers) are especially encouraged and welcomed. 

Subr~issions and Guidelines 

The type of submissions can be of the following three types: 1) Research~based papers, 2) Experience~based papers 

and ~;) Symposia. P~ease indicate on the cover page which category the submitted proposat betongs to. 

Doctoral students have the possibility of: presenting ~heir concepts and ~:indings and sharing know~edge wi~h senior 

researchers and consu~tantso 1[hey a~’e also invited to submit a proposal. 

Only submissions via e-mai~ will be accepted. A person can only appear in maximum two proposals either as single 

author or as a co-author. No new authors can be added after the proposal has been submitted. 

All proposals will be double b~ind reviewed. 

The proposa~ should consist of: 

a) One cover page with the title of the abstract, contact detai~s (name, working title, affiliation, address, 

phone, fax). 

Remember to indicate to which category the abstract belongs to (see above) 

b) Two pages with the abstract. Remember to also put the title on the first page of the abstract, but NO na~-ae and 

contact detai~s. The font is Aria~, size 11, single ~ine spacing, top and bottom margins: ~; cm, ~eft and right margins: 

2 cm. ~he abst~’act should be emailed as an attached word document to ralph.grossmann@uni-kk~.aCoat. 



Maximum 6.500 words including an abstract of approximately 250 words and ~#c~udff)g a cover page with 

contact detai~s (name, working title, affiliation, address, emaiL phone, fax) and category of the paper. The font 

~s Areal size 12, 1,5 ~ine spacing, top and bottom margins; ~ cm and ~eft aRd r~ght margins; 2 cm. The paper should 

be sent by emai~ as an attached word document to 

Awards will be given to the best papers within various categories° 

Comference Dates to Remember: 

September 12, 2008: Cal~ for papers on www.iffoaC.at/oe,/mcd 

December 1, 2008: Deadline for submission of proposals 

January 31, 2009: information about acceptance of proposals 

~larch $1,2009: S~bmiss~on of f~ll and formal papers 

Aprit 15, 2009: Deta~ed Program online 

Comference Fees: 

0ndudes two lunches and two dinners) 

250 on or bet=ore March 51, 2009 

~00 from Ap~’il 1, 2009 ~ May 31, 2009 

350 from June 1, 2009 or on-site 

150 doctoral s~udents 

The iff Faculty, the University of Ktagenfurt, will be hosting MCD 09. The mah) campus of ~he university is based 

K~agenfurt in the most southern federal state of Austria, Carinthia. Therefore a~ of the sessions will take piece at 

the Note~ & Pa~ais Strud~hoJ= in Vienna. The hote~ - a neo-classica~ palace reveaUng the spirit of that historical ere 

is ~ocated nea~" the city centre only a few minutes by foot from Vienna’s famous downtown sb’eet, the "Ringstrasse". 

The iff is a unique faculty built around societal issues and not around disciplineSo As a result0 scholars from a variety 

of disciplines, as well as experts and practitioners from numerous professions cooperate in interdisciplinary projects. 

The Department of Organizational Development and Group Dynamics (ODGD) provides the Organizing Team for 

the MCD Conference. The Department combines consulting projects with research on management end OD issues. 

ODGD offers a doctoral program for professionals (managers and consultant£ a two-year Master of Science in 

Organim..ational Development, various imhouse management training courses end a program for Socia~ Competence 

and Organizational Learning targeted at students ~=rom aH studies at ~he University. 

The organizing committee responsible for the conference comprises of: 

Professor Anthony M Buono, Bentley College, US 

Professor 

Professor" 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Professor 

Leon de Caluw~, Free University in Amsterdam, Ne~herland 

Ann E. Feyerhem% Pepperdine Unive~’sity, US 

Larry E. Greiner, University of Southern California, US 

Ralph Grossmann, University of Klagenfurt, Austria 

Alfred Janes, Conecta, Austria 

Rickie Moore, EoMo Lyon, France 

Ansgar R~chte5 EuropeaR Bus~ness School, Germany 

G~nka feogeL IND - Internat~ona~ Institute for H~nagement Development, Sw~tze~’land 

Andreas Were, Stockholm Schoo~ of Economics, SwedeR 

Theresa Yaeger, Benedictine University, US 

Secretariat and Contact Information: 

Please feel free to contact either Kurt Meyer (kurt.mayer@uni-kk~.ac.at) 

or Ralph Grossmann (ra~ph.grossmann@uni-klUoac.at). 

The secretariat is ~ocated at; IFF-Organizationa~ Development end Group Dynamics, 

Schottenfeldgasse 29~ 1070 Vienna, Austria. Rhone: +45 522 40 O0 201o Fax +43 522 40 O0 277. 

More detai~s about the conference wi~ be available at: http://www.iffoac.at/oe/mcd/ 
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Market Strategy 

Jeffrey D. Saut 
(727) 567-2644 
Jeffrey,Saut@RayrnondJames.com October 20, 2008 

Investment Strategy 

"First Steps" 

"Stabilization of the financial markets is a critical first step, but even if they stabilize as we 
hope they will, broader economic recovery will not happen right away. Economic activity 
had been decelerating even before the recent intensification of the crisis. The housing 
market continues to be a primary source of weakness in the real economy as well as in the 
financial markets, and we have seen marked slowdowns in consumer spending, business 
investment, and the labor market. Credit markets will take some time to unfreeze..." 

"... Inflation has been elevated recently, reflecting the steep increases in the prices of oil, 
other commodities, and imports that occurred earlier this year, as well as some pass- 
through by firms of their higher costs of production. However, expected inflation, as 
measured by consumer surveys and inflation-indexed Treasury securities, has held steady 
or eased, and prices of imports now appear to be decelerating. These developments, 
together with the recent declines in prices of oil and other commodities as well as the 
likelihood that economic activity will fall short of potential for a time, should lead to rates of 
inflation more consistent with price stability." 

According to Merrill Lynch’s David Rosenberg, the aforementioned passages are the most important quips 
from Ben Bernanke’s recent speech. Mr. Rosenberg concludes by noting: 

"His view on the economy and on inflation can only lead us to one conclusion - these guys 
are not done cutting rates, and there’s still 150 basis points separating the current funds 
rate from where it ultimately went in Japan. Quantitative easing comes after that if financial 
conditions fail to improve. We’re not sure how many more rabbits policymakers have left in 
their hats outside of the Fed taking rates to zero and buying Treasuries outright." 

As readers of these missives know, we have always thought the credit markets are smarter than the equity 
markets and therefore have been watching various credit spreads intently. The credit markets, ladies and 
gentlemen, will be the first "tell" as to when things will stabilize; and Mr. Bernanke is correct, "stabilization of 
the financial markets is a critical first step." Late last week looked to provide the "first steps" to some kind of 
stabilization. For example, the November Eurodollar contract was sharply lower on Friday, as was the 3- 
month LIBOR interest rate. Rumors swirled that a major bank was lending heavily in the inter-bank market 
and the credit markets took a baby step toward thawing. We are hopeful that notion will spill over into the 
equity markets this week because the set-up for at least a trading bottom looks promising. 

Indeed, as mentioned in previous missives, the equity markets are massively oversold and our downside 
day-count sequence is VERY long of tooth. Moreover, the Friday plunge of October 10th had all of the 
characteristics of a panic "low." If so, what typically occurs is a 1½- to 3-session sharp rally off of those 
"panic lows" and then the averages go right back down over the ensuing three to five sessions. Roughly 
60% of the time the averages hold above the previous low. The other 40% of the time they make lower lows, 
but not by much and the bottom is completed. Obviously, last Monday’s 936-point "Dow Wow" was a sharp 
rally that lifted the senior index some 1500-ponts above the previous Friday’s nadir (7882). That strength 
spilled over into Tuesday morning, thus completing the perfunctory 1½-day throwback rally. From there the 
DJIA went straight back down into Thursday’s panic low of 8198 in what may have been a three-session 
slide that retested the lows of 10/10/08. If I could script it perfectly the downside retest sequence would have 
"timed" out into the first part of this week, but they don’t run the stock market for my benefit. 

All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the Research Department of Raymond James & Associates, Inc (RJA) as of the date stated above and are subject to change 
Information has been obtained from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that the facts cited in the foregoing report are accurate or complete. Other 
departments of RJA may have information that is not available to the Research Department about companies mentioned in this report. RJA or its affiliates may execute 
transactions in the securities mentioned in this report that may not be consistent with the report’s conclusions. 

© 2008 Raymond James & Associates, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

Institutional clients may call for additional information: ~ ~ :, , .... Research 800-237-5643 ¯ Trading 800-237-8426 



Accordingly, ever since that ill-fated Monday (9/29/08), when the House of Representatives turned down the 
Paulson Plan, we have told participants that the main theme is "survival." We have also suggested to "be the 
second mouse that gets the cheese" because the first mouse usually gets caught in the trap. Plainly, most 
folks who have attempted to pick the bottom over the last three weeks have lost money. Nevertheless, we 
have been readying our "buy list;" and last week Raymond James issued a comprehensive report titled 
"Securities For Uncertain Times" peppered with the best risk-adjusted ideas from our various departments, 
many of which have decent dividend yields. And, we think the odds of a bottom have increased. From a 
technical perspective that view is reinforced by the bottoming sequence already discussed. However, there 
are more fundamental factors at work. Firstly, there is the noticeable improvement in the credit spreads. 
Secondly, the Fed is printing money at an unprecedented rate and money is the "oil" that makes the 
economic engine run. Thirdly, European leaders have taken the reins into their hands and crafted a rescue 
plan that makes much more sense than our ill-conceived reactive plans. Finally, there is tomorrow’s 
settlement for the recent Lehman credit-derivatives auction, which at nine cents on the dollar was a total 
bust. However, if tomorrow’s settlement goes off without a hitch it could soothe the markets and provide the 
"spark" that ignites a decent rally. 

That said, even though the equity markets may stabilize and rally, as Mr. Bernanke notes, "even if they 
stabilize as we hope they will, broader economic recovery will not happen right away." Manifestly, the falloff 
in the economic data has been dramatic. Consumer confidence has plunged to 57.5 this month from 70.3 in 
September for the largest decline in the history of the data. Meanwhile, retail sales tagged a three-year low 
and single-family housing starts slid 12% in September to a 26-year low. Not to be outdone, building permits 
skidded 8.3% on the month for a reading not seen since November of 1981; and industrial production, as 
well as the Philly Fed index, have come in well below forecasts. The good news comes on the commodity 
front, where prices have crashed. That commodity crash has ameliorated some of the inflation concerns and 
should allow the Fed to continue to expand its balance sheet and begin to act like a loan clearing house for 
many of the credit-derivatives awash in the system. Interestingly, in theory the Federal Reserve can expand 
its balance sheet exponentially since it is a central bank with a sovereign currency that is NOT convertible 
into anything other than itself, a point Mr. Bernanke so eloquently made in his now famous "Helicopter Ben" 
speech of November 2002. We actual find this reassuring given the "toxic waste" that has infiltrated the 
country’s economic system. 

In conclusion, we received a plethora of questions regarding the quote we used last week from The Wall 
Street Journal (WSJ) that there are currently one in ten listed companies trading for less than the value of the 
cash and marketable securities on their balance sheets. To proof test this statement we ran a similar screen 
and found more companies than the WSJ did. Of course the screen they must have used was similar to ours 
in that "net debt" on the balance sheet was excluded. When we included "net debt" we come away with a 
much smaller number. Still, this exercise goes to show that "things" are overdone on the downside and 
people like Warren Buffett are taking notice. Verily, when investors en masse attempt to adjust their 
portfolios toward more conservative investments, there is a negative feedback loop that leads to a decline in 
the price of less liquid assets, which in turn begets even more selling pressure, causing an overshoot on the 
downside. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is where we are currently. 

The call for today: While we have not seen a crash, what we have seen is a series of crashetts that have 
left us with as good a chance for a bottom as we have seen since 55 B.C., which is why we told accounts in 
last Tuesday’s comments that the short-term lows were "in" and they could begin a buying program in the 
investment account. We reiterated that stance on Friday, repeating that a bottoming sequence was at work 
and participants should act accordingly. Consequently, we’ll leave you with this thought from Cicero in 55 
B.C., "The budget should be balanced, the Treasury should be refilled, public debt should be reduced, the 
arrogance of officialdom should be tempered and controlled, and the assistance to foreign lands should be 
curtailed lest Rome become bankrupt. People must again learn to work, instead of living on public 
assistance." 

P.S. - "Strikingly, today’s conditions bear quite a close resemblance to what Graham described in the abyss 
of the Great Depression. Regardless of how much further it might (or might not) drop, the stock market now 
abounds with so many bargains it’s hard to avoid stepping on them. Out of 9,194 stocks tracked by Standard 
& Poor’s Compustat research service, 3,518 are now trading at less than eight times their earnings over the 
past year - or at levels less than half the long-term average valuation of the stock market as a whole. Nearly 
one in 10, or 876 stocks, trade below the value of their per-share holdings of cash - an even greater 
proportion than Graham found in 1932." (The WSJ the week of October 6, 2008.) 



Important Investor Disclosures 

Strong Buy (SB1) ................. Expected to appreciate and produce a total return of at least 15% and outperform the S&P 
500 over the next six months. For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as 
REITs and certain MLPs, a total return of at least 15% is expected to be realized over the 
next 12 months. 

Outperform (MO2) ................ Expected to appreciate and outperform the S&P 500 over the next 12 months. For higher 
yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain MLPs, an Outperform 
rating is used for securities where we are comfortable with the relative safety of the 
dividend and expect a total return modestly exceeding the dividend yield over the next 12 
months. 

Market Perform (MP3) .......... Expected to perform generally in line with the S&P 500 over the next 12 months and is 
potentially a source of funds for more highly rated securities. 

Underperform (MU4) ............ Expected to underperform the S&P 500 or its sector over the next six to 12 months and 
should be sold. 

Out of approximately 715 rated stocks in the Raymond James coverage universe, 56% have Strong Buy or Outperform 
ratings (Buy), 38% are rated Market Perform (Hold) and 6% are rated Underperform (Sell). Within those rating 
categories, 29% of the Strong Buy- or Outperform (Buy) rated companies either currently are or have been Raymond 
James Investment Banking clients within the past three years; 15% of the Market Perform (Hold) rated companies are or 
have been clients and 9% of the Underperform (Sell) rated companies are or have been clients. 

Suitability ratings are not assigned to stocks rated Underperform (Sell). Projected 12-month price targets are assigned 
only to stocks rated Strong Buy or Outperform. 

Suitability Categories (SR) 

Total Return (TR) ................. Lower risk equities possessing dividend yields above that of the S&P 500 and greater 
stability of principal. 

Growth (G) ............................ Low to average risk equities with sound financials, more consistent earnings growth, 
possibly a small dividend, and the potential for long-term price appreciation. 

Aggressive Growth (AG) ..... Medium or higher risk equities of companies in fast growing and competitive industries, 
with less predictable earnings and acceptable, but possibly more leveraged balance 
sheets. 

High Risk (HR) ...................... Companies with less predictable earnings (or losses), rapidly changing market dynamics, 
financial and competitive issues, higher price volatility (beta), and risk of principal. 

Venture Risk (VR) ................ Companies with a short or unprofitable operating history, limited or less predictable 
revenues, very high risk associated with success, and a substantial risk of principal. 

Analyst Holdings and Compensation: Equity analysts and their staffs at Raymond James are compensated based on 
a salary and bonus system. Several factors enter into the bonus determination including quality and performance of 
research product, the analyst’s success in rating stocks versus an industry index, and support effectiveness to trading 
and the retail and institutional sales forces. Other factors may include but are not limited to: overall ratings from internal 
(other than investment banking) or external parties and the general productivity and revenue generated in covered 
stocks. 

Raymond James Relationships: RJA expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking 
services from the subject companies in the next three months. 

Additional Risk and Disclosure information, as well as more information on the Raymond James rating system 
and suitability categories, is available at www.¢cL£A~it~q~marketsocomiSe~rchForDisc~osures maino~sj~o Copies of 
research or Raymond James’ summary policies relating to research analyst independence can be obtained by 
contacting any Raymond James & Associates or Raymond James Financial Services office (please see 
www.ra~mesocom for office locations) or by calling (727) 567-1000, toll free (800) 237-5643 or sending a 
written request to the Equity Research Library, Raymond James & Associates, Inc., Tower 3, 6th Floor, 880 
Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716. 
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The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) covering the subject 
securities. No part of said person’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific 
recommendations or views contained in this research report. In addition, said analyst has not received 
compensation from any subject company in the last 12 months. 

Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and 
possible political and economic instability. These risks are greater in emerging markets. 

Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks. Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate. Past performance may 
not be indicative of future results. 

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual funds carefully 
before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about mutual funds. The prospectus is 
available from your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing. 

For clients in the United Kingdom: 

For clients of Raymond James & Associates (RJA) and Raymond James Financial International, Ltd. 
(RJFI): This report is for distribution only to persons who fall within Articles 19 or Article 49(2) of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act (Financial Promotion) Order 2000 as investment professionals and may not be 
distributed to, or relied upon, by any other person. 

For clients of Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.: This report is intended only for clients in receipt of 
Raymond James Investment Services, Ltd.’s Terms of Business or others to whom it may be lawfully submitted. 

For purposes of the Financial Services Authority requirements, this research report is classified as objective with 
respect to conflict of interest management. RJA, Raymond James Financial International, Ltd., and Raymond 
James Investment Services, Ltd. are authorized and regulated in the U.K. by the Financial Services Authority. 

For institutional clients in the European Economic Area (EEA) outside of the United Kingdom: 

This document (and any attachments or exhibits hereto) is intended only for EEA institutional clients or others to 
whom it may lawfully be submitted. 

Additional information is available on request. 

Proprietary Rights Notice: By accepting a copy of this report, you acknowledge and agree as follows: 

This report is provided to clients of Raymond James & Associates, Inc. (RJA) only for your personal, noncommercial use. 
Except as expressly authorized by RJA, you may not copy, reproduce, transmit, sell, display, distribute, publish, 
broadcast, circulate, modify, disseminate or commercially exploit the information contained in this report, in printed, 
electronic or any other form, in any manner, without the prior express written consent of RJA. You also agree not to use 
the information provided in this report for any unlawful purpose. 

This report and its contents are the property of RJA and are protected by applicable copyright, trade secret or other 
intellectual property laws (of the United States and other countries). United States law, 17 U.S.C. Sec.501 et seq, 
provides for civil and criminal penalties for copyright infringement. 

Copyright 2008 Raymond James & Associates, Inc. All rights reserved. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ford, Kimberly <ld’ord@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, 9:30 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Graduate School Information 

Debby - 
I hope all is well with you. I have a current who is interested in obtaining more information regarding UNC Graduate Sports Management 
Program. I wanted to give you a heads up that he would be contacting you before I provided him with your information. His name is 

and he is currently working in Please let me know how you would like for me to proceed. 
Have a great day. 
KIM 

NCAA 

Associate Director 

Diversity and Inclusion 

3 ~.7=9~.7=6360 work 

317-917-6904 fax 

kford@ncaa.org 

Life ~s (:~a~je, (~o~h ~s optional Choose w~;e~y. ~Zaren K~;er CL~rk 

TNs emal aft a;y a~cl~ents may cou~u co,dentiN and privileged i~o~afiou. If you a~e not the iutended mcipie~K plea~ noti~" the se~Ner immediately by ~m 
email, delete tNs message and destroy any copies. ~y dissemination or u~ of&is iuformation by a persou other &an the intended recipient is unau~ofized and may be 
illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                2:10 PM 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbat~:email.unc.edu>; Stronmn, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder 

Becca, Shell?’ and Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for agreeing to write a letter of recommendation for me Just a friendly reminder that if possible I would like to send the application for the 
position next Wednesday 

to the search committee. 

If you could email your letter of recon~mendation to me by then that ~vould be fantastic! If you don’t feel corrffortable emailing, 1 believe they will also accept paper cop?, 

Thanks so much for your time and effort in doing this. I know everyone is extremely busy this time of year so I greatly appreciate your help! 

Take care, 

UNC Athletics Intern 

UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 
cell: 

email:       @uncaa.unc edu 
************************************************ 



From: @emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, October 25, 2008 8:18 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Resume 

Attach: Resume.doc 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve attached my resume to start. I will send the cover letter and bio 
as soon as I find a job opportunity that appeals to me. Sorry for the 
delay. 

~)unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnny Vines < @yahoo.corn> 

Sunday, October 26, 2008 11:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Reply ficom Johni~y Vines 

Dr. Stroman, I wanted to thank you again for your time on Friday(10/24) you helped Ine so much. 

Dexter Reid (former Super Bowl player with the Patriots and Colts)and I have a meeting planed for Monday(10/27) at 12:00pm. I would like you two to meet as well, 

that same day around 4pm, if that works for you? I also spoke ruth Dexter’s attorney (who plans to represent and a few others) after their season ends. I’ve 

already spoke to him about you and he is ve~’ interested in meeting ruth you this week (anytime after 7pm). 

My cell number is: ,             and my email adress is:       @yahoo.com 

Sincerely, 

Johnny Vines 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnny Vines @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 12:05 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Reply ti~n~ JoMny Vines 

Dr. Stroln~l, This is Jmnes HmTiston (Dexter’s attorney) contact numbers:cell # 919-608-1124 / oit]ce # 919-838-5295 ~ld email:ihairs~n~)hlbnclaw.com. Call him 
so you two can set a date and time to meet(weekday or weekend). 

Thanks Again~ 

Johnny Vines 

--- On Mon, 10/27/08, Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU <dstroman@email unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah L. Stromm~, Ph.D., CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Reply from Jolwa~y Vines 

To: @yahoo.com 
Date: Monday, October 27, 2008, 9:40 PM 

Thanks again for the wonderful introduction 

today. I r~-s~-arched his 

background and understand the motivation to have continued success off 

the field~ I will work diligently to help him acPieve his goals! 

I lo}k foward ~o ne}ting James. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby St~oman 

Universi~y ~f North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chape~ H~ll, NC 27599 

919 . 843. 0336 

"There a~e two ways to get to the top of an oak t~ee. One way is to sit 

on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb its" 

QLK~tJ r~g Johnny Vines  @yahoo. con> : 

Dr. Stroman, I wanted to thank you again ior your time on 

Y’riday(i0!24) you helped me so much~ 

Dexter Reid (forme~ Super Bowl player with the Patriots and Colts)and 

i have a mee~ing planed for Monlay(10i27) at 12:00pm. I wouil like 

you two to meet as well, that same day around 4pm, if 

that works for 

you? ~ also s~oke with Dexter’s attorney (who plans ~x~ re~i~es}nt 

R.Quinn and a few others) aiter their season ends. i~ve already spoke 

to him about you and he is very interested in meetlng with you thls 

week (anytime afte~ 7p~’). 

Hy oell number is: and my 

@yahoo. com 

Sincerely, 

Johnny Vines 



’~,o :a~tt:.a~ch a~ fil,e t:o .a~ pa~g!,e, ediit t:he pa~g:,,e :a~n:d th:en:: click th,:e Upioad ~i,ie bu~t~:,on~ (~),, 



From: ~@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subject: Thanks 

Attach: Resume[1 ].docx 

Good Afternoon, 

Thank you for meeting ruth me and letting me bounce my ideas offofyou. I’m looking forwaM to getting the b~Jl rolling and generating some momentum with the 

Sports & Entertainment company. I have attached a copy of my resnme. Any- comments or suggestions that you have are more than welcome and appreciated. As far 

as the aye concerned, I would love the opportuni~ to volunteer and show them what I mn capable o£ I do have a question though: should I send my resume to 

the before or after you speak with I’ll be in touch with updates and/or questions that I may have. TaJae care until then. 



FAR, s embrace advocacy role 

Octobe~~ i{?.3.,,, i{?.008 

By Gary Brown 
The NCAA News 

Division ]::][ institutions 

discussions recently that         - 
emphasized their role as 
advocates for the student- 
ath lete. 

The FARs were attendees at 
the fourth annual Division II 
Faculty Athletics 
Representatives Leadership 
Institute October 17-18 in 
]:ndianapolis. The NCAA 
selected 22 "fellows" 
representing 19 conferences 
and also invited FARs from 
Division ]: representing the 

Copy/Paste nk 

Faculty Athletics Representatives Association to make guest 
presentations, The NCAA covers all the expenses for these 
institutes, 

This year’s key themes included the Division IZ strategic- 
positioning platform, the draft 2009-12 Division ]:]: strategic 
plan and the ideal role of the FAR at the conference level. 

The advocacy theme came up repeatedly during the three- 
day meeting. NCAA President ~4yles Brand raised it in his 
opening remarks, challenging FARs to be the contact for 
student-athletes who face issues they may not be able to 
resolve on their own. He cited meetings with Student-Athlete 
Advisory Committee members in which he often is asked 
about cases in which student-athletes are subject to a 
different standard because of their athletics status (not being 
allowed to make up work, for example). 

"FAEs need to protect student-athletes in those cases," 
Brand said. 

He also urged FARs to be the bridge between athletics and 



academics by establishing personal relationships with 
members of the faculty senate or faculty governing board. 
"The faculty senate needs to know what is going on in 

athletics, and the FAR has to act as the translator. 
Sometimes it is a lack of information or a misperception that 
leads to a faculty bias against athletics. That’s why it is 
important for the FAR to establish personal relationships - 
it’s hard to be misinformed when you have personal 
relationships," said Brand. 

Listen to 
exclusive 
podcasts, watch 
videos and read 
statements by 
NCAA President 
Myles Brand. 

Advocacy emerged as a key during an October ::[8 panel 
discussion as well. Division ]::[ Vice President Hike Racy 
encouraged FARs to tell other faculty and the student body 

about the success stories (on and off the court) for Division 
]:]: student-athletes. He also urged FARs to: 

Understand the division’s strategic-positioning platform; 

¯ Communicate about the important investment athletics 
scholarships are to the enrollment and financial success of 
the institution; 

¯ Acknowledge the campus benefits of the division’s 
regionalization philosophy (such as limited missed class time 
and travel savings); and 

¯ Champion student-athlete accomplishments (for example, 
contributions to Hake-A-Wish and high marks in Division 
Academic Success Rate). 

Advocacy in fact was one of the three "A’s" Racy emphasized 
during his presentation. The others were "advise" and 
"audit." 

"Advise the president and the athletics director from your 
position as an independent observer," he told the FARs. 
"Take advantage of your unique role for the success of 
athletics on your campus by helping the president and the 
AD make important decisions about the direction of the 
department." 

He said FARS should be up to speed about operating 
expenses in the other two NCAA divisions, and "to be the 
eyes and ears" for student-athlete well being. "Tell them if 
you hear about coaches violating the practice hours, or if you 
discover that a coach is offering no time for studying on road 
trips," he said. 

Racy said the "audit" component involves the ability for the 
FAR in his or her role as an independent observer to help 



monitor and manage the athletics department’s compliance 
and administrative issues. 

"FARS can play a key role in verifying and signing off on 
important issues, and to be a key party in internal 
investigations and reviews," Racy said. 

To date, 96 different FARs have attended the institutes, 
which are designed to challenge FARs to rethink their roles at 
the campus, conference, community and national levels 
(many FARs are accustomed to being in a reactive mode 
rather than considering their role from a leadership 
perspective). Division ]:]: officials appreciate the fact that 
most of the FARs are not already involved in the governance 
structure, which means that conferences making the 
nominations are spreading the opportunities for faculty 
members to understand the value of Division ]::[. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nellie Baber <nbabe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 1:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

Debby, Thanks so much for the good wishes Each one means so much to me. I am so glad that we met Thanks again. Nellie Baber 

Nellie Baber 
The Educational Foundation, Inc. 
(919) 843-2000 
nbaber@uncaa.unc edu 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 11/5/2008 7:22 PM >>> 
Hi Nellie I was thinking of you and decided to drop a line.It was great 
seeing you during my visit with 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport A~ninistration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

http:i/~vw~v.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
love. \~2~at seeds will you plant there?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwiu W <ewbroolcs@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2008 3:12 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Original Rules Game 

Congratulations all around! 

For the past twent5, years I have been active as a volunteer with the 
Orange Count5’ Literacy Council (tutoring, fund-raising, board stints, 
and coordinating a weekly writing ;vorkshop at the local homeless 
shelters), and similar involvement recruiting, training, supervising 
LWC students who tutor U~!C employees ;vith Project Literacy, a Campus Y 
group My paid job was as a historian of Russia at UNC for 39 years. 
With passing years I’ve seamlessly put more time in literacy projects, 
less into Russian history--with the effect that I fancy rm still 
employed full-time. Probably that just means that it takes more time 
to do fewer things. 

I’ll be in touch with the teams are set              still plays, arid 
son. I don’t interrupt Anson Dorrance or Karen Shelton 

during their seasons, but you should see some familiar faces. 

With best wishes, 

Willis 

PS Two years agu we practiced, then played, a few minutes with a 
rugby ball, which James Naismith almost chuse when he invented the 
(non-dribbling) game. Baskets have been scored each time, and players 
enjuy throwing the rugby ball because it duesn’t curve like a soccer 
ball It’s not as easy tu air dribble, thuugh, as you will see So 
uur game has a twist (and spectators have an added paragraph abuut the 
"what if..." when I toss in the rugby ball.) 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

tli. Yes, I am healthy" and willing tu smile all game lung. :) I wear a men’s 
medium t-shirt. 

Life after my master’s degree (UNC ’86): 

1. Wurked for Prudential - agent, manager, curporate director 
2 Worked :For a small business - had tu get uut of curporate America 
(yuuuch! ! !) and juined a firm to establish an insurance and investment 
divisiun 
3. Became an entrepreneur - wanted tu cuntrul my own destiny and gain my 
independence; started Suulful Gulf (www soulfuIgol£cum) and a cumpany to 
cunsult with :Former pru athletes transitiuning after their career 
4. Addressed the nerd side uf myself- decided tu gu get my Phi) and gut 
recruited by ray old department to come back as i~acultyt 
5. Blending entrepreneurship with ray faculty position - establishing 
experiential learning and internship projects; I teach (grad and undergrad) 
Economics and Finance of Sport, Sport Marketing, and a Leadership seminar. 
love being back and hope to be here long terra. (I am a visiting professor 
now- and am applying for a posted position in our department. My chair likes 
my work and efforts.) 

That’s my- story and I am sticking to it[ 

I hope to be like you one day - relaxing, sharing and reading with NO 
pressure. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Adrainistratior~College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
UN(~’ - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
C’~3 #3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 
theclub@unc.edu 

http :i/www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: e;vbrooks@email uric edu [mailto:ewbrooks@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 05, 2008 8:37 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Original Rules Game 

Hi Deborah, 



Who could say no to such a kind request? Not I Probably you 
already know that we will do our reenactment at halfiime of the women’s 
game vs Va Tech on February 5. The real game starts at 7pm and I will 
send out a memo (like I have for the past quarter of a century! ) when 
the team is set and tell everyone where and when we will practice. We 
have been assured that we can use a practice court in the Smith (;enter 
(I have yet to see it), which will make it easier than having to 
practice somewhere else the day before, as we have had to do on other 
occasions when we perforated in the Smith Ccnter. 

I do ask two questions, one of which you seem to have answered: 
are you healthy, and what size t-shirt do you need (men’s sizes)? 

The first question is not an insurance protection, though over the 
years we have had some accidents. Rather, in recent years I have tried 
to increase the number of ~vomen (~ve’ve had as many as thirteen of the 
eighteen) and I have been forttmate to get some vety~ talented athletes. 
In recent years Anson Dorrance has played and brought two of his 
players, and Karen Shelton plays and brings two or three of her 
players,            is another frequent player--all of the above are 
ready to smile--and take the ball away frora each other! In fact, I 
like to think that this is the only- game in town at which cveryone is 
smiling. And both teams often third: they won. 

Maybe that’s why you want to play again! Please tell me about 
yourself over these past, er, twent-v years. I retired a year and a 
half ago, but referees live forever. 

With best wishes, and thank you for asking! 

Willis Brooks 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> HI. Dr Brooks I was a graduate student in 1985 and played in the 
Original 

>> Rules game with you. I would like to relive the memories and join your 
>> activity’ this season. Please let me know if I may play.Thanks! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administratior~’College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
>> love What seeds will you plant there?" 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 10:43 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project Touchdown! Application 

Project Touchdown Application.doc 

Attached find application for Project Touchdown! 

Dr. Stroman 



Projec  Touchdown  Application For  

]:nstructions: Carefully complete this form and submit to thedub@unc,edu= Name your file - 

PERSONAL IM FORMAT]:OM: 

Full Name .................................................................................................................... 

Home Address 

Mobile Phone Number 

UNC email address 

Undergraduate Student? ..................... Graduate Student? 

Year at UNC? (1~t, 2~d, 3r~", 4t:h or 5th year) ............................................ 

Major? (:If declared) 

The Project Touchdown! experiential learning experience is designed to expose students to the 
business planning and operations of a major intercollegiate football event. The program 
director is Dr. Debby Stroman of the Exercise and Sport Science Department, You will be 
required to shadow ACC business leaders and participate in voluntary activities, Four students 
o~ the Carolina Sports Business Club will be recommended for participation by a panel of 
faculty and staff, Final selection of those four students will be approved by the program 
d irector~ 

This experience requires participation at an ACC meeting to be held 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
on Wednes~ay, No~ernber ~9, 2008 in Greensboro, North Carolina and to attend the 
Championship meetings and game Thursday, l)eeember 4, 2008 through Saturday, 
Beee~ber 6, 2:008 in Tampa, Florida. You will be responsible for transportation to and from 
Greensboro and to and from Tampa. Project Touchdown! will provide housing and meals on 
Friday and Saturday in Tampa. ]:f selected, you agree to attend these mandatory sessions. 

Yes, :[ understand these requirements and agree to attend these meetings and the 
Championship game .............................................. (]:nitial) 

PEER RECOHHE~DAT~:ON: 

Please submit the name of one peer (current UNC student) who highly recommends your 
selection. This peer must submit a written recommendation of no longer than 500 words. 

Peer Name: 

Peer Mobile Phone Number: 



(Undergraduate applicants only) Please state :t) the name of two UNC organizations that you 
have held positions of leadership, 2) title of the position, and 3) the time period the position 
was held. For example, club sports, varsity sports, student organizations, volunteer activities, 
etc, 

Please explain why you should be chosen and what you hope to accomplish as a participant of 
Project Touchdown! 750 word maximum (double-spaced, :t2 point font), 

I certify that information contained in this application is true and complete. I am a student of 
good standing and progressing towards my degree, I have no Honor Code violations, I 
understand that false information may be grounds for not selecting me or for immediate 
termination of my participation in Project Touchdown! at any point in the future if I am 
selected. I authorize the verification of any or all information listed above. 

Signature 

Date 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 7:59 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown! Application 

Dr.S~oman, 

I am interested in applying for this but I think it may be a bit difficult, 
and a little pricy, to make resel~ations to Tampa. Do you have any 
suggestions? Will you be attending? If so, do you plan on driving or flying 
down there? 

I would love to talk with you a bit more about this. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 10:43 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Project Touchdown! Application 

Attached find application for Project Touchdown! 

Dr. Stroman 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.ullc ,edu> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

contact inlb 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so mu ch for thinking of me for that position I am veW interested. 
Here is my contact information: 

Thank you for considering me, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 12:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Learn about Change.gov 

Hey, 

President-Elect Obana is hard at work getting this country back on track, but hefiCTMs counting on aJl of us to get involved. 

I just signed up to learn more about the presidential transition, and I thought you might want to do the same. 

Just visit htlp://~v.change.gov, and enter your e-mail address in the top right comer. 

Tha~ks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 

theclub@unc.edu 

~gmail.com> 

12:43 PM 

~oc.docx; Peer Recommendation for .docx 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, ~ 3:34 PM 

To: theclut@uuc.edu 

Subject: Project Touchdown Application 

Attach: ~.doc 

Here is nay application for Project Touchdown! Thal~k you for the opportunity’. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

To: theclub@uuc.edu 

Subje~’t: Project Touchdown! Application 

A~tach: .doc 

Project Touchdown! Application 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:22 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edn 

Cc: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: Project Touchdown Application 

Attach: .doc 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 4:58 PM 

To: theclut@uuc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: .doc 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for finding this oppontunity for us. Should be very beneficial to the club members that are selected. 
Attached: Project Touchdown Application 

Thanks a~lain, 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 10:37 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lecture - Fundmising DS.ppt 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administrat:inn 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~* 

http:// /www.unc.edu /’ depts/T exe~cise /’sport administration 

"The heartis 



From: "_c}email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Frida 1:20 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 

Subject: Recommendation for 

Attach: .doc 

To ~Vhom it May Concern, 

I have been asked to ~ive you a letter of recommendation for 
I have attached that recormnendation in this 

email. If you have any issues concerning this essay or its content feel 
free to contact me at this email address. 

Sincerely, 

@emaikunc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Ffiday, 2:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Business Journal 

Professor Stroman, 

My Address is: 

Thank you ve~’ much for doing this. I’m stare it will be extremely 
helpful with my thesis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 8:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown! - PreW Pleeezzeee 

Hi Debby, 
I read all of the applications and then your ranking fO1Tll, SO I really 
didn’t feel like going back through and ranking again. 

This is how- I ranked them: 

as alt 

Hopefully you really don’t need the numbers (pleeeeeeeease). 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Slmth Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Team. Thanks for your help with this evaluation process. Here are the 

> seven applications for four slots. Please use the attached form to let 

> me know your top four picks plus one alternate (Although we had a few 

> grad students express interest in participation, zero made application 

> by the deadline.) 

> 

> 

> 

> Thus, I am going to take all undergraduates 

> 

> 

> 

> *If possible, I would truly apprecmte your answers by the end of the 

> day Pret~ pleeezzee!!* 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> UNT’ - Exercise and Sport Science 

> 

> Sport Adrninistration 

> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstroa~)unc.edu> 
> 

> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> 

> 

> 

>/*/"The healt is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, 

> resentment or love. What seeds will you plant there?"/*/ 

> 

> 

> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

!emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:40 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will not be able to take part in project touchdown. I simply do not have 
the means right now. 

Thank you for considering me a candidate. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:14 AM 
To: 
SubJect: Re: Project Touchdown 

Hi I am in MaiNland. The final decision for the slots has been 
made. I ~vill be making the announcements today If you are serious 
about this opportunib~z, you need to confirm that you can attend the 
meeting on Wednesday and join us in Tampa. You must arrive in Tampa 
before 4:00 p.m on Thursday. (I alrea~dy have my flight secured) I 
will add you to the group, but I need to know immediately as my 
announcement will be consistent and not appear inequitable to others. 

(;all me asap as I can’t delay this information to the ACC office 

’];hank you 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~)email.nnc.edu>: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> 

> 

> When is a good time to talk to you about project touchdown. I just 

finished 

> a group meeting and I am about to head to the library. Are you in your 

> office, and would soraetime in the near future be a good time to give you a 

> ring’.’ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> @unc.edu,, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&c~ 

Sunday, 9:41 PM 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Project Touchdown! 

Hi     Please submit the PT application as required for participation. 
(You do not have to send the peer recommendation though.) 

Clear your classes for Tampa and arrange to meet me in my office on 
Tuesday at 2:00 p.m. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport in Society - Bodee Maxtield <~b.maxfield@neu.edu> 

Monday, November 17, 2008 8:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tree Heroes of Sport Awards Gala 

Forward emoil 

~iii Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu by b,maxfield@neu,edu, 

Update ProfileiEmail Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~" I Privacy 

Policy. 

Sport in Society I 360 Huntington Ave. I 350 RJchards Hall I Boston I NA I 02115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter of Recommendation-Phd program at 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 
I and writing to ask if you would be willing to write another letter of recormnendation for me to use in an application for the 

track 

Quick Update on my life--- 
Write now I am looking into several difi?rent options to pursue after graduation in May. 

Phd program in 

I have kept in contact with my old boss at                                                                                             ~, and also the Senior Woman 
Administrator at                  Both noted potential openings I am planning to pursue. I have found I really enjoy the student interaction and research in my graduate experience and feel 
like becoming a professor/lecturer someday is definitely an ultimate goal. Ultimately I would love to do ~vhat you do as a professor or lecturer in an Exercise Science program This spring I 
am hoping to serve as an informal TA ~vith Shelley and her undergrad Sport Admin course here at UNC branching out to teach courses other than just Physical Education 

In terms of this recommendation letter, the committee is looking for letters portraying the students abili~ to perform in an academically rigorous environment. They noted the admissions 
committee is looking for students whose recommenders u~derstand the rigor of higher education and research and show in the letter that the student will be capable of mastering these. As 
my mentor and professor I thought you would be one of the best to speak to my academic capability. 

For this application I am also asking Barbara and Dr. Chia-Chen Yu ( / for a letter. 

If you accept, the formal application process sends an electronic [ink to the recomanenders. Once you receive the link, you submit the letter electronically before the deadline of January 15. 
am still working on the initial application, but wanted to ask you early since the holiday crunch umes are coming up. 

Hope things are going well with you and talk to you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Teaching Assistant 
UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 
cell:, 
email:       ~uncaa. unc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:57 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dsm3@unc.edu> 

NCAA Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

As I expressed to you earlier, I’m interested in applying to the NCAA 
Internship Program. In order to apply, you must have someone endorse 
you. Below you can see the requirements for an endorsement. 

Endorser Information 
Either your primalT or secondalT endorser must be an individual 
currently tvorking in athletic administration Your character witness 
must have known you for a period of at least two years. 

So... I’m not sure if I’ve lcaown someone in athletics for at least two 
years. I tvanted to see if you thought that I could look at this from a 
different angle and perhaps figure out a way find a qualified endorser 

PLEASE ADVISE’.![ :) 

Thanks, 

"Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of 
you Never excuse yourself" ---Henry Ward Beecher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation- Phd program at i 

Thank you! Project Touchdown sotmds awesome! I am sure the students will love it. Thanks again and I will see you We&~esday. 

’l eachlng Assistant 
UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 
cell:, 

email:       @uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>         4:23 PM >>> 
Hi         Yes, I will send a letter for you. Thanks for the life update 
too All is well here I got in late from IVlauland yesterday so I missed out 
on my usual "catch up on Sunday" activities. :) 

I am excited about my program -- Project Touchdown’. I am taking four 
students (three undergrad and,         , to Tampa to shadow the business 
aspect of the football championship. The trip will be incredible for all and 
a wonderful opportunity for the students to network and learn about planning 
a major sporting event. 

Continue to process your career moves. I think your role as a teacher and 
life coach (SA Developmem) ~r a~hletes matches your skill set Being close 
to the athletes keeps us young and instruction keeps us challenged! :) In 
terms of your family, they want you to be happy and successful first. If you 
need to come home due to family emergencies (even for an extended period) 
that can be arranged. Choose the best place that will allow you to grow and 
make a difference 

Chat with you soon! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration~College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg 

CB#3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 
theclub@unc.edu 

http://xvwxv.unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor t adn~inistr ation/index, htrn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~,uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:52 PM 

To: dstr oman@email.ur~c, edu 
Subject: Letter of Recormnendation-Phd program at 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 
I and writing to ask if you would be willing to ~vrite another letter of 
recorrm~endation for me to use in an application for the 
program in 

Quick Update on rny life--- 
Write now I ara looking into several different options to pursue at’ter 
graduation in Maw. 

Phd 

I have kept in contact with my old boss at 
and 

also the Senior Woman Administrator at                  Both noted potential 
openings I am plalming to pursue. I have found I really enjoy the student 
interaction and research in my graduate experience and feel like becoming a 
professor/lecturer someday is definitely an ultimate goal. Ultimately I 
would love to do what you do as a professor or lecturer in an Exercise 
Science program. This spring I aln hoping to serve as an informal TA with 
Shelley and her undergrad Sport Admin course here at UNC branching out to 
teach courses other than just Physical Education. 



In terms of this recommendation letter, the committee is looking for letters 
portraying the students ability to pelform in an academically rigorous 
environment. They noted the admissions con~mittee is looking for students 
whose recommenders understand the rigor of higher education and research and 
show in the letter that the student will be capable of mastering these. As 
my mentor and professor I thought you would be one of the best to speak to 
my academic capabili~. 

For this application I am also asking Barbara and Dr. Chia-Chen Yu 
) for a letter 

If you accept, the formal application process sends an electronic link to 
the recommenders. Once you receive the link, you submit the letter 
electronically before the deadline of Januap)~ 15. I am still working on the 
initial application, but wanted to ask you early since the holiday crunch 
times are coming up 

Elope things are going well with you and talk to you soon 

Sincerely, 

Teaching Assistant 

UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 

cell: 

email:       @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 17, 2008 11:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Childress leaving Hawks to join Greek franchise 

Please noter the sender’s email address has not been verified. 

Click the following to access the sent link: 

~ ~!~_i!~_~:__e___s_~__Le_~__v_i__n__~t _~_~___w__~___t__o__j_o__i~___~:_e___e___k____~:~_~_~ ~ ~_~ ~ 

Get your ElVlAIL THIS Browser Button and use it to email content from 
any Web site. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: for more information, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:02 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm)@unc.edu> 

RE: PT app 

Project Touchdown Application.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my statement. I can sign it when I come to your office in a little bit. 

[ am going to make it over there befor~:_~ two because [ am going to try to nap h:~r a lit:de bit while t am in Smith Center, 

Also, t will forward ¥o~ my itinerary shortly, My tk:k~-:d: cost was ~.~:].89 on Southwest the day [ searched I was a bl,-’_~ to find tk:ket:s on Hotwir~:_~ for as low as .’:;:].55, but:[ 

booked Southwest because it is more convenient for my schedufe~ 

Since the Southwest flight is more expensive than alternatives, if you could just reimburse me for what the flight should have cost ($t55}, then I will cover the 

difference. I think that is only fair because I purposefully chose the more expensive alternative. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                :1.2:27 PM 
To:     ~unc,edu 
Subject: PT app 

Hi. I need you~ sl~tement bet~e 2:00 p.m.~ 

Dd)orah Strolnan, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports D~smess Chub 

4 SrniO~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Ticketless Confirmation - MOCK/CHE 

Her÷ is my flight itinerary, 

From: Southwest Airlines [mailto:SouthwestAirlines@mail.southwest.com] 
Sent-" Sunday,                3:55 PM 

To-"      @unc.edu 
Subject: Ticketless Confirmation - 

] 
i.~.i Southwest Airlines 

Receipt and Itinerary 

Receipt and Itinerary as of 11116108 2:54 PM 

3onfirmation Date: 
Received: 

.~. iI ii Where Will 
i Sit’? 

All travel involving funds from this Confirmation Number must be completed by the expiration date. 

Thu I 3308 Depart RALEIGH DURHAM (RDU) at 9:00 AM 

Arrive in NASHVILLE TN (BNA) at 9:35 AM 

3250 Change planes in NASHVILLE TN (BNA) departing at 10:05 AM 

Arrive in TAMPA INTL (TPA) at 12:50 PM 

................................. Arii~ i~ ~LEiGH DURHAM (RBU) ~i 2i00 BM 

Air $145.12 

Tax $ 24.88 

PFC Fee $12.00 

Security Fee $ 7.50 

Total Payment: $189.50 

Current payment(s) 

Valid only on Southwest Airlines. NON REFUNDABLE/STANDBY REQ UPGRADE TO YL All 
travel involving funds from this Confirmation Number must be completed by the expiration date. An’ 
change to this itinerary may result in a fare increase. 

Fare Calculation: 

NRF- 1 RDUWNBNA N14WBNR 69.00 BNAWNTPA N14WBNR .00 TPAWNRDU S21NTNR 87.00 
$156.00 ZPRDU BNA TPA BNA XFRDU4.50 BNA3.00 TPA4.50 AYRDU2.50 
BNA2.50 TPA2.50 $189.50 

Passengers who do not obtain a boarding pass and are not present and available for boarding in 
the departure gate area at least ten minutes prior to scheduled departure time may have their 
reserved space cancelled and will not be eligible for denied boarding compensation. 

Air transportation by Southwest Airlines is subject to Southwest Airlines’ Passenger Contract of 
Carriage, the terms of which are incorporated by reference. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 3:26 PM 

;yahoo.tom 
Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Meeting on Friday 

Hi Leon Thanks for the note. Keep me posted on your schedule Classes end 
on the 3rd and I will head out of town on the 12th 

Debby 

"Knowledge Speaks. Wisdom Listens" 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leon Mohan [ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2008 10:58 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman, 
Subject: Meeting on Friday 

Debby, 

I won’t be able to meet on Friday. We may have to wait unti[ the I st of 
December. 

Leon J. Mohan, Ph.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 5:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

746 - Uniti~rms 

football unifonns.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~tarheelsports.com> 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Current Event 

Should Athletics Departments Test for Nicotine.ppt 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

From: @gmail.com] 
Wednesday, 10:38 AM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: Current Event 

"There are those that look at things the way they are, and ask why’? I drea~ of things that never were, and ask why not’." 

- Robert F. Kennedy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

John Meadows 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that I did send an email to \@. Meadows 
with my resume and he actually called me about it yesterday. We are 
going to have some discussions in the future and I really think that he 
will be an important source ibr me. I really appreciate you bringing 
him in to speak to our class, I think he was one of the best 

On another note, this Sunday my mom has her heart set on having 
Thanksgiving dilmer }vith just our family because we will be out of town 
on Thursday. Thus I am going home this weekend to be a part of that 
One of my classes is canceled on Monday the 24th, so the only class 
that I have left that is important is your class. I realize that this 
is not your problem at all, but I ~vas wondering if it would be possible 
for me to miss your class on that Monday. Obviously, if my grade is 
going to be deducted then I will be in class. It is just a hassle 
because I have to go home, which is outside of Charlotte, and then 
dr~ve back for your class and then leave right after because we are 
going out of town Again, I realize that this is not your 
responsibility, I was just hoping we could find a way to work it out. 

’]7hanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Shelley John~n qshellj o@uncaa, unc .edn~ 

Special Topics Assignment-EXSS 

Special Topic Assignment doc 

My Special Topic Assignment -Intel~’iew with John Blanchard-for EXSS 

Thanks !, 

is attached. 

Teaching Assistant 
UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 
cell: , 
email        ~uncaa. unc edu 



From: .~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday 10:59 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ttey! ! 

Hey!’. I am doing good...it has been busy these last weeks of the semester with work and school, but mostly school’. There axe alot of projects and papers to be turned 

in and the due date for all the work for my classes seem to fall on             I have been keeping up with my fellow Tar Heels though, I was able to attend a 
couple of football games this past year and I am excited to see what bowl game we go to! And now its time for bball season. I rash I was already a prominent alumni, 

so I can get some tickets lo1! But other than that, just waiting for Christmas break. Also, Dr.Stroman I am seaacching for internships for the summer and if you have any 

ideas or have heard of any openings thru the grapevine, let me know? How are classes going? I l, mow your s~udents love you!!! Thanks for checking up on me and 

hope to hear from you soon. 

On Thu,             at 3:41 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
tti    I was thinking ofyou...how are you doing? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edn 

theclub(~nnc.edu 

http://u~,.unc .edu/depts/exercise/sport adminis~trationiindex.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: _ ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Sundav,                6:33 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Hey!! 

Dr. Strolna2tl, 

I wanted to get your feedback on a business venture I may be tlTing to 

take. I am currently coming up ruth ideas for a women in athletics 

magazine. I have noticed that there is no hard cow magazine 

specifically geared towards women in sports. The ideas I have come up 

with is focusing on women athletes ranging fiom high school to 

prot~ssional and also women in the sports business world. I also 

wanted to have tbatures for women who are trying to gain a healthier 

lifestyle and introducing new stx)rks tbr women to emba~-k on and how 

they can go about that. I know there is alot of work I have to do to 

get something like this offthe ground, but its something that I am 

velN interested in and would love to get stal~ted working on. So any 

feedback you Inay have or advice I would love to hear it. Thanks and 

hope evelything is going well, 

On                           ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Welcome back’. Glad you had a safe trip. My cell number is 

> Hope you has’e another good school year with those bright 
> Tar Heels! Talk to you later, Jennifer. 
> 

> On Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.m~c.edu> wrote: 
> > Hi Great to hear t?om you. What is your cell number? I am back in 

town 

> > now and enjoying the sunW Carolina blue sky. :) 
> > 

> > Go Heels and Pirates’. 

> > Dr. Debby Stroman 



Sport Administra’fi on 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman~emafil.unc .edu 

ht~://~v.unc .edu/dept~’exercise/sport adminis~tratiou/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~)gn3a~l.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:15 PM 

To: dstroma~(a)em~l.unc.edu 
Subject: Hey!! 

Hey Dr. Stromm~, 

I just decided to drop you a line to see how thin~s were ~oing for 

you. I s~arted my job yesterday at                     and so 

far, its pretty hectic, but my boss intormed me that in August its 

pretty much like that evmT year. I have also decided to start a 

Organization al since I saw that they didn’t have 

any organizations or clubs that are related to sporks business out 

there. Its probably goiug to be alot of work, because I don’t know if 

the interest level is high enough. But so tZar thats all that I have 

been involved with &ing. I hope your summer is going well and that 

you get back to morn sunny Caxolina blue skies’.! TaJ~k to you latin; 

Dr. Stromau. 

~> 

~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, ~:03 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J < sportlaw@unc.edu>; Strolnan, Deborola Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; 

David Meggyeu 

[Fwd: Meggyesy/Wilber conversation] 

Wilber conversalion.eml.msg; southall.vcf 

Hello all: 

I thought I’d forward you this email and link from a good friend - David 
Meggyesy. If you have some time during the Thanksgiving break and are 
looking to listen to a great series of conversations, I strongly suggest 
you listen to these. I have begun listening to the series and fo~md it 
to be fascinating. Good fodder for future discussions - most likely out 
of class, perhaps on a future road-trip of some sort or over a pizza at 
the house. 

Look forward to your feedback. 

Dr. Richard M. Somhall 
Assistant Professor: Sport Administration 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919962-3507 (office) 

cell) 
919962.6325 (lhx) 
southall@email.unc.edu 

Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (http://csri-liia.org) 

Please join us Scholarly Conference on College Sport 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Meg~-e s31 

Monday, November 17, 2008 2:25 PM 

Meggyesy/Wilber conversation 

Dear Friends and Colleagues: 
Last January Ken Wilber and I had a long conversation about sport, the athletic experience, consciousness, 
competition, spirituality, evolution, personal growth, social change and the interrelationship between them. We covered a 
lot of ground. We had scheduled this conversation for it to be posted on Integral Naked, http://in.inteqrNinstitute.orq/a 
sub site of Integral Institute, wwwJntegrNinstitute.orq. It was posted in three installments in the Spring, 2008. 
Ken Wilber, to quote his bio blurb on the back of one of my favorites books, Eye to Eye: The Quest forA New 
Paradiqm, Revised Edition, Shambala Press, 2001, "is one of the most widely read and influential American 
philosophers of our time. His writings have been translated into over twenty foreign languages." Ken has published over 
twenty books and is one of the creators and founders, along with Esalen Institute’s, Michael Murphy, of the Integral 
approach to our understanding of reality and change, and is the founder of the Integral Institute. You can check him out 
on Wikipedia. In my view Ken is one of our most important and significant philosophers, psychologists, synthesizers of 
knowledge and activists for social change and human evolution. I have been reading his work extensively for the past 
2.5 years. 
I’m forwarding the three installments with a desire and hope that you will listen. And, I have a request, if you do listen, 
that you email me your response, based on your experience as an athlete, journalist, activist, academic, fan or just have 
an interest in SportsWodd. I’m mostly interested in how your personal experience in sport relates to the conversation. I 
plan to compile these responses using them for my own interest and will share them, with your individual permission, 
with those of you who comment. I’m also looking for an extended conversation about the many aspects of sport and the 
athletic experience, especially its deeper and oftentimes hidden dimensions. 
Thanks. 
David Meggyesy 

David Meg~’esy / Ken Wilber Conversation 
Conversation occurred January 19, 2008. It was posted on Integral Naked in three segments, on the dates below. 
Left click to hear segments: 
First Wilber Conversation 5-5-08 34:35 minutes 

Second Wilber Conver~dion 6- 6- 08 31:53 minutes .................................................................................. 

Third Will~er Conver~tion 7-8-08 25:48 minutes 

Contact: 





Time: 
Location: 

TBD 
Onsite - UNC Athletic Department 

Credit Hours: 

Semester: 

Faculty: 

Phone: 

Office Hours: 

Rationale: 

Smith Building - CB 3182 

XXX@email.unc.edu 

By appointment 

The internship is one of the most crucial steps a giud~{iiii~es io~iiii~paring for a professional 

career in the field of sport administration. The manner in w~ii~) the student approaches this 

opportunity, as well as, the expertise of t~iiiii~pierv’isors that w~rkiiii~i~th~ students, are critical to the 

success of the internship. Smdents should e~fi~a~f~themselves in ~O~fOfe:ssional manner by 

displaying a positive a~itude and proper etiq~tte an~6~g~being:~unctual and dependent, 

demonstrating initiative a~d~l~e~hip, adheri~g~professi;~: standards and ethics, and 

contributing to the su~:Ss ofthe~iversity’s at~{~etic depa~ment by demonstrating creative and 

energetic talents. The gr~at~ sp~0:ministration~6:gram is fo~unate to have this unique 

with coNp~ient inteM~gN~upe~’i~g~:: These supe~isors have a thorough knowledge of the 

field;~¢~¢rest in intemg~i~stmcfi~:and are dedicated to high standards in intercollegiate 

spo~busi~~icedelive~ 

By working togethd~N~aent and supe~isors combine to make the internship a positive 

experiential learning e~rience for a future successful business career in college sports. The 

faculty of the UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department deeply appreciates the opportunities 

given to students by the athletic department in carrying out internship assignments. All students 

are to be applauded on their accomplishments thus far and encouraged to demonstrate their full 

potential to become a contributing member to this profession. 

{PAGE } 



Objectives: 

General instructional goal s and student learning outcomes: 

1. Determine or advance interest in a special area of interest 

2. Be involved with the athletic personnel and participate in meetings and workshops 

3. Study the current scientific literature related to the internship site:::: 

4. Observe or participate in the administration of the internship si~ 

Students will assume primary responsibility to determi~ ~ei:fi~ objectiV~ ~he internship in 

consultation with the faculty supervisor and athletic: supervisor, and will also identify activities 

that will relate to these objectives. ...... ........ 

Internship Eligibility Requirements 

In order for students to be eligible to compi~i~ ~} ~:C - SA Gr~ ~nternship, the following 
cfteria must be met: 

a. Students must be ~~d for EXSS ~X:X dufing~ semester period in which they 
will complete th~ ~:~ter~:~ (spring, sumner, or fall)~:: Additionally, payment of tuition 

and fees mu~ B~ ~plete~ ~n accordance:N~ ~he University Cashier’s Office. 

B. The following acad:~e::r~i~N~nts::mus~ ge completed prior to initiation of the 
intern~ ....... .... 

.... .... All requi~ ~ourses::~a~d the master’s degree must be successfully completed 
.... ..... 

:: ...... with a passifi~ ~rade o~::or better No incompletes will be accepted. 
2. :: ~he student m~ have:identified a thesis topic and submitted a thesis advisor 

.... .... 

Internship Policies::~ Cou~ge Grading 

All reports, ass~:gnments, and forms that the student prepares are to be typed. Students 
are encouraged to save the forms to disk prior to leaving UNC. The forms included in 
the appendices of this manual are to be used in the case that students have difficulty 
accessing the saved files or online forms during the internship. 

Incomplete work will be returned to the student for completion and resubmission before 
grading. The following constitutes an incomplete report: 
1. Any missing signatures 
2. Missing or incomplete S~mmary o~Ho~s 
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3. Any missing items due with specific reports 

Course Grading Scale: 

H 
P 
LP 
F 

90 and above 
80 - 89 
70 - 79 
69 and below" 

EXSS XXXX grades vdll be submitted to the Registr~ ~g so6~ ~ possible. If a student 
has earned a grade of ’F’ in the Internship, the stud~m will not i~: the Internship. 
g~ud ~n w!ll b~ ~qu!~dt o ~nrolI! nan add!t!on a I eou~s)~hat!Ss~l~ct ~d b~ ~h EXSS 

u~i::~g{i6 iSp rtgInfo 7. Athletic Comm ~s o rmation 
8. Tar Heel Sports Mark6{i~giLea~!0 : ............ .... 
9. Operatio~:~ ~ W~ilitie~: ::::: .... 

10. an:~ E~¢nt Planning 

Visitatiofi~)~ference call 

>Tsitation: The::fa~l~y supe~igor will visit the site once per semester for ~ 30 - 45 minutes. 
Students are to su~S~:: seve~gi appropriate days and times for the visitation. The visits are 
usually conducted b~w~e~ {he third and seventh ~veek of the internship. 

The faculty supe~qsor will need to spend some time with the athletic supeazisor, but will spend 
most of the time with the student. Therefore, students need to be available during the visit and 
not involved with programs or other meetings. The puwose of the visitation is for the student and 
faculty supe~isor and athletic supe~isor to discuss the experience; determine performance 
stren~hs; and specify performance goals for the remainder of the internship. The faculty 
supe~,isor will also be ready to answer any questions concerning academic assignments (repots, 
special proj ects, etc.). 
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Conference Call: The faculty supervisor will make a conference call to those interns who are not 
visited due to emergencies or extenuating circumstances. Conference calls are to be arranged by 
the student and confirmed by both the faculty supervisor and athletic supervisor. The student and 
athletic supervisor are requested to use speakerphone or telephone extensions, which permit a 
three-way conversation. 

Internship Grading Plan & Reporting Procedures 

A) Grading Plan .... .... 

Interns will be responsible for a variety of tasks at the internship ~i~ =as well as numerous 
academic assignments. Interns should remember that they are~n u~6ming professional in the 

field and represent themselves, the athletic and EXSS d~poff~ents at~l! ii~es. Students may 
find it helpful to organize academic tasks by using th~ i~nsh=ip manual w~i~h can be 
downloaded from Blackboard. Any questions or p~Nbms should be addre~D the faculty 

supe~isor immediately by telephone and e-mai=~ ........... ..... ........           ============ ..... 

The following assignments and grading plan will be ad~ ~6 during the internship: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

B) = ReportingProcedfi~ 

All writtefi ~ignments are~ adhere to the guidelines outlined in the internship manual. 
Students are ~O~ed to us~ ~rofessional language and write in third person on the majority of 
written materialg {~ ~:::"~ intern completed three ass~=nments. ). Students are to refrain from 
writing in first pers:~{ ~ g. "I completed all of the tasks assigned to me for the week." "I 
learned that the adm~Nstrative structure of the organization was veu complex.") Fi{st pg~so~ 
te~minolog~ is a~ep~abl~ i~ a portio~ o~th~ ~kJ~ R~port wh~ s~d~m~ ~pond ~o th~ 
questions idenfifi ed First person ~e~inolog~ i~ al ac~piable in ihe {~ird ge~i6n o~ ~h~ 
P~a~fifio~e~ i~{eNie~ RepO~ and in ihe iniemghip Sum~aN RepO~. Margins are to be one 
inch on all four sides. All of your written assignments must be stapled in the upper left corner; 
paper clips should not be used. 
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Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ONBOARDING for Graduate Sport Administration Internship 

Name: Start date: 

Functional Unit: Supervisor: 

f FORMCHECKaOX t Provide intern with athletics Department Manua! !~ ~:: drive). 
f FORMCHECKaOX t Assign "mentor" within functional unit to ans~ ~efi~!~l ~uestions. 

P~I~I 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Review key ¯ Anti-harassment .... ..................... ¯ Personal e~O~t standards 

policies.                         ¯ Vacation and sick le~N~ .... ¯ Progressive di~p!jnary actions 
¯ Holidays .... ..... Security .... 

¯ Time and leave ~po~ ........ 
¯ Overtime ........ S~fety 

¯ Performance reviews 

¯ Dress :~ode Visitors 
...... .... 

.................................................................. E marl and Internet use 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Review ~ ° Office/desk~ork sta:~i~ ::: ,::::~elephones 

general administrative ~ " Keys ....... Building access cards 

.... :::~ :Ma (ncomng~:doutgong) ¯ Conference rooms procedures. ................. .... 

.... ~::~ ~bipping. ] Expense reports 
.... .... 

ii~ : ~siness cards ....... 
Office supplies 

.... .... ~ ~rchase requests .... 

INTRODUCTIONS AN D TOU R 
: .... 

:: .... .... 

:: ....... .... ¯ Maii;;~6~ms : ¯ Parking :. Coffee/vendingmachines .... .... .... 

.... .... Cop~:centers ;. Printers ;. Cafeteria 

P O S i T I O NI N FORMATI O N ~ 
.... ........ 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Ih~i~ns to functional unit and organizational chart. 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Rev~:job assignment, orientation and onboarding. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Revi:ew job description, performance expectations and evaluations (see Internship 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Review job schedule and hours (see Internship Contract). 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Review payroll timing, time cards (if applicable), and policies and procedures. 

�OM U E S 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Hardware and software re " E-mail ¯ Microsoft Office System ¯ Databases 

o Intranet ¯ Data on shared drives ¯ Internet 
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{ FORMCHECKBOX } Provide intern with Sport Administration Graduate Program Internship Guide 

and Manual. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Assign faculty supervisor to help reflect on the internship experience. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Complete Internship Contract with department s~:rvisor: return to facult 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Establish day and time for hi-weekly departme~ ~eEvisory conference. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Share Internship Guidebook with departme~ ~pervisor, namely evaluatio 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Conduct first hi-weekly depart~:nt supeEvisory confere~i ......... 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Conduct first monthly faculty ~yisory ~Dference. .... 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Attend Sport Administration Lea~p::~ars. .... 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Give introductions staff personnel at State of Depal 

{ FORMCH ECKBOX } Co nd uct "walk a rou na~ ~ ~b~::followi .......................... n~ fa~li~ (if a ppropriate): Ca rm ich 

Kenan Field House, Kenan Football Center, ~ni~:::~ll~ms Athletic ~ter, Smith Center, 

.... E. d d.i.e...~.~.!.~, b...~.i.e.!.d.. H.~.~.~L.~.u.~...N.~ ~.~.i.u. ~.....~ ........... : ~......~ ::. .................................................................................................... 

{ FORMCHECKBOX }: ~lete Le:~ing Agreement:with department supervisory: return to fac~ 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Es~bl~:: day::~d:::time for faculty ~upervisory conferences. 
{ FOR M C H EC KBOX } Begi n :S~Ad 2 ~h~win:g ............. .... 

................................ :: ............... :: ::::::: ..... ......................................... ¯ ~: ..... :: .... 
.... ............................... : .... :: .... 

:: : 
............................................... .... ......................................... 

: 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ian <iau@phdjobs.com> 

Thursday, November 27, 2008 12:10 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

F.xcellent Career Opportunity 

i i~ w~w.phdjobs.com 

Copgricjht 2008 - lahDjobs,com 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

@hotmail.com> 
Monday,                  :[1:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

of Recent Bahamian Arts Exhibit .... 

Deborah Stroman: 

When you approached me, I was flabbergasted, I had been thinking about the answer to that question for a very long time but I 
never had the opportunity to search for good in-expensive colleges that I could attend. I have my High School Diploma and a few good references 
from the local community theater and I have a strong feeling for my talent. I am a very ecstatic singer/dancer/actor/writer like my own little ’quad- 
threat’ if ][ could say so myself. I am not very sure how I would make it to attend your school if I ever got the opportunity, because I don’t really have 
the financial requirements but because of what I see your school offering I will make a serious effort toward becoming apart of iL Thanks for the 
opportunity once again... 

Thank You, 

Discover the new Windows Vista Learn more! 



President Davis <adavis@a2integratedmarketing.com > 
Wednesday, December 3, 2008 :[0:05 plVl 
Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 
RE: Whatz Up? 

Hell Ms. Strohman, 

Of course you were thinking of me..Jt’s time for Golf. I love Golf and its all your fault. What are you up to and why are you the prettiest place in the 
world--without me? 

I have your address so you’ll be getting some Holiday correspondence but please keep in touch. Thanks again for reaching out as you are a refreshing 
and inspirational women of great character. 

In the meantime, be well and make good choices, 

Ahngelique 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
To: adavis@a2integratedmarketing.com 
Subject: Whatz Up? 
Date: Tue, 18 Nov 2008 17:22:5:£ -0500 

Hi. I was thinking of you...how is life? All is well here in Chape] Hill. 

Hugs, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UMC Exercise ~nd Spo~t Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spoors Business ~ub 

4 Smifl~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edu 

http:!/ / www.unc.edu/ depts/ exercise/ sport administration 

"The hear/ L~ 

Send e-mail anywhere. No map, no compass. Get your Hotmail® account now. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Thompson <executivebody@myafbonne.com> 

Saturday, December 5, 2008 8:40 AM 

ma(:ieO] 7@umn,edu; 
SI:roman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.ef~u>; 

Fw: Holiday Promotions. December 2008 

]odd M. Thompson 

Independent Consultant 

e xe~u rive hod y~)mya rbo n he.co m 

(919) 358-8089 

....... Original Message ....... 

From: "Arbonne h~ternationaF <bouncef~;;arbonnemaiLcom> 

Sent 12/4/2008 ~1:19:22 AM 

To: executive body@myarbo role.corn 

Subject: Holiday Promotio~]s IJ December 2008 

PwP @ $150 
Now For .$30 wkh 30 RV #1701P 

Now for sale 
$60 SRP with 60 RV #] 70~ 

Now for ..g42 with 48 RV, Regularly $70 
#6404 

A $60 value, for $48 A $47.50 value, for $38 



Purifying S~a Soal #7318W Renewing Body ¢.]elee 

NatureDs Scented Garden NatureDs Scented Garden 
Bonus L.uxury Gift Set Solid Scent Compact 

A $49.50 v~.iue [ol $25 (25 RV) A $4S v~.iue, B:)I $18(18 FV) 
BIs.ck Orchid Cassis #9679P Biack Orchid Cs.ssis #9677P 

Sta.r j~smine Tuberose #9678[-" Starj~smine Tuberose 

1 0 i:a bu Iou s g ii:~:s i:o ] $10 each’. 

These m~lst-hi}.w_¯ id~_~as fer your 

S~:cess[Jne, family ~]nd fr~el~ds. 

Cfk:l,:: to arbonrH: ~:om > Shop Onlh~e 

> The eli~.ce ~ to order today 



From: @ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:03 PM 

To: Stroma]~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: here ya go! 

A~tach: 004.JPG 

From: Garcia, Melissa J. [mailto:mjgarcia@law.stetson.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                11:55 AM 

To:     ~unc.edu 
Subject: here ya go! 

Melissa J. Garcia 
Candidate for Juris Doctor, May 2010 
Stelson ~niversity Colleoe of Law 

n_~[qarcia@k~w.steL~on, edu 





















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~tmo.blackberw.net 

Wednesday, December 10, 2008 10:53 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Bill Rhoden - Comact 

@vzw.blackberry.net 

Merry Christmas 

Sent via BlackBerry fi~0m T-Mobile 

From: "Deborah Stmma~" 

Date: Wed, 10 Dec 2008 10:47:33 -0500 
To: ’Wendell Hasldns’<MrWendell@OriginarFee.com> 
Subject: Bill Rhoden - Contact 

Hi Wendell. I hope all is well. I need Bill Rhoden’s #. Fie gave me his card and ~vith nay transition to NC, I think the card is in MD. 

We have an invite for him to participate in our College Sports Scholarly Conference this April and I want to follow up by phone. I want to ensure minority 

part:icip~tion in the speaker% panel. 

Let: me know - Th~nks’. 

MertT Christmas! 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg, CB# 3182 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(a)~unc.edu 

http:/’ /www,unc.edu/ depts/’exercise// sport administration 
"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we ought to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 10~ 2008 7:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Congratulation!! 

tell evels’one everything ... the?- just don’t believe me! 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.uaac.edu> 12/10/2008 7:05 PM >>> 
CONGRATULATIONS! 

"Success leaves clues" 
We are blessed that others can’t seem to put it all together consistently to 
follow your model. :) 

Melw,V Cl~ristmas and Happy Holiday Season (~vhat a gift[[), 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
LrNC - EXSS - 4 Smifl~ Bldg. 
CB # 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administratiun/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Anson Durrance [mailto:anson(@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2008 1:31 PM 
Tu: Deborah Struman 
Sutzject: Re: Congratulations! 

Thank you [)ebb?’. wonderful poem! 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 8/22/2008 2:51 PM >>> 
I Will Not Die an Unhved Life 

I will not die an unlived 1Re. 

I will nut live in fear 

of falling or catching fire. 

I choose to inhabit my days, 

to allow my living to open me, 

to make me less afraid, 

more accessible, 

to loosen tW heart 

until it becomes a wing, 

a torch, a promise. 

I choose to risk my significance; 

to live so that which came to me as seed 

goes to the next as blossom 

and that ~vhich came to me as blossom, 

goes on as fruit 

By Dawna Markova 



Congratulations on your leadership and commitment to sending your seeds and 
blossoms offto Olympic success!! 

Go Heels, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

http:i/~vw~v.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sl~ort administration 

"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
love. What seeds ;vill you plant there?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 11, 2008 2:14 PM 

@comcast.net> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edu.~ 

Holla 

Hi. Give me a call when you can. Thanks. 

Should I tax some art-work to you or snail mail? 

C- 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hltp:/’,/wwwam~.e,guf ~]eptsf exerc~se/~spor~ admmJstralion 
"The gap #~ our economy N between what we have and what we think we ought to have - and that is a mor~l problem, not an economic one, " 



From: ~comcast.net 

Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 10:41 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Holla 

Hi Debby, 
Just wanted to let you know I received the fax -- the sketches help out a lot. I’ll play around with it and tW to get something to you within the next few days. 
Take care, 

.............. Original message 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.u~c.edu> 
> Thanks. I ~vill fax now The company is Triangle Sports Management. You can 
> use these thoughts or your own. Color scheme - Black and gold or Burgun@ 
> and gold. 
> 

> 

> 

> Chat with you soo! 
> 

> 

> 

> Hugs, 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> 

> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> 

>CB #3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> 

> theclub@unc, edu 
> 

> 

> 

> http :i/www.m~c.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr at ion/index, htm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(d!,,eruail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thtasday, December 11, 2008 2:14 PM 
> To: 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: Holla 
> Importance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi. Give me a call when you can. Thap2~s. 
> 

> 

> 

> Should I fax some artwork to you or snail mail? 
> 

> 

> 

>C- 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 



Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we thip2K we ought 
to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation Letter 

Its for graduate school. I was tinder the impression that you would send it to me and then I would include it with my application materials. Is that incolrect? I am 

applying to                                            and I need it by 

At one point, you had mentioned that you needed some information about what I wmated you to write. So, ifthdts the case: 

I graduated last May but ultimately decided to return to school to prepare for graduate school. I have been working ruth the North Carolina High School Athletic 

Association and the Broughton High School Athletic Depaxtment as well as the Glaxo-Smith-Kline Basketball Invitational I have held one-on-one meetings with NC 

State Athletic Director Lee FoMer and UNC Athletic Director Dick Baddour about Collegiate Athletics Adminis~,ration. I mn currently in the process of getting an 

internship ruth the Durha~n Bulls. 

I gaess you can jufft add info about Ine from your perspective. I really appreciate you doing this for me. If it turns out that yoa have to send them to the individaal 

schools, I will provide you with the address of the respective institutions. 

Thanks so mach, 

On Fri, at 5:13 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

You wrote: I was just wondering you required to write a recommendation letter. 

???? 

Do you need me to write one tbr yoa’~ What positiom I need the tbllowing: 

1. What orgm~afion? 

2. What position are you applying for and when does it s~? 

3. Where is the le~er sent? 

4. Who is the recipient? 

5. When is the le~er due? 

Be ~orough We get many, many requests. @ 

Dr. Debb~- Stroma~ 

Sport Administration/College Sport ~esearch Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~aess Club 

UNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg~ 

CB ~ 3182 

C}a~pel t till, 2~C 27599 

919~843~0336 

the club (~un c.e du 

http:! / www.unc.e~tu/depts~ exercise! sport a~]rmnistration/index.htm 

From: ~qmail.com] 



Sent; Friday,                4:55 PM 
To-" Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Subject-" Recommendation Letter 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I was just wondering you required "to write a recommendatiou letter. Could you let me know ,so that I could get you what you ueed to write. Thmaks in 

advance and 1[ hope to hear ti-om you soou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Key, Watts <keyw@labcorp.com> 

Monday, December 15, 2008 9:17 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Follow Up 

Debby, 
Great meeting you as well. I’m working on an Ireland golf trip now, eight of us going over in late April. I got some good news last week and then got shotdown. I was assigned 
the BCS Championship Game on Monday only to be told on Thursday that I had failed to submit some paperwork and the NCAA compliance group would not let me call. Back in 
August we had to go online and fill out background info as we normally do but this time using a web site. Many of us had problems and the NCAA contact remembers me 
having a problem as she had to reload the log in and password. Evidently you had to save the info and then submit, I guess I just hit submit so nothing was received. Doug and 
the NCAA National officiating head thought it could be worked out but compliance nixed. So I went from winning the tournament to getting DQ’d. 
I’ll hook up with you in the spring. 
Wat-N 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 4:43 PM 
To: Key, Watts 
Subject: ACC Follow Up 

Hi Watts. I enjoyed meeting you in T~mpa. I had a super trip and the students are still exelted! All is well here as we just: finished up exams m~d grading. I 

off to MD ~br a couple of weeks £or a "break." 

Thanks ~gain for ALL you do for the ACC. I look fotwvard to playing g~lf with you in the spring! © I better start working on nay putting now so I can keep 

Go ACC! 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ J 

LJNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB#, 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we ought to have - and that is a ,nora/problem, not an economic one. " 

This e-mail and any attachi~’nts may contain CONFIDENTIAL information, :[n,sludiE~g PROTE 





Dear                    , 

The Carolina Sports Business Club ("CSBC") mission is to support the academic and professional success 

of UNC students pursuing a career in Sport. CSBC seeks to encourage the development of leaders in the 

sports industry and allow students to participate in activities that will help them develop into future 

sport professionals. 

This year marks the start of the Carolina Sports Business Club and there is great need for funding. 

Currently, membership is at 120+ members with more individuals wishing to join weekly. Our goal this 

year is to increase membership to over 300 members. There is a multitude of events planned for the 

Spring Semester - a Career Networking Night, an Etiquette Dinner, and a Golf Tournament, just to name 

a few. 

As the Carolina Sports Business Club prepares for its events for the Spring Semester, we are 

currently seeking sponsors. The Carolina Sports Business Club is extending an exclusive opportunity to 

[COMPANY NAME] to become a proud partner. This year our goal is 5 sponsorships at $500 each. Since 

this is our first year and we are developing programs and increasing membership, we will offer this rate 

at an introductory 2 year period. 

As a sponsor, [COMPANY NAME] will benefit in a variety of ways. The first is multiple signage 

opportunities. [COMPANY NAME]’s logo will be placed on CSBC t-shirts, on a page of the CSBC website, 

promotional and signage material for events, and on the club’s monthly newsletter. Theme nights 

involving [Company Name] and promotional merchandise will be gladly accepted to disburse to CSBC 

members. Among other services, the Carolina Sports Business Club will gladly offer it’s members as 

volunteers in return for sponsorship funding. 

If [Company Name] is interested in helping UNC students achieve an experiential education that will 

help them succeed in future endeavors, then CSBC needs your support. An investment of $500 into the 

Carolina Sport Business Club is worthwhile and will benefit both UNC Students and [Company Name]. 

Please contact me, if you have any questions or would like to commit to sponsoring the Carolina Sports 

Business Club. 

Thank you, 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

@email.unc.edu 



From: ~comcast.net> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:21 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Holla 

Attach: TSM Logo.pdf 

Hi Debby, 
Here’s what I’ve been able to do so far Let me know your thoughts.. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
S ent: Friday: 12:27 PM 
To: ~comcast.net 
Subject: RE: ttolla 

Thanks, as ahwus! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration~College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith B[dg 
CB#3182 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http:/&w,~*v.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration/index htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Friday-, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Holla 

I0:41 AM 

~comcast.net] 

Hi Debby, 

Just wanted to let you know I received the fax - the sketches help out a 

lot. I’ll play around with it and try to got something to you within the 

next few days. 

Take care, 

.............. Original message 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.~xc.edu> 
> Thanks. I will fax now-. The corapany is Triangle Sports Management. You can 
> use these thoughts or your own. Color scheme - Black and gold or Burgun@ 
> and gold. 
> 

> 

> 

> Chat with you soo! 
> 

> 

> 

> Hugs, 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 
> 

> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 
> UN-C - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> 

> CB #3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 



919.8430336 

dstro@unc edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

> http :/iwww.~mc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adruinistr at iorvindex, htra 

From: Deborah Stroruan [mailto:dstroman(~,email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                  2:14 PM 

Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Holla 
Importance: High 

Hi. Give me a call when you can. That~ks. 

Should I fax some artwork to you o1 snail mail? 

>C- 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc edu 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we ought 
to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one" 



Z. 



From: ~comcast.net 

Sent: Friday, December 19, 2008 3:33 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Holla 

Attach: TSM Logo.pdf 

.............. Original message 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.u~c.edu> 
> 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>CB #3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> dstro@unc edu 
> theclub@unc edu 
> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/e×ercise/sport administration!index htm 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: i~,comcast.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2008 9:21 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Sublect: RE: Holla 
> 
> Hi Debby, 
> Here’s what I’ve been able to do so far. Let me kmow your thoughts... 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Friday-, December 12, 2008 12:27 PM 

> To:            ~comcast.net 
> Subject: RE: Holla 
> 

> 

> Thanks, as alwayst 
> 

>d 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administratiot~/College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> CB #3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> theclub@unc edu 
> 

> http://www.va~cedu/deptsiexercise/sportadministratio~’indexhtm 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @comcast net] 
> Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 10:41 AM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Holla 
> 

> Hi Debby, 
> Just ~vanted to let you know I received the fax -- the sketches help out a 
> lot I’ll play around with it and try to get something to you within the 
> next few days. 
> Take care, 

> 

> .............. Original message 

> From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email uric edu> 
> > Thanks I will fax no~v. The company is Triangle Sports Management You can 
> > use these thoughts or your o~vn. Color scheme - Black and gold or Btn-gun@ 
> > and gold. 
>> 

>> 

>> 



> > (;hat ~vith you soo! 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Hugs, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> 

> > Sport A&ninistratiotgCollege Sport Research Institute 

>> 

> > Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 

> > UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>> 

>>CB#3182 

>> 

> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > 919.843.0336 

>> 

> > dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

> > theclub@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > http://wtvw.uncedu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email.unc.edu] 

> > Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 2:14 PM 

>>To:’ 

> > Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> > Subject: Holla 

> > Import~nnce: High 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Hi. Give me a call when you can. Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Should I fax some artwork to you or snail mail? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>C- 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> 

> > UNC - }{xercise and Sport Science 

>> 

> > Sport Administration 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > College Sport Research Institute 

>> 

> > Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 

> > 4 Smrth Bldg. - CB~ 3182 

>> 

> > Chapel IIill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > 919.843.0336 

>> 

> > dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

> > http://www.unc.edu,’depts/exerciseisport administration 

>> 

>> 

>> 



> > "’]’he gap in our economy is between ~vhat we have and what we think we ought 

> > to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one." 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



iGEE 

PO R~-I~S 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net> 

Friday, December 1% 2008 10:56 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ttolla 

i like "protecting your future. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 19, 2008 4:02 PM 

To:          @comcast net 
Subject: RE: Holla 

Thales! I will be in touch. 

Which tag line do you like best considering the name of the company and the 
services (sports agency)? 

Triangle Sports Management - "Your Connection to Success" 
Triangle Sports IVlanagement - "Protecting Your Future" 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport ANninistration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
CB # 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theciub@unc.edu 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spor t administration/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Friday,’, December 19, 2008 3:33 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: R[{: ttolla 

,@comcast.net] 

.............. Original message 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> krNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

> CB #3182 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 

> theclub@unc, edu 
> 

> http ://www.~mc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adl~inistr at iorvindex, htra 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: ~comcast.net] 

> Sent: Thtasday, December 18, 2008 9:21 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: RE: Holla 

> 

> Hi Debby, 

> Here’s what I’ve been able to do so far Let me know your thoughts. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email uric edul 

> Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 12:27 PM 

> To:            @comcast.net 

> Subject: RE: Holla 

> 

> 

> Thanks, as always! 

> 



>d 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>CB #3182 
> Chapel tIi[l, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> theclub@unc, edu 
> 

> http :i/www.tmc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr ation/index, htm 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From (d~,,c omc ast .net] 
> Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 10:41 AM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Holla 
> 

> Hi Debby, 
> Just wanted to let you know- I received the fax -- the sketches help out a 
> lot. I’ll play arotmd with it and try to get something to you within the 
> next few days. 
> Take care, 
> 

> 

> .............. Original message 

> From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
> > Thanks. I will fax now. The company is Triangle Sports Management. You 
can 
> > use these thoughts or your otvn. Color scheme - Black and gold or 
Burgundy 
> > and gold. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Chat with you soo! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Hugs, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>d 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> 

> > Spolt Administratiol~/College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

> > Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

> > UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>> 

> > CB ~i 3182 
>> 

> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > 919.843.0336 
>> 

> > dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

> > theclub@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/inde×.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.tmc.edu] 
> > Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 ~: 14 ]-M 
> > To: 

> > Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> > Subject: Holla 
> > Importance: High 



> > IIi. Give me a call when you can. rI1nanks 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Should I fax some artwork to you or snail mail? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>C 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

> > UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

> > Spolt Adrmnistration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

> > Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

> > 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > 919.843.0336 
>> 

> > dstro@unc.edu 
>> 
> > http://~vw~v.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > "The gap in our economy is between ~vhat we have and what we think we 
ought 
> > to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, December 21, 2008 12:57 PM 

ncteamtempo@meridians.us 

UNC Team Tempo’s Jan Boxill t~atured in News & Ob~rver 

In the Sunday, December 21, 2008, Raleigh News & Observer, Jan Boxill, Director of the Parr Center for Ethics at UNC-Chapel Hill, is interviewed. See 
page 17A. The article is entitled, "Ethics is for all of us, and it’s essential for society. People can be taught to behave more ethically." Primary article 
is entitled, "Is honesty for suckers?" Jan serves Team Tempo as the liaision with UNC faculty. 
Kudos to Jan! 
Best wishes for all for Happy Holidays! 
Jo Yvars 
Media 



BUILD! 
By Donald E. Hanna 

Challeng 
foE  , eni  @ Strategic 

 catior  igl~er education institutions around the world ~ace the 

~n~ury, With t}]e internationa~ economy evol,dng toward a 
]oba] n etwork orga,nized am und th e val ue of know] edge, 

of people a.nd organizations to Llse tecl~no]ogi- 
~ developments wise121, effectively, and efficiently has 
~m~rged as a critical societal concern. People and nations are 
~Nng on colleges and universkJes to ~he]p shape a posNve 
~u~ure. However, to capture the advantage of this more cen- 
tral focus and role, higher education institutions will need to 
transform their structures, missions, processes, and pro- 
grams in order to be both more flexible and more responsive 
to changing sodetal :needs. 

to 1997 and ax Associat~ ~,~c~- Pro~ost for Exten&~d Uni’v~rs’ity S~’r~ices at Washingto~ Stat~ 

Ut~i~,~:r,dty from 1987 t0 1993. 1-{~ is c~rr~nt!y Pr@ssor of Ed~cational Comm~t~ic~tions 

ership for 2] st Century Learning: Glo ha.1 Perspectives from Edu cationa.1 Inn ova,-- 
tots (2001) a~d lh~: principal author and editor of Higher Education ~n an Era, ,:ff D~gi- 
tal Competitiom Choices and Challenges (2ooo), 

¯ . _DUCAUS 25 ,:9 2003 Donald E, Hanna Juiv/Au;;ust 2003LJF ~ Ereview 



A key factor in the changing societal 
needs is deman& Sir John Daniel, [ormer 
chancdlor o~ the Open UniversiN United 
Kingdom, has argued that demand for 
hight r educa:tio n i s dram a.tical]y outstrip - 
ping the capabilities o~ nations to expand 
access due to aires@ existing shortages 
o[ space in traditkma] colleges arnd un[- 
wrsities, a growing young population in 
m~ny areas o[ the world, and limitations 
on resources, bo@~ [inaneial and human. 
He suggests that in order to sustain cven 
the current level <ff participation in 
higher cducatkm global])f an ax, erage o[ 
one new major institution would need to 
be created somewhere in the world each 
week [or the nextthirty years2 

The problem of access is beh~g ap- 
proached from multiple institutional 
perspectives.~ Traditional campus-basal 
colleges and universities are extending 
their boundaries and arc opening up 
access points through technology- 
enhancd distance learning, while the na- 
tional "mcga--univcrsitics" are beginning 
to build ~n more robust mechanisms, in- 
cluding smdent-~act~lb~ interactions that 
arc both ~aco-to4acc and supported by 
advanced learrfing technologies. In some 
countries, especially in the Unitd States, 
[or-profit colleges and universities are 
bring establishedto serve working adults, 
and online-only h~stitutions and strategic 
consortia or alliances arc emerging. 

Clcar]3~ higher educa:tion institutions 
must change-and, indeed, are changing- 
to :meet ~uture needs. As they continue to 
do so, they wil~ face a number o[ broad- 
based strategic challenges. Colleges and 
universities will :need to address each o} 

selves to meet the demands o~ an increas- 
ingly co mplt= and dynamic environment. 

Strategic C{~al{enge #1: 
Removing Boundaries 
Colleges and universities are facing the 
challenge of removing the boundaries 
between higher education institutions 
and their external puNics while at the 
same time protecting the fundamental 
values and traditions associated with [rce 
academic inquir> independence o[ 
thonght, and rights m~d responsibilities 
o~ the ~a.culty. What is "on.-campus" and 
what is not will become less and less ap- 
parent. The result is that actMties and 

boundaries will bc increasingly blurred 
as a result o[ @m greater communicatkm 
and interactions made possible by in- 
creasingly powerful tccbndogics. The 
NoW tower pictured bdow is becoming a. 
relic o~ the past-o~ a time when ~owl- 
edge was to bc guarded :in order to be prc.- 
served, when it sc~,cd to scpara:tc @mac 
with "class" ~rom those without, and 
when the primau medium ~or storing 
knowledge was physically and geographi- 
cally bound books. College and universi- 
ties m ust change their pu blic image, ~rom 
tha:t o~ the protective ivory tower to one of 
a networkd, commtmication-rich, and 
:much more accessible environment. 

From: 

Strategic C~a{lenge #2: EstaNishing 
Interdisciplinary Programs 
Sir Do uglas Hague has noted that society 
has problems whereas colleges and tmi- 
vcrsities bavc departments and that the 
two vcU often do not match well? He and 
many others call for institutions to pro- 
vide better linkages between problems 
and disdplincs and [or academic depart- 
mcnts to reformat and reorganize 
courses, programs, and structures to rc.- 
spond to increasingly sophistk:ated and 
markct-~owlcdgcablc students. As h~di- 

vidual learning becomes more connected 
with personal and pro~cssional experi- 
ences, learning and h~struction will need 
to become increasingly intcrdiscipJ:inaW 
to mirror and deal wH:h real problems an d 
real isstms, which always involve integrat- 
ing the perspectives o~ many disciplines 
and approaches. This trend is amplified 
by the general learner’s desire to know 
more o[ the whole o~ things, not just a 
spccia]izd dis eipl inc.4 

As an example, the University 
Wisconsin---Madison has implemented 
@m concept ,:)~ interdisciplinary cluster 
hires ~or new ~act~l~z members. This hir- 
ing process requires that academic de- 
partments, through which a]~ promotion 
and tenure processes must pass, come to- 
get:her through consortium--like struc- 
tures ¯ to hire new ~a.en~ty members, who 
by design and ~ocus will both cross and 
link previously separate d~sciplincs. The 
goal is to a.ehieve broader and more 
verse perspectives around research prob- 
lems; however, it remains to bc seen ~[ in- 
tc rd~sciplinary thinking, theory-building, 
and interaction can be sustMnd without 
significantly changing and adapting tra- 
ditional, wc]]-devdopcd processes and 
understandh~gs rcgardhN ~act~l~ reward, 
rccognitkm, and prestige? 

Str~:~tegic Challenge #3: 
Supporting Entrepreneurial 
Efforts and Technology 
Even with the power and capaci .ty of ct~r- 
rcntly available communications tech- 
nologies such as the WorldWide Web and 
the Intcrnet, adapth~g and integrath~g 
these technologies with existing institu- 
tk)nal and departmental strategies and 
in~tiaNes has not been a pr~ori~ h~ maW 
institutions. Furt~hermore, the ~ixcd in- 
structional budget framework in place at 
many colleges and unNersitics does not 
support entrepreneurial activity at the 
currk:ulnm, department, or unit loyal. 
Frcqtmntly ,aqthin this budgeting ~ramc- 
work, adding students, using learning 
technologies, and erca:t~ng new paths o~ 
access simplyincrease the wor~oad o~ the 
faculty without providing signifk:a.nt new 
resources to the academic m-fit, Even 
when ftmds are added to departmental re- 
sources, they are often at the margin, As a 
result, faculty and academic depart:ments 
are hesitant to commit to programs that 



potentially add workload but ~cw re-- 
sources. This is especially tmc in research 
universities, where commitments toward 
securing rcscsrch fundb~g often return 
most if not all resources secured witttout 
sdd~ng ~o instm cdonsl wor~os& In many 
cases, g~c sdditional research dollars 

duct the faculty member’s instructional 
commitments, rcs~lting in spreading the 
cx:istbsg instructional commitments o~ 
fl~c dcpa;tmcnt across ~cwcr full-time fac- 
ul~, members. It is little wonder thst ~n 
these sctti~sgs, t]hc implcmcntstkm o~ 
learning technologies to increase access 
has met with minimal s~pport, ff not di- 
rect rcsistan co, ~rom the ~acuky 

Strategic Challenge #4: 
Redesigning and Personalizing 
Student Support Services 
College and tmiversity leaders are 
crcasingly recog)~i zing that ~o rcgab~ p u b-- 
]ic s upport and participation, institutions 
will need to become more focused on 
customizing programs to serve students 

and academically As th~s process occurs, 
s~udcnt support scrvk:cs such as adm~s- 
shins, a&ising, rcgistra.~ion, and p~a.cc- 

:merit arc being rcdcsig~cd to bc deliv- 
ered ~]exibly, through muh:iplc pa:thways 
increasingly initiated and controlled by 
the studc~t. These direct and immediate 
personalized contacts with students arc 
becoming more central to organizadona~ 
and cducatio:na~ quality as perceived by 
the st udcn t. 

This transition is a major challenge ~or 
many higher education institutions, 
where the focus ba.s b~storically been on 
the product or core program design and 
on the building of quality through insti.- 
tuthma] improvements in facuhN ~aci~i- 
ties, and student qualifications, rather 
t:ha~ on the processes or the spcc:ffic cus- 
tomization ()~ programs designed to meet 
indMdua] student needs. However, the 
c:hanging audiences ~or :higher cduca- 
tion-~nduding adult pro~cssh)na]s, who 
frequently combine complex career re- 
quirements with ~amgy rcspo~sibilities 
and gcograpb ic ~i mitatio n s (traffic ~ n 
cities and rural isolation), and more and 
more students who arc working part--rime 
to make ends meet-arc making cus- 
tomization and convenience a require- 
merit ~or all programs and scwiccs. This 
blend of approaches and services will be 

Figure 1, Evolution of Program Design in Higher Education 

cr:itical to dcfi n:ing q ualityin the future, as 
illustrated :in Figure ~. 

Stra{egic C}~a~le~ge 
Emphasizing Connected 
and Lifelong Learning 
Institutions arc [ocu sing more directly on 
bdping students to dcvdop tbc skills 
necessary to be successful in today’s 
cconomT~ which va.lucs and rewards the 
aSility to work in teams, to dcvdop cre- 
ative approaches to pro blcm-soMng, and 
to learn co~sta.ntly Even though colleges 
and urfivcrsities are being pressured to be 
more responsive to the demand ~or work- 
}orcc dcvck~pmcnt and to the training 
needs o:~ the corporate sector, many in- 
dustries are ~indbN that their core bt~si- 
~css practices a~d production processes 
are changing so rapidly that their real 
bottom-line need is ~or people who are 
adaptable and who know how to learn 
and problem-solve. Since this need cor- 
responds directly-with the historical mis- 
sbn o~ ~highcr education, those institu-- 
fions that %cus on helping students 
M~ow how to learn and how to apply-what 
they loam to real situations will be in-- 
crcasingly valued. Those tba.t contin uc to 
measure ]earning in abstract and rela- 
tively tmco~mcctcd assessment processes 
such as class-by-class content examina- 
tions, multiple-choice tests, and other 
~orms o~ memorization and recall will in-- 
crcasingIy bc a a competitive disa&an- 
rage. The industrial modern system o~ 
cducathm wiI] move to a post-modern 
perspective in wl’dcb taking a&antagc o~ 
context, collaboraing, and constrncting 
knowledge will be valued skills. 

Strategic Challenge #(;: Investing in 
Technologically Competent Faculty 
Colleges and universities will need to de- 
velop ~ull-time ~aculLy and staff dedicated 
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to engaging a divcrsi .W of learners with 
more complex learning needs. In a world 
dependent on technology [or its commu- 
nications, its economy; and, increasingly; 
its dw-to--dag organization, higher edu- 
cation institutions tha:~ arc serious about 
meeting the challenges of tcchnolo~/will 
invest in ~aculty members who arc cxpc-- 
ricnccd with tccbnolngy and who can 
both model fl~is cxpc~iencc and pass it on 
to students, 

InsHtutkms will also take scrkmsly 
the need 1o bring ofl~cr ~acul~ members 
alo~g ~n both using lcarni~g tcc~hnoIo-- 
gics and experimenting with learning 

environments that arc oriented less 
around the activities and responsibilities 
nf the instructor and [oeuscd more on 
those of the student. Multiple modes 
enabling [:ntcractk)~ among studcms and 
teachers will bc critical. Colleges and 
universities in which the students are 
leading the [aculty in adopting tcchnol.- 
ngy are already at a significant competi- 
tive disadvantage, and without a system- 
a.tie strategic planning effort, these 
instituth)ns will bccnmc less and ~css 
tractive to students. Figure 2 illustrates 
t~be increasing ravage of instructional and 
learning nptions that [aculCy members 

Figure 2. Nodes o~ Teaching and Learning interactions 

Dynamic 

Asy~:~chro~:mus 

Core Media 

Static 

Degree of Cha~ge 

will need to be conversant with and com- 
pctc~t in using. 

As Figure 2 implies, technok~gy sup- 
port units in institutions that until re- 
courtly ba~x: bcc~ concerned only w~th im- 
provements in nn-eampus instruction i:n 
a primarily face-to face mode are finding 
that thdr work intersects witch eontimfing 
education units whose role has been to 
extend access to programs through the 
use o~ tcch~mlogy. 

Strategic Challe{~ge #7: Building 
Strategic Alliances with Others 
Over ffm past decade, higher cdueatinn 
institutions of all ty~ges have built ex- 
paraded alliances witch each other a~d 
with t}~c eorpnratc sector. These alliances 
arc essential business strategies, and all 
colleges and universities will seek to ex- 
pand their web ,:ff alliances with ntbcrs ~n 
the ~uturc. Whereas demand ~or learning 
is growi~N a~d access to higher education 
is improving, compctitinn is also increas- 
ing. This competition will cause cam- 
puses and corporatkms alike to focus on 
ffmir unique programmatic and delivery 
a&antages. Cooperate to compete, iden- 
tiffed by William Graves as a strategy o[ 
"coil abotit[on ;’ will inc teas ingly be a criti- 
cal strate~ for colleges and unNcrsitics 
in the [uturcP Hague has suggested that 
[or higher cduca£on institutions, fl~e key 
is pcrmcabilib~ and that witt~ respect to 
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The industrial tr: oderr  system of 
a post-,rnodern perspective 

of collaborating, 
knowledge will 

the question of whether or :not to form 

alliances, the choice for many wfi] be "al- 

lb~nce or annihfladonYv 
Corporate universities arc beginning 

to broaden their mission to inc~ udc certi- 
fication m~d degree options ~or employ- 
ccs. Altbo ugh in some cases, these corp<>- 
ra:tions are developing and offering such 
programs internally; they are also ~orm- 
ing new strategic alliances with colleges 
and universities. The corporatkm with 
hundreds o~ learning straegic alliances is 
becoming corn m onplace, as is the higher 
cduca:tion k~stitudon w~th many partner- 
ships and alliances, both with each other 
and with business and indust~ And in 
the United Sta:tcs, a n umber (ff fo>pro~it 
unNcrsitics arc engaged in experiment- 
ing with new assumptions about the pos-- 
sibflidcs and roles o~ enterprise in h@’mr 
cducaion. 

Strategic C~alle~ge #8: 
Incorporating Learning 
Technologies into Strategic Thinking 
Higher education institutkms will need 
to integrate learning technologies into 
their strategic planning and their sctdng 
(ff in stitudonal prio ritics j ust as they cur- 
rcntly integrate the plannh~g o~ ~acflities, 
administrative processes, libraW sup- 
port, and student services. Learning tech- 
nologies are no longer the sole responsi- 
bility o~ the units responsible ~or 
computing, irfformation technolog> or 
tdecommunicadons. They permeate the 
cndrc insdtutbn, and bow they are 
lizcd, implemented, and evaluated can 
significantly a&ance or retard the overall 
development and progress o~ an instih> 
tion. This ~ntcgration w@ nccd broad- 
based participation by the ~ac@ty and 
s~a~ o[ the ~nsdtufion in order to be sus- 
tained and will a~so rcq@rc a s%ni~icant 
effort on the part o~ institutional leaders. 

St~’ategic ehalbnge #9: 
Neasuring Program Quality 
Educational programs are being mea- 
sured more and more o~tcn based on out- 
comes that matter to students and em- 
ployers rather than on inputs that matter 
to ~aculty and administrators. Graves 
~ra.mcs this dilemma as a tension between 
the view o~ education as operating ~or the 
"public good" (the traditional model) and 
the view ,:)~ education as opera:ring for the 
private "h~dMdual good" or "employer 
goodJ’s 

M@:)r change in tbds perspective 
means a dramatic shift in how quali~, 
:mcast~red----witb flexib@~, responsive.- 
hess, ¯ timeliness, d~icicnc>5 and 
bili~,becoming new, importm~t measures 
o[ quality. Criteria ~or institutional ao- 
crcdita:tion and program quality assess- 
ment are changing to reflect more spe- 
c@c measurements o~ learning. Some 
accrediting associations are already 
revamping their criteria and processes. 
For example, tn the United States, the 
Higher Learning Commissh:)n o~ the 
North Central Association o~ Colleges and 
Schools (one o[ the six regional institu- 
tiona~ accreditation organizatkms) has 
systematically engaged in reviewing and 
restructuring its criteria [or as, yarding 
stitutional accrcdita:tion through a com- 
prehensively planned process ~or up&r- 
ing standards [or and expectations o~ 
accredited institutions. Estab~bbment of 
the new criteria has involved representa- 
tives ~rom member institutions ~rom 
across the North Central rcgkm, and an 
entirely new framework ~or accrediting 
imtitutions is expected to be tn place by 

2oo4Y In addition, a ~ew institutions in 
the United States have begun to adopt 
and ~ollow planning processes suggested 
by the Malcohn Baldrigc National Qual- 
ity Award, which emphasizes results- 

oriented goals and activities that focus on 
customers and markets, leadership, and 
strategic planning. In 2ool, the UnNcrsi%, 
of Wisconsin---Stout became the first in- 
stitution (ff higher education to receive 
this award. 

Active engagement between learners, 
teachers, and content, between students 
and ~aculb4 and between customers and 
institutions is increasingly an important 
dement ,:)~ measurement ~or accrcdHing 
assocb~tions. Howcvcr, it ~s the perform- 
ance o} students in developing dh~crsc 
perspectives and approaches to prob~cm- 
soMng, in gaining critical thin’rig skills, 
in honing the ability to work cffectivc}y in 
teams, and in establishing a pa:ttcm o~ 
continued learning in and out o~ the 
workplace that will define succcssfl_fl aca- 
demic programs in the ~uturc. 

Strategic ¢}~a~le~ge #i0: 
Achieving Institutional Advantage 
For some colleges an8 univcrsities~ the 
new digital e:nv:ironme:nt suggests ~ocus- 
i:ng resources on just a ~cw unique or par- 
ticularly outstanding programs and deliv- 
ering them globally For others, it means 
organizing programs differently to take 
a&antage o~ a combination o~ program- 
matic strengths. And [or still others, it 
means dcvc]opi ng the right partnerships 
to shore np weah~csses in programs, dc- 
]Nco~ scFAcc to students, or other areas 
h~portant to offering h@’Pqua]Hy pro- 
grams. The abundance o~ opportunities 
demands greater ~ocus and clarity about 
purposes and compctitivc strengths as 
institutions compete in a larger, more 
complex marketplace. All colleges and 
universities operate within this larger 
environment, and even c]~te institntions 
arc entering the competitive environ- 
merit and arc being challenged to adapt 
programs, structures, and processes. 



’ii:.:.:::.:#::k.~ .~::~ ,. Evolving Coilege/U~iversity Culture 

Leaders and stai.; abide bytime.-bonored roles policies, 
procedures, and protocols~ 

Leaders and sta;;~: draw ontheir knowledge and experience but 
take risks, o~ten witl~out a pre-testd meti~odoiogy. 

Formal academic programs &’i,,~_. ,. de[_~admenta ........ decisiorPmaking. Learners’ needs drive depaz¢mental decision-making; academic 
programs are responsive to the needs o~ the individual learner. 

Tenured ~acu]b, are prhnaU academic d ecision-makers. A .......................... 

~ 

Facu]tyshare academic decision-making with key c~stomers/ 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
stakehold ers. 

Administrative and academic structures support the delive~T Academic support structures are tailored to the needs o’i the 
of p~"o~,~ "o,.m~,,," o,.nd co’ ,a,~ ses.’ ’ ]earn er. 

People who can work within given structures are most important 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

People who can anticipate market shifts are most irnpozlant. 

Key message is "Don’t rock the boat." Key message is "Seize the day." 

Communication strategies are Communicatkm strategies are 
- intemai, - external and internal 
- ve~ical, - horizontal, 
- ~orm ai. - irfformal. 

a ............ Emphasis is on systems and ~esources "in waiting." Em pl~asis is on systems an d resources "in b an d." 
~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 

Strategic partnerships go unrecognized and untapped. 
A ......................... ~ 

Strategic alliances and pa~nerships are sought out and 

Seg,r~ented, specialized organizationai structures are prevalent. Integrated, crossdunctionai organizational structures are 
J’eJrlJ" ] 

Budgets are stable and committed to existing programs; deficit 
~inancing is avoided. 

Budgets are i]’,fid and. opr_~mrt,mity-seeki¯ . .... ’q~’o, de: .... eit ;qnancir~g is 
coi÷ni~on, 

N e ~ acad em c p] ,sr,m~, ~ mp. m e ~t exist n,5 programs. New programs create openings ~or new markets. 

New programs must ~it with existing structures. 
~@ The best structure is detcrmined ~or each new program. 

Actions tend to be evo]utionaqc Actions tend to be revolutionary. 

Pdsk-adverse behavqor see:<s to minimize competition R.,,~-~eeking~ ~ beha~%r~ seek,,~ to exploit competitive advantage 
with oti~ers through ¯ ~ ~ "~ ~ re8u~ah a. over others. 

Stewardsl~ip arid preservation are the critical eMnents 
o} leadersi~ip. 

Vision and strategy are the critical elements o~ leadership. 

Stewardship and preservation ~ocus on assessing the impact o~ Strategies gravitate toward new market niches. 
new activities on existing unde~aDngs. 

C aaage dt ~ ts ~ocus on improvir~g p~ .a~ ,.m~, ,.nd a~t~vit~es ~ ......................... 
~ 

Change d~orts focus on being iirst to deveiop a new program 
deemed valid by competitors. 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ or activity. 

Sta~i tend to work to ti~eir own agendas and act independently oi Staff often coi]aborate with each oti~er and across disciplines ir~ 
their colleagues, pursuit oi organizational goals. 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 
group scholarly and entrcpreneuriai pe,:i;ormanee. individual sd~olar]y performance, 

Organizational recognition come,, irom interaction cdtb, and 
recognition by, peers in other institutions and in terms o.# 
contribution to the discipline. 

Organizationai recognition may also come from interaction 
with, arid recognition by, immediate c J e,,o4es and in terms 
of contrib~ation to the orgauizatior, 
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St~’ateSic C~al~e~Se #11: 
Transforminfi 
Culture, and 
In what ma7 be the most dfffieuk chal-- 
]cngc ,:)~ all, big[mr cducatkm institutkms 
arc being ~orced to transform decision- 
making processes and to radically change 
past operating assumptions. Processes 
appropriate ~or ~ stable emdromnent in 
which markets were clearly 
grsm structures were rclstivc]y uni~orm~ 

and compctRion was limited arc no 
longer c}~eetivc i~ a networked world. 
Colleges and m~iversitles are discovering 
that major changes are necessa~, in order 

to serve students effectively and to com- 
pete with aggressive, ~or-profit institu- 
tions h~ an environment in which the 
concept o[ time-to--market ~or programs 
is becoming more critical %blc ] ~denti- 
tics a number o~ cultural dements that 
are currently undergoing adaptation a~d 
cvol ution in many academic institutions. 

The processes ~or achicxdng trans~of 
rnatkm haw: evolved: early c[[orts, in the 
previous two decades, ~ocuscd on the 
strategic ~mprovcment o~ quali~ through 
the improvcmc~t o[ a vaOcty o[ adminis- 
¯ trativc and instructiona~ processes, 
whereas current efforts emphasize the cre- 

ation of more ope~, honest, and compre- 
hensive assessments and the re-creation o~ 
Nsion, mission, cultt~re, strate~; decision- 
making processes, and outcomes, 

Appreciative inquiry Leadership 
Addressing these devcta strategic 
]cngcs and creating a eomext supportive 
of hmovation and experimentation 
clearly require committed, passionate, 
and visionaU leadership. Such leader- 
ship can help to shape higher education 
~nst~tutions in ways t:hat will make them 
more bmnan, more livable, and more 
ica]. A. Toff]cr has suggested tha ~or sig- 



nifica~t change to occ~_lr i~ developed of 
ganiza[:ions, three conditions must bc 
present: "First, there nmst be enormous 
external pressures. Second, t:herc must be 
people ~nside who are strongly dissatis- 
fied with the existing order. N~d third, 
there must bc a c0hercnt alternative era-- 
bodied ~n a plan, a modal, or a vision j,~c In 
1999, % G. Ticrney wrote about the lack 
o~ s~_~Cb a plan in higher education: "We 
rccogrfizc tba:t problems exist, but wc 
have yet to enact a plan o~ action about 
how to deal with these problems as an 
academic communHryboun ded by a com- 
mon purpose tha ~s socially rcsponsNc. 
Ow:r the past decade, organizational 
changes bare been around the edges o~ 
higher education’s communities rather 
than at t~he ~hea,rtYn 

How can we find this risk)n? One ap- 
proach is to initiNe an institution-wide 
conversation through a relatively new 
change process called "Appreciative In- 
qt~iu-:’~ More traditional prob]cm-soMng 
approaches to stratcgk: planni~g.----such as 
organizational redesign, restructuring, 
and total qt~aliB~ managcmcnt-cmpha- 

size identify:lug problems, analyzing 
causes and solutions, and tarking action to 
address the problems. These approaches 
all begin from the perspective of a 
"de%it": something is wrong and needs tO 

be fixed. Appreciative InquitT, on the 
other hand, can be viewed as a process 
tha:t involves discovering organizatk)na~ 
strengths through creating convcrsNions 
t:hat ~ocus on what people within the of 
garfizatio n arc do~ng well and on howtbmy 
arc achicving excellence. 

As D. L. Coopcrrider ~otcs, ~or Apprc- 
dative k~quiry to be effective, its ~nnda- 
mental tenets nmst be honored. The first 
a.ad most importaat is that organizatk)ns 
spend thnc and energy on the areas where 
fl~c conversations arc centered. The sec- 
ond important concept u:ndcrl~N Ap.- 
preciativc Inquiry is that orgarfizations 
~ocus on the generative potential o~ posi- 
tiw: images. I[ orga~izatkmal conversa- 
tions are centered on problems, ffm ~ocus 
o~ the oganization ~1 be centered on 
problems as well and away ~rom those 
areas and activities in which the organiza- 
tion is succcsduL Morcoveg ~ocusing on 

problems absorbs c~ormous organiza- 
tional energy by unearthing seemingly 
unres olvable/intractable institutional 
roadbl o cks that have pre~Ao usly prevented 
cb~angc. By focusing instead on (])tbm pos- 
itive dements of organizational life and 
the broad-based shari~N ()~ o:ganizaional 
success stories, (2) the areas where out- 
standing pc~ormance and achievement 
can be documented, and (3) the intcgra.-- 
tk)n o~ these aecomp~ish:mcnts into orga- 
nizational culture, the organization as a 
whole and its members will become better 
directed toward ~nture success. 

According to M. Mantel and J. Lt~ dema, 
the cxpcric~ccs o[ organizations that 
have sncccsfful]y used Appreciative 
quiU demonstrate that as the process be- 
comes ingrained in orga~izatio:nal cub- 
turc and life, time spent on dealing 
organizational problems eventually d~- 
mi:nishcs and col3suB]cs much less orga- 
nizational and emotional energy; the or- 
ganization is able to build effcctNdy on 
acknowledged s~_~cccsscs.1~ Evidence re- 
garding the impact of Appreciative In- 
quiU within higher cducaion settings is 
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largdy anecdotal at this stage. A major 
barrier to its broader utilization seems to 
be leaders’ difficul~J in enabling the early 
conversations necessary to set an appro- 
priate context envisioning a more posi- 
tNe ~uturc. PrcliminaD, experiences also 
suggest ~hat once people in the organiza-- 
tion begin to hax’c open, honest conver- 
sations that ~ocus on positNe elements 
within the organization, the possibilities 
o[ dreaming a new and exciting :[uture 
cxn emerge, Thus, Apprcdative Inqui~ 
is a. strategy that can enable t~hc college or 
university to reach forward to a more 
positNc ~uturc. Process participants de- 
velop a vision o[ a. preferred filture they 
would like to bring into reality, allowing 
them to think outside the box of current 
institutional and ctfltura~ norms and 
processes. 

Higher educa:tion institutions arc clearly 
in the midst o~ rapid change in response 
to environmental, social, economic, tech- 
nological, and political transformations 
sweeping the globe. As a result, colleges 
and universities ~acc numerous broad-- 
based challenges. New institutional 
strategies and decision-rasing processes 
must be created, articulated, and adopted 
to cn aSl c in stitutions to s urvivc an d pros- 
per. In order to be effective and sustain- 
able, these strategies and processes must 
be developed in an environmcn t offering 
openness, intense and honest reflection, 

and opportunities for participation and 
action by all members of the academic 
communib~. College and univcrsiw lead- 
ers cannot make these changes by t~bem.- 
selves; they m ust engage the entire insti- 
tution in thdr vision. One approach to 
doing so is the Appreciative Inquiry 
process, whM’~ starts [rnm the pcrspcc- 
tNe that the institution is already doing 
:many things well, t~ba.t knowledge of 
these successes is widespread among ~n- 
stitutional members, and that a process 
for sharing widely and building on insti.- 
tuthma] successes is crH:k:al to engaging 
the entire college or unNersi~ in phn- 
ning ~or the fi~turc. 

AI: the same time that decisions regard- 
ing the missions, structures, financing, 
curricuh, students, pedagogy, and 
processes of higher cducathm institu- 
tions arc coming under constant rcvieN 
t:he importance o~ colleges and universi- 
ties to the wc]~-b eing 
comnmnitics, and individuals goes a]- 
:most unqucsth)ned. Addressing the 
eleven strategic challenges is thus critica~ 
not only ~or the ~uturc o~ institutions but 
also ~or t:hat o} the world at bee. Apprc.- 
cia:tivc Inqni~, offers a planning ~rame- 
work ~or college and un~vcrsi)-leaders to 
utilize in creatively and positiw:ly meet- 
ing these challenges and in symbolically 
and practically shaping the ~qsion ~or the 
:higher education institution in t:he dc.- 
manding and rapidly changing environ- 
ment o~ the twcn)--first ccntu~ 

S. J. Daniel, Me,~,~-g~ni~crsiSes and Know!c~l,~,c Media: 

Ko%n-Pagc, 1996). 

D. E. Hanna and Associates, ~-igher Educatio~ in 

Era of Digital Competition: Choices and Cha~le,ges 
(Madi son, W~sc.: Al~,¢ood P u b]~shi n g, 2ooo). 
S. D. Hague, Be~o~d Universities: A New R~blic of 

the Ntd~ect (Londom !nstffutc o~ Economic 

P. Druckcr, "The S}~a.pc o:[ Things to Come," h~ 

Hcssdbdn and P. Cohen, cds., Leader ~o Leader: 
during I*zsigkta o~ Leadership firm the Drucb’r 
*io~’s A~r~l-Win~iug ~our~al(San Francisco: Josscy- 

Bass, 1999); P. Dmckcr, "Pu tttng Mr~rc Now it~to 

Knowledge," Forbes ~ 65 {May ~ 5, 2000): 84-88. 
Ertk Chrfs[iansorb "New Rrmnd o[ C}ustcr Hires 

Set to Begin," News@gW-Madiso~?, May 19, 20O0, 

::}~ttp:i/www.ncws.wisc.cdu/vicw.h tml~gd: 4978 

(accessed April 21, 2003). 

W. H. Gravcs, ’%dapth~g k~ {}~c Emcrgcncc o[ Edu- 

cations[ Micro-Markets," E~5~eom Review ~2, no. 

(ScptcmbctjOctobcr 

W. H. Graves, "Framework ~ot: an Enterprise g- 
Learning St~’a{cgy," February ~, Zoo1, <http:// 
www 1.cduprisc.c<,m/pu bii c/co mpany.ns~iIDi 
7943cc Ht68ag~0928525680200094348> (accessed. 

April 21, 2OO~). 

See the Web site o~ the Higher Learning Commis- 

sion: <h ttp:/iwww.r~cahlg ~c r]car nb~gco ruru~ss[ot~. 

A. To~flcc, The Ada~tfin: Corporatio*z {New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1985), 14. 

W. G. Ttcmcy, Building the Respo~afi~e Campus: Creat- 

san<~ oaks, Calif.: Sage, 1999}, 11, 

For a more complete review o~ ApprcciNivc In- 

quiry processes, see D. L. CoopcrrJdcr, P. F. 

Sorcnscn Jr., T. F. Yacgcr, and D. Whitney, cds., 

A~.preciati~e D~quir?# A~ Emerging Directio~z )r Orga- 

nization De~dopme~ (Champaign, !ll.: Stipcs Pub- 
itshing, 2oo~). 
M. J. Mantel and ]. D. Ludcma, "From Local Con- 
vct:sattot~s t<~ Giobal Chat~gc: Experiencing t]~c 
Worldwide Web E~cc: o~ App:’cc:ati,zc :nquhT," 

it: Co<~pcrr:dcr, Sorcnsctb Yacgcr, and Wh:{ncy, 

Appred~ti~ lnq~ir~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kip Coons <kip.coons@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 5:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday speech 

Hi Debby, 

Doesn’t look like I’ll be able to make Val Ackerman’s speech Thursday night. Major doings over here roll keep me bnsy. Please give her my regards. 

Kip Coons 

Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept 

The News & Obse~/er 

215 S. McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Office: (919) 829-8957 

kip.coons~,,newsobse rver.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 8:40 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

(~olf 

Good Morning Debby, 

I understand that you came and did a golf workshop at the NCAA this past summer... I have interest in bringing you back and would like to discuss the details. Can 

you please call me at (3:17) 917-6970.... Thanks Ira 

Ira Childress 

Assistant Director of Diversity & Inclusion 

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(Ph) (3:17) 9:17-6222 

(Fax) (317) 917-6336 
Email: ichildress@ncaa.org 

This eln~l and may attachments may contain confidential m~d privileged information. If you o~re not the intended lecipient, please noti~ the sender ilnmediately by return 

email, delete this Inessage and des~troy ~:ay copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized mad may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 9:34 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Golf 

Sounds good.. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 8:55 AM 
To: Childress, Ira 
Subject: RE: Golf 

}t[ I~a. GreaI tirningl I was g~>ing to reach out to Charlotte next 

Today is a l;ttle czazy.., finishing exams and ~t:t;ng ready for spring break. I wi]] try to call you no later tlt~m t:on:zoffow COB. 

TB anks~ 

debby 

Dr. Debby St~ornan 

Carolina SporEs Business Club 

UIqC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB ~ 3182 

C]~ape[ ~ ti11, NC 27599 

91%~3.0336 

rheclub ~)un c,edu 

From: Childress, Ira [mailto:ichildress@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 8:40 AM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Golf 
Good Morning Debby, 

I understand that you came and did a golf workshop at the NCAA this past summer... I have interest in bringing you back and would like to discuss the 

details. Can you please call me at .. Thanks Ira 

Ira Childress 

Assistant Director of Diversity & Inclusion 

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

(Ph) (317) 917-6222 

(Fax) (317) 917-6336 

Emaih ichildress@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged inibrmation. If you axe not the intended recipient, please notiI) the sender immediately 

by return emall, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this inibrmation by a person other than the intended recipient is 

unauthorized and may be illegal. 

This emafil and any attachments may contain confidential a~d privileged information. If you axe not the intended recipient, please notify" the sender immediately by return 

email, delete tiffs message and deslroy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and ,nay be 

illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kip Coons <kip.coons@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 2:50 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday speech 

We’re rolling om a new computer system over here, and I’In on the task force of editors on the project. As we’re short-handed tonighk I didn’t feel right taking a 

personal day. 

On Satulday my mfe and I are driving to C’ville to catch the Cavs and Terps at JPJ with some friends of onrs. 

Definitely le~s stay in touch. Maybe we ca~ get together for lunch or dinner sometime. It would be fi~n to catch up. Last fall we were to the UVa- Clemson football 
gane -- the Cavalier Daily holds a reunion at aNovember game every year -- a~d I saw some old friends whom I had not seen since graduation. 

On Mar 4, 2009, at 10:15 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

’Fhanl;s |4ip! I am sorry you can’t st:op by though. I told Va] :rod she wanted to shy "hello." Let’s stay in touch~ 

Reg~rds, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stromaa 

Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spots Bush:tess Club 

CB # 3182 

Chapel HiE NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

tit(, clu b @un ~.(" du 

http:f/~www.unc.e~u/deptsfexercisefsport a~rmnistration/in dex.h m~ 

From: Kip Coons [mailto:kip.coons@newsobserver.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 04, 2009 5:11 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject-" Thursday speech 

Hi Debby, 

Doesn’t look like I’ll be able to make Val Ackerman’s speech Thursday night. Major doings over here roll keep me busy. Please give her my regards. 

--Kip 

Kip Coons 
Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept. 
The News & Observer 
215 S. McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 
Office: (919) 829-8957 
kip coons@ newsobserve r.corn 

Kip Coons 

Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept. 

The News & Observer 

215 S. McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Office: (919) 829-8957 

kip.coons@newsobse rver.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina B usiness Institute 

Good Afternoon Dr Stroman, 

I am in the process in applying for the Carolina Business Institute 
this summer. This summer program gives non-business graduates an 
introduction to the field of business. Being an      major I would 
like to gain some confidence in my ability to be successful in 
corporate America, and I think that this program will help immensely. 
I wanted to ask you if you ~vould be willing to write a recommendation 
letter for lny application. It would be ve~- much appreciated. I 
realize that this is Spring Break so if you are not available this 
week I understand completely. Thank you for your consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danaher, Jom~ C <danahm@mail.fpg.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 5:38 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; teamtemtx~member@meridians.us 

NCAA to umament field announcement 3/16, radio show 3/18 

Hi, Debby et al. 

annonncement next Monday: 

"...Addifionally, ESPN roll continue to present the exclnsive live mmouncement oftke 64-team NCAA 
Tournament field as part of Selecfion Mondw, Mar. 16, at 7 p.m., with ESPNU offering bonus coverage with 
an addifional hour of NCAA Women’s Basketball Selection Special: Extended Coverage ti~m g@ p.m." 
Is flmre any interest in watching "this as a gmnp at Time Out? 

And the radio show announcemeut is on http://tarheelbhie.cstv.com/sports’w-baskbl/spec-reF030909aaa.html: 

’_’_~213_~_i__~_Lt_:!L~_’__h__e_[[ Live! roll not be held fl~is week but will return Wednesday, March 18 at 7 p.m. to preview the NCAA Toummnent. As always, fans are encouraged to 

come out to Tyler’s Restaurant and Taproo,n located at 102 East Main Street in Carrboro." 

Team Telnpo was present at the team sendoff for the ACC tournament. See the slide show at 

- Joan Danaher 

Excerpt of Deborah Stmman’s message sent 3/5/2009 11:20 PM: 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show 

The last radio show will be held the week of March 16th. Stay tuned for the final date. Coach Hatchell is an incredible friend to 

TT as she chats with members and gives us a shout out on the radio show. Please join us at Tyler’s in Carrboro (919.929.6881) 

to celebrate a wonderful gathering all season. 
Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports and "Our Voice of the Tar Heels") will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Coach on WCHL-1360 AM. 
TT members come early at 7:00 p.m. to eat and fellowship! The show begins at 8:00 p.m. 

Ca n’t make the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of ~FI-, the radio show (starting with the February 2nd show) iS NOW available 

on the women’s basketball official website. Yes! Go TEAM TEMPO! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Alley ~ alley@nacwaa.org > 

Monday, March 9, 2009 6:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

TtIANK YOU!!’.! 

Debbie thank you so much for all you did to reach out to everyone about the Legends honor. Espeically thank you for the flowers. 
[3elieve it or not they are still beautiful multicolored roses. A few leaves didn’t make it but the roses did and they are just 
beautiful. 
Thank you again for everything you do for me. 
Love ya 
Jennifer 
Jennifer Alley 
Executive Director 
NACWAA 
5018 Randall Parkway, Suite 3 
Wilmington, NC 28403 
910-793.8244 (V) 
910=793-8245 (F) 
iallev@nacwaa.orq 
www.nacwaa.orq 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Val Ackerman <VAckerman@usabasketba/l.com> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 9:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah I~nn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deb #5. thanks again for being my chauffeur, tour guide, trip organizer, compamot~, etc. this past weekend. Your hospitaliW was offthe charts great and I’m eternally grateful I really did 

enj o,g being in Chapel Hill (!!t) for a little while and most of all having the luxury of some time to catch up with your properly. Sounds like I missed an exciting game on stmday... Let’s see if 
Debbie and the Cars can rally back and put up a good showing in the tourney! Good it ck with everything at your end and let’s be sure to stay in touch. My best to Jennifer -- Love, Val 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Val Ackermm~ <VAckerman@usabasketbalLcom> 

Wednesday, March 11, 2009 8:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

image001 .j pg 

I heard from Chrissy and she said she and Jill are plalming to come to Trenton on the 29th for the regional semi’s. Games are at noon and 2:30 Can/do you ;vant to come? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.tmc.edu] 

Sent: Wed 3/11/2009 10:12 AM 

To: Val Ackerman 

Subject: RE: 

Val Legend #25 - rlhank YOU! You are cute, smart, kind, and a winner! The 
students are still raving nver your presentation. 

I er~joyed our time together too. I appreciate your support of my endeavors 
and ALL that I am :-) 

Continue to shine and take your time "hanging your hat" again. :-) 

I ~vill be in touch! 

Go ttoos! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport AdrninistratiorvCollege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB#3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http://www unc. edu/depts/exercis e/sp or tadministr ation/ind ex. htm 

From: Val Ackerman [mailto:VAckerman@usabasketball corn] 
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 9:33 PM 

To: dstroman@email.tmc, edu 
Subject: 



Deb #5, thanks again for being my chauffeur, tour guide, trip organizer, 
companion, etc. this past weekend. Your hospitality was off the charts 
great and I’m eternally grateful. ! really did enjoy being in Chapel Hill 
(!!!) for a little while and most of all having the luxury of some time to 
catch up with your properly. Sounds like I missed an e×citing game on 
Sunday.... Let’s see if Debbie and the Cavs can rally back and put up a 
good showing in the tourney! Good luck with everything at your end and 
let’s be sure to stay in touch, h/ly best to Jennifer -- Love, Val 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Weiss @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, March 15, 2009 8:42 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n ~ackie@meridians.u~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: 

The Raleigh paper had a two colnnm stoiy on the game today. In my opinion we cannot criticize the Herald Sun for this omission...they have been great to us all year. 

And quite frankly UNC Marketing did NOTHING for fl~e game and the Team Tempo ieminder did not go our until Saturday. I e-mailed eveiy person on onr lis~! 

Reminding them is all we can do. If we are to be successful, in my opinion, it all starts with UNC Marketing and getting them to support the program. And I was at the 

the game today. It was exciting and showed we sure needed it. Hope you feel better. Ed 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’Ed Weiss’ 
Cc: ’Debby Stroman’ 
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2009 3:58 PM 

Howdy 

When a neighbor complained that there was nothing in the Durham Herald about the South Dakota game, I checked the N&O and found nothing either. 

We need to find a way to work on this next year! Listings in the daily calendar of the newspapers are the ONlY marketing done for some of these games. 

I am under the weather so I will not see you at the game today. Later! 

Jackie Lambertsen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Weiss "_(}nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, March 15, 2009 10:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dslro@unc.edu> 

Jackie Lambertsen <jackie@meridians.us> 

Not for me 

You are right...the two have nothing to do with each other and they were mentioned together only to give my opinion that the media listings aJone, like Team TemIx~ 
newsletters aJone, will be of little value to increase crowd at the games nntil UNC marketing supIx~rts the team. Sorry you took it an?, other way. I can understand how 

much work it takes to do a weekly newsletter because I know how much time I have spent recently contacting the media and then answering e-mails asking why there 

was nothing in the paper, when in fact, there were mentions the lafft two times the question was asked. Team Tempo is a great idea bnt I should cheer on the team 

rather than be a media captain. Thank you very much. Ed 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: ’Ed Weiss’ ; ’Jackie Lambertsen’ 
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2009 9:02 PM 
Subject: RE: 

Ed, thank you RH: your eomments. However, I take issue with your mentioning the ’I*1~ updat:e ~?ing out: on Saturday having ANYTHING to do wlt:h what 
the N&O ~nc] Herak] pNnt. 
Regardless, your comment only provides additional reasoning for me to relinquish my writing of the ~ upd ate a@er this season. Ed, I don’t think you really 
understand the undertaking required to send out our update. Jackie, I was planning on Having this discussion next month with you and the other squad 
leaders. I would appreciate your hokling off on the discuss;on of this c:h;m~c and the options ;~v;~ilahle until then. ’~}~anks. 
d 
Dr~ Debby S~roman 
Spor~ Admmisu’adoniCollege Spo~ Research Insdm~:e 
Carol~ta Spor~s Bush~ess Ci~b 

UNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg. 
CB # 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
ds~o(2%unc.edu 
rheclub@unc.edu 

hcrp:///www.unc.e&/deprs/exerciseisporL adm~tistr a@on/~tdex,h~m 

Frem: Ed Weiss            Nnc.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2009 8:42 PM 
To: Jackie LamberNen 
Cc: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 

The l~deigh paper had a two column story on the gm~e today. In my opinion we calmot criticize the Herald Sun for this omission...they have been great to us 

all year. And quite frankly UNC Marketing did NOTHING for the gmne and the Team Tempo reminder did not go our until Saturday. I e-mailed every, 

person on our list Relninding them is all we can do. If we are to be successful, in my opinion, it all staxts with UNC Marketing and getting them to support 

the program. And I was at the the game today. It was exciting and showed we snre needed it. Hope you feel better. Ed 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’_N & ._W_.e_j .s_s2 
Cc: ’Debby S~rornan’ 
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2009 3:58 PM 
Howdy 

When a neighbor complained that there was nothing in the Durham Herald about the South Dakota game, I checked the N&O and found nothing either. 

We need to find a way to work on this next year! Listings in the daily calendar of the newspapers are the ONLY marketing done for some of these 

games. 

I am under the weather so I will not see you at the game today. Later! 

Jackie L~mbertsen 

Nome 

919 8(~9-12-~20 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Val Ackermm~ <VAckerman@usabasketball.com> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 1:56 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~_ks 

He?’ -- thanks for the Tar Heel box!! You really didn’t need to send me anything and as always you’re way too thoughtful. I’ll love watching March Madness -- though Virginia men didn’t 
even make it to the NIT ...... Re: the women, looks like Chrissy, Jill and Arm are all coming to Trenton at the end of the month for at least the first day of the regional final (Sunday the 29th). If 
you think you can swing it and join us, let one of us know. Talk to you soon. Val 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Alley ~ alley@nacwaa.org > 

Monday, March 16, 2009 5:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TttANK YOU!’.!! 

~ totally agree. But unless there is a very smart coach out there ~ am afraid UConn will march through this with no close call. I hate 
that! 
Let me know when you decide about going. Are you going to watch the selection show tonight? 
Thanks again for the beautiful roses. And all the suppose with the Legends program. 
J 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’Jennifer Alley’ 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2009 5:25 PM 
Subject: RE: THANK YOU!!!! 

Hi.Jenni[-er. Thanks £)r thinking o~"me for the F4.. I h~ven’t t~ fled it o~tt yet so if you c:m hold two tickets ---. greed If not, th:~t is okay. I :~m iust hoping 
someone can g~ve UConn a g~me~ I don’t: think it: ~s healthy t)~r them to go unde{~ated and to win by such l:~rg~ mar~;[ns. @ 

Hugs, 
debby 

Dr, Debb~’ Strornm~ 
Sport Administration/College Sport: Rese~rc}~ Institute 
Carolina Spot~s Business Chub 
Lri~C’, EXgg 4 gmith Bldg. 
CB ~? 3182 

Chapel t lill, ?’~C 27599 
919843 0336 

dstro~unc.ectu 
"~heclub @~urtc.edu 

~trp:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexerciseisport administrationiindex.hrm 

From= Jennifer Alley [mailto:jalley@nacwaa,org] 
Sent= Monday, March 09, 2009 6:14 PM 
To= Debbie Stroman 
Subject: THANK YOU!!!! 
Debbie thank you so much for aft you did to reach out to everyone about the Legends honor. Espeically thank you for the 
flowers. Believe it or not they are still beautiful multicolored roses. A few leaves didn’t make it but the roses did and they are 
just 
beautiful 
Thank you again for everything you do for me. 
Love ya 
Jennifer 
Jennifer Alley 
Executive Director 
NACWAA 
5018 Randall Parkway, Suite 3 
Wilmington, NC 28403 
910-793=8244 (V) 
910-793=8246 (F) 
jalley@.nacwaa.orq 
www. nacwaa.orq 

No virus found in this incoming message. 

Checked by AVG - ,~v.avg.com 

Version: 8.0.237 / Virus Database: 270.11.15/2004 - Release Date: 03/16/09 07:04:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan S. Kahn <MKahn@atlantic 10.org> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 6:56 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hello hello 

Ah, thanks!!! That was velT sweet. All is well. Will I see you in St Louis at the Women’s Final 4?? 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email uric edu> 
To: Megan S. Kahn 
Sent: Mort Mar 16 16:21:36 2009 
Subject: RE: Hello hello 

He?". Great to see you too. You looked so happy and cute! 

The ACC weekend is such a short time period, one never really gets a chance to catch tap I hope to visit Philly this spring., glad to hear you visiting ~vith my bud@, Ricky. You can imagine 
the memories we have! Lol. 

Continued success to the A-10! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport AdministrationJCollege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - [~XSS - 4 Smith Bldg 

CB # 3182 

Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administratior~index.htm 

From: Megan S. Katm [mailto :2vflZal’m(~atlantic 10.oral 
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2009 7:11 PM 

To: dstr oman@email.mxc, edu 
Subject: Hello hello 

Great to see u last weekend, nice surprise I will catch up more later but had to let u know I’ve been hanging out w/one of your boys today... Rick)- Stokes. He’s one of our guests out in 
Atlantic City for the men’s tourney. Good guy!! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robin Wood ~yahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 11:10 AM 

Jackie Lambertsen <ncteamtempo@meridim~s.u~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Robin Wood @yahoo.com> 

Fwd: Facebook Promotion Ends Wednesday! 

Jns~ passing along m~ interesting idea I received from the Atlanta Dream WNBA team. It is a fan gro~vth promotion for the team. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: Atlanta Dream <cnstomerservice~atlantadream.net> 

Date: March 17, 2009 10:20:51 AM EDT 
To:           ~?vahoo.com 

Subject: l;acebook Promotion Ends Wednesday! 

Reply-To: cu stolnerselvice(~ atlm~tadream.net 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Atlanta Dream. Please .c_’__o__n__f:Lr__r_0_ your 
continued interest in receiving email From us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Dream fans= 
Don’t forget to encourage your friends and family to sign up for the Official Atlanta Dream Fan 
Pa~e on Facebook! Remember, if we reach 1500 fans or more by NOON o~ Wednesd~y~ March 

~, every fan of our page will receive a free ticket to the May 27 game against Connecticut. We 
need another 355 fans to reach our goal. Forward to your friends and family and get your free 

ticked 

i i’i~; Facebook 

Click here to become a fan today and get your free ticket! 

Forward email 

i~ Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to _Nyahoo.com by 

customerservice@atlantadrea m.net. 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" I Privacy 
Policy. 

Atlanta Dream I 83 Walton Street NW I Suite 500 I Atlanta I GA I 30303 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danaher, Jom~ C <danalae~@mail.fpg.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:42 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Stmman, Debx~ra~h Lynn <dst~@unc.edu> 

Re: Gmne viewing at Time-Out 

Yes, I think that we should announce a gathering spot for the u, omen’s games. I haven’t checked to see if there is any potential for a Carolina men’s game to be 

broadcast at the same time, but Tilne Out is big, has lots ofTVs ~x~d I’m sure we will have space. I don’t know ifI am going to Chattanooga or not, so don’t say I mn 

hosting the viemng. You can say that season ticket holders are gathering at Time Out to watch the games. Thanks 

-Joan 

On 11:13 AM, wrote: 

Hi Joan, 

Just wanted to confirm that you all were still going to have groups watching the NCAA Tournament games at Time-Out this weekend? I was going to 

include it in m~ email out to sea,son ticket holders this aflemoon ruth send-offintbrmation. 

Th~ks! 

Joan Danaher, Ph.D. 

NECTAC, Associate Director 

FPG Chil@ Development Institute 

Calnpk~s Box 804@, UNC-CH 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-8040 

j oan danaher@unc, edu 

~ ~hon~" 919/962-7315 

* w~w. nectac, orq 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 12:00 PM 

jmann@uncaa.unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr"~ 

Welcome! 

Hi Jan. You are not going to believe this...but since the last time we chatted I finished nay Ph.D. and joined the f’~culty here! So nay Cavalier blood is now tans 

t:hrough Tar Heel arteries ~nd veins. @ 

I ~rn SO glad you are here. I want t:o invlt:e rnysel f to be your #1 Faculty rep, i~ you need anything. 

Let me know a convenient time to stop by. 

Blessings to you and your ef~brts to bring UNC Golf back to the 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise ~nd Sport Science 

Spo~t Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Srnifl~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

"Ever),bo@ can be 2reaa.. because aN~bo@ can serve. You don’t have to have a colle2e degree ~o serve. You don’t have to make yozcr subject and vert~ agree to se~e. Yoz¢ ont3, need a 
heartCMt of2raoe. A soul generctted b3, love. "B~L. King 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:17 PM 

’Jackie Lmnbertsen’ ~ackie@meridim~s.u~- 

teamtempo@meridians.ns 

RE: Gmne viewing at Time-Oat 

5’Iy next upd~ate - tomorrow will ;nclude ~a]] the viewing/listen;tag options. Hope~u]ly, we wi]] have clarity on ESPN’s c:ove~age too. If you find out anything ;n 

t:t~al: regard, please t)>rw~rd so I rn:ay share with everyot?e. 

Thm~ks~ 

Dr. Debby Stromnn 

Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC EESS 4 Snmt~ Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

t:heclu[z~Fmc.edu 

attp:/ , www.unc.edu / depts! exercise/sport administration/mdex.ht:rn 

From: Jackie Lambertsen [mailto:jackie@meridians.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:59 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Game viewing at Time-Out 

I wilt be happy to "host" it as I will be preparing for my flight to St. Thomas Man at 6arn. It may be one of the last times I can see them play this year’! 

Jackie kambertsen 

F~t Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Tuesday, ~ ~: 53 AM 
Tel 9oan Danaher’; 
Subject: RE: ~ame viewing at Time-Out 

’Fhanksl I will send the locssa~: otlt t:o ’~’1~ t:oo. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administ:ration/College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Spor~ N~smess Club 

U~C E~S 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel }ti~, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@~ui]c.edu 

rheclub@unc.edu 

ttrp:iiwww.vnc.eduideptsiexercise/’sport administration/index.hun 

From: 3oan Danaher [mailto:danaher@mail.fpg.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:~2 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: Re: Game viewing at Time-Out 
Ye~ I think flint we should armoance a gatheling spot for the women’s ga~es. I haven’t checked to see if there is a:ay potential for a Carolina men’s 

game to be broadcast at the sa~le time, but Time Oat is big, has lots of TVs and Pin sure we will have space. I don’t know ifl am going to 

Chattanooga or not, so don’t say I am hosting the viewing. You can say that season ticket holdeis are gathering at Time Out to watch the games. 

Thmflcs 



- Joan 

On 11:13 AM, wrote: 

Hi Joan, 
Just woaated to confim~ that you oil were still going to hm~e groups watching the NCAA Toummnent games at Time-Out this weekend? I was going to 

include it in an email out to season ticket holders tiffs afternoon ruth send-offinformation. 
rI’l~m~ks! 

Joan Danaher~ Ph.D. 

NECTAC, Associate Director 

FPG Chiid Development ~nstitute 

Campus Box 8040, UNC-CH 

Chapel Hill, NC 2~599-8@4@ 

* Dhone 919/962-7315 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Norton (Money Mailer) ~norton@moneymailer.com> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 12:17 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update - TN bound! 

Don’t forget last radio show Wednesday 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2009 12:15 PM 
To-" teamtempomembers@meridians.us 
C¢-" joan_danaher@unc.edu 
Subject; TEAM TEMPO Update - TN bound! 
Importance: High 

Hi TT. What an exciting past 72 hours! From the lil’ engine that could (South Dakota) to Selection Monday, Tar Heel nation is noxv ready to show evetTone 

that we will give it one last BIG effort to ~vin the national chmnpionship AND support OUR te~m with gusto! 

Updates: 

1. The Heels (#3 seed) were awarded an at largx-~ bid to the 2009 NC~%~ Tournament and will open play ~gainst Conference USA champion Universi~ of 

Central Florida (#14 seed) on Saturday, March 21, in Chatt:anoog% Tenn. Game time is 12 noon. Send off from t:he te~m hotel, The Chattanooga 

Hotel, is at 10:15 a.m. 

2. Tiekets - UNC T1CKFfI~S ARE SOLD OVER ’[*HE PHONE ONLY FOR THE NCAA IST AND 2ND ROUND. Call the UNC Athletic Ticket 

Offiee at 1 800 .7,22 4335. The g~tne is at the MeKenzie Arena (home of UT Chattanoog@ 

3. Weh~veh~d a number of inquiries regarding travel to Ch~ttanooga.~lhereisnooffieial UNCAA bus/flight l-or f’~ns, lfyou are interested in c~r pooling 

(~- 6..5 hours) with ot:hers, please send ~ note t:o busearavan@rneridians.us. We will try t:o connect you with those who want to drive ~ndior ride. 

4. Join TF~AM TEMPO for the team’s send off at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday behind the Smith Center. The te~tn will depart [-rorn the baek parking lot: at 4:45 

p.m. on THURSDAY. 

Thank you ag~in ~L~r all of your support this season. Stay tuned for more updates! 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise anal Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport ]Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(a),unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/deptsiexerciseisport administration 
"Idverybody can be greaL, because a~’body can serve. You don’~ have fo have a coItege de<~ree to serve. You don’~ have fo make your subject and ve~5 agree to serve. You only need a 

heartjidl c~t’grace, A soul generated by love. " 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~ema~l.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~ 

~email. unc.edu> 

Scheduling a lime to meet! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well and your week is o:ff to a wonderful startt My name 
is                and I am a :            major here at UNC. I have met 
you a couple of times during a golfing program through the Leadership 
Institute and at a program I organized with Tresa Brown-Tomlinson 
Well, I am contacting you because my sister and I recently went golfing 
with a friend of ours in LA over swing break and we totally enjoy 
and found it extremely therapeutic and disciplined We are new to this 
sport and not yet considered golfers :-) but we are looking to advance 
our game and get more involved. 

I would like to schedule a meeting with you sometime soon to talk about 
goffand ask you questions being that you are in the Exercise and Sport 
Science department. Your accomplishments are truly admirable and 
inspirational to me as a woman who wants to persue higher education and 
numerous other endeavors. I look forward to your response as soon as 
possible. ~Ihank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 10:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TEAM TEMPO Update -TN bound! 

I am so sorry I realized I will not be able to go on the bus trip for the tournament in Tenn. I am’ 
so disappointed. We will have to forget the Motor Cycle ride.. 
Please shoot me an e-mail back and let me know you received mine OK 
Thanks for all you do. 
Thanks 
& Go Heels 
Jean Blalock 

Feeling the pinch at the grocery store? Make meals for under $10. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Johnson ~eaxthlink.net> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 10:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update - TN bound! 

Cool 

Thanks, 
Mike and Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From-" Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 17, 2009 12:14 PM 
To-" teamtempomembers@meridians.us 
Ce-" joan_danaher@unc.edu 
Subject-" TEAM TEMPO Update - TN bound! 
Importance-" High 

Hi TF. What an exciting past 72 hours! From the lil’ engine that could (South Dakota) to Selection Monday, Tar Heel nation is now ready to show 

everyone t:bat we will give it: orte last BIG effort t:o win t:he national championship AND support OUR team with gusto~ 

U pdat:es: 

1. The Heels (#3 seed) were awarded an at lar~ bid to t:be 2009 NCAA Tournament and will open play against Conferenee USA champion 

University of Central Florida (#14 seed) on Saturday, March 21, in Chattanooga, Tenn. Game time is 12 noon. Send off from the team hotel, 

The Chattanooga Hotel, is at 10:15 a.m. 

2. Tickets - UNC ~CI~TS ~E SOLD O~R ~E PHONE ONLY FOR ~ NC~ 1ST ~ND 2ND ROUND. Call the UNC Athletic 

Ticket Office at 1 800 722 4335. The game is at the McKenzie Arena 0~ome of UT Chattanooga). 

pooling (~ 6.5 hours) ~vith others, please send a note to buscaravan(a~meridians.~s. We ~vill tU to connect you with those who want to drive 

and/or ride. 

4. Join ~ ~MPO ~r the team’s send off at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday behind the Smith Center. The team will depart £rom the back parking lot at 

4;45 p.m. on THURSDAY. 

Thank you again for all of your support this season. Stay tuned for more updates~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"Ever)+o@, can be g’eat.., because anybo@ can serve. You don’t have to have a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make yozer subject and verb agree to se~’ve. You only 
need a hearg fidl of grace. A soM generated by love. "MIL~ King Jr: 

I am using the Free version of SPAMfighter. 

We axe a communi~ of 6 million u~rs fighting spam. 

SPAMtighter has removed 3177 of my spam emails to date. 

The Prot}ssional version does uot have this message. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

teamtemtx~member@meridians.us 

joandanahe@unc.edu; Danaher, Joan C <joan.danaher@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h Lynn <dstro@unc.edtv~; 

~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEAM TEMPO Update - Are you ready? 

Are YOU Ready? Put on your game face and cheer your heart out for the tleels on Saturday! In person or at the Time Out Spor~s Bar - support the 
Heels! 

Re m ~de r: Th e Radio 2h o w TONTGHT is at 7:00p.m. at "1~7 le r’s ~n d’arr~ o ~. 
From Coach Williams: "We are very excit:ed to be in t:be NCAA’s. We are happy to be headed to Cbat:tanooga for t:be opportunity to compet:e and represent 

the ACC. We are looking [i~twvard to a passionate g~me because it is always tough for a te~m to come off of a week’s layof~ The South Dakota g~mCae was gmod 
~i~r us because in previous years in our first game we usually start out slowly. Now we are happy to h~ve that goqme out of the way. We also know that the 

NCAA’s are not easy. UCF is veU athletic and play up tempo like us so we will be challenged." 
From                  - "For the first time in my athletic collegiate career I watched Monday night ESPN Selection Show and had butterflies. I felt like I was 

being handed back a huge midterm with no idea how well I did. It felt so weird. It was the first time not having a #1 seed. Once we heard whom we were np against a 

big sigh of relief came over tke team at Coach Hatchell’s house. Our #1 seed is Oklahoma and we beat them at Oklahoma in the beginning of the year, which made us 

feel a little morn confident. Also, when we received a #1 seed we have ahvays have that target on our back and much morn pressure being placed on us from outside 

sources. This yea~ we cm~ stay tbcused on our goal and without distractions. The anticipation is over; we will meet Central Florida Saturday afternoon in Chattanooga, 

TN. We do not know the team and we have not watched m~y film on them yet, but as our last game versus South Dakota has proven to us, we cmmot take any team 

tbr granted here on out because evely team we meet will play as if it is flmir last. As a senior there is definitely a feeling of urgency, tbr me this is it. My mission now is 

m be tbcused and passionate eve~ time I hit the court, whether it is for a 10 minute shooting session or for fl~e National Championship game. It is all about fl~e litile 

things now. I know the concepts, I am a seasoned player, but the little things roll malce a difference. Grabbing fliat rebound, maldng the lay-up, being a leader. That is 

what I must do. I have not felt this way about any other NCAA tournament. I can hardly sleep at night because I am so eager to play. For three weeks all we need to 

do is remain focused because the reward will be beyond words." THANKS  

Happy Birthday to - Saturday, - A great birthday present will be a victory by the Tar Heels! 
O~me notes: 

1. The Heels (#3 seed) were awarded an at l~ge bid t:o the 2009 NCAA Tournament and will open play ~g~inst Conference USA cbampion University of 
Central Florida (#14 seed) on Saturday, in Chattanooga, Tenn. Game time is 12 noon. Send off from the te~m hotel, The Chattanoogan 
Hotel, is at 10:15 

2. Tickets - UNC TICKETS ARE SOLD OVER THE PHONE ONLY FOR THE NCAA 1ST AND 2ND ROUND. Call the UNC Athletic Ticket 

Office at 1 800 722 4335. The geme is at the McKenzie Arena (home of UT Chattanoog@ 

3. We h~ve had a number of inquiries regarding travel to Chattanooga. There is no official UNC~%~ bus/flight ~br f~ns. If you are interested in car pooling 
(~- 6.5 hours) witb ot:hers, please send ~ note t:o buscaravan@naeridians.~ts. We will try t:o connect you with those who ~vant to drive ~ndior ride. As of 

today, we have had a ve~ small response. We will continue to hear requests until tomorrow at 3:00 p.m. 

4. Join TI~;AM ’IEMPO for the team’s send off at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday behind the Smith Center. The team will depart [-tom the back parking lot (behind 

entrance D) at 4:45 p.m. on THURSDAY. Parking will be ~vailable in the Manning Lot for anyone ~ttending the send of~ 
5. The team will have a practice open to the public at McKenzie Arena on Friday, from 12:00 pro. - 1:00 pro. Doors will open at 11:00 am. 

WI3B Vie*v~ng Par(y: 



Don’lwatch the game by~you~’el, fi’TTwillgalherforeach game atTime OutSporls Bar(/ocated in the Holiday Inn across f~vm Eastgate in 

ChapeIHill). The game viewing pa~’ willbegin 30minutespriorto tip of[of each game. The wings and salads are g~at.~ 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg, CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

dstro(a)~unc,edu 

"Everybody con be great.,~ because a~’bo4, can xeeve. You don’t have go ha~,e o college deg~’ee to xeeve. You don’t have go make youe subject and verb a,~eee to serve~ 1~-ou only need a 
heart fitll of grace, A soul generated by love. "~/£L. King Je: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lm~ holcomb             @juno.corn> on behalf of 

@juno.com 

Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:47 PM 

Churches and Student Crroups <I,am.~@UrbanImpactNewYork.org> 

Come to New York during Spring or Sumtner Break! 

Please send this information on to others who may be interested! 
Check out our Muslim minist~ pics at Lans~ Holcomb’s facebook. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 20, 2009 10:42 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tip ti~om www.insidehighered.com: weir3 

Barbara found an interesting article on w~vw.insidehighered.com and thought you might enjoy it too. 

"10 Coroman&nents of L ecturing" 
http ://w~vw insidehighered.com/advice/instant mentor/weir3 

Rob Weir offers advice on what to do and what not to do to keep your students engaged 

Conmaent by Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>: 
Thought you might be interested in this. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brenda Lmnbert <bl8w@cms.mail.virginia.edu> 

Friday, March 20, 2009 5:57 PM 

WOMENS - HOOPS@yahoogroups.com; 
,: Stroman, Debx~rah Lynn ~<tstro~b~unc.edu~: 

~!iohnson214@radford.edu> 

women’s hoops axticle from the washington post 

FW A washingtonpost.com article fi~om ~cox.net.msg 

; haike <hmg5w(a)virginia.edu>; 

_          -; ashley 

--- the forwarded message follows -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim IvlcKinley- Oakes- @comcast.net> 

Thursday, March 19, 2009 10:27 PM 

Jody Sweeney <jodys@regionten.org>; Ambha 

FW: A washingtonpost.com article t?om: ~ ~cox.net 

~aol.com>; Brenda I ,ambert <bl8w@cms.mail.virginia.edtr~ 

...... Forwarded Message 

From:          9cox.net> 

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 2009 21:22:25 -0400 (EDT) 
TO: < 
Subject: A washingtonpost.com article from: cox.net 

< http://www.washincltonpost.com?referrer= emailarticle> < http ://www.washinqtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/emailafriend? 
contentld =AR2009031802354&sent = no&referrer=emailarticle> 

This page was sent to you by:        @cox.net 

Message from sender: Such a fun article about women’s hoops! 

How the Better Half Lives 
< http://www,wash i ngton post,corn/wp- 
dyn / content/article/2009 / 03 / 18 /AR200903180; 
referrer=emailarticle> 
By Sally Jenlons 

To follow womeWs basketball at this time of year feels like driving against one-way traffic. But it’s worth it. 

Do you love D.C.? Get the insider’s guide to where to stay, what to do and where to eat. (30 to www.washingtonpost.com/gog 

<http:!/www.washincltonpost.com/cloq!index.html?referrer=emailarticle> for your guide to D.C. now. 
2009 The Washington Post Company I Privacy Policy <http://www~wash~ngt~np~st~c~m/wp-srv/interact/~~ngterm/ta~k/members.htm?referrer=ema~~artic~e> 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D.R. Horton - America’s Homebuilder <noreply@myhomedrhorton.com> 

Sunday, March 22, 2009 1:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you for visiting our community 

Your information has been received 

A representative will be contacting you to answer any 

questions you may have. Below are detailed specifications 

about the communities you selected. Thank you for visiting 

our community. 

Communities you selec ted: 

Carillon Forest         ~ ~!~i!3 ~##.~?.!~...~!r.~.#!! ~!!~< ~(919) 489W584 

Thank you for your interest in a D.R.Horton home. 

~ © 2001-2009 D.R. Horton, Inc. All rights reserved. This email is an advertisement or solicitation. To 

unsubscribe from commercial email correspondence from D.R. Horton, click HERE Please do not reply 
to this email to unsubscribe. For more information about us and to view our privacy policy, you may visit 
us at our web site: www.drhorton.com You may write to us at our business address: D.R. Horton, Inc., 
Attn: Marketing Studio, 301 Commerce St., Suite 500, Ft. Worth, TX 76102. if you write to us, please 
include your email address. You may call us at 817.390.8200. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edn> 

Sunday, March 22, 2009 8:36 PM 

temntempomember@meddians.us 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

TEAM TEMPO Update - Go Heels! 

Sonny Vaccaro Laces.pdf; CSBC Vaccaro Flyer.pdf 

Congratulations Tar Heels! 

Join TEAM TEMPO at the Time Out Sports Bar for the 2nd round battle against #6 Purdue University 
Monday, March 23, 2009 - Tip Off 7:00 p.m. 
Article of interest: 
How the Better Half Lives 
By ~, Jenkh~s 
Thursday, March 19, 2009; Page E01 Washington Post 

To tbllow women’s basketball at this dine of year feels like diving against one-way traJtic. But it’s worth it. While the largest 

audiences and coin are commanded by the men’s NCAA bracket, don’t forget to pay attention to that other postseason 

tournament, because it’s the one in which the athletic scholarship still means something. In fuck yon ~night have a better time. 

You get to watch the stone sorts of heart-robbing upsets and marvel at the fuct that athletes have learned to fly, without 

wondeing whether the contenders will be in school next semester. 

p~ys back her scholarship 

The players aren’t jaded, they don’t view college as a temporary- obstacle to getting rich in the pros and they’re as reliant on 

execntion as they are on talent. Which is why my own father now prefers the women’s game to the men’s. Having witten for 

Sports Illnstrated for almost 25 years, he’s a fairly discerning observer, so his conversion is meaningful. We’re snch junkies that 

last week our family went to the Southeastern Conference tournan~ent -- where we got to see four terrific games in a single day 
Oklai~oma’s Courtney ~a ris has quLe a promis~ 
to keep a national title or she pays bacl,; her 

tbrjust $17, and park right next to the axena -- and then we came home, sat side-by-side in ficont of the TV and howled as we scholarship. (~%~ ;:q.~i~zo ~\d~ims--ASSO.’:iab:~d 

watched Western Carolina, coached by fourier Tennessee point guard Kellie tlarper, qualiI~ tbr the NCAA tournament by ~r~ss) 

surviving three overtimes against College of Chmteston. At the end of this exhausting weekend, I asked my lhther, "Why do you like the women’s game so much?" 

"Because 90 percent of the players are actual students, and they play like humans," he said. "Their individual stars are true standouts. They don’t have five players on 

the court all flying through the air and hanging fioln the ceiling, shouting, ’Give me the ball!’ They’re full of surprises. They’re not spoiled yet. You can get good seats. 

Must I go on’?" 

They don’t act like they’re doing their universities a favor by playing ball. In fact, some of them feel they owe something in retum. That’s the case ruth Oklahoma center 
Conrtney Pads, who has promised to pay back her $64,000 scholarship if she doesn’t deliver a national championship for the Sooners. It’s not the roses1 thing a player 

has ever said, but it’s one of the more interesting. Pads knows what the scholarship costs, because all 15 spots on the team axe endowed. The idea for the endowment, 
pushed for by Coach Sherri Coale, a former high school English teacher, was that each player should understand that scholm~ahips are actually giIts. 

"If we play hard and we execute, we axe a great team that can win a national chan~pionship," Paris said, explaining why she ~id what she did. "If we don’t do that, it 

won’t be because we’re not good enough. So when you’re good enough and don’t do something, then you have to take accountability for that and that’s your own tZault. 

We can win a national chmnpionship. If we don’t, I’ll feel like I didn’t earn my scholarship." 

Incidentally~ Paris and her twin sisler and teammate Ashley sport grade-point averages of at least 3.0. In fuct, the Sooners’ cumulative GPA has been 3.0 or better for 

22 of 24 semesters under Coale. And it’s not like Oldahoma is an aberration. Fourteen of the teams in the wotnen’s toummnent have perfect graduation rates of 100 

percent, including the p~ohibitive favorite, Connecticut, and two-time defending champion Tennessee. bVhat’s more, all but two teams in the field graduate at least 60 

percent. Meanwhile, less than half of the teams on the men’s side have 60 percent gmdnation rates. 

Part of the chaxln oftbe women’s game also lies in its difficult history-. Coaches and players have an underlying appreciation for the fact that the sport was built in the 
t?ace of social di sapproval and audience apathy. In Mm~ch 1990, Oklahoma biefly suspended its women’s program because of low turnout: Average attendance at 

home games was 65. 

It was 1971 before women were allowed to play full court in college, despite the lhct that college women took up basketba]l jusl a year after James Naismith 

introduced it to men in 1891. Apparently, the fern was they would get the torpors, or the vapors, and have to be revived with salts. It was a Stnith girl, Senda 

Berenson, who found a way to make the women’s game acceptable to Victorians: she divided the court into three sections, ruth players required to stay in assigned 

areas. Snatching at the ball was forbidden, as was holding it for tnore than three seconds or dibbling it more than three times. In this way, a young lady would be 

prevented from developing "dangerous nervous tendencies and losing the grace and dignity and self-respect we would all have her foster." 

One of the earliesl dilemmas in women’s basketball was the problem of what to wear. It was the era of corsets, and the only body parts pern~itted to show were necks, 



heals and fingers. Hence, the first players worn floor-length dresses, M~ich led to several injuries as a result of tripping over hems, and games ended with hairpins 

handkerchiet?~ scattered all over the floor. It was a great day in the infimcy of the game when Clara Gregory Baer introduced bloomers in 1896 at Sophie Newcomb 

College in New Orleans. 

But other advmaces were more halling. ’][’he two-handed free thiow was declared illegal at Sophie Newcomb for fern it would cause wolnen to forwardly incline their 

shoulders, "with a consequent flattening of the chest." Social aarbiters protested that basketball was mining the comportment of young ladies by causing theln to shriek 

with excitement, chew gum, lie on the floor, use slang mid, worst of all, call each other "by their last na~ms." A reporter for the Los Angeles Times who witnessed an 

emly women’s game wrote, "There was something disquieting in the grim and Inuiv~erous determinalions with M~ich the young ladies chased each other all over the 
court." 

It’s with this woeful and hilarious pas~t in mind that devotees of the women’s game roll watch the 2009 tournament and relish its various story lines. Will that shrieking, 

slan=w gum-chewer Courtney Paris make good on her vow -- and also satisfy’ the ambitions of her voluble father, 6-foot-6 Bubba Paris, possessor of three Super BoM 

rings he won ruth the San Francisco 49ers? Can Sooners forwa~-d Carlee Roethlisberger get a championship ring in the same year as her brother, Pittsburgh Steelers 

quarterback Ben Roethlisberger? 

Can U-Conn. mad its magnificent star Maya Moore, who plays the gmne like a gladiator, complete an undelbated season? Caa~ Tennessee, a green, stalk), team, reach 

the Sweet 16 as its seven freshmen have guaranteed, or roll the Lady Vols fall sho~t for the first time in Pat Summiffs 35-year career’? How far can 31-2 South Dakota 

State get in its first NCz’u’k Division I postseason appeaxance? 

Their play won’t be quite as gasp-inducing or a~rbome as the men’s and their ticket prices roll be a little cheaper. But there’s a deep satisfaclion that cotnes from 

watching a more innocent game. 

t3 as ke tb all En th u sias t? 

Son*o’ Vaccar~ withe at the L~N~C’s Stone Centeron Wednesday, March 25at 6:00p.m. This kctu~ is FREE and open to the public. Attached 

find mort, bac~gr’ound on th~s @or~s marketing gur~,formermarketing executive, and ~oice ~gainstmaW aspects of the NC~ M~; ~ccar~ will 

sur~), stimulate critica/thinking on the evolution of college sports! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Instit:ute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

http:iiwwwamc.edu/’~]epts/~exercise/~sport administration 
’~;ve~3,bo@ can be great.., because a~bo@ can se~,e. I2)u don’t have to have a college degree lo se~,e. I2)u don’t have to ma#e your su~lect and verb a;gree to serve. You only need a 
heart .[#ll of grace. A soul generated by love. "’~L. Ki~g Jr. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Johnson ~eazthlink.net> 

Sunday, March 22, 2009 8:59 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Anne ~earthlink.net> 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update - Go Heels! 

Deborah, 
Thanks for the update. Anne and I will be unable to attend but plan to tape the game and watch it when we return home. 

Go Heels, 
Mike and Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent," Sunday, March 22, 2009 8:36 PM 
To-" teamtempomembers@meridians.us 

C¢." dstro@unc,edu 
Subject-" TEAM TEMPO Update - Go Heels! 

Congratulations Tar Heels! 

Join TEAM TEMPO at the Time Out Sports Bar for the 2nd round battle against #6 Purdue University 
Monday, March 23, 2009 - Tip Off 7:00 p.m. 
Article of Interest: 
How the Better Half Lives 
By ~ Jenkins 
Thursday, March 19, 2009; Page E01 Washington Post 

To fi~llow women’s basketball at this time ofyea~" l~els like driving against one-way tmific. But it’s worth it. While the 
largest audiences and coin are commanded by the men’s NCi’,J\ bracket, don’t forget to pay attention to that other 

postseason tournament, because it’s the one in Milch the athletic scholoxship still ~neans something. In fact, you might 

have a better time. You get to watch the stone sorts of hea.rt-robbing upsets and In~’el at the tact that athletes have 

le~zned to fly, without wondering whether the contenders will be in school next semester. 

promis~ to keep: a r~siio:lal tkle or sh@ 

p~ys back her scholarship 

The players aren’t jaded, they don’t view college as a temporary obstacle to getting rich in the pros and they’re as reliant 

on execution as they are on talent. ~Vhich is why my own father now prefers the women’s game to the men’s. Having 

written for Sports Illustrated for almost 25 years, he’s a fairly discerning observer, so his conversion is meaningful. We’re 
Oklai~oma’s Courtney Paris has quite a promise 

such junkies that last week our fi~mily went to the Southeastern Cont~rence tournament -- where we got to see four      to keep a nationai ti[ie or she pays back her 

terrific games in a single day tbr just $17, and park right next to the arena -- and then we came home, sat side-by-side in scholarship. {B~, 

front of the TV and homed as we watched Western Carolina, coached by former Tennessee point guard Kellie Harper, 

qualify for the NCAA tournament by surviving three overtimes against College of Charleston. At the end of this exhausting weekend, I asked my l?ather, "Why do 

you like the women’s game so much?" 

"Because 90 percent of the players are actuo] students, and they play like humans," he said. "Their individual stars are true standouts. They don’t have five 

players on the court 811 flying through the air and hanging from the ceiling, shouting, ’Give me the ball!’ They’re full of surprises. They’re not spoiled yet. You ca.n 
get good seats. Must I go on?" 

They don’t act like they’re doing their universities a favor by playing baJl. In fact, some of them feel the?, owe sonrcthing in return. That’s the case with Oklahoma 

center Courtney Paris, who has promised to pay back her $64,000 scholarship if she doesn’t deliver a national championship for the Sooners. It’s not the wisest 

thing a player has ever said, but it’s one of the more interesting. Pazis knows what the scholarship costs, because all 15 spots on the team are endowed. The idea 

tbr the endowment, pushed fi~r by Coach Sherri Coale, a former high school English teacher, was that each player should understand that scholarships are 

actaally gitN. 

"If we play hard and we execute, we are a great temn that can win a national championship," P~zis said, explaining why she said what she did. "If we don’t do 

that, it won’t be because we’re not good enough. So when you’re good enough and don’t do something, then you have to take accountability for that and that’s 

your own fault. We cmi win a national cha~mpionship. If we don’t, I’ll feel like I didn’t earn my scholarship." 

Incidentally, Paris and her twin sister and teammate Ashley sport grade-point averages of at least 3.0. In fact, the Sooners’ cumulative GPA has been 3.0 or 

better for 22 of 24 semesters under Coale. And it’s not like Oklahoma is an aberration. Fourteen of the teams in the women’s tournament have perfect 

graduation rates of 100 percent, including the prohibitive favorite, Cormecticut, and two-time defending champion Tennessee. What’s more, all but two teams in 

the field graduate at leas4, 60 percent. Meanwhile, less than half of the teams on the men’s side have 60 percent graduation rates. 



Part of the charm of the women’s game al~ lies in its difficult history. Coaches and players have an underlying appreciation [br the fact that the sport was built in 

the [lace of social disapproval and audience apathy. In March 1990, Oklahoma briefly suspended its women’s program because of low turnout: Average 

attendance at home games was 65. 

It was 1971 before women were ~1lowed to play full court in college, despite the fact that college women took up basketlmll just a year a£ter James Naismith 

introduced it to Inen in 1891. Appeacently, the fe~ac was they would get the torpors, or the vapors, and have to be revived with salts. It was a Smith girl, Senda 

Berenson, who found a way to make the women’s game acceptable to Victorians: she divided the court into three sections, with players required to stay in 

assigned o~reas. Snatching at the ball was forbidden, as was holding it for more than tl~ee seconds or dribbling it more than three times. In this way, a young lady 

would be prevented fi’om developing "dangerous nervous tendencies and losing the grace and digni~ and self-respect we would all have her foster." 

One of the earliest dilemmas in women’s basketball was the problem of what to wear. It was the era of corsets, and the only body parts permitted to show were 

necks, heads and fingers. Hence, the first players wore floor-length dresses, which led to several injuries as a result of lripping over hems, and games ended with 

hairpins and handkerchiefs ~attered all over the floor. It was a great day in the infancy of the game when Clara Gregory Baer introduced bloomers in 1896 at 

Sophie Newcomb College in New Orleans. 

But otber advances were more halting. The tw’o-handed t?ee throw was declared illegal at Sophie Newcomb tbr fear it would cause women to forwardly incline 

their shoulders, "with a consequent flattening of the cbes~t.’’ Social arbiters protested that basketb~J1 was mining the co~nporunent of young ladies by causing them 

to shriek with excitement, chew gum, lie on the floo~; use slang and, wors~t of all, call each other "by their last names." A reporter for the Los Angeles Ti~nes who 

witnessed an eMy women’s ganm wrote, "There was something disquieting in the grim and murderous detem~inations with which the young ladies chased each 
other gd over the court." 

It’s ruth this woefi~l and hilarious past in mind that devotees of the women’s game roll watch the 2009 tournament and relish its various s~tory lines. Will that 

shrieking, slangy gum-chewer Courtney Paris make good on her vow -- and also satisfy- the ambitions of her voluble father, 6-foot-6 Bubba Paris, possessor of 

three Super BoM rings lie won with the San Franciseo 49ers? Can Sooners forward Carlee Roethlisberger get a championship ring in the same year as her 

brother, Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger? 

Can U-Co~m. and its magnificent star Maya Moore, who plays the game like a gladiator, complete an undefeated season? Can Tennessee, a green, stalky team, 

reach the Sweet 16 as its seven freshmen have guaamnteed, or will the Lady Vols fall short tbr the first time in Pat Summitt’s 35-year career? How t?ar can 31-2 

South Dakota State get in its first NCAA Division I postseason appearance? 

Their play won’t be quite as gasp-inducing or airborne as the men’s and their ticket prices will be a little cheaper. But there’s a deep safisfaction that comes from 

watching a ,nore innocent ganm. 

Basketba// Enthusiast? 

Sonny gaccar~ willbe atthe UNC’s Stone Centeron Wednesday, Marrh 25at6:OOp.m. This kctu~ is FREEand open to the public. 

AStached.find more background on this spoors marketing gu~, formermarketing executive, and voice againstma*{y aspects of the 

M~: Vacca~ wi/lsurely stimulate c~licallhinking on the evolution of college spo~s! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport: Adrmnistration 

College Sport Research Inst:itute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dst ro (~-~unc.edu 

http:~//www.unc.e du/’depts,/exercise//sport administration 
"[~veo’body can be jzreat.., becazcse anybo@ can serve. I’ou &m~t have to have a colle,ge degree to serve. I’ou cton~t have to make your subject and verb agree lo ser~,e. 
need a hea~’i fidl o.fg’ace. A soul genes’areal by love. "2~. Z.. 

I am using the Free version of ~_ ! ~ _ _A_ _M_ _l_i)g_ _h_ _t_ _e_ _ri. 

We axe a community of 6 million users fighting spean. 
SPAMfighter has removed 3193 of my spare emails to date. 

The Professiona] version does not have this message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

camille rod@ ~knology.net> 

Wednesday, August 12, 2009 9:24 AM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

golfles~ns &~ring BAR 

Hello Debrs, 
I’m sum you will not remember me per se, but I was BAR chair in ’07. I know a few alumnae interested in golf lessons. I know you get paid for this and I would very much like 
to have a class during BAR depending upon your fee.. I have not checked in with the golf chair yet (I think they are returning to the Duke Inn course) but if this is something 
you are interested in trying to do, I will take it to the committee and add it to the list of things to do. Please advise on how many women you could accommodate. I’m thinking 
a beginners type of class on fundamentals. 
Hope they are treating you well ............ 
Camille 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Barbee <kbarbee@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, August 12, 2009 12:34 PM 

c~stal.brown@usps.gov; 

; dlm 1 @cdc.gov~ dlucas 1973@a] umni. unc.edu; 

daciatoll@amismdacademy.oig; 

Straight, David L ~<tavids@email.unc.edu>; demck.boone@mba.wfu.edu; 

Deborah Lynn <ds~ro@unc.edu>; duggins@olarnni.unc.edu;. 

, echols.carolw@~ned.va.gov; Edith Hubbard@alarnni.unc.edul 

ehnim mmagum@m~c.edu; Kass, Emily S. <emily kas@unc.edtc,; 
felicia.wa;}lington@klgate,~.com; 1 ~ 

glenn@ silvefla£e.com; 

Stroman, 

eavery@us.ibm.com; 

hamiltonh@houcompany.com; Harold Woodard [harold woodard@uuc.edu] 

Br~ile, Joscelyne M <br~ile@unc.edu-~; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; Friday, Olympia Thyais <ofriday@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Stone Center Fall 2009 Milestones Newsletter 

Final Milestones f09.pdf 

Kia Barbee wrote: 
Good afternoon[ 

The Stone Center would like to thank you for your generous and 
continued support. Attached is an advanced copy of our fall 
Milestones newsletter detailing programming events scheduled for the 
upcoming semester You will be receiving the printed version in the 
mail in the upcoming weeks. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Barbee, MBA 
Administrative Manager 
’]7he Sonia Haynes Stone Center 
for Black Culture and History 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

150 South Road; CB115250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5250 
Phone: (919) 843-2668; Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Email: kbarbee@anc.edu 
Website: www.unc, edu/depts/stonec enter 



......... / os Pleneros de la 2~ (LP2~), a Spanish Harlem-based ensemble that performs 

traditional Afro-Puerto P, ican music and dance, ~vill perform in the Beasley- 

Curtis Auditorium in Memorial Hall on October ~6 at 7 p.m.The Stone Center 

is hosting LP2~ for a two-day residency to coincide with the Carolina Creative Campus 

Initiative, a yearlong University-wide project initiated by the Oftice of the Executive 

Director for the Arts.The 2oo9-~o Creative Campus Initiative will explore global 

diasporas and examine ideas on migration, nationality and the politics of home. 

The ensemble was founded 26 years ago in the South Bronx, NYC.The name 

evokes the place of origin of its members, the Parada 2~ (Bus Stop 2~).The Parada 2~ 

was a predominandy black neighborhood in San Juan, Puerto Rico ~vhere maW of 

the islands’ bomba and plena performers resided.The term Los Pleneros means "plena 

practitioner/musicians" and LP2~ are considered New York’s preeminent bomba 

and plena musicicans.The ensemble has performed all over the world including 

Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Australia and the former Soviet Union.The group consists of 

an intergenerational mix of Puerto Rican folk master’s and professional musicians 

united to preserve and honor their heritage. In addition to pertbrming, the group holds 

re~dar workshops in public and private schools, educating youth about traditional 

Puerto l~ican music traditions. 

LP2I peribrm t~vo styles of Afro-Puerto l~ican music; each has its own historical 

trajectory and musical distinctiveness. Bomba and plena are traditional Afro-Puerto 

l~ican musical genres respectively dating back to the early I7~i’ and 2o~t~ centuries. 

The music took root ~vhen Spanish colonists brought Vc’est Ai?ican slaves to cultivate 

Puerto Rico’s sugarcane. Bomba describes a range of regional styles, rhythmic patterns 

and associated dance styles that ~vere cultivated by Africans and their descendents in 

the context of plantation life in early colonial Puerto Rico.The musical style is highly 

participatory with dancers moving their bodies to the beat of a drum. Plena has a similar 

call and response £~shion, but places more emphasis on lyrical narration of daily life 

and satirical commentary on current events.The group also integrates contemporary 

and traditional musical styles such as jazz, salsa, rock and rap in its lively and engaging 

performances. LP2I’s latest recording, Para Todos U.~ledes (2oo6), was nominated for a 

Grammy Award for Best Traditional World Music Albuln. 

The performance is supported by contributions from the program in Latina/o 

Studies. Co-sponsors include the Department of Music, Carolina Performing Arts, 

Performance Studies and the Institute of Latin American Studies. ii==i==i==i== 

This article is adapted)Fom the LP2~ PVeb site and group bio and descriptions 

OVERVIEW: STONE CENTER’S FALL 09 INITIATIVES 

The University sets the bar high by striving for the 

highest levels of excellence in research, public service 

and teaching. Its primary goals are to provide a strong 

academic experience for students and effectively 

serve the people of North Carolina. As a center 

within the University’s academic affairs division, the 

Stone Center’s programming and initiatives are key 

components of the University’s overall mission. 

The Center divides its work into three areas to support 

that mission: scholarship and scholarly initiatives, 

cultural programming and social justice outreach and 

community programming. This fall, the Stone Center 

continues its work in these areas, and participates 

in the University’s Creative Campus Initiative, Global 

Disaporas, by focusing its projects and programming 

around the theme Passion and Remembrance: 

Dislocation/Relocation/Diaspora. This thematic focus 

addresses historical and contemporary movements 

of people and the social dynamics that tend to define 

their daily lives. ::i::i::i::i 



STONE CENTER AWARDS 

ABROAD FELLOWSHIPS 

FIVE STUDY 

ii~ ............ ~ii his past spring, five undergraduate students were a~varded Undergraduate 

International Studies Fellowships by the Stone Center for study 

abroad.The fellowship awards UNC at Chapel Hill students from 

underrepresented groups up to S25oo toward academic research and study in an 

international setting. Since 2003, the Stone Center has awarded more than two 

dozen fellowships. Spring recipients include: 

Christina Anderson, a rising junior double majoring in political science and 

American history; will sin@ at the University of Ghana in fall 2oo9. 

Menna Mburi, a senior political science major, participated in the Burch Field 

Research Seminar in Butare and Kigali, [Zwanda and The Hague, Netherlands this 

past sumaner. 

Tiffany Mullin*, a rising junior sociology" major, participated in the UNC in 

Sevilla program this past summer. 

Yvonne White, a rising junior psychologT major, studied at the UnNersidad San 

Francisco de Quito in Quito, Ecuador this past summer. 

Kai Toshumba, a rising senior international studies major, will stu@ in Managua, 

NicaraDm in fall 2oo9. 

The study abroad fellowship, thnded through the generous gift of an alUll-lnus, 

contributes to the University’s efforts to internationalize the campus comlnunity. 

Upon their rFmF~: fellowshiP recipients must share their research and experiences 
..... in a public fo~fi~ ar~ ~d by the Stone Center. ==i==i==i==i 

AleJandro Correa, two top administrators from the Instituto uN£e~Si~ad0 

de Barlovento (IUB) of Venezuela from September 4-1~ S~55~#2 #i#6ct6~ 

of iUB and Correa, assistant director, will be participating i6 ~ ~#~i#~ 6~ 

meetings with Stone Center staff and University admiSi#t!~6!~ ~6 #i8~ 

plans for a fall 2010 study abroad project. Both Sanche~ 8ha C~8 ~m 

members of the Stone Center’s International Advisory Board ............... 

IUB, founded in 1991, is part of the state educational system in Venezuela 

and is one of the only historically Black institutions of higher education in 

Latin America. It is home to over 1OOO students in its regular bachelor’s 

degree program. 

The Stone Center has been working with IUB for the last four years to design 

a collaborative project that will provide for student and faculty exchanges, 

joint research projects, and other activities that will support the educational 

goals of both institutions. The collaborative project was given a boost when 

UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp and professor Sanchez signed a Memorandum 

of Understanding in June 2009 that outlines possible areas of educational 

cooperation and collaboration. While here, Sanchez and Correa will also help 

to plan for a visit by six students from IUB to the Stone Center for a short- 

term international educational experience in spring semester 2010. 

Persons interested in the fall 2010 study abroad project, in meeting with 

professors Sanchez or Correa, or other aspects of the planned collaborative 

project should call the Stone Center at 919-962-9001. 



FARAI CHIDEYA TO DELIVER 
MEMORIAL LECTURE 

,i==i~===i{{{ii===~ uthor, journalist and cultural critic Farai Chideya ~vill deliver the Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial 
jii;=~=~£1ii{}iil= Lecture on November 5 at 7 p.m. Chideya will also meet ~vith journalism students to discuss 

~::... the chan~,mg media landscape. A graduate ot Harvard Umvers]ty, Chldeya s journahsm career 

has spanned across broadcast, print and radio media. She has covered topics fiom Hurricane Katrina to the 

recent PresidentM election. Chideya prides herself on her ability to go from discussing serious journalism 

to popular fiction. 

For three years, Chideya hosted NPR~ Neu,s and Notes, a daily national program about African-American 

and African diaspora issues. Before NPR, Chideya hosted Your Call, a daily news and cultural call-in show 

in San Francisco. She wrote three books on race and ethnicity including The Color of Our Futuw: Race in 

the ~ Cenmr?’ (~ooo). Essence magazine sdected her novel, Kiss the SkT (~oo9), as its May ~oo9 book club 

selection. Chideya is also a trailblazer in using social media to reach younger audiences. In ~996, she started 

PopandPolitics.com, an online forum tbr young people to engage about culture, politics, and movements. The 

site is one of the longest continuously operating blogs in the worldi Her maW accolades include receiving 

a National Education Reporting Award for her work at Newsmeeh and an award from the Gay and Lesbian 

Alliance Against Defamation (GLADD) Ibr her coverage on AIDS.The lecture is free and open to the public. 

A reception ~vill follow in the Stone Center lobby. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture is an annual event that brings an African-American woman 

~vho is distinguished by her scholarship, commitment to social justice and public service. ==i==i==i==i 

DIASPORA FILM SERIES EXAMINES MIGRATION AND CULTURAL IDENTITY 

The Stone Center extends its examination of belonging versus alienation, homeland 

versus motherland and American versus other to the fall edition of the Diaspora Festival 

of Black and Independent Film. Passion and Remembrance: Dislocation/Relocation/ 

Diaspora (D/R/D), addresses the uncertainty and spoken and unspoken conflict that 

arises in diasporic communities when beneficiaries of new opportunities often remake 

their new lives to take advantage of these openings. Several of the films that feature 

this common theme include 13 Months of Sunshine, The Neo African Americans, Ladylike 

and Rain. The festival opens on September 15 with a documentary about the life of 

legendary free jazz musician Albert Ayler. 

A lunchtime film series titled the Hekima Film Discussions will also run throughout the 

fall term. Three short films focused around the D/R/D theme will be screened. The first 

film Kwame will be screened on September 24 in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film is the Stone Center’s twice a year 

series featuring independent film from across the African diaspora. The Hekima Film 

Discussions is the Stone Center’s film version of its former Hekima Reading Circle 

program. Review the program calendar for the screening dates and descriptions of the 

Festival and Hekima films. 

Harold KachmaL a Moroccan- 

born artist of indigenous Berber 

descent, will be the Stone 

Center’s featured artist for fall 

2009. Dislocation/Relocation/ 

Diaspora: The Art of Hamid 

Kachmar will open in the Stone 

Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown 

Gallery and Museum on October 

8 with a 7 p.m. reception. The 

solo exhibition will include several 

inter-media pieces, described as 

a cross between sculpture and 

two-dimensional art. Kachmar 

received his MFA from Howard 

University and his work has been 

featured in exhibitions throughout 

the world including France, Spain 

and his native Morocco. 

preparation and use of natural 

pigments is also a part of his 

alchemistic creative approach. 

Kachmar uses materials such 

as goatskin and silkscreen, and 

employs cultural techniques 

like weaving and woodcarving, 

to create what he calls "a 

complex symbology of aesthetic 

oxymorons." The materials 

interplay to create common 

themes among uncommon 

connections. Kachmar, who 

has a background in chemistry, 

likens his creative process to 

an alchemist’s experiment. He 

allows the materials to inform 

the meaning of his work as he 

transforms and manipulates 

them, working harmoniously with 

their physical properties. His 

Kachmar’s artistic style is 

intricate, chaotic, structured and 

connective. A style that is derived 

from the diverse and eclectic 

materials and techniques that he 

uses to evoke metaphors, moods 

and expressions of his Amazigh 

(Berber) culture. His culture is 

represented through the cultural 

techniques that inform his work. 

Through his art, Kachmar feels 

an obligation to safeguard his 

heritage as one of the oldest 

African cultures that is currently 

threatened by marginalization, 

globalization and cultural 

hegemonies. His work also 

pointedly highlights Moroccan’s 

geographic and aesthetic 

Africanness. 

Kachmar’s Moroccan upbringing 

exposed him to a bevy of 

traditions, languages and 

cultures. Consequently, he 

learned to appreciate, share and 

embrace cultures. His ultimate 

aim is to create art that connects 

times, spaces and minds but 

also considers his translocations 

and acquaintances. 

The Art of Hamid Kachmar 

will be on display through 

December 4. The gallery is open 

Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 

The Brown Gallery serves as an 

exhibition space for the critical 

examination of the art and 

history of the African diaspora. 

Hi S ~ ~ 61 6~Edu ~ ati6 



STONE CENTER ....................... 
TO THE COMMUNITY 

~=i he 2008-9 marked the fifth academic year the 

Stone Center has operated from its freestanding 

building on South campus. Over the course of 

the last rive years, the Center has continued to work to 

fulfill its mission, and to tbllow the mandate and challenge 

it accepted when it was established in ~988. In the course 

of the past year, we continued to sponsor programs and 

projects that examine key issues in the African-American, 

African and diaspora experience, and that explore 

connections with other communities in the U.S. and fiom 

other parts of the world. 

During 2oo8-o9, the Stone Center ~vorked on a 

number of joint projects and programs with other units 

fiom across the campus.We co-sponsored programs ~vith 

over 3o individual campus units and with partners from 

the surrounding region.~X~e continued to work with the 

Center for Global hdtiatives to increase the participation 

of students of color in international study and travel, and 

maintained our close relationship with Latina/o Studies by 

supporting their efforts to bring leading Latina/o scholars 

and artists to campus. 

We maintained our focus on supporting the academic 

mission of the University through scholarship and scholarly 

initiatives that identified outstanding graduates and 

undergraduates for Stone Center fellowships. Four students 

were selected as DUAL and Beech Leadership Fellows. 

We a~varded It Undergraduate International Studies 

Fello~vships, bringing our 4-year total to 20 awards. 

Our African Diaspora Lecture Series welcomed 

Anthony Bogues, professor and chair of Africana Studies 

at Brown Universi9~.~’e also hosted ]~968 2to-meter 
Olympic gold medalist Tormnie Smith, ~vhose clenched 

fist salute with teammate John Carlos created a enduring 

iruage that is still recognizable around the world; civil 

rights moveruent veteran and a~vard-winning docuruentary 

fihn maker Judy Richardson, ~vho delivered the Stone 

Memorial Lecture; and Margo Okazawa-Rey, professor 

emeritus at San Francisco State University, and Grace 

Chang, associate professor at the University of California 

at Santa Barbara, presented on huruan trafficking in 

association with Women’s History Month. 

In the area of arts and cukural programming, we 

featured our ninth annual Diaspora Festival of Black 

and Independent Film that featured ~o new and recent 

films including five area premieres. During the fall 

term, we hosted Northwestern University professor and 

accomplished per~brmance artist E. Patrick Johnson, who 

performed Pouring Tea: Black Gay ~en of the South Tel! Their 

~les.The Robert and Sallie Bro~vn Gallery and Musemn 

fbatured two exhibitions: Black Dreams/Situer Screens: Black 

Film Posters ~9~-~oo4; and FREE, a solo exhibition by 

noted young artist Maya Freelon Asante. i==i==i==i== 

~i=:!i=i.)ii=. ctress, p]aywright and author Anna 
.:[ ii!~:iii: Deavere Smith ~vill present the 

Johnston Center’s annual Frank Porter 

Graham Lecture as part of the N.C. 

Literary Festival at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Her presentation, Finding Grace and 

Kindness in a !/Vinner-Take-Atl Society, 

will be free to the public on Sept. ~ at 

7:30 p.m. m Memorial H~l.The Stone 

Center is one of the supporting sponsors 

of Smith’s presentation.The 5th biennial 

festive, which w~ include readin~ and discussions by more than mo 

authors, is set for Sept. m-~3 at UNC at Chapel Hi~. 

S~th has performed for fi~, television and theater. She played 

the role of Nancy McNa~; the fictional Nation~ Security Advisor on 

NBC~ hit series "The West Wing" and she recently appeared in the 

Jonathan Demme movie "Rachel Geeing Married." Her Broadway 

shou~ "Twilight: Los Angeles," about the ~99~ rio~ around the Rodney 

~ng case, received art Tony nominations, an Obie, a Drama Desk 

Award, a NewYork Drama Critics Speci~ Citation and other honors. 

She ~so wrote the books ~Ik to ~ie: ~avets in ~iedia and Politics and 

~tters to a Young Artist: Straight-up Advice on ~>iakin2 a L[fi, in the Arts for 

Actor~, Performers, Writers, and Artists ~ Every Kind. 

For more about the N.C. Literary ~estival, visit 

NCLiterary~estival.org. For more about the Frank Porter Graham 

Lecture, visit the Johnston CenterXVeb site at http://x~v 

j ohnstoncenter.unc.edu. 

hformation excerpted from UNC News Services news release 



....... The Stone Center ......... .... 

Cd~re~ assistant di~gr, from Instituto Universitario ......................... ......................................... ............................ . 

~e Barlovento ]iUB of Vene~ia for a w~Mon re~id~nc ..................... ( ........... ) ........................ g .......... Y- ....................................................................... 

g~!lez and a ..... :" 

joln{;mdv abroad ~6m’~m dated for 2010 arid Sn S{~{~i~{~r- .... 

Wednesday Sept, ............ ~ Thu,sday Oct, 8 ~7.~ ............. 
{{{{{:~{{{~{{{~ {{{{ 

...... .............. 

PASSION AND REMEMBRANCE" 

....... . ¯ ¯ ~ H~m~ ~hmar a Moroccan~OrS ~i~{ ~ ~1er who dledm197)at3~ is today cons~dered i ’ ............ ........ ................. ..... .... .................. .................. (D/R/D} 
, ¯ - ~ indige~6as Stone ’ 

among the most p~ophe~c alld innovative fiee jazz ~ ....... 

( ~ Cente, s @atured amst for the £a~ term A ........ . ................................ 

......... Thursday Sept. 24 I Noon 

The Stone Center 
Multipurpose Room ...... 

......................... Friday Oct; ~61 7 pm ::::: ........... ...... 

................. ~!u~e ]ifl~ in Lo~ A~ ~f~r being ~8 m MemOrial Hall 

.... po~d ~h~ 
~ Beasley Curtis Auditorium 

................................. ~ P 

Of a fridnd to hel her .................... ::::: ......... 

become a US ci{i~en. In ~chang~ her family ....... 

pays him $20,000, which he plans to use to open 

a traditional Ethiopian coffbe shop. However, the 

naturalization process and the struggle to maintain 

traditional Ethiopian values prove to be much 

for them to bear. Director Yehdego Abeselom/ 

Amharic and English Sub Titles/2007/98 mins 

Wednesday Oct. 7 I 7 pm 

The Stone Center 

Hltchcock Multipurpose Room 

~lhe Net African Americans 

An upward trend in black migration mges an aspiring 

filmmaker to examine the term "African-American." 

This compelling documentary rouses important 

and timely dialogue about identity, culture, race, 

geography, America and the global movement of 

people. Director Kobina Aidoo/United States/2009 

Ladylike 

Two women-- one a daring exhibitionist, another 

a devout Muslim- initially see each other as the 

antithesis of a proper woman. But when one must 

save the other from a peeping tom, they learn there 

is not only common ground bet~veen them, but 

I~rtile ground to build a friendship. Director Safiya 

Songhai/US/2008/6 rains 



Tuesday Oct. 27 I Noon 

The Stone Center 

HItchcock Multipurpose Room 

This short filru examines the relationship of an interracial couple from a figurative 

representation of history and current state of blacks and whites in America. Director 

Alrick Brown / United States/2009/30 rains 

Thursday Nov. 5 I 7 pm 

The Stone Center 

Hltchcock Multipurpose Room 

Farai Chideya is an accomplished author and journalist who has ~vritten three non-fiction 

books including The Color of Our Future: Race in the 21st Century (2000). Chideya also 

hosted NPR’s News aud Notes for three years, a daily national program about Afi-ican- 

American and African diaspora issues. 

Tuesday Nov. 10 I Noon 

The Stone Center 

Hltchcock Multipurpose Room 

An African-American journalist who writes about hip-hop reluctantly accepts an 

assignment to intervie~v a retired black actor who played a stereotypical character in the 

mold of Stepin Fetchit. In the process, she is forced to confront her notions about hip- 

hop images and her own professional image. Director Mel Donalson/United States / 

2008/27 mins 

Thursday Nov. 12 I 7 pm 

The Stone Center 

Hltchcock Multipurpose Room 

A young Bahamian girl leaves her sheltered life on Ragged Island and sets sail to Nassau 

where she hopes to reconcile with her mother who abandoned her years earlier. The 

life-changing journey leads the girl on a voyage of discovery. Tanya Shields, assistant 

professor in Women’s Studies, ~vill ruoderate a post discussion. Director Maria Govan / 

Bahamas/2008 / 93 mins 

Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library ............................................................................................................ 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ................................................ .............. iiii ........... 
October8, 2009-February5, 2010           ii;;i;iiiiiii;;i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ............................................................................................................. 

This ~dl, the Southern Historical Collection ~vi]l present an ex2aiibjii~i;~iiiiiio~ii~)!~d 

manuscripts, photo~aphs, and artifacts documenting Afri~an-A~ri~gfi~gSUthern histo 

and culture. The opening coincides ~vith the release of the revi~d~!~!line edition of .... 

the Guide to 4fi’ican Americart Resources it, the Southern Histofi~ca~Co~{ ~ n. Contact Ho~y~~ 

Smithat962-1345 oremailhasmith@email.unc.edu. ................. ~ ...... ~ ................ 

}"{{~:;:{~i{~;:?.~ (}~i{~i{{~ ~i{:{::~ {i{}’~{~:?.~: {{;:{~{{~;:{{~:.~; .~#{~{~:~{~i~{~i~{~.~{:;~:~{{ {{~;:~{:~{{:~{:~{~:?~~?.~ii:~{{<~{~:i~ .................. ..... 

Carolina 

The Hats Off event is oCe’s annual fundraiser to celebrate and support 

abetter~ifef~ry~ungchi~drenwh~sem~ther~saremcarcerated.The~rganiz~{i~6nis~:::: 
residenti~ initiative young children #abies and preschoolers) to live with t~Jr 

mothers while the ~vomen sere out their sentences Ibr nonviolent ok)nses. Contac{ 

Melissa Radcliffat 843-2670 or email ourchildrensplace@gmai].com. 



Donor Generosity Contributes to Success of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center Black Culture and History 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Centerjbr Black Culture and History continues its mission with the financial support of the many alumni and f’iends who 

give generously to the organization. These individuals are key to the center’s current and future efforts. The Stone Center greatly appreciates and recognizes 

donors to the Stone Center for the 2009fiscal year thro~h_lune 30, 2009: 

Advanta2e Vision Center, Inc. 

Ms. Nia, uelle Monique AHen 

Ms. Pamela 3/1erie Alsobrook 

Ms.Jamesee Cheri AIston 

D~ Sibby A nderson- Thompkins 

M~ & Mrs. Michael & Mary Andrews 

D~ StephenJohn Appold 

Ms. Cherice Sharon Artis 

M~ & Mrs. Marcus & Renae Atkinson 

Ms. Sydney Marie Avent 

M~ & D~: Elbert & Katrina Avery 

M~ Eric C. Bailey 

M~: & Mrs. David & Twanda Baker Sr 

M~ D.Arkell Barnes 
3ds. ErikaJanelle Barrera 

Ms. Beatrice Webber Barrow 

D~ Constance Yvonne Battle 

Ms. Leslie Mashel Baukni2ht 

~¥is. Carroll Louis Belfield 

M~ Bernard Ed2ar Bell 

M~ EIroy Donald BlackJ~ 

Ms._]udith Gatlin2 BlayIock 
A4s. Kristen Suzanne Bonatz 

Ms. Kristi Joy Booker 

D~ Derrick Sherrod Boone Sr 

~4~ ~¥latthew Ernesto Bradley 

Mrs. Pamela H/h2ner Bradsher 

Ms. Karen Greene Braithwaite 

Mr_[ack Simeon Brayboy III 

Ms. A~ela M Brice-Smith 

Ms. Brooksie Ann Broome 

k& & ~rs. Burrell & Crystal Brown IV 

M~ Darrell Peterson Brown 

~¥h: Sam Lamar Brown 

Ms. ToNola Doris Brown-Bland 

D~ Joy Laverne Bryam 

Ms. Sylvia Karen Bullock 

k4z & ~rs. Cla~’nce O Syvil Burke 
3ds. Malika "[~iarah Butler 

M~: Brian R Buxton 

M~ Wendell_]ermaine Camp 

M~ Charles Campbell 

~¥is. Shamiah Denise Carlton 

k4s. Michelle Kearney Chambers 

3ds. 7atomy Gilliam Chapman 

~¥h: ~;" 3/lrs._James &Anne Charles 

Ms. Kelli Elizabeth Cheatham 

M~ & Mrs. Rooseveh & 

Daphne Chisolm 

Ms. Tic, any BuNess Choice 

3dx. Nadine Channelle Christopher 

M~: Michael A. Clark 

k& & Mrs. Claude & AIfreda Cleg2 

~i~ William Ba¢chelor Collins 

?vl~ ~ames William Copeland ffn 

Ms._]oi ~¥larie Cor~othe~s 

M~Jack ~ Couch 

~$ls. Laffeum@ Cox 

M*: Gregory Sherrill Crar~vd 

Ms. Cherry Ophdia Crm~ord 

~i~ &’ Mrs. Anthony & Rita Cromartie 

M~: & Mrs. Ronald 

.~ [~ncent ’I~rronce Crosby 

Ms. Ashley CinnW Cross 

~ls. ~Ia~orie Lancaster Growell 

The Honorable Anthon~ Cummings 

~ & Mrs. Itumphrey 

Sandra Cummin2s 

.~ Carlton Bernard Dallas 

~s. Kenya ~n2anyika Davis 

Ms. Cheryl Denise Day 

Deha Si2ma 7 l~eta Sorority 

Ms.A.Anson Dorrance 

Ms. Linda Brown Dou21as 

.~s. Sally Kaye Dove 

~s. Nicole Natasha Dunlins 

D~ Aedrian ~arie Dula 

D~ Roberta Ann Dunbar 

D~ Connie Clare Eble 

Ms. Carol H~llis ~chols 

.~ @ Mrs. Arvin ~ Frandne Edwards 

~ & Mrs. ~wmas & x~4ar2aret E(fler 

M~: Revis Rad~brd Eller 

.~s. Sharon Lynette Ellio{t 

~ ~lichael Lynn Farmer 

M~: ~okn Charles Nt;cpatrick_[~ 

.~s. Pivian Leeper Ford 

~ ~laurice Keith Foushee 

Ms. ~resa Michelle Frazier 

.~ William Clyde Eriday 

M~ Geor2e W Gq~key 

Ms. Annette ~4or2an Galbreitk 

.~s. Gristina Alida Garcia 

~ ~ames Arthur Garriss 

Ms. Astrid Laureen Gatling 

D~ Lisa Armsrees Gillespie 

D~ Cassandra Diane Goldston 

Ms. Amy Micheala Goodman 

D~ Ernest.Jerome Goodson 

~ ~ustin David Gould 

Ms. Kathy ~4arie Graham 

.~s. z~lar2are{ Gray-Bayne 

~s. ~elodie Gr~th-Poindexter 

M~: & Mrs.~esse & K~ren Grissom_[~ 

.~s. Patrida Harper Guzman 

~s. Roberta Paulette ttadley 

Ms. Harriett Nmm Haith 

Ms. Ishna_]ami Itall 

~VI~ Herman Melton Hamilton ff~ 

Ms. Rita Renae Hanes 

D~ Sampson Emanuel Itarrell 

Ms. An2ela Gravely Harris 

Ms. Feleda Carter Harris 

Ms. ~ya ~4ari Itart 

Ms. Lilo Afieida Hester 

M~ & Mrs..!oseph & Kathleen Hi2h 

D~ & Mrs. Hdlliam & Sundarkia Itill 

:VI~ (2hristopher La Vone Hinton 

~I~ Re2inald Stra(ord Hinton 

Ms. 7hmi H~lliams Hinton 

Ms. khnessa Hod2es 

M~ & M~s. Richard & Sandra Hoover 

Ms. Mary M~ddlekauff Hopkins 

Ms. Emma ~kbrthy Howard 

Mn Dennis Miles Huntley 

Ms.Jokena C Islam 

~4~ & ~rs.James & Nina Ford ffackson 

~ls. Dione Latrice ffarmtt 

D~ Calvert 7 ?motheus ~e~?ies 

~1s. Aisha ~kiyah ~ohnson 

~$Is. Kenisha l~ncent~ohnson 

_~h: ~ zVlrs. Robert H~,nn @ 

~1illie ~ ~ones 

~$I~ Royce Etienne ffoyner 

_~ls, 2Nrancy Kalow 

~14s. Lynne K. Kane 

D~ ffames Edward Ketch 

Mt: Qrus Baldwin Ki~ 

D~ Thomas Robert K~nrad 

2~ls. Patrida A nn Kornegay- Timmons 

_~h: Lisa Underwood Kukla 

M~ ~Tlliam Wesley Lawrence ff~ 

M~ Keith Lockhart Lee 

_~h: Mark Mckelvie Lee 

D~ AIba Myers Lewis 

M~ Adam Michael Linker 

_~h: ~# Mrs. Lemy & Keenya Little 

Ms. Natasha Latrelle Lon2 

D~ De Wayne Lee Lucas 

Mt: 73mothy Shawn Lucas 

~14~ ~Tlliam Norris LuckeyJ~ 

Ms. ffudith Thea Lynch 

D~ Elmira Man2um 

~14~ & k{rs.Jackie & Ronda ~ianuel 

~I~ & ,~hs. Christopher & 

Caroline Martens 

~14s. Denise Morris ~iartin 

~ls. A nnika Cedlia Martins 

Ms. Eelida Washbgton Mauney 

~¥I~ Lonnie_]ulius .~gcAllister II 

zVls. 7anisha Barnes .~lcClendon 

D~: R._[ames McCorkel_]~ 

Ms. Andell McCoy 

Ms. Elizabeth Ann McCue 

D~: G. ~Pilliamson McDiarmid 

D~ Nayahmka McGr(ff2Lee 

M~ Franklin McKie 

The Honorable Rickye McKoy-Mitchell 

M~ Bernard Aaron McLean 

D~ Genna Rae McNeil 

M~ Ronald Brock McNeill 

D~ Barbara Butler McPherson 

M~ A. Leon Miller 

M~ Charles Evemtte Mills 

M~ & D~ Timothy & Radiah Minor 

Ms. Rhyan Ashley Minter 

M~ & Mrs. ffames & Cheryl Mitchell 

,}£9. ffane Tirrrll Moore 

Ms. Sheila McGrNory 

Ms. I~anda Tucker Moore 

M~ Michael Mosdey 

Ms. Data Lee Murphy 

~h: Lewis tIor¢:e kgyers 

M~ & Mrs. Aaron & Latisha Nelson 

D~ Paula Renee Newsome 

Ms. Erin Malson Noble 

M~ & Ms. Ronald & Margie ~Nbrman 

Mx.Jacquelyn McCray Nowell 

Ms. ~anda Simms Page 

fi4s.ffoy Edith Paige 

M~ Mel Palmer 

Ms. Monica GIynn Parham 

fi4s. ffan Paris 

M~ Thomas Parrish 

M~: & Mrs. Henry &Jane Patterson ff~ 

M~ & Mrs._lames & Florence Peacock 

Mx.Jannie Pittman 

Ms. Elizabeth Stone Byers Potter 

D~ C Thomas Pmston_l~ 

D~ LeShawndra Nyrae Price 

Ms. Krista Lynne Purnell 

Ms. Anne Raftery 

D~ Rupa Cook Reddi~-Lallin2er 

Ms. Mary Louise Brown Reed 

fi4s. Cynthia ~ylor Reives 

Ms. Gloria Vau2han Rhames 

M~: ffoseph A Rodruuez III 

Ms. Denise Olivia Ross 

D~ Ka~hleen A Rounds 

D~ HTendy Alexia Rountree 

Ms.Anitra Goodman Router 

D~ Robert & Sharag Selden III 

M~ Robert E Seymour_b 

Ms. Marywinne Sherwood 

Wis. LaTonya Denise Shoal 

Mrs. Delores Parks Simpson 

M~ William Thomas Small.]~ 

D~ Itermon Walter Smith III 

Ms. Kathleen Hoskins Smith 

Ms. Alicia DeCarla Steadman 

D~ Charlsena Fa~e Stone 

D*: David Lawrence Straight 

Ms. Diane Hq~eeler Strauss 

D~ Gregory Strayhorn 

~gs. Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Ms. Evika Hines Sturdivant 

~ls. ~rita Sutton- H¢illiams 

~s. Angela Lisa ~lton 

7 lw Cwsby Law Eirm 

D~ Dorothy Thomas 

~ Eve~tt Thomas 

Ms. Pa~rida Thompson 

Tides Foundation 

~ Phillip Zachar~ Timmons 

Ms. Andrea Fuhon "[bliver 

~ls. Dacia ~erle Sampson ~11 

~s. ~isha Me~chant ~ppin2 

M~ .~ihon 

D~ Itoll),ene Celeste Turner 

M~ Eli ~yIor Ullum 

Ms. R~ina Rebecca Underwood 

M~ & Mrs. ()scar & Shar~ah Va~ghn 

M~_[onathan Blaine Vau2hters 

D~ Vanessa Siddle Walker 

Ms. Sherrfign Ford ~hllace 

Ms. Reyna Simone ~hlters 

M~: Kenneth Arnell ~hrd 

Ms. Carol Lee 

Ms. Melanie ffayne HStson 

D~ ~ 5n Best ~;hitaker 

M~ Aaron Mckenzie Whi~e 

M~ & Mrs. Norman & Dorothea H~itten 

Ms. Deborah Cherrie Wilder 

Ms. Denise Barbee H~lliams 

~i~ ~ Rayvon Williams 

M~: & Mrs. Richard & ~msa HSlliams 

Ms..]aclyn Jenn~[er Willis 

Ms. Monica k?ola Wilson 

D~ Harold Woodard 

,~s. Elida ’Hmberlake HZri2ht 

Ms. Laura Anderson Wri2ht 

Ms. Michdle Denise Yeager 

M~ & Mrs. Brian & Melanie 

Ms. Marva La ~brne M~rk 

We have come this far by faith, perseverance and collective effort. Thank you for generously supporting our programs and mission. 

-- The Staff and Board of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistotT. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2008-2009. 



UNC 
THE SONJA HAYNES STONE 
CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE 

AND HIS TOI~Y 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

15o SOUTtt P~OAD 

CAMPUS BOX 5250 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-5250 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

STONE CENTER STAFF 

Joseph Jordan 

919.962.9ooi 
jf] ordau@cmail.un c.edu 

Joscelyne Brazile 

919.962.9OOl 

brazile@unc.edu 

Kia Barbee 

919.962.9OOl 

kbarbec@unc.edu 

Ursula Httlejohn 

~: .:i,; ..i..:i ~~ 

919.962.900I 

ulittlej @ema il.unc.edu 

Lotticia Mack 
i~ i; i i~: ; .:i, ~ ii~ ( [7# ~:: 

919.962.9OOI 

lmixla ck@email.unc.edu 

Olympia Friday 

919.962.9ooi 

offiday@cmail.unc.cdu 

Shauna Collier 

91%84348o8 

collicrs@cmail.mlc.edu 

Gregg Moore 

919.843.58o4 

moorcjg@cmail.unc.edu 

Randy Simmons 

919.843.I854 

rlsimmon@email.unc.e du 

FP.EELON AWAP DED 

NEW SMITHSONIAN 

DESIGN OF 
MUSEUM 

hilip Freelon, president of The Freelon Group, is part of the architectural 

team awarded design of the new Smithsonian National Museum of 

African American History and Culture. The new building ~vill be located 

on the National Mall near the Washington Monument and is scheduled to 

open in 2o15. The Freelon Group designed the Stone Center building, ~vhich 

opened ill 2004. The fim~’s portfolio also includes the Halwey B. Gantt Center 

ti)r African American Arts & Culture in Charlotte, the Museum of the African 

Diaspora in San Francisco, and the Reginald F. Le~vis Museum of African 
American History and Culture in Baltimore. Free]on’s work has been featured 

in several architectural industry publications including Architecture, Proj~ressive 

Architemlre and Architectural Record. He is the 2oo9 recipient of the AIA Thomas 

Jefferson A~vard for public architecture, i==i==i==i== 



~=ror~-" 

"ro: 

kimberly lee         _~msn.com > 
Thursday, August :[3, 2009 5::[:[ PM 
Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Hoos v Heels - Oct. 3rd 

Hey Deb, 

I wanted to make sure you were going with my verbal response when you called me. [ will be there on the 3rd. 

From: dstroma n @email.u nc.edu 
To:       _~msn.com; SGROSS@mocl.gannett.com; patricia.i.brooks@bankofamerica.com; debbie.dewitt-green@bankofamerica.com; 

_~verizon.net 
CC: Michael.Willia ms@firstma rketba n k.com 
Subject: Hoos v Heels - Oct. 3rd 
Date: Wed, 5 Aug 2009 26:44:50 -0400 

Hi. Note: Michael and his crew are confirmed. Patty is con~-irmed. Debbie is con~-irmed. I am going to purchase tickets tomorro~v. If you are really ~N"T 

sure you will attend - let me know ASAP. 

I~ you are t~T~n~ to make it h~ppen, super’. We ~vill h~ve ~n (laughter and libations) ~ing back in t~me ~nd hopin~ our Wahoos can ~t the victo~7. 

As always, win or lose, nothing will stop OUR ~od time. @ Holla. 

(And don’t bring that loud oran~ elot:bing to to~vn, I won’t protect you. Lol) 

Much love, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration EaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports g~tsiness Gub 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@uncedu 

http://*w~w,unc.edu!depts, exerctse,/spor~admmtstratton 
"I{;hy ~¢’o~tld a~Nho@ accept the leadership of another ea’cept that the other sees more clearly ~’here it is best to go? Perhaps this is the czerrent pFoblem: too ma~ ~¢’ho pres~tme to lead 
do not see more dea~’[y and Zn dgti, nse qftheir inadequacy, they all the more strongly asq~¢e that the ’4~,s~em’ mz¢st be preserved - a fbml en’or in tkis clay of candor "Robert Greenleqg 
fkom The Sen,ant As Leader 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyss, Jennifer (jaw3u) <jaw3u~eservices.virginia.edu> 

Friday, August 14, 2009 4:33 PM 

Becky Ruegger.         ~aol.com>; debby@dstroman.com; Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~gmaJl.com; ~carolina.rr.com; ~comcas~t.net; Thornton-Bias, Kathy <Kathy Thomtou- 

Bias@moma.org>;        ~aol.com; Val Ackerman <vackemmn@usabasketball.com>;           ~yahoo.com; Wyss, Jennifer 

(iaw3u) <j aw3u@eservices.virginia.edu> 

UVa. WiL Confereuce: new developmeut 

All: 
I wanted to let you know that I heard from Wayne Cozart, who was detailed to invite Cheryl Mills to be the 2010 UVa. Distinguished Alumna, 
that Cheryl is thrilled and has agreed to come on Friday, February 19. You might recall that we discussed this possibility at length in our last 
conference call on the Women in Leadership conference. I talked with Wayne about how certain he felt Cheryl was about coming on that date. 
(Cheryl is on the Gray-Carrington scholarship selection committee, which is celebrating the 40th anniversary of the scholarship on Feb. 19 at 
the University). While he could not say for sure, he did say that she has rarely missed one of these committee meetings, and again, was very 
pleased to be selected as the D.A. Therefore, since we would like to be able to partner with the Women’s Center and feature the Distinguished 
Alumna at the Women in Leadership conference, Val and I would like to set the date for the conference for Thursday and Friday, February 18 
and 19. We would plan to have Cheryl speak at the lunch that will close out the conference. 
I wanted to let you know about this and to ask for any further thoughts, in case anyone feels strongly for or against those dates for the 
conference and Cheryl’s participation. If I don’t hear from you, I will assume that you are OK with this development! 
I appreciate your consideration and look forward to talking with you soon! 
Jenny 
Jennifer A. Wyss 
Assistant Campaign Director 
Office of Development & Public Affairs 
University of Virginia 
P.O. Box 400807 
Charlottesville, VA 22904 
jaw3u@virginia.edu 
434-924-4149 (phone) 
434-924-0556 (fax) 

http : / Iwww. virqinia.edu/development 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Callan <ccallan@usabasketball.com~ 

Monday, August 17, 2009 7:05 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Olympics and CO visit 

Hi Debby, 

I enjoyed our time together today., hope you eRioyed the Garden of the 
Gods and the US Air Force Academy. See you again sometime 

Carol 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, August 09, 2009 8:04 Pivl 
To: Carol Callan 
Su~iect: RE: Olympics al’~d CO visit 

Hi Carol Thanks for the time! I look fbrward to the trip. Note: I will 
have my friend, Jennifer, with me too IVly Denver ficiends will be at 
work :) 

Go USA! 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University uf North Carulina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Bmlding 
CB 3182 Chapel tlill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get tu the tup uf an oak tree. One *w~y is tu sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Carol CaHan <ccallan@usabasketbaH.com>: 

> Hi I)ebby, 
> 

> 

> 

> Let’s get together at 11:00 am at the Olympic Training Center. I can 
> shuw you around and then we can have lunch together at the dining 
hall. 
> ’]’he OTC is located at the curner of Uniun and Buulder. Our offices 
are 
> not there but we can meet in the Visitor’s Center and go fiom there. 
> 

> 

> 

> See you then. 
> 

> 

> 

> Carol 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(d},,email.nnc.edu] 
> Sent: Thttrsday, August 06, 2009 10:38 AM 
> To: Carol Callan 
> Subiect: RE: Olympics and CO visit 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Carol. Let’s plan for Monday, the 17th. Anytime a~er 10:30 a.m. is 
> fine. I really look forward to seeing the Coraplex. That~ks again! 
> 

> 

> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 
> 

> Sport Administration 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 



Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tIonors Societ’~’) 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>CB #3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc, edu 

> http :i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr ation/index, htm 

From: Carol Callan [raailto:ccallan@usabasketbalh cora] 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 9:40 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Olympics and CO visit 

Hi Debby, 

Good to hear from you again. I ~vill be in Mexico u~til August 15 so 

would be best to get together on the 16th or 17th Just let me know 
what your schedule is. 

We have not discussed needs for the Olympics yet and probably won’t 
until sometime in 2011 but I will keep your email in mind for 
possibilities. 

Hope you are ~vell 

Carol 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email unc edu] 
Sent: Sundae/ July 26 2009 7:50 PM 
To: Carol Ca[lan 
Subject: Olympics and CO visit 

tIi Caroh I hope your summer is going well. I believe you are out of 
town with USA basketball competition, but I wanted to drop a line to 
express my interest in volunteering ]k~r you during the next Olympics. 

am not sure if you are in need, but I wanted to extend this most 
enthusiastic request to you. J I can forward you my resume&v, as 
necessary. 

Also, I will be vacationing in Colorado August 12 -17 and hope to be 
able to stop by and sa?’ "hello." 

Continued success[ 

Go USA! 



debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC~ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Larabda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"’¢~y would anybody accept the leadership of another except that the 
other sees more clearly where it is best to go? Perhaps this is the 
current problem: too many who presume to lead do not see more clearly 
and, in del~nse of their inadequacy, they all the more strongly argue 
that the ’system’ must be presel~ed - a fatal error in this day of 
candor." Robert Greenleat; from The Servant As Leader 



Minutes of the Faculty Meetin~ 
De0artment of Exercise and S0ort Science 

Tuesday, May 12, 2009, 2:00 p.m., Fetzer 201 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, 
Marian Hopkins, Bonnie Marks, Robert McMurray, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Kristin 
Ondrak, Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill 
Prentice, Sherry Salyer, Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Debby Stroman, Steve Zinder, 
and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Deb Southall, Richard Southall. 

Guest: Victor Anderson 

e 

Minutes of April 1, 2009 were approved 

Steve moved to approve the minutes, Alain seconded. 
All in favor and approved. 

Announcements and Congratulations--Kevin 

a. The faculty welcomed Coyte Cooper to the department. He was visiting 
campus and j oined the faculty for part of the meeting. 

b. CCI Replacement--Victor Anderson 
Victor will begin switching out computers the end of June. Accessories such as 
docking stations will not be paid for by the department due to the budget 
situation. 

c. Meredith Petschauer’s appointment as Senior Lecturer has been approved and 
will be effective July 1. 

d. Joe Myers’ promotion to Associate Professor with tenure has been approved 
and will be effective July 1. 

e. Becca Battaglini, Alain Aguilar, and Deb Southall reappointments have been 
approved, effective July 1. 

f. Congratulations to Kevin whose appointment as Kenan Flagler Bingham 
Professor is effective July 1. 



g. Library- Journals--Elizabeth announced that Luke Swindler requested that the 
department reduce its Library- Journal subscriptions by $1713. We were able to 
cut $1770. 

h. Marty reminded faculty that the rain date for the Old Pro Golf tournament is 
tomorrow. First tee time at 2 pm. 

i. Sherry distributed an article about Cyber Bullying and Cyber Stalking and 
thanked the faculty for their food drive contributions. 

j. Kevin extended thanks to the support staff who worked this weekend for the 
graduation ceremony. 

Budget Update--Kevin!Denise 

a. Budget situation is likely going to get worse. We already have a 5% 
permanent cut in place with the abolishment of two vacant SPA positions and the 
layoff of one SPA employee. To prepare for the likelihood of more cuts, the 
Dean’s Office has requested that departments submit their plans for an additional 
5% permanent cut by this Friday. 

b. Flexible Furlough Program 
All full-time, part-time, temporary and contractual employees, whether state- 
funded or not, will receive a 0.5% pay cut for the months of May and June. Only 
the state fund portion ~vill revert to the state. At some point, the .05% cuts from 
trust, grant, etc. funds will be reverted to their original funding source. 

c. Travel Funds 
Travel on State Funds is not allowed for the remainder of this fiscal year. 
Assistant Professors will still receive their allocation from the Dean’s Office and 
the department will continue to supplement the travel funds as promised to 
tenured faculty and fixed-term faculty. Non-state sources can continue to support 
travel. Travel receipts must be given to Michael by June 20 to ensure payment in 
the 2008/09 fiscal year. 

Report from Tenure & Promotion Revision Committee 4/20/2009 meeting-- 
TroyiClaudio 

Claudio and Troy were 2 of only 9 untenured College faculty who attended the 
meeting. Discussion at the meeting mostly concerned two areas: 

--creation of"engaged scholarship" as a 4th criteria for tenure and promotion 
review along with the other categories of teaching, research, and service. This 4th 

category does not replace obligations that are already in place, i.e., research 
expectations. 



--concern that faculty involved with interdisciplinary programs receive 
deserved credit for their work and not be penalized for being pulled in 2 different 

areas. 

EXSS Mentoring Program Review--Kevin 

Program is going well. Mentors need to do a better j ob of formalizing the process 
and getting the forms completed. Kevin asked that everyone please make an 
effort to meet more regularly with their mentees. Kevin will announce 
changes/mentors for new mentees prior to the August faculty meeting. 

Proposed Sport Administration Internship Conrse SherryiDebby 

Beginning September 16, 2009 there will be a moratorium on all course 
changes/submissions through January 15, 2011. Sherry recently received a 
Curriculum Committee request from Debby to review the proposed SA 
internship course which is being offered as a Special Topics course in the fall. 
In light of the moratorium development, Kevin and Sherry recommend that 
the we skip the Curriculum Committee and bring it before the faculty. Sherry 
noted that the course could still be offered as a special topics class if it doesn’t 
meet the September 15 deadline. 

Debby asked the faculty for feedback on the following: 

1) Should it be called a "field experience" or an "internship"?, and 
2) Pass/Fail or letter grade? 

Kevin will ask Bobbi Owen if PiF would be best due to the University’s 
concern about grade inflation. He will also ask if we should be consistent 
with other internship courses offered at the University (P/F vs grade). He said 
that the Administrative Board will prefer a letter grade and that Field 
Experience is the mostly likely ~vay to go. 

Barbara, Meredith Bonnie, Sherry will meet and send out the course proposal 
to the faculty listserv for their perusal. Email comments to Debby as soon as 
possible so they can be addressed by the committee. 

Other Practicum Issues--The Practicum Sites are saying that our students need 
more hands-on experience before performing an internship. A proposal was 
made to change from 410/410L and 412 to 410L (exerci se testing) and 412 
(Exercise Prescription). There was no opposition from the faculty. 
Kevin will check with Bobbi to see if a Lab can be taken for 3.0 credit hours. 

Lifetime Fitness Program 

Our graduate student Orientation Program will be more formalized thi s year than 
in the past. We want to make sure the students are aware that they "earn" a 



Teaching Assistantship in the Lifetime Fitness Program. It was noted that the 
graduate students want more ownership and to be more involved in the Program. 
Becca and Kevin have been pushing NASAM for a training tool for the TA’s. 

8. EXSS Core Reqnirement (reference handouts) Sherry 

Faculty need to decide on the core courses’ minimum grade requirement for 
admittance into one of the EXSS specialized tracks. 

Discussion followed. 

Tony motioned that a grade of"C" or better be required in each of the four core 
classes in order for admittance into one of the EXSS specialized tracks. 
The motion passed with 21 in favor, none opposed, and 3 abstentions. 

9. Faculty Searches--Kevin 

Kevin does not anticipate any new authorized searches for the upcoming 
academic year due to the budget situation. Since we will not be able to get a new 
faculty member the usual way, he has been in discussions with the Dean’s Office 
on the possibility of creating tenure-track positions from our instructional budget. 
Kevin sees the need for 3 positions--Exercise Physiology/Exercise Psychology, 
Neural Basis of Motor Control, and Sport Administration. 

Sherry noted that we are neglecting some areas of Kinesiology. UNC-G has 
changed their name to Kinesiology. Sherry proposed a position in Sport 
Psychology/Exercise Psychology. Kevin noted that he is intew’iewing an 
individual in "Exercise Psychology" who could be hired part-time for 2009-2010 
to teach a few courses. 

10. Collaborating with NC Office on Disability and Health to provide Accessible 
Fitness facility--Diane/Bonnie. 

We are collaborating with the NC Office on Disability and Health to provide 
Accessible Fitness facility training. Training involves an onsite workshop at a 
community fitness facility, an accessibility sur~ey and development of a plan of 
action to remove identified barriers. Sites that have participated in the community 
training have included YMCAs, hospital wellness centers, community recreation 
centers, commercial gyms, and senior centers. Do you have a class that could tie 
into this program? If so, please contact Chris Mackey at Chris Mackey at 919- 
966-0865 or ct~ris 

11. New Get Real and Heel Web site--Diane/Claudio 

GR&H hired a professional company to give the website a new look and it will be 
launched soon. Diane will send the new website address to the faculty. 

12. Campus Recreation--Marty 



a. The Hinton-James complex has opened and is being called the South Campus 
Recreation Complex (SCR Complex). It is located right across from the Dean 
Smith Center. 

Employee Health and Fitness Fair will be in Gym A and Gym B on May 20, 
from 10 a.m. to 2pm. There will be resource tables set up and events 
happening in Gym A and the SRC. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 pm. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next faculty meeting is scheduled for Monday, August 24, 2009, beginning 
w/breakfast, from 9:00 a.m. - noon, 106 Fetzer. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Tuesday,               4:17 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Graduate Schod/Team Tempo 

Dr. Stroman0 

Thank you for all your support, direction, and letter of lecommendation to NCCU. I w~s admitted to the masters program in Athletics Adminis~tration staxting this fall 
semes~ter. I am just back from vacation with classes actually starting yes~terday evening. I will have to make some personal adjustments with my work schedule since the 

entire graduate school program at NCCU is only offered with instruction and courses in the evenings. 

I would also again like to thank you tbr aflbrding me the opporturfitv to work with Team Temlya mad marketing/communications tbr [5NC Women s Basketball. Since 
our last meeting, I hmze set up a new face book account and have started to become much more "efdendly". My plan is to now immerse myself in the materials that you 

provided me and then touch base with you again within the new coming week. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Williams <Iviichael.Williams@firstmaxketbank.com> 

Thursday, Angust 20, 2009 10:27 Alvi 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; LaVerne Spurlock ~aol.com>; Cora Salzberg 

Arche!          ~msn.com>; Toni Jackson <TJackson@coatsrose.com>; GAYLE HARRIS 

I:W: Admission Counselor positions in the Ouueach Office 

Admission Counselor position-AD (2007).doc 

~yahoo.com>; Corliss 

~msn.com>; t~li~virginia.edu 

Thought you may know someone for this....mdw 
Michael D. Williams 
President - Trust Division 
First Market B~nk 
i I I Vil’ginia Street, Suite 200 
Richmond, VA 23219 
YVork (1804) 327-.7588 
Fax (~04:327-7594 
~:.f_i r_.s_ _treat_ k__e_.t b_a._n_.k~..c_ e_m._. 

This mes~ge is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s) a~d may contain intbrmafion that is privileged or exempt from disclosure under law. If you are not 

the intended recipient(s), yon axe notiiied that the dissemination, distribution, or cowing of this message is strictly prohibited, and that this message should be deleted 

from your system. First Market Bank accepts no liabili~ tbr the content of this message, or for the consequences of any actions taJ~en on the basis of the intbnnation 

provided. If yon receive this message in error, or axe not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender m~d delete the document l]rom your compnter. 

From: Corneille, Nataki (nac4j) [mailto:nac4j@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 19, 2009 8:50 PM 
To-" Linda Leftrict; angille@emory.edu 
C¢; tracymc@themcmillangroup.com; @hotmail.com; ’Hankins, Ben’; dcobb2000@kellogg.northwestern.edu; @aol.com; Gjeffers@aflcio.org; 
,]anice.Winstead@wellpoint.com; .~vmginc.net; kevin.chavers@morganstanley.com; Burrows, Laura (Ipb2ec); Risa_Williams@tax.org; Michael Williams; 

_~yahoo.com;         _~gmail 
sonya_hairston@classicaffairs.net;         @aol.com;          ~radian.biz; turnerc@ul~mc.edu 

Subject; Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach Office 

Hi Ridley goard, 

Valerie Gregory, Director ot: the Outreach Office, informed me that there are two Admissions Counselor positions open in the Outreach Office. I have attached the 

job descdptbn for your reqew. The Outreach Office works primarily for the recruitment of underrepresented students to the University. This office ~s essent~a~ for 

conth~uh~g to grow d~versity at the University. Nease pass this a~ong to anyone that you m~ght feel may be h~terested and a good fit. Thank youH 

Natald Cornei~k~ 

Director of Ah~mn~ Interest Groups 

University of V~rg~n~a A[umn~ Assodation 

P,O, Box 

ChaHottesqH]e, VA 22904 

ph: 434,-243- 90{58 

www.a iguva.com 



’ UNIVERSITY fVIRGINIA 

Admission Counselor 
Outreach Office 
University of Virginia 

Applications are being accepted for the position of admission counselor in the Office of 
Admission / Outreach Office. The Outreach Office works specifically with the 
recruitment and enrollment of students from underrepresented groups to support the 
University of Virginia’s commitment to diversity. 

Responsibilities include traveling to high schools, college fairs, and other recruiting 
events; communicating with prospective students and their families, alumni, faculty, and 
other members of the University community; assisting with the planning and 
implementation of on and off-grounds recruiting activities for minority and low-income 
groups; assisting and counseling students with the admission process; doing 
informational presentations on the University and undergraduate admission process; 
evaluating applications for admi ssion to the University. In addition, this admission 
officer will work closely with the admission-affiliated student organizations. This person 
should be goal oriented and willing to work evenings and weekends when necessary. 

Masters or Bachelors degree with significant experiences in admission may substitute in 
lieu &the Masters as defined by the Provost Office. Excellent spoken and written 
communication skills and the ability to work cooperatively with a team are required. 
Experience in college admission, higher education or secondary schools is preferred. 

Please forward a cover letter, resume with contact information of three references to: 
Valerie Gregory, Chair of Search Committee 
University of Virginia 

Office of Admission 
PO Box 400160 
Charlottesville,VA 22904. 

Email: vhg9t@virginia.edu 

This position will remain open until filled. 

The University of Virginia is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursda5 12:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Images from PROMPT telescopes 

Hi Deborah, 

Here is a collection of images that were taken by our telescopes: 

http://starshadowscom/gallery/indexcfm?telrn CTIO%2C%20Chile&type location 

Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~intel.com> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 12:56 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Images from PROMPT tele~opes 

I still o~vn a telescope (6 inch Scl~nidt Cassegranian). Those pictures were taken ~vith VERY long exposure times, which requires a very precise ability’ to keep the image centered while the 
Earth spins -- a clocking mechanism Any movement adds distortion Then, the images are scrubbed with software to add clarity. Then there are filters for color correction. It’s very amazing 
Most people who go out and buy telescopes can’t approach this level of detail or quality~ Great stuff. Many of those images I’ve seen before in books, like the foundation ~vork by Sir 
Fredrick Hoyle, Foundations of Astronomy You’re in good company being associated with this activity~ BTW, my favorite has always been the Sombrero Hat. I hear that some of those 
bozos cal~,ving guns to presidential rallys have been commuting from there though 

Speaking of good company, I spoke to Diane and she ~vill call you. Needless to say, I didn’t promise her that it ~vould happen, but she is gratetbl for the oppommity’ to talk to you. I do want 
to help her titrough this time 

Love, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1 : 13 PM 
To: ~unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

Awesome! I hope to visit the Planetarium and Observatory inure this year. 
Your presentation was mutivational. :) I am now fascinated by Skynet and our 
scopes in Chile. 

Continued success and (io Heels, 

Dr Debby Struman 

Spurt Administratiun Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spurts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (],eadership Hunurs Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 5a)~mail.cum] 
Sent: ’]2aursday 12:14 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sutziect: Images from PROiVfPT telescupes 

Hi Deburah, 

Here is a cullectiun uf images that were taken by uur telescopes: 

http://starshadows.con~2gallery/index.cfin?term CTIO%2C%20Chile&tvpe location 

Enjoy-[ 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nikkia Sheppard Lynch <nsheppar~email.unc.edu.; 

Friday, August 21, 2009 4:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach Office 

Thanks 

Enjoy your weekend! 

Nikkia 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
>/Dr. Debby Stromar~’ 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 
> 

> *From:* Michae[ Williams [mailto:MachaelWJlIiams(a)flrstmarketbank.com] 
> *Sent:* Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:27 AM 
> *To:* Deborah Stroman; LaVeme Spurlock; Cora Salzberg; Corliss 
> Archer; Toni Jackson; GAYLE HARRIS; felix@virginia.edu 
> *Subject:* FW: Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach 
> 

> Thought you may know someone ~2~r this~l.mdw 
> 

> Michael D. Williams 
> 

> President - Trust Division 
> 

> First Market Bank 
> 

> 111 Virginia Street, Suite 200 
> 

> Richmond, VA 23219 
> 

> Work (804) 327-7588 
> 
> Fax (804) 32%7594 
> 

> ~wzw. firsWaarketbank.com <http://www.firstmarketbank.com> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> This message is corffidential, intended only for the named recipient(s) 
> and may contain irffotmation that is privileged or exempt from 
> disclosure under law. If you are not the intended recipient(s), you 
> are notified that the dissemination, distribution, or copying of this 
> message is strictly prohibited, and that this message should be 
> deleted from your system. First Market Bank accepts no liability for 
> the content of this message, or for the consequences of an?, actions 
> taken on the basis of the infom~ation provided. If you receive this 
> message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notif7- the 
> sender and delete the doc~tment from your coraputer. 
> 

> *From:* Corneille, Nataki (nac4i) [mailto:nac4i@eservices.virginia.edu] 
> *Sent:* Wednesday, August 19, 2009 8:50 PM 
> *To: * Linda L eftrict; angille@emory, edu 
> *Cc:* tracymc@themcmillangroup corn; a milisits,&)hotmail.com; ’Hankins, 
> Ben’; dcobb2000@kellogg.northwestern.edu; ~aol corn; 
> Gjett’ers@aflcio.org; Janice.Winstead@wellpoint.com; ~vmginc.net; 
> kevin.chavers@morganstanley corn; Burrows, Laura (lpb2ec); 
> Risa YVilliams@tax.org; Michael Williams         ~yahoo corn; 
> ~)gmail.com; !~verizomvir eless, c om; 
> ~gmail com; ~@ahoo corn; 
~ ~hotmail com; sonyahairston@cla ssicaffairs.net; 
~ ~radian.biz; turnerc@upmc.edu 
> *Subject:* Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach Office 

> Hi Ridley Board, 



Valerie Gregow, Director of the Outreach Office, reformed me that 
there are two Admissions Counselor posiuons open in the Outreach 
Office. I have attached the job description for your review. The 
Outreach Office works primarily for the recruitment of 
underrepresented students to the Universi~ This office is essential 
for continuing to grow diversity at the University Please pass this 
along to anyone that you might feel may be interested and a good fit. 
Thank you!! 

Nataki Comeille 

Director of Ahmmi Interest Groups 

Universib" of Virginia Altanni Association 

P.O. Box 400314 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

ph: 434-243-9068 

w-~wz, aiguva, c om <http:i/www. aig uv a. c omi> 

Nikkia Sheppard Lynch 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
218 South Building; CB 8000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8000 

nikkia@unc.edu 
(919) 962-1091 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Juliarme Malveaux @nalveaux@bennett.edu> 

Saturday, August 22, 2009 4:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stanley Vil~z ~svil’~@bem~ett.edu> 

RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Deborah, 
Please connect with Dr Stanley Viltz, Associate Provost for Student Affairs. Our sports and wellness effort is part of her portfolio. 
I am grateful for your interest in Bennett and hope you will ahve time to come visit soon. 
’Best, 
Jlianne 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College :[’or Women 
900 East Washington Street 
(ireensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(£email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 7/27/2009 7:31 PM 
To: Julianne Ma[veaux 
Sut~iect: RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport ANn 

tti Julianne. I recently sent a note to Bernetta to reconnect. Please let me 
know if there is anything I can do to assist. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport A&ninistration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http ://www. unc. edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index htm 

From: Julialme Malveaux [mailto:jmalveaux@Bemaett.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 9:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman; Marilyn S Mobley 
Cc: Bernetta L Harper; Alan Shatteen 
Subject: RE: L2qC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 



Dear Dr. Strottman: 
I am sorry that I won’t be on campus when you come to visit. I appreciate 
your willingness to be helpful to Bennett College for Women. 
Kindest regards, 
Julianne Malv eat~ 

Dr. Julianne Malveatcx 

President 

Bennett College J2~r Women 

900 East Washington Street 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Mien 4/28/2008 7:22 PM 

To: Marilyn S. Mobley 

Cc: Bernetta L Harper; Alan Shatteen; Juliarme Ma[veaux 

Su[!iect: RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport ANn 

Eli I look lbrward to our meeting tomorrow at 3:30 pan. I will be in the 
office in the morning.Please advise location, rflnank you. 

C- 

Continued Success, 

Debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

UN(2 - EXSS - CB 8605 

Sport A&ninistration 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@emaihunc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index htm 

From: Marilyn S Mobley [mailto:mmoble¥@Benne[~ edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:58 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Bernetta L Harper; Alan Shatteen; Julialme Malveaux 
Subject: RE: L~NC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for reaching out to me. I am very interested and would like to meet 
with you the next time you’re in our neighborhood Ironically, the subject 
of our athletic programlust came up at our senior staffmeeting I’d like 
to chat with you first to get a clear understanding of the possibilities :[’or 
our collaboration (coursework, athletics or both?), and to arrange for 
others on our staff to meet with you as well 

Thanks again, 

Dr MoNey 



Marilyn Sanders Mobley, Ph.D 

Prow~st 

Bennett College :[’or Women 

900 East Washington Street 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

(336) 517-2155 office 

(336) 517-2156 fax 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstrornan,@,emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, _March 25, 2008 2:02 PM 
To: Marilyn S. Mobley 
Cc: Bemetta L. Harper 
Subject: FW: LZqC Chapel Hill - Sport A&n 

Hi Dr. Mobley. I was refclTed to yore office in regards to my request to 
assist Bennett. (See attached). 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Thank you! 

Dr Debby Stroman 

UN-C - EXSS - CB 8605 

Sport Administration 

Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@email unc edu 

http://www unc. edu/depts/exercis e/sp ortadministration/ind ex. htm 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 1:45 PM 
To: ’g bookman@bennett .edu’ 
Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: UNC (Napel Hill - Sport Adm 

Hi. ! know this is a veW busy time for you during the Inauguration, but I 
wanted to reach out and express my interest in assisting Bennett I am an 
assistant professor in Chapel Hill and am interested in instructing, 
facilitating, or developing programs to help local HBC~Us in the area of 
Sport Adminiatration. I teach the undergrads and graduates in 
Finance/Economics of Sport, Sport Marketing, and Leadership. Noting the 
Business Administration and Sport Health degrees available at Bennett, I 
thought there may be synergy. 

U~[’ortunately, I will be out of town when Dr Malveaux comes to Chapel Hill 
on April 8th. 

When possible, please let me kmow when we may chat. I am actively involved 
in ACC programs for women’s basketball, so I may be able to stop by during 
one of my trips to Greensboro. 



Continued Success, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(2 - Exercise and Sport Science 

315 Woollen - CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

http://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"At the bottom of things, most people want to be understood and 
appreciated." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 22, 2009 4:57 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Fest 

Sounds good! Looking forward to it. I’ll email 

(Btw, s email address is ~email.unc.edu) 

See you tomorrow night[ 
Have a lovely evening, 
Sophie 

On Sat, 22 Aug 2009 15:24:28 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

tti Sophie. (;all me on my cell and we can meet un the frunt steps uf 

WuoIlen 

Gym at 9:30 p.m. I usually won’t last all evening but we can hang uut 

while Thanks[ Did you get s number/email tou? See if she is 

available. 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Dr. I)ebby Struman 

Spurt Administration Facul~" and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carulina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Hunors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Suphie Trawalter [mailtu:trawalt@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 9:59 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Fall Fest 

Hi Debbie, 

and I are planning on going to Fall Fest. I’d love to 

meet 

up and walk around with you. Where and when shall we meet you’.’ 

Sophie 

PS: I’d love for Ben to meet you. I raved about your basketball career, 

entrepreneurial work, and fabulousness more generally. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Sophie. Are you going to Fall Fest? If so, let me know and we can 

>> walk around together. Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Cell- 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> debby 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>/Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLUi 

>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> Sport Administration Facul~ 

>> 



>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha I.ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro,@,unc.edu> 

>> http :iiwww.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> " "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Stephanie Diaz         ~YAHOO.COM> 

Saturday, August 22, 2009 3:42 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERViJNB.CA 

Internship in Raleigh, NC 

Please post or fo~ard this to those whom may be looking for an internship in the Raleigh, NC area, Information regarding the internship can be 

obtained from Erin ,Johnson of SoccerKidsOfAmerica erin@soccer’kidsofamerkra,or’g, 

Soccer Kids of America, a 501(c)(3) non-profit 

SKA partners ruth at-risk elementaD~ schools in North Carolina to teach character building and a healthy lifes%~le curriculum through an after school introducto~ 

soccer skills program. We are seeking a hard working junior or senior level undergraduate or a graduate s~dant in the greater Research Triangle Park area to 

participate in our Fall 2009 internship program, with the possibility of continuing through the Spring 2010 semester. Please review our website at 

w~a¥.soccerkidsofumerica.org. Start date is targeted tbr early to September. Hours flexible; your own reliable transportarion required. Intbnned consent and a 

background check will be required. 

Job Description 
The intern posirion will assist with the day-to-day operations of contacring at-risk schools/school admini~_rafion, recruiring volunteers (mainly through on-line sources), 

scheduling volunteers and matching them to the clo~st at-risk ~hool. The successful candidate will work direcfly with the Founder/President of Soccer Kids of 

America to grow the program narionwide. This is a unique oppo~nity to help build a chariU into a program off,ered at schools narionwide making a huge impact in the 

under-se~ed soccer co,nmunity and assisting at-risk youth develop the skills necessaU for success in life. 

Responsibilities and duties might include: (listed in order of importance) 

* Contacting School Systems and/or School administration of at-risk elemental’ schools 

. On-line recruiting through volunteer position posts 

. Scheduling and coordinarion of volunteers and at-risk schools 

* Ongoing commtmication with schools, management of paperwork and reporting 

. Assisting with marketing (on-line social media, growing newsletter list) 

. Assistance with fund-raising and event planning 

* Internal p~ocess documentation and improvement 

. Assistance with gra~t writing 

* Assistance with creating partnerships with professional soccer teams arom~d the US 

* Assistance with creating partnerships with recreational soccer leagues around the US 

. Assistance with obtaining corporate sponsorships 

Job Qualifications 

REQUIRED: 

* College Junior or Senior (or Graduate student) in I~Jeigh, NC area willing to comtnit 15-20 hours a week throughout Fail 2009 semester 

* Preferred start date of September 2009 

* Excellent written and verbaJ communicarion skills 

* Ability to handle multiple projects at one rime 

* Excellent organization skills and attention to detail 

~ Efficient work habits 

* Knowledge of and interest in sports specifically soccer 

* Interest and passion for helping children 

~ Ability k~ work independently as well as within a team 

* Self-starter/resourceful 

* Working knowledge in Microsoft Excel, Access, Word, Power Point, Internet, Google Apps 

* AbiliU to work from home 

Please email your resume and a cover letter to erin@soccerlddsofamerica.org. Please reference "Internship Position" in the subject field of your email 

correspondence. In your e~nail please include the following: 

~ AvailaNli~, day of week, time of day 

* Why specifically you fltink you axe quaJified 

* Your interests and passions in life 

* ~Vhat drives you (making a difl,erence, money, rifle, recognirion) 

* Your ideal/dream job when you gradnate t?om college 

Please answer as honestly as possible. 

** This is an unpaid position. Upon successful completion of the Fall 2009 semester and charity funding this could become a paid position. 

Soccer Kids of America will contact you if we wish to schedule an in person interview. 

Soccer Kids of America is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

Stephanie M, Cerow Diaz, PhD 

Email: ~yahoo,eorn 

Website: 

Blog: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 23, 2009 9:07 AM 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Fest 

My cell is 
Fingers crossed 

Hope to see you later’. 

Sophie 

On Sat, 22 Aug 2009 17:20:09 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks. I just spoke ~vith one of my students about weather cancellation. 

> The university will make the decision by 3:00 p.m. If they cancel, what 

is 

> your number’? 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> IX. I)ebby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

©riginal Message ..... 

> From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt~email unc edu] 

> Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 4:57 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> SubJect: RE: Fall Fest 

> 

> 

> Sounds goodt l,ooking forward to it. I’ll email 

> 

> (Btw, ’, s emai[ address is @email unc.edu) 
> 

> See you tomorrow nightt 

> Have a lovely evening, 

> Sophie 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 22 Aug 2009 15:24:28 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroraan@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Sophie. Call me on ray cell and we can meet on the front steps of 

> Woollen 

>> Gym at 9:30 p.m. I usually won’t last all evening but we can hang out 

for 

>a 

>> while. Thartks! Did you get nttmberiemail too’.’ See if she is 

>> available. 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> debby 

>> 

>> Dr. Dcbby Stroman 

>> Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 

>> From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt@email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 9:59 AM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: Re: Fall Fest 

>> 

>> Hi Debbie, 

>> 

>> and I are planning on going to Fall Fest. I’d love to 

>> meet 



>> up and walk around with you Where and when shall we meet you? 

>> 

>> Sophie 

>> 

>> PS: I’d love for Ben to meet you. I raved about your basketball 

career, 

>> entrepreneurial work, and fabulousness more generally. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman ~vrote: 

>>> Hi Sophie. Are you going to Fall Fest? If so, let me know and we can 

>>> walk around together. Thanks. 

>>> Cell - 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> debby 

>>>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., 

>>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>> 

>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> 4 SmitJ~ Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> 

>>> dstro@unc edu <mailto:dstro@unc.edu> 
>>> 

>>> http://www.unc, eduidepts/ex ercise/spor t administration 

>>> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 



From: ~med.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:31 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Fall Fest 

Attach: vcf 

Likewise Debby, I had a great time yesterday. Thank yon again for inviting me and introdncing me to your many fi~iends and s~mdents! Let’s definately do lnnch - what 
works for you in general’? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deboral~ Stroman ~<tslroma~@email. unc .edu> 
Date: Monday, 13:26 

Subject: Fall Fes~t 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

> Great seeing you’. Have a super week and let’s do lunch soon. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

>d 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> Sport Administration Faculty- 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> College Stx~rt Research Ins~titute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadm5hip Honors Society) 

>4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919.843.0336 

> --~mailto:dstm@m~c.edu> ds~tro@unc.edu 

> <http:i/w~.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisportadministration> 

> http://www.unc.edu/depts’exerciseisport administration 

> "Statistics axe no substitute lbrjudgment." H. Clay 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eagles.nccu.edu~ 

Tuesday 10:58 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Prospective Graduate Student 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, My name is,           and I’m a senior at North Caxolina Central University. I Inajor in                                with a 
concentration in                 but also a mraor in        I also have a 3.4 GPA. I was referred to you by Ms. Elizabeth Jewell in my detmrtlnent because she 

knows I will be a good canidate and investment to your Sports Administration program. I’m veD~ interested in the program and I would like to set up a meeting ruth 

you to learn more about the program. My contact email is        ~nccu.edu and my phone number is             . I hope to heal from you soon. Thank You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@myspace.com> 

Wednesday, August 26, 2009 1:16 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

My new @myspace.com email address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship opportunity 

Pro£ Stroman, 

Hello I am emailing you in regards to the internship opportuni~z that 
is being offered for students. I mentioned my interest in class today 
and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 
of this opportunity and actually need to register for another class to 
be full-time this semester. I think this would be a great career 
enhancing experience If you could explain to me how the process goes 
and what companies/sports teams are offering these internships, this 
would be a great chance to get some credit hours doing something I am 
truly interested in. Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 
plan to engage in every aspect of this course with much improvement. 
Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iua Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreennmgazine.com> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 12:39 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah f,ynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; debby@soulti~lgolt~com 

Fight ii)r childreu 

I’m trying to revive your contribution to this event. I’m getting close. Are you available on 10/5? Let me know. Thanks, ina 

Ina Samuels-Martinez 

President 

The Green Magozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY 3.003.8 

T: 2~L2.629.4920 

F: 23_2.629.4932 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iua Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreennmgazine.com> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 12:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fight lbr children 

Okay Dr. Debby!, will let you know next week. 
Best, ina 
Ina Samuels-Martinez 
President 

The Green Magazine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, NY 10018 
T: 212.629.4920 
F: 212.629.4932 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 27, 2009 :~2:49 PM 
To-" ’Ina Samuels-Martinez’ 
Subject-" RE: Fight for children 
You ~,re so sweet! I h~,ve kept the elate open. It’s my birthday too ~,nd I would love to come back to town to celebrate w~th you and golfers. @ 

Go H~el.s, 

Spor’-t Admir~istr’ation Fac~lty and EXSS Academic Advisor- 
919. 843. @336 
College :~por-t Research Ir~sti.-tute 
C~r-o].ir~a Sports 8us.i.ness Club 
Sigma ~].pha l_.arab~a ([_eadecship Honors Society) 
F~m: Ina Samuels-Martinez [mailto:inam@thegreenmagazine.com] 
~ent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 ~2:39 PM 
T~: ’Deborah Stroman’; debby@soulfulgolf.com 
~u~je~t: Fight for children 
l’m t~ing to revive your contribution to this event l’m getting close. Are you available on 10/57 Let me know. Thanks, ina 
Ina Samuels-Ma~inez 
President 
The Green M~g~zine 
222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 
New York, NY 10018 
I: 212.629.4920 
F: 212.629.4932 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship optx~rtunity 

Pro£ Stroman, 

My PID is           and I would be happy to meet with you How is 
tomorrow after class? Also, I did not get any information on EXSS 
I was thinking maybe you forgot to attach it. Thank you 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>Hil      Glad to see you in class. I look for~vard to working with you. I 
have l~r~varded more information on     too 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: :~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: Internship opportunity, 

Pro£ Stroman, 

ttello I am emailing you ~n regards to the internship opportunity that 
is being offered ]2~r students. I mentioned my interest in class today 
and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 
of this opportunity and actually need to register [’or another class to 
be full-time this semester. I think this would be a great career 
enhancing experience. If you could explain to me how the process goes 
and what companies/sports teams are offering these internships, this 
would be a great chance to get some credit hours doing something I am 
truly interested in. Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 
plan to engage in every aspect of this course with much improvement. 
Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 10:43 AM 

Emcksou, Sadye Paez <sadyeemckson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: FW: Kelly Podger Smith iuvited you to the event "Bainteudiug at The Cmnkleton"... 

trawa~t.vcf 

I really like the Crunkleton! When is this? (For some reason, I can’t 
read the forwarded iN2~rmation) Also, I’m not a member I think you 
have to be a member to go or be the guest of a member Is this not the 
case ]2~r this event? 

Soph :) 

spaez wrote: 

An invite..to raise money by raising a toast or two. the tips are the 

donation, so whatever you choose :) I~’r~ll be going with a fi-iend Care?’ 

(who is awesomet You two will enjoy meeting her...)...let me l~ow if you 

want to join and as she said, the more the merrier.. 

http ://www.thecrunkleton.com7 

tlere is the link- looks like a new bar. It is just a fundraising event 

at the bar, so invite people ffyou want- the more the merrier- might 

I ust be a fun night to go out and hang out[ Any of your other girls 
want to go? 

Carey Unger, ~ 

Health Center A&ninistrator 

Neurosciences/Adult Spine(1L) and Morreene Rd Clinic 

Private Diagnostic Clinic, Dnke Medicine 

carey.unger@duke.edu 

office: 919-668-3019 

fax: 919-668-1297 

pager 

text page: ~_~archwireless.net 

******************************************************************************* 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 

is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any ~mauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by- reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 
******************************************************************************* 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lloyd, Gary. R <gary~loyd@unc.edu:, 

Monday, August 31, 2009 3:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Knight, Im <iknigh@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Charles E <chaxless@email.unc.edu-~ 

FERPA Quiz - passed 

Dear Deborah, 

Congratulations! You have passed the test on FERPA knowledge. 
This email includes the questions from the test you took along with 
explanations of the correct answers. 

1. "Directory Information" includes all information about a student that 
may be released to the general public without prior written consent from 
the student 
True 
False 

’]7rue This is the definition of "directory information," which you may 
also hear called "public information." 

2. "Directory Information" includes the address and phone number of the 
student’s parents. 
True 
False 

False "Directory Information" does not include parents’ information. 

3. If the student restricts access to his/her record, the University 
cannot release this in]2~rmation to anyone. 
True 
False 

False. The University can release this information to internal and 
external agencies with a legitimate educational interest or if compelled 
to do so by the government. 

4. It is permissible to display student scores or grades publicly in 
association with names, students ID numbers (PIDs) or other personal 
identifiers. 
True 
False 

False. It is illegal to display "non-directory itfformation" in 
association with "directory information." 

5. Students can waive their request for nondisclosure. 
True 
False 

True. Students may sign a waiver allo~ving their personal data to be 
shared with a specified third party. 

6. Students may review the contents of their student record. 
True 
False 

True. Students may review the contents of their student record. 
Agencies have 45 days within which to honor the request to review and 
can use that time to screen the folder for content that the student 
cannot see (for example, letters of recorcanendation if the student waived 
the right to view-). 

7. A student’s email address is public information, even if the student 
has restricted access to his or her record 
Tru e 
False. 

False. A restriction makes all student data "non-directory information." 

8. The Universi~ does release information about deceased students. 
Tru e 
False 

True. The life of FERPA is the life of the student Once the student 
is deceased, FERPA protections fall from the record. Ont of respect for 
the family, the Registrar’s Office will not release any infolynation for 
one year after notification of the death. A student is assumed deceased 
75 years after the first date the student record was created, which, for 
most students, coincides with the first date of enrollment. Please 
note, information about this policy was not included on the website, so 
I did not count your ans~ver against you 

Thank you taking this quiz. If you have questions or con~aents about 
FERPA or about this website, please let me know-. 



Sincerely, 
Gary 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate Universi~" Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the Umversity Registrar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919~62-0504 
~mail: gary lloyd@unc.edu 



Membership drive 

o Results of fall lest 

Collected $15 

o Could possibly raise dues to $10 

o Speaking to Dr. Sweeny’s marketing class (2:00 Tuesday/Thursday or an informational 

email) 

will take care of this 

o Result of Carolina Fever open house 

¯ Got a lot of information but no one paid dues 

¯ are going to work on entering the data into electronic 

form 

~ Membership drive meeting- a~TiiSpm ~e~ou~Shi~ 

¯ Intro to the club 
¯ Introduce executive board 
¯ Collect dues 

~ Decide what dues will go towards 

o T- shirts (hopefully) or some other form of gift 

o Free access to speakers- other non members may have to pay 

for other events 

~ See if we can set it up so they can pay out of their expense account 

o is going to investigate this 

Answer questions 

Plan events- tentative and is subject to change 

o 

o 

o 

- Durham bulls 
- financial person CFO or GM 

- pro sports 

Road trip to charlotte 

- sports marketing 

Leerfield 

SP 

- duke collaboration ? 
is going to investigate a speaker for this event 

These are the possible collaboration organizations I found: 
o Crazies Who Care aims to establish a new tradition of giving 

associated with Duke sports. By encouraging donations at 

sporting events, Crazies Who Care hopes to make a different in 

the Durham community by supporting the Emily Krzyzewski 

Center and Duke Children’s Hospital. Members are also 

encouraged to volunteer with these organizations and are 

provided with special opportunities to get involved. 

http://www.crazieswhocare.com/ 

Duke Venture Forward (DVF) is an organization that gathers the 



most talented, driven, and business-minded students and 
prepares them with the skills, experiences, and relationships to 

become leaders in the business world. 
www.dukeventureforward.org. 

Major Speakers 

A committee within the Duke University Union that works on its 

own as well as collaborates with other student groups to bring 

interesting and famous speakers to campus, email: 

wsb6@duke.edu 

RIVAL Magazine is a joint publication between Duke University 

and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill that seeks to 

reinforce and redefine the historic rivalry. RIVAL is part of the 

Undergraduate Publication Board at Duke and is independently 

recognized at UNC-CH.. 

Fundraise 

o 

o 

Here is information about the grant: 

~-w.robertsonscholars.org/collaboration 
hurricanes game 

Hurricanes person come in 

- celebration month 

Speaker 

Dave Dideon- director of enforcement NCAA- administration of college sports 

¯ Closing meeting 
¯ Dick Baddour 
¯ CSRI and golf tournament 

Connected for a Cause 

Duke Collaboration 
¯ Book signing- will work on this 

o Track events 
¯ Pick project manager- 

o Sponsorship deck- 

, We need a sponsorship deck/information done ASAP 

o Ram’s club events? 

Website 

o Bios 

o Updates 

o Ideas? 

Individual tasks: 

- CCO 
Internships 

Job search stuff 



Resume building 

Clean off all of the old stuff 
Work on website: http://studentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/ 

SAFO Certification- will finish this week 

T-shirt research 
¯ Prices 
¯ Possible design 
¯ Colors- costs for different colors 

- Marketing 

Facebook page 

Event promo 

In charge of slam dunk contest 

Make hand out/email to recruit members 
¯ Info to send out over listservs 

o Manage blackboard access 
¯ Clean out people who didn’t pay 
¯ Add people who did 

o Manage sign up for events 
o Head meetings ifl can’t come 
o In charge of track events 

Minutes 
Sign in list at meetings 

Put all in electronic form 
Club pictures 

Make sponsorship deck 

Make business packet 

Possibly find a pizza sponsor for the first meeting 

Find sponsors for events Ex: sponsored by __ 

Franklin street businesses 

Dr. Stroman 

Website 
¯ Upcoming events 

Pictures 

Past events 

Meeting minutes 

Reimbursed for banner 

o Student government presentation 

Next meeting: 

o We will try and get pizza 

o Thrusday at 7:15 

o Executive board meeting: 
¯ Let me know if you can’t make it 

at 3:00 



0 
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From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2009 9:53 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub.iec-t: T~ "this one 

Attacl~: Updating Resume.docx 

For some reason when I sent you my resume yesterday the addresses got shifted around at the top. Try this one. 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emckson, Sadye Paez <spaez@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 10:45 AM 

Trawalter, Sophie <tmwal@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah Lym~ ~<ts~ro@unc.edu~ 

Emckson, Sadye Paez <sadyeemck~m@med.unc.edu~ 

Re: Rain Check :( 

Lunch next ~veek then for the tl~ree of us, the 9th? 

On 9,,’1,’09 10:33 ~M, "Sophie Trawalter" <trawalt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh, so sad! I’m available next week Monday-Wednesday for lunch (Fm 
going to Chicago for a few days Wednesday late afternoon) How’s your 
week going? Are you enjoying your class? Hope all’s well. 

Cheers, 
Sophie 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Oh no! I just got a note that ! h~ve to make EXSS presentations from 12 
>> I tomorrow Sorry gang! Please have fun and connect. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I am available next week though pretty pll[eeezzzee?! ! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU/ 
>> 

>> UNC~ -Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport Administration Faculty 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - C~# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@unc.edu> 
>> 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment" H Clay*** 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Sa@e Paez F~rrickson, PT, Plod 
Assistant Professor 
Division of Physical Therapy 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 
919 843.8(~7 



Fax: 919 966-3678 

http://~w,~v, reed. unc. edu/ah s. ph¥ sic al 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@emaikunc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 10:54 AM 

Errickson, Sadye Paez <sadyeerfickson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Errickson, Sadye Paez <sadye errickson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Rain Check :( 

tmwg~t.vcf 

Sounds good to me! It’s in my calendar! 

Sophie 

spaez wrote: 
Lunch next week then ]2~r the three of us, the 9th? 

On 9/1/09 10:33 AM, "Sophie Trawalter" <trawalt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Oh, so sad! I’m available next week Monday-Wednesday :[’or lunch (I’m 
>> going to Chicago [’or a few days Wednesday late afternoon). How’s your 
>> week going? Are you eNoying your class? Hope ali’s well 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Sophie 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>> Oh no[ I just got a note that I have to make EXSS presentations from 12 
>>> ~ 1 tomorrow. Sorry gang~ r lease have fun and cormect. 

>>> I aru available next week though ~. pretty pllleeezzzee?t t 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> d 

>>>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLI2,’ 

>>> I~rNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> Sport Administratiun Faculty 

>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

¯ > ~ollege Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> 

>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> 4 Smifla Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

¯ > dstro@unc edu ~mallto:dstro@unc.edu> 
>>> 

>>> http://~vw~v.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> ’" Statistics are no substitute [’or judgment." H. Clay*** 



Sa@e Paez Errickson, PT, Phi) 
Assistant Professor 
Division of Physical Therapy 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 
919843.8647 
I~’ax: 919.966-3678 
http://www.med.unc.eduiahs physical 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~eagles.nccu.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:19 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Prospective Graduate Student 

Thmik You tbr contacting me back aud is there a specific date that week you would like to meet. I’am looking forward to meeting with Dr. Southall as well. 

On Thu, at 1:56 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(~email.unc.edu> ww~te: 

"~l~ank you lbr reaching out to me. As you are aw~’e~ 1: ~NC-Chapel Hill is very competitive. We want fl~e best young minds ~md hope to impa~ fl~eory 
and app[ica~ion to make them even be~er ~o ser~e society’. Yo~r G-I~A tells me fl~at yo~ are serious and wam~ ~o s~cceed ~n l~fe’. @ 

P~ease visi* our deparm~entN si~e a* htip://www.unc.edu/deNs/exercise/spo~ adminis~atio~gNdex.htm *o learn mol~ about o~r program~ We focus on college sports~ 

Ne’;t week: will be ~er?, b~sy 5~" me b~t I would love ~o meet wkh ?,ou the week: of. 

Thanks again and I ~ook R~r;~ ard to meeting you’. 

Reg~’ds, 

Dr’, D~’~by St~’o~un 

Spot’~ Administ~-~tion Faculty ~nd EXSS Academic Advisor~ 

919. 843. 0336 

Co].].ege Spor~i: Reseat’oh Insi:-iLut:e 

Car’o]-ina Spor":s Bus-iness Cl.~Jb 

SJ.gma Alpha Lambda (l_.eadet-shJ.p }{orioles Soci_ety) 

I will also ~ry ~o lmqe yo~ meet wJfla our graduate program coordin:~to~., Dr. 

From: 2?eagles nccu. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 

Subject: Prospective Graduate Student 

Good Morning Dr. Stmmm~, IVly name is and I’m a at North Carolina Central University. I major in 

I also have a GPA. I was referred to you by because 

she knows I will be a good cauidate and investmeut to your Sports Administration program, rm veD~ interested in the program and I would like to set up a meeting 
with you "to learn more about the program. My contact emml is @nccu.edu and my phoue number is . I hope to hear from you soon. Thank 

You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesda;~ September 1, 2009 7:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.eduv 

Reference for 

Dr Stt~man 

’ s~till ou the job hunt, its a pretty tough market right uow. I already had an interview with     which went 
1 hope ever~thing is going well for you m your ne~ classes. I m 
fairly well but is not really the positiou for which I was hopiug. I have an inteladew lined up with 

which sounds much more appealing. I 

wanted to ln~ow if it would be okay to use you as a reference if requested to provide some. Hopefiflly I will be able to make it to the alumni basketball game this Friday 

depending on job opportunities. 

Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurent Dubois <ld48@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 10:09 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Race Sport Power ContErence 

Hello Deborah: Thanks for your message. I’m not the main organizer of 
the conference, but you can get more complete information tlcom 
Jacqueline Terrell <terrell@duke. edu>; I’m not sure if they have yet 
completed a ~vebsite for the conference but it should be up soon Thanks. 
I’ll look forward to seeing you at some of the soccer politics events as 
well’. 

Deborah Stroman ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Hi Dr Dubois. I recently heard of the upcoming conference and wanted 
> to receive additional infolrnation Is there a website or a link to 
> receive the format, agenda, content, etc 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks I hope to attend one of the films noted on the 
> soccerpolitics.com site 
> 

> 

> 

> Continued success, 
> 

> 

> 

> Debby 
> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU/ 
> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Facul~ 
> 

> F.XSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu> 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 
> 

> 

> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ford, Justin G <jgford@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1 : 15 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    SA Intern 

Ok that sounds good I look forward to meeting him. 
Justin Ford 
Intramural Sports, Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill Campus Recreation 
101 Student Recreation Center 
Ph. 919.843.4769 
Fax. 919.962.3621 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :1.:06 plVl 

To: jgford@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS    SA Intern 

Hi Justin. I will have contact you. He is very interested in serving as a 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De~t. 

Sport Admh~istradon Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Clut, 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB,~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst~o @unc.edu 

htt}~:! / www~tmc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse! sporL=admm~st~arton 

"Statistics are ~o s~sbstit~te for j~sdgme~to" No C~ag 

intern for you. I will forward his resume upon my receipt. 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:14 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Iunn <dsm~@unc.edu> 
Subject: Resume and Cover Letter lbr 

Attad~: cover letter for .docx; 

Dear Dr Stroman, 

Resume for .docx 

Thank you so much for all your help today. I am very excited to get 
started with my internship at                   . I am attaching a copy 
of my resume and cover letter for you to send to Mr. Ford Thanks 
again for ever,vthing and I hope you have a great rest of your ~veek 
talk to you soon’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 5:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.e&~ 

Resume and Cover Letter 

Resume- .doc; UNC Athletic Department Cover Letter.doc; UNC Campus Recreation Cover Letter.doc 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

Attached are my resume, my cover letter for Larry Gallo, and my co’v’er 
letter for Kevin Guskiewicz. 

I went to the career center this afternoon and worked with 
on both. However please take a look and let me know if and where I 

need changes I think this particularly applies to the cover letters, 
specifically the last sentence of the third paragraph (not sure if it is 
too pushy, as you said I need not be the feared investigator). Furthermore, 
do you want me to bring in hard copies of the cover letter with my actual 
s~gnature? Or are the digital signatures I put on both sufficient? 

Thanks again for evewthing! I have already flipped through the SBJ 
magazine and am enjoying it very much! 

See you Friday. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~}gmail.com> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 10:20 AM 

Stromam, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Intemship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Solly it’s taken me so long to get back to you but I couldn’t find your phone number. I actually chose to go with I started last Monday. I 

decided to get some experience in professional sports because I know I’ll be worldng with college sports in grad school. Thanks for your interest How’s the year going 

so far? 

On Wed, Aug 19, 2009 at 2:32 PM, Deborah Stroman <dsta~man@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti . S~per news’. Give me a call. If I rags you, leave your number 

Go Heels, 

Dr’, De~by StPom~r~ 

Sport Administration F~<ulty arid £XSS Academic Advisor 

College SporL Research InsLi-tute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

S:igma Alpha I..ambda ([.eadet-sh:ip go~]ors 5oc.i.e-t-y) 

From:                         t@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 5:59 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I have some great news. I’ve received two imemships, one from amd one from 
one to pick, 

which I’ve really wamted to lem-n. Do you have amy suggestions? 

I’m not sure which 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jewell, Elizabeth A --~ej ewelI@NCCU.EDU> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:28 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Resume 

spoke with Coach Rison he has the info 
He’s extremely busy 
Being familiar with FB operations, 
Anyway, hope it works out for him 
Thanks tbr tlying to help him. 

should know that pre-season or spring ball is more conducive to making contact with teams & coaches. 

All the best, 
E 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 10:26 Abl 
To: Jewell, Elizabeth A 
Subject:       Resume 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
Sport Administration Faculb" 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc edu<mailto :dstro(@unc.edu> 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"Statistics are no substitute for j udgment." H Clay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 5:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Admirfistration Graduate Program 

I emailed you last ~veek, but the email at my apartment has not been 
working so I thought I would try again just in case’. I have a few 
questions about the graduate program oIt’ered at UNC in the area of 
sports and ~vas wondering if I could meet with you sometime to discuss it 
fm-ther. I am extremely interested in learning more about the 
educational opportunities that exist for me after graduation 

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 6:09 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume 

Resume.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 10:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Check out NBA Washout David Vaughn Back From The Depths of Despair - NBA Fan 

Debby, 
FYl!ltis ce~ainly more cases outthe~! 

Let me know how Ican help you! 

Thanks, 

NBA Washout David Vaughn Back From The Depths of Despair - NBA FanHouse 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 11:11 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm~@unc.edu> 

Re: Stx~rts Administration Graduate Program 

Thanks for meeting ~vithe me. Would 2:00 tomorrow- (Wednesday) work? 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi     I will be in my office after 2:00 on tomol~cOW and I have office 

> hours on We&~esday afternoon as well Let me know if you would like to 

> schedule a specific time. Thanks. 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty- and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                         r(@email.unc edu] 

> Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 5:00 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subj ect: Sports A&ninistration Graduate Program 

> 

> ttey, 

> 

> I emailed you last week, but the email at my apartment has not been 

> worldng so ! thought I would try again just in caset I have a few 

> questions about the graduate program offered at UNC in the area o17 

> sports and was wondering if [ could meet with you sometime to discuss it 

> further. ! am extremely interested in learning more about the 

> educationa[ opportunities that exist for me after graduation 

> 

> Thank you so much and 1 look forward to hearing from you 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Septeraber 8, 2009 5:23 PM 

Larry Gallo ~thgallo@nncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

EXSS 290 - SA Field Experience 

Hi Larry. I hope all is well for you and yours. I would like to chat with you about our new course that serves as the "supervisor and template" for undergraduate 

students who desire an internship related to sport administration. I have a student who is interested in doing his field experience in the athletic department. Let 

me know a convenient time (5 rains.) to discuss the course and his request. You may end up referring me to someone else in!outside of UNCAA. (~ 

Thanks! 

I teach MWF at 11:00. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De’pc. 

Spo~c Admhaisrradon FaculV 
E~KSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bush~ess Club 

Si~ma Ayha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

g Smith Bldg. CB,~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dsr*o @unc.e&~ 

h~t}~://www~unc.edu/dc~ts/exercise/sporr_adtnis~ist~ation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@verizon.net> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 6:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC v UVA 

Hi Debby, 
I hope you had a great holiday weekend. 

& I are following up W/you regarding UVA away game. We want to confirm that you have purchased the tickets, because if you have not, we 
plan to renege.... F~ 
Email or call me & let me know the status 

May you be blessed with God’s peace 

Dame|| 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 10:03 AM 

Stromo~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

wednesday class 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

won’t be able to attetad class today because 

I’m going to the doctor at 11 today, so the?’ 
will be able to tell me when I’m allo;ved to return to school. I’m going 
to t~?- and complete the project due Friday ;vith my partner over the 

phone. Hopefully ~t works out! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 11:34 AM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I will not be able to call you until 3:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 1:51 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu-~; Southa]l, Richard Michaxd <~uthall@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: wednesday class 

FYI. Ytkes! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2009 10:03 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: wednesday class 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I won’t be able to attend class today because 

I’m going to the doctor at 11 today, so they 
will be able to tell me when rm allowed to return to school I’m going 
to try and complete the project due Friday with my partner over the 
phone. Hopefully it works out! 

’]7hanks! 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2009 1:58 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Attach: cover letter.doc 

.FALL2009 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have attached a cover letter that I submitted last spring when I applied for an internship with the      You should already have my resume which I sent you last 

week and I also talked with Janet Hoernke about the insurance yesterday and she should be receiving my check in the mail today or tomorrow and once that takes 

place I should be good to go there. Let me know if you need anything else. 

On Mon, Sep 7, 2009 at 9:01 I?M, Dr. Stroman <dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi Tax Heels! 

Please make sure that you have sent tne (by email) the following two itetns by Friday, Sept. 1 lth at 12 noon: 

1. Resume and cover letter - Reviewed by UCS. I roll be in contact with you, as necessao~, ifI feel I have additional comments to further assist you. 

2. Confirmation tlaat you have secured the Liabili .ty insurance. 

If you have s~arted your field experience, please PRINT and complete Appendices B & C in the Guidebook Iyosted trader course documents. Let me know if you 

have any questions. Due Monday, Sept.14th by 5:00 p.m. 

If you have NOT posted your first e-journ~2l to Digital Dropbox, begin so this week! 

I am here to help so please contact me if you need to chat or review your responsibilities. 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 9:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Stx~rts Administration Graduate Program 

Thank you for meeting ~vith me today. I greatly appreciate and value your 
advice. I am vely excited and looking forward to the upcoming Sports 
Business Club meeting; my first[ 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi 2:00 tomorrow is fine. Thales. 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                          (@emaihunc edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 11:11 AM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Sports Administration Graduate Program 

> 

> ’]"hanks for meeting withe me. Would 2:00 tomorrow (Wednesday) work7 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>>Hi     I will be in my office after 2:00 on tomorrow and I have oltice 

>> hours on Wednesday afternoon as well Let me know if you would like to 

>> schedule a specific time Thanks. 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>~ Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Signra Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:                         ~,,email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 5:00 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: Sports Administration Graduate Program 

>> 

>> Hey, 

>> 

>> I emailed you last week, but the email at ray apartraent has not been 

>> working so I thought I would try again just in case[ I have a few 

>> questions about the graduate progranr offered at UNC in the area of 

>> sports and was wondering if I could meet with you sometime to discuss it 

>> further. I am extremely interested in learning more about the 

>> educational opportunities that exist for me after graduation. 

>> 

>> Thartk you so much and I look forward to hearing from you. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@eaglesnccu.edu> 

Wednesday 9:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Prospective Graduate Student 

Hello Dr. Stroman, I know this time of the year is very. busy and you Inay have a lot going on but I just wauted to say again that rm vely interested iu your progrmn and 

I would like to know of a day during tile week of          t that you would like to meet. Thank You! 

On Tue,           at 7:18 PM,                         ’,@~eagles.nccu.edu> wrote: 
Thank You for contacting me ~ck and is them a specific date that week you would like to meet. I’am loo~ng fo~vard to meeting with Dr. Southall as well. 

On Thu, at 1:56 PM, Deborah Stroman <ds~oman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

~ ~IImuk yot~ [br reacWng out to me. As ?,on at’e a~arc, UNC.-Clmpd Hill is veU compe~id~ e. We waul ~[~e bes~ young mit~ds at~d hope lo ~mpar~ ~[~eoU 
a~d applicmkm to make flaem even be~er to serx, e socictyt Your GPA *ell~ me ~a~ you are sedotm and wa~A to sacceed m Iii~t @ 

P~ease visi~ out’ depa~me~al si~e at h~p:/A~.unc.eduidepts/exe~viseNpo~ adtninis~’mio~/index.ht~n to ~eam more O~om our program We ff~cus on college sports. 

Next week will be vet? basy for me bat I wot~ld love to meet with you tl~e week of 

’~I~a~alcs again m~d I look lk~,ard to mee~i~g you~ 

Regards., 

Dr, De~)by 5trom~n 

.Sport &dministrati_on Faculty and EXSS Academic &dvisor 

9~9. 843~ ~336 

College Spo~’t Research Znst~tmte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

‘sigma Alpha Lambda (keademship Honors ~ociety) 

I will also tW {~ have you meet wi~l~ our gcadtmte program coordit~a{or. 

I~¥om:                              :~eaales.nccu edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 10:58 AM 

’r.: dstromanO~emaiL unc. edu 

SnI~ieet: Prospective Graduate Student 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, My name is and I’m a . I major in 
I also have a GPA. I was interred to you by in my depa~ment 

because she knows I will be a good canidate m~d investment to your Sports Administration program. I’m veu interested in the program and I would like to ~t up 
a meeting with you to learn morn about the progrmn. My contact email is @nccu.edu and my phone number is I hope to hear from you 
soon. Thank You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 10:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 290 - SA Field Experience 

Deb, 
Sorry for my delay in responding to your email, I shall be at the AC office tomorrow (Thurs., 9/10) for most of the day, but should be in the office on Friday (9/11) morning 

until 11:30 AM ~ then ! go to CT with the FB team. Please feel free to give me a call. 

Take care, and I am hopeful that you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 9/8/2009 5:23 PM > > > 
Hi Larry, I hope all is well for you and yours, I would like to chat with you about our new course that serves as the "supervisor and template" for undergraduate 

students who desire an internship related to sport administration. I have a student who is interested in doing his field experience in the athletic department. Let me 

know a convenient time (5 rains.) to discuss the course and his request. You may end up referring me to someone else in/outside of U NCAA. © 

Thanks! 

I teach MWF at 11:00. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srron]an, Ph.D., CLU 

[,~IC Exercise and Spore Science Dept. 

Spore AdmmisrraLion FaculD- 

EnS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spo~L Research InsfimLe 

Carolhla Spo~ Business Club 

Si~a Mpha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

dstro(~Fnc,edu 

h~://~wvw.unc.edu/dep~siexercise/spor~admmiscradm] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Kessler <jrkessle@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                  10:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Stroman                   is enrolled in your EXSS     class for the         Semester and has a medical condition that may require some 

assistance and consideration for absences (medically based) that may exceed the normal allotment for the class (within a reasonable amount to be determined by the 

faculty member), and if possible an opportuniU to make up missed assignments, quizzes and examinations due to medical absences. Please note guidelines on class 

attendance at: h~:/idisabilityservices.unc.edu/help/academic.html#attendm~ce~ These accommodations should not alter the manner in wNch you normally conduct your 

course. 

Our office is prepaJced to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the rest of the class. It is 
the student responsibility tn contact ynu in a timely manner about re-scheduling any make-up examinations. The guidelines Ii~r alternative testing are 

available tbr review on our website at: http://di~abilit’~,services.unc.e&~help!altemate-tes~ing.html. 
As a courte~~, we ask that you respect the confidentia]ity of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please feel free to contact us 

at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your eaxliest convenience. Thank you tbr 

your time and consideration legarding this matter 

Ji~n Kessler Director 
ANam Gomez Assislant Director 

Cynthia Hopkins AdminisWative Assis*ant 

Department of Disability Services 

919-962- 8300 (V/TTY) 

http:i/disabili~’servicesa~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<info@mailva.evite.com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 4:54 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Evite invitation from 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<unc@salbonors.org> 

Thursday, ’ 6:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL Kickoff also a Food Drive Service Event! 

If you have ro Jb e v e~ 3g this documenk click here. 

Reminder: SAL meeting Thursday @ 8pm 

Dear SAL members, 

We will have our kickoff Ineeting next Thursday night,        at Binghmn Room 103 
startiug at 8. Please RSP7) on facebook so we can order enou,gh pizza. The facebook 

link is http://www.facebook.com/inbox/?ref--mb#/event.php? 

eid 148924998267&inde~l 

Our community service ChaAr, has requested that each member bring food that 

~ will be donated to TABI,E. For more infonnation which tbod is suggested 

donatiou please follow the link http://www.tablenc.orgiDonate.ciin. (Suggestions 

iuclude Ii)od that is not expired, and things like instant grits, hot cereal, or oatmeal; 

cmmed fi-uit; snack packs (like the individual packets of oreos or goldfish) and also cup- 

of-uoodles or ramen noodles.) 

Jus~t a reminder that members will receive one point for attending SAL meetings and two 

points for colnmunity service events. At the end of the semes~ter we will have a drawing 

for gift cards to South Point mall. Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 

UNC- Ct t Chapter 

Sigma Alpha Lambda 

Chapter email: unc,~+,salhouors.or~ 

P.S. We iuvite aJl new members to join our SAIL Facebook group: 

http://w~w-.f:acebook.coln/home.php?#/group.php?~id=30307810730&refits 

If you do not wish to receive m~y emails from this company, click h~e 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Juliam~e Malveaux @nalveaux@bennett.edu> 

Saturday, September 12, 2009 4:15 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stanley Villz -’.svil’~@bem~ett.edu> 

RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Debby, 
I do hope you will participate in all or part of our Family and Friends ~veekend (please see our website). Lots of exciting occurences, and we’d love to see you there. 
Otherwise, let’s talk about a time when you might come visit and meet with some of the team 
Kindest regards, 
Dr. J. 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College :[’or Women 
900 East Washington Street 
(ireensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(i3email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sat 8/22,’2009 4:36 PM 
To: Julianne Ma[veaux 
Cc: Stanley Viltz 
SubJect: RI{: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

’]?hanks for the follow up. We start classes on Tuesday and my 
responsibilities have increased with the addition of academic advising and 
directing the sport administration internship program. ] am particularly 
interested in assisting with two of your academic cornerstones: leadership 
and entrepreneurship. J 

I am always happy to read about the progress at Bennett! 

Sisterly, 

Debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

From: Julianne Malveaux [mailto:jmalveaux@bermett edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 4:12 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Stanley Viltz 
Subject: RE: L~xlC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Deborah, 
Please connect with Dr. Stanley Viltz, Associate Provost for Student 
Affairs Our sports and wellness effort is part of her portfolio. 
I am grateful for your interest in Bennett and hope you will ahve time to 
come visit soon 
’Best, 
Jlianne 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College for Women 



900 East Washington Street 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Mien 7/27/2009 7:31 PM 

To: Julianne Malveaux 

Subject: RE: IJ2,1C Chapel Hill - Sport A&n 

Hi Julianne. I recently sent a note to Bernetta to reconnect. Please let me 
know- if there is anything I can do to assist. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Adrninistration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

UN-C - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http://www unc. edu/depts/exercis e/sp ortadministration/ind ex. htm 

From: Julianne Malveaux [mailto:ima[veaux(~Bennett.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 9:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman; Marilyn S. Mobley 
Cc: Bernetta L. Harper; Alan Shatteen 
SubJect: RI~: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

[)ear Dr Strotman: 
I am sorp)~ that I won’t be on campus when you come to visit. I appreciate 
your willingness to be helpful to Bennett College for Women 
Kindest regards, 
Julianne Malv eaux 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College :[’or Women 
900 East Washington Street 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [rr~ailto:dstroraan,@,email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 4/28/2008 7:22 PM 
To: Marilyn S. MoNey 
Cc: Bcrnetta L. Harper; Alan Shatteen; Juliarme Malveaux 



SubJect: RI{: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Hi. I look forward to our meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m I will be in the 
office in the morning.Please advise location Thank you. 

C- 

Continued Success, 

Debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

U>,-C - EXSS - CB 8605 

Sport Adrninistration 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

http://xvwxv.unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor t administration/index.htm 

From: Marilyn S. Mobley [mailto:mmoblev@Bennett.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:58 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Bernetta L. Harper; Alan Shatteen; Julialme Malveaux 
Subject: RE: L,~!C Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks tbr reaching out to me I am very interested and ~vould like to meet 
with you the next time you’re in our neighborhood. Ironically, the su~iect 
of our athletic program just came up at our senior staff meeting. I’d like 
to chat with you first to get a clear understanding of the possibilities for 
our collaboration (coursework, athletics or both?), and to arrange for 
others on our staff to meet with you as well. 

Thanks agmn, 

Dr. Mobley 

Marilyn Sanders Mobley, Phi). 

Provost 

Bennett College J2~r Women 

900 East Washington Street 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

(336) 517-2155 oJTice 

(336) 517-2156 fax 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(&email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:02 PM 
To: Marilyn S. MoNey 
Cc: Bernetta L. Harper 
Subject: FW: l~2qC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 



Hi Dr. Mobley. I was referred to your office in regards to my request to 
assist Betmett. (See attached). 

Please let me know- if I can be of assistance. 

Thank you! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 

Sport Administration 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstroman@emaihunc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministratiordindex htm 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 1:45 PM 
To: ’gbookman@ bennett.edu’ 
Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Eli I know this is a very busy time for you during the Inauguration, but ! 
wanted to reach out and express my ~nterest in assisting Bennett. ! am an 
assistant professor in Chapel Hill and am interested in instructing, 
facilitating, or developing programs to help local ttBCU~s in the area of 
Sport Administration I teach the undergrads and graduates in 
Finance/Economics of Sport, Sport Marketing, and Leadership Noting the 
Business Administration and Sport Health degrees available at Bennett, I 
thought there may be synergy. 

UnJk~rtunately, I will be out of town when Dr. Matveaux comes to Chapel Hill 
on April 8th. 

When possible, please let me know when we may chat. I am actively involved 
in ACC programs for ~vomen’s basketball, so I may be able to stop by during 
one of my trips to Greensboro. 

Continued Success, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

315 Woollen - C’~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ds~oman@emailuncedu 



http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"At the bottom of things, most people ~vant to be understood and 
appreciated" 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kessen <steve@teamworkonline.com> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 3:22 PM 

Steve Kessen <steve@teamworkonline.com> 

NASSM Job Summary tbr 09/11/2009 

Having trouble viewing this message? Click here for a n online version of the NASSM Job Summary 

FEATURED JOBS! 
Upcoming Career Fairs: 

September 15th - Minnesota Twins - Sports Internship & Career Fair 

[}-t-!p--j-Lb--#-‘-s--~e---b--~-a-JJj-~-~b---s-:-t--e--~-a--r-[)-w----~--r--k--~--~}~e--~c---~--r-!)L!-e--~-a--r-!~-~--r--W---~2£[~!)~ 

September 29th - Cleveland Indians - Sports & Entertainment Internship Fair 

htt p://baseballiobs.tea mworkonline.com/tea n’~or k/r.cfm?i=25517 

October 3rd - San Jose Earthquakes - Sports Career and Internship Fair 

[}.t.!p..;~LLn..Ls.~.t..e..~.a..rJ.}.w-Q.r..k.~-n..~}~e..~.c-~.~#~A#~#~[~[~A~#~}~z~.~A~. 

The following jobs were posted in the last 7 days using TeamWork 
Online software: 
Accountinq and Finance 

Administration/Genera~ Management 

Communications/Commu nitv Relations 

Facility Operations/Event Staff 

Food and Beveraqe 

Internshi# 

JoblCareer Fair 

Marketinq 

Player Operations 

Sponsorship Sales & Activation 

Technical Services 

Ticket Operations 

Web/Creative Services 

Accounting and Finance Jobs 

Title: STAFF ACCOUNTANT- Roanoke Civic Center (Roanoke, VA) 

URL: http://comcast.-spectacor teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25684 

Title: Corporate Controller- Edmonton Oilers Hockey Club (Edmonton, AB) 

URL: http://hockeyjobs nhkcom/teamwork/r cfm?i=25714 

Title: 
Accounts Payable Representative - United States Equestrian Federation, Inc. (Lexington, 

KY) 

URL: http://usngbio bs.teamworko nline.com/tes mwork/r.cfm?i=2,5724 

Title: Staff Accountant- Ladies Professional Golf Association (Daytona Beach, FL) 

URL: h tt33~//Ao If~o b~,[t3g a.co m/tea mw~ r k/r ,£[m ? i= ~ 733 

Title: Accounting Supervisor- Spurs Sports & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

URL: http://nbateemiobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r cfm?i=25[~52 

Administration/General Management Jobs 

Title: OFFICEADMINISTRATOR- Global Spectrum (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: Administrative Assistant- St. Louis Cardinals (St. Louis, MO) 

URL: http://base belliobs tea mworko nline co mi~eamwo rk/r.cfm?i=25715 

Title: Grant Administrator- Office of the Commissioner (New York, NY) 

URL: [~_#p_2’,_’_b_~_s_e_~_3"_a__~j_obs.teamworkonline.com/~eamwork/r cCm?i=25707 

Communications/Community Relations Jobs 

Title: Manager, Corporate Communications- Arizona Diamondbacks (Phoenix, AZ) 

URL: http://base balliobs ~ea mworko nline co mzteamwo rVJr.cfl~?i=25718 

Title: Communit~ Relations Manager- Stockton Ports Baseball Club (Stockton, CA) 

URL: [~_~#2/_/__c__a_[i_f_o_[#_i_s_l_e___a_q_u e t e e m wo r ko n li n e c o n]/t e a n] wo r k/r. c f m ? i = 25677 

Title: Coordinator, Team Photographer- Chicago Blackhewks (Chicago, IL) 

URL: http://hockeyiobs.nhl co m/tee mworkJr.cfm?i= 2,5653 

Event Management Jobs 

Title: EVENT PERSONNEL SUPERVISOR- General Motors Centre (Oshawa, ON) 

URL: http://com#sst-~pectacor teamworkonline com/teemwork/r.cfm?i=25706 



Facility Operations/Event Staff Jobs 

Title: 
Skilled Maintenance- Mass Mutual Center (Springfield, MA) 

URL: ht~p://comcast-spectaco r.tea mworko riling co m/tea mwo rk/r.cfm?i=25713 

Title: 
HVAC Mechanic - Tampa Bay Lightning/St. Pete Times Forum (Tampa, FL) 

URL: hItp://tam panhl.teamwo rkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25645 

Title: 
CMMSADMINISTRATOR- PhiladelpMa Eagles (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://footballiobs taamworko nline corn/teamwork/r.cfrn?i=25679 

Title: 
FACILITIES OPERATIONS PROJECT COORDINATOR - PMladelphia Eagles (PhiladelpMa, PA) 

URL: http//footballjobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25680 

Title: 
Event Services - Fans First Concessions Supervisor - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

URL: .h_ ~j p_~ g _r j_z__z_ J j _e_ _s_ . _t_ _e_ _a_ _ _m_ ~_g_r__k__o__n_ j Ln__e_._c___o_pj _/_t_e___a_g_! _w___o__r_~’_r_:_c__f __m_ ~_i_-_--__2__5__6__,__°,__5_ 

Title: 
Conversion Supervisor - American Airlines Center (Dallas, TX) 

URL: http://smericsnairlinescenter.teamworkonline.com/tesmworldr cfr~?i=25670 

Title: 
EVENT SECURITY- Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, BC) 

URL: hItp://comcast-spectaco r tea mworko nline.co m~tea mwo rk/r cfm?i=25689 

Title: Customer Service Representative - Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, 

BC) 

URL: http://comcast-.spectacor.tea n]worko nline corn/tearnwo rtdr.cfm?i=25691 

Title: Guest Services Representative - Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, 

BC) 

URL: http://comcasbspectacor ~eamworkonline.com/teamwork/r cfrn?i=25694 

Title: Housekeeping and Janitorial (Part Time Positions) - Abbotsford Entertainment & SpoRs 

Centre (Abbotsford, BC) 

URL: ~h-~£g-m---c-~a-~s--t-~-s-9~e--c--t--a--c--g-r-~t-~-a-~-m-~-w--o--[-k--g-r-1~-r-1e--~£g~-m-~R--e---a-~-m-~w---o-~[~L~c--f-[~2j~--2-~-6--9-Z 

Title: 
Changeover Crew / Laborer- Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotaford, BC) 

URL: L1~p--~/-/--c-9~L11c---a--s-t-:~s--~-e--c-t-~a-~c-~o--Lt-~e-:a---m--~-gr--k--o---n-jLn--e-~-c-9~L~-e--a-~L~v--~-gr--~L-c-f-~-m-~!=---2--5--6-~-~- 

Title: FACILITY ENGINEER - Ted Constant Convocation Center at ©ld Dominion University (Norfolk, 

VA) 

URL: h~tp:llcomcsst-spectacorteamworkonline.comReamwork# cfm?i=25699 

Food and Beverage Jobs 

Title: Kitchen Utility Worker/Dishwasher- Abbotaford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotaford, 

BD) 

URL: http:ffcomcast-.spectacor.tearnworkonline.comlteamwork#.cfl~?i=25693 

Title: PREFERRED SEAT SERVER (PSS)- Abbotaford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotaford, 

BC) 

URL: ~h-~[/--c-9J-11c---a--s-t-~s-~-c-t--a--c--o-~Lt--e--a-~v--~-gr--k--o--~[!~-c--o-~-11/-t--e-~a-~-11-w--o--r-~-r-~ c--f--m---~-~=---2-§-6-~3-~-- 

Title: 
Executive Chef- Milwaukee SpodsenAce at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: http:ffdelawarenorth.teamworkonline.com.~teamworklr.cfm?i=2568l 

Title: 
Concessions Manager- New Meadowlands Stadium (East Rutherford, N J) 

URL: http:fffootballiobs.taamwo rko nline.com/fea mworldr.cfm?i=25649 

Title: 
Beverage Manager - Land Shark Stadium/Boston Culinary Group (Miami= 

URL: http:llfootballiobs.teamworl~online.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25708 

Title: 
Lead Retail Supervisor- Land Shark Stadium/Boston Culinary Group (Miami, FI) 

URL: http://foo~balliobs.teamworkonline.com/teamworldr.cfm?i=25709 

Title: 
Grill Cook- Land Shark Stadium/Boston Culinary Group (Miami, FI) 

URL: b-t-tp-~r--~-~--t--b--a-j~j-~--b--s-.-t-e-~-~-~j-w---~--r~-k-~--r-j~ir-j-e-.-c-~L~/-t--e-.-a-~L~-w---~-r-~W---r~‘c--f~j2~-~Zj~ 

Title: 
Stand Manager- Land St~ark Stadium/Boston Culinary Group (Miami, FI) 

URL: h2~.1/.~...gt..b.-a..~1~.-b..s..~ t.~.~.-.~.-.w..~..r..k..g.~?-~.~?-e..~ c..~m~t~m~[~d-~-~!~b-~11 

Title: 
Beverage Server, Studz Poker Club - Calder Casino and Race Course (Miami Gardens, FL) 

URL: http://churchilldownsincorporated.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25716 

Title: 
CATERING WAITSTAFF- Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, BC) 

URL: http://comcast-spectacortaamworkonline.comlteamworklr.cfm?i=25665 

Title: 
KITCHEN COOK- Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, BC) 

URL: http://co mcast-.spectacor.tearnwo rkonline.co m/teamwo rldr.cfrn?i=25666 

Human Resources Jobs 

Title: HR Coordinator = Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: http:llbaseballiobs.teamworkonline.comiteamwork/r cfm?i=25648 

Title: HR Generalist- Calder Casino and Race Course (Miami Gardens, FL) 



URL: http:flchurc hilldownsinco rporaLed.teanlworko nline co nlzteamwo rldr.cfm?i=25701 

~nternship Jobs 

Title: 
Game Night Coordinator Internship (2009 - 10 Season) - Gwinnett Gladiators (Gwinnett, GA) 

URL: ht~p://echl tea mwo rko nline corn/tea mworldr.cfm?i=25692 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Front Row Marketing Services (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://comcast-spectaco r tea mworko nline.co m~tea mwo rk/r cfm?i=25668 

Title: 
Internship Opportunities (2010 Season) - York Revolution (York, PA) 

URL: http://openingdaypartners teamworkonline.condteamworldr.cfm?i=25672 

Title: 
Community Relations Intern - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX) 

URL: http://nbatean]iobs tearnworkonline.com/tea mworldr cfm?i=25676 

Title: 
INTERN - Sports Reporter (2009 - 2010 Season) - Portland Trail Blazers (Portland, OR) 

URL: .h-~#-~Lb-!-a--z--e--r-s--~ t-~-a-~-m-~-w--~--r--k--~--r-t~-r-te--~ c--~-m--Lt-e---a--m---w---~-~r--w--[~Zj~b~1~ 

Title: 
Accounting Internship - Tampa Bay Lightning (Tampa, FL) 

URL: http~/Aampanhl teamwo rkonline.com/teamworldr cfm?i=25728 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Intern - Gateway International Raceway (Madison, IL) 

URL: http://dovermotorspo rts.teamworkonline.co mrtea mwo rk/r cfm?i=25696 

Title: Internship Program (Winter/Spring 2010) - Cleveland Cavaliers and Lake Erie Monsters 

(Cleveland, OH) 

URL: http://fiashseats teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25655 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia 76ers (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://comcasbspectaco r ~ea mworko nline.co mrtea mwork/r cfm?i=25656 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia Flyers (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: )t--~3-L/-/--c--~--n,--~-c-,-a-~s-‘-t-:-s-~£3~e--c--t--a--c--~--r~t--e--a--r3~3y-~--Ek--~--~U~=£g~E[&~A[J~W9~[~[=~1~2j~:~-~#Z 

Title: 
Events & Entertainment Marketing INTERN - Spurs Sports & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Comcast-Spectacor (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://comcast-spectaco r tea mworko nline.co mrtea mwo rk/r cfm?i=25659 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://comcast-spectacor.teamworkonline com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25660 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - 3601 Creative Group (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: http://comcasbspectaco r tea mworko nline.co mrtea mwork/r cfm?i=25661 

Title: 
SPRING 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: ht~p://nll.teamworkonline.comi~ea mwork/r cfm?i=25662 

Title: 
Radio Production Intern - Minnesota Timberwolves (Minneapolis, MN) 

Title: Internship Opportunities (2009-2010 Season) Norfolk Admirals - Nortolk Admirals (Norfolk, 

VA) 

URL: http:/~thea hi teamworkonline corn/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25664 

Job/Career Fair Jobs 

Title: Madison Square Garden Food & Merchandise Job Fair- Madison Square Garden (New 

York, NY) 

URL: http://n ba~ea miobs.teamworko nline.condteamwortdr.cfm?i=25726 

Title: Madison Square Garden Food & Merchandise Job Fair- Madison Square Garden (New 

York, NY) 

URL: htt[3~//hocke~L[obs nhl.co mi~ea mwork/r cfm?i=25727 

Title: 
Dream Job - Breaking into the Business of Sports - Houston Texans (Houston, TX) 

URL: L~_ ~j ?;_/_/_t__e_ ~ _a_n_ :_s_~t__e__a___m___w___o_[ _k_ g _n_ J j_n___e_~ _c__o___m__A___e__a___m_ ~_o__r__W___ & ~__m__t [p__2__5___7__0__4_ 

I~arketing Jobs 

Title: Promotions Manager- Omaha Royals (Omaha, NE) 

URL: http://pclbaseball.teamworkonline.com/teamworldr.cfm?i=25703 

Title: Database Marketing Manager- Calder Casino and Race Course (Miami Gardens, FL) 

URL: htt#://churchilldownsincorporated.teamworkonline.comAeamworldr.cfm?i=25673 

Title: Web Services Manager- Orlando Magic (Orlando, fl) 

URL: http://orlandomagic.teamworkonline.com/tea mwork/r cfm?i=25686 

Title: Database Marketing Coordinator- Phoenix Suns (Phoenix, AZ) 

URL: 1! ~ p__ :_/_/_[! _b__a__t_e___a_[11Lo__b__s_=_t__e__a_[~ _v_v_ _o_ _r_ _k_ _o_ _n_ [ D _e_~_c__o___n_!/_Le__a___m___w___o_[ ~_r~_c__f_[11 _?_! ~ ~b_~ ~ ~. 

Other (consulting, membership, non-profit, real estate) Jobs 



Title: Customer Care Representative - United States Equestrian Federation, Inc (Lexington, KY) 

URL: http://usngbiobs.teamworkonline.corniteamwork/r.cfm?i=25700 

Player Operations Jobs 

Title: 
Development Academy Manager- United States Soccer Federation (Chicago, I L) 

URL: http://usngbiobs.tearnworkonline.com/teamworldr cfrn?i=25650 

Title: Manager oflnternational Development and Member Services- Ladies Professional Golf 
Association (Daytona Beach, FL) 

URL: http:/Igolfiobs.lpga.comlteamwork/r.cfm’?i=25723 

Retail/Licensing Jobs 

Title: Merchandise Seller - Part-Time (2009-2010 Season)- Portland Trail Blazers (Portland, OR) 

URL: httD:ffblazers.teamworkonline.co m~tea mworWr cfrn?i=25719 

Title: Retail Associates - Land Shark Stadium/Boston Culinary Group (Miami, FI) 

URL: http://footballiobs Lea mworkonline com/teamwortdr.cfm?i=25712 

Title: Retail Sales Associate - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX) 

URL: !~_~ ~_ :_/_/_LLb__a__t_e___a_Lt~_ Lo__b__s_:_t__e__a_L&vy__g_r__k__o__n_LLL~_ ~: £ #_03Z~ ~ #_~_~#_[ d ~=~$L&& £ ! ~ ~b_~ Z §. 

Sponsorship Sales & Activation Jobs 

Title: 
Corporate Sales Representative - San Jose Earthquakes (San Jose, CA) 

http:l/mls.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r cfm?i=25687 
URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

Manager, Sponsorship Sales - IMG Fashion - IMG New York (New York, NY) 

http://imgworld.[eamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25705 

Manager, Corporate Partnership Sales - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

http://n ba~ea mjobs.teamworko nline.com/teamwortdr.cfm?i=25647 

Irtern, Marketing - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

b~.:~gz~z.~zJ~e.~:s.~ t.e-a.~.m.~w-~.~r..k..g.nJJ.n..e.~ c..~/~z~[~J~[~ 

Ballpark Coordinator- Business Development- City of Goodyear (Goodyear, AZ) 

URL: http://baseballjobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwortdr.cfm?i=25667 

Title: Vice President of Sponsorsi]ip Sales - NBA D-League Frisco - Dallas/Ft. Worti] Metroplex 

(Frisco, TX) 

URL: http://n batea miobs.teamwo rko nline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25654 

Ticket Operations Jobs 

Title: Box Office Representative - Abbotsford Entertainment & Sports Centre (Abbotsford, BC) 

URL: ~h~-jLc~m~c~a~s~t~s~e~c~t~a~c~r~ t~e~a~L11~w~r~k~L1[!L1~c~9~n~]Zt~a~m~L~j~ 

Ticket Sales and Services Jobs 

Title: 
Account Manager - Nets Basketball (East Rutherford, N J) 

URL: ht[p://nbateamiobs.teamwo[konline.corn/tearnwork/r.cfm?i=25682 

Title: Inside Sales Representative - Atlanta Hawks, Atlanta Thrashers and Philips Arena (Atlanta, 

GA) 

URL: http://nbateamjobsteamworkonline.com/teamworldr c[rn?i=25683 

Title: 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE- Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: .h_ ~#_Ld _n_! Lt__e__a___m___w___o_[~_g_n_JLn___e_=_c__o___m_ ~__e__a_L&v_v__g_r__W__[:_c_! m_?_L~_~ b #_~j~_ 

Title: 
Ticket Sales (M ultiple Positions) - San Diego Padres (San Diego, CA) 

URL: htt[~//basebailjobsteamworkonline.com/teamworldr.cfm?i=25671 

Title: 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE- Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: hItp://comcast-spectaco r tea mworko nline.co m~tea mwo rk/r cfm?i=25668 

Title: 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE- Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

URL: ht~p://nlLteamworkonline.com/tea mwork/r cfm?i=25669 

Title: Premium Seating Account Executive - Atlanta Hawks, Atlanta Thrashers and Philips Arena 

(Atlanta, GA) 

URL: http://nbateamjobsteamworkonl#~e.com/teamworldr crrn?i=25729 

Title: 
Unique Sales Opportunity - New York Islanders (Plainview, NY) 

URL: _LLt_~#_L/_LLLO__C_’_k__e_ 2.Lq__b__s_=_r_LbJ=_c_’_o__r3_~Z _t _e__a_ ~333Z� L~L ~ £1 ~ 2 j 2_~ ~ Z ~_~. 

Title: 
Director, Ticket Sales - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

URL: 

Title: Director of Ticket Sales & Service - Denver Broncos/Invesco Field at Mile High 

Stadium/Denver Outlaws (Denver, CO) 

URL: hItp://footballiobs.taamworl~o nline.co m~teamwork/r.cfm?i=25717 

Title: 
Sales Director - New Meadowlands Stadium (East Rutherford, N J) 

URL: http://footballiobsteamworkonlinecom/teamwork/r.cfm?i=25720 



Title: 
Night Sales Staff - Lake Erie Monsters (Cleveland, OH) 

URL: http://flashseats.teamworkonline.com/teamworldr.c[m?i=25721 

Title: 
Account Executive of Corporate Sales - Spurs Sports & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Steve Kessen 

TeamWork Online 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

o) 216.360.1790 

T’) 216.292.9265 

steve@tea mworkonline.com 

~,_t .e__a_..m_.w__.o__r_k__o_.n__tt_n_..e_,. _c_o_.m_. 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any 

action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If 
you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Septeraber 12, 2009 11:45 PM 

Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu-~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

HELP! - Journal Selection 

Hi Billy. I wanted to ask your assistance as I work with     to get his theisis work published. Do you have a suggestion as to which journal might be the best choice 

to make submission. Any feedback would be greatly appreciated. Thanks! 

Also, in your opinion is it too late to submit my dissertation work that was completed in 2007? 

debby 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com~ 

Sunday, 7:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

RE: Thesis (Word File) 

Graduate School Resmne.doc 

Good evening Dr. Stroman. Thank yon for your emaJl and for the update. I hope your semester is starting off well. I would like to snbmit to more than one journal if 

possible, however if the best one requires that we only submit one then I mn fine ruth that as well. I really like the idea of breaking the research into smaller components 

and devising a mannscript/allicle for mulliple journals. I roll be in touch with you soon so we can discuss. 

Thank you again Dr. Stroman for all your help. I plan on snbmitting my graduate application to     this weekend. I have kept in contact ruth           and 
notified him of my timeline tbr applying as well as our progress with the journal a~ticle. So you should receive an email ti~om fl~e graduate school ottice to 

complete an online letter of recommendation. I have attached a coW of my updated resume. 

--- On Sat, , Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email une. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: , Thesis (~Vord File) 

To: @yahoo.com> 

Date: Saturday, .11:32 PM 

, f want~:_~d to give you an update. I am res~-_~arching the best journal [:o make submission Mos[: o[ [:hem require [hat you only submit to their 

puMicat[on until rejected, Very archaic and political system buL ~t is the reafity. ~;~ We should a~so consider breaking Lhe research into smaller cornponents 

and then writing a manuscript/article for addk~onal journafs, 

l.et~s ch~t on tomorrow!Sunday, Th~nks! 

I am so happy the NFL is here! 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent-" Monday, 8:43 AM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject; ~ Thesis 0Nord File) 

@yahoo.corn] 

Good morning Dr. Stroman. I aIxtogize for missing your phone call laser evening. I have attached a microsoft word file of my thesis. Please let me know if you 

have any problems accessing it or have any questions. I look forward to receiving your draft soon. Thank you again for all your help and assistance. 



Minutes of the Faculty Meetin~ 
Deoartment of Exercise and Soort Science 

Monday, August 24, 2009, 9:00 a.m., Fetzer 106 

The first faculty meeting of the 2009/10 academic year was held in Fetzer 106 with 
breakfast starting at 9:00 a.m 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Coyte Cooper, 
Diane Groft; Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Marian Hopkins, 
Bonnie Marks, Robert McMurray, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Kristin 
Ondrak, Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill 
Prentice, Sherry Salyer, Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Deb Southall, Richard Southall 
Debby Stroman, Steve Zinder, and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Troy Blackburn 

Others present: Campus Recreation Staff, Doctoral Students, Victor Anderson, Roberto 
Aponte, Michele Bordner, Gual Cremades, Shelly Johnson, Jose Sandoval 

o 

Welcome New Faculty 

Kevin opened by welcoming evewone back and introducing the new teaching 
faculty: 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor, EXSS 322 and 746 
Gual Cremades, Vi siting Associate Professor, EXS S 181 
Jason Mihalik, Visiting Lecturer, EXSS 273/fall and EXSS 732/spring 
Michelle Bordner, PHYA 212, Intro to Dance Technique 

Introductions of all in Attendance--Faculty, Graduate Students, Staff 

Update on Campus Recreation--Marty 

a. Fall Fest was a success 
b. Intramural sports--online registration will begin this fall 
c. Outdoor Education Center-- new office for David Rogers has been completed 
d. The first Outdoor Recreation Fest will be held this Saturday, August 29 
e. Facilities remain challenging with the loss of Woollen and the pools 
f. South Recreation Center (SRC), located across from the Smith Center, has 
opened and will have its Grand Opening on October 17 

time the Campus Recreation Staff was excused. 

Department Teaching Evaluations--Tony & Kevin 



Teaching evaluations are held once a year for doctoral students; for faculty who 
are going up for promotion or reappointment; and for new faculty who are 
evaluated during the first semester they teach. 

Tony contacts faculty and students who are up for evaluation to get their teaching 
schedules and inform them of their two evaluators--one in the same content area 
and one from a different area in the department. Evaluators provide their reports 
to Tony and Tony follows-up with those evaluated. All teaching evaluations for 
the academic year are placed in a book and given to Kevin. 

Tony extended his appreciation to the faculty who conducted the teaching 
evaluations for 16 individuals during the 2008/09 academic year. 

At this" time the doctoral students were excused 

Minutes of May 12, 2009 were approved 

Barbara moved to approve the minutes, Debby seconded 
All in favor and approved 

General Announcements--Kevin 

a~ The EXSS Faculty Voting Rights Policy was reviewed. 

b. Announcements will De sent out with the faculty meeting agenda in the future. 

Department & Staff Updates--Denise 

a. Referred the faculty to the EXSS Faculty Handbook and asked for 
corrections/updates~ 

b. Reminded faculty to keep both an electronic copy and a hard copy of the EXSS 
Pandemic Call Tree. 

Committee Assignments for 2009/10--Kevin 

Please refer to the EXSS Committee Assignments for 2009-2010 (previously 
distributed by email). Kevin would like the Public Relations Committee to tU to 
have the EXSS Zone out by Thanksgiving. 

Renaming of Fetzer Gym--Kevin 

The department’s concern with its PE perception both inside and outside of the 
University was raised during the External Review. Renaming Fetzer Gymnasium 
to exclude the word "Gymnasium" was presented as a step toward changing that 
perception. A request to change a building’ s name has to be submitted in writing 
to a committee headed by Bruce Carney for approval. 



The faculty agreed that renaming Fetzer was a good idea. 

Bob motioned that the department request the renaming of Fetzer Gymnasium to 
"Fetzer Hall." Steve seconded. The faculty voted in favor of the name change, 
23--yes, 0--no, 0 abstentions. 

Should the department request that Woollen be renamed? First we will need to 
find out if the name can be changed since the building is on the historical registry. 

It was suggested that a section of Woollen be named Woollen Hall and that 
Woollen Hall, along with Stalling Evans, Woollen Gymnasium, and the Bowman 
Gray Pool be called the Woollen Complex. 

10. Websit~Victor 

Victor presented the EXSS website updates to the faculty. He requested pictures 
from the Sport Administration area for the EXSS homepage and would like to 
have more video footage from all the areas. Faculty made some 
suggestions/corrections to improve the ~vebsite. 

At this" time, Kevin asked the faculty to gather outside for an EXSS faculty picture. The 
faculty meeting reconvened after the photograph. 

11. Advising Update & EXSS Facebook account--Deb Stroman 

a. Lecturer/Advisor--there are 8 in the College and they have no office hours in 
Steele Building. Send your students to Meredith, Bonnie, Sher~T and Deb (in 
Smith). 

b. Deb will pop into Faculty classrooms this year to witness instructors’ teaching 
styles so that she can better advise students. 

c. The Learning Center has moved to south campus and is located in the basement 
of SASB North (corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive). 

d. The Academic Success Program assi sts both Undergraduate and Graduate 
Students 

e. The Writing Center is also available to Faculty as well as Undergraduates and 
Graduates. The Center offers a Test Proxy who will proctor your test/exams for 
excused students. 

f. Deb distributed info about the Carolina Student Legal Services. 

g. Possibility of creating an EXSS Facebook Page--over 98% of college students 
are on Facebook. Deb would be the administrator. 



h. Demographics of the Incoming First-Year Class--Kevin distributed several 
copies of the statistics--previously sent out by Sherry on the faculty listserv. 

EXSS Facebook discussion tabled for the next faculty meeting. 

12. Budget Update--Kevin!Denise 

a. There has been a 7% permanent state budget cut for this year with an additional 
3% likely. 

b.Mike Crimmins and Karen Gil will attend one of our upcoming faculty 
meetings. 

c. There were 20 new hires in the College--primarily ones that had been 
previously suspended. 

d. The Faculty Council has proposed that full faculty take a 1% reduction in their 
salaries which would then be used for salary increases to Assistant Professors and 
SPA staff. 

e. There is pressure to increase class enrollment. Enrollment has been raised to 
24/class for First year seminars. 

f. Horizontal cuts have occurred thus far with each area deciding where their cuts 
would occur. The next round of cuts will more likely involve vertical cuts-- 
program elimination, department mergers, etc. 

13. Grant Submission!Course buyout formula--Kevin 

a.EXSS has brought in more grant money over the last two years then it did 
during the previous six years. 

b. Kevin proposed a course buyout formula for the salary savings gained from 
faculty lapsed salary on grants. A possible formula would be 1/3 of the savings 
would pay for teaching the faculty member’s courses; 1/3 would be used for the 
department’s instructional budget, and 1/3 would go back to the faculty member 
for research, etc. This would depend on size of grant and percentage of buyout, 
but Kevin hopes it will provide incentive for faculty to write grants and buy out 
some of their teaching time. 

c. The Federal Government is auditing indirect costs, so faculty should expect 
OSR to enforce the University’s standard 47% indirect rate. 

14. Faculty Searches--Kevin 

a. The Bowles professorship is extremely competitive. Kevin asked that the 
faculty give it some thought. The call for nominations is due by September 18. 



15. 

b. Discussions with the Dean’s Office look promising concerning his proposal 
that the department be allowed to convert funding from its instructional account to 
support two permanent faculty positions in EXSS. Kevin is setting up 3 to 4 hour 
mini-retreats with each of the specialization areas to discuss needs. 

Undergraduate Program Updates--Sherry, Meredith, Bonnie, Barbara 

a. In order to lure top notch students to campus, departments can participate in an 
Academic Day. EXSS Academic Day will be Monday, September 21. Sherry 
distributed the agenda for the day. Only 15 departments have chosen to 
participate. 

b. EXSS Undergraduate Maj ors Manual--we ~vill be printing 300 instead of the 
usual 600. 

c. Sherry passed around information about the Carolina Research Scholars 
Program. 

d. Advising--there will be set hours for advising students in major/career 
Sher~, Meredith, Bonnie, Barbara, and Deb will continue to advise 
Kevin extended his appreciation to Sherry for the work she has done over the 
summer. 

16. 

e. Meredith announced that our AT students-- 
and           --won the MidAtlantic Athletic Trainers Association quiz bowl 
and came in 2nd place at the national quiz bowl. 

f. Meredith extended her appreciation to the staff for their help in producing 
material needed for the Athletic Training self-study due on September 15. 

g.Meredith reminded faculty that fall contributions to the Social Fund are due. 

h. Barbara noted that the Sport Admin Field Experience course is being offered as 
a special topics course this year with 10 sites/students so far. 

i. Bonnie announced that the Fitness professional track brochure will be revised. 
Practicum sites (about 20) will be updated. 

Curriculum Changes--Sherry 

The deadline for Curriculum changes is September 15, 2009. EXSS submissions 
include the Sport Admini stration Internship Course, Sport Administration track 
change, and renumbering of 159 to 220. The changes to the EXS S Maj or’s new 
core requirements will be going through the Administrative Board this fall. When 
approved, they will be effective the following fall. 

17. Graduate Program--Ed 



18. 

a. Annual graduate orientation is tomorrow, 4 pm in 109 Fetzer--all are invited. 

b. Steve Matson has completed his first year as Dean of the Graduate School. 

c. Tuition Remission-- Eligible out-of-state students may receive both a tuition 
remission award that reduces their tuition to the in-state rate, as well as an in-state 
tuition award. These two funding sources, used in combination, provide full 
tuition support for graduate students serving as University-supported TAs, RAs, 
or fellow/trainees. Out-of-state students must receive an out-of-state tuition 
remission to be eligible for an in-state tuition award. This benefit includes tuition 
only, not student fees. The Department provides the stipends and students are 
eligible for health insurance. The department is short on TR’s this year. Because 
of this, all 2nd year students will receive full support but incoming students may 
receive only 75% support in TR (will also get 75% in-state funding). All 
incoming students have received a letter informing them of the possibility they 
will receive less than 100% funding. If we want to keep the same number of 
students, we will need to recruit more in-state students. Students should not apply 
for in-state status until they have lived her for one full year. 

d. Ed reminded faculty to keep good records in case students contest their grades. 

e. If you have a good undergraduate suggest they apply to our graduate program. 

Lifetime Fitness-Becca 

a.The courses offer online lectures, workbooks for labs, and a free website to 
registered students for a year. 

b. Have increased the number of labs offered this year which allows for smaller 
enrollments in each lab. 

19. 

c. LFIT students and PHYA students pay online 

d. Orientation for new incoming TA’s was held last week. Sherry did a pedagogy 
unit with the TA’s and Becca extended special thanks to her. Representatives 
from NASM and from dotfit.com also came to help with orientation. 

Kevin thanked Becca for her work in revamping the Program over the summer. 

Facilities 
Woollen -scheduled for completion August 15, 2010; faculty should begin 
thinking about office locations 

¯ Sports Medicine--scheduled for completion January 15, 2010 
¯ Work on the Wrestling Addition will begin October 1, 2009 

20. EXSS Study Abroad--Tony 



Recruitment activities for the Uruguay Study Abroad course will begin in the next 
few days. Tony will send email follow-up to faculty.. Other possible 
opportunities for the future: Beijing, China for Sport Administration students; 
Faculty exchange program in Australia. 

Richard noted that 40 international students are coming to the SA conference in 
the spring. 

21. Faculty Mentoring--see handouts. 

Primary mentors initiate meeting with their mentees and mentees initiate a 
meeting with their secondary mentors. 

22. Other-- 

Kevin referred faculty to the travel budget handout. The department will be able 
to have everyone at a $1000 with the additional funding from NASM. 

The meeting adjourned at 12:55 pm. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

NOTE: The faculty meeting scheduled for Tuesday, September, 22, from 3:30-5:30 
p.m. has been cancelled. 

The next faculO~ meeting will be Tuesday, October 13, 2009, 3:15- 5:30p.m., 201 
Fetzer. Dean Karen Gil and Senior Associate Dean Mike Crimmins will join us.[br the 
first 30 minutes. 
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Second Annual Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Fund 4Kay Golf Classic 
Raises Over S175,000 For Cancer Research 

ATLANTA - The second annual 4KayTM Golf Classic presented by Nike, was a huge success as 153 

women’s basketball coaches, administrators and supporters of the Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Fund®, 

in partnership ruth The V Foundation liar Cancer Research, gathered in Greensboro, raising over 

$175,000 for women’s cancers research. 

°SFhe Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Fund is ve~ grateful to the ACC and the City of Greensboro tbr 

hos~ting the 2009 Classic," said Marsha Sharp, Executive Director of the Fund. °q’he positive response 

from our sponsors and coaches resulted in a record $175,000 being raised for the Fund, an increase 

over last year’s $142,000." 

The celebration began with a chariu auction and gala on Sunday night. Silent auction items donated 

from organizations al~onnd the nation raised nearly $10,000, but the real fireworks flew during the live 

auction. 

The first item was a pair of tickets to the 2010 Orange Bowl, subject of a bidding battle between the 

Virginia Tech and Auburn coaching staAtg. As the bid grew, the lot was sweetened by Miami head 

coach Katie Meier ottEring a dinner tbr four at Shula’s. 

The ne:d three items up for bid were Kay Yow signature items, designated by Coach Yow to benefit 

the Fund. First, a pink N.C. State jersey autographed by Coach Yow went to Debbie Leonard 

(former Duke coach), then a pink hat worn by Coach Yow at the inauguroJ Classic went to Kristina 

Johnson, United States Under Secretary for Energy and longtime women’s basketball supporter. 

Finally. Coach Yow’s director’s chair led to a bidding war between Fnnd board members Connecticut 

head coach Geno Auriemma and board President Stephanie Glance. Auriemma prevailed with a 

generons $5,000 bid, then doubled his generosi~~ by giving the chair back to the Kay Yow/V~CA 

Cancer Fund. 

Tennessee head coach Pat Summitt stepped up to volunteer her pink sparkly cowboy hat tbr an 

impromptu live anction item, complete with a~ autograph to fl~e winning bidder. After fl~e bidding 
exceeded $1,000, Summitt stepped in and offered $2,000, on the condition that Texas assistant 

Mickie DeMoss wear the hat during a 2009-10 regular season game. Virginia Tech head coach Beth 
Dunkenberger volunteered to increase the bid if Texas head coach Gall Goestenkors would wear the 

hat to coach a televised game. Further negotiations and generosity from the assembled coaches led to 

a total $10,000 contribution, a~d Goestenkors and Summitt agreeing to each wear a similar hat to 

coach their December 6 ESPN2 televised match-up in Kno~’ille, Tenn., in continned public snpport of 

the Fund. 

Monday morning dawned into a glorions Greensboro day as 39 foursomes kicked offm~ 8:30 a.m. 

shotgun start on the Grandover East and West courses. The tbrmat was a tbur-player captain’s choice, 

with separate tournaments on the East and West courses. Awards and Nike prize merchandise, 

including golf bags, putters, sunglasses, and apparel were presented to each of the top three reruns as 

well as to winners of longest drive, closest to the pin, and longes~t putt. 

Team ACC, led by ACC Com~nissioner John Swofford, won the East Course tournament, while 

Team Robuck, capta~ned by Frank Robuck~ took top West Course honors. Full results are included 

below. 

The day ended with an awards lnncheon and speeches from ACC Associate Commissioner for 

Women’s Basketball and Senior Woman Administrators Nora Lynn Finch and Sharp. "It’s apparent 

that today’s weather was ordered especially for the coaches by Kay Yow," Finch said to those 



assembled. 

This yea~-’s event was hosted at the Grandover Resort and Conference Center - tha~ks to support 
from the Atlantic Coast Conference, the City of Greensboro, the Greensboro Coliseum, the ACC 
Tournament Host Committee, and tile Greensboro Convention mid Visitors Bureau (CVB). All 
proceeds benefited tile Kay Yow/WBCA Cancer Fund. 

Local Greensboro wo,nen’s basketball coaches and administrators, led by UNC-Greensboro head 

coach Lynne Agee and Associate AD Kathy Roberts, also gave of their time and resources by serving 

as the Classic’s welcoming committee. The Fund’s founding partners, including The Hartford, Nike 

and GlaxoSmithKline were also in attendance in support of the cause. 

Special thanks go to the lbllowing spon~)rs of this year’s Classic: Nike (presenting stx~nsor), Harrison 
Turner aJ~d the Brym~ Foundation (breaJ~fast sponsor), Guillbrd Sports Hall of Fame (hole sponsor), 
Touchstone Energy (hole Sla)nsor and beverage cart sponsor), Blue Cross Blue Shield of North 
Carolina (hole sponsor) a~d the Big XII Cont}rence (beverage ca~ sponsor). 

East Course Resttlts 

1 st place Team ACC (- 11 ) ACC Commissioner John Swofford, Chad Swofford, Jeff Elliott, 

Amber Elliott. 

2nd place Team Conradt (-8) Jody Conmdt (former Texas head coach), Billie Moore, Mimi 

GfilS~, Chris Plonsky. 

3rd place Team Pepsi (-7) Brad Corbin, Jimmy Bums, Bob Rusher, Joey Rusher. 

Individual Awards: B.J. Chockley (closest to the pin #3), Debbie Leonard (former Duke coach) 

(closest to the pin #7), Tom Newcome, Sr. (closest to the pin #12), Lynn Davidson (closest to the pin 

#16). Amber Elliott (women’s longes~t drive #1), Krista Kilbum (women’s longest drive #10), Jimmy 

Bums (men’ s longest drive #6), Brian Ewald (men’ s longest drive # 15), Debbie Ryan (Virginia head 

coach)(longest putt #5), Lulu Eure (longest putt # 18). 

West Course Results 
1 st place Team Robuck (- 14) Frank Robuck, Billy Daniel, Gero~ Hera£ovich, Brace Ballaxd. 

2nd place Team Blair (- 12) Gary, Blair (Texas A&M head coach), Steve Stevens, Vic Schaeffer, 

Charlie Milstead. 

3rd place team Team Harper (- 11) Kellie Harper (N.C. State head coach), Jon Harper, Richard 

Barron, Chris Combs. 

Individual Awards: Charlie Hugbes (clo~st to the pin #3), Jackie Ansley (closest to the pin #5), Dan 
Delmatro (closest to the pin #11), Kathleen Ktmkler (closest to tbe pin #15 & longest drive #12), 
Nikki Caldwdl (UCLA head coach)(women’s longest drive #2), Jon Harper (men’s longest drive #6), 
Rob Rayl (men’s longest drive #16), Charlie Milstead (longest putt #7), Marc Bush (longest putt #18). 

For photo requests, please email Megml Smith. 

About the Kay YowAVBCA Cancer Fund 

The Kay Yow/WBCA Cancer Fund is a 501 c(3) charitable orgm~ization committed to being a part of 

finding an answer in the fight agafinst women’s cm~cers through raising money for scientific research, 

assisting the underserved and unifying people for a common cause. Donations can be made at 

www.JimmyV.org or by calling 1-800-4JimmyV. All donations are tax deductible. For more 

infom~ation, visit www.wbca.org/kasTowwbcacancerfund.asp. 

About The V Foundation 
The V Foundation is a charitable organization dedicated to saving lives by helping to find a cure for 

cancer. The Foundation seeks to malce a difference by generating broad-based support for cancer 

research a~d by creating an urgent awareness a~long all Americans of the i,nportance of the war 

against cancer. The V Foundation perfomls these dual roles through advocacy, education, fundraising 

and philanthroW. 

About the WBCA 
Founded in 1981, the WBCA promotes women’s basketball by unifying coaches at all levels to 
develop a reputable identity tbr the sport and to tbster and promote "the development of the game as a 

sport tbr women a~d girls. For additional information about the WBCA, please visit wbca.org. 
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An article t?om www.newsob~rver.com 

Debby has sent you the following story: 

Posted on Thursday, Aug. 27, 2009 

Golf course built for blacks bucks trend 
By JOSH SHAFFER 

Two years ago, the grass was knee-high at Headowbrook. A grounds crew of three mowed the fairways with a 

rusted Nassey Ferguson tractor. Greens got watered with a garden hose. 

Nobody would have picked the scrawny, nine-hole course in East Garner to succeed, bucking golf’s national 
decline in the middle of a strangling recession. But play has more than doubled at this historic club, which was 
built for blacks in the segregated 1950s. 

Playing 18 holes costs $20 -- a bargain in hard times. 

Read More... 
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The Club - EXSS 324 Guest Speaker Tomorrow: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi Heels! 

FYI. In my Finance and Economics course tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. (Felzer 106), Mr. Rich Brady will be a guest speaker. Mr. Brady is the Business Development 

Coordinator of the Durham Bulls. His presentation roll include an overview of financing for minor league baseball, economic impact, and career options. 

Please feel free to join us! 

Dr. Stmman 



An Investigation of Sexual- .... 
orientation Attitudes and 
aviors of College Athletes in 

the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Catherine Greene 

Corn m ~ttee Mere bets: 
Richard Southall, EdD 

Edg~r Shields, PhD 



uction 

think of no place in America 

.... homophobic and as homoerotic as 

tea~l oc ke r room ." 
(Boykin, 2 O0 5, p.2 1 9) 

that is as 
the sports 



uction 

studies have assessed the campus climate for 



uction 
Purpose of the Study 

Examine if there is a relationship between various 
in d e p e n d e n t va r i a b I e s a n d At l a n t i c Co a st 
Co n fe r e n c e (AC C) a t h I e t e s’ e x p r e s s e d at t it u d e s a n d 

be havio r s r e la t e d t o s e x u a l o r i e n t a t i o n 

Extend previous research (Southall et al., in press) 



uction 

Scientifically support existing literature and studies 

look for additional ways to 
attitudes, through further 



uction 

~Rese a rc h Qu e stio n s a n d N u ll Hypot h e se s 

For each of the following research questions 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNu~~ hypothesis: There is no statistically significant 



uction 

.................. RQ1. Is there a relationship between ACC college 



uction 

RQ3. Is there a relationship between ACC college 

attitudes relatedto sexual 



uction 

RQ5. Is there a relationship between ACC college 



uction 

...................... RQT. Is there a relationship between ACC college 



uction 

~Res e arc h Qu e s t i o n s 

RQ9. Is there a relationship between the sexual 
o r i e n tat i o n of ACC co I le g e at h I ere s a n d t h e i r 
be h avi o r s a n d art it u d e s re I at e d t o s e x u a l 
orie n t ati o n ? 

RQ]0:Is there a relationship between the university 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: athletes attend and their behaviors and o os o   ea osexua  o r,eo a ,oo? 



uction 

Sexual Orientation 



uction 

It is assumed that completion of this survey will be 

iiii!!iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~itiiiiiiiis assumed that testing procedures will be 
iiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifoi~i~ioiwed and that no coaches will be present when 

................... honestliiyiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiciioii~ip/eting the survey 



uction 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiA~~ of the subjects will be athletes attending NCAA 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ivisi~n-~ universities that are members of the ACC 

~i~i~i:i~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii]iii2iiiiisiiiports,,,,,,~ chosen are offered at EVERY ACC school 



uction 

The athletic departments, at the 1 2 schools, will 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiireceive information about the study 

iiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEaiic, h athlete, in the chosen sport, at every 
iiiiiiiiiii~!!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiisitiiiiituti~n has the opportunity to participate or not 



uction 

~Lim it atio n s 

Respondents may be reluctant to respond truthfully 
be ca u se n at u re of t h e to p i c, eve n t h o u g h t h ey will 
be p ro m i s e d co n fi d e n t i ality an d a n o nyrn i ty 

Not all ACC athletic departments will provide access 



uction 

iiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiSiiiiiiignificance of Study 

Discrimination and prejudices are pervasive in the 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~ I I e g e s p o rt e n v i r o n m e n t (s o u t h all e t a l., i n p r e s s) 

:i:i:!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHelip ACC athletic administrators determine the 
iiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieii×itieiiint to which their departments non- 
iiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiidiiiiisii~iiriiiminati~n policies reflect their athletes’ 



~Sex u a l - 0 r i e n t at i o n At t it u d e s To d ay 

Diverse sexual orientations are reportedly more 
acce pte d i n ot h e r a re as of soc ie ty, s pe c i fi cal ly t h e 
~o rkplace (Lu bens ky, Holland, Wiethoff a Crosby, 2004) 

Co s d e r a b l e r e s e a r c h d o c u m e n t s p e r v a s i ve 

sexismand heterosexism i ntheworldof 
competitive sport" (Gill, Morrow, Collins, Lucey & Shultz, 

sss ....... 

: 



of Literature 
~ollege-Campus Climate 

Mission statements portray a culture in which there 
~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~iii~is respect and acceptance of all regardless of, "...an 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiindividua~,s...sexua~ orientation, gender identity or 

iiii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigiieiiin~der expression" (The University of North Carolina at 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMeiii~beiiirs of athletic departments may not know, or .... 
fullysupporttheirown organization’s mission .... 



~Shi ft i n S e x u a l - O r i e n t a t i o n At t it u d e s i n t h e 
Area of S port 

Si n ce 1 9 9 0 s re se a rc h h as s h own t h at co II e g e- ag e d 
stu d e n t s a re mo re I i ke l y to be to I e ran t of s e x u al 
orie ntat ion (Barrett & Pollack, 2005; Lau man n, Gagnon, Michael 

and Michaeld, 1994; Loftus, 2001; Ohlander, Batalova & Treas, 



iiii!%iiiiiiiii%iiiiiSiiihiiift in Sexual-Orientation Attitudes in the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiAnderson’s (2002) Study: 

iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiN~ne of the 26 gay athletes surveys had been 
iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipiihysica~y assaulted or taunted by heterosexual 



of Literature 
~ Research Shows Homophobia Still Exists 

Wit h i n t h e Area of Coil eg e S port 

Undergraduate male college students have 
ext re m e ly n e g at ive t h o u g h t s towa rd s g ay m ale s a n d 
soc a I acce pta n ce of s e x u a I p rej u d i ce" (G ill et a I., 

When compared to female heterosexual athletes, 
heterosexual col lege- male ath le t es are mo re l i ke ly 
to be hos tile toward s gay m ale at hie t e s (Southall et alii 



of Literature 

~: ~ Gender Variable 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiin our culture, homosexuality is deemed disloyal to 
~~mascu~i n ity (Pronger, 1 990) 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBioiys learn that to be gay, to be suspected of being 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiga~i~r to be unable to prove their heterosexuality is 
iiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii~itiiiiiiiiacceptab~e in male athletics(Messner, 1994) 

................................. Gay mailiiies who do try to enter the sports culture are 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiieiieiiiiniiiiiiiiiaiisiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiaiirig~e~y deviant and dangerous participantsiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



of Literature 
Gender Variable Gay Males Embrace Male 
Sport Culture 

Clo seted g ay me n are d rawn to s po rt becau se of t he 
b e t e r 0 s e x u a l f a ~ a d e it p r 0 v id e s (P r o n g e r, ~ 9 9 o) 

Pa~ici p a rio n i n c 0 m p e tit ive t e a m s port s = 
ascu i n i z e d" (s o u t h a II e t a I., in p re s s) 

Part i c i patio n i n "s u b o rd i n ate d" s po rt s = 
et ~1., in p~ 



of Literature 

~ Gender Variable Female Athletes 

omen participation in athletics, whether as 
at h l e te s o r coac h e s, i s still affe cte d by a p revaili n g 
bete ro se x i st at m o s p h e re. Wo m e n i n at h I et i c s are 

likely to be perceived as lesbian..." (Krane & Barber, 
2 0 0 5 p. 6 7) 

Negative environment created further silences 
lesbians (K~ane & Barber) 



of Literature 
Gender Variable Female Acceptance 

Research has shown that females are more positive 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iihan males towards gays (Gill et al., 2006; Southall et al., in 

iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiFi~iiiriiiiiis~me scholars, such perceptions force women 
iiiiiiiii~iiiiiii!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiti~iiiiiibiieiiiiiiisub~rdinate and allow heterosexual males to 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiaiiiiiiiiniitiaiiiiiin~d~minati~n in society and the world of 



of Literature 
Ra ceiEthnicity Variable 

Sports play a unique role in the black community, 
~~s~ b I ac k at h I e t e s a re m 0 re g u a rd e d a bo u t t h e i r 
~~sexua~ orientation (Boykin, 2005) 

iiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAtiihiii~ietics provides blacks with a sense of pride, in a 
iiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ioiiiri~iidiiiiiiiiiin which they perceive they are still held back 
iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiibeii~iaiiuiseiiiiiii~fracismthatexistswithin society 



of Literature 
~ RaceiEthnicity Variable: Black Athletes’ 

Acceptance of Diverse 

Boy k i n (2 0 0 5) co n t e n d s 
to accept diverse sexual 

Sexual Orientations 

it is difficult for black males 
orientations because of the 

environ me nt they we re raised i n, com pou nded with 
the hyper-masculine sports environment they 



of Literature 

~beoretical Frameworks 

Theory of Sexuality 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSi~~cia~ Scripting Theory 



of Literature 
~The o ry o f Sex u a l i ty 

i c h ae I F o u ca u It s u g g e st s t h e o ry o f s e x u a li ty o r i g i n at e s 
from historical and cultural forces 

S h ap ed s ex u a l wo r l d we live i n tod ay, t h u s al s o s oc i ally 
co n s t r u c t i n g s e x u a I o r i e n t at i o n s ( P r o n g e r, 1 9 9 O) 

) Polarization of sexuality in our culture, forcing peopleto 

choose between either heterosexuality or sexual 
o tie ntat io n s. 

Sexual categorical myths can be traced back through years 
of history and help to explain why people are labeled into 
two categories (p~onger, 1990) 



of Literature 
Social Scripting Theory 

Social sexual scripting theory was introduced by 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiGagn~n and Simon (1 973) 

ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiPieople use a set of guidelines or beliefs (script), 
iiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iihiiiiiich they have learned from an early age, to shape 
iiiiiiiii~iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiihiiieiiiiiiiriiiiiiieiixperience and direct their behavior (Weiss, 



of Literature 
~ Social Scripting Theory 

Scripts or ideas are reinforced because they are 
co n sta n t l y re h e ars e d o n a stag e cal I e d I i fe 

:::Theory explain s why hype rmascu l in ity is so 
and homophobic 



of Literature 
~ Critical Race Theory (CRT) 

It is a movement solely focused on enhancing 
m i n o rit i e s, a n d fai I s to d evote a ny atte n t i o n to g ay 
or le s b i a n i s s u e s i n t h e b lac k co m m u n ity (Arriola, 
2000) 

Stance~esonatesintheentire b lackcommunity, 

o ~ie n~ation s a~e not wi d ely acce pte d 



of Literature 
Critical Race Theory (CRT) 

Disconnect in self identity. Makes it extremely 



Adapted from a survey used in previous study 
in ves t i g at i n g s a m e r e I a t i o n s h i p s (s o u t h all e t a l., i n p re s s) 

S urvey’s "scales and items were derived from previous 
campus0climate studies, as well as conversations with scholars 
engaged in gender or sexuality research and pioleted in a 2003- 
2004 study of athletes at a Division II university (Anderson, 2002, 



On previous survey specific questions were tested 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuit i I i z i n g Cronba ch’s alpha, e s t i m at i n g t h e s u rvey’ s 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini~terna~ consistency and reliability 

iiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiniiiiiii~iiirider to assess this instrument’s construct 
iiiiiiiii~iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiviaii~iiiiiidiiiiiityi~severa~ professors, from various 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiveiiiirsiiitiies~were asked to evaluate the survey 





iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiSiieiiilection of Survey Participants 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiA~~ survey participants were required to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiii~Atte n d a u n i ve r s i ty t h at was a m e rn be r of t h e At l a n t i c 

iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiPairitiiiiciiiDate in one of the 1 2 sports that were chosen 



iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii%iiiiiiSieiilection of Survey Participants 

A written letter and email will be sent to three 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiidesignated people at each university 

iiii!!iiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiniice school shows interest, further details will be 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii!iiiiii!!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEaiciihiiiiiiaitiihii~iete’ in the chosen sports, at every 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinistiiiituitii~iniiiiiiiiih~as the opportunity to participate in theiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



odo!ogy 

iiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiSurvey Distribution 

At each research site 

and Collection Procedures 

an investigator or the 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniversity athletic department staff will administer 

iiiiiiii!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTi~iieiiiiiiisame script and study protocol will be 
iiiiii!iiiiiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~inisiisitentateach research site 



odo!ogy 

iiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiSiiiuiirvey D ist r i b u rio n a n d Coil e ctio n P ro ce d u re s 

Survey packets include scantrons, surveys and 

iiiii!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSi~iiime teams may not be able to participate due to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii!iiiiii!!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiSitiaitiiiiisiitiiiii~iai~ii~s~ftware (SPSS 17.0) will be utilized for 



odo!ogy 

e sc r i pt i ve stat i st i c s will be co m p i l e d fo r all 
d e m o g rap h i c i n for rn atio n 

Eac h ot h e r q u e st i o n u s i n g a L i ke rt- scal e m e as u re, a 
Chi square analysis will be run to see if a 
re I atio n s hip e x i sts 

Study ai~s to see if there i sasignificantdifference 
between obse rye d fre q u e n c i e s a n d e x pe cte d 





El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Yakola <sdy@duaa.duke.edu> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 8:38 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 4Kay Golf Classic Raises Over $175,000 For Cancer Research 

Debbv, 
I enjoyed the day as well. Have a great rest of the week. 
gest, 
Sc.:_~tl: 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 3:26 PN 
To: Hecker, Brad; Scott Yakola 
Subject; FW: 4Kay Golf Classic Raises Over $175,000 For Cancer Research 
Thanks again for the great time! I ei~ioged the time spent all for a great cause~ 
H~ve a good hump day ~m~ weekend Stay in t.:_~uch, 

Go ACC~ 
debby 

F~m; Summer NcKesson ~C~) [mailto:wbcamailCwbcamail.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 1~, 2009 9:~6 AN 
Te= dstro@unc.edu 
Subje¢t; 4Kay Golf Classic Raises Over $17~,000 For Cancer Research 

For Immediate Release 

September 15, 2009 
Image removed by 
sender 

PRiMedia Contacts: 

Summer McKesson, ~%CA 

smcke sson(c~g w bea.org 

Lindsey Rogers, ACC 

lroger~a)~theacc.org 

Second Annual Kay Yow/WBCA Cancer Fund 4Kay Golf Classic 
Raises Over S175,000 For Cancer Research 

ATL_&NTA - The second m~nual 4KayTM Golf Classic presented by Nike, was a huge success as 153 
women’s basketball coaches, administrators and suppo(ters of the Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Fund(m, 
in partnership with The V Foundation for Cancer Research, gathered in (keensboro, raising over 
$175,000 for women’s cancers research. 

’q~he Kay Yow/V~CA Cancer Fund is vmy grateful to the ACC and the CiU of Greensboro for 

hosting the 2009 Classic," said Marsha Sharp, Executive Director of the Fund. ’qThe positive resIx~nse 

from our svmsors and coaches resulted in a record $175,000 being raised [br the Fund, m~ increase 

over last year’s $142,000." 

The celebration began with a charity auction and gala on Sunday night. Silent auction items donated 
from organizations around the nation raised neMy $10,000, but the real fireworks flew during the live 

auction. 

The first item was a pair of tickets to the 2010 Orange Bowl, subject of a bidding battle between the 

Virginia Tech and Auburn coaching sta£[~. As the bid grew; the lot was sweetened by Miami head 

coach Katie Meier ofiEring a dinner for four at Shula’s. 

The ne~ three items up for bid were Kay Yaw signature items, designated by Coach Yaw to benefit 
the Fund. First, a pinkN.C. State jersey autographed by Coach Yaw went m Debbie Leonard 
(tbmmr Duke coach), then a pink hat worn by Coach Yaw at the inauguraJ Classic went m Kristina 
John~m, United States Under SecretaU for Energy and lonTtime women’s basketball supporter. 
FinaJly, Coach Yow’s director’s chair led to a bidding wax between Fund board members Connecticut 
head coach Geno Auriemma and bored President Stephanie Glance. Auriemma prevailed with a 
generous $5,000 bid, then doubled his generosity by giving the chair back to the Kay Yow/WBCA 
Cancer Fund. 

Tennessee head coach Pat Summitt stepped up to volunteer her pink sparkly cowboy hat for an 

impromptu live auction item, complete with aa~ autograph to the winning bidder. After the bidding 

exceeded $1,000, Summitt stepped in and offered $2,000, on the condition that Texas assistant 



Mickie DeMoss wear the hat during a 2009-10 regnlar season game. Virginia Tech head coach Beth 

Dunkenberger volunteered to increase the bid if Texas head coach Gall Goestenkors would weaac the 

hat to coach a televised game. Further negotiations and genemsi~ t~m the assembled coaches led to 

a total $10,000 contribntion, and Goestenkors and Summitl agreeing to each wear a similar hat to 

coach their December 6 ESPN2 televised ~natch-up in Knoxville, Temp., in confinued public support of 

the Fund. 

Monday morning dawned into a glorious Greensboro day as 39 foursomes kicked offan 8:30 a.tn. 
shotgun start on the Grandover East and West courses. The format was a four-player captaJn’s choice, 

with separate tournaments on the East and West conrses. Awards and Nike prize merchandise, 

including golf bags, pntters, snnglasses, and apparel were presented to each of the top three teams as 

well as to wirmers of longest drive, closest to the pin, and longest putt. 

Team ACC, led by ACC Commissioner John Swofford, won the East Course tournament, while 

Team Robuck, captained by Frank Robuck, took top West Course honors. Full results axe included 

below. 

’][’he day ended ruth an awards luncheon and speeches from ACC Associate Commissioner for 

Women’s Basketball and Senior Wo~nan Administrators Nora Lynn Finch and Sharp. "It’s apparent 

that today’ s weather was or&red especially for the coaches by Kay Yow," Finch said to those 

assembled. 

This year’s event was hosted at the Grandover Resort and Conference Center - thanks to support 

from the Atlantic Coast Conference, the Ci~ of Greensboro, the Greensboro Coliseum, the ACC 
Tournament ttost Committee, and the Greensboro Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB). All 

proceeds benefited the Kay Yo~v/WBCA Cancer Fund. 

Local Greensboro women’s basketball coaches and administrators, led by UNC-Greensboro head 

coach Lynne Agee and Associate AD Kathy Roberts, also gave of their time and resources by serving 

as the Classic’s welco~ning com~nittee. The Fund’s founding pastners, including The Hasttb~vl, Nike 

and GlaxoSmitlkKline were also in attendance in support of the cause. 

Special thanks go to the following sponsors of this year’s Classic: Nike (presenting sponsor), Harrison 
Turner and the B~Tan Foundation (breald’ast sponsor), Guilford Sports Hall of Fmne (hole sponsor), 
Touchstone Energy (hole sponsor and beverage cart sponsor), Blue Cross Blue Shield of North 
Carolina (hole sponsor) and the Big XII Conference (beverage cart sponsor). 

East Course Results 
lstplace TeamACC(-ll) ACCCommissionerJohnSwoitbrd, ChadSwoitbrd, JeffElliott, 

Amber Elliott. 

2nd place Team Conradt (-8) Jody Conradt (former Texas head coach), Billie Moore, Mimi 

Griffir~ Cl~is Plonsky. 

3rd place Team Pepsi (-7) Brad Corbin, Jimmy Burns, Bob Rusher, Joey Rusher. 

Individual Awards: B.J. Chockley (closest to the pin #3), Debbie Leonard (fom~er Dnke coach) 

(closest to the pin #7), Tom Newcome, Sr. (closest to the pin #12), Lynn Davidson (closest to the pin 

#16), Amber Elliott (women’s longest drive #1), I~ista Kilburn (women’s longest drive #10), Jimmy 

Bnrns (men’s longest drive #6), Brian Ewald (men’s longest drive # 15), Debbie Ryan (Virginia head 

coach)(longest putt #5), Lulu Enre (longest putt #18). 

West Course Results 
1 st place Team Robuck (- 14) Frank Robuck, Billy Daniel, Geny HeraI:ovich, Bruce Ballard. 
2nd place Team Bladr (- 12) Gau Blair (Texas A&M head coach), Steve Stevens, Vic Schaeffer, 

Charlie Milstead. 

3rd place team Team Harper (- 11 ) Kellie Harper (N.C. State head coach), Jon Harper, Richard 

Barton, Chris Combs. 

Individual Awards: Charlie Hughes (closest to the pin #3), Jackie Ansley (closest to the pin #5), Dan 

Delmatro (closest to the pin #11), Kathleen Kunkler (closest to the pin #15 & longest drive #12), 

Nikld Caldwell (UCLA head coach)(women’s longest drive #2), Jon Harper (men’s longes* drive #6), 

Rob Rayl (men’s longest drive #16), Charlie Milstead (longest putt #7), Marc Bush (longest putt #18). 

For photo reqnests, please email Megan Smith. 

About the Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Eund 

’][’he Kay YowiWBCA Cancer Fund is a 501 c(3) charitable organization committed to being a part of 

finding an answer in the fight agains~t women’s cancers through rafising money for scientific research, 

assisting the underserved and uniting people for a common cause. Donations can be made at 
x~a~av.JimmvV.o~a or by calling 1-800-4JimmyV. All donations axe tax deductible. For more 

information, visit www.wbca.orgikavs’o~wvvbcacancerfund.asp. 



About The V Foundation 
The V Foanda’fon is a chantable organization dedicated to saving lives by helping to find a cure for 

cancer. The Foundation seeks to maJ~e a difference by generating broad-based support for cancer 

re,arch and by creating an urgent awareness among all Americans of the importance of the war 

against cancer. The V Foundation perfom~s these du~1 roles through advocacy, education, fundraising 

and philanthroW. 

About tl~e WBCA 
Founded in 1981, the WBCA promotes women’s basketball by uniting coaches at all levels to 

develop a reputable identi~~ for the sport and to foster and promote the development of the game as a 

sport for women and girls. For additionaJ information about the WBCA, please visit wbca.org. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ina Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreennmgazine.com> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 3:33 PM 

StromaJ~, Defx)rah f,ynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; debby@soulti~lgoltlcom 

RE: Fight lbr children 

Let’s move forward. Please resend a contract. No kill fee. 5500. let’s talk about the details early next week. Thanks for your patience - 

Best, ina 

Ina Samuels-Martinez 

President 

The Green Magozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY 10018 

T: 212.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 12:49 PN 
To: ’Ina Samuels-Martinez’ 
Subject; RE: Fight for children 

Vo~ are so sweet! I have kept the date open, It’s my birthday too and I would love to come back to town to celebrate with you and golfers. 

Spor,-t: Administr’ation Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisot- 

9~9. 843, 

Co]]ege Spor-t Research 

Car-o]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness C[ub 

Sigma A].pha I_.arabda (Leadership Honops Soc~.ety) 

F~m= 1ha Samuels-Nartinez [mailto:inam@thegreenmagazine.com] 
$ent~ Thursday, August 27, 2009 ~2:39 PN 
Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’; debby@soulfulgolf.com 
Su~ject~ Fight for children 
I’m t~ing to revive your contribution to this event. I’m getting close. Are you available on 10/5? Let me know. Thanks, ina 

Ina Samuels-Ma~inez 

President 

The Green Magozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY ~0018 

T: 2~2.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyss, Jennifer (jaw3u) <jaw3u~eservices.virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 4:27 PM 

Becky Ruegger < ~aol.com>; @ .com; Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 
~gmaJl.com; @carolina.rr.com; ~comcasl.net; Thornton-Bias, Kathy <Kathy Thomton- 

Bias@moma.org>;        ~aol.com; Val Ackerman <vackennan@usabasketbalLcom>;           ~yahoo.com; Wyss, Jennifer 

(iaw3u) <j aw3u@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Wyss, Jennifer (jaw3u) <jaw3u@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Women in Leadership conference 

Women in Leadership conference alumnae planning group: 

FY[, we have secured Cheryl Mills as a featured speaker at the Women in Leadership conference (honored as the 2010 Distinguished Alumna) 
and the conference will be held on Thursday and Friday, February 18 and 19, 2010. 

Thanks to all of you for your thoughtful and creative ideas regarding the conference, themes and content. Val and I would like to schedule 

our next conference call for next month. Please let me know your availability for a one-hour call during the times below (all Eastern time): 
Tuesday, October 6 - 10:00 - 3:00 
Tuesday, October :L3 - :tl:00 -4:00 
Wednesday, October :t4- 10:00 - 2:00 
Thursday, October :t5 - :L0:00 - l:00 
We will plan to concentrate our discussion on two topics: sponsorships and conference content. I will send briefing materials prior to the 

meeting. 
Thank you and I look forward to talking with you! 

Best, 
Jenny 
Jennifer A. Wyss 

Assistant Campaign Director 
Office of Development & Public Affairs 
University of Virginia 

P.O. Box 400807 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 
jaw3u@virginia.edu 
434-924-4:L49 (phone) 

434-924-0556 (fax) 

http://www.virginia,edu/development 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~eagles.nccu.edu;, 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 3:48 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@nccu.edu>; 

Graduate School Meeting 

@eagles.nccu.edu> 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman,            and myself have decided we wonld both like to meet with yon next Wednesday September 23rd at 1:00 pm. Please 

contact me if this lime is not good for you. We both are excited and looking forward to meeting with you and hopefully Dr. Soufl~all as well to discuss the program. 

Thank You. 



A 

First Name i Last Name iYear 

D 

iEmail 

E 

iMajor 

F 

i Career Interests 



H                 ~ 

Phone Number       i Best day for meetings           Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 9:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Wsup Dr. Stroman! ! 

Hey Dr. Strolnan, 

I dolft know if you remember me, but you were a bright light to Ine during Iny career as a student at UNC-CH. My only wish is that I wonld’ve met you earlier! Well, a 

lot of the things you t~a/ked about applied to real life, and I could tell you had the students best interests at heart. So I know you’ll keep on doing what you do best. 

As for me, life has taken it’s fare share ofturus, but I’m getting back on track. Before graduation in December    , I asked you for a letter of reference. At the time, I 

only had au inkling of an idea as to what path I was going to pul~ue professionaJly. So when you asked me what the letter of recommendation was for I just said 

teaching because I knew that it was something I was interested in. You said that we’d wait lill we gave our presentations, and you’d see how I carried mysel£ I’m 
smiling as I write this because, I can still remember your thce! Let’s just say I did a good jo!! 

Well, now, I mn getting into a variety of things, but let’s j ust say I’m pursuing the path of a chicken entrepreneur. I’m working odd job~ sharpening all tbrms of 

communication (public speaJ~ing, presentation, persuasion, etc.) skills, aJad dreaming of beiug CEO of my own business. The reason I write is not only to ~y hi, but, of 

course, to ask a favor. In a while I will be needing professional ret~reuces in the form of letters. This will especially be the case here iu the uext few yeaxs ifI do choose 

to go to Law School (I know, that came out of no where). So I’d really appreciate it ifI knew I could count on you for a professional reference. 

But yea. I also wanted to say hi! Lol, not too long after I graduated, I picked up a book you recommended: "The Power of Nice". I tried to read it, but it didn’t really 

hold Iny attention long enough. I figured I come back to it before negotiating a contract or level of pay. Now-, I need some clari~, WHO were the authors of the book 

you recommended. You see, just the other day at the libra .ry. I rau into a book titled "The Power of Nice", How to Conquer the Busiuess World ruth Kiudness by 
Linda Kaplan thaler and Robin Koval--a great read! I don’t know if this is the one, but it is good. 

Well Dr. Stroman, rm glad to see you’re doin well (well, your pic fftill shows that lively nature of yours), I hope all is well. And ifrm ever in Caroliua, I’ll definitely be 

contacting you for lunch. Thanks for everything, I look forward to hearing from you. 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Weiss "_c}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 11:07 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fw: TAR HEEL TEAM TEMPO: And away we go again! 

To:       ~nc.rr.com 
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 11:05 AM 
Subject: Fw: TAR HEEL TEAM TEMPO: And away we go again! 

--- On Fri, 9/18/09, Jackie Lambertsen <jackie@~eridians. us> wrote: 

From: Jackie Lambe(tsen       ~meridim~s.u~;> 

Subject: TAR HEEL TEAM TEMtU,): And away we go again’. 

To: "Janet Sparrow" <           ,~@hotmail.com> 
Date: Friday, September 18, 2009, 9:37 AM 

i i~ B ..... 02 Original.jpg 

TAR HEEL TEAM TEMPO Update 

September 18, 2009 

evem~s a,~’ possib[e~ 

CALENDAR 

Sun&v Monday, October 4- 5~ 2009: Reece Holbmok Silent Auction and GolfCl~sic 

Each year at the begimfing of Oc~ber, UNC coaclms m~d pla~rs help o~amze m,o chafi~ble events: a silent auction of spo~ ~nemorabilia and a golf 

~umament. Happily conMbufions from tNs year’s events will help offset medical expenses. To learn morn about this 

ch~ble event, click hem. 

This year Team Tem~ members are encouraged ~ assist ruth these events. Click hem if you would like to volunteer to assist ruth the Silent Atmfion 

on Sunday, October 4th. Besi&s C~eemrs, the Silent Auction needs help ruth: 

Auction Registration (gathering individual information and cc#’s), 

* Silent Auction (setting event up, answering ang questions, collecting sheets when auction ends, item collection & distribution to w~nners), 

and 

Live Auction (collecting w~nning bidder information and setting up deliver~ ootions based on item size/availab~litg) 

Click lmm if you woNd like to volunteer to assis~ the Golf Classic on MoMa~; October 5th, with Golfer registration at both UNC Finley or Chapel 

Hill Count’ Clnb conr~s. 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 

Team Tempo membe~ a~d those inmmsled in learning morn about our organization axe invimd m gather lbr a ~fluck Nm~er m kick off fl~e 2009- 

2010 season on Tnesday, October 6th at 6:00 P.M. in the pas~m ne~ to Coach Hatchell’s home. We have Nso invited the s~ffofthe L~C 



Women’s Basketball progpam ~d their ~hmilies. 

Prior to a short business meeting where we will expl~m the new s~ructure t~r our o~anizafio~ Coach Hatchell will sha~ her outlook ~r ~e coming 

~son. Then we will enjoy the fruits of our kitchen efib~s~ 

l~ite a potential ]~am I~mpo member as your guest~ The Kick-Off mee#~g is sche~led&~lN OR SHINE~ {fit rains, we will have an 

opportuni& to tour Coach HatcheH’s home~ Brino a chair and se~inff utensils for your contribution~ 

Click here to ~ql~ by F#d~, September 25th, to tell us’ what you plan to bring and to receive personal name tags’ and directions’ to Coach 

HatcheH’s home. 

Committee: Events 

The newly formed Events Committee is up and roiling! Interested in a four night stay in Las Vegas at the UNC Women’s Basketball hotel 
for $650/person including airfare as you attend the UNC-UNLV contest on November 22rid? Or last minute Christmas shopping in Myrtle 

Beach outlets staying at the team hotel before watching UNC play USC in mid-December? 

If so, click here to review the current Tar Heel Team Tempo event opportunities for the up-coming season. This is only one part of several 
dynamic programs in development by your Team Tempo. 

Be sure to attend the Kick-Off Meeting to request other functions that you enjoy! The Events Committee is designed to provide those 

activities that you most desire. Let them hear your voice! 

Coach’ s Critiq ue 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell hopes that all Team Tempo members understand how much she personally appreciates our efforts to promote 

attendance at UNC Women’s Basketball games! She extends her personal invitation to thank you personally on Tuesday, October 6th, as 

she prepares for a new, exciting season. RSVP today’. 

TE ~/~PO TALK 

Call for Vohmteers for Officers 

Thank you for your fabulous support! We now have five volunteers for the Steering Committee chairs and three for the Executives. Not only can you 

express your positive energy, but volunteering allows you to interface with other outstanding, enthusias~tic supporters of UNC Women’s Basketball. If 

you consMered volunteering l~st weelL please ewJuate the one remaining position: 

Secretary 

RecoM and keep the ~ninutes of monthly meetings of the Board and semi-mmual meetings of the general membership. Should be familiar with 
Microsoft Word. If you would like to volunteer for Secretary, click here. 

Access to MEMBERS ONLY area of TEAM TEMPO web site 

To access the MEMBERS ONLY area of the Team Tempo web site, either click on the large photo of a full Carmichael s*adium on our home page 

or access: 

http:i/~,ww.meridians~usincteamtempoimembersimembers only.htm 



Note: This update is posted on the www.mefidia~s.us/ncteamtem~o site. 

As a U,RC Women’s [3a~;ketbai[ fan, [~iease er~o),, this ~ssue o~ Teatn Temf~o~s newsletter ~)r tt~e 2009-20 [0 season. Between No~,ernber and A~r]i, we ema[] one newsle~te~ 

a ~,~’eek w~th everyt[~ing we cart find about the next ~,~’eek’s acti~[t~e~;, news about the UN(2 Women’s Bas]~etba[] [~ogram, and news about o~r activities. [3etween May and 

October, we etna[i one newsletter a mont[~ with ne~,v’e; concermng oJ g-sea~;on actlx, ities ’i’o unsubscribe, simply click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~eagles.nccu.edu~, 

Monday, September 21, 2009 8:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Graduate School Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to follow up to make sure that our meeting for Wednesday September 23rd is still in good standing. Contact me back if anything has 

chmiged regarding our meeling. Thank You. 

On Thu, Sep 17, 2009 at 3:47 PM, ~eagles.nccu.edtc, wrote: 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, and myself have decided we would both like to meet with you next Wednesday September 231~1 at 1:00 pm. Please 

contact me if this lime is not good for you. We both are excited and looking forward to meeting with you and hopefully Dr. Soufl~all as well to discuss the program. 

Th~mk You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Lmnbert <bl8w@cms.mail.virginia.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 9:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: - virginia (and others) on ESPN2 

hi stro, 

thnx for the update on 
triangle, let’s stay in touch 

¯ she’s been on my mind lately, and i’d love to get together sometime, coming to c’ville anytime soon? i don’t know yet if i’11 make it to any games in the 

xoN 

brenda 

On Mon, 21 Sep 2009 18:01:44 -04(;0 

"Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>Thanks for sharin!! All is well here in Carolina Country. The Hoos are 

>looking pretty’ pitiful in football It looks like the Groh era is over The 

>competition for his job ~vill be ve~’ stifP (Ricl~nond, B 2~.~’, ECU head 

>coaches just to name a few.) 

> 

>The first year class here are rely strong The?’ will get lots of quality’ 

>minutes so the?- need to be ready to play. 

and we aren’t sure yet if she will play this season She is a 

>very sweet person¯ 

>[\/~y classes are going well and the semester is rolling by fast Do stay in 

>touch and let’s tpf to get together outside of a game this year. :) 

>ttugs, 

>debby 

>dstro@unc.edu 

>University" of North Carolina 

>Exercise and Sport Science Department 

>Sport A~ninistration Specialization 

>919843.0336 

>On Mon, 21 Sep 2009 16:49:00 -0400, "Brenda Lambert" 

><bl 8w@cms.maihvirginia. edu> wrote: 

>> --- the forwarded message follows --- 

>Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU 

> 

>University" of North Carolina 

>EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

>919¯843.0336 

>dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ina Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreenmagazine.com> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 9:34 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fight lbr children 

Hi! When you get a chance, lets discuss some of the details for this event. It’s going to be a little different than what you’ve done in the past. All doable - 
I plan to be out on Friday so if you can connect with me before that - 
Much love & GOD bless - i 

Inn Samuels-Martinez 

President 

The Green Magazine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY 10018 

T: 212.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 12:49 PM 

To: ’Inn Samuels-Martinez’ 
Subject; RE: Fight for children 

You are so sweet[ I have kept the date open, It’s my birthday too and I would love to come back to town to ce~ebra~e w~th you and go~fers~ 

Go Heels, 

Sport Ad~n~stcation Faculty and [-XSS Academic Advisor 

919. 843,0336 

College Sport Reseat’oh Instikute 
Carolina Spor’ts B~siness Club 

Sigma Alpha I..ambda (Leadership Ho~ors 5oc.i.et-y) 

F~m~ Inn Samuels-Martinez [mailto:inam@thegreenmagazine.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 ~2:39 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’; debby@soulfu~golf.com 
Subject: Fight for cNIdren 
I’m t~ing to revive your contribution to this event. I’m getting close. Are you available on 10/5? Let me know. Thanks, inn 

Inn Samuels-Ma~inez 

President 

The Green Magozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY 10018 

T: 212.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@emaikunc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 5:02 PM 

Emckson, Sadye Paez <sadyeemckson@med.unc.edtr~; Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lunch tomorrow (Wednesday)? 

traw~Jt.vcf 

Hello ladies, 

Still on for lunch tomon-ow? I’m looking forward to it. 
Lenoir at 12 noon? Let me know. My schedule’s flexible. 

Sophie :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ina Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreennmgazine.com> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 4:01 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fight lbr children 

Okay, Fm getting some push back on the price. I’m having a call tomorrow to discuss it. How low are you willing to go? Please let me know before I have this call. Thanks, ina 

Ina Samuels-Martinez 

President 

The Green Magozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3rd Floor 

New York, NY :1_00~_8 

T: 2~L2.629.4920 

F: 2~_2.629.4932 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:0:t PM 
To: ’Ina Samuels-lVlartinez’ 
Subject: RE: Fight for children 

Hi, Here’s the e-w_m@)n. [ will fax th~-’_~ signed back pag~:_~. ~’hanks, 

Ge i ieds, 

l~)e’b( r; 1-~ ~< tromart "1:’11.12),, CI_L; 

U~-rC at Chapc] [ Jill 

919.843.033(? 

https/’/www.unc.e du/’depts//exe~cise/’sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There ~s ~ d~y ca~led Rome on every continenL 

F~m; 1na Samuels-Nartinez [mailto:inam@thegreenmagazine.com] 
Sent; Thursday, ~ugust 27, 2009 ~2:39 PN 
T~ ’Deborah Stroman’; debby@soulfulgolf.com 
Subject; Fight for children 
I’m t~ing to revive your contribution to this event. I’m getting close. Are you available on ~0/57 Let me know. Thanks, ina 

Jna Samuels-Ma~inez 

President 

T~e ~reen Maoozine 

222 West 37th Street, 3r~ Floor 

New York, NY 10018 

T: 212.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 1:03 PM 

Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; ’Barron Damon’ @yahoo.com> 

’William A. Keyes’ <wkeyes@i4rc.org>; ’William Hawkins’ <william.l.hawkin@accenture.com>; Sta~mm~, Detx~rah Lynn 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Tee ti~ne at Finley 

Lob THE game of the year for the Heels will be a tough ticket to secure. If 
I hear of any tixs for sale :), I will let you know. 
I have tentauvely put the round un my schedule. Terri, I will get a fourth 
if the date wurks out I will keep yuu posted. 

Thanks again! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administratiun 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a c~ called Rome un every cuntinent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Terri tlouston [mailtu:thouston(h?email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 10:41 
Tu: Barrun Damun 
Cc: William A. Keyes; William Hawkins; Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Re: Tee time at Finley 

OK, geez you guys are kiHin me[[{[ Johnny got us a goud tee time, nut 
the fees, and the best I can do for FSU vs. UNC is ESPN :) 

smooches 
-terri 

BalTon Damon wrote: 

> Terri 
> I have it on ray schedule. No~v I need two tickets for the game. Can you 
> work that out too. 
> Barton 
> 

> --- On *Thu, 9/24/09, Terri Houston/<thouston@email.unc.edu>i* ~vrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

From: Terri Houston <thouston@email.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Tee time at Finley 

To: "William A. Keyes" <wkeyes@i4rc.org>, "William Hawkins" 
<william.l.hawkins@accentare.com>, "Barron Damon" 

~yahoo.com> 
Cc: "Deborah Lynn Stroraan" <dstro@anc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, September 24, 2009, 9:36 AM 

Friends, ~ve’re all set for an 11:30a tee time at Finley on 10/22. 
I’ru unable to join you at 11:30a as I have rehearsal at 12p at Kenan 
stadium, but will catch up later I’ve invited my colleague Dr. 
Stroman, who may also join us if her schedule permits. 

Please confh-m if we’re still on’. 

-telTi 
-- Terri C Houston 
Director, Recruitment and Multicultural Programs 
D~versity and Multicultural Affairs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 9128/Suite 2105 SASB Nor~]a 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9128 
919-843-6086 Work 
919-962-5063 Fax 

Terri C. Houston 
Director, Recruitment and Multicultural Programs 
Diversity and Multicultural AfIhirs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 9128/Suite 2105 SASB Norfla 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9128 
919-843-6086 Work 
919-%2-5063 Fax 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenau- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 2:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

NBA China and NBA Career Contacts 

Dr. Stroman, 
NBA executives Adam Silver, Deputy Commisioner and CO0, and Heidi Llebarroth, President of Global Marketing Partnerships and International Businses Operations are on 
NBA China’s Board of Directors. I’ve read numerous articles quoting Heidi Ueberroth, so I’d consider her contact information especially helpful. 
The job listed at NBA.com is a Marketing!Advertising!Sales Associate in the Associate Program. (This is the link, not sure if it works because I had to search for "Associate": 
http://careers.peopleclick.com/careerscp/client nba/externa~/i~bDetai~s.d~?functi~nName=qeU~bDetai~&1~bP~s~-~d=2~93&~~ca~eC~de=en-us) I’ve already submitted my resume 
and created a profile. If your friends could provide any contact information for HR or the people who head up the program, that would be great! That way T could mail them a 
cover letter and my resume. 
I will send you an electronic copy of my resume when I get home - it is saved on my lap top. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kalie@collegenet.com on behalf of 

hell@applyweb.com 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:15 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Evaluation help request number HELPREC 32834998 20090924150210 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for contacting Help. It looks like       listed your email address under dstro@unc.edu. You already have an account under dstroman@email.unc.edu. Would you 
like your email listed in        application changed to dstmman@email.unc.edu? Otherwise, you’ll need to create a new account with dstro@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Customer Sewice 

Help@ApplyWEB.com 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc edu> 

Yo: help@applyweb com 

[bate: 09/24/2009 03:04 PM 

SLa~iect: 
Evaluation help request number HELPREC_: 

Requested change to dstro@unc.edu (additional email) and vesification link won’t work (440 error) 

Help link won’t work (440 error) 

Evaiuato~’s email address: dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Emaii address used as username, if different: 

Applicant’s name: 

Applicant’s email address, ii psovided: 

Institution to which 5eoommer~daLion is beJr~g sub:itted: Ur~iversity of 

Form code of reconrr:endation: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kalie@collegenet.com on behalf of 

hell@applyweb.com 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: Evaluation help request number HELPREC i 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for your reply. Your email has been changed to dstroman@email.unc.edu in 
complete his letter of recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

Customer Sewice 

Help@ApplyWEB.com 

application so you should be able to log into your existing account and 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 

’:o: <help@applyweb.com> 

[bate: 09/24/2009 03:21 PM 

RE: Evaluation help request number 
S~_:biect: 

Yes, please change to . ]i~anks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Slromar~, Ph.D., CLU 
DqqC at Clmpel }{ill 

Kxercise m~d Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

htq’~://w ww. unc .edu/dept s/exercisdsI, x~rt admirtistration 
Weekiy Weird Foot: There *s o citg cafled Rome on every continent. 

From: katie@collegenet.com [mailto:katie@colleqenet.com] On Behalf Of help@applyweb.com 
Sent; Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:15 PM 
To; Deborah Stroman 

Subject; Re: Evaluation help request number HELPREC. 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for contacting Help. It looks like       listed your email address under dstro@unc.edu. You already have an account under dstroman@email.unc.edu. Would you 
like your email listed in        application changed to dstroman@email.unc.edu? Otherwise, you’ll need to create a new account with dstro@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Customer Service 

Help@ApplyWEB.com 

F=’om: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc edu> 

Yo: help@applyweb com 

Date: 09/24/2009 03:04 PM 

SL:biect: 
Evaluation help request number HELPREC 

New Password for @st~oman won’t work 

Requested change to dstro@unc.e@u (additional emaili 

Help link won’t work (440 error} 

Email address used as username, if different: 

and verification link won’t work (440 error) 



Applicant’s name: 

Appiicant~s email address, if provided~ 

Institution to which reco~k~k~’ndatiol~ is being submitted: University of 

Form code of recoK~nendation: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

StromasL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Administration Masters Program 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is          I have recently graduated from college at NC State this pafft spring, and will soon be applying to the Sport Administration graduate program at 

UNC. It has been recommended to me from Dr. Shields m~d Dr. Southall to meet with as many faculty members associated ruth the program as possible. Since Dr. 

Shields told me in an e-mail that you may be involved in the selection process, I would be interested in setting up a time to meet ruth you if that is possible. I realize that 

the program only ~lects nine students each yem~ and that it is a competitive tield. So any advice you could give me, particularly on the essay would be appreciated. A 

meeting would also give us a ch~mce to know each other better. 

My work ~hedule is pretty busy this week aa~d my employer does not put out a schedule for next week until this coming Friday, but I would greatly appreciate it if we 

could meet sometilne at your convenience. If you could, e-mail me the times that would work best for you. 

Thanks for your time and consideration, 



Team Tempo eNewsletter Brainstorm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 6:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: grad school essay 

I’ll probably be tied up for the rest of the night, but I’ll try. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
Subject: RE: grad school essay 
Sent: Sep 28, 2009 4:32 PM 

Thales! I forgot to mention the Smith Center option for making $. Call me 
later tonight after 8:30, if possible 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the la~- 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 4:19 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
SubJect: grad school essay 

essay is attached, thanks [’or everything! 

Sent on the Sprint(~ Now Network from my Black[3erry(~¢ 



Carolina Sports Business Club expected expenses 

T-shirts- printed at AMgC Sport Supply 

o $5each, for 50 members 

"    $250 

o Total: $250 

Business cards- printed by Kinkos 

o $5 each, :100 cards for 50 members 

,    $250 
o 5139 total for 500 cards for 8 each executive board members 
o Total: 5389 

Speaker gifts 

o (6) 520 gifts 

o Total: 5:120 

Refreshments for October 20th meeting 

o Total: 5100 

Total: 5859 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email. unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>;                         ~email .unc.edtr~; 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Carolina Sports Business Club T-Shirts] 

Re Carolina Sports Business Club T-Shirts.eml.msg 

@email.unc.edu-~; 

~email. unc.edu>; 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~!e~n~Jl.unc.edu>; 

Deborah Lynu <dstro@unc.edu:> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Caroliua Spo~s Busiuess Club T-Shirts] 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
~email.uuc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@emaAl.uuc.edt~-; Stroman. 

I think this sounds fantastic! I think 50 is a good number to get since 
our funds are limited and we will be giving them out to only paid 
members. ’]’hanks for passing this along. Navy with Carolina blue will 
be a nice combo 

wrote: 

........................................................................ 

Subject: 
Re: Carolina Sports Business Club T-Shirts 
From: 

~email.unc.edu> 
I)ate: 
Mon, 21:05:32 -0400 
To: 

@cmaihunc. edu> 

To: 

~email.unc. edu> 

Alright        Here’s what I’ve got for you. The shirts will be 
$5.99/shirt for 50, $5.50ishirt for 75, or $4.99 per/shirt for 100. 
There will be NO TAX, NO SHEPPlNG, NO SCREEN SET ErP C’EL~kRGE. This is 
based on prepay with a check at the time of artwork approvah After 
payment and approval, the order will be delivered ~vithin 5-7 business 
days. How- does this sound? Let me kno~v when you ~vould be prepared to 
make the payment and I can give you an exact price and approximate 
arrival time for the order. Thanks so mucht 

@emaihunc.edu 

wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> short sleeve. 
>> 

>> Color: nawy blue with Carolina blue writing 
>> number: 50 
>> size: full frunt 
>> 

>> with our o~vn design, attached. ~vould you give a discount if we put 
>> like your logo on the sleeve or anything? just checking :) 
>> 

>> thanks, 
>> 

>> 

wrote: 
>>> I’ve just spoken with nay boss If you can answer these questions, I 
>>> can get you the pricing almost instantly This would be a price with 
>>> the submitting of your own design 
>>> 
>>> V~at color t-shirts? 
>>> How many colors in the logo and ~vhat are the color(s)? 
>>> How man?- t-shirts? 
>>> ;Vhat size is the logo? (left chest, Ib.ll tlcunt, full back)? 

>>> ~Vl-ote: 
>>>> ok great, thanks so much HopetMly we can get our project started 
>>>> by the end of this ~veek! 

>>>> wrote: 
>>>>> As far as I know, $25/hour. I’m not 100% sure how to set up a time 
>>>>> with the artist or anything like that, but I can check on it for 
>>>>> you and have some information by tomorrow evening hopefully. 



>>>>: ~r)email.unc edu 

>>>>>> Surry to be a pain, but how much extra would it cust [’or yuur 
>>>>>> artist tu design it’? 

>>>>>> thanks! 

>>>>>>> Sounds great. We can do the shirt in Carolina blue, white, navy, 
>>>>>>> or any other color you guys would like. We have an on-site artist 
>>>>>>> that can do a design for you, but the club will save a decent 
>>>>>>> amount of money if you’re able to come up with it yoursel£ Just 
>>>>>>> email me when you get an idea together and we will take care of 
>>>>>>> it. Talk to you soon. 

>>>>>>~ ~email.unc.edu 

>>>>>>>> thanks for getting back to me so fast! I was thinking the 
>>>>>>>> cheapest way for us ot have the t-shirts made would just be a 
>>>>>>>> design on the front, maybe a colored tee. We don’t really have 
>>>>>>>> a design yet but could get one as soon as possible. I will 
>>>>>>>> omail my executive board now to start a t-shirt design. Thanks 
>>>>>>>> so much for your help and I will be in touch! 

>>>>>>>>> Hi 

>>>>>>>>> My name is             I work for AMgC Sport Supply. We do 
>>>>>>>>> all our t-shirt from a particular company, Iicom whom we receive 
>>>>>>>>> a discouaat that ~ve can pass along to our customers We can very 
>>>>>>>>> likely produce the t-shirts for you at a price of ~-5, or at 
>>>>>>>>> least very close If you could, just let me know ~vhat color 
>>>>>>>>> shirts you ~vould like, how many, and if you have artwork 
>>>>>>>>> prepared that you would like to go on the shirt, please attach 
>>>>>>>>> that and specify ~vhere you would like it placed on the shirt 
>>>>>>>>> After all that, I should be able to have a price estimate for 
>>>>>>>>> you within a short time period and ~ve can get the order squared 
>>>>>>>>> away. Feel t?ee to call or email me anytime, and please spread 
>>>>>>>>> the word about AMgC and pass along my email to any other 
>>>>>>>>> organizations you know of on campus. Thanks        Talk to 

>>>>>>>>~" ~email.unc.edu 

>>>>>>>>>> Hello, 

>>>>>>>>>> My name is                and I am         of the Carolina 
>>>>>>>>>> Sports Business C]ub. I received yuur in]2)rmatinn from 
>>>>>>>>>>          whu mentioned that your company cuuId print us 
>>>>>>>>>> t-shirts fru $4-5 each, one sided I would ]ove some more 
>>>>>>>>>> in[urmatinn because we are frantically trying to find someune 
>>>>>>>>>> to print t-shirts ]2)r uur organizatiun. 

>>>>>>>>>> ’]’hanks fur your help! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 9: ! 8 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

RE: Sport Adminislration Masters Program 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for your reply. When are your office hours on Thursday? I know you had mentioned in your previous e- mail than your office hours on Wednesday were 

during the afternoon. If they are in the morning on Thursday, I may be able to come talk to you then as I do not begin my shift at work until 2PM that afternoon. 

One last question, where is your office located? 

Thanks tbr your time, 

--- On Mon, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email une. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.nnc.edup 

Subject: RE: Sport AdmiNstration Masters Program 

To: @yahoo.corn-- 
Date: Monday, - ....... ,4:46 PM 

Hi     . Thank you for ¥oar inquiry I have office boars ot~ Wednesday afl:er~oons and on Thursdays, ~f your schedule conflicts, p~ease ema~ me with 
spe(:~fk: t~mes so ~ may check my schedule ar:cord~ng~v. 

Yes, our prog~arn is very (:ofr~pet:itive and it ~s pruder~t to share more about yourself. We (:ar~;:] t: provide you w~th sgx~dfic t~g)s ~r~ the applk:ation g)roc:ess. 
The essay must reflect you on paper, that,s why it ~S irnpor’tant to v~sit with us so we car ~eam even more abou[ you. 

Please let rne know your avaiiab~[ity. 

~) 1[ 9.8 43.033 6 

http:,//’www.unc.e du/depts/’exercise / sport administration 

WeeMy We#d f:~ct: 77~e sentet~ce "777~, qvick brown fox jump~; o~.,er tf~e I~z~, doff." uses every h~l{~’r 

From: [mailto ~@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, " 11:02 AM 
To-" dstro@unc.edu 
Subject-" Sport Administration Masters Program 

Dr. Stroman, 

IVly name is          I have recently graduated l~om college atNC State this past spring, and will soon be applying to the Sport Administration graduate 

program at UNC. It has been recommended to me from Dr. Shields and Dr. Southall to meet with as many faculty members associated with the program as 

possible. Since Dr. Shields told me in an e-mail that you may be involved in the selection princess, I wonld be interested in setlmg up a time to meet with you if 

that is possible. I realize that the program only ,selects nine students each year and that it is a competitive field. So any advice you could give me, particularly on 
the essay would be appreciated. A meeting would also give us a chance to know each other better. 

My work schedule is pretty busy this week and my employer does not put out a schedule tbr next week until this coming Friday, but I wo[dd greatly appreciate 

it if we could meet sometime at your convenience. If you could, e-mail me the times that would work best lbr you. 

’I’ha~lks for your time and consideration, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 7:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Catching up 

Hi Deborah, 

It was great ruaming into you at the soccer game I would love to get 
togeflaer some time. My email is          ~gmail com. 

Hope all is well 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyss, Jennifer (jaw3u) <jaw3u~eservices.virginia.edu> 

Thursday, October 1, 2009 4:35 PM 

~comcast.net; Becky Ruegger ~ @aol.com~; 9’ .com; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~gmaJl.com; ~caroIina.rr.com; ~comcas~t.net; Thornton-Bias, Kathy <Kathy Thomtou- 

Bias@moma.org>;         ~aol.com; Val Ackerman <vackemmn@usabasketbalkcom>;           @yahoo.com; Wyss, Jennifer 

(iaw3u) <j aw3u@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Wyss, Jennifer (jaw3u) <jaw3u@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Next Women in Leadership conference - conference call 

All: 

I am sor~, ~2~r the late notice, but we will plan to hold our next conference call on next Tuesday, October 6, 1:30 - 2:30 p.m. 

I don’t have the call-in information at the moment but will send that first thing in the morning, along with our agenda; I just wanted to get this on your calendars. PLEASE let me know if you 
can no longer make this meeting. My notes show that everyone can make this meeting but Lilian (sorry!) and Lisa can attend for the first half. 

Thank you for your flexibili~" and I look forward to talking with you soon! 

Jennifer A. Wyss 
Assistant Campaign Director 
Office of Development & Public Affairs 
Universi~ of Virginia 
P.O. Box 400807 
Charlottesville, VA 22904 
j ennyw-j @irginia.edu 
434-924-4149 (phone) 
434-924-0556 (fax) 

http://www.virginia.edu/development 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@em~il.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:55 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

study abroad work 

porttblio intorduction.docx 

Hello Dr Stroma~ 

It was great running into you the other afternoon and I hope your 
semester is going well! \~z time abroad was utterly amazing and I can’t 
thank you enough for writing me such a ~vonderful recommendation to make 
the whole experience possible I attached the beginning sections of my 
portfolio that I compiled as a final project for my internship. It gives 
a brief introdu ction to the organization I worked with, some of the 
personal goals I had when I began working for them, as well as a summary 
nfthe first week I spent in the nffice that outlines some of the work I 
completed I would love to stop by and catch up further about my trip 
last spring as well as the beginnings to my senior year here at Carolina 
(I can’t believe I’m a senior!!) so when are your office hours this 
semester and where are you lncated? 

Thanks again so much for ynur help in my study abroad experience, it’s 
added so much to my undergraduate education and ynur recommendation 
played a huge part in that[ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

I’d like to meet with you (Sport Admin.) 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for your reply to my last e-mail I sere you. I just requested to be off work for next Wednesday and Thursday               ~ because you had told me 

that your office hours were on those dates. If it’s possible, I’d like to have a meeting with you to tell you a little bit about myself and why the UNC Sport Administration 

program is my first choice for graduate school. Let me know if those dates do not work for you. I did notice that Carolina’s Fall Break begins the week after that. 

Thanks again 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda.Smith@TownofCa~.o~ 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 4:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Econ hnpact 

Got your voice mail - working on getting the info for you. Will send as soon as I have it. 

Thanks tons for all of your help! 

Best 

Linda 

Linda Smith 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resoumes 
PO Box 8005 
Ca~y, NC 27512 

Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 469-4344 
linda .smit h@townofca ry.org 
www.townofcary.org 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

"Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc=edu> 

10/06/2009 02:47 PM 

To <Linda Smith@TownofCary.org> 

cc 

Subject Econ Impact 

Hi. I left you a vmsg. Thanks! 

I need the final attendance numbers. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculr}, 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Larubda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smit}t Bldg. CB~, 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

a?__I~i~__~_~i:i~_ !_~ :~!~_~%I=~,L_£~!~_~_~E~2!I~ ~ ! 2[ i 

leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J, CaHaghan 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2009 8:26 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hi there 

Hi Debbie, 

Just checking to see if you have received an email from me. I sent it 
to the address listed on the UNC website first Don’t know if you got 
it or not. 

My email is          ~)gmail com. My cell is          Hope to see 
you soon and play some golf. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R Square <markeling@rsquareanalytics.com> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 10:37 AM 

alsexs@unc.edu 

Customized Surveys for Universi~ Athletics Depaxtments 

Research for Universities Spor~s & Athletics 

R Square implements comprehensive student and staff research 
surveys for Athletics and Sports departments at Universities. 
Our services include Questionnaire Design, Survey Hosting, and 
Data Collection. We specialize in generating powerful reports 
with Actionable Recommendations based on accurate statistical 
analysis of data. 

Our solutions help meet specific objectives of each study by 
combining exhaustive analysis with in-depth reporting. 

We do customized surveys focusing on: 

Student &. Staff Research I 

Sports Merchandise Shopping Research 

Capital Campaigns ] 

Marketing for Sports Events 

More Information 
For more information about our services please call 1-781-228- 
1756 or visit our website .~£~££=~9.~.~.!~£.{!.{!.{!.!~!.i;.~A;.~E).. To have 
our project team contact you, please fill the form on the side of 
this email. 
Proposal or Quote 
If you have a potential project that you may want us to 
implement or to get a free quote, please fill up our 

~ form. 

About R Square; 

R Square is a leading provider of web based research and 
survey consulting. We integrate traditional market research 
techniques with in-depth statistical analysis to convert data 
into competitive intelligence and customize our results for each 
client, 

Related Clients: 

~.!~.~:~.i~..~5~r~ 
UCLA 

Request More lnfo 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

Title: 

Company: 

I-mail: 

Phone : 

This message was sent by: R Square Inc. *35 Eleventh Ave, Scituate, MA, 02066* 

Please do not reply to this email. Pl~ase click here to Unsubs~ibe or send an email with ’UBSUBSCRIBE’ in the subject 
field to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics <i~ffo@Dightcommission.info> 

~Vednesday, October 7, 2009 2:26 PM 

Stroma, Delx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Knight Commission to Release Major Findings of[Jniversity-President Sur~Tey 

Knight Commission 

President Su ey State 
of ColNe Athletics at 20th 

7b Be Zar£~ed by Commissio~ af October" Me@~g 

WHO: 
The KnigN Commission en ln~ercollegia[e Athbtics 
cb£ed by g.~1ffiarn E. "Bril" K[itwan, Chaec~.qer, U~vetsi~y 
Syale~ of Ma~B~xt, and R. Gera~d Tu~ne~, Presk~ent, 
Southern Methodist University, w~l be jobbed by exper~ 
pa~leBib ~ldud~8!~ ,J~*~ De,any, Big Ten 
Cedrb Dempsey, former NCAA Ptes~dent: Nea~ Pilson, 
former Preside~t, CBS Sporls and Gene Smith. Directo~ 

d Athletics, The ebb State 
WHAT: 
The Knight Comnissb~. a~ hxl@ender~t orga~izatbn that 
pro~hotes a retbr~h agenda ~e better at~gn colbge spor~s 
progra*~s with educat~eRa~ m~ssbns, B~s coedu(:bd ~l- 
depth open,ion research of FBS @rmedy Divisbn 
university presk~ents. Th~s b a f~st-of4ts-k~d bok at 
a~t~tudes of h~gher education badership on co~bge spor~s 

fisa~ces dudn{~ becer[a~l econe~c 

To co~h~hemota[e ~he 20th anniversa~ efthe Knight 

meel b discuss the su~ey #indin~s aed l:N~r ~mp~ica~kes 

as we~ as assess the ~mpact of polby changes made 

over the past iwo decades, 

As parl of lhe meeting, the Co~snis.qon will hunch 
Colbge Sports ’101, an i~eractive, Web-based repe~t 
provides an overview of the bus~ness a~d eco~omic 
~andscape ef ce~[ege sports. T~e repeal provkJes ~i~aec~a} 
dala thal sheds new light on 1he key ~ssues confrontirlg 
h~gher educatbn baders~ 

~o~day, Octobe~ 26th 
9:30 a.~n.q2:30 p.~n. EDT - Con~raission Meeting 

3:00 p.m.-.3:30 p.m. EDT - Media Calf 
Calloin informatio~ will be provided to lhose who RSVP. 
WHERE: 
EPIC Hotel. 270 Bisca,ine Boubva~d 
Mia~ni, FL 
CONTACT: 
katie.reardon@widmeyer.com o[ 202.(~67.0901 e£. 1500 
For ~ore informatbn and to subsq’ibe to ~ece~ve future 

upda[es, visi[ v~.Kni#htCommission.or~ 

Forward email 

This email was sent to dstro@unc.edu by info@kniqhtcommission,info. 
._U_p___d_£t__e___Lr__o__f_i]#J’_~_r33_a__L[___A___d__d__L2__s__s_ j Instant removal with .S_g__f._e_.L_[n_._s_.u__’q.s_c_.r_i..b_e_.T~’ I [_~_[_L_v__a___c_z/. 

Policy. 

E~maii Pia:-ketin~i 



Knight Commission I 3520 Prestwick Drive I Fayetteville I NC I 28303 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 5:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Womeffs Conference 

Women Conf2009.jpg 

Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazier-Bowers and I am a faculty member in the School of Dentistry. I am also a member of St Paul AME chumh and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 
conference. I am contacting you today because you come highly recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda Richardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 
church activities. Every year, St Paul has a Women’s conference in the Fall. Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special activity to enrich and enlighten our 
participants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of finding a person who can lead our session on a ’linancial" topic. He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and positive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial ideas. I have 
heard that you are all of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an expert, but based on your blog and web page, you sound perfect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even if you simply tell how you did this. 

The annual conference takes place from November 11th - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening (about 1 hour) workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th. I would be 

honored if you would consider this request and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 
to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? I am looking forward to meeting you one day soon. 

All the best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Bmuer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <~,lvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 7:44 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Cont~rence 

Thanks for the positive response! 

I am so please and excited that you agreed to participate! I also hope that you can join us for some part of the conference... 
The pastor wants this topic to be a combination of the first of 2 topics you suggested because he feels this is a good time to build hope versus "gloom and doom." We will be 
having a separate night for health cm~. This year the topic is ’"#Vomen as Caregivers." This will included mental and physical (biological) stresses that occur in this group and 
how to cope. You are more thatn welcome to attend this too and contribute as you see fit. This will be on Thursday. 
131 definitely give you more details as we near the date. 

Best, 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 07, 2009 11:39 PM 
To; Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject; RE: 1nvitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Syivia. Thanks so much for invitation to speak at yoar conference! I wouid be i~onored to serve. In my iife before UNC, I regulariy spoke at ct~urches 

around the country. I stili hold my licenses as a financiai planner. 

As we get cioserto the date, keep me posted on detafls such as the start time. 

Possible ~op~cs fnclude: Ffnancial Tips in a Recession En~repreneur~al Keys or a more general blend of a few topics around health and success. Let me 

know. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

919-S43-033(? 

https/’/www.unc,edu idepts/exe~ciseisport administration 
Week~v Weird Fact: l~vezyone m the Middle" Ages believed- os Arh;!ode hc2d .- tho~ ~he he~t’t wc2s ~he se~ of inteflige, nceo 

F~m: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylviajrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 5:00 PH 

T0: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Invi~tion M paiticipa~ in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazier-Bowe~ and I am a faculty member in the School of Dentist~. I am also a member of St Paul AME church and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 

conference. I am contacting you today because you come highly recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda Richardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 

church activities. Eve~ year, St Paul has a Women’s conference in the Fall. Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special activity to enrich and enlighten our 

pa~icipants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of findin9 a person who can lead our session on a ’1inancial" topic. He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and positive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial ideas. I have 

heard that you are all of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an expel, but based on your blog and web page, you sound perfect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even ~fyou simply tell how you did this. 

The annual conference takes place from November 11th - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening Obout 1 houo workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th. I would be 

honored if you would consider this request and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 

to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? I am Iookin9 fo~ard to meetin9 you one day soon. 

All the best, 
Sylvia 

Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 

University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Depa~ment of O~hodontics 

7450 Braver Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(9~ 9) 966-2762 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com; 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 11:03 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hi there 

Debbie 

Glad you got the email My email has been suspect at times I will 

back in town Oct. 21st. Give me a call when you can 

On Oct 8, 2009, at 12:42 AIV~ Deborah Stroman ;vrote: 

Hi I did receive your note I have been on travel and in 
catch up 
mode. I ;vill be out of town most of next week. Let’s try to connect 
face-to-face the week of the 18th. I ;vill t~ to give you a call soon 
though. 

Thanks again for the follow up. 

>d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as 
Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 8:26 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Hi there 

tli Debbie, 

Just checking to see if you have received an email from me I sent it 
to the address listed on the UNC website first. Don’t know if you got 
it or not. 

My email is          ~gmail.com. X{y cell is Hope to see 
you soon and play some gol£ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Possible dates 

Dr. Stmman, 

Right now, I will be available on tl~e 19th, 20th, and 21st of this month. I have family coming up from 

then. After that, I have nothing plauned for tl~e follomng week (Oct 26th-Oct 30th). 

Thanks 

uutil that weekend so I will not be available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Will do! 

Cynthia Stone 
IVlen’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 
fax: 919 962 2306 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 10/8/2009 12:36 PM > > > 
Eli. Would you plea~.a? forward this note to on~:_~ of the recruiting coache~? Than]~s. ~ hope you are doh~g we~L did [olk)w up w~th rne regard#~g the Advbor N~ght 

[or Caro~irla 5por[s }]us~ness C~ub. 

91[ 9.84-3.0336 

~ ................................... 
Weekly Weh-d ~roct: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - os Ari~tode ,~d - thet the heort w~s the ~eot O.f intelligence, 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 $2:35 PN 
To: ’ 
Subject= RE: 

You are most we]come~ Gbd Lhat you are a fan~ We have wonderful fsns around the world and we appreciate your support~ 

L:J:4C at C]~aF<i } tiJ[ 

91[ 9,843,0336 

]]I:t~:////wWWtlrCe]tl/(]e tk/c~er({sc/s or .................................................... ~ .......................... ~ ................................... 
Weekly Weird ~roct: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - ~s Ari~tode ,~d - thet the heort w~s the ~eot O.f intelligence, 

F~m: [mailto: Dhotmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, October 08, 2009 ~2:32 PN 
To= dstroman@emaiLunc.edu 
Subject= RE: 
Nrs Stroman 
Thanks Very Huch for taking time out of your busy schedule to rep~y back to my email [ really appreciate this from the bottom of my heart.He been 
notice by big time programs, just havent had a~ot of exposure.He p~ays     for the _                    .Here are a couple of write ups on Espn and 
different          sites on 

.Thanks very much for forwarding this email over to the department:[m a big Unc fan and fol~ower,[ wish you and al~ 
your programs that best of LucM 
Thanks Very Nuch 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: 
Date: Thu, 8 Oct 2009 11:49:37 -0400 

Hi, Thanl~ you for your not~:_~. ]’o b-:~ very dir~-:~ct r~-:~garding your inq{my, i1: b important to {mderstand that NCAA DI is B~G th~e sports ff           ¯ has noL been 

noticed by the t:op programs by now, he has to take the inKmtive to gain exposure. This effort may mean 1) sending film t:o t:he schools of his chok:e, 2) playing on an 

~} attending co~fege camps, and 4) vbidng colleges. 

Top programs are VERY selective and don’t v~siL student atMetes who aren’t M the Top $00 in the entire USA. The cost #wo~ved is very expensive and during a 

recession, ~t ~s even more un~keJy, Note: The atMetic d~rector for NCAA D{ programs does not get invobed h~ the recruitment of athletes for their coaches. 

I hope thb he~ps. 

What is your ; name~ I wi~J forward hb name to the office ~ust in case they are ~n the area recruiting someone else. 
Go 



9~9~843.0336 

ht~p://’www.un<edu/’depts/ex~cise/spo~* admi*~Jsrra6on 

From: [mail~: }hotmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, 7:06 AN 
To @unc.edu 
Subject= 
Hi are you doing? 
~y name is and I wanted to contact the athletic director of Unc.I have a thats a in 

is a very small school and my brother dosent get the coverage he should due to the fact of the school being very small 
students).I was wondering if its anyway that Unc coaches can come out and watch my brother play this season to give him a honest look.He 

last season as a sophmore.Please return my email ,I appreciate you taking the time out of your busy schedule to read this 

email. 
Thanks Very ~uch 

Have more than one Hotmail account? -Lj--n---k---t---h---e----m--~-t--~--g~-e---t--h-~-e---r-~-t---~-~-e---a-~-s-1[~-a-~-c--c-.--e---s--s-.---b---~--t---h-~= 

New! Receive and respond to mail from other email accounts from within Hotmail Find out how. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

yahoo.tom> 

Friday-, October 9, 2009 12:36 PM 

StromasL Deborah I#nn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you m~d some background irttb 

Resume 3.doe 

Dr. Stroman, 
That date is fine, see you then. Attached is some background information of myself for your reference. Let me know if you ace unable to open the file. Where is your 
office located? 
Tha~ you 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda.Smith@TownofCa~.org 

Monday, October 12, 2009 10:56 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Econ hnpact 

Here you go. These figures do not include the teams, coaches, umpires or staff. If you need to add that information, the team travel parties were 25 people per team, 7 
umpires (all 7 stayed for the duration of the event), and approximately 30 staff per day. Eight teams arrived on May 21. One team left May 25, one team left May 26, two 

teams left May 27 and two teams left May 28. 

Game 1 May 23 - 614 

Game 2 May 23 - 427 

Game 3 May 24 - 389 

Game 4 May 24 - 394 

Game 5 May 25 - 530 

Game 6 May 25 - 378 

Game 7 May 26 - 401 

Game 8 May 26 - 317 

Game 9 May 27 - 289 

Game 10 May 27 - 270 

Game 11 May 28- 318 

Game 12 May 28 - 378 

Game 13 May 30 - 329 

I don’t know how you factor in the day with no games, but Friday, May 29, there were no games played. Obviously the two teams in the Championship Game and their fans 

who were in Town had to stay. 

Let me know if you need additional information. 

Best 

Linda 

Linda Smith 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resouroes 
PO Box 8005 
Caqt, NC 27512 

Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 469-4344 
linda .smit h@townofca ry.org 
www.townofcary.org 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

"Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

10/06/2009 02:47 PM 

To <Linda Smith@TownofCary.org> 

cc 

Subject Econ Impact 

Hi. I left you a vmsg. Thanks! 

I need the final attendance numbers. 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 



College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Lea3ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J, CaHaghan 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vunc@salhonors.org> 

~Vednesday, October 14, 2009 1:34 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL at UNC: Meeting Reminder 10/15 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is just a reminder about out" meeting on T~?~rsday, 

O~:tober 15 at ~:OOpm in the ~t~en~ un~on room 3I02. 

SAL website 
SA~ H~h~di~ At th~s meeting we are ~o~ng to help o~t the Community 

House on the corner of Co[umb~a and Rosemary, Street that 

wi[[ ~o towards ou r October community seP,4ce event. We 

need to make approxJmatety 150 peanut butter and je[ty 

sandwiches. At[ matedats needed to make the sand~Jches 

v,4[[ be provided, including gloves and hand sanitizer 

Also remember this is breast cancer awareness mo~th, 

so BRING YOUR YOPLA~T LiDS to the October and 

November meetings. To learn more about ways to help 

breast cancer, click here to visit their website. 

Sincerely, 

, Chapter President, and the Officer Team 

UNC-CH Chapter 

Sqgma Alpha Lambda 

Chapter emafl: unc~sa[honors.org 

Forward email 

ii~~ Safe Unsubscribe j 

This email was sent to dstro@unc.edu by _u__n__g~_s_#_L[?__o_~__o_r_s_=__o_r_q. 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda I 50J_ Village Green Parkway I Suite i I Bradenton I FL I 34209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: study abroad work 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks so much for the email and I’m glad you enjoyed looking through 
some of the work from my internship. If it’s ok, I’m applying for a job 
with campus recreation to work in one of the gyms and ~vould like to use 
you as one of my character references. I’m sure if they were to inquire, 
it would be ver,v brief but I just wanted to ask to make sure it ~vas ok. 

I’ve got a few exams and other assignments to get out of the way before 
fall break but when we get back, rll shoot you an email and be sure to 
stop by ?’our office hours 

Thanks again for all your help’. 

Best, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Thanks for sharing You are special person and I know you have lots to 
> contribute to this world[ Keep shining! 
> 

> I am in Smith Building (right where we saw each other), which is across from 
> Swain parking lot I hold office hours on Wednesday afternoons and 
> Thursdays. 
> 

> Let me know when you can stop by. Pretty soon you will be a graduate! 
> 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
> that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: rmailm ~email uric edu] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 6:55 PM 
> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: stu@ abroad xvork 
> 

> Hello Dr. Stromar~ 
> 

> It xvas great rum~ing into you the other afternoon and I hope your semester 
> is going wellt My time abroad was utterly amazing and I can’t thank you 
> enough for writing me such a wonderful recommendation to make the xvhole 
> experience possible. I attached the beginning sections of my portfolio that 
> I compiled as a final project for my internship. It gives a brief 
> introduction to the organization I worked xvith, some of the personal goals I 
> had when I began wurking for them, as well as a smmnary of the first ~veek I 
> spent in the office that outlines some of the work I completed. I would love 
> to stop by and catch up fmther about my trip last spring as well as the 
> begitmings to my senior year here at Carolina (I can’t believe I’m a 
> senior!!) so when are your office hours this semester and where are you 
> located? 
> 

> Thanks again so much for your help in my study abroad experience, it’s added 
> so much to my undergraduate education and your recommendation played a huge 

part in that[ 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<unc@salhonors.org> 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 8:11 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL at UNC: Meeting Reminder 10/15 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is just a reminder about out" meeting on T~?~rsday, 

O~:tober 1 5 at ~:OOpm in the ~t~den~ un~on room 3102. 

SAL website 
SA~ H~h~di~ At th~s meeting we are ~o~ng to help o~t the Community 

House on the corner of Co[umb~a and Rosemary, Street that 

wi[[ ~o towards ou r October community sewJce event. We 

need to make approxJmatety 150 peanut butter and je[ty 

sandwiches. At[ matedats needed to make the sand~Jches 

v,4[[ be provided, including gloves and hand sanitizer. 

Also remember this is breast cancer awareness mo~th, 

so BRING YOUR YOPLA~T LiDS to the October and 

November meetings. To learn more about ways to help 

breast cancer, click here to visit their website. 

Sincerely, 

. Chapter President, and the Officer Team 

UNC-CH Chapter 

Sqgma Alpha Lambda 

Chapter emafl: unc~sa[honors.org 

PS. Crick on the facebook image or join our group here: 

http://~.facebook.com/home.php?#/group.php? 

gid=30307810730 

Forward email 

iii~ Safe Unsubscribe j 

This email was sent to dstro@unc.edu by unc@salhonors,orq. 
Instant removal with ~_[A~_~_~£~.~,TM ] f~_d_Z#_~__[~A[j_~_Z, 

Sigma Alpha Lambda I 501 Village Green Parkway I Suite 1 I Bradenton I FL ] 34209 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

KRISTINA M MEISSEN <l~nmeissen@wisc.edu> 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 4:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,ynn ~<tstro@unc.edtr~; 

Hello’. 

Critic~J Essay Kristina Meissen.doc 

~emml.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Hope all is ~vell! I think you are off at a conference this week but wanted to run something by you 

I have been working on an assignment for a Doctoral Inquily class It involves finding a burning question for a dissertation topic and looking at it according to 3 methodological 
approaches. 

I have attached what I have...if either of you have time in the next few weeks I would love to hear your thoughts. 

Ithought of you bothtoday as I was attndning a Wisconsin (;enter for Education Research Seminar featuring Dr Shaun Harper (UPENN). He presented to the Athletics Department and Dept 
nf Education on black male college access, adjustments and achievement and how to engage student-athletes in enriching educational experiences. It was very good. 

His studies can be found at 

http:works bepress corn/sharper 

THA]x’KS! ! tlope you are both doing well!!! 

Hugs, 

Kristina 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 
Doctoral Candi date 
Dept. of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
Teaching Assistant 
Department of Kinesiology 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
cell: 

kmmeissen@wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, October 17, 2009 1:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Capital .!~z Golf 

Great tilne a~d great gol£ See you uext year. 

On Fri, Oct 9, 2009 at 4:35 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi New 
Goll~rs! 

Greetings 

to you. 

Yes, we 

are almost 

ready to 

boaN a 

ship full of 

fun, food 

and 

fellowship 

not to 

mention 

great 

music’. 

FYI. We 

are 

meeting 

on 

Saturday 

at 4:30 

p.m. in the 

Conference 

Room. 

Stay tuned 

to your 

first day 

itinero~.. 

Live Well, 

Debby 

Deborah 

Stroman, 

Ph.D. 

C[IJ 

w~¥.dstroman.com 

www.soulfulaol£com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport P, esearc-h Instimt:e 



Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ds~ro(@mc.edu 

h ttp:!///www.unc.edu/depts/’exercise//sport administration 

IVe are all stz~dents a~d teachers. I qi~en ask myse~i, "}Vha~ did I come here ~o [earn, and ~ha~ did I come ~o ~(~’ach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 18, 2009 9:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Tucker Center Lecture Mon. Oct 19 available LIVE! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Evel~-one in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

From: Nlcole M LaVoi [mailto:mnlavoi@unm edu] 
Sent: Thu 10/15/2009 3:26 PM 
Cc: Nicole Jv~ LaVoi 
Subject: Tucker (;enter Lecture Mort Oct 19 available 

The Tucker Center [’or Research on Girls & Women in Sport is proud to 
announce our fall Distinguished Lecture, 
Monday, October 19, 7:00-9:00pro CST will be available via LIVE stream. 

The lecture is titled "Facing off Over Facebook: The Impact of Social 
Media on Women’s Sports" 
Over the past 30 years, scholars have documented numerous ways in which 
traditional sport media marginalize and sexualize female athletes. 
Into this vast-and i~fluential-media landscape appears the recent and 
e×ponential explosion of social media platforms such as Facebook, 
Twitter, and YouTube. Will this technological paradigm shift challenge 
or reproduce the ways in which female athletes are traditionally 
portrayed in mainstream sport media? Will the unprecedented populari~ 
of social media-and the alternative "ways of knowing" it provides to 
traditional media-fundamentally alter how we view women’s sports? Three 
panelists with diverse experiences and perspectives will "face ofl~’ and 
take on these important and largely unexplored questions as we move into 
the Age of New Media. 

To access hve streaming information please go to our blog: 

http ://tuckercenter. xv ordpress, cotr~’2009i10/15/cant-attend-th e-dls-w atch-it-li 
ve/ 

To find out more about the lecture or the Tucker Center, visit our website 
www.tuckercenter.org 

Nicole M. LaVoi, PIeD 
School of Kinesiology ] Universits~ of Mitmesota i 203 Cooke Hall i 

Mitmeapolis, MN 55455 
Associate Director i Tucker Center for Research on Girls & Women in Sport 
www.tuckcrcenter.urg i 

Co-Director ] Nhunesota Youth Sport Research Consortiun~ ] ww~v.MNYSRC.org 
voice: 612.626.6055 ] rwalavoi@unm.edu ] Twitter: @DrSportPsychi 
ww~v.nicolemlavoi, com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ncsu.~du 

Sunday, 10:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm~@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ¯ Collegiate Sport Marketing course next spring 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for the help, though I am not sure I can take undergrad courses and 
get credit unless they are 400 level (or that is how- it translates over 
here). Do you know by chance though if there is an updated list of 
courses that the program at UNC is offering this spring? It seems the 
sports science website might be outdated. 

I am very interested in collegiate athletics and my adviser suggested I 
tly taking a course or two over there, but it seems the ones listed on the 
website have changed. 

Thanks, 

Hi . I am not teaching the sport marketing course this upcoming 
spring 

I have for~varded your note to Dr Cooper who teaches 

Nute: - Graduate course and - Undergraduate cuurse 

Go ACC, 

Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 

Weekly Weird Fact: Everyune in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristutle had 

that the heart was the seat uf intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From         ~ncsu edu [rnai [to:        (~ncsu edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 9:50 PM 

Tu: dstrom an@email.unc.edu 
Sut~ject: EXSS    - Cullegiate Spurt Marketing cuurse next spring 

I)r Struman, 

> I needed to e-mail you to see if it was possible to enroll in yottr course 
> next semester? I know- that I do the paperwork tl’uough my school, but I 
> believe I needed your pem~ission first before I was able to enroll, and 
> was wondering if you could tell me about the process, or if you think this 
> would be a good move to make. 
> 

> Thanks for all your help! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Monday, October 19, 2009 8:03 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Invite letter for 10-27 

Dr. Stroman: 

Thanks again for the invitation to the panel on 10-27. I still need a letter of invite with all details to give to my company If you could get it to me by tuesday that would be good. I ~vill be out 
of the office begining on Wed. 

Thanks again, 
Jelt’rey W. McLeod, Esq. 
Associate Commissioner 
CIAA 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBercy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 11:52 AM 

StromasL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ThaJxk you and ~)me background info 

to Dr. Stroman about .docx 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for seeing our 

tomomsw. 

(cell 

and your help in this email. I do know how busy you are, but I have attached a letter to you that I really hope you read before seeing 

--- On Fri, , Deborah Stroman <&troman@emaiL unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you and spine background info 

To: " _ ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Frida,i, 1:09 PM 

~_et this note serve as a learning opportuniW. A~.~ opp.:_~.~ed to ignoring your note, f am choosing to respond to help yotL 

~ do appreciate your reaching ou~ to ~XSS Sg faculty, t-toweve~, pa~t of your job to he~p us know yo~ and your capabilities is to do your OWN ~esearch. ~t ~s 

your responsibility 1o find us as you have internet, campt~s maps, UNC webs~tes, telephone, etc. Although I wot~ld love 1o assist wkb your request, ~ just 

don~t have time to map my office w~th respect to my duties as a professor, advisor and program coordinator. To be quite frank, ~ am somewhat 

disappoh~ted h~ your questions and requests that with careful thought and planning you couM answer. Remember, our program is very competitive. We 

are looMng for the best of the besd:. We want student:s who are se~f-starters and indegx~ndent: thinkers and doers. ~ hope the5; note ass;[sts you in t:hat 

understanding. 

[ wi~[ review your resume for our short chat. 

~-[ave a good weekend. 

Thanks. 

Exercise and S~o~t Scie~ce ~)ep~. 

919~84:3~0,3:36 

http:iiwww,unc~eduidepts iexerdseisport admb~istration 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, October 97, 9009 - 7:3o p.m. 
Fetzer lO9 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of advising toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations, f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. Cbmmissioner of the CL4A; Ron Peoples, CEO 
of Peophs Financial Se~:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC! ~lY2xrBA player Ivog, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UNC men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email preside.nt                             @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 5:21 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@emml.unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu> 

Tile Club - Advisor Night 

CSBC Oct Advisor Night.pdf 

~email. unc.edu>; ~email .unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FYI. See and share attachment. 
Emails went to UNCAA staff, EXSS faculty and student listservs. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 
E~XZc, S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership 1: tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
dstro(a),unc,edu 

We are all students and teachers. I o~en ask mysel[, "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Educational Sofmare Newsletter <news@discount- educational- software.org> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 8:05 PM 

alsexs@unc.edu 

Educational Sottware News-October 2009 

Enjoy great academic savings on software from Adobe, Nhcrosoft, Corel, Autodesk, and others! See details below. 

Computer Products f,ar Education is pleased to provide Educational Software News to current students, faculty, staff; and schools with news, pricing, and availabili~z of Academic Edition 
Software from Microsoft, Adobe, Corel, Autodesk, Quark, EndNote, FileMaker, and many other major software manufacturers. 

Please visit our website for more infolrnation: 
http ://www. discount-educational-software org 
or call 800-679-7007. 

Educational software is exclusively available to Qualified Students, Facul~z, Staff and Schools of K-12 and Higher Education institutions. (see belo~v for details) 

...... Education Prices for October 2009 ........ 

Education Standard You 
ADOBE Price Retail Save’. 

Acrobat 9.0Professional $15495 $499 69% 

Aider Effects CS4 $359.95 $999 64% 

CS4 Design PremIum $598.95 $1799 67% 

CS4Desiga Standard $449.95 $1399 68% 

CS4 Master Cullection $99895 $2499 60% 
CS4productiunpremium $59895 $1699 65% 

CS4Web Premium $549.95 $1699 68% 

CS4Web Standard $398.95 $999 60% 

DreamweaverCS4 $199.95 $399 50% 

Flash Professional CS4 $249.95 $699 64% 

II[ustratorCS4 $19995 $599 67% 

InDeslgn CS4 $19995 $699 71% 

PhutoshopElem~PremiereElem7.0 $118.95 $180 34% 

Photoshop Elements 7.0 $68.95 $140 51% 

Phutoshup Extendend CS4 $29895 $999 70% 

Premiere Elemenks 7.0 $6995 $140 50% 

Premiere Professiuna[ CS4 $349.95 $799 56% 

SuundbouthCS4 $79.95 $199 60% 

http ://www.discuunt-educational-suftware.us/adube.htm[ 

(1) CS4 Design Premium includes: 
Ir~Design, Phutoshup Extended, Illustrator, Flash Pru, Dreamweaver, and Acrobat 9 Pro 

(2) CS4 Design Standard includes: 
InDesign, Phutushop, IHustratur, and Acrubat 9 Pro 

(3) CS4 Master Cullectiun includes: 
Ir~Design, Photoshup Extended, Illustratur, Flash Pro, Dreamweaver, Contribute, Fireworks, After Effects Pru, Premiere Pro, Suundbuoth, Encore, OnLocatiun, Ultra, and Acrobat 9 Pro 

(4) CS4 Productiun Premium includes: 
Photoshop Extended, Illustrator, Flash Pro, At~ter Effects Pro, Premiere Pro, Encore, OnLocation, and Ultra 

(5) CS4 Web Pemium includes: 
Photoshop Extended, Illustrator, Acrobat 9 Pro, Flash Pro, Dreatmveaver, Contribute, and Fire~vorks 

(6) CS4 Web Standard includes: 
Flash Pro, Dreamweavcr, Contribute, and Fireworks 

Education Standard You 
MICROSOFT Price Retail Save! 

Office 2007 Home & Student(1) $148.95 $399 63% 

Office 2007 Professional(3)* $189.95 $499 62% 
Oft]ce 2007 Standard(2) $148.95 $399 63% 

Office 2007 Ultirnate(4) $259.95 ~79 62% 
Office 2008 for Macintosh $148.95 $500 70% 
Powclpoint2007 $118.95 $229 48% 
Project 2007 Professional $198.95 $999 80% 
Project2007 Standard ~9.95 $349 80% 
SQL Server 2008 Workgroup $449.95 $699 36% 
Visio 2007 Professional $159.95 $559 71% 
Visio 2007 Standard $84.95 $259 67% 
Visual SPadio 2008 Pro $109.95 $899 88% 
Window-s 2008 Ser,~er Standard $519.95 $799 35% 

http ://www.discount-educational-software.us/microsoft.htrrll 

(1)Office 2007 Home & Student includes: 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote. 

(2)Office 2007 Standard includes: 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook. 

(3)Office 2007 Professional includes: 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, Publisher 

(4)Office 2007 Ultunate includes: 
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, Publisher, Groove, InX’oPath. 

Education Standard You 
AUTODESK Price Retail Save’. 



AutoCad 2009 1-Yr License    $15895 $3750 96% 

AutoCad 2009Perpetual License $379.95 $3750 90% 

AutoCad 2010 5-Yr License    $149.95 $899 83% 

AutoCadArchitecture 2009 1-YrL $15595 $4995 97% 

Autocad Architecture 2010 5-YrL $15995 $4995 97% 

Inventor Professional 2009 1-Yr $15595 $5195 97% 

Revit Architecture 2010 5-YrLic $15995 $4995 97% 

http ://www.discount-educational-soft~vare.us/autodesk.htm l 

These Autodesk prices are for Students, Faculty, & Staff for personal use - pricing for schools for institutional/class-room lab use is different Please call 800-679-7007 for more information. 

Education Standard You 
AVID Price Retail Save! 

Media Composer Academic 3.0    $293.95 $2495 88% 
Media Composer Studio $994.95 $3495 72% 
Pim~acle Liquid 7.2 $159.95 $999 84% 

Education Standard You 
COREL Price Retail Save! 

Draw Graphics Suite X4 $98.95 $429 77% 
VideoStudio X2 Pro $59.95 $99 39% 
WordPeffect Office X4 $98.95 $299 67% 

For more information, visit our website at: 
httl):i/www.discount-educational-software.ora 
or call 800-679-7007. 

School purchase orders may be faxed to: 800-679-6996. 

Educational Software has the exact same features alid ftmctionality as Commercial Full-Versions of the software. 

Visit our website to view thousands of other items and accessories available from CPE at similar discounts. 

All soft;vare products licom CPE are authentic original sotl;vare from the manufacturer. These are not pirated software copies All software comes in original manufacturer’s packaging and 
contains a valid verifiable license. 

Volume Licensing: 

For volume licensing informatiun for schools for quantities of five to ten (5 -10) or more units of software, depending on the product(s), please call 800-679-7007 for more information 

Qualified Educational Buyers: 

The f,allowing are defined as Qualified Education Buyers. Qualified Educational Buyers must provide the below verification upon making any purchase 
1. Students of Higher Education - All enrolled college, junior college, community college, technical school, vocational school, and umversity students. 
2. K-12 Students - K-12 students are eligible for most, but not all, academic-edition software products. 
3. Teachers - All K-12 school and Higher Education institution teachers. 
4. K-12 school and Higher Education institution facul~z. 
5 Staff- All K-12 school and Higher Education institution staff 
6. Schools - All elementar,v, middle and high schools (K-12 schools); vocational and technical schools; correspondence schools, including Internet correspondence schools, and all 
colleges, including junior and communi~z colleges, and universities. 
7. Home Schools - Home schools are now eligible to purchase most Academic Edition software. Home schools must be approved on a case by case basis. Please call f,ar more details. 

Verification: 

Purchasers must provide fax-verification of status as being a current faculty, staff, or student After placing your order, you simply fax to CPE either: 
(a) a copy of a current p~cture School ID. Card; or, 
(b) a current paycheck stub with an alternative picture I.D (drivers license, etc) Sensitive information may be blacked out; or 
(c) Schools may purchase by faxing a valid school purchase order. 
For more details, call us or visit our website. 

CPE is an Authorized Education Reseller :[’or X/iicrosoft, Adobe, Macromedia, AutoDesk, Corel, Sony, Avid, Pinnacle, Symantec and many other major software manufacturers CPE is a 
national software distributor committed to providing the best prices and the best customer service to the Education Community[[ 

Prices generally remain unchanged until the end of the month. However, all prices and availability are sut~ject to change without notice, due to factors outside our control. 

We hope you have found this message valuable. However, if you do not wish to receive any more newsletters from CPH, please use the following link: 
http://www.discount-educational-software or~/rem.asp?a remv&e alse×ss(fr!unc edu 
Or call 800-679-7007 for additional options. 

Sincerely, 

Computer Products :[‘or Education 
5325 140th Avenue North 
Clearwater, Florida 33760 
Tel: 800-679-7007 
Fax: 800-679-6996 
support@disc aunt-educational-software, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John A. Spencer <john.spencer@540se.com> 

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 8:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC - Club Event 

John Spencer’s Bio.pdf 

},.i~: 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 6:49 PM 
To: john.spencer@540se.com 
Co: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: UNC - Club Event 

Hi John, Please forward Vou~ bio~ Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smi’d~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(?h)unc.e&* 

We are a// students and teachers, t often ask myself; "What did f come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John A. Spencer <john.spencer~540se.com> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 8:45 AM 

Stromm~, Deborah Lynn ~<tstm@unc.edu>; Williams- Johnson, Tracey D <twilIiam@uncaa.unc.edu> 

!3_t__t__p:/iwww. eu ro basket, corn/Tu rkey__i_ba sket ball. aspTWo men =1 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy. Ivory Latta 
(168-G-84, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. Mersin did not waste too much time to 
surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way closer as they trailed by 6 points at the 
first break 16:22 [read more] 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 

Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy. [_v__o____ry____L___a_~. (168-G-84, agency: ._5___4____0_. 
._S__p___o__~__s_., college: .__N_,__C____a___r__o__[i__n___a_.) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. 
Mersin did not waste too much time to surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way 
closer as they trailed by 6 points at the first break 16:22. Olympia Scott (188-C/F-74, college: Stanford_) and Ivegin stretched the gap to 15-point 
mark in the second stanza. Mersin rolled confidently posting a 17-point advantage at the interval. Nevriye Yilmaz (195-C-80) and Janevia Taylor 
(165-G-85) tried to change things around at the start of the second half. They cut the distance to 14 points but failed to get any closer. Ivory Latta 
and .__O__!y__m___p_i__a_____S___c___o___tt__ quickly extended the gap to 20 points in the fourth quarter and Mersin rallied to the win at the end. 
Erlana Larkins (185-F-86, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) had 18 points and 8 boards for Mersin. Olimpia Olympia Scott added 14 
points in the victory. Nevin Nevlin (195-C-85, college: Stanford) had 17 points and 8 rebounds for Fenerbahce. Janevia Taylor topscored with 18 
points in defeat. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donovan, Susanne <Susanne.Donovan@octagon. com> 

Thursday,                4:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Caporizzo, Diane <Diane.Caporizzo@octagon.com>; Donovan, Susanne 
<Susanne.Donovan@octagon.com> 

Reference Check - 

Questions - Her.doc; ATT00001.c 

Good Afternoon, 

is a candidate for a limited term position here at Octagon and has given us your name as a reference. 

Would you please be kind enough to answer the attached questions (asap) and return to my attention. (Please copy 
Diane.Caporizzo@octagomcom in your reply). 

Thankyou, 

Susanne Donovan 
Human Resources Assistant 

P:203-354-7400 

F:203-354-7600 



How long have you known her? 

In what capacity? 

What were her responsibilities? 

Was she reliable? 

Was she responsible? 

Was she a good communicator? 

Did she get along well with her peers AND supervisors? 

What are her strengths? 



How does she handle stressful situations? 

Are there any areas for improvement? 

Would you work with her again? 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 



This message and an], attached documents contain information from the sender that may be 

confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify 

the(A) sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message. Thank you. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Parfait <c.paxfai@lap-publishing.com> 

Friday, October 23, 2009 8:46 AM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Further inlbrmation reminder 

Dear Debby, 

A fe~v weeks ago I contacted you, offering you the possibility of 
publishing your thesis/dissertation in the form of a printed book. 

I asked for your permission of sending you further information about our 
services and the publication process. 

Unfortunately I have not received an answer from you after sending out 
an e-mail ~vith the detailed information. 

I was just wondering if my mail got lost or you took it as an 
unsolicited email and deleted it. 

It would be highly appreciated if you could confirm or disclaim your 
further interest in publishing with us. 

Looking for~vard to hearing back from you at your earliest convenience! 

Thank you very much! 

Kind regards, 

Carol Parfait 

Acquisition Editor Team Leader 

LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing AG & Co KG 

Theodor-Heuss-[Ling 26 

50668 KJd[In, Germany 

Fon k49 681 3720-310 

Fax ~9 681 3720-3109 

c .p ari~ait@ lap-publishing, corn / wa~,w, lap-publishing, cora 

Handelsregister Amtsgericht K~¶ln HRA 26549 

Paltner with unlimited liability: 

VDM Verwaltur~g AktiengesellschaR 

Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saalbl~cken HRB 16777 

Board of Directors: Dr. Wolfgang M~bqllel (CEO), Christoph Schulligen, J~rgen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 

Supet,,dsory Board: Prof. Dr. Johannes O. Bischoff (Chairman), RA Thomas Bischoff, RA Anch~© Oottschalk 



From: ~aokcom 

Sent: I~riday, October 23, 2009 9:56 AM 

To: Stromo~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Fw: Bio- 

Attach: Bio.pdf 

Please find my bio attached. 

Also, please let me know ~vhat time I need to be on campus and ~vhere I should meet you on tuesday 

Thanks 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... ©ri,zinal Message ..... 

From: 
Date: [~’ri, 23 Oct 2009 07:26:11 
To: 
Subject 

~.~gmail.com> 

@aol corn> 



3effrey McLeod is entering his ninth year at the Central Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association (CIAA). During his tentwe at the CIAA, McLeod 
has identified and sectwed new sources of revenue for the CIAA. He 
also built and maintained relationships inside and outside of college 
athletics that increased the conference’s presence and reputation on the 
national football scene. McLeod an attorney, has also been recognized 
for his civic ser~ice and his service in the community. 

Attorney McLeod has garnered the reputation as one of the outstanding 
fundraisers in college athletics. Since ’)oo6, MeLeod has raised well 
over $‘9 million for the CIAA by developing relationships with some of 
the nation’s most respected corporations. 

In ‘9oo6, McLeod developed, negotiated and signed Alltel Wireless to a m.ulti-year contract. 
Alltel became the first exclusive wireless partner of any HBCU conference. In ‘9oo8, McLeod 
signed Nationwide Insurance to a three-year deal in which they became the first official 
insurance provider of the CLa~4 in one of the largest sponsorship deals of the year in college 
athletics. Additionally, in ‘9o05 McLeod negotiated the conference’s official apparel deal 
with national sports apparel and equipment maker, Russell Athletic. The deal provided 
all conference schools with complimentaD" uniforms and Spalding equipment. 

McLeod has developed relationships that have become long standing with nunaerous other 
companies across the country. (see below) 

Respected for his acumen in all sports, McLeod was named by the Naismith Basketball Hall 
of Fame to a committee to review Hall of Fam.e credentials of players and coaches from black 
colleges and universities. I--Ie was personally asked to serve on this committee by Naismith Hall 
Executive Director John Doleva. 

Attorney McLeod has served on numerous NCAA com.mittees including the NCz-~.\ Football 
Committee from 2oo4-‘9oo8. During his tenure the CIAA was represented in the football 
playoffs every season including two teams making the playoffs in 2oo6. This was an incredible 
accomplishment considering the tact that the CIAA had not been represented in the playoffs in 
the pre~ious nine seasons. 

Attorney McLeod has also been active in civic aft2airs and as a member of the Bar. McLeod is 
currently a member of the Virginia State Bar, the National Bar Association and the Peninstfla 
(VA) Bar Association. He serves on the Hampton YMCA Board of Directors where he won the 
Board’s ~Big Dog Award" in 2oo8 for his outstanding fundraising efforts for the ~i~¢CAo McLeod 
was recently named Vice Chairman of the Hampton YMCA’s "9oo9 ~aznnual Campaign. He is a 
member of the Rotary International, the world’s largest service organization. 

Attorney McLeod’s faith based living is well-known. He is a member of Harvestland Ministries in 
Hampton where he serves as church attorney and as a board member. McLeod is also a member 
of the Portsm.outh Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi. During the ‘9o08 Presidential Election, 
McLeod served as a voltmteer attorney for Election Protection, a national organization which 
works against voter suppression and for voters’ civil rights. 

Attorney McLeod received his undergraduate degree in communication from Fayette~411e State 
University. In 1989, he graduated ~,~4th honors and received numerous academic and campus 
service awards. 



In 1991, McLeod obtained a Master of Science Degree in Sports Management from the University of 
Florida. In ’)oo4, he was named a Distinguished Nunmus of the University of Florida by the College 
of Health and Human Perib~ance in recognition of his career contributions to that point. 

McLeod earned his law degree from The Ohio State University. He served on the OSU Athletic 
Council at~d won the Ohio State Black Student Leadership Award in 1994 for his contributions and 
ser,4ce to the tmiversity. He also was recognized by the cam.pus student body with a leadership 
award after ser~4ng as President of the 2ooo-student member Ohio State Black Graduate and 
Professional Studet~t Caucus. P~,’2file in Law School, Attorney McLeod clerked for the Honorable 
Otto Beatty, Jr., then-House Mit~ority Whip for the state of Ohio° 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Parfait <c.paxfai@lap-publishing.com~ 

Friday, October 23, 2009 2:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Furt2ter intbrmation reminder 

Dear Debby, 

That’s great then,seems great mind meet at the same time :-) 

I will be awaiting your mail soon 

Regards 

Carol Parfait 

Acquisition Editor Team Leader 

LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing AG & Co KG 

Theodor-Heuss-Ring 26 

50668 K01n, GermaW 

Fun k49 681 3720-310 

Fax ~ 49 681 3720-3109 

c parfait@lap-publishing.corn / v, as, w. lap-publishing.cum 

Handeisregister Amtsgericht KdSln HRA 26549 

Partner with unlimited liabili~,’: 

VDM Verwaltung Aktiengesellschaft 

Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saarbrt~cken tlRB 16777 

Board ufDirecturs: Dr Wolfgang ?,/lOller (CEO), Christuph SchuHigen, Jargen Gerber, Esther vun Krusigk 

Supec,dsory Board: Prof. Dr. Johamxes G. Bischoff (Chairman), R~a. Thomas Bischoff, R~a. Anch6 Gottschalk 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. wrote: 
> Hi. Good timing. I was actually thinking of your note earlier this week. We 
> are on fall break. Let’s connect on Tuesday. Thanks for the follow- up. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Debby 
> 
> 

> On Fri, 23 Oct 2009 16:45:47 +0400, Carol Parfait 
> <c.parfait@lap-publishing.com> xvrote: 
> 

>> Dear Debby, 
>> 

>> A few weeks ago I contacted you, offering you the possibility of 
>> publishing your thesis/dissertation in the fomx of a printed book. 
>> 

>> I asked for your permission of sending you further information about our 
>> sel~Aces and the publication process 
>> 

>> Unfortunately I have not received an answer from you after sending out 
>> an e-mail with the detailed information 
>> 

>> I was just ~vondering if my mail got lost or you took it as an 
>> unsolicited email and deleted it. 
>> 

>> It would be highly appreciated if you could COl~firm or disclaim your 
>> further interest in publishing ~vith us 
>> 

>> Looking forward to hearing back Iicom you at your earliest convenience! 



>> 

>> Thank you ver~, much[ 

>> 

>> Kind regards, 
>> 

> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannan, Eileen M <hannan@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 23, 2009 4:17 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Checking in for Monday’s guest speaker stint 

Hi Deborah, 
I hope you are enjoying this gorgeous weather and the quiet of fall break. 
Just wanted to touch base with you to make sure you were all set for 
Monday. 
I’ve attached the presentation you did last year - just in case you need 
it. 
Like I said, what you did last year was perfect and we look forward to 
seeing you! 
See email below for a reminder on how to get to the classroom. 
Have a great weekend! 
Eileen 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: Guest speaker to Philanthropy Course Again to talk about 
Investments ? 
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 2009 11:13:49 -(;,400 

From: Eileen Hannan <hannan@email.unc edu> 
To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc. edu> 
References: <4ASEBFSE.9050202@email.unc.edu> 
<006b01 ca22a25d855abe05890103a05@unc.edu> 
<4A9418FC.6010501@email.unc.edu> <000f01 ca2b0b ~[’6f079b0 $e4dl 6dl 0$@unc edu> 

Perfect! 
We’re in the Schuol of Guvernment, Knapp-Sanders, Ruom 3301 it’s atthe 
end uf Suuth Rd across from cemete~ The most direct way tu get to the 
ruom is to enter from the front right dour that says "Library" then go 
up the stairs tu the 3rd flour. 

I’ll send you an email the Friday before to remind you. 

There’s 13 students in the class this year. And they will again be 
seeking advise about where to invest their Fidelity Charitable Trust 
Gift Fund. ’]’here choices are either between Individual Investment Pouls 
(Equity Income, Interest Income, Money Market) ur through Asset 
Allucation Pools (pick frum variuus pie graphs/percentages of Eqmties, 
Fixed Income and Cash/Shurt-Term Investments) 

I think what you covered last year was perfect - an introduction of what 
these terms above mean - allocatiun, cash, bonds, stocks/equities, 
mutual funds, and what kind uf appruach to take given their goals - be 
cunservative or take risks 

Thanks a hrmch, ~ve’re looking for~vard to it. 
Enjoy your labor day weekend, 
Eileen 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Eileen. Let’s tiy 10.26.09 at 3:30 pan. What building/room? Send me a 
> reminder a week out to review any changes or other concerns to address. Take 
> care and have a great dayt 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stronran 
> Sport Adnrinistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 

> From: Eileen Hannan [mailto:hannan@email.unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 1:02 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: Guest speaker to Philanthropy Course Again to talk about 
> Investments? 
> 

> Oh wow, well I’m glad you’re still here anyway. 
> Thanks so much for being willing to share your expertise with the 
> students once again! 
> Any Monday for 50 minutes between 3 and 4:50 after 10/19 would be great. 
> "9~at works for you? 



Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Eileen. Yes, the summer has flown by! I am back and happy to have 
>> accepted a fixed-term position with more responsibilities and the same 
>> pay[![ J However, we must always stay grateful, right?! In addition to 
>> my- teaching, I am now- an academic advisor and coordinator of our 
>> internship program. 
>> 

>> Unfortunately, I am not available the week of the 11J~th. IX" my 
>> schedule changes, I will let you know. Can we pick another day ? 
>> Thanks. I appreciate your kind words and asking me to speak again to 
>> your wonderful students. 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>>/Dr. Debby Stroman/ 
>> 

>> Sport Administration Facul)- and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> *From:* Eileen Hannan [raailto:hannan@emaihunc.edu] 
>> *Sent:* Friday, August 21, 2009 11:39 AM 

>> *To: * dstroman@emaih uric. edu 
>> *Subject:* Guest speaker to Philanthropy Course Again to talk about 
>> Investments? 
>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> I hope you had a fantastic summer[ It’s hard to believe the student 
>> onslaught is in full effect already. I hope by now-, you got a 
>> permanent position here as you’re a true asset to Carolina 
>> 

>> It was so nice having you join our Promoting Change Through the 
>> Nonprofit Sector 
>> <http://w~vwunc.edu/cps/students-scholars-philanthropyphp> class last 
>> year to talk to the students about investment strategies and I am 
>> ~vriting to see if you are interested in and available to join us again 
>> this year? 
>> 

>> To refresh your memo~, ~ve’d love it if you would cover the basics of 
>> investments for the students who manage a Gift Fund through Fideli~z 
>> Charitable Trust Here’s a page that lists the diit’erent ways they can 
>> invest the funds. Right now, their balance is about $4,500 but with 
>> the market as it is, how- things will continue to shake out is anyone’s 
>> guess: 
>> 

>> 

http ://www. charitable~ift, or~/charitv-aivina-pro~rams/daf/investments.shtml 

>> We meet on Mondays from 3-4:50pm. Would 10/12 work for you to come for 
>> about 50 minutes during that time frame? If not, is there another 
>> Monday that might be better [’or you? 
>> 

>> Thanks for your consideration[ 
>> Best, 
>> Eileen 
>> 

>> Eileen M. Hannan, MSW 
>> Program OJTicer 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Carolina Center [’or Public Service 

>> 205 Wilson St 
>> CB #3142 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

>> p: 919-843-7568112 919-843-73791 w: http://www unc.edu/cps 

>> "Do not do what I do; rather, take whatever I have to offer and do with it 

what I could never imagine doing and then come back and tell me about it." 
Mark C. Taylor 



Eileen M Hannan, MSW 
Program Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Center for Public Service 

205 Wilson St 
CB ~3142 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

p: 919-843-7568 i fi 919-843-7379 i w: http://www.unc.edu/cps 

not do what I do; rather, take whatever I have to offer and do with it what I could never imagine doing and then corae back and tell me about it.gC Mark C. Taylor 

Eileen M. Hannan, MSW 
Program Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Center for Public Service 

205 Wilson St. 
CB #3142 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

p: 919-843-7568 i fi 919-843-7379 i w: httl~://www.unc.edu/cps 

g¢c~Do not do what I do; rather, take whatever I have to offer anddowithitwhatIcouldneverimaginedoing and then corae back and tell rae about it.g¢ -~MarkC. Taylor 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Martina Wood’s Words 

Basketball season has returned and with much anticipation this 2009 and 2010 team 
are in strong pursuit of a National Championship. After being pressed to the limit all 
summer long and throughout preseason I believe we are a much tougher and stronger 
team. But we finally made it to Late Night with Roy and it was exciting to see all the 
fans and feel the electrifying presence of Carolina basketball. An~*dme Stuart Scott is 
in the building you know you’re in for a treat. That night we spent nearly 45 minutes 
in the tunnel waiting tbr the program to start. Rehearsing our dance moves, 
screaming at the top of our lungs, high fixing and waiting nervously for our names to 
be called and make our recognized run through the tunnel. There had to be nearly 4o 
people in that tunnel. It was very fanatical. Nevertheless that night for me was filled 

with memories being that it was my last and final Late Night with Roy. The team, from beginning to end, 
thought the night was a blast. Next on the list... SATURDAY PRACTICE - 2:oo p.m.! 

Practice started off differently than before but we focused on defense and our transition game the 

majority of the time. I personally congratulated some of our first-years alter practice and told them well 

done; you made it through your first practice. Tierra #44 aka: TRP said to me with a giant smirk on her 

face, "I made it, I didn’t know if I was going to make it, but I made it." We certainly have an energetic new 

class. They’re scrappy and demonstrate a lot of what this team will need to have a successful season. This 

practice was open and it was good to look out and see family, friends, fans and supporters of women’s 

basketball. 

Constantly, practice always thickens; we have practice # 2 tonight. I know this is going to be a 

very special year as it ah,vays is. I hope to see you all at our games this year. GO HEELS! 

Martina Wood #30 

Coach Williarn’s Wisdoms 

"This is a very exciting time in the world of women’s basketball. First of all practice is 
well underway and the team is working extremely hard on the floor and in the 
classroom. We have a lot of youth this year but once they learn the system, the sky is 
the limit to where we will end up. ~¢vre will settle for nothing less than another ACC 
Title and the National Championship." 



Nothing but ’Nette 

Oct. 15 is the first practice for Nov.5, the first exhibition game, and I am too 
pulnped for this season, as if I aln a player, myself. I’m really excited about 
getting up dose and personal with Carolina Women’s Basketball, possibly 
get info no other source would disclose, but the said people themselves. I am 
also looking forward to the finalization of Carmiehael Gym’s restoration; 
while walking to class, it is really an eyesore of sorts now. Can’t wait for it to 
be a beauty again. 

On to some news, Oct.4 and 5 were the dates for the 5th annual Reece Holbrok Golf Classic and Sports 
Auction benefiting cancer patients. This year a portion of the proceeds were given to our own, Jessiea 
Breland, for her battle u~th Hodgkin’s disease. I am very happy that this was done for her. As a child of a 
mother ~4th cancer, I know the importance of ha~4ng money for medical bills, but most importantly, 
ha~ng a supportive and strong family, and her team and school are right by her side along the way. This 
tvpe of news makes me proud to be a Tar Heel. 

High Heels and Low Tops 

The ~romen’s team definitely showed up and showed out at "Late 
Night u~th Ro3?’ on Oct. 16. The audience was introduced to the 
players and coaches. Then, the ladies began with spoofs. One x4deo 
was a remake of the Geieo commercials, where "sometimes I feel like 
somebodyZs watching me." The first-years were always being 
"watched" by an image of Coach Hatehell’s face. This was a warning 
to the athletes to know they are always being watched, and can’t sMp 
out on class or practice. 

Then the ladies did a reenactlnent of MTV’s hit show, "Alnerica’s Best 
Dance Creu#, similarly called "Carolina’s Best Dance Crew." Three of 

the ladies acted as judges, while their other teammates broke into three groups where they performed to 
popular songs, "Do the Rie~v Bobby", "You’re a Jerk", and "Swag Surf." Even injured Catrina Wood ~vas 
able to "break a leg" while doing the "8tanky Leg." 

During the scrimmage, one team donned the usual 
Carolina blue, while the other team rocked new pink 
jerseys ~n honor of NSCU head coach Kay Yow ~vho passed 
away earlier this year and for National Breast Cancer 
Awareness month. 



From Doc’s Desk 

I am happy to introduce a new marketing communication this season researched and edited 

by passionate followers of UNC Women’s Basketball - students! As always here in Chapel 

Hill, the basketball is intense and tbr good reason. The team is very talented, the coaching is 

second-to-none, and the atmosphere breeds success. Winning is just contagious in the 

southern part of heaven. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 

support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 
them lmow early and often. Just like the tar on those ol’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 
offering sticks with you all year! Thanks for reading, dstro@une.edu 

@email.une.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~kenan- flagler.uuc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:01 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: KF- Steve Mills 

awesome. I’d appreciate that. I would love to see us work together on this. Please do forward Iny intbnnation to the officers aud let them know that I am very excited 
to work on this with thegn. 

Thanks so much! 

O11 at 8:56 PM, Deborah Stromau wrote: 

I will forward your name and contact to the Club officers in hopes of a meaningful partnership of this event, Thanks again! 

Go } ~els 

.Debe’:a}~ Stromatb Ph.D. CI_[ ~ 

919.843-0336 

hup., / ww~.un~.cclu~ ~epts/exer Jse~ sport r~,~mMistrafion 

We~’k/V W~’ird Foct: Heroin wa~; ~¢st mo~keted by the ~aver Aspinn CompanV. 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: Re: KF - Steve Mills 

WOW~ 

Tiffs is like a connection made in Heaven. My club is ta~ug a mini ca~er trek ne~ semester to do the exact ~me ~iug. ~e should definitely coordinate 

that. Should we set up a time to meet to discuss the ~iculars7 

On             at 6:32 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks       Please let KF know thaL ALL are welcome. The Club is acLualfy planning a road trip to Charlotte in January or February to tour Lhe arena 

and watch a game so the timing isgresd 

Do stay in touchl 

Dr. Stroman 

Tj2.:~C a~ C}~apd ~ ~i]1 

!)I9,84.3 033S 

[]=[Z~%(fwww.tmc.e(]u/ct~,];s/~srct[Q ’.~!~ort ~clmirfistration 

Week@ Weird Foot: Heroin was f~t:St mothered by the Bayer A,sphin Company. 

F~ [maiJto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Wednesday 6:~9 PM 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L. 

~#_[)£_~_~[D_@~_=[)_¢~; Dr. Stroman 
Subject= Re: KF - Steve NiHs 

Hi Deborak 

ThaWs for coming to hear Steve sNak. I’m glad you all got a ch~ce to reco~ect. 

TNs is A~SOME ~ 

There is a ton that the Spots. EnteCmJument. Hospi~lity. Club can do with the [~C Spots Business Club. I will add the event to my calendar and I 

can put it ou our club website if it is open to the b-school students. Please let me know and I’ll add it today. 

Take a peek at our website when you get a chance. We have a few upcoming events liste& but one event that we may want to partner ou dgN away is 

the Charlo~e Bobcats Day. We will ~ bdnging in Fred Whitfidd (President of the Charlotte Bo~ats) to speak. We’d love to oNn tl~s up to your club 

as well. 

Thanks ~ ~nuch~ 

On at 6:02 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi                Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club.       I will add you to The Club Blackboard site 
so you can share events that would be of interest to the KF students,       let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we 
may be able to partner on an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students working with The Club as well. 
As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 
Don’t be a stranger-I am here to help all students succeed! 

- please forward the picture to d__s_.t__r_.o._@,__.u_ .q_c_.:_e_~_~4. or . _d_ _ _e_ _ _b_ _ _b_ y_ _@._ _ _d_ _ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _ _ _m_ _ _ _a_ _ _q : _ _c_ _o_ _ _ _m_ _ . 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL-U 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty 



EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4- Snmh Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

hHp., / ww~.unc+edu, }epts! exer Jse, spcm adminis~a’don 

We ore o~ sfu~enLs on~ feocDers, l o;~en usk myse6{ "W~uf ~i~ 1 come Dere to leum, o~ wDof ~i~ l come 
<OSBO Oot     Advisor Ni~ht.pdf> 

(e) 
. Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) 

~__u____n____c_;___e___d____u__ 

(e) @unc.edu 
Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) 

@unc.edu 

¯ Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) (e) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol,com 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 3:27 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday Chat 

Send me the address for gps purposes 
...... Original iVlessage ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:            .2~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Tuesday Chat 
Sent: Oct 24, 2009 10:54 PM 

Let’s meet at 5:30 in Fetzer I will meet you in the lobby. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~aol.com [mailto: 

Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:26 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Tuesday (;hat 

ff~aol.com] 

Sounds good I can arrive in Chapel Hill earl?’. Let me know 

Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:              ~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Tuesday Chat 
Sent: Oct 24, 2009 10:06 PM 

Hi Jefl! Please let me know your availability prior and post event. I want 
to spend time with you to chat over mutual interests. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
h~p://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport adminisgation 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin CorapaW. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~aol.com [mailto 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 9:56 AM 

To: dstr oman@email.mxc, edu 
Subject: Fw: Bio-Jeffrey W. McLeod 

&aol.com] 

Please find my bio attached. 

Also, please let me know- what time I need to be on campus and where I should 
meet you on tuesday. 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBew 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Williams 
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 2009 07:26:11 
To: JeffreyWMcLeod< 
Subject: Bio-Jefi?ey W. McLeod 

.2~gmail.com> 

@aol.com> 

Michael O Williams 
www niadesign.com 



Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <~,lvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 3:26 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Cont~rence 

Hi again Debby, 

I hope this message finds you well. I am confirming that you will be our speaker on Wednesday November 11th and that your topic will be somewhat of a combination of topics 

as mentioned below. 
I want to also check to be sure that it is OK to use the picture of you on the UNC Faculty webpage. If not, please supply a photo that you like best by this Wednesday. 
Also, please let me know if there have been any changes or concerns that have arisen. 
I look fon~vard to meeting you soon! 

Best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 7:44 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Thanks for the positive response! 
I am so please and excited that you agreed to participate! I also hope that you can join us for some part of the conference... 
The pastor wants this topic to be a combination of the first of 2 topics you suggested because he feels this is a good time to build hope versus "gloom and doom." We will be 
having a separate night for health care. This year the topic is ’~Nomen as Caregivers." This will included mental and physical (biological) stresses that occur in this group and 
how to cope. You are more thatn welcome to attend this too and contribute as you see fit. This will be on Thursday. 
I’ll definitely give you more details as we near the date. 

Best, 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 21:39 PM 
To: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject: RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Svivia, l-hanks st) much For ~nv~tat~on to speak at your coni:erence~ ~ wouJd be honored to serw~,. ~n my J[i:e before UNC, J regularJV spoke at churches 

around the coan[ry~ I stil~ hold my licenses as a finar~da~ planner, 

As we get closer to the dale, keep me posLed on de[a~ls such as the start time, 

Possible Lop~cs ~nclude: F~nancial Yips in a Recession, EnLrepreneudal Keys or a more general b~end of a raw topics around health and success, Let me 

know, 

h t: p:/O/w ww,un c:.e du / (]c p ts / e x erq~se/~st?ort 

Weekly Weird ,~act: Everyone in the Midd/e Ages believed - as Aristode hod - that the ,~eart was t,~e seat of intetfi~ence. 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylviaJrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 07, 2009 5:00 PH 

Te= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Invi~tion to paitidpa~ in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazier-Bowem and ~ am a faculty member in the School of DentistN. ~ am also a member of St Paul AME church and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 
conference. I am contacting you today because you come higMy recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda R~chardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 
church activities. Eve~ year, St Pau~ has a Women’s conference ~n the Fall. Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special activffy to enrich and enlighten our 
padicipants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of finding a pemon who can lead our sesMon on a ’l~nancial" topic. He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and poMtive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial Meas. ~ have 
heard that you are a~ of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an exped, but based on your blog and web page, you sound pedect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even ~f you s~mply tell how you did this. 

The annual conference takes place from November 11th - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening (about 1 houo workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th, I would be 

honored if you would consider this request and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 
to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? ~ am looking fo~ard to meeting you one day soon. 

All the best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel H~II 
Depa~ment of O~hodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 



(919) 966-2762 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 4:31 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Soulhall, Richard Michard <soulhall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Help! 

H~ 
The process for students at State or Central to take our graduate 
classes is pretty simple. They have to contact their Registrar’s Office 
in order to process an inter-campus registration. Then just let Cindy 
know- the student’s name so that when our Registrar’s office calls, Cind,v 
can give them the OK. 

If you have additional questions, Cindy is pretty much abvays the woman 
to ask! :) 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Slmth Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Barbara Could you help a NCSU grad student, and/or 

> Richard with the process on getting him enrolled in our    course? I 

> know I had in my class two years ago 

> 

> Thanks! 

> 

> 

> 

>d 

> 

> From: ~ncsu.edu [mailto ,@,ncsu.edu]> 

> 

> > Subiect: EXSS - Collegiate Sport Marketing co~se next spring 

> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> Lvr. Stroman, 

> 

>> 

> 

> > I am e-rnailing you to ask you a question about the collegiate sport 

> 

> > raarketing co~se that you are teaching next spring. I am cttrrently a 

> 

> > first year graduate student at NC State obtaining a masters in the 

> 

> > Parks, Recreation, and Tottrism depaltment with a concentration in 

> 

> > sport marketing/sport management. I met with my adviser Dr. Casper 

> 

> > this week and he suggested that I contact you about the collegiate 

> 

> > sport marketing course that you teach, since it would be a good fit 

> 

> > for me based on my areas of interest. I am very’ interested in working 

> 

> > in collegiate athletics one day after I have received my master’s degree 

> 

>> 

> 

> > I needed to e-mail you to see if it ;vas possible to ewoll in your 

> 

> > course next semester? I know that I do the paperwork through nay 

> 

> > school, but I believe I needed your permission first before I ;vas able 

> 

> > to enroll, and was wondering if you could tell me about the process, 

> 

> > or if you think this ;vould be a good move to make 

> 

>> 

> 

> > Thanks for all your help! 

> 

>> 



Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <mailto: dstroC~)unc.edu> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/~ e are all students and teachers. I oRen ask myself, "What did I come 
here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Loren Lemelle ~gmail.com> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 12:12 AM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Capital .!~z Golf 

Hey, can’t wait to sta~ the celebration - I will have to work just as hard cause I’ll be celebrating every night. Welcome to the 50’s! ’. ! No reply needed but keep in 

tourch. BTW, I am going to be s~aying at The Phoenician in Arizona in November fpr 5 days. I understand they have multiple courses, any sugges~6on? 

On Snn, Oct 18, 2009 at 8:30 PM, Deborah Stroman ~<lstmman~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

’H~a~ks! Miss. Acti~it-y -4~ was great see ~g you ~oo 

debby 

]mp:,//’www.unc.eduf depts/exercisefsporl adminis’~ration 

From: Lorcn Lemclle [mailto           ,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sattaday, Octobcr 17, 2009 1:35 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: Re: Capital Jazz GoK 

Great filne aJ~d great gol£ See yon next year. 

go~n 

On Fri, Oct 9, 2009 at 4:35 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi New 
Goiters’. 

Greetings 

to you. 

Yes, we 

are almost 

ready to 

boaN a 

ship full of 

fun, food 

and 

fellowship 

not to 
mention 

great 

m~Nc! 

F YI. We 

are 

meeling 

Oil 

Saturday 

at 4:30 

p.m. in the 

Conference 

Room. 

Stay tuned 

to your 

first &y 

ifiner~’. 



Live Well, 

Debby 

Deborah 
Stroman, 
Ph.D. 
CLU 

www.dstroman.com 

~-.soulfillaol£com 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 

E~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Cl.b 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# :3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~,anc.edu 

http:///www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

. e are all students and teachers. ] qfien ask myse([ "~I/h~t did] come het°e to [earn, and wh~t did] come to teach?" 

Loren Lemelle 

Loven Lemelle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 7:21 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to paificipate in St Paul Women’s Cont~rence 

Please don’t feel compelled to do any more on behalf of the Women’s conference unless something changes on your end. I will simply provide a reminder a week in 
advance. 

Also let me know if there is anything that I might do to help you at this time. I will certainly keep you in my prayers. 

Best, 

Sylvia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia" <sylvia_ffazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Sent: :t0/25/09 i0:03 PM 
Subject: RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Sylvia. Yes, we are still scheduled for the :11th.                               so I haven"t been on top of IJNC emaUs and calls over the past few days~ 

Please use the attached photo. Cal me if you have any questions. I should be at work over the next few days. 

~]y/fwww,unc:.edu/dq~zicN~i~}~dst?ort a~lmirtistration 

Weekly Weir~ Fact: Heroin wos.first ma:keted by the ~ayer Aspirin 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, SyMa [mailto:sylviaflrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 

Sent= Sunday, October 25, 2009 3:26 PN 

To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Invitation ~ pait~cipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi again Debby, 

I hope this message finds you well. I am confirming that you will be our speaker on Wednesday November 11th and that your topic will be somewhat of a combination of topics 

as mentioned below. 
I want to also check to be sure that it is OK to use the picture of you on the UNC Faculty webpage. If not, please supply a photo that you like best by this Wednesday. 

Also, please let me know if there have been any changes or concerns that have arisen. 

I bok fo~ard to meeting you soon~ 

Best, 
Sylvia 

Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 

University of Noflh Carolina at Ohapel Hill 

Depa~ment of Odhodontics 

7450 Bmuer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 7:44 AM 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Thanks for the positive response! 
I am so please and excited that you agreed to participate! I also hope that you can join us for some part of the conference._ 
The pastor wants this topic to be a combination of the first of 2 topics you suggested because he feels this is a good time to build hope versus "gloom and doom." We will be 
having a separate night for health care. This year the topic is ’Vdomen as Caregivers." This will included mental and physical (biological) stresses that occur in this group and 
how to cope. You are more thatn welcome to attend this too and contribute as you see fit. This will be on Thursday. 
I’ll definitely give you more details as we near the date. 

Best, 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 07, 2009 11:39 PM 
To= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject= RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Syivia, lhard<s so much For invitation ~o s~eak at your confetence~ ~ wou~d be honored to serve, ~n my ~[fe before UNC, ~ regularly spoke 3~ churches 

around the country, I stil~ hold my licenses as a financ~ pl~nner, 

As we get closer to the dale, keep me posked on de[a;Is such as the start time, 



Possible ~opics include: Financial-lips in a Recession En~repreneu~ial Keys or a more general bb’.nd of a few topics around health and m~ccess, Let me 

know. 

9 ]29 84.3 03,36 

http:/’/www.unc,edu idepts//exe~c{seisport administration 

Week& Weird Foct: ~vetyone in the Middle Ages believed - os Aristode hod - thor the heart wos the seat o] inte/£gence. 

F~m: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylvia~razier@DEN~RY.UNC,EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 5:00 PH 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Invi~tion ~ paitidpa~ in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazie~Bowers and I am a faculty member in the School of Dentistry. I am also a member of St Paul AME chumh and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 
conference. I am contacting you today because you come highly recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda Richardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 
church activities. Evew year, St Paul has a Women’s conference in the Fall. Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special acfivRy to enrich and enlighten our 
pa~icipants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of finding a person who can lead our session on a ’1[nancial" topic. He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and positive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial ideas. I have 
heard that you are all of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an exped, but based on your blog and web page, you sound perfect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even ff you simply tell how you did this. 

The annual conference takes place from November 11th - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening (about 1 hour) workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th. I would be 

honored if you would consider this request and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 
to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? I am looking fo~ard to meeting you one day soon. 

All the best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
Unive~ity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depadment of Odhodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <~exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Deb, 
I am going to tsz for Monday the 2nd That leaves me the 9th ifI 

need a back up. 
Bob 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Bob. I am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9. I teach 
> at 11:00 m Fetzer 106. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> L2xIC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphys(~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Sut~iect: Teaching evaluation 
> 

> Debbie, 
> Some time this month I am supposed to attend one of your classes and 
> review your teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, etc, 
> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays Hopefully we will 
> not have a scheduling conflict??’?? 
>Bob 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannan, Eileen M <hannan@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 9:41 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I don’t have a copy of your presentation after all! 

Eeek! So I’ve been searching my hard drive al’~d emails high and low and 
calmot find your Powerpoint presentation’. 
I’ve gotten a different computer since then and wonder if that’s what 
happened 
Do you still have a copy of it that you could email to me? 
I do have the hard copy of the "Your Investment Profile" handout that 
you had last year and will make copies of that 
I’m so so sorD’ I didn’t check sooner! 

Deborah Stroman ~Vl-ote: 

> Hi Eileen. Please make copies of the ppt Ibr them. Thales! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> L2qC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Eileen Hannah [mailto:hannan~email.unc.edu.] 

> Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 4:17 PM 

> To: dstroman@email unc edu 

> Subject: Checking in for Monday’s guest speaker stint 

> 

> Hi Deborah, 

> I hope you are enjoying this gorgeous weather and the quiet of fall break. 

> Just wanted to touch base with you to make sure you were all set :[’or 

> Monday. 

> I’ve attached the presentation you did last year - just in case you need 

> it. 

> Like I said, what you did last year was perfect and we look forward to 

> seeing you[ 

> See emai[ below for a reminder on how to get to the classroom. 

> ttave a great weekendt 

> Eileen 

> 

Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Re: Guest speaker to Philanthropy Course Again to talk about 

> 

> Investments? 

>Date: Wed, 02 Sep 2009 11 : 13:49 -0400 

> From: Eileen Hannan <hannan@email.unc.edu> 

> To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

> References: <4ASEBFSE.9050202@email.unc.edu> 

> <006501 ca22a25d855abe05890103a0$@unc.edu> 

> <4A9418FC.6010501 @email.unc.edu> <000f01 ca2b0b$f6f079b05e4dl 6dl 0$@unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> Perfect[ 

> We’re in the School of Goverun~ent, Knapp-Sanders, Room 3301 it’s at the 

> end of South Rd across from cemetelT. The most direct way to get to the 

> room is to enter from the front right door that says "Library-" then go 

> up the stairs to the 3rd floor. 

> 

> I’ll send you an email the Friday before to remind you. 

> 

> There’s 13 students in the class this year. And they xvill again be 

> seeking advise about where to invest their Fidelity Charitable Trust 

> Gift F~xd. There choices are either between Individual Investment Pools 

> (Equity Income, Interest Income, Money Market) or through Asset 

> Allocation Pools (pick from various pie graphs/percentages of Equities, 

> Fixed Income and Cash/Sholt-Term Investments) 
> 

> I thil~ what you covered last year was perfect - an introduction of what 

> these terms above mean - allocation, cash, bonds, stocks/equities, 

> mutual funds, and what kind of approach to take given their goals - be 

> conservative or take risks. 

> 

> Thales a bunch, we’re looking forward to it. 

> Enjoy your labor day weekend, 

> Eileen 

> 

> 



Deburah Stroman wrute: 

>> tti Eileen Let’s try 10.2609 at 3:30 p.m What building/roum? Send me a 
>> reminder a week out tu review any changes or other cuncerns to address. 
>> 

Take 

>> care and have a great day[ 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby S~oman 
>> Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Eileen Haman [mailto:hannan~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, A~gust 25, 2009 1:02 PM 
>> To: Deborah S~oman 
>> S~bject: Re: Guest speaker to Philant~opy Course Again to talk about 
>> Investments’.’ 
>> 

>> Oh wow, well I’m glad you’re still here anyway ... 
>> ~a~s so much for being willing to share your expertise with the 
>> students once again[ 
>> Any Monday for 50 minutes between 3 and 4:50 after 10/19 would be great 
>> What works I~r you? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hi Eileen Yes, the su~er has flown by’. I am back and happy to have 
>>> accepted a fixed-tel~ position with more responsibilities and the same 
>>> pay[[[ J Ho~vever, we must al~vays stay grateful, right?’. ~ addition to 
>>> my teaching, I am now an academic advisor and coordinator of our 
>>> internship program. 

>>> U~ormna~ly, I am not available Ne week of the 1 l"th. If my 
>>> schedule changes, I will let you know Can we pick another day? 
>>> ~a~s. I appreciate your kind words and asking me to speak again to 
>>> yow ~vonderful students. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> 

>>>/~- Debby Stroma~ 
>>> 
>>> Sport A~inistratiun Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carulina Spurts Business Club 

>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Suciety) 

>>> *From:* Eileen Hannan [maiito:hannan(a)email.~c.edu] 
>>> *Sent:* t:riday, August 21, 2009 11:39 AM 
>>> *To:* dstruman@email ~c.edu 
>>> *Subject:* Guest speaker to Phiianthrupy Cowse Again tu talk about 
>>> Investments’? 

>>> Hi I~-. Struman, 
>>> I hupe you had a fantastic smnmer[ It’s hard tu believe the student 
>>> onslaught is in full efl)ct alrea@. I hope by now, yuu got a 
>>> permanent position here as you’re a true asset to Carulina. 

>>> It was so nice having you jo~n our Promoting Change Through the 
>>> Nonprofit Sector 
>>> <http://www unc.eduicps/students-scholars-philanthrupv php> class last 
>>> year to talk tu the students about investment strategies and I am 
>>> ~vriting to see if you are interested in and available to join us again 
>>> this year? 

>>> To refresh your mcmolN, ~ve’d love it if you would cover the basics of 
>>> investments for the students who manage a GiR F~d t~o~gh Fideli~ 
>>> Charitable Trust. Here’s a page that lists the difi~rent ways they can 
>>> invest the f~ds. Right now, their balance is about ~,500 but with 
>>> the market as it is, how things will continue to shake out is anyone’s 



> http://www.charitable~ift.or~icharity-~ivin~-pro~rams/daf/investments.shtml 

>>> We meet on Mondays from 3-4:50pm. Would 10/12 work :[’or you to come for 
>>> about 50 minutes during that time frame? If not, is there another 
>>> Monday that might be better for you? 

>>> Thai,ks for your considcrationt 

>>> Eileen 

>>> Eileen M. Hannan, MSW 
>>> Program Officer 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Carolina Center for Public Set’,4ce 

>>> 205 Wilson St. 
>>> CB #3142 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

>>> p: 919-843-7568 ] f: 919-843-7379 ] w: http:i/www.unc.edu/c~s 

>>> "Do not do what I do; rather, take whatever I have to offer and do with 

>it 

>> ~vhat I could never imagine doing and then come back and tell me about it." 

>> Mark C Taylor 

Eileen M Hannan, MSW 
Program Officer 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Center for Public Service 

205 Wilson St 
CB #3142 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

p: 919-843-7568 if: 919-843-7379 i w: http://www unc.edu/cps 

ggoeDo not do *vhat I do: rather, take whatever I have to offer and do with it what I could never imagine doing and then come back and tell me about it.fig -, Mark C. Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 10:29 AM 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s ConI~rence 

Hi again, 
My number is .. Feel free to contact me for any reason. 

Best, 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 

7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 26, 2009 :t0::t2 AM 
To= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject= RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Thanks for your note. 

BTW, what is your cell number? It was garbled on the vmsg. © 

Have a blessed day! 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

919-843-0336 

]tl:t:p:/’//www,unc,edu//(]epts//exerc~seispor~ adm{nJs’~ral:{on 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylviajrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Senti Monday, October 26, 2009 7:21 AN 

Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~jeet~ RE: Invitation ~ paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Please don’t feel compelled to do any more on behalf of the Women’s conference unless something changes on your end.    I will simply provide a reminder a week in advance 

Also let me know if there is anything that I might do to help you at this time. I will certainly keep you in my prayers. 

Best, 

Sylvia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia" <sylvia_frazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Sent: :t0/25/09 :t0:03 PM 
Subject: RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Sylvia. Yes, we are still scheduled for the ii{h.                               so I haven’t been on Lop of UNC ernails and calls over the past few days, 

Please use the attached photo. Cal me if you have any questions. ] sho@d be at work over the next few days, 

Go MeSs, 

Deborah ;!%~rornan. Ph D., 

}~xerc:[se and Spo~t 

9Zo.843.0334 

}lttp:!///www,uncec]u/clq)ts/exez-c~se//sport actminisn~a tion 

WeeMy Weird [:cot: biero/n 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvb [mail~:sylviajrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 

Sent= Sunday, October 25, 2009 3:26 PH 

To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: [nvitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi again Debby, 

I hope this message finds you well. I am confirming that you will be our speaker on Wednesday November 11th and that your topic will be somewhat of a combination of topics 

as mentioned below. 
I want to also check to be sure that it is OK to use the picture of you on the UNC Faculty webpage. If not, please supply a photo that you like best by this Wednesday. 

Also, please let me know if there have been any changes or concerns that have arisen. 

I look fo~ard to meetin9 you soon~ 

Best, 
Sylvia 

Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 

UniveBity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Depadment of Odhodontics 

7450 Bmuer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(m 9) 966-2762 



From: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Sent-" Thursday, October 08, 2009 7:44 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Thanks for the positive response! 

I am so please and excited that you agreed to participate! I also hope that you can join us for some part of the conference... 
The pastor wants this topic to be a combination of the first of 2 topics you suggested because he feels this is a good time to build hope versus "gloom and doom." We will be 
having a separate night for health care. This year the topic is ’~A/omen as Caregivers." This will included mental and physical (biological) stresses that occur in this group and 
how to cope. You are more thatn welcome to attend this too and contribute as you see fit. This will be on Thursday. 
I’ll definitely give you more details as we near the date. 

Best, 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 07, 2009 11:39 PM 
To: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject: RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Syivia. Thanks so much for invitatio~ to speak at your conference! I wo@d be honored to serw~, ~ my ~ife before UNC, ~ reg@ar~y spoke at churches 

around the country. I stHi hold my licenses as a f~nancia~ planner, 

As we set closer to the date, keep me posted on details such as the start t~me. 

Possibletop~cs~nclude:NnandalTips~naRecess~on EntrepreneuNal Keys or a more ~eneral biend of a few topics around heakh and success, Letme 

Ig~ow. 

9L98630336 

~][’q%Zl/wv,,w.unc.ectu/clcp!%/e~£rc{~i~port ;ac~mmis[ra [Jor~ 

Weekly W~e/rd Feet: Eve~yone h~ the Middle Ages believed - os ArLstot/e had - thor the heart was the .seat oj inte/figence. 

~= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylvia~razier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Seat= Wednesday, October 07, 2009 5:00 PN 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
$abjert; [nvi~tion ~ paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazier-Bowe~ and I am a faculty member in the School of Dentist~. I am also a member of St Paul AME church and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 
conference. I am contacting you today because you come highly recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda Richardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 
church activities. Eve~ year, St Paul has a Women’s conference in the Fall. Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special activity to enrich and enlighten our 
pa~icipants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of finding a person who can lead our session on a ’1inancial" topic. He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and positive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial ideas. I have 
heard that you are all of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an expel, but based on your blog and web page, you sound pedect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even if you simply tell how you did this. 

th The annual conference takes place from November 11 - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening (about 1 hour) workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th. I would be 

honored if you would consider this request and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 
to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? I am looking forward to meeting you one day soon. 

All the best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of Nodh Ca~lina at Chapel Hill 
Depadment of Odhodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carolyn Pizzuto <CPizzuto@&swglobal.com> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 12:08 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Maxilyn C~cilla <Mc~cill~aswglobal.com> 

Follow-up re: Golf Events 

Dear Dr Stroman, 
I am following up from our meeting of Sept 12 at the Supplier Diversity conference. You had suggested that we wait several weeks before contacting you regarding your 
calendar of golf events. I thought it might be time to touch base and see how your calendar is developing. 
I plan to be working in North Carolina next week (week of November 2) and would be happy to either call or come for a meeting to discuss what your potential needs may be. 
We are definitely interested in submitting a competitive proposal to respond to your needs and budget issues. 
Please let me know whether you would like to proceed with a phone call or a campus meeting. 
Carolyn Deasy Pizzuto 
St. Vice President Corporate Planning 
ASW Global 
3375 Gilchrist Road 
Mogadore, OH 44260 
Direct DiM: 330-798-5178 
Cell: 
Fax: 330-733=5196 

cpizzuto@aswglobal.com 
ASW Mission 
To be a single source solution for creating unprecedented levels of supply chain value, for the benefit of our customers, our organization, and our associates. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, October 26, 2009 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Event 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman: 

I hope this email finds you doing well and smiling despite the hardships 

As thr as the UNC evem tomorrow night, I would love to attend if the invitation is still on the table. Given the evenks of the last few days, I am not sure if you will be 

attending, but if you are I will ddinitely be there. I would also be more than happy to m~swer any questions I can without scaring the students :-). Thank you tbr always 

thinking about me, I truly appreciate you and everything that you do. 

I hope to see you soon. 

Piper C. Malone, Esq. 

Sent on the Now Network~ from my Sprint@ BlackBeny 

From: "Deborah Strommf’ <&troman@en~ail.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 19 Oct 2009 19:35:03-0400 
To: ’Piper Malone’,            @gmail.com> 

Cc: <Brenda Malone@unc.edu> 
Subj~t: l~B: UNC Event 

Hi Piper. I hope all is well for" you. 
FYI. I would like you to ~oin us for the VP reception, if possible. Your background and road to success perspective will be helpful to students interested in law. 
;~lso, this event will be a good networking opportunity, During the reg@ar session, I ma~, ~sk you to comment from the audience if the situation presents ~tseJf. @ 
Blessings, 
debby 
Let this note sere as an o~cial invi~tion to be a p~ of our Advisor Fight Panel scheduled br this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fe~er 109. The event will begin at 
6:30 p.m. br Clnb Leadership and dues-paying members. The o~cial sm~. which is open to the entire student ~@, will begin at 7:30 and end at 9:00. We truly 
appreciate your time and relents, thus if yon have a limited schedule that evenin~ please consider joinin~ us at 6:30 and stay as lon~ as pssible. 
This event is pn@~d lo provide RBAL WORLD insight in the world of advising to p~fessional athletes. Many of our students are interested in came~ in financial 

management, law or pnblic rdation~commu~ty se~ice tbr athletes. MemNrs of the Club have majors that va) Ibm gxercise and Spo~ Science, gconomics, 
Jouma]i sm and Business depa~tmentt Regardless of their choice of c umc ulum, Club members are passionate a~ut spots! 
I will lbB~’a~t you ~mple ques~ons as the b~at will sSrl with your inm)duction and a bHefo~ning comment. The~ we will Bo into QaA on vadous topics 
concenfing ~isi,~ ~t~lde~ i~ tlie ~el~s ~/ l~, ~,~ces ~,~ PR Fed free to dress business casna]. 
Tha£ yon ve~" much br your consideration. 
Debor~h St~,)~nan, Pt~-D., CI.U 
1: R.~C at C}~apd Hi]i 

9 ;29 84.3 0336 

Weekly Weird ~oc~: Heroin ~,~s firs~ morke~ed by d~e Boyer Aspirin {7omp~ny, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pattillo, Ga~’ N <pattillo@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:31 AM 

Grolt; Diane G <groI~r@emaAl.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Sandoval, Jose Miguel <uirjms@email.unc.edtr~; 

Blackbnm, Troy <troyb@email.unc.edu> 

New in E-Research Tools: SBRnet (Spo(ts Business Resea~rch Network) 

Hi folks, 

FYI, access to this database has been restored. 

Cheers, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ....... 

One new resource has been added to the E-Research Tools site: 

SBRnet (Sports Business Research Network 
<http://eresources.lib unc.edu/eid/description.php?resource[D 1123&passthrou~h no> 

Details are below. 

Thank Your 

********************************************* 

* *SBRNet provides market research and industry news for the sporting 
goods and sports marketing industries It includes full-text articles, 
[inks to over 10,000 sports organizations, and financial reports for 
leading sporting goods compames 

********************************************* 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Knight, Ira <iknight@emailamc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:48 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] WebFOCUS Training Schedule: November 2009 

Below are the dates for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training in November. 

Venue: 3124 SASBNorth 

To register, please send an email to 

academicdata(tb~listserv.unc.edu 

Tuesday - Nove~nber 3 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - November 12 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Tuesday - November 17 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

TN~rsday - November 19 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday-, October 28, 2009 1:55 PM 

Stromax~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Exam 1 Score 

Professor Stron’~an, 

I am applying to the Kenan-Flagler Business School for admissions in Spring 
2010, and one of the things they ask for is an update on my grades. I know 
that the exam scores are posted online, but I was wondering if that 
included the bonus questions and extra credit points from the Jeopar@ 
game. If not, could you email me my final score so I can pass it on to the 

Business School? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danaher, JoaJ~ C -<lanalae~@mail.fpg.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 5:01 PM 

lecky@email.unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

nice jo!! 

I really appreciate the effort on Full Court Press- and what a clever name! 
I can’t ever get too much news about our wonderful women athletes 
Keep it comin’. 

Joan Danaher, PhD. 
NECTAC, Associate Director 
FPG Child Development Institute 
Campus Box 8040, UNC-(~t 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8040 

joan danaher@unc edu 
* phone 919/962-7315 
* www.nectac org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danaher, JoaJ~ C <danalae~@mail.fpg.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 5:31 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: nice job! 

I’m fine but way snowed under. Looking forward to Sunday’s "palty" and 
seeing some action on the 5th! 
I’m glad that the steering committee for Team Tempo has a plan and 
direction. The kickoff at Sylvia’s went ~vell There are several leaders 
and each is dedicated to doing things right and becoming a sustainable 
organization rm glad that I can pret~ much be involved at the same 
level and in the same way I have been as I don’t have any more time to 
give 

Hope to see you soon. 
Joan 

On 10/28/2009 5:16 PJ~ Deborah Stroman wrote: 
Thanks for your note Joan! A labor of love for sure and I am so GLAD that 
the students are empo~vered to learn tl~rough this exercise. This experience 
will be helpful to them in their career decisions 

I pray all is well for you and yours. 

>d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Joan Danaher [mailtu:danaher(@mail fp;.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 5:01 PM 
To: lecky@email uric edu 
Cc: Deburah Struman 
Subject: nice jubt 

I really appreciate the e[’furt on Full Court Press- and what a clever namer 
I can’t ever get tou much news about our wundefful wumen athletes. 
Keep it comin’. 

Joan Danaher, Ph.D. 
NECTAC, Associate Director 
FPG Child Development Institute 
Campus Box 8040, UNC-C’H 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8040 

joan danaher@unc.edu 
* phone 919/962-7315 
* www.nectac.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~eagles.nccu.edu;, 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 11:04 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, this is          from NCCU. I just wanted to let you know that I just finished doing some research with the CSRI and I’m taldng my 

GRE vely soon. I’m still ve~ interested in your program and I just wanted to keep you up to date on what I’m doing. Also, I wanted to know who would i have to 
contact to find out about obtaining a fee waiver for the graduate application Thank You. 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:37 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;                         ~email .unc.edu:~; 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: [Fwd: Re: Carolina Spo~ts Business Club Shi~ts]] 

Re [Fwd Re Carolina Sports Business Club Shirts].e~nLmsg 

~)’!email.unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

what are y~ur th(~ughts??? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <~exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 30, 2009 1:48 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Debby, 

You may not get this, but I understand Let’s put this off until a 

week from Monday (Nov 9th). 

Bob 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Bob. I t?el good 

> about Monday, but I do want you to know if things are more difficult than I 

> expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I ~vill let you know if I DON’T I~el 

> lap to it either Sunday night or Monday morning. 

> 

> Thanks for understanding. 

> 

> Hugs, 

> 

> debby 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Robert McMurray [maiIto:exphys(~email unc edu] 

> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

> 

> Deb, 

> I am going to t~ for Monday the 2nd. ’]’hat leaves me the 9th ifI 

> need a back up. 

> Bob 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Bob. ! am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9 I 

> teach 

>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 

>> 

>> That,s[ 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> L2xIC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Robert McMm~ay [mailto:exphvs(~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: Teaching evaluation 

>> 

>> Debbie, 

>> Some tirue this month I ant supposed to attend one of your classes and 

>> review your teaching. To avoid any exant dates, outside lecturers, etc, 

>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 

>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays Hopefully we will 

>> not have a scheduling conflict???? 

>> Bob 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 8:32 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Debbie, 
My flight back Iicom Io~va has been shifted f,ar next Monday. We have 

to re-schedule. How about the Wednesday (Nov 1 lth) class? 
Bob 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 
> Hi Bob. I am back home and doing well. 

> 

> Thanks for your note and I will see you next Monday. 
> 

> Hugs, 
> 

> debby 
> 
> 

> On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMurray <exphys@email unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Debby, 
>> You may not get this, but I understand Let’s put this uff until a 
>> we& f~om Monday (Nov" 9th). 
>> Bob 

>> Deburah Struman *vrute: 
>>> Hi Bob. . I feel guod 
>>> about Munday, but I du want you tu knu*v if things are more difficult 
> than 
>>> I 
>>> expect, I may cuntact yuu to reschedule. I will let yuu know if I DON’T 
>>> fee[ 
>>> up to it either Sunday night or Mun&ry morning. 

>>> Thanks for understanding 

>>> ttugs, 

>>> debby 

>>> Gu Heels, 
>>> Deburah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> UNC at (Napel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphys(~ernail.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

>>> Deb, 
>>> I am going to try- for Monday the 2nd. That leaves me the 9th ifI 
>>> need a back up. 
>>> Bob 

>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>> Hi Bob. I am available on Monday-, Novernber 2 or Monday-, Novernber 9. I 
>>> teach 
>>>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 

>>>> Thanks! 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http ://www uric. edu/depts/exerciseisportadministration 
>>>> Weekly- Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>>>> Company. 
>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>>>> From: Robert Mc]Vlurray [mai]to:exphvs~email unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: Teaching evaluation 

>7,>> Debbie, 
>>>7, Some time this month I am supposed to attend one of your classes 

and 
>>>> review your teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, etc, 

>>>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
>>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully we will 
>>>> not have a schedulit~g conflict???’.’ 
>>>> Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@NCCU.EDU~ 

Monday, November 2, 2009 2:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Deborah, 

It great to meet you last week during the walking tour of UNC. I will be at the function this afternoon also perhaps I will see you if not keep in touch. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, 6:20 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick Question 

Thank you for your advice. I have moved my GRE to right at’ter 
Thanksgiving. This is the earliest possible time I could take it If I 
may ask as well, what is your honest opinion. Do you think I have a 
chance ifI apply for L~,-C’s program, even with a good GRE score? 

I am looking at a few other programs too, and } was wondering if you 
knew anything about them (if they’re good, how many people they accept, 
etc) I have emailed the program head for each school, but I thought an 
outside perspective might be useful. 

} am looking at University of Florida, Florida State University, 
University of Alabama, University of Georgia, University of South 
Carolina and East Carolina University 

Thank you for all of your help. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi      Thank you for your kind note. I am SO moved from last night; the 

> program was invaluable to everyone. 

> 

> Yes, you are jeopardizing your application with a January (IRE examination 

> We review applications in Januap)~ and it is highly unlikely that we would 

> have your scores Thus, we encourage students to have their GRE completed by 

> the end of October[ Our program is very competiuve and I strongly suggest 

> that you move your exam date or consider taking a year off and apply for the 

> Fail of 

> 

> Please contact Dr. Southall, our graduate program coordinator, if you have 

> any additional questions regarding our graduate program. 

> 

> Thanks t 

> 

> 

> Go }{eels, 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: mailto ,~,email.m~c.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Quick Question 

> 

> Thanks for helping put together such an amazing sports business club 

> meeting tonight. I learned so much, and I met some great people. 

> 

> As soon as I got back though, I remembered a quick question that I had 

> for you: 

> 

> I am applying for the graduate program at Carolina and I saw that the 

> priority deadline is January 1st. I signed up to take the GRE on Januau 

> 4th and immediately after I did this I realized that this is tl’tree days 

> later. I xvas wondering if this would have a negative effect on my 

> application, and if I should t~y to move my GRE testing date (which 

> would cost $50). I plan to fill out ray application long before then 

> (which I could send in whenever) and would be able to send ray GRE score 

> ASAP following the test. 

> 

> I xvas wondering what you think I should do’.’ Yore input is veW valuable 

> to me and I appreciate everything that you have done. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dewitt- (heen, Debbie <debbie.dewitt-green@bankofamerica.com> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 6:29 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Article of Interest - Trying to Engage Students 

Hi there, 

I left you a message earlier. 

Debbie 
...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 
To: ’Deborah Lynn Stroman’ 
Sent: Nov 2, 2009 3:47 PM 
Subject: Article of Interest - Twing to Engage Students 

Ve~z powerful and thought provoking, enjoy! 

How are you doing? 

We should remain ever so grateful.. 

(IoACC, 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisur 

College Spurt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Hunurs Socie~) 

4 Smith Bldg. - (2[3¢¢ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc, edu <ruailto: dstr o(d~,,anc .edu> 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration<http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration> 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, %\~at did I corae here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 

Sent using BlackBer15~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William A. Keyes <wkeyes@i4rc.org> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 9:38 AM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.edu:~ 

Hey, Peggy 

Peggy, 
As always, it was great to see you at the football game a couple of weeks ago. Horrible outcome, but at least we got to hear Terri sing the 
National Anthem. That was worth the trip for me. 
At lunch yesterday, I bumped into someone who I met at the Carolina First Gala a couple of years ago. When he introduced me to the young 
man he was having lunch with, the guy said, "Bill Keyes, I think I know you." Since I seldom forget a face, I was surprised. Then he said, 
"Actually, we’ve never met, but I used to work for Peggy dablonski and she walked into the office one day and said, ’I just met the nicest guy. 
His name was Bill Keyes’." What a nice thing to say. Thank you. That made my day. 
By the way, I got a nice message from Debby Stroman last week, which was quite gracious of her, considering how horrible I was at golf. When 
I am back sometime, I would love to play with you, Debby, and Terri -- if the three of you are up for a lot of laughs. 
I am scheduled to be at ttomeeoming this weekend, but I might have a conflict. IfI come, I hope to see you. 
All the best to you. 
Bill 



Bank of America Domestic Vendor Set-up/Maintenance Form (MarketScap_e_) 
Corporate Accounts Payable 

NOTE: This form is for DOMESTIC Vendors only. Please use the Foreign Vendor Setup form from the 
HELP tab of the Supplier/Sponsorship Approval tool. 

Vendor please return this form to: Your Bank of America Contact 

Bank Associate: Please Fax to Marketing Finance at 980-387-7896 

Please check the reason that applies: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Request Setup of New Vendor or a Vendor Name Change 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Request Change of Existing Vendor Information (e.g., Remit-To Address. Not for 
Name Changes) 

Required: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } W-9 Included - Required for New Vendor or Vendor Name Change* 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Copy of Invoice with Vendor’s Remit-To Address Included - Required by AP 
Vendor Management 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Vendor Type - (Charities, Donations, Interview Expense, Legal Settlements, 
Municipalities, Sponsorships, 

USPS, Utilities) Insert the appropriate letter(s) in the box. Invoice and Vendor Type will be validated. 

For Changes to existing vendor information, Please indicate vendor number(s) in box(es) below: 

Vendor Name: 

Payment Remit-To Address: 

City: 

State: 

Zip+4: 

Vendor Contact Name: 

Vendor Telephone: 

Vendor eMail Address: 

Bank Contact Name: 

Bank Contact 
Telephone: 

Bank Contact eMail 

John D. Lynch 

919.829.6609 

john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com 

*Bank of America’s Corporate Accounts Payable Policy requires a completed IRS Form W-9 with this Document 

Signature Date Title 

Corporate Accounts Payable thanks you in advance for performing the appropriate due diligence and submitting the required supporting documents. 
00-08-2166NSB\V - MKT 01-2008 



Corporate Accounts Payable thanks you in advance for performing the appropriate due diligence and submi~ing the required supporting documents. 
00-08-2166NSB\V - MKT 01-2008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 5:26 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship help 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

It tvas great to see you again today, as always, and i hope your bible 
stud?’ went well. I am in the process of trying to get another 
internship this summer, as I am doing an extra semester so i figured 
that would be best. I had an internship last summer with a company- in 
NYC dealing tvith healthcare and financial ser,Aces, which was a great 
experience. I loved being in NYC and definitely tvould love to start of 
there But, on the other hand I wasn’t rely interested in the work i 
was doing 

Follo~ving this i realized that i want to do something with marketing, 
something that would be much more interesting to me. So after seeing 
you today it clicked that you would probably be a great person to 
contact. I am hoping to try and pursue the ESPN internship again this 
summer, as the?’ didn’t really- have any openings last summer. On top of 
this I have a contact in Octagon Sports which i am pursuing as well 
I am hoping to be in NYC again this Sun~mer So, I was wondering if you 
had any- suggestions for possible internships in NYC and people ~vho i 
could contact. Any help or suggestions would be much appreciated. 
Thank your for your time, ill talk to you soon. 

Thanks agmn, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm~@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick Question 

Thanks, I understand! I may be able to stop by tomorrow- around 1:00, 
does that work? I have something going on tomorrow at 2:15, but I am 
free from 1:00 ut~til then If some time then doesn’t work, it’s free and 
we can figure something else out! 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman ~Vl-ote: 

> Hi Your questions aren’t geared for an email response :) Call me or 

> set an appointment I have office hours on Wednesday afternoons and 

> Thursdays Thanks! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> L~NC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: ~,[he human brain stops growing at age 18 

> 

> 

Oriaina[ Message ..... 

> From: [mailto (a)email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Mnnday, 6:20 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Quick Question 

> 

> Thank you for your advice I have moved my GRE to right after 

> Thanksgiving This is the earliest possible time I could take it. I£ I 

> may ask as well, what is your honest opinion Do you think I have a 

> chance if ! apply for UNC’s program, even with a good GRE score? 

> 

> I am looking at a few other programs too, and I was wondering if you 

> knew anything about them (if they’re good, how many people the?’ accept, 

> etc) I have emailed the program head [’or each school, but I thought an 

> outside perspective might be useful. 

> 

> I am looking at University of Florida, Florida State Umversity, 

> University of Alabama, Umversity of Georgia, University’ of South 

> Carolina and East Carolina Universi~’. 
> 

> Thank you for all of your help. 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman xvrote: 

>> Hi     . Thatf~ you for your kind note. I am SO moved from last night; the 

>> program was invaluable to cvepy-one. 

>> 

>> Yes, you are jeopardizing yottr application with a January GRE examination. 

>> We review applications in January" and it is highly unlikely that we would 

>> have your scores. Thus, we encourage students to have their GRE completed 

> by 

>> the end of October[ Our program is vein competitive and I strongly suggest 

>> that you move your exarn date or consider taking a year off and apply for 

> the 

>> Fall of 

>> 

>> Please contact Ea. Southall, our graduate program coordinator, if you have 

>> any additional questions regarding out graduate program. 

>> 

>> That’:s[ 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

>> L,~!C at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http ://;vw;v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:              [mailto     ~email uric edu] 



>> Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: Quick Question 

>> 

>> Thanks [’or helping put together such an amazing sports business club 

>> meeting tonight. 1 learned so much, and I met some great people. 

>> 

>> As soon as I got back though, [ remembered a quick question that I had 

>> for you: 
>> 

>> I am applying for the graduate program at Carolina and I saw that the 

>> priority deadline is January 1st. I signed up to take the GRE on January 

>> 4th and immediately after I did this I realized that this is three days 

>> later. I was wondering if this would have a negative effect on ray 

>> application, and if I should try to move my GRE testing date (which 

>> would cost $50). I plan to fill out my application long before then 

>> (xvhich I could send in whenever) and xvould be able to send my GRE score 

>> ASAP following the test. 
>> 

>> I was wonderit~g what you think I should do? Your input is very valuable 

>> to me and I appreciate everything that you have done. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 3:34 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Help 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

It was great to see you again yesterday, as always, and i hope your 
bible study went well. I am in the process of tlying to get another 
internship this summer, as I am doing an extra semester so i figured 
that would be best. I had an internship last summer with a company in 
NYC dealing ~vith healthcare and financial ser,Aces, which was a great 
experience. I loved being in NYC and definitely ~vould love to start of 
there But, on the other hand I wasn’t rely interested in the work i 
was doing 

Follo~ving this i realized that i want to do something with marketing, 
something that would be much more interesting to me. So after seeing 
you today it clicked that you would probably be a great person to 
contact. I am hoping to try and pursue the ESPN internship again this 
summer, as the?’ didn’t really have any openings last summer. On top of 
this I have a contact in Octagon Sports which i am pursuing as well 
I am hoping to be in NYC again this Sunzmer So, I was wondering if you 
had an?- suggestions for possible internships in NYC and people ~vho i 
could contact. Any help or suggestions would be much appreciated. 
Thank your for your time, ill talk to you soon. 

Thanks agmn, 

---Sorw if you got this twice, i tried emailing you yesterday but may 

have sent it to the wrong email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <~,lvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 7:59 PM 

Frazier-Bowers, SylviaA ~’,sylvia fr~ier@dentist~.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah Lyrm <dstm@unc.edu> 

Hamngton, Paula Swann <paula harfngm@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitatiou ~o paiticipate in St Paul Wo~nen’s Conference 

Hi Debby, 

¯ I hope my note today finds you well considering these ci~cumstances. 

th 
I am writing to update you on fl~e details of your preseutation at our 5 annual Womeu’s conference. Here are the details that I hinge: 

Date: Wednesday November 11th 

Place: St Paul AME Church (comer of Main and Merritt Mill) 

Time: 7:00 p m (the bible study that evening is at 6:00 pm and you are welcomed to attend) 

Topic: Financial Tips in a Recession (flae emphasis should be placed on tx)sitive ways to look at acNeving success during otherwise challenging times) 

I uow ueed to know if you require an LCD projector or a~y other resources. Please let me know if you have may questions a~d/or requests. I will also be providing you 

with a coW office itiueraJo~ tbr the entire week m~d would be delighted if you could join us for the remmnder of the conference. 

All the best, 

S~tvia 

Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 07, 2009 21:39 PM 
To-" Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject-" RE: Invitation to paiticipate in St Paul Women’s Conference 

Hi Svivia. l-hanks st) much For invitation to speak at your coni:e.re.nce! I wouid be honore.d to se.rw:,. In my iii:e, before UNC, I regulariV spoke, at churches 

around the coan[ry~ I stili hold my licenses as a finar~ciai planner, 

As we get cioser to the dale, keep me posLed on de[ails such as the start time, 

Possible Lopics include: Financial Yips in a Recession, EnLrepreneurial Keys or a more general biend of: a raw topics around health and success, Let me 

know, 

9 b.).~,4,43.0336 

!-t t: p:///’w ww,un c:.e du / (tc p ts / c x erqise/~st>ort 

Weekly Weird ,~act: Everyone in the Midd/e Ages bdieved - as Aristode hod - that the ,~eart was t,~e seat of intdfi~ence. 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylvia~razier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 07, 2009 5:00 PH 

Te= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Invi~tion to paitidpa~ in St Paul Women’s Conference 
Hello Dr Stroman. 
My name is Sylvia Frazier-Bowem and ~ am a faculty member in the School of DentistN. ~ am also a member of St Paul AME church and the co-chair for the annual Women’s 
conference¯ I am contacting you today because you come highly recommended by Vice-chancellor Brenda Richardson Malone as a potential seminar leader for one of our 
church activities. Eve~ year, St Paul has a Women’s conference in the Fall¯ Each night from Wednesday - Sunday represents a special activity to enrich and enlighten our 
padicipants. This year our pastor charged us with the task of finding a pemon who can lead our session on a ’linancial" topic¯ He specifically recommended that we find 
someone who is dynamic, enthusiastic and poMtive, to share ideas about how to make the best of your talents in this economy with a focus on entrepreneurial ideas. ~ have 
heard that you are all of the above and more from Brenda. You do not need to be an expert, but based on your blog and web page, you sound pedect to share ideas about 
how one can tap into their entrepreneurial side, even if you simply tell how you did this¯ 

The annual conference takes place from November 11th - 15th and you would be invited to lead an evening (about 1 hou0 workshop on Wednesday Nov 11th. I wouM be 

honored if you would consider this tequest and if not if you could attend the conference (see flier for brunch). In either case, can you please contact me via e-mail or by phone 
to let me know of your disposition on this invitation? I am looking fo~ard to meeting you one day soon¯ 

All the best, 
Sylvia 
Sylvia A. Fmzier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
UNvemity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of O~hodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 10:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Guest Speaker 

Dr.S~oman, 

I was ~vondering if you could send me some contact information for Ms 
Ballen. I really enjoyed her speaking today and wanted to ask her some 
more career questions I am applying to graduate schools for accounting, 
but both she and Mr Elliot got their MBAs so I was wondering what the 
better option would be If you could possibly send me her information or 
if you could offer some advice as ;vell I would love to meet with you 
sometime. 

Thank you’. 



Grassroots Soccer: Lose the Shoes Event Proposal 

I. Who GrassRoots soccer is: 

Mission: Using the power of soccer in the fight against HIV and AIDS, Grassroot Soccer 
provides youth worldwide with the knowledge, life skills and support to live healthier lives. 

How: Setting up and funding soccer tournaments in poor areas in Africa, and using these events 
as locations for HIViAIDS testing and education in the participating communities. 

Vision: A leader in sport-for-development and HIV prevention, Grassroot Soccer improves 
health among youth by continuously developing and improving their innovative educational 
tools and techniques, sharing their model effectively with like-minded partners, and tapping into 
the power and popularity of soccer to advance the global fight against HIV and AIDS. 

More Information: http://www.grassrootsoccer.org/ 

II. What the Lose the Shoes Event is 

The Lose the Shoes event is a 3 on 3 barefoot soccer tournament that is held at college campuses 
across America. All the money raised from team entry fees and sponsorship goes towards 
Grassroots soccer and their funding of soccer tournaments across Africa. 

Complete guide: http:iiv~,~w.grassrootsoccer.orgijoin-the-teamilose-the-shoesidownload- 
materials. 

III. When 

Sometime in the spring semester; either March or April when the weather warms up. 

IV. Benefits for Carolina Sports Business Club 

Chance to learn and practice the intricacies of running a sporting event. 
® Such as getting Campus Safety approval 
o Insurance requirements 
o Procuring materials for holding the sporting event 
~ Having enough volunteers to run the even smoothly. 

Chance to practice promotion skills. 
Chance for many inactive members to become more active in CSBC. 
Chance to hold a philanthropic event and know the joys of altruism. 

If you have any questions please contact me at either ~email.unc.edu or 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly, Michael <mkelly~theacc.org> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 4:02 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown! Application 

The 24th at 9am 

Michael Kelly 

Associate Commissioner 
Communications & Football Operations 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
336-854-8787x270 

mkelly@theacc.org 
www.theACC.com 
~:__R___e_~_~_r__e___s:_e__L~_t _A_ _ _C_ _,_ _C_ _ : ~_ _q Ln__ 
w~v.TheRoadtoTa m aA#~AyBa .corn 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2009 10:25 AM 
To: Kelly, Michael 
Subject: Project Touchdown! Application 
Importance: High 

Hi Michael. On the app last year, I wrote: 
This experience requires participation at an ACC meeLing to be held 9:00 a.m..-- 12:00 p.m. on ~,Nednesd~y, November $9, 2008 in Greensboro, North 
Carolina and to attend the Championship meetings and game Thursday, December e~, 2008 through Saturday, December 6, 2008 in )"ampa, Florida, You will 
be responsible far transportation to and from Greensboro and to and from Tampa, Project Touchdown! will provide housing and pqeals on Friday and Saturday 
in Tampa. [f selecLed, you agree to attend these mandatory sessions. 

What is the date of this year’s meeting in Greensboro? Thanks! 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL;, ; 

[diqC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Busmess Club 

Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

9i%84&0336 

We are aft students and teachers, t o!:ten ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 5:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: - Sunday 

Hey Dr. Stroman’. 

We’ll actually be out of town this weekend, racing in TN - should be a 
lot of fun. What about next weekend? I’m free on Sunday the 15th, and 
I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be. 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi         Time for more work! Are you available to do any painting this 
> weekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time that 
> morning before 1:00 and on Sunday 
> 

> Thanks. 

> Dr Stroman 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: ~Ihe human brain stops growing at age 18 

Origina[ Message ..... 

> From:                [l_nailto:              (~r)gmaii.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11 : 17 AM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Su~iect:     - Sunday 
> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> It was good talking to you this morning Thanks again for signing up 
> ~2~r a Rent-A- we really do appreciate your support. ~X{yself and 
> another wil[ be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
> paint and move boxes! Just a reminder, you supply paint 
> brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor My contact 
> iN2mnation is below ~n case you have an?’ questions or changes. Please 
> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 
> 

> Thanks again, 

> Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> ~gmail.com 
> (c) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(_~unc. edu 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 9:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn/<lstro@unc.edu> 

Tonighr? 

traw~Jt.vcf 

Good morning, lovely miss Debbie, 

Hope you’re having a nice morning It’s so beautififl out’. 1 took a 
detour on nay way to the office and walked through the arboretum. I love 
Carolina falls!~ 

Just checking in about this evening. One of my graduate school friends 
is in town this evening (just found out last mght) She’d like to get 
together, l told her that I might have plans, that I’d have to check 
with you. Would you like to do dinner and/or a movie? It’s totally up 
to you. I’m up lot- it ffyou’re up for it! 

Sophie 

PS: I can see this friend when I visit Chicago next month so it’s not a 
big dea[ if I miss her this evening. Really Again, totally up to you :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@emaikunc.edu> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 10:15 AM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ToNght? 

trawdlt.vcf 

Ok. See you next week? I can do luaach on Friday for sure. I’ll reply 
to Sa@e’s email in just a sec :) 

Have a lovely day-- 

Sophie 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Sophie. Rain check. I need to get caught up on house stuff Great seeing 

> you! If things change, I will call you 

> 

> Xxnx, 

> 

>d 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt(@emaihunc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 9:54 AM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Tonight? 

> 

> Good morning, lovely miss Debbie, 

> 

> Hope you’re having a nice raorning. It’s so beautiful out! I took a detour 

> on my way to the office and walked through the arborettan. I love Carolina 

> falls! 

> 

> Just checking in about this evening. One of my graduate school friends is 

> in town this evening (just found out last night). She’d like to get 

> together. I told her that I might have plans, that I’d have to check with 

> you. Would you like to do dinner and;or a movie? It’s totally up to you. 

> I’m up for it if you’re up for itt 

> 

> Sophie 

> 

> PS: I can see this friend when I visit Chicago next month so it’s not a 

> big deal if I miss her this evening. Really. Again, totally up to you :) 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com 

Friday, November 6, 2009 10:55 AM 

StromasL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Do you suff’er them a Premenstmal Mood Di~ rder? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Do you suffer farm a Premenstrual Mood Disorder? 

Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 20:46:59 -0500 

From: no reply@unc.edu 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Do you suffer from a Premenstmal Mood Disorder? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, 

anxieU, imtabiliU or mood smngs, and these symptoms are severe 

enough to interfere with normal functioning or interpersonal 

relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and 

qualify for resea, ch s~udies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s 

Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE NEED WOMEN WHO: 

1 ) have mood symptoms only pre- menstraally but not after the onset of 
mens~truation 

2) are medically healthy mad not currently suffering from some other 

chronic psychiatric condition 

3) are 18 - 50 years of age ruth regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualify for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback 

on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif), for 

treatment studies and studies providing up to $420 in compensation. 

If you would like to participate, call Monica (919) 966-2547 

The research study is IRB #05-3000. This email was approved by the 

UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 6/5/07. 

This email is sponsored by: Departmem of Psychia~’ 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email roll only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 

email pret~rence, logon to the on-line director web site at 

https:i/dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 

Deborah Stro~nan, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com9 

Friday, 10:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Great job on Full Court Press! 

~yahoo.com> 

Dr. Stroman, 
Just wanted to tell you how impressed I was with the first editions of Full Court Press and to thank you lbr aJl you do to enhance women’s basketball! I truly appreciate 

your heart and commitment to excellence and to the stadents and fans alike. 

You have been a tree inspiration to              my daughter and I am so thanld’ul you have been a part of her life and career at UNC. 

Kudos to the entire team at Full Court Press and keep up the great work! 

Yours Truly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 8, 2009 7:30 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr* 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Hi Bob I overlooked a guest speaker I have scheduled for this Wedaaesday 
:( Is there anyway we can have the evaluation on Friday or anytime next 
week>’? 

Debby 

On Mol~, 02 NOv 2009 08:31:37 -0500, Robert McMurray <exphys@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Debbie, 
> My flight back from Iowa has been shifted ~2~r next Monday We have 
> to re-schedule How about the Wednesday (Nov 1 lth) class’? 
> Bob 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 
>> Hi Bob. 

>> 

>> Thanks for your note and I will see you next Monday. 
>> 

>> Hugs, 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMurray 
>> <exphys@email.unc. ed~> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Debby, 
>>> Yo~ raay not get this, but I understand. Let’s put this off until a 
>>> week from Monday (Nov 9th). 
>>> Bob 

>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>> Hi Bob. I feel 
good 
>>>> about Monday, b~t I do want you to know if things are more difficult 
>> than 
>>>> I 
>>>> expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I will let you know if I 
DON’T 
>>>> feel 
>>>> up to it either Sunday- night or Monday morning. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thanks for understanding. 

>>>> Hugs, 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http ://wwwunc. edu/depts/exerciseisportadministration 
>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Robelt McMurray [mailto:exphvs@email unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

>>>> Deb, 
>>>> I am going to t~’ for Monday the 2nd. That leaves me the 9th if I 
>>>> need a back up 
>>>> Bob 

>>>> Deborah Stroman ~Vl-Ote: 
>>>>> Hi Bob. I am available on Mi~nday, November 2 or Mi~nday, November 9 I 
>>>> teach 
>>>>> at 11:00 m Fetzer 106. 



>>>>> Thanks! 

>>>~> Go tlee[s, 
>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>>> http ://www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/spor t administration 
>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>>>>> Company. 
>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Robert McMmray [mailm:cxphys~email.m~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>>> Subiect: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>> Debbie, 
>>>>> Some time this month I am s~pposed to attend one ofyo~ classes 
>> and 
>>>>> review yo~ teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, 

>>>>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
>>>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully we will 

>>>>> not have a scheduling conflict???? 
>>>>> Bob 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Casper <jonathan_casper@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Debbie: 

Hi Debbie: 
I just left a VM but was wondering you could do me a favor. Can you get this online via you library and send to me. Our library sucks! 

Nigg, C.R., Lippke, S. & Maddock, J.E. (2009). Factorial invariance of the Theory of Planned Behavior applied to physical activity across gender, age and ethnic groups. 
Psychology of Sport and Exercise, 10, 219-225. 
Let me know if you have any questions. I REALLY appreciate it. 
Jonathan 
Dr. Jonathan Casper 
North Carolina State University 
Assistant Professor, Department of Parks Recreation and Tourism lv]anagement 
Sport Management Program Coordinator 
Box 8004 Biltmore Hall 
Raleigh, NC 27695 

919-5~.3-0771 (Phone) 
919-513-3687 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Casper <jonathan_casper@ncsu.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 1:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Hi Debbie: 

Your are the best! I owe you one. 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 11/9/2009 1:00 PM >>> 

Hi Ion. I hope all is welt for’ you~ See attached~ 

9119,843,0336 

hvtp: //www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport admMistraVion 

Weekly We, kd Foot: The coot/oents numes oI/ e~d with the same lette, r with which they storL 

From: Jonathan Casper [mailto:jonathan_casper@ncsu.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, November 09, 2009 9:51 AM 

To-" dstroman@email.unc.edu 
$~bject-" Hi Debbie: 

Hi Debbie: 
I just lef~ a VM but was wondering you could do me a favor. Can you get this online via you library and send to me. Our library sucks! 
Nigg, C.R., Lippke, S. & 14addock, 3.E. (2009). Factorial invariance of the Theory of Planned Behavior applied to physical activity across gender, age and ethnic groups. 
Psychology of Sport and Exercise, 10, 219-225. 
Let me know if you have any questions. I REALLY appreciate it. 
Jonathan 
Dr. Jonathan Casper 
North Carolina State University 
Assistant Professor, Department of Parks Recreation and Tourism Management 
Sport Management Program Coordinator 

Box 8004 Biltmore Hall 
Raleigh, NC 27695 

919-513-0771 (Phone) 
919-513-3687 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ralph Sampson < "_c}aol.com> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 12:05 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hey Stroman... Whets up 

We still have not touch base wow... I am sorry I was traveling a week or so ago and could get back to you. Here is a outline as to what I am doing and how I set up 

our experts on my website. 

* Your picture will be on site 

o Your bio will be on site 

o Request speaking will be on the site: People will be able to request you to speak at their events, team or organization 

* Links to your web site 

* And more... 

If you take a look at www.oraph.com and click on health and then experts, you will see dr. oz... that is the concept. 

Let’s set up a time in the next few days to discuss. The site goes live in about :iO days and I am finishing up the final list of things to do. I site will be great and of 

serious benefit to you in many ways. We will discuss. 

Thanks 

Ralph Sampson 
Winners Circle Enterprises, LLC 
5805 State Bridge Road, Suite G-171 
Duluth, Ga 30097 
Ph: 888-587-3330 
Fax: 404-420-2933 

ralphs@ my-winnerscircleocom 

www.my-winnerscircle.com 

"It takes team work to make a dream work" 
This e-mail and any attachment is for authorized use by the intended recipientls} only. It may contain proprietary material, confidential information and/or be subiect to legal 

privilege. It should not be copied, disclosed to, retained or used by any other party. If you are not the intended recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any review, 

dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emckson, Sadye Paez <spaez@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 9:54 AM 

Trawalter, Sophie <tmwaB@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah I,ym~ -<tslro@unc.edu> 

A Saturday Invite...Poetr3~ Slam 

Good morning ladies! Only Tuesday and already looking forward to the weekend...and wanted to invite you both to join 

you! 

Sadye 

and I this Saturday. We’d love to see 

Jambalay Soui 51am presents 

P©ETR’I SLAM UP CLOSE AND PERS©NAL 

N ovember ] 4tb 

Red M~s ~al GNleW 

105 West P;~rish Street (~.bove i~air EstNe sMon) 

Durham~ NC 27701 

8pro sharp 

Fe;~n=dng DJ ~qtosedmtguy spilt~ing hot itew iteosonl mu~:ic 

We will ~e giving away CDs by some of so~ musJc’s bright new :.tars t 

Hosted by Dasa:~ gha:m 

Admission is just $5 

About the Slmn... 

The 3mnba’:aya Soui S’:am was stmled in 2002 by Dasan ghmm and Ray Gorham It m oved to the Hayti Heritage Center in Dinham in 2005 and has been supported by 1he S t Joseph’s Histo;:e Fo:z:~dation ever since. 

The slam p,oduces 1he Bull City Siam Te;~m dtat has rep, esemed the T, iangle in region~d ;rod nNio*tai competition f*,, 5 years now This summer, the f;ound;~lion helped ~:pon~:o, rite Soulher*t Fried Sondteastm~t 

Regiomd PoeSy ~lam Slammaster Janella Sellers a*td ~:lamn~aster/coach Dasan Ahanu t~,ere happy to coordinate bringing the regiomds to Dinham The Bull City Siam Te~v~ fi*ti~:hed second to S1;~m Ch;~rlotte in rite 

competition. 

For more inibrmation on poetryslam or to find out tim rules you can go to www.poeh’y~:i~v~ conL 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Tuesday,                  11:57 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

references 

@kenan- tlagler .unc.edu> 

Dr. Stromai~ 
It’s your fol~ner Director of Mmketing from last yeais Sports Business Club. I just recently got a job with Octagon Spoils Marketing and listed you as a reference for 

my work with "the club". Just wanted to give you a heads up in case they contact you. Hope you and the club are doing well. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 12:20 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Debby, 
Friday at 11 am in Fetzer 106 it is. 

Bob 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 

> Hi Bob I overlooked a guest speaker I have scheduled for this Wednesday. 

> :( Is there any~vay we can have the evaluation on Friday or anytime next 

> week>? 

> 

> Debby 

> 

> On Mon, 02 Nov 2009 08:31:37 -0500, Robert McMurray <exphys@email uric edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Debbie, 

>> My flight back from Iowa has been shifted for next Monday. We have 

>> to re-schedule. How- about the Wednesday (Nov 1 lth) class? 

>> Bob 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi). wrote: 

>>> Hi Bob 

>>> Thanks %r your note and I will see you next Monday 

>>> 

>>> Hugs, 

>>> 

>>> debby 

>>> On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMurray 

>>> <exphys@email uric edu> 

>>>> Debby, 

>>>> You may not get this, but I understand Let’s put this off until a 

>>>> week from Monday (Nov 9th). 

>>>> Bob 

>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>>>>> Hi Bob . I feel 

> good 

>>>>> about Monday, but I do want you to know if things are more difficult 

>>> than 

>>>>> expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I will let you know if I 

> DOiX’T 

>>>>> feel 

>>>>> up to it either Sunday night or Monday morning. 

>>>>> ThaJmks for understanding. 

>>>>> Hugs, 

>>>>> debby 

>>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>>> htto ://www.unc.edu/del~tsiexercise/sl~or t administration 

>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphys@email.u~c.edu] 

>>>>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 

>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>>>>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>> Deb, 

>>>>> I am going to try ibr Monday the 2rid. That leaves me the 9th if I 

>>>>> need a back up. 

>>>>> Bob 



>>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>>>> tli Bob. I am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9 I 
>>>>> teach 
>>>>>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 

>>>>>> Thanks[ 

>>>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>>> L~4C at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>>>> http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
>>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first nrarketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>>>>>> Conrpany. 
>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphs~s~email.~mc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>>>> Subject: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>>> Dcbbie, 
>>>>>> Sonre time this month I am supposed to attend one ofyo~tr classes 
>>> and 
>>>>>> review yo~tr teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, 

>>>>>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
>>>>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully we will 

>>>>>> not have a scheduling conflict???? 
>>>>>> Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 4:19 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu% Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edt~-~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; ’Ed 

Shields’ <shields@email.unc.edu>; Southa~ll, Deborah Joy ,~tjsothll@emaiLunc.edu> 

SouthaJ1, Rich~xd Michaxd <~southaJJ@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Interview Weekend - Febraa~ 26-28 

Hello SpAd Faculty, 
Hope you are al~ doi ng well. As we approach the end of the semester, we wanted to look to see if Friday February 26 to Sunday February 28 was available 

for everyone to attend interview weekend for next year’s incoming graduate class. 
As we begin to make preliminary plans, our thought is to have Saturday February 27 be our formal interview morning. Please e-mail me back and let me 

know if this fits into your schedule. 
Once we have selected our date, I would also like to discuss with each of you, your thoughts on the weekend so that we can formulate the most 

successful and efficient evaluation of next year’s class. 
Thanks for your time. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 11:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Interview Weekend- February. 26-28 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. I will let you know as soon as we confirm. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :10, 2009 4:46 PM 

To-" 
Subject-" RE: Interview Weekend - February 26-28 

9 2 9 8 4.,3 0,3,3 (~ 

http:/’/www,unc,e du idepts//exercise/’sport admmistrat{on 

Week@ Weird Fact: The con~/nents names o]/ end with the some iettet" wfih which ghey sg~rt. 

F~m: [mailto }email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November ~0, 2009 4:~9 PM 
To: spo~law@unc.edu; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’Deborah Stroman’; ’Ed Shields’; djsothll@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Richard Southall 
Subject: Interview Weekend - Februa~ 26-28 

Hello SpAd Faculty, 

Hope you are all doing well. As we approach the end of the semester, we wanted to look to see if Friday February 26 to Sunday February 28 was available 

for everyone to attend interview weekend for next year’s incoming graduate class. 

As we begin to make preliminary plans, our thought is to have Saturday February 27 be our formal interview morning. Please e-mail me back and let me 

know if this fits into your schedule. 

Once we have selected our date, I would also like to discuss with each of you, your thoughts on the weekend so that we can formulate the most 

successful and efficient evaluation of next year’s class. 

Thanks for your time. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mangum, Elmira <emangum@email,unc,edup, 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 6:18 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Speaking Engagement 

I will see you there. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Hope you can attend...I will be the guest speaker. © 

Date: Wednesday November 1:1th 

Place; St Paul AME Church (corner of Main and Merritt Mill) 

Time= 7:00 p m (the bible study that evening is at 6:00 pm and you are welcomed to attend) 

TolaiC~ Financial Tips in a Recession (the emphasis should be placed on positive ways to look at achieving success during otherwise challenging times) 

Maybe I need to go back to the islands... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL-LJ 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Oept. 

Sport Administration Facul7 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

dstro@~onc.edu 

http://www.vnc.e du/’depts/’exe~cise/’sport administration 

We ore all students and teachers. ! often osk myself, "Whot did I come here to/eorn, and what did ! come to teach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parete, Megan <MParete@mycomsports.com> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 10:40 AM 

Atwell, Alan ~4alan.atwell@rsmi.com>; Bennett, Jr., Tom <tbennett@paragoncommercial.com>; Bochicchio, Marc 

<marc.bochicchio@autotrader.com>; Both, Don ~<ton@providencecM~.com>; Broadnax, Roddy <roddy.bmadnax@spirittelecom.com>; 

Caddell, Kyle <kyle.caddell@synergy5.com:~; Coben, Matt <mat’g~:thunderroadbranworks.com>; Connell, Paul 

~em~thlink.net>; Conte, MaW qnconte@diamondspringscarolinas.com>; Cope, Chris <Chris.cope@allentate.com>; 

Cunningham, Jolm <jcunningham@quintevents.com >; DeCarlo, Steve < steve.decarlo@mnmns.com>; Dees, Randy 

<randy.deas@spirittelecom.com>; Eades, Keith <keades@spisales.com>; Eberle, T.J. <tjeberle@nouveon.com>; Froneberger, Lee 

<lee@tnyersparkmortgage.cotn>; Gary, Robert <rgary@breezeplay.com>; Godfrey, Janet <~lanet.godfrey@crva.com>; Hammack, Denny 

<dhammack@pattersonpope.com>; Haston, Trent <trent.haston@andrewroby.com>; Hood, Chuck <chuck@hoodhargett.com>; Hood, 

David <david@hoodhargett.com>; Jenkins, Charles <pjenkins@heyward.net>; Kellogg, Kristian <kris@obs~ssivecontsmtive.com>; 

Kennedy, Bryan <bkennedy@viningsparks.com>; Kessler, Mike <mkessler@gricefinancial.com>; Klingman, Thorn 

<tklingman@alfredwilliams.com~; Leaphart, Wade <wade@the909grp.com~; Mathis, James <james@mathispr.com~; McGuire, David 

q:lavid.mcguire@madrewmby.com>; Melvin, Chm-les <charles.melvin.III@nmtin.com>; Nine, Cris~ <cristy.nine@cbre.com>; Pascarella, 

Tony            ~live-360.com>; Paul, Jett~ ~ipaul@cplmming.com>; Scott, Kevin <kevin.scott@spirittelecom.com>; Snyder, 

Jenn <jenn@hoodhargett.com>; Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Suddreth, Robert <robert.suddreth@wachovia.com>; Taylor, 

Joe ~        @carolina.rr.com>; Thompson, D. Blair <bthompson@thompsontina~cialgroup.net> 

Charlotte Collegiate Football Board 

On behalf of Will Webb 
Greetings, 
I hope this email finds you well. Thanks to those of you who have responded and are interested in joining the 09 Meineke Car Care Bowl Board (or Charlotte 
Collegiate Football Board colne Januaw). For those of you still thinking on it, we would like you to know you will be included unless we hear otherwise. Please 
feel free to visit our website wn~v.meinekecarcarebowLcom and w~w.accfootballchaHotte.com and let us know if you have any questions. Thankst 

Meh~eke Car Care 

704..2:74-35i 3 
Follow us ,m ~tter and become a f~ ,~ facebooM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~aol.com 

Wednesday, November l 1, 2009 12:00 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Summer 2010 Internships 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am actixrely searching for sport internships in the law or agency fields for the stammer of 2010. Do y ou know of any people I should be in covXact with to aid me in my search? Thank you for 

all of your help and I hope you feel better! 

Sent from 1W Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<unc@salhonors.org> 

~Vednesday, November 11, 2009 2:27 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL Meeting: Thurs. 11/19 at 8pm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear SAL Members, 

Join us for our ~ext meeting which writ take p~.ace t~ext Thursday~ 

t~pcomm~ community service projecL at the Ro~a~d McDo~a~d house 

Please read the fo[[owi~g note from Leish Rob)nde[[i, morale chair for 

ba~(:e Marathon, 

. 
Dance ~4arathon w/il be recru~tfn9 student dancers to make a 

commitment to he~p better the li~es o.f the p~t~ents and .famiEes o.~ N, 

least S150 and s~nd on your ~eet [or 24 hours in a symbolic show Of 

support .A~r the hospital ’rh~s year, ~he m~rathon wil~ b~ held Febru~r~ 

19-20, ~ would ~ike ~o encoura~e you to make a s~and /br ~he children 

and/amilies ~f N.C. dhildren~ biospital. While standin9 [or 24 hours 

definitely a chalfenSe, the things you will experience at the marathon 

and the joy .hat you wili fee~ at hour ~4 when the fina~ fundraisin9 totai 

is revealed is indescHbab~eo P~ease come out to the pi~: on ~Nonday and 
sign up ~o donce, or resk;~er on our website a~ ~’vv, uncmarothon, or 

Fee~ ~ree to contact me with any questiens~ 

For The Kids, 

Leigh Ro~ande~i 

~Aorcde Chair 

Thank yokb and have a 8rear week~ Hope to see you air next Thursday. 

ChapLet Preside~t, UNC 

5~Sma Alpha Lambda 

UNC@sathonors.or8 

Check us out on Twitte~:SALHcmors a~d read our b[o~ on WordPress 

Here ~s the link to jo#~ our F’aceboek group: 

http://v~w.facebook.com/home.php#/~roup.php?~id=30307810730 

Forward email 

so o00 0  or, o1 
This email was sent to dstro@unc.edu by unc@salhonors.or% 
Instant removal with Sal’eUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda [ 501 Village Green Parkway [ Suite 1 I Bradenton [ FL [ 34209 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 5:20 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: - Sunday 

Hey Dr. Stroman’. 

What time on Suaaday? I like after 10am or 1 lam and before 6pm, but 
whatever works for you. Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 
or just me? 

Thanks again! 

On Fri, Nov 6, 2009 at 9:31 AIVl. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
Hi          Yes, next Sunday will be fine Thanks. Have fun this weekend’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
U2"4C at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [~_nailto: (~r)gmaii.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 5:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Su~iect: Re:     - Sunday 

Hey I)r Stroman[ 

We’ll actually be out of town this weekend, racing in TN - should be a 
lot of fun. What about next weekend? I’m free on Sunday the 15th, and 
I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be. 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi          Time for more work! Are you available to do any pa~nung this 
>> weekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time that 
>> morning before 1:00 and on Sunday. 
>> 
>> That~zs. 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> L2.1C at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:                mailto:              ~mail.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, ~epte£~ber 23, 2009 11 : 17 A_’vi 
>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>> Subject: - Sunday 
>> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> It was good talking to you this morning. Thales again for signing tap 
>> for a Rent-A. we really do appreciate your support. Myself and 
>> another will be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
>> paint and move boxes[ Just a reminder, you supply paint 
>> bmshesipaint/tools/etc, and ~ve’ll supply the labor. My contact 
>> information is below in case you have an?- questions or changes. Please 
>> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 
>> 

>> Thanks again, 
>> 



>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>: ~gmail corn 
>> (c~ 

> Universit7- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> ~unc.edu 
> (c) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc. edu 
(c) 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.m~c.edtr~ 

Wednesday, November l 1, 2009 8:29 PM 

theclub@unc,edu 

PT2009 

PT2009.docx 

Project Touchdown! application. 



Hamngton, Paula Swarm <pharring@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I.ynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

St. Paul Women’s Couference 

2009 flyer in word- 1 .docx 

Good Morning, 
Your presentation was excellent last night and I really appreciate 
your coming and hope after reviewing the attached flyer, you 
will participate in some more events. 
Again, THAiX,~,[ S ! 

Paula 

Paula S. Han-mgt~m 
Administrative Assistant/HR Facilitator 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology 
CE# 7290, 804 Mary Ellen Jones Bldg 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7290 

(919) 966-3921 - Office 
(919) 962-8103 - Fax 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 3:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: - S unday UPDATE 

Perfect! I’ll bring someone else along, I’ll see you then Thanks’. 

On Thu, Nov 12, 2009 at 3:41 PM, Deborah Stroman, Ph.D 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Let’s change that to the at’ternoon. How about 2:00? Thanks. 

On Wed, 11 Nov 2009 17:19:53 -0500, 
< ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>> Hey Dr Stroman[ 
>> 

>> What time on Sunday? I like after 10am or 1 lam and before 6pm, but 
>> whatever works for you. Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 
>> or just me? 
>> 

>> Thanks again! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, Nuv 6, 2009 at 9:31 AM, Deburah Struman <dstroman@email uric edu> 
>> wrute: 
>>> Hi Yes, next S~day will be fine ThaWs. Have f~ this 
>>> weekend[ 

>>> Gu tteels, 
>>> Deburah S~oman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> UNC at (Napel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http : //www ~c. edu/depts/exercise/spurt a~inistration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The h~an brain stups gruwing at age 18 

>>> ...... Original Message ..... 

>>> Frum:               [mailtu:              ~amail.cum] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 5:54 PM 
>>> Tu: Deburah Struman 
>>> Subject: Re:     - Sunday 

>>> Hey IX. S~umant 

>>> We’ll actually be uut oftuwn this weekend, racing in TN - should be a 
>>> lot of fun. What about next weekend? rm free on Sunday the 15th, and 
>>> I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be. 

>>> Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi Time for more workt Are you available to do any paintitg 
>>>> ~is 
>>>> weekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time that 
>>>> morning before 1:00 and on S~day. 

>>>> ~anks. 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> ~C at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http://xvwxv.unc.ed~,’depts/exerciseisport administration 

>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> From:               [mailto:              @gmail.com] 
>>>> Sent: WecNesday, September 23, 2009 11 : 17 AM 

>>>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>>> Subject:     - Sunday 

>>>> Deborah, 

>>>> It was good talking to you this morning. Thanks again tbr sigmng up 



>>>> for a Rent-A , ~ve really do appreciate your support Myself and 
>>>> another ~vill be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
>>>> paint and move boxest Just a reminder, you supply paint 
>>>> brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor My contact 
>>>> information is below in case you have any questions or changes. Please 
>>>> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

>>>> Thanks again, 

>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>> ~gmail.com 
>>>> 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>    @unc.edu 
>>> (c) 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> 
> kTniversity of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

> 919843.0336 

> dstro@unc edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~)unc. edu 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 10:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

324 F09 Finance and the Exploitation of the SA DLS.ppt 

Go t teels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLt ; 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 
Sport Administration FaculV 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919~843~0336 

h~tp:/’/’wwwam~e,~u/~]epts/exerc~se/~spor~ a~n~imstra~ion 

We are a/I students and teachers, t o)en ask mysel~ "What did ~ come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edn> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 11:19 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Sports Science 

From:          [maiito:      ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2009 11:08 AN 

To: Toone, Damon E 
Subject: SporN Science 

Hello Mr, Toone, 

Yesterday I attended the admissions tour and information session. Afterward I had a few queslions about the Exerci~ and Sport Science program mad you told me to 

email you to receive more information. Thank yon Ibr taking the time to read this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harfington, Paula Swaxan <pharfing@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 1:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: St. Paul Women’s Conference 

Great and will see you then 
Paula 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: ’Paula Harrington’ 
Subject: RE: St Paul Women’s Conference 
Sent: Nov 13, 2009 1:21 PM 

Thank YOU! I enjoyed our time together I am plalming on coming to church on 
Sunday. 

Be blessed! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(2 at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?’ start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paula Harrmgton [mailto:pharrin~med. unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:45 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Sublect: St. Paul Women’s Conference 

Good Morning, 
Your presentation was excellent last night and I really appreciate your 
coming and hope after reviewing the attached flyer, you will participate in 
some more events 
Again, THANK S! 

Paula 

Paula S. ttarrington 
Administrative Assistant/tIR Faci litator 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology CB# 7290, 804 Mary Ellen Jones 
~ldg. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7290 
(919) 966-3921 - Office 
(919) 962-8103 - Fax 

Sent on the SprintC_r¢ NOw Net*york fi-om my BlackBerp),(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edn> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 3:09 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC EXSS 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2009 12:52 PM 
To:       @yahoo.com 
Cc: Toone, Damon E 
Subject: UNC EXSS 

Hi        Thanks for your inquiry. I am an academic advisor for the Exercise and Sport Science department. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 

questions regarding our program. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport P.esearch Instimt:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ,v) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

http:/’ /www.unc.edu /’ depts// exercise /’sport administration 

We are oil students and reachers, t often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to reach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@ .cam > 

Re: Contact 

Debbie, 
cell is 

Martina 

His email is @ .com. 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

For Business & Finance 

University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill 

Office: (919) 962 2715 

Fax: (919) 962 0667 
_m____b__a_j_Le___q @__u__n___c__a___a_,_u__O__c_.__e__d___u_. 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 11/13/2009 1:05 PM > > > 

Hi. I left you a vmsg. I need # to see if he is available to speak to the Carolina Sports Business Club on Tuesday night. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U_NIC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Instilute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena/CLpha Lambda (,Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro (~),unc.e du 

http:/’/’www.unc.edu/depts[exercise/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did / come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sally Aus~tin < ~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, November 14, 2009 8:22 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi there 

Hi Debbie, 

I hope all is well and that you are having a great weekend. I 
thoroughly enjoyed playing golf with you and Peggy. We should do it 
again soon 

I think I told y’all about a golf trip that a friend of mine and I are 
getting together for Februa~’. I am sending the brochure in case you 
are interested or know of anyone who is interested. We are looking 
for 18 to 32 people to take. I have been there. It is beautiful. I 
believe it ~vill be a good time. 

hope to get together again soon for golf. dinner or drinks. 

Enjoy the rest of the weekend. Ho~v about those Heels? 

Sally 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, November 14, 2009 8:35 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: UNC EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroma~ 
I am hoping to pursue a career in physical themp55 and the EXSS program at UNC Chapel Hill is veu strong, and I mn very interested, I was wondering which of the 

EXSS programs I would be most beneficial for me ifI am accepted to UNC. I was also wondering ifI could pursur another major at the same fime in English. Thank 

you s~ much for your help. 

--- On Ffi, 11/13/09, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(aMmail une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dslroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC EXSS 

To:       ~ahoo.com 

Cc: ’"Toone, Damon E’" <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, November 13, 2009, 12:52 PM 

Hi       Thanks for your inqui~~. I am an academic advisor for the Exercise and Sport Science department. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 

questions regarding our program. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

1.32NC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Societ}’) 

4Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro,@/unc~e du 

http://www.unc.edu//depts/’exercise/sport: administration 

We are a!l students and teachers. I o.fien ask ~vse,:.’L "I~q~a¢ did I come here ¢o lear~, and what did I come to �each?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Sunday, November 15, 2009 3:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Black History Month at U.Va 

Hi Debby! 

Hope you are doing well in the land of the Tar Heels (rm sure that everyone is celebrating the Heels’ success and upcoming bowl bids). What are you teaching and how is it 
going? Wake is still a good fit, and we like Winston-Salem. 
Just received an email from Lauren Boswell, a fourth year student at U.Va., who’s currently the president of the SSA. She asked if I could recommend anyone for a panel that 
they are planning for February 2010 (potentially the 10th or the 17th) involving reflections on our years at U.Va. (60s, 70% 80@ I participated last year and enjoyed it, 
especially seeing Roland Lynch, Sill Cooper (’76) and others. I recommended that Lauren contact you; she was very interested in your variety of activities from mentoring to 
BSA to basketball to Zeta. 
She’s a very gracious person, and I hope you’ll get to meet her if you haven’t already~ 
Take care and best wishes for Thanksgiving. 
Paulette 
P.S. Just read that Debbie Ryan achieved victory #70& wow 

Paulette Jones (P.J.) Morant 
Box 7895 
1834 Wake Forest Road 
Winston-Salem, NC 27109-8758 
H: 
C: 



From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: b osbome@unc.edu 

Subject: Bufiness Minor 

9:40 PM 

Hey, my nmne is              ~nd I am a freshman at ECU. I plan on t~3dng to transfer to UNC where I want to study Exercise m~d Sport Science with a Sport 

Administration concentration and i was also wondering if it would be possible for me to minor in business administration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@emaikunc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 9:31 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

:) 

He?’ there, Miss Debbie, 

Just checking in. How are you doing? Let me know if you’d like to do 
something this week. Looking for~vard to catching tap :) 

Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Free Conference Call <no-reply@newscontrol.freeconferencecall.com> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 10:57 AN 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FreeConferenceCall.com Newsletter November 2009 

~i F reeCon feren ceCa II.com 

heading 

1 

The hofidays are ju~t around the corner. Stay 
in touch with ramify and friends with these 
great use ideas: 

¯ Organize a fiee conference call for 
those that can’t make it 

¯ Record a family holiday greeting with 
SimpleVoiceBox 

¯ Send ou~ par~ invitations wi~h 
SimpleBlas~ 

For more details, visit our Resource Center, 

We want to know how we are doing, Help us 
] 

service you be~t:er and tell us whal: you think! 

Get your m...~,~ge~ out fast with new 
S~mp~eBlas( ~ea~:ures, which ~nclude: 

¯ 10,000 Recipients per message blast 
¯ Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Recurring Nessages 
¯ Resending of sent messages 
¯ Playback of sent messages 

Ched< out Simpl ~Blast and read more about 
its %atures, 

’1[ am happy to report not only was it 
our best reunion ever, but the group 
wants to maintain more regular 
communications via conference calls. 
lh~s includes not ]us~: our committee, 
but our who~e class--those that were 
there and some that were not, We are 
no longer satisfied with hav~ng one b~g 
reunion every 5 yea~s, b: seems our 
next: few years w~ll find a reunion by 



] 
Get the latest news, service updates and 
much more by ~oflowing us on our sociaf 
network sites, This is a great place for you to 
s~ay in touch v,,id-~ FreeConferenceCaII,com, 

:In addition, we would love to hear your 
ideas, suggestions and recommendations. 
Start follov~,ing us today by simply adding us 
as a ~riend at the following networks v~,e are a 
part of; 

phone completely using your seP~ice, 
Thanks for saving the day and the 
reunion, fl’eeconferencecatl.com." 

Steve Montignani 

Steve has been in sales for 30 years and has 
been involved with several pioneering effort’s 
in ~elephone and other communical:ion 
technologies, Recently~ he suggested to his 
Colfege Reunion committee that they get 
together regularly for p~anning the reunion 
via F~eeconferencecall,com,/~( F~rst the group 
oF ~2 had (ried to do ema~l bet~,;een each 
other to come up with ~deas for the big 
reunion (#35). ~t was soon vet/clear that 
th~s one-to-one and inflequent group 
communication was getting them nowhere 
fast. The team was behind ~:he curve 
planning their b~g event~ and ~n making the 
derisions to get things moving, Now w~th 
just a couple of well p~anned conference 
cal~s, ~t became evident that they could 
brainstoms, make decisions and get the 
reunion back on t~ack, The ca~ls v~,ere a 
h~t and made Steve look br@ant in flw~t of 
h~s class colleagues and their committee 
chairman. 

] 
There are so many great customer stories 
that we feature StoryLine users in our 
newsletters, 

The FreeCon~erenceCall,com StoryLine is 
open to all customers to share their ideas and 
best uses of our sePqces. 
.}ust diabin to (.95:1.) 262~2670 and simpfy 
sefect :l., We’ll then pid< the best stops/to 
feature in our new newsletter, 

Call today and share your story, we would 
Iike to hear from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Assistant football coaches see pay rise with unique clauses - USATODAY corn 

Powered b 

Please noter the sender’s email address has not been verified, 

Click the following to access the sent link: 

U~ATODAY,~r~* 

Get your EMAIL THIS Browser Button and use it to email content from 
any Web site, Cli~ i~ere for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@emaikunc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 4:10 PM 

Sadye Paez < spaez@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edtr~ 

DSS reunited?! 

traw~Jt.vcf 

Hello ladies, 

Are you all available for lunch, diuner, coffee, or drills this week? 
I’m free Thursday and Friday, all day I’d love to see you. 

Sophie :) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~verizon.net 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:32 AM 

~verizon.net;            @hotmail.coln:       .~comcasl.net; Stromm~, Detx~rah Lylm ~dstro@uuc.edu~ 

Fwd: Article: UVa-Tenuessee Women s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

FYI... 

Nov 17, 2009 11:55:10 PM, mail~nmnatNefics.com wrote: 

UVa-Tennessee Women’ s 
Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. 
Start 

Courtesy: VirginiaSports.com Release: 11/17/2009 

N:: Ariana Moorer 

Courte~: Jim Daves/UVa Media 
Relatious 

Charlottesville, VA - The women’s basketball game 

between No. 12 Virginia mid No. 6 Temlessee has been 

reschednled t%r a 4 p.m start on Sunday, Nov. 22 The 

game was originafly slaled to stalt at 2 pro. The time 

change was made to avoid a conflict with the UVa 

men’s soccer team’s second-romld NCAA match that 

begins at 1 pro. at Kl6ckner Stadmm As the nmnber- 

two seed in the tournament, the Cavaliers received an 
opening-romid bye and will meet the winner of a flrst- 

romid match between Princeton and Bucknelh 

"We apologize in advance to everyone who has already 

purchased tickets to the women’s basketball game for 
Ariana Moorer                         the change in the start time," said Jon Oliver, 

executive associate director of athletics. "We 

anticipate large crowds at bOh events and ~e believe it’s important to create some separation bel-ween 

the start times in order to nfininfize traffic mid parking problems. Based on the postseason process we 

ultimately decided that it would be diffic~dt to move the start flme for the soccer match to an evening 

flme slot. We appreciate the Tennessee women’s basketbafl program working with us regmding this 

matter and ~ve hope fllat the iSns will come out and watch l-wo great games on Sunday¯" 

Virginia is attempting to set an all-time attendance record at Sunday’s women’s basketball game and 

more than 7,700 tickets have been purchased¯ The current attendance record of I 1,174 was set in 

1986 vs North Carolina 

In an eft’oft to help set the new attendance tamk, the same promoflon that was used 22 yems ago is in 

place for SmIday’s game against the Lady Vols - Hot Dog Day. Ever7 t~ml in attendance will receive a 

coupon ~br a flee Gwalhley hot dog and a 12-ounce Pepsi¯ These coupons may be redeemed at 

concessions stands throughout the arena at any flme dming the game. 

"There won’t be a need for Fans to come into the b~tilding mid rush to the concession stands," Oliver 

said¯ "We’fl have enough hot dogs and Pepsi to accommodate a packed house so fSns can enjoy 1he 

game and take advantage of this offer at their convenience¯" 

Finis me encouraged to purchase tickets in advmlce for both the women’s basketbafl mid men’s soccer 

games. For the NCAA men’s soccer game, reserved seat tickets are $9 and general admission tickets $7. 

General adnfission tickets are $5 for youth 18 and under as well as Sl~ldents of the participating schools 

with valid ID Reserved seat tickets for the women’s basketball game against Temtessee are sold ont. 

General admission tickets are $7, $5 fbr youth, seldors and UVa l:acttlty and stafl~ UVa studenls wilh a 

valid ID are admitled flee of charge. 

Tickets can be purchased online at VirginiaSports.com, by phone at (800) 542-[ VA 1, at the John Pmti 

Jones Arena box office (10 am. - 2 p.m., Monday through Friday) and at the Virginia Athletics Ticket 

Office (9 a.m - 5 phi., Monday through Friday). 

Free proking is available t’or both games in the University Hall and JoIm Paul Jones Arena parking lots 

on a first-come, first-selved basis¯ Additional flee palking is available in the McCue Center parking lot 

adj acent to Massie Road, the Emmet / Ivy Garage and at The Park A shuttle will run from The Park to 

accolmnodate £ans parking in this area. The shn~le is wheelchair accessible¯ Additional parking is 

available at the Central Grounds Parking Garage, however, hourly fees apply. 

View Full Article on VivginiaSports.com 



Fo remove your email address from our mailing list, please click on Customer Care and ,select Renl ove 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol CaJlan <ccaJlan@usabasketball.com> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 2:56 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~ks 

Hi Debby, 

What a nice surprise...thank you for the sweat pants. We have had more snow in November than any other year so far so this gift is certainly appreciated. 

Looks like another good year for Carolina basketball (both men and women) so enjoy. 

Hope all is well. 

Carol 

Carol Callan 
Women’s National Team Director 
5465 Mark Dabling Blvd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
Phone: 719-590-4800 
Mobile: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ina Samuels-Martinez <inam@thegreenmagazine.com> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 4:16 PM 

’Ina Samuels-Maxtinez’ <inam@thegreenmagazine.com> 

Click through on the Link! 

Friends, check out the Lexus link on our site!! It’s a lot of fun! Enjoy, ina 

Ina Samuels-Martinez 

President 

The Green Magazine 

260 West 36th Street, 9th Floor 

New York, NY 10018 

T: 212.629.4920 

F: 212.629.4932 

www.thegreenmagazine.com or 
www.tgmlinks.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hecker, Brad <bhecker@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 6:03 PM 

Stroma:L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC ~:BB Twitter Account (@accwbb) 

Time, good friends, and living YOUR life will heal your hurt. 
Call me when you get the chance and I will bring you up to speed with what we have going on, and then you can suggest good ideas. 
Hang in there and keep in touch! 
Brad Ilecker 
Assistant Director for ACC W~men’s Basketball 
4~12 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Phone: (336) 854--8787 
Fax: (336) $47--6267 

bhecker@theacc.org 

Follow ACC ~Vomen’s Basketball on Twitter: @accwbb 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 18, 2009 2:27 PM 

To; Hecker, Brad 
Subject: RE: ACC WBB Twitter Account (@accwbb) 

Hi Brad I am back at it. 6_~ Yes, f am an old fa~t @) 

b:_d:’s chat tomorrow abou[ how { may asist Thanks ~or your patience, 

d 

Exercise a~] Sport Scie~ce DeNt, 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bots :[wo~ts t~n?/eft w,~en exiting o cave. 

F~m= Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 

Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 27, 2009 ~0:44 AN 

To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: ACC WBB Twi~er Account (@accwbb) 

Stay stron9 Debby. We are praying for you. 

Get with me at your convenience ...... no rush, but regardless keep in touch as we want to know how you are doin9. 
Brad Hecker 
Assistant Director Ibr ACC Wemen’s BasketbMI 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
G reensbero, NC 274e 7 
Phone: O3~ 854-8787 
Fa~: (336) 547-6267 

bhecker@theacc.org 

Follow ACC Womeffs Basketball on Twi~er: @accwbb 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:30 PM 

To; Hecker, Brad 
Subject: RE: ACC WBB Twitter Account (@accwbb) 

Hi Brad. It has been a little crazy for me. I was away on business when your note arrived. 

It: it’s okay, let’s check in the following week. I1:1 my schedule permits, I wilt try to call you this week though. 

Thanks, rny friend. 

Hugs, 

d 

}~xerc:[sa a:ad Spo~t 5’,de:ace 
9 :qL8~3.0336 

htt}~:/~/%vww,unc.e d u ide}~tsiexercise//sport administration 
W~ek/y We#d Feet: Heroin w¢~s fit~ mcrke~ed by 

F~m= Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 

Sent= Monday, October 19, 2009 10:03 AN 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= ACC WBB Twi~er Account (@accwbb) 

Hello Debby[ How is the semester ro~ng along? 

I wanted to follow up on the conveBation we had at the 4Kay about "hoops groups" that you may know of who might enjoy following the ACC Women’s Basketball Twitter 

Account this year (@ac~qbb). 

Shoot me a reNy or give ma a call at the office when you have a moment to expound upon the idea. 

Thanks and things a~ 9oing well[ 

Brad Hecker 

Assist~at Director tbr ACC Women’s Basketball 

4512 Weybridge L~e 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Phone: O3~ 854-8787 



Fax: (33(~ 54%6267 

bhecker@theacc,otg 

Follow ACC Women’s Basketball on Twitter: @accwbb 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@verizon.net 

Friday, November 20, 2009 8:42 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

F¥I, think she intended this for you. 

:-) 
Sallie 

Nov 19, 2009 09:04:39 PM, ~aol.com wrote: 

~Stroh, 
iThanks for putting this together. If you’re thinking 1:30 for lunch what time should we leave? 
Bean 

¯ --Original Message--- 

iFrom             (~,verizon.net 
iTo: dstroman~email.unc.edu 

@aoLcom 
Sent: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 5:19 pm 
Subject: Re: RE: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women’s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

’m great with a 1:30 rendez-vous for lunch. I believe Chrissy et al (husband, daughter, daughteCs best friend) are up for that as well. 
Nhat do you think for a location? We did Lord Hardwicke’s once before, which worked out pretty well since it wasn’t too crowded. 

~Looking fo~vard, and thanks again Stro! 

iSallie 

toy 18, 2009 02:43:55 PM, mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstroman@email.unc.edu wrote: 

jk~st spoke to Erin. All is well with ok~r ti×s and she will pk~t us together. © 

.et’s tr,~’ to arrive by 1:30 to h~ve Rmch??? 
},::, AC(2 

)ebcra}~ 5;rroman, Ph.D,, 

9843.0336 /             / 

!~E£p;/,’~wv.unc,edW d~)£s,’,’z{,rcJse/spo~K ~,Jm~H~cca~]on h~p;//w~amc.edu/dep~s/ex~cise, spo~dmi~sEradon 

WeeMy W&,i~’d Fad: Bots o/wof~ ~um !~,ft when ~xiting ~ cave. 

F~m: ma[lt,             }verizon.net":            }verizon.net [mailto            @verizon.net">mailto 

~ent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:32 AM 
ro: mailt @vedzon.net": @verizon.net; mailto ,~hotmail.com"> ~hotmail.com; 
~ailto .~comcast.net"> .~comcast.net; mailto: dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstroman@email.unc.edu 
}tlbject: Pwd: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women’s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 
FYL 

~verizon.net] 

qov 17, 2009 11:55:10 PM, mailto:mail@nmnathletics.com">mail~,nmnathletics.com wrote: 

lhttp:i/image.cdnl3.xosnetwork.co 
miffs/1: 



UVa- 
Tennessee 
Women’s 
Basketball 
Game Moves 
to 4 p.m. Start 

Courtesy:          Release: 
VirginiaSports.com 11/17/2009 

~!!i Ariana M .... hits: 

Courtesy: Jim Daves!UVa Media 

Ariana Moorer 

Charlottesville, VA - The women’s basketball 
game between No 12 Virginia and No. 6 

Tennessee has been rescheduled for a 4 pm. 
start on Sunday, Nov. 22 The game was 

originally slated to start at 2 p.m. The time 

change was made to avoid a conflict with the 

UVa men’s soccer team’s second-round NCAA 
match that begins at 1 p.m. at KI0ckner 

Stadium. As the number-two seed in the 

tournament, the Cavaliers received an opening- 

round bye and will meet the winner of a first- 

round match between Princeton and Bucknell. 

"We apologize in advance to everyone who 

has already purchased tickets to the women’s 

basketball game for the change in the start 

time," said Jon Oliver, executive associate 
director of athletics. "We anticipate large 

crowds at both events and we believe it’s 
important to create some separation between 

the start times in order to minimize traffic and 

parking problems Based on the postseason 

process we ultimately decided that it would be 

difficult to move the start time for the soccer 
match to an evening time slot. VVe appreciate 

the Tennessee women’s basketball program 

working with us regarding this matter and we 

hope that the fans will come out and watch 
two great games on Sunday." 

Virginia is attempting to set an all-’dine 

attendance record at Sunday’s women’s 

basketball game and more than 7,700 tickets 
have been purchased. The current attendance 

record of 11,174 was set in 1986 vs. North 
Carolina. 

In an effort to help set the new attendance 

mark, the same promotion that was used 22 

years ago is in place for Sunday’s game 

against the Lady Vols - Hot Dog Day. Every tan 
in attendance will receive a coupon for a free 

Gwaltney hot dog and a 12-ounce Pepsi 

These coupons may be redeemed at 

concessions stands throughout the arena at 
any time during the game. 

"There won’t be a need for fans to come into 

the building and rush to the concession 
stands," Oliver said "VVe’ll have enough hot 

dogs and Pepsi to accommodate a packed 

3Djtvs~178~~~virginiacava~iers%2Femai~%7~size%3D12~x9~;c-type=;s-type=w.basketball;sz=121 
http://ad.doubleclick, net/jump/jtvs. 17800.virginiacavalie rs/e mail;oem= 17800;lan=en;dcopt=null;pos= 

3D160x600;c_type =;s_type=w.basketball;sz= 160x600;tile=2;ord=008637791 ?%" 
3Djtvs.178~~.virginiacava~iers%2Femai~%7csize%3D16~x6~~;c~-type=;s~-type=w.basketball;sz=1~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Friday, November 20, 2009 9:38 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <dstmman@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~verizon.net 
Cc: ~aol.com 
Sent: Fri, Nov 20, 2009 9:05 am 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women’s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

LH is fine. It was my fav during college (Mesozoic Era) days. Big Girl 

texted to say she wasn’t going now...    :( 

Chat with you tomorrow. What is your ceil? 

d # 10 

home - 919.537.8981 (no vmail) 

On Fri, 2@ Nov 20@9 07:42:1% -0600 (CST), @verizon.net wrote: 

FYI, think she intended this 2or you. [] :-) [] Sallie 

Nov 19, 2@@9 @9:@4:39 PM, wrote: 

Stroh, Thanks for putting this together.[] If you’re thinking 1:30 for 

lunch what time should we leave? Bean 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

To : 

Co: 

Sent: The:, Nov 19, 2009 5:19 pm 

S~loject: Re: RE: Article: tiN’a-Tennessee Women’s Basketball }ame Moves to 

4 p.n. Start 

I’n grea~ w~th a 1:30 rendez-votls for lunch. N i believe[] ~hrissy et al 

Wha t 

do you tl’~ink for a location?[] We did Losd Hardwicke’s once before, which 

wosked out pretty well siP~ce ~t[] wasP~’t ~oo crowded. [] Looking forward, 

thanks again Stro! [] Saliie 

Nov ~8, 2009 02:43:55 PM, wrote: 

[] 

Wednesday, NoveK~er 18, 2@@9 8:32 A~~ 

Fwd: Article: bn2a-Tennessee Women’s Baske~bail Game Moves to d p.m. 

Nov 17, 2009 i~:55:10 PM, wrote: 

View Full Article on VirginiaSports.com 

Links: 

[~] http://webmail.unc.edu/ JTVpowered ~?~ite.png? 

Jmages>http:/iJmage.cdnl3.xosnetwork.com/Jmages/JT%~sowered White.png</A> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport AcmSnJstration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"(~verizon.net 

Friday, November 20, 2009 12:09 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Re: Fwd: Re: Article: UVa-Tennessee Women s Basketball Game Moves to 4 p.m. Start 

Ok, L.H. iris, at l:30-ish. My cell no. is: 

See you then! 

Sallie 

Nov 20, 2009 09:05:56 AM, ds~troman(Demail.unc.edu wrote: 

LH is fine. It was my tZav dnring college (Mesozoic Era) days. Big Girl 

:exted to say she wasn’t going now... :( 

. ’ou tolnol~ow. What is your cell? 

{d# 10 

aome- 919.537.8981 (no vmail) 

~)n Fri, 20 Nov 2009 07:42:15 -0600 (CSTI ~verizon.net wrote: 

~- FYI, think she intended fl~is for you. ~; :-) I. SaNe 

> 

> Nov 19, 2009 09:04:39 PM, wrote: 
> Stroh, Thmaks for puRing this togeflier. ~ Ifyoffm tNi~ng 1:30 for 

~> lunch what time should we leave? Bemi 
~> 

OfiginM Mess~e ..... 

~ From: 

> Sent: Thu, Nov 19, 2009 5:19 pm 
> Subject: Re: ~: ANcle: UVa-Tennes~e Women’s Basket~ll Gmne Moves to 

{> 4 p.m. Sta~ 

{> I’m great with a 1:30 rendez-vous tbr lunch. [J I believe [] Clm ssy et al 

> (husband, daughter, &ughtefs best friend) axe up for that as well. ~ 

What 

> do you flfink for a location’? ~ We did Lord Hardwicke’s once before, which 

> worked out pre~~ well since it~ wasn’t too crowded. ~ Loo~ng fox.vat& 

md 

> th~ks again S~o~ ~ SNlie 
> 

~> Nov 18, 2009 02:43:55 PM, wrote: 

~-Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:32 AM 

~- Fwd: A~ide: UVa-Te~essee Women’s Basketbdl Game Moves to 4 p.m. 

~> Sta~ FYI... 
~> 

~> Nov 17, 2009 11:55:10 PM, wrote: 
~> 

~ View Full ~icle on ViginiaS~as.com "> 

~[1 ] http://webmdl.unc.edW JTVpowered WNte.png? 

{> images>htip:/iimage.cdnl3.xosnetwork.co~/images/~Vpowered Whim.png 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

21niversity ofNoflh Caacolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facnlly 

)19.843.0336 



i.idstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Malone <bmalone@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Birt~hday Girl 

The day’s not dry-- but it’s definitely joyful!!’.! 

Thank you again for the lovely gifts, -- the pleasure ofyour company on Saturday evening, -- and the gift of 

your friendship. 

Hope you’re feeling better, 

Brenda 

Deborah Stronm~ wrote: 

Hi. Which scarf did you wear today? Hope your day is dry and joyful. Q 

d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
Sport: Administration Facuh~’ 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma 2alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

~,t,’e are all students and teachers. / often ask myse6~, "What did ! come here to learn, and what did / come to teach ?" 

Brenda Richardson Halone, Esq. 

Vice CPanceiior for Human Resources 

University of North Carolina aL Chap~’l HiM 

104 Airport Drive~ CB# 1@45 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1@45 

Phone: 919-962-1554 Fax: 919-962-8851 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debby Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 7:26 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Monday Ma2ma: Time to Pause Again aM (~ive Thanks 

you believe in things tha~ you don’~ understand, you’ll sufl:er." S. Wonder 

From: CBMC International [mailto:cbmcint@cbmcint,org] 

Sent; Monday, November 23, 2009 12:00 AM 

"re; debby@dstroman,com 

Subject: Nonday Nanna: Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 

Time to Pause Again and Give Thanks 
by Robert Tamasy 

io a ciose [his week, people in some pa~s of the world will 

celebrate ihanksgiving Day, meaning the annual holiday 

~eason has officially begun. But before we get caught up in 

both the frivolity and hysteria that define Christmas in the 21 

century, it wouid be good to pause long enough to consider 

ihose things for which we are thankful. 

Of course, you might be one of the many who ask, "Thankful? 

For what?" Perhaps you have lost a job during the past year - 

?r a business. You may be hanging on professionally, but not 

without major adjustments At the very least you have seen 

khe value of your personai investments diminish substantially 

’our retirement plans have probably suffered a serious setback 

~ PDF 

~ Microsoft Wo~d 

~ RSS Feed 

[~iI w e b P a g e ] __W____e___b___!_~__~_tg__e_ 

paymen[s So again it seems u, pproprial:e fer some peopie [o ask. "Tharfldul? For what?" 

people who still exist without mos[ or aii or the bene~i[s of modem technology if you’re net lying in a 

This is not [o mirfirrfize or belit[ie [t~e chu’lh;nges and struggles we all hu, ve encountered during this 

1he Bibie offers suggestions on how we can be thankful, even during difficult times: 

$howthankfah~ess through your work. WOFX is an impotent part of our lives and calling as 

members of humanXind, r~egardless of our abilities and taients, we each can make important 

:ontributions to the world around us through our work. ’3~nd wheteve; you e’o whether u? wore’ or deed 

do it eft in the F~atT?e o~ the Lord Jesus ChnsL giving V~anks to God the Father~’ (Ceiossians 3:1 }’) 

Express thankfuI~less for your difficulties. In the midst of hardship and adversity, we often gain our 

~reatest lessons A truism of iife is we usually learn more through failure than from success. "NotonP/ 

so but i,ve a]so rejoice in our suff#ru?gs, because we know that sufferings. .~oorn,-lu,-’e~ perseverance, 

.oerseverance. character end character, hope" (Romans 5:3-4). 

Offer thankfulness - regardless of your circumstances, Believing in a God that is not distant, but 

personally interested and involved in each of us, requires trusting that He is in control of even small 

details of our lives - both the good and the net-so-good. "And we £~ow that ~n a{{ th~ng.s God wor~:s for 

the good of those who love him. who have been called according to his purpose" (Romans 8:28) 

".. always giving thanks to God t,ffe Father for everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus 

Chrts~" (Ephesians 5:20) 

if this year has been one of the best of your life, you can rejoice and be thankful for that. Even if this 

gear has been hard, faith in God can offer reassurance that He has not forgotten you - and has a pian 

For your life. 

~obert d. Tamasy is vice presk4,ent o,~ oommtw!icaEo~!s for L cadets t.egacy, inc , a non-profit 

~e& or ~t )n based i~ Atlanta. Gee;g~a, UISA A veteran ef38 years in refessio ~ij)u 7 ~lism. he Ls 

~he aut,*er o~Busir:ess A. ~l:s BesL Tirr:e~ess Wisdom from Proverbs [or Tod:w’s ~Terkplace and has 



:;oa!~’tho,*ed with Da~4d A. Steddard, The Heart of Me~toring: I0 Pr()w~] Principles fe~ Derek)ping 

People ~o Their Fullest Potential. ~:o~ mo~e ~nR)rma~io~, aee http/A4~ww.feade~sle~Tacy.cem/or 

~ ttp/A~ww, bobtamas y. bk)gspet, comX 

Refiection/D~scussion Questions 

Looking bacX over th~s year so far, do you feel thsn~ul? Why or why not? 

What have been your greatest challenges th~s year? What have been some of your greatest joys or 

)urces of happiness? 

3. Have you ever considered how you conduct yourself st work and utilize your tsients~ sk~s and 

experiences ways of show~n9 thsn#ulness? Explain your answer 

4 How is ~t poss~bie for God to "~n all things work for the good of those who love him," espec~aiiy ~f their 

circumstances have involved great pain and suffering? Can you think of any times like that personally 

when you could truly feel thankful, even if only through the vision of hindsight? 

%~OTE: if you have a Bible and wou!d li~e ~o review some o~her passages t~a~ reiate to t~is 

:onsider the foiiowing verses: 

Psalm 7:17 9:1-2 69:30-31; Jeremiah 29:11-13;Daniel2:23; Epnesians2:10;Phiiippians,£19 



FFom ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol CaJlan <ccaJlan@usabasketball.com> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 11:19 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThoJaks 

Debby, 
What a nice present...sweatpants are always a welcome gift in Colorado. Plus I now have something to wear representing the best combined men’s and women’s 

basketball programs] 
Thanks for thinking of me. Hope you enjoyed Thanksgiving and have a great build up to Christmas. 

Carol 

Carol Callan 
Women’s National Team Director 
5465 Mark Dabbing B{vd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
Phone: 719-590-4800 
Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 3:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: The Club - Trotter 

I mn reseaxching Twitter...ifyou are using this social Inedium mad have the time - - please follow Ine at drstroma~’allheels 

Hopefully, I wo~ft bore you! 

Dr. Stroman 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroC®unc.edu> 

Grad Schools 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hey! [ hope you are doing well, ] haven’t seen you at any Women’s games yet this year. I was in your Sports Finance class last year and am currently fulfilling a one year 

internship in our Sports Marketing department. It’s certainly been a blast and ~ am looking forward to what the future holds. Spring is rapidly approaching and am interested 

in applying to Graduate Sports Administration programs (Ohio, Georgia, University of Texas to name a few). [ have been in talks with several people in the athletic department 

but [ would like to sit down with you and get your thoughts potential places to go, pros and cons, etc. [ can come by your office hours someday if that works for you? Are you 

still in Smith Building? Thanks Dr. Stroman, see you soon. 

UNC Sports Marketing 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2:]_26 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:£7 

9]_9.962.5675 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 1:50 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Spring Internships in Tennessee] 

Spring Internships in Tennessee.eml.msg 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spo~ Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA> on behalf of 

Stephanie Diaz         ~YAHOO.COM> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 1 : 14 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Spring Internships in Tennessee 

CU Athletic Department Intemships.doc; CU Student Affairs lntramurals Intemship.doc; CU Athletic Depa~nent Intern S&C.doc 

Please see attached, sd 

Stepha~aie N. Cerow Diaz, PlaD 

Assistant Professor, _Blog 

Cumberland UniverMty 

School of Education 

Sport Management and Recreation Administration 

One Cumberland Square 

Lebanon, TN 37087 

615.547. 1312 Office 

~vww. drs teph aniedia.z, corn 



CU Athletic Department Apprenticeship Program 

Cumberland University 
Bulldog Athletics Department 
Apprenticeship Information 

Packet 

Application deadline is: 4:30p.m. Wednesday December 9th, 2009 

Original plus 3 copies mailed or delivered to: 

Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz 
Cumberland University 
One Cumberland Square 
205 Bone Hall 
School of Education 
Lebanon, TN 37087 

For more information, contact 
Mr. Ron Pavan at (615) 547 - 1348, rpavan@cumberland.edu 

Mr. Mitch Walters at (615) 547 - 1288, mwalters@curnberlanct.ectu 
Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz at (615) 547-1312,          ~yahoo.com 

{ PAGE } 



CU Athletic Department Apprenticeship Program 

Cumberland University is proud to offer undergraduate and graduate students (from 
a variety of disciplines) a full-time extensive work experience opportunity via the 
Bulldog Athletics Apprenticeship Program. 

As members of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), the 

TranSouth Athleac Conference (TSAC), and the Mid-South Conference, CU Athletics 
offers their student-athletes a total athletic-academic developmental experience while 
competing on their intercollegiate athletic teams, including baseball, basketball, football, 
cycling, golf, soccer, tennis, wrestling, softball, and volleyball. 

The Bulldog Athletics Department Apprenticeship Program will provide students with an 
invaluable learning experience that will benefit their vocational aspirations in most any 
field. Internships will be awarded on a semester basis, recurring three times per year. If 

you are a CU student or student-athlete, or a student from another institution of higher 
education; have initiative, dedication, a strong work ethic; are reliable and accountable; 
and have a sincere interest in making Cumberland University Athletics excel, then please 
consider applying to our Apprenticeship Program. 

Interns will rotate through the following athletic department areas, in accordance with 
season, sport, and special event needs: 

Sports Information 
Facility Management 
Event Management 
Athletic-Academic Enhancement 
Marketing/Promotions 
Ticket Office 
Administrative Services 
Alumni/Booster Relations 
Special Projects 

The Cumberland University Athletic Department regards the Bulldog Athletic 
Department Apprenticeship Program as a vital component of achieving the departmental 
mission and philosophy: 

instill in every student-athlete the highest standards of personal integriO, and 

re~sponsibi#ty; 

...providing the oppormnityJbr each smdent-athlew to develop se~’-discip#ne 
through the setting and achievement of goals in the classroom and in their sport; 

while exemplifying the Cumberland Creed and promoting NAIA’s Champions of 
Character Core Values (Respect, Responsibility, Integrity, Servant Leadership, and 
Sportsmanship); therefore, persistence and effort on behalf of our apprentices, and 
recognition of the level of commitment necessary for successful completion of the 
apprenticeship program is imperative. In return, CU Athletics will deliver a top notch and 

PAGE } 



CU Athletic Department Apprenticeship Program 

hands-on experience that will assist in positioning program graduates with enhanced j ob 
and life skills through a highly credible learning experience. 

Note: Office hours, facility and event management hours across all seasons, months, days 
and hours. Must be available for travel and have own transportation. 
Fall interns will need to report one week before athletes/teams do. 

A maximum of two apprenticeship opportunities per semester (Winter, Summer, Fall) 
will be available. 

Reoortin~ Requirements: 

1. Athletic Department Interns will report directly to the Athletic Director, 
Internship Coordinator, and the Assistant Athletic Director. 

2. Interns must be in good academic standing at Cumberland University or their 
institution. 

3. Internship candidates may represent a variety of disciplines but sport/athletic 
interest and knowledge is imperative. 

4. Internship candidates must complete the attached application and include a letter 
of recommendation. 

5. Candidates invited to participate in an interview process will be notified and will 
meet with the Athletic Director, Internship Coordinator, Sports Information 
Director, and the Assistant Athletic Director. 

6. Interns cannot be actively competing student/athletes. 
7. Interns can be a 5th year senior who has completed their athletic eligibility. 
8. Interns will produce a professional portfolio of their work experience including 

performance reviews, logs, journal entries, etc. 

Sample Job Descriptions: 
Sport/Athletic Media relations duties may- include producing media guides, press 
conferences, statistical tracking, press releases, web site maintenance, coach and athlete 
biographies, communicating with local and national media. 

Facility and Event Management includes operating home athletic events and sponsored 
events. Customer service is a core component of this area of athletic administration; 
therefore, a professional and courteous manner is essential. In addition, the ability to 
troubleshoot, multitask, communicate and work closely with other departments is 
necessary. Setting up events, operations, alumni and booster relations, and compliance 
regulations are additional areas of work functions. 
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CU Athletic Department Apprenticeship Program 

Cumberland University 
Bulldog Athletics Department Apprenticeship 

Program 

Name: Email Address: 

Main Phone #: 

Local Address: Permanent Address: 

Major!Minor: Expected Graduation: 

Work Study Eligible: Yes __ No GPA: 

Semester that you are applying for: 

Other Responsibilities during the semester that you are obligated to: 

7he CU Bulldog Athletics Department Apprenticeship Program is a semester-long, or 
400 hour time commitment. It requires apositive, can-do, will-do attitude! Your 
par#cipa#on and attendance at regular athletic deparmtent meetings, o[rice hours, 

school sporting events’, and other miscellaneous assignments" will be indicated in a 
weekly schedule that you will be committed to following. Your attendance at events" that 

may fall on hofdays or school breaks" may be apart of this positions duty. Your 
sigrmmre below indicates you undet:s’tand this and that you are willing and able to make 

this commitment. 

Signature Date 
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CU Athletic Department Apprenticeship Program 

Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your responses to the following questions. Attach a copy of your 
graduation audit and intent to graduate letter, along with a letter of 
recommendation that highlights why you would be an asset to the CU Athletic 
Department. 

1. Why do you want to do an internship with CU Athletics? 
2. How do you see it contributing to your future goals? 
3. How have you served as a leader during your collegiate career thus far? 
4. Explain a time in your life when you were part of a team. How did you resolve 
conflicts while a part of that team experience? 
5.     What are your computing/publishing skills? Level of experience using 
(1 None to 5 Highly Skilled): 

__ PageMaker 
Publisher 

__ Photoshop 
Illustrator 

__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 

6. What are your strengths and weaknesses when working with a team? 
7. What motivates you to excel at the highest level? 
8. Do you have experience event planning for any sport, dance, function, etc.? Explain. 
9. What are your big picture career aspirations? Where do you see yourself in 15 to 20 

years? 
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CU Student Affairs: Imramurals Imemship 

Cumberland University 
Student airs 

Bulldog Intramurals nternship 
nformation Packet 

Application deadline is: 4:30p.m. Wednesday December 9th, 2009 

Original plus 3 copies mailed or delivered to: 

Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz 
Cumberland University 
One Cumberland Square 
205 Bone Hall 
School of Education 
Lebanon, TN 37087 

For more information, contact: 
Mr. Ron Pavan at (615) 547 - 1348, rpavan@cumberland.edu 

Mr. Mitch Walters at (615) 547 - 1288, mwalters@cumberlanct.ectu 
MS. Libby O’Guin, Student Services Director, (615) 547-1390, loguin@cumberland.edu 
Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz at (615) 547-1312,          ~yahoo.com 
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CU SPadent Affairs: h~lramurals h~ternship 

Cumberland University is proud to offer an Intramurals Internship Opportunity in 
the Office of Student Affairs to students pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree at 
Cumberland University. 

Cumberland is a place where you can be different. 
Be competitive. Be involved, 

Now and always. 

CU is making every effort to provide the best experience for student life, student 
activity, residence life, services for academic needs and just the general transition from 
high school to adulthood. A major component of the student total experience is 
participation in intramural activities. Below is a small list of some of the activities that 
students can participate in on campus. 

Intramural Leagues: 

1. Flag Football - Fall Semester 
2. Pool - Fall Semester 
3. Floor Hockey - Fall Semester 
4. Basketball - Spring Semester 

5. Volleyball - Spring Semester 
6. Softball - Spring Semester 

Tournaments: 

1. Sand Volleyball 
2. Pool 
3. 3-on-3 Basketball 
4. Ping Pong 

Intramurals Intern Program Requirements and Overview 

Qualified candidates must be in their last semester of undergraduate work or be of graduate 
student standing (Bachelor’s Degree) in either Physical Education, Fitness and Wellness, 
Athletic Training, Sport Management or a related field; and have successfully completed the 
following: Officiating, Marketing, Prevention and Care of Athletic Inj uries, Adult CPR and 
First Aid, and potentially other relevant Sports Rules training, (or equivalents). 

The intern(s) will work under the direct supervision of Cumberland University’s Director of 
Student Affairs for Intramural s; intern(s) will be directly involved with CU’s Intramural 
program including program design, planning, scheduling, registration, officiating, staffing, 
score-keeping, tournament play, brainstorming, equipment, facility maintenance, evaluation 
of programs, reporting, conflict resolution, departmental meetings and administrative duties. 
During the semester, intern(s) will coordinate ~vith a variety of faculty, staff, administrators, 
students, student-athletes, and coaches across a variety of departments. Some of the 
responsibilities will include: 

Assist in the planning and implementation of recreational sports programming, 
special events, individual/dual intramural sports 
Assist in marketing and promotion of program 
Develop and implement evaluation tool(s) 
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CU SPadent Affairs: h~lramurals h~ternship 

Assist with the day-to-day operations of tournament/intramural sports program 
Assist with other recreation programs or initiatives as assigned 
Attend staff meetings 
Other duties as assigned based upon skill set 

Only full-time internship opportunities are available over the Fall, Spring and Sumlner 
semester, equating to 400 hours of documentable work hours. Interns will be committed to 
providing a first class intramural program; be willing to eagerly promote CU intramurals to 
be the best that it can be; be a willing participant in all facets of Student Affairs and quality 
of student life, including greater personal and professional development through challenging 
and meaningful tasks. 

Reoortin~ Requirements: 

1. Intramurals Intern(s) will report directly to the Director for Student Life, their 
Advisor, and the Internship Coordinator 

2. Interns must be in good academic standing at Cumberland University or their 
institution. 

3. Ideal candidates will be pursuing disciplines relating to sport, recreation, fitness, 
health, etc.; however, a variety of majors will be considered. 

4. Internship candidates must complete the attached application and include a letter 
of recommendation. 

5. Candidates invited to participate in an interview process will be notified and will 
meet with the Athletic Director, Internship Coordinator, Director for Student Life, 
and the Assistant Athletic Director. 

6. Interns cannot be actively competing student/athletes. 
7. Interns can be a 5t~’ year senior who has completed their athletic eligibility. 
8. Interns will produce a professional portfolio of their work experience including 

performance reviews, logs, journal entries, etc. 

Location of Internship: Student Affairs, Labry Hall, Athletic Fields, Other 
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CU Student Affairs: intramurals internship 

Cumberland University 
Bulldog Student Life 

Intramurals Internship Application 

Name: Email Address: 

Main Phone #: 

Local Address: Permanent Address: 

Major/Minor: Expected Gradnation: 

Work Study Eligible: Yes __ No GPA: 

Semester that you are applying for: 

Other responsibilities during the semester that you are obligated to: 

The CU Bulldog Student L~fe Intramurals Internship Program is a semester-long, or 400 

hour time commitment. It requires a positive, can-do, will-do attitud!! Your participation 

and attendance at regular departmental meetings’, office hours, intramural, tournament 
and recreational sporting events’; programming that may include fi’equent early and/or 

late hours; and other miscellaneous assignments will be indicated in a weekly schedule 
that you will be committed to following. Your sigJtamre below #tdicates you understand 

this and that you are willing and able to make this commitment. 

Signature Date 
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CU S/udent Affairs: h~lramurals h~ternship 

Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your responses to the following questions. Attach a copy of your 
graduation audit and intent to graduate letter, along with a letter of 
recommendation that highlights why you would be an asset to the CU Athletic 
Department. 

1. Why do you want to do an internship with CU Athletic? 
2. How do you see it contributing to your future goals? 
3. How have you served as a leader during your collegiate career thus far? 
4. Explain a time in your life when you were part of a team. How did you resolve 
conflicts while a part of that team experience? 
5.     What are your computing/publishing skills? Level of experience using 
(1 None to 5 Highly Skilled): 

__ PageMaker 
Publisher 

__ Photoshop 
Illustrator 

__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 

6. What are your strengths and weaknesses when working with a team? 
7. What motivates you to excel at the highest level? 
8. Do you have experience event planning for any sport, dance, function, etc.? Explain. 
9. What are your big picture career aspirations? Where do you see yourself in 15 to 20 

years? 
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CU Athletic Department: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

Cumberland University 
_u ,o: Athletic Department 

Strength Conditioning 
Internship Information Packet 

Application deadline is: 4:30p.m. Wednesday December 9th, 2009 

Original plus 3 copies mailed or delivered to: 

Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz 
Cumberland University 
One Cumberland Square 
205 Bone Hall 
School of Education 
Lebanon, TN 37087 

For more information, contact: 
Mr. Ron Pavan at (615) 547 - 1348, rpavan@cumberland.edu 

Mr. Mitch Walters at (615) 547 - 1288, mwalters@cumberlanct.ectu 
Mr. Jared Fugate at (615) 453 - 0559, jfugate@cumberland.edu 
Dr. Stephanie M. Diaz at (615) 547-1312,          ~yahoo.com 
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CU Athletic Departmcnt: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

Cumberland University is proud to offer Strength and Conditioning Internship 

Opportunities to undergraduate and graduate students currently pursuing accreditation 

through the National Strength and Conditioning Association. 

As members of the NationalAssociation oflnwrcollegiate Athletic (NAIA), the 

7~’anSouth Athletic Conference (TSAC), and the Mid-South Conference, CU Athletic 

offers their student-athl etes a total athletic-academic developmental experience while 

competing on their intercollegiate athletic teams, including baseball, basketball, football, 

cycling, golf, soccer, tennis, wrestling, softball, and volleyball. 

The Bulldog Athletic Department Strength and Conditioning Internship Program will 

provide students with an invaluable learning experience that will benefit their vocational 

aspirations in most any field. Internships will be awarded on a semester basis, recurring 

three times per year. If you are a CU student or student-athlete, or a student from another 

institution of higher education; have initiative, dedication, a strong work ethic; are 

reliable and accountable; and have a sincere interest in making Cumberland University 

Athletic excel, then please consider applying for our Internship Program. 

The Cumberland University Athletic Department regards the Bulldog Athletic 

Department Strength & Conditioning Internship Program as a vital component of 

achieving the departmental mission and philosophy: 

7"0 instill in every’ student-athlete ~he highest standards of personal integrity and 

responsibility; ...providing the opportunity f!)r each student-athlete to develop 

se~’-discipfne through the setting and achievement of goals in the classroom and 
in their sport; 

while exemplifying the Cumberland Creed and promoting NAIA’s Champions of 

Character Core Values (Respect, Responsibility, Integrity, Servant Leadership, and 

Sportsmanship); therefore, persistence and effort on behalf of our intern(s) and Athletic 

Department Apprentices, and recognition of the level of commitment necessau for 

successful completion of the Internship program is imperative. In return, CU Athletic will 

deliver a top notch, hands-on experience positioning program graduates with enhanced 

job and life skills through a highly credible learning experience. 
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CU Athletic Departmcnt: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

Program Overview 

Qualified candidates must be in their last semester of undergraduate work or be of graduate 
student standing (Bachelor’s Degree) in either Physical Education, Fitness and Wellness, 
Athletic Training, Sport Management or a related field; have successfully completed the 
following prerequisites without the need to retake coursework during the proposed 
internship: Human Anatomy and Physiology, Kinesiology, Exercise Physiology, Prevention 
and Care of Athletic Injuries, Evaluation and Measurement, Adult CPR and Human Nutrition 
(or equivalents). 

The intern(s) will work under the direct supervision of Cumberland UniversiU’s experienced, 
educated and certified Strength and Conditioning Coach, a specialist in his field and 
respected in the community; intern(s) will be directly involved with CU Athletic Team’s 
strength and conditioning program including program desigla, instruction, evaluation, 
reporting, tracking, facility maintenance and oversight, and administrative duties. 
During the semester, intern(s) will coach a variety of athletes in a variety of sports in the 
following areas in order to enhance performance: 

Dynamic Warm-up and Flexibility Drills 
Muscular Imbalance and Range of Motion (ROM) evaluation 

Core Stabilization and Strength techniques 
Olympic Lifting 

Plyometric Training 
Anaerobic and Aerobic Conditioning 

Agility Training (multi-directional) 
Speed Development (linear and lateral) 
Strength Training 

Only full-time internship opportunities are available over the Fall, Spring and Summer 
semester, equating to 400 hours of documentable work hours. Interns will be committed to 
the profession of strength and conditioning; be willing to eagerly promote CU athletes to be 
the best that they can be; be willing a willing participant in all facets of a intercollegiate 
strength & conditioning program, including greater personal and professional development. 

Reoortin~ Requirements: 

1. S&C Intern(s) will report directly to the S&C Coach, the Athletic Director, 
Internship Coordinator, and the Assistant Athletic Director. 

2. Interns must be in good academic standing at Cumberland University or their 
institution. 

3. Internship candidates may represent a variety of disciplines but pursuit of a 
Strength & Conditioning certificate is imperative. 

4. Internship candidates must complete the attached application and include a letter 
of recommendation. 

5. Candidates invited to participate in an interview process will be notified and will 
meet with the Athletic Director, Internship Coordinator, S&C Coach, and the 
Assistant Athletic Director. 
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CU Athletic Departmcnt: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

6. Interns cannot be actively competing student/athletes. 
7. Interns can be a 5th year senior who has completed their athletic eligibility. 

8. Interns will produce a professional portfolio of their work experience including 
performance reviews, logs, journal entries, etc. 

Location of Internship: Weight Room at the New Phoenix Plaza 

See the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony on YouTube: 
http :iiww~-.youtube.comiwatch?v=mfj YABaoXB c 
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CU Athletic Department: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

Cumberland University 
Bulldog Athletic Department Strength & 

Conditioning Internship Application 

Name: Email Address: 

Main Phone #: 

Local Address: Permanent Address: 

Major/Minor: Expected Graduation: 

Work Study Eligible: Yes __ No GPA: 

Semester that you are applying for: 

Other responsibilities during the semester that you are obligated to: 

The CU Bulldog Athletic Department Strength & Conditioning Internship Program is a 
semester-long, or 400 hour time commitment. It requires a positive, can-do, will-do 

attitude! Your participation and attendance at regular athletic department meetings, 
office hours, school sporting e vents, individual and group training schedules (fall, winter, 

and summeO..for various strength and conditioning programming may include.frequent 
early and/or late hours; and other miscellaneous assignments will be indicated in a 
weekly schedule that you will be committed to following. Your attendance at events" that 
may fall on ho#days or school breaks" may be apart of this position ’s du~’. Your 

sigrlamre below indicates you undet:s’tand this arid that you are willing and able to make 
this commitment. 

Signature Date 
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CU Athletic Departmcnt: Strenglh m~d Conditioning Internship Program 

Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your responses to the following questions. Attach a copy of your 
graduation audit and intent to graduate letter, along with a letter of 
recommendation that highlights why you would be an asset to the CU Athletic 
Department. 

1. Why do you want to do an internship with CU Athletic? 
2. How do you see it contributing to your future goals? 
3. How have you served as a leader during your collegiate career thus far? 
4. Explain a time in your life when you were part of a team. How did you resolve 
conflicts while a part of that team experience? 
5.     What are your computing/publishing skills? Level of experience using 
(1 None to 5 Highly Skilled): 

__ PageMaker 
Publisher 

__ Photoshop 
Illustrator 

__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 
__ Other software and web-based software (name here) 

6. What are your strengths and weaknesses when working with a team? 
7. What motivates you to excel at the highest level? 
8. Do you have experience event planning for any sport, dance, function, etc.? Explain. 
9. What are your big picture career aspirations? Where do you see yourself in 15 to 20 

years? 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 1:30 PM 

NCAA Coaches Academy Alumni Update 

Below are few highlights of how some NCAA Coaches Academy Alums fared this season. 

Robert Anae (offensive coordinator)- Helped lead BYU to a 10 - 2 record. His offense was 2nd in scoring and 2nd in total offense in the Mountain West Conference. 

Tim Banks (defensive coordinator)- His defense was 1st in scoring and 2nd overall in the Mid-American Conference. Central Michigan finished the season 10 - 2 and 

will represent the MAC West in a conference title game Friday night. 

Nigel Burton (defensive coordinator}- He helped Nevada to an 8 - 4 record. The WolfPack were 2nd in scoring defense, 1st in rushing defense and 3rd in total 

defense in the Western Athletic Conference. 

Matthew Foster (co-defensive coordinator}- His defense helped North Central to an 8 - 2 record and a fourth straight College Conference of Illinois & Wisconsin 

conference title. Foster’s defense was tough all year, including 2 shut-outs. The Cardinals finished 3rd in total defense in the conference. 

Henry Frazier (head coach)- He led the team to a SWAC Western Division Title with an 8 - i overall record, 7 - 0 in the SWAC. The Panthers go undefeated in the 

conference for the first time since 1964. 

Stephon Healey (assistant head coach}- Helped Bridgewater to a 7 - 3 record. In the first decade of the 21st Century, Bridgewater has the best college football 

winning percentage in the State of Virginia. 

Jaime Hill (defensive coordinator}- His game planning and play calling helped lead the Cougars to a 10 - 2 record, including a win over traditional national power 

Oklahoma. The Cougars defense had 13 interceptions through 12 games. 

Mike Hoyt (defensive coordinator} - His defense helped Albright to a 27 - 3 playoff win over Delaware Valley College. This victory marked the first time in school 

history the Lions won 11 games in a season. 

Anthony Jones (head coach} - He has guided Alabama A&M to a 7 - 4 record, including a SWAC East Title and a berth into a SWAC Championship game. 

Mike I.ondon (head coach}- He is 24 - 4 as a head coach of Richmond. London has guided Richmond to 11 - 1 season and the Colonial Athletic Association 

championship. Richmond hosts Appalachian State in the FCS playoff quarterfinals this Saturday. 

Curtis I.uper (running backs coach}-Auburn ranks third in the SEC in rushing offense. The Tigers finished the season with a 7-5 record. 

Garrick McGee(quarterbacks coach) - Arkansas led the South Eastern Conference in scoring offense, and was 2nd in total offense. His quarterback led the SEC in 

passing yards per game and total offense. 

Jeff Mcinerney (head coach}- He is 30 - 14 is four years, including a 9 - 2 record in 2009. The Blue Devils won their first Northeast Conference Title since 2005. 

Jay Norvel~ (asst. offensive coordinator)- Helped guide Oklahoma to the forth ranked scoring offense in the Big 12 conference even though the Sooners lost their 

starting quarterback in the first game of the season. 

Herbert Parham (defensive coordinator)- His defense helped Morgan State to a winning season. It was the first time since 2003 they Bears finished the season with 

a record over 500. 

Kenny Phillips (head coach}- Named Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association Coach of the Year en route to leading Fayetteville State to Division II playoffs. The 

Broncos finished the season as the CIAA champion with an 8 - 4 overall record. 

I.arry Porter(head coach) -Selected as Nation’s Top Recruiter by Rivals.com in 2007 and 2009 during his time at LSU. Porter was recently named the new head coach 

at Memphis. 

James Spady (offensive coordinator}- His offense was 1st in scoring and rushing, as well as 3rd overall in the Southwestern Athletic Conference. Grambling finished 

the season 7 - 4. 

Kevin Sumlin (head coach}- Coach Sumlin has guided Houston to a 10 - 2 record, including 3 wins over BCS schools. The Cougars will play in the Conference USA 

Championship game on Saturday vs. East Carolina. 

Willie Taggart -(head coach}- Taggart was at the helm of the Stanford running game that finished second in the Pac-lO Conference in rushing offense. He was 

recently named head coach at Western Kentucky. 

Paul Winters (head coach}- Winters took over a program in 2004 that had had nine consecutive losing seasons. He has guided Wayne State to winning records the 

past two seasons for the first time in 25 years. 

Ira Childress 

N CAA 

Assistant Director 

Diversity and Inclusion 

317-917-6970 phone 

317-917-6904 fax 

This emafil and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you axe not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by leturn 

email, delete this message and desEroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and Inay be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fitmarketing fitmarketing <fitmarketing@mail.wvu.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 2:11 PM 

fitmarketing@mail.wvu.edu 

International Center for Performance Excellence - FiT 

Season’s Greetings from your friends and colleagues at Fitness Information Technology (Fiq), a division of the International Center for Performance Excellence at the College of 
Physical Activity and Sport Sciences at West Virginia University. 

Whether you are a faculty or staff member, a college bookstore, distributor, sport industry professional or student, we value our relationship with you and are taking steps to 
better serve you in 2010~ To learn more about what’s under development for the New Year, and what’s in store for you and everyone on your 2009 shopping list at FiT, please 

visit our site. (http://www~fitinfotech.com!Emaillndex~tpl) 

Thank you for your patronage and your commitment to the globalization of physical education and sport studies. Together with you, we are building a stronger and healthier 
world! 

Fitness Information Technology (FIT) 
a division of the International Center for Performance Excellence 
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences 
West Virginia University 
275 Coliseum - P.O. Box 6116 - Morgantown, WV 26506-6116 

Web site: http:!/www.fitinfotech.com 
Email: fitmarketinq@mail.wvu.edu and fitcustomerservice@mail.wvu.edu 
Toll free: 800-477-4348 (EST- U.S.) 

This is a commercial message. Our email marketing is permission based. If you received a mailing from us, our records indicate that (a) you have expressly shared this address 
for the purpose of receiving information in the future ("opt-in"), or (b) you have registered or purchased or otherwise have an existing relationship with us. To unsubscribe to this 
service, please send an email to fitmarketinq@mail.wvu.edu with "Opt-out" in the subject line. 

If you have received this message in duplicate, please accept our apologies and contact us with your (old and new) email address so we may update our records. Thank you. 



USA BASKETBALL 

POSITION AVAILABLE 

 NAGER t F)MEN’     TITIVE 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

Responsibilities: Assist in all facets of the Women’s Competitive Program, including, but not 
limited to the following: 

Assist in coordinating the Women’s Developmental, Junior and National Team 
Programs (correspondences, travel arrangements, event operations, team 

administration) 

Assist with training camp preparations and operations for ~vomen’s teams 

Coordinate video equipment and maintain video library for women’s events 

Assist in identifying potential participants and maintain relationships/communications 
with women’s national team players 

Travel extensively, both domestically and internationally 

Other duties and projects as assigned 

Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution; proven experience in a sports- 
related field; strong organizational, administrative and communication skills; familiarity and 
involvement with the sport of basketball 

Salary: Commensurate with experience 

Benefits: Health insurance plan, employee retirement program and paid time off 

Starting Date: February 2010 

Application Process: Please send or fax cover letter, resume and list &references to: 

Human Resources 
USA Basketball 
5465 Mark Dabling Blvd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 809118 

Fax: (719) 590-4811 

Application Deadline: Janua~ 15, 2010 

USA BASKETBALL IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Diana Atkinson <diana~greatblackspeakers.com> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 4:01 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

debby@dstroman.com 

Avalability for a speaking engagement 

Hello Dr. Stroman! 

We have a potential engagement in the works and I needed to know if you were available for an evem in Hartsville, SC on Monday Janua~ 18th or MLK Day. 

Let me know when you have a moment. 

Thanks so much’. 

-Diana 

P.S. I tried to leave a message on your cell phone but the mailbox was full. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kip Coons <kip.coons@newsobserver.com> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 6:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Thnrsday speech 

Hi Debby, 

Great to hear from yon. We were in Charlottesville for the BC gmne last month, and we’re going to the UAB basketball game in late December (30th, I think). 

London was a smart bile. He knows the Univel~i~l and the s~ate, recruited well when he was in charge, and brings immediate name recognition and ties to the HS 

coaches. UVa has got to do a better job recruiting in-state. I fl~ink they signed only 3 or 4 in-state players last time, and that’s not going to work. Obviously he was 
their guy from flae outset. They didn’t waste any time getting it done. 

Have a good holiday. Maybe if you have some t~ee time coming up, we can get together tbr lunch sometime in Chapel ttill. 

On Dec 7, 2009, at 4:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Ha~py Holiday Season! 

Hi ~ip. How abotl[ [he Car h~re? ~ am e>:dted. London ~s SkEppO~;ed tO have a grea[: deal of respect ~n the Yktewater area, whR:h ~s awe~ome for 
recruiting. ,:~ 

Attached find a PR from our recent tr~p. 

Stay in touc~. 

Gc, ~ ~.~-Js~ 

http:!iwww.unc.e&t/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Wa’ek~y Weh’d ~act: A~ ost~R:~ ~s et,e is bigger t~an hB brain. 

From: Kip Coons [mailto:kip.coons@newsobserver.com] 
Sent." Thursday, March 05, 2009 2:50 PM 
To-" Deborah Strornan 
$~bject-" Re: Thursday speech 

We’re rolling out a new computer system over here, and I’m on the task force of editors on the project. As we’re shortihanded tonight, I didlft feel right 

taking a personal day. 

Definitely let’s stay- in tonch. Maybe we can get together for lunch or dinner sometime. It would be fun to catch np. Last fall we went to the UVa-Clemson 

football game -- the Cavalier Daily holds a reunion at a November game eve~ year -- and I saw some old friends whom I had not seen since graduation. 

--Kip 

On Mar 4, 2009, at 10:15 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

’Fhanl;s |4ip! I am sorry you can’t st:op by though. I told Va] :rod she "~v:anted to shy "hello." Let’s stay in touchl 

Reg~rds, 



debby 

Dr. Debby S~:rom~n 

Sport Adminis~:r~ion/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~s Business Club 

U~C EXSS ~Srm~hBk~g~ 

CB ~ 3182 

Chapel Hfl], 1WC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

http:!,/www~unc.e3u/depts/exercise!sport a3ministration !mdex~htm 

<image001 .]pg> 

From; Kip Coons [mailto:kip.coons@newsobserver.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 04, 2009 5:11 PM 
To; Deborah Stroman 
Subject; Thursday speech 

Hi Debby, 

Doesn’t look like I’ll be able to make Val Ackermaffs speech Thursday night. Major doings over here roll keep me busy. Please give her my regards. 

--Kip 

Kip Coons 

Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept. 

The News & Observer 

215 S McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Office: (919) 829-8957 

kip.coons(~,newsobserve r corn 

Kip Coons 

Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept. 

The News & Observer 

215 S. McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Office: (919) 829-8957 

kip.coons(@,newsobserve r corn 

<PT 2009 Press Release.pdf-’- 

Kip Coons 

Senior Copy Editor, Sports Dept 

The News & Observer 

215 S. McDowell St., Raleigh, NC 27601 

Office: (919) 829-8940 

kip.coons(~,newsobse rver.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@platinumtees.com 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 6:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: T-Shirt Quote 

T-shirt & Mock Quote.pdf 

Hi Debbie, 
Atlached is the price quole. Below you have only a one color navy text on l[~e carolina blue shirts but tl~e atlachment shows na~T and white on the back. The quote is 
back. Please clarif7 ~ar me. If it’s jusI a one color on Ihe back than the price :[~r the tees are $50 cheaper. 
Thanks, 
Von7~l[ 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fr~: Deborah S~mmmn [mailm:dstmman@emal.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 2, 2009 06:16 PM 

To: ’Platinum Tees’ 

Co: ’Platinum Teeff 

Subject: T- Shi~ Quote 

Hi Vonzell. It was great chatting with you. 

Please quote the following with high quality shirts: 

1) Short sleeve Carolina Blue tee with navy text ? Two sides (see attachment of Tshirt proof). 2 doz ? 4 doz 

2) Long sleeve Black mock with Carolina Blue text ? One side (CSBC LiteBlue), center chest, 7 ? 10 doz. 

Let me l~ow if you need anything else~ Thanks! 

Go ACC, 

Debb7 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UI’<C Exercise and Sport Science Dept, 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport P-.esearch Instilute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg, CB# 3182 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

d stro ~l)/un c.e du 

http://’www,unc.edu/depts/exercise//sport administration 

VVe ore all students and teacher.s. I often ask myself, "What cfid I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach 



PLATINUM 

16608 Peach Street 
Bowie, Maryland 20716 

Estimate 
Date Estimate # 

12/8/2009 196 

Name / Address 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D 

Project 

Description Qty Rate Total 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. (QUOTE) 

Carolina Blue - Gildan 6.1 oz.(Sbqe# G200) Ultra Cotton@ 
T-Shirt 
Screen Charge - One Color Front, 2 Color Back (3 SCREENS @ 

$25 EACH) ******ONT, TIME, FEE***** 

Black - Anvil (SUle #12479) 7.1 oz. Cotton Deluxe® Mock 
Turtleneck 
Screen Charge - One Color Front, (1 SCREEN @ $25 EACH) 
******ON~ TIME FEE***** 

SHIPPING FEE WILL BE ADDED ONCE QUANTITY IS MADE 
TO DETERMINE W~IGHT OF PRODUCT 

CONTACT INTO: 
VONZELL EASTON 
PLAT1NIEVI T-SHIRTS 
301-218-9383 

Subtotal 

Sales Tax 

Total 

7.95 

0.00 

12.50 

7.95T 

0.00 

DEPOSIT OF HALF IS REQUIRE TO BEGIN PROCESS 
BALANCE TO BE PAID BEFORE ORDER IS SHIPPED 

12.50T 

$20.45 

(0.0%) $o.oo 

$20.45 
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Section 1 

Event Planning 
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Strategies-to-Tactics Check/ist 

Promotion 
What are the key messages we want our promotional plan to communicate? How can we 
encourage the media to help achieve our objectives (before [pre-registration, sponsorship], 
during [press coverage, walk-up registration] and after the conference [press coverage, 
financial contributions to CSRI, SpAd])? 

Ho~v can we use publicity, promotion, and advertising to get our message out? In what 
media should ~ve try to place stories? 

How can we use the conference as a publicity and promotional engine for SpAd and CSRI? 
What compelling stories can we tell? What can we do to make the conference newsworthy? 

Can ~ve work with other colleges/universities to promote our message? 

What long-term legacies can the conference provide? What opportunities are there for 

future conferences? 

How can we clarify the conference in the mind of attendees and public? 

How will we develop and pursue our promotional strategies? What resources are required? 

Do we have sufficient resources? If not, where can we obtain additional resources? 

Audience 
¯ How can we insure the conference is interesting and exciting for attendees? 
¯ How can we make the conference easy for people to register for, easy to get to, and 

comfortable to attend? 
¯ What can we do to "add value" for attendees? 
¯ How can we get new attendees to the conference? How can we turn first-time attendees 

into returnees? 

What events/organizations can we utilize via cross-promotions to build awareness and 
attendance? 

¯ How can we educate the general public about the conference? 
¯ Ho~v can we encourage media to cover the conference? 

Partnerships 

How can we use the conference to establish and strengthen ties to university, community, 
and academic stakeholders? 
Are there opportunities to provide unique access to conference attendees or special 
hospitality opportunities that demonstrate sponsors’ value to SpAd and CSRI? 
How can we use the conference as a showcase for potential future sponsors/donors? Are 
there opportunities to provide prospective future partners with one or more perquisites of a 
current sponsor that will demonstrate the value ofj oining our "family" of sponsors? 
Are there opportunities we can offer a partner (through pre- and post-event advertising, on- 
site signage, participant awards, and ceremonies, special segments, giveaways, recognition, 
staff attire, printed materials (e.g. program, save-the-date, flyers, emails, webpage, posters, 
etc.)? 
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Environment 
Is there another event with which we are competing for audience, attention, sponsors? How 
can we set our conference apart from the competition? Is a cross-promotional partnership 
with competitors possible and appropriate? 
How can the conference draw attention to SpAd, EXSS, and CSRI? 
How can the conference benefit SpAd, EXSS, and CSRI? 

Reve n u e 
What is an appropriate admission? Should we sell single-day registrations? Should we tier 
registrations? 
Can we sell merchandise? How much? Do we want to sell conference-specific or program 
specific merchandise? 
Re: sponsorships: How many, for how much, and to whom? 
Can we package sponsorships with "Tee off for Tar Heels" Golf Tournament? 
Should we develop "low-cost" packages for new sponsors who want to test their 
association with the conference? 
Can we offer multi-year sponsorships? 
How do we develop year-round sponsorship partnerships? 
Re: conference program: What advertisement packages will be available? Who will sell the 
ads and to whom will they be sold? 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Elementary Tasks 
¯ Develop a conference budget 
¯ Create a schedule of events 
¯ Develop attractions and activities (e.g. case-study competition, baseball game, etc.) 
¯ Sell registrations 

® Faculty 
o Student 
o Athletic administrators 
o Public 

¯ Sell sponsorships 
¯ Create vendor area 
¯ Create, staff registration area 
¯ Identify food and beverage offerings 
¯ Book speakers 
¯ Invite dignitaries 
¯ Invite media to cover event 
¯ Advertise and promote the conference 
¯ Develop conference program 
¯ Set up the conference 
¯ Operate the conference 
¯ Document the event for future sponsorship sales efforts 
¯ Evaluate the conference 
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organization Chart 

2009 Scholarly Conference on 
College Sport Organization Chart 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Functional Areas 

Operations 
Facility Operations 

o Space-allocation management 

o Load-in, installation, dismantle, load-out 
o Labor 

¯ Front &House (FOH) staff 
¯ First-Aid 
= Security 

Transportation 

® Airport 

o Local (Chapel Hill) 

o Shipping and Receiving 

Business Affairs 
o Office Services 

" Accounts payable 
¯ Accounts receivable 
¯ Purchasing 

Legal 

© 

o 

Contract negoti ation s 
Risk management and insurance 

Accounting 
Risk Management 

Conference Program 
¯ Conference Program Scheduling 
¯ Speaker Scheduling and Communication 
¯ Friday Center preparation 
¯ Speaker/Panelist Liaison 
¯ Presenter Liaison 
¯ VIP Invitations 

Registration Services 
¯ Pre-Registration 
¯ Day-of-Registration 
¯ Attendee Gifts 
,, Information Guides 
,, Conference-Hotel Liaison 
¯ Registration Processing 
¯ Accreditation 
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Presentation 
Stage Management 

o Creative 
Rundowns 

= Scripting 
Other 

Production management 
o Talent booking 

¯ Speakers/panelists 
¯ Announcers (speaker/panelist introductions) 

o Rehearsal scheduling 

Technical production 

o Staging and set 

o Lighting 

~ Sound 
~ Audio-visual Recording 

Marketing 
Creative Services 

o Logo development 

~ Style Manual 

~ Printed materials 
o Marketing Artwork 

~ Sponsor signage 

Sponsorship 
o Business Development and Sponsor Sales 

o Account Service and Fulfillment (Account Executives) 

Sales 
o Conference Ticket Sales 

= Professional 
¯ Graduate Student 
" Undergraduate Student 
¯ General Public 

~ Programs and merchandise 
¯ Program ad sales 
¯ Merchandise sales 

Advertising 

~ Newspaper 

~ Internet 
o Posters 

o Flyers 

Promotions 
® Sponsor cross-promotions 

o Retail promotions 

Publi city 
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Pre-event 
Media relations and accreditation 
Media center operations 

Hospitality and Social Events 
¯ Receptions 
¯ Social Events 

o Faculty programs 

o Student programs 

Luncheon and Banquet 
o Faculty programs 
o Student programs 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Contact List 

Name 

Phone 
Number 

E-Mail 
Address 
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Critical-Task Analysis (EXAMPLE) 

Elementary Task: Conference Budgeting 

Process: Develop and Update Conference Operating Budget 

Key Activities: 
Develop a conference budget 

Identify net income/loss goals 
Estimate total expenses 
Estimate total revenues 

Determine sponsor revenue needs 
First Drat~ Budget Finalized 

Budget Finalized 
Budget Forecast 
Update Budget Weekly 
Present Budget Updates 
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CALENDAR OF CRITICAL DATES 

ELEMENTARY TASK 

Develop a conference budget 
Identify net income/loss goals 
Estimate total expenses 
Estimate total revenues 

Determine sponsor revenue needs 
First Draft Budget 
Budget Finalized 

Create a schedule of events 

Develop attractions and activities (e.g. 
case-study competition, baseball game, 

etc.) 
Identify attractions/activities 
Request/receive cost estimates 
Confirm roster of attractions/activities 
Order signage 

Sell registrations 

o Faculty 

o Student 

~ Athletic administrators 

~ Public 

Develop new-business relationships 

Sell sponsorships 
Create sponsorship tiers and packages 
Create sponsorship presentations 
Solicit potential sponsors 
Finalize sponsors 
Order sponsor signage 
Order sponsor fulfillment elements 

Create vendor area 

Create, staff registration area 

Identify food and beverage offerings 

Book speakers 

Invite dignitaries 

Invite media to cover event 

Advertise and promote the conference 

Develop conference program 

Set up the conference 

START 
DATE 

END 
DATE 

RESPONSIBILITY 
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Section 2 

Budgeting 
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Scholarly Conference on College 
Sport 

2010 Budget Worksheet 

Expenses 

Conference Operations 

SubTotal 

Bud~ Actual Forecast Variance Notes 

Notes: 

Scholarly Conference on College 
Sport 

2010 Budget Worksheet 

Revenues 
Actual 

Registration 
Professional 

Graduate Student 
Undergraduate Student 

Meals 

Lunch 
Banquet 

Net Revenues 

Forecast 

# 

Actual 

# Price 

Forecast 

Budget 

Notes: 
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2010 Scholarly 

Section 3 

Conference on College Sport 

Staff Manual 

Table of Contents 

1. Event Mission and Objectives 

2, Contact List 

3. Calendar of Critical Dates 

4. Emergency Procedures 

5. Event Time Line/Schedule 

6. Organization Chart 

7. Maps and Floor Plan 

8. Conference Program 

9. Policies and Procedures 

10. Financial Information 

11. Contracts 

12. Operations 

¯ Facili~T Operations 
¯ Transportation 
¯ Business Affairs 

13. Registration 

¯ Pre-Registration 
¯ Day-of-Registration 
¯ VIP Registratimzs 
¯ Attendee Gifts 
¯ Office Services 

14. Presentation 

¯ Event Rundowns and Scripts 
¯ Stage Management 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

Marketing 

¯ Creative Services 
¯ Business Development 
¯ Sponsorship 
¯ Sales 
¯ Advertising & Promotions 
¯ Publicity & Media Relations 

Transportation Plan 

Hotel Information 
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Conference Volunteer/Staff Job Descriptions 

Position: Airport Greeter 

Description: 

Meet conference attendees, speakers, VIP’s at the airport and direct them to ground 
transportation (provided for their convenience) 

¯ Assist with recovery of luggage from baggage claim and transfer to guests’ transportation 
¯ Answers guests’ questions 

Reports to: Event Transportation Director 

Date(s)/Time Required: April 21-23; 2010 - 10:00am-3:00pm 

Position: Media Host 

Description: 

¯ Duplicate and distribute press releases, and other information to the working press 
¯ Escort speakers, panelists to and from press conference area 
¯ Assist public-relations team in the Media Center during conference, as assigned 

Reports to: Media Relations Director 

Date(s)/Time Required: April 21-23; 2010- 7:00am-7:00pm 

Position: Registration Representative 

Description: 

¯ Staff the registration table at all designated times. 
¯ Responsible for registration of conference attendees, guest speakers, presenters, board 

members, and students. 
¯ Collect registration payments as necessary. 
¯ Provide registrants with goodie bag, conference program, and answer any questions about 

conference program and location of presentation rooms. 

Reports to: Guest Services Director 

Date(s)/Time Req u ired: 
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Section 4 

Marketing 
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Event-Marketing Plan Wheel 

PublicityI 

Promotion] 

Direct 
Sales 

Advertising 
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Sales Opportunities 

Golf tournament Tickets 

Golf Tournament Teams 

Sponsorships 
¯ Presenting Sponsor 
¯ Official Sponsors (Conference and Golf Tournament) 

o Bell Tower 

o Old Well (Possible Sponsor Cate~,ories - Subiect to chan~e) 
o Rameses 

o Hole Sponsor 

Case-Study Competition Sponsor 

Conference Registrations 
¯ Faculty/Professional 
¯ Graduate Student 
¯ Undergraduate Student 
¯ Other 
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Irwin, Southall, et al., 
2006 

Philo ,ophy 

Sales Success Elements: 

Philosophy 

Product Knowledge 

Prospect Knowledge 

Sales Presentation Practice 

Sales Performance 
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Previous Conference Attendees 

S. Hello, my name is                           and I’m a graduate 
student at the UniversiU of North Carolina in the Sport- 
Administration program. I’m calling to invite you to be part of the 
upcoming College Sport Research Institute’s 2010 Scholarly 
Conference on College Sport, April 21-23, 2010. 

S. Ensuring last year’s attendees lind out about this year’s conference is 
very important to us. Do you plan on attending this year’s 
conference or would you like to hear more intbrmation on the 
event? 

C. Yes, tell me more 

S. This year’s conference is being held at the William and Ida Friday 
Center in Chapel Hill on April 21-23, 2010 to benefit the UNC 
sport-administration program and the College Sport Research 
Institute (CSRI). It is once again student-run, and focused on 
bridging the gap between practitioners and academicians. 

C. How much does this cost and when do I have to decide? 
S. How much it costs, depends on what parts of the event you want to be a 

part of. There also is a benefit golf tournament INSERT DATE that 
is planned, organized, marketed and managed completely by 
students in our program’s fundamentals of sport marketing class. All 
proceeds are used to enhance opportunities for undergraduate and 
graduate sport administration students preparing for college sports 
careers. 

S. Provide appropriate Registration Price point: 
o~* Professional/General Public: 

°=° Graduate Student: 

Undergraduate Student: 
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o~o Golf tournament: 

o Individual: 

o Team: 

Closin.cl t (Wants to Attend - to - Reqistration) 
C. I would like to attend. Now what? 
S. The best way to register and pay for the event and to ensure you get exactly what 

you are looking for and appropriate tax credit is to go to the CSRI website and 
download the tbrm. Do you have a pen and paper? The website is 
www.csriconference.org. Directions on where to send completed registration 
forms are on the site as well. You will also find information about the 
conference’s partners, such as the Courtyard by Marriott, where we have 
negotiated a conference lodging rate. 
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Closing 2 (Not Sure-Check Schedule) 

C. I’m not sure; I’ll have to find out if it fits with nay schedule. OR No, I am not 
interested. 

S. Is there any particular reason that you are hesitant? We are trying to identify any 
fiactors that may preclude previous attendees from returning. 

C. (Customer Response... ) 
S. I understand. I would like to thank you for your feedback. It really will help us 

better our conference. 

S. Would it be ok for me to contact you again to see if you are able to attend the 
cont~rence? Is there an appropriate timetable for me to check back in? 

C. Set up a date based on their response... 
(Date: ) 

S. I would like to thank you so much for your time today. It was my pleasure 
speaking with you, (Insert Customer’s name). Have a great day. 
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Conference Sponsorship Scripts 

S. Hello, How are you? 
C. I’m fine .... How are you.., etc.? 
S. My name is and I’m a student in the 

University of North Carolina Sport-Administration program. I’m 
calling to invite you (and/or your company) to be part of the 
upcoming "2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport" 
Wednesday, April 21 to Friday, April 23 @ The Friday Center for 
continuing Education on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

S. Would you be interested in partnering with us as a sponsor of the 
Conference"? 

Closing 1 (Request for Information - to - Setting Appointment) 
C. Yes, tell me more 
S. The conference is designed to provide a forum for independent 

scholarly college-sport research and bring together scholars and 
college sport professionals from across the United States. In 
addition conference is planned, organized, marketed and managed 
completely by students in the UNC sport-administration program. 
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S. Can I set up a time to discuss our forming a partnership with your 
company and CSRI? 

(Prepare a list of dates and times ahead of time that work for you. Have 3 
alternatives.) 

Date 1: 
Date 2: 
Date 3: 
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Closing 2 (Cost Request - to - Appointment) 

C. How much does a sponsorship cost and when do I have to decide? 

S. We have a number of sponsorship opportunities. We want to maximize 
the benefits the conference can provide you and your company. We 
can tailor a sponsorship to meet your needs. We’d like to make sure 
you become a long-term "CSRI" and UNC partner. When is a 
convenient time for us to meet and let me explain more about the 
UNC sport-administration program, and CSRI? 

(Go silent- wait for a response) 
C. Yes, Okay... 
(Set up appointment) 
S. I want to thank you for your support ofUNC, CSRI, and our sport 

management program! 
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Closing 3 (Sponsorship - to - Attendee) 
C. No, I’m not interested in being a sponsor 

S. Okay, Would you be interested in attending the conference or playing 
in the Tee off for Tar Heels Benefit Golf Tournament?" 

C. Perhaps, tell me more. 
S. Certainly. (Based on interest, give appropriate information) 

1. Give conference speaker information: 
Keynote Speakers: 

Panels 

2. Give Golf Tournament information: 
The tournament, beginning at 10:00am (Insert Date), will consist of 32 

teams of 4 players each. It will also include a Hole-In-One, 
Longest-Drive, Closest-to-the-Pin, and Putting Contest, all of which 
will be accompanied with great prizes. Our first, second, and third 
place teams will also receive plaques and prizes for all four 
members of the team. All proceeds are used to enhance 
opportunities for undergraduate and graduate sport administration 
students preparing for sport-industry careers. 

C. How much does (conference - golf tournament) cost and when do I 
have to decide? 
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S. Provide appropriate Registration Price point: 
*~o Professional/General Public: 

Graduate Student: 

Undergraduate Student: 

Golf tournament: 

o Individual: 

Team: 

Right now we have a special "early registration" foursome price of 
$495.00 for (choose appropriate category: e.g. alumni...) 

with a deadline of (Insert Date) 
C. Okay, I’ll do it. 
(Provide Conference and/or golf tournament registration information on 

next page - Closin~ 3.) 
S. (After completing close) I want to thank you for your support of UNC, 

CSRI and our sport-management program. Go Heels! 
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Closing 4 (Payment Options) 
C. Okay, I’ll do it. How can I pay for it? 

S. Great. Thank you for your support. In order for us to make sure you 
receive proper recognition and for tax purposes, all payments are by 
check, made payable to (University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill). You can go to 

www.csriconference.org (conference) 
www.teeoff4tarheels.com (golf tournament) 

and download a registration form. After completing all of the 
required information, simply mail it to the address on the form. If 
you want to contact us for any reason prior to the (conference or 
tournament, you can reach me on my personal number at 

or you’re also welcome to call the CSRI office at 
919-843-6774 - I will be in touch with you after we receive your 
registration to make sure that (2010 Scholarly Conference on 
College sport or "Tee off for Tar Heels") is a great experience. 
Again, my name is (repeat your name) 
and I can be reached @ (Rive cell number) if you know any other 
people/golfers who’d like to "Tee off for Tar Heels," or learn more 
about college sport, just let me know. I want to thank you for your 
support of UNC, CSRI and our sport-management program. 
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Closing 5 (Interest - to - Scheduling Call Back) 

C. I’m interested, but let me call you back. 

S. Okay, that’ll be great. My name is (Insert Name) 
and I can be reached on my cell phone at 

( 

S. Is there any particular reason that you are hesitant? We are trying to identify any 
factors that may preclude people/companies from partnering with us. 

C. (Customer Response... ) 
S. I understand. I would like to thank you for your feedback. It really will help us 

develop great partnerships. 

S. Would it be ok for me to contact you again? Is there an appropriate timetable for 
me to check back? 

C. Set up a date based on their response... 
(Date: ) 

S. I would like to thank you so much for your time today. It was my pleasure 
speaking with you, (Insert Customer’s name). Have a great day. 
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Closing 6 (No Interest- to- Referrals) 

C. I’m not interested in any of that. 

S. Okay, Thank you a great deal for your time. Is there anyone you know 
who would be interested in supporting UNC, CSRI, and our sport 
administration program? 
C. Yes, there actually is... 
S. Could you give me their name and phone number? 
C. Get name and number. 
S. Thank you so much for your support and I’ll definitely be in touch with 

(name of referral) 
(If Prospect says "NO," say, "Okay, thank you for taking the time to visit 
with me. Have a Great Day.) 
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Event Promotions Objectives 

SAA (Sales, Awareness, and Attend[Tune-in]) Objectives 

Sales 

Discount Offers 

Specially Priced Registration Packages 
¯ Faculty-student combos 
¯ Pre-registration pricing 

Premium Giveaways 

Bounce-back coupons 

Key Messages: Value and Urgency 

Awareness Building 
¯ Ticket Giveaways 
¯ Silent auction 
¯ Pre-conference reception 
¯ Case-study competition 
¯ Guest presenter contest 
¯ Speaker meet-and-greet opportunities 
¯ Other 

Key Messages: Inform and Excite 

Attend (tune-in) 

¯ On-site s~veepstakes 
¯ Silent Auction(s) 

Key Messages: Insure Attendance 
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Event Advertisement Checklist 

Essential 
Identify event by name and logo (if available) 

Include day, date, time and location 

Make an obvious "call to action" (e.g. register, make plans to attend, etc.) 

Include phone number and website address to assist public in making desired 

decision 

Include copy points that describe compelling event features (e.g. speakers, 
panelists, events) to encourage reaction to call for action 

Event, speaker, and action photos 

Additional Elements for Consideration 
Include names and likenesses of speakers, panelists (be sure to secure permission to 

use) 

Include participant (previous years) testimonials 

Recognize sponsors 

Include media quotes from previous events 
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Sponsor Benefits 

Direct Benefits 
Exposure 

o In-conference advertising 

o Off-facility advertising 

o Product placement 

o Promotions 
o Publicity (media coverage) 

Customer hospitality 
o Event tickets 
o Reception/party invitations 

Sales opportunities 
o Direct sales 
o Product demonstrations 

o Sampling opportunities 

Fund-raising for corporate causes 

Associative Benefits 
Exclusivity 

Ownership (perceived) 

Prestige and reputation 

Pass-through rights 
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Prospective Sponsor Checklist 
Who are the company’s customers? 

o Does the company transact most of its business with individual consumers or with 
corporate clients? 

o To whom do they want to direct their event-marketing efforts? 

o What are these customers’ demographics? 
¯ Age? 
¯ Married? 
¯ Disposable income? 
¯ Education level? 
~ Home owners? 

¯ Geographic location? 
o What are these target customers’ psychographics (behavioral characteristics)? 

¯ Sports they participate in or enjoy? 
¯ Do they purchase new products or emerging technologies? 
¯ What do they watch on TV? 

o What marketing and communications strategies does the company apply to appeal 

to its target consumers? 
o Is the company’s brand well established or new? 

o Is the company’s brand declining or increasing in popularity? 

o Does the company have an established corporate culture or reputation for 
innovation and creativity? 

o What other events (include type of event) does the company sponsor? 
¯ How does it use these events to achieve its marketing objectives? 
" What promotional benefits associated with these events does the company 

find work most successfully? 
o What does the prospective sponsor want to gain from an event relationship in 

general, and from a relationship with us specifically, presuming our conference 
provides opportunities that match its needs? 

o With what other events are its competitors associated? How- successful have their 
competitors been in their event-marketing efforts? 

o How will the company evaluate the success of its association with our conference? 
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Sponsorship Sales Process 

(1) Qualify (2) Design (3) Present 

(4) Revise (5) Close 

(t) Qualify and Target Sponsor Prospect 

(2) Design a Sponsorship Program 

(3) Present the Opportunity 

(4) Revise Assumptions, Then Revise the Program 

(5) Close the Deal 
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Sponsorship Benefit Grid: 

2010 Scholarly Conference 

Event Identity 

Event Logo 

Use of Event 
Marks in 
Advertising (w/ 
Event 
Approval) 
Line of sight 
Signage 

Public Address 
Announcements 

Event Print 
Advertising 

Event Internet 
Advertising 
Program 
Advertisement 
Conference 
Tickets 

Title 
Sponsor 
XYZ 2010 
Scholarly 
Conference on 
College Sport 

XYZ integrated 
into conference 
logo 
Yes, In all 
sponsor’ s 
advertising and 
promotion 

Number (TBD), 
plus integrated 
logo appearances 

Specified (TBD), 
plus integrated 
into PA mentions 
of event 

Integrated logo in 
all 

on College Sport 
Presenting 
Sponsor 
2010 
Scholarly 
Conference 
on College 
Sport 
Presented by 
XYZ 
"Presented 
by" tag 

Yes, In all 
sponsor’ s 
advertising 
and 
promotion 
Specified 
(TBD), plus 
integrated 
logo 
appearances 
Specified 
(TBD), plus 
integrated into 
every PA 
mention of 
event 
"Presented 
by" tag in all 

Official 
Sponsor 
Official 
Sponsor 

Yes, with 
official sponsor 

tag 

TBD 

TBD 
announcements 

Name 

acknowledgeme 
nt in full-page 
program ad 

Back cover Inside front Full-page, color 
cover 
5 VIP 
conference 
registration 
passes 
10 registration 
passes (no 
meals) 

5 VIP conference 
regi stration 
passes 
10 registration 
passes (no meals) 

10 registration 
passes (no 
meals) 
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Official 
Supplier 
Official 
Supplier 

Yes, with 
official 
supplier tag 

TBD 

TBD 
announcements 

Name 

acknowledgem 
ent in official 
suppliers’ ad 

Quarter-page 
b&w 

5 registration 

passes (no 

meals) 
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Sponsorship Benefit Grid: 

2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Tee off for Tar Heels Benefit Golf Tournament 

Title Presenting Official Official 
Sponsor Sponsor Sponsor Supplier 

Golf (1) 4-member (1) 4-member (1) Individual .... 
Tournament Golf Team Golf Team Golf 
Tickets Registration 

Pre-Conference 10 10 4 1 
Reception 

Other Features 

Base Price, as 
listed 
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Section 5 

Media Relations 
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Conference Press Announcement Schedule 

II. 
III. 
IV. 

V. 
VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

IX. 
X. 

XI. 

Conference Announcement 
a. Event description, location, dates 
b. Logo introduction 
c. Economic Impact 
d. Charitable Associations (CSRI, EXSS) 
e. What’s New 

Call for Papers 
Announcement of Speakers 
Announcement of Panelists 
Announcement of Research Presentations 
Maj or Sponsor Announcements 
Human Interest Stories 
Registration Ticket Sales Announcement 
Credential Application Process 
Participant Media Introduction 
Post-Event Announcements 

a. Conference Proceedings 
b. Attendance Figures 
c. Amount raised for CSRI / EXSS 
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Media Needs from Conference 

1. Needs Prior to Conference 

Compelling story ideas 

o Unusual stories about speakers or panelists 

o Interesting story related to issues or conference management (student run) 

o Interesting business stories (economic impact, etc.) 

Accurate and comprehensive information 

o Press Releases 
o Media Packet 

Background information 
¢~ Speakers 

¢" Panelists 
¢ Conference history 

Schedule of Events 

Access to event-management staff for interviews 

Single point of contact for additional information 

Needs During Conference 
¯ Appropriate, comfortable working conditions 
¯ Workstations 

Power, data line, fax machine 

Timely access to speakers, panelists 
¯ Press conferences 
¯ Interview room 
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Media Workroom Checklist 
¯ Seating with tabletops 
¯ Power outlets 
¯ High-speed datalines 
¯ Fax machine 
¯ Refreshments (Preferably in separate hospitality area) 
¯ Conference Program(s) 
¯ Media Packet(s) 
¯ Press Releases 
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Press Conference Checklist 

Quiet, column-free, limited access space 

Media seating 

Stage 

Camera / Photographer riser 

Interview Table (skirted) 
Podium (wi Logo) 

Pipe and drape backdrop w/Logo 

Table microphones (wi flashes) 

Wireless microphones for moderator and inte~’iew questions 

Lighting for stage and podium 

Video camera and monitor 

Check-in Desk 
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Section 6 

Event-Production Planning 
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Event Presentation and Ceremonial Elements 
Pre-event music/entertainment 
Opening ceremonies 
Introduction of speaker(s) / panelists 
Recognition of conference alumni past-speakers 

Event-Production Document Checklist 
¯ Event Rundown 
¯ Script 
¯ Production Schedule 
¯ Rehearsal Schedule 
,, Contact List 
¯ Cast List 
¯ Props List 
¯ Technology List 
¯ Audio Equipment List 
,, Video Equipment List 
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Event Rundown Table (Example) 

Time 
TBD 

Segment 
House Open 

R/T 
0:30:00 

Description 
Audience 
Enters. 
Lights at preset 
levels. 

Audio 
PA mic: 
Welcome 
and 
sponsor 
recognition 
over music 
CD#1 

2 TBD Welcome 0:10:00 VIP’s enter Podium 
Stage-lights on mic: Script 
full #1 

Video 
Event and 
sponsor 
logos in 
rotation 
(Sponsor 
recognition): 
Sponsor 
logos 
Event logo 
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Production Schedule (Example) 

Day/Date/Time Activity Location 

TBD Distribute walkie-talkies TBD 

TBD Proctor rehearsals TBD 

Technical rehearsals Friday Center 

Ceremonial rehearsals Friday Center 

Tuesday, April 20 

5:00pm-6:00pm Grumman Auditorium Sound-check Friday Center 

TBD Registration (Marriott Hotel) Marriott Hotel - 
Chapel Hill 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Rehearsal Schedule (Example) 

Day, Date Time Location Rehearsal Units 
Pre-show sectional 
rehearsals 

Presentation-room 
sectional rehearsals 

Announcer 
rehearsal 
Opening Ceremony 

rehearsal 

Panel rehearsals 

Keynote speaker 

rehearsals 

Luncheon rehearsal 

Banquet 
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Blocking Diagrams 
(Insert Diagrams as completed) 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Cast List 
Cast Unit (#) Names Key contact Coordinator 
Symposium Panel TBD 
#1 
Symposium Panel 
#2 
Symposium 
Keynote Speaker 
Symposium Panel 
#3 
Conference Keynote 
Speaker # 1 
Conference 
Luncheon Speaker 
Conference Keynote 
Speaker #2 
Conference Banquet 
Speaker 
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Issues in College Sport Symposium 
Script 

Time Speaker 

0815-0830 INTRODUCTIONS AND WELCOME 

0815 - Good morning and welcome to the Issues in College Sport 

Symposium, presented by the College Sport Research Institute. My name is I am the 

graduate research coordinator for CSRI. This four day event is the culmination &tremendous 

vision, ingenuity, and hard work on the part of many individuals. While this event would not be 

possible without the director of CSRI, Dr. Richard Southall, members of the executive board, 

faculty affiliates, the sport & leisure management faculty, and the administration of our university, 

the true recipients of praise are represented by the graduate students who have worked on this 

conference from start to finish; 

and myself, as well as our undergraduates in sport & leisure studies. This event is a tribute to the 

endless capabilities &these students and I hope that over the course of this conference, you will 

get to know them and recognize their vast potential. Their success is reflective of the instruction 

and leadership that exists here. On that note, I would like to introduce Dr. Shirley Raines, the 11th 

president of our university. Dr. Raines has successfully overseen many capital improvements to 

provide the structural and technological resources for education on our campus, built vital 

partnerships with companies like FedEx and Methodist Healthcare, and served on the board of 

directors and as chair for several non-profit organizations on a local and national level. Further, 

Dr. Raines has a distinguished record of academic excellence in her field of education and stands 

as a shining example of leadership, progress, and diversity for our student body and the entire 

university community. Without further adieu, please welcome, Dr. Shirley Raines. 

0817 Dr. Shirley Raines - 

0822 

0824 Dr. Michael Hamrick 
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0830-0945 

0830 Richard Southall 

- KEYNOTE ADDRESS 

On behalf of the great group of the SLC graduate students who 

recognized, sport and leisure management faculty, including: 

Deborah Southall, Dick Irwin, Joris Drayer, Mike Huffman, and 

Stan Walls: our department chair, Dr. Linda Clemens; as well as the 

College Sort Research Institute executive board members and staff I 

want to welcome you to the "Issues in College Sport" Symposium. 

This event is the result of three years of hard work on the part 

of University of Memphis Sport and Leisure Commerce students 

and many other individuals on our campus, including former 

students such as has been an 

invaluable asset to our program and this symposium. This 

symposium began two years ago when 6 U of M sport and leisure 

commerce graduate students bought into an experiential learning 

concept we discussed during the first class session in the spring 

2006 semester. 
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Proctor Script 

Friday Room 314 

09:40 Tech opens up PowerPoint 

Proctor Briefs Presenter 

Good ~lorning, My name is and I will be proctoring this presentation. 

._lust to let you know, I will be starting and stopping this session on time. I would really appreciate 

your cooperation with this. The program is this: 

I will introduce you, then you willpresent. At 10 rains left in the session, I will signal to you that 

you have 5 rains to present and at the end of the 5 mins you go into Q & A. At 1 rain left in the 

session, I will make my closing remarks. At the end of the session, the door will open andwe will 

be preparing for the next session. 

It is imperative that we stay with this timeHne and l want to be the first person to thank you for 

being a presenter m our conJorence. Do you have any questions.for me? 

09:43 Tech Mics up Presenter 

Door Manager let everyone in the hallway know that the session is about to begin and if 

you plan on attending this session please enter the room now because the door is about 

to be closed. 

09:44 Door Manager close door 

09:45 Proctor begins 

Good Morning. M[y name is and I am a (year in 

school) (majoO major here at 7he University of Memphis. On 

behalf of the College Sport Research Institute and The Univet~’i(y of Memphis, I want to welcome 

you to the 2008 Scholarly Conference on College Sport. Our next presenter is Coyte CooperdS"om 
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Bowling Green State University. Title of the presentation is NCAA March Madness: Determining 

Gender Coverage in USA Today During the NCAA Basketball Tournament. 

09:47 Presenter begins 

10:03 Door Manager signals five minutes left by raising np hand showing 5. 

10:07 Q & A session begins 

10:12 Proctor begins Conclusion: 

On behalf of the College Sport Research Institute and the University of Memphis, I want to 

thank you for your contribu#on to the 2008 Scholarly Conference on College Sport. As a token of 

our gratitude, we would #ke to present you with this speaker’s gift. 

10:13 Tech takes picture of Proctor and Presenter 

If you have additional questions of the speaker, we ask you to please adjourn to the adjacent 

lobbies at this time. lf not, our next session will begin in 5 rains. 

10:15 Door Manager opens door 

10:16 Tech opens up Powerpoint 

Proctor Briefs Presenter 
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Section 7 

Event Risk Management 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Accreditation Checklist 
¯ Define areas of access 
¯ Identify levels of access 
¯ Design credentials (anti-counterfeit, photo, code) 
¯ Create and communicate application procedures 
¯ Validate and distribute 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Event Crisis Communications Plan 
Identify areas of crisis potential 

Identify decision makers and crisis assessment 

Establish command center 

Identify crisis stakeholders 

Assess appropriate responses 

Create a media communications plan 
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Section 8 

Post-Event Planning 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Post-Event Recognition Checklist 
¯ Post-Event Staff Party 
¯ Gifts 

¯ Poster 
¯ Photo album 
¯ Wall plaque 
¯ Goody bag 

Personal and signed note of thanks from senior management 
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2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

Settlement Checklist 
Review and pay invoices 

Collect outstanding monies 

Fulfill any remaining obligations 

Post Event Meetings 
¯ Staff 

¯ Isolate areas of and circumstances 
¯ Areas of concern 
¯ Areas of strength 
¯ Achievement of goals and objectives 

Sponsors 
¯ Recognize sponsors participation with special gifts 

¯ Vivid reminders for office or lobbies 
¯ Renew relationship during postmortem meeting 
¯ Come prepared to learn how to better meet their objectives and 

reconfirm their commitment before their excitement wanes 
Don’t be surprised if they choose to wait to renew 
Stay in touch throughout the year 

Stakeholders 
¯ Isolate areas of and circumstances 

Areas of concern 
Areas of strength 
Achievement of goals and objectives 
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Appendix 
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Sample Credential 
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2009 

12:00 p.m .................................... ACC Coaches & Awards Luncheon .......................... Presented by: Tampa Bay & Company 
Site: Tampa Convention Center 

1:45 p.m .................................... Head Coach Press Conference .......................................................... Tampa Convention Center 

4:00 p.m .................................... Channelside Community Outreach ....................................................... Channelside Bay Plaza 

5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m ............... Divisional Champion Walk-Throughs (optional) .......................... Raymond James Stadium 

7:00 p.m. m 11:00 p.m ............. ACC Night of Legends ............................................. Presented by: Florida Sports Foundation 
Site: Grand HyattTampa Bay 

7:00 p.m. m 12:00 a.m .............. Channelside’s Toast to the Atlantic Coast ............................................ Channelside Bay Plaza 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2009 

3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m ................ Youth Football and Cheerleading Celebration .............................................. Site: South Lot - 
Raymond James Stadium 

5:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m ................ ACC FanFest ..................................................................... Presented by: ACC Corporate Partners 
Site: Raymond James Stadium ~ Lot 6D 

5:15 p.m ..................................... ACC Mascots Game ................................................................................................ Site: ACC FanFest 

5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m ................ ACC Commissioner’s Tailgate...Presented by:Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee 
Site: West Club Atrium - Raymond James Stadium 

5:45 p.m.- 6:00 p.m ................ Pep Rally --Atlantic Division Band/Cheerleaders ...................................... Site: ACC FanFest 

6:15 p.m.- 6:30 p.m ................ Pep Rally -- Coastal Division Band/Cheerleaders ...................................... Site: ACC FanFest 

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m ................ James Otto Concert ................................................................................................. Site: ACC Fanfest 

8:00 p.m. EST ............................ KICKOFF!--2009 DR PEPPER ACC FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 



GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
The Atlantic Coast Conference Championship will be decided by a game between the Atlantic and Coastal Division Champions. The team in 

each division with the highest percentage of wins during all regular-season conference competition shall be declared the division champion. 

If two or more teams are tied with the highest percentage of wins, they shall be declared division co-champions. Division standings will be 

calculated on a percentage basis, using only those Conference games which are a part of the regular rotating schedule. In the event of division 

co-champions, the following tie-break procedure will be used to determine that division’s representative to the championship game. 

A. Two-Team Tie 

1. Head-to-head competition between the two tied teams. 

2. Records of the tied teams within the division. 

3. Head-to-head competition versus the team within the division with the best overall record (divisional). Conference record and 

proceeding though the division. Multiple ties within the division broken from first to last. 

4. Overall record versus all common non-divisional opponents. 

5. Combined record versus all non-divisional teams. 

6. Record versus common non-divisional teams based on their order of finish (divisional and non-divisional) and proceeding through 

other common non-divisional teams based on their order of finish within their division. 

7. The tied team with the highest ranking in the Bowl Championship Series Standings following the end of regular season games shall 

be the divisional representative in the ACC Championship Game. 

8. The representative shall be chosen by a draw. 

B. Three (or More) TeamTie 

(Once tie has been reduced to two teams, the two-team tie-break format is used) 

1. Combined head-to-head record among the tied teams. 

2. Records of the tied teams within the division. 

3. Head-to-head competition versus the team within the division with the best overall (divisional or conference) record, and proceeding 

through the division. Multiple ties within the division will be broken first to last. 

4. Overall record for non-divisional teams. 

5. Combined record versus all common non-divisional teams. 

6. Record versus common non-divisional with the best overall Conference (divisional and non-divisional record) and proceeding through 

the other common non-divisional teams based on their order of finish within the division. 

7. The tied team with the highest ranking in the Bowl Championship Series standings following the conclusion of regular season games 

shall be the divisional representative in the ACC Championship Game, unless the second of the tied teams is ranked within five-or- 

fewer places of the highest ranked tied team. In this case, the head-to-head results of the top two ranked tied teams shall determine 

the representative in the ACC Championship Game. 

8. The representative shall be chosen by a draw. 

DATE, SITE and TIME The 2009 Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game will be played on December 5th at Raymond James Stadium in 

Tampa, Florida. Kickoff is set for 8 p.m. EST and will be televised nationally by ESPN. 

EXPENSES/REVENUE SHARING All revenue remaining from the championship game, after operational expenses have been deducted, shall be 

divided into 12 shares and disbursed to the member institutions of the Atlantic Coast Conference. Each participating institution shall have an 

expense budget of $160,000 to cover all costs associated with institutional lodging, meals and local transportation (campus to local airport). 

An official party of 150 (inclusive of student-athletes, coaches and administrators) and all members of the band and cheerleading squad should 

be included in this budget figure. Each participating institution will be financially responsible for payment of 150 (100 team / 50 alumni) rooms 

for two nights at the designated team headquarter hotels, as well as 115 rooms for two nights at the designated band/cheerleader hotel. All 

travel expenses including air charter and!or bus charter transportation to and from Tampa will be reimbursed upon advanced approval by 

the Conference office. The Conference has also secured a block of 130 rooms for two nights at a designated alumni headquarters for which 

the institution is financially responsible. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL The Commissioner (and his designee) and the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee are responsible for all 

administrative, marketing, ticketing, communications and operational details of the championship game. 



CHAMPIONSHIP GAME ADMINISTRATION 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

John D. Swofford ..................................................................................................................................................... Commissioner 

Michael Kelly ...................................................... Associate Commissioner, Communications & Football Operations 

Jeff Elliott ...................................................................................... Associate Commissioner, Finance and Administration 

Mike Finn ......................................................................................... Associate Commissioner, Football Communications 

Shane Lyons .............................................................................. Associate Commissioner, Compliance and Governance 

Davis Whitfield .................................................................................................... Associate Commissioner, Championships 

Amy Yakola ................................................................................. Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & Marketing 

Scott McBurney ................................................................................................ Assistant Commissioner, Advanced Media 

Doug Rhoads ............................................................................................................................. Coordinator/Football Officials 

Allison Doughty ................................................................................................ Assistant Director of Football Operations 

Ben Tario ...................................................................................................... Assistant Director of Technology & Operations 

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: TAMPA BAY LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Rob Higgins ...................................................................................................................................................... Executive Director 

Jason Aughey .................................................................................................................................... Sales and Events Manager 

Blake Guthrie ......................................................................................................................... Sales and Partnerships Manager 

Weston Gallop ................................................................................................................................................ Sports Coordinator 

Josh Jones .............................................................................................. ACC Football Sales and Promotions Coordinator 

Susan Williams ................................................................................................................................................. Event Coordinator 

Lori "Goose" Pekarek .......................................................................................................................... Ticket Sales Coordinator 

GAME ADMINISTRATION 
EXTRA PERIODS The following tie-break system will be used if it is necessary to break a tie in the championship game (Note: See 2009 NCAA 

Football Rules and Interpretations, pages FR64): 

1. Following Regulation Play--Immediately after the conclusion of the fourth quarter, officials will instruct both teams to retire to their 

respective team areas. The officials will assemble on the 50-yard line and review the tie-break procedures. The officials will escort 

the captains (Rule 3-1-1 ) to the center of the field for the coin toss. The referee shall toss a coin at midfield in the presence of no more 

than four field captains from each team and another game official, first designating the field captain of the visiting team to call the 

coin toss. The winner of the toss shall choose one of the following options: 

1. Offense or defense, with the offense at the opponent’s 25-yard line to start the first series. 

2. Which end of the field shall be used for both series of that overtime period. 

Note: The winner of the toss may not defer his choice. 

The loser of the toss shall exercise the remaining option for the first extra period and shall have the first choice of the two options 

for subsequent even-numbered periods. 

Extra Periods--An extra period shall consist of two series with each team putting the ball in play by a snap on or between the in- 

bounds lines on the designated 25-yard line, which becomes the opponent’s 25-yard line. The snap shall be from midway between 

the in-bounds lines on the 25-yard line, unless a different position on or between the in bounds lines is selected before the ready- 

for-play signal. After the ready-for-play signal, the ball may be relocated after a charged team timeout, unless preceded by aTeam 

A foul or on setting penalties. 

3. Team Series--Each team retains the ball during a series until it scores or fails to make a first down. The ball remains alive after a 

change of team possession until it is declared dead. However, Team A may not have a first and 10 if it again possesses the ball after 

a change of team possession. 

Scoring--The team scoring the greater number of points during regulation and extra periods shall be declared the winner. There 

shall be an equal number of series, as defined above, in each extra period, except ifTeam B scores during a period other than on the 

try. Beginning with the third extra period, teams scoring a touchdown must attempt a two-point try. A one-point try by Team A 

(although not illegal) will not score a point. 

Fouls after a change-of-team possession: 

1. Distance penalties by either team are declined by rule in extra periods (Exceptions: Dead-ball fouls and live-ball fouls 

penalized as dead-ball fouls are enforced on the succeeding play.) 

2. A score by a team committing a foul during the down is cancelled. 

3. If there are offsetting fouls, whether one or both occur after Team B possession, the down is not replayed. 

6. Timeouts--Each team shall be allowed one timeout for each extra period. Timeouts not used during the regulation periods may 

not be carried over into the extra period(s). U nused extra-period timeouts may not be carried over to other extra periods. Timeouts 

between periods shall be charged to the succeeding period. 



SQUAD SIZE The maximum number of players in uniform for whom the institution may pay travel costs is 72. 

TEAM ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR (TAC) The Athletics Director of each participating institution will be asked to designate an administrative 

staff member to serve as the primary contact between the Conference office, Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee and institution. This 

person will be responsible for all administrative details regarding the Championship. A championship game checklist for the TAC is included 

(See Appendix A). 

TELECONFERENCES There will be a general administrative teleconference on Monday, November 30th, at 10:30 a.m. EST for representatives of 

the two participating institutions, Conference office, Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee and Raymond James Stadium. Commissioner 

Swofford (or designee) will chair the teleconference and the following individuals from each institution must participate: 

- Athletics Director (or designee) 

-Team Administrative Coordinator (TAC) 

- Head Coach (or designee) 

- Sports Information Director (or designee) 

-Ticket Manager 

All participants should call 1.800.861.4084 at 10:30 a.m. ESTand when asked for the pass code, key in 9971239 and indicate they are participating 

in the ACC Football Championship teleconference. Please be prepared to discuss uniform color and any ticket needs beyond the 10,000 team 

tickets you are required to purchase. 

There will be an additional administrative teleconference focused on band and cheer squad logistics on Monday, November 30th, at 2:00 

p.m. EST for representatives of the two participating institutions, Conference office, Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee and Raymond 

James Stadium. Commissioner Swofford (or designee) will chair the teleconference and the following individuals from each institution must 

participate: 

-Team Administrative Coordinator (TAC) 

- Band Director 

- Cheerleading Coach 

All participants should call 1.800.861.4084 at 2:00 p.m. ESTand when asked for the pass code, key in 9971239 and indicate they are participating 

in the ACC Football Championship teleconference. 



AWARDS/GIFTS 
CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY The Commissioner will present the winning team with the ACC Championship trophy on the field following the 

game. The ACC has obtained a photographer and videographer to shoot the presentation. A portable stage will be available on the field for 

the presentation. A specific script and timeline for the awards ceremony will be distributed and discussed on the November 30th conference 

call. (See Appendix P) 

DIVISIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPTROPHY Each competing institution will receive a Divisional Championship trophy. Each of these awards will be 

shipped to their respective institutions following the Championship weekend. 

MOSTVALUABLE PLAYER A J’Most Valuable Player" will be selected by ballot of media in attendance at the Championship. That player will be 

presented a trophy on the field following the game. 

MEDIA GIFTS Each credentialed media representative will be presented a commemorative gift. 

INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT AWARDS Each competing institution will receive 150 complimentary participant awards. The TAC from each school 

will handle the receipts and distribution of these awards. The awards for competing institutions are as follows: 

WATCHES Each participating institution will receive 150 commemorative watches for distribution to its student-athletes 

and o[ficial party. 

NCAA FOOTBALL’10 VIDEO GAME for PS3 Each institution will receive 150 video games for distribution to its student- 

athletes and oflqcial party. 

UNDER ARMOUR Each institution will receive 150 backpacks for distribution to its student-athletes and o~ficial party. 

ADDITIONAL AWARDS Institutions may purchase additional awards by contacting Michael Kelly. 

NOTE: Institutions are advised to review the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4.1--Participation Awards. 



BANDS 
INFORMATION REQUESTED The following information is requested from each band director prior to the championship game: (See Appendix 

M). 

1. Name of director and assistant director, addresses and telephone numbers. 

2. Band arrival date, time and mode of transportation. 

3. Copy of script and general plans of the band’s pregame and halftime shows. 

4. The names and duties of those people who will need press box passes. 

5. The names and duties of those people who will need temporary sideline passes (i.e. directors, equipment handlers). These passes 

are good only during pregame and halftime and are NOTGOOD FOR ADMISSION TOTHE STADIUM. These individuals will need game 

tickets for admission to the stadium. ONLY BAND MEMBERS IN FU LL U NIFORM WILL BE PERMITTED ON THE FIELD WITHOUT A PASS. 

All others must have a game credential. 

This information should be sent to Michael Kelly and be received no later than 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 30th. [Fax number 

336.369.1212]. 

LODGING Each band has been allocated 115 rooms for Friday, December 4th and Saturday, December 5th. The participating institutions are 

financially responsible for 115 rooms on both nights to be paid from expense allowance. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION CHAMPION The Atlantic Division band will have 115 rooms (115 guaranteed) at the: 

Sheraton Riverwalk ............................................................. 200 North Ashley Drive, Tampa, Florida 33602 

.................................................................................................................................. (Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax) 

Contact Person: Kelli Chojnacki ............................................................... Telephone number: 813.226.4422 

The rooming list must be faxed to Ms. Chojnacki no later than Monday, November 30th, at 4:00 p.m ................... Fax number: 813.221.5292 

COASTAL DIVISION CHAMPION The Coastal Division band will have 115 rooms (115 guaranteed) at the: 

Quorum ................................................................... 700 North Westshore Boulevard Tampa, Florida 33609 

.................................................................................................................................. (Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax) 

Contact Person: Connie Paul ..................................................................... Telephone number: 813.289.8200 

The rooming list must be faxed to Ms. Paul no later than Monday, November 30th, at 4:00 p.m ............................. Fax number: 813.287.8275 

BAND REQUIRED APPEARANCES 

CHANNELSIDE FRIDAY EVENT Each band is required to participate in Friday evening’s"Toast to the Atlantic Coast"at the 

Channelside Bay Plaza.The event begins at 7:00 p.m. Logistics of this performance will be discussed on the November 30th call. 

PEP RALLY Each band is required to participate in a pregame pep rally on Saturday at ACC FanFest located at Raymond James 

Stadium (Lot 6D). The Atlantic Division pep rally will begin at 5:45 p.m. and the Coastal Division pep rally will follow at 6:15 p.m. 

Eric Wood of the ACC staff will coordinate these activities. 

POLICE LEADS Police leads will be provided to each band for travel while in Tampa. This includes travel from the airport to the hotel, as well 

as to and from Raymond James Stadium. Each band director should coordinate police lead needs through Ben Tario in the ACC Office. 

BAND AND CHEERLEADER HOSTS 

The band and cheerleaders will have Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee hosts with them the entire time they are in Tampa to assist with 

any logistical questions. 

PRE-GAME MEAL 

Due to a late game, bands and cheerleaders are encouraged to have a pre-game meal at the hotel prior to departing for the game. No meal 

will be provided at the stadium. 

HOTEL DEPARTURE AND BAG CHECK 

The Tampa Police Department will perform a bag security check for all band and cheerleader equipment that will enter Raymond James 

Stadium. The bag check will occur at 3:00 p.m. on game day, one hour prior to departure from hotel. The Band and Cheerleaders will depart 

the hotel with police lead at 4:00 p.m. 

DROP-OFF 

The police lead will lead the band and cheerleaders to Lot 6D of Raymond James Stadium and will arrive at 4:30 p.m.The band and cheerleaders 

will exit the buses and proceed to FanFest. 



PEP RALLY 

Atlantic Division: At 5:30 p.m. the Atlantic band will enter the FanFest gate to begin the pep rally. The pep rally will last from 5:45 p.m. to 6:00 

p.m. At 6:00 p.m., the Atlantic Division band will leave FanFest and enter the stadium though Dock B. (except for a minimum of 10 members 

who will first proceed to the Dr PepperTailgate Party for a brief rally- See Appendix B for location). 

Coastal Division: The Coastal band will enter the FanFest gate following the Atlantic band exit. The Coastal band will perform at their pep 

rally from 6:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.. The Coastal band will leave ACC FanFest and enter the stadium through Dock D (except for a minimum of 10 

members who will first proceed to the Dr Pepper Tailgate Party for a brief rally- See Appendix B for location). 

PERFORMANCES As noted in the schedule, both bands will have the opportunity to perform on the field during pre-game and halftime. 

EXITING THE FIELD Bands must exit the field toward the end zones or outside the team bench area. Under no circumstances may bands exit 

the field into the team bench area. Bands will use the same exit strategy as pregame. 

PLAYING WHILE GAME IS IN PROGRESS The band, or any component thereof (including drums), may not play from the time the offensive team 

breaks the huddle until the play is whistled dead. Playing during time-outs will be coordinated with the ACC Staff Band Liaison assigned to 

each band who will be in contact with the Game Control Booth. 

SECURITY All bags and instrument cases to be brought into Raymond James Stadium will be inspected and tagged by the Tampa Police 

Department at each band hotel. Bag inspection will take place one hour before departure. Identification bands will be provided by the 

Tampa Police Department and must be placed on bags that have been inspected. Any bags brought into Raymond James Stadium without 

the identification bands will be inspected at their respective entrance gates by Raymond James Stadium personnel. 

TICKETS Each participating institution must purchase reserved seats for its band, directors and support personnel from its ticket allotment. 

The following seating locations should be used for the bands (See Appendix C): 

COASTAL DIVISION ......... Lower Level Section 115/118 

ATLANTIC DIVISION ........ Lower Level Section 140/143 

These sections have been selected because of their easy access to the field level. 

NOTE: Each person (including band members, directors, equipment handlers; bus drivers and any accompanying personnel) entering the 

stadium must have a pre-stubbed and stamped game ticket or credential. 

COMMERCIAL IDENTIFICATION Band uniforms shall not bear any commercial identification. No music shall be performed that is affiliated 

with any professional sports team or commercial product. 

INSTRUMENTS ON FIELD Instruments and equipment may not be on the sidelines at any time except when the band is performing before 

the game and at halftime. 

FAILURETO COMPLY Ira band does not comply with these ACC Championship policies, the Director of Athletics of the involved institution will 

be asked to rectify the situation. Failure to comply with the regulations fully may also subject that institution to financial penalties. 

ACC LIAISON Jennie Barrett and Tracey Haith are the Conference office staff liaisons with school bands for the championship game. They may 

be reached at: 

Atlantic Division Liaison: Jennie Barrett 

(Work) 336.854.8787X 253 

(Cell) 

Coastal Division Liaison: Tracey Haith 

(Work) 336.854.8787X 246 

(Cell) 

(e-mail) 



CHEERLEADERS 
INFORMATION REQUESTED The following information is requested from each cheerleading advisor prior to the championship game: 

(See Appendix N) 

1. Name of advisor and assistant, addresses and telephone numbers (home and oflqce). 

2. Cheerleaders’arrival date, time and mode of transportation. 

The cheerleader advisor!coach and trainer must have a pass to enter Raymond James Stadium. This pass will allow sideline access at all 

times. All others on the list must be in uniform and escorted through the entry gates. In addition to the advisor/coach and trainer, only 12 

cheerleaders per school in uniform and mascot(s) are permitted on the field during the game. If at any time the mascot is not in uniform he/ 

she must have a game credential. 

This information should be sent to Michael Kelly (336.854.8787) and be received no later than 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 30th. [Fax 

number 336.369.1212]. 

LODGING Each cheerleading squad will lodge in the following hotel along with their respective band. The participating institutions are financially 

responsible for 115 rooms on the nights of Friday, December 4th and Saturday, December 5th to be paid from expense allowance. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION CHAMPION The Atlantic Division cheerleading squad/band will have rooms at the: 

Sheraton Riverwalk ........................................................... 200 North Ashley Drive Tampa, Florida 33602 

.................................................................................................................................. (Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax) 

Contact Person: Kelli Chojnacki ............................................................... Telephone number: 813.226.4422 

The rooming list must be faxed or e-mailed to Ms. Chojnacki no later than Monday, November 30th, at 4:00 p.m..Fax number: 8132215292 

COASTAL DIVISION CHAMPION The Coastal Division cheerleading squad/band will have rooms at the: 

Quorum ................................................................... 700 North Westshore Boulevard Tampa, Florida 33609 

.................................................................................................................................. (Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax) 

Contact Person: Connie Paul ..................................................................... Telephone number: 813.289.8200 

The rooming list must be faxed or e-mailed to Ms. Paul no later than Monday, November 30th, at 4:00 p.m ..... Fax number: 813,287,8275 

CHEERLEADING SQUAD REQUIRED APPEARANCES 

CHANNELSIDE FRIDAY EVENT Each squad is required to participate in Friday evening’s"Toast to the Atlantic Coast"at the 

Channelside Bay Plaza. The event begins at 7:00 p.m. 

PEP RALLY Each band is required to participate in a pregame pep rally on Saturday at ACC FanFest located at Raymond James 

Stadium (Lot 6D). The Atlantic Division pep rally will begin at 5:45 p.m. and the Coastal Division pep rally will follow at 6:15 p.m. 

Eric Wood of the ACC staff will coordinate these activities. 

MAXIMUM NUMBER A maximum of 12 cheerleaders, one costumed mascot, one coach and one trainer will be permitted on the field during 

the championship game. Exception: If an institution requests permission and brings a live mascot, a maximum of two handlers may be issued 

passes for access to the sidelines during the game. 

BAND AND CHEERLEADER LOGISTICS 

Note: The band and cheerleaders will haveTampa Bay Local Organizing Committee Hosts with them the entire time they are in Tampa to assist 

with any logistical questions. 

PRE-GAME MEAL 

Due to a late game, bands and cheerleaders are encouraged to have a pre-game meal at the hotel prior to departing for the game. No meal 

will be provided at the stadium. 

HOTEL DEPARTURE AND BAG CHECK 

The Tampa Police Department will perform a bag security check for all band and cheerleader equipment that will enter Raymond James 

Stadium. The bag check will occur at 3:00 p.m. on game day, one hour prior to departure from hotel. The band and cheerleaders will depart 

the hotel with police lead at 4:00 p.m. 

DROP-OFF 

The police lead will lead the band!cheerleaders to Lot 6D of Raymond James Stadium and will arrive at 4:30 p.m.The band and cheerleaders 

will exit the buses and proceed to FanFest. 



PEP RALLY 
Atlantic Division: At 5:30 p.m. the Atlantic cheer squad will enter the FanFest gate to begin the pep rally. The pep rally will last from 5:45 p.m. 
to 6:00 p.m. At 6:00 p.m., the Atlantic Division cheer squad will leave ACC FanFest and enter the stadium though Dock B (except fora minimum 
of I0 members who will first proceed to the Dr Pepper Tailgate Party for a brief rally- See Appendix B for location). 

Coastal Division: The Coastal cheer squad will enter the FanFest gate following the Atlantic band exit. The Coastal cheer squad will perform 

at their pep rally from 6:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. The Coastal cheer squad will leave FanFest and enter the stadium through Dock D (except for a 

minimum of 10 members who will first proceed to the Dr Pepper Tailgate Party for a brief rally- See Appendix B for location). 

AMPLIFIED SOUND SYSTEMS Amplified sound systems shall have no more than four speakers and shall be mounted or situated to ensure that 

the system does not interfere with the view of the crowd. The speakers must be directed at the participating institutions’ fans only and never 

toward the playing field, the press box side of the stadium, the benches or toward any players, coaches or game officials. AT NO TIME MAY 

MUSIC BE PLAYED ON THESE SOUND SYSTEMS. Amplifiers, microphones and megaphones shall not be used from the time the offensive team 

breaks the huddle until the play is whistled dead. All ACC policies regarding the cheerleaders’ use of these systems will be strictly enforced. 

HOSPITALITY AREA A dressing room for cheerleaders is available upon entry into Raymond James Stadium in the Service Level. Dressing 

rooms stocked with beverages and ice will also be provided. See Appendix K for specific locations. 

LOCATION While the game is in progress, the cheerleaders and mascots will be restricted to designated sideline areas between the bench and 

the end line, as well as behind the end zone in front of the student section and behind the photographer zone. At no time may cheerleaders 

or mascots enter the playing field (defined as any area beyond the six-foot limit lines surrounding the playing field) while the game is in 

progress. 

MASCOT Any type of physical contact is strictly prohibited between the two opposing team mascots. "Skits" are permitted during pregame 

and halftime as long as there is no actual contact of any nature between the two. While the game is in progress, mascots are limited to the 

areas described in "LOCATION"above. 

SAFETY Cheerleader squads must conform to the guidelines set by the American Association of Cheerleader Coaches and Advisors (AACCA) 

(See Appendix I). The ACC is not responsible for supervising or monitoring routines performed by the cheerleaders as it relates to safety. The 

participating institution shall ensure that the squad has sufficient training, supervision and equipment for any and all routines its squad may 

choose to perform and shall be solely responsible for ensuring the squad’s safety. 

COMMERCIAL IDENTIFICATION Cheerleader or mascot uniforms shall not bear any commercial identification and no routines shall be performed 

that are affiliated with any commercial product. 

FAILURE TO COMPLY If a cheerleading squad or mascot does not comply with these ACC Championship policies, the Director of Athletics of 

the involved institution will be asked to rectify the situation. Failure to comply with the regulations fully may also subject that institution to 

financial penalties. 

ACC LIAISON Jennie Barrett and Lynne Herndon are the Conference office staff liaisons with the cheerleaders and mascots of the participating 

teams for the championship game. They may be reached at: 

Atlantic Division Liaison: Jennie Barrett 

(Work) 336.854.8787X 253 

(Cell) 

Coastal Division Liaison: Lynne Herndon 

(Work) 336.854.8787 ex. 230 

(Cell) 

(e-mail) Iherndonotheacc.org 



CREDENTIALS 
Credentials will be issued to various individuals by the ACC for use during the championship (contact: Michael Kelly, ACC, 336.854.8787). 

Media credentials will be distributed by the ACC office (contact: Mike Finn, 336.854.8787). Each participating institution is asked to designate 

the users of each team issued credential in Appendix O. Each team is allotted the following allotment for their use: Official (24),Team Bench 

Area (60), Team Video (6), Special (for ticket office use) (5), Coaches Booth (6) and Field Services (6). Team credentials will be forwarded to 

the participating institutions upon qualification. Please note, all credentials are non-transferable and may be used ONLY by the individual to 

whom they are issued. Any unauthorized use of credentials subjects the bearer to immediate dismissal from Raymond James Stadium and 

prosecution for criminal trespass. 

VIP credentials will be distributed at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay (Wilson-Plover Boardroom-14th Floor) during the following times: 

Thursday, December 3 .............................................. 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday, December 4 .................................................... 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Saturday, December 5 ............................................... 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

Media credentials will be distributed at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay during the following times: 

Friday, December 4 ...................................................... 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (White Ibis Room) 

Saturday, December 5 ................................................. 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. (White Ibis Room) 

All credentials will be distributed at Media Will-Call (Dock D) at Raymond James Stadium the following times: 

Saturday, December 5 ................................................. 4:00 p.m. to Halftime 

ALLOWS 

TYPE DESCRIPTION STADIUM ASSIGNED TO: PURPOSE: ISSUED BY: 

ADMITTANCE? 

Numbered. Name Good at all Championship game events; Good 
Staff Y ACC STAFF Kelly 

Label Applied Anywhere in Stadium; Enter Dock D. 

Numbered. Name VIP AND SELECT 
Official Y Good Anywhere in Stadium; Enter Dock D. Kelly 

Label Applied WORKERS 

Numbered. Name 
Special Y SELECT VIP Good in all areas excluding field; Enter Dock D. Kelly 

Label Applied 

Numbered. Name Good on field, Service Level, and Press Box. Not 
Coaches Booth Y TEAM COACHES Kelly 

Label Applied Valid in Stadium Clubs and Suite Level. 

FOOTBALL TEAM 
Numbered. Name                                   Good on Field and Service Level. Not Valid in 

Team Bench Area Y AND TEAM Kelly 
Label Applied 

PERSONNEL Press Box, Clubs, Suite or Club Elevators 

Good on Field and Service Level. Not Valid in 
Numbered. Name                    SUPPORT 

Field Services Y Press Box, Clubs, Suite or Club Elevators. Enter Kelly 
Label Applied PERSONNEL 

Dock D. 

Good on field, Service Level, Press Box and other 
Numbered. Name                  TEAM VIDEO 

Team VIdeo Y Team Video Shooting Locations. Not Valid in Kelly 
Label Applied PERSONNEL 

Stadium Clubs and Suite Level. 

Good on Field Prior to Kickoff. Not Valid in Press 
Numbered. Name                 SELECT GUESTS 

PreGame N Box, Press Box Lounge, Stadium Club, Suite or Kelly 
Label Applied PERSONNEL 

Club Elevators. 

Good on Field during Halftime only. Not Valid in 
Numbered. Name                 SELECT GUESTS 

Halftime N Press Box, Press Box Lounge, or Stadium Clubs, Kelly 
Label Applied PERSONNEL 

Suite or Club Elevators. 

Numbered. Name STADIUM Good for Concourses, Clubs, and Club Elevators. 
Vendor Y Kelly 

Label Applied VENDORS Not Valid in Suites, Press Box, or Field. 

N ETWORK TV 
Numbered. Name 

Television Y PERSONNEL- Good Anywhere in Stadium; Enter Any Entrance Kelly 
Label Applied 

RAYCOM 

PHOTOGRAPHERS, Good on Field, Service Level and Press Box. Not 
Numbered. Name VIDEOGRAPHERS, 

Field Media Y Valid in Stadium Clubs, Suite Levels or Club Finn 
Label Applied SIDELINE RADIO 

PERSONNEL Elevators. Enter Dock D. 

Good in Press Box and Press Box Lounge. Good 

Numbered. Name in Service Hallway and Field 5 minutes prior to 
Press Box Y MEDIA Finn 

Label Applied the end of game. Not valid in Stadium Clubs, 

Suite Levels or Club Elevators. Enter Dock D. 

Good in Press Box and Press Box Lounge. Good 
RADIO 

Numbered. Name in Service Hallway and Field 5 minutes prior to 
Radio Booth Y BROADCAST Finn 

Label Applied the end of game. Not valid in Stadium Clubs, 
PERSONNEL 

Suite Levels or Club Elevators. Enter Dock D. 



FACl LITY 
GENERAL INFORMATION The Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game will be played at: 

Raymond James Stadium ..................................................................... 4201 North Dale Mabry Highway Tampa, Florida 33607 

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE: TAMPA BAY SPORTS COMMISSION 

Director, ACC Football Championship L.O.C.: Rob Higgins .................................................................. Telephone: 813.342.4076 

STADIUM CONTACTS 

Stadium Director: Mickey Farrell ................................................................................................................... Telephone: 813.350.6507 

Operations Manager: Mike Davis ................................................................................................................... Telephone: 813.350.6505 

COMMERCIAL DISPLAYS There will be absolutely no commercial displays permitted in Raymond James Stadium or anywhere on Raymond 

James Stadium property without the expressed written consent of the ACC and the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee. This includes 

any signs or flags of a commercial nature on RV’s or other vehicles in parking lots, as well as inflatable displays. 

DRESSING ROOMS The team dressing rooms will be available for exclusive use by the competing teams beginning Tuesday, December 1st, at 

8:00 a.m. EST. Specific move-in times will be determined after the teleconference at 10:30 a.m. EST on Monday, November 30th. 

EMERGENCY PLANS Contact Mike Davis at the Tampa Sports Authority at 813.350.6505 for questions regarding Raymond James Stadium’s 

plan. 

FIRSTAID STATIONS The first aid booths are located near ramps B and D on the main and upper concourses. Paramedic units and an emergency 

medical technician are on duty during each game. If patrons need medical attention, they should contact the nearest usher, security or game 

day personnel to contact medical assistance. 

GATES Public gates will open 90 minutes prior to kickoff (6:30 p.m. EST/kickoff at 8:00 p.m.). Special Gates are as follows: 

Team Entrance Gates: 

Coastal Division Champion: ....................................................................................................................................................... Enter through Dock D 

Atlantic Division Champion: ....................................................................................................................................................... Enter through Dock A 

All Player Guest Gates will be located outside the South Main Gate 

Band/Cheerleader: .................................................................................................................... Enter through Dock D (Coastal)/Dock B (Atlantic) 

Media Will-Call: .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. Dock D 

Wheelchair: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. All Gates 

Public Will-Call: ............................................................................................................................................................ South End Zone Ticket Windows 

Note: All individuals entering Raymond James Stadium are subject to inspection of all personal belongings, backpacks and other large bags. 

In addition, the following items will NOT be permitted in Raymond James Stadium. 

NON PERMISSIBLE ITEMS Raymond James Stadium management is responsible for enforcing the ACC’s policies in this area. Patrons must 

return non-permissible items to their automobiles or the item will be discarded. 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROHIBITED INSIDETHE STADIUM 

- Pets (except special services) 

- Smoking (except in designated areas or on a ramp) 

- Seat cushions 

- Large bags (larger than 8.5"x 11"), backpacks or boxes 

- Food or beverage (with the exception of those having a food allergy) 

- Cans, bottles, coolers, or other similar containers 

- Video cameras or audio recorders 

- Laser pens or laser products 

- Noise-making devices (horns, whistles, clappers, thundersticks, etc.) 

- Oversized signs (larger than 2’x 3’) 

- Skateboards, skates (roller or in-line) or scooters 

- Sticks or poles 

- Knives, guns, chains or clubs 

- Illegal substances 

- Fireworks or any incendiary device 

- Umbrellas 

- Strollers 

- Weapons of any kind or any item that can be constructed as a weapon 

- Any other item deemed unacceptable by management 



PARKING Parking at Raymond James Stadium will be available for $25/car and $50 for busesilimousinesiRV’s per day. Visit the ACC Championship 

website (~2~i,~’::f.Ii!~£~.,~t~:~:.,~tb%~.~:~.[2~!~f:~3:~) for more information. 

SECURITY TheTampa Police Department will provide traffic control and security patrol services around Raymond James Stadium. TheTampa 

Police Department and Sentry Security Services will provide crowd control security inside Raymond James Stadium. 

PLACEMENT OF OFFICERS Uniformed officers shall be assigned to the following areas: 

SIDELINES ....................................................................... Four (4) Uniformed Officers will be assigned to each sideline 

TEAM ENTRANCES ........................................................................................................................ Four (4) Uniformed Officers 

MEDIA ENTRANCES ............................................................................... Three (3) Officers will be at the media entrance 

LOCKER ROOMS ............................................................................................................ Two (2) Sentry staff per locker room 

MEDIA AREA ................................................................................................................................................. Multiple Sentry staff 

GAME OFFICIALS’ ESCORTS ................................................................. Two (2) Sentry staff and one U niformed Officer 

PRESS BOX ..................................................................................................................................................... Multiple Sentry staff 

PUBLIC AREAS .......................................................................................................................................................... 75 Sentry staff 

PLAYER GUEST ENTRANCE ............................................................................................... One (1) Sentry staff per entrance 

BAG INSPECTIONS Backpacks and large bags are prohibited in Raymond James Stadium. All persons entering Raymond James 

Stadium are subject to inspection of all belongings. 

TEAM INSPECTIONS All team personnel will be asked to participate in an inspection of all bags to be carried into Raymond James 

Stadium at each team’s hotel prior to departure. Identification bands will be provided by the Tampa Police Department and must be 

placed on bags that will be inspected at the hotel. Any bags brought into Raymond James Stadium without the identification bands 

will be inspected at the Loading Dockentrance by Stadium security personnel. Bags must be ready one hour before departure. 

DISABLED PARKING Seating for the physically challenged is available in the lower level, club level and upper deck of Raymond James Stadium. 

Wheelchair tickets are available by contacting Lori Pekarek at 813.884.6410. Raymond James Stadium access for wheelchair ticket holders is 

through any gate. Disabled parking must have disabled hang tags (or equivalent) with registered person driving or in vehicle and only available 

in Lots A and C (via Lot B/C). Disabled Hang Tags are required for access to the Disabled lots A/C. 



GAME MANAGEMENT 

BALL CREW Each competing institution shall provide its own ball crew for the game. The ball crew members must be at least 16 years of age 

and must wear apparel a nd vests provided by the ACC for the cha mpionshi p game. Please notify Michael Kelly (336.854.8787) at the ACC of~ce 

regarding apparel sizes. Four credentials for the ball crew will be included in the 60 "Team Bench Area" passes. The ball crew members must 

perform their duties under the direction of the referee (or his designee). 

BENCHES The Coastal Division Champion will occupy the bench area on the West (press box) side of Raymond James Stadium, while the 

Atlantic Division Champion will occupy the bench area on the East side of Raymond James Stadium (See Appendix C). All team equipment 

and personnel must remain within the designated team bench area boundaries at all times. All individuals in the team bench area must either 

be a player in uniform, or be visibly wearing a "Team Bench Area" pass (Exception: Each team may have two uniformed security personnel in 

the bench area). All others will be removed from the team bench area. 

The area immediately behind each team bench is a non-media area. At no time may media representatives capture video, audio or still pictures 

from behind the team bench area. 

ACC COACHES & AWARDS LUNCHEON Each head coach must participate in the pre-championship ACC Coaches & Awards Luncheon at noon 

EST on Friday, December 4th, at the Tampa Convention Center. Following the luncheon, the coaches must attend the press conferences also 

located at the Tampa Convention Center. The press conferences will be conducted as follows: 

Atlantic Division Head Coach ..................................................... 1:45 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. 

Coastal Division Head Coach ...................................................... 2:15 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. 

For the time period that a coach is not conducting their press conference, they will be asked to spend time in ancillary interviews with 

Conference television partners. 

COACHES BOOTH Each participating team will have access to a coaches booth located on the press level (See Appendix J). Dry Pair needs or 

wireless headset frequencies should be coordinated through Ben Tario and the Frequency Coordinator (See Page 17). 

COMMERCIAL IDENTIFICATION Equipment or other items bearing commercial names, Iogos or identifications are prohibited on the sidelines 

unless expressed written consent has been granted by the ACC. 

COMMUNICATIONS "Dry Pair" telephone loops (Telex compatible) will be installed from each coaches booth to their respective sidelines for 

coaches’communications. Each institution will be responsible for providing its technicians and equipment, which must be installed and tested 

by 2:00 p.m. on Saturday, December 5th. If an institution utilizes a wireless communication system, the frequencies used must be approved 

by Ben Tario. The frequencies available in Tampa may be limited and failure to obtain clearance may result in a shut down of the system. 

CROWD CONTROL Provisions in the Atlantic Coast Conference Football Operations Manual will be in effect for the championship game. 

Bands and cheerleaders should have a thorough knowledge of its contents before arrival in Tampa. A copy of this manual may be obtained 

by contacting Allison Doughty at the Atlantic Coast Conference. 

EQUIPMENT Each team bench will be furnished with coolers, cups, ice, towels and squeeze bottles. Teams should furnish their own isotonic 

beverage. It is mandatory that the participating teams use the coolers, cups and squeeze bottles provided by the Atlantic Coast Conference 

which will have only the ACC logo on them. 

Any other coolers, cups and/or squeeze bottles provided by the institution WILL NOT be permitted in the bench areas or anywhere on the 

field. 

Each locker room will also be provided with coolers, cups, squeeze bottles, ice, towels and soap. For ice, water, soap and towel needs contact 

Mike Davis. Teams should provide isotonic beverages. 

Any fans or cooling devices are the responsibility of the participating institutions. Power requi rements for these devices should be commun icated 

to Mike Davis at Raymond James Stadium prior to 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 2nd. Credential request for the vendors included must 

be directed to Michael Kelly. 

The Team Administrative Coordinator (TAC) of each competing institution is responsible for informing the institution’s trainer of these 

requirements and ensuring compliance. 



FOOTBALLS Each institution is responsible for providing its own footballs for the championship game. Game officials will inspect all game 

balls at 6:15 p.m. EST on game day. 

FREQUENCY COORDINATOR ACC policy states that all wireless devices that are used anywhere on the stadium property must be coordinated. 

Please contact the frequency coordinator- Ralph Beaver (bevo@mediaalert.com; (813) 376-1313) prior to arriving on site and using your 

equipment on game day. 

HALFTIME There will be a 20-minute intermission between halves. The marching bands from the competing institutions will provide the halftime 

entertainment. Immediately following the Dr Pepper contest, the Atlantic Division team’s band will perform first (maximum six minutes on 

and off the field), followed by the Coastal Division team’s band (maximum six minutes on and off the field). A minimum of four minutes shall 

be available for player warm-ups prior to the start of the second half. 

ATLANTIC AND COASTAL TEAM DESIGNATIONS 

The Atlantic Division will be given the first choice of team jersey color. Uniforms will be discussed during the pre-championship teleconference 

and the Atlantic Division Champion should be prepared to indicate their uniform color at that time. The Atlantic Division representative will 

also have first choice in the coin toss. 

(COASTAL) (ATLANTIC) 

Locker: South (Home) ..................................... North (Visitors) 

Bench: West side (Press Box) ...................... East Side 

Locker rooms will be available for exclusive use by the competing teams beginning on Tuesday, December 1 st. Each team is responsible for 

the security of its locker room at all times while on site. 

LOCKER ROOMS The Atlantic Division champion will use the north locker room. The Coastal Division champion will use the south locker room. 

Each locker room will also be provided with coolers, cups, squeeze bottles, ice, towels and soap. For ice, water, soap and towel needs contact 

Mike Davis. Teams should provide isotonic beverage. The locker rooms will be available for exclusive use by the competing teams beginning 

on Tuesday, December 1st at 8:00 a.m. EST. Each team is responsible for the security of its locker room at all times while on site. Please be 

prepared to discuss your intended use of the locker rooms on the Monday, November 30th conference call. 

MEDICAL SERVICES Complete medical coverage for the championship game participants will be coordinated by Dr. Bryan Smith (336.460.1935) 

including the following: 

1. A fully-equipped training room per ACC visiting team standards in each locker room at Raymond James Stadium. 

2. The on-site physician liaison at practices and the game will meet with each team’s sports medicine staff at the Friday pre-game 

workout. (if applicable) 

3. Physician liaison to arrange any outside medical service required of all coaches, players, officials and administrators during their stay 

in Tampa. The physician liaison is Dr. Bryan Smith (Phone: 336.460.1935). 

4. X-ray or fluoroscope and X-ray technician at Raymond James Stadium for game. 

5. On-site EMS rescue unit on game day. 

6. Non-emergency transportation to a medical facility during practices and on game day. 

MERCHANDISING The Atlantic Coast Conference retains the exclusive right to sell souvenir products at Raymond James Stadium and surrounding 

stadium authority owned property. Event 1 has the souvenir merchandising rights to the championship. For more information, contact Joe 

Streck (913.693.2106). 

MICROPHONES/CAMERAS The placement of microphones on a coach or anywhere in the team bench area for television, radio or motion-picture 

purposes is prohibited. Cameras of all types (including ESPN-TV) are strictly prohibited in the bench areas. The area immediately behind each 

bench is aJ’non-media"area. At no time may media representatives capture video, audio or still pictures from behind the bench area. 

PERSONNEL The game officials, instant replay personnel, chain crew, stadium PA, play clock operator and game clock operator for the game 

shall be assigned by the ACC Football Operations Department. The statistics crew will be assigned by the ACC Communications staff. 

PRE-GAME MEETING INFORMATION The Game Day Management meeting (110 minute meeting) will take place at 6:10 p.m. in theTampa Sports 

Authority Board Room. Attendees should include: Football Operation Directors (2), Play Clock Operator, Game Clock Operator, Referee, Back 

Judge, Replay Officials, TV Liaison, Field Liaison, Stadium Command Representative, TV Production Representative, Security and EMS. 

POSTGAME CELEBRATION APPAREL The ACC will provide official "locker room celebration apparel"(i.e, caps and t-shirts) to the winning team 

immediately following the game. These items are to be worn during the postgame celebration and during the postgame interview activities. 

No other"locker room celebration apparel"will be allowed other than the institutions’game uniform. 

POSTGAME PRESS CONFERENCE Following the postgame awards ceremony on the field, the losing coach and one player will proceed to the 

interview area first, followed by the winning coach and two players. Designated players from each team will be made available at the player 

interview areas, located outside the respective team’s locker room. The coach cannot delay a postgame interview with the covering media to 

conduct a program for a single radio, newspaper or television reporter. 



POSTGAME SNACKS/MEALS Institutions wishing to arrange for a postgame snack or meal in the locker room (or any other special catering 

needs at the stadium) should contact Brandilyn Dorsey (813.350.6429/bdorsey@levyrestaurants.com) at Levy Restaurants. 

PRACTICES Each team will be allocated a 60-minute walk-thru time (optional) at Raymond James Stadium on Friday, weather permitting. The 

Atlantic Division champion will have first choice of walk-thru time between 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.. These practices will be CLOSED to the public. 

At least the first 15 minutes of practices at Raymond James Stadium shall be open to the media for photo opportunities. 

Atlantic Division champion ............................................................................................................... TBD 

Coastal Division champion ................................................................................................................ TBD 

PRE-GAME WARMUPS The Coastal Division champion will warm up on the south end of the field, extending in front of the west side (press 

box) bench. The Atlantic Division champion will warm up on the north end of the field, extending in front of the east side bench (see diagram, 

Appendix E, F & G). Subsequent to the 57-minute mark on the pregame clock, the dividing line between teams becomes the 50-yard line. An 

exact pregame timing sheet will be forwarded to the teams the week of the game and will be posted in each locker room. 

PROGRAMS Destination Media, Inc. will be responsible for publishing the official game-day program for the championship. Each team will 

be provided 125 complimentary programs in its locker room. For further information on the programs, contact Amy Yakola in the Conference 

Office. 

INSTANT REPLAY The ACC’s digital instant replay system, DVSport, will be in use during the Championship game. The ACC will assign a Replay 

Official/Technical Advisor and Communicator. DVSport will serve as the Technician and will provide additional technical support~ For specific 

information on reviewable plays and the ACC digital instant replay system, please refer to page C20 of the ACC Football Operations Manual. 

TEAM ENTRANCE The Coastal team entrance to Raymond James Stadium is located near Dock D, ground level of the stadium. The Atlantic 

team entrance to Raymond James Stadium is located at Dock A. Team arrivals at the stadium on game day will be coordinated with the Tampa 

Bay Local Organizing Committee. (NOTE: Please see"SECURITY"on page 15 regarding special security procedures). 

TEAM LIAISON Kris Pierce and Davis Whitfield are the Conference Office staff liaisons with the teams for the championship game: 

Atlantic Division Liaison: Kris Pierce 

(Work) 336.854.8787ex. 240 

(Cell) 

(e-mail) kpierce@theacc.org 

Coastal Division Liaison: Davis Whitfield 

(Work) 336.854.8787 ex. 229 

(Cell) 

(e-mail) dwhitfield@theacc.org 

TOBACCO PRODUCTS The use of any tobacco products by institutional personnel is prohibited anywhere at Raymond James Stadium during 

the ACC Championship. Institutional representatives are reminded of the provisions in the ACC Sportsmanlike Policy. 

UNIFORMS The Atlantic team will have the choice of uniform color, while the Coastal team will wear a contrasting colon Uniform designation 

will be decided on the administrative teleconference set for 10:30 a.m. EST on Monday, Novem ber 30th. Teams will be provided Dr Pepper ACC 

Football Championship Game Patches that must be placed on either the left or the right front shoulder. The patch is not to be placed on top 

of the shoulder. Normal placement is on the opposite front shoulder from the conference or team logo (See Appendix H for placement). If the 

placement covers your manufacturer logo, please contact Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, ACC (336.854.8787) to discuss placement. 

ADVANCED MEDIA A videographer from the ACC Advanced Media staff shall be permitted into the locker room of the winning team to capture 

the post-game celebration. Each participating team will be permitted to videotape the game for coaching purposes from the high 50-yard 

line photo decks and the south end zone. Credential needs (up to six credentials) for this purpose should be addressed to Michael Kelly. 

FAILURE TO COMPLY If any institutional representative does not comply fully with these ACC Championship policies, the Director of Athletics 

of the involved institution will be asked to rectify the situation. Failure to comply with the regulations may also subject that institution to 

financial penalties. 



HOSPITALITY/SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

OFFICIAL PARTY Each participating institution may designate a maximum of 24 individuals as part of its Official Party. It is recommended that the 

Official Party include the following individuals (plus spouses): President/Chancellor, Director of Athletics, Faculty Athletic Representative, Senior 

Woman Administrator and Head Football Coach. Others may be included as determined by the Athletics Director. The TAC must submit the 

institution’s Official Party list to Michael Kelly in the Conference office no later than Monday, November 30th, at 4:00 p.m. EST- See Appendix L. 

ACC COACHES & AWARDS LUNCHEON Each participating institution will be provided a maximum of 24complimentaryadmissions to the ACCCoaches 

& Awards Luncheon presented by Tampa Bay & Company at 12:00 noon on Friday, December 4th, at the Tampa Convention Center. Recognizing 

that few official party members will be in Tampa at that time, institutions should request tickets only for those who will attend. Additional tickets 

may be purchased for $60 each by contacting Allison Doughty in the ACC Office. 

ACC NIGHT OF LEGENDS Each participating institution will be provided a maximum of 24 complimentary admissions to the ACC Night of Legends, 

presented by the Florida Sports Foundation, on Friday, December 4th. The event will be held in the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay beginning at 7:00 p.m. 

EST featuring food, beverage and entertainment. Additional tickets may be purchased for $125 each by contacting Allison Doughty in the ACC 

Office. 

The Athletics Directors of the ACC% member institutions have selected the following former players and/or coaches to participate in the 2009 ACC 
Football Legends Program: 

Boston College .............................. Mike Mayock 

Duke ...................................................... Bob Pascal 

Georgia Tech .............................. Eddie Lee Ivery 

Miami ....................................... Vinny Testaverde 

NC State ........................................... Willie Burden 

Virginia Tech ............................ Bob Schweickert 

Clemson .............................................. Danny Ford 

Florida State .................................. Chris Weinke 

Maryland ......................................... Kevin Glover 

North Carolina .............................. Kelvin Bryant 

Virginia ......................................... James Bahktiar 

Wake Forest ............................... Billy Ray Barnes 

ACC COMMISSIONER’STAILGATE Each participating institution will be provided a maximum of 24 complimentary admissions to the Commissioner’s 

Tailgate to be held on game day beginning at 5:30 p.m.. The tailgate is located in the West Club Atrium at Raymond James Stadium. Participating 

institutions may purchase additional admissions to the tailgate for $100 each by contacting Allison Doughty in the ACC Office. 

ACC FANFEST ACC FanFest is a public event with free admission located at Raymond James Stadium, Lot 6D. ACC FanFest is a fan-interactive theme 

parkdesigned to showcase the ACC. Complete FanFest hours are 5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, December 5th (game day). Country music artist, 

James Otto will perform a pre-game concert. A limited number of general VlP Hospitality passes are available for purchase for team fans through 

the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee. Tickets may be purchased for $50 each by contacting Allison Doughty in the ACC Office. 

TRANSPORTATION Eleven (11) complimentary charter buses plus police leads will be provided to each participating institution while in Tampa. 

Transportation of the teams, bands/cheerleaders and official party for all championship game events should be coordinated by the TAC using this 

mode of transportation. Each participating institution will also have access to four SUV/vans and two courtesy cars. 

ACC OFFICIAL PARTY The ACC’s Official Party will be housed at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. A hospitality room will be provided in Wilson’s Plover 

Boardroom on the 14th floor of the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. The following will be invited from each non-competing institution: President/ 

Chancellor, Faculty Athletic Representative, Director of Athletics, Senior Woman Administrator and Head Football Coach. Shuttle bus transportation 

will be provided to and from Raymond James Stadium on Saturday, December 5th, from 4:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m.. The shuttle will depart from the 

surface parking lot of the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay and drop off:at Dock D of Raymond James Stadium. Upon arrival in Tampa, members of the ACC 

Official Party should report to the ACC registration room located in Wilson’s Plover Boardroom (14th Floor) at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay to pick 

up credentials and tickets. 



LODGING 
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS Each participating institution has been allocated 150 rooms for Friday, December 4th, and Saturday, 

December 5th, at the following hotels. Each institution is financially responsible for all rooms to be paid from expense allowance. Complete 

rooming list must be received by the hotels no later than 4:00 p.m., Monday, November 30th. 

Atlantic Division Champion 

HYATT REGENCYTAMPA .............................................................................................................. 211 North Tampa Street Tampa, Florida 33602 

Phone: 813.225.1234 ............................................................................................................................................................................ Fax: 813.273.0234 

Primary Contact: Heather Bryant .................... Rate: Team: $139.00+12% tax (Comps: 1 per 50 room nights; (3) 2-bedroom suites) 

Coastal Division Champion 

WESTIN HARBOUR ISLAND ............................................................................................. 725 South Harbour Island Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 

Phone: 813.229.5000 ............................................................................................................................................................................ Fax: 813.229.5322 

Primary Contact: Meli na Flora ..................................... Rate: Team: $139.00 +12% tax (Comps: 1 per 50 room nights; (3) 2-bedroom suites) 

Each hotel is holding adequate meeting and banquet space for use Friday and Saturday. All meal and meeting requirements must be received 

by the hotels no later than 4:00 p.m., Monday, November 30th. 

ACC OFFICIAL PARTY HEADQUARTERS The ACC Official Party and other ACC guests will be housed at: 

GRAND HYATTTAMPA BAY ................................................................................................................... 2900 Bayport Drive Tampa, Florida 33607 

Phone: 813.874.1234 ............................................................................................................................................................................ Fax: 813.207.6790 

Primary Contacts: Christine Watson 

CORPORATE PARTNERS HEADQUARTERS ACC Corporate Partners will be housed at: 

GRAND HYATTTAMPA BAY ................................................................................................................... 2900 Bayport Drive Tampa, Florida 33607 

Phone: 813.874.1234 ............................................................................................................................................................................ Fax: 813.207.6790 

Primary Contacts: Christine Watson 

BANDS/CHEERLEADERS The band/cheerleaders for each participating institution has been allocated 115 rooms for the evening of Friday, 

December 4th and Saturday, December 5th each institution is financially responsible for all rooms to be paid from expense allowance. Complete 

rooming list must be received by the hotel no later than 4:00 p.m. Monday, November 30th. 

Atlantic Division Band 

SHERATON RIVERWALK .............................................................................................................................. 200 Ashley Drive Tampa, Florida 33602 

Phone: 813.223.2222 ............................................................................................................................................................................. Fax: 813.221.5292 

Primary Contact: Kelli Chojnacki ............................................................................................................................... Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax 

Coastal Division Band 

QUORUM ........................................................................................................................................ 700 North Westshore Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 

Phone: 813.289.8200 ............................................................................................................................................................................. Fax: 813.287.8275 

Primary Contact: Connie Paul ..................................................................................................................................... Rate: $129 plus 12% sales tax 

ALUMNI Alumni for each participating institution have been allocated 130 rooms for Friday, December 4th and Saturday, December 5th. Each 

institution is financially responsible for 130 rooms each night (260 total room-nights) to presumbly be paid for by end user. 

Atlantic Division Alumni 

RENAISSANCE TAMPA INTERNATIONAL PLAZA ........................................................................... 4200 Jim Walter Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 

Phone: 813.877.9200 ............................................................................................................................................................................. Fax: 813.313.3218 

Primary Contact: Debbie Boehning ............................................................................................................... Rate: Standard $181.00 + 12% tax 

Coastal Division Alumni 

INTERCONTINENTAL ...................................................................................................................... 4860 West Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 

Phone: 866.915.1556 ............................................................................................................................................................................ Fax: 813.286.4051 

Primary Contact: Richard Bosaaen .................................................................................................................... Rate: Standard $181.00 + 12% tax 

FANS/PUBLIC Information regarding lodging for fans and the general public can be found at 



MEDIA 

MEDIA SERVICES SCHEDULE 

Monday, October 15 
General Media Credential Applications Issued 

Sunday, November 29 

Winner of ACC Jacob’s Blocking Trophy Announced by ACC Office ....................................................................................................... 1:00 p.m. 

Coaches Teleconference (Media Number: 913.312.1404) ................................................................................................... 4:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. 

............................................................................................................................................................................ Atlantic Division Coach (4:00-4:30) p.m. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. Coastal Division Coach (4:30-5:00) p.m. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................... Coaches’ Phone 913.312.1522 

Monda~ November 30 

Players Teleconference (Media Number: 913.312.1404) .................................................................................................... 11:30 am - 12:19 p.m. 

............................................................................................................................. Atlantic Division Players; 3 for 8 minutes each (11:30-11:54 am) 

.............................................................................................................................. Coastal Division Players, 3 for 8 minutes each (11:55-12:19 am) 

................................................................................................................................................................................................. Player’s Phone 913.312.1522 

ACC Offensive, Defensive and Overall Rookie of the Year and Coach of the Year announced by ACSMA .............................. 3:00 p.m. 

General Media Credential Deadline ................................................................................................................................................................... 5:00 p.m. 

Tuesday, December 1 

ACSMA Announces AII-ACC Football Team ......................................................................................................................................................... 1:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, December 2 

ACC Offensive, Defensive, and Overall Player of the Year announced by ACSMA ............................................................................... 1:00 p.m. 

Thursday, December 3 
Winner of ACC Jim Tatum Football Scholar-Athlete Award Winner announced by ACC Office .................................................... 11:00 a.m. 

Friday, December 4 

Media Credential Distribution, Grand Hyatt White Ibis Room ............................................................................................ 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 

Media Hospitality and Workroom Open, Grand Hyatt White Ibis Room ........................................................................... 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. 

ACC Brian Piccolo Award Announced by ACC Office ................................................................................................................................. 11:00 a.m. 

Shuttle leaves Grand Hyatt for Tampa Convention Center for ACC Coaches & Awards Luncheon ........................................... 11:00 a.m. 

Raymond James Stadium Press Box Open .................................................................................................................................................... 12:00 p.m. 

ACC Coaches & Awards Luncheon, Tampa Convention Center ......................................................................................... 12:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. 

ACC Coaches LIVE Press Conference Satellite Fee ..................................................................................................................... 1:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m. 

Atlantic Division Head Coach Press Conference,Tampa Convention Center .................................................................... 1:45 p.m.-2:15 p.m. 

Coastal Division Head Coach Press Conference, Tampa Convention Center. ................................................................... 2:15 p.m.-2:45 p.m. 

Atlantic Division Team Walk-Through (Optional), Raymond James Stadium (First 15 minutes open to media) ............................. TBD 

Coastal Division Team Walk-Through (Optional), Raymond James Stadium (First 15 minuted open to media ............................... TBD 

ACC Night of Legends, Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay ..................................................................................................................... 7:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m. 

Media Hospitality Room, Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay- White Ibis Room ............................................................................ 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 

Saturday, December 5 

Press Box Open at Raymond James Stadium ................................................................................................................................................ 11:00 a.m. 

MediaiVlP Continuous Shuttle begins from Grand Hyatt to Raymond James Stadium ............................................................... 12:00 p.m. 

Media Credential Distribution, Raymond James Stadium, Dock D .................................................................................. 4:00 p.m. - Halftime 

ACC FanFest begins .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 5:00 p.m. 

Media Meal ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m. 

2009 ACC Championship Game, Raymond James Stadium ...................................................................................................................... 8:00 p.m. 

Post Game Press Conference Satellite Feed ............................................................................................................................................................. Live 

Post Game Media Hospitality Room, Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay- White Ibis Room ....................................................... 11:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 

MediaiVlP Shuttle Last Run from Raymond James Stadium to Grand Hyatt ..................................................................................... 2:00 a.m. 



CREDENTIALS APPLICATION GUIDELINES. Requests for working media credentials for the ACC Football Championship game will be directed to 

Mike Finn, Associate Commissioner- Football Communications, by Monday, November 30th, 2009. Credential applications will be accepted only 

through the ACC website (www.theacc.com) by accessing the media services section (Username: ACQ password: media). A link will be found 

to take media to the credential application page. Subject to limitations of space, credentials shall be assigned using the following priorities. 

Note - the following criteria are listed in priority order and are not minimum requirements. 

1. National Wire Services 

2. Media agencies and daily newspapers that cover ACC teams on a regular basis (priority by circulation) 

3. Media agencies and daily newspapers in geographic area of game site (priority by circulation) 

4. National television networks, radio networks and magazines 

5. Campus-related media (newspaper, radio, TV) of participating institutions (maximum of two credentials for student newspapers) 

6. Radio stations and networks which serve as official stations of ACC member institutions during the season, not including student 

stations (maximum of five credentials per network) 

7. Television stations that employ full-time sports directors, conduct a daily sports segment and regularly cover ACC football (priority 

by Arbitron Ratings) 

8. One credential may be assigned to a radio station in a geographical area of an ACC member school that covers ACC football on a 

daily basis and originates a daily sports talk show. 

9. Media agencies outside the geographic region of participating schools or game site (priority by circulation and market size) 

PRINT PHOTOGRAPHY: 

1. National Wire Services 

2. Daily newspapers and media agencies that cover ACC teams on a regular basis (priority by circulation) 

3. Daily newspapers in the geographic area of game site 

4. One photographer designated by participating institutions to represent the athletic department 

5. One photographer designated to represent all other campus publications 

6. National magazines with minimum circulation of 300,000 planning to publish dated stories on the ACC Championship game 

7. Media agencies outside the geographic region of the participating schools or game site (priority by circulation and market size) 

TELEVISION STATION CREDENTIALS: 

1. TV stations that cover ACC football on a regular basis will be allotted credentials for two sports crews (five credentials) and one news 

crew (three credentials). News-side credentials need to be applied for separately 

2. TV stations in the geographic area of the game site will be allotted credentials for two sports crews (five credentials) and one news 

crew (three credentials). News-side credentials need to be applied for separately. 

3. Coaches weeklyTV show (1 per school) 

4. Campus TV stations will not be issued credentials. 

ONLINE SERVICES: 

1. The online service is the official website of one of the participating institutions or the conference office 

2. The agency is the official online service of a national over-the-air or cable network or established publication and is staffed by full- 

time employees 

3. Only online agencies representing participating institutions media may provide "real-time transmission" of the event. Real-time is 

defined as providing any immediate play-by-play coverage or description of the event 

TELEVISION Exclusive television rights for the 2009 Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game have been awarded to ESPN. Local television 

stations may tape game action from the sidelines. Additionally, the ACC will make available a TV feed in the video distribution room for taping 

of the game. 

RADIO Booth space will be reserved automatically for each competing institution’s one off~cial designated radio rights holder~ Institutional 

rights holders will be responsible for ordering telephone lines by contacting Sandra Jones at sandra.jones@embarq.com or 866.926.0683 or 

by fax at 800.654.8876. No rights fee will be charged to the two participating institution’s networks. International Sports Properties will also 

broadcast the game nationally over-the-air. XM satellite radio will utilize the ISPiACC National feed for national satellite radio broadcast. 

FREQUENCY COORDINATOR ACC policy states that all wireless devices that are used anywhere on the stadium property must be coordinated. 

Please contact the frequency coordinator- Ralph Beaver (bevo@mediaalert.com; (813.376.1313) prior to arriving on site and using your 

equipment on game day. In addition to coordinating your frequencies, be advised that any type of interference as identified by the Game 

Day Coordinator (ex: high power or spurious radiation) will require the equipment to be shut down immediately. Failure to coordinate your 

equipment could result in revocation of your credential and ejection from the property. 



CREDENTIAL PICK-UP Media attending the football championship may acquire their credential at the following times and locations: 

Date Time Location 

Friday, December 4 ........................................................................................... 9:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m ................. Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay- White Ibis Room 

Saturday, December 5 ...................................................................................... 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m .................. Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay-White Ibis Room 

Saturday, December 5 ..................................................................................... 4:00 p.m. - Halftime .............. Dock D, Raymond James Stadium 

HOTEL INFORMATION The media headquarters for the 2009 ACC Championship Game will be the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. The media rate at 

the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay is $143.00 per night single/double - exclusive of taxes which are 12.0%. 

MEDIA PARKING & PRESS SHUTTLE A limited number of parking passes will be made available to attending media agencies. All credentialed 

media are encouraged to use the media shuttle which will run continuously from the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay to Raymond James Stadium. 

The shuttle will run from the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay to the stadium beginning on Saturday at 12:00 p.m and continuing until the last media 

representative has left the stadium (approximately 2:00 a.m.). A media credential will provide access to the shuttle. 

PRE-GAME MEAL A pre-game meal will be served to media representatives from 5:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. in the press box at Raymond James 

Stadium. Photographers will be served in the interview room located on the field level of the southwest corner of Raymond James Stadium 

at the same time. Halftime and post-game snacks will also be served in these areas. 

TELEPHONES There will be telephones available for shared use in working media areas. All orders for individual service on press row, ISDN for 

radio stations and dry pairs should be placed through Sandra Jones (sandra.jones@embarq.com, (866.926.0683) at Raymond James Stadium. 

Media representatives interested in ordering their own telephones should contact Sandra Jones no later than December 1 st. All payments 

must be managed directly through Embarq. 

WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS The press box at Raymond James Stadium provides complimentary wireless and hand wired internet access. 

Media wil need to supply their own connecting cords for the hard wired access. 

SATELLITE UPLINKS/MOBILETELEVISIONTRUCKS Raymond James Stadium will have a number of reserved parking spaces available for satellite 

uplink trucks in Parking Lot D, adjacent to Dock D. You must request a Satellite Truck parking pass through Mike Finn, ACC O~fice. 

PHOTO VESTS Both television and print media photographers must pick up vests to obtain field access. Vests will be available to the media 

inside the Dock D Media Entrance at Raymond James Stadium. Only working photographers and TV crews are allowed on the field during the 

game. All field media must wear their credential and their photo vest at all times while on the field. Vests are to be returned at the conclusion 

of the game at the Video/Photo Distribution Area. 

SIDELINE 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

POLICIES 

Only working photographers and TV crews are allowed on the field during the game. 

All field media must wear their credential at all times while on the field, and must show the credential when returning to the field. 

All field media must wear the photo vest. A vest will be required to be on beginning 30 minutes prior to kickoff. 

Please show professional courtesy while on the field. Space on the sideline is available on a first come, first serve basis. 

All field media must stay behind the yellow dotted line around the field and outside of the bench area (between the 25-yard lines 

on both ends of the field) during the entire time they are on the field. 

There are two striped lines on the field. The striped line closest to the field is for all working photographers and videographers. All 

other personnel, including producers and talent, must stand behind the second line. 

Still photographers should kneel when shooting in crowded sideline areas. TV video cameramen should allow the photographers 

to kneel on the front row while they shoot standing. 

No shooting will be allowed directly behind each bench area during the game. No cameras, still or video, are allowed in the bench 

area. 

No tripods are allowed on any area of the playing field during the game without prior approval from the ACC ofiqce. Unipods are 

allowed. 

Any camera equipment brought on the field that is not being carried by a cameraman must be stored under the ledge of the first 

row of seats. 

The ACC and the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee do not accept any responsibility for equipment brought on the field or left 

in the media areas. 



VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY POLICIES 

1. Local television stations may shoot game action from the sidelines. Videographers must secure a photo vest before access will be 

granted to the sideline. There will be no upper-level access for game-action footage. There will be a feed of the ESPN coverage 

available at the game interview area. 

All television stations, networks, or cable systems, other than ESPN, must utilize video and audio distribution facilities equipped with 

BNC connectors provided by the ACC for post-game press conference coverage. The Video Distribution Area is located adjacent to 

the Media Entrance at Dock D. Television station photographers should make sure they have the necessary equipment to tape these 

feeds. 

All live reports must be broadcast from a designated area in the stadium. A member of the media coordination committee will 

coordinate use of this area. Live game action may not be visible in the background of live reports. Requests for live shots inside 

Raymond James Stadium on Friday and Saturday must be submitted to Mike Finn, Associate Commissioner/Football Communications. 

Live shots on game day from inside the stadium must be completed by noon and cannot resume until after ABC-TV has signed off 

the air at the conclusion of the game. 

4. No production company, television network, station or cable system may install editing or transmission facilities at the stadium 

(internally or externally) without permission of the ACC. 

POST-GAME INTERVIEW PROCEDURES Following a 10-minute"cooling off" period, the losing coach and one player will appear in the interview 

area for a 10-minute interview session.The winning coach and one or two players will appear immediately thereafter. Designated players from 

both teams will be made available to the media in designated areas immediately adjacent to the respective team’s locker room. 

Regardless of any personal regular-season radio or television contracts, the coach is first obligated to the entire media sta~fing the championship 

game and must report to the interview room immediately after the 10-minute cooling-off period. The coach cannot delay a post-game 

interview with the covering media to conduct a program for a single radio, newspaper or television reporter unless requested to grant a short 

interview (not to exceed four minutes) by the television networkthat has purchased the rights to the championship game. After fulfilling the 

commitment to the entire media covering the game, the coach and players may participate in special interviews. Failure to comply with these 

rules and regulations may subject the coach and/or the institution to fine by the commissioner. 

TELECONFERENCES Pre-championship media teleconferences will be conducted on Sunday, November 29th and Monday, November 30th 

prior to the championship game. The Sunday teleconference will feature the two head coaches for 30 minutes each and will begin at 4:00 

p.m. with the Atlantic Division Coach, followed by the Coastal Division Coach at 4:30 p.m.. 

Three players from each institution will be featured in the Monday teleconference, which begins at 11:30 a.m.. The schedule of players is as 

follows: 

11:30-11:38 a.m ................................................ Atlantic Division Player One 11:55-12:03 p.m ............................. Coastal Division Player One 

11:38-11:46 a.m ................................................ Atlantic Division Player Two 12:03-12:11 p.m ............................. Coastal Division Player Two 

11:46-11:54 a.m ................................................ Atlantic Division Player Three 12:11 - 12:19 p.m .......................... Coastal Division Player Three 



TICKETS 
GENERAL INFORMATION The Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee is responsible for the ticket plan for the Dr Pepper ACC Football 

Championship Game. The Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee is responsible for the design of the tickets as well as the marketing of the 

tickets to the game. Requests for information regarding tickets should be addressed to Lori Pekarek (813.884.6410). The tickets are allocated 

as follows: 

Participating Institutions: ......................................................................................................................................... 10,000 each 

Conference Office: .................................................................................................................................................................... 2,000 

General Public: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 43,857 

Total: ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 65,897 

Ticket prices range from $25 to $125, depending upon seating location. There are NO complimentary tickets for the Championship game. 

See Appendix C for seating diagram. 

PARTICIPATING INSTITUTION TICKETS Each competing institution will be allocated 10,000 tickets [approximately 3,100 club seats ($125), 1,600 

($75), and 5,300 ($50). These tickets will be delivered to each institution no later than 24 hours following completion of a game in which an 

institution has clinched a berth in the Championship. The Coastal Division champion will receive tickets in the west sections of the stadium, 

while the Atlantic Division champion will receive tickets in the east sections of the stadium (See Seating Diagram - Appendix C). An exact 

manifest of the tickets will be forwarded to the ticket managers of the contending schools by mid-November. In addition to the primary 

allotments, each participating institution shall have the option to purchase suite tickets (see"INSTITUTIONAL SUITES"). 

TICKET MANAGERS Each institution’s ticket manager, plus four assistants, will be granted a"special"credential for the game. The ticket managers 

are responsible for the operation of their respective player guest gates and will-call. 

PLAYER GUEST GATE The player-guest gates, located adjacent to the main ticket windows on the south end of the stadium will be clearly 

marked with signage. Player-guest tickets must be purchased by the institutions from their allotment of tickets. Institutions are reminded 

that NCAA Bylaw 16.2.1.1.1 of the NCAA Manual is in effect for the Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Game, whereby the competing 

institutions may provide six complimentary admissions to each eligible member of the squad. 

INSTITUTION SUITES Each participating institution will have for its use at the game, two assigned suites. The Coastal Division institution will 

be assigned suites US076 (16 person) and US164-E (8 person). The Atlantic Division institution will be assigned suites US140 (16 person) and 

US164-A (8 person). Tickets in the institutional suites are complimentary and are in addition to the allotment of 10,000. Catering in these 

suites is the responsibility of the respective participating institutions. Catering arrangements may be made by contacting Brandilyn Dorsey 

of Levy Restaurants. 

DISABLED SEATING All requests for wheelchair/physically-challenged tickets should be addressed to Lori Pekarek (813.884.6410). Wheelchair/ 

physically challenged seating is available in the lower, club and mezzanine levels of Raymond James Stadium and all gates are wheelchair 

accessible. Most Raymond James Stadium parking lots have physically-challenged spaces available on a first-come, first-served basis. Proper 

state-issued identification must be provided for access to these spaces. 

BANDS Each participating institution must purchase reserved seats for its band from its ticket allotment. The following seat locations should 

be used for the bands. (See Appendix C). These sections are necessary to provide access to the field level. 

Atlantic Division: Lower-Level Section 140/143 

Coastal Division: Lower-Level Section 115/118 

The ticket manager for each institution must overnight unused stubs, whether full price or student price, to Lori Pekarek, Ticket Manager, Tampa 

Bay Local Organizing Committee. Each person (including band members, directors, equipment handlers, and any accompanying personnel) 

entering the Stadium must have a pre-stubbed ticket. Band bus drivers will not be admitted without a ticket. 

DU PLICATE TICKETS Duplicate tickets are not issued. An institution’s ticket manager should contact Lori Pekarek (813.884.6410) with any lost 

or stolen ticket needs. The Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee will issue a lost/stolen ticket voucher if needed. The lost/stolen ticket 

voucher supersedes original tickets. 

WILL-CALL Public will-call windows are located at the main ticket windows on the south end of the stadium. "Collect" will-calls WILL NOT be 

accepted. The will-call windows open at 5:00 p.m. ESTon game day and are staffed by Raymond James Stadium personnel. 

GATES All gates to Raymond James Stadium will open 90 minutes prior to kickoff (6:30 p.m. EST.). 



GENERAL POLICIES 

1. Everyone, 3 years or older, MUST have a ticket for admission. 

2. The use of tobacco products, including smoking, is confined to the concourse ramps inside Raymond James Stadium. 

3. No cans, bottles, coolers, thermal bottles, food, alcoholic beverages, laser devices or artificial noisemakers are allowed in the Stadium. 

Video cameras and recording devising are expressly forbidden in the Stadium or on the premises. 

4. No re-entry is allowed. 

5. The following language shall be printed on the back of each ticket: 

"All persons must present a ticket for admission. NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. ALL SALES FINAL. This ticket is a personal license 

and may not be resold or transferred. The license granted by the ticket may be terminated, without cause, by refunding the face value 

of the ticket. All tickets must be purchased through a licensed authorized agency of the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC). Tickets 

purchased through other agencies or persons are rendered invalid and may not be honored for admission. The ACC reserves the right: 

1) to refuse admission by refunding the purchase price of the ticket; 2) to change the date and/or starting time of the game and NO 

such change shall entitle the ticket holder to a refund; 3) to remove the ticket holder from the premises if his/her conduct endangers 

or disrupts the players, coachers, oflqcials or other patrons. The ACC is not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged tickets:’ 

Smoking is prohibited at Raymond James Stadium. No artificial noisemakers, intoxicants, containers, video cameras laser devices or 

signs are permitted in Raymond James Stadium. The ACC reserves the rights associated with any graphic representation, photograph, 

video and audio recordings or broadcast of the game and participants. This ticket may not be used for advertising, promotions 

(including prizes, contests, sweepstakes and auctions) or other trade purpose without the express written consent of the ACC. 

Ticket holder EXPRESSLY ASSUMES ALL RISK AND DANGER INCIDENTALTO THE GAME. Ticket holder agrees that the institutions, the 

ACC, their agents and a~filiates and the players, coaches, and oflqcials are not responsible or liable for any injury sustained by the 

ticket holder and holder hereby releases any claim against them arising directly or indirectly form and such injury:’ 

PARKING PASSES Each institution will receive 30 complimentary parking passes in Lot 5 of the Stadium. (See Appendix B) 

All institutional personnel working the game should be issued one of these passes. 



TRANSPORTATION 
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS Each institution is responsible for making its own arrangements for transportation toTampa. All travel expenses 

i ncl uding air charter and/or bus charter transportation to and from Tampa must be approved in advance by the Conference OFfice. Please confirm 

all travel arrangements with Jeff Elliott (336.854.8787 ext. 227) Associate Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference prior to the Championship. 

Once in Tampa all ground transportation will be provided by the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee. Eleven (4 team~ 7 band) charter 

buses are being reserved for each institution for local team; band; cheerleader~ and administrative travel. In addition, two courtesy cars and 

four SUV/mini-vans will be provided. Each institution must confirm its arrangements with Jeff Elliott (336.854.8787) no later than Monday, 

November 30th, at 4:00 p.m. EST. 

POLICE LEADS The Tampa Police Department will provide leads for all team and band!cheerleader movements in Tampa, including from the 

airport (or Interstate if ardving by bus) to the team hotel, as well as, to and from practice and to and from the game. Each institution’s Team 

Administrative Coordinator (TAC) should coordinate team escort needs through Ben Tario. 

AIRPORTS Tampa International Airport provides direct commercial access to virtually every major U.S. city. In addition, there are many private 

airports available for charter use: 

Tampa International Airport (TPA) - located just minutes from downtown Tampa provides non-stop flights to major U.S. cities, including those 

that serve as international gateways. Tampa International Airport offers 273 daily nonstop scheduled departures to 68 domestic destinations 

and 42 weekly nonstop scheduled departures to five international markets. 

Tampa International FgOs - located just 5 minutes from Raymond James Stadium. Tampa International Jet Center and Signature Flight Support 

are excellent private airport options both located adjacent to Tampa International Airport. 

Vandenberg Airport - located about 25 minutes from Raymond James Stadium. 

The Tampa area is also served by St. Petersburg/Clearwater International Airport, located about 25 minutes from Raymond James Stadium. 

Signature Flight Support and SheltAir Aviation Services are the private air options offered at St. Petersburg/Clearwater International Airport. 

OFFICIAL PARTY TRANSPORTATION Transportation for each competing institution’s OFficial Party of 24 individuals will be coordinated by the 

TAC with Ben Tario of the ACC OFfice. NOTE: In order to provide police lead, the OFficial Party must travel with the team buses on game day. 

For additional executive car service, institutions are encouraged to contact the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee preferred partner: 

Embassy Limousine and Sedan Service, Inc. 

RO. BOX 5125; CLEARWATER, FL 33758-5125 
888-546-6828 

em bassy@embassylimousine.com 

Mention the Partner Code: TBSC for Preferred Partner Rate Quotes 

If additional bus transportation is needed, institutions are encouraged to contact the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee preferred 

partner: 

Brian Wenzel : Sales Manager, MARTZ-First Class Coach Co. 

4783 37th Street N.; St. Petersburg, FI. 33714 

800-282-8020 

bwenzel@martzg roup.com 

Mention the Partner Code: TBSC for Preferred Partner Rate Quotes 

SHUTTLE BUSTRANSPORTATION Shuttle bus transportation forVlP’s and Media will be provided to and from Raymond James Stadium on Friday, 

December 4th and on Saturday, December 5th (game day), departing the Grand Hyatt Tam pa Bay and dropping off at Dock D of Raymond James 

Stadium. The shuttle will operate continuously each day. The shuttle will operate from 12:00 p.m. until closing of the stadium on Saturday. 

PARKING PASSES Each participating institution will receive 30 complimentary parking passes in Lot 5. All institutional personnel working the 

game should be issued one of these passes (i.e. SID’s, administrative personnel, etc.-- See Appendix B). 

BUS PARKING The Atlantic Division team buses will be permitted to drop off and park in the loading dock area of Raymond James Stadium. The 

loading dock is located at Dock A of Raymond James Stadium. The Coastal Division team buses will drop off and park at Dock D of Raymond 

James Stadium. The Atlantic Division Champion will drop off and remain parked in the loading dock. Police leads will provide direction and 

assistance in parking team buses. 

Band/Cheerleader buses will drop off outside of Dock A (Atlantic Division band) and Dock D (Coastal Division band). Police leads will provide 

direction and assistance in parking band/cheerleader buses. 

Participating institutions must provide passes for all team equipment trucks that require access to the Stadium loading docks, which is a high- 

security area. Any vehicles (except team buses) in the dock area without parking permits will be towed. 



TELEPHONE/STAFF DIRECTORY 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane ........................... Greensboro, North Carolina 27407 
Phone: (336) 854-8787 ....................................................... Fax: (336) 851-6074 

ACC Championship Headquarters 
Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay 
2900 Bayport Drive .......................................................... Tampa, Florida 33607 

Phone: 813.874.1234 .............................................................. Fax: 813.207.6790 

ACC Staff 

John D. Swofford, Commissioner 
Business: 336.854~8787 
Ceil: 
Emaih jswofford@theacc.org 

Cecelia DiAmico, Executive Assistant to the Commissioner 

Cell: 

Emaih cdiamico@theacc.org 

Associate Commissioner, Finance & Jeff Elliott, ~ Administration 
Home: 
Celh 
Ernaih jelliott@theacc.org 

Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner!Communications & Football 
Operations 
Home: 
Ceil: 
Emaih mkelly@theacc.org 

Mike Finn, Associate Commissioner!Football Communications 
Home: 

Ceil: 
Emaih mfinn@theacc.org 

Karl Hicks, Associate Commissioner/Men’s Basketball 
Cell: 
Emaih khicks@theacc.org 

Shane Lyons, Associate Commissioner/Compliance & Governance 
Celh 
Ernaih slyons@theacc,org 

Nora Lynn Finch, Associate Commissioner!Women’s Basketball 

Cell: 
Emaih nlfinch@theacc.org 

Brian Morfison, Associate Commissioner/Men’s BB Communications 
Cell: 
Emaih bmorrison@theacc.org 

Davis Whitfield, Associate Commissioner/Championships 
Home: 

Cell: 
Emaih dwhitfield@theacc.org 

Amy Yakola, Associate Commissioner/Public Relations & Marketing 
Home: 

Celh 
Ernaih ayakola@theacc.org 

W. Scott McBurney, Assistant Commissioner/Advanced Media 

Ceil: 
Emaih smcburney@theacc.org 
Lindsey Babcock, Director/Compliance 

Cell: 
Emaih Ibabcock@theacc.org 

Lynne Herndon, Director!Business and Administration 
Cell: 
Emaih Iherndon@theacc.org 

Chris Tracey, Directorilnformation Services 

Cell: 
Emaih ctracey@theacc.org 

Eric A. Wood, DirectoriS--A ProgramsiCompliance 

Cell: 
Emaih ewood@theacc.org 

Doug Rhoads, Coordinator of Football Officials 

Cell: 
Emaih drhoads@theacc.org 

John Clougherty, Coordinator of Men’s Basketball Ol’ficials 
Cell: 
Emaih jdoug herty@t heacc.org 

Heather Hirschman, Website Coordinator 

Cell: 

Emaih hhirsch man@theacc.org 

Lindsey Rogers, Associate Director/Communications 

Cell: 
Emaih Irogers@theacc.org 

Allison Doughty, Assistant Director/Football Operations 

Cell: 

Emaih adoughty@theacc.org 

Brad Hecker, Assistant Director/Women’s Basketball 
Cell: 
Emaih bhecker@theacc.org 

Kathy Hunt, Assistant Director/Men’s Basketball 

Cell: 
Emaih khunt@theacc.org 

Steve Phillips, Assistant Director!Communications 
Cell: 
Emaih sphillips@theacc.org 

Kris Pierce, Assistant Director/Championships 

Cell: 
Emaih kpierce@theacc.org 

Ben Tario, Assistant DirectorlTechnology & Operations 
Cell: 
Emaih btariootheacc.org 

Steve VollingeE, Assistant Director/Advanced Media 
Cell: 
Emaih svollinger@’theacc.org 

Susan Anthony, Administrative Assistant/Finance & Administration 

Cell: 
Emaih santhony@theacc.org 

Jennie Barrett, Administrative Assistant, Championships 
Cell: 
Emaih jbarrett@theacc.org 



Georgia Davis, Administrative Assistant/Women’s Basketball 

Cell: 
Ernail: gdavis@theacc.org 

Barb Dery, Administrative AssistantiCommunicationsiPR & Marketing i 
Cell: 
Email: bdery@theacc.org 

Tracey Haith, Administrative Assistant/Compliance 

Cell: 
Email: thaith@theacc.org 

Karrie Tilley, Administrative Assistant/Men’s Basketball 

Cell: 
Email: ktilley@theacc.org 

Emily Watkins, Administrative Assistant/Receptionist 
Cell: 
Email: ewatkins@theacc.org 

Alyssa Francona, Intern/Championships 

Cell: 
Email: afrancona@theacc.org 

Amanda Jones, Intern/PR & Marketing 

Cell: 
Email: ajones@theacc.org 

Donald Moore, Intern/Administration 
Cell: 
Email: dmoore@theacc.org 

Andrew Middleman, Intern/Communications 
Cell: 
Email: amiddleman@t heacc.org 

Tom Sheridan, Intern/Website 
Cell: 
Ernail: tsheridan@theacc,org 

Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee 
401 East Jackson Street Suite 2100 ........................... Tampa, Florida 33602 

Phone: (813)223.1111 ......................................................... Fax: (813)229.6616 

Rob Higgins, Executive Director 

Office: 813.342.4076 
Cell: 
Email: rhiggins@visittampabay.com 

Jason Aughey, Sales and Events Manager 
Office: 813.218.3813 
Cell: 
Email: jaug hey@visittampabay.com 

Blake Guthrie, Sales and Partnerships Manager 

Office: 813.342.4075 
Cell: 
Emai[: bg uth rie@visittampabay.com 

Weston Gallop, Sports Coordinator 

Office: 813.218.3892 

i Cell: 
Emaik wgallop@visitta mpabay.com 

Josh Jones, ACC Football Championship & Promotions Coordinator 
Office: 813.218.3814 
Cell: 
Emaik jojones@visittam pabay.com 

Susan Williams, Event Coordinator 
Office: 813,342,4070 
Cell: 
Email: swilliams@visitta mpabay,com 

Lori"Goose" Pekarek, Ticket Sales Coordinator 
Office: 813.228.7157 
Cell: 
Email:             @yahoo.corn 



General ACC Football Championship Contact Information 

During the championship, all ACC staff:will be housed at: 

Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay 
2900 Bayport Drive .......................................................... Tampa, Florida 33607 

Phone: 813.874.1234 .............................................................. Fax: 813.207.6790 

General Manager: Paul Joseph 
Rooms Manager: Jonathan Sievers 

Event Coordinator: Christine Watson 
Sales Executive: Kimberly Bollinger 
Guest Services Manager: Ron Redfield 

Raymond James Stadium- Tampa Sports Authority 

4201 North Dale Mabry Highway ................................. Tampa, Florida 33607 

Phone: (813)350-6500 ........................................................... Fax: (813) 673-4312 

Executive Director ...................................................................................... Eric Hart 
Director of Stadium Operations ................................................. Mickey Farrell 
Assistant Director of Operations ...................................................... Mike Davis 
Public Information Oflqcer ........................................................... Barbara Casey 

Phone Line Contact ......................................................................... Sandra Jones 

@embarq.com ...................................................... (800)990-9897) 

Frequency Coordinator .................................................................. Ralph Beaver 

bevo@mediaalert.com ................................................................ (813) 376-I 313 

Levy Restaurants at Raymond James Stadium 
Brandilyn Dorsey, Sales Manager ............................................ (813) 350-6429 
............................................................................... bdorsey@levyrestau rants.com 

Tampa Bay and Company 
401 East Jackson St., Suite 2100 ............................................. Tampa, FL 33602 

Phone: 813.221.1111 or (800) 44 - TAMPA ...................... Fax: 813.229.6616 
CEO ............................................................................................................. Paul Catoe 



APPENDIXA 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game Checklist 
Team Administrative Coordinator Checklist 

Notify institutional participants of 10:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. conference calls on Monday, November 30 

Forward hotel rooming list to team/band and cheerleading hotel by Monday, November 30 

Notify head coach and student-athletes of Sunday and MondayTeleconferences (please see page 24 for call-in information) ACC 

Coaches & Awards Luncheon and Press Conference 

Notify Allison Doughty, ACC Office of additional credential needs (336.854.8787) by Monday, November 30 

Notify Allison Doughty, ACC Office of any room needs at ACC Headquarters Hotel by Monday, November 30 

Address ground transportation needs in Tampa with Ben Tario, ACC office by Monday, November 30 

Provide Ben Tario, ACC Office with team, band/cheerleader itineraries in order to coordinate all police lead needs by Monday, 

November 30 

Address parking pass needs, including team buses, band buses, cheerleader vehicles, equipment trucks, managers/trainers vans, etc. 

Provide and ensure the Dr Pepper ACC Football Championship Patch is sewn on the front chest of designated game jersey (See 

Appendix G) 

Participant gifts--to order additional--Contact Amy Yakola, ACC office by Monday, November 30 

Submit team air/bus charter transportation cost to Jeff Elliott, ACC Office for approval 

Submit Official Party (including 24 VIP’s) to Michael Kelly, ACC Office by Monday, November 30 at 4:00 p.m. See Appendix L 

Review plans/additional ticket needs for ACC Coaches’& Awards Luncheon/Night of LegendsiACC Commissioner’s Tailgate: 

Place any orders for additional tickets with Allison Doughty, ACC Office by Monday, November 30 

Distribute"Schedule of Events"and related information to Official Party 

Review"Band"section of manual with Band Director 

Review"Cheerleaders" section of manual with Cheerleading Coach 

Review"Media" section of manual with SlD 

Review"Tickets" section of manual with Ticket Manager 

Review ACC Advanced Media Requirement (page 18) with head football coach. 

Contact Brandilyn Dorsey of Levy Restaurants regarding catering arrangements in institutions’ suite, locker rooms, or post-game 

byTuesday, December 1 

Review with trainers and managers the following: 

Ball Crew/Football 

Benches 

Commercial Identi~cation 

Equipment on Sidelines 

Locker Rooms 

Walk throughs, Pregame, Warmups 

Uniforms and Patch 

Postgame Celebration Apparel 

Submit participating institution credential manifest to Michael Kelly, ACC Office by Monday, November 30 at 4:00 p.m.. See 

Appendix O. 

Submit coaches’communication (head-sets) frequencies to Ralph Beaver (bevo@mediaalert.com) by November 30 

Submit power needs for cooling devices to Mike Davis, Tampa Sports Authority (813.350.6505)) by Wednesday, December 2 

Provide one representative who is responsible for courtesy cars and a list of courtesy car drivers with drivers license numbers 

and insurance veri~cation by 5:00 p.m. on Monday, November 30 to Ben Tario, ACC office. 

Provide to the Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee, a team helmet and game jersey with the Dr Pepper ACC Football 

Championship Game patch affixed by Wednesday, December 2. These items may be shipped to: 

Rob Higgins, Tampa Bay Local Organizing Committee- 401 East Jackson Street Suite 2100;Tampa, Florida 33602 
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APPENDIX C 

2009 ACC Football Championship Seating Diagram 
Raymond James Stadium 

Atlantic Division 

Coastal Division 

$ 100 ~ $ 25 ~ ACC 
$ 75 



APPENDIX D 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game Pre-Game/Halftime Countdown 
(Preliminary as of November 1/Subject to Change) 

Pre-Game, Halftime Countdown 
(Field Ready for Warm-UpsTwo (2) Hours Prior to Kickoff) 

Pre Game 

Game Clock Event 

90:00:00 

60:00:00 

57:00:00 

34:00:00 

33:00:00 

28:00:00 

22:00:00 

14:00:00 

12:00:00 

10:00:00 

9:00:00 

5:00:00 

4:00:00 

3:30:00 

2:30:00 

1:30:00 

0:00:00 

Clock Starts 

Game Oflficials On Field 

Live Shot Photography Ends--Does Not Resume Until ESPN Signs Off 

Team Warm-Up Areas Divided at 50-Yard Line 

Teams Leave Field--Pre-Game Warm-ups Over 

Salute toYouth Football 

Atlantic Division Band Performs 

Coastal Division Band Performs 

National Anthem--Flyover on Cue 

ACC Legends Presentation 

ESPN Live in Stadium 

Military Jump Begins 

Military JumpTeam delivers game ball 

Teams Pre-Set in Tunnel for Entrance 

Atlantic Division Champion Takes Field (Subject to Change) 

Coastal Division Champion Takes Field (Subject to Change) 

Coin Toss with Team Captains 

Teams to Sidelines 

Kickoff 

Halffime 

20:00:00 

16:00:00 

12:00:00 

4:00:00 

Dr Pepper Promotion 

Atlantic Band Performs 

Coastal Band Performs 

Field Cleared 



APPENDIX E 

2009 ACC FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME OPERATIONS PRE-GAMETIMELINE 
(As of November 1, Subject to Change) 

PRE-GAME 

:[60:00 Replay Officials arrive/perform "pre-game checklist" w/technician 

:[50:00 Game Officials arrive at stadium 2.5 hours before kick-off 

Referee and crew is met by Home Team Game Day Manager 

:[25:00 Official Meeting at Officials Locker Room 

:[ :[0:00 Game Management Meeting (see attendees & agenda below) 

90:00 Referee visits Coastal Team Head Coach 

90:00 Game balls to officials dressing roomiBJ 

75:00 Referee Visits Atlantic Team Head Coach 

70:00 Play & Game Clock Operators Report to BJiSJ 

65:00 Chain Crew Captain Meets with HL 

60:00 Early Officials Report to Field/crew decision 

60:00 Referee meets with Red Hat/Back Judge 

60:00 Teams Begin Warm Ups/R Test call down phone 

50:00 Referee is miked by sound engineers for PA 

50::[0 Microphone test 

30:00 Full Crew on field & replay checks pagers & sideline assistant headsets 

25:00 Full Chain Crew meets with HL 

34:00 Teams leave field 
20:00 Ball Retrievers report to SJiFJ 

5:00 Captains brought to field SJiFJ 

4:00 Teams brought by Ui BJ 

:[:30 Coin Toss 

0:00 Kick off 

0:00 NALFTIME 

20:00 Teams clear field 

4:00 Field cleared and replay re-checks equipment 

0:00 Begin 2rid Half 

Game Day Manager :[, Game Day Management Concerns 

Play Clock Operator 2. Referee Concerns 

Game Clock Operator 3. Conference Concerns 

Referee 4, TV Issues 

Replay Officials 5, Weather Report/Procedures 

TV Liaison B, Emergency Evacuation Procedures & Personnel 

Field Liaison 7. Timing Issues/Clock Malfunctions 

Football Op, Director (Both Teams) 8. Heat Management Plans 

Stadium Command Rep, 9, Post Game Celebrations 



APPENDIX F 

2009 ACC Football Championship Field Diagrams 
Raymond James Stadium 

PRE-GAME WARMmUP AREA 
(Prior 57 minutes to kickoff) 

Atlantic Division 
Locker Room 

Coastal Division 
Locker Room 



APPENDIX G 

Atlantic Division 
Locker Room 

X ~ 

Coastal Division 

Locker Room 

2009 ACC Football Championship Field Diagrams 
Raymond James Stadium 

PRE-GAM E WARM-U P AREA 
(Within 57 minutes to kickoff) 



APPENDIX H 

Team Uniform Patch Placement 

Each participating university will be provided with 125 Dr Pepper ACC Championship embroidered uniform patches. 

Patch placement is noted above. The Dr Pepper ACC Championship patch can be placed on either the left or the right 

front shoulder. The patch is not to be placed on top of the shoulder. Normal placement is on the opposite front shoulder 

from the conference or team logo. 

If you have any questions regarding patch placement please call Michael Kelly at 336.854.8787. 



APPENDIX I 

AACCA College Cheerleading Safety Rules 

Section A- General Program Guidelines 

1. Cheerleading squads should be placed under the direction of a qualified and knowledgeable advisor or coach. 

2. All practice sessions should be supervised by the advisor/coach and held in a location suitable for the activities of cheerleaders (e.g., use 

of appropriate matting, away from excessive noise and distractions, etc.) 

3. Prior to the performance of any skill, the immediate environment for the activity should be taken into consideration - including, but not 

limited to - proximity of non-squad personnel, performance surface, lighting and/or precipitation. Technical skills should not be performed 

on concrete, asphalt, wet or uneven surfaces or surfaces with obstructions. 

4. Advisors/coaches should recognize the particular ability level of all participants and should limit the squad’s activities accordingly. 

Participants should not be pressed to perform activities until they are safely prepared. 

5. Skills that have not been mastered should be performed only in a supervised practice environment. 

6. Thorough training in proper spotting techniques should be mandatory for all squads. 

7. All cheerleaders should receive proper training before attempting any form of cheerleading gymnastics (tumbling, partner stunts, 

pyramids and jumps). 

8. All cheerleading squads should adopt a comprehensive conditioning and strength building program. 

9. A structured stretching exercise and flexibility routine should precede and follow all cheerleading activities. 

10. All programs should qualify cheerleaders according to accepted teaching progressions. Appropriate spotting should be used until all 

performers demonstrate mastery of the skill and when spotting is required by specific rule. 

11. In environments where there is close proximity to the athletic event and"out of bounds" plays pose a significant risk of injury to the 

participant, no technical skills should be performed while the ball is in play. 

12. All partner stunts, pyramids, and basket tosses should be reviewed and approved by the coach prior to execution. 

Section B - General Restrictions 

1.The use of any height-increasing apparatus (e.g. mini-trampoline, etc.) other than a spring floor is prohibited for performance. 

2. The top person in a partner stunt, pyramid or transition cannot be released from bases with the intent to land or be caught in an inverted 

body position. 

3. An individual may not jump, flip or dive over, under, or through partner stunts, pyramids or individuals from basket tosses, similar tosses, 

partner stunts or other tosses from hands. 

4. Drops (knee, seat, thigh, front, back and split) from a jump, stand or inverted position are prohibited unless the majority of the weight is 

first borne on the hands/feet which breaks the impact of the drop. 

5. Jewelry of any kind is prohibited (e.g., navel jewelry, tongue jewelry, earrings, necklaces, etc.) Medical bracelets are allowed provided they 

are taped to the body. 

6. Soft-soled athletic shoes must be worn while cheering or competing. Gymnastics shoes, jazz shoes and/or boots are prohibited. 

7. Flipping skills into or from stunts, tosses or pyramids are prohibited on surfaces other than grass or a mat. 

8. Two and one half high pyramids are prohibited on surfaces other than grass or a mat. 

Section C - Partner Stunts 

1. Twisting dismounts with more than a 360 degree rotation require an additional spotter that assists on the cradle. 

2. Stunts in which the base uses only one arm for support require a spotter when: 

a. the stunt is anything other than a cupie/awesome or basic liberty. All other one-arm stunts require a spotter (e.g., heel stretch, arabesque, 

high torch, scorpion, bow and arrow, etc.). 

b. the load-in or dismount involves a twist. The spotter must be in place during the twist and assist on the cradle during twisting dismounts. 

c. the top person is popped from one arm to the other. 

3. Single based split catches are prohibited. 

4. Flips into or from partner stunts are prohibited, with the following exceptions (These exceptions are limited to one flip and require an 

additional spotter.): 

a. Rewinds (no twisting allowed.) 

b. Front flip dismounts from shoulder height to a cradle. 

c. Back[lip dismounts from shoulder height double based stunts to a cradle. 

5. Leg pitch, toe pitch, walk-in, sponge, and straddle catch front and back[lips are prohibited. 

6. Twisting dismounts greater than two rotations are prohibited. Exception: side facing stunts - i.e. Arabesque, Scorpion, double full twisting 

cradles to the front are legal. 

7. Front, back and side tension drops are prohibited. 

Section D - Pyramids 

1. Pyramids higher than 2 ~/2 body lengths are prohibited. Pyramid height is measured by body lengths as follows: chairs, thigh stands and 

shoulder straddles are 11/2 body lengths; shoulder stands are 2 body lengths; extended stunts (i.e. extension, liberty, etc.) are 21/2 body 

lengths. Exception: an extended stunt on top of a thigh stand is allowed. 



APPENDIX I (CONTINUED) 

AACCA College Cheerleading Safety Rules 

2. In all pyramids, there must be at least two spotters designated for each person who is above "two persons high"and whose primary 

support does not have at least one foot on the ground. One of the spotters must be in the back and the other can be at the side or in front 

of the pyramid to spot the front. Just prior to the dismount, this spotter can move to the back to catch the cradle. 

3. Cradles from pyramids over two high must use at least two catchers. 

4. Toe touch and twisting dismounts off of pyramids two high or above must use three catchers. 

5. All flips into or from pyramids are prohibited, with the exception of a forward flip dismount to a cradle. 

6. Front, back and side tension drops are prohibited. 

Section E - Tosses 

1. Basket tosses or similar tosses may only be performed from ground level, can use no more than four bases, and must be cradled by three 

of the original bases, one of which must catch in a"scoop" under the head and shoulders. 

2. Basket and elevator tosses may not be directed so that the bases must move to catch the top person. 

3. Basket and elevator tosses cannot exceed one flipping and two twisting rotations. 

4. In flipping basket or elevator tosses (tuck, layout, or pike position) only two additional skills are allowed. One twisting rotation is 

considered to be one skill. Examples: 

Legal (two skills) Illegal (three skills) 

Tuck flip, X-out, Full Twist Tuck flip, X-out, Double Full Twist 

Double Full-twisting Layout Kick, Double Full-twisting Layout 

Kick, Full-twisting Layout Kick, Full-twisting Layout, Kick 

Pike, Open, Double Full Twist Pike, Split, Double Full Twist 

Arabian Front, Full twist Full-twisting Layout, Split, Full Twist 

Note: An Arabian Front followed by a 1 1/2 twist is considered to be a legal skill. 

5. Basket and elevator load-ins can land in a stunt or pyramid provided that the toss does not significantly exceed the height of the intended 

skill. Flips into stunts or pyramids from a basket or elevator load-in are prohibited. 

Section F - Tumbling 

1. Tumbling skills performed over, under or through partner stunts, pyramids or individuals are prohibited. 

2. Tumbling skills that exceed one flipping rotation are prohibited. 

3.Tumbling skills with two or more twisting rotations are prohibited. 

4. Dive rolls are prohibited. 

Section H - Glossary 

Base - A person who is in direct contact with the performing surface and is supporting another person’s weight. 

Top - A person who is either being supported by another while off of the performing surface or who has been tossed into the air by another 

person. 

Middle - A person who is being supported by a base while also supporting a top person. 

Toss - A movement by one or a group of participant that propels a person into the air so that the person is airborne (i.e., free of contact with 

the performing surface). 

Stunt - A skill in which a top person is supported by a base or bases. 

Pyramid - A skill in which a top person is being supported by a middle layer person. 

Flip -When a person is airborne while the feet pass over the head. 

Dive Roll - A forward roll wherein the performer is airborne prior to the beginning of the forward roll. 

Cradle - Dismount from a stunt!pyramid/toss in which the top person lands in a face-up, semi-piked position. 

HelicopterToss - A stunt in which the top person is tossed into the air with the body parallel to the ground and completes a 360 degree 

horizontal rotation (like the blades of a helicopter.) 

Rewind - Skill in which the top person starts with BOTH FEET on the ground, is tossed into the air and performs a backward or side rotation 

into a stunt or loading position. Flips are limited to one rotation and cannot twist. 

Loading Position - Any intermediate position below shoulder level that uses continuous motion to put a top person in a stunt or pyramid. 

Examples: Elevator load, basket load, smoosh, scoop from the back, etc. 

Height-increasing Apparatus - Any type of equipment that increases the height of a skill. 

The above safety rules are general in nature and are not intended to cover all circumstances. All cheerleading gymnastics, including tumbling, partner stunts, 
pyramids, jumps and tosses should be carefully reviewed and supervised by a qualified and knowledgeable advisor or coach. The American Association of 
Cheerleading Coaches and Advisors makes no warranties or representations, either expressed or implied, that the above guidelines will prevent injuries to 
individual participants. 



APPENDIX.J 

2009 ACC Football Championship Press Level Diagram 
Raymond James Stadium 



APPENDIX K 

2009 ACC Football Championship Service Hallway Diagram 
Raymond James Stadium 



APPENDIX L 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game- Participating Institution Of~cial Party 
Each participating institution may designate a maximum of 24 individuals as part of its Official Party. It is recommended that the Official 

Party include the following individuals (plus spouses): President/Chancellor; Director of Athletics; Faculty Athletic Representative; Senior 

Woman Administrator; and Head Football Coach. Others may be included as determined by the Athletic Director. The TAC must submit 

the institution’s Official Party list to Michael Kelly in the Conference office no later than Monday, November 30, at 4:00 p.m. EST. 

1. PresidentlChanceilor 

2 ......................................................................................................................................... Director of Athletics 

3. Faculty Athletic Representative 

4. Senior Woman’s Administrator 

5 ......................................................................................................................................... Head Football Coach 

7. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

19. 

20. 

22. 

23. 



APPENDIX M 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game- 
Band Information Request From 

This information should be returned to Michael Kelly to be received no later than 2:00 pm on Monday, November 30. [Fax Number 

336.369.1212] 

Band Director: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Assistant Band Director: 
Address: 

Phone: 

TEAM: 

(0): 
(C): 

(H): 
(0): 
(C): ............................................................................................................ 

Band Arrival Date and Time: 
Mode of Transportation: 

Please list each member of your band which will need a press box pass: 

Please list each member of your band which will need temporary sideline passes (ke: directors, eqpt. handlers): 

These passes are good only during pregame and halftime and are NOT GOOD FOR ADMISSION TOTHE 

STADIUM. These individuals will need game tickets for admission to the stadium. ONLY BAND MEMBERS IN 

FULL UNIFORM WILL BE PERMITTED ON THE FIELD WITHOUT A PASS. All others must have a game credential. 



APPENDIX N 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game- 
Cheerleader Information Request From 

This information should be returned to Michael Kelly to be received no later than 2:00 p.m. on Monday, November 30. [Fax Number 

336.369.1212] 

Cheerleading Advisor: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Cheerleading Assistant: 

Address: 

Phone: 

TEAM: 

(O): 
(C): 

(H): 
(O): 
(C): ............................................................................................................ 

Squad Arrival Date and Time: 

Mode of Transportation: 

The cheerleader advisor/coach and trainer must have a credential to enter Raymond James Stadium. This credential 

will allow sideline access at all times° All others on the list must be in uniform and be escorted through entry gates. In 

addition to the advisor/coach and trainer, only 12 cheerleaders per school in uniform and mascot(s) are permitted on 

the field during the game. If at any time the mascot is not in uniform, he/she must have a game credential. 



APPENDIX 0 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game- Participating Institution Credential Manifest 
Each participating institution is asked to designate below the individuals below that will possess the credentials provided to each 

institution by the Conference Office. Please note that all credentials are non-transferable and may be used ONLY be the individual to 

whom they are issued. Each team is allotted the following allotment for their use: Official (24), Team Bench Area (60), Team Video (6), 

Special (for ticket office use) (5), Coaches Booth (6) and Field Services [Band!Cheer Personnel Use] (6). Additional Information regarding 

credential types and access levels can be found on page 13. The TAC must submit the institution’s credential needs to Michael Kelly in 

the Conference Office no later than Monday, November 30, at 4:00 p.m. EST. Credentials will then be overnighted to the participating 

institution forTuesday morning arrival. 
OFFICIAL 1 .................................................................................................................................. 

OFFICIAL 2. 

OFFICIAL 3, 

OFFICIAL 4 .................................................................................................................................. 

OFFICIAL 5. 

OFFICIAL 6, 

OFFICIAL 7 .................................................................................................................................. 

OFFICIAL 8. 

OFFICIAL 9, 

OFFICIAL 10 ............................................................................................................................... 

OFFICIAL 1 

OFFICIAL 12. 

OFFICIAL 13 ............................................................................................................................... 

OFFICIAL 

OFFICIAL 15. 

OFFICIAL 16 ............................................................................................................................... 

OFFICIAL 17. 

OFFICIAL ~ 8. 

OFFICIAL 19. 

OFFICIAL 20 ............................................................................................................................... 

OFFICIAL 21. 

OFFICIAL 22. 

OFFICIAL 23 ............................................................................................................................... 

OFFICIAL 24. 

SPECIAL 1. 

SPECIAL 2 ........................................................................................................................................ 

SPECIAL 3. 

SPECIAL 4. 

SPECIAL 5 ........................................................................................................................................ 

TEAM VIDEO 1. 

TEAM VIDEO 2. 

TEAM VIDEO 3 ........................................................................................................................... 

TEAM VIDEO 4. 

TEAM VIDEO 5, 

TEAM VIDEO 6 ........................................................................................................................... 

COACHES BOOTH 1. 

COACHES BOOTH 2. 

COACHES BOOTH 3 ............................................................................................................. 

COACHES BOOTH 4. 

COACHES BOOTH 5. 

COACHES BOOTH 6 ............................................................................................................. 

FIELD SERVICES 1. 

FIELD SERVICES 2. 

FIELD SERVICES 3 .................................................................................................................... 

FIELD SERVICES 4. 

FIELD SERVICES 5. 

FIELD SERVICES 6 .................................................................................................................... 



APPENDIX O (CONTINUED) 

TEAM BENCH 1 ........................................................................................................................... TEAM BENCH 31. 

TEAM BENCH 2. TEAM BENCH 32, 

TEAM BENCH 3. TEAM BENCH 33. 

TEAM BENCH 4 ........................................................................................................................... TEAM BENCH 34. 

TEAM BENCH 5. TEAM BENCH 35, 

TEAM BENCH 6. TEAM BENCH 36. 

TEAM BENCH 7 ........................................................................................................................... TEAM BENCH 37. 

TEAM BENCH 8. TEAM BENCH 38, 

TEAM BENCH 9. TEAM BENCH 39. 

TEAM BENCH 10. TEAM BENCH 40. 

TEAM BENCH 11, TEAM BENCH 41, 

TEAM BENCH 12. TEAM BENCH 42. 

TEAM BENCH 13. TEAM BENCH 43. 

TEAM BENCH 14, TEAM BENCH 44, 

TEAM BENCH 1S. TEAM BENCH 45. 

TEAM BENCH 16. TEAM BENCH 46. 

TEAM BENCH 17, TEAM BENCH 47, 

TEAM BENCH 18. TEAM BENCH 48. 

TEAM BENCH 19. TEAM BENCH 49. 

TEAM BENCH 20, TEAM BENCH 50, 

TEAM BENCH 21. TEAM BENCH 51. 

TEAM BENCH 22. TEAM BENCH 52. 

TEAM BENCH 23, TEAM BENCH 53, 

TEAM BENCH 24. TEAM BENCH 54. 

TEAM BENCH 25. TEAM BENCH 55. 

TEAM BENCH 26, TEAM BENCH 56, 

TEAM BENCH 27. TEAM BENCH 57. 

TEAM BENCH 28 ........................................................................................................................... TEAM BENCH 58 ........................................................................................................................... 

TEAM BENCH 29, TEAM BENCH 59, 

TEAM BENCH 30. TEAM BENCH 60. 



APPENDIX P 

2009 ACC Football Championship Game- Post-Game Awards CeremonyTimeline 

Immediately following the conclusion of the game,five minutes (5:00) will be placed on the clock and the clock will be started. This time 

will allow for spontaneous celebration and for the awards ceremony to be set-up. Once the time has expired, the following script will be 

followed: 

STADIUM PA ANNOUNCER: LADLES AND GENTLEMEN, ATTHIS TIME, WE WOULD LIKE TO DIRECTYOU R ATTENTION TO 

THE STAGE ON THE FIELD FORTHE PRESENTATION OF THE 2009 DR PEPPER ACC FOOTBALL 

CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS. 

LOCATED ON THE STAGE IS ACC COMMISSIONER JOHN SWOFFORD AND DR PEPPER SENIOR VICE 

PRESIDENT JIM TREY-BILL-COCK. 

PRESENTING THE TEAM TROPHY TO: 

HEAD COACH 

COMMISSIONER JOHN SWOFFORD. 

.(SCHOOL) LED BY 

(COACH NAME) AND THEIR CAPTAINS IS 

(PAUSE) 

BASED ON HIS OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN TODAY’S GAME, 

__ (PLAYER NAME) HAS BEEN SELECTEDTHE MOSTVALUABLE PLAYER AND IS PRESENTED 
THE MVP TROPHY BY COMMISSIONER SWOFFORD. 

THE ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE ANDTHE TAMPA BAY LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ATTENDING TONIGHT’S GAME. PLEASE DRIVE HOME 

SAFELY. 

Access to the awards stage will be limited to the following: 

ACC: Commissioner John Swofford 

Title Sponsor: One Representative 

Winning Institution:        Head Coach 

Most Valuable Player 

Team Captains (as declared at pre-game meeting) 

Director of Athletics 

President 

The balance of the team and staff shall remain on the field and behind the stage during the awards ceremony. 

Only personnel with ACC Video Services vests (Gray) will be permitted inside the stanchions in front of the awards stage. 
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2009 ACC Football Championship Game- Post-Game Awards Diagram 



4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE GREENSBORO, NC 27407 PO DRAWER ACC ~ GREENSBORO, NC 27417 

PHONE: 336-854-8787 FAX: 336-369-1212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@intekcom> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 12:48 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu"~ 

RE: Tiger Arlicle - direct link 

Great article. Tigervision. I love it! 

mistresses. 
?[ 

just turned on the new~ and there’s some report that he’s had multiple 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, December J.J., 2009 9::!.:!. AN 
To; ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: Tiger Article - direct link 

htt P:iiwww.dstroma n.com/ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~* 

hrtD!/’ f ww~v.unc:~’duf deDtsz’ ex~’~ciscf sport administration 

We are aft students and teachers. ! often ask myseb~, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: @intel.com> 

Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 1:13 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 9:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: R~: 

Deborz_4:~ Stroman, Pt~.13’., CLU 

1.]~qC al: Chapel Hill 

E:<ercise and Spo~:t Science 

919-843-0336 

https/’/w~wv.unc,e du/’depts/exercise/’sport a&mnistration 
Week~V W~Hrd Fact: An os~rich ’s eye is bigger ~hon his br~in. 

F~m= @intel.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, December ~1, 2009 ~2:~ PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman; ’Dr. Stroman’ 
$~je~t~ RE: Tiger A~icle - direct link 
Great a~cle. Tige~is~on. I love 

mistresses. 
just turned on the news and there’s some report that he’s had multiple 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 9:11 AM 
To: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: Tiger Article - direct link 

htt P:iiwww.dstroma n.com/ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

IJ2",IC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Larubda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 SmiOt Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself; "Whot did f come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@intel.com> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 1:21 PM 

Stroms~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Tiger Article - direct lir~ 

There’s no such thing as bad exposure. His sponsors will change, but a well known person, and one with his abilities will always be viable commercially. This is the kind of 
story that will magnify attention on the tournaments he’s in. To some, he’ll become an anti-hero. Others will be even more interested in seeing him win. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, December 21, 2009 9:55 AM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Tiger Article - direct link 
Thanks, Yes, a sad story. Not sure if all the women are legit._nonetheless, he was repeatedly stepping out, A good discussion on whether or not they should have 

even married at their age is timely, I do know that ~f T~ger’s sponsors tW to get out of thek contract the PGA ~s ~n trouMe, He IS their show, No one (~n s~gnfficant 

numbers) watches go~ w~thout 

~)ebor~h Stro*nan, ~)}~.1~)., 

U?.~C at C[}apr] 

9 L 9 84,3 0336 

http:/’ /www.unc.edu /’ ~epts// exe~cise isport administration 

Week& Weird goct: An osh"ich’s eye is bigger than his bmh~. 

F~m: @intel.com] 
Sent; Friday, December 
To= Deborah Stroman; ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: Tiger A~ide - direct link 
Great adicle. Tige~ision. I love 

mistresses. 
?[ 

just turned on the news and there’s some report that he’s had multiple 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, December 11, 2009 9:11 AM 
To: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject; Tiger Article - direct link 

httP:iiwww.dst roman:co m/ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculT" 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Srni0~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Ch&el Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:!~,/www.uncedu/ depts/’e~erc£se/q;port admin£stration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myselfj "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 2:49 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Final Quote 

Attach: essays.doc 

Thanks That application letter is the blanket letter that I have been 
sending colleges to inquire about their GA positions. I enjoyed your two 
cents on Tigermania. I just ~vanted to thank you for all of your input 
throughout the NCAA application process I honestly don’t think I would 
have dug this deep, if you didn’t challenge me. I made a lot of revisions: 

On Fri, 11 Dec 2009 14:21:11 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> My two cents on the Tiger mess. 

> Reviewing your essay now. 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Happy Holiday Seasont Share a smile. 

> Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

Original Message ..... 
> Froru:                  "~omail.anc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 11, 2009 2:09 PM 

> To: dstroman@eruail.unc.edu 
> Subject: Final Quote 

> Hello, this was ray final sentence in ray NC.a~ application essay and I 
> thought that it was very fitting for this assignnrent: 

> Also, I thought that this was a verb, interesting quote about Tiger: 
> 

> "You’re getting reverberations of O.J.," Dr Edwards said. "White 
America, 
> corporate America feels betrayed. Tiger was accepted and given all the 
> perks and benefits and now they feel betrayed, the same betrayal they 
I~lt 
> with O.J There are some (black) celebrities that get to dip their 
biscuit 
> in the gra~¢3, of corporate America and then there are some that are given 
> their o;vn bo;vl of gravy. Tiger had rare access His sponsors 
choreographed 
> a superhuman image to promote a sport and sell product. They gave him 
> evewthing except the latitude to exercise his humanity. There are no 
super 
> humans down here. There’s only us, and sometimes we blow it" 
> 

> Here is the link to the entire article if you would like to read: 
> 



http://msn.fo×sports.com/~ol:g/stor~’/10505278iH ere%5 (2%27s-the-tr uth-behind-the-Tiger-W o o ds-scanda[. 
> 

> tIave a great weekend! Talk to you soon 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, December 11, 2009 3:51 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bobcats Gmne 

He?’, 
Sounds good Just wrote in my plalmer to call you at 11 and/or 3pm on 
Monday to see if you’re there. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, 11 Dec 2009 15:42:46 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi I am here today until 5:30. I have an exam at noon on Monday and may 
be 
> in the office at 11:00 and after 3:00 The best thing is to call my 
office 
> first. I will be in town all next week. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> tIappy tloliday Season! Share a smile. 
> 

> Week [y Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                    ?r)emaiLunc.edu] 
> Sent: }:riday, December 11, 2009 3:34 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Cc: 

> Dr Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Bobcats Game 

> Importance: tIigh 
> 

> 

> Hey Guys, 
> I’m interested in going as well. I’ll check with K-F. 
> 
> Dr. Stroman - Did you get my previous email about meeting this week? If 
> not, how- about meeting early next week before my exam Wednesday? 
> 

> I vote #2. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 9 Dec 2009 16:05:16 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroraan@email.unc.edu> ~Vlote: 
>> Hi Team. and I narrowed down Friday, January 23rd against the 
> Magic 
>> as the date. 
>> 

>> Confirm with Bobcats the details for group trips and 
>> University for transportation by Monday, Dec. 21 st. (If universi~" 
>> transportation is not available or cost prohibitive, will look 
> into 
>> alternatives.) Please send evelyone an email. 
>> 

>> - Check with K-F student group about partnership for that date 
> and 
>> interest in joining us See previous emails in this regard. 
>> 

>> I will check ;vith MBB about having Vince Carter visit ;vith us after tdae 
>> game. 
>> 

>> Let’s do thist [ 
>> 

>> P.S. V~at is your response CSRI? you need to respond 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 



>> 919.843.0336 

>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 

>> From: ~@email.unc edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

>> To: 

>> Cc: 

>> Stilwell; Dr. gtroman 

>> Subject: Re: Bobcats Game 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi!! 

>> 

>> Once we decide on a date, let me know. I have been talking with a 

>> representative and they are willing to gives us a free tour before the 

>> game. We will be using one of the group packages. Once I give the 

>> representative the date, then I will let everyone know the final prices 

> and 

>> what it includes. 

>> 

>> Thartks! 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 13 Oct 2009 00:05:38 -0400, @email.unc.edu~ 

>> wrote: 

>>> Hey- everyone, 

>>> I apologize that this is very delayed but I looked into some dates a 

>>> home Bobcats game in Janual7 or February to take a trip to Charlotte. 

>>> There are home games on 

>>> Janual7 16- Suns 

>>> Janual~- 23- Magic 

>>> Febma~z 6- Hornets 

>>> There is also one on March 6th but I know we talked about tl~-ing to go 

>>> in Janua~9’ or February 
>>> 

>>> I am also talking to the president of club golf to see how the?’ got 
>>> the van rentals last year, and I will keep evelTone updated. 

>>> @email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 7:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: I finally got a~’ound to my 2 cents... Tiger! 

’][’hat was a great article too. You go girl with your nationaJ exposure. You’re a superstar! 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To-" Dr. Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent; Fri, December 11, 2009 11:56:13 AM 
Subject-" T finally got around to my 2 cents... 

Enjoy! © 

http://www.bvonsports.com/2009/12/1I/black-male-athletes/ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

We are a/l students and teachers, t often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

service@blogsmith.com 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 2:00 PM 

debby@dstromm~.com 

Confirm your comment: Tiger Woods Behavior Typical of Black Male Athletes? 

Click here to COIIfllTI1 your comment : 
http://www.bvonsports.com/confirn’v’6b25 e65eb54fdfaaal c926050edba7aa/ 

Your Comment: 

M~’. Brown wrote: "Pay Dr. Strohman no mind" I am writing just to 
encourage you to actually read my article. The headline I chose was 
designed to get your attention and I certainly achieved that success. 
If one took the time to read my commentary and engage as a critical 
thinker (as opposed to posting an emotional attack), one would learn 
my position is to expose the hypocrisy and racism in our society. I 
am not bitter. As as professor of economics and finance in sport, I 
certainly know about money trai [s in athletics. And most importantly, 
I am an avid supporter of Tiger and our Black race. Now, that’s enough 
said 

.... In the future, you can use this information to cotranent on the site: 
Username: debby@dstroman.com 
Password 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                  5:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - Field Experience in SA: EXSS       FALL 

Final-Internship Summary.pptx 

My quote- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 13, 2009 2:46 PM 

Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstm@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~emml.unc.edu:~; 

Fwd: Chaxlotte Bobcats 

09-10 Holne Schedule (John M).pdf; 2009-10 (h’oup Sales Pricing Ch~.pdf 

~email. unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

~email .unc.edw~; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Hi everyone!! 

Review the email below and let me know your thoughts on what you all would 
like to do. 

Thanks!! 
........ Original Message ........ 
SubJect: Charlotte Bobcats 
[)abe: ’]’hE 10 Dec 2009 08:37:53 -0500 
From: "John Mus/kewycz" <jmus/kewycz@bobcats.com> 

To:         ~email.unc.edu> 

Morning 

My name is Jol~ Muszke~3,-cz with the Charlotte Bobcats Group Sales 
Department. I ~vas given yo~tr irdormation the other day from my 
Director. I believe you ~vere talking with Cam Earlcy recently about an 
arena tour and staying for the game after. Cam leR the organization 
about two months ago unfortunately. I will be more than happy to take 
care of you guys in coraing down to the arena. 

I have attached our group pricing and seating chart along with our 
2009-2010 home schedule. Please take a look at the schedule and let me 
know ~vhich dates might work for your group. In Cam’s previous email, we 
are able to give a tour about an hour before gates open and I can sho~v 
you the different aspects of the arena that raany people never get to 
see. I ara pret~" open to any date to give you a tour so let just let me 
know. For the group rate, your group must hit the 20 ticket minim~tm and 
you will receive the discount. Everybody in the group will receive a 
Charlotte Bobcats sling bag. We do also offer a 3-pt package. The 
package includes the sling bag, Bobcats T-shirt, small hot dog and a 
small soda. The cost is $15 additional to the game ticket. So 
evelNbody will be able to bring something home and get a bite to eat at 
the game and save some money with us. 

Please feel free to contact me with an?’ questions or concerns. 

I look for~vard hearing from you soon! 

Thanks again, 

John 

John Mu szkevq~cz 

Account Executive, Group Sales 

Bobcats Sports and Entertainment 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

Phone: 704.688.9042 

Fax: 704.688.8735 

j muszkewycz@bobcats corn 



Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



lAYS IIII SC IllLE 

All times listed are Eastern and subject to change 



200%10 BOBCATS GROILIP T CKET PRICING 

~LUE ~AI~ES ORANGE B~ES 
.............................................................................................................................................. 

Club Seats ~ Sideline S20( $180 $165 $150 

1 O0 Level 

200 Level 

Sideline $I75 $150 $1.35 $115 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Low CornersiBaseline $120 $80 $85 $75 

~,1~, $7’5 $55 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii C o ~ n erst Base ti rl e <~ r $ 6 5 

.......................................... ComersfBaseNne $90 $5{:7 $60 

~4~ $5O S35 ~ bpper Baseline $80 ~b £ . 

~ Cen~er Cou~t Low $90 $35 $45 825 

~ Cente~ Cou~t HishiCorrlers $70 $25 $30 $20 

~ Ocmers H~$hiBaseline Low $40 $20 $20 

~ Baseline H~$h $25 $~5 $~5 $~0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony McClean <teemack@blackathlete.com~ 

Monday, December 14, 2009 1:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

tak- show request 

Dear Ms. Strohman, 

Would you be able to join us on our talk show "The Batchelor Pad" this Wednesday. We’re on Monday through Friday 6-8 pin ET on BlogTalkRadio.com. 

We wanted to talk about the Tiger Woods article you wrote in regards to the CNN commentators. Please feel free to get back in touch with me either through e-mail 

or you can call me at             (home) or             (cell). 

Thanks again, 

Tony McClean, Editor In Chief 

Black Athlete Sports Network 

(www.blackathlete.coin) 

P.S. The call in number is 646-929-0130. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

noreply@boxbe.com 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:06 AM 

Deborah Stromm~ <prvs~599849bl I dstroman@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: RE: tak-show reques~t 

Deliver}, report; Undelivered Message.msg 

Hello Deborah Stroman, 

I’ve received your message entitled "RE: tak-show request". I wanted to let you know 
that I’ve added you to my Boxbe Guest List. 

Boxbe helps me manage my email by prioritizing messages from people I know. You’d 
be amazed at how much better my inbox is now. 

This is the only email you will receive about Boxbe from me and there is no need to 
respond. 

Learn more about Boxbe. 

Thank you, 
’Tony McClean’ 

About this Notice 
This courtesy notice is part of a free service to make email more reliable and useful. 
Boxbe (vvww.boxbe.com) uses your existing social network and that of your friends to 
keep your inbox clean and make sure you receive email from people who matter to 
you. 

Say Goodbye to Email Overload 
www.boxbe.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:01 AM 

’Tony McClem~’ <teemack@blackathlete.com:~ 

RE: ta~- show request 

NextPart 000 0037 01CA7C61.4EF82E40-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Monday, December 14, 2009 11:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: My Tiger 2 cents - Enjoy! :) 

Nice job!... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Parfait <c.paxfai@lap-publishing.com~ 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 7:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Further intbmmtion reminder 

Dear Deborah, 

I would just like to know ~vhether you are still interested in publishing 
with us or not? 

Regards 

Carol Parfait 

Acquisition Editor Team Leader 

LAP Lambert Academic Publishing AG & Co. KG 

Dudweiler LandstraBe 99, 
66123 Saarbl~cken, Germany 

Fort +49 681 3720-310 
Fax +49 681 3720-3109 

c.parfait@lap-publishing corn / w~v.lap-publishing, com 

Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saarbr’acken HR~ 10752 
Partner with unlimited liability 

VDM Verwaltung Aktiengesellschaft 
Handelsregisber Amtsgericht Saarbrgcken HRB 16777 

Board of Directors: Dr. Wolfgang Mailer (CEO), Christoph Schulligen, Jt~gen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 
Superviso~ Board: Prof. Dr. Johannes G. Bischoff (Chairman), RA Thomas Bischofl; RA Andr~ Gottschalk 

Carol Parfait wrote: 
> Dear Debby, 
> 

> ’]Nat’s great then,seems great mind meet at the same time :-) 
> 

> I will be awaiting your mail soon 
> 

> Regards 
> 

> Carol Par[iut 
> 

> Acquisition Editor Team Leader 
> 

> 

> 

> LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing AG & Co. KG 
> 

> 

> Theodor-Heuss-Ring 26 
> 

> 50668 K6ln, Germany 
> 

> 

> 

> Fon +49 681 3720-310 
> 

> Fax +49 681 3720-3109 
> 

> 

> 

> c.parfai@lap-publishing.com / www.lap-publishing, corn 
> 

> 

> 

> Handelsregister Amtsgericht K61n HRA 26549 
> 

> Partner with unlimited liability: 
> 

> VDM Verwaltung Aktiengesellschai’t 
> 

> Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saal-br~cken HRB 16777 
> 

> 

> 

> Board of Directors: Dr. Wolfgang M~ller (CEO), Cl~ristoph Schulligen, 
> Jttrgen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 
> 



Supep~isory Board: Pro[ Dr. Johannes (3. Bischoff(Chairman), RA 
Thomas Bischofi\ RA 2mdr~ Gottschalk 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 
>> Hi. Good timing I was actually thinking of your note earlier this 
>> week. We 
>> are on fall break. Let’s connect on Tuesday. Thanks for the follow- up. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

>> Debby 
>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 23 Oct 2009 16:45:47 +0400, Carol Parfait 
>> <c.parfait@lap-publishing.cora> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Debby, 

>>> A few weeks ago I contacted you, ofl’ering you the possibility of 
>>> publishing your thesis/dissertation in the form of a printed book. 

>>> I asked for your permission of sending you further information about 
>>> our sel~’ices and the publication process. 

>>> Utffortunately I have not received an answer from you after sending 
>>> out an e-mail with the detailed itffom~ation. 

>>> I was just wondering if tW mail got lost or you took it as an 
>>> unsolicited email and deleted it. 

>>> It would be highly appreciated if you could cor~firm or disclaim your 
>>> further interest in publishing with us 
>>> 

>>> Looking tbrward to hearing back from you at your earliest convenience! 
>>> 

>>> Thank you very much! 
>>> 

>>> Kind regards, 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 9:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Quote & PowerPoint 

SportsMediaPRESENTATION.pptx 

What did I learn.. 



@aol,com 
Wednesday, December :L6, 2009 9:33 AN 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc,edu> 

Fwd: FW: Fwd: 

~t/_ Fwd_,msg 

In a message dated 12/16/2009 9:01:53 A,M, Eastern Standard Time, Lesley.Davis@odh.ohio,gov writes: 

New Tiger Woods game .... you knew it was coming !! 

Just use your U_2P and Down arrow keys... 

How high can you score??? 

http://videol .brea k.com/d net/media/2009/12It i.q er-wood s-wife-out r u n -video-.q a me .svvf 

"This e-mail is intended for the sole use of the intended recipient and may contain privileged, sensitive, or protected health information. If you are not the intended 
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, distribution, or action taken in reliance on the contents of this communication is prohibited. If you 
have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender via telephone or return e-mail and immediately delete this e-mail." 



Frolil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lesley Davis <Lesley.Davis~odh.ohio.gov~ 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 9:02 AM 

sharonaharrison               ~d~bell~th.neC~; Oran Perkins            ~~yahoo.com:~; 

@msn.com>; JOAN FIGGS ,~q.com>; Davis, Donna W 

FW: F’wd: 

~aol com; Jenele McKinney 

@ncr,com>;        @aol.com 

New Tiger Woods game .... you knew it was coming 

Just use your U~P and Down arrow keys... 

How high can you score??? 
hl~j0://videol .break.com/dne~/media/2009/~ 2/tiqer-woods-wife-outrt n-video-clame.swf 

"This e-mail is intended tbr the ~le nse of the intended recipient and may contain privileged, sensitive or protected health in[imnation, If you ace not the intended 
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, distribntion, or action taken in reliance on the contents of this communication is prohibited. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please noti~ the sender via telephone or return e-mml mad ~mmediately delete this e-m . 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Parfait <c.pazfai@lap-publishing.com~ 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 12:43 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Furt2ter intbrmation reminder 

Dear Deborah, 

Once you are ready please send me the work for the review 

Regards 

Carol Parfait 

Acquisition Editor Team Leader 

LAP Lambert Academic Publishing AG & Co. KG 

Dudweiler LandstraBe 99, 
66123 Saarbrt]cken, Germany 

Fon +49 681 3720-310 
Fax +49 681 3720-3109 

c parfait@lap-publishing.com / www.lap-publishing.com 

HandeIsregister Amtsgericht Saarbr~lcken HRA 10752 
Partner with unlimited liability 

VDM Verwaltung AktiengeseHschaft 
HandeIsregister Amtsgericht Saarbrt~cken tlRB 16777 

Board of Directors: Dr WoIfgang Mt~Her (CEO), Christoph SchuHigen, Jargen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 
Supervisory Board: Pl-of Dr. Johannes G. Bischoff (Chairman), RA Thomas Bischo~i; RA Andr~ Gottschalk 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Yes. I am finishing up the semester today and tomorrow. I am FREE starting Friday. :) ~Ihanks [’or your patience 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Happy Holiday Seasont Share a smile. 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but o~tr nose and ears never stop growing. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Carol ParPait [r~ailto:c.parfait(g?lap-publishing.cora] 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2009 7:29 AM 
> To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
> Subject: Re: Further information reminder 
> 

> Dear Deborah, 
> 

> I would just like to know whether you are still interested in publishing 
> with us or not’.’ 
> 

> Regards 
> 

> Carol Parfait 
> 

> Acquisition Editor Team Leader 
> 

> LAP Larabelt Academic Publishing AG & Co. KG 
> Dud~veiler LandstraBe 99, 
> 66123 Saarbliicken, German?- 
> 

> Fort +49 681 3720-310 
> Fax +49 681 3720-3109 
> 

> c.parfai@lap-publishing corn / www. lap-publishing, corn 
> 

> Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saarbrt~cken HRA 10752 
> Partner with unlimited liabili~ 
> 
> VDiVl Verwaltung Aktiengesellschaft 
> Handelsregister Amtsgericht Saarbrt~cken HRB 16777 



Board o[‘I)irectors: Dr. Wolfgang Maller (CEO), Christoph Schulligen, Jargen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 
Supep~isory Board: Prof. Dr. Joharmes G Bischof[’(Chairman), RA rlhomas Bischofl; RA Andr~ Gottschalk 

Carol Parfait wrote: 

>> Dear Debby, 
>> 

>> That’s great then,seems great mind meet at the sarue time :-) 
>> 

>> I will be awaiting your mail soon 
>> 

>> Regards 
>> 

>> Carol Parfait 
>> 

>> Acquisition Editor Team Leader 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing AG & Co. KG 
>> 

>> 

>> Theodor-Heuss-Rmg 26 
>> 

>> 50668 K61n, Germany 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Fon ~49 681 3720-310 
>> 

>> Fax +49 681 3720-31~) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> c parfait@lap-publishing corn / www.lap-publishing.com 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Handelsregister Amtsgericht K61n HRA 26549 
>> 

>> Po~tner wifl~ unlimited liability’: 
>> 

>> VDM Verwaltung Aktiengesellschaft 
>> 

>> Handelsregister Amtsgericht SaarbrOcken HRB 16777 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Board of Directors: Dr. Woll~ang Maller (CEO), Christoph Schulligen, 
>> Jttrgen Gerber, Esther yon Krosigk 
>> 

>> Supervisolsz Board: Pro~ Dr. Joham~es G Bischoff (Chaim~an), RA 
>> Thomas Bischofl’~ RA Andr~ Gottschalk 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi). wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi. Good timing. I was actually thinking of your note earlier this 
>>> week. We 
>>> are on [’all break. Let’s connect on Tuesday Thanks for the ~2)llow up. 

>>> Regards, 

>>> Debby 

>>> On Fr~, 23 Oct 2009 16:45:47 +0400, Carol Parfait 
>>> <c.parfait@lap-publishing corn> wrote: 

>>>> I)ear Debby, 

>>>> A few weeks ago I contacted you, offering you the possibility of 
>>>> publishing your thesis/dissertation in the form of a printed book 

>>>> I asked for your permission of scnding you further ir~forruation about 
>>>> our sel~’ices and the pulqication process. 

>>>> Ur~fottunately I have not received an answer from you after sending 
>>>> out an e-mail with the detailed information. 

>>>> I was just wondering if my nrail got lost or you took it as an 
>>>> unsolicited email and deleted it. 



>>>> It would be highly appreciated if you could confirm or disclaim your 
>>>> further interest in publishing with us 

>>>> Looking forward to hearing back from you at your earliest convenience[ 

>>>> Thank you very much[ 

>>>> Kind regards, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia fernaudez@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 4:21 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

lisa morris~ unc.edu 

Would like to speak with you about the ACOG Leadership Institute 

HI Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Claudia Fernandez and I am writing in follow up to my voice mail of this afternoon. Lee Williams had suggested I give you a call. As I said in my phone 

message, I am looking for a motivational speaker to talk to a group of dynamic (and kind of hyper) women’s health physicians. Sylvia Hatchel has spoken to the 

previous cohorts of Fellows and I thought they were going to carry her out of the room with them ] This is a pretty enthusiastic bunch of OB-GYNs who have been 

tapped for an intensive leadership development program on behalf of their professional organization. Sylvia was slated for our program this spring, then found out 

she had to go out of the country during that time. 

Lee shared with me that you use golf to teach leadership and have a special interest in women’s leadership. She also described you as dynamic and funny. I would 

love to talk with you about our work with women’s health care docs (and our other programs in leadership here at the School Of Public Health). I would really love 

to hear more about what you do. As for the program in the spring, specifically, I am looking for a motivational speaker for a lunch address this April. You can learn 

more about this program at ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.org. However I’d like to meet you in general. 

Might you be interested in discussing this further? 

All the best, 

Claudia 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 

PI and Director, MCH-Public Health Leadership Institute (MCHPHLI.ORG) 

Director, Fast Track Leadership Development Program (FastTrackLeadership.org) 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (www.ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.org) 

Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (www.FSLl.org) 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8165 

(919) 843-5560 

(919) 966-0458 (fax) 

You can also reach Lisa Morris, Program Assitant to Dr. Fernandez at 919-843-9388 

for ground deliveries: 

The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 401 Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 

421 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8165 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 5:07 PM 

Stromaxl, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: USA Basketball Women’s Assistant Director Position 

usabasketba]l.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am ready to send the application to Mrs. Callan, but worldng really’ hard to send the best image of myself...would you mind proofreading my cover letter when you 

had the time? If you’re swamped ruth exams that is fine, I am letting a few people look it over to make it perfect. Thin,ks, hope things are well. 

--I al~) think it may be a little long? Not sure. 

On Mon, Dec 7, 2009 at 2:43 PM, Deborah Strolnan <dslroman,@ema£unc.edu> wrote: 

I.just spoke to Mrs. Callat~ 3Jld stle is boking l~la~aJ:(] {o seeing your application. {) She said you ca~ litx or email your apNica*ion belbre Jan. 15t*L 

I .e~ me know ~f you have at~3’ questk~as. 

I just g~X ba~ck ~n from TmN~a last ~fight Project Touchdown} We had ~ great time m~d lmnd~ed o~r busiaess." @ T~me ff~r more ~a@ing now.. 

Oe~>orah Strornan. P}~ O., (3I,U 

Kxerdse am] Spo~t Sdcrn:e 

919 84.3 0336 

htIp:!//www.unc.ec]u/dcpls/exerc*se/sport ac]rninist ration 

Frorn: @grnail corn] 

Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 9:46 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: FW: USA Basketball Women’s Assistant Director Position 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was great to see you as well. I’m soriy we didn’t get the chance to catch up more. I am very+ pleased to hear how well the Club is doing though! 

Thanks tbr sending this job description over...it soundsj ust like my dremn job! I’m not even kidding. I will apply this weekend. I will include you as a reference if that 

is okay’? Thanks again, and I would appreciate aW good word you could put in. Hope you had a nice Thanksgiving! 

On Thu, Dec 3, 2009 at 3:32 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(DJema£unc.edu> wrote: 

(ire~t seeing yot~., A.et me l~ow if you dec~de to apply. 

1}),’8orah S~orn~rn, PLD., CL~ ~ 

ExeK:ise arnJ Sport Sdern:e Dep~:. 

}lttp:// / www+unc+eclu/ ~(’~tsl exerclse/ s~ort aclrnmist:ration 



From: Val Ackerman [mailto:VAckem~an~d~,,usabasketball.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 3:05 PM 
To: dar2h(~,virginia.edu;       ,@,aol.com; dstroman(~,eraail.~mc.edu 
Subject: USA Basketball Women’s Assistant Director Position 

All, FYI -- if you kmow of any suitable candidates, please let Carol know. Thanks. Val 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Carol Callan 
Scnt: Thu 12/3/2009 2:54PM 
To: beth bass@wbca.org; Carol Stiff(carol.stiff@espn.com); ccallan@usabasketball.com: foster.384@osu.edu; marsha.sharp@ttu.edu; rbrown@wnba.com: Scott Paddock 
(Scott Paddock@quakeroats.com); Sonja Hemming (sor~ia.henning@nike.com); Tamika Catchings ~aol.com); Teresa Edwards ~gmail.com); Val Ackerman 
(va ckerman@usaba sketball corn) 
Subject: Assistant Director Position 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope you are enjoying the begilming of another great basketball season. We are adding a staffposition as assistant to each of the National Team Directors. Attached is the job 
description for the Women’s Assistant Director. Please share this with anyone you think is qualified and may be interested 

Thanks for your help.have a great holiday. 

Carol 

Carol Callan 

Women’s National Team Director 

5465 Mark Dabling Blvd. 

Colorado Springs, CO 80918 

Phone: 719-590-4800 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fitwebservice@mail.wvu.edu 

Monday, December 21, 2009 2:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Adopting 

Foundations of Sport Management 2 nd Edition 

http:!/www.fitinfoteeh.com/ProfessorPaekets/E~ai|FSM2nd.tpl 

Li Yang 
Web Services 
TCPE and F1-T 

>>> <~ogt:~i!~a~ail.unc.edu> 12/21/2009 1:38 PM 
<BR> College of Physical Activity & Sport 
New AdgEt~Jstomer’s Info: 
<BR> West Virginia University 

Title: =~~,,a~f~ign~6;~0T~port Management 2rid Edition </B><BR> 
Instituti~r0~--2:91~n~3!b(3~13-~i!~3~r(r~a~ Chapel Hill 

Email: =~ ~,~,~c~stroma n @email.u nc.ed u <BR> 
Addres~>CB# 8700 Fetzer Gym Chapel Hill NC <BR> 
Fo r ei g h c ode: ~_ ~_ _ZZ 59_q_-~Tn0 H S~ -<-B E.>_ _ _ 
Phone: = =>919-843-0336 <BR> 
Interested Area: ==>SportMarketing </p> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.je!~: 

dim~a@greatblackspeakers.com 

Wednesday, December 23~ 2009 3:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Yahoo! Auto Response 

I will be traveling for the holiday on Tuesday, December 22rid and will return to the ofl-ice on Monday, December 28th. I will periodically check my voicemail and e-mail during this tmqe If 

you need more immediate attention and need to reach me during this time, you can call my cell phone at, 

Have a safe & happy holiday’. 

-Diana 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dimm@greatblackspeakers.com 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 4:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Availability liar a speaJ~ing engagement 

Hi Deborah! Sony I havelft had any updates. When I spoke to the contact last week they were still interested but were possibly going to Inove it to February. I roll 

follow up with them as soon I return to the office on Monday and will send you an update. 

Meny Christmas’. 

- Dia2]a 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network t?om my BlackBerry® 

Froin: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Date: Wed, 23 Dec 2009 15:57:30 -0500 
To: ’Diana Atkinson’<dian@greatblackspeakers.com~ 

Subject: RE: Availabiliiy for a speaking engagement 

Hi Diana, f am trying to finalize my January schedule. Have you heard anything more? Thard~s. 

1: ~?.~C at C}~ape] Hi]i 

9 2 9 84,3 033 (~ 

Weekly Weird Fuct: Ou~’ eyes a~’~~ o~woys the sume size.from birth, but our nose and curs never stop growing. 

F~m= Diana Atkinson [mail~:diana@greatblackspeakers.com] 
Sent; Friday, December 0% 2009 4:01 PN 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
C¢= debby@dstroman.com 
Subject= Availabili~ for a speaking engagement 

Hello Dr. Stromm~ 

We have a ~tential engagement in the works a~d I needed ~ ~ow if you were available for an event in Hmtsvil]e, SC on Monday JanuaO’ 18th or MLK Day. 

Let [ne ~ow when you have a [noment. 

Tha~&s ~ much~ 

- Dim~a 

P.S. I tried to leave a message on your cell phone but tAe mailbox w~ full. 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 1:40 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: UNCG 

Dr. Stromatk 

I hope you are enjoying your break and that you and your i:axnily had a wonderful Clmfftmas together. I know that you have been incredibly busy over the lafft couple of 

weeks, but I was wondering if you had the chance to speak to your friend at UNCG yet about potentially setting up an interview for me? I figured that since I will be in 

Greensboro a lot over the next couple of weeks now would be as good a time as any to get over there. 

Also, you mentioned saying something to about opportunities within the NCHSAA? Son3, to keep bugging you about it, I am just trying to come into 

my final semester with some concrete leads. 
Thanks again tbr all of your help, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 5, 2010 4:50 PM 

~kenaJ~- llagler.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu-~; 

~emall.unc.edu>;                    @email.unc.edu> 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtP,:                  @email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; @eln~Jl.unc.edu>; 

RE: Fwd: Ch~xlotte Bobcats 

@elnail.unc.edu:>; Lelmolt 

~em~JA.unc.edu:> 

HNY! We have a BIG semester ahead! 

I am working on a note to send out to the Club and need to know the 
transportation options ]2)r the trip. I would like to make this trip a 
reality and hope that you al l, as leaders, can be there 

Mr. Ron Peoples (http ://www pfs-inc.usiindex htm), from Fall Advisor Night, 
has graciously agreed to be a new Club sponsor (and in particular, will help 
finance this trip). Yes! I can’t give him final numbers though until I know 
the cost o four travel options. Are the university wins free? 

Call me on my ceil. ~[Inanks 

FYI CSRI still needs our help. I was informed that there is another pool of 
funds to bring in speakers that organizations can apply for this month. 

let’s chat this week. 

Thartks and enjoy the rest of your break. 

"No rest is worth anything except the rest that is earned." 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http://w~vw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Happy Ncw Year[ Share a smile. 

Weekly- Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
nose and ears never stop growing. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2009 1:36 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dr Stroman; 

Subject: RE: Fwd: Charlotte Bobcats 

All of this sounds great so far and thanks for planning this        It 
probably is a little late for this idea, but someone just told me about $10 
Tuesdays on Ticketmaster for Bobcats games. You can get any number of 
tickets for just $10 each. I’m assuming we are wanting to do this event on a 
weekday, but now you know you can get a cheap ticket another time 
I agree with        Find out how much we can get from congress for 
transportation, then subtract that tlcom our total costs and see what we get. 

Good Luck on exams 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, December 14, 2009 10:23 AM 

To: 

Cc: Dr Stroman; i 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Charlotte Bobcats 

We should find out today how much money ~ve get from student congress and 
part of the money was for transportation for this. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 

To:       @email.unc.edu 
Cc: Dr Stroman 
Cc: 
Cc: 
Cc: 



Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Charlotte Bobcats 

Sent:Dec 14, 2009 10:21 

I would say see which sections are available for the 23rd, but *ve need to 
see if transportation will cost anything before we can make a :final 
decision. 

On Sun, 13 Dec 2009 14:46:07 -0500, ~emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi eve~one!! 
> 

> Review the email below and let me know your thoughts on what you all 
would 
> like to do. 
> 

> Thanks!! 
Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Charlotte Bobcats 
> Date: Thu, 10 Dec 2009 08:37:53 -0500 
> From: "Jotm Muszke’a3~-cz" <jmuszkewycz@bobcats.com> 
> To: <ect),stal@eraail.unc.edu> 
> 

> Morning 
> 

> 

> 

> My name is John Muszkewycz with the Charlotte Bobcats Group Sales 
> Department. I was given your information the other day from my 
> Director. I believe you were talking with Cam Earle?" recently about an 
> arena tour and staying for the game after. Cam left the organization 
> about two months ago unfortunately. I ~vill be more than happy to take 
> care of you guys in coming do~vn to the arena. 
> 

> 

> 

> I have attached our group pricing and seating chart along with our 
> 2009-2010 home schedule. Please take a look at the schedule and let me 
> kno~v which dates might work for your group. In Cam’s previous email, we 
> are able to give a tour about an hour before gates open and I can show 
> you the different aspects of the arena that many people never get to 
> see. I am pretty open to any date to give you a tour so let just let me 
> kno~v. For the group rate, your group must hit the 20 ticket minimum and 
> you will receive the discount. Eve~-body in the group ~vill receive a 
> Charlotte Bobcats sling bag. We do also oiler a 3-pt package. The 
> package includes the sling bag, Bobcats T-shirt, small hot dog and a 
> small soda The cost is $15 additional to the game ticket. So 
> everybody ~vill be able to bring something home and get a bite to eat at 
> the game and save some money with us. 
> 

> 

> 

> Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns. 
> 

> 

> 

> I look forward hearing from you soon! 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> 

> 

> John 
> 

> 

> 

> John MuszJ~ewycz 
> 

> Account Executive, Group Sales 
> 

> Bobcats Sports and Entertainment 
> 

> 333 East Trade Street 
> 

> Charlotte, NC 28202 
> 

> Phone: 704 688 9(N2 
> 

> Fax: 704.688.8735 
> 

> j muszkew3~c z@bobc at s. corn 

Sent on the Sprint(r) Now Ne~’ork frora tW BlackBerry(r) 





From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 5, 2010 6:36 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: FCP 

Thm~s for adding me to your list mid Happy New Yem to you. Ed 

--- Original Message .... 
Fromi Deborah Stroman 
To: 
Cc: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 6:05 PM 
Subject: FCP 

Happy New Year! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St:ron]~n, Ph.D., CLU 

L~,IC Exercise ~nd Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Npha Lanhda (Leadership Honors Societ}’) 

4Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Ilia, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~unc.e&~ 

htt:p:/’/wwwa~nc.edu,/depts//exercise,/sport: adrninistratior~ 

We are ~ll students ~nd teachers, ~ @en osk mysel¢ "Whet Nd I come here to ]earn, and w,~t did ! come to te~ch?" 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2010 12:23 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNCG/NCHSAA 

Attach: -RESUME.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are enjoying your break and that you and your family had a wonderful Christmas together and are enjoying the new year. I know that you have been incredibly busy 
over the last couple of weeks, but I was wondering if you had the chance to speak to your friend at UNCG yet about potentially setting up an interview for me? 
Also, you mentioned saying something to about opportunities within the NCHSAA? Sorry to keep bugging you about it, I am just trying to come into my final 

semester with some concrete leads. 
I have attached my most up to date resume to this email and will be happy to send you a cover letter if you would like. 

Thanks again for all of your help, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawalt@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, January 8, 2010 1:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: REMINDER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Learning - Thursday, 
January 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 

trawalt.vcf 

Sotmds like you need to be a faculty mentor (read between the lines: 
you’re totally my faculty mentor!). I think it’s going to be a really 
fun class. Your students are lucky. Like I said, I would love to see 
you in action sometime :) 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> FYI. I spoke to a colleague about my "new" teaching approach this semester. 
> She thought it was great and that is helpful coming from her because she has 
> taught the class before... 
> 
> So I will ask them if they are willing to turn the classroom into a 
> laboratory to explore, analyze and evaluate the foundations of sport 
> management! How does that sound? Lol. 
> 
>d 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administxation 
> Happy New Year! Share a smile. 
> 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
> nose and ears never stop growing. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 4:14 PM 
> To: spaez 
> Cc: Debby Stroman; sadye_errickson@med.unc.edu 
> Subject: Re: [Fwd: REMINDER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Learning - 
> Thursday, January 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 
> 

> Hello ladies, 
> 
> I’d love to get together. How about Saturday dinner at 6 or 7? I’m 
> happy to host and cook dinner (or, we can go out). Might be nice to 
> start the new term with a celebratory dinner, no? We can even have the 
> game on if it’s still going (Debby !). Let me know what you think. 
> 

> Sophie 
> 

> 

> 

> spaez wrote: 
>> Happy 2010 ladies - excited to get caught up as well! I will not be there 
>> Thursday, but would love to schedule lunch with you both next week - Mon, 



>> Tue, and Wed of next week work. 
>> 
>> Besos! 
>> 

>> Sadye 
>> 

>> 

>> On 1/5/10 4:52 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> HNY! I will be there on Thursday. 
>>> 
>>> I teach MWF at 11:00. I will be in ATL Tuesday - Thursday next week 
> though 
>>> for a NCAA Convention. 
>>> 
>>> Can’t wait to get caught up... 

>>> Hugs, 

>>> d 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>>> 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport adminislxation 
>>> 
>>> Happy New Year! Share a smile. 
>>> 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
>>> nose and ears never stop growing. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 4:31 PM 
>>> To: sadye_errickson@med.unc.edu; Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: [Fwd: REMINDER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Learning - 
>>> Thursday, January 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 

>>> Hello ladies, 
>>> 
>>> I hope you had a wonderful holiday ! Looking forward to hearing about it. 
>>> Christmas with the soon-to-be-mother-in-law and my family was lovely. 
> I’m 
>>> still in denial about Spring term starting up next week. 
>>> 
>>> Are you going to this teaching symposium on Thursday? It sounds really 
>>> valuable. I think there’s still room if you’d like to sign up. No 
>>> pressure. Just hoping at least one of you will be there :) 
>>> 
>>> Either way, I’d love to see you soon--coffee, lunch, dinner? I start 
>>> teaching next week (Tuesday and Thursdays from 9:30am to 10:45am and from 
>>> 5pm to 6:15pm) so I can meet whenever’s convenient for y’all on Mondays, 
>>> Wednesdays, or Fridays. Lunch on any given Tuesday or Thursday would 
> work 
>>> too. What say you?! 
>>> 
>>> Hope all is well- 



>>> Cheers, 
>>> Sophie 

>> 

>> Sadye Paez Emckson, PT, PhD 
>> Assistant Professor 
>> Division of Physical Therapy 
>> Department of Allied Health Sciences 
>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>> CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 
>> 919.843.8647 
>> Fax: 919.966-3678 
>> http ://www.med.unc. edu/ahs/ph¥ sical 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 9, 2010 4:42 PM 

Errickson, Sadye Paez <sadyeerrickson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu>; Errickson, Sadye Paez <sadye errickson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [Fwd: REMINDER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Lem~ing - Thursday, January. 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 

tmwg~t.vcf 

The 22nd works best :[’or me I could do the 21 st too though. Debby? 
Fingers crossed you can make it then. Looking forward to our first 
spring semester get together! 

Soph 

spaez wrote: 

...how about the following week, the 21st or 22nd? 

On 1/8/10 1:17 P£% "Sophie Trawalter" <trawalt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> rm free next weekend (Friday, Saturday, and Sunday night -- is that 
>> lame?!). You? 
>> 

>> Debby, do you still want to have dinner Saturday night? Or, shall we 
>> wait and do a group reunion/back to school dimmer? Totally- up to you. 
>> 

>> Hope all’s well. 
>> See you soon, I hope{ 
>> 

>> Sophie 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> spaez wrote: 
>>> I xvould love to do dinner...but I can’t this Saturday - should we try to 
>>> figure out other dates/times? 

>>> S 

>>> On 1/7/10 4:20 PM, "Dcbby Stroman" <dstroman@err~ail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Great seeing you today Sophie{ Attached find a helpful doc I use to start 
>>>> offthe semester and to demonstrate my concern for each one of them. :) 

>>>> Saturday NFL games are at 4:30 and 8:00. :) 
>>>> 

>>>> I hope we can get together to kick off the semester...if only for a short 
>>>> tnne{ 

>>>> d 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919843.0336 

>>>> Ntp ://www.unc. edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 
>>>> Happy New- Year{ Share a smile. 

>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are al~vays the same size from birth, but our 
>>>> nose and ears never stop growing. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Sophie Trawalter [maiko:trawaltSa)email uric edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thursday, Janua~-07, 2010 4:14 PM 
>>>> To: spaez 
>>>> Cc: Debby Stroman; sa@een-ickson@med.unc.edu 
>>>> Subject: Re: [Fwd: REMIiX~)ER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Learning - 
>>>> Thursday, January 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 

>>>> Hello ladies, 

>>>> I’d love to get together. How about Saturday dinner at 6 or 7? I’m 
>>>> happy to host and cook dinner (or, we can go out) Might be nice to 
>>>> start the new term with a celebratoW dinner, no? We can even have the 
>>>> game on if it’s still going (Debby{). Let me know what you think 



>>>> Sophie 

>>>>> Happy 2010 ladies - excited to get caught up as well! I will not be there 
>>>>> Thursday, but would love to schedule lunch with you both next week - Mort, 
>>>>> Tue, and Wed of next week work 

>>>>> Sadye 

>>>>> On 1/5/10 4:52 PM. "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> HNY! I will be there on Thtasday. 

>>>>>> I teach MWF at 11:00. I will be in ATL Tuesday - Thursday next week 
>>>> though 
>>>>>> for a NCAA Convention. 

>>>>>> Can’t wait to get caught up... 

>>>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>>> l~lxIC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 

>>>>>> 919.8430336 
>>>>>> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

>>>>>> Happy New Year’. Share a smile 

>>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
>>>>>> nose and ears never stop growing 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, Janua~z 05, 2010 4:31 PM 
>>>>>> To: sadyeemckson@med.u~ac edu; Deborah Stroman 
>>>>>> Subject: [Fwd: REMINDER: Winter Symposium on Teaching and Learning - 
>>>>>> Thursday, Janual7 7, 2010 at 9:30 AM] 

>>>>>> Hello ladies, 

>>>> rm 
>>>>>> still in denial about Spring term starting up next week 

>>>>>> Are you going to this teaching symposium on Thursday? I~ sounds really 
>>>>>> valuable. I think there’s still room if you’d like to sign up No 
>>>>>> pressure. Just hoping at least one of you will be there :) 

>>>>>> Either way, I’d love to see you soon--coffee, lunch, dinner? I start 
>>>>>> teaching next week (Tuesday and Thursdays from 9:30am to 10:45am and from 
>>>>>> 5pro to 6:15pm) so I can meet whenever’s convenient for y’all on Mi)ndays, 
>>>>>> Wednesdays, or Fridays. Lunch on any given Tuesday or Thursday would 

>>>>>> too What say you?[ 

>7.>>>> Hope all is well~ 

>>>>>> Sophie 

>>>>> Sadye Paez En-ickson, PT, PhD 
>>>>> Assistant Professor 
>>>7.> Division of Physical Therapy 
>>>>> Department of Allied Health Sciences 
>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>7.>>> CB #7135, Bondurant }{all 
>>7.>7. 919 843 8(~%7 
>7.>7.> Fax: 919.966-3678 
>>>>> http ://www.med.unc. eduiahs/ptrfsical 



>>> Sadye Paez [~rrickson, PT, Phi) 
>>> Assistant Professor 
>>> Division of Physical Therapy 
>>> Department of Allied Health Sciences 
>>> UNC at Chapel tli[1 
>>> CB//7135, Bondurant Hail 
>>> 919.843.8647 
>>> Fax: 919966-3678 
>>> http://www, med. unc. edu/ahs/ph~,~sic al 

Sa@e Paez Errickson, PT, PktD 
Assistant Professor 
Division of Physical Therapy 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
l~2XIC at C’hapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 
919.843.8647 
Fax: 919.966-3678 
htt~:i/www.med.unc.edu/ahs/l~hvsical 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu:, 

Sunday, Januao, 10, 2010 5:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Happy New Year Greetings 

Here’s the reception info: 

When: Wednesday, Janua~’ 13, 2010 
7:00- 11:00 p.m 

Where: blontreal Vancouver Room 
located on the Embassy Hall Level of the I~temational Tower 
Hyatt Regency Atlanta 
265 Peachtree St 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

See you tomorro~v for the first day of the semester! 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Stmth Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Thanks! Put me on the Wednesday invite list! 
> 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Happy New Year! Share a smile. 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
> nose and ears never stop growing. 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, January 08, 2010 6:36 PM 
> To: shosharma.engel@aya.yale.edu; trevor.gorman@dartrnouth.edu; 
> ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu; mcglaughona@cofc.edu; kschaff@uncaa.unc.edu; 
> sstoute@princeton.edu; awilliams@mxcaa.unc, edu; @gmail. com; 

> acoolw@uncaa.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; 
> @hotmail.com; howellja@uncw.edu; @bellsouth.net; 
> @yahoo.corn; orobert@uncaa.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 
> ~aol.com; @email.unc.edu; ~)gmail. corn; 
> @gmail. corn; @ email, unc. edu; @yahoo. ca; 
> @ahoo.com; ~email.unc.edu; jacoll3@wfu.edu; 
> ~email.unc.edu; km6@athletics.wisc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 
> dstroman@email.mxc, edu 
> Subject: Happy New Year Greetings 
> 

> Happy New Yeart 
> 

> I wanted to start the year out right by checking in and seeing what our 
> distinguished alunmi are up to! \:V2xencver you have a moment, please send 
> me a note with an update. My email is sportlaw@unc.edu or you can add 
> me as a friend on Facebook. 
> 

> I also wanted to update you on my- latest endeavor. I have been working 
> Of Co~xsel for Ice Miller, a law finn out of Indianapolis, since 
> Septeraber. Of Co~xsel is legal language for "consultant" and this is a 
> part-time position in the College Sports Practice group at Ice ivliller 
> Ice Miller (named for HarlT Ice and Merle Miller - I know it sounds 
> like a beer) is one of the largest firms in Indianapolis and one of only 
> a few major law firms that has a college sports practice group. The 
> group has an excellent reputation for providing counsel and support for 
> athletics programs that are being investigated for NCAA major 
> violations We also conduct compliance reviews, negotiate contracts, 
> and provide a varie~z of other selwices If you are interested, the 
> link to the College Sports Practice Group is 

> http://www.icemiller.com/service detail/mainindustlTid/9/id/244/indexaspx. 
> My page is http:/i~vv,~v.icemiller.com/searches/peopleaspx?id 2301 
> 
> It is a perfect fit for me al’~d our graduate program - a win-win 



> situation. I get to exercise my legal muscles and work on relevant 
> legal issues impacting college athletics programs. The students in our 
> program benefit from insight into the most current legal issues as well 
> as an increased network of potential employers I’ve come up with 
> dozens of new ideas fi~r those legal research papers and theses! This 
> position also provides me with the resources to attend the NCAA and 
> NACDA convemions - so please let me know if you will be attending. I 
> will be in Atlanta for the upcoming convention fi-om Tuesday through 
> Thursday. Alumnus Dr Rob Zullo and I will be making a presentation on 
> gender equi~ and outsourced marketing at the Scholarly Colloquium. I 
> will also be making a solo presentation regarding tax exemptions and 
> college sport. Ice Miller is hosting a reception on Wednesday- cvening, 
> so please let me know if you are interested in attending (it is an 
> invitation only event requiring a RSVP). 
> 

> I look fol~Vald to hearing from you (either by- email or at the 
> convention). Kyou are even in Chapel Hill (or nearby), please let me 
> know. The graduate students always benefit frora meeting our alumni. 
> And, if your athletics program finds itself in hot water, or needs 
> expertise in Title LX, a compliance review, strategic planning, contract 
> negotiations or any other legal issue, I hope that you will contact me 
> as welh 
> 

> Wishing you health and happiness in the New Year, 
> Barbara 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate and International Admissions Center <gradref@auslin.utexas.edn> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 2:29 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UT Austin has received your recommendation for 

Dear Deborah Stroman: 

Your online recommendation for has been received by UT Austin There is no need to fax or mail a cop?- of the recommendation to the university 

Please print a copy of this e-mail for your records. 

Thank you for taking the time to submit a recommendation on behalf of our applicant 

Sincerely, 
The University of Texas at Austin 

PLEASE DO NOT RFPL Y TO THIS MESSAGE OR SEND AN E-ivIAIL DIRECTLY TO THIS E-MA~L ADDRESS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Help Desk <hell@collegenet.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 3:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your recommendation has been successfully submitted! 

Dear Deborah Stroman, 

Your Recormnendation has been received for 

Thank yo~ for your ir~formation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

re£help~)~anderbilt.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 3:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sauls, Robyn <srobyn@email. unc.edu> 

Confirmation - Reco~nmendation Received 

Dear Deborah Stroman, 

Thank you for submitting your online recormnendation on behalf of 
who is applying for admission to the in 

program at Vanderbilt University. This email 
confirms that your evaluation of this applicant was successfully received 
in our system and added to the applicant’s record. 

If you have an?’ questions regarding this matter, please send your inquiry 
to the following email address: 

ref.help@vanderbilt.edu 

We appreciate your assistance with this important process 

Sincerely, 

Dennis (3. Hall, Ph.D. 
Vice Provost for Research 
and Dean of the Graduate School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Goodmon <jim.goodmon@leadershiptriangle.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 11, 2010 4:39 PM 

Jim Goodmon @m.goodmon@leadershiptriangle.com> 

Nominate! 2010 Goodmon Awards 

The Leadership Triangle Board of Directors 

cordially invite you to participate in the 

Call for Nominations for the 
2010 Goodmon Awards 

5 Categories for Regional Leadership 

oresented by 

Leadership Triangle 

Monday, April12,2010 
Durham Performing Arts Center 
5:30 to 8:30 pm 

Please click here for the nomination form 
Deadline to submit a nomination is 
Tuesday, February 23, 2010 

Call 919-433-1577 for a Corporate Package before March 12, 2010 

Leadership Triangle expresses 
special appreciation for support 
from our sponsors 

Please click here for past winners 



From: john@joh~unccann.net 

Sent: Monday, Janua~~ 11, 2010 4:59 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Rest 

I’m preparing to write a piece for ,_~,~_:__w_:2_e__E_s___o_&a__[$_r__a__[&ej2~9__d__a__~_:_c___o__r_n_., The topic is rest. Let me get some insight from you for the article. Please answer the questions below, or I can call 

you if that works better for you: 

-For those who insist on working out everyday for peace of mind or just the routine of it, what are some concerns? 

-What happens to the body without proper rest? 

-Define proper rest. 

-What about the theory of working out everyday is fine as long as you’re working different body parts? 

-For those looking to stay slim and who aren’t lifting heavy weights, are they OK working out every day? 

-Can someone lift heavy every day as long as they’re working different body parts? 

-Even for those lifting lighter weights and just getting in some reasonable cardio, does it somehow damage or otherwise negatively alter the psyche to workout every single day? 

-Is there any advantage or disadvantage of breaking up a workout into, say, ~O-minute increments throughout the day? 

-How would you like your name to appear in the article? 

-How should I identify you? 

-How many years have you been dealing with exercise science? 

Thanks for your time-John McCann 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pattillo, Galy N <pattillo@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:17 AM 

Sandoval, Jose Miguel <ui~ms@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah Lylm <dstro@unc.edu-~; Blackburn, Troy <troyb@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [ICPSR] NCAA Student-Athlete Expe6ences Data Archive 

All, 

I am guessing you already know- about this, but just in case, this may be 
interesting. 

Cheers, 
Ga~ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [ICPSR] NCAA Student-Athlete Experiences Data Archive 
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 09:37:25 -05(~0 
From: Robbin Gonzalez <rpgonzal@umich.edu> 
To: <icpsr-announce@icpsr.umich edu> 

The ICPSR is pleased to amaounce the public availability of the 
Student-Athlete Experiences Data Archive 
<http://v,~vwicpsr.umichedu/icpsr~veb/NCAAi> tlcom the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) 

’]7he NCAA cullects a wealth uf data frum its member institutions and 
their student-athletes The Student-Athlete Experiences Data Archive 
includes user-friendly data cullections related to graduatiun rates; 
team-level Academic Prugress Rates in Divisiun I; and individual-level 
data un the experiences of current and former student-athletes li’um the 
NCAA’s Growth, Oppurtunities, Aspirations and Learning of Students in 
college sturdy (GOALS), and the Study of Cullege Outcomes and Recent 
Experiences (SCORE). In the long run, the NCAA expects tu fulluw this 
initial release with the publication of as much data as possible from 
its archives. 

These data represent a valuable source of infurmatiun for addressing a 
variety uf issues related to both intercullegiate athletics and higher 
educatiun generally. These data are collected to help answer research 
questiuns pused by college presidents, athletics personnel, faculty, 
student-athlete gruups, the media, researchers and others in the higher 
education cummunity and to assist in the develupment ufnationa[ 
athletics policies. 

The NCAA Divisiun I Academic Prugress Rate, 2009 
<http://www.icpsrumich.edu/icpsrweb/NCAA/studiesi26801 > data are the 
first to be released Team level academic performances can be ubtained 
by division, by cunference, and by schuoh 

Gary- N. Pattillo 
Reference Librarian 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3922, Davis Library Phone: 919-962-1151 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 email: gaty@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Smith <~Villiam.Smith@utah.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 13, 2010 8:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA Convention 

Hi Deborah, 

I’m sending this email so you have my email. 

William 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Smith <~Villiam.Smith@utah.edu~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 13, 2010 11:27 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

My contact inlb 

Hi Deborah, 

I jnst wanted to make sure you had my complete contact information. It as great meeting you tonight. 

Let’s s~y in touch. 

Take care, 
Wil~am 

\Villiam A. Smith, Ph.D., 
Special Assislant to the President & NC,4A Faculty Athletics Representutive 

Associate Dean for Diversity, Access, dc Equity, College of Education 

Associate Professor, Department of E~h~ca¢ion, Culture, & Society 

Associate Professor, Ethnic Studies P~wgram (/lfiqcan American Studies division) 

University of Utah 

College of Education .-~1705 E. Campus Cemer Drive, MBH #225 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-9251 

(801) 581-8221 or 587-7809 

(801) 581-5223-fax 
o~ell 

Go Utah!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 8:03 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

100 1317 

100_1317 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

w~’cw.dstro ma n.com 

wvw~. livewell 10. corn 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, January 15, 2010 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

[carolina firsts] Thank You! 

Thank you to those of you who were able to attend the event yesterday to celebrate Carolina Firsts! 

If you were unable to attend, visit our website and watch the videos: 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Please share this website with your friends and colleagues to help us support and share the stories of first generation college students in our 
community. 

ReM about Caxolina Firsts in today’s Daily Tar Heel: http://snipurl.com/u3cgp 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

UNC News Release 
For immediate use: Monday, Jan. 11, 2010 

Initiatives celebrate success of first-generation college students 

CHAPEL HILL - Ron Bilbao was born and raised in Miami to immigrant parems from Venezuela and Colombia. Now a senior at the Universi~ of North Carolina at 

Chapel ttill, he is the first person in his thmily to head down the path to college graduation. 

"My father had m actually drop out of college when he was younger m go to work~ but [my parents] knew the vaJue of an education and wanted to pass that on to their 

kids," said Bilbao. 
About 20 percent of undergraduates who entered Carolina in fall 2009 are first-generation college students like Bilbao. 

A Jan. 14 event will celebrate the success of these students and launch a new Web site, student organization and graduation recognition initiatives. The event will be at 

4 p.m. atthe George Watts Hill Alumni Center. 

"Nationa]ly the number of firsl-generation college students attending universities is on the rise," said Cynthia Demetriou, retention coordinator in the Oflfice of 

Undergraduate Education in UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. "The goal of these new initiatives is to help reta~n first-generation students by further integrating them 

into the academic and social culture oftbe Universi~. They contribute to the great diversity, cultural and intellectual life of our undergraduate community." 

The Web site (http:iifirs~genemtion~unc.edu) features video interviews with first- generation students including Bilbao as well as alumni; information about the new 

Carolina Firsls student organization; a student blog; a photo gallery; tips for success; support services for students; and more. 

"We wanted to create one central location to share resources that are available to first-generation students," Demetriou said. 

A new initiative beginning in May will recognize graduating first-generation college students with a pin that says "Carolina Firsts," as well as a celebratoW breakfast the 

Saturday before commencement. 

In April, for the second year, the Ottice of Undergraduate Admissions will hold an event tbr first-generation students who have been admitted tbr fail 2010. This event 

is made V~ssible through a grant from the Triad Foundation. 

Bilbao is a Carolina Covenant Scholar. Not all Covenant Scholars are first-generation college students, but many are. 

Under the Covenant, Carolina meets the full need of undergraduates who apply on time and qualif)~ for need-based aid, with financial aid packages tnade up of ha, o- 

thirds grants and scholarships and one-third loans and work-study. QuaJified low-income undergraduates who enter as Carolina Covenant Scholars can graduate debt- 

tree through aid l~ckages of grants and work study, but not loans. 

Junior Sophia Nicholson of Mooresville is another first-generation college student featured in the new videos. Her room grew up in Korea and was very committed to 

education, but by the time she slarted high school, she had to drop out and start taking care of her family. 

"She wanted me to experience life and to experience the world and to be successful," Nicholson said. "The real joy of being at Carolina is appreciating how diverse it 

is. The opportunib’ is there .... You should seize it’." 

Note: Demetriou can be reached at (919) 843-5015, cyndem(tbenaail.unc.edu; Bilbao, at (919) 923-7288, ronbilbao,~;tmc.edu; Nicholson, at (704) 682-8054, 

phinicholson(/~ anc.edu. 

College of Arts and Sciences contact: Kim Spurt, (919) 962-4093, sptmk@email.anc.edu 

News Services contact: LJ Toler, (919) 962-8589 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaol.com 

Friday, January 15, 2010 9:25 AlVl 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

My tbnner intern 

Doc: 

It was good seeing you this week. 
One of my former interns, 

Thanks 
Jeff 
Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

is looking at grad school. I have passed your email address along to her Any help you can give will be appreciated! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol,com 

Friday, January 15, 2010 9:35 AlVl 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: My tbrmer intern 

Yes. I will follo~v up regarding the student t~veeting during tourney games. 

Thanks 
Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:            @aol.com 
Su~iect: RE: My former intern 
Sent: Jan 15, 2010 9:29 AM 

Thanks! I enjoyed our chat and time spent I will be in touch regarding the 
tournament too. 

Hugs, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Happy New Year! Share a smile 

Weekly Weird Fact: Almonds are a member of the peach family. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com 
Sent: [~’riday, Januap), 15, 2010 9:25 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: My former intern 

~aol.com] 

Doc: 

It was good seeing you this ~veek 
One of my ]briner interns, is looking at grad school I 
have passed your email address along to her. Any help you can give will be 
appreciated[ 

Thanks 
Jeff 
Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:06 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Update 

Attach: 

Hi Dr. Stroman! ! 

I will be returning to campus on the     to resume classes. Also, I spoke 
with            today about the CIAA. He told me to let you know that I 
will be going to help out this year as well. I’m assuming you two have 
spoken and he’s fine with allowing other members from our club to help out 
too I’m so excited, it will be a great experience ]2~r everyone. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C]ass of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 18, 2010 1:41 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

@email. unc.edu>; ~emaJl. unc.edu>; 
~kena~n-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc 

~)email.unc.edu:>;                      @e~naJl.unc.edu>; 

RE: Ch~xlotte Bobcats trip 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks [’or your note      At some point (veW soon), we need to extend our sincere "thanks" to these professionals who believe in you. That is, their financial investment in the Club 
during the recession is very, very much appreciated        is sending cards to them but you need to consider additional ways to say "thanks" before your 2009-10 leadership year ~s over. 

Go IIeeis, 
[Deborah Stroman. Ph.D.. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
tIappy New Year! Share a smile. 

Weekly Weird Fact: If you keep a goldfish in the dark room, it will eventually turn white. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2010 3:21 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: @email.unc.edu; 
Subject: Re: Charlotte Bobcats trip 

’Dr Stroman’; 

I am definitely excited for the Bobcats trip and will be able to attend. 
Please count me in~ Glad to hear that funds were secured. Let me know 
how I may be of assistance with the trip. Thanks guyst 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Great News! I just secured the funds for the transportation to the Bobcats game. 
> 

> call me asap to discuss the strategy to secure ’x’ # of students to fill the bus. I left a vmsg with the Bobcats contact person to contact me so we may finalize the ticket price 
including the gift/food bag. 
> 

> Let’s make this a super trip! 
> 

> Are all leaders okay with this decision? Will you attend’.’ 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> Happy New Year! Share a smile. 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Almonds are a member of the peach family. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                  @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2010 8:35 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Deborah Stroman; .~email.unc.edu; 
> Subject: Charlotte Bobcats trip 
> 

> 

> Hello all, 
> 

> I do not thilS: will be able to help us out on such a short notice, 
> but what I propose is that we reschedule the trip to a later date that 
> allows us more time to plan and get all the necessary information out to 
> club members so the?- can plan accordingly 
> 

> I researched and found out the February 6th is a Saturday with no 
> basketball games scheduled and there is a home Bobcats game vs the New 
> Orleans Hornets. [ feel that this will give everyone involved the 
> necessary time to make sure things are done in the proper manner 
> 

> I will see you all tomorrow. 
> 

> 

> 

Dr Stroman; 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu~ 

Monday, January 18, 2010 11:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Fwd: Program Plan 

t¥ogran~ Plan.Insg 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is the Ph.D. progrmn plan I sent to my advisor and rationale for coursework....does this look sufficient to you?? I know we had discussed before but this is a final 

draft. 

I mn submitting a paper to the CSRI competition. Dr Jackson is writing my letter tbr application before the Feb. deadline. I will plan to attend!! Look fi)rward to seeing 

you then!! 

Thanks and have a great week!!!! First week back to classes here. 

Kris~tina 

Kfistina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 

Ph.D. Student 

Dept. of Educalional Leadership and Policy Analysis 
Teaching Assistant 

Department of Kinesiology 

University of Wiseonsin- Madison 

kn~neissen@wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melissa Johnson <melissa.johnson@elvetsuitemarketing.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 9:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow UP from Melissa Dawn Johnson - Persona] Branding 

Good Inoming Dr. Stroman: 

It was great to meet you at my branding s~ssion at the 2010 NCAA Convention. 

I love what you are doing and look forward to seeing how we can add value to each other’s businesses. 

Lel~s keep the discussion going! 

Have a brandtastic week! 

Best, 

Melissa 

Melissa Dawn Johnson 

Presidem 

Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group, Inc. 

3348 Peachtree Rd 

Suite 700 

Atlmata, GA 30326 

404.806.8214 - O 

-C 
w~v.velvetsuite.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, January. 19, 2010 10:35 AM 

@email.unc.edu:~; 
~email.unc.e&~; 

@eraail.unc.edu>; 

Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: gleat news regoxding bus for choxlotte 

~email.unc.edu-~; 

~email. unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

~emaJl.nnc.edu~; 

@email.unc.e&t>; Stroma~, Deborah 

Super news That is the way to be proactive and "shop" and negotiate 
for a better contract. 

please send a note out letting members know that we now have room for 
[’our more. (At last count the seats have gone very fast after the initial 
announcement. I think we only have room for 6 ~4 more anyway) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo*ver 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Happy New Year! Share a smile. 

Weekly Weird Fact: If you keep a goldfish in the dark room, it will 
eventually turn white. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesda,v, Janua~ 19, 2010 8:32 AM 
To: 

Dr. Stroman 
Subject: great nexvs regarding bus for charlotte 

so i called Horton Transit xvhich is chapel hill based, at they can give 
us the bust for ahnost $100 cheaper than holiday tours and we have a 35 
passenger bus. So that’s 4 more seats[ Also, it doesn’t matter what 
time we leave Charlotte, so we can hangout downtown for an hour after 
the game if we want :). We will pay the driver on Saturday. The?" are 
going to pick up at the bus lot at the Friday- Center and he wants to 
leave at noon. So I xvon’t have computer access for the rest of the day, 
so if someone xvants to send an email to the club members saying xve have 
extra seats on the bus so if they still want to go let me know[ 

also, he xvill be sending me the contract via email today. And I will get 
it back to him today-. 

The trip just got better!!! 

Have a great day :) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brinsor~ Leslie C <les@NCCU.EDU> 

Tuesday, January 19, 2010 12:41 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Mackey, Claudie J’ <cjmackey@mail.ecsu.edtr~; Wicker, Ingrid L <iwicker@NCCU.EDU> 

HBCU a~d NCAA: A Plea for Relevant Research by African-American Reseaxchers with Afric~-A~neric~ Student Athletes 

TO: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 
Sport Administration Faculty, UNC-CH 

Deborah: 
RE: H BCU and NCAA: A Cry for Relevant Research by African-American Researchers on African-American Student-Athletes 
This is a follow up of our brief conversation at the 2010 NCAA Atlanta Convention regarding the above subject and how we can begin to contribute to the much 
needed solution. I really appreciate your interest in this matter as a resourceful partner and faculty at a major research institution, UNC-CH. We all knowthe 
important resource and political realities. 
Without parsing the details and speculations on the reasons, etc. I think we can all agree that the raw numbers generated by NCAA research staff on the 
astonishing lack academic success (APR, etc) of African-American student-athletes (particularly males) is both real and dismal and will not and cannot be 
continued. In sum, the situation cries out for new solutions, perspectives and experiments. 
Accordingly, when we talked, I agreed to begin to address this by assembling a few African-American research/faculty/friends/academic-type athletic leaders in 
the State and nation with known interest, skill and knowledge in this area. The hope, then, is that we could (1) begin a conversation on this (2) develop a plan, 
via research and\or intervention that would mitigate some of the problem, and most importantly, (3) locate funding via NCAA, US Office of Education, etc. to 
support our plan. Regardless of who is the PI, the resources would be distributed by formula to all the participants and each would benefit proportionate to 
participation levels 
As far as I am concerned, this is the most strategic way possible to contribute to the solution to this long term, gnawing problem for which we all have an 
investment. For sure, we are talking long term. All of the short term solutions (luck, hope, "let’s send them to summer school before matriculating" and \or "let’s 
look the other way") have been used up. We need a plan guided by data that we know to be relevant and workable with the target population. 
Now, Deborah, is this something that you can resonate with and participate in. If so, I will get the ball rolling 

Les Brinson, Ph.D. 
Professor, Former Chair of Psychology 
and FAR 
NCCU 

919\530-5166 
PS: 
With some luck, Dr. Mackey, a master grants person and FAR, will invite us to ESU for our first meeting!! We can always decline and invite him to the RTP. He is 
a nice fellow. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 19, 2010 4:33 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Hapw New Year! 

Hi        I hope all is going well for you, Let’s connect soon so I may get an update on your schedule and activities, © 

Send me an email with your availability, I teach MWF at 11:00, 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HiJl, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

hrc[~://www.unc.edu/dq~ts/exercise/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. ~ often ask myse@ "W,~ot did ! come here to learn, and whet did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 10:28 AIVI 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

CertiI}i Requirement 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am trying to apply for a graduate school desk at Davis Library. In order to get the desk, I need either a signature or email from an advisor or professor from the 

program confirming the following information: 

Could you please certify the aforementioned information by ’replying to all’ to this email with a YES so the director of the library can grant me a desk. 

Preemptive thanks. 

Best, 

Universitv of North Carolina 

@unc.edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Macken, Kristine <KMacken@MahoganyRunGol£Com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 20, 2010 9:21 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Hey Deborah, yeah how bout our purple??? Next game will be a tough one but hey maybe this could finally be our year. I apologize that you never received any information 
from my team, I had asked a colleague to follow up with you. I am out of the office tomorrow am but will get in touch in the afternoon. In the meantime hope all is well and go 
vikes!!! 
Kristine Macken 
General Manager 
Mahogany Run Golf Course 
St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands 
340-777-6250 ext. 3 
w~v.maho.qanvrm~golf.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, .lanuary 20, 2010 6:17 PM 
To: Macken, Kristine 
Cc: Deborah Stroman Ph.D., CLU 
Subject: Contact 
~’mportance: High 

}tow ’bout dem Vikings’.! 

As per my vmsg, I am not sure you received nay previous message. 

We are coming to town on October 26th by way of a cruise ship. We will have .-~ 32 golfers a~d 24 for a clinic. 

Let’s chat! 

Thanks. 

CoiNnued success, 
debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Admmistratior~ Facuhy e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma _Alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Society) 
4 Smi*h Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9I%843.0336 
dst~o~mc.edu 
ht* ~.’fwww un~.edu/de ~ts/’exe~c se/slp~ rt adn fin str ~ti~ 

kl/e are all studems and teachers. / qfien ask ~Vse~[, "~Vhat did / come here to learn, and what did / come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Smith <William.Smith@utah.edu> 

Thursday, January, 21, 2010 1:32 AM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Fri~ Polite <t~olite@utk.edu>; Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Kenneth Ferguson 

<FergusonK@umkc.edu> 

Re: The Esleemed Team! NCAA Convention 

Now that is a great group. The "Black Pack’". 

On 1/15/10 5:48 PM, "Deborah Stroman" ~<lstroman~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I enjoyed our t:eltowship and hearty discussion. 

Be blessed and stay encouraged! 

Hope to see you all in April on the Hill! 

Oue Love, 
debb3 
Deborah S;roman, PITS), CLU 

919,843,0336 
h~:J~-w.uuc .edu/&pts/exemise/s~ admimsgafion 
I-lapp~ New geaH Share a smile, 

Week& Weird Fr~ct: AfmonrZs are. o member o,f the peach 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 8:03 AN 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: I00_1317 

100_1317 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

~tww.dstroman.com < http://,~tcw.dst ro ma n. co m> 

vwm.livewelll 0corn <http:flwww.livewelll 0.corn> 

8886688403 

Inibrmation ficom ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of vires signature database 4776 (20100115) 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 



http:i/w~,.e~t.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harmer, Snsan <shanner@mahoganyrungolf.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 21, 2010 11:58 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn -<dstro@unc.edu> 

Hazmer, Susa~ <sharme~mahoga~yrungol£com> 

I~NV: Golfers - Oct. 26, 2010 

Hi Debby - 
Kris forwarded your email to me regarding your group in October. I remember your last visit quite well - 
you were all a breath of fresh air - happy, happy golfers on a rather rainy day if I recall correctly. 
Needless to say we’d love to welcome you back again! 

You’ll need to be in direct contact with our Assistant Pro, Veronica Rollins (vroNns@mahoganyrungoolf.com) 
regarding the clinic. She’s great and you’ll find working with her very easy I’m sure. 
We’re willing to offer you a discount for golf and clubs - $135.00/player for greens and cart fee; $35.00/set for 
clubs (usually $150 & $45 respectively). We will also require a $5/player gratuity. Payment in full should be 
received 30 days prior to play. 
Please let me know what ship you’ll be arriving on and your preferred tee time. I look forward to hearing from 

you. 
We’ve got our fingers crossed that the Vikings prevail to the end! 
Warm regards, 
Susan 
..... Original Message ..... 
From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 20, 2010 6:17 PM 

To; Macken, Kristine 
~2c; Deborah Stroman Ph.D., CLU 
Subject: Contact 
l"mportance: High 

How ’bout dem Vikings!’. 
As per my vmsg, I mn not sure you received my previous message. 

We are coming to town on October 26th by way of a cruise ship. We will have ~-~ 32 golfers and 24 lbr a clinic. 
Let’s chat! 
Tha~ks. 
Continued success, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ht’q~:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/sport administration 

,~ e are all xtudentx and teachers. I q/~en ax/c myse~[," "}I/hat did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: My Resume 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for speaking highly of me to Ms. Bratcher. I talked to her today and 
told her that you called on my behalf about an interview for an internship 
position. She told me that all resumes and requests for interviews would 
be done by email It says that the?’ were accepting resumes through 

which is tomorrow. I am going to send the resume today as ~vell as 
what positions I ~vould like to apply for(which I will list below). She also 
said that the internships offered were available online and to let USA 
Baseball kno~v in my email with my resume which internship position(s) I 
would like to interview for. It also says they might be paid and I don’t 
know how that would conflict with the EE requirement for credit, rm 
assuming these would be questions that we would go over in our meeting 
I’ve looked over the internships offered and found quite a few that I ~vould 
definitely be interested in interviewing for Per the website( which I 

will link below), I would like to interview :[’or Positions 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 
and 11. I don’t know if the given internship would differ for the course 
credit. I know you are really bust’ getting back in the swing of things for 
the semester, but any free time you have even for 5-10 minutes would be 
great so some of my questions can be answered. Tomorrow, I have class from 
9-12 but any other time before or after I can meet. Look forward to 
hearing back from you and thanks so much 12~r all your help in the last few 
days. 
Here is the link I mentioned above: 
http ://web.usabaseball.c om/about/employment .i sp#q &a 

P.S. Go Vikings this weekend! (I’m rooting lbr them since the lbrmer Gator 
and current Offensive Rookie of the Year,Percy tlarvin, is a viking) 

On Wed,           17:58:28 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks     Please call k/Is. Bratcher for an interview. Send her your 
resume. I spoke highly of you so do well and keep me posted. :) 

Call me if questions. 

Ashley Bratcher 
Director, Operations & Women’s National Team 
USA BASEBALL 
403 Blackwell St. 
Durham, b,-C 27701 
Work: (919)474-8721 x219 
Fax: (919) 474-8822 
ashleybratcher@usabaseball, corn 
www.usabaseball.com 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Happy- New Year! Share a smile. 

Weekly Weird Fact: If you keep a goldfish in the dark room, it will 
eventually turn white. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:26 PM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: My Resume 

Dr Stroman, 

This is a copy of my restune as you requested. Look fbr~vard to our meeting 
in the coming days. 

Thanks again, 





Social edia is more than a fad 

It is expanding our world 



Number of unique visitors every month, 
collectively 

They have been around for a combined 200 years. 



Number of unique visitors 
collectively 

every month, 

They didn’t exist 7 years ago. 



Years to reach 50 million 

Added 10~s~~ion users 

9 



if Facebook were a country 

1. CHINA 
2. INDIA 

3. FACEE~OOK 
4. UNITED STATES 
5. INDONESIA 
6. BRAZIL 
7. PAKISTAN 
8. BANGLADESH 

It would be 
the 3rd largest 
in the world 





1 out of couples married in the 
.S. last year met via social media 



There are as 
many iPhone 

users 

55 and older 
as there are 13-24 



There are 20 million 
people using Twitter in 

the U.S. 

80% of that usage is on mobile evices 



What,s happening? 

More than 400 messages a minute were sent during the Oscars. 

.......... up~a!e .............. 



0% of companies are 
using Linkedln as their 

primary tool to find 
employees 



In the time it took you to read this sentence 

8,000 videos were viewed on 

You 



There are 36,000 searches on     every 
Google / " .... ~ ’ : !/ ~’ :~ ~: ..... 



By the time 
college, they 

established 

students get to 
already have an 
digital identity 

So, in 2009 Boston 
College stopped 
distributing e-mail 
addresses to incoming 
freshmen. 



35% of 
book sales 

O!1 

Amazon 
are for 
Kindle 



Social Media has 
accelerated a fundamental 

shi~:t in the way we 
communicate. 

Just ask 
newspaper 
owners 





Ass~iated P~s 

Social Media Has; ’Central Role m Our 
Newsgathenng,. S, ay~ AP Manager 



There are more than 
200 Million blogs 



More than t.5 million pieces of content 
are shared on Facebook. 



25% of Americans sai they 
have watched a video 

in the past month 

hours a month 





Schools & conferences 
are hiring writers to tell 





if we abandon the principle that personal development through athletics 
participation and academic achievement are linked." 

~The Coaliti .... Intercollegiate Athletics ~ Academic Integrity in Intercollegiate Athletics. 

PHnciples, Rul ...... d Best Practices 

Are you looking for an innovative approach to meeting the educational, 
personal, and career development needs of your student athletes? PLATO 
Learning’s online instructional solutions can deliver impactful results that 
keep your students meeting their goals and maintaining athletic eligibility. 

¯ Anytime, anywhere access to instruction with Internet connection 
¯ Ideal complement to live tutoring program to provide increased 

individualized attention to improve basic skills and fill knowledge gaps 
= Reporting and tracking features to monitor and report progress 
= 5,000 hours of math, reading, writing, science, social studies, and life 

and career skills 
¯ Learning paths aligned to the Praxis II, Accuplacer, Compass, NET, 

and TEAS exams 

Register for We binar 
Join us for a live webinar to experience the interactivity and capabilities of 
our solutions, hear about our fall pricing promotions, and learn how we align 
to your program goals and needs. There is no cost to attend. 

[] Thursday, January 28, 2010 at 1:00 p.m. CST 
[] Re.~ister online to reserve your spot 
[] Or, contact me directly to schedule an individual session that fits your 

schedule 
Please feel free to contact me if you have any issues registering or logging 
in. 
Thank you for your time. I look forward to partnering with you to ensure the 
academic success of your student athletes. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:55 PM 

To: Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Con’tact 

Hi Dr. Stmman, 

Thank you for follomng up with me. I really do appreciate your genuine care and concern. I am now into my second semester in tim Athletics Administrafion Program 

at        This far, I have been able to meet the cha]lenges of school and family while maintaining just as much enthusiasm for the future. UNC track and field season is 

upon us, and I roll continue working as an official in the field events. I will stay in touch. Thanks again for all you do. 

--- On Wed, 1/6/11), Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emai~ unc. edn> wrote: 

F~om: Deborah Stmnmn ~a:lstmman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Contact 

To: ~y~l~oo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 5:49 PM 

tiNY’, ttow are you doing? Keep me posted on your lit~ ~ I care! © 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St:roru~n, Ph.D., CLU 

L~,IC Exercise ~nd Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha L~mbda (Leadership } tonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@~unc.edu 

http:,/ /’www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/sport administration 

~" are a,q xtua2,rtt, s" and teachers. I given axk myse/j. "~Thar did I come here ro lear,’t, and )vha~ did I come to reach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: My Resume 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. See you then 

On Thu,            15:16:56 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi I will be in my ofi~ice after class. -- 1:00 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> ttappy New Year! Share a smile. 
> 
> Weekly Weird Fact: If you keep a goldfish in the dark room, it will 
> eventually turn white. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~a)email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> SubJect: RE: My Resume 
> Importance: High 
> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> Thanks ~2~r speaking highly of me to Ms. Bratcher. I talked to her today 
and 
> told her that you called on my behalf about an intervi ew for an 
internship 
> posiuon She told me that all resumes and requests ]2~r intervtews would 
> be done by emaih It says that the?" were accepting resumes through 

which is tomorrow. I am going to send the resume today as well 
as 
> what positinns I would like to apply for(which I will list below). She 
also 
> said that the internships ofl;ered ~vere available online and to let USA 
> Baseball know in my email with my resume ~vhich internship position(s) I 
> would like to intervie~v for. It also says they might be paid and I don’t 
> know how- that would corNict ~vith the EE requirement for credit. I’m 
> assuming these would be questions that we would go over in our meeting 
> I’ve looked over the internships offered and found quite a few- that I 
would 
> definitely be interested in intet’,dewing for. Per the ~vebsite( which I 

> will link below), I ~vould like to interview for Positions 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 
> and 11. I don’t l~ow if the given internship would difl;er for the course 
> credit. I l~mw you are really busy getting back in the swing of things 
for 
> the semester, but any fiee time you have even for 5-10 minutes would be 
> great so some of my questions can be answered. Tomorrow, I have class 
from 
> 9-12 but any other time before or after I can meet. Look for~vard to 
> hearing back fiom you and thanks so much for all your help in the last 
few 

> days. 
> Here is the link I mentioned above: 
> http://web.usabasebalh comiaboutieraployment .j sp#q&a 
> 

> 

> 

> P.S. Go Vikings this ~veekend!(rm rooting for them since the former Gator 
> and cua~ent Offensive Rookie of the Year,Percy Harvin, is a viking) 
> 

> On Wed, 17:58:28 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> Thanks     Please call Ms Bratcher for an interview-. Send her your 
>> resume. I spoke highly of you so do well and keep me posted. :) 
>> 

>> Call me if questions. 
>> 

>> Ashley Bratcher 
>> Director, Operations & Women’s National Team 
>> USA BASEBALL 
>> 403 Blackwell St 
>> Durham, NC 27701 
>> Work: (919) 474-8721 x219 
>> Fax: @19) 474-8822 



>7 ashleybratcher@usabaseball corn 

>> www.usabaseball.com 
>> 

>> Go tleels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> Happy New Year! Share a smile. 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: If you keep a goldfish in the dark room, it will 
>> eventually tmn white. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: btknight [mailto :btknight(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:26 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: My Resume 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> This is a copy of my resume as you requested. Look forward to our 
meeting 
>> in the coraing days. 
>> 

>> Thanks again, 
>> 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 21, 2010 7:40 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: F~’;ss 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

For some reason I can’t get the blackboard drop site to work to post my E-Journal, and I wanted to make sure I had it in by 8 so I figured I would e-mail you it instead. Hope this is ok 

Thank you’. 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network Iicom my BlackBelTy® 



From: }oaldand.edu’- 

Sent: Monday-, 6:25 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah I#nn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: SBJ 

Attach: SBJ.docx 

Dr. Stroman 

I alx~logize for turning this in late. Here is a screen shot of my receipt for the SBJ because I forgot to print it out this morning. I will also bring a printed copy to class on 

Friday. Agai~ I apologize for the inconvm~ience. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, Februaw 1, 2010 5:20 PM 

The peess-fmaJling list <peess-t@listserc.unc.edu-~ 

[peess-f] Annnal Letter From Mr. Gates - Helping Teachers hnprove & Online [,earning 

’Tell me and I<11 forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I<11 understand." Chh~ese Proverb 

Go Meels, 

Deborah S~roman, t)h.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Adm~is~adon FaculV es 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena ?Opha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Eta, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0336 

dsuo @unc.e&~ 

We ere oil students and teachers. 

<1i> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</nl> 

peess-f as: <a hre~"ma]lto:dstroman@eina]l.unc.edu">dslroman@email.unc.edu-~’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema]l to <a h~’’m~]~to:~eave~26325277-9992594.d4e434~45d4b~97c867e66~5d5b8a2~@listserv.unc.edu’’>leave~26325277- 
9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 2, 2010 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Seminar class in the morning 

southall.vcf 

Shelley & Debby; 

As you may already been told,         has had to postpone his thesis 
proposal. I wanted to check to see if we could move up the leadership 
project in-class discussion or use the time to begin discussing the 
elements of leadership we had scheduled for later in the semester. I had 
a suspicion that he would not be ready, but officially heard from him 
this morning. 

Let me know and we can plan accordingly. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 
Coordinator- Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
919.962.6325 (fax) 
Email: southall@email.unc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administration Program 
http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administxation/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http://www.unc.edu/csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
http;//csri~liia.org 

* Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport http://www.csriconference.org 



"The greatest characteristic for a counselor is caring." 
= Dylan Capie, student, McMichael High School, Rockingham County, North Carolina 

2009 graduate Brian Woodard’s path to Carolina wasn’t typical - but it has opened doors 
not just for Brian but the hundreds of high school students he guides and mentors at 
Morehead and McMichael high schools in North Carolina’s Rockingham County. Brian is 
an advisor for the Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC), a national program based at 
UNC that helps first-generation, low-income and underrepresented high school students 
navigate the college application process. CCAC is just one tangible example of UNC’s 
commitment to public service. 

.~i View s Video ~:~ho,~¢=i-=g Ca~oiima’~ H~srt 
We hope you’ll take a few minutes to view 

o~r video hi--the o~t~t~ndin~ 

Thank you for your gi~ to Carolina, which 
enable UNC to provide an unparalleled 
experience for thousands of Tar Heels - and 
future ~llege studen~ - each and eve~ year. 
Your suppo~ ensures that Carolina fulfills i~ mission of teaching, research and public 
se~ice. 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 

This e-mail is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the Office of 
University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other issues at 

Carolina. If you have comments or questions, e-mail ~~ed~i, telephone 9199624388, or write to the Office of 
University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive future editions 

701403504 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawalt@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 7:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

trawalt.vcf 

Mornin’ Debby! 

Here’s the link for the grant information...I forgot to cut and paste it 
in last night’s email: 

http ://www. spssi.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.viewPage&pageId=482 

I think we’d have a good shot at the Grant-in-Aid. 

Sophie :) 

Sophie Trawalter wrote: 
> Hi D ebby! 
> 
> Work’s been crazy. Sorry for the slow (and short) reply! So...I didn’t 
> like Avatar :( 
> 

> I really wanted to but I couldn’t keep my mind off the allusions to 
> imperialism...it mined it for me.     enjoyed it a lot (though I think 
> I kind of mined his experiences with my outbursts). I’d love to hear 
> your perspective. I’m looking forward to it! Are you free any time 
> next week? 
> 
> Btw, the grant looks really promising. We should definitely talk. I’d 
> love to do a project together :) 
> 
> Hope all’s well with you. See you soon, I hope ! 
> (Any word from Sadye?) 
> 

> Sophie 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> How was Avatar???? J 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> FYI. Also, remember to send that information on the possible gmntfi�~ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> *_Black Masculinity_* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> It’s Clobbering Time! Comic Books and Creating the Idea of Black 
>> 
>> Masculinity 
>> 

>> Lecture by Randall Kenan 



>> 

>> *Monday, Feb. 22, 2010 Reception at 5 p.m. I Program at 5:45 p.m.* 
>> 
>> Wilson Special Collections Library 
>> 
>> Free and open to the public 
>> 
>> Information: Liza Terll, Friends of the Library, liza_terll@unc.edu 
>> <mailto:liza terll@~unc.edu>, (919) 
>> 

>> 962-4207 
>> 
>> Web: 
>> 
>> http ://www.lib.unc.edu/blo~s/news/index.php/2010/01/randall-kenan-lectur/ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Randall Kenan, associate professor of English at UNC, will discuss 
>> African 
>> 
>> American superheroes in the comic books he read as a youth, focusing on 
>> 
>> the way he viewed their presentation of both race and masculinity and 
>> 
>> their impact on his own writing. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 
>> Sport Administration Faculty - e~3 

>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 
>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 
>>/We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I 
>> come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Schwarz <Eric.Schwarz@saintleo.edu> 

Sunday, April 18, 2010 10:05 AM 

wgibson@highlyoint.edu; dickr@duq.edu; Aundrea.lyons@hamptonu.edu; Joel.cormier@nichols.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Matthew.garret@loras.edu; Staurows@ithaca.edu; hsiao@iup.edu; cmcglone@coastal.edu; dapierce@bsu.edu; 

Jeltieyj~etersen@baylor.edu; bcianfrone@gsu.edu; Keith.Stmdler@marist.edu; tarvew05@hpu.edu; ~gmail.com; 

Belton, Cameron <cbbel~on@elnail.unc.edu>; dolores.duffy@loras.edu; jyoung3@ithaca.edu; j .c.kamphaus@iup.edu; 

bdhoward@coastal.edu:          ~)aol.com; Anthony.bacarella@nichols.edu; richy truncaJe <richard.truncale@emaJ.saintleo.edu>; 

btmeadows@bsu.edu; Leeann Lower@baylor.edu;           ~)gmail.com        ~yahoo.com; k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu; 

Kaiflin.Deckerl@marist.edu; jallen3@nebrwesleym~.edu; rdavid@NebrWesleyan.eau 

Hancock, Kendra <khancock@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: CSRI C~se Study Competilion 

Reminder - your lO00-word case study res~)onse (excluding references) is due by 1~.:59pm £DT on Monday, Apd~ 19, 20~.0 (tomorrow night). Cases w~H not be 

accepted late, and wi~ result in disqualification from the compe~:~tion -hence ~ would sugge~d: getting your ca~e re%~onse ~n earlier, ~ w~l~ sent a (:on~rma~:~on ema~l 

o~: receipt. 

See you ~n ChapN H~H next week. 

Dr, Edc C, Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Bus~ness and Internatk)na~ 

School of Business 

SaWn[ Leo UNversky 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint Leo, F~orkla 33574 

(:)[rice Phone: I-3S2-,$88-7326 
Fax: I-,g52-588--8912 

F~m= Eric Schwarz 
Sent~ ~riday, April 09, 2010 8:58 AN 
Te= Eric Schwarz; ’wgibson@highpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’AundreaJyons@hamptonu.edu’; ’]oel.cormier@nichols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; 
’Na~hew.garre~@loras.edu’; ’S~urows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coas~l.edu’~ ’dapierce@bsu.edu’; ’Jeffrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bcianfrone@gsu.edu’; 
’Keith.Strudler@marist.edu’~ ’ta~e~g@hpu.edu’; ’ @gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.du~@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’; 
’j.c.kamphaus@iup.edu’; ’bdhoward@coas~l.edu’; @aol.com’; ’Anthony.bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; 
’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’; ~gma cam’; }yahoo cam’; ’k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Deckerl@marist.edu’; ’jallen3@nebrwesleyan.edu’; 
’rdavid@NebrWesleyan.edu’ 
¢~ ’Kendra Hancock’ 
Su~jeCt~ RE: CSRI Case Study Competition 
Impo~ancel High 

Attached is the case study for the 2010 CSR~ Case Study Cornpetit~on. Please 1:allow a~ d~rections and submit a~ de~N, eraMes by the deadlines ~isLed. 

Also attached ~s the presentation schedule for Wednesday n~ght, April 2t~t at Fetzer Hail on the UNC-Chape~ HH] campus. Kendra wN be forwarding you dh*ect~ons 

to get to the building next week. 

In add~tkm, please verify your four team members ~o Kendra ASAP, so we can confirm ~:he s~)el~r~g of each ~:eam member’s name, Her emaH is 

khancock@erna~l.unc.edu 

Dr. Schwarz 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professo~ of Sport Business 

Department of 5por~ Bushles~; a]id International Tourism 

School o~ Business 

Saint Leo University 

3370~ State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Sabot I.eo, ~or~da 33574 

Offk:e Phone: 1-.352-588-.~326 

Fax: $-352--588-89~2 

Enla~k eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 

E~= Eric Schwarz 
Seat= Wednesday, April 07, 2050 4:25 PN 
Te; ’wgibson@Nghpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’Aundrea.lyons@hamp~nu.edu’; ’3oel.cormier@Nchols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; ’Na~hew.garre~@loras.edu’; 
’S~urows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coastal.edu’; ’daNerce@bsu.edu’; ’Jeffrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bcianfrone@gsu.edu’; ’Keith.Strudler@marist.edu’; 
’~e~5@hpu.edu’; ~gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.du~@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’; ’j.c.kamphaus@iup.edu’; 
’bdhoward@coas~l.edu’; @aol.com’; ’Anthony.bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; ’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’; 

@gmail.com yahoo.cam’; ’k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Decker$@marist.edu’ 
C¢= ’Kendra Hancock’ 
S~bject= CSR[ Case Study Competition 
.Just to infom~ you that I will be send~ng out the case study at 9am on FrMay mornh~g. ~f you have not received ~t by ~O:OOam, please emaH me m~d ~ w~l~ resend~ 

Plea~;e Mso emaH me a confirmatk~n of receipt. 

Dr. Erk: ::. 3chwarz 

Associate Pro~:essor o~: Sport Business 

Department of Sport Bush~ess and Internat~ona~ Tourism 

Schoo~ of Business 

Saint keo University 

33701 5~:al:e Road 52 

PO Box (~6~5/M :: 206~ 



Saint D-:~o, Fl.:_~rida 33574 

Office Phone: ~_-.352-588-.7326 

Fax: 1-352-.588-89~_2 

Email: eric.schwarz@saint[eo.edu 

From: Eric Schwarz 
Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2010 3:10 PM 

To-" ’wgibson@highpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’Aundrea.lyons@hamptonu.edu’; ’3oel.cormier@nichols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; ’Matthew.garrett@loras.edu’; 
’Staurows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coastal.edu’; ’dapierce@bsu.edu’; ’3effrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bcianfrone@gsu.edu’; ’Keith.Strudler@marist.edu’; 
’tarvew05@hpu.edu’; ~gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.duffy@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’; ’j.c.kamphaus@iup.edu’; 

’bdhoward@coastal.edu’; .~aol.com’; ’bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; ’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’ ~gmail.com’; 
@yahoo.corn’; ’k.m.rorabough2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Deckerl@marist.edu’ 

Cc-" ’Kendra Hancock’ 
Subject: CSRI Case Study Competition 

Hello everyone -and that you for your participation (either as an advisor or team leader) in the 20:10 CSRI Case Study Competition. We expect this year’s 

competition to be exciting and challenging. 

The purpose of this email is to make sure everyone is one the same page as far as the schedule of events and the required deliverables. Please review the 

following information and forward any questions to me: 

CSRI Student Case Study Competition 2010 

The College Sports Research Institute (CSRI) is pleased your school has registered to compete in our annual student case study competition. There will be separate 

competitions for undergraduate and graduate students. Teams may consist of no more than 4 students. Please note that teams with both undergraduate and 

graduate students will be judged in the graduate student competition. Each team will be asked to submit a solution paper of no more than 1000 words prior to the 

conference and present their findings in a 10 minute presentation (with time for questions) at the conference. Finalists will be given a second part to the case 

study, and will present their findings the subsequent day. The winning team in each category will be announced at the Friday morning Awards Breakfast. 

Timeline for Student Case Study Competition 

Friday, April 9 by 4pm EST Case study and solution paper guidelines will be sent to the 

team leader and advisor. 

Monday, April 19 by midnight EST Solution papers are due. Send to Dr. Eric C. Schwarz at 

eric.schwa rz (6~saintleo.edu. 

Wednesday, April 21 from 6-9pm Case study presentations at Fetzer Hall on the UNO:hapel Hill 

campus. 

Wednesday, April 21 at 9:30pm Finalist announced and provided second part of case study. 

Thursday, April 22 10:30am-12:00pm Graduate Final 

l:30pm-3:00pm Undergraduate Final 

Friday, April 23 from 7:30-9am         Winners announced at the Awards Breakfast at the Friday Center 

I look forward to seeing you and your team in Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Assistant Director and National Case Study Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

D~-:~partment of Sport Business and Int~-:~rnational "l’oLu’ism 

Schoo~ of Busi~less 

Saint Leo University 

33702 Stste Road 52 

PO ~ox 5565/MC 2057 

Sabot I.eo, Florida 33574 

Office Phone: 1-.;52-588-.7325 

Fax: 1-352--588-8912 

Ema~k eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 



Early Commitments [n 
College Athletics 







Duke Womer~s asketba[[ 



The Issue 



Questions to Discuss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 
Monday, April 19, 2010 2:15 PM 

John Gerdy <         @aol.com>; Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Fritz Polite 
<fpolite@utk.edu>; Sack, Allen <ASack@newhaven.edu>; Linda Sharp 
<Linda. Sharp@unco.edu>; Ellen Staurowsky <staurows@ithaca.edu>; NAGEL, MARK 
<NAGELM@mailbox. sc.edu>; Peter Han <HanP@cortland. edu>; Eric Schwarz 
<Eric.Schwarz@saintleo.edu>; McEvoy, Chad <cdmcevo@ilstu.edu>; C. Keith Harrison 
<kharrison@bus.ucf.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah 
Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Fisk, Jerry 
<fisk@email.unc.edu>; Palanjian, Scott <palanjia@email.unc.edu>; Daly, Jack 
<jrdaly@email.unc.edu>; Schwarzber, Ross <rschwarz@email.unc.edu>; Hancock, 
Kendra <khancock@email.unc.edu>; csri@unc.edu 
CSRI Executive Board Meeting Agenda 

CSRI 2010 Executive Board Meeting_Schedule.doc; Southall-Eckard- 
Nagel_Friday_Trillium_AGG .ppt; AGG Embargoed Press Release_1.0.pdf; 
C SRI_Internship_Program_4.1_2009 [ 1 ]. pdf; Friday Paper Guidelines_4.0. doc; 
southall.vcf 

Hello all: 

I know everyone is looking forward to another great conference. Our 
first-year grad students have done a wonderful job in planning and 
organizing this year’s conference. I trust everyone who is presenting 
has turned in their powerpoint presentations by now (I sent mine in 
today, I must admit!). 

In anticipation of our executive board meeting tomorrow (5:00p.m or 
earlier if everyone has arrived and is able to walk over from the 
Marriott - I’m going to be in the lobby @ 4:30pm, and we can start when 
everyone is able, but no worries, we’ll wait if need be), I wanted to 
forward everyone an agenda and some information you can either print out 
or download. 

If you have any questions or if I have left anything off the agenda, 
just let me know. 

Safe travels to all and we’ll see you tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 
Coordinator- Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
919.962.6325 (fax) 
Email: southall@email.unc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administration Program 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 



http://www.unc.edu/csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
http://csri-jiia.org 

* Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport http://www.csriconference.or_g 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Schwarz <Eric.Schwarz@saintleo.edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 9:04 PM 

wgibson@highiyoint.edu; dickr@duq.edu; Aundrea.lyons@hamptonu.edu; Joel.cormier@nichols.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Matthew.garret@loras.edu; Staurows@ithaca.edu; hsiao@iup.edu; cmcglone@coastal.edu; dapierce@bsu.edu; 

Jelt?ey~oetersen@baylor.edu; bcianfrone@gsu.edu; Keith.Stmdler@marist.edu; tarvew05@hpu.edu; ~gmail.com; 

Belton, Cameron <cbbel~on@elnail.unc.edu>; dolores.duffy@loras.edu; jyoung3@ithaca.edu; j .c.kamphaus@iup.edu; 

bdhoward@coastal.edu;          ~aol.com; Anthonv.bacarella@nichols.edu; richy truncaJe <richard.truncale@ema~l.saintleo.edu>; 

btmeadows@bsu.edu; Leeann Lower@baylor.edu:           ~gmail.com        ~yahoo.com; k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu; 

Kaitlin.Deckerl@marist.edu; jallen3@nebrwesleyan.edu; rdavid@NebrWesleyan.eau 

Hancock, Kendra <khancock@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: CSRI C~se Study Competilion 

Just a quick r~-’_m~inder that 

not be accepted late, and wi~ result in d~squa~k:a~:~on flom the compet~:k)n, t wi~ send a con~rmation ema~l o~ rece~pL 

The fo~fow~ng Lea~T~S ~ have received your case study response: 

H~gh Po~nt UniversiW 

Georgia State "B" team--Grad 

Nebraska Wesleyan 

Ithaca 

Nichols College 

See you ~n ChspN H~H next week. 

Dr. Eric C, Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Departme[)t of Sport Bus[r~ess 

S(:hoo~ of t3usir~ess 

SaWn[ Leo UNversky 

33701 Slate Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint Leo, }torkla 33574 

Office Phone: 1-352-.588-7326 
Fax: 1-.g52-588--8952 

E~= Eric Schwarz 
$e~t= Friday, April 09, 2050 8:58 AN 
To= Eric Schwarz; ’wgibson@highpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’AundreaJyons@hamptonu.edu’; ’]oel.cormier@nichols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; 
’Na~hew.garre~@loras.edu’; ’S~urows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coas~l.edu’; ’dapierce@bsu.edu’; ’3effrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bcianfrone@gsu.edu’; 
’Keith.Strudler@marist.edu’; ’ta~e~5@hpu.edu’; ’mark.taylor.hardworker@gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.du~@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’; 
’j.c.kamphaus@iup.edu’; ’bdhoward@coas~l.edu’; }aol.com’; ’Anthony.bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; 
’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’; ~gmail.com’ yahoo.cam’; ’k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Decker$@marist.edu’; ’jallen3@nebrwesleyan.edu’; 
’rdavid@NebrWesleyan.edu’ 
~¢= ’Kendra Hancock’ 
S~bjeCt; RE: CSRZ Case Study Competition 
Impo~ancel High 
Attached i~ the case study for the 2010 CSR~ Case Study Competitk)n, Plea~e folk~w a~l d~rections and submit a~l de~verabk~s by the deadlines ]is~:ed, 

Also attached ~s the presentation schedule fo~ Wednesday n~ght, April 2tst at Fetzer Hail on the UNg-Chapel HH] campus. Kendra wN be forwarding you dh"ect~ons 

to get to the buHd~ng next week. 

~r~ add~t~orL, please verify your four team members 

khancock@erna~l.unc.edu 

Dr. Schwarz 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Bush~ess and International Tourism 

School o~ Business 

Saint Leo University 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 
Sabot I.eo, g~odda 3357d 

Offk:e Phone: 1-.352-588-.~326 

Fax: 1-352--588-8912 

Enla~k eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 

F~m= Eric Schwarz 
Sent= Wednesday, April 07, 2010 4:21 PN 
Te~ ’wgibson@highpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’Aundrea.lyons@hamptonu.edu’; ’Joel.cormier@nichols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; ’Na~hew.garre~@loras.edu’; 
’S~urows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coastal.edu’; ’daNerce@bsu.edu’; ’Jeffrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bcianfrone@gsu.edu’; ’Keith.Strudler@marist.edu’; 
’~e~5@hpu.edu’; ’ @gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.du~@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’~ ’j.c.kamphaus@iup.edu’; 
’bdhoward@coasNI.edu’; ~aol.com’; ’Anthony.bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; ’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’; 

Ngmail.com’ ~yahoo cam’; ’k.m.rorabaugh2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Deckerl@marist.edu’ 
~¢~ ’Kendra Hancock’ 
Subject= CSRI Case Study Competition 

.Just to inform you that I will be send~ng out the case study at 9am on FrMay mornh~g. ~f you have not received it by lO:OOam, please emaH me m~d ~ w~l~ resend. 

Please a~so emaH me a confirmation of receipt. 

Dr. Erk: ::. 3chwarz 

Associate Pro[essor o[ Sport ~]usJness 



D~:_~partment of Spor[ Busi]less a]ld Int~:_~R~ational Tourism 

Schoo~ of Busi~ess 

Saint Leo University 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint I_eo, Fk~dda 33574 

Off:~ce Phoebe: I-.352-588-.7326 

Fax: ~-352--588-8912 

Ema~k eric,schwarz@saint~eo.edu 

~m~ Eric Schwarz 
$ent~ Wednesday, March 3~, 20~0 3:~0 PM 
Te~ ’wgibson@highpoint.edu’; ’dickr@duq.edu’; ’Aundrea.lyons@hamp~nu.edu’; ’]oel.cormier@n~chols.edu’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; ’Ma~hew.garre~@loras.edu’; 
’S~urows@ithaca.edu’; ’hsiao@iup.edu’; ’cmcglone@coastal.edu’; ’dapierce@bsu.edu’; ’~effrey_petersen@baylor.edu’; ’bdanfrone@gsu.edu’; ’Keith.Strudler@madst.edu’~ 
’~e~B@hpu.edu’ ~gmail.com’; ’cbbelton@email.unc.edu’; ’dolores.du~@loras.edu’; ’jyoung3@ithaca.edu’; ’j.c.kamuhaus~iuu.edu’; 

’bdhoward@coastal.edu’; }aol.com’; ’bacarella@nichols.edu’; ’richy truncale’; ’btmeadows@bsu.edu’; ’Leeann_Lower@baylor.edu’ ~gma com’~ 
}yahoo.corn’; ’k.mxorabough2@iup.edu’; ’Kaitlin.Decker~@marist.edu’ 

¢¢~ ’Kendra Hancock’ 
SubjeCt= CSR~ Case Study Competition 

Hello everyone -and that you for your participation (either as an advisor or team leader) in the 2020 CSRI Case Study Competition. We expect this year’s 

competition to be exdtin~ and challen~ins. 

The purpose of this email is to make sure everyone is one the same paso as far as the schedule of events and the required deliverables. Please review the 

followin8 information and forward any questions to me: 

CSRI Student Case Study Competition 2020 

The College Sports Research institute (CSRI) is pleased your school has resistered to compete in our annual student case study competition. There will be separate 

competitions for undersraduate and ~raduate students. Teams may consist of no more than 4 students. Please note that teams with both undersraduate and 

8raduate students will be judsed in the ~raduate student competition. Each team will be asked to submit a solution paper of no more than 2000 words prior to the 

conference and present their findinss in a 20 minute presentation (with time for questions) at the conference. Finalists will be ~iven a second part to the case 

study, and will present their findings the subsequent day. The winnin~ team in each category will be announced at the Friday mornin8 Awards Breakfast. 

Timeline for Student Case Study Competition 

Friday, April 9 by 4pm EST Case study and solu~on paper ~uidelines will be sent to the 

team leader and advisor. 

Monday, April 29 by midnisht EST Solution papers are due. Send to Dr. Eric C. Schwarz at 

Wednesday, April 22 from 6-gpm Case study presentations at Fetzer Hall on the UN~hapel Hill 

campus. 

Wednesday, April 22 at 9:30pm Finalist announced and provided second part of case study. 

Thursday, April 22 20:30am-22:OOpm Graduate Final 

2:30pm-3:OOpm Undersraduate Final 

Friday, April 23 from 7:30-9am         Winners announced at the Awards Breakfast at the Friday Center 

I look forward to seeing you and your team in Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Assistant Director and National Case Study Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Dr, Eric C, Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

3370:[ State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 
Saint Leo, ~:lorida 3357q 

Office Phone: 1.-.352-588-.7326 

Fax: :[ -352--588-891.2 

Emaik eric,schwarz@saintleo,edu 



Graduate Case Study Teams 

Geor~a State University A 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Beth Cianfrone 

Ball State University 

2o 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. David Pierce 

Indiana University of Pennsylvania 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Richard Hsiao 

Georgia State University B 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Beth Cianfrone 

Baylor University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Petersen 

Case Study Judges: Jan Boxhill, Gordie Howell, Ron Mower, Dave Thompson, Michelle Duff, Chad Seifried 

Case Study Coordinators: Dr. Eric Schwarz, Kendra Hancock 



Undergraduate Case Study Teams 

Duquesne University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Ron Dick 

Loras College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Matt Garrett 

Nebraska-Wesleyan University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. James Allen 

Saint Leo University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Alternates 

Advisor: Dr. Eric Schwarz 

Ithaca College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Ellen Staurowsky 



Indiana University of Pennsylvania 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Richard Hsiao 

Hampton University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Alternate: 

Advisor: Dr. Aundrea Lyons 

Nichols College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Alternate: 

Advisor: Dr. Joel Cormier 

Coastal Carolina University 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Colleen McGlone 

T 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Marist College 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Keith Strudler 

High Point Universitv 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Advisor: Dr. Woody Gibson 

Case Study Judges: 

Jan Boxhill, Gordie Howell, Ron Mower 

Dave Thompson, Michelle Duff, Chad Seifried 

Case Study Coordinators: 

Dr. Eric Schwarz, Kendra Hancock 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor, Jessie C. <Jessie.Taylor@taylorandfraJ~cis.com> 

Wednesday, April 21, 2010 10:22 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up On Your Routledge Request 

Good morning, 

I hope you and yours are healthy and happy! Since book orders for fall are approaching, I wanted to follow-up with you on a book we mailed to you for course 

consideration: Research Methods for Sports Studies 

Do you have any questions about it? Have you decided to adopt this book for your upcoming course? If so, is this the first time that you’ve assigned the book for 

this specific course? Any specific thoughts or comments on the strengths and weaknesses of our book that you would like to share would be much appreciated. 

As always, thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you! 

Jessie Taylor 

Taylor & Francis Group, LLC 

Academic Sales Specialist 

5ociology, Geography/Planning, Sport Studies, & Women’s Studies 

Phone: 800 534 7054 ext 5098 

Fax: 859 647 4025 

Jessie.Ta~ilor@Ya~iMran d Fra ncis.con~ 

See our Social Issues Collection: A Custom Library[or Teaching at http: //routledge,customgateway.com/routledge-social-issues.html 

Please visit us at: www.routled~e.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Rams Club <kim.a.jones@verizon.net> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

The Rams Club sent you Paperless Mail. Please click the following envelope to view your 

mail, or visit the link below: 

If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 

receive all mail from The Rams Club on time in the future. The delivery of this Paperless 

Mail may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings 

htt p://w’v~ pape rlesspost.com/events/120134-6b72b1331�Iu ests14709037-4 b5a71 a7/card 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&p 

Saturday, April 24, 2010 4:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Black IntelligenNa :) 

~ec~ndary school 

Paula a~d Peter Imafidon are 

amo~ hundreds of thousand~ of 

o~her children who are finding out 

whk:h secondary schoo~ they 
The twh~s passed AiAS4ew~I 
mathematics papeR~ aged seven 

Pe~e~ and Pau~a, Item Web,ham Forest, eas~ London, are two yea~s 

youn~er than most o~ their counterpar[s, 

Dubbed the "Wonder ]Wins", d~ey broke records when d~ey passed 

A/AS-qeve] mathematics papers at the age of seven. 

A year ~ater they took and passed ~he University of Cambridge’s 

Advanced Nathematics (FAN) paper, becoming ~he younges~ 

students ever to pass the r~gorous examh’~at~ons. 

Their father Chris Imafidon said: ~Y~B ~a~ ~e~ r~e 

"We’~e delighted w~th d~e progress 

they have made," 

He sak~ the youngsters would be 
t~em excel i~ a~ ~e~ 

fine at secondary school, despite 
Chris [mafidon, Peter and 

the ~ge difference with ~heir 

peers. 

"Because they are tw~s they have each other so they are a~ways 

able ~o he~p each other and support each other," he said, 

Peter h~s amMt~ons to one d~y become prime mh’dster while h~s s~ster 

wants to be a maths teacher~ 

Nr/mafidon sa~d he was con~den~ they would achieve d~eir ~oals 

d~ey were both encouraged by each other, 

He adde~: "You can never rule anything out w~th ~hem, ~he 

competition between the ~wo of them makes them excel in anytMng 

~hey 

The twins take p~rt M the privately fumJed Excellence ~n 

programme for h’mer~dty chHdrem 

Go } 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science D~ 

Sport Admmis~adon FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Co~ege Spo~t Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Hono~s Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel }~, NC 27599 

919.~3~0336 

We are all students and teachers, I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sophie Trawalter 

Trawalter 

Sophie 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3270 Davie Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 

Phone: 

919.843.6260 

E-mail: trawalt@email.unc.edu 



B LACIK FACU [~TY & 
STAF IF CA.UC U S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Terry R. Haggerty <haggerty@UNB.CA~ 

Friday, April 30, 2010 10:48 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Moving From a Listsen~ to an Online Web-based Co~nmuni .ty ...... 

Greetings, 

There have been some good points raised about how best to provide a better online community than our current SPORTMGT@UNB.CA Listserv. As the 

listserv "originator/coordinator" I have few comments and a suggestion: 

Comment: 

FYI, sportmgt@unb.ca was created about ::!.2+ years ago as a simple way for folks interested in Sport Management to keep in touch { it currently has 650 

members from 20+ countries). While many NASSM members are sportmgt@unb.ca listserv members, it is an open, free non-moderated site that anyone 

can join. In order to join, folks have to e-mail me and I add them manually--this greatly reduces SPAM postings. 

Listservs are useful_BUT they are old technology and have limitations. For example, they are a "push’ technology--so that members get all messages 

whether they want them or not. Messages are not grouped so discussion topics are mixed with announcements. 

I think a better approach for a Sport Management focused online community is to create a web-based Internet Forum that allows members to view recent 

posts, access archived messages, create forum topics that members can join_or not, follow threads, etc. {There are many examples .... As Simon recently 

noted it can be run at www.ning.com <http://www.ning.com>; Here is an example of typical features at http://gardentenders.com/forums ) 

Suggestion: 

"Someone" needs to create an online web community for folks interested in Sport & Recreation Management. Once created, we can advise 

sportmgtOunb.ca listserv members how to join the new Internet Forum and then close the listserv. 

If someone is passionate Ior at least willing) to take this task on then let us know. 

Cheers, 
Terry 

Terry R. Haggerty 

Professor & Dean 

Faculty of Kinesiology 
University of New Brunswick 

Fredericton, NB Canada 
< http://www.unbf.ca/kinesioloqy> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Usher, Catherine <cushe@ncaa.org> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 6:18 PM 

dda2s@uvawise.edu; greg.burn@asu.edu; ~gmail.com; kedial@st-aug.edu; ~yahoo.com; DorsetV~:rmu.edu; 

~hotmail.com; togray@vt.edu;            ~yahoo.com; hhaygood@svsu.edu; emmetthill@fronfiemet.net; 

mahfll~ard@mail.ecsu.edu; Mejohn~@ncat.edu; desmond.kitching@vanderbilt.edu;         ~yahoo.com; glowery@uncfsu.edu; 

jmalone@sfu.ca; dtodums@ncat.edu; ~ ~ya~hoo.com; jhpearce@wamu.edu; kporter41 l@msn.com; reesew@lincolnu.edu; 

kendrick.shave@unco.edu; ~2yal~oo.com; ttnmccomb@catawba.edu; beth.rex@nd.edu; ’pagecotton@depauw.edu’; 

’tnatlock@umich.edu’;             ~yanoo.cotn’; ’meliss@brandtnelive.ccsend.com’; ’j-phillips@northwestem.edu’; Stroman, Deborah 

Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; ’dgragNv~a2emich.edu’; ’thomas@cardinaladvisors.co~n’; ’ed@bigl2sports.com’; Jaime hill@bya.edu; 

derrick.magee@uc.edu; ~yahoo.com 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy 

Good afternoon, 

I hope everyone had a good week and you have a relaxing weekend planned! We have some critical deadlines to meet for the Football Coaches Academy 

(Academy) so please note the following Monday, May 3 deadlines: 

Coaches and Speakers 
If you have not booked your travel, please call Shorts at 1-866-655-9225 to book your flights. However, if you are driving to the Academy, let me know so I 

know you do not need to make flight reservations. 

FOR SPEAKERS ONLY {not coaches): 
¯ Biographies and head shots are due. 

¯ Participation forms are due. 

¯ Presentation is due if you want it included in the Football Coaches Academy binder. If this deadline cannot be met, please plan to bring 30 copies along 

with you to the Academy to distribute during your session and to download your presentation on a thumb drive. 

We know you are busy so we have extended some deadlines to help accommodate everyone’s schedule. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Ira or me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, and again, have a great weekend! 

Catherine 

Catherine Usher 

Administrative Assistant 

Diversity & Inclusion, N~A 

P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:17/9:17-6369 

Fax: 3:17/9:17-6904 

This email and any attachments "~’ay contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. ~f you are not the intended recipient, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu.; 

Saturday, May 1, 2010 12:03 AM 

%latha~ Tubli~’ <tubli~@uoneuro.uoregon.edu>; lanter@kulztown.edu; @aol.com 

Clara.Lovett@NAU.edu; kotto@emaJl.wcu.edu; lbenselm@du.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; jenszom@umich.edu; jprado@utk.edu; 

envonc@upmc.edu; arsx@uchicago.edu; jbirge@gsb.uchicago.edu; razeghi@ece.norfl~western.edu;           @msn.com; 

@aol.com; ggurney@ou.edu; browne@wfu.edu; taflove@ece.northwestern.edu; cs@northwes~tern.edu; 

dtiaddad@eecs.northwestem.edu; aagogino@Ine.berkeley.edu; jjd@umich.edu;       @aol.coin; derek bok@harvard.edu; 

barsky@cs.berkeley.edu; tpalailna@Inail.utexas.edu; gundljh@auburn.edu; E.Scott.Adle@Colorado.EDU; Inoriard@oregonsZate.edu; 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu>; gmcghee@aya.yale.edu; i ~mac.com; @aol.com; ’@aol.com 

RE: Comment on Mark Emmert Is NCAA’s New President 

I do think it is a poor hire based on his own history But yes we can give 
hun a chance, we have too. Time will tell however. 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D. 
Assistant Professor, Sports Administration 

Ohio Universi~, Graver Center E 173 
Athens, OH 45701 
ridpath@ohio.edu 

740-593-9496 (O) 
740-593-0284 ,(F) 

(c) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nathan Tublitz [mailto:tublitz(~uoneuro.uoregon.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 1:04 PM 

To: lanter@kutztown.edu;       ’@aol.com 
Cc: Clara.Love@NAU.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; R]DPATH@OHIO.EDU; 
lbenselm@du.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; jenszorn@umich.edu; jprados@utk.edu; 
envonc@upmc.edu; arsx@uchicago.edu; jbirge@gsb.uchicago.edu; 
razeghi@ece.northwestern.edu;           @msn.com; @aol.com; 
ggurney@ou.edu; browne@wfu.edu; taflove@ece.northwestern.edu; 
cs@northwestern.edu; ahadda d@eecs.northwester n. edu; 
aagogino@me.berkeley.edu; jjd@umich.edu;       @aol.com; 
derekbok@harvard.edu; barslcy@cs.berkeley.edu; tpalaima@mail.utexas.edu; 
gundljh@auburn edu; E.Scott Adler@Colorado.EDU; moriard@oregonstate.edu; 
dstroman@email unc.edu; gmcghee@aya.yale edu;            ~,mac cam; 

@aol.com;       ~aol.com 
Sulzject: Re: Comment on Mark Emmert Is NCAA’s New President 

Dear Frank: 

You might consider giving Mark Emmert a chance before 
abusing him publicly You do yourself and the Drake Group a 
serious injustice by pointing fingers at him before he has started 
his job. I am not saying he will be an improvement over previous 
holders, but let’s not judge him prematurely. Give the guy a 
break! 

Respectfiflly, 

Nathan Tublitz 

> To be sure, Mark En~nert is no Nancy Zimpher. It now seems evident that the 

NCAA was definitely not looking for a president that ;vould lead a rene;ved 
effort at academic integrity in college athletics. 

Best, 

Frank 

Frank G. Sphtt, Member 
The Drake Group 

http: //thedrakegroup orgisplittessays htm[ 
(http :i/t hedrake;roup, or;/splittessavs.html) 
Former McCorlmck Faculty Fellow 
McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science 
Northwestern Umversity 

************************************ 

Professor o[" [Iiology 
Institute of Neuroscience 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon USA 97403 
phone: 541-346-4510 



fax:: 541-346-4548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strum, Teaera <tstmm@ncaa.org> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 10:03 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

C~lf Outing 

Golf slfirt sizes.xlsx 

Please see attachment. 
Teaera 

[),0, Po, V 6222 

Phone: (0~7) 9~7 6050 
t~t~:: (3z7) 9z7-- 69o4 

This ~’mail arid any attacshmerR:s :~ay .so:]~:air~ NCAA .so:]fiderR:Ja] and privileged information, if you are no[: the" i:]ter~ded ;~e.sipien~:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 10:47 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.anc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Stroman - Bridges Applicalion 

Hi Kevin. Bad news - I need your recommendation sent today, if possible. Worst case tomorrow. 

BRIDGES is an intensive professional development program for women in higher education who seek to gain or strengthen their academic leadership capabilities. It is 

designed to help women identi~, tmdersta~d, and move into leadership roles in the academy. Through the program, participants will 

¯ develop insights into leadership, with a pardculm- tbcus on the special skills and attributes women bring to their leadership roles 

¯ acquire an undersm~ding of the many Ihcets of colleges and universities 

¯ retine and improve their cross- cultural communication skill s 

¯ create aprogram ofpersonal and prot~ssional development to benefit themselves and their institutions. 

Who should participate? Women from four-yem inslitutions of higher education, both public and private, who want to position themselves for advancement in the 

academy, including 

¯ faculty intemsled in developing their leadership skills 

¯ faculty- looking to move into academic administration 

¯ administrators with manageria1 and sullied~ responsibilities 

¯ adminis~rato~ ~e~ng a greater range ofresponsiNlifies. 

Fax your recommendation (Deborah Stroman -PID 
Stroman "Why?" Bullets: 

) to 919o962-5549~ 

Junior faculty member with multi-faceted role within department 
¯ Passionate about serving students and peers 
¯ Seeking additional information on university and state-wide resources 
¯ Committed to personal leadership development 
¯ Research {and doctoral studies) interest in Leadership Theory 
~ EXSS Leadership Service commitments include Curriculum and Public Relations committees 
¯ EXSS Academic Advisor- supporting EXSS students and special programs with Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, 

University Career Services, and UNCAA 

UNC Leadership Service commitments include faculty advisor for Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda {Honors 
Leadership Fraternity); incoming Chairperson for UNC Black Faculty and Staff Caucus; member of Fixed-Term Faculty Association 

Let me know if you need anything else. 
THANK YOU~ 
Go Heels, 
Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science D~’p~. 
Sport Admh~istradon FaculV e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Bush~ess Clut~ 
Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask mysel~ "What did f come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Earley, Patricia < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, May 3, 2010 11:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: Earley- Proposal on June 10 

l:30pm works for me. 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 5/3/2010 10:43 AM > > > 

1:30 possible? 

"When nobody around you ~eems to measure up, ~t’s t~me to che~’k your y~rdstick." (Bo Lemley,J 

From-" Patricia Earley [mailto:pearley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, May 03, 2010 10:37 AM 
To; dstroman@email.unc.edu; Ed Shields; sportlaw@unc.edu 
Subject: Earley- Proposal on 3une 10 

Dr. Shields, Dr. Osborne and Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for all of your communication. 

Let’s set the proposal date for June 10 at 2pm. 

I will have chapters 1, 2 and 3 in thesis format to you by Wednesday night. 

Thank you and have a great week. 
Patricia Earley 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
919.843.4063 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patience Vanderbush ~verizon.net~ 

Monday, May 3, 2010 1:21 PM 

~verizon.net 

Summer women’s pick-up basketball games at Carolina Friends School 

Hello everyone, 
As all of you know, i host a giris’/women’s pick-up basketball game on Tuesday evenings from 6:30-8:00 p.m. throughout the summer at the Carolina Friends School (CFS) 

gymnasium. Our first pick-up game this summer will be on Tuesday, June 15th. 

The main purpose of this game is to give our CFS girls an opportunity to play and develop their skills over the summer. I invite women in the community who are former high 
school (and college) basketball players to play as well, both because playing against good competition helps our players to improve and because I like to give women in the 
community an opportunity to play basketball. 

I am in the process of developing my e-mail distribution list for this summer’s pick-up game. You are currently on this list. If you want to stay on the list, you don’t need to do 
anything, although I’d be interested to hear from women who think they’ll be able to play regularly this summer to give me a sense of how many women to expect. 
If you know you won’t be able to play in any games this summer and/or don’t want to receive my regular e-mail reminders about this game for any reason, 
please just let me know, and I’ll be happy to take you off this list. 
Also, if you know of any former high school (and college) players who would be interested in playing this summer, please have them contact me at ~_,g_erizon.net, 
and I’ll add them to my distribution list. 

Thanks, 
Patience Vanderbush 
CFS Upper School Girls’ Varsity Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pmitt, Jennifer -~ ennifer~pruit@unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 3, 2010 1:50 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

URC SPRING RESULTS 

GrantTitle: Navigating Life After Sports: A quantitative analysis of the critical factors of success in NFL and WNBA professiona A’ 

[)ear Professor S t r o:~an: 

When the University Research Council met in April the proposals reviewed 
requested funding considerably in excess of that which was available. 
The Council was able to make 37 awards out of the 120 submitted.    The proposals 
requested a total of $523,599.00 whcn only $124,000.00 was available for distribution. 
A number of requests which were approved had to be reduced substantially from the 
amount sought in order to stay within the L3~C budget. 

I regret to inform you that your proposal did not receive a priority 
score high enough for your proposal to be approved for an award by the 
Council. 

I am sort?, that we were unable to help at this time.    I hope you will 
reapply for a LNC grant in the future; your proposal would be welcomed. 

Sincerely-, 

Robert P. Lowman, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice Chancellor 
For Research and Chairperson, 
University Research Cour~cil 
The GrantSource Library ~s a resource for UNC-Chapel HHI faculty, staff, postdoctoral scholars and graduate students seeking information on funding sources for ~ndependent 

research, collaborative projects, fellowships, travel and other scholarly activities. We provide assi!;ta~;c~," and ~nstruc[~n on the best use of our resources. Contact the 
grantsource 

l~brai7 to make an appointment ._h__t__t~_:__i_!__~[_a_9__t_s___o__u_£_c___e_:__u_Lhc_:__e__d___u__i- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer $ <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 3:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Wow! UVA tragedy 

Debbie 

What an awful situation. The lacrosse world is so small. 

Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca rnps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 5/3/2010 2:53 PM > > > 

http:!iwww.nydailynews.com!sports!college!20:[O/05/03!2010-05- 

03 virginia mens lacrosse player george huguely charged with murder of womens playe.htrrfl 

Let’s all continue to be mindful of signs of depression and erratic behavior in our students, 

God Bless the Wahoo and ACC Family. 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport A&nmistratinn Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordh~acor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chepel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hrrp://~wvwamc.edu/deptsiexercise/spor~_administrad~n 

We are all studen~s and teachers, f o~ten ask m~sel[, "What did f come here to learn, and whot did f come to teach?" 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:27 PM 

To: Stromaa~, Deborah Lynn <dsm3@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: at Chapel Hill 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

VII follow up with her and let her know about next year. 

If I don’t see you before summer starts, hope you have a great one. 

Thanks, 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: at Chapel Hill 
Importance: High 

HI Please l:otlow up wiLh I air’early emailed her initiaf UNC information. 

Thanks. 

ht::::/?/www,unc.edu/dq:rs/exen:~s~!’si?ort a(J:mrdstratio:: 

@comcast.net [mailto:        @comcast.net] 
~eBt= Wednesday, 3:57 PN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 

~ubje¢~ soccer at Chapel Hi~ 

Hello Dr. Stmman...I am interested in playing Club 

some competitive level. 

Can you please tell me: 

at UNC next year. I have played varsity at my High School but would like to continue on 

¯ if there are opportunities at UNC? 
¯ what time commitment they require (travel? practices?) 
¯ how and when I would try-out or get involved? 

If I’m asking the wrong person, can you please forward to the correct person? If you would like to talk to me instead, my cell number is 

Thank you 



From: @email.unc 

Sent: Monday, 10:25 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: at Chapel Hill 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. I’ve really enjoyed all the opportunities we’ve been given this year, and have met many great people in the process. I’m happy to hear 
you’ve heard good things, as I have felt very fortunate to be a part of this wonderful program and intend to make the most of it. 
VII be here working at The Rams Club all summer, so I would very much enjoy getting lunch with you one day. 
Thanks again, 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 9:48 PM 
To-" 
Subject: RE: at Chapel Hill 
Thanks! You too. I have heard nothing but positive things about you in your first-yea~, I guess my vote was a winner! l.ol 

Let’s make sure we have hJm:h before claases start ~ the ~a~ semeater. 

Have a ~reat week. 

Go MeSs, 

9Z£’ 8~3 0336 

htt}~ /iwww,unc.edu/dq~tsiexercise//sport administration 

"When nobod~ around ~ou ~eem~ to me~sure up, it’~ time to check your ~ordstick." (O. ~emley) 

From: [mailto: #email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 9:27 PN 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: at Chapel Hill 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

VII follow up with her and let her know about next year. 

ff I don’t see you before summer starts, hope you have a great one. 

Thanks, 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 8::[2 PM 
To-" 
Subject: FW: at Chapel Hill 
Impartance: High 

HI Please l:otlow up with I affeady emailed her ~nit~af IJNC ff~format~on, 

Thanks. 

Go 

L~bor:~h S~.~oman. Ph IZ, CI,U 

9 Z9.863.0336 

}t]ffp:~’/’www.u~!c:,e&~S~QH~!iexerq~’,}@?or~ a~Jrninis’~ralion 

"When nobody around you seem~ to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

Fmm~ @comcasLnet [mailto: ~comcasLnet] 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 28, 20~0 3:57 PH 
To~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Subject:      at Chapel Hill 

Hello Dr. Stroman...I am interested in playing Club 

some competitive level. 

Can you please tell 

at UNC next year. I have played varsity at my High School but would like to continue on 

¯ if there are opportunities at UNC? 
¯ what time commitment they require (travel? practices?) 

¯ how and when I would try-out or get involved? 
If I’m asking the wrong person, can you please forward to the correct person? If you would like to talk to me instead, my cell number is 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 4, 2010 9:44 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BFSC Elections 

Good Morning Deborah, 

First, congratulations on your new position! I am sorry I have not had a chance to catch up with you and unfortunately, I will not be able to make it tonight to the 

year et~d celebration. I would enjoy the oppori:un~[:y to s~eak w~i:h you ~n the nex[: couple of days as you prepare the orgardzatkms s~:rategic plan. ?hank you for 

hav~ng an open ear. ~ kbok forward [:o speaking with you. 

Have a great day~ 

Nakenge 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, April 29, 2010 8:00 PN 
Te~ robe~on@ma~l.fpg.unc.edu 
Co: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= BFSC Elections 

Hi Nakenge, Thank you for your continued service to the Caucus, Your interest in leadership reflects your desire to help make the Caucus a better 

organization, I truly welcome your insight and ideas as over the next 30 days I will be developing my strategic plan, 

Feel free to contact me for a chat, My mobile number is 

Harambe, 

debby 

Go ~eels, 

~ebo~ah S~oman, Ph.~. CLU 

U~-C E~e~cJse and ~po~c ~cJence D~v. 

Spo~cAdmh~is~adon Facul~ e~ 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

College Spor~ Research Insfmce 

Carolhm Spor:s Bush~ess Clut, 

Siena ?~pha Lambda (Leadership t {onors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

hN~://www.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise/spor~adminisu’afion 

We are aft students and teachers. ~ @e~ ask mgsel¢ "W,~t dig ! came here to learn, and wh~t girl ~ came to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Szollar, Mark A. <Szollma@nslimes¯com> 

Tuesday, May4, 2010 12:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Douglas Freeman’ <dt~eeman@virtcomconsulting.com> 

RE: Lapchick Study of 2010 Super Bowl Ads 

Debby, 
I know that Wendell is working hard on Sponsors for the OTGC and he told me last week he is looking to pull it off again in the Fall. As I hear updates, I will be in touch¯ 
On a totally separate note, I spoke with Doug Freeman (President and Founder of WDLS) this morning regarding the 2010 World Diversity Leadership Summit¯ I told him all 
about you and the terrific work and research you have been doing down at UNC. I have cc’d Doug on this e-mail because he is going to reach out to you about taking part in 
this years Summit which will be held at Harvard in September¯ It is a terrific Diversity Conference that I know you will enjoy immensely. I also know that once you speak with 
one another you will be instant friends. 
Good Luck grading all of those Final exams and I look forward to seeing you in the near future¯ 

Go Tar Heels, 
Mark 
The New York Times 
Mark Szollar 
Advertising Director- 
Recruitment, Diversity, & Sports Marketing 

(2i 2) 556-3656- work 
¯ cell 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 11:45 AM 

To: Szollar, Mark A. 
Subject: RE: Lapchick Study of 2010 Super Bowl Ads 

Hi Mark. No, 1 won’t be in attendance. Dr. Lapchick does such great sport research on diversity issues. 

[finished my last axiom yesterday and am busy redudng desk piles and grinding. @ 

A~so, [ haven’~: heard about this year’s OTGC. The website hi~sn’t been updated. Any word? Than]~s. 

debby 

Go Meel~;, 

"Whe~ nobody around you seem~ to me~sure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (~. ~emtey) 

F~m: SzNlar, Hark A. [ma~l~:Szollma@n~imes.com] 
$ent: Tuesday, Nay 04, 2010 8:02 AN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Su~ject: RE: Lapchick Study of 2010 Super Bowl Ads 
Good MorNng Debby, 
Thanks for sharing, I greatly appreciate it. Are you going to be in NYC tomorrow for the Press conference? If you are, I would love to get together and get caught up. If not I 
hope to see you at this year’s Original Tee Golf Tournament. 
Have a great day, Go Tar Heels, 
Mark 
The New York Times 
Mark Szollar 
Adve~ising Director- 
Recruitment, D~vers~ty, & Spo~s Marketing 

(212) 556-3656- work 
¯ cell 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2010 7:02 PM 

Ta: Szollar, Mark A. 
S,,bject: FW: Lapchick Study of 2010 Super Bowl Ads 

FYI. I hope all is well t:or you and yours[ 

debbV 

"When nobody around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check your yardstick." (O. temley) 

From: .lessica Bartter [mailto:jbartter@bus.ucf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Hay 03, 2010 3:10 PH 
To: Jessica Barrier 
Subject: Lapchick Study of 2010 Super Bowl Ads 

Media Advisory: 

Contact: Deb Colbert 

@aol.com 

Jessica Bartter 

jbartter@bus.ucf.edu 

407 823-4884 

NEW STUDY REVEALS THAT 2010 SUPER BOWL ADS 

MADE ALMOST ENTIRELY BY WHITE MEN 

EVEN ON GREATEST ADVERTISNG PLATFORM iN HISTORY, 

MADISON AVENUE CONTINUES TREND OF DISCRIMINATION 



NEW YORK, NEW YORK- On Wednesday, May 5, an expert in sports ethics and diversity, a leading civil rights attorney, and the NAACP will release information on 

the 52 professionally produced ads by advertising agencies that aired during the 2010 Super Bowl. All of the creative directors (100 percent) were white while only 

seven percent were women. Not one of the creative directors was black or Latino. 

A qualitative review of the ads found few people of color in lead roles while women were often portrayed in an unfavorable light. 

The study was done by Dr. Richard Lapchick and a team of graduate students at the request of the Madison Avenue Project, an initiative of Mehd & Skalet, PLLC, 

and the NAACP. In 2009, the Madison Avenue Project uncovered a decades-long pattern of racial discrimination in New York’s City’s major advertising agencies. 

Press Conference to Announce Bias in Super Bowl Ads 

When: 

Wednesday, May 5, 11:00am 

Where: 

NAACP NYC Headquarters 

1095 Avenue of the Americas 

Suite 24D 

New York, NY 10036 

Who: 

Dr. Richard Lapchick, the Director of the Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport and of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program at the University 

of Central Florida. 

Cyrus Mehri, Partner at Mehri & Skalet, leading civil rights attorney, and co-founder of the Madison Avenue Project. 

Laura Blackburne, Retired State Court Judge and General Counsel of the NAACP. 

### 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 4, 2010 12:20 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Jones, Shandra <Shandr%Jone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I ~ynn ~dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: BFSC Elections 

Hi      Thanks for your note I haven’t heard back licom Shandra. Let’s 
connect later today 

What is your mobile number? 

debby 

(io Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: t;riday, April 30, 2010 10:50 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc: Shandra Jones@unc.edu; dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Re: BFSC Elections 

Deborah & Shandra, 

Congrats to you and Shandra[ I am excited about the liature of the BFSC 
as well. I will be at the event at Spanky’s, but will not be able to 
stay very long. Why don’t we use some of the time there to talk briefly? 

I’ll see you both next week. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> It’s On Nowt 

> Congratulations on your victory! I look for~vard to working ~vith you over 
> the next two years to help make the Caucus ALL that we desire it to be. 
> I have brainstormed a number of ideas and want to meet with you within 
> the next two weeks to get to kmow you better. My office is near Swain 
> and the Ackland _Museum. 

> Our tetru begins July 1 and I ara hoping that much of the ground work can 
> be completed over the sunm~er so that the fall semester is not too hectic 
> for the Caucus leadership. I have written the other candidates to thank 
> them and encourage their continued participation. 

> Are you able to attend the Caucus meeting on Tuesday at Spank’y’s? If you 
> have time, we can chat afterwards or schedule a meeting the following 

> I know we have a lot of support on campus to effect change. Let’s just 

> make sure we have fun as we work to serve our corcanuni~-. 

look fblavard to sharing and learning from you! 

> Harambe, 

> debby 

> PS My mobile number is 
welcome 

Calls before 10:00 pro. are 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919843.0336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers. ! oRen ask mysell; "What did I come 

here to learn, and what did ! come to teach?"/ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 4, 2010 12:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu>; ~nnc.edu> 

Jones, Shandra <Shandr%Jone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I,ynn ~dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: BFSC Elections 

Good afternoon, folks: 

I will be there tonight and can talk at the event or beforehand. Let me know what works. 

Shandra Jones 
Associate Director, \~BA A&nissions 
UN(? Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(919)962-0558 / shandra junes@unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 
Visit UNC Kenan-Fiagler un: Blog ] Twitter i Facebuok ] iTunes i YuuTube 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstruman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 12:20 PM 
Tu:                   (Scholarships & Student Aid) 
Cc: Shandra Jones@unc edu; Stroman, Deburah (Exercise & Spurt Science) 
Subject: RE: BFSC Electiuns 

Hi Chris. Thanks for yuur nute. I haven’t heard back from Shandra Let’s 
connect later today. 

What is yuur mubile number? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F.ngage Empuwer. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spurt administration 

"~2~nen nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (d},,m~ c. edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:50 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc: ShandraJones@unc.edu; dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Re: BFSC Elections 

Hi Deborah & Shandra, 

Congrats to you and Shandra! I am excited about the future of the BFSC 
as well. I will be at the event at Spaaky’s, but ~vill not be able to 
stay vet3, long. \:V2~y don’t ~ve use some of the time there to talk briefly? 

I’ll see you both next week. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> It’s On Now! 

> Congratulations on your victor?,! I look forward to working with you over 
> the next two years to help make the Caucus ALL that we desire it to be. 
> I have brainstormed a number of ideas and want to meet with you ;vithin 
> the next two weeks to get to know you better. My office is near Swain 
> and the Ackland Museum. 

> Our term begins July 1 and I am hoping that much of the ground work can 
> be completed over the summer so that the fall semester is not too hectic 
> for the Caucus leadership I have written the other candidates to thank 
> them and encourage their continued participation. 

> Are you able to attend the Caucus meeting on Tuesday at Spanlcy, ’s? If you 
> have time, we can chat afterwards or schedule a meeting the following 
week. 

> I kno;v we have a lot of support on campus to effect change. Let’s just 
> make sure ;ve have fun as we work to serve our conrmunity 

> I look forward to shal-il’~g al"~d learning from you! 

> Harambe, 



> debby 

> P.S. My mobile number is 
welcome. 

¯ Calls before 10:00 p.m are 

> Go tteels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> Sport Administration Faculty - e3 
> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/dep~s/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers I often ask myself, "What did I come 

here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 4, 2010 12:29 PM 

’Jones, Shandra’ <Shandr%Jones@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; 

Jones, Shandra <Shandr%Jone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I ~ynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BFSC Elections 

Thanks for your reply Shandra. Since      can’t stay long, let’s try, to 
chat prior to the event. I will try’ to get there at 4:45. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"When hobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." ~B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jones, Shandra [mailto:Shandra Jones(&!kenan-flagler.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 12:27 PM 
To: ’I)eborah Stroman’;                   (Scholarships & Student Aid) 
Cc: Shandra Jones@unc edu; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: BFSC Elections 

Good a~temoon, folks: 

I *viii be there tonight and can talk at the event or beforehand Let me 

Shandra Jones 
Associate I)irector, MBA Admissions 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(919)962-0558 / shandra jones@unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 
Visit UNC Kcnan-Flagler on: Blog I Twitter i Facebook I iTunes i YouTube 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(&email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 12:20 PM 
To                    iScholarships & Student Aid) 
Cc: Shandra Jones@mxc.edu; Stroraan, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: BFSC Elections 

Hi      Thanks for your note. I haven’t heard back from Shandra. Let’s 
connect later today. 

What is your ruobile number? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i,’xvwxv.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sr~ort adruinistr ation 

"~2~’nen nobo@ around you seerus to rueasure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 10:50 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc: ShandraJones@unc.edu; dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Re: BFSC Elections 

Hi Deborah & Shandra, 

Congrats to you and Shandra’. I am excited about the future of the BFSC 
as well. I will be at the event at Spanky’s, but will not be able to 
stay very, long. Why don’t we use some of the time there to talk briefly? 

I’ll see you both next week. 

Deborah Stroman ;Vl-ote: 

> It’s On Now! 



> Congratulations on your victor?,! I look forward to working with you over 
> the next two years to help make the Caucus AI.L that we desire it to be. 
> I have brainstormed a number of ideas and want to meet with you within 
> the next two weeks to get to know you better. My office is near Swain 
> and the Ackland Museum. 

> Our term begins July 1 and I am hoping that much of the ground work can 
> be completed over the summer so that the fall semester is not too hectic 
> for the Caucus leadership I have written the other candidates to thank 
> them and encourage their continued participation. 

> Are you able to attend the Caucus meeting on Tues&U at Spanky’s? IYyou 
> have time, we can chat afterwards or schedule a meeting the following 
week. 

> I know we have a lot of support on campus to effect change. Let’s just 
> make sure we have fun as we work to serve our community 

> I look forward to sharing and learning from you! 

> Harambe, 

> debby 

> P.S. My mobile number is 
welcome. 

2alls before 10:00 p.m are 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> UN(-’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
> EXSS Acadenric Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Larabda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

>/We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself. "What did I corae 
> here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



CHARTER 

ARTICLE I - NAME AND PURPOSE 

Section 1. NAME. This Organization shall be known as the BLACK FACULTY/STAFF 
CAUCUS of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (hereinafter referred to as "the 
CAUCUS"). 

Section 2. PURPOSES. The purposes of the CAUCUS shall be: 

(a) To promote affirmative action recruitment, hiring, retention, and promotion of faculW 
and staff persons of the Black and minority races in EPA and SPA positions throughout 
the university. 

(b) To promote the attainment of an environment conducive to maximum professional 
advancement and personal fulfillment, for Black and minority persons consistent with the 
abilities, qualifications and interests of such persons. 

(c) To promote affirmative action recruitment, admissions and retention of Black, minority 
and economically or educationally disadvantaged students, as well as all other reasonable 
efforts which will support such a purpose, including but not limited to appropriate 
counseling, financial, academic, social and educational programs. 

(d) To promote the attainment of equal justice under law in education, including but not 
limited to, reasonable and necessary program designed to correct and ameliorate 
conditions caused by historic denial of equal justice in education to Black, minority. and 
disadvantaged persons. 

(e) To promote an open dialogue on matters concerning the ending of all traces of past denial 
of equal justice in education in university and state. 

(f) To promote all reasonable and necessary programs designed to foster and achieve a 
decent, just, humane and free society by making the state’s educational benefits more 
widely available to all persons. 

ARTICLE II - MEMBERSHIP 

Section 1. MEMBERSHIP. Membership in the CAUCUS shall be open to all persons employed 
by the university and faculty or staff positions who in good faith subscribe to and who will act to 
further the purposes stated above. 

Due paying melnbers are eligible to participate in all meetings, programs, and elections sponsored 
by the CAUCUS. Affiliate members (non-voting) may participate in meetings and programs 
sponsored by the CAUCUS. 

Section 2. DUES.* Dues shall be payable annually, in such amount as the CAUCUS shall from 
time to time determine. 



ARTICLE II- ORGANIZATION 

Section 1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE. All power which the CAUCUS may exercise 
shall reside in the membership, except as provided in this CHARTER. 

Section 2. DELEGATION. The membership may, by majority vote, delegate any power to any 
officer or member to be exercised according to its instructions. 

Section 3. TERMS OF OFFICE. Officers are elected to serve one two-year term, from July 1st of 
the year elected to June 30th of the second year. 

Section 4. OFFICERS. Succession of officers. The treasurer shall serve as First Vice Chair and 
the Secretary as Second Vice Chair. 

(a) DUTIES OF THE CHAIR. It shall be the responsibility of the Chair to: 

a. Preside at all meetings of the Steering Committee and the CAUCUS. 

b. Call, after reasonable notice, such regular and special meetings &the CAUCUS. 

(b) DUTIES OF THE TREASURER AND FIRST VICE CHAIR. It shall be the 
responsibility of the Treasurer to: 

a. maintain records, 

b. disburse funds at the instruction of the membership, 

c. make periodic reports and accountings to the membership and, 

d. maintain a roll of active and affiliate members, 

e. serve as first vice chair of the CAUCUS. 

(c) DUTIES OF THE SECRETARD AND SECOND-VICE CHAIR. It shall be the 
responsibility of the Secretary to: 

a. keep minutes of the meetings of the Organization, 

b. maintain records, 

c. facilitate CAUCUS correspondence, 

d. maintain a roll of active and affiliate members, 

e. serve as second vice chair of the CAUCUS. 

(d) such other officers may be created from time to time as the CAUCUS deems necessary 

and appropriate. 



Section 5. STEERING COMMITTEE. 

(a) The Steering Committee is composed of seven persons. The Chair, Secretau and 
Treasurer shall automatically be members of the Steering Committee. The remaining 
members of the Steering Committee shall include four positions; three shall be appointed 
by the Chair with the advisement and consent of the general body, and the remaining one 
at large position shall be elected by membership of the general body. In appointing 
members of the Steering Committee, the Chair shall give due regard to selecting persons 
representative of the facul~7, staffand administration. Steering committee member are 
elected or appointed to two year terms. 

(b) EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS OF STEERING COMMITTEE 

a. The Steering Committee shall also have an ex-officio member who shall be the 
Chairman of the Black Student Movement or a person designated by it. 

b. The steering Committee may authorize such other ex-officio members as it 
deems necessa~" to the effective execution of its duties. 

(c) DUTIES OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE. It shall be the Steering Committee to: 

a. Propose programs and projects, 

b. Call, after reasonable notice, such regular and special meetings of the CAUCUS 
as seem reasonable and necessary to execute its purpose. 

c. Undertake such other acts as are necessary and proper to the performance of the 
duties herein specified, and 

d. Perform such other duties as may be delegated to it. 

(d) Such other committee may be created from time to time as the CAUCUS deems 
necessary and appropriate. 

By-Laws Amended and Approved May 2, 1994. 

*Current annual dues, $20.00. Approved 1993. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,           10:02 PN 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 3 <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

- paper attached 

- Nay 5.docx 

Dr. Osborne and Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are having a great week. 
I put my chapters :[ and 3 in the thesis formal 
A couple things that :[ still need to do: 
:[) figure out correct page numbering 

2) write abstract 
3) continue chapte 2 research and do write up 
4) strenghten introduction 
:[ know you are both very busy with the many defenses that are going on this week. There is no rush on giving me feedback. ~ would like to schedule an appointment with you 
for next Wed-Thurs-Fri so that we can discuss what ~ have done so far. 
Thanks for your time. 

Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clara Maria Lovett <Clara.Lovett@nau.edu> 

Thursday, May 6, 2010 1:48 PM 

@aol.com; jjd@umich.edu 

cwitte@umich.edu; derek_bok@harvard.edu; lanter@kutztown.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; 
Ibenselm@du.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; jenszorn@umich.edu;          @aol.com;           ~msn.com; 

@aol.com; barsky@cs.berkeley.edu; @aol.com;        @me.berkeley.edu; tpalaima@mail.utexas.edu; 
gundljh@auburn.edu; Kristine.Mason@loras.edu; kigerj@ohio.edu; pfinley@nova.edu; Joel.Cormier@nichols.edu; 
staurows@ithaca.edu; apaule@bgsu.edu; E.Scott.Adler@Colorado.EDU; moriard@oregonstate.edu; jprados@utk.edu; 
envonc@upmc.edu; snkatz@Princeton.EDU; sgittl01 @tufts.edu;    @aol.com; arsx@uchicago.edu; 

@mac.com; jthelin@uky.edu; jbirge@gsb.uchicago.edu; razeghi@ece.northwestern.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; 
browne@wfu.edu; taflove@ece.northwestern.edu; cs@northwestern.edu; ahaddad@eecs.northwestern.edu; fpi@nd.edu; 
tublitz@uoneuro.uoregon.edu; jwearl@oregon.uoregon.edu; fshavers@nd.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 
gmcghee@aya.yale.edu;        @aol.com; ai@knightfoundation.org;      @nc.rr.com; huff@knightfoundation.org; 

@aol.com; cey2@psu.edu; rbenford@siu.edu; stephen.goodnick@asu.edu; orr@WPI.EDU; 
connor@rpi.edu 

RE: The NCAA and Its New President and PBS Frontline’s College, Inc. 

What else would you expect the chair!co-chair of the Knight Commission to do? For the past twenty years or so, the Commission has diligently pursued a reform agenda (e.g., 
accountability for the graduation of student athletes), ignoring the fact that NCAA has become a universe unto itself. That, it seems to me, is the central issue! Clara 

Clara M. Lovett, Ph.D. 
President emerita 
Northern Arizona University 

From:       ~aol.com       @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 20:[0 10:21 AM 
To: jjd@umich.edu 

Co: cwitte@umich.edu; derek_bok@harvard.edu; Clara Mtaria Lovett; lanter@kutztown.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; RIDPATH@OHIO.EDU; Ibenselm@du.edu; 
ASack@newhaven.edu; jenszorn@umich.edu;         r@aol.com;         @msn.com;       ~aol.com; barsky@cs.berkeley.edu;    ~aol.com; 

@me.berkeley.edu; tpalaima@mail.utexas.edu; gundljh@auburn.edu; Kristine.Mason@loras.edu; kigerj@ohio.edu; pfinley@nova.edu; ,]oeI.Cormier@nichols.edu; 

staurows@ithaca.edu; apaule@bgsu.edu; E.Scott.Adler@Colorado.EDU; moriard@oregonstate.edu; jprados@utk.edu; envonc@upmc.edu; snkatz@Princeton.EDU; 
sgittl01@tufts.edu;    ~aol.com; arsx@uchicago.edu;           @mac.corn; jthelin@uky.edu; jbirge@gsb.uchicago.edu; razeghi@ece.northwestern.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; browne@wfu.edu; taflove@ece.northwestern.edu; cs@northwestern.edu; ahaddad@eecs,northwestern.edu; fpi@nd.edu; tublitz@uoneuro.uoregon.edu; 
jwearl@oregon.uoregon.edu; fshavers@nd.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; gmcghee@aya.yale.edu; @aol.com; ai@knightfoundation.org; ~nc.rr.com; 
huff@knightfoundation.org; @aol.com; cey2@psu.edu; rbenford@siu.edu; stephen.goodnick@asu.edu; orr@WPI.EDU; connor@rpi.edu; @aol.com 
Subject: Fwd: The NCAA and Its New President and PBS Frontline’s College, Tnc. 

,]im, FY]:, re: today’s related USA TODAY story, "Knight Commission co-chair backs big salary for SIv~U football coach." 
Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison Co’or DiNardo <a]lison@varsiblpartners.com> 

Thursday, May 6, 2010 3:27 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jefferson Scholarship named for 

Jefferson Scholarship Case Statemeut.doc; Jefferson Scholarship Pledge Foim.doc 

Hi Debbie, 
I wasn’t sure if you had heard through the grapevine, but a group of us are working on raising funds to endow a Jefferson Scholarship in 
has recurred and he’s at home in Charlottesville in hospice cat~. We want to move on this quickly so that    will be aware of the scholaramp. 
I’ve attached a brief document I put together about the scholarship and a pledge form. I hope you’ll join me in making a gift. 
at Virginia, battling some very old-fashioned view~ who thought Title IX was better ignored. 
I visited with    about two weeks ago and he’s looking thin, but still has his wonderful sense of humor and good spirit. 
Thanks for your help. If you want to fo~Nard this message, feel free. 

Best, 
Allison 
P.S. Congrats on becoming Dr. Debbie! 
Allison Cryor DiNardo 

President 

Carro 11 PCS, Inc, 

lOO North Pill Street, Suile 39-0 

Alexandria, VA ~314 

(703) 518-99o2 (phone) 

(703) 518-899:3 (fax) 

name. cancer 

made a real difference in women’s athletics 



Jefferson Scholars: Leaders. Scholars. 
Citizens. 

Thomas Jefferson’s University of Virginia was founded to nurture leaders. As 
Jefferson said about his school: 

"This institution will be based on the illimitable freedom of the human mind. 
For here we are not @aid to follow the truth wherever it mag lead, nor to 

tolerate ang error as long as reason is left free to combat it." 

is the embodiment of Jefferson’s intent for the 
graduates of the University of Virginia.    was a leader in the classroom and on 
the        at the University as a member of the Class of 

He was never 
afraid to follow the truth wherever it led; his honor has been his guide throughout 
his life. 

His friends, family and former colleagues from throughout his career wish to 
honor him by naming a Jefferson Scholarship at the University of Virginia for 
him. This scholarship would be designated for a high school varsity athlete who 
is a leader, a scholar, a fine citizen--one of the best in our country. 

The University of Virginia Jefferson Scholars are selected on the basis of 
demonstrated excellence and exceptional potential in the areas of leadership, 
scholarship and citizenship,               life work as a leader in the 
intercollegiate athletics community, as an upstanding citizen subscribing to the 
highest of ideals, and as a true friend to so many throughout the years, never 
losing sight of the true gifts of friendship, kindness and good heartedness makes 
creating a Jefferson Scholarship in his name a well deserved honor. 

The Jefferson Scholarship is a four-year merit-based scholarship that includes 
eight semesters of tuition, fees, room and board, and expenses. It is recognized 
as one of the foremost academic scholarships in the country. 



The Jr. Jefferson Scholarship 

A group of              friends and family have quickly come together to raise 
the dollars needed to fund a Jefferson Scholarship in     name. To fully endow 
a scholarship, we will need to raise $5oo,ooo. We can raise these funds with 
five-year pledges and are planning to have a minimum of $125,ooo raised by July 
1, 2010. 

Our top priority is to secure the scholarship to share the news with    and his 
wife      about this legacy to a man we have all called an honorable friend. For 
further information, please contact: 

Allison Cryor DiNardo 

(703) 518-99o2 (office) 
allison@varsitypartners.com 

Lawson Drinkard 
(cell) 

(406) 932-5364, (office) 
@gmail.eom 

Kim Record 
(336) 334-3000 (office) 

(cell) 
ksrecord@uncg.edu 

David Carr 
(home) 

Joe Daniel 
(cell) 

(540) 727-8287 (office) 
Joe_Daniel@CulpeperWood.com 

John Montgomery 
(919) 843 64o2 (office) 

(cell) 
jmont@uneaa.une.edu 

Mike Thomas 
(513) 556-4603 (office) 
michael.thomas4 @ uc. edu 

Patrick Ingram 
Jefferson Scholars Foundation 

(434) 243-9055 
patingram@virginia.edu 

(PAGE } 



Jefferson Scholars: The Mission 

Nurturing future leaders is at the heart of the Jefferson Scholars Foundation’s 
mission: to attract to the University the most promising leaders, scholars, and 
citizens in the world and to give them sufficient financial support so that they are 
free to develop their talents and to use them for the good of the University 
community. Jefferson Scholars are passionate about the roles they play in their 
communities and the world 

Jefferson Scholars: The History 

During the 1980-81 academic year, the first Jefferson Scholars were selected. 
The Jefferson Scholarship competition grew out of the Alumni Association’s 
desire to put in place a tangible program that would reflect the educational ideals 
of Thomas Jefferson. The first Jefferson Scholars-twelve in number-- 
matriculated in the fall of 1981, and were graduated in 1985. 

In later years the Jefferson Scholars Foundation was formed and development 
efforts intensified with the goal of increasing the number and geographic reach of 
Jefferson Scholars. Over time, the regional competitions increased from a 
handful to the more than 5o currently in place. The number of nominees grew 
from a few dozen to over 1,ooo annually, and volunteer committee participation 
grew to approximately 7oo University of Virginia friends who take part annually 
in the nomination and selection process. 

A milestone was reached in 1991, when the first Jefferson Scholar earned the 
prestigious Rhodes Scholarship. Three additional Jefferson Scholars have since 
earned the Rhodes. 

The undergraduate scholarship program has been attracting and cultivating 
undergraduate leaders since 1980. The program currently supports 122 Jefferson 
Scholars in residence at the University of Virginia. Intended to cover the entire 
cost of attendance for four years at the University of Virginia, the Jefferson 
Scholars’ stipend includes tuition, fees, books, supplies, room, board, and 
personal expenses. In 2009-10, Jefferson Scholars from the Commonwealth of 
Virginia received $21,210 for the year, and out-of-state or international Jefferson 
Scholars received an annual stipend of $43,210. 

In addition to the financial component of the Scholarship is an extensive 
enrichment program which aims to support and nurture these students 
throughout their four years at the University of Virginia. 

(PAGE } 



Jefferson Scholars: The Selection Process 

Awarded solely on the basis of merit, Jefferson Scholarships are granted to 
candidates who have undergone a rigorous selection process. Each year the 
Foundation identifies finalists through two avenues: 53 regional competitions 
around the country and a separate competition for all students, including 
international applicants to the University of Virginia attending schools not 
eligible to compete in the regional competitions. 

For the 2oo9-2OlO competition, the Foundation received over 1,3oo nominations 
from secondary schools participating in the regional competitions. Regional 
selection committees--comprised of nearly 8oo alumni and friends of the 
University--review transcripts, extracurricular activities, essays, and teacher 
recommendations before conducting one or more rounds of interviews. 
Additionally, all applicants to the University who attended secondary schools 
outside the geographical regions and all international applicants were screened as 
potential Jefferson Scholar candidates. 

In March, all lOl finalists arrived on Grounds for the four-day Jefferson Scholars 
Selection Weekend. Activities included participation in seminars led by 
University professors, a written exercise, a math/logic exam and personal 
interviews. At the competition’s conclusion, the Selection Committee offered 
Jefferson Scholarships to 38 of the finalists. 

Jefferson Scholars: Today 

Since the first Jefferson Scholars graduated in 1985, they are making a difference 
all over the world. The Jefferson Scholars Alumni Community now stands at 487 
Scholars and 17 Fellows. These individuals live, work, and learn all over the 
world. Many of them are in post-graduate academic programs, or have recently 
completed advanced degrees. They serve their communities as teachers, doctors, 
lawyers, veterinarians, parents, poets, musicians, pla:~-a~rights, and small business 
owners. Among them are the new president of the Special Olympics and two law 
clerks for the Supreme Court of the United States of America. 

(PAGE } 



Pledge: Name(s): 

Address: 

JEFFERSON SCHOLARS FOUNDATION 
Jefferson Scholarship Pledge 

In support of the Jefferson Scholars Foundation, I (we) hereby subscribe and agree to pay to the Jefferson 

Scholars Foundation the sum of $ Paid herewith: $ 

The balance will be paid on the following basis starting on: 

I-I Quarterly I-i Semi-Annual I-i Annual installments of $ , or as follows: 

Purpose: I (we) designate this pledge commitment to provide Jefferson Scholarships to deserving 

undergraduate students at the University of Virginia and to support the Scholarship Program’s effort to 

recruit outstanding students through the Jefferson Scholarship Fund. 

Commitment: I (we) wish to have this commitment paid from our estate in the event my (our) death(s) 

precede(s) the completion of this pledge. [] Yes [] No 

Signature(s) Date: 

Anonymity: I (we) wish this pledge to be anonymous. [] Yes [] No 

Other Information: Gifts may be paid in cash, securities or real property. Pledges may be made payable 
over a five-year period. Check or securities should be made payable to the Jefferson Scholars Foundation 
and sent to: 

The Jefferson Scholars Foundation 
112 Clarke Court 
P.O. Box 400891 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22904-4891 
(434) 243-9029 

All gifts are deductible for income tax purposes within the limits prescribed by law. 

13 I am eligible for matching funds from my employer and will send the forms for processing. 

Contributions of appreciated securities have significant tax benefits. If you are contemplating a gift of 
securities, please contact the Jefferson Scholars Foundation office (434) 243-9029 for mailing instructions 
or have your broker contact us for transfer instructions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, May 6, 2010 6:45 PM 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@emaJl.unc.edu~; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda raalone@unc.edu>; ’Ann Penn’ 

<Ann Penn@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting Follow Up 

Hi Winston. Good seeing you today. Thanks for the friendly reminder. © 

Everyone - Let’s coordinate our calendars over the next three weeks. 

Here’s the Doodle Calendar: 

http:!iwww.doodle, com!97~vbcP3k769tkc7 

Anyone have a favorite eatery or recommendations for grub exploration? © 

Go Heels, 

d&by 

Dei~orah S~roman, PhD. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science Depr~ 

Spor~Admmis~afion FaculV e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spores Bus~ness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg~ CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843~0336 

h L~p:,//ww~v.~mc.edu,/dep r~s/exer cise,/sp o~ r_adm in ts ~r a r~ o~ 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Profiler breaks down mental game 
Web posted 
Friday, April 8, 2005 
By David Westin 
The Augusta Chronicle 

Jennifer Munro has an educated idea of what makes Vijay Singh, Tiger Woods, Ernie EIs and Phil Mickelson 
tick on the golf course. That knowledge, she said, helps explain why Woods, Singh and Mickelson have won 
green jackets and EIs has had an arm in a couple of them. 

Munro, who heads the Golf Digest Schools’ neuro golf program, is an expert in determining a golfer’s mental 
relationship with golf and how it affects his game. 

The president of corporate sales for the school at PGA National in Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., Munro uses 
behavioral technology to place golfers into one of four profiles - challenger, social, traditional and technical. 
Once Munro comes up with one of the profiles for a golfer through a written test, she can enhance the 
mental aspects of golf for a more rewarding experience. 

Munro has been helping golfers recognize their profile for 25 years, the past two with the Golf Digest 
Schools, where she incorporated her knowledge into the neuro golf program. She has done more than 
30,000 profiles in her career, and more than 2,000 since arriving at the Golf Digest Schools, of which there 
are nine around the country. 

Though Munro has worked with Champions Tour golfer Peter Jacobsen, the program focuses on amateurs, 
mainly corporate sales groups and executives. 

What she knows about the top PGA Tour golfers is based on her observations. 

"My job is to create a golf experience that enhances business skills and golf skills and rewards people and 
builds strong relationships (by understanding their profile)," Munro said. "People will do anything to play golf. 
I wanted to give people a greater excuse to enjoy golf more." 

Woods, Singh, EIs and Mickelson have never taken one of Munro’s tests, but she says she knows what 
categories they would fall in. 

Woods and Mickelson, she said, are challenger golfers. 

A challenger’s central temperament trait is dominance. They have a drive to control their environment, 
destiny and outcome. 

Above all, they want to face a challenge, she said. 

"If they play an easy golf course or play with people who aren’t competitive, they don’t play well," Munro 
said. "If they’re playing in that situation and they get behind where they think they ought to be, they will then 
start competing against themselves. They play well from behind, and they play their best when something 
big is at stake." 

The most famous challenger, Munro said, is Arnold Palmer. 

She said only about 10 percent of the general population falls into the challenger category, and she 
estimates that only 3 percent of players on the PGA Tour are challengers. 

Though Mickelson and Woods are both challengers, there are some differences between them. 

"Phil and Tiger both have this inability to take a conservative shot, but Phil is more into what people think 
than Tiger is," she said. "Phil hates the conflict around him. He has two traits that are in conflict with each 



other: one that wants to win no matter what, and the other that wants to keep calm and harmony around 
him. But a challenger can’t be at peace. He wants to be challenging something. He wants to be slaying 
something and bringing it back to the cave." 

Munro said Singh "has some strong technical-golfer profile components," which makes sense since his work 
ethic that has carried him to the top of the golf world at age 42. A technical golfer is a conformist who follows 
processes and systems and has a technical orientation and expertise. 

Other characteristics of a technical golfer fit Singh to a T: suspicious, guarded, accurate, precise, 
syste matic. 

"He’s certainly an introspective person," Munro said. "He’s very methodical and patient. He moves at the 
same speed. I’ve never seen him at any speed but the one he’s on. I think he’s such a perfectionist, and a 
technical golfer is a perfectionist. You see a real internal drive for perfection; not an internal drive to win, but 
to perfection." 

Munro said Nick Faldo is another technical golfer. 

EIs is a traditional golfer, Munro said. A traditional golfer’s main trait is patience. They are easy-going, 
relaxed, stable, persistent, unselfish, dependable, cooperative and agreeable. 

"He’s totally traditional," Munro said of EIs. "He’s smooth, even, fluid and never gets ruffled. He’s totally laid 
back, totally introspective and totally undistracted by anything around him. He’s just in his own world. He 
repeats that beautiful swing. Everybody knows Ernie EIs’ swing. All you have to do is see it from a distance 
and you recognize the swing." 

Munro said about 50 percent of the population and 85 percent of the PGA Tour are traditional golfers. 

While her program is for amateurs, Munro said pros would benefit from knowing their personality profiles. 
"1 don’t think they understand (their profile)," Munro said. "1 think they do what the professor tells them to do. 
They do what has been proven and statistically shown howthey are supposed to act. I don’t think most of 
them are in touch; I guarantee you Tiger is in touch with who he is. I don’t think most of the guys have a 
clue." 

There aren’t many successful pros who fit the fourth personalty profile - the social golfer. They are extroverts 
who are sociable, outgoing, fun, cheerful and communicative. 

Munro said Jacobsen is one of the few social golfers to make an impact on the PGA or Champions tours. 
"The social is the person who really does play for fun," she said. "Only about 20 percent of the golfers play 
for fun. Social golfers are externally impacted; they are easily distracted by external factors such as the 
mood their partners are in or what their partner is doing orthe mood of the crowd. They have a hard time 
focusing internally because they are external people." 

Munro said other social golfers include Lee Trevino and Chi Chi IRodriguez, both of the Champions Tour. 
"It’s easy for a social to get so caught up in what’s going on around them that they lose focus on their game," 
she said. 

"If they don’t have interaction, they can play the best game of their life and not have a good time and think it 
wasn’t a good day. There is no joy in it. It’s like making a hole-in-one when nobody’s watching." 

So, of the Big Four (Singh, Woods, EIs and Mickelson), who does Munro like this week? 

"1 can see any of these guys winning it," she said. "The Masters is a lot of emotion, and it helps to have the 
passion of the crowd behind you." 

Munro said it could come down to Woods and Mickelson in Sunday’s final pairing, as was the case in 
March’s Ford Championship at Doral. Woods edged Mickelson by a shot in a classic battle of challenger 
golfers. 



"They were like dueling titans out there, fighting to the death like gladiators," Munro said. 

TRAVEL SHORTS 

Course Behaviio il  

What golf reveals about the people who play it, by TODD P2fTOCK 

ILLUSTRATION° WILFORD AL~ORO ~:OR :[LLUSTRAT:IONROO~4oCOMoAU 

WkST YEAR A COHPANY’S SALES department went on a golf outing. ]:t was 

meant to be a grand day, but before anyone had brought up a divot, the 
conditions on the course were already ripe for conflict. 

The CEO couldn’t stand one of his salesmen. In his view, the guy talked too 

much and said too little. The salesman, of course, had no idea how we was 
perceived. He interpreted being paired with the CEO as a positive sign. So he 

spent the afternoon simply being himself - friendly, funny and charming. 
When the boss gave everyone a dozen Pro V1 balls, the salesman was so 

relaxed that by the eighth hole he hardly cared that he’d blasted all four 

sleeves into the woods and water. "Ha! Well, there goes another one!" 

And all day, the salesman took his boss’ clenched pearly whites for a smile° 

For the CEO, the encounter confirmed his worst impressions, because he 

knew, as all dedicated players do, that a golfer’s character is his destiny. A 

code of conduct, both written and oral, legislates that you count all of your 

shots, improve lies only when and where permitted, and keep as cool after 

sinking a putt from 6m as missing one from 50cm. 

But golf, say researchers, actually reveals much more insight into players and 

their likely behaviour in business than mere character judgments. They say a 

person% on-course persona can indicate how they negotiate and whether 

they’re suited to sell, lead or communicate. Betting, joking, driving the cart 

are all clues, and the key to using golf as a business tool beyond getting 

uninterrupted hours with colleagues or clients, is understanding how to read 

them. 



"The golf course is a psychological lab," says Jennifer Nunro, a management 

consultant who has plumbed the mysteries of course behaviour as president 

of corporate sales for Golf Digest Schools, "As a man thinketh, so is heo As a 
man plays golf, so is he," 

Munro interprets time links between golf, business and psychology in a survey 

they created called NeuroGo/fProfi/er, which measures behaviour and 

attitudes, and breaks people down into four psychographic profiles° 

Golfers they call "challengers", representing about 10% of the population, are 

assertive, decisive and competitive. On the course, they drive time ca~¢ and 

don’t spend a lot of time analysing shots° Winning is all-important, and they 

respond to pressure by becoming faster, gutsier and more aggressive, They 

also lead in the boardroom 

"Social" golfers, about 20%, are extroverts, oriented around relationships. 

They make introductions, tell jokes and admire the scenery. They’re happy to 

have a beer on the ;~gth holeo Professionally, they tend to be in 

communications-related fields, including PR, sales and politics. Both types do 

well in creative, leadership positions. 

"Technicals" make up a third category, and 20% of the public. These people 

think through club selection and putting angles, They play with uncertainty 

when faced with unfamiliar shot situations, because they’re drawn to rules 

and systems. Likely jobs: company controller; tax, patent or corporate 

lawyer° 

Finally, half time population can be called "traditionals"; patient, cooperative 

types who strive for consensus. They blend in, focusing on their own 

performance, and are more reactive than proactive. Professors, architects 

and public officials often fit the profile. 

The interaction between different category types often prompts value 

judgments. Pace of play is the most common issue. As traditionals slow 

down, challengers speed upo The traditionals are irritated by what they feel is 

gratuitous pressure; the challengers are impatient with what they perceive as 

plodding and indecisive play. 

"You see it play out at the office, to%" Munro says, "The corporate counsel is 

patient and conforming, making sure all the i’s are dotted, and the sales guys 

can’t understand why it takes so long to get a contract through. And the 

counsellor is thinking, ’Here he goes again. He never pays attention to 



details/" 

The other big on<ourse indicator is the amount of socialising players need, 

Are they chatty or quiet? ]:ntroverts and extroverts are usually a bad match, 

says ~’]unro, "Right away there’s an element of mistrust, One is sharing, one 

isn’t, :if you’re t~/ing to build a relationship, one of the first things to ask 

yourself is whether someone is outgoing or private, Then be mindful of how 

you’re coming across° :i’ve never seen a deal signed on a golf course, but :i’ve 

seen a lot of deals broken out there/’ 

That, of course, is what happened between the CEO and his salesman, At the 

office, the CEO had been willing to accept that the salesman was just young 

and needed some time, On the links, though, the CEO realised the guy 

couldn’t read social cues, couldn’t see that his garrulity was annoying to the 

people around him, 

"Golf is real life’; I~lunro says, ":it’s as real as it gets. When you’re out there, 

you’ll know what a person really is in their 

:it was certainly as real as it could get for the salesman, even if he had to 
come off the course and go through the motions at the office for a few more 
weeks to find out what he really was; unemployed° 

Bank of America CEO defends sports marketing 

It was good to see Kenneth Lewis~ CEO of Bank of America, defending his 
organisation s estimated annual 8125m sports marketing budget so robustly the 

other day. 

’1 was never inclined to pump big sums of money into sports marketing 
until I saw the facts and the numbers..ofOr every dollar we spend on sports 
marketing., we get $10 in revenue and $3 in earnings, This is not wasted 
money," 

A welcome and authoritative riposte to the ove~,helmingly negative and ill- 

informed commentaries, on sports sponsorship in general and 
banks’ sponsorship in particular, that wdve seen rather too much of in the 

media over the last few months. 

By Tim Crow on March 23rd, 2009 

National l larketing 



Campaign Underscores U.S. Trust’s Deep Wealth Hanagement 
Expertise and Understanding of ’New Face of Wealth’ 

NEW YORK, Oct. 3 !!~!.!~.~:~.~1%~.~!.!.~:~.:.!!:..!.!::..’,’.~.!i~:ii~:~.!.!/-- U.S. Trust, Bank of America 
Private Wealth Management today announced the launch of its national 
advertising campaign, which spotlights the changing profile of today’s 
wealthy individuals and families. The $25 million campaign marks the first 
major advertising initiative for U.S. Trust since its acquisition by Bank of 
America Corporation earlier this year. 

(Logo: ) 

The brand-building effort represents the most extensive private wealth 
management advertising campaign that either legacy organization has ever 
undertaken. National and local print and broadcast advertisements will debut 
across the nation beginning on October 8. 

"As one of the leading private wealth management providers in the U.S., 
Bank of America recognizes that an increasing share of our nation’s wealth is 
self-made," said Brian Moynihan, president of Bank of America Global Wealth 
& Investment Management. ":In launching a brand visibility campaign of 
significant magnitude, U.S. Trust seeks to convey to clients, prospects and 
the broader marketplace that it understands - and is uniquely qualified to 
address -- the needs, motivations and values associated with this new face of 
wealth." 

"The company’s research-driven campaign illustrates how U.S. Trust 
maximizes opportunities that its clients, the architects of their own success, 
create for themselves, their families, their businesses and their legacies," 
said Anne Finucane, Bank of America chief marketing officer. Acknowledging 
the increasing number of high net worth clients who have earned their wealth 
through their own careers, Finucane added, "the advertising creates a 
connection with clients by demonstrating an understanding of their values." 

Supporting the company’s overall ’Bank of Opportunity’ positioning, the U.S. 
Trust marketing campaign was developed after extensive discussions with 
clients and U.S. Trust wealth advisors, as well as external sources that 
shared a range of perspectives on today’s changing wealth landscape. 

Launching the Campaign 

U.S. Trust will support its brand positioning through an integrated marketing 
campaign, which includes a mix of national and local print, television, and 
radio advertising. The U.S. Trust campaign is expected to run in nearly 50 
markets across the country. Boston-based Hill Holliday worked with Bank of 
America to develop the brand positioning and advertising campaign. 



The U.S. Trust advertising campaign is part of a broader visibility initiative 
rolling out this fall showcasing Bank of America’s Global Wealth & Investment 
Management division. It includes advertising launched in September to 
support Columbia Management, the primary investment management arm of 
Bank of America, as well as plans for a retirement-focused campaign later 
this year. 

U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management combined legacy 
U.S. Trust with The Private Bank of Bank of America and its ultra-wealthy 
extension, Family Wealth Advisors, into one organization in _July 2007 with 
more than $220 billion in assets under management and more than $322 
billion in total client assets.(1) For more than 200 years, U.S. Trust has 
provided unparalleled resources and customized solutions to meet clients’ 
wealth structuring, investment management, banking and credit needs. 
Clients can also benefit from access to resources available through Bank of 
America and its affiliates - including capital markets products, large and 
complex financing solutions, and its extensive retail banking platform. 

Bank of America 

Bank of America is one of the world’s largest financial institutions, serving 
individual consumers, small and middle market businesses and large 
corporations with a full range of banking, investing, asset management and 
other financial and risk-management products and services. The company 
provides unmatched convenience in the United States, serving 57 million 
consumer and small business relationships with more than 5,700 retail 
banking offices, more than 17,000 ATMs and award-winning online banking 
with more than 22 million active users. Bank of America is the No. :L overall 
Small Business Administration (SBA) lender in the United States and the No. 
:L SBA lender to minority-owned small businesses. The company serves 
clients in 175 countries and has relationships with 98 percent of the U.S. 
Fortune 500 companies and 80 percent of the Fortune Global 500. Bank of 
America Corporation stock (~J::<~:.".~.[~i.L!~f!~.~:0 is listed on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 

Columbia Management Group, LLC ("Columbia Management") is the 
investment management division of Bank of America Corporation. Columbia 
Management entities furnish investment management services and products 
for institutional and individual investors. 

Investment products: 
Are Not FDIC Insured 
May Lose Value Are 
Not Bank Guaranteed 

Investment products and services may be available through a relationship 
managed by U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management, or 
through a relationship with Banc of America Investment Services, Inc.(P,) 
Certain Private Wealth Management associates are registered representatives 
with Banc of America Investment Services, Inc. and may assist you with 



investment products and services provided through Banc of America 
Investment Services, Inc. and other nonbank investment affiliates. Banc of 
America Investment Services, Inc. is a registered broker-dealer, member 
FINRA and SIPC, and a nonbank subsidiary of Bank of America, N.A.U.S. 
Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management operates through Bank of 
America, N.A. and United States Trust Company, N.A., which are wholly 
owned subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation. 

(1) Assets as of July ::[, 2007 reflect combined assets of the Bank of America 
Private Bank and U.S. Trust Private Wealth Management as of June 30, 2007. 

AP Archive: ht~Zphotoarchive.ap.~o~z.~. 
PRN Photo Desk, photodesk~!_prnewsv, Are.com 
Source: Bank of America 
CONTACT: John Yiannacopoulos of Bank of America, +l-212-819- 

Web site: htt~:~_/:iwww~b~r~kofamer~ca.com! 
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sports ma  --’ ketiii n 9 
" off 

Posted by ZA on March ::16, 2009 

Why all the f~ss about Bank of America spending on sports 

marketing? People have been complaining about BOA’s spending on sports 

endorsement deals and sponsorships because BOA took government bailout 

money. They took TARP money, but Bank of America is making money from 

their sports marketing deals° Let me repeat that, Bank of America is 

reporting that they are MAKING MONEY from their sports marketing deals. 

So it appears those that criticize BOA’s spending, might not really know all of 

the facts; perhaps they should have listened to the BOA CEO before passing 

judgment° 

Bank of America CEO, Kenneth Lewis, says the~ make "Ten dollars ($::10) in 

revenue and three dollars ($3) in earnings" for every one dollar ($:t) they 

pump into sports marketing deals. Lewis went on to say that the money 

Bank of America spends on sports marking "is not wasted money." 

I don’t know much about how Bank of America runs their business, but it 
does appear their support of sports has been lucrative for their business. 
They are making a 300% ROI (profit) from investing in sports, which you 



take every time in the advertising world So perhaps the politicians in 
Washington will refrain from wagging their tongues on the matter, until they 
at least have some facts to support their criticism, Bank of America’s 

NFL ~ PGA golf ~ US Olympic Team 

Sports Marketing is the Recession’s 
New Whipping Boy 
User Rating: / 3 
PoorBest 

Pete TorTes Article Archive 
Written by Pete Toms 
Thursday, 05 March 2009 01:23 

"Sports marketing is the recession’s new whipping boy." 

That is a quote from a report in this week’s SportsBusiness 
Journal on the backlash against the TARP assisted financial 
services sector’s sponsorship of professional sports. This past 
week saw a media and political outcry over Northern Trust’s 
sponsorship of a PGA tournament in Los Angeles and BofA 
walking away from a nearly concluded sponsorship of the new 
Yankee Stadium. Corporate sponsorships have been an important 
contributor to the record revenues generated in recent years by 
professional sports. Stadium naming rights, luxury suites, premium 
seats, signage, TV advertising, tournament sponsorships etc., are 
all under duress in a climate where corporations fear being 
perceived as irresponsible and ostentatious. 

In January, lEG Sponsorship Report predicted that sports 
sponsorship growth in 09 will be less than 2%, compared to growth 
of 14.7% in 08. According to lEG, ".°°sports will account for 68 
percent oft he $i7 biflion North American sponsorship market°" 
Weekly Standard contributor Jonathan V Last wrote in the WSJ. 

In recent years, teams have also become reliant on revenue from 
corporate clients, in the form of naming rights and luxury-box 
purchases. Nationwide, corporations spend roughly $10 billion a 
year on sports sponsorships. Those should be the first 
expenditures ditched by any company looking to save money. 

The February 09 Metropolitan Corporate Counsel published an 
article by Jordan S~ Solomon which discussed the potential 
impacts of diminished corporate sports sponsorships and the 



difficulties in justifying their existence in recessionary times~ 

2008 will be remembered (not too fondly) as the year the housing 
bubble and the credit bubble burst. One casualty of these bubbles 
bursting and the resulting global recession has been a decline in 
corporate sports sponsorships. As a result, the sports bubble may 
be the next to burst, adversely affecting the sports stars and teams 
we root for. 

Corporate sports sponsorships are declining rapidly, particularly in 
industries hardest hit by the credit crisis, such as the automobile 
and financial services industries. According to data from the 
sponsorship agency lEG, global sports sponsorships doubled in 
the past ten years to about $30 billion annually. These dollars have 
caused stars such as Tiger Woods, David Beckham, and even 
lesser known sports personalities to become rich and famous. This 
massive spending has also enabled sports teams and leagues to 
realize tremendous profits, as well as fuel the creation, 
development and expansion of new sports leagues and teams. 
Due to declining sports sponsorships, many of these new leagues 
and teams will not survive. 

Some of the biggest players in the sports sponsorship industry, 
such as General Motors, Honda, Wachovia and Merrill Lynch, have 
suffered severe financial losses from the economic downturn, and 
in some cases are no longer in business. In these situations, these 
companies are under huge pressure to cut costs, and marketing 
budgets (in particular sports sponsorships) are often the first to be 
cut. These sponsorships are viewed as excessive when a company 
is losing billions of dollars, laying off employees and asking for a 
government bailout. 

One of the factors in the decline in sports sponsorships is that the 
benefits of such sponsorships are difficult to quantify for the 
sponsor, even in good financial times. When times are good, sports 
sponsorship is an opportunity for building a reputation (i.e., brand), 
as well as generating high-level corporate entertainment, such as a 
sponsor’s hospitality tent at a golf tournament. A company’s name 
and logo displayed on signage at sports arenas, on uniforms and 
during TV broadcasts provides tremendous exposure of the 
company’s brand. Free tickets and other access to sports teams 
and players that often accompany a sponsorship can be used as 
an incentive to employees or as an inducement to clients, 
governmental officials and suppliers. However, the benefit to a 



company’s bottom line is difficult to measure, and these incentives 
are even harder to justify during a recession when the company is 
cutting jobs and losing business. 

Select Read &Sore to see the rest of this article. 

The scrutiny of corporate sports sponsorships by media and 
politicians has greatly intensified since the two aforementioned 
traditionally largest sponsorship categories -financial services and 
automotive - have received TARP assistance. With both industries 
receiving hundreds of billions of public dollars, there is much 
debate concerning the value (if any, according to some) of these 
sponsorships. Citigroup’s $400 million naming rights deal for the 
Mets new stadium was the flashpoint in the media and political 
uproar over the legitimacy of TARP money being used (or not), for 
sports sponsorships. David Carter, executive director of the 
Sports Business Institute at the University of Southern California in 
Los Angeles, said of Citigroup’s naming rights deal for "Citi Field", 
"It’s quickly becoming the sports-marketing poster child for the 
entire financial meltdown," And from the aforementioned SBJ 
report, "it’s all about Citi Field," said Rich Gotham, president of the 
Boston Celtics, who have a sponsorship with TD Banknorth. "If that 
wasn’t out there while Citi is crashing and the government is bailing 
them out [with $45 billion in TARP funding] this all wouldn’t be so 
topical." 

Perhaps the most obvious sign of the high public profile of this 
issue was TMZ’s derisive coverage of Northern Trust’s sponsorship 
of the recently concluded PGA tournament in Los Angeles. The 
TMZ reports inspired a spate of media and political reactions which 
were a carbon copy of much of the negative response to the 
CitigroupiCiti Field deal. In both instances (NT & Citigroup), 
politicians from different levels of government and of opposing 
philosophies united in their opposition to the deals. Maury Brown 
reported in November that Republican NYC Council members 
Vincent lgnizio and James Oddo had publicly criticized the "Citi 
Field" sponsorship. The same report quoted Rep. Elijah Cummings 
(D-Md.), "This type of spending is indefensible and unacceptable to 
Citigroup’s new partner and largest investor: the American 
taxpayer." Steve Bi~afer wrote: 

Rep. Ted Poe, R-Texas, has a 100 percent rating from the 
Christian Coalition and Rep. Dennis Kucinich, D-Ohio, has a 100 
percent rating from the ACLU. You can bet they don’t agree on 

much. So, what unites one of the most conservative members of 



Congress with one of the most liberal? Stadium naming rights, of 
course. Citibank’s deal with the Mets to name their new stadium 
Citi Field has been under fire since the bank’s financial problems 
surfaced last fall. On Jan. 28, Poe and Kucinich sent a letter to new 
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner asking him to void the bank’s 
stadium deal with the Mets~ 

Three days after the Northern Trust sponsored golf tournament 
concluded, Barney Frank, the chairman of the House Financial 
Services Committee was quoted in this N¥ Times report~ 

"Marketing expenses should be for real marketing, not ego boosts, 
which is what I think naming rights are," Frank, a Democrat from 
Massachusetts, said Wednesday in a telephone interview. 
"Important men, in particular, like to hang out and ingratiate 
themselves with sports figures, and after the fact try to figure out 
how to make sense of the sponsorships as marketing or economic 
development." 

From the same report. 

On Tuesday, Frank sent a letter to Northern Trust Bank in Chicago, 
a recipient of $1.58 billion of TARP funds, demanding that it 
reimburse the 9overnment for the lavish entertainment and 
hospitality it treated clients and employees to during the PGA 
Tour’s Northern Trust Open last weekend at Riviera Country Club 
in Los Angeles 

The WSJ reported on the Northern Trust backlash. 

Fox News commentator Bill O’Reilly hopped on the bandwagon 
Thursday, commending Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts (an 
unlikely bedfellow) for proposing legislation that "would prevent any 
recipient of TARP funds from hosting, sponsoring, or paying for 
conferences, holiday parties and entertainment events." 

NY Times columnist Maureen Dowd was "teed off". 

Coming in a moment when skeptical and angry Americans watched 
A.I.G., Citigroup, General Motors and Chrysler -- firms that had 
already been given a federal steroid iniection -- get back in line for 
more billions, the golf scandal was just one more sign that the 
bailed-out rich are different from you and me: their appetites are 
unquenchable and their culture is uneducable. 

Criticism of the relationships between TARP assisted banks and 
professional sports has not been limited to Northern Trust and 
Citigroup. Forbes’ Mike Ozar~iar~; 



President Obama wants to cap pay for CEOs of banks that take 
TARP money at $500,000. I figure that means Bud Selig owes 
Obama at least $17 million. Selig raked in $17.5 million in 
compensation for being commissioner of Major League Baseball in 
2007,. 

Selig’s rich bounty ...... is due to baseball’s revenue surge since he 
took over as acting commissioner in 1992. As a capitalist I have no 
problem with that. But a lot of the sport’s revenue--and therefore 
Selig’s compensation--is from advertising and sponsorships from 
banks that have received Tarp money, ike JP Morgan Chase, 
Bank of America and PNC. Mr. Commissioner, either take a huge 
pay cut or fork over $17 million to the president. 

The banks, sports marketing agencies and some business 
reporters have defended the TARP assisted banks sports 
sponsorship deals. The arguments in favour of these deals typically 
stem from four themes; the banks didn’t ask for TARP money, (Mr. 
Frank countered, "They can give it back") no TARP money is 
being spent on sports marketing, sports sponsorships are good 
business and yield a substantial ROI and the banks - without 
political interference - require the latitude to unilaterally allocate 
their marketing resources in order to succeed. 

From the aforementioned WSJ piece by John Paul Newport; "...last 
year Northern Trust accepted $1.6 billion in Troubled Asset Relief 
Program funds, despite record profits of $795 million and a solid 
balance sheet. The bank, in a letter to shareholders this week, said 
it didn’t seek the funds but accepted them to accommodate "the 
government’s goal of gaining the participation of all major banks in 
the United States." From the aforementioned NY Times report on 
Barney Frank’s reaction to the Northern Trust PGA sponsorship; 
"The bank said in a statement that it did not seek, but still 
accepted, the government’s bailout money, and did not use any of 
it at the tournament." B~oornberg reported, "No TARP capital will 
be used for Citi Field or for marketing purposes," Citigroup said in a 
statement on Feb 3. 

Darren Rovel~ reported that, "A Bank of America official told us 
that for every $1 they spend on sports marketin.q, they net $3. They 

also said that out of all the new checkin~ accounts that were 
opened in 2008, 10 percent of those were attributed to their sports 
marketin~ programs." 

Forbes’ Tom Van Riper defended the Citi Field sponsorship. 

Stadium naming rights deals make money, at least when they’re 



done right. In addition to the general exposure, a company like Citi 
gets its foot in the door to handle all of the banking for the team 
and the venue, access to players and their agents and a place to 
drum up business with other team sponsors in the corporate suites. 

Front Row Analytics, a consultancy that helps sports franchises 
value sponsorships, says television exposure in New York media 
market is a $15 million annual value for Citi, 75% of the $20 million 
the company is paying the Mets. Throw in national television (the 
Mets are scheduled for at least 10 games on ESPN and Fox, more 
if they make the postseason), on-site signage exposure, plus the 
revenue potential from stadium ATMs and suite deals with other 
sponsors, and Citi is well into the black. The estimated value from 
hosting an All-Star Game, which is likely in a new park’s early 
years, is $11 million. 

Citigroup’s total deal with the Mets is equal to less than 1% of the 
$45 billion in TARP funds the company is due to receive. The 
current mess exacerbates the bank’s need for profit making, and 
that means marketing. Like it or not, the company stands a better 
chance of repaying taxpayers with the Mets than without them. 

From Anthony Rieber at Newsday: 

David Carter, executive director of the University of 
Southern California’s Sports Business Institute and an 
assistant professor of sports business at the Marshall 
School of Business, said even a public relations backlash 
directed at Citibank wouldn’t cripple the business because 
the everyday consumer is not the prime target of a 
naming-rights deal. Other businesses are. "The behind- 
the-scenes business development that takes place at 
these [sports] events is pretty amazing, but we never see 
it," Carter said. "We spend so much time wondering as 
end users whether it makes sense for a company to put 
their name on a building .... Comprehensive naming-rights 
deals really are good for business, so you have to weigh 
the public relations challenges. Sports marketing has 
helped companies generate revenue and shareholder 
value for a long time." 

In a separate post, Darren Rove~ defended the Citi Field deal, ~"To 
give the folks at Cid the TARP money and then say that they can’t 



market their retail banking operation actually doesn’t make much 
sense." 

Sarah Ta~a~ay questioned if criticisms of the Citi Field deal were 
defensible. 

But the question remains: should companies that receive federal 
bailouts be putting big money into these types of naming rights 
deals? 

The question arose after Sept. 11, 2001, when the airline industry 
was laying off workers and seeking federal help, and yet several 
stadiums and arenas, including AmericanAidines Arena in Miami, 
bore the names of air carriers. 

The conventional wisdom from the business community tends to be 
that in difficult times, companies should be spending a portion of 
their budgets on advertising, since that’s when they need it most. 

Casey Wasserman, CEO of Wasserman Media Group, appeared 
on CNBC to defend sports marketing in light of the negative 
publicity created by the Northern Trust PGA sponsorship. (WMG 
has varied interests in professional sports and amongst them is 
selling stadium namin9 rights) The discussion revealed the degree 
of bitterness in the debate, with Mr. Wasserman pointing out that 
Mr. Frank accepts political donations from some of the same TARP 
assisted banks that he criticized for their sports sponsorship deals. 
Subsequent to Mr. Wasserman’s CNBC interview, Darren Ro~el~ 
posted a list of Mr. Frank’s top corporate contributors. 

Stadium naming rights is also on the radar screen of Miami 
politicians. Last month, City of Miami Commissioners voted 2-2 to 
proceed with plans for a new baseball stadium for the Florida 
Marlins. Marc Sarnoff, one of the commissioners opposing the 
plan, demanded that the Marlins agree to share with the city any 
revenues generated from the sale of stadium naming rights before 
he would consider supporting the project. 

The recent political backlash against public investments in pro 
sports was also evident when Senator Tom Cobum (R-Okla) 
introduced (albeit unsuccessfully) an an~endment to the stin~us 
bi~ to prohibit any of the funds being used for stadiums. 

There is speculation that the new Dallas Cowboys stadium will 
open in June without a naming rights sponsor. The Dallas 
Morning News reported last month: 

When the Dallas Cowboys play their first game here later this year, 
team owner Jerry Jones might have a temporary name for his 



stadium and a lot less cash than he expected~ 

A naming rights deal to add hundreds of millions of dollars to his 
bottom line hasn’t materialized, and sports business professionals 
said Jones might not find a sponsor this year unless he’s willing to 
offer a deep discount. Even optimistic naming rights consultants 
are saying that a blockbuster deal is probably off the table in this 
year of economic turmoil~ 

The near future of sponsorship revenues is likely an acute concern 
to the NFL. SBJ recently reported, ~According to internal league 
data, contracts accounting for 50 percent of all dub sponsorship 
revenues come due within the next f8 months, so with a recession 
bringing every economic issue into sharp focus, the question being 
asked by industry executives gathered in Tampa and Orlando for 
Super Bowl week was whether the NFL’s golden years were 
behind it." 

The same set of challenges which led to the demise of the BofA 
sponsorship of the new Yankee Stadium are correlated with the 
Yankees’ stalled sales of premium seats and luxury suite leases. In 
both instances it is the corporate sector that is expected to 
purchase the inventories. In January the Yankees confirmed that 
they had contracted with a "Manhattan residentia~ real estate 
brokerage" to assist in the marketing of premium seating. 

In the midst of this public and political turmoil, Nielsen Media 
Research has re~eased some figures that show banking 
companies have decreased spending by 10 percent over the last 
year, but have increased the amount that they are spending on 
sports advertisement by 36 percent in 2008, showing that these 
businesses see sports as great return on investment. 

~ O Accordin.q to Nielsen, Banks spent $122 million -- or 18,7 ~ of all its 
TV ad dollars - on sports event Droqramminc~ in 2008. In 2007, the 
bankin.q industry spent $90 million on sports broadcasts, or 12.5% 
of the industrv’s total TV ad expenditures." 

Less than one year ago, professional sports was anticipating a 
group of stadium naming rights deals which would command 
unprecedented dollars. The Mets deal remains in place (at least 
temporarily) but has generated vast amounts of negative attention 
for the sponsor. The Yankees deal collapsed. Interest in the 
naming rights for the Cowboys and Giants/Jets stadiums appears 
slight. On a smaller scale, the Washington Nationals will soon 



begin their second season of play in Nationals Park, still with no 
naming rights sponsor. 

BofA sponsorship chief Ray Bednar was quoted in SBJ, "We may 
have seen a sea chanqe in the acceDtab/e way to deve/oD and 
nurture and maintain and qrow relationshiDs usin~ client B2B 

entertainment." 

Whether or not that change is temporary or permanent will have an 
enormous impact on professional sports. 

Pete Toms is an author for The Biz of Baseball and a staff member of the 

Business of Sports Network. He can be contacted at W ~ 

~oms ~ 243@rogers. c 

Bank of Ar erica Defends Sports 
Sponsorships 

Published on March 16, 2009 I Ernail this article 

At a time when consumers are increasingly ~luestioninq companies 

that invest big dollars in sports sponsorships, Bank of America has 

defended its sports marketing activities. 

Multimillion-dollar sports marketing deals are worth the investment 

because for every dollar spent on sports marketing, the company gets 

$:].0 in revenue and $3 in earnings, Bank of America Corp’s CEO 

Kenneth Lewis told the Chief Executive Officers Club of Boston, writes 

Reuters~ 

The bank spent nearly $125 million on UoS, sponsorships, including 



sports deals, in 2007, according to ]:EG, a unit of WPP, That was the 

last year ]lEG provided estimates for individual companies, BofA does 

not disclose how much it spends on sponsorships° 

Northern Trust Corp. - which got $1.6 billion from the Troubled Asset 

Relief Program - was at the receiving end of backlash from U.S. 

lawmakers for hosting extravagant parties at a Southern California golf 

tournament, while Citigroup, which received $45 billion from the 

program, has been criticized for maintaining its $400 million 

nami~-ri#l~ts deal for the New York Mets’ new baseball stadium. 

Bank of America has sponsorship deals with the NFL, MLB and 

NASCARo While the company was close to finalizing a long-term deal to 

become the biggest sponsor of the new Yankee Stadium, those talks 

have ended. BofA instead chose to continue an existing sponsorship 

agreement° 

The North American sports industry - including franchise values, 
athlete endorsements and broadcast rights ~ was valued at $225 billion 
in 2006 by Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Journal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            12:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Powerpoint Presentation on women’s basketball - 

UNC Women’s Basketball done by              ppt; ATT00001.c 

Dr. Stroman- 

Just reminding you that last night I submitted to you my additional 
golf business research on the Neuro Profiler and BoA’s Sport 
Marketing. I did this via attachment on email. 

Below, I have attached MY version of the PPT presentation regarding 
the research found on the women’s basketball program here at UNC. 
Please confirm receiving both assignments from me. 

Thank you very very much and I will see you on Sunday at graduation :) 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:37 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: Words of Wisdom 

I wish you all of the success as next year~CVMs president. We could not 
have had as productive year as we did if it wasn~CVMt for the support you 
gave me during the past year. I thank you for everything you did for me 
as well as the club this past year. I hope this letter will be 
beneficial and help you be even more successful next year 

One thing that I felt worked ~vell in the beginning ~vas having tlcequent 
leadership meetings I think having one every other week helps keep the 
leadership on the same page because not everyone works well with emails. 
If I could start all over again, I would definitely keep up our 
regular leadership meetings. I feel like with our past year I lost 
touch with some of the executive board by not having regular meetings. 

One suggestion I would have for next year is to distinguish earl)’ on, 
dues paying members from regular listsel~’ announcements. There should 
be a listserv in which only dues paying members get updates about jobs 
and internships ~vhile the listserv can be invited to hear speakers and 
our other events. Also, I think that our collaboration with the 
business school could be very profitable. I think the trip to see the 
Bobcats was great, and we could make it even more affordable by 
including more people and it would be a lot easier with the business 
school collaboration ~[~you guys decided to take a trip involving the 
possible meeting of ]-)wight Howard, I~’r~m there! 

I also think that collaborations with other organizations such as CAA 
and Fever could help as welk I know that next year is going to be a 
great year for the club and I cang~’r~t wait to see what you have in store[ 

Best of luck next year, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <uncwla:~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 7, 2010 8:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Wow! UVA tragedy 

Hi Debbie, 
Hope all is well- thanks for your call Our team is doing fine- we did not have an?’ close ties to Yardley Love. Although it still continues to be an outrageous situation to wrap our arms 
around 
I have texted with Jane \filler and Julie (briefly) they are in Baltimore tonight and tomolxow for vie~ving and funeral- I can not imagine how difficult it must be for all - coaches, team and 
administrators 
I will keep you updated - ~ve play Cornell tomorrow and then on to NCAA’s! 
Have a good weekend, 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 
To: <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/3/2010 2:53:06 PM 
Subject: Wow! UVA trage@ 

http://www.nvdailvnewscom/sports/colle~e/2OlO/O5/O3/2OlO-O5-O3virginia men 
s lacrosse player~eorge huguelycharged ~vith murder of womens playe.html 

Let’s all continue to be mindful of signs of depression and erratic behavior 
in our students. 

(iod Bless the Wahoo and ACC Family. 

(ioHeels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty’ - ea 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socieb’) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

<http:i/www.unc.eduideptsiexercise/sl~ort adruinistration> 
http:i/~vw~v.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sl~ort adruinistr ation 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "\Vhat did I come here 
to learn, and what did I corae to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Errickson, Sadye Paez <sadye errickson@med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 9, 2010 9:28 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Spoken Word - TONIGttT 

Good morning ladies, 

wanted to sound out the details for tonight - we are definitely going, already have our tickets. Let me kno~v if you can join :) Also, hip hop - Tues at 630 at 9th St Dance. 

X©, 

Sadye 

The Epic of Eve 
.... and Adam called her Eve because she was the mother of ALL living 
things Gen 3:20 

Strength, weakness, tears and I~ars.. 
The Courage to beat the odds. 
Lead us not into temptation.. There is a burglar who drapes itself in 
secrecy and whispers discorded blues.. 
Ever?- woman will face a time in her life when choices will alter her 
reason of being 
Her freedom in self will no longer be liberated by second guessing her 
placement in the enclosed garden of life Sexually,’ will no longer be 
concealed by shame because she is clothed in Eros and Agape. 
Come...There is a fruit that was so forbidden, that the earth opened 
her mouth and swallowed the tempest..In this deliverance, from East 
of Harlem to East of Eden, 6 women will take you through their gardens 
while the?" sow their seeds with words and song 6 Epics..6 Harvest 
under the tree of Knowledge. Each word spoken will bring ~2~rth fruit 
from Thy mothers garden. Just be careful whom you let sow your 
fields... 

Who: Black Poetry Theatre Presents 
What: The Epic of Eve. 
Strength, weal~ess, tears and fears... 
The Courage to beat the odds.. 
When : Sunday, May 9,2010 
Time: 7:00pm 

where: 5504 Durham Chapel Hill Road, 
Durham, NC 27707 

Cost: $7 in advance for tickets online 
www.blackpoetr?’theatre, corn 
Door $10 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, May 9, 2010 11:12 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Close Ont 

Monday at 11 ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2010, at 6:49 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <’dstroman(~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Let me know yonr ava~labiliU on Monday or Tue~ay betbre noon. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UI~-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor mad Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Chub 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:/’ f www~unc~edu/’deptsiexercise/sport administration 

;Ve are a[[ studen;s and teacher,;. ] often ask ~vse~; "IVha~ did ] come here Io /earn, and wha~ did] come Io ~eac’h ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 10, 2010 9:11 AM 

Erin Lmdsey <eberg@email.unc.edu>; Daly, Jack <jrdaly@emaJl.unc.edu>; Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; dgaynor 
<dgaynor@email.unc.edu>; ttairston, Elbert <hairstoe@email.unc.edu>;                         ~email.unc.e&~>; Huffman, Lm~don 

<hlandon@email.unc.edu:~; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlm~email.unc.edu>; Schwarzber, Ross <rschwarz@emaJ, l.unc.edu>; Jordan Skolnick 

<skolnick@email.unc.edu>; H~fi~5ton, Elbert <hairstoe@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@ema~l.unc.edt~’; Southall, 
Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <z~lstro@unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cooper, 

Co~e <cgcooper~!email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Nick Fulton article] 

Nick Fulton article.emLmsg 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Ck~apel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 9:08 AM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edu> 

Nick Fulton article 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

A blog-post from The Chronicle of Higher Education was fowvarded to you by: sportlaw@unc.edu 

Message from the sender: Hi Everyone, Thought you might be interested in this interview with Nick 
Fulton, an incoming first year, from the Chronicle of Higher Education. 

~4ay 7, 2010 

The Volee of tl~e Athletes 

How tnight conference realignment affect students? Should playe~ be paid for the use of their 

likenesses? An advoeate for Division I athletes speaks out. 

Most E-Mailed 

IRS Finds Possible Problems With Huw Colleges Set Top Salaries 

Teaching Matters: ’l~Jming Biulogy Education Upside Down 

A Stu~leut Pie],:s His Way Through H~e M~ze 

Academe H;~th No Fm’y Like a Fellow Professor Deeeived 

Most Adjmlets Like Working Off the Tenure Traek 

NnNng it hard to keep up M~ M1 ~at’s happening in aeademe? The Chronicle keeps you up 

to date with award-uSnning repoAing and anMysis of eunent events in higher edueafion. We 

offer daily and weekly e-tnail newsle~els that ~ll keep you eun’ent. Go to 

la~: / / eh ron~ d e. corn / mya ccounti~ ewsle~ers to si Na up. 

(c) The Chronicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street 
Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA> on behalf of 

Eric Schwarz <Eric.Schwarz@SAINTLEO.EDU> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 10:24 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

SMA Call for Papers Deadline Extended 

Greetings All (and apologies for cross-posts), 

As a result of some delays on our end getting information posted about the costs of the conference, and people expressing their concern about being able to get 

their papers submitted with finals and graduation on many of our plates, we have decided to extend the deadline for submission of papers to the SMA conference. 

In consideration of people also attending the NASSM conference, we also did not want to make the due date around the conference date. Therefore, the new 

deadline for submitting papers for consideration to the SMA conference will be Friday, June 11 at midnight. 

Conference details will be posted on the SMA website shortly, but we can tell you that the 8th Annual Conference is scheduled for October 26-29, 2010, at the 

Hilton Riverwalk Hotel in New Orleans, Louisiana. The conference will be hosted by the University of Southern Mississippi Sport Management program. 

The guidelines for submission can be found on the SMA website [http://www.sportmarketingassociation.com]. All submissions are to be made electronically 

through the SMA website. 

The conference theme is: Sport Marketing Strategies in Hard Times 

Questions or inquiries regarding the submission process and the 2010 conference should be directed to: 

Dr. Eric Schwarz 

2010 Conference Academic Co- Chair 

.e_.r_j.£:.s__c_.h_..w_ .aZ.~_@_ _s. _a_ j_ _n_ . _tJ_.e__o_.: @_.u_. 

Dr. Beth Cianfrone 

2010 Conference Academic Co- Chair 

Dr, Eric C Schwarz 

Associate Profes~.~or of Sport Busines~.~ 

E,’.epartm,:_~nt of Sport BkEs~ness and Internatbona~ roudsm 

Schoo~ of Business 

Saint Leo Un~verskv 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Bo’,< 6655/MC 2057 

Saint Leo, FIorida 33574 

Office Phone: ~-352-.588-7326 

Fax: I-.352-588--89~2 

Ema~: eric.schwarz@sainfleo.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 2:07 PM 

StromasL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder- Caucus Chat 

Good day. This meeting is optional, but I would certainly value your attendance and input! 

Let’s meet at 3:00 p.m. in my office. I am located near Swain and across the street from Phillips. Lower level # 4. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Sport Science Dq_,u 

Sport Administration FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena ALpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919.843.0336 

"In the end these things rnatter rnos~: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you leorn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 2:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Friendly Reminder- Caucus Chat 

Hi Debby, 

Are you referring to today? If so, I regret today will not work for me as I have a Dr’s appt @ 3:30p. I don’t believe I received any previous correspondence relative to this "chat". 

I would love to be a part of the dialogue. Please keep me apprised. Thanks, much[ 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Associate Director 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Director o f W ellness 

Campus Health Services 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-36~8 Email: 
~[ _h__9_[ _n_ ! ~_g_~_@ ~ _n_ ! Ki_l:3__l!! _c_~ _e__d___u- 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May :[0, 20:[0 2:07 PM 
To; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; Friendly Reminder- Caucus Chat 
Importance: High 

Good day. This meeting is optional, but I would certainly value your attendance and input! 

Let’s meet at 3:00 p.m. in my office. I am located near Swain and across the street from Phillips. Lower level # 4. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Facuhy e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Chub 

Sigma Alpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HiJd, N(7 27599 

919.843.0336 

ht~p:!’/’www,unc,edu!’deprs/exercise!’spork~admh~isL~;uion 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let gaP" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu~ 

Monday, May 10, 2010 3:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Nick Fulton article 

He is an excellent professionaJ and colleague. Thanks for passing this along! I’m excited he roll be a fellow ’Far Heel soon. 

Just finished my last paper and now am going to take a new look at my dissertation. 

Als~ t~ying to create my own website to run a fitness consultant personal training company on the side. 

Would love to touch base wifl~ you this week! Any day or time better than another? 

Hugs. 

Kris~tina 

On May 10, 2010, at 12:30 PM, Deborah Stroman < dstroman(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

htt ~V -the-Athletes 23821 

E~p1,)re. Er}gag(.. Emp,)wer- 

http:ifwww~unc.edu/~depts/’exercise/sport administration 

"When nobodF around ~ou seems to measure up, it’s time m chec~ Four yardstick," (B. iemle~) 

From: sportlaw@unc.edu [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May :tO, 20:tO 9:08 AM 

To-" sportlaw@unc.edu 
Subject: Nick Fulton article 

~iI The Chronicle of Higher Education 

A blog-post from The Chronicle of Higher Education was fowvarded to you by: soortlaw(~unc.edu 

Message from the sender: Hi Everyone, Thought you might be interested in this interview with Nick 

Fulton, an incoming first year, from the Chronicle of Higher Education. 

May 7, 9010 

The Voice of the Athletes 

Itow might conference realignment affect students? Should playels be paid for the use of their 

likenesses? An advocate for Division I athletes speaks out. 

Most E-Mailed 

IRS Finds Possible Problems With How Colleges Set Top Salaries 

Teaching Matters: Turning Biology Education Upside Down 

A Student Picks His Way Through the Maze of Financial Aid 

Academe Hath No Fury Like a Fellow Professor Deceived 

Most Adiunets Like Working Off the Tenure Track 

Finding it hard to keep up with all that’s happening in academe? The Chronicle keeps you up to date 

with award-witming reporting and analysis of cun’ent events in higher education. We offer daily and 

weekly e-mail newsletters that will keep you current. Go to 

http://chronicle.com/mvaccount/newsletters to sign up. 



(c) The Cl~ronicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street N~V 
Washington, DC 20037 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 5:46 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [peess- l] Commencement 2010 and Brain Power Conundrum 

I’m with you. This looking to gain an "taN’air" competitive advantage 
frustrates me a little. Be as efficient as possible and be satisfied 
with your efforts :-) The Halward professor is a terrible example for 
students 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

Amen! I guess this activi~z is an example of the dangers of the development 
of technology and medicine ~Vhen do we allow God’s purpose to reign versus 
the capabili~ of man to create and enhance "bigger and better" us? 

>:) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobrrdy around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Coyte Cooper [mailto:cgcooper(£email. unc edu] 
Sent: Mi)nday, Miiy 10, 2010 5:21 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: [peess-f] Commencement 2010 and Brain Power Conundrum 

Wow, this is extremely interesting! Thanks fi~r sending the link! I 
can’t believe that students and professors are using this stuff to 
improve their productivity. What ever happened to good old fashion 
hard work’?! ?! 

Coyte 

Quoting Deborah 8troman <dstroman@email.unc edu>: 

>> 1. I am kinda bummed that I am not more on tnp of this story, while 
>> catching up with my 60 Minute shows, I saw this scary, yet intriguing 

issue. 
>> Please watch the entire segment ("Boosting Brain Power") as the numbers 

may 
>> suggest that our colleagues on campus (if not one or many of us in EXSS) 

are 
>> using these drugs too. The jury is still out on the long-term effects. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>http://www.cbsnews.confvideo/watch/?id 6430949n 
>> 

<http:i/www.cbsnews.confvideoiwatctz;?id 6430949n&tag contentMain;contentBo@ 

>>> &tag contentMain;contentBody 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 2. Wonderful weather and celebration! Kudos to Ashley- for her 
>> leadership in the coordination of the EXSS Corcanencement program. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The EXSS Gai~g: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> cid:4B960989-B2AE-46DC-B778-30CEA21D5001 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 



>> debby 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 

>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> Spurt ANninistratiun Faculty - e3 

>> 

>> [~XSS Academic Advisur and Internship Courdinator 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - C~# 3182 

>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> <httr~:/iwww. unc. edu/deptsiexercise/s~ort acLministration> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/s’0ort administration 

>> 

>> "In the end these things matter most: How- well did you love? How fully did 

>> you live? How deeply did you learn to let go’.’" 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: 

>> cgcooper@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

>> email to 

>> leave-26969412-20561841 45c9a312e86026214dea9330f9ece36b@listsel~’ unc edu 

Coyte Cooper, PhD. 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: ~msc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2010 3:48 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Website! 

What do you thil~??? I will give you a call tomorrow[ 

http ://v~vw webs.corn/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 2:09 PM 

eaglecreekl @aol.com 

Stroman, DeIx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

NCAA Football Coaches Academy 

2010 Coaches Golfers Attendee List.xlsx 

Hi Andy. Thanks again for the call. See attached golfer’s listing. 

Please establish the teams using one intermediate player, if possible, per team. We will play a Captain’s choice (captain chooses best shot for the team, 

golfers do not play their own ball but rather hit from the best ball) format with a four hour time limit. Two CTP’s and one LD. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

I look forward to meeting you. 

Dr. Stroman 

D~bo~ah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot, Science 

Spo~Admh~istradon Facul~ e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Interns}tip Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo=ts Busff~ess Club 

Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

]~ tl2p: £~/Www.t~ c.edj!£ d el) tsZ ~xe~c ~se £ sp or t~ administration 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How.fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

A 

Last Name 

Austin 

Burns 

Cowsette 

Dial 

Dixon 

Dorsett Jr. 

Eliano 

G ray 

Guess 

Haygood 

Hill III 

Hilliard 

Johnson 

Kitchings 

Lane 

Lowery 

Malone 

McComb 

Odums 

Oliver 

Pearce 

Porter 

Reese Jr. 

Shaver 

Young 

First Name 

DuShawn D. 

G reg o ry 

Delbert 

Kevin 

Kerry D. 

Samuel Alonzo 

Perry 

Torrian D. 

Lorenzo 

Herb 

Emmett M. 

Marcus A. 

Maurice E. 

Desmond 

Earl R. 

Gary L. 

Jordon L. 

Todd 

Dawson T. 

Travis 

John H. 

Kevin 

Willie G. 

Kendrick L. 

Brian 

C D 

Beginner 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Intermediate 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Advanced 



G H I 

2 No Clubs Needed Yes/Right-Handed Set Yes/Left-Handed Set 

3 X 

4 X 

5 X 

6 X 

7 X 

8 X 

9 X 

10 X 

11 X 

12 X 

13 X 

14 X 

15 X 

16 X 

17 X 

18 X 

19 X 

20 X 

21 X 

22 X 

23 X 

24 X 

25 X 

26 X 

27 X 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tanner. Bet]~ <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 2:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sigma Alpha Lambda Honors data 

Dr. Stroman, 
I received your fax and need some clarification. In looking back at the data I gathered la~ year, I noticed I only pulled students in the General College. You requested all 
undergraduates. I just want to verify that you want students from all colleges, not just GC. It’s not a problem either way, I just want to be sure to get the data you need. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tar!!~er 
Report Progr;~rnrner 
Oi:f[ce of i:he kh~iversity Reg~5~rar 
Su[i:e 3~00, 5~.5B North, Cg 2~00 
E-mall: btm nner~emaJl.unc.edu 
Phone: 9~9-9~2-9~5~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

Stroman, De[x~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

doc 

Hi Dr. Stromaa, 

I met              a few months back. She’s an extremely bright young lady and I thought you may have some advice for her as to next s~teps, but i didnt want to 

give her ,/’our information without your permission. Didnt know if the CSRI position you mentioned to me is still available, but I thil~k she’d be a great candidate if it is. 

Ive attached her resume. Let me know if you have time, wouldnt mind speaking with her. 

"Ituman being~ by changing the inner attitudes of their minds, can change the outer aspects of their lives."--William James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 5:58 PM 

’Yvonne Steveusoff <yvonne@a]um.emory.edtr~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: UNC Caucus 

Thanks Yvonne. I decided to make a name change to foster inclusion and avoid titles. (~) Can you change the following using your fonts from the other artwork? {Or 

anytMng you suggest?} Thanks. 

Carolina Black Caucus 

"When nobod~ around gou seems to measure up, it’s time to check lcour yardstick." (B, 

From:       ~gmail.corn [mailto       @gmail.corn] On Behalf Of Yvonne Stevenson 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 2:53 PM 

To: Deborah Strornan 
Subject: Re: UNC Caucus 

On Sun, Apr 25, 2010 at 3:27 PM, Deborah Stroman <~t__s__t__r_~2Lr_~j_a_!!.~_e_rE’?_~_l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_?- wrote: 

Thanks! 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

EX~qS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports N~siness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9i%84&0336 

{] [’q)iZ!//www.unc.e du / dep! sj’e ~’rci~!/.’!port admmist:r~ tion 

. e are all xludentx at~d leachers. I q/~en axk myse([ "}I/hat didI come here to learn, and what didI come to teach?" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ralph Sampson ~aol.com> 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 10:39 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

From Ralph Smnp~n 

Hello, 

How are you doing. 

I am finally ready to get this project off the ground. Wow... it has taken longer than I expected. Please check out this link. 

http:i!www.rny--winnerscircle.com/page.asp ?p key=5928AFOSOCB84ASDB998FAF4CO06 D502 

What do you think? 

I need the following from you: 

¯ What cause, foundation, organization do you want to support. We can take about this one 

¯ Do you do speaking request? If you do I will add this to your Signature move section and link it to our speaker page. You will get a email from anyone who 

request you and you can take it from there. 

,, Are there any companies that you would like to be sponsor by the we could put on your page. 

Let’s set up a time to discuss so I can get this moving and we all can create a win- win for each other. 

I will be waiting for your call. 

office: 678-775-6897 

Cell: 

Thanks 

Ralph Sampson 
Winners Circle Enterprises, LLC 
5805 State Bridge Road, Suite G-171 
Duluth, Ga 30097 
Ph: 888-587-3330 
Fax: 404-420-2933 

ralphs@m¥-winnerscircle.com 

www.my-winnerscircle.com 

"It takes team work to make a dream work" 
This e-mail and any attachment is for authorized use by the intended recipient(s) only. It may contain proprietary material, confidential information and/or be subject to legal 

privilege. It should not be copied, disclosed to, retained or used by any other party. If you are not the intended recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any review, 

dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Jefferson <sej9n@virginia.edu> 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 3:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gma54.com 

Contact 

Deb, 

How are you my friend? I hope all is well. There is a young lady, that I think 

could greatly benefit from the opportunity to converse w! you. She has recently graduated w! her Masters from Indiana University and is about to begin her 

doctoral work there also. I’ve copied her on this email, feel free to email her directly. 

Thanks for your help and I look forward to talking with you more soon. 

Butch 

Butch Jefferson 

Academic Coordinator 

Athletic Academic Aftairs, Football 

McCue Center Office 213 

University of Virginia 

Email: Butch@v!rginia.edu 

Office: 434-982-5332 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Jefferson <sej9n@virginia.edu> 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 3:48 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Well given I live in I.ynchburg, I won’t be in town for the game. However, assuming you travel 29 through Lynchburg, maybe you could meet my wife and I for 

dinner or coffee or something (if you’d like) on your way back home, Just a thought.., 

Butch Jefferson 

Academic Coordinator 

A~Netic Academic Affa~B, FootbN~ 

McCue Center Office 213 

University of Virginia 

Email: Butch@vkginia.edu 

Office: 434-982-5332 

Mobile: 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 20.t0 3:45 PM 
To: ’Butch Jefferson’ 
Subject: RE: Contact 
Thanks Butch! I am coming to town for the WLax game on Sunday. Can we connect? 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

http:/%~www.unc.edu / deptsfexercise//sport administration 

"When nobody ~round you seems m me~sure uN it’s time m check your yerdstick." (B. temley) 

F~m: Butch Jefferson [mailto:sejgn~virginia.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2010 3:33 PN 

To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 

Co: ~gma~l.com 

Subject: Con~ct 

Oeb, 

How are you my friend? I hope all is well. There is a young lady,                                                                                that I think 

could greatly benefit from the opportunity to converse w! you. She has recently graduated w! her Masters from indiana University and is about to begin her 

doctoral work there a~so. I’ve copied her on this email, feel free to email her directly. 

Thanks for your help and I look forward to ta~king with you more soon. 

Butch 

Butch Jeffemon 

Academic Coordinator 

Athletic Academic kffaim, Football 

McGue Center Office 213 

Univemity of Virginia 

Email: Butch@vir,clinia:ed u 
Office: 434-982-5332 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Barabas qbarabas@bobcats.com> 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 6:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Select Bobcats Season Tickets 50% Off 

Deb, 
No worries, I am sure things there are still hectic with finals and graduation. Whenever you get the chance, feel free to call or email me as we are here throughout the 
offseason, expect for a few vacation days. 
Have a great night and a wonderful weekend. 

Best, 
Tim Barabas 
Account Executive, Group Sales 

Bobcats Sports and Entertainment 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC. 28202 
704-688-9046 
704-688-8736 
t ba..-~bss@bobcal.~.cem 
Ask me about our Early Bird Specials! 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay "12, 2010 6:29 PM 
To= Tim Barabas 
Subject= FW: Select Bobcats Season Tickets 50% Off 

Hi Tim. I haven’t t:orgotLen you! Crazy time finishing up exams and Comn~encement 

Let’s chat 

Thanks again for your follow up. 

Gc Neels, 

ExpJ.ore. fmgage. Empow~m 

9 P’).863.0336 

h~://~.unc.edu/de~/exe mise/s~o~ administration 
"When nobody around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check your yardstick," (B, temte~) 

Fmm= Charlo~e Bobcats [mailto:even~@~ca-emaiLcom] 
Sent= Wednesday, Hay $2, 2050 6:02 PN 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
$ubject: Select Bobca~ Season ~cke~ 50% Off 

Season Ticket Special TrouNe viewing Lhis email? 



Playoff F’dority 

Invitations to exclusive Bobcats Events 

Inclusion in the T~cket Triode Program (never wa~ e ~e ) 

Limited time offer onlyl 

Ca{~ 704,BOBCATS today or ema~i ~:~:k~ts.:@bo~(:~te.(.’o~ 

~i Play 1he Right Way 

ABSIBT,S 

This email ,~/as sent by: Bobcats $po[ts & 

833 E. Trade St~eet Challotte, i~JC, 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~wisc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 13, 2010 10:56 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Disserta’don prolx~sal idea... 

Thank you Thank you Thank you’.!! You are truly a blessing Chat ~vith you again soon 

On 05/13/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks for the chat! Keep progressing and planning your strategy :) 
> 

> My nephe~v - http://kamarifit.com/index php (http://kamarifit.col~’index.php) 
>http://d,vnamicfitpa.com/about kamari(http://d,vnamicfitpa.col~’about kamari) 
>http://wwwnbcphiladelphia.comisho~vs/lO-show/The STARTProgram Workout Phi(http://www.nbcphiladelphiacom/showsilO-showiThe 

ladelphia.html 

Attached is my old dissertation manual. I am sure it has been updated, but 
it may be a lifesaver to help explain key aspects of your writing journey. 

Hugs, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 

>http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration(http://wwwunc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration) 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~wisc edn] (j avascript:main.compose0 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 1:41 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Dissertation proposal idea.. 

Sounds gund. I will work on this after my classes end Monday. Thank 
you! 

On Apt 29, 2010, at 5:54 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
*vrote: 

> Hi Let’s take this thought-process one step at a time 
> (bear with 
> me). :) 

>> 

> First, rank the five learning outcomes in terms of YOI~R own interest 
> and 
> then your perceived belief of effectiveness for the SA. 

>> 

> Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. E~gage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edu,’depts/exerciseisport administration(http://www.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport a&ninistration) 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frora: ~wisc.edn] (j avascript :main.compose0 
Sent: Wednesday-, April 28, 2010 7:08 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Dissertation proposal idea... 

Dr. Stroman, 

Wanted to run an idea by you for my disseration. I know you are in 
crunch 
time there so no rush to get back.. 

Research Idea : 

I want to look at NCAA CHA2vIPS/Life Skills programs ~vithin 
intercollegiate 
athletic departments across the Big Ten to understand ~vhat attributes 
constitute a quali~¢ program with respect to the five desired program 

START Program Workout Phi) 



> > learning outcomes including: 

> > 1 ) academic excellence, 2) athletic excellence, 3) commumi~ 

> > service, 4) 

> > career development and 5) personal development 

>> 

> > The intent of this program is to prepare student-athlete’s to enter 

> > life 

> > after sport tlowever, studem-athletes have never been studied to 

> > find out 

> > to what degree these programs help student-athletes achinve these 

> > learning 

> > outcol~les. 

>> 

> > I would like to survey student-athletes across tile Big Ten with 

> > questions 

> > targeting their perceptions of tile program’s effectiveness to reach 

> > these 

> > five desired learning outcomes. 
>> 

> > I am curious what you think? How would you approach this 

> > methodology wise? 

>> 

>> 

> > Thanks nmch, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slillwell, Camille (DCHR) <camille.slillwell@dc.gov> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 8:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Hi Debby!! 

So good to hear from you! How are things on your end? I’m glad you were able to find me. Mg departure from College Park was not a good one and I left a desk 

drawer full of bus~ness cards ~n my o[fh::e back in 2007. My contact ~nforma~:~on ~s in my s~gnature [He below and my oersona~ email ~s stiliwec@gwma~l.gwu.edu. 

Please keep m l:ouch ~ 

Best, 

Camille 

Camille A. Sfillwell, Ed.D. 
Associate Director 
WorMorce Development Administration 
D.C. Department of Human Resources 
441 4th Street, NW 
Suite 850N 
Washington, DC 20001 

202.727-1558 (Office) 
202.727.1744 (Fax) 
ca m~lle.stillwell@dc.~ov 

::X:: DCHRLOGO H~ Ras 

"To attract, develop, and retain a well=qualified and diverse workforce," 
._h_Lt~_;_/_t~4,t~_d___c_b_r_~__d__c_~.g__o_~. 
S’I’AI"~N~I" OF CONFIDENTIALrr¥ The information contained in this electronic message and any attachments to it are intended for the exclusive use of the addressee(s) and may 
contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments 
Have you heard 1he knock at your door? 

U S. Census ,,~¢rkere are here to assist you with fiiling out the 281 @ Oe~s~s ~erm 

www census.do.gay 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, May 13, 2010 5:27 PM 
To; Stillwell, Camille (DCHR) 
Co; dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Contact 

Hi Camille. I found you! Do you remember me? The one who visited your office when I was in the middle of my doctoral studies... © 

I pray all is well for you and yours, Thanks again for all you did to inspire me and identify resources for success. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

I,~NC Exercise and Spo~E Science De-pc 

SporcAdminisLradon FaculV es 

EN~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

College Spore Research Ins6mte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# ~182 

Chapel t-liil, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hct}~://www~unc.edu/dc~ks~ exerctse/sporL=admm~sLrarton 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Howfufly did you/ire? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Joel Maxcy ~maxcy~UGA.EDU> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 11:01 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

UGA Position Amaounce~nent 

Sport Management Lecturer Position Announcement 2010.pdf 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Sport Management Program at The University of Georgia is currently searching to fill a 10 month lecturer position starting August 2010. The position requires a 

teaching load of 12 hours a semester. We are seeking someone who can teach sport marketing and sport administration at the graduate level, with the remainder 

of the assignment being undergraduate courses. A job announcement is attached. 

Please pass this announcement along to anyone who might be interested. 

Best regards, 

Joel Maxcy 

Joel G. Maxcy 
Associate Professor & 
Coordinator Sport Managcment Programs 
Universi~" of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 
Office: 363 Ramsey Student Center 
Telephone: (706) 542-4420 
imax cy~a!uga.edu 



DESCRIPTION: 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

SA LA RY: 

APPLICATION 

Sport Management Lecturer Position 

The University of Georgia seeks to fill a full time one year position at the 
lecturer rank in the area of sport management. Approximately 110 
undergraduate students, 30 M.S. students, and 10 Ph.D. students are 
currently enrolled in the Sport Management program. We seek the 
highest quality scholar with preferred research and teaching expertise in 
the following areas: sport marketing; management and administration; 
or sport media & communications. This is an academic-year 
appointment that begins August, 2010. 
Ph.D. or equivalent. Evidence of successful teaching and potential to 
teach graduate level classes. 

Teach undergraduate and graduate courses in sport management. The 
teaching load for the lecturer position is 4 three-hour classes each 
semester. Included are graduate classes in sport marketing and sport 
administration 

$60,000 
Send letter of application, curriculum vita, official Ph.D. course 
transcript, and the names and contact information of three references 
to: 

DEADLINE: 

Dr. Joel Maxcy 
Department of Kinesiology 
Ramsey Student Center 
330 River Road 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602-6554 

For additional information about the position contact Joel Maxcy at: 
(706) 542-4420, jmaxcy@uga.edu 
Applications received through June 15, 2010 are assured consideration. 

For information about The University of Georgia, visit h~tp:ll~3Jf3~d~, for Athens and 
Georgia, visit http://www,visitathensqa.com and http:llwww,_qeor_qia.go~ 

The University of Georgia is an equal opportunity/affirmative action/Americans with disabilities 
act compliant institution. Minorities, women and the disabled are encouraged to apply. 



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
ACCESS, EQUITY AND DIVERSITY SUMMIT AND ANNUAL MEETING 

AGENDA 
"The Work Goes On, the Cause Emlures... and the Dream Shall Never Die" 

Raleigh, North Carolina 
June 30 - July 1, 2010 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 

7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Conference Registration 

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Pre-Conference Workshop I 
Creating Effective Harassment and Discrimination Poficies 

and Procedures: Beyond the Basics 

Robert Gregg, Esq. 
Introduced by: Jo Bennett, AAAA Chair, Professi onal 

Development and Training Institute 

10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m. Pre-Conference Workshop II 
Conj~onting Hate: Understanding the Current Stares of 
Federal Hate Crime Legislation 

Jacqueline Conforti Barnett, Esq. 
Introduced by: Jo Bennett, AAAA Chair, Professional 

Development and Training Institute 

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Welcome and Opening Session 
The Hon. Charles Meeker, Raleigh, NC 
Dr. James Anderson, Fayetteville State 

ReNe6 Dunman, AAAA President 

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Leadership/New Member Orientation 

2:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. Plenary Session I 
Legal and Agency Updates 
Valerie Hoffman, Seyfarth Shaw 
Evelyn Teague, OFCCP Southeast Region 
Katherine "Abby" Soles, Trial Attorney, EEOC 
Moderator: Matthe~v J. Camardella, AAAA Legislative Chair 

3:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. Plenary Session II 
Maintaining Diversity in a Time of Downsizing 
Pare Arnold, American Institute for Managing Diversity 
Michael Leach, Raleigh Human Relations Commission 
Kyle Cavanaugh, Duke University 
Tameka Green, Compass Group North America 
Moderator: Frank L. Matthews, Diverse Issues in Higher 

Education 



5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 

Keynote Speaker: Andres Lara, "The Cuban Guy" 
"How to Move Forward l~7~ile Keeping the Dream Alive" 

President’s Reception for Sponsors and Exhibitors 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 

6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. AAAA 5K Run-Walk 

7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

10:lSa.m.- ll:45a.m. 

12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

Regional Networking Breakfast 

AAAA Business Meeting 

Plenary Session III 
Disability Rights Issues 
John Beverly, US Department of Labor 

James Kessler, AHEAD 

Ann Hirsh, Job Accommodation Network 
Moderator: Carmen Suarez, AAAA Board 

Awards Luncheon 
Dr. James Johnson, University of North Carolina 
Special Guests: Major General Joseph McNeil and Franklin 
McCain of the Greensboro Four, 50th Anniversary of the 

Woolworth Sit-in, Greensboro, NC 

Plenary Session IV 
"But That’s the Way We’ve Ahvays Done It" - 
Revisiting Your Organization’s Employment Practices In 
Response to Federal EEO Enforcement Agencies’ Systemic 
Discrimination Initiatives 
David Cohen, DCI 
Julia Fuentes, Peopleclick Authoria 
Mickey Silberman, Jackson Lewis LLP 
Moderator: Dr. David Jameison-Drake, Duke 

Closing Remarks and Adjournment 

Post-Conference Activities in Raleigh-Durham 



5/5/10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debby Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <ds~ro@unc.edu>; ’Wen@ Pahner’ <wlp2tr@virginia.edu> 

RE: UVA Tragedy 

Alum Ema~ls.xls 

Thanks to atl who sent in the donation for the t:towers. Bean and I wilt travel to Ch’vitle this Sunday to support the WLax team in their first NCAA pfayot:f game. They 

play Towson at noon. 

http:!/www.virginiasports.com/ViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=92053&SND=:lO605&DB OEM ID=17800&ATCLID=204943318 

Let’s c.:?nL~m~e Lo stay in ~)raver for the I_ove and UVA 

FYi - 

1} Wendy Palmer is attempting to update the database in the Wgg office. ] agreed to assist her ir~ Lh~s long-overdue process. The exce~ fiie ~s attached. Hease 

fiH out your section and anyone else’s contact ~nformat~on that you may know. Honor Code Privacy Rule in effect. You can reply to Wendy and/or myse~f~ 

(You should get a chucMe from my inserted comment.) Please forward to others who aren’t Hated on the 

2) .Jo~n us on Faceboo~- V~rgmia Women’s £asketbal~ Ah.mmL 

Do Good. 

Debby # I0 

www.ds[romarLcom 

888.668.8403 

"Happh~ess is a choice." 

F~m: Debby Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 05, 2010 ll:~ AN 
To: Averso, Nartha J.; Charleata Beale Meal; Charles & Cecilia Beane Payne~       @verizon.net; Dawn Bryant; Dawn Staley; Debby Stroman, Ph.D.; Dena Evans; Grimes, 
Cathy Miller; Hawkins, Daphne; Jackie LaBerge Gunn; Jill NcKone; Kim Silloway; Lank, Uza; Lyn Anastasio; Lyn Anas~sio; Lynne Olson-Rowson; Lynne Olson-Rowson; Nel~ssa 
Gantheu Nancy Mayer Bates; Sallie Lewis; Sandra Glasson; Sharnee Zoll; @verizon.net; Valerie Ackerman 
¢c: debby@dstroman.com 
Subject: UVA Tragedy 
ImOol~n~el High 

Hi Bailers. I hope this note finds you and yours in good health and spirits. The UVA family has been hurt. 

I am really saddened by this incident. I am going to send flowers to Coach Myers and the women’s lacrosse team from UVA Women’s Basketball Alumni. 

{As you may have heard, they have decided to go forth with their NCAA run to the title.) 

I am NOT requesting any financial help but if you want to donate, please send SlO to: 

Debby Stroman 

1818 MLK Jr. Blvd. #199 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Let’s collectively keep them in our prayers! 

Sisterly, 

debby 

# 10 (The fossil one...) 

"Time is too slow for those who wait, too swift for those who fear, too long for those who grieve, too short for those who rejoice, but for those who love, time is 

eternity." (H.Van Dyke) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

www.dstroman.com 

"Inspiring Thought & Action" 

888.668.8403 

~N~ http:/!t3,gs 

tatic,com/i 

magus? 
q=tbn:erKT 
~_SYZby- 
hqM:http:i 
/w~w thai 
mDrooer.c~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debby Stromm~, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 3:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <ds~ro@unc.edu>; ’Wendy Pahner’ <wlp2tr@virginia.edu> 

RE: UVA Tragedy w FILE 

UVA WBB Alum Database 5.10.xls 

Just testing your alertness. Here’s the attachment. (,) My bad... 

clebby 

From: Debby Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2010:1:1:40 AM 

Co: ’debby@dstroman.com’ 
Subject: UVA Tragedy 
Importance: High 

Hi Ballets. I hope this note finds you and yours in good health and spirits. The UVA family has been hurt. 

I am really saddened by this incident. I am going to send flowers to Coach Myers and the women’s lacrosse team from UVA Women’s Basketball Alumni. 

(As you may have heard, they have decided to go forth with their NCAA run to the title.) 

I am NOT requesting any financial help but if you want to donate, please send S10 to: 

Debby Stroman 

:18:18 MLK Jr. Blvd. #:199 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

Let’s collectively keep them in our prayers! 

Sisterly, 

debby 

# 10 (The fossil one...) 

"Time is too slow for those who wait, too swift for those who fear, too long for those who grieve, too short for those who rejoice, but for those who love, time is 

eternity." (H.Van Dyke) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Neal, Charleata <cneal@goucher.edu> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 3:47 PM 

Debby Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Wendy Palmer <wlp2u@virginia.edu> 

RE: UVA Tragedy w FILE 

UVA WBB Alum Database 5 10.xls; Sunshine.JPG; IMG 1461 [ 1 ].JPG 

Hi Debbv and Wendv. 

Charleata 

[ :::,,v.,::: cXt.33S0041729 8309434        ] 

1021 Dula~ey Valley Road 

Bakimore, MD 21904 

410-337-15070 

410-?V~7-.6g?~6 

cneN@goucher.edu 

From= Debbg Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 

Senti Fridag, Nag 14, 2010 3:39 PN 
T~= dstro@unc.edu; ’Wendy Palmer’ 
Subject: RE: OVA Tragedy w FILE 

Just test~n~ your a~ertnes~. He~e~ the attachment. @ My bad... 

d e b b V 

F~ma Debby Stroman, Ph.D. [mail~:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 0S, 20~0 ~1:~ AN 

Cc: ’debby@dstroman.com’ 
Subject: UVA Tragedy 
Importance: High 

Hi Bailers. I hope this note finds you and yours in good health and spirits. The UVA family has been hurt. 

I am re~!l~, saddened by this incident. I am going to send flowers to Coach Myers and the women’s lacrosse team from UVA Women’s Basketball Alumni. 

(As you may have heard, they have decided to go forth with their NCAA run to the title.) 

I am NOT requesting any financial help but if you want to donate, please send $10 to: 

Debby Stroman 

1818 MLK Jr. Blvd. #199 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Let’s collectively keep them in our prayers! 

Sisterly, 

debby 

# 10 (The fossil one...) 

"Time is too slow for those who wait, too swift for those who fear, too long for those who grieve, too short for those who rejoice, but for those who love, time is 

eternity." (H.Van Dyke) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 15, 2010 9:25 AM 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Thanks! 

Hi Winston. Thanks again for the time spent with us. I enjoyed getting to 
know you better, iX-o~v, here is my only attempt to share with you my realtor 
information. :) 

Mary Ellen and I met through our connections with basketball She is 
married to a former player, Chris Brust, and I was an assistant coach here 
way back when. She knows the area and where the real deals are... 

Here’s the clip as we were featured on WRAL the other night: 
http://www.wral.com/business/video/7591950/ 

So, if you are researching realtors do consider her. 

Have a great weekend! 

debby 

Mary Ellen Holleran 
919360.4978 
maryellen.hollcran@allentate.com 
www. allentate, c otrv’maryellenholler an 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 10:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cecilia Beane Payne ~aol.com>; Debbie Ryan <d~Jc2h@vi~inia.edu> 

UVA Road Trip 

100_1471 

100_1472 



100_1473 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 10:14 AM 

Mock, Che <cmock@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Two distinguished scholars... :) 

Hi Che. I pray you made it home safely’. I went to the UVA WLax game yesterday. Vely emotional day. They won and will now play at UNC this Saturday! :) 

Stay’ in touch! 

100_1461 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 

www.dstroman.com 

w,,~,~v, livewell 10. corn 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clmstian Quingla ~gmail.com> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 2:43 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: SAI, Potential Members 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Usually the National oitice of SAL sends a letter of invitation to rising sopbomores during the summer time (Mid-June) inviting them to join SAL. What I would 

recommend is to make sum the list you have does not include rising sophomores and extend an invitation to join SAL to non- sophomores. Rob Miner is SAL’s liaison 

for UNC and his email is ~rniner(~sigmaalpha~am[xla.org and he can help you generate a template for the emaii. Please let me know if you have any other questions Dr. 

Stmman. 

Have a great day, 
Christian Quingla 

On Mon, May 17, 2010 at 12:22 PM, Deborah Stroman < dstmman~!email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Christian. I hope you had a nice weekend. 

I received the listing of all potential SAL members. Did you as the president send a lette(email to them? National? Or what is the process to let others know they are 

eligible? 

Thanks. 

Go DIeels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport A&ninistration Faculr}, e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB#, 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

h ttp: i /www.unc.edu i depts /ex ercise isport administration 

"In the end these things ma~er most: How well did.you love? How.~idly did you live? How deeply dM you learn ~o Ie~ go?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emM.unc.e&~> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 5:21 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@emM.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~> 

Faculty Spring Fling 

UNC CCC Fling.doc 

Hi Ann. We missed you on Saturday night. ~ 

Attached is the "clean up" of our draft thoughts. Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~p~ 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~xess Club 

Sigma Mpha Lamb& (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HiJd, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

!}~tI~!L ! wwwmnc.edu/dc~tsc exe~ctseL spo~r=admmmt~arton 

’Tn the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deep/y did you learn to let go?" 



Carolina Changamano 

Proposal: The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill will host the 

Carolina Changamano Conference (CCC) each spring. (Chanqamano 

means "join together" in Swahili.) This assembly is comprised of 

selected Black faculty from various educational institutions and UNC 

faculty and administrators in an effort to further support the 

university’s diversity mission. 

More specifically, the objectives of CCC are to: 

0 

Expose UNC and its world-class academic programs to Black 

academe 

Create and nurture a potentially unique UNC faculty-talent pool 

Share and promote collaborative research 

Unite faculty and administrators on campus 

Promote diversity and collaboration across academe 

Rationale: CCC strives to make a distinctive difference in the philosophy 

diversity and inclusion by: 

demonstrating UNC’s commitment to diversity through action 

introducing UNC’s new leadership to junior and senior Black faculty from 

other educational institutions 

assisting the Deans and Chairs with the hiring search process 

increasing the awareness of available talent for future faculty searches 

giving UNC non-Blacks the opportunity to meet and network with Blacks in 
a non-threatening and pressure-less environment 

supporting a positive atmosphere amongst UNC faculty and administration 

bringing the "best" academics to UNC’s "home field" 

pioneering a unique outreach effort to Blacks in academe 

initiating synergy and establishing new friendships and understandings 



Process: Approximately 12-15 "up-and-coming" and/or distinguished Black 

faculty from peer institutions and historically Black colleges and universities will 

be invited to CCC to network and connect with UNC representatives. These 

selected individuals should conduct research and/or teach in academic areas that 

reflect an underrepresentation or an absence of Blacks at UNC. 

Suggested Format: The CCC will be a one and half-day conference held in March 

2011. CCC will highlight the university’s academic and cultural offerings for Blacks 

in academe. 

12:00 p.m. Friday through Saturday 7:00 p.m. (A detailed schedule is available 

upon request,) 

Day 1 (Friday) - Registration, Luncheon (Keynote Speaker), UNC Tour, Sessions I 

& II (Research Panel, Funding Opportunities), Reception with Chancellor, Deans 

and Department Chairs, Tour of the Triangle 

Day 2 (Saturday) - Session III (Why UNC? Panel), Departmental Open House(s), 

Session IV (Diversity at UNC), Celebration Closing, Optional: Evening Cultural 

Outing 

Optional: Day 3 (Sunday) - Religious Observance 

Respect_[ully Submitted, 

Ann Penn (EOE Officer) 
Deboroh 5tromon (EX55 Faculty & Academic Advisor) 

May 17, 2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 7:20 PM 

Smith, Michael <michaelsmilh@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Book Request 

Hi Michael. Please order (or let me know if I should do it and get reimbursed) one copy for my fall 322 class: 

Branded {Branding in Sport Business) 

Jason W. Lee, Editor 

ISBN: 978-1-59460-506-2 

Carolina Academic Press 

www.cap-presscom discount code before may 31st is SPORT~LO 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science De~p~ 

Sport Administration Facuhy es 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

College Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Si~,a )apha Lamb& (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

h~t}~:g / www.unc.edu/dQ~ exerctseg spor~=admmm~arton 

"In the end these things mutter most: How well did you love? Howfufly did you five? How deeply did you/sam to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 7:48 PM 

~verizon.net 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Caucus Counection 

Hi Freda. Thanks again for the fun Artsplosure day! 
Caucus gathering dates: August 21 or 28.4:00 p.m. 
Let’s chat again later this week. 
H ugs, 

debb¥ 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

(7arolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4- Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Miner <rminer@sigmaalphalarabda.org> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 8:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Chapel Hill I,abel Request 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you kindly for your help on this. At some point during the summer, we will extend a member invitation to these students. 
Please let me know if you have any add’l questions. 
Sincerely, 
Rob Miner 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’Rob Miner’ 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 2:48 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC Chapel Hill Label Request 

Hi Rob~ Here’s a copy of the list of all eligible U NC students. Let rne know if you need anything else! This is my first year as the faculty advisor; I believe you will 

send a letter to them? Thanks. 
Dr. Stroq~aq 

9I o.843.033,q 

http:,/ /’www.unc.e&v/ depts/’exercise/sport admn~istration 

"When ~o5ody ~round you seems to me~s~ge up, it’s time to cheek your ~gdsti~k," [B. lemley~ 

F~m= Rob Hiner [mail~o:rminerOsigmaalphalambda.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, Hay 04, 2010 6:03 PH 

T~= dstroOunc.edu 
Subject= UNC Chape~ Hill Label Reques~ 

Hi Dr. Stmman, 
I hope this message finds you well and I send this along as our data request as we typically do this at the end of each term in order to reward those that are eligible to be 

invited to be pa~ of the UNC SAL Chapter. 

In the paD, we’ve been able to submit a form directly to a campus programmer who in turn wouM supply us the data. Recently, we’ve discovered this form is the new form to 

be used and when you get a chance, if you could sign the Data Request Form and fax it along with the sample invite letter and 1st page of previous mpo~, it would be much 

appreciated. 

The fax # is on the form and please let me know if you have any queOions. 

Thank You Kindly 

Rob Miner 

OireOor 
Sigma Alpha Lambda 

978-323-9352-direO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garriss, Kirstin <kgarriss@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 9:05 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxans, Chesequa <cevans@nnc.edu> 

Project Uplift Development~2l Sessions 

Ms. Stroman, 

<’.--/* Font Definitions */@font-l?ace {fom-tZamily:"Camblia Math"; pano~- 1:2 4 5 3 5 4 6 3 2 4; mso-timt-charset: 1; mso- generic- fom-t~mily:roman; mso-l~mt- 

format:othec mso-li~nt-pitch:variable; mso-tbnt-signature:0 0 0 0 0 0;} @tbnt-tZace {tbnt-thmily:Calibri; pano~-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4; mso-lbnt-char~t:0; mso- 

generic-font-t~mily:smss; mso-tbnt-pitch:variable; mso-Iimt-signature:- 1610611985 1073750139 0 0 159 0;}/* Style Definitions */p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, 

div.MsoNormal {mso-s~te-unhide:no; mso- s~le- qfom~at:yes; mso- s~le- parent:’"’; ma~in-top:0in; nmagin- right:0in; mmgin-bottom: 10.0pt; maxgin-left:0in; line- 

height:l 15%; mso-pagination:widow-orphon; font-size:l 1.0pt; font- f~nlily:"C~Jibri","sans- serif’; mso- ascii-tbnt- family:C~Jibri; ~nso-ascii-theme-font:minor-latin; mso- 

t:areast- tbnt- family:Calibri; mso- fareast- theme- font:minor- latin; mso- hans’i- tbnt- fanlily:Calibri; ~nso- hea~si- theme- tbnt:minor- latin; mso- bidi- font- tSxnily: "Times N ew 

Roman"; mso-bidi-theme-font:minor-bidi;} .MsoChpDefault {mso-s~de- .type:export-only; ~nso-default-pmps:yes; mso-ascii-font-fmnily:C~bri; mso-ascii-the~ne- 

font: minor- latin; ms~- faxeast- font- family:Cali bri; mso- fareast- theme- font:minor- latin; mso- hansi- font- family:Call bri; mso- hansi- theme- font minor- latin; mso- bidi- font- 

family:"Times New Roman"; mso- biN-theme- font:minor- Ndi; } .MsoPapDefault {mso- s~de-type:export- only; maxgin- bottom: 10.0pt; line- height: 115%; } @page 

Sectionl {size:8.5in 11.0in; margin:1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in; ms~-header-margin:.5in; mso-footer-ma~gin:.5in; mso-paper-source:0;} div.Sectionl {page:Sectionl;} --> 

Thank you so much tbr presenting a developmental session tbr onr Project Uplift participanks this year. This is jnst a reminder that you will be presenting two sessions, 
which will be May 28th and Jmm 11 th l}om 9:30 - 10:30am. All of your presentations will be in Peabody Hall, room 218 and the room will be open 10 - 15 minutes 
belbm your session so you will have time ti)r any necessary set up and/or preparation. 

If there is m~hing that you need from us or any concerns that you have, please do not hesitate to let me know. You can contact me or Ms. Chese’Qua Evans at (919) 
962 - 2355. 

We look fo~-vvard to seeing you this Friday. 

Thank yon ve~’ much. 

Kirstm Garriss 

Kirstin Garriss 

Sohoo] c>~ Journalism and Hass CemmurNcati}n, Electronic C}mmunicat:ions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Niil, c!o 2011 

HLK Banquet Coor@inator, Office of Diversity and Hulticultural Affairs 

2009 - 2010 BdJtor-in-Chief, Black Ink Magazine 

Sumne~ 2009 Mu] t~inedia ~nter~ UNC UniversJ ty News Services 

kgarris s@ email .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 10:08 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

business resume[1 ].doc 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

I received your contact infom~ation from my tmcle,          I firs~t want to thmak you for the opportuni)’ to speak to you. It is always veD’ interesting to hear how 

people got their start in the the sIx~rts administration field. Could you please tell me how you got your begirming? I received a BS in kinesiology from the University of 
Minnesota a~d moved m Florida I’or graduate school. I attended St. Thomas University and received a MBA in Sp~rts Admimstration. Currently, I am working as an 

assistant manager/special events coordinator at a recreation center. I develop, coordinate, and execute all of our programs/classes that we oiler at the recreation center. 

Although I really eNoy this aspect of my job, I am looking to ad-~mace nay career. I was thinking of campus recreation "at a college or university. I have recently applied 

tbr a position of this nature at a ~hool down here (Nova Southeastern University). I have attached my resume to this email so you may ~e. If there is any help or 

advice you could give me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you again for reaching ou~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Usher, Catherine <cushe@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 3:12 PM 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

2010 NCl’u~ Football Coaches Academy / sent on behalf of Ira Childress 

5.19 FINAL MmTiott Roolning List.xls 

MEMORANDUM 

May 19, 2010 

TO: NCAA Football Coaches Academy Facilitators. 

FROM: IraChildress 

Assistant Director of Diversity and Inclusion 

SUBJECT: 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy. 

We are looking forward to seeing you next week at the 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy (Academy). The Academy will take place at the Indianapolis 

Marriott Downtown (350 West Maryland Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204; 317/822-3500). 

Please remember, you are responsible for your transportation to the Marriott Indianapolis Downtown. You will want to save your receipts to turn in for 

reimbursement on the statement of expense form that will be distributed at the Academy. Transportation to and from the Indianapolis Airport is available 

via taxi (approximately $30) or Carey Indiana at 800/888-4639 ($16 one way, shared ride). All Carey pick-ups at the Indianapolis international Airport are 

made only at the Ground Transportation Center {GTC). The Ground Transportation Center is located on the first {1st) level of the parking garage outside of 

the baggage claim area two {2). Carey Indiana has a staffed counter in this facility from 8:00 am until 12:00 midnight {GTC map). If you need driving 

directions, please contact the hotel directly. Onsite parking is available for $28 per day for self-park. 

Please see the attached rooming list and verify your check-in and check-out dates as well as noting your check-in confirmation number. Contact 

Catherine Usher immediately at cusher@ncaa.org or 317/917-6369 if there are any changes that need to be made to your hotel reservations. 

We look forward to your participation in this exciting endeavor. Again, thank you and if you have questions, please contact me at 317/917-6970. 

IC:cau 

Attachment 

This email and any attachments "~’ay contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. Tf you are not the intended recipient, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Usher, Catherine <cushe@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 6:59 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy / sent on behalf of Ira ChiMress 

Hi Deborah, 
The agenda for Wednesday is: 

7:30 to 8:15 a.m. BreakJk~t at [ndianapoli~ 3Iarriott Downtown, 31onument Room 

8:30 to 10:30 (t nt Building Your Personal and Professional Brand 

Melissa Dawn Johnson, President, Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group, Inc. 

10:30 to 10:45 ~nt 

10:45 ~nt to 12:30pint 

i2:30 to 2 p.m. 

Break 

Coach Searching Process 

Dr. ~,~Ierritt J. Norvell Jr., Executive ~3ce President attd~]anaging Director ofDHL ’s Lansing, ~ichigan office 
Lunch, indianapolis Marriott Downtown, Monument Room 

2 to 3:15p.m. 

3:15 to 5 p.m. 

Becoming a Coordinator Requires More Than Coaching 

Jaime Hill, D~fensive Coordinator, Brigham Young Universi,ty 

Director of Athletics Panel 

Page Cotton, Director of AthletYcs and Recreational Sports and Professor of Kinesiology, OePauw University 

Tamica Jones, Director of Athletics, Clark Atlanta University 

Jim Phillips, Director of Athletics, Northwestern University 

5 to 5:30 p.m. 

5:30 to 6:30p.m. 

7 to 8:30 p.m. 

Have a good evening. 

Catherine 

Break 
The Academic Landscape 

Dr. John Matlock, Associate Vice-Provost, University of Michigan 

Dinner at Indianapolis Marriott Downtown, Monument Room, Fireside Chat: Leadership 

Brian Kefly, Head Coach, University of Notre Dame 

From: Deborah $troman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:08 PN 
To; Usher, Catherine 
Subject; RE: 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy / sent on behalf of Ira Childress 
Hi Catherine. Any word on the ~g~-_mda [or Wednesday yet? Thanks. I am tryh~g to coordkuH:e sched@es w~th anon:her NCAA s~:affer, 

~) [9.863.0336 

http://www,unc.edu/depts/exercise//sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check your yardstick." (0. temtey) 

From: Osher, Catherine [mailto:cusher@ncaa.org] 

$ent: Wednesday, Nay ~9, 2010 3:12 PN 

~c: Childress, Ira 
Su~ject: 2010 NC~ Football Coaches Academy / sent on behalf of Ira Childress 

Impo~ance: High 

May 19, 2010 

TO: NCAA Football Coaches Academy Facilitators. 

FROM: IraChildress 

Assistant Director of Diversity and Inclusion 

SUBJECT: 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy. 

We are looking forward to seeing you next week at the 2010 NCAA Football Coaches Academy {Academy). The Academy will take place at the Indianapolis 

Marriott Downtown (350 West Maryland Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204; 317/822-3500). 

Please remember, you are responsible for your transportation to the Marriott Indianapolis Downtown. You will want to save your receipts to turn in for 

reimbursement on the statement of expense form that will be distributed at the Academy. Transportation to and from the Indianapolis Airport is available 

via taxi {approximately $30) or Carey indiana at 800/888-4639 ($16 one way, shared ride). All Carey pick-ups at the Indianapolis International Airport are 

made only at d~e ._G_’_£o___u___n___d___-J_-__rla__r3_s_p___o_r_tla__[_Lo___n___~_%n__t_-__ei (GTC). The Ground Transportation Center is located on the first {1st) level of the parking garage outside of 

the baggage claim area two (2). Carey Indiana has a staffed counter in this facility from 8:00 am until 12:O0 midnight (GTC map). If you need driving 

directions, please contact the hotel directly. Onsite parking is available for S28 per day for self-park. 

Please see the attached rooming list and verify your check-in and check-out dates as well as noting your check-in confirmation number. Contact 

Catherine Usher immediately at cusher@ncaa.org or 317/917-6369 if there are any changes that need to be made to your hotel reservations. 

We look forward to your participation in this exciting endeavor. Again, thank you and if you have questions, please contact me at 317/917-6970. 

IC:cau 

Attachment 
This eKlail and any attachmer:ts x:ay contair: }:CA& coniider:tial and pzivileged il’~foNnation, if you aze not ti"~e inter:ded zecipient, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:07 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Pinehurst Visit 

Debbie, 
Your going to hate me but my plans changed I am in DC now, at a coaches t;amm, until tomorrow, then up to Princeton I will not get back to Chapel Hill until late iVlonday I am so sorD- and 
will especially hate to miss Peggy, in her last days in town 
Don’t give up on me 
I am so sor~z. 
Karen 
..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 
To: Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Peggy Jablonski <mjablons@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/19/2010 7:11:13 PM 
Subject: FW: Pinehurst Visit 

S;veet! Let’s have some fun! 

We can car pool if you want.. I can try to clean out my SUV and fit all three bags in. Karen how big is your ride? :) 

Breakfast on our own? Together in Chapel Hill? 
[)inner at Pinehurst?[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F.ngage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spor t administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 3:04 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sutzject: Pinehurst Visit 

Dr. Stroman, 

You have a 3 some reserved for Pinehurst No. 4 at 10:51 AM on Monday, 5/24. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Andrew- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Thoma, James <THOMAJE@MOUNTUNION.EDU> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:13 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Latest Global Sport Management News 

The latest Global Sport Management News is at 

http://www.mountunion.edu/Academics/academicprograms/sportbusiness/global sport management news.aspx 

Of particular note is the creation of the African Association for Sport Management! We all wish them welh 

Best wishes, 

Jim Thoma, Editor 

Please note that Mount Union’s campus e-mail addresses have changed from username@muc.edu to username@mountunion.edu. The username has not changed - only the domain. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith Potter <kpotter@cap-press.com> 

Thursday, May 20, 2010 2:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [Comp] Comp Request 

Pro£ Stroman, 

We’ll be glad to get the book right out. 

Thank you for your interest[ 

Keith Potter 

On 5/18/2010 9:52 ANL Dr.Debby Stroman wrote: 
****** They selected: ****** 
BRAND - Branded, ISBN-13:978-1-59460-506-2 

P© Number: C©MP28285 

Name: Dr. Debby Stroman 

Institution Name: Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department: Exercise and Sport Science 

Institution Address: CB11 8700 Fetzer @in 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Email : dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-843-0336 

Course name: Sport Marketing EXSS 322 
Semester taught: Fall 2010 
Emollment: 40 

Bookstore ©rder Deadline: 
Bookstore Name: Student Stores 

Comments: 



Independent Study Syllabus 

EXSS 396: Dr. Stroman 

dstro@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

Name - Evan Keith 

Email - edkeith@email.unc.edu 

Mobile Phone - 

Semester - Summer 2010 

Credit Hours - 3 

Course Description: 
This course is an advanced study of a particular theme or topic in Sport Administration through 
readings, projects, research, and/or analysis. It is designed for 3rd and 4th year students who have 

completed two or more ’relevant’ EXSS courses with at least a ’B’ grade and who want to study 

specific topics that are not offered in the curriculum. 

Course Requirements: 
This course will use Blackboard. 
A subscription to College Athletic Clips: http://collegeathleticsclips.com/index.php/home 
Clips features tightly edited executive summaries that present facts succinctly along with incisive 

commentaw to stimulate thought. 

Course Project: 
The student will complete the following: 

TBD - Yale University Athletic Department 

Course Objectives: 
Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
- Develop and pursue a unique study question through a legitimate examination that fosters focus and 
flexibility. 
-iMaintain a journal documenting work and sources. (Send a word doc by Thursday at 8:00 p.m.) 
- Gain a thorough understanding of the topic or project through investigation and discussion of 
contexts, such as social, economic, financial, marketing, leadership, and/or management issues. 
- (Optional) Prepare an article based on work for submission to a conference or journal. 
Instructional Methods and Learning: 



This is an independem study utilizing readings, research, and experiential learning. Questions and 
observations are strongly encouraged. 

Course participation and attendance: 
Expect to meet bi-weekly for discussion, advising, and constructive criticism. However, you are 
personally responsible for the development and progress of the project. It expected that the student 
will submit an e-j ournal of activities (Blackboard) each Friday by 3:00 p.m. Contact via email and 
phone is encouraged. 

Grade iDetermination: 
Regular attendance and participation in meetings is required and essential for success. If special 
circumstances arise, you must contact me as soon as possible. If at any time you feel you are having 

trouble, please contact me immediately. 

Your final grade is determined by your adherence, development, and analysis of the project; 
attendance; and participation including regular progress of your project. Grades are ultimately at the 
discretion of the instructor. 

Final Project submission = 50% 
E-Journal = 30% 
Attendance and participation = 20% 

Deadlines: 
Project Submission - Last day of classes. Submit to the Digital Dropbox by 12:00 p.m. 

Honor Code and Campus Code: 
Using information from another source (book, article, website, another student, etc.) without properly 

crediting the author is plagiarism. Direct quotation, paraphrased information, and the general use of 
another person’s idea must be referenced in your work. UNC’s Honor Code and recommendations for 

academic misconduct will be strictly enforced in EXSS 396. iFor more than 120 years, Carolina 

students have pledged not to lie, cheat, or steal. Students enjoy a great amount of freedom at Carolina 
and have been entrusted to hold each other accountable for maintaining a just and safe community. As 

such, students hear and decide all alleged cases of conduct and academic integri~7 violations. If you 
have questions, it is your responsibility to ask me about the Code’s application. All exams, written 

work, and other projects must be submitted with a statement that you have complied with the 
requirements of the Honor Code on all aspects of the submitted work. If you are not familiar with the 

complete Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, you can pick up a copy in the Office of the 

Dean of Students or review it online at: http:iihonor.unc.eduiindex.html. Please examine your rights 
and responsibilities of the Carolina Honor Code. 

If you are ever unsure of what constitutes academic integrity in your writing, please contact me. 

Disclaimer: The instructor reserves the right to make verbal or written changes to the syllabus at any 

time. All changes and exceptions are at the instructor’s discretion. 

e , ex.p re, enBa.Oe, empower. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 
Trail, Galen <traJlg@SEATTLEU.EDU> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 1:52 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Au, areness and Interest Research on Graduate Programs in Sport Managetnent 

Everyone, 
I am interested in how and why students are attracted to graduate programs in sport management. I am starting to create a brief survey to assess awareness, how 
students access information, and what aspects of the programs attract them, but I have been unable to find any research (or general information) about this topic. 
However, I seem to recall that awhile back, someone on this listserv mentioned that they were doing something similar. If anyone has information or has done 
research on this topic, I would be very interested in hearing from you. 
S{ncere~y, 
Galen 
Galen I’. Trail, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Sport Administration & Leadgrship 

MSAL Coordinator 

Seattle Universi.tv 
Lynn ll2 

901 12th Avenue 

P.O. Box 222000 

Seattle, WA 98122 
PII: 206.398.4605 

Fax: 206.398.4618 

trail~(i~sealtleu, edu 
http://www2.seattleu.edu/artsci/msal/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 2:38 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.tmc.edtr~; Exum, Melissa E <exum@email.tmc.edtr~; Malone, Brenda Richm-d~n 

<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I:W: [blackt:acul .ty04] NAACP Freedo~n Fund Banquet 

freedom fund banquet 2010 brochure.pdf; freedom fund banquet 2010 open letter.docx 

Good day It appears that the 8-person table option will actually calculate 
into a higher $ amount than purchasing the single ticket at $50. Your 
people. Thus, I think we are all in agreement (not that we don’t want to be 
perceived as cheapos -- but there is a recessmn going on. Lol) that we 
should get the individual tickets and just sit together. 

I haven’t heard back about an online process or "pay at the door" option, so 
just send your check payable to "Chapel Hill Carrboro NAACP" to the address 
listed on the flyer: 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP 

Attn: Ms. Gloria Brooks 

P.O. Box 1236 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"~2~nen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Black.Faculb-.and. Staff.Caucus@n~xp0.isis.unc.edu 
[mailto :B lack.Fa culP~’, and. Staff. Caucus(d~,,mxp0.isis.unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 1:09 PM 
To: The blackl’aculb’04 raailing list. 
Cc             ~earthlink.net; Nate Davis; Reginald F Hildebrand 
Subject: [blackfaculty04] NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 

Colleagues: 

I am sending information about the Chapel Hill--Carrboro NAACP’s Freedom 
Fund banquet that will be held on May 29, 2010 at 5:30 at the Friday Center. 
The keynote speaker for this year is none other than our state president and 
the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr. William Barber, II. The tickets 
are $50. Please consider purchasing tickets and attending and/or making a 
donation. 

(the NAACP was founded in 1909 but had its first official meeting in New 
York in 1910). 

For more ilfformation, please see the brochure on their website at 
www.chapelhill-carrboro-naacp org The proceeds go towards our student 
scholarships that are awarded to one senior from each of the 4 high schools 

This is a great opportunity- to support the our local leaders who continue 
the fight for social justice. 

Archie W Elx’in 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    FW: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 
Date: Tue, 18 May 2010 10:04:42 -0400 
From: michelle laws @earthlink.net> 
Reply -To: @ea rthlink, net 
To: Archie Ervin <aer,An@email unc edu> 

Hi Archie, welcome back! Hope you had a pleasurable vacation. Per our brief 
discussion below- is the email that ~vas send on April 30 regarding the 
Freedom Fund banquet I am also attaching a copy of the brochure that we 
revised for our final push I am hoping that you will be able to recruit at 
least 8 African American faculty and staff to buy a table. Thanks so much! 

Blessings, 



MichelIe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: m~chelle laws 
To: Archie [grvin 

Cc: hildebra@email unc edu 
Sent: 4/30/2010 4:16:49 PM 
Sutzject: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 

Hi Archie and Reg, I hope you both are well and preparing to xvrap up a 
successful semester. 
I am writing to solicit your help in getting the word out to the African 
American and other minority facul~" merabers about the Chapel Hill--Carrboro 
NAACP’s Freedom Ftmd banquet that will be held on May 29, 2010 at 5:30 at 
the Friday Center. The keynote speaker for this year is none other than our 
state president and the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr. William 
Barber, II. The tickets are $50 however I am hoping that I can count on a 
group ofUNC admins and facul~ to purchase a table (8 seats) for $500. I 
am also hoping that we can count on people taking out ads in honor of our 
National Centennial which comes to an end this year (the NAACP was founded 
in 1909 but had its first official meeting in New York in 1910). I have a 
brochure that I can send to either of your or you can access it on ottr 
website at xvwxv.chapelhill-carrboro-naacp.org. The proceeds go towards o~ 
student scholarships that are awarded to one senior from each of the 4 high 
schools. 

I am so hoping that you are able to assist us in reaching our goal this 
year. Please email me back and let me know- yore thoughts on how to get the 
word out and garner the support of the UNC facul~ and admins. 

Peace and blessings, 
Michelle 

Archie W. Ervin, PhD. 
Associate Provost and Chief Diversity Officer 
Office for Diversity and Multicultural Afthirs 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 9125 Sout2a Building 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-9125 
Phone: 919-%2-6962 

"Promoting a diverse and inclusive campus community." 

--- You are currently subscribed to blackl’aculty04 as: 

dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-27018219-12687787 63862997204aa4781 fccc0d4670fe23c@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam H~rris <Adam.Ham,~@;sas.com> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 7:41 PM 

Stroman, DeboraJ~ Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; JelEKleibe@octagon.com 

RE: Octagon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Four Letter Word 

Deborah, 
I would love to chat with you about Octagon and brainstorm some opportunities for your students. I am traveling with an event this week and am wrapped up ne:d week. But 
how about scheduling something on May 31 or June 1? 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Nay ~3, 20~0 3:32 PN 
Te~ Jeff.Kleiber@octagon.com 
Co: Adam Harris 
S~bject= ~: Oc~gon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Four Le~er Word 
Hi Mr. Kleiber, ~ am the coordinator of k~ternships; for our sport ~;dmkdstral:b:?n students here at U NC--Cha~el HHL I am kRerested h~ develo~ng a relationship wRh 

your event. Please ~et me know if I m~w chat w~th you (or someone ~n your organization) about maMng ~:b~s wonderful op~)ortunRy a reality. Our stadents receiw~ 

academic credit aRd ga~? valaaMe experientia~ education. 

Thank you for all you do for our communky~ 

Respectful]% 

[’:X£~S Acac]emic AdHsor ar~c] [n~ernship 

}tct}~:! / www~unc,edn/d~B~ exerctse! spor~=adlnm~s~auon 

"fn the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Howyu//y did you live? How deeply did you learn to let 

F~m: Adam Harris [mailto:Adam.Harris@sas.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 ~0:52 AN 

To: b_osborne@unc.edu 
Subject: Octagon InsNht Series: Golf is Not a Four ke~er Word 
Ms Osborne, 
Here ~s our elite, kike ~ mentioned p~ease have your students/colleagues RSVP to me to avoid the $25 fee. Happy to handle any questions they may have. ~ would love to 

yeur program ac[ively ~nvolve w~th aome opper[umties we have and think [hia ~e a ~rea[ s[att. 



~i SAS-09 26 Sports4Souncil-evitejpg 

This m~’ssage a~id any attached docum~’nts co~R:ain information fzom the se~dez that may be confidential and/o~ privileged, i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            11:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

significance of study update 

Earley Thesis - version.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have my latest version attached. I wrote my significance of the study based on our meeting m~d I added NCAA Division I throughout. Could you read the significance 

of the study and give me some feedback? Thanks. 

Great job on Thursday. Here is a recap of what we worked on - 

I hope this intbrmation helps! ttave a great weekend. 

Go Tar Heels! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <uncwla:~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 23, 2010 1:51 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Wow! UVA tragedy 

Thanks a lot- -t was a tough day- handles really well by all! Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: Jelmy Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/23/2010 12:55:15 PM 
Subject: RE: Wow! UVA tragedy 

Congratulations! A tough win to focus on and you did it with poise and 
grace. The ladies looked so focused arid FAST! :) Did you starve them?!’. 

Keep it going. 

You remain in my prayers, 

d 

Go Hoos/Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F, ngage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick" ([3 Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jenny Slingluff-Levy [mailto:uncwlax(@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, May 07, 2010 8:46 PM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 

Sublect: Re: Wow[ I.JVA ~ragedy 

tti Debbie, 
Hope all is ~vell- thanks for your call Our team is doing :fine- ~ve did not 
have any close ties to Yardley Love. Although it still continues to be an 
outrageous situation to wrap our arms around 
I have texted with Jane Miller and Julie (briefly) the?, are in Baltimore 
tonight and tomorrow :[’or viewing and funeral- ! can not imagine how 
d~l’ficult it must be for all - coaches, team and administrators 
I will keep you updated - we play Cornell tomorrow and then on to NCAA’s! 
ttave a good weekend, 
J enny 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.~mc.edu> 
To: <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/3/2010 2:53:06 PM 
Subject: Wow! UVA tragedy 

http://www.nydailynews.colr~’sports/collegei2010i05i03/2010-05-03 virginia men 
s lacrosse~player~eorge huguelycharged with murder of womens~playe.html 

Let’s all continue to be mindful of signs of depression and erratic behavior 
in our students. 

God Bless the Wahoo and ACC Family. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

ErNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 



College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

<http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exerci seisport administration> 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here 
to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sunday, May 23, 2010 2:15 PM 

tjlitfle@nmJl.ecsu.edu 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr> 

NCAA Conv follow-up 

Hi Thurlis. I hope your summer is going well. I was looking through my NCAA Convention files and was reminded of your request for my assistance. Q I am 

not teaching this summer, so please let me know if you still need my help. We initially chatted about helping with social media. I also do leadership work 

with executives and managers in the sport industry. Feel free to contact me to discuss further. 

Note: The classes I have taught are Finance and Economics, Marketing, Leadership (graduate students), and Intro to Sport Administration. 

Best wishes to you and ECSU! 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

SporcAdminis~adon Faculv es 

ENSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma ?dpha Lambda (Leadership t {onors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.&t-3.0336 

hvcp:///www.u~c.edu//dq~rs/exercise//sporv_admi~isv~’avion 

"In the end these things mutter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 9:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Exum, Melissa E <exum@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richaxd~n 

<brenda malone@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: [blacld’aculty04] NAACP Freedom Fund BmNuet 

Hugs, 

d 
On Fri, 21 Mi~y 2010 14:38:25 -0400, "Deburah Struman" 

<dstruman@emaih unc edu> wrote: 
> Guod day. It appears that the 8-person table optiun will actually 
calculate 
> ~nto a higher $ amount than purchasing the single ticket at $50. Your 
> people Thus, I think we are all in agreement (nut that we don’t want tu 
be 
> perceived as cheapus -- but there is a recession gulng un l,ul) that we 
> should get the individual tickets and just sit tugether. 
> 

> I haven’t heard back about an online process or "pay at the door" option, 
> so 

> just send your check payable to "Chapel Hill Carrboro NAACP" to the 
address 
> listed on the flyer: 
> 

> Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP 
> Attn: Ms. Gloria Brooks 
> P.O. Box 1236 
> Carrboro, NC 27510 
> 

> Have a great weekendt 
> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Black Facul~z.and.StafliCaucus@mxp0 isis.unc.edu 
> [mailto:Black.Faculty and Staff.Caucus@mxp0.isis.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 1:09 PM 
> To: The blacld’aculty04 mailing list 
> Cc:            ~earthlink net; Nate Davis; Reginald F Hildebrand 
> Sulziect: [blackl"aculty04] NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 
> 

> Colleagues: 
> 

> I am sending information about the Chapel Hill--Carrboro NAACP’s Freedom 
> Fuaad banquet that will be held on May 29, 2010 at 5:30 at the Friday 
> Center. 
> The keynote speaker for this year is none other than our state president 
> and 
> the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr William Barber, II The 
> tickets 
> are $50. Please consider purchasing tickets and attending and/or making 
a 
> donation. 
> 

> (the NAACP was founded in 1909 but had its first official meeting in New 
> York m 1910). 
> 

> Fur mure information, please see the brochure on their website at 
> www.chapelhiH-carrboru-naacp.org. The proceeds gu tuwards our student 
> schularships that are awarded to une seniur from each ufthe 4 high 
> schouls. 
> 

> 



> This is a great opportunity to support the our local leaders who continue 
> the fight :[’or social justice 
> 

> Archie W Ervin 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: FW: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 
> Date: Tue, 18 May 2010 10:04:42 
> From: michelle laws @earthlink.net~> 
> Reply-To:            @earthlink.net 

> To: Archie Er, dn <acrvin@email.unc.edu> 

> Hi Archie, welcome back! Hope you had a pleasurable vacation. Per our 
> brief 
> discussion below is the email that was send on April 30 regarding the 
> Freedom Fund banquet. I am also attaching a copy- of the brochure that we 
> revised for our final push. I am hoping that you will be able to recruit 
>at 
> least 8 African American faculty and staff to buy a table. Thanks so 
much! 
> 

> Blessings, 
> Michelle 

Original _Message ..... 
> From: michelle laws 
> To: Archie Ervin 

> Cc: hildebra@email.unc, edu 
> Sent: 4/30/2010 4:16:49 PM 
> Subject: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 

> Hi Archie and Reg, I hope you both are well and preparing to wrap up a 
> successfial semester. 
> I am writing to solicit your help in getting the word out to the Aficican 
> American and other minority faculty members about the Chapel 
Hill--Carrboro 
> NAACP’s Freedom Fund banquet that will be held on May 29, 2010 at 5:30 at 
> the Friday Center. The keynote speaker fk~r this year is none other than 
> our 

> state president and the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr. William 
> Barber, II. The tickets are $50 however I am hoping that I can count on 
a 
> group ofUNC a&nins and faculty to purchase a table (8 seats) for $500 
I 
> am also hoping that we can count on people taking out ads in honor of our 
> National Centennial which comes to an end this year (the B,La.ACP was 
founded 
> in 1909 but had its first official meeting m New York in 1910). I have a 
> brochure that I can send to either of your or you can access it on our 
> website at ,aa~’w.chapelhill-carrboro-naacp.org. The proceeds go towards 
our 
> student scholarships that are awarded to one senior from each of the 4 
high 
> schools 

> I am so hoping that you are able to assist us in reaching our goal this 
> year Please email me back and let me know your thoughts on how to get 
the 
> word out and garner the support of the UNC faculty and admins. 
> 

> Peace and blessings, 
> Michelle 

> Archie W }".p¢in, PhD. 
> Associate Provost and Chief D~versity Officer 
> Office for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 9125 South Building 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
> Phone: 919-962-6962 

> "Promoting a diverse and inclusive campus community." 

> --- You are currently subscribed to blaclc[‘aculty04 as: 
> dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-27018219-12687787.63862997204aa4781 fccc0d4670fe23c@listser~’.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Ackninistration Faculty 



919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yo~tr purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~’- on behalf of 

Orland Hoeber <web@NASSM.COM> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 8:20 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

NASSM 2010 Conference Registration 

The 2010 NASSM Conference is next week, and I am writing ruth important information for those who have already registered using the mail-in option and those 

who plan to register this week or next week. 

If you have already registered using the mail-in option: 
Mail-in registration fees aye due in the NASSM Business Office no later than Friday, May 28, 2010. If the Business Office does not receive your fees by May 28, you 

will need to pay on site at the conference registration table in order to attend the event. If your university was suptx~sed to make the payment but has not done so by 

the Friday deadline, you will need to pay on site at the conference and then sort things out with your university once you return home. 

If you plan to register this week ush~g the mail-in option: 
You may register by visiting http://w~wv.nass~n.com/NASSM2010/Registration/and clicking on "Secure Online Registration." Mail-in registration fees are due in the 

NASSM Business Office no later than Frida55 May 28, 2010. If time does not allow for you to send your pay~nent by mail so that it is received by the Friday deadline, 

you will need to pay on site at the conference registration table in order to attend the event. If your university is supposed to make the payment but cannot do so by the 
mail-in due date, you will need to pay on site at the conference and then sort things out with your universi .ty once you return home. 

If you plan to register this week or next week ush~g the credit card option: 
You may register by visiting http://w~v.nassm.com/NASSM2010/Registration/and clicking on "Secure Online Registration." The registration system will accept credit 

card registrations both this week and next. ttowever, if the credit card you use to register online is denied, you will need to pay on site at the conference registration 
table using some other tbnn of valid payment (e.g, another credit card, check) in order to attend the event. 

Best wishes to all. I hope to see you in Tampa. 

G. Cla~on (Clay) Stol& Ed.D. 

NASSM Conference Manager 

(foP,^zarded by Orland Hoeber, NASSM Web Administrator) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta z-dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 8:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Atiican American Employees 

This looks pretty comprehensive and expansive to me:-) 

Kindly, 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-~I 
Associate Director 
Counseling and Wellness Services 
Director of Wellness 
Campus Health Services 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Phone: 919-966-3658 

Emaih dholman@email unc.edu 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their 
potential. It is not solely a biomedical quality measured tl~rough clinical 
indicators. Health transcends individual factors and includes cultural, 
institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences" 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited I[’you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(i3emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Mi~y 25, 2010 3:58 PM 

To:              Shandra ~lones@unc edu; ’DeVetta Holman Nash’; ’Debra 
Watkins’; ’Robertson, Nakenge’ 
Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Sublect: FW: A[’rican American Employees 
Importance: High 

Hi. Please review the attached and let me know if you think there are 
particular :fields we should have as we build the NEW listserv for the 
Caucus. 

Thanks. 

I hope all is well for you. I hope to send a calendar request for time in 
June for us to reflect and strategize for the upcoming year. 

Harambe, 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i,’xvwxv.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"V~rlen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:45 PM 
To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Subject: Re: Aiidcan .~merican Employees 

Dr.S~oman, 

Attached is a list of all fields in our HR Data Warehouse Some of the 
fields like email, ~vork phone, title, salary, etc are considered "public 
fields" and can be given out upon request Other fields are private and I 
have to get permission to send those out even to our internal customers rm 
just letting you know that I may have to ask permission depending on the 
fields you request. Those that I sent you yesterday (or was it Friday), are 
public fields There are over 200 fields now I think. It’s getting larger 
all the time. 



Just let me kno~v which of these ~vould be helpli~l to you and I’ll get 
permission if I need to. 

Thanks 

IX Stroman, 

have attached a list of African American permanent employees to this 

email per your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:11 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Research Paper 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I hope this e-mail finds you awesome and enjoying fl~e beginning of summer! I’m not sure if you remember me, but I was in your Sports Malketing class laser ye~y 
. I’m cnnently in grad school at Fairfield University on my way to getting my M.A in Communication with a concentration in Marketing, in hopes to go 

into Sports Marketing ~metime in tfie near future! I’m currently worldng on a rescaych paper for my Media Law and Ins~titufions class on the transition from traditional 

to non-traditional marketing (print to online). I was just v~-ondefing if by any chance you would be willing to discuss your tkoughts on this new trend / more specifically if 

the increasingly populax transition has any effect on what you cmrently are or plan on teaching in your maxketing courses. I have a conple questions already prepared, 
bnt wanted to ask for your help / interest before. I could call you or send them to you via e-mail whatever is most convenient for you. I also know it is your time off 

fight now so if yon are too bnsy that it absolutely unders"tandable and thank you for your time. 

I was back down the Chapel Hill this weekend to watch the girls’ NCAA Quarterfinals against UVA, WOW do I miss it down there! Hope all is well! Thanks so 

much tbr eve ~rything, and thank yon in adw~ce tbr your time! 

GO HEELS! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@verizolLllet 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:28 AM 

’Brooks-Nobles, Patricia I’ <patricia.i.brooks@baml.com>; Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; ’Sharon Gross’ 

~gmail.com> 

Armouncement 

Black Greeks 2010 Flyer.pdf 

On July 2, 2010 at 7:05pm vs. the New York Mets, the Washington Nationals are celebrating black culture and heritage with their annual Black Heritage Night. I wanted 
to extend an invitation to the members of Kappa Alpha Psi to celebrate along with us. We would like to make this a great event. I find pride in my black heritage and am 
glad to help coordinate this event. I have attached a flyer for our invitation to Black Greek Lettered Organization with a discount code. Please distribute to your members. 
Please feel free to contact me to discuss the event and I look forward making this the best Black Heritage Night yet. 
Yours Respectfully, 
RAYMOND LEE 
REPRESENTATIVE I INSIDE SALES 

Washington Nationals Baseball Club 

Nationals Park 

1500 South Capito~ Street SE 

Washington, DC 20003 

202,640.7695 direct 

mobile 
202,640,7~59 fax 
Ray mond. Lee@,Natiorlals corn 

nationNs.com 

202.675. NATS(6287) 

nationafs.com 

**~ATrENTION*~* 

This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information intended exclusively for the use of the addressee(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
e-mail, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or other use of this e-mail 
and any attachments hereto is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone and delete this e-mail and 
any attachments from your system. Thank you. 



Come celebrate with the Washington Nationals 
for the 

20t0 BLACK HERITAGE NIGHT 

Friday, July 2, 2010 
Washington Nationals vs New York ~ets 

7:05pro 

represent; your organization and ~hono~r black iheritage. 

$4i0 ~=or: LFtRF Baseline Reserved 

ORDER ONLINE AT 
~.NATIONALS.COMIBLACKGREEKS2010 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

update 

Eariey Thesis - versioin.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for the awesome editing changes to tile Significance of the Study! [ have made tile changes. Though [ do still need to look at tile couple of statements that need a 

reference, 

I met with Dr. Shields yesterday and I am meeting with him one last time on Friday. 

I used the Limitations/Delimitations pdf that you gave me. Could you look over the Limitations and Delimitations section and see if I have that correct? 
I am going to be finished with this by Tuesday morning. My husband and I are going out of town from I know Monday is Memorial Day but we can meet if you 

want to or if you think we need to meet. 

Thanks you so much for everything. Glad to hear that the golf swing changes are working well and that you are now out driving everyone. (That is not the way to make friends. 

haha) 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu >           1:37 PM > > > 
Hi        Attached find my edits~ Please make the changes and send back. 1 may re-edit, ~:© Let me know if you have any questions, 

I Nke your progress and how you are th~nk~ng through the vah~e of these rankings, Keep ph~gging away~ 

Also, thanks again for t:he goff work, I t:ded t:he new stuff am~ [ Nke the cha~ges My dr~w~ has ga~ed another 2D yards~ [ hope to reconnect w~th you next week, [ wi~ 

be out of town this week. 

Z:)eborah Strorn~n, P]~.I}). CLI.] 

h~tp: //w~w.ul~C.edu/depts/e~ercise/sport administration 

"When nobody ~round you ~eems to measure up, it’s t~me to che~’~ your ~rd~tic~." ~B. Lemle~,J 

F~m~ ’~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, ~:57 P~ 
To~ dstroman~email.unc.edu 
Subject~ significance of study update 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have my lates~t version attached. I wrote my significance of the study based on our meeting and I added NCAA Division I throughout, Could you read the significauce of 

the s~ldy aud give me some feedback? Thanks. 

Great job on Thursday. Here is a recap of what we worked on - 

I hope this informatiou helps! Have a great weekeud. 

Go Tar Heels! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Wed nesday, 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: thesis update 

I’m sorry to hear that your     passed away, 
if it is not too much for you, I am interested in meeting with you on Monday(Memorial Day). I will get in touch with you on Monday. Maybe we can meet at the golf course. 

Take care. 

> > > "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 10:46 AM > > > 

Hi I am out of town at the NCAA office until tomorrow night, My 

passed away and Iwill be out of town until Sunday night. I may or may 

not get a chance to do much editing over the next few days, but I will try, 

I will be around on Monday or Tuesday to meet with you, as necessary. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 08:56:47 0400, 

~uncaa,unc.edu > wrote: 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Thanks for the awesome editing changes to the Significance of the 

> Study! I have made the changes. Though Ido still need to look at the 

> couple of statements that need a reference. 
> 

> I met with Dr. Shields yesterday and I am meeting with him one last 

> time on Friday. 
> 

> I used the Limitations/Delimitations pdf that you gave me, Could you 

> look over the Limitations and Delimitations section and see if I have 

> that correct? 
> 

> I am going to be finished with this by Tuesday morning. My husband and 

> I are going out of town from              I know Monday is Memorial 

> Day but we can meet if you want to or if you think we need to meet. 
> 

> Thanks you so much for everything. Glad to hear that the golf swing 

> changes are working well and that you are now out driving even/one. 

> (That is not the way to make friends, haha) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> > > > "Deborah StromaiY’ <dstroman@email.unc,edu > 
> 

> Hi Attached find my edits. Please make the changes and send 

> back. I may re edit, J Let me know if you have any questions, 
> 

> I like your progress and how you are thinking through the value of 

> these rankings. Keep plugging away! 
> 

> Also, thanks again for the golf work. I tried the new stuff and I like 

> the changes. My drive has gained another 20 yards! I hope to reconnect 

> with you next week, I will be out of town this week. 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage, Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/w~vw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

1:37 PM >>> 



yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:57 PM 

To: dstroman@email.u nc,edu 

Subject:             significance of study update 

Dr. Stroman, 
[ have my latest version attached, [ wrote my significance of the 

study based on our meeting and I added NCAA Division ] throughout. 

Could you read the significance of the study and give me some feedback? 

Thanks. 

hope this information helps! Have a great weekend, 

Go Tar Heels! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

9::[9.843,0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kristina M. Meissen <KMM@athletics.wisc.edtc> 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 12:28 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Message delivered tiom Microsol?t Forefront Protection tbr Exchange Server Qum’antine 

PDF Dissertation (5- 7-10).zip 

Interesting dissertation. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bridget R. Warren 
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 11 : 18 AM 
To: Kristina M. Meissen 
Subject: FW: Message delivered from Microsok Foreficont Protection for Exchange Server Quarantine 

Kristina- 
Doug asked me to forward this information along to you. It’s the dissertation from a guy that did his work on the Life Skills Programming! 

Enjoy! 
Bridget 

Bridget R. Warren 
Assistant I)irector/Director of Inclusion & Life Skills Programaning Office of Academic Services Universi~ of Wisconsin- Madison Division of Intercollegiate Athletics 
phone- 608.8902021 
1~×- 608265.5334 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I)ouglas Tiedt 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 2:55 PM 
To: Bridget R. Warren 
Sutzject: FW: Message delivered from Microsoft Forefront Protection for Exchange Server Quarantine 

Interesting stuff., can discuss later 

Douglas A. Tiedt 
Assistant Athletic Director :[’or Academic Services Division of Intercollegiate Athletics University of Wisconsin-Madison 
OlTice: (608)263-1681 
Cell: 
Fax: (608)265-5334 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ForefrontServerProtection@EX-ISDGE-N2.server [mailto:ForefrontSel’verProtection(~,EX-N2GE-N2.server] 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 11:55 AM 
To: Douglas Tiedt 
Subject: _Message delivered from Microsoft Forefront Protection for Exchange Scrvcr Quarantine 

The file attachment from the message "                Doctoral Dissertation" ", originally- sent to you by                              ~_@gmail.conr), has been forwarded to you from 
the Microsoft Forefront Serv’er Protection Quarantine area. This attachment may have been re-scarmed by Microsoft Forefront Server Protection and handled according to the appropriate 
scan job’s settings. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina M. Meissen <KMM@athletics.wisc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 12:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

dis~rtation tbllow up 

Just was paging through the dissertation I sent you and 200 pages later I realized I definitely DID NOT want to tackle all 5 of the CHAMPS!Life Skills learning 

outcomes. Career Development focus it is!! You are so wise© 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 

Interim Football Academic Advisor 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Fetzer Center 

email: KM M @athletics.wisc.edu 

office: 608 265-0138 

cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rhema.fifller@hus~’mafil.uconn.edu 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 1:19 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSRI Pre~ntation - Transition Expefences out of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Dr.S~oman, 

This message is long overdue but I wanted to thank you for your attendance 
at my presentation at the CSRI Conference Since it was the final 
presentation of the conference, I wasn’t expecting many people to be there 
so again, thank you. 

Regards, 

Rhema Fuller 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Malone <~bmalone@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 1:25 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@emaJl.unc.edu>; Watkin~ Debra <watkins&~email.unc.edtr>; Stroman, Detx)rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: NCCU ALUMNI NIGHT AT CHAMPPS - THE SUMMER JAZZ SERIES] 

Not sure who’s in town. I know that Cookie is in Ohio. For those of us who may be around ... any interest? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Durham Chapter of the NCCU Alumni Association <nccudurhamea,qles(~,,yahoo.com> 

To           (~,,a ol.com 
Sent: Men, May 24, 2010 3:17 pm 
Subject: NCCU ALUMNI NIGHT AT CHAMPPS - THE SUMMER JAZZ SERIES 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with NCCU Alumni Association (Durham 
Chapter). Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Durham Chapter of the NCCU Alumni 
Assodation Event 

iNVITED: A[[ Area NCCU Atumni and Friends 

DATE: Thursday May 27, 2010 

TIME: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

PERFORMING LIVE: Mixed Water Band .................................................. 

COST: Free 

AFTER PARTY: 9:00 PM - 2:00 M¢t 

LOCATION: Champps At The Streets At South Pointe 

Cost: Free AlL Night 

DURHAM CHAPTER WiLL BE SELLING RAFFLE TICKETS FOR: Kirk Whalum Show 

and FOXY Famih/Reunion 

Hosted BY: DJ DAMU 

PURPOSE OF EVENT: 

The purpose of The NCCU Alumni Summer Jazz Series is to raise funds for NCCU 

Scholarships. A[[ raffle safes for The Foxy Family Reunion and The Kirk Wha[um 

Show wi[[ go towards NCCU Scholarships. A portion of the food safes from 7pm - 

9pm at Champps ~d[[ also go towards NCCU Scholarships. In addition, this event is 

designed to provide quatity entertainme#t and networking opportu#Jties for 

North Carolina Central University Alumni and Fdendso 

PRESENTED BY: ._A_.:C._:._T_:___._P_..r_.o__d__u_._q..t_!_.o__..n_.s_ and the .p....u...r...h..a...m......c....h..a...p..Le...r.....~LLh..e....N..c....c....u.. 
Alumni Association 

SPONSORED 
BY: .T_ _ .Y_ p_ _ _E_ , .S__.U__.B_~_.E__C_._T___:~__..C__..H__..A__.N__.G__..E_., ._C_._H_~._P__.P__S._ and the .D__O.__M._E__.G__.R_Q.U_F~" 

r 

[i~i Facebook Linkto NCCU Alumni Fan Page 

Find us on FaceBook 



Forward emai! 

Safe Unsubscribe Email ~4ark.:~Nn,:~ 

This email was sent to              @aohcom by                     ~_y_.a__t.~__o_.o_~.c_9_l_’O_.. 

Update Profile/Email Address I :Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy 

NCCU Alumni Association (Durham Chapter) I Post Office Box 19802 I Shepard Station I Durham I NC I 27707 

Vice Chancellor ior Numan Resouzces 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Aizport DrJve~ CB# 1045 

Chapel }{ill, NC 2’7599-1045 

Phone: 919-962-1554     Fax: 919-962-8851 

brenda malone@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Terry R. Haggerty <haggerty@UNB.CA~ 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 11:17 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

I~W: SMA Pedagogy Sympsoinm Call for Presenters 

SMA PedagogX Symposium Call for Presenters.doc 

The Sport Marketing Association Pedagogy Symposium, to be held annually as part of the SMA conference, is a forum 

for the exchange of ideas, strategies, assignments, projects, and other teaching and learning tools of use and importance 

to sport marketing faculty. The Symposium "presentation" consists of a walk-up style conversation where presenters 

highlight an activity, case study, or any deliverable teaching tool, technique, or pedagogy from the sport marketing 

academic area that demonstrates education in action. All SMA members and guests registered for the SMA conference 

are eligible to present at the SMA Pedagogy Symposium to be held on Friday, October 29th, 2010. Please see attachment 

for details. 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Management 

Bowling Green State University 

228 Eppler Center 

Bowling Green, OH 43403 

(419)819-8203 



THE SPORT MARKETING ASSOCIATION PEDAGOGY SYMPOSIUM 
CALL FOR PRESENTERS 

Submit by July 11 

The Sport Marketing Association Pedagogy Symposium, to be held annually as part of the SMA 
conference, is a forum for the exchange of ideas, strategies, assignments, proj ects, and other 
teaching and learning tools of use and importance to sport marketing faculty. The Symposium 
"presentation" consists of a walk-up style conversation where presenters highlight an activity, 
case study, or any deliverable teaching tool, technique, or pedagogy from the sport marketing 
academic area that demonstrates education in action. All SMA members and guests registered for 
the SMA conference are eligible to present at the SMA Pedagogy Symposium to be held on 
Friday, October 29th, 2010. 

Topical 
Requirements 

Topical areas of all SMA Pedagogy Symposium presentations should 
cover key content associated with the teaching or educational 
administration of sport marketing in the general areas of: theoretical 
foundations of sport marketing; sport-related advertising; incentivizing 
sport consumers; sport media; sales & promotional strategies & 
techniques; sponsorships; 1-To-1 & relationship marketing; pricing; public 
& community relations; licensing & branding; sport-related sales 
(tickets/ads/seats/sponsorships); and legal aspects. 

Example Topics Course planning; course design; assessment; teaching cases, 
communication activities; digital displays; use of multiple media; writing 
activities; portfolio development; engagement activities; class 
presentations and performances; activities promoting critical and/or 
constructive thinking and/or proficiency in inquiry; creative problem 
solving; creative environments to enhance academic success; service 
activities; extracurricular activities facilitating student growth; advising 
activities that extend teaching and learning; learner activities occurring 
outside of the classroom; and numerous additional topics as 
suggested/submitted. 

Presentations Presenters will disseminate their materials/information via tri-fold display, 
and/or handout, and/or demonstration, and/or laptop display, and/or any 
means of their choice fitting on 1~ of a 2’ x 5’ table. SMA will provide no 
utilities, projectors, or other materials. Presenters are responsible for all 
presentation, display, and demonstration materials. 

Submissions Submit your presentation description in the following format: 

Name (Institutional Affiliation) 
Presentation Title 
50-word maximum description of your presentation 

The submission should be typed in 12-point Times New Roman font, 
single-spaced. Your description and subsequent presentation should relate 



Number of 
Submissions 

Notification 

Day!Time!Length 
Symposium 

directly to sport marketing classroom, field, or on-line teaching and 
learning (see example provided below). 

The due date for submissions is July 11. The submission should be sent in 
the body of an e-mail message (no attachments) to eweight@bgsu.edu 

SMA Pedagogy Symposium presentations are not refereed, however a 
committee of four qualified evaluators will examine submissions to verify 
content. All submissions will be accepted provided the presentation 
description is cogent and relates directly to sport marketing classroom, 
field, or on-line teaching and learning. 

Participants may submit one and ultimately deliver one SMA Pedagogy 
Symposium presentation per year. An SMA Peda~osium MAY 
be made in addition to any presentations in the main SMA conference 
program. 

Presenters will be notified of their presentation status via an official 
acceptance letter sent by e-mail attachment no later than August 11. 
Presenters who subsequently decide to not participate must notify SMA 

Pedagogy Symposium via eweight@bgsu.edu by August 30. 

The SMA Pedagogy Symposium will be one hour in duration, Friday, 
October 29th, from 8:00 - 9:00 am. Presenters must remain at a designated 
assigned station for the duration of the Symposium. 

A handout or some other "take-away" material is required. Presenters 
should have some form of instructive materials to disseminate to SMA 
Pedagogy Symposium Attendees. 

EXAMPLE SUBMISSION 

Erianne A. Weight (Bowling Green State University) 
Market Analysis Excel Tutorial 

Thi s display features an assignment constructed to teach and/or refresh b asi c principles of data- 
management in Microsoft Excel. The assignment utilizes market analysis data allowing hands- 
on opportunities to utilize various formulas and functions in Excel. A copy of the assignment 
will be available via email dissemination. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Hardin, Robin L <robh@UTK.EDU> 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 2:04 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Opening in Tennessee Sport Management Doctoral Program for Fall 

Tennessee Sport Management Doctoral Program Opening.pdf 

Please circulate or forward to any interested candidates. Thanks. 

Sport Management Doctoral Program 

Department of Kinesiology, Recreation, and Sport Studies 

Universi~ of Tennessee 

The Sport Management doctoral program at the University of Te~messee has one opening for the fall semester. This position includes a tuition waiver mad a $1,000 per 

month stipend. The candidate will teach a class in the Sport Management curriculum each se~nester as well as classes in the l?hysical Education and Activi~ Program. 

The cm~didate should have research interests in one of the following areas: 1) intercollegiate athletics, 2) environmental susminability and sport, or 3) com~nuni~ 

development and sport. 

The Sport Management doctoral program prepares graduates for positions as faculty tnembers in higher education. The coursework for the program is developed 
belween the student and the faculty advisor to meet the educational goals of the student. Students have the flexibility to develop a program that allows them to focus on 

the area of Sport Management in which they have an interest. Doctoral students will receive training in research design and methodolo~- and are expected to conduct 

research outside the requi~ments of the classroom. The program consists of 15 hours within the concentration, 18 hours of research courses, nine hours within the 

specialization and a minimum of six hours in a~ outside or cognate area. 

Cor~lact Dr. Rob Hardin (robh(tbutk.edn or 865-974-1281 ) J[i~r mo~ inti~maatior~. 

Rob Hardin, Ph.D. 

Associate Pro~-essor 

University of Tennessee 

Spot~ Management 

1914 Andy Holt Ave., Room 335 

Knoxville, ’IN 37996 

865 974 1281 voice 

865 974 8981 ~?x 

robh@utk.ed~ 



UN iVERS ITY of TENNESSEE 
Sport Management Doctoral Program 

Department of Kinesiology, Recreation, and Sport Studies 

The Sport Management doctoral program at the University of Tennessee has one opening for the fall 
semester. This position includes a tuition waiver and a $1,000 per month stipend. The candidate will teach 
a class in the Sport Management curriculum each semester as well as classes in the Physical Education and 
Activity Program. 

The candidate should have research interests in one of the following areas: 1) intercollegiate athletics, 2) 
environmental sustainability and sport, or 3) community development and sport. 

The Sport Management doctoral program prepares graduates for positions as faculty members in higher 
education. The coursework for the: program is developed between the: student and the faculty advisor to 
meet the educational goals of the student. Students have the flexibility to develop a program that allows 
them to focus on the area of Sport Management in which they have an interest. Doctoral students will 
receive training in research design and methodolo©~ and are expected to conduct research outside the 
requirements of the: classroom. The program consists of 15 hours within the concentration, 18 hours of 
research courses, nine hours within the specialization and a minimum of six hours in an outside or cognate 
area. 

Contact Dr. Ro b ]{ tardin (robh@utk.edu or 865-974-1281) fi)r more it~fi)cmation, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA> on behalf of 

Gina Arlene Pauline <gapaulin@SYR.EDU> 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 3:05 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Job postings at Syracuse Universi~ 

Syracuse Univeristy Adjunct Prof(2).doc; Syracuse Unviersi~ Visiting Prof(2).doc 

Attached, please find two job postings (Visiting Professor and Adjunct Faculty) for positions within the Department of Sport Management at Syracuse University, 

available for the 2010-2011 academic year. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. The best way to reach me presently is email 

(gapaulin@syr.edu). I will be at the NASSM conference next week during which I would be happy to discuss these positions within anyone who is interested. 



POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 
Adjunct Professors of Sport Management 

College of Human Ecology 
Syracuse University 

TITLE 
Syracuse University invites applications for the positions of part-time temporary 
instructors in the Department of Sport Management. 

APPOINTMENT- August 15, 2010-May 15, 2011 
The Department of Sport Management is housed in Syracuse University’s College of 
Human Ecology. This academically rigorous program offers a 124-credit curriculum 
leading to a Bachelor of Science degree and prepares students for immediate entry into 
the sport industry or graduate school. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
Adjunct instructors should be fully qualified to teach one or more of the following 
courses: 

Introduction to Sport Event Management 
Managing the Sport Organization 
Research Methodology 
Sport Communications 
Psycho-Social Issues of Sport 
Sport Law 
Sport Marketing Management 

Background and research interests focusing on the relationship between these disciplines 
and the sport industry is essential. 

QUALIFICATIONS 
Terminal degree in Sport Management and/or substantive industry experience in one of 
the course subject areas is required. A record of demonstrated teaching competence 
and scholarly accomplishment at the college level is also preferred, 

CLOSING DATE 
Review of candidates will begin immediately and continue until position is filled. A start 
date of no later than August 20, 2010 is anticipated. To apply, please send a detailed 
letter of interest, curriculum vitae, a writing sample and three letters of recommendation 
to: 

Professor Michael Veley 
Director and Chair 
David B. Falk Department of Sport Management 
Syracuse University 
810 Nottingham Road 
Syracuse, New York 13244 

Please also complete the online application at: https://www.sujobopps.com 
Syracuse University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 



Job # 026246: 
Introduction to Sport Event Management, Students will gain knowledge of the 
principles and procedures for planning, managing, and implementing a variety of 
sporting events through an examination of promotions, marketing, ticketing, 
hiring, event logistics, risk management, volunteer management, budgeting, and 
contracts. 

Job # 026245: 
Managing the Sport Organization. Application of management concepts and 
theories to sport organizations and the sport industry. Includes issues of 
leadership, ethics, organizational design, strategic planning, labor relations, 
diversity, globalization, and organizational changes. 

Job # 026244: 
Research Methodology, Introduction to the basic elements of sport research 
with an emphasis on APA writing style. 

Job # 026243: 
Sport Communications, Role of communications in management, news release 
writing, working with and utilizing the various forms of media, the expanding use 
of the Internet in sport communications, crisis management, pitching stories, 
interviews, and ethical issues. 

Job # 026242: 
Psycho-Social Issues of Sport. An in-depth analysis of the psychosocial 
aspects of sport. Varied psychological and sociological topics as they relate to 
sport/exercise participation, performance, and enjoyment. 

Job # 026241: 
Sport Law. Introduction and application of law to the sports industry. Legal 
concepts covered are agency, contract, labor, antitrust, tort, and criminal laws. 
Special focus on contemporary issues in sports including diversity, Title IX, 
drugs, and disabilities. 

Job # 026240: 
Sport Marketing Management, Analytical examination of the sport industry from 
the strategic marketing perspective of the organizations involved. Emphasizing 
writing and proposal design. 

Review of candidates will begin immediately and continue until position is filled. A start 
date of no later than August 20, 2010 is anticipated. To apply, please send a detailed 
letter of interest, curriculum vitae, a writing sample and three letters of recommendation 
to:                             Professor Michael Veley 

Director and Chair 
David B. Falk Department of Sport Management 
Syracuse University 
810 Nottingham Road 
Syracuse, New York 13244 

Please also complete the online application at: https://www.sujobopps.com 
Syracuse University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 



POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 
Visiting Professor of Sport Management 

College of Human Ecology 
Syracuse University 

TITLE 
Syracuse University invites applications for the position of a one-year non-tenure track 
appointment for a Visiting Professor of Sport Management to replace faculty members 
on research leave for the 2010-11 academic year. 

APPOINTMENT- August 15, 2010-May 15, 2011 
The Department of Sport Management is housed in Syracuse University’s College of 
Human Ecology. This academically rigorous program offers a 124-credit curriculum 
leading to a Bachelor of Science degree and prepares students for immediate entry into 
the sport industry or graduate school. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
Primary duties include, but are not limited to, undergraduate instruction in Sport 
Management, focusing on sport law, research methodology, sport communications, 
sport marketing, event planning and social psychology. Background and research 
interests focusing on the relationship between these disciplines and the sport industry is 
essential. Teaching responsibilities include a 3/3 teaching load during the 2010-11 
academic year. 

The successful candidate will also work collaboratively with other academic units and 
departments across the College, campus, and the local, regional and national sport industry. 

QUALIFICATIONS 
An earned doctorate in sport management or related field; appropriate sport industry 
experience is very beneficial. A record of demonstrated teaching competence and 
scholarly accomplishment at the collegiate level is required. 

SALARY 
Salary is commensurate with experience and qualifications. 

CLOSING DATE 
Review of candidates will begin immediately and continue until position is filled. A start 
date of no later than August 20, 2010 is anticipated. To apply, please send a detailed 
letter of interest, curriculum vitae, a writing sample and three letters of recommendation 
to: 

Professor Michael Veley 
Director and Chair 
David B. Falk Department of Sport Management 
Syracuse University 
810 Nottingham Road 
Syracuse, NY 13244. 

Syracuse University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregory Bums <Grego~.Bums@asu.edu> 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 4:46 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

2010 Coaches Academy Participant 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

It was a pleasure to have you come speak to us today, as well as teach and join us in the Golf outting. I’ll be honest, I was not a fan of the sport, but I do understand the impoltance of 
learning the game. I thank you for your time, and appreciate that you care for the betterment of us, including myself. 

Again Thanks, Greg Burns 



From: ~ad.com 

Sent: Thursday, 8:21 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Maaa for Hire 

Hi Deb, 
We have a young man staying with us. He is off of school from June 5th to June 8th. If you need someone to do odd jobs around your home, he is honest, 
would like to earn some money and can follow directions. We could provide transportation if this would help you out. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Hams <Adam.Harri,N@:sas.com> 

Friday, May 28, 2010 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Octagon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Four Letter Word 

Deborah - 11:30 on Tuesday by phone works best for me. Let me kno~v if that is good with you and if the 843-0336 # works Thanks. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 8:37 PM 
To: Adam Harris 
Subject: RE: Octagon I~sight Series: Golf is Not a Four Letter Word 

Thanks I am out of town tomorrow and ~vill return Monday. Keep me posted. 

debby 
On Wed, 26 May 2010 13:04:19 -0400, Adam Harris <Adam Harris@sas corn> 
wrote: 
> Deborah - rm ~vaitlng to confirm an appointment time on Jtme 1 and will 
get 
> back with you as soon as I can 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 11:28 AM 
> To: Adam tIarris 
> Subject: RE: Octagon Insight Series: (iolf is Not a Four Letter Word 
> 

> Hi Adam. June 1 is good I will be available by phone or face-to-face 
until 
> 4:00 p.m. Please advise. Thankst 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> From: Adam tqarris [mailto:Adam.Harris(~sas.com] 
> Sent: t;riday, May 21, 2010 7:41 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman; Jeff Kleiber@octagon corn 
> Subject: RIg: Octagon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Four Letter Word 
> 

> I)eborah, 
> 
> I xvould love to chat with you about Octagon and brainstorm some 
> opportunities for your students. I am traveling with an event this week 
and 
> am wrapped up next week. But how about scheduling something on May 31 or 
> Jtme 1 ? 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, May- 13, 2010 3:32 PM 
> To: Jeff.Kleiber@octagon.com 
> Cc: Adam Harris 
> Subject: FW: Octagon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Fo~ Letter Word 
> 

> Hi 2v~. Kleiber. I am the coordinator of internships for o~ sport 
> administration students here at LrNC-Chapel Hill. I am interested in 
> developing a relationship with your event. Please let me know if I nray 
chat 
> with you (or someone in yottr organization) about making this wonderful 
> opportunity a reality. Ottr students receive academic credit and gain 
> valuable experiential education. 
> 

> Thank you for all you do for our community. 
> 

> Respectfully, 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> Spolt Administration Faculty - ea 
> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 4 Slnit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> "In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? ttow fully 
did 
> you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 
> 

> [~’rom: Adam Harris [maiIto:Adam Harris@sas.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2009 10:52 AM 
> To: b osborne@unc.edu 
> Subject: Octagon Insight Series: Golf is Not a Four Letter Word 
> 

> Ms Osborne, 
> 

> Here is o~uc evite. Like I raentioned please have your students/colleagues 
> RSVP to me to avoid the $25 fee. Happy to handle any questions they may 
> have. I would love to get your program actively involve with some 
> opportunities we have and think this is a great start. 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:image001 .jpg@01CAFCD3.F3AC8830] 
> 

> 

> ©2009 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> This message and an?- attached documents contain information from the 
sender 
> that may be confidential ands’or privileged. It’you are not the intended 
> recipient please notify the sender irmnediately by reply e-mail and then 
> delete this message. Thank you 
> 

> (A) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

HEDSTROM, LORI <HEDSTROM@HRSM.SC.EDU> 

Friday, May 28, 2010 11:17 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Univ. of South C~zolina confelence 

2010 SEVT Call for Papers.pdf; 2010 SEgrl’ Academic Achievement Nomination Form.pdf 

Find out where this industry is going at our "conference like no other." The annual Sport, Entertainment & Venues Tomorrow (SEVT) Conference will be 
held November 17-19, 2010 at the Columbia Metropolitan Convention Center in Columbia, South Carolina. Hosted by the University of South Carolina and 
the trade publication Venues Today, SEVT is the only conference where professionals meet students and professors to discuss the future of this industry. 
Faculty incentive: 
Faculty who register 10 or more students for the full conference will receive a complimentary full conference registration. 
Call for Papers: (attached) 
Please note: submission deadline is July 5, 2010 (11:59 PM EDT). 
Academic Achievement Award Nominations: (nomination form attached 
SEVT invites nominations for the 2010 Academic Achievement in Sport and Entertainment Award~ This award recognizes a scholar whose research and/or 
teaching has made a significant positive impact in the fields of sport, entertainment, or venue management. This recipient’s analysis of trends and industry 
research has led to meaningful dialogue between academicians and industry professionals. Please note: nomination deadline is August 1,2010. Last year’s 
award recipient was Dr. David Stotlar, University of Northern Colorado. 
To register and for more information visit www.SEVT.org. Also, several University of South Carolina faculty members will be in Tampa next week, so please 
feel free to ask them about our "conference like no other." 
Make plans to join us in Columbia in November! 
Loci Hedst~om, Director of Business Oper~tions 
Department of Spo~t & IE~tertai~m~e~t ~]tanageme~t 
University of South Caro~h~a 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2012 
Columbia, $C. 29208 
F’hone: 803.777.6720 
Fax: 803.777.8788 
w~*w,sport~mdente~tainment,or~ 



Sport, Entertainment & Venues Tomorrow Conference 

hosted by: 

University of South Carolina 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

in collaboration with 

Venues Today 

November 17-19, 2010 
Columbia Metropolitan Convention Center 

Columbia, South Carolina 

www. S EVT. org 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

The Sport, Entertainment & Venues Tomorrow conference brings together sport and entertainment 
industry leaders and those teaching future leaders of our industry. The conference provides an 
unmatched opportunity to interact with current and future industry leaders, to exchange ideas, to explore 
research opportunities, and to develop the type of industry/academic interaction that leads to advances 
in many fields of study. 

The SEVT conference invites submission of extended abstracts from faculty members as well as 
Doctoral, Masters, or Undergraduate students on a variety of applied and theoretical research topics in 
sport and entertainment. Industry professionals are also encouraged to submit extended abstracts of 
academic papers. 

PRESENTATION CATEGORIES: Extended abstracts and papers will be categorized by topic(s) and may 
include, but are not limited to, the following areas of sport and/or entertainment: 

Economics and Finance 
Public Funding for Sport Venues 
Marketing, Advertising and Promotion 
Corporate Sponsorship 
Merchandising 
Ticketing and Guest Services 

° Facility Management 
° Event Management and Production 
¯ Sports Travel and Tourism 
¯ Information Technology 
¯ Legal Issues 
¯ Risk Management 



SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: The SEVT conference considers extended abstracts describing completed 
original research that has not been concurrently submitted for consideration to another conference or has 
been previously presented at another conference. Submitted abstracts and papers should not be of work 
published prior to November 2010. The conference offers the following three presentation formats: 

1. A 25-minute oral presentation including questions 
2. A 60-minute full session (symposium, roundtable or workshop) 
3. A poster presentation 

Upon submission, please make note of the type of presentation desired. Also, to assist the reviewers, 
please provide up to three keywords that describe your paper. 

SUBMISSION FORMAT: 

1. All abstracts must be submitted electronically to SEVTabst@mailbox.sc.edu. 
2. Extended abstracts of up to 1,000 words including references will be considered. Briefly describe 

all aspects of the study (motivation, methods, analysis, results, and implications). Abstracts 
should be formatted in Microsoft Word, 12-point Times New Roman font, single-spaced (one inch 
margins) using the format guidelines described below. 

3. Abstract Format: 

¯ Line 1: type of session desired (25 min. oral presentation, 60 min. full session, poster 
presentation). 

o Line 2: three to four keywords that will help the academic program coordinator schedule 
similar topics in succession 

o Line 3: author(s) and institution(s) names (centered on page) 
o Line 4: presentation title (centered on page) 
¯ Line 5: blank 
o Line 6 to end: text of abstract including references 
o In the email message accompanying the abstract submission, include the principal 

author’s name, postal mailing address, email address, and telephone number. 

4. Submission of an abstract indicates the intent of the presenter(s) to register at the appropriate 
registration fee. 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: Abstracts must be received by July 5, 2010 (11:59 PM EDT). Abstracts received 
after this date will not be reviewed or accepted. 

REVIEW PROCESS: 

1. All abstracts will undergo a blind review process. 
2. Candidates will be notified by email of a decision by September 10, 2010. Accepted abstracts will 

be published as is in the conference proceedings. 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Call for Papers Coordinator: 

SEVT Conference Information: 

John Grady, J.D., Ph.D. 
(803) 777-9327 or SEVTabst@mailbox.sc.edu 

Lori Hedstrom, SEVT Organizing Committee 
(803) 777-6720 or hedstrom@mailbox.sc.edu 



Nomination Form for Academic Achievement Award 
to be presented at the 2010 SEVT Conference 

NOMINATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN AUGUST 1, 2010 

Academic Achievement in Sport and Entertainment Award 

The Academic Achievement Award recognizes a scholar whose research and/or teaching have 
made a significant positive impact in the fields of sport, entertainment, or venue management. 
His or her analysis of trends and industry research has led to meaningful dialogue between 
academicians and industry professionals. 

Nominee: 

Current Title: 

Company or Organization: 

Briefly describe why you think this individual deserves this award: 

Attach additional sheets if desired. Please provide the following information: 

Your name: Phone: 

E-mail address: 

RETURN THIS FORM BY 8/1/10 TO MATT BROWN AT FAX: 803-777-8788 

OR EMAIL matt.brown(~sc.edu 

See back of fom~ for list of previous recipients 



PREVIOUS RECIPIENTS 
OF THE 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN SPORT AND ENTERTAINMENT 
AWARD 

2009: 

2008: 

Dr. David K. Stotlar, Director 
School of Sport and Exercise Science 
University of Northern Colorado 

Not awarded 

2007: Dr. Peter J. Graham, Professor 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 

2006: Glenn M. Wong, Professor and Attorney 
Department of Sport Management 
Isenberg School of Management 
University of Massachusetts 

2005: Not awarded 

2004: Not awarded 

2003: Dr. Charles Higgins, Associate Professor Emeritus 
Sports Administration 
Ohio University 

2002: Dr. Herb Appenzeller, President 
Appenzeller & Associates 

2001: Dr. Guy Lewis, Chairman 
Department of Sport Administration 
University of South Carolina 



From: @u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Sent: Friday, 12:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: thesis update 

Thanks so much awesome changes! I am getting ready to meet with Dr. Shields, [ will give you a call Sunday night, 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 12:26 PM > > > 

See attached. Thanks! 

httP:iiwww.ur~c.edu,/deptsiexercise,/sport admb~istration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time m the& your yar&tiek." (B. Lemley) 

F~m: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:57 AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: . thesis update 

Dr. S~roman, 
Thanks for the awesome editing changes to the Significance of the Study~ ~ have made the changes. Though ~do still need to look at the couple of statements that need a 

reference. 

Thanks you so much for everything. Glad to hear that the golf swing changes are working well and that you are now out driving everyone. (That is not the way to make friends. 

haha) 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu >           1:37 PM > > > 
Hi        Attached find my edits~ Please make the changes and send back. 1 may re-edit. (© Let me know if you have any questions. 

I Hke your progress and how you are th~nk~ng through the vak~e of these rankings. Keep pk~gging awav~ 

Also, thin,ks again for t:he goff work. I t:r~ed t:he new stuff am~ ~ Hke the cha~ges. 

be out of town this week. 

hvtp;//www.unc.edu//depts/exerc[se!/sport admimstravion 

"When nobody ~round you ~eem, to measure up, it’, time to eheek youg yardstick." (B. temley) 

From: . . . @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 1~:57 PM 
To~ ds~roman@email.unc.edu 
Su~je~t~ - significance of study update 

Dr. Strom~, 

hope to reconnect with ~.,ou next week. 

I have my lates~t version attached. I wrote my significance of the study based on our meeting and I added NCAA Division I throughout. Could you read the significauce of 

the s~dy and give me some feedback’? Thanks. 

Great job on Thursday. Here is a recap of what we worked on - 



I hope this infom~ation helps! Have a great weekend. 

Go Tar Heels! 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Ly~m <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 28, 2010 12:52 PM 

’Victoria Dunn’ <victoria.dunn@velvetsuitemarketing.com-~ 

Stromall, Detx3rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

CC with Mdissa 

Hi Victoria. I would like to set a conference call with Melissa to discuss business opportunities. We were just together in Indy on Wednesday. Thanks! 

The week of June 7th is great. 

Also, let her know I am looking forward to hearing more about the June :I:I-:13 event in ATL. 

Respec~f.ll~,, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise anti Spore Science 

Spot, Administration FaculV e~ 

E~SS Academk Adviso~ aad [nvemship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Insdm~e 

Carolina Spor~s Bushxess Clab 

Siva Alpha Lambda (Leadershp H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Cttapd H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

"fn the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Howfully did you live? How deep[y did you learn to let ~o?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Victoria Dunn <victoria.dunn@elvetsuitemarketing.com~ 

Friday, May 28, 2010 4:17 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: CC with Melissa 

Good Afternoon Ms. Stromatl, 

][he week of June 7th Ms. Johnson has a good amount of availability. How is Tuesday, June gth for you? I will also pass along to Ms. Johnson about your interest in 

the event Juno 11-13th. 
Victoria Dunn 

Executive Assistant 

Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group 

404-.806--821~4 (o) 

678-954-4899 (f) 

victoria.du nn~velvetsuitemarketing~com 

www.velve ts uiterna r ketin!~.com 

This emait message is from V~fvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group, foe. and is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s), and may contain confidential and privileged information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, dscfosure or distribution is prohibited, ff you are not the intended recipient(3), please contact the sender by reply email, and destroy aft copies of the 

original message You may not distribute, disseminate or copy this emait Please note that aft emaif within Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group, Inc. is subject to continuous and ad 

hoc filtering, ,scrutiny and reporting This also applies to incoming emait. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, May 28, 20:t0 12:52 PM 

To: ’Victoria Dunn’ 

Co: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: CC with Melissa 

Importance: High 

Hi Victoria. I would like to set a conference call with Melissa to discuss business opportunities. We were just together in Indy on Wednesday. Thanks! 

The week of June 7th is great. 

Also, let her know I am looking forward to hearing more about the June :l:l-:13 event in ATL. 

Respec~f.lly, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science 

Spor~Adminisrra6on Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma )@ha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smivh Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.033~ 

"[n the end these things matter mast: How weft did you love? How fully did you five? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett @fmntiernet.net> 

Sunday, May 30, 2010 7:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thaa~k yo u 

Dr. Stroman, 
~t was a pleasure meeting you. I appreciate you taking time out of your schedule this past week to come and speak to us at the Footba~ Coaches Academy in Indianapolis. 
want to also thank you for the tips you personally gave to help my golf game. The information you provided us will most certainly be helpful to my development, both 
professionally and personally. I would also like to say thank you for your support of a program such as this. I look forward to taking the lessons I was fortunate to learn from 
you and paying them forward to other coaches and athletes that I encounter. 
Sincerely, 
Emmett Hill 
Crown College 

St. Bonifacius, MN 
Running Backs Coach 



From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2010 10:32 PM 

To: Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjea: Hey 

I’ll try to fix twitter. My number is             I’m done with class at 
1 pm so we can meet anytime after that Ibr hmch if that works Ibr you 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian K Young ~:bky4@cornell.edu;, 

Monday, May 31, 2010 2:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Coach Brian Young - ProI~ssional Development - Coaches Academy 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
How are you doing? It is with my humble respect that I thank you for your willingness to extend your precious time, experience and knowledge in this remarkable professsional 
development. In my firey strive for excellence in life, as well as the coaching profession, this program has given me the necessary tools for success. 
I look forward to continuing to nuture our relationship and again thank you for your vision and efforts through out this process. 
I am excited and look forward to my new found success, with your on-going assistance. I look forward to staying in touch. 

Enjoyed the golf lessons!!!! I look forward to meeting Dr. Elmira Mangum. Remember I need your help to get back down south :-)! 
Sincerely, 
Coach Brian K. Young 
Cornell University 
:t Teagle Hall, Campus Road 

Ithaca, New York :t4853 
60:1..906.8497 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian K Young ~:bky4@cornell.edu;, 

Monday, May 31, 2010 2:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Coach Brian Young - ProI~ssional Development - Coaches Academy 

From: Brian K Young 
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2010 2:09 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject; Coach Brian Young - Professional Development - Coaches Academy 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
How are you doing? It is with my humble respect that I thank you for your willingness to extend your precious time, experience and knowledge in this remarkable professional 
development. In my fiery strive for excellence in life, as well as the coaching profession, this program has given me the necessary tools for success. 
I look forward to continuing to nurture our relationship and again thank you for your vision and efforts through out this process. 
I am excited and look forward to my new found success, with your on-going assistance. I look forward to staying in touch. 
P.S. 
EnJoyed the golf lessons!!!! I look forward to meeting Dr. Elmira Mangum. Remember I need your help to get back down south 
Sincerely, 
Coach Brian K, Young 
Cornell University 
i Teagle Hall, Campus Road 

Ithaca, New York 14853 
601.906.8497 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 9:48 AM 

Joues, Shandra <Shandra Joues@unc.edu>; Ervin, Archie W <aervin@emaJl.unc.edu>; ’Jones, Shandra’ <Shm~dra Jones@kenan- 
llagler, unc.edu> 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Caucus Fin~mci~J 

Hi Archie and Shandra. Thanks for completing the calendar. 

Looks like Thursday, June J~Oth at 9:00 a.m. Let’s meet at the Credit Union at 9:00, if that is okay. (The Pittsboro Street location) From there we can make 

our way to Archie’s office. {Shandra, I can give you a ride, if necessary, as I have a parking pass near his office.) 

Let me know if you have any questions or better ideas on this transition. © 

Have a great day! 

Shandra, which email address do you prefer? K-F or uric? 

d 

Go Meels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV es 

ENSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Insdmte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smida Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Eli]l, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

htt}~://www~tmc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~=admm~st~arton 

"In the end these thin~s matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 10:50 AM 

Faison, Christopher D <chris thison@uuc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shaudra Jones@unc.edw~; Cheek, Augelette J 
<ajcheek@email.unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@uuc.edu>; Hohnan Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.tmc.edu-~; Robert~u, 

Nakenge <nakeuge.robertson@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <u-atkm~t@eraail.unc.edu> 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Caucus Leadership Retreat 

BFSC CHARTER.doc 

Hi Team. Thanks again for your acceptance to serve as a leader for the Black Faculty & Staff Caucus. I appreciate your commitment to helping improve the 

status and community of our people at UNC. 

I am writing to request your immediate attention to a Doodle calendar to find out the best time to have our ONE-time summer lengthy meeting to plan for 

the upcoming year. I am need THREE hours of your time. As you know, how you start is often how you finish. We officially begin our year on July 1. This 

meeting is critical to learn about and from one another. {Note: I have attached the Caucus Charter.) 

For those of you who know me, I don’t like drama and work hard and smart to be efficient in process. @ If we can handle our business in less time, we will 

do just that. © 

Please subralt your availability at ~~h~~~t~~~t~~p~~~-~~~~/~~~/~~~~d~~~o~~~~~~~~d~~~1~~~e~~~;~~~c~~~o~~~~m~~~/~~~z~~~~d~~~q~~9~~~4~~~~v~~?~~g~~h~~~s~~~9~~~c~~~~s~~~8~~g~~b~ 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. One of the biggest rewards for our service is to create new and lasting friendships amongst ourselves 

on this leadership team. I truly look forward to getting to know all of you better. 

Harambe, 

debby 

P.S. {Confidential) I have made initial plans to kick-off the year with a cookout in August at Coach Blake’s (Black associate head football coach) home. I 

want to help bridge the gap between our Black coaches and us. More details to follow. 

Galatians 6:9 

Chair - Debby Stroman 

Secretary - Chris Faison 

Treasurer - Shandra Jones 

Steering Committee- Angelette Cheek, O.J. McGhee, DeVetta Nash, Nakenge Robertson, Debra Watkins 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~ornan, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depv~ 

Sport Admmisaadon FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spo~t Research Institute 

Carolina Sports gus~ness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership }¢onors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hv:p:,/ f ww~v.~mc.edu,/dep~s/exe~cise,/spo~r_admints~raVo~ 

"In the end these t,~ings matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 11:16 AM 

Bicktbrd, Donna M <dbicklbrd@ unc.edtc~; Millwoo& Elizabeth A <emillwoo@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edu> 

Get to "gmow" You Meeting 

Hi Beth and Donna. As the new Chair of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus (effective July 1), I would like to meet with you to discuss my vision and 

opportunities to share, learn, and collaborate this year. Let me know if you are interested and if there is any other person(s) who should be in attendance. 

I am targeting the 3rd or 4th week in June. Thoughts? 

Thanks for your continued service and leadership. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~p~ 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Insfmte 

Carolina Sports Busi~xess Club 

Sigma )apha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

!}~t}~!//www~unc.edu/d~Lsc exe~ctseL spo~r=admmmt~arton 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Yvonne Stevenson <yv’onne@alum.emory.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 11:44 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: UNC Caucus 

Black Faculty and Staff Caucus Art Drafl:ipg; Black Faculty and Staff" Caucus Art Dmfl.pdf 

Hi Debb~; 
Hope all is well. Here’s the revised logo, Take care, 

yvonne 

On Tue, Jun 1, 2010 at 10:42 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

© Pre~y pleezee...~]~a~ks. I hope yo~ lind a ~fice weekead 

d 

http://!www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"N’hen ¢~obody around you seem~ to measure up, #’s time to check your yardstie~, " (B. Lemi¢4~9 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 5:58 PM 
To: ’Yvonne Stevenson’ 

Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: U2x,-C Caucus 

Carolina Black Caucus 

" IVhen uobody around you seems" to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick. " (B. Lemle~) 

From:       @gmail.com [mailto 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 2:53 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: L~NC Caucus 

~gmail corn] On Behalf Of Yvonne Stevenson 

On Sun, Apr 25, 2010 at 3:27 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thm~l~s! 



Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculr5, e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:i/www.unc.edu/depts!exercise/sport administration 

~e are all students and teachers. I qf~en ask myse{~," ’%~hat did I come here to [ew’r~., a~ta’ what did I come to teach? 



CAROLINA 
B LAC K CAUCU S 



CAROLINA 
BLACK CAUCUS 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Codd, Lindsay <lindsay.codd@cbs.com> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 11:46 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBS College Sports Network Job OpportuNty 

Thank you! 

Lindsay Cedd 

IVla rketing C)oordinator 
CBS College Sports Network 

W: 646-731-2371 

lindsay.codd@cbs corn 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 11:17 AM 
To: Codd, Lindsay 
Subject: FW: CBS College Sports Network Job Opportunity 

}lttI~:!///www,unc,e(]u/cl(’IN:s//exezdse//s~x)t¢ actminisLra tion 

"When nobody ~round you seems to measure uN it’s time to check your yardstick," (B, Lemley) 

From= Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 0~, 2050 10:59 AN 
To= ’Nourad, Emily’ 
Subject: RE: CBS College Spots Ne~ork Job Oppo~uNW 

Hi Emily. I coordinate the sport administration ~nLernship program here at UNC. Please s~ me to your listserv for [:uture opporLurfities for students, Thanks! 

tb-:;p,~: t;~ll7, 

lTH~orah S::rom~n, Ph.JA, CL: : 

929 84,3 03,3 (~ 

"When hobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: Hourad, Emily [mailto:emily.mourad@cbs.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~bruaw 24, 2010 7:09 PH 
To: CBS College Spor~ Campus Raps 
Subject: CBS College Spots Ne~ork Job Oppo~uniW 

Dear all 

C8S Coffese Spor[s Network is currently seeking two campus represen[at~ves from UNC Chapel Hi~ for an upcoming March Madness campaign. We’re looking for 

Communications/Marketing/TV/Journalism students with a passion for college basketball, interested students should send a copy of their resume to 

campusreps@cbs.com listing the college they attend and why they think they would make an excellent candidate for this position. We’d greatly appreciate your 

help w~th this campaign - Please see the attached job description. 

Thank you~ 

Emily Mourad 

Marketin~ Coordinator 

C8S College Sports Network 

85 ~.0th Avenue 

3rd F~oor 

New York, NY 20022 

2&2.342.8332 

em~ly.mourad@cbs.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 12:24 PM 

Johnson, Jaraes H Jr <jira~iohnson@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Contact 

Hi Jim. I hope you had a restful weekend. This note is long overdue but I wanted to reach out and find a time for us to chat. © (We met at Steve Mill’s 

lecture at K-F in the fall.) There are a few things I want to share with you and see how we may be helpful to one another on and off-campus, 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks for all you do! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bt~smess Club 

Sigma Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 1:00 PM 

jalley@nacwaa.org 

Stroma~L Deborah Lylm <dslro@unc.edu~~; debby@soulfulgolficom 

Follow Up 

Hi Coach Alley. It was great speaking to you. I may drive through Wilmington for a quick getaway over the weekend. If I decide to come through, I will give 

you a buzz... © 

Attached find my overview of the golf workshop. I have many references including the NCAA. I can customize the event to a few hours to a full-day. My 

intent is to introduce/review leadership concepts and the importance of golf as business tool. Beginners usually get hooked and more advanced players 

appreciate the tips and fun atmosphere. © 

Let me know if you need anything else. Thanks! 

H ugs, 

debby 

Go t {eels, 

DeI~orah Strornan, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Chlb 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership { {onors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel } {idd, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ht~p: i /’ww,,v,unc,edu id~rs/ exercise isporh~admh~is~;uion 

"In the end these things motter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Houston, Terri C <thous~ton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 2, 2010 11:19 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Friday 6.11 

Thank you Dr. Debbie,_We really appreciate the adjustment! And as payback, 

Take care 

-terri 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, June 02, 20::[0 9:43 AN 

To: Houston, Terri C 
Subject; Friday 6.:H. 

Hi Terri. I am fine for moving my presentation to 1:30 in Carroll 111. 

Hope you have a great day! 

I found the song online! Goodbye Manhattan by Pieces of a Dream. Your voice is perfect for it. Preeettty plleeezzzee...I want you to sing this song! © 

http://new.music.yahoo.cam/pieces-of-a-dream/tracks/goodbye-manhattam-7349609 

http://lyrics.filestube.camisong/bdS~LO7f7:E!}58agfgO3eg,Goodbye-Manhatta n.html 

I think of you whenever I hear it... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Svroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U_NC Exercise and SporcScience 

Spot, Administration FaculLT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports BusJ~aess Club 

Sigma )@ha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"In the end these things motter most: How weft did you love? How[u//y did you five? How deeply did you/eorn to let go?" 



From: ~gmail.com 

Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2010 1:09 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Deborah, 

Would you be available to talk tomon~ow morning around 1145? 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network t?om my BlackBerry® 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e~nail.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 19 May2010 17:16:50-0400 
To: @gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks for your note. Please give me a ceil ~.he week of May 3Is~. (I am out of the office over the next week.) 

I look [:orward to chs[tb~g wkh you. 

Dr, Stroman 

]tl:t:p:,l’/’www.unc,e~u//(]epts/exefcJse//sport a(]minJstral:ion 

"When nobod~ around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check ~our yardstick." (B. Lemtey) 

From: ~gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nag 18, 2010 10:08 PN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Sub, act: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

I received your contact i~om~ation ~om my ’. I firs~ want to thank you for the op~ni~ to s~ak to you. It is always ve~’ interesting to heay how 

people got their s~myt in the the s~ts admini~ation field. Could you please tell me how you got your ~ginning? 

Thank you agaJn for reaching out, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

steve@teamworkonline.com 

Friday, June 4, 2010 11:53 AM 

steve@tearnworkonline.com 

NASSM Job Summary for 06/04/2010 

Featured Jobs: 

Title: Sales Trainee - National Sales Center - Major League Soccer (Blaine, MN) 

URL: htt p://mls.tea mwor konline=com/tea mworkJr.cfln?i=29704 

Title: Marketing and Sales Intern - University of California, Athletic Department (Berkeley, CA) 

URL: http://collegesportsjobs.teamworkonline=com/teamwork/r.cfln?i=29696 

Title: NY Internship Program (Fall 2010) -IMG New York (New York, NY) 

URL: htt p://imgworld .tea mworkonline.comJtea mworldr.cfm?i=29708 

Title: Human Resources Intern - Fall 2010 -Atlanta Falcons (Flowery Branch, GA) 
URL: http://aflantafalcons.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=29690 

The following jobs were posted in the last 7 days by clients licensing TeamWork 
Online as their recruiting software: 

Accounting and Fi~ance 

Techn~c~ 

T~cket Sa~es a~d 

Accounting ~nd ~ance Jobs 

Title: Entity Accountant- SVSE (San Jose, CA) 

Title: ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR- Miami Beach Convention Center (Miami Beach, FL) 

Title: Executive Assistant- Edmonton Oiles Hockey Club (Edmonton, AB) 

Title: Warehouse Clerk- Ultimate Fighting Championship (Las Vegas, NV) 

Com~un~cat~onsiCommun~y Re~ions Jobs 

Title: Communications Coordinator- Ladies Professional Golf Association (Daytona Beach, FL) 

Title: Broadcasting and Media Relations Coordinator- Youngstown Phantoms (Youngstown, OH) 

Title: Program Manager- Eagles Youth Pa~nership (Philadelphia, PA) 

Event ~4anager~ent Jobs 

Title: ~ENT MANAGER - Bank U nited Center at the Universi~ of Miami (Goral Gables, FL) 

Title: ~ENT PER~NNEL SUPERVI~R- WFCU Gentre (Windsor, ON) 

Facility Operat~ons, Eve~t Staff Jobs 

Title: 
Housekeeper/Facilities - San Francisco 49ers (Santa Clara, CA) 

Title: 
CONVERSION CR~ ~BORER - WFCU Centre ~indsor, ON) 



Title: 
DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES - Bank United Center at the University of Miami (Coral Gables, FL) 

Title: 
2010 Event Day Positions - New Hampshire Motor Speedway (Loudon, NH) 

Title: PartTime Seasonal Forklift Operator (June) - Dallas Cowboys Football Club - Merchandising (Ip, dng, 

TX) 

Title: CATERING SALES MANAGER - Conference Center Niagara Falls/Old Falls Street (Niagara Falls, 

NY) 

Title: CONCE~IONS MANAGER- Conference Center Niagara Falls!Old Falls Street (Niagara Falls, NY) 

Title: Recruiter (Temporary) - Houston Texans (Houston, TX) 

~nte~nsh~p Jobs 

Title: 
NY Internship Program (Fall 2010) - IMG New York (New York, NY) 

Title: FALL2010 H~K~OPERATIONS INTERNSHIPS - Ed SnideFYouth Hockey Foundation 
(Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
Game Ope~tions/MaFketing Intern - South Carolina Stingrays (Noah Charleston, SC) 

Title: 
Intern - USA Team Handball (Fresno, CA) 

Title: 
RALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS- Philadelphia Flyers (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: Production Intern (Seasonal - September 2010 through August 201 I) - New Orleans Hornets (New 
Orleans, LA) 

Title: 
Human Resources Intern - ~l12010 - Atlanta Falcons (Flowery Branch= 

Title: Box Office Internship 2010 Season - York Revolution (York, PA) 

Title: 
Marketing and Sales Intern - URiV~FSi~’ of ~alifomia= Athletic Depa~ent (Berkeley, 

Title: 
Intern - Video P~oduction - Houston Texans (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
~o~unications Seasonal Intern - Houston Texans (Houston= TX) 

Title: 
Amateur Hockey Program Intern - Houston AeFos (Houston= TX) 

Tit{e: FALL 2010 {NTERNSH{P8 - Philade{phia ?6era (Philade{phia, 

FAC{L{~ & ~HNT OPE~T{ONS {NTERN - ~FCU CentFe (WindsoF, ON) 

Title: 
RALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia Wings (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
FALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Comcast-Spectacor (Philadelphia, PA) 

LtL.[:£...::.::.~Z...: 
Title: 

FALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS- Philadelphia Flyers (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
FALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Philadelphia 76e~ (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
FALL 2010 iNTERNSHIPS - 3~01 Creative Group (Philadelphia, 



Title: 
RALL 2010 INTERNSHIPS - Global Spectrum Business Development Internship (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
Senior Manager, Marketing Solutions, Corporate Partnership - USTA 0,A/hite Plains, NY) 

Title: 
I nternet Services Coordinator- Miami HEAT (Miami, FL) 

Title: 
Manager of Business Research and Analytics - Houston Rockets (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Manager, Database Marketing & Analysis - Devils Arena Ente~ainment (Newark, N J) 

Title: MARK~ING C~RDINATOR - Ted Consent Convocation Center at Old Dominion Unive~i~ 

(Norfolk, VA) 

Title: 
ManageF~ Pa~nership Sales - International Speedway GOFpOFation (Daytona Beach, FL) 

URL: ~o/,’~scmotors~so~s.tesmvvod,;o:~:ne.com/teamworL/:" ctm’2J=2:J~61 

Title: 
Market Manager- Washington Redskins (Landover, MD) 

Title: 
MARK~ING & GROUP SALES MANAGER - WFCU Centre (Windsor, ON) 

Title: Information Specialis~’ideo Coordinator-Men’s Basketball - The Universi~ of Tennessee (Kno~ille, 

TN) 

R~ta~llL~c~ns~ng Jobs 

Title: PaATime Seasonal Warehouse Associate (June) - Dallas Cowboys Football Club - Merchandising 

(l~ing, TX) 

Title: Pa~ Time Seasonal Warehouse Associate Shi~ Lead (June) - Dallas Cowboys Football Club - 
Merchandising (l~ing, TX) 

Title: 
Technical Designer - Dallas Cowboys Football Club (Dallas, TX) 

Title: Corporate Pa~nerships Manager- Worcester Sharks (Worcester, MA) 

URL: ~3:,’/tbeahLtesmv~od,;o~l~ne.com/taamwork/~ cfm?~=297~:9 

Title: Corporate Pa~nerships Manager- Worcester Sharks (Worcester, MA) 

Title: Vice President of Corporate Pa~nerships - Phoenix Coyotes (Glendale, AZ) 

Title: Corporate Pa~nerships Account Executive - Phoenix Coyotes (Glendale, AZ) 

URL: ~c:,bs,nM com,a:eamworg’r,cfi}~?~=29752 

Title: Manager, Olympic Marketing Se~ices - IMG Consultin9 - IMG New York (New York, NY) 

Title: Coordinator, Research and Client Relations - IMG Media - IMG New York (New York, NY) 

Title: Sponsorship Sales Manager- USA Team Handball (Salt Lake Ci~, UT) 

Title: Account Manager- iMG Consuitin9 (Chicago, iL) 

Title: Corporate Pa~nership Sales Professional - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

Tec~o~ca~ Services Jobs 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Title: Video Coordinator, Houston Dynamo- Houston Dynamo (Hou~on, TX) 

Title: Encoder- NASCAR Media Group (Charlo~e, NC) 

Title: Dire~or, Information Technology - San Diego Padres (San Diego, CA) 



Title: Manager, Information Technology- San Diego Padres (San Diego, CA) 

Title: Box Office Coordinator- York Revolution (York, PA) 

Title: Senior Director-Ticket Sales & Service - Kansas Ci~ Royals Baseball (Kansas Ci~, MO) 

Title: Sales Trainee - National Sales Center- Major League Soccer (Blaine, M N) 

Title: Direc¢or of National Sales Center - Major League Soccer (Blaine, M N) 

Title: Group Sales Executive - South Carolina Sting~ys (N Charleston, SC) 

Title: Account Executive, Ticket Sales- PeoFia R~eFmen (PeoFia, IL) 

Title: Account Executive - Charlo~e CheckeFs Hockey Team (ChaFlo~e, NC) 

Title: Senior Director of Ticket Sales - Philadelphia Independence (Downingtown, PA) 

URL: ~rosoccer taamworLon:~necom,’taamworL/r ctm9~=~9~’27 

Title: Activation Account Specialist- Sea~le Storm (Sea~le, WA) 

Title: Sales Associate - Kansas Ci~ WizaFds (Kansas City, MO) 

Title: Account Executive - Kansas City Wizards (Kansas Ci~, MO) 

URL: 

Title: Video EditodDirector- ~. Louis Blues (~. Louis, MO) 



If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Steve Kessen 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.292.9265 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entit~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 
the sender and delete the material from any computer. 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Monday, June 7, 2010 7:06 PM 

To: StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fw: Photo 

Attach: Jeff and Kmft.JPG 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Heistad, Karl" <k heistad@oceanspray corn> 
[)abe: Sat, 22 May 2010 15:44:10 

To:              ~;’)aol.com<              ~aol.com> 
Cc: Morey, Katie<KMorey@oceanspray.com> 
SubJect: Photo 

Hi Jeff, 
Great to meet you at Ocean Spray on Thursday I hope that your return home was an easy one. 

I had heard about the CIAA work from Katie, but it was great to learn more about the program I am looking forward to seeing how OS teams up with FL to make this year even better. 

Enjoy the photot 

With thanks, 
Karl 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2010 11:58 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Photo 

Thanks Deb! I’m going to pass your contact info to nay frat, Dr Bythewood who I told you about. Stay well Sis! 

Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To ~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Photo 
Sent: Jun 8, 2010 11:43 AM 

Sweet! :) 

Great chatting with you yesterday. Let’s make sure ~ve connect again soon 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F.ngage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~aol.com [mailto 
Sent: Monday, June 07, 2010 7:06 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Fw: Photo 

~aol.com] 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Heistad, Kari" <k.heistad@oceanspray.com> 
Date: Sat, 22 May 2010 15:44:10 

To:            ~aol.com~            ~aol corn> 
Cc: Morey, Katie<KMorey@oceanspray corn> 
Subject: Photo 

Hi JetX 
Great to raeet you at Ocean Spray on Thursday. I hope that your return home 
was 811 easy one. 

I had heard about the CL~A work from Katie, but it was great to learn more 
about the program. I am looking forward to seeing how OS teams up with FL 
to make this year even better. 

Enjoy the photot 

With thanks, 
Kari 

Sent from my Vcrizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Melissa Johnson <melissa.jo!m~son@elvetsuitemarketing.com> 

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 5:15 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Victoria Dunn <victoria.durm@velvetsuitemarketing.com> 

RE: Follow Up 

We will need to look at next week I believe. Victoria, can you confirm 30 min as a follow up for Dr. Stroman? 

--- On Tue, 6/8/10, Deborah Stroman <d~troman@emaiL une. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stromm~ <dstromma@email.unc.edtr~ 
Subject: RE: Follow Up 

To: ’"Melissa Johnson’" <melissa:iohnson@velveksuitemarkefing.com> 
Date: Tuesday, June 8, 2010, 3:28 PM 

Thanks ~or the follow up. How ~s your schedule to chat tomorrow? Any time a~er 1:30 ~s okay for me, 

debby 

91908,13.()336 

httt~i//_~%i~£A!~_c,_~2~J_L~d~2P_t_si[i~_eJ::~2J~&[:j~port administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it, s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemtey) 

From: Melissa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Follow Up 

them: 

Just wanted to reconnect with you. What are our next sleps? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bythewood, Craig <cb~hewood@flsouthern.edu> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 8:58 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Debbie, 

How- are you? I am a professor at Florida Southern College in Lakelnd, Florida and I live in Tampa. I am here at the Carolina Inn until the 26th of June. I am doing a summer seminar at The 
National Humanities Center. My phone number is 

I’ve hit Franklin Street pretty’ hard alrea@. The t~vo things I would like is to get a Dean Dome tour and to lind out where I can play some basketball. Look f,arward to hearing from you. 

Craig Bythewood 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Victoria Dunn <victoria.dunn@elvetsuitemarketing.com> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 10:04 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Melissa Jolm~ff <melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com> 

RE: Follow Up 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

Yes next week would be ideal fi)r Ms. Johnson. She has availability Monday from 11- lpm and a~er 2pro; Tuesday the 15th is tentativdy open; Wednesday the 16t~ 

morning and earIy aBemoon. These are all EST. 

Please let me know if fl~ere is a time in there that works tbr you? 

Thank yotd 
Victoria Dunn 

Executive Assistant 
Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group 

,~-806-8214 (o) 
678.-954.-4899 @ 

victoria, du~velvetsuitemarket ins. c om 

www.velvetsui~marketing.com 
This om~ i] me~sage i~ from Velvet Suite Agar/cetmg Consulting Group, Inc. and i~ fi)r the sole use of #~e imended redpient(~), and may contain confidential and privileged mf)rmat~on. Any unauthorized 

use, d~setosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended redpient(a ), please contact the sender by reply om~i ~ and destroy all copie~ of the orQg inat message, gou may not distribute, disseminate 

or copy th~s om~it Please note that all omail w~thin Velvet Suite ff farke~g Consulting Group, [he. i8 subject to continuous and ad hoe filtering, scrutiny and reporting. This also applies to incoming om~H. 

From-" Melissa 3ohnson [mailto:melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 5:15 PM 
To; Deborah Stroman 
Co: Victoria Dunn 
Subject; RE: Follow Up 

We will need to look at next week I believe. Victoria. can you confima 30 min a.s a follow up tbr Dr. Stroman? 

--- On Tue, 618/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiL une edu> wrote: 

Fro,n: Deborah Stroman <dstroma~@e,na~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: f~E: Follow Up 
To: ’"Melissa Jolmson’" <melissa~iolmson@velvetsuiteme&eting.com> 
Date: Tuesday, June 8, 2010, 3:28 PM 

Tha~ks lbr the follow up. How is your schedule to chat tomorrow? Any time after 1:30 is okay lbr me. 
debby 
Deborah S m~man, Ph.D.. CI ,l J 

919.g,43.0336 

"When nobody around you seems to me~sure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemiey) 
From: Melissa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Follow Up 
Hi fl~ere: 

Just wanted to reconnect with you. What are our next steps? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby~soulfiflgol£com> 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 10:23 AM 

togray@vt.edu 

Re: Golf at "The Academy" 

Thanks Torrian! I enjoyed meeting you and sharing the lessons of golf (on 
and offthe course). You are now my favorite Hokie and I ~vill be cheering 
for your success. :) 

Do stay in touch! 

Hugs, 

debby 

On 5/29/10 8:40 AJ~ "togray@vt edu" <togray@vt. edu> wrote: 

Debbie thanks for Golf Presentation at "The Coaches Academy" this pass week. 
You really put in perpective for me the importance of gol£ Thanks for the 
actual instructions and tips to get us started. The presentation changed my 
whole attitude toward golf Once again thanks for your time. Have a golf 
lesson at 10am 

Torrian Gray (VT) 

PS: Yes that ~2~r Virginia Tech. Go Hokies (LOL) 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 

@med.unc.edtr~; Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edn> 

go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Hello ladies, 

What a whirlwind! 

¯ In short, things are good. 

Flow are you? Taking time offto breathe and re-energize? I miss you both 

Hope ali’s well, 
Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 12:14 PM 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawalt@email.unc.edu-~; 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: go w~hoos -- nfissing the heels 

@med.unc.edu:~; StrommL Detx~rah Lynn 

Aaaawww! I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with friends. 

We miss you! 

Yes, you are special and deserve the very best in life! Expect the best and God ~vill send it your way. 

All is ~vell here. Busy as ever .I meet with Chuncellor Thorp tomorrow- in my new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

Do stay in touch! 

I may come visit next month. 

-- Let’s get together this month[! 

Hugs, 

d 

Gu Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administratiun 

"When nubu@ around yuu seems tu measure up, it’s time tu check yuur yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: trawalt [mailto :trawalt(~email un c. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 
To:                      Deborah Lyrm Struman 
SubJect: go wahous -- missing the heels 

Hello ladies, 

How are you? Taking time offto breathe and re-energize? I miss you both. 

Hope all’s xvell, 
Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 1:06 PM 

Rams Club Internship: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp 

Hi Heels. I hope yon me enjoying your sumlner. 

I received the following note and wanted to make sure yon were aware of this wondefftfl opportunity: 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Lizzie Stewark mad I work tbr The Colonnade Group, a sports managemem company based in Bimfingham, AL. I have just begun working with The Rams 

Club here at the UNC Athletic Department to oversee all existing premium seating mad hospitality in the tbotball stadmm, basketball aacena and baseball stadium, as well 

as the construction of the new "Blue Zone" in the football stadium. The official title of Colonnade’s new oftice here will be Tar Heel AtNetic Hospitality to encompass 

our management of all of these areas. 

Before I continue further, I would like to give you a little background infonnation on The Colonnade Group. Colonnade manages premium seating at ~nany other 

universities across the southeast~ including Georgia Tech, the Univmsity of Geolgia, the University of Tennessee, ale Miss, Mississippi State, the University of 

Alabama~ Louisiana State Universi~, and most recently Jacksonville State and UNC. I come to UNC after two years working with Colonnade at LSU, first as an 

intern with the football club area and then as a full-time director for the baseball suites and clnb area. Colonnade also prodnces the Fan Fare and Corporate Hospitality 

areas for the SEC and Big 12 Championships, and the company often requests that those who are able travel to help the company to set up and manage those areas. 

Traveling to these championships is a unique oppormni~ to experience another side of event management as well as another side of the responsibilities of The 

Colonnade Group. 

I am writing to you becanse I need a full-time intern to work with me tbr at least the next year. I understand that you axe an advisor in the Department of Exercise and 

Sport Science and may be able to assist me. The student I am looking for would need to be dedicated, hard-working and proactive. Duties of this intern would vaD’, 

ranging fi’om basic office work 1,~ hiring and managing a staffof students to help us manage the premium seating areas. As always, school work comes first, but I would 

ask that this intern be available in the office a minimum of 20 hours a week in addition to all home football games, most basketball ganms and most baseball games with 

the possibility of off-season events in each area. Colonnade employs interns at all of our schools, and as yon Inay gather from ~ny background, internships with 

Colonnade may lead to full-time positions within the company if the intern shows strong chamcteris~tics, and if Colonnade has available positions. 

Please let me know if you know ofaw s~dents interes~ted in this internship. Ivly email address is lstewart@nncaa.unc.edu, and my direct office line is 843-3058. Feel 
free to give out my contact infornmtion to any interested student. Do not hesitate to contact me should you have any additional questions. 

Regards, 

L~zie Stewart 
Director, Tar tteel Athletic Hospitality 

UNC Rams Club 

The Colonnade ~up 

919.843.3058 (direct) 

919.843.2842 (fax) 

w~v.mmsclub.com 
wv~v.colonnadegroup,com 

Stay in touch! 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

melissa.j ohnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Hi there! What group meeting? 

Sere via BlackBero’ by AT&T 

From: "Deborah Stromalf’ <ds~roma~@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 10 Jun 2010 12:01:24 -0400 

To: ’Melissa John~i<melissa:johnson@velvetsuitemarkefing.com> 
Subject: RE: Follow Up 

Hi Melissm Any more information about the group meeting this weekend? I want to follow up with them next week. Thanks. 

debby 

KxpRxe, E~gage, Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

h t’[p:!///www.unc.edu/ c]{’pIs/%xercise// sporv admmistratkm 

"Whe~ ~obody ~round y~u seem~ t~ measure up, it% time to chec~ your ~ar~stick," (B. Lemle~) 

From: Nelissa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson~velveNuitemarketing.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 5:15 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

~c: Victoria Dunn 

Subject: RE: ~llow Up 

We will need ~ look at next week I ~lieve. Victoria, can you confi~ 30 rain as a tNlow up for Dr. Stroman? 

--- On Tue, 6/8/10, Deborah Strom an <d~troman@emaiL unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <ds~tromm~@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Follow Up 

To: ’"Melissa Johnsorf" <rnelissa:iohnson@velvetsuiternaxketing.com> 

Date: Tnesday, June 8, 2010, 3:28 PM 

Thanks for the l%llow up How is your sched@e to chat tomorrow? Any time after 1:30 is okay for 
debby 
Deborah Slmman. PhD., CLU 

919.843.0336 

ht~p:,//w~, unc.edu/depts/exe~ise/sFJri ~mimstmtion 

"~hen nobody around you seems to measure up, #’s tfme to check your yardstick." (B. Lemiey) 

From: Me~issa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com] 
$ent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
$ubject: Follow Up 
Hi there: 

Jnst wanted to reconnect with you. What a;e our next steps? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Trawa]ter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu>; 
@med.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: go wdtioos -- missing the heels 

Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these ~vonderIi~lly exciting 
details[ 

Soph - enjoy the ~vhirlwind .. 

Deb - moving up lady, I like it! Let’s meet - when are you available? And 
let me when you are plalming a C-ville day trip! 

I am ~vell Writing 

Miss you both! 

On 6,"10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@em ~ I unc edu> wrote 

Aaaawww! I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with friends. 

We miss you! 

Yes, you are special and deserve the very best in life! Expect the best and 
God will send it your way. 

All is well here Busy as ever.. I meet w~th Chancellor Thorp tomotrow in my 
new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

Do stay in touch! 

I may come visit next month. 

-- Let’s get together this month[[ 

Hugs, 

>d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.ed~depts/exercise/sport administration 

"~en nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check yo~ 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~awalt [mailto:trawalt~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thmsday, Jm~e 10, 2010 11:25 ~I 
To:                     Deborah Lytm Stroman 
Subject: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Hello ladies, 

How- are you? Taking time offto breathe and re-energize: I miss you both. 

Hope ali’s well, 
Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

melissa.j ohnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 4:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

The~e were retired players there but it wasn’t a reli~ed players event. Anyway, it has been pushed back until a later date. 

Sent via BlackBeny by AT&T 

From: "Deborah Stroman" -<tslroma~@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 10 Jun 2010 16:20:40 -0400 
To: <melissa.j ohnson@velvetsuitemarke~ing.corn > 

Subject: RE: Follow Up 

You mentioned a group of redred (?) football players meeting in ATL_ 

debby 

http:ffwww,uncedu/depts/~’xercJse/sport a(]~I~il:tJ strat{oI~ 

"When nobod~ around ~ou seems m measure uN it’s time m check your ~ardstick." (B. Lemte~j 

From: me~issa.johnson~velve~uitemar~eting.com [mail~:melissadohnson~velve~uitemar~eting.com] 
~ent: Thursday, ~une ~0, 20~0 2:37 PH 
To: Deborah gtroman 

Su~ject: Re: Fol~ow Up 

Hi the~ What ~roup meeting? 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <ds~roman@email.unc.edn> 

Date: The, 10 Jun 2010 12:01:24 -0400 

To: ’Melissa Johnson’<melissajohnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com> 

Subject: RE: Follow Up 

Hi Melissa Any mor~:_~ in[ormation about: the group meeting this weekend? I want to [allow up w~th them next week. 

debby 

http:f iwww,unc.edu ideptsfexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody ~round ~ou seems m measure uN it’s time m check your ~ordstick." (~. Lemte~) 

From: Nelissa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson~velveNu~temarketin~.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 20~0 S:~5 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Co: V~ctoda Dunn 
~ubject: RE: ~llow Up 

We will need ~ look at next week I ~lieve. Victoria, can you co~m~ 30 rain as a ibllow up for Dr. Stroman? 

--- On Tue, 6/8/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiL unc. edu> w~ote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dslroman@email.unc.edu~ 
Subject: RE: Follow Up 

To: ’"Melissa Johnson’" <melis~:iohnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com:* 

Date: Tuesday, June 8, 2010, 3:28 PM 

Thanks for the follow up. How is your schedule to chat tomorrow? Any time after 1:30 is okay for me. 
debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

919.g43.033~ 

h~p:/Twx~w.unc.e&]/depts,’cxercJsds~ administration 

"When nobody around.you seems to measure up~ it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: Melissa Johnson [mailto:melissa.johnson@velvetsuitemarkefing.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2010 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Follow Up 
Hi 

Just wanted to reconnect with you. What aze our next steps? 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bythewood, Craig <cb~hewood@flsouthern.edu> 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 9:32 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Debbie, 

Good lookin out! 

I don’t do golIi I only participate in the ghetto sports, football, basketball and ping pong. 

Would I be wearing out my welcome if I asked for a pass for my colleague, 

Thanks again 

Craig 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 12:06 PM 
To: Bythewood, Craig 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Craig I had a pass made for you until the 26th. Go to the Student 
R ecreation (;enter (SR (2) reception desk. 

Camps are starting in Fetzer F.veryone is now playing at the Rams Head gym. 

Yes, you must use your campus map or ask someone :) 

Sorry, I can’t hang with you this week because of prior appointments. Let’s 
try for next week though! 

Do you play gol:t~? My I umper is rather rusty, but I still wil[ talk smack. 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." ~B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bythewood, Craig [mailto:cbythewood(~,flsouthern.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 8:58 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: 

Hi Debbie, 

How- are you? I am a professor at Florida Southern College in Lakelnd, 
Florida and I live in Tampa. I am here at the Carolina Irm until the 26th 
of Jane. I am doing a sunm~er seminar at The National Humanities Center. My 
phone number is 

I’ve hit Franklin Street pret~" hard already. The t~vo things I would like 
is to get a Dean Dome tour and to find out where I can play sonre basketball. 
Look fo15vard to hearing from you. 

Craig Bythewood 

understand if that is too much 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 11, 2010 9:52 AM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: SA Academic Advising Manual 

He?’ Deb, 
I hope its not too late to respond to your questionaire I just forgot 
to reply and then we went on vacation and you know the rest of the 
stoW 

1. pasta 
2, pop/rock, R&B, CountW 
3. South Africa 
4. Labron James, Andre Aggasi, Lance Armstrong 
5. Into the Wild, Under the Bamaer of Heaven and A Time to Kill 
6. Telmis 
7. Basketball 
8. IVIercedes Convertible 
9. President Obama 
10 Hunger 

Sorry Ibr the delay, 
Deb 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiI.unc.edu>: 

FY[. 

Go Heels, 

Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 

Explure. Engage. Empuwer. 

919843.0336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 

"When nubu~dy aruund yuu seems to measure up, it’s time tu check your 
yardstick." (B Lemley) 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 4:18 PM 
To: ’Barbara Osborne’; Coyte Cooper; ’Debby Stroman’; ’Deborah Southall’; 
’Ed Shields’; ’Richard Southall’; ’Shelley Johnson’ 
Subject: SA Academic Advising _Manual 
Importance: High 

Hi. I am developing a helpful and fur~ tool for our students. 

Five-minute exercise: 

Please, pretty pleezzee, answer the following: 

1. Favorite meal 

2. Top three musical artists or genres 

3. Favorite dream vacation location 

4. Top three favorite athletes 

5. Top three recon~aended books (non-sport related) 

6. Favorite sport to play 

7. Favorite sport to watch 

8. Favorite dream car 

9. YVho would you pay (over $100) to hear speak? 

10 What would you change in this world if you had the time, money, and 
power? J 



Thanks!! 

Deadline June 4 12:00 p.m. 

>d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"h~ the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Ho~v fully did 

you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B?rrhewood, Craig <cb~hewood@flsouthern.edu> 

Friday, June 11, 2010 12:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Debbie, 

Thats what I figured on the pass. 

I have a very low key weekend plalmed. I will definitely go play basketball today But I have a alot of reading and old projects to work on. 
So, I dont EVER remember having a ~vhole weekend to be productive with no childrenic activities so I am taking advantage of it 

Thanks again for the pass. 

Peace 

Craig 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.mac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 10:31 AM 
To: Bythewood, Craig 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Craig. Ghetto sports.., lol 

Another pass? SotW but I can’t help you there If I had more advanced 
notice -- but 1 leaned on a friendship to get yours at this time. 

Anything planned for the weekend? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"VVhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick" ([3 Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bythewood, Craig [mailto:cb’¢thewood@flsouthern.edu] 
Sent: Thttrsday, Jtme 10, 2010 9:32 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: 

Debbie, 

Good lookin out! 

I don’t do golf. I only participate in the ghetto sports, football, 
basketball and ping pong. 

Would I be wearing out 1W welcome if I asked for a pass for 1W colleague, 
’ I understand if that is too much. 

Thanks again 

Craig 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroraan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thttrsday, Jtme 10, 2010 12:06 PM 
To: Bythexvood, Craig 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Craig. I had a pass made for you until the 26th Go to the Student 
Recreation Center (SRC) reception desk 

Camps are stalting in Fetzer. EvelTone is now playing at the Rams Head gym. 

Yes, you must use your campus map or ask someone. :) 

Sorry, I can’t hang with you this week because of prior appointments. Let’s 
tiT for next week though[ 

Do you play goll’? My jumper is rather rusty, but I still will talk smack. 

debby 



Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"~Vhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bythewoud, Craig [mailto:cbvthewoudfa)flsouthern.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 8:58 AM 

To: dstru@unc.edu 
Sub1 ect: 

Eli Debbie, 

How are yuu? I am a prufessur at Florida Sumhern Cullege in Lakelnd, 
Florida and I hve in Tampa. ! am here at the Carulina Inn until the 26th 
uf June. I am doing a summer seminar at The National Humanities Center My 
phune number is 

I’ve hit Franklin Street pretty hard already. The two things I would like 
is to get a Dean Dome tour and to find out where I can play sume basketball. 
Look ful~,~ard tu hearing fi-om yuu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

evan w            @YAHOO.COM> 

Sunday, June 13, 2010 12:54 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

new e-~nail om the politics of spon~ts business/urbaJ~ policy ste~nming from spo~Zs 

Hello from Evan Weiner, 
We are puttM~ out an e-book for about $10 (US) from TBE Press in Connecticut that breaks down the Politics of Sports 

Business into 14 areas. Just giving you a heads up, the info will soon be up on }lttp:ii!ww,~’<bickl~; .c(~mibo.’.)k.,~t(~r~:.hli-i~1. You 
can e-mail me at           @yahoo.corn for addNonal information 
The Business & Politics of Sports, Second Edition contains over 100 of Evan Weiner’s cold,ms wri~en between 1998 
and 2010 that describe the power plays, players, media and political (federal, state, local and global) connections, which rule 
the m~fi-billion dollar a year business of sports. At ~e heart of Evan Weber’ s writNg lies Ns belief ~at "it’ s ~eat to 
watch a game and report on it, but democracy dese~wes more than a box score when it comes to scrut~hg the busNess of 
sports." 

He contends that the mindset of newspaper and magazine editors, along with radio, TV, and cable programmers, is that 
sports are merely games, "the toy store of life. He disagrees, "More than ever sports is a multi-billion dollar business with 
global implications. General Electric has spent billions of dollars so that its NBC-TV network can broadcast the 2010 and 
2012 Olympics. Communities all over America have created special tax districts, raised hotel, motel rent-a-car, restaurant, 
cigarette and beer taxes to fund stadiums and arenas. Congress could change tax exemption laws as they apply to coInpanies 
that are Olympic sponsors, force college football to hold a championship gaIne, and legislate the boxing industry. The }louse 
Committee on Government Reform has held hearings on sports leagues’ drug testing, specifically testi~N for anabolic 
steroids. Those issues aren’t found in the sandbox or the playground." 

"The public," Mr. Weiner suggests, "needs to be aware of the relationship be~veen politics, government, the media, and 
sports ownership. ~,~mericans generally view sports as fans and do not realize how many billions of their tax dollars go to big 
time sports." He calls upon editors and TV/cable programmers to look at sports as more than an entertaimnent forum--and 
opines that journalists also need to examine the spor’us industry because, "in the end, just about every American citizen has 
some money directly or indJrectly invested in the sports industry." 
In The Business & Politics of Sports Mr. Weiner’s columns are divided into fourteen thematic chapters entitled Business; 
Colleges; Labor; Events; The Economy and The Recession; Politics; Katrina, New ~’leans and Mississippi; Media; Stadiums 
& Public Policy; Global~ation; Olympics; Women; Fans; and Miscellaneous Columns the Publisher Ix~ves. Laid out in an easy 
to read format, they progress in chronological order froIn 1998 to the present, showi~N the fascinating evolution of sports 
business. 
About the Author 
Evan Weiner is a contributing columnist for nhl.com, New Jersey Newsroom, The Daily Caller and The Examiner. 
He wrote a weekly coltkmn for the New York Sun and has written for New York Newsday, The Orlando Sentinel, 
Metro Philadelphia, Metro New York, The Washington Examiner and msnbc.com and was a re-occun-ing guest on 
"Politics Live" with Sam Donaldson. His radio commentary "The Business of Sports" aired nationally on a daily basis 
between June 1999 and June 2006. He is a participant in several Long Distance Learning and electronic blackboard 
university classes. 

From locker rooms to boardi-ooms to hearing rooms, Mr. Weiner has covered the gritW, pragmatic, dollar driven sports 
industry since 1971 by aski~N consistently probing, difficult and controversial questions. Along the way he has won t~vo 
Associated Press awards for News Coverage. As the worlds of sports, politics and business rapklly change and coalesce, Mr. 
Weiner, on a daily basis, speaks with the owners, players, lawyers and broadcasters responsible for this steamroller 
synergy. 

At a time ~vhen the public’s opinion of the media is at an all time low, Evan Weiner believes, "One by one, we as journalists 
have to rebuild the industry piece by piece. We have such a bad reputation now, we have to get out there and reassure 
people we are not all the Washington media." A persistent reporter with a prodigious memory, Evan calls the shots as he 
sees "them and describes the power plays, players and connections which rule the business of sports. 

Mr. Weiner has spoken at the George Bush Presidential Library in College Station, Texas and before sports management 
prograIns including those at Columbia University, Central Michigan University, Ions College, Ithaca, SUNY at Cortland, 
Temple University, St. Joseph’s University and Rutgers and has also been a long distance learni~N instructor for Oregon 
State University, University of the Pacific, and Eastern Oregon [)~iversi~. t te speaks regularly on cruise ships in North 
America, South America and Europe about the "Politics and Business of Sports". t te received a Distinguished Journalist 
Awa*d from the United States Sports Academy in 2003. A graduate of Ramapo College, Mr. Weiner resides with his wife 
Brenda in Mount Vernon, New York. They are the parents of two grown chilch*en. 
What People Are Saying About Evan Weiner’s Writing 
"I’ ve found that Evan Weiner’s cokmms on the business of sports are essential public policy reading for those trying to 
make sense of what is happening with ?umerica’s cities. Major league teams, his columns show, have generally been 
successful in shakhlg down city governments with the threat that they either receive public fund~ to build new stadiums 
and arena or they will leave, supposedly stripping the city of its big time status. But spor’as’ facilities represent consumption 
not productive investment. Downtown St. Louis has relatively new facilities for all its major league teams even as the city 
empties out every night and the population continues to shrink. St Ix~uis has become a drive-throngh city. ttouston and LA, 
by contrast, are cities that have lost their NEL franchises while continuing to thrive. Weiner’s columns are the best ongoing 



guide to this pernicious game of franchise free agency." 
--- Fred Siegel is a senior fellow at the Progressive Policy Institute who focuses on m~ban policy and 

politics. He also serves as a professor of history and the humanities at Cooper Union and is a contributor to 
numerous publications, including The New York Post (where he has a weekly column), The New Republic, 

The Atlantic Monthly, Commonwealth, Tikkun, and TELOS_ (i,ournal). 
"You always come up with a new angle that no one seems to hit upon. 

~on Varrial, Sports Editor, Metro, New York 
"Evan VTeiner is a uniquely talented writer with an amazing ability to pull everything together for "the reader. VVith his 
astonishing knowledge of and insight into the sports marketplace, he is able to investigate and simplify complex story lines 
through his award winning journalism. He is a strong voice and an expert in his field." 

Thomas P. Rosandich Ph.D., President & CEO, United States Sports Academy 
"We broadcast "The Business of Sports" as a feature in our local newscast as a good segue Kom our caller-driven talk show 
to our 6 PM sports talk show." 

~l~arles Geer, Program Director, WGNU, St. Louis 
"Your stuff is good. What you need is for someone in a position of power with TV to take a shot with you and stand behind 
yov~ That person for Cosell was Roone Arledge. But there are no Arledge’s on the scene in television these days. Keep 
plugging and maybe that person W~i]i E~me ai0ng." 

~helby Whitfield, author, broadcast executive and sports consultant. 
"If I do not start my day with a cup of coffee and a Weiner column, than my day has begun incompletely. He combines a 
personal understanding of business history with just the right dose of sarcasm mixed in with humor." 

---Sheldon A. Saltman, Former president FOX Sports 
"Evan Weiner presented a one credit mini-course. The material wesented was provocative given that Mr. Weiner provides 
social, business and political commentary on the business of sports that is not t~yl~ical of what is found in the mainstream 
media. Students indicated a high degree of learning." 

Joel Maxcy, Graduate Program Chair, Dept. of Sp0~t. Ma.nggg.n~g!~l~ & Media, Ithaca College, Ithaca, New 
York 
The following column is included in the book .... check it out 

Bi9 Ten Conference expansion: College sports musical chairs game is about to 
begin 

i[:+:;i bigten042310 opt 

BY EVAN WEINER 

NEWJERSEYNEWSROOM. COM 

Barry Alvarez is the Chief Economic O‘f‘ficer o‘f a business that brings in over $90 million annually in Madison, Wisconsin. Alvarez has admitted the business, 

which is part of a business that has i0 active partners in various endeavors and another "silent" partner in the Midwest, doesn’t necessarily need to take in 

more partners but could be‘forced into an expansion o‘f the business in order to maximize revenues. 

Alvarez is the A thletic Director o‘f the University o‘f Wisconsin, a school that belongs to the Big Ten conference, and Alvarez is looking for more money to 

fund his athletic program. He is not alone, the other ~0 active sports playing members o,f the Big Ten want more money and the way to get that is by 

increasing the cable 73/network that the schools along with the University of Chicago co-own with FOX Cable TV. 

I‘f the Big Ten adds more schools, the conference probably will be able to add to the growing cable TV network and reach a goal o‘f 60 million subscribers. I‘f 

the Big Ten hits the 60 million number and gets two dollars a month .from each one o.f those subscribers, that means that particular college sports 

conference will bring in $120 million a month or close to $i.5 billion a year‘from cable TVprogramming. 

"You know what, there are some interesting things going on, interesting discussions, you know there is a possibility o‘f major change," said AIvarez. 

Interesting things? According to reports the Big ~2 wants to know whether Missouri and Nebraska are jumping to the Big Ten by this Friday. The Pac i0, 

which hired the power‘ful Hollywood reps, Creative Artist Agency, is looking to expand beyond the Pacific states. A ‘former NFL insider said on Friday that 

‘former NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue is working extremely hard on plotting the‘future o‘f the Big East, a conference which includes Rutgers. 

Is Rutgers headed‘for the Big Ten ? Is Rutgers going to stay in what remains o‘f the Big East or wil! the school head to the Atlantic Coast Conference ? 

No one knows at this point. But changes are coming. 

"1 think there is a history o‘f change, "said Alvarez. "This isn’t something new and you can go back and study the NC two A, study college athletics and see 

there has been expansion be.fore. You have people (CAA, Tagliabue) to think outside the box and trying to make things better. Continue to tweak things. 

And I think this is just part o.f the process." 



A couple o‘fdays ago, it was thought the Big Ten was the linchpin and other college con‘ferences would react to whatever the con~ference was planning. But 

other con‘ferences are also playing the change game and the Big Ten may not get‘first dibs on schools like Missouri, Nebraska, Texas, Syracuse, Pittsburgh 

or Rutgers. 

"The Big Ten doesn’t need to do it, "said Alvarez o‘f expansion. "1 think our Commissioner (James Delany) is looking to continue to improve the Big Ten and 

make things better. He’s a guy who thinks outside the box and so ! think this is a natural progression. 

"l.feel comfortable in looking into the expansion. ! think there are a lot o‘f things that make sense and I have a lot o‘f confidence in our commissioner and in 

our (the colleges and universities) presidents and they’re the ones that make the ultimate decision." 

The ideal‘fit in .football and athletics .for Wisconsin and the other Big Ten schools is Notre Dame. The school is a .football.factory and can easily be accepted 

into The Committee on Institutional Cooperation which is the Big Ten’s academic component. The Big Ten has to not only weigh the‘football/basketball 

and other sports programs but academics as well and that might be a problem ‘for some o‘f the schools that might be courted by Delany. 

"1 am working on that scheduling right now," said Alvarez who would like to get Notre Dame to play in Madison as an independent. "1 don’t think there is 

any secret, all o‘f us would love to have Notre Dame in our league, I think it is a natural. And so, whether it will happen or not, ! don’t know but ! sure would 

like to see it. (Notre Dame) will have to sit back and take a look at what is going on nationally, i‘f there is expansion and it a~fects a number o‘f leagues and 

all o‘f a sudden maybe you have‘four big leagues. You know‘four iS-team conferences, when the music stops, you better have a seat. I’m worrying about 

one conference. Big Ten 

"1 don’t know how the Big East will be a‘f‘fected or i‘f it will be a‘f‘fected. I don’t know enough about the Big East." 

The Big Ten Commissioner Delany will meet with the heads o‘f fllinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Michigan State, Minnesota, Northwestern, Ohio State, 

Penn State, Purdue and Wisconsin along with the University o‘f Chicago and lay out various proposals. The conference could add one, three or‘five teams or 

sit at 11. Each school in the Big Ten is getting ~22 million a year‘from the Big Ten Network and that could go depending on geography. Rutgers is in a 

Comcast state and more than likely, the Big Ten Network would pick up New Jersey subscribers‘from Comcast but it is unknown whether Charles Dolan’s 

Cablevision or Time Warner would take the Big Ten Network in the New York area. But Delany may look to expand the TV network in the south, not the 

New York area and that could mean that Texas is the prize. 

"That’s what Jim will talk to the presidents about, "said Alvarez o‘f the Big Ten meeting. "1 think he will give them in‘formation, they will discuss it and 

decide what direction they will go." 

Alvarez was a ‘football coach who is now really playing with the big boys. A ‘football school like Wisconsin attracts big time TV contracts, sneaker deals, 

major marketing partners, well heeled alum, well heeled boosters, luxury box owners, club seat patrons and a whole host o‘f other people who are both 

looking to make money o‘f‘f o‘f a school and also make sure the school is producing winning teams in the big revenue generating sports such as.football and 

basketball and in Alvarez’s case, hockey. 

"Basically I am running a ~90 million company right now, "said Alvarez. "We take no (Wisconsin) state‘funding, we are self-supporting, the engine that 

drives the train is‘footbalL We have 23 sports and 800 athletes and you have to pay the bills‘for the sports, coaches, etc. etc. It is important to‘find new 

money streams and ways to ‘finance yo ur programs. Football is the engine because o‘f the TV money, BO-thousand seat stadium in our case but‘football 

generates the majority o‘f the money. We pro‘fit share in our league and our TV contracts are second to none." 

TV contracts second to none may be the most important words Alvarez uttered. The Pac l O’s deal with FOX is done after 2012 and suddenly‘far away 

schools‘from the Pacific coast like Texas, Texas A&M, Texas Tech, Oklahoma, Oklahoma State and Colorado or Baylor are attractive. Pac i0 teams receive 

an estimated $8-10 million ‘from the present FOX deal; Southeast Conference deals get more than ~17 million while Big East teams get about $7 million. 

Big time college sports is all about money, there is literally a pot o‘f gold available‘from the beast, cable and broadband TV, and that beast needs to be 

constantly‘fed. Boise State could be end up in the Mountain West Conference, a group o‘f schools that in 2006 launched a TV network in the Rocky 

Mountains area. That cable network is partially owned by CBS and has programming on Versus. 73/drove the last college conference realignment about 

seven years ago and it is the guiding‘force behind this one. 

Evan Weiner is an author, radio-TV commentator and speaker on "The Politics o‘f Sports Business:" and can be reached at 



From: @gmail.com 

Sent: Sunday, Jnne 13, 2010 9:01 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Deborah, 

Are you available to speak Thursday around 945? 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network ti~om my BlackBerry@ 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e~nail.nnc.edu:> 
Date: Fri, 4 Jun 2010 16:14:21 -0400 

To: @gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 

Okay. Than 

http:/!’www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise//sport administration 

"When nobodg around ~ou seems m measure ug it’s time m check your ~rdstic~." (~. ~emte~) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 0#, 2010 12:23 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: 

H~ D~bom~ 

I’m actually at work right now ,so nnfortunately I cannot talk. Once I receive my schedule for next week I will contact you to schednle a time. 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network ti~om my BlackBerry@ 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e~nail.nnc.edu:> 

Date: Wed, 2 Jun 2010 13:07:12-0400 

To: @gmsil.com> 
Subject: RE: 
Yes. That is my office number. 

"When nobodg around ~ou seems m measure uN it’s time m check your ~erdstick." (O. feinted) 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 1:15 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: 
Is the number at the bottom of your emaJl the best one to reach you at? 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now Network fi~om my BlackBenT@ 

From: "Deborah Stroman" ~<tslroma~@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 2 Jun 2010 13:03:08 -0400 

To: ;@gmaJl.com> 
Subject: RE: 

. Yes, I will be av~i[ab[e~ If I miss you, I will call you back~ 
Dr. Stroman 



-0 Z984.30336 

https!///www.ui~c.edu/ depts/’exercise// sport administration 

"When nobody ~round ~ou seems to measure uN it’s time to ~het~ your yardstick." (B, Lemley) 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, June 02, 2020 ~:09 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: 

Would you be available to talk tomon~ow morning amuud 1145? 

Thank~ 

Sent on the Spriut(N Now Nem, ork fiom my BlackBe~D’® 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu-- 
Date: Wed, 19 May2010 17:16:50-0400 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 

Th~mks h:x" Vour note, Phrase g~ve me ~ cat the week o~ May 3~.st. (f am out of the office over the ne>:t wee~q) 

~ look ~:orward to chattb~g w~th you, 
Dr. Stromsn 

J.beboratt :~tr,)ma]b ~"}~-l),, CI 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick," (B, temtey) 

@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Hay 18, 2010 10:08 PH 
To: dstroman@emai.unc.edu 
Subject: 
Dear Ms. Stromau, 
I received your con~ct info~ation from I firs1 wm~t to thank you tbr the op~mnity W s~ak to you. It is always veu interesting to hear how 

people got their start in the the spots admims~ratiou field. Could you plea~ tell me how you got your begiumng? 

advice you could give me, I would greatly appreciate it. 
Thank you again for reaching out, 

I have attached my resume to this emafil so you may see. If there is any help or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Susan Foster <Susan.Foster@SAINTLEO.EDU> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 11 : 14 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERVIINB.CA 

Internship papera, ork 

Book cover.JPG; Table of Contents condensed no pg #’s.doc 

Hi Everyone -John Dollar and I appreciate the overwhelming response to our upcoming book Experiential Learning in Sport Management: Internships and Beyond 

that was displayed at the F.I.T. Publisher’s table. The book should be out by the end of July or first of August. The Foreword was written by Buffy Fillipell who was 

the keynote speaker at the recent NASSM conference. 

To make this an even more valuable offering, we need your help! 
We are in the process of finalizing the online support information for faculty who adopt the book. We will have a lot of sample forms of internship paperwork. If 

anyone would like to send us samples of forms they use in their internship program, that would be awesome. If you send us one or more forms, we would need 

each form separately and in PDF or Word format. ANY form you use from application to evaluation including log sheets or internship report requirements may be 

selected for inclusion. We have collected some forms already, but would like at least five samples of each type of form/policy statements, etc. 

Any forms!information received constitutes an agreement that you and your university give us permission to highlight your form in our professor’s online support 

materials. 

Just FYI -The textbook is intended for all education levels and includes a separate chapter "Just for Graduate Students". It can be adopted for use as an "lntro" 

book, a program text for all SM students, a book that can accompany a pre-internship class, or a handy book for all sport management faculty as each chapter 

applies experiential learning to the class environment as well as the overall sport management program with the inclusion of course and program project ideas 

submitted by faculty from across the country. 

Even if you do not adopt for classroom use, it is a great book to recommend to your students as it explains the sport business industry, exhibits career paths for 

more than 20 industry professionals, and simply walks the student through an experiential learning map for getting experience, building their application 

materials, and finding internships and employment in the sport industry including a section on becoming a sport management professor! 

If you would like an exam copy and were unable to talk to the marketing rep at NASSM, please go to ~~h~~t~~t~p~~~/~/~~~f~~~t~~~n~~~f~~o~~t~~~e~~c~~~h~~~~~c~~~~~~~m~~/~~~F~!~~T~~u~~p~~c~~~o~~~m~~~~~n~g~~~~~~o~~~o~~k~~~s~~2~~~~~~~1~~~~~:~t~~2!.. Please find 

attached a detailed Table of Contents for the book. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Dr. S t~scm Bt’o~,~ Fostor 

P r@ssor 

S port B usit~ess 

Saint Leo University 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint Leo, FL 33574 

I am on summer vacation. Please e-mail me if you need to reach me! 
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¯ Researching Sport Organizations 

~ Employment Websites 

~ Print Media 
~ Finding Non-advertised Positions or Creating an Internship Position 

~ Preferred Agency Listing 

o Analyzing Position Announcements for Information and Qualifications 

Marketing Yourself- The Professional Look 

~ Professional Dress 
® The Position Application 

~ Cover Letters, R~sum~s, and Mailings 

~ Phone and E-mail Addresses 

o Personal Social Media Sites 

Developing a Quality Cover Letter and R~sum~ 

~ The Cover Letter 

® The R~sum~ 
~ Creative Online R~sum~s 

Applying for Positions 
~ Geography 

o Economics &the Decision 
¯ Tuition Costs 
¯ Transportation Costs 
¯ Housing 
¯ Dress 



¯ Mailings/Correspondence 
¯ Certifications and Insurance 
¯ Job Search Costs 

Applying Over the Internet 

Contacting the Organizations after Applying 

Interviewing 
o Advance Planning 
o The Interview Week Has Arrived 

¯ Mock Interviews 
¯ Preparing Questions for the Intervie~v 
¯ The Interview Location 
¯ Listening and Answering Questions 
¯ The Phone Intew’iew 

The Final Buzzer 

Classroom Experiential Learning Exercise - Dr. Sandra Slabik - Neumann 
University 

Program Experiential Learning Example - Dr. Daniel Rascher - University of 
San Francisco 

Chapter 8 - Networking: Establishing the Internship Relationship 
Practitioner Comment - Cameron O’Connell - Marketing Services Coordinator- 
Iron Man World Headquarters 

¯ The Warm Up 
¯ Networking Defined 
¯ Student Role 
¯ Faculty Role 
¯ Taking Advantage of Opportunity 
¯ The Art of Net~vorking 

~ Getting Started 
~ Improving Your Networking Skills 

¯ The Final Buzzer 
¯ Learning exercise - Dr. James Thoma - Mount Union College 
¯ Institutional example - Dr. Willie Burden - Georgia Southern University 

Chapter 9 - Ending an Internship and Starting a New Position 
Practitioner Comment - Barry Mestel - Winning Ways Sports Management, Inc. 
and Winning Ways Pro International, Inc. 

¯ The Warm Up 
¯ Requesting Additional Responsibility 
¯ Completing an Internship 
¯ Salaries to Expect 
¯ Your New Position in Sport Business 

~ Your First Week 
~ Establishing Positive Work Habits 

o Office Etiquette and Rules 



o Professional Dress and Appearance 
o Listening and Observing 
~ Communicating with Clients - Manners and More 
~ Using Modern Communication with Colleagues 
What if You are Released by the Organization? 
Finding a Mentor 
Organizing your Network 
Hiring a Consultant 
~ Interview - Michael Games, President - Next Level Executive Search 
The Final Buzzer 
References 
Classroom Experiential Learning Exercise - Dr. Rob Ammon - Slippery Rock 
University 
Program Experiential Learning Example - Dr. Jacquelyn Cuneen - Bowling Green 
State University 

Chapter 10 - Just for the Graduate Student! 
¯ Practitioner Comment - Dr. Karen Danylchuk - University of Western Ontario 
¯ The Warm Up 
¯ When is a Master’s Degree Required? 

~ Graduate School - So Now What? 
Have you Considered Teaching Sport Management? 

Interview- Dr. Trey Cunningham - Shorter University 
Pursuing a Doctorate in Sport Management 
¯ Interview- Dr. Greg Sullivan - Otterbein College 
¯ Interview - Dr. Chia-Chen Yu - University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 
The Law Degree 
~ Interview- Barbara Osborne- University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
Teaching with a Master’s Degree 
~ Interview - Janet Comfort - Missouri Baptist University 

o Teaching Online 
~ Sport Education at the High School Level 

~ Interview - Jennifer Pinsky-Newman - Baltimore County Schools 
~ Graduate Assistantship - Teaching, Administration, Research 

~ Interview - Dr. Joe Cobbs, University of Northern Kentucky 
¯ Graduate School Admission Test Scores 
¯ Interning as a Doctoral Student 
¯ The Doctoral Degree for Other Areas of the Sport Industry 
¯ Finding a Mentor 
¯ The Final Buzzer 
¯ Classroom Experiential Learning Exercise - Dr. Richard Southall - University of 

North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
Program Experiential Learning Example - Dr. Brian Turner - The Ohio State 
University 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Susan Foster <Susan.Foster@SAINTLEO.EDU> 

Monday, June 14, 2010 11 : 14 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERVIINB.CA 

Internship papera, ork 

Book cover.JPG; Table of Contents condensed no pg #’s.doc 

Hi Everyone -John Dollar and I appreciate the overwhelming response to our upcoming book Experiential Learning in Sport Management: Internships and Beyond 

that was displayed at the F.I.T. Publisher’s table. The book should be out by the end of July or first of August. The Foreword was written by Buffy Fillipell who was 

the keynote speaker at the recent NASSM conference. 

To make this an even more valuable offering, we need your help! 
We are in the process of finalizing the online support information for faculty who adopt the book. We will have a lot of sample forms of internship paperwork. If 

anyone would like to send us samples of forms they use in their internship program, that would be awesome. If you send us one or more forms, we would need 

each form separately and in PDF or Word format. ANY form you use from application to evaluation including log sheets or internship report requirements may be 

selected for inclusion. We have collected some forms already, but would like at least five samples of each type of form/policy statements, etc. 

Any forms!information received constitutes an agreement that you and your university give us permission to highlight your form in our professor’s online support 

materials. 

Just FYI -The textbook is intended for all education levels and includes a separate chapter "Just for Graduate Students". It can be adopted for use as an "lntro" 

book, a program text for all SM students, a book that can accompany a pre-internship class, or a handy book for all sport management faculty as each chapter 

applies experiential learning to the class environment as well as the overall sport management program with the inclusion of course and program project ideas 

submitted by faculty from across the country. 

Even if you do not adopt for classroom use, it is a great book to recommend to your students as it explains the sport business industry, exhibits career paths for 

more than 20 industry professionals, and simply walks the student through an experiential learning map for getting experience, building their application 

materials, and finding internships and employment in the sport industry including a section on becoming a sport management professor! 

If you would like an exam copy and were unable to talk to the marketing rep at NASSM, please go to ~~h~~t~~t~p~~~/~/~~~f~~~t~~~n~~~f~~o~~t~~~e~~c~~~h~~~~~c~~~~~~~m~~/~~~F~!~~T~~u~~p~~c~~~o~~~m~~~~~n~g~~~~~~o~~~o~~k~~~s~~2~~~~~~~1~~~~~:~t~~2!.. Please find 

attached a detailed Table of Contents for the book. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Dr. S t~scm Bt’o~,~ Fostor 

P r@ssor 

S port B usit~ess 

Saint Leo University 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint Leo, FL 33574 

I am on summer vacation. Please e-mail me if you need to reach me! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conrtney KnoMing @gmail.com~ 

Monday, June 14, 2010 4:09 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

}looked on Gadgets? 

Great NY times article, but its ldnda long. It shares that our brains may be less productive now because we have so much technology at our finger tips. Apparently, 

malay who deem themselves "multi-taskers" axe at times less efficient that those who do not consider themselves multi-taskers. There is an activity to test your focus and 

one to test your ability to juggle tasks. I found my activity results very, interesting. 

Article link: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/07/technolo~i07brain.html?pagewante&5 

If you just want to just take the tests, check out this link... 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactivei2010/06/07/technology/20100607- distraction- tiltermg- demo.html 

Enjoy! Im interested in hearing how you did. (I still owe you a phone call!!) 

Courtney A. KnoMing 
University of North Carolina, Class of 2009 

Exercise and Sport Science--Sport Administration 

cal, moMing~alumni.nnc.edu 

"Huma~ beings, by cha~ging the inner attitudes of their minds, ca~ change the outer aspects of their lives."--Willia~n James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ShareThis <~notifier@bounces.sharethis.com> on behalf of 
Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)v 

Monday, Jnne 14, 2010 5:49 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

dstro@unc.edu has shaxed: The Story of Stuff 

The Stor~ of Stuff 
Source: sto~yofstt~ff.or9 

dstro@unc,edu sent this using Sh~reThis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ShareThis <notifier@bounces.sharethis.com> on behalf of 

@aol.com 

Monday, June 14, 2010 5:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

]@aol.com has shared: NCAA selects coaches for 2010 Expert Academy - NCAA.org 

This will be my third year presenting at the Expert Coaches’ Forum. I present on fundraising and Public Relations. Look forward to coming back to 
UNC! 

Jeff 

NCAA selects coaches for 2010 ..................................................................................................... 

.~..x...p...6.-,.R....A...~a.@...r.r.!~...:....N.....C.....A.....A..:...o..!£ 

@aol.com sent this using .,.S.’.~j#.r.~’,..~..~ji;~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. ~dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 9:42 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

100 1457 

100_1457 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 11:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re @aol.com has shared: NCAA selects coaches for 2010 Expert Academy - NCAA.org 

Well, if you wa~t to meet before we cm~...ifthafs best 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBer~ 

From: "Deborah Stroman" ~<ts~roma~@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2010 11:01:22 -0400 

To: @aol.com> 
Subject: RE: @aol.coln has shared: NCAA selects coaches for 2010 Expert Academy - NCAA.org 

Okay. I will be gross and sweat,,, but that’s cool. ~) 

d 

929 84,3 0336 

h t’[p:!//%’ww.unc.ectu/ c]{’pIs/’exercise// sporv acImmistratkm 

"Whe~ ~obody ~round y~u seem~ t~ measure up, it% time to chec~ your ~ardstick," (B, Lemle~) 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 20~0 10:59 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re:             ~aol.com has shared: NC~ selects coaches for 20~0 Expe~ Academy - NC~.org 

Let’s pl~ to get together a~er 7p. Let me ~ow where we can meet. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Froin: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2010 10:58:32 -0400 

To: l@aol.com> 

Subje~t: RE: ~(}aol.com has shared: NCAA selects coaches for 2010 Expert Academy - NCAA.org 

If weather holds up, I like to be on the course from 4:30 to 7:30. I am free before or after... 

d 

929 84.3 0336 

"When nobod~ around you seems to measure u~, it% time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: @aN.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2010 10:52 AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re:             ~aol.com has shared: NC~ selects coaches for 2010 Expe~ Academy - 

Want to look at doing some on campus work in addition to what I’m doing now. Want to get your coun~l - Doc. Let me know what time works for you on tfi. 

Mac 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <ds~roman@email.nnc.edu~ 

Date: Tue, 15 Jnn 2010 10:49:02-0400 
To: < ~aol.com> 
Subje~t: RE: ~aol.com has shared: NCAA selects coaches tbr 2010 Expert Academy - NCAA.org 
(::ot~[imled succ~-’_!~.;a [o ~’ou w~th the NCAA. Charlotte has done a superb job with thb D~w~rsil:y charge. 
f wili be around on Friday afternoon. That is one of my golf days so whatz up? ~) 
d 

Deboratt Str.)man, PI~.D., CI.U 

"When nobod~ around ~ou seems to measure up, it9 time to check your ~ordstick." (B. Lemtey) 

From: ShareThis [mailto:notifier@bounces.sharethis.com] On Behalf ~ ~aol.com 
Sent: Monday, June ~4, 20~0 5:52 PN 
To: dstro~unc.edu 
Subject:             ~aol.com has shared: NC~ selec~ coaches for 2010 Expe~ Academy - NC~.org 



This roll be my third 5,ear pre~nting at the Expert Coaches’ Forum. I present on fundrafising and Public Relations. Look tbrwa~’d to coming back to UNC’. 

Jeff 

NCAA select~ coacl~es for 20I I~ Expe.~ Academy - NCA A 

@aol.com sent this using 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 1:14 PM 

The peess-fnmiling list <peess-t@list~rv.unc.edu-~ 

[peess-f] ttooked on Gadgets 

Good day. 

FYI. VERY fascinating (albeit a long read) article on what the technology is really doing to us... 

Noetic stimulation vs, electronic stimulation? Hmmmm... 

http://www.nytimes.com/2OlO/O6/O7/technology/O7brain.html 

The tests are fun too. I scored very well, but I am STILL scared of what is happening to me. Q 

h tt p ://www. n y ti m e s. co m/i n t e r a c tiv e/20:10/06/07/t e c h n o logy/20:100607- d is t r a ctio n-flit e tin g-d e m o. h t m I? r ef=t e c h n o logy 

P.S. RescueTime looks like a winner too. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~pc 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~aess Club 

Sigma )apha Lamb& (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg, CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

"fn the end these things matter most: How well did you lover How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let gaP" 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

peess-f as: <a hreD"mailto:dstroman@e,nail.unc.edu">dslroman@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hmD"mailto:leave-27149974- 9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27149974- 

9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu<Ta> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Yu Kyoum Kim <ykim6@FSU.EDU~ 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 1:31 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

FSU Sport Manage~nent Conference (Revised CFP) 

Call for papers.docx 

Dear all, 

We have made a couple of changes for the critical dates. 

We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Have a great summer. 

Sincerely, 

Yu Kyoum 

Yu Kyoum Kim, Ph. D. 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Sport and Recreation Management 

The Florida State University 

Tully Gym 1034 Tallahassee, FL 32306 

Office: (850) 644 - 7174 

FAX: (850) 644-0975 

hIL:t:~: ZZwww.fsu. eduZ~smrmp eZfaculIt:yi klmmain, htm 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 3:11 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [peess-f] Hooked on Gadgets 

Deb, 
Just what I have thought all along’. Now quite chattering my brain 

wifla email! (Just kidding.) 
Bob 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Good day. 

> 

> 

> 

> FYI. ~,’ERY fascinating (albeit a long read) alticle on ~vhat the 

> teclmology is really doing to usfiCI 

> 

> 

> 

> Noetic stimulation vs. electronic stimulation? Hmlrmm~fiCI 

> 

> 

> 

> http//www nytimes c( m/2010/06/07/techno o~v/( 7brain htm 

> 

> 

> 

> The tests are fun too. I scored vew well, but I am STILL scared of what 

> is happening to me. J 

> 

> 

> 

> h t tp://www nytimes, c ore/interactive/2010/06/07itechn olo~y/20100607-distraction-filtering-demo htm l ?re~technol 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> P.S RescueTime looks like a wirmer too. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CIAJ 
> 

> LS,-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport Administration Facul)- - 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> ,’"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Ho~v fully 

> did you live? How- deeply did you learn to let go?" / 

> 

> 

> 

> <ul> 

> 

> <li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

> </ul> 

> peess-f as: <a 



> hre~"mailto:exphx/s(£email.unc.edu">exphys@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
> unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
> email tn <a 
> hre~"mailto:leave-27149974-146080 0ec52bl el eac533c53d3d855486809d2(~listserv.unc.edu" >leave-27149974-146080 0ec52blel eac533c53d3d855486809d2@listsep~’ uric edu</a> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

edu 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Reconnnendafion 

Recommendafion.pdf 

Hi Attached find mv recommendation for . If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dept. 

Spo~cAdmh~iscradon FaculV es 

E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Co~ege Spo~E Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~cs Business Club 

Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tono~s Socie@ 

4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0336 

hN~: // /www.usc.edu//dq~ts /exercise//spo~admbdsr~’arion 

"I~ the en~ these thin~s matter mast: How well did you ]oue? How fully did you live? How ~eeolg ~id you learn to let 



Sent: Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:~ Recommenda6on 

Got it! Thanks so much. 
On at 3:52 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Attached find my recommendation for If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Srromarb Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facuh.v e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Co~ege Spo~ Research Insurute 

Carolina Sports Business Chab 

Sigma ~Mpha Lambda (L~&~hip Hono~ Sod~@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel } t~, NC 27,599 

9 I9.~3.0336 

h~)’//www.,,    . mc . edt/’de 3~s/’exerci~e/’s[ ...... p o~t~ admin i~rration 

’Tn the end these thia~s matter most: How well did gou ]oue? How~ufig did gou five? How deeOlg did gou learn to let 

Recommendation.pd~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bythewood, Craig <cb~hewood@flsouthern.edn> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 4:13 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Ok. The schedule has been pretty rough¯ I ~vill not have a free moment until Wednesday afternoon¯ 
Sent Iicom my BlackBe~® smartphune with SprintSpeed 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2010 13:33:32 
To: Bythe~vood, Craig<cbythewood@llsouthern edu> 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Craig. Make sure you go by the main desk at SRC to pick tap your pass. 
Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage¯ Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

"When nobody aruund you seems tu measure up, it’s time tu check yuur 
yardstick¯" ~B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Bythewuod, Craig [mailtu:cbgthewuod(~flsuuthern.edu] 

Sent: Friday, June 11,2010 12:46 PM 

Tu: Deborah Struman 

Sutziect: RE: 

Debbie, 

Thats what I figured on the pass 

I have a very luw key weekend planned¯ I will definitely gu play basketball 
today But I have a Mot ufreading and old prujects to work on. 

¯ Su, I dont EVER remember having a whule weekend to 
be pruductive with no childrenic activities su I am taking advantage of it 

Thanks again for the pass¯ 

Peace 

Craig 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroraan@email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, June 11, 2010 10:31 AM 
To: Bythexvood, Craig 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Craig¯ Ghetto sports¯¯¯ lol. 

Another pass? Sorry but I can’t help you there¯ If I had more advanced 
notice - but I leaned on a friendship to get yours at this time¯ 

Anything planned for the weekend? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore¯ Engage¯ Empower. 
919¯843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

"¥Vhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bythewood, Craig [mailto:cbythewood@flsouthern.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 9:32 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: 

Debbie, 



Good lookin out[ 

I don’t do golf. I only participate in the ghetto sports, football, 
basketball and ping pang. 

Would I be wearing out my welcome if I asked for a pass for my colleague, 
’ I understand if that is too much. 

Thanks again 

Craig 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 12:06 PM 
To: Bythewood, Craig 
Su~iect: RE: 

Hi Craig. I had a pass made for you until the 26th Go to the Student 
Recreation Center (SRC) reception desk 

Camps are starting in Fetzer. ][~;vewone is now playing at the Rams Head gym. 

Yes, you must use your campus map or ask someone. :) 

Sorp)~, I can’t hang with you this week because of prior appointments. Let’s 
tpf for next week though[ 

]~)o you play gall’? My jumper is rather rusty, but I still will talk smack. 

debby 

Go Heels, 
]~)eborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i/xvwxv.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"~Z,~en nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bythewood, Craig [rnailto:cb~,~thewood~,,flsouthern.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 09, 2010 8:58 AM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: 

Hi Debbie, 

How are you? I am a professor at Florida Southern College in Lakelnd, 
Florida and I live in Tampa. I am here at the Carolina Inn until the 26th 
of Jtme. I am doing a summer seminar at The National Humanities Center. My 
phone number is 

I’ve hit Franklin Street pretty hard already. The two things I would like 
is to get a Dean Dome tottr and to find out where I can play some basketbalh 
Look forward to hearing from you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 4:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch? 

Ok, sounds good. I’ll text you Thursday 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:02:56 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      I may be ofiisite this Friday Give me a text on Thursday and I 

will kno~v for sure. 

I hope you are doing well. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.8430336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobo~dy around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

yardstick." (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 5£email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 5:54PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Lunch? 

Hey Dr Stroman 

Sorry I’m so slow getting back to you. I’m in chemsitry this 

summer session and it has me stu@ing 24/7. I dont know if Monday or 

’]Tuesday are good days for me to get lunch but I am usually done by 12 on 

Fridays. We could meet next Friday if you wanted. 

On Tue, 8 Jun 2010 15:37:54 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi . Any time available on Mi~nday or Tuesday for lunch? 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> ErNC -Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> Sport A&ninistration Faculty - e~ 

>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 

>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> <http://w~vw unc. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration> 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> 

>> "In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Ho~v fully 

did 

>> you live? Ho~v deeply did you learn to let go?" 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Foster <Susan.Foster@saintleo.edu> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 9:07 PM 

Stroms~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship paperwork 

Thank you for offering. The book went to print two weeks ago, I will keep this in mind if we do an update. 

However, do you have some specific citations or publications that address this? We are still compiling a bibliography for faculty for resources, 

I qu~:_~stion~:_~d the prac~:~ce by teamworkonlk~e in asMng for video 20 second elevator p~tches, The oM practh::e of providk~g a picture was dBcrim~natorv, ft seems as 

thB practice m~ght be resurrectk~g this, 

What do you tNnk? 

Susan 

Saint Leo Unb~ers~ty 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint leo, FL 33574 

[ am on summer vacation. Please e-mall me ffyou need to reach 

From: Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June ~5, 20~0 ~2:03 PN 
To: Susan Foster 
Subject: RE: Internship pape~ork 

Hi SusarL The book looks wonderful ] will submit IJNC--- Chapel HH[ forms. 

~ guess it may be too [ate to offer my services to write brief essay for the m~nodty sport management student. ~ am African-American and my thought is to offer 

advk:e [or minority sLudenl:~ na~gating the ~nLernship )rocess. I am also an academic advisor and find that the# needs and (egources can o{ten differ [tom Lhe 

majority populatkm, 

Please sdvise. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

t::x~qo~(:, g~:~_??7, Empow~’~. 
929 84,3 033 (~ 

"When nobody around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check your yardstick." (B. temley) 

Fmm~ Spo~ Hanagement [mailto:SPORTH~@L~S~ERV.UNB.CA] On Behalf Of Susan Foster 
Sent= Honday, ~une ~, 20~0 ~: ~ AH 

To~ SPOR~@L~S~ERV.UNB.CA 
Subject= ~nternship pape~ork 

Hi Everyone -3ohn Dollar and I appreciate the overwhelmin~ response to our upcomin~ book Experiential Learning in Sport Management: Internships and Beyond 

that was displayed at the FJ.T. Pubfisher’s table. The book should be out by the end of July or first of August. The Foreword was written by Buffy Fillipell who was 

the keynote speaker at the recent NASSM conference. 

To make this an even more valuable offering, we need your help~ 
We are in the process of finalizin~ the online support information for faculty who adopt the book. We will have a lot of sample forms of internship paperwork. If 

anyone would like to send us samples of forms they use in their internship program, that would be awesome. If you send us one or more forms, we would need 

each form separately and in PDF or Word format. ANY form you use from application to evaluation includin~ Io~ sheets or internship report requirements may be 

selected for inclusion. We have collected some forms already, but would like at least five samples of each type of form/policy statements, etc. 

Any forms/information received constitutes an a~reement that you and your university ~ive us permission to N~hli~ht your form in our professor’s online support 

materials. 

Just FYI -The textbook is intended for all education levels and includes a separate chapter "Just for Graduate Students". It can be adopted for use as an "lntro" 

book, a program text for all SM students, a book that can accompany a pre-internship class, or a handy book for all sport management faculty as each chapter 

applies experiential learnin~ to the class environment as well as the overall sport management program with the inclusion of course and program pro~ect 

submitted by faculty from across the country. 

Even if you do not adopt for classroom use, it is a ~reat book to recommend to your students as it explains the sport business industry, exhibits career paths for 

more than 20 industry professionals, and simply walks the student through an experiential learnin~ map for ~ettin~ experience, buildin~ their application 

materials, and findin8 internsNps and employment in the sport industry indud~n~ a section on becom~n~ a sport management professor] 

If you would like an exam copy and were unable to talk to the market~n~ rep at NASSM, please ~o to ht~p:!fl~t~nfotech.com!F~Tupcom~n~ooks20~O.tpl. Please find 

attached a detailed Table of ~ontents for the book. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

P r~ess~’ 
~ p~t ~ um~ess 

Saint keo University 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Saint keo, FL 33574 

I am on summer vacation. Please e-mail me if you need to reach me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield --~davis@nchsaa.org> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 10:18 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [IJNCtt? 

Debby: 

Congratulations on our selection as Chair of the Black Facul~z and Staff Caucus! A well deserved honor and I know you will provide sound leadership to that group. 

How about next Tuesday, the 22nd for lunch? around noon at Carolina Care? 

Davis "¢,q~it field 

Commissioner 
North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NCl 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27514 

On Jun 15, 2010, at 12:38 P,N4, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Davis. G ood to hear from you! I am glad that your transition went well 
and you are offto implementing your vision and strateg3~ I am now in the 
same boat I was elected the (;hair of the Black Facul~" and Staff Caucus. 
Yikes!! :) I had a wonderful meeting with Holden on Friday. 

I am around the rest of the month. Tuesdays and Thursdays are great for me. 
If you play golf, let me know I try to play on Friday afternoons or any 
time someone makes an offer, lol 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Explore. }{ngage. Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Davis \Vhiffield [mailto:davis(d?nchsaa.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2010 11:50 AM 
To: Dcbbie Stroman 
Subject: LL2qCH’: 

Debbie: 

Heyt I hope you are well! YVE are rolling down here at the NCHSAA and hope 
all is xvell with your 

I xvanted to see if you are free for l~xch in the near future? I would love 
to get together, have you meet some of our staff and see if we can develop 
or expand our current partnership? 

I’d at least love to speak with you about a couple ideas. Let me know if 
you are available and we’ll set it up! 

All the best! 

Davis ~,\~itfield 
Commissioner 
North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:44 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@med.unc.edu> 

RE: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Ve~’ grim. Oy. Thanks for sending. 

I’ll be back in Charlottesville July 1-July 14. Not sure what my schedule 
will look like. I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 
July 13 Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 
y’all :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From one of my buddies. :) 

http : //dlverseeducation. com/article/13868/scholar-sav s-research-universities 

-n ot-serious-about-faculty-diversi~ html 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

Explore. Engage Empower. 

919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"V~,~hen nobody around you seems to measure up, it s time to check your 

yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~,med.unc. edu] 

Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman; Trawalter, Sophie; i Stroman, 

Deborah Lytm 

Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these wonderfully exciting 

details[ 

Soph - enjoy the whirlwind.. 

Deb - moving up lady, I like it! Let’s meet - when are you available’.’ And 

let me when you are platming a C-ville day trip! 

I am well. Writing.. 

Miss you both! 

On 6/10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Aaaa,a~vw! I was thili, zing of you and speaking of last night ~vith 

Iiciends. 

>> 

>> We miss you[ 

>> 

>> Yes, you are special and deserve the very best in life! Expect the best 

and 

>> God will send it your way 

>> 

>> All is well here Busy as ever...I meet with Chancellor TholT) tomorrow 

in 

nay 

>> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

>> 

>> Do stay in touch[ 

>> 

>> I may come visit next month 

>> 

>: -- Let’s get together this month[[ 

>> 

>> Hugs, 

>> 

>> d 

>> 

>> 



>> Go Hee]s, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> F, xplore. [ingage F, mpower. 
>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>~ "When nobo@ around you seems to measure up, itls time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt,@,,emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: T!~mrsday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 
>> To:                     Deborah Lynn Stroman 
>> Subject: go wahoos - missing the heels 
>> 

>> 

>> Hello ladies, 
>> 

>> 

>> How are you? Taking time off to breathe and re-energize? I miss you 
both. 

>> 

>> 

>> Hope ali’s well, 
>> Sophie 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brazile, Kyle H. <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 16, 2010 3:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Toone, Dmnon E -~ttoone@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Camp Carolina 2010 - Confirmation 

Dr. Stroman, 

Just a follow up e-mail with confirmation details for the Camp Carolina event that will occur in a few weeks. Thank you again for your participation! 

Date &.Time- Nonday, June 28, 2010 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PlVl 

Event - Nock Classroom Event 

Audience - Rising 9th and 10th graders 

Location - Gardner 008 (ht[p://h~t~ine.unc~edu/index.cfm?fuseacti~n=cIassr~m~cIassview&r~m~D=32&CF~D=~94~5&CFT~KEN=83-6223-7) 

Know that these students are in the top of their class and should be ready to be engaged, and students were emailed the reading assignment on Nonday. 

If you have any questions before, during or after the event, please contact Damon Toone at dLoor~e.~__a__c_!_r__L~_[_s_’A[_o__!_~__s_’=_u__!_~__c_’=#__d___t!, or 919-966-3985. And he can be 
reached at             I during the event. 
Please let me know if you need anything at all. 
Sincerely, 

Kyle H. grazile 

Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

93-9.966.3993- (work) 

93_9.962.3045 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 16, 2010 5:01 PM 

Trawalter, Sophie <tmwal@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah Lynn <ds~ro@unc.edu> 

@med.unc.edu> 

Re: go wa~hoos -- missing the heels 

On 6/16/10 11:43 AM, "Trawalter, Sophie" <trawalt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ve~- grim. Oy Thanks for sending 

I’ll be back in Charlottesville July 1-July 14. Not sure what my schedule 
will look like I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 
July 13. Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 

> y’all :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> }:rom one of my buddies. :) 
>> 

>> 

> http ://diverseeducation. comiartic le/13868/scholar-s av, s-research -universiti es 
>> -not-serious-ab om-t’acul~’-diversity html 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage Empower. 
>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it~ time to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lcmlcy) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From n@med.unc edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman; Trawalter, Sophie; Stroman, 
>> Deborah Lynn 
>> Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 
>> 

>> Lovely to hear iicom you both, especially all these wonderfully exciting 
>> details! 
>> 

>> Soph - enjoy the whirlwind.. 
>> 

>> Deb - moving tap lady, I like it! Let’s meet - when are you available? And 
>> let me ~vhen you are planning a C-ville day trip! 
>> 

>> I am well. Writing.. 
>> 
>> iVliss you both’. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 6/10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Aaaawww’. I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with 
>> friends 

>>> We miss your 

>>> Yes, you are special and deserve the very best in lifet Expect the best 
>> and 
>>> God will send it your way. 

>>> All is well here. Bus?" as ever..I meet with Chancellor Thorp tomon-ow 
in 

>>> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

>>> Do stay in toucht 

>>> I may come visit next month. 

>>> -- Let’s get together this montht [ 



>>7> 

>7>> d 

>>7> Go tleels, 
>7>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>7> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

>>> "V~len nobo@ around you seerus to rueasme up, itls tirue to check your 
>>> yardstick." (B. Lemlcy) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: trawalt [ruailto:trawalt(~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 
>>> To:                     Deborah Lym~ Stroruan 
>>> Subject: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

>>> Hello ladies, 

>>> How are you? Taking time offto breathe and re-energize? I miss you 
>> both 
7>>> 

7>7>7> 

>>> Hope ali’s well, 
>>> Sophie 
>7>> 

7>>7> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <kmmeissen@wisc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 16, 2010 8:29 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr Stroman[ 

Just wanted to check in and say- hello. Ho~v is your summer going? ’ 

Things here are going well Started surmner school today and had my first Yoga class as an independent personal trainer. It was amazing! I am considering moving to an LLC this fall I have 
done some research on this website. 

http://www wdl). org/c orporationsife es/ltd asp 

Which fees do I need to key in on as a business owner? Form 1 and 2 seem to apply but not sure..any expertise on this? 

My research assistantship is going well...clicking well with my advisor. We are working to add course offerings to existing classes to make a program track in intercollegiate athletic 
administration through the traditional program first and then later look to expand to online/hybrid classes So far it has been rewarding and learning a lot about COSMA/NASSM 
a ccredidation processes 

What is new with you? Let’s chat again soon[ 

Hugs, 

Kristina 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 
Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 
Dept. of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
Teaching Assistant 
Department of Kinesiology 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
cell: 

kmmeissen@wisc edu 



From: ~gmail.com 

Sent: Thursday, June 17, 2010 9:31 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Deborah, 

Playing phone tag is always fun! I won’t be able to call you this morning. I was called into work early. I will let you know what my schedule is. Soro~ for any 

incouvinieuce. 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network ti~om my BlackBerry@ 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstromnn@e~nail.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2010 12:28:03 -0400 

To: ~(}gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 

Y~-’_~s, I am available at theft time, Thanks, 

htt}~:// /’www,unc.edu//de}~tsiexercise//sport administration 

"When nobody ~round ~eu seems m me~sure ug it’s time m ~he~k your ~erdstic~." (8, ~emte~) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, June [3, 20~0 9:0~ PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: 

Hi Debomk 

Are you available to speak Thursday arouud 945? 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now Network ti~om my BlackBerry@ 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstromnn@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 4 Jun 2010 16:14:21 -0400 
To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: 
Okay. Tha~ks! 

http:/iwww,unc,edu ideptsiexercise/isport administration 
"When nobody around ~eu seems m me~sure uN it’s time m check your ~erdstic~." (~, temte~) 

From: :@gmail.com] 
Sent= ~riday, Jun~04, 20~0 ~2:23 PR 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 
H~ Debom~ 

I’m actually at work right now so unfortuuately I cannot talk. Once I receive my schedule for next week I will contact you to schedule a time. 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Sprint@ Now Network fi~om my BlackBerry@ 

From: "Deborah Stroman" ~<tslroma~@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 2 Juu 2010 13:07:12-0400 

To: @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: 
Yes~ That is my office number. 



htEt~:iiwww,unc,ec]ui~]et~ts/’ exerciseist~ort adrninis’~ration 

"When nobod~ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to che~k your y~rdsti~k~" (B, Lemley) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 02, 20~0 ~:~5 PH 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Subje~t~ Re: 

Is the number at the bosom of your ernafl the best one to l~nch ~ou at? 

Thanks, 

Sent on the Spdnt® Now Network from rny BlackBerry® 

From: "Deborah Strornau" <dstrornm~@ernail.unc.edtD 

Date: Wed, 2 Jun 2010 13:03:08 -0400 
To: @grnail.corn> 

Subject: RE: ’, 
Hi     Yes, I will be a~zaifabfe. If I miss you, I will call you back. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah gtroman, ~"t~-D,, CI.U 

Expiate. Engage. Empower~ 

"When nobody around you seems m measure uN it’s time m check ~our yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 20~0 ~:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 
Ill Debora~ 

Would you be available to talk tornorrow morning around 1145? 

Thanks, 

Sen on the Sprint® Now Network fforn my BlackBeny® 

From: "Deborah Stroman" -<ts~romm~@ernail.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 19 May 2010 17:16:50-0400 

To: @gmail.corn> 
Subject: RE: 

Hi     Thanks for your note, Please give me a call the week of May 3Ist, (~ arn out of the office over the next week,) 
~ look forward to chatting w~l:h you 

E:<pic:,re. Engage. Er~pc:,we~x 
929 84,3 03,3 G 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts,/exe~ciseisport administration 
"When nobody around you seems to measure uN itN time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Nay 18, 20~0 10:08 PN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= 
Dear Ms. Strornan, 
I received your contact i~o~ation from . I firs~ want to thm~k you for the op~l~ni~ m sN& to you. It is always very inte~sdng to hem how 
people got their s~ iu the the s~as admiuis~ration fidd. Could ~u please tell me how you got your ~i~in~? I received a BS in Nuesiology from &e Univesib~ of 
Minnesota mid ~noved to Florida for graduate school¯ I a~ended St. Thornas Universib, and received a MBA iu Spo~s 1dmi~stration. 

advice you could give rne, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you again tbr reaching out, 

¯ I have attached my resurne to this email so you may see. If there is any help or 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian K Young <:bky4@cornell.edu;, 

Friday, June 18, 2010 9:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

RE: Coach Brian Young - Prol~ssionaJl Development - Coaches Academy 

Great, I will let you know, I am going to be in Savannah, Georgia which is about 4/5 hrs from you, I would like to get togther and play round. 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@emal.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 04, 20:t0 4::t7 PM 
To: Brian K Young 
Subject: RE: Coach Brian Young - Professional Development - Coaches Academy 

Yes, I know the athletic director there, {et me know how I can assist when you make application~ 

h up:!~/%’ww.unc.e cIu / dcpts/~e xe~cise/sport :~ctminist:ra tion 

"When nobody around you seems to measure ug it’s time to chec~ your ~ardstick." (O. temle~) 

From: Brian K Young [mailto:bky4~cornell.edu] 

Sent: ~riday, June O4, 20~0 ~2:36 PN 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Coach Brian Young - Professional Development - Coaches Academy 

Than~ Again Deborah, I will definitely s~y in touch. It has come to my a~ention that ONC Charlo~e is s~ing a football team ve~ soon, and I am interested in that 

oooo~uniN. I would like to know if you can refer me to anyone in Charlo~e that would be instrumental in my pursuit of this oppo~uniW. 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@emal.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 0:t, 2010 8:53 AM 
Ta: Brian K Young 
Subject: RE: Coach Brian Young - Professional Development - Coaches Academy 

Hi Coach Young. Thanks t:or your l:otlow up note. I reached out to Dr. Mangum over Lhe weekend so she is expecting your cat/contact. 

All is well here. Back to the grind.,, 

Do stay in touch and I will be folowing your progress. Continued success[ 

919.843.033(? 

htt:p:i,/www.unc.e,~uidepts/exercise/sport aJminis’~ration 

"When nobed~ around you seems to measure up, it’s time te check your y~rdstick." (B. Lemley) 

F~m= Bdan K Young [mail~:b~4@cornell.edu] 
Sent~ Honday, Hay 3~, 20~0 2:~0 PH 

To~ dstro@unc.edu 
Subject= Coach Brian Young - Professional Development - Coaches Academy 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
How are you do~ng? ~t is w~th my humble respect that ~ thank you for your wilingness to e~end your precious line, experience and knowledge in this remarkable professsional 
development. ~n my firey strive for excellence in life, as well as the coaching profession, this program has given me the necessaw tools for success. 
~ look fo~ard to conlnuing ~ nuture our relalonship and again thank you for your vision and effo~ through out this process. 
~ am excited and look fo~ard to my new found success, with your on-going assis~nce. ~ look fo~ard to s~ying in touch. 
P.S. 
Enjoyed the golf lessonsH H ~ look fo~ard to meeting Dr. Elmira Hangum. Remember ~ need your help ~ get back down south :-)~ 
Sincerely, 

~oach Brian K. Youn~ 
Cornel UNversi~ 
~ Teagle Hall, Campus Road 

~thaca, New York ~53 
60L906.8497 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield <    ;@nchsaa.org> 

Monday, June 21, 2010 10:09 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I have a v~sition available in development and maacketing here ..... 

Know anyone? A go-getter that is not afraid to learn and not afraid to "beat the pavement" to find new- revenue streams! 

Does not need to have a lot of experience, just a can-do attitude and not afraid to work! 

Take care, see you soon’. 

PS...if you kno~v anyone, have them give me a call 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-22/.)-7365 

Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 

222 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 22, 2010 1:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Knight C Summa~ 

Thank you. 

I hope your s~m~mer is going equally well. Mine is on a stress high, First time I can’t wait for a summer to end, 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:48 PM 
To-" ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject-" Knight C Summary 

Good day. I hope you~ summe~ is ~oin~ well...he~e’s a nice summary doc of the latest Knight Commission Report. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~c 

Sport Administration FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hv:pa,//ww~v.~mc.edu,/depEs/exercise,/sporr_admintstratm~ 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply cfid you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield --~davis@nchsaa.org> 

Tuesday, June 22, 2010 4:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NCHSAA Position Open! 

Just heard fro,n ...look forward to hearing from others as well. 

Thanks! 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

On Jnn 22, 2010, at 3:45 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Some have finished grad schoot, others are irwolved in internships or stflf unemployed. Thanks for" the oppor’turfit¥! 

Chat wiLh you soon. 

debby 

!)I9,84.3 033S 

http://www.unc,e(]u/clepts/exerc:tsq/sport admitfistration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time m check your yardstick," (B. temley) 

Fmm~ Davis Whi~ield [mailto:davis@nchsaa.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, June 22, 2010 3:39 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subje~t~ Re: NCHS~ Position Open[ 
lmpo~anee= High 

ThaWs, who are we ~lkmg abom ..... 

Let me know if you have any others. Take care. 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
Noah Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 

davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



On Jun 22, 2010, at 2:48 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. I think you are bright, kind, and have a very promising future! I am not sure if you are happy in your current situation though. © (If you are, 

great!) 

I am contacting you now because I think this new marketing and development position now open at the N.C. High School Athletic Association 

may be the right fit for you. 

If you are seriously interested, please send your updated resume to the Commissioner, Mr. Davis Whitfield. Mr. Whitfield is a Tar Heel alum, 

former student-athlete and ACC Director of Championships. 

NP. Davis WhitlCield 

Commissioner 

North Carolina High School Athletic Association 

919-24@-7365 

Fax: 919-248-7397 

davis(@nchsaa, org 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Sr~oman, Ph.D., CLLJ 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminis~ratinn Faculty e-~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smidx Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"In the end these t,qings motter most: How well did you love? How fully did you lib*e? How deep& did you leorn to let 

go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 6:17 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: COSMA Accredits First Two Sport Managemem Programs 

I didaa’t thil~ we were ever going to bother with this. Something else 
to talk about. :) 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smifla Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Letg~V~s chat about this note&~lare we still going to go after this 
> accreditation? 

> Thanks. 

>d 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> il:.xplore l:.ngage. Empower./ 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> */"/**/When nobody around you seems to measure up, it&~’r’~s time to check 
> your yardstick" (B Lemley)/* 

> *From:* Sport Management [mailto:SPORTMGT(~LISTSERV.UNB.CA] *On Behalf Of 
> *Eric Schwarz 
> *Sent:* Wednesday, June 23, 2010 3:35 PM 
> *To:* SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UN~B. CA 
> *Subject:* COSMA Accredits First Two Sport Management Programs 

> COSMA ACCREDITS FIRST SPORT )~IANAGEMEi’~? PROGRAMS 
> 

> Saint Leo Universi~, Slippery- Rock Universi~" Lead the Way 

> The Board of Corcanissioners (BOC) of the Conwnission on Sport Management 

> Accreditation (COSMA) nrade its first accreditation decisions at its June 
> 2-3,2010, meeting. Two nrember institutions, Saint Leo University and 
> Slippery Rock University, conducted site visits in the Fall of 2009 and 
> Spring 2010 respectively as a final step toward accreditation. Each 
> institution submitted a comprehensive Self-Study that addressed the 
> eight (8) Principles outlined in COSMAg~r~s accreditation manual. 

> Saint Leo Universi~ (www.saintleo.edu) is located in Saint Leo, FL, 
> approximately 30 miles north of Tampa. The Sport Business program is 
> chaired by Phil Hatlem, and the accreditation effort was coordinated by 
> Dr. Eric Schwarz. Both Saint Leo~V-Us Sport Business B A. degree and online 
> MBA - Spolt Business concentration are accredited. Saint Leo University, 

> chaltered m 1889, is a Catholic, liberal arts-based umversi~ that 
> cun-ently enrolls 15,000 students at its main campus, at 17 regional 
> education centers, and online The Sport Business B.A. provides a 
> foundation of study in business applied to the sport industry, its 
> products, and its services. The primary- goals of the program are: (1) to 



develop an in-depth knowledge of planning, organizing, leading, and 
evaluating within the context of a sport business organization; (2) to 
develop competent leaders for the various professions that focus on 
sport; and (3) to provide the foundation [’or students who desire to 
continue their sturdy in graduate or law school. The online MBA degree 
with a Sport Business concentration is designed to prepare working 
professionals for a successful career with professional sport 
franchises, facilities, sporting goods retailers, athletic departments, 
and industry segments constantly calling for sport business specialists. 

The Slippel?~ Rock University- (SRU) Spolt Management Department, located 
in Slippery- Rock, PA, is chaired by Dr. Robin Anm~on. The accreditation 
effort was coordinated by Dr. Robertha Abncy, a newly-elected member of 
the CO $i’,/1a_ BOC. The Departnrent of Sport Managenrent is an academic unit 
within the College of Education, and SRU~{2T~s Sport Management B.S. degree 
provides practical undergraduate education w-ith a focus on student 
developnrent in the field of sport business. The facul~ encourages 
students~TM intellectual, personal, and professional growth through a 
challenging academic program augmented by relevant experiential 
requirements. As one of the oldest academic Sport Management programs in 
the count~, they are comnritted to maintaining their reputation as one 
of the sport industry~r~s premier partners in sport management education. 
For more information, visit the 

Sport Management DepartmentgCr~s website: 
htt’0 ://academics. sru. edu/s~mt/index.html. 

CO $i’,/1a_ accreditation replaced program approval granted by the former 
Sport Management Program Review Council (SMPRC). All SMPRC-approved 
programs will be recognized through their date of expiration until and 
unless they submit for COSMA approval. COSIVIA~s fiscal year begins on 
July 1 and membership applications are accepted year-round. COSIVIA is in 
the process of seeking 501(c)3 status and, once independent, will seek 
accreditation through the Council for Higher Education Accreditation 
(CHSA). 

For more information and application materials, please visit 
www cosmaweb.org. Heather Alderman, Program Manager, can be contacted at 
cosma@cosmaweb, org 

*About COSMA * 

COSMA (w,a~v.cosma~veb org) is a specialized accrediting bo@ that promotes 
and recognizes excellence in spolt management education in colleges and 
universities at the baccalaureate and graduate levels Institutions, 
students, employers, and the general public all benefit from the 
external verification of quali~ provided through COSMA_g~s accreditation 
process. They also benefit from the process of continuous quality 
improvement that ~s encouraged by (;()SMA~{2~’~s developmental approach to 
promoting excellence in sport management education. 

Dr. Eric C Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

33701 Stabe Road 52 

PO Box 6665?MC 2067 

Saint Leo, Fbricka 33574 

O:ffice Phone: 1-352-588-7326 

Fax: 1-352-588-8912 

Email: eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu <raailto:eric.schwarz(@saintleo.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Earley, Patricia < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 4:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Tar Heel Girls Golf Camp 

Dr. Stroman, 

Glad you were able to come out on Sunday and spend the afternoon with us. Hopefully, you picked up some uneven lies, full swing and rules pointers. 

Have a great week! 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@uncaa,unc,edu 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 6/18/2010 4:31 PM > > > 

Thanks Patricia, I wilt try to come by at some point, @ 

I played in a two-man tourney today and carried my male partner, Q@ I have a long way to go, but I certainly bare more confidence out there on the course. You are a 

great teacher and student. @ 

Dr~ Stroman 

’.?19.S~1.3,0336 

"When nobody #round you ~eems to measure up, it’s time ~o check your yardstick." (Bo Lemley) 

From: Patricia Earley [mailto:pearley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, June :[7, 20:[0 2:0:[ PM 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Tar Heel Girls Golf Camp 

Dr. Stroman, 

] hope you are doing well. 

Attached is our golf camp schedule. Just look at the first two pages. 

The best times for you to come are Sunday from ]_:45 5:~5, Monday from 1:30 4:45pm, Tuesday from ~:30 5pm. We will be on our practice facility at that time doing 

individual instruction. 

Let me know if you have any questions, Take care and stay cool. 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

9~9.843.4063 

pea rley~ uncaa.~ nc,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Saturday, June 26, 2010 11:50 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Gary Bums - nice ~J~cle 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
@dstroman.com 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Monday, June 28, 2010 2:00 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: lbllow up 

Dstro: 

Give me a call Had a thought after we talked and also coming back from the NCAA Expert Coaches’ Fol~un last week. 

Thanks 

Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBemy 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 29, 2010 1:30 PM 

Cheek, Angelerte J <ajcheek@email.unc.edtr~; Fmson, Christopher D <chds fai~n@tmc.edu-~; Watkins, Debra 

<watkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, 

Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edtr~; Rob Moore <romoore@email.unc.edu-~; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

CBC Website/Sakai 

Hi. Homework! © 

I need a short bio and picture. 

Bio Questions: 

Name 

Title and/or Top 3 Responsibilities 

How did you come to UNC? (Describe your journey) 

What do you like best about UNC and!or Chapel Hill? 

What are your favorite music genres (3) or favorite three artists? 

What are your favorite three books? 

What is your dream vacation? 

Please send to me by Friday, noom We are starting to populate the new site. (Note: The old website is down. The new is unc.edu/cbc which will eventually 

forward to Sakai.) 

Let me know if questions. 

Thanks! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department 
Sport Administration 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

::.~.i CaucusArt Draft 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, June 29, 2010 1:35 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ~bllow up 

You’re the best’.! 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:            .2~aol.com 
Subject: RE: follo~v up 
Sent: Jun 29, 2010 1:33 PM 

Hi Jefil I left him a message to contact me 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"When nobod,v around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, June 28~ 2010 2:00 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: :follo~v up 

~aol.com] 

Dstro: 

Give me a call. IIad a thought ~[’ter we talked and also coming back from the 
NCAA Expert Coaches’ Forum last week. 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 12:59 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] message ficom Dana Cope + W news 

[Please note also the statement by State Treasurer Janet Cowell below 
If you would like to receive more frequent news updates, please subscribe 
to seanc25 ] 

Subject: SEANC Beats Back 20-hour Furloughs 
Date: Tue, 29 Jun 2010 12:13:39 -0490 
From: "SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope" <dcope@seanc.org> 

June 29, 2010 
SEANC Beats Back 20-hour Furloughs 

One Percent "Management Flexibility" Cuts Upsetting 

Dear SEANC Members, 

House and Senate leaders presented their compromise budget proposal yesterday and are expected to vote today and tomorrow on a final plan 

SEANC was able to fight offa mandatory 20-hour furlough for all state 
employees that legislators considered late last ~veek This would?ve been a 
blow to state employees who last year experienced double-digit increases in 
out-of-pocket State Health Plan costs 

Another victory includes SEANC’s work to ensure that the universi~" system 
makes quarterly reports of personnel actions and pay increases to OSP and OSBM, which will prevent favoritism such as Mat,), Easley?s 88 percent pay raise in 2008 

SEANC is outraged by a proposed 1 percent budget cut to all agencies, giving managers flexibility to make these cuts. Managers need to cut administrative costs and vacant positions 
(except those that would jeopardize public safety) before sending North Carolinians to the unemployment line. ~I1nese cuts would take place on July 1,2010, even though Congress may 
provide $519 million to North Carolina that would make these cuts unnecessary. 

SEANC was able to prohibit privatization of prison maintenance staff; however legislators are directing DOC to develop a pilot program on privatization of probation services. 

Other issues of concern [’or SEANC include: 

* Reducing retirement system contributions by $139 million, resulting in a 
lower employer contribution and jeopardizing the funding level of the pension l~and 
* Granting furl ough authority at universities 

(;all your legislators today at 919-733-4111 and ask them to cut vacant 
positions and administrative costs only and real waste, including tens of 
millions of dollars in external consultants and sweetheart deals like Blue 
Cross’ no-bid, cost-plus contract with the State Health Plan. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Cope 
SEANC Executive Dhector 

SEANC 

PO Dra~vcr 27727 

Raleigh, N(~’ 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

Two dental technicians settle lawsuit 
http:/;~w~w.chape1hi1~ncws.c~n~2~1~/~6/3~/5796~/tw~-denta1-technicians-sett1e.htm~ 

Cowell: Lawmakers ’fiscally irresponsible’ 
htto:i/w~vw.biziournals.corrgtrian;leistoriesi2010/O6/28/dailv26.html 

$19 billion budget is likely to pass today 
http ://www news~bserver, c~r~2~ ~ ~/~6/3~/5 58 ~1~/budget-sni ps-an d-trims-kicks-deficit.hwn~ 

UNC system cuts are relatively light 
http ://www.news~bserver. c~m/2~1~/~6/3~/5 58 ~12/unc-sy stem-c uts-are-re~ative~v.htm~ 

Communi~ colleges score big on equipment funding 
http://b~gs ne~vs~bserver.c~m/campusn~tes/c~mmunit~.-c~eges-sc~re-big-~n-equipment-funding 



New Health Relbrm Law: People on Medicare get fi’ee annual checkup, fi’ee preventive services 

http://pulse ncpolics:watch.or~/201 ~/~6/29/new-hea~th-ref~rm-law-peop~e-on-medicare-~et-free-annua~-checkup-free-preVentiVe-serVices-2/ 

Residents say increase could force them to move 
http://www.heraldsun.com/view/ful[ storg/8090728/article-Residents-sa¥-increase-could-force-them-to-move?instance main article 

Efland residents seek answers on utility rate 
http://w~.heraldsun.colrdview/full st~r~/8~9~7~4/artic1e-E~and-residents-seek-answers-~n-uti1it~-rate?instance=main article 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Ser, dce 
SErU Local 2008 
<waa,w.seanc25.org> 

You are cttrrently subscribed to seanc axsd: dstro@tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blare: email to leave-27225523-29488552.530bf69aeb4c66c4dc356d40ed6bSfbc@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 4:34 PM 

’Childress, Ira’ <ichildress@ncaa.org> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

NCAA FCA - Invoice 

NCAA Invoice 6.30.10.pdf 

Hi Ira. See attached, Let me know if you need me to fax or send by snail mail. Thanks again! 

Doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science DQ~u 

Sport Administration FaculLT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Insdmte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"[n the end these things matter most: How weft did you love? Howfu/ly did you live? How deeply did you learn to let gaP" 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU Invoice No. 109 

Columbia, MD 21046 
888. 668. 8403 

Customer j 

Name NCAA - Diversity and Inclusion 

Address P.O. Box 6222 
City Indianapolis State IN 
Phone 317~917.6222 

ZIP 46206-6022 

Misc 
i 

Date 06.30.10 
Order No. 
Rep DLS 
FOB 

Qty 

I 
I 
I 

Payment j Check 

Description 

Leadership and Business Golf Workshop -5.27.10 
On-site Expenses 
Travel- Parking and Transportation 

Comments 
Name 
CC# 

Expires 

Unit Price 

$8,50000 
$ 
$ 

Tax Rate(s) 

SubTotal 
Shipping 

TOTAL 

$ 8,500.00 
$ 
$ 

$ 8,500.00 

TOTAL 

iOffice Use Only 

Soulful Golf, Inc. and the NCAA agree to review, examine, inspect or obtain such information only for payment purposes and to 
otherwise hold such information confidential. Companies further agree that it shall not be used for any other purpose or disclosed to 

any third party. This information shall not be disclosed to any employee or consultant unless they agree to execute and be bound by 

the terms of the signed agreement. 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve you! We appreciate referrals! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield --~davis@nchsaa.org> 

Wednesday, June 30, 2010 10:38 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NCHSAA Position Open! 

10-4, thank you for your time. We will be in touch! It may be Karen Dehart or Que ’Fucker who contacts you, but we will be in touch! 

All the best! 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

On Jun 30, 2010, at 5:53 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks for the lunch! As always, I enjoyed our time together. Let rne know the next steps for studen~ engagement. Classes start Aug. 24th. 
debby 
Gc, } ~,,-Js, 

"When nobody around you seems m measure up, it’s time m check your yardstick," (B. Lemley) 

From= Davis Whiffield [mailto:davis@nchsaa.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~une 22, 2010 4:32 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject~ Re: NCHS~ Position Open[ 
Jus~ heard t?om ....look tb~’a~t to hearing ~}om othe~ ~s well. 
Tha~ks~ 

Davis Whitfield 

Commissioner 

Noah Carolina High School Athletic Association 

919-240-7365 

Fax: 919-240-7397 

davis@nchsaa.org 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

On Jun 22, 2010, at 3:45 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 



Some have finished grad school, otb:_~rs are inw)lved in inb:_~rnships or s]:~]i unemph:~yed Thanks for the 

Chat w~th you soon~ 

debby 

http:/ /www.,u~c.edu/’Jepts/e~e~cise/sport aJminis~r~tion 

"When nobody ~round you ~eems to m~ure up, ~t’s t~me to ~he~k }lOUt y~rdstie~," (B. ~emley) 

From: Davis Whiffield [mailto:davis@nchsaa.or~] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 3:39 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: NCHS~ Position Open~ 
~mpo~ance: High 

Tha~{s, who a~ w~ m]~n~ about ..... 

L~t m~ ~ow ~fyou haw any othc~s. Tak~ 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
Noah Carolina High School Athletic Association 
919-240-7365 
Fax: 919-240-7397 
davis@nchsaa,or~ 

Mailing Address: 
PO Box 3216 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: 
222 Finley Golf Course Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

On Jun 22, 2010, at 2:48 PM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Hi. I think you are bright, kind, and have a very promising future! I am not sure if you are happy in your current situation though. © (If you are, 

great!) 

I am contacting you now because I think this new marketing and development position now open at the N.C. High School Athletic Association 

may be the right fit for you. 

If you are seriously interested, please send your updated resume to the Commissioner, Mr. Davis Whitfield. Mr. Whitfield is a Tar Heel alum, 

former student-athlete and ACC Director of Championships. 

Mr. Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 

North Carolina High School Athletic Association 

919-240-7365 

Fax: 919-240-7397 

davis[~nchsaa, org 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science DepE. 

Sport AdminisLradon Faculv e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spores Business Club 

Sigma A]pha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocieU-) 

4- Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

!]~!~[?:Z { www.unc.edu / det~Lss~erc ~s<d sport___admu~ ~strat:mn 

"In t,qe end these things ,matter ,most: How well did you love? How fufly did y’ou five? How deeply did you learn to let 

go?" 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherrod Banks <sbanlcs@bankslawfirm.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 1, 2010 11:40 AM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

(~olf 

20100701113614319.pdf 

Hi Deborah: 

Attachedisaflierofthetournament;hope Vou can plav. MFlaw firm issponsoringtheteam. SB 

Sherrod Banks 
P. Oo Box 14350 

Research Tr±angle Park, NC 27709 

Telephone: (919) 474-9137 

Facs±mile:      (919) 474-9537 

Thls e-ma±l is an attorney/client pr±v±leged and conf±dentlal commun±catlon lntended only for the use of the person named 

above. If the reader of thls e-mall ls not the lntended reclplen% you are hereby notifled that any dissemination, 

d±stributlon or copying of thls e-mall ls str±ctly prohibited. If you have received thls e-mall in error~ please lmmed±ately 

not±fy the sender by return e-ma±l or by telephone. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 12:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA FCA - Invoice 

Thanks Doe._ 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 20:tO 4:34 PM 
To: Childress, Ira 
(::c: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: NCAA FCA - Invoice 

Hi Ira, See attached. Let me know if you need me to fax or send bv snail mail, Thanks again! 

Doc 

Go IIeels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~pc 

Sport Administ~atinn Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Insdmte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma )apha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# M82 

Chapel Hi:d, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

htt}~://www~unc,edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~=admmmLrarton 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Howfu//y did you live? How deep/y did you learn to let go?" 

This email and any attachments may contain NCA~ coniidential and p~ivileged information, if you are not the intended recipient, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 4:31 PM 

Runberg, Bruce L <BruceRunberg@uuc.edu>; ’Dick Baddour’ <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L 

<dpinkuey@email.unc.edu>; Conrad, Lain., D <lanT conrad@unc.edu>; East, Robyn C <robyn east@unc.edu> 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Dear Friend: 

I am writing to ask you to Save-The-Date, Friday, August 27 at 5:00 p.m. at the Stone Center (Hitchcock Room) to join the Caucus as we host our 

"Welcome Back" Reception. As the new Chair, I wish to create open communication and meaningful partnerships with UNC Deans and various 

organizations. I respect your work and friendship and hope that you can attend this gathering. I truly believe the Caucus can be a valuable tool to further 

the university’s mission of "leading change." 

Over time, I hope to instill a more positive and active mindset in the membership. Most recently, I had a wonderful meeting with the Chancellor and 

Provost Carney to share more specific strategies; they are very supportive of my effort to engage key administrators to offer real dialogue and resources 

and are scheduled to be at the Reception. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or feedback for the Caucus. I am optimistic that you can join us at this special event. (An official invitation 

will be sent in early August.) 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~ 

Sport Administration FaculV es 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hv:pa,//ww~v.~mc.edu,/depr_siexercise,/spo~r_admints~raVo~ 

"In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? Howyfully did you live? How deeply cfid you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stacie Hunt <Stacie@LeadershipHC.org> 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 5:21 PM 

Karen Gindes <KGindes@LeadershipHC.org>; diann~wilhelmbe.com; Penny Friedberg 

LHC Class of 2003 NEWS 

@gmail.com> 

Join me in congratulating your classmate - Wayne Wilhelm, who was recently honored as the recipient of the Outstanding Corporate Leader award from the Maryland 
Recycling Network (MRN). Mr. Wilhelm was recognized at MRN’s annual meeting on June 24th. 

In case you have forgotten about your dear classmate, the press release shared the following: 
Mr. Wilhelm, Chairman and CEO of wilhelm Commercial Builders, Inc., also serves on the Chamber’s Board of Directors. When a partnership formed between the chamber 
and the county government to encourage businesses to recycle, Mr. Wilhelm agreed to serve as co-chair of a task force to plan and implement a program. He worked 
tirelessly to make the Recycling Co-op a success. 
Maybe you should all use this as an excuse to get together and catch up! 
Stacie 

President and CEO 

Leadership Howard County 
5560 Sterrett Place Suite 105 

Columbia, MD 21044 
4 ~ 0 730-4474 

Title Sponsor: ~a&T Bank 

2~t]l .AdlRiversar¥ Sponsor: Kaiser Perrnanenie 

Partner SpOllSOr: Howard County General Hospgal: A Member of Johns Hopkins Medic#)e 

Patron Sponsors: BB&T Bank, CareFirst BlueCross gh~eShield, Davis, ABhOr, Rapaport & Skalny, LLC 

Friend Sponsors: Apple Ford Lincob~ Mercury, Brickman Group, COPT, CTS Servi cos, Gordon, FeinNatt, Rothman, Hoffberger & Hollander, LLC, Harkins Builders, Lingual Information 

Systems Technologies, Inc., PSI Pax, inc., Sandy Spring Bank, Security Development Corp.,’[he Columbia Bank~ Strategic Wealth Nanagement, PNC Bank, Columbia Association 

For more information visit www.leadershiphc.orq 

Notice: This e-mail including attachments) is covered bythe Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521, is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you 

are hereby notified that any retention, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank 

you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA> on behalf of 

Zhang,Jianhui <jianhui@HHP.UFL.EDU > 

Thursday, July 1, 2010 10::[9 PM 

S PORTM GT@ L]STSE RV.U N B.CA 

NASSM Update 

NASSM Update - June 2010 - DC.pdf 

~est w~shes~ 

Dr. Jame~ J. Zha~g= Pro~ssor ~d Pre~de~ 

Executive Dire~or .- 2 ~ ~ CCLC Leadership Project 

College of Hea~th and Human Performance 

Universi~ of F~orida 

Gainesvi~le, FL 326 ~ ~-8208 

TeL [352) 392--~0~2 e~ ~ 274 

Fax [352} 392-7588 

E~aJ]: jamesz@hhp.ufl,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brooks, Kenny G Jr <kenny brooks@unc.edtc, 

Friday, July 2, 2010 11:33 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Public Safety Appeal Results 

vdwzc 1234gcfoi451 b 113231166.pdf 

Please open attachment for Appeal results 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ UC.IT.COnlL> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 12:03 PM 

@aol.com>; 

@aol.com>; 
~e~xthlmk.net; ~ 

@triad.iT.coin>; @meridians.us; 

@gmail.com>; 

@gmail.colri>; 

Chaflie Brown and Coach Hatchell on the radio 

@carolina.rr.com>; 

@curtismedia.com>; 
~osumc.edu; Strom~m, Detx~rah Lyun ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

@curtismedia.co~n;          ;@erizou.uet; i 

@nc.mcom>; @bellsouth.net>; i 

@uucaa.unc.edu>; ~att.net 

@comc&st.ne~>; 

@comcasi.net>; 

@nc.rr.com; 

Tomorrow, July 2 at 5pm. Beach music and Basketball. You can listen on your computer or cell phone...the link to the station is below. Then just click on 

the Listen Online box. Hope you can listen. Have a great 4th of July. 

http://wcomfm.or~/ 



Sent: 

Sub jet�: 

Mano|akas, Angela <Ange|a.Ma~olakas@~Nplayers.com> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 12:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

irLtbrmation 

Debby, 

It was nice chatting with you. Below is my information. 

Have a great weekend! 

Angela 

iF:i~ (202) 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject 
to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files 
associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify administrator@nflplayers.com immediately and delete it from your 
computer. Messages sent electronically to and from this organization may be monitored. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as 
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive ~ate or incomp}ete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions 
that a~ present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail ttansmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any 
views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 12:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekeud 

You have a great weekend as well. It looks like the CBC is being well received, Great news! 

Nakenge 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, July 02, 20:[0 :[2:33 PN 
T~ Angele~e Cheek~ Ea~son, Christopher D~ Watk~ns, Debra B; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Robe~on, Nakenge~ NcGhee, Oj; Rob Noore; Jones, Shandra 
Subjeet~ Weekend 

Have a blessed, joyful and relaxing weekend~ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science D~. 

Spo~Admh~is~adon Facul~ e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolhm Spor~s Bush~ess Clut, 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

91%~3.0336 

h ~; £~ www.t~n c.ed~£ d g~ is/~e~Q~£ sp or ~ administration 

"fn the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fufly did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ UC.iT.COPi15> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 4:05 PM 

@nc.rr.com>; 
@comcast.net>; 

@comcast.net>; 
<:dstro@uuc.edtC,; @nc.rr.com; 

;~)vefizon.ne~ 

@bellsoulh.net >; 

~aol.com>; 

@aol.com>; 
@earthlink.net; 

~@triad.mcom>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~gmail.com>; 

Re: Charlie Brown and Coach Hatchell on the radio 

@ca~’oliua.rr.corn>; 

@curtismedia.com>; 
@osumc.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lym~ 

@meridians.us; ~g~curtismedia.com; 

@nc.rr.com>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; @att.net 

Sorry I got the date wrong, Tomorrow is July 3rd. 

Sent: Friday, 3ulg 02, 2010 12:03 PN 
To: 

@osumc.edu ; Deborah Stroman ; _ 

Subject: Charlie Brown and Coach Hatchell on the radio 

@earthlink.net ’ 

@nc.rr.com_ ; @meridians.us ; ~_~urtismedia.com ; ~verizon.ne~t ; 

@art.net 

Tomorrow, July 2 at 5pm. Beach music and Basketball. You can listen on your computer or cell phone...the link to the station is below. Then just click on 

the Listen Online box. Hope you can listen. Have a great 4th of July. 

~p://wcomfin.ow. 



From: ~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: Saturday, 8:38 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope your having a great sun~mer! I was just wondering if it ~vas too soon 
to talk about possible internships for    next semester I would really 
love to have the opportunit?- to ~vork with cormnunit?- relations with a team, 
and I also enjoy working with recruiting 

Thanks so much! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Monday, July 5, 2010 9:58 PM 

Ehnira Mangum <em443@cornell.edu-~; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu-~; Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday Night! :) Watch those ashes from the firework!! 

100_1505 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

wv~¢.dstroman.com 

~-,ew. livewell 10. corn 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Joseph Spears, Jr. ~jspears@STUDENTS.USSA.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 4:09 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

CV, and Cover 

Re Cover SSM.doc; Revised CV.doc 

Mr, Haggerty, 
I am attaching my cover and cv. Could you list this on lifft sen’? I am looking for either adjunct, etc teaching opportunities m~d I am willing to relocate. I am ready to 

start immediately. 

If you have a~d or is aware of any opportunities please reply, thanks in advance. 

Thanks 

Dr. J.C. Spears, Jr., Ed.D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Susan Moskowitz <sports@GOLSONMEDIA.COM> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 10:34 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

CFA: SAGE Encyclopedia of Spo~ts Managetnent ~d Marketing 

Sports Mm~agement and Marketing Headword List.:ds; Sports S .tyle ~d Submission Guidelines[1 ].doc; Sports Sample Article.doc 

We are inviting academic editorial contributors to the Encyclopedia of 
Sports Management and Marketing, a new 4-volume, 4-color reference to be 
published in 2011 by SAGE Publicatinns 

This comprehensive wofl~ will include some 1,000 articles as a 
multi-author, multi-curricular reference primarily for college and 
university libraries 

Over 200 academic programs in the US (and nearly 50 in Canada, Europe, 
and Australia) now focus specifically on sport management educatinn. 
Students and professionals consulting the work will come from these 
programs, as well as traditional disciplines, such as business and 
marketing, communication, physical education, and sports psychology. 
Because entries, by intent, will be comprehensible for the lay reader, the 
encyclopedia will serve a secondary market in public libraries for the 
general public and sports marketing professionals. We are now making 
assignments with a deadline of September 3, 2010. 

Each article, ranging from 500 to 3,500 words, is signed by the 
contributor. The General Editor for the encyclopedia is Lin&~ E Swayne, 
Ph.D, UNC-Charlotte, who will review all the articles for editorial 
content and academic consistency In addition, the project is overseen by 
a distinguished editorial board 

If you are interested in contributing to the encyclopedia, it can be a 
notable publication addition to your CV/resume and broaden your publishing 
credits. Payment for the articles are honoraria that range from a $50 book 
credit at Sage Publications for article submissions totaling 500 to 1,000 
words up to a free set of the finished encyclopedia for contributions 
totaling 10,000 words. 

The list of available articles (Excel file) and Style Guidelines are 
attached for your review. Please select which unassigned articles may best 
suit your interests and expertise and e-mail your article selections to me 
and I will corffirm availability. 

If you would like to contribute to building a truly outstanding reference 
with the Encyclopedia of Sports Manageruent and Marketing, please contact 
me by the e-mail information below. Please provide a very- brief summary 
of your relevant background. Thanks for your time and interest. 

Susan Moskowitz 
Director of Author Management 
Golson Media 
sports@golsol~edia, corn 



A 

Encyclopedia of Sports Management and Marketing 
Linda E, Swayne, Ph,D,, General Editor 

Produced by Golson Media 
Published by SAGE Reference 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 ARTICLES 
8 A 
9 Acts of God 

10 Activation, sponsorship 

11 Added value or Value add 
12 Advertising 

13 Advertising cost, determination of 

14 Advertising cost, Super Bowl 

15 Advertising creative strategy 

16 Advertising inventory (programs, venue) 
17 Advertising media 

18 Advertising planning process 

19 Affiliation activities 
20 Affinity programs 

21 Aftermarketing 

22 Agency law 

23 Agent, sports 

24 Agents, marketing 

25 Allocentric vs psychocentric 

26 Alternative sports (Extreme Sports, X Games) 

27 Alumni loyalty 

28 Amateur Athlete 
29 Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) 
30 Amateur Sports Act 

31 Ambush marketing [parasite marketing] 

32 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
33 America’s Cup 

34 Anaheim Ducks 
35 Analyzing the environment 

36 Announcer 
37 Anti-trust laws and sports 

38 Anthems/flag raising 

39 Arbitration clause 
40 Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) 
41 Arena Funding -- Public/Private 

42 Arena owner/operator/tenant balance (issues?) 
43 Arena (field/stadium/center/coliseum/park) 

44 Arizona Cardinals 
45 Arizona Diamondbacks 
46 Assessing event risk [terrorism, alcohol, medical, hazards, natural threats, crowds] 

47 Athlete representation [marketing of endorsements] 

48 Athletes as sponsors (good, bad, and ugly) 

49 Atlanta Braves 
50 Atlanta Falcons 



B C 

1 

6 
7 Contributor Name 
8 
9 850 Lisa Miller 

10 5000 Vassilis Dalakas 

11 950 Joe Moore 
12 5000 Andrew Walley 
13 4000 Andrew Walley 
14 1000 Delancy Bennett 
15 2500 
16 800 Delancy Bennett 
17 3000 Andrew Walley 
18 1200 Andrew Walley 
19 1000 
20 1200 
21 850 
22 1200 

23 1750 

24 1750 
25 650 Bryn Parry 
26 4000 Chrysostomos Giannoulakis 
27 1000 
28 600 Shane Hudson 
29 1000 
30 850 Thomas M. Hunt 
31 5000 Linda Swayne 
32 850 David McArdle 
33 600 Mark Orams 
34 750 
35 2500 Delancy Bennett 
36 850 Joe Moore 
37 1750 Tom Mueller 
38 600 Jason Lee 
39 1000 
40 600 Kevin Keenan 
41 1200 
42 900 
43 850 
44 750 Jordan Kobritz 
45 750 Jordan Kobritz 
46 4000 Thomas Cieslak 

47 1750 

48 1500 
49 750 
50 750 



A 
Atlanta Hawks 
Atlanta Thrashers 
Atmospherics [music, scents, mascot, announcers, vendors, performers, athletes plus fans] 

Attendance, Impact of winning on 
Audience measurement [including rating, share, cume] 
Avidity 
Award ceremonies 
B 
Balance sheet 
Balanced scorecard 
Baltimore Orioles 

51 
52 

53 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6O 

61 

62 Baltimore Ravens 
63 Banner ads 
64 Barcoding 

65 Barriers to entry (Porter’s 5 forces, academic standards) 
66 Bartering for sports events/vendors 

67 Behavior [motivation, identification] 
68 Bill Davis Racing 

69 "Billboard" rules 
70 Benchmarking 

71 Benefits for sponsors 

72 Bid documents [bid guide, bid booklet, bid handbook] 

73 Blackouts 
74 Bookend events [before/during/after] 
75 Boston Bruins 
76 Boston Celtics 
77 Boston Red Sox 
78 Bowl Championship Series (BCS) 

79 Bowl games 

80 Brand association 
81 Brand awareness 
82 Brand equity 

83 Brand extension [ESPN Golf School] 
84 Brand Image 

85 Brand insistence [brand loyalty] 
86 Brand personality 

87 Brand preference 

88 Brand protection (see also: trademark registration and protection) 

89 Brand rejection 

90 Branding 

91 Branding, global sport 

92 Breach of contract 
93 Break-even analysis 

94 Broadcast rights 

95 B2B, B2C 

96 Buffalo Bills 

97 Buffalo Sabres 
98 Buyer decision making process 

99 C 
100 Calgary Flames 



C B 
51 750 Kevin Mark 
52 750 Kevin Mark 

53 1750 Dave Shonk 

54 850 
55 1500 
56 600 
57 1000 
58 
59 1750 Andrew Walley 
60 1000 Andrew Walley 

61 750 Dave Shonk 

62 750 Adam Earnheardt 
63 600 Robert Roundtree 
64 600 
65 1500 
66 900 
67 3000 Susan Myers 
68 750 
69 600 
70 850 
71 1500 Cindy Lee 
72 900 
73 750 
74 1000 
75 750 
76 750 
77 750 Mark Nagel 
78 1200 Ellen Staurowsky 
79 850 Ellen Staurowsky 
80 1200 Patrick Walsh 
81 850 Delancy Bennett 
82 1500 Doris Lu 
83 900 Patrick Walsh 
84 850 
85 1000 Khalid Ballouli 
86 750 Delancy Bennett 
87 850 
88 1000 
89 650 Khalid Ballouli 
90 2500 Rodoula Tsiotsou 
91 1000 
92 850 Michael Carroll 
93 1200 Andrew Walley 
94 2500 Rodoula Tsiotsou 
95 750 Andrew Walley 

96 750 Jeffrey Kraus 

97 750 
98 2000 
99 
100    750 David Legg 



A 
101 Cam-sponsors 

102 Capital investment 

103 Carnegie Reports [1929] 
104 Carolina Panthers 
105 Carolina Hurricanes 
106 Cartel 
107 Categorizing sport [collegiate/professional/amateur sports/grassroots/youth] 

108 Category exclusivity 

109 Cause marketing/branding 

110 Centralization vs. decentralization of authority 

111 Changing fan attendance, reasons for 

112 Charity sports events [Race for the Cure, etc.Special Olympics, various "athons"] 

113 Charlotte Bobcats 
114 Chat Rooms 
115 Cheerleaders 
116 Chicago Bears 

117 Chicago Blackhawks 

118 Chicago Bulls 

119 Chicago Cubs 

120 Chicago Fire 

121 Chicago White Sox 

122 Chivas USA 
123 Cincinnati Bengals 

124 Cincinnati Reds 
125 "Clean" venue [stadium, arena, track] 
126 Cleveland Browns 
127 Cleveland Cavaliers 
128 Cleveland Indians 
129 Click through rate [CTR] 

130 Club seats 
131 Club system in other countries 

132 Clutter sponsorship [or advertising] 

133 Cold call [warm call] 

134 Collective Bargaining Agreement 

135 "Color" 
136 Colorado Avalanche 
137 Colorado Rapids 

138 Colorado Rockies 
139 Columbus Blue Jackets 
140 Columbus Crew 
141 Commissioner system 

142 Commonwealth Games 
143 Community relations [sports organization and community being connected] 

144 Compensation 

145 Competencies 

146 Competitive Balance [Adjusted Churn, League Rules and Incentives] 

147 Complementary advertising 

148 Compliance 

149 Complimentary advertising 

150 Concession pricing 



101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

109 

110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 

134 

135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 

B 
6OO 

1250 
1000 

75O 
75O 
85O 

2000 
85O 

1500 

9OO 
1000 
4000 

750 
600 

1200 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 
650 
750 
750 
750 
600 
650 

3000 
600 
600 

1000 

600 
750 
750 
750 
750 
750 

1000 
900 

2000 
1500 
850 

2000 
600 
850 
600 
850 

C 

Shane Hudson 
John Llewellyn 
John Llewellyn 

Vassilis Dalakas 
Donald P. Roy 

Andrea Pent 

John Llewellyn 

James Pokrywcznski 
Andrea Eagleman 
Kevin Mark 
James Pokrywcznski 
Nicholas M. Watanabe 
Jason Lee 

Adam Earnheardt 
Michael Pfhal 
Adam Earnheardt 
Robert Roundtree 
Brett Burchette 

Craig Hyatt 

Craig Paiement 

Nicholas M. Watanabe 

Jeff Adams 
Katie Misener 

Lisa Miller 
Craig Depken 



151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 

187 

188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 

196 

197 
198 
199 
200 

A 
Conferences, Collegiate Athletic [Big Ten 1st one] 
Congruency of product and target market 
Connectivity 
Consumer behavior 
Consumer Expo 
Consumer shows 
Contest fraud/losses 
Contests (see promotional contests) blind entry 
Contingency planning 
Continuity possibilities 
Continuous quality improvement 
Contract, key factors in a 

Contracts, athletes 
Contracts, coaches 
Contracts, contest participants 
Contracts, insurance brokers 
Contracts, management 

Contracts, mascot 
Contracts, officials 
Contracts, premium seating, PSLs 

Contracts, TV/radio network 
Contracts, vendors 
Contracts, venue 
Control for Safety of fans/athletes/volunteers 
Convention and visitors bureaus 
Cookies 
Cooperative advertising 
Copyright law and sports [original music, trading cards, broadcasts, media guides] 
Copyright vs. trademark 
Core product 
Corporate criteria for sponsor evaluation 
Corporate sponsorship philosophy 
Co-sponsor 
Cost per click (CPC) 
Cost per thousand (CPM) 
Cost plus pricing 
Cost-benefit analysis 

Counterfeit detection program 
Counterfeit goods 
Coupons 
Corporate public relations, marketing public relations (CPR, MPR) 
Creating a strong event, keys to 
Creative events and event sponsorship 
Credential badges 

Credit, use of 
Crisis management 

Cross ownership 
Cross promotions 
Cross-marketing 
Crowd control (see crowd management/control) 



B C 
151 3000 John Llewellyn 
152 900 
153 850 
154 4000 
155 650 
156 1000 
157 850 
158 
159 850 Delancy Bennett 
160 850 
161 1500 
162 1200 Thomas Baker 
163 1000 
164 900 
165 850 
166 850 
167 900 
168 650 
169 900 
170 850 
171 1000 
172 900 
173 1000 
174 1800 
175 2300 
176 600 Robert Roundtree 
177 900 
178 1500 Joel Evans 
179 650 Joel Evans 
180 800 
181 1200 Cindy Lee 
182 900 
183 750 
184 600 Robert Roundtree 
185 750 
186 900 

187 1000 

188 850 
189 750 
190 850 
191 1000 John Llewellyn 
192 1400 Robert Kaspar 
193 2000 Robert Kaspar 
194 650 Amy Giddings 
195 1000 

196 1500 Dan Connaughton 

197 1000 
198 850 
199 850 
200 blind 



201 

202 

203 
204 
205 
206 
207 

208 

209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 

217 

218 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 

230 

231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 

244 

245 
246 
247 

248 

249 
250 

A 
Crowd management (see crowd management!control) 
Crowd Management/Control 

Customer Equity 
Customer loyalty programs 
Customer relationship marketing (CRM) 
Customer satisfaction 
D 
Dallas Cowboys 

Dallas Mavericks 
Dallas Stars 
Data collection 
Database 
Database management [season ticket holders/sponsors/advertisers] 
Davis Cup 
D.C. United 
Debt service 
Demand elasticity and inelasticity in sports [pricing of tickets/sponsorships/venues] 
Demand for sports 

Demand oriented pricing 
Demarketing 
Demographics 
Denver Broncos 
Denver Nuggets 
Detroit Lions 
Detroit Pistons 
Detroit Red Wings 
Detroit Tigers 
Development league [see also: farm team system] 
Differentiation 
Diffusion of innovation 

Direct foreign investment 
Direct mail 
Direct Marketing Association (DMA) 
Directional signage 
DirecTV 
Discrimination 
Displays 
Dispute resolution/arbitration 
Distributed ownership 
Distribution (Spectator) [live vs. media based] 
Diversity in sport 
Doping 
Draft system 
Drug testing 

Drug Use in Sports [Prisoner’s Dilemma] 

E 
e-Commerce 
Economic climate for sports 

Economic impact study 
Edmonton Oilers 



201 

202 

203 
204 
205 
206 
207 

208 

209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 

217 

218 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 

230 

231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 

244 

245 
246 
247 

248 

249 
250 

B C 
blind 

2000 Geoff Pearson 

1000 Dan Sweeney 
1200 Dheeraj Sharma 
2800 Dheeraj Sharma 
1000 

750 Mark Nagel 

750 Calvin Nite 
750 Kevin Mark 

1000 Amy Giddings 
800 

2500 
750 John Harris 
750 Nicholas M. Watanabe 
850 

1500 Nicholas M. Watanabe 

1200 Nicholas M. Watanabe 

850 
750 
90O 
750 Paul Pedersen 
750 
750 Amy Giddings 
750 
750 
75O 

1000 
850 

1500 Marion E. Hambrick 

1000 
1500 
750 
850 
60O 

1000 George B. Cunningham 
750 

1500 
850 Philip Morriss 

1500 
2000 Tracy Taylor 
1000 Kirk Kenwood 
2500 

1000 Michael Carroll 

4000 

1750 Joel Evans 

1000 Nicholas M. Watanabe 

5000 Craig Depken 
750 Bill Foster 



A 
251 Eduselling 

252 Effective team work, management 

253 Electronic marketing [League sites, team sites, retail, linked sites] 

254 EM Motorsports 
255 Email blasts [to current customers, to a listserv] 
256 Embracing change 

257 Emergencies athletes/fans/volunteers 

258 Employee benefits 

259 Employee development 

260 Employee relations 

261 Endorsement 
262 Endorsement contract checklist 
263 Endorser effectiveness [Believability/credibility, congruency, continuity, likeable, popular, physical attractiveness, 

264 Entrepreneurship 

265 Entry control [turnstiles: how many, locations, rip or scan?] 

266 Equal Pay Act 

267 ESPN, ESPN2, ESPNU, ESPNH 
268 Ethical conduct 
269 Ethics in sport 
270 Evaluating strategic alternatives 

271 Evaluation 
272 Event Hospitality 

273 Event logistics 

274 Event Management 

275 Event marketing 

276 Event or venue location 
277 Event registration online [technology] 

278 Event risk management process [assess, plan, manage, control] 

279 Exclusivity 

280 Execution 

281 Expansion 

282 Experience marketing 

283 Experimental group vs. control group 

284 Experimental research 

285 Exporting 

286 Extreme Sports (see: Alternative sports) Blind entry 

287 F 
288 FaceBook 
289 Facilities financing 

290 Facilities management 

291 Facility planning, sports 

292 Factors affecting risk management for sports 

293 FAM tours [familiarization tours for venues] 
294 Fan attendance, reasons for 
295 Fan avidity [BIRGing - basking in reflected glory, CORFing - cutting off reflected failure] 

296 Fan loyalty continuum 

297 Fan market segmentation [Appreciators, Friends, Patriots, Players, Socialites, Voyeurs] 

298 Fan shops, retail 

299 FanFest 
300 Fantasy camps 



251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
26O 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 

266 

267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 

273 

274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 

281 

282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 

292 

293 
294 
295 

296 

297 
298 
299 
300 

B 
6OO 

1000 
3500 

75O 
9OO 

1000 
95O 
75O 

1200 
85O 

2500 
1000 
2500 
1200 

95O 

850 

85O 
1000 
2500 
1500 
900 

1200 

950 

2500 
2500 

900 
85O 

1500 
650 

1000 

1200 

90O 
650 
750 
80O 

75O 
1250 
2500 
2500 

90O 

750 
850 

1000 

850 

1500 
950 
650 
65O 

C 

Craig Paiement 
Robert Roundtree 

Jon Welty Peachey 

Lisa Miller 

Janet Fink 
Siri Terjesen 

Susan Myers 
Lisa Miller 
Thomas J. Kdzek 
Craig Paiement 
Jeff Adams 
James Pokrywcznski 

Dave Shonk 

Heather Lawrence 

Thomas Cieslak 
Brett Burchette 

Geoff Dickson 

Christopher Newman 
Heather Edwards 
Lisa Miller 

Galen Clavio 
Christoph Breuer 
Christoph Breuer 
Christoph Breuer 

Susan B. Foster 

Annemarie Farrell 
Vassilis Dalakas 
Zachary Rash 



A 
301 Fantasy leagues 

302 Fantasy sports 

303 Farm team system 

304 FC Dallas 
305 Festivals 
306 Fiduciary duties 

307 Final Four 
308 Fire safety 

309 5 W’s of events: why, who, when, where, what 

310 Flexible models of organizational design 

311 Florida Marlins 

312 Florida Panthers 
313 Flutie Effect 
314 Focus strategy 

315 Football 101 
316 For-profit organization 

317 Forseeability 

318 Franchise 
319 Franchise fees 
320 Franchise footprint 

321 Franchise rights 

322 Free agents 

323 Free tickets to the sponsored event 

324 Frequency 

325 Front Row Motorsports 

326 Fulfillment 
327 Furniture Row Racing 

328 G 
329 Gambling and sports 

330 Game programs 

331 Ganassi-Earnhardt Racing 

332 GARP 

333 Gay games 

334 Gen X 
335 Gen Y 

336 Gender equity (see also: Title IX) 

337 Gender diversity 

338 General admission/reserved vs. open seating [festival seating, safety] 

339 Geodemographic segmentation 

340 Geographic segmentation, sport 

341 Geographic sponsorship rights [from local to regional to national to global] 

342 Germain Racing LLC 

343 Gillett Evernham Motorsports (see: Petty Enterprises, Inc) Blind entry 

344 Global-local paradox 

345 Global market expansion 

346 Global news media 
347 Global reach 
348 Global sourcing 

349 Global sports 

350 Global sports structure 



B C 
301 650 Mark Nagel 

302 1200 Donald P. Roy 

303 1800 Jordan Kobritz 
304 750 Nicole Melton 
305 900 Bryn Parry 
306 850 
307 750 John Llewellyn 
308 800 
309 1000 Joe Moore 
310 1500 

311 750 Andy Gillentine 

312 750 
313 850 
314 1000 
315 750 Kwame Agyemang 
316 650 
317 850 Michael Carroll 
318 1500 
319 850 
320 600 
321 1000 

322 1200 Mark Nagel 

323 850 
324 650 
325 750 
326 1000 
327 750 
328 
329 4000 
330 850 
331 750 Jordan Kobritz 
332 900 

333 1000 George B. Cunningham 

334 600 
335 600 

336 1000 Bobbi Knapp 

337 1000 George B. Cunningham 

338 850 

339 750 Christoph Breuer 
340 850 Christoph Breuer 
341 1400 
342 750 
343 
344 850 John Harris 
345 1000 Lisa Miller 
346 1200 Galen Clavio 
347 650 Lisa Miller 
348 850 
349 1200 Darlene Kluka 
350 900 Darlene Kluka 



A 
351 Global sports expansion: baseball, basketball, NASCAR, football 
352 Globalization of sports 

353 Goal hierarchy 
354 Goal prioritizing 

355 Goals and objectives, setting 

356 Golden State Warriors 
357 Golf channel 
358 Governing Body 

359 Grassroots sponsorship 

360 Green Bay Packers 

361 Green marketing 

362 Gross rating points (GRPs) 

363 Group sales 

364 Groupthink 

365 Growth strategies [penetration, market development, product development, diversification] 

366 Guerilla marketing 

367 H 
368 Hall of Fame Racing 

369 Hallmark sporting events (see: Mega sports events) blind entry 
370 Health and fitness club types 

371 Health and fitness industry 

372 Hendrick Motorsports 

373 History of event marketing 

374 Hospitality [corporate] 

375 Hospitality a la carte 

376 Hospitality "package" 

377 Hospitality, sport 

378 Hotel blocks 
379 Houston Astros 
380 Houston Dynamo 

381 Houston Rockets 
382 Houston Texans 
383 Human resources management 

384 Hybrid sports networks, sports channels 

385 I 
386 Identification of sports fans 

387 Identity [extended vs. core and license, relationship marketing] 

388 Image [vs positioning] 

389 Image, brand [see: brand image] blind entry 

390 Implementing a change process 

391 Importing 

392 Impressions 

393 In-arena/stadium sales promotions 

394 Incident reporting - what/who/how 
Income Statement [include revenue sources: ticket sales, concessions, seat licenses, luxury or premium seating, 

395 naming rights, corporate sponsors, licensed sport merchandise, revenue sharing plus costs: salaries, cost of 
396 Independent contractors 
397 Indiana Pacers 
398 Indianapolis Colts 
399 Indifference curves 
400 Information on tickets to prevent fraud 



B C 
351 2000 
352 2500 John Harris 
353 850 
354 850 
355 1000 Ryan Hedstrom 
356 750 
357 600 Siri Terjesen 
358 900 Philip Morriss 
359 1000 Christopher Newman 
360 750 Linda Swayne 

361 900 Dorene Ciletti 

362 600 
363 850 Jason Reese 
364 600 Heidi Parker 
365 2500 Andrew Walley 
366 1500 Bryn Parry 
367 
368 750 
369 
370 900 
371 3500 
372 750 Jordan Kobritz 
373 2500 
374 2000 
375 750 
376 650 
377 1000 Joanne Parrett 
378 650 
379 750 
380 750 Nicole Melton 
381 750 
382 750 
383 2800 Tracy Taylor 
384 1000 
385 
386 1200 Vassilis Dalakas 
387 1000 Heidi Parker 
388 850 
389 
390 900 Jon VVelty Peachey 
391 750 
392 600 
393 1200 
394 900 

395 2500 
396 900 
397 750 Galen Clavio 
398 750 Galen Clavio 
399 1000 
400 900 



401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 

411 

412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 

424 

425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 

436 

437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 

446 

447 
448 
449 
450 

A 
Information system costs 
Information system security 
Information systems quality 
Information systems, kinds of 
Infringement, counterfeit, knockoffs of licensed goods 
In-house agency 
Injunction 
Instant replay for game calling 

Insurance [what kind and how much?] 
Insurance against risks 
Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) 

Integration of sport, globalization, and commercialization 
Intellectual property 
International reach 
Internet/online 
Internet bulletin board 
Internet revenue from sports websites [ads, subscriptions, eCommerce] 
Inventory control 
Inventory, in game 
Inventory, venue [Print, promotions, signage, tickets, hospitality] 

J 
Jacksonville Jaguars 
Job satisfaction 
Joe Gibbs Racing 

Joint venture 
Joyce Julius study 
JTG Daugherty Racing 

K 
Kansas City Chiefs 
Kansas City Royals 
Kansas City Wizards 
Keyword buys 
Knight Commission [1991] 
Knockoffs 
L 
Labor law 

Labor Markets [Pigouvian exploitation, Reservation clause, Wage disparity] 
Labor stability 
Labor unions 
Lanham Act [trademarks, service marks, Iogos] 
Leadership styles 
League sponsorship rights [vs. individual or individual team rights] 
League structure 
Leagues, major 
Leagues, minor 
Learning organization 

Legal considerations in sports 
Levels of brand familiarity [awareness, preference, insistence, rejection] 
Leveraging, sponsorship (see: activation) blind entry 
License 



401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 

411 

412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 

424 

425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 

436 

437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 

446 

447 
448 
449 
450 

B C 
1600 

9OO 
85O 

1000 
9OO 
6OO 
75O 

1200 
2000 
1200 

2400 Dorene Ciletti 

3000 John Harris 
900 Joel Evans 
750 

3000 Robert Roundtree 
750 Galen Clavio 

1200 Young Ik Suh 
900 

1000 
1500 

750 Jason Lee 
900 Craig Paiement 

750 

1000 
850 
75O 

750 John McGuire 
750 John McGuire 
750 John McGuire 
900 

1200 Shane Hudson 
650 

1000 

2500 Craig Depken 
950 

1000 
950 Jason Lee 

1200 Maria Nathan 
2000 Delancy Bennett 
1000 
2500 
1000 Jordan Kobritz 

850 Geoff Dickson 

3000 Simon Gardiner 
1000 

600 



A 
451 Licensed goods 

452 Licenses/permits to hold sporting events (city, county, state) 
453 Licensing [fees/royalties, rights, icensor/licensee] 
454 Licensing contract checklist 

455 Lifetime customer value (LCV) 

456 Links to other websites 
457 Live audience 

458 Live Nation 

459 Local major market 

460 Local minor market 
461 Logo 

462 Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim 

463 Los Angeles Clippers 

464 Los Angeles Dodgers 

465 Los Angeles Galaxy 

466 Los Angeles Kings 

467 Los Angeles Lakers 

468 Lovemark 
469 Loyalty programs, sports [swipe card on entry, win prizes/rewards/incentives] 
470 Luxury boxes and suites 

471 M 
472 Made for Internet ads [shared, word of mouth] 
473 Madison Square Garden channel 

474 Major League Baseball (MLB) 

475 Major League Soccer (MLS) 

476 Manage a cross country race 

477 Manage a cycling event 

478 Manage a golf tournament 

479 Manage a mountain biking event 

480 Manage a polo match 

481 Manage a road race [motorsports] 

482 Manage a swim meet 

483 Manage a tennis tournament 

484 Manage a track meet 

485 Manage a triathlon 

486 Manage an equestrian event 

487 Manage an Iron Man competition 

488 Management and its environment 

489 Management by objectives 

490 Management decision making process 

491 Managing information systems in sports 

492 March Madness 

493 Market structures 
494 Marketing Agents [see: Agents, marketing] blind entry 

495 Marketing Concept, The 

496 Marketing Mix 

497 Marketing objective 

498 Marketing of Sports 

499 Marketing partner 

500 Marketing publications 



451 
452 
453 
454 

455 

456 
457 

458 

459 
46O 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 

475 

476 

477 

478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 

492 

493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 

B C 
9OO 
850 

3000 
1000 
2000 Andy Gillentine 

900 Robert Roundtree 
600 
750 Mark Nagel 

60O 
600 

1500 Jason Lee 
75O 
750 
750 Jeffrey Kraus 
750 Nicholas M. Watanabe 
750 
750 Jamie Cleland 

1000 Lisa Miller 
1500 
1000 Brett Burchette 

1000 
750 Jeffrey Kraus 

3000 Andrea Eagleman 

3000 Nicholas M. Watanabe 

2500 

2500 

2500 Leigh Ann Bussell 
2500 
2000 
2500 
2500 
2500 Andrea Pent 
2500 
2500 Sean Phelps 
2500 
2000 Sean Phelps 
3000 

900 
1500 Leigh Ann Bussell 
1000 Bryn Parry 
1000 Mark Nagel 

850 

750 Rodoula Tsiotsou 
950 Eric C. Schwarz 
900 

4500 
650 

1000 



A 
501 Marketing research process 

502 Marketing through Sports 

503 Mascots 
504 Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
505 Masters, The (esp. marketing of the tournament) 
506 Maximization, sponsorship (see: activation) blind entry 
507 m-Commerce (mobile commerce) 
508 Measuring Sales Results [Regional vs. rest of market sales, one event compared to another event, Same period 
509 Media audience 
510 Media Choice 
511 Media content rights fees 
512 Media Contracts with sports teams/events 
513 Media guide 
514 Media notes 
515 Media relations 
516 Media rights 
517 Media suppliers [PR specialists - news releases, fact sheets, game notes, Media Day] 

518 Medical safety [athletes/fans/employees/volunteers at sports events] 

519 Mega sports events [Olympics, World Cup Soccer] 
520 Memphis Grizzlies 
521 Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) 
522 Miami Dolphins 
523 Miami Heat 
524 Michael Waltrip Racing 
525 Milwaukee Brewers 
526 Milwaukee Bucks 
527 Minnesota Timberwolves 
528 Minnesota Twins 
529 Minnesota Vikings 
530 Minnesota Wild 
531 Minor league (see: leagues, minor) blind entry 
532 Misbehavior by athletes 
533 Mission 
534 Mobile technology [cell phone, watch from Microsoft, GPS devices] 
535 Monopoly power 
536 Monopsony 
537 Montreal Canadiens 
538 Motivation 
539 Motivation typologies of the sports fan 
540 Moving a franchise 
541 Multicountry reach 
542 Multiplier Effect 
543 Multiregional reach 
544 Multi-term contract discount 
545 Murphy’s law 
546 MySpace 
547 N 
548 Narrowcasting vs. broadcasting 

549 Nashville Predators 

550 National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) 



B C 
501 1800 Andrew Walley 

502 2000 Greg Greenhalgh 

503 1000 Jason Lee 
504 850 Delancy Bennett 
505 900 John Harris 
506 
507 1000 
508 2000 
509 1000 Adam Earnheardt 
510 2500 
511 1500 John Fortunato 
512 2000 
513 650 Andrea Eagleman 
514 850 Joe Moore 
515 1200 Leigh Ann Bussell 
516 850 
517 1250 Joe Moore 

518 1000 Dan Connaughton 

519 1500 
520 750 Aaron Livingston 
521 650 
522 750 
523 750 
524 750 
525 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
526 750 
527 750 
528 750 
529 750 
530 750 
531 
532 2000 John Harris 
533 900 Siri Terjesen 
534 1000 Robert Roundtree 
535 850 
536 650 
537 750 
538 1200 Lisa Miller 
539 900 Adam Earnheardt 
540 1000 Jeffrey Kraus 
541 650 
542 850 Craig Depken 
543 650 
544 850 
545 650 John Llewellyn 
546 850 
547 
548 800 

549 750 Donald P. Roy 

550 750 Marion E. Hambdck 



A 

551 National Association of Sports Commissions (NASC) 

552 National Basketball Association (NBA) 
553 National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

554 National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Women’s Sports 

555 National Football League (NFL) 

556 National Hockey League (NHL) 

557 National Television Impression Value (NTIV) 

558 Negligence 

559 Negotiations 

560 Networking 

561 Networks, Sports [sports tier, league, national, sport- and team-dedicated] 

562 New England Patriots 

563 New England Revolution 

564 New Jersey Devils 

565 New Jersey Nets 

566 New media [games on demand on tv, phone] 

567 New Orleans Hornets 
568 New Orleans Saints 
569 New product 

570 New product development process 

571 New York Giants 
572 New York Islanders 
573 New York Jets 
574 New York Knicks 
575 New York Mets 
576 New York Rangers 

577 New York Red Bulls 
578 New York Yankees 
579 News credentialing 

580 News or press conference 

581 News release [components/good news/bad news] 

582 Newsletters 

583 Niche analysis 

584 Nielsen Rating (AC Nielsen) 

585 Non-measured media 

586 Not-for-profit organization 

587 No-shows 
588 O 
589 Oakland Athletics 
590 Oakland Raiders 
591 Objectives accomplished by sales promotions 

592 Objectives, sponsorship 

593 Official "product or service" sponsor 

594 Official sponsor 

595 Officials, associations 
596 Officials, legal responsibilities 

597 Officials, role of in sports - referees, etc. ethics 

598 Oklahoma City Thunder 
Olympic Organization [international Olympic committee, IOC’s worldwide Olympic sponsorship, Olympic 

599 organizing committees, National Olympic committees, National governing bodies] 



B C 

551 750 Dave Shonk 

552 3000 
553 3000 Ellen Staurowsky 
554 1200 Bobbi Knapp 
555 3000 Travis Vogan 
556 3000 Adam Earnheardt 
557 650 

558 900 Michael Carroll 

559 2500 
560 1000 Laura Hatfield 
561 3000 
562 750 Adam Earnheardt 
563 750 
564 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
565 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
566 1000 Galen Clavio 
567 750 
568 750 Jason Lee 
569 600 
570 1200 
571 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
572 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
573 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
574 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
575 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
576 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
577 750 Nicholas M. Watanabe 
578 750 Jamie Cleland 
579 850 
580 1000 Leigh Ann Bussell 
581 1200 Joe Moore 

582 900 Jon A. Oliver 

583 850 
584 850 
585 1000 

586 650 Christoph Breuer 

587 850 
588 
589 750 
590 750 Vincent Benigni 
591 1000 

592 1200 Christoph Breuer 

593 750 Brett Burchette 
594 600 Brett Burchette 
595 1200 Corinne M. Daprano 
596 900 Corinne M. Daprano 
597 1500 Corinne M, Daprano 
598 750 John McGuire 

599 3000 Rodoula Tsiotsou 



A 
600 Olympics 

601 Online advertising 
602 Online communities 
603 Online gaming 

604 Online Opportunities 

605 Online research 
606 On-site distribution rights 

607 Opinion leader 

608 Opportunity cost 

609 Opt out 

610 Option to renew 

611 Orlando Magic 

612 Ottawa Senators 
613 Outsourcing 

614 Over deliver, under promise and 

615 Owner lockouts 
616 Ownership of a sponsored event 

617 Ownership, professional teams [SF 49ers (corporate) and GB Packers (public)] 

618 P 
619 Paralympics 

620 Parks and recreation 
Participant Market Segmentation [Excitement seekers, Fitness driven, Getaway actives, Health conscious 

621 sociables, Unstressed and unmotivated] 

622 Participants in sports 

623 Participation agreements 
624 Partner summit 
625 Pass-through rights 
626 Pay per View (PPV) sports 
627 Payment timing, sponsorships, endorsement, venue naming 
628 Penske Racing 
629 Performance bonus 
630 Performance enhancing drug violation [see: Doping] blind entry 
631 Performance evaluation 
632 Performance motivation 
633 Performance standards 
634 Permanent seat license (PSL) 
635 Permission marketing 
636 Personal selling 
637 Petty Enterprises 
638 Philadelphia 76ers 
639 Philadelphia Eagles 
640 Philadelphia Flyers 
641 Philadelphia Phillies 
642 Phoenix Coyotes 
643 Phoenix Racing Inc. 
644 Phoenix Suns 
645 Pin promotions, golf 
646 Piracy 
647 Pittsburgh Penguins 
648 Pittsburgh Pirates 



B C 
600 1500 Lisa Miller 
601 1200 
602 1500 Galen Clavio 
603 1000 
604 950 Lisa Miller 
605 2000 Heather Edwards 
606 850 
607 650 Eric C, Schwarz 

608 750 Christoph Breuer 

609 600 
610 650 
611 750 
612 750 
613 750 
614 850 John Llewellyn 
615 650 Aaron Livingston 
616 1000 
617 3500 
618 
619 1000 Corinne M. Daprano 
620 1200 

621 2500 Chdstoph Breuer 

622 1000 Jon A. Oliver 

623 850 Michael Carroll 
624 1000 
625 950 
626 1000 Jason Reese 
627 1200 
628 750 
629 850 
630 
631 1000 Darlene Kluka 
632 1000 
633 850 Darlene Kluka 
634 1000 Jeffrey Kraus 
635 750 
636 1200 Andrew Walley 
637 750 Jason Lee 
638 750 Amy Giddings 
639 750 Amy Giddings 
640 750 Amy Giddings 
641 750 
642 750 Jordan Kobritz 
643 750 
644 750 
645 650 
646 750 
647 750 Adam Earnheardt 
648 750 David Legg 



A 
649 Pittsburgh Steelers 

650 Place, defined for sports 
651 Play-by-play announcer 

652 Player acquisition 

653 Player as brand 

654 Player development 

655 Player mobility 

656 Player strikes 
Players Unions [MLB: MLB Player’s Association; MLS: Major League Soccer Player’s Union; NASCAR: None; 
NBA: NBA Player’s Association; NCAA: Student Athlete Advisory Committee; NFL: NFL Player’s Association; 

657 NHL: NHL Player’s Association; PGA: None; WNBA: WNBA Player’s Association] 

658 Point-of-sale (POS), point of purchase (POP) display 

659 Policies 
660 Politicians, sport and 

661 Pop-up ads 

662 Positioning 

663 Positioning map for sports 

664 Post-game interviews 

665 Post-event evaluation methods 
666 Post-event sponsorship activities 

667 Pouring rights 

668 Pre-event sponsorship activities 

669 Premium 
670 Premium sales promotions 

671 Premium seating 

672 Presenting sponsors 

673 Press box 
674 Press room 
675 Press row 
676 Price ceilings 

Price Determination [cost, competition, supply and demand, pricing objectives, consumer expectation/perception, 
677 congruency with other mktg mix elements] 
678 Price discrimination 
679 Price to host events 
680 Price-based promotions 
681 Pricing of concessions [see: concession pricing] blind entry 
682 Pricing of parking 
683 Pricing of sponsorships 
684 Pricing of tickets 
685 Pricing of venue naming rights 
686 Pricing strategies 
687 Primary demand 
688 Primary research 
689 Prize indemnification 
690 PRIZM [potential rating index for zipcode markets, clustering social groups and sports] 
691 Probability sales promotions [hole-in-one, win a car; free throw from mid-court, win $1 million] 
692 Procedures 
693 Product assortment 
694 Product, development process for new 
695 Product features vs. product benefits 
696 Product life cycle [PLC] 



B 
649 750 Dorene Ciletti 
650 850 
651 600 Galen Clavio 
652 2800 
653 1000 Jason Lee 
654 1250 Jordan Kobritz 
655 1800 
656 1200 Paul Kitchin 

C 

657 3000 
658 650 
659 950 Jason Lee 
660 1250 
661 650 
662 1200 
663 950 
664 650 
665 1000 
666 1200 
667 650 Brett Burchette 
668 1000 
669 650 
670 1000 
671 850 Jason Reese 
672 1000 
673 650 Rob Ha~in 
674 650 Brett Burchette 
675 650 Brett Burchette 
676 850 

677 3500 
678 850 Jason Reese 
679 850 
680 850 
681 
682 950 
683 2000 
684 2000 Joel Evans 
685 1500 
686 1000 
687 750 
688 1200 Andrew Walley 
689 650 
690 1000 
691 950 
692 1000 
693 850 
694 1200 
695 850 Andrew Walley 
696 2000 



A 
697 Product line 
698 Product placement 

699 Products 
700 Professional team valuation 
701 Professional tournament sports 
702 Program [for a sports event] 

703 Promotion [Advertising, Internet/online, Personal selling, Product placement, Public Relations/Publicity, Virtual 

704 Promotional communication process 

705 Promotional contests 
706 Promotional giveaways 

707 Promotional pricing 

708 Promotional risk management 

709 Promotional strategy seasons 

710 Property hopping 

711 Property, sport 

712 Proposal, creating an effective sponsorship 

713 Proprietary sports music 

714 Prospecting 

715 Protection from ambush 
716 Protocol guidelines 

717 Psychographics 

718 Public relations/publicity 

719 Public Relations [News release, proper format] 

720 Publicity 

721 Pull advertising strategies 

722 Push advertising strategies 

723 Q 
724 Qualitative research 
725 Quantitative research 
726 R 
727 Rankings determination [for tennis, golf, etc national and international] 

728 Reach 
729 Real Salt Lake 
730 Reasons to sponsor an event 

731 Recovery marketing 

732 Recreation and leisure 

733 Recreational sports 

734 Recurring vs. hallmark events 

735 Red Bull Racing Team 

736 Reference group, primary 

737 Reference group, secondary 

738 Regional supporter 

739 Relationship marketing 

740 Relative value 
741 Renewal of contracts 
742 Repositioning [see: positioning] blind entry 

743 Request for proposal (RFP) 

744 Researching the potential sponsor 

745 Reserve clause 
746 Reserve system 

747 Retaining sponsors, keys to 



697 
698 
699 
7OO 
701 
7O2 
7O3 
7O4 
7O5 
7O6 
7O7 
7O8 
7O9 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 

733 

734 
735 
736 
737 
738 
739 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 
747 

B C 
85O 

1000 
1000 
3000 
1000 

85O 
4000 Dave Shonk 
2000 

850 
850 Craig Hyatt 

1000 
850 
850 
650 
750 

1000 
850 Khalid Ballouli 
900 Brett Burchette 

1200 Linda Swayne 
850 
850 Heather Edwards 

2500 Maria Hopwood 
1000 Andrea Eagleman 
2000 

600 
600 

1000 Jeff Adams 
1000 Harold Riemer 

3000 
600 
750 
900 Ted Peetz 

1000 Eric C. Schwarz 
1000 Andrea Pent 
2000 Amy Giddings 

1200 Robert Kaspar 
750 Joanne Parrett 
650 
650 
850 

1800 
650 

1000 

850 
2500 

650 Jordan Kobrilz 
2000 
2500 



A 
748 Return on investment (ROI) 
749 Return on marketing investment 

750 Return on sponsorship investment 

751 Revenue sharing 
752 Reverse order entry draft 
753 Richard Childress Racing 
754 Right of first refusal 
755 Right to purchase additional tickets at a set price 
756 Rights fees 
757 Risk Management 
758 Robby Gordon Motorsports 
759 Role of sports facility manager 
760 Rose Bowl 
761 Roush Fenway Racing 
762 Ryder Cup 
763 S 
764 Sacramento Kings 
765 Salary Arbitration 

766 Salary Cap 

767 Salary escalation 
768 Sales overlays 
769 Sales Promotions [agencies, growth of, creative, price, value] 
770 San Antonio Spurs 
771 San Diego Chargers 
772 San Diego Padres 
773 San Francisco 49ers 
774 San Francisco Giants 
775 San Jose Earthquakes 
776 San Jose Sharks 
777 Sanctioning body 
778 Scalping 
779 s-Commerce (sport commerce) 
780 Search engines 
781 Seating capacity [effect of on ticket sales and development of brand equity] 
782 Seattle Mariners 
783 Seattle Seahawks 
784 Seattle Sounders 
785 Secondary research 
786 Securing events - entertainment in sports 
787 Securing events - sports 
788 Segmentation [Demographic, Geographic, Product-related, psychographic] 
789 Selective demand 
790 Senior Olympics 
791 Service failure (see also: recovery marketing) 
792 Service quality - SERVQUAL 
793 Setting sponsorship price [competitive, cost-plus, equivalent opportunity] 

794 Sexual harassment 

795 Signage 
796 Single sport venue vs. multisport venue 
797 Site stickiness 



B C 
748 650 Maria Nathan 
749 1000 

750 2000 Greg Greenhalgh 

751 1000 
752 1200 
753 750 
754 950 
755 650 
756 1000 
757 1800 B~n Par~ 
758 750 
759 1000 
760 750 Shane Hudson 
761 750 
762 750 Rob Ha~in 
763 
764 750 
765 900 

766 1500 Mark Nagel 

767 1000 
768 900 
769 3500 
770 750 Calvin Nite 
771 750 
772 750 Doris Lu 
773 750 
774 750 Jeffrey Kraus 
775 750 
776 750 Mark Nagel 
777 1200 
778 650 Joris Drayer 
779 650 
780 900 
781 1000 
782 750 
783 750 
784 750 Nicholas Watanabe 
785 850 Andrew Walley 
786 1200 
787 1200 Robe~ Kaspar 
788 1500 
789 650 
790 650 
791 2000 
792 2500 Dave Shonk 
793 1000 

794 1000 ErinWhiteside 

795 900 
796 1000 
797 650 Galen Clavio 



A 
798 Situational analysis 

799 Six Sigma applied to sports 
800 Slogan 

801 Slotting allowance 

802 Smart seats 
803 Social Marketing 

804 Social responsibility 

805 Sole sponsors, presenting sponsors, co-sponsor 

806 Specialty advertising (giveaways) 

807 Spectator market segmentation 

808 SPEED channel 
809 Sponsorship [categories, components, contracts] 

810 Sponsorship Advantages and disadvantages [vs. other forms of promotion] 

811 Sponsorship trends 

812 Sponsorship valuation 

813 Sponsorship contract checklist 

814 Sponsorship evaluation considerations 

815 Sponsorship failure 

816 Sponsorship fees 

817 Sponsorship fulfillment report 

818 Sponsorship negotiation 

819 Sponsorship prices, determination of 

820 Sponsorship ROI (see: Return on sponsorship investment) blind entry 
821 Sponsorship spending [US and other countries] 

822 Sponsorship timing [when does it officially start, stop] 

823 Sport buyer behavior 

824 Sport celebrities 

825 Sport content manufacturing [broadcast and print] 

826 Sport marketing differences [from marketing of other goods/services] 
827 Sport services [global and domestic marketing agencies] 

828 Sports Agent Responsibility and Trust Act (SARTA) 

829 Sports blogs 

830 Sports Broadcasting Act (1961) 

831 Sports Industry 
832 Sports industry size 

833 Sports involvement categories and selection of promotions 

834 Sports marketing websites [content sites, eCommerce, Gambling, Team/League sites] 
835 Sports Networks [Hybrid networks, sports channels] 

836 Sports networks, league-owned 

837 Sports networks, local 

838 Sports networks, national 

839 Sports networks, regional 

840 Sports on demand 
Sports Organizing Bodies [Corporations, Educational institutions, Entrepreneurs, Governing bodies, Sports 

841 commissions, Sports venues/teams/clubs] 
842 Sports protocol guidelines 
843 Sports Radio 
844 Sports tourism 
845 Sportscape model 
846 Sportsfan index 



B C 
798 1500 
799 2500 
800 650 Jason Lee 
801 650 
802 650 
803 1500 Andrea Pent 
804 1800 Christos Anagnostopoulos 

805 900 
806 1000 
807 1500 
808 750 Travis Vogan 
809 5000 Christoph Breuer 
810 2000 Vassilis Dalakas 
811 1000 Norm O’Reilly 
812 1500 Christoph Breuer 
813 1000 
814 1000 Norm O’Reilly 

815 1000 Donald P. Roy 

816 1000 
817 1200 
818 900 
819 1000 
820 
821 1000 Norm O’Reilly 
822 850 Norm O’Reilly 
823 2500 
824 2000 Jason Lee 
825 1200 
826 1000 Khalid Ballouli 
827 2000 
828 850 Michael Carroll 
829 650 Heather Lawrence 

830 650 Mark Nagel 

831 4500 
832 1200 
833 1000 
834 2500 
835 1500 
836 1200 
837 900 
838 1000 
839 1000 
840 850 

841 3500 Christoph Breuer 
842 1000 
843 2000 
844 2500 Bryn Parry 
845 1500 
846 1000 



A 
847 St. Louis Blues 
848 St. Louis Cardinals 
849 St. Louis Rams 
850 Stadium operations 

851 Stadium operations, turf management 

852 Stakeholders, sports team/events 
853 Statement of cash flow 
854 Stewart-Haas Racing 

855 Stickiness 
856 Storage of sports equipment to prevent theft 

857 Strategic alliance 

858 Strategic brand communications 

859 Strategic control 

860 Strategic management 

862 StubHub 
863 Student Athlete 
864 Subscription-based broadcasting 

865 Substitutes (product or services) 
866 Success, measuring marketing 

867 Survey research 

868 Super Bowl 

869 Supply/demand equilibrium 

870 SWOT Analysis 

871 T 
872 Tagline 

873 Tailgating 

874 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

875 Tampa Bay Lightning 

876 Tampa Bay Rays 

877 Target audience 

878 Target market 

879 Target return pricing 

880 Tattoos as advertising 

881 TEAMQUAL 
882 Technology in sports 

883 Telemarketing 

884 Televised sports [effect of on ticket sales and development of brand equity] 

885 Territorial rights (see also: Franchise footprint) 

886 Testimonial 
887 Texas Rangers 

888 Theft prevention 

889 Threepeat 

890 Ticket price, secondary market 

891 Ticket price, tiers 

892 Ticket price, variable 

893 Ticketing [Packaging, Quantity, Re-selling, Sales] 

894 TicketMaster 
895 TicketReturn 



847 
848 
849 
85O 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
86O 

861 

862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 

870 

871 
872 

873 

874 

875 

876 

877 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 

890 

891 

892 

893 
894 
895 

B C 
75O 
75O 
750 Mark Nagel 

2500 
1000 
1200 Paul Kitchin 
2000 

750 
60O 

1000 
1500 
1500 
1000 
3000 David Shilbury 

85O 

650 
950 Andrea Pent 
900 
850 Christoph Breuer 

1000 
1500 Harold Riemer 
1850 Adam Earnheardt 
1000 

950 Susan B. Foster 

600 
600 Andy Gillentine 

750 

750 Eric C. Schwarz 

750 Susan B. Foster 

900 
1200 
750 
650 

1200 
2000 
1000 
1500 
650 
950 
750 Calvin Nite 
950 
600 Anthony Church 

1200 Jods Drayer 

1000 
850 Joris Drayer 

2000 
650 
650 



A 
896 Tickets and Toilets 
897 Time buy 

898 Timing of events 

899 Timing of sponsorship sales 

900 Timing of sports competitive events [day of week, time of day, season] 
901 Title IX 
902 Title VII 
903 Toronto Blue Jays 

904 Toronto FC 
905 Toronto Maple Leafs 

906 Toronto Raptors 

907 Tort issues in sports 

908 Tour de France 
909 Tour sports industry 
910 Tournament operations 

911 Trade, marketing to the 

912 Trade Agreements 

913 Trademark, registered/infringement/protection 

914 Trading up [in ticket sales] 

915 Traditional models of organizational design 

916 Traffic flow management [for spectators/athletes/coaches/vendors/volunteers] 

917 Trash talk, celebrations 

918 Tribal marketing 

919 Turnkey [stand alone, as in not sponsorship’s ability] 

920 TV rights/contracts 

921 Twitter 
922 2-fors [two for the price of one] 

923 U 
924 Ultra sports events (see: Alternative sports) blind entry 

925 Uncertainty and choice 

926 Unique selling proposition (USP) 

927 Up-front bonus 

928 Up-selling 

929 Usage rates [light, medium, heavy users of sports] 

930 Utah Jazz 
931 V 
932 Value-enhancing services provided to a sponsor 

933 Value-in-kind (VIK) 
934 Value of a brand 
935 Vancouver Canucks 
936 Vendors, sports 

937 Vendors [seeking/selecting/contracting/evaluating] 

938 Venue capacity 

939 Venue location 
940 Venue naming rights 

941 Venue signage [virtual, painted, etc] 

942 Video news release, including b-roll 

943 Virtual advertising 

944 Virtual communities 
945 Virtual signage 

946 Volunteers [Feeding, Number needed, Outfitting, Recruiting, Training, Transporting] 



B C 
896 850 Linda Swayne 
897 1000 
898 850 
899 1500 
900 1000 
901 2500 Athena Yiamouyiannis 
902 1500 
903 750 Anthony Church 
904 750 
905 750 
906 750 Anthony Church 
907 1000 
908 900 Hugh Dauncey 
909 1200 
910 2500 
911 1500 
912 900 
913 1250 Linda Swayne 
914 650 
915 1000 
916 1400 
917 650 Calvin Nite 

918 650 Dorene Ciletti 

919 850 
920 2000 
921 850 Marion E. Hambrick 
922 650 
923 
924 
925 900 
926 1000 
927 650 
928 650 Craig Hyatt 
929 850 
930 750 
931 
932 1000 
933 1200 
934 2000 
935 750 
936 1500 
937 1500 
938 1000 
939 1000 
940 1200 Mark Nagel 
941 1000 Delancy Bennett 
942 1000 
943 1500 
944 1000 Michael Pfahl 
945 1200 
946 3000 Christoph Breuer 



947 
948 
949 
950 

951 

952 
953 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 

960 

961 
962 
963 
964 
965 

966 

967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
972 

973 

974 
975 
976 

A 
W 
Wage and Human Capital [Management and Labor Issues, Player value and salary determination, Wage 
Washington Capitals 
Washington Nationals 
Washington Redskins 

Washington Wizards 
Web "partner" 
Web-based marketing research 
Web-based objectives 
Webcasts 
Websites for Retail 
Websites for Tickets 
Well-sponsored event 
White water change 

Willful or wanton standard 
Wimbledon Tennis Tournament 
Wood Brothers Racing 
Word-of-mouth 
Work team 
World Baseball Classic 

World Cup 
World Series 
X 
Y 
Yates Racing 
Yield management [time-oriented] pricing 
Youth sports 

Youth sports camps 

Z 
Zapping/zipping 



B C 
947 
948 3500 
949 750 
950 750 Jeffrey Kraus 

951 750 Jason Simmons 

952 750 Vincent Benigni 
953 650 
954 3000 
955 900 
956 900 
957 1000 
958 1200 
959 2000 

960 650 

961 900 Michael Carroll 
962 750 Andrea Pent 
963 750 
964 750 Eric C. Schwa~ 
965 750 

966 750 Mark Nagel 

967 1000 Kwame Agyemang 
968 800 
969 
970 
971 750 
972 900 

973 2500 Amy Giddings 

974 1000 Amy Giddings 
975 
976    650 



A 
1 

6 
7 
8 
9 

81 Zapping 
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STYLE AND SUBMIS SION GUIDELINE S 
The following are guidelines for contributors. Please follow the specifications closely as 
we will not be able to include your contribution if these guidelines are not met. Among 
your first steps should be reading the sample article provided. 

Deadline 
All articles must be received by Se tember 3 2010. Any articles received after this date 
may not be accepted unless prior arrangement is made. Contact the Director of Author 
Management, Susan Moskowitz, at sports(g~golsonmedimcom if you have any problem 
meeting your deadline. If you miss your deadline without notification your articles may 
be immediately reassigned. 

Please review the checklist at the end of 
this document before posting your entry on SRT. 

Readership 
This encyclopedia is written for the educated social science reader and will be marketed 
to academic and public libraries as well as business and government entities. The entry 
you write should be as interdisciplinary and j argon-free as possible, with explanations 
provided for any specialized terminology. When in doubt, define a term or identify a 
person. Explain concepts in uncomplicated terms as if you were explaining them to an 
undergraduate class in a lecture. Use examples to clarify concepts and definitions. 

Articles on Sports Teams 
Please focus your article on current management and marketing of the team, and only 
include a brief history of the team. Keep in mind the title of the encyclopedia. 

Length of entries 
When you are assigned your entry, you will be given a target word count. Please be sure 
that your entry meets this length requirement. Word counts include the bibliography list 
and cross-references. 

Organization of ent~" 
The first paragraph of the entry should summarize the content of the entire entry. If 
needed, a definition of the topic and an explanation of why it is relevant to the topic of 
the encyclopedia should also appear in the first paragraph. (This is similar to the "reverse 
pyramid" structure used in newspaper articles, where the most important information is 
presented at the beginning.) At the bottom of your file, after the entry itself, please 
include your name, add from one to five cross-references to other entries in the 
encyclopedia (using the headword list on SRT), and include a brief list of further 



readings. Focus on the topic of the entry and avoid digressions. Please study the sample 
entry. Your entry should have a similar style and organization. Authors should write in a 
manner that is descriptive and explanatory. Avoid editorializing. 

Subheads should be used in the longer entries to organize your content, using this format: 
flush left, title case (upper and lower case), line space above and below. 

Use of previously published material: Avoid direct quotations from and citations of 
other works. For example, avoid the following: 

According to Burns (2001), "We have learned that..." (p. 45). 
Smith (2004) argues that... 
Cognitive script theory refers to hypothesized knowledge structures that outline 

how everyday events unfold (Shank & Abelson, 1994). 

Also, please do not include parenthetical citations of published works. Your entry should 
offer a basic introduction to the topic that the reader can understand without seeking out 
other sources. A list of further readings at the end of the entry will give readers who want 
more information a starting point for research. If you feel that someone must be cited by 
name, please describe his or her work in the main text of the entry, rather than a 
parenthetical citation, and use first and last name, with no date, for example: 

As a part of his theory of cognitive dissonance, Leon Festinger proposed that 
media messages that appear to challenge an established belief would foster an 
aversive experience of dissonance and that in order to avoid the anticipated 
aversion, persons would avoid exposure to such messages. 

If you do include any direct quotations, you must acknowledge the source. Material from 
any source, including the internet, must be credited. 

Tone of entry 
The entry should provide a balanced explanation of positions of controversial topics. Do 
not use your entry to put fo~ard novel theories, advance a debate, or argue a political 
point. Avoid rhetorical questions and never use the first person in your entry. 

Graphics (figures, tables, halftones) 
Most entries will not require graphics. If you believe that a figure or table is appropriate 
for your entry, please contact Geoff Golson at           @yahoo.com for directions on 
how to submit graphics. Graphics may not be accepted without prior consultation. 

Cross-references 
At the end of your entry, please identify other entries in the encyclopedia that are relevant 

to the topic (e.g., "SEE ALSO: Audition; Deafness; Perception"), using the headword list 
posted on SRT. 

Bibliographies (further readings) 



At the end of your text, please include a list of references that you feel are key to your 
entry’ s topic. These can best be thought of as "further readings," but the source of any 
direct quotation must be included, items should be alphabetized by author. Include about 
one reference per single-spaced manuscript page. Provide translations for non-English 
titles in references, page ranges for entries and for book chapters, and the names of all 
authors/editors (not "et al.," unless it appears that way in the publication). Don’t forget to 
alphabetize the further readings list by author. 

Bibliographic style 
Bibliographic (further readings) citations should follow the style below. For any other 
citations, please insert in a logical manner and we will edit it from there. 
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Permissions 
You may need to secure permission from the copyright holder to quote, reprint, or adapt 
works or portions of works from other sources (e.g., published books and j ournals, 
poetry, song lyrics, quotations from unpublished works, and tables and figures). Follow 
the "fair use" doctrine (see Chicago Mamtal of Style or http://www.sagepub.com/) for 
details on when to seek reprint permission. Tables or figures that have been adapted 
probably will not require permission but will be reviewed by the editors. ("Adapted" 
means that you have added your own material to the original work to extend or expand an 
idea, rather than merely shortening or rearranging the content.) 

File format 
Please submit your entry in Microsoft Word, single-spaced, using the Times Roman 12- 
point font. If you work in another format, please save and submit your final file in 
Microsoft Word for Windows. 



Submission process 
Submit your entry by posting it on the Sage Reference Tracking (SRT) website in 
Mi cro soft W ord. 

Submission Checklist 
1. Entry is provided in a Microsoft Word file single-spaced. 
2. Graphics are in separate files, and callouts for graphics are included in main text file 

along with captions and credit lines if needed. 
3. Entry meets target length. 
4. File includes headword (entry title) and cross-references to other entries (identified 

from the headword list on the SRT website). 
5. At the end &the main text of the entry, you have included your name and affiliation 

as you wish it to appear in the encyclopedia. This should match the name that you 
entered in SRT when you accepted the invitation. If your name or affiliation has 
changed since you accepted the invitation, please notify the managing editor by email 
as well as putting the correct information at the end of your entry. You have included 
further readings, about one reading per manuscript page. 
The first paragraph summarizes the entire entry and, if necessary, explains why the 
topic is relevant to the subj ect of the encyclopedia. 

7. The entry does not contain direct quotations or parenthetical citations. Sources for 
any unavoidable direct quotations (including material from Web sites) are included in 
the further readings. 

8. You have provided written permission needed for use of previously published 
material. 

9. You have an electronic copy of your entry and copies of your source material (in case 
questions arise during the editing process). 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ehnira Mangum <em443@comell.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 11:45 AM 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday Night! :) Watch those ashes frown the firework!! 

Thanks. It was good to see you. I really had a great time. I miss you all so much. 

On 7/5/10 9:58 PM, "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." 

100 1505 

@dstroman.com> wrote: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

www.dstroman.com < http:/A^t,~,~/.dst ro ma n. co m> 

~^,~,~/w.livewelll 0.corn <http:i/vw~’w.livewelll 0corn> 

888.668.8403 

Elmira Mangum, Ph.D. 

Vice President 

Division of Planning and Budget 

436 Day Hall 

Ithaca, NY :14853 

607 255-0155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chiqumaa@nchsaa.org 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Haxambe! Black Faculty and StaffCaucus 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 12 and ~vill not be able to respond to your email until then. 

Thank you, 
Chiquana Dancy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sophie Trawalter ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 5:25 PM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Is evelything OK? 

My new e~nail is stmwalter~virginia.edu. I can’t believe UNC deactivated my emal account already (I still have ~ny No(thwes~tern account from my postdoc days’.). 

It’s madness here. Work. Life. But rm loving it. How are you? Hope ali’s well. 

Much love, 
Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 4:42 PM, Deborah Stromm~ <dstroman~b~emal.unc.edu> wrote: 
T~’ing to reach you! What is your UVA email address? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

htop://w~-.unc .edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: trawalt [Ino~lto:trawalg~email.unc.edul 

Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:44 AM 

To: Deboral~ Stroman 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: go wahoos-- missing tl~e heels 

Ve~ grim. Oy. Thanks tbr ~nding. 

Not sure what my schedule 

will look like. I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 
July 13. Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 

y’aJ1 :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Debora~ Stroman" 

<ds~tromaa~emal.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From one of my buddies. :) 

http://diver~education.com/article/13868/scholac- says- research- universities 

> - not- serious- about-/hculty- diversity.html 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/~.tmc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: ~med.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman; Trawalter, Sophie; , Stroman, 

> Deborah Lynn 



> Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

> Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these wonderfully exciting 

> details! 

> Soph - enjoy the whirlwind. 

> Deb - moving up lady; I like it! Let’s ~neet - when me you avafilable? And 

> let me when you axe planning a C-ville day trip’. 

> I am well. ~Vfiling... 
> 

> Miss yon both! 

> 

> On 6/10i 10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <ds~trotnan~emafil.nnc .edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Aaam~vw! I was thinking of you and speaking of ., last night with 

> fiiends. 

>> ~Ve miss you! 

:~> Yes, you are special and de,rye the ve~ best in lit~! Expect the best 

> m~d 

:~> God will ~nd it your way. 

>> All is well here. Busy as ever...I meet with Chancellor Tho~p tomorrow 

> Iny 

>> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 
>> 

>> Do stay’ in touch’. 

>> I may come visit next month. 
>> 

>> -- Let’s get together this month!! 
>> 

>> ttugs, 

>> d 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http://www.unc.edr/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

:~> "When nobody axonnd you seems to meaaure up, it~ s time to check your 

:~> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: trawait [~nailto:trawait(~email.unc.edul 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 

>> To:                    ; Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>> Subject: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

ttello ladies, 

What a whirlwind! 

. In short, things are good. 



>> How are you’? Taking time off to breathe and re-energize? I miss you 

> both. 

>> Hope ali’s well, 

>> Sophie 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sophie Trawalter ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 9:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Hi Debby. 

Glad to hear all is well. Sony I missed your call (I’m over my ~ninutes this month so I’ve been keeping my phone of[). I’d love to see yon! 

Next week is a little crazy. I have meetings and work dinners on Tuesday (the 13th) and Thursday (15th). We’re recruiting two more faculty members to 

free all day Monday (12th) and most of Wednesday (14th). I just have a lab meeting at 4pm.                                  on Friday. 

If you come on ~Vednesday, might you have time for me in the morning (breakl"ast? hot chocolate? my treat’.) or lunch? Let me know! 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 5:28 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~b.ema£unc.edu> wrote: 

I iR! is rc~l good~ .. cal~ me to~ or I will ~ry ~o catd~ ?,on soon. 

Bu~y wifla ~mamer p~R~ee*s and pl~mnh~g *he C:mcus ~*u~2 ,:~ I had a O:eat meeting wifl~ the Chance~lor*oo~ 

d 

K~iio~e. E~gage. Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

" N’hen nobody around.volt see~ m mea~u~e up, #’ s time to checl~ your yav&ticl~. ~ (~. Lemle)9 

From: Sophie Trawaker [rnailto @ir)mnaiLcorn] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 06, 2010 5:25 PM 
’ro: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Is eve~thing OK? 

My new email is s~cawalter(~virginia.edu. I croft believe UNC deactivated my em~il account already (I still have my Northwes~tern account from ~ny pos~tdoc days!). 

It’s madness here. Work . Life. But rm loving it. How are you? Hope a]l’s well. 

Much love, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 4:42 PM, Deborah Stroman qtstroman,@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

’][’~ing to ~each you’. What is your UVA email address? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

http://www, unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around yon seems to measure up, it’s lime to check your ymdstick." (B. Letnley) 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: trawalt [mailto:trawaltC&email.unc.edu| 

Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:44 AM 

To: Detx~rah Stroman 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Ve~ grim. Oy. Thanks for sending. 

I’ll be back in Charlottesville July 1-July 14. Not sure what tny schedule 

will look like. I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 

July 13. Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 

y’all :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dfftm~naaa@e~nail.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Frown one of~ny buddies. :) 
> 

> 

http:i/diversceducation.com/article/13868/scholax-savs-research-urfiversifies 
> - not- serious- about- facul~- diversi~.html 
> 

> 

> 

> Go tteels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts~exercisc/sport ad~ninis~tration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> ~ardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~med.unc.edu1 
> Sent: Thursday, June-10, 201~) 2:41 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman; TrawaJter, Sophie; Stroman, 
> Deborah Lynn 

> Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 
> 

> Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these won&rfully exciting 

> details! 
> 

> Soph - enjoy the whirlwind_ 

> Deb - moving up lad~; I like it! Let’s meet - when axe you available? And 

> let me when you are plmming a C-ville day trip’. 

> I am well. Writing... 

> Miss you both! 
> 

> 

> 

> On 6/10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <~dstroman(~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

>> A~aax~-w! I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with 

> t~ends. 

:~> We miss you! 

>> Yes, you are special a~d deserve the ve~ best in life! Expect the best 

> and 



:~> God will ~nd it your way. 

:~> All is well here. Busy as ever...I meet ruth Chancellor Thorp tomorrow 

> *ny 

>> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 
>> 

>> Do stay in touch’. 

>> I may come visit next month. 
>> 

>> -- Let’s get together this month!! 
>> 

>> ttugs, 

>> d 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http://x~¥.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

:~> "When nobody a~-ound you seems to measure up, it~ s time to check your 

:~> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: trawalt [,na~lto:trawalt(~email.unc.edul 

>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 

>> To:                    . Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>> Subject: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

>> Hello ladies, 

>> What a whirlwind! 

> How are you: Taldng time offto breathe a~d re-energize: I ,niss ) ou 

> both. 

>> Hope ali’s well, 

>> Sophie 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NOI~TH CAROI_,INA 

at C ]:IAPEL 

CAMPUS BOX 8700 

CttAPEL tIILL, NC 27599-87oo 

http://unc,edu/cbc 

919.843,o336 

9~9,96.z.632~5 

cbc@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

virtualshow support <virmalshow.support@o~24.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 12:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

virtualshow support <virtualshow.support@on24.com> 

RE: Digital Marketing World 

We’re glad it helped. Enjoy the show and do not hesitate to contact us again, 

Have a great day, 

Vktual Show Support 
ON24, Inc. 

20t ~rd Street, Suite 

San Francisco, CA 94:1.03 

virtualshow.support@on24.com 

US: (866) 921 8234 

Intemalonak (415) 738 2954 

ON24-the global webcast~ng and v~rtusl events leader 

ON24 IN THE NEWS AND ON ~ CLICK HERE 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 9:35 AM 
T~= vi~ualshow suppo~ 
Subject= RE: Digi~l Marketing Wodd 

~ just red~d it al over and slides appeared. Thanks. 

Go 
DeDorah ;!%~roman. P}~ D., (3I ,U 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your la~dstick," (B, LemtelJ 

From= v~uMshow suppo~ [mai~:virtualshow.suppo~@on24.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2050 $2:29 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
C¢= vi~ua~show suppo~ 
Subject= RE: Digi~l Narketing Wodd 

H~ Deborsh, 

P~ease dk:~ on ~t and the presentation wN open ~r~ another wk@ow. Note that ~here ~s no v~deo in tb~s presenta~:R)n. H: consists of aHdes and audio. 

~:you are not sb~e to v~ew any slides sL aH @ease take the foHowb~ test: 

htt~i!vsh ow.on 24.comivjew!vt s~tys!t ~s 

Whe~ you h~ve fin~sh~d tNs test p~ease take s scree~shot of it a~d se~d ~L to us so w~ ca~ better assist you. 

Vhtua~ Show Support 

ON24, 

20I 3rd Street, S@te 300 

San Randsco, CA 94~03 

US: (86~) ~21 8234 
lntemat~o~sL (415) 738 2~54 

ON24-the ~k)ba~ webcas~:m~ and vktua~ events ~eader 

ON24 ~N TNE NEWS AND ON ~ CLICK HERE 

From= Deborah Stroman [mai~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2050 9:25 AN 
To= vi~ua~show suppo~ 
Subject= RE: Digi~l Narketing Wodd 

~h~re ~s NO show~ O~y her vo~ce~ I h~t F5 m~d up ~opped the s~me screen: Auditorium L~st~s~ Where ~s the H~k for the 

t:xiio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

}lttp:!//%’ww.ui~cec]u/clq)ts/’exezc~se//sport aclminisLra tion 

"When nobody around you seems to measure ug it’s time to check your yardstick." (O. Lemley) 

From= vi~ualshow suppo~ [maito:virtualshow.suppo~@on24.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 ~2:23 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Co= v~uMshow suppo~ 
Subject: RE: Digi~l Narketing World 

Hi Deborsh, 

The "Emait Segmentation Made Iasy" presentation is based on sfides and audio. 11: you can view the stides on the screen and are able to hear the speaker Lhen you 

are noL having any ~ssues. 

~f any of the foHowh~g ~s m~ssing please Mt F5 on your keyboard to refresh the 

Thanks, 

Vktua] Show Support 

ON24, Inc. 

2013rd Street, S@te ~OO 



S~n Fr~n(:is~:o, CA 943.,:33 

-v-!~-r~-t~-u--a--!-s---h---~-A:~-s~-u-#-#--~--r--t--@-~---n---2--z-!-.--q--~---m--. 

US: (886) 921 8234 
Interna~ionak (415) 738 2954 
0N24-the! glob~l web~:asting ~nd virLt~al events leander 

ON24 IN THE NEWS AND ON TV CLICK HERE 

From-" Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20:[0 9::[9 AM 
To; virtualshow support 
Sabject: Digital Marketing World 
Iml~ortaace; High 

I am connected now and listenins, Is there a presentation? How do I view it? Thanks, 

Go Heals, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Spo~t Administration Faculw e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coord{nator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors SocieW) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919.&t-3.0336 

htvt~:/’/’www.u,~c.edu/’dq~ts//exercise/’sport_admi,~isu’adon 

"1~ the e~ct these things motter most: How wel! did you love? How fullg did you live? How deeply, did you leom to !et go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tiffauy@nchsaa.o~g 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 2:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Haxambe! Black Faculty and StaffCaucus 

I am out of the office and will return July 12 2010. I will return an?’ messages at my earliest chance. 

Tifthny Worthen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christopher S. Penn, Blue SkT Factou <cpenn@blueskyfactou.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 3:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you tbr downloading the Ultimate Guide to Email’. 

How@ Deborah, 

Thanks so much for taking the time to do~vnload the Ultimate Guide to Email. John and I were thrilled to co-author the guide and we hope you find it useful and practical. One note of 
suggestion - if you haven’t done so alrea@, you ~vill want to upgrade to the very latest version of Adobe’s Acrobat Reader (free): 

http :,’,’get. adobe, com/rea der/ 

A few folks have indicated that problems opening the eBook with fonts clear up the moment they’ve got the latest and greatest. 

I also wanted to also take a moment in my official capacity, at Blue Sky Factory to invite you to chat with us about how we might help you get more juice for the squeeze out of your current 
email marketmg programs. 

In a little ~vhile, one of our team members will be in touch to see how the guide’s working for you and ask if there’s al’~y way we can be helpful to you If you don’t ~vant to wait, hit us up at 
www BlueSkTFactory.com or 866-216-BLUE If you’d like to see what we’re about in 3 minutes, check out this short YouTube video: 

http://www blueskvfactolw, comi~oblue/ 

Thanks again for grabbing the guide - I truly hope it brings your email game to the next level and ultimately helps you become an email marketing ninja. 

Best regards, 

Christopher S. Penn 
Vice President, Strategy and Innovation 
Blue Sky Factory 
cpenn@blueslcyfactory.com 
www.blueskyfactory corn 
blog blueskyfactory corn 
Twitter: @blueskyfactory 

Co-Host and Co-Author, Marketing Over Coffee Marketing Podcast 
www.marketingovercoffee corn 

Chat with me on Twitter if that’s your thing: 
twitter.com/cspenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@emaiknnc.edu;, 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 3:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: The Club- Summer Update: ess.Carolin%Sports Business~lub.grp 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for the updates and I hope that your summer is going well. I am 
interested in the internship position with               and ;vas wondering 
if you had any- information on it? Do you know- the position 
responsibilities, whether it is paid and time commitment, etc? Answering 
any of these questions would help me to better put together a resume for 
this particular position Thank you for your time and help, 

OnWed, 7 Ju12010 15:32:12 -0400 (EDT), "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Heels! I hope all is well for you and you are enjoying your summer 
> pursuits Here’s the update from The Hill: 
> 
> 1 USA Baseball Networking Night - July 15th. Contact Adrian Pringle @ 
> adrianpringle@usabaseball.com - This event is a great way to make contact 
> wtlh local sport-related employers. 
> 

> 2 Sports Properties’s latest event: U.S. Figure Skating Championships 
> (northcarolina2011 corn) - This Fall’s internship program is extremely 
> unportant as they gear up for the 2011 U.S. Figure Skating Championslnps 
in 
> Greensboro in January. A full description of the internship can be found 
at 
> http://www.sportsproperties.comispi/51/95/Internships/. 
> Any interested students should send a cover letter and resume to 
> fdriscoll@sportsproperties.com by July 31st. 
> In the fall, SP accepts both full and part tune interns. 
> 

> 3. NC Pro-7’,m - Jerry Stackhouse’s premier summer league basketball league 
> (featuring NBA and College stars) is underway at NCCU in the evenings 
Mr 
> Bryant, league commissioner, is seeking dedicated and mature interns. 
> Contact Dr. Stroman wtlh your resume asap. This opportunity is fun and 
> fast-paced work. http ://ncproam comi 
> 

> 4 Dont’ forget NASSM’s job summary! -http://www.teamworkonline.con’~, 
> Featured Jobs as of June 25: 
> Title: Achninistratwe Fellowship - Pacific-10 Conference (Walnut Creek, 
CA) 
> 

> URL : http :/icollcgesportsiobs.teamworkonline. con~Yteamwurkdr, cfm ? i 30001 
> Title: 2010 Fall College Credit Internships - Houston Texans (Houston, 
TX) 
>URL:http:i/texans.teamworkonline.con~/team~vork/r.cfm?i 30038 

> Title: Graphic Design / Corrmmnitv Relatiuns h~tern - Chicago Wolves 
> (Olcnview, ]L) 
>URL:http://theahl.team~vorkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 30042 

> Title: @plication Development Intern (Unpaid/College Credit) Fall 2010 - 
> Miami HEAT (Miami, FL) 
>URL:http:iinbateamiobs.team~vorkonline.con~Yteamworlc,’r.cfm?i 30037 

> 

> 5. Homestead Miami Speedway - Tlnee open positions ranging from entry 
> level positions to the Director level. Additionally, there is a 
partnership 
> sales ruanager position at the corporate office in Daytona (FL) that is 
> also open. 
> 

> 

http ://iscmotorsl~orts.tearaworkonline.con~Jt earuwork/iobsiiobskev, cfra?s homestead 
> 

http ://iscmotorsports.team~vorkonline.corr~Yt earawork/j obs/j obs. cfm/Sales-and-Marketing ?supcat 489#29761 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions! 
> 
> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 3:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Inlbrmatiou 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hello I was hoping to receive more information about the 
am interested in applying Thank you for your time. 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 

internship because I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sophie Trawalter @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Lunch is penciled in :) 

On Wed, Jul 7, 2010 at 10:06 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You and that phone! 

Wedne~;day looL~ good. I wil cl~eck ~ wi~h my [ 7VA buds and see ift~ey ~e a~rouud m~d le~ 3,ou k~ow. Pencil i~ Rmch fo~ ~ow. 

d 

9 Z~).843.0336 

h t’,p:!//www.unc.edu/&’Its/exercise/sport administration 

"~’hen ~abody around yo~* seem~ ¢a mea,s’ure up, ~’s time to ched~ your yardstick. " (B. Leml,<V9 

From: Sophie Trawaker ,(~r!mnail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 9:16 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

tit Debby, 

Glad to hear all is well. Sony, I missed your call (I’m over my minutes this month so I’ve been keeping my phone oIt). I’d love to see you! 

Next week is a little crazy. I have meetings and work dimiers on Tuesday (the 13th) and Thursday (15th). We’re lecmiting two more facul~ members to ] 

tree all day Monday (12th) and mos~t of Wednesday (14th). I just have a lab tneeting at 4pm. 

If you come on Wednesday, tnight you have time for tne in fl~e morning (bre~2d’ast? hot chocolate? my treat!) or lunch? Let me lmow! 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 5:28 PM, Deborah Stroman qtstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I iR! is rc~A good~ .. cal me to~i or I w il ~ry lo catd~ },ou soon. 

Bu~y wiIa ~ummer p~R~ee*s a~d pl~mnh~g *~e C:mcus ~*u~ ,:~ I had a N:eat meeting wit~ the Chm~cellor 

d 

929 84,3 0336 

h t’~p://www.unc.ectuidcp~s/exerciseisport aclminist ration 

"N’hen nobody around.vo~* seen~ m mea,~ure up, ~’ s time to checl~ your yar&’tid~. " (B. Lemle)9 



Fr~)m: Sophie Trawalter [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, July 06, 2010 5:25 PM 
’ro: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Is eve~thing OK? 

My new email is s~cawalter(dbvirginia.edu. I can’t believe UNC deactivated my emM account already (I still have my Northwes~tem account from ~ny postdoc days!). 

It’s madness here. Work. . Life. But rm loving it. How are you? Hope aJl’s well. 

Much love, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 4:42 PM, Deborah Stroman ~dstroman,~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Trying to reach yoa’. What is your UVA email address? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stromm~, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

http://www, unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobody aroand you seems to measure up, it’s lime to check your yaMstick." (B. Letnley) 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: trawaJt [mailto:trawaJt~emM.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:44 AM 

To: Detx~rah Stroman 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: go waJ~oos -- missing the heels 

Ve~ grim. Oy. Thanks for sending. 

I’ll be back in Charlottesville July 1-July 14. Not sure what my schedule 

will look like. I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 

July 13. Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 

y’all :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dslrolnoaa(~eln~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Frown one of~ny buddies. :) 

http:i/diverseeducation.com/arficle/13868/scholax- says- research- universities 

> - not- serious- about- facul .ty- diversi~.html 

> Go tteels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Exploie. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/~v~vv.unc.eda/depts~exercise/sport ad~ninistration 
> 

> "When nobody arotmd you seems to measure up. it’s time to check your 



> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~med.unc.edul 
> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman; Trawa]ter, Sophie; Strom~n, 
> Deborah Lynn 

> Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 
> 

> Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these won&rfully exciting 
> details! 
> 

> Soph - enjoy the whirlwind... 

> Deb - moving up lady, I like it! Let’s meet - when are you avaJdable? And 

> let me when you are plmming a C-ville day trip’. 

> I am well. Writing.. 
> 

> Miss you both! 
> 

> 

> On 6/10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <~dstroman(~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

:~> Aaaawww! I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with 

> t~ends. 

:~> We miss you! 
>> 

>> Yes, you are special ~d deserve the ve~ best in life! Expect the best 

> and 

>> God will send it your way. 

>> All is well here. Busy as ever...I meet ruth Chancellor Thorp tomorrow 

> my 

>> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

>> Do stay in touch’. 

>> I ~nay come visit next ~nonth. 

>> -- Let’s get together this month!! 

>> Hugs, 

>> d 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
:~> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http://www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "When nobody a~round you seems to measure up, it’s ti~ne to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: trawalt [mailto:tmwalt(a)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 

>> To:                    , Detx~rah Lynn Stromm~ 

>> Subjecti go wahoos -- missing the heels 

>> Hello ladies, 



>> How are you? Taldng time off to breathe m~d re-enelgize? I miss you 

> both. 

>> Hope ali’s well, 

>> Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaiknnc.edu;, 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 4:18 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: The Club - Summer Ulxtate: ess.Carolin%SIyorts Business Club.grp 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for writing me back. I did check out the website, but I didn’t 
see anything on the internship - more just details about when the games are 
and who is involved etc.                                              : 

Would you say this internship is for an event planning position or 
event coverage? Any idea would be appreciated so I can critique my resume 
Thank you again, 

On Wed, 7 Jul 2010 16:09:14 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi No, the position is not paid. Please visit the site and you 
can 
> get an idea of the vastness of the program Key contacts in basketball 
and 
> event planning are the big highlights of this position. 
> 

> Send your resume and I will forward it to iX/Ix. Bryant 
> 

> Let me kno~v[ 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nohtrdy around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                     ;(a)email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 3:42 PM 
> To: Dr. Stroman 
> SubJect: Re: The Club - Summer Update: 
> ess.Carolina SportsBusiness Club.grp 
> 

> 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> Thank you for the updates and I hope that your surrm~er is going well. I am 
> interested in the internship position with and was 
wondering 
> if you had any irfformation on it? Do you know the position 
> responsibilities, whether it is paid and time commitment, ctc? Answering 
> any of these questions would help me to better put together a resmne for 
> this particular position. Thank you for your time and help, 
> 

> On Wed, 7 Jul 2010 15:32:12 -0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Heels t I hope all is well for you and you are er~ioying your surcaner 
>> pursuits. Here’s the update frora The Hill: 
>> 

>> 1. USA Baseball Networking Night - July- 15th. Contact Adrian Pringle @ 
>> adrianpringle@usabaseball.com - This event is a great way to make 
contact 
>> with local sport-related employers. 
>> 

>> 2. Sports Propcrties’s latest event: U.S. Figure Skating Championships 
>> (nolthcarolina2011 .corn) - This Fall’s internship program is extremely 
>> impoltant as they- gear tap for the 2011 U.S Figure Skating Championships 
>m 
>> Greensboro in Januals’. A full description of the internship can be found 
>at 
>> http ://~vw~v.sportsproperties cona/spi/51/95/Internships/. 
>> Any interested students should send a cover letter and resume to 
>> fdriscoll@sportsproperties corn by July 31st 
>> In the fall, SP accepts both full and part time interns. 
>> 

>> 3. NC Pro-Am - Jerry Stackhouse’s premier summer league basketball 
league 
>> (featuring ix,~3A and College stars) is underway at NCCU in the evenings 
> Mr. 
>> Bryant, league commissioner, is seeking dedicated and mature interns. 
>> Contact Dr Stroman ~vith your resume asap. This opportunity’ is fun and 
>> fast-paced work. http://ncproam.com/ 
>> 

>> 4. Dont’ forget NASSM~s job sunmaal~-! - http://,a~vw.teamworkonline.com/ 



>> Featured Jobs as of June 25: 
>> Title: Administrauve Fellowship - Pacific-10 Conference (Walnut Creek, 
> CA) 
>> 
>>U[:~[~:http://col[e~esportsiobs.teamworkonline.comiteamwork/r.cfm?i 30001 

>> Title: 2010 Fall College Credit Internships - Houston Texans (Houston, 
> TX) 
>> URL: http:i/texans.teamworkonline.comAeamworkJr.cfm?i 30038 
>> Title: Graphic Design / Communi~ Relations Intern - Chicago Wolves 
>> (Glenview, 
>>UP, L: http://theahl.teamxvorkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 30042 
>> Title: @plication Development Intern (Unpaid/College Credit) Fall 2010 

>> Miarm HEAT @hami, FL) 
>>UP, L: http:/inbateamiobs.teamworkonlme.cotr~’teamwork/r.cfm?i 30037 
>> 

>> 5. Homestead Miami Speedway - Three open positions ranging frora ently 
>> le’,~el positions to the Director level. Additionally, there is a 
> partnership 
>> sales manager position at the corporate office in Daytona (FL) that is 
>> also open. 
>> 

>> 

> 

http:/iiscl~xotorsports.teamworkonline.cotr~’teamwork/iobs/iobske¥.cfm?s homestead 
>> 

> 

http ://iscmotorsl~orts.teamxvorkonline.corr~Jt earawork/i obs/iobs, cfm/Sales-and-Marketin< ?sul~cat 489#29761 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you have any questions! 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 4:18 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Thaa~ks lbr visiting ~th us!! 

2010 epromos fact sheet.pdf 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman; I left you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 
I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 
and would love the opportunity to discuss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
I’ve attached a one-page overview of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. With ePromos, you get a 110% 
guarantee on every order, an in-house Creative Services Team that makes your logo look its best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 
have the item you want, even if you’re in a hurry. 
When you have a chance, feel free to call me atthe toll free number listed below, otherwise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look forward to working with 

(~ and showing you why ie are the pr°m° kn°w-h°w pe°ple!!’ii Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 
ePrornos Promotional Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 
1-800-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 
Skype: 
www,epromos.com -The promo know-how people 
NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USEqq-S - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

Blog: http:/iblog.epromos,com 

Case Studies: http:ii[deas.epromos.com 



Company Profile 

ePromos is one of the top promotional products companies in the v,,,orld by grov4h and volume. We combine expert service and 

cutting-edge technology 1:o provide the best overall buying experience in our industry. 

Our goal is to deliver not just products, but results. We specialize in the proper use of promotional products and draw best practices 

from our experience working with over 20,000 clients, and know how to apply them across organizations. F:rom strategic planning, 

centralization and brand consistency to creative ideas, trend--aware merchandising and unbeatable rush service, we offer a full--service, 

agency-style approach that will change how you think about your tangible branding and how to use your advertising, marketing and 

communications budget effectivel% 

As a leader and innovator in our industry, we also offer outstanding technological tools. These include our award-winning ecomrr~erce 

site, customizabie company stores and custom technology offerings available nowhere else. Our proprietary gi~ tracking and 

compliance software autornaticaliy tracks the value of gifts given to individuals to prevent violation of gift, gratuity and non--cash 

compensation rules. Our turnkey solutions save you time and money by improving purchasing efficiency with real-time i"eporting and 

increased automation. 

ePrornos is powered by a robust, technologically-enabled back office, including Jr’..--house art, merchandising and logistics departments. 

We process i]unctreds of orders per day at an error rate of less than 0.5%, and have over 6,000 products we are able to produce in as 

little as one da% We have strategic partnerships with the top domestic and overseas suppliers in our indusW and fulfillment centers in 

the US, Europe and Asia. 

Offices in AZ, FL, MA, ~vIN & OR ~ The Wall Street Journal ~ Rush service 
Over 20.000 customers 

Over 20% annual growth 

Error rate of less than ~% 

20+ custom company stores 

Over &5,000 products online 

Over 6,000 rush items 

Sourcing from 750,000+ items 

One Communications ,, Artwork services 

Earthlmk ,, Electronic & production proofs 

Microsoft ,, Overseas sourcing 

Dewey & LeBoeuf ,, Custom manufacturing 

Latham & Watkins ,, Custom software development 

Anheuser Busch ,, Milestone programs 

Heaven Hill Distilleries ~, Structured mailing programs 

State Farm ~, Rewards & incentives 

Norwich University 

M~I~II~-Dd~’ AWA R D 5 

800,LOGO,2:16 
vwvw, epromos.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 4:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks tbr visiting with us!! 

Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 
all spoke of, so I will be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 
Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LO(30-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:25 PM 

To: ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Hi Todd. Sorry, I didn’t get your vmsg until after 1 called in about my request I am now working with an account rep in your company. 

Coetinu~:_~d success, 

K~iio~e, E~gage, Empower. 
929 84.3 0336 

ht’[p:!///www.unc.ectu// c]cpIs/%xercise// sporv 

"When nobody around you seem~ to measure up, it% time to chec~ your ~ardstick." (B. Lorelei) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:18 PN 

To: cbccha~r@unc.edu 
Subject: ~an~ for visiting with 
Good A~ernoon Dr. Stroman; I le~ you a voice message today, but wanted to follow Mp with an email as well... 
I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will n~ed to sOe~k with you prior to s~nding out your 
and would love the oOpo~uniW to discuss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
I’ve a~ched a one-page preview of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. ~th ePromos, you get a ~ ~ 0% 
guarantee on eve~ order, an in-house Creative So,ices Team that makes your Io~o look its best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 
have the item you want, even if you’re in a 
~en you have a chan~, feel free to cNI me atthe toll free number listed below, othe~ise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look fo~ard to working with 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execudve 
ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

O~rect 646-216-5682 
Cell 

Skgpe: 

www,epromos,com -The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FkORIDA - MASSACH USERS - MINNESOTA - 

Case Studies: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaikunc.edu;, 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 4:46 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: The Club - Summer Ulxtate: ess.Carolina Slx~rts Business Club.grp 

Resume for ~ .rff 

Dear Dr Stroman, 
I am certainly not someone that needs to be babysat, not do I ~vant to be 
haha Here is my resume. Thankyou again, 

On Wed, 7 Jul 2010 16:22:56 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> No, there isn’t anything on the site regarding the internship. 
> 
> ’]7he position is more geared towards event pl anning, ttow to administer a 
> major event-type skill set He wants independent and energeuc interns 
He 
> does not have time to monitor and "babysit" lol 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nobo~dy around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B Lemley) 
> 

> 

©riginal Message ..... 
> From:                     h)email.unc, edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:18 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> SubJect: RE: The Club - Summer Update: 
> ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 
> 

> 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> Thai& you for writing rue back. I did check out the website, but I didn’t 
> see anything on the internship - rnnre just details about when the garues 
are 
> and who is involved etc. 

so this is something I am 
interested 
> in. Would you say- this internship is for an event planning position or 
> event coverage? Any idea would be appreciated so I can critique ray 
resume. 
> Tharf~ you again, 
> 

> On YVcd, 7 Jul 2010 16:09:14 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi, . No, the position is not paid. Please visit the site and you 
> can 
>> get an idea of the vastness of the program. Key contacts in basketball 
> and 
>> event planning are the big highlights of this position. 
>> 

>> Send your res~tme and I will forward it to Mr. Bryant. 
>> 

>> Let me 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage Empower. 
>> 919843.0336 
>> http ://;vw;v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 
>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 

>> From:                    @email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 3:42 PM 
>> To: Dr. Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: The Club - Summer Update: 
>> ess Carolina SportsBusinessClub grp 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
>> Thank you for the updates and I hope that your summer is going well I 



am 

>> interested in the internship position with the and was 
> wondering 
>> if you had any information on it? I)o you know the position 
>> responsibilities, whether it is paid and time comamtment, etc? Answering 
>> any of these questions would help me to better put together a resume for 
>> this particular position, r~[hank you for your time and help, 

>> 

>> On Wed, 7 Jul 2010 15:32:12 -0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroraan" <dstro@unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Hi Heels! I hope all is well for you and you are enjoying your summer 
>>> pursuits. Here’s the update from The Hill: 

>>> 1. USA Baseball Networking Night - July 15th. Contact Adrian Pringle @ 
>>> adrianpringle@usabasebalhcora - This event is a great way to make 
> contact 
>>> with local sport-related employers. 

>>> 2. Sports Properties’s latest event: U.S. Figure Skating Championships 
>>> (northcarolina2011 .com) - This Fall’s ir~tcrnship program is extremely 
>>> important as they gear up for the 2011 U.S. Fig~tre Skating 
Championships 
>> in 
>>> Greensboro in January. A full description of the internship can be 
found 
>> at 
>>> http:i/www.sl~ortsprol~erties.com/sm/51/95/Internships/. 

>>> Any interested students should send a cover letter and resmne to 
>>> fdriscoll@sportsproperties.com by July 31 st. 
>>> In the fall, SP accepts both full and part time interns. 

>>> 3. NC Pro-Am - Jerry Stacldmuse’s premier summer league basketball 
> league 
>>> (featuring N-BA and College stars) is underway at NCCU in the evenings. 
>> Mr. 
>>> Bryant, league commissioner, is seeking dedicated and mature interns 
>>> Contact Dr. Stroman with your resume asap This opportunity is fun and 
>>> fast-paced work http://ncproam com/ 
>>> 

>>> 4 Dont~ forget NASSM’s job sunzmary[ - http:/i~v,a~’.teamworkonline.co~rg 
>>> Featured Jobs as of June 25: 
>>> Title: Administrative Fellowship - Pacific-10 Conference (Walnut Creek, 

>> CA) 

>>>LrRL: http:~/collegesportsiobs teamworkonline.con~/teamwork/r cfm?i 30001 

>>> Title: 2010 Fall College Credit Internships - Houston Texans (Houston, 
>> TX) 
>>> krP,_L: http:/itexans.teamworkonline.co~r~teamworl~’r.cfm?i 30038 
>>> Title: Graphic Design / Communi~ Relations Intern - Chicago Wolves 
>>> (Glenview, IL) 
>>>URL: http://theahl.teamworkonlme.cor~’teamwork/rcfm?i 30042 
>>> Title: Application Development Intern (Unpaid/College Credit) Fall 2010 

>>> Miami HE&T (Miami, FL) 
>>>URL: http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i 30037 
>>> 
>>> 5 Homestead Miami Speedway - Three open positions ranging from entry 
>>> level positions to the Director leveh Additionally, there is a 
>> partnership 
>>> sales manager position at the corporate office in I)aytona (FL) that is 
>>> also open 

http://iscmotorsports teamwo~konlinecom/teamwork/iobs/iobskey cfrn?s homestead 

http://iscmotorsp~rts teamw~rkon~ine.c~n~‘~eamwork/iobs/i~bs.cfm/Sa~es~and-Marketin~?supcat 489tt29761 

>>> Please let me know if you have any questions! 

>>> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 4:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: The Club- Summer Update: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Nice email! I wish I was back at UNC so I could check out that Jerry 
Stackhouse Pro-Am opportunity! Maybe you can keep close contact with 
them to have a special guest speaker night sometime this fall Hope 
things are going well, and I am looking ibrward to a great year! Talk to 
you soon 

Dr. Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Heels! I hope all is ~vell for you and you are enjoymg your summer 
> pursuits. Here’s the update from The Hill: 
> 

> 1. USA Baseball Networking Night - July 15th. Contact Adrian Pringle @ 
> adrianpringle@usabaseball com - This event is a great way to make 
> contact with local sport-related employers. 
> 

> 2. Sports Properties’s latest event: US. Figure Skating Championships 
> (northcarolina2011 .corn) - ~his Fall’s internship program is extremely 
> important as the?’ gear up for the 2011 US Figure Skating Championships 
> in Greensboro in January. A full description of the internship can be 

> found at http ://www sportsproperties.con’b, spi/51/95/Internships/. 
> Any interested students should send a cover letter and resume to 
> fdriscoll@sportsproperties.com by July 31 st 
> In the fall, SP accepts both full and part time interns. 
> 

> 3. NC Pro-Am - JetO, Stackhouse’s premier summer league basketball 
> league (featuring NBA and College stars) is underway at NCCU in the 
> evenings Mr. Bryant, league commissioner, is seeking dedicated and 
> mature interns Contact Dr. Stroman with your resume asap. This 
> opportunity is fun and fast-paced work. http://ncprnam.con~, 
> 

> 4 Dont’ forget NASSM’s job summaryt -http://www.teamworkonline.con~, 
> Featured Jobs as of June 25: 
> Title: A~ninistrative Fellowship - Pacific-10 Conference (Walnut Creek, CA) 
> URIc: http://colIe~esportsio bs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfrn ?i 30001 
> Title: 2010 Fall College Credit Internships - Houston Texans (Houston, TX) 
> 1URI~: http://bexans.teamworkonline comJteamwork/r.cfin?i 30038 
> Title: Graphic Design / Community Relations Intern - Chicago Wolves 
> (Glenview, IL) 
> URL: http:i/theahl.teamworkonline comJteamwork/r.cfrn?i 30042 
> Title: Application Development Intern (Unpaid/College Credit)Fall 2010 
> - Mian~ HEAT (Miami, bJ_,) 
> URL: http://nbatearrliobs.teamworkonline.corr~’teamwork/r, cfin?i 30037 
> 

> 5. Homestead NSami Speedway - Three open positions ranging from ently 
> level positions to the Director level. Additionally, there is a 
> partnership sales manager position at the corporate office in Daytona 
> (FL) that is also open. 
> 

>http:i/isclrlotorsports.teamwurkonline.com/teamwork/iobs/iobskev.cfm?s homestead 
> http ://iscruotorsports.tearuworkonline.corrdteamwork/iobsiiobs. cfrrl/Sales-and-MarketitN ?supcat 489#29761 
> 

> Please let rue l~mw if you have any questions! 
> 

> Dr. Stroruan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 5:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jerry Stackhouse Pro-Am 

Dr. Stroman, 

How is your stammer going? I hope that you are doing well! 

Do you kno~v what the schedule would be like for working with this 
summer league? I am definitely interested, as it souaads like a really 
cool opportunity. 

Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussiuow <todd.nussiuow@epromos~com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 6:59 PM 

Strom~::, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks l’or visiting with us’.! KEYCHA1N 

Bettoni has a keychain available.., picture below... 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www.epromos~com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 ~:37 PN 
To~ ’Todd P. Nussino~ 
S~bjeet~ RE: Than~ for visiting with usH K~CHA[N 

FYI. I am a~so looking for a high-end key chain. Thanks. 

J)eborah Stro:nan, ~"Ivl?,, C;I 

9:9.843.0336 
hvp/’/’www.,_:nce d ,: / d~p::~;[~E~:~:sL:[spor~ administration 

"When no~od~ orouna ~ou seem~ to meos~re up, it’s time to check your ~ord~tic~." (& Lemte~} 

F~m: Todd P. Nussinow [mai~M:Mdd.nussinow@epromos.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2010 4:35 PM 

To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 

~C~u~Ily, I jUSt r~c~iv~ ~ ~m~il from C~v~ (~ I~y who w~s s~kI~Q wit~ you); sh~ h~s ~rovi~ m~ wit~ th~ i~form~$io~ you 

~ll s~oi~ oF, so I will b~ ~n~li~Q $his ~or Vou 

Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

~ccount Execu~ve 

ePromos PromoSon~l Products Inc. 

222 E~st 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY lOO17 

~-8~-LO~O-21~, x278 

Direct 

Cell 

Skype: 

;t~;t~_~6_~_£g_~_g~_~gE3 - The promo know-how people 

T~ ’Todd P. ~ussino~ 
~j~tl RE: Th~nB for visiting with 

Continued 

lattp//’www,uncedu / depts/~exercise//sport administration 

"When nobody ~round you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley} 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2050 4:18 PN 

To= cbccha~r@unc.edu 



Subject: Thanks for visiting with us!! 
Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman; I left you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 
I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 
and would love the opportunity to disouss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
I’ve attached a one-page overview of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. With ePromos, you get a 110% 
guarantee on every order, an in-house Creative Services Team that makes your logo look its best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 
have the item you want, even if you’re in a hurry. 
When you have a chance, feel free to call me at the toll free number listed below, otherwise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look forward to working with 
you and showing you why we are the promo know-how people!!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account [xecutive 
ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 last 44th Street, J~Oth Floor, New York, NY 10017 
1-800- kOGO-2 J~6, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 

Skype: 
~t_¢~_ .w_=~p__.r__o_._n2..o_~:_c_.o_._r).~_- The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USETFS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

Case Studies: b_t~_~]~j.d_,e_._a_~e_p_r._o_,.m__o__s_:._co___m_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Capital Auto Brokers Iuc ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 7:06 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Thx I hope 2 c you soon! 

On 3ul 7, 2010 5:30 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

HI Donyell. Here. s a strong sLudent ready to intern asap~ I asked him to forward his resume and you would be in touch. Let rne k~ow if you need a~yLNng else~ 

debbv 

http:/iwww,unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around tou seems m measure uN it~ s time m check your ~atdstic~." (O, ramjet) 

Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 12:19 AM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Contact 

@aol.com] 

I am so sorry.. I will call u tue. mid day.. Have a blessed one..Donyell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~ncproam.com 
Cc: @aol.com 
Sent: I~lon, May 17, 2010 6:39 pm 

Subject: Contact 

Hi Donyell. Let,s chat soon. I left you a message. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adtrdnisrrarion Faculty e[[] 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Inrmlship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo*rs Badness Chib 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 &~fith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapd t ti11, NC 27599 

9 I9.&43.0336 



"In the end these thh~gs matter most: How well did you love? How fully did ~vou live? How deeply did you loam to let 
go?" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos~com> 

Wednesday, July 7, 2010 7:06 PM 

cbcchaiff~unc.edu 

FW: Thaaxks for visiting with us!! 

According to the message received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 

website & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www~e~oromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2010 4:35 PM 
To= ’Todd P. Nussino~ 
Subject= RE: Than~ for visiting with us[! 

SupeH Thanks. 

9~9.E43.0336 

http:/’/www.unc,edu/’&pts/exe~cise/’sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to me~sure up, it’s ~ime to check your ~ardstick." (B. Lemle~) 

Fmm: Todd P. Nussinow [mailM:Mdd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
$ent: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with 

Actually, l just received ~n emaii from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

all ~poke of, ~0 I wiH be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thanks~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 

ePromos Promo~onal Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Hoar, New York, NY ~00~7 

l-8~-LOGO-21~, x278 

Direct ~46-2~6-5~82 

Cell 

Skype 

wwwoe~rornos.com -The promo know-how people 

Fmm: Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu] 



Sent-" Wednesday, .luly 07, 2010 4-:25 PM 
To-" ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject-" RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Hi Todd. Sorry, I didn’L get your vmsg until after I catled in abouL my request. I am now working with an accounL rep in your company. 

Continued success, 

9 L 9 8 ~.3 033 G 

"~he~ ~obod~ ~rou~d you seems to measure up, it’s time to ~’he~k your ~rdstick." (B. Lemle~) 

From: Todd P. Nussi~ow [ma~l~:todd.a~ssiaow~epromos.com] 
Sent: Wedaesday, ~ly 07~ ~0~0 4:18 P~ 

To: cbccha~r~ac.ed~ 
Subject: ~an~ for visiting with usH 

Good Afternoon Dr. 8truman; I left you a voioe message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 

I was oallin9 to follow up on your reoent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 

and would love the oppo~uni~ to disouss your needs, what you’re looking to aooomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 

l’ve aRaohed a one-page ove~iew of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo oompany. ~th ePromos, you get a 110% 

guarantee on eve~ order, an in-house Creative ~e~ioes Team that makes your logo look i~ best and over 6,000 rush produots so you oan always 

have the item you want, even ffyou’re in a hu~. 

~en you have a ohan~, feel free to oall me atthe toll free number listed below, othe~ise I’II follow up with you soon. I look fo~ard to working with 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

~ccount [xecuUve 

ePromos Promo~onal Products ~nc. 

222 last 44th Street, 10th gloor, New York, NY ~00~7 

l-8~-kOGO-216, x278 

~rect 646-2~6-5682 

Skg~e: 

;~P_~’~:~RER~_~:~RE0.- The ~romo know-how 
N[W YOR~ - A~IZONA - FkO~I~A - MASSACH U5[~S - MINN[SOTA - 

Case Studies: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Szollar, Mark A. <Szollma@nytimes.com> 

Thursday, July 8, 2010 10:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Douglas Freeman’ <dtieeman@irtcomconsulting.com> 

World Diversity Leadership Summit- Introductions 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 
As we discussed, I had the pleasure of having dinner with Doug Freeman last night. Doug is the President and Fonder of the World Diversity Leadership Summit and I 
was telling him about the terrific Diversity work you are doing at the University of North Carolina. In our conversation, I also stated what a tremendous asset you would be 
on the Diversity Sports Panel with Dr. Lapchick and Wendy Lewis (MLB). Doug will be in touch in the next day or so with you to give you a full flavor of the Conference, (which 

will be held September 13th and 14th at Harvard University), as well as the Sports Diversity panel. 

Thanks as always for your time and have a great day. 

GO TAR HEELS, 
Mark 
Mark Szollar 
Advertising Director- 
Recruitment, Diversity, & Sports Marketing 

(212) 556-3656- work 
- cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos~com> 

Thursday, Ju|y 8, 2010 10:33 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks l’or visiting with us’.! KEYCHA1N 

Depends on the logo & type .... these come standard with laser engraving on the front (bottom center, 3/4" W x 3/16" H), and 

have the option (additional cost) for laser engraving on the back side ( 5/8" W x 1" H ) 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www~epromos.corn -The promo know-how people 

From-" Deborah Stroman [rnailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:09 AH 
To; ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject-" RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! KEYCHAIN 

Hi Todd. I like thenL Can you fit two togositypography on them? 

J.)eborah :?]tr,~:nan, ["tvl?,, CI 

ExpJxx-e, Engak~e. Empowers’, 

9 [ %~43._ 336 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check Four yardstick." (& temley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [ma~to:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
~nt: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 6:$9 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
~ubj~ct: RE: Than~ for visiting with usH KEYCHAIN 

Bettoni has a keychain available.., picture below... 

~.~~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www.epromos.corn - The promo know-how people 

From-" Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2010 4:37 PH 
To-" ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! KEYCHAIN 

FYL I am also looking for a high-end key chain. Thanks, 

ExpJ.ot-e, Enga~e. Empow~n 

9 P9.~143.0336 

htHx/~/www,unc.edu/dcptsicxerq~se f s2orI administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your ~ardstick." (B. Lemte~) 

Fmm: Todd P, Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2010 ~:35 PH 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 



Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

all spoke of, so I will be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 
ePromos Promotional Products inc. 
222 East 44th Street, :~Oth Floor, New York, NY 
1-800- LOGO-2:~6, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 
Skype 
www~e~romos.com -The promo know-how people 

F~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 4:25 PM 
To: ’Todd P, Nussino~ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 
Hi Todd. Sorry, I dMn’t ~et your vmsg un~ after ~ ca~fed ~n a~out my requesL I am now workk~g with a~ account rep ~n your company. 
Continued success, 

"Whe~ nobod~ ~ro~nd ~o~ seem~ to measure ~p, it’s time to ehe~k your ~rd~t~’k." (8. ~emle~) 

F~= Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:~dd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Seat; Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2010 4:18 PN 
Te= cbcchalr@unc.edu 
Subject= ~an~ for visiting with usH 
Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman; I left you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 
I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 
and would love the oppoAuni~ to discuss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
I’ve a~ached a one-page ove~[ew of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. ~th ePromos, you get a 110% 
guarantee on eve~ order, an in-house Creative Se~[ces Team that makes your logo look i~ best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 
have the item you want, even if you’re in a hu~. 
~en you have a chan~, feel free to call me atthe toll free number listed below, othe~ise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look fo~ard to working with 

~ and sh°win9 Y°U why ~e are the prOmO knOw-hOw peOple H’~: 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Execu~ve 

ePromos PromoSonal Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, iOth Floor, New York, NY ~00~7 
i-8~-LOGO-2i6, x278 
Direct 646-2~6-5682 
Cell 
Skype 
~f_~(~=_E~£g_Q~£#_:£g_03- The promo know-how people 
NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USERS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

Case Studies: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sophie Trawalter @gmail.com> 

Thursday, July 8, 2010 3:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Sounds good. Hope you’re having a lovely sulnmer, Debby! 

Lots of love, 
Sophie 

On Wed, Jul 7, 2010 at 4:11 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

My men,tee is o~t ofto~ recruting So I m~y tm~;h back ~o AugusL I will ~c~ yot~ k~o~. 

Be good~ 

929 84.3 0336 

http:/!/www.ul~C.e@u/~epEs/exercise/sport a@minisEraEion 

"~’he~ nobo~{v around you ~ee~ to mea,~ure up, i1’,~" time to check yo~r yard~’tick~ ~ (B. iem109 

From: Sophie Trawalte~ ,@,gmail.com] 
Seut: Wednesday-, July 07, 2010 3:50 PM 

To: Deborah Stroruan 
Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

Lunch is penciled in :) 

On Wed, Jnl 7, 2010 at 10:06 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yo~ at~d that phone! 

Wedne~;day looL~ good. I wil cl~eck ~ with my [ 7VA buds and see ~fthey ~e :~round m~d le~ },ou k~ow. Penci~ i~ Rmch fo~ ~ow. 

d 

£)eboral:~ Strolnan, PI~.K},, CI_L~ 

h t’,p:!//www.unc.edu/&’Its/exercise/sport aclmmist:ration 

"~’hen ~obody around yo~ seem~ to mea,~’ure up, #’s time to ched~ your yardstiek. " (B. Lemi¢4~~ 

From: Sophie Trawaker 5~r!mnaiLcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 9:16 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 

tit Debby, 

Glad to hear all is well. SolD’ I missed your call (I’m over my minutes this month so I’ve been keeping my phone oIt). I’d love to see you! 



Next week is a little crazy. I have meetings and work dimiers on Tuesday (the 13th) and Thursday" (15th). We’re lecmiting two more faculF members to 

tree all day" Monday (12th) and mos~t of Wednesday (14th). I just have a lab ~neeting at 4pm. 

If you come on Wednesday, ~night you have time for ~ne in the morning (breakfast? hot chocolate? my treat!) or lunch? Let me know! 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 5:28 PM, Deborah Stroman qtstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I iR! is rc~l good~ .. cal~ me to~ or I will ~ry ~o catd~ ?,ou soon. 

d 

£)eboral:~ Stroman, Pt~.12),, CI_£~ 

K~iio~e. E~gage. Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

" N %en nobod~ around.volt see~ t~ mea~u~e up, #’ s time to checl~.~our.~av&’ticl~. ~ (~. Lemle)9 

Fro)m: Sophie Trawaker. 

Sent: Tuesday, July 06, 2010 5:25 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: go wahoos - missing the heels 

Is eve ~rything OK’? 

My new email is s~cawalter(gbvirginia.edu. I can’t believe UNC deactivated my emafil account already (I still have my Northwes~tem account from ~ny postdoc days!). 

It’s madness here. Work. Life. But rm loving it. How are you? Hope ali’s well. 

Much love, 

Sophie 

On Tue, Jul 6, 2010 at 4:42 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstmman~)etnafil.unc.edu > wrote: 

T~ing to reach you’. What is your UVA email address? 

Go tteels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

http://www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s lime to check your yardstick." (B. Le,nley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt~ema£unc.edu] 



Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2010 11:44 AM 

To: Detx~rah Stroman 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: go wa]~oos -- missing the heels 

Ve~ grim. Oy. Thanks for sending. 

I’ll be back in Charlottesville July 1-July 14. Not sure what my schedule 

will look like. I know I have a bunch of meetings and a work dinner on 

July 13. Any other day should be fine for a day-visit. I’d love to see 

y’all :) 

Sophie 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 15:06:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dslmlnoaa(~eln~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Frown one of~ny buddies. :) 

http:i/diverseeducation.com/arficle/13868/scholax- says- research- universities 

> - not- serious- about- faculF- diversi~.html 

> Go tteels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Exploie. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts~exercise/sport ad~ninis~tration 
> 

> "When nobody arotmd you seems to measure up. it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

Original Message ..... 

> From: (~:med.unc.edu1 

> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:41 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman; TrawaJter, Sophie; Stroman, 
> Deborah Lynn 

> Subject: Re: go wahoos -- missing the heels 
> 

> Lovely to hear from you both, especially all these won&rfully exciting 
> details! 
> 

> Soph - enjoy the whirlwind_. 

> Deb - moving up lady, I like it! Let’s meet - when are you avMable? And 

> let me when you are plmming a C-ville day trip’. 

> I am well. Writing ..... 
> 

> Miss you both! 
> 

> 

> On 6/10/10 12:13 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <~dstroman(~email.t~nc .edu> wrote: 

:~> Aaaawww! I was thinking of you and speaking of last night with 

> t~ends. 

:~> We miss you! 
>> 

>> Yes, you are special ~d deserve the ve~ best in life! Expect the best 

> and 

>> God will send it your way. 

>> All is well here. Busy as ever...I meet ruth Chancellor Thorp tomorrow 



> my 

:~> new role as Chair of the Black Caucus. :) 

:~> Do stay in touch! 
>> 

>> I may come visit next month. 
>> 

>> Sadye -- Let’s get together this month!! 

>> Hugs, 

>> d 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. E~npower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http://~¥.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> "When nobod~v around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

>> ..... Original Mes~ge ..... 

:~> From: trawalt [mafilto:tmwaltffa)email.unc.edul 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 11:25 AM 

:~> To:                     Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>> Subject: go wahoos -- missing the heels 
>> 

>> 

>> Hello ladies, 

> ~ 

>( 

:~> How are you? Taking time offto breathe and re-energize? I miss you 

> both. 
>> 

>> 

>> Hope all’s well, 

>> Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos.com> 

Thursday, July 8, 2010 4:05 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks tbr visiting with us!! 

OK... and did I get the message correctly from Caren that world map pens cost you $35 each last time you purchased them?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-2:16-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www.epromos.com -The prorno know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman Imailto:dstrornan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2010 11:30 AM 
To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

fnil:iai order " 75 

919.S43.033(? 

https/’/www.unc,e ctu/’depts,/exercise/’sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:37 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

I’m sure we can find some others .... what quantity are you looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:10 AM 

"Ira: ’Todd P. NussinoW 

Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us[! 

Yes, these are the pens. Do you haw_~ o[:her sWles in the same price point as [:he wodd mi~p with roller ball? 

Go i 

l])eb( r; 1-~ ~c tromart "t:’ll.lZ),, CI_L; 

t~xpio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

919.843.033,S 

tlttI~;////www.unc.e(]u/clelN:s//exezc~se//s~x)rt aclmmist:ra tion 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley} 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~uly 07, 2010 7:06 PM 

Ta: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

According fo the message I received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 

websife & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 



Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

~_~i~__v_L._9£__£_o__~__o__~_._£_o__D3 - The promo know-how people 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:35 PM 
To-" ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 
Super! Thanks, 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to ¢hetk your yardstitko" (B, Lemley) 

From; Todd P, Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4.:35 PM 

To; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

all spoke of, so I will be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www~epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Seat-" Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4-:25 PM 
To; ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
$,,bject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Hi Todd. Sorry, I didn’t get your vmsg until after I called in about my request. I am now working with an account rap in your company. 

Continued success, 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up~ it’s time to che~k your yardstitk," (B, Lemley) 

From= Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 



Sent: Wednesday, .luly 07, 20:10 4::18 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject= Thanks for visiting with us!! 
Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman; I left you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 
I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 
and would love the opportunity to disouss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
l’ve attached a one-page overview of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. With ePromos, you get a 110% 
guarantee on every order, an in-house Greative Services Team that makes your logo look its best and over 13,000 rush products so you can always 

have the item you want, even if you’re in a hurry~ 
VVhen you have a chance, feel free to call me at the toll free number listed below, otherwise I’II follow up with you soon. I look forward to working with 

i~:~ 
and showing you why~e are the promo know-how people!!! 

I 
Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 
ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 
I-SCO-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 
Skype: 
www.epromos,com -The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USEqq-S - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

BIo~: ~ttp:i/bk~,ep~omos.com 

Case Studies: h ~tp:iiideas,epromos.com 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussiuow <todd.nussiuow@epromos~com> 

Thursday, July 8, 2010 4:25 PM 

Strom~aL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

bettoni options 

Below is a better picture of the keytags; the one we discussed in top row, center.. 

For the pens, below link will get you onto the manufacturer’s website .... there are more than just pens, but I couldn’t find a way 

to narrow down any further.., this should be in ascending price order, so you’ll need to scroll down to the bottom third of the 

web page to see their nicer pens... 
\/ ¢ \/ / ~3 ¢ °Z e http://w/,w.logom ark.com/sho/, productsb’~ search.asp?CurrentPaqe=all&FreeTexf=Bettoni,o20p .n&SortBy=3 

Let me know if you have questions or need assistance... Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 
ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY ~L00::I_7 
1-800-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 
Skyp~ 
www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3uly 08, 20:[0 4:05 PH 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
$,,bject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

OK... and did I get the message correctly from Caren that world map pens cost you $35 each last time you purchased them?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 
ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 
1-800-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 
Skype: 
www~eprornos.com - The promo know-how people 

Frem; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 3uly 08, 20:[0 :[:[:30 AN 
To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 
Initial order ~ 75 



9Z9 84.3 0336 

https!///www.ui~c.edu/ deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody ~round ~ou seems to measure uN it’s time to ~het~ your yardstick," 

Fmm~ Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow~epromos.com] 

Sent~ Thursday, July 08, 2010 10:37 AN 

To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

I’m sure we c~n find some others .... w~t qu~ntity ~ro you Iooki~ ~orgg 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 
ePromos Promogonal Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 100~7 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-2~6-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www.e~romos.com -The promo know-how people 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, July 08, 20~0 ~0:10 AM 
To= ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject= RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

Ye~, tSe~e are the pens~ Do you have other ~tv{es ~n tSe same ~rice poh~t a~ the world map w~th roller baH? 

hl:tp:/’/’www.unc.edu/’(]epts// exerc~se/%port administration 

"When nobody around ~ou seems m measure uN it’s time m check your ~agdstick." (B. temte~) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow~epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 7:06 PN 

To: cbcchair~unc.edu 
Subject: ~: Thanks for visiting with usH 

According to the message I received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 
websife & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www~eprornos.com - The promo know-how people 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:35 PM 



To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 
Super! Thanks, 

"When nebodI around !eu ~eem~ le measure up, it’~ time to check !our lard~tick," (B, Lemtel~ 

From= Todd P~ Nussinow [maito:todd~nussinow@epromos.com] 
~ent= Wednesday, ~uly 07, 2020 4:35 PH 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
~ubject= RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

all spoke of, so I will be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thanks~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
~ccount 
ePromos Promo~onal Products lnc. 
222 last 44th Street, 1Oth ~loor, New York, Ng ~00~7 

l-8~-kOGO-216, x278 
~rect 646-2~6-5682 

Skg~e 

;~22~2_~6_~_r_~_~_R~:_~Rg~- The ~romo know-how 

F~m~ ~eborah Stroman [mai~:dstroman~emai.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesdag, Julg 07, 2010 4:25 PN 
T~ ’Todd P. 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 
~i Todd, SorrV, I d~d~’t ~e~ your v~s~ u~)~:~ aft:or ~ called ~n about my requesL ~ am now working wi~h an account rep ~n your corn~anv, 
Continued success, 

htt}~s/!’www,unc,eJui~e}~tsiexez’c~se//s}~o~t ~m~n~st~t~on 

"When nobod~ around ~ou seems to measure up, it’s time m check your yardstick." (& Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [maito:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
~ent= Wednesday, 3uly 07, 2020 4:28 PH 
To: cbcchair~unc.edu 
~ubject= ~an~ for visiting with usH 
Good A~ernoon Dr. Stmman; I le~ you a voioe message today, but wanted to follow up with an emai a~ wel... 
~ was ~alling to folow up on your moent v~s~t to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak w~th you prior to sending out your sample, 
and would ~ove the oppoRuni~ to disouss your needs, what you’re ~ooking to a~oomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 
Fve a~aohed a one-page ove~ew of ePmmo~ that ~how~ how we are different than the average pmmo oompany. ~th ePmmo~, you get a 110% 
guarantee on eve~ order, an in-hou~e Greatve Se~oe~ Team that make~ your logo look i~ be~t and over 6,000 ru~h pmduot~ ~o you oan alway~ 
have the item you want, even if you’re in a hu~. 
~en you have a ohan~, feel free to ~811 me atthe toll free number li~ted below, othe~i~e I’ll follow up with you ~oon. I look fo~ard to working with 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
~ccount 
ePromos Promo~onal Products Inc. 
222 last 44th Street, lOth ~oor, New York, NY 10017 
1-8~-kOGO-216, x278 
Oirect 646-216-5682 

Skype 
www.epromos~com -The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USERS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

BIo~: ~p://blo~.epromos.com 

Case Studies: h~p://~eas~ep~omos~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 2010.eml.msg 

Friday, July 9, 2010 12:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc~edu>; 
@gmail.com>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~,unc.edu>; 

[Fwd: NASSM Job Summary for 07/09/2010] 

@gmail.com>; 
@gmail.com>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
;@email.unc.edu>; 

@hotmail.com> 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

steve@teamworkonline.com 

Friday, July 9,2010 10:48 AM 

steve@tearnworkonline.com 

NASSM Job Summary for 07/09/2010 

Featured Jobs: 

Title: 2010-11 Graduate Assistantships - University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) 

URL: http://coNegespodsjobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=30205 

Title: Graphic Design ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 
URL: http://baseballiobs.teamworkonline.com/teamworkJr.cfm?i=30199 

Title: Fall Intern-Special Events - Major League Soccer (New York, N"0 

URL: http://mls.teamworkonline.com/teamworldr.cfm?i=30270 

Title: Finance Internship (Summer 2010) - USA Water Polo (Huntington Beach, CA) 

URL: htt p://usng bjobs.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/r.cfm?i=30283 

Got a New Job? Tell a friend: Your students can promote their names and internships or jobs 
on www.teamworkonline.com plus send their announcement to faculty, friends and sports 
industry publications. Encourage them to do so. See our new feature - Got a New Job? Tell a 
Friend. 

The following jobs were posted in the last 7 days by clients licensing TeamWork 
Online as their recruiting software: 

¢ommu~icationstCom~s~nity Relations Event 
Facib~y Ope~ations/Eve~t S~aff Food a~sd Beverage 

Title: Staff Accountant- Ultimate Fighting Championship (Las Vegas, NV) 

Title: ~TAFFAOOOUNTANT- ~outh Okanagan Even~ Oentre (Penticton, 

Title: Staff Accountant- SK Baseball BaNpark Management; Reno Aces (Reno= NV) 

Title: Staff Accountant- Columbus Crew (Columbus, OH) 

Title: GENE~L MANAGER - South Okanagan Event Centre & Penticton Trade and Convention Centre 
(Penticton, BC) 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

Executive Assistant to VP of Ticket & Suite Sales - New Orleans Saints (Metairie, LA) 

Receptionis’dAccounting Assistant- Houston Aeros (Houston, TX) 

OFFICE MANAGER- Ted Constant Convocation Center at Old Dominion University (Norfolk, VA) 

Executive Administrative Assistant - Texas Stars & Cedar Park Center (Cedar Park, TX) 

Title: 
Media Relations & Broadcast Manager - Bakersfield Condors (Bakersfield, CA) 



Title: 
Colorist- NASCAR Media Group (Charlotte, NC) 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

TV/Radio Broadcast Game Night Staff- New Orleans Hornets (New Orleans, LA) 

Media Services Manager - Spurs Sports & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

LED Systems Manager (Daktronics) - Orlando Magic (Orlando, FI) 

Associate Athletic Director-Athletics Communications - The Universib/of Tennessee Athletics 
Department (Knoxville, TN) 

Director of Communications - USA Rugby (Boulder, CO) 

Title: Event Manager- Universib/of Oregon Athletic Depa~ment (Eugene, OR) 

Title: Event SeHices Coordinator- Hou~on Rocke~ & Toyo~ Center (Houston, TX) 

Title: Guest Se~ices Coordinator- Houston Rockets & Toyo~ Center (Houston, TX) 

Title: S~dium Systa~s Manager = Kansas City ~hiefs (Kansas City, MO) 

URL: ~obs te,3 mwo d,;o n:ipe com,¢ea mwork,’i cfm ?~=30 Z04 

Title: HOUSEKEEPING/S~UP MANAGER- Pueblo Convention Center (Pueblo, CO) 

Title: OPE~TIONS SUPERVISOR- Iowa Even~ Center (Des Moines, IA) 

Title: Groundskeeping ~ Night Crew- Houston Astros Baseball Club (Hou~on, TX) 

Title: Main Banker- Calder Casino & Race Coupe (Miami Gardens, FL) 

Title: Concessions Supervisor = 2010-2011 Event Season - Rojo Hospi~lity Group LLC (Glendale, AZ) 

URL: ~://footbal~obs teamwo rko n~ne corn,tea mwod,ir cfm?i=30259 

Title: Culinary/Cooks - 2010-2011 Event Season - Rojo Hospitali~ Group LLC (Glendale, AZ) 

Title: Sous Chef- Legends Hospi~li~ Management- Dallas Cowboys S~dium (Arlington, TX) 

Title: Concessions Manager- Cleveland Browns (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: 
Intern - Miller Park Operations - Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: 
Arena Operations Internship - Orlando Magic (Orlando Magic, fl) 

Title: 
Fall Intern-Special Events - Major League Soccer (New York, NY) 

Tit{e: 
Ticket Operations Intern - Columbus Blue Jackets (Columbus, OH) 

Title: Foundation/Community Development Social Media Event Intern - Columbus Blue Jackets (Columbus, 

Oh) 

Title: 
Media Relations/Communications Internship (part-time unpaid) - Houston Aeros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
2010-11 Graduate Assistantships - University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) 

Title: 
Finance Internship (Summer 2010) - USA Water Polo (Huntington Beach, CA) 



Title: 
Graphic Design ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Groundskeeping Intern ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Market Development ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Stadium Operations Academic Internship - Ptliladelptlia Eagles (Philadelptlia, PA) 

Title: 
Premium Sales Call Center Intern - Philadelphia Eagles (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
Ticket Sales and Marketing Internship (Fall 2010) - Houston Aeros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Basketball Operations Intern - Los Angeles Sparks (Los Angeles, CA) 

Title: 
Ticket Office Intern = Hartford Wolf Pack (Hartford, CT) 

Title: 
Event Intern - Fall 2010 - USA Rugby (Boulder, CO) 

URL: htti3://usa~obs teamworkoniine com/feamworWr.cfm?i=3023! 

Title: Spring 2011 Sales & Marketing Internships - Kansas City Chiefs Football Club, Inc. (Kansas City, 

MO) 

Title: 
Foundation Development ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Intern - Brewers Enterprises - Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: 
Marketing/Event Presentation Internship - Orlando Magic (Orlando, FL) 

Title: Oilers Family Brand - Telus GroundskeepeF Internship - Edmonton Oilers Hockey Team (Edmonton, 
AB) 

Title: 
Media Relations Internship- Gwinnett Gladiators (Duluth, GA) 

Title: Community Outreach Internship Opportunities (2010-2011) - New Mexico Thunderbirds (Rio 

Rancho, NM) 

Title: 
Tour intern ~ Houston Astros Fall 2010 Internships - Houston Astros (Houston, TX) 

Title: 
Game Day Internship- NFL West Coast Team (Alameda, CA) 

Title: Sun Life Stadium/Centerplate Job Fair (July 29, 2010) - Sun Life Stadium/Certerplate (Miami 

Gardens, FL) 

Legal Jobs 

Titl~: Competition Counsel- NASCAR (Daytona Beach, FL) 

Title: Account Executive, Market and Media Research - NASCAR (Charlotte, NC) 

URL: ~,’,’l!~sc~rie~mwod,.anilnex:em,~ze~mworK/! cfra’?i=30247 

Title: MARKETING COORDINATOR (Part-Time)- University of Phoenix Stadium (Glendale, AZ) 

Title: Game Night Entertainment Staff (Seasonal)- The New Orleans Hornets (New Orleans, LA) 

Title: Director, Marketing & Promotions - Phoenix Mercury (Piloenix, AZ) 

Title: Director of Event Marketing - Cedar Park Center (Cedar Park, TX) 

Title: Account Executive, Industry Operations - NASCAR (Daytona Beach, FL) 



URL: ~://nascs r tes mwoil, eniine.co m,d:ea mwork/r 

Title: Digital Marketing Coordinator- Philadelphia Eagles (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: Technical Coordinator- National Hockey League (New York, NY) 

Title: Dire~or of CRM - New Orleans Hornets (New Orleans, LA) 

Title: Field Producer- Phoenix Coyotes (Glendale, AZ) 

Title: Tank Patrol Team Mem~r- San Jose Sharks (San Jose, CA) 

Title: Program Officer- A~hur M. Blank Family Foundation (Arian,, CA) 

Title: Chemi~ffechnician - United S~tes Eque~rian Federation, Inc (Ithaca, NY) 

Title: Senior Resource Development Manager- NASCAR Foundation (Charlene, NC) 

P~ayer Operations Jobs 

Title: Head Equipment Manager- Vcitoria Salmon Kings (Victoria, BC) 

Reta~ZL~cens~ng Jobs 

Title: E-Commerce/Merchandise Coordinator- Philadelphia Eagles (Philadelphia, PA) 

$po~sorsh~p Sa~es & Act~vat~o~ Jobs 

Title: Sponsorship Sep, dce Represen~tive - Lansing Lugnu~ (Lansing, MI) 

Title: Corporate PaRnerships Account Executive - Houston Dynamo (Houston, TX) 

Tec~ca~ Services Jobs 
...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Title: 
Assistant Editor - Ultimate Fighting Championship (Las Vegas, NV) 

Title: 
System Engineer - Ticke~,com (Concord, CA) 

Title: A/V PRODUCTION COORDINATOR - Ted Con~ant Convocation Center at Old Dominion UniveFsi~ 
(Norfolk, VA) 

Title: School Development Dire~or- Providence Bruins (Providence~ RI) 

Title: Inside Sales Representative - New York Islanders (Uniondale, NY) 

Title: Premium Sales ~ecutive- Philadelphia Eagles (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: Suite Sales Executive - Houston Rocke~ (Houston, TX) 

Title: Inside Sales Representative - South Carolina Stingrays (Charleston, SC) 

Title: Group Sales Executive - South Carolina Stingrays (N Charleston, SC) 

Title: Group Ticket Sales - New Hampshire Motor Speedway (Loudon, NH) 

Title: Event & Group Sales Coordinator- Florida Panthers (Sunrise, FL) 

Title: Ticket Account Executive - Edmonton Oilers Hockey Club (Edmonton, AB) 

Title: Ticket Sales Representative - Detroit Lions~Ford Field (Detroit, MI) 

Title: Inside Sales Representative - CharloIe Checkers Hockey Club (CharloIe, NC) 

Title: Account Executive - Binghamton Senators (Binghamton, NY) 

URL: 

Title: TournamentTicketAgent- IMGTicke~(PaloAIto, CA) 



Title: Director of Ticket Sales - New Chicagoland ECHL Team (Hoffman Estates, IL) 

We~iC~e~tive SePvices Jo~s 

Title: Creative SeP, dces Manager- International Speedway Corporation (Daytona Beach, FL) 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Steve Kessen 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.292.9265 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entit~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 
and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities otiler tilan the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete the material from any computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Friday, July 9, 2010 12:04 PM 

’Todd P. Nussiuow’ <todd.nussiuow@epromos.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: bettoni optious 

Hi Todd. 

1, Pens - We narrowed the pens to the Cosimo LS3350 and Monsignor I.M 8850, Please advise BEST pricing and expected delivery options for initial order of 75 

pens, The artwork can be one-color~ as necessary~ I.et me know if you need anything e~se, 

2, ffey Chain - What ~s the Rein #? ff you believe ~:he Mack keycham h; out of stock, when ~vi~l they be avi~lab~e? O~:herw~se, ph~ase advise on prk:~ng for 50 

key chitons w~th k~go. 

3, Coaster--- EH5106 Domanda .-- Best price for logo on 50 

Thanks, 

919 84.3 033d 

"When hobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B, Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mail~:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~uly 08, 20~0 4:2S PN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: be~oni options 
Impo~ance: High 

Below is ~ better picture of the keyf~gs; the one we discussed in fop row, center.. 

For the pens, below link will get you onto the monufocfurer’s websife .... there ore more fhon just pens, but I couldn’t find o woy 
to norrow down ony further.., this should be in oscending price order, so you’ll need to scroll down to the bottom third of the 

web pose fo see their nicer pens... 

http://www.l~‘q~mork.c~m/sh~wpr~duc~sbyseorch.osp?Curren~Poqe=o~&Free~ex~=Be~ni%2~pen&~r~Bv=3 

Let me know if you hove questions or need ossisfonce... Thonks!! 

Todd P, Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell : 

Skype: 

www,e[3romos,com - The promo know-how people 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, .luly 08, 2010 4:05 PH 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 



OK... and did I get the message correctly from Caren that world map pens cost you $35 each last time you purchased them?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

}~Z~__v_L:9£__~__o__~__o___s__._~_o__D3 - The promo know-how people 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, July 08, 2010 11:30 AN 
To-" ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us[! 

Initial order " 75 

9Zq.843.0334 

htt]L~:/~/www,unc.e d u / de]L~ts/~e~ercise,/s}~o~t actmmistration 

"When nebo@ ~reund you ~eem~ to measure up, it" ~ time to ~he~k your yardstick. 

From= Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, July 08, 20~0 [0:37 AN 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

I’m sure we c~n find some others .... whof quonfify ~re you Iookin~ ~or~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promo~onal Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY ~0017 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-2~6-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, July 08, 20~0 ~0:~0 AN 
To~ ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject~ RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

Yes~ these ~Fe the pens Doyouh~eotheFstv~es~r~thesaR~eprk:epo~nt~sthewoF~dr~)apw~thFol~er 

htt:p:/’/’www.ur~c~e~u/~Jepts/~exercise/~s?ort ~Jmimstration 

"When nobed~ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to che~k your yerdstirk," (B, LemleyJ 

From= Todd P. Nussinow [ma~l~:~dd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 7:06 PH 
To~ cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject= ~: Thanks for visiting with usH 

According to the message I received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 

website & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 



Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 100:17 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www~eprornos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 07, 2020 4:35 PM 
To= ’Todd P. NussinoW 
Subject= RE: Than~ for visiting with usU 

Super~ Thanks. 

919 84.3 0336 

"When nebed~ around you seems to measure up, it’s ~ime to :he~k your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mail~:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 ~:35 PH 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 

~tuolly, I jUSt received on ~m~il from Goren (the Iody who wos sDeoking with you); s~e ~os Drovided me wit~ t~e in~ormofion you 

~11 s~oke off so I will be h~ndling t~is ~or you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thonks~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 

ePromos Promo~onal Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 20th Floor, New York, NY 20027 

2-8~-LOGO-226, x278 

Direct 646-226-5682 

Cell 

Skype 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 ~:25 PH 
To: ’Todd P. Nussino~ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 

Continued success, 

http:/’/www.unc,e du/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s ~ime to ~’he& your yardstid<," (B. Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mail~:~dd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 2010 4:18 PH 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: ~an~ for visiting with us~ 

Good A~ernoon Dr. Stmman; I le~ you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 

I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 

and would love the oppo~uni~ to discuss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 

I’ve a~ached a one-page ove~iew of ePmmos that shows how we am different than the average pmmo company~ ~th ePmmos, you get a 110% 

guarantee on eve~ order, an in-house Creative Se~ices Team that makes your logo look i~ best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 

have the item you want, even if you’re in a hu~. 

~en you have a ohan~, feel free to c811 me atthe toll fr~e number listed below, othe~ise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look fo~ard to working with 

you and showin~ you why we am the pmmo know-how people~ 



Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype 
ww~,~’.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 
NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACHUSETTS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 
Blog: http~i~blog.epro rues.co m 
Case Studies: http:iiideas.epromos.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gingerich, Tamaxa <tgingerich@ncaa, org~ 

Friday, July 9, 2010 12:10 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Usher, Catherine <cusher@ncaa.org> 

1099 form 

Document.pdf 

Deborah, 
Hello. I handle the 1099’s J2~r the Association and uN2~rmnately I cannot reprint a 2008 form as we no longer have those but I do have a copy of the corrected form so hopefully that will 
suffice. Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

Tamara Gingerich 
Associate Director of Accounting 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O Bo× 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: (317)917-6439 
Fax: (317)917-6983 
tgingerich@ncaa, org 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 3W1 [mailto:HP M4345 3Wl(~r!ncaa.or~] 

Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:04 PM 

To: Gmgerich, Tamara 

Sublect: 

Please open the attached document. This document was digitally sent to you using an HP Digital Sending device. 
This email and any attactwnents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. Kyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos.com> 

Friday, July 9, 2010 12:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: bettoni options 

OK, here we go... 

For either pen, your cost is $11.95 each, plus a set up charge of $56.25 (plus freight); production is 5 days after proof 

approval 

For the keytags (item# EKIO05), cost is $4.85 each, plus a set up charge of (plus freight); production is 5 days after proof 

approval 

o Currently, there are about 50 pcs of the silver braided option in stock 

o Black is expected in around Sept. 10th 

For the coasters, cost is $10.95 per set (plus freight);.., you have a decoration choice on these; either printed or 

debossed 

o Printed set up is $56.25; production is 5 days after proof approval 

o Debossed set up is $81.25; production is 7 days after proof approval 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 20:t0 :t2:04 PM 
To; ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: bettoni options 

Hi Todd. 

Pens - We narrowed the pens to the Cosirno LS3350 and Monsisnor I.M 8850. Please advise BEST pricin8 and expected delivery options for initial order of 75 

pens. The artwork can be one-color, as necessary. I.et me know if you need anything else. 

2, Key Ch~in - What is the ib:_~m #? ff you b~:Aieve the black keychain is out of stock, when will they be ~v~ilable? Otherwise, ph~ase advise on prk:~ng for 50 

kev chitons w~th 
3. Coaster--- EH5106 Domanda .-- Best price for logo on 50 

Thanks. 

919 843 O~ ~ 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

F~m~ Todd P. Nussinow [mail~:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, July 08, 20[0 ~:25 PH 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subje~t~ be~oni options 
Zmpo~anee~ High 

~elow is ~ better picture of the keyt~gs; the one we discussed in top row, center.. 

::.~.:: 



For the pens, below link will get you onto the manufacturer’s website .... there are more than just pens, but I couldn’t find a way 

to narrow down any further.., this should be in ascending price order, so you’ll need to scroll down to the bottom third of the 

web page to see their nicer pens... 

L)_!L!~?_LL !____w_____w__’___w___&o__~__o__E!_<_~_r___k__.___c_’___q_[T_L,{__s_L L_q___w__’ _p___r___o____Q____u____c_’_L_s___b__y s e a r c h. a s:2~--u--r--r---e-~E~1~-P----a--~--e-~-<-~L-&--~-F---r---e-~--e-~-~-~-e--E-t-:-B----e-~!~!L~-~E~]~-~-2-~-~-~?~--e--r--%&-‘-~-~-‘~--q-r-1~-B-~k~2-~-3-- 
Let me know if you have questions or need assistance... Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

:1-800-LOGO-2:16, x278 

Direct 646-2:16-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The prorno know-how people 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3uly 08, 20:10 4-:05 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

OK... and did I get the message correctly from Caren that world map pens cost you $35 each last time you purchased them?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, :10th Floor, New York, NY :100:17 

:1-800- LOGO-2:16, x278 

Direct 646-2:16-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www~epromos.com - The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 20:10:1:1:30 AM 

To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Initial order’ " 75 

Go "..’:."eels, 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemtey) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:tod&nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3uly 08, 20:10:10:37 AN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

I’m sure we can find some others .... what quantity are you looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, :10th Floor, New York, NY :100:17 

:1-800-t_OGO-2:16, x278 

Direct 646-2:16-5682 

Skype 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, .luly 08, 20:10:10::10 Alvl 
To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Yes, these are the pens. Do you have other styles in the same price point as the world rnap with roller ball? 

<? L 9 84.3 0.33 (i 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick°" (B. Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, .luly 07, 20:10 7:06 PM 



To: cbcchair@unc,edu 
Subject: FM!: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

According to the message I received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 

website & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~ema~l,unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~uly 07, 20~0 4:35 PM 
To= ’Todd P, Nussino~ 
Subject= RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 

Suped Thanks. 

9i9.E~3.0336 

"When nobody around you seems to me~su~e up, it’s time to ~’he~k your ~ardstid~." (B. Lemley) 

Fmm~ Todd P. Nussinow [ma~:~dd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
~e~t~ Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 4:35 PH 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
~u~ject~ RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

al~ spoke of, so I wiH be h~ndling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

Thanks~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 

ePromos Promo~onal Products ~nc. 

222 East 44th Street, ~Oth FMor, New York, NY ~00~7 

~-~-LO~O-2~, x278 

Direct 

~ell 

Skype: 

wwwoe~romos.com -The promo know-how people 

Fmm~ Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu] 
~e~t~ Wednesday, 3uly 07, 20~0 4:25 PH 

To~ ’Todd P. 
~ubject~ RE: Than~ for visiting with 
Hi Todd. ~orry, ~ d~dn’~ ge~ your w-n~ un~ ~ffer ~ c~ed h~ ~bou~ my request ~ ~m now workh~ wi~h ~n ~ccoun~ rep ~n your company. 

Co~l{~lued success, 



9 JZ 9 8 4.3 0,3,3 (i 

"When nobody around you se~m$ to measure ui~, it’s ~im~ to ~he~k your yardstick." (B, Lemley) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mail~:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~uly 07~ 2010 4:18 PH 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: ~an~ for visitin~ with usH 

Good A~ernoon Dr. Stmman; I le~ you a voice message today, but wanted to follow up with an email as well... 

I was calling to follow up on your recent visit to our website & sample order request. I will need to speak with you prior to sending out your sample, 

and would love the oppo~uni~ to discuss your needs, what you’re looking to accomplish, and how we might be able to assist you. 

Pve a~ached a one-page ove~iew of ePromos that shows how we are different than the average promo company. ~th ePromos, you get a 110% 

guarantee on eve~ order, an in-house Creative Se~ices Team that makes your logo look i~ best and over 6,000 rush products so you can always 

have the item you want, even if you’re in a hu~. 

~en you have a chan~, feel free to call me atthe toll free number listed below, othe~ise I’ll follow up with you soon. I look fo~ard to working with 

~:~ and show,ng you why ~e are the promo know-how people,[, Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th F~oor, New York, NY 10017 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

D~rect 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 
:£,:~&,~_=~2[_~[~3_9~=~£g).- The promo know-how people 
NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USERS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 
Blog: 
Case Studies: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Todd P. Nussinow <todd.nussinow@epromos.com> 

Friday, July 9, 2010 2:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: bettoni options 

You’re very welcome!! Since there are only 50 of them, I have the silver braided keytags held, in the event that you want those.. 

. they only hold them for 24 hours, so if you do, we’ll need to get going on them... 

Are you ready to have us place your orders?? Let me know & we’ll get right on them for you. Thanks!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, :10th Floor, New York, NY :100:17 

:1-800-LOGO-2:16, x278 

Direct 646-2:16-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com -The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 20~.0 i:0:t PM 
To: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 
Subject: RE: bettoni options 
Thanks, 

Go 

KxpRxe, E~gage, Empower. 

-9 ".,: 984.30336 

h t’[p:!//%’ww.unc.edu/ cl{’pIs/%xercise// sporv administration 

"When nobody around you seem~ to measure up, it% time to chec~ your ~ardstick." (B. Lorelei) 

From: Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: ~riday, July 09, 20~0 ~2:47 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: be~oni options 

~, horo wo ~o... 

~or ~ifhor ~on, your cos~ is $1 1.95 o~ch, Dlus ~ sol ~D ch~r~o of $5&25 (~l~s ffoi~h~); Drod~cfion is 5 ~gs ~fl~r Droo~ 

~or ~h~ koy~s (if ore# ~1005), cos~ is $4.85 ~ch, ~lus ~ so~ ~ ch~r~o o~ (@~s ffoi~h~); ~rod~dion is 5 d~ys ~flor ~rooP 

@pprov@l 
o Currently, there are about 50 pcs of the silver braided option in stock 

o Black is expected in around Sept. 10fh 

For the coasters, cost is $10.95 per set (plus freight);.., you have a decoration choice on these; either printed or 

debossed 

> Printed set up is $56.25; production is 5 days after proof approval 

o Debossed set up is $81.25; production is 7 days after proof approval 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account [xecudve 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [ma~lto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ FrMay, July 09, 2010 12:04 PN 

T~ ’Todd P. Nuss~no~ 
~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: be~oni options 

Pen~ -- We n~owed th~ pens ~ d~e Coskno L~350 and Monsignor LM ~850. Ple~s~ advi~e BEST pridng and expected d~liveP¢ options fo~’ initia~ order of 75 

pen~. The artwod~ can be on~-color, as necessaP¢. L~ me know H: you need anytMng eBe. 

2. K~y Chain --W~at ~ the ~t~m ~? ~f you bNi~ve t~ Mack keyc~a~ ~ out of stock~ whe~ will t~y be avaH~M~? Oth~rw~s~ @~a~e adv~s~ on ~dng for 50 

key chains ~4th bgo. 

3. Coaster- EH5:10{5 Domanda - Best prk:e for logo on 50 

Thanks. 

Go } 

9 L 9 84.3 03.3 6 

http:/’/www.unc,e du/’depts//exercise/’sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to meosure uN itN time to check your yardsticl~." (B. Lemley) 

Fmm: Todd P. Nussinow [mailM:Mdd.nussinow@epromos.com] 



Sent: Thursday, .luly 08, 2010 4:25 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: bettoni options 
:Importance: High 

Below is a better picture of the keytags; the one we discussed in top row, center.. 

For the pens, below link will get you onto the manufacturer’s websife .... there are more than just pens, but I couldn’t find a way 
to narrow down any further.., this should be in ascending price order, so you’ll need to scroll down to the bottom third of the 
web page fo see their nicer pens... 

hllp:!/www.lo~qpmark.com!showproductsbysearch.asjo?CurrentPaqe =all&FreeTexf=Betloni%20pen&SortBy=3 

Let me know if you have questions or need assistance... Thanksl! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promo~onal Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY ~0017 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

www.e~rornos.com - The promo know-how people 

F~m: Todd P. Nussinow [ma~l~:~dd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3uly 08, 2010 ~:05 PH 
To: ’Deborah SLroman’ 
Subject: RE: Than~ for visiting with us~ 

OK... ~nd did I get the message correctly from C~ren thor world m~p pens cost you $35 e~ch I~sf time you purchosed fhem~ 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Execu~ve 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-8~-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

[~_~:_~£_[_9_~_2~_~2~3 - The promo know-how people 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, July 08, 2010 11:30 AH 
To= ’Todd P. NussinoW 
$ubje¢U RE: Than~ for visiting with 

~rdtia~ order " 75 

Go ~ feels, 

Debon~h Stroman, ~"}~.D,, CI 

E>:piore, En~a~e, Empower. 

htt}%/ /’www,unc.eJu/ ~e}~ts/’exerc~se// s}~ort ~&mnistrat~on 



"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick°" (B, Lemley) 

From; Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent; Thursday, July 08, 20:[0 :[0:37 AH 
To; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

I’m sure we can find some others .... what quantity are you looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, New York, mY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

}~L~__v_£=9£_[_o__~__o___s_:_~_o___n__1_ - The promo know-how people 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, July 08, 20:[0 :[0::[0 AM 
To-" ’Todd P. Nussinov¢ 
Subject-" RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

Yes~ these are the pens. D.:_~ you have of:her sl:yles in the same prh:;e poin~ as ~:he work~ ~Y~ap with rolle~ ball? 

Debt r~ h ~troman P}~.I]),, CI_L; 

9Z9 8q3 0336 

htt}~/’/’www.unce d u / de}~ts/’exercise / sport ~dministration 

"Whe~ ~obody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick," (B. Lemiey} 

From; Todd P. Nussinow [mailto:todd.nussinow@epromos.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 07, 20:[0 7:06 PM 

To; cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject; FW: Thanks for visiting with us!! 

According to the message I received from Caren, you were interested in the Bettoni world map pens... I checked out the 

website & found the below options; the first one is a ballpoint, the other is a rollerball.., are these what you’re looking for?? 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 

Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products inc. 

222 East 44th Street, lOth Floor, New York, NY 10017 

1-800-LOGO-216, x278 

Direct 646-216-5682 

Cell 

Skype: 

}_~}_~_v__~_:_9£_[o___~__o__*__,_.__£_o___r}_!- The promo know-how people 

From-" Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 07, 20:[0 4:35 PM 
To; ’Todd P. Nussinov¢ 
Subject; RE: Thanks for visiting with us!! 



Expk~t-s~ Engage. Empower, 

"When n~bod~ a~u~d ~ou ~eem~ to measure up, i~ time to check ~ur ~a~d~tick." ~B. Lemte~ 

~mm~ Todd P. NussJnow [mai~to:todd.nussJnow~epromos.com] 
~a~t~ Wednesday, ~ul~ 07, 20~0 ~:~ PH 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
~u~ct~ RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 

Actually, I just received an email from Caren (the lady who was speaking with you); she has provided me with the information you 

all spoke of, so I will be handling this for you... I’ll be in touch shortly.. 

ThanksH 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
~ccount [xecuUve 
ePromos Promo~onal Products lnc. 

222 last 44th Street, IOth ~loor, New York, NY ~00~7 
l-8~-kOGO-216, x278 
~rect 646-2~6-5682 

Skg~e: 

www~e~romo~.com-The ~romo know-how 

F~m~ ~eborah Stroman [ma~lto:dstroman~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesdag, Julg 07, 2010 4:25 PN 
T~ ’Todd P. 
Subject~ RE: Than~ for visiting with usH 
Hi Todd, Sorry, I dMn’t ~t your vr~ un~ after ~ ca~led ~n a~out my requ~sL ~ am now workk~ with a~ accouter rep ~r~ your company. 
Co~t~r~ued success, 

hrrp:/iwww~unc.e~u,/doprs/excrc~sg~’ spor~ ~dmmistration 
"When nobod~ ~round you s~em~ to measur~ up, it’s time to ~he~k ~our ~rd~t~’k." (8. ~emte~) 

Fmm~ Todd P, Nus~inow [mallto:todd.nu~inow~epromos.com] 
~a~t~ Wednesday, ~ul~ 07, 2010 4:18 PH 
To~ cbcchair~unc.edu 
~u~jact~ ~an~ for visiting with usH 
~ood Afternoon Dr. ~tmm~n; I left you ~ vol~e me~ge tod~y, but w~nted to follow up with ~n em~il ~ well... 
I w~ ~lllng to follow up on your m~ent visit to our web,ire & ~mple order mque~t. I will need to ~pe~k with you prior to ~ending out your 
~nd would love the oppo~uni~ to dl~ou~ your need~, wh~t you’re looking to ~o~ompli~h, ~nd how we might be ~ble to ~i~t you. 
I’ve ~ohed ~ one-p~ge ove~lew of ePmmo~ that ~how~ how we ~re different (h~n the ~vemge pmmo oomp~ny. ~th ePmmo~, you get ~ 110% 
guarantee on evew order, ~n in-hou~e Gre~lve Se~i~e~ Te~m that m~ke~ your logo look i~ be~t ~nd over ~,000 ru~h pmduot~ ~o you o~n ~lw~ys 
h~ve the item you w~nt, even if you’re in ~ hu~. 
~en you h~ve ~ ch~n~, feel free to ~11 me ~tthe toll free number li~ted below, othe~i~e I’ll follow up with you ~oon. I look fo~rd to working with 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
~ccount 
ePromos Promo~onal Products Inc. 
222 last 44th Street, lOth gloor, New York, Ng 

1-8~-kOGO-216, x278 
9~rect 646-216-5682 

Skype 
3~_~(~_~Lg_E)~_:~_~3- The promo know-how people 
NEW YORK - ARIZONA - FLORIDA - MASSACH USERS - MINNESOTA - OREGON 

Case Studies: b_~ZZJ_~B_~_~_:g~E_~9~_~_~_~3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Smith <William.Smith@utah.edu7 

Friday, July 9, 2010 6:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Fri~ Polite <t]oolite@utk.edu>; Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu-~; Kennefl~ Ferguson 

<FergusonK@umkc.edu> 

Re: The Esteemed Team! NCAA Convention 

Hi 

I was just going through my emails and deleting the big files and I came across this one. I hope everyone is doing well. I guess it will be awhile before the "Black Pack" 

is back together again. I will look forward to it. 

Have a great weekeud! 

~-~WAS 

On 1/20/10 11:31 PM, "College of Education" <william.smith@utah.edu> wrote: 

Now that is a great group. The "Black Pack"! 

On 1/15/10 5:48 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

I ¢_mjoyed our fell.:_~wsbip and h~-’_~f’~:y discussiom 

Be blessed and stsy encouraged! 

Hope to see you all in April on the Hill! 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D,, CLU 

919~843.(i336 

h~p://w~vw.m~c.edu/&pt~exercisCs~ admiNs~afion 

Wa’ekIy Wehd Facl: Ah~onds are a member of the peach 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 8:03 AM 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: 100_1317 

@dstroman.com] 

100_1317 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

wvwv dstroman.com <http://www.dstroman.com> 

~,a^tw.livewelll 0.corn <http://wvwv livewelll 0.corn> 



888.6688403 

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4776 (20100115) 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivims. 

htlp://w~v.e s~t.com 

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4804 (20100125) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http://www.eset.com 

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4807 (20100126) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http:!/www.eset.com 

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4821 (20100130) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http://www.eset.com 

__ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4839 (20100205) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http:i/www.eset.com 

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4852 (20100209) __ 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http:!/www.eset.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@imba.org 

Sunday, July 11, 2010 4:18 PM 

lharri~m@mail.utexas.edu; abimpe@mail.utexas.edu; shughes~sports.uga.edu; arcarte@hlku.tamu.edu; thomas@umd.edu; 

singe~jn@hlkn.tamu.edu; rmay@tamu.edu; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; darren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu 

leoumd~noore@m~fil.utexas.edu 

Institute for Research ou the Black Athlete (IROBA) 

Greetings! Finally we’ve decided to move ahead with this long overdue 
institution I guess the people on this email can form a de-facto 
steering committee (if you’re too bus?" I understand). Me and the folks 
in Austin have come up with the following: 

Name: ]ROBA--Institute for Research on the Black Athlete 

Inaugural Conference: December 2~4, 2010 Atlanta, Georgia 

Hotel: preferably the all-new Man-iott Atlanta Gateway Hotel, which is 
connected to the airport by transit rail (the hotel is on the transit 
line that takes you to the rental car facility) no need to rent a car! 

Conference attendees: hopefully academics, athletes, administrators, 
coaches, journalists, etc. 

Agenda: 

Wednesday night: steering committee meeting 

Thursday will be a pre-conference workshop on Mentoring the Black 
Student-Athlete ]2~r Success 

Thursday evening--cocktail reception and networking and maybe a 
keynote speaker (need suggestions here) 

Friday-paper presentations, panels, town hall meeting to close out the event 

Saturday-steering committee meeting breakfast and depmt 

I’ll take care of the logo, website, etc. We need people to do the following: 

1. Book the hotel and meeting space 
2. Program coordinator 
3. Keynote speaker(s) coordinator 
4. Paper submission coorindator 
5. Journal editor? 

In terms of funding let’s just hope registration takes care of most of 
the expenses. I believe in launching and I think that people need to 
see it before they start giving us grant money, etc. 

Hope everyone is just as excited as I am about thist 

Best, 
Leonard Moore 
Universi~" of Texas at Austin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

GEORGIA YFANTIDOU <gifantid@PHYED.DUTH.GR~ 

Tuesday, July 13, 2010 4:32 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

IJSMaRT invitalion for reviewers 

Invitation for Reviewers ISMART.Ixtf 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

The aim of this epistle is to inform you and to invite you to become a reviewer 

of a new semi annual refereed journal (the International Journal of Sport 

Management, Recreation & Tourism - I,]SMaRT) which will publish quality 

articles and book reviews written by native and non native English speaking 

researchers and writers. 

The journal’s scope is to inform and stimulate discussions relevant to sport 

management and marketing, recreation, leisure management and sport 

tourism. It is designed to appeal to anyone with a serious interest in the above 

fields including academics, practicing managers, students, consultants, etc. 

giving them the chance to publish their work. 

The main "target group" is non English speaking researchers and practitioners 

as a mother language. The ,journal aims at international interests. 

In its effort to support new and creative approaches to the generation and 

dissemination of knowledge about sport management, recreation and sport 

tourism, the International Journal of Sport Management, Recreation 

and Tourism welcomes focused and well-argued papers and proposals for 

special themed issues of the ,journal. I,]SNaRT will try to cover a wide range of 

themes, including: Sporting organization management, innovation and 

technology in sport and leisure industry, sports marketing, financial 

management in sport, recreation and tourism, human resource management, 

quality management, sponsorship, consumer behavior, public relations, event 

management, hospitality, visitor management, facility/amenity management, 

environmental studies, recreation management, new trends in sport tourism 

industry, etc. 

Hoping that this journal will be of your editorial interest, we are honored to 

invite you to take part in this T.]SMaRT attempt. We are looking forward to 

receiving news from you in the near future, 

Faithfully yours, 

George Karlis 

Associate Professor 



University of Ottawa 

Canada’s University 

George Costa 

Associate Professor 

Department of Physical Education and 

Sport Sciences, Democritus University 

of Thrace 

Research Center for Sports Tourism 

and Recreation 

Chief Editors of the I]SMaRT 

e-maih submissions@ijsmart.eu 

URL: www.ijsmart.eu 



Dear Sir/Madam, 

The aim of this epistle is to inform you and to invite you to become a reviewer 

of a new semi annual refereed journal (the International Journal of Sport 

i~lanagement. Recreation & Tourism- IJSMaRT) which will publish quality 

articles and book reviews written by native and non native English speaking 

researchers and writers. 

The journal’s scope is to inform and stimulate discussions relevant to sport 

management and marketing, recreation, leisure management and sport 

tourism. It is designed to appeal to anyone with a serious interest in the above 

fields including academics, practicing managers, students, consultants, etc. 

giving them the chance to publish their work. 

The main "target group" is non English speaking researchers and practitioners 

as a mother language. The Journal aims at international interests. 

In its effort to support new and creative approaches to the generation and 

dissemination of knowledge about sport management, recreation and sport 

tourism, the International Journal of Sport Management. Recreation 

and Tourism welcomes focused and well-argued papers and proposals for 

special themed issues of the Journal. IJSMaRT will try to cover a wide range of 

themes, including: Sporting organization management, innovation and 

technology in sport and leisure industry, sports marketing, financial 

management in sport, recreation and tourism, human resource management, 

quality management, sponsorship, consumer behavior, public relations, event 

management, hospitality, visitor management, facility/amenity management, 

environmental studies, recreation management, new trends in sport tourism 

industry, etc. 



Hoping that this journal will be of your editorial interest, we are honored to 

invite you to take part in this IJSMaRT attempt. We are looking forward to 

receiving news from you in the near future, 

Faithfully yours, 

George Karlis George Costa 

Associate Professor 

University of Ottawa 

Canada’s University 

Associate Professor 

Department of Physical Education and 

Sport Sciences, Democritus University 

of Thrace 

Research Center for Sports Tourism 

and Recreation 

Chief Editors of the IJSMaRT 

e-mail: submissions@iismart.eu 

URL: www.ijsmart.eu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disney Inslitute <Disney Institute@busenetwork.net~ 

Tuesday, July 13, 2010 11:30 AM 

Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Are You Ready to D-Think? 

.~iI Disneylnstitute.com 

To view as a web page, click here. 

~iii Areyou readyto D’Think? 

~i To changethewayyou do business, you have to change the wayyou think about business. 

L .... More i~i Special Offers 

Call 407-566-2640 

This is a promotional e-mail from: 

Disneyland~ Resort    Walt Disney WorldN~ Resort 

Attn: E-mail Marketing Attn: E-mail Compliance 

700 W. Ball Road 1375 Buena Vista Drive 

Anaheim, CA 92802 P.O. Box 10000 

Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830 

If you do not want to receive future commercial emails at this email address from Disney Destinations, LLC, or other Disney 

entities, advertising or promoting Walt Disney World~? products or services, click here. 

if you do not want to receive future commercial emails at this email address from Disney Destinations, LLC, or other Disney 

entities, advertising or promoting Disneyland~) products or sen/ices, click here 

@ Disney All rights reserved. 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 



To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

please follow this link: http://busenetwork net/o/?ZXD=70.2009772911.96801424 

iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:34 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Summer Internship 

EXSS    Intern Evaluation.pdf 

Hi . Thanks [’or your note. Please have your employer fill out the 
attached document He/she can send it back to me by fax or emai[. 

Fax -919.962.6325 

I also needfor you to get a head start (or save ~r the:~dl semester) on 
your internship paper. 

Using your experience as an intern, identi~ and defend/criticize three 
~ssues in the management/organization of There is no 
ram. or max paper length. Your due date is Submit your 
double-spaced paper to me electronically. 

Let me know if you have aW questions. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seerus to rueasure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday,. 6:43 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Sunm~er Internship 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m finishing up my internship with                    soon and I 
just ~vanted to make sure that the only thing that I need for now- is my 
daily log of ~vork. There isnt anything that my employer/boss needs to 
fill out or sign before I leave, correct? 





CAROLINA BLACK CAUCUS 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd P. Nussiuow <todd.nussiuow@epromos~com> 

Tuesday, July 20, 2010 4:12 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~ 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus vector logo ~d lagline 

What I can do is enter orders for these items for you, at which point proofs 
will be made up & sent to you tbr approval PRIOR to being placed into 
production., if that works, I’ll need specifics (quantity, color, etc), 
and I’ll get right on these., let me know Thanks! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Accou~at Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products hac. 
222 East 44th Street, 10tda Floor, New- York, NY 10017 
1-800-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 

Sk)’pe: tnussino;v.epromos 

ww~, epromos.com - The promo know-how people 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstruman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2010 4:07 PM 

Tu: ’Todd P. Nussinow’ 

Sut~ject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus vectur logu and tagline 

()kay. Let’s see prouf ufthe two pen styles, cuaster, and key chain Thanks 
again :For yuur patience. "Cut and paste" as yuu see :fit. :) 

Gu Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empo~ver 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administratiun 

"When nubu@ around yuu seems tu measure up, it’s time tu check your 
yardstick." [B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Todd P Nussinu~v [mailtu:tudd.nussinuw@epromos.cum] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2010 3:55 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus vector logo and tagline 

I certainly can!! 

Todd P. Nussinow, MAS 
Account Executive 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 
222 East 44th Street, 10th Floor, Ne~v York, NY 10017 
1-800-LOGO-216, x278 
Direct 646-216-5682 
Cell 

Skype: 

www.epromos.com - The pronto know-how people 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stronran [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2010 3:51 PM 
To: ’Todd P. Nussino;v’ 
Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus vector logo and tagline 

Hi Todd. Can you view these files? Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sparta dministration 

"¥Vhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 



yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lauren Broeils-Nor*vood [mailto:lbroeils(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2010 2:43 PM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus vector logo and tagline 

Hi Deborah-- 

Here are the logos, with the tagline added. 

Thartks! Lauren 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: jo~m~aJ 

A~tach: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

3:02 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]~ Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

I forgot to attach the journal to that last e-mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com; 

Tuesday, 2:14 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Welcome to UNC EXSS! 

Hi Dr. Stroman! I am going to be transfemng to UNC this Fall as a     in the EXSS program. I noticed online that the curriculum had changed for 

in the major and I was wondering if I would ibllow the new or the old requirements since I will be coming in as a Please let ~ne kmow whenever you get a 
chance. Thanks for your help! 

On Fri, at 1:00 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels’. See attached letter. Please feel free to tbrwa~d to any other new EXSS transfer students. 

Dr. Strolnan 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

h ttp:!///www.unc.edu/dep~s/~exercise/~sport administration 

’!In the end these things m atWr most." Uow well (lid.you love? ttow.fidly did you live? Uow deept), did you learn to let go ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA~ on behalf of 

Zhang,Jianhui <jianhui@HHP.UFL.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 27, 2010 8:57 PM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

NASSM July Update 

image001 =iPg; NASSM Update - July 2010.pdf 

Hi NASSM Colleagues: 
Attached is the UPDATE for the month of July. Best wishes, 
James 

Dr. James J. Zhang, Professor and President 
North American Society for Sport Managemet~ (NASSM) 

Executive Director - 2 ~ st CCLC keadersNp Project 
CoNege of Health and Human Performa~e 

Un~vers~ of Hor~da 
Ga~ne~fle, FL 3261 ~ ~208 

Fax (~52) B92-7588 
E-mail: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:51 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Transferring classes 

Dr.S~oman, 

I am a Senior at UNC. I have taken EXSS    , BIO     and Im registered 
to take EXSS in the fall. I am applying to t2ae 
for fall The?’ require a semester of anatomy ~vith a lab and a 
semester of physiology with a lab. Getting into the EXSS    lab has 
proven to be impossible since I am not an EXSS major. Also, I haven’t 
seen an?- type of physiolo~z lab offered at U~,~’C. Is there ant- ~vay you 
could contact th~         admissions and explain the courses offered at 
UNC and that since I’ve taken all the anatomy and physiology classes 
possible, I am fully prepared Although I do not have a lab for each 
anatomy and physiology, I took bio    ~vhich included a lab combining 
both subjects I have learned all I can about anatomy and physiology 
from L~IC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Friday, 5:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: FW: Hello SAL Chapter Presidents’. 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have mailed        a packet which she should receive by monday at the latest with SAL’s manual. In the manual there is a list on ins~tructions of re-registering 

student organizations. Let me know if you need anUthing else and I will be glad to help. 

Thanks, 

On Fri,~ at 2:25 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti I hope yot~ are we~l. Do yot~ know how to respo~d 

ht~p://iwww.unc.edu/depts/exercise/spor~ administration 

"When hobo@ around you see~n~ to measure ~q>, it’.~ time to check your y(~r(~aek. " (B. Leml~$ 

From: __ 2~Nmail:com [mailto:i %gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, PM 
To: dstr oman(~,eraail.unc, edu 
Subject: Fwd: Hello SAL Chapter Presidentst 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that your summer is going well. I have a question that I was hoping you could help me answer about SAL. I got this email that is below and point number 2 
mentions reregistering hte chapter and figuring out when that date of registration is. I have looked at the Student Union website and did not find anything about a date 
for registration and was wondering if you knew anv~thing about this, or knew the best way to go about figuring this out. Thank you so much for your tilne. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Stephanie Skipper - Sigma Alpha Lambda <sskippe(c~sigmaalphalambda.org> 

Date: Mon, at 5:00 PM 
Subject: Hello SAL Chapter Presidents’. 

To: sskJpper~salhonors.org 
Cc: Danika.Abbo~)snm~l.astate.edu, Erica07(~csufresno.edu, Matthew Delde < ~nld08f(~fsu.edu>, halev i hig~s(~eo~giasouthem.edu, ~gmml.com~ 
kig2tt~tntsn.edu. Yalovitseri1 ~mail.montclair.edu. "Morgenthaler, Katherine" <kn~ 100306(~ohio.edu>. lanra.anderson-3~)selu.edu, chl 513~)~state.edn, 

iahusted~crimson.ua.edu, blbrewer(~u~a.edn~ dmapes2(~illinois.edu, kmvolz2(~u~’.edn,              ~yahoo.com, adworacz,@~email.unc.edn, 
huberto(~email.sc.edu, wb~Nng~utk.edu, Emily Lootens          ~)hotmail.com>, Atnanda Rose Banker < amanda.r.banke~wmich.edu> 

Hi everyone, 

If you are receiving this emai[, it means that you are an ~ncom~ng or returning Sigma Alpha Lambda Chapter President and I am your Chapter Support Representative (CSR) for the year! 
First, let me say that I hope you all are enjoying your summer. I am really looking forward to working with each and every one of you this year! Now is the time of year that I make my 
initial contact with all of you and tell you how things will unfold from here as you head toward the start of your fall back on campus I will keep this email as short and simple but there are 
just a few items I need to share with you and also a small amount nfvery simple "summer homework assignments" that I need you to work on as incoming presidents 

1 ) The first item which should take you about ten seconds is that I need for you to respond back to this emai[ so that I l~ow I have your email address correct. Just send one a short email 
response back to this one telling me you got this and that I have correct emai[ address where you want me to send you correspondence throughout the year. This is basic but very 
nnportant since email will be the first and foremost way that we communicate Don’t worry though, you will also have my direct extension and cell phone numbers so that you can reach 
me at all times[ 

2) The second thing I need for you to do is to find out about your chapter’s re-registration deadline and requirements. This is so that none of you have any surprises when you get back 
on campus in terms of the date and risk not gettiug the chapter re-registered. This is the MOST impoltant task you actually have as a chapter president because if your chapter isn’t 
officially re-registered on campus, you can’t operate as au organization next year (and can’t ~’pically book meeting spaces, etc). This is very simple to do by going to your universi~’s 
student orgauizations department website or by placing a call to the departmeut on carupus that handles clubs/student organizations. If you are not successful iu obtainin~ this 
informatiou ouline or with a phoue call, I can assist you and you will just need to contact me as soon as possible so that I cau help you out with this. By August 1st, please email me back 
with your re-registration date and let rue kuow you are or will be working toward it with yurtr other officers once you are back on campus. (Even if you are a returning president and you 
think I have this information, please send rue the deadline date). 



3) The third and last item relates to our "kick-off call" *ve will have together Essentially, I conduct calls with each of you lasting about one hour where 1 get you up to speed on any 
helpful information you will need to start off your year as well as tel l you my role as your chapter support rep (and A[.L of the ways I am here to help each of you throughout the year!!) 
It’s a great time for us to get acquainted with eachother and don’t worry, I do most of the talking (as any returning president can tell you!). It’s a great way for you to gain lots of helpful 
in]2~, as well as ask any questions you have ]2~r me before you start your year off in the chapter president role. Starting on August 10th, I will have 3 time slots open per day Monday 
through Friday ~2~r these calls - 9:00 am, 11:30 am, and 1:30 pm. All I need you to do is look at your calendar and send me two available dates and times ~2~r us to have the call. Please keep 
in mind that we need to get the call in beJk~re your first day of classes!! 

I can’t wait to get this year stalted and I know that with all of you, I am working with an EXCEPTIONAL group of leaders!! ik{¥ role as your CSR is to support you and provide with 
assistance throughout the entire year so that you will be a success and have a smooth-sailing and productive year. My extension and cell numbers are listed below. As an organization, 
we utilize Facebook so please find an friend me via your chapter’s facebook group when you find a moment to do so (don’t fret as I xvill not nose around on your facebook profile but it’s 
likely that we may need to be connected that way throughout the year as I will assist you in administering your chapter’s facebook page). If you aren’t a member of your chapter’s group, 
you will need to join so that I can add you as the admin before the year starts. 

Looking forward to hearing back from you. I krmw it will be a great year for your SAL chapter! 

Regards, 

Stephanie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Linda Graham Jones ~nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, Angust 7, 2010 6:49 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: T~qG Invitational Gol f Touma~nent 

’IWIG Invitational GolfTot~rnament.msg 

Hello Debby, 

It was great meeting and playing with you today[ Attached is the TWIG 
tournament information. Please let me know if you are available to play. 

Thanks, 
Linda Jones 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dimm Phillips ~earthlink.net~ 

Sunday, July 25, 2010 3:33 PM 

Diana Phillips ~ea~thlink.neL~ 

TWIG Invitational Golf Tournament 

2010 TWIG InvitationoJ golf tournament .doc 

Hello, everyone. Attached you will find a flyer with details about "BNIG’s 2010 Invitational Golf Tournament. The tournament is scheduled for September 1 ~ at Riverwood Golf 

Club in Clayton. We will continue to have good food, great raffle prizes and lots of fun. Please register on or before August 28, 2010. 
We look [Orward to seeing all of you again this year and are very grateful for your support of our TWIG KIDZ Youth Progt~m. You have made it possible to provide golf lessons 
to TWiG KIDZ, sponsor a TWiG KIDZ Captain’s Choice and TWIG KIDZ Invitational Golf Tournament, sponsor two KIDZ at Campbell University’s Golf Camp, sponsor three 

KIDZ at NC State’s Half Day Golf Camp, and provide golf equipment to many of the KIDZ. We could not do this without your support and again say "Thank You". 
Because the mission of our program is for TWIG KIDZ to obtain golf scholarships to pay for their college education, we look forward to our first TWiG KID doing that this year. 

We are fortunate to have Nvo 
TWIG members who played golf at the college level with some contacts, but if you have contacts at the college level whorn we may contact, please pass them on to us. You 

can send them to me at this email address. 

Again, thank you for your support, we hope to see you September 11, and please pass this invitation to other golfers you may know. 
Blessings and All the Best, 
Diana Phillips 



TWIG (Triangle Women in Golf) 
Invitational Golf Tournament 
September 11, 2010 

RIVERWOOD GOLF CLUB 
400 Riverwood Drive 
Clayton, NC 27527 919 550-1919 

TOURNAMENT INFORMATION 
1. Format - Medal Play or ’Play your own ball’ 

with a 7-10 stroke bust-out 
2. 9:00 AM Shot Gun Start 
3. Men Flights 

A Flight: 85 & Below 
B Flight: 86 - 101 

C Flight: 102 & Above 

Women Flights 
A Flight: 100 & Below 
B Flight: 101 & Above 

OTHER INFORMATION 
1. Dinner, awarding of trophies and raffle 

immediately following tournament 
2. To register, email your name and flight to 

Diana Phillips,        ~earthlink.net, by 
August 28, 2010. Mail check, payable to 
TWIG for $75, to Diana Phillips, PO Box 
80595, Raleigh, NC 27623. 

3. When registering, you may indicate with whom 
you would like to be paired. 

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS 

4. 1St’, 2nd, 3rd place winners for each flight 
5. Longest Drive & Closest to Pin for Men and 

Women 
6. Registration- $75.00 
7. Mulligans- $5.00 each 
8. Range balls included 

Par Level - $25!) - special recognition during 
Awards Luncheon and registration of one golfer 

Birdie Level - $500 - special recognition during 
Awards Luncheon and registration of two golfers 

Eagle Level - $1000 - special recognition during 
Awards Luncheon and regi stration of five golfers 

PRIZES 
Great raffle prizes 

- 1 ticket - $10.00, 3 tickets - $20.00 

HOLE SPONSOR 

Hole Sponsor - $350 - special recognition during 
Awards Luncheon, signage at tee box, registration 
of one golfer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Linda Graham Jones ~nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, Angust 7, 2010 6:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

American Red Cross Tournament- Wednesday, September 14, 2010 

[No subject].msg 

Hello Debby, 

My church is t~ing to get ladies to play in the American Red Cross Tournament on September 14. I am leading the charge for lady golfers, but have been unsuccessful. Let me know if you 
would like to play with me I have not sent in my registration yet. 

Thanks, 

Linda 



3rd Annual American Red Cross 
Golf Tournament 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 
8:15 a.m. Shot Gun Start 

> Learn More visit 
www.TriangleARC.org/Golf 

$125 per player 
Includes Breakfast/Lunch 

Exciting Gifts & Prizes 

This years event will take place at 
the Lonnie Poole Golf Course, 

NCSU Centennial Campus 

Contact Linda Jones 

~nc.rr.com to 
join women. Sammy 

Leach 

@bellsouthunet 
or Raeford Sawyer 

~bellsouth, net 

.................................... sign up Now .................... 

Calling ALl_ 
PGC Flag Hunters! 

Registration forms are available at the church. Turn your credit card/ 
cash/check payment into the church office or register by credit card 
with Tiffany Medford at            or medfordt~leARC~org 

Our goal is to have 2 teams of 4 players to support this worth while 

event that will benefit the Triangle Area American Red Cross Chapter. 

Re, nt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~earthlink.net 

Monday, August 9, 2010 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: T~IG Invitational Golf ToumaJnent 

Debby, thanks for emailing me and not giving up on TWIG. I will contact our membership chairperson immediately and get back with you. 

Diana Phillips 

Diana Phillips 

From: "Deborah Stroman" -<ts",roman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 9 Aug 2010 10:38:32 -0400 

To: ’Diana Phillips’         ~!em~thlink.net> 

Cc: <debby@soulfulgolf.com>; ’Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.’<ktebby@dstmman.con~> 

Subject: RE: TWIG Invitational Golf Tournament 

Hi Diana. Your’ emafl was forwarded to rne by a new friend, Linda Graham Jones~ We met aL the Buff City Tournan-~ent this past weekend. ~ sent in my membership 

application and money earlier th~s year to the address fisted on the TWiG s~te and never heard back from TWIG. 

~ remain ~nterested ~n membersNp and playing in events, 

Can you please advise my status. Thank you for your careful attention to th~s requesL 

d e b b V 

9 Zo.843.033,’~ 

hup:!~,/www.unc.eclu/dcpts/’exe~cise/q;port :~ctminist:ra tion 

"When nobody ~round you seems to measure ug it’s time to check your ~ardstick." (B. temle~) 

From: Diana Phillips [mailto: ~ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2010 3:33 PN 

To: Diana Phillips 
Subject: ~IG Invi~tional Golf Tournament 

Hello, eveqone~ Atached you will find a flyer with details abou~ ~O’a 20~ 0 Invitational Golf Teumament. The tournamen~ ~s scheduled fer September ~ ~ at Niverwood Golf 

Club in G~ay~on. We will continue ~o have good food, great raffle priz~a and Io~a of fun. Please r~giat~r on or b~fom Augus~ 2& 2010. 

Wo look fo~ard ~o sooing all of you again th~s goat and aro vo~ gratoful for your support of our ~G KIDZ Youth Program. You have made it possible ~o p~v~de golf lessons 

to ~G KIDZ, sponsor a ~G KIDZ ~ap/ain’s Choice and ~O KIDZ lnvitalonal Golf Teurnament, sponsor two KIDZ at Campbel University’a Golf Camp, sponaor 

KIDZ at N~ State’s Half Day Golf Camp, and provkle golf equipment ~o many of the KIDZ~ We could not do thia wlho~t your suppo~ and a~ain aay "Thank You". 
Because the miasion of our program ia for ~O KIDZ to obtain ~olf ~cho~amhips to pa~ for ~heir college educalon, we look fo~ard ~o our flint 

We are fodunate to have two 
TWIG members who played gof at the college level with some contacts, but if you have contacts at the college level whom we may contact, please pass them on to us. You 

can send them to me at this email address. 

AgaiL thank you for your support, we hope to see you September 11, and please pass this invlalon to other golfers you may know. 
Blessings and All the Best, 
Diana Phillips 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 12:43 PM 

’Rachel Rosenbloom’ <ass@glowmediany.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtp 

RE: WDLS Speaker - SHORT BIO 

Dr. Deborah Stroman is a i~euhy member of the Sport: Administra~don speeialization of the Department of Exercise ~nd Spot~ Seience ~t the Universi%~ of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill. Her roaching focus is the theoU and practical ~pplication of economics and finances, spo~ a&ninistrafion, leadership, and the marketing of sport. Her research 

in’~erests are leadership, ent:repreneurship, and social issues ofspo~. Addifion~l universi’~y responsibilities include Chair of the Black Faeuky ~nd St~ffC~ucus, fhculty advisor lo 

the Carolina Business Club and Si~aa Alpha L~mbda 0~onors leadership society); director of the under~aduate sport a&ninistrafion inwmship pro~~m; and deparrmen~l 

academic advisor. Outside of her academic responsibilities, she remains an entrepreneur. Through her compan?5 LASERTM (Life After Sports with Effccfive Results), she 

counsels former college and professional athlems m success~lly transition from their sports career. Her desire m move her "avocation m a vocation" prompted the founding 

in 2001 of Soul~l Gol~ Inc., a non profit sports marketing and event planning compaW proposed m increase the number of women and minorities in the g~me ofgol£ She 

offers eustomized business ~)lf workshops fbr rnana~rs and le~ders aeross the eountry ~nd plans distinefive ~)lf outing. S’u:oman is an alumna of the University of VirNni~ 

(B.S.), UniversiV of North Carolina (M.A. Sport A&ninistrafion), and C~pella UniversiW Ch.D. Business Organization and Man~gernent). 

E:<pic:,re. Er~g~g<:. En~pc:,wer. 

9 29 84.3 0336 

"When nobody around you seems to meosure up, it’s ~ime to check your ~ardstick." (B. temle~) 

Fmm: Rachel RosenNoom [ma~lto:asst~glowmediany.com] 
Sent: Monday, Auoust 09, 20~0 ~2:09 PN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: WDLS Speaker Confirmation Le~er 
Augms t,9, 2@0 
Dr. Deborah St~om~n 
UNC Chapel Mill 
VIA E-~]L 

Dea~ Dr. S~otn~n, 
~ ~ wiring to confirm your spe~king engagement on behalf of the Vi~com 20~0 ~;orld Dive~iW Leademhip Summit. This year’s con/~ence will be held at Ma~va~d Unive~si~- 
from September 13-14~ 2010. [ am deligbted that you have ~eed to be a p~ft of our "Spots and Media" panel on September 14~ 20~0 at 3:45 PM. Mole information ~bout 
yoo~ p~el will be sent to you sho(dy. 
WDLS will provide the ~llowing: 

* Equipment: Mead ~ble, podi~n, wi~eless ~nd l~v~lie~e rific~ophone(s), L~D p~oiecto~ wi’di screen. 

* Handouts: WDLS will provide copies of M1 approved handouts. 

You will p~ovide: 

A bier bio arid photo which will appear on the website and in the official event pro~am. Please e *nail your 

headshot and a bier biouaphical sketch (100 words of less) by August 16, 2010. AR photos must be in 

high-resolution JPEG fo~at. 

Laptop computer and appropriate sol,rare if req~d~ed for p~esentafion. The Woid Diversity ~ade~ship 

Summit is not responsible for the security of your computer equipment 

A copy of your hmldout mateials by August 16~ 2010 via e mail to asst@pjowmediaNY.com for approval. 

Please register and submit your AV needs online at ,~w~-.wdlsumnitcom. Reds*ration is now available online. 1Gndly click "Register’ at the top figbt comer of the website and 

follow ~he detailed ins*toe’,ions. All re~stration fees fo~ spewers are waived. 

On the day of you~ session, please arrive at the hospitali~, desk at least 30 n~nutes prior to your session. We will have a n~e badge for you along xvith other conference mateials. 
You will be briefed and introduced to fallow panelists, if any, and then shown to your location. 

If the aforementioned is correct, please si~ a copy of this letter and return it to me via fax at 212 779 4154 or by mail to World Diversity Leadership Summit, c!o Glow Media. 
1375 Broadway, SNte 1400, New York, NY, 10018. Please contact Qyera Parks by phone at 212 239 2455, or by e mail al ~:_~L~332Z~gk~_~:~2Z~F~ should you have any questions 

Thank you f%r your time and consideration. [ look foz~ard to working with you as we approach WDLS} 
Sincerely, 

Cheryl GentW 

The above concerning my appearance at the World Diversity Leadership Summit is correct. 

Si~la>~re 
Date 

Qg~r~ 
Glow Medi~ I 1375 Broadway I Buite 1400 J 

NewYork I NY J 10018 

212.239.2455 (ofc) 212.77g.4154 (fax)_ 

Notice: This message is intended only for use by the person or entiW to which it is ~ddressed. Because it may contain confidential information intended solely for the addressee, 

you ~re notified that any disclosing, copying, downloading, distributing or retaining of this message, and ~ny a~ached flies, is prohibited and may be a violation of state or 

federal law. If you received this message in error, please notify the sender by reply mail, and del~e the message and all a~ached flies. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Rosenbloom <asst@glowmediany.com> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 1:44 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Glow Golf 2010 

Hi Dr. Stromm~, 

This email is to reform that you have not confirmed to our request, to be a featured speaker for "ladies on the links" panel for Glow 

Golf in October. If you can responded at your earliest convenience it will be greatly appreciated. 

If you have any questions or concerns do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best, 
Rachel Rosenbloom 

Glow Media I 1375 Broadway I Suite 1400 J 

NewYork ] NY ] ~tO01S 

212.239.2455 (ofc) 212.779.4154 (fax). 

Notice: This message is intended only for use by the person or entity to which it is addressed. Because it may contain confidential information intended solely for the addressee, 

you are notified that any disclosing, copying, downloading, distributing or retaining of this message, and any attached files, is prohibited and may be a violation of state or 

federal law, If you received this message in error, please notify the sender by reply mail, and delete the message and all attached files, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Respondus <announce@respondus.com> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 4:22 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thousands of Publisher Tesl Banks in Respondus Fommt 

I1: you cannot see this message, click here to view it online. 

i i~ Respondus Test Bank Network 

You use Respondus 4.0 because it saves time creating exams, right? Well, be sure 
to take advantage of the biggest time-saver that Respondus 4.0 offers: the 

Respondus Test Bank Network. 

Test banks for thousands of the leading textbooks in higher education are 
available from the Respondus Test Bank Network. These are the official test banks 
from publishers including Pearson, Cengage, NcGraw-Hill, Wiley, and dozens more. 
Each test bank is available in the ready-to-use Respondus format and they are 
FREE to instructors who adopt a participating textbook for their course. And, if 
you use StudyNate Author, the same test banks can be used to create learning 
activities, self-assessments and games. 

Here’s how it works: 

Go to the Respondus Test Bank Network at www.respondus.com/testbank 

Search for the textbook being used in the course 

Fill out the request form completely and submit it 

The request is immediately sent to the publisher for confirmation and approval. 
Once approved, the instructor will receive an email containing the File Code and 
Password for downloading the test bank. The test bank is then downloaded within 
Respondus or StudyMate Author using these steps: 

Select "Open" from the Start menu 

Select "Download Test Bank" 

Enter the File Code, Password, etc., and click "Download" 

That’s it! The publisher test bank will start downloading to the "Projects" folder. If 
using Respondus 4.0, you can use the Exam Wizard to select questions from the 
test bank, or you can supplement the questions with some of your own. Then, 
you are just a few clicks away from publishing the exam or learning activities to 

an online course in Blackboard, ANGEL, Desire2Learn, Moodle, and several other 
systems. 

For more information, including step-by-step instructions, watch the brief demo 

movie, Downloadinq Publisher Test Banks. 

[~ Respondus Test Bank Network Participating 

..... Pub shers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Summer McKesson <smckesson@wbca.org> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 5:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Contributor Guidelines.doc 

Contributor Guidelines.doc 

Great speaking with you! Here are the guidelines. I look forward to working ~vith you. 

Sumlner 

The message is read?- to be sent with the following file or link attachments: 

Contributor Guidelines doc 

Nute: To prutect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending ur receiving certain types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine huw 
attachments are handled 



WBCA Magazine/Website Contributor Guidelines 

Thank you for your interest in submitting an article for the educational and professional development 

of the WBCA membership. Below are a few guidelines for your submission: 

1. You can decide if you would like to submit for our magazine, website or both. Another option is 

that the magazine article can be an abbreviated version of a longer article that is posted online, 

since with the magazine article there is a limit on words. Also, we can accept numerous articles 

throughout the year for website publication, but will be more limited on how many magazine 

articles we can print per year. 

2. Please select a topic that you are well-versed on and that would be a benefit to our coaches. 

We are looking for educational pieces that will serve as vital professional development for the 

WBCA membership. Please run the topic by me so that I can make sure no one else is 

submitting on a similar topic. 

3. We know that many of you who are writing have businesses, books, etc. related to your 

expertise. We want to help promote your businesses, books, etc. but in a way that the article is 

not about promoting those, but focuses on the topic at hand. We will include a short 

bio/business description (125 words or less) and logo at the end of the article. You can include 

contact information, web address, etc. 

4. The magazine article can be around 650 words; website articles will not have a word count limit 

as long as the article is within reason. 

5. Photos can be included if you would like to send along, or you can make suggestions as to what 

type of photos would fit well with your article. 

6. The WBCA will determine when your article will be published online/in the magazine based on 

the editorial schedule. If you have suggestions as to what time of year is best, feel free to let us 

know. 

7. The WBCA also reserves the right to edit content as needed. We will let you know if this is 

necessary, 

THANK YOU FOR SERVING AS SUCH A VALUABLE RESOURCE TO THE WBCA MEMBERSHIP! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Usher, Catherine <cusher@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2010 9:37 AM 

Gingerich, Tamara <tgingerich@ncaa.org> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr* 

RE: 1099 form 

Good morning Tamara, 

Would you please send Deborah Stroman a copy of the corrected 1099 form Deborah’s address is: 

Dr Deborah Stroman 
Lecturer/Academic Advisor, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
04 Smith Building, CB# 3182 
Chapel }{ill, North Carolina 27599-3182 

Thank you 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mai[to:dstroman~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 11:51 AM 

To: Usher, Catherine 

SubJect: RE: 1099 form 

Hi Catherine. I hope you had a nice weekend I am following up regarding my compensation, tlave you heard anything yet? Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Usher, Catherine [mailto:cusher(d!,,ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:27 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Subiect: RE: 1099 

Please let us kno~v if you need further assistance and have a great weekendt 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [rr~ailto:dstrorr~an,@,email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:16 PM 
To: Gingerich, Tamara 
Cc: Usher, Catherine 
Subject: RE: 1099 form 

Thanks. This copy is the same one I reported to the IRS. I believe they are in error ~vhen stating that the NCAA reported a higher amount. I will respond to their letter. 

Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

"YVhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gir~gerich, Tamara [mailto:tgingerich@ncaa org] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:10 PM 

To: dstroman@email.uaac, edu 
Cc: Usher, Catherine 
Sulzject: 1099 form 

Deborah, 
Hello I handle the 1099’s for the Association and unfortunately I cannot reprint a 2008 form as we no longer have those but I do have a copy of the COllected form so hopefully that will 
suffice Please let me know if you have an?’ other questions 
Thanks, 

Tamara Gingerich 
Associate Director of Accounting 
National Collegiate Athletic Association P.O. Box 6222 Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 



Phone: (317) 917-6439 
Fax: (317) 917-6983 
tgingerich@ncaa org 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 3Wl [mailto:HP M4345 3Wl(~ncaa or~] 

Sent: }"riday, July 09, 2010 12:04 PM 

To: Gingerich, Tamara 

Sut~iect: 

Please open the attached document. This docmnent was digitally sent to you using an HP Digital Sending device. 
This email and any atta&unents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged irfformation. Kyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by- return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Smith 

Smith 

Michael 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0017 

E-mail: michael_smith@ unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Graham Jones ~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 10, 2010 11:52 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: T~IG Invitational Golf Tournament 

Hi Debby, 

Good luck in the tournament this weekend. Will you be able to play in this tournament - September 1 lth? 

I truly eNoyed meeting you and I look for~vard to us playing golf soon! 

Linda 

.... Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Hi Linda Thanks for your kindness and new friendship’. Although my game was of~; I had a fun time and certainly love the prize for participation! I have to learn to be content with 
shooting under 100 in stroke tournaments and in the mid-80s when I play for fun and/or no pressure lol 
> 

> I have a bus?- ~veek with our office move and upcoming start of classes..I did confirm with so I will be off to Rock?- Mount on Friday for the golf tournament. 
> 

> http://w~vw.roclc~mounttele~ram.corc2phil-ford-~olf-classic-returns-21788 
> 
> Thanks for the TWIG info. I will try to reach out to the Club again about my membership and $$$ :) 
> 
> Have a great week’. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Gu Heels, 
> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems tu measure up, it’s time tu check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Linda Graham Junes [rnailtu ~nc rr.cum] 
> Sent: Saturday, August 07, 2010 6:49 PM 

> Tu: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: Fwd: ~[~,~IG Invitatiunal GolfTuumament 
> 

> Hello Debby, 
> 

> It was great meeting and playing with you tuday! Attached is the TWIG tuurnament int’ormatiun Please let me know ifyuu are available tu play. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Linda Junes 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Usher, Catherine <cusher@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2010 2:17 PM 

StromasL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 1099 fonn 

Good afternoon Deborah, 

I submitted that invoice to accounting on July 1 for payment I have left a message for accounting to call me back and I will let you know as soon as I hear back. My apologies Deborah. I do 
not understand ~vhy you have not received your payment yet but I will find out and see to it that a check is cut and sent out I will keep you in the loop 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 11:49 AM 
To: Usher, Catherine 
SubJect: RE: 1099 farm 

Hi Catherine. \~z query ~vas regarding that I have not received payment far my services at the past FCA. Ira asked me to check with you (I did receive the corrected 1099 for 2009.) 

Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick" (B Lemley) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Usher, Catherine [mailtu:cusher(@ncaa.ur~] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 9:37 AM 

To: Gingerich, Tamara 

Cc: Deburah Struman 

Su[~ject: RE: 1099 

Impurtance: High 

Goud morning Tamara, 

Wuuld yuu please send Deborah Stroman a copy of’the currected 1099 form Deburah’s address is: 

Dr Deborah Stroman 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carulina 

04 Smith Building, CB# 3182 

Chapel }{ill, North Carolina 27599-3182 

Thank you. 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Deborah Stroman [maiko:dstroman(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 09, 2010 11:51 AM 
To: Usher, Catherine 
Subject: RE: 1099 funn 

Hi Catherine. I hope you had a nice weekend. I am following up regarding my compensation. Have you heard anything yet? Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo~vcr. 
919.843.0336 
htt~://www.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"When nobody around you seerus to rueasure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Leruley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Usher, Catherine [mailto:cusher@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:27 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: RE: 1099 farm 

Please let us know if you need further assistance and have a great ~veekend! 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [maiko:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:16 PM 



To: Gmgerich, Tamara 
Cc: Usher, Catherine 
SubJect: RE: 1099 form 

Thanks This copy is the same one I reported to the IRS. I believe they are in en-or ~vhen stating that the NCAA reported a higher amount I will respond to their letter. 

Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemlcy) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gingerich, Tamara [mailto:tgingerich(~ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:10 PM 

To: dstroman@email.~mc, edu 
Cc: Usher, Catherine 
Subject: 1099 fo1211 

Deborah, 
Hello. I handle the 1099’s for the Association and uufortunately I catmot reprint a 2008 form as we no longer have those but I do have a copy of the corrected fot~ so hopefully that will 
suffice. Please let me krmw if you have an?" other questions. 
Thanks, 

Tamara Gingerich 
Associate Director of Accounting 
National Collegiate Athletic Association P.O. Box 6222 Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
Phone: (317) 917-6439 
Fax: (317) 917-6983 
tgingerich@ncaa org 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 3W1 [mailto:HP \14345 3Wl@ncaa org] 
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 12:04 PM 
To: Gingerich, Tamara 
Subject: 

Please open the attached document. This document was digitally sent to you using an HP Digital Sending device 
This email and an?- attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy an?’ copies Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegah 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Focus Events <event nofificafions@focus.com> 

~Vednesday, August 11, 2010 7:24 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Focus Webinar Reminder: 7 Steps to Driving Total Business Value with ERP 

View Online in Browser I View Mobile-Friendly 

ERP Enlightenment 
Steps to Driving Total Busi ..... Value Using an ERP System 

Free Live Webinar: 
Wednesday, August 18, 2010 
10AM PDT/1 PM EDT 

Your Chance to WIN 

An iPod Nano will be given away 

by random drawing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hedgpetla, Elizabefl~ G <hedgpetla@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 9:14 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

pebble 

Thanks for the score card and know- that I do hate you for going and not 
taking me with you. E 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD Ambition is the path to success. 
Adjunct Assistant Professor Persistence is the vehicle you 
Sport Psychology arrive in Wm. Eardley IV 
103 Fetzer Gym 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill ix,-C 27599-8700 
(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Usher, Catherine <cushe@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 9:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

I~NV: Soulful Golf 

Good morrfing Deborah, 

It appears that this invoice was not received by accounting for payment My only answer is there were some computer problems a while back and your invoice was 

not processed if it was sent to accounting during the time we were having some electronic processing issues. My sincere apologies for the de~ay because NCAA’s 

po~k:y is to pay ~ncoming inw)k:es in a l:kne~y manner. If yo~ wo@d forward to me your tax LD number I will make sure the pr.:xess~ng of the check is rushed 

through. AgakL I am very sorry for the m~’.<--up and de~ay in payment. 

Catherine 

F~m= Pike, Mira 
Sent~ Wednesday, August M, 2010 8:27 AN 

To= Cochran, Pare; Usher, Catherine 
SubjeCt~ RE: Soulful Golf 
{::ather~ne- Purchasing has no~: seen ~:h~s eRher. Please provide complete ~n[o (k~ch.@~ng address, r:edera~ ID#} and we can end:or into sVs~:em. 

M~ra 

F~m= Cochran, Pare 
Sent= Wednesday, August l~, 2010 8:ll AN 
Te~ Usher, Catherine 
¢~ Pike, Mira 
Su~jeCt~ Soulful Golf 

Catherine, 

I dont see that this supplier even exist in payables. Purchasing will have to set them up before payment can be released. If I sent to purchasing for set 

up. They could still have waiting to obtain a tax ID number. Just a thought. 

I dont have an~hing to process for them. 

Pam Cochran 

Accts. Payable!Accounting Assistant 

Phone: 3~7-917-6437 

Fax: 317-917-6983 

TI’is emaii a:zd any attachrae:zts may contain ’qC~ confilential and prlvi]egei information. If you are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender ir~k[ediaLely by retb~rn emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Malone <’bmalone@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 12, 2010 2:39 PM 

Penn, Ann E -%annpenn@emaJl.unc.edu>; Watkin~ Debra <watkins&~emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, DeIx~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: LD- Link] 

Ladies; 
Details for tonight’s line dance class, ~f interested ... 

THURSDAY- Line Dance Basics for Members Who Have Taken Two or 
More Classes 
Aug 12 Thu 6:30 PM 

Local[ion 

Trim~gle Dm~ce Studio 

2603 S Miami Blvd 

Durham, NC 27703 

Who’s hosting? 

Price - $5.00 per person 

refund policy 

This is a LINE DANCE BASICS CLASS for members who have taken two or more classes and would like to spend more time learning line       ~ 

dance basics. In this class you will continue to learn the language of line dancing and build on daaces we’ver leaxned so thx, including core slides to songs which 

might include - It’s the God In Me, MLK Slide, Imaginatior~ Wobble, Ho~ney Twist, Down South PmV, Cupid Shuffle, East Boogie, Booty Scoot, Inuna Bee, 

Freak It and others that will be new for everyone’. We’ll supply the water and light snacks, but bring your tennis shoes (no flipflops or heels). An RSVP is required 

for everyone that attends this class so rese~we your spot today! *Note: a mi~fimum of 15 people must be enrolled tbr this class to run and you must 

become a member of our meetup group (it’s free) in order to register. (~Jsit ~v.meetup.com and search tbr line dancing in Durham). 

See you Thursday, August 12fla from 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. and remember tiffs one is for BEGINNERS and EVERYONE STILL LEARNING OUR 

CORE SLIDES! 3rod don’t forget, we will be in the BACK STUDIO! If you have questions, please email them to me. Thanlcs and c u THURSDAY! (ram or 

shine) ........... Leigh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephanie Skipper - Sigma Alpha Lambda <sskip~@sigmaalphalmnbda.org> 

Friday, 1:31 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Fw: Follow-Up/hnportant Documents & Info. 

Agenda Fall doc; Photo Release Form.doc; Facebook SAL Crest.jpg; Icebreakers.doc; National Food Fight Against Hunger.doc; 

Chapter Operations Guide.doc; Chapter Funding Request Form.doc 

Hi 
Thank you for your time on our kickoff call today. I hope that year will be a wonderful leadership opportunity for you as chapter president! To follow-up with the other important 
information you will need going forward as we discussed on the call- I am attaching several things her~ for you and you will want to save all of these documents these. They 
are: 

1) Chapter Operations Guide (This will be a very helpful tool for both you and your officers. Be sure that you forward it to your officers as you begin the year.) 
2) Sample Agenda for Chapter Meeting 
3) Photo Release/Consent Form (Document we discussed in the Fall Planning Guide that members need to sign to approve photos being used on the website, your facebook 
page, SAL blog, etc.) 
4) SAL Crest (You use this logo when you create your facebook events as the "photo" you can upload) 
5) Icebreaker Ideas (These are just icebreakers that other chapters utilize at meetings). 
6) Info. Sheet on the          National SAL Food Fight Against Hunger event for the fall term (this is the idea I talked about on the call and this document will give you lots 
of info. about this event so read through it before you meet with your officers) 
7) Chapter Funding Request Form (used by you or the chapter treasurer to request funds from SAL National Office throughout the year). Use this for your officer meeting and 
kickoff meeting funds you will need. 
I hope that this information is helpful to you. As I said, I am here to support you and assist you in any way that I can. I know it will be a great year for your chapter! 
I will send out the email with the list of officers once I hear back from              I will send that to you, the officers and the advisor today so that you can connect with 
them and plan an officers meeting soon as well as the kickoff meeting. Also, remember to follow back up and send me the confirmation you receive once the re-registration 

process is completed. Looking forward to working with you and the other officers to make it an incredible year! 

Regards, 

Stephanie Skipper 
Chapter Support Rep.- National Office 

sskipper(~,,sig maalphala mbda.org 
(941)-782-1316 x 9106 



2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Sigma Alpha Lambda~ Fall 2010 
Sample Kickoff Meeting Agenda 

Welcome 
a. Introduce officers & enjoy refreshments (ask SAL for money 10 days in advance) 
b. Meet the members (possible "ice breaker" activity here such as Autograph Bingo) 
c. Discuss future meeting dates (or plans, i.e. how often, what time, where) 
d. Communication: explain that the national e-mail system & Facebook are our 2 ways of 

communicating (give out your chapter email address: ie domain@salhonors.org and make 
sure they add this to their acceptable list so it doesn’t end up in the SPAM folder) 

e. Check out SAL National website www.salhonors.org to order merchandise, see a listing of 
officers, learn about scholarships (scholarships are announced in February) and more 

f. Discuss any open officer positions (Caution here! Too few is hard, too many is harder so 
only bring this up if you really need another office!!) 

Community Based Activities 
a. Present 1 Exciting Fall Service Event (that the officer team has previously met and 

planned out) and get sign-ups for it (and mention you can add more Service Events for the 
Fall Semester depending on everyone’s interest!) 

b. Ask for other community service project ideas: 
i. Food Drives (great for Thanksgiving) 

ii. Walk-a-thons 
iii. Campus projects (ie putting flags around campus for 9/11 remembrance) 

Fundraising - How will we fund our fall service event? Potential ideas below... 
a. Chocolate sale (world’s finest chocolates, search online!) 
b. SAL t-shirts (Nationals has a program that we can discuss with you) 
c. Bake sale, CarWash, etc. 
d. Partnering with an ice-cream shop, pizza place, sub shop for a % of sales 

Other Chapter Activity ideas? 
a. SAL social and!or Bring a Friend Event 
b. Campus events (i.e. Fall Fair Booth, Homecoming) 
c. Leadership Event (resume writing workshop, guest speaker) 
d. Achievement Event (everyone who gets an A brings proof to the meeting for a prize?) 

Elections - Better topic for spring, but plant seeds now! Officer elections for the next academic 
year will be held Feb-March 2011. An email will be sent out in the beginning of January with 
details of the officer positions and how to submit an application. 

SAL Scholarships - Scholarship information will be emailed in the spring so this is a good topic 
for your Spring Kickoff meeting however people may ask. There are opportunities for both 
continuing undergraduate students as well as students entering graduate school next year. 
Awards under consideration include: 
a. The Path to Excellence Award recognizes undergraduate members who have 

demonstrated outstanding achievement academically, exhibited outstanding leadership 
skills, or made a substantial contribution in the area of community service. 

b. The Emerging Leaders Scholarship is awarded to students who have maintained high 
academic performance, have made significant contributions to their chapter and their 
community, and have been accepted to an accredited Graduate Program of Study. 

c. The National Academic Achievement Award is awarded to one applicant chosen from 
all Path to Excellence and Emerging Leaders scholarship and award applications 
received, who has demonstrated an outstanding level of commitment and achievement 
throughout the most recent academic year. 

d. The New Member Award is given to members who have joined a Sigma Alpha Lambda 
Chapter during the previous calendar year. It recognizes their academic excellence as 
well as their significant contribution to the Chapter during their first year of membership. 

e. The Chapter Leadership Award is given to officers who have maintained high academic 
performance, demonstrated excellent leadership skills and have made a significant 
contribution to the operation of an existing chapter. 

7) Closing 



PHOTO RELEASE FORM 

FOLLOWING YOUR EVENT, PLEASE RETURN TO: 

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA, 501 VILLAGE GREEN PARKWAY, SUITE 1, BRADENTON, FL 34209 OR FAX TO 941-827-2924. 

CHAPTER DATE 

BY SiGNiNG BELOW, i CONSENT TO ALLOW ANY CHAPTER ACTiViTY PiCTURE(S) THAT I 

APPEAR IN TO BE USED ON THE SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA WEB SITE, FACEBOOK PAGE AND IN 

PUBLICATIONS USED TO PROMOTE THE AWARENESS OF SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA. 





Autograph Binso 

Materials needed: 

One bingo card per player 

Pen or pencil for each player 

Directions: 

Pass out the Bingo cards and pens 

Members move around the room trying to find a person who meets the criteria in the square. 

That member signs the square. 

Members may only sign one square per card. 

When any member has signatures in a row, they call out "Bingo!" 

Variation: All squares must be filled in before "Bingo" can be called. 

Sample Card 

In at least 2 
student orgs on 

campus 

Has a brother 

Attended a 
campus-wide 

event this year 

Received a 

parking ticket this 

semester 

Loves snow 

Knows how to ski 

Lives in an off- 

campus 

apartment 

Traveled out of 
state this summer 

Has a pet 

Psych major 

Owns an Apple 

product 

Owns a car that is 
at least i0 years 

old 

SAL member 

Plays soccer 

Is the oldest child 

Took classes this 

summer 

Education Major 

Has a bike 

Does not have a 
cell phone 

Has been to 
another country 

Lives more than 

i O0 miles from 
campus 

Got an "A" on a 
paper last year 

Lives on campus 

Double majoring 

Loves hot weather 

Use the template below to create your own Bingo game. Enlist your fellow officers (or use Facebook) if 

you need help finding an interesting fact about your members to use in the game. 





 nteresting Pact 6ame 

Materials needed: 

One ball of yarn or string 

Directions 

Have everyone stand in a circle. 

One person holds the end of the ball of yarn and says one thing about themselves. 

If someone can relate to what the first person said, the ball of yarn is thrown to them. 

The 2nd person now says something about themselves. When someone can relate to what the 

2nd person said, the 2nd person holds on to a piece of the yarn and throws it to the 3rd person. 

Continue passing the yarn back and forth until everyone has had a chance to catch and throw. 

Once the yarn has been passed to everyone, you will see a web has formed between you. The web 

represents the commonalities among the members of your chapter. You may all be from different 

places, with different majors, but you are more alike than just members of SAL and honors students. 



The Running Game 
This game combines Musical Chairs with a getting- to- know- you game. It can be humorous and 

entertaining, and helps you discover interesting facts you might not know about each other. 

Materials needed: 

Chairs arranged into a circle 

Directions 

Place enough chairs in a circle, for each player, but one. 

The person without a seat, stands in the middle of the circle and says something about 

themselves. 

If anyone can relate to what has been said, they must get out of their seat and run to a different 

seat. 

The person in the middle also runs to a seat leaving someone else in the middle. 

The one who is left without a seat goes to the middle and says something about themselves, 

and the process begins again. 

Caution: 
This game is a great way to see the similarities among chapter members, but it should be played inside 

where it is flat. Members shouldn’t wear high heel or platform shoes. The game can get rough and very 

competitive. 



Big Wind Blows 

Materials Needed: 

Chairs arranged into a medium sized circle. 

Directions: 

Place the chairs into a circle - one chair for each person minus one. 

The person without a chair stands in the middle of the circle and is the "Big Wind". 

The Big Wind raises both arms and spins around while saying the following "The Big Wind Blows 

__ " The blank must be filled with a true statement about themselves, such as "The Big 

Wind Blows everyone who likes Starbucks" or any other true fact. 

All the participants who share this characteristic must stand up and find a new seat, including 

The Big Wind. 

For each statement no player is allowed to sit in the same seat or in the seat adjacent to his or 

her previous seat. 

The person left without a seat becomes the new "Big Wind" for the next round. 

This game is especially fun when players use unique, unexpected or funny statements. For example a 

player might say an embarrassing statement (that is true about themselves) such as, "Big Wind blows 

those who have Rone without a shower for three days[" Have fun and remember the objective of the 

game is to get to know each other better. 

Caution: 
This game is a great way to see the similarities among chapter members, but it should be played inside 

where it is flat. Members shouldn’t wear high heel or platform shoes. The game can get rough and 

very competitive. 



A   terat on Name 6ame 

Materials needed: 

Chairs arranged in a circle. 

Directions: 

Members all sit in a circle. 

One person begins by saying their name with an alliteration adjective, such as Meticulous 

Melanie. 

The next person repeats what the first person said and adds their own name. 

Continue around the circle repeating names, until the person who began the game names 

everyone. 

Note: If the president of the chapter starts the game it shows that you are making a real effort to learn 

everyone’s name. 



Two Truths and a 

Materials Needed: 

Chairs arranged in a circle 

Directions: 

Each person prepares three statements, tow of which are true and one of which is a lie. 

Go around the circle and have each person take a turn sharing their three statements, in any 

order, with the group. 

The group votes on which statements they feel are true and which one is a lie. 

Once they have voted, the person reveals which statement is the lie. 

Variation: Two Truths and a Dream Wish. 

Instead of stating a lie, a person may say something that is not true - yet something that they wish were 

true. For instance, "1 visited Hawaii when I was in high school." This variation often leads to unexpected 

results as people share touching wishes about their lives. 



Paper P ate C ock 6arne 

Materials Needed: 

A paper plate with a clock face drawn on it - one for each participant 

Directions: 

Pass a paper plate clock to each person. 

They go around to others and make a date with them for a one of the twelve times on the clock. 

When someone yells out a time, they people who have a date for that time must find each 

other. 



Celebrity ID Game 

Materials needed: 

Post it notes or some kind of stick on label for each person with the name of a well known celebrity 

written on it. 

Directions: 

Before the game begins, the moderator sticks a label on each person’s back, and announces 

when the game has begun. 

Players mingle with each other, introduce themselves using their real names 

In order to find clues about which celebrity they are, they ask yes or no questions about the 

celebrity name on their back 

When a person correctly identifies the game, the label is removed and they continue to mingle 

until the end of the game. 



Human Knot Game 

This is a good game for team building, communication and problem solving. It is also good with large 

groups of people. The game takes about 15-30 minutes to complete. 

Set Up: 

Form groups of about 10 people each. 

Directions: 

Have each group stand shoulder to shoulder in a circle facing each other. 

Instruct everyone to lift their left hand and reach to take the hand of someone standing across 

the circle. 

Next, have everyone lift their right hand and take the hand of another person standing across 

the circle. 

Be sure that no one is holding hands with someone standing directly beside them. 

Each group must now communicate and figure out how to untangle the knot without ever letting go of 

any hands. If any group member lets go of a hand, and breaks the chain, the group must start from the 

beginning. 

Suggestions: 

This game may be played competitively with all the groups racing to be finished first. 

You might consider setting a time limit. 

If a group member lets go of a hand, you could impose a penalty for that person, such as 

wearing a blindfold. 

At the end you may want to ask some debriefing questions, such as "How well did your group 

work together? What strategies did your group adopt? How did it feel to solve the game? 



M &M 6ame 

This is a simple, flexible and adaptable way to help people share some facts about themselves - and 

enjoy a snack. 

Materials needed: 

Bowl of M&Ms or any other multicolored candy. 

Directions: 

Pass the bowl around and have everyone take as many or as few candies as they wish. Make 

sure no one eats their candy right away. 

For each candy they took, they will have to answer a question, depending on the color they 

took. You can be creative in coming up with any questions you think would be fitting for your 

group. For example: 

o Red candy-favorite hobbies 

o Green candy-favorite foods 

o Yellow candy- favorite movies 

o Orange candy- favorite places to travel 

o Brown candy- most memorable or embarrassing moments 

o Blue candy-wild card ! They can share anything they wish. 

When the leader calls out the color topic, everyone goes around the room sharing one answer 

for each piece of that colored candy they took. (If someone chose two red candies, they would 

share two favorite hobbies.} 

Once the person has shared the answer with the group, they may eat the candy. 



N ever H ave 

Materials needed: 

None 

Directions: 

Have everyone sit in a cirle. 

Each player holds out all 10 fingers and places them on the floor. 

One person begins by announcing something that they have never done. For example "Never 

have I ever been to Canada". 

Any player who has done whatever has been announced (for example, if they have been to 

Canada) must put down a finger, leaving them with nine fingers; 

Continue around the circle with each person making an announcement and participants putting 

down their fingers. 

The person who has the most fingers remaining at the end of the game wins. 

This can be a lot of fun if you make announcements such as "Never have I ever skipped a class in 

school". The game provides a good way to find out unique experiences and facts about people. 



Shoe Game 

Materials Needed: 

One shoe from each participant 

Directions: 

Everyone removes one shoe and throws it into a pile on the floor. 

On the count of three, each person grabs a shoe from the pile. 

They find the person with the matching shoe, 

Find out their name 

Find out three things about them that they didn’t already know. 

After everyone has done this, go around in a circle and have each person introduce the person 

they have met to the group, telling the three things they found out about them. 

This is a good game to use with a large group. 



Sort and Mingle 

Materials Needed: 

None 

Directions: 

Sort 

Designate opposite sides of the room as north/south and east/west. 

Call out two contrasting choices (for example, "Do you prefer Target or Walmart?") and points 

to the north(for Target) or south side (for WalMart) 

Members of the group go to whichever side of the room fits their choice. 

The leader calls out another choice and points out one for the east side and the other for the 

west side. 

For each choice the entire group needs to move somewhere else. 

Sorts that work well include movie/book; PC/Mac; dressup/casual; inside/outside; salty/sweet; 

neat/messy. 

Mingle 

o The leader calls out a general category such as your favorite dessert; the type of toothpaste you 

use; your least favorite chore as a kid; if you could be the very best at something, what would it 

be; if you could attend one huge event (Superbowl; Oscars etc.), what would you choose, etc. 

~ Participants have to mingle around to find others that have the same answer and they stand 

together. 

When the groups seem to have formed, the leader asks each group to call out their answer. Not 

everyone will be in a group, but that’s OK. 



The Birth Date Game 

Materials needed: 

None 

Directions: 

Without talking the group has to line themselves up in order of their birthday (just the month and day, 

unless you really want to make it challenging) 

Hand gestures are OK. 

This is a good game to play with a large group of people.. 



Paper 6ame 
Lots of laughs and a good way to find out a lot about your members 

Materials needed: 

One roll of toilet paper 

Directions: 

Have everyone sit in a circle 

Pass the toilet paper around and have each person takes as much as they like. Don’t tell them 

why they need it or how much they should take. 

Have each person count the number of toilet paper squares they have taken 

Select one person to start the game by telling one fact about themselves for every square of 

toilet paper they have taken. (If he has 4 squares, then he must share 4 facts about himself). 

Continue around the circle until everyone has had a chance to share. 



Beach Soccer Bal! Game 

Materials Needed: 

Beach ball or Soccer Ball with numbers written on it. 

Directions: 

Members stand in a circle and toss the ball. 

Each time a person catches the ball, they must answer a question that corresponds to the 

number closest to their right thumb. 

Here are some suggested questions you can use. You can make up any questions you want, just as long 

as you have one question for every number on your ball. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Why did you join SAL? 

What is you biggest pet peeve? 

If you were an ice cream flavor, which flavor would you be? 

Ninja or pirate? 

Which actor annoys you? 

If you could pick your name, what would it be? 

What is your favorite day of the week? 

Day or Night? 

What is your favorite characteristic in a person? 

What is your favorite movie ? 

What is your favorite TV show now? 

What is your favorite movie genre? 

What is your least favorite subject? 

What would get you to participate more in SAL activities? 

During recess I would          ? 

What is your favorite sport to play/watch? 

What 

What 
If you 

What 

What 

What 

What 

What 

What 

super powers would you like to have? 

color crayon would you be and why? 

were on a deserted island, what 3 things would you bring? 

is your favorite holiday and why? 

article of clothing would you be and why? 

is your favorite music genre? 

was your favorite TV show as a kid? 

is your favorite cartoon character and why? 

is your favorite subject in school? 



Telephone Charades Game 
Charades Down the Line 
This game combines the classic telephone game with charades and is a lot of fun to play. 

Materials needed: 

None 

Directions: 

Select five to six participants and ask them to leave the room 

The rest of the group chooses an action that is specifically silly and obscure to act out. (Washing 

an elephant; going skydiving;; a nerd’s romantic first date; a cat bathing itself, going skydiving, 

fishing and then catching a huge fish; etc. 

Once the act ion has been decided, the participants are called back in to the room and form a 

line where they have their backs to the group. 

The leader reveals the action to the first person who taps the next person on the shoulder. 

That person turns around and the first person acts out a clue to the topic (using the rules of 

charades - actions only, no talking) to the second person. 

The second person then taps the third person and acts out his or her understanding of what the 

clue is. 

The game continues until it reaches the last person in line, who must guess what the action is. 



SAL Nationa  Food Fight Against Hunger 
This school year, Sigma Alpha Lambda is making service matter in the fall by feeding the hungry. In 

order to do this, every chapter has the opportunity to make a big difference through Feeding America. 

(~ETTING STARTED 

At your kickoff meeting, announce that you will be competing with SAL chapters nationwide in a 

national food drive and will need everyone’s participation. You can decide if your food drive will be 

collecting nonperishable food items at meetings only or across your entire campus. Results will be 

presented on your activity reports and must be submitted by December 1. 

Here are a few tips for running a successful food drive: 

Announce the SAL National Food Fight Against Hunger at your kickoff meeting. Rally interest for 

this to encourage members to participate. 

Locate your Feeding America food bank at http://feedingamerica.org/foodbank-results.aspx and 

tell them your plans for the food drive. They may be able to help with boxes or transportation 

of food items when the drive is over. 

Contact your Student Organization’s Office to see where you can place boxes to collect 

nonperishable food items. Be sure to follow all of their rules. 

Develop a slogan for the food drive, such as "Buy One Give One" where people take advantage 

of "Buy One Get One Free" deals and donate the "free" item to the drive. 

Have a SAL meeting for members to make posters for the food drive and sign up to take turns 

clearing out the boxes at the end of the day, or picking them up and putting them back out in 

the mornings. 

Before the December 1 deadline, hold a SAL meeting for everyone to bring in the food they have 

saved or picked up on their turn. Then, count all of the items. 

Report the number of items under Funds Raised on your activity report. Be sure to fill out the 

rest of the report and send it to your chapter support representative. 

Deliver the food to your local food bank, and pat yourselves on the back! Great job! 

Please keep in mind that these items are especially needed during food drives: 

Proteins. Canned meats such as tuna, chicken or fish are high in protein and low in saturated fat. 

Peanut butter is rich in protein and high in monounsaturated and polyunsaturated oils, the 

"good fats." These are among the most expensive foods -- too expensive for food banks to buy 

large quantities. 

Soups and stews. They are filling, particularly the "chunky" soups, and contain liquid for 

hydration. In addition, soups can be filled with protein and vegetables. 

Rice and pasta. "They’re really staples," Nowak says. In addition, grain-based foods, such as 

pasta, are a good source of fiber and complex carbohydrates. 

Cereal, including oatmeal. Breakfast cereals can be an additional source of protein, and most 

cereals today include a variety of vitamins and minerals. 



Canned vegetables, including tomatoes and tomato sauce. Studies indicate that canned 

vegetables have about the same nutritional value as fresh vegetables. 

Canned or dried beans and peas. A staple of diets as early as 6700 B.C., beans are a low-fat 

source of protein and fiber. 

Canned fruits. Only a small amount of vitamin C is lost in the canning process, making these a 

healthy choice. 

Fruit juice (canned, plastic or boxed). Make sure it’s 100% juice. 

Prepared box mixes such as macaroni and cheese or Hamburger Helper. 

Shelf-stable milk. This includes dehydrated milk, canned evaporated milk and instant breakfasts. 

FU~DRAISER O~TIO~ 

Some chapters may prefer to hold a fundraiser for their local food bank instead of a food drive, which is 

why SAL will have one winner chosen from a fundraiser category. Money is definitely something food 

banks need. Most food banks can purchase food at a much cheaper cost due to buying in bulk and 

relationships with vendors. Other food banks need the money to simple stay in business. We 

encourage you to pick the option that suits your chapter best. See your chapter support representative 

for help creating a fundraiser that fits your chapter. 

W~NNERS! 

Winners will be selected from three categories for the food drive: small chapters, medium chapters, and 

large chapters. There will also be one winner chosen from the chapters who choose to do a fundraiser. 

The winners of each category will win a check from SAL to your favorite charity! A charity must be 501 

(c) (3) verified. Your chapter support representative can help you determine if your charity qualifies. 

A STEP FURTHER: SERVING OTHERS 

Now that you have donated your food, SAL’s National Office strongly encourages you to take your 

service a step further by donating your time. Food banks have a desperate need for volunteers to help 

sort and package food. SAL members can sign up to donate an hour or two of their time for this worthy 

cause. Possibly one of the most rewarding ways to spend your time is feeding others. Consider 

planning an event where you help feed those in need by preparing a meal. Soup kitchens, homeless 

shelters, and Ronald McDonald Houses are organizations that greatly appreciate organizations preparing 

and serving meals to their guests. Help reach out to others by easing their hunger. 

Be sure your members know about www.freerice.com! By playing this FREE game, you help donate rice 

through United Nation’s Word Food Program. 

Also, add www.TheHungersite.com to your signature line of your e-mails. At no cost to you, each click 

provides hunger relief. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to Sigma Alpha Lambda. Whether you are an officer in a new chapter or a 
new officer in an existing chapter, we hope that you will find this Chapter Operations 
Guide to be a valuable tool in the successful operation of your chapter. 

There are several ways to contact us if you need assistance. Below is the address of 
the National Office and contact information for some of our staff members, as well as 
some other pertinent information that may be helpful to you throughout your officer term. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda National Office 
501 Village Green Parkway 

Suite 1 
Bradenton, Florida 34209 

941-866-5614 
941-827-2924 Fax 

SAL Social Media Information: 

SAL National Website: www.sigmaalphalambda.org 

SAL National Facebook Page: 
http://www.facebook, com/pages/Sigma-Alpha-Lambda/6712917814 

Follow SAL on Twitter: SALHonors 

SAL Blog: http://www.sigmaalphalambda.wordpress.com 

Joni Dickerson - SAL Headquarters/Florida jdickerson@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Member and Chapter Services 941-866-5614 x9105 
Nikki Donato - SAL Headquarters/Florida ndonato@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Finance and Administration 941-866-5614 
Rob Miner - Boston, Massachusetts rminer@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Chapter Development 941-866-5614 x9101 
D. Mark Pickhardt - SAL dmpickhardt@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Headq uarte rs/FIorida 941-866-5614 x9102 
Executive Director 
Stephanie Skipper - Atlanta, Georgia sskipper@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Chapter Support 941-866-5614 x9106 
Catherine Wofford - Greenville, South cwofford@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Carolina 864-764-0584 
Chapter Support/Public Relations 
Betsy Verrips - Ancaster, Ontario bverrips@sigmaalphalambda.org 
Chapter Support 941-866-5614 x9103 
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MiSSiON, PURPOSE AND SHARED VALUES 

The Mission, Purpose and Shared Values are the foundation of the organization. Over 
the years, there have been, and will continue to be, changes and refinements to our 
Mission and Purpose to respond to the ever changing needs of our members. Our 
Shared Values, however, are constant and unchanging. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda is a national leadership and honors organization dedicated to 
developing the individual member and serving our campus and our community. The 
mission of Sigma Alpha Lambda is to recognize members for academic achievement, to 
engage members in service, and to develop members for leadership. Service is the 
foundation of our leadership development model as well as the leadership of the 
organization itself. Through service, individuals look outside themselves and lives are 
changed, not only for the one being served but even more so for the one serving. As a 
result of this process, the individual learns more about who they really are and what they 
value. 

OURPURPOSE 

To promote an understanding of the service model of leadership, to educate on 
the principles of leading through service, and to develop leaders who incorporate 
service into their lives. 

To promote academic excellence at the chapter and national level, and to 
encourage high academic achievement among school-aged children in our 
community. 

To engage university students, faculty, and staff as well as the surrounding 
community in meaningful, relevant service initiatives and raise awareness for 
worthwhile causes. 

SHARED VALUES 

+ We treat all people with the highest level of dignity and respect. 

We respect the resources of the university, the chapter, our community, and the 
world around us. 

We encourage innovation, independent action, team spirit and personal growth in 
all our members. 

We promote camaraderie with our fellow students and an attitude of caring for all 
individuals in society. 

+ We conduct ourselves with unmatched moral character and honesty in all that we 
do and say. 

+ We operate our chapter with the highest level of integrity and fiscal responsibility. 
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FOUNDING PRINC~PLES 

The founders of Sigma Alpha Lambda, coming from a variety of backgrounds, 
established a common set of principles upon which the organization was founded. 
These principles form the basic precepts from which our Mission and Purpose are 
derived. As you review these principles, consider how your chapter can operate in a 
way that both supports and promotes them in serving the chapter membership. 

In the university setting and in the early stages of one’s career, academic 
performance is the uniquely quantifiable measure of achievement and should be 
promoted and recognized in developing the overall individual. 

o Every person is uniquely gifted with a set of talents, the identification, 
development and maturation of which is essential to the fullness of the 
development of the individual. 

° Every community has a unique set of needs that can only be met through the 
active engagement of individuals committed to serving others. 

¯ Every environment, be it academic, professional, familial, social or governmental, 
provides both opportunities and requirements for leadership. 

o Deep inside every individual is the ability to lead and, at some point in their life, 
either through proactive pursuit or through the circumstances of the situation, 
every person will be called to lead. 

Academic achievement, identifying one’s talents for serving others and discovery 
of one’s innate ability to lead, combined with a clear understanding of an 
individual’s values, will serve as the underpinning for one’s own personal 
development. 

o Understanding and developing one’s talents and abilities and applying these to 
serve their community, as well as aligning an individual’s values with their 
environment, affords the greatest opportunity for lifelong professional fulfillment. 
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S~GMA ALPHA LAMBDA COLORS AND CREST 

The colors of the organization are Navy, Gold and Black. The crest contains a navy field 
outlined in gold and black, capped by a gold arch containing the Greek letters Sigma 
Alpha Lambda. The arch supports a cauldron and flame and on the navy field are three 
columns above an open book. 

The navy field represents a distant view of our world, which serves as the backdrop 
upon which we build our lives and the lives of others. 

The open book represents the academic foundation, which forms the basis for all that we 
set out to accomplish in our lives. 

The book, or academic foundation, supports the three columns, each of which represent 
our core tenants, Service, Achievement and Leadership. 

The columns of Service, Achievement and Leadership support the arch and flame, which 
at the highest point of the crest, represents our obligation to be a light unto the world in 
which we live. 

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA LOGO 

S GMA ALPHA LAM 
This design includes three artistic symbols signifying the three purposes of SAL: Service, 
Achievement and Leadership. It is used most often on SAL T-shirt designs. 
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ANTFHAZING POLICY 

Sigma Alpha Lambda prohibits its members, both individually and collectively, from 
committing any acts of hazing (defined as any action or situation that recklessly or 
intentionally endangers the mental or physical health or safety of a student for the 
purpose of initiation or admission into or affiliation with this organization). Such term 
shall include, but not be limited to: any brutality of a physical nature, such as whipping, 
beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the elements, or forced consumption 
of any food, liquor, or drug; any conduct leading to extreme mental stress, such as sleep 
deprivation, forced exclusion from social contact, or forced conduct which could result in 
extreme embarrassment; any other forced activity which could adversely affect the 
mental health or dignity of the individual. For the purpose of this section, any activity as 
described above upon which the initiation or admission into or affiliation with this 
organization is directly or indirectly conditioned shall be presumed to be a ’forced 
activity,’ the willingness of an individual to participate in such activity notwithstanding. 
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CHAPTER OPERATION PHILOSOPHY 

Each chapter of Sigma Alpha Lambda is student-organized, student-led and student-run. 
The National Office provides a framework in terms of a common mission, a common 
purpose and shared values, as well as support, tools and guidance. The standard 
requirements are defined below. While meeting these requirements is sufficient for a 
chapter to remain active and provide basic opportunities for its members, we believe the 
Chapter Leadership Team in each chapter should develop their own strategies to 
support the mission, purpose and values of the overall organization that are in alignment 
with the capacity and resource availability of the Chapter Leadership Team. It is through 
this autonomy that the team develops the leadership skills necessary to lead the 
chapter. 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

Although this document outlines the wide variety of opportunities available to a fully 
active chapter, there are absolute minimum requirements each chapter must meet in 
order to remain active. Those minimum requirements are: 

One General Chapter Meeting per Full Academic Term (Fall & Spring). 
One Community Service Project per Full Academic Term (Fall & Spring). 
One Meeting with Chapter Advisor per Full Academic Term (Fall & Spring). 
Assistance with Letter invitations to Qualified Students Once per Full Academic 
Term (Fall & Spring). 
Completion of Fall Chapter Checklist (due to National Office Dec. 31). 
Elections of New Officers for the Following Academic Year (Spring). 
Completion of Chapter Annual Report (due to National Office May 31). 
Completion of Chapter Re-Registration Process (typically in August/September). 

Should the chapter not meet these minimum requirements, the National Office may 
either remove the current officers or revoke the charter of the local chapter. 

We strongly encourage and expect you to move beyond these minimum requirements 
and take part in as many activities as possible to get the most out of your experience. 
The more opportunities you can provide for your members, the richer the experience will 
be both for you and for your chapter members. 
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RESPONS~B~MT~ES OF OFFICERS 

The Chapter Leadership Team is comprised of the primary officers and secondary 
officers. The following outline provides basic guidelines for primary and secondary officer 
responsibilities. Each chapter operates through a combination of officers and 
committees with the president presiding over the executive committee and the 
secondary officers presiding over their respective committees. 

Within this structure, each chapter may have a unique approach to filling and managing 
these various positions based on the plan for chapter activities as well as the size of the 
chapter and the willingness of members to step into leadership positions. As a result, 
specific responsibilities of each officer and committee can be unique from chapter to 
chapter as each Chapter Leadership Team adjusts to the mix of experience and skills 
available within the team. 

The roles of the primary officers are as follows: 

Chapter President (Appointed or Elected Based on Local Chapter Constitution) 

The President’s primary responsibility is to ensure the growth and success of the chapter 
including the following: 

¯ Serve as the primary representative for University Administration, Student 
Government Association, Student Activities Office and/or other campus 
organizations. 

° Meet with the Chapter Advisor as needed, and maintains continual contact with 
other officers through Chapter Leadership Team meetings. 

¯ Determine the time and location of all officer and chapter meetings; announce 
and preside over them. 

° Maintain regular contact with SAL Chapter Support Representative to provide 
information about progression of the chapter and details regarding all pertinent 
chapter activities. 

¯ Appoint and oversee organizational functions of the chapter (setting up for 
events, bringing snacks to meetings, etc.). 

° Be available to communicate with potential members regarding local chapter 
activities and national initiatives (Ex: Haiti Relief, President’s Volunteer Service 
Award). 

° Be sure other officers fulfill their commitments, (Ex: activity reports being filled 
out within 3 days of an event, Facebook pages being updated before and after 
meetings, etc.). 

¯ Answer member’s e-mail in a timely manner. 
¯ Be responsible for overseeing proper officer transition at the end of the academic 

year/officer terms. 
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Chapter Vice President (Elected) 

Assist the president with his/her duties. 
Preside over the organization in the president’s absence. 
Be the secondary officer responsible for the growth and success of the chapter. 
Provide assistance to other officers and committee chairs by helping them with 
the formation of committees as needed. 
Keep regular communication with the president and the advisor. 
Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Chapter Secretary (Elected) 

Maintain all meeting attendance records. 
Maintain detailed minutes of all general chapter and leadership meetings, then 
forward them to your Chapter Support Representative within 24- 48 hours. 
Record and archive all chapter records, documentation, and materials essential 
to the next Chapter Leadership Team (Ex: constitution, university Iogin 
information, photos, etc.) if there is no historian in place. 
Coordinate communication between the National Office, the local chapter, the 
officer group and the members. 
Keep officer and advisor contact information up-to-date at the local chapter level, 
with the Student Activities Office and the National Office. 
Coordinate with Chapter President to complete Activity Reports within 3 days of 
an event. 
Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Chapter Treasurer (Elected) 

Join with the Chapter President to prepare an annual budget for the chapter, 
review it with the Chapter Leadership Team, and present it to the National Office. 
Keep a current accounting of the organization’s funds. 
Identify, coordinate, and oversee all fundraising activities (Ex: T-shirt sales). 
Obtain approval from your Chapter Support Representative before spending 
money to be sure that your expense will be approved and reimbursed. 
Submit an official Funding Request Form to the National Office at least 7 days 
prior to a meeting or an event if you need cash up-front. 
Submit all receipts to the National Office within 7 days of a meeting or event. 
When on-campus banking is in place, deposit funds and pay bills promptly, 
making expenditures in a manner approved by the university and National Office. 
Provide documentation of all on-campus banking transactions to the National 
Office. 
Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Fundraising committee. 
Provide committee updates during regular chapter meetings. 
Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events 
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SECONDARY OFFICERS 

The roles defined below are purely optional based on the needs and resources of the 
chapter. In a larger chapter these individuals may lead a committee related to their 
specific position, while in a smaller chapter they may be the only individuals managing 
the responsibilities associated with the position. Since the primary officers could handle 
the responsibilities defined below, many chapters will not have every one of these 
positions filled and, in some cases, may not fill any of these positions. 

The secondary officers and their roles are as follows: 

Vice President-Community Service (Appointed) 

¯ Support both of the National Service Initiatives, Fight Against Hunger in the fall 
semester and Relay for Life in the spring semester by overseeing their 
development and execution. 

¯ Work diligently to involve members in these service projects community service 
projects. 

¯ Coordinate with the VP of Public Relations to promote chapter service events 
within the chapter, university, and community. 

¯ Support members striving to achieve the Presidential Student Service Award by 
providing them with service opportunities and encouragement. 

¯ Coordinate with the National Office to involve the chapter in other national 
initiatives, such as Hope for Haiti, as they arise. 

¯ Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Community Service committee. 
¯ Provide committee updates during chapter meetings. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Vice President-Academic Achievement (Appointed) 

¯ Create a comfortable means for students to seek academic assistance. 
¯ Identify chapter members willing to participate as mentors in specific disciplines 

of study. 
¯ Arrange study groups on campus throughout the academic year. 
¯ Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Academic Achievement committee. 
¯ Provide updates during chapter meetings. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Vice President-Leadership Development (Appointed) 

¯ Identify leadership opportunities on campus and within the community; share 
them with members 

¯ Research leadership and other beneficial workshops (Ex: Resume-writing 
seminars, mock interviews, etc.) to help SAL members advance. 

¯ Find business, community, or university leaders to speak at chapter meetings. 
¯ Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Leadership Development committee from 

the chapter membership. 
¯ Provide committee updates during chapter meetings. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 
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Vice President-Membership (Appointed) 

¯ Identify and attend all organization/membership recruitment fairs on campus. 
° Greet all members before and after meetings. 
¯ Ensure that all members present at chapter meetings and events sign the 

attendance record. 
¯ Create at least one social event/"bring-a-friend to SAL" event per semester. 
¯ Develop incentives to encourage members to attend meetings and events (Ex: 

ice breakers, drawings, and member recognition events). 
° Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Membership committee. 
¯ Provide committee updates during chapter meetings. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Vice President-Public Relations (Appointed) 

¯ Be responsible for promoting the organization within the chapter, the university, 
and the community. 

° Keep Facebook and other social media up-to-date for all chapter events including 
meetings and service projects. 

¯ Coordinate with the VP of Membership to be sure SAL is always represented 
correctly at organization fairs. 

° Seek opportunities to promote chapter service projects within local media outlets 
such as school newspapers and news affiliates. 

¯ Develop a recruiting plan to staff the Public Relations committee. 
¯ Provide committee updates during chapter meetings. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 

Historian (Appointed) 

° Be responsible for the "Chapter Scrapbook"- an organized culmination of activity 
reports, university information, chapter constitution, photos, and consent forms. 

¯ Print out and keep a copy of chapter activity reports for future Chapter 
Leadership Teams to access. 

° Be sure everyone signs a photo consent form before taking their picture. 
¯ E-mail, fax, or mail copied consent forms to the national office with photos within 

7 days of an event. 
¯ Make it a priority to attend all meetings and chapter events. 
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RE~OVAL OF OFFICERS 

In accordance with our Shared Values, Sigma Alpha Lambda holds high standards in 
regard to the conduct and performance of chapter officers. An officer who fails to 
maintain university requirements for holding office shall resign immediately. 

REM OVAL BY EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP COM M ITTEE 

Any officer whose conduct or dereliction of duty adversely effects the operation of the 
chapter, or any officer who is in violation of campus, chapter or national policies as 
determined at the sole discretion of the Executive Leadership Council, shall be subject to 
removal from office by a binding unanimous vote of that body. 

REMOVAL BY MEMBERS 

A removal request by the membership must be submitted to the Executive Leadership 
Council in writing and signed by at least ten active members and two officers. The 
request must outline in detail the reason(s) for dismissal. Upon approval of the request 
by the Executive Leadership Council, a copy of the request shall be provided to the 
offending officer by one of the two officers who signed the request. Within two weeks of, 
but no more than four weeks after, the delivery of the request to the offending officer, a 
removal hearing shall be held at which the grievance will be presented, with both sides 
having an opportunity to present a case. The schedule for this hearing shall be 
communicated to the active membership via e-mail at least ten days prior to the hearing. 
The advisor, or an advisor-approved designee, shall preside over the removal hearing. 
After all arguments have been heard, a written secret-ballot vote by those members in 
attendance at the hearing shall be held. If at least 75% of the voting members present 
vote for removal, the officer shall be removed immediately. If the president is removed 
or resigns, the vice president will fill the role of president in the interim (until such time as 
the new president is selected). All officer vacancies will be filled in accordance with the 
chapter constitution. 
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ROLE OF THE ADVISOR 

The role of the advisor is considered one of support, mentoring and guidance. The 
advisor’s familiarity with university policy and procedure, and dedication to improving the 
lives of others through their work at the university, brings a wealth of insight to the 
chapter. Allowing the members to be self-directed in their activities with the guidance of 
the advisor will directly and indirectly support the members’ opportunities for service, 
achievement and leadership. 

Primary advisors and co-advisors 

In some case-by-case situations, it may be important for a chapter to identify a co- 
advisor. If a co-advisor is needed for a chapter, this person should be able to work well 
with the current advisor. The co-advisor would assist the advisor in attending chapter 
events and activities and provide back-up support when the primary advisor is 
unavailable. Potential candidates could be identified by the members or the current 
advisor and should be forwarded to the National Office for review. The co-advisor 
should be ready to step in when the current advisor steps down so there is a smooth 
transition and the chapter is not left in a situation of not having an advisor. 

Meeting and event attendance 

The advisor should attend as many Chapter Leadership Team meetings as possible. 
Attending regular chapter meetings and participating in chapter events will add a more 
direct experience and perspective to the role of advisor. It would be helpful for the 
advisor to compile experiences that could be shared with future officers and members. 
At the end of each academic year, the advisor will, if they so choose, have the 
opportunity to forward a brief report to the National Office regarding his or her thoughts 
about the events and meetings that occurred, highlighting the successes of particular 
activities and members and shedding light on how the chapter could improve in the 
future. A form will be sent to each advisor. This information would be reviewed by the 
National Office in conjunction with other chapter reports and serve as the basis for an 
organization-wide report of success stories and improvement opportunities to be shared 
with all chapters for their future success. 

Officer transition 

Officer transition can occur through the normal election process, by appointment from 
the National Office or through unplanned events such as student transfer. An important 
role of the advisor is to assist in the transition process. In some cases, simply a short 
meeting with the incoming officer and the existing officers to discuss any issues 
associated with the transition can be helpful. The advisor can share direct chapter 
experiences with the incoming officer that will provide insight into chapter operations and 
the "personality" of the chapter. 

Event planning 

The president or designated officer should stay in contact with the advisor as events are 
being planned and solicit feedback from the advisor when possible. The advisor may 
also be able to give guidance and perspective in regards to local service events or may 
have contacts in the local community to help establish service projects for the year. 
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New membership 

Adding new members to the chapter each year is important to the life and vitality of the 
chapter. As members graduate and move out of undergraduate activities, new members 
become the future leaders of the organization and provide the enthusiasm and energy to 
keep a chapter moving forward. New members come into the organization through a 
variety of avenues. In some cases, students will seek to become members as a result of 
the experience of a friend or a roommate. In addition, most chapters conduct at least 
one campus awareness event during the year, which introduces students to the potential 
for membership. Finally, the chapter, with the assistance of the National Office, will mail 
invitation letters to qualified students. 

The advisor’s participation during on-campus awareness events, such as those where 
tables are set up in common areas, can be most helpful. This participation allows 
prospective members to interact with a member of the university staff or faculty who can 
share their own perspective on the organization and the local chapter. 

Chapter administration 

There is a component of the advisor’s role that is administrative in nature. This typically 
involves signing forms such as chartering documents, campus activity/fundraising 
requests, requests for directory information from the registrar’s office, and student 
organization renewal forms each year. It is the responsibility of the officers to be aware 
of any administrative responsibilities required of the advisor and ensure these 
administrative items are carried out in a timely manner. 
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BU~LDING A SOMD FOUNDATION FOR A NEW CHAPTER 

Starting a new chapter or becoming a new officer in an existing chapter is an exciting 
time requiring many decisions to be made and clear thinking and planning in order to 
achieve long-term success. Building a chapter is not a sprint. It is an investment in 
building a solid foundation for what should be a thriving organization long after you have 
graduated. Do not try to accomplish too many things in your first term. Many chapters 
struggle as a result of trying to accomplish too much in too short a period of time. 

There are a number of things you should start to consider as you begin your new role as 
a chapter officer: 

You already have begun the process by reviewing this operations guide. 

Next, meet with the entire Chapter Leadership Team and clearly identify the roles 
and responsibilities of each team member. It is very important that everyone, 
particularly the president, understand the amount of time each team member is able 
to devote to his or her responsibilities and set realistic goals based on the team’s 
collective availability. In some cases, it will be necessary for Chapter Leadership 
Team members to spend a little more time fulfilling their responsibilities than they 
had planned. The president and the other officers may need to reduce their 
expectations, based on other team members’ availability. Ultimately the team needs 
to arrive at whatever middle ground is appropriate to ensure a cohesive team with 
each member able to meet the expectations of the group. 

To emphasize the importance of officer participation, have the secretary type an 
officer pledge stating the commitment to attend all chapter meetings and community 
service events possible. Then, have every officer sign the pledge and return it. 

Use the New and Returning Chapter Checklist on the following page to set your 
direction for the first 90 days. 

If you are a new chapter, make sure each Charter Member has completed the 
necessary paperwork and has an opportunity where possible to serve as part of the 
broader Chapter Leadership Team or on a committee. If your chapter was initially 
chartered with less than ten members, continue to identify and recruit Charter 
Members. In addition to the officers, each chapter may add up to 25 Charter 
Members before the first set of letter invitations are mailed. 

A record keeping system should be established using a binder or some other 
organization tool for storing chapter documents and meeting minutes. The records 
for each project and event as well as the minutes of each meeting should be kept 
both electronically and in hard copy form. Where possible, a copy of the electronic 
records should be provided to the advisor, your chapter support representative and 
your historian (when applicable) as the documents are created. 

A copy of the minutes from all chapter and officer meetings must be emailed 
to your chapter support representative. 

Support the National Service Initiatives. For 2010-2011 these are Fight Against 
Hunger in the fall semester and Relay for Life in the spring semester. Your chapter 
support representative will keep you informed throughout the school-year of any 
other national service initiatives as they arise. 
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NEW AND RETURNING CHAPTER CHECKUST 

Whether you are a new chapter or a new officer in an existing chapter, please review the 
checklist and confirm that each item is complete. Some of these items are recurring in 
nature and must be completed each year. If you are a new officer in an existing chapter, 
you cannot make the assumption that the previous Chapter Leadership Team was able 
to complete all items. 

Complete the New Chapter Profile Form and Officer Information Profile for 
the Chapter President and return to the SAL National Office within 5 days of 
the receipt of the Welcome e-mail. 

Distribute Charter Member Profile forms to non-officers as directed in the 
Welcome e-mail. 

Continue to identify new Charter Members and expand the Chapter 
Leadership Team and fill committee positions. 

If initially Chartered during Spring Term, determine requirements for Chapter 
re-registration AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

When returning in the Fall, make sure all necessary steps have been 
taken to re-register the organization on campus. 

Meet with Chapter Advisor within the first two weeks of every term for 
existing chapters. 

Distribute a copy of the Chapter Operations Guide to the Chapter 
Leadership Team prior to the first officer meeting of the academic year. 

All Chapter Leadership Team members read the Chapter Operations Guide. 

Schedule leadership planning meeting within 2 weeks after the start date of 
every semester. 

Identify an individual responsible for recording the minutes of each meeting 
and ensure that they are forwarded to the chapter support representative. 

Confirm that the Chapter is listed on the school’s directory of Student 
Organizations and that the information is accurate. 

Obtain all chapter items from previous officers including banner, unused 
table supplies, chapter banking checkbook, etc. during the Spring officer 
transition meeting. 
Review content of Chapter’s Facebook group and assign an individual to 
keep updated. This is the responsibility of the Chapter Secretary, or the VP- 
Public Relations. 

If you are a new chapter, use this checklist to ensure everything is in place within the 
first 90 days. 

If you are unable to complete any of the items or if you need assistance with any of the 
items on the checklist, please contact your Chapter Support Representative. 
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SAMPLE CALENDAR FOR REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 

Chapter Leadership Team/Officer Planning Meeting 

Complete Chapter Re-registration Process 
Provide Updated Officer Profiles to National Office upon receipt of 
profile link email (received by all officers in the early fall). First time 
officers will receive an officer lapel pin upon completion of this step) 
Meet with Chapter Advisor 

! ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ h ! ~!~ ~ ~ ! ~ !~ ) ................................... 

Chapter Support Representative 

Chapter Support Representative 

Joni Dickerson 

Rob Miner 

......... ~!~ ~ R~!~!i~ ........... 

Fall National Project Chapter Support Representative 
Letter Invitation Assistance Rob Miner 

Fall Chapter Checklist Due Dec. 31. Joni Dickerson 

Letter Invitation Assistance (if necessary) Rob Miner 
Chapter Leadership Team!Officer Planning Meeting Chapter Support Representative 
Update Officer Contact Information Changes to National Office Joni Dickerson 

Chapter Support 
Meet with Chapter Advisor 

Representative/Rob Miner 

Spring Chapter Kickoff Meeting 
Officer Elections 
New Officer Transition Meeting & Transfer of Chapter Materials Upon 
Completion of Election Process 
Determine Deadlines & Requirements for Chapter Re-registration 
Spring National Project 
Letter Invitation Assistance 

Chapter Support Representative 
Chapter Support Representative 

Chapter Support Representative 

Chapter Support Representative 
Chapter Support Representative 

Rob Miner 

Chapter Annual Report Due May 31. Joni Dickerson 

While the activities outlined in this calendar are required, the actual months in which they 
occur may vary from chapter to chapter. In addition to these required activities, many 
chapters plan a variety of other events throughout the term including chapter 
fundraisers, light social activities, monthly meetings with their advisor, academic study 
groups, and beginning of term welcome events 

If you have a question about a specific activity, you should contact the appropriate SAL 
representative. If you would like more information regarding additional chapter activities 
or if you need assistance in your chapter planning, you may contact your Chapter 
Support Representative. 
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OFFICER ELECTIONS AND TRANSITION 

It is essential to the continuation and strength of the chapter to invest in the election and 
officer transition process. A chapter’s first scheduled officer election will be held during 
the spring term following the first full academic year of operation or following the first full 
academic year of newly elected officers. 

Depending on your chapter’s constitution, you may be required to hold local elections for 
certain officer positions. A chapter may request elections at an earlier point in time if it is 
expected that a majority of the officers will be graduating or no longer available during 
the following academic term. Requested elections may follow the format of standard 
elections outlined below or vacant positions may be filled entirely through the 
appointment process at the discretion of the National Office. If you are interested in 
holding early elections or are unclear as to whether or not scheduled elections should be 
held for your chapter, please contact your Chapter Support Representative. 

The following represents a sample timeline of election and officer transition activities. 
Actual dates will vary depending on when classes resume following break and other 
scheduling issues. 

Application period open to existing officers for officer positions for 
the following academic year. 
Application period open to all members for officer positions for the 
following academic year. 
Establishment of balloting process in conjunction with the local 
Chapter. 

Application period closes to all existing officers and members. 

President selected for those Chapters where selection is by 
appointment. 
Determine any uncontested races and confirm candidate’s ability to 
serve. 

Elections held through process established with National Office. 

Tally of Votes and Announcement of Election Results Complete 

Submission of New Officer Profile Forms to the National Office 

New Officer Transition Meeting & Transfer of Chapter Items 

Advisor Meeting with New & Departing Officers 

December 1 - December 31 

January 1 - January 31 

January 1 - January 31 

February 1 

February 28 

February 1 - February 15 

February 16 - March 15 

March 16- March 31 

April 1 - April 15 

April 1 - April 15 

April 16 -April 30 

Step I - Officer Applications and Determination of Balloting Procedures 

The National Office will distribute an email to all officers and subsequently to all 
members seeking candidates for officer positions. The email will include a link to the 
online application. Any member, including the current officers, may submit an 
application. The first email will be sent to all officers on or about December 1 and a 
second email will be sent to all non-officer members on or about January 1. Even if the 
chapter will be holding local elections, applications for officer positions will still be 
gathered through this electronic process. 

Current officers seeking to serve an additional term the following academic year 
are still required to complete the online application. 
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Step 2 - Elections 

Presidential Appointment 
For those chapters where the president is selected by appointment, a representative 
from the National Office will review all applications received and conduct phone 
interviews to determine the appropriate candidate. Based on the applications, the 
National Office may offer the position to someone who had submitted their application 
for a role other than president should it be determined that the applicant is best suited to 
the position. 

Conducting Local Elections 
Should the chapter choose to hold local elections, all applicant information will be 
gathered by the National Office. This information will be provided to the chapter as part 
of the overall plan for completing local elections. This does not preclude the chapter 
from seeking additional candidates as part of the local election process. All applicants 
must complete the online application provided by the National Office. There are a 
variety of formats through which local elections can be held. It is the responsibility of the 
chapter to make sure these elections are completed by March 15th, It is also the 
responsibility of the chapter to make sure that these elections are publicized and held in 
such a manner as to maximize member participation in the balloting process. 

Conducting Electronic Elections through the National Office 
The chapter may decide to have the National Office coordinate an electronic balloting 
procedure. Approximately one week after the application period ends, an electronic 
ballot will be established for all races with more than one candidate. The ballot will 
include all approved applicants and an electronic invitation to vote will be sent to all 
active members with a valid electronic mail address on file with the National Office. The 
electronic ballot shall remain open for a period of seven to ten days, after which final 
results will be tallied and election winners announced to the chapter. 

Step 3 - Officer Transition 

Assuming elections are completed by the end of March, there are still a number of 
general chapter activities requiring the attention of the officers prior to summer break. As 
soon as a new Chapter Leadership Team is determined, the existing officers should 
begin a process of shadowing with the incoming officers. The first step in the shadowing 
process is the New Officer Transition Meeting. 

IT IS A REQUIREMENT OF CHAPTER OPERA TIONS THAT A NEW OFFICER 
TRANSITION MEETING BE HELD WITH BOTH OUTGOING OFFICERS AND NEWLY 

ELECTED OFFICERS IN ATTENDANCE. THIS MEETING SHOULD TAKE PLACE 
WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTION RESULTS AND 

ALL CHAPTER ITEMS SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED A T THIS MEETING. IF A T ALL 
POSSIBLE, THE ADVISOR SHOULD ATTEND THIS MEETING 

At this meeting, the shared responsibilities for upcoming activities can be discussed and 
plans can be made for how the team will work side by side for the remaining calendar of 
events. The new officers will form an Executive Committee as defined in the Chapter 
Constitution. In conjunction with the outgoing officers, this combined group will work 
with the National Office to appoint any remaining vacant officer positions as deemed 
necessary. 
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IT IS iMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT ALL OFFICER TERMS RUN THROUGH MAY 31 
EVEN THOUGH ELECTIONS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND THE ACADEMIC 

YEAR MAY HAVE ENDED, THIS DOES NOT ABSOLVE OFFICERS OF THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICES. 

THE OUTGOING PRESIDENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FILING THE ANNUAL 
CHAPTER REPORT WITH THE NATIONAL OFFICE. THE NEWLY ELECTED 

PRESIDENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSISTING THE NATIONAL OFFICE WITH THE 
LETTER iNVITATION PROCESS WHEN NECESSARY. 

Before the new school year starts, all officers will be emailed a link to an "officer profile 
form. It is imperative that these profiles are returned to the National Office within seven 
days of receiving the link so that the chapter records can be updated and the new 
officers can receive their leadership pins and officer press release. 

Should the advisor be unable to attend the officer transition meeting, the outgoing 
chapter president and newly elected officers should make contact with the advisor to 
make introductions and present the officer shadowing and transition plan for the 
remainder of the year. 
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Communication within and outside of your chapter is crucial to the success of the 
existing chapter, continuity among officers and advisors, and the recruitment of new 
members. Because technology and communication methods are expanding rapidly, this 
section has been designed to help you understand some of the many modes of 
communication that are available to you and your chapter, and how these methods fit 
into the overall communication strategy of the National Office. 

E=MAIL 

Email is the primary source of communication and can be very beneficial for 
communicating with your chapter members. For this purpose, the National Office 
provides a Chapter Email Service for communication to your chapter members. 
Because the database at the National Office is updated every day, sending out emails 
via the National Office maximizes the likeliness that the message will reach the largest 
possible group of members. Additionally, the emails will be sent out with the Sigma 
Alpha Lambda logo and header, in full color; this makes chapter emails look more 
professional and authentic. When sending an email message to your chapter, please 
prepare the text for the message and for the subject line and forward the information to 
your Chapter Support Representative. Please provide approximately seven days of 
advance notice for the message in case any information included in the message needs 
to be clarified before the message is sent. Additionally, you should send a reminder 
email to your chapter coordinator within 24-48 hours for each chapter meeting/event to 
be sent out. 

LiST SERVICES 

The National Office strongly discourages chapters from building lists of names (i.e., a list 
serve) or using university list serves for mass emailing purposes. While the National 
Office does provide member rosters upon request, the nature of this information in terms 
of email address changes, new members, and university transfers means that these 
rosters are out of date the minute they are sent out. Unless your chapter has made 
specific arrangements with the National Office, ALL chapter emails must go out through 
the Chapter Email Service and should not be sent out via any other method. As stated 
above, the National Office will always have the most up-to-date information on chapter 
members, including new members and correct email addresses. 

SOCIAL NETWORKING & SOCIAL UTILITY SITES 

Social networking and social utility sites allow individuals with an account to view the 
profiles of other users. While these sites create an excellent opportunity to develop an 
online community of chapter members, these sites do not replace email as the primary 
method of communication with chapter members. Messages and information posted on 
these sites are received only by those who have an account and are members of the 
particular group. For those chapters who are currently using these groups, we find that 
only about 15%-20% of chapter members are members of the chapter’s social 
networking group. That means that if this is the only method for communication that is 
deployed by the chapter, approximately 80% of the chapter members are not receiving 
communication; however, Sigma Alpha Lambda recognizes the value of the groups in 
terms of communication and allowing members to get to know more about their fellow 
members. 
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As a leadership and honors organization, it is important to present a consistent and 
professional image when using these sites. To this end, the Executive Leadership 
Council has selected Facebook as the platform for this purpose. The National Office has 
created a Facebook Group for each chapter. All of the groups are "CLOSED," meaning 
that anyone can see the group description, but only members can see the other content. 
Administrative approval is required for new members to join, so only SAL members at 
your chapter are eligible. Chapter members will be invited to join the group’s profile via 
the Chapter Email Service. 

If you do not have a Facebook profile, it is easy to create. The only information 
necessary to create a Facebook Profile is an email address, your name and birth date. 
One of the reasons we have selected Facebook is the ability of the user to tightly restrict 
how the information can be viewed by other Facebook users. 

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA DOES NOT REQUIRE YOU TO SET UP A FACEBOOK 
PROFILE IF YOU ARE NOT COMFORTABLE IN DOING SO. SIGMA ALPHA 

LAMBDA DOES NOT ENDORSE FACEBOOK FOR PERSONAL USE. IF YOU ARE 
NOT COMFORTABLE SETTING UP A FACEBOOK PROFILE, PLEASE IDENTIFY 

ANOTHER OFFICER IN THE CHAPTER WHO IS ABLE TO MAINTAIN THE CONENT 
OR CONTACT YOUR CHAPTER SUPPORT REPRESENTATIVE AND MAKE 

ARRANGEMENTS TO HAVE THE NATIONAL OFFICE MAINTAIN THE CONTENT OF 
YOUR CHAPTER’S FACEBOOK GROUP ON YOUR BEHALF. 

Again, please keep in mind that Facebook is to enhance the communication and visibility 
of your chapter. It does not replace communication via the Chapter Email Service 
provided by the National Office, which communicates to the entire chapter membership. 

Besides using the National Email System mentioned above, Facebook is the only 
approved "social utility" platform for communicating with members (i.e., setting up a 
MySpace profile, etc., for Sigma Alpha Lambda is not permitted). 

While MySpace can be a positive way for students to express their individuality to their 
friends, the Executive Leadership Council’s position is that the use of MySpace as a 
vehicle to represent information about an honors organization is inappropriate. The use 
of the Sigma Alpha Lambda® name on MySpace is therefore prohibited. If your 
chapter has an existing Sigma Alpha Lambda group on MySpace please contact your 
chapter support representative. 

YAHOO! GROUPS AND OTHER D~SCUSS~ON BOARD 

With these types of groups, messages are posted by users for other users to read; they 
can be original posts (thoughts, questions, announcements, etc.), or replies to another 
user’s post. The use of discussion boards or programs similar to Yahoo! Groups cannot 
be used as the sole method of chapter communication because of the same limitations 
found in social networking sites, in that only a limited number of chapter members 
subscribe to these groups. 
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FINANCIAL MANAGEIViENT 

Funds are required in a variety of situations but most notably are used to support service 
activities, fundraisers and chapter meetings. The most common expenses are for food 
and refreshments at chapter activities and things like advertising, copying and supplies 
to support these activities. 

IT IS ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN TO PURCHASE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH CHAPTER FUNDS 

AND WILL RESULT IN THE REVOCATION OF THE CHARTER. 

Other expenses would be for acquisition of resources and supplies for leadership 
development activities. This might include the cost of a speaker or the cost of video 
curriculum from an outside organization. 

Funding - There are three primary sources of funding for chapter operations: 

Chapter-based fundraisinq activities - If you would like assistance in choosing or 
planning a chapter-based fundraising activity, please contact your Chapter Support 
Representative. Some previously successful fundraisers include: 

a. Car Washes 
b. SAL Chapter T-Shirt Sales 
c. Bake Sale 
d. Partnering with Ice-Cream Shops, Pizza Place, or Sub Shop for a % of sales. 

National Office Chapter Allocation Funds - Each year, a certain portion of 
membership fees are set aside during the budgeting process for use in supporting 
chapter activities. Although these funds are designated specifically to support 
chapter activities, these funds are not designated to any specific chapter. Items that 
are requested by the chapter, including banners, tablecloths and other promotional 
items, are paid for using these funds. In addition, chapters may apply for these 
funds to be used to conduct specific chapter activities. Funds are allocated and 
awarded to chapters based predominantly on three factors: 

a. Quantity and quality of chapter activities including community service, 
leadership development, mentoring and academic performance. 

b. Number and effectiveness of chapter fundraising activities. 
c. Number of new members in the chapter for the current academic year. 

Student Government/Student Activities allocations - The chapter is encouraged to 
develop their financial plan based on the first two funding sources. It is our objective 
that each chapter functions independently of student government funding. However, 
in cases whereby registered student organizations on your campus are provided with 
funds, you should inquire as how to obtain such funds and determine what they can 
be used for (as there may be some stipulations). 

Funds Management - Most chapters can manage funds without the use of a formal 
bank account. Expenses are typically small in nature and when those expenses are 
incurred to support chapter activities, the National Office will quickly reimburse for these 
expenses. To receive reimbursement for chapter expenses, just complete a Funding 
Request Form and submit it either electronically or via fax to the National Office. Funds 
also can be provided in advance of the activity using this same form. If your funding 
request for any single activity exceeds $100.00, you must get approval in advance. We 
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cannot guarantee you will be reimbursed after the fact if your request exceeds that 
amount. 

Many universities require that all student organizations’ funds be managed using an on- 
campus account. If that is the case for your chapter, you still need to follow the same 
steps for reimbursement or advance funding of chapter activities while utilizing the on- 
campus account for the deposit and disbursement of these funds. 

If the university where your chapter is located does not provide services for on-campus 
banking and your chapter is holding frequent chapter activities including regular chapter 
fundraising events, then it may be best to have an off-campus chapter checking account. 
These accounts are opened through the National Office. All off-campus accounts are 
established through our national relationship with SunTrust Bank, Inc. The account is 
established through our corporate banker and, once established, account paperwork will 
be sent to the chapter president and chapter treasurer for signatures. Upon receiving 
the signed paperwork back at the National Office, a chapter checkbook and deposit slips 
will be mailed to the chapter president. 

If you do not have a SunTrust Bank in your community and you have completed a 
chapter fundraising activity that requires you to make a deposit, that deposit will be 
coordinated through the National Office. Also, in each of the above scenarios, your 
chapter is required to forward all receipts for expenses to the SAL National Office. 

SAMPLE FINANCIAL PLAN 
The following is a sample full academic year financial plan for a small chapter (approx. 
200 members) meeting the absolute minimum requirements as outlined in this 
operations guide, with the addition of one chapter social activity. As stated throughout 
this manual, we expect chapters to go far beyond these minimum requirements, so the 
budget should be adjusted to reflect increased activities and a potentially greater number 
of members. Under this adjusted budget, you should expect that National Office 
Funding would increase proportionately more than the other funding sources. You also 
should be aware that Student Government Funding is not available on all campuses. 

Chapter Fundraising 100,00 
National Office Funding 250.00 
Student Government Funding (if available) 75.00 

Food and Refreshments for Fall Chapter Meeting 75.00 
Fall Chapter Service Project 50.00 
Food and Refreshments for Chapter Fundraising Activities 25.00 
Food and Refreshments for Chapter Social Activity 100.00 
Food and Refreshments for Spring Chapter Meeting 75.00 
Spring Chapter Service Project 50.00 
Advertising 25.00 
Printing/Copying 25.00 
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CHAPTER FUNDING REQUEST FORM 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOW (CLICK IN THE GREY FIELDS TO ENTER INFORMATION) AND RETURN TO: 

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA, OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR, 501 VILLAGE GREEN PARKWAY, SUITE 1, BRADENTON, FL 34209 

OR YOU MAY E-MAIL THE SAVED FORM TO { HYPERLINK "MAILTO:COORDINATOR@SIGMAALPHALAMBDA.ORG" } OR 

{ FORMTEXT } 

NAME OF ACTIVITY/EVENT: { FORMTEXT } 

NAME OF OUTSIDE ORGANIZATION (IF APPLICABLE): { FORMTEXT } 

DATE OF ACTIVITY/EVENT: { FORMTEXT } 

DATE FUNDS NEEDED BY: { FORMTEXT } 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY: { FORMTEXT } 

AMOUNT REQUESTED: { FORMTEXT } 

FUNDS TO BE USED FOR: { FORMTEXT } 

CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO: { FORMTEXT } 

NAME: { FORMTEXT } 

ADDRESS: { FORMTEXT } 

CITY: { FORMTEXT } 

E-MAIL: { FORMTEXT } 

PHONE NUMBER: { FORMTEXT } 

REQUEST APPROVED BY: { 

STATE: { FORMTEXT } ZIP: { 

CHECK DATE: { CHECK NBR: { 

IF MAILING THIS FORM FOLLOWING THE ACTIVITY, PLEASE ATTACH RECEIPTS DIRECTLY TO THIS FORM. 

IF FUNDING IS TO BE USED TO PAY A THIRD PARTY SUCH AS THE UNIVERSITY OR AN EQUIPMENT OR 

SERVICES VENDOR, CHECKS SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE DIRECTLY TO THE THIRD PARTY. MULTIPLE 

REQUESTS FOR DIFERENT PAYEES MAY BE SUBMITTED FOR A SINGLE ACTIVITY. 

IF FUNDS ARE NEEDED IN ADVANCE OF THE ACTIVITY, RECEIPTS STILL NEED TO BE FORWARDED TO 

THE ADDRESS ABOVE. 

ANY FUNDING REQUESTS IN EXCESS OF $100.00 MUST BE APPROVED IN ADVANCE OF THE ACTIVITY. 

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA MAY AT ITS SOLE DISCRETION, DENY ANY REQUEST NOT DEEMED TO BE IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICIES OR OBJECTIVES OF THE ORGANIZATION. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Management <SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA> on behalf of 

Eric Schwarz <Eric.Schwarz@SAINTLEO.EDU> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 9:19 AM 

SPORTMGT@LISTSERV.UNB.CA 

Call for Papers - International Business Conference w/Sport m~d tourism Business track 

IBC Call for Papers.doc 

Hello Everyone, 

The Saint Leo University School of Business will be hosting its 2nd Annual International Business Conference from February 16-19.2011. Saint Leo University is 

located midway between Orlando and the Tampa/St. Pete/Clearwater area, within close proximity to Disney, ESPN Wide World of Sports, Busch Gardens, and the 

Gulf of Mexico beaches (so bring the family along!). 

The website for the conference is: 

The 2011 International Business Conference will be a place where faculty, administrators, corporate professionals, undergraduates, graduate students and 

community representatives can discuss and learn about topics related to international business. This conference is an opportunity for you to share your innovative 

research and experiential data in quantitative and qualitative presentations, panels, and workshops. The conference will provide participants the opportunity to 

submit their work for publication in a peer reviewed academic journal that will go through a double blind high quality selection process, as well as, network with 

colleagues interested in international business around the world. 

The Call for Papers is attached to this email. Of special note to people on this listserv is under the category of Cross-Cultural International Business, where one of 

the tracks focuses on Global Sport and Tourism Business. We look forward to any relevant submissions that focus on international and global sport and!or tourism 

business issues. 

The deadline for submission of a 750-abstract is due by September 30, 2010. Submission forms, conference registration forms, and conference costs are also on the 

website. Registration via credit card is also being set up and will be available in two weeks (mail in option via check will also be available). Sponsors, academic 

vendors, and keynote speakers will be forthcoming, so please return to the website periodically for current information. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I look forward to seeing you in Florida in February 2011. 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

,Associate Pro[esso~ o[ Sport B~Jsiness 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

3370~ State Road 52 

PO Box 6665/MC 2067 

Office Phone: 1-,352-588-,7326 

Fax: :[-352--588-8912 

Email: eric,schwarz@saintleo.edu 



2nd 

NT LEO 
School of Business 

Annual International Business Conference 

February 16-19, 2011 

Saint Leo University Main Campus 
Saint Leo, Florida 

Abstract Guidelines 

All abstracts nmst be submitted electronically and must be received by September 30, 2010. 
Abstracts must be submitted for review in only one {1) conference track. Hence, a~rthors should 
identi~; the most suitaNe track relating to the subject matter. The Sabot Leo University 
International Business Conference committee has selected fi~,e tracks for abstract submission 
specific to the conference theme. 

2011 Conference Tracks: 

Trends in International Business Management 
- Internationalization of Accounting Standards 
- International Business Law 
- International Contracting and Logistics 
- Change iManagement in International Business 

International Business and the Global Economy 
- Economics and World Trade 
- Corporate and Social Responsibility in a Global Economy 
- Sustainable Business in a Global Economy 

International Business Education and Leadership 
- Teaching International Business Management 
- Experiential iEducation for Global Leaders 
- Responsible Leadership in Global Business 

Cross-Cultural International Business 
- International Relations in the Americas 
- Global Cross-Countly Relations 
- Global Sport and Tourism Business 
- Global Cultural and Language Competence 

General International Business/Other 
Attendees can submit across a breadth of international topics for a special session 



Abstracts may be submitted for one of the followin~ categories: 

1. Oral presentation [20 minutes, with an additional 5 minutes for questions] 

2. Symposium or roundtable [75 minutes, with an additional 10 minutes for questions] 

3. Poster presentation [90 minute time block] 

Authors will have the option to submit their abstract under one of two options: 

1. Professional 
2. Student (All authors must be current students; professionals must be listed abstract as advisor) 

Abstracts must conform to the format instructions. Please keep an exact copy for future reference. 
Abstracts will be subjected to blind peer review. Authors will be notified of acceptance~ r~iection 
and/or suggested modifications as soon as the review process has been completed. Please see key 
dates tbr submission and revision deadlines. A condition of acceptance is tha~ at least one of the 
authors must a~end the conference and present. However, no author may presem morn than twice 
at the conference. 

Key Dates: 

Abstract Submission: September 30, 2010 
Notice of Acceptance: November 15.2010 
Revision Submission and (;onfirmation of Attendance: Decembe r 15, 2010 

Content of Abstracts should follow template below: 

750 word maximum 
Title page (the title should be short, simple, and clearly convey the focus of the presentation) 

Abstract (summarize content) 
Single-spaced throughout 
Times New Roman 12-point font 
8.5 x 11 inch page formatting 
1 inch margins on all sides 
Formatting and reference style should conform to the American Psychological Association 
Guidelines (6th edition) except as noted above. 

All abstracts are peer-reviewed (double blind) based on its contribution to the development of 
international business science or practice. Additionally, abstracts will be judged on their overall 
quality and their contribution to the conference. 

Abstracts submitted to the 2011 Saint Leo University h~temational Business Conference should 
not be concurrently submitted for consideration to another conference or have been previously 
presented at another conference, and submitted abstract should not be from work published or in 
press prior to September 30, 2010. 

File format to submit abstract: 

Submissions must be sent using Microsoft Word. 



When submitting the final version of the abstract, please be sure to use one li~e for each 
institution to name author(s) and university affiliation. Do not include author’s title. Where there 
are t~,o or more authors from the same institution please use one line for the institution. 

Submittin~ files 

Submissions will include two files as noted below. The two files are to be submitted via the 
online process at the Saint Leo University International Business Conference (URL noted below). 

A single page with author name(s), affiliation, and presentation catego~" (i.e., 1, 2, or 3). 
The file should be posted using the format, 

lastname-firstnameTitle.doc (or .docx) 

Abstract: This file is the abstract with the elements noted above. DO NOT include any 
personal identifiers in this file. The file should be posted using the file name format, 

lastname-firstnameAbstract.doc (or .docx) 

Number of submissions 

There is a limit of two (2) possible presentations regardless of co-authorship or type of 

presentation. The only exception to this limit is for an advisor to a current student who is 
submitting an abstract, in which case, the advisor position must be clearly indicated in the author 

section of the submission. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

If you are submitting a second abstract, please submit your file as previously indicated but you 
MUST include a "2" after your first name. Example: the file should be labeled and submitted as 
lastname-firstname2Abstract.doc. If you do not follow this step, your second upload may 
overwrite your first submission. 

Publication 

Authors of select abstracts will be offered the opportunity to publish their entire paper in the 2011 
Saint Leo University latemational Business Conference book of papers. 

Abstract Submission Deadline: 11:59 pm, September 30, 2010 

The lead author will be notified of acceptance or rejection of an abstract by November 15, 2010. 

Abstracts should be submitted online through the Saint Leo University International 
Business Conference website at: 

http ~//www.saint~e~.edu/Academics/Sch~l-~f-Business/~nternati~nal-Business-C~nference 



Questions or inquiries regarding the submission process and the 2011 Saint Leo University 
International Business Conference should be directed to: 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 
2011 Conference Director 

ibc2011 @saintleo.edu 

Conference Location - Saint Leo University 

Saint Leo University is the largest Catholic business school in the nation, with delivery of classes 
to approximately 15,000 students on its main campus in Florida, on military bases and 
community colleges located throughout seven states, and online through the university’s Center 
for Online Learning. The conference will be held on the main campus in Saint Leo, Florida - 
midway between Orlando (including Walt Disney World, iEpcot, and Universal Studios) and 
Tampa/St. PcteiClearwater (including the beaches on the Gulf of Mexico). 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

Sophie Trawalter <s~rawalter@virginia.edu: 

Monday, August 16, 2010 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I,ynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Back in action... 

Debby project.docx 

Hello, hello, Professor Stroman! 

How are you? How was .5,our trip to California to see your 

All is well (and busy) here. 

hope you axe having a lovely summer. 

Back to the real world. The transition to UVA’s been exciting and, at times, chaJlenging. So it goes. 

I went to      today mad saw a group of student athletes. I immediately thought of you and our potential project. I’m attaching some notes I’d written. Peflaaps we 

could chat soon? I’m t?ee next Wednesday (August 25) and Thnrsday (Angust 26) all day. 
Miss you much, 

Sophie 

Sophie Tmwalter 

Assistant Professor of Public Policy m~d Psychology 
U~iversiU of Virginia 



ISSUE: Athletes (Black athletes in particular?) under-perform; that is, their academic performance is 

lower than one might expect based on their incoming SAT scores, GPAs, class attendance, effort, etc. 

STEP 1: Show that it’s not just 

A. level of preparedness--NEED SURVEY DATA FROM UNIVERSITY: Other students with low levels 

of preparedness do better 

B. time commitment--NEED SURVEY DATA FROM UNIVERSITY: Other students with demanding 

extracurricular activities (e.g., jobs) do better 

C. stereotype threat--stereotype threat is an intriguing possibility but requires high levels of 

identification with the academic domain. This does not appear to be the case for athletes. 

The present work examines another powerful psychological barrier to academic achievement: 

OBJ ECTIFICATION/BRAN DING. 

The argument: 

Student athletes, particular those in lucrative sports (e.g., basketball, football), are 

branded/labeled/objectified. As a result, they’re not able to shift identities to suit the context. 

EXAMPLE 1: Ben. Ben is a White student. In class, his student identity is salient. He takes notes and 

asks questions. He studies and aces the exams. At the gym, playing intramural basketball, his sports 

identity is salient. He dribbles, he shoots, he scores. At his internship, his professional identity is salient. 

He attends meetings with his supervisor and clients. At the end of his internship, he gets a job. 

Students have multiple identities and roles. For most students, as their context changes, their identities 

shift. Ben is a student in class, a bailer on the court, and an apprentice at his internship. These identity 

shifts enable students like Ben to "fit" the demands and expectations of their various social contexts. 

Other students, however, may be robbed of their multiple identities, making it more difficult for them to 

shift identities to fit the demands and expectations of their various social contexts. 

EXAMPLE 2: Sean. Sean is a Black student athlete. He plays basketball for a major university. Before he 

is even admitted, while he is being recruited, he is being "branded." His identity becomes a label 

imposed by others (a coach, a team, the university, students), a label that he accepts. In class, his 

athlete identity is salient. At the gym, his athlete identity is salient. At his internship, is athlete identity 

is salient. Sean has a hard time switching between identities to fit his social contexts because he’s been 

branded. 

This goes beyond stereotyping! IDENTITY-LOCK. 

STUDY 1: Active selves -Athlete and non-athlete students in class, social, and academic contexts (lexical 

decision priming? Or self-concept stems? Both?!) 



STUDY 2: Manipulate branded-ness? Consider ethical issues (if we hypothesize that branding has 

negative effects, do we want to randomly brand Ps??). Another alternative: De-brand? What would 

this look like? Need to pinpoint mechanism: 

Objectification? Dehumanization? 

Abstraction? Representation of a group--loss of individual sense of self, loss of responsibility 

vis-a-vis the self? 

Pressure to be "super-humanly" good in a single domain? Consequently, other domains suffer 

One possible manipulation/intervention: "Cue to Identity" as in Cin et al (2006) bracelet study? 

½ of Ps wear bracelet that cues "student identity" 

½ of Ps wear bracelet that does not cue an identity 

At the end of the week, have them do self-concept stems, do some academic task, and ask about their 

academic week. 



SIGM.A .ALPHA LAMBDA. 
201.0-201.1. Fa LL PLANNING G.U}{ DE 

The following is a list of items that will help you get your chapter off to great start for the upcoming year. 
Before school starts, we would like to schedule a "ldckoff" call with all incoming Chapter Presidents. 
Please read through this list so we can address any questions that you may have during that call. 

All chapters, new and existing MUST register/re-register on campus. Typically this occurs once a year; 

however, some chapters must do so every semester. Registration usually occurs in the early fall, but some 

campuses have a spring deadline. If a SAL Chapter does not register, it becomes "INACTIVE" and can’t 
hold meetings, activities, and/or functions on campus. You must contact your Student Organizations 
office to understand your registration policies and deadline. Registration usually requires signatures 
from 4 or 5 members and the advisor (registration forms sometimes available online). Please make it a 
priority to be sure your chapter is registered as a student organization. 

Please check out SAL’s "listing" on your university’s website 
In addition to finding out the re-registration information, it’s useful to check your University’s website 
each fall and again in the spring for our SAL listing (usually under "registered student organizations") to 

be sure the contact information is correct there (such as the current officers, and/or our national website 
listing of www.salhonors.ory,). Sometimes a prospective member looks at the University’s website to be 
sure SAL is a legitimate organization at your campus 

2o Advisor Nee[ing Intera¢ ion 

Your advisor serves to assist and guide you with many facets of the chapter. It is your responsibility to 
meet with your advisor and find out how involved he/she would like to be this year. Any emails 
generated by SAL Nationals on your behalf automatically get sent to your advisor so he/she does receive 
emafls as often as you send them to the membership of your chapter. Please note: if your advisor resigns 
or transfers, the chapter is placed on hold until such time as a new- advisor is located. For this reason, we 

ask that you remain in regular communication with your advisor. 

Throughout the school year, you will need to communicate chapter information directly to your 
members. We have found email to be the most consistent, efficient, and effective way to communicate. To 
send an email message to your chapter members, please email the text to your Chapter Support 
Representative. We recommend 1-2 weeks notice on general membership meetings to maximize 
participation. Your message will be sent out via the national email system to the members of your 
chapter but under your name (so it will look like it is coming from you). We ask that you send ALL 
messages that you wish to update the members with through the national office (as we will have the most 
accurate and up-to-date contact information for your chapter members). If you are ha~4ng an event, you 
should ask all those that RSVP to also supply you with their phone number so if there are any last n~nute 
"changes of plan" you can call everyone! 

Please partner with us and send out this same message via Facebook’s "message all members" feature or 

ff you are having a chapter meeting or other major event, please set up an "Event" on the Chapter 
Facebook Group so you can gather RSVP’s. Please see Section 4 for a more thorough review of SAL’s 
Facebook procedures. 
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We should be able to send out most emafls within 24 hours except on weekends; however, we do ask that 

you send the email text to us at least 7 days in advance of the activity (so that your members have ample 
notice to put the function on their calendars). "Reminder notes" about an upcoming meeting or event can 

be sent to your Chapter Support Representative 1-2 days in advance. This will help maximize member 
partidpation. With less notice than that, it might not be possible to schedule the email to go out via the 
national system and you will have to rely on Facebook. For this reason you should probably ask all those 
that RSVP to an event also supply you with their phone number so if there is any last minute "change of 
plan" you can reach everyone! 

The National Office of Sigma Alpha Lambda has created a Facebook group for each of its chapters. 
Besides using the national emafl system for communicating with your members as described above, 
Facebook is the only approved "sodal networking" vehicle for communicating with members (i.e. setting 

up a MySpace profile, etc. using the Sigma Alpha Lambda name is not permitted). 

ADMiNiSTRATiON 

Each chapter president has been (or will be) made an "administrator" of his/her chapter’s Facebook group 

so that he/she will have the ability to post upcon~ng events and any news. If another officer such as the 
chapter secretary or VP of PR will be facilitating the group page, the president or your Chapter Support 
Representative can make that officer an administrator as well. If you have not yet joined Facebook and 
;Teated a personal profile for yourself, Sigma Alpha Lambda does not require that you do so. If you are 
the chapter president but are not a Facebook user and do not wish to become one, sin~ply identify another 
officer in the chapter who is a Facebook user and can be assigned to manage the chapter’s Facebook 
group. We request that you (or your designated officer) "friend" your Chapter Support Representative 
during your time serving as a SAL officer so we can help you with any issues you may face. 

"~NEO" Tab 

Just so you are aware, there is a tab on your chapter’s Facebook page called "Info" and under it, you can 
post "recent news." It is in~portant to keep the "recent news" updated as members join Facebook daffy 
and if that section is outdated, it will reflect badly on the chapter. One suggestion is to post a current set 

of meeting minutes under "recent news." 

EVENT 

We ask you to create an "event" on Facebook for your major activities, such as to advertise and encourage 
partidpation in your fall kickoff meeting and/or your fall service event(s). The national office has created 

a graphic you can use when you set up an "event" on Facebook and it is called the "SAL Facebook Ckest." 
Your Chapter Support Rep can email that to you as it is in jpg format. You may also choose to send out a 

brief note to your members via Facebook’s "message all members" feature. The "message all member" 
feature is a great way to ren~nd people about upcoming events or last minute changes but remember, 
this needs to be done in conjunction with using the national email system as not all of your members are 
on Facebook. 

The Facebook groups are all "CLOSED," meaning that anyone can see the group des;Tiption, but only 
members can see the other content. Adnzinistrative approval is required for new members to join so only 

SAL members at your chapter are eligible. 
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We recommend that chapters host a kick-off meeting/sodal event within 1-3 weeks after the semester 
begins. If the members are not engaged early on, we find they tend to get busy with other things. The 
kickoff meeting helps members get acquainted and enthusiastic about belonging to SAL! 

We suggest holding a well-plalmed meeting with an icebreaker. A quality kickoff meeting can go a long 
way in maintaining participation for the entire term. We typically provide light food/beverage at this 

meeting to help bring out members. 

Your Kickoff Meeting agenda should include at least the following: 

a. Announce the dates/times/places of any planned events and encourage members to sign-up 
(provide ample advance notice to members) 

b. If you have internet service at your Kickoff, show- everyone the SAL website at 
www.salhonors.org where there is information on SAL scholarships (announced in February of 
every year), graduation items, the Presidential Service Volunteer Award opportunity, etc. 

c. Invite members who wish to actively engage in the chapter to join the Facebook group for recent 
news & updates 

d. Explain that the officer application process begins in January if anyone is interested in a 

leadership role for the future (or if you have cu~Tent openings, you can mention those) 

e. Encourage members to check their email regularly to be sure Sigma Alpha Lambda emails are not 
going into their SPAM folders and introduce them to your chapter’s email, which will be your 
school’s web domain @salhonors.org 

f. Additional Items: Introduce Officers and Advisor, Review SAL’s Purpose, Have members 

understand what we do and why we do it, etc. 

Because of the importance of hosting a quality kickoff meeting, it is suggested and encouraged that 
you share your kickoff Meeting Agenda with your Chapter Support Representative to allow for 
help/assistance. Please provide a copy of the agenda prior to the kickoff meeting. 

If at any time you need an updated roster of the members in your chapter, please contact: Joni Dickerson 
(jdickerson@salhonors.org) and she will send one to you via email as an attachment. Please do not use 
this list to (-reate your own email lists as new members are added regularly as well as information 
including email addresses change regularly and so as soon as the roster is sent to you, it is effectively out 
of date. 

.~:~!.~.~:.~2.:~;~,.~..~.~I.~.!3~.~.~.Y..~.~.~.~.~.~: After every chapter activity, one officer should complete the online 
chapter activity report available at the following link: http://www.salhonors.org/actreport.asp. An 
activity report should be completed for each chapter activity including all chapter meetings, service 
events, socials, and fundraising efforts. The only exceptdon is that you do not need to complete an 
activity report for officer meetings, although you must send a copy of those minutes to 
coordinator@sigmaalphalambda.org. These will be forwarded to your Chapter Support Representative 
for review so we can help you with, and provide guidance with regard to any upcoming chapter 
activities. (Reports and minutes should be submitted within 72 hours after an event/meeting and should 

be emafled to your Chapter Support Representative.) 
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~c~t~es: Please be sure to take pictures at your major SAL events. Pictures can be emafled to 
photos@salhonors.org. Anyone in the photos needs to sign an "Activity Consent Form" (it’s a Word 
document) which allows SAL Nationals to use that photo on our website. Your Chapter Support 
Representative will email you an Activity Consent Form upon your request. You may notice that 
chapters that send us pictures (with a signed "Activity Consent Form" giving us permission to use the 
photo) end up on our webpage www.salhonors.org under "Chapter Highlights." It might be easiest to 
have your members sig~ the activity consent form at the Kickoff Meetings each fall and spring so you 
have that on record but you can also just take the form with you to a specific event and have people sign 
it there. Either way, please keep a copy for yourselves and either mail or fax in a copy to us so we have it 
on record. You may also scan the signed activity consent form and email it to us along with your 
pictures. In case you need it, our fax is 941-827-2924. If no officer has a camera, you may purchase a 
disposable camera, ship the camera to the Office of the Director and you will be rein~bursed. 

NOTE: Any photos that include non-members cannot be used for any purpose, either nationally or 

locally, without a signed consent from each non-member in the photo. 

Each Chapter has an email address that consists of the university’s web domain name @salhonors.org (ex. 
Boston University is bu@salhonors.org). This email address is set to auto forward to the email address 
on file for the Chapter President. There are no passwords necessary as this is simply an "email 
forwarding system." Please make sure you provide us with an email address that you check regularly 

because this is the email the members will be contacting you at. If you need assistance in responding to a 
particular question, please forward the message to your Chapter Support Representative, otherwise we 
will assume you have handled the question or comment. 

NOTE: member(s), prospective member(s) and parents may contact you at this email and it is 

important that questions/inquiries are responded to in a timely fashion, so please check and respond 

to these emails at least once per week. 

9, Chapter Fundin q 

Chapter funding is potentially available from three sources: 

1) Chapter Fundraising (such as selling SAL t-shirts) 
(2) National Office Chapter Allocation Account (i.e. a "Funding Request Form") 
(3) Student Activities/Student Government- funding from your University, which is sometimes allocated 
to registered student organizations such as SAL. Not all universities provide funding for student 
organizations so you should check with the local office of student activities to determine your chapter’s 
eligibility. 

To apply for funds from the National Office, you must complete a "Funding Request Form," which will 

be provided to you upon request. This must be completed in advance of the activity so that you are not 
"out of pocket" to pay for these things yourself, and to ensure that your expenses are approved for 
reimbursement. If your funding request for any single activity exceeds $100.00, you must get approval in 
advance from SAL Nationals. We cannot guarantee you will be reimbursed after the fact if your request 

exceeds that amount. Since in most cases you will be guessing how much you will need (for, say meeting 
refreshments), you will need to mail any receipts and extra change back to SAL Nationals after your 
event (if the change is under say $5 they can keep it to use for "petty cash" reasons such as to pay for 

postage to mail the receipts back to us, or for poster board to make posters, small photocopying expenses, 
etc.) If you l~ow the exact amount beforehand, all you will have to do is marl back the receipt(s). The 
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addi’ess to do that is: SAL Nationals, 501 Village Green Parkway, Suite 1, Bradenton FL 34209. It is helpful 
to attach a copy of the original funding request from with the receipts so we can quickly match things up. 

Approval of funding requests is based on the overall budget of the chapter as well as the quantity and 

quality of chapter activities, the number and effectiveness of chapter fundraising activities, and the 

number of new members in the chapter for the most recent academic year. 

While some chapters may have off-campus bank accounts from years past and some chapters may feel 

they need an off-campus account, historically, most of these accounts have very limited, if any, use and 
often find the funding raised ends up spent on check charges and monthly bank charges. If you believe 
your chapter needs an off campus account, please contact your Chapter Support Representative. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda is proud to be a certifying organization for the President’s Volunteer Service 
Award, a prestigious national honor offered in recognition of volunteer commitment. This award is 
given by the President of the United States and honors individuals, fam~es and groups who have 
demonstrated a sustained commitment to volunteer service over the course of 12 months. As a certifying 
organization of the President’s Volunteer Service Award, we are able nomdnate potential recipients from 
among our membership and distribute the Award to those who meet or exceed the award criteria. 

Service hours are not limited to those perfol~ned on behalf of Sigma Alpha Lambda. Hours can also be 

accumulated through work on a variety of projects throughout the year. The only requirement is that the 
necessary hours be completed within 12 months; redpients can qualify for a new award each year. 

There are three levels of awards for young adults (age 15-25): 

Bronze 100-174 hours 
Silver 175-249 
Gold 250 or more 

As a certifying organization, SAL verifies that the volunteer has completed the number of service hours 
required to earn this award, nominates the verified volunteer by completing and submitting an order 
form to purchase the award, pays the cost for the award package and its shipping, and distributes the 
award to each recipient. 

If you, your officers or members are interested in registering to start logging your hours for the PRVS 
award, please e-mail your Chapter Support Representative and we will get an account set up for you. 
With this account, you may log-on and record your service hours and projects. When you reach the 
number of hours within a 12 month period, you will receive your award. 

At the end of the 2010 fall semester, an email will be sent to all active officers that will include 
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information about elections for the upcoming year. At that time, if you wish to be considered for 
reappointment or re-election (depending on your local chapter constitution) to your position for the 2010- 
11 academic year, you must complete the online application before applications are open to the general 
membership, which will be in early January. 

Thank you so much for serving as an officer for Sigma Alpha Lambda during the 2010-2011 academic 

year. Please contact us if we can assist you in anyway. 

Joni Dickerson 
Member and Chapter Support 

Email: ~dickers on@salhonors.or g 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9105 

Nikki Donato 
Finance and Administration 

Emafl: :ndo:nato@salhonors.org 

Rob Miner 
Director of Chapter Development 

Email: rminer@salhonors.org 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9101 or 978-323-9352 

D. Mark Pickhardt 
Executive Director 

dmpickhardt@sa~honors.or g 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9102 

Stephanie Skipper 
Chapter Support Representative 

sskipper@salhonors.org 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9106 

Catherine Wofford 
Chapter Support Representative and Public Relations 

cwofford@salhonors.org 
Phone: 864-764-0584 

Betsy Verrips 
Chapter Support Representative 

bverrips@salhonors.org 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9103 
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SIGM.A .ALPHA LAMBDA. 
201.0-201.1. Fa LL PLANNING G.U}{ DE 

The following is a list of items that will help you get your chapter off to great start for the upcoming year. 
Before school starts, we would like to schedule a "ldckoff" call with all incoming Chapter Presidents. 
Please read through this list so we can address any questions that you may have during that call. 

All chapters, new and existing MUST register/re-register on campus. Typically this occurs once a year; 

however, some chapters must do so every semester. Registration usually occurs in the early fall, but some 

campuses have a spring deadline. If a SAL Chapter does not register, it becomes "INACTIVE" and can’t 
hold meetings, activities, and/or functions on campus. You must contact your Student Organizations 
office to understand your registration policies and deadline. Registration usually requires signatures 
from 4 or 5 members and the advisor (registration forms sometimes available online). Please make it a 
priority to be sure your chapter is registered as a student organization. 

Please check out SAL’s "listing" on your university’s website 
In addition to finding out the re-registration information, it’s useful to check your University’s website 
each fall and again in the spring for our SAL listing (usually under "registered student organizations") to 

be sure the contact information is correct there (such as the cmTent officers, and/or our national website 
listing of www.salhonors.ory,). Sometin~es a prospective member looks at the University’s website to be 
sure SAL is a legitimate organization at your campus 

2o Advisor Nee[ing Intera¢ ion 

Your advisor serves to assist and guide you with many facets of the chapter. It is your responsibility to 
meet with your advisor and find out how involved he/she would like to be this year. Any emails 
generated by SAL Nationals on your behalf automatically get sent to your adx4sor so he/she does receive 
emafls as often as you send them to the membership of your chapter. Please note: ff your advisor resigns 
or transfers, the chapter is placed on hold until such time as a new advisor is located. For this reason, we 

ask that you remain in regular communication with your advisor. 

Throughout the school year, you will need to communicate chapter infm~nation directly to your 
members. We have found email to be the most consistent, efficient, and effective way to communicate. To 
send an emafl message to your chapter members, please email the text to your Chapter Support 
Representative. We recommend 1-2 weeks notice on general membership meetings to maximize 
participation. Your message will be sent out via the national email system to the members of your 
chapter but under your name (so it will look like it is coming from you). We ask that you send ALL 
messages that you wish to update the members with through the national office (as we will have the most 
accurate and up-to-date contact information for your chapter members). If you are ha~4ng an event, you 
should ask all those that RSVP to also supply you with their phone number so if there are any last n~nute 
"changes of plan" you can call everyone! 

Please partner with us and send out this same message via Facebook’s "message all members" feature or 

ff you are having a chapter meeting or other major event, please set up an "Event" on the Chapter 
Facebook Group so you can gather RSVP’s. Please see Section 4 for a more thorough review of SAL’s 
Facebook procedures. 
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We should be able to send out most emails within 24 hours except on weekends; however, we do ask that 

you send the email text to us at least 7 days in advance of the activity (so that your members have ample 
notice to put the function on their calendars). "Reminder notes" about an upcoming meeting or event can 

be sent to your Chapter Support Representative 1-2 days in advance. This will help maximize member 
partidpation. With less notice than that, it might not be possible to schedule the email to go out via the 
national system and you will have to rely on Facebook. For this reason you should probably ask all those 
that RSVP to an event also supply you with their phone number so if there is any last minute "change of 
plan" you can reach everyone! 

The National Office of Sigma Alpha Lambda has created a Facebook group for each of its chapters. 
Besides using the national emafl system for communicating with your members as described above, 
Facebook is the only approved "sodal networking" vehicle for communicating with members (i.e. setting 

up a MySpace profile, etc. using the Sigma Alpha Lambda name is not permitted). 

ADMiNiSTRATiON 

Each chapter president has been (or will be) made an "administrator" of his/her chapter’s Facebook group 

so that he/she will have the ability to post upcoming events and any news. If another officer such as the 
chapter secretary or VP of PR will be facilitating the group page, the president or your Chapter Support 
Representative can make that officer an administrator as well. If you have not yet joined Facebook and 
;Teated a personal profile for yourself, Sigma Alpha Lambda does not require that you do so. If you are 
the chapter president but are not a Facebook user and do not wish to become one, sin~ply identify another 
officer in the chapter who is a Facebook user and can be assigned to manage the chapter’s Facebook 
group. We request that you (or your designated officer) "hiend" your Chapter Support Representative 
during your time serving as a SAL officer so we can help you with any issues you may face. 

"~NEO" Tab 

Just so you are aware, there is a tab on your chapter’s Facebook page called "Info" and under it, you can 
post "recent news." It is in~portant to keep the "recent news" updated as members join Facebook daffy 
and if that section is outdated, it will reflect badly on the chapter. One suggestion is to post a current set 

of meeting minutes under "recent news." 

EVENT 

We ask you to create an "event" on Facebook for your major activities, such as to advertise and encourage 
partidpation in your fall kickoff meeting and/or your fall service event(s). The national office has created 

a graphic you can use when you set up an "event" on Facebook and it is called the "SAL Facebook Crest." 
Your Chapter Support Rep can email that to you as it is injpg format. You may also choose to send out a 

brief note to your members via Facebook’s "message all members" feature. The "message all member" 
feature is a great way to ren~nd people about upcoming events or last minute changes but remember, 
this needs to be done in conjunction with using the national email system as not all of your members are 
on Facebook. 

The Facebook groups are all "CLOSED," meaning that anyone can see the group description, but only 
members can see the other content. Administrative approval is required for new members to join so only 
SAL members at your chapter are eligible. 
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We recommend that chapters host a kick-off meeting/sodal event within 1-3 weeks after the semester 
begins. If the members are not engaged early on, we find they tend to get busy with other things. The 
kickoff meeting helps members get acquainted and enthusiastic about belonging to SAL! 

We suggest holding a well-plalmed meeting with an icebreaker. A quality kickoff meeting can go a long 
way in maintaining participation for the entire term. We typically provide light food/beverage at this 

meeting to help bring out members. 

Your Kickoff Meeting agenda should include at least the following: 

a. Announce the dates/tdmes/places of any planned events and encourage members to sign-up 
(provide ample advance notice to members) 

b. If you have internet service at your Kickoff, show- everyone the SAL website at 
www.salhonors.org where there is information on SAL scholarships (announced in February of 
every year), graduation items, the Presidential Service Volunteer Award opportunity, etc. 

c. Invite members who wish to actively engage in the chapter to join the Facebook group for recent 
news & updates 

d. Explain that the officer application process begins in January if anyone is interested in a 
leadership role for the future (or if you have cu~Tent openings, you can mention those) 

e. Encourage members to check their email regularly to be sure Sigma Alpha Lambda emails are not 
going into their SPAM folders and introduce them to your chapter’s email, which will be your 
school’s web domain @salhonors.org 

f. Additional Items: Introduce Officers and Advisor, Review SAL’s Purpose, Have members 

understand what we do and why we do it, etc. 

Because of the importance of hosting a quality kickoff meeting, it is suggested and encouraged that 
you share your kickoff Meeting Agenda with your Chapter Support Representative to allow for 
help/assistance. Please provide a copy of the agenda prior to the kickoff meeting. 

If at any time you need an updated roster of the members in your chapter, please contact: Joni Dickerson 
(jdickerson@salhonors.org) and she will send one to you via email as an attachment. Please do not use 
this list to (-reate your own email lists as new members are added regularly as well as information 
including email addresses change regularly and so as soon as the roster is sent to you, it is effectively out 
of date. 

.~:~!.~.~:.~2.:~;~,.~..~.~I.~.!3~.~.~.Y..~.~.~.~.~.~: After every chapter activity, one officer should complete the online 
chapter activity report available at the following link: http://www.salhonors.org/actreport.asp. An 
activity report should be completed for each chapter activity including all chapter meetings, service 
events, socials, and fundraising efforts. The only exception is that you do not need to complete an 
activity report for officer meetings, although you must send a copy of those n~nutes to 
coordinator@sigmaalphalambda.org. These will be forwarded to your Chapter Support Representative 
for review so we can help you with, and provide guidance with regard to any upcoming chapter 
activities. (Reports and minutes should be submitted within 72 hours after an event/meeting and should 

be emailed to your Chapter Support Representative.) 
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~c~t~es: Please be sure to take pictures at your major SAL events. Pictures can be emafled to 
photos@salhonors.org. Anyone in the photos needs to sign a "Photo Release Form" (it’s a Word 
document) which allows SAL Nationals to use that photo on our website. Your Chapter Support 
Representative will email you a Photo Consent Form upon your request. You may notice that chapters 
that send us pictures (with a signed "Photo Release Form" giving us permission to use the photo) end up 
on our webpage www.salhonors.org under "Chapter Highlights." It might be easiest to have your 

members sign the photo release form at the Kickoff Meetings each fall and spring so you have that on 
record but you can also just take the form with you to a specific event and have people sign it there. 
Either way, please keep a copy for yourselves and either mail or fax in a copy to us so we have it on 

record. You may also scan the signed photo release form and email it to us along with your pictures. In 
case you need it, our fax is 941-827-2924. If no officer has a camera, you may purchase a disposable 
camera, ship the camera to the Office of the Director and you will be reimbursed. 

NOTE: Any photos that include non-members cannot be used for any purpose, either nationally or 
locally, without a signed consent from each non-member in the photo. 

Each Chapter has an email address that consists of the university’s web domain name @salhonors.org (ex. 
Boston University is bu@salhonors.org). This email address is set to auto forward to the email address 
on file for the Chapter President. There are no passwords necessary as this is simply an "email 
forwarding system." Please make sure you provide us with an email address that you check regularly 

because this is the emafl the members will be contacting you at. If you need assistance in responding to a 
particular question, please forward the message to your Chapter Support Representative, otherwise we 
will assume you have handled the question or comment. 

NOTE: member(s), prospective member(s) and parents may contact you at this email and it is 
important that questions/inquiries are responded to in a timely fashion, so please check and respond 
to these emails at least once per week. 

9, Chapter Fundin q 

Chapter funding is potentially available from three sources: 

1) Chapter Fundraising (such as selling SAL t-shirts) 
(2) National Office Chapter Allocation Account (i.e. a "Funding Request Form") 
(3) Student Activities/Student Government- funding from your University, which is sometimes allocated 
to registered student organizations such as SAL. Not all universities provide funding for student 
organizations so you should check with the local office of student activities to determine your chapter’s 
eligibility. 

To apply for funds from the National Office, you must complete a "Funding Request Form," which will 

be provided to you upon request. This must be completed in advance of the activity so that you are not 
"out of pocket" to pay for these things yourself, and to ensure that your expenses are approved for 
reimbursement. If your funding request for any single activity exceeds $100.00, you must get approval in 
advance from SAL Nationals. We cannot guarantee you will be reimbursed after the fact if your request 

exceeds that amount. Since in most cases you will be guessing how much you will need (for, say meeting 
refreshments), you will need to mail any receipts and extra change back to SAL Nationals after your 
event (if the change is under say $5 they can keep it to use for "petty cash" reasons such as to pay for 

postage to marl the receipts back to us, or for poster board to make posters, small photocopying expenses, 
etc.) If you l~ow the exact amount beforehand, all you will have to do is marl back the receipt(s). The 
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addi’ess to do that is: SAL Nationals, 501 Village Green Parkway, Suite 1, Bradenton FL 34209. It is helpful 
to attach a copy of the original funding request from with the receipts so we can quickly match things up. 

Approval of funding requests is based on the overall budget of the chapter as well as the quantity and 

quality of chapter activities, the number and effectiveness of chapter fundraising activities, and the 

number of new members in the chapter for the most recent academic year. 

While some chapters may have off-campus bank accounts from years past and some chapters may feel 

they need an off-campus account, historically, most of these accounts have very limited, ff any, use and 

often find the funding raised ends up spent on check charges and monthly bank charges. If you believe 

your chapter needs an off campus account, please contact your Chapter Support Representative. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda is prou d to be a certifying organization for the President’s Volunteer Service 
Award, a prestigious national honor offered in recognition of volunteer commitment. This award is 
given by the President of the United States and honors individuals, families and groups who have 
demonstrated a sustained commitment to volunteer service over the course of 12 months. As a certifying 
organization of the President’s Volunteer Service Award, we are able nominate potential recipients from 
among our membership and distribute the Award to those who meet or exceed the award criteria. 

Service hours are not limited to those performed on behalf of Sigma Alpha Lambda. Hours can also be 
accumulated through work on a variety of projects throughout the year. The only requirement is that the 
necessary hours be completed within 12 months; redpients can qualify for a new award each year. 

There are three levels of awards for young adults (age 15-25): 
Bronze 100-174 hours 
Silver 175-249 
Gold 250 or more 

As a certifying organization, SAL verifies that the volunteer has completed the number of service hours 
required to earn this award, nominates the verified volunteer by completing and subnzitting an order 
form to purchase the award, pays the cost for the award package and its shipping, and distributes the 
award to each recipient. 

If you, your officers or members are interested in registering to start logging your hours for the PRVS 
award, please e-mail your Chapter Support Representative and we will get an account set up for you. 
With this account, you may log-on and record your service hours and projects. When you reach the 
number of hours within a 12 month period, you will receive your award. 

20: 0-20: & Officer 

At the end of the 2010 fall semester, an email will be sent to all active officers that will indude 
information about elections for the upcoming year. At that time, if you wish to be considered for 
reappointment or re-election (depending on your local chapter constitution) to your position for the 2010- 
11 academic year, you must complete the online application before applications are open to the general 
membership, which will be in early January. 
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Our "All Chapter" National initiative this fall is to help feed the hungry! Please join us in this project to 
combat hunger, a problem that hurts more people in our communities every single day. We are 

encouraging all chapters to collect canned goods either simply at one meeting, or over the entire fall 
semester. We ask you to keep track of the non-perishable items collected because we will be announcing 
winners in 4 categories for this "Food Fight!" - one each for small, medium and large chapters, plus one 
for those chapters that sin~ply wish to designate a portion of their fall fundraising money to a food pantry 
in the form of a cash donation (since some food banks can get great deals on bulk food purchases using 
cash). As a tie-in, we also encourage you to take feeding the hungry one step further by volunteering at 
your local food bank/food pantry ff possible. Your chapter support rep will discuss this with you in 
further detail at your Fall Kickoff Call! 

Sigma AIpha Lambda 
PRIMARY CONTA.C% 

Thank you so much for serving as an officer for Sigma Alpha Lambda during the 2010-2011 academic 
year. Please contact us if we can assist you in anyway. 

Joni Dickerson 
Member and Chapter Support 

Email: jdickerson@salhonors.or g 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9105 

Nikki Donato 
Finance and Administration 

Email: ndonato@salhonors.org 

Rob Miner 
Director of Chapter Development 

Email: rminer@salhonors.org 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9101 or 978-323-9352 

D. Mark Pickhardt 
Executive Director 

dmpickh~’dt@salhonors.org 
Phone: 941-866-5614 x9102 

Stephanie Skipper 
Chapter Support Representative 

sskipper@salh on ors.org 
Ph one: 941-866-5614 x9106 

Catherine Wofford 
Chapter Support Representative and Public 
Relations 

cwofford@salhonors.or~ 
Phone: 864-764-0584 

Betsy Verrips 
Chapter Support Representative 

bverrips@salhonors.org 
Ph one: 941-866-5614 x9103 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:41 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Let’s get it together... 

...~vhat do you have going on this week? Next ~veek? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Graham Jones ~nc.rr.com> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 3:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: T~IG Invitational Golf Tournament 

Hello Deborah, 

I trust you had a great time at the Phil Ford tournament this past weekend. I am still exhausted from my work trip to Baltimore. I also wanted to check to see if the TWIG President contacted 
you? Igot an email that she did, but I wanted to follow tap with you. 

Have a great week[ 

Linda 

.... Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email uric edu> ~vrnte: 
> Loh Yes, they surely need you. 
> 

>d 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Linda Graham Jones [rnailto ~nc rr.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 2:10 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> SubJect: RE: TWIG Invitational Golf Tournament 
> 

> I understand Diana did ~2~rward your email to the President so I know that action is being taken. I’ll stay on top of it too. As I said, the same situation happened to me and it shouldn’t be 
happening at all. ’]’he?" asked me to be President last year, but I couldn’t committment because I was planning my 
> 

> ---- Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiI.unc.edu> wrote: 
> > tIi. I am waiting to hear back from the Diana and/or the membership chair regarding my membership. I don’t want to keep putting out money and getting nothing in return. :) 
>> 

> > debby 
>> 

>> 

> > Go tIeels, 
> > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> > Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> > 919.843.0336 
> > http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
>> 

> > "~2~en nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: Linda Grahara Jones [mailto: .... ~,nc.rr.com] 
> > Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 11:52 AM 
> > To: Deborah Strnman 
> > Subject: RE: T~VIG h~vitational Golf Tournament 
>> 

> > Hi Debby, 
>> 

> > Good luck in the tournament this weekend. Will you be able to play- in this tournament - September 1 lth? 
>> 

> > I truly er~ioyed meeting you and I look forward to us playing golf soon! 
>> 

> > Linda 
>> 

> > --- Deborah Stroman <dstrnman@emaihur~c.edu> wrote: 
> > > Hi Linda. Thanks for your kindness and new friendship! Although ray game was all; I had a fun time and certainly love the prize for participation! I have to learn to be content with 
shooting under 100 in stroke tournaments and in the mid-80s when I play for fun and/or no pressure, lol 
>>> 

> > > I have a busy week with our office move and upcoming start of classes...I did cotffirm with Phil so I will be off to RockN Mount on Friday for the golf tournament. 
>>> 

> > > http://www rockgmounttelegram com/phil-ford-golf-classic-returns-21788 
>>> 
> > > Thanks for the TWIG info I will try to reach out to the Club again about my membership and $$$. :) 

> > > Have a great week[ 

> > > debby 
>>> 
> > > Go Heels, 
> > > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> > > Explore Engage. Empower. 
> > > 919.8430336 



> > > http://wwwunc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

> > > "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

> > > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > > From: Linda Graham Jones [mailto ~,nc.rr com] 
> > > Sent: Saturday, August 07, 2010 6:49 PM 
> > > To: dstro@unc.edu 
> > > Subject: Fwd: TWIG Invitational Golf Tournament 

> > > Hello Debby, 

> > > It was great raeeting and playing xvith you todayt Attached is the TWIG totanament information. Please let me know if you are available to play-. 

> > > That,:s, 
> > > Linda Jones 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elwoo& Susan <elwoods@pebblebeach.com> 

Tuesday, August 17, 2010 5:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC and Pebble Beach 

That’s okay I just suvived the Concours d’Elegance! So we are both doing our thing right now! 

Look forward to our chat! 
Susan 

Susan Elwood 
Human Resources Manager 
Pebble Beach Company 
2790 17 Mile Drive 
Pebble Beach, CA 93953 
T: 831-649-7663 
C: 
F: 831-649-7696 
W: www.pebblebeach.com 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 17, 2010 1:46 PM 
To= Elwood, Susan 
Subject= UNC and Pebble Beach 
Hi Susan. Thanks for your call. We have been tied up with Grad Student Orientation. I hope to give you a call tomorrow. I look forward to our chat! 
Keep it in the short stuff, 
debby 
1-)ehorah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

I_JNC Exercise and Spo~t Science DepL 

Sport Admmisntadon FaculLy e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Insrimte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 S~ni=h Bldg~ CB,I 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hv:p:///www.unc.edu//depts/exe~c~se//spo~t_admmtstrat~o~ 

"In the end these t,~ings matter most: How we!l did you love? How fully did you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



17 August 2010 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, Chair 
Black Faculty Staff Caucus 

04A South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Greetings from the Black Alumni Reunion planning committee! 

The students have returned, classes are back in session and we have embarked on another exciting 

football season which signals the coming of Homecoming 2010! The committee would like to invite 
the Black Faculty Staff Caucus to once again sponsor a table for the Light on the Hill Scholarship 

Awards Banquet on Friday, October 29 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill. A cocktail reception will begin at 

6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 p.m. (attire black tie optional). 

This special evening will honor the accomplishments of outstanding alumni, faculty and students. 

Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Alumni 
¯ Rochelle Riley ’81 
¯ Alfred "AI" White ’76 
¯ Phail Wynn, Jr. ’89 (MBA) 
¯ Michael Zollicoffer ’85 (MD) 

Outstanding Faculty 
¯ Terri Houston 

Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Senior 

Light on the Hill Society Scholars 

In addition, we will recognize our Black Pioneers, alumni from the classes of 1952 - 1970, with special 

recognition for the Golden Rams, African-American alumni celebrating their 50th anniversary. 

We truly appreciate your support in the past and sincerely hope that you will once again be able to 
sponsor a banquet table. Enclosed you will find the necessary form to sponsor a banquet table. All 

table sponsors will be acknowledged in the banquet program and the souvenir journal. Should you 
need additional information, please feel free to contact Tanea Pettis ’95 at the UNC General Alumni 

Association via tanea_pettis@unc.edu or (919) 843-9694. 

On behalf of the committee, I look forward to your response and hope to see you in October! 

Hark the Sound, 

Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91, Chair 
Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nirvani Anoop <nirvani.anoop@epromos.com> 

Thursday. August 19, 2010 9:14 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

138455 - Pens 

Hi Deborah, 

Here is the Fedex tracking for the pens The estimated delivery date is 8.24. 

I wanted to find out if you would like to proceed with the other 2 orders you have with us for the coasters and key tags. Please let me know at your earliest 

convenience or send the paperwork back. 

Regards, 

Nirvani Anoop 

Sales Assistant 

Direct: 646-216-5670 

Fax: 646-356-7053 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

www.epromos.com - The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK- ARIZONA- FLORIDA- MASSACHUSETTS- MINNESOTA- OREGON 

Case Studies: http://ideas.epromos.com 

Blog: http://blog.epromos.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jmeadors@mmfgnc.com 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 3:02 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Best goll~r ever! 

Debbie, 
I just wanted to say hi and thank you for dominating out there last weekend! I hope the new semester starts smoothly. 
See you next year! 

3arrett Meadors, CLTC 
Financial Planner 
f4umford f4eadors Financial Group 
Office Direct: 704.248.3141 
Mobile: 
Fax: 704.752.0797 

4521 Sharon Rd Suite 400 
Charlotte, NC 28211 
imeadors@mmfqnc.com 

The information contained in this message may be CONFIDENTIAL and is for the intended addressee only. Any unauthorized use, dissemination of the information, or copying 
of this message is prohibited. If you are not the intended addressee, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message. 
Mumford Meadors Financial Group is an affiliated DBA with MSI(FINRA/SIPC, MLIC and MSI (Metlife Securities, Inc) are affiliates. Metropolitan Life Insurance company (MLIC), 
New York, NY 10166. 
Please do not leave securities trade requests by e-mail as orders cannot be honored in this manner. You may ask not to receive future emails from MetLife and its affiliates by 
sending an email back to me at the above email address. Please indicate in your email that you do not wish to receive future email solicitations and be sure to indicate any 
additional email addresses to which your request applies. Your request will be recorded upon receipt. This may take up to ten (10) business days. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Friday, 12:57 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch? 

Sure, I’ll call you when I get to Chapel Hill. 

On Thu,            13:09:52 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> I have a meeting at 1:00. Pre-O. You can join me if you can. :) 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "How much pain the?" have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> From: ~email.unc.edu.] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Lunch? 
> 

> 

> Yes, let’s do lunch this Friday. I get out of class at at 11:50am 
and 
> I wi]l head straight over to Chapel Hill to meet you as soon as [ get 
out. 

> On Wed,             14:55:21 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> Loh You are supposed to be the one that follows up!! 
>> 

>> I am around so let me know when you are available As of now, I am free 
> on 

>> Friday at 11:30. Are you? 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
>(T. 
>> Jefi;er son) 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~email.~mc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 9:15 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: RE: L~ch? 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> Why has it been so long since I last heard from you? Please email me 
> back 
>> so we can get together sometime soon. 
>2 

>> 

>> On Tue, 15:02:56 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@emaihuaac.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi      I may be offsite this Friday. G~ve me a text on Thursday and I 
>>> ~vill know for sure 
>>> I hope you are doing well. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> Explore. Engage. Empo~ver. 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://w~vw unc. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration 
>>> 
>>> "~Vhen nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 



>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From ~emaihunc edu] 
>>> Sent: t"riday, 5:54 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Sut~iect: Re: Lunch? 

>>> ttey Dr. Stroman 
>>> Sorry I’m so slow getting back to you. I’m in this 
>>> summer session and it has nre stud~ving 24/7. I dont know if Monday or 
>>> Tuesday are good days for rue to get lunch but I am usually done by 12 

>>> Fridays. We could meet next Friday if you wanted. 

>>> On Tue,          15:37:54 -0400, "Deborah Stroruan" 
>>> <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi      Any time available on Monday- or Tuesday for lunch? 

>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>>> I~2NC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> Sport Adnrinistration Facul~" - e~ 

>>>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

¯ >" College Sport Research Institute 

>>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919843.0336 

>>>> <http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration> 
>>>> Ntp ://www.unc. edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 

>>>> "In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully 
>>> did 
>>>> you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rubye Braye ~earthlink.net> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 6:57 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Academy of Management 

Greetings, 
I hope that all is well with you. I am busy as always and just returned from the Academy of Management where I met a publisher looking to find an author interested in writing 
on sports management. If you have an interest contact David Parker, publisher, Business Expert Press (david.~oarker@businessexLoert~oress.com or see 
~:__b___u__s_’i__n_~_~__e__x_9_e__!!p__r_~_~_:_c_’_o__!_n_.). Continued success. 
Sincerely, 
Rubye Braye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 12:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch? 

Thanks Dr. Stroman, you looked great as welh I really enjoyed our hmch 
also and I will definitely be in touch with you Talk with you later. 

On Fri,            15:10:38 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emaih uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> Thanks again     for coming by You look great and it seems all is going 
> well in your world Stay focused on your plans! 
> 

> And do stay in touch. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "How much pain the?" have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> From ~email.unc.ed~] 
> Sent: Wednesday 8:17 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Su~iect: RE: Lunch? 
> 

> 

> Yes, let’s do lunch this Friday. I get out of class at at 11:50am 
and 
> I wi]l head straight over to Chapel Hill to meet you as soon as [ get 
out. 

> On Wed,             14:55:21 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> Loh You are supposed to be the one that follows up!! 
>> 
>> I am around so let me know- when you are available. As of now, I ara free 
> on 

>> Friday- at 11:30. Are you? 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
>(T. 
>> Jefi;er son) 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~email.~mc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 9:15 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: RE: Lunch? 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> ~Vhy has it been so long since I last heard from you? Please email me 
> back 
>> so we can get together sometime soon. 

>> 

>> On Tue, 15:02:56 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@emaihuaac.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi      I may be offsite this Friday. G~ve me a text on Thursday and I 
>>> ~vill know for sure 
>>> I hope you are doing well. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> Explore. Engage. Empo~ver. 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://w~vw uric. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration 



>>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>>> yardstick." (B. I.emley) 

>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~emaihunc edu] 
>>> Sent: Frida?’, 5:54 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Sut~ject: Re: Lunch? 

>>> Hey- Dr. Stronran 
>>> Sorry" I’m so slow getting back to you. I’m in_ this 
>>> summer session and it has nre stu@ing 24/7. I dont kno~v if Monday o1 
>>> Tuesday are good days for rue to get lunch but I am usually done by 12 

>>> Fridays. We could meet next Friday if you wanted. 

>>> On Tue,          15:37:54 -0400, "Deborah Stroruan" 
>>> <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi      Any time available on Monday o1 Tuesday for lunch? 

>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>>> I~_WC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> Sport Adnrinistration Facul~" - e~ 

>>>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

¯ >" College Sport Research Institute 

>>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919843.0336 

>>>> <http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
>>>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>>>> "In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully 
>>> did 
>>>> you live, IIow deeply did you [earn to let go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~msn.com> 
Nonday,               8:32 AN 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Senior Project 

Professor Stromen, 

Hello, my name is               1 met you at the           seminar on Sport Administration. Tf you recall, 1 asked you for help in directing me in my research and 
argument for my senior project. 3[ was planning on arguing that because 

3[ was wondering what would be the best way to approach research for this 
topic or if you have any suggestions in regard to altering my argument or sources 3[ could use. 

Thank you very much, 

UNC hope~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 23, 2010 3:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thank you! 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 8/23/2010 3:28 PM > > > 

Hi         . I hope your day is as special as you are! Celebrate LIFE. 

"When I stand before God at the end of my life, I would hope that I would not have a single bit of talent left, and could say, "1 used everything you gave me." Erma 

Bombeck 

H ugs, 

debby 

C~o 

Deborah SrrOlllall, Ph.D., CLU 

I_~TNIC Exercise and Spo~ Science 

SporeAdmmisrraUon Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship 

College Spore Research I~as~im~e 

Carolina Sports Business Cl.b 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3~0336 

h tr[_~: //www.u~c.edu/depts/’exercise/spo~r_admmisr_ra~i~n 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a triple." 
(g. Switzed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:3 0 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Class Schedule Hours 

vcf 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

My name is             and I am currently enrolled in your EXSS    class. I am sending you this message because I 

have a question about the class. When I look at my class schedule online, it says that the class is from 12:30-1:45, but 

your syllabus says it ends at 2 PM. I have a class scheduled at 2 PM at the Business School, and wanted to make sure this 

did not conflict. Thank you, and I look forward to learning the principles of sports marketing this semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheryl Gentry <cheryl@glowmediaNY.com~ 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 2:16 PM 

Cheryl Gentry <cheryl@glowmediaNY.com:~ 

WDLS Speaker Online Registration 

Hello WDLS Speaker, 

If you have not gone online to register for the World Diversity Leadership Summit yet, please log onto the website at www.wdlsummit.com. 

In order for us to plan a smooth on-site experience please register online. 

1) Please log onto www.wdlsmm~it.com and click Registration, then click Register Here on the NAV menu. 

2) Please select WDI,S Speaker on the registration page and proceed with completing your form. 

3) Under the Payment section please be sure to check ’Use same address for billing information’ then proceed to submit button. 

Thin, ks kindly. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume 

Letter to Dr. Stroln~l.docx; Collegiate Athletic resume doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

Please forgive me for sending this so late but not long after we spoke (in your office) certain people in our football program (including myself) have been interviewed by 

the NCAA this summer. After being questioned this summer I was reaJly nervous, but I decided to pray on it and have faith that ever~thing is going to be ok. 
Dr. Stroman M~en you have time, could you please look over nay attached resume and let me know you what you think. Any corrections you’d suggest or things I 

should change, include or omit will be greatly appreciated. Like I told you eaxlier this summer, I’m tbcusing on graduate school for the next t~w months and with your 

assista~ce hopefully be admitted into your program this spriug 



Dr. Stroman, 

I want to express my sincere gratitude for helping me take this next step toward my 
academic goal. You have played such a powerful role in my professional and personal growth 
these recent years that without your encouragement, both professional and personal; I would not 
be applying to graduate school and pursuing my Masters Degree in Sports Administration. My 
passion for athletics and my desire to work on the collegiate level is why I want to earn this 
degree, for I know it will help me gro~v as a person and open many doors for me professionally. 
Attached to this email is my updated resume. 
Once again thank you for helping me with this process. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 11:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC - website idea 

http://www.virginia edu/uvatoday/opinion/about.html 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
debby@dstroman corn 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.eduv 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 2:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Congra’Ls ’. 

Thank you for Pre-O and not quite f,ar the song But you’re welcome to stop out at Weaver Street, Thursday at 6p where my band will jam a few jazz and r&b tunes. 
-tch 

Terri C. Houston 
Senior Director, Diversi~ & Multicultural Programs 
Diversity and Multicultural Afihirs 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 2105, SASB North 
CB# 9128 
Chapel Hill, NC127599-9128 

919-8,43-6086 T 

919-843-5564 F 

www.unc.edu/diversity 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 9:08 AM 
To: tlouston, Tetri C 
SubJect: Congrats! 

Hi Terri. Congrats on another super Pre-O! 

Any progress on "my" song? :) 

Have a great day. 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Achninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



08~’~09710 El PR OMOS PR O M OTIiONA L P R N Y 966.5,0’ 
08~ 10,~10 PAPERLE SS PO ST #;1Y 58,00 
08~ 10~10 PAPERLESS POST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com; 

Wednesday, 7:44 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
For some reason I didn’t qualify for work-stu@ this year and the?- 
gave me a loan instead. I didn’t find this out until today because I 
guess they had recently changed it without telling me       going to 
see if we can still ~vork something out, but I ~vas just wondering if 
you could keep an eye out for any sports-related jobs near or on 
campus. Thanks so much! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-, 

Thursday.               9:10 AM 

~email.unc.edu2; 

~email.unc.edtr~; 

@email. unc.edu>; @email .unc.edu-); 

,~)uncaa.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edt~; 

~)uncaa.unc.edu>; ~e~nail.unc.edu>; 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~e~nail.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [peess-f] to ug on USA Baseball] 

[peess-f] m ug on       -USA Ba~ball.eml.msg 

~hotmail.com:~ @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~ema~l.unc.edu>; 

~)~email.unc.edu>; 

))emaJl.unc.edu>; 
{z~email.unc.edtc,; 

~elnaikunc.edu>; 

~email.m~c.edtc,; Stroman, 

potential networking opportuni~ 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 YVoollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. Angust 26, 2010 5:48 AM 

The peess-fmailing list <peess-t@list~rv.anc.edw~ 

[peess-I] to ug on 8-25-10-USA Baseball 

From USA Baseball 

Here at USA Baseball we are veD~ excited abont our upcoming events in the month of September. We have the second annual Labor Day Cup, September 4th 6th, 

the National Temn Identification Series September 9th 12th, and our Pro Team playing gmnes against Canada fi~om the 26th 29th, all taking place at our National 

Training Complex in Cary, N.C. 

With ~ much going on we will undoubtedly be needing assis~nce. That being said, we would like to extend the opportunity to students interested in working in sports 

to gain valuable experience and build relationships that could tx~tentially lead to one of our numerous summer internship positions in 2010! For these upcoming events 

we have several hourly paid tx)sitions open, working specifically with ticket sales, merchandi~, and operations management. 

If you would, please pass tiffs ilffonnation along to your students. If they me interesled in applying for these positions or simply want further ilffonnation tl~ey can send 

an email to iustinoneil(g)usabaseball.com or call (919) 474-8721 ext. 236. Students can also visit u~,w.usabaseball.com for additional i~ffo~Ination. 

Justin O’Neil 

Coordinator, Operations & National Training Complex 

USA BASEBALL 

403 Blackwell St. 

Durham, NS 27701 

Work: (919) 474-8721 x236 

Fax: (919) 474-8822 

iustinoneil@usabaseball.com 

www usabaseball.com 

www.facebook.com/usabaseball 

www.~vitte r co m/usa baseball <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

peess- f as: <a hre~"mailto: spo(tlaw@unc.edu">spoNaw@unc.edu~q’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave-27544989-11668641 .c39fTd664052f674808cc7a591 fd 16ea@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27544989- 

11668641.c39fTd664052f674808cc7a591 fdl6ea@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~msn.com> 
Thursday,               10:19 AN 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Senior Project 

Thank you! My number is 1’II probably call either Friday or Saturday after I finalize my thesis and have it approved by my supervisor. Thanks again 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
To:          #msn.com 
Subject: RE: Senior Project 

Date: Non,           22:06:54-0400 

you~ phone ~umber? Ths~ks~ 

Dr. Stroman 

D~,bo~t~ S~roman, ~%D,, CLU 

919843.033(; 

hEcp;/, ~wv.unc~du/d~Es/e~erc~s~/spon ~d~msrra~on 

"How much p~in they have cost us, the evils which have never h~ppened." (T. deflerson) 

F~m: ~msn.com] 

Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 

To: Deborah Stromen 

Subject= Senior Project 

Professor Stromen, 

Hello, my name is               I met you at the Project Uplift seminar on Sport Administration. If you recall, 1 asked you for help in directing me in my research and 
argument for my senior project. I was planning on arguing that because 

I was wondering what would be the best way to approach research for this 

topic or if you have any suggestions in regard to altering my argument or sources I could use. 

Thank you very much, 

UNC hope~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Malone <bmalone@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 9:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Salsa Festival 

Deborah, 

Info re Saturday - Time/Location - follows. Note: the show will be under the tent adjacent to Giorgio restaurant. 
I’ve given them your name so, when you arrive -- Go to the Registration desk and give your name for assigned seating. 

FYI -the link to the Salsa Festival: http://www.ncs~Jsa£estiv~J.conv’ 

It should be fun. See you Saturday!! 
Brenda 

Showcase line-up starts at 9:15 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT PARTIES AUG 27TH - 28TH 

SATURDAY NIGHT SCHEDULE 

Tito y Tamara 

Pedro & Natalia Debut 

Deseo Dance Co 

Pasofino Dance Co Debut 

Hacha y Machete 

U-Tribe 

CoboBrothers 

Oliver Pineda 

VENUE FOR FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
PARTIES 

Giorgio Restaurant Bar & Lom~ge 

4300 NW Cary Parkway, Car,i’, NC 27513 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brenda Malone <bmalone@email.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 10:12 PM 

FW: A MUST SEE AND ttEAR!!!! 

Please rake a mimtte ~t~d look at this ~’ideo.. a liK~titrte of cefiection in less ~.t}at} five miml~.es,. 

....... Original Message ....... 

This is fantastic! 

The Negro National 
Anthem--As You’ve Never Seen it Before, it’ll bring you to tears! 

A MUST-SEE!!! It speaks for itself. 

http :[[www,yout u be.corn/watch? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 12:48 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deborah L. Stroman -~debby@dstroman.com> 

Caucus Reception DS 

Welcome Back Receptiou DS 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
debby@dstroman.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elmira Mangum PhD <em443@cornell.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 6:39 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A little perspective._ 

Can you check with and 

information 

to see if they received the Vodka? I don’t have any contact 

On 8/4/10 1:06 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3:[82 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:!!www.unc.edu!depts!exercise!sport_administration <http:!!www.unc.edu!depts!exercise!sport_a dministration> 

"In the end these things matter most: How we!l did you love? How fully did you lib, e? How deeply did you learn to let 

go?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bill smith <bsmith@littleandsmifl~.com> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 7:30 AM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC preparty 

hope you can make it; but know that you may have other obligations~ if you can break away, bring other associates with you, We live about 

I am worried [:o death about how matW players areinl~ght get suspended, Has [:here beet~ any official announcement? 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 5:07 PN 
To= bill smith 
Subject: ~: UNC prepa~ 
Thank3 for the hw~te! If the~e ~s a way ~ can get there from the UNC travN group event~, 

debby 

DS~,x~h S:rom~n, P]~ JA, CL: : 

92; 9 84,3 0336 

http:/’ /www.unc,edu /’ depts// exercise /%port administration 

"How much p~in they have cost us, Ne eviN which h~ve never h~ppened." (K Jefferson) 

From: wdsjwsbellsouth.net [mailto:paperlesspost@paperlesspostcom] 
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 8:52 AN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: UNC prepa~ 

wdsjwsbellsouth.net sent you Paperless Mail Please click the following envelope to view your mail, or visit the link below: 

removed by 
sender. 



removed by 

sender, pixel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elmira Mangum PhD <em443@cornell.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 8:57 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A little perspective... 

No need to check. She called and gave me her information I hope all is ~vell 
with you. I am on the way to NYC for a lunch meeting today. I am really 
glad things are picking up for BSE under your leadership. I did a tourney 
last week, it was fun I got the prize for closet to the pin this time. My 
game is getting better and we actually won the women’s trophy. I ~vas 
actually awesome with the drives, still have to work on the short game With 
the new- putter I won I actually haven’t gotten much better with that. 

I miss you all a lot. 
Lots of love. 
Take care 

On 8/27/10 8: 50 AM. "Deborah Stroman" <d stroman@ email uric edu> wrote: 

Will do Our first Caucus event is today. We are hosting a reception at 5 
The Chancellor is going to speak The response has been great Col~firmed 
attendees is 90 and we were originally hoping for 50! I miss you and was 
j ust talking abuut yuu yesterday. :) 

I am playing in a gulftuurney tumurrow. I can’t wait. I haven’t been able 
tu play much the past week with the start uf schoul 

FYI - I met with         a few weeks ago to get to knuw him better. We 
talked abuut yuu and all you mean to us :) 

Hugs, 

>d 
On Fri, 27 Aug 2010 06:39:04 -0400, Elmira Mangum PhD <em443@curnell.edu> 
wrute: 

>> Can yuu check with tu see if they received the Vudka? 
>I 
>> dunat have any cuntact informatiun 
>> 

>> 

>> On 8/4/10 1:06 PM, "Deburah Struman" <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Gu Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> Sport Administration Facul~ - e~ 
>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> Signra Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>><http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration> 
>> "In the end these things matter most: How- well did you love’.’ How fully 

did 
>> you live’.’ How deeply did you learn to let go?" 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Michael Smith 

Smith 

Michael 

University of North Carolina 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0017 

E-mail: michael_smith@ unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:59 PM 

~gmail.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.e&~; .                             ~gmail.com> 
~email.unc.e&~; ~email.unc.edu>: 

~hotmail.co~n>; Stroman, Debordt~ Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: NASSM Job Summary for 

eml.msg 

~gmail.com>; 

~email .unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu-~; 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Vv%ollen Gym 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

steve@teamworkonline.com 

Friday, August 27, 2010 12:14 PM 

steve@tearnworkonline.com 

NASSM Job Summary for 08/27/2010 

Featured Jobs: 

~ D o you have students that want to work in college football? Mandalay Sports 
Consulting and the ACC have partnered together to be the ticket sales arm for the 
ACC Football Championship on December 4, 2010. They’re looking to hire 6-8 

seasonal salespeople to help make this game a sellout success. 

http://mandalay.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/jobs/jobs.cf~/Sales-and-Marketing? 
supcat=441#31166 

Title: Account Executive - WNBA - Spurs Sports & Entertainment San Antonio Silver Stars 

(San Antonio, TX) 
URL: http://nbateamjobs=teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r=cfm?i=31106 

Title: Graphic Design intern - Chicago Wolves Hockey Team (Glenview, IL) 

URL: http://theahl.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=31172 

Title: Sales Account Executive - Erie BayHawks (Erie, PA) 

URL: http://nbateamiobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i=31089 

Title: Warriors Foundation Internship - Golden State Warriors (Oakland, CA) 

URL: http://nbateamjobs=teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r=cfm?i=31131 

The following jobs were posted in the last 7 days by clients licensing TeamWork 
Online as their recruiting software: 

.~cco~nting ;~nd ~inaf~ce 
Apply fo[ Fut~r~ Not~ficat~o~ O~y 

Shies & Actiw~tio~ 

Title: Payroll/Human Resources Accountant- San Diego Chargers (San Diego, CA) 

Title: Accounts Payable Clerk- Cincinnati Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

Title: DIRECTOROF FINANCE- South Okanagan Events Centre (Pentictan, BC) 

Administratio~IGe~ra~ ~na£’~eme~t Jobs 

Title: Administrative Coordinator- Long Island Ducks Baseball (Central Islip, NY) 

Title: ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT- Saint Charles Convention Center (Saint Charles= MO) 

Title: Executive Assistant ta the General Manager- Cleveland CavalieB (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: Future Notification Only - Levy Restauran~ (Various Locations, US) 

Title: Video Coordinator- Tampa Bay Lightning (Tampa, FL) 

URL: hi~.’:.:/rt ~ mjba !: hl i:ea mY.,,:; r ko illil !e .:;.:." mitea mwo r Kr! cf rri’?i= <; 1 ! 24 



Title: 
Event Concierge - Churchill Downs Race Track (Louisville, KY) 

Title: 
Manager, Olympic and Athlete Development- USA Field Hockey (Colorado Springs, CO) 

Title: ~ENT MANAGER - Kovalchick Convention and Athletic Complex at Indiana University of PA 

(Indiana, PA) 

Title: Director of Event Operations - Sea~le Seahawks (Sea~le, WA) 

Title: Guest Se~ices Director- Sea~le Seahawks (Sea~le, WA) 

Title: HVAC Plumbing Technician- Washington Nationals ~Tashington, DC) 

Title: Tu~ Depa~ment Employee - Churchill Downs Race Track (Louisville, ~) 

Title: Engineer- Florida Panthers (Sunrise, FL) 

Title: CountTeam Mem~r- Calder Casino and Race Course (Miami Gardens, FL) 

~ood ~nd Beverage Jobs 

Title: Concessions Positions - 2010-2011 Event Season - Rojo Hospi~lity Group LLC (Glendale, AZ) 

Title: Suites Manager - Levy Restaurants - Conseco Fieldhouse (Indianapolis, IN) 

Title: VENDOR- CenteFplate at Sun Life S~dlum (Miami Gardens, FL) 

Title: ~&~ DiFeCtOr = ~haFle~on RiverDogs (ChaFleston~ 

Title: 
Internship- Fan Relationship Management Center - ORawa 67’s (ORawa, ON) 

Title: 
MaFketing and Game Op~Fations Int~Fn (Unpaid/Coll~ge Credit) Fall 2010 - Miami 

Title: 
Graphic Design Intern - Chicago Wolws Hockey T~am (Gl~nview, IL) 

Title: 
FALL 2010 TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS iNTERNSHiPS - Co~ca~-Spec~coF (Philadelphia, 

Title: 
SpFing TFBinin9 Internships - Boston Red Sox (Fo~ MyeFS, 

Title: ~ Depa~ment-lntem - Chicago Wolves Hockey (Glenview, IL) 

Title: 
Youth Development Intern - Columbus Crew (Columbus, OH) 

URL: ~:,’,’mis teamworkon~iqe.com,teamworK,’r cfm’>~=31!46 

Title: 
FALL 2010 GAME NIGHT PUBLIC RE~TIONS INTERNSHIP - Philadelphia Flyers (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
Internship Notification - Levy Restaurants (Various Locations, US) 

Title: 
MaFketing PB~neFship Internship - Phoenix Suns (Phoenix= 

Title: Public Relations Internship- Phoenix Suns (Phoenix~ AZ) 

Title: 
FALL 2010 GAME NIGHT PUBLIC RE~TIONS INTERNSHIP - Philadelphia FlyeFs (Philadelphia, 

Title: 
FALL 2010 ~ENT MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP- Comca~-Spec~cor (Philadelphia, PA) 

Title: 
Game Operations & Special Even~ INTERN - Spurs Spo~ & Ente~ainment (San Antonio, TX) 



Title: 
Cleveland Internship Program (Fall 2010) - IMG (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: 
Season Ticket Services INTERN - Spurs Sporis & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

Title: 
Warriors Foundation Internship (2010-11 Season) - Golden State Warriors (Oakland, CA) 

Title: 
Game Presentation Intern - Minnesota Timbelwolves (Minneapolis, MN) 

URL: h~#://:~bates miabs tea mworkor:iir:e.co re,tea mwo rKir ctm’:’i=31132 

Title: 
Orlando Magic Youth Foundation Intern - Orlando Magic (orlando, fl) 

Title: 
Fall Stadium Operations Intern - Trenton Thunder (Trenton, N J) 

Title: 
Internships - Corporate Accounting, Corporate Tax, Treasu~ - IMG (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Intern - San Antonio Rampage & Spurs Spo~ & Ente~ainment (San Antonio, TX) 

Title: 
College Credit Internship Oppo~unities (Fall 2010) - Southern Maryland Blue C~bs (Waldo~, MD) 

Title: FALL 2010 ~ENT MARK~ING & SALES INTERNSHIP - Tsongas Center at the U niversity of 

Massachuse~s-Lowell (Lowell, MA) 

Title: 
Intern - Ticket Services & Technology - Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: h~):iibaseb;~ii~)bs ~eamworKenii~¢ c:or}El:ear~w,:)r~’r.,:;fm? 

Title: 
Ticket Dew,merit Intern - Gwinne~ Gladiators (Gwinne~, GA) 

Title: 
Database Coordinator- AEG Marketing (Los Angeles, CA) 

Title: 
Fan Relations Specialist- San Jose EaRhquakes (San~ Clara, CA) 

Title: 
Sky Squad (2010 = 2011 Season / Pa~-Time) - Atlanta Hawks (Atlanta, GA) 

Title: 
CRM Campaign Coordinator- Tampa Bay Lightning ~ampa, FL) 

Title: MARKEING MANAGER - Kovalchick Convention and Athletic Complex at Indiana Unive~ity of PA 

(Indiana, PA) 

Title: 
MARK~ING C~RDINATOR - Augu~a Ente~ainment Complex (August, GA) 

Title: Coordinator of Athlete Development and Programs- USA Field Hockey (Colorado Springs, CO) 

Playe~ Ope~~t~ons Jobs 

Title: Head of Nutrition - IMG Academies (Bradenton, FL) 

Ret~{~!L{ce~s~g Jobs 

Title: Associate, Re~il Warehouse Operations- Cleveland Cavaliers (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: Merchandise Seller (Pa~-time)- Po~land Trail Blazers (Po~land, OR) 

Title: Pa~-Time Team ~ore Sales- Charlo~e Bobcats (Charlo~e, NC) 

Title: Assis~nt Buyer (Re~il Merchandise)- Cleveland Cavaliers (Cleveland, OH) 



Title: 
Corporate Sales Manager- Chicago Rush (Schaumburg, IL) 

URL: 

Title: Corporate Partnership Account Executive - FEVER - Pacers Sporis & Entertainment (Includes Fever 

Basketball, LLC) (Indianapolis, IN) 

URL: 

Title: 
Advertising Manager- Sacramento RiverCats (West Sacramento, Ca) 

URL: 

Title: 
Sales - York Revolution Professional Baseball (York, PA) 

URL: 

Title: 
Sr Manager, Corporate Partnerships - HomesCead-Miami Speedway (Homestead, FL) 

URL: 

Title: Vice President/Director of Corporate Partnerships and Event Presentation - Dubuque Figilting Saints 

(Begins Play With 2010-11 Season) (Dubuque, IA) 

URL: 
~://{ishLt~amvvorkoqliqe.com/tea mwo rk,’r 

Title: Manager Partnership Development- Fair Grounds Race Course & Slots - Marketing Department 

(New Orleans, LA) 

URL: 
~?://churcbill,,’Jownsh~cor~or:tted.t~aq~wori~online coq~,~esq~work~r.cfm?i=S 1080 

Title: 
CORPORATE SALES EXECUTIVE - AutoZone Park (Memphis, TN) 

URL: 

Title: 
CORPORATE SALES EXECUTIVE - AutoZone Park (Memphis, TN) 

URL: 

Title: Director of Client Services - Tampa Bay Lightning/Tampa Bay Storm/St. Pete Times Forum (Tampa, 

FL) 

URL: 

Title: Client Services Manager- Tampa Bay Lightning/Tampa Bay Storm/St. Pete Times Forum (Tampa, 

FL) 

URL: 

Title: 
Vice President, Business Development- Tacoma Rainiers (Tacoma, WA) 

URL: 

Title: 
Corporate Client Services - York Revolution Professional Baseball (York, PA) 

URL: 

Title: 
Senior Manager, Olympic Marketing Services - IMG New York (New York, NY) 

URL: 

Title: Account Executive, Integrated Sales & Partnership Marketing - National Hockey League (Toronto, 

ON) 

URL: 

Title: 
Corporate Analytics and Services Coordinator - Minnesota Timbepwolves (Minneapolis, MN) 

URL: 

Tech~ic~ Services Jobs 

Title: Terminal Technician - United Tote (Lexington, KY) 

Title: TeFminal Technician - United Tote (Louisville, ~) 

Title: BOX OFFICE MANAGER - Kovalchick Convention and Athletic Complex at Indiana Universi~ of PA 

(Indiana, PA) 

URL: 

Title: 
INSIDE SALES ASSOCIATE (PART-TIME) - AutoZone Park (Memphis, TN) 

URL: 

Title: 
BOX OFFICE SUPERMISOR - Palm Beach County Convention Center (Wes¢ Palm Beach, FL) 



Title: Maloof Sports & Entertainment Account Executive (Group Sales) - Sacramento Kings (Sacramento, 

CA) 

Title: 
Group Sales Coordinator- Frisco RoughRiders (Frisco, TX) 

Title: Account Executive - WNBA - Spurs Sports & Entertainment San Antonio Silver StaFs (San Antonio, 

TX) 

Title: 
INSIDE SALES ASSOCIATE (PART-TIME) - AutoZone Park (Memphis, TN) 

Title: 
Sales Account Executive - Erie BayHawks (Erie, PA) 

Title: 
Event Staff- Dubuque Fighting Saints (Dubuque, IA) 

URL: ~:<r/ushl L~smworKanii!;e c:c:.m.;l:eamw,:;r~’n,::fm?i=3i091 

Title: 
Inside Sales Representative - Memphis Grizzlies (Memphis, TN) 

Title: 
Account Executive, Group Sales & Service - Pittsburgh Pirates (Pittsburgh, PA) 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Representative (Seasonal Part-time) - Tampa Bay Rays (St Petersburg, FL) 

Title: Account Executive - Mandalay Sports Consulting / ACC Football Championship (V’Vinston- Salem, 

NC) 

Title: 
Fan Relations Specialist- FC Dallas and Pizza Hut Park (Frisco, TX) 

Title: 
Inside Sales Representative - Tampa Bay Lightning (Tampa, FL) 

Title: 
Business Development Executive - Trenton Thunder (Trenton, N J) 

Title: 
Account Executive - Kansas Cib/Wizards (Kansas City, MO) 

Title: 
Heat Night Sales Representative - Abbotsford Heat Hockey Ltd. (Abbotsford, BC) 

Title: 
Sales Manager, Florida Operations - Washington Nationals (Viera, FL) 

URL: ~?://basebailiobsteamvvorkon:inecom/tesmwod,ircfm?i=3! 128 

Title: 
Account Executive - Chicago Wolves (Glenview, IL) 

URL: ~ I/~ile~?fl ~.~!~n~worKa!;ii!;a comrtaamwa!iqr.c.,"n;?i=31 

Title: 
Representative, Inside Sales - Sen Diego Pedres (Sen Diego, CA) 

Title: 
Premium Sales & Service Account Executive - Houston Astros Baseball Club (Houston, TX) 

Title: Volunteer Positions- Dew Tour (Las Vegas, NV) 

Title: Motion Graphics Coordinator- Tampa Bay Lightning (Tampa, FL) 

Title: Senior Web Developer- ATP Tour International Headquarters (Ponte Vedra Beach, FL) 



If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Steve Kessen 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.292.9265 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 
and/or privileged material Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or takin9 any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited, If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete the material from any computer, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 30, 2010 9:59 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

PANTttERS - yes’.! :) 

Hi Deby! 

I would like to throw my vote in there to see a Panthers game. Football is my favorite sport, so that would be a lot of fun ©. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon! Will definitely miss you at Bible Study this year ©. 

Holly Smith 

African American Materials Specialist 

Southern Historical Collection 

CB# 3926, Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Telephone: 919-962-1345/FAX: 919-962-3594 

b_a_._s_..m__!.t_h_ .@._ .e_ _m_ _a_ ! J_ : . _u_ . .n_ c_ .._ e_ _d_ .u_ . 
http:!!www.lib.unc.edu/mss!shc!index.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Turner, Kenny (Genworfl~) <Kenny.Turner@genworth.com> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 11:33 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Golf Classic PIc 

I had ,~ fun time, too, I was out at Finle,~’ this weekend, so let me know when you w,~nt to get out ,~nd pI,W, 

Kenny Turner 

F~m; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Nonday, August 30, 20~0 $$:25 AN 
To= Turner, Kenny (Genwo~h) 
Subject: ~: Golf Classic Plc 

Hi ~enny, I hope 

Let’s try to p~ay before the end of September and we also have to chat about the Myrtle Beach trip. 

Have a gre~L week] 

d 

9Zo.8~3.033& 

htt}%/ /www,unc,edu/ de}~ts/~exercise,/s}~ort administration 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which h~ve never happened." ([ Jefferson) 

Fmm~ Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent= Honday, August 30, 20~0 8:~2 AH 
To~ Debby Stroman 

Sub~eCt= Golf Classic 

100_1813 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

w~e.dstro ma n.com 

veww. livewell 10. corn 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katstra, Dirk (dpk4f) <dpk4f@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 3:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Golf Classic PIc 

I look forward to seeing you. 
Dirk 

Execrative Directo~ 

P,( ) Box ,4 ~ 0833 
Chm:lottesvi[le VA 22904 
(o) 434.992.5555 (t) 434.982.5025 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, ~ugust 30, 2010 11:39 ~N 
T~= dpk4f@virgiNa.edu; Crai9 Uglepage 
Ce= Ryan, Deborah (dar2h) 
Subject= ~: Golf Classic Plc 
Hi Dirk ~d Craig, I pray all is well for you and the Wahoo family, Ke~y and I were in the s~e golf group for P~I Fo~’s Golf Classic in Roc~ Mount *Ns past 

Augus~ 14th. We had BIG ~n ~d tried not to sing the "Good O1’ Song" too loudly aRer our ~rs (birdies were not too common), Lol. Ca~ you believe ~vo UVA 

bali em live iu Chapel Hi]] ? What are the odds?’. ~ 
The guy in the bl~k shirt is the tenuis coach at NCCU. He was super nice aud a great athlete. 

Have a ~mstic week~ 
Hugs, 
debby # 10 
P.S. I will see you at the UNC game/Spo~ ~umni Weekend iu October. l’ve recruited my sorofi~ sisters and fratemi~ bros to come back for the game. Coach 
London is my fmtemi~ broker too. ~ (Zeros and Sigm~ - Go Blue~) 

~:~ty,(/’www.unc:.edu/dq~[c~ii~L’sport administration 

’Wow much pain they h~ve cost us, Ne eviN wMch have never happened." (E de#erso~) 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Honday, August 30, 2010 8:12 AM 
To: Debby Stroman 
~ct: Golf Classic P~c 

100_1813 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 

www.dstre rrla rl.cerrl 

www.livewell 10.cem 

888668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&p 

Monday, 3:07 PM 

@email .unc.edu>; ~email .unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>:                         ~email.unc.edu> 

~facilities.unc.edu>;                                 ~unc.edu>; Wafldns, Debra 
<watkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Na£enge <nakenge.robeltson@unc.edu>; McGhee, 

Qj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; ))unc.edu> 

Caucus Reception - Thank YOU! 

Hi Heels. A sincere "thank-you" for your assistance on Friday. You lifted my spirits even higher immediately upon seeing you. © 

"Kindness is more than deeds. It is an attitude, an expression, a look, a touch. It is anything that li~ts another person." (C. N. Strait) 

Your beneficence is greatly appreciated! 

I will "pay it forward," 

Dr. Stroman 

Go } {eels, 

Dei~o~ah St~ornan, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dep~ 

Sport AdminisL~afion FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Chlb 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

315 \5,;oollen CB# 8605 

CMpel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

ht~p:i/’www,unc,eduideprs/~xerciseispork~admh~is~ation 

"Some people are born on third base and go thro~’gh life think.ing they hit a triple." 
(P~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nirvani Anoop <nin~anLanoop@epromos.com> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 4:14 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

138451 9 - Coasters & Key Tags 

138451,455,459 epromospaperwork.pdf 

Hi Deborah, 

Are you still interested in the attached 2 orders or would you like to cancel at this time? I can send revised paperwork with just the 2 orders for you to review if 

preferred. 

Regards, 

Nirvani Anoop 

Sales Assistant 

Direct: 646-216-5670 

Fax: 646-356-7053 

ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

www.epromos.com - The promo know-how people 

NEW YORK- ARIZONA- FLORIDA- MASSACHUSETTS- MINNESOTA- OREGON 

Case Studies: http:!!ideas.epromos.com 

Blog: http:!!blog.epromos.com 



ePrornos Order Instruction Sheet 
Date: July 22, 2010 Order# ¯ 138451,138455 & 138459 

PAPERWORK MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN 24 HOURS! 

ANY lVll SSI NG PARTS OF YOUR PAPERWORK WI LL DELAY YOUR ORDER! 

2 STEP CHECKLIST 

1. __ Sign ALL 4 Sheets (3 sheets if reorder or blank merchandise) 

2. FAX OR SCAN & EMAI L ALL PAGES t o: 
646-356-7053 or nirvani.anoop~promos.com 

[~ CHECKTHIS BOX 1FYOU HAVE MADE ANY CHANGES TO YOUR 

PAPERWORK OR ORDER AT ALL! 

Terms and Conditions 
Approval Time: To make sure that we get your order to its destination on time, please sign and return 
your approvals within one business day. If your approval is returned within 24 hours, you will avoid 
additional rush service fees and/or more expensive shipping methods that may be required to meet your 
"in hands date." This date (located on the top right corner of your order acknowledgement) signifies 
the latest possible day you can receive your goods. Please be sure to communicate with your sales 
representative when you need your items delivered. 

Cancellation: You agree that canceling this order after approval will incur a $50 order cancellation fee 
and any other charges incurred by us in the production of your order. 

Over-runs/Under-runs: It is customary in the custom decorated merchandise business to overrun or 
underrun production with a variance of 3%. You agree that in the event of an overrun or an underrun 
you shall pay or we will refund you any amounts incurred as a result. 

Shipping Charges: We make every effort to accurately estimate shipping charges. From time to time 
we may underestimate the shipping charges on your order. In such event we may make reasonable 
adjustments to your shipping charges and upon request, we will provide you with actual costs we 
incurred. You always have the option to provide us with a shipping account number (a small handling 
charge may apply). 

Terms and Conditions: Your order is subject ePromos’ terms and conditions of sale available at 
http://www.epromos.com/CustomerService/termsandconditions.jsp. For any questions regarding these 
terms and conditions please call your Pre-Production Coordinator or Sales Representative. 

Purchase Order#" 
(if applicable) 

Signature" 
Date" 



Order Acknowledgement 

In-Hands PO # Order # 

138451 138451 

A 
C 
K 

T UNC 
o Attn: 

UNC CB 8700 
CHAPEL HI LL, 

Unit Cust po # 

0 

DEBCRAH ST ROMAN 

Ordered Shipped 

NC 27599 

Ord date 

07/21/10 

Item # 

348988 

Terms 

Pre-Paid 

Description 

UNC 
At tn: DEBCRAHSTRGIVI~ 
UNC CB 8700 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

Via UPS GroundTrak FOB Fact ory 

Type Salesperson 

4L 216    Todd Nussinow- EGL 

Per Unit pdce Ext pdce 

50 NONSI TE 
1 Z- SETUP 
1 Z- ESH 

Donanda coasters 
Decoration Setup Charge 
Est. Shipping &Handling 

EA 10.950 547.50 
EA 81.250 81.25 
EA 36.000 36.00 

Subtotal 664.75 

Color and imprinting instructions 
SKU# Nonsi t e 
ItemColor: 13lack 
I rrpri nt Locat i on/Si ze: Top: 
Logo Size: 2 1/4" Wx 2 1/4" 
I npri nt Col or(s) : Debossed 
I rrpri nt Met hod: Debossed 

2 1/4" Wx 2 1/4" H 
H 

BELOW 

CUSTOMER ORDER 



Order Acknowledgement 

In-Hands PO # Order # 

138455 138455 

A 
C 
K 

T UNC 
o Attn: 

UNC CB 8700 
CHAPEL HI LL, 

Unit Cust po # 

0 

DEBCP, AH ST ROMAN 

Ordered Shipped 

NC 27599 

Ord date 

07/21/ 10 

item # 

348988 

Terms 

Pre- Pal d 

Description 

UNC 
At tn: DEBCRAHSTRGIVI~ 
UNC CB 8700 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

Via UPS GroundTrak FOB Factory 

Type Salesperson 

4L 216 Todd Nussi now- EGL 

Per Unit pdce Ext pdce 

75 NONSI TE 
1 Z- SETUP 
1 Z- ESH 

IVbnsi gnor Pen, whi t e 
Decorat i on Set up Charge 
Est. Shipping & Handling 

EA 11.950 896.25 
EA 56.250 56.25 
EA 34.000 34.00 

Subtotal 986.50 

Color and imprinting instructions 
SKU# Nonsi t e 
I tern Col or: V~ite 
I rrpri nt Locat i on/Si ze: Cap- Ri ght 
Logo Size: 1 1/2" Wx 5/16" H 
Inprint Col or(s): NA 
I rrpri nt Met hod: Laser Engraved 

Read 1 1/2" Wx 5/16" H 

BELOW 

CUSTOMER ORDER 



Order Acknowledgement 

In-Hands PO # Order # 

138459 138459 

A 
C 
K 

T UNC 
o Attn: 

UNC CB 8700 
CHAPEL HI LL, 

Unit Cust po # 

0 

DEBCP, AH ST ROMAN 

Ordered Shipped 

NC 27599 

Ord date 

07/21/ 10 

item # 

348988 

Terms 

Pre- Pal d 

Description 

UNC 
At tn: DEBCRAHSTRGIVI~ 
UNC CB 8700 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

Via UPS GroundTrak FOB Factory 

Type Salesperson 

4L 216 Todd Nussi now- EGL 

Per Unit pdce Ext pdce 

50 NONSI TE Bet t oni keyt ags 
1 Z-SETUP Decorat i on Set up Charge 
1 Z-ESH Est. Shipping & Handling 

EA 4.850 242.50 
EA 56.250 56.25 
EA 25.000 25.00 

Subtotal 323.75 

Color and imprinting instructions 
SKU# Nonsi t e 
ItemColor: Carbon 
Irrprint Location/Size: BottomCenter 
Logo Si ze: 3/4" Wx 3/16" H 
Inprint Col or(s): N/A 
I rrpri nt Met hod: Laser Engraved 

3/4" Wx 3/16" H 

BELOW 

CUSTOMER ORDER 



eProof oo o: 
Artist: AWS 

Version: 0 

SKU: # Nonsite 

Item Color: Black 

Imprint Location/Size: Top, 2 1/4" Wx 2 1/4" H 

Logo Size: Maximum 

Imprint Color(s): Debossed 

Imprint Method: Debossed 

DISCLAIMER: This is your artwork as it will be imprinted. Please print this PDF and check all details as we 
cannot be held responsible for copy mistakes. Please contact your ePromos representative with any questions. 

DOTTED BLUE LINES REPRESENT MAXIMUM IMPRINTAREA AND DO NOT PRINT 

:CAROLINA BLACK~ 
CAUCUS 

ili Celebrating Our Commu.ity 

Notes from ourArt Department: 

* There are elements in your logo that are too 
small for us to guarantee legibility. We therefore 
have modified your logo that increases these 
elements to a more acceptable size. 

SCALE:I 100% 

DiSCLAiMER: Mock-up is not to scale and is provided for visualization purposes only. 

Please Check One: [~ approved 1 approved with changes I send new eProof 

Authorized Signature Date 



eProof oo o: 
Artist: AWS 

Client: UNC 

Version: 0 

SKU: # Nonsite 

Item Color: White 

Imprint Location/Size: Cap-Right Read, 1 1/2" Wx 5/16" H 

Logo Size: Maximum 

Imprint Color(s): Laser Engraved 

Imprint Method: Laser Engraved 

DISCLAIMER: This is your artwork as it will be imprinted. Please print this PDF and check all details as we 
cannot be held responsible for copy mistakes. Please contact your ePromos representative with any questions. 

DOTTED BLUE LINES REPRESENT MAXIMUM IMPRINTAREA AND DO NOT PRINT 

Notes from our Art Department: 

* There are elements in your logo that are too 
small for us to guarantee legibility. We therefore 
have modified your logo that increases these 
elements to a more acceptable size. 

DiSCLAiMER: Mock-up is not to scale and is provided for visualization purposes only. 

Please Check One: [~ approved 1 approved with changes I send new eProof 

Authorized Signature Date 



eProof oo o: 
Artist: AWS 

Client: UNC 

Version: 1 

SKU: # Nonsite 

Item Color: Black 

Imprint Location/Size: Bottom Center, 3/4" W x 3/16" H 

Logo Size: Maximum 

Imprint Color(s): Laser Engraved 

Imprint Method: Laser Engraved 

DISCLAIMER: This is your artwork as it will be imprinted. Please print this PDF and check all details as we 
cannot be held responsible for copy mistakes. Please contact your ePromos representative with any questions. 

DOTTED BLUE LINES REPRESENT MAXIMUM IMPRINTAREA AND DO NOT PRINT 

Notes from our Art Department: 

* There are elements in your logo that are too 
small for us to guarantee legibility. We therefore 
have modified your logo that increases these 
elements to a more acceptable size. 

DiSCLAiMER: Mock-up is not to scale and is provided for visualization purposes only. 

Please Check One: [~ approved 1 approved with changes I send new eProof 

Authorized Signature Date 



ePromos Promotional Products Inc. 

AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE CREDIT CARD 

Date: July 22, 2010 

Order Number: 138451 $664.75 

138455 $966.50 
138459 $323.75 

Order subtotal" $1,955.oo (See Order Acknowledgment for itemized charges) 

Sales Tax: $ 

Order Total" 
$1,955.oo (To be charged to Credit Card below) 

Card Information 

Card Type: (circle one)     AMEX        MC          VIS~ 
TYPF Business or Personal 

Account Number: 

Expiration Date: / 

CVV2 Security Code*: 
(3 or 4 digitson the card): __                           *ePromos can not charge your card without this information* 

"CW’ stands for "Card Verification Value" and it isthe three- or four-digit number printed in the 
signat ure space on t he back of mos~ credit cards and on t he front of American Express cards 

ACCOUNT TYPE: BU~] NESS PERSONAL 

CARDHOLDER I NFORv]ATi ON: 

PHONE #: 

N/~E: 

(IN C/~ OF DECLINE) 

BI LLI NG ADDRESS: 

ALL ABOVE INFORMATION MUST BE FILLED OUT COMPLETELY BEFORE A TRANSACTION CAN GO INTO PRODUCTION. 

ALL APPROVED RETURNS WLL BE CREDITED BACK TO THE CREDIT CAF~ USED. ~}41PPING IS NOT REFUNDABLE. ~}-IOULD 

THERE BE ANY OVERRUNS OR ADDITI ONAL CHARGES V£E WI LL BE CHARGI NG THI S CARD. 

PLEAE]E ~]GN BELOW TO AUTHORIZE THE ABOVE CHARGES TO YOUR CREDIT CARD AND TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE 

READ AND AGRFF WITH THE FOLI CI ES EXPLAI NED ON THE ERROMOS ORDER I NSTRUCTION ~<iFIEET. PLEASE ALSD ~IGN THE 

EPROOF, ORDER ACKNOVVLEDGEMENT, AND EFROMOS ORDER INSTRUCTION ~HEET AND FAX ALL DOCUMENTS. THANK 

YOU. 

AUTHORIZED ~1 GNATURE DATE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(~ aol .corn> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 7:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Ann Penn <Ann Penn@unc.edu>; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; em443@comeH.edu 

Fwd: Thm~ You Mr. President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday: 8:23 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reference letter 

Dear Dr Stroman, 

I checked over the reference requirements and it looks like they do ask for 
letters of reference If it is possible to put a letter together for me I 
would appreciate it. I can swing by on Wednesday if that is ok with you I 
also attached the j ob information in case you want to see what it is about. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elmira Mangum PhD <em443@cornell.edu> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 9:35 PM 

~aol.com> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkiusd@email.unc.edu>; Ann Penn <Ann Penn@unc.edtr~; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson <:brenda nmlone@unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You Mr. Presideut 

I reaJly like this. 

Sincerely, 
Elmira 

On Aug 30, 2010, at 7:56 PM, ~aol.com> wR~te: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume etc 

Resume .dotm; Cover letter.doe×; Sports and Fitness Management Tr~finee.doc× 

Hope this is soon enough. Thanks again. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

wdls@glowmediaNY.com <Registration@signup4.net> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 8:03 PM 

StromasL Deborah Iunn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Confinnatiou of~q)LS Registtation 

Hello Debora]~, 

This confirms your registration for the World Diversity Leadership Summit (Vv~DLS) being held from September 13-14, at the Harvard Medical Conference Center. 

Please take a moment to review the following registration confirmation details for accuracy. If you have changes, please go to the WDLS registration site 
ht~://www.wdlsummit.com/and tim click register button to modi~ your registration. 

Your registration irttbmmtion: 

Attendee ID #: WORL46E84g 
Attendee Type: WDLS Speaker 

CONTACT INFORMXI’ION 
Name: Deborah Stroman 
Position / Title: Professor/Academic A&isor 
Company: UnivemiD- of North Carolina 
Address: UNC - CB 8605 - 300 South Road 
City: Chapel Hill 
State: NC 
Zip: 27599 
Phone: 
E-Mail: ds~ao@uuc.edu 

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION 
Contact Nmne: Jem~ifer Eaddy 
Emergency Phone: (410)262- 3616 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
ADA Special Needs: 
Dietary restrictions: vegetarian 
BREAKOUT SESSION 
Please select which workshop you will attend on Day 1 (Monday, Sept. 13th @ 2:00pm): 
Emerging Workibrce Communities - New Generations, Disabled, Religion a~d LGBT 

Please select which breakout you will attend on Day 2 (Tuesday, Sept. 14th at 2:00pin): 
Global Multicultaral Media and Sports Eutertairameut Models 

Please select which workshop you roll attend on Day 2 (Tuesday, Sept. 14th @ 3:45pm): Virtcom Solutions Workshop: B.I.S. Business Integration and 

SustainabiliD- for Diverse Initiatives 

You have registered at the rate. Paying by ........ . 

If you have any questions about this con[Erence, please call the WDLS Event ONce at 212.239.2455. If you have any questions about your registration, please send 

an email to wdls@glowmediaNY.com 

Please check the WDLS website for updates of speakers and agenda. 

Thank you, 

WDLS Event Office 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Szollar, Mark A. <Szollma@nytimes.com> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 7:43 AM 

’cheryl@glowmediaNY.com’; ’Wendy.Lems@mlb.com’; ’clayton@usta.com’; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

’rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu’ 

’asst@ glowmediaN Y.com’ 

Re: Panel Questions 

Good Morning Everyone, 

I apologize that I missed yesterday’s conference call. 

Never having been through this process before, we were not prepared for the mass chaos that took place. Something that we thought would be an hour 

or two process, turned out to be an all day affair. 

I look forward to seeing everyone up in Boston, we have a Terrific Panel of experts and to say the least, I am extremely Proud and Honored to be your Moderator. Once again 
please 
accept my apologies and have a great day. 

Best Regards, 
Mark 

Mark Szollar 
The New York Times 
Advertising Director- Recruitment, Diversity & Sports Advertising 

From: Cheryl Gentry <cheryl@glowmediaNY.com> 

To: Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com <Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com>; clayton@usta.com <clayton@usta.com>; Szollar, Mark A.; dstroman@email.unc.edu <dstroman@email.unc.edu>; 
rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu <rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu > 
Cc: ’Rachel Rosenbloom’ <asst@glowmediaNY.com> 
Sent: Tue Aug 31 16:47:38 2010 
Subject: Panel Questions 

Panel Questions: 
¯ ?low are diversity and inclusion issues relevant to sports industt3r, media and multicultural communities todgy? 

¯ How well is your industt3~ as a x,,~hole addressing these issues, if at all? What role does your org~nization plgy? 

¯ What are fl)e major benefits that: a highly diverse group e9n bring t:o your o~g~nization? Does this irr~p9ct your media presenee and positioning ,~’i’~]:~ rrmltieult?dral 

mtdiences 

¯ What role sJ~ould t:J~e g’overr~n)ent, schools, and tire rnedi9 plgy in encotlrgging greater involven~ent of women, people ofdisgbility 9nd ethnie minorities in sports 

they are underrepresented in? 

° What eft-brt:s are being delivered by your org’anization in order t:o present 9ttrgctive opportunities to diverse egndi(~’ates, custon~ers an(~’ eomrrmnities? 

(2 he ryl Get try 

Glow Media 

1375 Broadway 

Suite 1400 

New York NY LOOL8 

TEl 2~2 2~9 2455 F4~ 2L2 779 t354 

www ~lowmed aNY conq 

Notice This message is intended only for use by the pemon or entity to ,,,hich it is addressed E]ecause it may contain contidentlal information intended solely for the addressee, you are notified that any disclosing, copying, dov~llloading, distributing or retaining of thls message, and any attached files, is prol, l[~lted aid n’ay be a 

violation of state or fede al iavv If you received this message in elrOl, please notify the sender by reply real, and delete the message and all attached files 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bill smith <bsmifl~(~littleandsmitAcom~ 

Thursday, 6:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Re: UNC preparty 

~bellsouth.net 

Absolutely!!! 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: bill smith 
Sent: Wed 
Subject: RE: UNC preparty 

Hi Bill, I am not sure yet if we can stop by your house yet. One of my brightest students is going down and I mentioned your party, He would like to stop by with a 
few friends. He is t:he of the Carolina Sports Business @ub and doub~e-maprs in ff it ~s o]~ay, ~ will send Nrn vour 

emsH Ph~sse sdvise, Thanks~ 

ChaL w~th you soon~ 

No news yet_ @) 

debby 

Deborah S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

Kxtio~e~ Engage, Hmpowe~. 

929 84,3 0336 

h t’[p:!///www.unc.ectu/ c]{’pIs/%xercise// sporv 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which h~ve never happened." (E Jefferson) 

From= bill smith [mailto:bsmith@li~leandsmith.com] 
Sent; Friday, 7:30 AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: UNC prepa~ 

i hope you can make i% but know thai: you may have other obligations If you can break away, bdng other assochH:es with you, We live about 

I am worried Lo death about how many players are/might get suspended, Has Lhere been any official announcement? Any ~ns~gh[? 

Go Hee~sN! 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 5:07 PN 
To; bill smith 
Subject; N: UNC prepa~ 
Thanks for the ~nv~te~ If there ~s a way ~ can get there from the UNC trave~ group events, I wUH 

~ hope a~l ~s well for you, 

debby 

919 84,3 0336 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happene& " (T. Jefferson) 

bellsouth.net [mailto: paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 8:52 AN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: UNC prepa~ 

wdsjwsbellsouth.net sent you Paperless Mail Please click the following envelope to view your mail, or visit the link below: 



,h~,t p:/iwv~,^/,~a,~e!i~.~ss po.~i~,, c o rri/everfl:si255287- 52a f5d26iq u e .~itsi7701436-~bbeOc81/card 

removed by 

sender 

Create and :,end )/our own custom cards at http:i/~,~w paperlesspost corn 

~N~ Image 
removed 
sender, pixel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:31 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm3@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Receipt for your debit card purcha~ 

Transaction ID: 

[hanks for using you" PayPa Debit NasterCard¢), Here’s a receipt for your records, 

Please keep in mind that the amount below is what the merchant temporarily holds 

until the transaction is complete - it may not be the final purchase price, You’ll be 
able to see the final amount in your account history once the transaction ~s 

complete= 

IF you don’t want to receive an email every time you use your debR card, just 
change your 

$65,00 USD 

SPORTS BUSINESS ]OURN, 704-973-1423~ NC 
Please t~ote that the name of merchant may be 
di[ferent once ~he transaction is compk~e, 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you wiil not receive a response, 
For assistance, !.~9..!!Z to your PayPai account a-d c ck t~e Help link in the top right corner of any 
PayPal page. 

To receive email notifications in plain text instead of HTML., ~E L~refere!:(:es, 

Copyr ght         ~ayPal ;nc. All rights reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the 
property of their respective owners. PayPal is located at 22:].1 N. Firs~ SL, San ~ose, CA 9S131. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Sophie Trawalter <s+~rawalter@virginia.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 11:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: f~E: Back in action... 

You are so thbulous. Can’t wait to heom about fliis. 

On Thu, Sep 2, 2010 at 10:11 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstromax~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Feeling a little overwheh,~e& .Stun’ring fl~e :~eme:~er, moving offices, re’titles to wri 

I am slayh~g po~;itive lho~gh~ ~lhat~ks f~r the check-h~, 

FYI I am speaking a~ Harvard @ 

htlp :/;’www.wNsu~mit comi 

d 

Ck: Meel~;, 

http:/i,w,w.unc.edu/depts/exercise!sport admmistratiol~ 

"IIo~ much pain thq ~a*’e co,~’t u~, the evil~" which hape uep~ happened" 

From:         ~mail.com [mailto         ~raail.cora] On Behalf Of Sophie Trawalter 
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2010 9:14 PM 
To: Deborah Stroraan 
Subject: Re: RE: Back in action... 

No rash. Are you ok’? Sending yon lots of love. 

On Sep 1, 2010 7:37 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

~l’hh~king of yo~?, l~’s nV turn., ,I will l~e ia touch, 

Go Hoos and Heehd 

d 

Debc>ra}~ Stroman, P}~,[k, (3LU 

9 U).843.033(, 

http:! ! w~vw, unc,edu/ depts/ exerctse/ sport administration 

"How much p(dn they h(~ve cost u,~, the ~ils which have nevev happened." 

Fl’om:         ,~graail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, Augt~st 16, 2010 10:58 AM 
To: dstro(&unc.edu 
Subject: Back in action... 

,@,,gmail.com] On Behalf Of Sophie Trawaltor 



Hello, hello, Protk:ssor Stromem! 

How are you? [tow was your trip to California to see your ... 

Sophie Trawalter 

Assistant Professor of Public Policy and P~chology 

U~iversiU of Virginia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 6:09 Plvl 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

checking in 

Have been thinking about you...how was your trip west? First day of school today here in a new building! Sitting in class and mind drifting:) Let’s catch up soon! Are you back in Woolen? 

K 

Kristina M. Meissen, \Sk, CSCS 
Research Associate and PhD. Student 
Dept. of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
Teaching Assistant 
Department of Kinesiology 
Universi~z of Wisconsin-Madison 
cell:, 
kmmeissen@wisc.edu 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thnrsday,                 7:16 PM 

Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC W.Goll)’ intern job description 

Hi PatFicia. I think I have the right intern for you. 

is a senioF     major and is also completing the                                   I mentioned youF needs to him and he is excited about the 
opportunity. Please feel free to contact him directly for an interview or let me know if you want to proceed anotl~er way, 

I h~d for class last spring ~nd he is a super studenL 

Thanks for your patience! 

#email.unc.edu or 

Go t 

919,84 & 0336 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened., (T. Jefferson) 

From= Patricia Earley [mailto:pearley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 3.0:09 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= UN¢ W.Golf/intern job description 

Dr. Stroman, 

Job description for Women’s Golf: 
1) Assist with updating Facebook with our team’s daily!weekly accomplishments 

2) Develop team’s travel itineraries 

3) Help with distribution of equipment/uniforms through out the season and before each tournament 

4) Assist coaches in the creation of a golf highlight video and end of year video 

5) Assist coaches with mailings/newsletters 

6) Assist with planning and implementation of our home tournament, The Tar Heel Invitational 

7) Help to maintain team statistics 

Required Time: 5 10 hours per week depending on the time of year, Flexible hours (11am 5pm) 

*We would like for you to screen the students first, Please let me know if you need anything else from me. Thanks for giving us this opportunity. 
Patricia Earley 
Assistant Head Women’s Gol~ Coach 
The University o.f North Carolina 
9~ 9.843.4063 
pearieF@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 11:26 AM >>> 

Thank YOU! I appreciate your hard and smart work as a coach and ! Have a great trip! 

9119,84-3,0336 

"When nobody #round you seems to me#sure up, it’s time to check your y#rds#ck." (B. Lemley) 

From= Patricia Eadey [mailto:pearley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, 3.2:3.8 PM 
"re= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: UNC W.Golf 



Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for the phone call this week. Glad to hear that you had a nice vacation and played some good golf. 

Jan and ] are driving to Charlotte on Monday to watch some of our players compete at the US Women’s Amateur. At that time we are going to discuss the job 

responsibilities/expectations for an intern. ] will email you early next week with the details. Hopefully, there is still someone in the Sports Admin program that would like to 

work with our team. 

Have a great weekend. 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@uncaa.unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 7:25 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: checking in 

Awesome!!’. I’ll call you later this weekend! 

On 09/02/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s chat soon :) I am going to be a guest coach for the FB game vs LSU 
> on Saturday We leave in the morning 

> Doc 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http://www.unc, edu,’depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T 
> Jefferson) 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kristina Meissen [mailtn:kmmeissen(~wisc edu](iavascript:main.compose() 
> Sent: Thursday, September 02, 2010 6:09 PM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: checking in 
> 

> Have been thinking about you..how was your trip west? First day of school 
> today here in a new building! Sitting in class and mind drifting:) Let’s 
> catch up soon! Are you back in Woolen’? 
> 

>K 
>__ 

> Kristina M Meissen, MA, CSCS 
> Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 
> Dept. of Educational l,eadership and Policy Analys~s 
> Teaching Assistant 
> Department of Kinesiology 

> Umversit’/of Wisconsin-Madison 
> cell: 
> lcmmeissen@wisc.edu 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 
Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 
Dept. of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
Teaching Assistant 
Department of Kinesiology 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
cell:, 
krmneisscn@wisc.edu 





CLU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Resume etc 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to look over my 
resume. That was a big help to me. Sor~z I saw this late but I’m set with 
the recommendations I need Once again I am so sorW for the late notice 
and I appreciate your ~villingness to help me. 

Thanks so much, 

Hi Here is the recummendation I [e~ a hard copy on letterhead 
on 

my dour ~2~r you. If you dun’t pick it up by Friday, I will know that you 
dun’t need it. 

Best wishes! 

]~)oc 

Gu Heels, 
Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 

"Flow much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T 

Jefferson) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 ~M 
To: dstroraan@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Resume etc 

Hope this is soon enough. Thanks again. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cheryl Gent~y <cheryl@glowmediaNY.com> 

Friday, September 3, 2010 5:32 PM 

dti~eeman@ vi rtcomconsulting .com; wdls@glowmediaNY.com 

WDLS Speaker Logistics 

WDLS 2010 Logistics SPEAKERS.pdf 

Hello WDLS Speaker, 

We are so pleased that you have accepted our offer to participate in the 20:LO World Diversity Leadership Summit. We are looking forward to seeing 

you in Boston 

at the Joseph B Martin Conference Center at Harvard Medical. By now, most of you have gotten acquainted via email or conference call with your 

moderator 

and fellow panelists If not. your conference call is scheduled for next week If you have not received a meeting appointment for your conference call, 

please 

feel free to email me directly by replying to this email. 

Please review the attached logistics as you prepare for your trip. We suggest that you carry this information with you during your travels. 

Thank you again for your participation, if at any time you have questions, please contact me by phone at 212-239-2455 or (mobile) or 

by email at chervi~)£io,,vmedi~:?=~Y c:~m. I look forward to meeting you. 

If you are a speaker contact, please forward this email with logistics to the WDLS Speaker. 

Thank you, 

WDLS Event Office 

Cheryl Gentry 

Glow Media 

3~Z5 Broadway 

Suite £4OO 

New York NY 
TEL 9£2 2S9 24R5 FAX 2£2 77~ 4£54 

www dlowmed~aNY corn 

Notice This message is intended only for use by the poison or entity to which it is addressed Because it may contain confidenflai infol mation intended solely for the addressee, you ale notified that any disclosing, copying, download ng, d stribLiting Ol retaining of this message, and apy atta, bed files, s ploNbited and may be a 

violation of state or federal iaw If you received this message in error piease notify the sender by reply mail, and delete the message and ali attached files 



Hello WDLS Speaker, 

We are so pleased that you have accepted our offer to participate in the 2010 World Diversity Leadership Summit. By 
now, most of you have gotten acquainted via email or conference call with your moderator and fellow panelists. If not, 
your conference call is scheduled for next week. If you have not received a meeting appointment, please feel free to 
email me directly by replyingto this email. 

We believe that this year’s conference will consists of thought-provoking and intriguing panel discussions. Most of this 
is due to the successful backgrounds of all of you. 

In anticipation of your needs, here are some helpful hints to ensure a flawless meetingwhile on site: 

Upon arrival, please check-in at the Speaker Registration Table at the Harvard Medical Center Lobby. We will have a 
name badge for you along with other conference materials. On the day of your session, please report back to the 
Speaker Registration Table 30 minutes prior to your session. You will be briefed and introduced to fellow panelists, if 
any, and then escorted to your workshop location. Please expect to have a brief photo opportunity with fellow panelists. 
There will be a workshop monitor in each room to assist with timing your session and any handouts distribution. 

Thank you again for your participation, if at any time you have questions, please contact me by phone at 212-239-2455 
(mobile) or by email at cher:~l@.,,’:tlowmedi,~i"4Y.com. I look forward to meeting you. 

Conference Locatio~ 
The Joseph B. Martin Conference Center at Harvard Medical School 
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur 
Boston, MA 02115-5899 

Hotel Location 
Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel 
138 St. James Ave 
Boston, MA 02116 
www. fairm on t. com/copleyplaza 

~-~::~q:.:S~~ i~!b~~~ i~ yOt.,i ~ ii-:i~, ii~" ~:.,4 !.i~ ~-~i~:.:~:i,.,i::.:~~, 

<q : iO:: i i ~ :’::.:i ~ ~.’: ’ 

Check-in time: 3:00 pm / Check-out time: $2:00 pm 

Receptions 
Day 1 
The September 13th Reception and Networkingwith the Boston Global Ambassadors, is being held at Conference Center from 
5:30pm - 7:30pm. 

Day 2 
The September 14th Reception and Awards Ceremony, hosted by EMC, is being held at the Boston Symphony Hall from 6:30 
pm until 8:30 pm. Remember to wear your name badges throughout the conference, including the evening events. 

Please note: Both evening functions are open to registered conference attendees only. Guests are not allowed to attend 
unless they are registered to attend the conference. Due to state law, evening receptions will not allow entry to anyone under 
the age of 21. 



Transportation 
The Conference Center is reachable by cab. If comin~ by car, there are plenty of parkin~ ~ara~es nearby, (See list below) 

WDLS Shuttles will be available leavingthe Fairmont Copley Plaza goingto the Conference Center and leavingthe Conference 
Center goingto the reception on September $4th, Returns are scheduled back to the Fairmont Copley Plaza, 

Schedule is as follows: 

Monday, September 13th 

Tuesday, September 14th 

Departure Time Details 

!ty to a~i~~ ~ ~a 

~!~es to!~ ~a~i ~ ~) 



Parking nea~ the Conference Center 
For your convenience, we have included details on the public parking garages within walking distance to the facility. 

These rates are subject to change. 

Standard Parking 

(Located at Harvard COOP, 2 blocks) 
333 Longwood Ave. 

Boston, MA 02115 

3hrs. - $13 
4-5hrs. - $25 

5-6hrs.+ - $32 
Daily Maximum - $35 

Pilgrim Parkin~ Inc. 
Longwood Galleria Parking Garage 

(3 blocks) 
350 Longwood Ave. 

Boston, MA 02115 

3hrs. - $15 

4hrs. - $18-$20 
5hrs. - $20-$24 

6hrs. + - $25-$35 

Trilogy Early Bird Special 

180 Brookline Ave (In by 9am out by 7pm) - $12 

(10 min. walk, 7 blocks) Hourly Rate - $5 per hour 

Boston, MA 02115 Daily Maximum - $20 

Children’8 Hospital Parking 3hrs. - $15 
Occasionally Available to External Parkers Depending on Daily Volume 4hrs. - $18 
300 Longwood Ave. 5hrs. - $20 

Boston, MA 02115 Over 5hrs - $25-$30 

Additional ~nformation 

Program 
Can I attend others panels? 
Yes, as a participant, you are encouraged to attend any session. 

Dress Attire: 
Attire for the conference is business 

Questions 

For questions related to meeting content, please contact a member of the Virtcom Consulting team at 252.572.5389. 

For questions related to meeting logistics, please contact Glow Media at 212.239.2455. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume and Cover Letter 

Dr.S~oman, 

I hope you had a great holiday ~veekend. I am just sending you this 
e-mail to confirm that you received my resume and cover letter last 
week. It was sent from a wireless connection so I’m hoping everything 
was received Thank you. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class oi 

President of the 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Szollar, Mark A. <Szollma@ns~imes.com> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 3:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Panel Queslions 

FYI, as requested~ 

"The New York Times 
Mark Szollar 
Advedising Direc[of 
R~...C[’LEita’~.~n[, [.biw.~rsity, & Spells ~’larke~ng 

(212} 556-.3656- wo f k 
ce~ 

From= Che~l Gent~ [mailto:che~l@glowmediaNY.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 35, 2050 4:48 PN 
To= Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com; dayton@usta.com; Szollar, Nark A.; dstroman@email.unc.edu; rlapcNck@bus.ucf.edu 
C¢; ’Rache~ Rosenbloom’ 
Subject: Panel Questions 

Panel Questions: 
¯ How are diversi~ and inclusion issues relevant to sports indumT, media and multiculmral communities tod~y? 
¯ How well is your industt), as a whole addressing fllese issues, if at all? What role does ?our organization pl~y? 

¯ What are the major benefits that a highly diverse ~oup can bring to your organization? Does this ~apact your media presence and positioning with multiculmral 

m~diences 

What role should t:he ~ovemment, schools, and the medi~ play in encour~ng ~eater involvement of women, people ofdis~bilily ~nd ethnie minorities in sports 

flley are undetaeprcsentcd in? 

What effbrt:s are being delivered by your organization in order t:o present ~tlr~ctive opportunities lo diverse e~ndidales, cuslomers and eommunities? 

Cheryl Get try 

Glow k~le d ia 

1875 Broadway 

Suite 1400 

New Yolk NY 

TEl 2£2 2~9 2455 FAX 2L2 779 4354 

www ~lewmedial~Y cem 

Notice This message is intended only for use by the pe~son or entity to ,,,hich it ~s addressed Because it may contain contident~al information intended solely for the addressee, you are netihed that any d~sclosing, copying, dov~nloading, distributing or retaining of tbs message, and any attached files, is pro h~[~ted aid ~ray be a 

violation of state o[ federal law If you received this message in er[or, please notify tie sende[ by reply mail, and dele[e the message and all a[tached files 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Clayton, Kevin <Clayton@usta.comv 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 5:34 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Panel Questions 

Deborah, 

I roll tD~ but I am in the middle o the US Open. 

Kevin 

This message was sent from my IPhone. I apologize in advance if there are any emirs. 

On S ep 8, 2010, at 4:15 PM, Deborah Strolnan <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t ti Kevm. Let’s chat betbre Mondas,. @ 

Call me whe~ you can. 

Mobile 

debb? 

!)I9,84,3 0336 

http.!/www.unc.edu/depts, exercise/sport administration 

"How much pain ~y have cost us, the evils which h~ve never happened." (K 

From: Szollar, Mark A. [mailto:Szollma@nytimes.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, September 01, 2010 7:43 AM 
To-" ’chervl@~lowmediaNY.com’; ’Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com’; ’clayton@usta.com’; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; ’rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu’ 
Cc-" ’asst@glowmedia NY.com’ 
Subject-" Re: Panel Questions 

Good Morning Everyone, 

I apologize that I missed yesterday’s conference call. 

Never having been through this process before, we were not prepared for the mass chaos that took place. Something that we 
thought would be an hour or two process, turned out to be an all day affair. 

I look forward to seeing everyone up in Boston, we have a Terrific Panel of experts and to say the least, I am extremely Proud and Honored to be your 
Moderator. Once again please 
accept my apologies and have a great day. 

Best Regards, 

Mark 

Mark Szollar 
The New York Times 
Advertisin(l Director- Recruitment, Diversity & Sports Advertising 

From: Cheryl Gentry <cheryl@qlowmediaNY.com> 

To: Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com <Wendy.Lewis@mlb.com>; clayton@usta.com <clayt:on@usta.com>; Szollar, Mark A.; dstroman@email.unc.edu 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu>; rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu <rlapchick@bus.ucf.edu> 
Cc: ’Rachel Rosenbloom’ <asst@glowmediaNY.com> 
Sent: Tue Aug 31 16:4-7:38 2010 
Subject: Panel Questions 

Panel Questions: 



How are diversity and inelusion issues relevant to sports industry, media and multleultural corr~rnunitles today? 

How well is your industry as a whole addresslnE these issues, if at: all? ~’9’hat role does your organization play? 

~’9’hat are the maior benefits that a highly diverse g~oup ean brln~ to your organization ? Does this impact your media presenee and 

positioninE with multicultural audiences 

"@’hat role should the ~overnment, schools, and the media play in encourag{nE greater involvement o£ women, people of disabili~7 and 

ethnic minorities in sports they are underrepresented in? 

"~,X;hat ef£orts are being delivered by your organization in order to present attractive opportunities to diverse candidates, customers and 

communities? 

Chery~ Gentry 

G~ow Meda 

2~5 Broadway 

Suite 3qO0 

New York NY 

TEL 2s2 289 24~5 FAX s£2 779 4£~4 

www ~lowmediaNY corn 

Notice ] bs ~’ess age is intended only for use by the pe~son or entity to ~flich it is addressed Because it may contain co lhdential infor~’atio n intended s oiei)’ for the addressee, you are notdied Plat an)’ disclosilg, cepyilg downloading distributing or retailing of this message and any attached files, is 

p~ohibited and may be a v elation o[ state or federal law If you received tbs message in error, please hotly the sender by reply mail, and delete the message and all attached files 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dsm~@unc.edu> 

Cover letter/Resume 

Hurricanes.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is my resume and cover letter. Have a great night 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Graham Jones ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 9:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: T~IG Invitational Golf Tournament 

Helllo Debby, 

Yes, I am playing Saturday. Are you? 

Linda 

.... Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Linda. Are you playing Saturday? 
> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened" (T Jefferson) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Linda Graham Junes [rnailto ~nc rr.cum] 
> Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 3:55 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> SubJect: RE: TWIG Invitatiunal Gulf Tuumament 
> 

> Hello Deburah, 
> 

> I trust yuu had a great time at the Phil Ford tournament this past weekend. I am still exhausted frum my wurk trip to Baltimore I alsu wanted tu check to see if the TWIG President 
cuntacted yuu? [got an emai[ that she did, but I wanted to follow up with yuu. 
> 

> Have a great week[ 
> 

> Linda 
> 

> 

> ---- Deburah Stroman <dstruman@email uric edu> wrute: 
> > Lol. Yes, they surely need you 
>> 

>>d 
>> 

>> 

> > Go }{eels, 
> > Deborah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
> > Explore Engage Empower. 
> > 919.843.0336 
> > http://www.unc.ed~;depts/exerciseisport administration 
>> 
> > "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > From: Linda Graham Jones [g~ailto ~nc.rr.com] 
> > Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 2:10 PM 
> > To: Deborah Stroman 
> > Subject: RE: TWIG Invitational Golf Toarnament 
>> 

> > I ~derstand. Diana did forward your email to the President so I know- that action is being taken. I’ll stay on top of it too. As I said, the sarue situation happened to me and it shouldn’t be 
happening at all. They- asked me to be President last year, but I couldn’t cormnittment because I was planning my 
>> 

> > --- Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.anc.edu> wrote: 
> > > Hi. I am waiting to hear back from the Diana and/or the ruerabership chair regarding my membership. I don’t want to keep putting out money and getting nothing in retul~n. :) 

> > > debby 

> > > Go Heels, 
> > > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> > > Explore. Engage. Empowcr. 
> > > 919.8430336 
> > > http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
>>> 
> > > "When nobo@ around you seems to measure tap, it’s time to check your yardstick" (B Lemley) 

> > > ..... Original Message ..... 
> > > From: Linda Graham Jones [mailto ~nc.rr.com] 
> > > Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 11:>2 AM 
> > > To: Deborah Stroman 
> > > Subject: RE: T~rIG Invitational Golf Tournament 

> > > Hi Debby, 



> > > Good luck in the tournament this weekend. Will you be able to play in this tournament - September 1 lth? 

> > > I truly enjoyed meeting you and I look J2~rward to us playing golf soon! 

> > > Linda 

> > > ---- Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 
> > > > tti Linda. rfhanks for your kindness and new friendship! Although my game was o:t?; I had a fun time and certainly love the prize for participation! I have to learn to be content with 
shooting under 100 in stroke tournaments and in the mid-80s when I play for fun and,’or no pressure, lol 

> > > > I have a busy week with our office move and upcoming start of classes...I did confirm with Phil so I will be off to Rock" Mount on Friday for the golf toumaraent. 

> > > > http:/iw~-~..roclc~.mounttelegram.com,’phil-ford-golf-classic-returns-21788 

> > > > Thanks for the TWIG info. I will try to reach out to the Club again about my nrerubership and $$$. :) 

> > > > Have a great week[ 

> > > > debby 

> > > > Go Heels, 
> > > > Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> > > > Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> > > > 919.843.0336 
> > > > http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport a&ninistration 

> > > > "¥Vhen nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s tinre to check your yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

> > > > ..... Original Message 
> > > > From: Linda Graharu Jones [mailto ~nc.rr.coru] 
> > > > Sent: Saturday, August 07, 2010 6:49 PM 
> > > > To: dstro@unc.edu 
> > > > SubJect: Fwd: TYVIG Invit.qtional Golf Tournament 

> > > > Hello Debby, 

> > > > It was great meeting and playing ;vith you today! Attached is the TWIG tournament information. Please let me kno;v if you are available to play 

> > > > Thanks, 
> > > > Linda Jones 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Barabas <~tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

Friday, September 10, 2010 12:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: TttANKS! 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you and congrats. When you and your friend have decided on your games feel free to simply email me the dales and opponents. 

I hope you have a great weekend and I will call you the first part of October to get your friends payment information. 

Best regards, 
Tim Barabas 
Account Executive, Group Sales 
Bobcats Sports and Entertainment 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC. 28202 
704-688-9046 
704-688-6736 

tbarabas@bobcats.com 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September i0, 20:t0 11:12 AM 
To: Tim Barabas 
Subject: THANKS! 
Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~ornan, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Depr~ 

Spo~:Adminis~adon FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and In:emship Coo~dinaco~ 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~cs Business Chlb 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8~-3.0336 

l~mt~:////www.unc.edu//depr_s/exe~c~se//spo~Ladmmts~rauo~ 

"Some people are born on tiffrd base and go through life thinking the}, hit a triple." 
(B. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Sunday, September 12, 2010 4:41 PM 

Toni Barskile        ~gmaJl.com:~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dslro@tmc.edu>; Debby Deborah L. Slroman <debby@dstroman.com> 

Life After Sport Article 

Life After Sport Whose Responsibili~’.docx; ATT00001 .c 

Toni. I hope you are well 



Life After Sport: Whose Responsibility Is It Anyway? 

Coaches are under tremendous pressure to win games, manage staffs, participate in direct or indirect 

fundraising, teach X & Os, communicate effectively with the athletic administration and parents, recruit 

and retain players, ensure the safety of their student-athletes, and be a positive representative of the 

university. Whew! Yet many would suggest that another important responsibility is to provide proper 

short and long-term planning for their players. As the headlines continue to lead with horror stories of 

male football and basketball students receiving suspensions for various rules violations, one begins to 

ponder the role of the coach in the education of the player off the court. How much attention, care, and 

planning is actually given to the reality of life after graduation for student-athletes? Seemingly as the 

chief guidance counselor for the student-athlete, has the coach come to blindly expect that other 

university units such as academic advising, student affairs or career services will adequately prepare the 

young person for a successful transition to the real world? Do these service-minded and well- 

intentioned individuals even have a chance to impart critical leadership and social skills to students who 

have been coddled and kept guarded by coaches and the majority of their time on campus? 

Some would argue that the duties of a coach cease at the end of practice and games. That is, the hiring 

of the necessary support staff to complement the coach’s obligation to further develop the athletic skill 

set is the job of the athletic director. A successful athletic program is also one that prepares its student- 

athletes for their next job - the professional ranks of basketball, graduate school, employment or a 

combination of such. The coach focuses on basketball at the next level (or the completion of a fulfilling 

college career) while others are purposed with a paycheck and title to direct their lives emotionally, 

socially, and academically. In an often competitive work world within athletic departments, many 

coaches don’t even want to "step out of bounds" by attempting to do someone else’s job that they 

aren’t professionally trained to do - let alone find the necessary time and energy to do so. The entire 

village admitted the student to the university and now it takes that same village to develop her into a 

confident, kind, and responsible adult. A coach can only make suggestions and recommendations to 

others to do more for their particular students who are deemed poor communicators and questionable 

characters. 

And then there are those who even doubt the need for this discussion and concern. Women’s basketball 

players are generally respectful and polite. They are not mirroring the clowns on ESPN SportsCenter or 

their homeboys from back in the day. Let’s not keep our heads in the sand though. The landscape of 

college women’s basketball has changed and the fear of renegade athletes is real and growing. 

Advances in technology are a blessing and a burden to our game. We can now all watch the WNBA and 

NCAA games on our 55" high-definition flat screens, BlackBerrys, and iPads in the comforts of our 

homes. The dazzle, sparkle, and media blitz is creating more fans and sponsorship dollars. However, 

through its lens has also stimulated imaginations to create a larger than life image of what women’s 

college and professional women’s basketball is all about. We don’t have multi-million dollar contracts 

and private airplanes. This wonderful medium is spurning a new attitude in our athletes - the "what’s in 

it for me?" perspective. Without proper insight and information, some athletes are truly being 

brainwashed such that many athletes now show up on campus with an unrealistic expectation of the 



"good life" for a college athlete. You can’t impress her anymore. Travel? She’s already been across the 

country and possibly overseas with her AAU team. New shoes? She has a closet full of the hottest 

sneakers with the latest styles and colors to match her hundreds of shirts and shorts. You did make the 

commitment to her parents to take care of her and help her grow into a mature young woman though. 

Nevertheless, she’s here now on your campus - a sheltered, often-spoiled student-athlete. On the court 

she is often difficult to manage yet she is your go-to-option: fierce, aggressive and ready for action. You 

love her fire and determination. With the best intention of helping her survive, you pick her course 

schedule, tell her when to eat, to do laundry, to work out, and even the ideal time and place to get her 

hair done. She admires your trophies, championship banners, plush office, beautiful home, and car. She 

looks up to you. Although her teammates and other coaches have mentioned how she is often the 

source of team problems. She wants playing time and her goal is to play professional basketball or 

"make a lot of money." She will be very careful to reveal that other side of her personality in the gym or 

locker room. Fast forward. The whistle blows and basketball is over. You have now turned loose to the 

classroom, to the rest of campus, and to society the athlete who is self-centered and often 

unapproachable. Does anyone care? Who really is responsible? 

Coaches can and should accept more responsibility of student-athlete development outside of the 

basketball court. As the primary adult caregiver on campus for them, coaches can demand 

communication and character development education for their student-athletes. Obviously student- 

athletes have responsibility but coaches can implement and require participation in leadership programs 

that foster real independence and critical thinking exercises. Don’t just send your student-athletes off to 

cookie-cutter athletic department offerings that supposedly instill and promote leadership skills. Test 

the application of those skills. Tear down those walls that often keep student-athletes locked in the 

world of athletics. Challenge your student-athletes to develop meaningful relationships with professors, 

administrators, and community leaders. Get them active outside of the arena and in the community on 

their own. Student-athletes can do better if we expect more. The hand holding must end. Coaches 

should consider their ideal student-athlete and their worst problem case and ask themselves, what is 

the difference in their ability to be successful and productive outside of basketball? What did I do or fail 

to do to make a difference in their non-basketball development? Could I have done more to affect a 

more positive outcome? Am I responsible? This reflection is relevant and necessary as the game we love 

continues to gain popularity and influence. Our young people and those of us watching and cheering on 

the sidelines are counting on you. 

Dr. Deborah Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. She is a faculty member of the sport 

business administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the University of 

North Carolina - Chapel Hill. Additional responsibilities include academic advising and coordination of the 

undergraduate internship program for sport administration. Dr. Stroman offers consulting services with 

former athletes as they transition from their sport career. Her teaching focus is the theotT and practical 

application of economics and finances, leadership, sport marketing, and sport administration. Her research 

interests are leadership and social issues of sport. As a former baskethall player at the University of Virginia 

and graduate assistant coach for the University of North Carolina at Chapel t till, she continues to stay active 



by playing basketball and gol[; core training, and biking. Her other hobbies include reading, discussing politics 

and behavioral economics, and traveling. She can be reached at dstro@unc.edu or 919.843.0336. 



If you have time let me know your thoughts. 

Don’t post yet. It is going in the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association publication. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

debby@dstroman.com 
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Getting Started 

Each organization has its own site where members can collaborate in discussion posts, events, photos, 

and other online features. As a student leader, you control the majority of these features. 

Access your organization’s site 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. From the main page, the organizations you belong to will be listed under "My involvement" on the 

right side. 

3. Click on the name of your organization and you will be taken directly to your organization’s site. 

OR 

4. Go to the My Involvement tab at the top of the page. Your Organization Memberships are listed by 

default. 

5. Click on the name of your organization to expand the options. 

6. Click on "Organization Site" to the far right. 

Connect your organization’s site to your organization’s Facebook page 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to "Account" at the very top of the screen. 

3. Click the "f Connect" button just below your profile information to connect your personal account to 

Facebook. 

** This must be done first before your organization can be connected. ** 

4. Log in using your Facebook username and password. 

5. When prompted, click Allow. 

** When you return to your campus site, the "f Connect" button in your Account will now be a "Remove 

Facebook" button. ** 

6. Go to your organization’s page. 

7. Go to Manage on the left side of the page. 

8. Click the "Facebook" link. 

9. Select the appropriate Facebook Group from the drop-down menu. 

** You must have Admin rights to the Facebook Group in order to connect it. ** 

10. Click "Attach". 

Once your organization is connected, any wall posts made on the organization site will appear on 

Facebook, as well as any posts made on Facebook will appear on your organization site. You will also 

be able to invite people to join your organization through their Facebook profile. 
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Managing Your Organization’s Site 

As a student leader, you can manage the appearance of your organization on the site, including color 

scheme and organization logo. 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Manage on the left side of the page. 

4. Click on "Organization Styles". 

To update the font type: 

5. Select the radio button next to the style you’d like to update the text to. 

To update the colors: 

6. Enter the hexidecimal number for the color you’d like to update to. (An index of Hexadecimal colors 

can be found at htt~:/!co!our.pro! or http:!!Oto255.com.) 

OR 

7. Click the colored box and select a color from the 16 color options. 

8. Click "Submit" at the bottom of the page to save your updates. 

GOVEt~, NMEN1F Abo~]t ~.~s 

cam:~us ~n’~oi’~ement e’~r~s, sponsors ;~umerous se~;,}ces tc the stt~,~ent bo~y. and 

ii~i ~j: -’b:::t.’, L.sllcliss 
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To update the header image: 

9. Go to the Organization Header Images tab at the top of the Organization Styles page. 

10. Click the "Add Header Image" button to select the image file. 

** You may upload a 960px wide by no more than :ZSOpx high "~pg’; "png’; or "qif" file. The image can 

be smaller than these specifications. It ]ust cannot be any larger. It is important to stay within the height 

boundary, keeping the width at 960, and making sure it is RGB and not CMYK graphic (if using a JPG 

format). ** 
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Managing Your Organization’s Interests 

Each organization has the ability be associate itself with interests. Each user can also associate 

themselves with interests and have organizations/events with the same interests recommended to 

them. It is highly recommended that you associate interests with your organization to increase 

participation. 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Manage on the left side of the page. Organization Interests are displayed by default 

4. Available interests are displayed in the left module. Interests currently associated with your 

organization are displayed in the right module. 

5. Click on an available interest for your organization to add it to the right module. 

** Once interests have been associated with your organization, you can rank those that are the most 

pertinent to your organization. ** 

6. User the arrows (which will appear when you hover over the interest) on each interest to arrange 

them in the rank order most appropriate for your organization. 

** The site updates automatically with every action. ** 
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Managing Your Organization’s Roster 

You can update the status of current members, whether removing them or promoting them into 

positions. You can also invite other people on campus to become members of your organization. 

Access your Organization’s Roster 

1, Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Roster on the left side of the page. 

4. The complete Roster for your organization is now displayed. The Officers are listed at the top with 

their position identified. 

Invite New Members to Join 

From the Roster option on your organization’s page: 

1. Click "Manage Roster" near the top right corner of the page. 

2. Click on "Invite People" in the top right corner. 

3. Up to 4 tabs can display to invite people from. 

Users: This tab lists out all users within the campus community for you to invite to join your 

organization. 

. Email: This tab allows you to enter individual e-mail addresses for invitations to you be sent to. 

. Facebook Friends: This tab displays all of your Facebook friends for you to invite. It will only 

display if you are connected to Facebook. 

Facebook Group: This tab lists the members of your Facebook group to invite to join the 

organization on the site. It will only display if you and your organization are connected to 

Facebook. 

4. As you select people and add e-mail addresses, they will be moved below the tabbed module to the 

complete list of people to be sent invitations. 

5. Click "Send Invitations" when all people have been added to this list. 

Approve New Members 

New members can join by locating your organization on the campus site or through an invitation. You 

must Approve these new members before they are added to the organization’s roster. 

1. Go to Roster on the left side of your organization’s page. 

2. Click "Manage Roster" near the top right corner of the page. 

3. Go to the tab with a number in the parentheses: Pending or Prospective. 

** Pending members are those you invited. Prospective members are those who found the organization 

and indicated they wanted to join. ** 
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4. Review the users who are awaiting membership approval. 

5, Click "Approve" or "Deny" next to each user. 

6. Confirm action. 

Create New Positions Specific to your Organization 

From the Roster option on your organization’s page: 

1. Click the "Manage Positions" link. 

2. A list of all the current positions available for your organization will be listed. Some of these can be 

organization created, while others may system-wide positions. 

3. Click the "Create New Position" button at the top of the page. 

4. Identify the name of the new position. 

5. Select the type of position most appropriate for the new position. 

6. Set the following options as appropriate: 

¯ Visible on Roster: The user holding the position is visible on the organization’s roster. 

¯ Visible on CCT: The position is visible on the users Co-Curricular Transcript. 

~ Is Active: The position is available for a user to hold. If this is not checked, the position will only 

be available as a Past Position. 

7. Grant the position no, all, orlimited access to the organization’s site. Limited access allows you to 

select each aspect of the organization’s site that the position should not access, have full access to, or 

only be able to view. 

8. Click "Create". 

Promote Members to Positions, including Primary Contact 

From the Roster option on your organization’s page: 

1. Click on "Manage Roster" near the top right corner of the page. 

2. Locate the member you’d like to promote to an officer position on the Current tab. 

3. Click "Promote" to the right of the member’s name ................................ 

4. Select the Position from the drop-down menu that the member should now have. 

5. The page will load and create a separate entry for the user with the new position while maintaining 

their existing Member status. 

Remove Members from your Organization 

From the Roster option on your organization’s page: 

1. Click on "Manage Roster" near the top right corner of the page. 

2. Locate the member you’d like to remove. 

3. Check the box on the far right of the member’s name. 

4. Click "Delete Selected" at the top of that tab. 

5. Confirm deletion. 

** This will also remove just a user from a position but maintain their Member status. To remove an 

individual completely, you must delete each position associated with them. ** 
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Adding Content to Your Organization’s Site 

Specific content can be added to round out your organization’s site. These include wall posts, news 

articles, photos, and documents. 

Wall posts 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Type in the text field below "Wall". 

4. Click "Post". 

** Your post will automatically be added to your organization’s wall. Anyone in your organization can 

post/comment on your organization’s wall. You can remove any post or comment that is inappropriate 

or unwanted. ** 

News articles 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Click on "Post News Article" next to "Wall". 

4. Enter the Title, Summary, and the full Story (text) of the article. You can use the text editing features 

to customize the style of the Story of your article. 

5. Click "Save Article". 

** Only officers of your organization can post News Articles. Your article will automatically post to your 

organization’s wall. ** 

Photos 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Photos on the left side of the page. 

Photos 

4. Click "New Album". 

5. Enter a name for the album and a brief description. 

6. Indicate who can view the photo album. 

7. Click "Create Album". 

8. Click "Add Photo". 

9. Enter a title and brief description of the photo, and select the file from a saved location. 

10. Click "Save Photo." 

11. Repeat steps 8-10 for each photo to be added. 
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:12. Click "Back to Albums" once all photos have been uploaded to the album. 

Photos can also be removed at any time. 

From the Photos option on your organization’s page: 

:1. Locate the photo to be removed within an album. 

2. Click the red X in the corner of the photo. 

3. Confirm deletion. 

Documents, such as your constitution or by-laws 

:1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Documents on the left side of the page. 

To upload a new document: 

4. Click "Upload" in the upper right corner. 

5. Select the file you wish to upload from a saved location by clicking on "Upload File". Files must be less 

than 4 MB in size. 

6. Provide a title and brief description of the document. 

7. Indicate the type of document from the drop down menu. 

8. Click "Submit Request". 

To edit the information associated with a document: 

:1. Locate the document you’d like to update information for. 

2. Click "Edit" on the far right side of the document listing. 

3. Update the title, description, and/or type of the document. 

4. Update the Security Options for which positions can view the document. 

5. Click "Update Document". 

To replace existing documents: 

:1. Locate the document you’d like to replace. 

2. Click "Delete" on the far right side of the document listing. 

** Once a document is deleted, it cannot be recovered. ~ 

3. Confirm deletion. 

4. Upload the new version of the document you were replacing. 
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Events 

Events can only be created by student leaders and associated with an organization. Events that have an 

image or flyer uploaded along with it will appear on the Event Flyerboard on the main page. You can set 

who can see and RSVP to the event during the creation process. 

1. Log in to your campus site and go to your organization’s page. 

2_. Go to Events on the left side. 

3. Click on "Create Event". 

4. Enter the Name, Location, Start Time, and End Time. These fields are required. 

5. Enter a brief description of the event. 

6. Attach a flyer to associate with your event. Supported files include image files (jpg, jpeg, tif, tiff, gif, 

png, bmp), office files (xls, xlsx, ppt, pptx, doc, docx, pub, rtf) and html, htm, mht and pdf. 

7. Specify the type of event: 

. Public: Anyone who accesses the site will be able to view this event. 

. Campus Only: Any logged-in user can view this event. 

¯ Organization Only: Only members of your organization can view this event. 

¯ Invitation Only: Only those invited to this event can view it. 

8. Specify the RSVP Option for the event: None, Open, or Invite. 

9. Add any additional information that your campus requires. 

:10. Click "Create". 

:1:1. Identify who you’d like to invite to the event: by username, e-mail address, or Facebook. 

:12. Click "Add" to include those you selected/identified in the invitee list. 

:13. Click "Send Invitations". 

As people RSVP for your event, you can view and manage the attendance. 

From the Events option on your organization’s page: 

:1. Click on the name of the event you’d like to manage. 

2. Click on the "Track Attendance" button on the right side of the page. ....................................................... 

3. The top module allows you to update those who RSVPd to the event, identifying their actual 

attendance and adding any comments. 

4. The bottom module allows you to add attendees who had not previously RSVPd, by e-mail or by 

uploading a CSV (comma delimited) file containing just e-mail addresses. 

5. Select the appropriate Status. 

6. Click "Add". 

THEN: 
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1. Click on "Manage Responses".           ~"~ ~:~:~:~:= 

2. Indicate which attendees will be hidden from public view as attending the event. 
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Tracking Service Hours 

You can not only record your individual community service hours, but you can also record and approve 

the community service hours of members of your organization. 

Record your personal community service hours 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. (3o to the My Involvement tab at the top of the page. 

3. Click on the name of the organization you wish to associate service hours with. 

4. Click on "Add" next to Service Hours in the top right corner of the expanded view of the organization. 

5. Enter the date the services hours took place and a brief description of the type or place of the service 

hours. 

6. Indicate the number of hours spent performing the service hours (in the 1:30 format). 

7. Type in the name of the person that can verify the service hours. A drop-down menu of all users with 

those characters will populate. Select the individual from the list. 

8. Click "Submit". 

** All service hours entries must be approved by an organization officer or campus administrator. ** 

Record organization members’ community service hours 

:1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. (3o to your organization’s page. 

3. (3o to Service Hours on the left side of the page. 

4. Enter the following information in the top "Record New Entry" module: 

Name of the person to receive the service hours (a drop-down menu will appear when 

characters have been typed) 

Date when service hours took place 

A brief description of the event 

The number of hours (in :1:30 format) 

5. Click "Submit" just below the fields. 

Approve organization members’ community service hours 

From the Service Hours option on your orqanization’s paqe: 

:1. On the Pending tab in the lower module, you will see the member’s name, date, description of service 

event, and duration of service. 

2. Click "Approve" or "Deny" on the far right of the person based on the appropriate action. 

3. Confirm approval action. 

OR 

4. Add in an administrator message as to why the hours were denied, and click "Deny" again. 
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Generate reports of your organization°s community service hours 

From the Service Hours option on your organization’s page: 

1. Go to the "Reporting" tab in the lower module. 

2. Adjust the date range and users you’d like to see a report for in the fields. 

3. Click "Show Report". 

~ The results based on the criteria you entered will display on the page. ~ 
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Changing Leadership 

As positions in your organization are filled, you will need to update the campus site with the new 

student leader information. Due to the way the system operates, there is a specific process that you 

must follow in order to successfully update your organization’s leadership. 

Identify New Leaders 

The individual(s) who will be assuming the leadership positions must be members of your organization. 

If they are not already, have them join the organization first before proceeding. 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Roster on the left side of the page. 

4. Click on "Manage Roster". 

5. Locate each individual who will be assuming a leadership position. 

6. Click "Promote" to the far right of their name. 

7. Select the position the member should now have. 

Change Primary Contact: 

From the Manage Roster page for your organization: 

1. Click the "Change" button next to the current Primary Contact above the full member list. 

2. Select the member from the drop-down menu that should be new Primary Contact. 

3. Click "Save". 

** Only the Primary Contact will be able to update roster information for your organization. I~ this 

position is not appropriately assigned, contact your campus administrator or CollegiateLink staff to assist 

you. ** 

Remove Current Leaders 

Once the new leaders have been identified in the system, the current leaders can be removed from that 

position in the organization. This can be done two ways. 

Individual removal: 

Have each current leader that is being replaced follow these steps: 

I. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Your Organization Memberships are displayed by default. 

4. Click on the organization you are leaving. 
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5. Click the red X on the far right of the position. You will remain as a member of the organization but 

will no longer have the leadership position. 

6. Click "Leave Organization" to end the membership completely from the organization, if applicable. 

Group removal: 

The primary contact of the organization can remove individuals from the organization. You can remove 

them completely from the organization or just the one position they held, but maintain their 

membership. 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s page. 

3. Go to Roster on the left side of the page. 

4. Click on "Manage Roster". 

5. Locate each individual that needs to be removed from the organization with the appropriate position 

labeled. Each individual will be listed for their position and as a member. 

6. Check the box to the far right of each individual. 

7. Click "Delete Selected". 

8. Confirm deletion. 
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Organization Registration 
Your campus may have a registration process that each new organization on campus must go through. 

This may also entail re-registering existing organizations. If you are the primary contact of your 

organization, you may have the opportunity to re-register your organization prior to anyone else. 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to your organization’s site. 

** If your organization must register, a Register button will display during the appropriate time period in 

the top right corner of the Home page for your organization. ** 

3. Click "Register". 

4. Follow the steps outlined by your campus, updating any information as needed. 

5. Click "Next" at the bottom of the page to continue to the next step. 

6. You will have the opportunity to review each step prior to submitting the completed registration. 

7. Click the link associated with each step to review and update the information. 

8. Click "Submit for Approval" when all information has been included. 

** All registration submissions must be reviewed and approved by a campus administrator. You can view 

the status of your submissions and/or update any submissions still in "lnProgress" status. ** 

View/Update Submissions 

1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. Go to the My involvement tab at the top of the page. 

3. Go to the My Forms Submissions option on the left side of the page. 

4. Locate the submission you’d like to view/update in the list. 

5. The current status is listed in the third column over. 

6. Click "View" to the far right of the submission to review your submission and/or any comments a 

campus administrator made regarding your submission. 

~::: i ~.:::;.~’ OR 

7. Click "View" to the far right of the submission. 

8. You will be taken to the final review screen where you can return to any step to make the appropriate 

updates. 

9. Once all steps have been updated, click "Submit for Approval". 
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Assessment Options: Forms 
Create a form for your organization to use to gather specific information, such as application 

information. 

Create a Form 

:1. Log in to your campus site. 

2. (3o to your organization’s page. 

3. Click on Forms on the left side of the page. 

4. Click the "Create Form" button. 

5. Identify the Name of the form, if it should immediately be Active, and the date range you’d like the 

form to be available during. 

6. Identify if the form should accept multiple submissions from the same user. 

7. Identify any access restrictions based on positions in your organization that should be in place for this 

form. 

8. Click "Save". 

You are now taken to the Form Creation tool. 

1. Click the format on the left side of the page of the question you’d like to add to the form: 

o Single Check Box: Includes question text with a single checkbox on the left. 

¯ Check Box List: Includes question text and answer set, where multiple answers can be selected. 

¯ Radio Button List: Includes question text and answer set, where only one answer can be 

selected. 

¯ Drop Down List: Includes question text and answer set, where only one answer can be selected. 

¯ Text Field: Includes question text and one text box as the answer, which can be formatted to 

the desired size. 

Instructions: Includes question text with no answer set. 

2. Type in text for the question and answer set, if applicable. Click "OK". 

¯ * Text fields can be associated with an answer, e.g., Other (please specify), if needed. ** 

3. Click on a question and then "Edit" to make any adjustments to the question as a whole. 

¯ Update question text under the Properties tab. 

. Reformat the size of the text box, either at the bottom of the properties tab or on the Answers 

tab by adjusting the number of rows to the desired size. 

4. Click "Ok" when all edits have been made. 

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for each question you’d like to add to page 1. 

New pages must be created in order to apply conditions. See below for instructions on conditions. 
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1. Click the "Page List" button on the top right side of the page to add more pages to the form. 

2, Click "Page" under Add New on the left side of the page. 

3. Repeat steps 1-4 above for each question you’d like to add to the additional pages, 

Forms can include conditions that specify what should be seen based on previous answer selections. 

While accessing your form: 

1. Go to the page you’d like to apply conditions to by accessing the "Page List" or scrolling through the 

pages. 

** Page I cannot have conditions applied to them. ** 

2. Click the Page Properties button in the top right corner. 

3. Click "Add Condition" then select the question and answer the page should display based off of. 

4. Repeat step 4 to add multiple conditions to display the page. 

S. Click "Save" when all conditions have been added to the page. 

** Please note that the page will display if the conditions are met. ** 

Conditions can be grouped together to add greater specificity. 

To group conditions: 

6. Go to the page with the conditions added. 

7. Check the box to the left of each condition that should be grouped together. 

8. Click "Group Selected". 

9. Indicate if the grouping should be True or False. 

10. Repeat step 4 for each needed grouping. 

11. Click "Save" when all conditions have been grouped. 

You can update the title, date range, and/or description for an existing form. 

While accessing your form: 

1. Click the "Properties" button in the top left corner of the page. 

2. Update the name, active date range, and description as needed. 

3. Also update the Access Restrictions and other settings as needed. 

4. Click "Save". 

Publish Form 

From the Forms option on your organization’s page: 

1. Locate the form you’d like to publish. 

2. Click the "Publish" link to the far right of the form name. 

3. Update the Form Status to "Active". 

4. Include the specific text you’d like to display in association with the link to complete the form. 

5. Click "Publish Form". 

Review Form Submissions 

From the Forms option on your organization’s page: 

1. Locate the form you’d like to review submissions for. 
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2. Click the "Submissions" link to the far right of the form name. 

3. Click on "View" to the far right of each pending submission. 

4. Click the link for each page to review the submission. 

5. Make any changes as you review the submission. 

6. Click "Next" at the bottom of the page to move to the next step for review. 

7. Click "Approve" or "Deny" after review of the entire submission. 

8. A comment can be added prior to approval or denial of the submission. 

9. You will return to the Form Submissions page to review the remaining submissions. 

10. Repeat steps 3-8 as needed. 
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Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 12, 2010 6:18 PM 

Stromaxl, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Deborah Slroman, Ph.D.’ <debby@dstroman.com> 

wdls answers 

Panel 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~tScience 

Sport Administration Faculv e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordmaco~ 

College Sport Research Institute 

(Ta~ol~m Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

315 ~&:oo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27S99 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinkTng they hit a tripie. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolyn C. Cannon ~frontier.com> 

Sunday, September 12, 2010 8:46 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: hello 

Let’s go for the week of the 27th if that is better for you. Just let me know I am flexible. 
CCC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 12, 2010 6:00 PM 

To         ~frontier.com 
Sulziect: RE: hello 

Hi Carolyn. Thanks for your follow up. Things have heated up here with the start of classes, Caucus, NCAA situation, etc. 

Yes, I do want to meet with you. I am headed out of town and will return on Wednesday Can we look at the week of the 20th? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spurt administration 

"Flow much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T Jeffersun) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum          ~frontier com [!nailto: 

Sent: Sunday, September 12, 2010 12:59 PM 

Tu: Debby Stroman 

Sut~iect: hello 

~fruntier.cum] 

Hi there, 

Hupe that things have calmed duwn a little for you. Let me knuw if you are still interested in getting tugether fur lunch. I will be checking out places that I might like to volunteer during the 
next few weeks. I think I am rea~dy to get uut of the house and put sume of my "admin" and sucial skills to use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~il.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 10:44 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Hey Debby~ 

It was wonderful meeting you as well. 

I am pretty flexible next week, so if you want to propose a few t~mes, I am st~re ~ can accommodate your needs. 

f bad a chance to speak with the candidate, and I beliew~ f answered her questions. Refer people over any l:ime. 

OK, look [:orward to hearing back [:rom you. 

BTW, mobile number is (in case when we set a time to meet something comes 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 8::12 PM 

¢c: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: Contact 

Hi     I enjoyed meeting you and we must now find time to chat one-on-one! © 

Let me know your availability the week of I teach Tuesday and Thursday at :12:30. 

Also, I would like to chat with you about a possible candidate for an opening in your office, 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport AdminisLration FaculV es 

EN~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tono~s Socie@ 

315 Woollen CB,~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8~3.0336 

htt?://www.unc.edu/dc~ks, exe~ctse/sport adlnin~s~rarinn 

"Some peop/e are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a triple." 
(B Switzer) 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 6:54 PM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtc" 

’Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.’ <debby@dstroman.com> 

LAS article WBCA 

Life After Sport Whose ResponsibiliU 2.docx 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept~ 

Sport Admmis~ation FacultT es 

E2r~S Academic Advisor arid Internship Coordinator 

Co~ege Sport Research Insdmte 

Carolina Sports Bus~tess Club 

Si~aa Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 
315 Vgoo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~39336 

h~t~):////wwwamc.edu//dq)~,/exerc[se//sport: 

"Some peop/e are born on tt~iN base and go tt~rough life thinking Ney hit a tr~o/e," 



Life After Sport: Whose Responsibility Is It Anyway? 

Coaches are under tremendous pressure to win games, manage staffs, participate in direct or indirect 

fundraising, teach X & Os, communicate effectively with the athletic administration and parents, recruit 

and retain players, ensure the safety of their student-athletes, and be a positive representative of the 

university. Whew! Yet many would suggest that another important responsibility is to provide proper 

short and long-term planning for their players. As the headlines continue to lead with horror stories of 

male football and basketball students receiving suspensions for various rules violations, one begins to 

ponder the role of the coach in the education of the player off the court. How much attention, care, and 

planning is actually given to the reality of life after graduation for student-athletes? Seemingly as the 

chief guidance counselor for the student-athlete, has the coach come to blindly expect that other 

university units such as academic advising, student affairs or career services will adequately prepare the 

young person for a successful transition to the real world? Do these service-minded and well- 

intentioned individuals even have a chance to impart critical leadership and social skills to students who 

have been coddled and kept guarded by coaches and the majority of their time on campus? 

Some would argue that the duties of a coach cease at the end of practice and games. That is, the hiring 

of the necessary support staff to complement the coach’s obligation to further develop the athletic skill 

set is the job of the athletic director. A successful athletic program is also one that prepares its student- 

athletes for their next job - the professional ranks of basketball, graduate school, employment or a 

combination of such. The coach focuses on basketball at the next level (or the completion of a fulfilling 

college career) while others are purposed with a paycheck and title to direct their lives emotionally, 

socially, and academically. In an often competitive work world within athletic departments, many 

coaches don’t even want to "step out of bounds" by attempting to do someone else’s job that they 

aren’t professionally trained to do - let alone find the necessary time and energy to do so. The entire 

village admitted the student to the university and now it takes that same village to develop her into a 

confident, kind, and responsible adult. A coach can only make suggestions and recommendations to 

others to do more for their particular students who are deemed poor communicators and questionable 

characters. 

And then there are those who even doubt the need for this discussion and concern. Women’s basketball 

players are generally respectful and polite. They are not mirroring the clowns on ESPN SportsCenter or 

their homeboys from back in the day. Let’s not keep our heads in the sand though. The landscape of 

college women’s basketball has changed and the fear of renegade athletes is real and growing. 

Advances in technology are a blessing and a burden to our game. We can now all watch the WNBA and 

NCAA games on our 55" high-definition flat screens, BlackBerrys, and iPads in the comfort of our homes. 

The dazzle, sparkle, and media blitz is creating more fans and sponsorship dollars. However, through 

that lens it has also stimulated imaginations to create a larger than life image of what women’s college 

and professional women’s basketball is all about. We don’t have multi-million dollar contracts and 

private airplanes. This wonderful medium is spurning a new attitude in our athletes - the "what’s in it 

for me?" perspective. Without proper insight and information, some athletes are truly being 

brainwashed such that many athletes now show up on campus with an unrealistic expectation of the 



"good life" for a college athlete. You can’t impress her anymore. Travel? She’s already been across the 

country and possibly overseas with her AAU team. New shoes? She has a closet full of the hottest 

sneakers with the latest styles and colors to match her hundreds of shirts and shorts. You did make the 

commitment to her parents to take care of her and help her grow into a mature young woman though. 

Nevertheless, she’s here now on your campus - a sheltered, often-spoiled student-athlete. On the court 

she is often difficult to manage yet she is your go-to-option: fierce, aggressive and ready for action. You 

love her fire and determination. With the best intention of helping her survive, you pick her course 

schedule, tell her when to eat, to do laundry, to work out, and even the ideal time and place to get her 

hair done. She admires your trophies, championship banners, plush office, beautiful home, and car. She 

looks up to you. Although her teammates and other coaches have mentioned how she is often the 

source of team problems. She wants playing time and her goal is to play professional basketball or 

"make a lot of money." She will be very careful to reveal that other side of her personality in the gym or 

locker room. Fast forward. The whistle blows and basketball is over. You have now turned loose to the 

classroom, to the rest of campus, and to society the athlete who is self-centered and often 

unapproachable. Does anyone care? Who really is responsible? 

Coaches can and should accept more responsibility of student-athlete development outside of the 

basketball court. As the primary adult caregiver on campus for them, coaches can demand 

communication and character development education for their student-athletes. Obviously student- 

athletes have responsibility but coaches can implement and require participation in leadership programs 

that foster real independence and critical thinking exercises. Don’t just send your student-athletes off to 

cookie-cutter athletic department offerings that supposedly instill and promote leadership skills. Test 

the application of those skills. Tear down those walls that often keep student-athletes locked in the 

world of athletics. Challenge your student-athletes to develop meaningful relationships with professors, 

administrators, and community leaders. Get them active outside of the arena and in the community on 

their own. Student-athletes can do better if we expect more. The hand holding must end. Coaches 

should consider their ideal student-athlete and their worst problem case and ask themselves, what is 

the difference in their ability to be successful and productive outside of basketball? What did I do or fail 

to do to make a difference in their non-basketball development? Could I have done more to affect a 

more positive outcome? Am I responsible? This reflection is relevant and necessary as the game we love 

continues to gain popularity and influence. Our young people and those of us watching and cheering on 

the sidelines are counting on you. 

Dr. Deborah Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. She is a faculty member of the sport 

business administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the University of 

North Carolina - Chapel Hill. Additional responsibilities include academic advising and coordination of the 

undergraduate internship program for sport administration. Dr. Stroman offers consulting services with 

former athletes as they transition from their sport career. Her teaching focus is the theotT and practical 

application of economics and finances, leadership, sport marketing, and sport administration. Her research 

interests are leadership and social issues of sport. As a former baskethall player at the University of Virginia 

and graduate assistant coach for the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she continues to stay active 



by playing basketball and gol[; core training, and biking. Her other hobbies include reading, discussing politics 

and behavioral economics, and traveling. She can be reached at dstro@unc.edu or 919.843.0336. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:47 PM 

Sumraer McKesson <srackesson@wbca.org> 

Stroman, DeIx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Article 

Stroman Life After Sport Whose Responsibili .ty.docx; Stroman II.JPG; Stroman.J-PG 

Hi Summer. As per my vmsg, see attachment. Let me know what you think. I/You can edit to make it shorter too, as necessary. Again, my intention is to 

write to generate emotion. I hope I have achieved that goal. © 

Thanks again for the opportunity to bring additional light to leadership and social issues in WBB! 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Do?r. 

Spot, Administration FaculV e~ 

E~X~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Club 
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Chapel ][ fill, NC 27599 
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Life After Sport: Whose Responsibility Is It Anyway? 

Coaches are under tremendous pressure to win games, manage staffs, participate in direct or indirect 

fundraising, teach X & Os, communicate effectively with the athletic administration and parents, recruit 

and retain players, ensure the safety of their student-athletes, and be a positive representative of the 

university. Whew! Yet many would suggest that another important responsibility is to provide proper 

short and long-term planning for their players. As the headlines continue to lead with horror stories of 

male football and basketball students receiving suspensions for various rules violations, one begins to 

ponder the role of the coach in the education of the player off the court. How much attention, care, and 

planning is actually given to the reality of life after graduation for student-athletes? Seemingly as the 

chief guidance counselor for the student-athlete, has the coach come to blindly expect that other 

university units such as academic advising, student affairs or career services will adequately prepare the 

young person for a successful transition to the real world? Do these service-minded and well- 

intentioned individuals even have a chance to impart critical leadership and social skills to students who 

have been coddled and kept guarded by coaches and the majority of their time on campus? 

Some would argue that the duties of a coach cease at the end of practice and games. That is, the hiring 

of the necessary support staff to complement the coach’s obligation to further develop the athletic skill 

set is the job of the athletic director. A successful athletic program is also one that prepares its student- 

athletes for their next job - the professional ranks of basketball, graduate school, employment or a 

combination of such. The coach focuses on basketball at the next level (or the completion of a fulfilling 

college career) while others are purposed with a paycheck, title, and instruction to direct their lives 

emotionally, socially, and academically. In an often competitive work world within athletic departments, 

many coaches don’t even want to "step out of bounds" by attempting to do someone else’s job that 

they aren’t professionally trained to do - let alone find the necessary time and energy to do so. The 

entire village admitted the student to the university and now it takes that same village to develop her 

into a confident, kind, and responsible adult. A coach can only make suggestions and recommendations 

to others to do more for their particular students who are deemed poor communicators and 

questionable characters. 

And then there are those who even doubt the need for this discussion and concern. Women’s basketball 

players are generally respectful and polite. They are not mirroring the clowns on ESPN SportsCenter or 

their homeboys from back in the day. Let’s not keep our heads in the sand though. The landscape of 

college women’s basketball has changed and the fear of renegade athletes is real and growing. 

Advances in technology are a blessing and a burden to our game. We can now all watch the WNBA and 

NCAA games on our 55" high-definition flat screens, BlackBerrys, and iPads in the comfort of our homes. 

The dazzle, sparkle, and media blitz is creating more fans and sponsorship dollars. However, through 

that lens it has also stimulated imaginations to create a larger than life image of what women’s college 

and professional women’s basketball is all about. We don’t have multi-million dollar contracts and 

private airplanes. This wonderful medium is spurning a new attitude in our athletes - the "what’s in it 

for me?" perspective. Without proper insight and information, some players are truly being 

brainwashed such that many athletes now show up on campus with an unrealistic expectation of the 



"good life" for a college athlete. You just can’t impress her anymore. Travel? She’s already been across 

the country a few times and possibly overseas with her AAU team. New shoes? She has a closet full of 

the hottest sneakers with the latest styles and colors to match her hundreds of shirts and shorts. You did 

make the commitment to her parents to take care of her and help her grow into a mature young woman 

though. Nevertheless, she’s here now on your campus - a sheltered, often-spoiled student-athlete. 

Here’s the storyline: On the court she is often difficult to manage yet she is your go-to-option: fierce, 

aggressive and ready for action. You love her fire and determination. With the best intention of helping 

her survive, you pick her course schedule, tell her when to eat, to do laundry, to work out, and even the 

ideal time and place to get her hair done. She admires your trophies, championship banners, plush 

office, beautiful home, and car. She looks up to you. Her teammates and other coaches have mentioned 

to you how she is often the source of team problems. She wants playing time and her goal is to play 

professional basketball or "make a lot of money." She will be very careful to reveal that other puzzling 

side of her personality in the gym or locker room. Fast forward. The whistle blows and basketball is over. 

The punch line: You have now turned loose to the classroom, to the rest of campus, and to society the 

athlete who is self-centered and often unapproachable. She enters the real world with misguided 

expectations from others who don’t care or are not aware of her status and role as a bailer. Does 

anyone care? Who really is responsible? 

Coaches can and should accept more responsibility of student-athlete development outside of the 

basketball court. As the primary adult caregiver on campus for them, coaches can demand 

communication and character development education for their student-athletes. Obviously student- 

athletes have responsibility but coaches can implement and require participation in leadership programs 

that foster real independence and critical thinking exercises. Don’t just send your student-athletes off to 

cookie-cutter athletic department offerings that supposedly instill and promote leadership skills. Test 

the application of those skills. Tear down those walls that often keep student-athletes locked in the 

world of athletics. Challenge your student-athletes to develop meaningful relationships with professors, 

administrators, and community leaders. Get them active outside of the arena and in the community on 

their own. Student-athletes can do better if we expect more. The hand holding must end. Coaches 

should consider their ideal student-athlete and their worst problem case and ask themselves, what is 

the difference in their ability to be successful and productive outside of basketball? What did I do or fail 

to do to make a difference in their non-basketball development? Could I have done more to affect a 

more positive outcome? Am I responsible? This reflection is relevant and necessary as the game we love 

continues to gain popularity and influence. Our young people and those of us watching and cheering on 

the sidelines are counting on you. 

Dr. Deborah Stroman is ma enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. She is a f;aculty member of the sport 

business administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the UniversibT of 

North Carolina - Chapel Hill. Additional responsibilities include academic advising and coordination of the 

undergraduate internship program for sport administration. As a business owner, Dr. Stroman offers 

distinctive consulting services for former athletes desiring a successful transition from their sport career. Her 



teaching focus is the theory and practical application of economics and f-tnances, leadership, sport marketing, 

and sport administration. Her research interests are leadership and social issues of sport. As a former 
baskethall player at the University- of Virginia and graduate assistant coach for the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, she continues to stay active by playing basketball and golf, core training, and biking. 

Her other hobbies include reading, discussing politics and behavioral economics, and traveling. She can be 

reached at dstro@unc.edu or 919.843.0336. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 9:15 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Debby Debx~rah L. Stroman <debby@dstroman.com> 

100 1844 

100_1844 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheila Robinson <sheil@dive~it~vomm~.com> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 2:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Edie Fraser referra]Diversily Women’s Business Leadership Conl~reuce 

2010Diversi~WomensLeadershipCoat’sm.pdf, ATT00001 .htm 

DearDeborah, 

I am referred by Edie Fraser and wouM like to schedule a call to share with you an amazing opportunity toparmer with Diversi& )~)man Magazine at our national co@rence 
this’ year/ 

Can’t believe we are this’ close as my office is m Burlington, about25 mmutes f?om Chapel Hill/ 

Please see below why over 25 sponsors and 400 @:our peers’, customers and jhiemls are con firmed for Diversity l~rnan Magazine’s national Diversity Women’s Business 

Leaders’hip Co@rence, October 28-29, 2010 at The Gaylord Resort & Conference Center in National Harbor; Maryland (Washington, DC area) The theme is" "Addressing The 

Diverse & Multicultural Women’s Bus’mess Leadership Gap." The 2-day conference is jam-packed with workshops, panel.s" and keynotes designed to support the leadership and 
executive development of women of all races, cultures and backgroumls. 

Thanl~ you fbr your consideration to join us, 

Sheila A. Robins’on 

Publisher & CEO 

Diversit), Vk~rnan Magazine 

(336) 451-4289 

We have confirmed the tbllowing participants and sponsors: 

Dr. Maya Angelou -- Poe~, Autbor & Actress- Mosaic Womau Itoooree 

Edie Fraser - Entrepreneur & Diversity Best Practices l~’onnder - Mosaic Woman Honoree 

L~. Col Consoelo Kickbusch - Mosaic Womau Itoooree 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux - President of Bennett College for Women - Mosaic Woman Honoree 

Dr. Rohini Anand - Global Chief Diversity Officer, Sodexo 

Donna Brazile - Political Analyst and CNN Commentator 

Dr. Johnne~ta B. Cole - Emeritus Spellman College and Bennett College for Women 

Dr. Paula Ribeau - Howard University 

Confirmed Sponsors: 

AARP 

Adecco 

American Institute of Architects 

AOL 
Bemaett College for Women 

Campbell Soup Company 

Cargill 

Cisco 

Cognosante 

Freddie Mac 

Hilton Hotels 

Howard University 
HRC 

Leadership Conservatory 
L’oreal 

McDonalds 

McKesson 

Motorola 

National Grid 

Office Max 

MCI Diagnostic Center 

Progress Energy 
Stg~l 

Sodexo 
State Farm 

Wells Fargo 

FOR SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION 



L 
ESS 

CONFERENCE 

Oc{~ober 2g,-,29, 20] 0 Waskin~iton~ DC 

INVITED SPEAKERS 

Dr Julianne Malveaux Sheila johnson, Co Founder Indra Nooyi, CEO, Dr. jill Biden, White House Kwame Jackson Lt. Col Consuelo Keith CJinkscales, VP and    Condaleeza Rice, Former 
P~esident, Bennett College of BET Pepsico Second Lady Entreprene ~ & Forr’qer Kickbush ’£ene~al Manager, ESPN Secreta~yofSt~te 

Apprentice Contestant 

Ursula Burn, CEO XEROX 



BUSII ESS 
LEADERSH JP 

T 
he 2olo Diversib/Women’s Business Leadership 
Conference will attract diverse and multicultural business 
leaders from the world’s largest corporations and entrepre- 

neurs from successful women-owned businesses. The executive 
development atmosphere of-the Conference will allow attendees to 
make strong connections with their contemporaries who share simi- 
lar work experiences, challenges and concerns. Also, attendees will 
hear and learn from our panel featuring some of the most influential 
women leaders in the nation. 

Diversity ’vVoman recognizes the importance of leadership develop- 
ment and empowerment for diverse women. Our aim is to educate 
and support multicultural women leaders and to facilitate their con- 
tinued growth and success through solution-based editorial, website 
products and services, and events such as our conferences we host 
annually. 

Vv’hen you sponsor our Conference, you will gain high-level exposure 
and great networking opportunities in a setting that will allow you to 
strengthen existing relationships and to forge new ones. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Please see page ~ and 3 f’or a review of’the various sponsorship 
opportunities available to you. 



GAYLORD RESORT & CONFERENCE CENTER 

201 Waterfront Street 
National Harbor, Washington, D.C. 

Sponsorship efits 
Diamond Sponsor 

~" Twenty (2.0) full conference VIP registrations 
~ VIP Corporate Luncheon Table (luncheon both days) 
~- Exhibition Space in Exhibit Hall!Career Expo 
~ Exposure through a suite of multimedia marl<et[ng channels that 

will push your brand before, during, and after the event to include: 
[nternet advertising, webinars, newsletter and social media 
coverage 
Full 2_ Page 4-color advertising spread in Diversity Womon 
magazine 

~ HyperIinl< on DIVERSITYWQMAN.com 
~- Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
~ High profile exposure on-site including on-site s[gnage 
~- Opportunity to place company literature and/or product sampling 

in Conference bags 
~-~ Promotion in all related press releases 

Platinum Level 
~ Ten (lo) full conference registrations 
~ Reserved VIP Corporate Luncheon Table (luncheon both days) 
~- Exhibition Space in Exhibit Hall/Career Expo 
~ Full Page 4-color ad with premium positioning inside front cover, front 

or inside back cover in Diversity ~v’om~n magazine 
~ Hyperlinl<on DIVERSITYWQMAN.com 
~- Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
~ High profile exposure on-site including on-site signage 
~- Opportunity to place company literature and/or product sampling in 

Conference bags 
~- Promotion in all related press releases 

YOUR ~NVEST~E~T: ~25~000 

w~,s~v, diversitywom a ~,com 



Gold Level 
Eight (S) full conference registrations (Registration includes luncheon 
both days) 
Exhibition Space in Exhibit Hall/Career Expo 
Full-page, 4-color advertisement in Diversity Woman magazine 
Hyperlinl< on DIVERSITYWQMAN.com 
Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
High profile exposure on-site including on-site signage 
Opportunity to place company literature and/or product sampling in 
Conference bags 
Promotion in all related press releases 

YOL}}I INVIE~TN1ENT; $~-O~OOO 

Silver Level 
Five (5) full conference registrations (Registration includes 
luncheon both days) 
1/2 Page 4-color ad in Diversit~ Woman magazine 
Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
Corporate Exhibit Table/Career Expo 
Opportunity to place company literature and/or product sampling 
in Conference bags 

Bronze Level 
Three (3) full conference registrations (Registration includes luncheon 
both days) 

," Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
~ Opportunity to place company literature and/or product sampling 

in Conference bags 

YOU~ I~V~T~ENT: $10~000 

Reception Sponsor 

Two (2) full conference registrations (Registration includes luncheon 
both days) 

," Highlighted sponsorship signage at reception 
~ Listed in conference related material as reception sponsor 

You~ I~V~ST~T: $5,000 

’#7omen’s Business Enterprise Sponsor 
(Wornen Business Owner’s Only) 

Two (2) full conference registrations (Registration includes luncheon 
both days) 

~ Recognition as a Sponsor in all Conference-related materials 
,,’- Exhibit Table in Vendors Pavilion 

You~ iNVESTMENT,* $I~000 

For more information: 
Sheila Robinson 
Publisher 
DIVERSITY WOMAN 

(336) 45~-4289 
sheila@diversitywoman.com 

www.d iversitywom a n.com 

John McNamara 
National Sales Manager 
DIVERSITY WOMAN 

(732) 525-261S 
john @diversitywoman.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Adubato <mdubato@dynomarketing.com> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 9:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Great to meet you! 

Debby: 

It was a pleasure to meet you at the WDLS event. I really enjoyed our dinner conversation and your panel discussion was fantastic! Your comlnents weie very, thought 
provoking and evely-one in the morn will read your final article ruth great interest. I hope that we get a chance to see each other again soon and please contact me if 

yon ever think that I can be of assistance. 

All the bes~. 

Richard 

Richard ~l. Adubato 

CEO & Co-Founder 

Dyno Maxketing, LLC 

123 North Union Avenue (Suite 301) 

Cra~nford, NJ 07016 

(908) 653-1550 (tel) 

(908) 653-1450 (fax) 

(cell) 

www.dynomarketin,q.com 

visi~ www.sendoutca rds.com/dynoca rds 
and send out a free greeting card to someone yo~ are thinking of righ~ ~ow -- o~ me! 

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information, if you are not the addressee or authorized to receive this for the addressee, you must not use, 
copy, disclose or take any action based on this message or any information herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender i~m0ediately by 

reply e mail and delet~ th~s message. Thank you for your cooperation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 9:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

TSU Golf Coach Movie - Yes! 

Former TSU Golf Coach Catana Starks to be Portrayed in Upcoming Movie 

Former Tennessee State University golf coach Catana Starks’ story willl be featured in the sports film ’From The Rough’ starring 
Oscar nominee Taraji P. Henson. 

The film is inspired by the life of Dr. Catana Starks, the first female head coach of an NCAA Division I men’s golf team at Tennessee 
State University. 

According to BVonMovies.com Henson will play a fictionalized version of Starks named Cassandra Turner, who parlays a successful 
stint as coach of the women’s swim team at a historically black college into a shot at building the men’s golf team. With available 
black players scarce, Turner scours Europe, Australia and Asia for hidden talents and constructs a uniquely multi-racial team. 

When Tennessee State University joined the Ohio Valley Athletic Conference in 1988, then-Athletic Director Bill Thomas traded the 
University’s swimming program for a men’s golf team and called on the leadership of Dr. Catana Starks to guide the program. Starks 
then made history, becoming the only African-American female to have coached a men’s golf team in the country. 

Starks, who is now the head of TSU’s Human Performance and Sports Sciences department, guided the team to a Division I record 
win for the National Minority Championship. Under her guidance, the team also produced the first African American men’s head coach 
for Michigan State University (Sam Puryear), a top swing coach of professional golfers in Canada (Sean Fowley) and an All-American who is a member of the European 

Tour (Robert Dinwiddie). 

"1 was really pleased and I thought it was a great idea," commented Dr. Catana Starks. "1 am a shy person, I don’t even like taking pictures but I think it’s good to have a 
female being honored in this way." 

According to Starks, the production of this film has been in the making for five years. 

"Hopefully this will draw more African-American females into coaching on the collegiate level and coaching the opposite sex," she continued. "Men have been doing it for 
many years and I think there are a lot of great women out there who probably could do a much better job that I have done. I hope this film inspires other women to try their 
hand at coaching." 

’From The Rough’ begins filming in New Orleans in early October. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

debby(~,dstroman.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <kmmeissen@wisc.edu~ 

Friday, September 17, 2010 2:33 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

checking in to say hello 

Hi Dr Stroman[ 

Are you available tomorrow between 4 and 7pm your time or sometime this weekend? I will try giving you a call 

Things have been moving fast here with school, started my last methods course and am working on my qualifying exam. My hope is to complete my paper option of the exam by January 
and propose my dissertation in the spring. I have been working for the past 3 weeks on nailing do~vn my topic and questions. 

Saw they- posted a position on NCAA for a faculty member at UNC in the grad program.., are they expanding or is someone leaving? 

Look for~vard to catching up...thought you may- enjoy this link from Ironman this past Sunday-. 

http ://animoto. c Ol~’play/inwQ 0cMNV 1 rag)D3 esxgDbg 

Hugs, 

Kristina 

Kristina M. Meissen, 24~., CSCS 

Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 

Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

259 Education Building 

1000 Bascom Mall 

Madison, WI 53706-1326 

608-353-2713 (]-)) 

608-355-3135 (F) 

mailto :kmmeis sen(d~,,wisc, edu <krmneissen@~visc. edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Earley, Patricia < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Women’s Golf! 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for the email. 

Jan and [ met with last week and we think he will be a great asset to us this school year. He has a lot of skills that can help us market our program. He came in 

for the first time on Wednesday of this week for a couple of hours. Our plan is for him to come into the office from 2pm approx 4pm on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 

Hours will vary each week depending on our travel schedule and work load. 

Do you need us to do any paperwork? 

Thank you so much for sending our way! Have a great day and weekend. 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@uncaa,unc,edu 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 10:27 AM > > > 

o19,843,0336 

hu:p:/ /www.u~c.edu/’depts//e:;ercise/’sport administration 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (E Jefferson) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:24 PH 
To= Debby Stroman 
Subject= ~U Golf Coach Novie - Yes~ 

Former TSU Golf Coach Catana Star£s to b~ Po~rayed m Upcoming MovJ~ 

Former Tennessee State University golf coach Catana Starks’ story will be featured in the sports film ’From The Rough’ starring Oscar 
nominee Taraji P. Henson. 

The film is inspired by the life of Dr. Catana Starks, the first female head coach of an NCAA Division I men’s golf team at Tennessee State 
University. 

According to __B___V___o__n____M___o__v__[#__s_=_c___o_E), Henson will play a fictionalized version of Starks named Cassandra Turner, who parlays a successful stint as coach of the women’s swim 
team at a historically black college into a shot at building the men’s golf team. Wffh available black players scarce, Turner scours Europe, Australia and Asia for hidden talents 
and constructs a uniquely multi-racial team. 

When Tennessee State University joined the Ohio Valley Athletic Conference in 1986, then-Athletic Director Bill Thomas traded the University’s swimming program for a men’s 
golf team and called on the leadership of Dr. Catana Starks to guide the program. Starks then made history, becoming the only African-American female to have coached a 
men’s golf team in the country. 

Starks, who is now the head of TSU’s Human Performance and Sports Sciences department, guided the team to a Division I record win for the National Minority Championship. 
Under her guidance, the team also produced the first African American men’s head coach for Michigan State University (Sam Puryear), a top swing coach of professional 
golfers in Canada (Sean Fowley) and an AI-American who is a member of the European Tour (Robert Dinwiddie). 

"1 was really pleased and I thought it was a great idea," commented Dr. Catana Starks. "1 am a shy person, I don’t even like taking pictures but I think it’s good to have a 
female being honored in this way." 

According to Starks, the production of this film has been in the making for five years. 

"Hopefully this will draw more African-American females into coaching on the collegiate level and coaching the opposite sex," she continued. "Men have been doing it for many 
years and I think there are a lot of great women out there who probably could do a much better job that I have done. I hope this film inspires other women to try their hand at 
coaching." 

’From The Rough’ begins filming in New Orleans in early October. 

Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

debby@dstroman corn 

~ 
_e_rf! _d__~La_L [ :.Cl Lf" ihi;, 0!!:2 7:] ] -0500 

Printer[con.qif -r ?!i;, 0’:~:27:1 i 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu~ 

Friday, September 17, 2010 10:57 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: checking in to ~y hello 

Wonderful news!! 

will tly giving you a call this evening on my drive to Chicago. Safe travels and look fOlavard to connecting soon with our busy schedules. 

Kristina 

On 09/17/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Kristina. I am headed to Miami this afternoon. I may have some travel 
> time to chat with you. 

> We got another search approved -- Yes! We are continually seeking to 
> increase our faculty in SA. 
> 

> Chat with you soon. 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empuwer. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 

> "How much pain the?’ have cust us, the evils which have never happened." (T. 
> Jefferson) 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: Kristina Meissen [mailtu:kmmeissen(~r!wisc.edu](Javascript:main.cumpose() 
> Sent: Friday, September 17, 2010 2:33 AM 

> To: dstroman@email uric edu 
> Subject: checking in tu say hello 
> 

> tti Dr Stroman! 

> Are yuu available tomorrow between 4 and 7pro yuur time or sometime this 
> weekend? I will try giving yuu a call. 
> 

> Things have been touring fast here with school., started my last methods 
> course and am working un my quali[~,!ing exam My hupe is to complete my 
> paper option of the exam by January and propose my dissertatiun in the 
> spring. I have been working fur the past 3 weeks un nailing down my topic 
> and questions. 

> Saw they posted a position on NCAA for a faculty member at L~x,-C in the grad 
> program....are they expanding or is someone leaving? 
> 

> Look forward to catching up...thought you may enjoy this lip2~: from Ironman 
> this past Sunday. 
> 

> http ://animoto. c om;play/inwQ 0c)~fNW 1 n~fgD3 esxgDbg 
> 

> Hugs, 
> 

> Kristina 

> Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 

> Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 

> Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 

> University of Wisconsin-Ma dison 

> 259 Education Building 

> 1000 Bascom lviall 



> Madison, W[ 53706-1326 

> 608-263-2713 (P) 

> 608-265-3135 (F) 

> mailto:krcaneissen(~,wisc.edu(iavascript:main.corrlpose() <kmmeissen@wisc.edu> 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 

Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 

Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

259 Education Bmlding 

1000 Bascom Mall 

Madison, WI 53706-1326 

608-263-2713 

608-265-3135 ~) 

mailto :kanmeis sen@wisc edu <kmmeissen@wisc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 2:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Inlbrmation 

Hi Debby, 

I was ~vondering I’d you could send me one of your internship packets (with information). The Nv\VCA is looking to create some internship guidelines and was hoping to get some guidance. 
Also, let me kno~v if you would have any students interested in an internship with them Thanks so much Debby’. Have an amazing weekend! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, PhD. 
Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 
Uik-C -Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0959 
cgcooper@email uric edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ely. Robin <rely@hbs.edt> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 3:31 PM 

wanda.wong@va.gov; Stroman, Debx~rah Lynn ~<tstro@unc.edu>; d.perkins@neu.edu; arch~N@upmc.edu 

slides from W,T)LS 

The Partnership Presentation V6.pptx 

Hello, 

I hope I am sending these slides to the people who requested them. I apologize if you are receiving them in error. (I had several business cards in my wallet but 

wasn’t sure if they were all associated with this event.) 

Robin Ely 

Robin Ely 

HARVARD I BUSINESS ] SCHOOL 

Warren AIpert Professor of Business Administration 

Tel: 617495.6442 

E-mail: rely@hbs edu 





















































Women’s "Difference" Creates Value 

Women stars: 

~Achieved higher rank than men. 

~Were ranked first more often than any 
other rank. 

~Firms acquiring men: .93% share price loss 

~Firms acquiring women: .07% share price 
gain 



The Lehman Brothers Lesson 

What Jack Rivkin figured out: 

Women’s strategies are not a second best alternative, 
but a powerful skill set from which men would do well 
to learn. 

Not only women but also men are limited by 
narrow definitions of acceptable style. 

By paying closer attention to the careers of women, 
the firm could do better job of retaining women and 
developing men. 



IBM: Diversity as Strategy 

Diversity as bridge from workplace to marketplace: 

1995 - Gerstner launches diversity task-force initiative as 
cornerstone of HR strategy 

8 task forces 

Each assigned SVP sponsor from Worldwide Mgmt Council. 

Report in 6 months: 

~ What is necessary for your group to feel valued? 

~- What can the co do to maximize your group’s productivity? 

~ What can the co do to influence your group’s buying decisions? 

~ Which external groups should the co partner with to better 
understand the needs of your group? 



iBM: Diversity as Strategy (cont.) 

Internal and external initiatives: 
~ 1997 - Employee Networking Groups formed. 

~ 1998 - Market Development organization to grow market of 
minority and women-owned businesses: $10M to $300M in 
revenue 

~ 1999 - EXITE (Exploring Interests in Technology and 
Engineering); in 2004, 37 camps worldwide 

~- 2001 - Response to federal Rehab Act - effort to increase 
accessibility of tech; expected to produce > $1B revenue. 

~ 2004 - 370% increase in women execs; 233% increase in U.S. 
ethnic minority execs. 

~ 2004 - 52% of WW Mgmt Council is women, US minorities, non 
US citizens. 



Prerequisites to Leveraging Diversity 

@ Martirl I~. Davidson, 2002 



The New Paradigm in Action 

Explore the link between diversity and the work. 

Legitimate open discussion to make explicit use of 
difference. 

Enlist employees to bring their diversity of experience 
to the work. 

Remain open to learning and changing. 



The New Paradigm in Action 

Managers must: 

~ Test their own assumptions first. 

> Recognize that tensions will arise. 

> Set a tone of honest discourse. 

~ Resolve tensions sensitively and swiftly. 

~ Maintain high performance standards/expectations 
for all employees. 



The New Paradigm in Action 

The Role of Senior Leaders: Walking the Talk 

Vision: Making the connections 

Role models 
> Mindset 
> Behavior 
> Relationships 

Create accountability for development and diversity 

Align the organization to support development, 
diversity and learning 



The Leadership Conversation 

Integrate diversity into strategic HR and business 
priorities and practices. 

Question the assumptions and excuses for the status 
quo. 

Model the ability to talk about differences as relevant 
to the work. 

Set up opportunities for senior leaders to learn from 
differences and sponsor change. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summer McKesson <smckesson@wbca.org> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 3:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article 

The article was gre~t, I like the directio~ we ~re headed with your topics. Tlla~ks agai~ for your commitment to doing this. I look forward to your next piece! 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:47 PN 
To~ Summer NcKesson 
C¢~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: Article 

Hi Summer. As ~e~ my vmsg, see ~tt~chment. Let me ~now wh~t you thinE. ~/You c~n edit to m~ke it sho~ter too, ~s necess~W. Again, my intention is 

write to generate emotion. I hope ~ h~ve ~chieved that go~k ~ 

Thanks again for the opportunity to bring additional light to leadership and social issues in WBB~ 

Deborah Sideman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and St)o~ Science D~)~ 

Spo~Admmis~afion Facul~ e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dina~o~ 

Co~ege Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~s Bus~tess Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Hono~s Socie@ 

315 Woo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3~0336 

h~):,//www.]mc.edu,/dep~siexe~cise,/spo~admints~rar]o~] 

"8ome people are born on t~,ird base and go through I~’fe thinking they hit a triple." 
(~. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Adubato <radubato@dynomarketing.com> 

Saturday, September 18, 2010 1:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Great to meet you’. 

Debby: 

Excellent! I look forwmd to spealdng with you soon. 

All the bes~t. 

Richard 

Richard J. Adubato 
CEO & Co-Founder 
Dyno Maxketing, LLC 
123 North Union Avenue (Suite 301) 
Cra~nford, NJ 07016 
(908) 653-1550 (tel) 
(908) 653-1450 (tax) 

(cell) 
www.dynomarketin.q.com 

Visi[ www.sendoutca rds.com/dynoca rds 

and send ou[ a free greetir~g car~ [a 3~rr~ear~e ’la~ are [hinMrtg a[ dgh~ haw - or~ roe! 

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information, if you are not the addressee or authorized to receive this for the addressee, you must not use, 
copy, disclose or take ally action based on this message or ally information herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender i~cuediately by 

reply e mail and d-lete this message. Thank you for your cooperation. 

On Sep 17, 2010, at 10:26 AM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thank YOIJ ! I enjoyed meeting you [oo. I am off to Miami --. whew! but I arn still reflecting on the wondert:uf trip and new friendships. I wH~ be ~n touch 
because ~ arn very interested ~n the Send OuL Cards. @ 
You are a positbe person maMng things happen--my kinda manH ~ol 
Have a relaxing weekend m~d be prosperous~ 
Debby 

919.843.0336 
http://www.~mc.eduidepts/’exe~ciseisport ~dministradon 
"How mu@ pain they have cost us, the evils whi@ have never happene4 " (T. Jefferson) 

F~m= Richard Adubato [mailto:radubato@dynomarketing.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September $6, 2050 9:23 PH 
To= Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Subject= Great to meet you~ 
D~bby: 
It was a pie&sure to meet you at the ~LS event. I really enjoyed our dinner conversation and your panel discussion w&s fan~sfic~ Yonr comments 

were veo, thought provoking and eye,one in the room will reM your final a~icle ruth great interest. I hope that we get a chance to ~e each other again 

soon and please contact me if you ever fl~ink that I can be of assistance. 

All the best. 

RichaN 

~chard & Adubato 
CEO & Co-Founder 
Dyno Maxketing, LLC 
123 NoO~ Union Avenue (Suite 301) 
Cra~ord, NJ 07016 
(908) 653-] 550 (teb 
(90~) 653-]450 (i~x) 

(cell) 

"t~e~pA¯ wil~jbrg~ what y~m sai& peopA~ ~,’i~ jb<~et wh~t y~m did, but pe~Ide w~l never./~rget hmv y~m made ¢hemj~el" - Maya An ~elou 
Visit www,se ndeutca rds,comZO_gnoca rds 

and send out a fi’ee greeting card to someo~e gou m’e thinki~g of right m3w -on me] 
7his message may contain confidential and/or privileged informatJorl. ]:f you are not the addressee or atathorized to receive this for the adc~ressee, you 
must not use, copy, disclose or ta~e any action based on this ~tessage or an$ information herein. If you have received this ~tessage in error, please 

acivJse the sender J~tmeciJatelv by reply e mail and delete this message. Thank you for yotlr cooperation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cheryl@glowmediaNY.com 

Monday, September 20, 2010 9:55 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

~q)LS Survey Invitation 

Please take a tE~v moments to complete the World Diversity Leadership Summit 2010 survey. 

To take this survey, click on the link below 

http ://w~vw sur,:eyshare, comisurvey/take/?sid 111188 

(If you are unable to click on the link,copy and paste it into the Address, or Location area of your Web bro~vser ) 

Send questions and problems to: 
support@sulweyshare.com 

http://www. SUl~-evshare.comi 
SurveyShare, create surveys and get results in 5 minutes or less! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halley.Spong@ourclub.com 

Monday, September 20, 2010 10:37 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Welcome to The Carolina Club! 

Dear Dr. Stmman, 

I wanted to officially welcome you to The Carolina Club. I hope that your membership card has been received, if not it should be coming in shortly. 

I also wanted to remind you about the Member Orientation and Mixer on Thursday October 7 from 6-8pm. The orientation should last from 6-6:30 with the mixer following. 

Reservations are requested, so if you are planning on attending please call our Front Desk at 962-1101. 

If you have any questions or comments please feel free to give me a call or reply to this email. Thanks so much and I look forward to meeting you! 

Halley Spong 

Halley Spong 
Membership Assistant 
The Carolina Club 
Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 
P.O. 111, Campus Box #9180 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514-0111 

(919) 962-3803 (Direct) 
(919) 962-1101 (Front Desk) 
(919) 962-1635 (Fax) 
htt p://www.ca rolina-clu b .com 
View our E-newsletter here! 

htt p://www.clu bnewsma ker.net/ca rolinaclu b 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summer McKesson <smckesson@wbca.org> 

Monday, September 20, 2010 3:15 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article 

Great! Will do~ I plan on placing this in our next magazine, which has a deadline mid-next month. Then your article for ne×t month I will likely use in our 

newsletter. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, September 20, 20~0 3:~2 PN 
To: Summer McKesson 
Subject: RE: Article 
Thaoks SummeN I am ~ook~ng forward to this opportunit% P~e~se change the fol~owin~: 

OLD: She can be re~ched ~t dsrro@unc~edu or 919.843.0336. 

NEW: She cm~ be reached at &4~b~@st:~om,n.com or 919.843.0336. 
Let me know when/where k w~l ~o ~p on the s~te or b~ the p~blicat~on, 

Regards, 

debbv 

929 84.3 0336 

"How much pan they have cost us, Ne evils which have never happened." (K Jefferson) 

From= Summer HcKesson [mailto:smckesson@wbca.org] 
Sent= Friday, September ~7, 20~0 3:58 PH 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~jeCt~ RE: Article 
The arl:k:~e was ~re~H:, ~ ~ke the (firectk~n we ~re he~ded w~l:h your ~opk:~. Th~n~ again for your comm~men~ ~:o 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, Sep~mber ~5, 20~0 7:47 PN 
Te= Summer McKesson 
C¢= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; Article 

Hi Summer. As per my vmsg, see attachment. Let me know what you think. I/You can edit to make it shorter too, as necessary. Again, my intention is to 

write to generate emotion. I hope I have achieved that goal. @ 

Thanks again for the opportunity to bring additional light to leadership and social issues in WBB~ 

Dei, o~ah S~ornan, Ph.D, CLU 

U~’C ~xe~cise and Spo~L Science 

SporcAdmmis~adon Facuhy e~ 

EBS Academic Adviso~ and Internship 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~:s Business 

Siena ipha Lambda (L~&~hip H ...... Sod~ry) 
315 XS,7oo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.863.03 ~6 

hup: iiwww.m~c.edu id~ ~s / exercise ispo~k~admhag~a@on 

"Somo poople are born on third base and go through !fie Ninking thoy hit a triple." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Brummett <%mothy.B@us.ibm.com> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 12:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: IBM Global Business Services i Thank you tbr an exciting year ] World - class leadership and development Ii)r entry level consultants of 

Any Major 

Hi Deborah, 

haha, Great catch and thank you! I’ve got to stop working so late :) 

We love our Tar Heels! 

Hope you have a wonderful week. 

Cheers, Tim 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

S.ubiect: 

"Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tim Brummett/Raleigh/IBM@lBMUS 

09/21/2010 11:05 AM 

RE: IBM Global Business Services I Thank you for an exciting year I World - class leadership and development for entry level consultants of Any Major 

FYI. ~t is Tar Heels, not Tarheels. @ 

Thanks for your commitment to UNC. 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T. Jefferson) 

From: Tim Brummett [maJlto:Timothy.B@us.ibm.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 20, 20:10 11:56 PM 

Subject-" IBM Global Business Services I Thank you for an exciting year I World - class leadership and development for entry level consultants of Any Major 

World - class leadership and development for entry-level consultants of Any Major 

Greetings! 

IBM Global Business Services (GBS) has had an exciting year connecting with you and the talent students of University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill and we’re just as 

excited to connect with Tarheels in the upcoming years. 

From the beginning, IBM has always been defined by its one truly unique strength~our most important innovation~the IBMer. We believe today, as we did a century ago, that 
the success of our company depends on the success of our people. And at IBM GBS, entry-level consultants will have the opportunity to join Consulting by Degrees[3our 
world-class leadership and development program designed to provide the full-spectrum of structured training, development, and practical experience necessary to successfully 

launch and accelerate their career. 

When entry-level consultants join Consulting by Degrees~they become part of something special; 

An elite leadership and development program unmatched in the marketplace. 

Customized cm~er planning, one-on=one attention, and mentoring. 

Build a powerful portfolio of interesting and t~warding experiences. 

Master new skills, work across different disciplines and move into new challenges. 



To build a Smarter Planet, it will take the dedication and skills of smart people from all educational backgrounds. That’s right, we’re open to Any Major[ So, if you or someone 
close to has a passion for working with clients to solve some of their most complex business problems, I’d be honored for your support in forwarding this message on to them 

asking them to apply by September 23, 2010. I’ve attached our Consulting by Degrees and Campus Flier for your review. 

IBMers are literally changing the way the world works. Join us and help build a Smarter Planet. I invite you to check out Smarter Planet www.ibra.comlsraarterplanet and 

Ideas from IBM Library www.ibra.comlibmlideasfromibmlusllibraryl. 

Again, thank you for a wonderful year. 

Please don’t hesitate reaching me should you have any questions I can help with. 

Timothy Brummett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe(tson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:26 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus- CONFIDENTIAL 

Hi Deborah, 

Thanks for sharing your draft, When is your ne×t meeting with the Chancellor. I could speak for days on this issue about black student athletes at predominately 

white ut~is~ersities. Howev~:,r, t w~H not go kite my fee~h~gs about that now. ~ tNnk your draft b good and fair ~rt addressktg corH::erns for the student:s espedaHy. ~ do 

agree thaL ~;.:?me type o~ ackr~.:?wk~dgernent of itmo(:en(:e 5~hould be given to the players who haw~ been cleared After all, [:he University or medh~ ~s qu~ck to put 

Lheir names out their when their ~RRocence ~s in question. I abso~uLely agree that the black student atNetes shouk~ be provided some type o[: support system 

white they are studenLs. 

~ look forward to hearing the results of the meeting. 

Tha]~ks, 

Nakenge 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, September 21, 2010 8:07 PN 
T~ An~ele~e Cheek~ Faison, Christopher D; Watkins, Debra B; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Robe~on, Naken~e~ NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 
Su~je~t~ Caucus - CONEDE~L 

Hi Team. First {very, very first) draft. I will use this doc as my talking points with my meeting with the Chancellor. Too radical? Too conservative? What’s 

missing? What should be deleted? 

Your thoughts are very much appreciated. Feel free to call me day or night {before 

H - (no vmail) 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC gze~cise and Spo~[ Science Depc 

Spo~[ Administration Facul~ e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship 

Co’eye Sport Research Institute 

Ca~olhm Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (L~d~hip H ...... 
315 ~Zroo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

h~r,p:Z’/’www..nc+eduZ)~/exerci!;eZ’spor~ aclminismaion 

"Some people are born on N)d base and go through life Ninking they hit a tripie. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Alley ~ alley@nacwaa.org > 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 2:34 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Stroma~ article 

Deb, this is great and oh so true. I hope many will take it to heart and pay close attention to what you are saying. I think today they expect others to take care of the off court 
growth and forget how much influence they have if they just cared enough to provide it. 
Thanks for sharing. I can’t wait to hear your feedback from others. 
Have a great week. 
J 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’Jennifer Alley ’ 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 10:56 AM 
Subject: Stroman article 

© I hope you enjoy it...will be published next month for WBCA. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Insdtote 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

htt},a/!/~wwv.unc.edu/depts/exerc~se/sport_adn~inisrradon 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a trip!e. 
(B &~qtzeO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa.ovg> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:33 PM 

NCAA Coaches Academy Alumni Update 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. Below are few highlights of how some NCAA Coaches Academy Alums have fared this past weekend. 

Larry Porter 

i.~.i Lar~ Porter 

Head Coach, University of Memphis: Tigers got their first win of the season Saturday night, knocking off Middle Tennessee, 24-17, in Larry Porter’s home debut. 

The Tiger defense held the Blue Raiders to just seven second-half points in the win to help Memphis improve to 1-2 on the season. 

Garrick McGee 

Offensive Coordinator, University of Arkansas: McGee’s offense came up big with a clutch fourth quarter touchdown to beat the University of Georgia. The offense 

didn’t skip a beat as it amassed 433 yards of offensive gain against a stingy bulldog defense. Arkansas hosts #:1 University of Alabama this Saturday afternoon. 

Desmond Kitchings 

Kitchings 

Running Game Coordinator, Vanderbilt University: Vanderbilt posted an impressive victory with a 28-14 win over conference foe, University of Mississippi. 

Kitchings’ receivers totaled 73 yards through the air. 

Michael Haywood 

iNi http://graphic 
s.fansonly co 
m/photos/sch 
ools/mioh/spo 
rtslm- 
footbl/auto ori 
ginal/1939668 
jpeg 

Head Coach, Miami University: For the third straight game, Miami University’s football team scored in every quarter and cruised to a 31-10 win over Colorado State 

(0-3) on Saturday afternoon at Yager Stadium. Miami has now won back-to-back games for the first time since the 2007 season, moving to 2-:1 on the year. 

David Shaw 

i~i David Shaw 

Offensive Coordinator, Stanford University: Shaw’s offense had an impressive performance, posting 68 points on Wake Forrest in their 68-24 victory. Under Shaw, 

the offense had a balanced attack gaining 303 yards on the ground and 232 in the air, totaling 535 yards. 

Curtis Luper 

i.~.i cid:image017 j 
pg@01CB4D 
D2.8E9A5120 

Running Backs Coach, Auburn University: The Auburn Tigers pulled out a thrilling 27-24 overtime victory over Clemson on Saturday. Luper’s running game totaled 

187 yards on 47 carries, for an average of 4 yards per carry, against a tough Oemson Defense. 

Henry Stanford 



i.~.i Henry Stanford 

Head Coach, Capital University: Stanford’s club escaped with a :i0-7 triumph over Wilmington Saturday night at Williams Stadium. Capital defeated Wilmington for 

the lOth consecutive time. Henry Stanford earned his first collegiate coaching win as head coach. 

T]-:is emaii and any attac]q:nents :nay contain Nf:AA confidential and privileged information. If yo’l are 

not the intended recipient, please notJ fy the sender immediately by return emaii, delete this 

message ani destroy any cDpies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

t]-:e intended recipient is unaut]-:orized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 12:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume and Cover letter 

Athletic Communication Cover Letter.docx; pdf 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached are my resume and cover letter for my internship. I will also be stopping your office to drop off Appendix B tomorrow. I apologize for the delay in getting 

these documents to you. Please let me know if I need to provide anything else or make any changes. 

Thanks, 



Froi~|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

Jewell, Elizabeth A --~ejewelI@NCCU.EDU> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 9:27 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn ~tstro@tmc.edu> 

CampusMap.pdf 

Good Morning Deb, 
see attached campus map. LT Walker Complex (bldg. 37). Turn left into the parking lot BEFORE you get to the School of La~v. 

I’ll meet Jen downstairs front lobby, maybe a few rain. after 11:00, got a 10:40 meeting. 
Have a positive day[ 

All the best, 
E 

)_[lizabeth Jewell ±~FC, LAT, C1}[ 

Athletic Training Education Program 

Dept of Physical Education & Recreation 

N orth Carolina Central Universit3’ 

Durham, NC 27707 

919-530-6243 phone 

919-530-6156 lax 



NCCU Camp~s Map Index 
1 Albert L. Turner Law Building 
2 Alexander-Dunn Building 
3 Alfonso Elder Student Union 

(Student Union, Cafeteria, 
Bookstore, Post Office) 

4 Alumni House 
5 Annie Day Shepard Residence Hall 
6 Art Museum 
7 B, N, Duke Auditorium 
8 B.N. Duke Annex (Band Room) 
9 Baynes Residence Hall 
10 Benjamin S. Ruffin Residence Hall 
11 Biomanufacturing Research 

Institute and Technology Enter- 
prise (BRITE) 

12 Bowling Lanes 
13 C. Ruth Edwards Music Hall 
14 C, T, Willis Commerce Building 

(School of Business) 
1 5 Campus Ministry 
16 Central Receivinq 
17 Chidley Residenc~e Hall 
18 Dent Human Sciences Building 

(Human Science, Foods and 
Nutrition, Clothing and Textiles, 
Child Development Lab) 

19 Eagle Landing Residence Hall 
20 Eagleson Residence Hall 
21 Edmonds Classroom Building 
22 Environmental and Occupational 

Health and Safety Office 
23 Farrison-Newton Communications 

Building (Drama, Education 
Media, English, Foreign Languages, 
U niversity Theater) 

24 Fine Arts Building 
25 Graduate Student Apartments 
26 H. M. Michaux, Jr. School of 

Education 
27 Health Building 
28 Health Careers Center 
29 Heating Plant 
30 Hoey Administration Building 

31 Hubbard-Totten Chemistry 
Building 
32 Human Resources 
33 James E. Shepard Memorial 

Librapj (School of Library and 
Information Sciences) 

34 Julius L, Chambers BiomedicaJl 
Biotechnology Research Institute 
(BBRI) 

35 Latham Residence Hall 
36 Lee Biology Building 
37 LeRoy T. Walker Physical 

Education Corn 

38 Mal!i M. Townes Science 
Building 

39 McDougald House 
40 McLean Residence 
41 McLendon-McDougald 

Gymnasium 
42 Miller-Morgan Building 

(Nursing, Health Education) 
43 New Graduate Apartments 
44 New Residence HalJl 
45 New Residence Hall 
46 O’Kelly-Riddick Stadium 
47 Pearson Cafeteria 
48 PhyskaJ Plant 
49 Police and PuNk Safety 

Building 

50 ROTC Building (Former) 
51 Robinson Science Building 

(Josephine Dobbs Clement 
Early College High School) 

52 Rush Residence Hall 
53 Shepard House 
54 Storage 
55 Student Affairs Building 

(FinandaJ Aid, Student 
Counseling Centel; 
Loans Office) 

56 Summer Ventures 
57 Taylor Education 

Building 
58 Tennis Court 
59 Track and Practice Field 
60 Whiting Criminal Justice 

Building (Criminal 
Justice, Public Adminis- 
tration) 

61 William Jones Building 
(NCCU Foundation Inc., 
Institutional Advancement, 
University Career Services, 
Public Relations) 

North Carolina Central University Campus Map 

Legend 
C Commuter Parking 

FtS Faculty/Staff Parking 

R Restricted Parking 

~L Student Parking 

~ Blue Light Phones 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Lee, Karin Alexis <kalee2@bsu.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 11:31 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

axtverti sement 

Dr. SLroman- 

I sent i.he job adverfisemetlt to He is a black, male m~.d has his Phi) in Spo,t Administration m~d is ctmently 

teact~in~ ~ PIa3~ed ~)~otball a~ ~ ~md originally ~iom 
He is being ~eavi.ly recrNted by 

FL. I am e~lcouragi~lg him ~o apt~Iy i)>r I_rNC. Ijus~ wanted ~o Ie~: you know and keep you updated h~ case you mn across t[la~ name. 

Karm A. Lee 
Associate Athletic D~rectodSWA 
Ba~l S~at¢ U~ivers~ty 
H P 237 
Munc~e, ~ 47394 
~v/765-285-5127 

W65-285-8492 

i’~i gocards2in 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Dr. A. C. Hackney 

Hackney 

Anthony C, 

Applied Physiology Laboratory 

CB # 8700 - Fetzer Bldg. 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0334 

E-mail: thackney@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, 

~email.unc.edu> 
8:45 AM 

Club Meeting Tomorrow!: ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 

TOFTH.pptx; CSBC       meeting flyer.pdf 

I just wanted to remind everyone we are having our second club meeting of the year tomorrow at 5 PM in 
Fetzer 104. Our guest speaker will be Jeff Sackaroff from University Career Services. Jeff will discuss 
networking and skills related to the sport business industry. His tips are very helpful for anyone pursuing a 
professional career in the sports/business fields. 

If you would like to join our club for the year, you will be able to do so tomorrow night! We will also have 
some updates on our future plans for the club, including our annual trip to the Charlotte Bobcats game. See our 
attached flyer for the information on tomorrow’s meeting. 

Also attached is information about the Tee Off for Tar Heels golf tournament. They are looking for more 
participants for the upcoming event. 

Thanks and see everyone tomorrow at 5PM! 

CSBC President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@em~il.unc,edu> 

Wednesday ~ 11:28 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follo~vup 

Resume MPA.docx 

Hey, 
I just wanted to let you know that I’ve gotten your information set on the 
NC State application; the deadline is November 1. My resume is attached 
here, if there’s any other information you need or thilS: would be helpful 
please let me know-. I really appreciate your help with this. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyler Singleton <tsinglet~mtsu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 9:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interesting Socia] Media Articles 

Dr.S~oman, 

I came across these articles tonight and I thought that you might really find them interesting since ~ve talked a lot about social media in our Sports Economics class last fall. The NY Times 
article has some fantastic and innovative ideas I just thought you might enjoy these 

http://www.cosida com/news.a spx?id 2896 
http://www nytimes.colrd2OlO/O9/21/business/media/21adco.html? r 1 

Here is the link to the abbreviated findings from the 2010 Catalyst Fan Engagement Study on Social media: 
h ttp://www catalystpublicrelations.com/press-rool~’read/201 ~cata~yst-fan-engagement-study-s~cia~-media-changes-the-game-for-fans-and-brands 

It ~vas really great getting to see you in Chapel Hill the other weekend. I hope everything is still going well! 

Best, 

Tyler Singleton 
Middle Temaessee State University 
Marketing and Promotions 
tsinglet@mtsu edu 
Office: (615)494-8784 
Ceil: 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@wisc.edu~ 

Thursday, ~ 3:10 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edu-~ 

,vu.chia@uwl~x.edu 

Faculty/Sport mgt/admin positious 

Curriculum Vitae2 doc 

Hello all, 

Hope you are having a great fall semester! Just wanted to send a note to inquire/ask if any opportunities [’or facul~ and/or sport admin jobs pertaining to student development/academic 
support came across your inbox if you would keep me ~n mind or forward along I asked my former advisor a as well since most of the faculty here at UW are 

tied into the higher education network rather than sport admin/mgt. 

I attached my most current CV/Resume. 

Thanks much tloping to come out for CSRI again this spring My brother recently relocated to the Southeast so another reason to visit[ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wisc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 4:17 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Faculty/Stx~rt mgt/admin ~silions 

Thanks! Another quick question., how- does one get on the NASSM listserve? Is this an org I should join? I joined NACWAA this year but would this be another one worth the money? 

Just found out I was selected to be on the admissions committee here for the Master’s and doctoral program. Kind of excited...I strangely like that stuft~ 

Hugs, 

On 09/30/10, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent! It is important to let people know ~vhat you want so we can work 
for you.. 

>:) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Flow much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T 
Jefferson) 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: ~wisc edu] (iavascript:m ain.compose() 
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2010 3:10 PM 
To: cgcooper@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; southaH@email unc edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu 

Cc       ~uwiax edu 
Subject: Facul~/Sport mgt/admin positions 

Hello all, 

Hope you are having a great fall semester[ Just wanted to send a note to 
~nquire/ask if any opportunities for faculty and/or sport admin jobs 
pertaining to student development/academic support came across your inbox if 
you would keep me in mind or forward along I asked my former advisor at 

as well since most of the fi~culty here at UW are 
tied into the higher education network rather than sport adminJmgt. 

I attached my most current CViResume. 

Thanks much. Hoping to corue out for CSRI again this spring. 
recently relocated to the Southeast so another reason to visit[ 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                  7:3 7 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc_execboard@listserv.unc.edu> 

[csbc_execboard] Updates from tonight’s meeting 

CSBC Roster .xlsx 

Hey guys! Thanks for coming out to the meeting tonight. I was very 
impressed by the amount of members that showed up! I guess we are off to 

a strong start! If you couldn’t make it tonight, Jeff Sackaroff will be 
sending me his presentation so I will pass it along. It was a very 
entertaining and fun meeting, especially with the pizza guy. 

Dr. Stroman, thanks again for ordering the pizza! It was a great 
addition to the meeting. Now we know to go with Papa John’s in the 
future I guess! 

A few quick things just to make sure we are on the same page: 

is going to add the new members who joined tonight to the Excel 
list that     made up. I attached the current list so you have it. 

just work with     to make sure he gets it and keeps it in one 
place. 

once the list is updated by     , can you add the people to the 
Facebook group? Once the majority of members have been added, we can 
start transitioning to Facebook as our primary means of communication 
for the club members. 

do you have an update on the intramural team? Do we have 
enough for a volleyball team? 

. please follow up with Jimmy Johns about a sponsorship 
opportunity for the club. 

please add Jimmy Johns as a sponsor on our website homepage. 

We will have another exec board meeting probably in 2 weeks so we can 
plan out the next phase of speakers and meetings for the semester. In 
the meantime, however, if you guys can reach out to your contacts and 
see if they can speak to the club, that would be great! Here is what I have: 

Jimmy V Foundation 
. Carolina Hurricanes 

Carolina Hurricanes and Livis (4 Our Fans) 
Dr. Stroman- Stuart Scott (hope we can make it happen!!!) 

Thanks a ton!! 

-- You are currently subscribed to csbc execboard as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=31~54162.ba117049a4474cecd34a4ede042dd064&n=T&l=csbc execboard&o=27815769, or 
send a blank email to leave-27815769-31654162.ba117049a4474cecd34a4ede042dd064@listserv.tmc.edu. 



Sere: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday,                  11:10 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

revised Resmne a~d Personal Statement 

Orad School Personal Statemem (revised).doc; Resume for UNC Graduate .doc 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Please look over my personal statement mM revised resume and feel ~ee to make any corrections you feel are needed. 

I trust you and your opinion. 

Thank s Again, 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Smith 

Smith 

Michael 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0017 

E-mail: michael_smith@ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 11:58 AM 

ktkluba@ft.newyorklife, com 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Golf Tourney 

Tee off for Tar Heels 2010.pptx 

Hi Kent. Long time no chat...I hope all is well for you and your golf game. @ 

Are you available to play on Monday? Our students are coordinating an event here at Finley. See attached. 
The prizes are awesome! I need you! My understanding is that the field is rather small... 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a triple." 
(B. Switzer) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 12:10 PM 

Angelette Cheek <angelette.cheek@lhcilities.unc.edu:~; ’Clms Faith’ < ~gmail.com>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Sta~mm~, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; tterb Pdchmond <tterb.Richmond@facilities.unc.edu-~; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu~; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu:~ 

New Hire 

Please welcome her,.. I saw this piece in the Alumni news today, She joined us in July. Thanks! 

Meet new faculty and staff: Dr. Beecham-Green 

Rosalyn Beecham-Green has been appointed director of the North Carolina Health Careers Access Program. lhe inter-institutional program, based at Carolina, seeks to increase the 

numtler o[ rnh~ori[y and eoonomicaliy disadw~nta,(~ed students who successfully puraue health careers 

her new peat, Beacham-Green plans to tluiid on a>,’istff~g prograrr!s fly developin,q ways 1:o su.stam reiationsi~ips wffh progra!~q pa!ticipants tl-!rou.qhout the acadamic yaar. 

promote a positive campus environment and provided ieadership for an array of student activities and services 

She has held ieadership positions at the University of illinois at Chicago, the University of [exas Health Science Center at San Antonio, the University of Iowa and Howard University 

College of Medicine 

Carol Traaoiini, associate provost fist acaden’~ic initiatiw~s, said ?_.eeoham-Green was strongly commitb~d to educatk)nal accaas and diversity throu.qhout bar oarear "1 arn deiigi~ted that 

UNC-.Chapel Hill has the benefit of her fresi~ ins}gi~t.s, axtansiw~ knowledge and expaili.se," Tresolini aaid "Under bar leadership, the program and the atudants saFied by its in}tiatiw~s 

w}ii have a bright future.:’ 

Beecham-Gre,gn ,su::ce,gds Patrerla Benton, who led tile program from 2006 ti," 2009 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science Dept. 

Spor~Admh~isr~adon FaculV es 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

College Spot: Research Institute 

Carolina Spor:s Business Club 

Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Sociev) 

315 Woo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

h~x//www.unc.edu/dq~rs/exercise/sporLadminJsu’arion 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a triple." 
(B &¢tzer) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@verizollAlet 

Friday, October 1, 2010 1:16 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Update 

Debbie: 

FYI 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Major League Baseball 
To             ~yahoo com 
Subject: Your MLB EDP status (10/1) 
Sent: Oct 1, 2010 ll:32AM 

Dear 

On behalf of the Executive Development Program Selection Con~aittee we 
appreciate your interest and patience tl~roughout our evaluation process and 
are pleased to notify you that you have been selected as a semi-final round 
EDP prospect. However, due to some enhancements to the prqiected rotations 
and the impact of our post-season activities, we will schedule the 
semi-final round of interviews sometime between Janualy and FebmaW 2011 

In addition, we have re-aligned the start date of the next EDP group with 
the begirming of the 2011 MLB season. ’]’his will provide us with an 
opportuni~" to increase the range and scope of the EDP rotational 
opportunities. 

We realize that this is an unexpected change to the previously projected EDP 
program timeline. To that end we ask that you provide us with an e-mail 
notification to Jobs@mlb.com, indicating whether you choose to ACCEPT or 
DECLINE your semi-final round pending status. 

As with previous EDP status communications, please do not contact your 
respecuve EDP Selection Comanittee member to request additional information 
regarding this decision 

Thank You, 

EDP Program Management 
Major League Baseball 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBerry" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@verizon.net 

Friday, October 1, 2010 1:39 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update 

Will do!! FYI--I have not spoken with him yet but I would expect him to be 
please to get this news. Thank you for your support. 

God bless, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Frida,i, October 01, 2010 1:28 PM 
To: ~verizon.net 
Subject: RE: Update 

Great news! He should be reD- excited about this announcement I will be 
chatting with V~L next week. 

Have a relaxing weekend. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"How much pain the?" have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T. 
Jef[’erson) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:: 
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 1:16 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Sutziect: 
hnportance: tligh 

Debbie: 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Maior League Baseball 

To:             ~yahoo.com 
Subject: Your MLB EDP status (10/1) 

Scnt: Oct 1, 2010 ll:32A~M 

(h)verizon.n et] 

Dear 

On behalf of the Executive Development Program Selection Connnittee we 
appreciate yottr interest and patience ttnoughout our evaluation process and 
are pleased to notify you that you have been selected as a semi-final round 
EDP prospect. However, due to sonre enhancements to the proj ected rotations 
and the inrpact of our post-season activities, we xvill schedule the 
serai-final rotmd of inter, clews sometirae between Jannau and February 2011. 

In addition, we have re-aligned the stalt date of the next EDP group with 
the beginning of the 2011 MLB season. This will provide us with an 
opportuni~ to increase the range and scope of the EDP rotational 
opportunities. 

We realize that this is an unexpected change to the previously projected EDP 
program timeline. To that end we ask that you provide us with an e-rnail 
notification to Jobs@mlb.com, indicating whether you choose to ACCEPT or 
DECLLNE your semi-final round pending status. 

As ;vith previous EDP status communications, please do not contact your 
respective EDP Selection Cun~rnittee member to request additional information 
regarding this decision. 

Thank You, 

EDP Program Management 
Major League Baseball 



Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



At Carolina, we celebrate the African-American presence every day. Our students, faculty and staff come 

together to dream, learn, share and discover. The Caucus supports that by providing a forum for people 

to engage in activities, discussions and programs that enrich the University for everyone. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@gmail.com> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 12:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@u~c.edu> 

request to meet 

Hi Dr Stroman. 

I pla~ on coming back to Chapel Hill Friday October 15 and I would love to have the opportunity to catch up with you either over lunch or to stop by your office. I 

hope SAL is offto a great start this school ?,ear and I hope to see you on October 15. Have a great week. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Monday, October 4, 2010 8:24 AM 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: UNC grad school 

Help Dec! I have emailed and called Dr Charles and haven’t heard an~hing back. Is there another avenue ava~lable. Let Ine kmow and I truly appreciate your help!’. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerw 

From: "Deborah Stroman" ~<ts~roman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Men, 27 Sep 2010 17:19:13 -0400 

To:                             ~aol.com> 
Cc: ’Charles, Roy Anthony’<mc@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC grad school 

Hi     Please reach out to Roy (Dir., Diversity, Recruitment & Retention) for assistance with minority candidates for UNC’s graduate schools. Thanks! 

Charles’ Phone:( 

As always...great chatting with you. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport Adminisrxa~ion Faculty e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siga~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 ~,~:oollen CB,L/ 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Some peop,e are born on third base and go ~hrough life thinking tt~ey hit a triple, 
(_P,. &,~’~zeO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halley.Spong@ourclub.com 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11: 58 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Carolina Club Orientation & Mixer 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to touch base and see if you will be able to join us this Thursday for our Orientation & Mixer. Orientation will start at 6pm and last until 6:30 when the Mixer will start. 
These two events are great ways to not only learn more about the Club and benefits but to also meet some of your fellow members. Please let me know whether or not I can 

expect you. I can be reached via email or by phone at 962-3803. Thanks Dr. Stroman and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Halley Spong 

Halley Spong 
Membership Assistant 
The Carolina Club 
Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 
P.O. 111, Campus Box #9180 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514-0111 

(919) 962-3803 (Direct) 
(919) 962-1101 (Front Desk) 
(919) 962-1635 (Fax) 
htt p://w, wv.ca rolina-clu b .com 
View our E-newsletter here! 

htt p://vww~.clu bnewsma ker.net/ca rolinaclu b 



Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black employees 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

Wednesday, October 6th - 3.3.:30 a.m. {Union 32136) - Caucus Meeting - "A Look 

Back in Time" with Special Guests Professor Charles Daye (Brandis Professor of 

Law and one of the original founders of the Caucus}, Dr. Hortense McClinton 

(first Black faculty member in the School of Social Work), and Mr. Carl Smith 

(former assistant to five Provosts). Join us as they share the history of the 

Caucus and the state of the campus environment that necessitated our 

beginnings. A can’t miss meeting! Additional updates on the athletic and 

housekeeping concerns. (See ’You Need to Know’ section below) 

NON-CBC EVENTS 

:1. Hearing is Healing: The Intersection of Music and Public Health - September 2:1 at 5:30 p.m. - FedEx Global 

Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium. Discover the power of music to change the world in this 

lecture and performance by Malawian musician Peter Mawanga. Blending traditional African, jazz, and 

Caribbean rhythms with modern instrumentation, Peter’s music has an international flavor that is 

nevertheless rooted in the music of his native Malawi. Peter is currently collaborating with UNC 

alumnus and Fulbright-mtvU recipient Andrew Magill ’09 on a music project which shares the 

stories of those infected and affected by AIDS in Malawi. Hear Peter speak about this project and 

his work mentoring Malawian orphans and street children through music. Also enjoy a video 

presentation about Peter’s work. Reception to follow. Sponsored by the Curriculum in Global Studies and the 

Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases. 

2. NC OPT-ED Alliance Day (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics, Social, Behavior & Economic 
Sciences) at the Greensboro Coliseum Complex on November :12th. All Graduate, Undergraduate, Community 

College, High School, & Middle School Students are encouraged to attend & experience this wonderful 

conference. Alliance Day provides students the valuable experience of presenting scholarly research during 

the poster and oral presentation sessions. 



3. The Temptations and The Four Tops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 2011. These two legendary 

Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm-and-blues music. Sweet harmonies 

and precise choreography have always been a part of Temptations and Four Tops shows, and original Tempt 

Otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir have kept their groups’ sounds intact into the twenty-first 

century. Come for a great night of sweet soul music at DPAC. Tickets start at just $38 plus ticketing fees. 

4. The Institute of African American Research (IAAR) is planning to reserve a block of at least 10 tickets for the 

Hugh Masekela performance in the fall of 2010 (h~p~//ww~o~performinarts.org/g~D~E~!worldmusic). 

If you would like to join the IAAR group for the concert and receive a special discount on the ticket price, 

please email iaar@unc.edu. Also, IAAR will sponsor a panel discussion and tea on Masekela’s work within the 

context of historical South Africa on Friday, October 8. 

5. Mavis Staples is coming to town! Friday, October 1 - 8:00 p.m. at The Carolina Theatre. 

http://www.carolinatheatre.org/stage/mavis-staples 

6. If you haven’t heard by now.., please visit the 50-foot mural at the School of 

Government that celebrates African Americans! A creative interpretation of 

the Greensboro lunch counter sit-in of 1960 is the first in a series of murals 

that will commemorate the contributions of African Americans and Native 
Americans to the state. Titled "SERVICE," the 5-by-50-foot painting by 

Charleston, S.C., artist Colin Quashie was dedicated at the School of 

Government this summer. The mural showcases 40 individuals and more than 
eight events symbolizing North Carolina’s African American history associated with civil rights, government, 

business, journalism and education. The painting shows a gathering of African-American leaders at the counter 

of a diner not unlike Woolworth’s. More: http~//www.sog.unc.edu/about/service! 

7. Melissa Harris-Lacewell will deliver the 18th annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture. Political 

commentator, author and Princeton professor to discuss race and politics at the Stone Center on Thursday, 

October 14 at 7:-00 p.m. http:!!www.melissaharrislacewell.com/ 

8. Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South African musical traditions to the sound and sentiment of 

Christian gospel in a musical and spiritual alchemy that represents every corner of the landscape. See this 

incredible performance on Friday, March 11 at 8:00 p.m. at the Carolina Theatre. www.carolinatheatre.org 



9. Light on the Hill Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, October 29 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill. A cocktail 

reception will begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 p.m. (attire black tie optional). This special evening 

will honor the accomplishments of outstanding alumni, faculty and students. Congratulations to these award 

winners! Should you need additional information, please feel free to contact Tanea Pettis ’95 at the UNC 

General Alumni Association via tanea_pettis@unc.edu or (919) 843-9694. 

Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Alumni 

¯ Rochelle Riley ’81 
¯ Alfred "AI" White ’76 

Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Senior 

¯ Christen B’anca Glenn ’11 

Phail Wynn, Jr. ’89 (MBA) 

Michael Zollicoffer ’85 (MD) 

Light on the Hill Society Scholars 

= Keia V. Faison ’14 (Julius Peppers Scholar) 
Jared F. Giles ’14 

Outstanding Faculty 

¯ Terri Houston 

Ceewin N. Louder ’14 

Brandon D. Neely ’14 

Vashti N. Robinson ’14 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Herb Richmond has graciously volunteered to join the Caucus &reefing Cammittee. Thank you 

Herb for your service to this community! 

Carolina Black Caucus’ Website is LIVE! Please visit http://www.uncedu/cbc today and 

provide us with your feedback. Special thanks to O.J. McGhee for his great work on the site’s 

development. In the next update, the calendar will be interactive so that members will have 

the ability to post events of interest. 

Mark your calendar! Membership Meetings are scheduled for the first Wednesday of each 

month at the Union at 11:30 a.m. The remaining tentative schedule is 11.3 Room 3206, 12.I 

Room 3206, I.I2 Room 3102, 2.2 Room 3102, 3.2 Room 3102, and4.6 Room 3102. 

Thanks to Jimmy John’s for their donation of sandwiches this year! 

September is/was Membership Month! We encourage your renewal as annual dues are 

$25/year or S40/2-years. Two-year paid memberships will receive a Caucus gift. Remember, 

your ideas and participation will help to make the Caucus what YOU need as a member of the 

UNC community. Online membership is now available! 

Exercise for Life! The Caucus Walking Club wants you. Note: Many groups of people walking at 

various times-- morning, noon, afternoon, weekdays and weekend is a good thing! The more 

the merrier! Friends can join Diane in her effort become active and healthy again. Contact 

Diane Webster to join in on the fellowship. ( 919-966-3616 or diane.webster@unc.edu) 



Habit For Humanity-The coordination is still underway with the BSM. Stay tuned! 

The Caucus announces that the planning for the second annual "UNC Minority Business E×po: 

Engagement Through Entrepreneurship" is underway! The tentative date is February 5, 2011. 

If you know of vendors that would be interested in showcasing their products and services, 

please contact Expo Chair, Herb Richmond at herb.richmond@fac.unc.edu. This wonderful 

initiative also supports the university’s Innovate@Carolina Campaign. 

ADVOCACY -The Caucus Steering Committee represents you and your voice! We addressed 

the current situations surrounding athletics and the housekeepers with the Chancellor. (Note: 

(The prepared Caucus statement has been sent to all Caucus members.) Dr. Thorp is very 

supportive of the Caucus and appreciates the open dialogue regarding both matters. The 

Caucus is now seeking members who are interested in serving on an Athletics Task Force. The 

purpose of this advisory group is to design and implement solutions to assist in the positive 

development of Black student-athletes at UNC. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu if you are 

interested ! 

Share the Good News! Caucus members will receive e-newsletters, communications, and 

access to the Caucus Sakai platform. Non-members will have limited access to community 

information after September 30, 2010. We encourage participation, feedback and 

communication. Tell your friends and co-workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us know what 

activities you would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus. Thanks! 

Caucus Student Assistants - Cameron Belton, Asia Johnson, and Malia Melvin. These students 

will work closely with the steering committee and serve as campus ambassadors. 

Interested in a road trip to see the NFL’s Carolina Panthers this season? Send an email to 

cbcchair@uncoedu. In the subject line, add PANTHERS- Yes! 

Community News - Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo(~unc.edu. We want to collect and share information concerning Black employees. 

Thanks! 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Institutional NSF funding award for the advancement of women faculty in STEM fields: 

ADVANCE: Increasing the Participation and Advancement of Women in Academic Science 

and Engineering Careers. Full Proposal Target Date(s): October 04, 2010. The goal of the 

ADVANCE program is to develop systemic approaches to increase the representation and 

advancement of women in academic science, technology, engineering and mathematics 

(STEM) careers, thereby contributing to the development of a more diverse science and 

engineering workforce. 

http://www.nsf.qov/pubs/2010/nsf10593/nsf10593.htm?WT.mc id=USNSF 25&WT.mc ev= 
click 

every commu~ity~ there is work to be do~e. h~ every nation, there are wounds to heal. 

In every heart, there is the power to do it," M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iruka, Iheoma U <imk@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 8:08 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus 

Hi Deborah, 

It looks like you have been quite busy, sadly I can’t say 1 have done too much as it concerns the history, but it looks like some of your work will help move me 

ak)ng. [ am out for the he;d: two weeks, but can poss[My ta~k on the 21st or 22nd {the 22nd may not work ~[ my trip to Zambia h; not de]aved). Does anytime between 

:[O-2pm on the :19th or 22[s( work for you7 

Regards, 

Fmm~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, October 04, 2010 6:28 PN 

T~ Iruka, Iheoma U 
Subjeet~ RE: Caucus 

Hi H~eoma. Happy travels! This week is crazy. Let’s try to chat oR Friday on next week. ~ want to bring you up-.to-date on my meetings with the archivists and how 

they are willing to assist in the documentation of the Caucus Mstory. 

Thanks! 

929 84.3 0336 

h t’[p:!///www.unc.ectu/ c]{’pIs/’exercise// sporv 

’Wow much pain they have cost ~s, the evils which h~ve never happened." (E Jefferson) 

From: Iruka, Iheoma U [mailto:iruka@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, OctoSer 02, 2010 6:13 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Caucus 

Hello, 

f am trave~k~g for the next two weeks, but mav have some t~r~]e at 1 ~m] on Mondav, i~fter 4pro on Tuesday, and poss~My after 2pro on Wednesdi~y This may chi~nge 

as ~ am at site visits, but you can reach me at 

Cheers, 

lheoma 
] ]1 e o m a U [ r u ]: a, P [~ ]) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, October 01, 2010 2:30 

Te= Iruka, Iheoma U 
Subje¢t~ Caucus 

Hi. Let’s chat soon... 

debbg 

Go Heels, 

D&o~ah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~E Science Depc 

Spo~E AdmJMsrxaLion FaculV e 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and InEe~nship 

Co’eye Spo~E Research InsdmEe 

Ca~oWm Spo~Es Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (L~&~hip H 
315 ~&:oo~en CE# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

"Some people are born on Nird base and 
(S. &,v~lzed 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2010 11:22 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttello 

Dr.S~oman, 

Thanks for your note. Life is progressing well. I am enjoying a 
little down time in my internship and begilming the process of 
stu@ing for the GRE and evaluating grad schools/looking for potential 
jobs (it was nice to be able to not think about it for a couple of 
months). An?’ ideas? 

I was also wondering if you would be willing to write a couple of 
letters or recommendation for me? 

How is evewthing going with you so far this school year? Did you 
enjoy your experience as a guest coach at the LSU game a couple weeks 
ago? 

On Sun, Sep 26, 2010 at 3:44 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi      I’m checking in to see how life is progressing for you :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tittimy Beuzelin <bliffaJ~y@ubl~.com> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 1:25 PM 

theclutQa) uuc.edu 

UniversityLyl~ waJ~k~ to t~ature your UNC Organization! 

Hey there, 

My name is Tiffany and I am a part of the College Relations Team at UniversityLyfe - an interactive online publication that connects students to their school’s student 
organizations! 

We are launching it FREE to groups such as yours this fall. UniversityLyfe allows you to not only feature your membership to the rest of the student body, but to new students 
and businesses in your area. This could assist your organization in many ways. It takes only a few minutes to create an Organization Page, which helps members within your 
organization collaborate and interact with each other. 

UniversityLyfe also provides a number of other free services such as Live, a free photography service exclusively for registered student organizations. 

I am the University of North Carolina Account Manager and I am available Monday - Friday 10 AM - 6 PM EST to assist you in creating your organization’s page and using 
UniversityLyfe. If you have any questions or would like a demo, please feel free to give me a call. I look forward to working with you in the future and helping your organization 
grow! 

Best Regards, 

Tiffany Beuzelin 

Era: btiffany@uLyfe.com 

Ph: 954-604-6323 

You can contact the College Relations Team at (877) 380 - 8511 xl 

Monday - Friday (:iO AM - 6 PM EST) 

Or Email us: Go@uL¥fe.¢om 

FAX us: 954-968-2966 

PROPRIETARY DISCLAIMER & CONFIDENTIALITY 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed furthermore all 

information herein, including files attached hereto, is private, and is the property of the sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Che~l.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 12:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Additional Infonna’6 on 

Hi Deborah 
I kno~v you’ll be working on the proposal but in the interim please provide me your Bio, a short list of clients and an?’ references you may have handy. Getting these tomorrow would help me 
be better positioned to review your proposal 
Tlmx so much 

Che~l 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A ~sagula@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 1:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you from Coach Joe 

Dr. StromatL 

Wow, what a wonderful book. I am so thanld’ul of your kind gesture. I am a big i:ai of so many inspirational books 

and of John Maxwell. I had not seen this paxticular reader, it is awesome, and even more significant l~omng it is one of your favorites as well. 

I have already used it last night before the match when we went to Wake Forest as I read about "attitude influencing others" for October 6.. perfect 

the team played with "passion" last night m~d it was contagious l]’om the leaders to the rest of the team. The veteran leaders 

the way. Thanks ,so much for your genemsib.~ and for being a part of the UNC volleybaJl family. You are always welcome - anytime. 

We roll keep working on going tbr the "O" through out the season. It ce(tainly makes it a lot more thn. 

have a wonderful weekend, fl~ank you again 

GO ttEELS! 

JS 

C..@@:~" e~,>.c,,~!" carolinavolleyballcamps~, yahoo.corn 
~. CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL. COM 
OFFiC/AL i,.~i,,.’-~!~:~S/X,.’-~! oi #,,’~.: ?/if i-: .,"fb.."~!L 3. www.tarheelblue.com 

) really led 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 3:07 PM 

’Cheryl Kern’ <Cheryl.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Stroman, DeIx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Addilional hffonnatiou 

Debordti Stroman 2010 Bio.pdf; Stroman 2010 Golf Bio.pdf 

Hi Cheryl. ’]’hanks for the follow up. (See two attachments) 

References: 

Let me know if you need anything else.. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"How much pain theyhave cost us, the evils which have never happened" (T. 
Je~rson) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cheryl Kern [rrxailto:CheryhKem(d~,,ipaper.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 12:30 PM 

To: ’dstr oman@el~xail.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Additional Information 

Hi Deborah 
I know you’ll be working on the proposal but in the interim please provide 
me your Bio, a short list of clients and any references you may have handy. 
Getting these tomorrow would help me be better positioned to review your 
proposal. 
Tlmx so nmch 
Cheryl 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

dstro(8~unc.edu 

debby@soulfu lgolf.com 

919.843.0336 

Dr. Debby Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. Dr. Stroman is a faculty 

member of the Sport Administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport 

Science at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. Her teaching focus is the theory and 

practical application of economics and finances, sport administration, leadership, and the 

marketing of sport. Her research interests are leadership, entrepreneurship, and social issues of 

sport. Additional university responsibilities include chairperson of the Black Faculty and Staff 

Caucus, faculty advisor to the Carolina Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda (honors 

leadership society); director of the undergraduate sport administration internship program; and 

departmental academic advisor. 

Prior to her appointment at UNC, Dr. Stroman successfully owned and managed sport 
marketing, financial consulting, and nutritional supplement companies. She is the 2006 recipient 
of the state of Maryland’s Top Minority Business Enterprise Award, xvhich recognizes 
entrepreneurial success in business development, professional affiliation, client satisfaction, and 
community involvement. She also has experience as a grant writer, philanthropic development 
officer, and fundraiser for non-profit organizations. Dr. Stroman continues to accent her 
theoretical effort with practical application. Outside of her academic responsibilities, she remains 
an entrepreneur. Through her company, I~ASEKrM (Life After Sports ~vith Effective Results), she 
counsels former college and professional athletes to successfully transition from their sports 
career. Her desire to move her "avocation to a vocation" prompted the founding in 2001 of 
Soulful Golf, Inc., a non-profit sports marketing and event planning company purposed to 
increase the number of women and minorities in the game of golf. She offers customized 
business-golf workshops for managers and leaders across the count~/, plans distinctive golf 
outings, and consults with corporations regarding issues of inclusion and leadership. 

Professional Affiliations -Association for Women Faculty and Professionals, CoachVille, 
National Academic Advising Association, Academy of Management, North American Society for 
Sport Management, Black Coaches Association, Society- of Financial Services Professionals, Zeta 
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., Women’s Basketball Coaches Association, National Association of 
Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators, and Greenleaf Center for Servant I,eadership. 

Education- University of Virginia (B.S.), University of North Carolina (M.A. - Sport 
Administration), and Capella University (Ph.D. - Business Organization and Management) 

As a former basketball player at Virginia, she continues to stay active by playing basketball and 
goK, core training, and biking. Her other hobbies include reading, discussing politics and 
behavioral economics, and traveling. 



Deborah L. Stroman~ Ph.D. CLU~ LUTCF~ PDO 

Stroman Athletic & Asset Management Company (SAAM) 
Soulful Golf, Inc. 

888.668.8403 debby(&soulfulgolf.com 

t3ased on an extensive knowledge of the golf indus#y and sports" marketing as’ well as a proven expertise in 

business golf workshops, and planning and managing go,events, SAA~[ would serve as a strategic advisor 

to your organization. SAAM would provide consu#ing services, proven tools" and templates to help you 

achieve your objectives. Tools and templates include, but are not #mired to, event budget, time#ne (week by 

week), sponsorship package design template, marketing concepts, sample sponsorship letters and scripts, 
and Soul.ihl Golf Inc. ~" extensive marketing system. 

Entrepreneur Co-Founder: Soulful Golf, Inc. (Coordinated and administered over 75 golf- 
related clinics, leadership academies, and tournaments); Highlights: 

Capital Jazz Enterprises (SuperCruise) Golf and sports director 
Adalius Thomas Charity Golf Tournament (former NFL all-pro) 
Leadership Cup Unique golf tournament to showcase the six prominent 
Maryland Leadership Programs 
City of Balfimore Youth Golf Program First ever comprehensive golf instruction 
curriculum to serve low-income students 
Cheyney (University) Foundation Charity Golf Tournament First national event 
connecting alumni, friends, and corporate supporters 
Municipal Employees Credit Union (MECU) Leadership Academy Distinct 
executive retreat combining leadership topics, golf instruction, and motivational 
topics 
Morgan State University Entrepreneurial Leadership Golf Academy Specialized 
golf outing focused on leadership sldlls and using golf as a business tool for 
entrepreneurs 
Black Women’s BAR Association of Suburban Maryland Customized golf specialty 
clinic for members and friends 
Howard University ~ Customized golf specialty clinic for MBA students and Bank of 
America associates 
Leadership Academies Customized workshops that blend the game of golf 
(physical and mental instruction) with the necessary business tools of success. 
Purposed to foster managerial team work, promote golf as a business necessity, and 
address specific work-related challenges. (Administered to corporate leadership 
teams, non-profit boards, and small businesses) 

Golf Workshop Topics (partial listing for community organizations, academia, and corporate 
management team s) 

,Leadership on the Links" 
"Business Golf Strategies" 
"Strokes for Success" 
"Personality, Profitability & Putts" 
"Maximizing TEAM through Golf" 

Financial Empowerment Leader - New I~’salmist Bapfist Church (Baltimore) Coordinated 
church-wide financial empowerment and ownership conference (~ 500 participants) 



Consultant - The Athletic Group (TAG) Women’s Basketball Coordinator; Entrepreneurial 
Development Assistance Center at Morgan State University (EDAC); Greater Baltimore Women’s 
Basketball Education Coalition; The Green Magazine; Hobbit’s Glen Golf Club; UNC Department 
of Athletics Finley Golf Course; UNC Department of Athletics Women’s Basketball 

Marketer/Event Logisfics Proficiency 

Designed markefing strategy for faith-based and African American target markets 
(Prudential Insurance, MetLife Financial, and GE Financial) 
UNC Department of Athletics Smith Center Security Coordinator for men’s 
basketball games 
UVA Women’s Basketball Alumni Coordinator 
U.S. Olympic Festival Site Coordinator at UNC 
National Coordinator for the N.C.A.A. Volunteers For Youth Program 
Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) Athletic Leadership Symposium 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Sport Administration Conference 

$ports Pa_~’pation and Wellness 

Distributor and Team Leader, Isagenix International Natural nutrition program to maximize 
fitness performance and reduce stubborn weight 
Former UVA Basketball Player and Team Captain 

Former [JNC Graduate Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach 
Golf Instructor United States Golf Teachers Federation 

Involvement 

Governor’s Citation Top 100 Minority Business Enterprise Award (2006) 

Advisory Boards - The Walter N. Ridley Scholarship Fund (UVA); National Committee on 
University Resources (UVA Capital Campaign) 

Founder E. Marie Stroman Foundation 
Memberships: Academy of Management; Zeta Phi Beta. Sorority, Inc.; North American Society for 
Sport Management; Black Coaches Association; Women’s Basketball Coaches Association 
Founder, L.A.S.E.R. Customized Leadership development and transition planning programs for 
athletes; workshop presenter 
Professor Sport Business Administration Financial Management, Leadership, Sport Marketing, 
Social Issues 
Writer Numerous business and golf publications (national and local) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

BS 
2vIA 
CLU 
Ph.D. 

University of Virginia 1982 
University of North Carolina. (Sport Administration) 1986 
American College (Financial Advisor) 1995 
Capella University (Organization and Management/Business: Leadership Specialization) 

2007 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 3:41 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Membership to CBC 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: cbcintb@unc.edu, oj mcghee@unc.edu 

Date: October 6, 2010 9:31:03 AM EDT 

To: cbcinib~b~unc.edu, qi mcghee@nnc.edu 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results from iblm: 

Dept school: 

Mail Address: 

Office Phone: 

Email: 
Validate Email: 

whats to gain: 

RadioGroupl : $25 

Submit Check: Next 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler,unc,edu;~ 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting Request 

Hello Dr. Stroma~ 

This is from your EXSS class, I was wondering if you had any time after th: class to meet with me. It would give me an opportunity to talk 

[:0 you ~lbot~L Lhe career ] z~m ~:rying b:) ~ur~ue, a[~(~ ~ wou~d ap~rec~lte a~ny af~[~ a~[ a(~vice you baize, [ too~ Lhe [.SAT this weekend, and ~r~ crossing my fingers o[~ that, 

~ hope to work for 

sending you so much ii~formation, but that is a little background about my career goals. Tl~ank you, ai~d I hope we can meet up sometime. Have a great week. 

From: Dr. Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, " 2:46 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Jeopardy: EXSS 

Hi guys. Thanks for your leadership aJ~d control dnring today’s review. :) Artached find my Jeopardy notes -- for YOUR eyes ONLY. 

Let Ine know if you have a~y questions. 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Dr. StromaJ~ 

I have an exam Monday night this week and am supposed to fly down to Atlanta Ytaesday and come back Wednesday. What abotat next week? 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:19 PM 
To= 
Subject~ RE: Meeting Dr. S~roman 

Hi       ConU~ts on your                 acceptance~ 

~ w[l~ have mt~ch more time on the :].gt h or 20th. Are you avai[aMe on one of those afternoons? 
Tha]lks and have a super weekend. 

9~q 8~3 033,~ 

"How much paM they have cost us, the evils which h~ve never happened" (T, Jefferson) 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: vnday, 11:04 AM 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject~ Hooting Dr. Stroman 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am the player that was introduced to you before the LSU football ~ame. I am a risin~ senior in the business school and am also 

a I remember you sayin8 that we should have a tall< soon and I was just tryin8 to follow up. My schedule 

is the most flexible on Mondays and Fridays and possibly on Wednesdays. I look forward to your reply and hopefully our conversation. Feel free to contact me by 

phone or email and I hope this finds you in 8rent spirits. 

Sincerely, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email:           @kenan-flagler.unc.edu (:ell 



About the Event 

Now in its 12th year, Linkage’s Summit on Leading Diversity is the nation’s 

premiere diversity event and plays an integral role in creating and sustaining 

inclusive work environments that enable organizations to operate more effectively in 

a global marketplace. Linkage prides itself on the quality and depth of the program 
and remains committed to showcasing a collection of the most vital tools, strategies, 

and best practices available in the diversity field. 

2011 Summit Mission 

On the Coral Reel diversity is key to the reef’s ability to survive and thrive. 

Diversity is essential for life - life on the coral reef, the health of a financial portfolio, 

the vibrancy of our communities and any organization’s ability to remain relevant. 

Furthermore, the intrinsic benefits of diversity are apparent everywhere - so why as 

diversity practitioners are we constantly challenged with rebuilding the business 

case and benefitting from existing diversity? 

Like the coral reef, the life of a business is closely linked to its ability to sustain 

diversity and create an environment where synergies can occur. 

Our 2011 Summit theme is Diversity as the key to sustainability: enabling 

organizations, people and communities to thrive. This year’s program will provide 

the tools necessary to embrace diverse perspectives in order to maintain sustainable 

businesses and communities. 



2011 Learning Tracks: 

Track 1 

Track 2 

Track 3 

Track 4 

Track 5 

Track 6 

Track 7 

Track 8 

Diversity 101: Getting back to basics 

Diversity 201: Taking your Diversity Strategy to the Next Level 

Diversity 301: Advanced Diversity Strategies for Actualizing Business 

Success 

Cultural Competence: Exploring Specific Dimensions of Diversity 

Global Diversity: Current Trends in the Global Economy 

I’m a Diversity Champion: Strategies for Extending your Leadership 

Clout (for Line Leaders) 

Leadership Skills to Leverage Diversity as the key to Sustainability (for 

Line Leaders) 

Leadership Development Skills for High Potentials: Investing in the 

Success of Underrepresented Employee Groups 

Why Attend 

Linkage’s Summit on Leading Diversity has a long-standing reputation as the nation’s 

premier diversity event because participants experience a winning combination of 

inspiration and renewal at a high level in the keynote room with the practical, 

business-focused tools and strategies delivered with workshops and breakouts. It is 

the most comprehensive Diversity and Inclusion learning experience available. 

Attendees benefit from: 
¯ Skill development workshops 
¯ World-class, inspirational keynotes 

,, Best practice sharing 

Peer networking 

Why Register to Attend Now? 

Linkage’s 12th Annual Summit on Leading Diversity has limited seating and a limited 

amount of reserved hotel rooms and has been filled to capacity year after year. It is 

important to reserve your Summit seat as soon as possible and take advantage of our 

early bird registration rates to decrease costs for your organizations and make your 
plans to attend run smoothlv. 



Life Changing Keynotes--inspirational leaders will share their knowledge and 

experiences providing opportunities for deep personal growth and reflection. 

2011 Keynotes (partial list): 

Glenda Hatchett, formerly the highest-ranking African-American women at 

Delta Airlines, Georgia’s first African-American Chief Presiding Judge of a 

state court, author of two national best-sellers, "Say What You Mean, Mean 

What You Say," and "Dare to Take Charge"; Board Member Gap, Inc., the 

Atlanta Falcons and the Boys and Girls Clubs of America 

Malik Yoba, actor, musician, and philanthropist who will deliver an 

interactive inspiring keynote that combines speech, music, and character role 

play 

In addition, Linkage Summit participants benefit from the unique learning 
experience we have created for the past eight years including: 

1.) Learning teams - peer working groups of 15-20 aid in the facilitation and 

integration of the learning 

2.) A high degree of interactivity - keynote presenters are accessible and 

answer participant questions directly 

3.) Advanced Practitioner’s Think Tank - a highly interactive program for 

advanced diversity practitioners 

4.) Continuous learning and improvement initiative -free monthly webinars 

and our annual Best Practices in Diversity Toolkit 

5.) Summit with in a Summit for Line Leaders and Business Unit Managers - 

content and learning tracks specifically focused on leading diversity from 

the line 

Who Attends 

Linkage’s Summit on Leading Diversity attracts between 700 and 900 participants each 

year. 

Participants include: 

Diversity Practitioners - Chief Diversity Officers, VPs, Directors, and 

Managers 
¯ VP’s, Directors, and Managers of HR 
¯ Corporate Diversity Council Members 

,, Line Managers and Business Unit Leaders 

Diversity Change Management Agents 



Sponsoring The Summit on Leading Diversity 

Benefit from the opportunity to: 

Strengthen your brand as one dedicated to the development, advancement, 

and inclusion of all employees 
¯ Gain visibility with influential, decision-making diversity practitioners 
¯ Align your organization with this world-class event and your brand with 

Diversity & Inclusion 

Two types of sponsorship are available: 

Corporate Sponsorship - The Corporate Sponsorship Program enables 

organizations to promote their corporate brand, showcase a commitment to 

diversity, increase leader visibility, and improve diversity competencies. 

Product & Service Providers - As a diversity product and service provider 

sponsor/exhibitor, you will gain access to key decision makers, generate qualified 

leads, gain recognition as thought leaders, and stay connected with the diversity 

community and its advancements. 

Contact Erica Colonero at ecolonero@linkageinc.com or 781.330.6641 or your sales 

representative for more information on sponsorship of this event. 

Current 2011 Summit Sponsors: 

Premiere Sponsor 
American Express 

Platinum Corporate Sponsors 
McKesson 

Platinum Sponsor 

KJCG 

Gold Sponsor 

Global Novations 

Silver Corporate Sponsors 

Georgia Power 

Sodexo 

UnitedHealth Group 

Silver Sponsor 
InclusionInc 

Media Partners 

Diversity Executive Magazine 
Savoy Professional Magazine 

Insights into Diversity 

L nkage 
WWWolJnkageinc.com!div. 781.402.5555 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 8:31 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pebble Beach 

Hi Deb, 
It was good catching up yesterday at Universi~ Day. I am trying to 
make some plans for my trip to Pebble beach Nov 5-7. We are tlying to 
play three rounds of golf beginning Sat late morning through Sunday 
afternoon. We arrive Fri night - staying at Spanish Bay Inn I give a 
talk early Sat morning, but finished by 9:30am...~ve are ~lannin~ to flv 
out Sunday night (after 8:30pm). 

Any thoughts on what we should tly to do..I’d appreciate your 
input/insight having just been there. You mentioned that I should try 
to connect with your friend out there who might be able to help ~vith the 
golf arrangements. Any help is appreciated. 
Thanks, 
Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz~ PloD, ATC 
Kenan Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-5175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazie@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 12:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

A~mouncement 

Women’s Coat’erence Flyer 2010.j pg; Women Conf 2010.j pg 

Hi Debbie, 
I hope all is well with you in your new rol!! 
I wanted to inform you of the St Paul AME Church 2010 Women’s conference as I am the chair this year. We were very fortunate to have you as a speaker last year and hope 
that you might join us as a guest this year. I also hoped that as president of the Carolina Black Caucus that you could spread this word to the members (if this is appropriate). 
Our Sunday speaker will be the first female AME Bishop (see attached). We also have a number of other activities that should prove to be enriching and enlightening, in 
particular our brunch (see separate flier). Please feel free to disseminate either flier as you see fit... 
Hope to see you at the next function (I cannot make the meetings because it conflicts with another commitment). 
Cheers! 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2752 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 6:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ess.CarolinaSIyorts Business Club.grp: SIyorts Careers Institute - Visit this site at leas~t once a month! 

New Jobs Listed for today, October 14th, inctude positions as a high schoot athtetic director, a middle schoot athtetic director, and 

positions in athletic training, comptiance, sports information, ticket sates, aquatics, and recreation. To view these positions and more, 

dick on the individua[ [inks below or go to our website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com. 

Sports Inti~rmation Director - l Iniversib~ ofWiscousm, Platteville 

Assistaut Director of Athletics Compliaaace - Virginia Tech University 

Assistant/Associate AD [br Academics - University of South Florida 

Associate Sports Iufommtiou Director - Unive~i~ of Miami 

Assistant AD Ibr Ticketing - Coastal Carolina Universi~ 

Assislant Director of Athletics Public Relatious - Southern Methodisi Umversity 

Assistant/Associate Prol?es~r iu Athletic Training - Oklahoma State University 

Aquatics Coordinator - Northern Arizona University 

Coordinator of Outdoor Recreation - Texas State Unive~,~ity, Sm~ Marcos 

League aud Operations Coordinator - Orlando Sport and Social Club 

Gym GeneraJ Mmmger - Golds G2~ (San Antonio) 

Assistant Prol’essor of Sports Medicine - Men:imack College 

A ssociate Sv~rts InIbm~ation Director - l Iniversity of Miami 

tlead Women’s Soccer Coach - Crown College (MN) 

Atlfletic T~mer - Capital High School (Santa Fe, NM) 

Ticket Supervisor - Brown Universib~ 

Athlelic Director - Kimball High School (Dall~s, TX) 

Manager of Youth Hockey Developnrent - Bos~t~n Bmius (NHL) 

Assistant Director of Recreation - l Imversity of North Tex~s 

Athletics Cornpliance Coordinator - College of Coastal Georgia 

Athletic Director - Ke~medy Middle School (AlbuqueNue, NM) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu:, 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 6:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

internships 

IMG Academies IPl General Intern Letter.doc 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University’ of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 W0oHen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Thu, 14 Oct 2010 18:10:07 -0400 
From: Morgan, Taryn <Taryn.Mi)rgan@imgworld.com> 
To: Morgan, Taryn <Taryn.Morgan@imgworld.com> 

Hello, 

We are excited to send you infom~ation on our spring internships at IMG 
Academies in Bradenton, FL. 

We have internships in physical conditioning, nutrition, athletic 
training/sports medicine, business/sports raanagement, and coramtmication. 

Please contact rne xvith any questions and if you could forward this to 
students or post it IagT~d really- appreciate it! 

Best wishes, 
Taryn 

*Taryn Morgan, Ph.D.* Business Manager and Mental Conditioning Consultant 

L’vIG Performance h~stitute 

T: 941 752 2438~C¢ F: 941 752 2547~g¢ taryn.morgan@imgworld.com 

<rnailto :ta15,n. rnor p~an(&irnp~world, cora> 

5500 34th St W gg¢ Bradenton, FL 34210 

IMG Academies Blog <blocked: :blocked: :httc~:/iblo~.im~academies.corr~> for 
news and notes on IMGA athletes and teams 

Register <blocked: :blocked: :https ://register.imgacademies. corn/> for a 
program online.., it’s quick and easy 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) 
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 
an intended recipient of this message, please notify- the sender 
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 
from your computer system Any use, dissemination, distribution, 
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unla,a4"ul 



Applied Sport Sciences Internship 

(Strength Training, Athletic Training, Nutrition, Sport Management, or 

Communication) 

The IMG Performance Institute (IPl) at IMG Academies in Bradenton, Florida, would like to offer internships for students in Sports 

Performance Training (strength and conditioning), nutrition, sports management/sports marketing/media, communication, and/or 

sports medicine/athletic training. We hold internships in the summer (mid-June to mid-August), fall (September - December), and 

spring (January - May). We anticipate approximately 1-4 positions available for qualified students during each time period. 

BASIC DESCRIPTION 

IPl’s objectives are to increase individual performance and educate the athlete. The training methods at the IPI are structured to allow 

the athlete to better express their natural athleticism by comprehensively increasing all areas of individual performance. IMG 

Academies IPI provides sport performance training for the world-renowned Bollettieri Tennis Academy, David Leadbetter Golf 

Academy, IMG Soccer, Baseball, Basketball Academies, the new IMG Lacrosse and Madden Football Academies and the IMG 

Performance Institute (www.imgacademies.com/img-performance-institute). This is an excellent opportunity for students to gain 

hands on experience, particularly in the following areas: 

Initial evaluation (individualized testing), customized programs, periodization training (phases of training to optimize 

maximum potential) 

[] Sport-specific elite and junior training 

[] Speed, flexibility, movement & agility 

[] Strength, power production, prehabilitation, core stability 

[] Energy Systems Development (energy zone training and heart rate based training) 

[] Recovery training (hydrotherapy, myofascial, vibration, flexibility/mobility) 

[] Marketing and business management of the IMG Performance Institute (IPI) at IMG Academies 

[] Supervised training with individual athletes and groups 

[] Sports medicine and athletic training principles 

[] Nutritional analysis and programs 

[] And much more! Pick one program to specialize in but learn about them all! 

APPUCATION MATERIALS 

Please enclose: 

[] Cover letter (Please indKate which in ternship you ore applying for as Zhey 0~ each seporo~e) 

Q Resume/vitae (Please indic~t~ al/languages you spe~k) 

Q Persona~ statement that ~ncludes: 

¯ Personal sport backeround 

¯ Specific ~nterests ~ the field 

¯ Experience w~th the sports we offer here at the academy (tennis, 8o~f, soccer, baseball and basketball} 

¯ Past experiences that have helped them prepare for this ~#ternship 

¯ Expectations of tMs ~nternsh~p 

¯ Future goals ~n the field 

~ Minimum of 3 reference ~etters {you may send these separately but they should arrive by the application deadline) 

DEADLINE 

The deadline to submit application materials is March 15th for Summer, July Ist for Fall, and November ist for Spring. 

There are both housing and non-housing positions. Housing includes 3 meals/day. Non-housing includes lunch. Students will be 

responsible for all other expenses. Students must receive college credit (as much as their university allows) to be eligible. Each 

student will work approximately 45-55 hours per week with some weekend work. If you have any questions about our services and/or 

internship programs, please do not hesitate to e-mail me at taryn.morgan@imgworld.com. Alternatively you can also call me at 941- 

752-2438. 

Respectfully, 

Taryn Morgan, Ph.D. 

Business Manager 

IMG Performance Institute-IPI Please Mail to me at: 

IMG Academies Performance Institute 

Attention: Taryn Morgan 

SS00 34th Street West 

Bradenton, FL 34210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 7:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Announcement 

Thanks{ 
Ill keep my eyes and ears open for the next CBC social... 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Ftazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Orthodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 24, 2020 5:39 PM 
To= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject= RE: Announcement 

Hi Sylvia, Great speakers! Thanks for remembering me. Life 

~ w@ pass the word out., 

debby 

DS~.x’ah S:rom~n, P]~ JA, CL: : 

919 84,3 0336 

http:i /www.unc.edu /’ depts// exe~cise /’sport administration 

"How much p~in Ney have cost us, Ne evils which have never h~ppened." (K Jefferson) 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylvia~raz~er@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent= Thursday, October ~4, 20~0 ~2:07 PH 
T~= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Announcement 

Hi Debbie, 
I hope all ~s well with you in your new role[ 
I wanted to inform you of the St Paul AME Church 2010 Women’s conference as I am the chair this year. We were veN fortunate to have you as a speaker last year and hope 
that you might join us as a guest this year. I also hoped that as president of the Carolina Black Caucus that you could spread this word to the membem 0f this is appropriate). 
Our Sunday speaker will be the flint female AME Bishop (see attached). We also have a number of other activities that should prove to be enriching and enlightening, in 
pa~icular our brunch (see separate flier). Please feel free to disseminate either flier as you see fit... 
Hope to see you at the next function (I cannot make the meetings because it conflicts with another commitment). 
Chee~[ 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
UNversity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel 
Depadment of Odhodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Dr. Stromm~ 

Dr. Stroman, I have meetings for        at 2::].0 and practice is directly after that~ On Wednesday, I am available from 9:45 -:1.:l::15 and $--2. We have an away game 

this week so 1 will probably have meetings earl}, Friday until we have to fly down to Miami. Next Monday, I see no conflicts and will be free all day minus my class 

at 8:00 am. The same t~rne frame wH~ apply for Wednesday of ne>:t wee~ as we~ but f wHi probably be fl’ee on Frk~ay until 2:30 for meel:k~gs before we go to the 

hotel Friday fl)r the home game vs. WiH~arn & Mary. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dr. Stroman 

Hi       How ia your ~.~chedu[e on Wednesday afl:er 2:007 

http:/!’www.unc.edu ideptsiexercise/isport administration 

"At lea,t we are winnin~ ~e war on the environment" 

From’, ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, - 7:56 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Hooting Dr. Stroman 

~s 10’dock on Monday, ~ good tkne for you? 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,               11:24 AM 

Subject= RE: Meeting Dr. Stroman 

Hi I am available on Monday of next week. Please advise. Thanks[ 

Ga } ieels, 

gzpk)re, g~gagc. Empow,’r. 

http:/ f www,unc.edu/deptsiexerciseisport administration 

"How much pain they have cost ~s, the evils which h~ve never happened." (E Jefferson) 

F~ma ~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 7:14 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Hooting Dr. Stroman 

~ have an exam Monday n~ght th~s week and am supposed to fly down to Atlanta Tuesday and come back Wednesday~ What about next week? 

~= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc.edu] 
$e~t= Friday,               5:~9 PN 

~bject= RE: Meeting Dr. Stroman 

Hi       Congrats on you[                 scceptance~ 

~ wH~ have much more time on the :[gth or 20th~ Are you available on one of those afternoons? 
Thanks and have a super weekend. 

Go } ~eeis. 

L ~eborah ;~{wornan. 

Ezpior,., Engage. 

9i9.843.0336 

http:iiwww.unc,edui~ep~s/exerc~seisport admm~s’~radon 

"How mu@ pain they have cost us, the evils whi@ have never happene4 " (T. Jefferson) 

F~m: ~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 11:04 AH 
To: dstroman@email,unc,edu 
Subje~t: Hooting Dr. Stroman 

Dr. StromaR, 

My name is and I am the that was introduced to you before the LSU football game. I am a rising senior in the business school and am also 

a I remember you saying that we should have a talk soon and I was just trying to follow up. My schedule 

is the most flexible on Mondays and Fridays and possibly on Wednesdays. I look forward to your reply and hopefully our conversation. Feel free to contact me by 

phone or email and I hope this finds you in great spirits. 

Sincerely, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email:,          ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu Cell: 



l?i~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 4:57 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Applicatiou 

Greetings Dr. Stroman, 

This is 

All the best, 

[ I was wondering if there is any- way to check if all my application materials have been received. Hope to hear from you soon. 

"Either love Him or leave Him alone but you can’t do both" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Titt~ny Spragans <tas2j@virginia.edu> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 9:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@u~c.edu> 

Hi Soror 

Hello Ms. Stroman, 

On behalf of the ladies ofTau Theta, I would like k~ thank you for coming down and spending some time with us. We had a great time and it is always good to be able 

to put a face with the name. I hope you had a nice day and can’t wait to see you all again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com > 

Wednesday,               1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Greetings Soror 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Hopefully, this emai~ finds you well. My name is              and I am a graduate student at UNC Chape~ Hill in the Department of Pharmacology. Recently, I saw you at a 
Carolina Club Orientation         , but did not have a chance to introduce myself. Tn addition to being a student at UNC, T am involved in the community, particularly the Eta 
Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter of Chapel Hill, NC, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Tnc. 

We should schedule a time to do lunch or dinner at the Carolina Tnn in the next couple of weeks. Also, T would like to invite you to a chapter meeting if you are not already 
affiliated with a Triangle or Triad Chapter. 

1 look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: This may be a nice place Ibr Black Caucus to have a lil at~ter work mixer. 

Yea the spot looks cool. 1 will have to check it out in the ne×t few weeks. 

Glad to hear it all worked out._ Gotta handle things that way sometimes. 

I am up h;~:e every night.. ~f ~t i~;n"t that I am working, it ~s that I am stres~&tg and [eelk~g guilty ~:hat I am not.., 

f have to finish this doctoral work soon, 5;,:~ f can bring 5;ome peace and balance to my ~ife, 

Chat soon 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: This may be a nice place for Black Caucus to have a Ill after work mixer. 

Yes, I have been receiving these emails too. Looks like the marketing is strong t:or Lhem. Hopefully, Lhe drink/food ~s a~so a w~nner. Thanks. 

The blip was just that..J processed, vented and moved on. Thanks fo~’ YOUR suppo~’L and response. What we~e you do~ng up so 

Hugs, 

L)e~)orah ;:3t~oman. Ph D,, (2I 

Expior,,, Eng;~g~-. 

9 i").t~43.0336 

hl:t:p:/’/’www,ur]c:,e~u/~(]epts// exercJse/~sport a~JrnmJstrat[on 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~:30 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
SubjeCt= This may be a nice place for Black Caucus to have a lil after work mixer. 

Hope you are hav~n~ ~ better d~v. 

From: Annette Girman [mailto:www.info@studio91finearLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:15 PM 
To~ ~unc.edu 
Subject: Studio 91 Weekly Specials 



Print this out...Stick it to the fridge, bulletin 

board, mirror 

You will always know what’s going on at 

Studio 91!! 

Mondays - Hail Price Glass of Wine 5 - 9:30pro 

Select wines by the glass are hail Price 

Tuesdays - 3oz Tastings of 4 boutique wines for $I 5 

Wednesdays - ’Dames Night Out’ A Complimentary Gourmet 

Chocolate Truffl.e for all ladies AND iL~v.::. ::4:i.:.~..i~:: ~i:i. 

Thursdays - ’F[isht Night’ - a Fh~ht is a tastin8 of 3 wines....a 3 

oz pour...You choose the w~nes you’d hke to t~ from 

a hst of reds ~ whites 

Fridays - "Create Your ~,n Plate" 5 - 7pm And L ~:~:.:~:~ 

No, th~s is not ceramics crass!! You choose 3 items 

from our menu of gourmet foods accompanied with fresh 

bread $10 with the purchase of 2 glasses of wine...Perfect for 

a htt[e tapas before d~nner ~ for Date Night 

Studio 91 Fine Art Ga[tery & Wine Lounge 

1201 Ral.eigh Road, Chapel. Hi[[, NC 27517 

Gl.en l.ennox Shopping Center 

www.studio91finearLcom 

919-933-3700 

This message was sent from Annette Girman to rac@unc.edu, It was sent from: Studio 91 Fine Art Gallery 1201 Raleigh Road Suite H Chapel Hill NC      I :i ¯                 I 

27517. 
Y ....... dify/update y ..... bscription via the link below.                             I~: ~Cr~lect-T~lt I 

E~rqanage your subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gross, Sharon (MOC) <SGROSS@gannett,com> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 4:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: First Lady 

Thot@~t you might e~joy if you had not see~ this, 

WOW, How many first ladies can do this!!!!!!! 

Love this sistergirl!! Would any other First Lady have chanced it? 
First lady looldng GOOOD, she’s ready for some football, 

.~.iI cid:X MA 1 1284855974@a ol.com 

That’s NYL Cnmmissioner .,Roger Gondel] and :[brmer NYL Coach of the Year, Tnny Dungy in tlle background 

~:: cid:X.MA2.1284855974 @aol.com 



"~iii cid:X.MA3.1284855974 @aol .... 

.~’~iI cid:X MA4 1284855974 @ a ol .... 

~KII cid:X.MA5.1284855974 @aol.com 



"~iii cid:X.MA6.1284855974 @aol .... 

:KII cid:X.MA7.1284855974 @aol.com 

.~i cid:X MA8 1284855974 @aol.com 



"~iii cid:X.MA9.1284855974 @aol .... 

]~’(i cid:X MA 10.1284855974@aoL corn 

.~i cid:X MA 11.1284855974@aoL corn 



"~iii cid:X.MA 12.1284855974eaol com 

.~i cid:X MA 13.1284855974@aol.com 

:KII cid:X.MA 14.1284855974@aol.com 



"~iii cid:X.MA 15.1284855974@aol com 

.~i cid:X MA 16.1284855974@aol.com 

~iii cid:X.MA 17.1284855974@aol.com 



.~iI cid:X MA 18.1284855974@aol .... 

i [:+:; :: cid:X.MA 19.1284855974@a ol corn 

DID YOU MISS [ HIS ON (’INN, DATE LINE, FOX N EWS ....... 50b PROBABLY DID BECAUSE THEY DID NOT 
SHOW IT!!!!!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 6:01 PM 

Angelette Cheek <angelette.cheek@lhcilities.unc.edu.q ’Chris Faith’ < @graail.com>; Watkins, Debra 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Sta~mm~, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; Herb Richmond <Herb.Richmond@facilities.unc.edu>; 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj racghee@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu.~ 

FW: Gazette 10.14- THANKS! 

http:/iwww.unc.edu ideptsiexercise/isport administration 

F~m: Pa~ Cou~ri~ht [mailM:pa~_cou~ri~ht@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2010 3:51 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Gaze~e 10.14 - 
Hi Debby, 

I’m so glad you’ve gotten a positive response. The best way to get the photo (and any of the others you might want) is to download it from the multimedia library: 

http:!/:152.2.:194.2inetpub/server.np?quick[ind. You’ll see the one we used plus several others Dan Sears took that day. You’re welcome to download any of them. 

Just click on the photo(s) you’re interested in and follow the prompts. 

Any photo Dan takes for the Gazette or News Services goes into the library, and they’re available for downloading. Just use the search box to find what you need. 

Good luck. 

Patty 

On 10/20/10 3:06 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Patty. Thanks for the picture. The response has been great. May I get additional copies (5) to send to our guests? 

Kudos! 

debb¥ 

Go t {eels, 

Dd~orah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dq)c 

Spot, Administration Facuh), e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spo~t Research {nsrimte 

Carolina Spor~s Business Chub 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

315 \~,;oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

"Some people are born on third bose ond go through life thinking they hit a triple." 
(B. 5witzer) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com > 

Thursday,               8:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Greetings Soror 

Thanksgiving_Nomination_Form_Zeta.doc 

Dear Soror Stoman, 

Thank you for responding to my email and inviting me to the next CBC meeting. I will do my best to attend. 

My schedule is flexible on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. I’m usually on campus until 5pm. We can make arrangements to have afternoon tea or lunch at the Carolina 
Club. 

I look forward to meeting you again. Have a safe trip and a wonderful day. 

PS If you would like to nominate a family for a Thanksgiving Day meal, please complete the attached form. Also, you can share this form with others that may know a family 
that my benefit. 

Sisterly, 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
To:       @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Greetings Soror 

Date: Wed,           15:00:19 -0400 

Hi Thanks for your note~ I also thought about catching you at the Orientation --- but life happened~ 

I wH~ be headed out of town soon and w~H be available after November 4.th. ~ ~nvite you to come join the Carolina B~ack Caucus too. It’s a great way to connect w~th 

more B~acks (faculty and staff} on campus. 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Our nexL meeting is November 3rd at 1I:30 a.rn. (Un~on 3206). 

Let me know your ava~]aM]~ty. I teach Tuesdays and Thursdays at :[2:30 

Dove love, 

919 8~3.0336 

htcp~//’~wamc.ed,~/dq)t’~,/excvci’~e/spo*~ administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the environment." 

F~m: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:0~ PH 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
$ubje¢t= Greetings Soror 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Hopefully, this email finds you well. My name is             and I am a graduate student at UNC Chapel Hill in the Department of Pharmacology. Recently, I saw you at a 
Carolina Club Orientation.        , but did not have a chance to introduce myself. In addition to being a student at UNC, I am involved in the community, particularly the Eta 
Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter of Chapel Hill, NC, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

We should schedule a time to do lunch or dinner at the Carolina Inn in the next couple of weeks. Also, I would like to invite you to a chapter meeting if you are not already 
affiliated with a Triangle or Triad Chapter. 

I look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
Eta Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter 

PO Box 4804Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Thanksgiving Day Dinner Nomination Form 

Name (First and Last): 

Number of family members: 

Address 

Street 

Phone Number 

Email: 

City State 

(HOME) 

Zip Code 

(MOBILE) 

In what capacity do you know the family nominated? 

How long have you known the family? 

Recommender: Date: 

Deadline for Submission is November 5. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <~,lvia frazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, October 21, 2010 1:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Announcement 

Hi again! 
I lhink the1 I should still be on the lisl serve for the Carolina Black Caucus, b~at I arn not rea~y sure. ~ am curious about 1Ms because ~ want to know when you send the flier(s) 
out to the members. ~ probaMy d~dn’t rea~y specify before, but I was hoping ~hat you might be able to announce ~h~s v~a e~ma~ so we can ~et ~he community know about those 
ac~ivit~ea an~ ~ncrease participation Let me know ~ tMs is not k~o ~mpos~ng a requeat... 
Thanks~ 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of O~hodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 5:39 PM 

To: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject: RE: Announcement 

Hi Sylvia. Great speakers! Thanks for remembering roe. Life is hectic but 1 am trying to pace myself and not take work home. @ 

~ w~l~ ~ass ~:he word out., 

Be Messed~ 

debby 

Explore. J:.~gage. Empow~:r. 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T. Jefferson) 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mail~:sylvia~razier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent~ Thursday, October ~4, 20~0 ~2:07 PH 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Announcement 

Hi Debbie, 
I hope all is well with you in your new role~ 
I wanted to inform you of the St Paul AME Church 2010 Women’s conference as I am the chair this year. We were ve~ fo~unate to have you as a speaker last year and hope 
that you might join us as a guest this year. I also hoped that as president of the Carolina Black Caucus that you could spread this word to the membe~ (ff this is appropriate). 
Our Sunday speaker will be the first female AME Bishop (see attached). We also have a number of other activities that should prove to be enriching and enlightening, in 
pa~icular our brunch (see separate flier). Please feel free to disseminate e~ther ~er as you see fiE. 
Hope to see you at the next function (I cannot make the meetings because it conflicts with another commitment). 
Cheem~ 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel H~II 
Depa~ment of O~hodontics 

7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia A <sylvia frazier@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, October 21, 2010 1:57 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Announcement 

I did not.. 

Is there a form online? I don’t recall being sent an application. But I planned on ioining_, 

SAFB 

Sylvia A. Frazier--Bowers DDS, PhD 

7450 Br~uer 

Department of Orthodontics 

S(:hooi of Dentbtry 

(:h~pel Hiil, NC. 27599 
(9~9) 986-2762 

~= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
8eBt~ Thursday, October 2~, 20~0 ~:BB PM 
To~ Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
S~jeCt~ RE: Announcement 

Hi Syb~a, D~d you ~H~y your dues for thb year? We have an updated membership ~ist: and I dk~n"t see your name. 

d e b b V 

919 84.3 0336 

http:/’/www.unc,edu/’depts/exerciseisport aSministration 

"At least we ~re winning Ne w~r on the environment." 

F~m~ FraziePBowers, Sylvia [mailto:sylviaJrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent= Thursday, October 2~, 20~0 ~:03 PH 
T~= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Su~je~t~ RE: Announcement 
Hi 
I th~nk [h~t I shouM s[ill be on the ~st sense for the Carolina Black Cmmus, b~t ~ ~m not reN~y sure. ~ am cudous abou[ th~s bec~us~ ~ w~nt [o know when you sen~ the 
e@ to ~he members. ~ pFobaMy ~k~n’~ rea~y specFy be[i~Fe, b@ I was ho~Jng [hat you might be able to announce [hk; v~a e-rnN~ se we can RJ: [he commumty knew abe@ these 
activities and increase pmticipafiom Let me know ~f th~s is not ~oo ~mpos~ng a request._ 

Thanks~ 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
UniveBity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depadment of Odhodontics 
7450 Bmuer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October :[4, 20:~0 5:39 PM 
To: Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia 
Subject: RE: Announcement 

Hi Sylvia. Great speakers! Thanks for remembering me. Life is hectic but 1 am trying to pace mvself and not take work home. 

~ w~l~ pass the word out,, 

Be Messed~ 

debby 

DeboraJ:t Str,)man, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9 ~9.863.0336 

http:/ /www,unc.edu/ deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"How much pain they have cost ~s, the evils which h~ve never happened." (K JeffersoN 

F~m= Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia [mail~:sylviajrazier@DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent~ Thursday, October ~, 20~0 ~2:07 PH 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Announcement 

Hi Debbie, 
I hope all is well with you in your new role~ 
I wanted to inform you of the St Paul AME Church 2010 Women’s conference as I am the chair this year. We were very fortunate to have you as a speaker last year and hope 
that you might join us as a guest this year. I also hoped that as president of the Carolina Black Caucus that you could spread this word to the membeB (if this is appropriate). 
Our Sunday speaker will be the first female AME Bishop (see attached). We also have a number of other activities that should prove to be enriching and enlightening, in 
pa~icular our brunch (see separate flie0. Please feel free to disseminate either flier as you see fiE. 
Hope to see you at the next function (I cannot make the meetings because it conflicts with another commitment). 
CheeB~ 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of OHhodontics 
7450 Brauer Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 



(919) 966-2762 



Stroman Personal Statement 

All good teachers seek to improve. It is with this spirit that I continue to refine my craft. I am in 

my fourth year as a professor here at UNC. My ranking is a Lecturer/Academic Advisor in one 

of the largest majors departments: Exercise and Sport Science department. I teach in the Sport 

Business Admini stration specialization. (My courses include Leadership, Economics and 

Finance of Sport, Introduction to Sport Administration, and Sport Marketing.) I came to 

academia "late in life" as my previous career was in the business world. I embrace technology in 

the classroom and seek to give my students real world experiences. My teaching philosophy is 

based on the multiple pedagogical approaches of"explore, engage, and empower"; however, this 

effort is void without a connection back to the community in which we reside. It is my ongoing 

hope and determination that my efforts continue to inspire and develop strong leaders who are 

enthusiastic and most willingly to engage in community service. There is no greater service I can 

provide to academia than to motivate my students to share their gifts to their particular 

community to make this world a better place in which to live. I have a strong desire to participate 

in this conference to share and learn with other like-minded persons in this unique environment. 

Thank you for your consideration. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, October 22, 2010 12:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

photos from Oct. 14 G~ette 

Hi Debby, 

Apparently, the link I sent you yesterday for the photos Dan shot at the 
reunion doesn’t work. Dan said the best thing is to go to the multimedia 
library, http://152.2.194.2/res/sites/Luminositv/, and put "caucus" in 
the search box That should pull up all the photos he shot that day You 
can click on the photo(s) you want and do~vnload them that way Sorry for 
an?, confusion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overton, Jackie <overton@psafe~.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 25, 2010 1:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Habitat tbr Humani~ building bli~ 

Debby, 

’][’he Employee Forum, Faculty Council and Student Government have undertaken a Build a Block project where we are building 10 homes for 10 UNC staff fmnilies in 

10 months. We are having a building blitz that roll be covered by the local media (to draw attention to this project) on Saturday November 6th from 12-4:30. I would 

love to have the CBC join in this venture to help out our nee@ employees. Let me know what you think. 

Jackie O. 

Professional Development Manager 
Employee Forum Chair 

CB# 1600 Public Sat~ty B~dlding 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-1600 

(919) 962- 5029 phone/voicemail 

(919) 962-2572 fax 
~lhe straightest path to our greatest potential is straight through our greatest fear. 

N~ver make someone apriority in your life when they have ordy made you an option in theirs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 25, 2010 4:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 322 - Oct. 28th 

mbeale.vcf 

Debby, 

I’ve had something come up at work that is going to keep me from speaking with your class on Thursday. Is 
there any way we can reschedule for the following week? I apologize for the last minute notice and promise it 
will not happen again. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

On 10/22/2010 9:53 AM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks again Michael for speaking to my class. I will be out of town and my class has been 
informed of your visit. © 

Note: 12:30 p.m. in Woollen 304 and it is a smart room. If you get stuck with any technology, ask 

the students. They are good and have bailed us out many times. @ 

As mentioned, please share with them your background (undergrad and grad experience), career 
options and your role as a sport marketer. What exactly do you do in your job? If you had to start 
over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? UNCAA- Explain the Blue 
Zone and the relationship with Learfield. $obba came to speak and it would be helpful to hear 
your perspective of the relationship and why it makes sense. Many in the class "know of you" as I 
polled them. © 

Feel free to stay as long as you would like. They know they are to use the extra time to work on 

their sport marketing projects. 

I will be available by email next week. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



9 I9.843.0336 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport_administration 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a 
triple." 
(B. SwitzeO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Manatha Yotmg <myoung@spo~lsbusinessjournal.com> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 10:02 AM 

SportsBusiness Journal - Account Information - Please Read 

October 27, 2010 

Dear Sports Business Professional: 

Your subscription to the SportsBusiness Journal recently expired. I’m not sure if you were aware. It would be my pleasure to assist you in 
reinstating your subscription today. 

The renewal rate is $259* this year, but with a credit card payment now, I can offer you the annual subscription TODAY for only $199". This special 

offer is guaranteed for a 1 year term of 49 weeks. 

If you prefer to be invoiced I can bill you at the $259* rate. No additional effort is required. To renew by credit card, simply respond to my email or 
call me directly at 704-973-1415. 
I can also be reached toll-free at 1-800-829-9839 (ext. 1415). 

If we enter your renewal today, you will be scheduled to receive the following" in-depth" reports: 

November 8 - College Basketball 
November 15 - Sports Media 
November 22 - Engagement Marketing 

November 29 - 6th Annual SBJ!SBD Reader Survey 

December 6 - College Sports 
December 13 - 50 Most Influential Executives in Sports Business 
December 20 - 2010: The Year in Sports Business 

I look forward to hearing from you soon in hopes that we can continue to do business with you in the future. Please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns. 

A missed issue could be a missed opportunity! 

Thank you for reading SportsBusiness Journal! 

Sincerely, 

Circulation Marketing Representative/Administrative Coordinator 
SportsBusiness Journal 
704-973-1415 
704-973-1401 FAX 
1-800-829-9839 Customer Set.ice 
hit p:!!vwvw.spottsbusinessjou real .cam 
hlt p:iA~,*~w.sport sbusinessd aiIv,com 
Please ask me about the 2011 edition of the Sports Business Resource Guide & Fact Book. Release date December 27, 2010. Pre-Order your’s today! 
For more information about this commercial email reply to this email, lo notify us that you do not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by 

replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Childress, Ira <ichildress@ncaa¯org> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 10:56 AM 

NCAA Coaches Academy Alumni Update 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. Below are few highlights of how some NCAA Coaches Academy Alums have fared this past weekend¯ 

Mike London 

:::~:: Mike London 

Bio 

Head Coach, University of Virginia: Virginia beat Eastern Michigan 48=21 on Saturday night., it was also a noteworthy day for minority football coaches and athletic 
directors on the Division I FBS and FCS levels (excluding historically black colleges). Virginia coach Mike London and UVa athletic director Craig Littlepage hosted Eastern 
Michigan coach Ron English and EMU athletic director Dr. Derrick Craig in what is believed to be the first Division I football game with the opposing coaches and athletic 
directors being African-Americans. 

Jason Phillips 

::~:: Jason 

Phillips 

Offensive Coordinator, University of Houston: The Houston cougars had an impressive win over in state rival SMU. Coach Phillips and his offense gained 397 yards of total 
offense, with 233 of those yards coming through the air. The difference in the game proved to be red zone scoring as Houston converted on all 6 of its red zone opportunities, 
punching in touchdowns on 5 of the 6 scores. 

Scott Van Zile 

::~:: http://image 

....... .cdnl3 xosne 

twork.com/p 

ics31/200/V 
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RJ.2010030 
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Offensive Coordinator, Monmouth University: Monmouth defeated St. Francis 19-7 this weekend¯ Scott Van Zile offense put up 382 yards of offense averaging 5.4 yards 
per play¯ On the ground Monmouth totaled 204 yards of offense and passed for 178 yards¯ 

Terry Sims 

Assistant Head Coach, Bethune-Cookman University: Bethune-Cookman could never completely put North Carolina Central away, but did enough to keep the Eagles at 

bay as the 14th-ranked Wildcats improved to 7-0 with a 23-10 victory over NCC. 
Curtis Luper 

::X:: cid:image007 j 
....... pg@01CBT03 

6.5A19B450 

Running Backs Coach, Auburn University: Coach Luper and the Auburn Tigers jumped up to #1 in the land according to the BCS with their 24-17 win over LSU. Luper’s 
running backs had an incredible showing as the offense totaled 440 yards of offense on the ground on 52 carries, good for an average of 8.5 yards per carry against a stingy 
LSU defense¯ 
Don Pellum 

i~i http://image.c 
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rk.com/pics22 
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Linebackers Coach, University of Oregon: The Ducks had a dominating performance in front of a national audience on ESPN beating UCLA 60-13. Coach Pellum and his 
stingy LB’s were relentless against UCLA giving up only 290 total yards to a high powered offense¯ Oregon sits at #2 in the BCS and #1 in the Coaches Poll. 

Brian Jones 



i.~.i Brian Jones 

Running Backs Coach, University of Missouri: Missouri Tigers and Coach Brian Jones dethroned Oklahoma the #1 team in the country this past weekend. The Tigers 
running game was the difference in the game as they tallied 200 yards of offense on the ground, The Tigers had a 4.6 yards per carry average. 
Travis Oliver 

i.~.i http://imag 
e.cdnl3.xos 
network.co 
m/pics31/2 
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Defensive Backs Coach, North Carolina A&T University: Travis Oliver’s defensive backs played a great game in a North Carolina A&T victory over Howard= Oliver’s DB’s 
held Howard to only 8 completions and totaled 21 pass breakups. 

Paul Winters 

::X:: Paul Winters 

Head coach, Wa ,he State University: With the defense leading the way, Wayne State University got back to winning ways on a Saturday afternoon, They beat highly 
ranked Hillsdale, 14-9, WSU in the Great Lakes intercollegiate Conference lost last week to ,~shland, 40-25, The two teams are now tied for first @ace in the GLIAC South 
Division. Hillsdale had been ranked si×th in ~he country. 

Tl’~is emaii and aRy aLtachments may coRLain NCAA confidential and pr’_viieged ’_nformation. If you a:e 

not the intended recipient, p~ease notify the sender JmK[ediately by return emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use o~ this information by a person other than 

t]-:e intended recipient is unautkorized and may be iilegal . 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Smith, Charlotte D <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 11:25 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ACC Women’s Basketball 

ACC WBB Alumni Reception STD 2011.pdf 

Hello Ladies, 
Just wanted to keep you in the loop! 



Assistan[ Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Women’s Basketball 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5186 - office 

- cell 

csmith@uncaa.unc.edu 

Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Women’s Basketball 

P.0. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5186 - office 

- cell 

csmith@uncaa.unc,edu 

> > > Charlotte Smith 10/28/2010 11:19 AM > > > 

Assistant Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Women’s Basketball 
P.0. Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 



AVE ATE! 
ACC WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

ALUMN! RE’CEPTION 
FORMER WOMEN’~S BAKETBALL STUDENT-ATI-~LETES 

A N D T EA M S ............ ~. ~At~1~ OF’ AC:C MEME~ER ~NST[~TUTiONS 

:. ARCH 4T~:~ 20 11 
6 P M A N D 8 PM ~ ..... ~ ..... 

( C o :N c o u R s E o F G R E E N S B O R O C o L ~7 S ~::UM ) 



Paying for College 
Student Resource Guide 

(Includes scholarships, internships, fellowships, resource books, and websites) 

Courtesy of 

U.S. Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard 
Congressional District 34-California 

2010-201l Edition 

Paying for College is provided by Congre,s~oman Lucille Roybal-,4llard ~" District Office, http:/;~qvbal-allardhouse.gov. 

Constituents of the 34t~ District may request hardcopies be mailed to them directly. 

~lhis directory is updated once a year. Please check with each scholarship contactjbr the most current i~[brmation. 

(Last updated on September 201 O) 
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October Deadlines 

National Foundation for Advancement of the Arts (NFAA) Recognition and Talent Search 
Contact: Joseph Mesmith, National Foundation for Advancement of the Arts (NFAA), 777 
Brickell Ave., Suite 370, Miami, FL, 33131, (800) 970-ARTS, info@youngARTS.org, 

http://www.nfaa.org 
Eligibility: Senior high school students who are pursuing careers in dance, music, visual arts, 
theater, writing, film, etc. Must be between 17 and 18 years old by December 1 and a U.S. 
citizen or legal resident. 
Award: Up to $10,000 
Deadline: 10/1/2010 

Raymond W. Sarber Awards 
Contact: American Society for Microbiology, 1752 N St. NW, Washington, DC, 20036, 
a~vards@asmusa.org, http :iiw~,.asm or~iasmiinde×.phpimembershipiraymond-w-sarber- 

awards.html 
Eligibility: Undergraduate and predoctoral students attending accredited U.S. university enrolled 
in a microbiology-related maj or. 
Award: $1,500 plus framed certificate 

Deadline: 10/1/2010 

United States Senate Youth Program 
Contact: Ms. Carol Smith, Policy Advisor to the Superintendent California Department of 

Education, United States Senate, 1430 N Street, Suite 5602, Sacramento, CA, 95814, (9116)319- 
0577, csmith@cde.ca~gov, http://www.ussenateyouth:org 
Eligibility: High school junior or seniors interested in public service, leadership and currently 
serving in an elected capacity in student government. Also student representatives elected or 
appointed to district, regional or state-level civic or educational organization may qualify. Must 
be a permanent resident of the U.S. and currently enrolled in a secondary school located in the 
state in which either one of his or her parents or guardians legally resides~ 
Award: $5,000 one time college scholarship and an expense paid trip for a week to Washington 
D.C. 
Deadline: 10/1/2010 

Coca-Cola Scholarship 
Contact: Scholarship Committee, Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation, Inc., 1 Coca Cola Plaza NW, 

Atlanta, GA, 30313, (800) 306-2653, scholars@na.ko.com, http://www.coca-colascholars.org 
Eligibility: High school seniors demonstrating leadership and academic achievement. Must be a 

U.S. citizen or legal resident planning to attend an accredited university. Applicants must have a 
minimum G.P.A. of 3.0. Applications can be requested via telephone or through website. 
Applicants whose parents or grandparents are employees of Coca-Cola or of a Coca-Cola 
bottling plant are ineligible. 

Award: $10,000- $20,000 
Deadline: 10/31/2010 

Courtesy of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard (CA-34), http://roybal-allard.house.gov 3 



November Deadlines 

Junior Summer Institute at the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International 
Affairs 
Contact: Princeton University, (609) 258-4836, wwsjsi@princeton.edu, 
http ://www. ppi aprogram, org/ 
Eligibility: Open to students of color in their j unior year of undergraduate study with a strong 
interest in public service and a career in domestic public policy or international affairs. 
Award: Will fund entire cost of tuition, housing, meals, and transportation plus $1,000 stipend 
Deadline: 11/1/2010 

National Science Foundation (NSF) Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) 
Contact: National Science Foundation, 1818 N. Street NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC, 20036- 
2479, (866) 673-4737, info@nsfgrfp.org, http:iiv, w,w,,.fastlane.nsf.govigrfpi (application module; 
expected to open around the end of August) or http:iiv, w,w,,.nsfgrfp_orgi (general information) 
Eligibility: Students interested in obtaining a research-focused Master’s or PhD in Science, 
Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) fields. Must be a US citizen, US National or 
Permanent Resident. Applicants must be enrolled in a graduate program by Fall 2011, and must 
have completed no more than 12 months of graduate study by August 1, 2010. 
Award: $10,500 cost of education allowance plus $30,000 stipend, renewable for up to three 
years. 
Deadline: 11/1/2010 

Prudential Spirit of Community Award 
Contact: Prudential, 1505 Riverview Road., P.O. Box 297, St. Peter, MN, 56082, (877) 525- 
8491, info@applyists.com, ..h...t..t.p...]../...s..~j.~.j..t..:.~...m......d...e:...n...tj...a..[:..c..~.~.~p.gg~. 
Eligibility: Individuals enrolled in grades 5-12. Groups and partners are not eligible. Be legal 
residents of one of the 50 U.S. states or the District of Columbia. Have volunteered in the 
community. 
Award: $1,000-$6,000 
Deadline: 11/1/20110 

The Dow Jones News Fund Internship Programs 
Contact: Linda Shockley, Deputy Director, Dow Jones News Fund, P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ, 
08543-0300, (609)452-2820, djnf@dowjones.com, https:iiwww.newsfund.org 
Eligibility: Paid 10-week summer internships in business reporting, multimedia editing, sports 
and news editing for college juniors, seniors and graduate students at newspapers, news semwices 
and other media outlets. Candidates apply via the website, upload 500-word essay, resume and 
transcripts and take required DJNF-created tests. 
Award: $1,000 scholarship, salary starting at $350/week 

Deadline: 11/1/2010 

The Women and Minority Engineering Program 
Contact: UC Irvine, 111 Engineering and Computing Trailer, Irvine, CA, 92967-2750, (949) 
824-5011, scholarships@uci.edu, http:iiww~.uci.edu 
Eligibility: Open to undergraduate minority, and female students focusing in engineering. 

Courtesy of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard (CA-34), http://roybal-allard.house.gov 4 



Award: Contact organization for program details. 
Deadline: 11/1/2010 

Ron Brown Scholar Program 
Contact: Ron Brown Scholar Program, 1160 Pepsi Place, Suite 206, Charlottesville, VA, 22901, 
(434) 964-1588, info@ronbrown, org, http :iiww~.ronbrown. or~ 
Eligibility: Applicants must be current high school seniors; excel academically; demonstrate a 
strong sense of social responsibility and a willingness to extend themselves to others who are in 

need; and have financial need. 
Award: $40,000 ($10,000 over 4 years) for use at any accredited 4-year college or university. 
Deadline: November 1, 2010 to be considered for the Ron Brown Scholar Program AND 
forwarded to a select and limited number of additional scholarship providers 
January 9, 2011 to be considered ONLY for the Ron Brown Scholar Program 

Most Valuable Student Competition - Elks National Foundation 
Contact: The Elks National Foundation, http://www, elks.org/enf/scholars/mvs.cfrn 
Eligibility: Any high school senior who is a citizen of the United States is eligible to apply; 
Applicants need not be related to a member of the Elks. College students are not eligible to 
apply. Applicants must be citizens of the United States on the date their applications are signed, 
resident alien status does not qualify. Male and female students compete separately. Applicants 
will be judged on scholarship, leadership, and financial need. Most Valuable Student 
scholarships are for students pursuing a four-year degree, on a full-time basis (minimum of 12 
semester hours), in a U.S. college or university. 
Award: 500 scholarships ranging from $1,000 - $15,000 per year. 
Deadline: 11/2/2010 

Cisco Systems Scholars Program 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http://uncf.org/forstudents/scholarDetail SGA.asp?id=420 
Eligibility: Must be a college sophomore. Must possess a minimum 3.2 GPA. Must be majoring 
in one of the following: Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering. Must 
attend one of the following institutions: California Polytechnic State University, San Luis 
Obispo, Claflin University, Clark Atlanta University, Dillard University, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Grambling State University, Jarvis Christian College, Johnson C. Smith University, 
Livingstone College, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Morehouse College, Morgan State 
University, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, North Carolina Central 
University, North Carolina State University, Paul Quinn College, Prairie View A & M 
University, Rust College, Saint Augustine’s College, San Jose State University, Shaw University, 
Spelman College, Stanford University, University of California, Berkeley, University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, University of Texas at Austin, Wiley 
College, Xavier University of Loui siana 
Award: Up to $4,000 
Deadline: 11/4/2010 

Liberty Mutual Scholarship Program 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http :iiuncf.orgiforstudentsischolarDetail SGA. asp?id----425 

Courtesy of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard (CA-34), http://roybal-allard.house.gov 5 



Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must be a college junior. Must possess a minimum 
3.0 GPA. Must be majoring in one of the following: Business, Business-Related, Finance. Must 
reside in one of the following states: Georgia, Wi sconsin, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New 
Yorl~, Pennsylvania, California 
Award: Up to $10,000 
Deadline: 11/4/2010 

Supreme Court Fellows Program 
Contact: Administrative Director, Surpreme Court of the United States, 1 First Street NE., 
Washington, DC, 20543, (202) 479-3415, FellowsProgram@surpremecourt.gov, 
..h-.t1.~.;../../....w...~...w...~...w...~...f...e..!.!....~.....w...~.....s.~Lr.p...r...e....n.)...e-c.....~....u..~..u....s..:g.Q~ 
Eligibility: At least one postgraduate degree, two or more years in professional experience with a 
record of high achievement, multi-disciplinary training, including familiarity with the judicial 

system. 
Award: $98,000 
Deadline: 11/11/2010 

Uuiversity of California, Irvine, Ford Predoctoral Fellowship 
Contact: Office of the Campuswide Honors Program, UC Irvine, 1200 Student Services II, 

Irvine, CA, 92697-3180, (949) 825-5461, infoell@nas.edu, http:iiwww.uci.edu 
Eligibility: Undergraduate minority students. Must be attending UC Irvine. 
Award: Annual stipends of $20,000 to recipients and grants of $2,000 to the institution for 

tuition and fees. 
Deadline: 11/13/2010 

First Freedom Student Competition (Essay and Video Categories) 
Contact: Sandi Poulsen, First Freedom Center, First Freedom Competition, 1321 E. Main Street, 

Richmond, VA, 23219-3629, (804)643-11786, competition@firstfreedom.org, 

http://www.firstfreedom.org 
Eligibility: Open to high-school students (9th-12th) living in the United States and U.S. 
territories attending American schools and American home-schooled students worldwide. 
Examine religious freedom, its history, current importance, and relevance in today’s world. 
Award: Essay Award: $2,500 and Video Award: $2,500 
Deadline: Deadline for Online Registration, Monday, November 15, 2010 AND Postmark Entry 
Deadline for Entry and Accompanying Materials: Saturday, November 27, 2010 

Intel Scieuce Talent Search 
Contact: Caitlin Sullivan, Program Manager, Society for Science & the Public, 1719 N. Street 

NW, Washington, DC, 20036, (202) 785-2255, sciedu@societyforscience.org, 

http ://www. societvforscience, org 
Eligibility: High school seniors. Submit a research report in science, mathematics or engineering, 
along with transcripts, essay questions, and recommendations. Please visit our website for 
complete rules and entry instructions. 

Award: $1,000-$100,000 
Deadline: 11/17/2010 
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December Deadlines 

Alumnae Scholarship Program, University of Southern California 
Contact: Danielle Harvey, Office of Admission, USC, University Park Campus, Los Angeles, 
CA, 90007, (213) 740-1111, harveyd@usc.edu, http:iiwww.usc.edu 
Eligibility: Open to domestic USC freshman and transfer students. Must have a minimum 3.8 
GPA and 1270 SAT 1/29 ACT. Strong emphasis is placed on leadership and academic 
performance. 
Award: Varies 
Deadline: 12/1/2010 

Earthwatch Student Fellowship Program 
Contact: Earthwatch Fellowship Department, Earthwatch Expeditions, Inc., 114 Western Ave., 
Boston, MA, 02134, (800) 776-0188, fellowshipawards@earthwatch, org, 
http :iiwvvw. earthwatch, orgiediscdurfee, html 
Eligibility: High school students interested in the fields of ecosystem services, climate change, 
oceans, and cultural heritage. Recipients are given an opportunity to work in the field for 10 -15 
days with a professional scientist on a research expedition. 
Award: Contact for details 
Deadline: 12/1/2010 

Scions Scholarship 
Contact: Danielle Harvey, Office of Admission, USC, University Park Campus, Los Angeles, 
CA, 90007, (213) 740-1111, harveyd@usc.edu, http://www.usc.edu 
Eligibility: Must be related to USC Alumnus. See website for details; incoming freshman in the 
top 10% of their class and transfer students who hold a 3.6 GPA. 
Award: $1,000-$2,000 
Deadline: 12/1/2010 

Town and Gown Scholarship 
Contact: Danielle Harvey, Office of Admission, USC, University Park Campus, Los Angeles, 
CA, 90007, (213) 740-1l 111, harveyd@usc.edu, http://www.usc.edu 
Eligibility: Open to all incoming USC freshmen and transfer students. 

Award: Varies 
Deadline: 12/1/2010 

National Society of Professional Engineers Scholarship 
Contact: Janelle Coleman, National Society of Professional Engineers, 1420 King Street, 
Alexandria, VA, 22314-2715, (703) 684-2800, j coleman@nspe.org, http:iiwww.nspe_org 
Eligibility: High school seniors in top 25% of their class studying engineering. Special 
scholarships for minorities and women. Scholarships are issued by state chapters, call the NSPE 
for state chapter contacts. 
Award: $1,000-$2,500 
Deadline: 12/1/2010 
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Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics Essay Contest 
Contact: The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity, 555 Madison Ave., 20th floor, New York, 
NY, 10022, (212) 490-7788, samantha@eliewieselfoundation.org, 
http ://www. eliewieselt:bundati on.org 
Eligibility: This prize is open to full-time juniors and seniors in college or university. Check the 
website above for the annual essay question. 
Award: $500-$5,000 
Deadline: 12/6/2010 

UCLA Eugene Cota Robles Fellowship 
Contact: Samantha Reyes, UCLA, 1252 Murphy Hall, Box 951419, Los Angeles, CA, 90095, 
(310) 825-3521, uclafellowship@gdnet.ucla.edu, http:iiww~’.~dnet.ucla.edu 
Eligibility: Applicants must be accepted in a doctorate program at UCLA. Students must have 
maintained a 3.0 GPA. For more information please refer to the website. 
Award: $20,000 stipend + standard fees and, if necessary, non-resident tuition 
Deadline: 12/15/2010 

UCLA Graduate Opportunity Fellowship Program 
Contact: Cherie Francis, Chicano Studies Research Center, UCLA, 1252 Murphy Call, Box 
951419, Los Angeles, CA, 90095, (310) 825-3521, uclafellowship@gdnet.ucla, edu, 
http ://www.gdnet.ucla.edu 
Eligibility: Applicants must be accepted into a terminal master’s degree program at UCLA. 
Students must have maintained a 3.0 GPA. For more information please visit website. 
Award: $15,000 + standard fees and, if necessary, non-resident tuition 
Deadline: 12/15/2010 

University of Redlands Achievement Awards 
Contact: Paul Driscoll, Dean of Admissions, University of Redlands, 11200 E. Colton Ave., 
Redlands, CA, 92373, (909) 748-8047, financial@redlands.edu, http://www.redlands.edu 
Eligibility-: Achievement Award given to students of high academic ability and leadership who 
plan on attending the University- of Redlands. 
Award: Up to $16,500 
Deadline: 12/15/2010 

American Institute of Architects/American Architectural Foundation Minority 
Disadvantaged Scholarship Program 
Contact: Catherine Roussel, Scholarship Programs, 1735 New York Ave. NW, Washington, DC, 
20006, (202) 626-7300, croussel@aia.org, http:iiaia.orgieducationiAIAS075223 
Eligibility: The Minority/Disadvantaged Scholarship Program is for students entering or in their 
first year of a professional degree program accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting 
B oard. Students are encouraged to visit http://www, archcareers, org for further detail s. 
ARCHcareers.org is a j oint effort between the AIA and the American Institute of Architecture 
Students (AIAS) to provide information and resources for people who are interested in entering 
the architecture field. 
Award: $500 - $2,500 
Deadline: December/January, contact agency for exact deadline. 
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January Deadlines 

Gates Millenuium Undergraduate Scholars Program 
Contact: Gates Millennium Scholars, P.O. Box 10500, Fairfax, VA, 22031-8044, (877) 690- 
4677, contactus@gmsp.org, http:iiwwwgmsp.org 
Eligibility: Students are eligible to be considered for a GMS scholarship if they: Are African 
American, American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian Pacific Islander American or Hispanic 
American; Are a citizen, national or legal permanent resident of the United States; Have attained 
a cumulative high school GPA of 3.3 on an unweighted 4.0 scale or have earned a GED; Will 
enroll for the first time at a U.S. located, accredited college or university (with the exception of 
students concurrently pursuing a high school diploma) in the fall of 2011 as a full-time, degree- 
seeking, first-year student; First-time college enrollees can also be GED recipients; Have 
demonstrated leadership abilities through participation in community service, extracurricular, or 
other activities; Meet the Federal Pell Grant eligibility criteria; Have completed and submitted all 
three required forms: the student’s application (Nominee Personal Information Form), an 
evaluation of the student’s academic record (Nominator Form) and an evaluation of the student’s 
community service and leadership activities(Recommender Form) by the deadline date. 
Award: Program covers the cost of tuition, fees, books, and living expenses not paid for by 
grants and scholarships already committed as part of the recipient’s financial aid package. 
Deadline: 1/10/2011 

California Interscholastic Federation (CIF) Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
Contact: California Interscholastic Federation (CIF), 4658 Duckhorn Dr., Sacramento, CA, 
95834, (916) 239-4477, info@ cifstate, org, http ://www. cifstate.org 
Eligibility: College-bound high school seniors whose academic and athletic careers have been 
truly exemplary and whose personal standards (i.e., integrity, honesty, etc.) and accomplishments 
are a positive model for others. 
Students must: 

1. Possess no less than an unweighted cumulative (grades 9-12) grade point average of 3.50; 
2. Have demonstrated superior athletic ability in at least two years of varsity play within 

California (must be participating in athletics as a senior); and 
3. Most of all have portrayed themselves as athletes of character displaying trustworthiness, 

respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, community service and citizenship. 
Award: $2,000 - $5,000 
Deadliue: Students should deliver the completed applications to their counselor or principal 
by Jan. 115,2011, for review. Applications must be postmarked no later than Feb. 11, 20111. 

American Atheists College Scholarship 
Contact: American Atheists, P.O. Box 204, Boise, ID, 83701, (208) 860-7738, 
yfdirector@athei sts. org, http :iiwww. athei sts. o~ 
Eligibility: The grant can be used for current college students or for high school students entering 
college next year. Applicants must be Atheists and have a cumulative GPA of 2.5 (in academic 
subjects) or better. Race, color, politics, ethnicity, lifestyle, and sex will not be considered as 
factors. Applicants are evaluated on their actions and words alone. 
Award: $1,000 - $2,000 
Deadline: 1/31/2011 
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Asian Pacific American Institute for Congressional Studies Summer Internship Program 
Contact: Ruby G. Moy, APAICS Interim Executive Director, The Asian Pacific American 
Institute for Congressi onal Studi es, 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 530, Washington, DC, 
20036, (202) 296-9200, rubyapaics@gmail.com, 
http :iiwww. apaics:orgipagesiprogramsiinternship-programphp 
Eligibility: College students interested in the political process, public policy issues, and Asian 
American and Pacific Islander community affairs; evidence of leadership abilities, excellent oral 
and written communication skills, current (or recent) enrollment in accredited undergraduate 
institution; U.S. citizen or legal resident; must be at least 18 years old by the start of the summer 
internship. 
A~vard: Stipend (Contact for further details) 
Deadline: 1/31/2011 

Teri and Art Iwasaki Scholarship 
Contact: Ms. Natalia Yamashiro, President, Japanese American Living Legacy, 800 N. State 
College Boulevard, Fullerton, CA, 92831, (657) 278-4483, info@jalivinglegacy.org, 
_t_~P___]_i__~:j___a___l_~j_~gl____e_gg_c_2:_~__rg 
Eligibility: High school seniors, who are descendents of a Japanese American WWII Veteran, 

U.S. citizen and were accepted to a U.S. community college, university, or trade school. 
Award: $2,000 
Deadline: January (contact for exact deadline). 

Harold W. Rosenthal Fellowship 
Contact: Harold W. Rosenthal Fellowship, 2027 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington, DC, 

20036, ken.colburn@rosenthalfellowship.org, http:iiwww.rosenthalfellowship_org 
Eligibility: College senior or graduate student enrolled in an APSIA member school. Students 
must be nominated by the dean of his/her school in order to be considered (contact the career 
center or student affairs office for an application and details for procedures within your school). 
Award: $2,000 stipend 
Deadline: Late January each year 

Undergraduate Award - Association for Women in Science (AWLS) 
Contact: AWIS Educational Foundation, 1442 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA, 22314, 
703.372.4380, awls@awls, org, http://www, awi s.org 
Eligibility: To be eligible, students generally must be: 

* Enrolled in a degree program in one of the STEM fields 
* Either an American citizen or attending a college/university in the United States 
* Planning a science-based career including research or teaching 
* Applying for an AWIS award for the first time 

For Undergraduate Award: For a female undergraduate studying for a Bachelors degree in any 
STEM field. Students must be in their sophomore or junior year; freshmen and seniors are not 
eligible. 
Award: $1,000 
Deadline: End of January 
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Loreutzen Award - Association for Women in Scieuce (AWLS) 
Contact: AWIS Educational Foundation, 1442 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA, 22314, 703-372- 
4380, awis@awis.org, http ://www.awi s. org 
Eligibility: To be eligible, students generally must be: 

* Enrolled in a degree program in one of the STEM fields 
* Either an American citizen or attending a college/university in the United States 
* Planning a science-based career including research or teaching 
* Applying for an AWIS award for the first time 

For the Lorentzen Award: For an female undergraduate studying for a Bachelors degree in 
Physics or Geosciences. In addition to two academic references Lorentzen applications include 
one life-balance reference from a non-STEM activity such as sports, arts, music, service, etc. 
Students must be in their sophomore or junior year; freshmen and seniors are not eligible. 
Award: $1,000 
Deadline: End of January 

Association for Women in Science (AWIS) Edncational Awards for Predoctoral Students 
Contact: AWIS Educational Foundation, 1442 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA, 22314, 
703.372.4380, awls@awls, org, http :iiw~7.awis.org 
Eligibility: Awards are spread among the STEM fields, and for 2010 will be weighted in favor of 
those disciplines where women are still significantly underrespresented (Computer Sciences, 
Engineering, Mathematics, and Physical Sciences). Awards are available to predoctoral students 
with the following characteri stics: 

Enrolled in a doctoral degree program in one of the STEM fields (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics). 
Doctoral students who will have been admitted to PhD candidacy by the submission 
deadline of end of January 2011, and who expect to obtain their PhD by August, 2013. 

¯ An American citizen, or a foreign national, attending a college/university in the US. 
¯ Planning a science-based career in research, or in teaching at the college or university 

level. 
Applying for an AWIS pre-doctoral award for the first time. 

Predoctoral Awards are made in the following categories. Please review the categories and select 
the one that matches your circumstances. An individual may apply for only one category of 
award. All applications follow the general application process (except the Schutzmeister Award, 
see below): 

Predoctoral Award: For a female graduate student who has advanced to PhD candidacy 
studying in any STEM field except Physics (see below). 
Schutzmeister Award: For a female predoctoral student who has advanced to PhD 
candidacy studying Physics. The Schutzmeister Award has a separate application process 
managed by Dr. Gerald Hardie at Western Michigan University. To request application 
forms for the Schutzmeister Award contact Dr. Hardie at gerald.hardie@wmich.edu. 
Satter Award: For a female predoctoral student who has interrupted her career for three or 
more years to raise a family. The Satter Award application includes an additional 
document provided by the applicant’s graduate department certifying that you meet the 
Satter criterion. 
Filner Award: this award honors Barbara Filner, a long-time active AWIS member who 
served as President of National AWIS, and as President of the AWIS Educational 
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Foundation for ten years. This award is given to a predoctoral student who has advanced 
to PhD candidacy and has participated in activities, such as mentoring and organizing 
workshops, that encourage women to pursue careers in science and related fields. The 
application process includes an additional document (up to 700 words) reviewing 
activities to help women achieve their career goals. 

Award: $1,000 
Deadline: End of January 

February Deadlines 

American Nuclear Society Scholarship 
Contact: Scholarship Coordinator, American Nuclear Society, 555 N. Kensington Ave, La 
Grange Park, IL, 60526, (708) 352-6611, outreach@ans.org, 
http://www.ans.org/honors/scholarships/ 
Eligibility: Undergraduate and graduate students interested in nuclear science and technology 
careers. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. 
Award: Contact for details. All scholarships are non-renewable 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

American Society for Microbiology Undergraduate Research Fellowship (ASM-URF) 
Contact: Joe Campos, Secretary, American Society for Microbiology, 1752 N St., Washington, 
DC, 20036, (202) 737-3600, fellowships-careerinformation@amusa.org, 
http :iiwww. asm. orgiasmiindex.php?option=com content&view=article&id= 1185&Itemid= 166 
Eligibility: Be enrolled as full-time matriculating undergraduate students during the 2010-2011 
academic year at an accredited U.S. Institution, be involved in a research project, have an ASM 
member at their home institutions willing to serve as a mentor, and not receive financial support 
for research (i.e., Council for Undergraduate Research, Minority Access to Research Careers, 
Sigma Xi) during the fellowship. 
Award: Up to $4,000 for student stipend, two-year ASM student membership, and up to $1,000 
in travel support for students to present the results of the research proj ect at the 2012 ASM 
General Meeting. Travel funds are contingent upon acceptance of an abstract for the General 
Meeting. 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

Bachelor’s Scholarships 
Contact: Bonnie Revo, Executive Assistant, Oncology Nursing Foundation, 125 Enterprise 
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15275, (412) 859-6278, brevo@ons.org, http:iiwww.nursingawards.org 
Eligibility: Current RN applicant (Applicant is currently licensed as a registered nurse) 
The candidate must be currently enrolled or have been accepted into a bachelor of nursing degree 
program at an NLN or CCNE accredited School of Nursing and enrolled in the 2011-2012 
academic year. The candidate must have a current license to practice as a registered nurse and 
must have an interest in and commitment to oncology nursing. At the end of each year of 
scholarship participation, the nurse shall submit a summary describing the education activities in 
which he/she participated. Non-RN and Non-RNHS applicant (Applicant is not currently 
licensed as a registered nurse). The candidate must be currently enrolled in a bachelor of nursing 
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degree program at an NLN or CCNE accredited School of Nursing for enrollment in the 2011- 
2012 academic year. Non-RN applicants must be in the nursing component of the program. 
Candidates that already possess a bachelors degree in another field and applying to an 
accelerated program must have applied to the program prior to the application date and 
acceptance verified prior to June 1. The candidate must have an interest in and commitment to 
oncology nursing. High school students and individuals in the liberal arts component of a B SN 
program are not eligible. At the end of each year of scholarship participation, the nurse shall 
submit a summary describing the education activities in which he/she participated. 

Award: $2,000 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation 
Contact: Amy Hertel, Harry S. T~-aman Foundation, 712 Jackson Place NW, Washington, DC, 
20006, (202) 395-4831, office@truman.gov, http:iiwww.truman.gov 
Eligibility: Undergraduate prospective junior in the fields of public service and government. 
Must have a 3.0 minimum GPA. Must be a U.S. citizen or legal resident. Preference given to 
students planning to attend graduate school and a career in government. 
Award: Up to $30,000 for up to two years of graduate study. 

Deadline: 2/1/2011 

Jesuit Community Scholarship 
Contact: Kimanthi Warren, Loyola Marymount University, 1 LMU Drive, Los Angeles, CA, 

90045, (310) 338-2753, kwarren@lmu.edu, http:iiwww.lmu.eduifinancialaid 
Eligibility: This scholarship gives preference to students from Catholic high schools. Students 
must have demonstrated exceptional leadership ability and have a strong academic record. A 
separate application is required. Please refer to contact for more information. 
Award: $20,000 ($5,000 for four years) 

Deadline: 2/11/2011 

JesuitiMarymount High School Scholarship 
Contact: Tammy Jones, Loyola Marymount University-, 1 LMU Drive, Los Angeles, CA, 90045, 
(310) 338 - 2753,, Tammy Jones, One LMU Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90045, 310-338-2753, 

Fax: 310-338-2793, http:iiwww.lmu.eduifinancialaid 
Eligibility: Outstanding students who graduated from a Marymount Secondary school. 

Award: $12,500 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

Loyola Marymount University Scholarship 
Contact: Loyola Marymount University, 1 LMU Drive, Suite 100, Los Angeles, CA, 90045- 

2659, (310) 338-4565, myaid@lmu.edu, http://cse.lmu.edu/physics/newscholarship.html 
Eligibility: Must be attending LMU, good standing, 3.0 GPA, be enrolled full time and provide 
leadership and inspiration to students. 

Award: $7,000 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 
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Microsoft Scholarship Program 
Contact: Microsoft Corporation, 1 Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA, 98052-8303, (800) 892-5234, 
schol ars@microsoft, com, http ://www. microsoft, com/coll ege/scholarships 
Eligibility: Open to undergrad enrolled full-time at four-year universities only. Must be pursuing 
studies in computer science or related disciplines such as such as electrical engineering, math, or 
physics and must also demonstrate interest in computer science. Minimum 3.0 GPA required. 
Four scholarships available: General Scholarships, Women’s Scholarships, Underrepresented 
Minority Scholarships, and Scholarships for Students with Disabilities. 
Award: Full tuition and fees, monthly stipend, summer internship after first year. 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

National Peace Essay Contest 
Contact: Institute of Peace, 1200 17th Street NW, Suite 200, Washington, DC, 20036-3011, 
(202) 429-3825, rkim@usip.org, http:iiwww.usip.orgiediProgramsiNPECinpec.html 
Eligibility: Students who are in grades 9-12 must be attending a public, private or parochial 
school or be participating in a high school correspondence program in any of the fifty states, the 
District of Columbia, or a U.S. Territory. 
Award: $1,000 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

Stanley E. Jackson Scholarship 
Contact: The Foundation for Exceptional Children, 11920 Association Dr., Reston, VA, 201191, 

(888) 232-7733, fec@cec.sped.org, http:iiv~7.cec.sped:org 
Eligibility: Disabled, minority students who are gifted in general intellectual ability, specific 
academic aptitude, creativity, visual or performing arts, full-time college student, complete 
application. 

Award: $1,000 
Deadline: 2/11/2011 

Tuskegee Airmen, Inc. 
Contact: Theodore (Ted) Lumpkin, Los Angeles Chapter Representative, Tuskegee Airmen 
Scholarship Foundation, P.O. Box 78967, Los Angeles, CA, 90016, (323) 293-4413, 
tedlumpkin@ca.rr.com, http :iiwww.tais[: orgischolar.htm 
Eligibility: Applicants must be students of accredited high schools who have graduated or will 
graduate in the school year 2010-2011. Additionally, applying students must have a GPA of at 
least three points (3.0) on a four-point scale and demonstrate a sincere aptitude for and pursuit of 
a career in aviation, aerospace technology or research. Application forms and instructions may 
be obtained from your local Tuskegee Airmen, Inc. Chapter. Completed applications must be 
returned to the nearest Tuskegee Airmen, Inc. Chapter, on or before February 1,2011. 
Award: Forty awards of $1,500 each, one award of $20,000 award (paid out over 4-years) 
Deadline: 2/1/2011 

LAGRANT Foundation Scholarship 
Contact: Ericka Avila, Programs Manager, The LAGRANT Foundation, 600 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 1520, Los Angeles, CA, 90017, (323) 469-8680, Ext. 223, mpp@lagrant.com, 

http ://www~lagrantfoundation.org 
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Eligibility: Minimum GPA: 2.75 for undergraduate students and 3.25 for graduate students, 20 
scholarships are awarded each year. Scholarships are available for both undergraduates and 
graduates who are ethnic minorities and public relations, marketing, journalism, or advertising 
maj ors. 

Award: $5,000 for undergraduate students and $10,000 for graduate students 
Deadline: 2/2/2011 

Summer Undergraduate Program in Engineering Research at Berkeley (SUPERB) 
Contact: Beatriz Lopez-Flores, UC Berkeley, 222 Bechtel Engineering Center, Number 1702, 
Berkeley, CA, 94720-1702, (5110) 642-7644, cblf@berkeley.edu, 

Eligibility: Open to underrepresented students maj oring in Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical 
Engineering. 
Award: $4,000 stipend and $600 traveling allowance 
Deadline: 2/2/2011 

American Physical Society Minority Scholarship 
Contact: APS Minority, American Physical Society, 1 Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD, 

20740-3844, (301) 209-3232, minofity@aps.org, http:iiwww.aps~org or 

http:iiwww.minofitiesinphysics.org 
Eligibility: Black, Hispanic, or Native American U.S. citizens with an interest in physics. Must 
be a high school senior, college freshman or sophomore. 
Award: $2,000 for new recipients, $3,000 for renewal recipients 
Deadline: 2/4/2011 

Booker T. Washington Scholarships 
Contact: National FFA Organization, Attn: Scholarship Office, P.O. Box 68960, Indianapolis, 
IN, 46268, (3117) 802-6060, scholarships@ffa.org, http://www.ffa.or,,, 
Eligibility: This program is open to graduating high school seniors. Applicant must be planning 

to pursue a four-year degree in agriculture. Students from the following ethnic groups may 
apply: African-Americans, Asian-Americans or Pacific Islanders, Hispanics, Alaska Natives, or 
American Indians. Applicants may be residents of any state, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
or the District of Columbia. 
Award: One $10,000 scholarship and three $5,000 scholarships will be awarded 
Deadline: 2/115/2011 

Summer Research Diversity Fellowships 
Contact: American Bar Foundation, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Floor 4, Chicago, IL, 60611, (312) 
988-6560, fellowships@abfn.org, http:iiwww.americanbarfoundation.org 
Eligibility: American citizens and lawful permanent residents including, but not limited 
persons who are African American, Hispanic/Latino, Native American, or Puerto Rican, as well 

as other individuals who will add diversity to the field of law and social science. Scholarships for 
sophomore and junior academic majors in social sciences or humanities with a 3.0 or higher 

GPA 
Award: $ 3,600/8 weeks 
Deadline: 2/15/2011 
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University of California, Irvine 
Contact: Raslyn Rendon, Office of Graduate Studies, UC Irvine, 120 Administration Building, 

Irvine, CA, 92697-3180, (949) 824-4611, rrendon@uci.edu, http://www.uci.edu 
Eligibility: Undergraduate minority students attending UC Irvine. Gain research experience by 
working with faculty in area of interest. 
Award: $1,500ituition + expenses 

Deadline: 2/15/2011 

Mexican-American Alumni Association Scholarship 
Contact: Margie Benito Loyola Marymount University, 1 LMU Drive University Hall, Suite 
2800, Los Angeles, CA, 90045, (310) 388-7529, maaa@lmu.edu, .__h__t__t__p_]__i_~_:___u____c_,_i__.___e____d___u__ 
Eligibility: Awarded to LMU undergraduate Latino students on the basis of academic 
achievement, involvement in the community, and financial need. Must apply for federal, state, 
and university financial aid. Open to Chicanoia and/or Latinoia students of all maj ors. 
Award: $11,500-$5,000 
Deadline: 2/116/2011 

California State Univeristy Fresno Scholarships 
Contact: California State University, Fresno, 5150 N. Maple, JA 64, Fresno, CA, 93740, (559) 
278-6572, scholarships@csufresno.edu, http:iiwww.csufresno.eduischolarshipsi 
Eligibility: Applicants must have at least a 3.0 GPA and be full-time CSU Fresno students. 
Award: $100- $9,500 
Deadline: February 28th each year 

Minorities in Government Finance Scholarship 
Contact: Carole Colin, Manager, Scholarship Committee, Government Finance Officers 
Association, 203 N. La Salle St., Suite 2700, Chicago, IL, 60601-1210, (312) 977-9700, 

ccolin@gfoa.org, http://www.gfba.org 
Eligibility: This program is open to upper-division and graduate students who are enrolled full- 
time and preparing for a career in public finance. Applicants must be members of a minority 
group, citizens or permanent residents &the United States or Canada, and able to provide a letter 

of intent from the dean of their school. Selection is based on career plans, academic record, plan 
of study, letters of recommendation, and grade point average. Financial need is not considered. 
Award: $5000 stipend 
Deadline: February, check website for exact date. 

Discover Scholarship Program 
Contact: Discover Financial Services, 1-866-756-7932, info@applyists.com, 

http:iiwww.discoverfinancial.comicommunit¥ischolarship.shtml 
Eligibility: Open to any current high school junior who: 

* Has at least a 2.75 cumulative grade point average on a 4.0 scale for 9th and 10th grades 
* Demonstrates accomplishments in community service and leadership and has faced a 

significant roadblock or challenge 
Award: Up to 10 scholarships of $40,000 each 
Deadline: Early February, check website for exact date. 
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March Deadlines 

Americau Chemistry Society Scholars Program 
Contact: Robert J. Hughes, Manager, American Chemistry Society, 1155 16th Street NW, 
Washington, DC, 20036, (800) 227 - 5558, Ext. 6250, 
http ://portal.acs.org/portal/acs/corg/content? nt)b=tme&_pageLabel=PP_TRANSITIONMAIN 
&node id=1234&use sec=false&sec url var=re~,ionl& uuid=9a347b72-552d-4819-alc2- 
ca1626bf7072 ................................................. 

Eligibility: Be African-American, HispaniciLatino, or American Indian; be a U.S. citizen or 
permanent U.S. resident; be a full-time student at a high school or accredited college, university, 
or community college; be a graduating high school senior, college freshman, sophomore or 
junior intending to or already maj oring in chemistry, biochemistry, chemical engineering or a 
chemically-related science OR intending to or already pursuing a degree in chemical technology; 
be planning a career in the chemical sciences; demonstrate high academic achievement in 
chemistry or science; demonstrate financial need according to the Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid form (FAFSA) and the Student Aid Report (SAR) form. Applicants must be U.S. 
citizens or permanent residents of the U.S., GPA: 3.0 or higher. 
Award: Up to $2,500 for freshman, $3,000 for sophomores, and $5,000 for juniors and seniors 
per year. *Number and amount of awards subject to available funding* 
Deadline: 3/1/2011 

California Alliance for Minority Participation (CAMP) 
Contact: Dr. Julie Standish, Material Research Laboratory, UCSB, Santa Barbara, CA, 93106- 
2070, (805) 893-5314, standish@mrl.ucsb.edu, http://www.ucsb.edu 
Eligibility: Students in good academic standing at UCSB, US citizen or permanent resident, 
member of under-represented group: Blacks/African Americans, Native Americans/Alaskan 
Natives, Pacific Islanders, Latinoias. 
Award: $3,000 Summer Program Stipend and additional school year support. 
Deadline: 3/1/2011 

Summer Law Clerk Program 2011 
Contact: Ted Zepeda, Director of External Affairs, Public Counsel Law Center, Attn: Ted 
Zepeda., 610 S. Ardmore Ave, Los Angeles, CA, 90005, tzepeda@publiccounsel.org, 
http :iiwww.publiccounsel.orgiinternshipsisummerclerk2010.htm 
Eligibility: You must send a complete application package for consideration into Public 
Counsel’s Summer Program. Email is preferred and please send the whole package at the same 
time (i.e., don’t send your resume and cover letter and then your application separately). 
Award: Unpaid internship 
Deadline: 3/1/2011 

Society of Exploration Geophysics Scholarship 
Contact: Bernadette Ward Society of Exploration Geophysicists, P.O. Box 702740, Tulsa, OK, 
74170-2740, (918) 497-5524, scholarships@seg.org, http://www.seg:org 
Eligibility: Entering freshmen and undergraduate students in financial need maintaining above 
average grades. Students should be pursuing a career in geophysics, physics, mathematics and/or 
geology. 
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Award: $500-$14,000 
Deadline: March 1 st, applications open on September 1st 

UCLA Need-based Undergraduate Scholarships 
Contact: UCLA, A215 Murphy Hall, P.O. Box 951435, Los Angeles, CA, 90095-1435, (310) 
206-0411, aoscholarships@saonet.ucla.edu, http:iiw~,w.fao.ucla.edu 
Eligibility: Demonstrate financial need (determined by UCLA Financial Aid Office), minimum 
3.5 GPA, file FAF SA by March deadline, complete of Undergraduate Scholarship Application. 
Multiple scholarships available. 

Award: $500 - $3,000 
Deadline: 3/2/2011 

Minority Geoscience Undergraduate Scholarships 
Contact: Cindy Martinez, Director, American Geological Institute, Attn: Director, 4200 King 
Street, Alexandria, VA, 22302, (703)279-2480, mpp@agiweb.org, http:iiwww.agiweb.orgimpp 
Eligibility: Applicants must be geosciences maj ors (or a related field) who are U. S~ citizens and 
members of the following underrepresented ethnic minority groups: African-American, 
Hispanic, and Native American (American Indian, Eskimo, Hawaiian, and Samoan). Related 
geosciences fields include geology, geophysics, hydrology, meteorology, physical oceanography, 
planetary geology, and earth-science education. 
Award: $500-$3,000 a year 
Deadline: 3/13/2011 

MESBEC Program 
Contact: Catching the Dream, 8200 Mountain Road NE., Suite 203., Albuquerque, NM, 87110, 

(505) 262-2351, N Scholarsh@aol.com, www.catchingthedream.org 
Eligibility: Applicants must be 1/4 or more degree American Indian, enrolled in a tribe, and 
attend or plan to attend college full-time. 

Award: $500-$5,000 
Deadline: 3/15/2011 

Native American Leadership Education Program 
Contact: Catching the Dream, 8200 Mountain Road NE., Suite 203, Albuquerque, NM, 87110, 

(505) 262-2351, NScholarsh@aol.com, www.catchingthedream.org 
Eligibility: Applicants must be 1/4 or more degree American Indian, enrolled in a tribe, and 
current paraprofessionals in an American Indian school or planning to attend college full-time. 

Award: $500-$5,000 
Deadline: 3/15/2011 

Tribal Business Management Program 
Contact: Catching the Dream, 8200 Mountain Road NE, Suite 203., Albuquerque, NM, 871110, 

(505) 262-2351, NScholarsh@aol.com, ~%c____a__t____c___h___i_~gt___h___e__d____r___e_a____n__L__o_rg. 
Eligibility: Applicants must be 1/4 or more degree American Indian, enrolled in a U.S. tribe, and 
attend or plan to attend college full-time. 

Award: $500-$5,000 
Deadline: 3/15/2011 
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Anthem Essay Contest 
Contact: Ayn Rand Institute, 2121 Alton Parkway Suite 250, Irvine, CA, 92606, (949) 222-6550 
ext. 247, essay@aynrand.org, http://www.aynrand.org 
Eligibility: Applicants must be eighth grade students or high school freshmen or sophomores 
who submit a 600-11200 word essay that will be judged on both style and content, with an 
emphasis on writing that is clear, articulate and logically organized. Winning essays must 
demonstrate an outstanding grasp of philosophic meaning of Anthem. 

Award: $300-$2,000 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Brnce Lee Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 

20037, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 

http:iiwww.uspaacc.comiuspaciprogramsieducation_training.asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 

Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Drs. Poh Shien & Judy Young Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 

20038, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 

http:iiwww.uspaacc.comiuspaciprogramsieducation_training.asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Home Depot Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20039, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 

http:iiwww.uspaacc.coraiuspaciprogramsieducation_training.asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 
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Ken & Pam Fong Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20040, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http://www.uspaacc.comAaspac/programs/education__training_asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

McDonald’s Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20041, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http://www.uspaacc.comAaspac/programs/education__training_asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Paul Shearman Allen & Associates Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20043, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http ://www.uspaacc.com/uspac/program s/education_trai ning. asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Pepsico Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20042, (202) 296-5227, info@uspaacc.com, 
http ://www.uspaacc.com/uspac/program s/education_trai ning. asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
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Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Planned Systems International Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20036, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http :iiv~w~Tw.uspaacc.comiuspacipro~ramsieducation training_asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Ruth Mu-Lan & James S.C. Chao Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20044, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http :iiv~w~Tw.uspaacc.comiuspacipro~ramsieducation training_asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Telamon Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20045, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
..h....t..t.p...:../../.~...w....:.u..s..p....a....a...c....c...&.~....n...:./...u....s..p....a....c].p..::..~.g::..a.....m....s./...e....d...u.....c...a...t..i....~...~.L‘.t r a i ni ng:___a____s_p__ 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 3/20/2011 

UPS Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20046, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
..h....t..t.p...:../../.~:...w....:.u..s..p....a....a...c....c...&.~....n...:./...u....s..p....a....c].p..::..~.g::..a.....m....s./...e....d...u.....c...a...t..i....~...~.L‘.t r a i ni ng_.___a____s_p__ 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
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Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 

Deadline: 3/20/2011 

Asian American Journalists Association (AAJA) General Scholarship and Internship 
Awards 
Contact: AAJA Student Programs Coordinator, Asian American Journalists Association, 1182 
Market St., Suite 320, San Francisco, CA, 94102, (415) 346-2051, programs@aaja.org, 

http ://www. aaj a. org 
Eligibility: Seniors, undergraduates, and graduate students with a focus on journalism. 

Award: $1,250 - $25,000 
Deadline: 3/27/2011 

AVerMedia Technologies, Inc. 2009 Scholarship Award 
Contact: Scholarship Coordinator, AVerMedia Technologies, Inc~, 1001 Yosemite Dr., Milpitas, 
CA, 95035, (408)263-8132, http://www.avermedia-usa.conl/presentation/scholarship:asp 
Eligibility: Graduating high school senior entering an accredited four year college/university. 
Proof of college acceptance and enrollment will be required. To receive future payments of the 
scholarship, students must submit a copy of their updated college transcript at the closing of each 
school year; must be enrolled full-time over the course of four years and maintain a 2.5 GPA. 
Award: $5,000 distributed over of four years 
Deadline: 3/27/2011 

INROADS Internship Program 
Contact: INROADS, Inc., 10 South Broadway, Suite 700, St. Louis, MD, 63102, (314) 241- 
7488, info@inroads.org, http:iiwww.inroads.org 
Eligibility: For a paid Internship a student must: 1) Have a career interest in business, computer 
science, engineering or related field, 2) Be a freshman or sophomore in accredited college or 
university, 3) be a H.S. senior applying or admitted to accredited college or university, and 4) 
have a 3.0 GPA cumulative. INROADS Interns get mentoring, coaching, leadership training, free 
tutoring and are exposed to scholarships, in addition to their multi-summer internship experience. 
Refer to website for more information and to find a local office nearest you. 

Award: Contact for details 
Deadline: 3/31/2011 

Lapiz Family Scholarship (Asian Pacific Fund) 
Contact: Scholarship Coordinator Asian Pacific Fund, 225 Bush St., Ste. 590, San Francisco, 

CA, 94104, (415) 433-6859, scholarship@asianpacificfund.org, http Jiwww.asianpacificfundorg 
Eligibility: Incoming freshman or current, full-time undergraduate enrolled at the University of 
California (preference given to Davis and Santa Cruz campuses); Farm worker or the child of 
farm or migrant worker; Minimum grade-point average of 3.0; Demonstrates financial need; 

U.S. citizenship or permanent residency 
Award: $1,000 
Deadline: 3/31/2011 
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Erika J. Glazer Family Scholarship Fund 
Contact: Carol Lee, Program Officer for Donor Advised & Restricted Funds, Liberty Hill 

Foundation, 21122 Cloverfield Blvd., Suite 113, Santa Monica, CA, 90404, (310) 453-3611, Ext. 
130, clee@libertyhill.org, glazerscholarship@libertvhill.org 
Eligibility: AB540 students pursuing a Bachelor’s degree at CSU Los Angeles or CSU 
Dominguez Hills ~vith demonstrated leadership, merit, commitment to community service, 
and/or potential for academic achievement. 
Award: Up to $7,000 

Deadline: March, see website for exact deadline 

National Reach: Warner Bros. Animation Hanna - Barbera Honorship 
Contact: Michelle Yates, Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, CA, 
91522, (818) 954-1998, Michelle. Yates@WarnerBros. com, 
http:iiv~v~w.WBCommunityConnection.com 
Eligibility: One graduating high school senior who will major in animation in college 
Award: $10,000 college scholarship and consecutive summer internships. 
Deadline: No later than 5:00 pm on the first Monday in March. 

Regional Reach: Warner Bros. Arts High and La County Honorship 
Contact: Michelle Yates, Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., 4000 Warner Blvd., Burbank, CA, 
91522, (818) 954-1998, Michelle.Yates@WarnerBros~ com, 
http://www.WBCommunityConnection.com 
Eligibility: One graduating L.A. County High School for the Arts senior is awarded an 
Honorship. An additional Honorship is awarded to a graduating student recommended by one of 
Warner Bros.’ community partner organizations in L.A. County. 
Award: $10,000 college scholarship and consecutive summer internships. 
Deadline: No later than 5:00 pm on the first Monday in March. 

April Deadlines 

Asian American Journalists Association (AAJA) Newhouse National Scholarship & 
Internship Awards 
Contact: Nao Vang, Program Coordinator, Asian American Journalists Association, 1182 Market 
Street Suite 230, San Francisco, CA, 94102, (415) 346-2051, National@aaj a.org, 
http :iiwww. aa~a.or~i 
Eligibility-: Applicants must be high school seniors, college students or graduate students. 
Selection is based upon commitment to the field ofj ournalism, a sensitivity to Asian-American 
issues (as demonstrated by community involvement), journalistic and, scholastic ability, and 
financial need. 
Award: $5,000 
Deadline: 4/1/2011 
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CCNMA Journalism Scholarships 
Contact: Julio Moran, Executive Director, CCNMA: Latino Journalists of California, 727 W. 
27th St., Rm 201, Los Angeles, CA, 90007-3212, (2113) 437-4408, ccnmainfo@ccnma.org, 

http ://www. ccnm a. org 
Eligibility: The CCNMA Scholarships, including the Joel Garcia Memorial Scholarship and the 
Frank del Olmo Memorial Scholarship, are awarded annually to qualified Latino students who 
are planning to pursue a career in journalism. The scholarships range from $500 to $1,000 per 
student and are based on several criteria, including: commitment to the field of journalism, 
scholastic achievement, community awareness and financial need. Students must be enrolled 
full-time for the entire 2011-20112 academic year, and must be a California resident or attend an 
accredited college or university- in California. 

Award: $500-$2,000 
Deadline: 4/1/2011 

Mary Moy Quan Ing Memorial Scholarship 
Contact: Nao Vang, Program Coordinator, Asian American Journalists Association, 1182 Market 

Street Suite 230, San Francisco, CA, 94102, (415) 346-2051, National@aaj a.org, 
http :iiv~7. aai a= or~i 
Eligibility: Applicant must be a graduating high school senior who plans to enroll full time. 
Selection is based upon commitment to the field ofj ournalism, a sensitivity to Asian-American 
issues (as demonstrated by community involvement), journalistic and, scholastic ability, and 
financial need. 

Award: $1,500 
Deadline: 4/1/2011 

American Fire Sprinkler Association Scholarship Program 
Contact: 12750 Merit Drive, Suite 350, Dallas, TX, 75251, (214) 349-5965, 
scholarship@firesprinkler.org, http ://wwwofiresprinkler. org 
Eligibility: Applicants must be high school seniors who plan to attend a U.S. college, university 
or certified trade school. Students must read the "Fire Sprinkler Essay" available online and then 
take the online quiz. 

Award: $2,000 
Deadline: 4/5/2011 

National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAHJ) Ford Motor Company Scholarships 
Contact: National Association of Hispanic Journalists, 1000 National Press Building, 529 14th 
St. NW, Washington, DC, 20045-2001, (202) 662-7145, nahj@nahj.org, http:iiwww.nahi~org 
Eligibility: College-bound high school seniors, college undergraduates and graduate students 
pursuing careers in print, broadcast, online and visual journalism. College-bound high school 
seniors, college undergraduate or graduate students are eligible as long as they have a 2.0 
average. These scholarships are made possible by Ford Motor Company Fund, an effort to 
support young aspiring Latino j ournalists. Students must plan to attend a community- college or 
universi~ that is within the United States or Puerto Rico full-time for the entire academic year in 
order to be awarded an NAHJ scholarship. 
Award: Up to $3,000 
Deadline: 4/6/2011 
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National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAHJ) General Scholarships - Ruben 
Salazar Fund 
Contact: National Association of Hispanic Journalists, 1000 National Press Building, 529 14th 
St. NW, Washington, DC, 20045-2001, (202) 662-7145, nahj@nahj.org, http://www.nahj:org 
Eligibility: College-bound high school seniors, college undergraduates and graduate students 
pursuing careers in English or Spanish-language print, photo, broadcast or online j ournalism. 
Students must plan to attend a community college or university that is within the United States or 
Puerto Rico full-time for the entire academic year in order to be awarded an NAHJ scholarship. 
Award: $1,000 - $2,000 
Deadline: 4/6/2011 

National Association of Hispanic Jonrnalists (NAHJ) Geraldo Rivera Scholarship 
Contact: National Association of Hispanic Journalists, 1000 National Press Building, 529 14th 
St. NW, Washington, DC, 20045-2001, (202) 662-7145, nahj@nahj.org, http:iiwww.nahj.org 
Eligibility: Coll ege senior or a graduate student pursuing a career in Engli sh or Spanish-I anguage 
TV broadcast j ournali sm. This scholarship is made possible thanks to a substantial donation by 
Geraldo Rivera, host of"Geraldo At Large" on FOX News, as a way to support young Latino 
journalists aspiring to enter the field. Students must plan to attend a university that is within the 
United States or Puerto Rico full-time for the entire academic year in order to be awarded an 
NAHJ scholarship. 
Award: Up to $5,000 
Deadline: 4/6/2011 

National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NAHJ) Maria Elena Salinas Scholarship 
Program 
Contact: National Association of Hispanic Journalists, 1000 National Press Building, 529 14th 
St. NW, Washington, DC, 20045-2001, (202) 662-7145, nahj@nahj.org, http:iiwww.nahj.org 
Eligibility: College-bound high school seniors, college undergraduates and graduate students 
who demonstrate a strong desire to pursue a career as a Spanish-language broadcast j ournalist. 
This program is made possible through a donation from Univisidn network news anchor, 
syndicated columnist and NAHJ founding member Maria Elena Salinas. Her generosity- has been 
matched by the Univisi0n network, which has also contributed to this award. This scholarship is 
awarded to college undergraduate and graduate students. Recipients of the Maria Elena Salinas 
Scholarship will al so have an opportunity to intern with either the news division of the Univisidn 
network or with an Univisidn affiliate. Students must plan to attend a community college or 
universi~ that is within the United States or Puerto Rico full-time for the entire academic year in 
order to be awarded an NAHJ scholarship. 
Award: $5,000 
Deadline: 4/6/2011 

The Delson Scholarship 
Contact: Angela Deaver Campbell, Director, UCLA Scholarship Resource Center, UCLA 
Scholarship Resource Center, 330 De Neve Dr., 233 Covel Commons, Los Angeles, CA, 90024, 
(310) 206 - 2875, http:iiwww.scholarshipcenter.ucla.eduiDUEiDonors_Freshmen.html 
Eligibility: U.S. citizen or permanent resident, Bell or Huntington Park High School graduate 
with minimum 3.0 GPA entering UCLA, planning to enroll full-time in a major in UCLA 
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College of Letters & Sciences, must complete 20 community service hours during the academic 
year at Nimitz Middle School, and Bell and Huntington Park High School. 
Award: $8,000, renewable if student maintains minimum 2.7 GPA while attending UCLA 
Deadline: 4/6/2011 

Burger King Scholarship 
Contact: U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce, 1329 18th St. NW, Washington, DC, 
20036, (202) 296-5221, info@uspaacc.com, 
http ://www.uspaacc.com/uspac/program s/education_trai ning. asp 
Eligibility: High school senior at least 16 years old at time of application, of Asian Pacific Island 
heritage, U.S. citizen or permanent resident, will be starting full-time study at an accredited post- 
secondary educational institution in the U.S. in the fall, minimum 3.3 GPA, demonstrating 
leadership in extracurricular activities, involvement in the community, and financial need. 
Award: Up to $5,000 plus travel and lodging to participate at the Annual CelebrAsian Business 
Opportunity Conference, where scholarship award is presented 
Deadline: 4/110/2011 

Asian American Journalists Association (AAJA) J Camp 
Contact: Nao Vang, AAJA National Student Programs Coordinator, Asian American Journalists 
Association, 1182 Market St., Suite 320, San Francisco, CA, 94102, (415) 346-2051, Ext. 102, 
programs@aaj a.org, http://www.aaj a.org 
Eligibility: High school freshmen, sophomores, and juniors at least 116 years old demonstrating 
keen interest in broadcasting, newspapers, magazines, photoj ournalism, or online media, able to 
travel to Boston for camp. This program is not limited to Asian American students and is open to 
all high school freshmen, sophomores, or juniors. There is no fee to apply and all costs are 
covered - including airfare, lodging, and meals. 
Award: All costs are covered - including airfare, lodging, and meals. Students stay in university 
housing during the camp week. 
Deadline: 4/11/2011 

Chicano Latino Youth Leadership Project, Inc. Scholarship 
Contact: Norma Dominguez, President, Chicano Latino Youth Leadership Proj ect, Inc., P.O. Box 
6422, Sacramento, CA, 95816, (916) 446-1640, contactus@clylp.com, http:iiwww.clylp.comi 
Eligibility: Applicant must be currently enrolled in a California high school, be in either 10th 
(sophomore) or 1 lth (junior) grade, and not have previously attended the conference as a 
participant. 
Award: Varies 
Deadline: 4/13/2011 

Southern California Edison Scholars 
Contact: Edison Scholars Program Scholarship America, 1 Scholarship Way, P.O. Box 297, 

Saint Peter, MN, 56082, (507) 931-1682 or (800) 537-4180, 
http ://www.sce.c~m/C~mmunitvandRecreati~n/Educati~n/sch~arships/edis~n-sch~ars.htm 
Eligibility: Be high school seniors with a cumulative grade point average of 2.5 or higher on the 
4.0 scale; have met California State University placement standards for entry-level baccalaureate 
coursework as defined by either the Early Assessment Program test (gAP); and/or have taken the 
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ACT; or SAT exams; Be enrolled in full-time study for the entire upcoming academic year and 
majoring in one of the following disciplines: Math, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering, (electrical, 
computer, chemical or mechanical), Materials Science, Computer Science/Information Systems; 
NOTE: Health sciences such as nursing or pre-medicine are not eligible~ Plan to attend a four- 
year college in or adjacent to Edison’s service territory. Live in or attend a public or private high 
school in an area served by Southern California Edison. Be citizens or legal permanent residents 

of the U. S. 
Award: $10,000 awarded in increments of $2,500 over four years 

Deadline: 4/14/2011 

Holocaust Remembrance Project Scholarship 
Contact: Holland & Knight Charitable Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 2877, Tampa, FL, 33601- 

2877, (866)HK-CARES, holocaust@hklaw.com, http:iiholocaust.hklaw.com 
Eligibility: Essay contest open to all high school students under 20 years old. 
Award: Up to $5,000 

Deadline: 4/115/2011 

Father Rutilo Grande Scholarship 
Contact: Guillermo Giron, Youth Organizing/Scholarship Fund Coordinator, Salvadoran- 
American Leadership & Educational Fund (SALEF), 1625 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 706, Los 

Angeles, CA, 90015, (213) 480-1052, info@salef.org, http://www.salef.org 
Eligibility: Tailored for students in the field of Theology, Philosophy, Religious Studies, and/or 
an Emphasis in Cultural Studies, Environmental Studies, or Social Justice. Applicants must be 
Central American or other Latino ethnicity. Applicants must demonstrate financial need. 
Applicants must possess a minimum 2.5 GPA and demonstrate a history of community, 
involvement. Applicants must be either: (1) graduating high school seniors, (2) current 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional students, (3) community, college students (must be AB 
540). Low-income students must reside and study in San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles 
Area (Specifically South Central Los Angeles, Pico Union, East Los Angeles) and San Fernando 
Valley. Applicants must be willing to give back to the community by becoming a mentor to a 
high school student or completing the equivalent of 52 community service hours assigned by 
SALEF. 

Award: $1,000-$5,000 
Deadline: 4/30/2011 

Health Career Scholarship 
Contact: Guillermo Giron, Youth Organizing/Scholarship Fund Coordinator, Salvadoran- 
American Leadership & Educational Fund (SALEF), 1625 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 706, Los 
Angeles, CA, 90015, (213) 480-1052, info@salef.org, http:iiwww.salef.org 
Eligibility: Tailored for students pursuing health degrees and careers. Applicants must be Central 
American or other Latino ethnicity. Applicants must demonstrate financial need. Applicants 
must possess a minimum 2.5 GPA and demonstrate a history of community involvement. 
Applicants must be either: (1) graduating high school seniors, (2) current undergraduate, 
graduate, and professional students, (3) community college students (must be AB 540). Low- 
income students must reside and study in San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles Area 
(Specifically South Central Los Angeles, Pico Union, East Los Angeles) and San Fernando 
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Valley. Applicants must be willing to give back to the community by becoming a mentor to a 
high school student or completing the equivalent of 52 community service hours assigned by 

SALEF. 
Award: $1,000-$5,000 
Deadline: 4/30/2011 

HENAAC Scholars Program 
Contact: Kathy Bomnda Barrera, HENAAC Scholars Program Manager, HENAAC, 3900 

Whiteside St., Los Angeles, CA, 90063, (323) 262-0997, kathy@henaac.org, 

http ://www. greatmi ndsinstem, org/ 
Eligibility-: Full-time graduate or undergraduate students, high school seniors enrolled in full 
time study at a college/university the upcoming fall session encouraged to apply. Minimum 3.0 
GPA, commitment and involvement in the Latino community, and maj oring in engineering, 
applied science, computer science and math. 
Award: $500 - $5,000 -various scholarships available 
Deadline: 4/30/2011 

Two Nineteen Scholarship 
Contact: Guillermo Giron, Youth Organizing/Scholarship Fund Coordinator, Salvadoran- 
American Leadership & Educational Fund (SALEF), 1625 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 706, Los 

Angeles, CA, 900115, (213) 480-1052, info@salef.org, http://www.salef.org 
Eligibility: Tailored for AB 540 students attending a community college in California. These 
scholarships are renewable on minimum 3.0 GPA and community service. Applicants must be 
Central American or other Latino ethnicity. Applicants must demonstrate financial need. 
Applicants must demonstrate a history of community involvement. Applicants must be either: (1) 
graduating high school seniors, (2) current undergraduate, graduate, and professional students, 
(3) community college students (must be AB 540). Low-income students must reside and study 
in San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles Area (Specifically South Central Los Angeles, Pico 
Union, East Los Angeles) and San Fernando Valley. Applicants must be willing to give back to 
the community by becoming a mentor to a high school student or completing the equivalent of 
52 community- service hours assigned by SALEF. 

Award: $1,000-$5,000 
Deadline: 4/30/2011 

Adult Stndents in Scholastic Transition (ASIST) 
Contact: Aleen Boladain, Los Angeles ASIST Chair, Executive Women International (EWI), 

(626) 395 -6206, aleenbk@hotmail, corn, http :iiwv~7. executivewomenla, or~i 
Eligibility: The ASIST Scholarship Program helps provide financial support to adult students in 
a variety of transitional situations. The goal of the ASIST Program is to enable recipients to 
improve their self-esteem and to have a positive impact on the recipient’s personal life, 
employment, family, and community. In addition to the Chapter ASIST awards, there are twelve 
Corporate awards of $2,500 given annually. Corporate candidates are selected from Chapter 
winners. 
Applicants must meet the following eligibility requirements: 
¯ Clearly define career goals and objectives 
¯ Specify the educational requirements to attain the above goals and objectives 
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¯ Utilize re-entry programs available through colleges/universities, community agencies and 
service groups or career professionals 
¯ 18 years of age or older 
¯ Applicant must be residing in boundaries of the EWI Chapter to which application is submitted 
Award: $1,000, but varies each year. 
Deadline: End of April 

May Deadlines 

Congressional Black Caucus Spouses (CBCS) Performing Arts Scholarship 
Contact: Mr. Kevin Brown, Secretary, Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc., 1720 
Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington, DC, 20036, (202) 263-2800, info@cbcfinc.org, 
http:ii~wvw.cbcfinc.orgicbcf-scholarships.html 
Eligibility: Be prepared to pursue a degree full-time or be a current full-time college student in 
good academic standing, minimum 2.5 GPA, exhibit leadership ability and participate in 
community service activities. Students must be pursing a career in the performing arts. 
Award: Contact CBC Foundation for details 
Deadline: 5/1/2011 

The Lucille and Edward Roybal Foundation Public Health Scholarship Program 
Contact: Deborah Navarez & Manuel A. Gonez Jr, Lucille and Edward R. Roybal Foundation, 
5253 E. Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA, 90022-2020, (323) 725-3960, 
deborahnevarez@roybalfoundation.org or mgonez@roybalfoundation.org, 
http :iiroybalfoundation.orgischolarship.htm 
Eligibility: Latino junior and senior undergraduates as well as graduate students enrolled in 
Public Health-related programs who are interested in pursuing public health careers that sew’e 
the interest of low-income Spanish-speaking communities in the United States. 
Award: $5,000 for graduate students and $2,500 for undergraduates 
Deadline: 5/1/2011 

CiD" of Commerce Scholarship 
Contact: Beatriz Sarmiento, City of Commerce Public Library, 5655 Jillson St., Commerce, CA, 

90040, (323) 722-7323, http :iiwww. ci. commerce, ca. usischol arshipprogram asp 
Eligibility: Must be a current resident of the City for at least one year. You must present a valid 
City of Commerce Resident Card and California identification (Driver’s license or I.D.) or 
official college identification card at the time of submission &the application and, if awarded, 
when awarded check is picked up. Applicants can be undergraduates or post-graduates of an 
accredited College or University. Undergraduate students currently attending a college/university 
must be carrying 12 or more units (Full-time status). Post-graduate students do not need to carry 
full-time status. Undergraduate students must have an overall grade point average of 2.0 if they 
are currently attending or plan to attend a junior college, or 2.5 if they are currently attending or 
plan to attend a university or four year college. Post-graduate students must have an overall 
grade point average of 3.0. 

Award: $250 - $5,000 
Deadline: 5/6/201l 1; Application available beginning January 7, 2011 at http://cocpl.org. 
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United Negro College Fund (UNCF) General Scholarship 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http :iiuncf.orgiforstudentsischolarDetail SGA. asp?id----499 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must be an undergraduate or graduate student. Must 
possess a minimum 2.5 GPA. 
Award: Up to $5,000 
Deadline: 5/15/2011 

United Negro College Fund (UNCF) Cargill Scholarship-Internship Program 
Contact: Cargill, 8260 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive, Fairfax, VA, 22031, (952) 742-7874, 
http ://www. un cf.org/forsmdents/scholarDetail SGA. asp?id=49 
Eligibility: Applicants must be African American, American Indian, Asian American, Hispanic 
American or other minority students at the UNCF institution or one of the Cargill-specified 
schools. Students must also be rising freshmen, sophomores or juniors majoring in engineering 
(chemical, mechanical), information technology (MIS, computer science), accounting/finance or 
science (chemistry, biochemistry food science, microbiology or agricultural and animal science), 
show financial need and be able to work in the U.S. 
Award: $5,000 
Deadline: 5/15/2011 

Southeast College Conference Scholarships 
Contact: Assemblymember Hector De La Torte, 8724 Garfield Ave., Suite 104, South Gate, CA, 
90280, (562) 927-11200, Assemblymember.DeLaTorre@assembly.ca.gov, 
http :iiv~7. asm ca. ~ovi50 
Eligibility: Must be a high school senior planning to attend a 2-year or 4-year college/university, 
3.0 GPA for those planning to attend a 4-year university and 2.5 GPA for those planning to 
attend a 2-year college, must be a resident of Bell, Bellflower, Bell Gardens, Commerce, 
Cudahy, Downey, East Los Angeles (90022, 90023, 90040), Huntington Park, Los Angeles 
(90001, 90002), Lynwood, Maywood, South Gate or Walnut Park. 
Award: $500 - $1,000 
Deadline: 5/31/2011 

The Asian Pacific American Institute for Congressional Studies Fellowship Programs 
Contact: Ruby G. Moy, APAICS Interim Executive Director, The Asian Pacific American 
Institute for Congressi onal Studi es, 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 530, Washington, DC, 
20036, (202) 296-9200, rubyapaics@gmail.com, http://www.apaics:org/ 
Eligibility: Outstanding graduate students who have a commitment to the Asian Pacific Islander 
American communities and who plan to pursue a career in public service. 
Award: $20,000 stipend to cover travel, housing, and personal expenses during 9-month 
Washington, D.C. fellowship, a separate stipend provided to cover health insurance. 
Deadline: 5/31/20111 
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June Deadlines 

Accenture American Indian Scholarship 
Contact: American Indian Graduate Center, 

http :iiv~7.aigc. comi02scholarshipsiaccentureiaccenture.htm 
Eligibility: Must be enrolled in a federally recognized American Indian/Alaska Native tribe. 
Must display academic excellence, demonstrated leadership ability, commitment to preserving 
American Indian culture and communities. Must be majoring in one of the following: Various 
Engineering, Computer Science, Operations Management, Finance, Marketing and Other 

Business Oriented Fields 
Award: $20,000 
Deadline: 6/1/2011 

Sikh Education Aid Fund 
Contact: Association of Sikh Professionals, 2917 Oak Brook Hills Road, Oak Brook, IL, 60523, 
contact@sikhprofessionals.org, .~.Lt~...p.]./..~.....sj...k.....h.p..r-~-f..e....s...s...i...~-n....a...l...s.......~..rg/...a..p.p...f...~-r.~..s.../...s...e-a...f.......h..t.~. 
Eligibility: Applicants must be accepted by or attend an accredited U.S. institution. 
Award: $2,500 
Deadline: 6/1/2011 

Swackhamer Disarmament Video Contest 
Contact: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 1, Santa Barbara, CA, 
93108, (805) 965-3443, wagingpeace@napf.org, http:iiwww.wagin~peace_org 
Eligibility: Applicant must submit a short (2-3 minute) videos on the importance of US 
leadership for a nuclear weapons-free world. Please visit their website for more information. 

Award: $250-$1,000 
Deadline: 6/11/2011 

Student Opportunities Program 
Contact: Presbyterian Church, USA, 100 Witherspoon Street, Louisville, KY, 40202-1396, (800) 
872-3283, Ext. 5776, finaid@pcusa.org, http:iiwww.pcusa.org 
Eligibility: Undergraduate juniors or seniors who are majoring in education, health, religious 
studies, sacred music, and/or social services. Applicant must be a member of the Presbyterian 
Church (USA), a U.S. citizen, and apply to college for financial aid. 

Award: $3,000 
Deadline: 6/15/2011 

July Deadlines 

Education for Excellence Scholarship offered by SALEF 
Contact: Guillermo Giron, Youth Organizing/Scholarship Fund Coordinator, Salvadoran- 
American Leadership & Educational Fund (SALEF), 1625 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 706, Los 
Angeles, CA, 90015, (213) 480-1052~ kmadri gal@salef, org, http ://www. salef, org 
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Eligibility: For Salvadoran, Central American, or other Latino high school & college students; 
must demonstrate financial need, minimum 3.0 GPA, show history of community service and 
involvement, and write a 500 word essay to SALEF. Scholarship open to students who have been 
accepted to 4-year colleges or students working on their bachelor’s or master’s. 

Award: $1,000-$5,000 
Deadline: 7/15/2011 

Louis Stokes Health Scholars Program 
Contact: Mr. Kevin Brown, Secretary, Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc., 1720 
Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington, DC, 20036, (202) 263 - 2800, carter@cbcfinc.org, 

Eligibility: U.S. citizens or legal residents, minimum 3.0 GPA, currently enrolled or planning to 
start a full-time undergraduate program at either a 2-year or 4-year college, university, 
vocational, or technical school. Anticipated course of study must be in the health field. Must 
demonstrate financial need. The ideal candidate is at a 2-year institution planning on completing 
a four-year degree, also plans on working in an underserved community. 
Award: Up to $8,000 
Deadline: 7/16/2011 

August Deadlines 

National Medical Fellowships, Inc. 
Contact: Angelica Minaya, National Medical Fellowships, Inc., 110 West 32nd St., Floor 8, New 
York, NY, 10001, (212)483-8880, aminaya@nmf.org, http:iiwww.nmfonline.org 
Eligibility: Graduate medical students of African American, Mexican American, mainland 
Puerto Rican, and American Indian descent. Must be U.S. citizen, 1st or 2nd year medical 
student, and demonstrate financial need. 
Award: $2,500, renewable 
Deadline: 8/31/2011 

September Deadlines 

Alfred Chisholm/BASF Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Contact: United Negro College Fund (UNCF), 

http :iiuncf.orgiforstudentsischolardetail.asp? Sch ID-37 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must possess a minimum 2.7 GPA. Must be related 

to a BASF (African American Employment Group) employee. Must be majoring in one of the 
following: Accounting, Biology, Chemistry, Finance, Mathematics, Computer Science, Law, 
Engineering, Supply Chain Management 
Award: Up to $3,000 

Deadline: 9/17/2010 
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Blanche Elizabeth Ford Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Contact: United Negro College Fund (UNCF), 
http ://uncf.org/forstudents/scholarDetafl SGA.asp?id=496 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must possess a minimum 2.5 GPA 
Award: Up to $10,000 
Deadline: 9/17/2010 

Overseas Spouse Education Assistance Program (OSEAP) 
Contact: Scholarship Department, HQ Army Emergency Relief, 200 Stovall St., Alexandria, VA, 
22332-0600, (866) 878-6378, http://www.aerhq_org 
Eligibility: Applicant must be a spouse of an active duty soldier assigned to an overseas 
Command. Applicant must physically reside with the Soldier at the assigned location. 
Assistance is for part time or full time, first undergraduate studies only. The OSEAP 
Scholarships are awarded up to half the cost of tuition per term based on financial need, as 
evidenced by income, assets, family size, special financial obligations and circumstances. 
Applications are now available at www.aerhq.org. 
Award: $500 per term for 5 terms, totaling $2,500 
Deadline: 9/20/2010 

Stateside Spouse Education Assistance Program (SSEAP) 
Contact: Scholarship Department, HQ Army Emergency Relief, 200 Stovall St., Alexandria, VA, 
22332-0600, (866) 878-6378, http://www.aerhq_org 
Eligibility: Applicant must be a spouse of an active duty or retired soldier, and widow(er) of 
soldier who died either on active duty or in a retired status, and residing in the United States. 
The SSEAP Scholarships are based on financial need. Assistance is for full time, first 
undergraduate studies only. Applications are available at online every year after December 1 st. 
Award: Varies 
Deadline: 9/20/2010 

Mexican-American Engineers & Scientists (I~IAES) Local Chapter Awards 
Contact: Society of Mexican-American Engineers & Scientists (MAES), 13337 South St., 

Number 349, Cerritos, CA, 90703, cpmedina@raytheon.com, http:iiwww.maes-natl.org 
Eligibility: Open to MAES student members in the fields of science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics. The scholarship applicants are selected on the basis of academic achievement, 
financial need, leadership, community service, personal qualities, and completeness of 
application. 
Award: PadrinoiMadrina Scholarship - Three (3) in the amount of $4,000 

Deadline: 9/29/2010 

Cynthia Denise Robinson Horton Scholarship Fund (CDRH) 
Contact: United Negro College Fund (UNCF), 
..h...t1p..]../..t.~..n....c..£:..~....~g/...f...~...r...s..t..u..~..e..~g..s.../...s...c..{~..~...~..~..~...D.....e...t...a.j.~...S.....G.A:...a....s.p.2..i..d..~..4..~..7... 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must possess a minimum 2.5 GPA. 
Award: Up to $3,000 
Deadline: 9/30/2010 
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Xerox Technical Minority Scholarship 
Contact: Xerox Technical Minority Scholarship Program, 150 State Street., Floor 4, Rochester, 

NY, 114614, (800) 275-9375 ext.947, http://www.xerox.com 
Eligibility: Minority and undergraduate/graduate pursuing technical degrees, must display 
academic excellence GPA: 3.0 
Award: $1,000 - $10,000, depending on tuition balance, academic excellence, and classification. 

Deadline: 9/30/2010 

Multiple Deadlines 

$1,000 Gen and Kelly Tanabe Student Scholarship 
Contact: Scholarship Coordinator, Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship, 3286 Oak Court, 
Belmont, CA, 94002, (650)618-2221, scholarships@gkscholarship.com 
tan ab e@gmail, corn, http ://www. genkelly schol arshi p. corn 
Eligibility: Applicants must be 9th-12th grade high school students, college undergraduates, or 
graduate students, be U.S. citizens or legal residents and may study any maj or and attend or plan 
to attend any accredited college or university in the U.S. Selection is based primarily on a brief 
250-word essay. 

Award: $1,000 
Deadline: July 31 for spring, December 31 for fall 

$1,000 Gen and Kelly Tanabe Parent Scholarship 
Contact: Scholarship Coordinator, Gen and Kelly Tanabe Scholarship, 3286 Oak Court, 

Belmont, CA, 94002, (650)618-2221, scholarships@gkscholarship.com 
tanabe@gmail.com, http :iiv~v~w.parentscholarship. corn 
Eligibility: Parent of a current high school student or college student; Legal resident of the 
United States; Complete online application which includes a 250-word short answer question. 

Award: $1,000 
Deadline: July 31 for spring, December 31 for fall 

BET Networks Internship Program 
Contact: Black Entertainment Television, Inc., Black Entertainment Television, Inc., Human 
Resources Department, Attn: Internship Coordinator, One BET Plaza, 11235 W Street, NE, 

Washington, DC, 20018, internship@bet.net, 
http ://www.bet. c~m/Assets/BET/Pub~ished/app~icati~n/pdf/84c ~ d9b4-5688-~b 5b-e2ca- 

433 afa ff9606-InternshipAppli cation2010, pdf 
Eligibility: Not open to high school students. 
Award: Unpaid internship 
Deadline: Applications must be post marked by December 1 for spring session; April 1 for 
summer session; and July 1 for fall session. 

Congressional Youth Leadership Council 
Contact: Dr. Marguerite Regan, Dean of Academic Affairs, Congressional Youth Leadership 

Council, 19119 Gallows Road, Suite 700, Vienna, VA, 22182, (703) 584-9450, mregan@cylc.org, 

http://www.cylc:org 
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Eligibility: Applicant must be an undergraduate student and have a strong interest in education, 
public affairs and public policy. Duration: 4 months. Interns work part-time (20 hours) in spring 
and fall, 40 hours per week in the summer; scheduling is flexible. 
Award: All interns are paid, stipend to be determined. Additionally, academic credit can be 
arranged with your school. 
Deadline: May 30 (summer term), August 30 (fall term), and November 30 (winter-spring term). 

Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) National Internship Program 
Contact: Maria-Elena Vivas-House, Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities, 1 

DuPont Circle NW, Suite 430, Washington, DC, 20036, (202) 467-0893, hnip@hacu.net, 

._h__~l:_:__/__/_:::_.___h_____n__i_l:_.___n___~_t_. 
Eligibility: Internships are open to undergraduate/graduate Hispanic students wishing to 
experience the scope of professional careers available in federal government, mostly in D.C. 
Must have a minimum 3.0 GPA and be a U.S. citizen or legal resident. 
Award: Sophomores/Juniors $450, Seniors $480, Graduate $550/week, travel expenses paid. 
Deadline: Spring 20111: Nov 4, 20110; Summer 2011 : Feb 25, 2011 ; Fall 2011 : Jun 117, 201l 1 

Hispanic College Fund 
Contact: Lindsy Bernsten, Direct of College Program, Hispanic College Fund, Inc., 1301 K 
Street NW, Suite 450 A, West Washington, DC, 20005, (800) 644-4223, 

aduarte@hispanicfund.org, http ://www.hi spanicf).md.org 
Eligibility: Accepted or enrolled as a full-time undergraduate or graduate student at an accredited 
institution of higher education with a declared maj or/concentration in business, in good academic 
standing, 3.0 GPA, have financial need, U.S. citizenship, must be Hispanic or &Hispanic 
heritage. 

Award: $500-$10,000 
Deadline: Mid November- Mid March 

HOPI Tribe Grants and Scholarship Program 
Contact: HOPI, P.O. Box 123, Kykotsmovi, AZ, 86039, (800) 762-9630, 
Tlomakema@hopi.nsn.us 
Eligibility: You must first apply for all Federal, State, and institutional financial aid as Hopi 
Tribal funds are provided as a secondary source of funding. Based on financial need, 2.5 GPA, 

enrolled in HOPI tribe. 
Award: Up to $3,000 per semester, based on Financial Needs Analysis. 

Deadline: Fall - July 1 st, Winter -November 1 st, Spring - December 1 st 

Internship with the Office of the Mayor of Los Angeles 
Contact: Alliance Resource Consulting, LLC, 400 Oceangate, Suite 510, Long Beach, CA, 
90802, (562) 901-0769 ext. 334., apply@alliancerc.com, 
http://www, all i anceresourcecon sulti ng corn/intern/ 
Eligibility: Recent high school graduates entering a two or four year college or vocational 
school, undergraduates, graduate students, and recent graduates of institutions of higher learning. 
Strong written and oral communication skills, a record of academic achievement, a demonstrated 
commitment to public service, and an ability to work in a fast-paced environment. Great 
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interpersonal skills and an understanding of the importance of maintaining a high level of ethics 
and integrity in the work environment. Minimum G.P.A. of 3.0. 
Award: Unpaid Internship 
Deadline: End of March for summer; August for Fall, contact organization for exact deadline. 

MTV Networks Internship Program 
Contact: MTV Networks, 2600 Colorado Ave., 3rd Floor, Santa Monica, CA, 90404, 
sm.internships@mtvstaff.com, http :iiwww.mtvnetworkscareers. comisanta-monica-ca-internshipi 
Eligibility: Students must be registered for an internship for academic credit with their college or 
university, and must provide official documentation upon acceptance of this internship. Open to 
college students entering their junior or senior year. We also accept law students eligible to 
receive internship credit. Must be available at least 2 full days a ~veek for a minimum of 10 
weeks (no ~veekends). Normal business hours are 9:30am-5:30pm. 
Award: Unpaid internship 
Deadline: The program runs during the spring, summer and fall semesters. Application dates for 
fall and spring resume submissions are rolling. For summer, resumes are accepted January 1 st 
through April 1 st. 

NASA Inspire Program 
Contact: INSPIRE National Proj ect Manager: Steve Chance; JPL Proj ect Manager: David Seidel, 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA), Mail Code: XA-D/John F. Kennedy 

Space Center, FA, 32899, StevenH.Chance@nasa.gov; David.M.Seidel@jpl.nasa.gov, 

http :iiv~.nasa.govieducationiINSPIRE 
Eligibility: Students are strongly encouraged to visit the website to become familiar with the 
elements of the program. INSPIRE features multiple tiers open to students starting after 8th 
grade. For internships at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory high school students must be at leastl6 
years old, U.S. citizens, have a minimum 3.0 GPA, and demonstrate interest in and aptitude for 
science, technology, engineering, and/or math (STEM). Students traditionally underrepresented 
in STEM fields encouraged to apply. 
A~vard: Stipends and reimbursements vary by program tier. For the 8-~veek internship at Jet 
Propulsion Lab in Pasadena, the stipend covers no less than California minimum wage. 
Deadline: Students must first join the INSPIRE Online Learning Community (OLC). Deadlines 
are typically in June. Students in good standing in the OLC can apply for INSPIRE experiences 
and internships. Those deadlines are typically in late January or early February. 

Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Program 
Contact: Society of Women Engineers, 120 S. La Salle Street, Suite 1515, Chicago, IL, 60603, 

(877) 793-4636, scholarshipapplication@swe.org, http :iiwww. swe. org 
Eligibility: The minimum GPA is 3.5/4.0 for freshman applicants and 3.0/4.0 for sophomore, 
junior, senior and graduate applicants. Open to women majoring in engineering; incoming 
freshmen admitted to a SWE approved school. For additional information and an application 
please send a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

Award: $5,000, renewable 
Deadline: The deadline for upperclassmen and graduate students will be Feb. 15. Freshmen will 
have a May 15 deadline. 
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Supreme Court Judicial Internship 
Contact: Supreme Court Fellow, Office of the Counselor to the Chief Justice, Room 5, Supreme 
Court of the United States, Washington, DC, 20543, 

http ://www. supremecourt.gov/j ob s/j ip/j ip: aspx 
Eligibility: The Judicial Internship Program at the Supreme Court offers advanced 
undergraduates and graduating seniors who have interests in la~v, management, and social 
sciences a unique opportunity to gain exposure to the field of judicial administration through 
work in the Office of the Counselor to the Chief Justice. Interns work eight-hour days, five days 

a week. Thus, other employment is not feasible. Judicial Interns perform several routine but 
important office tasks, which include summarizing news articles and preparing memoranda and 
correspondence. Interns also conduct background research for speeches and briefings provided to 
visiting foreign dignitaries. Additionally, interns may participate in the diverse research proj ects 
conducted by the Supreme Court Fellow and the Counselor. These proj ects require interns to 
gather, assemble and synthesize information from a wide range of sources. Such assignments 
demand experience with office and library resources, the ability to work under time constraints, 
strict attention to detail, creative thinking, and editorial skills. 
Award: The internship is unpaid. Interns may receive academic credit through special 
arrangement with their college or university and consultation w-ith the Supreme Court Fellow-. 
Depending on funding, a $1000 scholarship may be available based on the following criteria: 
1. Interns must successfully complete the internship. 
2~Within one year of completing the internship, students must return to an undergraduate 
program or enroll in a graduate or professional degree program. 
Deadline: Fall term- June 10, Spring term- October 20, Summer term- March 10 

TELACU Scholarship Program 
Contact: Daniel Garcia, TELACU, 5400 East Olympic Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA, (323) 

721 - 1655 Ext. 486, http: iiv~v~w. TELACU. corn 
Eligibility: Applicants must be first-generation college students, from a low-income family, have 
a minimum GPA of 2.5, attend a partnering colleges or universities (visit website for a list of 
eligible schools), and enrolled full-time for the entire academic year. California applicants must 
be permanent residents of unincorporated East Los Angeles, Bell Gardens, Commerce, 
Huntington Park, City of Los Angeles, or other communities selected by the TELACU Education 
Foundation for inclusion in the Scholarship Program. 

Award: Varies 
Deadline: The application will be available in January; the window to apply is between January 

and March. 

Contact Individually for Deadline 

Actnarial Scholarships for Minority Students 
Contact: Casualty Actuarial Society/Society of Actuaries, 475 North Martingald Road, Suite 800, 
Schaumburg, IL, 60173, (847) 706-3535, Scholarships@ActFnd.org, http :iibeanactuary_orgi 
Eligibility: Applicants must be admitted to a college or university offering either a program in 
actuarial science or courses that will serve to prepare the student for an actuarial career. In 
addition, applicants must have taken either the SAT or ACT. 
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Award: Varies 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Adolph Van Pelt Scholarship 
Contact: Lisa Wyzlic, Association on American Indian Affairs, 966 Hungerford Drive Suite 12- 
B, Rockville, MD, 20850, (240) 314-7155, general.aaia@verizon.net, http:iiwww.indian- 
affairs.org 
Eligibiliw: Applicants must be full-time students and provide proof of tribal enrollment, a 
Certificate of Indian Blood (showing 1/4 Indian blood) and an essay on educational goals. 
Award: $1,500 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Berbeco Senior Research Fellowship 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http :iiuncf.orgiforstudentsischolardetail. asp’? Sch ID----71 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must be an undergraduate junior. Must possess a 
minimum 2.5 GPA 
Award: Up to $6,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Cal Dream Scholarship 
Contact: Carol Lee, Program Officer for Donor Advised & Restricted Funds, Liberty Hill 
Foundation, 2121 Cloverfield Blvd., Suite 113, Santa Monica, CA, 90404, (310)453-3611 Ext. 
130, clee@libertyhill.org, http:iiv~7.1ibertvhill.org 
Eligibility: AB540 student attending UC Berkeley, demonstrating leadership and commitment to 
service or activism on campus or in the community. 
Award: Up to $10,000 
Deadline: April, visit website for exact deadline. 

Cherokee Nation PELL Scholarship 
Contact: Cherokee Nation, P.O. Box 948, Tahlequah, OK, 74465, (918) 456-0671, 
highereducation@cherokee, org, http:iicherokee.or~ 
Eligibility: Applicants must be high school senior Cherokee Nation tribal members planning to 
attend an institution of higher education 

Award: Varies 
Deadline: Application & Deadline details will be up in March 

Congressional Legislative Black Caucus (CLBC) Youth Leadership Scholarship 
Contact: Mr. Opio Dupree, California Legislative Black Caucus, P.O. Box 942849, Sacramento, 
CA, 94249, 916-319-2016, opio.dupree@asm.ca.gov, 
http ://asmdc.org/caucus/l egi slative_black_caucus/ 
Eligibility: CLBC’s primary goal in offering these scholarships is to increase the pool of young 
community- leaders by assisting them financially and helping them pursue their educational and 
personal leadership goals. To be considered for the scholarship, you must meet the following 
requirements: You must be attending or accepted to attend a two-year community college, four- 
year college/university, or vocational school. Scholarships will be disbursed to successful 
applicants with proof of enrollment. 
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Award: $2,000 
Deadline: April, contact organization for 2011 deadline. 

California Latino Legislative Caucus (CLCI) Quad-Caucus Polanco Fellowship 
Contact: Lisa Baca-Sigala, Executive Director, The California Latino Legislative Caucus, 
Institute for Public Policy, bacasigala@earthlink.net, http :iiwww. cllcipp:or~ 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a demonstrated interest in public policy. 
¯ Applicants must have graduated from a college or university (with a BAiBS degree). 
¯ Excellent analytical and communication skills (oral and written). 
¯ Be a California resident. 
¯ Be a U.S. citizen or permanent legal resident. 
Award: CLCI provides Quad-Caucus Polanco Fellows with: 
¯ Transportation: one round-trip airfare to Sacramento. 
¯ Gross monthly stipend of approximately $1,880. 

¯ Health/dental benefits. 
¯ Introduction to the Capitol Area Development Association for housing conta 

Deadline: Check website for details. 

Commerce Volunteer College Internship Program 
Contact: Human Resources Department, City of Commerce, (323) 722-4805, Ext. 2266, 

http://www, ci. comm erce. ca.us/ 
Eligibility: Must be at least 18 years old, currently enrolled in an accredited college or university, 
or a recipient of the City of Commerce Scholarship Fund. Must be committed to work a 
minimum of three (3) hours per week. Some departments may require the possession of a valid 

California driver’s license. 
Award: Unpaid 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute Snmmer Congressional Internship Program 
Contact: Cecilia Majors, College Programs Specialist, 911 2nd Street NE, Washington, DC 
20002, 1-800-EXCEL-DC, cmajors@chci.org, http:iiw~’w.chci.or~ 
Eligibility: Full-time Latino undergrad, minimum 3.0 GPA, strong commitment to public 
service, evidence of leadership potential, solid analytical and communication skills, U.S. citizen 
or permanent resident. 
Award: $2,500 stipend for 8-week Capitol Hill internship plus roundtrip transportation and 

commuter assistance 
Deadline: Check website for deadline date. 

CHCI (Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute) Public Policy Fellowship Program 
Contact: Cecilia Majors, College Programs Specialist, 911 2nd Street NE, Washington, DC 
20002, 1-800-EXCEL-DC, cmajors@chci.org, http://w~vw.chci.org 
Eligibility-: Latino student within 3 years of having received undergraduate degree, minimum 3.0 
GPA, strong commitment to public sew’ice, evidence of leadership potential, solid analytical and 
communication skills, U.S. citizen or permanent resident. 
Award: $2,200imonth for 9-month program plus health insurance, roundtrip transportation, and 

commuter assistance 
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Deadline: Check website for deadline date. 

CHCI (Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute) Graduate & Young Professional 
Fellowship 
Contact: Cecilia Majors, College Programs Specialist, 911 2nd Street NE, Washington, DC 
20002, 1-800-EXCEL-DC, http:iiwww.chci.org, cmajors@chci.org 
Eligibility: Latino student, graduate degree from accredited institution or 3 years professional 
experience, demonstrated commitment to program principles, high academic achievement, 
superior oral and written analytical and communication skills, U.S. citizen or permanent resident. 
Award: $2,700/month for 9-month program plus health insurance, roundtrip transportation, and 
commuter assistance 
Deadline: Check website for deadline date. 

CHCI (Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute) Scholarship 
Contact: Cecilia Majors, College Programs Specialist, 911 2nd Street NE, Washington, DC 
20002, 1-800-EXCEL-DC, cmajors@chci.org, http://www.chci.org 
Eligibility: Need-based awards given to Latino students who demonstrate a commitment to 
community service. Full-time community college, university, or graduate student attending either 
2-year or 4-year college/university; U.S. citizen or permanent resident eligible to apply. 
Award: $1,000 AA degree, $2,500 BAiBS degree, $5,000 graduate degree 
Deadline: Check website for deadline date. 

Rep. Lucille Roybal-Allard Los Angeles District Office/Washington DC Office Internships 
Contact: Diana Porras, Office of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard, 255 East Temple St., 
Suite 1860, Los Angeles, CA, 90012, (213) 628-9230, diana.porras@mail.house.gov, 
http:iiroyb al-allard, house.gov 
Eligibility: College students with a strong commitment to serve the community, excellent 
communication skills, solid technical skills (Word, Excel, etc.), and thrive in a team 
environment. Residents of the 34th Congressional District strongly encouraged to apply. 
A~vard: Unpaid internship. College credit may be earned. 
Deadline: Applications accepted on a rolling basis, contact office for details. 

Displaced Homemaker Scholarship 
Contact: Lisa Wyzlic, Association on American Indian Affairs, 966 Hungefford Drive Suite 12- 
B, Rockville, MD, 20850, (240) 314-7155, general.aaia@verizon.net, http://www.indian- 

Eligibility: Applicants must be full-time students and provide proof of tribal enrollment, a 
Certificate of Indian Blood (showing 1/4 Indian blood) and an essay on educational goals. 
Award: $1,500 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Hispanic Heritage Yonth Awards 
Contact: Hispanic Heritage Foundation, 1775 Wiehle Ave., Ste. 400, Reston, VA, 20190, 
Roberto@hispanicheritage.org, http:iihhfawards.hispanicheritage.orgi2010iformsilogin.php 
Eligibility: To participate you must be: 

* A current high school JUNIOR (not seniors), or 
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* Planning to enroll in college in 2012-2013 
* A citizen or permanent resident of the US 

* Of Hi spanic/Latino descent (at least one parent) 
* Minimum 3.0 GPA (on a 4.0 scale) or 7.5 (on a 10.0 scale) 
* Willing to travel at own cost to the awards ceremony in your selected region. 
* If you are under the age of 21 and working toward your GED, you are eligible for the 

Hispanic Heritage Youth Award. 
Award: Up to $3,000 

Deadline: Check website for 20111 deadline. 

Hispanic Scholarship Fnnd (HSF)/General Motors Scholarship Program 
Contact: Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF), http:iiwww.hs~:netiinnercontent.aspx?id=314 
Eligibility: Must be of Hispanic heritage. Must be a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident. Must be 
enrolled full-time at a 4-year undergraduate institution. Must possess a minimum 3.0 GPA. Must 
apply for FAFSA. Must be majoring in one of the following: Engineering, Business, Social 
Sciences 
Award: $2,500 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF)/Western Governors University Scholarship Program 
Contact: Hispanic Scholarship Fund, http://www.hsf.net/innercontent.aspx?id=318 
Eligibility: Must be of Hispanic heritage. Must be a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident. Must 
enroll full-time at Western Governors University for at least two modules. Must possess a 
minimum 3.0 GPA. Must apply for FAFSA. 
Award: $2,500 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF) College Scholarship Program 
Contact: Jesse Torres, Hispanic Scholarship Fund, 55 Second Street, Suite 1500, San Francisco, 
CA, 92106, (415) 808-2365, j setorres@hsf.net, _t_g_t__p_]_i__~_.~_[:_-_i_~__t_-_,’__.___n____e___t_. 
Eligibility: Be a U.S. citizen or legal permanent resident, have a minimum cumulative GPA of 
3.0, be a full-time student, apply for financial aid using the FAFSA (no need requirement for 
eligibility). 
Award: Varies 
Deadline: Varies, applications available online September 1 -December 15 

Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF)iVerizon Foundation Scholarship 
Contact: Hispanic Scholarship Fund, http:iiwww.hsf.netiVerizon_Foundation.aspx 
Eligibility: Must be of Hispanic heritage. Must be a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident. Must be 
enrolled full-time at a 4-year undergraduate institution. Must possess a minimum 3.0 GPA. Must 
apply for FAFSA. Must be majoring in one of the following: Accounting, Business 
Administration, Finance, Hospitality Administration, Human Resource Management, 
Management, Marketing, Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Information Technology, 
Electrical, Industrial, or Mechanical Engineering 
Award: $5,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 
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Lambda Theta Nu Sorority, Inco Latina Scholarship Award 
Contact: La Mesa Directiva, Lamda Theta Nu Sorority, Inc., 1220 Rosecrans, Number 543, San 
Diego, CA, 92106, chair@lamdathetanu.org, http://www~landathetanu.org 
Eligibility: Latina pursuing her education at an accredited college or university. No specific 
major is required All California chapters award money each year. Contact the chapter closest to 
you for further info. 
Award: $200- $1,000 Multiple scholarships awarded yearly. 
Deadline: Contact chapter agency for deadline info. 

Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce Award 
Contact: Nancy Takata, Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce, 201 South Figueroa Street, 
Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA, 90012, (213) 989-2159, ntakata@lajcc.org, http:iiwww.laicc_org 
Eligibility: The L.A. Junior Chamber of Commerce is awarding students that have made either 
contributions to their community and/or school through volunteer efforts and/or positions of 
leadership. Participation in a competitive activity in a sport or art is also required. Please see the 
website above for the application procedures. 
Award: Varies 
Deadline: Varies, consult website. 

Malcolm X Scholarship for Exceptional Courage 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, 
http ://www~ un cf~ org/forsmdents/schol ardetail, asp? S ch ID= 129 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must possess a minimum 2.5 GPA. Must 
demonstrate academic excellence, campus and community leadership. Must also demonstrate the 
overcoming of tremendous hardships and social circumstances 
Award: $4,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

McDonald’s/NBMOA Hospitality Scholars Program 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, ...h..t..t.p...]../...u.....n....c.‘..f......~...r.g./...f...~..r...s...t...u.~..d...e....n...t...s.../...s...c..h..~...~....a..r....D...~.~.~&.~p?id~5~ 1 
Eligibility: Must attend a 4-year college. Must be a college sophomore, junior, or senior. Must 
possess a minimum 2.8 GPA. Must be majoring in one of the following: Accounting, Business, 
Hospitality Management, Hotel Management, Marketing, Restaurant Management. Must reside 
in one of the following states: Alabama, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, District of 
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin 
Award: Up to $5,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

National Merit Scholarship Program 
Contact: School Guidance Counselor, National Merit Scholarship Corporation, 1560 Sherman 
Ave., Suite 200, Evanston, IL, 60201-4897, (847) 866-5100, mediainfo@nmerit.net, 
http:iiwww.nationalmerit.org 
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Eligibility: High school students must take the PSATiNMSQT (usually in their junior year) and 
meet other published requirements. (See the Official Student Guide to the PSATiNMSQT 
available at one’s high school and on National Merit Scholarship Corporation’s website.) 
Award: Varies; may be one-time or renewable (See Official Student Guide to the PSAT/NMSQT 

for details.) 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 

NFL Films internship 
Contact: Cara R. Angelucci, NFL, 1 NFL Plaza, Mt Laurel, NJ, 08028, (866) 799 - 8164, 

cara.angelucci@films.nil.com, http://www.nflfilms.com 
Eligibility-: First priority is given to 3rd and 4th year college students. Contact for further info. 
Award: Contact for information 
Deadline: Accepts interns on a four month basis during the fall, spring, and summer semesters. 

The Panetta Institute for Public Policy - Congressional Internship Program 
Contact: Richard Kezirian, PhD, The Panetta Institute for Public Policy, 100 Campus Center, 
Building 86E, Seaside, CA, 93955, (831) 582-4200, info@PanettaInstitute.org, 
http:iiv~7.panettainstitute.or~istudy with usiinternship.htm 
Eligibility: Open to students attending any of the California State University campuses, Santa 
Clara University, or Dominican University of California. Students are encouraged to contact 
their President’s office for application and eligibility requirements. 
Award: The Institute covers costs for the semester-long, 13-week program; this includes fees for 
20 units; housing, meals and classes at the Panetta Institute; air travel, ground transportation, and 
housing in Washington, along with a stipend. 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 

Salvadoran-American Leadership & Educational Fund 
Contact: Guillermo Giron, Youth Organizing/Scholarship Fund Coordinator, Salvadoran- 
American Leadership & Educational Fund (SALEF), 1625 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 706, Los 
Angeles, CA, 90015, (213) 480-1052, info@salef.org, _t_~_t__t___p_]__i_~2__s___a___l___e____f_:___o__~_ig 
Eligibility: Applicants must be Salvadoran, Central American, or of other Latino background and 
live in Los Angeles (Specifically South Central Los Angeles, Pico Union, East Los Angeles). 
Students must have at least a 2.5 GPA and a history of community service and involvement. 
High school seniors, undergraduates, and graduate students may apply; AB540 community 
college students also eligible. Applicants must be willing to give back to the community by 
becoming a mentor to a high school student or completing the equivalent of 52 community 
service hours assigned by SALEF. 
Award: $1,000-$5,000 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 

Scholastic Art & Writing Awards 
Contact: Alliance for Young Artists and Writers, 557 Broadway, New York, NY, 10012, 
generalinfo@scholastic.com, http :iiwww. artandwriting_or~i 
Eligibility: Open to students in grades 7-12 enrolled in a public school in the United States. 
Awards are available in 12 writing categories and 17 art categories. 
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Award: Fifteen $10,000 scholarships and fifteen $1,000 scholarships. National award winning 
seniors can leverage scholarships from a pool of $3.9 million in tuition support. 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 

Sequoyah Graduate Felloowship for American Indians & Alaskan Natives 
Contact: Lisa Wyzlic, Association on American Indian Affairs, 966 Hungerford Drive Suite 12- 
B, Rockville, MD, 20850, (240) 314-7155, general.aaia@verizon.net, http:iiwww.indian- 
affairs.org 
Eligibility: Applicants must be full-time students and provide proof of tribal enrollment, a 
Certificate of Indian Blood (shovdng 1l/4 Indian blood) and an essay on educational goals. 
Award: $1,500 
Deadline: Consult website for deadline date, applications available in Februa~. 

Navajo Generating Station Navajo Scholarship 
Contact: Linda Dawavendewa, SRP (Salt River Project) Navajo Generating Station, P.O. Box 
850, Page, AZ, 86040, (928) 645-6539, LindaDawavendewa@srpnet.com, 
..h...t~...p.]/..~.....s£p.~..e...t.:...c....~.....m..../...e....d...u....c....a..t.j...~....n../.gr....a...n....t...s../...n...g.v....a.j..~........a...s..p...x.. 
Eligibility: Member of Navajo Tribe, 3.0 GPA, Upper Division students. 
Award: Contact for details 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 

Teacher Edncation Scholarships 
Contact: Brenda Stephen, Scholarship Coordinator, California Congress of Parents and Teachers, 
Inc., 930 Georgia St., Los Angeles, CA, 90015, (213) 620-1100, grants@capta.org, 
http:iiwww, capta_org 
Eligibility: Applicant must be a California resident, graduating from a high school in California 
with a PTAiPTSA unit in good standing, and must be a member of his/her high school 
PTA!PTSA. There is no minimum GPA required. Two letters of reference are required. 
Award: $500 
Deadline: Application must be received in the CA PTA office by Februal5" 1. 

Thurmond Woodard/DelliUnited Negro College Fund (UNCF) Corporate Scholars 
Program 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http://uncf.org/forstudents/scholarDetailSGA.asp?id=504 
Eligibility: Must attend a 2- or 4-year college. Must possess a minimum 3.0 GPA 
Award: Up to $5,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

UBS!PaineWebber Scholarship 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, http://uncf.org/forstudents/scholardetail.asp?Sch_lD=206 
Eligibility: Must attend a UNCF Institution. Must be a college sophomore, junior, or senior. 
Must possess a minimum 3.0 GPA. Must be majoring in one of the following: Business, Finance, 
Economics, Accounting, Marketing, Banking, Management, Business Administration 
Award: $8,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 
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UCDC Internship Program 
Contact: University of California, Washington Center, 1608 Rhode Island Avenue, NW, 
Washington, DC, 20036, (202) 974-6200, http://www.ucdc.edu/index.ct:N 
Eligibility: Washington, D.C. internship opportunity for currently enrolled University of 
California students. Contact your home campus for application details. 
Award: Contact home campus for details. 
Deadline: Contact your campus for info. 

UCLA Dream Fund 
Contact: Carol Lee, Program Officer for Donor Advised & Restricted Funds, Liberty Hill 

Foundation, 2121 Cloverfield Blvd., Suite 113, Santa Monica, CA, 90404, (310) 453-3611 Ext. 
130, clee@libertyhill.org, http:iiwww.libertyhill~or~ 
Eligibility: AB540 student pursuing undergraduate or graduate degree at UCLA, must be 
involved in educational or outreach activities in support of immigrant rights and social justice. 
Award: Up to $5,000 
Deadline: August (see website for exact deadline) 

United Negro College Fund (UNCF) Merck Undergraduate Science Research Scholarship 
Contact: United Negro College Fund, 

http :iium si. uncf. orgiSchol arship sIntern ship sFellowship s/rabid/151/Default, aspx#Un dergraduate 
Eligibility: Must be African American. Must be enrolled full-time in any four-year college or 
university in the United States. Must be an undergraduate junior. Must possess a minimum 3.3 
GPA. Must be majoring in one &the following: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences. Must be 
committed and eligible for two summer internships. Must be a citizen or permanent resident of 

the United States 
Award: Up to $35,000 
Deadline: Check website for details. 

Walden Media Production Management Internship 
Contact: Jane Jones, Walden Media, 1888 Centur?- Park East, 14th floor, Los Angeles, CA, 
90067, internships@walden.corn, http:iiw~’.walden.comicompany 
Eligibility: Candidates must have strong communication skills and writing skills and be familiar 
with word, excel, powerpoint, Internet Explorer and PCs. 

Award: Contact for info. 
Deadline: Contact agency for deadline info. 
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Suggested Books 

College Board Scholarship Handbook 2009 
By: The College Board 

Scholarship Book 
By: Daniel J. Cassidy 

Scholarships, Grants & Prizes, 2009 
By: Peterson’ s 

2005 Hispanic Scholarship Director- 
By: WPR Publishing 

Cash for Grad School 
By: Phillip C. McKee and Cynthia Ruiz McKee 

Dan Cassidy’s Worldwide Graduate Scholarship Directory_ (5th Ed) 
By: Daniel J. Cassidy 

How to go to College Almost for Free 
By: Ben Kaplan 

Money -Winning Scholarship Essay and Interviews 
By: Gen S. Tanabe and Kelly Y. Tanabe 

Peterson’ s Grants for Graduate & Post Doctoral Study (5th Edition) 
By: Peterson’ s 

Scholarship Scouting Report 
By: Ben Kaplan 
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Suggested Websites 

Office of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard 

http ]iroyb al-all ard. hou se. ~ovistudents 

U.S. Department of Education 
_http ://ww~v. ed. gov/fi naid 

Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) 
http :iiwww.fafsa.govi 

California Student Aid Commission 
_l_l_http ://www. c sac. ca. gov/ 

College is Possible 
http :iiwww.colle~eispossible.or~i 

Fastweb 
_h.ttp://www. fastweb, corn/ 

Financial Aid 
http:iiwww.finaid.orgi 

Free Scholarship Search & Information Service 
http ://www. freschinfo.com/ 

Gates Millennium Scholars 
http :iiw~,.gmsp_or~;i 

Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities 
http ://ww~v.hacu. net! 

Hispanic Heritage Foundation 
http :iiwv~7.hispanicherita~e.orEi 

Hispanic College Fund 
http ://www.hi spanicfund, org/ 

Latino College Dollars 
http:iiwww.latinocolle~edollars.or~idirecto~v.htm 

Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund 
http ://mal def. org/leadership/scholarship s/general/ 

Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs 
http:iiexchan~es~state.govi 
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Courtesy of Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard (CA-34), http://roybal-allard.house.gov              48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 9:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: Prqiect Touchdown! 2010 Application has been posted! 



7  NUa L "BUILD-AoHOME" 
FUNDRAISING AUCTION 

The Boa~ of ~~ of I~mPOWEltmen~ Inc. invites you to j oin us for an 
evening of delicious food, live enteI+ainment and an auction. T~ deductible 
donations help EI ~hieve :its goals of affordable housing, education aind small 
business development in our conmmnities. 

M-~t~r o~ Ceremonie~ Aaron NeSon, Predict of Chapelgi’~-Cart~oro 
Chamber of Commerce 

Slmeial Musical Guests: Terr~Houa~from ~,uinox 

TUESDAY-; DECEMBER 7, 2010 
6:00 PM- 8:30 PM IN ~ GREAT ROOM 

Top of the M’aT~rant & Brewery 100 East Fra~ Street Chapel 
gi’a~ NC 2 7514 

EmPOWERment, Inc.’s mission: Empowering people to create their own destinies through 

homeownership, economic development and community organizing. 

Please RSVP to (919) 967-8779 by Monday, November 29, 2010 

Minimum Donation." $25.00 0n advance and at the door) 
~IaiI donations t~z F_mPO~¥ ERment, Inc., Midway Bus~ness Center, 109 North Graham Street, Suite 

200, Chapel H~ll, NC 27516 

EmPOWERment 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaol.com 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 6:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Need some students tbr saturday 

Ok Will do. 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 18:50:20 
To:             ~aol.com> 
Subject: RE: Need some students for saturday 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the environment" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 6:48 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Need some students for saturday 

~aobcom] 

No problem. Will let you know ifI need additional help soon 

Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To:              ~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Need some students for saturday 
Sent: Nov 4, 2010 5:31 PM 

Hi Jell’. ! j ust got back in town and missed your note. I didn’t turn on my 
"out-of-office" note. My bad 

Do you need students for anything else? Let me know. Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i/~vw~v.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are witming the war on the environment. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 8:50 PM 

To: dstroraan@email.~mc, edu 
Subject: Need some students for saturday 

~aol.com] 

I need two students to pass out flyers at the Winston-Salem State- Shaw game 
on Saturday in Raleigh. Will pay each student $25 a piece for the ~vork. 
However, would need to be invoiced. Let me know if you can help 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent licom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brett Samurin <bsamurin@netprospex.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:46 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Followup l}om Digital Marketing World-Netprospex 

Deborah, 

I was hoping to connect after this week’s Digital Marketing World lead 

mm~agement conference. NetProspex offers B2B marketers access to over 

15 million verified B2B contacts ranging fi’om C-Level Executives to VPs, 
Directors, and mid-management decision makers. 

- Contacts can be targeted by job rifle, industry, geography, and more. 

- All informafion is verified fire, ugh our CleneStep process before it 

is published (Ema~liPhoneiData validation to ensure higher accuracy). 

We also offer clients a 100% replacement guarantee on all records. 

- Our custoln list downloMs and subscription options help stiles teams 

(or indMduals) ruth instantaneous and confim~al lead flow. 

- Our clients (firms including WebEx EMC, CDC So,rare, and 

Microsoft) use NetProspex to fulfill their outbound sales and 
marketing campaigns. 

Is there a good time next week tbr a quick 15-minute exploratory 

call? If you’ll send me your target criteria, I can provide a sample 

set of data aJ~d full list count of potential new prospects. 

Hope to connect soon. 

Best, 

Brett 

Brett Samurin 

Enterpri~ Account Executive 

Netprospex 

888-826-4877 

bsamurin@netprospex.com 

www.netprospex.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<lebby@dstroman.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 3:51 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn ~tstro@unc.edu> 

Article - print 

l~~du/~wc&’ressent htm 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
debby@dstroman.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol,com 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 3:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Need some students tbr saturday 

Deb: 

Give me a call. 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 18:50:20 
To: <            ~aol.com> 
Subject: RE: Need some students for saturday 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F, ngage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the environment" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 6:48 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Need some students for saturday 

~aol.com] 

No problem. Will let you know if! need additional help soon 

Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:              ~aol.com 
Subject: RE: Need some students for saturday 
Sent: Nov4, 2010 5:31 PM 

Hi Jeff’. I just got back in town and missed your note. I didn’t tulTl on ray 
"out-of-office" note. My bad. 

Do you need students for anything else? Let me know. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http:i/xvwxv.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are witming the war on the environment." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 8:50 PM 

To: dstroraan@cmail.~mc, edu 
Subject: Need some students for saturday 

~aol.com] 

I need t~vo students to pass out flyers at the Winston-Salem State- Shaw game 
on Saturday in Raleigh. Will pay each student $25 a piece for the work. 
However, would need to be invoiced. Let me know if you can help 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Sent licom my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheo’l Kern <Che~l.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 7:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: At?ican American Forum Background Intbrmation-D&I Ali/#ament 

Hi Deb 
I’m just getting home from running errands. Did not want to call you this late. Left a message at your office. Please send me an email with the exact outline of what you will 
cover at the Forum based on our calls and info I’ve sent you. 
As well I can do a call at 5:30 pm CST tomorrow-can you make that work? 
Take care 
Cheqtl 
Also, I need a W-9 for your business so we can get you set up in the system. 

From: Cheryl Kern 

To: ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 
Sent: Sun Nov 07 15:51:30 2010 
Subject: Re: African American Forum Background Information-D&I Alignment 

OK. I’ll call in 2 hours 
Thx 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: Cheryl Kern 
Sent: Sun Nov 07 1110:30:59 2010 
Subject: RE: African American Forum Background Information-D&I Alignment 

Hi Cheryl. Feel free to (:all me any time after 2:00 o,m. CST today. Thanks, 

t;}o } ic,’ls, 

9i9-843-0336 

http:i /www.unc,edu /’ depts// exe~cise /’sport administration 

"At least we ~re wining No w~r on the environment." 

F~m= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 05, 2010 7:46 PN 

T~= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: African American Forum Background Information-D~ Alignment 
Impo~ance= High 

~ w~l~ call you tomorrow since we bo~:h had our schedules sor~: o~ aH over the t3.:~rd ~:odav. What ~:#ru~ works tomorrow? 

Thx 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 04, 2010 4:42 PN 

To= Che~l Kern 
Subject= RE: African American Forum Background Information-D~ Alignment 

Hi Cheryl ~ ~eft yoa a vrnsg too. f got ~mHed into 8n urgent meel:k~g tomorrow morning. As soon as I finish [ wH~ g~ve you a cail. The rneetk~g is sched@ed to go un~:~ 

1,3:30 CST~ 

de~y 

Go MeSs, 

DeboraJ:t Str,xnan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

ExpJ.ore, Jmgage. 

"At least we are winning ~e war on the envirenment." 

F~m= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent= Saturday, October 23, 20~0 8:38 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= African American ~rum Background Information-D~ Alignment 

Deb, 

As previously discussed I am providing you some information on Diversity and Inclusion at IP as a way of framing your session on ~/30. 

Attached are 2 items: 

1. Blue Print I and II Overview information-completed prior to my involvement in this role but viewed as foundational to our commitment. 

2. Four Elements of Diversity-Current cornerstone of our Initiatives as led through the Chairman’s Diversity Council 

I will set up a call for us ideally for the 2nd week of November so we can complete the outline of your session. Meanwhile please let me know if you have 

any questions and if not please acknowledge receipt. 

Thanks as always. 

Cheryl 

Cheryl E. Kern 

Director, Global DiversiN, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Office: 1901) 419-7228, Cell: 
Fax: [901) 419-7278 



cheryI.kern@~paper.corn 

http://ipnet.ipaper,corn/Diversity/inde×,htrnl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DC LAWSON <admin@dclconsulling.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 11:22 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCCU Tennis hat 

Deborah 
I hope all is ~vell and in follo~v-up to my promise made at Phil’s Golf tourney I have a NCCU Tennis hat for you VVhat address would you like for me to send it to? 

Kind regards 
Curtis 
L-Foundation 
www.dclconsulting.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DC LAWSON <admin@dclconsul~ing.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 3:27 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCCU Tennis hat 

Debby 
Things are busy as usual but all is welh I’m at a retreat today but ~vill fed ex your hat this evening.., take care 
Curtis 
...... Original iVlessage ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: DCLConsultmg 
Subject: RE: NCCU Telmis hat 
Sent: Nov 8, 2010 2:40 PM 

Well hello there’. Great to hear ticom you. I pray all is well for you and 
yours. As you know, we have been quite busy with some thangs over here. :) 

Please send to: 

D. Stroman 

You are THE best! 

}tugs, 

debby 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the envirunment" 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: DC LAWSON [mailto:admin(@dclconsultin~ com] 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 11:22 AM 
To: Deborah Struman 
Sutzject: NCCU Tennis hat 

Deborah 
I hupe all is well and in follow-up tu my promise made at Phil’s Gulf 
tourney I have a NCCU Tennis hat for yuu. What address would you like for me 
to send it tu? 

Kind regards 
Curtis 
L-Foundation 
www.dclconsulting.com 

L-Foundation 

www.dclcunsulting.cum 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheo,l Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 6:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Atiicm~ American Forum Background Informafion-D&I Alignment 

I will call at 8:30 

Th× 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, November 08, 2010 5:17 PM 
To-" Cheryl Kern 
Subject: RE: African American Forum Background Information-D&I Alignment 

Hi Cheryl. I received your message. Yes, all WILL go weft. I wilt be available this evening after 8:00 p~m. CST. 

I can also send you an out~h~e of my format too. 

Pace yourself and be blessed~ 

Regards, 

debby 

Debon~h S,:roman, Pt~.I),~ CLU 

htt}%//www,unc.e d u / de}~ts/%xercise//sport administration 

From= ChewI Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 07, 20~0 7:58 PM 
To= ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Re: African American ~rum Background Information-D~ Alignment 
Hi Deb 
I’m just getting home from running errands. Did not want to call you this late. Left a message at your office. Please send me an email with the exact outline of what you will 
cover at the Forum based on our calls and info I’ve sent you. 
As well I can do a call at 5:30 pm CST tomorrow~an you make that work? 
Take care 

Che~l 
Also, I need a W-9 for your business so we can get you set up in the system. 

From: Cheryl Kern 

To: ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sun Nov 07 15:51:30 2010 
Subject: Re: African American Forum Background Information-D&I Alignment 

OK. I’ll call in 2 hou~ 
Thx 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: Cheryl Kern 

Sent: Sun Nov 07 10:30:59 2010 
Subject: RE: African American Forum Background Information-D86 Alignment 

Hi Cheryl. Feel free to call me any time after 2:00 p.m. CST today. Thanks. 

d 

Weborah ,%:roman, Ph,]_% CLL ~ 

929 84.3 0336 

From: ChewI Kern [mailto:ChewI.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 7:46 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: African American Forum Background Information-D~ Alignment 
Impedance: High 

~ will call you tomorrow sh~ce we both had o~Jt schedules sort of aH over th~ Bo~rd today. What t~me works tomorrow? 

Thx 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 0% 2010 4:42 PM 
To: ChewI Kern 
Subject: RE: African American Forum Background ~nformation-D~ Alignment 

Hi Cheryl ~ ~eft yo~ a vms8 too. ~ 8or pulled into sn ursent meetinK tomorrow morning. As soon as I finish I will 8~ve you a call. The meet~n~ is scheduled to 

frO:30 CST. 

d e b b V 

919-843-0336 

]tltp:/’/’www.un(~eSu//(]epts// exercJse//spor~ adrn{nJslral{on 

From= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 



Sent-" Saturday, October 23, 2010 8:38 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject-" African American Forum Background Information-D&.1 Alignment 

Deb, 

As previously discussed I am providing you some information on Diversity and Inclusion at IP as a way of framing your session on 11/30. 

Attached are 2 items: 

:I. Blue Print I and II Overview information-completed prior to my involvement in this role but viewed as foundational to our commitment. 

2. Four Elements of Diversity-Current cornerstone of our Initiatives as led through the Chairman’s Diversity Council 

I will set up a call for us ideally for the 2nd week of November so we can complete the outline of your session. Meanwhile please let me know if you have 

any questions and if not please acknowledge receipt. 

Thanks as always. 

Cheryl 

Chery! E. Kern 

Director, Global Diversity, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Office: (901) 419-7228, Cell: 
Fax: (901) 419-7278 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Davis, Georgia <gdavis~theacc.org> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 1:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I.ynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

DSC02712.JPG 

Hi, Dr. Stroman! 
Great to see you the other night. I hope your chapter is complete now and you have the initial submission behind you. 
I’ve attached here the picture that Lindsey took of us the other night. Cute! 
I have a favor to ask of you.., and it’s a long shot, but it’s worth a try. A friend of mine is traveling up to NC on the weekend of the football 

championship (so, December 4th). She is a Kentucky grad, but more importantly, a HUGE college basketball fan. I’m trying to find a way to send 

her and her friend to the UNC vs Kentucky men’s basketball game that day, since - like you, I’ll be down in the trenches of Bank of America 
Stadium all day. 
I’m unsure if UNC faculty and staff get men’s tickets or if you happen to get them on your own, but since I KNOW where you’ll be that day, 11bought 
I’d check to see if you had connections to tickets and if you had any you weren’t using Thanks for anything you can tell me! 
Best, 
Georgia 

Georgia Davis 
Assistant Director, Women’s Basketball/SWA 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Ln 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
(o): 336-854-8787 x 244 
(0:336-547-6267 
Follow Ace Women’s Basketball on Twitter: @accwbb 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 5:17 PM 

’Cheryl Kern’ <Cheryl.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Stroman, De~x~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: At’rica~ Amelican Forum Background Information-D&I Alignment 

Stmman Oufline.pdf 

Eli Cheryl, See attached outline. 

I also spoke to Natalie today abouL the roorn arrangement. We are okay with the layout now. I am also considering bringing my packets for each attendee 

having copies made at the FedEx Institute. 

Please send the agenda for the conference so ~ may further refine my presentation, as necessary. 

Let me know ~f you have any ques~:~ons and ~ wH~ chat w~:h you tomorrow. Thanks 

9 Z~).843.033,~ 

htt}~://,/www,ui~c.e d u/ide}~ts fexercise//sport administration 

"At lea~t we are winnin~ ~e war on the environment" 

F~m~ Che~l Kern [mail~o:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent= Saturday, October 23, 2010 8:38 PH 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= African American ~rum Background ~nforma~ion-D~ Alignmen~ 

Deb, 

As previously discussed I am provid~n~ you some ~n~ormation on Diversity and Inclusion at IP as a way of fram~n~ your session on 11/30. 

Attached are 2 items: 

L Blue Print I and II Overview information-completed prior to my involvement in this role but viewed as foundational to our commitment. 

2. Four Elements of Diversity-Current cornerstone of our Initiatives as led through the Chairman’s Diversity Council 

I will set up a call for us ideally for the 2nd week of November so we can complete the outline o~ your session. Meanwhile please let me know if you have 

any questions and if not please acknowledge receipt. 

Thanks as always. 

Cheryl 

¢herFI E. Kern 

Director, Global Divers~, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HUMAN RESOUR£ES 
Office: (901) 419-7228, £ell: 
Fax: (901) 419-7278 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

International Paper - Tuesday, November 30 2010 

University of Memphis - FedEx Institute 

I. Introduction 

Background 

Agenda - Explore YOU (Team Perspective); Golf: The Sport of Business 

Permission to Engage 

II. Personal Development 

N.E.S.S. Model - Nutrition, Exercise, Spirituality, and Sleep 

III. Professional Development 

PIE Model - What is the key to advancement and effectiveness? 

Golf: The Sport of Business 

IV. The Sport of Business 

Golf: Sport or Business? 

Golf Factoids: Profitability, Women and Golf 

Tips on the Links 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Equipment Review 

Course Layout 

Scoring and Handicap 

Exercises - Grip and Stroke 

Reading People on the Golf Course 

V. Wrap-Up 

IP Four Elements of Diversity --~ Team Performance 

Your Success Toolkit 

ConfidentialiO, Statement - The infbrmation, data, and charts embodied in this business plan are strictly cor{~identia[ and am supplied on the 

understanding that they will be hem confidentially" and not disclosed to third parties without the prior wrztten consent ofT~eborah L. ,S’troman. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cheo,l Kern <Cheryl.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:21 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Africa~ American Forum Backgrom~d Information-D&I Alignment 

Hi Deborah, 

I will talk to you in the morning. 

We need to remove the Spirituality Reference for our Corporate Alignment purposes. See a few other items but we can d~scuss. Vd ~ke to see the handout content 

as we~l 

T h a n k s 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [maHto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Se.t= Tuesday, Rovember 09, 2010 4:17 PH 

Te= ChewI Kern 
C¢= dstro@unc.edu 
8~bject= RE: African American Forum Background ]nformation-D~ Alignment 

Hi Cheryl See attached 

~ a~so spoke to Natalie today about the toon~ atta~lgen~e~t. We are okay w~th the ~avout now. ~ am a~so considering brh~ging my packets for each attendee 

hay}rig copies made at: the Fed}~x ~nst:itut:e 

Please send the agenda for the conference so [ may furt:her refine my present:ation, as necessary, 

Let me know ~: you have any questions and ~ w~l~ chat w~th you Lomorrow. Thanks. 

919 84,3 0.3.36 

"At teas~ we are winning the war on the environment" 

F~m= Che~l Kern [mail~o:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent= Saturday, Oc~obe~ 23, 20~0 8:38 PH 
To= Deborah S~roman 
Subject~ African Amedcan ~rum Background Informa~on-D~ Alignmen~ 

Deb, 

As previously discussed I am providin~ you some information on Diversity and Inclusion at IP as a way of framin~ your session on ~1/30. 

Attached are 2 items: 

1. Blue Print I and II Overview information-completed prior to my involvement ~n this role but viewed as foundational to our commitment. 

2. Four Elements o~ Diversity-Current cornerstone of our Initiatives as led through the Chairman’s Diversity Council 

I will set up a call for us ideally for the 2nd week of November so we can complete the outline of your session. Meanwhile please let me know if you have 

any questions and ff not please acknowledge receipt. 

Thanks as always. 

Cheryl 

Cheryl E. Kern 

Director, Global Diversi~, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Office: (901) 419-7228, Cell: 
Fax: (90~) 4~9-7278 
che~l.kern@ipaper.com 
http://ipnet.ipaper,~om/Diversityfi~dex.html 



From: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 5:28 PM 

’Cheryl Kern’ <Cheryl.Kern@paper.corn> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.ed~~ 

Stromm~ W- 9 

Stroman W - 9.pdf 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Spor~Administ~ador~ FaculV es 

E~SS Academic Advisor a~xd Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s gusi~xess Club 

Siena .~pha Lambda (L~d~hip I Iono~ Sod~@ 

315 ~Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel }{ffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

t~t?;//www+unc.edu/dq~/exercise/sporc adm~g~arion 

"Some people are born on third base and go Nrough liN thinking they hit a triple." 
(B S~qtzer) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Che~l.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 6:41 AM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Stroman W-9 

Deborah 
I will forward the items we discussed, today. Was actually out of the office and in the bed very early last night trying to catch up on rest. 
Apologies for the delay 

Frem: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.un¢.edu> 
Te: Cheryl Kern 
C¢: dstro@unc.edu <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed Nov l0 16:28:2:!. 2010 
Subject: Stroman W-9 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah SE~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Admh~istradon Facul~ e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bush~ess Club 

Siga~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Some peop,e are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit a triple, 
(B. &,~;~tzer) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cheoq Kern <Cheryl.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 4:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Penny S Campbell <Penny.Campbell@ipaper.com> 

African American Forum 

Stroman W- 9.pdf 

Deborah 
Penny is ready to book your reservation to travel to Memphis but will need you to find out the flight option you want and email to her. We have so many final 

preparations to complete for the Forum that it will save here time to just receive what you want and to book it vs. going back and forth with options. Your hotel 

will also be booked on this end. Penny-Deborah’s W-9 to set her up as a vendor is attached, and her contact information is below 

Thanks 

Deborah S~oman, Ph.D, CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Thanks for understanding. 

Cheryl E. Kern 

DB’ector, Global Di~e~’sity, Inclusion, & Engagemo*t 

O~ce: (90D 419-7228, (~ll: 

Fa~: (900 419-7278 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 5:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lauren Shelley (lm~hnbr) <lmschnbg@memphis.edu-~ 

Logis~tical Plm~ for Business a~d Sports-Leveraging Diversity and inclusion Workshop 

Dr. Stroman, 

Lauren Shelley(emailed in this communication) at the U of M held a call today and ran through all of the detailed plans and layouts. She has taken over Natalie 

Ruffin’s role of communicating with us and our speakers, for the Forum on :1J.!30 and :12/:1_. I want the 2 of you to speak on Monday. Based on our desires and your 

discussions with Natalie, it will be important that you speak directly to Lauren on details. After you and Lauren have talked she will follow up with IP on final 

information so we are all in agreement. 

I am excited about and look forward to your Workshop. 

Thanks 

Director, Global Diversity, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

Office: (90t)4t9-7228, Cell: 
Fax: (901) 419-7278 
cheryl.kern@.ipaper.com 
-h--t--t-~.-.-~-[~p--D~-e--t-~-a-~er~ c ~m~Diver sit-y-~-[n---d---e---x-~-h--t-~-m---! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cliqbook <TravelWizard@concu rsolutions.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:10 PM 

penny.campbell@ipaper.com; cheryl.kern@ipaper.com; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Trip from Raleigh to Memphis (For Deborah Stroman) 

RDU- MEM.ics; MEM-RDU ics 

This itinerary emailed by request of PENNY Susan CAMPBELL (penny.campbell@ipaper,com) on 11/15/2010 3:10:17 PM 

BCD Travel (International Paper} 

Trip from Raleigh to Memphis (For Deborah Stroman) 

Itinerary for: STROMAN, DEBORAH LYNN 
Created on: 11/15/2010 at 2:04 PM 
Trip Record Locator: CCPCGV 

Total Estimated Cost $380.26 USD 

Selected Ticket Delivery: E-Ticket if possible 

~ Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt (RDU} to Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) 

/ 
:~:: USAirv,*ays ~ Flight# 1050 Economy (T) Airbus Industrie A321 

Fligl~: ..: 

Departs: Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt, Terminal: 1 Tue 11/30/2010 at 6:00 AM 

Arrives: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt Tue 11/30/2010 at 6:57 AM 

Status: Co!~fi:’med Ticketing: E-Ticket 

Stops: Nonstop Meal: No Meal Served 

Duration: 57 minutes Distance: 129 miles 

Airline Record Locator: GTHMEE 

Seat Number 27F (Confirmed) 

Connecting at Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt to Memphis Intl 

Fligl~: ~i: US Airv,*ays J Flight # 3201 Economy (T) Embraer E-175 

Departs: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt Tue 11,30/2010 at 7:50 AM 

Arrives: Memphis Intl Tue 11/30,2010 at 8:52 AM 

Status: Co a f i ~..’~e d Ticketing: E-Ticket 

Stops: Nonstop Meal: No Meal Sewed 

Duration: 2 hours, 2 minutes Distance: 510 miles 

Airline Record Locator: GTHME~E 

Seat Number 07A (Confirmed) 

~ Memphis Intl (MEM} to Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT} 

Fligl~: ~iI US Airways J Flight# 2692 Economy (T) Canadair Regional Jet 900 

Departs: Memphis Intl Wed 12/01/2010 at 6:00 AM 

Arrives: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt Wed 12/01/2010 at 8:45 AM 

Status: t’;c, nf~ ~m e~ Ticketing: E-Ticket 

Stops: Nonstop Meal: No Meal Served 

Duration: 1 hour, 45 minutes Distance: 510 miles 

Airline Record Locator: GTHME]E 

Seat Number 10A (Confirmed) 

Connecting at Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt to Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt 

~i US Airways ~ Flight # 0375 Economy (T) Airbus Industrie A320-100/200 
Flight: ....... J 

Departs: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt Wed 12/01/2010 at 9:35 AM 

Arrives: Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt Terminal: 1 Wed 12/01/2010 at 10:25 AM 

Status: C ~.i1 fil’n~ {~,’! Ticketing: E-Ticket 



Stops: Nonstop Meal: No Meal Served 

Duration: 50 minutes Distance: 129 miles 

Airline Record Locator: GTHME]E 

Seat Number 14F (Confirmed) 

Air[are quoted amount: $320.89 USD 

Taxes and fees: $59.37 USD 

Airfare quoted total: $380.26 USD 

Restrictions: STNDBY/CHG FEE/NO RFND/CXL BY FLT DT/ 

TICKET NOT YET ISSUED, AIRFARE QUOTED IN ITINERARY IS NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL TICKETS ARE ISSUED, 

Itinerary generated on Mon 11/15/2010 3:10 PM 



Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Flight# US1050 from RDU -> CLT (57 mins,) Layover of 53 mins. Flight# 3201 from CLT -> MEM (2 hours and 2 mins.) 

11/30/2010 11:00:00 AM 

11/30/2010 2:52:00 PM 

Busy 

High 

(none) 

Agency Name: BCD Travel (International Paper) 

Add ress : 
Daytime Phone: 
Nighttime Phone: 

Trip Name: Trip from Raleigh to Memphis 

(For Deborah stroman) 
...................................................................... 

Itinerary for: STROMAN, DEBORAH LYNN 

Created on: 11/15/2010 at 2:04 PM 
Trip Record Locator: CCPCGV 

Total Estimated Cost $380.26 USD 
***PLEASE VERIFY ITINERARY FOR ACCURACY*** 
BCD TRAVEL DEDICATED TEAM OFFICE HOURS ARE M-F 8A-SP CT 
ONLINE TRAVEL TEAM IS STAFFED 24/7/365 
TEAMS MAY BE REACHED AT 800-632-7900 OR 615-232-9378 

EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR ONLINE BOOKINGS CALL 
800-632-7900 OR 615-232-9378 AND PRESS 3 
EMERGENCY SERVICE FOR DEDICATED TEAM BOOKINGS CALL 
866-299-4558 OR 770-486-2783 GIVE CODE M64F 

FLIGHT Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt (RDU) 
to Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) 

US Airways Flight # 1050 

Airline Record Locator: GTHMEE 
Class of service: Economy (T) 
Departs: Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt (RDU), Terminal: 1, on Tue 11/30/2010 at 6:00 AM 
Arrives: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) on Tue 11/30/2010 at 6:57 AM 

Status: confirmed 
Stops: Nonstop 
Aircraft: Airbus Industrie A321 
Duration: 57 minutes 
Distance: 129 miles 
Meal: No Meal served 
seat Number 27F (confirmed) 

Connecting at charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) to Memphis Intl (HEM) 
US Airways Flight # 3201 

Airline Record Locator: GTHMEE 
Class of service: Economy (T) 
Departs: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) on Tue 11/30/2010 at 7:50 AM 
Arrives: Memphis Intl (HEM) on Tue 11/30/2010 at 8:52 AM 

Status: confirmed 
Stops: Nonstop 
Aircraft: Embraer E-175 
Duration: 2 hours, 2 minutes 
Distance: 510 miles 
Meal: No Meal served 
seat Number 07A (confirmed) 

FLIGHT Memphis Intl (MEM) 
to Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) 



us Airways Flight # 2692 

Airline Record Locator: GTHMEE 
Class of service: Economy (T) 
Departs: Memphis Intl (MEM) on Wed 12/01/2010 at 6:00 AM 
Arrives: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) on Wed 12/01/2010 at 8:45 AM 

Status: confirmed 
Stops: Nonstop 
Aircraft: Canadair Regional Jet 900 

Duration: 1 hour, 45 minutes 
Distance: 510 miles 
Meal: No Meal served 
seat Number 10A (confirmed) 

Connecting at charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) to Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt (RDU) 
US Airways Flight # 0375 

Airline Record Locator: GTHMEE 
Class of service: Economy (T) 
Departs: Charlotte Douglas Intl Arpt (CLT) on Wed 12/01/2010 at 9:35 AM 
Arrives: Raleigh Durham Intl Arpt (RDU), Terminal: 1, on wed 12/01/2010 at 10:25 AM 

Status: confirmed 
stops: Nonstop 
Aircraft: Airbus Industrie A320-100/200 
Duration: 50 minutes 
Distance: 129 miles 
Meal: No Meal served 
seat Number 14F (confirmed) 

Totals and restrictions 

Quote 1 
Airfare quoted amount: $320.89 USD 

Taxes and fees: $59.37 USD 
Quote Total $380.26 USD 

Restrictions: STNDBY/CHG FEE/NO RFND/CXL BY FLT DT/ 

TICKET NOT YET ISSUED. AIRFARE QUOTED IN ITINERARY 
IS NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL TICKETS ARE ISSUED. 

Itinerary generated on: Mon 11/15/2010 3:10 PM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Paper <~Iptravel@bedtravel.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

elnvoice, November 30 for STROMAN 

Your Travel Arranger is pleased to deliver your complete travel itinerary through Sabre® Virtually There®. 

To view your eInvoice, click on the li~k below. Once the itinerary, is displayed, click on the eInvoice icon. 

Click here to access your reservation on the web or a mobile device. 

Your elnvoice is available for 90 days a£ter its issuance. 

CLICK HERE to opt out of receiving furore e-mails from Vi(ma~lv There. 

If the above link is inactive, please paste this URL into your browser to access your reservations: 

https://~’w.virmallythere.cona/new/reservationsChron.html? 

host lW&pn~I36B5D47KH7Y&name STROMAN&language 0&email~ 

International Paper 

800-632-7900 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:59 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Logistical Plan tbr Business m~d Sl~orts-Leveraging Diversity aM inclusion Workshop 

I am fa×ing now. Which fax number? Once you sign please send back immediately. I look forward to the recap of your call with ~.auren and trust all went as 

planned. 

Thanks 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, November 15, 20~0 2:51 PN 

To: Che~l Kern 
Subject~ RE: Logistical Plan for Business and SporN-Leveraging Diversi~ and inclusion Wor~hop 

Hi Cheryl 

Mai~ing address: 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Thanks. 

hl:t:}):/’/’www,ur](:,e~u/~(]e})ts// exercJse/~s~)ort a(Jrn~nJstral:~on 

From= ~he~l Kern [mail~o:~he~l.Kem~ipaper.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 12, 2010 5:03 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
~¢= Lauren Shelley (Imschnbr) 
S~bject= Logistical Plan for Business and Spo~-Leveraging Diversi~ and inclusion Wor~hop 
~mpo~ance= High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Lauren Shelley(emailed in this communication) at the U of M held a call today and ran throush all of the detailed plans and layouts. She has taken over Natalie 

Ruffin’s role of communicatin8 with us and our speakers, for the Forum on ~2/30 and ~2/2. I want the 2 of you to speak on Monday. Based on our desires and your 

discussions with Natalie, it will be important that you speak directly to Lauren on details. After you and Lauren have talked she will follow up with IP on final 

information so we are all in a~reement. 

I am excited about and look forward to your Workshop. 

Thanks 

Director, Global Diversity, inclusion, & Engagement 
HU~N RESOURCES 

Office: (90t)4t9-7228, Cell: 
Fax: (901 } 419-7278 
cheryl.kem@ipaper.com 
http:lli~netJDaper, comlDiver sitglinde x.html 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheo’l Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 5:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Logistical Plan tbr Business m~d S~rts-Leveraging Diversity aM inclusion Workshop 

Faxing Now 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 3:16 PM 
To: Cheryl Kern 
Subject: RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Sports-Leveraging Diversity and inclusion Workshop 

888.658.8403. No cover needed. Thanks. 

9 Z~).843.0336 

http:/’/’www,unc.edu / depts/’exercise//sport administration 

"At least ~o ar~ winnin~ ~e war on the environment" 

F~m~ Che~l Kern [mail~o:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent= Honday, November 15, 2010 3:59 PH 

To~ Deborah S~roman 
Subject= RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Spor~-Leveraging Diversi~ and ~nclusion Wor~hop 

I am ~:axing now. Which fax number? Once you sign please send back immediately. I look forward to the recap o~: your calf with Lauren and trust alf went as 

planned. 

Thanks 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emai.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November IS, 2010 2:51 PN 

To: Che~l Kern 
SuBject: RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Spor~-Leveraging Diversi~ and inclusion WorBhop 

Ni Chewl. 

Mailing address: 

Dr. Deborah Sl:roman 

Thanks, 

Deborah S~:rom~n, Ph.D. C£Z J 

919 84.3 0336 

’Nt least we are winnN~ the w~r on the environmeng " 

F~m= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 5:03 PH 
Tot Deborah S~roman 
Co: Lauren Shelley (Imschnb0 
Subject: Logistical Plan for Business and Spo~-Leverag[ng D[versi~ and inclusion Wor~hop 
[mpo~ance: High 

Dr. StromaR, 

Lauren Shelley(emailed in this communicalon) at the U of M held a call today and ran through all of the detailed plans and layouts. She has taken over Natalie 

Ruffin’s role of communicating with us and our speakers, for the Forum on 11/30 and 12/1. I want the 2 of you to speak on Monday. Based on our desires and your 

discussions with Natalie, it will be important that you speak directly to Lauren on details. After you and Lauren have talked she will follow up with [P on final 

information so we are all in agreement. 

[ am excited about and look forward to your Workshop. 

Thanks 

Cheryl E. Kern 

Director, Global Diversity, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HU~N RESOURCES 
Office: (901)419-7228, Gel: 
Fax: (901) 419-7278 
cheryl.kern@[paper.corn 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CheD,l Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 5:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Logistical Plan tbr Business m~d Sl~orts-Leveraging Diversity aM inclusion Workshop 

Please confirm receipt when received, Then please send back to 9071. 214 0323 

Thanks 

Frerm Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" IVlonday, November :[5, 20:[0 3::[6 PN 
To; Cheryl Kern 
Subject= RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Sports-LeveragJng Diversity and inclusion Workshop 

888.66&8403. No cover needed. Thanks. 

l),’b,xah S::rom~n, PhJA, Ci2 : 

E:<pic:,re. Engage:, Empc:,we~:, 

919 84,3 0336 

"At toast we are winning the war on the environment" 

From= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
Sent; Honday, November $5, 2050 3:59 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
SubjeCt= RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Spor~-Leveraging Divers~ and inclusion Wor~hop 

I am fax~ng now. Whid~ fax number? Once you s~gn p~ease send back immediately. I look forward to the recap of your cal~ wkh [auren and trust al~ went as 

planned. 

Thanks 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November ~5, 20~0 2:5~ PM 

Te= Che~l Kern 
Subject= RE: Logistical Plan for Business and Spor~-Leveraging Diversi~ and inclusion Wor~hop 

Hi Cheryl 

Mailing address: 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Thanks. 

DeDorah ;}Rroman. P}~ D., (2I ,U 

]tl:t:p:/’/’www.unc:.e~u//(]ept%/exe~cJse//sporI: a(JrnmJstral:ion 

"At least we ~re winning No w~r on the environment" 

F~m= Che~l Kern [mailto:Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com] 
$ent= Friday, November ~2, 20~0 5:03 PN 
To; Deborah Stroman 
C~= Lauren Shelley (Imschnb0 
Subject= Logistical Plan for Business and Spo~-Leverag]ng D]versi~ and inclusion Wor~hop 
Impo~an~e= High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Lauren Shelley(emailed in this communication) at the U of M held a call today and ran through all of the detailed plans and layouts. She has taken over Natalie 

Ruffin’s role of communicatin~ with us and our speakers, for the Forum on 11/30 and 12/1. I want the 2 of you to speak on Monday. Based on our desires and your 

discussions w~th Natalie, it will be important that you speak directly to Lauren on details. After you and Lauren have talked she will follow up w~th IP on final 

information so we are all in a~reement 

I am excited about and look forward to your Workshop. 

Thanks 

Director, Global Diversity, Inclusion, & Engagement 
HU~N RESOURCES 

Office: (90t)4t9-7228, Cell: 
Fax: (901) 419-7278 
cheryl.kem@~paper.com 
htt#:ll~£netJ~a#er, comlD~ver sRyl~nde x.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summer McKesson <smckesson@wbca.org> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:40 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article 

Thanks! You can continue to send these to Andrea Kane at akane@wbca,org moving forward, We appreciate all you do! 

Summer 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 5:25 PH 
To= Summer HcKesson 
Subject: RE: Article 
Ni Summer. Have ~ great weekend~ 

Go :",CC, 

ExpJ.ore, Jmgage, Empower, 

"At least we are winnMg ~e war on the environment." 

F~m= Summer HcKesson [mailto:smckesson@wbca.org] 
Sent= Honday, September 20, 20~0 3:~5 PH 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Article 
Gre~t~ WH~ do. I p~an on pl~c~ng this h~ our next magazine, wMch has a deadline m~d-next month, Then your article for next month ~ wH~ ~H<e~V use in our 

~ ews h~d:l:e r. 

SLm~mer 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
8ent~ Monday, September 20, 20~0 3:~2 PM 
Te= Summer McKesson 
$ubject~ RE: Article 
Tha~lks Summer~ I am k~old~g Forward to this opporl:u~il:y Plesse chsnge the folk)wing: 

OLD: She can be reached at L~Y_E2~_~]Z~:~tS~i}. or 919.843.0336. 

NEW: She can be reached at ~L~5~i~)Z~ZEL~:~_[k or 919.843.0336. 

Let me know when/where ~t wi~ go up o~? the s~te or ~n the puMication, 

Regards, 

debby 

92’).843.0336 

hl:t:p:/’/’www,unc:,e~u//(]epts//exercJse//sport a(JmmJstratioI~ 

"How much pain Ney have cost us, Ne evils which have never happened." ([ Jefferson) 

F~m= Summer HcKesson [mailto:smckesson@wbca.org] 
Sent= Friday, September 17, 2010 3:58 PN 

To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Article 

The artk:h~ was; great, ~ l~ke the dkection we are headed with your topk:s "[’hanks again for your o:?mrn~tment to doMg this, ~ k)ok forward to your next piece[ 

Summer 

F~= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
8e~t~ Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:~7 PM 
Te~ Summer McKesson 
C¢~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
$~jeCt~ Article 
Hi Summer. As per my vms~, see attachment. Let me know what you think. I/You can edit to make it shorter too, as necessary. A~ain, my intention is to 
write to ~enerate emotion. I hope I have achieved that ~oal. 
Thanks a~ain for the opportunity to brin~ additional light to leadership and social issues in WBB~ 
D~borah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Spot, Administration Faculv e~ 

E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Co~ege £porc Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~aess Club 

Siam )apha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 
315 VgooHen CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 
9 

{]~?~Zzww~,}2]~:edt~z~?~~ exer~b~Z sport: admk~isumtion 

"Some people aw born o~ Nird base and go through 
(B S~dtzer) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Cheryl.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 5:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Two Impo(taJ~t Items 

Hi Deborah A few items 

1.You were going to send me over the participants handout guide...content-we need to get started printing the information asap as next week is a short one 

2. You were going to revise and layout the exact program based on the changes we agreed to and give it to me in an Agenda. 

Thanks and let me know if I can expect these tomorrow 

Cheryl E. Kern 

Director, Global Diversity, Inclusion, & Engagement 

Ft~; (900 419-7278 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheoq Kern-<CheuI.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 5:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn -Nstro@unc.edu> 

Workshop Tille 

I have titled your Workshop as "Winning In Business-Leveraging Diversity and Inclusion" 

Thanks 

Cheo~l E. Kern 

Office: (901) 419-7228, (~1: 

b~’: (900 419-7278 

c~yl.kern~p~er.com 



CSBC Bobcats Trip- 

Member Name ($50 Paid- Y/N) 
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35) Open 



YOU- THE LEADER 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." Dr. Stroman 

Areas of development: 

1. Personal 

N.E.S.S. Model 

2. Professional 

P.I.E. Model - (Based on the book by’ Harvey Coleman- Empowering Yourself- The Organkation Game Revealed) 

P = Pertbrmance ---, Always deliver 
I = Image , Emulate leaders 
E = Exposure , Need sponsors 

GOLF - The Sport of Business! 



Dr. D’s "Golf: The Sport of Business" F.AoQ  

1. Equipment Purchase- What? When? Where? 

Equipment is very important, but not important enough to buy as a new beginner! 

Wait until you become comfortable with your G.R.A.S.P. (Grip, Relaxation, Alignment, 

Stance, and Posture) and then you will increase your probability of making a smart 

decision. Equipment includes tees, glove, clubs, bag, ball marker, ball repair tool and 

balls. Sports outlet stores and second hand shops have great discounts. Pro shops 

and specialty golf stores may offer better service, knowledgeable staff and 

customization. You do get what you pay for! 

2. What should I wear on the golf course? 

"Clothes make the man/woman!" If you can’t play well, at least look good. A collared 

shirt, dress shorts, pants, and golf shoes (soft spikes) are most appropriate. Color 

coordinated outfits, including the shoes and hat, are worth the stares! Don’t forget 

your eyewear too. Excessive jewelry is a no-no. 

3. How much does it cost to play? 

There are private, semi-private and public courses. Greens fees can go as high at 

$400! Check your budget and plan accordingly. Average public course prices range 

from $25 - $45 for 18 holes of play, including the cart. Suggestion: Buy a walking 

cart and save money by exercising. 

4. What if I keep missing the ball? 

Good players don’t mind playing with beginners. Good players do mind playing with 

beginners that will not pick up their ball and keep pace. Everyone was a beginner at 

some point so don’t be intimidated. Pick your ball up and drop it next to someone 

else’s and hit from that spot. Don’t stand there and get frustratedl., move on and 

have fun! 

5. Why holler ~’fore’° at someone? 

’~Fore" is called out to let golfers know that an errant ball is approaching. Duck down 

and cover your head. Shouting ~’Yo°° and ’~You better move" may not get their 

attention. 



6. Are there restrooms on the golf course? 

It is always a good idea to take care of business before you play, but at "the turn," 

which is the stop before the lOth hole you will be back at the clubhouse. So try to 

get prepared for two to three hours of no restrooms. If you do use the facilities, 

please hustle! Remember, other golfers are coming up behind you and they may not 

stop at the clubhouse. 

7. What if I need to make a phone call? 

Most people come to the golf course to get away from drama - home or work related. 

Don’t remind them by bringing your cell phone and making calls at every hole. If you 

know that you will have to take a call later in the round, let your partners know and 

apologize beforehand. Otherwise, wait until "the turn" or if there is a backup at a 

hole. Step to the side, far away from any golf playing, and whisper. 

8. Who is the person following me in the red cart? 

The course ranger or ’~Marshall’° is there to assist you and to keep up the pace of 

play. He/She may help you find your ball, answer any questions, give you tips, tell you 

to keep up with the group in front of you or just admire your shots. Smile, say "Hi" 

and keep moving! 

9. What is a par? 

For an amateur, a good thing! Par = Average. In golf, par is the standard number of 

strokes set for each hole on a golf course, or for the entire course. "A par-5 hole~’ or 

"par for this course is 72." For each hole, Putting takes up two of the strokes 

needed to complete a hole. So, if you are at a par four hole, it should take a good 

player two strokes to get to the green to attempt a putt. And then, two putts to put 

the ball in the hole for a total of four. If you can play bogey golf (one over par), you 

are doing very well. 

10. Why is golf considered the sport of business? 

Golf is an excellent way to measure character, share a smile and test one’s patience. 

The game, a $76 billion dollar industry, provides lifetime exercise, plus sales opening 

and closing opportunities. You have three to five hours of uninterrupted time with a 

partner, client or prospect. Use the time wisely to uncover the strengths and 

challenges of the deal and/or person! 



Golf Factoids - News You Can Use! 

1. Profitability 

¯ USGA’s ongoing grant initiative to grow the game of golf and 
help disadvantaged youth and individuals with disabilities gain 
self-esteem and confidence. As of December 31, 2009, the 
USGA has donated more than $65M to non-profits. 
Opportunity? You bet! Construction, programs, training, sales, 
marketing, technology, etc. 

o $76 Billion industry (e.g. larger than motion picture, video and 
electronics) 

¯ 28 million golfers (24% women - www.ngf.org) 
o Professional Golf Association of America - 

www.p/aygolfamerica.com initiative; 8.3M participants; 
numerous partnerships (e.g. AMEX, Nike, EWG); grants 

2. Businesswomen golfers profit 

¯ 73% agree that playing golf has helped them develop 
relationships and network for business 

o 70% believe that conduct on the golf course is a predictor of 
how people do business 

¯ 67% agree that golf has helped increase their confidence in 

business 
o 63% of female golfers come to the game after age 40 

Golf For WomeniOppenheimerFunds and Mass Mutual Survey 

3. Marketing Opportunities: Get on the train or wave as it goes by... 

¯ Over ,~ 16,000 USA courses (N 12,000 public)...less than 3% 
stop playing because they didn’t have fun 

° Golf (13.3%) and NASCAR the only professional sports to 
receive an increase in viewership over the past eight years 

¯ Fan identification -African American 74% increase, Latino 28% 
increase, Caucasian 9% increase over past six years 

Golf 20/20 Research Report 



18 Golf Etiquette Til~s 

1. Never miss your tee time. Set your alarm clock, get directions, pick a 

time and place to meet your host. 

2. Always have a handicap. Playing without one in member/guest, charity 
and club events is poor etiquette. 

3. Never dawdle, at the tee or anywhere else. Slow play is one of the 
greatest breaches of etiquette, and if you aren’t ready to hit, you are 

contributing to it. Know your yardage and clubs. 
4. Never crowd the player who is hitting or putting. Stand at least two 
club lengths behind and one club length to either side. 

5. No whispers, zippers, Velcro sound or club clanking, please. 
6 Never cell out. Gabbing on your cell, especially if you are a guest is 
rude. Use vibrate and check it once at the turn. Be brief. If necessary, give 
a heads up to your group. Take yourself out of the hole, if necessary. 
7. Never enter fairway and greenside bunkers from the high side. 

Climbing down steep inclines can damage the bunker, so go in low. 

8. Never move a loose impediment in the bunker. Not a leaf, rock, not a 
speck of pollen. 

9. Always mark your ball properly on the green. The best way is to place a 
marker bel~i~t the ball without touching it. 

10. Never cop an attitude. Profanity will not improve your score and 
neither will huffing and puffing after each shot 

1 1. Always be gracious. Everyone appreciates a good sport. If your game 

is on and others are struggling, no one appreciates a show-off. 
12. Never walk in another player’s line. 

13. Always ask before tending the flag. Be mindful of your shadow; it 

shouldn’t cross the hole or the line. 
14. Never drop or slam the flagstick against the green. Gently place it on 

or near the fringe, away from anyone’s view or line. 

15. Never leave a round without returning the host’s invitation. Even if 

you aren’t a member of a club, invite your friend to join you at a public 
course or for lunch in the near future. 
16. Who drives the cart? The host player who knows the course. 

17. Never change your shoes at a corporate outing or a private club in the 
parking lot. Invest in a shoe bag and use the locker room. 

18. Always express your appreciation. Following a round, shake hands 

with your partners and thank them for the game. 

Dana White and Sarah Turcotte (Golf for Women Magazine - M/J 2004) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Soulful Golf, Inc. 

888.668.8403 debb}~soulfulgolf, c om 



What is Golf? 

1. Golf is a game played on a golf course. The object is to put the ball in the hole (aka 
cup) in the fewest number of strokes. Over 30 million people play golf world wide. 

2. Golf is a sport in which individual players or teams hit a ball into a hole using 
various clubs, and also is one of the few ball games that does not use a fixed standard 
playing area. 

3. Golf is played on an area of land designated as the course. The course consists of a 
series of holes. A hole means both the hole in the ground into which the ball is played 
(also called the cup), as well as the total distance from the tee (a pre-determined area 

from where a ball is first hit) to the green (the low cut area surrounding the actual hole 

in the ground). Most golf courses consist of eighteen holes. The Slope rating is the 

number of stokes an average golfer (vs. "scratch") would score on the course. The 
range is 55 155. 

The cup usually has a flag on a pole positioned in it so that it may be seen from some 
distance, but not necessarily from the tee. This flag and pole combination is often called 
the pin. 

4. A "par" (or average) for the hole is determined by the length of the hole. 

Par is the number of strokes that a sldlled golfer should require to complete the hole. 
Generally, par for most courses is 72. Most people never break 100. For example, a 
sldlled golfer expects to reach the green on a par four hole in two strokes, one from the 
tee (his "drive"), another one to the green (his "approach"), and then roll the ball into 
the hole with two putts. 

The par of a hole is primarily, but not exclusively, determined by the distance from tee 
to green. These distances are not absolute rules. For example, it is possible that a 500 
yard hole could be classed as a par four since the par for a hole is determined by its 
’effective playing length.’ 

Par 3 60 250 yards 

Par 4 251 475 yards 

Par 5 476 - 690 
Par 6 690+ 

Most regulation length golf courses have: 

Four Par 3’s 
Four Par 5’s 
Ten Par 4’s 
= Par 72 

Par = On Green + Putts 
3 =1 +2 
4 =2 +2 
5 =3 +2 



5. In every form of play, the goal is to play as few shots per round as possible. Scores for 
each hole can be descriIx’d as follows: 

Scoreboard Term Specific Term Definition 

-3 Albatross (or double-eagle) 
-2 Eagle (or double-birdie) 
- 1 Birdie 
0 Par 
+ 1 Bogey 
+2 Double bogey 
+ 3 Triple bogey 
+4 Quadruple bogey 

three strokes under par 
two strokes under par 
one stroke under par 
strokes equal to par; even 
one stroke more than par 
two strokes over par 
three strokes over par 
four strokes over par 

Hole-In-One = ACE 

6. There are five major strokes in golf: 

Putting On the Green 
Chipping 10-15 yards from green 
Pitching 50 yards out from green 
Bunker Shots Sand Shots 
Full Swing    Teeing area to green 

7. Equipment 

You may carry a maximum of 14 clubs when playing a round of golf. A typical set of 
clubs may consist of irons, woods, and a putter. 

Club Usag~e 

Putter 
Sand Wedge (SW) 
Pitching Wedge (PW) 
9 and 8 irons 
7, 6, and 5 irons 
4,3,2, and 1 irons 
9,7, and 5 woods 
3 wood 
1 wood 

Putting on the green 
Bunker and close to the green 
Pitch shot (high lofted "lob" or "pitch & run") 
Short Game (full shot more loft) 
Middle Iron (full shot) 
Long Iron (full shot less loft) 
Fairway Wood (utility) 
Fairway or [)river Wood 
Driver Wood (from tee box) 



Definitions: 

Loft Angle of clubhead (distance and height of ball) 
Lie Posifion clubhead on ground (standard, fiat, upright) 
Leading edge leading edge of striking surface (head) 
Shaft steel, graphite, titanium, fiberglass 
Grip "handle" based on hand size/finger length 
Offset helps hands lead clubhead through impact 
Toe front end of club (like a foot) 
Sole bottom of club (like a shoe) 
Hosel part of clubhead that shaft is inserted 
Face scoring lines or grooves 
Sweet Spot ideal location for centeredness of contact 

8. PIYrTING - "Drive for Show and Putt for DoughI" 

Tips: 

1. Grip of your choice (hand diametrically oppose each other) 
2. Posture bend from the waist (eye close or over the ball) and flex knees 
3. Let arms hang, relax elbows (grip high or low personal preference) 
4. Stance shoulder width apart, balanced, and stationary 
5. Alignment (body line parallel to target line "railroad tracks") 
6. Ball position left of center 
7. Place putter head behind the ball so it is fiat, or square and centered to sweet 

spot 
8. Stroke pendulum motion (triangle one unity arms & shoulder); no wrists! 
9. Goal Maximum two putts per green 
10. Find a rhythm or pace. Avoid "herky jerky" or "hiccup" movements. E.g., tic- 

toc 

1. Practice with target arm only (5 minutes or 30 balls) 

2. Lay two clubs down parallel to line of putt, practice stroke inside the clubs 

3. ~¢Chase a Tee" drill (throw a tee and putt ball within three feet). Repeat ~¢throw 

agah~" 

4. Accuracy drill with a tee (place tee upright in green and putt from iV, S, E, W) 

5. Sldll drill (place balls 3; 6; lO" away-putt 10 ball andkeep track of percent 

made) 
6: Ladder drill (short to long, long to short) - distance control 



9. Etiquette 

1. Be considerate of others. Don’t talk, move or stand near a player about to 
play a stroke. 

2. Leave the course in better condition than you find it. Repair divot holes, 
repair ball marks on the putting green and rake a bunker after playing out 
of it. 

3. Be ready to play when it is your turn. 

10. Game Play 

1. During the play of each hole, the ball farthest from the hole is played first. 
The player vdth the lowest score on the hole tees off first on the next hole. 

2. When played from the putting green, your ball may not strike the flagstick. 
3. "Obstructions" are artificial (man-made) objects. You may remove movable 

obstructions and generally may drop away from an immovable obstruction. 
4. "Loose impediments" are natural objects, such as stones or leaves, which are 

not fixed or growing. You may move them unless the loose impediment and 
your ball lie in or touch the same hazard. 

5. If your ball is lost outside a water hazard or is out of bounds, add one 
penalty stroke and replay the stroke. 

Tips on the Links 

Read people How serious is the person you are playing with about the 
game of golf itself; talk business, bu t know your partner you don’t 
want to be too early or too late with conversation 
Manage your tension and thoughts Concentrate and focus; be relaxed 
Be confident, but not cocky Who wants to play with an arrogant and 
aggressive knowqt-all? 
If you have to talk, talk to yourself "Keep your head down" is the # 1 
no~no 

Follow through With your strokes and your business connection. What 
is your 20th hole strategy? 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

888.668.8403 debby@soulfu/golf.com 

"Perfect Practice 
Makes Perfecfl" 



How to Mark a Golf Scorecard 

Stroke Play 

The simplest way to mark the scorecard is very simple indeed: When playing stroke play, count the number 
of strokes you’ve taken on the hole just completed, and write that number down in the box corresponding to 
that hole on the scorecard. At the end of each nine holes, tally up the strokes for your front nine and back 
nine totals, respectively, then add up those two numbers for your 18-hole score. 

Stroke Play, Denoting Birdies and Bogeys (Circles and Squares) 

One circle represents a birdie, and a score circled twice represents an eagle or better. One square represents a 
bogey, while a score with two squares drawn around it represents a double-bogey or worse. 

Keeping Statistics - The statistics most commonly kept on a scorecard are fairways hit, greens in regulation, 
and putts taken per hole. 

You can list these categories below your name on the scorecard, and for fairways and greens just check off 
the box on any hole where you’re successful (fairways hit means your ball is in the fairway on your tee shot; 
greens in regulation, or G1R, means your ball is on the putting surface in one shot on a par-3, two shots on a 
par-4, or three shots on a par-5). Putts taken per hole is just a counting stat, so count up your putts on each 
hole. (Note: As per the PGA Tour norm, only balls on the putting surface count as putts; if your ball is just 
off the putting surface, in the fringe, and you use your putter, it doesn’t count as a putt for stats purposes.) 

Thanks’ to Brent Kelley, Your Guide to Golf Dr. Deborah Stroman, USGTF 88& 66& 8403 



Our vision is a university community that consistently and 

enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of 

Black employees at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

The Carolina Black Caucus (aka the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) invites YOU - the varsity student-athlete - to 

join your "family" away from home for a real-life conversation. 

The purpose of the "Caucus Cares" series of conversations is: 

1. To introduce you to members of the Caucus community that truly care about you as a student 

AND athlete. 

2. To LISTEN to your needs and ideas for the development of the ideal mentoring program for 

you administered b_y the Caucus. 

3. To identify and share programs, resources (on and off campus), and community service efforts 

to assist in your development as a student and future leader. 

4. To establish an informal forum for the Caucus and you to discuss "what’s on our mind" in a 

safe space and comfortable environmenL 

5. To establish an informal career connections network to help students identify job 

opportunities. 

Choose one (or both) of the following meetings: 

Mor~day, November 22 - 3:30 p.mo ~ Woollen 30I 

Mor~dsy, November 29 - 2:00 pomo - Woollen 301 

Questions? Contact the CBC chair, Dr. Deborah Stroman at cbcchair@unc.edu or 919.843.0336 

Comm unication Reduces Stress" 

ever&’ community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it," M. Williamson 



ALL $orors! 
If you are a member of Zeta Phi Beta 

and live/work in the Triangle-North 
Carolina area; you are cordially invited::: 

Crone socialize & embellish with sorors from all over the Triangle Area and throughout Norlh Carolina ai a 

light reception designed to reflect on our illustrious organization’s past and present, ~vhile stri~ng to build 

stronger sisterly relations. 

Time: 

Attire: 

Sunday, January 16, 2011 
Sheraton Chapel Hill Hotel 

1 Europa Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Registraiion begins at 3:30 pm 

Program starts promptly at 4:00 pm 
Royal Blue and white-Business 

Directions-From Greensboro 

1-85 North merge onto 1-40 East 

1-40 East to Exit 270 

Right onto 15-501 South (toward Chapel Hill) 

Stay in left lane, approach curve, make U turn 

Right on Europa Drive 

Immediale left. Parking available. 

Directions From Raleigh 

1-40 YVest to Exit 270 

Left onto 15-501 South (toward Chapel Hill) 

Stay in let~ lane, approach curve, make LI turn 

Right on Europa Drive 

hmnediate let~. Parking available. 

!: ::!v)’;’’7.’., z<I>:> 
$ port s o riri’~ :~ (a"d[t’a te Chapters: 

Tau Tau Zeta-Apex, NC Sigma Rho Zeta-Cary, NC 

Chi Xi Zeta- Cla}~:on, NC Eta Phi Zeta-Chapel Hill, NC 

Eta Beta Zeia-.Durham. NC Sigma Xi Zeta-Morrisville, NC 

Omicron Zeta-Raleigh, NC 

Sponsoring Undergraduate Chapters: 

Nu Omicron-Duke [lniversity 

Gamma Gamma, NC Cmttral ! h~iversity 

Omicron-Shaw [Iniversi~y 

Phi Beta-St. Augustine Colege 

Omega iota-! 

If you would like to be a part of the Triangle Area Founders’ Day Celebration and not affiliated with a 

sponsoring graduate or undergraduate chapter, please make a $.$ donation by January 10~ 2011. Mail donation 

with name amt ram-Triangle Area Zeta Phi Beta, Inc. Chapter and/or membership status to: 

Eta Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter, P.O. Box 4804, Chapel Hill, NC 27.q1~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Mentoring 

want to add 

Warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, I I I 
T. Jefferson Cartoon, III, Esq. 

The CW Law Group, PC 

3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-1788 ext I telephone 

(919) 281-6680 facsimile 

Email: ~c:a rrno n~cw]aw~t o, t p.cor~ 

kVebsite: www.cwl~w~-rou:, _ p..com 

~ shield logo 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with req~firements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that aW tax advice contained in this com,m~cation (o~ m aw attachment) is not 
intended o~ ~vdtten to be used, and camlot be used, fo~ the pu~)ose of (i) ~voiNng tmx related penalties or (fi) p~omorin~ ma~eritg or reconm~en~ng to ~nother pa~ty ~ly tax related matter 
addressed in this cotmnmdcafion or m miy attachment hereto. 
~is e mail transtmssion, and any doom~ents, Nes or previous e mail messmges attached to it, may contmn confiden6~l mform~tion that is legNly privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a 
pemon responsible fbr delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby no6fied that any disclosure, copying distribution or use of my of the mfo~afion contained in or attached to this messa~ 
is strictly proNbited 
If you h~ve received tins tr~nsrmssion in error, please i*~ediately notify us by reply e m~l or by telephone at (919) 926 1785, ~nd destroy d~e on~n~l tr~nstmssion ~d its attachments without 
reaNng them o~ s~ving them to c~sk ~ank you. 

F~m: Marcus W. >war [ma~l~:mfwar@fwarm~.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 12:01 PM 
To: jcarmon@cwlaw~roup.com 
Subject: UNC Mentoring 

Hey Jeffi 

Got a few names for you. 

I also think we could incorporate elements of the NCCU Professional Development program to serve as the foundation and structure of what we would like to 

accomplish. 

Marcus W. Fryar 
Fryar Management Group, LLC 

5607 NC Hwy 55 Suite 203 

Durham NC 27713 

(0) 919.323.4494 

(F) 919.620.9484 

Visit the leader in Accounting, Tax and Financial Services at www.fryarmg.com. 

"Specializing in Accounting and Bookkeeping, Tax, Payroll, Insurance and Employee Services 

[or small and medium-sized businesses and non-profits." 

FMG Logo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:01 PM 

Penn, Ann E -qannpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu-~; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu~ 

Mercy... 

Study Finds That Financial Analysts Discount the Educational Backgrounds of Black Executives Who Graduated 
Prestigious Universities 

i ~:+~ i htt p://ww 
...... w jbhe.co 

m/latest/n 
ewsl 12- 
18- 
08/Arnie- 
prof2 gif 

a. new study appearing in Organization Science, the journal of the Institute for ©perations Research mid Management Science, finds that finandal analysts who rate mahagelnent teams at lalge 

companies discount tile educational backgromtds of black executives who graduated fiom prestigious colleges and mdversities At tile same time, white inanag~-s with prestigious educational backgrounds are 

singled out 

In an experiment, tile authot5 of the article submitted company data to finanalal analysts which included tile educational backgrom~d of the executive team Photographs of the executives were included in the 

infoI~nation so that tile mlalysts could s~trtrdse the race of tile executives. The res~flts showed that for companies with sitnilm- finanalal prospects, fibrilS with white executives with prestigious educational 

backgromlds were projected to have high stock price gains. The lowest projected stock price gains were given to fiI~ns with black executives with prestigious educational backgrom~ds 

The authors concluded that tile finmlalal analysts assmned that tile black executives were admitted to the prestigious educational institution m~der all affiI~llative action program and therefore they "were not 

perceived as talented or as capable as white executives with similar educational backgrounds. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporL Science De’pL. 

Spor~ Administration Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Caroliaa Spor~s Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 
315 ~&:oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, ~’C 27599 

9 ~9.843.0336 

"Some people are born on third base and go through life t,hinking they h# a triple." 
(B. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, November 26, 2010 12:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

1002228 baby’s attempt to fix the red eye lmao 

100_2228 



Chairman’s Diversity Council 

A ric ,,n  Ameri¢  in  

November 30 

Breakfast Buffet FedEx Institute Welcome Center 

Forum Overview The Zone 

Paul Karre, Senior Vice President HR /Communications 

Chairman’s Diversity Council Review 

Mark Sutton, Senior Vice President 
Printing & Communications Papers = The Americas 

Tom Kadien, Senbr Vice President 
Consumer Packaging & IP Asia 

Synopsis - The State of African Americans at IP 

Cheryl Kern, Director Global Diversity & Inclusion 

Break 

Open Forum Round Table 

Ben Carothers, Don Hutson, Chris Lyboldt 

Lunch Room 314/316 

Fred Towler; Vice President Global Supply Chain 

Group Assessments The Zone 

Winning in Business Room 314/316 

A Sports Simulation Activity 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU, University of NC 

Day One Debrief 

Cheryl Kern 

Networking Reception 

Dinner 

Room 314/316 

The U of M Holiday Inn 
Wilson Gallery 

The U of M Holiday Inn 
Shelby Ballroom 

7:00 - 8:00 am 

8:05 - 8:30 am 

8:30 -9:15 am 

9:15 -9:30 am 

9:30 - 9:45 am 

9:45- 11:05 am 

11:15 am-1:15 pm 

1:30 - 2:30 pm 

2:45 - 4:45 pm 

4:45 - 5:00 pm 

5:30- 6:15 pm 

6:30 pm 



international Paper 
2010 African American Forum 

November 30, 2010 

Winning in Business 
Workshop 

All Contents Proprietary-IP and Dr Deb Stroman 



Workshop Objectives: 

A. Enhancing Your Performance Through Building on IP’s Key Commitments 

o:o Use What You Learn Today to better execute against IP’s "Working Well Together" 
°:o Use What You Learn Today to more Effectively Execute as an employee/manager/leader 

B. Build Your Personal "Tool Kit"-Increase Knowledge In a New Area 

The business world continually evolves. You also should learn/build on skills/techniques that 
allow you fo evolve, including strategic agility (PIE) 
Develop acumen and knowledge you can use in enabling inclusion 



¯ Throughout the Workshop we will remind ourselves of the benefits to be gained through aligning 
your company’s elements and the world of sports/golf 

¯ Among the benefits are: 

A. Gaining skills for working productively and respectfully with all team members and customers and for 
leveraging the talents, skills and experiences of everyone to meet individual and organizational goals 

B, Recognizing individual frames of reference and filters and understanding their impact on meeting personal 
and business objectives 



:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::::::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¯ .::.:::: 

Areas of Development: 

1. Personal 

Utilize the IP Career Development process 
Understand what matters to you and your Manager 
Spend considerable time personally assessing your 
skills 
Identify the right balance of personal elements 
(exercise, spiritual fulfillment, emotional support, 
etc.) you require 

This leads us to the Professional Development area 

2. Professional 

P.I.E. Model* -Why PIE Matters 

Performance --> Always deliver 
Image --> Emulate leaders 
Exposure --, Need sponsors 

GOLF - The Sport of Business! 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." Dr. Stroman 

* Based on the book by Harvey Coleman - Empowering Yourself - The Organizafion Game Revealed 



1. Profita bility 

iii USGA’s ongoing grant initiative to grow the game of golf and help disadvantaged youth 
and individuals with disabilities gain self-esteem and confidence. As of December 31,2009, the 
USGA has donated more than $65M to non-profits. Opportunity? You bet! Construction, 
programs, training, sales, marketing, technology, etc. 

~ $76 Billion industry (e.g. larger than motion picture, video and electronics) 

:::i 28 million golfers (24% women -www.ngf.org) 

iii Professional Golf Association of America -www.playgolfamerica.com initiative; 8.3M 
participants; numerous partnerships (e.g. AMEX, Nike, EWG); grants 

2. Businesswomen golfers’ profit 

73% agree that playing golf has helped them develop relationships and network for business 

70% believe that conduct on the golf course is a predictor of how people do business 

67% agree that golf has helped increase their confidence in business 

63% of female golfers come to the game after age 40 

Golf For WomeniOppenheimerFunds and Mass Mutual Survey 

3. Marketing Opportunities: Get on the train or wave as it goes by... 

iili Over - 16,000 USA courses (- 12,000 public)...less than 3% stop playing because they didn’t 
have fun 

iili Golf (13.3%) and NASCAR the only professional sports to receive an increase in viewership 
over the past eight years 

iili Fan identification - African American 74% increase, Latino 28% increase, Caucasian 9% 
increase over past six years 

Golf 20/20 Research Report 



18 Golf Etiquette Til~s 

1. Never miss your tee time. Set your alarm clock, get directions, pick a 

time and place to meet your host. 

2. Always have a handicap. Playing without one in member/guest, charity 
and club events is poor etiquette. 

3. Never dawdle, at the tee or anywhere else. Slow play is one of the 
greatest breaches of etiquette, and if you aren’t ready to hit, you are 

contributing to it. Know your yardage and clubs. 
4. Never crowd the player who is hitting or putting. Stand at least two 
club lengths behind and one club length to either side. 

5. No whispers, zippers, Velcro sound or club clanking, please. 
6 Never cell out. Gabbing on your cell, especially if you are a guest is 
rude. Use vibrate and check it once at the turn. Be brief. If necessary, give 
a heads up to your group. Take yourself out of the hole, if necessary. 
7. Never enter fairway and greenside bunkers from the high side. 

Climbing down steep inclines can damage the bunker, so go in low. 

8. Never move a loose impediment in the bunker. Not a leaf, rock, not a 
speck of pollen. 

9. Always mark your ball properly on the green. The best way is to place a 
marker bel~i~t the ball without touching it. 

10. Never cop an attitude. Profanity will not improve your score and 
neither will huffing and puffing after each shot 

1 1. Always be gracious. Everyone appreciates a good sport. If your game 

is on and others are struggling, no one appreciates a show-off. 
12. Never walk in another player’s line. 

13. Always ask before tending the flag. Be mindful of your shadow; it 

shouldn’t cross the hole or the line. 
14. Never drop or slam the flagstick against the green. Gently place it on 

or near the fringe, away from anyone’s view or line. 

15. Never leave a round without returning the host’s invitation. Even if 

you aren’t a member of a club, invite your friend to join you at a public 
course or for lunch in the near future. 
16. Who drives the cart? The host player who knows the course. 

17. Never change your shoes at a corporate outing or a private club in the 
parking lot. Invest in a shoe bag and use the locker room. 

18. Always express your appreciation. Following a round, shake hands 

with your partners and thank them for the game. 

Dana White and Sarah Turcotte (Golf for Women Magazine - M/J 2004) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Soulful Golf, Inc. 

888.668.8403 debb}~soulfulgolf, c om 



1. Golf is a game played on a golf course. The object is to put the ball in the hole (aka cup) in the fewest 
number of strokes. Over 30 million people play golf worldwide. 

2. Golf is a sport in which individual players or teams hit a ball into a hole using various clubs, and also is 
one of the few ball games that does not use a fixed standard playing area. 

3. Golf is played on an area of land designated as the course. The course consists of a series of holes. A 
hole means both the hole in the ground into which the ball is played (also called the cup), as well as the 
total distance from the tee (a pre-determined area from where a ball is first hit) to the green (the low cut 
area surrounding the actual hole in the ground). Most golf courses consist of eighteen holes. The Slope 
rating is the number of stokes an average golfer (vs. "scratch") would score on the course. The range is 55 
- 155. 

The cup usually has a flag on a pole positioned in it so that it may be seen from some distance, but not 
necessarily from the tee. This flag and pole combination is often called the pin. 

4. A "par" (or average) for the hole is determined by the length of the hole. 

Par is the number of strokes that a skilled golfer should require to complete the hole. Generally, par for 
most courses is 72. Most people never break 100. For example, a skilled golfer expects to reach the green 
on a par four hole in two strokes, one from the tee (his "drive"), another one to the green (his "approach"), 
and then roll the ball into the hole with two putts. 

The par of a hole is primarily, but not exclusively, determined by the distance from tee to green. These 
distances are not absolute rules. For example, it is possible that a 500 yard hole could be classed as a par 
four since the par for a hole is determined by its ’effective playing length.’ 

Par3 60- 250 yards 
Par4 251-475yards 
Par5 476-690 
Par6 690+ 

Most regulation length golf courses have: 

Four Par 3’s 
Four ParS’s 
Ten Par 4’s 
= Par 72 

Par :On Green + Putts 
3 :1 +2 
4 :2 + 2 
5 :3 + 2 



5. In every form of play, the goal is to play as few shots per round as possible. Scores for each hole can be 
described as follows: 

Scoreboard Term Specific Term 

-3 Albatross (or double-eagle) 
-2 Eagle (or double-birdie) 
-1 Birdie 
0 Par 
+ 1 Bogey 
+2 Double bogey 
+3 Triple bogey 
+4 Quadruple bogey 

Hole-ln-One = ACE 

Definition 

three strokes under par 
two strokes under par 
one stroke under par 
strokes equal to par; even 
one stroke more than par 
two strokes over par 
three strokes over par 
four strokes over par 

6. There are five major strokes in golf: 

Putting 
Chipping 
Pitching 
Bunker Shots 
Full Swing 

On the Green 
10-15 yards from green 
50 yards out from green 
Sand Shots 
Teeing area to green 

7. Equipment 

You may carry a maximum of 14 clubs when playing a round of golf. A typical set of clubs may consist of 
irons, woods, and a putter. 

Club Usage_ 

Putter 
Sand Wedge (SW) 
Pitching Wedge (PW) 
9 and 8 irons 
7, 6, and 5 irons 
4,3,2, and 1 irons 
9,7, and 5 woods 
3 wood 
1 wood 

Putting on the green 
Bunker and close to the green 
Pitch shot (high lofted "lob" or "pitch & run") 
Short Game (full shot more loft) 
Middle Iron (full shot) 
Long Iron (full shot less loft) 
Fairway Wood (utility) 
Fairway or Driver Wood 
Driver Wood (from tee box) 



Definitions: 

Loft - Angle of clubhead (distance and height of ball) 
Lie - Position clubhead on ground (standard, flat, upright) 
Leading edge - leading edge of striking surface (head) 
Shaft -steel, graphite, titanium, fiberglass 
Grip - "handle" based on hand size/finger length 
Offset- helps hands lead clubhead through impact 
Toe- front end of club (like a foot) 
Sole- bottom of club (like a shoe) 
Hosel- part of clubhead that shaft is inserted 
Face - scoring lines or grooves 
Sweet Spot - ideal location for cenferedness of contact 

8. PUTTING - "Drive for Show and Putt for Dough!" 

Tips: 

1. Grip of your choice (hand diametrically oppose each other) 
2. Posture - bend from the waist (eye close or over the ball) and flex knees 
3. Let arms hang, relax elbows (grip high or low personal preference) 
4. Stance shoulder width apart, balanced, and stationary 
5. Alignment (body line parallel to target line- "railroad tracks") 
6. Ball position -left of center 
7. Place putter head behind the ball so it is flat, or square and centered to sweet spot 
8. Stroke - pendulum motion (triangle - one unity arms & shoulder); no wrists! 
9. Goal- Maximum two putts per green 
10. Find a rhythm or pace. Avoid "herky jerky" or "hiccup" movements. E.g., tic-toc 

Drills: 

1. Practice with target arm only (5 minutes or 30 balls) 
2. Lay two clubs down parallel to line of putt, practice stroke inside the clubs 
3. "Chase a Tee" drill (throw a tee and putt ball within three feet). Repeat "throw again" 
4. Accuracy drill with a tee (place tee upright in green and putt from N, S, E, W) 
5. Skill drill (place balls 3’, 6’, 10’ away- putt 10 ball and keep track of percent made) 
6. Ladder drill (short fo long, long to short) - distance control 



9. Etiquette 

1. Be considerate of others. Don’t talk, move or stand near a player about to play a stroke. 
2. Leave the course in better condition than you find it. Repair divot holes, repair ball marks on the putting 
green and rake a bunker after playing out of it. 
3. Be ready to play when it is your turn. 

10. Game Play 

1. During the play of each hole, the ball farthest from the hole is played first. The player with the lowest 
score on the hole tees off first on the next hole. 
2. When played from the putting green, your ball may not strike the flagstick. 
3. "Obstructions" are artificial (man-made) objects. You may remove movable obstructions and generally 
may drop away from an immovable obstruction. 
4. "Loose impediments" are natural objects, such as stones or leaves, which are not fixed or growing. You 
may move them unless the loose impediment and your ball lie in or touch the same hazard. 
5. If your ball is lost outside a water hazard or is out of bounds, add one penalty stroke and replay the 
stroke. 

Tips on the Links 

Read people- How serious is the person you are playing with about the game of golf itself; talk 
business, but know your partner- you don’t want to be too early or too late with conversation 

Manage your tension and thoughts - Concentrate and focus; be relaxed 

Be confident, but not cocky - Who wants to play with an arrogant and aggressive know-it-all? 

If you have to talk, talk to yourself- "Keep your head down" is the #1 no-no 

Follow through - With your strokes and your business connection. What is your 20th hole strategy? 



Stroke Play 

The simplest way to mark the scorecard is very simple indeed: When playing stroke play, count the 
number of strokes you’ve taken on the hole just completed, and write that number down in the box 
corresponding to that hole on the scorecard. At the end of each nine holes, tally up the strokes for your 
front nine and back nine totals, respectively, then add up those two numbers for your 18-hole score. 

Stroke Play, Denotin,q Birdies and Bo,qeys (Circles and Squares) 

One circle represents a birdie, and a score circled twice represents an eagle or better. One square 
represents a bogey, while a score with two squares drawn around it represents a double-bogey or worse. 
Keeping Statistics - The statistics most commonly kept on a scorecard are fairways hit, greens in 
regulation, and puffs taken per hole. 
You can list these categories below your name on the scorecard, and for fairways and greens just check 
off the box on any hole where you’re successful (fairways hit means your ball is in the fairway on your tee 
shot; greens in regulation, or GIR, means your ball is on the putting surface in one shot on a par-3, two 
shots on a par-4, or three shots on a par-5). Putts taken per hole is just a counting stat, so count up your 
putts on each hole. (Note: As per the PGA Tour norm, only balls on the putting surface count as putts; if 
your ball is just off the putting surface, in the fringe, and you use your putter, it doesn’t count as a putt for 
stats purposes.) 

Thanks to Brenf Kelley, Your Guide fo Golf Dr. Deborah Stroman, USGTF 888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 12:35 PM 

mailing list <naacpunc@listserv.unc.edu>; 
<      ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
<       ~email.unc.edu>; 
<dstro~unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

World AIDS Day FREE HIV Testing Event - December 1 st 

2010 WAD Advertisement.png 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; 
,~unc. edu~/ 
~unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~kenan- 

Fyi ..... 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
Counseling and Wellness Services 
Campus Health Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Phone: 919-966-3658 
Email: dholman@email.unc.edu 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their poten~ia£ It is not solely a biomedical quality measured 

through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual factors and includes cultural, institutional, socioeconomic, and political 

influences." 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 

In honor of World AIDS Day 2010, please see the following information regarding the upcoming free testing 
event at UNC on December 1 st, TOMORROW 

[.~., 2010 WAD Advertisement.png 



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010, 3:00 a.m., 201 Fetzer Hall 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, Gual Cremades, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Gray 
Lipford, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Sherry Salyer, Lee 

Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Deb Southall, Richard Southall, Debby Stroman, Steve 
Zinder, and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Marian Hopkins, Robert McMurray 

Staff Present: Victor Anderson, Amy Tufts 

1. Minutes of October 27, 2010 were approved 

Darin Padua motioned to approve the minutes. Joe Myers seconded. 

All in favor and approved. 

o General Announcements 
a. Meredith Petschauer--we have received notification that the Athletic Training 

Education Program has been approved for reaccreditation. 
b. Debbie Murray--Two families for Christmas Giving Project--A single morn 

with a 13 yr. old autistic child; and unemployed parents with two daughters. 
The families are putting their lists together. 

c. Thanksgiving Luncheon--Tues., November 23, 12:30 p.m. in Fetzer Gym B. 

3. EXSS Website Revision--Amy Tufts and Victor Anderson 

In the process of compiling updates. Everyone needs to look at their faculty page 
and email Amy if it is OK. If changes are needed, send them to Victor. We also 
need each specialization to examine each sub-page for undergraduate and 
graduate levels, programs, labs, etc. and identify either outdated information or 
superfluous information that you do not want included on the new page. When 
you have reviewed the pages pertaining to your area and made any 
changes/additions/deletions, email Victor. Four dates have been set aside for 
faculty to meet with Launch Loft to review- their pages. A sign-up sheet was 
available for faculty to make appointments. 

Send any quality photos to Victor. The plan is to launch the site by the first day 
of classes in January. 

Curriculum Committee Matters--Sherry Salyer 
Handout from Sherry--Curriculum Committee Proposals for Consideration-- 

a. Exercise Physiology Graduate Course changes-- 



Proposal: Change course credit hours for both EXSS 781 Clinical Exercise 
Testing and Prescription and EXSS 782 Nutritional Aspects of Exercise, 
from 3 credits to a variable 2-3 credit option. 
Sherry moved to accept. Darin Padua seconded. All in favor and approved. 

LFITcourses-- 
Proposal: Change current listings for the following LFIT classes, offered as 
"Special Topics", to permanent classes (numbers) in our rotation: LFIT 114 
YogaiPilates, LFIT 128 Self Defense, LFIT 130 Soccer, LFIT 138 Tennis, 
LFIT 140 Ultimate Frisbee. 
Shen), moved to accept. Barbara Osborne seconded. All in favor and 
approved. 

First-Year Seminar-- 
Proposal: Create a new course number, EXSS 089, for First Year Seminar 
Special Topics course. 
Sherry moved to approve a number to have available for a First-Year 
seminar. Darin Padua seconded. All in favor and approved. 

EXSS Fitness Profession-- 
Proposal: Renumber EXSS 379 (Practicum) to a number higher than 412. 
Sherry moved to renumber EXSS 379 to EXSS 425. Meredith Petschauer 
seconded. All in favor and approved. 

EXSS Staff Schedule Updat~Denise Currin 
Email notifications will be sent out to faculty on a weekly basis when Victor, 
Darrell, Patrick, and the office staff have planned days out of the office (training, 
vacations, etc) for a full day or more. Denise will also email faculty the staff 
work schedules. 

o 

e 

o 

UNC budget Update--Kevin Guskiewicz and Denise Currin 
Anticipate between 7% and 10% permanent budget cut for next year. At this time 
there is no talk of furloughing faculty. 

Blyth Lecture 2011--Sherry Salyer 
Kevin wants the speaker selection finalized by the December faculty meeting. 
Michelle Obama is our first choice, and if she isn’t obtainable, we will ask Shellie 
Pfohl, Executive Director of the President’s Council on Fitness, Sports and 
Nutrition (she will be in the area in mid-February); if she isn’t available, we will 
contact Barb Ainsworth. Debby Stroman has a contact person for Michelle 
Obama. Debby, Sherry, and Kevin will get together and discuss how they will 
proceed with the requests. 

EXSS Tenure and Promotion Policies (continued discussion)--Tony Hackney 
Postponed to later meeting. 

Update on Faculty Searches- 
(potential candidates excused) 



Exercise Phys--Tony Hackney/Bonnie Marks 
Committee has met and reviewed the applications (20 plus) and have begun 
narrowing down the top candidates. Committee will get back together to rank 
and come to the December faculty meeting with a short list. Names will be 
kept confidential until short li st. 

Sport Administration--Coyte Cooper/Barbara Osborne 
40 applicants. Will narrow down to six and get together on Monday and 
conduct phone interviews. Will have three names to recommend at the next 
faculty meeting. 

Kevin wants the campus interviews scheduled during the last two weeks of 
January. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:33 p.m. 

The tenured faculty remained to discuss the Tenure/Promotion and Reappointment 
reviews for Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, Richard Southall, and Steve Zinder. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next faculty meeting: Wednesday, December 15, 2010, 3:30p.m., 201 Fetzer Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:03 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Question about Classes 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Hello, my name is and I’m a Junior at I’m 
interested in attending nursing school after I graduate in May of 

and tdae reason rm emailing you is to find out if it is possible 
for non-majors to take EXSS classes covering Hunaan Anatomy and Human 
Physiology.      unfortunately, has verb, few, if any, classes 
relating to these subjects because the University is so focused on the 
pre-mid track and these are not required classes for medical school 
There is yew little advising advising for pre-nursing students, and 
as a Religion Major, I find the resources particularly slim in my 
department It is possible, though for me to take classes at UNC my 
senior year, and since I have to take two separate classes, I ;vas 
examining the possibility of ewolling in classes in your department 
and ;vas just inquiring as to how that might work in terms of pre- 
requisites, availability and class material. If you have any 
information regarding the schedule for the          school year or 
the likelihood of a non-major (nevertheless a non-U2",!C student) getting 
into an EXSS class (or an?’ other physiology or anatomy classes you 
know of), I ;vould greatly appreciate it 
Thank you ver~" much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheo,l Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 10:28 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Additional Intbrmation 

Deborah, 

Thanks again for joining us for the Forum. I thought you had alrea@ left our Dinner so did not get to connect with you before departing. I am in the process of summarizing the Forum’s 
outcomes, learning’s, etc. As you mingled with employees, and may have heard of any areas they found particularly helpful tlcom your session, let me know of them as they will help me to 
position similar workshops for the future. As well if there was any t?edback on areas where the session could have been improved, let me know that. 
Also, please send me your invoice ASAP so we can get you paid. 

Thanks Cheryl 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 2:07 PM 
To: Cheryl Kern 
Cc: ’Stroman, Deborah Lynn’ 
Subject: RE: Additional Information 

Hi Cheryl. Thanks for the follo~v up. (See two attachments) 

References: 

Let me know if you need anything else.. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo~ver 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils ~vhich have never happened." (T. 
Jefferson) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chep)d Kern [mailto:Chewl.Kern(@ipaper cam] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 12:30 PM 

To: ’dstroman @email un c edu’ 
Sut~ject: Additional Information 

Hi Deborah 
I know you’ll be working on the proposal but in the interim please provide me your Bio, a short list of clients and any references you may have handy 
Getting these tomon-ow would help me be better positioned to review your proposal. 
Tbx so rauch 

Cheu1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services <disabili~services@tmc,edtc, 

Thursday, 6:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tests Scheduled for 

Test(s) Scheduled for 

Test time: 12:30 pm - :t:45 pm (2:22 pm) 
Student: 
Course:     / EXSS - 
Exam Delivery to DDS: email to hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Exam Return to Professor or TA: DDS Email to dstro@unc.edu 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at Disability Services on the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

l) Upload it to our secure dropbox at https://disabilityservices.unc.edu/dsportal/dropbox 
2) Email the exam to Ns. Cynthia Hopkins, hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 
3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aides are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a reasonable time frame. Students are required 
to schedule exams to be taken at Disability Services at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Disability Services at the University of North Carolina 

h tt p://d i sa b ilityservices, u n c. ed u 

This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with the Office of Disability Services at UNC Chapel Hill. If this email was 
sent to you in error, please send an email to disabilityservices@unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deidra Willis <Deidra.Willis@ipaper.com> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 9:46 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello’. 

Deborah, 

It was great having you participate and share your knowledge and advice during our AA Forum. I definitely had Golf 101 ©. I enjoyed meeting you and would like to 

stay in contact with you. If you have a moment while you are in Charlotte, please give me a call. My cell phone is I will be contact with you. 

Take care and safe travels. 

Thanks, 
Deidra W~llis 
NC Complex 
International Paper 

P: (704) 578-8590 
F: (901) 214-2869 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~TaJ uation Question 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a question regarding the advisor evaluation. If I get your and Dave Lohse’s permission, I would like to have someone else fill out my evaluation. I haven’t 

really worked with Dave all year with the exception of a few times in the office. However, I have worked every soccer game this year with the 

t. Would it be possible for me to have him evaluate me instead? I feel that he would have more feedback to offer me. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Swap ~gmail.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 11:58 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jnst read atx~ut you in Vilginia Alumni Mag - Congrats! 

JT ESAVANA swap proposal pa(t4.pdf 

Greetings Debbie! 

I know it has been what seems forever - however, could not resist reaching out to you after having red about you in the Alumni Magazine. 

Life still goes on and efforts continue to move forward. 

Jns~ attached a few things about what we still have going on in Africa that may be of interest. 

Best 

Bob Swap 

Robert J. Swap 

Research Associate Professor 

Department of Environmental Sciences 

UniversiU of Virginia 

P.O. Box 400123 

Charlottesville VA 

22904-4123 

USA 

+1-434-924-7714 (o) 

http://www.people.virginia.edu/~lj s8g 



For the Love of Africa 
Terry Sieg (Col ’64) Commi s 81 Million for ESAVANA 

l 
ast year, Charlottesvill~ entre- 

preneur Terry Sieg (Col 64) met 
dRobert J. "Bob" S~vap (Col ’87, 

Grad ’96), a U.Va. research associate pro- 
fessor with nearly 20 years of African field 
research experience and a strong vision 
for how learning and service in Africa 
should be conducted. 

It was a fortuitous meeting for both 
men. As a boy; Mr. Sieg was captivated 
by the beau ,ty, wildlife and history of East 
Africa. As president of the fourth-year 
class in 1964, he convinced his peers to 
designate their class gift for use by the 
University Library to build a collection 
of books about East Africa. 

Caption: Terry Sieg’s love of East Africa benefits 
U.Va. with his $1 million gift in support of the 
U.Va.-led consortium known as ESAVANA. 

Mr. Swap, eight years ago, helped 
create ESAVANA (East and South Africa/ 
Virginia Networks and Associations), a 
regional knowledge net~vork of four uni- 
versities in Botswana, Mozambique and 
South Africa. With the core tenants of 
respect, relationship and reciprocity, the 
U.Va.-led consortium provides students 
from consortium schools with educa- 
tional, service-based opportunities in 
African communities. 

While ESAVANA initially focused on 
environmental issues related to global 
change, development and sustainabil- 
ity in Africa, it now also engages in 
public policy and health projects. Since 
East and Southern Africa face complex 
problems that can include economic, 
education, environmental, social and 
political components, each project is col- 
laborative, interdisciplinary and, above 
all, sustainable. 

"Showing up to work on a research or 
service project and then leaving when 
you’re done without consideration for the 
networks--formal and informal--that 
have been created isn’t really responsible," 
Mr. Swap said. 

Mr. Sieg, who has traveled exten- 
sively in Africa and views the continent 
as extremely vulnerable to exploitation, 
finds the sustainability component of 
ESAVANA to be a particularly- attrac- 
tive feature: "Africans, like all of us, need 
lasting relationships, not temporary pro- 
grams that fall into disuse six months 
after implementation with no help to 
sustain them. A moral warranty comes 
with every ESA’VSkNA pr0j ect." 

The program offers U.Va. students 
opportunities to travel to Africa and work 
with African college students to develop 
sustainable solutions to real-life problems. 
In 2009 undergraduates from U.Va. and 
the South African University of Venda 
traveled to Tshapasha, a rural community 

in South Africa, to work closely with the 
village’s governing board to improve the 
community’s water filtration system. 

Students have installed rainwater har- 
vesting systems, promoted micro-entre- 
preneurial efforts by sm’all-scale farmers 
and developed alternative fuel and water 
sources for primary schools. They share 
what they learn with the people and com- 
munities being served to ensure sustain- 
ability of their collaborations. 

ESAVANA students benefit fi’om the 
exposure to another culture, the oppor- 
tunity to apply their intellects and skills 
to solving problems and the sharing 
of lessons learned among all partners. 
American students form relationships 
~vith African students, and, what is more 
important, African students form net- 
~vorks ~vith other African students across 
the region based on the connections they 
make through ESA~FkNA. "This is one of 
the lasting contributions of ESA’VPiNA," 
said Mr. Swap. 

The project brings lasting benefits to the 
U.Va. students as well. "I went to Africa 
to change the world, and Africa changed 
me" is a sentiment often expressed by 
ESAVANA participants. "They bring a 
more insightful and critical eye to issues 
we face in the United States," Mr. Swap 
said. "They take their Afi’ica lessons and 
turn them into life lessons." 

Mr. Sieg hopes his leadership gift and 
enthusiasm fbr ESAVANA--which dove- 
tails ~vith two u.va. priorities; public 
service and international studies--will 
inspire others to join him in raising $25 
million to expand the program and make 
it self-sustainable. 

"Our goals are ambitious," Mr. Sieg 
admitted, "but they need to be because 
we want to make ESAVANA the absolute 
best academic program focusing on East 
Africa and Southern Africa, anywhere in 
the world."                       iii{{iiii 

--Terry Sieg (Col ’64) 



University of Virginia and UniVen Collaborations 2002-2010 

Study Abroad (People, Culture and the Environment) 2002-2010 

UVA students (N=140) 

African students (N=30) 

UN/V EN student participa nts 

2002 - Freddie Mphephu, 

2003 - Mabel Ramapale, Justice 

2005- Musa Manganye, Rudzani Ramugondo 

2006 - Elias Ramarumo 
2008 - Beauty Mbangiseni Mashau 

2009- Audrey Radeani, Simba Lavahelesani, Duncan Nengwenaini, E. Makungo 

2010 - Mavis ?, Humbalani Seruli, 

UNIVEN Faculty Lecturers: Hanisch, Omara-Ojungu, Mahoko, Netshandama, Maselesele, Saidi, Tapela, 

Takalani, Francis, Menne, Ogola, last year biodiversity lecturer - audrey advisor, 

January Term: Ethics, Protocols, Practices of International Research/Community Engagement (2006-2010) 

UVA students (N=80) 

African participants (N=40) 

UNIVEN participants 

2006- Vhonani Netshandama, Musa Manganye, 

2007 - Musa Manganye 

2008 - Samie Amidou, Vhonani Netshandama, Musa Manganye, Elias Ramarumo 

2009 -J. Francis, Duncan Nengwanani, Elias Ramarumo, Shadrack Ramabulana, Audrey Raedani, Simba 

Lavhesani, Beauty Mbangiseni, Mashau Dhakalo Funyufunyu, Selina Mbedzi, Selinah Leshabane, Alex 

Mashamba 

2010 -Thakhani Takalani, Gadisi Nthambeleni, Erroll Mudau, Thomas Mukwevho, Fridah Rambau, 

Edgar Musie, (N. Ratshitanga, M. Maluleke) 

Research Projects (Capacity Development): 
The following research and development projects are conducted by international collaborative, 

interdisciplinary teams under the joint supervision of UVA and UNIVEN faculty. This capacity-building 

approach includes core supervision of undergraduate (varsity) and graduate (post-graduate) students 

from across a number of disciplines (i.e. environmental sciences, agriculture, engineering, anthropology, 

education, biology, chemistry) and includes preparation for research (including ethics, protocols and 

practices), institutional review board approval, and assistance with funding proposals. The different 

types of research collaborations based at UNIVEN and supported by the Southern African Virginia 

Networks and Associations (SAVANA) consortium are briefly described below. These include doctoral 

dissertations, masters thesis, faculty driven regional/international projects, and community driven 

projects run by students. 

Graduate research studies: Clare Terni (PhD Anthropology, Tribal Leadership); Lindsay Powell (PhD 

Nursing, Rural Community Nursing Needs Assessment); Loren Intolubbe-Chmil (PhD International 

Education, Transformative Learning); James Ngundi (PhD, Educational Leadership, Teacher 

Development Rural Schools); Suzanne Walther (MSci - Environmental Sciences); Kathleen Kimpel (PhD 

Education Policy, Language Policy in Rural Primary Schools); Alex Mashamba (BSci, The role of 



Community Development Workers in Capacity Building in Rural settings); Matt Palowicz (PhD, 
Archeology, Iron Age Historical Preservation in Southern Africa) 

Faculty Research Projects: 

Amplifying Voices/Community Engagement: J Francis, CA Spreen, J Ngundi, L. Intolubbe-Chmil, R. Swap, 
A. Meyerhofeyer, (Centre for Ed Rights & Transformation CERT, University of Johannesburg; CEPD, 

Johannesburg) 

Right to Education (Refugee rights): CA Spreen, J Francis, P. Kutame, B. Kilonzo, T. Takalani, (CERT, 

University of Johannesburg; Right to Education Project, UN/ActionAid, UK) 

Teaching and Learning in RuralSchools: CA Spreen, J Ngundi, J. Springer, A. Springer, D. Nengwenani, GSC 

students 

Collaborative Student Research Projects: 

2004 SANE Training -SexualAssault Nursing Examiner Training - UVA School of Nursing, Vhonani 

Netshandama, Mashudu Maselesele 

2006 TVEP - Thohoyandou victim empowerment programme: Gauri Raval 

2006 Rainwater Harvesting (primary schools)/David Lusunzi Strawberry Farm (Dzingahe): Gavin Schmidt 

and Aaron Johnson 

2007 Moringa Tree/Water filtration (Mutale): Kevin Sinusas, Laura Beauschesne, Gadisi Nthambeleni, 

Audrey Raedani, Elly Mbonani, Edzani Nthambeleni 

2007 Methane BioDigester (Mulenzhe/Tshibvumo): Shokoufeh Dianat, Veronica Yeh, Ritwik Sahu, 

Shadrack Ramabulana, Chilies Ramarumo, 

2007Solar panels at primary schools (Mutale): Maggie Kirkpatrick, Monique White, Elias Ramarumo, 

Kourtney Maher, Shadrack Ramabulana, 

2007 Blood diseases/anemia in children (Thohoyandou): James Heckman and UNIVEN nursing graduate 

2007 Focus Group on Women’s Issues: Lydia Abebe 

2007 Traditional Plants for Medicinal Use: Eric Harshfield, Samie Amidou 

2007 Controlling Mosquitoes with Ultrasound: Kearby Chen 

2007 Media/UNIVEN Radio: Heather Lyu and UNIVEN Radio 

2007/2008 Grassroots Soccer/HIV-AIDS Education (Musina): Tyler Spencer, Elias Ramarumo 

2008 Establishment of Global Sustainabifity Club: (15-20 UNIVEN students annually who partner/host 

UVA student projects) 

2008 Water Filtration (Tshibvumo): Eric Harshfiled, Ana Jemic, Veronica Gutierrez, Elias Ramarumo, 

Ofhani Makhado, Duncan Nengwenani, 

2008 School Voices Film Project (Tshibvumo): Eric Harshfiled, Ana Jemic, Veronica Gutierrez, Elias 

Ramarumo, Ofhani Makhado, Duncan Nengwenani 

2008 Isotopic Food Web Study: Michelle Henry 

2009 Water Filtration (Tshibvumo): Ethan Hell, Duncan Nengwenani, Audrey Raedani, Khuthalani 

Mathoma, Gadisi Nthambeleni, Humbulani Styles Seruli 

2008-2009 Photovoice (Tshapasha): Tim Cunningham, Humbalani Seruli 

2009 Libraries and Literacy Project (Mashamba): Jonathan Springer, Alzbeta Springer, Selina Mbedzi, 

Selinah Letshabane, Alex Mashamba 

2009 Corporal Punishment and Restorative Practices Workshop (Mashamba): Bob Garrity and 

Mashamba Primary School Staff 

2009-2010 ECOVision (Mashamba): Anne DeChastonay, Anne Rasmussmen, Matt Pierce, Katelyn Mason, 

Jessica Rothbart, Duncan Nengwenani, Audrey Raedani, Gadisi Nthambeleni, Deanna Vogt, Alex 

Mashamba 

2010 VhuwaniScience Resource Center (Vhuwani): Duncan Ngenwenani and UVA study abroad class 

UVA Nurses Without Borders ( N=20 nurses from UVA): 2004-2006 
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Abstract- This paper presents a sustainable development project in which University of 
Virginia students collaborated with University of Venda faculty, Global Sustainability Club 
students, and local community members to address water problems in a village in the 
Venda region of the Limpopo Province, South Africa. The cohort’s goal was to implement 
a sustainable and contextually appropriate water purification and distribution system. The 
authors present the design and constructed process for a slow sand filtration system 
intended to provide clean drinking water to most households in the community. They 
present and analyze the successes, failures, and ethical dilemmas encountered throughout 
project execution. Also, the authors assess the project based on three evaluation criteria 
for service learning projects and explore possibilities for follow-up through the 
collaboration between the University of Virginia and the University of Venda. The paper 
ends with a reflection examining aspects of engineering community engagement projects 
including site assessments prior to project implementation, project timeframes, and cross- 
cultural institutional collaborations. 

Index Terms - South Africa, student-led research, sustainable development, water purification. 

INTRODUCTION 

Approximately 1.1 billion people worldwide lack access to safe drinking water.1 In the Limpopo 
Province of South Africa, one of the poorest regions in the country-, only 32% of children have 
access to drinking water on site and 24% have access to basic sanitation.2 Diarrheal diseases are 
the second highest cause of premature mortality for both adults and infants in this province.3 

The broadly recognized Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology’s criteria for 
engineering programs4 describes the importance of thinking on a global scale. Graduates of an 
accredited program must have "the broad education necessary to understand the impact of 
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Abstract - This paper presents the extension of a sustainable water purification project 
conducted by engineering students from a university in South Africa and a university in 
the United States. Through collaboration with faculty at both universities and a 
community in rural South Africa, the student team facilitated the repair of a water 
filtration system installed the previous year. While the team had the specific goal to repair 
the system, they entered into this commitment with an open-ended approach to problem 
solving that drew heavily on community engagement and participation. The following 
paper describes the technical details of the project and the process by which the community 
was enabled to take the lead in the assessment, design and implementation of a sustainable 
repair to their water filtration system. 

Index Terms- South Africa, water purification, community engagement, service-learning 
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Egggp pl p j n a in eo e, not ro ects: 
Re-defining the standards of" service-learning through a communiD7 led project 
in Tshapasha, South. At:rica 

by Rachel Brown-Glazner, Veronica Gutierrez and Ethan 

I 
n the summer of 2009, a group ofka~eri- 

can and South ~’rican university students 
travelled m %hapasha, a tufa1 community 

in northe~tern South Africa, to improve the 
community’s water filtration system. Sitting 
in the shade of a tree outside the chief’s home, 
we Iaid out our plans to the village’s governing 
board. ~ihese plans included conducting a survey 
on water health awareness, taking water samples, 
and investigating the condition of the filtra- 
tion system. One woman rose, and, speaking 
through a transIator, toId us that if we wished to 
work with the communi9~ we must change our 
plans. Other outside groups had aiready come 
into the village to ask questions, but they rarely 
provided any tangible benefits. "We are tired of 
quesdons," the woman toid us. "We are ready for 
results." 

~Ihe comments from this Tshapasha commu- 
nity member exempli@ how the concerns of 
service recipients are often unaccounted for in 
the creation of student service-learning proj- 
ects. "IThis problem is not caused by negligent 
student behavior. Rathe~ it is built into the very 
structure of these projects. Because academic 
institutions design service-learning as a tool 
student development, the approach unintention- 
ally marginaiizes the interests of the communky 
students wish to serve. 

During our service-learning project in South 
Africa, we found ways of overcoming this flaw. 
Knowing that we didn’t have with all the an- 
swers, we came to Tshapasha with questions 
rather than a concrete plan. 

~Ihe experiences that followed illustrate the 
potential benefits that can be attained by both 
students and their community parmers when 

Hell 

students drop their thoughtfully-organized plans 
and come wkh an open mind and open ears 
instead. 

Designing in the dark 
Access to potable water is not a really" for many 
South Aft’lean communities, including the viIiage 
of Tshapasha in the Limpopo province. Peopie 
living in this community are driven to utiIize 
unclean and contaminated supplies, which 
frequendy contain pathogens and other harmfial 
substances that can cause illnesses like malaria, 
cholera, and diarrhea.~ 

Since 2004, the students from both the Uni- 
versi9- of Virginia (D%~a) and the South Afi’ican 
University ofVenda (Univen) have developed 
relationships with ’I~hapasha residents through 
the educational and infrastrucmraI support of the 
Southern ~:r~can V~rginia Networks and As- 
sociations (SA~’~NA) consortium. "1The consor- 
tium aims to "~hcilitate research, education, and 
outreach activities related to the environment" 
through a parmership between South African 
institutions and the Universig of Virginia. %is 
iong-term relationship has contributed to a iast- 
ing IegaW of mutual intdlectuaI empowerment, 
ailowing the students to understand the commu- 
nk-y’s perspectNe.:~’3 

Through SAVANA, students from both universi- 
ties have been introduced to each other’s cul- 
tures via several cia~sses taught each year by UVa 
Professors Robert Swap and Caroi Ann Spreen. 
One such class, taught during the January term, 
is entitied Ethics and Protocols of International 
Research. Another course, taught over the sum- 
met in South Africa and Mozambique, is People, 
Culture, and Environment of South Africa. [By 
taking these ciasses together, we were able to 
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~g International Scholars Work with U.Va. 
iStudents on Research Ethics 

January 12, 2008 -- Sometimes, researchers visiting other 

countries don’t know what they don’t know. 

"We want to expose students to the idea that our way is not the only 
~vay of doing something," said Robert Swap, a research associate 
professor with the University of Virginia’s Department of 
Environmental Sciences, u ho has conducted man~ research trips to 
iSouth Africa. "Real-world problems know no disciplinary 

iboundaries." 

Swap, Carol Anne Spreen of U.Va.’s Curry School of Education and 
Clare Terni from U.Va.’s anthropology department brought 15 
iteachers and students from South Africa, Mozambique, Botswana 
iand Brazil to participate in a January Term seminar, "The Ethics, 

iProtocols and Practices of International Research." 

During the class, 21 U. Va. graduate and undergraduate students 
fvorked in small groups with members of the delegation to design 
iinternational research projects. 

"If they are going to conduct research in the developing world, they 
need to be aware of the customs, norms and protocols of where they 
are going to be," said Joseph Francis, director of the Centre for 
Rural Development at the University of Venda in South Africa. 

="The key is to build relationships, which takes time and trust," said 
iO.G.S.O. Kgosidintsi, a water quality and geographic information 

systems specialist at the University of Botswana. "Students come 
aver there with money and technology and don’t realize that money 
iand technology are not effective if there is no organization on the 

ground to work with them." 

Fhe teachers’ visit was sponsored by the Southern Africa/Virginia 
iNetworks and Associations, which was developed by U. Va.’s 

Department of Environmental Sciences. SAVANA provides 
opportunities to participate in international initiatives in southern 
=Africa to faculty and students from the schools of Engineering, 
~rchitecture, Nursing, Medicine and Education. 

Some of the visitors have worked with Swap and his students in 
iSouth Africa. 

Students 
participate in the 
January Term 
seminar, "The 
Ethics, Protocols 
and Practices of 
International 
Research." (click 
for high-res 
version) 

(Photo: Jane 
Haley) 
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"We can share our experiences of projects that have already been 
~done and we can talk about what worked and what did not," said 
Elias Ramarumo, a consultant for the Center for Positive Care, 
~vhich works with people who are HIV-positive in Thohoyandou, 
South Africa. 

Francis said by visiting the United States, the Africans have an 
:~pportunity to see the environment from which the researchers are 
coming. He said the cultures should examine each other and see 
what they can "intelligently borrow." 

Several of the visitors were taken aback by what they viewed as 
U.S. insularity. 

"I was amazed to the extent that student participants are confined to 
their own cocoons," Francis said. 

Kgosidintsi said many people to whom he talked did not know 
where Botswana was or that it is an independent countlT. 

"Just flipping the television channels, all you see is about the U.S. 
:~r U.S. interests," he said. "You don’t see much from other regions 
iof the world. The people here are aware of the world, but not 
well-informed." 

Francis said they have had little time to themselves while they have 
been in the U.S. because their hosts have insisted on bringing them 
to many places and events. He said he saw his first arena-hosted 
basketball game at U.Va. and was impressed with how well the 
entire event was organized. 

Fhree South African teachers -- Selina Mbedzi, Selina Letshabane 
and Alex Mashamba, from Mashamba Primary School in Limpopo 
-- will visit local public and private schools and have a week-long 
residency at Charlottesville’s Venable Elementary School. They will 
work with the schools and Curry faculty to develop four primary 
school curriculum on global warming; water safety, health and 
nutrition; early literacy and English as a second language; and solar 
energy. These units will be completed by Curry graduate students 
and piloted in Charlottesville schools as part of a graduate spring 
course, "Fieldwork in International Education." 

"This is some of how we get to know each other and continue to 
build and strengthen our relationship," Francis said. 

2 of 3 11/1/10 12:46 PM 
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Swap and Spreen Bring World to Grounds During 
Ianuary Term 

January 13, 2010 -- "Hello, I am here to save the world!" 

Fhis is a notion students seeking to conduct international research 
projects must disabuse themselves of, said Robert Swap, a research 
=associate professor with the University of Virginia’s D~partment of 
iEnvironmental Scieuees. 

He and Carol Anne Spreen of U.Va.’s Curt_y_ School of Education 
are pressing this idea in their Jg~pary term course, "Ethics, 
Protocols and Practices of International Research." 

Fhe course, which has grown in popularity since its launch in 2006, 
iseeks to teach aspiring student researchers to create international 

projects in a thoughtful way that creates partnerships with the target 
communities so that the work is sustained even after the students 
ileave. 

"We want to dispel the notion that thev~ know everything," Swap said. 
i"We want them to leave the class realizing that they are ignorant. Our 

goal is to make them aware that they are unaware." 

Fhe class is enjoying its largest enrollment ever with 32 students. 
Fhey are benefiting from not only the expertise of their instructors, 
but also of 20 international scholars who hail from Botswana, 
iCameroon, Kenya, Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa, 

Uganda and Brazil. These women and men include teachers, 
children’s rights advocates, engineers, nurses and geographers. 

Over the course of the rigorous two-week course, students work in 
small groups to design a potential research project of their own and 
~resent it to the entire group. 

~etsy Graves, a third-year student in the College of Arts & Sciences, 
intended to spend January working on a project in Kenya, but 
changed her plans at the last minute. 

"I threw my suitcase in the car, drove two hours to Charlottesville 
~rom my home in Southwest Virginia, and got in town right in time 
~or the first session of the course," said Graves, a double major in 
~oreign affairs and English and the Modem Studies Program. "Rather 
than searching out these people across the African continent, it was 

Contact 
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an incredible experience to meet and work with them in class here in 

Charlottesville." 

Musa Manganya, who traveled to U.Va. from South Africa’s Limpopo 
province, holds a master’s degree in public health and a nursing 
~degree from the University of Venda. He said one of the biggest 
pitfalls for students embarking on international research projects for 
the first time is failing to fully partner with the members of a 
community. 

"They should be fully involved and engaged - if they are involved 
[rom scratch, that will be best," he said. 

Fhe benefits of the class are not only going to the students. 
Kelebogile Mfundisi is a research fellow at the University of 
Botswana-Harry Oppenheimer Okavango Research Center and holds 
a Ph.D. from Germany’s Bonn University. She said she, too, has 
learned about the ethics of research these past few weeks. 

"It is going to change the way I look at things. We forget about the 
::ommunities," she said. "Most of the time, we do research to get in 
the publications; this is what we do to get published. We must focus 
more on reaching out to the public." 

Feaching assistant James Ngundi said he has cherished his time this 
January. 

"This is perhaps one of the best experiences I’ve ever had," said the 
Kenya native, who is pursuing his Ph.D. in the Curry School. 

He said the students have had wonderful interactions with the visiting 
scholars and some have already agreed to work together overseas. 

"I pray that nothing happens to cut this short," Ngundi said. 

-- By ,lane Kelly 
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Arts,. 
Last look 
Food for thought 

By Robert Swap (Environmental Sciences ’87, PhD ’96) 

Posted 11/07/06 

Toward the end of the summer study abroad program I was 

leading in southern Africa, the owner of a seaside lodge just 

north of Xai-Xai, Mozambique, asked me, "Do your students 

like the food?" 

I was taken aback by Leone’s question. Of course we liked the 

food, I thought, as I followed her from the edge of the Indian 

Ocean and over the sand dunes to her office. Why would she 

ask? At every meal, the 15 students and their five African 

colleagues who had enrolled in "People, Culture and 

Environment of Southern Africa" flocked to the well-stocked 

buffet table, jostling for position at the head of the line to have 

their choice of the best food Mozambique could offer: fresh 

green salads, fruit salads, homemade bread, green beans and 

garlic, boiled potatoes and butter, fried chicken, grilled fresh 

tuna and beef steaks. The students piled the food high on their 

plates, just as they had done elsewhere on the trip. Just as 

they did at home. 

Swap. 
Photo by Tom Cogill, 

"I was asking because the kitchen staff was concerned," Leone said. "They saw how much food was 

left on the students’ plates when the dishes were cleared." 

Then it hit me. I had not foreseen what the seemingly insignificant act of leaving large amounts of 

uneaten food on our plates would say about us as Americans. This comes from someone who had 

worked and lived in the region for more than a decade, spent years locating African partners for 

research, developing joint agreements on ethics and protocols for collaborative research programs, 

preparing courses and service learning activities and finding inns, lodges and restaurants with friendly 

staffs that catered to Western tastes. I had also spent considerable time before the trip on cultural 

sensitivity training to prepare the 13 undergraduate students, two graduate students and one U.Va. 

alumnus for the work they would be doing in southern Africa, the conditions under which they would 

be doing it and the respectful manner they would need to employ to implement it. 

But no matter how much the students said they "got it," their thoughtless act betrayed their lack of 

understanding of southern Africa, its people and their cultures. Their wastefulness made us all ugly 

Americans. 

1 of 2 11/1/10 12:47 PM 
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Later that evening, I shared my conversation with Leone with the students. I asked them to reflect on 

the incident and what it meant. Some students questioned the importance of the exchange given the 

context of the program. "But we came here to study!" said one student. "We’ve come to help them," 

said another. 

They wondered how it was possible that their new African acquaintances would think they were 

wasteful and arrogant just because of that seemingly unrelated action. Further discussions that night 

and in subsequent days showed that the students did not mean to be insensitive and that being 

perceived as insensitive pained them. Still, they had brought considerable cultural baggage with 

them. The voices they were responding to were complex and ingrained: "We are not going to eat all 

that stuff" (because it’s foreign and we’re not sure what it is); "Don’t worry about wasting food, 

there’s always more" (we live in a culture of plenty); and "You don’t have to eat the food if you don’t 

want it, just leave it on your plate" (life is full of choices, you can try whatever you like, just be polite 

about it). These were not the voices that I grew up with just a generation before, that I assumed 

these students had grown up with as well. 

As the students gradually absorbed the lesson, I realized it was not the kind of lesson they would 

have learned by reading a book or sitting through a lecture. Only firsthand experience -- feeling the 

sting of embarrassment at the incident and coming to understand there was a gap between their 

sense of themselves and the Africans’ perception of them -- could teach a lesson I hoped they would 

remember for the rest of their lives. 

To begin to understand their place in the world, students need to travel outside their comfort zone. 

Educational travel can do two important things: 1) remove the distance between student and subject, 

and 2) develop relationships between students of different cultures and backgrounds. Students who 

are studying abroad are immersed in new surroundings that force them to learn about themselves 

even as they learn about a new culture. 

I will always remember the words, as we were preparing to fly home, of one young African-American 

woman who participated several years ago in the southern Africa program. "Bob," she said, "I never 

knew just how American I really am." 

As an educator, if I achieve nothing more than creating opportunities for my students to look into the 

mirror and understand who they really are and what their place in the world really is, then I will have 

succeeded. 

Robert Swap is a research associate professor of environmental sciences. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Deb, 

[ still have 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

evaluation... ! will get it to you by tomorrow. Sorry for the delay. By the way, she did an excellent job!!![! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 4:29 PM 

’Cheryl Kern’ <Cheryl.Kem@ipaper.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Addilional hffonnation 

Strolnan IP INVOICE.pdf 

Hi Cheryl. Attached find the invoice. Let me know if you need anything else. 

I hope to be able to debrief with you before the holiday break. I (like you) 
am working through my stacks and I will try to call you before the week is 

out. :) 

Again, a s~ncere ’ItIANK you 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the environment" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cheryl Kern [mailto:Chep/l.Kern@ipaper com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:28 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Additional Irfformation 
Importance: High 

Deborah, 

Thanks again for joining us for the Forum. I thought you had already left 
our Ditmer so did not get to cotmect xvith you before departing. I am in the 
process of surrm~arizing the Forum’s outcomes, learning’s, etc. As you mingled 
with employees, and may have heard of any areas they- fonnd particularly 
helpful frora your session, let me know of them as they will help me to 
position similar xvorkshops for the future. As well if there xvas any feedback 
on areas where the session could have been improved, let me know that. 
Also, please send me your invoice ASAP so we can get you paid. 

Thanks Cheryl 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(&emaihnnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 2:07 PM 
To: ChelTl Kern 
Cc: ’Stroman, Deborah Lynn’ 
Subject: RE: Additional Information 

Hi Cheryh Thanks for the follow up. (See two attachments) 

References: 

Let me know if you need anything else.. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened" (T. 
Jefferson) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cheryl Kern [mailto:Chel~-i Kem@ipaper.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 12:30 PM 
To: ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ 
Sublect: Additional Information 

Hi Deborah 
I know you’ll be working on the proposal but in the interim please provide 
me your Bio, a short list of clients and any references you may have handy. 
Getting these tomorrow would help me be better positioned to review your 
proposal. 



TEx so much 

Che~l 



Stroman Athletic ~t Asset Management INVOICE# 120110 
"lnspirin~ Thought & Action" DATE: DECEMBER 6, 2010 

PhonelFax - 888.668.8403 
debby@dstroman.com 

TO Ms. Cheryl Kern 

International Paper 

6400 Poplar Avenue 

Memphis, TN 38197 

901.419.7228 

C. KeFn FOFUm SpeakeF Due on Feceipt 12.6.10 

I "Winning In Business" Workshop - November 30, 2010 (Memphis) 

Transportation (Baggage and Trip to Airport) 

SUBTOTAL 

SALES TAX 

TOTAL 

Make all checks payable to Deborah L. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheod Kern <Che~l.Kern@ipaper.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 5:34 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Addilional hffonnation 

Deb, In terms of talking I am here through 12/20 then OUT for the year. I had you do~vn for Not significant but did you have the same? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 3:29 PM 
To: Cheryl Kern 
Cc: Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject: RE: Additional Information 

Hi Cheryl. Attached find the invoice. Let me know if you need anything else. 

I hope to be able to debrief with you before the holiday break I (like you) am working through my stacks and I will try to call you before the week is out. :) 

Again, a sincere ’ItIANK you 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"At least we are winning the war on the environment" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cheryl Kern [mailto:Cheryl.Kern(@ipaper com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:28 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Additional Information 
Importance: High 

Deborah, 

Thanks again for joining us for the Forum. I thought you had already left out Dinner so did not get to connect with you before departing. I am in the process of surrm~arizing the Forum’s 
outcomes, learning’s, etc. As you mingled with eraployees, and raay have heard of any areas they- found particularly helpful florrl your session, let me know of them as they will help me to 
position similar workshops for the future. As well if there was an?" feedback on areas xvhere the session could have been improved, let me know that. 
Also, please send me yout invoice ASAP so we can get you paid. 

Thanks Cheryl 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(&email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2010 2:07 PM 
To: ChelTl Kern 
Cc: ’Stroman, Deborah Lynn’ 
Subject: RE: Additional Information 

Hi Cheryl. Thanks for the follow up. (See two attachments) 

References: 

Let me know if you need anything else... 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

"How much pain they- have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T. 
Jefferson) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Che15zl Kern [mailto:CheryhKern@ipaper com] 
Sent: Thut-sday, October 07, 2010 12:30 PM 

To: ’dstroman@email uric edu’ 
Subject: Additional Information 

Hi Deborah 
I know you’ll be ~vorking on the proposal but in the interim please provide me your Bio, a short list of clients and any references you may have hart@ 
Getting these tomon-ow would help me be better positioned to review your proposal. 
Tl~x so much 



Cheryl 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Internship evaluation 

If this is not sufficient and you need him to actually sign off on the evaluation, I could have him do that tomorrow or Wednesday~ Just let me know. 

Thanks, 

From: dlohse [mailto:dlohse@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday 6:55 PM 
To’, 
Subject: Re: Internship evaluation 

That is fine with me if y has time to do it before he leaves for Santa Barbara. 

If not I can certainly do it. 

I do have to come to campus to Student Health on both Tuesday and Wednesday mornings                                     and will be in the office Tuesday afternoon 

and again Wednesday afternoons after those sessions are over if you need to catch up with me...just hit me on my cell and I will be available to help you out. 

Whatever works best for you. I can certainly do it no later than Tuesday afternoon if you want to come by then. I think I will be working Monday at home. 

Thanks 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office Phone: 919-962-7257 

Cell Phone: 

Email Addresses: davelohse@unc.edu davidclohse@~mail.com 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: Athletic Communications Office, Maurice J. Koury Natatorium, 300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel ~ill, NC 27514 

From: bunc.edu> 

Date= Sun 18:16:23 -0500 

To= dlohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject= Internship evaluation 

Dave, 

I was wondering if it would be okay for Dave Schmidt to fill out my internship evaluation for class credit. I have heard you may be out of the office the next couple 

of weeks and I have been working with Dave during all of the men’s soccer games this year. This is all contingent on my professor’s approval, and if you would 

prefer to fill it out yourself, I will need to get it to you rather quickly. But I can do that as well; just let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deidra Willis <Deidra.Willis@ipaper.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:41 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ttello! 

Debbv, 

i hope you had a good time while in Charlotte~ Although our schedules didn’t synch up this past weekend, I would still like to keep in contact if I am ever that way, 

I will be sate to bok you up. 

~s ] st:ated during the AA forum, ] wH] be m contact. W~t:h December bek~g a very basy month w~th the knpend]ng ho]idays, I will take schedules into account. You 

wH~ hear from me soon. 

Thanks and Lake care~ 

Thanks, 
De,din ~MH~s 
NC Con’p~ex 

Intema[iona~ Paper 

P: (704) 578-8590 
F: (901) 214-2869 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010:12:32 PM 
To: Deidra Willis 
Subject: RE: Hello! 

Hi Deid~a. Thanks for your note. I am in the Westin downtown now. We wifl be here d~ough Sunday morning. Things a~e hectic today; let’s try to chat tomorrow if 

you have t~me. 

My cell ~s 

debby 

De~)orah Strornan. P}~ D., (3I.U 

9i9-843-0336 

]tltp:/’/’www.urK~eSu//(]epts// exercise//spor~ a~rninJslralion 

F~m= Deidra Willis [mailto: Deidra.Willis@ipaper.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, December 03, 2010 9:~ AN 

Te~ dstro@unc.edu 
SubjeCt~ Hello~ 

Deborah, 

It was great having you participate and share your knowledge and advice during our AA Forum. I definitely had Golf 101 @. I enjoyed meeting you and would like to 

stay in contact with you. If you have a moment while you are in Charlotte, please give me a call My cell phone is . I will be contact with you. 

Take care and safe travels. 

Thanks, 
Deidm ~llis 

NC Complex 

International Paper 

P: (704) 578-8590 
F: (901) 214-2869 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 10:03 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~emaik unc.edu>: 

~email.~mc.edtr~; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

b!hotmail.co~n >; 

b!e~nail.unc.edu> 
~email.unc.edu> 

~emaJl.m~c.edu>: 
h?email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

)!e~n~l.unc.edu>: 

’@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edtc,; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>i 

~email.unc.e&t>; 

~emaJd .unc.edu-~ 
b!email.nnc.edu>; 

?)email.unc.edt~-; 

~email.unc.edtc,; 

,~!uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@ema~l.unc.edn>; Stroman, Debora]~ Lynn <ds~tro@unc.edu-; 

Fwd: Tomorrow Night 

case anyone is interested. 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Tomorrow Night 
Date: Tue, 7 Dec 2010 17:19:26 -0500 
From: Ryan Jones <rjones@duaa.duke.edu> 
To: <b osborne@unc.edu> 

He?" Barbara, 

I hope that all is well in your world.Things are good here, just staying 
busy. 

I wanted to thro~v out a last minute offer that your SPAD students/staff 
may have interest in.We play Bradley in Mender-Us Basketball here tomorrow 
night at 9 PM. and I can offer some tickets if of interest If you let me 
know a total number I can have them held at will call, which opens an 
hour before tip-oftiThe tickets will be in groups of pairs, not all 
together.And make sure nobody wears any U~x.’C gear/cheers against Duke 
etc, as these are all donor seats that have been turned back into uslf 
this is no interest, no won-ies I just wanted to oiler if so 

Thanks, 

Ryan 

Ryan Jones ] Iron Dukes ] Associate Director 
919.613.7575 (’¢g) i 9196818612 (F) 

rjones@duaa.duke.edu ] w;vw irondukes net <http:/i;vw;v.irondukes.net> 



2010 
Hot Items for Chafing Dish 

Per 50 Pieces 

Scallops Wrapped in Apple-Smoked Bacon 

Petite Crabcakes 

Balsamic Marinated Tomatoes with Crispy Puff Pastry 

Sliders 
Sliced Pork Tenderloin BBQ with coleslaw on the side 
Kobe Burgers with blue cheese 

Coconut Crusted Shrimp with mandarin orange sauce 

Beef Satay with soy sauce glaze and sesame seeds 

Chicken Satay with peanut sauce 

Chicken Tenders with honey mustard sauce 
(encrusted with your choice of almonds, pecans or sesame seeds) 

Hibachi Chicken Skewer thin strip of sliced chicken breast, jalape6o, 
red & green peppers, purple onion, brushed with southwest seasonings & grilled 

Steamed Shrimp Pot Stickers with a ginger and scallion dipping sauce 
Vegetarian Egg Roll with lime scented peanut sauce 

BBQ Shrimp Skewer red onion, yellow peppers and mushroom 
drizzled with Carolina Club made BBQ sauce 

Miniature Beef Wellington 

Spinach and Feta Cheese Tartlets 

Garlic, Herb and Aged Parmesan Crusted Risotto Bites 

Jumbo Stuffed Mushrooms 
choose from crab, pulled chicken, Italian sausage 
OR vegetarian with tomatoes, scallions and peppers 

Cold Items for Trays 
Per 50 Pieces 

Herb Focaccia topped with roasted pepper salad and cilantro 

Petite Buttermilk Biscuits with country ham and honey mustard 

Shrimp on a Fork with avocado puree 

Cilantro Marinated Chicken Salad in a puff pastry cup 

Herb Cream Cheese Stuffed Cherry Tomato 

Smoked Salmon Rose with pumpernickel bread 

Soy Marinated Sushi Tuna Wonton Cups 

Walnut & Goat Cheese Bruschetta 

Roma Tomato, Mozzarella & Basil Crostini 

Assortment of Petite Sourdough Delights 
miniature sandwiches stuffed with roast beef, smoked turkey, shrimp salad 

Chefls assorted Finger Sandwiches 

Chefls Assorted Canapes 

Strawberries stuffed with strawberry mousse 

$175 

$175 

$125 

$200 

$150 
$150 
$150 
$150 

$175 

$175 
$125 

$175 

$175 

$125 

$125 

$125 

$175 

$175 

$175 

$125 

$125 

$175 

$175 

$125 

$125 

$175 

$125 

$125 

$125 

7.75% sales tax and 19% service charge are not included 



2010 

Displays 

Fiesta Display (Serves 30) 
guacamole, cilantro tomato dip and jalapeno cheese dip with tri-colored tortilla chips 

Basil and Pine Nut Savory Cheese Cake - 9"(Serves 30) 
served with assorted crackers and pita bread 

Baked Brie in Puff Pastry with assorted crackers and toast points (Serves 30) 

Sun-Dried Tomato and Caramelized Onion Dip (Serves 25) 
with house made flatbread crackers 

Baked Artichoke Dip served with assorted crackers (serves 25) 

Smoked Salmon (Serves 25) 
with caper dip and French bread crostinis 

Domestic Cheeses with Assorted Crackers - Swiss, American, cheddar, 
provolone, pepper jack 
Small Display (Serves 50) 
Large Display (Serves 100) 

Gourmet Cheese Displays - includes stilton, brie, Parmesan wheels 
and local Celebrity Farms goat cheese served with crackers 
Small Display (Serves 50) 
Large Display (Serves 

Vegetable Crudit~s with herb 
Small Display (Serves 

~00) 
cr~me fra~che dip 

50) 
Large Display (Serves 100) 

Marinated Grilled Vegetables with olive oil and fresh Parmesan 
Small Display (Serves 50) 
Large Display (Serves 100) 

Fresh Fruit Display with cr~me anglaise & chocolate framboise sauce 
Small Display (Serves 50) 
Large Display (Serves 100) 

Spiced Pecans (per pound) 

Mixed Nuts (per pound) 

Antipasto Display (Serves 50) 
assorted Italian meats, roasted vegetables, marinated olives, 
cheeses, prosciutto, bruschetta with olive oil, roasted tomatoes, 
fresh mozzarella, provolone, sun-dried tomato pesto in 
sourdough boule 

Caprice Display (serves 25)with vine-ripe tomatoes, mozzarella, 
fresh basil and garlic bruschetta 

Pita Toast with hummus, carrot and celery sticks (Serves 30) 

Assortment of Tortilla Chips & Pita Bread (Serves 50) 
with black bean dip, French onion dip and roasted red pepper dip 

$100 

$100 

$125 
$100 

$100 
$150 

$200 
$350 

$250 
$450 

$150 
$300 

$175 
$3S0 

$150 
$300 

$ 18 
$ IS 
$375 

$100 

$1oo 

$225 

7.75% sales tax and 19% service charge are not included 



2010 
Chef Stations 

Requires $50 Chef’s fee, per Chef, per 2 hours 

Roasted Tenderloin of Beef (Serves 25) 
Carolina Club’s house seasoned tenderloin served 
with sliced multi-grain rolls and horseradish and roasted garlic sauces 

New York Strip (Serves 35) 
seasoned with garlic, thyme and beef jus 
Served with a tomato butter and sliced multi-grain rolls 

Smoked Carolina Ham (Serves 40) 
with apple sauce, Carolina Club’s BBQ sauce and cheddar & chive biscuits 

$325 

$350 

$250 

Whole Roasted Turkey (Serves 35) 
slow roasted and served with grain mustard, orange scented 
cranberry sauce, turkey gravy and multi-grain rolls 

$150 

Spiced Pecan Crusted Pork Loin (Serves 25) 
with Carolina barbecue sauce and multi-grain rolls 

$175 

Fettuccini Pasta Station 

Penne 

Sauteed Shrimp (3 shrimp per person 26/30 size) 
with asparagus, peppers and broccoli florets 
tossed with extra virgin olive oil and served over basmati rice 

Shrimp and Grits Station (3 shrimp per person 16/20 size) 
with fire roasted shrimp, apple wood bacon, shiitake mushrooms, 
spinach, peppers and onions over creamy corn grits with aged Jack 
and smoked cheddar cheeses and chipotle aioli 

Mashed Yukon Gold or Peruvian Potato Bar 
with smoked cheddar cheese, chives, bacon bits 
and roasted garlic served in martini glasses 

Mashed Sweet Potato Bar 
with butter, brown sugar and marshmallows 
served in martini glasses 

Caesar Salad Station 
Romaine lettuce tossed with Parmesan cheese, 

croutons and Caesar dressing 

Wild Mushroom Risotto Station 

$ 8.75 per person 
tossed with guest’s choice of leeks, tomatoes, baby zucchini and squash 
with either a cream or tomato sauce 
Add chicken...$10.75 per person Add shrimp...$12.75 per person 

Pasta Station $ 7.75 per person 
tossed with guest’s choice of roasted mushrooms, poached garlic, spinach 
and artichokes with either a rich tomato sauce OR extra virgin olive oil and herbs 
Add chicken...$9.75 per person    Add shrimp...$11.75 per person 

$12.75 per person 

Steal( Diane Station 

sauteed filet mignon medallions with shiitake mushrooms, 

deglazed with Brandy and finished with a mustard demi-glace 

$12.75 per person 

$ 5.75 per person 

$ 5.75 per person 

$ 5.75 per person 

$ 7.75 per person 

$11.75 per person 

7.75% sales tax and 19% service charge are not included 



2010 
Seafood Bar 

Jumbo Shrimp with cocktail sauce 

Coastal Oysters on the half shell 

Cocktail Crab Claws with cocktail sauce 

Lemon and Old Bay "peel & eat" Shrimp (26/30 size) 

Smoked Seafood Display shrimp, scallops, trout, mussels 

Delectable Desserts 

$150 per 50 pieces 

$125 per 50 pieces 

$125 per 50 pieces 

$25 per pound 

$12 per person 

Pastry Chef’s Assortment of Miniature Dessert Pastries 
$5 per person with hors d’oeuvres reception (2 pieces per person) 
$10 per person with hors d’oeuvres reception (4 pieces per person) 
$15 per person as a dessert reception (6 pieces per person) 

Chocolate-dipped Strawberries 

Chocolate-dipped Tuxedo Strawberries with stems 

Chocolate-dipped Strawberries rolled in chopped nuts or coconut 

Gourmet Flavored Assorted Individual Cheesecakes 
chocolate mint, vanilla, chocolate chip, & strawberry 

Chocolate Fondue Station presented with Chocolate Fountain 
with fresh fruit and berries, marshmallows, pretzels, 
pound cake and cheesecake bites 

$3 each 

$5 each 

$5 each 

$3 each 

$8 per person 

Ice Cream Sundae Bar 
Vanilla or Chocolate Ice Cream, Strawberry and Chocolate Sauce, 
Cherry Topping, Butterscotch Chips, Chopped Nuts, Chocolate Sprinkles, Cherries 
and Whipped Cream 

$6 per person 

Citrus Fruit Punch 

Champagne Punch 

Coffee, Decaffeinated Coffee 

Sweet Tea or Un-sweet Tea 

Club-made Pink Lemonade 

"Cooked" Hot Chocolate 

Gourmet Coffee Station 

Beverages 
$25.00 per gallon / $2 per person 

$50.00 per gallon / $2.50 per person 

$25.00 per gallon / $1.50 per person 

$25.00 per gallon / $2 per person 

$28.00 per gallon / $2.25 per person 

$28.00 per gallon / $1.25 per person 

$100.00 per gallon / $4 per person 
includes gourmet coffee and tea service, with whipped cream, 
orange and lemon twists, cinnamon sticks, white chocolate shavings 
For an additional $2 per person Bailey’s, Frangelica & Kahlua will be 
included in your coffee station. 

7.75% sales tax and 19% service charge are not included 



NORTH CAROLINA 

DUR2/AM COUNTY 

RE: 

DURHAM MARRIOTT 
"At the Civic Center" 
201 Foster Street 
Durham, North Carolina 27701 
Telephone: (919) 768-6000 

THIS CAUSE coming on to be heard and being heard before The Banks, Rogers, and 
Wiitiams Law Firms, hereinafter referred to as. "The Firm;" 

AND IT APPEARING to The Firm that this is an issue of our annual Holiday Party; 

AND IT FURTHER APPEARING to the Firm that for godd cause shown, you have bee~vited 
to partake in an evening of Holiday Cheer; 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ADJUDGED, DECREED AND ORDERED: 

1. That you attend The Firm’s Annual Holiday Party at the Durham Marriott, 20t Foster 
Street, Durham, North Carolina. 

2. That the date and time when your presence is requi~ed is December 17, 2010. 

From 8:00pro - 9:00pm Keith Byrd-Pianist 
From 9:00pro - 11:00pm Fred Mills & Sweet Dreams - Band 
From 11:00pro - 2:00am Holiday "House" Party with The Butta Team 

3. That you bring a guest if you deem it necessary or desirable. 

4. That ypu bring an unwrapped child’s toy to donate to Toys for Tots along with your. 
invitatign. 

5. That your response to The Firm be no later than December 13, 2010. Please call (919) 
474-9137 to confirm your attendance. 

This the 30th day of November, 2010. 

Sponsored by: 

The Banks Law Finn, P.A. 
James E. Rogers, P.A. 
James D. "Butch" Williams, Jr., PA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas Freemm~ z<tf~emau@virtcomconsulting.com> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 4:02 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: C~11 

Dr. Stroman- hope all is going well 

wondering if you K and I can do a call sometime next ;veek we want to get you the "hook-up" 

Best! 

Doug 

Douglas Freeman 
Virtcom Consulting 
40 Rector Street- Suite 1920 
Penthouse Terrace 
New York, iXW 10006 
212-571-5388 (w) 

c) 
917-591-6241 (i) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
;)ate: 11/19/2010 05:32 PM 

Tu: dJh-eeman@virtcumconsulting.com 
Subject: Call 

Hi Duug. Please g~ve me a call at yuur cunvenience. Thanks! 

C 

Regards, 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisur and Internship Courdinatur 

Cullege Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Suciety) 

315 Woullen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spur t administration 
"Sume peuple are born un third base and gu thruugh life thinking they hit a triple" 
(B. Switze~) 

This message is intended solely for the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination or copying is strictly prohibited. If you believe you 
received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete frora yo~tr system. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Brittany Schilling <brittany~47brand.com> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 11:52 AM 

b osborne@unc.edu; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~<tstro@unc.edtr"~ 

Forty Seven Brand Campus Rep Program 

’47 Brand Campus Rep SPRING 2011 .docx 

Hello, 

Forty Seven Brand is looking to do a campus rep program for the spring 2011 semester and I am starting the process of finding candidates. To give you a little bit of 

background, Forty Seven Brand is a sports apparel company that creates licensed headwear and apparel for the MLB, the NHL, the NBA and over 650 colleges. 

Forty Seven Brand has been providing the University of North Carolina with a variety of items that you would likely see in the campus bookstore. Here’s a link to 

our website: 

_h__t__t_p__~ZZ__w____w____w__:__q Ln___e__t__e___e__~__4_Z:__c__o____m__L 
We’re looking for motivated and outgoing sophomores and juniors who are connected to a variety of organizations at University of North Carolina. As a main 

contact for the Sports Administration Program at UNC, I thought you might know of students that would be interested in the position. 

The main responsibilities of a campus rep would be to generate brand awareness on campus through grassroots and peer-based marketing initiatives as well as 

social networking. Campus reps would be our link to all events, happenings and student activities on campus. 

This is a paid position/internship to be determined on experience. It’s a great way to gain experience in the sporting goods, retail and marketing industries. 

To elaborate on the campus rep responsibilities in further detail, I have attached the job description below. I would really appreciate it if you could forward this on 

to potentially interested students. 

Thanks so much, 

Brittany 



Forty Seven Brand - Be a Campus Rep: 

Date: 2011 Spring Semester 
Contact: jessicaj@47brand.com 

Hours: 5-10/week 

The Forty Seven Brand roster is filling out and there is a place for you! We’re looking for motivated, 
reliable, organized and outgoing individuals who are connected to campus life and events. As a 

Campus Rep, you will be our connection to all events, happenings and student activities on campus. 

You will be in charge of increasing brand awareness on campus through grassroots and peer-based 

marketing initiatives. 

Forty Seven creates premium headwear and apparel for the finest institutions around the country. 

Our products are available at your local bookstore (in fact you might even have a few pieces in your 

closet at home - go ahead, we’ll give you a minute to go and look). Being part of our Campus Rep 

program is a great way to gain experience in the sporting goods industry. 

Responsibilities: 
1. Visit campus bookstore on a bi-weekly basis to merchandise Forty Seven Brand product 

displays, replenish floor inventory, assist with seasonal product deliveries and implement 

point of sale and other marketing collateral 

2. Submit a bi-weekly report with photos and detailed observations on market/retail/general 

trends 

3. Partake in weekly phone calls with corporate office to discuss campus visits & upcoming 

events 

4. Build strong/lasting relationships with influential peer groups, bookstore management and 

other key campus organizations 

5. Serve as a campus extension of our sales, product and marketing teams 

6. Use campus events to generate awareness of Forty Seven Brand and our products 

7. Recommend other campus marketing programs to head office 

8. Evaluate on-campus product placement opportunities 

9. Work approximately 5-10 hours per week on Forty Seven Brand marketing initiatives. Time 

commitment will vary depending on the institution and the time of year 

10. Work stores during major sporting/campus events (game days, graduation, alumni 

weekend, etc.) 
11. Thorough understanding of the Microsoft Office applications and Facebook as a social 

networking tool 

12. Implement other Forty Seven Brand campus initiative as you see necessary 

13. Support Regional Sales Rep with other projects as necessary 

Compensation: Students will receive a stipend for the semester. Where applicable, campus reps 

may apply through their education institution to have this experience counted as an internship for 

course crediL Our rookies will receive headwear and apparel throughout the year with the 

possibility of other incentives. This program is a great opportunity for students to get relevant, 

professional experience with one of the top brands in licensed merchandise as well as a greater 

understanding of retail marketing and merchandising. 

FORTY SEVEN BRAND 



Requirements: 

1. Students must be enrolled in the university (sophomores and juniors are preferred) 

2. Mustbe available for the Spring 2011 semester 

3. Excellent communication skills - both verbal and written 

4. Students with a passion for retail and!or sporting goods will be considered 

5. All majors are welcomed to apply, especially students in business, marketing, 

merchandising~ sports management or related programs 

6. Students living on or in close proximity to campus preferred 

7. Students should have large social networks and ties to campus organizations/peer groups 

8. Must have access to phone, email, internet and digital camera 

9. Must adhere to ’47 Code of Conduct 

To apply please send your cover letter and resume to jessicaj@47brand.com, 

Please write "Campus Rep" in the subject line. 

FORTY SEVEN BF~AND 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby~soulfidgol£com> 

Sunday, December 12, 2010 7:44 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Thanks 

...... Forwarded Message 

From: "Hilliard, Marcus A." <MAHILLIARD@MAIL.ECSU.EDU> 

Date: Mort, 3:1 May 20:10:15:40:54 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <debby@soulfulgolf.com> 

Subject: Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

It was a pleasure to meet you @ the NCAA Coaches Academy. Thank you for the great intro lesson on how to golf. I really appreciate it, and will use the skills that 

were taught to me to become that next minority head coach. Oh by the way, don’t forget to come visit and do that presentation for our AD. After that, I will have 

the coaches ready to shoot some holes! 

Sincerely, 

Coach Marcus Hilliard/Defensive Coordinator 

Elizabeth City State University 

mahilliard @mail.ecsu.edu 

252-335-3:114(office) 

:ell) 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010, 3:00 a.m., 201 Fetzer Hall 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, Gual Cremades, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Gray 
Lipford, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, 
Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Sherry Salyer, Lee 

Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Deb Southall, Richard Southall, Debby Stroman, Steve 
Zinder, and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Marian Hopkins, Robert McMurray 

Staff Present: Victor Anderson, Amy Tufts 

1. Minutes of October 27, 2010 were approved 

Darin Padua motioned to approve the minutes. Joe Myers seconded. 

All in favor and approved. 

o General Announcements 
a. Meredith Petschauer--we have received notification that the Athletic Training 

Education Program has been approved for reaccreditation. 
b. Debbie Murray--Two families for Christmas Giving Project--A single morn 

with a 13 yr. old autistic child; and unemployed parents with two daughters. 
The families are putting their lists together. 

c. Thanksgiving Luncheon--Tues., November 23, 12:30 p.m. in Fetzer Gym B. 

3. EXSS Website Revision--Amy Tufts and Victor Anderson 

In the process of compiling updates. Everyone needs to look at their faculty page 
and email Amy if it is OK. If changes are needed, send them to Victor. We also 
need each specialization to examine each sub-page for undergraduate and 
graduate levels, programs, labs, etc. and identify either outdated information or 
superfluous information that you do not want included on the new page. When 
you have reviewed the pages pertaining to your area and made any 
changes/additions/deletions, email Victor. Four dates have been set aside for 
faculty to meet with Launch Loft to review- their pages. A sign-up sheet was 
available for faculty to make appointments. 

Send any quality photos to Victor. The plan is to launch the site by the first day 
of classes in January. 

Curriculum Committee Matters--Sherry Salyer 
Handout from Sherry--Curriculum Committee Proposals for Consideration-- 

a. Exercise Physiology Graduate Course changes-- 



Proposal: Change course credit hours for both EXSS 781 Clinical Exercise 
Testing and Prescription and EXSS 782 Nutritional Aspects of Exercise, 
from 3 credits to a variable 2-3 credit option. 
Sherry moved to accept. Darin Padua seconded. All in favor and approved. 

LFITcourses-- 
Proposal: Change current listings for the following LFIT classes, offered as 
"Special Topics", to permanent classes (numbers) in our rotation: LFIT 114 
YogaiPilates, LFIT 128 Self Defense, LFIT 130 Soccer, LFIT 138 Tennis, 
LFIT 140 Ultimate Frisbee. 
Shen), moved to accept. Barbara Osborne seconded. All in favor and 
approved. 

First-Year Seminar-- 
Proposal: Create a new course number, EXSS 089, for First Year Seminar 
Special Topics course. 
Sherry moved to approve a number to have available for a First-Year 
seminar. Darin Padua seconded. All in favor and approved. 

EXSS Fitness Profession-- 
Proposal: Renumber EXSS 379 (Practicum) to a number higher than 412. 
Sherry moved to renumber EXSS 379 to EXSS 425. Meredith Petschauer 
seconded. All in favor and approved. 

EXSS Staff Schedule Updat~Denise Currin 
Email notifications will be sent out to faculty on a weekly basis when Victor, 
Darrell, Patrick, and the office staff have planned days out of the office (training, 
vacations, etc) for a full day or more. Denise will also email faculty the staff 
work schedules. 

o 

e 

o 

UNC budget Update--Kevin Guskiewicz and Denise Currin 
Anticipate between 7% and 10% permanent budget cut for next year. At this time 
there is no talk of furloughing faculty. 

Blyth Lecture 2011--Sherry Salyer 
Kevin wants the speaker selection finalized by the December faculty meeting. 
Michelle Obama is our first choice, and if she isn’t obtainable, we will ask Shellie 
Pfohl, Executive Director of the President’s Council on Fitness, Sports and 
Nutrition (she will be in the area in mid-February); if she isn’t available, we will 
contact Barb Ainsworth. Debby Stroman has a contact person for Michelle 
Obama. Debby, Sherry, and Kevin will get together and discuss how they will 
proceed with the requests. 

EXSS Tenure and Promotion Policies (continued discussion)--Tony Hackney 
Postponed to later meeting. 

Update on Faculty Searches- 
(potential candidates excused) 



Exercise Phys--Tony Hackney/Bonnie Marks 
Committee has met and reviewed the applications (20 plus) and have begun 
narrowing down the top candidates. Committee will get back together to rank 
and come to the December faculty meeting with a short list. Names will be 
kept confidential until short li st. 

Sport Administration--Coyte Cooper/Barbara Osborne 
40 applicants. Will narrow down to six and get together on Monday and 
conduct phone interviews. Will have three names to recommend at the next 
faculty meeting. 

Kevin wants the campus interviews scheduled during the last two weeks of 
January. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:33 p.m. 

The tenured faculty remained to discuss the Tenure/Promotion and Reappointment 
reviews for Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, Richard Southall, and Steve Zinder. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next faculty meeting: Wednesday, December 15, 2010, 3:30p.m., 201 Fetzer Hall 



Sent:. 

To: 

Subject:. 

graduate admission@unc.edu 

Wednesday, 10:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah LyPa~ <dstro@unc.edu> 

Recon~mendation for 

Dear Deborah Stroman: 

Applicant Name:, 

email:         @emaiLunc.edu 

Program: Master of Arts Exercise and Sport Science 

Placated term of entry: 

This individual is applying to the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill and has indicated that you will be providing a 

recotrm~endation. A secure online recommendation site is available for this purpose and we ask that you upload a letter or recommendation 

(in either .doc or .pdf format) at your earliest convenience. Mm~y of our programs offer specific suggestions for recommendation hfformation, 

so please visit the instructional segment of each programs website for more information: 

http://gradschool.unc.edu! programs! degreeprograms.html 

In the first sentence of your reconm~endation it would be helpful if you include your ranking of this student in comparison to students in 

comparable fields using the "top 2%, 10%, 25% or 50%" notation. 

To access the online reconm~endation site, please point your browser (current version of either Internet Explorer or Firefox) to the URL 

below. 

If you prefer, you may instead mail a paper reconm~endation to: 

Graduate School Admissions 

CB# 4010 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

We appreciate your efforts on behalf of this applicant au~d hope you will find this process to be convenient. In the event you experience 

tecba~ical difficulties, please conta~ (919) 962-HELP or (919) 962-4357 Toll-free from US and Puerto Rico: (866) 962-4457 



Dro Fritz Go Polite 

Dr. Fritz G. Polite is a clinical assistant professor of Sport Managemem, at The Umversity of 

Tennessee. He also is the Founding Director of The Institu.te for Leadership, Ethics & [)iversib7 (I- 

LEAD) as well as *he Director fbr CornmuniD" Outreach and GlobN Engagement in The College of 

Education, Health and Human Sciences. He has over 30 years of experience m sports, management, 

coaching, teaching and business to include 19 years of imernational experience. 

Polite earned his Ph.I). i n Sport Management from The Florida State Universi~’o I--Ie received his 

master’s of Public Admmistratio~ degree from Troy State Umversity (Alabama) and bachelor’s 

degree m Management from Simpson College (iowa). 

Sports have played prominently in Polite’s career, including the following professional experience: 

New York Football Giants, National Football League ..... advising, evaluating and testing (aptitude, 

psychological m~d physical) of college athletes with potential for the a~mual N~’L draft; General 

Manager, Harlem Globetrotters, Sport Program Manager, Walt Disney World Sports and National 

TEAM, Head Coach-Switzerlan.d (American Football), He has also worked Super Bowl XXX[X 

(Jacksonville}, Super Bowl XLI {Miami), Super Bowl XLII (Aft zona), Snper BoM XLH[ (Tampa), 

Super BoM XLIV (Miami) and w~l] participate m Super BoM XLV (North Texas). He has been a 

coa&, player and administrator at the professiot~N level. 

I--Iis pri matt research focus is m fl~e area of socio-cultu.ral aspects of sport to include: leadership, 

hiring practices, race, gender and Nversity. His seconda~ line of research is m fl~e area of brand & 

ve~ical extension. He also has presemed issues related to spot2 agems ~d University/High School 

studem=athletes. He has presemed & punished Ntemationally m s. Korea, TrmidadiTobago, 

Jamaica, Finland, Spare, Canada, France, Germany & Smtzerland He has published in respected 

journal outlets to include: ihe Marke#ng and Management Journal, ~q))ort Marke#ng Quar~e@, ~he 

@~anish .~Iarke~ing Journal, Public Administration Review, Journal qf lssues in N~ercol/egia~e 

Ath#tics~ and ]he Hc~rvard Unive~i¢ ~V.E.B. DuYois ]nsl#ute.~)r~"ican American Research. He 

has appeared ot~ ESPN Outside the Lines, ABC News, ESPN NationaI Radio and USA Today News. 

He is a member of The Noah American Socie~~ of Sport Management, Marketing & Management 



Association., Pi Alpt~a Alpha (Business Honor Society)Pi Lambda ~[’heta (E&~cation Honor Socie~), 
also serapes 

l.)~]ta Sigma Pi (Professio~aI Business) and P]~i Beta Sigma Fratemi~" lin.c. ~[--]e is          proudly 

on the Executive Board of the College Spots Research Institute. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@eraail.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter of Recommendation Form 

Strom~LORtblm.pdf 

Dr.S~oman, 

Attached is the form that must accompany your Letter of Reccomendation to 
the Law School Admissions Council. Apparently they ar still old fashioned 
and require that you mail it in. I ~vill drop off a signed copy in your 
mailbox tomorrow before I leave for the holiday, but I wanted you to have a 
back tap copy just in case I hope you have a great holiday and thank you 
again for all of your help! 

Best, 
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Experiences of Struggling African American Students at a Predominantly White University 

Sandra P. Thomas, Charles Thompson,* Howard R. Pollio, Katherine Greenberg, 
William Conwill,~ Amadou Sail, Gary Kiukken, Mitzi W. Davis and Yvonne Dias-Bowie 

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

Attrition of Black students from predominantly White institutions (PWIs) is a tremendous problem. 
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to obtain first-person accounts of the experience of 
struggling Black undergraduates at a Southern flagship state PWI. Data zoere obtained via in-depth 
interviews and focus groups with 22 first- or second-year students defined as "struggling." Despite 
being well qualified to succeed (e.g., good high school grades), these students were shocked to find 
themselves on academic probation. Prominent in students" narratives were disappointing interactions 
with professors they perceived as aloof and uncaring. Study findings suggest that faculty devote 
greater attention to improving the classroom climate for minority students. Retention of students who 
struggle must receive greater emphasis. 

Distressed by the realization that the graduation 
rate of African American students at our 
predominantly White Southern university was lower 
than the total rate for the university, we began a 
program of research in 1999 to discover the reasons 
(Thomas & Davis, 2000). Our initial review of the 
literature suggested that a variety of nonacademic 
factors, such as hostile institutional climate, often 
inhibit academic performance of Black students and 
contribute to their departure from college (e.g., 
Feagin, Vera~ & lmani, 1996). Corroborating the 
literature, African American graduates of the 
university’s nursing program reported painful 
experiences of racial discrimination (Thomas & 
Davis, 2000). Results of this Phase I data collection 
led us to (a) broaden the study to include Black 
students in other undergraduate majors and (b) 
enlarge the interracial research team to include 
faculty from psychology, counseling, and education. 

For Phase II of the research, we interviewed 
successful Black men and women (i.e., seniors who 
were soon to graduate) because we believed they 
would be able to provide us with a description of 

Correspondence for this article should be addressed 
to Sandra P, Thomas, College of Nursing, University 

of Tennessee, 1200 Volunteer Blvd., Knoxville, TN 
37996-4180. Email: sthomas@utk.edu. 
~Charles Thompson passed away on December 31, 
2005. 
~William Conwill is at the University of Florida. 

their university experiences unmediated by issues of 
academic difficulty or failure (Davis et al., 2004). 
Qualitative methodology was chosen because our 
literature review revealed scant elicitation of the 
voices of Black students themselves. Most extant 
studies had employed structured questionnaires to 
measure variables that were pre-selected by the 
researchers (e.g., family socioeconomic status, 
stress). In contrast, this study employed unstructured 
private interviews by a highly skilled Black female 
research assistant. 

Despite feelings of isolation, upsetting racial 
incidents, and discouraging interactions with 
professors and classmates, the seniors we interviewed 
in Phase II of our research had successfully 
surmounted the obstacles and completed their studies 
(Davis et al., 2004). But new research questions 
emerged. If the experiences of successful Black 
students are so difficult, what are the experiences of 
struggling students like? How do successful and 
struggling students differ? What, if anything, could 
the university do to lessen Black students’ sense of 
isolation, foster their sense of connection, and 
prevent them from dropping out? These questions led 
to the Phase III study of struggling students, which 
we describe in this paper. 

Review of the Literature 

College student attrition has been a concern of 
scholars for more than 30 years, with Tinto’s (1975, 
1987, 1993) model dominating the literature, Within 
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SANDRA P. THOMAS, CHARLES THOMPSON, ~ HOWARD R. POLLIO, KATHERINE GREENBERG, 
WILLIAM CONWILL*, AMADOU SALL, GARY KLUKKEN, MITZI W. DAVIS 

AND YVONNE DIAS-BOWIE 

the broad area of attrition scholarship, considerable 
attention has been given to attrition of African 
American students. Completing college is a desirable 
goal for Blacks, doubling the incomes of those who 
graduate, compared to high school graduates (Cross 
& Siater, 2001). However, the national college 
graduation rate for Blacks currently stands at only 
43% ("Black student," 2007), and Black students 
score lowest on college satisfaction, when compared 
to Asians, Hispanics, and Whites (Fischer, 2007). 
According to Steele (1999), the national college 
dropout rate for Blacks is 20%-25% higher than that 
for Whites. The most recent data from our own 
university indicate that the gap in Black-White 
graduation rate remains troubling: The 5-year 
graduation rate was 40.4% for African American 
students compared to 51.9% for Caucasian students 
(University of X Office of institutional Research, 
2004). 

A specific focus on the Black student attending 
the predominantly White institution (PWI) surfaced 
in the literature of the 1980s. Allen (1988, 1992) and 
Astin (1982) reported that Black and other non-Asian 
minority students attending PWIs were less likely to 
graduate within five years, had lower grade point 
averages (GPAs), experienced higher attrition rates, 
and matriculated into graduate programs at lower 
rates than did White students. After comparing Black 
students in historically Black colleges and 
universities (HBCUs) with Black students in 
predominantly White colleges, Fleming (1984) 
concluded that White colleges failed to provide the 
positive interpersonal support to Black students that 
they needed for intellectual grov~h. However, it 
should be noted that (a) a majority of Black students 
choose to attend PWIs (Feagin et al., 1996) and (b) 
graduation rates from HBCUs are disappointing 
("Black student," 2007). To expand understanding of 
factors that influence Black students’ decisions to 
withdraw or persist in their studies at PWIs, 
researchers have examined institutional climate, 
social stress, negative effects of stereotyping, and 
underachievement. 

Institutional Climate Factors 
Although Tinto’s (1993) model has been useful 

in predicting student persistence, the onus is placed 
on students to accommodate themselves to the 
existing institutional climate. Castiilo et al. (2006) 
asserted that this person-centered approach was 
inadequate and urged greater attention to the 
university environment. Especially in PWIs, this 
environment is permeated with the values and norms 
of White culture; the cultural heritage of minority 
students may vary considerably. Researchers have 
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reported that African American students view PWIs 
as hostile, alienating, and socially isolating (Allen, 
1985, 1988, 1992; Feagin et al., 1996; Saddlemire, 
1996; Sedlacek, 1987) and as less responsive to their 
needs and interests (Allen, 1988; Smedley, Myers, & 
Harrell, 1993). African American students at PWIs 
have reported low levels of ethnic fit (Chavous, 
Rivas, Green, & Helaire, 2002) and heightened 
discomfort during interactions with White faculty and 
peers who are perceived as not friendly or welcoming 
(e.g., Keller, Piotrowski, & Sherry, 1982; 
Saddlemire, 1996; Schwitzer, Griffin, Antis, & 
Thomas, 1999). Black undergraduates surveyed by 
Ervin (2001) doubted that diversity programs 
improved race relations, and believed faculty to be 
less sincerely committed to diversity than the 
administration at their PWIs. 

Social Stress Factors 
Social stress at PWIs may be especially acute for 

Black students who have spent most of their lives in 
schools that were segregated. That is precisely the 
case for millions of Black students. In 2004, several 
authors surveyed public education 50 years after 
Brown v. Board of Education, and concluded that 
schooling for Blacks in the United States was 
actually more segregated now than it was prior to that 
landmark court decision and the subsequent court 
orders that followed it (i.e., the orders mandating 
busing and other measures to achieve desegregation) 
(Hargrove, 2004; Orfield & Frankenberg, 2004; 
Willoughby, 2004). In fact, the percentage of 
children of color enrolled in schools that are 90% 
minority (or more) increased in at least 36 states 
between 1991 and 2001 (Hargrove, 2004). 
Segregated education prior to college places minority 
students at a disadvantage in several respects. 
Segregated schools have fewer resources, less 
experienced teachers, higher poverty, and fewer of 
the advanced placement courses that predict 
academic success at the university (Brody, Assouline, 
& Stanley, 1990; Orfield & Frankenberg, 2004). 
Understandably, segregated education leads to 
"culture shock" when minority students arrive at a 
PWI. Along with stress emanating from being thrust 
into a "foreign culture," Blacks may begin to 
experience identity conflict (Chavous et al., 2002). 
They may encounter prejudice and discrimination 
that they did not have to deal with in their segregated 
schools. 

Stereotyping, Prejudice, and Discrimination 
Beginning at an early age, stereotypes are 

learned through mass media and interactions within 
the family, peer group, and neighborhood. Studies 
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EXPERIENCES OF STRUGGLING AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS AT A PREDOMINANTLY 
WHITE UNIVERSITY 

have shown that stereotypes of Blacks are more 
negative than stereotypes of other ethnic minority 
groups (Jones, 1997). Professors, fellow students, and 
other members of the university community may hold 
false stereotypical beliefs about Black students (e.g., 
they are less intelligent or less hard-working). For 
example, some White students have assumed that 
Black classmates would not be attending college 
were it not for affirmative action mandates (Feagin et 
at., 1996; Lewis, Chesler, & Forman, 2000). 
Moreover, some White students believe that 
affirmative action policies give students of color "an 
undeserved advantage" (Lewis et al., 2000, p. 88). 

Stereotypes usually operate automatically, 
fueling racial prejudi~ and discrimination. Racially 
prejudiced individuals not only embrace rigid, 
negative stereotypes about members of another race, 
but also harbor feelings of dislike or even loathing 
(Pious, 2003). Discrimination comes into play when 
members of that race are treated unfairly, as when a 
White professor assigns a lower grade than the Black 
student deserved. Only recently have researchers 
begun to examine the consequences of stereotyping, 
prejudice, and discrimination from the standpoint of 
the recipient. Consequences revealed in these studies 
included mistrust of the dominant group, tension, 
depression, negative self-image, and anger (Fields et 
al., 1998; Greet, 2004; Swim & Stangor, 1998). The 
alienation that many African Americans feel from the 
privileged White majority was evident in data 
collected by researchers after the events of 9/11 
(Harlow & Dundes, 2004). Even during this time of 
heightened American patriotism and solidarity, Black 
college students responded differently from Whites. 
"Angela" vividly expressed the alienation of the 
students: "We as minorities don’t feel that we are 
America" (Harlow & Dundes, 2004, p. 452). The 
Black students found American proclamations of 
blameless virtue hypocritical, "given the country’s 
history of slavery, genocide, colonialism, 
exploitation, and discrimination" (p. 456). 

While some White Americans assume that the 
Civil Rights movement achieved equality and 
"racism is over" (Washburn, Manley, & Holiwski, 
2002, p. 4), recent research contradicts that 
assumption (Davis et al., 2004; Dovidio, 2001; 
Dovidio, Gaertner, Kawakami, & Hodson, 2002; 
Feagin & Sikes, 1994; Rankin & Reason, 2005; 
Washburn, Manley, Capehart, & Watts, 2000). 
Blacks had the highest scores on a measure of 
negative campus racial environment in Fischer’s 
(2007) comparison of racial/ethnic groups; each one- 
point increase in scores on the racial climate scale 
predicted a 10% increase in odds of leaving college. 

Prejudice and discrimination have become more 
difficult for researchers to measure using self-report 
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questionnaires. People are aware that it is not 
politically correct to endorse prejudicial attitudes. But 
more subtle forms of prejudice and racial 
discrimination continue, infecting the college campus 
as well as the larger society of which it is a 
microcosm. Prejudice may manifest itself in 
patronizing behavior or paternalistic attitudes toward 
Blacks, undermining their beliefs in their own 
capabilities (Katz & Hass, 1988). Noted Pitts (2002), 
"The Civil Rights movement made [racist] views 
unfashionable, drove them underground,..The result 
is that to be Black in modern America is to feel the 
touch of hidden hands pressing down upon you" (p. 

Underachievement 
Academic underachievement is a discrepancy 

between students’ potential or ability and their actual 
performance in school; its causes are still debated. 
However, cultural differences, relationship conflicts, 
and poor educational support are cited as causes in 
the literature, along with lack of motivation to learn, 
boredom, and a variety of other factors (Fehrenbach, 
1993; Reis & McCoach, 2000). Reis and McCoach 
(2000) raised provocative questions about application 
of the label "underachiever": What is considered 
achievement and who decides what is worth 
achieving? To what extent can dropout of Black 
college students be attributed to underachievement? 
Some scholars suggest that Black students may 
underachieve because achievement is considered 
"acting White"; they may protect their self-esteem by 
deemphasizing academic success or discounting 
feedback from faculty (Schmader, Major, & 
Gramzow, 2002). Some Blacks may value popularity 
over academic achievement. Gifted Black students 
studied by Fries-Britt (1998) experienced isolation 
from other Black students as well as from Whites, 
because it was not considered "cool" to be smart. 
There are many unanswered questions about the 
phenomenon of underachievement among minorities. 

Attrition-Where Do We Go From Here to Combat lt? 
Attrition is a tremendous societal problem. Pitcher 

(2004) noted that 380,000 students leave college 
annually in the United States because of academic 
failure. College failure often deals a damaging blow 
to self-esteem and has lasting negative effects on the 
quality of one’s life. Pitcher identified 10 primary 
causes of failure in college, ranging from poor high 
school preparation to lack of personal responsibility, 
but it is not known which of these causes are most 
relevant to the failing Black student. Much of the 
extant research using quantitative predictors 0f 
attrition shows that precollege variables, such as high 
school GPA or college entrance examination scores, 
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are less predictive for minorities and fail to illuminate 
less tangible factors, such as social/psychological 
factors, that may lead to dropout (Weber & Castillo, 
2002). Even if the importance of precollege factors 
were convincingly demonstrated, faculty cannot do 
anything about these factors. Thus, this body of 
literature, while valuable, fails to provide guidance to 
university educators dealing with struggling Black 
students who are at risk for dropout. Perhaps it is 
time to ask students themselves to tell us about their 
struggles. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this phenomenological study was 
to obtain a comprehensive description of the 
university experience of a purposive sample of 
struggling African American undergraduate students 
at a Southern PWI. "Strugglers" had been placed on 
academic probation because of low grades and were 
at risk for premature departure from the university. 
Because previous research indicated that most 
college dropouts leave before their junior year (e.g., 
Tinto, 1987), we delimited the scope of our 
investigation to first- and second-year students. 

Significance of the Study 

Given a national trend of rapidly increasing 
college enrollment of students of color (National 
Center for Education Statistics, 2002), along with the 
disappointingly low graduation rates of Black 
students ("Black student," 2007), findings of the 
present study were anticipated to be of critical 
importance to educators. Increased understanding of 
students who struggle enhances the likelihood of 
successful interventions to prevent dropout. 

Method 
P henoraenology 

Phenomenology, rooted in European philosophy 
(Heidegger, 1927/1962; Husserl, 1913/1931; 
Merleau-Ponty, 1945/1962), has been evolving as a 
research method for more than 100 years. We 
employed phenomenological methodology for all 
three phases of our research. As noted by Giorgi 
(2005), "the goal of phenomenological analysis, more 
than anything else, is to clarify the meaning of all 
phenomena. It does not explain nor discover causes, 
but it clarifies" (p. 77). Our approach to existential- 
phenomenological research was based largely on the 
philosophy of Maudce Merleau-Ponty (1945/1962). 
Merleau-Ponty’s major aim was to stir us to question 
our "knowledge" and return to the world as we 
experience it, examining the immediacy of 
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experience before it is classified by science. He 
contrasted the manipulative nature of science with the 
kind of truth evident in painting, with its innocent 
immediacy of vision. His contention was that "In 

learning how to see, we learn how to be, how to be 
something other than what we were when we 
remained blind to the new way of seeing" (Macann, 

1993, p. 170). 
Perception is primary in Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenology because it provides a direct 
experience of the events, objects, and phenomena of 

the world (Pollio, Graves, & Arfken, 2005; Thomas 
& Pollio, 2002). Our goal as researchers, then, is to 

see the world as our study participants see it. We 
want to know how they are perceiving the significant 
events, objects, and phenomena of their life world. 
Moreover, we believe that the best way to ascertain 
this is to ask them. Unconstrained by a structured 
interview guide or questionnaire format, participants 
reveal their perceptions and feelings to a respectful 
listener. An essential step in our research procedure is 
bracketing (setting aside) presuppositions about the 
phenomenon, both prior to conducting interviews and 
throughout the data analysis (Thomas & Pollio, 

2002). Bracketing and other aspects of our research 
procedure are further elucidated in the textbooks we 
have written (Pollio, Henley, & Thompson, 1997; 
Thomas & Pollio, 2002). 

Data Collection Procedure 
In a phenomenological study, dialogue is the 

path to understanding. The research team engaged in 
dialogue with participants in two ways: individual 
interviews and group interviews. 

Interviews. For the interview arm of this study, 
we employed the same Black research assistant who 
had been trained for Phase I1, The interviewer was a 
faculty member who was a native of Jamaica. During 
her bracketing interview (see Davis et al., 2004), she 
spoke of her experiences growing up in a 
predominantly Black society, a background different 
from her interviewees. She believed this background 
to be an asset, however, because it fostered even 
closer attention to the nuances of students’ stories. In- 
depth interviews, lasting approximately one hour, 
were conducted with students who met eligibility 
criteria (i.e., Black freshmen or sophomores who 
were on academic probation because of low grades). 
Potential participants were identified by the director 
of the African American Incentive Grant Program 
(AAIG), who was a member of the research team. By 
virtue of his position, the program director was aware 
of students’ grades, obviating the need for the 
research team to seek access to confidential student 
records. 
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The interviews began with the question, "Please 
describe what stands out to you about your college 
experiences here at University X." Asking 
participants what "stands out" allows the researcher 
to capture the figural (focal) aspects of lived 
experience, toward which consciousness is directed. 
Consistent with the procedure specified by Pollio et 
al. (1997) and Thomas and Pollio (2002), further 
questions were posed only to elicit clarification or 
elaboration. 

In a phenomenological study, the required 
number of interviews is unknown at the outset, 
although a purposive sample of 6 to 12 participants 
has been recommended (e.g., Morse, 1994). Guest, 
Bance, and Johnson (2006) demonstrated that 6 to 12 
interviews are sufficient when samples are relatively 
homogeneous. Interviews cease when data saturation 
has been achieved (i.e., no new information is being 
reported). By Interview 12, it was evident that 
saturation had been achieved. According to Cohen, 
Kahn, and Steeves (2002), "If data are saturated, 
there is no point or need to include more people" (p. 
466). 

Focus Groups. The second arm of the research 
involved focus groups. A focus group, consisting of 4 
to 10 members, is a dialogue-based qualitative 
research method that provides understanding of the 
complexities and subtleties of participants’ 
experiences regarding the topic being studied 
(Krueger & Casey, 2000). Focus groups within a 
phenomenological study employ open-ended, rather 
than directive, questions (Pollio et at., 2005). For 
example, the moderator does not ask questions that 
move the group away from the topic under 
discussion: "If the moderator makes a strong request 
for changing group focus, he or she has made a 
bracketing error" (Pollio et al., 2005, p. 261). For the 
present study, two focus group sessions, each lasting 
approximately 90 minutes, were conducted with 
students drawn from the AAIG program. As with the 
interviews, students meeting the eligibility criteria 
were invited to participate by the director of the 
AAIG program. None of the focus group participants 
had been involved in the interview arm of the study. 
The groups were moderated by two experienced 
facilitators, one Black and one White. All interviews 
were audiotaped and transcribed for line-by-line 
hermeneutic analysis by the research team. 
Eventually, transcripts from the individual interviews 
and the focus groups were combined during the 
analytic process because emerging themes were 
entirely consistent. 

Setting of the Study 
The study was conducted at a large Southern 

university that is the official land grant institution for 
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the state; it is the state’s only Carnegie One Research 
Extensive Institution. Of the overall enrollment of 
more than 20,000 undergraduate students, 
approximately 1,550 are African Americans and 
approximately 1,400 are Asian or Hispanic. Of the 
faculty, 1,178 report their race as White; among the 
180 minority faculty, only 49 are Black. The 
surrounding community is primarily White 
(approximately 90%). 

Participants 
A total of 22 Black freshmen and sophomores 

participated in the study. The in-depth interviews 
involved seven females and five males; ages ranged 
from 18 to 20 (M = 19 years, SD = 0.57). Students 
verbalized intentions to major in diverse fields, 
including business, social work, sports management, 
psychology, and journalism; however, none had 
completed prerequisites for these majors and some 
remained undecided about choice of major. Ten 
additional men and women participated in the focus 
group sessions, four participants in the first group and 
six in the second. As the sessions were scheduled at 
equally convenient times for the students, the reason 
for the slight difference in number of attendees is 
unknown. Additional groups were not scheduled 
because the information gleaned became redundant 
(i.e., saturation was achieved). 

In keeping with the tenets of phenomenological 
methodology, extensive demographic information 
was not collected. There was no aim of correlating 
variables or making causal inferences. However, it is 
important to note that all students were well qualified 
to succeed in college. The AAIG program requires a 
high school GPA of at least 3.0 and a minimum 
American College Testing (ACT) score of 22. These 
were not "high risk" Black students. 

Protection of Participant Rights 
The study was approved by the Institutional 

Review Board of the university. Participation in the 
study was entirely voluntary. The one-on-one 
interviews took place in private settings mutually 
agreed upon by the student and the research assistant. 
The focus groups took place in meeting rooms at 
convenient locations on the campus. Students read 
and signed an informed consent prior to data 
collection. Students were given assurance that 
participation could be discontinued at any time. No 
participants reported distress during audiotaping or 
wished to discontinue participation in the study. No 
names or identifying data of students, professors, or 
university personnel were included on the typed 
transcripts.    Pseudonyms were assigned to 
participants and used in all discussions of the 
transcripts during research team meetings. A small 
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monetary incentive of $25 was provided to Findings oftheStudy 
participants. 

Data Analysis 
Data analysis involved rigorous reading and re- 

reading of the typed interview texts, identifying 
meaning units and themes through a hermeneutic 
process. Themes are the "statements of meaning that 
run through all or most of the transcripts" (Hatch, 
2002, p. 156). Transcripts were r~d aloud and 
thematized not only in meetings of our interracial 
research team but also in numerous meetings of an 
applied phenomenology research group whose 
members have diverse nationalities, ages, 
racial/ethnic characteristics, religions, genders, and 
disciplinary    perspectives.    All    proposed 
interpretations were continuously challenged until 
group members agreed that support for them could be 
located in specific lines of the text. Preliminary 
themes were shared with two outside experts 
(prominent African American administrators who 
served as consultants to the project). Research team 
meetings and Saturday mini-retreats over several 
years provided for prolonged engagement with the 
data. Notes taken at these meeting constituted an 
indispensable audit trail of the evolving thematization 
of the data. Finally, the themes were drawn together 
in a general thematic structure. The thematic 
structure in a phenomenologicai study "leaves out the 
particulars of the specific situations and centers on 
those aspects that...are trans-situational" (Giorgi, 
1975, p. 88). 

Two criteria are used to evaluate the validity of 
phenomenological research findings: (a) the 
plausibility of the interpretation, and (b) the degree to 
which the findings are illuminating to the consumer 
of the research (Thomas & Pollio, 2002). With regard 
to the criterion of plausibility, van Manen (1990, p. 
27) spoke of the "phenomenologic nod--where 
description and interpretation are something we can 
nod to and recognize as experiences that we had or 
could have had." With regard to the latter criterion, 
Polkinghorne (1989, p. 46) asserts that the reader 
should "understand better what it is like for someone 
to experience that" (in this case, "that" is the 
phenomenon of struggling during the early years of 
undergraduate study). Readers are the final judges of 
the study’s credibility and trustworthiness (Thomas 
& Pollio, 2002). While this study was not designed to 
permit generalizing findings to a population, readers 
are invited to evaluate transferability of the findings 
to similar situations (e.g., other predominantly White 
institutions with small minority populations). 

In phenomenology, we are always concerned 
with what is "figural" (predominant in the foreground 
of participants’ perceptions) and what is "ground" 
(the contextual background of the experiences) 
(Thomas & Pollio, 2002). Faculty were figural in the 
stories of these struggling freshmen and sophomores, 
and the classroom (rather than the larger institutional 
environment) was the ground. Narratives were 
characterized by a strong emphasis on difficult 
experiences in the classroom. Struggling Black 
students reported needing to find someone who cared 
about them, looking both to instructors and to peers 
for help. Ultimately, they came to realize that they 
had both the freedom and the responsibility to 
succeed if they "hunkered down" and completed their 
assignments. 

Five themes were identified from the interview 
and focus group transcripts. The language of the 
participants was preserved in the titles selected for 
each theme. The five themes were: 

Theme I. "A Rude Awakening: In High School 1 
Was Really Smart" 

Theme 2. "You Need to Feel Someone Cares to 
Make it Through" 

(a) Subtheme regarding professors: 
"They’re Not Paid to Care" versus 
"She was Always There for Me" 

(b) Subtheme regarding peers: "You 
Can’t Just Say, ’Hey, What’s Your 
Name?’" 

Theme 3. Good Teaching/Bad Teaching: "Some of 
the Professors Just Want to Throw Out the 
Information" versus "He Made Sure I had Everything 
I Needed Class-Wise" 

Theme 4. "I’ve Got to Suck it up and Hunker 
Down": Freedom/Responsibility/Personal Efficacy 

Theme 5. "Wait, Give Me a Chance": Being Black 
on a White Campus 

In the following paragraphs, we will elaborate on 
each of these themes, using verbatim quotations from 
the transcripts. The quotes have been chosen to 
represent the voices of as many participants as 
possible. As expected in phenomenology, the themes 
are interrelated (e.g., teachers who employ poor 
pedagogical strategies are often perceived as 
uncaring as well). In the concluding sections of the 
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report, we will have more to say about the 
implications of each theme. 

Theme 1. "A Rude Awakening: In High School I Was 
Really Smart ’" 

The words chosen by one participant, "a rude 
awakening," captured the essence of the first theme, 
which pertained to the enormous difference between 
high school and college--especially a college that 
was experienced as so big, so complicated, and so 
White. Words of the students conveyed the sense of 
being overwhelmed and mystified by the hidden rules 
of college life. The difficulty of the transition to 
college was succinctly expressed by one student who 
said, "I didn’t know what I was getting into." 
Another admitted, "I didn’t have a clue." The 
students contrasted the "easy" assignments of high 
school with the arduous study demanded at the 
university: 

I thought college was going to be 
something like high school, but I had a 
rude awakening....In high school, I didn’t 
work for my grade. It was like it came 
natural....And then here I come, I have to 
study all the time and I didn’t know how 
to study... It was kind of hard. 

College is totally different from high 
school. High school just does not prepare 
you for college ’cause I was like a straight 
A student in high schoo!, very easy in high 
school, I didn’t even study, and the 
teachers let you get by with so much. 

Accustomed to good grades in the past, these students 
were baffled when they found themselves failing 
courses. Receiving low grades caused them to 
question their intelligence and lowered their self- 
esteem, as shown in these exemplars from the data: "I 
scored low on the math test...I cried because I 
thought, was I really dumb? .... What is it that I’m 
doing wrong?" Being placed on academic probation 
was described as "falling apart" or "going downhill." 
The following quotation depicts the emotional impact 
of probationary status, which could lead to loss of 
scholarships and eventual dismissal from the school: 

It was a shock for me when I got on 
probation because in high school, you 
doing good, you on top of things. Then 
you get to college, like, ’What’s 
probation?’ I was so shocked. My feelings 
were hurt more than anything because I 
felt ’Hey, I’m pretty smart.’ 
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Students described themselves as "stressed out" and 
"scared," because if they failed, they would 
disappoint family and friends back home: "I’11 be 
letting down a whole lot of people." 

Theme 2. "You Need to Feel Someone Cares to 
Make it Through" 

This theme describes the contrast between 
seemingly uncaring professors and unfriendly peers 
and the connectedness with others in a study or 
support group that made a crucial difference to the 
struggling students. There were two subthemes, the 
first referring to professors, the second to peers. 

(a) Subtheme regarding professors: "They’re 
Not Paid to Care" versus "She Was Always 
There For Me." The first aspect of this subtheme is a 
deep disappointment among the study participants 
that many professors seemed to present themselves as 
God-like: "It was hard to think that I could identi~ 
with these people [professors], to actually go up and 
ask themo..it just seemed like they were untouchable 
almost to the God level status." Professors were 
described as aloof, arrogant, and uninterested in 
relating to students or even in learning their names. 
One student who took the initiative to introduce 
himself to one of his teachers felt rebuffed: "He just 
looked at me as ill were inferior to him, and that was 
difficult; he made it seem as if he wasn’t interested or 
could care less." Another student expressed 
discouragement because she perceived the professor 
to have a "negative attitude" toward her: 

It just made me feel like I couldn’t make it 
in her class...The way you talk to a 
person, you show a light, a positive or 
negative light, and the light she showed 
me when I tried to explain to her [about] 
my car accident, it was just negative. 

Another aspect of this subtheme is professors’ 
perceived lack of caring, which produced cynicism 
about their motivation for continuing to teach: 

I know Professor    had tenure so he 
didn’t care about the evaluation or 
whatever. He’s like, ’I’ve got my money.’ 
That’s just the mentality... It was really 
hard for me to see teachers and professors 
be aloof and not even care about what they 
are doing. 

Perceived lack of caring when students were 
struggling was painful: "He [calculus professor] was 
like, ’I’m not surprised that half of you failed the first 
test.’ And I’m here thinking, ’Don’t you care about 
the students passing?’"; and "If anything, a teacher 
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should be understanding. Not all teachers are. I know 
they don’t get paid to care, but you would think they 
have some kind of conscience inside of them." 

In contrast to these pejorative descriptions of 
faculty, the transcripts also contained a few examples 
of professors who created a comfortable classroom 
climate of inclusion, shared of themselves with their 
students, and took a personal interest in these Black 
freshmen and sophomores: "Mr, __, he was the 
kindest gentleman....He doesn’t isolate anyone....and 
Mrs. __, she’s a nice lady, she’s open, she’s 
understanding, the floor is open to anyone that feels 
the need to speak." " He [English professor] sat in 
class sometimes and talked about when he was 
growing up, not all the time but little stories here and 
there, so I can relate to him more." 

The willingness of one professor to make time for 
drop-in visits was notable, and resulted in a 
relationship that served the student as an anchor and 
continued beyond the first semester: 

I see her [professor from first semester] 
around all the time now and she’s like, 
’Hey, how you doing, what are you doing, 
what are you up to? Come see me. Come 
talk to me whenever you get time.’ I like 
that ’cause she was always there for me. 

(b) Subtheme regarding peers: "You Can’t dust 
Say, ’Hey, What’s Your Name?" This subtheme 
described a continuum between being alone to 
eventually finding agreeable study companions and 
social outlets. The acute loneliness experienced by 
many in their early months at the university 
engendered thoughts of dropping out or transferring. 
Crying was not uncommon as students recalled this 
painful period: 

I came all by myself. I didn’t know 
anybody....School was hard, didn’t have 
any friends. ~ was lost around campus. I 
didn’t know where to go, who to talk to, 
who was good, who was bad, just kind of 
stayed to myself. 

Making connections with classmates was 
complicated by the overwhelmingly White 
composition of most classes. Study participants were 
hesitant about reaching out: 

It’s better when you know a person in your 
class, when you can call somebody and 
say, ’Okay, who’s in the class today, what 
did y’all do?’ It’s hard when you don’t 
interact with the students in your 

class....You can’t just say, ’Hey, what’s 
your name? Let me call you and you’ll be 
my little study buddy.’ 

Interactions with Black peers were more comfortable 
than were interactions with Whites. Study 
participants were aghast at the ignorance of many of 
their White peers, who had encountered few Blacks 
before coming to college: 

White girls on my hall have never been 
outside their little town and never seen a 
blacker person; they ask all these questions 
about us, like our hair and everything. 
How could they not know anything about 
us? 

You say something about Rosa Parks, they 
[White students] say, ’who’s that?’ 
Everybody knows about Christopher 
Columbus, you know, all these other 
people. They are just so ignorant to our 
culture. I just don’t understand why. I 
don’t get it. 

Finding a niche in the predominantly White 
university took time. As one participant stated, "I 
guess you find your niche,...lt’s not easy. It may be 
easy for others, but for me it wasn’t easy." A frequent 
complaint was the lack of social clubs for Blacks: 
"They have a club that’s majority White. You got to 
dress up all preppy, outside your wardrobe 
somewhat"; and "We need more things directly 
related to us as far as cordial events and social events 
because those things help us in coping with campus 
life." 

Students did mention several Black 
organizations, such as fraternities, a Bible study 
group, and the Black Student Alliance, that began to 
ease their transition to college. The following 
quotations illustrate the relief felt by students when 
supportive peers are found: 

Sometimes you need to feel like someone 
cares about you in order to make it 
through. When you feel like you’re 
hanging alone here, you will fail. It’s 
tough for Black students at [this 
university], but those who have that 
support make it through. 

It’s nice to join a fellowship where there is 
people that look like me and we’re all 
encouraging each other to continue on, to 
stay strong, and make it through these 
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four years and graduate....It’s really a 
positive experience being in organizations 
that care. 

Theme 3. Good Teaching/Bad Teaching: "Some of 

the Professors Just IVant to Throw Out Information" 
versus "He Made Sure 1 had Everything 1 Needed 

Class-Wise" 
This theme pertains directly to pedagogy as 

opposed to the interpersonal aspects of the classroom 
that were described in Theme 2. Students were highly 
critical of professors who simply throw out 
information ("blah blah blab"), or "jump from one 
Power Point to the next," as opposed to good teachers 

who present material in creative ways that facilitate 
learning. Lecturers often seemed hurried and 
unwilling to stop and answer questions or go back 
over concepts. There was a sub-theme of "unhelpful 
help," which consisted of teachers and advisors 
giving useless advice such as "read the book," "study 
harder," or "drop the course." Even students who 
became socially savvy sometimes remained 
bewildered by how to succeed in the classroom. The 
calculation of grades often seemed mysterious, and 
impending failure came as a shock: "l just didn’t 
understand why I was doing so poorly in that class. I 

studied a lot for that class"; and "In the end of the 
semester I had an F. l never believed that it was 
possible." Epitomizing students’ perceptions of bad 
teaching are the following quotes: 

She’s just really weird and quiet and she 
just keeps writing the notes on the board 
and she doesn’t really like ask us if we 
need any help or anything. She just 
teaches the lesson and then kicks us out of 
class. 

My professors, well some of them, seem 
just to want to throw out information, like 
write it on the board, have you write it 
down, and then just get out of there, ’cause 
they just seem like they don’t want to be 
there. 

Teachers who provided structure in terms of clear 
assignments and frequent quizzes were perceived 
more favorably than were those with a more laissez 
faire approach. Among the comments about good 
teaching were these excerpts from the interview data: 

My psychology teacher sits down with 
you, talks to you to see what you’re doing 
wrong and what you can correct...that’s 
what he did with me [to help me prepare 
for] my last exam. I got my grade back 
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yesterday and I got 40 out of 50, so that 
was great. 

My biology teacher is awesome. He takes 
things and makes them in creative ways, 
like we took his test yesterday, he gave us 

3 bags of candy and each had the question 
of the exam in there, and it made you 
think-and made you loosen up. 

An advisor who provided assistance during a 
student’s illness was commended for his help: 

My advisor, Dr.__ from the 
department, is just the best. 1 was recently 
sick and in the hospital, and while there, 
he was so helpful. He made sure that l had 
everything that I needed class-wise. 

Theme 4. "l’ve Got to Suck it up and Hunker Down "" 
Freedom/Responsibility/Personal Efficacy 

This theme describes the dialectic between 
freedom and responsibility that was especially 
prominent in the freshman interviews; it also captures 
a growing feeling of personal efficacy for some 
students. There was a tendency for struggling 
freshman students to locate the source of their 
academic problems outside the self (the exams are 
unfair, the professor doesn’t let you know where you 
stand), in contrast to sophomores, who spoke of 
"getting their act together." The following quotes are 
illustrative of the sense of freedom from parental 
supervision that first-year students experience: "It’s 
like my freshman year, I got up here and away from 
morn and away from the family and felt a little 
freedom, so your freshman year is the year where 
everybody does bad"; and "I thought I was mature 
but I was still like a little boy in a candy shop." 
Being placed on academic probation was a sobering 
wake-up call and led to assumption of greater 
personal responsibility: "You know you have to do it 
or go back home"; and "It’s one of those things 
where you just kind of gotta suck it up and hunker 
down, you know. It’s here, you have to deal with it. It 
was a decision I had to make." 

There was a sub-theme pertaining to the student’s 
belief in his or her efficacy to succeed. While some 
struggling students were still in a survival mindset 
("my grades are sucking right now") and voicing low 
aspirations ("just make a D"), others were moving 
beyond this to believe in themselves and their ability 
to succeed: "1 did work my way out of this academic 
probation. I’m currently in good standing with a 
fairly decent GPA, not what I want it to be, but fairly 
decent." In the final quote illustrating this theme, 
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better grades provided concrete proof of the student’s 
efficacy and strengthened her self-confidence: 

When I got my grades back at the end of 
fall semester, I just realized I did make it. 1 
can, 1 am a good student, I can do well 
here. When I got back all Bs and an A, 1 
figured this was the excellence that I was 
striving for before and just made me feel 
like I can continue on, that I am not a 
failure and that I can make good grades. 

Theme 5. "Wait. Give Me a Chance ": Being Black on 
a White Campus 

As the title for this theme indicates, Black 
students encountered stereotyping and racial 
incidents, with judgments being made about them 
before they had a chance to demonstrate their 
abilities. This theme also encompassed other aspects 
of being Black at a PWI, such as cynicism about the 
way the university deals with racial incidents and 
dislike of the predominantly White Southern city in 
which the university is located. A frequently 
mentioned racial incident that occurred during the 
course of the study involved White students in 
blackface posing as members of a Black fraternity. 
The students found this incident highly upsetting and 
viewed the response of the university administration 
as inadequate. A forum was held, but only selected 
individuals could attend. One student, observing that 
a closed forum is an oxymoron, related, "Only certain 
people could go in and talk about it. I just didn’t 
understand...It should have been an open forum, to 
get everybody’s opinions out." Another study 
participant commented, "This university suffers from 
what I like to call Gilligan’s Island Syndrome. They 
seem to fix everything that’s not broken, but they 
can’t fix the things that really need to be fixed." 

Although the university opened a new Black 
Cultural Center during the time this study was being 
conducted, students compared it to a "museum" and 
did not perceive it as a desirable place to congregate. 
Positive comments were made about some of the 
elements of the African American Incentive Grant 
Program, which provides tutoring and weekly 
seminars on topics such as study skills, note-taking, 
and stress and time management. However, students 
did not welcome special attention being given simply 
because of being Black, as though membership in 
their racial group implied that they must be given 
extra assistance: 

I would get angry sometimes when I’m 
categorized as being Black, and you know 
people would see us, we’ll have a special 
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library tour and there’s attention to us...1 
want help, but I don’t want to be 
categorized just for me being Black. 

Some programs and organizations were perceived as 
encouraging separateness rather than togetherness 
with the larger university community. 

The study participants described unpleasant 
experiences of being invisible in the White campus 
world, especially in the classroom: 

I didn’t feel good about coming to class, 
me being the only African American. 
When she [professor] asked questions, she 
wouldn’t look directly at me. She would 
look at other students; they are mostly 
Caucasians. I felt kind of weird, like I wag 
being left out. I’m here too. Don’t isolate 
me. 

I have had problems with Mr. __ [English 
professor]. I kind of felt he had a little 
racism in him. He would call on people to 
answer questions [but] he very seldom 
called on me...In classes where I don’t do 
good, I want the teacher to call on me so ! 
can do better. 

Hypervisibility was no more comfortable or 
desirable than invisibility. As one participant put it, 
"You’re overly exposed to almost everybody on 
campus." The hypervisibility of Blackness conferred 
threats of being "singled out" by professors and 
having to work hard to dispel stereotypes held by 
both professors and peers. One participant reported 
her acute embarrassment over being forced by a 
professor to raise her hand to indicate that she was 
repeating the class. Additional examples of 
hypervisibility follow: 

I’m the only Black student [in my class] 
sometimes...and I come from an all Black 
school, so I’m used to being surrounded 
with people like me....When the teacher 
would talk about situations, like racist 
situations, the teacher just looked at me 
’cause l’m the only one in there. 

They’re gonna look at my work 10 times 
harder, because they think I speak 
Ebonics, which I don’t. That’s something 
I’m trying to break, the stereotypical mold 
people have. Just because l’m Black does 
not mean that I cannot speak well and 
eloquently. It’s a real challenge to work 
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with other [White] students. I can bring to 
the table a lot more than they believe, but 
they just write me off as ’she’s lazy’ or 
’she’s a slacker.’ I’m just like,’Wait, give 
me a chance.’ I think we constantly, as 
African American students on this 
campus, have to prove ourselves. 

Synthesis o.f Themes 
Drawing the themes together into the gestalt of a 

thematic structure, a description of the experience of 
this sample of struggling African American students 
at a PWI can be formulated as follows: The student 
experiences a rocky start at the university, finding its 
demands overwhelming compared to high school. 
The classroom is a mystifying Kafka-esque world 
with hidden rules that professors do not share with 
students. Many professors neither teach well nor 
seem to care. A~er receiving a failing grade or being 
placed on academic probation, the student decides to 
"hunker down," to ensure survival. Being Black on a 
White campus creales a special set of difficulties; 
however, complicating the search for study 
companions and social outlets. During interactions 
with Whites, the students often encounter unfortunate 
stereotypes. Although some students appreciated 
tutoring and other services provided by extant 
campus programs for Blacks, others resented the 
implication that they needed such services. 

Discussion 

Using phenomenological research methodology 
yielded new--and disturbing--insights into the life 
world of struggling African American students at a 
predominantly White flagship state university in the 
Southern United States. We make no claim that our 
PWI is typical of all such institutions nor that all 
struggling Black students at PWIs would report 
similar experiences. Nevertheless, the phenomenon 
of struggling is real, and it appears to be a pervasive 
problem. Flagship state universities educate 75% of 
all African American college students in this country 
("Black student," 2007), but only 15 of the 50 
flagship state universities achieve a six-year 
graduation rate of 60% or more for their Black 
students ("Flagship state," 2007). While it is 
conceivable that some of the study themes might 
appear with equal frequency among struggling 
freshmen and sophomores of other races--such as the 
difficult transition from high school, or the 
temptations presented by freedom from parental 
supervision---struggling Black students in this sample 
described a unique set of stressors. White students do 
not have to plead "Wait, give me a chance," because 
they are not confronting stereotypes depicting them 
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as incapable or lazy. White students are not subjected 
to racist acts such as the distressing blackface 
incident alluded to by study participants (see Bartlett, 
2001, for elaboration on this odious tradition among 
White fraternities at Southern universities). Our 
findings regarding the stereotypes that Black students 
encounter among White peers and faculty are 
consistent with research by Fries-Britl and Kelly 
(2001). 

The design of the present study (private one-on- 
one interviews and homogeneous group sessions) 
represented an improvement over the design of some 
previous studies. For example, focus groups 
conducted by Schwitzer et al. (1999) required 
African America students to share their experiences 
in groups that included White men and women. 
Conceivably, such an arrangement could have 
constrained candor of the Black group participants. 
Two other strengths of our study included (a) the 
enhanced rigor of the analytic process because of the 
diverse perspectives of the interracial and 
multidisciplinary research team, and (b) the specific 
focus on struggling Black students’ perceptions of 
their college experiences rather than a more global 
focus on an entire racial group (as seen in a number 
of other studies). 

Implications for Pedagogy 
As noted by Polkinghorne (1989, p. 58), 

phenomenological researchers have an obligation to 
include "an implications section where the 
significance of the findings for practice and policy is 
spelled out." We believe that our findings have clear 
implications for pedagogy. Given the broad, open- 
ended question asked by the interviewers, it is 
notable that the study participants devoted much of 
their commentary to negative experiences in the 
classroom. Our findings are consistent with those of 
Cabrera and Nora (1994), whose study showed that 
students’ sense of institutional alienation is 
influenced more heavily by their experiences in the 
classroom than by the general campus climate. This 
finding held true across various racial/ethnic groups. 
Unlike precollege factors that may place students at 
risk for attrition, the classroom climate is modifiable 
by the faculty. The importance of what happens in 
the classroom was also emphasized by Terenzini, 
Cabrera, Colbeck, Bjorklund, and Parente (2001). 
Their study concerned the effect of various 
proportions of racial/ethnic diversity in the classroom 
on student learning. Diversity made only a small 
contribution to student problem-solving and group 
skills. What mattered most for student learning were 
faculty instructional techniques and collaborative 
learning activities. Interactions with faculty and 
peers were powerful influences on students’ learning 
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gains (Terenzini et al., 2001). 
Our study participants provided eloquent 

descriptions of good and bad teachers. They spoke of 
the need for structure, as opposed to a laissez-faire 
approach. Taking up homework regularly and giving 
frequent quizzes were viewed as helpful by young 
students still grappling with the dialectic between the 
dizzying freedom of the university setting and the 
need to assume personal responsibility for their 
studies. Many things the study participants longed 
for, such as professors who would present material in 
an interesting manner, are quite reasonable to expect. 
It was clear that these freshmen and sophomores 
expected more from their teachers than they were 
getting. The study findings suggest the need for some 
faculty thoughtfully to consider changes in their 
teaching strategies. Faculty--at least those at the 
institution where the study took place--also may 
need to reflect on their tendencies to urge struggling 
minority students to drop their courses. Such a 
suggestion could be based on stereotypical thinking 
that has never been consciously examined. 

In our three-phase program of research, we have 
examined both successful (Davis et al., 2004) and 
struggling Black students. Whether study participants 
were succeeding (i.e., soon to graduate) or struggling 
(i.e., on academic probation), some aspects of their 
lived experience at a PWI were the same. For 
example, both groups complained about 
hypervisibility and invisibility. Notably different, 
however, was the degree of assertiveness exhibited in 
response to distressing incidents. The seniors were 
much more likely to respond to racial incidents with 
anger and activism. For example, some of the seniors 
confronted faculty who avoided eye contact with 
them, or failed to call on them in class. They 
deliberately sat in the front row so that they could not 
be invisible. It is logical to conclude that the younger 
students, being more heavily focused on achieving a 
grade point average that ensured survival, would be 
wary of confronting professors who have the power 
to award those crucial grades. It is also likely that 
struggling freshmen and sophomores, given the other 
issues with which they are dealing, simply do not 
have the time or energy to engage in activism. It is 
possible that their intense focus on personal survival 
does not permit them to see or respond to some of the 
racial stereotyping or incidents of discrimination 
occurring on campus. This could be a self-protective 
mechanism. 

Common to both seniors and underclassmen were 
experiences of isolation and connection. The 
struggle to find a niche was mentioned by all of our 
Black study participants. According to Jones (2003), 
feeling comfort in the social context is a precondition 
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for psychological well-being and successful 
scholastic performance. Quality of student interaction 
with other students was positively correlated with 
academic self-concept and GPA in Cokley’s (2000) 
study of African American undergraduates. It is well 
documented that the inability to develop a connection 
with some aspect of the university will generally 
result in failure. Tinto (1975, 1987) noted that 
experiences of loneliness and alienation were 
positively correlated with departure from college, 
whereas positive or integrative experiences enhanced 
minority study persistence. These findings, together 
with findings from the present study, suggest that 
struggling students must be helped to make 
connections with supportive faculty, advisors, and 
peers. Given study participants’ descriptions of an 
overwhelming first semester, a logical step would be 
bringing students to campus early, matching them up 
with peer guides who had survived the previous year, 
and introducing them to faculty who have an interest 
in advising and teaching minority students. Lang 
(2002) has described a variety of programmatic 
initiatives that could be implemented. 

Our participants reported that ignorance about 
Black culture and pejorative stereotypes continue to 
operate among their White classmates. Lewis (2001) 
asserts that White students need greater preparation 
for interracial college environments. Although the 
racial composition of some American neighborhoods 
and schools is changing, Bonilla-Silva and Forman 
(2000) concluded that most White students still have 
very little (or no) contact with people of color before 
enrolling in their universities. Noted Lewis (2001, p. 
804), "Whites who grow up in racially homogenous 
settings often do not have any idea of how race works 
or how their lives too are racialized." Recent studies 
have shown that stereotypes can be reduced (Blair, 
2002; Fiske, 2000) by activities in which participants 
take the perspective of outgroup members, and by 
roleplaying exercises, workshops, and courses that 
promote introspection, understanding, and empathy 
(Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000; Rudman, Ashmore, & 
Gary, 2001; Washburn et at., 2002). Classroom 
activities that promote collaborative learning, such as 
the "jigsaw classroom" (see Aronson & Patnoe, 
1997) have documented efficacy in reducing 
prejudice and discrimination. 

Conclusion 

More than a decade ago, Tinto (1993) reported 
that many African American students have 
difficulties making the transition from secondary 
school to college. Our data suggest that the transition 
is still difficult, at least for some students. Based on 
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the painful experiences described by freshmen and 
sophomores in our sample, it would appear that little 
improvement in Blacks’ experience at a PWI has 
taken place since Fleming’s (1984) study. 
Convergence between our findings and those of other 
researchers (e.g., Cabrera & Nora, 1994; Fischer, 
2007) suggests the need for a multifaceted approach 
to combat Black student attrition. Black student 
hypervisibility at a PWI probably cannot be 
eradicated until there is more equitable racial and 
ethnic diversity on the campus. Intense national 
debate continues to take place about affirmative 
action and other strategies to achieve greater diversity 
(Crosby, lyer, Clayton, & Downing, 2003). For all 
institutions, recruiting a "critical mass" of Black 
students must remain an important goal (Pettigrew, 
1998). Given the "record high" in Black college 
enrollment in the South (20.5% of the college 
population) that was reported in July, 2007, by the 
Southern Regional Education Board (Dalby, 2007), 
recruitment efforts of Southern schools obviously are 
succeeding. But retention of these students must 
receive equal emphasis. 

Since the initiation of our three-phase study in 
1999, our university has made a major commitment 
to diversity. Black student enrollment has increased 
almost 4% since 1999 (Dalby, 2007), and the 
retention rate of African American students has 
improved as well. Preliminary data from one 
program, the African American Incentive Grant 
Program, are encouraging. Of 142 students entering 
this program in the 2002-2003 academic year, only 
28 failed to return for the 2003-2004 year. These 
data are consistent with research by Trippi and 
Cheatham (1989), who found that a targeted support 
program for African American students was 
positively related to their persistence in college. 
However, ongoing evaluation of such programs must 
take place to ensure that desired outcomes are being 
achieved. Longitudinal evaluation of a program for 
Black engineering students yielded mixed results 
(i.e., no clear impact on academic performance but 
heightened sense of belonging to the engineering 
community) (Good, Halpin, & Halpin, 2002). 

The campus environment at PWIs can be 
enhanced if the willingness is there. We argue that 
the primary responsibility for welcoming and 
mentoring Black students must be assumed by the 
faculty. Pascareila and Terenzini (1991) asserted that 
faculty are the greatest socializing agents of the 
university. Blacks with more ties to professors rate 
their college experiences more positively (Fischer, 
2007). While students in all three phases of our 
research have talked extensively about their 
professors, the younger students in the present study 
had fewer stories of rewarding relationships. 
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Freshmen and sophomores tended to confer 
enormous power to their distant, God-like professors 
and were unsure that they could actually approach 
and establish relationships with such individuals. 
Faculty could exhibit greater sensitivity to the 
discomfort Black students experience when they are 
new to a huge White institution and hesitant about 
approaching White faculty and peers. Realizing that 
students are intimidated by them, faculty could make 
the first move to offer help to a student who is 
struggling in a course. Many of the things the young 
students wanted would be easy for faculty to provide. 
For example, they simply wanted professors to be 
kind and friendly and to take the trouble to learn their 
names. They were appreciative of teachers who 
stepped down from their pedestals and told little 
jokes or personal anecdotes. Faculty could make time 
for informal interaction with students outside the 
classroom, such as chats over coffee. Universities 
might emulate a Texas university’s approach, in 
which first-year Latin. students are paired with 
Latin, faculty for dinners in the home as well as 
academic activities (Castillo et al., 2006). 

Among existential philosophers, Merleau-Ponty 
(1945/1962) was more optimistic than most. He 
believed that humans have the capability of 
transcending received structures in which we find 
ourselves. Our sample of Black students permitted us 
to see what they see within the structure of an 
institution that is predominantly White. The 
classroom itself took center stage in their stories. 
Faculty, the principal actors on that stage, have a 
tremendous opportunity to help struggling Black 
students transcend the barriers they face in 
predominantly White universities. To paraphrase 
Macann (1993, p. 170), how can we "be something 
other than what we have been when we [were] 
blind?" Can we use our new insights to do better? 

The lead editor for this article was Anthony J. 
Onwuegbuzie. 
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To Achieve Excellence, 
Be Inclusive. 

We Must 

To Be Inclusive, We Must Be 
Equitable. 



Presentation W~[l Address: 
Inclusive Excellence Concepts 
and Strategies 

Guiding Principtes 

What It’s Not 

Changing Paradigms and 
Cultural Shifts 

How It Works ~ Success - What Is It? 

~ Definitions o Questions to Ponder 



What is Inclusive Excellence? 

~-~ Iterative Planning Process 

~ Institutiona[ Phitosophy 

End Goal, Outcome 

Approach To Diversity That Is Both 
Top-down & Bottom-up 





Why Inclusive Excellence? 
Viability of our Universities ~ Colleges (Co[[ege- 
~loin~l patterns) 
Economic we[[-bein~ of the State 
(Demographics of Wisconsin, Growth A~lenda) 
Vital Connection to the Educational Process 
(Benefits of Diversity) 
Next Step in our Evolution as a System 
Committed to Diversity ~ Equity 



[nc[us~v÷ 



How Does Inclusive Excellence Work? 
A change-oriented approach to organizing our 
work that requires a: 

Dual Focus: Building greater structural diversity and 
improving the learning environment, culture 

Comprehensive, widespread institutional 
engagement and commitment 

Close attentiveness to the student experience 

Joint pursuit of equity and excellence 



Shared Responsibitity-everyone has a rote to 
pray 
Diversity sits at the center of institutiona[ tile, 
not the periphery 
There is a ptace at the tabte for everyone 
True excettence is measured by equity and 
inctusion as weft as superior performance 
Different students require different forms of 
support 
Imptementation matters as much as stratesy 



Working Definitions 

Diversity 
Individual differences that can be engaged in 
the service of learning, e.g., race/ethnicity, 
gender, gender identity ~t expression, age, 
culture, socioeconomic status, sexual 
orientation, learning styles, group, social, 
religious ~ political differences, life 
experiences, and other differences. 

Source: Association of American Colleges ~ Universities, 2005 



Working Definitions, conto 

Inclusion 
The active, intentional, on-going engagement 
with diversity- in people, the curriculum, co- 
curriculum and in communities - in ways that 
increase one’s awareness, cognitive 
sophistication, knowledge ~ empathic 
understanding of the ways people engage 
within institutions and systems. 

Source: Association of American Colleges ~ Universities, 2005 



Success Under Inclusive Excellence 

Increased mu[ticu[tura[ competencies among 
administrators and institutional leaders (faculty, 
staff and students); 

~.--~ Curricular infusion ~ transformation; 

Priorities, rewards and incentives aligned with IE 
goals and objectives; 

Adoption of institution-wide, departmental and 
academic indicators of excellence and inclusion; 



Success Under Inclusive Exce[[ence~ conto 

Equitable representation and ~reater 
compositiona~ diversity amon~ students and in 
the workplace; 

~ No ~aps in achievement-retention, ~Iraduation; 

Equity in student outcomes in c~asses, courses of 
study and other opportunities for students that 
are indices of excellence; and 

Improved campus climates, stron~ sense of 
community ~t belonging. 



~’Doin]" Inclusive Excellence 

Committed, engaged 
leadership 

Campus-wide buy-in 
and participation 

Consistent reflection, 
assessment, and 
benchmarking 

~ Re-prioritizing & 
[everaging of existing 
resou rces 

Collaboration, 
cooperation, and 
compromise 

Rethinking our notions 
of student success and 
excellence 



Sh~fts ~n Perspective 
Management of an asset instead of management of an 
external problem 

Integrative instead of additive 

~ Collaborative instead of competitive 

Institutional responsibility instead of individual 
deficiencies 

~, Excellence instead of remediation 

Outputs ~ outcomes instead of just Inputs 
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M~s~nterpretat~ons of 
Inclusive Excellence 

~-~ A return to the old days of "diversity" where 
counting numbers was the ma~or focus 

Movement away from the cultivation of a 
critical mass or the abandonment of racial- 
ethnic focus 

~-~ Another top-down plan 

Abandonment of Plan 2008 8oa[s 



Work in Pro]ressooo 
Equity Scorecard 

Transfer Equity Study 

C~imate Study 

LEAP Compass Grant/Makin~l 
Inclusive 

Chance[[or Evaluations 

Excellence 



Three-Pronged Strategy 

Compositional 
Diversity + 
Culture and 
Climate + 
Equity in 
Outcomes 

Inclusive Excellence 



ons 

Institutional 
Who’s at the table? Who’s missing? 

Who must participate in strategic, 
operational and academic 
ptanning ? 

and Administrative Leadership 
~ To what extent do institutional norms, 

reward systems and other aspects of 
institution’s culture value student 
success? 

Does your institutional mission 
clearly emphasize equity and 
excellence for ALL students? 

Do senior Leaders frequently 
discuss high expectations for 
students? 

How can the connections - 
theoreticaLLy and operationaLLy- be 
established to strengthen the 
Links between academic and 
student affairs to support equity 
and exceLLence for aLL students? 

What indicators are used to measure 
institutional performance and 
accountability in key areas and to 
determine that data inform policy 
and decision-making? 

How do you ensure that you hire 
people committed to enacting these 
principles? 

Who Leads public conversations to 
strengthen academic values and 
engage the campus community in 
work that supports equity and 
inclusion? 



Questions to Ponder: 
Strategic Planning Leadership Team 

Who’s at the table? Who’s 
missing? 

Who needs to participate in 
strategic, operational and 
academic planning? 

Does your institutional 
mission clearly emphasize 
equity and excellence for 
ALL students? 

How to ensure that data 
informs policy and decision- 
making? 

Do senior leaders frequently 
discuss high expectations for 
students? 

Who’s responsible for ensuring 
institutional focus on equity 
and excellence for the 
students and the workforce? 

What indicators are used to 
measure institutional 
performance and 
accountability in key areas? 



Questions to Ponder: 
Practitioners and Committee Members 

To what desree are campus 
offices [inked to support 
students? 

What orsanizationa[ policies 
or structures stifle effective 
collaboration? 

What chanses in practice 

misht enhance 8reater 
collaboration and coalition 
building? 

To what desree are you 
workin8 as at[ies in support of 
equity and excettence in your 
areas of responsibitity? 



Questions to Ponder: Students 
To what degree do you engage 
in campus programs and 
opportunities that support 
your success? 

To what extent are you 
engaged in leadership 
development opportunities & 
experiences? 

To what degree are you 
engaged in programs and 
activities that support 
academic success? 

What barriers do you face in 
achieving success? 

Do you regularly engage in 
[earning, leadership and social 
programs & activities with 
people different from 
yourse[R 



INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE FAQ 

~::::~~~::::: Inclusive Excellence is a planning process intended to help each LN~T 

of systemic actions that focus specifica]ly oa fostering greater diversity, 

The central pretNse of Inclusive Exce~ence holds that [~V System 
colleges and universities need to intentionally integrate their diversity efforts into the core 
aspects of 0heir institutions ......... such as their academic priorities, leadership, qualiw 
improvement iniOafives, decision--ma~ng, day--to--day operations, and organiza0onal 
cukures~in order to maximize their success. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~{iii~{~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii deliberate, intentional and coordinated manner. Ttnis approach.: 

~{{~{~{~{~ increasing compositional diversity, and creating learning environment~ 

:~n which students of all backgrounds can thrive; 
* Requires a more comprehensive, widespread level of engagemen~ 

and commitment ensuring that every student ffulfills their educationa] potentia]; 
Places the mission of diversi~ at the center of institutional ]ifc so that it becomes a core 

organizing principle, around which institutional decisions are made; 
Calls fi)r a dose attentiveness to the student experience itself:, including the impact of race 

and ethnicity, and the influence of physical abiliw, sexua] orienta0on, gender expression, 
socioeconomic background, and first-generation stares on their learning experiences; and 

Demands that the ideals of diversity and excellence be pursued as the interconnected and 
interdependent goals they are. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii step in our evo]ution as a System committed to creating those diverse 

our pursuit of diversity has to be a far more multidimensional, integrative, and student- 
centered process if it is to produce the kinds of individu~:d and System-wide transformation 
we tnave been seeking. Inclusive Excellence is a ctnange-oriented planning process ttnat 
encourages us to continue in our diversification efforts albeit with a greater intentionality 
and attentiveness of how they serve the needs of our smdentso Infom-~ed by a well- 
establistned body of empirical research, as to One institutional contexts, practices, and cultures 
that contribute to the establishment of a diverse learning environment, Inclusive Excellence 
represents a shift not in. the essence of our work but how we approach it and carr?.~ it out. 
Above a11, Inclusive Excellence asks us to actively manage diversity as a vital and necessaV 
asset of collegiate life rather than as an external problem. 





:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i::i~¥iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii on     the widespread scale the UW System intended remains frustratingly 
~{~{~i~ out o{: reach, with o~y modest gains in key areas. I hough Plan ~0C 8 

p ovi&a progressive vision for transforming the UW System, 

system of higher education institutions intend to fBcus our effbrts on drMng diversity deep 
imo our eveuday cultures, davy practices, and organizational patterns where it can take root 
and eventually blossom. 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~}~i~i~ ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i campuses under Inc]usive Excd]ence. As institutions of learning, as a 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiNi~iiii~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii constitute ttne new major:ity in this countU. We stnall maintain our 
~~{~~ support of efforts aimed at diversi¢ing our institutions, including our 

efforts such as the Equity Scorecard Project to entnance access, retention, and graduation 
rates for students of color as we~ as to ensure their fu~ and successful parOcipadon at all 
levels of institutiona] life. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ’ Thorough ins ti tu tiona]izati on o f equity and divers i ty wh ere they are 
~:~{~:~}~{~ embraced as core values and used to inform campus decision--malting, 

~~~) ~ Grea~er compositional and equitable representatio~ diversity of 

faculty and s taft who are members of underrepresented popula titus; 
* Steady and significam increases in the retention and graduation rates for a]] UW students; 
* Proportional representation of students from underrepresented and underscored 
popu]atioas in competkive academic programs and co-curricu]ar activities that are indices of 
excellence; 

Improved campus climates that provide a strong, abiding sense of belonging and 
communi~ for all UW students; 
~ Better alignment and cohesiveness bem~een diversity ef~iorts and other institutional 
initia0ves, parocularly those that focus on excellence in undergraduate education; 

Greater numbers of UW students who possess the requisite m~ticultural competencies 
they need to navigate an increasingly diverse democracy; and 

The enhanced capacity of UW System instituOons to meet the ever---emerging and 
comp]ex needs of its students, the state, and society, now and in the future. 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~{iii~iii~iiiiiiii~i~iiiiii~i~{~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii be used to assess how they are doing in their Inclusive Excenence-- 

~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)i::::::~: The Inclusive Excellence process is an iterative one, something that 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiii!i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii un folds and d eve lo p s o vet tim e, accor di ng to ea ch ins ti tu tio n’s m is si o n, 
~}~;~~ culture, identity, and demograpNcs. I~: institutions work dingently and 

steadily to incorporate meir diversiw work into the larger institutional 
~}~{~{~{~:~{~{~ cultur£, Inclusive Exce]lence and diversity more generally will simply 
~{~~}~{~ become inkegrated inko the larger fabric of me institution. 

...... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 

resources of either the finaaci~:d or human kind. It will require the 
leveraging of institutional reso~arces so tha~ they., are distributed 
according to a campus’ most pressing diversity needs. 
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The Rise of the Chief iDiversity Officer 

By BEN GOSE 

Pullman, Wash. 

Michael J. Tate runs an operation with the kind of resources that many small colleges would 
envy. He has an annual budget of $3-million and a full-time staff of 55, including two people 
focused exclusively on communications and a development officer who’s angling to raise $10- 
million. All this is in a unit -- the office of the vice president for equity and diversity -- that 
didn’t even exist here at Washington State University in the summer of 2004. 

Nearly every university, it seems, is racing to appoint a chief diversity officer. Although their 
titles vary, these administrators often are vice presidents or vice provosts and manage larger 
budgets and more people than their predecessors of a decade or two ago, when the top 
administrator in this area was often dubbed "minority-affairs director." 

Harvard University, Texas A&M University, and the Universities of California at Berkeley, 
Texas at Austin, and Virginia, among others, have created chief-diversity-officer positions in the 
past two years. 

"Every year since I began doing searches, there’s been some kind of a sea change," says Jan 
Greenwood, who has headed an executive-search firm focused on higher education since 1992, 
and has recently helped six universities hire chief diversity officers. "Right now, it’s really going 
on in the area of diversity-." 

But is it really a sea change, or a public-relations campaign? Are universities making a serious 
new commitment to diversifying the faculty, curriculum, and student body, or are these high- 
profile appointments a way for university presidents to appease minority students and professors 
who have been clamoring for a stronger voice on campuses? The answer -- at least here at 
Washington State -- appears to be both. 

Washington State, a land-grant institution of about 19,000 students in a predominantly white area 
close to the Idaho state line (an additional 4,000 students are enrolled at three other campuses in 
the system), came relatively early to this trend when it opened its equity and diversity office in 
September 2004. University President V. Lane Rawlins and Mr. Tate both concede that part of 
the goal in creating the office was to show the campus that the administration was serious about 
diversity. 



Minority professors make up 12 percent of the faculty here, and minority students account for 15 
percent of enrollment. The creation of the office "is a clear statement to the community that 
diversity is a high priority," Mr. Rawlins says. 

But it isn’t only a statement: Along with Mr. Tate’s fancy title came new resources. One member 
of his office’s large staff is an assistant vice president who focuses on research related to 
diversity. That allows the university to analyze its progress in meeting goals related to 
enrollment, graduation rates, and recruitment of underrepresented minorities for positions on the 
faculty. 

The equal-employment office, known here as the Center for Human Rights, is also now part of 
Mr. Tate’s operation. It is headed by Rafil M. Simchez, a Harvard-trained lawajer, and is adding 

two new staff members so that Mr. Simchez can work more closely with hiring committees to 
attract minority professors to the campus. 

Mr. Tate’s office also has offered diversity training to more than 1,000 people at the university, 
and it is renovating two university houses so that cultural centers for African-American and 
Hispanic students will have homes for the first time. This month several employees in the equity 
and diversity office traveled to Seattle for a "diversity luncheon" that preceded a Washington 
State football game. The luncheon doubled as a recruiting and fund-raising event, and drew 
several hundred minority high-school students as well as donors interested in supporting a 
scholarship program. 

The office doesn’t focus just on minorities and women, the traditional domains for such efforts in 
the past. The new researcher is monitoring the enrollment of men, who make up just 47 percent 
of undergraduates at Washington State. The office also is putting together a curriculum for a 
group of Chinese mayors who want to come to Washington State to learn how American mayors 
operate. And Mr. Tate talks about the diverse perspectives that low-income and international 
students, as well as students from various faiths, bring to the campus. 

"We’re socialized to be leery of difference," Mr. Tare says. "At a university, you learn to embrace 
difference, and that helps prepare you for a global society." 

The most important part of the equity and diversity office may be Mr. Tate’s high-ranking status 
as an executive officer. The equity and diversity offices are on the first floor of the French 
Administration Building, the same one where the president works. When university executives 
gather to assemble their biennial budget request for the Legislature, Mr. Tate is at the table. 
"Having Mike there forces us to ask, ’How does diversity relate to the budget?’" says Mr. 
Rawlins. 

Minority students, administrators, and faculty members say Mr. Tate is making some smart 
changes, although sentiment is mixed about whether the office’s work will have an impact 
universitywide. 



"The current developments represent the highest level of commitment to diversity that I’ve ever 
seen," says Barbara J. Aston, an assistant to the university’s provost and a member of the 
Wyandotte tribe who serves as the university’s liaison to American Indian tribes. 

But Lorraine Parrish, a senior and an Alaskan Native, says the campus retains "an air of 
ignorance and a little hostility" toward minority students. "They’ve improved, and the office of 
equity and diversity has a lot to do with that," she says. "But there’s still a helluva lot more that 
they could do." 

Mr. Tate, whom Mr. Rawlins says he handpicked for the job because of his administrative savvy, 
knows appearances are important. He welcomed every new student to campus this semester with 
a postcard featuring a photograph of 30 employees from the equity and diversity office. But he 
also says the office has an important role to play in helping the university meet its diversity 
goals. 

"I’m not interested in being a symbol," says Mr. Tate, who is black. "I’d be out of here in a day if 
I thought that’s all it was." 

Steve O. Michael, vice provost for diversity and academic initiatives at Kent State University, 
has compiled a list of people who oversee diversity efforts at colleges. The database includes 400 
names, and he estimates that about 80 of those people are chief diversity officers -- meaning 
they have titles such as vice president or vice provost. 

Mr. Michael and others are organizing a new group called the National Association of Diversity 
Officers in Higher Education. They plan to hold their first national conference in Washington, 
D.C., in February to piggyback on the American Council on Education’s annual meeting. 

Several trends are driving the new appointments. In some cases, controversial incidents that 
angered minority and female students and professors sparked a demand for a stronger voice. 
Harvard hired its first senior vice provost for faculty development and diversity in July 2005, on 
the recommendation of a committee formed in the wake of former President Lawrence H. 
Summers’s controversial remarks about the scarcity of women in science. The University of 
Texas at Austin appointed a vice provost for institutional equity and diversity in May 2005 (it 
has since become a vice-presidential position), after the post was recommended by a committee 
that investigated a string of racially charged incidents on the campus. 

No single incident led Mr. Rawlins to create the position at Washington State, but protests that 
were centered on diversity and race relations seemed to occur every few years here. In 1997, 19 
black students and faculty members left the university, citing reasons such as lack of opportunity 
for advancement. In February 2005, a few months after the equity and diversity office was 
created, an Asian-American student accused two basketball players of racial harassment. The 
players were ultimately found not guilty, but a follow-up review by the Washington State Human 
Rights Commission found that the "lack of clarity’" over why the two students were not punished 
was viewed by some students as "symptomatic of an administration historically callous to issues 
of discrimination and bigotry on campus." 



Many campus-diversity experts believe that universities are following the lead of the corporate 
world, where chief diversity officers have been in vogue since the 1990s. William B. Harvey, 
vice president and chief officer for diversity and equity at the University of Virginia, convened a 
meeting of corporate and academic chief diversity officers in 2003, when he was vice president 
of the Center for Advancement of Racial and Ethnic Equity at the American Council on 
Education. "From my perspective," he says, "corporations ~vere ahead of us in terms of making 
diversity a comprehensive part of the organizational structure." The appointments are also being 
spurred by the U.S. Supreme Court’s rulings in 2003, when it cited the educational benefits of 
diversity in allowing the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor to continue to use race in 

admissions decisions. 

"The Supreme Court decisions caught a number of institutions off guard," says Damon A. 
Williams, assistant vice provost for multicultural and international affairs at the University of 
Connecticut~ "I don’t know if they fully grasped the educational benefits of diversity on their own 
campuses." (The rulings had less effect on Washington State, which is in one of the few states 

that have banned the use of race in admissions.) 

Some critics of racial preferences question whether chief diversity officers should be in charge of 
measuring the educational benefits of diversity~ "I think this is probably a task that is best done 
by a university official who doesn’t have a vested interest in the continued use of race and 
ethnicity," says Roger B. Clegg, president and general counsel &the Center for Equal 
Opportunity. 

Even some strong advocates for diversity question how effective chief diversity officers will be 
in higher education, given the lack of clarity over their role in faculty hiring. 

"Frankly, in some cases, this is going to be a disaster," says Christopher J. Metzler, director of 
the EEO, diversity, and inclusion practice at Cornell University’s School of Industrial and Labor 
Relations. "The chief diversity officer is going to bump up against the process for the hiring and 
promotion of faculty. That is a sacred process." 

There has already been at least one train wreck. In June 2005, the University of Oregon scaled 
back a proposed five-year diversity plan after two dozen professors balked at certain aspects of 
it. The most controversial aspect of the plan ~vas the addition of assessments of professors’ 
"cultural competency" in tenure and post-tenure revie~vs. Several professors, including some on 
the committee charged with preparing the plan, said they were blindsided when Gregory J. 
Vincent, vice provost for institutional equity and diversity, released the draft document. Mr. 
Vincent, who maintained that faculty members had plenty &time to weigh in on the draft, is 
now the vice president for diversity and community engagement at the University of Texas at 

Austin. 

"Oregon may have tried to move too fast," says Mr. Williams, the assistant vice provost at the 
University of Connecticut. "They should have done more relationship work and tackled the low- 
hanging fruit first." 



Even before the Oregon debacle, many universities tapped people known as consensus builders 
for their top diversity positions. Mr. Rawlins, Washington State president, turned to Mr. Tate as a 
consultant when he decided to create the office in 2004. At the time, Mr. Tate was serving as 
Washington State’s dean of extension, a division with 300 faculty members, a $54-million 

budget, and offices in every county in the state. 

Mr. Rawlins eventually asked Mr. Tate if he’d like to take on the j ob himself. "The most 
important thing is to find someone to occupy the office who is not an isolationist," Mr. Rawlins 
says. "You need someone who can work across the university." 

Mr. Tate has been in academe his entire adult life, and his graying hair and beard testify that he’s 
put in his time. He spent 26 years as a professor and administrator at Michigan State University 
and earned three degrees there before moving to Pullman in 11998. His speeches are not fiery 
monologues on racial inequities; instead, he provides historical perspectives on diversity, citing 
the contrasting views of Plato (who preferred homogeneity) and Aristotle (who believed that 
differences would help democracy thrive). 

In April 2005, a student put on a play filled with racial jokes that he described as intentionally 
offensive. Protesters shouted during portions of the performance to interrupt the play. To some, 
the incident highlighted the perception that the Pullman community remains culturally 
insensitive. Others, including the playwright, saw the heckling as a free-speech issue. 

Mr. Tate stayed above the fray, and to this day, he describes the incident in measured tones. 
"Universities are places where students come to learn, and that learning process includes 
experimentation," he says. "What we had here was a student experimenting with a provocative 
play." 

Mr. Tate takes heat from both sides. Occasionally a white male professor marches into his office 
to accuse him of engaging in reverse discrimination. And some minority students think he should 
be a greater advocate for their cause. The widely varying criticism actually makes him think he’s 
doing something right. Though he chafes at the suggestion that he’s a moderate, he wants the 
office to be known as a place for everyone at the university. 

"I’ve done the carrying of the protest signs," Mr. Tate says. "Here in this role, activism takes the 
form of you and I sitting down and talking about what’s best for all students." 
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What Is a Chief Diversity Officer? 
By 

Dr. Damon A. Williams & Dr. Katrina C. Wade-Golden 

To meet the needs of increasingly diverse campuses, many institutions have developed 
executive positions to guide their diversity agendas. In many instances, these 
individuals and their units are the "face" of diversity efforts and carry formal 
administrative titles like vice provost, vice chancellor, associate provost, vice president, 
assistant provost, dean, or special assistant to the president for multicultural, 
international, equity, diversity, and inclusion -- to cite only a few of the most frequently 
used titles. 

Yet despite so many different monikers, if you ask most officers what they do, they often 
respond in a remarkably similar manner, noting that they are the institution’s "chief 
diversity officer" (or CDO, as many say), using the title more commonly found among 
their counterparts in the corporate world. We’ve just finished a national study of these 
positions: why these roles are emerging, their main characteristics, and the key 
knowledge, skills, and abilities that institutions should seek when searching for a new 
officer. 

In the last five years, no fewer than 30 institutions have created these new roles. A 
review of recent higher education job listings illustrates the scope of this phenomenon, 
as institutions moving towards the CDO are swelling in number and differ by type, 
control, size, and geographic location. Institutions like the Berklee College of Music, 
Oklahoma State University, Harvard University, Xavier University, Miami University, 
Marquette University, Washington State University, and the University of Virginia, have 
recently hired inaugural officers. These roles have been constructed in an effort to build 
diversity capabilities similar to those found at institutions like the University of Michigan, 
University of Connecticut, Indiana University, the University of Washington, Brown 
University, the University of Denver, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, to name a 
few of the places that have had these positions for some time. 

The emergence of these offices in higher education is not without historical precedence, 
as some institutions had "vice president for minority affairs" roles in the 1970s, when the 
first large group of African Americans enrolled at what were nearly all-white colleges 
and universities. These early units were often criticized as a symbolic appeasement to 
protesting minority groups and others demanding infrastructure for newly admitted 
minority populations and campus change. 

While these positions have been consistently mentioned in diversity plans, senior 
leadership and others were often resistant, falsely criticizing these roles as "ghettoizing 
diversity" by putting the full burden on the shoulders of one person, and creating a 
campus police officer who would "tell people what to do." Additionally, many individuals 
believed that these officers would simply be "student development specialist" or 
"affirmative action officers" in new clothing. 



What distinguishes the current executive diversity officer from its historical predecessors 
is the functional definition of diversity as a resource that can be leveraged to enhance 
the learning of all students and is fundamental to institutional excellence, in addition to 
its historic definition as the presence of individuals that differ by race, gender, or some 
other social identity characteristic. 

The most influential of these officers is also distinguished by ability to infuse diversity 
into the most important academic issues of the institution. For example, the chief 
diversity officer may collaborate with the academic senate to develop a general 
education diversity distribution requirement; lead international negotiations for 
establishing a sister campus in Dubai; or develop incentives to develop new programs 
and initiatives that infuse diversity into the curriculum and co-curriculum. These types of 
initiatives are distinct from the traditional responsibilities of affirmative action officers, 
although chief diversity officers may play a key role in resolving sexual harassment and 
workplace discrimination complaints, or supervising the unit that performs this function. 

Defining the CDO Role 

VVhere others work on issues of diversity as a matter of second or third priority, chief 
diversity officers engage matters of diversity as a matter of first-priority. Although the 
structures and vertical portfolios of the CDO range from basic one-person offices, to 
more complex multi-unit configurations, a number of threads define this emerging 
administrative role across all areas of corporate, higher education, health 
administration, non-profit and other areas of organizational life. 

A Functional Approach: Chief diversity officers have responsibility for guiding efforts 
to conceptualize, define, assess, nurture, and cultivate diversity as an institutional and 
educational resource. Although duties may include affirmative action/equal employment 
opportunity, or the constituent needs of minorities, women, and other bounded social 
identity groups, chief diversity officers define their mission as providing point and 
coordinating leadership for diversity issues institution-wide. 

Building a robust chief diversity officer capability insures that the institution has 
expertise on diversity related matters and infusing this understanding throughout the 
campus environment. For instance, at the University of Connecticut, the Office of the 
Vice Provost for Multicultural & International Affairs leads the execution of a five-year 
board-sponsored strategic plan for diversity and provides key input and leadership to 
several com mittees focused on m inority faculty mentoring, undergraduate student 
retention, and increasing the number of historically underrepresented students of color 
and women studying in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics areas. 
Moreover, members of the office’s senior leadership team participate in many of the 
most substantive non-diversity centered committees at the university, ranging from 
information technology usage, to space allocations, to athletics. 

Collaboration: Given complexities like infusing diversity into the curriculum, enhancing 



the compositional diversity profile of students, faculty, and staff, and developing policies 
designed to improve the campus climate, the challenge of diversity is beyond the 
capabilities of any one individual, division, or team. Hence, chief diversity officers serve 
as powerful integrating forces for diversity issues, collaborating and working through the 
lateral networks of the institution no matter how large or small their staffs. 

Like comparable roles in other administrative areas, such as the "chief financial officer" 
or "chief technology officer," the work of the chief diversity officer does not fit into a 
traditional administrative box. Like diversity, the role of the chief diversity officer spans 
the boundaries of the institution as officers and their units collaborate with areas like 
admissions, human resources, faculty development, marketing and communication, 
academic deans, and institutional advancement in an effort to enhance diversity up, 
down, and across the institution. 

Collaboration is often achieved through consultative relationships. Many officers 
regularly co-author, write letters of support, and build relationships with community 
colleges and historically minority serving institutions to support and strengthen the grant 
writing efforts of faculty members interested in obtaining National Science Foundation 
and National Institute of Health awards that often emphasize diversity and collaborative 
relationships. Others work closely with their development offices, playing a key role in 
identifying prospective donors, cultivating new relationships, and securing resources to 
fund everything from scholarships, to study abroad opportunities in developing nations. 

Because of the boundary spanning nature of the chief diversity officer role, the types of 
possible relationships is nearly endless. Consequently, these officers must be 
malleable, innovative, and committed to fluidly adding value in areas outside of their 
core area of expertise and experience. 

Leading Through Status and Influence: Chief diversity officers generally have no 
formal authority to command, reward, or punish individuals outside of their formal span 
of control and leadership. As a result, their source of "power" is often grounded in 
status, persuasion, and symbols. For example, no chief diversity officer has the 
authority to hire faculty members without support of the academic department or dean, 
even if they have the resources to provide a portion or all of the salary necessary for the 
position. Nevertheless, some officers can persuade department chairs to pool resources 
and hire a potentially high caliber diversity candidate by offering these resources as a 
start-up incentive. This is one of the main reasons that it is important for chief diversity 
officers to have resources allowing them to encourage behavior that advances the 
diversity goals of the institution. 

Another primary source of power for these officers is their location at the presidential or 
provost level of formal administrative hierarchy. Participation in the executive cabinet of 
the institution insures that the position has visibility, access, and symbolic impact. For 
that reason, chief diversity officers can infuse diversity into highly politicized discussions 
about budget allocations, new initiatives, and future priorities of the institution. If these 
officers were not present, these issues may not be mentioned, nor understand in a 



manner consistent with diversity goals so often mentioned in institutional academic 
plans, websites, and marketing materials. 

By titling officers at the vice or associate vice president, provost, or chancellor level, a 
powerful symbolic message is sent to the entire campus community regarding the 
important role of the CDO and diversity on campus. Some of the most influential officers 
often have a dual title like academic affairs, student development, international affairs, 
or faculty development, in addition to their "diversity" title. According to one officer that 
we interviewed, the presence of a title like "vice provost for diversity and academic 
affairs," in combination with a portfolio of units and responsibilities in both areas, signals 
that the officer is "more than simply a resource on matters of diversity and suggests a 
fundamental connection between diversity and academic excellence." 

Promoting Change: Chief diversity officers are best defined as "change management 
specialists" because of the importance that they place on strategies designed to 
intentionally move the culture of their institutions. At least at the surface, no CDO is 
hired to maintain the status quo, although some institutions are not serious about 
change and extend only superficial support to the efforts of the officer. 

Nevertheless, change is a fundamental aspect of the chief diversity officer role leading 
campus-wide diversity planning and implementation efforts, seeding new diversity 
initiatives to create bubble-up energy and involve others in change projects, developing 
diversity training and educational strategies for executives, faculty, staff, and students to 
shift their mental models and skills regarding diversity, developing high profile and 
symbolic campus diversity events to suggest diversity’s relationship to institutional 
excellence, and creating new systems to insure that faculty and staff search committees 
cast a broad hiring net. Although diversity is the targeted domain area, each of these 
initiatives and projects is intended to affect some type of intentional change in the 
systems, structure, and culture of the institution. 

The Making of a Good Higher Education CDO 

When a higher education institution specifically decides to hire a CDO and develop this 
new capability, great care must be given to finding the right candidate. This task can be 
difficult with applicant pools that regularly yield between 120 and 150 persons, and 
include faculty members with a diversity research agenda, lawyers well-versed in 
affirmative action law, student development specialists, individuals from the corporate 
community, and others. 

In gearing up for a search, a number of tough issues are often bantered by senior 
administrators and others designing the position and thinking about the type of 
knowledge, skills, and abilities that define a qualified candidate. These issues include 
whether the individual should possess a Ph.D. or other terminal degree; qualify for 
tenure in an academic department; have a legal background and experience with 
federal and state compliance issues; and whether or not the person charged to do the 
work must be a member of an ethnic, racial, gender, or other minority group, to name a 



few of the most common challenging topics for discussion. 

VVhile these issues remain the source of debate, the ultimate decision must de 
determined by the institutional context, and predicated on factors such as core job 
responsibilities, span of units and offices that the chief diversity officer may supervise, 
and the degree to which the officer intersects with issues such as tenure, promotion, 
faculty hiring, and curriculum development. To say that a person is qualified simply 
because he or she is an African American and a tenured member of the faculty in art 
history, for example, is as inaccurate as rendering an Irish American, with expertise in 
botany qualified to serve as the department chair for European Studies or as the vice 
president for information technology. The superordinate goals of providing leadership 
for diversity and guiding change must guide the selection of the candidate, or 
institutions run the risk of hiring individuals that are woefully under prepared for the 
demands of such a complex, high profile, and politically charged position. 

Although the exact mixture of degrees, experiences, and qualifications is hard to define, 
we believe that the most successful officers will illustrate seven key attributes 
regardless of academic and administrative background: 

Technical Mastery of Diversity Issues: The CDO should have an excellent command 
of all aspects of diversity issues in higher education, including faculty recruitment and 
retention issues, identity development, access and equity, diversifying the curriculum, 
assessing the educational impact of diversity, measuring the campus climate, and the 
policy and legal dynamics of affirmative action and diversity in higher education. 
Furthermore, a CDO must be comfortable leveraging the social justice, educational 
benefits, and business case rationales for discussing diversity’s importance. 

Political Savvy: The CDO must be particularly astute at navigating an institution’s 
political landscape; responding well to politically charged or politically sensitive 
situations. He or she must posses an ability and willingness to find win-win solutions 
when contentious circumstances arise, and know how to build consensus, accrue buy- 
in, and work through competing interests. 

Ability to Cultivate a Common Vision: The CDO must be able to develop and 
cultivate a collaborative vision of diversity on campus. This requires resonating as 
authentic with students, faculty, staff, and administrators, and being committed to 
working collaboratively with other senior executives to build positive vision, direction, 
and results through strategic initiatives that holistically impact diversity. 

In-Depth Perspective on Organizational Change: The CDO should possess an 
outstanding command of the elements and dynamics of organizational change, and also 
have entrenched experiences having led or been involved with these efforts in the past. 
Change is rarely easy, and given the inherent difficulties embedded in this often 
politicized process, the CDO must have a commitment to see the change process 
through its challenges and rough spaces to effect deep structural change. They must 
exhibit passion and patience, realizing that change does not happen quickly, and 



oversee the organizational change process from a holistic point of view -- guiding the 
design, implementation, assessment, and evolution of key milestones over time. 

Sophisticated Relational Abilities: The CDO must possess a high degree of 
emotional intelligence, charisma, and communication abilities. Given that much of the 
work will be accomplished through lateral coordination, a CDO must have ability to 
cross numerous organizational boundaries with a fluid ability to adapt language and 
styles to different audiences. 

Understanding of the Culture of Higher Education: The CDO should possess in- 
depth knowledge and experience regarding the culture of the academy. Colleges and 
universities are different than any other type of organization, and to achieve success, 
the CDO must understand the culture of shared governance, tenure and promotion, 
multiple and competing goals, decentralized campus politics, and the unique needs of 
students, faculty, staff, and executives with respect to diversity. 

Results Orientation: Although not singularly responsible for results, the CDO must be 
results oriented and committed to encouraging the change agenda along to achieve 
significant results. Consequently, it is fundamental that they illustrate how diversity is an 
integral component to the successful fulfillment of the institutional mission, and a 
fundamental aspect of academic excellence in the 21 st century. 

As more institutions grapple with the challenge of building diversity capacity, changing 
demographics and ever broadening definitions of diversity, these positions will become 
even more a part of the educational landscape in higher education. Understanding the 
role and skills necessary to accomplish the job can help higher education institutions 
insure that diversity units are populated by leaders that have the best chance of 
supporting the organization, and helping it to obtain its long range diversity goals. 

Dr. Damon A. Williams is assistant vice provost for multicultural and international affairs 
at the University of Connecticut. Dr. Katrina C. Wade-Golden is a senior research 
speciafist in the Office of Academic Multicultural Initiatives at the University of Michigan. 
They are co-principal investigators for the "Diversity Officer Study." An earlier version of 
this article appeared at www.insidehiqhered, com. Please contact Dr. Damon A. 
Williams at damon. Williams@uconn. edu with questions or comments. 



From: :@ edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PM 

To: StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Postdoc Program 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to thank you for your consideration and this great opportunity. Ho~vever, after thoroughly reading the details of the postdoctoral program, I will have to withdraw my interest. 
Currently, I am                        that can be extended for 1-2 more years if necessary Financially, my CUl~cent          is better suited to fit my needs 

Again, I thank you for your consideration and taking time from your holiday break, to contact me. The postdoctoral program is a great opportunity. I hope we ~vill be in contact within the 
sport management cormnunity in the near future. Until then, have a Mercy Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Regards, 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Deborah Stroman [mai[to:dstruman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thu 11:53 AM 

Tu: 

Sut~iect: UNC Pustduc Prugram 

Hi         Thank yuu for the chat regarding The Carolina Pustductural 
Prugram fur Faculty Diversity. Here is the link: 

http://research.unc edu/Officesivice-chancellur-research-economic-develupmen 
t/programs-projects-services/DATA RES VCRED POSTDOC 

Please cumact Dr. Richard Suuthall regarding the Statement uf Research 

Plans. (suuthall@email uric edu and 

Rerr~ember, the deadline is Thursday, 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Happy Holiday Season to you and yours! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

LFNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC~ 27599 



919.8430336 

<http://www.unc edu/depts/exerciseisport administratio~> 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"The single biggest problem in con~munication is the illusion that it has 
taken place " G.B Shaw 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colnmbia University School of Continuing Education <sce-apply@colnmbia.edu> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

Stro~n~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thaaak you tbr submitting your recommendation 

Dear Deborah Stmman, 

Thank you for submitting a recommendation for                This message confirms that you 

have cotnpleted the recommendation process and no further action is required on your pratt. 

Again, thank you for submitting a recommendation for 

Office of Admissions 
School of Continuing Education 

Em8~ ID: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: My resume 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

Again, f appr~-’xiate NI of your help, and f Iool~ forward to workit~g wiLh you ne>:t semester Take care. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaN.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:0:t PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My resume 

Hi      . I compieted youP Pecommendat2on. Enjoy the Pest o~: youP bPeak! 

Happy Holiday Season! 

919 84,3 0336 

"Who dotes nothin@ need hope for nothing." J.C.R yon Schifler 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2~:50 AM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
S~bje¢t= My resume 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

Asain I appreciate you writin8 my recommendation. It means a lot to me. Attached is my resume, and I will drop my Letter of Recommendation form to your office 

later. Thank you, and I will see you in class. Take care. 















Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black employees 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

~State of the U" - Caucus IVleeting - Wednesday, January 112, 201111 at 1111:30 

a.m. IUnion 31102) What is the diversity climate (in particular, for Blacks) on our campus? 

Come hear from our Chancellor and the leadership of the Office of Diversity and Multicultural 

Affairs. This informal discussion is purposed to further our understanding of its meaning for 

UNC and the Caucus’ relationship with campus leaders regarding this critical dimension of the 

university’s mission. 

"He Was a Poem, He Was a Song" -January 117, 201111 

A celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s legacy through music, poetry and spoken word. This annual 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History event will be 

held at the Stone Center Theater from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. As a co- 

sponsor, the Caucus encourages community members, faculty, staff, and 

students to convene to commemorate Dr. King’s life and work. The 

program will feature jazz performances by Ron Baxter and Ensemble and 

Joy Harrell. A reception will follow the free program. 

o CBC’s Black History IVlonth Celebration: 

1. Second Annual "Minority Business Expo: Advancement Through Entrepreneurship" - February 

5, 20:1:1 from :12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. The Expo is a 

unique university-business partnership that allows for entrepreneurs and corporations to 

showcase their products or services. Networking is also a highlight of the Expo. Expo chair: Herb 

Richmond (herb.richmond@fac.unc.edu or 

2. "An Arts Night Out" (in partnership with Carolina Performing Arts) - Alvin Alley American Dance 

Theater - Feb. 22, 20:1:1 at 7:00 p.m. Memorial Hall. This inaugural event will feature an 

educational session with Alley members, a Caucus group attendance, and reception. (Note: 

Complimentary ticket for all fall 2010 Caucus members.) Arts chair: Debby Stroman 

(cbcchair(~unc.edu or 9:19.843.0336) 



3. "Black History Month Read-In" - Feb. 25, 2011 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. at the Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. This special inaugural event will feature readings related to or written by 

descendants of the African Diaspora read by members of the university community. Other 

activities include art, dance, spoken word, and drama presentations. Students, staff, 

administrators, and faculty are encouraged to participate and help foster a greater appreciation 

of the diversity, creativity, breadth, and richness of the spoken and written word of the people of 

the African Diaspora. Immediately following the readings there will be a reception featuring foods 

reflective of the African Diaspora. Read-In chair: Wayne Blair at wblair@email.unc.edu. 

4. Movie(s) Night - TBD. Cast your vote for the best Black movies of all time! More information 

will be announced at the January meeting. 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu!cbc You may now submit 

events (UNC and local community activities) on the calendar! Stay informed. 

The Caucus offered its financial support to those in need over the holiday season. Gifts 

were made to EmPOWERment, Inc. (http:!/w~m~po~Em~!~o~g!hom~), a local 

charity that helps people control their own destinies through affordable housing, 

advocacy, community organizing and grassroots economic development, and Blanket 

Orange County (htt ~anketoran ecounb .corn ). Note: Jackie Overton, 

Caucus member and president of the Employee Forum, is the current president of 

EmPOWERment, Inc. 

Academic Plan - Provost Carney and Chancellor Thorp invites the Caucus to share their 

feedback on this important document. The Plan will serve as a guide for the next 

decade of academic programs, priorities, and policies at Carolina. The Caucus steering 

committee and other Caucus members shared their reaction in December. If you 

would like to see a draft copy of the Plan and/or have advice, please contact 

cbcchair@unc.edu. The goal is to begin introduction of the Plan and its 

implementation process in the spring of 2011. 



The Caucus Steering Committee met with the Latina/o Caucus (established by the 

Latina/o faculty, staff, and postdoctoral fellows) in late November to form an alliance. 

Their leadership team includes Jazmin Garcia, Josmell Perez (Office of Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs) and Professor Ashley Lucas (Dramatic Arts). Look for future 

collaboration with this advocacy organization for Latina/o members of the university 

community. 

Membership Meetings are scheduled for the first Wednesday of each month at the 

Union at II:30 a.m. The remaining tentative schedule is 3.2 Room 3102 and 4.6 

Room 3102. Note: There will be no February meeting due to Black History Month 

activities and events. Thanks to Jimmy John’s for their donation of sandwiches this 

past year! 

The documentation of the history of the CBC is critical to our future. Representatives 

from the Library’s Archivists and Center of the Study of the American South met with 

the Caucus chair to begin planning on the formal process. Thanks to Holly Smith for her 

leadership! If you are interested in serving on this important project please send a 

note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Habit For Humanity - The coordination is still underway with the BSM for the spring 

semester. Stay tuned! 

Black History Month Events: The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all 

Black-related events and programs. So if you are aware of events, please add them to 

the Caucus calendar, http://www.unc.edu/cbc/submit event.html 

Caucus Cares (Athletics) - Meetings will continue with our Black varsity student 

athletes this semester. Caucus members interested in participating in this outreach, 

please contact cbcchair@unc.edu to receive updates and information. Future 

documents and communications will be posted on a secure link within the Caucus 

website. 

Tenure & Promotion Workshop for Faculty - Spring 2011. Stay tuned! 

Share the Good News! Caucus members will receive e-newsletters, communications, 

and access to the Caucus Sakai platform. We encourage participation, feedback and 

communication. Tell your friends and co-workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us 

know what activities you would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus. Thanks! 



students will work closely with the steering committee and serve as campus 

ambassadors. 

These 

Community News - Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo~unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, 

anniversaries, milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

Thanks! 

NON-CBC EVENTS 

1. Chuck Davis African American Dance Ensemble - Carolina Theater - Thursday, January :~3 I :~0:00 

a.m. and :~:~:45 a.m. http://www.carolinatheatre.org/stage/chuck-davis-african-american-dance- 

ensemble 

2. Wednesday, Jan. :~9 - 30th Annual MLK Jr. Lecture - Soledad O’Brien (Memorial Hall 7:30 p.m.) 

O’Brien is an anchor and special correspondent for CNN: Special Investigations Unit, reporting hour- 

long documentaries throughout the year and filing in-depth series on the most important ongoing 

and breaking news stories for all major CNN programs. Most recently, O’Brien has reported for the 

critically acclaimed CNN Presents: Black in America, a sweeping CNN on-air and digital initiative 

breaking new ground in revealing the current state of Black America 40 years after the assassination 

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

3. Thursday, Jan. 20 - Lessons from Little Rock, a discussion with Terrence J. Roberts, who broke the 

color barrier at Little Rock Central High School when he was :~5 years old. 5:00 p.m., Frank Porter 

Graham Student Union Auditorium. Contact: arucker@email.unc.edu 

4. Thursday, Jan. 20 - MLK Today: Aid and Development in Central and East Africa. 7:00 p.m., FedEx 

Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. fer~usoe@email.unc.edu 

5. Interested in getting fit? Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services 

introduce "Get Fit from Head to Heel!" This :~0-week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical 

activity challenge is available to UNC-Chapel Hill students and employees. This program is designed 

for individuals interested in modifying their lifestyle and adopting healthy new patterns. Visit 

http:!!campusrec.unc:edu! for more details! With the support of a team and coach, participants will 

have weekly fitness workouts, nutrition sessions and focus groups. The program emphasizes the 



importance of maximizing physical activity and making healthier lifestyle and eating choices. The 

program not only provides motivation and support, but the resources to be successful. 

6. Disney’s The Lion King - DPAC January 4-30, 2011. Experience 

the phenomenon. The Triangle’s most eagerly awaited stage 

production ever will leap onto the DPAC stage this season. Visually 

stunning, technically astounding and with a musical score like none 

other you’ve ever heard. 

httpl!!www.dpacnc.com!defau/t.asp?dpac=19&obild=327 

7. The Temptations and The Four Tops return to the DPAC stage February 9, 2011. These two 

legendary Motown vocal groups are cornerstones of 60s and 70s pop and rhythm-and-blues music. 

Sweet harmonies and precise choreography have always been a part of Temptations and Four Tops 

shows, and original Tempt Otis Williams and original Top Abdul "Duke" Fakir have kept their groups’ 

sounds intact into the twenty-first century. Come for a great night of sweet soul music at DPAC. 

Tickets start at just $38 plus ticketing fees. http:!/www.dpacnc.com! 

8. Rickey Smiley with Special Guest Anthony Anderson - February ii, 2011 at the DPAC. Standup 

comedian Smiley returns two years after his first sold-out performance. Rickey will be joined by Law 

& Order’s Anthony Anderson for this Valentines to remember. He regularly captivates fans with his 

blend of prank phone calls, beloved characters and irreverent social commentary. When not on-air, 

Smiley is a widely admired performer whose "clean" comedy appeals to a diverse audience. 

http://www.dpacnc.com/ 

9. Ladysmith Black Mambazo blends their South African musical 

traditions to the sound and sentiment of Christian gospel in a musical 

and spiritual alchemy that represents every corner of the landscape. 

See this incredible performance on Friday, March 11 at 8:00 p.m. at 

the Carolina Theatre. www.carolinatheatre.or~ 

10. The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film opens on Tuesday, 8 February at 7:00 p.m. 

(Stone Center Hitchcock) with a screening of Frederick Douglass and The White Negro, a fascinating 

documentary on Douglass’ sojourn in Ireland on the eve of the Great Famine. 

February 10 - Opens one of the two special sections of the festival. The first section, A Luta 

Continua, highlights three films. The first offering is Cuba: An African Odyssey, filmmaker Jihan 

aI-Tahri’s monumental and celebrated (2008) work on the Cuban internationalist mission in 

Africa. This screening covers Part One of the two-part documentary and follows Che Guevara’s 

efforts in the Congo after the fall of Patrice Lumumba and continues with the Cuban role in 

countering the South African invasion of Angola in the 1970’s. 

February 17-The final films in this section will be shown as a double feature. The short film 

Freddie Ilanga: Che’s Swahili Translator, follows Ilanga, a Congolese citizen who served as the 

guide and translator for Che Guevara. The second film, Amilcar Cabral, is a biographical film 

on the iconic African revolutionary who is widely regarded as one of the most important 



theorists and African nationalists among the continent’s various revolutionary anti- colonial 

movements. The second special section is entitled Imagining Haiti, and features two 

provocative and moving treatments of the history of that nation. 

February 24 - Michaelange Quay’s award-winning feature Eat, For This Is My Body, which has 

been characterized as both a hypnotic, non-narrative film, and as a psychological study 

focusing on the interrelationship between liberation, racism, colonialism and desire. 

March 3 - Raoul Peck’s Moloch Tropical, which is set in Haiti and uses the Caribbean setting to 

tell a sharply critical and cautionary tale about neo-colonialism and despotism. 

All Stone Center programs are free and open to the public. Spanish language translation and other 

types of assistance are available upon request. All film screenings take place in the Hitchcock room at 

7:00 p.m. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Congratulations! Dr. Janet Southerland has accepted the position of Dean 

at Meharry Medical College School of Dentistry - Since 2002 Dr. 

Southerland has served as Chair, Department of Hospital Dentistry and 

Chief of the Oral Medicine Service, both at UNC Hospitals. Doctor 

Southerland was promoted to Clinical Associate Professor in 2009. We will 

miss her leadership and inspirational service to the Caucus and the 

university community! 

Spotlight! Dr. Debra Barksdale is featured on the UNC homepage - 

http:/!www~ unc.ed u/spot/ight/ba rksda/e 

The university student chapter of the NAACP will become an ex-officio member of the 2010- 

:12 Steering Committee. Similar to the role of the BSM, the NAACP offers the Caucus an 

important connection to student activities and interests. Thanks to DeVetta Nash for her 

leadership with this student group! 

every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heaL 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. ~Villiarnson 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janua~~ 10, 2011 7:15 PM 

Stromax~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~- 

Brima Baker Hired As Carolina’s Defensive Line Coach - NORTtt CAROI,INA OFFICIAL ATttLETIC SITE 

Happy New Year! 

OK, I am taking it back. Now with this hire, if Butch ended up leaving, we might just have a Black Head Coach before the Chancellor completes his tenure! 

~tarheelblue.cstv.com s orts m-footbl s ec-rel OllOllaad,html 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer $ <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 13, 2011 4:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Dinner 

OK let me check my schedule and see what else would work 

Jenny 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 1/13/2011 4:18 PM > > > 

Don’t give up! 1 am in Charlotte. 

9:[9,84.3,0336 

Who dores nothing, need hope.for nothing." J.CF. yon Schiller 

From= Jenny Slingluff-Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, January 13, 205:[ 3:26 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Dinner 

Maybe can you do it on Saturday? 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 1/13/2011 3:10 PM >>> 

@ I have a ~acult¥ search dinner tha~: ew:ming It will start at 6:3D and last ’til 8:0D I_et me know if you are starting early or ending [a~:e If ANYTHING changes, I will let 

you kr~ow, 

THANKS!! 

oI9,84&0336 

http: / / www.uuc.ech~/’cJepts//exercise /’sport administration 

"~¢@o dotes nothing, need hope.for nothing." LCF-. yon Schiller 

From: 3enny Slingluff-Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, January 13, 20:[1 2:34 PM 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Dinner 

Hi Debbie, 

Happy New Year! [ wanted to see if [ could get you over for dinner [ know we had a goal of last week ;) 

Are you available on Sunday, January 23rd? Jann Mann (our golf coach who [ know you know) is also going to come. [ thought it would be a fun group as we all have UVA 

ties! 

Let me know if that works, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2011 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

.__w~__y___w__&a__r__o__[j__n__a__[_a__c__r__o___s__s__e___c__a___m__ ~ _s_~__c__o__[~_~ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 17, 2011 12:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Dinner Sunday Jan 30th? 

Great we are on how about 6:30/7pm at my house 

Jan Mann (golf coach)will also join us. 

Jenny 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 1/17/2011 10:01 AM > > > 

1,30.I1 --.YES[! I arn free anytirne after 4:30 p,m. 

Thanks. 

debby 

9 i9,84:3,0:3:3(~ 

http:/~/~www.unc.edu/depts/exerc~se /spo~t administration 

"~’ho d~res nothing need hope ~or nothing~" J.C E yon 5chil/er 

F~= 3enny Slingluff-Lew [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat= Nonday, 3anua~ 17, 2011 9:19 AN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
SabjeCt= Dinner Sunday 3an 30th? 

Hi Deb, 
Big hoops game tonight~ Hopefully the Tar Heels will show some grit and skill and hang with the Huskies~ 

Any chance Sunday, Jan 30th works for you for dinner? 

Let me know~ 

Jenny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:08 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <b osbome@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<~tj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Stro~nma, Deborah Lynn --~dstro@unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Interesting Article about UNCiUVA Game, UNC fan behind UVA Bench... 

Hello All, 

I thought this was interesting and could be a good article for discussion. 

http://rivals.¥ahoo.congncaaibasketballiblog/the dagger/postiWearing-North-Carolina-colors-costs-Tar-Heels-fa?urn ncaab-307922 

Spolt A&ninistration Degree Candidate 
Universit;~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Mobile: 

Email:         ~email.~mc.edu 

If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday, Janua~ 20, 2011 9:34 AM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Perm, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h I ~ynn 

<dstro@unc.edu-d Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu"~ 

ILE: January Mtg. - WBB Friday 

Hi Atl. I will definitely be at the game._ 

I have company h~ town though. Let me know what you deride to do before or after, ~f ~nyth~ng. 

d 

9 Zq.843.033,’~ 

h t’~p:!’/’www.unc.e &_~/dcpts/’e xe~cise/’ sport actministr~tion 

"Who dares nothing need hope for not,#ing." ].C.K yon .qchifler 

From= Malone, Brenda Richardson [mailto:brenda_malone@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 10:42 PN 
Te= Penn, Ann E; Deborah Stroman; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Watkins, Debra B 
Subject= RE: Janua~ Ntg. - WBB Friday 

January 28th sounds good to me. Hope you fee~ better. 

Brenda 

F~m= Penn, Ann E 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 2:00 PN 
To= Penn, Ann E; Deborah Stroman; Malone, Brenda Richardson; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Watkins, Debra B 
Subject= RE: Janua~ Ntg. - WBB Friday 

ot~ .January 

Ann E. Penn, Director 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

:~00 Petdgrew N~li 

Campus Box 9150 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 

Tek 919.98&357g 

Fax: 919.962.2562 

¯ What’s everyone’s schedule like for the women’s game 

This message is intended only [or d~e use of the individual to whom it ~s addressed and may 

conl:am ~nformadon theft ~s sensitive and/or confidential If you b~ve received this 

communication #~ error, p~ease conLact me ~mmediately at 919--956-3576. 

E~= Penn, Ann E 
SeBt= Tuesday, ]anua~ $$, 2055 9:$6 AN 
Te= ’Deborah Stroman’; Malone, Brenda Richardson; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Watkins, Debra B 
$~bjeCt= RE: 3anua~ Ntg. - WBB Friday 

, but Fm reaty interested irt a Women’s game. How about the garne on 1/287 

Ann 

Ann E. Penn, Director 

Equa~ Opportunity/ADA Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

].00 Pettigrew H~I~ 

{::arnpus {~ox 9160 

Chapel HH], NC 27599 
Teh 919~9~6.g576 

Fax: 9:19~962,2562 

This rnessage is intended onlyfl)r the use of the individual to whom ~t is addressed and may 

contain information that is sensitive and/or confidential. If you have received this 

comrnun~cation ~n error, p~ease contact me knmediately at 919-965--3576. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@emai.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 10, 2011 6:~ PN 
Te= Penn, Ann E; Malone, Brenda Richardson; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Watkins, Debra B 
Subject: Janua~ Mtg. - WBB Friday 

Hi. I just spoke to Brenda and she is available for this Friday’s game against State too. Ann, the coordinator, are we in or should we wait for another 

opportunity? 

d 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science Depu 

Spor:Admmis~adon FaculV e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordma:o~ 

Co’eye 5por~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor:s Business Chub 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 



315 xA’rooll~’n CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 843.0336 

hvvt~;/’/’www.u~c.ed~/’dq~rs!/exerc{se/’sporr~_admi~isw’a6on 

"The single biggest p~’ob!ern in cornmunicction is the iltusior~ that ,;t has taken piace." G.B. Shaw 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:50 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: e-journal: EXSS .SPRING 

Hi Dr. Strotnan, 

I wasn’t sure ifI was supposed to post my e-journal to the discussion board or send it to your emafil so here is this week’s. 



From: ~email.unc.edn> 

Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Weekly Update: EXSS .SPRINGI 

A~tacl~: NFL CBA Developments.docx; Article Notes.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I ~ m still t~31ing to decide exactly how I want to approach the topic of the I [] m continuing to do my own research and keep up 

with the developments of the issne. I ~ ve created a document to specifica]ly track developments, and another document to keep up with the research I [] m doing. I ~ ve 
attached both articles witl~ "the work that I I~ ve done this week. I I~ d like to talk with you next week about narrowing down what exactly I want to focus on, bu’t I think it 

is ditficult to decide ruth the situation continua]ly changing. Thank you again for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 6:35 PM 

The peess-fraailing list <peess-t@lisl~rv.unc.edu-~ 

[peess-f] Chronicle - Are Unde~raduates ActuaJIy Learning An.vthing? 

Powerfui closing paragraph... Enjoy! 

Januap~, 18,2011 

.Are Undergraduates Actually Learning Anything? 

By Richard Arum and Jos~ Roksa 

Drawing on survey responses, transcript data, and results.from the Collegiate Learning Assessment (a standardized test taken by students in their first semester 

and at tile end of their second year), Richard Arum and Josipa Roksa concluded that a signifieant pereentage of undergraduates are failing to develop the 

broad-based skills and knowledge they should be expected to master. Here is an excerpt from Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses 

(University of Chicago Press), their new book based on those findings. 

"With regard to the quality" of research, we tend to evaluate faeul~ the way rite Michelin guide evaluates restaurants," Lee Shuhnan, fi)rmer president of the 

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, recently noted. "We ask, ’How high is the qua]i~ of this cuisine relative to the genre of food? Ho~v 

excellent is it?’ With regard to teaching, the evaluation is done more in the s~le of the Board of Health. The question is, ’Is it safe to eat here?’" Our research 

suggests that for many students em~’enfly enrolled in higher education, the answer is: not patlJeularly. Growing numbers of students are sent to college at 

increasingly higher costs, but for a lat%e proportion of them the gains in critical thinking, complex reasoning, and w~tten communication are either exceedingly 

small or empirically nonexistent. At least 45 percent of students in our sample did not demonstrate any statistically significant improvement in Collegiate 

Learning Assessment [CLA] performance during the first two years of college. [Further study has indicated that 36 percent of students did not show any 

significant improvement over four years.] While these students tnay have developed subject-specific skills that were not tested for by the CI~\, in tetras of general 

analytical eompetencies assessed, large numbers of U.S. college students can be accurately described as academically adrift. They might graduate, but they are 

failing to develop the higher-order cognitive skills that it is widely assumed college students should master. These findings ate sobering and should be a cause for 

concern. 

While higher education is expected to accomplish many tasks--and contemporary colleges and universities have indeed contributed to sodety in ways as diverse 

as producing pharmaceutical patents as well as prime-time athletic games--existing organizational cultures and practices too often do not put a high priority on 

undergraduate learning. Faculty" and administrators, wor!dng to meet multiple and at times eoinpeting demands, too rarely focus on either improving instruction 

or demonstrating gains in student learning. 

Moi~ troubling still, the limited learning ~ve have obsets’ed in terms of the absence of growth in CLA perfotraanee is largely consistent with the accounts of many 

students, who report that they spend increasing numbers of horns on nonacademic activities, including working, rather than on studying. They enroll in courses 

that do not require substantial reading or writing assignments; they interact ~vith their professom outside of classrooms rarely, if ever; and they define and 

understand their college experiences as being focused mole on social titan on aeadetnie development. 

Moreover, we find that learning in higher education is characterized by pelsistent and/or growing inequality. There ate significant differences in critical thinking, 

complex reasonin g, and writing skills Maen comparing groups of students from different family backgrounds and rac’ial/ethnie groups. More important, not only 

do students enter college with unequal detnonstrated abilities, but those inequalities tend to persist--or, in the ease of African-American students relative to white 

students, increase--while they a ie em’olled in hi gher ed u cation. 

Despite the low average levels of learning and persistent inequality’, we have also obsewed notable variation in student experiences and outcomes, both across 

and within institutions. While the average level of performance indicates that s tudents in general are embedded in higher-education institutions where only vely 

modest academic demands are placed on them, exceptional students, who have demonstrated impressive glx)wih over time on CI,A performance, exist in all the 

settings we examined. In addition, students attending certain high-performing institutions had more-beneficial college experiences in terms of experiencing 

rigorous reading/uTiting requirements and spending more houm studying. Students attending these institutions deinonstrated significantly higher gains in critical 

thinking, complex reasoning, and wI~ting skills over time than did students enrolled elsewhere. 

The Implications of Limited Learning 

Notu~thstanding the variation and the positive experiences in certain contexts, the prevalence of limited learning on today’s college campuses is troubling indeed. 

While the historian Helen Horowitz’s work reininds us that the phenomenon of liinited learning in higher education has a long and venerable tradition in this 

country--in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, "college discipline conflicted with the genteel upbrin~ng of the elite sons of Southern gentry and Northern 

merehants"--this outcome today occurs in a fundamentally different context. Contemporat3~ college graduates generally do not leave school with the assumption 

that they u~ll ultimately inherit the plantation s or businesses of their fathers. Occupational destinations in modern economies are increasingly dependent on an 

individual’s academic achievements. The att~finment of long-term occupational success in the economy requites not only aeadetnie credentials, but vely likely 

also academic skills. As report after blue-ribbon report has reminded us, today’s jobs require "knowledge, learning, infotraation, and skilled intelligence." These 



are cognitive abilities that, unlike Hermstein and Murray’s inunutable IQ construct, can be learned and developed at school. 

Something else has also changed. After World War II, the United States dratnatieally expanded its higher-education system and led the world for decades, often 

by a wide margin, in the percentage of young people it graduated from college. Over the past two decades, while the U.S. higher-education system has grown only 

marginally, the rest of the world has not been standing still. As Patrick Callan, president of the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, has 

obsem, ed: "In the 199os, however, as the importance of a college-educated work force in a global economy became dear, other nations began making the kinds of 

dramatic gains that had characterized American higher education earlier. In contrast, by the early 199os, the progress the United States had made in increasing 

college participation had come to a virtual halt. For most of the 199os, the United Sb~tes ranked last among 14 nations in raising college-participation rates, with 

almost no increase during the decade." 

For the first time in recent history, many countries today ~’aduate higher pereen rages of their youth fl’om college than does the United States. While the United 

States still ranks second a~nong Organisation of Econo~nic Co-operation and Develop~nent (OECD) countries in terms of adult workers’ bachelmqevel-degree 

attain ment, it has dropped to sixth when higher-education attainment of only the most recent cohort of young adults is considered. "We may still have more than 

our share of the world’s best universities. But a lot of other countries have followed our lead, and they ate. now educating tnore of their citizens to mote. advanced 

levels than we ate.," the recent federal repot~ ,A Test of Leadership" obset~’ed. "Worse, they are passing us by at a time when education is morn important to our 

collective prosperity than ever." 

The U.S. higher-education systmn has in recent years arguably been living off its reputation as being the best in the world. The findings in our study, however, 

should remind us that the system’s international te.putation--largely derived fl’om graduate programs at a handful of elite public and private universities--sm~es 

as no guarantee that undergraduate students are being appropriately challenged or exposed to educational experiences that will lead to academic growth 

throughout the wide range of diverse U.S. colleges and universities. While the U.S. higher-education system still enjoys the competitive advantage of a sterling 

international reputation, in re.cent decades it has been increasingly smpassed in terms of quantity (i.e., the percentage of young adults it graduates), and its 

quality, is coming under increasing scrutiny. The U.S. government’s recent decision to participate in international efforts led by the OECD to tneasme, highe> 

education academic performance on a comparative basis cross-nationally, following the less-than-stellar comparative results obsmwed in international 

comparisons of adult literacy, provides little reassurance that the system’s reputation will not become inete.asingly challenged and debated. In an increasingly 

globalized and competitive world system, the quali~ and quantib~ of outcomes of a eounttT’s education system is arguably related to a nation’s future ~’ajeetory 

and international economic position. 

The changing economic and global context facing eontemporaW college graduates convinces us that the limited learning that e~sts on U.S. eampuses--e~’en if it 

has been a part of the higher-education landscape since the systmn’s inception--qualifies today as a significant social problem and should be the subject of 

eoneem of policy makers, practitioners, parents, and citizens alike. While the phenomenon can accurately be described as a social problem, the situation that 

exists on today’s college campuses in no way qualifies as a crisis, and we have consciously avoided the use of rhetoric hem that would point to "a crisis in higher 

education." 

Limited learning in the U.S. highe>edueation system cannot be defined as a etfisis, because ins titutional and system-level organizational sin-rival is not being 

threatened in any significant way. Parents--although somewhat disgruntled about increasing costs--want colleges to provide a safe enviromnent where, their 

children can maline., gain independence, and attain a credential that will help them be successful as adults. Students in general seek to enjoy the benefits of a full 

collegiate experience that is focused as much on social life as on academic pursuits, while earning high marks in their courses with relatively little investment of 

effort. Professors ate. eager to find time to concentrate on their scholarship and professional interests. Adminis~’ators have been asked to focus largely on 

external institutional ran!dngs and the financial bottom line. Government funding agencies are primarily interested in the development of new scientific 

knowiedge. In short, the systmn works. No actors in the system are primarily interested in undergraduates’ academic growth, although many are interested in 

student retention and persistence. Limited learning on college campuses is not a crisis, because the institutional actops implicated in the system ate. ~e.eeiving the 

organizational outcomes that they seek, and therefore neither the institutions themselves nor the systmn as a whole is in any way challenged or thte.atened. 

Richard Arum is a pr@ssor of sociology and education at New York Universi~ and director of the Education Research Program of the Social Science 

Research Council. dosipa Roksa is an cassistant professor of soeiologg at the Universiad of Virginia. Their book, Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College 

Campuses, is being pubIished this month by the Universi~ of Chicago Press. 

http://chronicle.com/article/Are-Undergraduates-Actuall¥/:125979/?sid=cr&utm source=cr&utm medium=en 
Go Heels, 
I)~borah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 
U_NC Exercise and Spore Science DQ, c 
Spor~Admmis[radon Facul~ e~ 
E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 
Co~ege Sport Research Insdm~e 
Carolina Sports Bushaess Club 
Siam )@ha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 
315 Vgoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 
919.~3.0336 

"The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place." G.B. Shaw 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 



peess-f as: <a href"ma~lto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstromaa~@email.tmc.edu</a:~. To unsubscfibe send a blaa~k <br> 

emafil to ~a l~ref "mailto:leave-28541739-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66t85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28541739- 

9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66[85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu</a~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Campus Rec Basketball Tournament! 

Hi 

Here is the information regarding the Campus Rec basketball event, taldng place Saturday,        . Please follow np ruth 

speaking ruth. Thanks! Let us know if they would like our partnership on the event, and/or any other of their events. 

, or whoever you were 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

ExereJ se and Sport SeJ enee- Sport Admi n~ st~ation 

Kenan-F] aql eli Bu siness School 

Cell : 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:[campusrec] Campus Rec - Winter Updates! 

Date:Wed, 15:22:16 -0500 

From: ~email.unc.edu;> 

Reply-To:Campus Recreation Listserv <~campusrec,@]istserv.nnc.edu~ 

To:       &email.unc.edu 

*COMING SOON! Campus Rec will be launching a new website any day. Once the site has been launched, we ask that you are patient with us while we work out 
the kinks. 

*Campus Recreation now has a Fl~ckr account! Click here to view pictures of our programs, special events and more. Our F:,,’~:el,,~ ,,~,,k page is still going strong with 

almost 900 friends! Click on the Facebook icon on our hompage to friend us. 

* Inclement \Veather: In the event of inclement weather, we will post any’ changes to our facilities’ hours of operation on our homepage. 

Kids ROCK! Volleyball / Saturday,      / 10:00a-12:00p / RIIRC 

Kids ROCK gives Carolina students, faculty and staffan opportunity to play and exercise with their kids. Join Coach Joe Sagula and our vo~rsity Volleyball Team for 

some expert instrnction, drills, and brief de,nonstmtion. Players will be on hand to sign autographs at the end of this active session. To register; e,nail Aaron Stern at 

ais~ern~email.unc.edu. 

60-Minute Indoor Triathlon / Sunday,      / 10:00a / Bowman Gray Pool & SRC 

This event is for both novice and experienced triathletes. Yon will have 15 minutes for each event to swim/bike/rnn as far as you can. Points will be awarded for your 

dis*ance in each event. The people with the most total points will win their respective divisions. Division winners get Special Events T- Shirt. Space is limited, so visit our 

homepage and register online today,! 

Swim Meet / Wednesday,      / 6:30p / Bowman Gray Pool 

Get ready for our annual Cmnpus Recreation Swim Meet! This year’s events are the 200 Yd Medley Relay, 200 Yd Freestyle, 100 Yd Individual Medley, 50 Yd 

Butterfly, 25 Yd Freestyle, 50 Yd Backstroke, 50 Yd Breaststroke, 50 Yd Freestyle, 200 Yd Freestyle Relay. Swimmers may sign up as individuals or teams with a 

maximum of twelve swimmers per team. There will be men’s, women’s, and co-rec divisions this year. Division wirmers will receive the Specidt Events T-shirt! Visit our 

homepage to register online. Yozt will be home bqfore tip 

Valentine’s Day Couples Challenge / Sunday,       / 4:00p / RHRC 

Need s~mething to do for Valentine’s Day weekend with that special someone? Come out and enjoy competing against other couples in an assortment of physical and 

mental challenges for prizes in this Amazing Race- sFle event. The Valentine’s Day Challenge is open to all couples. Winners will receive the Special Events T-shirt’. 

Registration will be available online 

All Star Basketball Challenge / Saturday,       / 12:00p / RtlRC 

tlave you winched the NBA all-star compe~ftion and thought "I could do that"? Then this event is ii~r you! During our All-Star Basketball Competition you will be able 

m compete in the 3-point contest, slam dunk competition, skills challenge, and free throw contest. In the end, we will determine the ultimate UNC basketball all-star. 

Division winners will receive the Special Events T-shirt! 

Show of Strength and Endurance / Wednesday,       / 6:00p / SRC 

This ~lnual competition is designed to test muscular strength and endurance. Individuals Inay enter to compete in one or both of the event’s activities: a one-repetition 



ma~ximum bench press competition and push up endurance competition. AwaJcds are presented to the individual that: Lifts the most weight, lifts the most based on their 

bo@ weight, and completes the most push-ups 

Kids ROCK! Basketball / Saturday,       / 10:00a-I 2:00p / RIIRC 

Kids ROCK gives Carolina s~deuts, faculty and s~taffan opportuni~ to play and exercise with their kids. Come to the Rmns Head to shalpeu your basketball skills in a 

variety of games and contests with the Calnpus Rec s*af[~ To register, email                  ~)elnail.unc.edu. 

For more intbrmation on anyfliing you see here, entail Aaron Stern at a.istel~l(~em’ail.mic.edu. 

Take part iu the Outdoor Education Center’s ~ ~,~,,’.v’; ~ :,~,/%>.~,a~,,~. The OEC is offering a series of workshops to enhance your kuowledge of the outdoors. To register, go 

to the Campus Recreation Office located iu 101 Student Recreation Center. Click here tbr more iufonnation on upcomiug workshops and trips. 

: Bow Drill f’ire Building 

: Cooking with fire 

: Survival Shelters & WiMEdibles 

Click here tbr a complete list of registratiou open and close dates for the Spring sesson. 

Run It Off - Prizes are awarded weekly! 

Run It Offtakes place                 . Run It Offis a fitness challenge that rewaxds students, faculty and staff for completing 2.5 hours ofcardio exercise each 

week for the duration oftbe challenge. You must have a Campus Recreation Membership in order to partake in the challenge. Click here to register. 

Attend an Employee Recreation Workshop 

:I/uscle Tension Release Workout 

Thursday, 12:15-1:00p Location: SRC - Studio A 

Self-myothscial release works to break up the adhesions between your muscle and fascia layers. Come learn how to use a foam roller to work out your kinks and walk 

with greater ease. 
P’imess on the Ball 

Wednesday, 12:15-1:00p Location: SRC - Studio A 

Ti~ne~ftoday~sm~stversati~epieces~fexereiseequipment...thestabilityball.Learnexer~isesthatf~cus~nthemusc~es~fthec~re the abdomen, ches~tand 

back! Dress in workout attire. 

Stretching 1 O1 

Thursday,                              12:15- l:00p            Location: SRC - Studio A 

Stretching helps keep your muscles fle~ble, helps prevent injuries and makes you feel good. Learn how to stretch specific muscle groups and proper stretchiug 

techniques. Dress iu workout attire. 

Become Belay Certifie!! 
The (ii~i~.,’t~’;~’.,~.~ I."~~,r:,~,,’.’,~, at Campus Recreation oilers Belay Certifications for newcomers, experienced climbers, or those who simply need to re-cert. Click here tbr 

more information on becoming Belay Certified. 

For more inibrmation on anyflfing you see here, x~sit cam pasrec.unc.edu. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 11:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dinner on Sunday 

Hi Deb, 
[ hope your schedule is still clear for this Sunday at my house. I was thinking around 6:45ish. 

but Jan Mann and Cricket (coming late as well) are coming over as well. 

I live at 

My cell is if you need any help look forward to seeing you, 

Jenny 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email,unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 30, 2011 8:49 AM 

Salvador Mena <smena@unc.edn> 

Black? White? Asian? More Young AmericaJ~s Choose All of the Above 

From NY Times 

Black? ~aite? Asian? More Young Americans Choose All of the Above 
[http://graphicsS.nytimes.col~’images/2011/01/30Aas/30mixedlspal~’30mixed 1 span-articleLarge.jpg] 
Stephen Cro;vley/The New York Times 

From left: Shannon Palmer, Japanese/Irish; Vasco Mateus, Portuguese/African-AmericaIgHaitian; Laura Wood, Black/White. More Photos 
>><http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2011/01/30/us/20110130 MIXED.html> 

By SUSANSALrLNY<http://topics.nvtimes.com/topireference/timestopics/people/s/susan saulny/index.html?inline nyt-per> 
Published: January 29, 2011 

* RECOMIVIE5,~ 
* TWITTER 
* COMMENTS (27)<http:/icomnaunitv.n,~’times.colr~conlmentsi;vwwnvtimes.cona/2011/01/30/usi30mixed.html> 
* SIGNiNTOE-g/LML<http://wwav.nvtimescom/2Oll/O1/30/us/3Omixed.html?partner rss&emc rss&pagewanted all> 
* PRIN~2<http://,a~vw.nvtimescom/2011/01/30ius/30mixedhtml?partner rss&emc rss&pagewanted print> 

<http://wwwnvtimes.colr~2Oll/O1/30/us/3Omixed.html?partner rss&emc rss&paaewanted all> 
* 

REPR[NTS<http://www.nytimes.comi2011/01/30ius/30mixed.html?partner rss&emc rss&pa~ewamed all#> 
* SIIARE<http://www.nvtimes.con~’2011i01i30/us/30mixed.html?partner rss&emc rss&pa~ewanted all#> 

[http://~raphicsS.nytimes.com/acLx/images/AI)S/25/61/ad.256118/127hrs 120x60 animgif]<http:,!/www.nytimes.com/acLx/bin/adx click html? 

type goto&opzm&page www.nyt/mes com/yr/moiday/us&pos Frame4A&sn2 49a9ec0b/60172910&snl e2e424cl/de145afS&camp foxsearch2011 emailtools 1604576c nyt5&ad 127hrs 1~ 

3A%2 F%2 Fwww%2 B[’oxsearchlight%2Ecom%2F127hours> 

CO],L[{(IEPARK, Md. In another time or place, the game of"What Are You?" that was played one night last fall at the University of Maryland<http://www.umd.edu/> might have been 
mean, or menacing: Laura Wood’s peers were picking apart her every feature in an effort to guess her race. 

R ace Rein 5"~ed 

A New Sense of Identi~ 

Articles in this series will explore the growing number of mixed-race 2,mericans. 

Multimedia 
[http://~raphicsS.nvtimes.con~’ima~es/2011/O1/30/us/20110130 M[X[{D-slide-QWVG/20110130 M[X[~;D-slide-QWVG-thumbWide.ip~]Slide 
Show<http:i/www n,vtimes com/slideshow/2011/01/30/us/20110130 MIXT_~;D html?re~us> 
Rejecting the Color Lines<http://www.m’times.com~slideshow/2011/01/30/us/20110130 M]XED.html?refus> 
[http:i/<raphicsS.nytimes.con~,/ima~es/2011i01/29/us/mixed-190.ip~]Interactlve Feature<http://www.nytimes.con’~,interactive/2011/01/29/us/20110130mixedrace.html?ref us> 
Who Is Marrying Whom<http://www.nytimes.con~,interactive/2011/01/29/us/20110130mixedrace.html?ref us> 
R eaders’ Comments 
Readers shared their thoughts on this article. 

"How many mixtures do you have?" one young man asked above the chatter of about 50 students. With her tan skin and curly- brown hair, Ms. Wood’s ancestry could have spanned the 
globe. 

"I’m mixed with two things," she said politely. 

"Are you mulatto?" asked Paul Skym, another student, using a word once tinged with shame that is enjoying a coraeback in some young circles. When Ms. Wood COlffirmed that she is 
indeed black and white, Mr. Skym, who is Asian and white, boasted, "Noxv that’s what Fm talking about!" in affimxation of their rrmtual mixed lineage. 

Then the group of fiiends formally, theMultiracial and Biracial Student Association<http:i/xvwxv.studentorg.mnd.eduimbsa/~ erupted into laughter and cheers, a routine show of their 
rr£xcd-r ac e pride. 

The crop of students moving ttlrough college right now includes the largest group of mixed-race people ever to come of age in the United States, and they are only the vanguard: the 
comxtry is in the midst of a demographic shift driven by- irmnigrati~n<http://t~pics.n¥ti1nes.c~1r~t~p/reference/timest~pics/subiects/i/immigrati~n and refugeesiindex.html’.’inline nyt- 
classifier> and intermarriage. 

One in seven new- marriages<htt~://~ewresearch.~r~/~ubs/16~6/a1~xerican-marriaae-interracia1-interet~-mic> is between spouses of difihrent races or ettmicities, according to data from 2008 
and 2009 that was analyzed by the Pew- Research C~nter<htt~://t~ics.n‘~ti1nes.c~m/t~)/reference/timest~ics/~r~anizati~ns/~/~ew research centeriindex.htral’.’inline nvt-or~>. Multiracial 
and multietl-mic Americans (usually grouped together as "mLxed race") are one of the country’s fastest-growing demographic groups. And experts expect the racial results of the 2010 
census, which will start to be released next month, to show the trend continuing or accelerating. 

Many young adults of mixed backgromxds are rej ecting the color lines that have defined Americans for generations in favor of a much more fluid sense of identitT-. Ask Michelle Ldpez- 
Mullins, a 20-year-old jmxior and the president of the Multiracial and Biracial Student Association, hoxv she marks her race on forms like the census, and she says, "It depends on the day-, 
and it depends on the options." 

They are also using the strength in their growing numbers to affirm roots that were once portrayed as tragic or pitiable. 

I think it’s really important to ackno~vledge who you are and everything that makes you that," said Ms. Wood, the 19-year-old vice president of the group. "If someone tries to call me black 
say-, ’yes and white.’ People have the right not to acknowledge everything, but don’t do it because society tells you that you can’t." 

No one kno~vs quite how the growth of the multiracial population will change the country. Optimists say the blending of the races is a step toward transcending race, to a place where 
America is free of bigotry, prejudice and programs like affirmative action. 

Pessimists say that a more powerful mu ltiracial movement will lead to more stratification and come at the expense of the number and influence of other minority groups, particularly African- 
Americans 



And some sociologists say that grouping all multiracial people together glosses over difl’erences in circumstances bet~veen someone ~vho is, say, black and Latino, and someone who is 
Asian and white. (2.mong interracial couples, white-Asian pmr~ngs tend to be better educated and have higher incomes, according to Reynolds 
Farley<http://www.psc isr umich.edu/people/profile/27>, a professor emeritus at the University of 
Michigan<http://topicsn~times.c~n~t~p/reference/timestopics/or~anizati~ns/u/universi~ of michigar~,index.html?inline nyt-org>.) 

Along those lines, it is telling that the rates of intermarriage are lowest between blacks and whites, indicative of the enduring economic and social distance between them. 

Prof. Rainier Spencer, director of the Ali*o-American Studies Program at the University’ of 
Nevada<http://topicsn¥times.c~m/t~p/reference/timest~p~cs/organizati~ns~u/universi~v of nevada/index.html?inline tort-orgy, Las Vegas, and the author of"Reproducing Race: The 
Paradox of Generation MLx<https://www.rienner.com/title/Reproducing Race The Paradox of Generation Mix>," says he believes that there is too much "emotional investment" in the 
notion of multiracialism as a panacea for the nation’s age-old divisions. "The mixed-race identity is not a transcendence of race, it’s a new tribe," he said. "A new Balkanization of race." 

But for man?, of the University ~fMa~T~and<http://t~pics.n5~times.c~r~t~p/reference/timest~pics/~rganizati~ns/u&niversitY of mats, land/index.htr~l?inline nyt-org> students, that is not 
the point. They are asserting their freedom to identify- as they- choose. 

"All society is trying to tear you apart and make you pick a side," Ms. Wood said. "I want us to have a say-." 

The Way We Were 

Americans mostly think of themselves in singular racial terms. Witness President Obalna<http:/itopics.nytimes.corrVtop/referenceitimestopicsipeopleio/barack obamaiindex.html? 
inline twt-per>’s answer to the race question<http:/iwa~,w.nvtimes.com/2OlO/O4/O3/us/politics/O3census.html> on the 2010 census: Although his mother was white and his father was black, 
Mr. Obama checked only one box, black, even though he could have checked both races. 

Some proportion of the country’s population has been mixed-race since the first white settlers had children with Native .~mricans. What has changed is how mixed-race Americans are 
defined and counted. 

Long ago, the nation saw itself in more hues than black and white: the 1890 census included categories for racial mixtures such as quadroon (one-fourth black) and octoroon (one-eighth 
black). With the exception of one sm’,,ey from 1850 to 1920, the census included a mulatto categotTi, which was for people who had any perceptible trace of African blood. 

But by- the 1930 census, terms for mixed-race people had all disappeared, replaced by- the so-called one-drop rule, an antebellmn convention that held that anyone with a trace of African 
ancestry was only black. (Similarly, people who were "white and Indian" were generally to be counted as Indian.) 

It xvas the census enumerator xvho decided. 

By the 1970s, Americans were expected to designate themselves as members of one officially recognized racial group: black, white, American Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Ha~vaiian, 
Korean or "other," an option used frequently by people of Hispanic origin (The census recognizes Hispanic as an ethnicity, not a race.) 

Starting with the 2000 census, Americans were allowed to mark one or more races. 

The multiracial option came after years of complaints and lobbying, mostly by the white mothers of biracial children who obj ected to their children being allowed to check only one ra ce. In 
2000, seven million people about 2.4 percent of the population reported being more than one race. 

According to estimates from the Census Bureau<http://t~pics.nv’times.c~m/t~p/reference/timest~pics/~rganizati~ns/c/census btu-eau/index html?inline nyt-org>, the mixed-race population 
has gro~vn by roughly 35 percent since 2000. 

And man?’ researchers think the census and other surveys undercount the mixed population. 

The 2010 mixed-race statistics will be released, state by state, over the first half of the year. 

"There could be some big surprises," said Jeffrey S. Passel, a senior demographer at the Pew Hispanic Center, meaning that the number of mixed-race Americans could be high. "There’s not 
only less stigma to being in these groups, there’s even positive cachet." 

Moving Forward 

The faces of mixed-race America are not just on college campuses. They are in politics, business and sports And the ethnically ambiguous are especially ubiquitous in movies, television 
shows and advertising. There are news, social networking and dating Web sites focusing on the mixed-race audience, and even consumer products like 
shampoo<http://www.mixedchicks.net/>. There are mixed-race film festivals<http://w~vw.lr~’croots.or~/> and conferences. And student groups like the one at MaJ3dand, offering peer support 

and activism, are more common. 

Such a club would not have existed a generatmn ago when the question at the center of the "What Are You?" game would have been a provocation rather than an icebreaker. 

"It’s kind of a taking-back in a way, taking the reins," Ms. L6pez-Mullins said "We don’t always have to let it get us down," she added, referring to the question multiracial people have 
heard for generatmns 

"The N0 1 reason why we exist is to give people who feel like they don’t want to choose a side, that don’t want to label themselves based on other people’s interpretations of who they are, 
to give them a place, that safe space," she said Ms. Ldpez-Mullins is Chinese and Peruvian on one side, and white and American Indian on the other. 

That safe space did not exist amid the neo-Classical style buildings of the campus when Warren Kelley enrolled in 1974. Though his mother is Japanese and his father is z’d’rican-2.merican, 
he had basically one choice when it came to his racial identity "I was black and proud to be black," Dr Kelley said. "~ilqere was no notion that I might be multiracial. Or that the public 
discourse on college campuses recognized the multiracial comanunity." 

Almost 40 years later, Dr Kelley is the assistant vice president :[’or student affairs at the university and faculty adviser to the multiracial club, and he is often in awe of the change on this 
campus. 

When the multiracial group was founded in 2002, Dr Kelley said, "There was an instant audience" 

They did not just want to hold parties. ~ilqe group sponsored an annual weeklong program of discussions intended to raise awareness of multiracial identities called Mrxed Madness 
and conceived a new class on the experience of mixed-race Asian-Americans that was made part of the curriculum last year 

"[{ven if someone had formed a mixed-race group in the ’70s, would I have joined?" Dr. Kelley said "I don’t know. My multiracial identity wasn’t prominent at the time I don’t think I even 
conceptualized the idea" 

By the 2000 census, Dr. Kelley’s notion of his racial identity had evolved to include his mother’s Asian heritage; he modified his race officially on the form After a lifetime of checking black, 
he checked Asian and black. 

(Dr. Kelley’s mother xvas born in Kyoto. She met her furore husband, a black soldier from Alabama, while he xvas Sel-v’ing in the Pacific during World War II.) 

Checking both races was not an easy choice, Dr. Kelley said, "as a black man, with all that means in terms of pride in that heritage as xvell as reasons to give back and be part of progress 
forward." 

"As I moved into adultl-mod and got a professional job, I started to respect my parents more and see the amount of my mom’s culture that’s reflected in me," he said. "Society- itself also 



moved" 

Finding Camaraderie 

In fall 2009, a question tugged at Sabrina (3 arcia, then a freshman at Maryland, a public university’ with 26,500 undergraduates: "Where will I lit in?" recalled Ms. (3 arcia, who is 
pa~estinian<http://topics.m/.times.c~mA~p/reference/timestopics/subiects/p/pa~estinians/inde×.htm~?in~ine re:t-classifier> and Salvadoran 

"I considered the Latina student union, but I’m only halJ;" she said. "! didn’t want to feel like I was hiding any part of me. I went to an M.B S A. meeting and it was really great. I really feel 
like part of a group that understands." 

The group holds weekly meetit~gs, in addition to hosting movie nights, dinners, parties and, occasionally, posts broadcasts on YouTube<http://www.voutube.con~/watch? 
v PobrmZdhJPw>. 

Not all of its 100 or so rrlcinbers consider therrlselves nrixed race, and the club welcomes everyone. 

At a meeting in the fall, David Banda, who is Hispanic, and Julicia Coleman, who is black, came just to tmwind among suppoltive listeners. They discussed the frustrations of being an 
interracial couple, even today, especially back in their hometown, Upper Marlboro, Md. 

"’A~en we go back home, let’s say for a weekend or to the mall, they see us xvalking and I get this look, you know, sort of giving me the idea: ’Why are you xvith her? You’re not black, so 
she should be with a black person.’ Or coraments," Mr. Banda, 20, said at a nreeting of the group. "Even some of my friends tell me, ’Why don’t you date a Hispanic girl?’ " 

Mr. Banda and Ms. Coleman are thinking about having children someday. "One of the main reasons I joined is to see the struggles mixed people go ttn’ough," he said, "so we can be 
prepared when that time comes." 

And despite the growth of the mixed-race population, there are straggles. 

Ian Winchester, a junior who is part Ghanaian, part Scottish-Nurwegian, said he felt lucky and torn being biracial. His Scottish grandfather was keen on dressing hirrl in kilts as a boy. The 
other side of the family would put hirn in a dashiki. "I do feel cinpowcred being biracial," he said. "The abili~ to question your identity identity in general is really- a gift." 

But, he continued, "I don’t even like to identify rrlyself as a race anyrrlore. My family has been pulling me in two directions about what I am. I just xvant to be a person." 

Sm~ilarly, Ms. Ldpez-Mullins sees herself largely in nonracial terms. 

"I hadn’t even learned the word ’Hispanic’ until I carrie home from school one day and asked nry dad what I should refer to him as, to express what I am," she said. "Growing up with my 
parents, I never thought we ~vere different from any- other family." 

But it was not long before Ms Ldpez-Mullins came to detest what ~vas the most common question put to her in grade school, even from friends. "What are you?" they asked, and 
are you iicom?" They ~vere fascinated by her father, a Latino with Asian roots, and her mother with the long blond hair, who was mostly European in ancestry, although mixed with some 
Cherokee and Shawnee. 

"I was always having to explain where my parents are from because just saying ’I’m from Takoma Park, Mawland,’ was not enough," she said. "Saying ’I’m an An~erican’ wasn’t enough" 

"Now ~vhen people ask what I am, I say-, ’How much time do you have?’ " she said "Race will not automatically tell you my stow." 

What box does she check on forms like the census? "Hispanic, white, Asian American, Native American," she said "I’m pretty much checking evewthing." 

At one meeting of the Multiracial and Biracial Student Association, Ms. Wood shared a stow about surprises and coming to terms with them. "Until I ~vas 8 years old, I thought I was 
white," she told the group. "My mother and aunt sat me do~vn and said the guy I’d been calling Dad was not my father I started cwing And she said, ’Your real father is black’ " 

Ms. Wood’s mother, Catherine Bandele, who is white, and her biological father split up before she was born Facing economic troubles and resistance from her family about raising a mixed- 
race child, Ms Bandele gave her daughter up for adoption to a couple who had requested a biracial baby. But after two weeks, she changed her mind. "I had to fight to get her back, but I 
got her," Ms. Bandele said. "And ~ve’re so proud of Laura." 

Eventually Ms. Wood’s closest relatives softened, embracing her. 

But more distant relatives never came around. "They can’t see past the color of my skin and accept me even though I share DNA with them," she said "It hurts a lot because I don’t even 
know my father’s side of the family." 

Ms. Wood has searched the Internet for her father, to no avail 

"Being in MB.S.A, it really helps with that," she said. "Finding a group of people who can accept you for who you are and being able to accept yourselJ; to just be able to look in the mirror 
and say, ’I’m OK. just the way I am!’ honestly, I feel that it’s a blessing." 

"It took a long time," she said. 

Now Ms. Wood is one of the group’s :foremost advocates. 

Over dinner with Ms. Ldpez-Mullins one night, she wondered: "What if Obama had checked white? There would have been an uproar because he’s the first ’black president,’ even though 
he’s mixed. ! would like to have a conversation with him about why he did that." 

Absent that opportunity, Ms. Wood took her concerns about what Mr. Obama checked to a meeting of the campus chapter of the 
N.A.A.C.~.<http://topics.n~/~times.c~mA~p/reference/timest~pics/or~anizati~ns/n/nationa~ association for the advancement of colored people/index.html?inline n,vt-org>lastyear. Vicky 
Key, a past president of the Multiracial and Biracial Student Association, who is Greek and black, joined her. ~llqe question for discussion was whether Mr Obama is the :first black president 
or the :first multiracial president 

Ms Key, a senior, remembered someone answering the question without much discussion: "One-&op rule, he’s black" 

"But we were like, ’Waitt’ " she said "That’s ofl~nsive to us. We sat there and tried to advocate, but they said, ’No, he’s black and that’s it’ ’lNen someone said, ’Stop taking away our 
black president’ I di~’t understand where they were coming ftom, and they didn’t understand me." 

Whether ~. Obama is considered black or multiracial, there is a wider debate among mixed-race people about what the long-term goals of their advocacy should be, both on campus and 

"I don’t want a color-blind socie~ at all," Ms. Wood said "I just want both my races to be acknowledged" 

Ms. Ldpez-Mullins countered, ~I want mine not to matter. ’’ 

A version of this article appeared in print on JanuaW 30, 2011, on page A1 of the New York edition. 

* CON~S (27)<http://con~uniW.ngtimes.com/co~m~ents/xa~’w.nyt~es.cor~g2011i01i30/us/30mLxed.h~l> 
* SIGN~TOE-2v~IL<http://~xv.ns~times.comiaut~’login?LNI http:i/w~.ngtimes.cor~g2Oll/O1i30/us/3Omixed.html> 
* PR~F<http:/iu~w.nytimes.co~’2Oll/O1i30/usi3Omixed.html?partner rss&emc rss&pagexvanted print> 



<http:i/wwwngtimes.com/2Oll/O1/30/us/3Omi×ed.html?parmer rss&emc rss&pa~e~wmted all> 
* REPRLNTS<http://vavw.n~/’timescom/2Oll/O1/30/us/3Omixedhtml?partner rss&emc rss&pa~ewanted 

[Get Home Delivery] Click here to get 50% off Home Delivery of The New York Times.<http://www.nyt~mes.comJadx/bin/adx click.htm[? 
type goto&op7n&page wwwnytimes.com/yr/mo/day/us&pos Bottoml&sn2 b0eb2114/90e599a4&snl caSe388/cbca2908&camp nyt2011-circ-footer clickhere-36H9U&ad 051110- 
footer clickhere-36H9U&goto https%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Enytimesath~me%2Ecom%2Fhd%2F1~%3FSp’~X~%5FID%3DhdNYT%26MediaCode%3DW~6AK%26C?‘/~%3D36H9U> 
Ads by Google what’s this?<http:i/wwwngtimes.com/ref/membercenter/~aq/linkin~qal6.html> 
Acetaminophen Safety< http://googIeads.g doubleclick net/aclk? 
sa L&ai BS]~VsS2ZFTc 9HKGSsQeG7cGECI~I~zloYCq~.~wThfircqIIBPCUXBABGA][~;gnPP4ATgAIYMuXgsb4     w[~’gya6xiqSkx[3GyAQ93d3cubn10aWllcy5jb23IAQHaAT[~’odHRwOiSvd3~ 
-nytimesarticle var&adurl http://w~w¢.triaminic.corrd%3Futm so~trce%3DGoo~le%26utm rr~edium%3Dcpc%26utra content%3DNews%252BText%252Blink%26utra campaign% 
3DContent%252BCampaign> 
Understand The Facts, Dosing And 
Warnings YVhen Taking Acetaminophen 
<http:i/googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk? 
sa L&ai BSIWsS2ZFTc9HKGSsQeG7cGECLLzloYCqv.,~’7hIircqHBPCLrXBABGAEgrff’P4ATgAUM~LXgsb4     wFgya6xiqSlcxBGyAQ93d3cubn10aWllcySjb23IAQHaATFodHRwOiSvd3~ 
-nytimesarticle var&adurl http://w~w~.triaminic.corr~%3Futm so~trce%3DGoo~le%26utm raedium%3Dcpc%26utra content%3DNews%252BText%252Blink%26utra campaign% 
3 D C o ntent% 252B C amp ann ><http:i/Tr iaminic, c om,’Ac e tamin o p hen> T riarainic, c om/Ac etamino p hen<http://Tri aminic, c o m/A c e tamino p h en > 
Get Free E-mail Alerts on These Topics 

* Race and EttmiciW~<https:i/select.nvtimes.corrgmem/tnt.html?nmdule call&alelt context 1&topic1 Race+and+Ethnicit~-&topic field1 des&topicl check-y&retA &retT &cskev > 
* Population<https://select.n’~tilr~es.con~/men~/tnt.html?module call&alert context l&topicl Population&topic fieldl des&topicl check~,&retA &retT &cske¥ > 
* Children and Youth<https://select.nytimes.com,mengtnt.html?lr~odule call&alert context l&topicl Children~and+Youth&topic fieldl des&topicl check-y&retA &retT &cske¥ > 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 31, 2011 11:54 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

EXSS 322 Visit 

Hi Rick. I teach Sport Marketing on TiR at 11:00 a.m. - 12:15 in Woollen 303. How is your schedule for Thursday, Feb. 17 at 11:007 (30-40 mins. including 

Q&A) 

1. Your background 

2. Job responsibilities 

3. UNCAA Marketing Projects underway {e.g., Kenan) 

4. Career Advice 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go t {eels, 

Dei~orah Strornan, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Sport Adminiskradon FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Chlb 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

315 \5,7oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ht~p:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’spo~k=admk~ist~a~ion 
"The single biggest problem D commun,;codon ~s the illusion l-hot it hos token pDce’." G. B~ Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Martin Rubenstein <martin.rubenstein@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Monday, January. 31, 2011 12:33 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Are Non-Science Duties Keeping You From Your Research? 

Vie~v Mobile Version Here 

Dear Colleague, 

As a Pl, you are involved in all aspects of running a lab. And even though your main focus is your 
research, non-science duties can consume a significant portion of your time. So what can you do to 
overcome these challenges that are keeping you from your research? 

Alleviate the difficulties of running a lab by applying the how-to expert advice found in every issue 

of Princi#al Investi.qatorAdvisor on the key areas that can contribute significantly to your research’s 
success, such as: getting more grant dollars, hiring, grad students’ mentofing, project-revenue 
management, equipment and supply purchases, and many more. 

And now, until Feb. 11th you will get PlA’s Special Report Making Every Minute Count: How PIs Can 
F#28 Hours Into a 24 Hour Day (a $197 Value) at NO-COST when you subscribe to Principal 
Investigator Advisor. Call 800-303-0:129, go online, or print and fax your form in today! 

Principal Investigator Advisor presents practical, useful information on down-to-earth 
topics related to Principal Investigators’ non-science responsibilities, regardless of their 
field of research. These include managerial, administrative and financial roles. 

The must-have content includes "best practices," case histories of successes and failures, 
"how to" advice, columns by experts, question-and-answer sections, and much more. Our 
reporters interview experts worldwide to gather the educational material from all pertinent 
disciplines. 

Subscribe by Feb. llth to Principal Investigator Advisor for only $199 (Regular Price $367) 

to receive 

12-monthly digital issues, and as an added bonus you will receive a complimentary copy 

of PINs Special Report Making Every Minute Count: How PIs Can Fit 28 Hours Into a 24 Hour 

Day (a £197 value). 

Call 800-303-0129 or go online to subscribe today. 

How else can Principal Investigator Advisor benefit me? 

Here is the kind of help you will receive month after month: 

Write a better application for your next grant 

Strategies to get your papers published 

Tactics for avoiding effort-reporting pitfalls 

Effectively mentor your grad students 

Surviving an audit 

How to avoid conflicts of interest 

Defending on-site visits 

Preparation techniques for your next budget 

Tips for supervising the techs 

Getting more mileage from scientific meetings 

How to steer clear of losses from sharing F&A dollars 

Ensure animal welfare compliance 

Guarantee research integrity 

Win more space and resources 

Curtail committee meetings 

Maximize your fed dollar support 

Best practices for cost transfers, cost sharing and cost allocation 

Sharpen your interviewing and recruiting to get the candidates you need 

Tell me more about PlA’s Special Report Making Every Minute Count: How PIs Can Fit 28 Hours 

Into a 24 Hour Day: 



Don’t let multiple tasks keep you from your #1 job. Get back to your research by finding the right 
balance between your daily to-do’s and effective time management. PIs rank time management as 
one of their top concerns inside and outside the lab, and they agree that time management is 
critical to their success. Keep your research career on track by getting this easy-to-read time 
management special report with ever 45 pal~es of valuable methods and expert tips to gain control 
over your day. 

Become a master of these skills, and say goodbye to being stretched too thin: 

Manage multiple priorities 
Get more done in the same amount of time 
Identify and eliminate time wasters 
Recognize and overcome productivity blocks 
Defragment your day by overcoming the disorganization 
Define priorities and follow through to keep research moving 
Learn time saving to-do list techniques 
Brainstorming for time saving ideas - how to get your team involved 

Subscribe to Principal investigator Advisor by Feb. 11th for only $199 to receive 12-monthly digital 

issues, and as an added bonus you will receive the Making Every Minute Count: How Pis Can Fit 28 

Hours Into a 24 Hour Day Special Report (a $197 value) at NO-COST. 

Call 800-303-0129 or ~qo online to subscribe today. 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed or a Full Refund, 

Free special report valid for new subscribers only. Offer ends Feb. 11,2011. 

This special report and newsletter are brought to you as training tools by the Principal Investigators Association, which is an 
independent organization. Neither the articles presented nor their contents have any connection with the National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) or the National Science Foundation (NSF), nor are they endorsed by these agencies. All views expressed are those personally 

held by the author and are not official government policies or opinions. 

PHONE CODE: PIA=013111 

This email was brought to you as a service by: 

Principal Investigators Association 

3606 Enterprise Ave, Ste. 160 

Naples, FL 34104 USA 

Email duplicates or other problems? Puzzled? 

For any email problem, please email 

Kendall Martin at 

kendall@principalinvesti#ators o re! or 

call 1-800-303=0129 ext 503 or 

FAX 1-239=676-0146. 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

3606 Enterprise Ave., Ste. 160 I Naples, FL 34104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu:, 

Monday, Januao~ 31,2011 8:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: IMG Academies Internship Opportunity 

IMG Academies IPI General Intern Letter.doc; IMG Academies IPI Sport Management Intern Letter.doc 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 W0oHen Gym 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sutzject: IMG Academies Internship Opportunity 
Date: Mort, 31 Jan 2011 18:42:55 -0500 
From: Morgan, Tawn <Taryn.Morgan@imgworld.com> 
To: tabernet@stuedu <tabernet@stu.edu>, sbevill@astateedu 
<sbevill@astate edu>, rudisme@auburn edu <rudisme@auburn edu>, 
sportsciences@mail.barry, edu <spor tsciences@m all barry.edu>, 
Gary Carini@baylor.edu <GaU Carini@baylor.edu>, sarah adams@belmont.edu 
<sarah.adams@belmont.edu>, ldarby@bgsu.edu <ldarby@bgsu.edu>, 
sbuchan@csulb.edu <sbuchan@csulb.edu>, studesvs@canisius.edu 
<smdesvs@canisius.edu>, dlrockey@coastal.edu <dlrockey@coastal.edu>, 
jfg38@colmnbia.edu <jfg38@columbia.edu>, jlee@coppin.edu 
<jlee@coppin.edu>, cmc@jol’mson.comell.edu <cmc@johnson.cornell.edu>, 
tuck. c do@tuck, dartmouth, edu <tuck. c do @tuck. dartmouth, edu>, 
hblackburn@drexel, edu <hblackburn@drexel. edu>, rick.tysor@duke.edu 
<rick.)-sor@dake.edu>, smithbc@etsu.edu <smithbc@etsu.edu>, 
briemer@emich.edu <briemer@emich.edu>, SusanHogan@bus.emou.edu 
<Susan Hogan@bus.cmolT.edu>, wolffr@fiu.edu <wolffr@fiu.edu>, 
jdjames@fsu.edu ~idjames@fsu.edu>, rbaker2@gmu.edu <rbaker2@gmu.edu>, 
delpy@gwu.edu <delpy@gwu.edu>, mpssportsmgmt@georgetown.edu 
<mpssportsragrat@georgetown. edu>, xvilliamsdo@gram.edu 
<williamsdo@gram.edu>, j ason.br ooks2@pipeline.hamptonu.edu 
<j ason.brooks2@pipeline.hamptonu, edu>, Stcven. Smidlcy@indstate.edu 
< Steven. Smidley@indstate.edu>, staurows@ithaca.edu 
<stattrows@ithaca.edu>, rprior@lasell.edu <rprior@lasell.edu>, 
mhudgins@lindenwood, edu <mhudgins@lindenwood. edu>, gsb@luc, edu 
<gsb@luc.edu>, McNeilR@msu.edu <McNeilR@msu.edu>, 
garold.rushing@rm~su.edu <gar old.rushing@mnsu, edu>, 
kgilliland@colled.msstate.edu <kgilliland@colled.msstate.edu>, 

d. laxvson@mor eheadstate, edu <d.lawson@moreheadstate. edu>, 
scps.info@nyu.edu <scps.info@nyu.edu>, edlindsay@ncsu.edu 
<ed lindsay@ncsu, edu>, j onathanc asper@ncsu.edu 
<jonathan casper@ncsu.edu>, j-schlesinger@northwestern.edu 
<j-schlesinger@northwestern.edu>, jeffjf@nova.edu <jeffjf@nova.edu>, 
jhoffman@oxy.edu <jhoffman@oxy edu>, paes@osu edu <paes@osu edu>, 

kahler@ohio.edu <kahler@ohio.edu>, aime@okstate edu <aime@okstate.edu>, 
Lridinge@odu.edu <Lridinge@odu.edu>, davidsmith@pba.edu 
<david smith@pba.edu>, disch@rice.edu <disch@rice edu>, synowka@rmu.edu 
<synowka@lrnU edu>, sant omierj @sacredheart .edu 
<santomieij @sa credheart edu>, philip.hatlem@saintleo.edu 
<philip.hatlem@saintleo.edu>, trailg@seattleu.edu <trailg@seattleu.edu>, 
mayoann@shu.edu <mayoann@shu.edu>, sport@shu.edu <sport@shu.edu>, 
dsnyder@spfldcol.edu <dsnyder@spfldcol edu>, merritth@stjolms.edu 
<merritth@stj olms edu>, merritth@stj ohns.edu <merritth@stj ohns. edu>, 

michael craud er@cortland.edu <michael craud er@cortland.edu>, 
mdveley@syr.edu <mdveley@syr.edu>, aubkent@temple edu 
<aubkent@temple.edu>, vtruett@tamu.edu <vtruett@tamu.edu>, 
pbatista@hlkn.tamu.edu <pbatista@hlkn tamu edu>, rwhite@towson.edu 
<rwhite@towson edu>, e&valker@troy.edu <ed~valker@troy edu>, 
JVincent@bamaed ua.edu <JVincent@bamaed.ua.edu>, sportbis@bus.uciledu 
<sportbiz@bus.uct\ edu>, robert .brinkaneyer@uc.edu 
<robert.brinkmeyer@uc.edu>, mjrobins@udel, edu <mjrobins@udel edu>, 
hgibson@hhp ufl edu <hgibson@l~p.ufl.edu>, rbeland@hhp.ufl edu 
<rbeland@hhp.ufl edu>, won@uga.edu <won@uga.edu>, 
susan-birrell@uiowa edu <susan-birrell@uiowa edu>, olberdin@xavier edu 
<olberdin@xavier.edu>, pevers@rhsmith.umd edu <pevers@rhsmith.umd.edu>, 
lpmaster@sportmgt.uma ss.edu <lpmaster@sportmgt.ulnass. edu>, 
r trwin@memphis, edu <rirwin@memphis edu>, b.ar~vari@umiami, edu 
<b arwari@umiami.edu>, kbabiak@umich.edu <kbabiak@umich.edu>, 
buyss003@umn.edu <buyss003@umn.edu>, michael.braun@business.umt.edu 
<michael braun@business umt edu>, jhabraken@une edu <jhabraken@une.edu>, 
tseidler@unm edu <tseidler@unmedu>, b osborne@unc edu 
<b osborne@unc.edu>, david.stotlar@unco edu <david.stodar@unco edu>, 
fudangtg@lcb.uoregon.edu <fudangtf@thila uoregon edu>, 
sportmgt@usfca edu <sportmgt@usfca.edu>, agillentine@hrsm.sc edu 
<agillentine@hrsm sc edu>, bmihalik@hrsm sc edu <bmihalik@hrsmsc edu>, 



staylor@sc, edu < staylor@sc, edu>, I chalip@m all utexas, edu 
<lchalip@mai[.utexas.edu>, robin-ploeger@utulsa, edu 
< robin-ploeger@utulsa, edu>, mial@u.washing ton. edu 
<mia[@u.was hington edu>, dj ackso6@my westga, edu 
< dj ack so6@my.westga edu>, j erry. stieger@valpo.edu 
<j erry stieger@valpo edu>, Dallas.Branch@mail.w~u.edu 
< Dal[as.Branch@mail.w~u.edu>, mary.myers@wic hita. edu 
<mary .myers@wichita. edu> 

Greetings from IMG Performance Institute, 

We are excited to inform you of various internship possibilities in our 
IPI division. Please see the attached application for general and 
specific information on our difl;erent internship positions. These are 
highly- applied experiences with the opportunity- for a great deal of real 
world experience. Please feel free to contact me with any questions 
about the internships. 
Best wishes, 
Taryn 

*Tat?~n Morgan, Ph.D.*Business Manager and Mental Conditioning Consultant 

IMG Performance Institute 

T: 941 752 2438~C¢ F: 941 752 2547~g¢ tar~’n.morgan@imgworld.com 
<mailto:tms~n.morp~an(~imp~world.cora> 

5500 34th St W g~2¢ Bradenton, FL 34210 

IMG Academies Blog 
<https://acadmail.imgworld.cotr~’owa/UrlBlockedError.aspx>for news and 
notes on IMGA athletes and teams 

Register <https://acadmail.imgworld.con~/owa/UrlBlockedError aspx>for a 
program online, it’s quick and easy 

The preceding e-mail message (including an?- attachments) 
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 
only to the designated recipient(s) named above If you are not 
an intended recipient of this message, please notit) the sender 
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 
from your computer system. An?’ use, dissemination, distribution, 
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unla~vful. 



PERFORNANCE 
INSTITUTE 

Applied Sport Sciences Internship in Sports Management 

The IMG Performance Institute (IPl) at IMG Academies in Bradenton, Florida, would like to offer internships for students in 

Sports/Business Management. We hold internships in the summer (early-June to mid-August), fall (September - December), and 

spring (January - May). We anticipate approximately 1-4 positions available for qualified students during each time period. 

BASIC DESCRIPTION 

IPl’s (www.imgacademies.com/img-performance-institute) objectives are to increase individual performance and educate the athlete. 

The training methods at IPI are structured to allow the athlete to better express their natural athleticism by comprehensively 

increasing all areas of individual performance. IMG Academies IPI provides sport performance training for the world-renowned IMG 

Bollettieri Tennis Academy, IMG David Leadbetter Golf Academy, IMG Soccer, Baseball, Basketball Academies, the new IMG Lacrosse 

and Madden Football Academies. This is an excellent opportunity for students to gain hands-on experience in the real world of sports 

training and management. The sport management internship gives students the opportunity to work with athletes, coaches, agents 

and administration staff from across the world. As a sport management intern you will gain hands on experience in the following: 

[] Observe and learn about the multiple divisions within IPI, including: 

~ Physical conditioning, Nutrition, Communication, Life Skills, College Prep, Vision Training, and Sports Medicine 

[] Plan and execute projects for business development 

[] Schedule both short and long term athlete clients 

[] Market the IMG Performance Institute programs 

[] Contact and meet with potential clients and families and facilitate tours 

[] Provide excellent customer service 

[] Coordinate with staff and ensure that athletes attend their sessions 

[] Assist the sales and business staff of IPl 

[] Inventory Management 

[] Data collection and analysis with the Combine360 measurement system (www.combine360.com) 

[] And much more! 

APPUCATION MATERIALS 

Please enclose: 

[] Cover letter (P~,ease indicate which internship you ore app/ying for as they ore each seporote) 

~ Resume/vitae (Please indicate ~fl i~ngueges you spe~lq) 

~ Persona~ statemen[ that includes: 

* Personal sport background 

* Specific interests ~n the field 

~ Experience w~th the sports we offer here at the academy {tennis, golf, soccer, baseball, basketball, ~acrosse, and 

football) 

e Past experiences that have he~ped d~em prepare for this internship 

e Expectations of d~s b~ternsNp 

e Future goals ~n the field 

~ Minimum or 3 reference letters {you may send these separately but they should arrive by the application deadline) 

DEADLINE 

The deadline to submit application materials is March :15th for Summer, July 1St for Fall, and November :1St for Spring. 

There are both housing and non-housing positions. Housing includes 3 meals/day. Non-housing includes lunch. Students will be 

responsible for all other expenses. This is a non-paid internship as students must receive college credit {as much as their university 

allows) to be eligible. Even if you have graduated, you still must receive at least :1 college internship credit to be eligible. Each student 

will work approximately 45-55 hours per week with some weekend work. If you have any questions about our services and/or 

internship programs, please do not hesitate to e-mail me at taryn.morgan@imgworld.com. Alternatively, you can also call me at 94:1- 

752-2438. 

Respectfully, 

Taryn Morgan, Ph.D. 
Business Manager 

IMG Performance Institute-IPI Please Mail to me at: 

IMG Academies Performance Institute 

Attention: Taryn Morgan 

5500 34th Street West 

Bradenton, FL 34210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather Neuwirth <hneuwirth@interuationalsport.com~ 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 1:02 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: VOIMNTEER1NG INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPORT 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

That is wonderful news, I greatly appreciate you spreading the word! We are looking to recruit around 2,000 full and part time vokmteers to help this summer, so if 

you h ave a n¥ interest in he~p~ng w~th th e progra rn-- du d ng th e Wod d Sch.:?~a r-Athlete Ga rues or Wofl d You th Peace Su mrnit-- please ~e L m e know [ Haw? a great 

day, and thanks again, 

Heather 

HeatNer Ne~wirth 

YOUTH - ~’EACE -. 

www.internationals~ort.c~m 

F~m: Deborah SLroman [mailM:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 0~, 20~ 6:25 PM 
To: ’HeaLher Neuwi~h’ 
Subject: RE: VOLU~EERING INbl~ I ~E ~R IN~RNA~ONAL SPORT 
Thanks! These events are wonderful, ~ enthusiastically shared th~s notice w~th my students and the Carolina Sports Business Club. Let me know if you ever need 

faculty/supervisor assistance. 

{::on~nued success~ 

Dr. 

R,-g~rds, 

9 J: 9 84.3 03,36 

http:/’ /www.unc.edu /’ depts// exe~cise /%port a&::mistration 

"Who do~s nothin¢ need hope for nothir, g." J.C.F~ yon 5chifler 

F~m= Heather Neuw~h [mailto:hneuwirth@~nternationMspo~.com] 
Sent~ Nonday, 3anua~ 31, 20~ 4:21 PN 
Te~ volunteers@internationalspoR.com 
Su~ject~ VOL~N~ERING IN~E ~R IN~RNA~ONAL SPORT 
Are you interested in being a part of one of the most rewarding international sporting events? We are looking for Volunteers to assist with the 20~ World 

Athlete 6ames [W$AG) and the World Youth Peace Summit [WfPSJ. This is a great opportunity for those ~ooking to gain valuable experience in the sports 

management and sport for development fields. 

The 5 World $¢holar-hthlete 6ames {W5~6} welcome 15-~9 year old scho~ar-atMetes and schNar-artists, from over 160 nations, islands and territories and every 

~S state to explore common ground, conduct leadership training and develop peace initiatives. The concept of the Games is based upon the best of the Olympic 

ideal. The Olympics grew out of the belief that sport can be a force for understanding and friendship among athletes and among nations. At the World Scholar- 

Athlete Games, there are no national teams. Thus, a boy’s basketball team might be made up of 12 young men from 12 different countries; the Choir might be 

comprised of students from ~6 different countries, and so on. 

Dates: June 26 - July 4, 2011 

Where: Greater Hartford Area, Connecticut 

Who: 2,500 scholar-athletes and scholar-artists from all over the world. 

Sports activities: Baseball, Basketball, Bridge, Chess, Crew, Equestrian, Fencing, Field Hockey, Golf, Ice Hockey, Lacrosse, Rugby, Sailing, Soccer, Softball, 

Squash, Swimming, Tennis, Track & Field, Volleyball, and Wrestling 

Arts activities: Art, Choir, Culinary Arts, Dance, Digital Photography, Symphony, Theatre, and Writing (Fiction, Non-Fiction and Poetry) 

For more information, visit the Important Facts page 

All 2011 World Scholar-Athlete Games participants will aJso pazticipate in "the World Youth Peace Summit. The 2011 InslJtute tbr International Sport Schedule will 

consist of three components: 

¯ World Scholar-Athlete Games - participants ages 15-19, June 26 -July 1, 2011. 

¯ The Inaugural World Youth Peace Summit - participants include 2011 WSAG members and others aged 20 and older from July 1-4, 2011. 

Center for Social Entrepreneursh!p- opens at the conclusion of the Summit. 

The World Youth Peace Summit, which includes the World Scholar-Athlete Games, will begin on July 1, 2011. The World Youth Peace Summit’s mission is to 

develop current and former scholar-athletes and scholar-artists from around the world into successful peace advocates. The WYPS list of world-renowned speakers 

includes General Colin Powell, Vice President AI Gore, Claes Nobel and Greg Mortenson (Author of Three Cups of Tea). 

There are mm:y volunteer opportunities tbr the World Scholar-Athlete Games mad World Youth Peace Summit. To learn more or fill out an application, visit the 
Volunteer page or contact volunteer~intemationalsport.corn. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:00 AM 

Subject: Fwd: New Jobs Listings From Spo(ts Careers Institute, LLC 

; Stromon, Deborah Lynn <~tstm@nnc.edu:> 

Some interesting positions posted today. 

:) 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sutziect: New" Jobs Listings From Sports Careers Institute, LLC 
Date: Thu, 07:01:46 -0500 
From: Sports Careers Institute, LLC <howard@sportscareersinstitute corn> 
Reply-To: howard@sportscareersinst~tute.com 
To: b osborne@unc.edu 

Having trouble viewing this emai[? (;lick here 
<http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render? 
lit win5dxdab&v 001UGlpv9¥ViH3W1JdhGFxzaSVXH7vuFd OhSksiYVgMStmv7dTOSkXT 

Sports Careers Institute, LLC 

*Sports Jobs Newsletter 

Oliq 3 oYDuRptFiV90 JFN22tg6hXIigrRff’XTfgw40 r~fft9DcitCQL-rgA%3D> 

8 Steps to Intel~’iewing Success 
(Instant Download) 

<http://r 20.rs6.netitn.j sp? 
lk wjn5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tkc ti8QTeTIQd~DDps~e~Ed~i9~Smdy~WfU3p~WmNA~p7zE~mwpyC5~Aj3s8cjkTqw~fPYdn~7~G66~x8Vg5n8E4dYD6i7yUwWvyC~ 
-90DpYZOrQGF4rnsq6eOLMRlwuQ5bcpXbPLQ191JEMOVaYY5vwKBMoOTMV9xvcJ,~qfBHVvT S’~ii2TOEX 84QrAjULnwg> 
In this 36-page e-booklet the reader is introduced to the proper 
techniques and strategies for having a successful personal interview. 
This includes a detailed discussion on the eight steps that a person 
needs in order to properly prepare for and conduct their interview. 

$9.95 - *Add To Calt 
<httl~:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.is~?lkmvin5ckxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001 tke tiSOTeSrWfGhI28KoiNForv7LUtD3vMf4NaJxs3A3bB- 
Qub01RiTOb7ICXqeiStrGb76DuqkpBhpSgSuZ6MGwu qx69BWG0rXB0~5y3GA3bcR7fCdW a2T4BuaBSkkRJsVSrncWefnS0-F i5u©5DhzCi0a>* 

Job Search Book 

<http:/Tr20.rs6.neV’tnjsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeRC- 
t 8 F\VERDrKmlxcuJX2X5 Yr SK Ja@gF eDx~¢DvWW6QWX3hi GkB4Mh7wsRQr5EVbdAt Sgs JJoqCCFKt G 1XnSkgwkaYl~DBtCX4rwMU2 fi~OluH0-ck~; SbR©a4IVCiii~X~- 
uVUUA 1KaF 8w~@zw 1 cg5X-XmqYvX5 - 8 agX-p JSwvhkeQ > 

I just received the book, and it is good stufft I recommended it to the 
parents of my incoming sport management class. I also will be 
recommending it to our seniors who are completing our professional 
preparation class this fall. 

-Chrystal Porter, Ph.D., Ed. S. 
Chair of Sport Management 
Endicott College 

*$29.95* 

Buy Now 
<https ://www.paypal. com/cgibin/webscr? 
first name &last name &undefinedquanti~z l&business ho~vardgauthier@mac.com&imageurl &return &cancel return &item name Getting%20Hired%20In%20College% 
20Sports&amount 29.95&shipping 3 99&currencycode USD&item number 7FEK9ZTYVPBTQ&cmd xclick> 

Library Adoption* 



Suggest to your librarian that they" adopt the book so that your students 
have an opportunity to learn the latest techniques in sports career 
development. To receive a library order fonn Click tlere 
<http://r20rs6.net/tn.jsp?l[r wjn5d,xdab&e~l104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeSXi4D 15sbPNZYYATK5iaSVal3LmDoyGFwgrkTeNx9P~"em5XdktH- 
57SxkiVs hyyi5EUflSUm~t’zx4JvMFz~ewHh6r2Pb-B9p[csR639kst57mqzVdnJuSuPBoMtGql~ O imkK2rwGyVk~’3tIY9DzIthaS[~,Xsv][*;YI4YKlglLI~m’cRp9o0ydPlrlXqiaYBNnwdtKr4 >. 

Join Our Mailing List 
<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact. com/email.jsp ?m 1103508747574> 

O~tr Website 

<http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeT5aHWS- 
BtETv5rJa qni2LqMQFfEHmqf~\,ZKY~aA,\,~wr~LfwdndnifWOuaqM eOi]uzMyX2W3BTpKkAE5hPSplkX2~3c94Nzi~YqPpf12BL-ruHohqalJtiMFEQqqW> 

Job Listings 
<http:i/r20.rs6.neV’tn.isp?llr ~v]n5dxdab&ct 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeQ81- 
tFCQRUliakeZ1WdB3sIp0~,,G fN-pqNDpMPGRHroiSllnQPCZg4UQwwMADznvGSMNSdcxSIVV-ny-EsNYtDNSq VgrSna0Rgd5rC0gSUzKpO BsviWGcZq]fy- 
NtsugRxiVxP63ZREgAOGA6r0N135F> 

Sports Management Degree Programs 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.]sp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeQJ- 

ndcX255 7QL6mcCEVG02PcBBF7L~UiNLXx77V91NWVmLOOxEVSKnokl 884iYVJKIlwOI-SncvuVVZJi fTCwvKlid05dHuML~i’gYod 9JBX2X.ahRoMQgxYrQmDNGKxsDmEB~ff3eZkWrdQxwcB]~ 

-Sas > 

Career Development Resources 
<htt’0://r20.rs6.net/tn.is ~? 
lit wi~5dxdab&e~ 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001 tke tiS(.~TeTA7ocUtr~j~rf)OuFvl iCmI‘L‘;UZEX~vNR7iCbHaaDrrvMCRdFivAZE~zcbwDM~xfJkUm~;2v~IZ8DM‘T5EnDP~bUtiH~Pv8~tWc~Ya6~FC 
-HZ cPKKV\rPI013 V7XMmuzUJhK SZkVwvUOn~ Y’Sc~VxYVV~-~,\,~zv-Ovh SZ V JS 7B V 84Po z7h Yn~ > 

Forward to a Friend 
<http:i/ui.constantcontact.corrgsa/fwtf.jsp?m 1103508747574&a 1104364819974&ea bosborne%40anc.edu> 

Find us on Facebook 
<http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeQx3¥VpCAXoOFk- 
u6hfdZ5bh GyKpp68e6GSaoUT5304bs5V479fpaGAolOxUe6pJJJNJ XU\Ve2BVIicduhELTQ5J2yZL5i6uD-kNrXsJhhVuMaVheEFyKX~¢,,~DQ1QW9Ze5dlcm- 
0T3 oiVc~hWiSMGu4y Sny41E~r~,cFwJB5 GVR7EcIqMCpuWr3 qePpM-MFBqfTnC YRiE > 

Feature Article 

Paul J. Meyer: YVhat it Takes to be a Winner 

By Todd Eliason 
Success com 

*Those who know Paul J Meyer best believe that if he was stripped of 
all his possessions and dropped off in some part of the world ;vhere he 
knew neither the language nor another person, not only would he survive, 
but in a short time he would thrive.* 

That’s because Paul is more than a leader; he is an achiever and a 
winner. He believes whatever you vividly" imagine, ardently desire, 
sincerely believe and enthusiastically act upon must inevitably come to 
pass..(More) 
<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ’~jn5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001~ke ~iSQTeQRIJYsU~IRA~[~)H5BmFIGIlx60wSSq-PwhQpQolI)~KfCMa5Ws4Kj3zgQ5~[~fA~pCYk580 YuSVii- 
xDXpbbajoNraSbCgBrTecosZmRuXvWPzWlws[ShryOPSJkjh3Wucxzq5kI)5vhoZWmk CPoJssgEhED3om0aYN4EvOEaWQmuDt~’tiINlkW96wms51WZF Xn[ro > 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr ’~ijn5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 00like tiSQTeQRUYsU~IRATDH5BmFIGIlx6OwSSq-PSvhQpQo1I)t’xfCMa5Ws4Kj3zgQ5t[{fAjpCYk580 YuSVii- 
xDXpbbajoNraSbCgBrTecosZmRuXvWPzWlws[ShryOPSJkjh3Wucx;’q5kI)5vhoZWmk CPoJssgEhED3om0aYN4EvOEaWQmuDt~’tiINlkW96wms51WZF Xn[ro > 

New Job Listings 

New Jobs Listed for today, February 3rd, include positions as an 
athletic director, graduate assistant, in sports in]2~rmation, ticket 
sales, academic advising, recreation, and much more To view these 
positions and more, click on the individual links below or go to our 
website at www.sportscareersinstitute.com 
<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiS(,)TeT5aHWS- 
B~][~;7¥5rJa qni2LqMQFfEI]mqfWKYwvYVhwr~[~fwdndnil~,~OuaqM eOiiuMyX2W3BTpKkAE5hPSp:flxXL3c94N~hYqPpf12BUruHohqalJtjMFEQqqW>. 

Director of Intercollegiate Athletics - Illinois State University 

<http://r20.rs6net/Pnjsp?llr wjn5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tketiS©Te(,)He~/’a4L5jSSptsIA- 

~/JstnDCabBBSVM4YFsbGeS65PX3 ~lDAoK~’IRixYec~8B:[~x~brih©KYAuI7gDid~K3ItXh6EBY~4otVFhmbN~K~qFV2wi4ht~/’8Y[~‘6vL6Kr~Mt3qs > 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach - Stanford University 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.is p? 
lit win5dxdab&ct 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke ti8QTeR~‘cK7n~9~6P3JgMth~UsiYCZsV~7aXf~F~lgvVQFI~K1~xndZdqdFIrr~KYqepMUQU2NiVCPwx9H~4XSzNxfuVD427h~cnEasK~Tih- 
SRHBRnOHzld~I~r~IxsOUH1PxoLvZBF-DcXctlTuY4FFpB Va-Wd5t2~’L’;TWlbxcvoaI > 

Business Manager - University of Arkansas 

<http:/ir20.rs6.netim.isp?11r win5dxdab&ct 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeS1SgxvBdYupZEPqZvFz2PAfSSkSBtxR5u62z-50qJODKP3gAo)~LI0xI~R2wZEBNm- 
tr/cDR(~’kkz77fq0,~xr)KleQ10Yz9-1E5N4UklHns4h2DETvz6vc,~p n7kJnrYoOMuYVp~FClktswAwQ > 



Director of Development - Northern Illinois University 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiS(,)TeTA7ocUtrWPQtW3WSloQS7dP-F2N6IT4ZalXJp- 
9n2DhYJclFIac51c~t3klx5R3rrff<gWct~HkUSOriO2 H WgI~hr2vt¥VLZsrSVAb3G4d9A-KBG2Sc5q6m~giii~sCfJQ~1tVI76AiSSKes1x~a/’,zmeM~s74W~4e97fnV~ > 

Assistant AD for Compliance - Iowa State University 
<http:i/r20.rs6.netitn.isp? 
llr win5c£xdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeSkI oE10R3Z’v~Jf5iJH 6LR54pL~4vEuaMBo5i2Hmpm0C7sPxvwX 8qrttHt4uzREgGEcr2LvXgB2Du5st 7esS1T6V0oNiEdrG9BV¥ 

Athletic Director/Football Coach - Amelia Public Schools (VA) 
<http:~,~r20.rs6.netitn.jsp?llr ~in5dxdab&ct 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeRLCv5WAS1VLZ7CtSEC~hNgYeZ- 
6~A@snKGA9suFrMgd~Fmgp5r~gXeGxSbepS5zr¥yJ8~QiUfRCgGB~8~L~R~W¥~og62Q2~f4wKmB~cxLH6~W lcxsq0GHJ oULhsUQ- 
5qDGLou54rYVvc 1PjQVKB4BtV5BmdqdY1 nnd7kIpKlc 1-Icc572cnozqN6sHrDWgoTmeQEonYVPzXoqsN1SFYTqtt0B4oUItfuhm-oJLxDGQtKrRtcD 1RQMDeTr4cHmVE3tAyhwhSDog > 

Athletic Academic Advisor - City College of San Francisco 

<http://r20.rs6.neb~tr~.jsp?llr~.~in5&xdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSOTeR~3w7e sB rUOKTrGizLdlor87EMC4k3C3h6hO’*~IgDONnvfnz- 
D J ckyhWqR153 VdqMAPEimDAAbLzXGFfCmXC YTG© c 88nfNFCh©0B 2C\{nbAsFo©o-Rv4©2tllkl4E 8LcLXS ciXJMZ Jt dhGpiVlw~J0vl~,fb 8~X, K5 ,vvslI > 

Assistant Sports Information Director - Presbyterian College 
<http://r20.rs6.net~’tn.jsp?llr wln5ckxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001t2etiSOTeR9-iIn W- 
xGI1JI3ICG830w~zOY5NFaNSHUqG9vLlrncAs 2oWnfNt~XUgluSLDHCsOc9kGfcJLPH2vIY213gfU2GgEt0wzsHnlWyDlyzellBgqh3 ¥fS3doLeLwRDSi9U6wsTSRwdi©(,)J2obA > 

Graduate Assistantships in Recreation (4) - University of South Florida 
<http:/~r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke t~SqpTeSxMnIrF1TKHUrg6YA-lvN-A915kr426q3zU0rX64ZSyzCcti kklhH~q.tsE9JYaYGOuT¢,,TkC,~S2- 
oIiF0aVX cCElxm3EkKsUOId¥rmNr4BP, JEcprLvu~OEloCBU035rhcLPxbTqd 1LB oPAztSbwd 64h> 

Group Sales Coordinator - Lexington Legends Professional Baseball Club 

<http://r2O rs6.netitn.jsp? 
llrm~vinhdxdab&et 11(;,4364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSOTe©cw91~0p3gSNABLOGPZxJZE 88pbkGcaOGI HnoCPC2W1OXt4KXONe2Vzc~0Bnr2~IiOILEvk2pazAe7JMln9F~lF X©aiCDcm©©3 
-wGofwSH1EoYV~Ua aSLac6PT6v JX\,qDcsaf77TerqpWA1Cz5krTGLrR4fGNhGHfC S0dzA > 

Assistant/Associate Professor of Sports Marketing - The University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst 
<http:/ir2Ors6.net/tn.jsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001t2e tiSOTeSpvRkZ/vlhn~i fVYb6BO\,~F©A~iaOLOYREZlslU6HqaJCZ85fP5-Zr)©q)S- 
2xfnSF6614kxvOiN% SnIls 1 ndS92WAnq)bYV2 q321 s3RGO gYBkAZ 8 C3 GOtICXesl5U6AmdovL dWCY > 

Director of Athletics - University of Alabama, Huntsville 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tnjsp?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSOTeSibX1W~WAd- 
PuNGSKuM1DVenRhi ©IzdNa9JSS3AviWI 5~ZHkh8mVXY~GJuCJ~33@~st6uNwi~J~aEqpk~crWajq~u¥Vx2¥VrcVTLiaE~HKc4JKB~rm©C4c2i8EfWpZWxStdw~©~ > 

Athletic Trainer ~2~r Football - Auburn University 
<http://r20rs6.net/tn.isp?lh win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke ti8q)TeS©~46UVi~/.I]~[~‘qzgz5t5R~mtm9kzVv~xzpJ-2‘~T‘7‘tUzaI6~ARWcixA~6JSadaT2NVz~oRv6CvM[~Cn- 
Z6[~GQSAcu~nKNP3Ib~/’i-36 N9Yz4zTn6bl-be¥-xGnI:HSnR83D7xA9sk~3iHSnPmq©~ > 

Director of Athletics - Brock University’ (Canada) 
<http://r20.rs6net/tn.jsp?llr wjn5cgxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001lke tlSQTeRce~[XzwfgrNgBOI{pownnXNkYIKOFATPxE]uCdSgLvKkt0 hPqrihB- 
Tld)J©wF 39LFAA~X~XRS~pUMgA~hu~/IP8t4c9EThYhqnYKqbD9~t3u7e~VQR7g~fn8bW3YAwUr~[,ZSy5bQjgM6~pC~GC1 T5WRM85al XiLFce0P3KbtQZb[Vn/kNJKPoTXXB> 

Comanunications Internships (4) - University of Florida 

<http://r20 rs6.net/tn.isp? 
l[r win5dxdab&e~ 1104364819974gas 1572&e 001 tke tiSq)TeR kaphlU7mUirE~RplZVq)~/Nis[3 M3PnqJhdQ]~UR690NxqbYq× JAg4YRN4hLoinbaq5NZ©cAwNmM2 zfKz[3rSWYVJuR4NSi0xW SA: 
-5c YdcwR[ IZEmgEeK5AdvH41Jta M81 xw > 

Head Cross CountlT Coach - Salve Regina University 

<ht~.p://r20.rs6.net/misp?llr win5&xdab&e~1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSq)TeTH9 b-RtrNhpCxuJSoKeTQYanZRvffCig×TblMRophmOolADmSRiIf- 
AMrGn 0zP~’xd4W98 VNCw6K Ikd3seTJ03UmS Y7E5iR~)mn~/S - ETeTqdzY95n7DwL MpeiRWP© B 80xp-xNmvK ~KF~PATzQ > 

Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation - City’ of San ./Lntonio 
<http://r20.rs6.netim.isp? 
[lr win5d×dab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke ti8QTeQU2s~X~QvU~cQ4w[vAppD[ItXstkoT~LZHBpq3cF~5ucepF(~)BaI2DpS~[‘mNk7tRo7V5t~eRm96RanneG~EQicV5onM~)u(~)nkpSbG3i~‘ 
-oZ Io-G NP-- ()KoiuzNxDSkn60G> 

Assistant Director of Sal es - £/liami University (©H) 
<http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.j spy 
llr wjn5&’~dab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeQsovCaKDzqt~LOa4ip’,%q_tKcMLpslmCNSL9e3s¥uYGFt qOGSuyxv2T,2DSlwrPpMH1CbvAFAbzM~VnAydA6- 
yOMDHySPSMSoNQpNclSN62VzAENCxLq~raymN2-59wve’~v~a_EGEAx2F1BCChY7qds5Zo4CCB Yyq03gcQdh~-71QScU2oyY~vfllESvI1N2~KUQFJ’aQ16u2-FdlcBAQC5zQ > 

Recreation Director - City of Ogdensburg (NY) 

<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr~gjn5&xdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeSIK5,,qa5YwSkg- 

g c o Q O LkiQ qdHt~L4rrff~Cv0\rV~A tEVqFFbHIqLBqj Gow9boZWIM31 y304dL46Mbt eEl~xw5zVd7rflV77HTHTrrmekPEyHicqKF8 fta5 "*rNMf6ghOaIQXiyQH2~J~aqGLwetP45 IvH~Nu0ZkL~61~N SI 

Assistant Professor of Sports Administration - Canisius College 
<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp’.’llr wjn5&xdab&e~l104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTeRyr9K1H6-2eQPBF2"~FOSSjblwTScvhiG4xKdgltqSC19pkK- 
8BGYIa6j gEVL ¥j sVY~0VdYXj VLL 2t~gH1TGOr6V 14vaM7ixoOsHPOqig39hl~Tamlk_NPn~a.u21Xg)Nz rlEdyBLt 2q5n0xW3OmUO drrkNO9R3 Sz3~7AOlgec Jt 5q5nCxebrZGkR047uj TiBVVfgV9FFy2oW~ 

-RyrM6GPa34KcuFcqlg> 

Sr. StaffPsychologist (Athletics) - University of Iowa 
<http:i/r20.rs6.net/tn.isp?llr win5ckxdab&e~l104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSQTePm~V2\rbrezCNlsweaT- 
fu27LeaN~H0phNaJOJ 37DbQNSI1SP10ZiqEuBHa rtniN2~gt~YSvALxraN4kF~-%~6¥fxDidp75~-N~H5~W~-~DemJB-Jgpe~raUxVIM4iu9i~GWp8DQk~n~i~2g > 

Head Women’s Volleyball Coach - Southern New Hampshire University 
<httl~:i/r20.rs6.nct/tn.isl~?llr win5dxdab&et 1104364819974&s 1572&e 001tke tiSOTeSgBZma~t6 NG;\,2x-JBeowv0xO-7OAvtG0bSJaavBGYVHbm6uVbNZ- 
FD0tsclEltl~xF~k3iWiSZKv5Bd2v{fVC1 ~KtN~S~w6w5dvsC3SivepDv~-tAWv‘~.8x~Mu4ca1LBaN~Xvl~x~xI~MSuMBhiE~\~2E~Kan6TdqPE > 

Quote 

"EveQzone who’s ever taken a sho~ver has an idea. It’s the person who 



gets out of the shower, dries ofl\ and does something about it that 
makes a difference." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Stull <matthew s~all ncasports,org@bmsend,com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 3, 2011 9:08 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Giant Steps Awards 2011 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 5:32 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc execboaxd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[csbcexecboard] Meeting- Action Steps 

Hi guys, 

Thanks for all your help at our last meeting! I really enjoyed it and 
I’m stare everyone else did too. We need to send a signed thank you 
card at our next Exec Board meeting¯ 

secured our next speaker-            ’ The meeting ~vill be 
at 5:30PM in Fetzer Please save the date because this will be one 

of our big meeting of the spring! Please make sure you are able to 
attend, and invite your friends! 

Here are the action steps we need to take: 

¯ introduce at the meeting, make sure he kno~vs where it is 
- flyer 

- post meeting info to Facebook and Twitter, create Facebook event 
and invite everyone 

- post meeting details to club website 
- please order the food for the meeting (Papa Jolm’s again? 

maybe 6 or 7 pizzas this tune?) 

Everyone else: unce we have the :flyer, please circulate to bulletin 
boards and invite your friends tu the Facebouk event. Our goal is to 
have 50-75 people there (abuut duuble last meeting). 

Here is a brief biography of 

Adam Lucas is the publisher and executive editur of Tar Heel Munthly 
magamne and a regular contributor to TarHeelBlue cum. Born and raised 
by a fiamily of Tar Heels who heavily influenced him, he has spent his 
entire life following Carnlina athletics and tries to bring that passiun 
for the Tar Heels to all his writing After over a quarter-century of 
memorable games and players, he counts the 1989 ACC Tuurnament 
championship win over Duke, the 1993 Peach Bowl win, and the 1993 
natiunal champiunship in basketball as his favorite Carnlina spurts 
memories 

University of North Carnlina- Chapel Hill, (;lass of 
Exercise and Spurt Science- Spurt Administratiun 
Kenan-Fla~ler Business School 

Cell: 
Email: @email.unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to csbc execboard as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

reason for absence 

Dr. Stroman 

I am informing you on regards of me missing class 
Thursday 

I hope this 
is not a major problem. I l~ow we had a quiz and hope I can take it when 
I get back. Thank you for your time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:59 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

reason for absence 

Dr. Stroman 

I am informing you on re~ards of me missin~z class 
Thursday 

I hope this 

is not a major problem. [ l,tnow we had a qmz and hope I can take it when 

I get back. Thank you for your time. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu:, 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Subject: Fwd: AJGA In- House Internships 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of fixercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Vv%ollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: AJGA In-Itouse Internships 
Date: Fri, 11:15:31 -0500 
From: Lauren Shelly <lshelly@AJGA.ORG> 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 

Greetings from the American Jmxior Got[" Association, 

My name is Lauren Shelly and I am the Manager of Recruiting and Special 
Events for the AJGA. The AJAG is searching for interns to work in-house 
(in our National Headquarters) xvith us this sttrmner in our finance, 
sponsorship and communications department. I ara contacting you in hopes 
that you know- of students, past interns or acquaintances who would be 
qualified to be a part of our internship. For those interested in the 
internship position, please direct them to our Web site 
www.ajga.org/internships <http://www.aiga.org/internships> for more 
irfformation, job descriptions and to apply. 

Our internship dates vaW depending on availabili~’. The positions are 
from 8 a.m. ~g" 5 p.m., five days a week (40 hottrs per week) at $8.50 per 
hour. We do not provide housing, but will help interns with their search 
process. 

For those that are interested in applying, candidates can send their 
infolanation to Lauren Shell?-, iVlanager of Recruiting and Special Events 

via mail (American Junior Golf Association, ATTN: Lauren Shell?-, 1980 
Sports Club Drive, Braselton, GA, 30517), e-mail (lshelly@ajga.org 
<mailto:lshelly@ai ga. org >) or fax (678 -425 - 1653). 

Thank you for your time in reading about the 2011 AJGA Internship and I 
hope to be COlmected with you in the fiature. 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, Februao~ 13, 2011 8:22 AM 

To: @unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Article 

Burden of expectation gets to some Asians 
[http://imgvrvmcom/media/render.htm?m 264881474&width 320&height 213&keepAspect true] 

Posted: 02/13/2011 2:00 ./MM 

Tiffany Wong always thought her dream was to become a doctor. 

From grade school, she took advanced classes, perfecting the piano, learning Chinese and studying to get only A’s 

"My parents always said, ’Do your best,’ but if you didn’t get an A it was like ’You could have done better,’ " said Wong, 23, ~vhose father is from Hong Kong and mother from Tai~van 

Wong began studying biolog?- at N.C. State, focused on medical school, but something ~vas wrong She often missed class, slept more than 15 hours a day, and had recurring stomachaches. 

"I kept telling myself that I saw my parents struggle and learn another language and be in a culture they don’t necessarily enjoy, but the?- persevered," she said. 

"That attitude is passed down - that if you don’t like it, you just need to push through, and if you push through you’ll be OK" 

Wong is one of malay Asian-American students who experts say are at a high risk for depression yet often don’t seek treatment because of cultural stigma. As a group, they face more 
pressure because of family expectations and "model minority" stereotypes, but they experience depression differently than students of other backgrounds, making treatment difficult. 

Physical symptoms 

Asian-~anerican students often report physical problems symptomatic of depression, rather than emotional pain, said Melissa Yao, a psychologist with Counseling and Wellness Services at 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

"You have to really spend some time talking with them [before] those issues start to come up," Yao said. "It is really difficult to get them to connect with the idea of being depressed or 
being anxious." 

The university is working on mental health outreach initiatives aimed at Asian-American students and is developing Eastern meditation techniques and other ways of treating depression 
among them. 

Traditional cognitive behavioral therapy, where patients are asked to identi[~,! thought patterns that lead to certmn emotions often don’t work with Asian-Americans because they’re focusing 
on what’s happening with their bodies, said Eric Youngstrom, a professor of psychology and psychiatry and the director [’or the Center for Excellence in Research and Treatment of Bipolar 
Disorder at UNC-CH. 

" ’I feel bad, so I must be depressed’ is a much more European-American way to think about depression," he said "A lot of people with more traditional Asian backgrounds, that’s not what 
they’re seeking help ]2~r. It doesn’t resonate, and it often doesn’t deliver as good results." 

Personal stake 

Asian parents often place such a high priority on academic success and high-profile careers because they have a personal stake in it, says Jackson Chiu, a psychiatrist at N.C State’s 
Student Health Counseling Center. 

"The parents of the previous generation have unfulfilled personal dreams, or they want to continue the dynasty of success," Chiu said. "They have a stake in it because the?" supported it; 
they feel like because of their urging and controlling is the reason why their son or daughter is successful. There is personal recognition in it." 

But as the pressure mounts on Asian-American students, so does their risk of depression and mental illness, Chiu said. There is significant stigma and ignorance about mental illness in 
Asian-2unerican culture, Chiu said, and the longer the problem is ignored, the more dangerous it can become. 

A 2009 University of Washington study found that 15.93 percent of U.S.-born Asian-American women have contemplated suicide, exceeding the national estimate of 13.5 percent for all 
Americans. 

The study also fotmd Asian-Americans between 18 and 34 had the highest rates of thinking about, plamxing and attempting suicide. 

The statistics alarm Chiu. 

"We have to reach out to them, to provide assistance, to share in their burdens," he said. "There’s a gulf or canyon, and xve are the bridge for them to get to the other side, because they’re 
pretty much isolated." 

Avoiding treatment 

Last fall the Asian American Parent Advisory Cotmcil for the Chapel Hill Carrboro City Schools held a seminar on depression in Asian students that drew more than 200 parents. 

"We were hearing some stories about families struggling in our conm~unity," said Sarah V~ang, chairwoman of the group. "This is a high-academic college town, but I don’t think other 
corcanunities are irrm~tme to this [issue]." 

Academic pressure on Asian-Americans may start at a young age, but at the college level, the pressttre is often magnified, as the classes get harder and parents are still involved, said John 
Chang, a senior at Dttke University and president of the Asian Student Association on campus. 

"It’s one of a bunch of different issues that affect us," he said "Definitely with the culture it’s not something you talk about; it’s something you deal with." 

Wong avoided addressing her symptoms until her junior year at NC. State, when things started to unravel She took a year off and told people that it was to study for the MCAT. 

"My wall just fell apart," she said. "I found myself ahvays upset, never wanting to go to class, with a sense of ’I just need to work through it, I’m fine’ " 

"Looking back on it, I was probably having symptoms of depression that I just ignored, [because] it’s just not culturally acceptable" 

During her year off from school, Wong says she was able to explore other interests and discovered phalrnacy school. 

"I was just kind of stuamed; I’d been so focused in going to medical school that I didn’t even consider anything else," said Wong, ~vho is applying to UNC-CH’s pharmacy program this fall. 
"Now I know that this is purely what I ~vant to do in life, [and] it’s free from an?- of the biases my parents had." 



This message has been sent from a hand held device. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nask DeVetta z-dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 6:21 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Drummer- Spivey 

Thmik you, Debby, for your perseverance, leadership and follow-through in every, stage of this l?,ead Iu Progrmn. 

Kindly, 

DeVetta 

D. Holman-Nash, MPH 
CWS Campus Health 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919-966-3658 dholmaa~@ema~l.unc.edu 

From: Deboral~ Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 15 Feb2011 17:39:48 -0500 
To: <dholman@email.unc.edu>; ’Watkins, Debm B’<watldnsd@email.unc.edu>; ’Blair. Wayne A’<wblai@email.unc.e&~> 
Subject: Dmnnner- Spivey 

FYI - 

Nicholas Spivey originally from Durham, N. C., has traveled up and down the East Coast sharing his talent and displaying his love of the djembe drum. First 

introduced to drumming at age six by his morn, Nick has come a long way. He has studied under master drummers and dancers from multiple West African 

countries. He has performed with several performing arts companies including Balafon West African Dance Ensemble, Washington D.C.; College Dance Company, 

Durham, N.C.; Elegba Folk Society, Richmond, V.A.; Djembe Fire, Raleigh, N.C.; Magic of Afrian Rhythms, Raleigh, N.C.; just to name a few. Following a two year 

apprenticeship, Nicholas became the musical director of Umoja African Arts Company, a professional touring company based from Pittsburgh, P.A. Nicholas strives 

to communicate his love of music to others by reaching out to the community with the rhythm of the djembe. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Spo~Admh~istradon Facul~ e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Interns}tip Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

315 ~,~:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single biggest problem in communication is the iflusion that it has taken place." G.B. Shaw 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - Journal: EXSS .SPRING 

Hello Dr.Stroman hope you had a good Valentines day i was ~vondering when 
can ~ve set up another meeting,and 
what times are good for you to meet. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday, 5:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Caucus - Contact 

Thanks so mnch for having me in mind. 

I left the Triangle area in December, I am now a rese~xch scientist ruth Canberra Industries in Co~mecticnt. 

It was fun meeting all the people at the Caucus. 

Yours, 

--- On Thu. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiL unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.nnc.edu~ 
Subject: Caucus - Contact 

To:      ~emaJl.anc.edu 
Date: Thursday,                ,13:20 

What is your phone number? Are you coming to the Alley performance on Tuesday night? Thanks. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Slx~rt Science Department 

Spo(t Adminis~tration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 8:37 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

DS headshot 

DS_headshot 



Hey, 

You, your famiLy,friends, and 

cooworkers are invited to the 

"BattLe of Tobacco Road: UNC 

vs Duke" game viewing party 

hosted by Zeta Phi Bta of 

Chapel HiLL on Sunday, 

February 27, 2011 at BaiLey’s 

Chapel HILL. 

By showing your support a 

~ortion of each entree 

~urchased wiLL benefit the 

Aarch of Dimes’ March for 

Babies to be held Saturday, 

JA ~rit 30, 2011 in the RTP. 
Click to Play 

ALso, iPad raf[[e tickets wiLL be 

avaiLabLe. Tickets are $5. 

Seeing you there. 

Love, 
Tyechia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 9:35 PM 

Sou’d~a]l, Pdchaxd Michaxd qsoufl~a]l@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Ed Shields <shield@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Southall, 

Deborah Joy <dj sothll@emafil.unc.edu> 

candidate rankings 

Hello, 
I’m So1Ty that I will not be there to discuss the candidates ~vith you on 
Tuesday. Here are my thoughts: 

These are the four candidates that I think we absolutely need to a~nit: 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Everyone else was a little bit harder for me. 

Overall, I thought the women were a little stronger overall than the 
men, so I am in favor of a&nitting 5 women and 4 men (and that xvill be 
balanced at 5-5 with our dual degree student). Of the remaining women, 
I rank them in the following order, with questions/concerns/qualifications: 

I ;vould be OK with either as the 5th 
woman, but I have strong reservations about both of them. 

I like 

Which leaves me with 

So, my final rankings (without having heard any of the student feedback 
or others thoughts): 



Again, I wish I was thcre for the discussion, but I l~ow you will find 
the right @namic. 

Take care, 
Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Departmcnt of Exercise and Sport Science 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~ Edwards ~tampabay.rr.com> 

Monday, Februao, 21,2011 9:58 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: status 

OR TOLL FREE 1-866-7684;S12. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 20, 20:[:[ 6:24 PM 
To: ’Gary Edwards’ 
Subject: RE: status 
Hi Gary. ]tying to re~ch you, Your m~mbers hated on tMs emai] are fax number~L 

You ca~ ca~ me tonight at 

Ms/to: 

Dr, Debbv Stroman 

U N C 

CI 8700 

300 South Road --- 315 Woollen 
Chapel HHL NC 27599 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah S~:rom~n, Ph.D. CL~ J 

9298630336 

h t’[pL////www.unc.ectu/ c]{’pIs/’exercise// sporv acImmistratkm 

F~m= Ga~ Edwards [mailb ~tampabay.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 20, 201~ 1:3~ PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject; RE: sNtus 
SOnY I NHSSED YOLT ~AY. N~" CO~[~E~ WE~ ~WN ~R L~ES. C:~L N~ OR ENL~L ~ N~EDED SO I ~’~- S~ MORAY. 
T~ G:~Y 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February :[8, 20:[:[ 4::[2 PM 
To: ’Gary Edwards’ 
Subject: RE: status 

~’rying 1:o reach you. debb¥ 

£)e~bon+l:~ Strolnart, i>11.12),, 

http;!///www.unc.ec]u/clqN:s//exerc~se//sport aclminisLra tion 

"Who dares nothing, need hope for not,~ing." ].C.K yon .qchifler 

F~= Ga~ Edwards [mailto }tampabay.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ ~7, 20~ 5:55 PN 
To= ’Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.’ 
C¢; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= status 
Hi DEBBY, ORDER CONPLETE. LET ~E KNOW HOW YOU WANT NE TO SHIP TO YOU ANB I WILL SCHEDULE A PICKUP FRIDAY. 
THANKS GARY 

GARY EDWARDS (OWNER} 
NEW VISION BI61TAL 
2~ LAKESHORE DRIVE 
POLK CITY, FL 33868 
PHONE 863 984 3896 
FAX 868 9~ 6866 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:16 AM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr.S~oman, 

Would tomorrow- after class be a good time for us to meet? I tried to 
come by last ~veek but due to advising and other appointments the only 
time I was able to come by ~vas Thursday afternoon and you ~vere bus?-. 
hope tomorrow works if not please let me know a time that would work for 
you 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

. @yahoo.corn> 

Monday, 11:10 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interview Weekend 

Dr. Stroman, 
Just wanted to send a quick note thanking you and the rest of the faculty for this past weekend. Regardless of the outcome, it was a great opportunity and I had a great time. 
Have a qreat rest of the semester... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 2:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pla~s for next year 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I was ~vondering if you might have some time in the near future to discuss 
my future, more specifically next year I was pursuing an internship ~vith 

I know it kind of sounds like I’m panicking, but I realize the semester is 
flying by and don’t want to get to graduation with no direction. Thanks so 
much for everything. Talk to you soon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, i 8:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Update 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was great to see you this past weekend! I really enjoyed the interview process and the opportunity to learn more about the graduate program and all it has to offer. I 

just got offthe phone with Dr. Southall a couple minutes ago and wanted to make sure I reached out to you quickly afterwards. I infom~ed him that I was just off~red a 
lull time position ruth an exciting company in , and at this time I am going to accept their otter. I would love to talk with you 

further about the optx~rtunity but wanted to make sure that you heard it from me first. 

I greatly appreciate everything you have done to help me get to this point, especially with your recommendation for grad school and look tbrward to speaking with you 

soon! 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tuesday, 

Subject: Re: Imralnum] BasketboJl 

~email.unc.edu> 

10:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

,; Stroman, Debora]~ Lyrm <dstro@unc.edw,; 

tIey everybody, 

Congrats on the hard fought 1-0 win tonight Our next game is Thursday 
at 6:00 pro. I kno~v a couple can’t make it, so hopefully evelTone else 
can. See ’>’all then. 

Quoting ’~email unc. edu>: 

Hey team, 

Our first playoffgame is Tuesday at 6:00 pm If we win, we play 
again Thursday at at 6:00. Let’s keep the fun season going well Let 
me know if you cannot play. 

Thanks, 

UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Administration 
,@,email.mxc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ga~ Edwards ~tampabay.rr.com> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 12:13 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNCCBC INVOICE 

UNCCBCSHIPPINGRECIEPT.j pg; UNCCBCINVOICE.jpg 

HI DEBBY, SHIPPING AND INVOICE ATTACHED. 
THANKS GARY PS I WILL LET YOU KNOW IF I HAVE ANY PROBLEM WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD. I AM NOT EXACTLY SURE WHAT TO PUT DOWN AS THE 
ADDRESS. 

GA RY EDWA RDS (OWNER} 
NEW VISION DIGITAL 
224 LAKESHORE DRIVE 

POLK CITY, FL 33868 
PHONE: 863-.984.-8396 
FAX: 863-884-6366 



[~ttp~:/,~w;vw.uN,c;mt~:ui~c~rc~.ale’i;AetionO6gi:~t air~winL ...... R~e:ip~&t OPLiP~[~EVE!~,:q& .... 2..,’.21~201 | 



.CTh.e,¢k No: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff @yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 1:10 PM 

Stroman, Debora]~ Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Attorney T. Jefl’erson Cannon, III <jcarmon@cwlawgroup.com> 

Fw: Losing to Win: Race and Sports Conference 

Losing to Win Save the Date.jpg; UINV Save The Date.txtf 

JeffCarmon 

w~v.cMawgroup.com 
Sent ti~m my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Davis, Timothy" <davis~@wfu.edu> 

Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2011 13:05:15 -0500 

To: Waters, Makenzie<mwaters@uncc.edu>; 
Subject: Losing to ~Vin: Race m~d Sports Co~fference 

~embaNmail.coln>; <j c~mon@cwlawgroup.com > 

Gentlemen: 

I’m attaching a cou~te ot: versions of a save-the-date regarding a cont:erence on race and college spor~s that will be held at Wake Fores~ in mid-ApriL Please 

consider attending if your schedule permits. I would also appreciate your forwarding the information to persons who you believe might be interested in attending. 

More information will follow shortly. 

ges~: regards, 

f,’.S. Would you please provide me with the emaif address t:or Dr. Felder. 
************************* 

Timothy Davis 

John W. & Ruth H. Turnage 

Professor of Law 

Phone: 336.758.3670 

Fax: 336.758.4496 

cid:image004 png@0 ICB80C 
8.2AA286A0 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Masy. l~d G~me 

Hi 

Deborah Stroman 

Valerie Foushee 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single biggest proble~,~ in communicotion is the illusion thot it hos token pfoce." ~.B. Show 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~ Edwards ~tampabay.rr.com> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 6:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [YNCCBC INVOICE 

tti DEBBY, EVERYTItLNG WF~NT FLNE. YOL~ HATS STIOULD ARRIVE THUILSDAY. I HOPE TI~kT YOU :~LE PLEASED WITH THE QUALITY OF !Vi¥ EMbROIdERY. I A*g’TU!LLLY 

t~kD TO MODIF~ TIlE LOGO SEVERAL TIM~S TO RI~N- THE CLEANEST ON THE DIFFERENT STYLES OF CAPS. I ~ TO HAVE CONTROL OF THE QUAIAT Y. 

THA_NI~S G~’~" PS AG~_N I WOLT~D LIKE TO HELP YOU LN THE I~TTURE WITH YOI~a. PROJE~’TS. 

From= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 23, 201:~ :~2:34 PM 
To= ’Gary Edwards’ 
Subject= RE: UNCCBC INVOICE 

Okay, Thanks a~g~in 

t;’.,o } ic,’ls, 

919 84.,3 03,3 6 

http:///www.unc,edu idepts//exe~ciseisport administration 

"Who do~s no~hin~, need hope for nothir% " J. C,F, yon Schifler 

F~m: Ga~ Edwards i ~tampabay.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~brua~ 23, 201~ ~2:~3 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: UNCCBC INVOICE 
HI DEBBY, SHIPPING AND INVOICE ATTACHED. 
THANKS GARY P~ I WILL LET YOU KNOW IF I HAVE ANY PROBLEM WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD. I AM NOT EXACTLY SURE WHAT TO PUT DOWN AS THE 
ADDRESS. 
GARY EDWARDS (OWNER) 
NEW VISION DIGITAL 
2~ LAKESHORE DRIVE 
POLK CITY, FL 33868 
PHONE: 863~396 
FAX: 863~366 

~TAMPABAY=RR=COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eRecmitment Web Forum from CollegeWeekLive <email@collegeweeklive.ccsend.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 24, 2011 8:01 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Login Today fi)r’the Live Event - Experts Share Best Practices 

Don’t miss the keynote preserfia[ior~ s[re~mirig Live from San 

.~:i Live Video 

Click Here to Lo~lin 

12:00 PM EST 

Robert Alexander, Associate Provost at University of the Pacific 

James Maraviglia, Associate Vice Provost at Cal Poly 
Bob Patterson, Associate Dean at Stanford University 

Walter Robinson, Assistant Vice Chancellor at UC Berkeley 

1:00 PM EST 

Mark Greenfield, Director of Web Sewices 
University at Buffalo 

1:45 PM EST 

Marry Bennett, Marketing Coordinator 
Education USA 

2:30 PM EST 

Kevin Crockett, President and CEO 
NoeI-Levitz 

3:15 PM EST 

Gil Rogers, Associate Director of Admissions & Enrollment Tech. 

University of New Haven 

l.~: iI Free Registration     ] 

Robert Alezande! 
Associate Provost for 

Enrollment 

University of the 

Pacific 

Associate Vice 

Provost for Marketing 

& Enrollment 

Development 

u Cal Poly 

Associate Dean and 

Director of Admission 

Stanford University 

Wa~t e=" Robin’;on 

Assistant Vice 

Chancellor 

University of 

California, Berkeley 

eRecruitment Web Forum I events@erecruitmentforum.com 1100 Crescent Road, Needham, MA 02494 I 617-938-6017 

Fer~rd em~il 

J 
This email was sent to dstro@unc,edu by _e_¥_e__r)_t_s_’__@___ey_e__cy_u_[t__n2Le__r_Lt_f__9_[~=~ 
Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

CollegeWeekLive I J.00 Crescent Road I Needham I MA I 02494 



Michael Malec 

Department of Sociology 

427 McGuinn Hall 

Boston College 

Chestnut Hill, ~ 02467 

WWW: 

Fax: 

E-mail: malec@bc.edu 

http:iiwww2obc.edui~malec 

Phone:    (617) 552-4131 

(617) 552-4283 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FDIC Subscriptions <subscriptions@fdic.gov> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 11:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FDIC Money Smart Annual Survey Reminder 

If you have already completed the FDIC’s annual Money Smart survey this year, thank you! We appreciate you taking the time to respond. 

If you have not completed it yet, there is still time to do so. Your response is important and helps us assess and improve the Money Smart program. The survey is short--you will be 

asked no more than five questions. Please access the survey at b~p-.s-:-/~[~ic--s-u-~y-J~n-~-q-u~s-Lt#~s-#-:g~--m-j-f-~i-c~s-~u-~e-y-s--/~-J--‘)-Q--H-.J-~. 

Q.’.i esii o..", s for 

Contact Us 

Manaqe Preferences I Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 4:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Watkins, Debm <u-atkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblm@email.tmc.edtr’~; ttolmm~ Nash, DeVetta 

<~tholmm~@ em~fil.unc.edu> 

Read-In program 

CBC 2011 Read-In Brochure.pages.zip; ATT00001 .c 

Here’s a draft. I did this one on in?’ Mac. I have no idea on what the final outcome will look like. :) Headed to the copy center now to see about options I say no color to save cost. Your 
thoughts. Please call me as I will be away from my office phone 







Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

@dstromanocom 





WELCOME FROM THE CHANCELLOR 

Greetings Tar Heels! Thanks for your 
participation in this special inaugural event 
to celebrate Black History Month. It’s a 
great opportunity to honor and learn about 
the wide range of Black literature, arts and 
music. Enjoy the evening. 

~ Holden Thorp 

GREETINGS FROM THE READ-IN CHAIR 

Welcome! Through this medium, we hope 

to educate and foster a greater appreciation 

of the diversity, creativity, breadth, and 

richness of the spoken and written word of 

the people of the African Diaspora and the 

shared experiences that unite. Your 

presence makes this event special. Enjoy! 

Wayne Blair 

Lift Every Voice And 
Sing 

James VVe/don Johnson 

Lift every voice and sing, 
till earth and heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of 

liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise 

High as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the 

rolling sea. 

Sing a song full of the faith 
that the 

dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope 

that the present has 
brought us; 

facing the rising sun of our 
new day begun, 

let us march on till victory is 
won, T 



RE~M_ INGS mad PERFORMANCES 

"LIFT EVERY VOICE" 

RLF L, LC ] 

REC EP’]?I ON 

NOTHN:R TO NON 

By Langs~:on Hughes 

Well, son, I’fl tell you: 

Life for me ain’t been 

no crystal stair. 

It’s had tacks in it,, 

And splinters, 

And boards torn 

And places with no carpet on the 

floor-- 

Bare. 

But all the dine 

Fse been a--dimbin’ on, 

And reachin’ landin’s, 

Sibby Anderson 

Martina Ballen 

Becca Battaglini 

Claudio Battaglini 

Cameron Belton 

Wayne Blair 

Daniel Bolick 

Charles Brown 

Curtis Byrd 

Herrison Chicas 

Brooke Church 

Charles Daye 

Maria DeGuzman 
Warche’ Downing 

Valerie Foushee 

Bernard Glassman 

Kevin Guskiewicz 

Terri Houston 

Fatimah Jackson 

Renae James 

Camille Jones 

Shandra Jones 

Norris Johnson 

Antoinette Lecky 

Jeremy Martin 

Cherrelle McKnight 

Beth Millwood 

Denise Mitchell 

Cookie Newsom 

Jennie Ofstein 

Barbara Osborne 

Barbara Rimer 

Sherry Salyer 

Deborah Southall 

Richard Southall 

Deborah Stroman 

Sheleyce Woods 

And turnin" corners, 

And sometimes goin’ in the dark 

Where there ain’t been no light. 

So boy, don’t you turn back. 

Don’t you set down on the steps 

’Cause you finds iUs Mnder hard. 

Don’t you fal~ now~ 

For I’se st-H~ goin",, honey, 

Fse s~l cl[mbin: 

And life for me a~n’~ been no crystal 

Jennifer Evans 

Harmonyx 

EROT 

Nicholas Spivey 

Victory in Praise 

stair~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:25 PM 

StromaaL Deborah Lynn <dsm3@unc.edu> 

READ-IN 

CBC Read-In.xlsx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the final list I have for the Read-In Also, Victory in Praise 
Dance group has confirmed and will be there tomorrow I have to work the 
baseball game tomorrotv starting at 1 pm, but I hope to be done in time to 
make it to the Read- In on time I will keep you posted on that status. 
Enjoy your day tomorrow-[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 10:20 AM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm:-llagler.unc.edu-~; Sta~mm:, Deborah l,ynn ~ds~ro@unc.edu>; Angelette Cheek 
<angelette.cheek@ti~cilities.unc.edw~; Watkins, Debra <watkin~t@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu:~; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Minori~ Health Conference 

Fd like to thank each of you [:or the kind words, and calls to check on your boy OJ d~is week, You all continue to show me how fortunate I am to have gotten to 

know you over the months and to consider you a part of my I~fe. ~ was rem~nded that w~th everything goh~g on, ~ hadn’t h~formed you about today’s Minority Heakh 

Conference that ~ ~m currently faciHtath~g @ the Friday Center this mornh~g. ~f you get an opportunity, you can view the I~ve webc~st that I am d~recth~g th~s 

~f~:ernoon from the School of Journalism I’ve included ~ ]mk theft you c~m use to v~ew ~t. ~r~ the meantime, enjoy yourselves this evemng I know it will be a gre~: 

t:ime to be h~d by a~l. Look [orw~rd to seeing you ne>:t wee]~. 

32nd Annual Minority Hea]th Conference webcast 

Friday February 25,201:[ 
2.-3:30 ~’lg’~ t?ST 

http:iiwww.sph.unc.eduimedia/webcasts.html?webcast=2011-02-25 mhc 

Thanks Much, 

O,.I. McGhee 

I!~s~rix:tional Medi~ S,:trvices, Manager 

UNC Giliir!gs Sci:oo: of tSh)bal Pt]bHc Health 

21.2 Rosenau Hall, Cg# 74,90 

Cha[}e~ Hql, NC 27599 

(919) 84B .- 41.49 

oj_mcghee@ ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CEES Advisory Board <       ~gmail.com> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 4:43 PM 

~gmail.com 

Missing Contact List Attachment 

2011CEES SelectContact.xls 

Thanks for pointing that out! 

Carolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
~mail.com 

CEESunc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. ~dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 11:00 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Racial Dispa~ties 

Undelst~ding the Causes of Racial Inequalities .pptx 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~dstroman corn 

Need an additional revenue stream? Visit www sendoutcards.con~,touchl0 watch the video and send out a FREE greeting card to someone you are thinking of right now -- on me! 





































Racism at the 

levels 















54.32% 

42.06% 

17.89% 

25.19% 

13.88% 
11.17% :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... 

8.95% 

28.11% 

Coca Cola Sears American TRW Bank of 
Cyanamid America 

~ Black % of the workforce ~ Black % of total decline 



















































Systematic reviews of television and print news coverage have found that:/ 

Particularly violent crimes and crimes against whites even though these represent a small proportion of overall crime rates 

(homicides = one to two tenths of one percent of all arrests they made up 22-29% of all the crimes on evening news 

(BBFY,2!10 to 1% of violent crime rate overall: 469.2; property crime rate3,429.8!100k inhabitants) 86% of white homicide 

victims are killed by whites. 2) eg more likely to be shown in mug shots, in perp walks bks twice as likely than whites to be 

shown under some form of physical restraint by the police (even though all were accused of scary and generally violent 

cdmes(Entman and Rojecki 2000--from pg 13 Entman 

Paucity--re: postitively contribute to society and who live in accordance with dominant culture values--few persons of 

color are used as expert sources, 



1 Minorities are perceived as possessing weapons (even when they do not) and are more likely to be shot in experiments 

(Kang 2005) 

2. Studies have shown that when people are shown a crime report with no identified perpetrator, people falsely identified 

an african american perpetrator 

3. Exposure to images of young black male criminal defendants increased whites’ punitive attitudes toward crime and 

tendencies to endorse beliefs such as that blacks are less intellectually able 

And if we consider racial attitudes about violence, intelligence, work ethic we find that 













U.S. Public School Enrollment 
Out-of-School Suspensions, and Expulsions, 

by Race/Ethnicity: 2006 

:--:~ Total Enrollment ~ Suspensions :~:~ Expulsions 
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25% 
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1972 ! No 2008 
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1972i 25%i 2 

2008 i’ 8%[ 2 
l CategoryT 3    i 3.5 3 

i Catego~T 4 i 4.5 5 

i To resize clmrt data range, drag lower right corner of range. 

C      D 

i Series 2 i Series 3 

2.4 

4.4 

1.8 
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1977 



A B 

1 1977 

2 Yes 65% 

3 No 35% 

4 3rd Qtr 1.4 

5 4th Qtr 1.2 

6 

7 

8 To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range. 



1977 



A B 

1 1977 

2 Yes 27% 

3 No 73% 

4 3rd Qtr 1.4 

5 4th Qtr 1.2 

6 

7 

8 To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range. 



2002 



A B 

1 2002 

2 Yes 10% 

3 No 90% 

4 3rd Qtr 1.4 

5 4th Qtr 1.2 

6 

7 

8 To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range. 



Percent of U.S. Secondary School Math Classes Taught by Out-of- 

Field Instructors, by Minority Concentration in School: 2003-4 

30% 

16% 



Educational Attainment for U.S. Population Aged 25 and Over by Race/Ethnicity, 2007 

1 OO% 

90% 

80% 

7O% 

60% 

50% 
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3O% 

2O% 

10% 

0% 
High school completion or higher 

A 
1 Mean Call-Back Rates by Racial Soundingness of Names 
2 
3 Call Back Rate 
4 
5 
6 
7 Call Back Rate 
8 Bertand, Marianne and Sendhil Mullainathan. "Are Emily and Greg more Employable than Lakisha and Jamal?" Po~ 
9 

10 

12 Poverty Rate by Race, 2007 
13 White 
14 11.5 
15 http://www.statehealthfacts.org/comparebar.jsp?ind=14&cat=1 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

37i 

39 Educational Attainment in U.$., 2007 
40 
41 Asian 
42 White, Non-Hispanic 

43 Black 
44 Hispanic 
45 
46 
47 U.S. Census Bureau. Educational Attainment in the United States: 2007. January 2009 
48 
49 
50 
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36 
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A 
51 Asian 
52 White 
53 Black 
54 Hispanic 
55 Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 
56 Alaskan Native/American Indian 
57 http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2OO8/nativetrends/xls/table 7 l.xls 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 U.S. Population and Prison Population by Race/Ethnicity, 2007 
64 
65 White, Non-Hispanic 
66 Black 
67 Hispanic 
68 
69 http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/pimO8st.pdf 
70 http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/00000.html 
71 
72 U.S. Adult Population and Prison Population by Race and Ethnict,y 2007 
73 
74 White, Non-Hispanic 
75 Black 
76 Hispanic 
77 
78 Median Earnings for Workers in U.S. Aged 25 and Over, by Educational Attainment and Race: 2007 
79 
80 Asian 
81 White, Non-Hispanic 
82 Black 
83 Hispanic 
84 
85 Police Traffic Stops, and Searches and Outcomes of Searches During Stops, by Race/Ethnicity: 2002 
86 
87 White 
88 Black 
89 Hispanic 
90 http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/cppO2.pdf 

91 http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/cppO5.pdf 
92 
93 Public High School Students Taught by Out-of-Field Teachers, by Minority Concentration: 2004 
94 
95 Low-Minority 
96 High-Minority 
97 http://nces.ed .gov/pubs2007/2007064.pdf 
98 
99 U.S. Secondary School Mathematics Classes Taught by Out-of-Field Instructors, by Minority Concentration in Schoo 
100 High-Minority (>75%) 
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Educational Attainment for U.S. Population Aged 25 and Over by Race/Ethnicity, 2007 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 10:37 AM 

@aol.com 

FYI: The Divine Nine Presents: The Greek Mardi Gras Maxch 8 

Mardi Gras (Greek).png 

The Dii~ine Nine Presents: The Greek 3I~irdl Gras 

Hosted By: Durham/Chapel Hill NPHC 

Tuesday March 8th, 2Oll 

Champps D Southpoint Mall ~ 8030 Renaissance Parkway 
Its tha t time of year again! 

Who doesn’t love Mardi Gras. It’s once of the best times of the year when you ~re surround by good people, wonderful music, ~nd cuisine that is nothing less than 
amazing. 

It may be a little too late to book that flight out to New Orleans so, The Divine Nine is bring New Orleans to you! 

Everyone come out and show support as we overtake Champps at the Streets of Southpoint as we turn it into Bourbon St. for one night only! 

There is no cover for this event but, be sure to bring in this email for the 20% discount food discount! 

(Greek).png 

PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL LOCAL GREEK CHAPTERS! 
iPad Raffle Tickets will be on SALE for $5. See a member of the Chapel Hill Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. w~,~.ChapelHillZetas.org 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Barefoot <Robin@TRIANGLECF.ORG> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:04 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Donovan Moxey <demoxey@im~3d.com~ 

getting together 

Dear Dr. Stmman - 
I am reaching out to you at the suggestion of Donovan Moxey, who is a member of the Foundation’s board of directors. You and I spoke briefly by phone in December, but we 
agreed to pick up this conversation after the first of the year. Sorry for my delay. 
Donovan and I were discussing ways that Triangle Community Foundation could support advisors in the Triangle who work with professional athletes in their business, life and 
charitable planning. Donovan mentioned that you might be interested in getting to know us better, and we would certainly welcome the opportunity to meet with you to 
understand your work. In talking with Donovan, I mentioned that I have known             for many years (I am a licensed attorney) although it’s been a long time since 
I’ve spoken to      Donovan mentioned that you occasionally work with      as well. 
I know that Donovan has a great deal of business travel on his calendar- but if we plan something far enough out, I know he would be interested in joining us. 
I am happy to come to Chapel Hill and meet you at your office, or somewhere else in Chapel Hill for coffee or lunch. Please let me know when and where might be a good 
time for this meeting. 
Thank you for your time, Dr. Stroman - I look forward to meeting with you. 

Best, 
Robin Barefoot, JD 
Gift Planning Advisor 
Triangle Community Foundation 

324 Blackwell Street, Suite 1220 
Durham, NC 27701 
tel: 919-474-8370 
fax: 919-941-9208 
www.t ria n.qlecf.or.q 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

melissa.j ohnson@velvetsuitemarketing.com 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 8:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Your Invitation to Women In The Stx)tlight - March 17 - 19 

Thank you! I do undersZand. I look fola~-ard to us connecting soon. Please share w other wolnen who you believe Inay be interested. 

Sent via BlackBerD’ by AT&T 

From: "Deborah Stromaff’ <ds~roman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 2 Mar 2011 18:07:27 -0500 

To: ’Melissa Johnso~i<melissa:johnson@velvetsuitemarkefing.com> 
Subject: RE: Your Invitation to Women In The Spotlight - March 17 - 19 

Hi Melissa, Yes, I did receive the invite and the program looks wonderful I teach on Tuesdays and Thursdays and have a very tight schedule this month. I do want to 
stay connected and hope to work with you later this year. I just can’t fit the March dates in~.. @ 
Do stay in tou~th ~nd have ~ gre~t conference~ 
Cotl~tlued success ~o yo~J, 

Hugs, 
debby 

9 ~29 84.3 033 (~ 

"Who do~: noffffng~ na, ed hope for no~hir~g. 

F~m= Nelissa Johnson [mail~:melissa.johnson@velveNui~marketing.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 01, 20~ ~:43 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ Your Invi~tion to Women In ~e Spotlight - Narch ~7 -~9 
Hey there: 

I didlft hear back from you. Did you get the invitation to come? Would love to have you them and also incoiporate your brand into our consulting for promotion for 

you. 

Let me know! 

Melissa Dawn Johnson 

President 

Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group 

3348 Peachtree Rd. NE Suite 700 

Atlm~ta. GA 30326 

404-806-8214 (o) 

(c) 

678-954-4899 

melissa:j ohnson@velvetsuite,na~rketing.co,n 

www.velvetsuitemmketing.com 

ww~-.bmndmelive.com 

Follow me on Twitter: @BrandMeLive 
Friend me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/melissadawnjohnson 

This email message is from Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Omup, Inc. and is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s), and may contain confidential and 

privileged intbrmation. Any unauthorized review, u~, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you axe not the intended 

recipient(s), please contact the sender by reply email, and destroy all copies of the original message. You may not distribute, disseminate or coW this email. Please note 

that all email within Velvet Suite Marketing Consulting Group, Inc. is subject to continuous and ad hoc filtering, scrutiny and 

reporting. This also applies to incolning ema~l. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Berger, Michele T <mtberger@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, March 6, 2011 10:42 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: A Study of Underrepresented Minority Faculty (URM) in Research Urdversifies-WaJated Research Participants 

Stress for Success -study description 2011 .doc 

I-{i Deborah, 

I’m your neighbor in Women’s Studies in the Smith Building. I am also a member of the Black Faculty Staff and Caucus though 

writing to see if I can ask you for a favor about forwarding a request for participants to be interviewed for a research study~ Nease see below. Thanks for your help~ 

~ k)ok forward ~:o v~s~l:~ng vour o[fice.-.-wh~ch I often thk~k about: do~ng~ t l:h~n~ you are doing a great job as presk~en~: o[ the gr:SC-.-I know k’s a lot of work~ 

Best, 

Miche~e 

~’m wr~t~?g to ask your he~p w~th identifying faculty members from underrepresented groups to participate in a research study on stress menta~ and physica~ 

health and academR: li[e at research univers~:~es. Bonnie Thorton I:)~1], noted sociok)gis~: and current president of the National Women’s S[:ud~es Assoda~:ion 

come to campus to ~nterv~ew individuals on March 21 and March 22. She ~s ~:he co-mw?sl:~gator of tMs project and is w?ry ~n~:erested to speak with UNC facul~:y (but 

please feel free to forward this [o Duke colleagues and others in your network). She wif] conduct [he b~[erviews at UNC and will gladly provide dinner or lunch to 

respondents. Bonnie has asked me to assist her b~ her recruitment el:forts of th~s national study. 

~f you have chance, please consider being a respondent and!or forwarding tNs request to your networks. The contact info to the Faculty Research Assistant 

below, the co-~nvest~gator’s emai] is ~n the attachment, but p~ease feel free to emai] me as well for any assistance. 

Best, 

M~che~e BerBer 

From: Laura Logie [mailto ~hotma corn] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 2~, 2011 1:~ PN 

To: Bonnie Dill; BerBer, Michele T 
Cc: Ilogie@umd.edu 
Subject: RE: NC Visit 

Good Afternoon Michelle. 

On behalf of Bonnie Thornton Dill, it is nice to meet you over email and we are extremely grateful in your assistance on our research project: A Study of Underrepresented 
Minority Faculty (URN) in U.S. Research Universities. 

I am attaching a brief description of our project. 
I just wanted to touch base with you know in preparation of the end of March for Bonnie’s visit to give you a clearer picture of the project and help you in the assistance of 
identification of these participants. 

Thank you, and I will be contacting you shortly with more information. 

Best, 
Laura 

Laura A. Logie, PhD 
Faculty Research Assistant 

Assistant Director, 
The Consortium on Race, Gender, and Ethnicity 
University of Maryland 
:t208 Cole Student Activities Building 
(Located in the David C. Driskell Center through 
the glass gallery doors). 
College Park, MD 20742 
301-405-1651 

@hotmail.com 
http://www.crge, u md.ed u 



UNIVERS ITY OF 1208 Cole Studer~{ Activities Building 
University of Ma]:yland 
College Park, MD 20742 
l.’el: 30:~-405-2931 Fax: 301-405-2868 
hllp://www, crge,t~md.edu 

A Study of Underrepresented Minority Faculty (URM) in 

U.S. Research Universities 

Principal Investigator: Ruth E. Zambrana, PhD 
Co-Principal Investigator: Bonnie Thornton Dill, PhD 

This is a research project being conducted at the Consortium on Race, Gender and EthniciW at the 
University, of Ma~land, College Park. The purpose of this study is to examine the associations 
among occupational stress, coping strategies and physical and mental health outcomes among 
U.S. born, Postdoc, Assistant and Associate URM faculty (African American, Mexican 
American and Puerto Rican) by gender and the relationship to faculty career paths. Based upon 
the dearth of empirical research in this area, this study will significantly contribute to the 
advancement of knowledge on what factors help URM have a successful career path and what 
factors impede career progression. 

A mixed methods approach is used to collect both qualitative and quantitative data to better 
understand the role of coping resources in moderating the effects of occupational stressors; 
determine differences on these factors by gender, race, ethnicity and rank; and identify how 
organizational factors, organizational climate, and work-family balance are associated with 
perceived career path and progression. These data will serve as baseline for a future follow-up 
longitudinal study. 

Participants will be identified through personal contacts, advisow board members, and network 
sampling techniques. Four sources of data will be collected: 

1) Focus group data will specifically seek to obtain more in-depth infonnation on work-family 
balance, perceptions of level of diversity and resources, perceptions of organizational factors such 
as perceived welcoming climate, mentoring practices at their institution, and network supports. 

2) In-depth interviews will obtain data on academic life histoD~ or career progression, the tenure 
process, challenges and strategies used to advance career path, organizational factors, work 
responsibilities, organizational climate, health and physical health conditions, the coping 
behaviors used to manage responsibilities, and future academic aspirations. 

3.) A self-administered online survey using items and scales from standardized instruments that 
are appropriate for African American and Latino groups was developed and will be emailed to 
participants with informed consent protocol. 

4.) A CV will be requested and reviewed to assess progress at the beginning stages of 
respondent’s career. 

Contact Dr. Ruth E. Zambrana at 301-405-3447; rzambran@umd.edu if you have questions 
about the study or are interested in participating. 

We graleJhlly acknowledge the award by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation(RWJF) to 
conduct this study and the support of Dr. Debra J. Perez, Senior Program Qfficer at the RWJF. 

1/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CEES Advisory Board <       ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 3:28 PM 

CEES Selection Committee <cees_select@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cees_select] Last year’s Scoresheet and selection process info 

cees_scoresheet2010.xls; selection~rocess2010.docx 

Thus far, it looks as though Friday, March 18th at 4 pm is the best fit for everyone for our 
criteria/process meeting. We’re waiting for two more responses so if you haven’t answered that 
survey yet, please do. And if you haven’t answered yet, you can just focus on giving your availability 
for Friday, March llth through Sunday, March 13th and Friday, March 18th through Sunday, March 
2oth. 

Attached is the selection committee’s scoresheet from last year and a short description of the process 
that we used. (The first half has been edited to reflect this year but the process area hasn’t been 
changed.) They’re also uploaded to the CEES googledocs account for easier access if you need to refer 
to them later on. 

A visit to CEESunc.org will help you a lot for getting a feel about what the goals of the fellowship are. 
For your reference, the guidelines for selection are: 
Undergraduate, visiting, and graduate students are eligible to seek an award in order to study or 
intern domestically or globally for the first time at any point up to six months after graduation. Any 
student serving on the CEES’ Advisory Board or Selection Committee is ineligible. Students may not 
apply for a fellowship to study abroad if they have already completed a study abroad program. 
A Selection Committee will award fellowships based on the following qualifications of applicants: 
strength of character, demonstrated extracurricular dedication, technical merits including honors and 
GPA, passion for future endeavors, quality of proposal, and the relevance of their proposed summer 
experience to their field of study or career goals. A preference is granted for exceptional non-traditional, 
Carolina Covenant, student parent, and transfer students as well as requests accompanied with a grant application from a 
nonprofit organization. 

Annadele 

Carolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
~mail.com 

CEESunc.org 

You are currently subscribed to cees_select as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37629886.1 cfTebe91741 fl daae5b75748446e308&n=T&l=cees select&o=28812243 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28812243-37629886.1 cf7ebe91741 fl daae5b75748446e308@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Alley ~ alley@nacwaa.org~ 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 11:23 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fw: LIVF, POWERIRJILY E-Z1NE - March 2011 

Kathy might be a great guest speaker for you sometime. Thought I would pass this along. 
I am working on contact info for you of women of color in leadership rolls on campuses, 
More soon. 
JA 
--- Original Message --- 
From i Goat Kathy W iison 

To: ialley@nacwaa.org 
Sent: Tuesday, Mamh 08, 2@ ] 8:4] AM 
Subject: LIVE POWERFULLY E-ZINE- March 

FEATURE ARTICLE 
Living ~n the Rearview Mirror 

(;;LICK HERE TO READ MORE 

Read an Excerpt from The Unacceptable Woman®! 

Check Out the 
Latest Power 

Podcasts! 

Power Tip! L.eam he,’,, to live 

PO~.~/ER TIP#4 

Make time to read a book a 

morfiN The easies~ and mos~ 

mmdset arid cre~[e change is 

b read books 1hal: educa[e 

POWER TIP#5 



A Message of Encouragement! 

Ask for what you wan]! Yeu will 

never truly knew what may 

come backi0 you unless 

make "the ask". Pewerful 

wha] they wan]! 

POWER TIP#6 

Dop,’t be afraid to let you freak 

flag fly! ]-here is no one in the 

world like you No one can do 

what you do the way you do it 

You are poweilul and unique. 

So let itfly! 

POWER TIP#’/ 

Breathe deeply! Just taking 

several long deep breat,hs 

throughout the day can have a 

powerful affect on your health. 

shailew brea]hing! 

Forward email 

This email was sent to jalle~/@nacwaa.or_c, by info@coach katba,vilson.com ._U_£d___a_Le___r_{LO__fjj_e_LE_l~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
lnstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_l_b__s__c_!_Lb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_L/__E_o_[[_c~, 

Coach Kathy Wilson i P,O.Box 9689 :: Alexandria :: VA 22304 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone Center <brazile.j@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 10:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stone Center Reception & Roundtable-Amina Ali 

Dear Deborah Strornan, 

If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 

receive all mail from Stone Center on time in the future The delivery of this Paperless Mail 

may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings 

This Invitation is intended for Deborah Stroman and was sent by Stone Center Please 

paste the following link into a new browser window if you are having trouble viewing this 

card 

htt p:I/wvwv, paperlesspost.com/events/593664-1 c 13476clreplies116648796-fc60eaa5 

Add this event to your: Goqqle Calendar Outlook iCal 

Please join us in Welcoming 

Her Excellency Amina Salum Ali 

with a reception 

on March 23, 2011 at 5:00pm 

Followed by a 

Roundtable Discussion on 

March 24, 2011 at 10am 

in the Stone Center’s 

Hitchcock MultiPurpose Room 

150 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Please R.S.V.P. no later than March 15, 2011 

Create and send your own custom cards at hf/t,.p:!/,,~’A~; paperlesspost com. 

if you feui~d ti~is ei=~sil in your juni</bulk fol@~r, @esse add paperlesspost~pa,oerless,oost.com to your sdd=ess 

C~L’k here ~o stop ~ece’7~ 



FFom ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Billy J Hawkins <~bhawk~@uga.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 11:32 PM 

colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu ~gmail.com; Jepkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson <jchepyat@uga.edu>; 

~gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; swaller2@utk.edu; Akila~h Carter ~carter@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Stroman, Deborah 

Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>: ~gmail.com; Ja~nes McBean, MPP <jmcbean@hu.edu> 

fpolite@utk.edu 

Academic bio’s 

Dear Contributing Authors, 
As we move closer to finalizing this project, we would like to receive from each of you a brief bio. The publisher has limited the bio’s to 50 words - 
very brief. Your bio’s should include your current positions and institutional affiliation, research and teaching interest, and highest degree and the 
awarding institution. We would like to receive these bio’s by March 31 st. You could either send your bio’s as a Word attachment or within an email. 

We are grateful for your contribution and patience, and look forward to finalizing this project. 

Than k you, 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

’t...private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone Center <brazile.j@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 10:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Formal Dinner - Amina Salum Ali 

Stone Center sent you an invitation to "Formal Dinner - Amina Salum All" for Thursday, 

March 24th at 9:00 PM at 150 South Road, Chapel Hill 

Click the envelope below to view your Invitation or scroll down to view more information: 

If you click here to add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com to your address book, you will 

receive all mail from Stone Center on time in the future The delivery of this Paperless Mail 

may have been delayed due to your email and spam blocking settings 

View invitation: http:I/www.pa perlesspost.com/events/593755-b 18fl 487/replies/16650022- 

3230ff3a 

Add this event to your: Goo~qle Calendar Outlook iCal 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

invites you to a dinner Honoring 

Her Excellency 

Amina Salum All 

On March 23, 2011 at 9pm 

The Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Please RSV.P. by March 14, 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CEES Advisory Board <       @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 15,2011 11:46 PM 

CEES Selection Committee <cees_select@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cees_select] Selection Criteria/Process Meeting 

selection~orocess2010, docx; cees_scoresheet2010.xls 

Selection Criteria Meeting: 
This coming Friday, March 18th at 4 pm; Conference Room on the 1st Floor of Vance Hall 

Action Items 
To prepare for this meeting, if you haven’t already you can familiarize yourself with the goals of the CEES 
Fellowship and read the bios of last year’s Fellowship recipients on the "Our Fellows" page: 

http ://www. ceesunc.org/Our-Fellows.html 

You should also review the attached scoresheet and selection process information and consider what changes 
you would like to see in either (if any). 

At this time you do NOT need to: Score any applicants; Read any applications; answer any emails sent to the 
gmail account that aren’t forwarded to the listserv. The extended deadline is on Saturday, March 19th at 11 pm 
and I’ll send a mail merged word document of all of the applications to send out to the committee by Monday, 
March 21 st. You are of course welcome to get a sneak peak whenever you’d like. 

Meeting Agenda 
- Introductions 
- Outline the Selection process that will be used including: 
The use of any eliminators (ie GPA >3.0); 
How the scoresheet will be used; 
How many finalists will be discussed during Selection night and how they are chosen; 
How finalists will be narrowed down; 
How a final selection will be made; 
Any time limits placed to guide selection?; 
How and when decisions regarding the number of awards to be given will be decided; Declaration of possible 
conflicts of interest among selection committee members and how these will be handled (ie a selection 
committee member attends the same church as an applicant, etc.) 
- Discuss scoresheet categories 
- Discuss how you would like to receive extraneous application materials (resumes, transcripts, etc.) 
- Concerns? 

Anyone and everyone is welcome to add to our agenda!! My role is that of a tie-breaking vote (if 
necessary/applicable) and as a link to last year’s selection committee and founders. 

All the best, 
Annadele 

aMy apologies that this clarification is late in coming. I hope that it leaves you adequate time to feel prepared 
for our meeting. Please let me know if anything is still unclear. 

Carolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
~mail.com 

CEESunc.org 



You are currently subscribed to cees_select as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsub scribe click here: h__ttp ://lists.unc. edu/u? 
id=37629886.1ct-7ebe91741fldaae5b75748446e308&n=T&l=cees select&o=28853147 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28853147-37629886, lcf7ebe91741fldaae5b75748446e308@listserv.unc.edu 



CEES Selection Process 2010 

2011 CEES Summer Fellow and. Grant Applications 

Carolina students planning to study abroad or work as an unpaid intern for the first time 
are eligible to apply for a CEES’ Fellowship. A preference is granted for exceptional non- 
traditional, Carolina Covenant, student parent, and transfer students as well as requests 
accompanied with a grant application from a nonprofit organization. 

One to three $1000 CEES Fellowships or one $2000 Fellowship and Gran~ package will be 
awarded. 

2011 Summer Fellowships 

Undergraduate, visiting, and graduate students are eligible to seek an award in order to 
study or intern domestically or globally for the first time at any" point up to six months after 
graduation. Any student ser~,ing on the CEES’ Advisory Board or Selection Committee is 
ineligible. Students may not apply for a fellowship to study abroad if they have already 
completed a study abroad program. 

A Selection Committee will award fellowships based on the following qualifications of 
applicants: strength of character, demonstrated extracurricular dedication, technical merits 
including honors and GPA, passion for future endeavors, quality of proposal, and the 
relevance of their proposed summer experience to their field of study or career goals. 

The Selection Committee is composed of students of all years, faculty or administrators 
from UNC-CH, and community members. 

2011 Grant Application, s 

CEES recognizes that interns, even passionate, knowledgeable, dedicated and unpaid 
interns, require a monetary commitment that can become a burden to a small non-profit 
organization. Any 501(c)3 nonprofit entity planning to make use of the skills or talents of a 
Carolina student can apply for grant funds to offset supervisory, administrative, and/or 
program-related expenses. 

Before completing an application, the CEES applicant and non-profit organization should 
collaborate to fashion a productive and sustainable summer internship that incorporates 
both use of the intern’s current skill set, career exploration, and skill development with a 
particular focus on realistic expectations. For internships to be completed in developing 
countries, CEES values projects that incorporate mutual respect, participatory" development, 
and cultural immersion. 

2010 Selection Process 

Applications a,e evaluated to ensure that they meet eligibili~ criteria and that all requirements 

have been submitted before they are disseminated to the selection comanittee in a .zip folder 

containing the written applications, traaascripts, and resumes as well as any other submitted 

materials. Selection Committee members will use a scoresheet to objectively evaluate 
applications before the scores are compiled by CEES adviser, Michael Highland. The scores will 

be used to identify the top 10 scoring candidates to be discussed during the final selection 



CEES Selection Process 2010 

meeting first by elimin ating five applications and then by choosing the lop ~wii ap~!i~ation~ fr0m 
those to tim& Each committee member can propose that another applicant 

On the scoresheet, evaluate the applications on a scale of 0-5 in the following categories: 

Technical Merit: This includes GPA and honors listed on their resume. Scorers may opt 
to use the student’s GPA as their score for this categoD’. 

Strength of Character 

Dedication to extracurricular endeavors 

Passion fbr future endeavoI~ 

Relevance of plan to future career or field of study 

Plans to share their experience with the Carolina community 

Overall written quali~ of application: Free from grammatical errors, good word choice 

Fiscal responsibility of the budget 

Quality and Appropriateness of Grant proposal: How well does the grant proposal 
demonstrate that the funds will be used to fulfill a cormnunity need and that the project is 
well-planned a~d collaborative’? 

Preference to Carolina Covenant, Transfer, non-traditional, and student pa~ents is granted 
by an extra 3 points on their application or an extra 4 points if they are more than one of 
those. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:45 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

C~ at }hll 

Doc 

Not sure if you have read this, but here is Grant Hill’s response to The Fab Five. I would have appreciated it if Grant had said something like Jalen and l come from 

two different worlds and he is entitled to his opinion. 

http://thequad.biogs.nytimes.com/2011/O3/16/grant-hiils-response-to-jalen-rose/ 

"Warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, I I I 
T. Jefferson Camion, III, Esq. 

The CW Law Group, PC 

3622 Lyckan Parkxvay 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-1785 ext I telephone 

(919) 281-66B0 facsimile 

Email:l’carm°n(a~cwlaw<r°u~    ,~ p. corn 

Website: 

iXi shield logo 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance widl requirements imposed by the IRS, xve infom~ you dlat any tax advice contained in this commut~ication (or in any attachinent) is not 
intended or written to be used, ,and c,armot be used, for dxe purpose of (i) avoiding t~x related penalties or (fi) promoting> marketing or recommending to mmther party ~ny tax related ,walter 
~ddressed in this communication o~ in ~ny attachme,~t hereto 
This e mail transrmssion, and any documents, files or previous e mail messages attached to it, may contmn confidenfd information that is legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipieng or a 
person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby noffied that any disclosure, copyingo distributinn or use of my of the information contained in or attached to this message 
is strictly protnbited. 
If you h~ve received this transmission in error, please immediately not~ us by reply e mail or by telephone at (919) 926 1785, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without 
reading them or saving them to disk Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

First Pitch Sunday, March 20, 2011 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Deb, 

I wanted to make sure that we were still on for Sunday. 

Jeff Sheperd in Sports Marketing will contact you regarding this. 

Just wanted to make sure it was still a go. 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa, Head Softball Coach 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



Name of Prospective Student-Athlete 
Last First 

2011-2012 

Middle Initial 

_~_ 
M 
P 

liL- 
Y 

Permanent Address 
ci~T State Postal Code Countly 

Prospective Student-Athlete’s NCAA ID 
(must be registered with the N(L4A EligibiliO~ Center and on the Institutional Request Lis0 

Date of Birth 

Submission of this NLI has been authoi~zed by: 

SIGNED 
Director of Athletics (or designee) Date Issued to Prospective Student-Athlete 

Sport 

For Institutional Use Only: 
~ -I\vo-year college transfer 

~ 2-4 Qualifier ~ 2-4 Nonqualifier 
[] Two-year college graduate Expected graduation date 

This is to certify my decision to enroll at 
Name o f Institution 

SIGNED 
Prospective Student-Athlete Signature Signing Date (M@T~ay/Yr) 

Parent/legal guardian signature is required if prospective student-athlete 
has not reached his or her 21~ birthday. 

SIGNED 
~ Parent or ~ Legal Guaxdian Signature 
(check one) 

Signing [)ate (Mth/Day/Yr) 

Plint Name of Parent/Legal Guardian Telephone Number (including area code) 

Copyright @ National Letter of Intent 

Time (A.M. / P.M.) 

Do not sign prior to 7:00 a.m. 

(local time) on the initial 

signing date. 

Time (A.M. / P.M.) 

Do not sign prior to 7:00 a.m. 

(local time) on the initial 
signing date. 

Rev. 10/01/2010 



extenuating circumstances are determined to exist and the signing institution denies my request for release. I further understand the 
Committee’s decision may be appealed to the NLI Appeals Committee, whose decision shall be final and binding. 

7. Letter Becomes Null and Void. This NLI shall be declared null and void if any of the following occur: 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Admissions Requirement. This NLI shall be declared null and void if the institution named in this document notifies me in writing that I 
have been denied admission or, by the opening day of classes in fall 2011, has failed to provide me with written notice of admission, 
provided I have submitted a complete admission application. It is my obligation to provide, by request, my academic records and an 
application for admission to the signing institution. IfI fail to submit the necessary, academic credentials aJadior application to determine an 
admission decision prior to September 1, the NLI shall be declared null and void. If discovered I purposely failed to provide all necessau 
academic credentials to the institution, the NLI office per its review may determine the NLI remain binding. 

This NLI shall be rendered null and void if I am eligible for admission, but the institution nanaed in this document deters admission to a 
subsequent temp. ttowever, this NLI remains binding ifI defer my admission. 

Eligibility Requirements. This NLI shall be declared null and void if, by the opening day of classes in fall 201 l, I have not met (1) the 
NCAA initial eligibility" requirements; (2) the NCAA, conference or institution’s requirements tbr financial aid to student-athletes; or (3) 
the two-year college transfer requirements, provided I have submitted all necessary documents tbr eligibility determination. 

(1) This NLI shall be rendered null and void if I become a nonqualifier (per Bylaw 14.3). This NLI remains valid if I am a partial 
qualifier per NCAA Division II Bylaw 14.3.2.1 unless I do not meet the institution’s policies for receipt of athletics aid. 

(2) It is my obligation to register with and provide information to the NCAA Eligibility" Center. If I fail to submit the necessary 
documentation for an initial-eligibility decision and have not attended classes at the signing institution, the NLI shall be declared null 
and void. If discovered I purposely failed to provide all necessary information to the NCAA Eligibility’ Center, the NLI office per its 
review may determine the NLI remain binding. 

(3) This NLI shall be rendered null and void if I am a midyear tbotball two-year college transfer and I fhil to graduate from two-year 
college at midyear (only for Division I nonqualifier). The NLI remains binding for the following fall term ifI graduated, was eligible 
for admission and financial aid and met the two-year college transfer requirements tbr competition tbr the winter or spring term, but 
chose m delay my admission. 

One-Year Absence. This NLI shall be declared null and void ifI have not attended any institution (two-year or four-year) for at least one 
academic year, provided my request tbr athletics financial aid tbr a subsequent fall term is denied by the signing institution. I may still 
apply this provision if I initially enrolled in an NLI member institution but have been absent fbr at least one academic year. To apply this 
provision, I must file with the appropriate conference office a statement from the director of athletics at the institution named in this 
document that such athletics financial aid will not be available for the requested fall term. 

Service in the U.S. Armed Forces/Church Mission. This NLI shall be declared null and void after serving active duty" with the armed 
forces of the United States or an official church mission tbr at least 12 months. 

e. Discontinued Sport. This NLI shall be declared null and void if the institution named in the documant discontinues 111y sport. 

Recruiting Rules Violation. If eligibility reinstatement by the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff is necessary due to NCAA and/or 
conference recruiting rules violations, the institution must notify me that I have an option to have the NLI declared null and void clue to the 
rules violation. It is my decision to have the NLI remain valid or to have the NLI declared null and void, permitting me to be recruited and 
not be subject to NLI penalties. 

Recruiting Ban After Signing. I understand all participating conferences and institutions are obligated to respect my signing and shall cease 
to recruit me afler my signing this NLI. I shall notify any recruiter who contacts me that I have signed an NLI. Once I enroll in the institution 
named in this document, the NLI Recruiting Ban is no longer in effect and I shall be governed by applicable NCAA bylaws. 

14-Day Signing Deadline. If my parent/legal guardian and I fail to sign this NLI and accompanying offer of athletics financial aid (see 
institutional policy for parent/legal guardian signature) within 14 days after the date of issuance, it will be invalid. In that event, another NLI 
may be issued within the appropriate signing period. Signing Deadline (November Only): NLI must be signed between the dates of 
November 10-17, 2010 (the 14-day signing deadline is not applicable during the November signing period). Additionally, the institution must 
file the NLI with its conference office within 21 days of the date of final signature; otherwise, the NLI is invalid. 

Statute of Limitations. This NLI is in full force and effect for a period of four years, commencing with the date I sign this NLI. I am subject 
to the NLI penalty" ifI do not fulfill the agreement; however, once four years has elapsed, the NLI is no longer binding. 

Coaching Changes. I understand I have signed this NLI with the institution and not for a particular sport or coach. If a coach leaves the 
institution or the sports program (e.g., not retained, resigns), I remain bound by the prnvisions of this NLI. I understand it is not uncommon for 
a coach to leave his or her coaching position. 

Coaching Contact Prohibited at Time of Signing. A coach or an institutional representative may not hand deliver this NLI off campus or be 
present off campus at the time I sign the NLI per NCAA rules. This NLI may be delivered by express mail, courier service, regular mail, e- 
mail or ~csimile machine. An NLI submitted to an institution electronically shall be considered a valid copy. 

Cop?sigi~t ~2) National Letter of ll~ici~t Rev. 10/01/2010 2011-12 - 2 





Co~ege-Choice Factors of NCAA Division ~ 
Football Players at a Southeastern University 

Thanks in advance for participating in this study. Participation in 
the survey implies that you consent to voluntarily participate in the 
research. Your responses will be kept confidential and anonymous 

at all times. Also, you can choose to quit the survey at any time 
and/or skip any survey question. Thanks again for your time! 

Please respond to the followin~ cluestions relatin~ to vour 
personal characteristics and preferences. 

What position do you currently play? Check or circle ALL that apply. 

Defensive Back (cornerback or safety) 

Defensive Line (tackle or end) 

Linebacker 

Offensive Line (center, guard, or tackle) 

Quarterback 

Running Back (or fullback) 

Specialty (place kicker, punter, place holder, long snapper, etc.) 

Tight End (or H-back) 

Wide Receiver (split end or slot) 

Do you see yourself playing professional football at some point in your 

Yes 

No 

Where are you from? (What do you consider your "home" state?) 

State: 

¯ What is your race!ethnicity? 

White 

\_..," Other, please specify (e.g., other ethnic group, mixed race): 

When recruited to your current school, were you offered an athletic 
scholarship?                                                 J 

\ _.-," Yes 

~...... No 

,. ..... I was not recruited 

What is your current year in school? 

~. ..... First (1st) Year 
...... ~ ~.."" Academic scholarship(s) ’ ...... Second (2nd) Year 
~"~ L....." Athletic scholarship ....... Third (3rd) Year 
,""~ i~ Pell Grant ~. ..... Fourth (4th) Year 
...... ~ ~.."" Other type of financial aid (please specify): , ..... Fifth (5th) Year or greater 
~"~ L....." I do not receive any financial aid ....... Graduate Student 

What types of financial aid do you currently receive? 
(Please check or circle ALL that apply) 

W h e nc h oosi n g w h ic h Co I leg e ~ o atte n d i h ow i n fl u e n t i a I we th e fo I low i n g facto tSd u~in gth e¢ el leg e~s e lect io I1 p ~oC e S S ? 
Please check only one (1) box for each question. 

Not Slightly Moderately Extremely Not 
influential influential influential Influential Applicable 

(NONE) (LOW) (MEDIUM) (HIGH) (N/A) 

Degree programs aa~d academic courses offered 

~tio~ ~f ~ ~t.om~ty~ an~o~ ~tat~ 
Oppo~ity to play in~ediately 

Bowl game appearances m ~e last 5 ye~s 

Addetic re~utat~ f fl, e fo~6~ ro~amat ~ !~ 
Academic support services and facilities at fl~e college 
~ }~uperstar~ fo~tb~ii 
Relationships with potential college tea~ates at the college 

Reputation of the college head coach 

RelationsNp wi~ your potential college position coach(es) 

RelationsNp wi’~ ~c football team’s recruiting coordmmor(s) 

Diversity of the college’s s~dent body an~gor Nculty 

Relationship with the college’s assistant coaches other than your position coach 

Page 1 of 2 



[DATE] 

[Recruit’ s Name] 
[Recruit’ s Address] 

Dear [Recruit]: 

[University] offers a tremendous collegiate environment and provides exceptional opportunities to 
top student-athletes. Your outstanding achievements to date at [high school] have shown the 
[university] coaching staff that you possess the characteristics and abilities to succeed at the 
collegiate level, both academically and on the football field. 

Because we are confident you are the type of student-athlete who would make a positive impact on 
our institution and football program, I am excited to offer you an athletic grant-in-aid to attend 
[university]. This full scholarship offers the maximum amount of athletic aid allowed by NCAA 
rules - tuition, fees, room, board and books. 

It’s important for you to remember that you must maintain good academic standing in all of your 
course work, and in particular, the 16 core courses in order to meet NCAA eligibility. If you have 
not already done so, you must take the ACT or SAT. A Division I institution may not provide an 
official expense-paid visit to a prospective student-athlete unless the prospect presents the 
institution with a test score from a PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT taken on a national test date under 
national testing conditions. 

Our coaching staff is extremely excited about the opportunity to build a relationship with you and 
your family. We will be in contact with you about scheduling an official visit to our campus. 
During your visit you will have an opportunity to meet our coaching staff, players, professors, 
academic support staff and supervisors, experience our on-campus environment, and discover the 
great athletic facilities provided by [university]. 

Recruiting is a very time-sensitive issue. There are a limited number of scholarships available each 
year. Accepting a scholarship to attend [university] is a great decision for your future success, 
academically and athletically. When you know that [university] is the right decision, please call, 
text or write as soon as possible regarding your acceptance of this scholarship offer. Once you 
accept this offer you will receive an official letter from the Director of Athletics and the Director of 
Scholarship and Financial Aid after signing the National Letter of Intent in February [YEAR]. 

I want to wish you continued success both academically and athletically. Have a great senior year, 
and remember you’re always welcome to visit [university]. We look tbrward to hearing from you 
soon and having you help us win a National Championship! 

Sincerely, 

[University Head Football Coach’s Signature] 



[ University] 
Athletic Scholarship Agreement 

Date Issued: Sport: 

Last Name: First Name: M.I.: 

PID (if applicable): Last 4 digits of Social Security Number (if no PID): __ 

Street Address: __ City: __ State: __ 

Period of Award: [] One Academic Year [] Fall Only __ 

Date of Birth: 

Zip Code: __ 

Spring Only __ 

CONDITIONS OF FINANCIAL AID 

1. This award covers the following: 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

__ % of Full Grant (to be applied first to tuition and tees) 

Other explanation of award: __ 

The award is subject to your fidfillment of the admissions requirements of [university] and the initial eligibility requirements of [university], the [athletic 

conference] mid the NCAA. 

This award is not automatically renewed. Per NC.i~k regulations, scholarships are awarded on a one-year basis (see "Period of Award" above) mid are 

generally renewed for 4 academic years (pending the recommendation of the head coach at the end of each academic year), unless otherwise described 

above. Your eligibility for renewal of this award is subject to [university] and NCAA renewal policies at the end of the term (which include, but are not 

limited to, your fidfillment of [university], [athletic conference], and NCAA progress-toward-degree requirements). 

4. If this award is issued with a National Letter of Intent (NLI), it must be signed and returned in accordance with the NLI procedures. 

SIGNED SIGNED 
Director of Attfletics Director of Fknancial Aid 

wish to accept this award, plec~¥e sign and return 1 original signed cop), of this form. The second copy is for your files. 

ACCEPTANCE By signing this" offbr offinancial aid, I understand that: 

1. I will become ineligible for intercollegiate competition ifI receive any financial assistance other than that authorized by the NCAA and approved by the 
Compliance Office and the Office of Scholarships and Student At& It is nay responsibility to make these offices aware of any outside aid for which I am 

eligible. I understand that nay athletics scholarship may be reduced or cancelled if I receive institutional mad/or outside financial aid. 

2. Smnmer and fifth-year athletics scholarships require the recommendation of the head coach and the academic counselor m~d must be approved by the Senior 

Associate Athletics Director. 

3. If I become ill or am injured while participating in my sport at [university] and am unable to continue participating, tray athletics scholarship will be 

continued, subject to [university] and NCAA roles and regulations. 

If I voluntarily withdraw or am suspended from [university], nay athletics scholarship will be discontinued. Reinstatement of nay athletics scholarship is not 
guaranteed upon my return to [university]. 

5. IVly scholarship may be reduced or cancelled at any time if I: a)become ineligible for intercollegiate coInpetition in ~ny sport, b) voluntarily ~vithdra~v fio~n 

my sport, c) provide inaccurate information on nay Application for Admission, ASA, and/or NLI, or d) engage in misconduct warranting disciplinary penalty 

(e.g., violate team, UNC, ACC, or NCAA regulations, am arrested for or convicted of a misdemeanor or IElony, etc.). 

6. I am required to participate in the [university] Department of Athletics Substance Abuse, Education, Testing, and Connseling Program for Intercollegiate 

Athletics, and I am subject to the policies and procedures of the program, including those regarding athletics scholarships~ 

7. I must conduct myself in accordance with all [university], [athletic conference], and NCAA regulations. In addition, I must abide by all roles and regulations 

set by the Department of Athletics and my head coach. This includes, but is not liInited to, participation in intercollegiate competition, practice, training, 

conditioning, and required meetings. Failure to follow these regulations may result in the cancellation of this award. 

8. Any modification or cancellation of this award must be in compliance with [university], [athletic conference], and NCAA legislation. 

SIGNED                                                           Date 
Studenl’s Sigllat ure 

SIGNED                                                           Date 
Parent’s Signature 



[DATE] 

Dear [FIRST_NAME]: 

Congratulations on your outstanding academic achievement throughout your course of undergraduate studies. 
As a result of these achievements, the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Chapter proudly extends an 
invitation of membership to Sigma Alpha Lambda, National Leadership and Honors Organization. 

As a member of Sigma Alpha Lambda, you will join a group of like-minded students who share your same values 
and are focused on investing in their undergraduate experience as they develop lifelong leadership skills. You 
will have the opportunity to compete for New Member Awards, the Path to Excellence Award, the Emerging 
Leaders Graduate Scholarship and the National Academic Achievement Award. These awards and 
scholarships range up to $5000 and recognize outstanding accomplishments in the areas of Service, Academic 
Achievement, and Leadership. 

To further expand your career opportunities, Sigma Alpha Lambda members have exclusive access to Beyond 
Credentials, the nation’s elite career network for students and alumni from the nation’s top universities. 
Beyond Credentials allows only top companies with legitimate opportunities to join their network and they 
provide only the most qualified candidates to those companies. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda is not only dedicated to developing the individual member, but also to serving our campus 
and our community. As a certifying organization for the President’s Volunteer Service Award and through our 
partnership with National You th Service Day, our members are actively engaged in a variety of activities with 
their academdc and professional careers in mind. Your voluntary participation in activities like these provides 

you with an opportunity to work and grow alongside other members, expanding your network of contacts on 
your campus and in the community. 

Your membership includes a professionally designed certificate of membership along with your choice of a 
membership lapel pin or key. Also included is a personalized press release, which you can distribute to your 
local newspaper to let everyone in the community l,a~ow of your accomplishments. 

To accept your invitation and become a member, please complete the enclosed membership profile and return it 
in the enclosed envelope. There is a one-time membership fee of $68.00. There are no additional dues or fees 

required once you are a member. We encourage you to explore our web site at www.salhonors.org or, if you have 
any questions, please contact us at info@salhonors.org. 

On behalf of the Executive Board, the Executive Leadership Council and the University of North Carolfl~a Chapel 
Hill Chapter, congratulations, and welcome to Sigma Alpha Lambda! 

Sincerely, 

Amanda S. Dworaczyk D. Mark Pickhardt 
Chapter President Executive Leadership Council 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Chapter Sigma Alpha Lambda 

Sigma Alpha Lambda® is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit leadership and honors organization and is a fully registered student organization with the 
Carolina Union Office at University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. 

Membership is by letter invitation only from an official chapter of Sigma Alpha Lambda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacie Hunt <Stacie@LeadershipHC.org> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 10:04 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

LHC big event 

Ja~nePauly Invitation.pdf 

Debbie- 

HELLO dear friend, 

Not sure if you are able to make it back to MD much any more, but if you could, love to see you come to the Big Event. Attached is the 

flyer. 

If you can make it, I’d tike you to plan to join us at the private reception fottovdng to meet Jane Pau[ey and chat with past board 

members, sponsors AND ME! 

Hope you are doing weir. At[ my best. 

Stacie 

President and CEO 

Leadership Howard County 
5560 Sterrett Place Suite 105 

Columbia, LM]) 21044 
410 730~4742ho~e 

410 730~209 f~× 

Leadership Howard County’s mission is to empower individuals to strengthen and transform our community 

iNi Description: LHC-25th-logo- 
small 

25th Anniversar,y Sponsor: Kaiser Permanente 

:i~:i Description: 

Z_:\Nadia\M,y... . 



Raffle 
Each ticket includes the chance to wir~ one of 

two themed baskets, valued at more than $1,000. 

Baskets include: restaurant gift certificates, silver 

wi~le and chm~pagne goblets, silver pen set, wine 

sampling for up to 6 peop|e at Aida Bistro and Wine 

Bar, silver coins, gdf foursome to Hobbits Glen and. 

much more. 

Visit our website ot~:el~ to see additional items. 

5560 Sterrett Place Suite 10~~ Columbia, MD 21044 www,le~:~cle~shipi~c.o~g 410.-730-4474 

Big Eve t Luncheon with 

Jane Pauley 
Tuesday, April 5, 2011 Turf Valley Resort 



to hear from one of broadcasting’s most respected journalists! 
Jane P~ule}~ Today $!)ow contributor for AARF’s "’~mr Life:Calling with Jane 
Paule~ and bestsd~mo author :o~::::::Sk}~ n.tm: ~::::A Life Out o~::the Blue, will be c ur 
gues~ ~p~aker at o~ ~h An!?~v~ry Ev~ .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Turner, Robert <turnerob@indiana.edu~ 

Friday, March 18, 2011 10:30 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu-~; StrommL Deborah Lynn ~<]stro@unc.edu> 

Dissertation and book proposal 

Oxford Book Proposall2.0].doc; RT NFL MEANS NOT FOR LONG.pdf 

Hello Richard and Deborah: 
Attached is a copy of my dissertation and book proposal under review at Oxford University Press. The blind reviewer comments I received from Oxford were generally positive. 
They suggested that I draw out the theoretical dimension of masculinity a bit more and consider a slight revision to the organization of the manuscript. The editor, James Cook, 
believes he will receive final approval to present a contract within the next few weeks. 
Please feel free to distribute these materials to members faculty as you deem appropriate. 
Cheers 
Robert 
Robert W. Turner, PhD. 
Sociology 

The Graduate Center, CUNY 
Visiting Scholar, Indiana Consortium For Mental Health Research, Indiana University 
ASA Minority Fellowship Program recipient (NIMH award) 
646-234-5388 
The Difli~rence Network Lecture Series: Marquette University 
http://www.ma rq uette.edu!differencenetwork/featu re turner.php 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Pryor Seminars <Fred Po,orSeminars@busenetwork.net> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 1:05 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Finance and Acco uming tbr Non-Finm~cia] People 

executives from non-financial backgrounds. You’ll learn the jargon, standard practices, and everyday applications of 
finance and accounting. 

this one4ay program, you°~l ~earn how to: 

Increase your confidence as you contribute your ideas in financial planning meetings with upper 

management. 

Speak the language of the people who control your organization’s purse strings. 

Develop performance reports that show planned vs. actual income and expenses. 

Enhance your decision-making skills by better understanding the financial impact of your choices. 

Cut through the complex jargon of accounting. 

Build a reputation for consistently being on budget. 

Apply the universal ground rules of finance to any organization’s reports and planning processes. 

Get your new ideas implemented and applauded for their bottom-line results -- rather than set aside and left 

untested. 

Assess the liabilities and payoffs of new ventures, proposals, and plans. 

ENROLL ONLINE TODAY -- ONLY $119! 
Special Offer Code #747238* 

Hurry -- offer expires April 15, 2011! 
Register online now! 

$119.00; For groups of 5 or more, $:[09.00 

CLARION HOTEL STATE CAPITOL 

320 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Where are they getting those numbers? 

~f you’ve ever asked that question, you’re not None, 

Thousands of non-financial people ... 

... feel uncomfortable in discussions with financial and accounting specialists. 

... are baffled by financial terminology and accounting "buzzwords." 

... miss career and business opportunities because they lack financial knowledge. 

... fail to effectively use budgets, balance sheets, P&L statements, and other financial data they receive. 

Your actions and decisions affect your organization’s financial picture. But if you’re making those decisions without 
a solid understand of finance and accounting, you’re operating in the dark. 

Demystify finance -- in just one day, 

This powerful one-day seminar was developed to meet the specific needs of non-financial people like you. You’ll 
learn the basics of accounting and finance in easy-to-understand layman’s terms. What’s more, you’ll learn how to 
apply and use the information to operate more efficiently and successfully. 

21 Ways You and Your Organization Will Benefit: 

CareerTrack Audio Confere~ces 
and Webinars 

Train your team on today’s most common 
workplace challenges for one low ~gistration 

price -- in just one hour! 

~ Asset[lye Comr~mnica[iot) Skills 

Managers 

March 29,2011 

~ ~ic~osoft Excel Macros Made Easy 

April 7,2011 



Use a 7-point outline to prepare a budget that becomes a "road map" for future growth in your department. 

Master financial jargon with an extensive glossary (presented in clear, easy-to-understand layman’s terms). 

Bring the bottom line into clear focus with 5 expert methods to determine profitability. 

Learn how to spot trends and growth areas in balance sheets, P&L statements, and other financial 

documents. 

Put your PC to work! Get an overview of the best software that simplifies financial analysis -- without the 

steep learning curve! 

Work from sample tables to help you build accurate budgets easily, step by step. 

Express your ideas to senior managers, bankers, comptrollers, and other financial professionals with 

confidence and ease. 

Use 10 ratio analysis formulas to judge how well your organization or department is managed. 

Spot holes in your budget performance instantly with a proven 10-point checklist. 

Discover 3 ways you can still "break even" when revenue or business activity drops. 

Learn the key benefits and drawbacks of purchasing or leasing capital items. 

Assess the liabilities and payoffs of new ventures with formulas to accurately determine profitability, activity, 

liquidity, and mor~. 

Know how everyday business transactions are translated into financial terms, and discover new ways to 

make your department financially effective. 

GAAP -- understand any kind of financial data better with simple explanations for "Generally Accepted 

Accounting Principles." 

Slash expenses and enhance revenue -- find out what you can do to operate more profitably without 

sacrificing important items. 

Learn howto "speak the language" of finance and improve communications with your organization’s financial 

personnel. 

Justify your requests for capital items and increase your chances of getting them approved. 

Be prepared to handle variations in expenses and revenues without "busting the budget." 

Make better use of your cash resoumes -- understand how cash flow works and what it means to your 

organization’s short-term health and solvency. 

Ensure better planning and strategy decisions, guided by hard financial facts. 

And do it all at a fraction of the time and cost required by other financial training courses! 

Learn practical financial basics from the perspective of the non-financial person and become more self-confident 
and better equipped to deal with the financial aspects of your job the very next day -- we guarantee it. 

ENROLL ONUNE TODAY-- ONLY $119! 
Special Offer Code #747238* 

Hurry -- offer expires April 15, 2011! 
Register online now! 

RALE1~GH, NC - 05/25/2012 

$:[:L9.00; For groups of 5 or more, $:L09.00 

CLARION HOTEL STATE CAPITOL 

320 HZLLSBOEOUGH ST. 

Enhance Your Training Experience 

Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this e-mail to your colleagues; together you can support 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

Don’t ~iss Out o~ Specia~ Announcements a~d Discounts 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.pryor.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive your 
personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
We’re confident that this seminar -- Finance and Accounting ~or Non-Financial People -- will provide you with 
everyday finance and accounting knowledge. If for any reason you are dissatisfied, send us a letter (Attn: 
Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the reason you were not satisfied, and we’ll 
arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full refund -- hassle-free. All of our A/V 
products are also ’100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Unlocking the Secrets of ~icrosofP 

ExceP 

iXi Unlockklg the 

Microsott Excel 

Customize Excel’s many features to work for 
you, and go from Excel beginnerto expert in no 

time! 

3 interactive tutorials on CD-ROM 

Item #12004 

Item #12704CDR --Covers Excel 2007 

Only $199.95 



0~’~ 

i~i £udgeting en,~ 
Fqnance Templates 

Customizable templates for effectively managing 
budgets, financial reporting, forecasting, 

tracking, and more! 

1 CD-ROM 

Item #1611 ICDR 

~:i Fred Pr,!or Semina rs Logo 

Only $49,95 

*To receive your special $119 ENROLLI~IENT FEE, you must provide your Special Offer Code #747238 when registering. This offer is available only for registrations for the seminar, Finance and 

Accounting for Non-Financial People This offer cannot be combined with any other offer and is valid only on new registrations for April 20! !-May 201 ! seminars. Offer expires April !5, 20!! If you have 

questions, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-780-8469. 

Vl P#: 2289193418743 

ID#: 747238 

Copyright 2011 

Fred Pryor Seminars 

5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission, KS 66202 

1-800-780-8469 

www.Pryof,com 

To notif~ this advertiser that you no longer wish to 

receive messages from them, please follow this link: 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

please follow this link: 

ilttg://busenetwor~r ;letio/?ZX,9::70 1485283919.98801424 

iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eriamm A Weight <eweigh@bgsu.edu> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 11:43 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article of Interest - Zumba 

Thanks for passing that along! I feel exactly the same way - once I tried it, I was hooked! I noticed that it’s offered in the two student rec facilities - do you 

do it there? IwouldlovetohaveaZumbabuddytomakemego! 

Hope all is going well there! We received an official offer on our house TODAY, and the closing date is May 23rd...so I’m going to be there sooner than 

anticipated._or we’ll just be homeless for a few months. Aaaahhhh~! :) 

So - should we plan on a zumba/breakfast or zumbaismoothie or zumba/lunch date during CSRI? I would LOVE that! 

Hope you’re having a great weekend! Great to hear from you!! 

-Erianne 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, March 19, 2011 11:27 AM 
To-" ’Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)’ 
Subject; Article of Interest - Zumba 

I love Zumba! ~ 

Zumba brings party to gym 

Nedra Rhone - Athletic Business Staff 

Workout going strong after decade in U.S. Fitness classes combine aerobics, Latin dance. 

When the Zumba fitness program arrived in the United States :10 years ago, it wasn’t exactly a national sensation. Anyone outside Miami had probably 

never heard of Zumba. 

Then like a bhangra bedi danced to a reggaeton riddim, it exploded. Suddenly, everyone from coast to coast was talking about the non-workout workout 

that was a melange of high-energy Latin and international dance moves. A decade later, they still come in dance crazed droves to health clubs, studios 

and YMCAs to take part in what would appear to be the biggest fitness trend of the 2:lst century. 

"We get so many calls everyday just about Zumba," said Lisa Weltsch, owner of Street Studio in Roswell. "1 never expected to be a Zumba studio, but the 

craze is so big. It is like our bread and butter here." 

Though she has six certified Zumba instructors and nine classes on her weekly schedule, Weltsch is looking to hire more Zumba teachers. Attendance at 

the evening classes regularly nears the studio capacity of 40 students, Weltsch said. 

Kim Brown, 46, of Roswell is one of the regular attendees. Having moved to the area in August from Naperville, III., Brown was looking for some fun 

interaction with others. She had heard about Zumba classes about a year ago, but never made time for it. But after just one session at Street Studio in 

which three Zumba instructors took turns taking students through their personal styles --- one was a little funk, the other more salsa and a third very Latin 

--- Brown was hooked. 

"1 don’t think of it as fitness; I think of it as a dance party," she said. "The moment I think of [a workout] as fitness, I lose the desire." 

That seems to be key to Zumba longevity. It’s fun. It feels like a party. Anyone can do it and by the end of an hourlong class, you are one sweaty, happy, 

Latin dancing fool. 

By now, the origins of the Zumba program are legend. Sometime in the ’90s, somewhere in Colombia, fitness instructor Beto Perez couldn’t find the tape 

for his traditional aerobics class, so he substituted a tape of his favorite salsa and merengue songs and improvised. The session became the most popular 

class at the facility. In 1999, after a move to Miami, Perez linked up with entrepreneurs Alberto Perlman and Alberto Aghion, and the Zumba juggernaut 

was in motion. 

Zumba is in 110 countries with 10 million weekly followers, according to data from Zumba Fitness LLC in Hollywood, Fla. One million "Zumba Fitness" 

video games {for Xbox, Wii and PS3) have sold, along with 7 million home workout DVDs featuring Perez. In June, 5,000 Zumba instructors are expected to 

descend on Orlando for a four-day convention of parties, socials, concerts and training sessions. 

In yet another testament to the power of Zumba marketing, Curves, the fitness franchise known for its 30-minute circuit workout, partnered with Zumba 

Fitness in January to create Curves Circuit with Zumba Fitness, a revised version of the classic Curves workout. Instead of completing two passes through 

a circuit alternating between 30 seconds of weight training and 30 seconds on a recovery square, it is once around the circuit with one minute on each 

machine and one minute of modified Zumba moves led by a certified Zumba instructor. 

"Everybody who does any kind of exercise, no matter what it is, gets to a point where they need some extra motivation," said Becky Frusher, spokeswoman 

for Curves International Inc., which has 4,300 clubs in the U.S. "We looked at the Curves circuit and thought: What can we do? We don’t want to go away 

from our brand, but what can we add?" The club is offering a free week to nonmembers who come in to try the new Curves Circuit with Zumba Fitness. 

Despite all the hoopla and a double-digit birthday, Zumba is still new in some parts of the country. It began conquering New York City only about five years 

ago and the trickle down to some cities is still flowing, creating a demand for certified instructors. 

The upside of the demand for consumers is frequent and affordable classes. Weltsch said Zumba classes are among her lowest price points as she has to 

compete with virtually every other venue that offers the program. Her niche, she said, is providing a variety of high level instructors to satisfy different 

tastes. 

Although Zumba Fitness has branded programs that specifically target children (Zumbatomic for Kids), older adults or "de-conditioned" exercisers (Zumba 

Gold), people seeking more toning (Zumba Toning) or even an aquatic version (Aqua Zumba), it is the instructor that puts a personal spin on each workout. 

A Zumba class may include salsa, cumbia, hip-hop or belly dancing moves depending on who is teaching. The common thread, however, is heard again 

and again by enthusiastic students: Zumba is easy and it’s fun. 

"1 used to like kickboxing and spin classes, but once Zumba came into my life, I was addicted," said Julie Linn, 37, of Sandy Springs who tried Zumba at 

Street Studio despite not being a big fan of Latin music. "Once I started doing the classes, I realized the steps are easy to follow. They always say no move 

is the wrong move in Zumba." 

Street Studio Shops of SoCA Village 

23 Oak St., Roswell. 

678-226-9022, street dancestudio.org/atlanta-dance. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

L Williams < @hotmail.com> 
Saturday, March 19, 2011 9:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article of Interest - Zumba 

thanks Debra! precisely the vision 1 have for line dancing. 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Article of Interest - Zumba 

Date: Sat, 19 Mar 2011 11:27:26 -0400 

I love Zumba! © 
Zumba brin~ls I~arty to ~ivm 
Nedra Rhone - Athletic Business Staff 
Workout going strong after decade in U.S. Fitness classes combine aerobics, Latin dance. 
When the Zumba fitness program arrived in the United States 10 years ago, it wasn’t exactly a national sensation. Anyone outside Miami had 
probably never heard of Zumba. 
Then like a bhangra bedi danced to a reggaeton riddim, it exploded. Suddenly, everyone from coast to coast was talking about the non- 
workout workout that was a melange of high-energy Latin and international dance moves. A decade later, they still come in dance crazed 
droves to health clubs, studios and YMCAs to take part in what would appear to be the biggest fitness trend of the 21st century. 
"We get so many calls everyday just about Zumba," said Lisa Weltsch, owner of Street Studio in Roswell. "I never expected to be a Zumba 
studio, but the craze is so big. It is like our bread and butter here." 
Though she has six certified Zumba instructors and nine classes on her weekly schedule, Weltsch is looking to hire more Zumba teachers. 
Attendance at the evening classes regularly nears the studio capacity of 40 students, Weltsch said. 
Kim Brown, 46, of Roswell is one of the regular attendees. Having moved to the area in August from Naperville, Ill., Brown was looking for 
some fun interaction with others. She had heard about Zumba classes about a year ago, but never made time for it. But after just one session 
at Street Studio in which three Zumba instructors took turns taking students through their personal styles --- one was a little funk, the other 
more salsa and a third very Latin --- Brown was hooked. 
"I don’t think of it as fitness; I think of it as a dance party," she said. "The moment I think of [a workout] as fitness, I lose the desire." 
That seems to be key to Zumba longevity. It’s fun. It feels like a party. Anyone can do it and by the end of an hourlong class, you are one 
sweaty, happy, Latin dancing fool. 
By now, the origins of the Zumba program are legend. Sometime in the ’90s, somewhere in Colombia, fitness instructor Beto Perez couldn’t 
find the tape for his traditional aerobics class, so he substituted a tape of his favorite salsa and merengue songs and improvised. The session 
became the most popular class at the facility. In 1999, after a move to Miami, Perez linked up with entrepreneurs Alberto Perlman and 
Alberto Aghion, and the Zumba juggernaut was in motion. 
Zumba is in 110 countries with 10 million weekly followers, according to data from Zumba Fitness LLC in Hollywood, Fla. One million 
"Zumba Fitness" video games (for Xbox, Wii and PS3) have sold, along with 7 million home workout DVDs featuring Perez. In June, 5,000 
Zumba instructors are expected to descend on Orlando for a four-day convention of parties, socials, concerts and training sessions. 
In yet another testament to the power of Zumba marketing, Curves, the fitness franchise known for its 30-minute circuit workout, partnered 
with Zumba Fitness in January to create Curves Circuit with Zumba Fitness, a revised version of the classic Curves workout. Instead of 
completing two passes through a circuit alternating between 30 seconds of weight training and 30 seconds on a recovery square, it is once 
around the circuit with one minute on each machine and one minute of modified Zumba moves led by a certified Zumba instructor. 
"Everybody who does any kind of exercise, no matter what it is, gets to a point where they need some extra motivation," said Becky Frusher, 
spokeswoman for Curves International Inc., which has 4,300 clubs in the U.S. "We looked at the Curves circuit and thought: What can we 
do? We don’t want to go away from our brand, but what can we add?" The club is offering a free week to nonmembers who come in to try 
the new Curves Circuit with Zumba Fitness. 
Despite all the hoopla and a double-digit birthday, Zumba is still new in some parts of the country. It began conquering New York City only 
about five years ago and the trickle down to some cities is still flowing, creating a demand for certified instructors. 
The upside of the demand for consumers is frequent and affordable classes. Weltsch said Zumba classes are among her lowest price points as 
she has to compete with virtually every other venue that offers the program. Her niche, she said, is providing a variety of high level 
instructors to satisfy different tastes. 
Although Zumba Fitness has branded programs that specifically target children (Zumbatomic for Kids), older adults or "de-conditioned" 
exercisers (Zumba Gold), people seeking more toning (Zumba Toning) or even an aquatic version (Aqua Zumba), it is the instructor that puts 
a personal spin on each workout. 
A Zumba class may include salsa, cumbia, hip-hop or belly dancing moves depending on who is teaching. The common thread, however, is 
heard again and again by enthusiastic students: Zumba is easy and it’s fun. 
"I used to like kickboxing and spin classes, but once Zumba came into my life, I was addicted," said 3ulie Linn, 37, of Sandy Springs who 
tried Zumba at Street Studio despite not being a big fan of Latin music. "Once I started doing the classes, I realized the steps are easy to 
follow. They always say no move is the wrong move in Zumba." 
Street Studio Shops of SoCA Village 
23 Oak St., Roswell. 
678-226-9022, street dancestudio.org/atlanta-dance. 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stronlan, Ph.D., CLU 

U~’4C Exercise and SporL Sdence Dept. 

Sport AdmiNsrrafion Faculty ea 

EXSS Academic Ad~’isor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Caroli*ta Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, college Spore Research Institute 

Facld~y A&,isor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma _Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadersltip & Honors Organization) 
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Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black employees 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

"To Buy the Sun" play - Tuesday, March 22 at 7:00 p.m. Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center (Free admission) 

Another chance to see the outstanding play about Pauli 

Murray brought to you by the Pauli Murray Project. 

"Bravo! I was so moved by the play. The acting, the 

props, the pacing all were superb, and what really bound 

them all together of course, and made them shine 

gloriously, were the words! Thank you so much for this 

extraordinary play -- what an achievement. You really 

made me see and understand the struggles and passions 

of this most incredible woman. " 

End-of-the-Year Meeting- Friday, April 15 at 11:30 a.m. (Location TBD) 

Save-the-Date: Caucus Social ~featuring "Line Dancing"- Friday, May ~3 at 5:00 

p.m. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. Don’t miss out on th~s event~ 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www,unc.edu/cbc You may now submit 

events (UNC and local community activities) on the calendar! Stay informed. 

Membership Meetings are scheduled for the first Wednesday of each month at the 

Union at II:30 a.m. The last meeting is 4.~5.~ Room TBD. 



The Caucus continues to gain 

awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride. Hats 

will be available at the last business meeting and at 

the Social. ~;5 members and $10 non-members. 

The documentation of the history of 

the CBC is critical to our future. Representatives 

from the Library’s Archivists and Center of the 

Study of the American South met with the Caucus chair to begin planning on the 

formal process. Thanks to Holly Smith for her leadership! If you are interested in 

serving on this important project please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Habit For Humanity - The opportunities to work with the students this semester are 

no longer available. ® We will continue to work to make this a reality in the fall. 

Contact Shandra Jones (Shandra Jones@uncoedu) for more information or 

suggestions! Stay tuned! 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related events and 

programs. So if you are aware of events, please add them to the Caucus calendar. 

http://www~ unc.ed u!cbc!s u b m it eve nt. ht m I 

Caucus Cares (Athletics) - Meetings will continue with our Black varsity student 

athletes in April. Caucus members interested in participating in this outreach, please 

contact cbcchair@unc.edu to receive updates and information. Future documents and 

communications will be posted on a secure link within the Caucus website. 

Share the Good News! Caucus members will receive e-newsletters, communications, 

and access to the Caucus Sakai platform. We encourage participation, feedback and 

communication. Tell your friends and co-workers. The Caucus is YOU! Please let us 

know what activities you would like to see offered/organized by the Caucus. Thanks! 

Caucus Student Assistants - Cameron Belton, Asia Johnson, and Malia Melvin. These 

students work closely with the steering committee and serve as campus ambassadors. 

Thanks! 



NON-CBC EVENTS 

1. Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate Program needs mentors and advocates! Mentors work actively 

and directly with students, but they also help their mentees succeed by becoming advocates. A 

successful advocate makes sure that their mentee is receiving the services they need in school, and 

helps the student take advantage of other supports in the community. 

2. Stone Center 2011 African Diaspora Lecture - Amina Salum AE on Wednesday, March 23 at 7:00 

p.m. (Hitchcock Room). Her Excellency Amina Salum Ali, ambassador from the African Union (A.U.) to 

the United States (U.S.), serves as the Permanent Representative of the A.U. to the U.S. and works on 

behalf of its member states to accelerate socio-economic integration of the continent, promote 

peace and stability, and build partnerships with all segments of civil society. Her office also supports 

the African Diplomatic Corps to strengthen partnerships with the U.S. government and its agencies, 

the Bretton Woods institutions and the Organization of American States. As the A.U.’s first female 

ambassador, Ambassador Ali is dedicated to advocating for women and children. She is the founder 

of Zanzibar Women Welfare Trust, an NGO that supports women and children in the struggle to 

combat devastating health issues such as HIV/AIDS. Ambassador All is also a member of IDB Bank’s 

Eminent Women panel to mainstream development policies for women in the bank. 

3. Graduate Student Crosstalk - Friday, April 8 from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. at the NCSU’s McKimmon 

Center. The Crosstalk series is sponsored by the NSF Alliances for Graduate Education and the 

Professoriate (AGEP) Program. AGEP is designed to promote diversity in graduate education and in 

the professoriate, especially in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and the social 

sciences. The Crosstalk program gives graduate students the opportunity to network and socialize 

with graduate students from other institutions, as well as to discuss topics related to doctoral 

education. During the last few Crosstalks, students from NC State, Duke, NCCU, NC A&T and UNC- 

Chapel Hill attended. RSVP at www.unc.edu/opt-ed and follow links for the Crosstalk. The deadline to 

RSVP is April 4, 2011. 

4. The fourth annual "2011 CSRI Scholarly Conference on College Sport" is held April 19-22, 2011 at 

The William and Ida Friday Center. Join faculty, athletic administrators, students, sport practitioners, 

and the public interested in research, theory, and critical thinking about college sport and 

surrounding issues. This exciting and informative conference will provide an open forum for 

independent and cross-disciplinary research regarding college sport in the United States. Visit 

http:!!www.csriconference.org! or contact Debby Stroman (dstro@unc.edu) for more details. The 

academic keynote speaker is Dr. John Singer of Texas A&M University ("Until You Do Right By The 

Black Athlete: A Critical Race Perspective on College Sport Reform Issues.") 



5. The Training & Talent Development team (Office of Human Resources) is pleased to offer the 

University Leadership Education and Development program (ULEAD). ULEAD is for University 

managers who are directly responsible for at least one supervisor or who manages a University-wide 

enterprise. Emerging leaders will greatly benefit from the educational content and from the 

networking opportunities with other leaders within the University and from NC Central Universitym 

The application deadline is Thursday, March 3:~ and do not hesitate to nominate a manager or to 

apply forULEAD. The online application may be found at:htt : hr.unc.edu trainin - 

deve/opment!specia/ized-programs!u-/ead!index.htm. Questions? Will Frey, ULEAD Coordinator - 

Will fre~/~unc.edu or (919) 962-9685. 

March 22- Wanda Sykes 

April 14- Kem and Ledisi 

May 6- El DeBarge and Mint Condition 

June 3- BB King 



7. Carolina Theater - ~www.carolinatheatre.org! 

Friday, April 1 I 8:00 p.m. 

Dance Theatre of Harlem is a leading dance institution of 

unparalleled global acclaim, bringing innovative and new 

forms of artistic expression to audiences around the world. 

Saturday, April 2 I 8:00 p.m. 

Hailed as the "Soul of Ireland" with a voice so powerful it 

sends shivers down your spine; Laura Izibor grew up an Irish 

working-class girl of a Nigerian father. At age 13 she fell in 

love with soul music and began writing songs. Today she’s 

got the American Music, TV and Film industries buzzing. 

Self-penned chart-topping hits include "Shine" and "From 

My Heart to Yours" and numerous tracks can be found in 

feature films (For Colored Girls, Nanny Diaries, Why Did I Get Married? and Seven Pounds) and on TV 

(One Tree Hill, Grey’s Anatomy). 

8. BSM celebrates Black faculty. We are awaiting more details on a BSM event to recognize Black 

faculty on April 22. Stay tuned! 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Congratulations! Debra Watkins is now the Associate Director for 

Conference Services at the Friday Center. She previously held positions of 

increasing responsibility and complexity at the Carolina Union over a period of 

twenty years. Our trailblazer is now focused on applying on her effective and 

efficient work style to the Friday Center. Best wishes for continued success! 

Kudos to Herb Davis! Herb has served the university tirelessly and made a difference for our 

community. He retires on May 3:~. We will miss his leadership and inspirational service to the 

Caucus and the university community! Stay tuned for our salute to our 

"Gentle Giant"! 



Spotlight! William "Bus" Hubbard’s first day on the job at UNC was in March 1953-and even 

now, at the age of 76, he is not quite ready to consider when his last day might be. Mr. 

Hubbard is featured on the UNC homepage - http://www.unc.edu/spotlight/bus hubbard 

Community News - Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

"In every comrnunitjr~ there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M, V~Tilliarnson 



Sport Administration Website Updates 

Contact Information Page 

(same format as AT but add titles) 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

CB #8700 - Woollen Gym 315 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(919) 843~0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Coordinator of Undergraduate Studies (Sport Administration) 
CB #8700 - Woollen Gym 309 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

b_osborne@unc.edu 





(Please re[er to specific sections [or complete detail.) 

Pu~’pe~e (see The P~’e~’am en pa~e 3| 

New Connections: Increasing Diversity of RWJF Programming aims to expand the 
diversity of perspectives that inferm RW,J F: programming and intreduce new researchers 

and scholars to the Robert Wood Joi]nson Foundation (RWJF} while simultaneously 
helping to meet staff needs for data analysis. The program invites Junior/nves~ators-- 

scholars from historically disadvantaged and underrepreser’..ted communities*--te 

submit propesals that address pregramming prierities for one ef RWJF’s pregram areas. 

We will select up to 13 Junior Investigator granls, including up to five grants for Public 
Health Law Research-New Connections (PHLR-NC) awards, of up to $75,000 each 

for 24 mer’..ths. 

~ll|gi[~il|{’~ C~’i~e~’ia |page t t) 

New Connections Junior Investigator program applicants must: 

have compie~ed a doctoral degree (including a J.D. for PHLR-NC applicants) within the 
last 10 years (obtained by November 15~ 200i or lateO; 

be a citizen or permanent resident of the United States or its territories; 

be affiliated with or sponsored by a non.-profit university or an organization that is 
~-exempt under Section 50 i (c)(3) of the in~ernai Revenue Code and is not a private 

Foundation as defined under Section 509(a) of the in~ernal Revenue Code; 
have agreement frem the sponsoring institution te administer and be the recipient ef 
the grant; 

be from a group that has historically been underrepresented in research activities, such 

as people from ethnic or racial minority groups, first--generation college graduates and 
people [rom low-income communities;* 
have never received a prior grant from RWJF; 
previde evidence of research skills addressing various aspects ef health and health care 
(research fellowship er equivalent training er experience); and 

be committed to the goals and mission of New Connections, RWJF: and its specific 
interest areas. 

8elleetien C~e~a ~:pa~e t2) 
Please see page 12 for complete selectk)r’,, criteria. 

~ey ~ates and ~ea~l|ne~ |see T~ce~a~lle~ 
[] May 5, 2011 (3:00 p.l’~, i:T)--Deadiine for receipt of brid proposals. 

[] August 4, 2011 (8:00 p.n~. ~:T}--Deadiine for receipt of fuii proposals, 
[] Septer~ber :30, 2011--Notification ,’)f finalists. 

~ I~over~ber 15, 2011----Sta~ of awards. 

H~)~ te 
This program only accepts proposals submitted eleclronically. Please direct all 
inquiries 

Howard Waiters 

OMG Center for Coiiaborative Learning 

Phone: (215) 732-2200, ext. 276 
E-mail: 



Ne,~, Co~nection~: t~creasing Divers@ c$t~R 

Pr~grammi~ ~ims to exp~nd ~he 8iversi~ 

~erspec~ives ~h~ in~Brm ~rogmmming and introduce 

new researchers ~n8 scholars ~o ~he Rober~ 

Johnson FounSafion (R~E~F). The program invites 

/unior Investigators-scholars from historically 

disadvantaged and tmderrepresented communities 

who have received their doctorate within the last 

10 years-to conduct research and evalua~on projects 

fi)r R~F’s teams and po~fi)lios. Ne’u, Connections 

aims to enhance the research capaciB~ 

from underrepresented groups. We prefer applicants 

who have fu11-time appointments at colleges and 

universities. Eligible scholars inclnde individuals fi’om 

ethnic or racial minority or losv-income communities, 

first-generation college graduates (i.e., the first person 

in one’s family to receive a college degree), or others 

Who historically have been underrepresented in 

researd~ disciplines.* 

In this fianding round, we ask applicants to submit 
a brief" proposal ~br selection as a iXre.u, Covnectiovs 
grantee. We will award up to 13 Junior Invest~ators 
grants of up to $75,000 fbr a 24-month period. 
Of’the i3 Jtmior Investigator grant-s awarded in this 
funding round, up to five grants will be designated 
fbr P:~blic [--[eaIth Laz~ Research-Nez~’ Connections awards. 

~,e Nez~’~ Connections program is open to applicants from any gro~,~p that has been 

hktorical~’ disadvantaged or underr~resented in research disciplines. ~is ina~de~ Fur k 

not [imited to, individuak from ethnic and rada[ minorities historical~ underrepresented in 

resea~h disdpIines. It also h~dudes ~ersons qfiaIl races and ethnid~)~ .~ho como~Fom groups 

that have historica~Iy Feen disadvantaged or underrepresented in research discipline~; such as 

~/~rst-generation college gn~aduates and peopIe~vm loze~-income communitks. 7-~ese exampks 

are intended to ~e illustrative, not exclusive./~ppIicants ~ho do not~ll z~it.hh~ one qfithese 

categories but ~ho ~eIDve they are.!bom a historica~, disadvantaged or unde~egresented 

Fack~’vund ~iiq have ~n op~ortuni(y to descriFe their individual circumstances as part 

~Ohe online application process. 



The Ni’z#’ Connec’~ions program provides support and 

training toj~uniorIuvestigators to address program 

priorities fbr RWJF’s teams and portfblios: Childhood 

Obesity, Coverage, Human Capital, Pioneer, Public 

Health, Quality/Equaliq# and Vulnerable Populations. 

A brief overviesv of programming priorities for each 

team and porttblio is included on pages 6-10. 

Please go to .~z~’~,vo.i~n~’7~,c(mn~’ctkms.(~ and cli& on 

"Research Topics" fFor more detail. 

JuNior [nvesdgators will address program area priorities 

in their applications by using the most appropriate 

methodology as determined through the application 

process. Approaches may involve using seconda,y data 

analysis, systematic review; mixed me~hods or other 

relevant and innovative approaches. As appropriate, 

original data collection may be an option. Applicants 

that choose to use seconda~T data analysis are 

responsible for identi{)ing and acquiring the dataset(s). 

Am.ong other sources, existing datasets funded by 

RW[IF can be fbund at the Inter-university Consortium 

tier Political and Social Research Health and Medical 

Care Archive (ICPSR). 

If selected, finalists in the grantmaking process will 
work with a specific .RWJF team/portfolio to develop 
a monthly worlcplan with their assigned RW[IF team 
contact. This workplan will detail the milestones, 
timeline and key deliverables of the funded project for 
the 24-month grant period. Nez~, Connectious program 
stafi; along with R’qg,.~F staff; will approve the workplan. 
As part of the deliverables for their fianded project, 
Junior f!nvest~gators must submit at least two manuscripts 
fi)r publication in a peer-reviewed journal by the end 
of the grant based on their ?’,rez,’~ G)unections project. 
We will not accept manuscripts developed or published 
prior to the grant start date as project deliverables fi)r 
~’~vF.~, Cbnnections funded work. 



Applicants must select a mentor, who will submit a 

letter to RWJF detailing his/her in-kind support, 

\Ve also encourage a letter of support ~?om the 

applicant’s host institution, funior 1)~vestigators must 

enroll in up to two methodological training programs 

during the grant. They may use some of their funding 

to hire a consultant, such as a biostatistician, mentor 

or research assistant. 

We will requireJ’~mior Investigators to participate in the 
Ne.~, Connections Annual Symposium in the summer 
of 2012, the Research and Coaching Clinic in the fall 
of 2012, two meetings at the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation in Princeton, New Jersey---one at the 
outset oft’he award and another during the second 
year of the award° Junior ,8~vestigator applicants may 
include in their budgets travel expenses to present and 
disseminate their research at up to txvo key national 
meetings, but they may need to solicit additional fiands 
from their home institution to cover these costs. 

We encourage applicants to participate in a gZeb 

conference on Mardl 16, 2011 from 3:00.---4:30 p,m. 

ET to learn more detailed in~brmation about the 

application process. Please see page 14 for more details 

about tile applicant Web conferences. 

,~ong with their collaboration with a team contact on 
their research projects, ,"V~’ Connections will facilitate 
Junior Investigators’ connections to liaisons at RWJF. 
Liaisons will either be Research and Evaluation 
program officers or program officers fi’om tile team 
with which the Junior [nz:esn~gator is worldng. They 
will provide grantees with guidance about the team’s 
research and evaluation needs. Additionally, liaisons 
help explain the particular program areas at R\g([F and 
how the Fotmdation operates. We expect grantees to 
speak with their liaison on a regular basis. 

R~rF will award grants to the.Junior[n’vestigator’s 

home universi~ or other home institution. We will 

require grantee institutions to submit financial reports 



and other grant-related infbrmation on behalf of the 

JUNior [nz~esdgator. ~4Te also expect grantee institutions 

to support the JuNior Lvves~qgator’s attendance at 

annual training events, such as the l~e.u, Connections 

Symposium and Research and Coaching Clinic, and 

methodological training, presentations and other 

networldng and mentoring events. The program’s 

funds are intended to suppo** a minimum of 25 

percent oftheJuuiorInw’st{_ga~’or’s time in addition to 

travel and other support. The proposed work must be 

completed within the 24-month period of the grant. 

\Ve will not consider grant extensions. 

Below you will find a brief description of" each 

R~[[F programming team’s research interests. 

To view the detailed descriptions, please go to 

’~e,,~’~e~’.r¢~i’-n~v~,com,ections.org and click on each program 

area’s "Research Topics." Junior l[nz~est{gator applicants 

must select up to t~o R\VJF programming teams that 

align with their research interests and experience in 

their applications. 

C3ildhood Obesity 
RWJF funds effo**s at the local, state and federal 
level to change public policies and communiw 
environments in ways that promote improved 
nutrition and increased physical activity--both of 
,a;hich are critical to reversing the childhood obesity 
epidemic. In particular, the Childhood Obesity team 
~)cus on six policy priorities that the evidence suggests 
will have the greatest and longest-lasting impact on our 
children. These priorities, which can be supported by 
numerous approad~es, are: 

I. Ensure that all foods and beverages served and sold 

in schools meet or exceed the most recent Dieta~ 

Guidelines f’or Americans. 

2. Increase access to high-quality, affordable foods 

through new or improved grocer3~ stores and 

healthier corner stores and bodegas. 



3. Increase the time, intensity and duration of 

physical activity during the school day and out-of- 

school programs. 

4. Increase physical activity by improving the built 

environment in communities. 

5. Use pricing strategies-both incentives and 

disincentives-to promote the purchase of 

healthier foods. 

6. Reduce youth exposure to unhealthy food 

marketing through regulation, policy and effbctive 

industq# self-regulation. 

Americans’ la& ofmeaning~l access to affordable 

and stable health care coverage has been a central 

concern of the Foundation since its inception more 

than 35 years ago. 

In light of an evolving environment and promising 

opportunities, the Coverage team is working in several 

areas to accomplish our goal of ensuring that everyone 

in America has affordable and stable health care 

coverage. ~Ihese areas are: 

~ increasing enrollment in coverage programs; 

[] supporting private/public expansions; 

[] maintaining opinion leader support fbr expanded 

coverage; and 

[] conducting research and analysis on factors that affect 

availability of affbrdable, stable coverage. 



Huma,~ C~pita~ 
In a time of change for America’s health care system, 
the Human Capital Portfolio believes the ~ture 
of our nation’s health depends on investment in 
innovative, diverse and inspired people who 
contribute to improved health and health care 
everyone, The Human Capital Portfolio seeks out 
people whose work advances health and health care, 
identifies those with the potential to transform our 
health care system and provides them the support 
to realize their promise. They are also interested in 
the educational, professional, clinical and regulato~7 
policies that affect the health and heahh care 
workforce. 

The Human Capital Portfolio’s investments are long- 
term, yielding results over decades and generations. 

Their approach is to identil:y talented individuals ~kom 

diverse ba&grounds and give them the tools and 

expertise to take a fresh approach to health issues 

and clinical practice, so they can become catalysts 

and creators of change. 

iDio~gg~" 

The Pioneer Portfolio is powering ideas to transform 

health. The por~_folio accelerates the trajectoW of 

innovation by investing in visiona~ thinkers, 

supporting exploration and helping gear ideas to 

gain momentum. Pioneer ~bcuses on the future, 

seeldng breakthroughs with the potential to generate 

significant health and social impact. 

Pioneer addresses the fact that progress toward solving 
tough health and health care problems often has been 
too slow or limited in scope. Through this portfolio, 
R~X/~F has dedicated staffand financial resources 
to invest in trends and ideas with the potential ~br 
exponential change. We work with innovators who 
o~en look at the svorld di~}brently-those who re~?ame 
problems and the pathways to solutions in order 
to create a significantly better health and health 
care fiature ~br all Americans. "gre see possibili~" in 



unconventional approaches and remain open 

untested models, new connections, risk and ~ai]ure. 

To advance these ideas, Pioneer offers financial 

support, strategic counsel and opportunities to work 

with others who share our passion ~i~r change and 

our impatience with incremental gains. 

P~.~bIic HeaIth 

The Public Health team believes that every American 

should have the opportunity to be as healthy as he or 

she can be. The team strives to ensure all Americans 

have quality public health ser,-ices and policies that 

protect, promote and preserve their health, regardless 

of whom they are or where they live. 

Today, serious gaps exist in the nation’s ability to 
safeguard health, putting our £amilies, communities, 
states and nation at risk. A strong public health system 
and public policies focused on prevention of disease 
and inju,y are a critical part of the solution. \Ve need 
to rethink how sve spend our health dollars. Investing 
more in public heahh tops the list of ways we could 
start spending smarter. 

R~[F’s public health team is worldng with our 

grantees and parmers to advance the systemic 

changes that ~vill have the greatest impact on the 

greatest number of lives, keeping in mind the most 

pressing question of "how do you strengthen the 

public health system-a prevention and protection 

network that includes government agencies, 

community-based organizations, businesses and 

health advocacy groups ?" 

One specific area of ~i)cus for the Public Health team is 
Public t-~ea~th £.a~’ Researc.~ (PHLR). PHLR is a national 
program of R’~g,.~F that aims to build the evidence for 
and increase the use of e~i~ective regulatow, legal and 
policy solutions-,a;hether statutes, regulations, case law 
or other policies-to protect and improve population 
health and the public health system. More in~i)rmation 

is available on PHLR at .~.~,~;.s~,..~’:~b,~:~5~:~d~,ia-~,re.~:~’~5.o~i~;. 



f2.uality/EqaaIit. ~ 
The Q_ua]ityiEquality team. is committed to 
improving the qualiw of’health care for all Americans. 
Specii~cally, we aim to help communities across the 
count,y set and achieve ambitious goals to improve 
the quality ofhealth care in svays that matter to 
patients and their i:amilies. Our approach is shaped 
by what we’ve ]earned through extensive investments 
in improving chronic health conditions and the 
lmowledge that evewone who gets care, gives care 
and pays for care must work together to achieve 
meaning~l improvement. 

Vulnerab~ Pot~ulations 
The ~v~lnerable Populations Portfblio looks at what 
makes us healthy-or unhealthy-~i’om a perspective 
that includes factors outside of the health care system.. 
The portfolio creates new opportunities fbr better 
health by investing in health where it starts-in our 
homes, schools and jobs. The social innovations 
the po:"~folio supports often work in the domains of 
education, housing or corrections, but always address 
health needs of people who are vulnerable. The factors 
that lead to poor health-such as how and where we 
live, learn, work and play-are often re~rred to as the 
social dete,’minants of health, and are documented by 
a significant body of research. 



applicants must: 

[] have completed a doctoral, degree (including a J.D. 
for PHLR-NC applicants) svithin the last 10 years 
(obtained by November 15, 2001 or later); 

[] be a citizen or permanent resident of’the United 

States or its territories; 

be affiliated with or sponsored by a non-profit 

university or an organization that is tax-exempt under 

Section 50i(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and 

is not a private Foundation as defined under Section 

509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

[] have agreement from the sponsoring institution to 

administer and be the recipient of the grant; 

be from a group that has historically been 

underrepresented in research activities, such as people 

from ethnic or racial minority groups, first-generation 

college graduates and people fFom low-income 

communities;* 

[] have never received a prior grant from the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation; 

[] provide evidence of’research skills addressing various 

aspects of health and health care (research fellowship 

or equivalent training or experience); and 

[] be committed to the goals and mission of New 
Connections, R\X,[[F and its specific interest areas. 



A committee consisting of R~[JF staff" arid 

New Connections program staff from the OMG 

Center fbr Collaborative Learning will review all 

proposals. The i~llowing hctors will be used in 

the selection process: 

Significance and relevance of the applicant’s previous 
research experience. 

Demonstrated sld11 set in relevant program team 
research and evaluation interests, 

Evidence of solid research experience and interests. 

Demonstrate a fit with program goals of career 

development for diverse early- and midcareer 

research ers. 

[] Demonstrated or progress toward a successf;al 

peer-reviewed publication track record. 

Uniqueness of the applicant’s personal and 

professional experiences, we seekJu,ffor Investigator 

applicants who strive to develop new ways to 

contribute to the understanding of current health 

and health care challenges. 

The Ju,ffor [~¢z~estigator applicant’s demonstrated 
knosvledge and experience svith various research 
methodologies. We do not expect applicants to be 
content experts, but they should be able to lead a 
project with suf}icient methodological understanding 
to produce new knowledge fbr R~[JF and its 

program team.s. 

[] Demonstrated ability and skill to complete the work 
in the specified time period. 

If the applicant is proposing a project that reflects 
a shi~} from his or her prior research agenda, the 
applicant should explain how that shift will advance 
his or her career. 

RTg~JF does not provide individual critiques of 
proposals submitted. 



~dse of G~’~n~g F~ .Juniord’;~vestigators are eligible to receive a total grant 
award of up to $75,000 ~br a period of 24 months. 
Grant fi.mds may be used to cover the costs associated 
with completing ali research, consulting services, 
methodological training and travel. In keeping with 
R~X/~F policy, grant funds may not be used to subsidize 
individuals ~br the costs of their health care, to support 
clinical trials ofunapproved drags or devices, to 
construct or renovate ~cilities, ~br lobbying, or as a 
substitute for i~nds currently being used to support 
similar activities. 

The Ni’7#’ Connections program guidelines specii:y the 
use of funds allowable under this program. Applicants 
should strive ~br efficient and appropriate use of~mds 
as reflected in the proposed budget. The majority of 
~nding should be used for thefl~nior [nvest~gator~ 
salaW, travel, trainings, mentoring and costs associated 
with full participation in the New Connections program. 
Salaries must allow for a minimum of 25 percent FTE 
commitment throughout the year ~r both years of 
t{mdi~g. Applicants must meet the ~E requirements 
fi)r the ~ant during the 24-month period. Time cannot 
be apportioned differently in the summer. 

It is expected that by the end of grant funding through 
~\r~,¢~ Cbnnections each applicant would at a minimum 

submit two manuscripts for publication, Grantees are 

also encouraged to propose and develop mechanisms 

~br sharing knowledge gained with R\’{.qF and where 

applicable relevant audiences in the rid& 



There are two phases in the application process° 

The first is the submission of a brief proposal 

that consists of the Junior Inves~’iga~or applicant’s 

researd~ and professional ba&gound, personal 

statement, professional statement (that details 

the applicant’s research goals and fiature research 

agenda), identification of a project mentor and other 

pro~’essional references. We will review brief proposals 

and invite selected applicants to move to the second 

stage of the application process. 

@tional Applicant ~)~’b Co@fence Ca[[s 
A Web conference call will be held on March 16, 2011 
from 3:00---4:30 p.m. ET to provide applicants with 
additional in~brmation on the program’s goals, 
to assist applicants with the brief proposal process, and 
to offer an oppor~_unity for applicants to ask questions. 

For those invited to submit a full proposal, a second 
applicant conference call will be held June 29, 2011 
from 3:00-4:30 p.m. ET. 

g?e highly encourage prospective applicants to 

participate in the \Veb confi:rence call. Applicants 

can learn more about these Web conference calls and 

register fbr them by going to the program’s website 

at r,s’.>~.~@ne>,~vnne~:~iOnSoO~g. Registration is required. 

use the/lgp~ Online [inkjbr th# so/ia~ation. {t~o# h~’ve 
not already done so, you wi[l be requh"ed to regkter at 
ht{p:Z/n:%~;’q~)g bgfi)re.you begin the apglic~tion uocess. 



The deadline tbr receipt of brief proposal is 
May 5, 20II at 3:00 p.m.. E’E We will notify selected 
applicants by June 22, 2011 that they have been 
invited to submit a full proposal. Infbrmation on full 
application submission requirements will be provided 
to sekcted applicants at that time. Interv-iews will be 
scheduled tbr each full proposal applicant as part of 
the selection process. The deadline for receipt of full 
proposals is August 4, 2011 at 3:00 p.m. ET. 

~ strongD~ recommend that all a~v~vIicants log in to 
M.yR ~TF ana~./~miliarize ~’:hemsdves z~’ith the online 
submission grocess and nquirements ,~,elI b~tbn the fina[ 
submission deaaqine. Program st~rm(y not be able to assist 
all aggIicants in thej~na124 hours b~f!~n the submission 
a2’aaqine. In¢~irness to all ap~lk:an& the program z~N not 
acce~t late prqposak. 

,aA1 firlalists will be notified of their status by 
September 30, 20II. 



The OMG Center for Collaborative Learning is 
responsible for technical assistance and direction o~r 
the ~r#~, Connections program and is located at: 

OMG Center for Collaborative Learning 
1528 Walnut Street, Suite 805 
Philaddphia, PA 19102 

Responsible staff members at the OMG Center are: 
[] Gerri Spilka, program director 
~ Edith G. Arrington, Ph.D., de!~uty director 
[] Howard M. Walters, proj~’ct comv:linator 

Responsible staff members at the Robert \Vood 
Johnson Foundation are: 

[] Debra Joy P&ez, Ph.D., M.RAo, M.A., 
senior l)rograrn oj~ficer 

[] David Krol, M.D., M.RH., seniorprog~ram r,~cer 
and team director 

~ Lois Shevlin, senior grants administrator 

Please direct all other inquiries about the program, 
selection criteria, proposal requirements or submission 
process to: 

Howard waiters 
OMG Center for Collaborative Learning 
Phone: (215) 732-2200, ext. 276 
Fax: (215) 732- 8123 
E-mail: i~;~(~)~3,~i"-nc:_’vconn~’ctionso,~i.~~ 
Website: ~’>~e:,~e~ ~’~@i ncz~’conncct,~ons.o~ig" 







Tir~etab|e [] March 16, 20t t |3:00-~:30 p.m. ~:T) 
OpLional appiicant VVeb confe~ence call for Junior 

k~.vest~!gator candidates. Te register, :)iease visit 

[] MayS, 2011 
Deadline for receipt of brid propesais (submitted oniine). 

[] ~ur~e 22, 20t t 
Seiect appiicants invited to subn",,it fuii p~x)posals. 

29, 20t t (3:~:30 p.m. I~T) 
Optionai applican~ Web conference caii for Junior 

investigator full proposai applicants. To registe~ piease visit 

[] Aug~s~ ~, 2011 l[3:OO p.m. ~:TJ 
Deadline for receipt of fuji proposals (submitted or’,,Jine). 

[] Sep~em~e~ 30, 20t 

Netification of finalists. 

~e ~,~:~, Connections pro~am # oFn to apgk’canlsl%m a~y g~oug 

~hat has been historically, disadvan~g~:g or underreFesentcd in 

research d~cig[ines~ Z}is ~nc[~g~:s, ~ut is not/imit~:d to, ingividuak 

~om ethni(" angl r~a:ial minorities hhtorica~), ~na*erregresentea 

research g/iscip[in¢:s. [~ a~o includes gersons grail races and ethnid~), 

z#,ho com<~)om groags tha~ ha.re historical~, been gisagvantawd 

or una*~eFresented in research dhciglineg such as~>st.zgeneration 

col[~e ,~aduales and geoplel%m [or~-income communities. 

e.vamgbs are int~.~wZ~::l m be ii/ustra~i~g no~ e~:dusive. Appiicanls 

~ho :lu noodnll ~,i!hin one c~the~e ca!egories but .~ho believe tl~O’ are 

j~om a historical~’ gisa~vant~ged or und~reFesentea~ ba~r(.,un~ 

z~d!l have an opportunity ~o gescribe Iheh indivigual circumstances 

as par! ~Oh~: online ~li:ation Focess. 





Abstract for a potential RWJF New Connections Junior Award. 

Major depression is one of the most common and disabling mental health conditions facing 
Americans (see U.S. DHHS 2001). Within this broader body of research on mental health is a growing 
interest in Black-White mental health disparities, especially since African Americans remain underserved 
by the mental health care system. Recent national data indicate that Blacks have lower rates of current and 
lifetime major depressive disorder than non-Hispanic Whites but higher rates of dysthymic disorder. On the 
other hand, studies that use symptom scales (especially the CES-D) often report mixed results with some 
scholars finding lower rates of depression among nonwhites and others suggesting Blacks have higher levels 
of depression than Whites. Other studies consistently find that Blacks report lower levels of subj ective well- 
being (levels of life satisfaction or nonspecific emotional symptoms) when compared to non-Hispanic 
Whites Much research has addressed this conundrum, with viable explanations focusing on the 
measurement of mental health/illness. Thus, the recommendation by most mental health scholars is to adopt 
multiple indicators of mental health when studying mental health disparities. Another related body of work 
emphasizes differences in the types of resources groups bring to bear when faced with life problems, as an 
explanation for Black-White differences in mental health. While research conducted on the lives of retired 
NFL players clearly suggests that professional players have more financial resources than the average 
American male, less is known about Black-White disparities in resource shares within this elite group of 
professionals. 

Research has recently identified a neurological basis of depression in male athletes with persisting 
post-concussion symptoms. These findings have important clinical and social implications for the diagnosis 
and treatment of individuals who have suffered a cerebral concussion. Depression is one of a number of 
persisting symptoms experienced by athletes following sports concussions. The prevalence of depression in 
the general population is about 5 percent, while that number can reach as high as 40 percent in head trauma 
patients. 

The purpose of this study is to build on this broader body of research by focusing on this 
understudied group of adults. I propose to examine the relationship between various types of resources: 
social capital (measured as relationship reciprocity), human capital (education), physical capital (physical 
health), and economic capital (income, home ownership) and three indicators of mental health: (1) current 
depression, (2) lifetime depression, and (3) reports of a doctors’ diagnosis of depression. Here, the question 
is whether Black-White differences exist across indicators of mental health. Second, I am interested in 
investigating Black/White differences in the relative importance of capital. The results of this research will 
provide important information about the neuropathology of concussions, dementia, and depression in an 
aging population, and non-elite athletes from minority and disadvantaged backgrounds. This information 
will be relevant to treatment providers, health researchers, and health policy makers as they seek to identify 
the best practices for recognizing, diagnosing, reporting, and treating head injuries, while improving access to 
quali~T treatment for athletes suffering from depression resulting from concussions. 



Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Project Osscr~pt~on 

Location: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

In 2007 a group of college-sport researchers founded the College Sport Research Institute 

(CSRI) at the University of Memphis. In 2008, CSRI relocated to The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill www.unc.edu/csri. Since its inception, CSRI’s has supported 

independent data collection and analysis related to college-sport issues. The need for CSRI was 

best articulated on January 5, 2007, by late NCAA President Myles Brand, who noted: 

There is little that frustrates me more than critics of college sports who get the facts 

wrong.. I challenge the critics of college sports, in the media and on campus, to get their 

facts right... Meeting the challenges of intercollegiate athletics requires an informed, 

engaged faculty (College Sport Research Institute, 2011, para. 2). 

(;SRg ~{isz~km and (;oa~s 

The desire to support faculty and student engagement in college-sport research is central 

to the College Sport Research Institute’s mission. Specifically, 

The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) at The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill is a nonprofit organization involving faculty from across the United States 

and around the world. CSRI is committed to supporting independent data collection and 

analysis related to college-sport issues (College Sport Research Institute, 2011, para. 1). 

In support of its mission, the College Sport Research Institute has articulated the following goals: 

Create public awareness of socio-cultural, economic, and political issues in 

college sport, and providing a forum for open discussion of these issues within the 

college-sport community; 
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Build relationships within local, regional and national communities to generate 

funding for independent college-sport research;, 

Generate local, regional, and national awareness of the College Sport Research 

Institute and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a leader in 

college-sport research; and 

Educate students, scholars, athletic administrators, college athletes, coaches, and 

the general public on college-sport issues. 

In support of its mission and goals, CSRI provides an opportunity for University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill undergraduate and graduate students to be immersed in a year-round 

metadiscrete experiential-learning environment. 

In order to serve as a national clearinghouse for college-sport research and support 

independent, organized and focused cross-disciplinary research regarding college sport, the 

institute hosts an annual academic conference at the Friday Center for Continuing Education: 

CSR1 Conference on College Sport. www.csviconference.org 

The conference is unique in that it is planned, organized and managed by University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill graduate and undergraduate students. Over the past three years, 

students from the Department of Exercise and Sport Science, Department of Philosophy, School 

of Journalism and Mass Communication, and the Kenan Flagler Business School have been 

involved in planning, organizing and managing the annual CSRI Conference on College Sport. 

UNC students not only learn elements of organizational dynamics, marketing, promotion and 

event management, but also have an opportunity to explore college-sport issues by attending 

scholarly research presentations and discussing college-sport issues with researchers, 

practitioners, conference commissioners, coaches, and athletes. Over the past four years, the 

CSRI Conference on College Sport has become an important national-level conference that 

provides a multi-disciplinary setting for examining that many socio-cultural, political, economic, 

ethical, marketing, and organizational issues in college sport. 

The 2010 conference drew over 300 attendees, and had numerous interdisciplinary 

sessions, including: 

Intercollegiate Athletes’Attitudes Towards~ andPercep#ons about Sexual 

Minori#es 
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Understanding the (Mis)Education of African American ~/lale College Athletes: 

Toward a Alultilevel Framework 

¯ 7he National Letter of Intent: A Contract Analysis 

¯ Ethics Matter: Ethical Orientations and Disparate Racial Outcomes in 

Collegiate A thletics 

The 2011 conference will once again be held at the William and Ida Friday Center for 

Continuing Education at UNC-Chapel Hill. The conference format includes keynote speakers, 

invited panels and research presentations (oral and poster). The conference provides an 

opportunity for graduate and undergraduate students to receive mentoring and critique &their 

research through the conference’s two-day poster presentation forum. In addition to the 

conference itself, and in order to encourage student research and investigation of college sport 

issues, CSRI hosts undergraduate and graduate student case-study competitions, and sponsors the 

William Friday Graduate Research Paper Competition. 

The 2011 conference program can be accessed at 

http:iiwww.csriconference.orgiprogramhtml and includes the following program highlights: 

Two keynote speakers: 

® Dr~ John Singer- Assistant Professor, Texas A &M 

~ Mr. Roy Williams - Head Men’s Basketball Coach, University &North 

Carolina Athletics 

Invited Panels: 

® Show Me 7he Manual! NCAA Regulations, Agents, and Amateurism 

® A View from the Top: b~sightsfi’om Industry Leaders on the State of 

College A thletics 

~ Four Years and Several Scores Ago: An Honese RelJec~ion on ~he S~uden~- 

Athlefe Experience 

Peer-Reviewed Academic Panels 

Gridiron Heroes, Marginal ~len: Examination of Evidence of Oscillating 

Migrant Workers in the NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

"What a difference ... difference makes ": Creating Inclusive Excellence in 

Intercollegiate Sport 

Voices)~om the Bottom of the Well: Former Black Male Athletes 
Navigating the Athletic-Industrial Complex 
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Approximately 55 (30-minute) oral presentations & 45 poster presentations by 

faculty and student researchers from across the United States and Canada. 

The CSRI Conference on College Sport currently provides an opportunity for 

interdisciplinary" on-campus research and teaching of College faculty within several units within 

the College, as well as other schools at UNC. These units include the Departments of Exercise 

and Sport Science, Philosophy, Sociology, and Journalism and Mass Communications. 

Building on the conference’s framework, cooperation research proj ects involving The 

Parr Center for Ethics, The College Sport Research Institute, and the Department of Sociology 

are envisioned. Proposed research projects include the following: 

Examination of Oscillating Migrant Labor Patterns in the NCAA Football Bowl 

Subdivision (FBS) 
Analysis of Adjusted Graduation Gaps Among NCAA Division-I Football, 

Basketball, Baseball, and Softball Players, 

Examination of Relationships between Sports Concussions, Mental Health 

Disparities, and Masculinity Among Minority College Athletes 

Analysis of NCAA Division I Sport Broadcasts: Educational or Commercial 

Activity? 

Investigation of Variables Related to NCAA Athletes’ Sexual-Orientation Behaviors 
and Attitudes 

In order to advance increased interdisciplinary teaching on campus, the following 

initiatives are planned: 

Faculty from both the Sociology and Philosophy Departments will be invited to serve 

as moderators for two of the conference’s academic panels. 

A series of College faculty guest lectures will be co-hosted by CSRI & The Parr 

Center during 2011-2012 academic year. 

The Parr Center and CSRI will co-host a series of"Lunch and Learn" discussions 

throughout the 2011-2012 academic year. 

CSRI will host a reception for College faculty in the fall of 2011 to educate faculty 

about this initiative and solicit faculty participation. 

All 2011 CSRI Conference on College Sport academic sessions will be videotaped 

and archived as part of the CSt~Netr, ork, an online service of CSRI, comprised of 

research content from previous and subsequent conferences as ~vell as interviews with 

researchers and college-sport practitioners. Network content will be available to UNC 

faculty for use in a ~vide variety of classroom settings. 
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Conference proceedings ~vill also be published in the Journal of Issues in 

Intercollegiate Athletics (JIIA), www.jiia.org CSRI’s peer-reviewed open-access 

online j ournal. 

Case study presentations from the conference will also be archived on the CSRI 

ne~,ork. In addition to these presentations, the case study will be available for use by 

faculty who wish to explore the posed college-sport issue. 

As can be seen by the project description and rationale, the CSRI Conference on College 

Sport is a potential catalyst for sustained interdisciplinary research and teaching across the 

College of Arts and Sciences. College faculty from a variety of departments can derive benefit 

from the CSRI Conference on College Sport. The conference is already recognized as the pre- 

eminent conference for college-sport research, and this grant will provide much-needed support 

for 

Expenses 

Descripti on                                  Amount 

Friday Center for Continuing Education (Rental / April 20-22, 2011) $23,727.50 

CSRI Keynote Speakers’ Costs (Estimated) $3,605.00 

Panelists’ Costs (Estimated) $9,844.39 

Total Expenses (As of 3/25/2011) $37,176.89 

Revenues 

Descripti on Amount 

Conference Registration (185 Registrants - As of 3/25/2011) $23,815.00 

Conference Sponsorship (As of 3/25/2011) $2,725.00 

CSRI Membership (As of 3/25/2011 ) $3,700.00 

Total Revenues (As of 3/25/2011) $30,240.00 
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Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS - DUE 1 APRIL 2011 

The College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of $120,000 for two years, from 
1 July 2011 through 30 June 2013, to encourage and fund the development of 
interdisciplinary teaching and research initiatives in three areas: 

Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary 
conferences that will benefit the research and/or teaching of College faculty in 
two or more units. Proposals that specify how the support has the potential to 
advance interdisciplinary research and/or teaching on campus on a more sustained 
basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily will not exceed $10,000. 

Research initiatives. Grants of up to $10,000 are available as seed money to 
teams of 2 or more faculty that develop interdisciplinary research initiatives. Any 
such initiative must have a clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and 
outcome(s). Proj ects with a strong potential for external funding will be 
especially competitive. Faculty may use a grant for research support, including 
summer salary and benefits. 

Team teaching initiatives. Grants are available to teams of 2 or more faculty 
that wish to develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate courses. 
Proposed course(s) must be offered during the regular academic year and must be 
taught at least twice. The chairs &the units in which the faculty team members 
are appointed must approve the course(s) and teaching schedules of the faculty 
involved. The grants, which may not exceed $16,000, may be used in a variety of 

ways (e. g., salary and benefits for graduate assistance, supplies, travel expenses, 
or summer salary and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will vary 
according to the needs of the applicants. 

Selection Process 

Beginning in the spring of 2011, a selection committee of 5 tenured faculty members 
appointed by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all 
interdisciplinary proposals for the academic year 2011-2012. As of 1 May 2011 the 
committee will advise the Senior Associate Deans as to the merits and level of funding 
the committee recommends for the most competitive proposals. Grants will be awarded 
as of 1 July 2011. Faculty awarded grants will report to the Dean on the use and 
outcome(s) of their grant no later than 30 June 20112. 

This schedule for applications, review, and awarding of grants will be in force for the 
subsequent two years of the program. The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be 
assessed in the spring of 2013. 



Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculty or senior lecturers will be 
considered. Proposals must contain a proj ect description and rationale (no more than 
1,500 words total) to be funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals 
must also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in which the faculty who 
submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplina~7 grants proposals is 1 April 2011. Proposals should be 
submitted in both hard copy and electronic form to Tiffany Clarke, College of Arts and 

Sciences, CB 3100; tiffany_clarke@unc.edu. 



Report of the Services Subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Committee 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Draft: March 29, 2011 

Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen and Senior Associate Athletic Director John 
Blanchard established the services subgroup of the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes (ASPSA) committee in February 2011. Five faculty members, the Director of the 
Writing Center, three members of the Department of Athletics, and one student-athlete 
representative comprised the subgroup. To conduct a thorough assessment of the direct 
academic services of ASPSA with particular attention to writing assistance services constituted 
the subgroup’s charge. In addition to meeting with the full ASPSA committee, the subgroup met 
four times which included a tour of the Writing Center and a meeting with personnel of the 
Department of Athletics. 

As established in the charge, the subgroup focused on the services provided by academic 
counselors and learning specialists in ASPSA (all sports except Men’s Basketball) and tutoring 
and mentoring services offered to student-athletes, with special attention to writing assi stance. 
Typically, thorough assessments of programs and/or services involve the examination of data 
that have been systematically collected over time; in this case, substantial data of this nature 
were absent. Personnel of the Department of Athletics provided the following: 

(1) a li st of personnel who provide support services for student athletes, j ob title, sport 
under each personnel’s jurisdiction, and a list of services offered; 

(2) j ob descriptions used in hiring; 
(3) a table that showed the spring 2011 distribution of tutors, mentors, and Supplemental 

Instruction instructors by professional status (e.g., undergraduate student, graduate student, non- 
student) and by Olympic Sport1 and Football; 

(4) number of student athletes in Olympic Sports scheduled for tutoring, excluding the 
math lab and drop-in tutorials for writing, in the Academic Center from January 201l 1 through 
February 24, 2011 by student Grade Point Average (GPA); 

(5) a table that displayed the number of students considered at risk2 and on academic 
probation for spring 2011 by sport; and (6) course statistics for English 100, 101, and 102 for 
students entering in 2006-2007, 2007-2008, 2008-2009, 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. 

In addition to the above, the two members of the Department of Athletics (Associate Directors) 
and the student-athlete representative from Football provided verbal information at the meetings 
and the subgroup collected information during a one-hour meeting with the academic counselors 

1 The term "Olympic Sports" includes non-revenue sports at UNC, all sports except Men’ s 

Basketball and Football. 

2 "At risk" describes incoming student-athletes who are admitted by way of a committee decision 

or those student-athletes with SAT scores below 1000. For returning students, "at risk" includes 

those student-athletes on academic probation or those with a GPA below 2.3. 



and learning specialists. The chair of the subgroup summarized information acquired at these 
meetings and circulated them to meeting participants for feedback. 

In this report, we base our assertions and general recommendations upon the collected 
information and discuss them in relation to the vision articulated in the March 1988 Report of the 
Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Academic Environment for Athlete-Students at The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Introduction 
The 1988 report described the shared responsibility that exists between the University and the 
student-athlete in the student-athlete’s success in academic programs. We concur with an 
extension and emphasis: if student-athletes are admitted, particularly as exceptions to the 
Trustee admission policy on the basis of what highly acclaimed psychologist Howard Gardner 
called "bodily kinesthetic intelligence," then the University, not just the Department of Athletics 

as described in the 1988 report, has an obligation and should accept the responsibility to insure 
that student-athletes have equal and equitable access to the services needed to succeed 
academically. One could reasonably argue limited access (as well as inequitable access with 
respect to the general student populace) for a first-year student-athlete who awakes daily at 5:00 
am for weight training, attends class from 8:00 am- 12 noon, participates in various sessions 
from 12:30 until 1:30, engages in mandatory- practice from 3:30-5:30, is involved in study hall 
from 7:00-10:00 pm at night, and competes athletically as an ambassador for the University 
during the week and on weekends. This argument of limited and inequitable access is further 
complicated if the ambassadorship of the student-athlete generates revenue for the University. 
The responsibility of the University is not restricted to simple access to needed services but also 
encompasses quality of needed services. 



The event kicked offwith a video featuring regional leaders discussing growth, 

diversity and innovation in the Triangle. Interviewees included: 

Universiiy of ["dorih Anita Brown-Graham, 
Carolina President Emeritus Dilectoi, institute 
WilJiam Friday :rneraina issues 

Senator Howard Lee, 
Exec:utive Directc, r, 
NC Educalion Cabinel 

To view the What Matters video, visit www.trianglec[org 

Sepideh Asefnia, 
President and I::ouncier SEPI 
:_r~g~r~eeur~g & ConshucIion 
Cornpany 

For~lel North Carolina 
Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. 

Special guests were 
renowned journalists 

CoMe and Steven V. Roberts, 
who gave a national 
perspective on regional issues. 
Mary Braxton-Joseph, TCF 

Board member, fundhoJder, 
and award-winning journalist 
moderated the session. 

Cokie Robeds, Steven V. Roberts, Andrea Bazd.~n and Mary Braxtondoseph 



Leadership Council Chair Carol Bilbro 
wek:omes ,cjuests at a ViP Reception 
before ~he main evenL ](::~ President Andrea Baz~.~n asked "How do vve move beyond our own bac~yards ’o cleate a ~egion wi~ele 

the gleatel gaad is considered alangside the needs of my neighborhood ol my district?" While noting that the 
Fourldalion does nol have all the answers, she said "we believe il is one oF our responsibihlies Io bring peopJe 
logeiher ’o ask the i~iG queslions, lo discuss ihe hara issues, and invest ou~ doJJa~s in positive soiuiions ior 1he region." 

Host C:ommi~ee member DarryJ Lester 
chats with his mothel) Frances Claybook 
as si:e peruses TCF’s annual repoi . 

Frances Dyer and James Stewart, 

Emcee David Crabtree welcomed 
guests to the first annual What 

Matters Benefit Dinner, which 
included comments from Jack 
Clayton, Wachovia A Wells Fargo 
Company, and Bill Shore, 
GlaxoSmithKline. TCF President 
Andrea Baz4n discussed the need 
for real dialogue around issues 
such as immigration reform and 
the impact of growth on the 
environment. 

i’...::~ li!oald Tlernber and C~a 
TC’F Real Estate J:oundatic:,n 

Bill Share, Director of U.S. Cornmunbi 
Re ia ~io ns, ,.~ laxo._~,,, ~Ih,...., ~n :~ 
(F’Jaiinu T1 .Sponsor) 

Emcee David Crabtree, Ernrny Award 
winnJn,::j anchor o~ W~AL-L,’ 

Jack Clayton, Re,cjional President, 
TUangie :as~, Wachovia !\ Wolls Fargo 
Corer)any JPresenting 



The evening also Featured the presentation of-the first What Matters Innovation Award sponsored by 

the Redwoods Group Foundation. The $5,ooo award winner was determined by an online voting 

competition Featuring videos From five finalists using innovative strategies to address growth and 

diversity in the Triangle. 

Innovaiion P,:,,vard winner Mark Dibner 
of Kramden Institute, a iali~e~ison 

ventule that now encompasses 3,000 
voiunleers who ~eiu~bish and award 

computers to deserving siuden’s, 
accepting his a’,ucrd. 

Host Committee mernbels Monb, and 
Virginia Parker 

John and Kristen RepJogJe 

The program portion oFthe event was Followed by a dessert 
reception and book signing by Steve and Cokie Roberts. 

Kevin McDonald, Founde~ 
Presicient and CEO of 
iROSA, ponders 1he 
oook options. 

Cokie Roberts sha~es 
a laugh with guests 

Wallace and Mar,/Green. 

Anne and Victor Moore, Hiichings Society 
Mernbels, who hclve been involved with 
1he Foundaiion since i:s inceplion in 1983. 



In a congratulatory email to the 
staff, Board Chair Phail Wynn stated 
"Last night’s event was a truly rare 
and special ’happening in the 
Triangle°’ The atmosphere was 
electric and dynamic, the crowd 
was vibrant and excited as well as 
’diverse and engaged.’ Wow!" 

Host Corn m ittee 

Carol and Bob Bilbro 

Capstrat 

C. Perry Coiwell 

Julia and Frank A, Daniels Jr, 

Duke University I tealth System 

Christopher Gergen and t~eather Graham 

Barbara and Jim Goodmon 

Umesh and Usha Guiati 

Robert and Joy I ierrington 

Debbie i tiii and Julia Mack 

Fred and Nancy Hutchison 

Ambassador James Joseph and 
Mary’ Braxtondoseph 

Thomas and Margaret Keller 

Moise A, and Vera Khayraliah 

Darryi and Dionne Lester 

Lewis Margolls and Linda Frankei 

Peter and Prue Meehan 

Mary Mountcastie and Jim Overton 

NetApp 

Marc and C6cile No61 

Virginia and Monty Parker 

Frank and Kaola Phoenix 

Mebane Rash and Trip Stallings 

Joan Siefert Rose 

Jim Stewart and F~ances IDye~ 

eon ~ ~ m 3tr,J,,, ~ , ’ 

Dr. and Mrs. Phail Wynn, Jr. 

%ble Sponsors 

CapitoJ Broadcasting Company 

Cardinal Capital 

GenSpring Family O~ces 

Rick and Annette Guiriinger 

.,leiiy and Mary Cynthia Monday 

Piedmont Investment Advisors 

Progress Energy 

Rob fiagsdale and Franklin Street Partners 

Raymond James 

P~ese~~ting :Spo~-~so~~ 
What Matters 
Video Sponsor 

HORIZON 
P~ODUCTION8 

I n n ovado n Awa rd 
Sponsor 

THE 

GROU P< :~;!::~<.~4~/4’~. 

Platinum Sponsor 

................................................................................................. Gold Sponsors .................................................................................................. 

..... !!!i!~:!i!!::: i::iF!iiii BIueC~ss BlueShield 

Silw~ Sponsors 

............................................................................ Special Thanks ............................................................................ 

Bob Gubar of RMG Satellite 
Productions, Inc. 

Jim Colman Photography 

Barbara Leedy 

Quail Ridge Books & Music 

Theo Davis Printing 

TROSA (Triangle Residential Options 
for Substance Abusers) 



May4, 2011 * Raleigh Convention Center * 5:00pm VIP Reception * 6:30 Dinner & Program 

Triangle Community Foundation will host its second annual 
benefit dinner focusing on issue that matters to our region: 
Bold Leadership. 

The Triangle has been the political, educational, and 
entrepreneurial epicenter of North Carolina. As a region that 
governs, teaches, and innovates, we have a history of acting 
courageously when it matters most. Today, bold leadership is 
again needed to move the region forward. 

Bold Leadership has passion, persistency, and 
principles. We need this now more than ever. 

As we face new fiscal realities, economic development is tied 
more than ever to social development. Sports, arts, and 
education help drive both in our region. The Triangle’s 
champion sports teams bring international attention fo our 
region. Sfatewide, the creative industry contributes more than 
five percent toward our economy. Increasingly we are called 
fo align the goals of our schools with the jobs needed today 
and tomorrow. Bold leadership has driven change in each of 
these areas. 

Thomas W. Ross 
President, University of Nodh Carolina 

Thomas W. Ross began his tenure as President of the 17-campus University of North Carolina in 
January 2011. In electing him, the UNC Board of Governors said, "In a time of great challenge 
and constant change, Tom Ross’s thoughtful leadership, his proven integrity, his deep 
understanding of North Carolina, and his lifelong commitment to improving the lives of people in 
every corner of our state make him the perfect choice to lead the University in the years ahead." 
Prior to this role, Ross served as President of Davidson College, and Executive Director of the 
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation, Director of the State’s Administrative Office of the Courts, and North 
Carolina Superior Court Judge. 

Larry J. Wheeler 
Director, Nodh Carolina Museum of Ad 

Lawrence J. Wheeler was named director of the North Carolina Museum of Art in 1994. Since that 
time, the Museum has become one of the leading art museums in the American South. Under 
Wheeler’s leadership, the Museum unveiled its much-anticipated design for an ambitious 
expansion in 2006. Wheeler’s vision for a spacious, light-filled structure to house the Museum’s 
collection became a reality in 2010. Dr. Wheeler has been internationally recognized for his 
achievements, including being named the Tar Heel of the Year by the News and Observer, which 
called him "the godfather of the Triangle’s cultural boom" and cited his skill at melding "arts, 
politics and commerce into a powerful new cultural force." 

Mia Harem 
Philanthropist & Soccer Icon 

UNC graduate, leading women’s soccer player & Olympic gold-medalist Mia Hamm is recognized 
as the world’s best all-around women’s soccer player and one of the most popular female athletes 
in history. Off of the field, Hamm devotes much of her time to bone marrow disease fundraising 
and awareness. In 1997, Hamm’s brother Garret passed away from complications related to 
aplastic anemia. Turning her loss into a positive force, she formed the Mia Hamm Foundation to 
raise funds and awareness for bone marrow disease research. Through the Foundation, she also 
aims to further the development of programs and initiatives for young women in sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:40 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: College Sport Commentary 

Check this out 

http:/!www.newsobserver~com!20:[ 1/03/2 :li10788:~3!unc-prof-facultv-diversity-lacking.html 

~.XTar~,e st regards, 

T. Jefferson Carman, I I I 
T. Jefferson Carman, III, Esq. 

The CW Law Group, PC 

3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-178~ ext I telephone 

(919) 2~1-6680 facsimile 

Ern~il: ~c:arrnon@cwIawgto, tp.cor~ 

XVebsite: www.e wl~wgroup.com 

~ shield logo 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that aW tax advice contained in this com,mmncation (o~ m any attachment) is not 
intended or ~vritten to be used, and capalot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding t~x related penalties or (ii) promoting., marketit~g or reconu-nending to ~nother party ~ly tax related matter 
addressed in this cotranunica~ion or in any attachment herein. 
This e mail transtmssion, and any doom~ents, fries or previous e mail messages attached to it, may contain confiden6al information that is legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a 
person responsible fbr delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby no6fied that any disclosure, copying distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this message 
is strictly prohibited 
If you have received tins transmission in error, please itrwnediately no~ffy us by reply e mail or by telephone at (919) 926 1785, and destroy dxe anginal transtmssion and its attachments without 
reading them or saving them to disk Thank you. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 20:H. 3:31 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject; College Sport Commentary 

1. "Money and March Madness" - March 29, 2011 at 9:00 p.m. 

FRONTLINE continues its new monthly magazine program with the lead story "Money and March Madness," an inside look at the multi-billion dollar business of the 

NCAA and its brand of amateur college sports. In this investigation, correspondent Lowell Bergman gains access to Sonny Vaccaro, a former marketing executive at 

Nike, Adidas, and Reebok who helped bring about the rapid commercialization of college basketball. Vaccaro’s success made coaches, administrators, and 

companies rich. But the players remain at the mercy of the NCAA, which, despite a new ~;10.8 billion contract for its basketball tournament, has continued to insist 

that the athletes don’t get paid. Now, Vaccaro has left the business world and he’s spearheading a class-action lawsuit that aims to ensure that players get a piece 

of the action. 

2. Wed., March 30 at I0:00 p.m. HBO’s Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel will air a one-hour special on College Sports in America. h__t__tp_i/~_w__ww.hbo.comJreal- 

Enjoy! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~p~ 

Sport Administxation Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (NoEl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel )till, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

htt}~://www~unc.edu/dc~ks~ exerctse/sporc=admuusrzatton 

"The single biggest problem in communicatiao, is the illusion that it has taken place." G.B. Shaw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Turner, Robert <turnerob@iudiana.edu~ 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:52 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~<ts~tro@unc.edu> 

Academic Achievement of NCAA athletes 

NCAA Achievelnent.doc; bass9907.ppt 

Hello Richard and Deborah: 
Attached is draft of a paper I am writing with Dr. Krim Lacey. We gained access to the data from Dr. James S. Jackson, director of the Institute for Social Research at the 
University of Michigan. Professor Jackson is currently attempting to gain approval from the NCAA to submit the paper to a peer review journal. The initial NCAA study was 
specifically designed for repeated use with student-athletes over their full college careers. However, the research team never collected additional data after administering the 
survey to 2:1 colleges in :1996-:1997. I’ve also attached a corresponding ppt for the NCAA study. 
With the proper data set, we can continue this line of research by working with sociology professor Kathy Harris, Interim Director, of the Carolina Population Center. The 
sociology department chair at Indiana University, Professor Eliza Pavalko, contacted Dr. Harris to inform her of my research interests. This type of project seems right in line 
with the mission of CSRI. 
Cheers 
Robert 
Robert W. Turner, PhD. 
Sociology 

The Graduate Center, CUNY 
Visiting Scholar, Indiana Consortium For Mental Health Research, Indiana University 
ASA Minority Fellowship Program recipient (NIMH award) 

646-234-5388’:@ 
The Difference Network Lecture Series: Marquette University 
http: !/www.ma rq uette.edu/differencenetwork!featu re turner.php 
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Introduction 

The educational attainment of college athletes remains a contested area of discussion 

among university presidents, college athletic directors, scholars and concerned community 

members across the country. Of paramount concern are issues surrounding eligibility criteria 

and disparities in academic achievement of student-athletes. For example, while academic 

achievement rates for the overall population of college athl~}~ ~Ofitinue to increase, students of 

color and economically disadvantaged students consis~i!y ~rform at a significantly lower 

level in most academic categories (Farkas, 2003)i ~!lege athleteg ~f ~olor are also less likely to 

graduate than their White counterparts. In fac{! {~i~rch conducted by t~{ ~:men’s Sports 

Foundation (2003) indicate that grad~:gtion rates fo? Nat:e ~d female student :~{Netes of color are 

significantly lower than their White dou~{$~g:S. The loN ~uation rates for certain sub- 

groups within the college p~pulation has:given rig~ ~,he needfo~ studies which identify factors 

that might provide soluti~ iS: ~mw the a~ieve~::g~ ...... 

While studies ha~ ~aamin~ ~afious asp~ of the academic performance of" college 

athletess ~$g~:~h::~ th~ schol~g~ achieveN~nt of student athletes has infrequently included 

importa~ fa~rs such as ~, ra~ ~ :ethnicity in analyses. Even fewer studies have 

explored the a~h!i~ent of c6!l~e athlef~s by types of sports participation. The limited number 

of studies addressing th$@e iss~ suggests that additional research is needed to understand how 

academic achievement diffe~ b:y demographic factors and specific types of sports participation 

(e.g., revenue and non-revenue, female and male). The lack of available data in these areas has 

hindered researchers’ ability to examine how various groups of collegiate athletes fare 

academically in comparison to one another. As the United States becomes more ethnically and 
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culturally diverse, it is important to understand how sociodemographic and background factors 

affect the educational performance of college student-athletes. 

Research on scholastic achievement of student-athletes has also been limited by 

sampling, research design and analytic strategies (Purdy, Eitzen, & Hufnagel, 1982; Heck, & 

Takahashi, 2006; Sellers, 1992). Samples used for earlier studi~i~iiiii~ave either been restricted to 

few institutions or small sample sizes, which affect the c~i~iii~ii!y to fully assess differences and 

outcome of students on a larger scale. The scholas~iii~iiiii~iN~nt-atN}i!~i~::achievement literature has 

also been limited by lack of multivariate or hi~Nhi~i~iiiiili~vel analytic pro~:Oidu~ that make it possible 

to control for other confounding factors. The cu~tudy :~he Basic N~mic Skills Study 

(BASS) to address the sho~comingg~f~p~::0us studi~g~better understand c6~tributing 

factors in scholastic achievement of coleridge g:i~,athletes::~;;~ 

A body of resea~:onsist~lv sho~vs t~at~high school GPA and standardized test scores 

historical:~y~~g~the pr~:s of ~t:::aca~mic success (Carodine, Murphey, Orbach, 

Rulka, :E~)~h, & Barb~%~; S~I~ & AdaNs-Gaston, 1992; Sowa, Thomson, & Bennett, 

a, thou    acto s 
appropriate fo~ me::~ the a~m~c::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ach~e,’eme.~ of ~he ~e.e~al ~ude.~ population, ~c~ola~ 
have questioned their effecti~fi~:ss in predicting the academic achievement of college student- 

athletes (Sacks, 2001; Ervin, Saunders, Gillis, & Hogrebe, 1985; Purdy, Eitzen, & Hufnagel, 

1985). Results from the Academic Performance Census collected by the NCAA indicate that 

high school grade-point average was a much stronger predictor of first-year performance than 

scores from standardized tests (Bro~vn, 2009). 
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The predictive factors of student academic success seem to hold tree across specific 

ethnic populations. Sellers (1992) found that among Black student-athletes, high school GPA and 

mother’s occupation were significant predictors of college academic achievement. Sellers also 

reported that high school grade point average (GPA), socioeconomic status (SES), and 

standardized test scores such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American College 

Testing (ACT) were significant predictors of White stude~atN~:tes’ success. An earlier study on 

Black athl ete s conducted by Young and S owa (1985) fou~ hi:~ school GPA as a b etter 

predictor of collegiate academic performance ~ ~ndardized test::~:s for Black athletes. 

While factors such as graduating from an: ~rperfo~pg high sc~6~ l~w SAT scores, 

and attending a school that offers pd~ ~astic prep:~}~ ~re often associate~with poor 

scholastic outcomes, it still remains un:~ar::~ ~N~e~t::to w~ ~nder, race and ethnicity 

influence an athlete’s ae~ achievem~ ~Malon~ ~ McC;~i:ck, 1993). Despite studies 

that show lower sch~ p:erforN~ce:::::::::::::::::::: for ra~i~ ~:d ethnic ~fity students, and economically 
........................ 

.... ....... .......................................... 

disadvantaged students Md~y, 2000; Fleming & Jacqueline, 2002), 

.... .... ..................... ...... 
resear~ ~ examin~g th~f!~ rei:~:hips re~ limited. Studies suggest that these factors are 

impo~ant :~ ~oderstanding ~emic ~Nevement and graduation rates of the student-athlete 

(  own, ........ 
Until recently, N~h::o~ scholarship on academic achievement in collegiate sports has 

overlooked performance differences based on gender. According to the 2009 NCAA Division I 

Graduation Rate Report (GRR), racial and ethnic minority female basketball players graduate at 

lower rates than their non-Hispanic White female counterparts (GRR, 2009). The report also 

revealed that Division I female basketball players graduate at much higher rates than their male 
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athlete counterparts (e.g., 83 percent vs. 64 percent). This relationship is also apparent in track 

and field and cross country where the graduation rate is ten percentage points higher for female 

athletes. 

The racial and ethnic background of students has an even greater impact on graduation 

rates in revenue generating sports. According to a 1993 NCA~iiiipi~blished report, 57 percent of 

Non-Hispanic White football players graduated from Di~iii~iiO~iiii~: schools in six years (Seigel, 

1994). During that same period, the graduation rat~fo{~Nfricaff~N~i~rican football players was 36 

percent. Though more recent reports show a siii~ifii~:ant increase in g~atilon rates for all 

Division I football players, very little improvem~iiii~i~: bee~iiii~i~rded in t~:~)etween non- 

Hispanic White football players and~fri~America~i~y~{~.::~:: In fact, data showa 29 

percentage point difference between th~::;~;~;~:GRR, 2~)~:he disparity between Blacks’ 

and Whites’ graduatio~at~w~Nghlighi~n an ~l~N~dy i::~su~d by the ~stimte for 

Diversity in Spots (~;:: In th~09 T~E~rt, Directo{~ichard Lapchick stated "The gap 

between Whi~e~d:::Africafi~A~m:e~i~football stU~n:t-athletes’ graduation rates grew in spite of 

the sli~)~rovem~v~er~adu:ation:::~(~E, 2009). 

Lo@~Ouation rates ~gng st~t~,athletes appear to be pa~icularly problematic among 

NCAA institutiofi~g~th~generat~ge:::::::::::::::::::::::: revenues from their spots programs. Data used to 

calculate the graduatio~es~e 65 teams paAicipating in the 2009 NCAA Division I men’s 

basketball tournament show that 43 percent of the athletes graduated. These numbers include six 

teams with graduation rates under 20 percent and two other universities in the single digits 

(Miller, 2010). The disparity in graduation rates is especially significant amongst minority 
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student-athletes. While 20 percent of all student-athletes are African-American, 50 percent of all 

Division I football players and 52 percent of all basketball players are African-American. 

Gill (2006) points out that a logical connection exists between graduation rates, grade 

point average and the varying identities of student-athletes. High school athletes must meet 

minimum academic standards to secure an athletic scholarship an~ become eligible to play sports 

at a NCAA member institution. Moreover, student-athle~ ~ maintain the standard grade 

point average established by the NCAA and the university ::to mai~in continued athletic 

eligibility. If student-athletes are unable to su~i~ ~ese standards th~ ~ subjected to academic 

probation, loss of athletic scholarship, loss of eligibility in th~i~ [espective :g~: or dismissal 

from the university. With 1,035 sch:~ii ~more thafi ~i~00 collegiate athlet~: participating 

in NCAA sports, the implications for e~ini~ ihe associa[~ between sociodemographic 

factors, sport participa~i~i ~ ~:ucation~i ~hieve~ !g p~rtic~i~rl:y salient. 

Purpose of Study .... ...... .......... 

examined the factors associated with bu~i~ ~ ~:~:~:v~ ~es:ear~ that 

college: g~O~nt athletes’ ~ion~ ~i~!nment. The study examines the effects of students’ 

demographid: ~ )::ackgr ound:: ~aracterig~i~S and type of sports participation on the scholastic 

achievement of fir:~ yi~ colle~ iiudent-athletes. 

Methods 

Data for analysis were drawn from the Basic Academic Skills Study (BASS) (NCAA, 

1996). The study sampled incoming freshmen students from 24 lower and upper Division I 

collegiate institutions across the United States. Self-administered questionnaires were the 

primary method of data collection. Student athletes were asked to complete the Progress in 
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College/Social & Group Experiences (PIC-SAGE) questionnaire that focused on academic skills, 

attitude, achievement orientation and social and group experiences for the year preceding and 

during their first year of college. The questionnaires were administered by athletic counselors 

and college administrators. In total, 1,960 partial and full-scholarship student athletes were 

included in the sample. 

ScholasticAchievement: Four measures w~iii~s~:d to evat~am:scholastic achievement 

including: best SAT score of the test taken; bei~i~iii~!CT score; high schoNiiiiiiGPA; and year one 

college SPA. In the multivariate analysis, first ye~iiii~i~!:!ege::~i~ was used t:6~g:ge academic 

Predictors ......... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ............... ::~: :::~%~ ...... ::~ ~) 

Demo~’apbi~Factors: Th~demogra~N~c~:ctors ::[~[uded race or ethnicitv (i.e., 

African American, Whit~Nmerican~i:ndian, Asian~Pacific Islander, Hispanic, Other), family 

income:~:$:2:~00~5,00:0~999, $3~00~,$49~;000, $50,000-74,999)and gender (i.e., 

7)pes off,pock,: Studeni~letes:::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~ pa~icipated in the following spots: basketball, baseball, 

cross country, footbat~[~fe~cin~ld hockey, golf, gymnastic, ice hockey, lacrosse, softball, 

rifling, soccer, swimming,:~fiis, track, volleyball and wrestling 

Revenue and Non-Revenue Sport: In this study, basketball and football were considered 

revenue-generating sports. All other sports were classified as non-revenue generating sports (i.e., 

revenue vs. non-revenue sports). 
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Analytic Procedure 

Analyses of the data began with descriptive statistics of the sample. Independent samples 

T-test and one-way ANOVAs were performed to assess group (and sports) differences by 

scholastic achievement. Multivariate linear regression (OLS) analytic procedures were conducted 

to examine the relationship of various predictors in first year ~ge GPA while controlling for 

Diagnostics .... .... 

Diagnostic tests were performed to en~ ~:~sumptions were m~ ~ to analysis. An 

inspection of the correlation indices showed a very::st~)~:g :~ei~6:nship betwe~ ~e:st SAT and 

ACT scores. Due to the strength of tfi~ ~N~onship, whi~ )~!d be problematic and cause 

misleading results, we ex~:!~:~:~d best AC:~ ~ore~: fr~ ~:~ mul:~iv~i~te model. We instead 

included student ath!~i ~::~ ~s beca~ it is th~ ~:;~ ~idely iaken aptitude test by 

students entering colleg~ A~::a res~!ii ~his analy:~i~ ~as limited to students who took the SAT 

test. A .0:5 ~1~ [~v~l was se~ fo~ ~ter~:i~ signi:fi~ance. 

: :: 

Table 1 presen~ ih~ ~N~ characteristic descriptions. The sample had a majority of 

male student athletes (55.11%). The majority of student-athletes in the sample were not married 

(99.8%). Student-athletes that participated in this study were predominantly White (75.5%) and 

Black (19.5%), with a very small percentage (5%) representing Asian Pacific Islander, American 

Indian, Hispanic and "other" ethnic groups. The family income of student-athletes generally 

ranged between $35,000 and $49,000 (35.5%). At the time the survey was conducted 47 percent 
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of the students had not declared a maj or. On average, prospective student-athlete high school 

GPA scores were 3.24; SAT scores equaled 1053.8; ACT scored averaged 87.7; and college 

GPA scores were 2.67. 

Bivariate Analyses of Socio-1)emographic Factors and Sports 7)~pes on Scholastic Achievement 

Gender: Gender differences in scholastic achievement v,7~[e observed in the analysis (see 

Table 2). Significant differences existed between male a~ fe~gle participants by high school 

GPA [t(1651)= 13.5, p =.000], best SAT score [t(~!~i ~4.3:~!~ ~iO00], best ACT score 

[t(1010) = -4.89.5, p =.000], and college GPA I~!~::i) =-9.98, p =.~] ~ general, females had 

signifi cantly higher high school GPAs (3.43 vs. 3~ S AT ~s (1074. 035.41), A CT 

scores (90.54 vs. 85.56) and college 86 vs. 2~ th~ their male count~{~:arts. 

Race!~thnici&: Racial and ethni:~ aiffer~g in high s::~! GPAs [F(5, 1556) = 32.54, p 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

= .000], best SAT scor~ [F(:~ 1125) = 40.93~p =::~]~:::b~ ~CT :gcores [F(5, 956) = 34.96, p 

= .000], and college GP~(5, 1~)= 14.01;~ ~: .000] were also observed (see Table 3). 

More spe~y~ ~On,Hisp~ W~:~ g~nts h~ ;ignificantly higher average GPAs than 

Black~ stu~:nts (3.34 vg: 2 ~1): N~ ~panic WNte students also had higher average GPAs in 

comparison ::~ ~mefcan Indi~ (3.34 ~g~ ~82). In addition to these findings, pa~icipants 

characterized as ":~;::had signori::::::::::::::::::::::::: cantly higher high school GPAs in comparison to Blacks 

(3.27 vs. 2.91). 

Regarding students’ SAT scores, Asian student-athletes on average had significantly 

higher scores than Black student-athletes (1,108.42 vs. 922.47). Significantly higher mean SAT 

scores were also found between Whites and Blacks (1085.80 vs.922.47) and Whites and 
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Hispanics (1085.80 vs. 997.83). Similarly, student athletes who were characterized as "Other" 

had higher SAT scores on average than Black student athletes (1055.00 vs. 922.47). 

The findings on the ACT test scores show that Whites tend to score significantly higher 

than Blacks (91.60 vs. 75.76). No other significant differences were found between racial and 

ethnic groups in average ACT scores.             ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

The results further revealed that Whites record~diiiii~!i~hii~iiii~p!lege GPA scores than Blacks 

(2.76 vs. 2.42). No major differences were foun~iiii)i~een ethnic ~{~uip~ in terms of college 

Household Income : Differe:~i~i~iiiiii~:~pchievem~ia{iiiV~{aiiiiifound::::::::::::::::::::::::: for househ:~qncome when 

evaluating high school GPA [F(4, 1598)~3:~0~::016], b~T score [F(4, 1152) = 28.81, p 

=. 000], best ACT scom~[F(~:~) = 22 5~=. 00Q;]~N0~olleg~GPA [F(4, 1201) = 5.43, p = 

.000] (Table 4). Mo~}ably, 1;~:househ;~i~;~e stud:~)~: < $25K) had lower 

GPAs than student-athleteg~Ni~th ~g~ol:d incom~g~ranging t?om $50,000 to $74,999 (3.12 vs. 

3.29). X~[~er diffe?g~es wer~found in ~ GPA by household income. 

Vafl~S~g~differences, ~Never, ¢~}~obse~wed between student family income levels and 

SAT scores. In p~i~)~r, stude~Mth family income level below $25,000 had lower average 

SAT scores compared ~os~Ndents who reposed family income between $25, 000 to $34, 

999 (912.78 vs. 1014.29), $35, 000 to $49, 999 (912.78 vs.1042.22), $50,000 to 74, 999 (912.78 

vs. 1092.42) and $75,000 and over (912.78 vs. 1143.78). In addition, student-athletes with family 

income ranging from $25,000 to $34,000 had lower mean SAT scores in comparison to student 

athletes with income between $50,000 to $74,999 (1014.29 vs. 1092.42) and over $75, 000 
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(1014.29 vs. 1143.78). Also, student-athletes with household incomes that ranged from $35, 000 

to $49, 999 had significantly lower SAT scores in comparison to student athletes with income 

levels between $50, 000 to $74, 999 (1042.22 vs. 1092.42) and $75,000 and over (1042.22 

vs. 1143.78). 

Differences in achievement were also found between fa~i!y income and average ACT 

scores’. For example, students-athletes with family inco~ 1~1 below $25,000 had lower ACT 

scores in comparison to students-athletes ;vith family ifi~dmes 6~:n $25,000 to $34,999 

(78.76 vs. 84.50), $35, 000 to $49,999 (78.76 ~ 89.41), $50,000 to 74i ~ (78.76 vs. 92.83) 

and $75,000 over (78.76 vs. 99.55). Student-athl~g with faNi!~ incomes B~Neen $25, 000 to 

$34,999 also had lower SAT scores:~ ~p~rison to s[~is with the family incomes ranging 

from $35, 000 to $49, 999 (84.50 vs. to $7~! ~: (84.50 vs. 92.83) and $75, 

000 and over (84.50 ~! ~i55): N~reover, :~ents::~i~ ~sehold ~come from $35, 000 to 

$49, 999 had signific~i~ l~wer S:~ scores ifi ~parison to S~udents with family income that 

was $75, e ( ........ 

N~I~, the GPA s:: 6~ ~!~d eni~i~!~tes with income l ev els bel ow $25,000 w ere 

significantly :6~ffei~t in compari!~n .......... to a:ii ~ther income categories. For example, student- 

athletes with house:~6~ }ncom~ !~vels::::::::::::::::::::::::::: below $25,000 on average had lower college GPA scores 

in comparison to student:~N~g with family income levels between $35, 000 to $49,999 (2.46 

vs. 2.66), $50,000 to 74,999 ( 2.46 vs.2.77) and student-athletes with family incomes of $75,000 

and over (2.46 vs.2.73). No other differences were found in GPA between income categories. 

Team Sports: The analysis also showed differences in high school GPAs [F(17, 1026) = 

7.68,p = .000], SAT scores [F(17, 750) = 6.67,p = .000], ACT scores [F(17, 6011) = 4.21,p = 
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.000], and college GPA scores[F(17, 813) = 4.47, p = .000] by team sport (see Table 5). 

However, due to fewer cases within certain sports, Tukey post-hoc tests were not appropriate. 

Revemte andNon-Revenue Sport: Mean differences were found for student athletes in 

revenue and non-revenue generating sports in terms of high school GPA [t(1042) = -6.89, p 

=.000], best SAT score [t(766) = -7.31,p =.000], best ACT s~ [t(617) = -5.45,p =.000], and 

college GPA [t(829) = -5.05, p =.000] by type of sport (~ ~ab!:e 6). The findings revealed that 

high school GPA scores (3.32 vs.3.07), SAT scor~ !!0~.86 5) ACT scores (90.06 vs. 

82.98) and college GPA scores (2.75 vs. 2.52) fo~ ~iudent athletes wh6 ~}rfi:cipated in non- 

revenue generating sports were significantly highO~ ~n thQ~ Nho particip~ i:n revenue 

generating sports. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Multivariate Analysis PF~:0:i~ting First Year C611~e GPA S~e .... 

Multivariate ~al~:~is wa~: ~ducted t~ ~al~te the i~endent effects of gender, race, 
: : 

household income and typ~ ~::sp~ ~ig~::::revenu~on-revenue) in predicting first year college 

GPA (:s~ ~ie 7i:i::~:: estimates:: reveal~ ~e::fa~tors collectively ~vere predictive of 

college GP~[F (14) = 22.8[i~ = .00~] Results show that high school GPA, SAT scores and 

gender made si~ifi~t contriDufi~ns::::::::::::::::::::::: in first year student athlete college GPA scores. High 

school GPA, howeve?i Nade th~ ~rongest contribution to the model. According to these results, 

for every unit increase in h?~h ::school GPA there was a corresponding unit increase in college 

GPA scores (B = .498, p =.000). The results also show that for every unit increase in SAT score 

there was a unit increase in college GPA (B = .001, p = 000). Finally, college grade point 

average (GPA) tended to decrease when the individual was a male student-athlete (B = -. 123, p = 

.o11). 
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Discussion 

The study examined the effects of sociodemographic characteristics and type of sports 

participation on the scholastic achievement of prospective student-athletes. Overall, the study 

revealed that these factors played a significant role in the ac~i~v~Nent of student-athletes. In 

large part, the study findings confirmed the results of g~}~l g~Oies that racial and ethnic 

minority students (e.g. Black, Hispanic) and ec~!~ally challen~ ~udents fared worse than 

more advantaged students in academic achiev:~}~ scores (Lavin-Louc~g~ ~6). Also, male 

student-athletes and student-athletes ~hat pa~icipat~ ~ ~ ~enerating sp~ ~e.g. football 

and basketball) had lower first year a~l~ a:chieveme~ ~eores. These results were 

consistent with the findins:~:::::~[ previous gi~es (S~I~ Chavo:fig ~::Cooke, 1998). 

The findings ~fth~ study fu~er reve~l~ }~ gender;N~:h school grade point average 

and SAT sco~es:~ere predictive o~en:ts’ first :~r college achievement scores. Student- 

athlete~ w~th:higher g~::grad:~ ~t aver~ ~ si~dent-athletes that scored higher on the 

SAT tend ~ fare be~er in s~lastic ~Nevements. Contra~ to expectation, race or ethnicity, 

types of spo~ p~i~ation, and ~dents’ family income were less predictive of scholastic 

achievement. This fi~g:maN ~ a result of other impo~ant factors not included in the 

multivariate model that mag~d relationships. 

This study has several limitations that need to be addressed. First, the data used to 

conduct the study is relatively dated and may not reflect the present achievements of college 

student-athletes. Since data collection, colleges may have enacted policies to narrow the 
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achievement gaps of students. Secondly, the study was limited by measures to evaluate student- 

athletes’ overall outcome. The available measure of student scholastic achievement did not 

permit an assessment of whether the student graduated from college or failed to accomplish this 

goal. It is possible that these student-athletes’ traj ectory could have changed for better or worse. 

A better measure and study design may be more useful in provi:~i:ng valuable information on 

achievement of student-athletes. Third, the dataset was limite~ ~~ measures that allowed us to 

make distinction at the institutional level (i.e., upper o~ !~w:er):: ~gt differences in scholastic 

achievement by revenue and non-revenue spo~ ~i~lly, the datase:~ w~ limited by measures 

that have been found to be effective in predictin~ ~ent academic achie~pt (e.g. parents 

SES, household income, mother’s edUCation) 

Regardless of these limitations, :~ study ~nces o~{ ~derstanding of the disparities 

that exist in achievem~ ~N~ pgospecti#:~ ~ivisi~ 0~ ~!!:ege::~dent-athletes and the 

predictors of scholasti:~ ~hieveme~i The stu@ ~ample ~vas also perhaps one of the few 

complete lar~ ~e::::sampl:~ ~n ~ ~ lower ~i~ision one institutions. The results of the 

i  0  ent on p o  ams and new a.d 
incoming s~u~ents with disadvantaged :~kgrounds. Services are necessary to prevent dropout 

and failure rates :~i~ring th~ ~lnerability of such students to these outcomes. Male student- 

athletes, particularly th:~ ~)at ~icipate in revenue-generating sports, should be targeted and 

monitored given the lower a~hievement rate, pressure to perform, and rigorous schedules that 

may reduce the amount time they spend preparing for assignments. At the same time, policies are 

necessary that holds academic institution accountable for poor achievement standards for its 

student-athletes. 
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Table 1 

Sample Characteristics (N = 1,960) 

Gender 

Male 
Female 

N % 

1079 55.1 
879 44.9 

Ethnicity (Self-reported) 
African American .... ~iii~i!)i~iii~ 19.5 
White .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~!i!~ii8:0 75.5 
Americanlndian .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~::l .7 

~ ................................................................................ ::~ ....... ~:::~:~:~::42~ ::~iiiii~ 26.4 

Libd~raliiii~rts & Science,!General S:i~              104 
Biologi~iNiiiiiSciences/iLife S~ii~ifices 
Parts& R~Sip:orts Managem~tiPhys 

Social ScienceS::~iiii~i~toD~ 

Undeclared 

35 
29 
23 
23 
41 
147 
101 
604 

5.0 
5.1 
3.7 
8.1 
2.7 
2.3 
1.8 
1.8 
3.2 
11.4 
7.9 

47.0 

Average HIS GPA 
Average SAT Score 
Average ACT Score 
College GPA (cumgpal) 

1679 
1212 
1014 
1294 

3.24(.57) 
1053.8 (158.19) 

87.74(16.24) 
2.68(.60) 
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Table 5 

Sports and Scholastic Achievement 

HS GPA SAT Score ACT Score GPA 

Baseball 3.09 1033.68 87.05 2.47 

Basketball 3.32 987.84 85.34 2.65 

Field Hockey 3.48 1129.33 .... ~:~i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!) 1 ()0 60 2.95 

Football 2.96 983.50 .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 81.99 2.45 

Golf 3.34 105::7~ii!!i!~ii~:::::~iiiiiiiii:~ ....... ~iiiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!i!Sii8::::: 18 2.83 

So ft ball 3.37 ~ ii! ii~i~iiiii00 8 ~ ~ii iS~iii~~i~ iii iii 2.64 

Tennis 3.44 li~0i~iii~i~~ .... ............... .............. ............. ............ ::~iiiii~ .... 84.15 ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 3.07 

.... ~:!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i .... ..................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::: .... 
Volleyball ......... ~:~:~:~6 ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~: 1070~!~O~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ...... 2.94 

................................. 

Lacrosse .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~:: 2.%iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 1042.86 85.00 2.35 

Ice Hockey 995.00 86.00 2.62 
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Table 6 

Revenue and Non-Revenue Generating Sports and Scholastic Achievements 

Non-Revenue Revenue 

High School GPA 3.32 3.07 

Average SAT 1070.86 985.15 

Average ACT 90.06 

College GPA 2.75 

Table 7 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::    :::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Regression Analysis Predicting First Year Colleg6~iiiN~hievement4:GPA) (N =:55i5)~ .... 

R Squared =~iii~i~iiliiii}~djusted 

95% CI 

(-.198, .149) 

(-.217, -.028) 

(-.217, .321) 

(.406, .598) 

(.000, .OOl) 

(-.117, .096) 









































Figure [3a]: MBA Data for READING scale 
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Figure [5a]: Initial MBA scale-score correlations 
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Figure [6b]: Initial MBA Male/Female profiles 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Barefoot <Robin@TRIANGLECF.ORG> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 4:19 PM 

Stromaxl, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

using a Communi~ FouMation 

Dear Dr. Debbie - 
I just learned that Brendan Haywood has used the Greater Greensboro Community Foundation to set up a fund to support single morns in Greensboro and in Texas. You can 
read about it here. Perfect example - thought you’d be interested. 
[_~!!p_2_/_~:__b___h__a_y_w___Q__o_g_:_o_’__o_gg_c__[_~!g_{!y_:[_~!t ~! 

Robin Barefoot, JD 
Gift Planning Advisor 
Triangle Community Foundation 

324 Blacka, vell Street, Suite 1220 
Durham, NC 27701 
tel: 919-474-8370 
fax: 919-941-9208 
vw~w.trianglecf.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Afiican American male athletes and student success 

The 2010 Retention Study.ppsx 

Dr. Stroman, thank you. Attached you will find the 20:10 Retention Study presentation. It is also located online at .s_t_~j_d__e_.o_t_s_ .u_c_c_ .e_s_s_._~j_n_._c_:._e_..d_~ Please let rne know 

you have questions. 

Take care, 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

30:17 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

9:19.843.6443 

"Our ch-:epest [ear is not ~:hat w~-_~ are inadequate, Our deepest fear is that we are ~mwerful b~:_~yond measure." -Marianne William~.~on 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March 28, 20:t:[ :12:27 PM 
To: Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
Subject: RE: African American male athletes and student success 
Thanks Candice~ I enjoyed meeting Vou~ Attached find a few e-newsletters. 

Ha~e a super w~-’_~?k [ 

Ge 1 teals, 

l])eb( r; 1-~ ~ctromart i:’11.12)_ CI_L; 

9 Z9.843.033,S 

htt}%/ /www,ui~c.eJu/ de}~ts/~exercise// sport administration 

"Who dares nothing need f)ope for not,~ing." ].C.~:. voo .qcNiler 

F~m= PowelJ, Candice Sheilds Fleming [mailto:candicef@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, March 28, 2011 ll:S8 AN 
Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: African American maJe athle~s and student success 

Dr. Stroman, ~t was mg p~easure to meet w~th you today. Thank you for pro~’id~ng me with h~format~on about the Caucus and it’s h~ti~tives. ~ w~l~ joh~ soon, and 

look forward to opporttm~t~es to work together and support our 

Best w~shes, 

Candke 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ~ill 

3017 Steele Building, Cg# 3504 

919.843.6443 

"Our deepest [:ear ~s not d~at we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we ar’e powerful beyond rneasure.~* -Marianne Wi~l~amson 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 22, 20~1 3:37 PN 
Te~ Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
Su~ject~ ~E: African American male athletes and student success 
~-~i Cand~ce, :10:30 on 3.28 is [~ne, Can you come to my office ~n Woollen (3:15)? 

https/’/www.unc,edu/’depts/exe~cise/’sport administration 

"Who do;e; no*hing, nc, ed hope for nothing." J, C.Fo yon 

F~m: Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [mailM:candicef@emai~.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 20~1 3:27 PN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: African American male athletes and student success 
Thank you for your reply. March 28 at IO:BO wou~d work for me. ~ appreciate your willingness to talk with me, and look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Candice 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ~ill 

3017 Steele Building, Cg# 3504 

919.843.6443 

"Our deepest [:ear ~s not d~at we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we ar’e powerful beyond rneasure.~* -Marianne Wi~l~amson 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Thursday, March ~7, 20~1 9:13 PN 
Te~ Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
¢¢~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
8u~ject~ RE: African American male athletes and student success 



Hi Candice. Thanks for your note. Con~rat:ulations on your new poseidon. ~ very ~mportant one, indeecN Yes, ~ am w~ry ~nterested ~n [he s[atus of studenL a[hletes 

on co~ese campuses, My research and wr~t~n~ ~nterests are aBo ~n this re~ard. As the chair of the B~ack Facuky and Staff Caucus, I inR~ated a task force ~o be£~n to 

im@ernent solutions fo~ the B~ack athletes here at UNC. 

~ teach on T/R at 15:OO a.m. ~ am available Ma~ch 2S o~ 30 to chat ~n more detail Please ~et me know how your sched@e ~ooks on e~ther day. 

Thanks for your patience over the past few weeks (bts of EXSS and Caucus work phJs sprhs~ break)~ @ 

Dr. Strom8~ 

Go MeSs, 

Debon~h Stroman, P}~.I}).~ 

Extiore, En~a~e, Empower. 
9Z9 8q3 0334 

htt}~ / /www,unc.edu/ dq~ts/’exercise// sport administration 

"Who dores nothing, need hop~,[or nothing. "J.C.& vor, Schii/er 

E~= Powel~, Candice Sheilds Fleming [mailto:candicef@email,unc,edu] 
Seat= Thursday, Februa~ 2% 2055 4:49 PN 
Te= ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ 
$~bject= African American male atNe~s and student success 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am at the be~innin~ of a new pos~Uon with the Office of Undergraduate Education focused on the retenUon and successful ~raduation of Carolina students. ~n 

particular, my colleasue Cynthia Demetriou (Director for Retention) and I focus on identifyin8 the academic support needs and experiences of populations that 

face unique challenges with academic success and 8raduatins. Some of these populations include first 8eneration co~lese students, transfer students, minority 

students and student athletes. Cynthia recently completed an internal study (20~0 Retention Study) showin8 that our African American men are not 8raduatin8 at 

percentase points sisnificantly below any other student 8roup. This is an issue that ~ care very much about persona~ly and professionally. Cynthia and I are in the 

process of developin~ approaches to address this achievement sap on our campus, be~innin~ with conversations with key campus partners, pullin8 data from 

several surveys, and other methods. 

Robert Mercer mentioned to me that you have an interest in workin8 to support the academic success of African American male student athletes. Would you be 

willin8 to meet with me to discuss your efforts in this area and potential for collaboration? I look forward to hearin8 from you. 

Candice Powe~l, M.Ed. 

Retention Spedalist 

Office of Undersraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~0~7 Steele BuiM~ns, CB# ~504 

9~9.84&644Y 

"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure." -Marianne Williamson 
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1, LONGITUDINAL DATASET 

STUDY OF NEW INITIATIVES 

s, QUALITATIVE ANALYSE8 



Longitudinal 

First yea~ co ho~s ~ho entered Carolina in ~he fall of 2002 ii 
(n=3;457) and 2003 (n=3;511) 

Analyses included! 

demographic va~ab~es 

admission app~catio~ ~fo 
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and earn 
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Study of New Initiatives 

retention/graduation i~prove~ent initiatives; so~e of 
Which ~ere created in response to recommendations 
frO~ the 2004 study findings 

Outcomes of 2807 new academic e~g~bil~y policies 
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Study Limitations 

life @tie of a coho~ 

~D ifficulty i n measu ri ngq uality Of student expe~ie noes and degree 

experiences of these students is limited to making inferences ii 

i 
asWell as c ocu r ricular antisocial a ctivitiesn ot availa b le for all i 

mbe~s of coho~ gnou p 
i 
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~. Persistence and Graduation Patterns of First-Year Students 
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Leave Carolina 
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Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Ist Years 

2 Esti mated pe rcentage of students g tad uating oven ten yea rs is i 
approximately 90% i 

Abo ut 22~/o of five yea rg tad uates a nd 65 ~ of six yea 
g~aduates iistopped outi fo~ one or more semesters 

Only 21% of five year graduates we re actually enrolled 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Ist Years 

Grad uation rates are corn puted based on actual calendar years 
elapsed since ent~ as first year degree seeking studen 

However. most students Who graduate in five or six years have 
not been conti n u ous ly en rolled du tin g those yea~s 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

class standing at the time of transfer (Soph vs R)ii 
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Transfer Student 4- and 5-Year Graduation Rates 

Comparisons By Class and Institutional Origin 

4 Years 5 Years 

JR C-STEP 64.7% 82.4% 

JR Other CC 41.8% 73.8% 

JR 4-Yr 59.3% 85.4% 

SO CC 50.8% 71.4% 

SO 4-Yr 67.6% 84.2% 

First-Year (Native) 76.9% 87.9% 

* Transfer student graduation rates based on equivalent years of 
study at prior institution plus years at Carolina. For example, junior 
transfer students are counted as having graduated within 4 years if 
they completed degree requirements within two years after 
transferring to Carolina. 

** 5-Year rates include only 2006 cohort 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

2 Ore rail; transfer students ~ere more likely than native students 

Eal12008 Academic E ligibil ity Comparison 

All New Transfer 
Native Students Students 

Semeste~ ’. Semeste~ 
P~oba~ion ~% ~% 
Ineligible less ~han ~% 2:50% 
Withdrew less than ~% 3%       . 



Persistence and Graduation Patterns of Transfers 

:the least I ikely to gradu ate fro m Ca ro li n a With on ly 44 % ii 
graduating in four yea~s i 



Students Who Did Not Complete Degrees at Carolina 

11% Of the 2002/2003 coho~ d isco ntinued e n roll me nt at 



Mter 5 Yem’s After 6 Years 

1997/1998 

Mter 4 Years After 5 Yem’s MIer 6 Yem’s 

2oo2/2oo3 

Dropped Out - Status Unknown 

Transfen’ed to 4-Yr Institution/Graduated 

Transferred to 4-Yr Institution/No Degree 

Continues Enrollment at Cm’olina 



Students Who Did Not Complete Degrees at Carolina 

without t~ansfe~ring to another 4 year institution tend to have 
a histo~ of academic difficulty 



Students Perceptions of Factors Related to Their 
Decision to Leave Carolina 

pursue a major that was not offered by U NC; (2)mere accepted i 

f~o~ thei~ high school life at home to life at UNCChapel Hill as = 
the main reason Why they left UNC ii 



Students Perceptions of Factors Related to Their 
Decision to Leave Carolina 

advising ~o p~ovide timely individualized advising i 

S~ude nt s f~o~ out of-s~ate recommended ~he un i ve~sity find ~ 
ways ~o make them feel welcomed comfortable and adjust to ~ 

i life a tUN 



rates as other students Four year grad uation rates for Pell 
recipients are over eleven percentage point differences than other 
needy students and sixteen percentage points Io~er than those 
with 6o need 



Factors Related to Retention and Graduation 
continued 

Fou g ~aduation rates Gales and 
unde~epre~ented minodties 

first yea~ than at any othen ti me; followed closely by the end of 
the second year. 

7 O ~h o se ~hobeca m eacad e~icallyi n eligible eve no n c 
than 40% g~aduated within six yea~ (N~ei this is fo[ th~ p~e 
proba~iont2007 cohoS) 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

have loner SAT scores (by approximately I O0 points)and fewer 
A P c~edits i 

App ~oximately 363% fi~st yea ~ students e nd ed up on 
academic p~obation afte~ thei fi~st semeste~ 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

end up on academic probation after ~heir first semester 
App m×i mate ly 6 5% of tra n sfer s~u dents (soph o more a n d 

Students all of inte~ention steps more 
likely ~o return ~o good s~anding than students who complete 
only some of the steps 



Evaluation of the Probation Semester 

likely to return to good standing than those who do not ii 
complete the program 

Many stud ents; especially transfer studentsi returned to g cod ~ 
standing d uring su miner school 

On average students who completed the probationa~ i 
se m este i ~p roved th e ir cu m u lative GPA 





Recommendations 

1. Continue current practices at Carolina that positively influence student 
retention. 

Develop and sustain strategies to improve junior transfer student 
retention and graduation. 

Promote the efficient and effective use of resources that lead to student 
Success. 

4. Ensure effective and efficient implementation of retention tools in 
ConnectCarolina. 

5. Continue support for cultural and co-curricula programs promoting 
smaller communities, cultural identity, and a sense of belonging at 
Carolina for all students, and particularly students from historically 
underrepresented populations. 



Recommendation 1 

i 
Continue current practices at Carolina that positively infl ue i 
s t u de n tr e t e n tioni ii 



Recommendation 2 

Deve Io p and su sta in strategies to i m prove junior tra .sfe r stud ent 
retention and graduationi 



Recommendation 3 

: Pr o mo t e t h ee ffici e nta n de fie c t iv e u s eo f r e sou r c e s t ha flea d to student 
s ucce s s i ~ 

I e a rin~g s~e ~ ~ a l i s~s a n da ~a d em i ~ unsel o rs ~ill ~ng 



Recommendation 4 

effective d efficient implementation o~ retention tools in ii 



Recommendation 5 

i 
Continue sup for cu Itu ra I an d c o~curric u la rams romoting 



CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE 

RETENTION STUDIES AT CAROLINA 



Faculty-Student Interaction and 
Small Learning Communities 

i CO~ U nixies and faculty studen~ interaction ii 



Questions for Future Study 

i nfl u ence ~etentio n a n d g~ad u atio n? 

~H ow wi I I eco no ~ ic clim ate in flu e n ce fete n tion a nd g~a d uation 
rates? 

Why are Carolina students iust as likely to graduate in four 
as thei~ co u nterpa ~s at pee~ institutions but ~elatively less likely 
to complete their degrees after that point? 



It is recommended that the performance of the 2007 
coho~ sub,ect to probation and the ne~ eligibility 
standards including the 9th semester rule are 
carefuIly tracked a nd t he i~ pl icatio ns of these new 
policies are assessed Eu~her~orei the 
i~ple~entation of the online academic early ~aming 
syste~ ~i~hin Connec~Ca~olina has great potential to 
positively influence student success and should be 
evaluated a~er it has been utilized for several 
semesters 



illuminate new aspects of successful student e×pedences which can ii 
in turn be applied to supposing all students This work may help i 
establis h a campus ethos w hich identifies stud e nt strengths a nd i 
encourages students to make informed decisions based upon i 
reflection on those strengths i 



Study Excellence to Achieve Excellence 

retention study this kind would assess individual traits common 
a mo ng s uccessful stu de nts Such a study would i nvolve studying 
not just the least successfu I students but to also studying floudsh ing 
s~uden~s who are fulfilled accomplished and learning Key 
q uestions of ~his study may be who a~e optimally functioning 

~ stu den ~sandw ha canwe l eam~rom thest ud e ntswh o are ~ 

want to increase retention and student success; perhaps we need to i 
more fully appreciate not i ust weaknesses but the unique strengths i 



Notes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ShareThis <notifier@bounces.sharethis.com> on behalf of 

@dstroman.com 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:26 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

~dstroman.com has shared: Diversity a~d inclusion candidate to visit campus - CollegiateTimes.com 

Diversity Candidate Interview 

Source: 

This summer, Virginia Tech 
narrows its search for a new vice 
president of diversity and inclusion 
to three final candidates. 

@dstroman.com sent this using 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

email@addthis.com on behalf of 

((}dstroman.com 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:34 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Evm~gelists for Diversity ] The John William Pope Center for Higher Education Policy 

http://ww~vpopecenter.org/ne~vs/article.html?id=2478&sms ss=email&at xt=4d91612clef5f940%2C0 

This message was sent by @dstroman.com via http:/iaddthis.com Please note that AddThis does not veri~ email addresses 

Make sharing easier with the AddThis Toolbar: http://www.addthis com/go/toolbar-em 

To unsubscribe, visit http:i/www.addthis.com/privacy/email-opt-out?e=mkTBKf£~;r~’hnONSZ3wD3© in your web browser. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:36 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

days until graduation... ~y it aint so 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

I just wanted to check in with you. I stopped by today (Monday) to make me 
weekly visit, but you weren’t there. I just ~vanted to let you kno~v I heard 
back from Ms. Ballen, and she said she had almost 200 people apply for the 
position and she said she had to narrow down the intel-,zie~vs to people who 
had Administrative Support experience Bun~mer 

So, I was wondering if you knew of anything in the area that I might try 
applying for. I have applied for the campus recreation internships, but I 
also know it’s good to have options. I remember you mentioning something 
about talking to Gals’ Soba about opportunities with Tar Heel sports 
properties. Do you think I should reach out to him? Thanks for 
everything, see you soon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Satchell, Leslie <Leslie.Satchell@nflplayers.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Panel at UVA 

Hi Deborah, 

Pete Allen passed your contact information on to me. Unfortunately, I am not going BAW at UVA this year. With everything going on at ~vork, my schedule just 

won’t allow. But, please do keep me in my mind for other programs. I wotfld love to participate at a later date! 

Thanks. 

(~’) i:>,:: 2) 7{:;#..;,i 7:3 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subjeot 
to copyright or constitutes a trade secreL If you am not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files 
associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify administrator@nflplayers.com immediately and delete it from your 
computer. Messages sent electronically to and from this organization may be monitored. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as 
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions 
that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any 
views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 
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Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 
College of Arts and Sciences 

CSRI Annual Conference on College Sport 

Project Description 

Conference Location: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Introduction 

In 2007 a group of college-sport researchers founded the College Sport Research Institute 

(CSRI) at the University &Memphis. In 2008, CSRI relocated to The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill www.unc.edu/csri. Over the past four years CSRI has sustained a 

burgeoning movement of scholarly inquiry related to college-sport issues. The need for CSRI 

was best articulated on January 5, 2007, by the late NCAA President Myles Brand, who noted: 

There is little that frustrates me more than critics of college sports who get the facts 

wrong... I challenge the critics of college sports, in the media and on campus, to get their 

facts right... Meeting the challenges of intercollegiate athletics requires an informed, 

engaged faculty (College Sport Research Institute, 2011, para. 2). 

CSRI Mission and Goals 

The desire to support faculty and student engagement in college-sport research is central 

to the College Sport Research Institute’s mission. Specifically, 

The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) at The University of North Carolina at- 

Chapel Hill is a nonprofit organization involving faculty from across the United States 

and around the world. CSRI is committed to supporting independent data collection and 

analysis related to college-sport issues (College Sport Research Institute, 2011, para. 1). 

In support of its mission, the College Sport Research Institute has articulated the following goals: 

Create public awareness of socio-cultural, economic, and political issues in 

college sport by supporting college-sport research providing a forum for open 

di scussion of these i ssues; 

Build relationships within local, regional and national communities to generate 

funding for independent college-sport research; 
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Generate local, regional, and national awareness of the College Sport Research 

Institute and The University &North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a leader in 

college-sport research; and 

Educate students, scholars, athletic administrators, college athletes, coaches, and 

the general public on college-sport issues. 

Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

In order to support independent, organized and focused cross-disciplinary research 

regarding college sport, the institute hosts an annual academic conference at the Friday Center 

for Continuing Education: CS!~/Conference on College Sport www.csriconference.org. 

The conference is unique in that it is planned, organized and managed by University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill graduate and undergraduate students. In support of its mission and 

goals, C SRI provides an opportunity for University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

undergraduate and graduate students to be immersed in a year-round metadiscrete experiential- 

learning environment. 

Over the past three years, students from the Department of Exercise and Sport Science, 

Department of Philosophy, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, and the Kenan- 

Flagler Business School have been involved in planning, organizing and managing the annual 

CSRI Conference on College Sport. UNC students not only learn elements of organizational 

dynamics, marketing, promotion and event management, but also have an opportunity to explore 

college-sport issues by attending scholarly research presentations and discussing college-sport 

issues with researchers, practitioners, conference commissioners, coaches, and athletes. Over the 

past four years, the CSRI Conference on College Sport has become an important national-level 

conference that provides a multi-disciplinmT setting for examining the many socio-cultural, 

political, economic, ethical, marketing, and organizational issues in college sport. 

The 2010 conference drew over 300 attendees, and had numerous interdisciplinalT 

sessions, including: 

Intercollegiate Alhletes’Atlitudes 2bwards andPerceptions about Sexual 

Minorilies 

Understanding the ~is)Education of AJ~ican American Male College Athletes: 

Toward a Mu#ilevel Framew ork 

The National Letter of Intent: A Contract Analysis 
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Ethics Matter: Ethical Orientations andDisparate Racial Outcomes in 

Collegiate A thle#cs 

The 2011 conference will once again be held at the William and Ida Friday Center for 

Continuing Education at UNC-Chapel Hill. The conference format includes keynote speakers, 

invited panels and research presentations (oral and poster). The conference provides an 

opportunity for graduate and undergraduate students to receive mentoring and critique of their 

research through the conference’s two-day poster presentation forum. In addition to the 

conference itself, and in order to encourage student research and investigation of college sport 

issues, CSRI hosts undergraduate and graduate student case-study competitions, and sponsors the 

William Friday Graduate Research Paper Competition. 

The 2011 conference program can be accessed at 

http:iiww~v.csriconference.orgiprogramhtml and includes the following program highlights: 

Two keynote speakers: 

Dr. John Singer - Assistant Professor, Texas A &M 

o Mr. Roy Williams - Head Men’s Basketball Coach, University of North 
Carolina Athl etics 

Invited Panel s: 

o Show :Pie The .Manual! NCAA Regulations, Agents, andAmateurism 

o A View from the Top: Insights from Industry Leaders on the State of 

College A thletics 

o Four Years and Several Scores A~!o: An Honest Reflection on the Student- 

Athlete Experience 

Peer-Reviewed Academic Panels 

Gridiron Heroes, Marginal ~4en: Examination of Evidence of Oscillating 

Migrant Workers in lhe NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

"What a difjorence ... difjorence makes ": Creating Inclusive Excellence in 

Intercollegiate Sport 

Voices from the Bottom of the Well: Former Black Male Athletes 

Navigating the Athletic-Industrial Complex 

Approximately 55 (30-minute) oral presentations & 45 poster presentations by 

faculty and student researchers from across the United States and Canada. 
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Rationale 
The CSRI Conference on College Sport currently provides an opportunity for 

interdisciplinary on-campus research and teaching of College faculty within several units within 

the College, as well as other schools at UNC. These units include the Departments of Exercise 

and Sport Science, Philosophy, Sociology, and Journalism and Mass Communications. 

Building on the conference’s framework, cooperation research proj ects involving The 

Parr Center for Ethics, The College Sport Research Institute, and the Department of Sociology 

are envisioned. Proposed research proj ects include the following: 

Examination of Oscillating Migrant Labor Patterns in the NCAA Football Bowl 

Subdivision (FBS). 
Analysis of Adjusted Graduation Gaps among NCAA Division-I Football, Basketball, 

Baseball, and Softball Players. 

Examination of Relationships bet~veen Sports Concussions, Mental Health 

Disparities, and Masculinity among Minority College Athletes. 

Analysis of NCAA Division I Sport Broadcasts: Educational or Commercial 

Activity? 

Investigation of Variables Related to NCAA Athletes’ Sexual-Orientation Behaviors 
and Attitudes. 
Inquiry into Division I men’s Non-revenue Sport Cuts and Potential Fortification 
Efforts. 
Examination of Gender-Equity Attitudes and Educational Efforts within Division-I 
Institutions. 

In order to advance increased interdisciplinary teaching on campus, the following 

initiatives are planned: 

Faculty from both the Sociology and Philosophy Departments will be invited to serve 

as moderators for two of the conference’s academic panels. 

A series of College faculty guest lectures will be co-hosted by CSRI & The Parr 

Center during 2011-2012 academic year. 

The Parr Center and CSRI will co-host a series of"Lunch and Learn" discussions 

throughout the 2011-2012 academic year. 

CSRI will host a reception for College faculty in the fall of2011 to educate faculty 

about this initiative and solicit faculty participation. 

All 2011 CSRI Conference on College Sport academic sessions will be videotaped 

and archived as part of the CSR! Network, an online service of CSRI, comprised of 

research content from previous and subsequent conferences as well as interviews with 

researchers and college-sport practitioners. Network content will be available to UNC 

faculty for use in a wide variety of classroom settings. 
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Conference proceedings will also be published in the Journal of Issues in 

Intercollegiate Athletics (JIIA), www.jiia.org CSRI’s peer-reviewed open-access 

online j ournal. 

Case study presentations from the conference will also be archived on the CSRI 

ne~,ork. In addition to these presentations, the case study will be available for use by 

faculty who wish to explore the posed college-sport issue. 

Summary 
As can be seen by the project description and rationale, the CSRI Conference on College 

Sport is a potential catalyst for sustained interdisciplinary research and teaching across the 

College of Arts and Sciences. College faculty from a variety of departments can derive benefit 

from the CSRI Conference on College Sport. The conference is already recognized as the pre- 

eminent forum for college-sport research, and thi s grant will provide much-needed support for its 

continued success and the CSRI initiatives referenced above. 

CSRI Conference on College Sport Budget 

2011 Expenses (Estimated - As of 3/28/2011) 
Description Amount 

Friday Center for Continuing Education (Rental / April 20-22, 2011) $25,727.50 

CSRI Keynote Speakers (honorariums, travel, lodging, & per diem) $3,605.00 

Panels (travel, lodging, & per diem) $9,844.39 

Printing (conference program and signage) $4,200.00 

Production (videotaping, editing, and online archiving of presentations) $2,500.00 

Total Expenses $45,876.89 

¯ Revenues (As of 3/28/2011} 

Descripti on Amount 

Conference Registration (185 Registrants - As of 3/28/2011) $23,815.00 

Conference Sponsorship (As of 3/28/2011) $2,725.00 

CSRI Membership (As of 3/28/2011) $3,700.00 

Total Revenues (As of 3/28/2011) $30,240.00 
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College of Arts & Sciences Faculty 

The following faculty are involved with the CSRI Conference on College Sport and 

contributed to the development of this proposal. Other College or Arts & Sciences faculty 

have been, and will continue to be, approached about becoming involved with CSRI and 

the conference. Dr. Richard M. Southall - Department of Exercises and Sport 

Science, Director - College Sport Research Institute 

¯ Dr. Jan Boxill - Department of Philosophy, Director - Parr Center for Ethics 

¯ Dr. Coyte Cooper - Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

¯ Prof. Barbara Osborne - Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

¯ Ms. Deborah ]. Southall - Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

¯ Dr. Deborah Stroman - Department of Exercises and Sport Sciences 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Gidi, . and I met on Friday and had a veD~ positive chat regaNing our positions. 

Summary Discussion points: 

The position of L/A Overall, we feel positive about the job responsibilities a~d t~el that we are valuable resources tbr our department’s faculty and students. 

Gidi’s Situation ttad to reapply tbr his position. We wish him the best. Contact Gidi for more details. 

Documentation Need to make sure we are documenting our advising appointlnents. Pros and Cons to having lots ofappointlnents. Pros and Cons to having short 

(20 ~nins.) and long (one hour) appointments with students. Debby roll send out the EXSS fo~m. 

Move to Steele Will probably be for four hours and hope that we only do our same job in that location. We need to ask Steele: "How else can we be effective? 

What is missing that we could help ruth?" The move will be posilive for LAs as it will connect us more to Steele. If we do worksheets (i.e., general ed advising), we 

want the training to be comprehensive and that we have a voice in how we are trained so we can "do no harm" to students. 

Gidi shared his peer-tutoring program. Contact Gidi for more details. 

Shared mobile numbers: 

Gkli 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~,dstroman.com 

Need an additional revenue stream? Visit www sendoutcards.com/touch 10 watch the video and send out a FREE greeting card to someone you are thinking of right now - on me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr% Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.~mc.edu-~ 

EXSS SA Photo 

Hi Victor. Here is a photo taken today of Mike Sundheim, Carolina Humca~es Director of Media Relations, ruth my sport marketing class. Sundheim is also a UNC 

alton. Thanks. 

100_2478 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:36 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

3 great iPhotos - EXSS AT photos of Meredith and Gy~nnastics 

100_2430 

100_2431 



100_2432 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

100 2433 

100_2433 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.      _ @dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 10:39 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

7 great iPhotos - CSBC with Mr. Freeman 

IMG_0410 

IMG_0411 



IMG_0412 

IMG_0413 



IMG_0414 

IMG_0415 



IMG_0416 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Billy J Hawkins <~bhawk~uga.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:57 PM 

colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; @gmail.com; Jepkorir ROSE Chewator-thomson <jchepyat@uga.edu>; 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; swa]ler2@utk.edu; Akila~h Carter <axcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Stroman, Deborah 

Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Ja~nes McBean, MPP ~jmcbean@hu.eda-~ 

fpolite@ntk.edu 

Copyedited version 

Fellow Contributors, 
We greatly appreciate your contribution and patience. VVe are making progress and moving towards an August 2011 release. We need your final 

input on the copy edited version from the publisher. 

Attached is a copy edited version of tahe book volume. If you agree with the changes, please advised via email before April 14th. If you have any 

questions or minor changes, please make changes using track change and return before April 14th. 

Once again, thank you, and I look forward to your responses. 

All the best, 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Billy J Hawkins <~bhawk~nga.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:01 PM 

colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; @gmail.com; Jepkorir ROSE Chewator-thomson <jchepyat@uga.edu>; 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; swaller2@utk.edu; Akila~h Carter <axcarter@hlkn.tamu.edn>; Stroman, Deborah 

Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu>; @gmail.com; Ja~nes McBean, MPP <jmcbean@hu.edu-~ 

fpolite@utk.edu 

RE: Copyedited version 

Dr Edwards Dral"t Version ofTOC & Chapters - Copyedited version 3-30-11 .doc 

See attachment 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 

From: Billy J Hawkins 

Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; 

swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Car~er; Deborah Stroman; 
Co: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: Copyedited version 

@gmail.com; jchepyat@uga.edu; 
@gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

Fellow Contributors, 
We greatly appreciate your contribution and patience. We are making progress and moving towards an August 2011 release. We need your final 
input on the copy edited version from the publisher. 

Attached is a copy edited version of the book volume. If you agree with the changes, please advised via email before April 14th. If you have any 
questions or minor changes, please make changes using track change and return before April 14th. 

Once again, thank you, and I look forward to your responses. 

All the best, 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

’t...private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 
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Sport, Race, Activism, and Social Change: 
-The Impact of Dr. Hm)’ Edward-’s’~ Scholarship and Service 
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Too of’ten sport is taken for graJated as being apolitical aJad merely a source of 

entertainment. However, sport has been classified as a microcosm of the larger society and as a 

barometer for racial progress. Though these views illustrate the binary role sport can occupy in 

~-American culture, they also speak to the power of sport in either reflecting and reinforcing 

dominm~t ideologies~ or serving as a form of resistance to these dominm~t ways of thinking. It is 

the latter purpose we seek to examine in this text. 

The history of sport in the United ,States= as a cultural practice and a corporate entity has 

documented occmTences of being a means of resisting dominant racial ideologies that have 

persisted in this countL~ for centuries. From Jack Johnson’s epic reign as the first b_Black hea~3~ 

weight boxing champion against the notions of w~hite supremacy and b_Black inferiority, to 

Jackie Robinson’s re-integration of Major League Baseball (MLB), to Doug Williams’f! National 

Football League (NFL) Super Bowl XXII performm~ce that tackled the stereotype of the 

intellectually inferior b._Black athlete, we can see where sport has been a phenomen~!!!.a that 

speaks to broader social issues. 

Critical to the sport studies literature is a presentation of how sport has played a role in 

advancing social change in the U~i_.t_.e__d___,St__a_.t_¢!~.:-, as well as globally. With this cmTent volume, we 

seek to examine how sport has served as a platform for social activism in promoting racial 

progress. It was the c_.~ivil ~4ights m__Movement and the construct of B__lglack ~t~)wer that birthed 

many foot soldiers that who emerged as generals for social chm~ge and activism Dr. Harry 

Edwm-ds emerged as one of those generals in the fight for social justice. As the architect for the 

Olympic Project for Human Rights, Dr. Edwards’s activism targeted racial apartheid in the 

United ~States, m~d in South Afi-ica, as well as the racial injustices occurnng in the sport industry. 



His scholarship, The Revolt of the Black,4thlete, Black Student, The Struggle 7_~hat Must Be, and 

Sociology c~/Sport, were seminal pieces fi~r scholars interested in race, sport, and the discipline 

of sport sociology. More thaJa 40 years later, many of Dr. Edwards’l~s past findings re] ated 

relating to his scholarship are current, pertinent, aJ~d relevant. The complicities of academic 

disenfranchisement, commercialization of athletics, racism, discrimination, and the dual system 

of business capitalism dominating the notion of education were rigorous aspects of his works. 

This volume seeks to present aaa interdisciplinary approach that expands on the works of 

Dr. tlarry Edwards. It is aimed initially to inform sport management practitioners, sport studies 

scholars, and the broader sport enthusiasts who seek to gain insight into the interworkings of 

sport and society. This text will prove to be seminal in providing a framework for examining the 

significance of sport in promoting social chaaage. T!~is boeklA will chronicle the mammoth 

contributions of Dr. tlarry" Edwards as a social activist, scholar, and public servant over the spaaa 

of three decades. Prior to Dr. Edwaxds, minimal scholarly attention had been paid to the role of 

the black athlete on ~-)a:ed<-~mi~a-a4_e-ly-l~?~:~_d__(_?!~_)_i~_a_~r!_t_l_y_. white campuses or universities. Furthermore, 

minimal perspectives had been investigated to attempt to understated the invisibility of blacks in 

power positions within sport. Patterns of exploitation, lack of positive assimilation, and the over 

valuing of participations-while devaluing education._.~.__-were critical points of Edwards.~.~ 

philosophy. 

The scope of the book is about the reflections of the past, analysis of the present, and 

contemplation of the future. These essays are organized around the key aspects relating to sport 

in sociology, historical impacts, law and legal implications, human rights/activism, community 

service, socio-cultural aspects, gender, and global/international issues. The collection of scholars 

also reflect~ the past and current leaders in the fields of sport history, law, finance, social justice, 



sport maJ~agement, sport sociolog.w~ and sport studies. This rare and talented group of scholaJcs 

will provide a fi~rum to expaJ~d, highlight~ aJ~d recognize the significant contributions of one of 

the most prominent scholars of our generation. While presenting comprehensive analytical 

scholarship in the m-eas of their expertise, the scholars will also sh are their experiences, research~ 

and knowledge with their respective readers. It is a difficult task to attempt to spot-light the 

complexities associated with the commodification of sport in America. This collection of 

colleagues, friends~ and mentors will contribute to this important volume of work~ which ~ 

will become a seminal historical body of work. 

This book will benefit benefi,~ia! ~,~-,~ past, present, and fixture sport studies scholars. The_is 

body of work will expand on past scholarship associated with the crisis of the black athlete. 

Many of the current circumstances involving the black athlete_s_ can be traced back to critical 

social-economic issues that were central to Dr. Edwards’~_ philosophy. It is by analyzing, 

Socratic questioning, and reasoning that we will e~a~[-~le--as4~-~ be better informed and able to 

address the complex issues facing our society. 

Dr. Fritz G. Polite 
University" of Te~messee--Knoxville 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
University of Georgia 
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ELEVATING AND LIBERATINO THE BLACK ATHI,ETE: 

4~Y EDWA~S AS A SOCIAL ACTIVIST 

Dr. Fritz O. Polite ~hc Universi~ of Tennessee 

Over the years~ the role of the black athlete within the realm of sport has taken on 

multiple discourses. More specifically~ the role of the black athlete within the black 

co~uni~ has taken a distinct change of direction over the past few decades. From the 

highlighted presence of Paul Robeson~ Jim Brown~ Muhammad Ali~ and ffackie Robinson~ 

the black athlete historically was a~ inte~al part of advancing the co~nunib’~ addressing 

political agendas~ leading~ mentormg~, and outreach. Black athletes had a visible presence 

in~ and were visibly highlighted by~ leaders of the ~Civil ~ights m~ovement. This 

volume will explore the gamut of conflicts related to ~black athletes float: who b~ows up 

~ as prized members of predommant~lv_ , black communities,                         ,~’ ........ ~;~-~ and thus are 

recruited from these mos~preuomina~ely black areas to play at; and for predominant~lv 

white institutions. A review of the m~jor areas of th~ works of Dr. } tar~ Edwards will 

be analyzed and revisited by many of the leading scholars in the world in the areas of 

finance, law, social issues, human rights, race, and gender~ to name a few. The 

reallocation of resources critical to the perseverance of black communities will be 

explored. Future implications and reco~endations will be offered to offset the stated 

crisis. 

Dr. I {mry Edwards is reco~ized as one of t!~e~ pioneers m the s~dy of the 

sociological implications of the black athlete, t tis organization of the Olympic Project for 

Human Rights (OPt) in 1967 brought a major focus on the role sport played in 

American society. Dr. Edwards highlighted the unique duality of professional sport for 



black athletes: O~n the one hand, it served as a site for showcasing their athletic 

prowess2 and on the other hand~ it served as a platform to vocalize and promote the 

political agenda of many black Americans during that time. The walls of higher learning 

did not shield the collegiate black athlete from the struggles aJad ramifications of the 

c_Givil r_l~ights m_IVk~vement. Bringing public attention to this struggle was of grave 

importance to the research and scholarly activity of Edwards. 

This volume will also explore and maalyze the historical impact of Edwards’~ 

research~ as well as the implications for cm~ent black athletes in the continued quest for 

equality and the need for them to reco ~gnize the notion of social responsibili .ty by using 

sport as a platform for social change. Several areas of his major works will be analyzed_~ 

and his experiences shared, tte is a noted scholar, professor, athlete~and most 

importantly__, one of the foremost leaders in the fight for equality and human rights. 

Ahnost three decades ago, Edwards engaged in intense dialogue a~nd discussion 

concerning the role of the black athlete. His objection to athletics being the major focus 

towards socio-economic mobility for blacks created controversy and raised the ire of 

many, including local, state,, and federal agencies. In The Struggle Must Continue 

(1980), he wrote in the acknowledgements: 

compliance with the Freedom of Information Act in forwarding to my legal 

representative, Mr. Howard Moore, Jr., more than two thousaJad pages of highly censored 

documents, dispatches aJad other materials gathered by them while crafting out nearly ten 



years of surveillaJace of and sometimes participation in my personal, political and 

professional activities (ix acknowledgements). 

This volume personifies the impact his work had at some of the highest levels of 

government. Many of the issues that were a part of his scholarly platform in the 1960s 

and 1~970s are still major current issues still being discussed today. Ironically, some 40 

years or more after the initial work of Edwards, discussions regarding human rights, 

graduation rates, participation rates~ hiring practices, racism~ and lack of mobility within 

the job market for blacks are all ve~.~ evident, visible_~ and prevalent in our current 

society. Professor Edwards was the eminent scholar in the study of the black athlete and 

the impact of sport on and ~in societ?T. Although he saw sport as a platform, he was clear 

that it was only thati_~-a vehicle to draw place a-focus on other social, economic~ and 

political issues. While b_Black churches were being bombed, freedom riders being were 

assaulted and murdered, and black males were--[-~--i~ drafted to fight in Vietnam, 

Edwards utilized sport as a vehicle to focus._~_!, and magnify many of the atrocities being 

raged against black people and other underrepresented peoples. He realized the impact 

and power of the media~, and encouraged athletes to utilize it to gain exposure,_ and for 

highlighting important social and political issues. He also expounded on the stereo.types 

surrounding the notion of blacks being athletically superior and intellectually inferior to 

whites. He rationalizes this by conceptualizing: (1) long:standing, wildly held racism__~ 

and ill--informed presumption of innate race linked black athletic superiority:~ (2) media 

propaganda portraying sports as a broadly accessible route to lack economic and social 

mobilityi aJad (3) a lack of comparably visible high~_-prestige black role models beyond 

the sports arena (Miller and& Wiggins, 2004). Edwards contended this psychosis is 



creating an intellectual deficit in other professional areas of society that are statistically 

more possible to attain than careers in sport. 

Edwards further expanded on issues pertaining to education and its role in higher 

learning. He argued that education is paramount in changing social economic status~ and 

should play a primary role in defending and extending a democratic society. In many 

cases, education is not the main agenda being pursued by athletic department~ as it relates 

to black athletes; however, the necessity for athletic departments (corporations) to recruit, 

train: and develop elite black athletes is crucial in continuing the major revenue-_ 

generating machines~ most notably in football and basketball. Edwards further expands 

on the notion that many of these athletes came onto primarily white campuses ill prepared 

and lacking in academic skill levels. It was these types of activities that occurred during 

the 1960~s that led to many of the current proposed athletic reforms. 

Dr. Hasty Edwards~ contributions to the intellectual manipulation and 

stimulation of the focus of the role of the black athlete, human rights, the role of the 

media, and the COlmnercialization of amateur sport, contributed significantly to.__t__}_!_~ study 

of many areas of academia. Whether discussing law, economics, media, exploitation, 

commercialization, gender: or a multitude of other disciplines, his work touched on 

almost all areas. Never before_ .~_.-and possibly never again.___~___-will there be a time and 

place for a scholar to impact the infusion of the thought process related to the role of the 

b_Black athlete. The time has come to staaad up and recognize one of the most prolific 

scholars of our time. 
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REVISITING THE REVOLT OF" THE BLACK ATHLETE: DR. HARRY EDWARDS A~) 

Tt tE ~AKING OF (TttE ~W) AFRICAN_-AN~RICAN SPORT ST/~IES 

DR. MICHEL E. LO~X 

Ha,~y Edwards was a political activist in an era cotmnonly refe~ed to as the Black Power 

movement, and a pioneer in the study of the African American sporting experience. He was the 

first schola, to write a book about the black protest of the 1968 Olympic Games. Until recently, 

his book, The Revolt oJtlw BlackAtl, lete, was the most definitive account of the period. 

Edwmds’ book went beyond the classical works of Edwin B. Henderson and ~drew S. ~oc) 

Young, who focused essentially on Af~can Americans’ contribution to sport. They 1hrther 

a~-gued th at the integn-ation of professional and collegiate sports represented African Americans’ 

"halcyon day." The z~)w I~or/c 77mes book review stated that no one who reads this book would 

ever again find comik)~ in the assumption that the "American spots establishment [was] a 

citadel of fair play and racial hm~ony." However, the 77rues added, somewhat inaccurately, that 

Edwm-ds fell sho~ in providing a~swers regax-ding the events leading up to the protest gestures 

by a handful of black athletes on the victoo~ stand in Mexico Cir. ~ 

Edwards typified the Black Power activist that emerged in the late 1960s. tte was a 

product of a broken home, and by today’s st~dards would be chaactefized as a~ at-risk 

youngster. Growing up on the mean streets of East St. Louis, Illinois, his father, t ta~~ Sr., 

provided the initial necessmT impetus for the younger Edwards to participate in sports. The 

elder Edwards had trained to be a boxer, utilizing Joe Louis as a model of how sports could se~a7e 

as a vehicle for social and economic uplift. Unlike his father, however, Edwaxds questioned the 

bo~s sense of equality the champion was coerced into symbolizing. He reflected that Louis 

"had ~ocked out the Ge,man boxer Max Schmelmg, providing unequivocal ’proof’ that ... Jim 



Crow segregation was superior to Hitler’s dream society based upon the ideology of Aryan 

supremacy." More important, Edwards’ attitude toward organized sports was ambivalent. He 

found them to be ’~too demanding in te~ns of time, too confusing in tenThS of my priorities then; 

a~d utterly unrewarding relative to the physical and personal sacrifices necessary to be a 

member" of the junior high school football team. 2 

Interestingly enough, organized sports provided Edwards the opportunity to pursue a 

college education. Upon his graduation from high school, Edwards moved to Fresno~ California 

to live with his grandmother and attend the local junior college there. At Fresno City College, 

Edwards developed an insatiable appetite for knowledge, tte accmnulated a B-plus grade 

average, and this, combined with his outstanding performance as a track and field athlete~ 

resulted in him being awarded a scholarship to attend Sa~ Jose State College in the fall of 1960. 

Edwards earned a degree in sociology at San Jose State and received a Woodrow Wilson 

Fellowship to be applied toward graduate study at any university in the United States or Canada. 

He chose Comell University because of the schooFs sociology department had an excellent 

reputation in research on race relations and social stratification. 

Edwards emolled at Comell University at a time when NAACP activist Clarence 

Mitchell declared that President Lyndon Johnson had "made a greater contribution to giving a 

dignified a~nd hopeful status to Negroes in the United States." Johnson committed his 

a_,~dministration to the goal of ’~the full assimilation of more thm~ twenty million Negroes into 

American life." The Civil Rights Act of 1964 desegregated public accommodations of every 

kind, in eveD~ city and state. Prompted by events in Selma, Alabama, the Voting Rights Act of 

1965 had aJa even greater scope. Black expectations were heightened by the law’s provision 

limiting the use of literacy tests as a suffrage qualification. Federal examiners were sent into the 



South with the full authority of the government to safeguard blacks’ registration aJad voting 

privileges. Between 1964 aJad 1969, the percentage of black voters in the South soared. The left 

wing of the Civil Rights Movement applauded these legislative efforts, but this enthusiasm was 

tempered with a cynicism born from hard experience. 3 

Simultaneously, many African Americans were disillusioned with the political process, 

stemming from the notion that federal officers were not doing enough to ensure compliance with 

the directives included in the civil rights and war on poverty legislation. Skeptics claimed the 

Civil Rights Act created the illusion of progess for African Americans. ttistorian Manning 

Marable states that the Civil Rights Act increased the institutional, political, and vigilant 

violence against blacks across the South. As Jolmson swung the Democratic Party toward the 

moderate tendency of the desegregation movement, white Southern Democrats abandoned the 

party in droves. In January. 1966, noncompliance was highlighted by the murder of Sammy 

Yonnge, a twenU-one year old college student and civil rights worker who was shot in the back 

of the head after demanding to use a whites-only restroom at a Tuskegee, Alabama gas station. 

Moreover, the Johnson administration’s growing connnitment to Vietnam, combined with the 

uneasiness within the white liberal camp after the 1966 Watts riot, seemed to b~ade ill for 

increased funding of civil rights enforcement.--~ 

Contributing to this sense of disillusiomnent was the growing dissatisfaction with the 

civil rights programs favored by black moderates. The movement of the early 1960s had spurred 

unprecedented federal interest in black America’s attempt to gain equality before the law. 

However, its critics pointed out that nonviolent direct action had not eliminated nor reconstructed 

the black ghetto. If black Americans applauded the fact th at southern brothers and sisters no 

longer were forced to sit in the back of the bus, they were also painfully aware that years of 



marches, @eeches, and petitions had failed to end de facto segregation in "the North. For some, 

the civil rights establishment had achieved only a series of partial, localized victories, and they 

spent a substantial amount of energy catering to the fears of their paternalistic white allies. To 

their critics, "the moderates’ program could do little to improve the daily lives of the impacted 

black masses because they failed to make sigmficant inroads against two key components of 

black oppression----dependence and powerlessness.-5 

African American athletes also exhibited this sense of disillusiomnent. By the early 

1960s, black athletes, free from the insecurity of the early years of integration, became 

increasingly outspoken against inequitable conditions. Several black athletes in Major League 

Baseball, like Henly Aaron and Bill White, voiced a variety of complaints that included 

mistreatment in the minor leagues, the hated spring training ritual, and the recurring problems in 

hotels. Cleveland Browns fullback Jim Brown was one of the most outspoken black stars in 

professional football. In 1964, Brown, who had a contract for over fifty thousand dollars a year, 

led the NFL in rushing with 1,466 yards. He strained the white sports world by refusing to 

appear grateful for his fame and wealth. "I arn not thankful to be here," Brown insisted. "If 

anything, I am ~nore angry than the Negro who can’t find work." A Cleveland sportscaster 

washed Brown that he was on the wrong track, criticizing American socie .ty, and expressing 

sympathy for the Black Muslims. The announcer also told Brown that he admired him as a 

football player and never viewed him as a Negn:o. Such color-blind sentiments might havc 

soothed African Americans just a few years earlier. It did not molli[}’ Brown who rctorted, 

"That’s ridiculous! You have got to look at me as a Negro. Look at me man! I’m black!" 6 

Efforts were also made to boycott specific sporting events. In 1960, a black boycott of 

the Olympic Games in Rome, Italy had been suggested as one way of protesting southern 



police’s treatment of civil rights workers. In 1963, Dick Grego~)’, a black humm~ rights activist, 

politician, and comedian, "tried to organize a boycott of’the Russian-American Track a~d Field 

meet by black athletes. Although "the boycott failed, it did give impetus to the notion of using 

a~nateur athletics to dramatize racial injustice. The following year former gold medal winner 

Mal Whitfield advocated that blacks boycott the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo, Japan. 

Whitfield challenged black athletes to act against racism. He argued "that the black Americans’ 

straggle would have repercussions throughout the world and se~-ve as an example, particularly for 

Developing Nations. However, black America was not ready to meet the challenge in 1964. In 

1965, when black players amved in New Orleans to compete in the American Football League 

(AFL) East-West All-Star game, they found the doors of the city’s leading social clubs closed in 

their face. They quickly ageed to boycott the event, requiring AFL Commissioner Joe Foss to 

move the game to t touston. ~ 

Despite their exploits on the field, black athletes still endured the stone racial indignities 

their parents’ generation had experienced. While some black professional athletes enjoyed high 

salaries and notoriety, they still experienced discrimination when they tried to purchase homes in 

the cities in which they performed. Their hard earned success in the athletic arena did not bring 

the rewards off it. Yet this generation of black athletes refused to accept the status quo. Their 

youth had been marked by sweeping changes in the economy, in demography, m~d in American 

racial attitudes. Moreover, their outspokenness rcflected this sense of disillusionment mnong 

African America~ s by the mid- 1960s. 

It was within this context that Edwm-ds became more concerned with the overall progress 

of the African American struggle for racial equality. As he explained in his autobiography, a 

new militancy emerged that was "both fostered a~d fed by growing concerns, particularly among 



young blacks, that the gradualism of the established civil rights methods and leadership was too 

slow." These concerns led Edwards to confront his own political responsibilities and resulted in 

him making periodic weekend trips to New York City to Malcolm X’s Muslim mosque. 

According to Edwards, Malcolm’s new and stimulating ideas stirred a passion in him to 

legitimize and act upon deeply felt convictions. Malcolm X’s impassioned rhetoric was "street 

smart," and it had an almost visceral appeal to a young, black economically distressed 

constituency, tte constantly urged this constituency to question the validi~" of their "school 

book-and-media-inspired faith" in an integrated American Dream. Edwards was one of maz~y 

who responded. Malcolm X’s effort to convince blacks to reevaluate themselves was also 

appealing to Edwards. tte spoke for the need for black unity and self-determination, for 

cormnunity control, and the internalization of the black struggle. Edwards’ travel to New York 

served as a political and cultural awakening, and he did not realize how inlluential Malcolm was 

upon his life until a£ter the latter’s assassination. When Edwards completed his master’s degree 

at Cornell, he accepted a position as a part-time instructor at San Jose State College. Upon his 

~eturn to San Jose State, Edwards acted upon his deeply felt convictions, s 

Edwards’ volume emerged at a time when several African American athletes wrote 

autobiographies that broke from the traditional "aw nuts win-some-lose-some" popular culture 

genre. In the late 1960s and earl?" 1970s, a young fan like myself could learn about the black rage 

that permeated the African American experience in sport. Several African American athletes 

like Jim Brown, Bill Russell, Johnny Smnple, and Curt Flood wrote autobiographies that 

illustrated a heightened race consciousness, as they broached controversial topics, like race 

relations, and provided critical critiques of both the professional and amateur sport institutions. 

The?’ also discussed the inequitable conditions the?’ confronted in the integrated sports world a~d 



how "they responded to them. If one picked up a book on African American history,, there would 

have been either no mention of the Afi-ican American experience in sport, or only a scant 

reference of Jackie Robinson crossing "the color line in Organized Baseball. 9 

Unlike the autobiographies written by ghostwriters, Edwards had a formidable task to 

create his own aaaalytical framework fi~r "the black athlete rew~lt, including the chronology and 

the critical issues. Edwards argued "that the black athlete revolt spraaag from the saane seed that 

ignited the sit-ins, the freedom rides, and the rebellions in Watts, Detroit, and Newark. He 

analyzed this most recent phase of the black liberation movement that defined the goals that 

se~-ved as the foundation for the athletes’ protests, and provided clarification for what had been 

portrayed as "the substantially elusive and irrational tactics and direction of their efforts." Black 

athletes were not speaking out only on their behalf, but also in support of their downtrodden race. 

10 

In chapter one of the Revolt oJtl~e Black Athlete, Edwards raised three fundamental 

questions that undergirds his entire project and thought. He initially posed: "what has integration 

,eally meant to the black athlete? What has this move really meant psyd~ologically, socially, 

and educationally for him? Is the Afro-American athlete significantly better off in 

predominantly white schools than he was in all-black institutions?" Edwmds asserted that black 

athletes had not faxed better at white institutions than at black colleges and universities because 

of their inability to engage in the coursework. To the contrary’, "the fundamental problem black 

athletes confronted stemmed from the "Mickey Mouse" courses "they were channeled into by 

coaching staffs that often counseled them in academic matters. Lofly academic goals could 

possibly jeopardize a black athlete’_s; college career, resulting in colleges losing their financial 

investment in him. Moreover, since a white coach rarely encountered a black doctor, sociologist, 



or dentist, African Americans must not possess the intellectual tools to reach such heights. Why, 

therefore, subject the ~boy" to additional pressures? Why add any additional strain to his load? 

Black athletes were advised to take menial courses in ~basket-weaving, car-washing, or 

gymnasium maintenance" to maintain their eligibility. If they fail to make it in the professional 

ranks once their college career was over, the black athlete would return to the ghetto and resume 

the life of drudge~ and humiliation that he knew before they went to college.-~ 

Integated teams resulted in black athletes finding themselves in a-new, but often ~imes, 

dehumanizing~ educational and athletic environments. Understandably, black athletes 

approached this new life experience on a predominantly white campus with excitement, but also 

with a large degree of uncertainty. They were somewhat unsure of their abilities socially, 

athletically, educationally, and otherwise. They were overwhelmed by this new experience 

during their first few weeks on campus~ and they undoubtedly questioned their athletic potential. 

What l~s-l~’ beneath their threatened pride was the possible reality that a black athlete chose a 

¯ 
school at which ~he is doomed to ~ride the pines’ for four sohd years."-. - 

Vast areas of college life were off limits to black athletes. Among them were fiaternities 

a~nd sororities. Undoubtedly, much of this perspective was drawn from Edwards’ athletic 

experience at San Jose State College. He points out how ~puzzled a~d enrage I becmne when 

white teatranates of mine_....._alter avoiding me all week and closing their fraternity doors in my 

face, still could have the unmitigated nerve to talk to me about ~team spirit’ on Saturday." ~I 

soon found out, as do most black athletes at white schools," Edwards added, ~ that white 

~teammates’ can practice with you five days a week fi~r hours on ~and yet at night refer to you as 

~coon’ and ~jiggaboo’ and then jump all over you on Saturday aflernoons talking about team 

spirit." ~ 3 



Interracial dating for black athletes was strictly taboo. This edict was decreed by white 

coaches and enforced by white teammates, who often reported aJay incidents of interracial dating 

to their superiors. White females were ostracized by white team members who dated African 

AmericaJas. If any white female even talked to a black male, much less ,dating dated him, she 

was stereotypically characterized as engaging in a lewd and licentious affair, or obsessed with a 

14 black man’s assumed sexual prowess. 

In addition to enduring these imposed social and educational mores, black athletes 

confronted the common practice of stacking on white college campuses. Black players were 

channeled into one position or another to limit their nmnbers on the team. Edwards 

characterized this practice as a~de facto quota system. Since only the top black athletes are 

offered scholarships at big name schools, theoretically they could man the majori~" of the 

positions on the team. Therefore, black players were stacked at a particular position__ like 

halfback or end in football, or center or guard in basketball~---.and were left to compete among 

themselves for positions on the team opene~t to them. This resulted in a few blacks making the 

team at starting positions. Other black athletes with exceptional ability were summarily 

dismissed, or they could remain on the team if they agree.c_!, to a cut in their financial support or 

consent to relinquish it al~--together. 15 

If African American athletes were subiected to this constricted environment then why did 

they stay? Edwards pointed to two fundamental reasons. The heavy stigma the black 

community placed on failing constituted the first factor. If black athletes failed academically 

they were ridiculed, and if they quit, they we-’re despised. They had not taken advantage of the 

opportuni’~ their paJcents didn’t have, and failed those who had faith in him. A black athlete who 

failed added validity to the supposition whites held that African Americans were lazy, ignoraJat, 
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and will quit when the going gets tough. Black athletes2 need to prove themselves represented 

the final factor. Undoubtedly, this reason spurred black athletes of the era, like Tommie Smith, 

Lew Alcindor, and O. J. Simpson, to perfo~ at exceptional levels in their respective sports. 

However, as Edwards pointed out~ their phenomenal performances would never result in them 

~proving themselves" in the eyes of white racists. From their perspective~ black athletes would 

always be niggers. As Edwards sarcastically remm-ked ~the only difference between the black 

man shining shoes in the ghetto and the champion black sprinter is that the shoe shine man is a 

nigger, while the sprinter is a fast nigger." ~ 

Edwards also critically assessed the professional tean~ sports industry. Black professional 

athletes were a cog in the machine that wer~ea-s discarded once their production diminished_÷. 

compared them to the slaves in the cotton fields, who accommodated themselves to the 

discrimination and racism they encountered. Such behavior resulted in white racists into actually 

believing that black athletes were not humiliated or eraaged by the treatment they endured. 

Northern and southern whites believed for years that black professional athletes were genetically 

predisposed to being harmless, adhering to the Christian ethic of turning the other cheek. Black 

men engaging in violent, aggressive, competitive sports were regarded as "hereditarily non- 

violent." They were expected to be submissive, and grateful to be on the field and, more 

important, fortunate to be paid for their efforts. 

However, by the late 1960s Edwards declared that black professional athletes’ attitudes 

were changing. They were less willing to accommodate and subordinate themselves, but they 

were still not completely free to respond as men. Cleveland Browns lineman John Wooten, fi~r 

example, responded angrily and publicly to a social event staged by a white teammate who 

excluded blacks from attending. Wooten characterized this episode as racist and detrimental to 



temn unity. The white player’s response to Wooten was that he was overtly sensitive aJad a 

troublemaker. Both players were promptly dismissed from the team. Whereas the white player 

was picked up by another NFI, reran, no such offers were forthcoming to Wooten. An NFL team 

picked him up when the Olympic Committee for Human Rights (OCHR) held a press conference 

and threatened to disrupt any Cleveland Browns home game until he was ~’reinstated, at full 

salaw, in professional football." ~7 

Edwards focused on external agencies--like like the mass media__ which had a 

symbiotic relationship with both the college and professional team sports industries. Essentially, 

the mass media attempted to strike a happy medium between se~wice and profit. Major social 

injustices in the athletic arena~ therefore, are marginalized to minimize embarrassment to the 

sports establishment, or are simply ignored. Major breaktl~-oughs, like Jackie Robinson crossing 

the color line in Organized Baseball, were portra~’ed as a bastion of racial harmony and puri~. 

Sports journalists and individuals who control the mass media promoted this distorted image to 

an unsuspecting public. In essence, the sports world reeks of the same racism that corrupts other 

a~:eas of society. 

Edwards divides sports journalists into two categories: reporters who maintain a 

~respectable Negro image~-" and the black sports reporter. Jourualists who seek to sustain the 

respectable Negro image portrayed black people who attempted to emulate whites. They filled 

their pages with superficial stories like highlighting the latest fashions, or extolling the 

experiences of ’~the only Negro airline pilot," or the first Negro Major League Baseball umpire. 

When it came to relevant social, political, or economic issues, however, they took a middle-of- 

the-road stance. Rarely did they tackle critical issues that affect the sport indust~ generally, or 

AfricaJa American athletes specifically. 



The black sports reporter, on the other hand, represented a more sensitive, socially 

conscious journalist. Interestingly enough, race did not determine who these black sports 

reporters were. Robert Lipsyte of the :~Tew I~orlc 7’lines and Pete Axthelm of]~’ml~s~a,eelc fell in 

this category. They’ didn’t write exclusively about events that occurred on the field, but also 

focused on issues that might have al’fccted athletes offthe field. Black sports reporters did not 

concern themselves with how the sports establishment responded to their stories. However, they 

did believe in all the principles and ethical considerations that sports supposedly foster. Their 

fight was against those who violated these standards and sought to profit from their debasement. 

Beginning in chapter three, Edwards highlights the forces that led to mounting the black 

athlete revolt, cuhninating into the Olympic Project for ttuman Rights (OPtIR). He argued that 

the black athlete revolt, as a phase of the black liberation movement, was as legitimate as the sit- 

ins, the freedom rides, or any other demonstrations of African American efforts to gain freedom. 

Its goals were the same as those of any other genuine aspect of the movement~---equality, 

justice, regaining lost black dignity during three hundred years of slavel.W, and attaining basic 

humax~ and civil rights guaranteed by the U:.S: ~.e<)nstitution and the concept of American 

democracy. With the struggles being waged in other areas of U:.S.._ society____~__.---like education, 

housing, and employment.___~___---it was only a matter of time before African American athletes 

would assert their manhood, and come to grips with the facts of their existence. Moreover, the 

revolt of the black athlete had it roots and &ew its momentum from black people’_s-’ resistance in 

the distaaat past of brutal oppression and callous exploitation. In the late 1960s, lynchings, 

murders, and beatings served only to heighten the resistaaace, providing the movement with a 

new force and direction, l g 



The fundamental underpinning of the OPHR was that through a collective response on 

the pm-t of black athletes throughout America, international attention would ideally focus on their 

plight to show that all was not well in the sports world. In this way~ the OPHR epitomized 

Malcolm X’s assertion fi~r the need for black unity and self-determination of the black struggle 

that became more fully developed and institutionalized_ in the Black Power era. Instilled with 

cultural pride and historical wisdom, black athletes would, with a new confidence, begin to chart 

their own course in the sports world. 19 

The proposed boycott of the 1968 Olympic Games spurred a debate over the value of 

sport as a disseminator of virtue and goodwill. Tommie Smith argued that if sports, the 

Olympics in particular, were influential m creating goodwill an~ong the races~ then as the number 

of blacks participating in the games increased there should also be a commensurate rise in racial 

harmony in the U S. Smith and others recognized that such was not the case, and this provided 

him with a rationale for the boycott by suggesting that blacks should withdraw from the sport 

entirely to decrease tension among the races. Conversely, fo~mer Olympic medalist Rafer 

Johnson stated that participation in the games was an individual matter, and if someone wanted 

to u ithdraw that was their business. Johnson couldn’t fathom a group u ithdrawi~!~g regardless of 

what they were protesting about. He added that a boycott would not bring better housing for 

blacks, nor assure their acceptance in society, nor increase understanding between the races. 

Moreover, Johnson argued that sport was the gn-eat equalizer and blacks, along with eye, one 

else, ’~should be proud to participate in the games_... 

Edwards countered Johnson’s argument by pointing out that neither a Nobel Prize nor an 

Olympic medal elevated an African American to human status in the US. Muhammad All, for 

exmnple, was denied service in a restaurant in his hometown of Louisville, Kentucky, al"ter 



winning the gold medal in the 1964 Olympic Games. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a Nobel Prize 

winner, was violently gunned down in his own country. Edwa~-ds concluded that the only reason 

Johnson wasn’t attacked was that he had not taken a stand in support of the liberation for black 

people. 

The final part of the book dealt with the OPHR attempting to achieve its goals, and 

linking their efforts to the overall struggle for human rights in U:S~ society. First, they boycotted 

events sanctioned by the New York Athletic Club (NYAC), and any athletic meets with South 

Africa and Rhodesia as participants. The NYAC was chosen because of their exclusion of blacks 

and Jews from membership. African conntries were targeted clue to their treatment of black 

citizens. When the International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that South Africa would 

participate in the Mexico City games, the OP}IR mobilized to pressure the IOC to reverse its 

decision. Simultaneously, Edwards proposed to establish a second set of games that would 

preferably be held in an African nation. The OPHR would initiate a fund-raising drive to support 

and maintain all athletes who qualified to pmticipate in these African games. Yet external 

pressure brought on by the OPHR and vmious groups resulted in the IOC reversing its decision. 

21 

The effectiveness of the NYAC boycott and the IOC~s reversal had been translated into 

effective group action. Many athletes, however, were uncertain regarding their roles within the 

broader political spectrum. Debates regarding "the kinds of protest gestures the athletes would 

stage remained unresolved. Several athletes began to have second thoughts about "the boycott. It 

was problematic fi~r the OPHR to maintain solidarity within the midst of this uncertainty. 

The main theme of Edwa~-ds’ narrative was to cxplain how the revolt of the black athlete 

was rooted in the same soil "that ignited the Civil Rights and Black Power movements, faced the 



same dilemmas, and reflected the same quest for Afi~ican American freedom. His work was the 

first book on the black athlete revolt based on primary research. It was also a~ insider’s view of 

the revolt and the first to provide a critical perspective regarding the black sporting experience in 

the predominantly white sport industry. He co~a-ected the tacit assumption that blacks were 

grateful to compete in the white collegiate a~d professional sports world. Edwards could have 

made his discussion sm)nger by comparing the revolt with the overall black liberation struggle in 

areas like housing, employment, and educational opportunities. A reader today would find the 

book dated in its organization, lacking definitive evidence to validate his perspective, and having 

no theoretical construct. The internal struggle in Mexico Ci~T involving the students and the 

goverument that could have disrupted the games did not play a big role in the analysis. The 

African nation’s efforts to pressure the IOC to reverse its decision regarding South Africa 

received minimal attention. Contemporary readers would also look for more discussion of such 

topics as the debate on whether to boycott or not among the African American athletes, the 

relationship between the OPHR and civil rights leaders~---like Martin Luther King____~__.---m~d 

Black Power activists, like H. Rap Brown. 

In the 1980s, scholars began to reassess the black athlete revolt. Their works can be 

sutranarized as follows. By the late 1960s, African Americm~ athletes began to shed their 

traditional conservative approach to racial matters. They spearheaded an ’~athletic revolution" by 

challenging the racial discrimination that existed in athletic departments in various colleges 

across the country, and professional sport organizations. Whereas their activism did not reach 

the degree evident among some members of their community, black athletes in unprecedented 

numbers became proactive in the civil rights struggle. They wrestled with the conflicting role 

demands of being athletes a~d black Americans by continuing to distinguish themselves in sport, 



and simultaneously join with others in the black community to denounce everything from the 

lack of black executives in professional sport to racial exploitation in college athletics. The 

intensity of racial disturbances by black athletes reached its peak in 1968 after several years of 

growing frustration. It quickly dissipated under the strain of new civil rights legislation and the 

reconciliation of many Americans to the idea of integration. 22 

Amy Bass has provided the most definitive account of the black athlete revolt, and the 

plethora of events that led up to the 1968 Olympic Games. The emergence of the Olympic 

Project for ttuman Rights, the construction of the Olympic Village in a Developing Count~.~, 

and the political uprisings of youth served to cast a shadow over the Olympics in Mexico. One 

of the most insightful issues Bass explored dealt with what she called the ’~creation of a black 

athlete collective that had emerged from an organic political interest in racial formation rather 

than from the scientific classification or conventional social stratification conventionally 

maintained in US society." By the spring of 1968, a significant change occurred as the focus 

moved from individuals marginalized as militant._~._----like Muhanunad Ali._~._.---to a collective 

political force. The effectiveness of the NYAC boycott and the IOC’s reversal had been 

translated into effective group action. However, it was unclear to many athletes what their role 

was within the broader political collective. By the time of the Olympic trials, debates regarding 

the best way to present a united political posture remained unresolved. Should the athletes 

boycott or not? Forces both internal and external to the OPHR made it problematic to maintain 

solidarity. A fundaJnental obstacle to unity, Bass argues, was the lack of any kind of input from 

prominent black female athletes. Concerns for their quest fi)r human rights were either 

marginalized or ignored.-2~ 



Although the prima~ focus was on the African American m~d Latino sport experience in 

the post--World War II era, Michael Lomax’s collection of essays provides a fresh perspective 

on the revolt of the black athlete. Harry Edwards’ attempt to organize a boycott of the 1968 

Olympic Games was rooted in the pluralistic tradition. Like other ethnic groups before them, 

African AmericaJ~s realized that American society operated throu ,gh the competitive interaction 

of its various interests groups. By attempting to fo~n a power bloc within the sporting 

cormnunity, they were not being anti-white, but pro-black. As Lomax demonstrated~ African 

Americans athletes and students sought a greater degree of empowem~ent__ not the rise of a 

Black Power autarky. Striving to negotiate a viable existence for themselves through self- 

directed action, they believed that both student and athletic governance should be kept as close to 

the students and athletes as possible. Demands for hiring black coaches on the U:S: track and 

field team, and the creation of both the United Black Students Association and a special 

conunittee at San Jose State College to evaluate circumstances involving the possible demotion 

or expulsion of black athletes illustrated this aspiration. ~4 

Edwards’ ideal of highlighting the plight of Afl~ican Americans in a ~world court," and 

linking the black athlete revolt to the overall struggle for black liberation, was comparable with 

the Black Panther Party’s (BPP) endorsement of global liberation strategies. Ron Briley points 

out that the BPP’s ideology of internationalism did make for a common cause with the heroic 

individualism of a Muhammad Ali resisting the Vietnam War and Edwards’ OPHR cooperative 

approach to combating racism in sport on the international level. The BPP, as Yohura Williams 

indicated, exported Black Nationalism and ~’tied Black liberation to an international struggle for 

freedom and independence and pledge leadership and unity with oppressed peoples of the 

world." Whereas their prima~ focus was on police brutality, economic colonialism, and 



struggles for national liberation, the BPP began focusing more on sport in the Bay Area when 

they sought to gain political control of Oakland’s city government through the ballot box. 25 

Both Harry Edwm-ds and the Black Panther Party epitomized what historian Harvard 

Sitkoff referred to as the heirs of Malcolm X. Malcolm X’s Black Nationalism Cl2r’stallized the 

feelings of those whose expectations had been thwarted, and of those whose lives the civil rights 

movement had made little or no impact. Insightful in portraying the cultural and psychological 

legacies of African American oppression, Malcolm imparted a positive sense of black identity 

among his followers. His ideas of racial pride and African American control of black 

cormnunity institutions both expressed and shaped the changing consciousness of young black 

activists.-2~ 

ttarl)~ Edwards’ scholarship made a significant contribution, tie created the essential 

narrative for the histo~" of the African American experience in sport during the Black Power era. 

Much like Harold Seymour~s contribution to baseball histo,y, Edwards established a high 

standard for reseaJch and analysis throughout his nal~ative, and paved the way to intellectual 

respectability for the sport histo13~ and sport sociology fields. 
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direction over the past few decades. From the highlighted presence of Jim Brown, Muhammad 

Ali, and Jackie Robinson, the black athlete historically was an integral part of advancing the 

cormnunity, addressing political agendas, learning: and engaging in community outreach. Black 

athletes had a visible presence in, and were considered leaders of the ~_givil r_l~ights mMovement. 

This chapter will expand on the constructs of Dr. HalTy Edwards’~_ scholarly classics~ and will 

explore the conflicts of black athletes tImt who .grow up in predominanttely black communities 

axad are recruited flom them to play at predominantt~-qy white institutions. A review of three of 

his maj or works will be analyzed and revisited. The reallocation of their resources critical to the 

perseverance of black cormnunities will be explored. Future implications and recommendations 

will be offered to offset the stated crisis. 

Elevating and Liberating the Black Athlete: Harry Edwards as a Social Activist 

Dr. Hm~.W Edwards is recognized as one of the key players ~s~d top scholars in the study 

of the sociological implications of the black athlete. His organization of the Olympic Project for 

Human Rights (OPHR) in 1967 brought a major focus ~+a-to the role sport played in American 

society. Dr. Edwards highlighted the unique duality of professional spor’t for black athletes:_~ on 

the one hand: it served as a site fbr showcasing their athletic prowess2 ,’rod on the other haa~d~ it 

serx,ed as a platfonn to vocalize and promote the political agenda of many black Americans 



during that time. The walls of higher learning did not shield the collegiate black athlete frolB the 

struggles and ramifications of the c_’Givil l_-P~ights m_Movement. Brin gin g public attention to this 

struggle was of grave importance to the research aaad scholarly activity of Edwards. 

This ch apter will analyze the historical impact of Edwards’~ research~ as well as the 

implications for current black athletes m the continued quest for equality~ m~d the need fi~r them 

to recognize the notion of social responsibility by using sport as a platform for social change. 

Several of his major themes of research will be analyzed and his experiences shared. He is a 

noted scholar, professor, athlete~ and most important~, one of the foremost leaders in the fight 

for equality and human rights. 

Ahnost four decades ago, Edwards engaged in intense dialogue and discussion 

concerning the role of the black athlete, ttis objection to athletics being the major focus towards 

socio-economic mobility for blacks created controversy and raised the ire of many, -including 

local, state~ and federal agencies. In The &ruggle Must Continue (1980)~ he wrote in the 

ac ~knowledgements: 

~i must also ackmowledge the aid of the Federal Bureau of Investigations the 

Central Intelligence Agency, and the United States MilitaQ~ Intelligence for their pm-tial 

compliance with the Freedom of Info,mation Act in forwarding to my legal 

representative, Mr. Howard Moore, Jr., more thm~ two thousand pages of highly censored 

documents, dispatches and other materials gathered by them while cal~.wing out nearly ten 

years of surveillaaace of and sometimes participation in my personal, political and 

professional activities (ix acknowledgements). 

This formal acknowledgement personifies the impact his work had at some of the highest 

levels of government. Mm~y of the issues that were a part of his scholarly platform in the 1960s 



and 1~970s are st:ill major current issues still being discussed today. Ironically, some 40 years or 

more after the initial work of Edwards, discussions regarding human rights, graduation rates, 

participation rates, hiring practices, racism~ and tlhe lack of mobility within the.job market for 

blacks are all ve~ evident, visible.~ and prevalent in our current society. Professor Edwards was 

the eminent scholar in the study of the black athlete and the impact of sport on and gin society. 

Although he saw sport as a platfol-m, he was clear that it was only thati_~-a vehicle to draw 

anarrow the focus on other social, economics_ and political issues. While b_Black churches were 

being bombed, freedom riders being were assaulted and murdered~ and black males being were 

drafted to fight in Vietnam, Edwards utilized sport as a vehicle to focus on and ma ~gnify many of 

the atrocities being raged against black people and other underrepresented peoples, tie realized 

the impact and power of the media~ and encouraged athletes to u~ti!ize it to gain exposure and for 

highlighting important social and political issues, tte also expounded on the stereotypes 

surrounding the notion of blacks being athletically superior and intellectually inferior to whites. 

He rationalizes this by conceptualizing: (1) long:standing, widely held racist and ill.-_.-.informed 

presumption of innate race linki~ge~l black athletic superiorityi~. (2) media propaganda portraying 

sports as a broadly accessible route to lack economic and social mobili~i and (3) a lack of 

comparably visible high_-.--prestige black role models beyond the sports arena (Miller .~_id_.&- 

Wiggins, 2004). Edwards contended this psychosis is creating an intellectual deficit in other 

professional areas of society that are statistically more possible to attain than careers in sport. 

Edwards further expanded on issues pertaining to education and its role in higher 

learning. He a~-gued that education is paramount in changing social economic status~ and should 

play a primary role in defending and extending a democratic society. In many cases, education is 

not the main agenda being pursued by athletic departments as it relates to black athletes; 



however~ the necessity for athletic departments (corporations) to recruit, train~ and develop elite 

black athletes is crucial in continuing the major revenue_--generating machines~ most notably in 

football aJad basketball. Edwards further expands on the notion that many of these athletes came 

e~to primarily white campuses ill prepared and lacking in academic skill levels. It was these 

types of activities that occmTed during the 19605s that led to maJay of the current proposed 

athletic reforms. 

Harry Edwards as a Scholar 

HmTy Edwards embarked on a significant body of work with the seminal textbooks~ The 

Revolt of the Black Athlete (1969), Sociology of Sport (1973) and The Struggle ]~hat Must Be 

,(1980). Edwards’~s writings can be described as revolutionary, visionary, militant, combative, 

brilliants_ or a host of descriptive words. But one thing is clear: t~t,-!~e is passionate about his role 

in addressing issues concerning black athletes and politically and economically underrepresented 

peoples. 

The Revolt of the Black Athlete (1969) as a ground-breaking manuscript was provocative 

and timely. His research highlights the political, economic, and social implications of the 

Olympics and the revolt of black athletes in America. He attempted to raise the moral 

.c_’.(__~.p_~_c_’.i_~!Xg_~_.of {~-~--black athletef! to refocus their intentions. This was to include less emphasis on 

individual accomplishments:, and more on the situation of black people as a whole. In order to 

avoid being labeled a conspiracy, any acts of solidari~ during the games would be 

conceptualized and can-led out by individual athletes. This was extreme thinking in the mind~ of 

the majority white power structure~ but often embraced by prominent black athletes of this time. 

In the preface of The Revolt of the Black Athlete= Edwards notes: 
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It’s beyond me why these people would allow themselves to be misled by fanatics 

like Hm~cy Edwards and H. Rap Brown. These athletes are seen by millions of people on 

nation-wide and world-wide television, they have first string stm-ting assign~ments at 

white schools, and they are invited to all the big athletic events. Why our ~Niggers’ right 

here at the University have never had it so good (1969, xiii). 

Edwm-ds critiqued this statement and expanded on the m~rogance and ign~orance of the white 

power structure within collegiate athletics_~ and to the blatant disregard for the well_--being and 

human rights of black athletes. The formulation of the Black Revolt was in direct response to the 

misguided racism espoused in this statement, as well as a revolt against the killing of black men, 

the raping of black women, bombings of black churches, segregation, Jim Crow~ hmniliation, 

disrespect, and open violence against the black race. t te further contends that the exploitation 

and suffering of the black athlete in America is no more a recent development than is the 

inhumanity and deprivation suffered by Afro-American non-athletes (xvii). 

The pi~macle of the Black Revolt was reached at the Mexico City Olympics in 1968 

during the well--know_r!, demonstration by Tomm_i__c_’y. Smith, the 200-meter gold medalist, and 

John Carlos~. the 200-meter bronze medalist. The men were presented with their medals.,., and then 

each turned toward the flag of the count~ represented by the gold medal winner. The U.S. 

_n__National __a_Anthem was played. Smith and Carlos immediately raised their gloved fists and 

bowed their heads. In a taped interview with Howard Cosell, Smith explained the pair’s protest 

gestures. He stated, 

I wore a black right-hand glove and Carlos wore the left-hand glove of the same 

pair. My raised right hand stood for the power in black America. Carlos’! raised left hand 

stood for the unity of black America. Together they fox,ned an arch of unity and power. 



The black scarf a~-ound my neck stood for black pride. The black socks with no shoes 

stood for black poverty in racist America. The totality of our effort was the regaining of 

black dignity (1969, p._2). 

~’he Revolt of the Black Athlete is considered by many scholars to be of great social significance._ 

I_t ap, d provides a platform for continued research regarding the past and present exploitation aJ~d 

degradation of the black athlete by various methods within spor~t. 

The historical exclusion of black athletes from the white mainstream created unique 

opportunities within the black cormnuni~ at l~istorically b_Black ~Golleges and uUniversities 

(ttBCU). These schools provided fertile grounds for athletic achievement~ as well as academic 

attainment. The black athlete flourished within this setting academically and socially. Although 

the majority of black athletes graced HBCU~s~ there were a distinct few blacks that who did 

participate within the white institutions. With the great growth in sports mad the rise in college 

attendance.s across the count~, the desire to increase the return on investment (ROI) caused a 

supply and demand effect on white institutions. White schools could no longer afford not to have 

gifted black athletes compete fox their institutions. 

Many schools began to aggressively recruit black athletes into their 

p~e~-~m-i~a-~te-~y-~?£~__d__(_?~x~_i__n____a_gt__l_3!, white institutions. Blacks began to flow into athletic progrmns. 

Blacks were accepted and recognized as equals in texans of their abilities to compete. The mental 

strains of academics, athletics= and attempting to assimilate within a dominant white institution 

proved a daunting challenge for mm~y black athletes. Edwards explored the lack of educational 

attainment aJad graduation rates from 1957.--_--1967. This includcd~ only 7 of 20 black football 

players whon~ graduated from the University of Washington aJ~d the University of Oregon. In the 

1966 NCAA basketball finals, none of the black starters representing Texas Western graduated. 



These findings fi-om Edwards are paradoxical~ due to the current conditions of black athletes in 

major white institutions. Based on a recent study (I~apchick, 2007) of the men’s NCAA 

Basketball Tournament, the graduation success rate for teams participating reflected that 41 

teams (64%) graduated at least 50% of its basketball student-athletes. This factors i~n all 

ethnicities and races. When race is accounted for, 33 schools (61%) graduated 70% of their white 

players~ while only 30% graduated 70 percent of their black players. The Football Championship 

Subdivision (FCS) reflected 64% of white players graduated_~ versus 50% of black players. 

Eleven percent of those schools participating in football graduated less thma 40% of their black 

players. None of the schools participating in the subdivision reported graduating less than 40% 

of their white players. These findings cast a bright light on the pervasiveness of declining 

graduation rates of black players compared to white players. Thirty-_el~ight years ago, Edwards 

stated that: 

We believe the coaches of this college [San Francisco State College] have 

exploited Black athletes and are, in fact, continuing to do so by failing to keep promises 

of job security and assistance in finding adequate housing; by excluding or overlooking 

Black players for positions as graduate assistant coaches; by showing an acute lack of 

interest, or kmowledge, or what ever of Black athletes’ special problems; by showing 

indifference to whether Black players ever finish their college education, interested only 

in whether or not Black athletes are eligible for competition, and by flagrantly lying to 

Black athletes in order to get them to enroll (p. 153). 

This statement is profound.~ considering that many of these same issues are presented today. 

~S~ciology of~q’port~(1973) .... .-~[ Formatted: ~ont: tlot Italic 



The Sociology c~/S1)ort was a monumental assessment of the complexities of sport in 

America. Edwards’~ critique and analytical measurement of the role of sport in society 

established a new and innovative view of competitive sports. Edwards stated~ 

Highly organized competitive sports in America have today become so enmeshed 

in the social turbulence of our times, so embroiled in economic struggles and the stresses 

of coq~orate expansionism, and so generally complex as a social phenomena that origins 

of many of these activities in the casual amusements and divisional" pastimes of the l~h ~_,~-~( Format’tea: Not Superscript/Subscript 

century Americans seem all but utterly irrelevant (1973, vii). 

Edwards recognized that the commercialization of collegiate athletics: as well as the social 

significance of sport~ haynes set the stage for provocative conversations by academicians. 

Sociology of Sport is a comprehensive analysis of sport as a social phenomenon. Edward-’s 

addresses how sport is perceived by the masses, how dominant ideologies are formed~sport as 

a social institution, the role of the coach, the athlete, black and white, the fan, the economics of 

sport~ and the assessment of the sports creed. Later in the text,.. Edwmds discusses sport as an 

agent for social change. The conclusions focus on the institution of sport as a microcosmic 

manifestation of the many forces that influence the contemporm.~ and future issues of our 

society. 

The conmaercialization of sport can be closely linked to the widespread popularity of 

television in the early fifties. This would revolutionize sport at large universities~ aJad eventually 

be the catalyst for the strong demand for black athletes. HBCU’-s were not included in the 

schedule of televised collegiate athletic events. This exposure was a strong incentive for black 

athletes to attend predominant_~ly white institutions to take advantage of the greater media 

exposure. Edwards has remained steadfast in his journey for equality and human rights 



advocacy, specifically addressing the plight of the black athlete, which continues to be marred by 

racism in America. As a former athlete fi-,’~’m a~t San Jose State College, EdwaJcds experienced 

first-hand the bitter-sweet success of being privileged on someone else’s te~rn s. 

I’he Struggle T~/~at Must Be ~( ~) ~,,,,~-{ Formatted: Font: Not Italic 

In his autobiography; The Struggle Tl~at 3/lust Be, Edwards provides details of 

confrontations involving racism, segregation, poverty, education, desperation~ and hope. 

Edwa;ds tells the stoD, of his life as a talented, intelligent black man~ growing within a narrow 

world of poverty, social challenges, education, and sport. The importance of sport in his 

development as a scholar and activist are not to be underestimated, ttis social struggles are 

exanained within the autobiography to include life lessons from his barely i41iterate grandmother, 

to his memories of hardships growing up in the ghetto in East St. Louis. His process of 

understanding the impacts of education started at Denverside Elementary School. Ne-Edwards 

was fortunate enough~ to have t-}a4-.exceptional teachers *t-}at--who empowered him in hist~-~ 

education. The schools he attended reflected the communi~ in which he resided. Poverty, 

segregation, crime, and a lack of resources characterized his environment. Despite these 

circumstances, Edwards realized that education was the critical factor in gaining equality 

~J~-~st--.i~_~,hite America. For example, Edwards remembered being told,__~).--::-Once you have it 

in your head, boy, you’re as good as anybody and nobody can take it away from you" (1980, p. 

49). He eventually earned a college degree at San Jose State College and a doctorate from 

Cornell University. 

Sport also played an integral role in Edwards’~ community: and ultimately impacted his 

personal philosophy. In his community stood the fallacies of great fo~ner athletes~ and therefore 

sport was viewed as the major mechanism for social uplift. Additionally, he recognized that there 



were plenty of outstandin g ~sch oolboy" athletes2~ they h ad blown th eir chance for aJ~ education 

aJ~d were back on the streets selling drugs, drinking~ and producing babies. Many of these 

outstanding athletes from East St. Ix)uis could not master the notion of education. Most did not 

understand the odds for failure~ and were ill prepared for higher education. 

In East St. Louis~ the Supreme Court2s~Bro~,’n v. Board of Education (1954) ruling; .... ,,~{ Formatted: Font: Italic 

regarding the desegregation order of public schools, was slow in realization. Neither whites nor 

blacks were quick to embrace the notion of integration. The East St. Louis Senior tligh School 

continued to operate within a segregated culture. In the classrooms, libraries, cafeterias, buses 

and within sports teams, whites clustered together and blacks clustered together. There was a 

greater preoccupation with sports as a method of gaining equal status. Edwards surmised, 

’~Among my teachers, there prevailed an ahnost religious litany in praise of sports as a route to 

Black salvation, social and economic mobility" (1980, p. 85). 

It was during these special moments that Edwmds began to lay the foundation fox his 

social and political interests. His observations led him to believe that blacks were simply being 

tolerated rather than being accepted within the student body. He felt that as long as tl:~e--black 

athletes_’, had value to big sports prograns or teams, they too could be tolerated ._~.-but never fully 

irmnersed._.~._.-within the institution socially, politically,, or educationally. Several incidents 

occm~ed in his life that helped to shape and formulate his perspectives on race and sport. These 

experiential lem~ning processes would become the importam fi-ameworks lk)r :future scholarly 

works. Most of these experiences took place as he stepped out of his predominan_ttely black 

world, aJad stepped into the world of forced integration via sports. The involvement in sports led 

many to presume that this was the window to opportunity and provided the platlk)rm for equality, 

equal status~ and an opportunity to be treated as equals. His experiences became chapters in his 



life filled with racism, insults, fights, altercations, humiliation~ and prejudice. After graduation, 

he-l~;dwards attended Fresno City College and then enrolled at San Jose State College (San Jose 

State University) on an athletic scholm-ship. There were very few students of color on campus~ 

a33d those that who did attend were oflen associated with some form of athletics. MThe most of 

the activities on campus were controlled by whites. This included events, fraternities, sororities, 

student governments~ and faculty. Edwards experienced extreme levels of racism, segregation~ 

and prejudice, tte also had an opportunity to play professional football~ but was turned off by the 

emphasis on the athletic prowess of the black male versus the his intellectual prowess. This 

stereotype has been cultural construct and may repress intelligence (Steele, 1999). This 

stereotype can impact school and social life and effect academic self_--efficacy. 

Exploitation and Commercialization= 

For many universities w!~ich sponsorm~g intercollegiate athletics progranas, it is a constant 

battle to maintain the balance between academic success and competitive success (Hyatt, 2003). 

A large portion of Edwards’s scholarly activities focused on the role of the black athlete in 

relationsh-ip to social and political agendas. The current discussions surrounding the lucrative 

multibillion-.-dollar--business of collegiate sports should be contextualized using the research of 

Edwards. As coaches.~ salaries continue to rise, television and media contract rights have grown 

by the billions., and the facility arms race is in full motion. The black athlete is the primmy 

participant in the production and attainment of these large financial gains. Football and 

basketball are the primary sports that feed the "money machine.]’ and blacks aa-e the primaD, 

laborers associated with these profits. Those non-revenuez-generating sports that are generally 

played by whites benefit tremendously from the participation and involvement of black students. 

An importam factor is the graduation rates :for those (white) participants in non-revenue-_ 



producing sports (golf, swimming, volleyball) is substantially higher than those (~Blacks) in the 

major revenue_--generating sports. Edwards was cognizant of this some 30 years ago aJad warned 

student athletes of the dangers of the commercialization and exploitation of the black athlete. He 

and pushed for NCAA reforms in its emqy stages. His discussions on the role of the black athlete, 

socially, politically~, and economically~ were of grave importance to him and his political 

convictions. Even though the Knight Foundation was founded in 1989 to address refol~n in 

collegiate athletics, Edwards cast the bright light on many of these issues in the 1960;s. t te 

further examined the b_Black athlete as a separate enti~T with unique circumstances, ttis critiques 

offered a diverse perspective that examined the many sociological ramifications that black 

athletes faced while attempting to operate on predominanttely white campuses. This was to 

include~ isolatiom segregation, self_--efficacy, academic proficiency~ and self_--actualization, t4e 

Edwards .questioned the tree role of the institutions in direct relationship to the overall 

development of the black athlete. Edwaxds found these development stages to be missing within 

athletic depm-tments. Although the players are high:_-income generators, they do not benefit fiom 

the laxge financial windfalls. Often.,. the institution, coaches, administrators, cool, orations,_ and 

donors are the primmy beneficimies. This is to include salm)es, lucrative compensation 

packages,, m~d increased revenues. For example, when football revenues fiom the Bowl 

Championship Series (BCS) conferences axe examined,_ revenues generated by the Big Ten and 

Southeast Conferences (SEC) markedly supersedes the remaining BCS conferences. The gap 

between the Big Ten and Atlantic Coast Conferences exceeds $27 million (see Table 1). The 

large budgets possessed by athletic departments represent a form of institutional power needed to 

procure the services of the best black athletes in the nation. 

< Insert Table 1 here> 



As the athletic prowess of teams escalates m~d is parlayed into winning seasons, the salaries of 

FCS coaches also rises. For instancexamp!e, the Big Ten conference leads all major conferences 

in revenues generated from football~ and features two of the top ten highest paid coaches in 

college football2= Jim Tressel of Ohio State and Kirk Ferentz of Iowa. The SEC is second in 

revenues generated from football~ m~d Los Miles of LSU and Nick Sabm~ of Alabama are among 

the highest paid coaches in the conference and college football. Table 2 presents the salaries of 

the ten highest paid coaches in college football. 

< Insert Table 2 here> 

ttawkins (2001) conducted a critical analysis that examim~ge4 the relationship between 

Division I Intercollegiate Athletic programs at i~’redomi~ate!?~predommantly white NCAA 

institutions and the black male athletes. This study highlighted the unique role that the black 

athlete plays at these institutions. The study also identified si ~gnificant themes experienced by 

these athletes. This included a sense of feeling extremely different from other students, racial 

isolation, lack of control of one’s own life, isolation from other students~ and feelings of a lack of 

self:_:efficacy. Hawkins further expm~ds on the construct of the internal colonial model. These 

comprised of four components: colonizer and the colonizer relationship, racism, cultural, and 

social.-~-~N-~-~e~:~J~. This stud?" suggests these components impact black student athletes az~d their 

role~ at p~ed~-~:m~-ately-l~?~i~__d_(_?!~!__~__a__r_!_t__l_y_, white institutions. These factors include their racial 

diffcrcnces, the demographics of these campuses, and the different cultural and social settings. 

Smith (2007) milizes Immanuel Wallenstein’s world-systems paradigm to provide a lens with 

which to examine the colonizing and exploitative nature of intercollegiate sports and the special 

arrangements that universities have with the world of sport. Smith further expands theoretically 



on the constructs of critical race theory. This is a paradigm where race is an explicit component 

and addresses social relationships with an emphasis on power. 

The term Athletic Industrial Complex (AIC) was identified by Smith (2007) in 

relations!~ip to sociologist C. Wright Mills and former 12gresident Dwight Eisenhower and the 

term Military Industrial Complex. The AIC refers specifically to how intercolleoate athletics is 

firmly embedded into other economic institutions from tourism, traJasportation, media, 

constructiom_ and politics. Multiple individuals, ~oups: and organizations financially benefit 

from the participation of black student athletes~ specifically in football and basketball. Division 

IA Intercolleoate coaches2 contracts are multimillion-dollar agreements negotiated in the context 

of an academic enterprise. The lucrative contracts of these coaches and the millions of dollars 

generated for their performance, as well as the unique public conditions under which they are 

negotiated, symbolize the importance of football to institutions of higher learning (Green, 2008). 

Yet, by NCAA measures, the contractual provisions imposing head coach responsibility seem 

weakly related to academic performance of student athletes as measured by graduation rates. 

Moreover, there are significant differences in graduation rates of black and white athletes, 

especially important because 50% of football athletes are black (Green, 2008). 

Harry Edwards: Public Servant 

In addition to the many contributions Harry Edwards has made as a social activist and 

scholar, his life epitomizes what meaningful public service is all about. Often the roles Edwards5 

has played as a consultant to public and private sectors organizations aJce dwaffcd by his 

mammoth contributions in other areas. Of pm-ticular importance wer~eas Edwards’s involvement 

with the NFL as a policy consultant and his appointment as director of P_parks and R_~ecreation in 

Oakland, C alilk~rnia~. 



For "the past decade~ legal problems involving professional athletes have become a hot- 

button issue. Dating back to the start of the 2006 season, more than 50 NFL players have been 

arrested (~U~q:/t Toda)~’~ 2007) promptip:~ ~omm~ss~cr ~R~ G~od~ ~R develop ~ revi~ .... --~ Forma~ed: Font: 

conduct policy that dictates harsher punishment for problematic conduct. In light of fl~e g~owing 

concern over the off-field miscues of professional athletes, Edwards provided assistance to 

Goodell in crafting a revamped R~rsonal ~onduct R~olicy fi~r all his players. This policy has 

far:-reaching implications for both amateur and professional athletes. ~ essence, the policy 

encourages athletes to ~do the fight thing off the field, or you might never get on it" ~atterson, 

2007). In response to the value of the policy~ Edw~ds noted, ~If a player wants m play, they’re 

going to have to act like they want to play by acting in a responsible maturer" ~atterson, 2007). 

Since the advent of the policy~ there have been several high-profile ~L casualties. The list of 

fatalities included such ~L standouts as Michael Vick, whose career ended as a result of 

charges related to illegal dog_-fighting2= wide receiver Ctms Hem~’ of the Cinci~ati Bengals2~- 

Adam "Pacman" Jones,. fo~nerly of the Dallas Cowboysi~. Tank JoN~son~- of the Chicago Be~s.;.~- 

and Sm~ Diego Chargers sa2e~ Te~rence Kiel. Each player became entm~gled with legal 

problems of~_-the._.-field41:~at.:__~i[~[~, subsequently led to legal charges and disciplma~ action~, by 

their ~vspective teams. 

In em~y 2000~ fo~ner Oaklm~d, Cg~i~i~,.-A ~Mayor Je~ Brown approached Edwards 

about directing the embattled Depa~ment of Parks and Recreation. He quickly seized the 

oppo~uni~ and accepted a two-year contract. ~ te :rod ~ook a leave of absence from his job m the 

Uni~vrsity of Califomia--Berkley. Foyer city manager Rober~ Bobb welcomed Edwards to his 

administrative team~ touting his ability to work with people and his knowledge of spots as major 

assets. Upon his appointment as Oakland’s director of Pparks and R~ecreation, naysayers were 



dubious about Edwards’~ qualifications to manage such a post. To silence his critics, EdwaJcds 

quickly countered~ citing his duties as a consultant to Major League Baseball, the San Francisco 

49ers, and the Golden State Wamors~ and the state’s Department of Parks and Recreation as 

relevant preparation for the assignment. Additionally, Edwards touted his extensive experience 

participating in public paJck and recreation programs during his formative years as a qualifier for 

the position. Edwards advocated using sports as a ~hook" to spur participation in public parks 

and recreation programs among Oakland’s youth. 

During his tenure as director, Edwards provided oversight of more than 300 full-time 

employees~ and provided the leadership needed to restore Oakland’s 109 parks, 22 recreation 

centers~ swirmning pools, golf courses~ and community progran~s. Arguably, this post proved to 

be one of his most challenging, with allegations of corruption and fraud already waiting for him 

and his staff to sort out (Moore, 2000). Among Edwards’f! major successes during his 

administration were the restoration of sound management practices to the department; the 

development of major partnerships and sponsorships with corporations; !_~_c_!_.institution of 

collaborations with non-profit organizational and breaking ground on several new recreation 

facilities. Overall, Edwa~:d~.’s leadership during ve~?~ tenuous times in the city" of Oakland played 

a major role in revitalizing one of the nation’s best urban pa~k and recreation systems. 

~(~011~11S~�)11~ .... -~ Formatted: Font: Bold 

Dr. Harry Edwards’s contributions to the scholarly study of sport as a social construct are 

of great importance. His more specific contributions fi~cused on the black athlete and further 

entrenched his significance ....... along with relevance---~to cun-ent conditions of the black student 

athlete~ and the student athlete in general. His views on the importance of education and the 



negative views of student athletes towm-ds education m-e reflected in the ......... perspectl esof 

or:hers. Former Georgetown basketball coach George Thompson stated: 

We are condemning ourselves to a society with more and more ignorant people, 

young people whom we have convinced that education is not impor~tant ... we have to 

stop minimizing education m the pursuit of the get the money now (Thompson, 1996). 

Epidemics of crime, drugs, violence, gang activity, and pervasive despair and ~hopelessness 

afflict large sections of black society (Edwards, 2000). Over 150 years after slavery~ American 

society has become more pluralistic and competitive. The marginalized position of blacks 

remains relatively unchanged. In many respects, they have worsened. The socioeconomic 

inequalities that existed between blacks and whites shortly after slavery are now structural 

(Anderson, 1996). Many of the issues Dr. Edwards focused ~ ~ ~ ’~ ~~’~ ~;’~’’ ............... ~ ~-, years ago are still 

major topics of discussion. The role of the black student athlete continues to evolve. In ll~e-light 

of the continuing evidence of low graduation rates, limited job placement, socio-political 

disenfranchisement~ and the general lack of participation of black athletes in the political 

process, the statement ’~the more things change, the more they stay the same," becomes a harsh 

reality. 

History recently was made when two minority head coaches led their teams into Super 

Bowl XLI. Tony Dungy became the first black coach to win a World Championship,. with Mike 

Tomlin of the Pittsbur,gh Steelers [bllowing in 2009. To date, two minority coaches have not 

been able to face each other in the college [botball championship game. The NFL has6 ~ 

minority head coaches out of 32. But colleges, with the Football Bowl Subdivision ........ formerly 

known as Division I-A----~--have sevenT_ minority head coaches out of 119. The Football 

Championship Subdivision ....... formerly Division I-AA------~has ~ minority head coaches out 



of 122, four times less than the percentage of minori’~ coaches in the National Football Leagn_le 

(Lapchick, 2007). The scholmqy works of Dr. Hmvy Edwards profiled the many social and 

political faults of sport. His body of scholar-ship over three decades highlighted the role of sport 

as a platform for social change. Edwards (1973)~ speaking of the prominence of sport as a 

platfo~qn for social change~ stated~ 

The equipment and sporting facility industries which have grown up around 

organized athletics, the development of instantaneous means of mass visual 

communication, and more scientific approaches to sports using skilled statistics experts, 

computers, and psychologists_’, have all contributed to propelling American sport into a 

prominence and significance rivaled only by long standing institutions (p. ! 32). 

Edwards was visionary in his analysis of the impacts of the media, technology: and the facili~~ 

arms race. ttis capaci~" to acknowledge and address the prominent issues relating to the black 

athlete and sport clemly defines his scholarly works as classics. Edwards further expands: 

Yet, sports today, is riddled with problems. Discrimination and quota systems 

persist even though sport in America is generally held to be one of the nation:s:- most 

"integrated" activities. There aae continuing reports of alleged inhumane treatment of 

athletes, both black and white, on college campuses and in professional sports throughout 

the country. 

Contemporary society attempts to disgn_tise intercolleoate sports as entertainment, amateur in 

nature, played within an educational spectrum. While the NCAA speakta!ks of education~ the 

following financial windfalls occur: 

1. On August 14, 2008~ CBS and the SEC sign a 15-year extension for TV rights for 

football and& men’s basketball,~ representing the longest television deal in history. 



The deal includes: (a) CBS gets to pick the fi~r4~st football game during every week of 

the regulaJc season; (b) one prime-_-time game per season; and (c) ~A:ccess to certain 

digital and~ wireless rights (e.g.~ streaming games on the Iintemet). 

2. ~p~rts Business Jo~rna~ ~cpo~ C’~ p~id ~ m~ll~on p~r ~ar ~th and~ Ourand. ~..~{ ~orm~e.: ~ont: 

2008). 

3. In 200% the SEC netted $50.6 million in revenues from TV ~{ghts of re~lar-season 

football. 

4. New deals with CBS andg ESPN, SEC should net on average $205 million in TV per 

year from 200972010 until 2025 (Ba~art, 2008). 

It is evident that Dr. HatU Edwa, ds is a prophet, scholar~ and visionary expert. His 

abili~ to speculate on the status of sport in context to future implications remains truly 

remarkable. 
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Conference 

Big Ten $70.4 

SEC $66.8 

Big 12 $58.3 

Pac-10 $55.0 

ACC $51.3 

Big East $42.8 

Source: U.S. Department of E&~cation (2008) 

Table 1: BCS Conference Revenues 2006-2007 

Average Revenue Per School % of Revenue from Football 

49% 

57% 

43% 

4O% 

38% 

36% 

Table 2: Top 10 College Football Coaches Salaries 

Coach Institution 

Bob Stoops Oklahoma 

Charlie Weis Notre Dame 

Pete Carroll USC 

Les Miles L SU 

Nick Saban Alabama 

Jim Tressel Ohio State 

Urban Meyer Florida 

Kirk Ferentz Iowa 

Mack Brown Texas 

Bobby Petrino Arkansas 

Sala~T 

$6,500,000 

$4,200,000 

$4,000,000 

$3,751,000 

$3,750,000 

$3,500,000 

$3,400,000 

$3,030,000 

$2,910,000 

$2,850,000 

[ U.S. Department of Education (2008). ~College Football Coaches Salaries ....... Top 100." 
http ://americasbestonline.net/index.php/pages/collegehighestpaidcoaches.html 



SPORT AND COMMUNITY SERVICE 



HARRY EDWARDS: RAISING THE BAR AS A PUBI, IC SERVANT 

DR. STEVb;N N. WALLER 

2Public parks" and recreation administration is neither a true science, a pure art, nor a 

classic proJossion, a#hough it has’ some elements of each. ~2~vertheless, that is’ no reason 

fbr present or fi~mre public parks’ and recreation administrators to be deji, nsive or 

apologetic. The able executive has" a great deal of which he can justly be proud. He 

probably has a divers’it), of educational and practica[ background and a variety of 

insights" and regularly used skills that are possessed byfi~w scientists’, artists, or 

practitioners in the classic sense. The parks’ and recreation administrator is simply "a 

diJforent breed of cat. " (L.._.R. Roclcwood, 1982, p.._l). 

Despite being renown_c_’__d__ as an advocate for athletes, a catalyst for social justice and 

change~ and a prolific author, Dr. Harry Edwards is least known for his contributions as a public 

scrvant. Edwards remains a staunch advocate for youth, neighborhood revitalization, diversity~ 

and equity for minorities in administrative jobs in government, sports, education, and the 

environment. 

The N’ew Iiork Times Magazine once wrote that Edwards "has seen himself as one who 

provokes and incites others to action, a reformer, not a rcvolutionaD;. And indeed, no other 

single figure in sports has done as much to make the countD, aware that the problems of the 

larger culture a;e recapitulated in sports, that the arena is no sanctuaD, from drugs, racism and 

corruption’’ (Wikipedia, n.d., para. 6). Edwards once told Time magazine that he desired to serve 

as a role model for youth and young adults to highlight the fact that_a promising athlete can give 

up the possibility of a career in professional sports to become a scholar instead. Edwards further 

noted, 

"We must teach our children to dream with their eyes open," he said. "The chances of 

your becoming a JetTy Rice or a Magic Johnson are so slim as to be negligible. Black 

kids must learn to distribute their energies in a way that.~.!s going to make them 



productive, contributing citizens in an increasingly high-technology society. 

(answer. corn, n.d.). 

Edwards gained notorie’~ for his work as a consultant to "the San Francisco 49ers and the 

Golden State Warriors, both professional teams in the San Francisco Bay area. He began his 

work with the clubs in 1988 as an intermediary fi~r AfricaJ~ American players and predominantly 

white coaching staffs. His job has expanded, to include traveling with the teams, advising 

management on the socio-psychological makeup of key draft prospects, and advising players on 

dealing with management, investments, education, drug use, and post-sports career opportunities. 

Over and above these accomplishments, Edwards devoted a tremendous amount of time in 

mentoring urban youth, inspiring them to obtain their education. Many still see Edwards as the 

quintessential model of black manhood, academic excellence, conm~itment, and integrity. More 

importantly, Edwards gained acclaim as a driven, no~-nonsense, results-oriented administrator. 

At 6-feet-8, with a shaved head, gray beard and baritone voice, Edward cuts an 

imposing figure as a director of parks and recreation. Anonymous sources that are still employed 

by the Office of Parks and Recreation (OPR) say that Edwards could walk into a room and say 

good moruing, and people responded as if he just issued a death threat or a non-negotiable 

demand. Other say his ~ya was always ya, m~d his nay was always his nay." The general theme is 

that there was always fidelity in Edwards’ conversation and his actions. 

-PIC TURE X. 1 - 
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The Dilenm~a of the Black Public Administrator 



When the appointment of Hart)’ Edwards to the position of director of parks and 

recreation in Oakland is scrutinized closely, the record reveals that Edwards found himself in 

position that ma~y black public administrators find themselves in when inheriting a department 

in one of America’s major cities----~behind the proverbial ~eight ball." A careful inqui~ into the 

world of black elected m~d appointed administrators reveals that the election or appointment of 

black public officials will not necessarily result in substm~tial improvements in the life situation~ 

of masses of black people. Black elected and appointed administrators face a range of problems~ 

which ~eatly diminishe~ their impact on the administrative and policy-making processes. 

Among the most critical of these problems is the factor of race. Unfortunately, race operates as a 

constraint on the administrative capacity of black administrators (Herbert, 1974). ttistorically, 

black skin has been equated with the idea of inferiority in the minds of some white Americans. 

This is a socially significant fact~ and is a critical element in white resistance to blacks occupying 

official roles. White people, for the most part, do not perceive black people to posses the 

attributes which they conceive to be essential in individuals who fill certain roles in our society. 

And where black individuals demonstrate, without doubt, that they pofisesf! the attributes 

designated as essential in those who seek to fill certain roles, they are often denied the roles they 

seek on the grounds that appear to be reasonable, but are, in truth, quite specious. 

When a black public administrator is appointed to public office he sometimes inherits all 

the problems of his race (Herbert, 1974). The crucial foundation of these problems is the 

existence of a system of control which prescribes the continuing subordination m~d 

powerlessness of the black community. A critical dilemma of the black public administrators is 

the fact that he is expected to negotiate successfully a system whi~ch ~hat fi)sters black failure. 

Because of the negative images associated with blackness, the black community faces a 



~mobilization of bias"-’ in the political system, which imposes severe constraints on the exercise 

of effective power by blacks through ordinm.w channels. Thus, ever5’ black administrators asa 

representative of the black community~ begins with the handicap of race. If he wishes to succeed, 

he must put fi~rth extraordinary efforts for the sake of achieving modest results. Although it is of 

major importa33ce, race is not the only problem that confronts elected black e!ec~ed 

administrators. 

The exclusion of blacks from significant positions in the governmental process has meant 

that most black elected and appointed officials have not been socialized into the principles, 

norms, customs, procedures, and routines of administrative and bureaucratic life (t terbert, ! 974). 

Due to this lack of administrative socialization, black elected administrators must learn in a 

narrower cross-section of time that which white counterparts learned over a greater cross-section 

of time. The necessit?~ to learn quickly the complexities of administrative and bureaucratic life 

generates profound anxieties m~d insecurities in, and pressures upon, black elected 

administrators. Some black administrators feel that they must prove themselves to white as well 

as black people (Herbert, 1974; Murray, Te~D’, Washington, ~_n_._d&-. Keller, 1994). The imperative 

to prove themselves, imposed from within as well as without, renders them vulnerable to the 

mistakes which are made invariably by those who are pressured by circumstances to learn and 

succeed quickly. For example a media critic who attempted to highlight the failures of the 

Brown administration wrote the following of Edwards as Oakland’s director of parks and 

recreation: 

..... the mayor [Jerr5’ Brown] was seeking out Afi-ican-Americans who were 

prominent aJad successful in one :field of work, in order to put them into positions where 

they were guaranteed to disappoint. And so, he tried to hire both Angela Davis aJad Maya 



Angelou to serve as Oakland’s chief librarian, presumably on the theory that someone 

who writes books ought to know where to put them on the shelves. Fortunately, both Ms. 

Davis and Ms. Angelou turned down the offers. Mr. Brown also offered the job of Parks 

and Recreation Department head to Hal~, Edwards, a man who had no previous 

experience in the running of either pa~-ks or recreation programs or, for that matter, 

running any type of prog~-am at all. Unfortunately Mr. Edwards accepted the position, a~d 

managed to live down to all our low expectations (fh~ ~rkeley Daily P~at~et, ~00~): ~_,~_~( Formatted: Font: Italic 

Some white officials have attempted to exploit the unfamiliarity of blacks serving in an 

administrative capacity by denying them the basic information and appointments needed to 

operate effectively. The problem of inexperience tends to be compounded for black elected and 

appointed administrators by the attendant problem of institutional hostility (Stein, 1986). 

Bureaucracies are immanently conse~-vative. Black administrators are expected to buck the 

bureaucracies in which they serve in order to change the priorities of goverument. However, 

when black administrators attempt to institute bureaucratic reform, they almost inw~:iably 

encounter strong resistance from old-line bureaucrats M~o have a vested interest in the status quo 

(Nelsom Jr. _a__~?_d_.&-van Horne, 1974). This is a natural response of bureaucratic conservers to 

those who me perceived as threats to the institution they man and the policies the?" espouse. 

Black elected administrators who are willing to abide by the no~ns of bureaucratic routine are 

often warmly embraced and lavishly praised by their colleagues. When these same black 

administrators beon to promote causes which are not attuned to "the intrinsic conservatism of the 

institutions of which they arc a pro-t, their relations with their white colleagues tend to become 

quite strained (Herbert, 1974; Nelsom Jr. and~ van Horne, 1974). 



Nelsom Jr. and van Horne (1974) argued that hostility and non-cooperation from 

bureaucratic colleagues serve as a primary source of frustration for ~activist oriented" black 

elected and appointed officials (p. 528). Their basic instincts tell them that they ought to be 

forthright in their advocacy of policies which shift power and benefits from whites to blacks. At 

the same time they are constantly aware of the fact that if they i’~r,~g~e~;s pursue such a course too 

vigorously~ they will generate bureaucratic resistance of such massive proportions that they will 

be unable to achieve even modest gains for their black constituents. Unable to accomplish their 

priority objectives, black administrators are forced to reorder their priorities~often to their 

chagrin~in order to perform more or less satisfactorily in their roles (Nelsom Jr. and& Van 

t tome, 1974). 

One of the major problems facing contemporary public administrators is meeting the 

demands and expectations that emanate from campaign promises. It is not uncommon that big 

ci.ty mayors win elections on the promise of transforming public service departments such as 

police, fire, public works and parks and recreation (Lahey,_.1998). The case was no different in 

Oakland during the administration of Je~ry Brown. When black administrators become appointed 

to public office, their black constituents expect and demand that they deliver certain goods and 

services. The inevitable tension lies between the campaign promise made by the incoming mayor 

and the reality of having the capacity to deliver the promise. Nelsom Jr. and van Home (1974) 

note that: 

Moreover, the demands and expectations of their black constituents are often 

amorphous, incoherent, inarticulate, conflicting, and contradictory. Black elected 

administrators are therefore faced with the problem of rendering articulate the inarticulate 

interests of their constituents, and attuning the conflicting and contradictory expectations 



and demands made upon them. Since there are no universally agreed-upon criteria mnong 

black constituents for the attunement of conflicting and contradicto~ expectations m~d 

demands, there will always remain those who will be dissatisfied. Though it is not 

logically impossible, it is empirically impossible for a black administrator to satisf}/all of 

his black constituents on any matter. When there is significant dissatisfaction with his 

conduct mnong the politically relevant numbers of his black constituency, a black elected 

and/or appointed administrator often has to cope with the charge of having "sold out" (p. 

530). 

Though this charge may have its genesis in the envies, jealousies, suspicions, and resentments of 

black individuals who wish him ill-success~ it is nonetheless potentially damaging if those who 

support him, being unable to perceive clearly why he has taken a particular stand, begin to have 

doubts about his ability to function in the appointed office (Nelsom Jr. a~d& van t torne, ! 974). 

In summing, despite all that HInD~ Edwards would bring to Oakland, he came into a 

system that was not quite prepared to encounter him. Giving appropriate context to Edward’s 

experience as a black public administrator is importam to understanding his challenges az~d 

successes in Oakland. During his tenure he would suffer many of the age old dilemmas that 

confront black public administrators as they sought to redeem and transform municipal services. 

Edwaxds would i~therit one of the nation’s paIk and recreation "gems" that had lost some of its 

splendor at’ter declines in funding, neglect-------=and what some would simply label as "bad 

management." HaxLW Edwards, public administrator, would embark along a herculean challenge 

where he would be challenged at nearly eve1)’ turn. Perhaps his appointment to the Oakland 

Pm-kf! and recreation directorship would be one of the greatest challenges of his career. 

~dwards as Director of the Q{]ice c~[Parks and Recreation, Oakland, Ca/~ibrniaA ~..~--{ Formatted: Font: Italic 



In early 2000, fi)rmer Oakland, CA Mayor Jerry Brown approached Edwards about 

directing the embattled Office of Parks and Recreation (OPR). He quickly seized the opportunity 

and accepted a two-year contract and took a leave of absence from his job at the University of 

Califbrnia----Berkley. A press relea.~e :[~om the former Oakland Ma.¥or O:[[’ice states "the following 

~bout Edw~rds: 

Mayor Jerry Brown and City’ Manager Robert Bobb announce the 

appointment of Dr. Har~.-y Edwards as Director of Parks and Recreation for the 

City" of Oakland, as of Monday,, May 15. A tenured professor of sociology at the 

Universi~, of California, Berkeley,, distinguished author and sports consultant to 

nmnerous professional organizations, including the San Francisco 49ers, Dr. 

Edwards brings a strong advocacy for youth sports to his position. 

Former city manager Robert Bobb welcomed Edwards to his administrative team touting his 

ability" to work with people and his kmowledge of sports as major assets. Upon his appointment 

as OPR’s director, naysayers were dubious about Edwards’ qualifications to manage sud~ a post. 

To silence his critics, Edwards quickly countered citing his duties as a consultant to Major 

League Baseball, the San Francisco 49ers, and the Golden State Warriors and the state’s 

Depmtment of Pa;ks and Recreation as relevant preparation for the assignment. Additionally,, 

Edwards touted his extensive experience pmticipating in public pa;k and recreation propAams 

during his lk~rmative years as a qualifier for "the position. Edwards advocated using sports as a 

"hook" to spur participation in public parks and recreation programs among Oakland’s youth. 

Sports, Edwards added at the time of the interview, ’~may be the last hook and handle that we 

have on a whole generation. And it is my responsibili’u to become involved directly through "the 

trenches." 



Challenges 

There were was a plentitude of challenges ~Sat Hal~.W Edwards had to meet 5head on’-’ as 

he assumed the high seat of leadership as director in May 2000. He did not have the luxul,W of 

having a small, maJ~ageable park system complete with a long managerial learning curve. 

Edwards had to hit "the ground running. Oakland’s park and recreation system was one of the 

largest in California, m~d featured 109 parks, 22 recreation centers, five swimming pools, nine 

golf courses, an ice rink, a boathouse, a horse stable, a 58-acre wilderness camp and a large array 

of community programs managed by more than 350 fulltime and 700+ part-time employees. At 

the time of Edwards’ appointment the estimated $26.7 million budget was barely adequate to 

support the staffing and infrastructure of a sprawling but aging park system. As one journalist 

noted: 

The department’s terrain is as sprawling, diverse, and complex as the city itself, 

encompassing eve~?’thing from serene redwood forests to raucous basketball courts, and 

its problems are equally varied. There are playing fields that look as if they’ve recently 

been occupied by a herd of restless cattle, swimming pools shut down because of rat 

infestation. But mostly there is just a list of unmet needs: fields that need sod, 

playEAounds that need swings, parents who need after-school care for their kids, Latino 

and Southeast Asian families who need someone who speaks their language, teenagers 

who need mentors (Slater, 2000, p._92). 

Further complicating Oakland’s plight were allegations of mismanagement of 

departmental resources. In fact, it might prove to be his most challenging undertaking yet, what 

with allegations of corruption aJad fraud already waiting for him and his staff to sort out. Within 

weeks of his appointment, Edwards orchestrated ]m’~nc!",cd a high-profile campaign to purge the 



department of ineffectiveness and corruption. Alter plunging into the volume of budgets and 

flow charts, the newly appointed parks chief emerged with a series of revelations: $609,000 of 

parks department money had been stolen or misused over the previous fi~ur years, paychecks 

were bein g issued to employees who apparently didn’t exist, city staff had been closin g 

recreation centers for private events and pocketing the proceeds, former and current city 

employees were living for free in some of the select park facilities. Additionally, Edwards 

discovered that $690,000 was once found lying on the floor in a secure area of the office in bags 

and boxes. Moreover, there were instances in which grant money was not processed according to 

proper financial procedures as illuminated by a check being found in the office for $114,000 

(Slater, 2000, p. 92). Furthermore in an interview with Oakland journalist Dashka Slater, 

Edwards conm~ented, 

The unusual and the unexpected were not uncommon ... I found parks and 

recreation money in long-te~m, private, interest bea~:ing CDs. We found parks and 

recreation money in bags, in boxes, in closets and safes. We found grants that 

went around the grant-proposal procedures, so when the check came in from the 

grant, there was no paper trail. Fraudulent time cards, undocumented aliens on the 

payroll ... all of these kinds of things we found (Slater, 2000, p. 138). 

Summarily, Edwards labeled the entire escapade as one of "administrative ineptitude, 

civil con-uption and criminal culpability" (DeFao, 2000, para. 2).In light of these infractions, 

Edwards quickly moved to exert administrative action, terminating some employees, while 

placing others on administrative leave pending the results of criminal and civil investigations. As 

part of the restructuring, the department expediently established a uniform accounting and 



bookkeeping procedure that was utilized by all recreation centers to halt the confusion of t~)’ing 

to reconcile the accounts of the city’s 22 centers. 

Additionally, he collaboratively implemented new operational and fiscal policies to 

g~vem use of recreation and park facilities and the handling of financial transactions. One of his 

targets fi~r fiscal revitalization was policies that governed the financial relationships between the 

city department and several sport and recreation non-profit organizations. These athletic clubs, 

parent organizations, and community groups generated revenue through the use of department 

facilities and concession operations bm seldom returned city designated revenue to the parks and 

recreation department. Needless to say, several organizations were not pleased with Edwards’ 

actions which aligned with city financial policy. Organizations such as the Live Oak Parent Club 

that operated Live Oak Pool; g/~oman’s l~Vill,_-which operated an open-air Shakespeare troupe; the 

Lions Club; the Oakland Studio Arts Association; and vendors associated with the Oakland 

Blues and Heritage Festival were adversely impacted by Edwards~s policy actions. Arguably, he 

gained a reputation for being unfriendly to neighborhood organizations despite the fact that his 

policy decisions were grounded in the municipal code of the city. With constant complaints 

made to the Oakland city council, Edwards was often summoned to deliberate with the council 

on the no-private -profits-on-park property edict. For exmnple, one city council member stated, 

Harry Edwards does not set policy--that’s the prerogative of the city 

council ... Someone new like Harry, doesn’t have the institutional memory and 

background to make these types of decisions, and they’re not his to make (Slater, 

2000, 139). 



Overall, Edwards’ actions were good for the maJaagement of the department and for city 

goverument, but did not seem prudent to neighborhood organizations that once gained 

financially in their beleaguered relationship with the city. 

Another subsequent challenge to Edwards, in his inaugural months as OPR director, was 

his interactions with employees and labor unions. Edwards was not noted as a ~charmer" but to 

some appeared to be brutish and ~rannical. Man,/were critical of Edwar&_- managerial style. 

Stein (1986) argued that black appointees are scrutinized more heavily for their labor actions 

because of their capaci~" to make changes in the composition of the workforce, but also because 

they may upset the balance of the power between the union and departmental employees. For 

example, o_One anonymous commenter noted that Edwards made it his task to ~put the fear of 

God" into departmental employees and that many were berated, as a result of unpleasant 

encounters with him. Margaret Cunningham, former field representative of Service Employees 

International Union Local 790, which represents a maj ority of the department_’-:s workers~ became 

a nemesis of Edwards shortly after his amval. When queried about Edwa~:ds Cunningham 

responded, ~I don.~.!~ have a lot of people telling me Harry Edwards is great and I’!m glad he’s 

here" (Slater, 2000, p. 93). Cum~ingham further offered that she believed Edwmds unfairly 

smeared the department with a broad range of unsubstm~tiated allegations and that she did not 

consider him to be a ~strong motivator" of department employees. Cunningham was not the only 

labor critic th at assailed Edwards. Carol Isen of the Interuational Federation of Professional and 

Technical Engineers, Local 21, once complained, ~The whole place [parks and recreation 

department[ is in an uproar. Everyone’s ducking. It’s not a good place to work anymore with this 

maniac [Edwm-ds] in charge" (Slater, 2000, p. 92). On the whole, Edwards made very few 



friends a~nong labor representatives but provided the necessaly’ leadership to move a troubled 

ci’~ department forward. 

-PIC TIYRE X. 2- 
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A ccomplishments 

One of Ham~ Edwards’ primmy’ concerns voiced at the onset of his administration was to 

improve the quality of facilities and programs provided by the department. Speaking of the need 

to reclaim the city’s pa~cks Edwards proclaimed, "In this environment, Edwards says young 

blacks lose hope of gaining employment. Playgrounds, smad lots~ parks and backyard recreational 

sites in many instances have been taken over by drug dealers, or they have become the 

battleground m gang disputes. Put simply, they [Oakland city parks[ have become too dangerous 

to use.2 (Buzzle.com, n.d.). In tandem, Edwards also vowed to recapture diverted revenue and 

create new funding opportunities. 

Facility irnpr~)vements, Park a~nd playground developments were on Edwards’s "hit 

list" of facilities that needed renovating. For example, OPR teamed up with the Golden State 

Warriors and Bm~k of America _t_~__renovate the highly used basketball facility at the Allendale 

Recreation Center as part of the "Makin~ Hoops" program. Improvements to the facility 

included: 1) Removing resilient off of the surface; 2) replacing and resurfacing the basketball 

court2s asphalt 3) leveling and painting the lines on the courts blue a~d grey; 4) replacement of 

rims aJad baskets on the backboards. The Wamors and Bank of America teamed up for $25,000 

in renovations to the Allendale courts, including re-surfacing, leveling, coloring, new backboards 

and new baskets (Oakland.corn, 2001). 



To spur park renovations Edwards sought out a likely partner in the Trust for Public [,and 

(TPL), one of the nation’s preeminent land stewardship organizations. Several playground 

rcj uvenation proj ects were funded during Edward’s watch as a part of the TPL’s Bay Area 

Community Parks and Playgn-ounds Progn-am. Many of the parks were selected fi~r improvement 

because they were in great need of improvements and served a low-to-moderate income 

community. The key renovation projects included: 

Bella Vista Park. For over six years, TPL worked in collaboration with the city of 

Oakland and the Friends of Bella Vista Park to transforu~ this bleak asphalt 

playgn-ound into a beautiful green park. The 1.6-acre park now boasts a lawn, trees, 

new play structures, a stage, and upgraded sports facilities. Students participated in 

art programs to help design the pink and events like a chalk-drawing festival in which 

they depicted their dreams for the park on the much-loathed asphalt. Bella Vista Park 

is located in Oakland’s San Antonio district~ which is densely populated and has less 

than one-fifth of Oaldand2:s standard of four acres of park space per 1,000 residents. 

As the sole playground for the severely overcrowded Bella Vista Elementary School, 

the renovation of Bella Vista Park improved recreational opportunities for more than 

900 school--children and nearly 75,000 San Antonio residents. 

Bertl~a Port Park. Over the span of six years, The Trust fox Public Land raised 

$450,000 to help fund the Bertha Port Park project, and oversaw the redevelopment 
process from conception to completion. TPL facilitated a community outreach and 
desigm process to identilk the features local residents wanted for their park, and then 

hired Walter Hood Design to help translate the community_~.’-s ideas into reality. The 

Bertha Port Park transformed what was a sandy lot into a beautiful environment 
suitable fox residents of all ages. The park now has a lawn, picnic tables, a new play 

structure, fountain, and mosaic and tile proj ects completed by neighborhood children. 

Lincoln Square Park. Fom~erly a structurally unsafe, uninteresting playground with 
a rotted, wooden climbing structure, broken swings, and soil-sawdust floor that often 
contained shards of glass. The park is located next to Lincoln Elementa~ School, 

where enrollment exceeds capacity. The school relied on Lincoln Square Park for 
additional space and children wait in line to play. Four daycare centers and two Head 

Start Programs also use the park. The restored park, including a pagoda-themed play 

structure, new toddler swings, and saf’e~ surfacing for universal access. 

Nieol Park. A 9,000 square foot lot on the corner of Nicol and Coolidge Streets in 
Fruitvale, a high-density, low-to-moderate-income neighborhood with a distinct lack 
of recreational open space. Because of safe~" concerns, the Oakland Parks and 
Recreation Department removed the play equipment some years ago, leaving just a 
few benches to dot the untended lawn (Trust for Public Lands, 2009). 



TPL secured funding for park improvements through the San Francisco Foundation and other 

sources and conducted an inclusive community plmming and design process to develop t!~e 

-wit-i-~--a design for new playground developments (Trust for Public Lands, n.d.). Over the span of 

two years multiple park and recreation facilities were renovated by Edward’s administration. 

New revenue strearns~ One of the great challenges of contemporm~T parks and recreation~j,~[ I:orm~tted: ~ont: Not gold 

agencies is to generate external sources of revenue to augment atmual fiscal appropriations. 

Filling the revenue gap becomes a major undertaking during lean budget years and austere fiscal 

times. Realizing that Oakland has a budget gap, Edwards undertook the challenge to recapture 

existing revenue stremns and to catalyze new ones. One of the major revenue re-capture projects 

Edwards embarked upon was with the Atlanta-based soft drink giant Coca-_-Cola. In a bidding 

war with competitor Pepsi fi)r the exclusive contract to place vending machines in all city 

operated buildings, including 22 recreation centers, Coca-Cola offered Oakland more than $6.2 

million over 10 years. One major concern was the nutritional impact of selling soft drinks in 

locations frequented predominately by children. As a compromise Coca-Cola proposed to 

withhold its standard carbonated beverages from vending machines located in places frequented 

by kids such as recreation centers and libraries. In these locations noncarbonated, uncaffeinated 

drinks such as PowerAde and fruit juices were sold, while other municipal buildings such as 

police and fire stations would get the traditional Coke products (DeF ao, 2001). This 

unprecedented deal helped to subsidize the cost of facili .ty renovations and expand the 

department’s youth programs. Under the terms of the contract, the city would get a 45 percent 

conunission on vending machine sales, projected at $5.2 million over 10 years. Coca-Cola also 

would contribute more than $1 million in goods and services, including new scoreboards and 

backboards._.~._.---which would cm~.~ Coke advertising__~__.----and sporting equipment. Additionally, 



Coca-Cola provided two sport utility vehicles and hired Oakland youth for "Street Teams" that 

promoted parks progq-ams and, most likely, Coke products (DeFao, 2001). 

Despite the magnitude of the accomplishment, Edwards met adversity in his attempt to 

solidify the deal. Initially the City Council’s life enrichment committee postponed the vote on the 

resolution to authorize the agreement citing the fact that there were "unanswered questions." One 

councilperson argued that she was "not comfortable with the thought of Coke going out into the 

neighborhoods advertising with our [the City Council’s] blessing." Moreover, Oakland’_’:s Center 

for Commercial-Free Public Education (CCFPE), which had successfully fought soft drink 

contracts in schools in Oakland, Berkeley and beyond did not endorse the deal. The former 

CCFPE director vehemently argued that even if soft drinks were not available in recreation 

center machines, it still would be advertise& with the added force of a cit?~ endorsement. The 

Coca-Cola deal was a major coupe for Oakland~ leading to a continued legacy of revenue 

generation to offset the cost of providing quality park and recreation services to Oakland 

residents. Today, following Edwards’ landmark deal the depm-tment boasts of more tha~ 118 

partnerships with organizations and businesses that add services valued at more than $1,000,000 

(City of Oakland, Parks and Recreation, 2010). 

Improvements in recreation programmin~ During the directorate of Ham~ Edwa~ds in ~-- ~o~m~tte~ Font’ Not Bold 

Oakland, another of his primmy objectives was to provide recreation a~d sport progr~zns at the 

neighborhood level for youth and young adults. Based on his life experiences with public 

recreation programs early in his life and his endeavors in collegiate and professional sports, 

Edwm-ds understood the value of targeted prevention and intervention programs. Edwards knew 

that investing in school a~d public sports progrmns, conducted in secure, supervised play spaces~ 

was vital to detemng involvement in gangs and violence. Moreover, he noted, 



We are now facing a situation where the last hook and handle "that we have 

on our yonng people may be sports. It’s not a question of simply exhorting kids, 

as people did in the ’60s, to ~stay in sports, stay out of the courts. Playgrounds, 

parks, and rec [recreation] centers must be kept open, clean, and safe, and "the?’ 

must be fully staffed. Sports unfettered by rational, informed intervention merely 

reinforce the values th at prevail in the community (Slatcr, 2000, p. 92). 

Edwards, in a calculated manner continued the quest to expand prograrmning opportunities for 

yonng people. One of his suggestions is that young people should be allowed 24-hour access to 

basketball, volleyball, tennis, bowling, badminton~ or swimming. Inherently, Edwards aspired to 

develop a programming scheme that would foster the positive development of Oakland’s 

children and youth. 

Oakland also focused on exposing its youth to outdoor recreation and the environment. 

Toward this end, OPR, California State Parks, the Sierra Club, O’Neill Sea Odyssey~ and the 

California State Pa~ks Foundation fox,ned a partnership to provide opportunities for central city 

youth. This program was funded by a $27,278 grant from the Sie~a Club’s Youth in Wilderness 

Project and additional funding from the State Parks Foundation, to OPR, to take urban youth 

(4th.-_. and 5th.-_.-graders) on an outback experience to broaden their education on the ocean 

enviromnent and forest ecology. Each group experienced a two-day trip, which will include a 

journey aboard a 65-foot catamaran on Monterey Bay and an overnight camping experience at 

Big Basin Redwoods State Park (California Department of Pro-ks and Recreation, 2002). This 

parmership represented one of many that Edwards crafted to spur collaboration between the city, 

state and non-profits to provide opportunities for youth in our urban centers to experience 

California’s rich natural resources first hand. 



Edwards was equally concerned about "the equitable aJad accessible provision of services 

to citizens with disabilities. In order to better serve the recreational needs of the community and 

individuals with disabilities, OPR developed an instrumental Magnet Inclusion Annex at the 

Arroyo Viejo Recreation Center located in East Oakland. The Magnet Center serves as a 

centralized location where people with disabilities can make accommodation requests, receive 

assistance in identifying accessible facilities, and participate in specialized and inclusive 

programs. 

The Magnet Inclusion Center (MIC) concept as conceived by Edwards continues to 

provide comprehensive recreation programming and opportunities for persons with a disability 

residing in Oaldand. With the MIC, all progams are and/or can be accessible, through a special 

accormnodation request, at the Inclusive Center and throughout the Oakland Parks and 

Recreation’s centers and facilities. The Inclusive Center itself is a place where someone may find 

specialized and integrated programs that are set up to include people of diverse abilities. In 

addition, the office of the Inclusive Recreation Coordinator is a valuable community resource fox 

technical assistance on how to access other programs provided by the department, as well as 

making com~ections with other public and private orgamzations throughout Almneda County 

(City of Oakland, Parks and Recreation, n.d.). 

Political Storms in Oakland 

When Mayor Jell/Brown took office in 1999, he ushered in political and administrative 

change. Very quickly, through voter referendum, Brown was able to get an ordinance passed that 

shifted the power from the city manager to "the mayor in the strong-mayor form of government. 

Ultimately, this created a governmental structure with two points of power, the Mayor and the 

City Manager. After the shift, Brown aJ~d Bobb vowed to work together to resolve many of 



Oakland’s major challenges :_--reducing crime, improving education aa~d the economy. Political 

insiders predicted that the city management scenario would not last long. A voter-approved 

strong-mayor initiative transferred the role of chief executive from the manager to the mayor, 

creating a two-headed power structure unusual for a large city. 

Many city obsel~ers predicted Bobb would not last long. One of the primary points of 

controversy between Brown and Bobb was the site proposed as a new stadium for the Oakland 

A’s. Brown thought the site would be better suited for housing while Bobb pushed the stadium 

re-development project. But Brown and Bobb vowed to work together, saying they shared 

common goals from reducing crime to attracting development. Subsequently in early June of 

2003, city manager Bobb was forced to resign by Brown. In July Edwards opted to retire citing 

challenges with his pension. Despite the fact that newspaper accounts indicated that Mayor 

Brown asked Edwards to stay he moved forward with retirement plans. 

Local political pundits speculated that Edwa:d’s ties to former city manager Bobb may 

have forced {~--the retirement question. Edwards was given credit fox revitalizing Oakland city 

parks and recreation programs, but Bob.[2 is discredited for the mammoth overtime bills that were 

generated to keep Oakland parks clean (DeFao, 2003). Both Bobb and Edwards labored heavily 

to avext massive budget cuts in the Office of Parks arid Recreatio~x budget. Some ague that the 

temfinatio~x of Bobb and the resi~i~atior o1" Edwads were strategic. Interim City Maxager 

Deborah Edgerly rep]aced Edwards in July 2003 wii:h James Ry xgo who sea~ed as the Manager 

of Capii:al Improvemen I:s under Fdwards. 

Conclusion 

Dunng his three:-year tenure as director, Edwards provided oversight of" more than 300 

full-time employees and provided the leadership needed to restore Oakland’s 109 parks, 22 



recreation centers, swimming pools, golf courses~ and community programs. Arguably, this post 

proved to be one of his most challenging, with allegations of coralption and fraud already 

waiting for him and his staffto sort out (Moore, 2000). Among Edwards’ major successes during 

his administration were the restoration of sound management practices to the department; the 

development of major partnerships and sponsorships with corporation s; institution of 

collaborations with non-profit organizations: -and breaking ground on scveral new recreation 

facilities. Overall, Edward’s2 leadership during ve~ tenuous times in the city of Oakland played 

a major role m revitalizing one of the nation’s best urban park and recreation systems. 

Adam t terbert’s seminal surmna~" of the experience of minority administrators in state 

and local government featured in Public Administration Reviews, (1974) captured the essence of 

ttarry Edwards’ experience in Oaldand. Herbert elucidated that there are multiple dilemmas that 

stand out as being of particular significance for the minority administrator. The effective 

minority administrator will be one who can respond to the challenges of leadership in the quest 

for more responsive gove~nent in light/in spite of these obstacles: 

Governmental role expectations of minority administrators d o not necessarily coincide 
with the minority administrator’s own perceptions, goals, or cxpectations~:~ 

Unresponsive public policies put minority administrators in extremely tenuous positions 
vis-a-vis the agency, himself/herself, and the com-munity of which he/she is a 

Frequently the minority administrator is put into flaek-catching positions without the 

capacity to make meaningful decisions, but is expected to accept the responsibilities of 
progrmnmatic failures and "keep the natives calm." 

Advancement within "the governmental system is generally a function of adherence to 
established organizational nomas; one of these norms historically has been that one need 

not be concerned about the needs or priorities of minority communities. 

Minority communities sometimes expect much more of the minority administrator than 
he/she can provide; and in most cases demand a far faster response to their demands than 
these administrators have developed the capacity to deliver (p. 562). 



Mun-ay, Te~T, Washington, and Keller (1994) re-tested Herbert’s theses and discovered that 

mMinority administrators continued to grapple with the same dilemmas or forces discussed by 

Herbert in 1974. Mun-ay ct al. (1994) also noted that, 

Most minority administrators selected compromise strategies to resolve the pressures 

from the dilemmas. Such strategies indicate minority administrators arc able to reconcile 

their advocacy for minori’~ communities with the organizational aJad policy demands of their 

profession. Also, public agencies apparently are supportive of such strategies. In fact, public 

agencies would appear to promote such strategies because they support advocacy roles for 

minority administrators. To support such roles means the agencies must tolerate if not 

demand compromise career strategies by minori~7 administrators (p. 416). 

In other words despite the adverse conditions that HarU Edwards had to encounter to move his 

OPR agenda forward OPR_~ he stayed the course to accomplish his desi ~gnated goals. Regardless 

of how his internal and conununity critics saw his policies, the?" were strategically m~d legally 

~on point." On the whole, the one who proclaimed himself as ~DiW HIND’" (Slater, 2000, p. 92) 

pushed tl~ough the distractions to make a difference in one of the nation’s socio-economically 

hard-pressed communities. 

Over the spm~ of Ha~ Edward’s tenure with the OPR he strategically set out to better the 

parks and recreation system. On mm~y occasions he used his name and professional sports 

connections to catalyze funding for "the floundering system. Despite his short tenure as director 

Edwards’ leadership was piw~tal in bringing in additional private and public funding, 

implementing administrative rcfo~ns, the creation of new programs and mandating equity in 

service provision. Edwards demonstrated that the obstacles that a black public administrator 

must overcome while in public office are not insurmountable. 



At an annual meeting of the Ethnic Minorit?’ Society of the National Recreation and Park 

Association, there was once and Administrators Roundtable. In this forum which featured the 

majority of the premier parks and recreation directors from some of the nation’s largest cities~ (~)= 

One of the conversational threads of the hour related to how Africaaa American parks and 

recreation administrators are offered positions in cities where the urban area and the department 

are troubled. The local mayor or city manager will search the nation to find an individual who 

has gained acclaim among his/her peers and city manager as a ’~fixer" or who performs in the 

equivalent of a "miracle worker’~ to resurrect a troubled department. These organizations are 

characterized by declining budgets, poor morale, administrative and political tension, poor brand, 

community relations challenges, and a crumbling infrastructure (buildings, outdoor facilities, 

park land, and bridges and roadways). The directors are typically African Americans who were 

former athletes and have a herculean proclivity for service. Part of the pitch is the opportunity to 

"do good" and to trm~sform the rough, &T places in a community. Notw:-~:ithsta~ding the histo~ 

behind Edwards~ appointment in Oakland it makes one wonder what he could have 

accomplished with a stable budget, internal and external support, m~d more time. 

Local politics can be brutal and often lesser people succumb to the pressures of living in 

the "pressure cooker~-’-, of being a gove,ranent executive. In addition to the many contributions 

Ha~D" Edwards has made as a social activist and scholar, his life epitomizes what meaningful 

public sel-vice is all about. Oflen the roles Edwards: has played as a consultant to public and 

private sectors organizations are dwarfed by his mammoth contributions in other areas, namely 

his appointment as chief of paacks and recreation in Oaklaaad, California. 
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SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR SHIP AS SOCIAL ACTIVISM: 

-REWEAVING Tt tE URBAN FABRIC THROUGt t SPORT, RECREATION~ AND4~ 
LEISURE 

DR. VERNON L. ANDREWS AND& DR. ANN BROWER 

Two "thin gs are clear in Harry Edwards’ critique of African American sport in his essay 

titled ~Crisis of Black Athletes on the eve of the 2 l~st Century’;: 1) Edwards sees sport ........ both /,,~--{ F~r~attea: ,ot superscript! Subscript 

collegiate and professional__ as benefitting from black talent to the detriment of other areas of 

participation and excellence;_, and 2) Edwards feels the black community and urban America, in 

consortium with other individuals and institutions, needs to be central to the solution. But how 

do we best go about achieving this socially worthwhile and progressive goal? We would all 

want these outcomes for urban youth mired in dreams of sporting success, that they see other 

career options, that they be mentored toward achievement and that many segments of society 

could pitch-in such that we’d all own the responsibility and we’d all receive the credit for a job 

well done. Edwards, in the twilight of his career, prods us fox,yard with this vision of a future 

where we exploit local resources and bring them to bear on one of our most pressing issues: ...... 

turning our youth into productive, creative and self-actualized individuals. Edwards sees the 

vehicles of recreation and sport as key to the process. Of course, most of us have lemned by now 

the phrase, ~It’s harder to do than it is to say." Yes, scholars of sport, it is harder; but not 

impossible. 

In this essay we propose that such a scenario could eventuate in the USA’s urban areas 

given the framework and best practices regarding club sports structures, parks and recreation as 

practiced in New Zealand and the creativity, innovation and ground-level organizing of social 

cntrcpren curs. 



The vision of school sports programs and urban recreational success Edwards speaks of 

likely requires a matrix of solutions that might take decades to eventuate (as they have taken 

decades to form). But at some point historical aJad multi-layered problems ........ like athletes 

focusing far too much on athletic careers and urban centers not properly preparing youth for the 

variety of fields of endeavor------~---must meet their match in local community creativity, 

innovation and entrepreneurship coming together to solve these issues. 

We present below a review of literature that proposes a reweaving of the urban fabric of 

at least one communi .ty, Oakland~ California, that, if successful might serve as a model for other 

cities. Our optimism is based on the club system of sport in New Zealand, observed over 12 

years from 1996=-2008. Club sport, primarily rugby and cricket clubs in New Zealand, serves as 

social glue as it were~ and could be part of a formula of community, educational institutions~ 

clergy and local businesses banding together with other social entrepreneurs to produce a 

stronger social fabric not only for youth but for adults and seniors, also. 

Edwards’ Critique of Sports Effects 

In March of 2000, HInD~ Edwards published a key article in a special issue on Race, 

Sport and Professionalism in Society titled, ~Crisis of Black Athletes on the Eve of the 21 st ~-~[~orr~ttea: Not superscript/Subscript ~ 

Centre’;" (Edwa~:ds, 2000). ~[read Edwards’ essay before its publication and responded with an 

aJticle in the same issue of Society, titled ~Black Fields of Dreams" (Andrews, 2000). Edwmds’ 

specific concerns for the future of athletes and their lille chances in addition to his more general 

concern with the diversification of youth caJceer options resonated with me as an academic and a 

former wanna-be athlete from Oakland. Edwards notes the dilemma of sporting success for 

young black athletes (and white, for that matter) is that most, really, never will attain much 

beyond hi,gh school; what is worse, if they do obtain a college scholarship, they likely will not be 



able to take full advantage while seeking the sole dream of a pro caJceer. Most will return to 

urban spaces unprepaJced to live in a post-sport world: 

~..._the tragedy thousands upon thousands of black youths in obsessive 

pursuit of sports goals that the overwhelming majority of them will never attain; 

the tragedy of cultural and institutional under-development that affects so many 

successful and unsuccessful black sports aspirants .... At the root of these 

problems is the fact that black families have been inclined to push their children 

toward sports career aspirations, often to the neglect and detriment of other 

critically important areas of personal and cultural development. 

What may separate the average black high school athlete from his white counterpart is that he 

often is encouraged by coaches, family and friends to put all his ~eggs in one basket," as 

Edwards notes above. While Edwards (2000) says the problem rests not entirely on the athlete, 

he also notes that the solution is not entirely on the parents. Social infrastructure in many urban 

areas is far below par: 

........ =-.-= because black athletes’ academic problems are intertwined with 

black youths’ societal circumstances more generally there can be no effective 

resolution of the educational circumstances of black athletes at any academic 

level except in coordination with commensurate efforts in society. (RP-.. 10) 

With ever-present cutbacks in social services, no more apparent than in California, we 

might be a long time before sufficient intervention comes from ~other" sources outside of the 

community itself. Given that, Edwards feels that a large pm-t of the problem of sports 

participation rests with youth who not only have access to fewer facilities and fewer coaches, but 

even fewer role models outside of the arenas aJad fields across the USA. Thus, sport becomes the 



primary avenue of success for black youth cven in spite of its rarity. Taking advantage of the 

high level of participation in sport to funnel youth into education omside of sport is a goal 

Edwards (2000) sees as worthwhile, but those mentoring opportunities arc hampered by 

deteriorating parks and recreational facilities in urbaJa spaces. He notes: 

Predictable sports participation opportunities for those youths have also 

deteriorated. Playgrounds, sm~dlots, parks, aJad even backyard recreational sites in 

many instances have been taken over by drag dealers, or they have become 

battle,grounds in gang disputes, or they have simply become too dangerously 

exposed to eruptions of violence to be sal’ely used. (Edwards, PR. 9_--10) 

Unsafe and over-ran parks facilities certainly abound around Oakland, California, which 

is one reason Dr. Edwards left teaching sport sociolo~" at U.C. Berkeley in 2000 to head up 

Oakland’s Department of Parks and Recreation. While in California on sabbatical from New 

Zealand, I was asked to teach Dr. Edwards~ course in the spring of 2001, m~d was honored to fill 

his ve~.~ large academic shoes. While there, I kept a keen eye on Oakland’s facilities and began 

making comparisons to what I observed in New Zealand. 

What was appa~:ent to this ex-resident who had been away for the better pmt of 12 years 

was that in addition to trouble with local parks Oaklm~d was also undergoing a demographic shift 

with more Asian m~d Mexican immigrants, gentrification, and other complex civic issues beyond 

the scope of this essay. Edwards (2000) noted that while the situation was not hopeless, things 

certainly weren’t getting better: 

With school a~d community sports and recreation progrmns and 

opportunities on the decline, declining personal access and exposure [to sport by 

black youth] "the interest and the inw~lvement of that population in sport [is] likely 



to wane ..... ~lrea@ many high schools are unable to field temns or schedule 

dependable competition. (121~. 11) 

Indeed, when I approached my former coach Luzar from Castlemont High School at a 

class reunion in 1986 m~d voiced my upset at him cutting me from the very competitive varsity 

temn in my freshmm~ year (we didn’t have money for a JV team), he heard me out, then looked 

me dead in the eyes and said: ~Hey, I wish we had you now ....... only 12 people went out for the 

team this year." That statement was sobering. He went on to say ~There are so many people 

involved in drugs and gangs that few people want to play sport." I was left to wonder what had 

happened to Oakland since I went off to pursue my B.A. and master’s degrees (and later a Ph.D.) 

instead of the sport avenue. No longer looking to sport as a road out of Oakland, I looked to 

education. 

Edwards’ point is still well-taken: many youth do look to sport, mad in doing so a few do 

achieve therein; if we can mentor youth involved in sport and recreation to at least be aware of 

other career options and provide opportunities to develop other social, cultural and educational 

skills, we cm~ begin to turn around the devastation besetting many urban settings. But in concert 

with m~y opportunity provided by community and academic role models there must be safe, 

accessible public spaces. How might the renewal of parks and recreational facilities be renewed 

a~nd managed, given national, state and local budgets already stripped bare? Social 

cntrcprencurship might be one way forward. 

Entrepreneurs and Social Entrcpreneurship 

Entrepreneurs certainly aren’t the :first people who come to mind when reflecting on 

urban renewal. Why on earth would the likes of Bill Gates and Steve Jobs-----entrepreneurs in 

high-technolo~ ....... be concerned with urbaJ~ areas and social problems? Wouldn’t they be 



more concerned with generating new tech products aaad making more money for shareholders? 

Well, indeed, entrepreneurs do invent and create monetal)’ value, and if fortunate enough to 

become large, focus on share value. But in essence, entrepreneurs renovate and create new 

combinations of resources and pursue opportunities that others do not see and often engage in 

risk-taking while bringing together resources from various places (MolTiS, Kuratko and&- Covin, 

2000). Entrepreneurs create and innovate ........ wherever they see potential. They drive 

development by coming up with new %ombinations": 

They could modi~ existing products or services, develop new ones, 

improve production and marketing processes, find new sources of supply, take 

existing products into new markets, or create new forms of organization. In so 

doing .... they ~reform or revolutionize the pattern of production. ’’ (Dees, 2007, 

p. 25) 

Entrepreneurs have been around, of course, forever. Only recently have large 

corporations got into the act and begun to call upon the tactics of entrepreneurs and worked to 

produce %ntrepreneurial organizations" that are innovative, swift on their feet, adaptable to 

change and able to live with failure as part a~d parcel of the creative process (Morns, et al.:, 

2008). When a company like Blockbuster does not respond swiftly to the threat of Netflix, they 

risk obsolescence. But the concept of entrepreneurs wo,king to solve social problems: ...... 

sometimes for profit ....... is a relatively new development. And at first, the two---__-- 

entrepreneurship and social problems ........ might seem strange bedfellows. But as Dees (2007) 

suggests, "Radical breakthrou ,ghs tend to be disproportionately developed and brought to market 

by a single individual or new firm. Social entrepreneurs are needed to play the same innovating 

role with regard to social needs m~d problems." (12Ix. 26) 



The notion, simply put, is that creative minds ....... when put to the task of solving social 

problems ....... mi ,ght be more adept than government agencies at moving swiftly at adapting to 

various environments and situations. This radical notion ran counter to my upbringing which, as 

urban welfare dependg_ants, looked to the government as our last, best hope. Free breakfast 

programs and lunch vouchers, and on occasion, government cheese, helped me survive while 

growing up urban and black. 

But social entrepreneurship suggests there might be more ways than one to resolve long- 

standing social issues post civil-rights movement. Social entrepreneurs recently have moved to 

the fore in coming up with creative solutions and uncovering or creating new opportunities 

through a process of exploration, innovation, experimentation and resource mobilization." (Dees, 

2007, p. 26) Dees goes further in describing why social entrepreneurs might be better at solving 

social problems tha_n~ large, centralized government programs: 

This is an active, messy, highly decentralized leaa~ing process. 

Decentralization is critical because finding what works depends on having the 

right knowledge, being able to envision new combinations, and having the 

freedom to test ideas through action. The necessa~ knowledge cannot easily be 

centralized; much of it is local and dispersed among the population. As a result, 

some people will see opportunities and conceive of promising new combinations 

that others could not envision. Because of the creative nature of’this process, 

centralizing social problem solving makes about as much sense as centralizing art 

production. (2007, p. 26) 

To be sure, social entrepreneurs do often rely on money from government agencies to get 

their work done, but this is distinctly different from a program being run by the government. 



Frequently, when government money runs out, programs shut down. Social entrepreneurs are 

adept at seeking funding from multiple sources for their programs. They can, in addition, make 

alterations to programs without the bureaucracy and hassles usually associated with large 

agencies. This adaptability is summed up by Dees (2007): 

Social entrepreneurs can tailor their cffi~rts to different communities or 

markets in ways that would be difficult for government programs. Moreover, 

independent social entrepreneurs have access to private resources, while private 

contributions to government are relatively rare. Thus, social entrepreneurs are 

able to attract voluntary gifts of money, time, and in-kind donations, leveraging 

public money devoted to the same problem with philanthropy, social investment, 

or earned income from their business ventures. (E~. 26) 

I suggest here that social entrepreneurship might be a good option for tackling urban 

social problems as the?" relate to sport, play and recreation. Social entrepreneurs in one stu@ on 

the east coast found that working with recreation and coaching, specifically, led to a sports 

intex~ention that aided the local Springfield, Massachusetts cotranuni~. Intrator and Siegel 

(2010) found that social entrepreneurship indeed was a good, ecological and sustainable fit fox 

social cha~ge in their community via teaching youth to coach younger kids: 

Fox example, communications:- skills have been identified as being critical 

for succeeding in school and work environments. But, it is also a [\~ndamental 

skill required in coaching. Coaches need to think clearly and concisely, and to be 

able to inspire and instruct their players in an an-ay of practice and competitive 

settings. They also need to set m~d [\~lfil goals, problem solve, show initiative, 

focus attention, control exnotions, and manage time effectively. Consequently, our 



hypothetical answer to the "sport question" became that of using coaching as a 

means to teach a cluster of achievement attributes that had great transferable value 

to academic work, citizenship and family lille. (2010, p. 69) 

The "sport question" basically asks how communities can use youth overindulgence in sport to 

teach skills of "great transferable value." Identifying social problems (substance abuse, truancy, 

health initiatives) and solving them with ingenuity and creativity remains the goal and focus of 

social entrepreneurs; isolating the building of skills with "great transferable value" might be a 

way forward for cities like Oakland as it relates to the area of sport and recreation. In the 

conclusion of this essay, we will revisit Edwards’ thesis on sport, athletes, role models and other 

avenues and the viabili~7 of the club system of sport~defined herein__ as a possibili .ty for 

social entrepreneur intervention. 

Background 

Researd~ has long recognized the benefits of sport and recreation to individuals’ physical health 

(Boreham and Riddoch 2001 ; Ho et al. 2003; Orsega-Smith et al. 2004), as well as emotional 

well_-_.-being (Fuchs et al. 1994; Karlis and Dawson 1996; Pretty et al. 2005), and self-esteem 

(Spence et al. 2005; Tracy and Erkut 2002). In a community context, reseaach suggests that 

sport and recreation might benefit the following areas: crime, school attendance, drug abuse, 

violence, and social cohesion (Cunningham and Benforti 2005). 

This paper focuses on the potential of 1) social entreprcneurs working to create, 2) a club 

structurc of urbaJa sport and rccreation that aids in creating programs that build socially 

transferable skills through mentoring and coaching while also 3) providing facilities for seniors 

and others to play, network and engage in civic activities, thus 4g) aiding in rcweaving the urban 



fabric through social cohesion by also promoting contact among different social and ethnic 

gn-oups. 

This paper uses comparative autoethnography of the authors’ experience of social recreation in 

Oakland, California and Christchurch, New Zealand to explore how sports, parks, and organized 

leisure activities can serve two purposes ....... being places for healthy and fun activity as well as 

spaces for social unification. Using examples from the two cities, we propose that recreation, 

leisure, and sport offer opportunity for contact across demographic and racial divides, and this 

contact can lead to greater understanding among racial and class groups. We observe %est 

practices" from Christchurch on using safe, clean, and accessible (both physically and 

financially) recreational and sports opportunities to reweave the urban fabric into an integrated 

network of healthy individuals. 

We then suggest applications of three of these practices to ethnically, linguistically, and 

economically diverse Oakland, California. Hence this paper proposes recreation and sport as a 

collective vector for both health and for reweaving the urban framework. We offer concrete 

suggestions for Oakland as a model of a city wanting to improve park infrastructure and safe 

access to existing facilities. We stop short, though, of enacting interventions or suggestion how 

social entrepreneurs should proceed in working with the City of Oakland. That organic process 

is best left to social entrepreneurs themselves. 

~()ak~nd ._~..~{ I:orm~tte~l: Font: Not Bold 

Oakland has a long hi sto~)’ of producing successful athletes who h ave gone on to greater 

accolades in college, the Olympics and professional sport. Those athletes include Joe Morgan, 

Dave Stewart and GaiT Pettis in baseball, Bill Russell, Gm2r’ Payton and Jason Kidd in 

basketball, and stars in both "track and field and professional football. A contributor to athletic 



success has been the school, park and recreational facilities provided by the city of OaklaJad. 

More recently, however, residents mi ,ght argue that athletes succeeded in spite of the civic 

facilities. The development, though, of career athletes is only one of the benefits of having 

playable facilities in and around the City. 

Benefits can accrue to the average citizen wanting to maintain physical fitness, visit nature or 

make new fi-iends. In addition, "the social fabric of the city improves as young meet old, black 

and white meet Asian and Mexican American, and various class levels of townsfolk get a 

chance, on occasion, to mix, mingle and share in recreational experiences. The value of 

intermingling goes beyond sport and into the domain of reweaving an urban fabric in Oakland 

that, in many places, has become m~ravelled. More specifically, parks and recreation provide a 

vector for ~contact,’’ which has been shown to ease cross-cultural tensions. This paper, among 

other goals, works to apply the contact hypothesis to sport and recreation, and argues that they 

offer a vector for unifying society" via interpersonal communication as people engage in fun, safe 

leisure activity. We use Christchurch, New Zealand’s urban pa~k and recreation facilities as a 

model of a city dedicated to improving an alrea@ well-run paxks imfrastructure. 

Paxks, recreation, and sports can play an important role in building social networks and youth 

success, as Harry Edwards noted in the opening quote to this chapter. Kids would begin to see 

that Oakland cares about their well-being; youth who have input into facilities and gain a sense 

of self-efficacy and have places to hang out aJad meet other kids; parents see the common ties 

outside of sport into interpersonal commonalities, educational aspirations, job possibilities and 

business relationships and seniors can use recreation as a means to negotiate loneliness by 

meeting other seniors, possible partners and can also use parks as a means to maintain good 

health. 



Like many other urban areas in the United States, Oakland has a challenge to not only improve 

park and recreational facilities, but to ensure safe parks and to get more participation by city 

residents in outdoor activities. We question how Oakland mi ,ght improve its recreation 

infrastructure------~---both physical and social.------~---in order to promote leisure, play and games, but 

also inter-racial, inter-generational, and inter-class contact. We use autoethnography to examine 

Oakland’s historical recreational infrastructure, then use lessons from Christchurch to propose 3 

steps to improve the Oakland parks and recreation environment and positive intergroup contact. 

The Contact Hypothesis 

Contact research attempts to understand the intergroup situations that facilitate positive social 

change by outlining specific ways prejudiced individuals can learn to overcome stereotypes and 

negative attitudes about out-groups. The contact theo~7 is grounded in the notion that increased 

contact with out-groups__ be they ethnic, religious, sexual, gendered or ability-related 

groupsz---can reduce prejudice and hostility toward those groups. Gordon Allport (Allport 

1954; Allport 1958) is generally credited with introducing the Contact Hypothesis into 

psychological literature, though resemchers since the mid-1930s (Bramfield 1946; Horowitz 

1936; Lett 1945; Smith 1943; Zeligs and Hendrickson 1933) have been grappling with how to 

reduce levels of prejudice and increase social tolerance in society and wxious institutions, like 

the militmy (Brophy 1946; Singer 1948; Stouffer 1949). 

Since it was thought that prejudices grew and :festered because of limited information, social 

contact ....... of any sort, it was thought ....... would aid cross-cultural understanding, especially as 

it was applied to racial issues in the United States. Allport refined this simple notion into his 

contact hypothesis by stating that certain social conditions needed to be met in order to [\tlly 

maximize the potential contact for the reduction of prejudices (Allport 1954). He was aware of 



the negative reactions some people had when they were simply tossed together or met in adverse 

situations: "Theoretically, every superficial contact we make with an out-group member could 

by the °law of frequency’ strengthen the adverse associations th at we have." (Allport 1954) 

Thus, Allport worked to figure out what intergroup scenarios and situations maximized positive 

social outcomes. He described the ideal scenario thus: 

To be maximally effective, contact and acquaintance progrmns should lead 

to a sense of equality in social status, should occur in ordinm.~ purposeful 

pursuits, avoid artificiali~~, and if possible eNoy the sanction of the communi .ty in 

which they occur. The deeper and more genuine the association, the greater its 

effect. While it may help somewhat to place members of different ethnic groups 

side by side on a job, the gain is greater if these members regard themselves as 

part of a teana. (Allport 1954) 

Before applying Allport~s last word on "team" to this study, let us first review a key ...... ~~;~~~iii~~;~i;~i~;~ii~;i~i;; ......................... 
~ 

study since Allport’s original work. In his quote above, Allport discussed four basic prerequisite 

featmes of contact scenarios that would lead to a reduction of intergroup comqict and thus 

increase intergroup haJ~nony. These features are 1) equal status within the contact situation, 2) 

intergroup cooperation, 3) common goals, and 4) support of authorities, law, or custom. These 

were thought then to be the cultural mixing situations that reduced cross-cultural suspicion, 

stereotyping and prejudice. Since that time, many studies have tested all maimer of people in 

various social settings in order to figure out how to best reduce social tensions primarily across 

racial lines. Dixon, Dun-heim and Tredoux (2005) have critically reviewed these studies and 

formulated an "optimal contact strateg?’" that posits conditions for "good contact+"2 

contact should be regular and fi~equent 

contact should involve a balanced ratio of in-group to out-group members 



contact should have genuine "acquaintance potential" 

contact should occur across a variety qf social settings and situations 

contact should be,free j?om competition 

contact should be evaluated as "important" to the participants involved 

contact shouM occur between individuals who share equaliO~’ of stares 

contact shouM involve interaction with a counter-stereotypic member of another group 

contact shouM be organized around cooperation toward the achievement of a superordinate 

goal 

contact shouM be normatively and institutionally sanctioned 

contact shouM be J?ee J?om anxiety or other negative emotions 

contact shouM be personalized and involve genuine J?iendship Jbrmation 

contact shouM be with a person who is deemed a typical or representative member of 

another group. 

At the same time that Di×on, Dm~heim and Tredou× lay out the Optimum Contact Strategy, they 

set out to critique it. They are careful to note that it is not "the contact hypothesis per se that is at 

fault, just that society does not present neat categories and social settings such as us resem-chers 

would like. They note that social situations are messy’ and uneven and that quite often contact 

scenarios (here they draw on research of racial contact in South Africa and the USA) do not give 

us the ideal situations under which optimum contact can occur (Dixon et al. 2005). 

As such, one question this present study asks is, 1) given the societies we live in and the *-----~ ~:~rm~tted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

messy situations we interact in, in what ways can we optimize intergroup contact to reduce social 

tensions? For social entrepreneurs who endeavor to work in and around Oakland’s parks and 

recreational facilities, intergroup contact that reduces tension should be a key goal. 



We acknowledge the ground-breaking work of Dixon, Durrheim and Tredoux (2005) to 

further the contact hypothesis by both questioning how we go about conceptualizing research 

questions and simplistically analyze responses, and positing that society is, well, quite messy 

when it comes to optimum scenarios. Still, messy as society is, Dixon et al. believe----~---as we 

do----~---that there are opportunities for the reduction of prejudice in everyday life; we further 

believe that if communities work proactively in social institutions such as parks and recreation 

facilities they can promote positive social change and the reduction of tensions between social 

groups. 

That is to say, working within the framework created by Dixon, Durrheim and Tredoux 

(2005), we can realize another possibility__ that one need not have optimum scenarios in order 

to obtain positive results; the trick is not expecting perfection, but understanding that people’s 

lives are constructed and built from day-to-day with multiple scenarios that shift perceptions of 

the social other. Expecting maximum results from any one inte~wention is, well, admirable, but 

in the end rarely achievable. Another option might be to maximize the potential of the social 

situation so that positive outcomes might eventuate. By putting people together in recreational 

contact situations, however imperfect, there is the possibility that further contact situations 

between individuals might eventuate that are closer to the optimum contact scenarios critiqued. 

If we take the messiness of eveuday life and add some intentionality regarding contact, 

we might have scenarios that give way to further movement along the continuum that is the 

reduction of intergroup prejudice and suspicion. We think of these situations as organic contact. 

Organic contact is messy, can lead to disagreements, is not always well-organized aaad can 

appear to move slowly regarding the reduction of tensions. But oOrganic contact also can lead 

to interaction, fi-iendship, further contact, and a slow-eroding of intergroup hostilities. 



Organic gardens have bugs, snails and all mm~ner of issues not associated with clean hydroponic 

gardens; but fortunately, we don’t live in hothouse gardens ....... perfect environments. We 

likewise don’t live m~d circulate in optimum contact environments. Orgaaaic contact 

environments forged to reduce intergroup tensions need to begin by meeting Allport’s initial 

contact hypothesis scenarios of 1) equal status within the contact situation, 2) intergroup 

cooperation, 3) common goals, and 4) support of authorities, law, or custom. Some degree of all 

four of the above are necessalyT to create an organic contact scenario that has the potential to 

grow relationships that might lead to further contact situations that are more optimmn. We feel 

that intergroup contact__ when safe and constructive as could be had in supportive parks and 

recreational settings around Oakland__ could lead to more optimum contact. 

Thus optimum contact is not rej ected as an eventual goal, but yields to organic contact as ...... { ~rn~tte~l: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

a starting-point in the process. Advancing Allport’s ~iati~nl of "team," we are encouraged by 

the potential of play and games m~d sport a~d recreation to move beyond the fun and healthy 

lifestyle activities to further enhance our understanding of social others in large urban spaces. 

Dixon, Durrheim m~d Tredoux (2005) allude to the idea that contact through sport can be 

maximized if we can better understa~qd the people involved, how they see the world and the ways 

they see change as beneficial in their own lives. 

Autoelhnographic Research M~,thods 

Sport is ripe for social analysis, especially as it relates to how people interact and get .... [ t=~rrn~tt~a¯ Indent: First line: 0,5" 

along with each other. How we look at sport ........ the lens we choose--~---oflen determines the 

data collected, the structure of our analysis m~d our results. Given our concerus with affecting 

change at the inteipersonal level between individuals, we feel it is instructive to approach this 

research from a personal, first-hand account. Specifically, we begin the discussion of urban 



recreation with a qualitative autoethnography that revisits the urban fabric and sports 

infrastructure of inner-city Oakland in the 1960s and 1970s. 

There aJce a growing number of academic practitioners employing a variety of qualitative 

narrative methodologies in their research processes to add depth and texture to data. These 

qualitative methods range from autoethnography to evocative narratives to reflexive 

ethnographies. Autoethnography, wide in its application, is most often thought of as an 

autobiographical form of writing and research that connects the personal to the cultural (Hayano 

1979). Autoethnographers gaze at society through a wide-angle lens focusing outward on social 

and cultural aspects of their day-to-day personal experience, before turuing the lens inward to 

expose personal vulnerabilities that both refract and resist various social interpretations (Ellis and 

Bochner, 2000, p. 739; see also Deck~ 1990; Neumann, 1996; Reed-Danahay, 1997). Personal 

stories as evocative narratives, under the rubric of narrative inquiry (Bochner et al.~ 1997; 

Bochner et al.~ 1998), are about showing characters embedded in the complexities of lived 

moments of struggle while they cope with ma~:ginalization and incoherence that call one’s 

meanings and values into question. 

Evocative narratives certainly appear to reflect what happens in the day-to-day life of 

many African Americans who tell and re-tell stories of urban social marginalization. By using 

the phrase "evocative," ~gome break from conventional norms in social science that separate 

researcher and subjects (Ellis and Bochner~ 2000, p. 744; Jackson~ 1989), and test and contest the 

notions of generalizability (Geertz, 1973). 

Reflexive ethnographies are employed by those who study feminism (Behar, 1996; Behar 

and Gordon, 1995; Krieger, 1991; Personal Narratives Group, 1989; Richardson, 1997), and 

those who study cultures and subcultures. In ~eflexive ethnographies, authors use their own 



experiences in the culture reflexively to "bend back on self and look more deeply at self-other 

interactions" (Ellis and Bochner, 2000, p. 740). The researcher’s personal experience becomes 

important primarily in how it illuminates the culture under the microscope of academic study. 

Reflexive ethnogq-aphies allow fi~r beginning studies from one’s own experience to studying the 

experience of other subjects, and even reflection on the experiences of doing a study. 

But we have to ask of any narrative, "is the stole’ accurate? Is this exactly what 

happened?" The problem, though, might not be in the exact telling of the exact events__ as 

though there were such a thing__ as the consequences of the story we have formulated. This 

problem is addressed by Ellis and& Bochner when they ask, reflexively: "Does my story reflect 

my past accurately?" (Ellis and Bochner~_ 2000, p. 746). The crucial issues are what narratives 

do, what consequences they have, to what uses they can be put. These consequences often 

precede rather than follow the story because they are enmeshed in the act of telling. 

This paper relies primarily on autoethnoF#aphy of the first author’s~ experience growing 

up in Oakland and migrating to Christchurch to accept a job as a University Professor. Both 

authors are familiar on a personal level with the status of Oakland park and recreational facilities. 

The first author’s childhood experiences in Oakland contribute to an autoettmographic portrait of 

the urban and recreational context of the city. Below are few personal/sociological experiences 

in urban Oakland presented as accurately an.d_, honestly as I recall them with my culturally 

reflexive lens. Both authors are aware of the lack of generalizability of their lives and their 

stories to specific others,zs 

Recreation in Oalcland 

Growing up in East Oaklandz9 in the heart of the flatlands ........ 53£d Avenue--~----meant ..... --[ ~rrn~tted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

-’-~’-’-f Formatted: Not Superscript! Subscript 

difficult access to parks. Knowland Park, always a treat fi)r kids in the late 1960s and early 



1970s (though it appeared grossly under-utilized), was difficult to get to without paying bus 

fares. Fifteen cents is not much in today’s money, but for poor kids back then, it was prohibitive. 

Bm there was always the comfort and green grass of local Brookdale Park, near Fremont High 

School and a couple of miles l?om our home, though there was always that tedious two-mile 

walk to the park that, most hot summer days, we were not willing to make. There was even St. 

Cyril’s Catholic school, near 62fd and Bancroft, if we wa~ted an even longer walk and g~ass to ~_.~--{ ~rma~ea: ~ot superscript! Subscript 

play baseball or football. In a pinch, a few of us ragamuffin ghetto kids would sneak onto ~e 

lawn m front of the large Safeway tteadqua~ers on 5@ and East l~h Street and play football ~..~--~ ~rma~ea: ~ot Superscript/Subscript 

-~-~-~ Fo~ma~e~ Not Superscript/Subscript 

until securib" ~ards chased us away. We would do ~ything to play on ~ass__ a scarce 

co~odity in East OaNand. Beyond this, there were no facilities a~ywhere near my house for 

recreational enjoyment. 

Until I arrived at California State University at Chico 0~ereafter Chico State) in 1976, my 

access to rec~vational activities in nature was limited. Urban schools in Oakland are not b~own 

for grass, trees or ani~nals roaming nemSy (with the possible exception of S~’line High School). 

My first recreational experience with "nature" in the 1960s, ~en, was when nature came to us; 

once a year a cow was brought to Horace Mann elementm~~ school for education proposes. Off 

the trailer would trot a trainer leading a daiD~ cow to the amazement m~d squeals of kids. On 

those days we lea~ed about milking, maNng butter and later even got a chance to pet the cow. 

Small items, for sure, but big to a~y inner-city child without access to nature. There were horses 

in Oakland, we had heard, but they were many miles into the hills at a public stable. We were 

once brave enough and energetic enough to walk into the Oakland hills to make an attempt to 

ride. Of course, once we got there we were told we did not have enough money to ride. We 

begged, to no avail, [k~r f~ee rides. 



On rare occasions, Horace Mann Elementacr’ could afford to take us kids on field tnps both in 

aa~d out of the ci’u. I recall the serenity of visiting Muir Woods and also Jack London’s cabin. 

We even visited the (’then) new Oakland Museum. These few field tnps had a profound effect on 

me - I saw a world outside my neighborhood - aa~d sel~zC as good memories of park and cultural 

experiences. Without a doubt, these early adventures later led me "to pursue more park and 

recreational activities as a student at Chico State and later in other cities where I lived. 

There were occasions, though where I was taken to other parks and recreational facilities .... ~ rormattea: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

outside of Oakland, such as "Playland at the Beach" in San Francisco, Alameda beach or 

Washington Park, also in Alameda. I would say that my park and recreational experiences at the 

time I left for Chico State were about average for an Oakland inner-city kid. One thing lacking 

in my early experiences was a structured way to go about seeing and doing things. There seemed 

to be few organizations dedicated to sel~;ing the needs of young kids at the time. Fortunately, 

there were two organizations, the (then) East Oakla~ad Boys Club a~nd the local YIvlCA. 

Structured Activity 

One lasting memo13, of my youth was my first night in nature. A week-long summer visit ..... { Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

to Camp Loma Mar when I was 12 years old was my first time discovering walking trails, large 

forest trees, natural lakes, wild ammals, mountain air and life outdoors. We were all grateful to 

the YMCA (near Fremont High School) for this opportunity, along with the entrepreneurial 

experience of selling YMCA toffee-coated peanuts door-to-door to earn "the money for the 

adventure. This first trip (circa 1970) led to a life-long respect and admiration for nature. 

I was also given enough money (I believe the summer dues were only three dollars) to 

join the East Oakland Boys Club on 85,th: and East l:~h street. Though~ survival in these clubs _<.....---{ F~rraattea: Not superscript/Subscript 
..... Formatted: Not Superscript! Subscript 

often tested one’s masculinity at an ea~-ly age, both the ~’Y" and the "Club" proved to be spaces 



where young boys could meet and vent steam and energy in constructive ways. Participation in 

the Boys Club craft shop was a constructive and creative way to focus our attention as we tried 

our hand at carving plastic into jewelleu. The Boys Club also provided free lunches during those 

long summer days; having no lunch money was no issue. Finally, the Boys Club sponsored me 

on recreational field trips to Santa Cruz and Disncyland, ultimate amusement adventures for any 

boy or girl. 

In more structured league play, I was a second-baseman on a little league team 

throughout my junior high school days at Alexander ttamilton (now Calvin Simmons Junior 

ttigh). After-school teams were sponsored by local businesses a~d my involvement in games 

and practice after school kept me out of trouble, especially since we were told that in ! 973 that 

our Jr. High school was the most violent in America. Indeed, violence was spreading. Our 

neighborhood coruer-market on 54~th and East 14~th Street was purchased by a Middle-Easteru 

family and they all worked in the bustling shop. The business ended tragically when the entire 

family was gummed-down in the store for some unkmown reason to us kids. 

Playing little league, though, gave me an escape. Baseball gave me a chance to meet new 

kids a~nd make new friends, gave me a chance to hone my skills (such as they were), and gave me 

a chance to interact with grown-ups in a non-threatening environment. Volunteers were lmgely 

responsible for the success of these well-structured (if under-funded) recreational leagues. 

Seeing adults who were not officers or teachers or principals or parents ....... but people who were 

there to interact with and help us ........ was refreshing. The component of adult volunteers might 

be the most important aspect for social entrepreneurs to consider regarding parks and recreation 

participation. 

Financial Access 

Formatted: Not Superscript! Subscript 



Access to facilities was always problematic. There seemed to be little coherent structure 

or planning to experience all Oakland had to offer in the form of parks and recreation. No 

chance, then, to visit "the Oakland Obsei-vatol3’ up on Mountain Boulevard. It was hit or miss. 

Schools provided some access, Boys Clubs and the YMCA some structured activities, but there 

seemed to be no organization or joinin g of ga-oups dedicated to seeing th at poor kids were 

allowed access to local facilities. Oakland, admittedly, had its hands full with the Black Panther 

Party, the Hell’s Angels and Vietnam protests. We were left, it seems, to sort things out on our 

This is not always a good formula for staying out of trouble, especially on hot summer own. 

days. 

We did have access to ways to cool-off during the sumaner months, primarily at the local 

pool at Fremont II~igh Sschool. But it was always overcrowded, understaffed, and too 

expensive for poor kids. On occasion (well, twice) a few of us went to t tayward Plunge, but the 

expense of the bus and entl.W was always an inhibiter. Access to water-based recreation was 

therefore limited. While social entrepreneurs might not be able to persuade facilities to offer free 

admittance, we would hope that future funding of public facilities would either increase (helping 

eve137body) or subsidies would aid those in need of all ethnicities. 

Access to Recreation 

Access to parks and recreation facilities during youth, especially in urban enviromnents 

like Oakland where unemployment is oflen high, is vital for young boys. But given that, we 

think access for young gifts is also important. Boys at least had the Boys Club and the YMCA, 

but we are left wondering what access young gifts like my sister had to summer recreation. I 

would guess girls were not a priority then, a situation that has been at least partially remedied. 

The Boys Club is now the Boys and Gifts Clubs of America, a move long overdue. But our 

[ Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 
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concern for access does not begin aJad end with kids. Seeing adults "working out" or a senior 

citizen walking for health reasons back then was extremely rare. In the past few years, though, 

we have seen many, young and old alike, taking advantage of beautiful Lake Merritt by walking 

or jogging around its perimeter. Health was not a high priority on inner-city checklists in the 

1960s and 1970s, but thankfully that seems to have shifled over the years. But there still seems to 

be a dearth of activities for seniors ci~wide in park and recreation facilities. That, too, is an 

access issue, and certainly an issue Harry Edwards__ a senior citizen himself~ would see as 

important in 20! 1 and beyond. 

Access to Oakland and surrounding parks and recreation facilities while I was growing 

up was dependent on finances. Finances were needed for kids to afford to travel to venues, to get 

into facilities, and to eat while away from home whether we were at a game, a pool, or a park 

with horses. With little structure for organized access and no sponsorship for kids to attend 

events, especially du~ing the non-school summer months, we were left to our own devices. 

Money loomed large in exclusion from many inner city and out-of-city activities. But local 

organizations aided my inclusion in a w~:iety of activities; fiom baseball little leagues to camping 

trips, amusement park trips and summer basketball leagues. Thanks to the many volunteers (~z~d 

no doubt, low-paid staff) at the YMCA, Boys Club and little leagues a~ound the city, I was 

a£forded many opportunities_..., wifl~ one exception. That was the one time I attended a Boy 

Scout meeting ........ all fired-up aJad raring to go into a wonderfully structured environment [\~ll of 

promise. Until they told me---~and my mother--~---there was a fee for the unifo~n. End of 

stol3,. 

Fear and Safi,~ 



Play in and around Oaklm~d parks and recreational facilities was fearful for many kids. ~ .... [ Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

There was little chance to play sport without venturing to un-friendly neighborhood 

surroundings ........ someone else’s ’~-hood. There was a~ always the threat of terror when going to 

Grcenman’s Field near Havenscourt, or Arroyo Viejo Park near Castlemont or Deferrnery Park 

downtown. The first author is overjoyed to report that never once was he beaten-up in pursuit of 

parks or recreation as he was swill afoot. There were enough urban legends to keep him and 

others away from the tougher facilities. We stayed away mostly because there was always 

unease about personal safety and getting bullied. Few adults were eve~ around to supervise or 

protect us. At least Brookdale Park near my house was peaceful. The one benefit of going into 

structured little league play in junior high school was that with parents and volunteers in 

attendance these situations were safe. Never once did I see a fight, scuffle or otherwise 

intimidating situation. 

Structured activity" was a f~: cry from walking around the city looking for various kids to 

play football, baseball or basketball with in the days when we had no leagues available to us. 

They were dangerous and very intimidating times. I never saw a~y law officers around or near 

parks in those days, nor did we notice many adults supervising games and play at pinks. Adult 

supervision would have helped create a safer environment for kids to play. Adults were bigger 

than bullies. Adults who also recognize their responsibility as role models (while, say, coaching 

or facilitating activities) would go a long way towards imparting transferable skills like listening, 

following instructions, setting goals and working as a reran. 

Civic Dedication 

We emphasize a few things above that we believe are crucial to any municipal program: ~ -----~ Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

well-kept local park and recreation facilities, financial access to parks and recreation for all ages, 



structurcd activities for kids and adults and sa£ety at all public park al~td recreational facilities. It 

is no accident "that since living in Oakland the first author has decided to live in cities that have 

these issues as priorities. Indeed, all the cities chosen to live in since leaving Oakland at age 18 

a~-e considered top echelon cities nationally and internationally; Seattle, Palo Alto and Madison 

have all been rated among the best places to live in America.3° What each city shared was a 

strong city council, forward thinking citizens and the willingnaess to invest in the future of the 

ci~T environment. As a citizen in each place, I took the time to vote, enjoy the recreational 

facilities and participate in sports leagues and civic groups, which often included travel outings 

to nearby communities, parks, zoos mad other attractions. Oakland, by comparison, had not 

appeared as committed to the future of its environment, at least not in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

Both authors have lived for aaa extensive period in Christchurch, New Zealand, 

Nicknamed the "Godzone," New Zealand is home to whales, dolphins, penguins, albatross, tree 

ferns, fiords and scenic glaciers. Because of this clean, green ~eputation, New Zealand has been 

ax~ attractive spot for Hollywood productions such as~lurassic Park,~ing Kong~The Lord of the .~--~ ~orrn~tted~ Font: Italic 
~.~’[ Formatted: Font: Italic 

Rings and thei’~arma: : Chromcles: The proclaimed Garden CIty~ Christchurch has ample _    "(           Formatted: Font: Italic 

""[ Formatted: Font: Italic 
green space, safe .ty and widespread free or cheap access to parks a~ad recreational facilities. 

The~e is a strong local commitment to the envirotm~ent. Handguns are batmed in New Zealand, 

a~d so the violent crime rate is lower than one would expect for a city of its size)z 

We use Christch urch as a model of recreation infrastructure because the city council’s 

support for the social and physical infrastructure of sport a~d recreation "clubs" and sport-related 

festivals are effective means of implementing the organic intergroup contact hypothesis. While 

not directly parallel to Oakland demographically, Christchurch is similar to Oakland in size, 



socio-economic status aJ~d landscape. Oakland civic leaders aJad future social entrepreneurs 

could staJad to profit from lessons learned in New Zealand. 

Demographics 

Christchurch (344,100) is roughly the same size as Oakland (399,-484) (Christchurch ..... --[ rormattea: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

City Council; City of Oakland). The Christchurch household mediaJa income is NZ$36,502 and 

Oakland’s is $44,384 (City of Oakland; Statistics New Zealand 2001 ). Christchurch, over the 

past decade, has experienced immigration from Japan, Taiwan, Korea and China~ similar to (but 

later than) Oakland’s Asian immigration. The Christchurch City Council (CCC) views it as a 

challenge to incorporate these various groups into the recreational framework of the city. 

Females outnumber males in the city by 10,000. And while most females and males are white 

(of European aaacest~), 6.9% of the local population is Maori (the indigenous people of New 

Zealand) and 4.1% are Asian (as of 1996) (Christchurch City Council 2000: 3~ 5, 6, 12, 13). 

Like Oakland, Christchurch has experienced a drop in two-parent families, though the two-parent 

family is still predominant. 

The Christchurch Recreation and Sport Inf?astructure 

The Christchurch Ci.ty Council appears to recognize the value of sport a~ad recreation, a~nd ..... ~rorr~att~a: Indent: ~irst line: 0.5" 

to realize that there is a wide variety of opinions~---often contradicto~_.~_.----on the issue of 

parks and recreation. In 2000, a Council-chartered Steering Group issued a strategy for 

recreation and sport to do four things: a) guiding the council officers in the process of developing 

a strategy, b) assist in the development of a draft strategy, c) help analyze the comments and 

feedback received from the dral’t strateg.w, and d) incorporate comments and feedback into the 

final strategy’ (Christchurch City Council 2000: 3). The CCC is extensively involved in the sport 



arena because of what it sees as direct benefits to the population. For instance, in 1996 the CCC 

developed a Recreation aJ~d Sports policy "that states: 

The Christchurch City Council is committed to making a significant and 

sustainable contribmion to the quality of life of its residents, particularly its 

chil&en and youth, by supporting a broad range of recreation aJad sport sel~ices, 

facilities aJad programs. This policy is based on the belief and values that: 1) 

participation in recreation and sports makes a significant contribution to the 

health, well being and quali~7 of life of the people of Christchurch, 2) recreation 

and sport makes a positive contribution to the local economy, 3) all people have 

the right to participate in recreation and sport regardless of age, ability, 

discretionary income, etlmici~,, gender and geogaphical location, and 4) the 

Council must manage its limited recreational and sport resources, including 

human, financial and physical assets, in a maturer that ensures equi .ty, efficiency 

and effectiveness. (Christchurch City Council 2000: 5__-_-6). 

In addition to the mnbitious and forward-thinking philosophy towards sport and 

recreation expressed m the strategy, the CCC provides facilities and pa~:ks for sports clubs, 

associations and simpler recreational pursuits, such as walking a dog along a riverbank or beach 

and providing for info~nal family picnics and gatnes. There aze a number of recreational and 

sports facilities, including indoor and outdoor swimming pools, indoor and outdoor stadia, 

squash courts and aerobic rooms. There is also a range of multi-purpose facilities, such as 

community centers with tennis courts, libraries, etc. Parks and sports fields include local and 

regional parks, heritage pazks, and sites that offer a vm-iety of amenities (outdoor lighting and 

shower facilities), equipment, aJ~d pre-booking option s. 
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The CCC also runs a variety of recreational programs throughout the city, including children and 

youth school holiday programs, children’s after school recreation programs, sports for people 

with varying physical and intellectual abilities, recreational clubs for older persons, acrobics 

classes for people on low incomes and recreational walking groups. These programs specifically 

target groups that traditionally get low access to recreation in a structured setting (Christchurch 

City Council~ 2000: 7). 

The CCC also works to encourage bids for, and hosts, international sporting events and ~- --- ~Forrnatte~l: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

activities that it perceives will create community benefits. In addition, it assists with the 

marketing and managing of sporting events. Some examples of CCC involvement with bidding 

and the providing of organizational experience are activities such as: FIFA Under-17’s Soccer 

World Championship 1999; World Netball Championships 1999; World Masters Swimming 

Championships in 1999; the Pacific Alliance Gymnastics Championship 2000; the Women’s 

World Cricket Cup 2000; Youth Touch World Cup 2001; the Super Games 2001 and the Men’s 

and Womcn’s World Bowls Championships in 2008. 

Strategies jbr Recreation in Oakland 

Without arguing that Christchurch is a panacea, we propose that some of the City’s best "~--4 Forraatte~l: Indent: First line: 0.5" 

practices would be valuable to Oakland. We draw both from theolT and from the Christchurch 

experience to offer suggestions for Oakland civic leaders and social entrepreneurs to start 

reweaving the urban fabric through social contact facilitated by improvements to its sport and 

recreation infrastructure. 

Here is where we feel Oakland can begin the process: 

Establish communi& sports" clubs based on the New Zealand model 

Establish communi~ annual sports J~stival days’ 

Establish volunteerism at recreationalJ~cilities 



1) Establish community sports clubs based on the .~NTew Zealand model 

Oakland is divided by Lake Memtt and also freeways, highways, boulevards aald East, West aJ~d 

North parts of town. But the operating units are the various communities, districts and 

neighborhoods such as Montclair, Fruitvale, Melrose, Elmhurst, Sobrm~te Park, Havcnscourt, 

Rockfidge aald Claremont. In Christchurch, these districts also form the basis ~i)r sporting aald 

recreational clubs. Community "Clubs~ are the operating paradigm for sports and recreational 

organizations in New Zealand~ and the club structure has served the community well for over one 

hundred years. As noted by Andrews: 

A "club~~ simply put~ is an informal grouping of individuals brought 

together around the cause of a sporting code. The club can consist of any number 

of individuals, but rugby and cricket clubs in New Zealand t~pically consist of 

from 20 to 200 members. There may be fees or &ies imposed~ but usually only 

minimal cost is involved in club membership, and fees generally go to pay for 

costs above ~Jad beyond the cooperative effort of maintaining the club. One 

expense is maintenance on the club building~ usually a one or two-storied building 

about the size of a suburbma home. The structure usually has at its center a bar 

and kitchen, chairs and tables, a sports wall of photos and plaques ~d other 

memorabilia and a television that is most often tuned to sporting events. The club 

is usually empty, except on practice or game days. But it is not the building that 

makes the club, but the people, the customs a~d the traditions over the years. 

(2000, p. 40) 

This system of recreational networking could benefit the city of Oakland. Many of’the 

local clubs center around rugby and cricket, but regardless of sport played, the structure and 
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interaction are key frameworks that warrant duplication. If we re-conceptualize Oakland as a set 

of communi’~ clubs with independent governing structures, a meeting place, sponsored events 

around sports, recreation, outdoors activities aJad various other educational :functions, we begin to 

see the hybrid possibility of what a community-based club system in Oakland might become. 

Given "the cultural aJad racial and mix of OaklaJad, it is logical to presume that there will 

be naturally occurring monocultural clubs and multicultural clubs. (There might alrea@ be pre- 

existing ethnic-centered clubs.) Though the black and white populations have traditionally 

formed the core demographic of the city, there are large (and growing) populations of various 

Asian cultures and Mexican American and other Spanish speaking groups in Oakland. Clubs 

should be allowed to form organically, but without excluding potential members becanse of race, 

culture, religion, sexuali~7, gender or class (the first author was the only African-American 

member of Palo Alto’s Jewish Community Center in 1985). Culture can become part of the club 

mix, as the Maori example in New Zealand has shown. 

Maori a~:e the indigenous people of New Zealand and share cultural similarities with both 

African Americans and Native Americans. Their concept of a Marae is as a cultural facility that 

serves as an historical center, community center and meeting house. In addition to being a space 

for lively political and religious discussions, the Marae serves as a dimmer facility and sleepover 

location for cormnunity and international guests and a locale for the documentation of Maori 

sporting history. Maori also have their own sports clubs, and these linked social institutions 

serve the purpose of interweaving various communities together. A similar cultural sports club 

concept in Oakland might interweave churches, school kids and sporting [7~lks of all ages 

together for recreation from within the community. 



There aJce a variety of activities clubs could focus on, depending on the area and pre- 

existing facilities. Some activities might include tennis, golf, swimming, cricket, rugby, soccer, 

softball and touch football. In addition clubs could sponsor (with pay) students who clean 

neighborhoods, parks and naturc areas. Clubs could involve students in non-traditional activities 

such as boating, canoeing, kayaking, yachting, sailing and beach parties (a~’ter cleaning "the 

beach, of course) and joint-venture trips with other Oakland clubs. These days can be arraJaged 

across clubs so as to diffuse anticipated tensions between clubs. Again, these are just a few of 

the possible activities for chlbs outside of the more traditional sporting codes. In this respect the 

club moves beyond benefits of sport and recreation into skill development and reweaving the 

urban fabric by having people of various social backgrounds come into contact for a common 

purpose and mission. 

For finmacial reasons, the "club" need not begin in an actual physical facili~’, as our 

model in New Zealand (and elsewhere), but can begin pmnarily as a concept. Club ~neetings can 

be held in family homes or existing community centers, for a start. More important for the club 

in its initial stages for sport, play and leisure activities is the issue of access. With few venues, 

unsafe facilities or fina~ncial access constraints, clubs~---.on any conceptual level____~__.---will find it 

tough going. 

2) Establish community annual sports Ji~stival days’ 

An annual sports festival day could be held at proposed sports clubs throughout Oakland, --- --[ r~rr~ttea" Indent: First line: 0,5" 

once those clubs arc indeed up and running. This is part of the sustainability component of club 

organization. The Christchurch example highlights recrcation and health issues compl_eimented 

by non-threatening intergroup contact between Maori and Pakeha (white aa~tcestry). Christchurch 

officials arc addressing health problems in the Maori communi’~ by initiating local sport aJad 



leisure activities combined with targeted health initiatives at annual Sport, Leisure and 

Community Health Festivals. One such festival gathers the Aranui community, the population 

hardest hit by health disparities~33~ for one full day of sponsored activity and culture. Recreation 

plays a key role as graJ~dparents, parents aJ~d other adults, youth and pre-teens come together for 

games, play and spirited sport. The old are teamed with the young in activities that favor neither 

age group. Cooperation and joyous competition are key aims but not the only goals of the 12- 

hour summer Saturday of healthy activity. 

Trusted community leaders approach pregnant women, young mothers, addicted youth 

and adults, obese adults and the elderly and gently prod them into tents where they get free 

health checks. Aware that many Maon are still suspicious and often fearful of white health 

officials, Maori health practitioners facilitate check-ups and schedule follow-up visits for pre- 

natal care, cholesterol monitoring, blood pressure and related medical work. Maori also include 

Pakeha in the health process, since lnany patients will eventually be paired with non-Maori~-- 

given the small number of Maori health practitioners in New Zealand. An additional benefit of 

the health day is positive "first contact" for Maori in the health disparity comanuni~ of Aranui 

with the New Zealand health establishment. 

Comlnunity leaders take further advantage of the critical mass of youth by employing 

local Maori a~nd Pakeha police officers dressed in casual sweat suits to participate as officials and 

coaches during games and activities. Again, local community leaders want to ensure that ’~first 

contact" for maaay children and young adults with law-enforcement is non-threatening. This 

proactive utilization of both health aJ~d law-enforcement officials--~---couched in a twelve-hour 

day of sport, games, play, prizes, local celebrities and sports stars, cultural dance and awards 

ceremonies ........ goes far towards both creating a healthy bond in the community across all age 



levels while also increasing the overall life-chances and improving the health dispaJ-ities of 

Aranui individuals and families. 

The theo~ of optimum contact would point out "the shortcomings of these contact 

scenarios. We feel that even though the Maori Sports Festival day has built-in power 

relationships, the teaming of Maori with white medical officials and the participation of officers 

as coaches and referees ~out of uniform" goes far in setting up future ~non-threatening" 

scenarios. The associated health activities, cultural rituals and relationships organically forged 

between civic officials and youth are useful in the process of reweaving the urban fabric and 

bonding people to their communi .ty. Sports festivals could, if adapted to Oakland’s unique 

cultural mix, assist the process of reweaving Oaldand’s urban fabric by reducing intra- and 

intel~ersonal strain in the communi .ty while simultaneously forging closer social ties with health 

officials and also increasing the positive interaction between police and local citizens. The 

benefits of good health increase the life-chances of those most at-risk in the cotmnuni~. The 

benefits of positive first-contact with police also increase the life-chances of those most at-risk 

for future negative contact with officers. Police relations are also on the agenda in Oakland. 

Recent Oakland mayor Jer~’ Brown stated his primm~’ goal was: 

To reorganize the Police Department and formulate a crime reduction 

strategy" based on geographic accountability. The objectives include_..., increased 

recruitment of Oakland residents as police officers and the forging of close ties 

between the officers aJad the people of Oakland. (City of Oakland, 2005b) 

This is a clear indication of the strong local need for closer police-citizen non-threatening contact 

in Oakland. Any intervention or organizational development by social entrepreneurs in Oakland 

would do well to partner with local law and health officials in creating a holistic environment for 



youth and adults. Edwards references enlisting the aid of health care professionals in the 

opening paragraph aJad we also see this as a natural extension of recreation and fitness goals. 

3) ~TstaDlish vohmleerism at recreational ~cilities !mi~rove sFort~ arid r,ecr~t~o~ 

The primal" goal of improving volunteerism is to increase the adult-per-youth ratio in 

recreational facilities. One volunteer pro~am that has won many civic awards and a progam 

Oakland could learn from, is based in Chico, California, and is called CAVE: Community Action 

Volunteers in Education. 

CAVE~s premise is ~at students at Chico State and local residents both benefit 

academically and inte~ersonally by expanding education beyond the parameters of the iron" 

tower. Students receive course credit towaads graduation, are provided transportation to 

volunteer sites, and are instructed in how to interact with ofl~er cultures, those differently-abled, 

the elderly and poor. In turn the community group, whether it is a senior citizens home or m~ 

elementm~’ school math program, receives the input and personal toud~ of eager volunteers who 

wmat to make a dif[~rence in the ueater community. And quite often, even when students pursue 

volunteering as pa~ of their major in education or social work, the experience has a lasting and 

unexpected influence on their lives. (~e need not be committed to altruism in order to 

experience the benefits of altafistic behavior. 

Altruistic contact of flais so~ most resembles the "suppo~ of authorities, law or custom" 

criteria of the contact hypothesis. Socially supposed contact canhave long-temainte~ersonal 

benefits as well as the obvious short-te~ co--unity benefits to improved relationships between 

the sexes, age groups, abili~" ~oups, racial ~oups, and cultural ~oups. Indeed, OaNand might 

well sere in the future as a model for park and recreational diversi~ founded on a strong base of 

personal contribution. 
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In addition to the above, an annual awards and recognition banquet would go a long way 

to raise money and to acknowledge those businesses and grassroots organizers and volunteers 

who have contributed. The idea is not to ~’reward" people for their activism as much as it is to 

"acknowledge" community work. Oakland clubs----~---as a centralized working unit----~---would 

also do well to forge partnerships with local professional and collegiate sports teams. 

Relationships with local sports teams will promote mutually beneficial sporting and recreational 

programs. 

Teams benefit by positive promotion and community involvement and local communities 

benefit by added input and assistmace from teams. There are isa variety of things teams can do 

to better forge communi~~ ties and establish loyalty from fans: sponsor sports clinics at 

cormnunity centers, have public speaking engagements at clubs and sponsor/assist with 

community clean-ups. Social entrepreneurs would do well to work with local teams’ (and 

Universities’) communications and corcanunity outreach programs to forge deep, long-texm 

relationships regarding local clubs axed recreation outputs. 

Discussion 

The City of Oakland is slowly moving, we feel, in the right direction. In regard to local 

recreation centers, funding and diversity issues, the official website notes: 

The City of Oakland, Office of Pinks and Recreation operates multiple 

communi~-based centers spaJaning the entire City. Free and low-cost programs 

for people of all ages and backgrounds are offered in recreation, sports, arts and 

culture, computers, general learning, after-school activities and more. (City of 

Oakland, 2005c) 



Further analysis of Oakland’s contemporal.W landscape is needed to appraise the 

effectiveness of local initiatives and to highlight the gaps in service. One gap, for sure, has been 

the safety issue the first_-author highlighted in his autoethnography of his youth regarding parks 

a~d recreation around Oakland. And while the autoethnography serves primarily as a starting 

point in the an alysis of the needs of urba~ youth, it does point up some persistent problems with 

urban facilities: funding, access and safety. An excerpt from a June 2007 sports column about an 

Oakland family who started a baseball team because of neighborhood violence highlights some 

of the major concerns articulated herein: 

[The Royals] had evel)Tthing they needed except coaching experience, 

money, a place to play, adequate transportation and assistance from other adults 

~.. The Royals play ball wherever they can get a break on fees, they get their 

baseball equipment at flea markets, they are &iven to games in a 20-year-old van 

... Even when some fees a~:e waived, costs add up. Meals, snacks, gas, unies 

[uniforms], shoes, balls, equipment._... The Royals [baseball team] know all about 

crime and violence. At school, sometimes recess is cancelled due to gunfire_... 

Ghost Town is a violence-ridden West Oakland neighborhood, violent even by 

Oakland standards ... Dozens of kids of all ages play ball instead of dodging 

bullets and street-corner drag dealers ... [The Royals] are a grassroots team born 

of their neighborhood’s poverty and violence. ~We"-re able to intelject morals, 

standards, social skills, problem solving, perseverance,’ Roscoe said. ~They~:re on 

a team, they learn how to resolve issues. In our neighborhood, issues are resolved 

with guns_... _They learn discipline and respect,’ Lehi said, ~so they know how to 
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talk to each other. The problem in our community now is a breakdown in 

communication.’ (Ostler, 2007) 

The city has taken the step, at least on paper, to highlight "the need for safety. The website notes: 

Pro-ks and Recreation has worked together with communities m~d people to 

build a better Oakland. Constructing [\ln and safe playgrounds for children and 

parents to enjoy. Along with running recreation centers to provide people and 

communities around the centers a fun and safe environment for a variety of 

activities. (City of Oakland, 2005a) 

In addition, Oaldand has expanded the goals of parks and recreation facilities to include not only 

various age-groupings, but also a variety of non-sport related activities. Under ’~Programs, 

Classes and Activities," they note: 

The Office of Parks and Recreation enthusiastically invites eve~7one to 

participate in our programs, classes & activities whid~ serves all ages and 

cultures, that range from tiny-tots to seniors. Join now to get involved in our 

leisurely activities, regular programming, day camps az~d special events. (City of 

Oakland, 2005d) 

We suspect there may be a gap between the enthusiastic invitation and citizen 

participation. A survey of Oaklm~d~s participm~ts and non-participm~ts would highlight issues 

missing that arc in the Christchurch infi-astructure. 

Researchers will note that we have offered no "proof" that organic intergroup contact will 

actually improve rather than deteriorate intergroup relations. The basis for the hypothesis "that 

contact grounded in Allport’s hypothetical four conditions ....... at least to some degree ........ is 

better than no contact at all, flows from a conversation the first author had in graduate school. 



The upshot of the conversation was the intuitive notion that social stereotypes and dissension, if 

left unchecked, can fester; that is the basis for the above organic contact vs. no contact theo~. 

University of Wisconsin sociology Professor Joe Elder, a Quaker, once told me why he travels to 

Sri Lanka to dodge bullets: 

My mission is to keep both sides talking. That is, even though they will 

not have any face-to-face contact, they will communicate through me their issues. 

I then go to the other side and tell them the rivals’ concerns. This is often very 

dangerous and I have been shot at. The main goal is to keep them in contact. 

Once they stop talking, we feel there is little hope. (Elder, 1994) 

This is not optimum contact, as a bullet-riddled van would attest to. One could argue that--- ---- -(, ~g~tt~i Indent: First line: 0.5" 

it is even pre-organic contact. But we would agree that this level of contact is better than no 

contact and is the logic we apply to the application of organic intergroup contact in non-optimum 

contact scenmios such as loosely managed community recreation and sport. 

Conclusion 

ffd~ards ~ sti~ ~nhis g~me ~hen ~ adyocates foIi~bett~urb~n future by ~undi~g ~ff *>,~, --~ Formatted: Font: Not Italic 
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about the future of athletic participation and efficacy m~d also about urban problems associated 

with ever-deteriorating pinks and recreation facilities and youth disconnect. Our hope is that 

_a__,_s_’.m the growing green comdor of entrepreneurial activity in the East Bay reaches out into 

community activism so as to show "the way forward for urbm~ renewal in m~d around Oakland. 

This paper uses Christchurch’s best practices as a model for Oakland, and Oakland as a 

potential urbm~ landscape for access to safe and supportive local parks m~d rccreation :facilities. 

We began the stu@ with a rcview of Har~.w Edwa~-ds’ strong concerns about the crisis centered 

a~-ound sport and play, noted the contributions innovative social entrepreneurs could make in 



solving social problems, highlighted our concerns about ethnic contact as a positive outcome and 

lastly used reflective autoethnography to engage the urban laJadscape and past recreational 

environment in and around OaMand. We then sou,ght to devise concrete strategies for 

implementing a sport aJ~d recreation program that would not only have health benefits, but 

would ....... via organic social contact ........ improve cross-cultural as well as other fi)~rns of social 

contact between out-groups. Taken together, we have worked herein to suggest ways to use 

sport and recreation to reweave the urban fabric of Oakland, a city whose park and recreation 

facilities were at times un-kept and unsafe. 

Promoting and celebrating cross-demogaphic volunteerism in sport, forging communi~ 

partnerships with local sports franchises, hosting neighborhood sports festivals and creating the 

social and physical infrasm~cmre for communib’-based sport and recreation clubs all contribute 

to reweaving the social fabric. These strategies can help Oakland lay a lasting foundation by 

developing a deeper conunitment not only to pinks and recreation facilities but to its overall 

enviromnental health and to the life-chances of young and old residents. 

The cormnitment will require dedication from a variety of sources, including: the city 

council, local businesses, schools, churches, civic groups, professional and collegiate sports 

teams, senior citizens, city alumni and expatriates, the mayor, and the Director of Parks and 

Recreation__~__.---we would suggest, in co~mection with social entrepreneurs. Both long-tem~ and 

short-term goals need to be implemented with the ~buy-in" and suggestions from community 

groups. Finally, at least one day each yeaJc should be dedicated to a sports festival day, thereby 

galvanizing the community at the club level for rccogmition, fun and "the participation of local 

civic authorities, health professionals, sports celebrities and eve~)’day Oakland folks. 



With careful planning and thoughtful implementation, the aforcmentioned arc just some 

of the benefits that can accrue to a ci’~ when it focuses its energy on improving the parks 

recreation process. Sport and recreation offers but one possible model as a social unifier via the 

organic intergroup contact and interpersonal communication people engage in while participating 

in fun, leisurely activity. Contact with others in socially organic situations like these may never 

approach the ~optimum contact" researchers are rightly critical of~ bnt these initiatives can lead 

to situations where ideal contact scenarios have a higher likelihood of occumng. 

Taken together, Oakland could be a model for reweaving the fabric of the urban 

cormnunity through an emphasis on safe, clean and easily accessible and affordable recreation, 

sport and park environments. With positive and committed civic involvement, the possibilities 

are boundless. Dr. Edwards’ advocacy for improved conditions we feel is urgent__ 10 years 

after his essay on the crisis of black athletes. In many ways, the crisis expands far beyond black 

athletes, and the benefits additionally expand beyond athletes in diverse, growing Oakland, 

Califoruia. Our hope is that govermnent programs of an?" sort are aided in a consortia with 

energetic, innovative social entrepreneurs grown from the local cotmnunity. This would truly be 

social justice forged by conununity foot-soldiers being the change they want to see. 



INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 



IS FOOTBALL THE NEW AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE? 

DR. COLIN KING 

lUhen you buy them, you have to consider how many to go Jbr. They have power 

and thereJbre in the modern game they are quick and strong, l~lost of them are centre- 

backs or centre-Jbrwards. They are hungry, but I cannot believe we don’t have hungry 

players in Europe. ~lay be they practice in the streets’. If they are only motivated by 

money it does not last. The danger, iJ)~,ou buy because you are desperate, is that you 

overpay and you have no time (Arsenal manager, Arsene Wenger, cited in Evening 

Standard~_-2008 ). 

A result of Dr. Has13, Edwards~s scholarship and activism has been in exposing the athletic 

notions of athletic exploitation, this chapter considers the reluctance of academic sports 

scholarship and sports journalism to acknowledge how features of slave~ have led to the under- 

development of African fi~otball. This analysis is based on different observational positions as a 

licensed coach, scout, sports scientist, MBA sports graduate and evicted African. The chapter 

criticisescriticizes this reluctance as disguising the replication of the exploitation of the black 

body. The intent is to assess the potential of football to reproduce specific features of the slave 

period; venturing into African commnnities, taking black children away through contempormy 

notions of talent identification. It argues that there is a connection between marketing and 

business theories in football in the way they have colluded with the scientific constructions of 

black men as compatible with a specific physical labor role, now operational inside football. 

This chapter suggests these constructions of the black male body have re-emerged in the 

neo-colonial age through the sale of the black sporting body in football on three inter-linking 

levels. Firstly, the trm~sport of black footballers as commodities from Africa into the neo- 

colonial zones of Europe, underpinned by a contempora~ psychological and business science 



that goes beyond "the simplicity of trafficking, trade or smuggling, as discussed by Schreen 

(2007), Darby (2007a and 2007b) and Bessoni, Pale and Ravenel (2010). Secondly the chapter 

argues "that modem day scientific racism can be analyzed through a lens of whiteness as aJa 

unconscious new sporting culture. This is the culture in which scouts and coaches, similar to the 

metaphor used by Rodney (1982), have contributed to the under-development of the economic, 

social and political landscape of African football and humanity. In the third section the chapter 

deconstructs the strategic layers of these cultures of whiteness that dehumanize African football, 

based on three empirical research projects into the science, psychology and management 

approaches of modern racism in football. The chapter argues the chains from these approaches 

have created new models and new features of slave~" inside football, the alleged "people’s 

game"~ 

It’s not slave~3~, it ’sjustjbotball 

There appears a reluctance to discuss how features of slaveo~ have emerged inside 

football. The word ’slavery’ on a Foucauldian level (see Foucault, 1961) appears too emotive a 

nmrative to understa~nd the trading of the African body through the connecting periods of 

slavery, imperialism and colonialism to the new sporting migrm~ts~---black footballers. The 

features I look at are not the pain of the Middle Passage and the destruction of African humanity. 

Rather, I examine the features that are invisible to European sport theorists, that is the failure to 

see the DNA (Dangerous Negative Approach) of whiteness as a science that has accumulated 

validi’~ through the work of KaJae (1971), Cashmore (1982), Victor (1996) and Entine (2000), 

a~d reduces African footballers to new labor demands of football. Academics funded by "the 

political constraints of academic institutions have failed to analyze how white personnel disguise 

features of slavc~)’ through clouded notions of trafficking. 



Under the European Convention on Human Rights, humaJ~ trafficking is regarded as a 

moderu fonn of slaver?’, with people treated as commodities that can be bought and sold. 

Whiteness fails to understand the legacy of slavery from which it has been one of the main 

beneficiaries. Whiteness as a psychosis is a deflection from the realities of seeing the ways in 

which colonialism, sport and society connect. This is the psychosis in which Europeans in 

football have colonized specific parts of Africa with similar intentions to slaver?, or trafficking; 

the appropriation of black footballers as labor for profit from black families. It’s important to 

consider what this narrative conveys, for human trafficking contains human, legal and social 

constructions. For Poli (2009), trafficking in football operates directly through clubs recruitment 

or indirectly through the promise of football-related bribes to attract a child. Pale (2007) argues 

the situation is a case of ~new" slavery versu_es ~old" slavery, but this debate fails to analyse 

whether European football as a global industry continues to collude with European theories of 

Africa that emerged during slavery. Football has the latent potential to under-develop Aflica 

despite its good intentions, such as the decision to award the World Cup to South Afl-ica in 2010. 

This under-development is best conceptualized through Rodney’s (1982) notion of the ~balance 

sheet of colonialism’. As a concept, the notion of the balance sheet is useful in analyzing the 

different levels in which Europe has dented the economic ability of Africa to trade, to sell, and to 

have a greater status in world politics of the global game. 

It is important to understand the notion of under-development by examining how, from 

stakeholders to academics, whiteness perpetuates remnants of past slave ideologies aJad a new 

triaJ~gle of trading African players across Europe. Whiteness de-racializes sport as a market 

through complex legal strategic jargon from the European Union and European Council Law. 

This deflects from Europe’s entry into Africa via claims of color-blindness, diminished 



accountability for its colonialization of the social spaces of African communities, and a welfare 

approach to sport in Africa. The origins of this disguise between features of slavc~ and football 

can be examined in the transition from the transatlantic slave trade and the assumed te~anination 

of the purchase of slaves from Africa. Whilst 2 million Africans lost their livcs, it is estimated 

that any reparation cost would need to be 7 trillion pounds (Channel Four TV~ 2005). It is now 

assumed "that the legacy of that period is dead, despite Rodney’s (1982) analysis of the political 

and economic structures of the period of slave~.~ as entrenched in the socio-psychological facets 

of European life. Football articulates these facets in a nmnber of paradoxical ways. 

This paradoxical relationship is represented by English fans who embrace the song Rule 

Brita~mia, which includes the line ’Britain never, never, never shall be slaves’. This is without 

any awareness of how the lyrics echo the superiority of whiteness as exempt from being slaves. 

The myths of slavery inside the culture of management through white managers were echoed 

again in 2006, when the Chelsea manager, Jose Mourinho, commented that the French FA’s 

decision to make Claude Makelele returu to the French squad meant that ’he was being treated 

like a slave with no rights (cited in Tulse, 2006). Football disguises the real truth behind the 

ownership of African players. Furthe~nore, the stereotypes of Africans as intellectually deficient 

were reflected by Ron Noades, Chairman of C~y’stal Palace who, twenty yeaJs ago, claimed that 

"they are ok in the sutraner" and "they are good when the ball is in front of them". Gladwell’s 

(2007) notion of the Blink theo~)’, the power of thinking without thinking is thus use[\tl in 

assessing these moments as representing the historical implicit associations that have 

transcended from slave~ about African players. 

These modem features of ’slave~)" are translated as issues of immorality. For example, 

Sepp Blatter, president of FIFA claimed that "the extraction of African young talent reprcsented 



’social aaad economic rape’ (BBC, 2006). The investigations into "the relationships between 

whether features of slavers~ exist in the game have not been substantiated by black British 

players, who seem reluctant to disclose how football replicates patterns of the plantation field: 

perfol~ning to white coaches, managers and owners, and placed in "non-thinking" positions on 

the field of play because of an assumed biological gifI of speed and strength. 

The aversion to see the new realities of the Afi-ican slave trade inside football may appear 

an emotional resistance to being made accountable for the sins of one’s white forefathers. 

Football has a similar mode of production to slaver57, forcing players to sell their labour to those 

who own the means of production that is white stakeholders. This reproduces the forces of 

racism for African players, both ideologically and economically. The analysis of modern racism 

in football is content to discuss racial abuse on the terraces of English society (Williams, 1991), 

without any analysis of the specific content of the abuse, the symbolism of the banana that 

reduces the black players to their post-colonial pe,veption, the sporting animal. 

g/’hileness as’ a science in the transition J?om slavery to sport 

On the plantation, a strong black man was mated with strong black women. 

(Blacks) were simply bred for physical qualities. The Negro was brought to this count~ as 

a physical specimen, a physical thing to work the land. He was right away involved in 

physical labor. And he was revolved in sport by the white slave owner. One owner might 

say to another, "My nigger can outrun your nigger". This started a pattern of physical 

excellence ... _competition gave him an out, and it has continued that way through the years 

(Entine, 2000. p. 72). 

Sports science has become a powerful method in rcproducing biological features of slaver5’. It 

has the power to collude with colonial perceptions of African communities, primarily the 



dislocation between the black body and black mind. It has created "the construction of the 

a~-chetypal sporting body as being African, aided by Entine’ s (2000) j oumali stic investigation 

into the biological myths of the black athlete. Throu ,gh questionable notions of race, DNA and 

skin color, his analysis of eugenics and science has created the value of the African body, with 

West Al¥ica "the home of speed, and North and East Africa the home of endurance. This provides 

the underpinning of the rationale for talent identification programmes and "the competitive rival~ 

of European football clubs to enter Africa. 

During my graduate research I examined whether talent identification in football is a 

science or a form of conjecture in relation to the perceptions of African players in European 

football. I compared the science of talent identification based upon anatomical, physiological and 

genetic differences and showed how this correlated with a new type of racial stacking in the 

twenty-first century. In this instance, science represents a foru~ of conjecture based upon a set of 

implicit cultural values operated by scouts, coaches and managers at the elite levels of 

professional football. This conjecture was investigated in the manner in which individuals such 

as Kane (197 l) have constructed the black body as bigger and faster. He makes visible a 

psychosis of whiteness in the ways stereoUpes of the physical qualities of the black sportsmm~ 

axe linked. His researd~ asserts that slavery "made" African players more superior athletes 

through its repercussions for their skeletal and anatomical physiological profiles. This includes 

the physiological chm-acteristics assigned to Al¥ican sportsmen as having longer leg lengths, 

narrow hips, wider calf bones and greater arm circumference. He "thus develops the scientific 

seeds :for "the emergence of European talent identification in relation to AfricaJa players. 

This construction reduces African players to just physical attributes, as perpetuated by 

Victor (1996) who a~-gues the period of slavery’ made "the black body conducive to the playin g 



demands of the modcrn game. It is important to translate the features of slavery in football as 

symbols, patterns of behavior and ideologies that impact upon black players’ lives. Slaver?’ 

instilled a racialized exploitative system over a four hun&ed period that demonized the black 

family as defective and maladjusted. Welsing (1991) argues that slavery has fi~irns of symbols, 

and in football the black child is a symbol of white club managers’ and coaches’ ownership 

inside academies now placed in Africa. Sport science has created the rationale for this new type 

of symbolism reinforced by Woolnough (1983) with the claim that African players have magical 

strengths. For CLR James (1967), this is the coNecture from the colonial period which 

perpetuates the superiority of whiteness and the inferiority of African people. The symbolism of 

innate racial difference through sport is fi~rther assisted by ideas that have transferred from the 

period of slave~7 which place black children as lacking intellectual skills (Watson, 2007; Burt, 

1935; Eysenck, 1971). 

Through my graduate resemch I demonstrated that football-related studies such as 

Ekblom (1994) have not found an?" distinct differences in terms of height, weight, body fat, 

somatotype, and muscle shape between Africm~ m~d Europem~ players. Similarly, there were no 

distinct differences in terms of anaerobic power or muscle fiber tissues (Reilly, 1979). In te~ns 

of the science of race as a feature of slaver?’, Marcelle (1980) researched early anatomical 

features of Ugandan ~(=--~-hildren, suggesting that they were skeletally more developed. This has 

created artificial illusions between race and ability that have resonated inside talent identification 

designed to identify those individuals (children) with physiological traits (genetics) for a 

particular sport. Worthy and Markle (1970) collude further with this race ideology in which 

whites are better at self-paced sport and black have an edge in reactive sports. A feature of this 

psychosis of whiteness is represented by Dunn and Lupfer’s study of the performances of 55 



white and 122 black footballers (cited in Ekblom, 1994). They collude with the ideological myth 

of black sportsmen as quicker in responding to a sudden change in stimulus. The economic 

rationale for this assertion can be located in S~manski’s (1993) research into "the economic 

worth of black aJ~d white players. Whilst black players were seen as more successful on the field 

of players in terms of’their individual performances and contribmion towards the team success 

than their white counterparts, they actually cost less. This has important implications for "the 

psychology of whiteness as a management culture. 

Business management psychology as a J~ature ~islave~3~ in Jbotball 

The hypothesis that sport repro&~ces features of the psychological aspects of slave~ is 

personified by Melnick’s (1988) research into how constructions of race shape the stacking of 

black players into labor specific position on the field of play. Similar to studies in North America 

and Britain, Edwards (1973) suggests that the field of play replicates a racialized division of 

labor. This division is infol~ned by Hawes (1987) who found a correlation between the science of 

race and perceptions amongst English football ma~nagers who allocated qualities of high and low 

interaction, and decision-making to central (white players) and non-central (black players) 

positions, based upon distinct racial categorizations. This is crucial to understanding how racism 

as a science emerges in sport a~d becomes institutionalized as a management system. My 

graduate study of 1 Ok ~?.layers fiom the period 1985.__--_2010, including 6 European Leagues and 

60 international teams, revealed no sigmficant differences in height, weight or positioning by 

race between black and white players. It appears to be a psychological belief system within the 

science of sport and race has lead to a rationale for the business structures of sport which have 

re-enacted features of the old "trading systems in football. 



During my MBA study I compared the strategic human models that operate in both 

periods that positioned European whites as purchasers of Africans as commodities. Rodney’s 

(1982) notion of the ~balance sheet of colonialism’ was used to conceptualize the features of 

slavery that continue to dehumanize the black body as a source of trade. I a~-gue that Europeans 

as managers in the institutions of fbotball clubs enter Africa not to traffic (illegally remove) but 

to purchase African players, based upon a set of scientific, racialized values. These values are 

enshrined in the economic price placed on African labor by European clubs as the pro-chaser. The 

business unit is represented by the football academies emerging in Africa as the new plantation 

fields run by white personnel. 

During this MBA stu@ I adjusted the balance scorecard strategy from the work of 

Becker et al~ (2001) to examine how Eurocentric post-colonial business models operate inside 

sport. This was achieved by using Rodney~s (! 982) ~balance sheet of colonialism’ to analyse the 

similar phases of under-development of Africa by Europe in which European psychological, 

social and cultural concepts of human capital have contributed to the exploitation of African 

people as a cotmnodi~. I argue that a new feature of the cultural and psychological legacy of 

slavery is represented by the ~cultural balance scorecard of rico-colonialism in football’, which 

constI"aCtS African labor as a significant resource. 

To understand how human capital models of race operate in sport it is important to trace 

their evolution from 1448, when the Portugn_iese invaded West Africa and the Fnglish ventured 

into South Africa to buy African slaves fbr profit. The rationale for Europe’s ent~ into Africa 

for slaves from the 1500s was based on a racialized fol~n of human capital. That this process of 

radicalization initiated from slavel.W is argued convincingly by Mills (1997). He states that there 

originally existed an agreement, or ~race contract’, aJnong European men in the beginning of the 
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modem period to identify themselves as ~white’ and therefore fully human, and to identil?’ all 

others, in particular the natives with whom they were beginning to come into contact with, as 

non-white ~Othcrs’ and therefore not fully human. 

The absence of an Afrocentric analysis of the role of human capital management in sport 

as a feature of slavery is never challenged. Ramdin (1987) suggests that slavery represented an 

overseas discipline "that ensured the continual exploitation of colonial labor and was achieved 

though an ideology based on racial differences around the inferiori~" and superiority, constructed 

to keep blacks in subjection, ttis notion of ~plantocracy racism’ articulates the presence of a 

British capitalism that seems to permeate into the neo-colonial age of football. It represents an 

economic trade compatible with the demands of British capitalism in purchasing slaves from 

! 555 for specific labor demands on the plantation field. This obj ectification of African labor as 

chattel, ownership and a global human capital system has important implications for sport, which 

embraces the political, social and economic control over the black bo@. 

Astarte’s (1988) Afrocentric approach is useful in m~alyzing the features of slavery in 

sport that have lead to the strategic re-enactment of a science in temps of how M~ite men inside 

football perpetuate the myths of the African body. It is the process of maintaining African 

personnel as culturally different to be civilized, humanized and assimilated that makes visible 

this feature of slavery inside sport as part of the development of a European business approach. 

In terms of the notion of the ~balance sheet of colonialism’, an ~in-balance’ is created from 

slavery between European and Africa~ communities that enables Europe’s entry into Africa to 

extract tangible resources, notably footballers. 

The visibili~ of whiteness as’ a.ii, ature of slavery inside Jbotball 



To view whiteness as an invisible, normative standm-d (Delgado and& Stefancic, 1988) 

shows its potential to replicate the same values, behaviors and actions of the colonial period 

within the world of modern sport. Similarly Nkomo’s (1992) notion that whiteness defines "the 

science of certain organizations, and Ashcroft and Allen’s (2003) contention that it represents a 

professional nonn, reveals whiteness as a particular set of cultural features. More analytically, 

Said (1994) argues that whiteness is a secret cultural weapon in "the management of 

organizational culture. The dominance of white, male personnel in the management structures of 

sporting organizations has developed their human capital, economic wealth and strategic 

competences through the colonial period, including FIFA, the major European football leagues 

and the English FA. Cooke’s (2001) work on the connection between slavery and management 

demonstrates the strategic relationships involved in the construction of nineteenth centu~" 

American railroads, with 38,000 managers managing 4 million slaves. His analysis of the legacy 

of slave~T in these management systems cm~ be used to show how the principles of humas~ capital 

translate to the sporting ownership of African players as a value held by white men. 

Sport as a management structure is built on the scientific illusions of the physical 

superiori~ of the Africa~ bo@. The strategic capabili .ty of sport and the power of whiteness are 

formed mound a set of scientific biochemical models which provide the basis of a Europem~ 

approach to gain competitive strategic advantage over African players. The psychological 

features of slavel)’ are best reflected by Hoberman’s (1997) concept of ~the athletic zing of "the 

black mind’ in which the position of whiteness as a psychological contract sees African 

personnel purely as products. For Kovel (1988) "this psychology is institutionalized through the 

notion of whiteness as a culture, whilst :for Basso (1979) it is 

in sport depends on the success of black players to reproduce the acceptable codes and behaviors 



of white men in powers-. The implications for Africm~ players arc best personified by FaJaon’s 

(1967) theme of ~negrophobia’, whereby the power of whiteness is enacted through a set of legal 

and economic controls that lead Africans to internalize their inferiority. The psychological 

features of slavc~)’ inside sport can be analyzed in the context of the AfricaJas who resisted 

slavery being labeled as having "the mental illness drapetomm~ia. A similar condition can be seen 

inside sport in which white men cannot see the implications of the legal a~d economic powers 

that force African players into similar condition of compliance. 

3~s(anagi~N whiteness as a remnant of slavery in Jbotball 

The business structures of sport, notably the corporate institutional bodies in European 

and English football, have important historical national links to Africa and distinct trading routes 

similar to past ventures, where 90 per cent of the slave trade originated from. Using Becker et 

ai~’s (2001) ’world’orce scorecard~ to analyze the market forces in football, African players have .~._.~(-ig;g~-~g~i-i--~g~;--~-;~--~ii-~- ....................................... i) 

become tangible assets. European football structures continue to evolve along similar lines to the 

corporate business structures of slavery, sud~ as joint ownership and public limited compm~ies. 

This reflects Rodney~s (1982) ’phase tl~ee~ of the under-development model of Africa. It is the 

phase in which African football is continually ~ii~vei~l by the scouting, coaching and 

administrative structures of European football. 

The perception of Africa as under-developed is best articulated through the resource 

based approach of Collis and Montgome~ (1995), in which football companies reproduce white 

management human capital systems based on "extracting" African players as resources. Global 

economic purchasing values are placed on African players, in which football fi~rns place 

importance on the knowledge of management teams to purchase African players. A stu@ of the 

origins of the owners of clubs within the English/b;uropean leagues rcveals an ownership that is 



still American-European. This challenge can be analyzed throu ,gh Onyeani’s (2000) notion of the 

’capitalist nigger’, in which he suggests "that there has been a historical alienation of black 

American and Afi~ican stakeholders. For Rhoden (2006), European and American humaJa 

relationships models exclude black agents. According to the work of Shropshirc (1996), they 

function through a historical cultural deference given to white agents, forged by the political and 

cultural perceptions of black personnel as lacking professionalism, which has created new legal 

controls over black players as commodities. 

The Bosman Ruling: the abolition ~f white slavery? 

The Bosman Ruling of ! 995 appears to have liberated the freedom of movement for 

white European players. Article 39 (formerly 38) of the European Community Treaty provides 

greater freedom to move freely to another club, whilst Article 48 precludes the application of 

roles laid down by sporting associations under which a professional football player who is a 

citizen of one member state may not move to another. However, it has failed to stop the 

repetition of a particular feature of slavery in sport_~_---the legal control of Africaaa players. 

Article 48 failed to liberate African players from a legal system in which the selling club will 

only get compensation up to one year of the player’s salmT. Bosmm~, similar to the abolition of 

slavery, makes transparent a system of the political dominance of white, male European 

stakeholders, with m~ ethnocentric electoral system featured around the legal and fina~acial self- 

interests of whiteness. The Bosman Ruling has not redressed African representation inside the 

major European business sectors. African stakeholders have no impact on the complex legal 

changes implemented by Bosmaxa, the European Union m~d FIFA. The failure to regulate the 

political aald economic ability of European countries through Free Trade has not led to a 

redistribution of economic aald political power over the transfer system. 



Similar to slavery, or the misguided notion of trafficking or migration, it i~s difficult to 

assess the levels at which African players are being bought and sold, despite anecdotal case 

examples. On a statistical level, it has been claimed that there has been a 500 per cent increase in 

the purchase of AfricaJa players. The prohibition on the international transfer of minors, aimed to 

guard against the exploitation of young people under the age of 18, has failed to halt 

unscrupulous practices to obtain young players. FIFA’s social responsibility for coaching, 

refereeing and administration training has not translated into hmnan rights for African 

stakeholders. Despite the terms of the Regulations of the UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup in 2006~ 

based on Article 49(2c) and Article 50(1) of UEFA statutes as well as Article 23(11) and (19) of 

the CAF statutes__ Article 2 of the legislation has failed to improve the ability of Africa to 

develop its own cultural and sporting systems. FIFA policies have not extended equitable 

political and economic power. Similarly to slavery, they appear to have given legal pe~nission to 

Europea~n clubs to develop a better strategic approach to footballing slave labor. 

The buying or appropriation of the Jbo~ball commodity 

Poli (2006) suggests that African families release their potential playing talent for as little 

as �3000~-4000. The 2004 Tampere Project aimed at resolving trafficking in football and the UN 

convention against transnational orgmaized crime aligned to Article 5 (3) of the European Charter 

has also been equally impotent to stop this trend. Bessoni, Pale, and Ravenel (2010) reports that, 

as of October 2009, 571 African players had been imported into Europe. They were employed by 

52 clubs, with the largest percentage playing in France (3.4 per cent) and the largest number 

imported from Nigeria (113 players). Darby (2007a) offers a descriptive analysis of the ~exodus 

of elite soccer African talent to Europe’, suggesting that by 2007, 67 per cent of African players 

who had played in the Afi-ican Cup of Nations, were purchased by Europe clubs. By the 1990s, 



300 Afiican players had migrated to Europe, and by the 1999---_-2000 season, 118 players had 

migrated to Portugal alone. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 69 of these were from the former Portuguese 

colonies of Angola, Mozambique and Cape Verde. Of the 163 Al¥icans in the French League, 59 

per cent came from the former French colonies of Senegal, Cameroon and the Ivory Coast. 

As white male European academics, Din-by (2002), Scherrin (2007), and Bessoni, Pale, 

a~d Ravenel (2010) provide importm~t data, whilst also contesting the legitimacy of slavery in 

the recent emergence of the buying and selling of African players. Schemn’s (2007) claim is that 

it is economic migration__ the theory of the "muscle drain"__ offers an interesting appraisal 

of the system, but fails to analyze the scientific rationale. Whilst football trade represents 3 per 

cent of total world trade, the following quotation from Sepp Blatter (2003) reveals the more 

concerning issues of exploitation: ’Europe’s leading clubs conduct themselves increasingly as 

rico-colonialists who do not give a damn about heritage but engage in social and economic rape 

by robbing the developing world of their best players’. 

This ’social and economic rape’ does not address the secondmy trading systems amongst 

Africm~s, with claims that there are now 500 illegal football academies operating in Accra, 

Ghana alone, run with untrained personnel.                             The~’eu Nat~ons~ (2007)~ su ~ested 50 white a~ents ~-~’~ ........................ ~orm~tte~l’: ........... ~ont’: ............................................................ Italic J 

now operate in Africa with their own territory’ a~nd networks. For example, there are a~n 

increasing number of Belgian agents in Ghm~a. The evidence suggests young players are offered 

to countries with lax labor laws such as Belgium by unregistered agents, with players as young 

as 14~ or 15 transported to European cities under pretence of a contract then abandoned. Belgium 

represents part of the new slave triangle where over 170 maverick agents exist and Belgian club~ 

have five satellite clubs in Africa. 
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that at least 20 per cent of the most talented youngsters in Accra academies are migrants from 

other parts of West and Central Africa. Whilst these stories have not be been substantiated, the 

report of oil-rich Arabs spending millions of dollars to complete a massive recruitment trawl of 

500,00 African boys reveals the connection between sports science, sports psychology and sports 

management. The speculation about trafficking, smuggling or extraction has not, however, 

ad&essed whether slavery is featured in the way African players are treated in the migration 

from Africa to Europe. 

Researching the slave trade at first hand 

In observing how football trades African players across European clubs, several 

dimensions are revealed. Firstly, the scouting methods and transfer systems reveal a racialised 

sport market in English football. Secondly, the changing patterns of trading that have evolved 

over a 150 year period and the financial benefits to Europe from intervention into South Africa, 

Ghana, Ivo~?~ Coast and Nigeria represent a new fOiTn of European sporting slavery. 

Personal case studies, and interviews and obseI’vations of scouting, buying and trading 

processes, as well as talking to players, families and clubs reveal how European football 

reproduces features of the transatlantic slave trade. The exposure of a new ~pe of missionary in 

which European clubs take African boys to other white stakeholders disguises the economic 

intent of these acts. These acts must be measured against the vast numbers of African players 

who fail, becoming victims of a European football social welfaJce model in relation to African 

communities, through a range of charity projects. To analyze the features of slavery in sport it is 

importam to calculate the levels of reinvestment matched against profits made from the African 



football stars in the twenty-first century. It is crucial to examine how African football is kept 

underdeveloped by a lack of playing resources and funding, and by being continually kept in a 

Firsthand personal observations reveal scientific tools used in fi~otball to assess and 

purchase African talent, based on the ’~four comer" approach: social, physical, psychological and 

technical. Through interviews in my role as a coach, scout and MBA graduate I established "that 

the football clubs entering Africa for playing resources use a variety of models. Many clubs use a 

generic feeder model within a global trawl of scouting intelligence based on a Eurocentric talent 

identification approach that emphasizes power, strength, biomechanical movement and 

intelligence in the search for African footballing labor. 

As a scout for Arsenal (employed to scout young potential footballers in the South 

London area), their feeder club system appears strategically similar to the early features of slave 

trade of the 1500-’-s, with qualified scouts in West and North Africa. Scouts and coaches me 

recruited from the centre of Europe, with no interviews or job descriptions, but based purely on 

contact networks. Coaching personnel have no scientific specification in the ~ecruiting African 

players; assessment is simply based on speed, strength and tactical awareness. The absence of an 

academy location leads to a system in which African players me taken to feeder clubs in Belgium 

for perfo~nance assessment, legal naturalization and cultural assimilation before their transfer 

either into the Arsenal first-team squad or to another club (for a financial profit). The Arsenal 

feeder system has given Arsenal strategic capability to get the best marginal return on African 

players. It enables a wider strategic entry across Africa, reflecting an ethnocentric personnel 

structure with just white scouts, managers and coaches, but a first-team in which ~g-up to 60 per 

cent of the players possess Afi-ican origins. Arsenal has a feeder system comparatively different 



to the academy satellite location structure operated by Man United through the Tolll Veruon 

Academy. 

It is apparent that another English club operates contrasting features of slavcry. 

MaJ~chester United’s strategic structure represents a satellite colonial system, sponsored from the 

centre (Manchester United), managed regionally (Tom Vernon), and without any Ghanaian 

stakeholder rcpresentation. A proj ect visit to the site in 2005 revealed a Private Limited 

Company, where the main strategic business holder was a white Englishman who leases the 

location. Boys are recruited from the local conmmnity, offered a short-term trial and a contract, 

and placed in a communal room without television or air conditioning. This model must be 

conceptualized politically as a major remnant of slavery in the alienation of Ghanaian 

representation and its social history since its independence in 1957. The Vernon project 

represents a new trend in European entry into Africa using a very informal, unstructured and 

strategic "best fit" approach, based on exploiting the economic situation of Ghana. 

The second dimension to European entry into Africa is that different models of extracting 

African players are used by different nations on an economic and political level. In the context of 

Ghana, a more fo~nalized strategic model is evidenced by Feyenoord’s model. On a visit to the 

centre, the Dutch academy has many features of the slave regime: staff recruitment is informal, 

whilst paid Dutch coaches and African volunteers use a talent identification system based on a 

scientific resource-based model that emphasizes speed, strength aJ~d tactical ability. Cultural 

negotiations with families operate through local Ghanaian w~lunteers and are premised on "the 

player’s ability to culturally assimilate into the Dutch coaching model. The strategic 

management centre has a symbolic reference to slavery, with armed guards and very militaristic 



approach to African children, whilst features of slavery also operate on a strategic, scientific and 

management level. 

The social and political context of South Africa, both prc- and post-apartheid, sheds light 

on the model utilized by Ajax Amsterdam in Cape Town. Started in 1999, the first global 

football fi-anchise attempted to recognize "the specific qualities in African football emanating 

from "the performances of Cameroon in the 1990 World Cup and GhaJ~a’s World Youth Cup 

triumph in 1991. The promise of an investment of $1.2 million, the merging of Seven Stars and 

Cape Town Spurs, and the involvement of Greeks and white South Africans with Dutch 

controlling interest, reveal both an economic and political approach which echoes apartheid in 

South African football. The mission was to produce a successful professional team with 

international quality players, develop a fan base, and build a world-class administrative and 

marketing service, with endorsements from Nissa, Puma, Telefi;nken, and Pick ’n’ Mix. The 

term of the agreement was not profit taken out of Ajax Amsterdam; rather, the $1.2 million 

represented a loan, in exchange for three players. Ajax continues to possess the first refusal on 

every player at Ajax Cape Town. 

It is important to explain the contradictions inherent in attempts to facilitate equity and 

liberation as a perpetual feature of slavery. Whilst Ajax Cape Town possess a large black (male 

and female) fan base, and despite the growing number of players entering their academy from 

Congo, Cameroon and Malawi, there are no black directors, and only one black member of the 

coaching and scouting stal"fi The Aiax Cape Town model is based on the search for raw material, 

ch cap labor aJ~d their role as a ~’sellin g club". The transfer of players is determined by Aj ax 

Amsterdam, Ajax Cape Town’s ’~parcnt club" and a unitary cultural system that might be 



inclusive of local African coaches, but has failed to make "the "transition to a multiculmral model 

at the level of administrators and stakeholders. 

Tottenham Hotspur Football Academy represents one of the newest European ventures, 

and is now sponsored by Super Sports, major South African sports media company. As a coach 

and scout, I see Tottenham facing a number political issues in adopting the academy once run by 

Ajax, in moving from a unitary HRM model towards a pluralist one to incorporate a more 

multicultural approach to engaging and working in partnership with African stakeholders, whilst 

also trying to access the most cost-effective talent. Tottenham’s entry into South Africa and their 

attempt at an international collaboration involves addressing a legacy in training local African 

staff to scout, train, coach and recruit African players to either change or risk repeating patterns 

of slavery in sport. 

There is an illusion that trafficking, smuggling or extraction are purely African 

phenomena. For example, for Poll (2009) iris about taking players out of Africa. Consequently 

there has been a failure to see and investigate the existence of a new football slave trade. From 

Arthur Whaaton to modern day black British and overseas players, British football embodies new 

features of a local sporting slave trade with highly priced commodities existing on the field of 

play. 
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The failure of moderu sports science to rescue black players from the perceptions of 

being bigger and faster creates and reinforces ideologies of race and a trading system compatible 

to the demands of the modern game. In Britain and across Europe, the theorizing of the black 

be@ has produced a new form of labor demand. It is crucial to deconstruct the powerful ways 

that "the science of race in sport is a social process "that leads to interpretive frmneworks that 



create one-dimensional models of African players. This generalization stems from a lack of 

specifically detailed bio-chemical studies to make accurate assessments of the evolving changes 

of’the African bo@. 

Whilst "this science has underpmned the foundations of football agencies m making 

profits from the trade in black footballers, the limited employment opportunities in coaching and 

management to black scouts and agents to trade inside global football markets leading up to the 

World Cup in South Africa is rarely examined. Notions of equity, equali~7 and social inclusion 

have not emancipated the black stakeholder for the World Cup in South Africa. The exploitation, 

misappropriation, and the behind-closed-doors a~eements made by the stakeholders in relation 

to the South African World Cup shows a resistance to challenge the range of privileges and 

forms of exclusion of black South Africans. Firsthand evidence through interviews, data analysis 

and observations of political, economic and neo-colonial dangers facing the World Cup in South 

Afiica appear to show a repetition of similar themes of slaveu, with the exploitation of black 

COlmnunities and black players~ disenfrand~isement representing a legacy of the apartheid 

system in football. 

Whilst Gal-vey (1980) advocated African self-development as a solution to the 

emancipation of black people, this is as relevant to football and the abolition of the 

discriminatoU impacts of the football slave trade. The importance of black global self- 

governance in the move towards political and economic representation needs to reverse the 

missionary, traditions by a new trian gle of empowerment. Garvey’s (1940) notion of the ’Black 

Star Liner’ can be used to suggest that black communities, ifrom Africa to London, should 

challenge European football to repay, and promote, black coaches aaad managers at local and 

international levels. Changes in the practices of science, psycholog~r’ and management are needed 



to alter the negative stereotypes of black communities and to challenge the theoretical white 

voices of the past. 
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PROMOTING HI~YMAN DIGNITY THROUGH SPORT ACTIVISM: 

-THE CASE OF AFRICA 

DR. JEPKORIR ROSE CHEPYATOR-THOMSON 

Introduction 

Social and cultural upheavals that endanger human existence have been present 

throughout history. What has surfaced throughout each historical epoch are different ways to 

handle issues and actions that caused and continue to bring dire pain and suffering in global 

cormnunities. Starting about the middle of 20,th century~ African freedom fighters fought for 

independence using different forms of activism Activism is about actions of change that 

promote peaceful coexistence anaong a nation’s citizenry and between nations, help re&~ce social 

and economic poverty, and promotes health welfare of citizens. Poverty, according to the famous 

South African poet Dennis Brutus, results ~from the curse of a global political and economic 

system that rapes the enviromnent, destroys humanity, shreds dignity, shatters f~eedom and 

shuns equality" (Bond, 2010, {] 1). 

We call on activists to help in instigating change of actions in leaders M~o go against 

humanity in promulgating economic and social hardships using legal and political structures. 

While some leaders’ use legal and political bodies to cause havoc mnong the people as the case 

with the policy’ of apa~heid in South Africa, others tu their hardest to produce counter bodies 

that bring out good deeds in society like the first President of the Republic of South Africa, 

Nelson Mandela. Sport activism, peNaps, is the most ef1)ctive agent of change judging from 

legal and social movements "that resulted in actions of change in the United States of America 

and South A1hca. 
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While "the winds of change started in leaps aJ~d bounds in the fight to promote human 

digmi’ff across many shores, individually with sports players in the United States, group-wise 

when it came to African freedom fighters fighting for independence. In South Africa~, sports and 

non-sports stars stood their ground in combating discriminator)’ legal and social practices using 

sport participation at the Olympic Games in early 1960s as a platform. 

Indeed, the_1968 Olympic Games represented a turning point both in human African and 

U.S. histories. The prominent scholar that brought human indi ~gnities or iNustices to the forefront 

in the United States, as the 1968 track and field athletes portrayed, is Har~" Edwards. Dr. 

Edwards in no uncertain terms made it known that the legal and social ills that African 

Americans faced in schools and society at large needed to be eradicated. 

The other turning point is when African leaders used sport to fight racist South Africa 

both in the 1968 a~d 1976 Olympic Games, when many African countries insisted that the 

international co~rm~unity ought to make a stand so that South Afi~cm~ leaders would remove the 

policy of Apartheid that the white minority government instituted in 1948. South Afi-icans in 

sport faced international opposition, leading to expulsion from_i!_~_c_’_ International Tennis 

Federation in 1950s, coming under international prcssurc in 1959, which resulted in their being 

barred from international l’cncing and football in 1964, and the Olympic Games in 1964 and 

1968. Governments a~d individual activists used the United Nations resolutions to invoke 

changes, among them Dennis Brutus of South Al?ica. I~ was belie~,~cd that ~while the voice of the 

United Nations m a.y not be the m~thentic voice of mankind, it is clearly the best available 

facsimile there oK and statesmen have by the general consent treated the [ ~nited Nations as the 

most impressive and authoritative instrument ~i~r ihe expression of a global version of the general 

will (Innis~_~1967) as provided in }5~nler (1980, p. 28). 



However, there was a modest support from the United Nations, which urged states to 

fol]ow the following sport>based resolutions, which were to disal]ow official sponsorships or any 

encouragement to spots contacts with South Africa that may include official receptions to teams 

as well as payments of grants to sports bodies or teams or spo~:smen inx, olved in sporting 

competitions with South African teams; to ax, oid b~anting visas to South Ai)-ican spots bodies or 

teams or sportsmen, apart from ik~r non-racial spots bodies that the Special Committee and the 

liberation movement e~dorse; and finally to disallow use of facilities to sports bodies or teams or 

sportsmen for visits to South Africa ~tunter, 1980, p. 22). The UN involvement in changing the 

sports landscape was not binding because the resolntions and declarations did not obligate 

nations states or private organizations to live by the changes advocated, t {owever, most Aflican 

governments stood their ground i~ having their teams boycott the 1976 Olympic Games in 

Montreal, Canada, because of South Africa"s Apa~theid system. 

The propose of this chapter is to discus sports activism in context of the African 

continent, particularly to understand how African leaders and sports stars within and outside the 

continent used activism to engender social and national developments, paying special attention to 

education, political and social freedom, and peace. A vision for a better socieb~ is m our hands, 

and sport provides a tangible engine for social change. Kipchoge Keino provides a profound 

statement that ]2.~.sport is one of the tools ~at can unite youth ....... that sport is something different 

from fighting in war and it can make a di[l)rence ........ we can change this world by using spo~ as 

a tool2z (Ja~ie, 2008, p. 5). Precisely 2Zspo~ has the capacity to work across societies and 

agencies to help or atempt to make the world a better place2z (Ja~ie, 2007; Ja~ie, 2009, p. 10). 

~pp~ ~ ~ Ve~ foF So~ Chang~ .... --~ ~orma~ed: ~ont: Bold 

Spo~ is critical in combating many social ills. Spo~ acts as a vehicle for social change. 



Indeed, "sport is a vehicle for, and an index of, the growing juridico-cultural importance of 

huma~ rights aaad the greater relevance of humankind" (Giulianotti, 2005, p. 216). Indeed, sport 

is one of those critical avenues that scholars, literary critics and sports’- sta~-s use to stamp out 

huma~ indignities in nations. The f’o~ner Secretary General to UN, the Ghanaia~ Kofi Annam 

articulated how sports umfy people of all walks of life. In many societies, particulaacly in Africa, 

sport is used as a social intervention to help people traumatized by war or extreme social a~d 

cultural conflicts, reintegrating them into society, and sel~;ing as an instrument of building 

positive social relations in sovereign nations. Intel~;entions have been in the form of activism, 

policy, legislation, and resource allocation (Jarvie, 2008). 

Sport is a universal language. At its best it can bring people together, no matter 

what their origin, background, religious beliefs or economic status~ And when young 

people participate in sports or have access to physical educatiom they can experience real 

exhilaration even as they’ leash the ideals of teamwork and tolerance. That is why the 

United Nations is turning more and more to the world of sport fbr help in our work :for 

peace and our efforts to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (Annan, UN press 

release SG/SM/9579, 2004). 

Sport can be considered as a critical element in social change. Kaufman and Wolff" (2010) 

points out that spot* maybe used as ’~a powerful force fi)r individual and collective social 

change" (p. 154). Although sport activism may_be considered an out of the norm behavior in 

Western societies, as ’~athletes are expected t:o play and not protest" (Kau:fh~an and& Wolf[’, 

2010, p. 156), in A:fi*ica, promoting the community’s social and educational endem~’ors is an 

expected behavior in most areas ot" existence. Sport serves as a vehicle :[’or promulgating human 

rights, providing ways to exchange information that aid community development, health, and 



education, as well as initiae public policy t:o gnlide responsive actions m national infrasmlctures. 

Indeed, part:icipat:ion in sports facilitates infi~rmation exchange for humanitarian purposes and for 

implementat:ion for community policy initiatives (G~iulianotti, 2010). 

Black journalists on the Johannesburg;:s Drum magazine saw sports as critical to fighting 

apartheid policies in South Afi-ica in 1955, stepping on the Achilles heel of the white reDme with 

the question: 2’-’Why shouldn’t blacks be allowed in the SA team?2’-’ (Nixon, 1977, p. 76). 

Mandela saw the power of sport for social change and expressed that: 

Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the 

power to unite people in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a language they 

understand. Sport can create hope where once there was only despair’-’ (Nelson Mandela, 

1995 as provided in tlughes, 2010, ~ 

The major people that have used sport to promote peace and harmonious existence economically, 

politically, and socially among people in society are podilical and social activists" that include 

political leaders such as Nelson Mandela, the first president of the Republic of South Africa, 

former UN Secretary General~- Kofi Annan, poets such as Dennis Brutus, the famous South 

African scholar of literature, and sport stars" who include Kipchoge Keino, the father of distance 

running in Africa, Didier Drogba, the Ivorian international football sta;, among others such as 

Dikembe Mutombo, the former ElBA star from the Democratic Republic of Congo, George 

Weah, the former [,iberian international soccer star, and Tegl_a~ Loroupe, the world record 

marathon runner from Kenya, and Nawal E1 Moutawakel, the 1984 400M hurdles gold medalist 

from Morocco. All of these activists fought to promote education, end poverty, eradicate diseases 

such as HIV/Aids, st~mp out racial discrimination and war activities, and promote health 

welfare through sport. 



Pubiic Poiiq!~-Bbased ~ocial Cha~g, e 

The public policy of apartheid in South Africa was i[i~ught ihrougl~ sport, and it in~,~olved 

major A:[iqcan leaders in politics and sports, who are considered social change activists in a non- 

physical war. Tl~e major players include Dennis Brums~ and Nelson Mandela, among others. 

Brutus was a freedom fighter who used sport as his weapon (Lapchick, 2009). He was 

radicalized during his youth; he was demed opportunities to participate in sports in his 

neighborhood communities in Po~ Elizabeth, South Africa, restricting him to sports 

competitions in only black areas, which irffluenced him to fight for f~imess and equality in the 

sport of athletics (Bond, 2010). According to Lapchick, Brutus might be the first spo~s social 

activist because he led sports boycott._s of South Africa f?~llowing his escape into exile in 1965 

(2(109, ~ 1). Indeed: 

Before Muhammad Ali had to t’ight for his title in the courts, befi~rc 

Tommie Smith aJ~d John Carlos raised their black@oved fists at the Mexico City 

Olympics, befi)re Bill Russell wrote ~.::-Go l Jp for Glou,2.!!. before Billie Jea~ King 

served and scored for an entire gender, Brutus saw the power g~ort had to cha~ge 

society (I,apchick, 2009, {] 1). 

Brutus, using the United Nations’ stand on huma~ rights, which focused on the 

promotion of ’human dignity, throughout the world,’ sought to end racial discrimination through 

sport in his home country, of South Africa. When most African nations were celebrating their 

reception of independence in "the 1960s, Dennis Brutus was involved in fighting against the 

apartheid regime. He founded the International Committee Against Racism in Sport, the South 

Africa~a Non-Racial Olympic Committee, and the South African Sport Association. The South 



African Non-Racial Olympic Committee was formed in 1962. It is an organization that ~’targeted 

international sport as a locus of activism" and became triumphant with the expulsion of South 

Africa in 1964 Olympic Games, with Dennis Brutus leading the fi ,ght against apm-theid policy 

through sports (Nixon, 1992, p. 77). Indeed: 

Brutus became a decisive figure, particularly during those early years. 

From the mid-fi~rties onwards, he had challenged the exclusion from South 

Africa’s Olympic side of black athletes who were clocking record performances. 

This was followed in 1963 with a second band prohibiting him from belonging to 

any organization, teaching, or attending any gathering of more than two people, 

including any sports event (Nixon, 1992, p. 77). 

As leader of the first two organizations, Brutus wrote to then President of the United 

States, Jimmy Carter, focusing on human rights. Using sport to protest against apartheid, 

particularly segregation in athletics, Brutus explained that based on the Olympics written 

documents, athletes are selected based on merit m~d not on color. He opposed the policy" of 

racism and apaJtheid essentially from a sports m~gle because he "just thought it was plain unfair 

to keep athletes off the team because of their color ....My approach was: I took on sport as 

racism and in the process found myself in conflict with the apartheid system ..." [pointing out 

that the need to fight] globalizing oppression with globalizing resistm~ce (Looby, 2005, ~ 1). 

Presiden t C arter"-s address to the General Assembly of the United States :focused on 

human dign~ity throughout the world, and Dennis Brutus, capitalizing on "this point, wrote a letter 

to President Carter, asking him to call on all countries to avoid engaging "-2in sport exchanges 

with racist sports bodies in South Africa2’-’ (Brutus, 1977, South African Non-Racial Olympic 

Committee, 1977, March 21, p. 1). In particul m-, "the letter called fi~r the cancellation of the Davis 



tennis match between the United States and "the team fi-om the racist tennis union in South 

Africa, which invoked the United Nations_"- resolution of promoting human dimity globally. 

Dennis Brutus wrote to the President of the United States at the time, stating the :following: 

When you addressed the General Assembly of the United Nmions last 

week, you affixed your commitment a~d that of the United States to the work of 

the United Nations for human dign~ity throu~out the world a~d indicated that you 

would give strong support to the United Nations in this field ... Certain 

resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations_... have a 

bearing on an event [~o] take pa~ in the United States--Davis Cup Te~is match 

between a U.S. team and a team from the racist te~is Union in South Africa~ 

an event due to take place in the United States next month ... We call on you, 

President, to express your opposition to this event, and the United States Te~is 

Association to heed the resolutions of the United Nations, m~d cease supporting 

the racist bo@ in South Africa (De~is Brains, 1977, March 21, President, South 

African Non-Racial Olympic Co~ittee). 

President Mandela, the noble statesman of ~e 2~h century, ~ avid sportsman and a ~--~"[_~_~_~__~_~_~P2~_~_~__~)~ .................. 

foyer boxer, was well awme of the m~guish his people went ttuough for centuries. Indeed, he 

was well aware of the fact the world’s boycott of South African Sport helped his release from his 

27 years imprisonment on Robben Island. He acknowledged that he became president sooner 

because of the sacrifices thin athletes made during the years of the boycott (I~apchick, 2009, ~] 1). 

Ma~dela, M~owing the power of spo~ to aflEct social change_... _channeled thin power to bring 

together post-apa~heid South Afi~ca, rallying the nation around the 1995 Rugby World Cup even 

though rugby was an almost-all-white ~: ~ ............. - (Lapch~ck, 2009, ~, 1), craft~n      g pos~t~ e race 



relations using the sport via the medium of film. 

The movie, ]nvictus, illustrates how Nelson Maaadela uses the power of the sport not only 

to bring the count1)’ together but also to heal old wounds that resulted from the apartheid regime. 

In the 1995 Rugby World_b Cup, the South African~ team was victorious, and Nelson Mandela, 

dressed in Springbok unifo~, capitalized on the moment to bring his country, together. Mandela 

gave Captain Pienaar the winning team trophy to s3~mbolize reconciliation between white 

minori .ty and the black majori~" (ttoglund and& Sundberg, 2008), making it a significant event 

in African sports5 history. Mandela used the 1995 Rugby World Cup to bring together post- 

apartheid South Aflica as one nation, even thot~gh rugby was an almost-all-white sport 

(Lapchick, 2009). Indeed, "The 1995 Rugby World Cup, hosted and won by South Africa, is 

regarded as a highly symbolic event, depicting the Rainbow Nation" (ttoglund m~d& Sundberg, 

2008, p. 808). 

President Mandela sought to protnote social and cultural changes in bidding to host the 

lhmous sport in Aliica. football. President Mandela said that ~%~e] are bidding, to host the 2010 

World Cup on behalf of the (Afiican) government, as we are confident that our success will have 

advantages lk)r the whole region._... Our bid will reflect both the challenges of underdevelopment 

and the success of transformation of soccer on the continent__...._(Mbeki, 2005 as provided m 

Comelissen. 2008, p. 486). The hosting of the 2010 World Cup was critical to South Aliica’s 

national interests: forging a new identity to bnng a national cohesion thus the sport of soccer 

se~azed as an instrument of change and as a way to promote racial reconcili ation (Cornelissen, 

2008). Mande]a~s use of the sport of rugb~ to unify’ South Africans has become ~.~/emblematic 

of the instrumentality of sport in the post-apartheid era (Cornelissen, 2008, p. 487), setting the 

country in pursuit of bidding to host the 2010 World Cup. 



Like President Mandela and the poet Dennis Brutus, John Pinto, another South Afi-ican 

a~d an anti-apartheid activist, organized protests in New Zealand when the South Africa2-’s rugby 

temn toured the country hi 1981 (])ai/y3/lail~ ~()()~): Recently P)nt~ rejected nolnm~i~p~for an .... ,~ Formatted: Font: Ttalic 

award from President Thabo Mbeki_"-s government, indicating in his letter that: "When we 

protested a~d marched into police batons and barbed wire here in the struggle against apartheid, 

we were not fi ,ghting for a small black elite to become millionaires" ~])ai[), ~/~ai[~ 2008, January, ~_,~-~{ formatted, Font: Italic 

In the words of a_South African cricket~r~ any prospecti,~e players trying for the sport of 

cricket had to ’~undergo ~the pencil test,’ a humiliating process whereby a pencil was placed in 

the player’s hair: if it fell out, the player was deemed to be Coloured, but if it stayed put he was 

judged to be Black and was therefore denied the right to play in certain leagues2’-’ (Emmett, 

2009, ~ 1). Basil D’ Oliveira, being of Indian and Portuguese heritage, was classified as Coloured 

under apaatheid policy. Facing exclusion from playing the sport he loved, cricket, he moved to 

the United Kingdom and tried out for the British team. With the help of his family, many friends 

and John Arlott, a BBC cricket commentator, David D’Oliveira moved to ~..e__J~nited Kingdom to 

play Test Cricket in 1960 (.l_~_)__’_.O:liveira, a, 2010). 

Although he moved to United Kingdom to play cricket, he continued to fight separatism 

through sport. :~’-’--Basil D~Oliveira, a non-white South Afi~ican cricketer, conquers ::-the worlds of 

politics and sport together_... _[pro2~’ing] that sport and sportsmen have the power to puncture 

ideological systems that seem ingrained in the fabric of society’_"-’ (Emmett, 2009, July 19, ~[ l ). 

Since the establishment of Test Cricket in 1889, South Africa only allowed white players to take 

part in the sport, and declined to compete with any country outside Australia, England, and New 

Zealand (Gough, 2004). Using the sport of cricket as the weapon of change, D’Oliveira made it a 



personal battle to prove he deserved the chance to play Test Cericket, and in due process entered 

the arena of politics. The South African government, in refusing to allow D’Oliveira to tour his 

homeland with his fellow English players, made other countries ~--cut ~all sporting links with the 

country until apartheid was dismantled" (Gough, 2004, ~] 1). A South African born British 

documentax2¢ maker, Paul Yule, produced the film ~V07’ CRICKET" basing it on D’_:Oliveira’s .... ..~ I:orra~ttea: ~ont: Italic 

involvement with cricket, explaining that his history served as ’~a pivotal point in late 20th- 

century politics. It led to the sporting boycott of South Africa, which is what led, as much as any 

other thing, to the fall of apartheid. It2:s an amazing example of the connection between sport and 

politics" (D’Oliveira, b, 2010, ¶ 1). 

Another public policy based non-physical war concerns Oscar Pistorius of South Africa, 

the 21-year-old sprinter, popularly known as the Blade Rum~er, got the world"-s attention when 

he fought with the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) for his right to 

compete against able-bodied athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China. Pistorius 

was born with a congenital disorder that made him undergo an operation that had both of his legs 

amputated below the knees. This rendered him unable to compete with able-bodied athletes in 

sports; nonetheless he took pa~t in many sports that included rugby, water polo a~d tennis before 

turning his eyes to sprinting in track. With his stellar performances on the track, and armed with 

his credo: You].re not disabled by the disabilities you have, you are [enabled] by the abilities you 

have’;’-’ (~3eij ing Olympics~ 2008, ~] 1), Pistorius legally challenged the IAAF for inclusion in the 

Olympic Games in Beijing as a representative of South Africa (Beijing Olympics~ 2008). 

Equipped with nothing but running skills, the African distance runners played a decisive 

role in the history of social change, aiding to end of apartheid policy in South Africa. The 

Supreme Council of Sport in Africa used the athletic prowess of African runners (Abeibei: Bikila 



and Mamo Wolde, Flhiopia; Kipchoge Keino and Naftali Temu, Kenya; and Mohammed 

Gammaoudi, Tunisia) to fight South Africa"-s Apartheid policy, working together with the 

athletes_’-’ respective countries (Nixon, 1977). In~ total, the Council asked 23 African countries 

and eight others to pledge a boycott of the 1968 Mexico OlympicE if South Al¥ica was allowed 

to participate, and the strategy’ worked (Nixon, 1977). 

l%’ar-B_based ~ocial Con]licts= 

Stadia represent peace sanctuaries, where war or conflicts among differing groups can be 

halted or long-term peaceful terms negotiated or promoted. A stadium was a place that an 

African football match was held and it ended a five-year war in the West African countt~ of 

Ivory Coast. The man behind the match is none_-other than the football aka soccer star, Didier 

Drogba, who brought the warring groups (rebel-held North and government-loyal South) 

together through the sport of football. Drogba, 32, has a dual citizenship with two com~tries: 

France and Ivory Coast. He serves as a ~5~ited Nations goodwill ambassador, as the reigning 

Afi-ican Player of the "fear, and as a three-time Premier heague champion (Wahl, 2010). Using 

his accomplishments, populmJty and status in society, aJ~d with the recognition that the sport of 

l’ootball matters in instigating social change, Drogba q)read a message of peace to Ivoirians 

numbering about 27 million. 

Alter winning the Afi-ican Player of the "fear award m 2007, Drogba used this 

opportunity to promote peaceful co-existence in his homeland. He :f]ew to Abidj an and made a 

plea to President Obagbo to move "the Al]-ica Cup of Nations qualifier game with IvoO’ Coast and 

Madagascar to Bouakd, the town thai: served as the center for rebels that fougj~t the government 

Iroops in the northern region of the count~ (Wa.hl, 2010). President Gbagbo accepi:ed Drogba’s 

proposal. Drogba made a decisive decision: hold the R)otball match at Bouakd Stadium, the 



capital of the rebellion and have the rebels "set: aside t:heir gn~ns and come together i[br a soccer 

game" (Memll, 2007). Prior to the si:ari: of i:he game~ Drogba presented the rebel leader, 

Guillaume Soro, wii~h a pair of individ~alized soccer cleats that had the slogan "TOGETIIER 

FOR PEA CE," in ~?ont of 25,000 people ~hat filled the stadium to capacity (Wahl, 2010, ~] 1). 

The Ivos~ Coasi: national ~eam beai: Madagascar 5.--_--~,’) in i:he 2008 A~?ica Cup and Nations and 

abom 300 soldiers jubilantly celebrated the event. Indeed: 

The 25,(100 fans in Bouakd Stadium had roared at eve~?" pass and shot, m~d they_’~d 

gone wild with euphoria at each goal scored. But victot?~, per se, wasn:_’t so mt~ch the 

point. You didn::’_t have to look hard to see that there was mt~ch more at stake than just a 

soccer match. On this day, the Beautiful Game had reunited a count~?’~ To everyone in 

the stadium~ and to millions of others across Ivo~?~ Coast, Didier Drogba had jt~st ended 

his count~.5~::2s civil war_~ "Up in the stands, 2(10 govermnent troops looked on. They’@ 

been invited to help symbolize the reunification of the count~?’, and they cheered and 

sang with the rebel-fiJendly crowd throughout the day (Merrill, 2007, ~i 1). 

A newspaper headlined the ~iont page: FIVE GOA[,S ERA, E f~ IX, E YEARS OF WAR. which 

summed up the internal war conflict in Iron, Coast (Wahl, 2010, ~] 1). 

In the East African count~?, of Kenya, _t__h__~__Tegla Loroupe Foundation was fi~rmed 

to unite warring ethnic groups through sport, ez~d support children caught-up with the 

madness of war and empower communities educai:ionally and economically in ~he 

nori:hern re~ons of Kenya and Uganda, somhem S~xtan, and Ethiopi a, as well as other 

volai:ile areas in ~he Horn of Africa. Sport serves as one of the m~ior arsenals i:hat can be 

used i:o achie~,e social interactions between warring communities, and athletics have 

proven ~o be ~he "greates~ armory in establishing cohesiveness in ensuring eve~.~’ person 



in il~e group gets a chance to interact with one another amicably without regarding pasI: 

difIbrences" (Tegla Peace Foundations, 2010, ~ 1). 

In particular, Loroupe uses athletics to fbster peace in the communities through hosting 

aJ~ annual Tegla Loroupe Peace Race to bring about peace and stability in the Horn of Africa 

~l)ail), ~¥ation~ 2010). The wmTiors that took part in the race acted as peace ambassadors when _~-~--~{ Formatted: Font: Italic 

they returned to their own communities: stopping conflicts thus promote~ harmonious 

coexistence in their home areas. The Tegla Peace Foundations conducts several conflict 

resolution programs to provide people with sldlls to end the warring relationships, particularly in 

her Western Pokot homeland, where young men armed with automatic weapons kill hundreds of 

people each year (Gettleman, 2006). Ms. Loroupe lost a sister, relatives and friends in the 

centunes-_’-old feuds among many warriors in the region (Gettleman, 2006). In her ~newfound 

role as a philanthropist and peacemaker extraordinaire," Ms. Loroupe has the honor of being 

designated as an ~Athlete of Social Responsibility" for her promotion of peace and healing 

among pastoral cotmnunities in the region (AthleticAfrica.coIn, 2010, ~ 1). 

In the western African country of Liberia, the sport of football was instrumental in 

bringing the nation’s way to an end, promoting reconciliatory efforts and in building the nation 

(Arn~strong, 2007). George Weah became a global philanthropist and local Liberian statesman, 

making him a stand out in football tournaments at international organizations like FIFA and 

UNICEF to use him to promote peace (Arn~strong, 2007). Wea5 became an important icon for 

the international community to use in promoting peaceful_-coexistence; he was a gallant figure 

aJ~d a ~sporting beacon of hope in a seemingly hopeless war drama" (Armstrong, 2007, p. 235). 

The international NGOs used sports networks and football to harness peace, with Weah playing a 

prominent role (Long and& Sanderson, 2001). For example UNESCO made Weah a Football 



Ambassador, using his persona to eradicate killing, a~d help personify hope-through-sport 

aJnong the youth (Armstrong, 2007). Weal~ became a ~walking example of the power of sport 

(and implicitly peace) over the practice of war and death" (A~nstrong, 2007, Pt2. 235=-236). 

Governing bodies along with their sponsorship of global tournaments have occupied a 

superior position in using elite sports as the primary vehicle for global interactions via both its 

shared practices a~d the relations engendered through the games. World bodies such as the 

International Olympic Committee, UN Millermium Goals~ UNESCO and I~_~NICEF use sport as 

a peace-promoting device (Itoglund and& Sundberg, 2008) worldwide. This capability has 

attracted the attentions of those seeking both nation-building and reconciliation in war-damaged 

!~tion~l’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 230). One example concerns UNESCO’s reintegration of child 

soldiers into society in Liberia. The Liberian use of sport to reintegate refugees and children 

soldiers back into society in the previously torn country serves as an excellent example of 

rehabilitation. LrNESCO finances through the French Non-Goverrm~ental Organization (Athletes 

of the World) the Libe~an NGO for Women and Children Rehabilitation Resource Centre 

(WOCHIRRC), whose focus is to help re-integrate fo~mer Liberian child soldiers into society 

using sport activities. The center uses sport ~as a therapy and psychological treatment for ex- 

child soldiers a~d young victims of wa~ so that they cm~ become models within their community, 

ambassadors of the values they have learned through sport (solidarity, respect, teamwork, 

fairness)" (UNESCO, 2010, ~] 1). 

George Weah, former i_lnternational football (soccer) star, who played street football 

while a child in Liberia argues for the importm~ce of sports in healing the scars of former child 

soldiers. According to Weah, sports are crucial for tlhe peace process because they bring people 

together through sports like football, ~we can do somethin g to help heal the minds of the 



children," who were recruited against their will to engage in war and they numbered about 20, 

000 in 2003 (UNICFJ~’, 2010a, I[ l). One 13-year-_-old child soldier said, ~peace is very sweet," 

after winning a football tournament held to celebrate the day of the African child in Monrovia 

(UNICFJ~’, 2010b, ¶i 1). A social worker at the tournament commented "that the children, in 

playing the games, helped ~bring back "their digni’~" and such sports events infom~ed the 

children that community cares for them, a~-e important to society, and are happy see them 

enj oying themselves (UNICEF, 2010b, ~ 1). It evident that structured sports activities aid 

children involved in atoned conflict to stamp violent behavior and develop socially and culturally 

responsive behavior. Indeed former child combatants’ participation in sport helped ehauge them 

from a social context in which violence is considered normal to one in which woxking together as 

a team is recogmzed and ac~xowledged in acceptable ways in their communities (Sport for 

Developme~t.org, 201 

STAR project is a non-governmental progrmn in Liberia that uses the coaching 

philosophy of fbotballJ’br peace to help integrate fo~mer child combatants into society, following 

principles of trust, self-discipline, appreciation and respect (Rookwood, 2008). Based on these 

principles, the football (soccer) progrmns help bring conununities together, enhance social 

development, and promote a peaceful coexistence regionally and nationally for a long time 

(Rookwood, 2009). For exatnple, soccer in Liberia invokes a sense a uni~, and pride mnong the 

people, making many NGO stakeholders to see soccer as potentially critical for preventing anned 

conflict (Rookwood, 2009). Adhering to the roles of games in soccer (self-discipline), 

maintaining honest (truthfulness), and valuing and respecting each other’s contribution to the 

game (appreciation and respect) served as builders to the development of positive social 

relations. 



~Eradicaf!~g ~pve~y and Prom~ng HumaM Health ~Dr~ th r~ugh ~pp~ ~vis~ ..... --~ ~orm~nea: Font: go~d 

Worm Leader,s" and £~orts Stars ’ ~VGOs 

Sport-based initiatives via foundations and ~-assroots organizations play a critical role in 

social change. These initiatives se~e as spheres of change and world leaders such Kofi Annan 

a~d team and ~ndividual spots sta~s are at the ~brefront (see Fi~re~ 1 a~d 2). They have used 

to develop reconciliatoU effo~s through spoVts in such places as schools and work places 

~toglund and~ Sundberg~ 2008). Involvement m sports help~ bre~ down stereotypes and 

transform attitudes that people hold about others~ and "empower co~unities to create a more 

homogeneous and less conflict-prone society~ (t toglund and~ Sundberg~ 2008~ p. 8 ] l). "Inter- 

and intra-co~unal sport initiatives ca~ help to overcome such conflict identities by 

harmonizing ~oup relationships and resto6ng positive~ co-operative interaction a~d criss- 

crossing loyalties spa~ning the in-~oup/out-group divide" (Hoglund and~ Sundberg~ 2008~ p. 

812). 

The Kofi A~a~ Foundation’s tenets of cha~ge involve the use of sport as a 

powerful agent of positive social transfo~nation. A press release on 29/April/2010 in 

Dubai has the Foyer ~ SecretaU General Koffi A~an emphasizing the use of sport as 

a wW to fight poverty, heal divisions and protect the planet eazth. In the press release, 

A~a~ indicated ~at sport is vital for health a~d strength in our societies, pointing out 

how {he crucial the role our spots men and women is in promulgating changes that unif}’ 

societies or ~oups of people ton~ apa~ by conflicts, and in promoting eradication of 

poveW hence socio-economic inequalities a~d prqjudicial relations based on such 

differences as race and gender differences. A~ the 2010 SportAccord Convention in 

Dubai, Kofi Amman m~ed leaders o~f’ the urgent need to ~ecogni~e spo~t as ~powerfi~l 



li~rce for social change. As prox, ided at the Kofi Annan F(mndation’s (2010, April 29) 

website, ’~[sport] has an almost unmatched role to play in promoting understanding, 

healing wounds, mobilizing support of social causes and breaking down barriers" (¶i 1). 

Indeed, "sport is far more than .just a game_... _At a time when war, violence and ethnic 

and religious tensions continue to obscure our common humanity, the [20101 World Cup 

has the real potential to break down barriers and challenge stereotypes Koffi Am~an_~ 

Mondav~ April           ~,’~ 2010, { 1). 

The Congolese basketball star, Dikembe Mutombo, founded the sports-based 

philanthropy, the Dikembe Mutombo Foundation in 1997, whose function is to improve the 

education, health and overall quality of life for the people in his homeland, the Democratic 

Republic of Congo (DRC). He worked ve~.-y ha~-d to improve the health welfare of his people 

through building a hospital. Named after his mom who died in 1997 from a_stroke, Mutombo 

built the Bialnba Marie Mutombo Hospital and Research Center, contributing $22 million of the 

$29 lnillion required to complete the 300-bed hospital in Kinshasa, the Capital city of DRC 

(McElw.’_a_ine, 2010). The hospital puts an emphasis on primax3~ health care and disease 

prevention, and helps increase access to health care and education for the people of DRC (Sport 

Philanthropy, 2010; Dikelnbe Mutolnbo Foundation, 2010). 

Dikembe Mutombo, the fol~ner national basketball ~,~tar from the Delnocratic Republic 

of Congo (DRC), helped to co-host a soccer tournament for approximately 480 underprivileged 

teen boys~top-notch soccer players selected from 24 neighborhoods across Kinshasa, which 

was planned to coincide with the beginning of tlhe 2010 World Cup (McElwaine, 2010). The 

purpose was to educate the youth about HIV/aids both in terms of awareness and prevention. 

President Obama honored Dikembe Mutombo, one of the National Basketball Association 



(NBA) greats, who turned to philanthropy to bnng a needed change in his homeland. President 

Obama praised Mutombo for his efforts to bring health care and education to his native country, 

the Democratic Republic of Congo, adding that he has attacked poverty in Afi-ica with the same 

"ferocity that he used to block shots in the NBA" (~(}~orgeto,,,~ {/n~vers~?¥e!~s~ ~()~()~ ~ ~)~ For ~...~-{ r.rmattea: Font: Italic 

his philanthropic woN, Mutombo received the John Thompson Jr. Legacy of a Dream Award for 

embodying King’_s; spirit and work through the Dikembe Mutombo Foundation ~eorgeto~,n    ~_.~--{ ~r~ttea: Font: Italic 

Universit)~ News, 2010, ~ 1). Dikembe Mutombo’s philanthropic work has earned him the name, 

the ElBA Global Ambassador, and membership on the board of UNICEF. 

Like Mutombo, the Ivofrian superstar, Drogba, founded the Didier Drogba Foundation. 

The Foundation fk~cused on Ineeting the health needs of his Ivo~rian people. Drog~a spent $4.4 

million to construct the hospital that provides a ~ariet5, health sex~ices related to pediatrics, 

oncology m~d gynecolo©’; a~d the hospital provides inexpensi~e consultations to ordinary 

Ivoi.fians while at the same time helping to train Ivoifian doctors and treat about 250 to 500 

patients per day (Wahl, 2010, ~[ ] ). 

Halle G~.abrselassie’s (2003) involvement in the sport of running is not without thoughts 

about helping his people. As he expressed: while he was out running, his thoughts concerned 

eliminating poverty, pointing out that, as Ethiopians, they cannot move fox,yard until poverty is 

eradicated in their communities (Gebrselassie, 2003). As member of an International Temn of 

Athletes Ambassador, Gcbrselassie supports the Right To Play, the leading international 

humanitarian and development organization that uses the transformative power of sport to 

develop instrumental skills in children so as to promote social chaJage in nations or communities 

affected by war and poverty (Right To Play, 2010). Right To Play is pioneer orgaJaization for 

social change, reaching about 700 children through sports and play activities on a weekly basis, 



involving former child combataJats and refugees. 

Global-I~.]ocal Orga~lizations Promote ~ocial Change Tt~rough ~port 

MTN Group is another organization that promotes eradication of povcW through spot. 

MTN Group is a multinational telecommunicat:ions g~oup lhat was lkmnded in 1994 and operates 

in 21 countries in A:f~ca, Asia and the Middle East but it is listed on the JSE Securities Exchange 

in Soufl~ Africa under the share code: ’~MTN" (WeIglk~mae~, 2010, ~ 1). MTN Group was one of 

the sponsors t~r 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa. According to Welnfo~ers (2010), 

Uganda’s CEO ofMTN @oup launched a2010 marathon for pu~oses of scaling up people’s 

access to clean water for safe &i~ing and improving sanitation se~ices in Lamwo ~d Lokung 

dictrictsdistricts. Previous proceeds from the marathon m~ming were used to support expectant 

mothers in the Northern a~d Eastern parts of Uganda (WeInformers, 2010). Other proceeds are 

Nven to Uganda’s Red Cross Society to help facilitate development-related initiatives. 

A local South Afi)cm~ orgm~ization called "The Poor People’s World Cup" was founded 

locally in Cape Town to address the needs of poor people. Western Cape Anti-E~iction 

Cm~paign (AEC) worked at the sm~e time as the 2010 FIFA World Cup to address issues of 

po~erty in Cq~e Town. According to Ashraf Cassiem. AEC is a ~’platR~n created by poor 

people, :fi)r poor people, to expose the evictions and dig~lacements aff)ctmg poor people m a 

negative way2~.::- (I,ozano, 2010, ~1 1). The aim of the games was to fighi FIFA’s exc] usion of poor 

commu~i~ies as well as [l~e negative impact on [he poor and homeless people m So~th Afi-ica. 

Other gn-(mps that FIFA displaced include street vendors and man?, people who were ]~?rced oti[ 

of work~ as well as FIFA’s selling highly p~ced tickets tha~ 1eli many people om of the games. 

Besides, many homeless people were relocated to temporm5’ shelters while games were going on 

so that soccer t(mrists could not see them. The ACE expressed the ~mfaimess of FIFA World 



Cup, fbr i[; allowed the rich to enjoy themselves a[; the highly expensive stadiums at the" e~4,cn~,’~ ¯ 

of the poor people, q’~e Poor People~s World Cup was organized "%r the poor communities by 

[:he poor communities" and it did not %xploit or marginalize people but rather involve them 

create new spaces of exposure aad par[:icipation" (I,ozaao, 2010~ ~ 1 ) [hrough the sport of soccer. 

yromot~g ~/ion an~ ~p~[~ ~?liange in Society Throug~ ~p~ .... ,,~( Forma~ed: Font: Bold 

I don’t t~n.fbr myself [ rut~fbr others, that is what gives me great happiness: 

~Teg~la L~aroupe, 2006 

Individual and T~,am 5~sport ~activists (see Fibre lb). 

Using sport to remove misery in all fom~s of life is paramount particularly in the Afiican 

contex~ Several of the individual sport activists focused on building communities through 

creation of schools and offering financial aid to children. Teg~la Loroupe~s stance on performing 

to help others is well grounded in sport activism. The si~ificance of spots is that it builds social 

and cultural inte~ation ~nd promotes reconciliations through school games and tournaments 

such as building communities of mixed races in Soufl~ Africa’s --"social integration m~d 

reconciliation ~rough games m~d tournaments between school teams, which ~e often fiom 

co~nunities with different levels of mixed race participants_... _[with schools being considered 

an] importm~t base for integration, and most of ~e youth sport is organized within the education 

system" ~oglund ~d& Sundberg, 2008, p. 812). 

Kipchoge Keino, a Kenyan running legend, and an inductee of the World Sports 

Humanitarian Hall of Fame in 1996, :founded the Kip Keino Foundation to improve the quality of 

life for the Kenyan youth, providing an education to unde~nvileged children across ~e region. 

Kip Keino, the 1968 Olympic winner of gold in 1500m, fbunded the children’s home to allow 

them to build their ~gture and he gives I~ll financial suppo~. For his social activism, the 

.... .-41:or~atte{li Font: Not Bold, Not Italic 



(Hartman, 2003). Kipchoge Keino deeply believes in ~’the power of sport to act as a resource of 

hope for both individual and communities" (Jarvie, 2007, p. 411 ), and expresses the following: 

"I believe in this world that spo~ is one of the tools that cm~ unite youth ....... spo~ is something 

different from fighting in war and it can make a diffcrence----~we can change this world by 

using spo~ as a tool" (Ja~,ie, 2007, p. 411 ). Kipchoge also developed a highz-altitude_-training 

center to generate income for the Children’s home. 

In the Islamic north Aflica~ country of Morocco, NawaI E1 MoutawakeL the 400M 

hurdles gold medalist at the 1984 Olympic Games served as youth and sport minister and 

secretaU m her home country, becoming the first Muslim member on m~ International Olympic 

Con~mttee, including ser~’ing on the executive board f?~r the 2008 Be~iing Olympic Games. She 

strongly believes that the values that we hold m sports are paramount in promoting education a~ad 

citizenship. She sees sports as having phenomenal qualities that people can use to come together 

m solid a~ty @7q~.Ol,~ar~ :.~aga~i~ ~008): "1’~ tm~ ),~a~c~ w~ ~?~l~ ~ ~p(~ con~c~ !~ui~di~}~ _~_,~-[ Forma~ed: Font: Italic 

conr~ections, exhibiting exceller~ce, and demonstratir~g dete~wnirmtion m~d showing eflbrt in joy 

E:u,’opear~ ,~#agazi~,e 2008) NawaI’s activism concem~ ~e advocacy lbr womer~ arid girls to ~-- F~rm~ed Font’ Ira c 

participate m sports, pointing out that she is ~’deeply convinced that the l~ture of sport is 

l~rninme" ~]~ropean ~/Iag-azir~e: ~ 1). Nawal F.I Moutawakel won:~_~ I,aure~s Liik~time .... -{ ~.r=.uea: ~ont: ItaUc 

Achievement Award in 2010 and Edwin Moses commented that she is an~agent for change, in her 

own countu, no~mg that she has had a dramatic influence on the role women play in Moroccan 

society (I aure~s, 2010, {[ 

Kenya’s Tegda Loroupe suppo~s members of her Pokot community through building 

schools a~d paying school 1)es. HIn her own words ’2zI don’t mn for myself, I mn for others, 



that is what gives me great happiness’_’-’ epitomize Lo~rou_pe’s stand on social activism. 

Tegla I~oroupe Peace Academy whose propose is "1:o provide educational opportunities :[br 

children di sp] aced and or orphaned as a result of conflict and-/or I tlV Aids in th e Greater t Iorn 

of Africa Region" (Tegla Loroupe Peace Academy~ ~,)l 0, ’~i l). The Academy has a boarding 

primal7 and secondary boarding schools, sports stadium, athletics training camp, and health 

centre (Tegl a Loroupe Peace Academy, 2010). It is here th at the WalTiors turn in their guns and 

spears for excellent athletic training and girls to go to school to further their education 

(Gettleman, 2006). In stun Ms. Loroupe went "from fame to philanthropy, from the roaring 

stadium to the quiet office. It is a classic journey for an athlete whose glo17 days are slipping 

away... _(Gettleman, 2006, ¶ 1), turning her to assmne a new role in her society. 

2"-I’_’-ve (lone my best making sure that some less privileged girls in our socieO’ don ’zt 

waste away, through this Hope For ~irlSI camp._ 

;~Iobolaji Akiode ,(AllAfrica.com, 2010, ¶ 1) 

Mobol@ Akiode, a NigeiJ an basketball star, quit her job as a junior accountant woNin g 

R~r ESPN and left R~r Nigeria to start an organization that u~;es [,asketball to meet the needs of 

poor girls in Nigeria. Guided by a Nigerian proverb, ~What you give you get 10 times over," 

Akiode board~_d., the plane to help her people, particularly young women. Akiode :fbunded Hope 

fet:-Ct__Girls m AfiJca, using basketball to empower girls l’rom poor backgrounds, first in Nigeria, 

then throughout the African continent. 

Hope for 4_Girls in Africa is dedicated to increased participation and empowerment of 

disadvantaged young African women in sports and education (Hope4GirlsAfrica.org, 2010, ¶ l). 

~Akiode_"-s vision :for this nonprofit organization is to use sports as a medium to reach out to 

young women with the belief that the sky2’-s the limit both on and off the court. The progra~n 

She built 



aims to expose young Africaa3 women to literacy eradication programs and networking 

opportunities with both their peers and college coaches from the U.S and in Africa" (Fordham 

University Official Website, 2010, ~ 1). Akiode used sports to inspire and empower 

impoverished young women, ol~crmg basketball camps in Nigeria. She k~ew of i~he benefits of 

sports, indicai:mg i:hat: 2’-’Participating in spor~s does so much liar yo~r confidence, especially aI: a 

y(mng age. You get to socially network with other girls like you. You get to learn more. You geI: 

to build confidence, friendships~ Those are the things that help you develop as a young woman. 

And I think it2s missing at a r~ally young age here" (Huckshorn, 2010, ~ 1). 

~Analytical Perspectives on Mrican Social Activism and Conclusions 

African freedom fighters as activists in politics fought along with the Pan-African call for 

togetherness, which was grounded in African solidarity. The vgoice of Pan-Africanism rested on 

political leaders such as Kwame Nk~rnmah of Ghana, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, and Leopold 

Senghor of Senegal. Nkrumah "passionately advocated Pan-Africanism as the solution to 

Africa’s myriad economic, social and political problems (Biney, 2008). In his faJnous dictum 

"Seek ye first the political kingdom and all else shall be added unto you," Nkrumah was the view 

that the freedom would promise an economic paradise and accompanying riches for Ghanaian 

citizens of the newly independent state" (Biney, 2008), hopping that this would provide an 

inspiration and motivation for a better furore for Africa and African people (Biney, 2008). 

Sport-based activists generated narratives that promoted social transformation in African 

societies, stretching from the northern to the southern regions and from the eastern to the western 

of sections of Africa. The narratives stimulated minds and generated_ actions that promote social 

transformation m African societies, stretching from north-south to east-west regions of Africa, 

with sport being used as the weapon of change. African social activism, revealed through the 
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fight for freedom beginning in the late forties, permeates people’s consciousness in most walks 

of life. The African mind was put in dire tul~noil during the colonial period, and sport, serving 

as ~vehicle for change, worked to bring social transformation in many realms of life starting in 

the late 20~th: ~ntury: and ~ontinuil-t~ ~o ~ pres~pt. S~al~ act~}!~sm ~throu~ sp~rts ~ clearly ~..~-{ Form~ttea: tlot superscript! Subscript 

apparent in the 21,st centuu, with political leaders and sports stars serving as major actors. _..~..~{ Formatted: Not Superscript/Subscript 

Notable figures have included politicians, sport sta~s, and poets, acting individually or via 

foundations that they created, or using outside agencies or organizations to promote harmonious 

and cordial relations amongst all people in contexts of education, health, and environmental 

development. 

Sports stars, public poli%~ makers and political leaders are considered as stakeholders of 

social change hence this chapter examined the extent to which sport has been used as a weapon 

of social change both at the macro and micro level in Africa. In synch with African freedom 

fighters that fought for independence from European empires, sports activists followed the 

footsteps of these freedom fighters in challenging the structures that chained them to oppression. 

The activists tied their struggle for freedom to United Nations and to international organizations 

such as UNESCO and IOC, which helped effect change in the African continent. Notable figures 

have included sport stars, and poets, acting individually or via foundations that they created or 

use outside agencies or organizations to promote ham~onious living in terms of education, health, 

aJ~d environmental development. 

In conclusion, Afi-ican intellectuals and freedom fighters such as Kwmne Nk~rumah of 

Ghana, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, and Leopold Senghor of Senegal fought not only to win 

political freedom for their people but also to eradicate EuropeaJ~ economic and social 

exploitation of the African continent and to stamp out oppressive ways the African people were 



subjected to in the course of their daily living. Following their footsteps were political and social 

activists in Africa and Diaspora with similar aspirations. A-among them were scholars such as 

the poet Dennis Brutus of South Africa and the sociologist Hart)’ Edwards in the United States, a 

prominent African statesman, the first President of the Republic of South Africa, Nelson 

Mandela, and numerous sports stars like Dikembe Mutombo (DRC), Kipchoge Keino (Kenya), 

George Weah (Liberia), Na~ewal E1 Moutawakel (Morocco), Didier Drogba (Ivory Coast), and 

Maria Mutola (Mozambique). 
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IS MUI,TIPLE JEOPARDY THE NAME OF THE GAME FOR BLACK WOMEN IN SPORT? 

ELLEN J. STAUROWSKY, ED.D. 

With a keen understanding of how "the past illuminates the present and advises the future, 

sociologist Hm~ Edwards observed at the turu of the new century in 2000 that: 

Sport always recapitulates society, in temps of its character, dynamics, and 

the structure of hmnan relations. Just as I believe emphatically that the challenge 

of the 212t century will be diversity in all of its guises, the challenge in sports in 

the 21~st century is going to be diversity. We are going to be looking at 

circumstances where we cannot separate out race, from class, gender, 

sexuality, technoclass status or age (p. 29). 

The implication of that reality is that institutions across America, including sport 

institutions, will be run by individuals who are working for m~d with people different from 

themselves (Cmminghmn ._a__r_!__c_~_~-- Fink, 2006). With the ascendance of Barack Obmna to the U.S. 

presidency in 2008, the first African-Americm~ to hold that position, a cultural shift in public 

understanding as to who could occupy a position at the center of the political power structure had 

been given undeniable visibili~, supported through a citizen-based electoral process. Notably, 

one of the most publicly recognizable media moguls in the world, Opra!_~y- Winfrey, exerted her 

own powcr and influence in moving forward Obama’s candidacy during "the campaign. 

While "the forces of exclusion and oppression that once ba~-ed racial minorities from 

participating fully in the society overall have abated, the legacy of laws, accepted practices, and 

worldviews linger in vm-ious fom~s to affect access to athletic opportunity and positions of power 

and prcstigc in sport. The intersections between gender, race, and sport aJce particularly salient 
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here. Stories of sport as a vehicle for social change and racial awakening a~-e a part of 

AmericaJaa. As an iconic racial fign_~re, Jackie Robinson surfaces as a touchstone to define the 

contours of conversations about sport and its integrative capacities. At the same time, 

Robinson’s contemporm)’, Althea Gibson, credited with integrating the white enclaves of both 

tennis and then golf, does not produce the same cultural recognition or traction, despite being the 

first black female athlete to grace the cover of Sports Illustrated in 1957. 

For all of the belief that sport possesses the potential to facilitate change within the 

culture by providing an integrated space for people to embrace difference and overcome 

prejudice, the necessity for present day activism by the Black Coaches Association and the Black 

Women in Sport Foundation testifies to the resistance members of racial minorities encounter in 

sport through outright or covert discrimination or benign neglect. The racial projects each 

organization addresses, while rooted in white supremacy, are shared but not identical. 

This is seen in the complicated dynamics around societal expectations regarding 

President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama. While it is well kmown that both have an 

athletic background and that the First Lad?’~s brother, in point of fact, is a college basketball 

coach, nevertheless, their credentials as athletes have received considerable scrutiny. During the 

lead up to the presidential election, candidate Obama was ridiculed for his lackluster bowling 

performance (Media Matters, 2008) while his tougtmess seems to be reinforced through the 

coverage of things as minor as a fat lip he received during a Th anksgiving holiday pickup 

basketball game (Simon, 2010). Alternatively, Mrs. Obama, who has taken on the role of 

leading a national campaign called Let’s Move~ designed ~ promote healthy eatm~ and ~xercis~ .~..~-{ Formatted: ~ont: Not Italic 

habits in children and adults, became the target of racialized and sexualized innuendo by too 

often exhibiting her muscular and sculpted bare arms (KaJator, 2009). While athletic prowess is 



viewed as a necessity for the Leader of the Free World and something expected of a black maJa, a 

strong black woman so close to a position of power was the subject of sup~reillance and object of 

both admiration but also suggestive commental)’. 

In one of the earliest scholarly works on African-American female athletes in college 

sport following the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments in 1972, Alpha Alexander 

described the combined influences of racism aJad sexism th at affect African-American women in 

sport to be akin to double jeopardy. Tina Sloaaa Green and Linda Sheryl Greene, in their 2007 

histol.-y of the Black Women in Sport Foundation, drew a parallel between their work and that of 

ttan37 Edwards’ critique of sport’s support meritocracy that has effectively excluded racial 

minorities from the rmaks of privilege, leadership, mad power (p. 326). They point, as numerous 

scholars have also done, the implications of racial ideology circulating in both big and small 

ways throughout the sport system are different for b_Black men and b_Black women (Bruening, 

2000; Bruening, A~nstrong~ a~d&- Pastore, 2005) while at the same time, white women may 

expex)ence a level of sexism similar to that of black women but do not suffer from racial 

intimidation (Brake, 2010). 

Noted author, bell hooks (198 l) wrote about the societal position of ~_b_B.lack women this 

No other group in America has had their identity socialized out of 

existence as have Black women. We aJce rarely recognized as a group of separate 

and distinct as Black men, or a part of the larger group of"women" in this culture. 

... _=When Black people m-e talked about the focus tends to be on Black men and 

when women are talked about the focus tends to be on White women (p. 7). 



Referencing the work of the Combahee River Collective, McDowell and Cunningham 

(2009) extend the conceptual idea that African-American women in sport experience double 

jeopaacdy to a 2-~multiple jeopa~cdy2’- of oppression, that factors in race, gender, and class. By 

understanding that African-American women may be subject to multiple jeopardy is to 

understand that ~’if Black women were fi-ee, it would mean that everyone would have to be free 

since our fi-eedom would necessitate the destruction of all the systems of oppression" (as cited in 

McDowell and& Cunningham, 2009, p. 204). 

And thus we are left to wonder if multiple jeopardy is the game that African-American 

women are playing and can expect to play in the future if they are to participate as athletes, call 

plays as coaches, exert influence as athletics directors, conference commissioners, provide 

cormnentary as broadcasters, and call the shots as owners? The remainder of this chapter will 

attempt to address that question by exploring the avenues girls and women of color have to sport; 

the status of black women in the sport workplace; and the mechamsms black women in sport use 

to navigate their way through racial and sexist minefields. 

Avenues to ~port That Girls and& Women of Color Have T~.¯ Sp~:~ 

The gendered dynamics around access to sport participation reflect the double bind (_?_f_]__t_t__~. 

Africm~-American female’s experience. In their report, Go Out a~,d play: --Foutl, Sports" m 

America, sociologists Sabo a~nd Veliz (2008) report that boys typically start down the path of 

acquiring a basic athletic education earlier tha~ girls. A boy’s first experience with a team sport 

begins on average when they are 6---_--8 years old. In contrast, girls gain their first team sport 

experience at 7.4 years of age. 

Income levels, race, m~d "upe of community (urban, suburban, or rural) offer a more 

nuanced understanding of youth entry into sport. Children from families with incomes less thm~ 



$38k per year be ,~g!~_m~, their focal sport experiences nearly two years a~’ter children whose 

families have incomes of over $100,000 per year. Early ent~ rates are stratified by race as well, 

with white boys and girls being most likely to be involved in sports by the age of six (Sabo and& 

Veliz). 

The existing gender gap in ent~ into sport is compounded by race as reflected in 59% of 

white girls participating in organized sport by "the age of six compared to 32% of HispaJaic girls 

and 29% of African-American girls. When participation in physical activity (for example, 

physical education) is taken into account, the pathways to participation are less accessible for 

girls from rural and urban settings, with 84% of urban girls in the United States having no 

physical education classes in 1 llh and l~h grades. Sabo and Veliz (2008) concluded that 

’~Urban girls are the ’have nots’ of physical education in the United States. Given this pattern, it 

is not surprising that dropout rates are also highest among urban girls, who are demographically, 

more likely to be poor.’_’ 

This accumulation of multiple oppressions is reflected in the inequities that exist in 

athletic participation opportunities for women competing at the college level. In her recent work 

on the impact of Title IX in helping to inspire a sports revolution for girls and women in the 

United States, legal scholar Deborah Brake writes, "Title IX’s successes are too often discussed 

without attention to race, as if female athletes have no race or at least no racial divisions or 

disparities among them" (p. 113). While Title IX has resulted in a 1,000 percent increase in 

varsity athletic opportunities for fern ale athletes in U.S. colleges and universities from 1971 to 

the present, "those gains have not occurred equally across all racial categories of female athletes 

(Oreenlee, 2007). 

Not Superscript/Subscript 



In a 2008 report examining the impact of Title IX on college sport nationwide, research 

by John Cheslock reported several key findings. First, contrary to perceptions that there is a 

direct cause and effect relationship between Title IX and cuts to men’s athletic opportunities and 

teams, he fi~und that school administrators were more likely to respond to the necessity of 

complying with Title IX by adding women’s sport opportunities rather thaJa decreasing men’s 

participation. Individual sports, such as gymnastics, tennis, and wrestling have plateaued or 

declined while other sports, such as lacrosse and soccer have grown steadily for both men and 

women. Sport sponsorship patterns from roughly the mid_--1990s through 2005_--2006 showed a 

mixed pattern in terms of opportunities for African-American women. In the immediate 

afternaath of the passage of Title IX, sports in which African-American women have historically 

participated in high numbers, such as basketball and track and field~ were being added to athletic 

programs. As increases in those sports leveled off, colleges and universities started to add 

women’s sports that generally draw fewer African-American female athletes, crew and lacrosse 

as cases in point. The ten highest growth sports for college women between 1995 and 2004 were 

as follows (listed by rate of growth flom highest to lowest): soccer, rowing, softball, swimming, 

lacrosse, golf, ice hockey, water polo, equestrian, and volleyball. Cheslock concluded, ~’The 

implication of these sponsorship patterns for future participation growth is most severe for 

African American female athletes because they are heavily segregated by sport; close to 68% 

participate in three sports: basketball, indoor track and field, and outdoor track and field" (p._5). 

For the seven years between 1999---_-2000 and 2005.--_--2006, this level of segregation by sport :for 

AfricaJa American female athletes did not change. 

In 2007, Women in [Iigher Education reported that nine in ten black :female college 

athletes compete on basketball teams and track and field squads. In terms of access to athletic 



scholarships, while approximately one-third of NCAA Division I women’s basketball players 

were black, only 2.7% of black female athletes comprised "those who receive athletic 

scholarships in all of the other NCAA Division I sports combined. 

For the academic year 2008=-2009, there was a modest increase in the overall number of 

black female athletes participating on NCAA teams to 11.4%, an increase of two percent from 

the 9.4% competing in the 1999----2000 academic year. Across all divisions, 32.5% of female 

basketball players are black with black female players comprising nearly 36% of NCAA 

Division I women’s basketball squads in 2008=-2009 (Zgonc, 2010). 

There is a growing body of research that affiru~s the positive benefits girls and women 

derive from participating in sport and physical activity. According to Her L~ib Depe~ds ()~ It II." 

The Role of S~port a~d Physical Activity in the Lives of Girls and lVomen (Stanrowsl~’, DeSousa, 

Ducher, Gentner, Miller, Shakib, Theberge, and& Williams, 2009), sport participation decreases 

a woman’s chance of developing heart disease, osteoporosis, b~east cancer, and other health 

related problems. Female athletes engage in fewer health risk behaviors, reporting lower rates of 

both sexual activiU and pregnancy, smoking, and alcohol and drug use. Psychologically, female 

athletes evidence higher levels of self-esteem, an ability to work with temns, confront adversity 

productively, and to perfoxm under pressure. In te~ms of school engagement, retention, and 

graduation, female athletes are more likely to aspire to go on to college and to foru~ a meaningful 

connection at school. Given the fact that African-American girls have access to fewer sport 

opportunities, the benefits to be derived from sport participation is also not realized. 

Recogmizing that ~’Title IX’s mandate of equality in school athletics program s is 

especially important fi~r girls of color ..." (p._3), the National Women’s Law Center cited this in 

their rationale :for filing suit against 12 school districts in November of 2010 that evidence large 



gender gaps between athletic opportunities offered for girls compared to boys. Demonstrating 

what potentially may prove to a pattern of mass non-compliance with Title IX at "the high school 

level nationwide, the naaned school districts include the Chicago Public Schools (IL), Clark 

County Schools (NV), Columbus City Schools (OH), Houston Independent School District (TX), 

Irvine umfied School District (CA), New York City Department of Education, Oldham County’ 

Schools (KY), Sioux Falls School District (SD), and Worcester Public Schools (MA). Besides 

gender gaps in participation, the suits further note that these gaps have been increasing rather 

than decreasing over time, suggesting that identified school districts will have difficul .ty arguing 

that the?" have been progressively working to increase opportunities for female athletes. This set 

of suits, combined with other independent inquiries and actions in the state of Florida and 

District of Columbia offer further evidence that structural barriers exist to female participation in 

sport within the nation’s schools (McKenna, 2010). 

While the stakes of non-participation in sport and physical activity are high for African- 

American females, how quickly communities and schools will change in order to respond to the 

needs of African-American women remains an open question. The fact that the National 

Women’s Law Center, nearly forty, years a£ter the passage of Title IX, has sued some of the 

largest school districts in the countu for non-compliance is problematic. Further, according to 

Colmell (2004), collegiate and school experts expressed limited confidence that Title IX 

compliance would be achieved quickly because of lack of funding. While no doubt articulating a 

common perception of the source of’the problem in terms of Title IX, as a piece of Civil Rights 

legislation, existing sex discrimination cannot be justified on "the basis of lack of funding. Thus, 

it is entirely possible that some of those experts in Connell’s 2004 study may well be on the 

receiving end of the National Women’s Law Center’s complaint today. 



The Experiences of Black Female Athletes 

In 1978, Alexander reported that there was virtually no research that had been done to 

document black women’s participation in intercollegiate athletics as administrators, athletes, and 

coaches. That work, along with the classic, Blaclc g/ome~l m Sport (Oreen, Oglesby, Alexander, 

and& FraJak, 1981) serve as a baseline measure for assessing prog~-ess over the span of four 

decades. Notably, while the primary motivations for both ofthese efforts was the limited 

amount of information available about black women in sport, Linda She~’l Greene and Tina 

Sloan Green would write in 2007, ~There is relatively little written about the role of black 

women in sport" -(p. 314). 

The next influential project on this front would be Tern Stratta’s (1998) case stu@ 

examination of barriers African-American women confront in college sport. Focusing on the 

experiences of African-American female athletes at a predominantly white institution, Stratta 

found that Afi~ican-American female athletes experienced differential treatment throughout the 

sport socialization process due to the fact that they were black. She speculated that the 

invisibility of African-American women among the rm~ks of those competing in college sport 

was due to their systemic elimination at all levels of the socialization process. She further 

reported that racially motivated barriers discouraged African-American women from achieving 

their full potential, leading to premature retirement N~ 

These findings resonate years later through the sto~)’ of Jennifer Harris, an African- 

American basketball player who alleged that she had been subjected to gender, race, and sexual 

orientation discrimination while on athletic scholar:ship at the Pennsylvania State University 

under the tutelage of then head coach, Renee Portland. In a case that ultimately settled in 2008, 

Harris believed that she was forced out at Penn State because of Portland’s insistence on a 



specific type of feminized demeanor (Jennifer wore her hair in cornrows and her attire met with 

disapproval from her coach). Numerous public accounts confi~an Portland’s policy of ’~no 

drinking, no smoking, no lesbians" which led to inquiries about players’ sexuality. Suspicions of 

being a lesbian could result in revocation of an athletic scholarship. 

This silencing of African-American female athletes is a theme that emerges in the few 

studies that have been done. Findings from a stu@ of African-American female athletes 

enrolled at a large Midwestern university revealed that there are opportunities for success but 

those are interrupted or foreclosed all together by media who fail to cover African-American 

female athletes and people in positions of authorit?T, nanaely administrators and coaches who 

exert undue influence through coercive means in keeping African-American female athletes in 

line or who simply fail to acknowledge the racial dynamics at work for athletes who are in the 

minori~. These women reported that their greatest support came from family members and 

teachers/coaches and they believed the most effective strategies for change were increasing the 

availability of role model~ and encouraging greater participation of Afi~ican-American women in 

sport (Bruening, 2000). 

While these women were subj ected to racialized and gendered stereotypes about female 

capability, Coleman (2000) reported that the underrepresentation of black and Latino female 

students in athletics at Williams College was due, in part, to a belief that athletic participation 

would undermine the ability of those students to be academically successfully. Ironically, for the 

few black and I~atino females who did participate in athletics, they reported greater satisfaction 

with both their academic and social experiences than their non-athlete contemporm-ies. 

Picking up on the theme of role modeling and the need for mentors, Carter and Hart 

(2010) found that there was a definitive structure to the network b_Black female athletes looked to 



for support. In effect, conversations with b_Black female athletes from two NCAA Division I 

institutions revealed that they sought gmida~ce and assistance in the career/academic m-ea, 

psychosocial area, and athletics with different family members identified to serve in those 

m entor rol es. 

The existence of a trusted network seizes as a platform fi)r b_Black female athletes to 

move forward. As a strategy to recruit, retain, and ensure the success of b_lglack female athletes, 

it behooves coaches and administrators to take heed. At the same time, the fact that there 

continue to be so few African-American females in the sport system constitutes a vacumn in 

information and perspective. In an attempt to capture the essence of this loss, Bruening, 

Armstrong, and Pastore (2005) sought to examine the ways in which the sport system engages in 

’~silencing" b_Black female athletes through lack of public recognition and a lack of 

acknowledgement of perspective and experience. As a case in point, administrators a~d coaches 

seemed unaware of the need to be in tune and responsive to a culture in which African-American 

female athletes comprised two percent of the overall athlete population (21 out of 800). This 

pAoup of female athletes reported being subjected to racial and sexist stereotypes, uncotnfortable 

team environments, a failure on the part of those around them to really hear what they had to say, 

and an insensitivity on the part of those around them to apprehend the difficulties associated with 

speaking up when you are the person in the minority. 

The Status of Black Women in the Sport Workplace 

Sport as a business is among the top industries in the United States. While there is 

limited data available regarding the representation of women a~d women of color throughout the 

industry, some sectors of the industry are monitored in terms of racial and gender composition of 

the work force. According to the NCAA, during the 2008=-2009 academic year, black women 



made up approximately %ur percent of the staffs working in NC AA member institutions 

athletics departments and conference offices (Zgonc, 2010a, 2010b). While those fign_~rcs might 

suggest that black women are at least represented in somewhat higher numbers than they are 

generally within the athlete population, a closer examination of the roles that black women play 

within these settings is important. At the conference level, black women have the highest 

representation (15%) in the role of administrative assistant, followed by assistant commissioner 

at 14.5 percent. Within athletics departments, black women are most frequently serving in the 

role of life skills coordinator (12.2%), senior woman administrator (11%), academic 

advisor/counselor (10.3%), and administrative assistant (8%). Within historically black 

institutions, the pattern is essentially the same with black females being represented in slightly 

smaller percentages. When considered from the standpoint of career advancement, these roles 

~Tpically do not afford access or exposure to skill sets in areas of budget, finance, and high level 

decision making often perceived as requirements for candidates being considered to director a~d 

cormnissioner positions. Among NCAA coaching ranks, just fewer than four percent of head 

coaches are black women, with the highest representation in bowling (26.3%) a~nd wo~nen’s 

basketball (8.9%). 

The Racial a~d Gender Report Cards published by the Institute for Diversity m~d Ethics 

in Sport provide the most accessible data on the composition of workfo~ve with professional 

sport leagues (Lapchick with Kaiser, Cou@, and& Wang, 2010; Lapchick, Kitnurse. and& 

Moss, 2010). That said, reporting is done on the basis of separate race and gender categories, 

thus does not easily offer an analysis of the status of black women within the overall picture. 

Among professional sport leagues, few if any African-American women participate in 

ownership structures, with Sheila Johnson being the only person of color considered an owner 



during the 2009 and 20 ] 0 seasons, maintaining 6.--_--7 percent of Lincoln Holdings, LLC, the 

company that owns the Washington Mystics. Within the Women’s National Basketball 

Association (WNBA), which consistently receives the highest rating of any professional sport 

league for its record of hiring women and minorities, there were two African-American women 

general managers in the 2010 season (Lapchick with Caudy m~d& Russell, 2010). 

In the National Basketball Association ~,2NBA), 18% of vice presidents, 25% of senior 

administrators~ 39% of professional administration, and 5% of broadcasters were women. Of the 

24 African-Americans ho]ding vice president positions in the ]eague office, seven were women 

during the 2009_--2010 season (Lapchick with Kaiser, Russell, m~d& We]ch~ 2010). In the 

National Football League (NFL), 3% of owners, 4% of CEO/presidents, 15% of vice presidents, 

17% of senior administrators, 27.5% of office management, 52% of support staff personnel, and 

4% of radio and TV announcers were women during the 2009 season (Lapchick with Kitnurse 

aJ~d& Moss, 2010). Without further infoI~nation, it is difficult to assess how many African- 

American women are employed within these professional sport settings. Trends would suggest 

that the numbers are most likely fairly low. 

About the low numbers of black women working in sport, Abney (2007) wrote, ~On a 

daily basis minority women are confronted with the reality that white males control the 

operations of most franchises, colleges and high school athletic departments, and youth sport 

programs" (p. 54). In articulating the importance of an institutional commitment to marshalling 

a response to that, Charlotte Westerhaus, the now former NCAA vice president for diversity and 

inclusion, commented, ~The NCAA must do eye, thing it can to identify, foster and support the 

number of people of color and women mid-level administrators and coaches in a manner that 



will promote them into senior leadership and head coaching roles within intercollegiate athletics" 

(Brown, 2010, p. 1 ). 

Based on the expanse of research on black women in college sport administration and 

coaching, there is a remarkable consistency in "the bamers and obstacles black women face in 

their efforts to pursue and persist in caJceers within athletics departments at colleges a~d 

universities (Abncy and& Richey, 1991 ; Benton, 1999; Nelson, 1999; Wicker, 2008). The 

access discrimination, stereotypes, and lack of consistent support systems that African-American 

women basketball coaches identified in 2010 echo similar sentiments expressed by black women 

in athletics three and a half decades earlier (Borland, 2008; Borland and& Bruening, 2010; 

Houzer, 1974). 

Profiles of eight African American female coaches and administrators working at 

historically black colleges and universities offer insight into how uneven and unequal the college 

sport workplace can be. Motivated by a desire to work in service to others, these women shmed 

a belief in giving back and reaching back. Despite paths mmked by explicit gender 

discrimination, mamfest at times by inadequate salary and insufficient financial resou~ves, these 

women also evidenced a resilience, which drew upon internal reserves for strength m~d fortitude. 

As Wicker (2008) and others have noted, mentoring a~nd networking, along with 

professional development training were regarded as invaluable tools in helping African- 

AmericaJa women derive fulfillment from their jobs. The struggles encountered by African- 

Americans in general within "the college sport workforce, and African-American women in 

particular, do not go unnoticed by the next generation. In a stu@ of college athletes’ interest in 

and perception of the coaching profession, women were more likely to agree with the idea that 

female coaches are "treated differently on the basis of their sex. Similarly, minority athletes were 



more likely than white athletes to agree that coaches are treated differently on "the basis of race 

a~d ethnicity (Kamphoff and& Gill, 2008). 

Conclusion 

For those who doubt the validity that African-American females in sport are scrutinized 

more closely and judged more harshly for breaking their silence, one need only reflect on the 

controversy surrounding "the quite candid rcmaJcks of Serena Willimns during the U.-S. Open in 

the fall of 2009. Her frustration, characterized as verbal abuse directed to a lines judge, resulted 

in a heated contest between Williams and opponent Kim Clijsters abruptly ending (Deitsch, 

2009). While Oracene Williams, Serena’s mother was quoted as saying that she should have 

~’kept cahn", in the grand scheme of unbecoming language shouted at an official, either by other 

tennis players or other high profile athletes, the degree to which the incident served to command 

such attention both by the media and the public is noteworthy and may lend credibility to the 

societal requirements that the stronger female athletes are, the more racially defined they ree, the 

greater the expectation is the athlete will be silent. And in point of fact, while celebrated by 

many around the world for the sheer magnificence of play, still the racialized stage, on which she 

and her sister Venus compete, is always within view. 

While the press was t~?~ing to spin ~ uncomplimenta~ picture of Serena Williams in the 

fall of 2009 in aia effort to reign in the power of what she had to say, the manner in which she did 

it, and the subliminal and never fully acknowledged discomfort she created among whites, 

attempts to silence and diminish the accomplishments of’the Rutgers University women’s 

basketball team in the spring of 2007 by white radio shock jock Don Imus did not have the effect 

expected. On the morning following "the team’s loss in the final game of the NCAA Women’s 

Division I Basketball Championship to the University of Tennessee, Imus and his staff engaged 



in a skit in which the 2-~rough girls of Rutgers2-’ were described as 2-~nappy-headed hos2~. The 

incident was marked by corporations withdrawing sponsorships and a growing boycott of the 

show, eventually leading to Imus being fired by CBS (CBS/AP, 2007). 

While Michael Awkward (2009) has argued that the public reaction to the incident 

wmTanted a far more thoughtful analysis thaJ~ the country in the mare was capable of articulating, 

thus failing to see that Imus was in fact a scapegoat, the limitations of this chapter prevent 

greater elaboration on the validi~" of that position. What cam~ot be ignored was the degree to 

which Rutgers head women’s basketball coach, Vivian Stringer, who would be one of the few 

women inducted into the National Basketball Hall of Fame only a year or two later, would exert 

a voice that could be heard above the media din (Whiteside, 2007). In so doing, she also created 

space for her players, most specifically Essence Carson, to exert a voice as well. 

~Vhile those inclined to dismiss the incident as either hmnor gone bad or a societal 

overreaction, the moment will stand as a memorable one in that black women in sport stepped to 

the microphone and with dignity, poise, and presence testified to their experience, directly 

conunenting that the stereotypical depictions and disparaging commentmT could not simply be 

announced over the airwaves without a response from those affected. 

In writing about the nature of black women’s leadership in sport, m~ accomplished leader 

in her own right, Ketra Armstrong (2007), past president of the National Association for Girls 

aJ~d Women in Sport, noted that despite external discouragements, black women in sport respond 

by refusing to allow others’ perceptions to define their experiences, tapping into internal 

wellsprings of hope and positive encouragement. Those deep reserves have held black women in 

sport in good stead for decades, helping them navigate the game of multiple j eopardies. 



Due to their fortitude and sheer determination to give back to the generations to follow, 

the black women Armstrong interviewed ~fi~und ways to get in the game and (for the most part) 

adjust to the rules, and in some instances rewrite the rules to be in alignment with their internal 

truths" (p. 13). Despite this form of cmpowe~rnent, bl~lack women will not be fully empowered 

until the different forms of institutional oppression that feed those multiple j eopardies are 

eliminated (Abncy, 2007). 
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A REFLECTION OF REVOLUTION AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR BLACK WOMEN IN 
SPORT 

DR. AKILAH CARTER AND&-. DR. DORIS CORBETT 

"But the real motive behind the demonstrations was the regaining of black dignity, pride, and 

some degree of selJ=determination. "--.Harl3, Edwards, 1969 

In the fall of 2008 1 attended the North American Society for the Sociology, of Sport 

(NASSS) Conference held in Denver, Colorado. I was excited to attend this particular conference 

for a number of reasons; in particulm, it would be my first NASSS conference after receiving my 

doctorate in Sports Studies, as I had graduated the previous spring semester and would present 

some of the findings from my doctoral dissertation. While nervous, I had decided this would be a 

wonderful experience, but little did I know how wonderful an experience it would be as a group 

of esteemed prof’essors had been convened to discuss Dr. Harry Edwm-ds m~d the impact of his 

person and scholarly works. 

Dr. Harry, Edwards, scholar, activist, and pioneer of the 1968 Olympic Project for Human 

Rights is recognized as a part of history and a living representation for social justice. However, 

for many, the Olympic Project for ttuman Rights (OPHR) is better remembered for the raised 

black fists of Tommie Smith and John Carlos atop the 1968 Olympic podium receiving the first 

and third place medals in the men’s 200 meter dash. }laving been born eight years after their 

momentous demonstration in support for the uni~, of Black America (Matthews, 1974), I never 

truly knew the significance of their gesture. Moreover, while the intimate details of the ! 968 

Mexico Olympics had been written, I had not truly investigated the magnitude or consciously 

dissected its impact on my life as an athlete, a female, or an African American. So, sitting 

attentively in the audience, with pen and paper in hand, these esteemed Black professors would 



a~ticulate the impact of Dr. Edwards’ scholarship aJad activism on their research in their 

respective fields. Dr. Dons Corbett of Howa~-d University would convey the importance of 

human dignity. Dr. Linda Greene of the University of Wisconsin--Madison would express the 

legalistic implications for Blacks. Dr. Boyce Watkins of Syracuse would convey "the economic 

significance and co-option of the Black male athlete. While, Dr. Michael I, omax of’the 

University of Iowa would reflect upon the historical terrain, which predated the 1968 revolt and 

the relevance of activism following the Civil Rights Movement. Each of these scholars, whom I 

have also adopted as mentors, would plant a seed and challenge my positionality as a rising 

scholar, Bblack female, and citizen of this country. 

In the months following the conference, I could not avoid the subconscious challenge to 

reflect upon how Dr. Edwards’ scholarship and activism impacted my own scholarship. But 

knowing I had a generational disconnect with Dr. HarlN Edwards and his scholarship, I felt it 

best to familiarize myself with the 1968 Olympics and his seminal text The Revol~ of~he Black 

Athlete. While this text does not captivate his entire body of work (see Edwards, 1973, 1979, 

1984, 2000), it plays a significant role in contextualizing the Games and my experiences as a 

child of educators, a former collegiate track and field athlete, and a scholm and advocate for 

Black women in sport. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to reflect upon the Olympic Project 

for Human Rights and Dr. Harry Edwards explication of the 1968 Revolt of the Black Athlete. In 

addition, this paper will attempt to situate Black women and their rise as leaders in sport "then and 

now. 

Details on the Movement 

The re,x)lt, or revolution, of the Black athlete was conceptualized by Edwa~-ds and a 

group of Black athletes to include Smith and Carlos ~dwards, 1969). This conceptualization 



was in reaction to numerous incidents of racial injustices to include access to housing, 

enrollment of minority students in institutions of higher education, and the hiring of Black 

coaches on the campuses of predominantly white institutions of higher education (PWIHE). 

More generally, Blacks in the United States as a collective were experiencing blatant social 

iN ustices which resided in th e historic realities of racial prejudice and discriminatory practices. 

For the rise of the rew~lt of the Black athlete was situated in the midst of the Civil Rights 

Movements (e.g., The Black Power Movement, The Women’s Liberation Movement) and 

legislative acts (e.g., Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965). The respective 

movements and legislative acts were forged due to the aforementioned issues of access to 

housing, but more pointedly, to address the civil rights and liberties of Blacks in the name of 

social justice. 

Therefore, the notion of social justice, or the creation of egalitarian principles which 

honor human rights, values, and dignity, became the impetus for the revolt of the Black athlete. 

As early as the 1960’s, the push for Black athletes to boycott the Olympic Games and take a 

stand for social justice was discussed (Edwards, 1969). As a result, meetings, committees, sit-ins, 

and other demonstrations were forged in an effort for Black athletes and administrators to regain 

human respect for their se~ices as university representatives and participants in athletic 

progrmns. Black students and athletes recognized the inherent inequities towmds Blacks did not 

stop because they were receiving an education at or working in a PWIHE. Hence, continued 

racial discrimination, racial oppression, and outright disregard for human dign~ity in the United 

States (US) pressed an agenda for a national stance, a boycott, which became known as the 

Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR). 



However, before the OPHR, the Olympic Committee for Human Rights (OCHR) was 

formed. On October 7, 1967, Edwards along with George Ware, Tommie Smith, Ken Noel, 

Jimmy Garrett, and Bob Hoover, or athletes, scholars, civil rights activists, comprised the OHCR 

(see Edwards, 1969). During this initial meeting they developed an agenda to challenge the 

social injustices which included: info~national workshops, development of the OPHR, and the 

organization of additional revolts, which would precede the 1968 Games, at colleges and athletic 

clubs. The workshops were used to discuss the boycott, and to spread the word to other Black 

athletes in and throughout the Black community. The subsequent demonstrations at the colleges 

and universities (e.g., San Jose State, University of Texas E1 Paso, University of California_-- 

Berkley, and the Universi~~ of Washington) were considered a success, for the most part. 

ttowever, societal tensions would mount due to the result of the demonstrations; and as such, 

philosophical tensions regarding the movement would divide members in the OCtIR, as well as 

the Black communi .ty. 

Based on this reality, the dynamics of the movement changed, but their spirit was not 

broken. The OPHR would continue their efforts using the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico as a 

platfo~n for social justice. Demands were made to highlight specific issues of concern and 

provide suggestions to circumvent the racial inequalities in various sport contexts. The demands 

were as follows: 

1) Restoration of Muhammad Ali’s title and right to box in this countr?’. 2) Removal of 

the anti~semi~icSemitic and anti-black personali’~ Aver?, Brundage from his post as 

Chairman of the International Olympic Committee. 3) Curtailment of participation of 

all-white teams and individuals fi-om the Union of South Africa and Southern 

Rhodesia in all United States and Olympic Athletic events. 4) The addition of at least 



two Black coaches to the men’s track and field coaching staff appointed to coach the 

1968 United States Olympic team. 5) The appointment of at least two BNack people 

to policy making positions on the United States Olympic Committee. 6) The complete 

desegregation of’the bigot dominated and racist New York Athletic Club. @;dwards, 

1969, Pt2. 58-----59) 

With the support of activists such as Civil Rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King and 

CORE’s (Congress of Racial Equality) Floyd McKissick, columnists such as Louis Lomax, and 

athletes such as Lew Alcindor aka Kareem Abdul Jab~aar, the demands of the OP}IR were 

established, t towever, only few of the listed demands were achieved prior to the games; 

however, the removal of South Africa and the boycott of the New York Athletic Club did come 

to fruition (ttartmann, 1996). Still, the demands and demonstrations were not enough to 

encourage a critical mass of athletes to insight a full-on boycott of the 1968 Olympic Games. 

Internationally ~known Black athletes such as Olympians Jesse Owens, Rafer Johnson, and Ralph 

Metcalf were vocal critics of the movement. The dissension within and between the Black 

conununity was yet another challenge faced by those fighting to regain "black dignity, pride, and 

some degree of selJ~determination". 

It is my belief that "digni~, pride, and self-determination" axe what helped purport the 

OCHRes push at the games, as the efforts and the demands were significant to achieving equality 

for Blacks in general. Nevertheless, these demands were significant fi~r Black men, fi~r their 

ability to gain access would be perceived as a win towards achieving access, opportunity, aald 

racial equality as athletes, coaches, aJad administrators in "the respective sport entities. The 

kinship with the Civil Rights Movements served as model movements in design and efforts, but 

in cxamining the infimnation of Edwards’ (1969) text and reviewing the particulars of the OCHR 



and OPHR’s meetings, demonstrations, and boycotts Edwards (1969) failed to mention women, 

the role of women, nor any role "the?’ may have served in during these games. 

The lack of information regarding the par~ticipation of women was disquieting. While, I 

was appreciative of the recounted efforts, diligence, and goals of the members of the OCHR aJad 

OPHR~ Edwards’ (1969) only reference to women’s participation was contained in two 

sentences. The sentences described how a number of Black women at the University of Texas ..... 

E1 Paso protested a home track meet in which no Black athletes were invited to participate. 

Edwards~ (1969) presented: 

Afro-American women on the campus interrupted the meet by invading 

the track, sitting down, and refusing to move. The university had to call out 50 

city and state policemen to remove them (p. 86). 

These Black women’s act of protest was a success, but the brief account left me yearning for 

more details on these activists Black women. 

In my quest to understand the role of Black women in the 1968 revolt, I would come up 

short, specifically with accounts of the revolt and more generally with the herstories of Black 

women as athletes, coaches, and administrators in sport (see Hmtmann, 1996; Powell, 2008; 

Rhoden, 2006). This intentional, or unintentional, exclusion of Black women’s herstories could 

be attributed to the objective of the authors. Or the exclusion could be attributed to the 

hegemonic @namics of racism and sexism in America, which relegate Black women to mere 

objects in which ~e become silent and invisible to the dominant culture (e.g., white, male, upper 

class, able-bodied) (Giddings, 1984; King, 1988; St. Jean, andS-Feagin, 1998). However, Black 

women faced with racism and sexism, also known as double burden (St. Jean and& Feagin, 



1998), double jeopardy (Giddings, 1984), and multiple jeopardies (King, 1988), continue to 

brave the ~isms" (e.g., racism, sexism, classism). 

The "isms", or overlapping oppressions, often describe Black women in America, but 

they do not define the totality of the Black wom~en. Acknowledging these lived experiences in 

politics (see Crenshaw, 19892~ Simien, 2004), media (see Creedon, 1994; Kane, 1997; Rowe, 

1999), education (see Howard-Hamilton, 2003; Hull, Bell-Scott, and& Smith, 1992), and even in 

sport (see Corbett and& Johnsom 2000; Sloan-Green, 1980; Smith, 2000) Black women in 

America remain steadfast in their quest for liberation and, like the goals of the OPttR, the 

"regaining of black dignity, pride, and some degree of self-determination". 

3~s(ovements of Liberation 

It was during this historic window of time in the 1960’s that Blacks and women were 

challenging the status quo of white supremacy mad patriarchy in quest for social justice. The 

blatm~t racism and sexism, which has its roots in the foundation of the United States, would face 

a~n onslaught of dissenters m~d subsequent liberato~ demonstrations and movements. More 

specifically, the Civil Rights Movement, Black Power Movement, and the Women’s Liberation 

Movement each would contribute to the present day race and gender relations. 

The Civil Rights Movement, which ranged from 1955 to 1968, consisted of freedom 

rides, sit-ins, boycotts, m~d numerous nonviolent protests in response to racial inequalities a~d 

discrimination in the work place and m the everyday lives of Blacks. The results of these 

liberatory demonstrations would mamfcst the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (see United States 

Department of Justice a) and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (see United States Department of 

............ Ju~ t~ce b). The arduous movement would prove fi-uitful, and while the role of Black 

women was oflen overlooked their efforts were significant. 



In Theorizing Black Feminisms (1993), James explicated the role of Black women in the 

Civil Rights Movement as the bridge to social transfi~rmation. James (1993) suggests the role of 

’~othermothered" or "mothering", which was placed upon selected women in the Black 

community, served to support and nurture youth and spirit of the movement. The women whom 

received this honor, often 40 years or older, understood "the "ethic of care" (Collins, 2000), 

tradition, and culture. For example, Ella Baker’~ activism "like that of maJay othermothers and 

cormnunity othermothers, developed out of her childhood socialization to accept responsibility 

for the ~uplift of the race’ through the care of other less fortunate individuals within the family 

and community" (Janaes, 1993, p. 49). Furthermore, Baker would assume the position of" a 

kind of political mid-wife at the births of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 

and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in the 1950’s and 1960’s" (Janaes, 

! 993, p. 49). According to James (! 993), Baker is but one "othernaother" in the movement and 

her role and presence was similar to other women such as Daisy Bates, Septima Clark, Fannie 

Lou Hamer, Ma~ McCleod Bethune, and Ida B. Wells. Each of these women’s role and efforts, 

often on the periphery and not as leaders, were beneficial to the st~-uggle to survive and the push 

for racial equality. Through the efforts of Black men, Black women, and whites, the years of 

organized protests, which were met with violence and death, would influence other movements. 

The Civil Rights Movement birthed the Black Power Movement. From 1966 to 1975, the 

push for racial equality and racial dignity continued. Black consciousness aJcose out of the ashes 

of church bombings aJad burning crosses. Disheartened by the nonviolent action of the Civil 

Rights Movement, a few organized groups forged a movement of racial pride and human dignity 

demarked by aggressive action and militancy (e.g., SNCC, Black Panther Party for Self- 

Defense). The Black Panther Part~’ was once such organization. Headed by Huey Newton and 



Bobby Seale, the Black Panther Party chax-ged monitored the actions of the police, along with 

encouraging the self-defense of Black people. Their political, social, and cultural presence would 

incite a revolutionao~ spirit; and one that inspired economic self sufficiency and a political voice 

which culminated in "their ten-point progn-am (Brown, 1992). But what role would women serve? 

Similar to the Civil Rights Movement, Black women in the Black Power Movement 

served on the periphery. Women were placed in positions in which their services and energies 

towards the movement were greatly appreciated, but there was no desire from sexist Black men 

to see women in positions of power (Brown, 1992). Elaine Brown (! 992) recalls her appointment 

as chailra~en in the Black Panther Party: 

A woman in the Black Power movement was considered, at best, irrelevant. A 

woman asserting herself was a pariah. A woman attempting the role of leadership 

was, to my proud Black Brothers, making alliance with the ~’counter- 

revolutionm?~, mind-hating, lesbian, feminist white bitch." It was a violation of 

some Power principle that was left undefined. If a Black woman assumed a role 

of leadership, she was said to be eroding Black matthood, to be hindering the 

progress of the Black race. She was an enemy of Black people. (p. 357) 

Brown’s (1992) experience was challenging as she faced patriarchal, racial, and sexual 

orientation judgments in her quest to ~’support ever?" assertion of human rights" and ~’free Black 

people from oppression" which "specifically included Black women" (p. 368). Collins-" (2000) 

reaffirm s Brown’s (1992) experiences, but adds "even though Black women intellectuals have 

asserted their right to speak to both as African-Americans and as women, historically these 

women have not held top leadership positions in Black orgaaaizations and have fi-equently 

struggled within them to express Black feminist ideas" (p. 7). Thus, Black women would fight 



alongside Black men in the nazne of social justice for the race, but oftentimes sacrificing their 

own voice and self-digniq. Juxtapose the race ~o~enI~, ~ gender ln~}!~lnen~ ~as ~rrln~ 

simultaneously. 

The Women’s Movement, also known as the contemporary women’s movement, began 

in the late 1960’s on through to the 1970’s and the enactment of the Title IX of the Educational 

Amendment Act of 1972 (Title IX). The Women’s Movement, much like the Black Power 

Movement was influenced by the success and spirit of the Civil Rights Movement. Women, like 

Blacks desired social justice, equality in regards to employment and pay, and respect with regard 

to the oppressive nature of patriarchy. These women, primarily middle and upper class white 

women, desired a voice, desired a freedom from the gender norms relegating them to housewives 

and mothers. Lead by women such as Betty Friedan, organizations advocating for women’s 

rights like the National Organization of Women (NOW) wer~eas created. Through the efforts of 

NOW, equal rights legislation like Title IX was passed. However, the role of Black women in the 

Women’s Movement mirrored the oppressive nature of the Civil Rights Movement and the Black 

Power Movement. 

Black women in the Contempora~3~ Women’s Movement recognized the challenges of the 

Women’s Movement, but were disturbed by the continual suppression of va~ing ideals and 

experiences of women of color. Leaders of the Women’s Movement, understood the necess_i_!.a~N 

to include women of color in their quest for equali~, but ~the effov~s toward reconciliation 

between dominant white women and Black and other women of color have yet to be achieved. 

The wounds inflicted by generations of privileged women, and the continued insensitivity of 

many white women today are embedded in race, and retard progress toward unity" (McKay, 

1993, PI2. 272=-273). 



Acknowledging the multiple roles and efforts of Black women m the a~’orementioned 

movements, questions arise as to how these often nameless aJad faceless women became leaders. 

How did Black women, whom believed in social justice, continue to organize, sit-in, march, 

demonstrate, and boycott for freedom with dignity and self-respect? For the historic 

subordination of Black women’s roles within the various civil rights (e.g., Southern ChristiaJa 

I,eadership Conference, Black Baptist Churches) and women’s organizations placed numerous 

challenges upon Black women. Nonetheless, faced with the lack of positional power, Black 

women developed strategies to overcome the challenges of subordinate roles within the 

respective organizations (Collins, 2000). 

~Vhile the movements discussed are by no means a complete representation of the efforts 

to rid America of social inequality and injustice, they are representative of the social and cultural 

ideological turmoil of that time period. As presented, the hegemonic realities of white supremacy 

and patriarchy were deeply embedded within the fabric of this nation; subsequently, the voice of 

Black worn,an could not be heard over the cries of racial and gender equaliS~. But, Black 

women’s efforts manifested in the creation of organizations such as__t_.[_!~ National Association of 

Colored Women and the National Council of Negro Women (Giddings, 1984). It is within these 

organizations and the respective movements, that Black women adopted strategies to challenge 

hegemonic notions while simultaneously supporting the equality efforts ~!f_2_.these organizations. 

In Black t~eminist Thougl~t, Collins (2000) presented the strategies Black women 

adopted, to include: l ) individual protest; 2) working within the fi~Tnal organization; aJad, 3) 

developing coalitions with groups and organizations impacted by similar issues. Black women’s 

engagement in the struggle for racial and gender equality is long standing. From Sojourner Truth, 

Ella Baker, Anna Julia Cooper, and Ma~ McCleod Bethune who stood tall for equality 



politically, economically, and educationally, to the effbrts of Althea Gibson, Nell Jackson, and 

Anita DeFrantz who stood fbr athletic aJad academic opportunity. Thus, it is within this spirit of 

social justice and the pioneering efforts of Black women "that I question what role Black women 

served in the efforts of’the OPHR. 

Black 147va)men in Sport: Representation and Leadership 

Familiarized with the significance and the details behind the Olympic Project for Human 

Rights and its kinship with the civil rights movements, I now understood the relevance and the 

gravity of the ! 968 Mexico Olympics. The acts of protests and civil disobedience by athletes on 

an international stage signaled an awareness and support for social justice and racial equality in 

the US. t lowever, in alignment with the propose of this paper, I still wondered if there were 

women involved in the OPttR, what role did they serve in the OPttR~ and how did they assert 

themselves in the efforts towards social justice. While my ability to resolve this inquiu is 

beyond the scope of this paper, other experiences of Black women in sport have been articulated: 

Accordingly, Black WOlnen have demonstrated a long histoU of activism and pioneering 

efforts in the reahn of sport. But much like the experiences detailed in the a£orementioned 

movelnents, their efforts were often overshadowed and subsumed into the overarching racial or 

gender agenda (Cahn, 1994; Gissendanner, 1994). Nevertheless, Gissendmmer (1994) explicates 

these efforts, paaticularly between 1920s and the 1960s, could not have been afforded without the 

support of Black male leaders. For exmnple, Jessie Abbott, daughter of Cleveland Abbott, 

director of athletics and physical education at Tuskegee Institute, would be appointed the first 

women’s track and field coach at Tennessee State. She, like many other Black women, utilized 

her relationships, her access to education, and sport participation as a gateway to obtain positions 



in sport (e.g., physical education teachers, athletic coaches, athletic directors) (Corbett and& 

Johnson, 2000; Sloan-Green, Oglesby, Alexander, and g+-l~’ranke, 1984; Smith, 2000). 

Black women, as early as the 1920’s, actively engaged in sport fi-om its most basic levels 

within educational institutions, namely historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs). 

HBCU’s, along with the Black community, stressed the importance of physical activity and 

health, as well as; instruction in a variety of sports to include fencing, swimming, archery, and 

tennis were afforde& However, even with these opportnnities in education and exposure to a 

variety of sporting activities, Blacks could not escape the existing social realities and hegemonic 

practices. Thus, the impact of patriarchy, white supremacy, and capitalistic ideologies would 

dictate the appropriateness of sport participation and competition for Black women. As a result, 

Black women were ostracized for failure to embo@ white middle class feminine ideals and 

inhibit their abili~T to participate in sports such as tennis, swimming, and ~’mnastics (Coakley, 

2007; Cahn, 1994; Gissendanner, 1994). 

Acknowledging societal standards, Black women in society and sport became the 

objectified ~’other" for their participation m sports such as track and field, basketball, softball, 

and tennis (Collins, 2000). Again, this level of physical activity and sport paaticipation 

marginalized the achievements of Black women, and the constant devaluation of her experiences 

would affect her socioeconomic status and her psychologically. Hence, her conscious 

engagement in sport and physical activity was embraced by the Black community (Williams, 

1994), but not embraced by dominant society. Dominant socie~ did and remains to ’~othcr" 

Black women, silencing their voice and utilizing historic stereotypes to lessen her contributions 

~Bell-Scott, Hull, and Smith, 1982; Brucning, 2005, Collins, 2000). 



In Gender and R_~acial /l~nalysis in ~port: Are ,~_c~ll the ~V~omen l~Z~hite and ~_~ll the 

Blacla’-, )~(men?, Bruening (2005) discussed how Black women in the context of sport a~-e 

silenced ~a~d stereotyped. Bruening (2005) delineated how Black women have been characterized 

by society; and~ a~0ore specifically~ how the treatment of Black women impacts their dearth of 

representation in the sport context (e. g.~ lack of rese~ch~ lack of representation~ lack of 

literature). In particular silencing~ or the lack of vocal and visual representation~ is denoted as the 

combination and perpetual cycle of socialization and stereotyping. According to Coakley (2007)~ 

socialization is a "process of learning and social development~ which occurs as we interact with 

one another and become acquainted with the social world we live in~ (p. 90). Furthermore~ "it 

involves the fo~T~ation of ideas about who we are and what is important in our lives~ (Co~kley~ 

2007~ p. 90); and for Black women socialization is demarked by the historic construction of race~ 

gender~ class and sexuali~ ideologies (Collins~ 2000). Therefore~ the notion of silencing 

continues to shape the expex)ences of Black women and influence society ~s relationship with 

Black women. 

Moreover~ stereotyping~ and its image~ entails the social~ cultural~ and psychological 

categorizations that if used in a negative frame will m~aifest negative realities (e.g.~ beliefs~ 

treatment~ self-concept). In relation to sport~ Cas~m~ore (2005) discerns-"- stereotypes as: 

An image or depiction of a group based on false or~ at best~ incomplete 

information, which can be used as the basis for ga~oss generalizations about 

members of such groups. Typically~ a stereotype extracts alleged features of a 

culture or a "race~ ~s~d elevates these to prominence~ making thea~0 into defining 

characteristics. The stereotype is usually insulting, frequently demeaning~ an 

occasionally hostile. (p. 209) 



Therefi~rc, the notion of silencing, along with socialization and stercotyping help explicate Black 

womcn’s invisibility then and now. 

While "the societal realities continue to permeate various institutions, Black women 

pushed through to become some of the most recognized leaders in the world. In sport, the 

intersection of these social realities, hindered Black women’s access and opportunities in sport 

a~d physical activity (Bruening, 2005; Smith, 2000). However, the spirit of the Civil Ri ghts 

Movements and the Women’s Movement birthed Title IX legislation which would increase the 

athletic participation for all (Acosta and& Carpenter, 2010). Title IX of the Educational 

Amendment of 1972 (Title IX) requires gender equip7 among all programs that receive federal 

funding (Department of Labor). Therefore, the legislative act increased opportunities for women 

in sport, education, employment, as well as~ provided support for programs to aid in the 

development of women in careers and science and math. Title IX brought forth more opportunity 

and access to sport, but the historic residue of oppression would limit women’s opportunities to 

reap the benefits of the legislation. 

Title IX increased socie~’s recognition of all girls m~d women in sport by creating more 

jobs a~nd offering salaries in compmison to men’s sports. Interestingly, men applied and secured 

these positions, once again hindering women’s opportunities (Acosta g!!__d__& C mpenter, 2010; 

Smith, 2000). So, even with the spirit of the movements to itNuence legislation, women faced m~ 

uphill battle to secure positions and maintain their sport organizations (e. g., Association for 

Intercollegiate Athletics fi~r Women (AIAW), National Association for Girls and Women in 

Sport (NAGWS)) (see Hult, 1999). And for Black women, the intersections of race, gender, and 

class would further constrain their benefits in sport (Brucning, 2005; Abncy, 1999, 2007; Corbett 

and& Stills, 2007; Smith, 2000). Thus, embodying the spirit of the movements, to include the 



R_t~evolt of the Black athlete, Black women in sport demonstrated perseverance in sport as 

athletes, administrators, and leaders (Abney, 1999; Corbett and& Johnson, 2000; Oglesby, 1981; 

Smith, 2000). 

The spirit and strategies forged in the respective movements, in tandem with civil rights 

legislation (e.g., Civil Rights Act of 1964, Voting Rights Act of 1965, Title IX) provided an 

avenue for Black women to rise in and through the various institutions of sport. The most 

renowned Black women in sport are Althea Gibson and Wilma Rudolph for their pioneering 

efforts and international achievements. Gibson is noted for her ! 948 integration of the American 

Tennis Association and ! 960 integration of women’s professional golf. In addition, she was the 

first Black wom~en to grace the cover off,ports Illustrated magazine (Calm, 1994; Corbett an~’d& 

Johnson, 2000). Rudolph is noted as the most decorated Black woman in track and field, 

competing at the 1956 Olympic Games earning a bronze medal in the 4x100 meter dash and 

1960 Olympic Games earning tl~ee gold medals in the 100 meter dash, 200 meter dash, and the 

4x100 meter relay. Their accolades were significant and a reflection of the beau .ty, strength, 

grace, and value of Black women in sport. 

Gibson and Rudolph remain the most recognized representatives of Black women in 

sport, and as denoted, there were numerous pioneers who~ participated during the 1950~s~-, 

1960~s, and 1970~s. Many of these phenomenal women were in the sport of track and field (e. g., 

May Faggs, Alice Coachman, I~ucinda Williams) (Smith, 2000). During the 1968 Games, Black 

female athletes were present, also in the sport of track and field. Margaret Bailes, Barbara 

Fen-ell, Madeline Manning, Mildrette Netter, and Wyomia Tyus all participated and medaled in 

the 1968 Olympics. =Wonderfully, there were many more whom reaped the benefits of their 

effi~rts post~-1968 in sports like basketball (e.g., Teresa Edwm-ds, Pamela McGee, Cheryl Miller, 
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Lynette Woodm-d), fencing (e.g., Nikki Franke), figure skating (e.g., Debi Thomas), gymnastics 

(e.g., Dominique Dawes), lacrosse (e.g., Tina Sloan-Oreen), rowing (e.g., Anita De Frantz), 

volleyball (e.g., Flo Hyman), tennis (e.g., Zina Garrison),,~and tr~k ~pd f’ield ~:~:: E}!~n .... ,~ Formatted: Font: Not Italic 

Ashford, Valeria Brisco-Hooks, Alice Brown, Jackie Joyner-Kersee) (Smith, 2000). Each of 

these women laid a path in their respective sports, but their efforts also contributed the collective 

efforts of Blacks, women, and Black women in the US. Understanding their sacrifices and the 

impact of racial, gender, and class oppression oppressive challenges remain constant in the 2 l~t __~_~(eorrnatted: ~ot superscript/Subscript 

century. 

Black women in the 2 l~st century’, like Black women in the 20~th century’, face challenges ~-( Formatted: Not Superscript/Subscript 

"--"j~;in~atte~i Not Superscript/Subscript 
in the sporting context (Abney, 2008; Bmening, 2005; Bruening, Armstrong, and& Pastore, 

2005; Carter, 2008; Carter and& Hart 2010; Corbett and& Stills, 2008). Challenges of racial, 

gender, and class oppression and stereo.types remain covert and constant within the cultural 

institution of sport. For example, in 2001 tennis champions Venus and Serena Williams were 

booed at the Indian Wells Master’s Series Tennis Tournament due to Venus Williams pulling out 

of the tournament minutes before the semi-finals match against her sister Serena. Fans were 

angry at the sisters2;, as Serena Williams emerged out on the court, to face Kim Clijsters, she was 

booed. The combination of boos and alleged racial slurs, caused the Williams sisters to boycott 

the tournament. Whether race was a factor or not, nine years later the sisters remain steadfast in 

their boycott, and have yet to return to Indian Wells. In 2007, radio host Don Imus2 derogatoD’ 

comments towards the women of Rutgers National Championship runner-up Basketball team 

created a media frenzy. Imus’ racist and sexist slurs enlivened many persons, organizations, and 

dialogue about the treatment of women, Black women, in sport and society. These two incidents 

by no meaJa s represent the totality of the Black female athlete experience. However, they do 



provide insight into the ch allenges of being a Black woman in sport whether on the field or in the 

office; and they each highlight the continued marginalization of Black women. 

The trials aJad triumphs for Black women in sport are noteworthy. Black women, from an 

early stage, had to develop a critical consciousness about how race and gender played a role in 

their sport participation (Oglesby, 1981 ). But what about the Black women in sport today. 

Recogn~izing the challenges then and now, Black women are experiencing experiences conveyed 

during the Revolt of the Black athlete. The subsequent dearth of Black female representatives in 

a variety of sports and leadership positions and the inherent preservation of negative 

connotations surrounding the worth of Black women stimulate references to the Revolt of the 

Black Athlete. Again, Edwards (1969) and the movement fought to challenge these very 

injustices some 40 plus years ago. The lack of Black women in coaching, 

The impact of Black women’s multiple jeopardies and challenge to human digni~ have 

been explored in a number of a~:eas to include (Collins, hooks, Darlene Clink Hine): education 

(_H__goward-.__H__t~amilton), employment (~_~-lark-~ine), politics (Simien), media (Hams, Rowe), 

athletic endeavors (Cahn, Corbett, Sloan-Green, Smith), health (Shaw). Examining the 

experiences and statistics articulated in each of these areas reflect a~d common thread._~._.---the 

negative realities of intersectionali~,. Thus, the intersectionality, or overlapping oppressions, in 

concert with historical stereotypes enliven the complexities (e.g., social class, sexual orientation, 

skin color, hair texture) oi[__2~ life as a Black female in America. 

The in sport were conscious of her positionality, but like the ~i~h.~ ~othenng" of Black 

women as inferior based on her race and gender maJcginalize her life experiences then as they do 

today (Collins, 2000; hooks, 1984). Othering and subjugation permeate the sporting context, 

Black women are also ~othered", in other ~] 



Racial and gender oppression are not limited to political, employment, or educational 

spheres. Black women also endure the ~affects of overlapping oppressions in sport and physical 

activity (citation). Scholars have attributed this fate to the range of ~i 

Strategies ofBlack ~%omen in 

=While the efforts of Black women have been many, it is similar to women of the civil 

rights movement, the black power movement, and the women’s liberations movement; Black 

women used strategies to challenge the hegemonic notions in society and in sport. Namely, a 

~system of self-protection" (Oglesbly, 1981), and while not expressly stated, education (Corbett 

and& Jolmson, 2000; Gissenda~mer, xxxx; Sloan-Green, 1981 ; Smith, 2000); in addition to the 

strategies adopted during the aforementioned movements. 

Focusing on education, Black women in sport have utilized their education to access a 

range of opportunities (e.g., sport pioneers, administrative appointments, organization founders). 
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I now want to understand the role Black women would SCl~e in the OPHR, but what 

~issues and demands these activists women had in addition to the demands of Black men. More 

specifically, understanding the context, which bred the OCHR and OPHR demonstration; how 

that speaks to the challenges of Black women in the millennium. 



Reflecting upon my scholarship and interests in the development of Black women in and 

through sport, I cannot help but wonder what the Rew~lt of the Black Athlete would meaJa today, 

especially for Black women. Black women then and now, are ~’acinglInterestingly, what each of 

these organizations was fighting for was equality. However, the leadership in these organizations 

found it difficult to defer to Black women and thus, felt it more appropriate to relegate Black 

women to periphery roles. 

In the past decade, Black women in sport have endured personal and public challenges. 

For example, in 2006 Crystal Gaille Mangum, not an athlete, was at the fore of investigation on 

the campus of Duke University. Man~gg~um was lh~] 

Juxtapose the plight of women in sport (Cahn, Sloan-Green, Corbett, and ~ith~. 

In the midst of the heightened racial tension of the 1950~s and 1960’s, a gender revolution 

was also underway. Since the inception of the Olympic Games, women internationally were 

challenging the International Olympic Conmaittee (IOC) and organizers of the games to make 

concessions for women to participate (citation). 

* The demonstrations and organizational shifts 

* The demands 

The historical accounts have been presented, but there are histories yet to be captured. There me 

expex)ences and stories of Black women which have not been shared, understood, and 

recognized. For their ~x-p~i~sl In 1994, Susan Cairn described a numbe~I of challenges for 

women in the sporting context. 

How is this history relevant today? 

Present statistics, commentary, and my scholarly focus. 



Come back to the quote ~But the real motive behind the demonstrations was the regaining of 

Black dignity, pride, aJad some degn-ee of self-determination" (Edwards, 1968, p. 88). 



Conclusion 

The historic achievements of Black women in sport paved the way for women and men 

of all races in the United States. While there is not a critical mass of Black women in the va~-ious 

sectors of sport, our achievements have been sigmificant. Whether as athletes on the fields of 

play, administrators in the boardroom, or academics in the classroom, Black women continue to 

contribute to all facets of spor~t. 

Limited role models in sport, the strength of the collective mothers and foremothers, as 

well as the historical embrace of ~’insert harry Edwards line on hmnan dignity". 
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THE IMPACT OF" DR. HARRY EDWARDS’S WORK ON LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP 

PROFESSOR LINDA GREENE 

Dr. Edwards) the sport sociologist, born in 1942,2 is best known among his generation 

for his role as aJa advocate of a United States Boycott of the Mexico City’ Olympics and as an 

advocate of Black Power in sport.3 He came to public attention in 1967, when he formed the 

Olympic Committee for tluman Rights in 1967. In a much storied year, in which his colorful 

1 Professor Emeritus of Sociology, UC Berkeley (from website, 

http://sociology,berkeley.edu/profiles/edwardsL 
z Professor Michael E. Lomax details Edwards’ background in his essay’. Michael E. Lomax, 

Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle Them with Bull: Harry Edwards, Black Power, and 

the Revolt of the Black Athlete Revisited in SPORTS AND THE RACIAL DIVIDE (Michael E. Lomax, 
ed., University of Missouri Press, 2008). The essay looks at t talDT Edwards’ role in the black 

athlete revolt within the context of the Black Power movement. The biography follows Edwards 
from his high school years thorough until the Mexico City Olympics boycott. Edwards was born 

11/22/42, in E. St. Louis, Missouri, to a-Harry Sr. and his mother Adelaide. He had 7 brothers 
and sisters, in a family that became increasingly impoverished over time. Edwards’ father 

insisted that he participate in sports, and participate he did in football, basketball, and track and 
field. He had been stereotyped as hard to coach during recruitment for college football, so he 
landed at Fresno City College, where he became interested in academics. He earned an athletic 

scholarship to San Jose State College (now SJ State University) where he excelled academically 

and athletically, but struggled with the racism. He clashed with the track head coach, was 
thrown off the track team, but managed to get along with others well enough to play basketball 

and to distinguish himself as a budding scholar. See:_--id. at 57-_-61. He an-ived at Cornell for 
graduate studies and like many of his generation, flirted with the Black Panther Pmty. -Id. 64~- 

6% Black Panther-i_--D-3, pp. 64_--69. 
3 While attending Comell, he began to travel to New York City to Malcohn X’s mosque. 

Demoralized and more by Malcohn X’s assassination, he graduated from Cornell and returns to 
San Jose more militant than when he left. --I,?_N: 1967, he organizes a rally against racism and 

publishes a list of demands addressed to the San Jose State community, tie picketed the 

administration building, fraternity row, organized sit-in like protests of the opening football 
ganae, and threatened to send to the cemeteL~, anyone who touched the demonstrators. San Jose 

State acceded to his demands from greater and black students’ needs in athletics and academics. 

Michael E. Lomax, Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle Them with Bull." Haro~ Edwards’, 

Black Power, and the Revolt ofthe Black Athlete Revisited, in SPORTS ANT) THE RACIAL DIVIDE 
55_---57 ~iichael E. Lomax~ ed., University of Missouri Press, 2008). 



language and bitin g criticism of racism in sport earned him national acclaim,’I Dr. Edwards 

recruited both basketball and track athletes in aJ~ effort to protest both South African 

participation in the Mexico City Olympics as well as racism in sport in general. 5 Though his 

effi~rt to organize an American b_Boycott of the 1968 Mexico City Olympic lost steam when the 

International Olympic Committee agreed to ban South African participation,6 he remained a 

central figure in the Mexico City games when Tommie Smith and John Carlos executed their 

now infamous protest with their black--gloved fists on the medal stand. ~ The gesture__ still a 

part of current sport discussions_ has not prevented Tonm~ie Smith from enjoying a 

successful career as a coach and faculty member.9 

~ See generally Douglas Hartmann, Race Culture a~d the Revolt of the Black Athlete 2004:.;- See 

also Michael E. Lomax, Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle Them with Bull." Harry 

E~b~’ards, Black Power, and the Revolt q/’the Black Athlete Revisited in SPORTS ANT) TIlE RACIAL 

Dr~~De 55=-57 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., University of Missouri Press, 2008). In_N 1968. 

s See Michael E. Lomax, Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle Them with Bull.’- tlarw 
Edwards, Black Power, and the Revolt of the Black Athlete Revisited, in SPORTS AXeD T~{E RACIAL 
Dew’tOE 69.----84 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., University of Missouri Press, 2008). Edwards was not 

the first to advocate an Olympic boycott to call attention to racial justice. In 1964, Dick Gregory 

a~d Mal Whitfield urged black athletes to .join the civil rights struggle in 1963. See Zirin, i~ ~_,,~-{ $~rm~tted: Font: Italic 
Proper History of Sports in the United States. The biography follows Edwards from his high 
school years through until the Mexico City Olympics boycott, including an account of Edwards’ 

role in the organization of a boycott of the New York Athletic Club’s-:-indoor track meet which 
attracted up to 2000 demonstrators. 

See Douglas t tartmarm~ace Culture and the Revolt of the Black Athlete (2004). ~_~_~ formatted: Font: 

s See William Rhoden, "’Tommie Smith is Selling a Medal Worth More Than Gold,"_’ I~?I~’T. 
Tommie Smith, who won a gold medal in the 1968 Summer Olympics m~d then participated in 
the most recognized athletic gesture of resistance in United States histo~~, is selling the medal. 
Why now? October 15, 2010 
http ://www.nytimes.com/2010/l O/16/sports/16rhoden.html ?r= l &ref=williamcrhoden, last 

accessed 
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But Edwards2 star continued to rise. He continued to teach at UC Berkeley until 2000, 

was a long time consultant to the San Francisco 49ers and was sought alter as a lecturer and 

author1° as well YouTube sports guru.11 Though many claim that he was the first sport 

sociologist,12 he was not] 3 Yet, ill" V~;B Web disbursement of the hundreds of articles citing his 

work a~-e any indication, there is no doubt that he is one of the best known sociologists in 

histolT.~4 He published the~gociologn/oJ~qport in 197315 and in 1980 published his own account ~_.~--{ Formatted: Font: Italic 

in his book,~Th~ ~Str~gg~ T~kau~Ius*~:~ ~s~mportant as __.~._-.*-(~:orraatted: Font: Italic of his path to sport a~d race critic " " " ,1~ ¯ 

these works are his nmnerous articles in socioloocal,1: legal,is and popular journals,19 

9 See Dave Zirin, ’~A People’s HistoIy of Sports in the United States", 156__-_-__(2008). Tommie 

Smith was a professor at Santa Monica College and was inducted into the t tall of fame in 2009. 
John Carlos 

10 Examples from YouTube and web - 

11 YouTube hits. 

12 

13 

14 Others who may rightfully claim prominence include T-Adorno W2b;B Du and Levi-Strauss. 

1~ Harry Edwards, ]’ke SO, uggle "£~kat Must Be (New York, MacMillan, 1980). _ ...... 
~o_i~_~._e_.a__)__~_._o_n__t_!___It__a_!!_c- ................................................. J 

1~ Edwards, We Must Let O.J. Go: -Separating Fact from Image, 86 Sport 80 (1995), Edwards, 

Black Athletes, in Sport and Higher Education (Donald Chn et al. Eds., 1985), Edwards, Beyond 
Symptoms: Unethical Behavior in American Collegiate Sport and the Problem of the Color Line, 
9 J. Sport & Soc. Iss. 3(1985), Edwards, The Collegiate Athletic Ai~ns Race, in FRACTURED 
Foctrs; SPORT AS A REFLECTION OF SOCIETY 21 (Richard Lapchick, ed. 1986), Edwards, The 
Collegiate Aims Race: Origins and Implications of the "Rule 48" Controversy, 8 J. Sport & Soc. 
Issues 4, 7 (1984), Edwards, ’%xploitation and the NCAA," Presentation at the Second Annual 
Conference of the North American Society fbr the Society for the Sociology of Sport (Nov. 15, 
1981), Edwards, Desegregating Sexist Sport, in OuT OF W~m BLEAC~mRS 130 (S. Twin ed. 1979), 
Edwm-ds & Jan Rackages, The Dynamics of Violence in American Sport: Some Promising 
Structural and Social Considerations, in SPORTS SOCIOLOGY: CONTEMPOR,MRY T~mMES 221=-27 
(Andrew Yiannakis et al. eds., 2d 1979), Edwards, Sport within the Veil, ANNALS ] 16, 122 
(1979), CONTE~Vn~ORARY T~E~mS 14_---15 (Andrew Yialmakis et al. eds., 2d 1979), Edwa, ds, 



congressional testimony,e° and now web presence,al The sweep of his involvement in print ....... 

¯ 
y" 22 . 

from the sociological class Annalsk t,o thE b~k de~gu~eur of the black household cof~)e table 

Ebon)2 --spgg~st :that th~ 11~,,~ popular t~:pu[)li~ m~lectuql~ ~vln~ln~ ~: ~p~v~dual~ 

engaged in prolific public discourse beyond disciplinmy boundm-ies~4----~was cremed to 

describe the scope of his sociology practice,as His star has continued to shine a light as 
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Sports as a Social Institution, in SPORTS SOCIOLOGS_’: CONTEMPOR.aJ~Y TI4EMES 14_---15 (Andrew 

Yiannakis et al. eds., 2d 1979). 

~ Edwazds & V. Nordin, HIGHER EDUCATION AND THF, LAW, 430---_-32 (1979), Edwards, ~_"-’ The 
End of Golden Age Black Sports Participation," 38 S. TEX. L. REV. 1007 (1997). 

~9 Edwa~ds, "Playoffs m~d Payoffs: The African-American Athlete as an Institutional Resource" 

in THE STATE OF T~n? BLACK AMERIC2d’,! 85 (Bill?" J. Tidwell ed., 1994), Edwards, "The Single- 
Minded Pursuit of Sports Fame and Fortune IS Approaching an Institutionalized Triple Tragedy 

in Black Society," EBONY, Aug. 1988, Edwards, The Collegiate Athletic Am~s Race; Origins 
axed Implications of the "Rule 4" Controversy," FRACTURED FOCUS (1988), Edwards, Race in 

Contemporary American Sports, in S. EITZEN, SPORT 1N CONTEMPORARY Society, 307 (2d ed. 

1984), Edwards, ::The Dumb Jock: An American Sports Tragc@," 131 C. BOARD REV. 8 
(1984), Edwards, "Educating Black Athletes," ATL. MONTHLY, Aug. 1983, Edwards, Yes, the 

System Rips Off College Athletes, CHICAGO SUN T~ms, Apr._; 1 l, 1982, §2, at 2, cols. 1 =-3, 
Edwazds, "For Blacks, a Life Sports Is No Different from Life," N.Y. TIMES, May 6, 1979, 

§(Sports), at 2, col. 4, Edwards, ::The Black Athletes: 2()~th: Century Gladiators for White .... ,-~{ Formatted: Not Superscript/Subscript 
America," PSYCH. TODAY, Nov. 1973¯ 

a0 Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: Hearings Before the Subcormn. ~!.On 

Education, Arts and Humanities of the Senate Comm. On Labor and Human resources, 98~Lh .... ,~{ Formatted: Not Superscript/Subscript 
Cong., 2d Sess. 93~-94 (1984) (statement of Edwards, professor of the University of California). 

~ Podcast James Harris Interview, HARRIS INTERVIEW WITH HARRY EDWARDS: ~.~-:-.THE FIRE THIS 
Tiara,’;-’ 
http://www.tmthdig.con~/podcast/item/james_hairis_interview_with_ha~ry_edwards the fire thi 

s time 20100806/ 
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contemporau commentators ........ now mainstream ....... have fmnly embraced a critique of the 

hypocrisy of race neutral or amateur collegiate sport and of its ever present metaphor, the ever 

verdant playin g field. 26 

II) HARRY EDWARDS AN]) THE SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT 

HarD’ Edwards’ greatest contribution is his perspective on the role of race in the 

construction of sport culture. More specifically, commentators have recognized his signature 

role in academic mainstreaming of race as a central factor in sport culture/7 his role as a leading 

advocate for refolTa in sport28 and his seemingly enduring role as an influential critic and 

26 See, for example, the ~gports Illustrate~colulm~ of Frank Deford> Princeton gradu~z _,~,,~-{ ~rr~ttea: Font: ~ta 
honormT degree recipient, and sports writer. "Has Football Become ~}o{~ Dangerous for 
Growing Boys?", ’~NCAA Desexes F }Vhen ItT Comes to Monitoring Academic Fraud" 
(9/22/10), Increased Violence Equals Increased Populari~ in Sports" (9/6/10), "Tiger Woods, 
Roger Clemens and the Death of the Sports Hero" (8/24/10), ~’Why ttigh Schoolers Should Be 
Allowed to Sigm with Agents" (8/24/10), "Future Looks ~creasingly Dim~ for American 
Te~mis" (6/23/10), "If Pac-10 Becomes Wicked West, }Vhat Becomes of NCAAT’ (6/16/10), 
’~Role Models Can Be Negative as Well" (4/28110), "Tournament Expansion?{ Don’t Mess with 
Perfection" (3/17/10), ~’ The Lawsuit T~hat Could End Amateurism: (3/10/10), -~’Another Season 
of Excess Will Do Little to Change Big-Time College Culture" (1120/10), ’%ong:--Tenn Risks 
MW Mean Less Kids Playing Football" (12/29/09), ~’-Notre Dame% Problems Run Deeper than 
Charlie Weis" (12/2109), -"Remembering the Game Tihat Changed Football------~[k~r the Better" 
(11/18/09), ~2Stamng in a Reality Show, Pu~osely or Not, Has Dangerous Effect o{).f Athletes" 
(10/7/09), "Football Will Ruin the Bliss of August" (8/19/09), "BCS Isn’t Fair, but Neither ~fs 
NCAA" (7/8/09), "UtmecessaU Clutter Has Overtaken Sports" (6/10/09), Vick Would Se~e as 
NFL Role Model of a Di1~Erent SoA" (6/3109), "Rooting for P1wers ~Vho Challenge an 
Antiquated Amateur System" (4/29/09), ’~Sports’ Toxic Assets Still Rake in Millions" (3/25/09), 
’~Finding Trouble with the Bubble" (3/11109), 2The Make-Up of College Football behind Lack of 
Black Coaches22 (1/7/09), Read more: http://sportsillustrated, cm~.comAvriters/frank 
deford/archive/index.html#i~zlSqZS2waU. See also the colunms and other work o~ William 
~odin of the ~2,~v I~rlc Times. ~--~ Fo~ma~e~ Font: Italic 
" Sum~ Cho, Robert Westley, "Cntmal Race Coaht~ons: Key Movements ~{hat Peffo~ed the 
Theou," 33 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1377 (2000), Michale Oriard, "~,~.eollege Athletics as a Vehicle 
for Social Refo~", J.C. & U.L. 77 (1995), Ke~eth L. Shropshire, "Putting the Pursuit into 
Perspective: -The Value of Sports", SC47 ALI-ABA 525American Bar Association Continuing 
Legal Education JanuaU 22, 1996 Entertainment, Arts, and Sports Law. 
2s Shirley Fletcher, "Comment NCAA Eligibility Re~lations and the Fou~eenth Amendment.------~ 

--Where [is the State Action?" 13 Ohio N. U. L. Rev. 433 (1986) 



commentator29 within and apart from sports issues. 30 Never at a losE~ for colorfhl words, 

whether when characterizing student athletes as gladiators,31 or advancing the idea that sport is 

just a microcosm of society with its opportunities and limitations,32 or evaluating the options of 

the newbie President Barack Obama,33 Dr. Edwards has managed to retain his gift for "the 

powerful political professional34 as well as his relevance to more rarified academic discourse. It 

is to the latter that I turn now in the context of legal scholarship. 

III) The Influence of ttarry Edwards on Legal Scholarship 

29 Timothy Davis, --"Teaching sports a~nd the Law: The Relevance of Race," 1 Va. J. Sports & 

Law 250 (1999), 
Kenneth L. Shropshire, "Minority Issues in Contemporai.w Sports," 15 Stan. L. & Pol’y Rev. 

189 (2004), Matthew J. Mitten, Foreword, 38 S. Tex. L. Rev. 999 (1997), Wendy Olson, 
"Beyond Title IX: .-Toward an Agenda for Women and Sports in the 1990s," 3 Yale J.L. 105 

(1990), Kenneth L. Shropshire, "Putting the Pursuit into Perspective: -The Value of Sports", 
SC47 AI,I-ABA 525 American Law Institute- American Bar Association Continuing Legal 

Education January 22, 1998 Entertainment, Arts, and Sports Law, for example. SPORTS ~MND THE 
R.~c~ DP~-ngE 55---_-57 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., University of Missouri Press, 2008) notes that 
"Any assessment of the changing perception of black athletes in the late 1960s must include 

Hm~ Edwards’ pioneering THF~ REVOI,T O~ THF~ BI~.~CK ATI~ETE (1969). See also "Introduction 

to Chapter III: Images of the Black Athlete and the Racial Politics of Sport," in SPORT AND THE 
COI~OR LINE (Patrick B. Miller &_7- David K. Wiggins, eds., Taylor and Frm~cis Books, Inc., 

2204), Patrick B. Miller, --"The Anatolny of Scientific Racism: Racial Responses to Black 

Athletic Achievement," in SPORT AND THE COLOR I,INE (PATRICK B. MILI,ER & DAVID K. 
WIGGINS, EDS., TAYLOR AND FRANCIS BOOKS, INC., 2004) noting that commentators such as 

"Dubois ... and ... Edwards have objected to the use of stereotype and ... _science to distinguish 

with the accomplishlnents of black and white athletes." 
3°See, e.g. ttarry Edwards, "Is Jazz Black Music?" Symposium, "Jazz and Race: Black, White 
a~nd Beyond", The San Francisco Jazz Organization, March 31,2001, 

http ://j azztimes.com/articles/20120_black_white_and_beyond, last accessed November 19, 2010. 
Edwards, "The Fire This Tilne," Molnentum, 2009 Tides (2009), http:// 

www.momentumconference.org/about/abouttides/index.html. 
31 Edwards, The Black AthlM~-~etes: ~()~th ~ptuD! G~ad~rs for Wh~ Amer~ Psych: ’I’~daye .... ---[ Formatted: Not Superscript/Subscript 
Nov. 1973. 
32 Plenary address, see, e.g., Edwards, "Sports as a Social Institution, Sports Sociolog.w: 

Contemporal)~ Themes," 14_--15 (Andrew Yiannakis et al., eds., 2d Ed. 1979). 
33 Harry Edwards, "The Fire This Time" momentum 2009 (Titles). 
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The author undertook "this study to deteirnine whether __ to the evidence of 

Edwm-ds’ influence on legal discourse might be substaaatiated upon more sustained investigation. 

Sociology has long played an important role in the study of racial prejudice, separation, and 

stratification,35 and legal scholars have drawn upon the work of sociologists for explanations of 

social phenomenon36 as well as critiques of existing legal regimes. 

In the arena of sport, moreover, the work to address racial exclusion and stratification in 

sport has involved socioloDsts.37 To what extent have legal scholars drawn on the work of Dr. 

Edwards in their own. Legal Scholars have cited Edwards. Specifically, the law review articles 

~ E.g.,.. G~-id(-~-_@2_r__c_!_<2~!:_A_l_lport, the nature of prejudice (954). 
~6 T._W. Adomo, The Authoritarian Personality (1950). See, e.g., Bruce Link and Jo C. Phela~, 

’~Conceptualizing Stigma,]_ 27 Am~ual Review of Sociology 363 (2001). 
37 See, e.g., Jomills tlenry Braddock II, "Institutional Discrimination: A Study of Managerial 

Recruitment in Professional Football" (September, 1980) (unpublished report prepared for the 

National Football League Players Association, on file with the NFLPA). 

Gene Upshaw was then President m~d Ed Garvey, Attorney, was the Executive Director 
of the NFLPA. Upshaw and Garvey commissioned Braddock to determine whether ’~race is a 
significant factor in the movement of retired professional football players into managements 

positions," and Braddock found as follows: 
"Regm-ding the question ’does race matter in managerial recruitment in 

professional football’ we find strong suggestions that it does.._... --Our findings suggest 
that race operates both directly and indirectly to the disadvamage of black players in 

limiting their chances for becoming NFL coaches. It appems to operate directly at both 
the assistant and head coach levels. That is, our data indicate that, alter controlling for 

the other potential selection criteria which we were able to measure, a black player is 

significantly less likely to be selected for either a head or assistant coaching position in 

the National Football League. At the level of head coach, race also operates indirectly as 
well. Because becoming an assistant coach appears to serve as the major springboard to 
becoming a head coach m~d because blacks are less likely to become assistant coaches, 

race thus operates indirectly to prevent black players from entering the queue from which 
head coaches are usually selected ........ ---Finally, we asked ~if race had not been a factor in 
the selection process, how many blacks would one expect to find in assistant and head 

coach positions?’ Using statistical techniques ... we found that there has been four and 
one-half times fewer black assistant coaches than expected and zero black head coaches 

when roughly 15 percent of the total would be expected to be black." 
Braddock at 51--53. 



cite his work.3~ His work, ~The End of Golden Age of Black Sport Participation,’_’ published in 

thez~o~thT~xas I,a,,:R~v~,’:~s ~[~cl ~:c) ~ ex~udm~thos~ ln~[an~s ~n ~!h~ch authors ,~,,,~-{ Formatted: ~ont: Italic 

38 Andersom Paul M., ~Racism in Sports: A Question of Ethics," 6 Marq. Sports L.J. 357,360, 

361 (1996) (2 cites); Braziel, Jr., Melvin L., ~Note, United We Stand:- Organizing Student- 
Athletes for Educational Reform," 4 Sports Law. J. 81, 89, 99 (1997) (2 cite); Chiafullo, 

Christopher M., ~Comment, From Personal Foul to Personal Attack: How Sports Officials are 
the Target of Physical Abuse from Players, Coaches and Fans Alike," 8 Seton ttall J. Sport L. 

201,213 (1998) (1 cite); Chin, Christopher L., ~Comment, Illegal Procedures: The NCAA’s 

Unlawful Restraint of The Student-Athlete," 26 Loy. L.A.L. Rev. 1213, 1250 (1993) (1 cite); 
Cho, Sumi & Westley, Robert, ~Critical Race Coalitions: Key Movements that Performed the 

Theory," 53, 33 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1377, 1385 (2000) (1 cite); Clink, Leroy D., ~New 
Directions for the Civil Rights Movement: College Athletics as a Civil Rights Issue," 36 How. 

L.J. 259, 274 (1993); Collins, Brian W., ~Note, Tackling Unconscious Bias in Hiring Practices: 

The Plight of the Rooney Rule," 82 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 903,912 (2007) (2 cites); Cox, Landis~ 
~Note, Taygeting Sports Agents }2W-ith the Mail Fraud Statute: United States v. Norby Walters 

& Lloyd Bloom," 41 Duke L.J. 1157~ 1187 (1992) (1 cite); Davis, Timothy, ~Intercollegiate 
Athletics in the Next Millennium: A Framework for Evaluating RefoI~n Proposals," 9 Marq. 

Sports L.J. 253,265, 266, 267,268 (1999) (5 cites); Davis, Timothy~ ~Racism in Athletics: 

Subtle Yet Persistent," 21 U. Ark. Little Rock L. Rev. 881,887._--_897-8 (1999) (2 cites); Davis, 
Timothy, ~Teaching Sports and the Law: The Relevance of Race~" 1 Va. J. Sports & Law 250, 

260 (1999); Davis, Timothy, ~Balancing Freedom of Contract and Competing Values in Sports," 

38 S. Tex. L. Rev. 1115 (1997) (1 cite); Davis, Timothy, ~Who’s In and Who’s Out: Racial 
Discrimination in Sports," 28 Pac. L.J. 341,342, 343,345, 346, 348-9, 350, 351,359, 363,369, 

371 (1996_--1997) [reviewing Kenneth L. Shropshire, Ix" B~ACK AND WttlTE: RACE AND SPORTS 
IN AMERICA (New York and London: New York University Press) (1996) (13 cites); Davis, 

Timothy, ~The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics," 22 

Fordham Urb. I,J. 615, 634---;5, 639, 645, 646-7,649, 650, 659---:60, 668.--_--9, 671,672, 674 
(1995) (11 cites); Davis, Timothy, ~A Model of Institutional Governance for Intercollegiate 
Athletics," 1996 Wis. L. Rev. 599, 621 (1995); Davis, Timothy, ~Intercollegiate Athletics: 

Competing Models and Conflicting Realities," 25 Rutgers L.J. 269, 280 (1994) (1 cite); Davis, 
Timothy, ~Student-Athlete Prospective Economic Interests: Contractual Dimensions," 19 T. 

Ma~:shall L. Rev. 585,586 (1994) (1 cite); Davis, Timothy, ~Ross v. Creighton Universi~: 

Seventh Circuit Reco ~gnition of Limited Judicial Regulation of Intercollegiate Athletics?," 17 S. 
Ill. U. L. J. 85, 102 (1992) (1 cite); Dawson, Michael G., ~Note, National Collegiate Athletic 

Association v. Tarkanian: Supreme Court Upholds NCAA’s Private Status Under the Fourteenth 

Amendment, Repelling Shayk’s Attack on NCAA~s Disciplinary. Powers," 17 Pepp. L. Rev. 217, 
218:-9 (1989_--90) (1 cite); Delgado, Richard, ~Memories of Brutus Hamilton," 75 ErMKC L. 

Rev. 1149 (2007); Dudley, Jr., Earl C. & Rutherglen, George, ~Ironies, Inconsistencies, and 
Intercollegiate Athletics: Title IX, Title VII, and Statistical Evidence of Discrimination," 1 Va. 

J. Sports & Law 177,231 (1999) (1 cite); Duffy, Felice M., ~Twenty-Seven Years Post Title IX: 
Why Gender Equity in College Athletics does not e~st," 19 QLR 67, 71, 73, 74, 99 (2000) (4 

cites); Duncan, Casey, ~Note, Stealing Signs: Is Professional Baseball’s United States-Japanese 
Player Contract Agreement Enough to Avoid Another ~Baseball War’?," 13 Minn. J. Global 



Trade 87,106 (2004) (1 cite); Duru, N. Jeremi, "Friday Night ’Lite’: ttow de-racialization [sic] 

in the motion picture Friday Night Lights disse~-v’es the movement to eradicate racial 
discrimination from American Sport," 25 Cardozo Arts & Ent. L.J. 485,504, 512 (2007_--8) (2 

cites); Emerick, Monica L., "Comment, The University/Student-Athlete Relationship: Duties 
Giving Rise to a Potential Educational ttindrance Claim~" 44 UCLA L. Rev. 865,894~-5 (1997) 

(1 cite); Fletcher, Shirley, "Comment, NCAA Eligibility Regulations m~d the Fourteenth 

Amendment--~Vhere is the State Action?," 13 Ohio N.U.L. Rev. 433~ 435, 436_--7,445,446 
(1986) (6 cites); Goldman, Lee, "Sports and Antitrust: should college athletes be paid to play?," 
65 Notre Dame L. Rev. 206, 258 (1989x-90) (1 cite); Grant~ Otis B., "African American College 

Football Players and the Dilemma of Exploitation, Racism, aJ~d Education: A Socio-Economic 

Analysis of Sports Law," 24 Whittier L. Rev. 645,648 (2003) (1 cite); Greene, Linda S., "The 

New NCAA Rules of the Game: Academic Integrity or Racism?," 28 St. Louis U. L.J., 101, 
111,145 (1984) (2 cites); Habenicht, Andrew M., ’~Note, Has the Shot Clock Expired? P~Tor v. 
NCAA, and the Premature Disposal of a ’Deliberate Indifference’ Discrimination Claim Under 

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 11 Geo. Mason L. Rev. 551,557 (2003) (2 cites); 

t tilbom, ttarold B.~ "Comment~ Student Athletes mad Judicial Inconsistency: Establishing a Du.ty 
to Educate as a means of Fostex~ng Mea-i~falik{_c_!__a_gi_~xg_t_~__~__l. Refox~n of Intercollegiate Athletics," 

89 Nw. U. L. Rev. 741,779_--780 (1995) (1 cite); ttoward, Congessman James J., "Incentives 
._A.are Needed to Increase Graduation Rates of Scholmship Athletes," 10 Seton Hall Legis. J. 203, 

205,207,209=-10, 210=-11 (1986_--7) (6 cites); tlunt, Nathan, "Note~ Cureton v. NCAA: 
Fumble! The Flawed Use of Proposition 16 by the NCAA," 31 U. Tol. L. Rev. 273,275_=-7,280 

(2000) (3 cites); Jonson, Derek Qui~m, "Note, Educating Misguided Student Athletes: An 
Application of Contract Theory," 85 Colum. L. Rev. 96 (1985) (1 cite); Jurewitz, Ross A., 

"Comment, Playing at Even Strength: Reforming Title IX Enforcement in Intercollegiate 
Athletics," 8 Am. U. J. Gender Soc. Pol’y & L. 283,338 (2000) (1 cite); Klein, Deborah E. & 
Briggs, William Buckley, "Proposition 48 and the Business of Intercollegiate Athletics: 

Potential Antitrust Ramifications Under the Shennan Act," 67 Denv. U. L. Rev. 301,331---_-2 
(1990) (1 cite); Kovacic, Casey A., "The Real BCS: Black Coach Syndrome axed the Pursuit to 
Become a College Head Football Coach," 36 S.U.L. Rev. 89, 119---_-120 (2008) (l cite); I~au, 

Estelle T., ’~Can Money Whiten? Exploring Race Practice in Colonial Venezuela and Its 
Implications for Contemporary Race Discourse," 3 Mich. J. Race & L. 417,467 (1998); Madow, 
Michael, "Private Ownership of Public Image:----Popular: Culture and Publicity Rights," 81 Cal. 
I, Rev. 127, 218---_-9 (1993) (1 cite); Mathewson, Alfred Dennis, "Grooming Crossovers," 4 J. 

Gender Race & Just. 225,229, 235,237,268, 273._--_4 (2001) (5 cites); McGahey, Jr., Robert L., 

’~A Comment on the First Amendment and the Scholar Athlete," 6 tium. Rts. 155, 156, 157 
(1976.__--_77) (3 cites); McKem~a, Kevin M., ’~A Proposition with a Powerful Punch: The Legality 

and Constitutionality of NCAA Proposition 48," 26 Duq. L. Rev. 43, 44 (1987); Mitchell, Scott 
A., "Cormnent, Hit, Sacked, and Dunked by the Courts: The Need for Due Process Protection of 

the Student-Athlete as Employee," 81 Wash. L. Rev. 71, 99 (2006); Mitten, Matthew J., 

"Foreword," 38 S. Tex. L. Rev. 999, 1000~:::1, 1001 (1997) (2 cites); Mitten, Matthew J., 
"Foreword: Symposium: -Sports Law as a_~ Reflection of Societ~"s Laws and Values," 38 S. 
Tex. L. Rev. 999, 1000, 1001 (1997) (2 cites); Murphy, Steve & Pace, Jonathan, "Comment and 
Note, A Plan for Compensating Student-Athletes," 1994 B.Y.U. Educ. & L.J. 167, 171 (1994) (1 

cite); Olson, Wen@, "Beyond Title IX: Toward an Agenda for Women and Sports in the 
1990’s," 3 Yale L.J. & Feminism 105, 128, 136 (1990) (3 cites); Onwuachi-Willig, Angela, 



cited the work to note that others had cited Edwards. Legal scholars cited his book rl’H~ 

"Volunteer Discrimination," 40 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1895~ 1902 (2007); Overly, Kathleen B., 

"Note, The Exploitation of Afi-ican-American Men in College Athletic Programs," 5 Va. Sports 
& Ent. L.J. 31, 54_--5 (2005); Pentimone, Laura~ "Note, The National Collegiate Athletic 

Association’s Quest to Educate the Student-Athlete: -Are the Academic Eligibility Requirements 
an Attempt to Foster Academic Integrity or Merely to Promote Racism?," 14 N.Y.L. Sch. J. 

Hum. Rts. 471---_-2, 485 (1998) (2 cites); Riggs, Orion, "Note, Spring Symposium: Issues Facing 
College Athletics: the Fagade of Amateurism: -The Inequities of Major-College Athletics~" 5 

Kan. L.J. & Pub. Pol’y 137, 143 (1996) (1 cite); Russell-Brown, Katheryn, "Black Protectionism 
as a Civil Rights Strategy," 53 Buff. L. Rev. l, 14 (2005); Sal~l, Jolm P., "College Athletes 
Due Process Protection: What’s Left Afler National Collegiate Athletic Association v. 

Tmkaman, U.S., 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988)?," 21 Ariz. St. L.J. 628~-9 (1989) (1 cite); Sammatmo, 
James G., "Comment, Business and Brotherhood, Can They Coincide? A Search into Why 

Black Athletes Do Not Hire Black Agents," 42 How. L.J. 535 (1999); Schinner, Michael, "Note, 

Touchdowns and Taxes: Are athletic scholarships merely disguised compensation?," 8 Am. J. 
Tax PoFy 127, 156 (1989__-_-90) (1 cite); Shahdanian II, John I~., ’~Dedication: ’Telling it Like it 

Is’ A Tribute to ttoward Coselk" 6 Seton ttall J. Sports L. 1, 4 (1996) (1 cite); Shropshire, 
Kenneth L., ’~Minori~" Issues in Contemporm.~ Sports," 15 Stm~. L. & Pol’y Rev. 189, 195, 196, 

198, 200z-201,208 (1999) (6 cites); Shropshire, Kenneth L., "Colorblind Propositions: Race, 
the SAT, & the NCAA," 8 Stan. L. & PoFy Rev. 141 (1997) (1 cite); Smith, Earl, PhD, "Race 

Matters in the National Basketball Association," 9 Marq. Sports L.J. 239, 245, 248, 251 (1998_-- 

9) (3 cites); Smith, Rodney K. & Wa!keerWalker, Robert D., "From Inequity to Opportunity: 
Keeping the Promises Made to Big-Time Intercollegiate Student-Athletes~" 1 Nev. L.J. 160, 174 

(2001) (1 cite); Solomon, Owen S., "Comment, The Politicization of Amateur Athletics: South 
Africa and the American Athlete’s Legal Dilemma of Participation," 14 Loy. L.A. Int’l &Comp. 

L.J. 937,952 (1992) (l cite); Thomas, Hen~, "Income Averaging and the Professional Athlete: 

A reexamination," 19 New Eng. L. Rev. 337,345 (1983_--1984); Ukeiley, Stephen L., ’~Note, No 
Sala~, No Union, No Collective Bargaining: Scholarship Athletes are an Employer’s Dream 

Come True," Seton Hall J. Sports L. 167,213 (1996) (1 cite); Waicukauski, Ron, "Symposium 
on Sports Law ........ the regulation of academic standards in intercollegiate athletics," 1982 Ariz. 

St. L.J. 79, 89, 93, 101_~-102, 105 (1982) (6 cites); Wasserman, Howard M., "Symbolic Counter- 
Speech," 12 Wm. & Mary Bill Rts. J. 367,374---_-5, 375 (2004) (2 cites); Walker, Yuri Nicholas, 

"Playing the Game of Academic Integrity vs. Athletic Success: The Americax~s with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) and Intercollegiate Student-Athletes with Learning Disabilities," 15 Marq. Sports 
Rev. 601 (2005) (1 cite); Weistm-t, John C., ’~Can Gender Equip7 Find a Place in Commercialized 

College Sports?," 3 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol’y 191~ 211,255 (1996) (2 cites); Weston, Maureen 
A., "Academic Standards or Discriminato~ Hoops? --Learuing-Disabled Student-Athletes a~nd the 

NCAA Initial Academic Eligibility Requirements," 66 Tenn. L. Rev. 1049, 1069 (1999) (1 cite); 

Williams, Jeffrey A., "Flagrant Foul: Racism in ’The Ron Artest Fight’," 13 UCLA Ent. I, Rev. 

55, 60_--1, 63~ 64, 101 (2005) (4 cites). 
39 Id. at 41. The research model included :four major independent variables, education al 

attainment~ race, central (leadership) positional assi ~gnment and professional achievements to 

rank each player. The value of each variable for each player was determined by looking at the 

official statistics of the NFL. See Braddock at 33--39 for definitions of these variables. 



SOCIOLOGY SPORT in fourteen texts.4° Edwards work was also cited in eleven sociology books 

addressing racial issues in sports. His search did not reveal the detection of Edwards in cases 

involving race and sports or discrimination issues.41 

In this ch apter, I review the results of this investigation. 

IV) Han.w Edwards: The Body of Work 

The work of HenD~ Edwards provided a critical perspective on the popular cultural icon 

of collegiate sports. In a real sense, he deconstmcted the institution of collegiate sport to expose 

its underpim~ings, working assumptions, and caste and class overall structure. Among other 

themes, Dr. Edwards posited that athletes did not work in a voluntm.W or consensual system in 

which they participated in sport and its rigors of their free will. Rather, Edwards emphasized the 

coercive nature of collegiate sports, particularly football.4: tle drew attention to the significant 

amount of time student athletes spend on intercollegiate sports,-43 the pressure on athletes to 

4O 

41 Lexis identified tl~ee cases: 1) Vandenburg v. Newsweek, Inc., 507 F.2d 1024 (5*h Cir. 1975) 

(defamation case between coach and publisher involving published report of wh at someone said 

Hasty Edwards said); 2) Stamps v. Detroit Edison Co., No. 36515 and No. 38479, U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 16255 (E.D. Mich. July 31, 1978) (Judge Edwards reference); 3)Hardison v. Trans 

World Airlines, 375 F. Supp. 877; (W.D. of Missouri 1974) (Judge Edwards reference). 

Westlaw identified two cases: -Vandenburg v. Newsweek, see above, and Edwaacds v. Pulitzer 
Pub. Co., 716 F. Supp. 438 (N.D. Cal. 1989) (Edward.~ was the plaintiff in an action where a 

motion was denied to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction). 
4: See Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: Hearings Before the Subcomm. ~zOn 

Education, Arts and ttumanities of the Senate Comm. o_-On Labor and ttuman Resources, 9~h .... --~( I~rra~ttea: l’lot Superscript/Subscript 
Cong., 2d Sess. 93._7_-94 (1984) (Statement of Hmy’ Edwaa:ds, professor of the University of 

C alifornia) C_-- 10/1~ 
43 Harry Edwards, remarks at the PBS Television Broadcast Station (Jan. 18, 1987, Hart3’ 

Edwards, The Collegiate Arms race: Origins and Implications of the "rule 48" Controversy, 8 J. 

Sport & Soc. Issues 4, 7(1984). STATS ........ hours of time NCAA basketball and fi)otball players 

spend on practice__ Oversight College athletic Programs: tiearings Before the Subcommittee 

on education, Arts, and Humanities of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 
98~th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1984) .~._-~g~l~attel:li Not Superscript/Subscript 



perform that lessens their ability to focus on the student dimension of their status’14 with this 

paradoxical observation that the typical conclusions as to the benefits of sport lacked a 

foundation m data.45 

Dr. Edwards also contributed to our understanding of the extent to which collegiate sport 

policies provide the educational benefits for which they are touted. For example, he explored "the 

effects on black education opportunities for reforms such as minimum eligibility standm-ds4~ 

the extent of functional illiteracy among college athletes47 and the disproportionate amount of 

time athletes spend on sports rather than educational pursuits.4~ ttis emphasis on differential 

graduation rates of the athletes,49 as well as black athletes as compared with non-athletes as 

compared to whitess° also raised estimation that Division 1 basketball and football players spend 

50_--60 hours on sports m addition to those hours required for physical ~e~eryI. 

4-~ Athlete data ....... pressure on athletes ....... Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: 

ttearings Before the Subcomm. on Education, Arts and ttumanities of the Senate Comm. o_On 

I~abor and Human resources, 9~h Cong, 2nd Sess. 93---_-94 (1984) (statement oi[_’~ Harry Edwards, .~..-~{ ~rm~ttea: ~ot sul~erscri~t! Subscript 
professor of the University of California). 
4~ Athlete Data ........ Typical concepts of benefits of sport were found to have an inconclusive 

basis__ H. Edwmds. Sociology of Sport (1973). B_--19/2: 
4~ (impact on blacks of minimum eligibility), Harry, Edwards, The End of the "golden Age" of 

Black Sports Pmticipation?, 38 S. Tex. L. Rev. !007 (1997). C.__-_-4(s)/3. (ineligibility of players 
in first year of Prop 48 by race) ....... Harry Edwards, The End of the "golden Age" of Black 
Sports Participation?, 38 S. TEX. REV. 1007 (1997) C._--24/2. (standardized test scores by 

race) ....... Harry Edwards, Bl~a~ck Athletes, in Sport and Higher Education (Donald Chu et al. 

eds., 1985). 
4~ See e.g. Harry Edwards__ THE PROGRESSIVE, April 197% at 48. 
4s See e.g. Hal~T Edwards, .’_!]J~e Black ’~Dumb Jock": An American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. 

Board, Edwards testimony__ Oversight ttearings Before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, 

and Humanities of the Senate Cotmnittee on Labor and Human Resources, 98~th Cong., 2d Sess. ..~_---{ ~:~m~tte~l: Rot superscript! Subscript 
1 (1985) a_---11/3. See also. Murray Sparber, College Sports, Inc. -The Athletic Department and 
the University 184 n, 16, 274 (quoting Edwards estimation that Division basketball and football 
players spend 50_--60 hours on sports in addition to those hours required for physical recoveU. 
49 H. Edwards, ’%xploitation and the NCAA," Presentation at the Second Annual Conference of 

the North American Society for the Sociolo~" of Sport (Nov. 15, 1981). 
50 Harry Edwards, The Black ~Dumb Jock": An American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. Board Rev. 8 

(1984). C_--7/1. Edwards. For Blacks, A Life in Sports is No Different From Life, N.Y. Times, 



He posited that the positive perception about the value of sport participation created a 

treadmill effect.51 Youth, especially black youth, lacking other opportunity, turn to sport as a 

way out£ because of the perception that sport is merit based53 and presumptively ethical.54 In 

turrt, the fbcus of youth on sport simultaneously obscures their exclusion from other societal 

55 ~,6 opportunity2 wh~{~ f~rtherin~ter~o~yp~s ablaut int~{lectu~{ capacity:! Edwards: o~[cr th~ c(~ur~ .... ,--~ I:orm~ttea: Superscript 

of his work, described what mW now be characterized as the perfect racial stol~n.------~---a 

combination of circumstances- whmh exacerbate the effects of each phenomenon. In this 

context a variety of circumstances combine to limit black societal opportunity__ the societal 

emphasis on sport,5s disproportionate recruitmenL59 isolation from other opportunities,~° limited 

6z academic opportunity,~1 desperation for a way out of debilitating environment circumstances, " 

May 6, 1979, § 5 (sports), at 2, col¯ 4.Student-athletes isolated__ ttalD~ Edwards, The Black 
"Dumb Jock:" Am American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. Bd. Rev. 8 (1984). 
51 Edwards, "Race in ContemporaU American Sports," in S. Eitzem Sport in ContemporaU 

Society 307 (2d Ed. 1984). -Hany’ Edwards, "The Single-Minded Pursuit of Sport Fame and 
Fortune Is Approaching an Institutionalized Triple Tragedy in Black Society .... " Ebony, Aug. 
1988. Hazy’ Edwards, "The Black Athlete: 20~th ~tul.W G{ad~rs for Wh~ Amenc~i .... ,-*{ Format-tea: Not Superscript/Subscript 
Psychol-._Today, Nov. 1973. 
52 Hazy’ Edwards, "The End of the "Golden Age" of Black Sport Participation?" 38 S. Tex. L. 

:.Rev. 1009 (1997). 
53 Harry Edwards, Blacks Perceived to Have Equal Opportunity in Sport, "The Black Athletes: 

20.th Centmw Gladiators for White America," 7 Ps5 chology Today 43 (197 o).                  ~_.~’frorm~ttea: ~ot superscript/Subscript 
54 ~       ~           :    =        7: :       :         7                              - ................................................................................................... " Beyond Symptoms: Unethmal Behax 1or m Amerman Collegmte Sport aaad the Problem of the 
Color Line," 9 J. Sport & Soc. Iss. 3 (1985) b__7.-8/2:_ 
55 

5~ See e.g. ~l~arl3~ Edwards, Sociology of Sport 38 (1973), Racist Stereotypes in sport¯ HaW 

Edwards, "The End of the "Golden Age" -of Black Sports Participation?", 38 S. Tex. L. Rev¯ 
1007 (1997); B79/1. 
5~ The reference is to the book, Sebastian Junger, TIlE PERFECT STORM, and the movie based 

pspon that book, THE PERFECT STORM (2000) (Wolf gang Peterson, Director)¯ 
" Societal emphasis on sport ~_ 
59 Disproportionate recruitment: 
60 

61 Harry Edwards, "The Black "Dumb Jock": An American Sports Tragedy," 131 Board Rev. 8 

(1984) (Inability to participate in academics harms black students). 



poor graduation rates,63 as well as limited profcssional sport opportunity6~combine to create 

phenomenon more difficult to combat thm~ the overt racism of the past.65 Edwards challenged 

the myth of sports upward mobility via sport participation,66 In addition, Edwards contributed to 

our understanding of the role of sport in society ........ both its powerful role in the normalization of 

the status quo as well as its potential to transl’o~n society.-67 More over, his work shed new li ,ght 

on the economic aspect of intercollegiate athletics6s by emphasizing the disproportionate 

economic rewards to institutions while describing the condition of penu~" to which student 

athletes are relegated.69 =ttis work presented a direct challenge to the stated amateurism purposes 

of the NCAA, "to integrate intercollegiate athletics into higher education so that the educational 

pul~ose of the student athlete is paramount." i~ 

6~ Hm~N Edwards, "The Black Athletes: .-20~th ~entu~ Gladiators fo~ White ~rn~ri~a,i~ i~ ,,~---~{ ~orm~ttea" Not Superscript! Subscript 

Psycholo~ Today 43 (1973). Han3~ Edwards, The Collegiate Athletic Arms Race in 

Fractured Focus: SPORT AS A REFELCTION OF SOCIETY 21 ~,Richard Lapchick ed. 

1986). A=-I 3/2. 
63 Edwards, 5The Black "Dumb Jock:" An American Sports Tragedy~ 131 C. Board Rev. (1984) 

(Blacks failing to graduate more likely not to have a job after college). 
64 Limited pro sport opportunity 

65 Ha~)’ Edwards, "Beyond Symptoms: Unethical Behavior in American Collegiate Sport and 

the Problem of the Color Line," 9 J. Sport & Soc. Iss.3 (1985). 

66 Ha~ Edwards, ’~The End of the ’~Golden Age" of Black Sports Participation?" 38 S. Tex. I~. 

Rev. 1007(1997). Nan3’ Edwards, "The Black Athletes: 20,th ~ptury. G~ad~ors fo~ Wh~    ~,,~--{ ~orm~ttea: Not superscript! Subscript 
America," 7 Psychology Today 43 (1973). 

67 Ha~ Edwards, SOCIOI~OGY OF SPORT 3 (1973) (The End of the Golden Age of Black 

Sports Participation?, 38 S. TEX.. L. REV. 1007_(1997)ttoward M. Wasserman, Symbolic 
Counter-Speech, 12 WM. & MAR5: Bm~ R~rs. J. 367 (2004) 

6~ Harry Edwards, The Collegiate Arms Race: Origins m~d Implications of the "Rule 48" 

Controversy, 8 J. SPORT 7 SOC. ISSUES 4, 7 (1984). 

69 tlarry Edwards, The Black Dumb Jock: An American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. BOARD REV. 8 

(1984). 



In broader reigns, Dr. Edwards illuminated three key characteristics of American sports 

institutions. He examined the general role of sport in society, emphasizing its pervasive 

influence for both good and ill.-71 Edwards emphasized the significant role of sport in society 

a~d its capacity to legitimate economic disparities between athletes aJad their sports institutions----~- 

--such as universities and the NCAA-----that establish a resilient sport caste structure. He also 

posited aJa integral relationship between the pervasive role of race in society and the extent to 

which the racial stratification of society is a key feature of sports institutions.7~ ttis recount of 

the histo~.~ of racism in society and the struggle against that racism parallel those racial tensions 

that manifest in sport institutions.7~ Those institutions, as Dr. Edwards emphasized early on, do 

not exist apart from society but a~e an integral part of society. -In this respect, Dr. Edwards early 

on laid bare the role of sports myths as narratives of personal triumph--much like the ttoratio 

Alger Myth74 that obscure the role of societal institutions in maintaining an existing racial and 

economic order. Finally, Edwards suggested that students of sport consider the dynamic 

relationship between sport and society in which institutions beyond sport me influenced by 

70 

http://www.ncaa.org/wps/portal/ncaahome’~ WCM_GL OBAL_C ONTEXT=/ncaa/NCAA/About+ 

The+NCAA/Overview/mission.html. 

See also NCAA CONSTITUTION 1.3 FUNDAMENTAL POLICY 
"1.3.1 Basic Purpose. [*] The competitive athletics programs of member institutions are 

designed to be a vital part of the educational system. A basic purpose of this Association 

is to maintain intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of the educational program and 
the athlete as an integral part of the student body and, by so doing, retain a clem line of 

demarcation between intercollegiate athletics and professional sports." 

71 See tiara" Edwards, Sociology of Sport (1 c_)873). 

See Harry Edwards, Sociology of Sport (1973). 

73 }{arty Edwards, The End of the ~;’-Golden Age" of Black Sports Participation’? 38 TEX. L. 

REV. ~00~ (~ 99% 
74 



developments in sport and correspondingly sports institutions are influenced by development in 

the larger society. 

Legal Scholars who examine sport phenomena have used the work of Dr. Edwards as a 

lens through which the role of law in sport may be examined and critiqued. Across a bro~aoa~d 

array of issues__ racial caste and sport~Ts~ athletes civil rights, bamers to unionization, 

~ 
78 7%conomic and financial structures~7~; taxation of sport income minimum academic eligibility 

requirements, equal opportunity in employment~79, and equality for women in sportS°--the ideas 

of Edwards are enduringly present. 

III. THE LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP AND THE INFLUENCE OF HARRY EDWARDS 

A. SCHOLARSHIP ON THE ROLE OF RACE IN SPORT 

Numerous scholars refer to Edwards in their exploration of role law has played in 

facilitating change in sport. In general, legal scholars cite to Edwards work for documentation 

of the history" of racism in sport.--~._For example, discussion of the relationship between 

vs See, e.g. Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College 

Athletics, 22 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 639, 645 (1995). 

Stephen I~. Ukeiley, No Salary, No Union, No Collective Bargaining: ScholaJcship Athletes are 
an Employer’s Dream Come True, 6 S~TON HALL J. SPORTS L. 167,213 (1996). 

Richard L. Kaplan, Intercollegiate Athletics and the Unrelated Business Income Tax, 80 
COLUM. L. REV. 1430 (1980). 

See, e.g. Henry Thomas, Income Averaging and the Professional Athlete: A Re-Examination, 

19 NEW ENG. L. REV 337 (1983=-184). 

79 See, e.g.N. Jeremi Duru, The Fritz Pollard Alliance, the Rooney Rule, and the Quest to "Level 

the Playing Field" in the National Football League, 7 V~x. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 179 (2008):5 

s0 Felice M: Duffy, Twenty-Seven Years Post Title IX: Why Gender Equity in College Athletics 

does not exist, 19 QLR 67, 71 (2000). 



significant legal developments in racial discrimination in education, employment, and public 

accommodations and racial chaJage in sport-~2 draw directly on the microcosm analysis of 

Edwards.-s3 Edwards analyses of the pervasive role of race in the phenomenon of sport have 

influenced a critical perspective on sport grounded the assumption that the role of race is 

enduring and systemic rather than episodic and anecdotal,s4 Thus, a significant number of 

commentators have been influenced b~y_the generalized racial framework provided by Edwards. 

~1 See, e.g. Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College 
Athletics, 22 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 639, 645 (1995), N. Jeremi Duru, The Fritz Pollard Alliance, 
the Rooney Rule, and the Quest to %evel the Playing Field" in the National Football League, 7 
VA. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 179 (2008); Jeffrey A. Williams, Flagrant Foul: Racism in ~The Ron 
Artest Fight", 13 UCLA ENT. L. R~v. 55, 60__-_-61 (2005); Owen S. Solomon, Cormnent, The 
Politicization of Amateur Athletics: South Africa and the American Athlete’s Legal Dilemma of 
Participation, 14 LoY. L.A. I~T’L & COMP. L.J. 937,952 (1992); Sumi Cho & Robert Westley, 
Critical Race Coalitions: Key Movements that Performed the Theo~, 53.33 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 
1377, 1384--(2000):. 

s~ Timothy Davis, Teaching Sports and the Law: The Relevance of Race, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 

250 (1999); Timothy Davis~ Racism in Athletics: Subtle Yet Persistent, 21 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK 

I, REV. 881 (1999). 

s3 Timothy Davis, Who’s In and Who’s Out: Racial Discrimination in Sports, 28 PAc. L. J. 341, 

343 (1996_--1997) [reviewing KENN’~TH L. SHROPSHIRE~[, In Black and White: Race and Sports in 
America (New York and London: New York University Press) (1996); Kenneth L. Shropshire, 

Merit, OF Boy Networks, and the Black-Bottomed Pyramid, 47 HASTINGS L.J. 455, 470=-1 

(1996) 
Timothy Davis, Balancing Freedom of Contract and Competing Values in Sports, 38 S. TEX. L. 
REV. 1115(1 997); Howard M. Wasserman, Fans, Free Expression, and the Wide World of 

Sports, 67 U.PITT. L. REV. 525,529 (2006). 

~4 Timothy Davis, Racism in Athletics: Subtle Yet Persistent, 21 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. 

REV. 881 (1999); Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics in the Next Milletmium: A 

Framework 

!~or Evaluating Refi~iTn Proposals, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 253,267 (1999); Timothy Davis, The 
Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics, 22 FORDH~A2,!I URB. L.J. 

634----635,645 (1995); Timothy Davis, Who’s In and Who’s Out: Racial Discrimination in 
Sports, 28 PAC. L. J. 341,346 (1996_--1997) [reviewing KENNETH L. SHROPSHIRE], In Black and 

White: Race and Sports in America (New York and London: New York University Press) 
(1996); Jeremi Duru, The Fritz Pollard Alliance, the Rooney Rule, and the Quest to ~Level the 
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B. EXPLOITATION OF THE STUDENT ATHLETE 

A significant amount of legal literature that explores the amateurism assumptions that 

ground "the economic ground rules of intercollegiate sport reference Edwards work on 

institutional control of athletes. Edwards pioneered the ’~gladiator concept’’s5 in which he 

posited that universities are primari~’ interested in mounting successful and lucrative sport 

program s.y6 Edwards rejected the models of amateurism and benevolence in favor of a model 

of economic gains7 in which universities and colleges compete fiercely for both prestige and 

large payouts.~ Thus, according to Edwards, NCAA decisions on a wide range of issues, such 

as expenditures, eligibility, education major requirements, academic progress, and freedom of 

movement of athletesSgare driven by the need to maintain the machinery of competition.9° 

Playing Field" in the National Football League, 7 VA. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 179, 181.__--_2 (2008); 

Nathan ttunt, Note, Cureton v. NCAA: Fmnble! The Flawed Use of Proposition 16 by the 

NCAA, 31 U. To~,. L. RF~v. 273,275::-7 (2000); Matthew J. Mitten, Foreword, 38 S. TF~x. L. 
RE.V. 999, 1000 (1997); Angela Onwuachi-Willig,Volunteer Discrimination, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. 

RF, V. 1895, 1902 (2007); Earl Smith, PhD, Race Matters in "the National Basketball Association, 
9 M.4RQ. SPORTS L. J. 239, 251,267 (1998_--9); Jefferey A. Williams, Flagrant Foul: Racism in 
~’The Ron Artest Fight", 13 UCLA ENT. L. RF, V. 55, 60--61 (2005); Alfred Dennis Mathewson, 

Grooming Crossovers, 4 J. G~ND~R R,aCE & Jb’ST. 225,237 (2001); Note, Stealing Signs: Is 
Professional Baseball’s United States-Japanese Player Contract Agreement Enough to Avoid 

Another "Baseball War"?, 13 M~NN. J. G~OB,a~L TRADU 87, 106 (2004). 

~5 Edwa~:ds, The Black Athletes: 20th Centu~ Gladiators for White America, Psych. Today, 

Nov. 1973. 
~6 See, e.g., Hm~.~ Edwards, The End of the "Golden Age" of Black Sports Pa;ticipation, 38 S. 

TEX. L. REV. 1007 (1997); HIND" Edwards, The Collegiate Arms race: Origins and Implications 

of the ~’Rule 48" Controversy, 8 J. SPORT & SOC. ISSUES 4, 7 (1984); Harry Edwards, Yes, 
The System Rip~ Off College Athletes, Chicago Sun-Times, Apr. 11, 1982, $2, at 2~ cols. 1_--3. 

87 ttarry Edwards, The Collegiate Arms Race: Origins and Implications of the ;~Rule 48" 

Controversy, 8 J. SPORT & SOC. ISSUb;S, 4, 7 (1984) 

~ Ha~)’ Edwards, The Collegiate A~Tns race: Origins and Implications of the ~Rule 48" 

Controversy, 8 J. SPORT & SOC. ISSUES 4~ 7 (1984) 

~9 ttarr~" Edwards, TttE REVOLT OF TIlE BLACK ATtlLETE (1969) 



Correspondingly, the legal literature has covered a wide range of policy and legal 

questions in which "the "true character of the university’s interest in intercollegiate athletics is 

relevant to the debate about academic reform, interest I~f] Ttopic~ range widel5 ........ !i-~,;m 

val3,m~g from the critiques ef"~he of the favorable tax treatment of the proceeds of intercollegiate 

athletics that treat the multimillion dollar paydays as nonprofit rather than profit and taxable 

incolne~9~ "the potential treatment of athletes as employees rather than students,9~ the influence 

of commercial potential on the elimination of colorline in sports,-v3 and the commodification of 

black athletes.94 In these contexts and many others, authors have drawn on Edwards’ 

observations on dubious beneficent rationales for the perpetuation of a billion dollar indust~’. 

C. SCttOLARSltIP ON TIlE ROLE OF STEREOTYPE AND PERCEPTION IN TIlE 

LEGAL REGULATION OF SPORT 

Edwards’ emphasis on the role of stereotype mad perceptions in the maintenance of sports 

institutions9s has also figured prominently in the sport scholarship of legal scholms. For 

9o Haa-ry Edwards, Remaxks, PUBLIC BROADCASTING SYSTEM (JAN. 18, 1987). 

91 
Richard Kaplan, Intercollegiate Athletics ad the Unrelated Business Income Tax, 80 COLUM. 

L. REV. 1430, 1455 (1980)~ 

92 See, e.g., Rodney K. Smith and Robert D. Walker, From Inequity to Opportunity: Keeping 
the Prolnises Made to Big-Tilne Intercollegiate Student-Athletes, 1 NEV. L.J. 160, 174 (2001); 
Note, United We Stand: Organizing Student-Athletes for Educational Reform, 4 SPORTS LAW. J. 
81 (1997). 

93 Scott A. Mitchell, Note, Hit, Sacked, a~nd Dmkked by the Courts: The Need for Due Process 

Protection of the Student-Athlete in Intercollegiate Athletics, 19 T. MARSHALL L. Rev. 733,743 

(Symposium Issue, 1994):. 

94 Timothy Davis, Who’s In and Who’s Out: Racial Discrimination in Sports, 28 PAC. L. J. 341, 

348 (1996=-1997) [reviewing KENXETH L. S~ROPSHIRE, In Black and White: Race and Sports in 

America (New York and London: New York University Press) (1996)]: 



example, scholars have drawn on his work to explain the role stereotype in the maintenance of 

support for sport as a positive societal phenomenon,96 "the societal indifference to limited 

opportunity for athletes off the playing field~97~ and the assumptions about the intellectual 

abilities of athletes,98 especially black athletes99 -which create tolerance for limited academic 

achievement1°° as well as limited upward mobility in sports.~°~ ~popul~ films ablaut sports and 

95 See, e.g. HARRY EDWARDS, THE SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT (1973); Harry, Edwards, ’~The 

Collegiate Athletic Arms race, FRACTURED FOCUS: SPORT AS A REFLECTION OF 

SOCIETY 21 ~.RICHARD LAPCHICK ED. 1986; Hm~.W Edwards, 5The Black ’~ Dumb Jock" 
An Americana Sports Tragedy, 131 C. BOARD REV. 8 (1984); Hm~)’ Edwaxds, ~’Black Athletes: 
20th centul)’ Gladiators for White America, 7 Psycholo~ Today 43 (1973). 

96 Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics in the Next Millennium: A Framework for Evaluating 

Refom~ Proposals, 9 Marq. Sports L.J. 253,266._--267 (1999); Timothy Davis, The Myth of the 

Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics, 22 FORDH~A~M URB. L.J. 634, 639 
(1995); Timothy Davis, Student-Athlete Prospective Economic Interests: Contractual 

Dimensions, 19 T. M~VaSH~ L. R~v. 585, 586 (1994); Suzmme Sangree, Title IX and the 
Contact Sports Exemption: Gender Stereotypes in a Civil Rights Statute, 32 CONN. L. REV. 381, 

443 (2000); Kenneth L. Shropshire, Putting the Pursuit into Perspective: The Value of Sports, 
SC47 ALI-ABA 525 Americana Law Institute.._~..----American Bar Association Continuing Legal 

Education Janua~ 22, 1998 Entertainment, Arts, and Sports Law; Earl Smith, PhD~ Race 

Matters in the National Basketball Association, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L. J. 239, 251 (1998--9); Note, 
The Exploitation of African-American Men in College Athletic Proga-ams, 5 Va. Sports & Ent. 

L.J. 31 (2005), Note, Hit, Sacked, and Dunked by the Courts: The Need for Due Process 

Protection of the Student-Athlete in Intercollegiate Athletics, 19 T. MARSItALL L. Rev. 733,744 
(Symposium Issue, 1994): 

97 Timothy Davis, An Absence of Good Faith: Defining a University’s Educational Obligation to 

Student-Athletes, 28 Hogs. L. RF.V. 743 (1991); N. Jercmi Duru, Friday Night ’Lite’: How de- 

racialization [sic] in the motion picture Friday Night Lights disserves the movement to eradicate 
racial discrimination from American Sport, 25 CARDOZO ArtTS & F.NT. L.J. 485, 512 (2007.----8)._ 

98 N. Jeremi Dum, Friday Night ’Lite~ How de-racialization [sic] in the motion picture Friday 

Night Lights disserves the movement to eradicate racial discrimination from American Sport, 
25 CAP, DOZO AI~’rs & ~r. L.J. 485, 512 (2007~8).: 

~ N. Jeremi Duru, Friday Night ’Lite’: How de-racialization [sic] in the motion picture Friday 
Night Lights disserves the movement to eradicate racial discrimination from American Sport, 25 
CartDOZO ARTS & ~YT. L.J. 485, 504_(2007----8): 

100 B21, B28. 



sports heroes, and "these images in turn affect perceptions about the existence of racism in 

sport. 102 

The work of legal scholars on "the resilience and normalization of racial dispa~rity in 

sport institutions draws on Edwards. Scholars examining "the toleraaace fi~r racialized structures 

have incorporated numerous points including the perception by both blacks and whites that 

sport is a meritocracy al"fording equal opportunity to all~l°3; assumptions about the value added 

of sports participation,104 as well as all of which mask and normalize structures that 

subordinate and limit athletes. 

D. SCttOLARSttIP ON LEGAL PROTECTIONS FOR ATHLETES 

Edwards work on the conditions under which athletes live and compete have been 

utilized in a variety of contexts. For example, Edwards observations about the control 

institution exert over athletes-1°5 has been ntilized by authors exploring the lack of due process 

101 B-9--2, B 2_--7, B-2/7, B 8/2~ 
102 N. Jeremi Dum, Friday Night ’Lite’: How de-racialization [sic] in the motion picture Friday 

Night Lights disserves "the movement to eradicate racial discrimination from American Sport, 25 

CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 485, 512 (2007__-_-8):. 

103 Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics, 

22 FORDH.a~M URB. L.J. 639 (1995); Note, The Exploitation of African-American Men in College 
Athletic Programs, 5 V~\. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 3 ! (2005). 

104 See, e.g., Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College 

Athletics, 22 FOrC~HA~ URB. L.J. (1995); Kenneth L. Shropshire, Putting the Pursuit into 
Perspective: The Value of Sports, SC47 ALI-ABA 525 American Law Institute._.~._.---American 
Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Janual)~ 22, 1998 Entertainment, Arts, and Sports 
Law; 
~0~ See Edwards, The Black "Dumb Jock";: An American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. Board Rev. 8 

(1964) Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: Hearings Before the Subcomm on 
Education, Arts and t tumanities of the Senate Comm. on Labor and Human Resources, 98th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 93~-94 (1984) (statement of Harry Edwards, professor of the University of 
C alifornia)~ 



protections for athletes,1°6 the increased commercialization of women’s sport al-td the 

concomitant decrease in their ability to devote time to academic,-1°7 and the temptation to 

resort to drugs as a result of the performance pressure1°~ and the overall ~q_tlnerability of black 

athletes to athletic exploitation. 

F. SCHOLARSHIP ON ACADEMIC REFORM AND MIMIMUM ELIGIBILITY 

REQUIREMENTS 

The work of ttarry Edwards on the exploitation of intercollegiate athletes-1°9 as well as his 

related commentm.-y on academic reform~ 10 played a significant role in the legal scholarly debate 

on academic refoma in athletics. In the early 1980~, that debate centered on the advent of 

mimimumminimtm~ gade point average and SAT scores in the form of NCAA legislation 

known as Proposition 48. Both supporters and detractors from NCAA academic reforms drew 

on the work of HmD" Edwards111 in their commentary and critique. Those authors supporting the 

~06 John P. Sahl, College Athletes and Due Process Protection: What’s Left After National 

Collegiate Athletic Association v. Tarkanian, __ U.S. __, 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988)’?, 21 AI~IZ. 
L.J. 621 (1989). 

107 John C. Weistaat, Can Gender Equi .ty Find a Place in Commercialized College Sports?, 3 

DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL’:Y 191 (1996): 

~0s John P. Sahl, College Athletes and Due Process Protection: What’s Left After National 

Collegiate Athletic Association v. Tarkanian, __ U.S. __, 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988)?, 21 AI~IZ. 

L.J. 621 (1989): 

~09 t talD~ Edwards, REVOLT OF TIlE BLACK ATHLETE (1969); Oversight on College 

Athletic Programs: Hearings Before the Subconunittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities of 

the Senate Committee on Labor and ttuman Resources, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1984); ttarry 
Edwm-ds, "The ’Dumb Jock’: An American Sports Tragedy", 131 C. BOARD REV. 8 (1984); 
ttan3~ Edwards, "Exploitation and the NCAA__ Presentation at the Second A~mual Conference 

of the North American Society for the Sociolo~ of Sport (Nov. 15, 1981). 
110 ,~ Edwards, Educating Black Athletes, ATL. MONTtlLY, Aug. 198a, 

111 See, e.g. Harry Edwards, Sport Law as a Reflection of Society Law and Value: The End of the 
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reforms as a long overdue reemphasis on education values112 draw on Edwards’ critique of the 

disproportionate time athletes devote to intercollegiate sport as well as his support for minimum 

standards as long overdue reform.-113 On the other hand, those who criticized the changes114 

agreed with Edwards that the reform was cosmetically minimallls and inadequate due to the lack 

of fundamental refom~ in the student athlete experience as well as the predictable racially 

disproportionate effects of the test component of the eligibility requirements. 116 The focus on 
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differential academic opportunity and achievement led legal scholars to debate potential legal 

appropriateness of legal remedies fi~r the failure of educational institutions to live up to the 

educational bargain117 as well as significant chm~ge in university oversight which might limit the 

imm unity of athletic progrmn s from institution al accountability. 118 

IV. CONCI.USION 
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Bbois.~121~ one of two of’the greatest public intellectual~ on sport122 ....... the superlatives suggest a 

signature influence of a sociologist on an entire legal field. 

The second characteristic of the legal literature, related to the high regard fbr the 
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suggest that reading Edwards would provide :further illumination on a wide ~e~’gl -Whether a 

suggestion that reading Edwards work would provide useful broad bibliography,~ ~ provide a 
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grasp of the role of race in sport~~ or evaluate a particular policy proposal such as the use of 
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DENIEI), DEFERRED, AND DEPRIVED: 
-TILE ECONOMIC DREAM OF THE BLACK MALE ATtlLETE 

DR. DEBORAH STRONflAN 

The Black athlete in America is faced with a dilemma. While pursuing his athletic dream 

at the intercollegiate and prof’essional levels of sport, the Black athlete remains powerless to reap 

the majority of the financial windfall derived from his labor. Should he go on strike, forfeit his 

small piece of the current financial pie, and demonstrate his power to influence the multi-billion 

dollar sport industry? Or should he just continue to compete and utilize the existing political 

structures to effect change? This unfortunate dynamic for the Black athlete is not new in the 

historical documentation of sport in the United States. Scholars, coaches, administrators, sport 

franchise owners, fans, and athletes have spoken loudly and often regarding this seemingly 

inequitable paradigm. However, the brilliance of Dr. HIND" Edwards in 1968 ignited the spark to 

invoke a revolution of thought towards the treatment of the Black athlete. Edwards"s call for 

social justice in the seemingly impenetrable sport business captivated the heart and soul of 

athletes and observers from across the world. Today, many obsel~ers still watch and ponder 

when the Black athlete will be given a bigger key to the econolnic engine that drives this popular 

Alnerican pastime. Leaders will continue to be asked to demonstrate their moral and business 

acumen to address this longstanding impasse. 

The United States of Amelqca is guided by a democracy and capitalistic economy. 

Although this self-governing system has numerous operating socialistic agencies, the primary 

business driver is for individual owners to create and retain wealth through the employment of its 

labor force. The proletariat or working class is subject to the management and operations of the 



proprietor aJad his company. Historically, this a~-angement has proved very useful and 

satisfacto~ for most Americans overtime. There has been only one U.S. civil war and most 

political, financial, and economic upheavals have been addressed through legitimate business 

and political mechanisms. Most citizens are content with the American business efficiency, its 

distribution of wealth, and continue to support the government through the payment of taxes and 

participation in the voting process. Not surprisingly though, there are Americans, often persons 

of color, who feel neglected and left out of the American drean~. Quite possibly the scars of 

injustice resulting from the peculiar institution has left them on the outside looking in at a system 

that continues to favor those who have benefitted from illegal gains. The question of ~where’s 

mine?" persists for the disenfranchised and ostensibly lost cormnunities. 

The Black athlete is a beacon for these communities. For many the journey to success 

included a commitment to overcome inadequate facilities, lack of proper equipment, and 

misguided training. At the professional level of competition and applying the capitalism model, 

the owner has researched and calculated the optimal pay for his labor~----the athlete. His 

business objective is clea~:._~.._---to minimize expenses and maximize profits. There is no allowance 

for special privilege or discount transactions. In order to grow the franchise and to stay in 

business, the owner must remain dedicated to fundamental economic principles. Thus, the Black 

athlete can only be hopeful that there is fairness in negotiation. With few exceptions over the 

years and regardless of the sport in which the Black athlete participates, dominates, and 

promotes, he remains a plebe and member of the working class. And although the Black athlete 

labor pool greatly defines and directs the profitability of the organization, the owner alone is 

responsible for the overall business management. And the management does not respond to the 

needs, desires, and whims of the employee but rather the best interests of the firm. This essential 



code and belief is the core of the Black athletes’ chm-ge against the lack of real economic 

participation. 

LV(2"A~ --Revenue and Distrib~tion ~S}’stem 

At the intercollegiate level of sport, the Black athlete that Dr. Edwards was most 

concerned about in his efforts to revolutionize is under "the pnma~ governance of the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The NCAA is comprised of over 1200 member 

institutions operating in three Divisions__ I, II~ and III. This structure affords the colleges and 

universities the ability to compete and self-govern with like-minded and directed peer 

institutions. The capitalistic nature of the NCAA is to develop, manage, and advertise its product 

such that revenue generation is ma~mized to sustain the operations of the non-profit 

organization. Revenues generated by championship competition, licensing, and television 

contracts is distributed back to the member institutions. 

Big-time sports are considered to be members of Division I as maxw of these universities are 

state-supported universities with enrolhnents of over 30,000 undergraduate students. Division I 

members must offer at least 14 sports (at least seven for men and seven for women, or six for 

men and eight for women). In addition, the member institutions must sponsor at least two team 

sports (for example, football, basketball or volleyball) for each gender (NCAA Differences, 

2010). To maintain parity and adherence to the original mission of fair play, the organization 

requires that programs play a minimum number of contests against Division I opponents. There 

a~-e subdivisions within Division I based on the particular interest of the institution’s football 

program The Football Bowl Subdivision has 120 members mad does not have a postseason 

playoff system. (?’he Football Championship Subdivision has l 18 members and their 



championship is determined through a playoff. The other remaining 97 Division I members do 

not offer a football program) The teams that are eligible for postseason play are given invitations 

to play in a college football bowl. This bowl structure is under much scrutiny by fans, coaches, 

academicians, and politicians. The amount of money that is generated by this system calls into 

question the legitimacy, fairness, aJad accountability of the football Division I model. 

Does the Black athlete participate in the NCAA multi-million dollar economic windfall? 

Yes. The question is whether or not this compensation truly reflects his value. The annual budget 

for all NCAA intercollegiate athletics programs combined is approximately $10.5 billion dollars 

(NCAA Commercialism, 2010). The initial engagement with the student-athlete is made with the 

signing of a letter of intent to participate in Division I athletics. All incoming NCAA student- 

athletes must be certified as an amateur student-athlete. This contract is often misunderstood as 

players often times believe that they have agreed to a four-year agreement for athletic 

competition at a particular school. In addition, the student-athlete carmot leave from this 

cormnitment without losing a year of eligibility. In reality, the scholarship is one-year renewable 

axed many coaches have used this stipulation to remove those they deem to be invaluable or 

ineffective from the roster. The timeliness of that removal has been most damaging to student- 

athletes as they can be left with little time to properly prepare for trm~sfer to m~other institution or 

other opportunities. As Bill Rhoden states, "The black athlete learns early on that the best way to 

continue_.., is to accept the power structure as it is" (Rhodcn, 2006, p. 194). With the increasing 

pressure on coaches to improve attendance at games, to gain more victories, and recruit the best 

players, the demand to cut coruers and put the best interests of the student-athletes aside 

increases. 

Member Institution Structure 



Dr. Edwards spoke of the lack of Black athletic administrators to guard and protect the 

interests of the Black athlete. The intercollegiate athletic department is managed by an athletic 

director that more often does not have many persons of color in the senior level of administration 

(Woods, 2007). The Black athlete seeking a non-coach role model or mentor may have to look 

outside of athletics [i~r this support. Moreover, the pay disparity in athletics usually centers on 

the exorbitant salaries of the head coaches of men’s basketball and football. The athletic 

director’s salad7 can dwarf the pay of their revenue sport coaches by millions. The university 

administrators and athletic directors surprisingly continue to pay the contrived market rate for 

these men to coach these high-pressure sports.131 [~13ser[ Division ~ MBB m~d t~’B co~.ches’ 

sa~r-ies] The Black athlete stands on the sidelines waiting for his share of the financial bonus. 

The grant-in-aid or scholarship provided to the student-athlete is often funded by the 

Educational Foundation. These non-profit organizations serve as a strategic partner to athletic 

departments as they me the athletic fundraising ann for scholarships, supplements to coaches~ 

salaries, and capital projects. Financial aid is awarded to student-athlete.s_ in various amounts, 

ranging from full scholarships (including tuition, fees, room, bomd and books) to small awmds 

that might provide only course-required books. Such partial awmds me known as 

’~equivalencies." Some Division I sports (including Football Bowl Subdivision football and 

basketball) do not permit equivalencies (NCAA, 2010). The relationship between the athletic 

department and its foundation is critical to the financial operation of every college sport 

program Funding from the state or university is limited (especially during these rccessionary 

times) and the need to secure individual donations is essential for success. Many big-time 

universities now have operating athletic department budgets that are multi-million dollar 

131 See e.g., h~tp://~w.usat~day.c~m/sp~r~s/c~lleg~/f~ball/2~9-c~aches-c~ntracts~da~abase.h~m and 

http:i/www.usaIoday.com/sports/college/mensbaskelball/2010 -coaches-salary-database.htm 



enterprises.132 

[Insert top Division I athlei:ic departmeni: b*~dgei:sl 

The attempt to administer a broad-based sport program, i.e., winning R)otball and men’s 

basketball teams plus an additional 12 to 26 non-revenue sports, h as led to the consideration of a 

reduction of sports teams. Many athletic directors aace now :faced with the difficult decision of 

removing traditional sports such as wrestling and cross-counto~ to accommodate the pressures of 

playing big-time sports. Division I men’s basketball and football progran~s that seek to expand 

and offer more lavish facilities and equipment require larger budgets to fiend their programs. 

Consequently, the need to increase fundraising through the Educational Foundation becomes 

more and more challenging each year. This pressure may be transferred to the Black athlete as 

his disproportionate participation on the men’s basketball and football team becomes more 

apparent. Fans, donors, faculty, administrators, and staff all desire for these particular teams to 

win ea, ly and often. This success will help to justify the ongoing marketing and financial support 

of the entire broad-based sports program. 

The leadership of each intercollegiate sport team mirrors that of the athletic department 

senior staff at most colleges. Of the 335 members of Division I, there me only nine Black athletic 

directors and fifteen head coaches in the Football Bowl Subdivision (Lapchick, 2010). There are 

a number of factors that can be attributed to the current uneasiness regarding big-time college 

sport. The racial makeup of leadership, the millions of dollars generated each year, and academic 

support of student-athletes all can be viewed as major contributing concerns. Dr. Edwards cried 

out against the iNustice of "white athletic establishments" as they dupe and swindle the Black 

athlete fi-om their rightful educational experience (Edwaacds, 1970). Regardless of prior academic 

achievement and socioeconomic backgrounds, Black athletes are admitted to universities to 

132 See, hl~p://x~,w.usaloday.com/sports/college/ncaa-finances.htm 



successfully compete in their sport and to earn a college degree. Many universities have become 

factories for athletic pursuits and place no real value on the education and necessm)’ support 

system to ensure their success outside of the playing field. The clustering of Black athletes 

towaJcds easy majors and ~Mickey Mouse" courses was an alarm addressed by Dr. Edwards m~d 

it remains a concern today. All attention is focused on the money in college sport yet the student- 

athlete receives no direct compensation while those around him bask in six and seven figure 

salaries and the representative trinkets of wealth. Will the scholarship continue to suffice as 

payment for his blood, sweat~ and tears? Is it of no sm]~rise to find the increasing number of big- 

time Black student-athletes in violation of the NCAA rules regarding agent and booster contact? 

The money that is generated from intercollegiate sport through television, ticket sales and 

licensing is ve~.~ lucrative and the student-athlete certainly understands this dynamic. 

I~y [~)ej~ir~itio~s 

The economic engine of intercollegiate sport is challenged because of the incongruence 

of amateurism and professionalism that operates simultaneously in this athletic model. The 

following terms are defined to further explain the dissonance: 

Exploitation__~__.---The Black athlete is often considered the most obvious example of the 

negative nature of the capitalistic system in intercollegiate athletics. The Law of Scarcity 

in economics states that there is a finite amount of resources and services available to 

satis~ individual desire. If the athletic department (or owner) objective is to win and earn 

a profit with the least mnount of expense, thei_r~ strategic decisions must be made to 

accomplish those goals. That is, it would be most beneficial to operate the department 

cost-effectively to maximize earuings. The athletic scholm-ship can be viewed as a 

working contract :for the student-athlete or laborer. The notion that the educational 



experience precludes salaried compensation is often "the defense used by those seeking to 

maintain the power structure. Arguably, the scholarship is a form of economic 

exploitation as the wage is below poverty level for student-athletes who directly produce 

millions of dollars for their universities (Byers, 1995, Hawkins, 2010, Sage, 1998). 

Commercialization__ The NCAA generates millions of dollars each year to further its 

mission of providing fair play and safe athletic competition. The growth in interest of 

intercollegiate men’s basketball and fi~otball has attracted big-business as there is an 

attempt to gain economic benefit off of its popularity. Television rights contracts, 

sophisticated marketing, and global travel have all led to a professionalized nature of 

these amateur games. Big-time Division I programs derive 60 to 80 percent of their 

revenue from commercial sources (CBO, 2009). It is no longer young men competing for 

a trophy but rather glorified pageantry filled with excess and overkill. The NCAA’s 

Division I men~s basketball playoff (aka March Madness), has become larger tha~ life as 

American society appears to be at a standstill as society watches this hotly contested 

competition. 

Bra~nding__~_---Aaker (1991) defines a bra~d as a ~distinguishing name and/or symbol 

intended to identify the goods or services of either one seller or a group of sellers, and to 

differentiate those goods or se~ices from those of competitors" (p. 7). The Black athlete 

is branded such that he is perceived as m~ athlete at all times. When he participates in his 

sport.---he is an athlete. When he attends class ._~.---he is an athlete. When he 

socializes ........ he is an athlete. The Black athlete can never be void of this brand. This 

fo~ of objectification or branding can be another powerful barrier to academic 

achievement. Steele (1997) suggests that the societal pressure placed on African 



American students greatly affects their ability to identif}/with their academic institutions 

and its subdomains. This identification is critical to academic success m~d if one is 

branded or stereot?’ped then there is an increased probability of low academic 

performance and failure. 

~’A~rns-Race" in Facilities__ With the commercialization of college sport, there has 

been increasing attempts by public institutions to have ’~bigger a~d better" facilities m~d 

equipment for sports teams. With vew few exceptions, football is king in college sport as 

the money from ticket sales in large stadiums funds the majori~ of an athletic 

department’s revenue (Sylwester and& Witosky, 2004). Michigan Stadium is an example 

of the continued expansion of sport facilities as it now seats over 107,000 spectators. It is 

said that the University of Nebraska’s football stadium in Lincoln is the most heavily 

populated location in the state on Saturday afternoons during a home football game. 

Sadly, the plans for development and renovation continue even during recessionary 

times. This absurdi .ty has created an outc~)’ from many academicians and politicians as 

more people question the tax status and favorability of universities appearing to 

circumvent or disregard their non-profit status. 

~Revenue Generation in College Sport ~ ~-- ~matted~ Font’ Bold 

The student-athlete is the foundation of intercollegiate sport. Their competition has 

created interest m~d generated millions of dollars of revenue for co~porations. The source of 

money for intercolleoate sport primarily rests with media or broadcast partners, gate receipts, 

and licensing. Although the athletic departments do not pay overhead to universities, they do 

have expenses which require funding each year. The department must pay for game management 

including personnel, security, law enforcement, cleanup, repairs (Fort, 2006). Thus, the need fi~r 



university and corporate support is critical to success. Unfortunately, the institutional support is 

dwindling as state governments are increasingly confronted with economic challenges that limit 

their ability to fund university budgeta~ needs. (Private institutions also continue to face 

fundraising challenges as they solicit donations from co~orations and individual donors.) 

Media or broadcast companies have become one of the key :financial drivers for the 

NCAA and its member institutions. In intercollegiate spot, conferences negotiate contracts with 

television pawners under a three-tier broadcast rights structure. This format allows for the 

optimal economic positioning as there is more competition on the supply side of spots 

pro~m~ing. That is, the media providers have other conferences and independent universities 

(e.g., Notre Dame) to confer ~d negotiate a contract. These contracts are vein lucrative and 

allow universities to plan and budget years in advance due to the ~arantee of fi~nding. The 

cu~ent television contract for the NCAA men’s basketball tournament is nearly $11 billion 

d~-~la~s--for 14 years with CBS m~d Turner Sports. 

Broadcast pagners need to sell advertisement space and hence, there is an increase in 

strategic maNeting to its core sport fan base. Although college athletes can’t be compensated 

when appearing in commercial advertisements, Black athletes are often showcased to television 

a~d print media audiences to generate interest m~d attendance. Dr. Edwards notes the tendency of 

colleges to exploit the Black athlete for his athletic prowess m~d maNetability when necessaO’ 

a~d then to then relegate him to the locker room when it appears that he is~ no longer an agent 

of revenue production (Edwards, 1970). 

This same economic exploitation occurs in the maNeting and sales of licensed products. 



Universities generate over $3 billion do]!ars per year in licensing :fees (Collegiate Licensing 

Company, 2007). Sport licensed products include sport memorabilia, trading cards, and apparel:= 

The market for licensed products is produced from the success of the sport program or individual 

athlete. The fans c~ioy supporting their favorite college team and spend on average $35 per game 

on a football ticket at a big-time Division I ga~ne. Thus, colleges generate thousands of dollars on 

game day from gate receipts which further fuels the ~m~ns-race" of facilities to build larger 

arenas and stadiums to capture this revenue. The athleticism, personality, and success of the 

athlete ignite a marketing machine to build publicity around his fame. Marketing athletes (e.g., 

tteisman campaigns) to influence the voting press and members for high ranking and sport 

awards have become the norm. Utilizing new media (e.g., digital video, images, webcasts, 

podcasts, and e-auctions), the athletic department is able to secure another funding source from 

his likeness. The athlete, through marketing mad promotions by the owner or employer, has 

become larger thm~ life. 

~Pow~r ~nd ~cono~ic ~nfluen~ _~_.~-[ I:ormatte~l= Font: Bold 

Dr. Edwards called for a revolt by the Black athlete in 1968 due to unfair working 

conditions m~d economic injustice. If the laws of the United States m~d the regulations of the 

NCAA serve to protect its citizens and members and there are still claims of bias and 

discrimination, who really has the power and economic influence to instill integrity, fairness, m~d 

a more just distribution of revenue to the student athlete? 

Is it corporations who control the college sport enterprise? Their dollars generate millions 

for broadcast sponsors who bid on the television m~d media contracts. Without their financial 

investment would big-time college sport exist? Through naming rights of stadiums and 

sponsorship of postseason bowls, corporations have become the biggest attraction in college 



sport (Fort, 2006). The corporate investment yields exposure and the opportunity to execute 

various activation strategies to increase their association with this profit-generating business. 

Media partners and corporations are cooperative partners as they establish and maintain 

dominance in the strategic marketing of college sport. 

The NCAA member institutions must protect their power by acting in their own best 

interest to work together to eliminate rivals and competition. For example, there has been 

continued defiance around efforts to create a college football national championship for the 

Division I Football Bowl Subdivision. The NCAA’s deliberate efforts to eliminate the AIAW 

and NIT as competitors has been well-documented by college sport scholars. The NCAA is 

governed by its member institutions who have endowed the power to the university presidents 

and its facul .ty athletic representatives. These persons vote to protect geogaphical territory, 

status quo (as necessm.-y), and the revenue-sharing model. Can the NCAA behavior be considered 

a monopoly or cartel? The money earned provides for more than adequate salaries for all 

parties____~__.---sport mmouncers, athletic directors, team doctors, coachesz---except the student- 

athlete. The student-athlete accepts the scholarship and is not allowed to receive most types of 

gifts. The laws of supply and demand do not operate in this context. However, the athletic 

department will use these stone laws to dictate p~icing for tickets. Considerations of willingness 

to pay, buyers’ surpluses, and price elasticity are significant factors when calculating shifting 

demand cycles of fans (Fort, 2006). Yet again, the financial influence commands the focus of the 

athletic department’s mission. 

The donors can certainly make an aJcgument for "their ownership of the college sport 

enterprise. As they provide the fhnding for athletic scholarships, their voice must be heard in the 

majority of athletic decisions with "the exception of the coach’s game plan. Arc donors willing to 



pay %r suites and stadium upgrades? Will they like the new uniforms? Do they plm~ on traveling 

to the Bahamas if there is a tourn ament scheduled in that country over the holidays? The annual 

givin g fund and special sport-specific [\lnds help to pay for the day-to-day operations of the 

athlete’s experience. The Black athlete can look no further than the financial achievement of the 

Educational Foundation to determine the commitment of the university to athletic success. In 

addition, this fundraising achievement will also dictate the power of its orgm~ization. 

~Professional Sport __~_~[ Formatted: Font: Bold 

Dr. Edwards also drew attention to the predicament of the Black professional athlete. The 

characteristics of industry are the exchange of goods, division of labor, job satisfaction, unions, 

strikes, depreciation, tax concessions, operating revenues, bonuses, and ~rk~tin~ exist in the 

professional sport business (McPherson, Curtis, and Loy, 1989). The Black athlete certainly 

transfers from franchise to franchise, joins unions, appear~ happy, doe~ strike when necessary, 

lose~ value as they age, and receive~ bonuses. Professional teans transfer players, keep a 

division of labor such as owners, management, players, and staff, generate revenue and expense, 

use marketing and sponsorship as a tax advantage. Thus, the work enviro~unent of professional 

sport reinors that of business. Furthe~nore, the cotmnercialization of professional sport has been 

a positive and negative factor for the Black athlete. Coakley (1994) noted that the basic structure 

of professional sport has not changed with the increase in commercialization and financial 

investment. (Changes do include television requirements to speed up play or to prevent boredom 

and the increase in commercials to advertise products.) Black athletes who are able to secure 

lucrative contracts are able to further parlay their athletic success or potential to garner marketing 

agreements for additional compensation. As Dr. Harry Edwards portended, the danger of this 

branding is that the Black athlete becomes portrayed as a superhumaJa aJad animalistic to the 



extent that he is more than an exceptional athlete. He has all the coolness of the street life and 

vernacular to stay hip a~d connected. This stereo’~pe now lends itself to the business market; the 

Black athlete is marketable and a proven commodity for middle class m~d corporate America. 

This commodification manifests and appears as a non-threatening Black male that is now 

acceptable in U.S. households. It becomes what bell hooks calls ’2’-’ a conservative appropriation 

of specific aspects of underclass black life, whose reality is dehumanized via a process of 

cormnodification2’-’ (hI~oks, 1994). Wall Street is now able to package and generate revenue off 

of the Black athlete without losing a firm foothold on the economic or political model that stifles 

the true empowerment of the players, t towever, there is a storu~ brewing in professional sports. 

This truly capitalistic model is being challenged at the same time as all four of the major 

professional sport leagues in America, the National Basketball Association (NBA), the National 

ttockey League (NttL), the National Football League (NFL), and Major League Baseball (MLB) 

~:e in negotiation with their players for a new contract. 

Collective Bargaining Agreements’ 

For the first time i~.a_s sport histoIN, all four unions have their collective bargaining 

agreements expiring in 2011 (~ ~ ~ ~_. ~ .................................... : ............................................................ ;ports’Business Journal 2009) The commissioner and league ~-~ ~rrn~tte~: ~ont’ Italic 

owners are demanding more of the revenues by way of salmy’ cap changes. The players suggest 

more financial tra~nsparency and increased dollars due to short caxeers, previous unfair 

agreements, and increased television revenues. There are accusations on both sides regarding the 

effects of the down economy and few believe that all four leagues will be in full operation in 

2011. The Black athlete, not so much for the NHL and MI~B, faces a considerable threat as only 

moderately competitive markets are available for their talents. These limited markets exist 

primarily in Europe for the NBA m~d Canada for the NFL. Many suggest that the NFL owners 



will eventually win out in their negotiation as they have alrea@ received guaranteed moncy from 

television contracts a~d secured insuraJace to protect the league for the upcoming season. Due to 

privacy laws and "the protection of financial management records, "the owners will be hard 

pressed to release information "that could possibly assist the union and players. As business 

owners, they are rightfully aiming to maximize profit a~d minimize expense. As long as "there is 

a~ absence of Black ownership in professional sport and the appearance of unfair working 

conditions, there will always be claims of racism and unjust employment negotiations. (Note: 

Former NBA ttall-of-Fame player, Michael Jordan, is the new majority owner of the Charlotte 

Bobcats as he replaced the first Black owner of the NBA, Robert Johnson, in March of 20 ! 0.) 

Although compensation has improved drastically since the 1960’s, labor relations continue to be 

dangerous waters for the professional Black athlete. Dr. Edwards’s consistent voice of 

unification and collective action is as necessa~7 today as yesterday. 

~olutions and Considerations=---Dr. Edwards Revisited 

Dr. Edwards’s discontent with the state of the Black athlete led to a rebellion ~x~d boycott 

at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico Ci~ and a revolt by many students and supporters on college 

campuses (Edwards, 1970). The protests clearly reflected a rej ection of the lack of economic m~d 

political power for the Black athlete. Dr. Edwards was able to galvanize support against the lack 

of attention to the numerous injustices and discrimination occumng ttuoughout the United 

States. Economic stakes are as high as ever and the Black athlete continues to gain more 

publicity in his sport and disproportionately less compensation. 

The author suggests "the immediate implementation of the following solutions to address 

the quandary of the Black athlete: 



I. New Leadership Thought-----~---Currently, transfo~national leadership theory is often 

named as the most positive leadership style to best guide and direct organizations. The 

four factors of a transformational leader aJce charisma, inspiration, intellectual stimulation 

and individualized consideration (Bane@ and& Krishman, 2000, ~] 13). These 

chaJcacteristics help shape the leader into one who is both influential and caring. The 

primary objective of the transformational leader is to accomplish the goal with the 

consideration of team input and team dynamics. This theory is helpful but not complete 

in the care and management of the Black athlete. Transformational leadership does not 

necessarily address the need for the accommodation of special groups and underserved 

populations. The Black athlete is in a precarious position in the sport indust~?~. t te is a 

necessary product in a labor market and has limited control over his financial destiny. 

Today’s sport leader needs to become a transformational patk~Tder to best address the 

welfare of the Black athlete and their respective organizations. The transformational 

patl~der will seek to identi~ and explore the best course of action to attend to the 

unique needs of this population. The pathJimler will provide the Black athlete a voice 

without retribution. ThepathJlnder will consider the economic disparity and work 

together to implement fairness and resolution. This balance of leadership requires 

concentration on the needs ol~__t_l?~ group without taking advantage of the significant few. 

In summary, this leadership style will require a strategic balance between perceived 

favoritism aJad privilege over optimal organizational efficiency and team chemistry. 

2. Academic and Professional Development Support System ........ Through observation, the 

~’cookie cutter" approach to the assistance of the Black student-athlete is pervasive in 

college sport and appears to be ineffective. When providing support services, treating all 



student-athletes the same by ignoring their socio-economic background, parental and 

familial structure, geographic location, cultural expression, aJad financial resources is a 

blueprint for disaster. This environment can be ve~)’ uncomfortable for the Black athlete 

and limiting to the attainment of his college degree. If "the support system does not 

address his professional development, the Black student-athlete must learn to navigate his 

own way by identifying mentors and critical academic resources. Many times the 

demands of the sport do not allow or encourage his attention to this important aspect of 

gowth as a college student. The result of this lack of deliberate consideration can be seen 

in the increasing number of former college players who are unemployed and without 

college degrees. Universities should establish formal mentoring programs, tailored career 

workshops, and character-building sessions to assist the Black athlete as he transitions to 

life after sport. Involvement by Black facul~ and staff members is valuable as the Black 

athlete learns that the community extends beyond the athletic department and his 

coaches. 

Economic Consideration and Equality.___~___---The Black athlete is a key component of 

American sport. This multi-billion dollar sport industry is supported by education, 

government, and business enterprise. Arguments can be made for the payment of 

intercollegiate student-athletes to further compensate them for their participation in the 

financial boon. Perhaps, it is appropriate for "the student-athlete to be paid after their 

eligibility is completed. By placing a percentage of NCAA revenues into a trust for their 

future, the student-athlete would [’eel less taken advantage of by the system. Another 

recommendation to improve the financial situation for student-athletes is to change the 

grant-in-aid structure to four years instead of the current one-year scholarship. The 



student-athlete would then be able to take absolute comfort in the full commitment by the 

university to "their graduation. 

Professional athletes also feel that their shm-e of revenues is not sufficient based on the 

owners’ stated profits. Many question the capability of the owner to continue to build aJad 

renovate stadiums while concm~-ently demanding a smaller allocation of earnings to the players. 

The lack of access to the owner’s fiscal documents suggests that there is collective effort to keep 

the players unaware of the true financial picture. Until there is transparency in the owners’ 

financial records, it will be very difficult to prove that the players are not being treated fairly. 

Their only resort may be to go on strike or play in another country’s professional league, if 

available. 

There has been a long history of attempts to bribe and influence the Black athlete. As Dr. 

Edwards waged a war against the economic injustice committed against the Black athlete, he 

himself was offered no less than ~one-hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars if I would 

publicly reverse my stand toward athletics in general in America and on Afro-American 

participation in the Olympics in particular" (Edwards, 1970, p. 121). His dedication to the 

freedom of the Black athlete cost him time and money as he sacrificed his standing as a 

respected academic and sociologist. Dr. Edwmds earnestly believed that the money involved in 

the sport business should be distributed such that the Black athlete would no longer be 

considered "the modern slave. The NCAA has not been a friend of the Black athlete bm rather an 

instrument, along with each member institution and administrator who perpetuated the 

falsehoods, to use his talents to create profit. Dr. Edwards believed that "the organization was 

morally bankrupt. Today, this activist and his approach would find many similar issues worthy of 

protest. The amount of dollars invested in intercollegiate sport has only increased over "the past 



40 years and the advent of technology has only extended the global marketing of the Black 

athlete. Although the NCAA has adopted strategies to hear the concerns of student-athletes, hired 

Black administrators and coaches, and created a Diversity and Inclusion Office, the need for aJa 

independent voice remains. Dr. Edwards’s call for a federation for the Black athlete to protect 

himself and his interests is still very viable. His brilliance and leadership is made visible as he 

predicted the current state of the American sport industry. Edwards thought that in the future 

some Black athletes would live in fear or ~accept bribes and the token jobs in exchange for their 

promises to endorse the status quo or to stand silent as hmniliation and injustice continue to be 

heaped upon Black people" (Edwards, 1970, p. 124). The world still waits for the Black athlete 

to wake up and seize control of his economic reward. 
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~Usain Bolt~ the New Black Revolt: Swifter, Higherxand Stronger 

~.!!-(Social) space is a (social) product [...] the space thus produced also serves as a tool of 

thought and of action [...] in addition to being a means of production it is also a means of 

control, and hence of domination, of power" (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 26). 

In the 2008 Beijing Olympics, Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt set a new world record in the 

100M race at 9.69 seconds despite deceleratin g and beginnin g his victou celebration at 90 

meters before crossing the finish line with arms outstretched aaad beating his chest vaunting his 

victou. Rather than being praised fi)r his victories and feats, Bolt’s exuberance was criticized by 

the International Olympic Committee (IOC) President Jacques Rogge, who stated, "You can’t do 

that. That’s not the way we perceive being a champion." 

Through the works of French social theorist t tenn Lefebvre, this paper analyses the 2008 

Beijing Olympics men’s 100M final as a moment in which racial and spatial understandings of 

the sporting space were pro&~ced, challenged, and reinscribed through the actions of Bolt, the 

reaction of Rogge, and media discourses. To do so, this paper deconstructs the relationship 

between representational spaces, representations of space, spatial practices. 

The in-depth qualitative analysis of the concentrated outcry, from the IOC and US media 

outlets reveals that the case against Bolt was made by privileging the neo-colonialist voices, 

subordinating the black peripheral, postcolonial, creolized voice implicit in Bolt. Such an outcl.W 

is relniniscent of the outcxT over Smith and Carlos by the same IOC in 1968, who were expelled 
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from the 1968 Olympic village for raising their fists to show support fi~r the Black Power 

movement during their medal ceremony (Edwards, 1969). The symbolic reapprOl)rialion of 

space, as a form of cultural resistance, exhibited by Bolt, is argn~ed to be a futile attempt at 

interrupting the neo-colonial, capitalist incursion into contemporary sport culture (Andrews, 

2009) that historically exploits the black sporting body (Edwards, 1969). -On the contrary, Bolt’s 

resistance is most effcctive as it demonstrates the reconceptualization of power by placing 

control of the black athletic bo@ back in the hands of the black athlete. The cultural impact of 

Bolt’s fleeting resistance, and in some ways continuous reappropriation of social space, are 

grounds for optimism as it pertains to the assault on the neo-colonialist late capitalist machinery 

now dominating and consmning black subaltern bodies on a global scale. While Bolt’s black, 

Jamaican, Creole subjectivity has been commodified to some extent, Bolt’s acts of resistance are 

not entirely ~disarmed and reabsorbed" (Jameson, 1991, p._49) by late capitalism’s cultural 

economy (Andrews, 2009), for it has propelled the black subaltern voice onto the world stage 

demanding agency as it attains self-awareness, baring the arms of resistance initiated by Smith 

and Carlos in 1968. Bolt has continued this resistance initiated by Smith and Carlos that 

continues to pe~petuate itself well after the Beijing Olympics which runs counter to the late 

capitalist phenomenon whereby black bodies, unaware of their inherent power, prostrated under 

the hegemonic gaze, are exploited. 

LEFEBVRE: PRODUCTION OF (SOCIAL) SPACE 

Lefcbvre has an intimate understanding of social space which precludes the analysis of 

this research. Bolt’s premature celebration, encapsulates three distinct moments which appeared 

simple at first yet are full of complexities, warrants further analysis in individual contexts 

(I,efcbvrc, 1991, p. 226). Enshrined in the momentary controversy surrounding Bolt’s ephemeral 



moment of victory were firstly "the colonial moment, "then neo-colonial and finally the post- 

colonial moment, all besieging the track space for dominance of the black bo@. Such a 

resistance is important as it relates to postcolonial theorizing. It is critical to emphasize the subtle 

yet valid distinction being made with the usage ofpostcolomal and not the post-colonial. The 

former, which is employed for this analysis is most relevant to Bolt as it refers to text that not 

merely exists after colonialism but a text that directly resists colonialist perspectives prior to and 

after the period of colonization. 

As it pertains to the three moments, the C(4olonial moment was resurrected in the 

Olympic movement by Rogge’s outrage, the neo-colonialist moment is that which endeavors to 

exploit the peripheral state for their physical talent, contrary to which Bolt’s actions run. Finally, 

Bolt’s creolized display of victory can be read as the postcolonial subjectivity on the world stage, 

in contrast to that of tearmnate Asafa Powell who maintains a subdued protestant-like 

comportment on and off the track. Though taking place within 9.69 seconds, these moments are 

by no means conflated yet they all collide at 90 meters wmranting a Lefebvrian deconstmction of 

this phenomenon. 

The Conceptual Triad 

Through Lefebvre’s Conceptual Triad Bolt’s actions and the assaults on his subjectivity 

can more thoroughly be understood as the interdependency of spatial practice (perceived space), 

conceived space (representational space), and lived space (spaces of representation) are brought 

into context of the Beijing 2008 Olympic games. Henri Lefebvre’s spatial triad in The 

Production of Space (1991) provides a useful paradignn to examine "the relationships between 

critical practice movements and larger social process. Through his writings, Henri Lefcbvrc 

focuses his analysis on social space, in which he argues that space is not a static, neutral nor a 



pre-existin g given, instead space is an ever-changing production of spatial relations stating th at 

~social space is not a thing among other things, nor a product among other products: rather, it 

subsumes things produced and encompasses their interrelationships in their coexistence and 

simultaneity--their (relative) order and/or (relative) disorder" (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 73). This 

conceptual triad demonstrates how social spaces are created by the interactions over time of first, 

the practice of actors, second ideal images or conceptions of how that space should be utilized, 

and finally in plans, models and other representations of physical space. It is the interaction of 

these three processes over time that produces social space, a space, in the case of Bolt, that 

challenges the dominance the neo-colonialist, trans-national-corporations exercise over the bo@ 

of the black athlete. Lefebvre goes on, space is a product of something that is produced 

materially while at the san~e time ~operate[s]_~.. _on processes from which it cannot separate itself 

because it is a product of them" (ibi& p. 66). 

Such a vehement reaction from Rogge and the IOC speaks to Lefebvre~s idea that the 

social production of space is customarily commanded by a hegemonic class as a tool to 

reproduce its dominance (ibid, p. 1991). Bolt’s injection of the Creole subjectivity into that 

conceived space reappropriation of the power and open rejection of hegemony over his bo@ 

challenges the dominance which Rogge, an embodiment of the residual Olympic __Q~.olonial 

ethos, sought to reinscribe. 

~qpatial ]_~t’actice ([~oerceived ~space) : 

Spatial practice caJa be described as the eye, day practices and experiences that ~’create" 

their own social spaces. ’Lit is revealed through the physical and experiential deciphering of 

space."_(I~efebvre, 1991, p._38) The physical empirical space, in which "the craft is practiced, is 

the boxing ring, the baseball diamond, the track or any other space that is bounded. Though 



spatial practice (perceived space) deals with the physical and tangible Lefebvre’s understanding 

of spatial practice transcended the physical realm, for spatial practices included, for Lefcbvre, 

every activity whereby bodies interact with "the material world around them thereby creating "their 

own social space. Spatial practice is the process of producing the material form of social 

spatiality, it is the medium and outcome of human activity, behavior and experience, the reality 

of Bolt’s l OOM race. 

Spaces of Representation (Lived Space) : Creolization 

Unlike conceived space, which is produced at a level of theory, spaces of representation 

is expressive cultural practice that is tangible and found in everyday life, the site where culture is 

practiced i.e. Bolt’s creolization of the track space. -The term "creolization", though not its sole 

purpose, is often invoked to indicate cultural fusion or mixture to some degree, embodying a 

relationship of cultural cues from center states or actors toward the peripheL~. In this instance it 

denotes Bolt’s establishment of something discontinuous and new which is not prompted by 

center actors, reapprop~)ating and redefining dominated space. 

This is the dominated space which the imagination seeks to cha~nge a~d appropriate, the 

way Bolt changed and appropriated the space into a creolize&- one akin to the way Carlos and 

Smith 02dwards, 1969) changed the victory podium into a space of revolt. This space overlays 

!_l__a__c_’__physical space of everyday life and makes symbolic use of its surroundings. -Thus 

representational spaces or lived space can be said to tend towm-ds tangible systems of non-verbal 

symbols and signs. Lived space is a place of discrimination like sexism, homophobia, it is the 

site where marginalization of various fi~rms arc produced aald enforced, most notably racism 

(Van Ingcn, 2003). While the lived space is often an oppressive place it has potential to be 

liberating and often serves as the site of resistance and oppositional practices ~(ibicQ the way in ~..~--~ Font: ~ot Italic 

-’--’~[ Formatted: Font: Not Italic 



which Bolt occupied and creolized the space, potentially forever changing its conception with his 

flamboyant, expressive, unprotestant subjectivity. 

Representations q]:~S’pace (Conceived Space)." 3 :~/moments q/’C~-onceived ~paee 

Representation of space is an aspect of social space, unlike space that is directly lived, 

conceived space is less empirical and subsequently more abstract. Conceived space is described 

by Lefcbvre, as the dominant space in aJay society, the space of the scientists, planners, 

technocratic sub-dividers and social engineers (Lefebvre, 1991). This space is situated in the 

understandings of the way in which physical space is conceptualized: i.e. what the IOC dictates 

as the rules by which athletes should adhere to, or practices steeped in British Colonial 

expectations. Conceived space essentially provides a concrete guideline for how 2tthought’_’a is 

engineered to become ~-action2-’ (ibid, 1991, p._ 165). As it pertains to the Bolt incident there 

exists three key moments of conceived spaces, each of which i.~s in conflict with Bolt’s lived 

space, upon which this m~alysis hinges. 

The Olympic movement, essentially coding for colonialism, harbors the colonial ethos 

upon which the Olympic movement was based. 

The neo-colonialist moment is that of the mono-cultural transnational corporation 

permeating sporting spaces. This is the space to which peripheral bodies, underpmned by 

the notion that one needs to buy into late capitalism in order to have their craft validated 

(McGuire, 2004) feel compelled to migrate to. 

The EI~ost_--colonial moment is that which encapsulates the space belonging to the 

Jamaica~n; the flamboyant, creolized manifestation of the post-colonial Jamaican is not 

totalizing implying a struggle over what sort of Jamaican gets to define that post-colonial 

space: to m~glicanize the space or to creolized that space. 



As it can be seen, the 100M track space is conceived of differently, in three distinct ways, all the 

while interacting with Bolt’s lived space. In each of the three moments the conceived spaces 

create tension with Bolt’s lived space. These spaces, while not discrete, arc made so for the 

purpose of the discussion; the deconstruction of each space in light of Bolt’s resistaJace to each 

will yield insights into Bolt in terms of his lived space, resisting each of’the conceived spaces, 

a~d how the -said spaces accommodates or resists him. 

INTERPRETING THESE MOMENTS THROUGH BOLT’S LIVED SPACE 

~These [moments] are situated neither in the geometrically objectified space of squares, 

rectangles, circles, curves and spirals, nor in the mental space of logical inherence and 

coherence, of predicates bound to substantives and so on. For they also ~.. involve levels, 

layers and sedimentation of perception, representation, and spatial practice which 

presuppose one another, which proffer themselves to one another, and which are 

superimposed upon one m~other." (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 226). 

By definition creolization challenges ~Western European colonial systems of 

categorization and their emphasis on order, absoluteness, singular national narratives, and fixed 

identity" (King, 2001, p...10). This challenge however becomes more complex due to the 

intersection of these said opposing forces of conceived space, the space called the 100M track 

a~ndthe site of intersection: 2008 Beijing Olympics. This Boltian transgression ofthetrack 

space, a space shaped aJad defined by the Olympic Movement and late capitalist incursion, has 

become aJa incident that speaks to larger politics a~d merits further theoretical analysis. A 

LefebvriaJa spatial analysis is suitable here because the incident was one that challenged the 

meanings of multiple spaces (the competition space, the residual colonial British Olympic space, 

a~d the dominant US/Transnational Corporate sport space) used to control lived 



space/representational space of the black athlete. The response to this challenge was one that 

attempted to reinscribe and reinforce the dominant meaning of space as espoused by late 

capitalist or tran sn ational corporate ideologies accustomed to dominating the black body. 

Bolt’s performance on the track subsequently becomes a text to be analyzed on multiple 

levels. Bolt’s actions as an individual runner and his performaJace contain layered meanings; his 

stage is more than just a sports ground to play upon, it is a site upon which political conflict and 

debate occur around the moments which cause such tension. 

COLONL~L SPACE:-.THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT 

While the era of the great European colonial empires is over, and the domineering hand 

of Avery Brundage no longer presides over the games, both an imperialist and "colonial" spirit 

lives on and is evidence in select moments of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. The first such 

moment is the British moment that is foundational and residual within the Olympic Mmovement. 

This moment m which de Coubertin founded the Olympics is that in which C._L._R James was 

nurtured and eloquently expounds upon in Beyond a Boundary (1963). In explaining this 

hegemonic relationship between the subalteru and the British colonizers C._L.__R James recalls, 

"our school masters, our curriculum, our code of morals, every’thing began from the basis that 

Britain [and Europe] was the source of all light and leading, and our business was to admire, 

wonder, imitate, learu" (James, 1963, p._.38). James’ portrayal of the systematic relationship 

between colonialism and its efforts at homogenizing those it suppressed lingers still in the ethos 

of the Olympic Games. It is also this residual ethos that defines and shapes Rogge’s mono- 

cultural perspective of the Olympics and the tacit code of conduct imposed upon all participants 

at the games qualifying his response to Bolt’s actions. Bolt is an unlettered embodiment of the 

creolization which is Jamaica, the postcolonial body and his use of the track space before, 



during, and al"ter the fire of the gun create instability which is read as resistance to colonial 

hegemonic forces and subsequently in direct conflict to Rogge and the IOC. Bolt’s deceleration 

at 90 meters aJad barefi~oted celebratory dance challenges these residuals of British imperialism 

that remain within the Olympics and in JaJnaica decades after gaining independence from Great 

Britain. In essence Bolt is read to symbolically and empirically renounce this British or colonial 

Olympics which historically was and is still rooted in colonial privilege. 

From James’ description of the ancient Olympics, one becomes somewhat sympathetic 

and understanding of the world in which Rogge situates the Olympic Ganges. For Rogge and his 

predecessors the Olympic space is sacre& James depicts a world in which Olympia, the site of 

the ganges, was a national shrine to Zeus where the games were a form of worship to him (James, 

! 963). Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the father of the Olympics and founder of the IOC fashioned 

the Olympics after British cultural nom~s, pointing out the Olympic Games is the international 

a~:ena viewed by millions where the athlete’!s spirit, mind and body endea’,~or to excel and 

achieve maximum performance thus fulfilling the Olympic Motto "-!:(~itius Allius For¢ius_~_’_.!-! 

meaning ~.~.!!.Swifter, Higher, Stronger.~_’_!!- Bolt has demonstrated that to him this space, the 100M 

track, is conceived differently, it is where he, the post colonial body can express itself in all its 

flamboyance and glory, unmoved despite being under the continuous gaze of the colonial 

moment. Similarly Bolt’s lived space is that in which at 90 meters he decelerates while 

celebrating and still sets world and Olympic records. This victol~’, however, does not fit into the 

Olympic ethos because it is not his ~swiftest", it does not live up to the ideals of Coubertin, 

which is in direct conflict with the Olympic ideals because he has not given it his all fbr the full 

measure of the race and the fact that he has deprived the Olympic moment of this glory is 

reprehensible in the eyes of the IOC. 



NEOCOLONIAL: U.S. TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATE 

The second moment of tension is that of sport globalism and monoculturalism which is 

more the moment of U.S. Transnational Corporate imperialism. This folqn of impel-ialism or neo- 

colonialism has become dominant globally with the collapse of the British Empire and the 

emergence of late capitalism. In the Olympic Games, this dominance is marked by the IrA 

Games in ’_’-84, the professionalization of the games in _’:92 (the Dream TeaJn), and the 

cormnoditization of the games with the TOP sponsorship program and the role of network 

television. 

Not only is Bolt a threat to the residual British ethos perpetuated by Rogge, so too is he a 

threat to the new codes, that of the transnational corporate monoculturalism which permeates and 

comple_maents the residual ethos of the Olympics. While the substance of Rogge_’-’s response was 

related to the residual ethos (the Olympic/Colonial moment), the intensity of Rogge’s response 

and the way it was exacerbated by the US dominated media outlets may be more related to the 

threat that Bolt represents to this moment of the late capitalist machinery" which benefits 

tremendously from dominaaace over the black athletic body. Bolt.~.!.s celebration at 90 meters was 

more of a casus belli that provided the powers that be of sport m~ excuse to criticize Bolt and 

return him back into his .’_~.’-’-place~_~.’-’-. Though Bolt has not wholly rejected this structure (indeed, by 

accepting sponsorship and even competing, he does buy into it to some extent), he partakes of it 

on his own terms (by not attending US colleges, and rejecting that notion that athletic migration 

is the way), not on the terms set by the core state (Maguire, 2004), the breeding grounds of 

neocolonialism. Indeed, Bolt -~ resistance to neocolonialism and his success in their space may 

actually be more dangerous, as his resistaJ3ce and subsequent victories suggest a viable 



alternative to the structure that places the West and its dominance over the black athlete at the 

center. 

The dominaaat economic and socio-political consequences of European colonial rule in 

the Caribbean arc still felt today when the deskilling of peripheral states occurs on the terms and 

conditions set forth by core states. In such instances the most talented athletes, whom peripheral 

or semi-peripheral states have nurtured over time, aJ-e swept up by core states, whose late 

capitalist dominance derives from the control they exercise over their newly acquired athletic 

bodies (Maguire, 2004). 

Andrews (2009) clearly articulates Jameson’s (1991) analysis of the imbalanced and 

exploitive relationship between late, multinational, consumer capitalism and sport whereby the 

latter, largely comprised of a myriad of black athletes, is often irreversibly corporatized for the 

mass consumption of spectators from center states (McGuire, 2004). Andrews (2009) offers great 

insights into the menacing ~’circuit137 of corporate sport" (ibid, p. 228), to which is added the 

notion that the call for meaningful resistance to this cultural economic fo,ve, has boldly been 

answered with the symbolic and literal ~esistance from Bolt; the megalith corporate circuitl3~ can, 

in fact, and has been meaningfully interrupted. 

Un-Americanizable: Bolt’s Interruption of Transnational Corporate ~achinery 

Part of the imperialism of this moment is not solely the stronghold often times employed 

but the ideoloocal; more imposing is the expectation that top athletes will and must perfo~n in 

the West in order to gain any notoriety or legitimacy i.e. American baseball and European 

football leagues (Bale and& Maguire, 1994). By not attending American schools and 

participating in this circuit on his own tenThS, Bolt rejects the hegemony of the system. That 

which keeps the corporate machinery running is that which has essentially interrupted its :five 



decade long flow of talent exploitation and deskilling ~,Maguire, 2004). Bolt does not follow "this 

pattern or this expectation. He defies it. Indeed his very expression of ecstasy has been 

commoditized as a product, in some ways in exchange for being the highest paid "track athlete in 

history, Bolt does not buy into the periphery-to-center ideolog.,y which supports the notion that 

periphery or semi-periphery athletes must join the North-American or Europem~ circuits in order 

to perfect their crafts and pe~]~etuate the use of athletic talent from fo~aner colonial 

2’-possessions’_’~ as a neo-colonial resource, t te presents a profound alternative to the structure of 

the dominant model of sport development; he follows a model that, while economic gain and 

cormnoditization is inevitable, ensures that the underdevelopment of the peripheral sports 

program from which he hails does trot occur. Bolt is the antithesis of the athletic talent 

migration/exploitation phenomenon plaguing many peripheral states at the hands of former 

colonial overlords; he runs counter to the tendency to go from periphery to the center in terms of 

talent development. 

The mere fact that Bolt was on the team posed a threat to the late capitalist system; by all 

right he should not have been on the team at the Olympic Games. If the system was truly 

dominant and secure, Bolt should not have been present. Given the totalizing conception of the 

system, upon reaching the Olympic Gmnes he should not have made it out of the preliminary 

heats, nor should he have made it to the finals given the lack of North Americm~, European 

preparation and absolute lack of ’~superior" infrastructure he availed himself to in Jamaica. If by 

happenstance he wins he is not to win a world record, and by no means under any circumstances 

if he decelerates at 90 meters should a post-colonial, undisciplined, body like Bolt be allowed a 

world and Olympic record victory; he not only has succeeded m~d beaten those that availed 



themselves to the system, he has done something that has never been done before and not only 

never been done before but he ran a 9.69 only because he decelerated doing so. 

Bolt is consistently hailed as the yam eating fellow from a quintessential Jamaican village 

in Sherwood Content, a small town in Trelawny, Jamaica, who trained with a little known, 

undeffunded and sparsely resourced athletics club in unlovely, crime- and poverty-plagued 

Kingston, where the national stadium may be rented out and therefore unavailable for practice, or 

rmmers end up training on the grass, a far cry from the track-and-field centers of excellence in 

Europe and North America two regions ever growing closer in ideoloD~ in this late capitalist 

space. 

Homogenization thesis essentially puts forth the view that global diffusion of free market 

economics, global COl~orate structure and consmner capitalist culture even in sports has caused 

the acceleration of the level of convergence between previously distinct cultures, but this is not 

the most significant form that globalization can take. It is the hegemonic process underlying the 

emergence of global uniformity that is in many ways more significant than the consumer 

products i.e. Coca Cola a~d McDonalds, which is a manifestation of homogenization. 

While inter-connectedness is, in a sense, a network of multiple levels and the US (it-:-s institutions 

and peoples) are implicated in the series of inter-connections/supraterritorial relations with the 

rest of the world, the US is spearheading the proliferation of the values that permeates the global 

village and subsequently its values, views and ideologies dominate through the use of media 

technology. By rejecting that value system by staying put and training in Jamaica, consuming 

indigenous Jamaican foods, Bolt challenges "this ideological spread by not acquiescing or 

yielding entirely to the late capitalist mono-cultural machinery. 



Bolt’s ongoing residence in Jamaica distinguishes him frOl~0 among the island’s best 

runners, who traditionally decamp for US universities as soon as their talent is observed and 

scouted. Jam aica is known for producing world-class sprinters but has seldom been able to hold 

on to them The Canadians Donovan Bailey and Ben Johnson were both boru on the island, as 

was I, inford Christie. Merlene Ottcy won eight Olympic medals at five separate Games for 

Jamaica, but in 2002 began to compete for her adopted nation, Slovenia. Jamaica’s current 

women’:s 200m Olympic champion and 100m world champion, Veronica Campbell, graduated 

from the Universi~7 of Arkansas. Similar to her several medal-winning relay partners are all, like 

her, Jamaica-born but were educated, trained, disciplined and culturalized in the USA. Bolt 

however rejected this avenue and remained in Jamaica not pursuing higher education or 

acculturation in the US constantly serving as a reminder to the world of the greatness that can be 

produced from a state on the periphe~?~. 

BAREFOOT AND EXHUBERANT: POST COLONIAL MOMENT 

"Yet rapidly we learued to obey.., without question. We learued to play with the team, 

which meant subordinating your personal inclinations, and even interests, to the good of 

the whole ... we were generous to opponents and congratulated them on victories, even 

when we knew they did not dese~-v’e it ... on the playing field we did what ought to be 

done" (James, 1963, p._.34). 

These are the codes that still permeate the Olympic and track space aJad the perceptions of that 

track space. Bolt on the contra~, while respectful and revered by opponents and spectators alike, 

adheres to no such puritanical codes to the ire of the IOC and Jamaican proponents of such ideals 

who are receptive to residual colonial ideolog.w. 

Bolt the Antithesis ofCo/o~ial ,Jamaica 



During prerace inm~ductions, Bolt brushed his hands over his head grooming his hair and 

released an imagina~ arrow into the Beijing crowd reminiscent of the Greek mythological God 

Artemis. As other runners vacillated their bodies nervously befi~rc resting into their starting 

positions, Bolt was expressive; he spoke and sang to himself, rocking to a beat in the starting 

blocks, he gesticulated, all characteristics outside the conventions of the tacit Olympic code. In 

refusing to adhere to the codes, and appear remotely concerned about his pending performance, 

Bolt could be read as purposely marking himself as outside the moral universe of--and violating 

the resi&~al British ethos that which encompasses the games. Frustrated, Ja¢iuesJacques Rogge 

suggested that Bolt should 2’-’... show more respect for his competitors and shake hands, give a 

tap on the shoulder to the other ones immediately after the finish and not make gestures like the 

one he made m the 100 meters.’-’ }tad Bolt been nurtured in the US he would have learned, by 

way of acculturation, to suppress his Creole subjectivity and instead behave similarly to his 

teammate Asafa whose disciplinmT regime and corporeal comportment, as argued, was an 

extension of colonial rule that Bolt did not subject himself to. So at 90 meters Bolt allowed 

himself to be exuberant because he did not avail himself to the cultural underpinnings of a 

system that would have disciplined him in order to fetter his expression of ecstasy and 

exuberance. It was an organic authentic expression of himself, reflecting the new Jmnaican that 

emerged after Great Britain granted Jmnaica her independence in August of 1962 alter roughly 

300 years as a colony. Nearly 50 years later, the island still grapples with defining its identity 

from amongst the opposing reputations that riddle the Jamaican ethos ranging from the gentle, 

noble West IndiaJa of English proclivities to that miserable child of poverty cosmically linked to 

debaucher?,, crime and wickedness. 



In addition to his well-documented prerace expressions on the track, after his victories the 

then 21 year old celebrated on the international stage with his performance of the popular 

Jamaican dances the ~;’-’ Nuh Linga" and the "Gully Creeper", lionizing the notorious Jamaican 

dancehall culture on the world stage. Convulsing his face, swaying his arms and legs as he 

shuffled his feet, elevating and lowering his body, undulating his back as if no spine held it aloft 

for 9.69 seconds moments prior. Gully Creeper, created by the late David Alexander Smith, aka 

"Ice", was named after the Gully, a word synonymous with "ditch", "ravine"~ "rut", "furrow" 

and "gorge". The name speaks to the origins of such a dance which identifies with the Gully, an 

area known as °;’-’Cuba2’-’, a micro ghetto within the heart of Kingston, Jamaica2’-s Cassava Piece 

community. Little surprise the progenitor of this dance, "Ice"~ a long-time member of the 

infamous Black Roses crew, formerly led by William ’_~:Willie’2: ttaggart and Gerald ~’-Bogle2: 

Lev~’, incredibly talented dancers~ all met very sadistic deaths in separate incidents~ further 

attaching a stigma to the dancehall culture of which Bolt became the unlikely purveyor. 

I Don’t Want As@ Dancing." A _(_-_;_Nenuflection to (;~olonial ~thos 

Such an allegiance and association with the "Gully" or creolized culture is not lauded but 

repudiated as evidenced by the scolding fellow teammate and former world record holder, Asafa 

Powell, received from his parents, The Reverend William m~d Cislyn Powell, for dm~cmg in 

dancehall fashion. Reverend a~d N~s. Powell e~fibit the Christia~a ethos imparted by European 

colonizers as pious, conservative colonial subjects would. Bolt’s pefformaxace of such a dance 

was a salute not merely to his country, but specifically to the class from which emanates such 

dances, the same class which served as nurturing grounds for Robert Nesta Marley, who 

incidentally, was met with similar repudiation until approval came in the form of British 

consumption of Marley’s ghetto based music. In response to Asafa’s momentary lapse in 



judgnnent by expressing himself in the form of dance, chiding her son, Cislyn Powell stated, 

2’-’God gave [Asafa] those feet to bring joy to the world, but not in "that form of daJacing. We 

don~’-t want 2-’Nuh Linga2, we just want Jesus’_"-’ (Still, 2010). Asafa’s mother made her aversion 

to this form of Creole Jamaican culture, dancehall, quite clear. She finds it unwholesome and 

nearly sacrilegious, a thought vehemently voiced by Rogge: ~That is not how we perceive being 

a champion." Reverend William aJ~d Cislyn Powell embo@ a post-colonial Jamaica that is 

distinct from that expressed by Bolt. Bolt is not aligned to the British ethos of corporeal 

comportment; rather, he is an explosive antithesis to that structure and that conceived space of 

that particular R~aost-c_%olonial Jamaican body. Bolt’s self-expression in the space which is the 

track has become indisputably a marker of Jamaican difference and nationalism, a localized, 

indigenized reinscription of the received and understood cultural codes of a formally dominant 

sport culture. 

TOWARDS A DISCUSSION: RECONCEPTUALIZING POWER 

It is the structure or culture of track and field, from the role of the spectators or sponsors 

to the perfom~ance of a particulm mm~er that is fa~ more relevant than the final score or even the 

spectacular time in which the race was run (James, 1968). As a creolized articulation of the black 

post-colonial voice Bolt is an understanding of the many ways colonial a~nd capitalist 

hegemonies can be resisted, challenged, and potentially altered by the threat to alter the said 

overarching culture dominating track and field and larger society. The 100M race and the way in 

which it was run, by aJ~ athlete that has only run the race four times previously, was a 

manifestation of the social production of space, a production of space which clashed with that of 

the IOC and other domineering forces. Indeed, while the world and structure of the IOC might be 

one in which sportin g practices reinforce socio-political domination (I~ef’ebvre, 1991) it is 



nonetheless a space in which there is room, albeit limited, for persons who are socially, 

politically, and geographically outside of the hegemonic power structure to manipulate the same 

sporting practice in order to contest "the larger over-arching dominant culture which influences 

even life on the periphe~; (Bale and& Maguire, 1994). Herein lays the threat Bolt poses which 

elicited the acerbic response from the IOC in response to his creolized display of exuberance. An 

al"fi-ont to colonial and imperial conquests Bolt celebrates his victo~ in a way using his crafl, 

athletics, once used as a tool to discipline the ’~natives’’, or during the black power struggles as a 

tool to paci~" the ’~Afro-Americans", to destabilize the re1)T absolutes that they were to convey 

and that were supposed to make him into a ’~good" colonial subject. It was not tasteless or 

offensive; in their criticism media outlets unwittingly documented the adoration thousands of 

spectators showered upon Bolt for his Creole s~’le of sportsmanship. To the IOC overlords, 

athletic talent scouts and even facets of Jamaican communi~" however, such self-expression and 

unabashed sovereignty over his own black bo@ has encroached unto the space they seek to 

control, which they, inevitably, to their ire, cannot. 

Taking Edwards’._(1969) "knowledge of the exploitation of the black athlete a step further, 

Bolt, the latest representation of black power, can be read as shedding light upon the actions of 

Ca~los and Smith demonstrating a change in protest, one needed to escape the grip of hegemonic 

forces masquerading as other entities. As demonstrated by Lefebvre (1991) sud~ over-arching 

change can come by way of a change in social space at the grassroots level, and by Bolt defying 

the three moments in recreating his social space, he has essentially demonstrated "that the agency 

and power now inherently lies within the black athlete and not bestowed upon or graaated them 

by "the powers that be. Ultimately the powers that be are impotent. Bolt demonstrates where the 

true power lies and challenges these three conceptions of space defying and conquering all three 



them. These moments can buy him out to some extent, but ultimately "the power rests with him. 

These conceptions of space cannot ultimately control Bolt, neither within or outside of his 

habitus. 

Edwards (1969) documented the ways the black athlete subjectivity of the 1960’s could 

be read as hinging upon the acceptance or approval of larger hegemonic forces, specifically on 

the playing fields within academia where black athletes were per~turbed by the challenge of 

’~proving oneself". This exploitation of the black athlete, expounded upon in The Revolt of the 

Blacl~Athlete (1969), was largely possible due to the observance of laws of spaces conceived 

around the black athlete. Bolt’s creolization of the track space, read as resistance against 

hegemonic forces that historically dominate black athletic bodies, is unique from the initial Black 

Power movement of the Olympic Project for ttuman Rights moment and speaks to the evolution 

of the revolt of the black athlete. Unlike Carlos and Smith (1969) Bolt does not adhere to 

overarching laws of social space but created his own. These formerly socially acceptable notions 

of attending an institution of higher learning, or acquiescing to laws of lived space where ones 

subjectivity was shaped are neither attractive nor accepted, neither invested in maintaining or 

gaining the approval of hegemonic forces presiding over the IOC. There is a lesson in this. 

Frantz Fa~on’s (1986) belief that in the spaces conceived for the white ma~, the black 

man has difficulty developing his bodily schema and any consciousness of his body becomes a 

negating activity. Bolt, however, looks beyond "the White barriers, whether in colonial, post 

colonial or neocolonial moments, to find an alternate backdrop against which he can define 

himself. That back drop is himself There is no sense of double-consciousness with Bolt, aJad this 

lack of double-consciousness imbues in him the ability to be conscious of his body, to retake 

ownership of his body and reconstruct the power schema within that space, to unapologctically 



creolize that space. Understanding the historical power of the white gaze upon the black body, 

Bolt does not seek white recognition, nor approval. This is a great lesson fi~r the black athlete to 

lem~n if total control of their bo@ is to be experienced. 

Bolt can be read, in this regard, as a text that represents the black proletariat. It is this 

proletariat class, which Bolt symbolically and literally represents, that has rejected the hegemony 

of former colonizers, rejected dominance over the black subaltern body, showing the fallacy in 

the notion that peripheral bodies cannot achieve dominance on their own terms without support 

or approval of the engineers of conceived space. 

Athletics is emerging as the counterbalance to the debilitating effect of broken 

governance, of weakened economy, and social unrest that historically plagues black countries. 

Bolt, the embodiment of the Jamaican athlete is pulling the nation back to a place of self worth, 

self-reliance and hope. Bolt’s association with the proletariat in the way he celebrates, his place 

of training, and even his ve~.~ diet, yams and tubers that made up slave food in the Cmibbean 

p_.P--.rovides a validation for the black body, the same culture which stares hegemony in the face 

denying it, now casts its gaze upon dominance. 

Bolt’s victo~.~ over the western mode of connnercialized sport that demonstrates that one 

does not have to follow it; he is not proposing an alternative system but what his actions 

demonstrate is that one can have success despite not buying into the system that is inherently a 

proponent of-the notion that there is no alternative that one can follow. Any viable alternative to 

such a notion is precarious aJad potentially threatening to the neo-colonialist capitalist machinery 

that has all too often co-opted the [black] body (McGuire, 2004). This is a foundational notion 

that helps to underpin "the power of the present system that is dominating the sporting terrain; if 

there is no alternative, as it espouses, then all must conform because the result of 



nonconfom~ance and non-acceptance in this system is failure and being left behind, the position 

in which Bolt’s rivals on and off the track all too ol~ten lind themselves. 
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DR. HARRY EDWARDS: 
-TILE EVOLUTION OF BLACK POWER 

DR. BILLY HA~VKINS 

the Lord said to him [MosesJ, "~hat is that in your hi4and? "He said, ’i./t ~)d. " 

-Exodus 4:2 NKJV 

lJlrmly believe that Negroes have the right toJlght against these racists’, by any means that are 

necessary. 
-Malcolm X 

Those whoproJoss toJirvorJ?eedom, and yet depreciate agitation, are men who want crops 

without plowing up the ground. They want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the 

ocean without the a~@d roar of its many waters.- .... Power concedes nothing without demand. 

It never did and it never will. 

=Frederick Douglass 

As a socio-political and socio-economic concept and a philosophy, Black Power cma be 

dated back to the early 1900:-s with-*h~-~ Marcus Garvey, Booker T. Washington, Adam Clayton 

Powell;- Jr:., Richard Wright, et._~l_:.e:-;..H_!~owever, it gain_@_, considerable popularity and mo,nentum 

in the late 1950.:-s and tl~oughout the 1960-:-s m~d early 1970:-s. It was the era of the .c_’:g---’.ivil 

_r_-R-ights {x!Movement that further contributed to the conceptualization of the Black Power 

philosophy as a means of social activism to address racial injustices. 

Within the turbulent times of the _c_’_C-;ivil .r_R-.ights _n__?_Movement, allegiance to the nonviolent 

philosophy of Mohandas Karamchand "Mahatma" Gandhi, employed by Dr. Martin L. King, 

was wavering amid~ the violence directed at Black people specifically, and whites that who 

.joined the c,;,m m,~,~,, ~ ........ ~"v " ~ "    " ¯ ’~ for racial justice and equality. .......... & ............ t.: ........ 1 *1 rights mox, ement s cause 

For example, members of the Black Panther Party and Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) sought alternative strategies to address the ten-orist and dehumanizing 



practices of Ssouthem whites in particular, and the white power structure~ in general. Therefore, 

al"ter the brutal torture and murder of Emmett Till, the assassination of Medgar Evcrs, "the 

shooting of James Meredith, a~d the repeated m~-ests of peaceful protesters, Blacksv such as 

Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture) began to seek a different path to address "the socio-political 

and socio-economic needs of the Black community, collectively, as well as the hegemonic power 

structure of white supremacy. 

Thus, Black Power became a concept, initially, to re-orient Blacks with the goals of self- 

definition or redefining ourselves a~d self-determination, and as a movement it evolved to 

include demands for equal political and economic participation in the American ~gociety 

(Carmichael and& tlamilton, ! 967). 

Several activists, politicians, and scholars have deployed the term Black Power to 

advance an agenda that serves the needs of a people subjected to physical, economic, 

sociological, and psychological bondage. For example, Kwame Ture (for~nerly Stokely 

Cannid~ael) populaa:ized the concept to promote Black pride a~d socio-economic independence. 

It has received considerable attention in the literature and media: ranging from negative criticism 

accusing its proponents of being racist a~d pm-t of a separatist movement: to positive affil~nations 

for being a necessary" extension of the ~..‘‘~v~..R.~t‘s..M~.~.v~.~e~.~.c.‘.iX.i.!..1~ig.h~t.~.~!.~2.x.2.~1R~.t., where the 

plight of Black people would not be lost in the larger movement that transcended race. 

The tenets of the Black Power Philosophy included the :following: black unity;, racial 

pride, self-defense, community development and empowe~nent, self-sufficiency, and acquisition 

of political and economic power. Within each of these ideals, extremes have been applied to 

distort the reality’ and purpose of the movement. For example, b_black unity’ has oflen been 



viewed as ~glack separatism by activist~ within and ~y_critics outside of the Black Power 

movement. 

For Dr. Hal~.W Edwards, like many Black scholars and activist~ during that era, it was thee 

Black Power movement that jettisened hi,me onto nation al and international platforms with 

the message of racial equality and human rights. Yet~ the philosophy of Black Power 

transcended the origins and intentions of its birth and evolved and ignited scholarship and 

activism that persist in many comdors of academe, among many grassroots organizations, and 

within industries, such as sport. 

As these authors in this volume have illustrated, Dr. Edwards~s scholarship and activism 

has been a catalyst for mmay sport studies scholars, and his scholarship and activism have been 

expanded upon by other scholars to address racial injustices in sport, specifically, and 

inequalities: in the broader social context. This volume l~a~ ~oug!~tseeks to be an extension 

beyond the scope of Dr. Edwards~ seminal works: The Revolt of the Black Athlete and The 

Struggle ]_)hat ~ust Be. 

In the historical ove~-view section, _t__h___c_!___c_’__h_2a_R_t_~L_[_?52Dr. Michael Lomax ~-~aptet:--provides a 

historical context by which we see Dr. Edwards’~. scholarship a~nd activism begin_n___i__r_!gs to take 

form. During the racially chmged era of the g.‘.i.~i.[..R4g.bts.M÷vemem.~...i3.~..i..~.....n...g~.!..t~...r.~.~.?2.c.‘..n..?..c.!.r.!.t.., Dr. 

Lomax illustrates how the slow gains of the movement created a sense of disillusionment within 

Black communitiesr in general, and among Black athlete~r specifically; thus fostering a climate 

of aggressive activism. !t wa,; within thi.~: envir,~mme’at Dr. Lomax illustrates how Black athletes 

within this environment emerged to not only speak out against racial injustices within sport~ but 

also within the broader society. We are given a glimpse of how sport and international sporting 



events, such as the Olympics, were contested terrains for political activity~ wh_ere issues of social 

a~d racial injustices were given an international audience. 

Similarly, Drs. Polite, Waller, Hill, a~d Norwood’s chapter further provides a historical 

context where we are provided with a lens by which we see how Dr. Edward~’s work 

contributers to athletic re forth. This chapter exaJnines three major works by Dr. Edwards as a 

context to illustrate how Black athletes continue to have a commission to strive for equality~ as 

well as recognize the platform they have to be socially responsible in promoting social change. 

This chapter concludes with several recommendations to address some of the racial discrepancies 

that prevail~ in the sport indust~y~ at both the participant and administrative levels. 

The section on sport and community service begins with Dr. Steven Waller infom~ing 

u~s~f how Dr. Edwards’f! service to41~ both the sport community and the broader community 

elevated the standard for public servants. Dr. Waller articulates how Edwards’s_’ public 

service as a-director of parks and recreation in Oakland was met with the following challenges: 

being Black, lack of financial support, institutional hostility, and inexperienced as a pink 

administrator; challenges, Dr. Waller informs, that plague many black administratorf! who seek 

to ~-~--~-~l:--servi~ in the public sector. Undoubtedly, thes__c! challenges contributed to the limited 

success Dr. Edwards achieved in this capacity. Despite these el:~a-llen~s_id__~!~!:_a_~_id_~, Dr. Waller 

shows how Edwards~ tenure as director of parks and recreation was peppered with several 

significant accomplishments: improvement in various community park facilities, development of 

revenue streams with private corporations like Coca-_-Cola, aJad improvement in recreational 

programming to better serve community citizens. -Dr. Waller’s chapter is significant in not only 

chronicling the work of Dr. Edwards as a public administrator~ but in illuminatin g how 

Edwards’f! experiences are indicative t~i[~the experiences of mm~y Black public administrators. 



Thus, in spite of barriers, perseverance in the face of odds increases the chances of progress 

being forged to improve the human condition. 

The chapter anthored b-~’ Drs. Vernon Andrews and Ann Brower ~!~pter extends our 

understanding and expounds on the scholarship of Dr. Edwards by illustrating how the social 

fabric of a society can be strengthened with viable collaborations from all community 

constituents. Dr. Andrews and Dr. Brower uses the te~rn ~social entrepreneurs" to describe 

individuals who use their talent, skills, and abilities to improve social conditions. This chapter 

provides a comparative autoethnographic account of the authors’ experiences with sport, parks, 

and leisure activities in Oakland, California~ and Christchurch, New Zealand~ to construct a 

model suitable for implementation. This study concludes with three suggestions to begin the 

process of improving the Oakland Pa~ks and Recreation infrastructure and aide social 

entrepreneurs in their efforts of actualizing social change: 1) Establish community sports clubs 

based on the New Zealand model; 2) e_l-~stablish cormnunity am~ual sports festival days; and 3) 

~},;stablish volunteeI~sm at recreational facilities. This chapter concludes that Edwards’f! 

advocacy of improving the human condition at the co~rm~unity levels continues to be a pressing 

need for public administrators and social entrepreneurs. 

The international perspective section consists of two chapters ~at--detail_i__n__g how social 

activism is paramount in the global sporting experience. Dr. Colin King begins with an 

insightful v,~ ...... elect~on on questioning whether football (soccer) was and is the new slave 

trade. Similar to Dr. Edwards’~ scholarship on the exploitation of the Black body, Dr. King 

infimns us of patterns of sport migration fi-om Africa to Europe. He uses his personal 

experiences as a licensed coach, scout, sports scientist, MBA sports graduate, and evicted 

AfricaJa as an observational position to expose how European nations are under<teveloping 



African football. Dr. King denotes how at the premise of this sport migration i~s-are historical 

notions of scientific racism th a~,~ which purports "the physical superiority of the Black bo@ and 

its need for domestification~ by way of European football clubs. 

Regarding professional athletes a~d social activism, Dr. Jepkorir Rose Chepyator- 

Thomson’s chapter details how African leaders and professional African athletes within and 

outside of the continent are using sport as a platform to engender social and national 

development as it pertains to education, health and HIV awareness, poverty, political and social 

freedom, and peace. Analogous to the scholarship and activism of Dr. ttarry Edwards, Dr. 

Chepyator-Thomson illustrates how sport has been and remainis a viable vehicle for social 

change throughout the continent of Africa. She provides several pertinent examples of how 

African leaders, such as; Nelson Mandela_~ and professional athletes; _(suc!~ as, Kipchoge Keino, 

the father of distance running in Africai; Didier Drogba, a Ivorian international football star/; and 

Dikembe Mutombo, a former NBA star2 are using sport and their status as professional athletics 

to strategically address social ills that a~:e--plagu~mN various countries in Africa. Sport, in this 

context, moves beyond its apolitical assumptions and becomes an activist’s weapon to address 

basic human rights-:-issues m~d for engendering social change. 

The next section examines gender issues, m~d more specifically, the challenges of Black 

females in sport m~d their role as activist~, in challenging dominant ideologies in sport. Dr. Ellen 

Staurowsk)’ explores the notion of how Black women in sport are subject to multiple j eopardies, 

as thc,/g relates to the intersectionality of gender, race, and class. She exaznines the sporting 

opportunities of girls m~d women of color, "the status of black women administrators in sport, aJad 

the mechanisms black women in sport use to navigate their way throu ,gh racial and sexist 

minefields. Despite the fact that the name of the game for Black women in sport has been 



~multiple jeopardy," Dr. Staurowsky’s chapter provides insight into how their presence a~d 

persistence in the face of jeopardies are declarations of activism. 

The final section touches on three areas where tlhe influence of Dr. Edwards’~ scholarship 

a~d activism b, as influencedis feltl and has been extended. -Professor Linda Greene’s chapter 

provides an info~ative chapter on how Dr. Edwards’f! scholarship and sel~zice haynes and is 

impactedm~ legal scholaacship m~d activism, and continue tlo do so. This chapter details how 

legal scholars who have engaged in issues regarding sport and society have relied on Dr. 

Edwards’f! scholarship as a reliable source. More specifically, Professor Greene gives insight 

into several specific areas where legal scholars have gleamed from Edwards’sl~is work: e.g., the 

role of race in the phenomenon of sport, the exploitation of student athletes~ the role of 

stereotype and perceptions in the legal regulation of sport, legal protections for athletes, 

academic reforu~, and issues of eligibility. Because these issues continue to be prevalent in the 

context of sport, legal scholars will need to continue to expand on Dr. Edwards’f! scholarship to 

address a~nd seek to reduce conditions of injustice and inequality’. 

i__~_~_c_’____c_’_~__a_l~?_t_~!i__[_?2_.Dr. Deborah Stroman chapter is informative o.r_!.f how the legacy started by 

Dr. Hasty Edwards in exposing the exploitation of Black athletes has not been fully realized by 

the collegiate Black male athlete. This chapter extends Dr. Edwards.~> research and activism by 

exploring how the commercialization of college sports has placed a premiuln on the black male 

body. Dr. Stroman provides crucial economic data to highlight how Black athletes in revenue: 

n y generating sports continue to be exploited ee,~;nomic,’~,,economically---,c-and neglected 

academically. 

In the final chapter, James McBea~ and Dr. Michael Friedmm~ provides a reading of 

Usain Bolts’s pre-win celebration during the 2008 Olympic Games that deconstructs the 



relationship between representational spaces, representations of space, and spatial practices. 

Using Lefcbvre’s Conceptual Spatial Triad~ this chapter provides insight into how the 2008 

Beijing Olympics men’s 100M final was a historical event~ in which Usain Bolt;s5 action, similar 

to the Black Power salute by Tommie Smith and John Carlos in 19684 was created in a sporting 

space that evoked criticism from International Olympic Committee~ (IOC)t2~resident Jacques 

Rogge. It and also produced, challenged, and reinscribed racial and spatial understandings. The 

anthors_¥ conclude that Bolt, embodying the excellence of Jan~aican athletes~ demonstrated ~the 

reconceptualization of power by placing control of the black athletic body back in the hands of 

the black athlete[ ii)~~i 

The authors in this volume have provided varying perspectives of how the scholarship 

and activism o~f Dr. Edwards have influenced,their research and activism~T~hey have also 

expanded oi~Dr. Edwards’f! seminal work on the Black athlete. 

Sport as a context and platfo~n for social activism clearly has a storied past~5 especially 

as it relates to the Black athlete. Some of the activism has and will require agitations, because of 

the limited results achieved through appealing to the public’s conscience. --Thus, social change at 

any substantial level will require power conceding only to demands.?_.¢demands tgat--are. 

articulated to power structures that seek to maintain hegemony and maximize profits. 

As a global industry, sport garners a wilder lens to address issues of social inequality and 

injustices. -The 1968 Olympics and the revolt of the Black athlete was evidence of usin g what 

you have in your haJad to :fight against racist practices by any means necessary. Since this global 

display of Black Power, the sport industD’ has become more visible and profitable, as well as~ 

more critical as a global indust~ that informs international relations and shape~ ideologies. 

133 See p~. 262 in this current volume. 



In various countries, there is a growth in academic programs that are training researchers 

a~d practitioners in the area of Sl)Ortj~br development, where sport and sporting practices are 

configured to address issues of poverty, peace, health, including AIDs and HIV, education, 

etc. 134 Therefore, the straggle continues ........ m~d the straggle must be in evokin g social ch aJa ge in 

sport, and with sport as a viable instrument to ~msure that basic liberties are accessible for more 

global citizens.~ in both developing and developed countries. 

134 For additional information tbr sport as an_ instrument of social development, see~ e.g.: the United Nations 

Millennium Goals (http:/iw~.un.orNmillenniumgoalsi) or United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cnltural 
Organization (UNESCO) (ht~p://~w~unesc~rg/new/en/s~cia~-aaad-human-sciences/themes/sp~rt/~physica~- 
education -and-sport/sport- for-peace-and-developm ent/). 
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Chapter 5 

NOTES AND&, REFERENCES 

27 Both authors, it should be noted, have lived in both Christchurch and Oakla.nd. 

28 1 suggest that these stories reflect similar experiences of more than a low other black lives. That said, my 

positive and negative experiences in and around Oaklm~d cannot be generalized to the many recreational travels and 

cultural narratives of the local youth of my generation. 

29 The first author was born in 1958 and lived until age 18 at 5300 Holland Street, two blocks from 54th 

m~d International Boulevard (then East 14th Street). This was considered the "heaW’ of the ghelto in those days. 

3o Madison, Wisconsin, was rated "the #1 city to live in America" circa 1995. 

31 hi 1996, Christchurch was acknowledged as the outstanding garden ciU from 620 international entries~ 

aaad in 19972 was judged Overall Winner of Maj or Cities in the Nations in Bloom International Competition to 

become ’_"-Garden City of the World’-!’2 (Christchurch City Council. ’2’-’The Garden Ci~’@’2~ vol. 2005. Christchurch.) 

32 New Zealand police do not can?, either guns or clubs, given the low relative rate of violent crime. But 

Christchurch does have youth gangs and associated problems..-One past gang leader, Shane, when asked why 

teenagers were constantly gelling into fights near malls, said ~_’.::These kids are going to keep going out and wreaking 

havoc if we don~’l try to find somewhere for them to go and somewhere they can take pride in. It roll be better in the 

long mn for the council and police and businesses because the?’ won~’-t have to deal ruth the effects of these kids"- 

rampage.’_’" (Thomas, Kim. 2005.) Christchurch needs to addresses these issues in future plans. 

33 For a recent review of recent health disparities issues of African American, Latino, Asian~ and wV~hite 

urban communities, please see M. Sims, T. Sims: and M. Brace (2007). 
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UNC letter names 10 who got benefits 
By LORENZO PEREZ 

The University of North Carolina has not made any determinations concerning any "organizations" that may have 

provided impermissible benefits to UNC football players, according to a letter written Tuesday by UNC vice 
chancellor and general counsel Leslie C. Strohm. 

The letter, written as a follow-up to a Dec. 13 mediation session between the university and The News & 

Observer and other media outlets, offers no specifics concerning which player or players received impermissible 

benefits from the individuals identified. The N&O, The Charlotte Observer and other media organizations sued top 
UNC officials in October in an attempt to get records related to the NCAA investigation of the Tar Heels’ football 

program. 

Fourteen UNC football players have been withheld from at least one game this season because of the 

investigation into improper benefits and academic misconduct. Six players, including standouts Marvin Austin, 

Robert Quinn, Greg Little and Charles Brown, have not played a single snap this season. 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

D 

Additional Recall Notes 

I: Poor 2: Below Average 3: Average 4: Abol 

Technical Merit Strength of 

Total (GPA, Honors, etc.) Character 

29.50 3.5 5 
23.00 3 3 
25.50 3.5 4 
19.40 2.4 3 
18.00 3 3 
30.40 3.4 5 

26.80 3.8 3 

30.20 3.2 4 

27.10 3.1 4 

20.30 3.3 4 

19.20 3.2 4 

29.70 3.7 4 

29.30 3.3 4 

26.60 3.6 5 

29.00 3 5 

28.60 3.6 3 

15.50 3.5 3 

25.20 3.2 5 

21.50 3.5 3 

31.80 3.8 4 
26.80 2.8 4 
20.20 2.2 3 
21.10 3.1 3 
30.00 3 4 
28.10 3.1 4 
31.60 3.6 5 
27.40 3.4 5 

32.50 3.5 4 

28.70 3.7 4 

25.60 2.6 5 

24.70 3.7 4 

22.80 3.8 3 

21.50 3.5 4 
25.60 3.6 5 
3.50 3.5 4 
3.20 3.2 5 



G H 

1 

2 ,e Average 5: Excellent 

Dedication to extracurricular Passion for future Fiscal Responsibility of 

3 endeavors endeavors Proposed Budget 

4 

5 3 4 4i 

6 4 2 3i 

7 3 3 31 

8 1 3 31 

9 3 3 31 

10 5 4 51 

ii 3 4 4i 
12 5 5 51 

13 5 3 4i 

14 2 3 31 

15 3 2 2i 

16 4 5 4i 

17 3 4 4i 

18 3 5 4i 

19 3 5 5i 
20 4 3 3i 

21 3 3 Ol 

22 4 4 5i 

23 2 3 3i 

24 5 4 5i 

25 4 3 4i 

26 4 4 Oi 

27 4 2 21 

28 4 4 3i 

29 5 3 51 

30 5 4 5i 

31 3 4 4i 

32 3 4 5i 

33 2 5 51 

34 3 _5 3i 

35 0 4 3i 

36 2 3 2i 

37 

38 3 3 2i 

39 3 4 3i 

40 3 4 4i 

41 4 5 3i 



1 

2 

Overall Written Quality of 
Plans to Share Experience with the 

Application (free from 
Carolina Community (+1 to +3) ~ qrammatical errors~ etc.) 

4 

5 3[ 2 

6 3[ 2 

7 3i 3 

8 2i 2 

9 3i 
10 3i 2 

11 3[ 3 

12 3[ 2 

13 3[ 2 

14 3[ 2 

15 3[ 2 

16 3[ 3 

17 2i 3 

18 3i 3 

19 3i 2 

20 3i 3 

21 3[ 

22 4i 

23 2[ 2 

24 41 3 

25 31 3 

26 21 2 

27 2i 2 

28 3i 3 

29 2i 3 

30 3i 3 

31 3i 2 

32 3i 4 

33 3i 0 

34 3i 0 

35 3i 3 

36 3i 2 

37 

38 3i 3 

39 3i 4 

40 3i 3 

41 3[ 3 



1 

2 

Enter 3 if applicant is one of the following: a Transfer, Non- 
Quality of Recommendations 

traditional, Carolina Covenant, Student Parent. Enter 4 if they are 
3 (+1 to +3) 

more than one of these. 
4 

5 2 3 

10 

14 

15 

17 3 3 

18 

19 3 

20 3 3 

21 

22 

23 3 

24 3 

25 3 

26 3 

27 3 

28 3 3 

29 3 

30 3 

31 3 

32 3 3 

33 3 3 

34 4 

35 4 

36 4 

3? 

38 

39 

40 

41 



A 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 



42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

C 

3.00 

3.60 

3.80 

3.90 

2.90 

D 

3 

3.6 

3.8 

3.9 

2.9 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 



F G H 

42 4 3 2 

43 4 3 3 

44 0 3 3 

45 0 3 4 

46 3 3 3 



J 

42 3[ 2 

43 3[ 4 

44 3[ 3 

45 3[ 3 

46 31 4 



K L ~ 

42 

43 3 

44 

45 2 ~ 

46 2 



A 

Organization Name 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 Optionally Scored 

B 

Total Score 

29.50 

23.00 

25.50 

19.40 

18.00 

30.40 

26.80 

30.20 

27.10 

20.30 

19.20 

29.70 

#REF! 

29.30 

29.00 

15.50 

25.20 

21.50 

31.80 

26.80 

20.20 

21.10 

30.00 

28.10 

31.60 

27.40 

32.50 

28.70 

25.60 

24.70 

22.80 

0.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,            2:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn ~-dstro@unc.edu>- 

Sports Marketing Internships 

Deborah, 

I am a          here at The University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill and I am very- interested in the field of sports marketing. I am searching for a potemial on- 

campus internship or job m the field of sports marketing for the       L semester. Do you know of any related internships or would you be willing to help me search 

for some? If it would be best for us to meet in person to discuss opportuuities I would be more than happy to meet with you. 

Best, 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CEES Advisoiy Boal~l ~gmail.com> 

Friday,. 6:16 PM 

CEES Selection Committee <cees selec@listserv.unc.edn~ 

[cees select] Application 

FYI: I received the following email from applicant 

Hi! On my application I indicated I would follow up with the contact 

infom~ation for the cooldinator of my internship. His name is 

and we have been in contact over email at 

org.au. I also noted that confirmation of my 
position wonld be tinal~ed by    , however I have j ust been inii~rmed that 

the meeting with the other directors to discuss the logistics of my 

position has been postponed. The o~anization has expressed interest in my 

volunteer protx~sa], the meeting is simply intended to discuss the specitics 

of my involvelnent-location, hours, etc. I will be able to provide this 

information as soon as I receive it if that will be of assistance in the 

committee’s decision Inaking process, t lease let me know if there is may 

other supplemental information I can provide which may not have been clear 

in my application. 

Thank you for consideration, 

Caxolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
~mail.com 

CEESunc.org 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to cees select as: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=37629886.1ci7ebe91741fldaae5b75748446e308&n=T&l=cees select&o=28947966 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emmA1 to leave-28947966-37629886.1ciTebe91741 fldaae5675748446e308~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yvonne Dobson <~,onne@alum.emo~.edtc, 

Saturday, April 2, 2011 4:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

Hi Debby, 

Hope things are going well! I haven’t received a payment for the CBC flyer, so I just wanted to follow-up and make sure it didn’t get lost in the mail or anything... Just let me 

know. Thanks! :-) 
Yvonne 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@alnm.emory.e&~> 
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2011 23:36:37 -0400 
To: Debby Stroman <dstroman(i-~)emailamc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

Thanks, Debby!! :~) I’m glad I was able to help! Take care, 
Yvonne 

From: Debby Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2011 21:21:23 -0500 
To: Yvom~e Stevenson <~2y_g___n_!Le_@_a_~LL_m__:_ej__n___o_r2?__e_~__u_.> 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

THANKS! Here’s the final doc with my edits thai we are using for the event. Please send me an invoice (electronic is okay) for 5200. 

Organization: Carolina 81ack Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

f can always depend on you. That ~s very important and so meaningfuJ to me ..... 

Love you lots! 

d 

t:}o } 

919 84.,3 03,36 

"Who do~es nothin¢ need hor~e for no,hit, g." J.C.£ yon 5chifler 

F~m= Yvonne Stevenson [mai~to:yvonne@a!um.emo~,edu] 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ 28, 2011 1:~7 AN 
Te~ Debby Stroman 
C¢: Yvonne Stevenson 
Subject: ~: CBC Read-~n - Ar~ork Request 
Word fi]¢, in case you need 

3at~: W~d, 2~ ~an 2011 20:49:09 -0~ 

THANKS Yvonne! Please let me know you received this email. 
Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln: The event will encourage all members of the University community (students, staff, administrators, and faculty), to participate 
by reading pieces of the African Diaspora. This may include but not limited to: poetry; excerpts from speeches, essays, novels etc.; short stories; song (with or 
without musical accompaniment); the personal handiwork of participants; dance, and storytelling etc. etc. We plan to have entertainment Interposed throughout 
the readings. Immediately following the readings will be a reception featuring foods reflective of the African Diaspora. The purpose is to educate and foster a 
greater appreciation of the diversity, creativity, breadth, and richness of the spoken and written word of the people of the African Diaspora and the shared 
experiences that unite them. 
Note sent to our members: "Black History Month Read-ln" - Feb. 25, 20~ 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. at the Stone Center. This spedal inaugural event will 
feature readings related to or written by descendants of the African Diaspora read by members of the university community. Other activities include art, 
dance, spoken word, and drama presentations. Students, staff, administrators, and faculty are encouraged to participate and help foster a greater 
appreciation of the diversity, creativity, breadth, and richness of the spoken and written word of the people of the African Diaspora. Immediately following 
the readings there will be a reception featuring foods reflective of the African Diaspora. Read-ln chair: Wayne Blair at wbla~r@emaH.unc.edu. 
Requirements: 

~. Use the color orange. (primary color) 
2. Make sure our logo is on the document. 

Have fun. I’ve included the items that I think should go on the document. Play with the fonts, colors, layout, text, etc. 
H ugs, 
debby 

T)~bo~ab S,~ornan, PhD., CLU 

UNC Exercise and ~I)o~ Science D~L 

Spo~c Admmis~adon Facul 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and In:emship Coo~dina:o~ 

Co~ege Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~:s Bus~tess Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

315 Woo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919.843.0336 

l~}~:////www.~mc.edu//dep~s~/exerc~se//sporr~_admmts~rar~o~ 

"The single biggest problem in commur~icatior~ ~s the i/fusion that it has taI~en p!ace." G.Bo 5haw 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conflict Solutions <Conflict Solution@busenetwork.net> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:18 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

}tow to Deal with Difficult People 

~, You’]] learn why they act the way they do. :::::: per person 
¯ You’ll find out exactly what to say and do in specific situations. ~i~ (regularly $149 per person) 
~, You’ll become less of a target for their barbs and antics 

¯ You’ll see how to bring out the best in even the worst offenders, iili Register Online Today! 

Attend this seminar and gain the communication skills you need to "de-stress" all of your difficult relationships, on iiiii 

Learn to take the offensive against know-it-alia, dictators, snipers, gripers, "yes" people, "no" people, and all of the iiiiii         { 
other contrary characters you confront every day.                                          iii 

Hurry -- offer expires May 6, 2011[                        ;;; ............................................................................................................. 

~th Private Team Training Bring this topic -- or any of our 200+ topics -- to your location with ~::~ ::~~,,,_,.___,__.,,__ 

Request a personalized quote today~ 

::~:: ~::~~~~~~~ ~hest Conversations 

Do you recognize these people? 

~ The The Know-It-Alia -- They’re arrogant and usually have an opinion on eve~ issue. When they’re ~ ~1 ~’~ 

T,e -- The, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
The"Yes" People-- They agree to any commitment, yet rarely deliver. You can’t trust them to ~ YO.r ~ay 2011~.. 2011 

’ ’follow through 
S c h e d ~ ~ e: 

The "No" People -- They are quick to point out why something won’t work. ~at’s wome they’re inflexible. ~ ~ Criticism & Discipline Skills for NanageN 

The Gr pers = s anyth n9 ever r 9ht w th them? They prefer comp a n ng to [ nd n9 so ul ons ~ ~ 

live ~th. Learn to deal ~th them quickly and confidently at Dealing wi~ DiNcult         ~ 



People. 

How this seminar will help you deal with problem people 

1. You’ll understand the difficult people in your life. ::~: The 
Learn how they think, what they fear, why they do what they do. Understanding difficult people : : ’Yes’ 
makes dealing with them less frustrating. Man 

2. You’ll understand specifically what to do and say. 
At this seminar, you’ll concentrate on here’s-how-you-do-it techniques. You’ll leave knowing 
how to use these techniques in specific situations, with all types of difficult people. 

3. You’ll be less of a target for difficult people. 
Look at the difficult people in your life. Chances are, at least one person manages to get along 
with them. You can, too. Learn how to derail the problem people and teach them to treat you 
with respect. 

4. You’ll bring out the best in people. 
Let’s face it -- nobody’s difficult all of the time (and everybody’s difficult some of the time). Your new skills 
will help you reinforce the most positive behavior in everyone -- at work and at home. 

Register online and SAVE 20% 

Special Offer Code #753582* 
Hurry -- offer expires May 6, 201 

Enroll online today! 

Dealing with Difficult People $~19,00; For group~ 

~LEZGH , NC - 05/1~/20~1 HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

Event # ~0~159 1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

YOUR LOCATION Have a group of 15 or more? Try Private Team Training~ 

~th Private Team Training Bring this topic 

customized On-Site Training¯ 

Request a personalized quote today~ 

Enhance Your Training Experianc~ 

Att~., t,i~ ~mi.~r with ~ ~ri~., o~ ~o,~.~ ~o~r~ 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

OSHA Compliance 

Finance and Accounting for Non-Fin~ncia~ 

People 

The Essentials of HR Law 2011 

Communication ~kill$ for 

Essential Skills for the New Manager or 

Supe~isor 

Project Management 

~anagement Skills for Secretaries, Admin 

Sales ¯ Use Tax 201~ Wor~hop 

The Han~gement Conference 

Mastering Microsoft Excel (2 day) 

~icrosoft Access 2007/2010 - A 2-Day 

Hands=O~ Workshop ~ 

Social ~edia ~arketing 

HR Records Retention and Destruction 

21 Ways to Defuse Anger and Calm 

Don’t Miss Out on Specia~ Announcements and Discounts People Down 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive 
your personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! ....... 

Anger and Calm 

t00% Satisfaction Guaranteed! p~opl~ Down 

We’re confident that this seminar -- Dealing with Difficult People -- will provide you with the tips and techniques 
you need to successfully deal with difficult people, if for any reason you are dissatisfied, send us a letter (Attn: 
Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the reason you were not satisfied, and we’ll 
arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full refund -- hassle-fre~. All of our AN 
products are also 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Learn peacekeeping skills you’ll use to prevent 
blowups, mediate disputes, and foster 

teamwork 

4 audio CDs & workbook 

item #20293CD 

Only $89.95 

Assertive Communication Ski~ls for 
Professionals 

i.~.i Assertk, e 
Communication 

Skills for 
Prof~sionals 

How to communicate powerfully, in a style 
that’s comfortable for you 

4 audio CDs & workbook 

Item #10173CD 

Only $89.95 



Xi C ..... Track Logo 

*To receive your special $119 ENROLLMENT FEE, you must provide your Special Offer Code #753582 ~vhen registering. This offer is available only for online registrations for the seminar, 

Dealing with Difficult People This off ....... t b .... bined with any other off .... d is valid only ........ gistrations for May 2011-Jun 2011 semi ..... Off .... pires May 6, 2011 if you have questi .... pl .... 

contact our customer service team at f-900-790-8469 

Vl P#: 2289193418743 

ID#: 753582 

Copyright g011 
CareerTrack 

57o0 Broad ...... Soite 300, Mission, KS 662O2 

www.CafeefTfack.corn 

To noti~ this advertiser that you no longer wish to 

receive messages from them, please follow this link: 

http:/,~’3usen etwork.net/o/ext/?CID=F PCT 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

please follow this link: 

http:l/busenetwork net/o/?ZXD=70.1628094108.96801424 

iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, April 4, 2011 10:28 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Update on Fellowship 

I’m away from the office for professional activity- and may not be able to answer your email until after Monday, April 18tla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 11:24 AM 

Smith, Michael <michaelsmith@unc.edu> 

yvonne@alum.emory.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstm@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

PresentU Graphics Invoice 2011-1-1.pdf 

tti Michaeh Please process asap Thanks! 

debby 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 
Date: Sat, 02Apr 2011 16:06:20 

From: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@alumemory.edu> 
To: Debby Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu> 

tti Debby, 
Hope things are going well! I haven’t received a payment for the CBC flyer, 
so I just wanted to follow-up and make sure it didn’t get lost in the mail 
or anything.. Just let me know Thanks! :-) 
Ywmne 

From: Ywmne Stevenson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 
[)abe: Thu, 03 Feb 201 ] 23:36:37 -0400 
To: Debby Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

Thar~ks, Debby!! :@ rm glad I was able to help! Take care, 

From: Debby Stroman <dstroraan@emaihur~c.edu> 
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2011 21:21:23 -0500 
To: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@alum.eraory.edu> 
Subject: RE: (2BC Read-In - Artwork Request 

THANKSt Here’s the final dec with my edits that we are using for the event. 
Please send me an invoice (electronic is okay) for $200. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculg,- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Invoice 

Presentu Graphics iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Invoice No. 2011-1 

240.304.5717 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii BiLL To: CaroLina BLack Caucus 

Ptease make checks payabte to Presentu Graphics. 

Thank you for your business! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Michael <michael smith@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 h16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

yvonne@alum.emory.edu 

RE: Re: CBC Read-Iu - A~lwork Request 

W9.pdf 

I just need the attached :form filled out and signed, and I can send you a check. Please return to me as a pdf or by fi~x to 919-%2-0489 

Michael Smith 
Accountant 
UNC Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-%2-0017 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Cc: yvonne@alumemory.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Fwd: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

Hi Michael. Please process asap. Thanks! 

debby 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 
Date: Sat, 02 Apt 2011 16:06:20 -0400 

From: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 
To: Debby Stroraan <dstroman@email.~xc.edu> 

Hi Debby, 

Hope things are going well! I haven’t received a payment for the CBC flyer, so I just wanted to follow-up and make stue it didn’t get lost in the mail or anything... Just let me know. Thanks! :-) 

Yvorme 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <?-,~onne@alum.emory. edu> 
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2011 23:36:37 -0400 
To: Debby Stroraan <dstroman@email.~xc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

Thanks, Debby!! :@ I’m glad I was able to helpt Take care, 5’\,onne 

From: Debby Stroman <dstroraan@email.m~c.edu> 
Date: Thu, 03 Fcb 2011 21:21:23 -0500 
To: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-In - Artwork Request 

THANKSt Here’s the final doc with my edits that we are using for the event. 
Please send me an invoice (electronic is okay) for $200. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yvonne Dobson }verizon.net;> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 3:27 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: EXSS I,ogo on T-shirts 

EXSS Logo outlines.pdf; EXSS Logo outlines.eps 

Hi Debby, 

Here’s the logo in eps format 

Vvonne 

On 04/04/1 I, Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU<dstroman@email unc.edu> wrote:Hi Yvonne. Can you change this logo to an eps? (see attached note) 

Thanks 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: EXSS Logo on T-shirts 

Date: Sun, 03 Apr 2011 21:49:53 -0400 

From: I                        ~email.unc.edu> 

To: "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The t-shirt place wants the EXSS Logo saved in a different format, but 

I’m not quite sure howto do that Please see the previous email below. 

Do you knowthe formats "vector art .ai" or ".eps"? I have never heard 

of those to be honest! I reattached the EXSS Logo we are using. 

Thanks! Hope you are enjoying the women’s Final Four! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 2012 

Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Carolina Soort Business Club- President 

Cell: : 

Email 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW        ~email.unc.edu sent you a custom design 

Date: Sun, 3 Apr 2011 18:42:05 -0400 

From: 

To: ~ 

*From:* " 

*Sent* Saturday, April 02,2011 8:00 PM 

*To? 

*Subject:* Fwd ~@email.unc.edu sent you a custom design 

Can we get the logo in this form? 

Can you ask them to send the EXSS logo in vector art .ai or .eps format? 

Thank you, 

Angela Deschenes 

HARPER COLLEGIATE SPORTSWEAR 

207 E. Main Street 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

(9197933-8591 

s@ be I lso uth. n et < mailtc 
www.harperarts.com < htt p:i/~vww, h a rpe ra rts co m> 

;@bellsouth.net> 

*From:* " ~kenan-flaqler unc.edu> 

*To:* Angela Deschenes .... ,@,bellsouth.net> 

*Sent:* Sat, April 2,2011 10:47:13 AM 

*Subject:* FW: _(      @email.unc.edu sent you a custom design 

Angela, 

Only use the front for this design. On the back we want to include our 

sponsors: Champion Sponsor-Bank of America, 4 Our Fans, Inc., Jimmy 

John’s and UNC EXSS Department. For the EXSS department, please use the 

attached graphic 

Thank you, 



*From:* Customlnk.com <http:i/Customlnk com> rmailto:service@,customink.com] 

*Sent:* .q=f~rrt=~ Ar~ri102,2011 10:43 AM 

*Cc:’ ,@.email.unc.edu 

*Subject:* (@email unc.edu sent you a custom design 

See        ~,email unc.edu’s design 

<http:/~www~cust~mink~c~m/desiqns/csbctshirt~v~e~-~h-87uq/share~?pc=EMA~L-4~778&cm mmc=share--emailb- -preheaderl--end> 

Custom!nk.com 

<http://vwwv.custominkcoml?pc=EMAIL-40778&cm mmc=share--emailb- -hloqo- -end> 

Design 
<http://w’ww customink.com/lab/?pc=EMAIL-40778&cm mmc=share--emailb--hdesiqn--end> 

I Browse 
<http://wvwv.customink.com/cateqories?pc=EMAIL-40778&cm mmc=share--emailb--hbrowse--end> 

I Retrieve 
<http:I/wvcw.customink.com/accounts?cm mmc=share--emailb--hretrieve--end> 

I Help 
<http://w’v~.customink corn/help cented?cm mmc=share- -emailb- -hhelp- -end> 

*Check out what I designed at Customlnk.com. * 

"1 just created this design. Take a look!" 

.~.email. u nc.ed u <mailto: b.email.unc.edu> 

Check It Out 

<http://‘~‘~t~J~cust~mink~c~m/desir4ns/csbctshirt~vie~-~h-87uq/share~?pc=EMA~L-4~778&cm mmc=share--emailb- -button--end> 

.@.email. u nc.edu’s Design 

<http:/~w‘w~cust~mink~c~m/desicjns/csbctshirt/vie~-~h-87uq/share/?pc=EMA!L-4~778&cm mmc:share--emai!b- -desiqnfront--end> 

.@.email.unc.edu’s Design 
<http:/h~‘~t~cust~mink~c~m/desi~ns~csbctshirt/vie~-~h-87ua/share/?~c=EMA~L-4~778&cm mmc=share--emailb--desiqnback--end> 

Feeling inspired? Viewthis design 

<httrz~wvvw.cust~mink.c~m/desiqns/csbctshirt/vie~-~h-87uq/share/?pc=EMA!L-4~778&cm mmc=share- -emai!b- -viewdesian- -end> 

in the design lab and change it yourself, or create something new! 

Custom T-Shirts and Morel 

Customlnk.com 

<http://www.custominkcom?pc=EMAIL-40778&cm mmc=share--emailb--fcustomink--end> 

I Our Story 
<http:i/wwwcustomink.comiour story?pc=EMAIL-40778&cm mmc=share- -emailb- -fourstor?- -end> 

I Contact Us 
<http:/ivw’w.custominkcom/contact?cm mmc=share--emailb--fcontact--end> 

800-293-4232 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@,unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indira Molten <idm8d@irginia.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 3:25 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Black AlumN Weekend Follow-Up 

Debby, 

I hope this email finds you well after an enjoyable Black Alumni Weekend! It was a pleasure introducing/meeting you during "The Sporting Life" 
seminar this past Friday. Just to recap from our conversation, I am a fourth year student-athlete on the Women’s Track & Field team and will be 
graduating with a BS in Psychology and a minor in Leadership. I am currently looking for career opportunities in Sports Marketing, and would like 
to further develop my skills and acquire more knowledge within this domain. Given your expertise, I would love to hear any suggestions that you 
may have for how to go about obtaining a position in this field. 

Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Indira 

Indira Morton 
University of Virginia ’11 
Women’s Track & Field 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 12:43 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edw~ 

SO sweet... 

Thank you for such a thoughtful message! 

I miss you let’s grab coffee one day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @DSTROMAN.COM> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:30 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

2 great iPhotos NCAA 

100_2481 

100_2482 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Cambridge Universi~ Press <us~v@cambridge.org> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 10:01 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Fresh Look at the Role of Commercial Sports in American Universities 

Buy now from Charles T. Cloffelter 

"If I ever wanted to educate a person who knew nothing at 

all about big-time sports in American universities (and there 

are plen~ of them out there, namely 6.86 billion non- 

Amerieans on the globe, and maybe a stray Martian or two), 

I would staxl them off u~th Charles Cloffelter’s book, Big- 

Time Sports in American Universities .... I reeommend this 

book even to petsons who currently in the business of 

college athleties. Even those who have read many books 

about eollege athleties would get a refreshingly different 

outlook from Clotfelter’s tome. Savvy (and open-minded) 

eollege sports veterans - like ~thleties administrators, 

eoaehes, eonferenee people, bowl people and boosters - 

would all do better to gain an undemtanding of the relatively 

unsung aeeolades of college sports, as well as the impending 

issues that eould gag the golden goose." 

- CollegeAthlefiesClips.eom 

Of Related Interest 

Please visit ~.~yd:ff.~.qa.r.Z~2i~:iie..~qLf!~.~ to see other new releases from Cambridge. 

To update your Cambridge email book preferences, please click here. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from Cambridge book communications, please click ~_L,’~L_e_. 

If you wish to change journal preferences previously registered with Cambridge Journals Online, 

please click 1!~.~2.~!. After logging in, click "Change Registration Details." 

This is a commercial message. 

~ Ca m brid 9e U n ire rsity P ..... 32 A ....... tt h e Am eri .... New York, NY 100] 3 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Yon will receive one addi~on~J eqnail ,nessage confirming your removaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 7:56 PM 

’CEES Advisory Board’ ~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: [cees select] Criteria Meeting Minutes 

CoW ofcees scoresheet2011 FINAL DS.xls 

Thanks again! See attached. C’ya on Sunday. 

Dr. Stroman 

http://~xs~unc~edu/und~rg~aduat~pr~g~am/baqn~exss/sp~t-~dminist~at~n/~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ ¢omes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons," (~,Ann S~habaCke~} 

F~m= CEES Advisory Board @gmaH.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 06, 2011 8:29 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subje¢t~ Re: [cees_select] Criteria Neeting Ninutes 

Hi Dr. S~oman[ 

I don’t see a CEES scoresheet from you in my inbox but I’ve had a few other things go missing since they’ve chmaged the spam settings so it doesn’t mean much. If you 

had sent it, would you be able to send it to me again? 

If you were taldng some extra time to complete it, I’ll just need to have it by tomorrow evening in older to use it for the final tallies. 

Best, 

On Sat, Mar 19, 2011 at 10:02 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please recheck the survey link. We are noi direc*ed to the survey. 

Either dr?, works t\~r me. 

2) During the Final Selection meeting, the first hour ~vill be used to discuss the entire pool of applicants that consists of the top-ten scoring applications, applications that are accompanied 

by a grant proposal, and applications that have been specially nominated by cormnittee members. (Each committee member is granted the option of submitting one additional applicant who 
did not make the top-ten scoring applicant list. These specially nominated applicants must be submitted to the executive director at least 48 hours prior to the Final Selection meeting to be 
added to the pool.) Committee members should come the Final Selection meeting prepared to discuss the strengths and ;veaknesses of these applications for no longer than one hour. After 
this first round of discussion, there will be an open-vote whereby each committee member will identify their top five applicants (The executive director will break an?’ and all ties) The 
second round of discussion to identif~¥ the top three applicants from the pool of top-five applicants will commence and will last no longer than 30 minutes. After this second round of 
discussion, there ;vill be an open-vote whereby each committee member will identiI~,’ their top three applicants. (The executive director will break an?’ and all ties.) The third round of 
discussion will be to consider any changes in the final ranking of the top-three applicants. This discussion will last no longer than 15 minutes. After the top-three applicants have been 
ranked, the committee ;vill then discuss the fellowship amount and how many fellowship(s) will be awarded to the winners. Note: The final ranking of the top-three applicants does not 
guarantee a fellowship offer to an?, and all applicants. The executive director will notify the award ~vinners 

I hope this n~ie helps. I"~mks for your leadership 

Dr. Stroman 

919.843.0336 

http:/’/www.unc,edu/’depts/exe~cise/’sport a&ninistnation 

From: CEES Advisor- Board [mailto 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:15 PM 
To: CEES Selection Col~it~e 
Subject: [ceesselect] Criteria Meeting 2~nutes 

Hi NI~ 

It was wonderful meeting those of you that could make it today! There’s something so enjoyable about having like-minded individuals together to accomplish a common 

goaJ. 

Attached is the 2011 Selection Process based on what we talked about today and the edited Scoresheet. In the margins are some commeuts in areas that I was 

uncertain about. If you couldn’t be present today, please look over these thoroughly and f~el free to send may comments or questions that you have through the fistserv. 

Any edits will be sent with the merged applications this coming Monday, Maxch 21 st ifa conver~tion ensues/new consensus materiaJizes. 

**If you haven’t yet filled out the Final Selection Meetin~ availabili%’ sm-vey; please do so now concentrating on Saturday, April 9th 12 pm-3pm and Sm~day, April 
10th 1 lmn-2pm.** 

Extended Application Deadline: Saturday, March 19th at 11 pm. 

Recipient Notifications: Friday; April 15th, 2011 



Funds Disbursed by May 1st, 2011 

Cazolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
............ ,~smail.com 

You am currently subscribed to cees select as: dstro~tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=37629886.1cffebe91741fldgme5b75748446e308&n=T&l=:cees select&) ~88;2173 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

Carolina Experience Enrichment Scholm~hip 

CEESunc org 



Returnto :@gmail.com by Monday, 

Applicant’s Name 

Rating Scale: 

B 

O: Nat GrAil 

Additional Recall Notes 

2:BelowAverage 3:Average 

I Technical Merit (GPA, 

Total i    Honors, etc.) 

27.ool 

27.°°i 

22.00! 

3°.°°1 

5 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

4 

5 

4 

3 

5 

4 

5 

5 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

5 

4 

4 

5 

4:AboveAverage 5:Excellent 

Strength of 

Character 

4 

41 

Dedication to extracurricular 

endeavors 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 

3 

i 2~ool q 
25’001 B 

’~14’ 
4 

Passion for future 

endeavors 

Fiscal Responsibility of Proposed 

Budget 

4 

4 

i 
3 

I 
4 

4f 4 

4 
4 
3 

4 
4 
4 

4 

4 
3 

4 

Overall Written Quality of 

Application (6"ee 6"ore grammatical 

41 

41 
41 

41 
41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

Plans to Share Experience with the 

Carolina Community (+1 to +3) 

Quality of Recommendations (+1 

to +3) 

Enter 3 if applicant is one of the following: a Transfer, Non-traditional, 

Carolina Covenant, Student Parent= Enter 4 if they are more than one of 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

A 

Organization Name 

6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 Optionally Scored 

B 

Total 

#REF! 

Score 

30.00 

25.00 

27.00 

23.00 

27.00 

30.00 

32.00 

24.00 

29.00 

22.00 

23.00 

24.00 

29.00 

26.00 

19.00 

23.00 

30.00 

31.00 

28.00 

24.00 

24.00 

26.00 

26.00 

28.00 

27.00 

28.00 

28.00 

26.00 

26.00 

25.00 

0.00 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Villiam A. Keyes <wkeyes@i4rc.org> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 8:47 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reschedule 

Deb, 
Regrettably, I will not be able to meet you on Tuesday after all. As the semester is almost over, I am not sure when we will be able to 
resehedule, but I would like to get in touch with you to do so soon. Sorry. 
Bill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Sophie Trawalter <s~trawalter@virginia.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 8:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Great seeing you! 

Good morning! 

It was lovely to see you. How was the rest of your UVA visit? 

Things got really crazy this week. I have to finish and submit a paper by MondauTuesday (long sto~). I’ll write our IRB next week~ promise :) 

Talk soon. 

tIave a great weekend, 

Sophie 

On Apr 7, 2011 5:48 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstrotnan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Sophie. I miss you! J 

> I had a g~eat trip to Indy and am now back at the grind. I will send you my 

> notes ve~ ~on. Continue to shine, my fi-iend. 

> Hugs, 
> 

> 

> 

> debby 

> Go tIeels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> Sport Administration Faculty - e3 

> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

> Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 

> Leadership & Honors Organization) 
> 

> 

> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <http://www.unc.edn/depts/exerci~/sport administration> 

> http:/i~v.unc.edu/depts~’exe~iseispo~t administration 
> 

> ’"][’he single biggest problem in communicalion is the illusion that it has 
> taken place." G.B. Shaw 





A B C D E F G H 

i 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4O 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Return to @gmail.com by Monday, 

Applicant’s Name Additional Recall Notes Total 

Automatically Scored 

240.40 
236.70 
236.17 
235.90 
235.50 
232.70 
231.50 
231.20 
226.50 

225.90 
225.8 

220.96 
220.60 

214.60 
214.6 

217.60 
213.10 
213.20 
214.90 
213.50 
203.20 
201.00 
196.60 
190.60 
188.80 

187.60 

186.40 

180.10 
172.40 
167.75 
164.00 

Scoresheet 

30 
26 
29 
31 
29 
28 
30 
28 
26 
30 
32 
27 
27 
24 
30 
24 
28 
26 
28 
25 
26 
25 
26 
24 
24 
23 
22 
24 
23 
27 
23 

Scoresheet 

32 
30 
29 
31 
28 
28 
28 
29 
28 
26 
28 
26 
27 
25 
24 
27 
26 
28 
26 
24 
24 
23 
25 
21 
22 
21 
22 
25 
19 
22 
18 

Scoresheet 

23.8 
29.2 

17.87 
25.2 
24.8 
27.2 
24.8 
25.5 
23 

24.5 
25.1 

24.56 
27.5 
19 
24 

20.1 
22.7 
24.1 
24.3 
27.3 
24 
21 

21.3 
20.7 
21.4 
19.1 
21.8 
21.9 
21 

19.75 
20.7 

Scoresheet 

30 
26 
29 
27 
27 
28 
31 
27 
24 
25 
29 
27 
30 
34 
25 
24 
28 
24 
27 
25 
24 
25 
22 
26 
18 
25 
21 
19 
14 
19 
15 

Scoresheet 

J 

! Scoresheet 

36.1 251 
30.8 33i 

35.2 33i 

33.9 20i 

34.4 30i 

30 20i 

31.1 251 
33.1 23i 
31.5 30i 

34.9 23i 

33 22i 

29.6 231 

32 16i 
30.1 26i 
35.8 22i 
29.7 18i 
31.1 20i 
30.8 201 

30.41 25i 

27.1 19i 
27i 28i 

26.7 211 

30.71 191 
18.2 291 

26.3 17: 
26.3 181 

27.1 15! 

30.2 211 

23i 14i 

21.9 19i 

Scoresheet 

K 

Scoresheet 

341 29.5 

37i 24.7 

36i 27.1 

36i 31.8 

33i 29.3 

39i 32.5 

351 26.6 

34i 31.6 

34i 30 

29i 30.4 

27i 26.8 

34i 27.4 

311 25.5 

36i 28.6 

34i 21.5 

35i 29.7 

32i 28.7 

31i 29 

321 26.8 
34i 22.8 

31i 28.1 
29i 23 
29i 25.6 
291 20.2 

261 30.2 

31i 25.2 

351 20.3 

27! 21.1 

251 19.2 

25i 18 
27i 19.4 

147.20 19 19 20.7 22 Oi 271 241 i5.5 

103.60 28 0 22.1 0 Oi Oi 321 21.5 
112.80 33 0 22.2 0 Oj. Oi 321 25.6 
76.80 30 0 22.3 0 01 Oi Oi 24.5 

66.50 24 0 22.5 0 01 01 01 20 

76.55 25 0 23.95 0 0.1.. Oi Oi 27.6 

70.90 29 0 23.1 0 0 Oi Oi 18.8 
72.35 28 0 21.45 0 0 Oi Oi 22.9 

66.80 23 0 19.9 0 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

A 

Organization Name 

6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 IOptionall~, Scored 

B 

Total Score 

240.40 

236.70 

236.17 

235.90 

235.50 

232.70 

231.50 

231.20 

226.50 

225.90 

225.80 

220.96 

#REF! 

220.60 

214.60 

213.10 

213.20 

214.90 

213.50 

203.20 

201.00 
196.60 
190.60 
188.80 
187.60 
186.40 
180.10 
172.40 
167.75 
164.00 
147.20 

0.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 8, 2011 10:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: At IA Internship & Supervisor Positions Available 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 

919/962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    AHA Internship & Supervisor Positions Available 
[)ate: t;ri, 8 Apr 2011 04:40:35 -0700 
From: Richard Skinner <richard@americanhospitalityacademy.com> 
Reply-To: <richard@americanhospitalityacademy.com > 
To: Richard Skinner <richard@americanhospitali~’academy.com> 

To whom it may concern 
’]?he American }Iospitali~ Academy (AHA) has el~ioyed the students we have 
hosted from your college in the past and would like to let you know that 
we are still hiring both internship and supervisors positions in both 
Resort Activities and Hospitali~" in ,N/{yrtle Beach, SC.Our internship 
positions include housing, transportation to and from training site, 
utilities, shopping trips, and a $400 monthly stipend.Positions are 
filling up fast, so they need to apply very soon 
If you have an outstanding student that you would recommend ]2~r our 
superwsor position, please :[’eel free to send them my contact 
information I can then have a member of our management team contact them 
to set up an intelwiew. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me or give me 
a call. 
Thank you for passing this opportunity onto your students. 
Have a great day[ 
Richard Skinner 
/Program Director/ 

/WE HA\rE MOVED - Ne~v address & contact number/ 
American Hospitali~" Academy 
1551 21st Avenue N. 
Suite 8 
Myrtle Beach, SC 28577 
Direct: 843 -353 - 1970 
Fax:843-353-1971 
Toll Free: 888-859-5293 
Email:richard @americanhospitalit’yacademy.com 
<lnailto :a~ril(O)americat~hos~italitv academv, com> 
Web :,aaxxv. americ anho spitalit’3~ac adetW. com 
<httl~ :/iwww. americar~hospitalitvacademv.com/> 

/"Leaders look at life through the windshield, not the rearview mirror. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 4:03 PM 

’Billy J Hawkins’ <bhawk@nga.edtp 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtp 

RE: Copyedited version 

Stroman Edwaxds Economic Chapter UPDATE- 3.docx 

Hi Billy. I hope all is well on your end~ 
I was starting to do my final edits and noticed that my chapter did NOT include the tables (Le., my last revised version 3). Should I proceed to edit rny chapter from 
tMs version of the entire book? (Is this chapter my most recent version?) Or sho@d ~ wak for you to send me the chapter again to revise and g~ve my fina~ edits? ~ 
attached the ~ast version of mv chapter ~ sent you. 
Thanks. 

919 84.3 0336 
~tt~://e~‘u~c‘edu/u~de~gr~du~te-~r~g~m/b~qn-e~/~r~dmh~tr~t~n/~ve~v~e~/ 

~ma Billy 3 Hawkins [mailto: bhawk@uga.edu] 
Se.t= Wednesday, March $0, 2011 ~:01 PH 
Te= colin@c-king.demon.co.ug michaelqomax@uiowa.edu; f@gmail.com; :epkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson: ~gmaKcom: staurows@ithaca.edu; 
swa~ler2@utk.edu; Akilah Ca~er; Deborah Stroman: @gmail.com; :ames Hcgean, HPP 
C¢= fpolite@utk.edu 
SubjeCt= RE: Copyedited version 

See a~chment 
Dr. Billy Hawkins 

Associate Professor 
Depa~ment of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
UnivemiW of Georgia 

Athens, GA 30602 
".._pdwte research is ~ sterile ivo~ tower unless it is translated into public #oliw ..... "Gordon Lewis 

From: Billy J Hawkins 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; 

swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah CaCcer; Deborah Stroman; 
Cc: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: Copyedited version 

@gmail.com; jchepyat@uga.edu; 
@gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

Fellow Contributors, 
We greatly appreciate your contribution and patience. We are making progress and moving towards an August 2011 release. We need your final 
input on the copy edited version from the publisher. 

Attached is a copy edited version of the book volume. If you agree with the changes, please advised via email before April 14th. If you have any 
questions or minor changes, please make changes using track change and return before April 14th. 

Once again, thank you, and I look forward to your responses. 

All the best, 
Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tovver unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 4:37 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; ’Ed Shields’ <shields@email.unc.edu-~; Southa]l, Richaxd Michaxd 

<southall@email.unc.edu-~; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 
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Athletes for Gav Rights 

March 30, 2011 

Hudson Taylor, who graduated last year from the University of Maryland at College Park, was a 

dominant force in college wrestling. He is a three-time All-American, tied for fifth in career pins in the 

all-time National Collegiate Athletic Association record books, and holds the school record for career 

wins at Maryland. Now assistant wrestling coach at Columbia University, Taylor said that he hopes to 

become best known not for his wins on the mat, but for taking a stand against homophobia and 

transphobia in sports. 

Taylor, who is straight, founded Athlete Ally a few months ago as "a resource to encourage athletes, 

coaches, parents, fans and other members of the sports community to respect all individuals in sports, 

regardless of perceived or actual sexual-orientation or gender identity or expression." As of Monday, 

more than 2,000 individuals have signed Hudson’s Athlete Ally pledge, "to lead my athletic community 

to respecting and welcoming all persons." 

Hudson’s nonprofit organization is one of the few of its type supporting the acceptance of gay and 

lesbian athletes, particularly those playing at the intercollegiate level. There are few openly gay and 

lesbian athletes in the NCAA’s high-profile Division I. Last year, however, Kye Allums became the first 

openly transgender Division I basketball player when he came out as a member of the women’s team at 

George Washington University. 

And though Allums’s coming out was accepted by the George Washington community and created little 

stir after basketball season began, LGBT athletes and coaches still face significant difficulties. Take the 

case of Lisa Howe, a women’s soccer coach at Belmont University, who was reportedly pushed out last 

year after revealing that she is a lesbian and her partner is having a baby. While there are out lesbians in 

college sports, there are very few out gay men, particularly in Division I teams and others that attract 

the most attention. 

Hudson said he hopes his organization and the pledge can help change attitudes about gays and lesbians 

in sports -- a community he admits has not always been accepting of those who are different -- one 

individual at a time. 

"The athletic community is a diverse one and there are many different layers to it," Hudson said. "This 

pledge is aimed at anyone that’s involved in sports in any way. Sports have the potential to reach people 

at an early age about what is and what is not acceptable. For instance, today’s coaches were yesterday’s 

athletes. Athletics is not one-dimensional. As someone in the wrestling community, I’m just trying to 

reach as many people as I can and get people to join the discussion on this issue." 

Hudson became a straight advocate for the LGBT community while at Maryland, where he majored in 

interactive performance arts. He said witnessing many of his classmates in the theater department 

come out changed him. Getting to know members of the gay and lesbian community personally did not 



gel with the kind of homophobic language and rhetoric being used by his wrestling teammates in the 

locker room across campus. 

"1 felt like I had the ability to do something about it," said Hudson of the language he heard. "That’s 

when I started trying to talk to my teammates about their word consciousness and how they speak to 

each other and other people. That kind of homophobic language has become so normalized for athletes 

of my generation that most times those slurs are not meant specifically as words of hate. Like saying, 

’That’s so gay’ or something. That’s a huge problem that needs to be overcome. My teammates and 

friends just weren’t conscious of the effect their language could have on others." 

Hudson became noted for his activism while wrestling at Maryland. He wore a Human Rights Campaign 

sticker with its trademark equal sign on his headgear during matches to promote the cause of LBGT 

acceptance in athletics. 

Now that Hudson’s career as a college athlete is over, he said he hopes he can make a difference by 

turning Athlete Ally into a growing resource for gays and lesbians in search of accepting teams and 

institutions. For example, if athletics administrators or coaches at an institution sign the pledge, Hudson 

plans to list it in a searchable database on the website. 

"Some LGBT athletes are scared to participate in sports because they don’t know if they’re going to have 

a friend in this fight," Hudson said. "1 think a database like this can help reach out to more athletes and 

get more people [whether straight or gay] to sign on as Ally Ambassadors." 

There is still plenty of difficulty in coming out for today’s college athletes. A gay sophomore on the 

men’s gymnastics team at a Big Ten Conference institution who spoke on condition of anonymity -- 

because he has yet to come out to his teammates -- said he hopes that by signing the pledge he can 

help create a community in which gay athletes feel comfortable coming out. He explained that, at his 

institution, many athletes in sports like gymnastics feel the pressure to express straight qualities to 

avoid being stereotyped as gay. 

"It’s a very simple thing," the gymnast said. "The idea is that when people stop using homophobic terms 

and language that it’ll create a movement of acceptance on campus. This is an issue I’m passionate 

about, so I’m glad to help, especially since most people don’t know where to look for resources." 

Julie Beer, women’s lacrosse coach at Centre College, in Kentucky, is one of the many athletics 

administrators to have signed the Athlete Ally pledge. Beer is a lesbian who said she felt comfortable 

coming out when she was an athlete at Clark University, in Massachusetts. Still, she said she felt 

compelled to sign the pledge to help other athletes who may have more difficulty. 

"1 know that if I had to go through it again and my team had turned on me, that coming out would have 

been much worse for me than it was," Beer said. "But, even now, behind closed doors, I know that 

college athletics still needs to improve. People need to feel more open than they do now. Athletics is all 

about respect." 

Beer said she has spoken with two female athletes at Centre who are closeted and afraid to come out. 



"1 know one student-athlete whose friend came out and then that girl’s friends just cut her off," Beer 

said. "The student-athlete has the same fears everyone goes through. ’What if they do that to me as 

well?’ Also, I know another student-athlete who is afraid to come out because she wants to pursue a 

path in coaching and is worried it might hold her back." 

Beer said that the situation at Belmont worried her and other coaching colleagues, including one who 

she said "was pushed further back in the closet" by the incident. Still, she said she hopes her 

participation in Athlete Ally will help encourage more acceptance of LGBT individuals in college sport. 

"It’s just about having the confidence to do it," Beer said of coming out. "That’s what this is all about, 

giving more people that confidence." 

Sign the pledge: http://www.athleteally.com/home2/ 
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Losing to Win Conference 
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FYI, I had a very positive conversation with the sponsors (Law School professors) of this event at Wake Forest. I will be in attendance for some of the 
sessions. Let me know if you have any feedback, This conference is directly focused on the Black athlete-student vs. our EXSS Sport Administration/CSRl 
Conference (April 20-22) at the Friday Center. (Note: Coach Roy Williams will speak at CSRI.) 
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Wake Forest 
Benson University Center 

University 

Schedule at a Glance - Attendees 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 

8:45-9:00am Opening Remarks 
Jill Tiefenthaler, PhD, Provost, Professor of Economics, Wake Forest University 

9:00-10:15am Panel I 

The co~ssiders;b~e reve~ques generated by Division I ~nslitL~ions from revenue stres;ms including te~evisio~q contracts, 
naming r~gNs, ~ickets sales, arid tiqe marketir~g of athlete ~r~]ages and other ir~tellec~ua~ properly raise qL~es~ons 

regarding both the appropriate role of big-time college athletics within o=.~r ~nst~t=.~t~ens of highe, r education and the 
nature of the relatio~sship between student-athletes and their institutions With respect to the ~atter, critics of big-time 

~ntercollegiate atNe~ics assert tha~ the economic and other ~nstitutional ber~efits derived by DivMon ~ colleges and 
universities a~e so disproport~o~sate to the educational, social and otiqer bene~s dedved by studen~-atNetes as to 

create a severe imbala~ce in th~s relationship This important question ~s of particular relevance to African American 
student-athletes at ~he D~vis~on I (BCS) leve~ given tha~ they comprise the majority of a~hletes ~r~ the revell[Je- 

producing sports, baske~ba~ and lbotball Pa~sel~sts w~ exam~se th~s ~mportan~ question [rom historical, social, ~e~al 
arid econorrfic perspectives. 

Presider: 
Timothy Davis, JD, John W. & Ruth H. Turnage Professor of Law, Wake Forest 
University School of Law 

Presenters: 
David K. Wiggins, PhD, Professor & Director, School of Recreation Management, 
George Mason University 

Robert A. McCormick, JD, Professor of Law, Michigan State University School of 
Law 

Amy C. McCormick, JD, Professor of Law, Michigan State University School of Law 

Ahmed Taha, JD, PhD, Professor of Law, Wake Forest University School of Law 

Rodney K. Smith, JD, President, Southern Virginia University 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 
Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 



Losing to Win: 

10:30-11:45am 

12:00-12:45pm 

12:45-1:30pro 

1:30-2:45pm 

Discussions of Race and Intercollegiate Sports Conference 2 

Panel 2 

The authors of a 2005 study examined why entry-level positions (piayers} in team spoils are inte{irated but managerial ievei 

posit~ens often are not. and why managerial positions are more ~ntegrated h~ so~e spo~ls than etchers. For instance, players 
are more integrated than coaches and administrators, and basketba~ is more integrated ~har~ footbal~ The authors co~]ch.~ded 

that at the rnar~ager~al ~evels of professio~]al sport, subconscio~s racism combines w~th ~nsfl~ut~onal complexity, which 
increases the d~Mculty of measur~r~g ca~]didates’ relative qualilicafions, and ~mits opportunities 1or African Americar~s 
According to the reports’ authors, the decision-making process for rnsnagena~ positions ~s "replete w~th ambiguity 
~mcer~ainfy ]his w]certainty e~]courages the ~se of stereotypes, a~trbut~ons, and dec~sior~ lrame biases to simplify th~s 

s~Jb~ec~ve decision] process. These biases work to the detrirner~t of m~r~ori~y man, ageria~ candidates/ Panelists wi~ examir~e 
whether the factors that co~]tdbu~ed ~o the repod~s cor~c~us~on co~]tmue ~o reside ~n proless~ona~ spods ~r~ so doing~ they 

address lep~cs including: The ~ack of d~vers~ty ~r~ administrative and some coach~]g pesi~ons ~] intercollegiate a~h~etics; 
slgrfificance of the recent ~ncrease ~n tile rwmber of/~[rican Amer~ca~] head leotball ceaches and whether ce~lege presidents 
have r~ot bee~] dfec~ive advecates let achieving greeter d~vers~ty ~] ~n~ercolleg~ate spor~s; arid ~he merit of increesed d~vers~ty 

~n admirfistrative and ceacNr~g posit~ens ~n college sperts. The availability e~ lega~ precess es a means of achieving 
increased diversi~y in adrrfimstrat~o~] e~]d coadfing rallies ol ~n~ercol]eg~ate a~h]et~cs wi]] a~so be examined 

Presider: 
Omari S. Simmons, JD, Associate Professor of Law, Wake Forest University School 
of Law 

Presenters: 
N. Jeremi Duru, Esq, Associate Professor of Law, Beasley School of Law, Temple 
U n ive rs ity 

Michael Sagas, EdD, Professor and Chair, Department of Tourism, Recreation and 
Sport Management, University of Florida 

Linda S. Greene, JD, Evjue-Bascom Professor of Law, University of Wisconsin 
School of Law 

Leslie E. Wong, EdD, President, Northern Michigan University 
Featured Speaker 

Richard Lapchick, PhD 
Chair, DeVos Spo~ Business Management 

Director, Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Spots 
Executive Director, National ConsoAium for Academics and Spots 

University of Central Florida 
Author of study examining the Graduation Success Rates and Academic Progress Rates of teams competing in the 

Men’s NCAA basketball tournament and compares the performance in the classroom br African-American and white 

basketball student-athletes 

LUNCH 
Attendees: On your own 

Presiders, Presenters: Lunch in the ~agnolia Room 
Panel 3 

In 1995, resesrchers delined s~ereotype threat as referrir~g to ’be~]g at dsk e~ Co~lfffnIMg, as selPcharacterisbc, a r~egali’~e 
stereotype about one’s 9roup.’; Th~s panel w~ll explore 1he concept of stereotype threaL whether ~t is prevalent in 

inte~co~ieg~ate athh~t~cs and, ~f so, how it msn~fests Presenters ,,~/il~ also offer suggestions on mechanisms fo~ combatting 
stereotype threat and ~ls negatwe ~mp~icat~ons for the academic achievement of Afdcan Amedcan student-at~leles. 

Presider: 
Hunter H. Willard, Assistant Director Student-Athlete Services Academic, Wake 
Forest University 

Presenters: 
Jeff Stone, PhD, Professor of Psychology, University of Arizona 

Andrew Billings, PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Communication, 
Clemson University 

Rich Robeson, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Social Medicine, UNC Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine, and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Bioethics, Wake Forest 
University Center for Bioethics, Health & Society 

Anthony Williams (former WFU student-athlete-football), University Fellow, Office of 
Multicultural Affairs, Wake Forest University 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 



Losing to Win: 

3:00-4:15pm 

4:15-5:15pm 

5:30-6:30pm 

Discussions of Race and Intercollegiate Sports Conference 3 

Panel 4 

~V~ost Division I ~-:st~t=.~t~ons n-:;~nta~n ed~nsive academic ;~-:d other s=.~pport ~se~vices for student--athletes ~~s panel 
w~ ;~ddress the success of student-support s.~p/~ces’, ~-: n-:eet~-.:~ the academic; emotions:: and soc~s~ needs of Afdcsn 

American studer~t-c~thle[es h] so, do::~sg ette~s~ion w~:::: be devoted ~o whet~-~er s~Jpport serwces c~re get, red toward 
p~otectir~g eligibility or fos~ed~sg true ~csder~sic schiever~se~ Give~ recent scenarists regardir~g the irr~p~opde~ies 
committed by ac;~ders~c perso~-:ne~, panelist ~,~,~ii ;~so addr.~ss how to str~ke t~-:e spprop:~ste balance ~-: p:ov~dhs9 

academic support 

Presider: 
Dwight A. Lewis, Associate Athletic Director, Student-Athlete Se~ices, Wake Forest 
U n ive rsity 

Presenters: 
George B. Cunningham, PhD, Division of Sport Management, Laboratory for 
Diversity in Sport, Center for Sport Management Research & Education, Texas A&M 
U n ive rsity 

Donald Reed, PhD, Sr. Assoc. ADiAthlete Academic Services, University of Buffalo 

Mary Brunk (former WFU student-athletic manager-men’s basketball), Assistant 
Director, Academic Services, Georgia Tech Athletic Association 

Timothy Fuller (former WFU student-athlete-basketball), Assistant Basketball 
Coach, University of Louisville 

Reception 

(for all conference attendees) 
Featured Speaker 

Jeffrey Benedict, PhD 
Sports Illustrated Writer, Aut:hor 

Professor, Southern Virginia University 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium 
Lobby 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 



Losing to Win: 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 

Discussions of Race and Intercollegiate Sports Conference 4 

8:15-8:45pm 

9:00-10:15am 

10:30-11:45am 

Opening Speaker 

Joel Stitzel, PhD 
Center for Injury Biomechanics 

WFU Medical School 

Panel 5 

Assum~n~ stereotyp~c;~:: rae~a~ beliefs of student-~+th~et~s persist h~ ~nte~co::::e~:~t~ athletics; th~s psne~ w~ 
seve~a~ questions that emer£~e ~r~dud~r~£~: whe~he~ med~a coverage of: ~r~te~colleg~ate a~h~etics creates 

pe~petua[es the ~mp~c~t be~+fs ths~ :~r~deg~e ~he cegr~t~ve b+ses [hat shape rsda~ at~[:~des of s[uderfi+th~e[es? 
Whe[he~ wh~[e athletes ~ece~ve more rayonable p~ess covers~e than Afl~ca~ Ar~e~~car~ shJderfi+th==e[es? Whether 

the 8ccos~phs~i~l-=e~-~t8 of Afrh::an American student-athletes are devalued as s consequence ef stt~buthi9 their 
success ~o ~nnate phys:=ca~ ch~r~c~er:=st~cs a~sd wha~ are the b~oade~ ~rr~p~cet~o~ss of such ~t~Hbu~or~? On the other 

h~nd, ~re sloth s~.~g£sest~o~ss inappropriate since the med~a mere==y ~eport ~he ebse~ed behav:=or of s~.~der~t- 
s~h~etes? h~ add~t~o~ to exp~egr~£~ whether rac~a== b+s exists ~ [he p~esen~at~o~ of the ~mages of wh~e a~d b==sck 
stL~dent-ath~etes, the paneiists will address mechanisms fer changing this narrative, psdi,::u~sriy as ~t ~elates to 

Afr:=ca~] Ar~se~~can st~JdenbetNetes Par~ehsts w:===== a~so ~ddress hb~r~£S pr~c~ces ~hat ~mpac~ the cor~spos~t:=on of med~a 
perso~sa==~ties thai cove~ mte~coHegiate 

Presider: 
John Llewellyn, PhD, Professor of Communication, Wake Forest University 

Presenters: 
Frank Matthews, JD, Publisher, Adjunct Professor, Diverse: Issues in Higher 
Education 

Kevin B. Blackistone, PhD, Shirley Povich Chair in Sports Journalism, Philip Merrill 
College of Journalism, University of Maryland 

Thomas O’Toole, Colleges Editor, USA Today 

LaChina Robinson (former WFU student-athlete-basketball), Broadcaster, 

ESPNiFox, NCAA, and WNBA 

Panel 6 

]he F~CFU~t~IeRt pFOC~SS; 3 C~e;~:: eo~-fiF~ep~-~t ~e ~-:~e Success, h;~s ~ere~s~: ce~11~ :JF~er so[u~/~u~ ~o 

aiieged ~mprop~~et~es ~r~dud~r~£] ~r~]p~oper ::+sdt~cements arid mis~epreser~tat~oi]s made by coaches Particip~+nts on 
[his pa~se== w~H touch er~ [he intersections of race arid s:~ch iss~+s ~[ w~ fec:~s princ~paliy, however, or~ whether 

rec~uiters g~ve dL~e cor~siderat~o~s [o the challer~ges ~hat Africa~s American athletes are ~ikely to enco:~nte~ its 
becoming fully ~ntegrated into the so,::~;~l mainstream ef their institution, s after they arrive on csn-:pL~s What 

q~Jest:=ons shoL~==d athletes’ parents ask d~.~rh]~ the ~ecru~tment process :=n a~ter~spt~n9 ~o protect the ~nte~ests o~ their 
sor~s and dsughte~s? ~[ w~ a~so examine the r~onacsder+c cha~e~ges Afl~ca~ Ar~e~~car~ shJderfi+th==e[es er~ceurfie~ 

or~ce they sr~~ve on camp:~ses F~a====y, the psr~e~ addresses the ur~de~represe~afion o[ Lat~r~os ~r~ ~erco~eg~ate 
athletics and examine whether they encounter soc~;~== ssshsilat~on issues th;~t differ from those of African American 

stude~]t-.a~h::etes af~e~ ~hey amve o~] cc~]p~s 

Presider: 
Julius ~otti~gham, Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Office 

Presenters: 
Kellen B. Winslow Sr., JD, Director of Athletics & Student Wellness, Central State 
University, NFL Hall of Fame tight end 

Brenda Mock Kirkpatrick (former WFU student-athlete-basketball), Assistant 
Women’s Basketball Coach, University of Florida 

Christopher David Ruiz Cameron, JD, Professor of Law, Southwestern Law 
School, Los Angeles 

Cory Randolph, JD (former WFU student-athlete-football), Legal Intern, SSA 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 



Losing to Win: 

12:00-12:45pm 

12:454:45pro 

1:45-2:45pm 

2:45-4:15pm 

Discussions of Race and Intercollegiate Sports Conference 5 

Featured Speaker 

Rodney Rogers 
Former NBA Player and Wake Forest University Student-Athlete 

Presider: 
Beth Hopkins, Director of Outreach, Professor of Practice, Wake Forest University 

Interviewer: 
Tyler Caldwell (former UNC student-athlete-football), Law Student, Wake Forest 
University School of Law 

Closing Remarks: 
Dave Odom, Former Men’s Basketball Coach, Wake Forest University 

Emily Giffin, (former WFU student-athletic manager-men’s basketball), Author 

LUNCH 
Attendees: On your own 

Presiders, Presenters: Lunch in the Magnolia Room 
Panel 7 

Tiit~ /IX and G~nd~r 

F~t::e ~X has s~bsL~n~ally co~tHb~.~d to ~yeate~ ~q~.~ty Ib~ wome~ ~tt;de~F~thl~t~cs. ,~ I~n~eHn~ quesf:or~= however 

is whether worr~ei] of co::or hs;ve benellted from ~ncre8;sed 8;thlet~c o[:,portt~is~t~es to the same esfter~t ~;s white female 

st~ide~s~-athMes. For exampie~ the grewth 
basketbsii and trscl, i oth,~pT,/ise, ~qercolle{:~ate athletic participation-: by biack women has langL~shed This panei w~:::: 
address the c~l~.~ra::, economic and rac::a:: factors ~het explain s~Jch dispedt::es 1his pane~ w:::::: e::so address ~ac~ors 
tha~ co~s~rib~.~te to the Lack of spoit adminis~rat::ve opport~r~::t~es br wome~s o~ color e~sd the ~se of lega~ process to 

achieve g~es~er eq~i~y for wemen of color in s~ aspects of ~s~ercoliegiate athie~ics. 
Presider: 
Angela Ha~e~, PhD, Research Professor, Wake Forest University 

Presenters: 
Jacquelyn Bridgeman, JD, Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, Professor of Law, 
University of Wyoming 

Alfred Mathewson, JD, Professor of Law, University of New Mexico, School of Law 
Panel 8 

~O~NG RO~VD~~: 

The program’s co~dudh~[:~ panel w~ bring together d~stingu~shed panelists well versed ~ vanous aspects of college 
sports Through use o~ a ~oL~nd~ab~e discL~ssbn faro]at, panelists will re~lect o~s what ~hey perceive as the most 
pressing ~ssues hq ~s~ercolleg~ate atNet~cs and iqow race intersects witiq t~ese ~ssL~es. Pane~b~s ~’~ also expbre 

wiqat car~ be done to address ~hese prob~er~]s arid arr~el~orate any adverse rac~a~ impact of ~hem 

Presider: 
Earl Smith, PhD, Department of Sociology, Wake Forest University 

Presenters: 
Kenneth L. Shropshire, JD, David W. Hauk Professor, The Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania 

Amy P, Perko, Executive Director, Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

DeMaurice Smith, JD, Executive Director, National Football League Players 
Association 

Bernard Franklin, Executive Vice President, National Collegiate Athletic 
Association 

Alphonso Smith (former WFU student-athlete-football), Cornerback, Detroit Lions 
of NFL 

Closing Remarks 
Professor Timothy Davis & Dr. Earl Smith 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

4:15-4:30pm                                                                             Pugh Auditorium, 
Benson University 
Center 

4:30pro Adjourn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 5:37 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.tmc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Sport Conference on Wednesday 

PROGIL~\M-WEB-040411- Losing- to- WinATTENDEES.pdf 

Hi Kevin. Not sure if you are aware of this event on next Wednesday and Thursday. This conference is similar to the one (I mentioned to you previously 

during one of our one-on-ones) I am planning with the Institute of African American Research (IAAR). 

http:!/Iosingtowin.wfu.edu/sched ule/ 

I was thinking of asking for a "pass" from the faculty meeting on Wednesday. I will go through the conference schedule and see if I can make both work 

though. I spoke to the sponsors (Law School profs) at Wake Forest about my participation in the future. Note: They also support our CSRI conference. 

Hope you had a great trip! 

d 

Go I Ieels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

I, JNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV es 

EN~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Busi~aess Club & Sig,ma Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & I Ionors Organization) 

315 ~Vool]en CB#~ 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.&t-3.0336 

htt}~://www~urtc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~=admm~st~arton 

"The sing/e biggest prob!ern in cornmunication is the i,~tusion that it has taken piace." G.B. Shaw 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

CentList @yahoo.com> 

Samrda’y-, April 9, 20l 1 9:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Paying College Athletes--The PERFECT Way 

For t!e,e PERFECT way to pay college athletes, visit ww~, pcaa us 



Lan e~ c~i~ ke~ ~ ~ fi ~ke t@mnc:e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CEES Advisory Boal~l ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 9, 2011 4:26 PM 

CEES Selection Committee <cees selec@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ceesselect] *URGENT* Inaccurate Top Ten 

TOTALS cees scoresheet2011.xls 

I realized while re- reading the top ten applications today that I didn’t give you the correct Top Ten scoring applications. I’m so sony for the inconvenience that this 

causes everyone! I’d forgotten that I’d frozen the column to the left and so it didn’t sort that column when it sorted the totals - I can’t believe that I didn’t notice it 

sooner. 

The Top Ten actually axe: 

And we’re al~ considering 

If that leaves out someone that you feel passionate about, email the listserv to add them on to the list as ~on as you can. Please let me know if you have any questions 

about this. 

Best, 

Carolina Experience Enrichment Scholarship 
~gmail.corn 

CEESunc.org 

You are currently subscribed to cees select as: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=37629886.1cffebe91741fldaae5b75748446e308&n=T&l=cees select&o=28989054 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28989054-37629886.1cI’7ebe91741 fldaae5b75748446e308@listserv.unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dm~ Le~), <dle~y@wmgllc.com> 

Saturday, April 9, 2011 8:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thurs 

Debby, 

I hope all is well. 

I wanted to let you know that it looks like I need to travel with Geno Auriemma this week for an appearance and will not return until late Thurs night. I am really sorry for the late notice but I 

could work to find a fellow Wasserman colleague to fill-in if you were interested. 

Let me know your thoughts and we can also look at a future date if that made more sense for you 

Talk with you soon, 

Dan 

Dan Le,~N 

Wasserman Media Group, LLC 

919.2566650 ~,w) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrews, Vernon <vandrews@csuchico.edu.; 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 12:36 AM 

Billy J Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; @gmail.com; Jepkorir ROSE 

Chepyator-thomson <jchewat@uga.edu>;                ~gma~l.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Carter 

<arcarte@hlkn.ta~nu.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; @gmml.com; Jmnes McBean, MPP 

<jmcbean@jhu.edu> 

fpolite@utk.edu 

RE: Academic bids 

Brief biG 2011 .docx; CV March 2011 Andrews.pdf 

Hey Billy: 

Here is my biG. By the way, wanted to let you and Fritz know I am back in the U.S.A for good and on the job market. 

I am attaching ray CV also, just in case. Primarily looking for a one-year post starting fall 2011, and later, once my book is published, a tenure-track post. 

Keep me in ruind. 

Vern Andrews 

From: Billy J Hawkins [bha~vk@uga.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 8:31 PM 

To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-loruax@uiowa.edu; 
swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Carter; Deborah Stroman; 
Cc: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: Academic bio’s 

~gruail.coru; Jepkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson; 
~gruail.coru; James McBean, 2vfl~P 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

Dear Contributing Authors, 
As we move closer to finalizing this project, we would like to receive frora each of you a brief biG. The punisher has limited the bio’s to 50 words - very brief. Your bio’s should include your 
current positions and institutional affiliation, research and teaching interest, and highest degree and the awarding institution. We would like to receive these bio’s by March 31 st. You could 
either send your bio’s as a Word attactwnent or within an email. 

We are grateful for your contribution and patience, and look forward to finalizing this project. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Bill?- Ha;vkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
LTniversi~z of Georgia 

Athens, GA 30602 

"...private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy...." Gordon Lewis 



Brief Bio 

Vernon L. Andrews, Ph.D. 

Vernon L. Andrews, Ph.D., received his doctorate in sociology from the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison. From 1996 to 2009 Dr. Andrews served as a faculty member of the 

American Studies Department at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. 

In 2009 he served as a visiting scholar in the religious studies department at California State 

University, Chico, and in 2010-2011 Dr. Andrews conducted research and taught as a visiting 

professor in the management department at CSU, Chico. His research interrogates 

institutional diversity and nonverbal and verbal expression and conflict in sports and other 

social institutions. Dr. Andrews was raised in Oakland, California, where he will on occasion 

visit and attend Raiders, Warriors and Athletics sporting events. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 12:13 PM 

usa3002@fedex.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

DLS Notecards 

200 notecards 

3x6 

DLS on the lower right-hand corner 

Sea Spray 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single bNgest problem in communicotion is the illusion thot it hos token pfoce." G.B. Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrews, Vernon <vandrews@csuchico.edu.; 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 4:44 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic bids 

Deborah: 

So great to hear from you Glad to see you are well. I’d love to come visit at Chapel Hill Once things settle in September, let’s check in again and see if it could ~vork. Hope all else is well ~vith 
writing and teaching. 

Regards, 

Vern Andrews 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 9:12 AM 
To: Andrews, Vernon 
Subject: RE: Academic bio’s 

Hi Vernon Welcome back! I hope to see you in 2011 My life has been a 
whirlwind since we comnected t~vo years ago. Life is good in Chapel Hill and 
maybe you can come visit soon. 

Blessings, 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu/undervradua te-provram/ba-in-ex ss/sport-administrationJov 
erview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gil~s. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andrews, Vernon [mailto:vandrews(@csuchico.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 12:36 AM 
To: Billy J Hawkins; colin@c-king.demon.co uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; 

~@gmail corn; Jepkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson; 
5@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; swaller2@utk edu; Akilah 

Carter; Deborah Stroman; @gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 
Cc: fpolite@utk edu 
Subject: RE: Academic bio’s 

Hey Bil~: 

Here is ray bio. By the ~vay, wanted to let you and Fritz know I am back in 
the U.S.A. for good and on the job market. 

I am attaching ray CV also, just in case. Primarily looking for a one-year 
post starting fall 2011, and later, once ray book is published, a 
tenure-track post. 

Keep me in ruind. 

Vern Andrews 

From: Billy J Hawkins [bhawk@uga.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 8:31 PM 

To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-loruax@uiowa.edu; ~gmail.com; 
Jepkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson;                 @gmail.com; 

staurows@ithaca.edu; swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Carter; Deborah Stroman; 
@gmail.com; James McBean, Mt~P 

Cc: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: Acaderaic bio’s 

Dear Contributing Anthors, 
As we move closer to finalizing this project, we would like to receive from 
each of you a briefbio. The publisher has limited the bio’s to 50 words - 
verb, brief. Your bio’s should include your current positions and 
institutional affiliation, research and teaching interest, and highest 
degree and the awarding institution We would like to receive these bio’s by 
March 31 st. You could either send your bio’s as a Word attachment or within 
an email 

We are grateful for your contribution and patience, and look forward to 
finalizing this project. 

Thank you, 



Dr. Eilly Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 

Athens, GA 30602 

"... private research is a sterile ivocz tower uaaless it is translated into 
public policy..." Gordon Lewis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Sophie Trawalter <s~trawalter@virginia.edu> 

Snnday, April 10, 2011 4:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Losing to Win Conference 

Very cool! If yon go to the session on stereo.type threat, you might ask the panel whether they think fftereoD’pe threat applies to athlete-students (see? I remembered!) 

and their academic perfonnaxace. There’s a lot of resem~ch showing that stereo~pe threat applies mostly (if not only) to students who are identified ruth the domain; in 

this case, academics. This is why we’ll be looking into another mechanism; namely, branding/objectification and s~dents’ inabili~’ to smtch from being an athlete to 

being a student when entering the class~oom. 

Have fun! 

Sophie 

On Fri, Apr 8, 2011 at 5:31 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstrotnan~)email.unc.edu > wrote: 

FYI. I had a veD~ positive conversation ruth the sponsors (Law School professors) of this event at Wake Forest. I roll be in attendance for some of the sessions. Let 

me ki~ow if you have any feedback. This conference is directly focnsed on the Black athlete- s~dent vs. our EXSS Sport Administration/CSRI Conference (April 

20-22) at the Friday Center. (Note: Coach Roy Williams will speak at CSRI.) 

http://losingtowin.~4"u.edu/~hedulei 

http://www.csriconference.org/ 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Spoilt Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

::.~.i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 

Sophie Tmwalter 

Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Psychology 
Universib, of Virginia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 6:53 PM 

AUNDREA.LYONS@HAMPTONU.EDU; Stroman, Deb.~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

CSRI Case Study (Solution Paper) 

CSRI Solutiou Papers (Grad).zip; ATT00001 .c; CSRI Oral Preseutation Evaluation Rubric 2011 .doc; ATT00002.c; 201 l CSRI Case 

Study Questions (Graduate).pdf 

Hello Andi, Debby, and Josh, 

First, I want to thank each of you f~r your willingness to serve as judges for the 2011 CSRI Graduate Case Study Competition. Each of you will play an integral role in this competinon and I 
really appreciate ? ( ur contributions. With that beino said I am attaching I some flies that will assist you during the evaluation of the solution papers. First, I have attached a zip file that 
includes the solution papers for the graduate teams.~lso’included in the mp file is the grading rubri£ for the evaluation of these papers Because the competition is judged using a blind 
review process, the solution papers are assigned using a basic number system leg., (1), (2), (3)] ~ ask that you simply fill this number into the attached grading rubric as you evaluate the 
papers. I think this will be pretty self-explanatory after you look over the materials. If you have any questions about this rubric, :tee[ free to contact Jeff Petersen 
~Jef~ey Peterse~@baylor.edu). Jeff is serwng as a member of the case study committee and finalized the grading rubric. 

In addition to the zip file, I hav’e also attached a copy of the actual case study question that was distributed to the students. ’]’his should be helpful when evaluating the papers :-) I am also 
including the grading rubric for the presentations in case you want to familiarize yourself" with it prinr to the competiti nn My hope is that you are able to send me your evaluations by 
Monday, April 18th by 5:00pro so that I can combine the scores prior to the presentation portion of the competition. This will allow us to quickl’~’ identi~ the winners prior to Wednesday’s 

morning announcement :-) I hope you are all doing wellt 

Coyte 

p.s. The presentation competition will take place Tuesday, April 19th at 5:00pm in Woollen 302 If possible, please come at 4:30-4:45 so we can make sure that we have you ready to go 



2011 CSRI Graduate Division 
Case Analysis Evaluation Rubric 

Judge Name/Code Case Code # 

Possible Earned Comments 

I. 40 

II. 

III. 

Category 

Isomorphic Behavior 
defined 

long term-ramifications 

upward drift 

zero-sum calculation 

application to UNCG & Elon 

High level athletic program translations 
connected to sources 

increased exposure/notoriety 

improved student body 

increased donations 

Position Statement 

Utility of intercollegiate athletics in achieving 
institutional goals (+ or - not neutral) 

Paper Form & Format 

Grammar, Spelling, Usage, APA form 
Writing Quality 

Overall paper flow & logical presentation of ideas 
Total 

40 

15 

15 

10 

120 



2011 CSRI Case Study Oral Presentation 
Evaluation Rubric 

Each item is rated on the following rubric. 

1= Very poor 2 = Poor 3 = Adequate 

School: 

Date: 

4 = Good 5 = Excellent 

Division (circle one): Undergraduate 

Time: 

Graduate 

ScoFe 
1. 

Item 
Evidence of Preparation 

Clear & logical organization 

Effective use of the 9-11 minutes 
Position on reclassification clearly stated 

Content 
The introduction grabbed audience’s attention and clearly stated 

the presentation’s specific purpose. 
Group presented accurate and relevant information 

Supporting material/research was logical and relevant 
Clear action step(s) identified 

The conclusion related to introduction 

Delivery 
Good transition between speakers 
Enthusiasm and proper elocution - clear voice with good volume 
and pronunciation 

Non-Verbal Skills 
Held attention of audience 
Eye contact 
FluidiU of body language 
Self-confidence 
Professional appearance/attire 

Mechanics of PowerPoint 
Presentation had no misspellings or grammatical errors. 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 
2 3 4 

2 3 4 
2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 
2 3 4 

2 3 4 

5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Total Score out of 80 possible: 

Please put comments below, on back, or on separate sheet and attach. 



Graduate Case Study Questions 

1 O00-Word Pa er 

1. What are the long-term ramifications for intercollegiate athletics of the isomorphic behavior by 

institutions such as Elon and UNCG that have pursued membership in Division I? You may find it helpful 

to address concepts from the case study like upward drift or zero-sum calculation in your answer, while 
also addressing scholarly materials that discuss isomorphic behavior in intercollegiate sport. 

2. As addressed in the case study, the establishment era successful, high profile intercollegiate athletics 

program has the potential to translate into other measures of institutional success, including increased 
exposure and notoriety, an improved student body, and increase donations. Exanfine the scholarly 

literature as it relates to these measures of institutional success, and write a position statement regarding 

the utility of intercollegiate athletics in achieving institutional goals. 

Note that the case study paper should focus upon the issues within the case itse# and the questions above. 
The case study paper should not directly address the University of Nebraska Omaha situation that forms 
the basis for your presentation. 

15-minute Presentation ~_9-11 minute presentation;_4-6 minute 

1. Using this case and the scholarly materials you have prepared for the previous answers, develop a 

presentation that articulates your position on whether or not the University of Nebraska Omaha should 
have moved to Division I. Defend your position. 

http://www.omaha.com/article/201 ] 03 ] 4/NEWS01/7()~ ] 49908/5.~ ~) 

I 
http : //www.kansascitv.com/2 0 l l/03/12/2723680/nebraska-omaha-leaving-miaa-[br.html] 

http://www.omavs.com/documents/2011/3/16/UniversitZ of Nebraska at Omaha-- 

Alden Associates, h~c. Report 2011.pdf?id=1725 ] 

Note that your presentation should be prepared on MS PowerPoint 2003 (.ppt) or MS PowerPoint 2007 
(.pptx) and that the presentation must be brought to the case study presentation on a flash drive ready to 
be loaded on the computer and projection system provided. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dewitt-Cheen, Debbie z<lebbie.dewitt-green@bankofamerica.com> 

Monday, April 11,2011 11:10 AM 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Vote Your Lady Cats Into NBA Finals! 

Hi there, 

You know 1 got this email and thought of you, I.OI. 

We have ~:icl~ets to ot~r [riend beci~use I had j~st gotten back form ~:L, alter a week ~n ~chmond i~nd ~ was so Ured How was the ~(nk:ks gi~me? 

Did yot~ go to g~ack Alumni weekend? How was it? 

Luv ya, 

Debbie 

Debbie DeWitt~G teen 
OperationN Risk 
NO’I-G22-19~02 
Phono: 980.388,1837 
Fax: 704,386.211 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 07, 20:~2 3:46 PM 
To; Dewitt-Green, Debbie 
Subject; FW: Vote Your Lady Cats Into NBA Finals! 
(See attached) How disgusting.., 

f hope y’ail h~d fun h~st nighL f~: seems th~: the game was defirdt~:_~ly ~ction-.packed!! 

d 

DeboraJ:t gtr,)ma]a, t-"t~.D,, CI .U 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba4n~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv;ew/ 

"Each daV comes beadt~g ~ts ow~ gills, U~:~e the ribbot~s," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: Charlo~ Bobcats [mailto:evenN@~ca-email.com] 
Nent: Thursday, April 07, 20IE 2:38 PN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Nubje¢t: Vote Your Lady CaN Into NBA Finals[ 

Charlotte Bobcats P~ease add events@twca-email,com to your a~dress book, Learn how. 

Vote Your Lady Cats ]rouble wewing this emai~? View in browser, 

into NBA Finals 



~:: Vote For Your Lady Cats 

Your Lady Cats have advanced to the Eastern Conference Finals of the NBA Dance Team 
Contest and they need your help to defeat the evil empire of the New York Knicks Dancers. Now 
more than ever your Lady Cats need your votes! 
Let’s show how we do it in the Carolinas and send our team to the N BA Finals! 
Vote here for your Lady Catsl 
Special Notes: 
¯ You can vote with multiple email addresses 
¯ Feel free to forward this email to others 

ok.~ U~    [2:: Stumble Upon 

L~d’¢Cats ~e I Share: [~ ShareTNs Ni Facebo . [~:: g9 

GET NELP 

704 B©SC~\TS 

Click to Chat 

Update Pref.:~re:~ cos 

Unsubscdbe 

Subscdb~ 
ShareThis Share This 

Email 

T~CK~TS 

This email was sent by: Bobca[s Sports & gnte[tainment 

333 E Trade Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Time Warner Cabie Arena is a trademark of Time Warner inc used under license. 

This message w/attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidentM or 
proprietau. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender; and then please delete m~d destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that aJay review 

or dissemination o£ or the taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 

Unless specificaJly indicated, this message is not a~ offer to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an officiaJ confirmation 

of any transaction, or m~ official slatement of Sender. Subject to applicable law-, Sender may intercep~ monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling 

through its networks/systems and may pw~duce any such EC to regulators, law enforcement, in litigation aid as reqnired by law. 

The laws of the country of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and produced in countries otJaer thaa the country 

in which you are located¯ This message cannot be gnaranteed to be secure or free of errors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to may subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation. Securities aJ~d Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elite Lambdas @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 1:23 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraterm~, Inc. Invites You to Los Coyotes: Villains or Heroes? 

Los Coyotes.doc 

Greetings Ms. Stroman, 

Please see the attachment regarding our event on Thtu-sday April 14th. 

Thal~ You. 



LA UN DAD LAT_ NA 
LAMBDA UPSILON LAMBDA b~RA’[’ERNITY~ INC. 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

On Behalf of the Alpha Iota Chapter of, La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity 
Incorporated, we write to you with the purpose of extending a humble invitation to our event Los 
Coyotes: Villains or Heroes, a discussion based event focusing on the controversial topic of Coyotes, 
a category of people that is historically known for contributing to the increase of illegal 
(undocumented) immigration to the United States. This event will be held on Thursday at 
7pm in the Student Union 3206B. 

There will be student groups, along with attending students and faculty that will be exposed to the 
documentary Mexico: Crimes at the Border. We will ask everyone to pay close attention to the video 
as it will be very informative and it will spark a series of opinionative thoughts and arguments. 
Following the video, a discussion will be held on the justification and view of coyotes and their effect 
on United States and Mexico relations. The questions will be open to everyone and is a means to 
understand how different motives can be seen as villainous or heroic. 

Your attendance to our event would be appreciated. Our hope is that this event will reinforce the 
marketplace of ideas here at UNC, and we can only do so with your support and attendance. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

The Alpha Iota Chapter 
Of La Unidad Latina, 
Lambda Upsilon Lambda, Fraternity Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 3:22 PM 

Angelette Cheek <angelette.cheek@facilifies.tmc.edtr~; Watkins, Debra <watkin~t@emml.tmc.edu-~; Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edn>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@nnc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj~ncghee@unc.edn>; Jones, Shandra 

<Shandra Jones@unc.edu:~ 

I:W: La~bda Upsilon Lmnbda FratemiU, Inc. Invites You to Los Coyotes: Villains or Heroes’? 

Los Coyotes.doc 

Hi Team I hope all is well for you. 
FYI on a super event 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/ov 
erview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons" (R.2mn 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Elite Lambdas [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday-, April 11, 2011 1:23 PM 

To: dstr oraan@ eraaih ~mc. edu 
Subject: Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraterni~’, Inc. Invites You to Los Coyotes: 
Villains or Heroes? 

Greetings Ms. Stroman, 

Please see the attachment regarding our event on Th~trsday April 14th. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 7:43 PM 

’@yahoo.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

NCCU Grad Program 

Hi       My contact is                                                                             Please feel free to call him to get more 

details and advice - 

The masters degree is only night courses. 

http:/iwww.nccu.eduicurriculum/details.cfm?id=89 

He said that one can apply now for Fall admission, if you have a GRE score within the past five years. Otherwise, you can apply for Spring admission. 

To apply: http:/iwww.nccu.edu/admissionsandaid/applynow.cfm 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Adminisrxadon Facul~/ e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \5,7oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ht~p:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’sporL~a&nirAst~a~inn 
"The single biggest problem in communication is the ill~,sion that it has token place." G.B. Show 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 11:02 PM 

jratclitt~@dailyprogress.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~; Debby Stroman @dstroman.com>; tstrong@dailyprogress.com 

Guest Column - Super- Sizing College Sports 

Super-Sizing.docx; ATT00001 .htm; IMG 0552.JPG; ATT00002.htm 

Hi Jerry. Thanks for your reporting on WBB. I visited the DP website and I am not sure on how to submit this guest column. I hope it is worthy. 

Continued success, 

Debby Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~,dstroman.com 



Super-Sizing College Sports: ’Hoo really stands to lose? 

The University of Virginia Alumni Association hosted another tremendous gathering 
of Black alumni and guests the weekend of March 31 - April 2. This year’s biennial 
Black Alumni Weekend (BAW) event was coined "Celebrating The Legacy" as over 
1400 persons registered to fellowship, reminisce, and commemorate the numerous 
achievements and honors of Black students at the university. As a BAW committee 
member, I served with other committed alumni to promote and provide guidance on 
the format and programs. An additional highlight was to develop and serve as a 
facilitator for a workshop titled "The Sporting Life: Reflections on Overcoming the 
Challenges Facing the Black Athlete." Although the session was well attended, I am 
disappointed that our current athlete-students and many Black coaches were not 
present. As a professor and researcher in the discipline of sport business 
administration at the University of North Carolina and a former basketball player at 
Virginia, I conclude that many of our athlete-students across the country have 
become "super-sized" with more practice time, film study, strength and conditioning 
sessions, and mandatory study halls (focused on eligibility and not graduation) at 
the expense of learning. In an effort to produce better athletes, coaches are now 
enlarging every aspect of their athletic life. Yes, even at the good ’ol U - many of our 
athlete-students are missing the opportunity to enjoy the richness of Jefferson’s 
Academical Village. 

Trusting our Alumni Association’s outreach to the campus community and my 
communications to selected coaches regarding BAW, I expected to see at least a 
handful of eager students in the audience seeking advice on how former ’Hoos 
successfully navigated the delicate balance of books and ball on grounds. The panel 
of Demetrius "Pete" Allen (Football - College ’96), Charleata Beal Neal (Basketball - 
College ’95), and Dr. Bobby Stokes (Basketball - Curry ’79) shared insightful and 
moving stories of their experiences as leaders in their respective sports. Allen is 
currently a Dean at the prestigious Academy of Life and Learning in Williamsburg. 
Neal is an assistant director of Human Resources at Goucher College. Stokes is a 
family physician in Charlottesville. Surely, these former students and successful 
professionals would have a word of encouragement that would inspire or help 
current athlete-students with their academic progress and career choices. 

Timing is everything, you say71 was told the Spring Football game and its necessary 
buildup of meetings, practices, film work, ad nauseam was very demanding and the 
football players were too busy. ’Hoo are you fooling? I find it appropriate to quote 
Mr. Iverson in this matter: "We’re talking about practice, man. I mean, how silly is 
thatT" And certainly, basketball is in the off-season, right7 The session was held on a 
Friday at 1:00 p.m. for one hour. Thankfully, Wendy Palmer (Basketball) did attend 
and we all appreciated her insight and perspective as a coach and former star in the 
ACC and WNBA. In my humble opinion, this powerful meeting of minds was 
experiential education at its finest. This session can be equated to a prominent 
guest lecturer speaking in Cabell Hall and one has the choice to go to their scheduled 
class or over to Cabell to hear the special speech. The current Black athlete-students 



missed a superb opportunity to learn. The compelling comments and guidance 
offered by these leaders trumped textbooks and journal articles. And not to mention 
the opportunity to establish a relationship and mentor for life after sports. The 

panel spoke with enthusiasm and passion about how best to navigate the demands 

of Virginia academics. They spoke on the highs and lows of being a Black athlete 
competing in the ACC and playing at the next level. This meaningful reminder of 

what is really important for the Black college athlete-student only underscored the 

need for more sessions of this nature. 

As the commercialization of college sport debate rages across the country, I now 
offer my supposition that the more we "do" for today’s athlete-students, the less we 

gain in return. The controlling mindset firmly placed on this generation often keeps 

them away from the true purpose of college. They have less time to bond with non- 
athletes, build valuable relationships with professors and administrators, join social 

and service organizations, study abroad, gain independence, and cultural 

competence. Remember, most will graduate and "go pro in something other than 
their sport." The current formula of "more control of their schedules in the hope of 

more ’Ws’" is just not working. Are today’s teams winning more than in the past? I 
need and want to analyze the empirical data that supports more control and 

monitoring of today’s athlete-students that results in more success on and off the 

field. The studies have already concluded that long work hours and limited sleep are 
detrimental to working professionals. However, the pressure of the six-figure 

incomes and "keeping up with the Joneses" mentality is sufficient justification for 

the coaches to live at the office 24/7 and consequently, place incredible demands on 
their athlete-students. You do want to be in the pros don’t you? Regretfully, I think 

we may be producing fewer self-sufficient adults. (Maybe we should add to the 
college sport reform considerations a window of five years to complete one’s 

degree? And this window should remain open for any time period in the future.) 

As recently reported in the Chronicle of Higher Education, scholars are seriously 

questioning if today’s college students are really learning critical thinking, written 

communication skills, and complex reasoning skills. Mercy. If the traditional student 
is possibly missing the mission of the undergraduate experience, can you imagine 

what is happening to our athlete-students? What about the at-risk athlete-students 
who aren’t even prepared to compete in the college classroom yet can throw and 

catch a ball with exceptional skill? Who is consistently developing their holistic 

growth outside of athletics? And of course, the jury is still out on the effects of 
technology on their social skills and ability to work effectively in groups. Without 

detailing the vast amount of troubling research on the Black (athlete) student 
experience (including graduation rates) at predominately white institutions, one can 

imagine the challenges faced by these young people without direction and 

mentoring from those outside of the athletic complex. 

One session evaluation stated, "The current athletes really need to hear these 

panelists! Maybe the panel can reconvene on an ’off’ weekend when athletes are not 
committed to a game." How sad. The "super-sizing" or control of the athlete-student 



schedule now requires alumni and concerned interests to further place them on a 

pedestal and work around the coaches’ agenda on an academic day. Trust me. If 
their coach told them to be at this "Sporting Life" session, they would have been in 

attendance and seated in the front row. 

Nonetheless, this disappointing occurrence will not change my belief in the wonders 

of the college sport tradition. As a product of Virginia athletics and academics, I will 

continue to promote participation and support for this unique educational 
experience. However, I can’t stand on the sidelines while injustices and missteps 

occur in this new peculiar institution. This educational experience is one arena 
where the athlete-student can’t afford to lose. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU (Curry ’82) 

Lecturer Professor and Academic Advisor, University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 1:49 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

New UW Women’s bba]l coach 

Ne~v women’s bball coach announced today! Bobby Kelsey from Stanford...we are in need of some new blood for the program’. 

http ://www.uwbadgers.comisports/w-ba skbl/spec-rel/041111 aab.html 

Kristina M. Meissen, MA, CSCS 
Research Associate and Ph.D. Student 
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
259 Education Building 
1000 Bascom Mall 
Madison, WI 53706-1326 
608-263-2713 (P) 
608-265-3135 ~) 
kmmeissen@wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:45 AM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

rackham@uncaa.unc.edu 

Volleyk~ll Recruit 

Good morning Deborah, 
I wanted to hank you again for spending time a few ~veeks ago with our recruit and her parents 
All is good., committed to UNC afew days ago! We areveW excited about her decision. 
She is an outstanding athlete and a wonderful person, who will be great to coach. 
We all look forward to       joining us in the           and a great future in volleyball 
Thanks for making the time and being part of the process and her recruitment to L~,-C. 
Have a great day 
Go HEELS’. 
Coach Joe 

Also, thanks for passing the info on about the speakers tonight, I will pass the info on to our team 

Joe Sagula 
Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
OITice: 919 962-5228 
Mobile: 
FAX: 919 843-8543 
CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS: 
Follow the Tar tteels at: www.tarheelblue com<http://vavw.tarheelblue.com> 
Carolina Volleyball Camps: www.carolmavolleyball com<http://www.carolinavoHeyball.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dan Le~l z<lle~y@wmgllc.com > 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~; Clayton Somers <csomers@wmgllc.com> 

Cl~m Intro 

Debby, 

Per my voice message, Clayton has agreed to bail me out tomorrow night. Your students will be veW well-served and most importantly Clayton is a l?llow Tar Heel. 

Please forward exact details to Clayton and please keep me in mind for future opportunities. 

Have fun this week and I look folavard to seeing you soon, 

Dan 

Dan Le~U 

Wasserman Media Group, LLC 

919.256.6650 (o) 

(m) 
dle~’@wmgllc.com 
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Appendix C 

Sc1~o~4 and 
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the 3-year changes lt~r tile m}.dch~-:d schools were relatively |tlod~s.! compared to 

ah:mg wilh a 24’~, increase for Florida State. 



Appendix B 

3-Comparable Universities Review 

Georgia Southern University Footbalt Reciassificatio~ Study 

Gaining an understanding of ttse athletic budgets of FBS institutions provides an indication of rise 

financial resources it: wouid take for Geordia Sou:hem to compete e.f-fectiveiy at the FBS levei. The 

following tab!e sumrna.,izes FY2008 athletic budgets for Georgia Southern as compared to the 

err... Conference, Sun Beit Conterence, Conference USA; Atlantic Coast Conference, Souttseas~em 

Conference and selected peer FBS institutions. 

..... ZE~&~; ......... ~, 
.................................................................~    vvom,<~ ~~:~~~f~ ’~X~~;K~:~:~i:,~i~-~~~~;~~~ ........ ~ ........ ~’[~;~ ~~:~fi~L~ .............................. ~ 4 

..... ~~(~~ ....................................... ~fd[~[6~-~i ----~--------~;~;:~i; ................................ ~-~d[558 .... g~#;~ .......................................... 

.... ~------.-~[~[ f Z [~.9.~ 2~[} K ..................... ~.~:~.~:9~2 ~ So~er~ Missis s ip f~ $14,473.000 

AVERAG~ $1%2~9,3~3~ 11 Troy . $~ 3~i 35~00C ~ ........................................ 
’: 12 So~thAi~ar~ ~10,250,00~ ~AV~RAGE 

7 Talsa $24.~77,000] ~ 7 Geor~::aTech $47.!2G,000} 1~![~{~2~:f ........................ .$7!.186,000 
F~f;;~%:~Y~; ....................... ~7~[~b-~:65-@ ~-----~--------~;~;;~;~ ..................................... #~J~6;J} F----~5 ........................ 

AVERAGE"       " 
" " 

~ AVE~G~’~ ........... 

g"’" " 

" "’ 
~AVE~G[: :::: :: :: :::::::: ::: :::: ::::::::: :: : 

$71,149,1~7 

With an athletic budget of approximately $9.1 miiiion in FY2008, Georgia Southern had one of tt~e 

~maHest budgets in the FCS Southern Conference. Specifically, Georgia Sou:hem’s athietic budget 

ranked as the s,oca~ ~d sn :ah..~.. a n~or~L ~-~ n~ football schools_ in the            con: e re rice           a~d was a ppro,~.h]lateiv.. 

81 percec..t of the conference averade {$~1.1.3 million). 



Appendix B 

3- Comparable Universities Review 
Georgia So,them U~iversity Football Reclassificatio~ Study 

Georgia Sc.uthern’s athletic budget lagged sigr%car’..tly behind FBS schools compared in this report, 

ranking beiow etl schools except Lc,~isiana-Moriroe (Sun Belt Conference). Ti~e average ati-’..ietic 

b~dget was $20.8 million among t-,e~:.~ ~ f%, institutions, $14o2 million among Sun Be~t Conference 

institu[io~s, $24.3 m~llio~ among Conf~rence USA ~nst~tutior~s, $52~4. million among Atlantic Coast 

Conference [nsI.itL.~tions and $71.1 million among Southeastern Conference ~nst~tutions. 

h~, order to achieve an average budget among selected peer FBS sol" ools, Georgia Somhern would 

need to increase ~ts a~hletic budget by approximately $11.7 million (129 percent). To achieve 

average Sun Be~t Conference instit~Jt;on budget, Georgia Southern would need to ~ncre~se its athletic 

budget by approx~m~te~y $5.1 m~ion (56 percent). To achieve an average Confe~ence USA ~nst~t~t~on 

b~dget, Georgia Soutl~em wou~d need to ~ncrease~s~- ~thle~,~" budget W approximately $15.2                                                       ,,,.,.,. 

...... " ~’~ ~ ~: " " ~ ~..., :~,rer ~:, ,.~.:~:,.u[x,n budget, Georgia South~ (167 percen[~. To achieve an aw, as~ Atlan~,c Coa~ ff~’" :, ~ ,’", , ,:’: " " . 
em wou~d need to ~nctease ~ts athletic budget by app~*ax~mate~y $44.3 m~l~ion, or near~y five rimes ~ts 

curre[~t: budget. Fir}ally, to achieve a~ average Southeastern Conference institution budgeL 

Southern wou~d need to increase its athletic budget by approximately $62.0 m;t~Jon, or near~y seven 

t~mes its current b~.ldget. 

The comparisons made are based ,on average FBS athietic budgets, a ievei that does not g~x~ra~-~tee 

tiiat Georgia Sc.uthem couid compei:e effective}y for conference champio~iships on e regular basis. 

Generally, ow~r time those ir~stit~tions wig’~ ti~e largest b~.xige[:s compe.te for more conference and 

nationai titles than institutions with comparatively iower budgei:s, 
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University Offices 

Admissions 

External Constituents 

Lawmakers 

Advancement 
High profile 

Alumni Relations ~ ~college 

Community Affairs t USE ~.~athletics 

Development 

Governmental Relations 

Recruitment 

Retention 
FUNCTIONS 

Define essence of college life 

Front Door 

The Uses of 
High Profile 
Intercollegiate 
Athletics by 
Douglas Toma 

Donors 

Alumni 

ITO REACH~ Prospective students & 
parents 

Individual and collective 
identity 

Create positive perceptions of 
school 

Engage institution in a 
meaningful way 

Give institution a human face 

Brand name recognition 

Unique identity 

Organizational Identification 

¯ Perceived Organizational Identity 

,Construed External Image 

TO 

Revenue 

¯ State appropriations 

¯ Major gifts 

¯ Annual fund 

.Tuition 



Summary of Research: 
The link between athletic 
success, student quali~, 

and donations 

Increased Donations 

Athletic 
Department University 

Yes Mostly: Rarely: 
NO Flutie 

Effect 
Boosters (mostly avid 
sports fans) give to AD, not 
general fund. 
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to general fund 

Athletic Success 

.Championships 

¯ Rapid Turnaround, 
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success School 

Bad athletic years? 
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Many other 
factors could 
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increase 

Small and 
transitory 

Higher Fr. 
SAT scores 

NO 

Students 
not of 
higher 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 10:35 AM 

AUNDREA.LYONS@HAMPTONU.EDU; Stromm~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI Graduate Case Study Competition 

And I just realized this ~vas supposed to be a blind revie~v :-) Please 
refer to this Ball State solution paper as #6 in your reviews I 
apologize for the mistake here. Please be fair in your assessment of 
this paper. I apologize for this mistake. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper ~Vl-ote: 
> Hello Graduate Judging Panel, 
> 

> I am attaching a solution paper for the Ball State team This is the 
> final paper that you will have to judge Thanks so much for your time’. 
> Also, I am attaching a copy of the schedule for the presentation 
> competition that will take place on Tuesday, April 19th in Woollen. 
> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> Coyte 
> 

> Subject: 
> FW: CSRI Graduate Case Study Cumpetition 
> From: 
> "Wanless, Elizabeth A" <eawanless@bsu edu> 
> I)ate: 
> Tue, 12 Apr 2011 10:20:47 -(MOO 
> To: 
> "cgcuoper@email.unc edu" <cgcooper@email unc edu> 

> Tu: 
> "cgcouper@email unc.edu" <cgcuuper@email.unc.edu> 
> CC: 
> "Johnsun, James Eric" <jejuhnsunl @bsu edu>, "Pierce, David A." 
> < dapierce@bsu.edu> 

> Hi Dr. Couper, 

> This is Liz Wanless frum the Ball State CSRI case study team I am so surry for the m~x-up! As yuu can see :[’rum the email below, we sent the paper to the address g~ven un the uriginal 
instructions ducument by the apprupriate deadline We appreciate your acceptance u:[" our case study paper Please let me knuw i:[’yuu have any additiunal questions. 

> Thanks, 

> Liz 

> From: Wanless, Elizabeth A 
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:31 PM 
> To: cgcooper@unc.edu 
> Subject: CSRI Graduate Case Study Corapetition 

> Hi Dr. Cooper, 

> Enclosed is our Graduate Case Corapetition paper and relevant Appendices (A,B,C).Please let us know if you have any trouble opening the documents. 

> Thanks in advance for your consideration. We are looking forward to the conference! 

> Sincerely, 

> Ball State Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, I~esha <KARUSSELL@aux- services.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 11:38 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Black Caucus Meeting on the 15th 

"<e problem Tha~k you ladiest 
Kresha Russeil i Director~ 
Carolina Ca~ermg ~ l_)~iversi~% of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 

Phone 919.9620554 ] Fax 9 i9 ~43.~38 
10() Friday Center IX:’~ e, CB # 10% ~ Ci-mpe[ Hili, x?C 27599 
karussell@a~x-services unc. edu 

F~m; Watk~ns, Debra [ma~]to:watk~nsd@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 11:17 AN 
To= Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) 

Cc= ’Deborah Stroman (dstroman@email.unc.edu)’ 
Subject= ~: Black Caucus Meeting on the 15th 

Hi ~resha, 

7h~s ~s great~ No need to pro~,ide beverages, members bring their own dr~nks. You h~ve the ~ccount number and Debby’s ~pproua~ below~ 

Again, I appre(:ia~:e you accommoda~:mg this last minu[:e request. 

Tha]~ks~ 

Debr~ 

Debra B~ 

Assodate Dkector for Conference 

WHl~am and ida Frk~ay Center for Con~:inumg Educatkm 

Campus Box 1020 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapei Hill 

Chapel Hit< NC 27599--1020 

watk[nsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-962-259I 

Fa’,<: 919 962-206I 

F~m= Russell, Kresha (Carolina DiNng Services) [mailto:~RUSSELL@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Merit[ Tuesday, April 12, 2011 ll:14 AN 

Tet Watkins, Debra 
Su~je¢t: RE: Black Caucus Meeting on the 15th 
D~bra, 
: have attached a revbiot~ [ k~pt d:~ home made chips The order is still t~[der $200. let n’:~ know Jt thcy t:ced to add be~’crages 
Thanks 
[<resha R 
Carolina Catering; ~ ~ :mversi[y of lq0rlh Carolina at Cl-mpe] Hill 
]>hone 9 i9 962.0~541 Fax 919.843 
10O Friday Cenlc~ Drive, CB �� 1020 ~ Chapd Hi]L NC 27599 

F~m: Watkins, Debra [mailto:watkinsd@email.unc.edu] 
~nt: Tuesday, April [2, 20~[ [0:~2 AM 
T~: Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) 
Nubje~t: ~: Black Caucus Meeting on the 
Hi Kresha, 

Please read below. 

Debra 

Debra B, W~tMns 

~ssoc~ate Dire(:[:or ~or (:onference Services 

Wi~Ham and Ma Friday Cen~:er for Cortt~ru.dng Educa~:~on 

Cat, pus Box 1020 
University o~: North Carolina ~ Chape~ 

Chapel Hi~, NC 2759g-1020 

watkinsd @emailmnc.edu 

?elephone: 919-962-2591 

Fax: 919 9~2-2061 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~pril 12, 20~1 10:44 ~N 
T~ Watkins, Debra 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Meeting on the lath 
Thanks Oebra. I tMnk we have one ~:oo many sandwh::hes. @ Can we get this order under 3200? I thk~ the ToRlab:) sandwiches can be removed Otherwbe, Ves~ 

9 Z~).843.033,’~ 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adm~nistrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m= Watkins, Debra [mailto:watkinsd@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Nentl Tuesday, April ~2, 20~ ~0:~8 AN 
T~ ’Deborah Stroman (dstroman@email.unc.edu)’ 
Subje¢t= ~: Black Caucus Meeting on the 15th 



Hi D~-’_~bb y, 

Please review and approve. 

~.ha n ks ! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director for Conference Servk:es 

Witl~am and ida F~dav Center for Condnuin8 Education 
Campus Box ~020 

Univers~tv of North Carolh~a at Chape~ H~II 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27B99-:~020 

wa tk~nsd @email.unc.edu 
Telephone: g19-.962-259I 

Fax: 9~9 962-206~ 

From= Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Se~ices) [mail~:~RUSSELL@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, April ~2, 20~ ~0:~3 AM 

To= Watkins, Debra 
S~jectl RE: Black Caucus Meeting on the 
Debra, 
Aliac~ed ~s ~e order for ~hc: }~iack Caucus mec:~mg ~::~ me k~w w~t you tbmk i[ih¢ piece ~s dJ:[]~-[en~ 5ec rose we added the mer~u ~¢ms we dx~ charge ~as£ time. 
T ,:;~pied the ace,rant nut~bc:~ J~,)m t}~e [~sl inv,)ice. Wi[[ y,m be app[ovmg t~e ,)rder, c,r do T ~eed to sen(] i~ to an,)t}~er pc:~so~Y.’ Also, are t}~e),’ pr~widJng their own beverage again? 
[Cresh ~ R ussei] ~ Dire,::tc,~ 

[~l’~ne 9ihL9620554 I?~x 
[00 Friday Ce~xk’t I)t~ve, CB # ] 020 ~ Chapel Hill, XC 27599 
karussell(~a~x-services.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com; 

Tuesday, 1:31 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project Uplift Reminder 

Faculty Class Fonn.doc 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

Project g~lift is right around the comer and we are so excited that you are interested in assisting! 

We would like to remind you that sessions are scheduled tbr Fridays from 9:30am - 10:30am on 

vastly approaching, we would love if you could contirm your participation iu this year’s program, 

Seeing "that time is 

Please use the attached tbrm to specify your availability, session leader(s), topic, and classroom locatiou tbr each program date. We prefer that you reserve your 

classroom and informing us of the location (building and room num bet) BUT if you cannot reserve a classroom, we will f’md one for you. Please specit~ 

this need on the attached form. 

If further inforlnatiou is needed, please coutact 

participation by If you do not have a room location by 

forward to worldng with you! 

We would ask that you would confirln or deuy your 

we would still like for you to confiml your participation. Thank you and we look 

Sincerely, 



PROJECT UPLIFT 
Developmental Session 

We appreciate any level of participation that your schedule will permit. ]’he following 

information is needed for scheduling and other logistical matters’. Please note that all class 

lectures/activities are scheduled Jbr Fridays at 9:30 am. (Each session should last about 60 

minutes.) 

PIRESENTER’ S NAME(S) 

DEPARTMENT 

CB# & BUILDING NAME 

OFFICE TELEPHONE 
(Also indicate best time to reach you) 

CELL PHONE 

EMAIL: 

SUBJECT/TOPIC 

PRESENTATION ILOCATION 
(Building & Room Number) 

PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLIES TO YOUR INTENDED PRESENTATION 

PLEASE INDICATE DATES OF AVAILABILITY: 

THE PRESENTATION WILL INCLUDE: 

[ ] LECTURE ONLY [ ] GROUP DISCUSSION 

[ ] DEMONSTRATION [ ] LABORATORY WORK 

[ ] OTHER (SPECIFY). 

[ ] GROUP PROJECT 

[ ] SIMULATIONS 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN BY 

CB# 9125 South Building 
CAROLINA CAMPUS 

IFAX: 919-962-5063 

PHONE: 919-962-0916 

After we receive your response, we will confirm all details (room assignments’ and the number of 

students who will be assigned to your session) and update you prior to each session. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. Timothy <davisl~@wfu.edu.; 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Losing to Win - Contact 

Dear Deborah, 

Due to the court proceedings in Minneapolis, DeMa(arice Smith who was to participate in the last session of the ~.osing to Win conference on this Thursday 

afternoon ~vi~l be unable to partR:ipate. ~’m wd~:~ng ~:o see if Vo~ wo~id be ~nl:erested ~n serving on theft panei whi<:h w~l [oilow a round~:aMe d~scussk)n format and 

wouR] require n~rdma~ prepari~tion. Your expenses ~,~ o[ course be covered and VotY~ be ~h~en i~n honoraritm~. If yo~(re interested, please giw~ me a <:a~L ~r~ the 

eyelet that I’m ~ot ~n my office, please ca~l me on my ce~ phone. . If you’re unaMe to participate, I’l~ certaiNy u~derstand g~ven the short notice. 

a~so attempt to ca~l you. 

Best regards, 

John W. & Ruth ~-L Yurnage 

Professor of 

Phone: 336.758.3670 

R~’,c 3:~[5.758.4496 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 20:t:t 7::t4 PM 
To: Davis, Timothy 
Co: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Losing to Win - Contact 

Hi Tim. Thanks so much for your consideration. As per our chat, I am trying to build a network of local Black scholars who are interested in this field. I also 

welcome the opportunity to share during this most timely and wonderful conference. As a former student athlete (UVA) and assistant coach (UNC) of the 

ACC, I am confident that my voice will bring value. I truly respect your {and Dr. Smith) efforts to make a difference for our young people. 

Attached find my bio or visit http://exss.unc.edu/faculty-and-staff/lecturers/deborah-stroman/ 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Most respectfully, 

debbv 
Deborah Sc~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science D~’p~. 

Spor~ Admh~is~radon Faculw, e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute, 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha ],ambda (iX!arl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB,# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

"The single biggest problem h~ communication is the iflusion that it has taken place." G.B. Show 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. Timothy <davist~@v4"u.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:19 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Smith, Earl <smithe@wfu.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Wake Forest Sport Conference: Panel 8 - Roundtable 

Debby, 

Thank you. 

Tim 

John W. & Ruth H. Turnsge 

Professor of Law 

Phone: 

Fax: 336.758.4496 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:11 PM 
To: Davis, 33mothy 
~¢: Smith, Earl; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject: RE: Wake Forest Sport Conference: Panel 8 - Roundtable 

Thanks again Tim. I am Iookin~ forward to sharing my comments. 

See attached photo and bio. 

Here is a brief version: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU is a faculty member of the Sport Administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. Additional university responsibilities include chairperson of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus, faculty advisor 

to the Carolina Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda (honors leadership society); director of the undergraduate sport administration internship program; 

and departmental academic advisor. Her research interests are social issues in sport, entrepreneurship, and leadership. Prior to her appointment at UNC, 

Dr. Stroman successfully owned and managed sport marketin~ and financial consultin~ companies. She is the 2006 recipient of the state of Maryland’s 

Top Minority Business Enterprise Award. Outside of her current academic responsibilities, she remains an entrepreneur. She facilitates Business Golf 

Workshops for leaders and non-profit or~aniza~ons. In addison, through her company LASEW~ (Life After Sports with Effec~ve Results), she counsels 

former college and p~ofessional athletes to successfully t~ansition from their sports career, dstro@unc.edu or 9~9.843.0336. 

Feel free to "cut and paste" the bio, as necessary. 

debby 

Deborah Str,)man, ~"t~-D,, CI 

http:~/exss’unc’edu/undergraduate~pr~ram/ba~in~exss/sp~rt~adm~nistrat~n/~verview~ 

"Each day comes bea~ing its own gifts, Un~:~e the ribbons," (~,Ann 

F~m: Davis, ~mothy [mailto:davisN@~u,edu] 
~nt: Tuesday, April ~2, 20~ 4:28 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Ct: smithea@~u,edu 
Subj~tt: N: Wake Forest Spo~ Conference: Panel 8 - Roundtable 

Dear Deb, 

Fm forwarding an emai~ that Earl sent to participants on Panel 

Again, thank you [or helping us out on such short notice. ["m a~so attaching [:he abstracts of most of the presenters who wH~ draft papers. 

Tim 

John W. & Ruth H, Turnage 

Pro[essor of 

Phone: 336,758.3670 

Fax: 336.758A496 

From: Earl Smith [mailto:smithea@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: jwhitehead@ncaa.org; bfranklin@ncaa.org 
Co: Davis, -~mothy 
Subject: FW: Wake Forest Sport Conference: Panel 8 - Roundtable 

Dear Dr. Franklin: 

Good morning. 

Professor Timothy Davis and I have recently discussed the format of this unique roundtable. 



It is our hope that your panel will wrap up the conference by summarizing some of the discussions that take place across the two days, but also 

that you will raise questions for further consideration and discussion. 

As the moderator I will ask that each of you open with a 3 to 5 minute statement in which you provide some summary 

and thoughts based on what you have heard and seen at the conference. 

We will proceed in the order of the program and after these opening statements I will invite the audience to engage with you for what we hope will be a 

robust dialogue about race and intercollegiate sports. 

We look forward to seeing you in a few days. 

Sincerely, 

Earl Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 7:09 PM 

Loewenthal, Norm <normloewenthal@unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Rain check! 

Hi Norm. I just found out that I have to be at Wake Forest tomorrow for a conference. I am so sorry as I am looking forward to meeting with you. Rain 

check, pretty please?! 

I will be in touch to reschedule. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~,~:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single bNgest problem in communicotion is the illusion thot it hos token pfoce." G.B. Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Matt Cameron <mcc5c~}virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Cavalier D~fily sub~nission 

Professor Stroman, 

I wanted to thank you for your guest submission to The Cavalier Daily and let you know flint it roll appear in the opinion section of today’s (4/13) paper. 

Best, 
Matt Cameron 

Mat~hew Cameron 

Unive~si~ of Virginia, Class of 2013 

The Cavalier Daily, Executive Editor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eaxl Smith <smifl~ea@~vfu.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 7:02 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Davi~ Timothy ~davistx@wfu.edu> 

Re: Wake Forest Sport Conference: Panel 8 - Roundtable 

Dear Professor Stronman: 

Good morning. 

I am glad, very pleased that we were able to get you involved with the Wake sport conference. 

Thank you for joining us. 

See you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Earl 

On 4/12/11 5:10 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. ~dstroman.com> 

Thursday. April 14, 2011 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Debby Stroma~ 

ltw summary 

Super- Sizing LTW.docx 

~@dslroman.coln> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

@dstroman corn 

Need an additional revenue stream? Visit w*vw sendoutcards.con~/touchl 0 watch the video and send out a FREE greeting card to someone you are thinking of right now -- on me! 



LTW - Panel 8 Roundtable 

Thank you to the Provost, Dean of the Law School, Tim Davis and Earl Smith 
for this powerful gathering of concerned academics, sport practitioners, and 
sport professionals. 

Most recently I wrote an article particular to the University of Virginia (my alma 
mater) and am in the process of editing it for the greater college sport community 
tiffed "Super-Sizing College Sports: ’Hoo really stands to lose?" 

If ever I needed confirmation or more ammunition, the LTW Conference certainly 
provided it for me. I would just like to highlight a few points as to why I believe the 

super-sizing of college sport is immoral, ineffective and inefficient. 

I define super-sizing of college sport as the concept of "more is better." I conclude 

that many of our athlete-students across the country have become "super-sized" 

with more practice time, film study, strength and conditioning sessions, and 
mandatory study halls (focused on eligibility and not graduation) at the expense of 

learning. In an effort to produce better athletes, coaches (with the apparent support 
of the administration) are now enlarging every asp ect of their athletic life. That is, 

many of our athlete-students are missing the opportunity to enjoy the richness of 
college life. I offer three points of note: 

1. What do we call these college students who participate in intercollegiate 

athletics? Proper English--~ athlete-student or the NCAA’s nomenclature: 

student-athlete. As mentioned in the stereotype threat session, we 
understand the power of language and objectification. The Black athlete is 

already branded and now we possibly have language as an additional barrier 

to success. With the increase of media attention on college sport, the mega- 
event, this naming or labeling gains even more prominence. 

2. Are the proper people at the table when discussions and plans are made for 
Academic Support Services for Athletes? As we super-size the support 

programs and offer more tutors, more facilities and space, more study hall - 

where are the psychologists, sociologists, and sport researchers, who are 
NOT employed by the athletic department, to offer suggestions and feedback 

to best assist, in particular, the at-risk student? Are we duplicating support 

services and creating more silos across campus? The Support-Services panel 
identified the numerous "bells and whistles" and leadership programs 

employed at their institutions but did they adequately address the much- 
needed programming and services necessary to address those ill-prepared 
students who are now competing against 3.8 GPA students from higher 

socio-economic backgrounds? In addition, it is no secret that only a small 
percentage of Black football and basketball players participate in these 

award-winning athletic department leadership programs. 
3. Great recruits can mask poor coaching. The pressure to sign the S* athlete is 

fueling the arms race, exorbitant coaching salaries, and control of schedules. 

Black students participating in big-time sports are missing superb 



opportunities to learn. They are even absent from this conference. The 

compelling comments and guidance offered by these speakers trump 

textbooks and journal articles. And not to mention the opportunity to 
establish relationships and mentors for life after sports. 

As the commercialization of college sport debate rages across the country, I now 
offer my supposition that the more we "do" for today’s athlete-students, the less we 
gain in return. The controlling mindset firmly placed on this generation often keeps 
them away from the true purpose of college. They have less time to bond with non- 
athletes, build valuable relationships with professors and administrators, join social 
and service organizations (Black greek org), study abroad, gain independence, and 
cultural competence. The current super-sizing formula of "more control of their 
schedules in the hope of more ’Ws’" is just not working. Are today’s teams winning 
more than in the past? I need and want to analyze the empirical data that supports 
more control and monitoring of today’s athlete-students results in more success on 
and offthe field. The Black community needs and expects these young men and 
women to "come back home" and be a role model. To share their experiences and 
encourage others to sacrifice and gain a meaningful college experience and degree. 
Regretfully, I think we may be producing fewer self-sufficient adults. 

Scholars are seriously questioning if today’s college students are really learning 

critical thinking, written communication skills, and complex reasoning skills. If the 

traditional student is possibly missing the mission of the undergraduate experience, 
can you imagine what is happening to our athlete-students? One can only imagine 

the challenges faced by these young people without direction and mentoring from 
those outside of the athletic complex and primarily from those who do not look like 

themselves. 

Nonetheless, this disappointing occurrence of super-sizing will not change my belief 

in the wonders of the college sport tradition. I will continue to promote 

participation and support for this unique educational experience. However, I can’t 
stand on the sidelines while injustices and missteps occur in this new peculiar 

institution. This educational experience is one arena where the athlete-student 
can’t afford to lose. 

Mental health needs are not being addressed enough 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholson, Carol Ave~ <cnichol@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. April 14, 2011 9:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Antomatic reply: CBC - TOMORROW End-of-flae-year Meeting 

I away and may not be able to respond to your message until I return to the office on Monday, April 18th. 

Please pardon any inconvenience created by this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:00 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - TOMORROW End-of-the-year Meeting 

Debbie, I will be attending a STEM conference at Fayetteville SLa[e University tomorrow, The las[ such con[erence this semester and I need ~o be there 

support tt~e students and schools. However ] have the May ~_3th CBC SOgi8~ featuring L~ne Dancing on mv calendar. 

Haveagreat mooing. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

~PT-ED Program Director and Nllance Coordinator 

University of N~rth C~rolin~ at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3290 

lecamp@emaikunc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

A ~_#_:_e_£ ~_#_~_:_£_[~. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, April ~4, 20~ 9:53 AN 

To= cbccha~r@unc.edu 
Subject= CBC - TONORROW End-of-the-year Neeting 

E~d-of-the-Year Meeting- ~r~da% April ~5 at lI:~O a,m, {Un~o~ ~[02}, A SCrumptious meal a~d heart~ d~s~ussion on the 

CauCus and univers~W a~t~v~t~es, Please bring a~ assodate~ 

Save-the-Date: Caucus Social~eaturing "Line Dancing"- Friday, May 13 at 5:00 p.m. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 

Beginners are welcome, in fact, 99% of us are beginners. Smile. Don’t miss out on this fun event! Food and libations will 

be served. Please let us know if you have announcements as we will recognize milestones and achievements (e.g., 

retirements, awards, publications, promotions, etc.) at this event. Send info to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

HFLP! (Studer~t request} - The Iheka Pi chapker oF Alpha Kappa AIpi~a Sororiky, Incorporated. April 17-2:1. 2011. m~rks their armuaJ Skee Week 

sctivit~es arid th~s Vest, we would love for you to be a part~ On Mo~~dsv, Apd:: :1.8, 20~ at 7:00 p.m,, ]hera Pi w~l host a networkk~g workshop For 

program ~v~il cor~dude by ~:30 p,m~ If you are wi~iing and avai~abie to pattie;pate ~r~ our networking night, please cor~tact C:ami~e Jor~es 

{cam;iej@ema~Lur~c~edu~ for further ~nformat;or~. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

i~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Fatimah L.C. <fatimahj@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah I.ynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC - TOMORROW End-of-the-yeax Meeting 

Dear Debby, 

So~D" I will miss this meeting. I will be in Pittsburgh giving a t~lk at exactly the same time. Thmaks so much for your able leadership of the group this year and your 
support of the IAAR. 

Best wishes, 
Fatimah 

O11 9:53 AM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->*cm~<!--[endif]-->End®of®the-¥ear Meeting - Friday,         at :~1:30 a.m. {Union 3102). A 

Scrumptious meal and hearty discussion on the Caucus and university activities. P~ease bring an associate! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Save-fJhe-Date: Caucus Social.featuring "Line Dancing"- Friday,        at 5:00 

p.m. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. Beginners are welcome. In fact, 99% of us are beginners. Smile. 

Don’t miss out on this fun event~ Food and libations will be served. Please let us know if you have 

announcements as we will recognize milestones and achievements (e.g., retirements, awards, publications, 

promotions, etc.} at this event. Send info to cbc~nfo@unc.edu. 
<!--[if ~supportLists]-->~ ~ ~<!--[endif]-->HELP~ (Student request}- rhe ~heta P~ cha~ter of A::~ha ~.;a~a A~pha Soror~t% ~ncorpor~e~, 

marks their annkla~ Skee Week act]v]t;es and this ,Fear, we wou~d love for you ~o be a pa:t~ On Monday,             a~ 7:00 

p,m,, Theta P~ wil:: host a networking workshop for the campers communky, Tlse theme for the n~ght is "M,/glack ~s Profess~onai" and 

ou~ vision for the program ~s to h~glsl~ght successfu::, black women and allow ,ioung, b::acl< women on campus the oppo~tunk,i to 

network and exerdse a~W 5k~H5 the,i may acquire d~Nng the workslsop, The p~ogram w~:d co~qcl~de by 830 p,m, ~f ~iou are w~il~ng and 

ava~iab::e to partk~pate in our networking nighL please contact                   @email.unc.edu) for further ~nformatbn, 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~’-’i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tagjpg 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director~ institute of A~rican ~erJcan Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:50 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - TOMORROW End-of-the-year Meeting 

Dear Deborah, 
Salty to have to miss this Ineeting. I’ll be ill court in Durham with my s~dents who are arguing a case from my Adminislrative Process and Advocacy class. 

Keep up the good work! And thanks! 

Charles 

Char~es E. Daye 

Itenry P. Brmldis Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Cen~er tbr Civi! Ri~s 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

C~ape~ Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (919) 962- 7004 

t"a× (919) 962-1277 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailt~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AlVl 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC - TOHORROW End-of-the-year Meeting 

End-of-the-Year Meeting- Friday,        at :1:[:30 a.m. {Union 3102}. A Scrumptious meal and hearty discussion on the 

Caucus and university activities. Please bring an associate! 

Save-the-Date: Caucus Social~eaturing "Line Dancing"- Friday,       at 5:00 p.m. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 

Beginners are welcome, in fact, 99% of us are beginners. Smile. Don’t miss out on this fun event! Food and libations will 

be served. Please let us know if you have announcements as we will recognize milestones and achievements (e.g., 

retirements, awards, publications, promotions, etc.) at this event. Send info to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

HFLP! (Studer~t request} - The Iheta Pi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpi~a Sorority, Incorporated.                marks their anrmaJ Skee Week 

activities arid th~s Vest, we would love for you to be a part~ On Mo~~ds%             at 7:00 p.m,, 1hera Pi w~il host a network~~B workshop for 

@ema~Lunc~edu~ for furd~er ~nfermat;or~. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

::::*:;i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton Somers <csomers@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, 6:43 PM 

Strom~J~, DeIx~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; Dan Levy <dlewy@wmgllc.com> 

RE: Clayton Intro 

Debby - While rm quite confident I didn’t live up to Dan’s abilities, I enjoyed speaking to the club last night. I was impressed by some of the questions and the knowledge base of the 
students. Please let us know if we can ever help you again. 

On a somewhat unrelated note,                has been : 
He has done an outstanding j ob for us this       and speaks highly of his experiences at L~NC. 

Thanks again for the opportunity to speak to the club. 

Regards, 

Clayton 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:21 AIM 
To: Dan Levy; Clayton Somers 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Clayton Intro 

Thanks Dan. I actually have tu gu tu Wake Furest fur a cunference and will miss tunight’s meeting. Claytun, you are in VERY good hands with uur leaders. 
Please share your mubile number su he can "guide" yuu back hume tuday. 

Again, I am MOST appreciative of Wasserman and yuur willingness tu help the Club 

debby 

Gu Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
ExpIure. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under;raduate-pro;ran~,ba-in-exss/spur t-administratiun/ov 
erview/ 

"Each &U cumes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbuns" (R.2mn 

Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: ;)an Levy [mailtu:dle,,~’fa)wm~Hc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,               9:08 AM 
Tu: dstruman@email unc.edu; CIaytun Somers 
Sut~ject: Claytun lntru 

Debby, 

Per my voice message, Clayton has agreed to bail me out tomorrow- night. 
Your students will be very well-selwed and most importantly Clayton is a fellow Tar Heel. 

Please forward exact details to Clayton and please keep me in mind for future opportunities. 

Have f~m this week and I look forward to seeing you soon, 

Dan 

Dan Levy" 
Wasserman Media Group, LLC 
919.256.6650 (o) 

dlcvy@wmgllc.conr 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@~1OI.6ol11> 

Fridw, April 15, 2011 6:31 AM 

StromasL Deborah I#nn <dsm~@unc.edu> 

Ph numbers 

Deb 
C 
H 
Evenings are best 

Hope all is well 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. @dstroman.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 9:48 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

quote 

"How far you go in life depends on your being tender with the young, compassionate wit the aged, sympathetic with the striving and tolerant of the weak and strong. Because someday in life you will have 

been all of these." 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

(~,,dstro man.corn 

Need an additional revenue stream? Visit www sendoutcards.com/touch 10 watch the video and send out a FREE greeting card to someone you are thinking of right now -- on me! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leak, Chris <Clms.Leak@morganstanleysmithbamey.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 2:59 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow-Up 

Deborah, 
It was my pleasuring meeting you during the ’Win to Lose" conference. Your comments as a panelist as well as your challenging questions added "substance" to the 
conference. 
I would welcome the opportunity to have further dialogue with you. 
Please let me know if there is a possibility we can speak. Again, thanks for the opportunity and I look forward to your response. 

Christopher B. Leak 

Assistant Vice President 
Financial Advisor 
MORGAN STANLEY SMITH BARNEY 
THE YATES GROUP 
100 N. Main Street 
Suite 2500 
Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
(336) 721-9203 direct 
(800) 334-4401 toll fr~e 
(336) 721-4940 fax 
h t tp://www, rn or g a n st a nleyi n d i vi d u a l c om/cu st o m e rs e rvi c e/fa h o m e p a g e/d era u lt. a s p ? F A=/fa/c h r i s.le a k/c h r i s l e a k 

Investments and services of{bred through 2~or~an Stanley Smith Barney LLC, member SIPC. 

The inf~)rmai~on and data in this report were obtained fkom sources deemed reliable. Their accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed and the giving ofthe same is not deemed a 

solicitation on our part with respect to the purchase or sale ofany secuni~es or commodities. " 

BE ADVISED: Morgan Stanley Smith Barney’s Code of Conduct is a Culture of Excellence. All incoming correspondence should be business related and respect our code All e-mail sent to 
or from this address will be received or otherwise recorded by the Morgan Stanley corporate e-mail system and is subject to archival, monitoring or review by, and/or disclosure to any other 
party’ as required by law. Should you wish to correspond with the recipient of your communication on a personal matter, please cuntact him/her for the appropriate electronic address. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bhawk@uga.edu 

Friday, April 15, 2011 4:49 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cowedited version 

Debbie, you can use a~y of the editorial comments made by the publishers in the original document to finalize your chapter; then send it to me. I need it as soon as 

possible because it was due to the publisher today. I will make arrangements. 

Sent via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstromaa~@email.unc.e&~> 
Date: Fri, 15 Apr 2011 16:29:18 -0400 

To: ’Billy Hawkins’<bhawk@uga.edu> 
Subject: FW: Copyedited version 

Hi Billy. Here is the email I sent to you last week with my question. The attached copy is the FINAl. copy of chapter 5 I sent to you previously, I have not edited this 

version because 1 waiting to hear back from you. 1 will now review it again and hopefully you won’t hear from rne k~ this regard again, @ 

f w~l~ try to send you at~y changes be[ore tomorrow morning, 

d 

http://exs~.unc.edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba-~n-exs~/sp~rt-admfn~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
$ent~ Friday, April 08, 2011 4:03 PM 
To~ ’Billy ~ Hawkins’ 

C¢~ ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
Subject= RE: Copyedited version 
Hi Nl~y. I hope aH ~s we~ on your end. 

~ was starting to do my final edits and noticed that my chapter d~d NOT include the tables (Le, my I~st revised version 3). Should I proceed to edit my chapter from 

this version of the entire book? (Is this chapter my most recent versbn?) Or should ~ wa~t for you to send me the chapter agah~ to revise and g~ve mg final edits? ~ 

at[:ached the ~ast vers~ot~ o[ mv chsp[er ~ se~t you, 

7hanks. 

debby 

t;}o } 

lbH~,x’a~ S::roman, PhD., CL: : 

E:<ph:,re, Engage. 

919 84.3 03,36 

http://exs~‘unc‘edu/under~radu~te~pr~8~m/ba‘~n~exs~/sp~rt‘~dm~n~trat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m: Billy ~ Hawkins [mailto: bhawk@uga.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 20~ 3:0~ PM 
To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; ~gmail.com; 3epkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson; ~gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Ca~er; Deborah Stroman; @gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 
¢¢: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: RE: Copyedited version 

See a~chment 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 

Associate Professor 

Depa~ment of Kinesiology 

367 Ramsey Student Center 

Universi~ of Georgia 

Athens, GA 30602 

’t.,.pdvate research is a sterile ivoq tower unless it is translated into public pofcy ..... "Gordon Lewis 

From: Billy J Hawkins 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; 
swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Car~er; Deborah Stroman; 
Cc: fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject: Copyedited version 

@gmail.com; jchepyat@uga.edu; 
@gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 

,@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

Fellow Contributors, 
We greatly appreciate your contribution and patience. We are making progress and moving towards an August 2011 release. We need your final 
input on the copy edited version from the publisher. 

Attached is a copy edited version of the book volume. If you agree with the changes, please advised via email before April 14th. If you have any 
questions or minor changes, please make changes using track change and return before April 14th. 

Once again, thank you, and I look forward to your responses. 



All the best, 
Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

’t...private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 7:42 PM 

aJ .Iyd@wfu.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

LTW - Thank you’. 

Hi Deb. Thank you again for your wonderful work as conference coordinator, As per your request, my mileage roundtrip (two days) from Chapel Hill is 276 

miles. (69 miles one-way), 

I appreciate your kindness and efficiency, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go ACC, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~,~,roollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single biggest problem in communicotion is the illusion thot it hos token pfoce." G.B. Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~em~fil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:34 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@em~Jd.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to "My Black is Profession~Y’ 

My apologies, there was a date error in my last emaih The event will be 
held in SASB North Room 1114 on Monday 

Sincerely, 

On Fri,           18:44:16 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Where is the networking session held this Monday? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 
E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
919.8430336 

http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-e×ss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (RAnn 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 
To: Valerie S Ashby; dstroman@cmaihunc.edu 
Subject: Im~itation to "My Black is Professional" 

Greetings[ 

My name is                and I arm contacting you on behalf of the Theta 
Pi 

chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori~’, Incorporated. 

our annual Skee Week activities and this year, we would love for you to 
be 

a patti On Monday               at 7pro, Theta Pi will host a networking 
workshop for the campus cormnunity. The therue for the night is "My Black 

Professional" and our vision for the program is to highlight successful, 
black women and allow young, black women on campus the oppottnnity to 
network and exercise any skills they may acquire during the workshop. The 
program would conclude by 8:30pro at the latest. If you are willing and 
available to participate in our networking night, please contact 

@emaihnnc.edu) for fmther irffotmation. We would love to 
have you! Thaak you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Billy J Hawkins <bhawk(@uga.edu> 

Saturday, April 16, 2011 3:29 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Copyedited version 

Hello Debby, 
Thanks for getting this back to me, however, I will need it in MS Word format in order to insert it into the original document, which is in Word format. 
Please get this to me as soon as possible, so that it can go out tomorrow to the publishers. 

Thanks, 
Billy 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 

From= Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 15, 2011 6:02 plVl 
To= Billy J Hawkins 
C¢= ’Stroman, Deborah Lynn’ 
Subject= RE: Copyedited version 

Alf finished! Thanks agairu Here is my final copy wkh the editor’s changes as well. I only missed (not sure on their editing sWle) the use o1: the hyphen so the editor 

wi~ have to redo those, They can a~so now ~ook at LNs version that has the taNes. 

Any changes made by the editor at th~s point are fine by me, 

FY] ---~ had the chance to chat wkh Nnd~ ~nd Ken at the LTW Wake gorest conference. I was added to the fina~ roundtab~e panel tom 

t;}o } 

919-843-0336 

http://exss4~nc‘edu/under~r~duste-pr~sm/baqn-exss/ss~rt~sdministr~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.Ann Sd~abacker} 

F~= bhawk@uga.edu [mailto:bhawk@uga.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 25, 20M 4:49 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Sabject; Re: Copyedited version 

Debbie, ?~u can u~ a~y office editorial comments made by the publishers in &e ofiginaJ document to finaJize your chapter; &en send it to me. I need it ~ soon as 

possible because it was due to the publisher today. I roll make a~o~gements. 

Sent via Blac~e~ by AT&T 

From: Deborah Stromm~ <dstroma3~@email.unc.edu-~ 

Date: Fri, 15 Apr 2011 16:29:18 -0400 

To: ’Billy Hawkins’<bhawk@uga.edu~ 

Subject: FW: Copyedited version 

Hi gi~h/. Here ~s the emai~ I sent to you last week with my question. The attached copy is the NNAL copy of chapter 5 ~ sent to you previously. ~ have not edited tMs 

version because ~ waiting to hear back from you. ~ w~H now review it agah~ and hopefully you won’t hear from me ~n this regard ayahs. @ 

~ w~l~ try to send you any changes before tomorrow morning, 

t;}o } 

l)eb,x’ah S::roman, Ph J.~., CL: : 

E:<ph:,re. Engage. Empower:. 

9 Z 9 84,3 0336 

http://exs~‘unc‘edu/under~r~duste~pr~sm/b~qn~ex~/~p~rt~sdm~ni~tr~t~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes bear{rig its own g~Xs. Untie the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 08, 20M 4:03 PM 
To= ’Billy 3 Hawkins’ 
¢¢= ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
Sabject; RE: Copyedi~d version 
Hi B~lly. I hope aH b we~l on your end. 

~ was stsrth~ to do my final edks snd noticed that my chapter d~d NOT include the tables (Le, my last reqsed version 3}. Sho@d I p~oceed to edit my chapter from 

tNs version of the entire book? (Is this chapter my most recent version?) Or should ~ wa~t fo~ yov to send me the chapter asa~n to ~evise and A~ve my fina~ edits? ~ 

attached the ~as[: verskm of my chapter ~ sent you. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go MeSs, 



-~)Z9 84.3 0336 

http://exss.unc.e~u/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/baJr~.exss/sp~rt~administrati~r~/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Sdlabacker} 

From; Billy J Hawkins [mailto: bhawk@uga.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:01 PM 
To; colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; ~gmail.com; Jepkorir ROSE Chepyator-thomson; 
swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Carter; Deborah Stroman; @gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 
~::c; fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject; RE: Copyedited version 
See attachment 
Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public policy ..... "Gordon Lewis 

From; Billy ,I Hawkins 
Sent; Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:56 PM 
To; colin@c-king.demon.co.uk; michael-lomax@uiowa.edu; 

swaller2@utk.edu; Akilah Carter; Deborah Stroman; 
Cc; fpolite@utk.edu 
Subject; Copyedited version 

@gmail.com; jchepyat@uga.edu; 
@gmail.com; James McBean, MPP 

@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

,@gmail.com; staurows@ithaca.edu; 

Fellow Contributors, 
We greatly appreciate your contribution and patience. We are making progress and moving towards an August 2011 release. We need your final 
input on the copy edited version from the publisher. 

Attached is a copy edited version of the book volume. If you agree with the changes, please advised via email before April 14th. If you have any 
questions or minor changes, please make changes using track change and return before April 14th. 

Once again, thank you, and I look forward to your responses. 

All the best, 
Dr. Billy Hawkins 
Associate Professor 
Department of Kinesiology 
367 Ramsey Student Center 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 

"....private research is a sterile ivory tower unless it is translated into public poficy ..... "Gordon Lewis 



Frolll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Saturday, April 16, 2011 4:15 PM 
~iemail.unc.edu>; Stroman, DeN~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Celebration Week Pictures 

IMG 0746.JPG; IMG 0747.JPG; IMG 0748.JPG; IMG_O749.JPG; IMG 0750.JPG; lM(3 0751.JPG; IMG 0752.JPG; 

IMG 0753.JP(5; IMG 0755.JPG 

Hi     and Dr. Stroman, 
Here are the pictures from Celebratio~a Week from Monday and Tuesday. 

Have a great afternoon, 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bhawk@uga.edu 

Saturday, April 16, 2011 6:21 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Article of Interest - LTW 

Awesolne piece & conference. 

Regards, 

bh 

Sere via BlackBerD’ by AT&T 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroma~@email.unc.e&t> 
Date: Sat, 16 Apr 2011 17:26:55 -0400 

To: Billy J Hawkins bhawk@uga.edu>; t ohte, I~rllz G ~-fpohte@utk.edu~- 

Subject: I~Wg: Article of Interest - LTW 

© 

929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~aJn-e~s~/sp~r~-adm~r~Lrati~n/~er~e~/ 
"Each da~ comes ~ea~ing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons$’ 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~riday, April lS, 20M 7:~ PM 
Subject: A~ide of Interest - L~ 
Summar~ article of the closing panel at the very powerful Losing to Win conference at WFU. 
Note: The Wake Forest provost (h~//~ro~wfu:~M[) not onl~ su~es~ed the conference topic but paid for EVERYTHING (including honorariums, travel, 

meals, facilities, etc.) 
I feel very, very blessed to have been a small part... 
Enjoyl 

d 

Conference addresses ’pay for play’ 
By Office of Communications and External Relations 

i:~i Alphonso Smith, former Wake Forest and current NFL player 

Alphonso Smith, former Wake Forest and current NFL player 

V~ hen it comes to inequities concerning race and college stx)rks, you can talk about changing rules, paying players for their work or otherwise distributing the earnings of 

athletic departments. 

But in the end, the most ilnportant thing institutions can do to reform the intercollegiate sports system is provide its players even the at-risk ones with a useful 

education. 

That’s according to solne of the nation’s top experts on race and college sports. They convened at Wake Forest’s "Losing to Win: Discussions of Race and 

Intercollegiate Sports" to lay out the problems in what they call the exploitative uslem of college athletics and to offer solutions. 

"We need to follow- the money. The money is going to be the best way to decipher when something is not being done correctly," said Kenneth Shropshire, la~er and 

professor at the Wharton School. "People of color and women are not at the end of the money trail .... We are not getting paid." 

He recommended diverting some of millions of dollars college athletes earn each year for their schools into programs that would ensure that every stx~rts recruit 

receives a quality education and clear direction tbr a post-sports career. 

"The reason we’re talking about paying players is because the institutions aren’t upholding their end of the baxgain," said Alphonso Smith Jr., former Wake Forest 

football player mad NFL cornerback. If colleges followed through, ’~iou don’t need to give a~lyone rewriting other than a free education." 



Such change isn’t inconceivable but it certainly can’t be accomplished without the effort of a broad range of people, said Bernard Franklin, executive vice president 

of the NCAA. College sports’ governing body can’t do it alone, he said. 

"If we’re going to alt’ect change, then we have to look at things differentJy and a little bit creatively," he said. 

Key to "that is getting college chancellors and presidents involved, he said, because those cmnpus leaders have aJwws been at the Ibrefrom of the NCAA’s policy 
cha~ges. 

’][’his summer, the NC~"~k will coordinate a retreat for Division 1 chancellors and presidents to talk abom the issues exmnined during "Losing to Win." 

"Losing to Win" participants look forward to the outcome. 

"Black athletes are missing superb opportunities for learning," said Deborah Stroman of the Department of Exemise and Sport Science at UNC-Chapel Hill. "I can’t sit 
on the sidelines while injustices and missteps occur." 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Depu 

Spot, Administration FaculLy e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single biggest problem in camm~nication is the il!usiot~ that it has taken place." G.& Shaw 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:53 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 

Subje~’t: UNCAA internship interest 

Altacl~: resume .doc; InterestState~nent.doc 

1. Journalism and Mass Communications: 
Public Relations, Spanish 
2 mobile number: 

3. email:     @email.unc.edu 
4. I have attached my resume arid a statement of why I would like to work 
with UNC athletics 
5. Preferred teams: Football (lst choice), Basketball (2nd choice) 
6. I am available over the surmner 

School of Journalism and N/lass Communication, Public Relations 
Romance Languages, Spanish 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Sophie Trawalter <s~trawalter@virginia.edu> 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 9:23 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Our research 

Let’s chat soon! I disagree that objectification is just a form of 
stereotype threat. I have a very hard time believing that athletes 
are under-performing because of stereotype threat. We can talk. 

Sophie :) 

PS: I had a manuscript rejected last week. I need to edit and 
resubmit it as soon as possible I’ll get to our IRB as soon as 
possible after that Sorry for the delay 

On Sat, Apr 16, 2011 at 7:47 PM. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.ua~c.edu> wrote: 
Hi Sophie. I met Dr Stone at the conference and enjoyed his presentation. 
We had a good chat about our research concept I told him I would follow up 
with a three-way. He appears to be the "expert" in this young field and 
suggested that we DO go with stereotype threat and not objectification. That 
is, the pioneer in objectification now agrees that her area is a lk~rm of 
stereotype threat. 

http:i/losin~towin wfu.edu/speakers/ieff-stone/ 

Let’s chat soon. 

Hugs, 

>d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adrainistration Facul~ - e~ 

EXSS Acadenric Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 
Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

ChapelHill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has 
taken place" G.B. Shaw 

Sophie Trawalter 
Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Psychology 
University of Virginia 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 1:02 PM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Looking for a Zeta to Serve on a Panel 

Good afternoon Soror Stroman, 
This is Soror Kim Sawyer. We were seat mates at the Mystics Game before your move to NC. I hope all is well with you. The reason for this e-mail is to inquire of 

your availability and interest in serving on the NPIIC Summit Panel. The topic is Workforce Development and the Summit is scheduled for May 21, 2on in 

Washington, DC. 

I am assisting the Immediate Past President of Phi Beta Sigma, Brother Paul Griffin, in finding a Zeta with experience in workforce development and 

entrepreneurship. He came across your resume and ask me to reach out to you. Please give me a call at your earliest convenience to discuss further. You can reach 

(h) or (c). Brother Griffin must finalize the speaker roster tomorrow and would like confirmation of your interest as soon as me on 

possible. Look fonvard to speaking with you soon. 

Sisterly, 

Kim 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 5:45 PM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Looking for a Zeta to Serve on a PaM 

Soror Strolllan~ 

Brother Griffin’s contact information is as follows: 

~,)gmail.com 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:        @aol.com 
Sent: Sun, Apt 17, 2011 1:36 pm 
Subject: RE: Looking for a Zeta to Serve on a Panel 

Hi Kim. Good to h~-:~ar from y(m! f will try to call yo{~ later, H~-_~reE] s n~y mobile El 

d e b b V 

9 i9-843-033(? 

http://exss’unc’edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~vervieW/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig ~ts own gi~ts, Untie the ribbons/’ (R.Aaa Schabacke~} 

Sent= Sunday, April 17, 20~ 1:02 PH 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Subject= Looking for a Ze~ ~ Serve on a Panel 

Goo~ afternoon Soror Stroman, 

T~is is Soror Kim Sawyer. We were seat mates at the Mystics Game before },our move to NC. I ~ope all is well with you. The reason for t~is e-mail is to inquire of 

your availability and interest in serving on the NPItC Summit Panel. The topic is Workforce Development and the Summit is scheduled for May 21, 2Oll in 

Washington, DC. 

I am assisting t~e Immediate ~ast ~resi~ent of ~i geta Sigma, grother ~aul Griffin, in finding a Zeta wK~ experience i~ workforce development and 

entrepreneurship. He came across your resume and ask me to reach out to you. Please give me a call at },our earliest convenience to discuss fresher. You can reach 

(h) or (c). Brother Griffin must finalize the speaker roster tomorrow and would like confirmation of your interest as soon as 

possiSle. Look fo~ard to speaking with you soon. 

Sisterly, 

Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, 7:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

More inlbrmafion 

Deborah Stroman- 

My name is and I am a sophomore at . I am very 
dedicated to my academic career; I have a I also have a passion for . I am very, very interested in your Sport 
Administration program at UNC. Is there any way you could send me more info~-mation? If you would like I can send you 
more information about myself, and hopefully, in the near future, I can take a tour of UNC. 

Thank you- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 11:38 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

True Blue 

Res 2010 B.doc 

Deb, or Dr. Stroman I should say’. 

I can’t tell you how- proud, shocked, and pleased I was to see you at 
the Wake Forest Lose to Win Conference last week. I am truly happy for 
your success and anxious to hear about your journe!! Let’s make sure 
to touch base this week to better catch up and for me to chat with you 
about the important work you are doing and how I can be apart of that 
work. I am sending you my current resume to give you a small snap shot 
of’my professional experience/skills ]2~r your background reference I 
would love to work with you in some capac~, so let’s talk and 
explore the possibilities GOMAB Peace and Blessings PS 
shoot me your ceil. 

C# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, April 18, 2011 11:29 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Looking for a Zeta to Serve ou a Pa~el 

Great. Will do. Thanks for beiug available. Paul 

Sere via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 

From: "Deborah Stromalf’ ~<tslroma~@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 18 Apr 2011 11:25:46 -0400 

To: @gmail.com> 
Cc: < ~dstromm~.com> 
Subject: FW: Looldng for a Zeta to Serve ou a Panel 

Hi Paul Thanks again for the chaL and I accept the panel inviLation. AtLached find rny brief bio and picture for the website, I look t:orward to hearing bad( from you 

with more details. 

Debby 

c-. 

Ma~lMg address: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Professor and Entrepreneur 

Dr. Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur of the Spo~ Administration specialization of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the 

Universib, of Noah Carolina - Chapel Hill. She teaches the economics and finance of spot, sport administration, leadership, and sport marketing courses at 

UNC. Additional universi~ responsibilities include chairperson of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus, Director of Sport Administration Internships, and 

Academic Advisor. Her research interests are social issues in sport, entrepreneursblp, and ]eadersblp. In an effort t:o fiart:her tbe academic discipline of sport: 

and business, she recently developed a new UNC course titled, "Entrepreneurship in Sport." 

Prior to her appointment at UNC, Dr. Stroman enioyed 18 years in the financial set, ices industtT. She success~lly owned and mana~d spo~ marketing and 

flnancia] consulting companies. Dr. Stroman is the 2006 recipient of the state of MatTland’s Top Minorib~ Business Enterprise Award, ~vhich reco~aizes 

entrepreneurial success in business development, professional affiliation, client satisfaction, and communib" involvement. This ~ward ~vas granted for her 

nonprofit cornp~ny, Soulfi~l Gol[, Inc. Currently, her prirna~y mission witb Soulfi~l Sol[ is to provide unique consulting seP¢ices for organizations seeking 

leadership seminars and business ~)lf events. ’[~lrotl~b her company, LASERTM ¢,i[~ Afl:er Sports with Effective Result:s), she counsels former high achieving 

co]le~ and pro~ssional athletes to successfftlly transition from their sports career. 

Dr. Stroman remains a steadfast advocate [Sr the positive development of small businesses and young entrepreneurs; and the reform of hi, time colle~ 

athletics. She earned her undergraduate degree from the University of Vir~nia ~.S.) where she captained the women’s basketball team. The University of 

North C~rolina at Chapel Hill (M.A.) and C~pella University (Ph.D./Business) gr~nted bet master’s and doctoral degree respect:ively. 

919 843 033(~ 

http:£exss,unc,edu/undergrad uate-proaramiba-;n-exss/sport-adm[n~strationiovervfewi 

"Each day comes bearh~8 ~ts own 8~fts. Untie the r~bbohs/’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: 9aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April ~7, 202~ 5:45 PN 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Looking for a ZeM to Sere on a Pane~ 

Soror S [roma~ 

Brother Griffin’s contact information is as follows: 

@,~mail.com 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:        @aol.com 
Sent: Sun, Apt 17, 2011 1:36 pro 
Subject: RE: Looking for a Zeta to Serve on a Panel 

Hi Kim. Good to hear from you! I will try to call you later. Here’s my mobile - 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Go ,",(;(2 

D~’bera}~ ~::~oma,, PhJD., CLU 

g>:plore. E~ga~e. Empower 

919843.033d 

http~//exss~unc.edu/under~raduate-pr~gram/ba-M-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes beariBg its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From: @aN,com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 20~1 1:02 PN 

To: dstroman~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Looking for a ZeM to Serve on a Panel 

Good afternoon Soror Stroman, 

This is Soror Kim Sawyer. We were seat mates at the Mystics Game before your move to NC. l hope all is well with you. The reason for this e-mai] is to inquire of 

your avai]abi]ity and interest in serving on the NPHC Summit Panel. The topic is Workforce Development and the Summit is scheduled for May 21, 2Oll in 



Washington, DC. 

I am assisting the Immediate Past President of Phi Beta Sigma, Brother Paul Griffin, in finding a Zeta with experience in workforce development and 

entrepreneurship. He came across your resume and ask me to reach out to you. Please give me a call at your earliest convenience to discuss further. You can reach 

(h) or (c). Brother Griffin must finalize the speaker roster tomorrow and would like confirmation of your interest as soon as me 011 

possible. Look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Sisterly, 

Kim 



From; 

Sent: Monday-, 

To: theclub@unc.edu 

Subje~’t: Interest in Internship 

A~tacl~: ~esume uncaa.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

4:39 PM 

1. Sports Administration 
2. Mobile Number: 
3 UNC email: @email.uaac.edu 
4. Resume 
5. I love Carolina athletics, and have been an avid fan 

6. Preferred sport team(s): basketball, football, or baseball in that 
order 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Michael <michaelsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 3:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: 53089 Business Card Proof2 

53089 i5 D Stroman.lxtf; ATT00001 ..htm 

This looks right to me, bu[ would you have a look as weft? 

Michad Smith 
Acco~m~l~t 
lfN C Depam~aent of Exetvise and Spot1 Science 
CB 8700 
Clmpe[ Hill NC 27599 
919-962-0017 

F~m= Nofenson, Dayna (Printing Se~ices) [mailto:DANOFENSON@printing.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 3:00 PN 

T~= Smith, Nichael 
Subject= 53089 Business Card Proof 2 
Michael, 
Please ~nd aRached to this message a PDF proof of your revised business cards. 
~AREFUkkY REVIEW YOUR PROOF, keeping the following in mind: 

¯ PMase note: please be sure your data is inputed accurately. Any changes after the original pdf proof will incur an 
additional charge of $6 for each proof thereafter. 

° Once you approve your card, your order should usually be ready for delivery within 10 working days. 
¯ Printing Services is not responsible for errors you approve. If you approve an error, including an error of omission, 

you will bear the full cost for correcting and reprinting your job. Making changes to previously submitted information may 

incur additional charges. 
¯ The colors you see on your monitor only approximate the inks used to print your job 
° Questions about quantity, paper, scheduling and delivery should be addressed to your customer service representative 

Arnold Ferguson(arnold ferguson@unc.edu or 962.8801). 
° Save your approved PDF and submit it when you request a reprint of this job. 

Please keep in mind, final approval must be recieved my the following Monday at 12:00 noon 
in order to go out in the campus mail on the following Monday. 
If everything looks acceptable, please reply to this message confirming that we are ready to go to press. If there are 
alterations or corrections, please indicate in a reply to this message what you would like to change and whether you would 
like to see another proof. 
Thank you. 
Dayna Mofenson 
UNC Printing Services 
2700 Homestead Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1110 
T 962.5566 
F 962.0671 



DEBORAH L, STROMAN, ’Ph.D., CLU 

,~l~ort Administration Facul’ ~y 

Director I~t~,~.kips, EXSS Academic Advisor 

31~5 kVOZLEN x~- 9~9.843.O336 

CAMPWS >OX 86O5 ~- 9~9.962.6325 

CHAPEL H~LL, NC 27599-g(~o5 

dstro@ unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messenger@webex.com 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:07 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your registration was received for Web seminax: NFL Lockout ~] Will Fans Stay? 

Hello Deborah Stmman, 

Thank you for your interest in the Web seminar. Once your request is processed, we will send you 
a confirmation email message. 
We received your registration request for the following online event: 

Topic: NFL Lockout [~] Will Fans Stay? 
Date and Time: 
April 26, 2011 1:00 pm, Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00) 
April 26,2011 12:00 pm, Central Time (Saskatchewan, GMT-06:00) 

You can contact your host, Kyle Henderick, at: 

kyle.henderick@alterian.com 

http://www.webex.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

messenger@webex.com 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:30 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RegiS_ration approved for Web seminar: NFL Lockout [1 Will Fa~s Stay? 

NFL Lockout ~ Will Fans Stay.ics 

Hello Deborah Stmman, 

Your registration was approved for the following Web seminar. We will start the event on time. Please join it at least 
10 minutes before the scheduled starting time so you won’t miss valuable information. 

Topic: NFL Lockout ~ Will Fans Stay? 
Host: Kyle Hendedck 
Date and Time: 
April 26, 2011 1:00 pm, Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00) 
April 26,2011 12:00 pm, Central Time (Saskatchewan, GMT-06:00) 
Event number: 
Registration ID:" 
Event password: 

To join the online event 

Click here to join the online event. 
Or copy and paste the following link to a browser: 

To view in other time zones or languages, please click the link: 

To join the teleconference only 

To receive a call back, provide your phone number when you join the event, or call the number below and enter the 

access code. 

Call-in toll-free number (US/Canada): 1-877-669-3239 
Call-in toll number (US/Canada): +1-408-600-3600 
Global call-in numbers: https://altedan-events.webex.com/alterian-events/globalcallimphp? 
serviceType=EC& E D=98623467&tollFree= 1 
Toll-free dialing restrictions: http://www.webex.com/pd[/tollfree restrictions.pdf 
Access code: 

For assistance 

You can contact Kyle Henderick at: 

kyle.henderick@alterian.com 

To join the event more quickly, you can set up Event Manager before the event starts. Go to: https://alterian- 

events.webex.com/aiterian-events/ecsetup.php?frommaii=l 

http ://vwvw.webex.com 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This WebEx service includes a feature that allows audio and any documents and other 
materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded. By joining this session, you automatically 
consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to the recording, discuss your concerns with the meeting host 
prior to the start of the t~cording or do not join the session. Please note that any such recordings may be subject to 
discove[y in the event of litigation. 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kyle Henderick [kyle.henderick@alterian.com] 

Deborah Stroman [dstro@unc.edu] 

NFL Lockout - Will Fans Stay? 

htt ps://alteria n-events.webex.com/alteria n-events/on stal~e/g.ph p?d=665140986&t=a 

4/26/2011 6:00:00 PM 

4/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Hello Deborah stroman, 

Your registration was approved for the following web seminar, we will start the event on time. Please 
join it at least 10 minutes before the scheduled starting time so you won’t miss valuable information. 

Topic: NFL Lockout - will Fans Stay? 
Host: Kyle Henderick 

Date and Time: 
April 26, 2011 1:00 pm, Central Daylight Time (Chicago, GMT-05:00) 
April 26, 2011 12:00 pm, Central Time (Saskatchewan, GMT-06:00) 

Event number: 665 140 986 
Registration ID: 
Event password: 

To join the online event 

To join the teleconference only 

To receive a call back, provide your phone number when you join the event, 
enter the access code. 

or call the number below and 

For assistance 

You can contact Kyle Henderick at: 
kyle.henderick@alterian.com 

To join the event more quickly, you can set up Event Manager before the event starts. Go to: 
https:i/alterian-events.webex.comialterian-eventsiecsetup.php?frommail=l 

http:i/~^~w.webex.com 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This WebEx service includes a feature that allows audio and any documents and other 
materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded. By joining this session, you 
automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to the recording, discuss your concerns 



with the meeting host prior to the start of the recording or do not join the session. Please note that 
any such recordings may be subject to discovery in the event of litigation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <~joeycoop@uga.edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:41 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: JSSAE Manu~ript Review 

Reviewer Commeuts - Critical Success Factors.doc; Revise and Resubmit Letter - Cooper.pdf 

Good evening Dr. Stroman. I hope you are doing well. Good news! I heard back from the JSSAE and they sent a "revise and resubmit" message our journal article. I am 
currently working on the recommended changes and I will be sure to send them to you for review before I submit it back to the JSSAE. It is my goal to have it resubmitted by 
May :iS, 20:t:t. Let me know what you think. Thank you again for all your support and assistance. 
I look forward to seeing you within the next few days at CSRI. I am moderating a panel session organized by Dr. Hawkins called "Faces at the Bottom of the Well" tomorrow 
afternoon at 3:4[;pm at the Friday Center. Hope to see you then. 
Joseph N. Cooper, M.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
University of Georgia 
Department of Kinesiology 

From: sports_athletes [sports:t@iupui.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April :I:I, 201:t :t2:36 plVl 
To: Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
Subject: JSSAE Manuscript Review 

Mr. Cooper, 
Thank you for your submission to the journal. Although the reviewer did not recommend it for publication in its current draft, Robin and James highly encourage you to pay 
close attention to the comments and resubmit a revised version. The attached letter explains. Thank you so much for your time. We look forward to hearing from you again 
soon. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Edna 
Journal for the Study of Sports and Athletes in Education 
Robin L. Hughes & James Satteffield, Editors 
Edna Martinez, Co-Managing Editor 
Eor Journal Management, contact: 
JSSAE c!o Clemson University 
3:t6 Tillman Hall Box 340707 

Clemson, SC 29634-0707 
soorts:i@iuoui.edu 
http://www.Icoastpress.com/journal.php?id=S 



To: 

From: 

Title: 

EDITORIAL COMMENT SHEET 

Reviewer 

Robin L. Hughes & James Satterfield, Editors 

The Critical Success Factors of Black Male Student-Athletes 

Date submitted to reviewer: 03/09/2011 Please return by: ASAP 

The enclosed manuscript is referred to you for review and evaluation. 

Evaluation 
Please circle ONE letter corresponding to the appropriate rating. 

(e=excellent; g=good; f=fair; p=poor; na= not applicable). 

CONTRIBUTION: 

Significance of contribution to the study 
of sports in the field of education 

Appropriateness for the Journal 

TECHNICAL ADAQUACY: 

Appropriateness of research design 

Analysis 

PRESENTATION: 

Clarity & conciseness of writing 

Readability (e.g., grammar, spelling, word choice) 

APPROPRIATENESS & QUALITY: 

Accuracy of references 

Number and quality of references 

Use of quotes & paraphrases 

Use of headings 

Presentation of results 

Discussion of data or theory limitations 

e g 

e g 

e 

e 

e 

e 

g 

g 

g 

g 

e g 

e g 

e g 

e g 

e g 

e g 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

f 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 

p na 



Recommendation 
Please mark the appropriate recommendation and justify your decision with the supporting statements. 

Accept: This article, in its present form, is completely acceptable 

Affirm your decision by marking the following: 

__ This article is ready for publication in the Journal for the Study of Sports and 
Athletes in Education, pending minor revisions. 

__ This article may be published without any further attention from JSSAE editorial 
staff, other than cursory stylistic review. 
__ This the best treatment of this topic that the JSSAE is likely to see in the near 
future 

Comments: 

X Revise and Resubmit: This article should be reconsider after revisions 

X __ __ I have reservations about the article in its present form 

Comments: SEE NEXT PAGE 
__ I believe most, but not all, aspects of this manuscript are sound 

Comments: 

__ I can identify minor correctable errors, omission, or modification (as noted) that the 
author must and can address to make the article fully acceptable (you may be asked to 
re-review provisionally accepted revised manuscripts). 

Comments: 

Recommend Rejection: This article, in its present form, is completely unacceptable. 

__ The article is of interest, but critical deficiencies noted below and on checklist in 
presentation / treatment exist that the author is likely to rectify / reconcile with close 
attention and thorough revision (author will be strongly encouraged to revise/resubmit 
article) 

Comments: 

__ The article is of interest, but the serious critical deficiencies noted below and on 
checklist are probably to difficult to rectify (author will be mildly encouraged to resubmit, 
but more strongly advised to submit other articles on this or other topics 

Comments: 
__ The article / treatment is not significant and may be beyond improvement (author 
will not be encouraged to revise or resubmit this article) 

Comments: 



Comments 
Please identify any specific concerns you may have referencing the page, paragraph 
and line number where appropriate. Use additional sheets if necessary. List strengths, 
weaknesses, recommended revisions, reasons for rejection, and/or other comments. 
This information will be passed along to author. 

This paper has great potential in terms of contributing to the growing body of 
literature on African American male student-athletes in society. However, there are a 
number of issues with the paper in its current form. In terms of methodological 
approach, the sample size (n=42) is too small for any quantitative analysis beyond a 
pilot study for example. If some mixed-method (i.e. qualitative data) had been 
implemented then the study would have more credence with building on Role Theory 
and highlighting key themes for future research. Specifically, as the paper states, 
"Although no statistically significant relationships were found" is a problematic 
statement in the body of a research paper that attempts to build on the empirical 
work in the field with Black male student-athletes. Further, there is a growing body of 
work that examines student-athletes success with gender, race and social class that 
is missing from the current paper. Some of the names of scholars that must be 
researched and their work examined, synthesized and integrated in the next draft of 
this paper include: Drs. Brandon Martin, S. Malia Lawrence, C. Keith Harrison, 
Adrieene Toogood, Eddie Comeaux, and others. One book to get started with is by 
Dr. Earl Smith (Race, Sport and the American Dream, 2007). 

Paying attention to all these suggestions will enhance the quality of the paper and I 
welcome reading it again. 

Technical feedback: 

_NOTE: IN GENERAL, BE CONSISTENT (SEE APA STYLE GUIDELINES) 

*Inconsistent with dash between African American and counter story telling. 

*On page 8, capitalize critical legal studies, 3 propositions (1 &2) inconsistent 
with United States and U.S. 

*Remove "the" before "account" end of second paragraph 

*Quotation marks around "dumb jock" page 11 

*Inconsistent with caps for "critical success factors" also "s" at end of CSF 
cap or lower case? 

*Inconsistent with "4" and "four" regarding Likert Scale 



*"0" or "zero" page 18, page 34. 

"Need comma between "CSFs "and" page 25 

Please return evaluation and recommended revisions to: 

Journal for the Study of Sports & Athletes in Education 
c/o Dr. James Satterfield, Clemson University 
316 Tillman Hall Box 340707 
Clemson, SC 29634-0707 
846-656-5113 (office) 
846-656-1322 (fax) 
Sportsl@iupui.edu 

Note to authors: When revising your article, please refer again to the Journal 
guidelines and be sure to adhere to the format. 



Robin L. Hughes, Ph.D. 
Indiana University Indianapotis 
Cortege of Education Office Number 3123 
902 West New York Street 
Indianapol.is, Indiana 46202 
rob[hu~h@indiana,edu 
(Office) 317-274-6718 

James W. Satterfie[d, Jr., Ed.D 
Ctemson University 

Box 340707 

303 Ti[[man Ha[[ 

C[emson, SC 29634-0707 
satter3@c~emson,edu 
(Office) 864-656-5111 

April 11,2011 

Dear Mr. Cooper, ........... 

Thank you for your submission to the Journal for the ~i~ ~ Sports and 

Athletes in Education. We enjoyed reading your submi~i#~ a~d appreciate you 
considering our journal as a vehicle to showcase your 

Your manuscript entitled The Critical Success Factors of Black Male Student- 
Athletes was reviewed by our editorial board members. In its current draft, the 
reviewers felt that your submission was not ready for publication. Attached you 
will find reviewer feedback and suggestions for revamping your article to reflect 
the types of manuscripts for which JSSAE is looking. As editors of JSSAE, we 
encourage you to pay close attention to these comments and resubmit your 
manuscript for reconsideration. We seek to publish the best articles for our 
journal, and with a little work, we feel that this manuscript could be one. 

Thanks again for your submission. It is scholars like you and your additions to 
the body of knowledge in this field that will propel the study of sports and 
athletics forward. :::ff ~ £a:~ be of further assistance, please let us know. We 
look forward to::~e~#i~g from you again soon. 

Cordially,::: 

Robin ~ ~Q:ghes, PR. D. 
Jame~ $Sttedield, Ed.D. 
Edi~8 J S SAE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article of Interest - LTW 

Hi Debby --.Were there papers presented in conjunction with this conference? Are they accessible on the web? WN they be published some time? 

Lissa 
Lissa L. groome 

W~chovia Professor of BanMng L~w 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~ 

Chapel H~], NC 27599.-3380 

919,962.7056 

~N~ h[tp:/iw~ law.unc e,Ju/in-~ages/news/n-~edia/bankklgfinance 

web 542.~p9 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 201:1 4:57 ply1 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= FW: Article of Interest - LTW 

debb¥ 

DeboraJ:t Str,)man, t-"t~.D,, CI .U 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba~n~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv;ew/ 

"Each day comes beadt~g its own gills, U~:~e the ribbot~s." (R,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 20El 7:~ PN 

Subject: Article of Interest - LTW 

Summary article of the closing panel at the very powerful Losing to Win conference at WFU. 

Note: The Wake Forest provost (htt~i!,orovost, wfu.edu/) not only suggested the conference topic but paid for EVERYTHING (including honorariums, travel, 

meals, facilities, etc.) 

I feel very, very blessed to have been a small part... 

Enjoy! 

d 

Conference addresses ’pay for play’ 
B" Office of Communications and External Relations 

i~:*;; i Alphonso Smith, former Wake Forest and current NFL player 

AI )honso Smith, former Wake Forest and current NFL player 

When it comes to inequities concerning race and college sports, you cm~ talk about changing rules, paying players for their work or otherwise distributing the earnings of 

athletic depallments. 

B ut in the end, the mosl importaut thing inslitutions can do to reform the intercollegiate sports system is provide its players even the at-risk ones with a useful 

education. 

That’s according to solne of the nation’s top experts on race and college sports. They convened at Wake Forest’s ’°Losing to Win: Discussions of Race and 

.I__&t__e_Lc_o_!_l__e_gi2_a_Le__~p_R_r_l_f’ to lay out the problems in what they cdtl the exploitative system of college athletics and to offer solutions. 



’°We need to follow the money. The money is going to be the best way to decipher when something is not being done correctly," said Kenneth Shropshire, la~Ter and 

professor at the Wharton School. "People of color and women am not at the end of the money trail .... We are not getting paid." 

He recommended diverting some of millions of dollars college athletes earn each year for their schools into programs fl~at would ensure that eve~ sports recruit 

receives a quali~ education and clear direction for a post-sports career. 

"The mamn we’re talking atx~ut paying players is becanse the instita’dons aren’t upholding their end of the bargain," said Alphonso Smith Jr., former Wake Forest 
football player and NFL cornerback. If colleges followed through, "you don’t need to give anyone anyd~ing other dmn a free education." 

Such change isn’t inconceivable but it ce~tainly can’t be accomplished without the efl’o~t of a broad range of people, said Bernard Franklin, execulive vice presi&nt 
of the NCAA. College sports’ governing body can’t do it alone, he said. 

"If we’re going to affect change, then we have to look at things differently and a little bit creatively," he said. 

Key to that is getting college chancellors and presidems involved, he said, because those campus leaders have always been at the forefront of the NCAA’s policy 
changes. 

This summer, the NCAA will cooMinate a retreat tbr Division 1 chancellors and presidents to talk about the issues examined during "Losing to Win." 

"Losing to Win" participants look forward to the outcome. 

"Black athletes am missing superb oppo~nities for learning," said Deborah Stroman of the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at UNC-Chapel Hill. "I can’t sit 
on the si&lines while injus~tices and missteps occur." 

Go Heels, 

D&orah S~rornan, Ph.D., CLU 

I_~NC Exercise and Spor~ Science Dq~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Ca~ol~aa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Faculv Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Na0 Leadership & } {onors O~gan~adon) 

315 Woo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

h ~;,//www.~mc.edu,/dep ~s iexe~cise,/sp o~ ~adm in ts ~r a tm~ 

"The sinffle biffgest problem in commur~icatior~ ~s ~he illusion that it has taf~en p!ace." G. 80 5haw 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nottinghmn, Junius W (OIG/OI) <~Junius.Nottingham@oig.hhs.gov> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:34 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Touching bases 

Deborah, 
It was nice meeting and talking with you last week at the Sports Conference at Wake Forest University. I look forward to continuing our networking ventures. I will let you know 
when I will be in the area again. 

Thank you 
Sincerety, 
Junius 
Junius Nottingham Jr. 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
Washington Field Office 
202-357-3601 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 6:15 AM 

To: theclub@UNC.EDU 

Subject: UNC Athletics    Internship Opportunity 

A~tach: RESUME.docx 

1 Exercise and Sport Science-SA &Afro-American 
Studies 
2 
3. ~)email.unc.edu 
4.My resume is attached. 
5.I would like to work with U2x,-C athletics because 

something that I will truly value. 
6.Volleyball, Tennis, Soccer 

***I am available over the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:47 AM 

theclub@unc.edu 

CSBC - UNCAA Opportunities 

Resumefor uncaa.docx 

1. Business and Political Science double major 

2. Mobile number: 

3. ~live.unc.edu 

4~ Resume attached 

5. I would love the opportunity to work with UNC athletics for a few reasons. 

6~ I would prefer to work with the tennis, basketball or football teams, but obviously would love the opportunity to work with any team. 

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing back from you. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:07 AM 

theclub@uuc.edu 

Re: CSBC - UNCAA Opportunities: ess.Carolina Sports Busiuess Club.grp 

Resume.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have an interview- this tveek with the Athletic Communication Office for a position for next year, but I would like to keep my’ options open for the fall so I tvould definitely’ consider tvorking 
closely with one of the coaches and teams. 

My personal information is: 

1- 

2- 

3 ~email.unc.edu 

4- See attached 

5- When people think of UNC Athletics, people generally think of the basketball and f’ootbal[ teams, which is well deserved but there are so many student athletes that don’t receive the 
recogniuon that they deserve They represent our University so well and I want to be able to support the teams and be able to foster their growth and development. Finally, I know that all o17 
our student athletes put so much hard work into everything that they do on and offthe field and I would like to be able to g~ve back to them and help them in any way possible. 

6- Baseball (I know its more of a spring sport but I thought they do some work in the :[’all), Basketball (if at all possible I would LO VE to), Soccer. 

Thanks, 

On at 8:00 PM, Dr. Stroman wrote: 

Hi Heels[ A few UNC head coaches have reached out to me to identi(y committed and dedicated students to work in their offices to learn and assist with the administration of their sport. 

These students will have an unpaid internship with the sport for the fall semester (if you are available over the summer, please let me know.) The benefits to you are obvious. :) 

If you are interested, please send me a note with the following: 

1. Name, Class and Major 
2. Mobile Nttmber 
3. IYNC email 

4. Resttme 
5. Brief(no more than 250 words) statement of why you would like to work with L2x!C athletics 
6. Preferred sport team(s) 

Send to theclub@unc.edu 
The deadline is Monday 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Any missing imformation will exclude you from consideration. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
919.843.0336 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:36 AM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 

Subject: UNC Athletics Application 

Attach: UNCAthletics.docx 

To whom it may concern, 

My application is attached ~vith all of the information required 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:40 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC - UNCAA Opportunities: ess.Carolin%Sports Business Club.grp - Quick Questions 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for taking the time to write me back. I understand what you 
are saying and I realize that ~vorking with a I~rNC varis~z sport would be 
a great opportunity 

I emailed you to try to get more informatiun because I am unsure of my 
summer schedule and have been working with Tar Heel Athletic 
Hospitali~, which deals with football, men’s basketball and baseball. 
For that reason, the fall would include football and basketball home 
game days ~vhich could be a problem since we work a few hours before and 
tl~roughout the game. Outside of that, I wouldaa’t have an?- conflicts, 
given the information you provided And just so you know I tend to ask 
questions to prevent an?- possible conflicts because when I commit to 
something, I have every intention to follow through I was not trying 
to get a leg up on other students or create more work for you or 
anything of that nature :) I appreciate your correspondence. Thank you 
so much again, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

Hi        The note was intended to provide a general description to 
narrow the pool of students eligible. If the situation fits you 

(ie., one has to be flexible and there is no chance of academic or 
extracurricular conflict), then you should apply. I can’t risk 
"letting our coaches down" have had numerous students complete the 
request as outlined and as I expected I can’t give you any more 
details on the opportunity’ than what is listed. Working in the sport 
industry is unique Long hours, often low pay in the beginnng - but 
the rewards are tremendous. We tp)~ to provide the same experience ~n 
our internships. Having the opportunity to work with UNC varsity 
teams ~s special but not meant for everyone. 

Hope that helps! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
919.8430336 
http://exss unc. eduiundergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~’,,eraail.unc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:53 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: CSBC - UNCAA Opportunities: 
ess.Carolina SportsBusiness Club.grp - Quick Questions 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
It has recently come to ray attentiun that I tW email has had some issues. 
Since I had written you before and I know that you usually are quick to 
respond, but hadn’t heard from you (which could be due to ray problem) I 
thought I would re-email you to make sure you got my message. I don’t mean 
to sound picky or create more work for you, I just like to be clear on 
things because I don’t like to cor~wnit to a potential opportunity, and later 
have to deconm~it. 
I ara most likely going to be taking sunm~er courses so I would be in Chapel 
Hill, but do you know- what the general hours needed might be? And would the 
hours be that much diffcrunt from the fall? 
And finally, was there supposed to be an attachment or anything with the 
sports you are talking about? I ask not to be pick’y, but because the email 
says to list them and I didn’t get anything with that information and 
workilag for some teams may be a conflict for me due to a commitment I 
already have. Thank you again for your time and help, 

On Sat. 20:00:29 -0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hi Heels! A few- UNC head coaches have reached out to me to identi~z 
>> committed and dedicated students to work in their offices to learn and 
>> assist with the administration of their sport 
>> 

>> These students will have an unpaid internship with the sport for the fall 
>> semester. (if you are available over the summer, please let me know.) The 



>> benefits to you are obvious. :) 
>> 

>> I[’you are interested please send me a note with the J2~llowing: 
>> 

>> 1. Name, Class and Major 
>> 2 Mi~bile Number 
>> 3. UNC email 
>> 4 Resume 
>> 5. Brief(no more than 250 words) statement of why you would like to work 
>> with UNC athletics 
>> 6. Preferred sport team(s) 
>> 

>> Send to theclub@unc.edu 
>> The deadline is Monday 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
>> 

>> Any missing information will exclude you from consideration. 
>> 

>> That~zs. 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
>> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:25 AM 

To: theclub@ unc.edu 

Subje~’t: UNC Athletics Application 

Attacl~: JNCAthletics.docx 

Dr.S~oman, 

I forgot to note that I will be available for an internship this smnmer. I 
apologize for an?’ inconvenience this may have caused. I have re-attached my 
application with a note stating nay availabli~z as well. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~4ourfans.com> 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Stx~rt Administration 

Hey Debby! 
I’ve been meaning to hit you up! I’m doing well and my knee is much better. It’ll never be back to 100% and I’ll probably never get to play serious hoops again but I’m learning 
to deal with it and finding others ways to stay fit, etc. I hope you are doing well and had a great Easter! 
The new website looks groat - nice photos! 
We’re long overdue for lunch. I’m going to be out of the country all next week but should have time at the end of the following week if you’re free to get together I         ~. 
Let me know! 
Take care, 

--- Original Message .... 

Fromi Deborah Stroman 
To ~4oudans.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:16 PM 
Subject: UNC Sport Administration 

Hi How are you? How is your rehab and rest going? 

Thinking about you and praying for your healing! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot, Science Dept. 

Spo~t Admh~isrradon Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Inwrnship Coordinator 

(Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sporc Research Insdtuw 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (.Marl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 X&~oo]len CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

h~t}~://qwwv.un c.edu/dep~s//ex~w cis e//sp or r_a dminisrr a6on 

"rt~e single biggest problem in communicotion is the iflusion thot it hos token ploce." G’.B. Show 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~wisc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Draft of proposal aJ~d letter 

NCAA ILESEARCH GILKNT PROPOSAL.doc; Letter of Recommendation NCAA Graduate Research Grant ROUGH DRAFT.doc; 

research call for proposals     .pdf 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have attached 

1) My grant proposal 

2) Rough draft of letter of recommendation 

3) Description of Grant 

I pulled text from the letter you sent yesterday tbr North Central a~d added some of the grant eligibili~ lingo ........ 

Let me know what you think....I know this is last minute and not the best way to approach asking tbr letters in the future:) 

THANK YOU!!!!! 

Deborah Stroman <dstro~nan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        Running between class and meetings. Send me your draft of what 
I need to say... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stromm~, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

http:i/exss.unc.eda/undergraduate- program/ba- ~a- exs~sport- administratior~ov 
erview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.,Amn 

Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~wisc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

To: ds~ta~man@emaJ 1. unc.edu 
Subject: M_AJOR FAVOR TO ASK--Letter of Rec for NCAA Grant 

Dr. Stroman. 

I have a major favor to ask ...... 

I am applying for the NCAA research grant for my dissertation. I really 

feel my topic fits well ruth the vision for this grant and I would be a 

contender. The deadline is on this Saturday (I know--WHOA). I have been 
working on this all semester, but CSRI and traveling set me back a bit with 

final progress. I pla~ to finish it tonight. My advisor is writing me a 

letter of recommendation to accompany my proposal. However, I just 
discovered I need two letters to accompany. I mn curious if you would be 

willing to adapt the letter you sent me yesterday ruth a sho(t sumtnary of my 
dissertation research at the end (which I can provide to you or even write 

if you wish). 

Let me know what you think...I know this is very short notice. I would need 

the letter emailed to me in a pdfby Saturday at the latest. 

THANK YOU!!’. 





NCAA Research Committee 
201 t Graduate Student Research Grant Program 

Call for Proposals 

The NCAA Research Committee is pleased to announce the 2011 NCAA Graduate Student Research 
Grant Program. The program’s goals are: (1) to stimulate research on college athletics; (2) to foster 
contributions to the empirical research on college athletics; (3) to provide financial support to graduate 
students interested in engaging in high-quality research related to college athletics, and (4) to assist 
NCAA-member colleges and universities and the general public in gaining access to new and outstanding 
research and researchers in this field. 

Background 
The NCAA Research Committee consists of athletics administrators and faculty who collaborate with 
NCAA research department staff to produce high-quality research on issues related to college athletics. 
This research is seen by member colleges and universities as crucial to facilitating an environment of 
informed decision making on matters of NCAA policy and procedure. By encouraging new researchers, 
the Research Committee hopes to widen and strengthen the interest in and quality of research directly 
relevant to student-athlete well-being and college athletics participation. 

Description 
The NCAA Research Committee invites research proposals within the general topic areas of student- 
athlete well-being and college athletics participation. Research grants are available for graduate 
students only and are intended to support the student while conducting research to be used for a 
doctoral dissertation, master’s thesis, or external publication. Awards for these research grants are 
set at a maximum of $7,500 for one-year projects. Institutions may not charge indirect costs on these 
awards. Recipients will be expected to culminate their project in an article suitable for publication in a 
scholarly journal, or in a completed master’s thesis or dissertation. Grant recipients will also be expected 
to present their research proposal at the NCAA Research Committee meeting in late 2011, as well as 
submitting a brief summary of the research that is suitable for publication in the NCAA News. 

Students studying topics of specific interest to the NCAA and its membership and demonstrating the 
competencies necessary to successfully complete the proposed study will receive highest consideration. 
Research topics may include but are not limited to: the impact of participation in athletics on the academic 
or social experiences of the student participant; best practices for academic advisement of student- 
athletes; the relationship between athletic time demands and academic success; student-athlete 
integration into the campus community; the relationship between athletic department finances and on- 
field success; and student-athlete satisfaction with the college experience. 

Proposals related to health and safety issues should not be submitted for this grant program. Rather, 
please contact David Klossner, director of health and safety for grant opportunities in these areas. 

Application Requirements 
All applications for Graduate Student Research Grants must include the following: 

1. Abstract. Limit to 250 words or less. 

Timeline. List the beginning and termination dates for the proposed research. A list of the 
projected dates of completion of major milestones in the progress of proposed research should be 
included. This list must include a date for submission of the final report. 

Proposal. The proposal should not exceed seven double-spaced pages and should be structured 
as follows: 

a. purpose statement and description of specific research questions; 
b. background information (brief review of relevant literature / context); 



c. research methods (e.g., research design, participants) including specific information on likely 
response rates if a survey will be administered; 

d. data analysis techniques, and 
e. significance and practical application to the field and to the NCAA. 

4. Copies of any survey instruments or other written materials that will be used in the study. 

Reference Letter(s). A minimum of two reference letters from graduate advisors or others who can 
speak to the specifics of the research proposal must be provided. 

Graduate Transcript. A transcript from your current graduate program or, in the case of new 
students, a letter documenting that you have enrolled in a graduate degree program. 

Brief Outline of Budget. Prospective grant recipients must provide a brief request for funds 
(maximum award is $7,500) and a justification for how these funds will be used in the research 
project. Funds may be used to provide tuition relief. 

Biographical Sketch. A brief biographical sketch or curriculum vitae with a list of relevant 
publications should be attached as an appendix. 

Human Participants Certification. If this research involves the use of human participants, 
certification must be provided that this proposal has been or is in the process of being reviewed by 
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) or human subjects committee of the originating institution, in 
compliance with Department of Health and Human Services policy on protection of human subjects. 
Funds will not be released until human participants approval has been granted for the proposed 
study. 

Each award application will be judged on (1) the importance of the topic to the field and to the NCAA; (2) 
the strength of the methodological approach; (3) the appropriateness of proposed analyses; (4) the 
innovative nature of the project; and (5) the acceptability of the proposed budget. The review panel will 
ask such questions as: Is the student’s research question clearly defined? What literature already exists 
on this topic? How does the methodology relate specifically to the research question? Is there a high 
likelihood that the study can be carried out as designed? Does the analytic plan fit the question and the 
data? Is the applicant qualified to carry out the proposed study? Will this study contribute to the field? 

Application Submission 
Proposals for Graduate Student Research Grants will be reviewed once a year, with funding decisions 
made by September 2011. The upcoming deadline for proposals is: 

Sunday, May 1,2011 

All required materials must be submitted and received by the deadline above. Electronic submissions are 
preferred but hard copy materials (a total of 2 copies) will also be accepted. It is preferred that letters of 
reference be included with the application materials and sent as a package. However, letters will be 
accepted separately from the package of other materials, so long as they are received by the submission 
deadline. Incomplete applications will not be considered. Contact Tiese Roxbury, 317/917-6811 or 
troxbury@ncaa.org, if you would like to submit your proposal via mail or have questions regarding the 
application or submission process. 

Electronic Applications should be sent to: 
Tiese Roxbury via troxbury@ncaa.org with subject line ’Grant Submission’ and all materials attached. 

2 



Additional Information Regarding Grants 
Grant recipients are encouraged to consult with NCAA research staff regarding their proposed research 
prior to submitting a proposal. 

All grant recipients will agree to submit a brief (three to six pages, double-spaced) progress report mid- 
way through the grant period. A final report will be submitted at the end of the grant period. 

Total funding will be provided upon approval of the proposal. In most cases awardees may choose 
whether to have funds sent directly to them or to their institutions. 

2007 Grant Program Awards 
In 2007, the Research Committee awarded four grants through the Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program: 

¯ Predictors of Retirement Distress among Male Former Intercollegiate Athletics in Revenue- 
Producing Sports, Mercedes Carswell, Michigan State University. 

¯ Exploring the Relationship between Athletic Injury and Coaching Behavior, Sarah Halbert, Miami 
University. 

° Perceptions of Stakeholder Salience and Dimensions of Influence for Campus Student-Athlete 
Advisory Committees in Governance of Intercollegiate Athletics, Lori Hendricks, University of 
Michigan. 

¯ A Chameleon on the Court: Understanding Factors that Contribute to InvisibilityNisibility for 
Division I Intercollegiate Gay-Athletes, Paul Tontz, University of Denver. 

2008 Grant Program Awards 
In 2008, the Research Committee awarded four grants through the Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program: 

¯ Impact of Organizational Culture on Graduation Rates of NCAA Division ! HBCU Athletes: A 
Case Study, Ralph Charlton, College of William and Mary. 

° Predicting Academic Success for Student-Athletes: A Comparative Study, Tiese Roxbury, 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 

¯ Perceptions of "Others": The Role of Heterosexism in the Decline of College Women Coaches, 
Amy Sandier, University of Nevada Las Vegas. 

¯ Enhancing the Student-Athlete Experience: Understanding Sense of Community from a Student- 
Athlete’s Perspective, Stacy Warner, University of Texas at Austin. 

2009 Grant Program Awards 
In 2009, the Research Committee awarded three grants through the Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program: 

° Faculty Senates Perceptions of College Athletics, Amber Falluca, University of South Carolina. 
¯ The College Adjustment of African American Student-Athletes at Predominately White Institutions 

and Historically Black College and Universities, Sheriece Sadberry, University of Missouri, 
Columbia. 

¯ Physical Self-Concept and Athletic Identity Among Former Collegiate Athletes: Examining the 
Influence on Self, Jennifer Shannon, University of Missouri, Columbia. 

2010 Grant Program Awards 
In 2010, the Research Committee awarded three grants through the Graduate Student Research Grant 
Program: 

¯ Black Male College Athletes: Capital and Educational Outcomes, Ginelle John, New York 
University. 

° Exploring the Relationship Between Athletic Expenditures and Team On-Field Success, Willis 
Jones, Vanderbilt University. 

¯ Examining the Role of Challenges, Resiliency, Leadership Self-Efficacy, Support and Feedback 
on Women Leaders in Intercollegiate Athletic Careers, Moe Machida, Michigan State University. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@wisc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

RE: Dra£t of proposal and letter 

Recommendation NCAA Grant.doc 

Thankyou!! Letter looks great, I added one small word change, 

Qnestion---I have gotten HAMMERED here for not willing in 1 st person. I dofft know if this is a difl’erence across disciplines potentiaJly? I always was taught not to 

insert myself into the research. In my department here if you dofft write in first person active voice you have no place in the literature...,seeking your opinion on this.,,.it 

turned into a hnge debacle for my qualifying exam,. 

THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!’.!!!!!’. Would you be willing to print the lerter on letter head, scan and email to me to include with the packet before 

Saturday fl~e 30th? 

TttANK YOU, 

, Deborah Stroman <dstrolnan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ 

1) Letter okay? See att~Bched. 

2) Gn~nL requ,:_~st-You are ~;sking h:~r money to l:raw:q to conferences? Not sur~? o~] this requ*:_~sl:. ~41~ke sure [[~i~: is a legitim~;[:e requ~:~sl:. (in die NCAA 

guidelines?’ Have former winners used the money for travel?’) How about rho~e¥ for travel to meet with your sample? Equipment?’ Just a thought. 

3) Proposal--Hope my edits help. 

Doc 

’.)I9.843.033(, 

http://exss~unc.edu/underg~aduate~pr~gram/ba~n-exss/sp~t.adm~n~st~a~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes beating its own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons." (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: 9wisc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:$4 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sabje~t: RE: Dra~ of proposal and le~er 

Dr. Stromam 

I have a~hed 

1 ) My grant proposal 

2) Rough dra£t of letter of ~commen~tion 

3) Description of C~ant 

I pulled tern l?om ~e le~er you ~nt yes~e~tay Ibr NoOl~ Central and added ~me of the grant eligibility lingo ........ 

Let me ~ow what you ~i~....I ~ow tNs is las~ minute ~d not the best way to approach as~ng i~r le~ers in the furore:) 

THANK YOU~ ~’.~ 

On , Debor~l S~ommi <~stroman@mnaiLunc.ed~> wrote: 

Hi Rumfing be~-een class and meetings. Send me your dm~ of what 

I need to say... 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
F,xplore. Engage. Emtx~wer. 
919.843.0336 
http:/,’exss, unc.edtt/andergraduate- program/ba- ~- exss"sport- admini stratio~’ov 
erview~/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:                                 ~;wisc.edn] 

Sent: Tuesday,_ 12:18 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: MAJOR FAVOR TO ASK--Letter ofRec tbr NCAA Grant 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a major t:avor to ask ...... 

I am applying for the NCAA reseamh grant for my dissertation. I really 
feel my topic fits well with the vision for this grant and I would be a 



contender. The deadline is on this Saturday (I know--WHOA). I have been 
working on this all semester, bnt CSRI and traveling set me back a bit with 
final progress. I plan to finish it tonight. My advi~r is wriling me a 
letter of recommendafion to accompany my proposa]. However, I j ust 
discovered I need two letters to accompmay. I a~ curious if you would be 
willing to adapt the letter you sent me yesterdW with a short smnmeaT of my 
dissertation research at the end (which I can provide to you or even write 
if you wish). 

Let me know what you think...I know tkis is veu short notice. I would need 

the letter emailed to me in a pdf by Saturday at the latest. 

THANK YOU!!! 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RALPH.CHARLTON@HAMPTONU.EDU 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:00 AM 

Stroms~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thin,ks 

NCAA grant app dot.doc 

Here you go. Be glad to help in any way. I think it also helped that I had a relevant hot topic and a reference who worked in championships wihtin the organization. 

Ralph Charlton, 

Assistant Pr~Os.s’or 

PrQgram Coordinator- Sport Management 

Hampton UniversiO~ 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tue 4/26/202.t 6:00 PM 
To: CHARLTON RALPH 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Hi Ralph, Are you [he same Ralph that won the NCAA Research Grant award? I have a mentee at Wisconsin making application for this year, Are you writing to share 

your proposal? ~ want to g~ve her gLHdance on what [hey are ~ooMng for ~n a proposal Thanks for the consideration, 

debbv 

919 84.3 03,3 (~ 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~ram/ba~n-e~/~p~rt~adm[~trat~/~ver~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea~ing ~ts own g~fts, Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= ~LPH.CHARLTON@~N~ONU.EDU [mailto:RALPH.C~RLTON@HAM~ONU.EDU] 
Sent= Nonday, April 25, 20~1 2:28 PN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: ~an~ 
Thanks Debby. That would be great~ 

R~lph Charhon, Ph./2 

Assista~t P rqfessor 

Program CoorNnator- Sport Management 

Hanpton UniversiO, 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 4/25/2011 1:29 PN 
To: CHARLTON RALPH 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Hi Ralph. Thank YOU! I really appreciate vo~r coming to Chapel Hill and bringing students~ Please let me know when I can visit and do a guest lecture. In the future, 
maybe you (and colleagues) can come early (or at another time in the fall semester) and speak to one of my classes. 
Have a grea[: week] 

debby 

DeboraJ:t 5tr,)marb ?t~.D., CI.U 

9 [9.8~3.0336 
http://exss’unc’edu/unde~gradu~te~pr~r~m/ba4n~ex~s/~p~rt-~dministrat~n/~verv;ew/ 
"Each dav comes bearing ~ts own gifts, Un~:{e the r~bbo[ls," {N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: ~LPH.CHARLTON@~N~ONU.EDU [mailto:RALPH.C~RLTON@HAN~ONU.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 20EI ~0:30 AN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Than~ 
Thanks so much for coming to our session today and sharing our passion for the subject. It was a great conference and we appreciate you guys treating our students so well. 
Take care. 
Ralph Chadton, PAD. 

Assismnt I}r~fessor 
Program Coor~nalor- ,S))ort ManQ~ement 

Hampton 

The info~ation conmhned in this message is intended only tbr flae recipient, and may othe~vise be privileged and confidentM. If the reader orris message is not the 
intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering tNs mess~e to fl~e intended recipient, please be aware flint any disse~nination or cowing 

co~nmumcafion is s~qcfly prohibited. If you have leceived tNs co~nmunication in e~or, plea~ immediately nofig~ us by leplying m the message mid deleting it fiom your 

computer. TNs foomote al~ confimis ~at fills e~n~fil has ~en ~mmed for all vim~s by fl~e Hmnpmn Umve~iF Center for hffo~mation Technology Ente~n~ Systems 

se~ice. 

The information contained in this message is intended o~fly for the recipient, and may othenvise be privileged and co~dentia£ If the ~Mer of this message is not the 

intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering tNs message to the intended recipient, please be aware that may dissemination or cowing oftNs 

commuNcafion is sNctly prohibited. If you have received tNs communication in enor, #ea~ immediately nofi~ us by replying m the message ~d deleting it from your 

computer. TNs foomote al~ confirms that ~is emMl h~ ~en ~anned for aJl vim~s by the Hamp~m Umve~iF Center for I~o~ation Technology Ente~ri~ Systems 

Se~ice. 

The intb~ation contained in this message is intended oNy for flae recipient, mad may othenvise be privileged and coNidential. If the reader of this message is not the 

intended recipient, or an employee or agem responsible tbr delivering this message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or cowing oftNs 



communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immedia’tely notit) us by replying to the message a~d deleting it from your 

computer. This lbomote al~ confirms that this em~l hat been seanned lbr all viruses by the ttampton University Center tier Intbnnation Technology Enterprise Systems 

service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~wisc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA Research Grant Question 

Yes! :). Thanks for encouraging ~ne to check’. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Roxbu~y, Tiese" <tmxbury@ncaa.o~g> 

Date: 5:43:03 PM CDT 

To: ~wisc.edu> 

Subject: Re: NC.4dk Research Grant Question 

We have seen this in the past and feel that it is appropriate, 

From: .~wisc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 05:55 PH 
To: Roxbury, T]ese 
Subject: NCAA Research Grant Question 

Ms. Roxbmy, 

Good afternoon. I am in the fina1 stages of compiling my application for the NCAA Graduate Resea~rch Giant. When compiling the budget po(tion, 
curious if it is appropriate to ask for a portion of the fimding to go toward conference preseutations of the final dissertalion/scholarly manuscript 

( ie..traveling to present at the NCAA Scholarly Colloquium and/or College Sport Research Institute annual conference). 
Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Thls emall and any attachments may c~ntain NCA~ ;onfidential and privileged information. If 

you are no~ the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return emaii, 

delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemiRation or use of t~’~is information by 

a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, May2, 2011 11:22 PM 

Andrea Kane <akane@wbca.org> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

RE: ANcle 

Stroman Be Careful What You Ask For.docx; Stroman Super-Sizing WBB.docx 

Hi Andrea. Attached find two articles that will hopefully stimulate 
discussion :) for upcoming publications (print and/or online). Thanks 
Jack and I tried to connect at the Final Four but our schedules were too 
crav. :) 

Regards, 

Debby 

On Tue, 22 Feb 2011 07:08:23 -0800, Andrea Kane <akane@wbca org> wrote: 
> Debby, 
> 

> I was out of the office yesterday and just now saw your emaih Please 
let 
> me know a good time to call you today and I will give you a call 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Andrea 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 3:23 PM 
> To: Andrea Kane 
> Subject: FW: Article 
> 

> Hi Andrea. YVhat is your direct phone number? Or please give me a call at 
> your convenience. My mobile is Thanks. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> "¥Vho dares nothitlg, need hope for nothing." J.C.F. yon Schiller 
> 
> 

> From: Sunm~er _McKesson [mailto:smckesson,@,wbca.org] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:40 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Article 
> 

> Thankst You can continue to send these to Andrea Kane at 
> akane@wbca.org<mailto:akane@wbca.org> moving forward. We appreciate all 
you 
> do! 
> 
> Summer 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email uric edul 
> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 5:25 PM 
> To: Summer McKesson 
> Subject: RE: Article 
> 

> Hi Surmner. Have a great weekend! 
> 
> 

> Go ACC, 
> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> "At least we are wilming the war on the enviromnent." 
> 

> From: Summer McKesson [mailto:smckesson@wbca org] 
> Sent: Monday, September 20, 2010 3:15 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Article 
> 
> Great! Will do. I plan on placing this in our next magamne, which has a 
> deadline mid-ne×t month. Then your article for next month ! will likely 
> use in our newsletter 
> 

> Thanks t 
> Summer 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 



> Sent: Mi)nday, September 20, 2010 3:12 PM 
> To: Summer McKesson 
> SubJect: R[i: Article 
> 
> ’]"hanks Summer! ! am looking forward to this opportumty. Please change 
the 
> Jk~llowmg: 
> 

> OLD: She can be reached at dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro@unc.edu) or 
> 919.843.0336. 
> NEW: She can be reached at debby@dstroman.com<mailto:debb¥(~,’dstroman.com> 
or 
> 919.843.0336. 
> 

> Let me know ~vhervwhere it will go up on the site or in the publication. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "How much pain they- have cost us, the e’,dls which have never happened." 
(T. 
> JefI~rson) 
> 

> From: Stumner McKesson [mailto:smckesson(~wbca.or~] 
> Sent: Friday, September 17, 2010 3:58 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Article 
> 
> The article was great. I like the direction ~ve are headed with your 
> topics. Thanks again for your commitment to doing this. I look forward 
to 
> your next piece[ 
> 

> Summer 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstromandd)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:47 PM 
> To: Surnmer McKesson 
> Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> SuIliect: Article 
> 

> Hi Summer. As per my vmsg, see attachment Let me kno~v what you thili,: 
> I/You can edit to make it shorter too, as necessary Again, my intention 
is 
> to write to generate emotion. I hope I have achieved that goal. :) 
> 

> Thanks again for the opportunity to bring additional light to leadership 
> and social issues in WBB! 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> Spolt Administration Faculty - e~ 
> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 
> 

> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
> Chapel ttill, NC 27599 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> "Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking they hit 
a 
> triple." 

> (B. Swit/~er) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Be Careful What You Ask For: The Collateral Damage of Mirroring Big-Time 
Men’s Basketball 

Intercollegiate women’s basketball has come a long way, baby. We now have better 

athletes, more coaching schemes and strategies, improved fitness regimens, high- 
tech uniforms, spacious locker rooms, and better attendance. On the surface it 

appears that the game has truly evolved to reflect the legislative purpose of Title IX; 

there can be no sex discrimination in federally funded programs and activities. That 
is, women should have the same opportunities as men. However, from a critical 

analysis perspective many are now challenging the accuracy and intention of 
institutional compliance with this important 1972 Amendment. Perhaps the 

analysts should also take a closer look at how the women’s game is mirroring the 

uglier side of big-time men’s sports. Quite possibly in our noble attempt to gain 
equality, we have lost vision and perspective. Let’s consider the losses in our march 

towards equality and progress for most big-time programs. 

1. The loss of holistic coaching. The days of looking out for the future of the 

(non-sport related) young baller with star potential is over. Instead of 
placing significant effort on the academic curriculum and non-sport related 

careers, today’s coach must keep with up with their peers by addressing and 

promoting WNBA/European professional basketball opportunities and 
connections. There is certainly nothing wrong with having a dream but to 

not limit the time spent on the reality of that possibility and/or passing the 

responsibility to career services offices is very dangerous. Girls now grow up 
watching ESPN clips of their favorite male and female athletes and come to 

campus with idealistic notions of their future. Coaches need to be reminded 
of their responsibility as coach-educator. Teaching Xs and Os is one part 

(albeit a big one) of the profession and we can’t afford to compartmentalize 
duties like those working with young men. We just don’t have the resources 
and media on our side. Everyone on the coaching staff has to understand the 

importance of developing mind, body and spirit. Similar to the detailed 

evaluation of their technical skills prior to the offering of the scholarship, did 
you offer an assessment of their character in the preseason to develop a plan 

of action? As you divvy up assistant coaching assignments (e.g., post vs. 
guards vs. recruiting), did you consider who will be responsible for making 

sure your players attend non-basketball related programs that will enhance 

their speaking, writing, and networking skills? And certainly, you can’t leave 
this valuable training to athletic department personnel. You are an educator 

so make connection on campus and utilize all of the university resources. 
Remember, after their basketball career these young ladies will go forth and 

represent you. Be ever so mindful of the product you molded and presented 

to the world. 

2. The loss of intimacy. What?! Yes, with the accoutrements of Title IX we now 

have equality in facilities and equipment. Arenas that seat thousands, ticket 

takers (who remembers the days of fans just walking through the open 
doors?), quality concession booths, and parking garages. John Swofford, the 



ACC commissioner recently stated, "Let’s remember, money is not inherently 
bad. It’s how we utilize the monies that are there is critical." With the 
increase in seating, there are now more pressures on you to fill the stands 
and generate revenue. The marketing team is busy with football and men’s 
basketball. Eight hundred fans are great in a small gym; however, in your 
palace arena, your program support looks pathetic. Can’t fill the stands? 
Start looking for a new job. Sadly, the hiring and firing factors now include 
your ability to get and keep fans attention. They must come out to the arena 
and be a paying customer. Thanks guys. 
The loss of the caring Big Sister. For many veteran coaches, the senior 
women’s administrator (SWA) was the former athletic director or a proven 
former coach in the MAW system. This friend not only knew and appreciated 
your challenges, she also was your peer, listening ear, and advocated for 
equity. Today many SWAs are more likely to hand you a manual or budget to 
review or gain familiarity with - real soon. The SWA has one master - the 
athletic director. The system can’t afford the warm and fuzzy leadership style 
anymore. In addition, the SWA doesn’t earn nearly the same amount of 
money as a head basketball coach. Regrettably, this fact can often lend itself 
to a relationship rife with jealously, fear, insecurity, and lack of respect. In the 
old days, money didn’t matter. There was one budget and there were shared 
responsibilities. That is, everyone was coaching, teaching and being an 
administrator. Now, the SWA is swamped with meetings, paperwork, 
compliance interpretations, and staff management. There is little time to give 
you a hug, write you a personal note, and check in on your children. The 
SWA who is able to maintain this standard of care is wonderful, but do know 
that she is also keeping a checklist of possible line items to cut from your 
budget and a list of possible coaching successors of all non-revenue sport 
programs. 
The loss of control. Money attracts flies. Your star players are 
commercialized and/or believe in their own hype. The NBA’s "One and Done" 
option is not a current attraction of most young ladies so you have to learn 
new motivational techniques and group dynamic strategies to manage these 
personalities. The ESPNification of sport creates even more illogical 
calculations of their own abilities as athletes. No longer do we just have 
coaches, staff, and players in your purview. You can now check your email, 
texts, and voice mails and find messages from or about agents, marketing and 
financial advisors. There’s money to be made by securing a contract with the 
player with star power and game. As you try to instill confidence and a killer 
instinct, the player’s posse and wanna-be advisors encourage selfishness and 
life after college considerations. "Make a statement while you can. Shoot the ]. 
You have to show the pros that you have game and belong!" And who can 
blame these innocent souls, when you have gone out and secured your own 
agent? Even though it is common practice for a men’s basketball coach to 
have an agent for negotiations and opportunities, many athletic directors 
scowl when you bring along your agent for hiring and renegotiating your 



coaching contract. Not fair, you say? Reality bites. A six-figure income in 
women’s basketball is still a six-figure income in women’s basketball. 
The loss of academic life. Men’s basketball is now a super-sized sport and 

there are very similar patterns trending in the women’s game. That is, the 

players don’t have time for anything but a sport-related life. Connecting with 
non-athletes, studying abroad, attending guest lecturer presentations, and 

networking with their peers and professors is an after thought. Attending 

class, personal workout sessions, film work, practice, and mandatory study 
hall fill up the day. Most players are too tired to focus in class and spend 

much of their down time asleep. If you don’t recruit and sign a large number 
of high-achieving students, don’t scratch your head questioning why your 

APR scores are starting to plummet. The athletes have a low commitment to 

studying and the demanding basketball life doesn’t afford them much 
opportunity to make much improvement with their academics. (Thank 

heavens there is graduate school whereby one can devote her mind and 

effort towards learning.) And don’t think that administrators and faculty 
don’t notice the ever-growing population of summer school athletes. Maybe 

academics just seems to get in the way of the competition during the fall and 

spring semesters. 

So how do you define success for your program? Do you try to keep one eye on 
the men’s team to make sure you aren’t forgotten and overlooked? What do you 

evaluate at the end of each season? The number of wins? Playoff appearances? 

Quality of the education received by your players? Graduation rates? 
Commitment to integrity and compliance? Women’s basketball continues to 

advance and thus, there is more support and scrutiny. Head coaches are being 
asked to do more to respond to this increasing interest. Just be careful not to get 

caught in the tailwinds of men’s basketball. It’s journey that may get you a 

conclusion that works against you. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 



Super-Sizing College Sports: Who really stands to lose? 

After participating and researching college sport, I emphatically conclude that many 

of our athlete-students in big-time NCAA Division I sports have become "super- 

sized" with more practice time, film study, strength and conditioning sessions, and 

mandatory study halls (focused on eligibility and not graduation) at the expense of 
learning. In an effort to produce better athletes, coaches are now enlarging every 

aspect of their athletic life. And sadly college women’s basketball players, in an 
attempt to keep up with the imaginary ]oneses, have joined in the madness and are 

missing the opportunity to enjoy the richness of America’s institutions of higher 
learning. 

As recently reported in the Chronicle of Higher Education, scholars are seriously 
questioning if today’s college students are really learning critical thinking, written 

communication skills, and complex reasoning skills. Mercy. If the traditional student 

is possibly missing the mission of the undergraduate experience, can you imagine 
what is happening to our athlete-students? What about the at-risk athlete-students 

who aren’t even prepared to compete in the college classroom yet can shoot and 
rebound with exceptional skill? Who is consistently developing their holistic growth 

outside of athletics? And of course, the jury is still out on the effects of technology on 

their social skills and ability to work effectively in groups. Without detailing the vast 
amount of troubling research on the Black (athlete) student experience (including 

graduation rates) at predominately white institutions, one can only imagine the 

challenges faced by this particular group of young people without direction and 
mentoring from those outside of the athletic complex. 

The rebuttals are easy to summarize. The grant-in-aid is a privilege. They don’t have 

a lot of time to improve and prepare for competition, so you have to maximize the 

moment. If the athlete-student can’t take the pressure, move to another NCAA 
Division. And lastly, it’s not always this hectic; they have much more time during the 

offseason. Timing is everything, you say? Who are you fooling? I find it appropriate 

to quote Mr. Iverson in this matter: "We’re talking about practice, man. I mean, how 
silly is that?" Women’s basketball players play all year round. They love the game 

and that is expected. However, structured basketball play also takes place in the off- 
season. Yes, the informal formal games, weight lifting and conditioning, and shot 

work sessions do occur. And that’s called practice. The coach’s pressure to 

participate in an off-season practice is much more strenuous than responding to a 
begging teammate to meet at the gym for a pick-up game. 

What’s missing? The coach’s same level of pressure and encouragement for players 
to attend guest lecturers and participate in labs that last more than one hour. 

Hearing once-in-a-lifetime world leaders make presentations and going off campus 
for field experiences is experiential education at its finest. Many athlete-students 

aren’t even aware of the career service office on their campus. Once reality is 

brought into view and they understand that their basketball skills won’t pay their 
bills nor do they have the academic grades or relationships to immediately attend 

graduate school, panic sets in. And we all know the dangers and increased odds for 



making poor choices when operating in a spirit of desperation. Surely during their 

first and second year of college, hearing from former students and successful 
professionals with words of encouragement would have inspired or helped them 

with their academic progress and career choices. By not stretching their vision, 
athlete-students miss invaluable opportunities to learn. The compelling comments 

and guidance offered by speakers visiting campuses more often than not trump 

textbooks and iournal articles. And not to mention the opportunity to establish a 

relationship and mentor for life after sports. 

As the commercialization of college sport debate rages across the country, I now 
offer my supposition that the more we "do" for today’s athlete-students, the less we 

gain in return. The controlling mindset firmly placed on this generation often keeps 

them away from the true purpose of college. They have less time to bond with non- 
athletes, build valuable relationships with professors and administrators, join social 

and service organizations, study abroad, gain independence, and cultural 

competence. Remember, most will graduate and "go pro in something other than 

their sport." This statement is even truer for women’s basketball as the typical 
WNBA salary is approximately $42,000. (Money is much better overseas but the 

risk-reward stakes also increase exponentially. Many players can’t even survive on 

their college campus without handholding and structure and one expects them to go 

to another country and grow up?) The current formula of "more control of their 
schedules in the hope of more ’Ws’" is just not working. Are today’s teams winning 

more than in the past? I need and want to analyze the empirical data that supports 

the hypothesis that more control and monitoring of today’s athlete-students results 
in more success on and off the field. Studies have already concluded that long work 

hours and limited sleep are detrimental to working professionals. However, the 
pressure of the six-figure incomes and "keeping up with the imaginary Joneses" 

mentality is sufficient justification for the coaches to live at the office 24/7 and 

consequently, place incredible demands on their athlete-students. You do want to be 
in the pros don’t you? Regretfully, I think we may be producing fewer self-sufficient 

adults. (Maybe we should add to the college sport reform considerations a window 
of five years to complete one’s degree? And this window should remain open for any 

time period in the future.) 

Nonetheless, this disappointing occurrence will not change my belief in the wonders 

of the college sport tradition. As a product of the NCAA Division I athletic 

experience, I will continue to promote participation and support for this unique 
educational experience. However, I can’t stand on the sidelines while injustices and 

missteps occur in this new peculiar institution. This educational experience is one 
arena where the athlete-student can’t afford to lose. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 



From: @gmail,com~ 

Sent: Sunday, i 7:23 AM 

To: 

Subject: Greetings 

A~tach: Cumculum Vitae SA.doc 

Good Morning, I have taken the liberty of sending you nay vitae for 
your records/reference. Perhaps you kno~v of an opportunity that could 
use a person ~vith my particular set of skills and experience? Thank 
you in advance for your time and consideration. Peace and Blessings. 

In Service to Others, 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Perkins <kim.perkins@wilkescc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 8:55 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Transfer student visit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I work with transfer students at Wilkes Community College (WCC) in Wilkesboro. I will be bringing a transfer student to your campus for a visit on Wednesday, May 

18th. He is very interested in learning more about your degrees in Athletic Training and Sports Administration. Would it be possible for him to meet with someone 

in the Exercise Science department after lunch on the 18th? We have a tour scheduled for the morning at 10:00, so I am trying to work around that as much as 

possible. Thank you very much for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Perkins 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, May 11,2011 2:13 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hey! 

He?’ Deb, 

I sure miss playing ball with you guys. I hope you can come on Wech~esdays during the summer. 

I wanted to ask your thoughts about something My good friend from college plans to visit this summer from Chicago with her 16-year-old son. He ~vill be a next year at 
University of 

She’d like to get (buy) a little one-on-one coaching time for him while the?’ visit, perhaps with a UNC player or asst coach. Is that something that’s even possible? If so, whom should she 
contact? 

Outside of UNC do you kno~v anyone in Chapel Hill who does any one-on-one work? 

Let me know your thoughts. Hope to see you soon. 

Sent tlcom rr[¥ U.S. Cellular BlackBel~-® smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaistina Caxlson <marketing@pursuantgroup.com> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 8:52 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

New Kristina Carlson Blog Post 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby~soulfiflgol£com> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 10:03 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Hampton Jazz Festival, Featuring Kern, Charlie Wilson, Chri~tte Michele, And More 

...... Forwarded Message 

From: Ginas Travel <ginas travel@yahoo.com> 

Date: Wed, 11 May 2011 08:55:33 -0700 (PDT) 

To: Gina Travel <ginas travel@yahoo.corn> 

Subject: Fw: Hampton Jazz Festival, Featuring Kern, Charlie Wilson, Chrisette Michele, And More 

Host Hotel For Gina’s Yrave~ is: 
BEST WESTERN Holiday Sands Inn & Suites 
1330 E Ocean View Avenue 
NoFfolk, ViFginia 
23503-2208, United States 
Phone: 757/583-2621 
Fax: 757/587-7540 

Tickets aFe almost sold out, but still purchase what u can. 
We will have a awesome beach paFty at the hotel. 

<http:!!www.hampton.gov!coliseum!jazzfestival!index.php#> History of HJF Artists 

<http:!!www.hampton.gov!coliseum!jazzfestival!history_artists.php> Future Dates 

<http://www.hampton.gov/coliseum/jazzfestivalifuture dates.php> HJ~: S~-_~ing Char~: 

<htt p://www.ha m pton.~ov/coliseumijazzfestivaliseatin~ chart.php> 

<http:/iwww.hampton.~ov/coliseum/pdfs/hjf photo album 2010.pdf> How to Send in Photos 

<http://www.hampton.~ov/coliseum!jazzfestival/jazzfan.php> 2010 Photo Album 

<http:!!www.hampton.gov!coliseum!pdfs!hjfphoto album 2010.pdf> Past Photo Album 

<http:!!www.hampton.gov!coliseum!pdfs!09 hjf photo album.pdf> 

<https:/ia pp.e2ma.net/a pp/view:Join/signu pld:9404> <http:/iwww.hampton.govicoliseum/jazzfestivalihotels.php> 

<http://www.hampton.gov/coliseumijazzfestival/index.php#> ~Suy Tickets Now 

<http://www.ticketmaster.com/hamptoniazzfestival?camefrom=CFC Hampton JAZZ>Group Ticket Order Form 

<http:!/www.hampton.gov!coliseum/pdfs/hif group ticket order form.pdf> 

<http:!!www.hampton.gov!coliseum!jazzfestival!faq.php> 

44th Hampton Jazz Festival 

June 24- 26, 2011 

ARTIST LINEUP 
(artists subject to change without notice) 

FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 2011 7:30PM 

ANTHONY HAM&TON <http://www.anthonyhamilton.com/> 

CHAKA KHAN <http:!!www.chakakhan.com!> 

BOYZ II MEN <http:!!www.boyziimen.com!> 

BONEY JAM ES <http:iiwww.boneyjames.com/> 

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 2011 7:00PM 

CHARLIE W~LSON <http://www.charliewilsonmusic.com/> 

{<:EM <htt p:i/www.musicbykem.com/> 

CHRISETTE MICHELE <http://www.thisischrisettemichele.com/> 

SOUL OF SUMMER 

~eaturing JONATHAN BUTLER <http:!/www.jonathanbutler.com!> , 

ERIC DARIUS <http:/!www.ericdarius.com!> 

& MAYSA <http:i/www.maysa.com/> 

SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 2011 2:00PM 

MAZE j~o~urin#" FRANKIE BEVERLY <http://www.mazemuze.com/> 



STEPHANIE MILLS <http:i/www.stephaniemillsmusic.com/> 

DAVID SANBORN <http:iiwww.davidsanborn.com/>, GEORGE DUKE <http:!/www.georgeduke.com!> 

& MARCUS MILLER <http:i!www.marcusmiller.com/> 

LAURA IZI BO R <http:!/www.la uraizibor.com!> 

Tickets to the 44th Annual Hampton Jazz Festival are priced at 555.50 per reserved seat, per performance, plus service 

charge where applicable. Tickets will go on sale this Saturday, March 26 at IO:OOAM online at www.ticketmaster.com 

<http:!!www.ticketmaster.com!venue!8257?camefrom=CFC Hampton website>, charge-by-phone at 1-~O-745-3000, at all 

VA, MD and DC Ticketmaster Outlets, and at the Hampton Coliseum Box Office. 

A special group rate is available to group orders of 45 tickets or more. Group rate is available only through the Coliseum Box 

Office. Group order forms are available on the Festival website under "ticket info". For group visitor and travel information, 

call Hampton Convention & Visitor Bureau at 800-487-8778. 

NEW this year, The Hampton Jazz Festival Three Day Pass. Purchase all three days in i simple transaction and sit in the same 

seat every night! To take advantage of the Three Day Pass, you must be purchasing the same number of seats for all three 

days. Three Day Pass is available at all Ticketmaster locations, online and at the Box Office for a limited time, while supplies 

last. 

Thanks to our sponsors 
<http://www.wvec.comi> <http://www.mcdonalds.comi> <htt p://www.coliseumcentral.com/> 

Home <http:!/www.hampton.Rov/coliseum!jazzfestival/index.php> / Joii~ Our Mailii~g List 

<http:!/mm.ticketmaster.com/brand!userLogin.aspx?b=hamptoncoliseum&l=17>/Box Office 

<http:iiwww.hampton.govicoliseum/about/boxoffice/> / Directi.:_~m~ 

<http://www.hampton.gov/coliseum/about/directions/> / ContacL Us 

<http:i!www.ha m pton.gov/coliseu m/contact us.aspx> 

Copyright © 2011The City ot: Hampton <http:/iwww.hampton.gov/>, Privacy Policy 

<http:!/www.hampton.gov/coliseum/jazzfestival/privacy.php> ¯ Security Statement 

<htt p:!/www.ha m pton.gov/coliseu m!jazzfestival!secu rity.php> 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMurray, Bob <~exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 7:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~_ks 

Debby, 

I come in this morning and find a card and a magnate under my door 

from a veW thoughtful person ...... you! Well the magnate is already 

in a prominent place on my cabinets. The card will DEFINITELY go in my 

scrap book. Many thanks for taking time and making the effort. That 

means a lot to me; as does our friendship. 

Bob 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

HJGT <s~ff@hj gt.org> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 1:26 PM 

’Hutchens, Dana’ <hutchens@wfu.edu> 

Fail Internship Optx~rtunity 

Tournmnent Operations and Marketing Internship.doc 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Bryan Fyalkowski from the Hurricane Junior Golf Tour. We emailed you a few months ago to notify you about an internship opportunity that we have 

for this upcoming fall. We are still looking for more candidates to fill the positions, so I ask if you could please pass this information along to your students by 

sending them a mass ernail with the attached document. Attached you will find the job description and all of the basic information regarding this internship. 

Please look it over and let me know if you have any questions. 

The deadline to apply for this opportunity is June Ist, 2011, so be sure to get this out to all of your students as soon as possible. We will be reviewing resumes and 

applications over the next few weeks and will make our final decisions shortly after the June deadline. 

Thank you very much, 

Bryan Fyalkowski 

Hurricane Junior Golf Tour 

www.hjgLorg 

P:904-379-2697 

F:904-379-2707 

~_~_~_~__h__j~.__o__~ 



2011 Tournament Operations and Marketing Internship 

The Hurricane Junior Golf Tour is a Southeast Regional Golf Tour and was founded with the 
intention of providing junior boys, and girls, golfers between the ages of 10-19 an opportunity to 
play exceptional courses in a competitive environment. Our vision is to provide superb 
hospitality and make every event a memorable one. Over the past three seasons the tour has 
gro~vn at exponential proportions and has become one of the premier Southern choices when it 
comes to Junior Golf. Since being founded in 2008 the tour has grown from 300 members and 25 
events to more than 1,300 members and 47 events in the 2011 season. With this expansion, the 
Tour has also been fortunate enough to embody many characteristics not normally seen in the 
junior golf industry, including: Large Corporate Sponsorship Deals, Top Tier Golf Course 
Selection, Influential Stake in the Golfing Community, and an Excellent Experience for its 
Players. Embedded within the tour are five distinct age divisions: Boys 15-19, Boys 13-14, Boys 

10-12, Girls 14-18 and Girls 10-13. 

The Hurricane Junior Golf Tour offers a well rounded internship for ambitious individuals 
looking at developing a wide variety of business skills. Interns will be actively involved with all 
aspects of the business from sales and marketing to tournament operations under the supervi sion 
of HJGT staff members. The internship will require travel, on average, 2-3 ~veekends per month 
across the Southeast, including: Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina via 
company truck. When interns are not traveling they will be expected to work in the office to 
prepare for upcoming tournaments. Normal office hours are 8:30am-5pm. No other internship 
will better prepare you for a career in the business world. The following information will help 
you gain an understanding of the HJGT internship 

InternshiI  Dates: 
Fall 2011: August 15, 20111- December 19, 2011 

Job Duties/Responsibilities: 
Tournament Set-Up and Preparation Includes, but is not limited too: 

Marking of Golf Course 
Tee and Hole Locations 
Scoreboard Set-Up 
Utility Set-Up 

Tournament iDuties Includes, but is not limited too: 
Starting and Scoring of Players 
On Course Rules Officiating 
Pace of Play Management 

Pre- and Post-Press Releases 
Constant Website Updates 
Sales and Marketing of Tour and Upcoming Tournaments 
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, You Tube) 
Tour Promotions 
Create Weekly tournamem videos uploaded to You Tube 



Sponsorship Strategies 

Partnership Contributions 

Contract Negotiation 
Product Purchasing 

Revenue Building 

Qualifications: 
Knowledge of the Rules of Golf Not required, but recommended 
Strong Customer Service Skills 
Ability to Communicate with Children and their Parents 
Great Organizational Skills 
Working towards bachelor degree 
Willingness to Work 50 hours per week 
Ability to lift at least 15 pounds 
Valid Driver’s License 
Self Motivated and Hard-Working 
Strong written skills 
Ability to Multi-Task and Accept Challenges in a Fast-Paced Enviromnent 
Passion for the Game of Golf 
Basic Computer Skills (Microsoft Office) 

Monthly Stipend and Housing: 
HJGT interns will receive a monthly stipend plus all travel expenses paid for by the HJGT. The following 
items will be provided by the HJGT: 

-Hotel Accommodations 
-All meals when on site and traveling to and from tournaments 

-Uniforms 
-Laundry 

HJGT Interns will also be provided with 100% paid housing in Jacksonville, Florida. All interns will live 
in a fully furnished condo in the vibrant part of Jacksonville. The community is gated and has 24 hour on- 

site security guards. The following will be provided during the duration of the program: 

-Bedding 
-Furniture 
-Washer and D~er 
-Appliances (stove and microwave) 
-Work Out facilities 
-Indoor Basketball court 
-2 swimming pools 

College Credit: 
Students will be able to use the HJGT intcrnship for college credit. The amount of credits will be decided 
by your institution. 

Career Enrichment: 
There are countless benefits to participating in the HJGT internship. Interns will meet and interact with 
many people and get to know the future stars of the PGA and LPGA tours. Interns will be around 
influential and successful sponsors, parents, and spectators. Interns will also work closely with golf 
professionals, directors of golf and course superintendents. In addition to the contacts made, the 



internship also se~-ves as an opportunity to obtain full time employment with the IHJGT or through its 
network. 

How to ADDI.v? 
If you are interested in applying for an internship position with the HJGT, please email your resume and 
cover letter to info@hjgt.org. Qualified candidates ~vill be contacted for interviews and testing. The 
deadline for the fall internship is June 1, 2011. 

Hurricane Junior Golf Tour 
1013 Kings Rd ¯ Neptune Beach, FL 32266 

904.379.2697 ¯ info@hjgt.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, Shelley <SStewart@TYCO.COM> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; ’Joset B. Wright (joset.wrigh@nmsdc.org)’; ’Eric Johnson (eric.johnson@nmsdc.org)’; 

’rbeasley@southfloridaworktbrce.com’ 

’Robe(t holmes’~ ,~!aol.coln>; ’Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer)’ <Clarence.Nuun@ge.com> 

I~NV: NPHC 2011 Commuuity Leaders Etnpowenneut Summit - Washington, DC - May 21, 2011 

Please find additional qt~estions below. 

Shelle,~’ 

From= Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer) [mailto:Clarence.Nunn@ge.com] 
Sent= Friday, May 13, 2011 2:34 PM 
Te= Stewart, Shelley 

Subject= Re: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - IVlay 21, 2011 
QUESTIONS: 

1) What will be the critical skills needed to find and keep a job in the reset world? 

2) How techniques can help job seekers find employment in fields outside of their area of expertise if the job prospects are drying-up in their current field? 

3) What steps can someone take to decrease their chances of being laid off? 

4) How can the rise in social media help me... Find a job? 
Do my current job better? 
Get me promoted? 
Get me fired? 

5) What do employers value most, education or work experience? If I don’t have a degree can I still compete for a entry level and/or leadership role? 

6) Do I have to be willing to move to be considered as an employee on the "fast track" for promotions? 

7) If I refuse to move, is it a career killer? 

Let me know if this is what you were looking for or if you need additional questions! 

I look forward to catching up live real soon! 

CIm~nce 
Clarence L. Nunn 
President & CEO 
GE Fleet Services 

From: Stewart, Shelley <SStewart@TYCO.COM> 
To: Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer) 
Sent: Thu May 12 21:08:04 2011 
Subject: Re: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - May 21, 2011 

Thanks. I understand. 
Shelley 

From: Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer) <Clarence.Nunn@ge.com> 
To: Stewart, Shelley 
Sent: Thu May 12 20:45:45 2011 
Subject: Re: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - May 21, 2011 

Shelley, 

I have a pitch to the Chairman of GE Capital in the morning and the prep work has consumed all of my time... I will send you questions in the afternoon on Friday. 
CIm~nce L. Nunn 
President & CEO 
GE Fleet Services 

From: Stewart, Shelley <SStewart@TYCO.COM> 

To: Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer); rbeasley@southfioridaworkforce.com <rbeasley@southfloridaworkforce.com>; Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
¢c: Robert holmes          .~aol.com>; Joset B. Wright <joset.wright@nmsdc.org> 
Sent: Wed May 11 17:37:17 2011 
Subject: FW: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - Hay 21, 2011 

Here are some additional questions from Joset Wright. 

Shelley 

From: Joset B. Wright [maJlto:joset.wrigh ,~)nmsdc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 11,2011 5:24 PM 

To: Stewart, Shelley 

Subject: RE: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - May 21,2011 

Shelley. 

Here are my questions, Let me know if you need more. 

What are the greatest bamers’cha]lenges to staxting a business? 

Do you have an entrepreneurial spirit? 



What is your tolerance tbr risk? 

What expectations do you have about your businesses? 

Are you looking tbr a business to support a certain lit~style or are you looking to build multi-generational wealth? 

Are there industries where minori~ businesses axe under-represented? 

Does the private sector offer more opportunities than the government sector for minorily business? 

From: Stewart, Shelley [mailto:SStewart@TYCO.COM] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 11,2011 4:54 PM 

To: Stewart, Shelley; Deborah Stmman; Nunr~ Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer); Joset B. Wright; rbeasley@southfloridaworklbrce.com 

Co: Robert holmes 

Subject: RE: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowennent Summit - Waahington, DC - May 21,2011 

Just wanted to remind you that we still need some additional questions by tomorrow. 

Thanks 
Shelley 

From: Stewart, Shelley 

Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 5:59 PM 

To: ’Deborah Stroman’; ’Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer)’; Joset B. Wright (joset.wright@nmsdc.org); rbeasley@southfloridaworld’orce.com 

Cc: ’Robert holmes’ 

Subject: FW: NPHC 2011 Community Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - May 21,2011 

I thought "this e-mail I received a while back regarding the Summit would be helpful to betler understand the overall intent of this event. 

Shelley 

From: Stewart, Shelley 

Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:19 AM 

To: Stewart, Shelley 

Subject: Fw: NPHC 2011 Commtmity Leaders Empowerment Summit - Washington, DC - May 21,2011 

1. The NPHC 2011 Commurfity Leaders Empo~,erment Summit 

The Summit will have three content areas: a) Education which will focus on teacher quality and the achievement gap of minority studen’~s; b) Health which is 

tbcused on obesity and ttIViAIDS, and implications of health retbnn; and c) Workforce which will address retooling the workii~ree and entrepreneurship with 

a focus on minori~ businesses, as well as TechnologyiOutsourcing. In each area, we have requested that the panelists be prepared for a "solutions based" 

discussion, rather than restatelnent of the issues/concerns. 

2. What are the goals of the Summit? 

The goals of the Summit are two-fold: a) to provide concrete solutions in each of the content areas above so that community based organizations and leaders 

are equipped with strategies that can be implemented; and, b) to encourage the members of the NPHC to proactively seek opportunities to become catalysts 

for change in our communities as well as to become active ambassadors for positive change. A small group will convene after the summit to produce a white 

paper tbr ac’fon. The Divine Nine will adopt initiatives from the summit to work on collectively. 

3. What is the follow-up from the Smnmit? 

The National Pan Hellenic Council will compile the solutions-based strategies presented by panelists and submit a report of the recommendations to the Obama 

ad~ninis~aation officials. We roll have periodic follow-up with summit participants on the solutions presented. 

4. \Vhat is the draft schedule for the Summit? 

The tentative agenda consists of brief (15 minutes) opening remarks by an Obama administration official (in the one or more of the content area). The opening 

will be followed by a series of moderated panel sessions. The sessions roll rnn consecutively and the moderate will ask pre-arranged questions of the panelists 

which will enable them to focus their diseussion on solutions based strategies. We anticipate 4 to 5 panelists for each content area. The panelists will represent a 

cross-section of government, private sector corporations, national organizations and distinguished community leaders, who are all considered experks in "their 

respective fields. The dratt schedule is below: 

8 am to 8:30 am - NPHC welcome and other matters 
8:30 to 9:15 am - 10-15 minutes opening remarks from each Obama administration official in Education, Health and World’orce 

9:30 to 11:30 am - Education Panel diseussion 

11:30 to 12:15 pm - Box Lunch 

12:30 to 2:30 pm - Hea~th Panel discussion 

2:24 to 4:45 pm - World’orce Panel discussion 

4:45 to 5:15 pm - Close 

5. W’here h~ Washh~gton, DC will the summit be held? 

The S ummit is confim~ed at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, DC. 

6. Who are we inviting to attend the summit? 

Natio~M, regiona~ and local NPHC members have been invited to attend. In addition the invite list includes: comtnunity leaders; parents; college s~dents; 

health, education (educators & adtninistrators K- 12 and higher education) and labor professionals~organizahons; and, federaJ~, state and local government 

oNcials. 



Confidentiality Notice~ This message and all attachments 

may contain p~iviiege@ and confidential information intended 

only for the person or entity to which it is addressed. Any 

review, ret~ansmisslon~ dissemi~a%ion~ co~y or other use of, 

or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by 

persons or entities other than the intended recipient is 

prohibited. If you received this ik~essage in error, please notify 

the sender ilr,srlediately by e-maii, facsimile or telephone and 

thereafter delete the material from your computer. Any views 

expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, 

except where the sender specifically states them to be the 

view of the entity t~ansmitting the message. NHSDC, Inc. 

accepts no liability with respect to the unauthorized use of its 

e-mail facility or the sending of e-mail communications for 

other than strictly business purposes. 



Sent: 

To: 

Hacl, mey, Anthony C <~thackney@med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:30 PM 

The peess-fmailing list <peess-t@lis~t~rv.unc.edu-~ 

The peess-fmailing list <peess-f@listserv.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; Goerger, Caa~dice P <cgoerger@unc.edu>; 

Subject: Re: [peess-t] Nice article on 

Attach: thaclo~ey.vcf 

; Hooker, Daniel <~hooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@~emaAl.unc.edu> 

s research in today’s N&O 

Congrtas to Joe and i .... tony 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Gusldemcz, Kevin M" <gu~!e~no~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday,             9:49 a~l 

Subject: [peess-i] Nice a(ticle on Joe’s research in today’s N&O 

To: The peess-fm~ling liszt <peess-f@listserv.unc.edt~- 

Cc: ’                                      "Goerger. Candice P" <cgoerger@unc.edu~, 

Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

> There is a very nice article on the t?ont of today’s N&O Sports 

> ~ction featuring Joe Myers’ and           s research on 

> pitching inj uries in young pitchers. Congratulations to 

> Joe and 

> See: 

> http://vwvw.newsobserver.com/ ~ 1198722/epidemic - or- not- 

> injuries- abom~d.html 

> Kevin Guskiemcz, PhD, ATC 
> Kenan Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Exercise m~d Stx~rt Science 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel 

> 919-962-5175 

> --- You are currently subscribed to peess-fas: 

> thackney@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

> email to leave-29161286- 851005.097b64a5e242303c 13553f94d798f959@listserv.unc.edu 

"Hooker, Daniel" ~<lhooker@uncaa.nnc.eduT, "Ciocca, 

A.C. Hackney, PhD, DSc 
Professor of Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 

Assistant Chmr - Exercise & Sport Science 

University of North CaJcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC, USA 

-qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

--~/ul> 

peess-f as: <a hre~"ma~lto:dstroman@email.tmc.edu">ds~tromma@email.unc.edu-~/a>. To nnsubscfibe send a blank <~br> 

email to ~:a hre~"mailto :leave - 29161630- 9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29161630- 

9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



FroHl: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

~yahoo.com> 

Sunday,             10:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,ynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Notice from       about NCCU Graduate Program 

NCCU Grad School Resume.doc; NCCU Stattnent of Purpose.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to remind you that I put your name & email down for N.C. Central’s Athletic Administration Graduate Program. 

Their program should be sending you an email (soon) ~equesting a letter of recommendation fiom you (about 
I also attached my resume and personal siatement as well. I recently had a very informative conversation with the Direck~r of the Program: Dr. Draper and I left his 

oItice t~eling very positive about their program. 
Thanks Again for all your help and assistant and 1 hope you enjoy the summer. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Imtx~rtant Information from the UNC Honor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

I met with i this morning to discuss his part in the report you filed with the Honor System After speaking with him and reviewing the paper, I have f,aund no evidence of 
plagiarism by specifically. I ran both of his sections (III and VI) through plagiarism checkers which affllrned 100% originali~z. 

If you would like to speak with me about case, I’m more than happy to do so. ivly number is . Otherwise, I am inclined to issue a no-charge for his case, as I did ~vith 

As an update on the other t~vo students, a charge against             for plagiarism is forthcoming; though she has requested another meeting with me since I ran plagiarism checkers on 
her work and found verbatim matches. Additionally, I am meeting with          on Thursday evening. I will email you with updates accordingly. 

Thanks again for your patience and candor throughout this process 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message 

Sent: Wednesday 1:43 PM 

To: dstroman@emaih uric. edu 
Sutzject: Important Information li*om the UNC IIonor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

This message regards the Honor System case you reported to our system a few days ago. I have met with two of the J2mr students involved and would like to speak with you as soon as 
possible about how to move forward. Please give me a call at your earliest convenience at my office number 

Thartk you and I look folxvard to speaking with you soon. 

Best regards, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential itfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Imtx~rtant Information from the UNC Honor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is the link to the free version of L~ID’s online plagiarism checker. It works the best out of the one’s I’ve used 

http :/i~vw~v. dustbalh com/cs/pla giarism.checker,,’ 

Additionally, the?- have a paid version, which is even more accurate and relative cheap to buy: 

http :/i~vw~v.dustball com/cs/plagiarism, checker/subscribe.html?~banner v2 

Finally, I often will run particularly difficult cases through a second checker. Here’s the link to that one, ~vhich provides a nice breakdown report of the results: 

http ://pla ~iarisma.neti 

Hope that helps! I will be in touch soon ~vith more information regarding the case. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential m[’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message 

Sent: Monday,              1:36 PM 

To: dstroman@emaih unc. edu 
Subject: RE: Important Information l~om the UNC IIonor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

I met *vith 
plagiarism 

this morning to discuss his part in the report you filed with the Honor System. After speaking with him and reviewing the paper, I have found no evidence of 
specifically I ran both of his sections (III and VI) through plagiarism checkers which affirmed 100% originality 

If you would like to speak with me about case, I’m more than happy to do so My number is Otherwise, l am inclined to issue a no-charge for his case, as l did with 

As an update on the other two students, a charge against            ff)r plagiarism is :forthcoming; though she has requested another meeting with me since I ran plagiarism checkers on 
her work and found verbatim matches. Additionally, I am meeting with           an Thursday evening. I will email you xvith updates accordingly. 

Thanks again for your patience and candor throughout this process. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:43 Pivl 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Subject: hnportant Information from the UNC Honor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

This message regards the Honor System case you reported to otu- system a few days ago. I have met with t~vo of the four students involved and ~vould like to speak with you as soon as 
possible about ho~v to move for~vard. Please give me a call at your earliest convenience at my office number 



Thank you and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best regards, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attacl~nents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may- contain corffidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nasl~, DeVetta z-dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 2:42 PM 

’DeVetta Nash’ @gmaJl.com> 

Freedom Riders 

TONIGHT! On PBS 

American Experience: Freedom R~de~os 
Here’s a blurb: htt.o:/!www_po~matters.comJ~m/review/141362-american-experience-freedom-riders! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debby Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 4:23 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: a little laugh 

image004:ipg; image006.jpg; image010.jpg; image012~ipg; image011.jpg; image009.jpg; image014~pg; image008.jpg; image003.jpg; 

image005.jpg; image002.jpg; image001.jpg; image013~pg; image007.jpg 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keiya Grady ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 6:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

NPHC Executive Director <ExecDirecto@nphchq.org> 

NPHC Summit Travel & Hotel Accom~nodation Infom~ation 

On behalf of the National Pan-Hellenic Council, Inc., we thank you for graciously accepting our invitation to serve as a panelist and sharing your 
knowledge with our members and other guests at the upcoming Community Leaders Empowerment Summit. This "solutions based" summit 
will be an opportunity for learning more about ways to solve proNems in Education, Health, and Workforee. 

Travel & Acconunodation Information: 

You are confirmed for one night at the Marriot Wardman Park Hotel on Frida}; May 20. Your confirmation number is 90024955. 

Wed 18-May-ll 
Flight: 4435 Operated by: AMERICAN F~kGLE 
Raleigh (RDU) 

Depart 5:15 pm Terminal 2 to Washington (DCA) Arrive 6:15 pm 

Mon 23-May-11 
Flight: 4475 Operated by: AMERICAN EAGLE 
Waslfington (DCA) 
Depart 10:15 am Terminal B to Raleigh(RDU) Arrive 11:15 am 

Here are the details of your panel discussion: 

Smmnit Date: Saturday, May 21, 2Oll 
Smnmit Location: Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, 2660 Woodley Road, Washington, 
Pmlel Session StaN Time: 2:45 pm to 4:45 pm 
Panel Topic: Workforee 

Your Workforee panel coordinator is Robert Holmes and 
his information is #aol.eom or 

(Cell) 

If you need additional information, please call the office at 
(4o4) 592-6145 or email _e_x_e_e__c_[i_!2__e__c_~k_o__!2_~_)_!!p___h_c_’:~l,_~!2g. 

You are also cordially invited to the VIP Reception on 
Friday, 5/2o from 7pm - 9pm held in the Virginia Suites 
at the Marriokt Wardman Park Hotel. 

Thank you again for participating in the Leaders 
Empowerment Summit. We appreciate you for traveling 
to join us for this special occasion. We look forward to 
seeing you in Washington, IX? for a truly rewarding 
conference. 

Moderator 

Panelists 

Panelists 

Pandists 

Pandists 

Shelley Stewart 

Rick Beasley 

~loset Wright 

Debby Stroman~ PhD 

Clarence Nunn 

Senior vice president of operational 
excellence and chief procurement 
officer Tyeo Corporation 

Executive Director South Florida 
Workforee 

President National Minority Supplier, 
Inc. 

Faculty member at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
entrepreneur 

GE Corporate Officer and is President 
and CEO of GE Capital Fleet Services, a 
unit of G E Capital Americas 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Student Attorney General <usag@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Important Information fiom the Honor System 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
315 Woollen Gym, Campus Box #8605 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: 

Dear Professor Stroman: 

I have completed my investigation of the alleged honor code violation that you reported to 
this office. Based on that investigation, I have determined that a charge should not be 
issued. 

As the Attorney General, I am charged with the responsibility to determine if there is a 
reasonable basis for moving forward with an Honor Court case. Based on the available 
information, I have determined that there is not sufficient evidence to merit a charge under 
the instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 

On behalf of the Honor System, I thank you for your support of the principles of honor and 
integrity. Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact 
me at            or the Dean of Students Office at 919-966-4042. 

Sincerely, 

Transmitted Via Email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SurveyMonkey <support=surveymonkey.com@mcsv137.net> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 12:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Important Information for Your SurveyMonkey Exchange Account 

Su rveyMon key Cent ribute 

Welcome to Su~veyMon key Contribute 

New name, same easy way to share your views! 

SurveyMonkey Exchange is now SuweyMonkey 
Contribute, 

Our new name is really just a way to say, you’re making a difference by sharing your views. 

SurveyMenkey will donate $0.50 to a participating charity of your choice, and you will get a 

chance 1o win a $100 Amazon.corn gift card fo~" eve[y survey you take. We’ll erna~ you 

whenever we have a survey 16r you, so keep an eye 

Along wi~h the transition to our new p[at[orrn, we have mig[a~ed the account and profile 

information you provided when you signed up. We have also made updates to our privacy 

policy and terms of service. For more information on these changes, please see the additional 

infermation provided at the bottom of this email. 

Your username is: dstroman 

You’ll need this infomqation to log into SurveyMonkey Contribute to take more surveys. If you 

ever want to create your own surveys, you can also use the same usemame to log into 

SurveyMonke,,,! 

The Surveyl~onkey Contribute Tea~ 

SurveyMonkey Exchange (SMX) has been replaced by SurveyMonkey Contribute 

(SMC}. We created a new technology platform and website based on user feedback 

during out" beta tesiing. We changed our name to SurveyMonkey Conttibuie as a 

[e~lectJon of the ~ncentive programs we offer and opinions our rnembe~ at~ 

contributing. 

You had an SMX account which was migrated, a~ong w~th a~ of your persona~ 

information associated with 1hat accounl, 1o SMC on May 13,2011~ 

As par1 oflhe m~gration, your personal information is subject 1o a new privacy policy 

located at ~p:i.’cenh’~x~ 1 ~r~ y:~x~n~o~y cemi~)~.acy 

SMC’s p~ivacy policy is s~gh~ly d~flerent to SMX’s. The ma~n difference you should be 

aware of ~s that ~f you complete a survey on SMC, we w~l automatically share a subset 

of your profib data w~lh the person conducting the survey. WY refer to this subset of 

data as "basic demographics." ~t contains data such as your year of birth and gender, 

bu~ i~ does not include you[ name o[ your contact detaiB~ 

The SMC privacy policy does no~ have retrospective effecL so the di~fe~’ences ~n 

pebbles w~ only affect you ~f yo~, goh~g forward, use SMC or respond to SMC surveys. 

Use of SMC ~s a~so s~bject to the SMC Terms of Use at 

hlt~xii< ostdbute.a~rveymonkev.cer~y~e~ms, which are different 1o the SMX Terms of 

Use~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Holly A <hasmith@emaiLunc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 1:58 PM 

GaJdmore, Jay <gmdmore@email.unc.edu>; Millwood, El~abeth A <emillwoo@email.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

CBC Oral Hislo~y & Exhibition 

Hi [!veryone, 

I )Jst wanted to report that Debby and I bad a fantastic meeting yesterday, following up about the Carolina Black Caucus oral history proiect that we all met about 

sometime last year. We sketched out a tentative t~me~ine for an ora~ h~story project!on~h~e exhibition. Below is the projected outline that Debby Mnd~v sketched 

Carolk~a Nack Caucus Oral History / Online [>:hibh:~on Project {Target Date: September 20~.2) 

DocumenLat~on (Target February ~, 201I) --- We w~H collect and organize as many wrkten documents as possible. We w~l~ starL with the review of the 

boxes ~ocated at Dr. Newsom’s office. We wi~ again ask Dr. Newsom to fil~ in the gaps on the CBC timeHne posted on the CBC webs~te 

(http:!/www.unc.edu!cbcihistory.html) ~ wH~ make m~ ask to the CBC membership and fliends. 

II. ~hotos (Target Od:ober 1, 2011} -- We w~H co~lect and organ~e as many photos as poss~Me. These photos wH~ be d~git~zed so the owm?rs ~:an keep thek 

originals. ~ w~H make an ask to the CBC membership and [fiends. We seek photos of Na~:ks "gab:bering" at UNC, CB{:: eventsimeeth~gs, and any n~embers 

of the Caucus. [~e woMd also use materials from the UnNersitg Ar~hNes and ether related collections] 

III. ~nterviews (v~deo and/or audio) Target {May L 20~2} --- Interview 10 persons ~ndud~r~g founders and past presMents to share ~nformadon on thek 

experience as a Black employee and member of the Carious. 

.Jay - wouM you or someone be able to p~ck ~Jp the CBC materials from Dr. Newsome’s office? ~ think it might just be a couple of page boxes for now. Debbv Mndly 

called ~:o arrange to have ~:hem ready for pick up sometime early ne>:t wee]~. Dr. Newsome’s ass~sl:ant ~s Cor~nthia HH~ and her mm~ber is 962-(~962. Dr. Newsome’s 

o[fice h~ on ~:he ground floor ~n the 5ou~:h guiMing. 

Beth ---a grad student named         had reached out to Debby in Feb abou~ conducting an h~terview with Dr. Hor~ense McCHn~on in February. Is be stH~ at the 

SOHP and wouM be st~H be able to ~nterv~ew Dr. McCIh~ton ? Per our conversation last time, wouM ~t st~ll be a possibility to have SQHP RA’s conduct the interviews, 

or help provide trah~ng to the CBC’s student workers and others to conduct the ~nterviews? 

The goal would be to have an online presem:e for these materials via an online exhibh:~on or d~g~tal coCk, orion (fn terms of the library, there are some steps that we 

would have to go [brough to get a d~g~tsl project started, such as submitting a proposa~ to the Library Technology Coundl}. CBC’s 40th anniversary is gok~g to be in 

2014, so i~ would be great to have the online exhibition up. 

~ hope ~ did not leave anything out! I’m most happy to convene another rneeth~g for us to tail< through th~s project more thoroughly. 

Excited and looking forward to getth~g this project going! 

Holly Smith 

African American Materials Speda~ist 

Sou[bern H~storicai Collection 

CB# 3926, W~lson L~brary 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel H~iI 

Chapel H~H, NC 27514-8890 

Telephone: 919-962-.134S/FAX: 919.-9(52- 3594 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Central University- <suppo~hobsons.com> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:19 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

s Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our institution, and has chosen you to provide a recommendation You may access the online recommendation form at the 
URL listed below. The personal access code and password, also provided belo~v, are required for entlT. ]1"you prefer to submit a paper recommendation, please contact the applicant and ask 
him/her for a form. Please do not send your recommendation as an attachment in response to this notification message. 

Please note that has NOT waived his/her right to review this letter of Recommendation 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: Nyahoo corn 
Department/Major: Athletic Administration 
Tel~n: Fall 2011 
Click belo~v to complete the online Recommendation: 
https:L/rec.appl,~woursel£com/?CID 926&code i’<\VNYCLPWGMG 
Personal Access Code: ~YCLPWGMG 
Password: Stroman 
For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with the applicant 

Ifyuu were nut able to login thruugh the above link, cupy and paste the URL below intu yuur bruwser. 
https://rec.applyyourself.cum 

The personal access code pruvided abuve is tu be used tu pruvide a Recummendation [’or this applicant unly Please retain this emaik This message was sent by ApplyYuurself on behalf uf 
North Carolina Central University at the request of                      ~yahuo.com). Technical suppurt can be requested at 
http://rec.appl~voursel~cum/AYCuntactIIelpDesk/TechSuppurt.asp?packave%,pe Recummendation&ca nccu~rad&p N\VNYCLPWGMG 

ApplyYuurselfis a service uf ApplyYourse]f, Inc 
apid(118544)/prid(108923) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com > 

Wednesday,            11:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pyahoo.com>; I 

RE: Greetings Soror 

_~yahoo.com > 

Dear Stroman, 

Hopefully, this email reaches you in good health and spirit. [ hope you are enjoying the summer so far. [ spoke with Soror and she mentioned that you know a 

woman that is interested in joining Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

I would enjoy the opportunity to meet with the woman of interest and you, if you are available, and share the history, activities, and information about the members of the Eta 
Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. in Chapel Hill. We can meet at the Carolina Club for lunch or dinner, or another relaxed setting that the guest may 
enjoy. Also, during our time together I will provide each of you with a Chapel Hill Zetas information packet for review in your free time. 

In the meantime, please visit the Chapel Hill Zetas website and Facebook page: www.chapelhillzetas.org and Facebook-Chapel Hill Zetas. Also, if there are any additional 
questions, please feel free to contact the Eta Phi Zeta Chapter President, Soror            by phone,            or :         ~yahoo.com, or Vice President!Intake 
Coordinator Soror          by phone,            or at "     }yahoo.com. 

I look forward to hearing from you and seeing you soon. Have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grammar & Writing Resource <Grammar ~Vriting Resonrce@busenetwork.net> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:27 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Save 20% on Grammar ~d Prooficeading Skills 

Gall never goofed on grammar ... 
She carefully considered every comma, painstakingly placed apostrophes, and diligently looked up difficult words. 

Her boss could bank on mistake-free memos ._ letter-perfect reports .,, and impeccable proposals. 

But, boy, was she S-L-O-W ... 
Gall would sweat over every sentence, pore over grammar guides to get everything right, and stay late to proof her 
projects. (What a toll it took on Gall!) 

U~ti~ Gai~ got a grand idea 

She went to Mistake-Free Grammar & Proofreading and brushed up on her business English. Now Gall has all of 
those writing rules and regs down pat. She has more confidence in her writing skills -- and turns out twice the 

work in half the time! 

Special Offer Code #765958* 
Hurry -- offer expires June 17,201 

Register online now! 

Mistake-Free Grammar & 

Proofreading 

RALE1~GH, NC - 06/10/2011 

Event # 109642 

$119.00; For groups of 5 or nnore~ $109,00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

A f~st, fun w~y to ~earn some serious skNs 

Mistake-Free Grammar & Proofreading takes you on an adventure. The goal? To catch 
the grammar mistakes that can hurt your credibility. You’ll start by finding out how well you 

understand grammar now. (Don’t worry: You’re not "graded," and no one is singled out or 

embarrassed.) 

In one fast-moving day, you’ll learn: 

1. The grammar rules every professional must know 
2. All about capitalization and punctuation 
3. Painless proofreading 

4. Techniques for finding errors in numbers, prices, codes, dates, etc. 
5. 6 key rules for subject-verb agreement 
6. Commonly misused words and how to use them correctly 
7. The right way to present numbers 

You’ll get it all in one day. And you’ll learn it in such a way that you’ll never forget it. 

training with unforgettable results 

Mistake=Free Grammar & Proofreading is designed according to the latest research on how adults learn. It’s 
fast-moving, so you stay interested. It’s engaging, so you learn by doing. And it’s fun, so you happily give it your 
all. 

The result? The information comes alive for you. You easily see the practical applications. And it sticks with you in 
a way that traditional "book learning" never can. 

Just to prove it, you’ll review your comprehension of grammar at the end of the day. You’ll be amazed at how much 

ii~iI View Brochure 

Now Only $119 

per person 
(regularly $149 per person) 

Register Online Today! 

CareerTrack Audio Confere~ces 
and Webinars 

Train your team on today’s most common 
workplace challenges for one low registration 

price -- in just one hour! 

~ The Secrets of Successfu[ Time 

Management 

May 25,2011 

~ Easy E-Newsletters 

May 26,2011 

~ Grant Writing Made Easy 

June 6,2011 

Your June 2011 -JuRy2011 Seminar 

Schedule: 

Criticism & Discipline Skills for Managers 

and Supervisors 

Creative Leadership for Managers, 

Super#isors, and Team Leaders 

Dea41ines 

~ H ow to Supervise People 

How to Communicate with Tact an4 

Professionalism (2-day) 

PayroB Law 2011 

Haking the Transition from Staff to 

Supewis~r 

~ B usiness Writing for Results 

~ H ow to Design Eye-Cat~ing Brochures, 

Newsle~ers, Ads, an~ Repots 



-- and how well -- you’ve learned. 

Special Offer Code #765958* 
Hurry -- offer expires June 17,201 

Register online now! 

Proofreading 

Event # ~09642 

$119.00; For groups of 5 or more, $:169.00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Here’s what our custo~ers have to say o_ 

"The trainer was great, especially 
managing a group of ’nitpickers’ 
who are paid proofreaders. Tough 
crowd to talk to about grammar." 

"It made grammar and proofreading 
fun! I learned a lot, and I enjoyed 
myself." 

"1 learned so much that I ’thought 
knew.’ Times have changed, and 

now I have resources to refer to in 
order to be correct. Thanks!" 

-- Tim Walker, editor -- Melanie Walker, -- Lisa Wright, human resources 

Atlanta, GA administrative support Morgan Foods, Inc. 

Missouri Army National Guard 

Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this e-mail to your colleagues; together you can support 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive 
your personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

We’re confident that this seminar -- Mistake-Free Grammar & Proofreading -- will provide you with the tips and 
techniques you need to generate mistake-free grammar and perfect your proofreading. If for any reason you are 
dissatisfied, send us a letter (Attn: Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the 
r~ason you were not satisfied, and we’ll arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full 
refund -- hassle-tree. All of our AN products are also 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Xi CareerTrack Logo 

The Esse.tials of HR Law 2011 

Communication Skills for Wor, e~ 

How to Deliver Exceptional Customer 

Semite 

Management Skills for Secretaries, A4min 

Records Retention and Destruction 

Collections L~w 

Mastering Microsoft Excel (2 day) 

Excel 2007/2010: Beyo~d the ~asics 

OSHA 30=Hour Complia~¢e Co~rse 

HR Records Retentio. and Destruction 

ii.~ On 4~ite -rraining 

Business Writing 
for Resu ks 

Make your words sizzle with clarity and impact! 

6 audio CDs and workbook 

Item #12121CD 

Only $89.95 

...................................................................................................... 

The Grar~mat Reference Guide 

i.~.i The Gr’ammar 

Reference Gu 

Must-know guidelines for mistake-free 
communication 

Spiral book with bonus CD-ROM 

Item #34002 

Only $34.95 



*To receive your special $119 ENROLLMENT FEE, you must provide your Special Offer Code #765958 when registering. This offer is available only for online registrations for the seminar 

Mistake-Free Grammar & Proofreading. This offer cannot be combined with any other offer and is valid only on new registrations for June 2011 - July 2011 seminars. Offer expires June 17,2011 If you have 

questions, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-780-8469. 

Vl P#: 

ID#: 

Copyright 2011 

CareerTrack 

5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission. KS 66202 

1-800-780-8469 

www.C af eer T r ack.c om 

To notif, J this advertiser that you no longer wish to 

receive messages from them, please follo’,~., this link: 

http://busenetwork.net/o/ext/TCID=FPC ] 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

please follow this link: 

http://busenetwork.net/o/?ZXD=70.1941038280.96801424 

iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 7:47 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Beig Ten! 

Check this out 

http:!!sports.espn.go.com!ncf!news!story?id=6564:134 

~.XTarrne st regards, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, 
T. Jefferson Cartoon, III, Esq. 

The CW Law Group, PC 

3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-1785 ext I telephone 

(919) 2~1-6680 facsimile 

Ern~il: ic:a rrno n(a~cwIaw,o_~t o, t p.cor~ 

\Vebsite: www.e wl~wgroup.com 

i~i shield logo 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with req~firements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that aW tax advice contained in this comm~cation (o~ m aw attachment) is not 

intended o~ ~vdtten to be used, and camlot be used. fo~ the pu~)ose of (i) ~voiNng t~ related penalties or (fi) p~omotin~ ma~etitg or reconm~en~ng to ~nother pa~ty ~ly tax related matter 

addressed in this cotmnmiica~ion or m miy attachment hereto. 

~is e mail transtmssion, and any doom~ents, Nes or previous e mail messmges attached to it, may contmn confiden6~l mform~tion that is legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a 

pemon responsible fbr delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby no6fied that any disclosure, copying distribution or use of my of the mfo~afion contained in or attached to this messa~ 

is strictly proNbited 

If you h~ve received tins tr~nsrmssion in error, please i*~ediately notify us by reply e m~l or by telephone at (919) 926 1785, ~nd destroy/l~e on~n~l tr~nstmssion ~d its attachments without 

~eaNng them o~ s~ving them to c~sk ~ank you. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Polite, Ffi~z G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 2:44 PM 

colin@c- ldng.demon.co.uk; michael- lomax@uiowa.edu; ~gmml.com; j chewat@uga.edu; ~gm~Jd .corn; 

s~urows@ithaca.edu; Waller, Steven N <swaller2@utk.edw~; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynu <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; jmcbe~@jhu.edu 

Billy J Hawldns <bhawk@uga.edu>; Zina Croft <~cra~uuiversityreaders.com >; Kevin Hoffmm~ <khoffman@universiUreaders.com>; 

Polite, Ffi~z G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Please find below a link to a proot:of the book. Please make your changes and send back to Dr. Hawkins and myself. Please copy us both, We are coming down the 

stretch and need to move quickly. If you can have a[~ changes to your respective chapter back to us by: ~Y ~Z~b These chan~es MUST be standard/minor changes. 

Th~s would include spearing, typo’s and any grammatical issues. DO NOT MAKE MAJOR CHANGES to the manuscript, 

This review shouR~ raise just ~ few minutes of your ~:~me and we k)ok forward to your finalized products, Also .., p~ease send ~ mailing address to send the ~.00 

sl:~pend as we~] as com~) book (see below), Send ~:h~s to: zcraft@univers~tyreaders.com 

TNs is for your efforts and p~ease fee~ free to offer’ Kool-a~d, rni~k or ~ce-tea,_ somewhere wNle we are on the drcu~t~] We look ~o do a book s~gnin~ as we~ as 

bring all the contribuLors Logether for a PR extravaganza. 

[ thank you al[ for your contributions and I am confident th~s wi[[ become a classic p~ece._ thanks to your comm~tments~ 

~n friendsMp, 

Hi Dr. Polite, it was really nice speakin8 with you. As promised, please use this email as a reminder to ~et the final edits from each of your contributors in to us no 

later than next week. When they return the edits please also have them include their contact information for mailin~ the contributor stipend. We will also 

thN~ SSN foX,he ~99 Each contributor (up to 20) will receive a ~200 stipend per the a~reement. I will ask our marketin~ department to coordinate with finance to 

send a complimentary copy of the text alon8 with the check. Please ~et me know if you have any questions and of course, don’t hesitate to contact me at any time~ 

Fritz G. Polite, PhD., MPA 

Director-Institute for Leadership, Ethics and Diversity (I-LEAD) 

Director-Outreach and Global Ensa~ement 

The University of Tennessee 

2924 Andy Holt Ave-HPER 342 

Knoxville, TN 37996-27~ 

865-2~-0669 or 865-974-6660 

SYDN~g S~TH ~fi~ ~SSAYIST 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Update from the Houor System 

Dr. Stroman, 

As promised, I would like to update you on the Honor System case you reported I had a very productive meeting with               this afternoon regarding the alleged violation. Mr 
came to the meeting prepared with inf,armation and evidence he stated had not been shown to you at the initial sta~e of the incident, which he provided to me. I would like to discuss 

and share this new- information with you I will be in the office tomorrow ficom 9 to 4, you cari call anytime at 

Thanks again for your candor and cooperation in this matter’. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: ’]’his email message, including attachments, is for the sule use of the intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclusure, ur distributiun is prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply emai[ and destruy all copies ufthe original message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman NasK DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 12:53 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Alesia Williams: tIi! 

Thanks’. Ok 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-~I 
Counseling and Wellness Services 
Campus Health Services 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Phone: 919-966-3658 

Email: dholman@email unc.edu 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their potential. It is not solely a biomedical quality measured through clinical indicators Health transcends individual factors 
and includes cultural, institutional, socioeconomic, and political ilffluences." 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 12:26 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: Re: Alesia Williams: 

Wonderful! You are certainly making a difl’erence. Thanks for sharing. We missed you at the Sociab We truly "cut the rug" and laughed it up. 

I am out of town until next week. Let’s try to do lunch soon. 

Hugs, 

debby 
On Thu, 19 May 2011 17:10:05 ~0000, "Holman Nash, DeVetta" 

<dholman@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
> Alesia, 
> 

> You are a very special young woman with gift, talents, and a spirit 
> that triumphs over adversity. Ahvays remember: "If the mountain was 
> smooth, you would never be able to climb it". So, embrace whatever 
> challenges 
you 
> face in your journey with a smile and an "I CAN" attitude. A positive 
> attitude and a resilient spirit are essential tools necessaly to build 
> character and integri)-. Never compromise your ruorals for a "quick fix" 
to 
> anything. 
> 

> I am honored to have ~vorked with you over the years and hope that you 
will 
> be blessed beyond measure. Please keep in touch and know that life 
> requires young women, like you, to carry- the mantle for younger 
> Sisters 
to 
> emulate. 
> 

> Stay Strong ..... 
> 

> Warmest Regards, 
> Ms. DeVetta 
> 

> DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
> Counseling and Wellness Services 
> Campus Health Services 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
> Phone: 919-%6-3658 
> Email: dholman@email.unc.edu 
> 

> "Health is the capacity of individuals and con~munities to reach their 
> potential. It is not solely a biomedical quality measured through 
clinical 
> indicators Health transcends individual factors and includes 
> cultural, institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences" 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: alesia~v [mailto:alesia~v@email.unc edu] 
> Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 10:05 AM 



> Tu: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
> Sut~iect: Hi! 
> 

> Hi 2~s. IJolman-Nash! 
> 

> How are you duing? I hope al[ is well[ I cannot believe that I have 
> graduated! The time has flown by so quickly! ! regret that I did nut 
> have the time to cume by yuur office and chat, ! hupe that yuu will 
> furgive 
met 
> 

> You have helped me in so many ways than you will knowt Your strength 
> and spunk has inspired me. I rarely had an?" black professors at 
> However, having you as an adviser was very comforting. Seeing a black 
> worflan that 
has 
> it together and is so willing to help others, is arnazing to watch. I 
> hope that one day I’ll have the tenacity- that you have! 
> 

> I hope that you got the pictme that I sent through ! I just 
wanted 
> you to have something to remember me byt Could I have your address’.’ I 
> wanted to send you something. 
> 

> Alesia Williams 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadernic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult~- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:57 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Important Information fiom flae Honor System 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
315 Woollen Gym, Campus Box #8605 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: ’ 

Dear Professor Stroman: 

Thank you again for your support of the Honor System. After careful review of the report you 
submitted, I have found sufficient evidence to charge the above-referenced student with a 
violation of the Honor Code, specifically: 

ll.B.1. - Plagiarism in the form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, 
thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution on a paper in EXSS    . whether 
graded or otherwise, on, 

Depending on how the student responds to the charge, you may need to appear at the 
Honor Court hearing to answer questions so the Court can determine the facts of the case. 
The Instrument of Student Judicial Govemance ("Instrument") requires the Honor Court to 
determine "beyond a reasonable doubt" that a student has violated the Honor Code before it 
can render a verdict of guilt. The Instrument guarantees certain rights to students, including 
the right "to hear or face witnesses testifying against him or her and question any material 
witnesses" Instrument, Section IV.A.6. 

Regardless of the facts of the case, you should always expect to be treated in a courteous 
manner during the hearing. A representative of the Honor System will contact you soon to 
let you know if your presence at the hearing will be required. Even if the student waives the 
right to have you available to testify, you are still welcome to attend the hearing, and we will 
work to find a date that is convenient for you. 

After the hearing date is set, a student Investigative Counsel will be assigned to continue 
gathering evidence that will be presented at the hearing. If your presence is required, the 
Investigator will work with you to prepare for the hearing and will be your contact person for 
any questions about the case or the process. In addition, the student will receive a student 
Defense Counsel to help prepare for the hearing as well. It is likely that both counsels will 
want to meet with you together to minimize the time that you have to spend with this matter. 

As the reporting party, you are also guaranteed certain rights within our system. These 
rights are set forth in Section IVB of the Instrument. Please note that you have the right to 
remain for the duration of the hearing (including the defense presentation of evidence) and 
you may be given the opportunity to respond to the student’s defense. You are not required 
to stay and, if you would prefer, you can leave as soon as both counsels and the Court 
have had the opportunity to ask you questions. Also, if the student is found guilty or pleads 
guilty, you may offer a recommendation about the student’s sanction during the sanctioning 
portion of the hearing or, in writing, prior to the start of the hearing. 



Please feel free to call me at            or email me at     ~unc.edu if you have any 
questions or concerns. You can also learn more about the Honor System on our website. 

I appreciate the time you have spent reporting this matter and your support of honor and 
integrity at Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Transmitted Via Email 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaidmo~e, Jay <gaidmore@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 9:54 AM 

Hill, Correnthia B <hillc~emml.unc.edu~ 

Smith, Holly A <hasmith@ema~l.unc.edtv~; Stroma~L Debora]~ Lynu <dstro@uuc.edu~ 

Dr. Newsom’s files on the Caxolina Black Caucus 

Dear Ms. Hill, 

My name is Jay Gaidmore and I’m the University Archivist here at UNC. Deborah Stroman and Holly Smith have told me that Dr. Newsom has some files relating to 

the Carolina Black Caucus that she would like to transfer to the University Archives. We are excited about receiving these materials. 

I am available to come by your offices and pick up the boxes on Tuesday morning. Does that work for you? 

Thanks, Jay 

Jay Gaidmore 

U niversity Archivist 

University Archives and Records Management Services 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3926 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

(919) 962-6402 

http:!!wwwAib.unc.edu!mss!uars! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Sunday, 11:08 AM 

~nccu.edu;.                ~gmaiLcom; 
Douglass, I,ois Ellen Marcia <lois dougla,s~)unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

nadialynch@unc.edu; Lawrence, Kendra L <klawrence@admissions.unc.edu>; 
<q:lstro@unc.edu>; tnr4c@virginia.edu; 

~uncfsu.edu; msta, lcs@wncn.com;                    ~ncmail.net; 
}yahoo.com; troberts3@elon.edu 

FYI: Omega Iota Red White and Blue Pool Party,’.!!! 

Summer cookout.jpg 

,~!gmail.com; Stro~nan, Deborah Lynn 

~eagles.nccu.edu; 

@yahoo.corn; shero’hc7@alumni.unc.edu; 

Dear Somrs, 

Hopefully, this email finds you well. Please come out and show your support for the Omega Iota Undergraduate Chapter at UNC-CH. 

Enjoy the Memorial Day Weekend. 

Sisterly, 

2~d Vice President 
Eta Phi Zeta Graduate Chapter 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
www.ChapeIHilIZetas.com; Facebook: Chapel Hill Zetas 

Friends and F~mily is here! Get 30% off sitewide with promo code FPdEI’4DS. Hurry, offer ends on Non, Nay 23rd ! Online only. 

Why Rent? With Today’s Low lnterest Rates, OWN A NEW ]OWNHOME for a similar payment! Highiy Desired CaTy Location! From the $150s. 

Love puzzle games? You’ve ~otta play 3ewelcraft! 100% Free to play at Arcade’~x, eb. 

Enter ~ora chance to win instant prizes~ No put. nec. Void/prohib. Ends 6/30/2011 

Saturday, @ 3:00pro - 6:00pm 



Omega Iota Zetas and UNC I/upes bring you... 

~The Red, White, & Blue Pool Par’a/* 

.loin us for some pre-Memorial Day FUN by the pool! 

MuZiK by D~I 

Food is only $2!! 

And we’ll have it all: Burgers, Hotdogs, BBq Chicken, Ribs, Mac&Cheese, Potato 

Salad, the ~/~hole nine yards! 

You DOI’,I’T want to miss ’this exquisite TimeOut with the Oh So Magnificent ladieZ 

and the Thorough Kappas! 

Saturday, May 28’ch @ 3pm 

Chapel Ridge Apartments 

~.01 Legacy Terrace, Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Imtx~rtant Information l’rom the UNC Honor System 

Letter.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

As promised, here is the final letter in regards to case. I had a productive meeting with her and her parents on Friday I am reassured that she now- grasps the severity of her 
mistakes and importance of academic integrity 

If you have any further questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: ’]’his email message, including attachrnems, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential iNkmnation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Dear 

I have completed my investigation of the report filed with the Undergraduate Honor System 
that you may have violated the Honor Code. After careful and complete consideration, I have 
determined that a charge is not warranted based on my preliminary investigation. It is, 
however, imperative that you understand the seriousness with which the University handles 
academic integrity. I hope that you will take the initiative to ensure that in the future, your 
work is properly cited and attributed in all cases. Representing another’s words, thoughts, or 
ideas as your own is wholly unacceptable, especially in an academic setting. Please understand 
that your citation mistakes in this incident bordered on plagiarism, which carries a usual 
sanction of suspension from the University. 

This notice formally closes your Honor System case. Our office will notify the professor that 
your Honor System case has been closed without a charge; however, it is your responsibility to 
follow up with your professor on reporting your final course grade. If you have questions, 
please feel free to contact the Judicial Programs Officer in the Dean of Students Office at (919) 
962-0485. 

Regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Important Information fiom the Honor System 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
315 Woollen Gym, Campus Box #8605 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

RE: 

Dear Professor Stroman: 

I have completed my investigation of the alleged honor code violation that you reported to 
this office. Based on that investigation, I have determined that a charge should not be 
issued. 

As the Attorney General, I am charged with the responsibility to determine if there is a 
reasonable basis for moving forward with an Honor Court case. Based on the available 
information, I have determined that there is not sufficient evidence to merit a charge under 
the instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 

On behalf of the Honor System, I thank you for your support of the principles of honor and 
integrity. Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact 
me at 919-966-4084 or the Dean of Students Office at 919-966-4042. 

Sincerely, 

Transmitted Via Email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, Shelley <SStewart@TYCO.COM> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 3:39 PM 

Clarence Nunn <Clarence.nunn@ge.com~; Joset B. Wright <joset.wrigh@nmsdc.org>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Rick 

Beasley <rbeasley@southtloridaworktbrce.com~ 

Robert Holmes ~aol.com>; Paul Griffin ~ ~gmo~l.com> 

Thaz~ks 

I wanted to thank you all ~2~r doing such a great job on Saturday The :Feedback I received so far has been outstanding. I believe we dehvered clear concise solutions regarding the workforce 
which was our mission It was also great to get to know each one of you better. Again thank your very much for your support of this important event. ! am glad to have some new 

Best Regards 
Shelley 
Sent from m’>’ iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 6:09 PM 

EXSS Faculty <t~ess-f@listserv.tmc.edu> 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJJ.nnc.edu-* 

Honor m~d Plagarism Softwme Cont’d 

Hi. My investigation continues... 

l.I have been working with the Student Attorney General’s office on my honor violation cases. He told me I 

could pass this information on to the department: 

Here ~s the i~nh to the ~ree version of UMD’s onLine pLagiarism checker. It works the best out of the one’s 

I’ve used. 

ht tp ://www. dustbaL L. cornics/pLogior~sm, checker/ 

Addition~LLy~ they hove ~ puid version~ which ~s even more ~ccurute und reLutive cheup to buy: 

ht tp ://www. dustbaL L. corn/cs/pLogior[sm, checker/subscri, be. htmL ?~=bonner v2 

FinuLLy~ Z o~ten wiLL run p~rt~cuL~rLy d~cuLt cuses through ~ second checker. Here’s the Lin~ to thut one~ 

which provides ~ nice breukdown report o~ the resuLts: 

~_~_~_ZZ~_g_~.g_~_~_c_~_~z_g_~_n_~_~Z 
2. The Center for Faculty Excellence recently purchased a trial of www.turn~tin,com. They may pilot the software with some units in the fall. We may 

be asked to jo~n. ;) 

3. SafeAss~gn (Blackboard product) seems to be very popular software with a number of universities. It is integrated in Blackboard. Unfortunately, 

UNC did not turn on this option, http:/iw~kLsafeass~gn.com/disp[a~iSAFEiHow+To+Get+SafeAssign I guess it doesn’t matter anyway s~nce we are 

moving to Sakai. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~p~ 

Spot, Administration Faculv e~ 

E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, CarolMa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (Tha~, Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, CarolMa Spor~s BusMess Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors OrganMadon) 
315 Vgoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

"The single biggest problem M communication is the illusion that it has taken place." G.B. Shaw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~frontier.com 

Monday, May 23, 2011 9:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

mincheck on lunch 

Hello Debby, 

I am going to have to take a raincheck on lunch that we scheduled for this Wednesday, May 25. Give me some dates that work for you. I am not available Ju~e 1, 3-24 

Thanks, 



Stroman - Chapter i0 Denied, Deferred, and Deprived: The Economic Dream of the 

Black Male Athlete 

 orrections 

1. Pg, 167 - Educational 

Correction -Foundation 

Correction - Educational Foundation 

Correction - Educational Foundation 

4. Pg. 171- Financial aid is awarded to ~ii{~iii~i~i~ in various amounts, ranging 
from full scholarships (including tuition, fees, room, board, and books) to small 
awards that might provide only course-required books. 

Correction - Athlete-students 

5. Pg. 171- All attention is focused on the money ~i~i~iii~i~i~igi~i~i~ athlete- 
student receives no direct compensation while those around him bask in six and 
seven fi gure salaries and the representative trinkets of wealth. 

Correction - in college sport, yet the athlete-student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby~sonlfiflgol£com> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 10:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

SMART 

S M.A.R.T. 

Sport Management Ambassador and Resea~rch Team 

Purpose: To identify and develop uMergraduate students interes~ted in gaining additional rese~xch skills and oppommities to serve the needs of the sport administration 

program. 

Who? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:17 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

2 great iPhotos 

100_2517 

100_2518 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

www.dstroman.com 

www livewell 10. com 



888668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:19 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

5 great iPhotos - CBC Spring Social 

100_2512 

100_2513 



100_2514 

i"Ri 

100_2515 



100_2516 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

debby(~,dstroman.com 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

7; Cheek, Angelette J ~ajcheek@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Watkins, Debra <watkm~t@email.nnc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I ~ynn ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj~ncghee@unc.edn>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@nnc.edu> 

I:W: 5 great iPhotos - CBC Spring Social 

;} 

919 84.3 03,3 (~ 
htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~ram/ba-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~e~/ 
"Each day comes bea~ing ~ts own g~fts, Untie the r~bbons~" {R,Ann Schabacket} 

F~m= Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:~9 AN 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: 5 great iPhotos - CBC Spring Social 

100_2512 



100_2513 

100_2514 



100_2515 

100_2516 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

debby@dstroman.com 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nunn, Claxence (GE Capital, GE Officer) <ClarenceNunn@ge,com> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 2:35 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2 great iPhotos 

Thar~ks for shar’ir?g! 

Clarence L. Nunn 

President & CEO 

GE Fleet Services 

952-828-2643 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 24, 201:~ :k33 PM 
To: ’Stewart, Shelley’; Nunn, Clarence (GE Capital, GE Officer); ’Joset B. Wright’; ’Rick Beasley’; ’Robert Holmes’; ’Paul Griffin’ 
Subject-" FW: 2 great iPhotos 

l])ebc r~ l-~ 5 troman Pt~.K~,, CI_~ 

9Zg.843.0336 

http://e~ss.unc.edu~und~rgradu~t~pr~gr~m/ba~in~e~s~p~rt~dministrati~n/~vervi~w/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Sd~abad~er} 

Fmm~ Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 

Sent~ Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:17 AM 

To~ Debby Stroman 

Sub~eet~ 2 great iPhotos 

100_2517 



100_2518 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

w~vw.dstroman.oom 

888668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

Hello (UNCLASSIFIED) 

~ns.army.mil> 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman! 

It was a pleasure meeting you at the NPHC Leadership Seminar. I received some empowering, and imperative information from all of the insightful leaders. As I 

briefly mentioned, I am working towards my Masters in Sports Management with a concentration in Sports Administration. After reading and listening to your bio, 

and knowledge in the workforce, I am even more interested in the opportunities of Sports Management!Administration. I feel that my Bachelors of Science 

degree in Mathematics, experiences I gained while active duty Army, and my current experience as a Operations Research Analyst will give me an edge over the 

rest of my competitors. Also, it would be an honor if someone like yourself, would mentor/sponsor me on my journey into a new adventure. I look forward to our 

next meeting, and I am sure you will find that I am truly worthy of becoming your mentee (Hopefully!!!). I’ve cc’d my home e-mail, so feel free to contact me 

anytime. 

v!r 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 2:46 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debom~h Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Friday Night Baseba]l 

Hi. Friday night dinner at an American Tobacco district spot and baseball at the DAP? (ACC Tourney starts today and UNC plays Wake Forest at 7:00 on 

Friday) 

http://www.a merica ntobaccohistoricdistrict.com/ 

Bring your hubbies, friends, and Mom. 

Hope all is well for everyone! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Svroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~p~ 

Spot, Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 V¢oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

t~t:~?:2!/vvww:!~c:e&v!dt1?ts/’exercise/!?port: adminisu~adon 

"The single biggest problem in commuo, icatioo, is the illusion that it has taken place." G.B. ShauJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&p 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 2:48 PM 

Penu, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h Lynn 

<dstro@unc.edu-~; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu~ 

I:W: 2 great iPhotos 

Photos from Saturday’s Summit i~ D.C. A fun and most p~’oducdve time spent... 

I hope to bring some of these brothers to campus h~ the future, (e,g,, ~CO SVP end ~SE Fleet president) 

d 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each da~ ~omes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," 

F~ Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
$e~t~ Tuesday, May 24, 20~ 9:~7 AM 
Te~ Debby Stroman 
$~bject~ 2 great iPhotos 

100_2517 



100_2518 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

w~vw.dstroman.oom 

www livewell 10. corn 

888.668.8403 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rasheed All Cromwell, Esq. <mcromwell@theharborinstitute.com> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 1:14 PM 

dstro@unc.edu 

Great meeting you at National NPHC Emtx~werment Summit 

Sulnmer 2011 -MBGXH.pd£ Soulful Golf (5-26-11 ) Sponsorship Proposal.doc 

Dr.S~oman, 

Thank you so much for taking time out of your bust’ schedule to talk to me 
After you finished speaking on the panel Saturday in DC I know that you 
were in a rush to head out so I really appreciate it. 

Again, my name is Rasheed All Cromwell, Esq and I serve as executive 
director of The Harbor Institute, an education company based here in DC. 
We provide educational products and services :[’or over 100 colleges and 
universities natiunwide. 

I am following up with yuu to see if we can discuss the pussibility uf 
Suulful Golf serving as a sponsor fur our upcumlng educational conference 
at Huward Universi~ in Washingtun, DC un Friday, September 16-Sunday, 
September 18th. 

It is a natiunwide conference that targets college student leaders whu are 
members (and express an interest in) Black Greek Organi7;atiuns. We 
anticipate at least 1,000 students and this is an excellent oppurtum~ tu 
utilize this tu: 

-brand and market to a 18-23 future cullege minority graduate demugraphic 
that falls in line with your mission. A great idea I had for a table is 
actually setting up 2-3 putting greens and alluwing conference 
participants to putt during their breaks (in between sessions). ’]?his will 
give yuu an excellent oppurtuni~ tu persunally engage them, exchange 
contact informatiun and invite them to your events and classes 

-present a wurkshup on the netwurking and professiunal development 
advantages that playing gulf can give yuung minority professiunals 

-hust a beginner’s level golf class as a wurkshup for cunference participants 

I attached a draft proposal as a working document for us to bounce back 
and forth via e-mail. We can customize an experience for you as well just 
let me know ~vhat you are looking for. 

I also included ore latest sttrmner magazine as well (that is e-mailed to 
over 1,000 students and advisors across the country and we can also add a 
full page Soulful Golf ad in o~ upcoming Aug, Sept, Oct, and Winter issue 
(Nov/Dec). 

As a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sororib-, Inc. this is a great opportunity to 
reach an ahnost untapped market. Please shoot me an e-mail when you get a 
chance and we can go from there! I look forward to hearing frora you soon! 

Sincerely, 
Rasheed 

Rasheed All Cromwell, Esq. 
Executive Director 
The Harbor Institute 
2020 Petmsylvania Avenue, ~V #550 
Washington, DC 20006 
Office: (202) 321-6132 
educate.evaluate. E\~OV~ER! TM 



May 26,2011 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Founder 
Soulful Golf 
2676 Golf Island Road 
EIlicott City, Md 21042 

Dr. Stroman, 

Soulful Golf’s mission to increase the presence of minorities and women in golf is a noble one. Your 
commitment to diversity in this arena is critical for the personal and professional development of this 
demographic. In an effort to assist you in continuing to reach your goals I would like to invite you to sponsor 
our exciting upcoming educational conference for minority college students. 

The Miseducation of the Black Greek ROADTRIP! TM is a nationwide conference that cultivates the future 
minority leaders of tomorrow from Friday, September 16, 2011 to Sunday, September 18, 2011. Hosted by 
The Harbor Institute, an education company based in Washington, DC and the historic Howard University the 
conference is a synergetic, innovative, interactive and holistic educational experience. It is unique for 
participants because it blends over 1,000 Black college students, with an interest in Black Greek fraternities 
and sororities, from across the country. The conference consists of nationally recognized speakers, celebrities 
and professionals from a vast array of business, government and entertainment. Soulful Golf’s sponsorship is a 
win-win partnership because your organization will have the opportunity to reach a wide range of future college 
graduates who will need exposure to your sport to assist in their professional development. You can creatively 
reach this demographic through: 

¯ Networking with Minority College Students - By taking advantage of functions such as the Jazz 
networking reception Soulful Golf will have the opportunity to meet, network and recruit some of the 
most talented minority college students across the country 

o Present a Workshop - Soulful Golf representatives can facilitate a beginners workshop sharing the 
opportunities that are unique to your organization, along with on-site lessons outside (actually as a part 
of your workshop) 

Marketing and Branding Soulful Golf with two-three putting greens, clubs and representatives in your 
own customized, exclusive area near the main registration where conference participants can putt 
during breaks. This will give you a unique opportunity to engage them, get contact information and 
market any special upcoming events, your training classes (for individuals in the DMV area) and 
promotional giveaways (key chains, folders, bags, t-shirts, brochures, pens, usb drives, etc. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me in the office at 202.321.6132 or on my personal cell phone at 

Sincerely, 
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Since 1776 Greek letter organizations have served as catalysts for numerous cultural, political, and 
educational leaders. African American Collegiate Greek letter organizations play an instrumental role with 
these significant contributions. Since 1906, African American Collegiate fraternities and sororities have 
produced exceptional figures such as noble prize recipient and activist Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., First Lady 
Michelle Obama, noted historian John Hope Franklin, entertainer extraordinaire William "Bill" Cosby, and civil 
rights icon Dorothy Height. To ensure that this legacy continues the Harbor Institute presents the 
Miseducation of the Black Greek ROADTRIP! TM. 

Sponsorship Benefits 
As a conference sponsor Soulful Golf will have the opportunity to: 

o Promote, market, and advertise your company to a national audience of over 1,000 minority college 
students (conference participants) 

o Brand your company to nearly 10,000 college students through our aggressive marketing strategies 
(website, program booklet, conference workshop opportunities, promotional blogs and videos) 

o Support minority college students in personal and professional leadership development 
o Interview and hire the brightest minority college students across the country 
¯ Establish a relationship and prominent branding presence with internationally known African American 

Fraternities and Sororities that have over 1.8 million members worldwide 
o Cultivate a relationship and prominent branding presence with Howard University one of the most 

prominent historically black universities 

What is the Divine Nine? 
The National Pan Hellenic Council (NPHC) is an umbrella organization over nine historically African American 
Collegiate fraternities and sororities. These nine organizations are collectively known as the "Divine Nine" The 
major focuses of each organization is scholarship, cultural support,, and community service. The nine 
organizations are as follows: 

o Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. - Created December 4, 1906 at Cornell University 
¯ Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. - Created January 16, 1908 at Howard University 
o Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. - Created January 13, 1913 at Howard University 
o Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. - Created January 5, 1911 at Indiana University 
¯ Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. - Created November 17, 1911 at Howard University 
o Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. - Created January 9, 1914 at Howard University 
o Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. - Created January 16, 1914 at Howard University 
¯ Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. - Created November 12, 1922 at Butler University 
¯ Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc. - Created September 22, 1963 at Morgan State University 

Mission of the Miseducation of the Black Greek ROADTRIP! TM 
The Miseducation of the Black Greek ROADTRIP! TM is designed for undergraduates (both members and non- 
members), student service professionals, and advisors (chapter and graduate) to individually and collectively 
learn how to improve their personal and professional leadership through the organizations. Students, student 
service professionals and advisors from both Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and 
Predominately White Institutions (PWls) interact, network and collaborate to empower themselves with best 
practices to address the issues and concerns in their community. Participants accomplish these goals through 
a unique blend of exchanges, workshops, meetings, competitions, panels, and special events that are 
designed to provide an enriching and holistic educational experience. 
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SCOPE OF EVENTS 

Friday, September 16, 2011" 

The Miseducation XCHANGE! TM_ students from 
different institutions attending afternoon classes with H U 

Black Greek members. The XCHANGE! TM will also 
include lunch in the HU caf~ at noon. 

Tours of Howard - for our out of town guests to 
experience all that the nation’s capital has to offer. 
Also includes opportunities for participants to explore 
first hand why HU continues to be a Mecca in higher 
education. 

2010 ROADTRIP!- Morgan State University 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Over 16 different colleges and universities from 7 
different states represented hundreds of participants 
at the conference (Pictured Above) 

Jazz Networking Reception ^ -includes graduate admissions officers and recruiters from area 
institutions. These institutions will represent a diverse array of graduate, law, business and medical 
programs. Additionally, recruiters from top companies across the country network with participants to 
offer graduating seniors opportunities to further their professional careers. 

Saturday, September 17, 2011" 

^Full Immersion Empowerment- students and advisors from different institutions participate in 
innovative, interactive and engaging sessions that cover topics on personal, student and organizational 
leadership with experts in their respective fields 

POWERlunch TM ^ 

Participants have the opportunity to discuss, in small group settings, employment opportunities and 
options within their course of study or personal career path. In this period leading sponsors can market 
their existing and future opportunities and events. Students and advisors also have the opportunity to 
Network with their colleagues from other institutions or visit vending booths provided by sponsors. 

The Fireside Griot - an informal exchange of members from each Black Greek organization, with at 
least 50 years in the organization, who share their experiences with Black Greek life and nuggets of 
wisdom they want to impart to participants. 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 

Consulting - one-on-one sessions with experts in the field provided for students and advisors who are 
facing specific issues at their institutions 

* Immersion Workshops will occur on this day 
^ Opportunities for Companies to sponsor the entire event 
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The Miseducation of the Black Greek ROADTRIP! 
Hosted by The Harbor Institute on the campus of Howard University (Washington, DC) 

An affordable, exciting, innovative full immersion conference experience that is designed to empower 
undergraduate members of African-American Collegiate Greek Lettered Fraternities and Sororities 
(from both Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and Predominately White Institutions 
(PWIs), undergraduate students with an interest in learning more about these organizations (and how 
to work more effectively with them) and student service professionals and advisors who work closely 
with these groups.       *All speakers/facilitators are subject to change and based on availability 

Friday, September 16, 2011 

8:00 am to 5:00 pm - Conference Registration 

11:00 am to 3:00 pm - The Miseducafion of the Black Greek XCHANGE! TM (optional) 
Conference registrants pair with their I-IU exchange guide and have lunch with them on 
campus, attend the "First Friday" Greek experience on the Quad, and attend at least 
one designated class with them on campus (students must register for this prior to on- 
site registration to accommodate all participants - limited space available- please 
register early) 

3:00 pm to 4:30pm 

Howard University Black Greek/HU History Tours (participants must register for this prior to on- 
site registration to accommodate all participants-limited space available-please register early) 

5:30 pro-7:00 pm The Year 2111 - The Future of Black Greek Life 
Blackburn Center Ballroom 

You have read their best selling books. You have heard them speak across the country. Now, for 
one special time - see a Black Greek Think Tank specially assembled in one place, at one time, to 
discuss the future of Black Greek life. Engage them after the panel discussion with open questions 
from the floor. This is your time - the conference registration is worth this conference kickoff alone! 

Dr. Walter Kimbrough, Author of Black Greek 101, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Lawrence Ross, Author of The Divine Nine, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Rasheed Ali Cromwell, Esq. Author of The Miseducation of the Black Greek, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc 
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7:30-9:00 pm Networking Jazz Reception/Book Signing/Meet&Greet 
(Business Attire) -Blackburn Dining Area 

Meet representatives from corporations, such as Progressive Insurance, and small businesses, 
such for post-graduation and intern employment opportunities. Talk to graduate and professional 
schools recruiters to get the inside scoop on your next level moves. Network with other non-NPHC 
undergraduates, BGLO chapter presidents, NPHC presidents, advisors and local, regional and 
National NPHC officers from around the country to discuss issues and concerns that affect your 
chapter and home institution. Ask Dr. Kimbrough, Mr. Ross and Attorney Cromwell questions 
one-on-one and get your books signed! Or, just relax, eat dinner and enjoy a live jazz band as 
you mix and mingle with the best and the brightest while enjoying a sit down to kick off the 
conference right! 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 

7:00 am - 7:45 am Registration 
(Ads for City Year Playing on 
Big Screens in Main Auditorium) 

8:00 am- 8:30 am Welcome 2011 ROADTRIP! TM Why We Are Here 
Rasheed All Cromwell, Esq., Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 
Executive Director, The Harbor Institute 

Divine Nine Participants Track (Choose one of the four sessions below) 
Block I - Organizational Leadership 

9:00 am - 10:30 am 
Why Don’t We Recruit? Dispel the Myth in the "Divine Nine" TM 
Dr. Jame’l Hodges, Former Director of Multicultural Affairs, Lehigh University, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 

Membership Recruitment 

They come to us - we don’t go to them. This is often the mentality that Divine Nine members have 
with respect to recruiting new members. This position is challenged through a series of fun, 
interactive exercises that examines this misconception. Through a variety of group activities and 
spirited exchanges Dr. Hodges shares his extensive experiences from both a former 
Advisor’s position at a predominately white institution (PWl) and as an undergraduate member of a 
Divine Nine organization at a historically black college university (HBCU). He underscores practical 
methods and best practices of increasing membership and balancing the tradition of Black Greek 
Organizations. 
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Participants will learn: 
¯ Ways that one unknowingly recruits as a Divine Nine member everyday 
¯ The power of cross-recruiting in NPHC 
¯ Strategies and techniques to increase the amount of quality interests on your campus 

9:00 am - 10:30 am 
No More Drama: Agree to Disagree in The Divine Nine TM 
Christopher Irving, Commissioner of Patterson, NJ Public Schools, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 
Conflict Management and Resolution 

When students are members of Black Greek Lettered Organizations they may overlook and casually 
dismiss how their personal behavior and communication can adversely affect others. This workshop 
is an interactive and engaging session that addresses these concepts and the potential impact on 
other BGLO members, administrators and the community at large. First, the facilitator discusses the 
problems associated with this area and identifies obstacles that thwart unity. Next, the facilitator 
outlines the unique situations that are particular to fraternities and sororities and issues that often 
arise from miscommunication. Finally, the facilitator offers practical solutions to amicably resolve 
conflicts in a constructive way and see issues in a different perspective. 

Organizations. 

Participants will learn: 
How to civilly agree to disagree and the impact this has on the organization’s image 
Strategies and techniques to diffuse hostility, tension and apathy and resolve issues 
Best practices to manage continuing conflict in a civil and positive manner 

Divine Nine Participants Track 
Block I - Organizational Development 
9:00 am - 10:30 am 

Low to No Turn Out!: Planning, Marketing and Hosting Better Educational Programs 
Natasha Lewis, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

Event/Program Planning 

TM 

"1 posted our event on Facebook". "1 have been tweeting about it all week .... I put flyers up 
everywhere" - and still low to no turnout. A majority of a chapter’s time consists of educational 
programs and community service. How can one improve the participation in these areas? 
Often the campus is unaware of the positive contributions that Black Greek Lettered Organizations 
(BGLOs) make in their community. Sometimes, the activities of these organizations are portrayed 
with a negative connotation. This session outlines low cost public relations and marketing strategies 
that BGLOs can use to improve their images and increase their participation. It also presents realistic 
and practical solutions to limit liability and build a more credible reputation with other students, 
organizations and the administration. 
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Participants will learn: 
¯ Innovative and creative techniques to capture student’s attention to more effectively market 
¯ 5 Cost-effective ways to better market your programs and events 
¯ Strategies to increase the participation in BGLO educational and service programs 

9:00 am - 10:30 am 
No Money, More Problems: Creative Fundraising Ideas with Little to No Cash TM 
Kimberly EIlison-Taylor, Executive Director- Health and Human Services Industry Solutions, Oracle, 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. 

Fundraising 

Want to attend a conference but short on cash? Need new outfits for your stepshow but can’t find a 
way to make ends meet? One of the most frustrating aspects of student leadership is trying to lead 
with limited resources. In an age of budget slashing and cut backs it is very important for BGLOs to 
take a proactive stance to fundraising. The facilitator offers innovative, yet practical, ways for 
students to make the most of what they have. These techniques are best methods and strategies 
that will provide additional income no matter the chapter or school size or demographic. It goes 
beyond the normal fundraising techniques that are commonplace with Greeks. The facilitator utilizes 
her past experience as a chapter president, position as president of the Maryland accounting board 
and current corporate experience as a professional at Oracle to bridge this gap. Her vast knowledge 
of finance and fundraising provides innovative ideas and synergetic techniques to transform your 
chapter. Don’t miss this session!! 

Participants will learn: 
¯ How to "think outside the box" with both short and long term approaches to fundraising 
¯ Strategies and techniques to approach other student organization and campus resources that 

often go untapped or unnoticed 
5 ways to raise at least $500 in one semester Strategies and techniques to diffuse hostility, 
tension and apathy and resolve issues 

,, Best practices to manage continuing conflict in a civil and positive manner 

Divine Nine Participants Track (Choose one of the four sessions below) 
Block II - Professional Development 

10:45 am - 12:15 pm 
The Power of Image: Go From Being Seen To Being Remembered TM 
Alex Ellis, CEO of Simply Ellis, LLC 
Personal Image 

Why is image important to one’s success, particularly as a minority? What important wardrobe pieces 
can be acquired on a tight college budget? How will my image my future professional opportunities? 
This powerful and dynamic session addresses these questions and more in a highly interactive 
session that challenges collegiate students to reach their full potential. It reinforces basic core 
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values, as it relates to image, with a special sensitivity to different challenges and stereotypes that 
minorities face on a daily basis. This presentation empowers participants to prepare themselves with 
a better image to better serve their families, campus, community and most of all themselves. 

Participants will learn: 
¯ Professional attire for the workplace 
¯ How to look professional on a college budget 
¯ Key wardrobe pieces to purchase that students can transform into multiple outfits 

10:45 am - 12:15 pm 
The Brand That Is ME! TM 
Tony Harris, Former Brand Manager for Phat Farm Clothing and Nike’, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 
Personal Branding 

What do you remember the most about your favorite fast food restaurant? What is the slogan for this 
fast food restaurant? The same things that make these brands successful are the same things that 
can make you successful! Often times, however, people in search of employment underestimate the 
value in their own brand and limit their own possibilities. Other times, one may recognize there is 
some value in their brand but may not be maximizing it to their full potential. This dynamic, powerful, 
yet relevant session changes this. Through exciting interactive exercises, engaging dialogue 
exchanges participants will explore ways to create their own brand. 

Participants will learn: 

The definition of branding, why it is important in the success of their professional development 
and how it will add value to potential employers 

Determine their own unique brand and increase self-esteem and confidence with a renewed 
sense of professional purpose 

Utilize this brand to identify new employment opportunities (especially for students with talents 
and skills sets that are different from their major) 

Distinguish Yourself from the Rest: Building the Best Resume and Interviewing for the Next Level’ 
Jay Nguachu, President of Remain Employable, LLC 
Interviewing Techniques/Resume Writing 

A resume gets you in the door but what separates you from the rest? Receive tips from individuals 
who professionally recruit and train individuals for success. Learn inside information that will 
strengthen your profile and increase your chances of being not only noticed but strongly considered. 
Additionally, the presenters will discuss, through role playing, interactive exercises and group 
activities, common mistakes and "the hidden roadblocks" that many students often overlook when 
preparing for employment. The session also allows for plenty of audience feedback to answer 
specific questions on how to effectively network. Don’t miss this valuable session that will serve as a 
catalyst to reach your professional goals! 
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Participants will learn: 
¯ 7 most common mistakes that college students make in interviewing 
¯ Corporate secrets that hiring personnel utilize to "weed" out applicants 
¯ Social Media do’s and don’ts that obstruct future networking possibilities 

Mock Post Graduation Employment Interviews 
Jacquetta Beane, Progressive Insurance, Recruiter 

Do you think you have enough to make a post graduate interview successful? Have you learned 
helpful tips from ROADTRIP! that will make you a winner? See if you can past the test? Sign up (see 
Progressive Table at conference located in the registration area) and get a mock interview from 
professional recruiters. Receive on-site critique on what you can improve from your interviewers. Be 
enthused and be prepared! 

12:30 pm-1:45 pm POWERlunch 

Interested in learning how to make it as a working professional in your major? How about in graduate school, 
law school, business school, or as an entrepreneur? Want to network with your peers or colleagues from other 
institutions? Have Lunch, in a small group setting with other conference participants to learn how to succeed in 
the professional area of your choice! 

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm 

Can I Get an Encore? Need I Say More .... 
Heard about a phenomenal session through lunch? Have your friends been tweeting and texting you 
all morning about their session earlier? Want the chance to attend? No worries - the same 
presenters are back again to deliver another great presentation one more time! 

Facebooking and Tweeting Your Way To Destruction: The 7 Rules of Social Media Success 
Staci Shelton, Progressive Training, Supervisor 

Having a full scholarship revoked because of a facebook profile picture? Getting turned down after a 
second interview because an interested employer read a recent Facebook post? Sounds like a 
stretch? Not really - with the rise in social media and the role in plays in business many companies 
are "beefing up" their due diligence when it comes to this area. Get tips from a corporate social 
media guru - a person with over 9,000 people following her on twitter. How to engage others, build 
your personal brand (via social media) and keep your professional image. After this session you will 
think twice about logging in. 

Participants will learn: 
¯ How employers view social media 
¯ What you can do - as a student -to enhance your professional profile 
¯ How to expand and maximize your professional opportunities leveraging a social media network 
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Mock Post Graduation Employment Interviews 
Jacquetta Beane, Progressive Insurance, Recruiter 

Do you think you have enough to make a post graduate interview successful? Have you learned 
helpful tips from ROADTRIP! that will make you a winner? See if you can past the test? Sign up (see 
Progressive Table at conference located in the registration area) and get a mock interview from 
professional recruiters. Receive on-site critique on what you can improve from your interviewers. Be 
enthused and be prepared! 

3:45 pm - 5 pm 

Brotherhood to Hollywood: Three Frat Brother’s Journey to Success 
Omari Hardwick, Corey Curties, Chuck Deezy members of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 

Join this unique panel of young Black Greek members who beat the LA odds to become up and 
coming stars on the Hollywood scene. As college graduates, from both historically black colleges and 
universities (HBCUs) and Predominately White Institutions (PWls), learn who they used their 
undergraduate fraternal experience to propel them to stardom. This candid and interesting story is 
not only relevant but relatable for all college students to learn the true meaning of unity, networking 
and perseverance. 

5 pm-5:15 pm 
Closing/Reflections 

5:30 pm - Until 
Brotherhood to Hollywood Autograph Signing-Pictures 

The Miseducation Exchange TM 
Meet some of the conference presenters! Questions about the presentations, best practices, strategies for 
your organization or generally as a student, interested in customized programming/training on your campus, or 
just want to say hello? Talk to us one-on-one! (Five (5) Minute Limit) 

9:00 pro-Until Howard University NPHC Party (TBA) 
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RASH£ED AU CROMWELL, Esq 
Aud~or of 

THE B~CK GREEK~ 

LA~VRENCE ............... 
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SPONSORSHIP LEVELS 

Bachelors Level $3,000 

Full page color ad in Program Souvenir Booklet or Brochure 
Your Company name listed on conference website 
Product placement/banners and advertisement throughout conference 
Recognized in national social media conference campaign (Facebook and Twitter) 
Recognized in national conference promotional campaign (i.e. press releases, blogs, etc.) 

Masters Level $6,000 

Full page color page ad in Program Souvenir Booklet or Brochure 
Full page color ad in August, September, October and November 2011 issues of the 
Miseducation of the Black Greek XCHANGE! Magazine (that will include a link for minority 
college students to submit their resumes/application for open positions) 
Your Company name listed on conference website 
Placement/banners and advertisement throughout conference 
Recognized in national social media conference campaign (Facebook and Twitter) 
Recognized in national conference promotional campaign (i.e. press releases, blogs, etc.) 
Table (booth style) with a presence throughout the conference (at the jazz reception, lunch, 
and jazz brunch (times where all conference participants will attend) 

Doctoral Level                                                  $10,000 + 
¯ Exclusive sponsor for a specific activity such as POWERlunch, Jazz Networking Reception 

(listed in every program book, advertisement, website) 
¯ Representatives presenting a workshop to promote your company and its services/product (at 

the jazz reception, lunch, and jazz brunch (times where all conference participants will attend 
¯ Special mention and marketing at Power Panels 
¯ Full page color page ad in Program Souvenir Booklet or Brochure 
¯ Full page color ad in August, September, October and November 2011 issues of the 

Miseducation of the Black Greek XCHANGE! Magazine (that will include a link for minority 
college students to submit their resumes/application for open positions) 

¯ Your Company name listed on conference website along with an internet banner or static ad 
¯ Product placement/banners and advertisement throughout conference 
¯ Recognized in national social media conference campaign (Facebook and Twitter) 
¯ Recognized in national conference promotional campaign (i.e. press releases, blogs, etc.) 
¯ Table (booth style) with a presence throughout the conference (at the jazz reception, lunch, 

and jazz brunch (times where all conference participants will attend) 
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educate. evaluate. EMPOWER! 
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What Is The Harbor Institute? 

Since our inception in 2005, The Harbor Institute has empowered college students’ one campus at a time. 
With over 100 different colleges and universities in 32 different states across the country, Harbor’s vision is to 
educate, evaluate, and empower students, student leaders, and student advisors in understanding their unique 
challenges and issues and providing solutions and workshops to ensure their leadership and professional 
growth. 

Colleqe/University Division 

Admissions to public and private universities in the United States of America have steadily increased in past 
decades. During this same time, however, linear education sometimes supersedes a more holistic approach to 
student development and matriculation. The Harbor Institute is an educational firm that offers specifically 
designed programs to remedy this divide. Harbor accomplishes this by using innovative approaches to 
empower students personally, culturally, professionally, economically and politically. This educational 
programming fills an often-overlooked void and teaches students to excel in school as well as in life. 

Our college/university division focuses on the following areas in an effort to improve the experiences of 
students throughout their higher education experience: 

Personal and Professional Development 
Student Leadership Skills 
Financial Responsibility 
Greek Lettered Fraternities and Sororities 
Student Government Associations 
Housing and Residence Life 
Student Athletics 

We accomplish this goal by offering our creative and comprehensive educational products and services. Our 
customized services encompass speaking/training through: keynotes, lectures, workshops, retreats, "think 
tanks" and conferences. Other services also include research and consulting. In 2011 we will begin uniquely 
packaging this information through: books, workbooks, curriculums, CDs, DVDs and other multi-media 
formats. Both our customized services and innovative products empower students, university staff and 
communities to work together to ensure that students take advantage of all of their educational experiences, 
become well-rounded individuals and graduate. 

{PAGE } 



Rasheed Ali Cromwell, Esq. graduated from North Carolina Agricultural 
and Technical State University with a Bachelor’s degree in Chemical 
Engineering where he served as Student Government President and Vice- 
Basileus of the Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 

Mr. Cromwell continued his leadership efforts in law school serving as 
class president, associate editor of the law review, and was honored, by 
his peers, as Thurgood Marshall Student of the Year for his scholastic and 
leadership contributions to the University. He graduated with a Juris 
Doctorate from Texas Southern University and later served as a federal 
law clerk in U.S. Federal District Court in the Southern District of Texas 
(Houston Division). Afterwards, he worked as an attorney at Finnegan & 
Henderson, a prominent intellectual property law firm in Washington, D.C. 
He later founded and is currently Executive Director of The Harbor 

Institute, an educational company, based out of Washington D.C. 

Through the Harbor Institute, Mr. Cromwell has presented, trained and consulted to thousands of 
students, advisors, and student service professionals at over 100 different colleges and universities 
across the country in the areas of African-American Collegiate Greek Lettered Fraternities and 
Sororities (BGLOs). Additionally, he is currently heading a pilot program, between Harbor and 
Delaware State University (DSU), which is designed to increase the academic average (GPA) reduce 
hazing, and increase leadership among NPHC members. Based on the success of the program he 
currently teaches the class at Howard University (Washington, DC) and at The Ohio State University 
(Columbus, Ohio). 

Mr. Cromwell ties his extensive experience with the cultural, legal, and social dynamics of Black and 
Culturally Based Fraternities and Sororities with a humorous and down to earth approach 
presentation style. This honest, enthusiastic and personal style makes him one of the most popular 
Greek speakers and trainers in the country. He is completing his highly anticipated book The 
Miseducadon of the Black Greek TM and is currently a member of Kappa Psi, graduate chapter of 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. in Washington, DC. He also serves as their DC-National Pan-Hellenic 
Council representative. He was recently, awarded Frater of the Year, by the DC-NPHC council for his 
outstanding contributions to the council and Washington, DC community. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tara VanDerveer <tarahoop@stauford.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 4:34 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hire 

Hi Debby, 

Thank you for your email. We are very excited that will be part of our staff here at Stanford. I have known 

her. 

Be sure to let her know about any really talented and smart recruits! 

Best always, 

Tara 

for years and I have complete confidence in 

On 5/26/11 i:14 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tara. Congratulations on the great hire of She will certainly add to your already FANTASTIC coaching and administrative team. 

On another note, I was in Indy and cheered hard for the Cardinal. But as you know, there’s a lot more to winning a championship than just 

coaching and game play by the players that particular day. ;) 

I hope you have had a chance to read my articles in the WBCA magazine. I am trying to offer a different spin on things that matter in our sport. 

;) 

Continued success to you! 

Blessings and Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e" 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

3:15 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

Twitter - drstroman 

http:/iwww.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration<http:/iwww.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration> 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 5:38 PM 

lectadvisors@list~rv, unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtv~ 

Lect Adv June Meetings 

Hi Team. As per the group request, here is the Doodle for the month of June. 
http://doodle.com/2zqfbbStbSrffcj6r 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Stay cool! 
debby 
919.843.0336 



From: ~ncsu.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:28 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subject: (NCCU) 

Attach: IViy Resume.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this message finds you well. You may not remember me but i met with yon abont a year ago in your office about grad school at UNC in the graduate sport 

administration progrmn. Currently I’m in the                                              mas*ers program online at NC State and I work for the Wolfpack 

Club as a full time intern. My internship is almost done in about another two months so I’m currently on the job hunt. I jnst wanted to reconnect ruth you and let yon 

know what i have been up to. If you know of any sport related jobs that may interest me feel ti-ee to let me know. I have al~) attached my resume tbr you to review. I 

will be attending the NACDA and NAADD conference in Orlando this June as well. I look for~vard to speaking with you again soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dstro@unc.edu 

Friday, May 27, 2011 4:58 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Check out this page on OregonLive.com 

Dear Debby: 

Debby (dstro@unc.edu) thought you would be interested in this item from OregonLive.com 

http:/i~v,a~v.oregonlive cona/business/index.ssI;’2011i05/maya moore deal with nikes ior.html 

Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Bailie <bmb9c@irginia.edu~ 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 10:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@anc.edu> 

Re: Cougmts! 

Debby, 

Thank you for the email. The girls played great, we were 5 strokes back at mm andjus~ could not get an~hing going. Great season overall, 4th in championship and 

5th in count~. I an~ really proud of the girls. 

Brian 
Ou May 23, 2011, at 4:51 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

College Station, TX- Virginia’s Brian Bailie has been named the National Golf Coaches Association’s Assistant Women’s Coach of the 

Year. Bailie helped the Cavaliers to a fourth-place finish at the NCAA Championships Saturday. It was the best postseason showing by 

UVa in the program’s eight-year history. I;he award was announced following the tournament at the NGCA Division I Awards Banquet 

in College Station, Texas. 

CONGIL&TULATIONS! You make us very proud. Continued success to you and thanks for all you do for the young Hoos! 

debby 

Go ACC, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul7 e 

EXSS Acadermc Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~,cus 

AdvisoV Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolin~ Sports Business Club & Sigma Alph~ Lamb& (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB/~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:/’iwww~unc~edu/’deptsiexercise,/sport administration 

"The single biggest ]~rob&m #~ communication is the idh~sion ~ha~ i~ has [aken place. "G,B, Shaw 



From: ~yahoo.com 

Sent: Saturday, May 28, 2011 1:57 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello 

Hello Soror Stroman! ! 

This is Brittni Johnson. I just wanted to let you know how- happy I was to meet you last week at the sun~mit and emphasize ho~v serious I am about going there for my next degree Hope you 
have a great weekend and I hope to hear from you soon!! 

Brittni Johnson 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, INC. 
National Undergraduate Member to the Executive Committee 
Epsilon Xi Chapter 
Georgia Southern University 

BrittniJohnson corn 
@yahoo.com 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke TIP <jobs@tip.duke.edu> 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 10:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Duke TIP - Recommendation Form 

Dear Deborah Stroman, 

is applying to work for the Duke Universi~ TaJent Identification Program and has listed you as a reference. TNs reference form is extremely 

important to our decision-making process. Duke TIP is a program for gifted adolescents; thus, we rash to hire only highly motivated individua]s who work well with 

young people, make good decisions, support established guidelines, and serve as positive role models. Staff’members promote the academic and socia] development of 

many Duke TIP students. Please provide an honest and thorough assessment of the applicant. You may complete this evaluation online here. If you have any questions, 
please contact us. 

Duke UniversiU TIP. 1121 Wes~t Main Street, Durha m, NC 27701-2028. Phone: (919) 668-9100. Fax: (919) 681-7921. http://x~w-w.tip.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~frontier.com 

Sunday, May 29, 2011 3:49 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: rafincheck on l~mch 

Debby, 

How about 2:45pm? Would you like to come to a nice place in Durham? Have you been to Oulghull’? It is on 15 501 about a mile licom South Square just before you get to Foster’s. Do you 

have a place in mind? Or we can go to the Nasher at Duke They have a restaurant at their arts museum Let me know 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.u~ac.edu> 
To:                            @fruntier corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 2:09:16 PM 
Subject: RE: raincheck on lunch 

:( Just received notice about a faculty meeting at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday I can meet any time before the meeting or between 2:45 and 4:15 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore F.ngage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~vep¢iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Wednesday, May 251 2011 7:57 AM 

To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Sut~iect: RE: raincheck on lunch 

~/:ffontier.com] 

Ok. Next Tuesday works Let’s plan for 1 pm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 2:28 PM 

To          ~frontier.com 
Sublect: RE: raincheck on lunch 

Hi. Tuesday, the 31st? 

So you are out eve~ day in June except the 2nd? I am not available on the 2nd. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adnm~istrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- corues bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Am~ Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frotr 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 9:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: raincheck on lunch 

~,frontier.cora] 

Hello Debby, 

I am going to have to take a raincheck on lunch that we scheduled for this Wednesday, May 25. Give me sorue dates that work for you. I am not available Jane 1, 3-24. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~frontier.com> 

Monday, May 30, 2011 1:41 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ramcheck on lunch 

I cannot meet before the meeting, but ~vill try to see you between 2:45 and 4:15. Of course we can wait until at’ter June 27 if this is pushing too much. Call me and let me know-. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 2:09 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: raincheck on lunch 

:( Just received notice about a facul _ty rneeting at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday. I can meet any time before the meeting or between 2:45 and 4:15. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower 

919.8430336 

http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25,2011 7:57 AM 

To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 

Subject: RE: raincheck on lnnch 

~frontier.com] 

Ok. Next Tuesday works Let’s plan for 1 pm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 2:28 PM 

To: ~fl-ontier corn 

Subject: RE: raincheck on lunch 

Hi. Tuesday, the 31st? 

So you are out every day in June except the 2nd? I arn not available on the 2nd. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore Engage Empower. 

919843.0336 

http ://exss unc. edu~undergraduate-prograrn/ba-in-e×ss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~vepdew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 9:42 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: raincheck on lunch 

@frontier corn] 

Hello Debby, 

I am going to have to take a raincheck on lunch that we scheduled for this Wednesday, May 25. Give me some dates that work for you. ! am not available June 1, 3-24 

Thanks, 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ty <delivery@smilebox.com> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 11:46 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Welcome to the world of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

~i I madea Smilebox foryou! 

i.~ii Created byTy 

Greetings, 

Here is a scrapbook of the 

activities of the Eta Phi Zeta 

Graduate Chapter for you to 

review an share. Have a 

great day. See you soon. 

Sisterly, 

Tyechia 

Click to Play 

Privacy 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

To: Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow up 

Boo 

I hope all is good at UNC. Let me know when you have a few minutes to talk. Would like to get your input. 

Thanks 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, May 31,2011 4:40 PM 

’Debby Stroman, Ph.D.’ <debby@dstroman.com>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

EE speech 

Leadership Speech 2011 .doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Spor~Admhaistradon FaculV e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Interns}tip Coordiuator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organ~ation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

Twi[rer drsrroman 

}t~t}~://www~unc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~admm~st~arton 

’~ust because it hasn’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



The Cracked Pot 

A water bearer in India had two large pots, one hung on each end of a 

pole, which he carried across his neck. One of the pots had a crack in it, 

and while the other pot was perfect and always delivered a full portion 

of water at the end of the long walk from the stream to the master’s 

house, the cracked pot arrived only half full. 

For a full two years this went on daily’, with the bearer delivering only 

one and a half pots full of water at his master’s house. Of course, the 

perfect pot was proud of its accomplishments, perfect to the end for 

which it was made. But the poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own 

imperfection, and miserable that it was able to accomplish only half of 

what it had been made to do. 

After two years of what it perceived to be a bitter failure, it spoke to the 

water bearer one day by the stream. "I am ashamed of myself, and I 

want to apologize to you." 

"Why?" asked the bearer. "What are you ashamed of?." 

The pot replied, " I have been able, for these past two years, to deliver 

only half my load because this crack in my side causes water to leak out 

all the way back to your master’s house. Because of my flaws, you have 

to do all of this work, and you don’t get full value from your efforts." 



The water bearer felt sorry for the old cracked pot, and in his 

compassion he said, "As we return to the master’s house, I want you to 

notice the beautiful flowers along the path." Indeed, as they went up 

the hill, the old cracked pot took notice of the sun warming the beautiful 

wild flowers on the side of the path, and this cheered it some. But at the 

end of the trail, it still felt bad because it had leaked out half its load, 

and so aGAIN the Pot apologized to the bearer for its failure. 

The bearer said to the pot, "Did you notice that there were flowers only 

on your side of your path, but not on the other pot’s side? That’s 

because I have always known about your flaw, and I took advantage of 

it. I planted flower seeds on your side of the path, and every day while 

we’ve walked back from the stream, you’ve watered them. For two 

years I have been able to pick these beautiful flowers to decorate my 

master’s table. Without you being just the way you are, he would not 

have this beauty to grace his house." 

Each of us has our own unique flaws. We are all cracked pots. But if 

we allow it, our "flaws" are used to grace life’s table. In God’s great 

economy, nothing goes to waste. Don’t be afraid of your flaws. 

Acknowledge them, and you too can be the cause of beauty.. Know that 

in our weakness we find our strength. 

What a wonderful parable to reflect on your own Leadership. 

Leadership - Recognizing and acknowledging your flaws. Leadership - 

focusing and capitalizing on your strengths. Leadership - as a part of God’s 



great team, is knowing that we all are cracked pots and we are willing to 

learn from each other ~br the common good. 

As employees in one of the world’s greatest educational institutions, let’s go 

back to our ABC’s. 

ATTITUDE (Passion and the Power of Nice) 

BEHAVIOR (Purpose and Intention) 

CHARACTER (Know Thy Self- "when no one is looking") 

But most of all you will have the opportunity to deposit into one another 

like that cracked pot. You can grace each other’s lives and I know I can 

confidently say that you will be better for the experience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

enroll@drexel.edu 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 11:54 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Drexel University Letter of Recommendation Request 

aas requested that you fill out Drexers Online Recommendalion 

You can fill out tl~e recommendation here. 



Sport Management I 
CCP Summer Program 

Course Syllabus 

Instructor: 

Schedule: Meets twice weekly on Monday and Wednesdays 1-3pm, Natatorium 

Course Powerpoints Drawn From: 

1. Seven Habits" of Highly Effective People by Stephen R. Covey 
2. Refraining Organizations; Artistry, Choice, and Leadership by Bolman, & Deal 

3. Foundations of Sport Management by Gillentine & Crow, editors (2005) 

4. NCAA Governance Structure NCAA.org 

Overview: The course introduces organizational leadership in sport concepts in a 
practical, applied context. Students will learn to utilize personal leadership skills within 
the context of a sport organization. This course will also lay the foundation for 
understanding rules and regulations in American sport. In addition, the course will 
provide an overview of steps to implement marketing, fundraising and event pl anning 
strategies. 

This course will use a variety of instructional approaches enabling students to lead more 
effectively in their personal, academic and professional lives. This course will require 
active participation by all. 

Class format: Discussion, Self-Assessment, and Experiential Exercises. 

Student Learning Obi ectives: 

1. To understand that effective leadership, as an art and science, is a foundation for 

sport organizations and groups to achieve goals. 

2. To understand different leadership styles and major theoretical approaches in 

sport organizations 



3. To develop a functional definition of leadership and describe one’s own career 

trajectory. 

4. To understand the marketing matrix and principles of sport promotion. 

5. To establish a foundational understanding of the multifaceted process of event 

management and planning. 

6. To elicit ideas regarding a fall class project. 

Class Attendance and Citizenship: A healthy class experience is dependent upon not 
only the instructor, but also instructor-student and student-student interactions. It is 
expected that each student is respectful of the learning environment and all who attend. 

No cell phones allowed in class. 

Course Requirements: 

1) Career Traj ector?- Assignment 
2) Event Proposal 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 9:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I got        s and I accepted it!’.! I am very ve~ excited and want to thank you for helping me with the application for their business program. I will move to New 

York in mid august and begin school and working ruth the team. I roll keep you posted on how the year goes and again thank you so much for helping me ruth my 

applications! Maybe I roll mn into you this summer ifI am in Chapel Hill! 

Thank you’. 

On Wed, May 11,2011 at 11:34 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I tli~k ~he oppormni~)~ ~s ~’ea~ Yes, I do keep m?, smdem ~eeomme~d~tk~ns. @ 

Keep me posted and best wishes~ 

919.843.0336 

h~://e:~s.unc.edu/uMemmd~te-program/~-m-exs~’sport- ad~nims~afion/overview;/ 

From:                        _ ~gmail corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, Ik~a{ 10, 2011 9:54 PM~ 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Recommendation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you saved the letter that you were able to send to       ! I have another school that needs a recommendation and I would love your help! If you say yes, I 

am going to add you to the oNine application so the information will be sent to you via email to upload online. I am interviemng next week to be a graduate assis~nt 

at                   for the basketball team. I will pursue an MBA in Executive Management. I mn ve~ VERY excited about the opportunity and bope the 

interview goes well. I think it wonld be a great opportunity for me, and I love the NYC axea as well. The coaching staffsounds likes a good group and I look 

tbrwa~d to meeting them soon’. 

Let Ine know what you think?! I hope you enjoyed the end of the semester and graduation on Sunday! It was great running into you in In@...who would’ve guessed 

that our seats were only about ten chairs apart in that big arena! 

Hope all is well. I look forwmd to hearing back from you when you have a minute! Thank you thank you. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nick hffmate <nick@collegeathlelicsclips.com~ 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 9:16 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Seeking your input on "the first-ever "Clips Notes" discussion guides 

Clips Notes Intro Sheet 6-2-11 .doc; Clips Notes Pay4Play 6-2-11 .doc; Clips Notes Intro Sheet.pdf; Clips Notes Pay4Play 6-2- 

11 .pdf 

Debby- 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I am reaching out to ask for your input before I send these first-of-their-kind "Clips Notes" discussion guide materials out to prospective customers. 

Here’s a re-cap of how Clips Notes came about .... 

- I’ve asked a couple dozen ADs, Sr Assoc ADs and sports management professors about their possible interest in Clips-produced "discussion 
guides" for use in athletic department staff meetings or sports management classes. 

- The responses were sufficiently positive and enthusiastic for me to pursue the concept further. 

- After due diligence -- of content, style, usage, etc. - I have come up with 20 or so topics (on the attached intro sheet). 

- I have also developed the first-ever Clips Notes discussion guide -- about Pay for Play (attached). This is what I would like to send out to 
potential customers. 

I’d like your opinion on the following: 

The Clips Notes intro sheet (this is the one that starts with "Clips Notes are a new service") .... 

- How compelling!non-compelling you think it is. This is supposed to be selling them on the idea. In marketing we used to refer to it as a "call to 
action." 

- The relevance/appropriateness of the selected topics. 

- The idea of having two different kinds of content: "30,000-foot overview" and "1,000-foot close-up" topics. These would alternate every month. 

The Pay-for-Play discussion guide (this is the one that starts with "Prepared for East Podunk") .... 

- Do you think it’sturnkey enough? 

- Too much? Too little? (remember, these guides are intended for a 15-30 minute portion of a staff meeting). 

- Should supplemental reading/links be part of it? 

Delivery Method? 

- PDF? (attached) 

- Word document? (attached) 

- Print (not attached) 

Pricing? (for 1x/month for six months) 

- What would you pay? 

- What do you think others would pay? 



Please respond at your earliest opportunity. After spending so much time in the due diligence phase, I am anxious to get Clips Notes out there to 
see if they’ll sell. 

Thanks in advance for your input. I appreciate your support. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879,9978 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



A NEW SERVICE FROM 

Clips Notes are a new service from College Athletics Clips - turnkey meeting guides 
developed expressly for use in athletic department staff meetings. 

o Typically, athletic department staff meetings are devoted to topics on the immediate 
horizon: this Saturday’s football game, this week’s road trip logistics, recruit visits, HR 
matters, etc. 

¯ Rarely does an AD (or Sr. Associate AD) have the time to prepare for a discussion of 
the issues of the day. 

Clips Notes can help you to provide your staff with a stimulating overview of athletics 
administration, insights into all areas of college athletics and a greater awareness of 
conference/regional/national perspectives, as well as contributing to the management 
development of your staff members. 

Why Clips Notes? And why from College Athletics Clips? 

In the daily search for content for the College Athletics Clips website, the Clips 
eFLASHes and Clips eNewsletters, we regularly access a great quantity of breaking 
news, issues, opinions, press releases, information, stats, surveys, research findings, 
images, links, quotes, etc. 

We are always attuned to the topics of interest to Clips subscribers, so we are uniquely 
well-positioned to develop comprehensive, thought-provoking, single-topic discussion 
guides. 

Best of all, Clips Notes are turnkey. 

¯ Clips does all the research. 
o Clips frames out the entire presentation for you. 
o Clips provides factual and thought-provoking questions (and answers). 
¯ Clips supplies supplemental data and links to backup articles. 

All oyou do is pick & choose what you want, and run your part of the staff meeting. 

CN SS 6-2-11.doc 



We are in the process of launching the Clips Notes service for the first time, so .... 

We will be sending out two Clips Notes prototypes to you at no charge. You are 
free to use them as you wish. All I ask is that you let me know what you think of 
the concept, and what you think of the execution. 

¯ We will determine cost, frequency, style and topics for future Clips Notes based 
on feedback from potential customers. 

Please let me know if you are the right person in your department to receive Clips Notes. 

Nick Infante, Clips Editor: nick@collegeathleticsclips, corn or 908. 8 79.99 78 

Clips Notes Topics 

Topics for Clips Notes will be of two basic types ..... 

The 30,O00-foot overview .... strategic, conceptual, issues-oriented and thought- 
provoking .... 

Paying student-athletes 
BCS vs. Playoffs 
Recruiting update 
Booster relations 
Title IX update 
Guarantee games 

How to advance in athletics administration 
Non-scholastic (AAU) basketball/football 
Inside the mind(s) of student-athletes 
Agents, runners and pseudo-agents 
Conference re-alignment 101 

The 1,000-foot close-up ..... narrowly-focused, tactical, real-life, readily actionable .... 

Social media today 
Game management 
Staff evaluations 
Networking 

Internal communication strategies 
Organizational ideas, suggestions 
Inside the mind(s) of student-athletes 
Discipline policy, issues 

CN SS 6-2-11.doc 



A NEW SERVICE FROM 

PREPARED FOR THE EAST PODUNK STATE UNIVERSITY ATItLETIC DEPARTMENT 6-2-11 

This month’s topic: 

Should student-athletes be paid (more than just full- 
cost-of-attendance scholarships) by universities? 

or, to make the question more comprehensive: "Should scholarship student-athletes be 
paid - with cash, stipends, in escrow, in IOUs, whatever - over and above the ’almost the 
full-cost-of-attendance’ scholarships that they already have?" 

IN THE NEWS: 

Item: Ongoing allegations and ramifications of"TattooGate" and specially priced cars 
have resulted in the resignation of Ohio State’s marquee football coach .... 

Item: UNC football players accept travel and hospitality to attend a party in South Beach 
hosted by an agent. 

Item: The NCAA president, the Big Ten commissioner and even SEC football coaches 
have initiated the debate about possibly paying full cost-of-attendance stipends to 
student-athletes, despite the fact that there seems to be no money to fund that. 

The two basic - and opposing - schools of thought on whether student-athletes 
should be paid. 

PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

Everyone else seems to be making money from college athletics - coaches, 
universities, networks, apparel companies, bowls, etc. 

Student-athletes get "nothing" (other than scholarships), and therefore they are being 
exploited. 

,, By not being paid, student-athletes are supposedly more susceptible to illegal payoffs 
from agents or boosters. 

CN WB 6-2-11(p 4 p).doc 



DON’T PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 
There is no money to pay student athletes (106 out of 120 D1-A programs are losing 
money). 
Moving away from the bedrock amateurism model of college athletics would seriously 
detract from the unique "Pollyannish" atmosphere of college athletics. 
Unforeseen negative ramifications occur when considerable sums of spending money 
are put in the hands of young adults for the first time (e.g.-gambling, automobiles, bar 
tab s, etc.). 
Payments to student-athletes could lead to the end of college athletics’ tax-exempt 
status. 

How would full-cost-of-attendance supplements affect college athletics finances? 

$ (millions) % 
D1-A median expenses                            45.70     100. 

0 

D1-A median revenues 45.88 

Salaries & benefits 14.94 32.7 

Scholarships 7.66 16.8 

Facilities, maintenance & rental 4.16 9.1 

Travel 3.43 7.5 

Game expenses 1.68 3.7 

Guarantees and options 1.31 2.9 

Projected full cost-of-attendance costs: 

Football: 85 @ $2,500 ea. $212,500 

MNV Basketball: 28 @ $2,500 ea. x 20 weeks $70,000 

Other sports: 150? equivalents @ $2,500 ea. $375,000 

TOTAL: $657,500 

Source: NCAA Revenues & Expenses, 2004=2009, Division I Report 

Assuming a $2,500 full-cost-of-attendance stipend for each scholarship equivalent, the 
106 D 1-A programs that are already losing money would find themselves another 
$657,000 in the red. Eve~ year. 

CN WB 6-2-11(p 4 p).doc 



Background reading: 

DON’T PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

"Pay the Players" Misses it All .... Pat Dobel, Point of the Game, 11-23-10 .... click 
here 

Why The NCAA Can’t Allow Pay Athletes Even If It Wants To .... The author argues 
that no court system will allow a system in w’hich a few select schools have access to the 
big prizes. Congres .... Cork Gaines, Business Insider, 10-15-10 .... click here 

Should College Athletes Get Paid? Ending the Debate, Once and for All .... Both 
sides of the argument are passionate and well intentioned. And both tend to give short 
shrift to the obvious ..... Patrick Hruby, Atlantic Magazine, 4-6-11 .... click here 

What Would Paying Student-Athletes Look Like? .... One man’s version of exactly 

how student-athletes could be paid (if they were ever to be paid) ..... John Infante, 
Colorado State University, NCAA Bylaw Blog, 1-19-11 .... click here 

PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

College football is broken, and the NCAA can’t fix it .... Since the no-pay model isn’t 
working - the pay model should be adopted ..... Tracee Hamilton, Washington Post, 11- 
25-10 .... click here 

It’s Really No Big Deal .... Just another agent has been caught paying college athletes. 
.... Dr. Boyce Watkins, Black Athlete, 10-17-10 .... click here 

NCAA, Stop With the ’Amateur’ Fa~;ade .... The author says it’s time to stop 
pretending and end the charade ..... Kevin Blackistone, FanHouse, 9-9-10 .... click here 

Double standard doubly frustrating... Receiving a full ride isn’t enough for athletes 
who help bring in millions. Andy Staples, SI.com, 9-6-10 .... click here 

Should NCAA Rethink Its Stance On Paying Athletes? .... Frank Deford, NPR, 11- 
10-10 .... click here 

CN WB 6-2-11(p 4 p).doc 



A NEW SERVICE FROM 

Clips Notes are a new service from College Athletics Clips - turnkey meeting guides 
developed expressly for use in athletic department staff meetings. 

o Typically, athletic department staff meetings are devoted to topics on the immediate 
horizon: this Saturday’s football game, this week’s road trip logistics, recruit visits, HR 
matters, etc. 

¯ Rarely does an AD (or Sr. Associate AD) have the time to prepare for a discussion of 
the issues of the day. 

Clips Notes can help you to provide your staff with a stimulating overview of athletics 
administration, insights into all areas of college athletics and a greater awareness of 
conference/regional/national perspectives, as well as contributing to the management 
development of your staff members. 

Why Clips Notes? And why from College Athletics Clips? 

In the daily search for content for the College Athletics Clips website, the Clips 
eFLASHes and Clips eNewsletters, we regularly access a great quantity of breaking 
news, issues, opinions, press releases, information, stats, surveys, research findings, 
images, links, quotes, etc. 

We are always attuned to the topics of interest to Clips subscribers, so we are uniquely 
well-positioned to develop comprehensive, thought-provoking, single-topic discussion 
guides. 

Best of all, Clips Notes are turnkey. 

¯ Clips does all the research. 
o Clips frames out the entire presentation for you. 
o Clips provides factual and thought-provoking questions (and answers). 
° Clips supplies supplemental data and links to backup articles. 

All oyou do is pick & choose what you want, and run your part of the staff meeting. 
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We are in the process of launching the Clips Notes service for the first time, so .... 

We will be sending out two Clips Notes prototypes to you at no charge. You are 
free to use them as you wish. All I ask is that you let me know what you think of 
the concept, and what you think of the execution. 

¯ We will determine cost, frequency, style and topics for future Clips Notes based 
on feedback from potential customers. 

Please let me know if you are the right person in your department to receive Clips Notes. 

Nick Infante, Clips Editor: nick@col/egeathleticsclips.com or 908.879.9978 

Clips Notes Topics 

Topics for Clips Notes will be of two basic types ..... 

The 30,000-foot overview .... strategic, conceptual, issues-oriented and thought- 
provoking .... 

- Paying student-athletes 
- BCS vs. Playoffs 
- Recruiting update 
- Booster relations 
- Title IX update 
- Guarantee games 

- How to advance in athletics administration 
- Non-scholastic (AAU) basketball/football 
- Inside the mind(s) of student-athletes 
- Agents, runners and pseudo-agents 
- Conference re-alignment 101 

The 1,000-foot close-up ..... narrowly-focused, tactical, real-life, readily actionable .... 

Social media today 
Game management 
Staff evaluations 
Networking 

- Internal communication strategies 
- Organizational ideas, suggestions 
- Inside the mind(s) of student-athletes 
- Discipline policy, issues 

@BCI~400542E7.doc 



A NEW SERVICE FROM 

PREPARED FOR THE EAST PODUNK STATE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC ])EPARTMENT 6-2-11 

This month’s topic: 

Should student-athletes be paid (more than just full- 
cost-of-attendance scholarships) by universities? 

or, to make the question more comprehensive: "Should scholarship student-athletes be 
paid - with cash, stipends, in escrow, in IOUs, whatever - over and above the ’almost the 
full-cost-of-attendance’ scholarships that they already have?" 

IN THE NEWS: 

Item: Ongoing allegations and ramifications of"TattooGate" and specially priced cars 
have resulted in the resignation of Ohio State’s marquee football coach .... 

Item: UNC football players accept travel and hospitality to attend a party in South Beach 
hosted by an agent. 

Item: The NCAA president, the Big Ten commissioner and even SEC football coaches 
have initiated the debate about possibly paying full cost-of-attendance stipends to 
student-athletes, despite the fact that there seems to be no money to fund that. 

The two basic- and opposing- schools of thought on whether student-athletes 
should be paid. 

PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 
Everyone else seems to be making money from college athletics - coaches, 
universities, networks, apparel companies, bowls, etc. 
Student-athletes get "nothing" (other than scholarships), and therefore they are being 
exploited. 
By not being paid, student-athletes are supposedly more susceptible to illegal payoffs 
from agents or boosters. 
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DON’T PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 
There is no money to pay student athletes (106 out of 120 D1-A programs are losing 
money). 
Moving away from the bedrock amateurism model of college athletics would seriously 
detract from the unique "Pollyannish" atmosphere of college athletics. 
Unforeseen negative ramifications occur when considerable sums of spending money 
are put in the hands of young adults for the first time (e.g-gambling, automobiles, bar 
tab s, etc.). 
Payments to student-athletes could lead to the end of college athletics’ tax-exempt 
status. 

How would full-cost-of-attendance supplements affect college athletics finances? 

$ (millions) % 
D1-A median expenses                            45.70     100. 

0 

D1-A median revenues 45.88 

Salaries & benefits 14.94 32.7 

Scholarships 7.66 16.8 

Facilities, maintenance & rental 4.16 9.1 

Travel 3.43 7.5 

Game expenses 1.68 3.7 

Guarantees and options 1.31 2.9 

Projected full cost-of-attendance costs: 

Football: 85 @ $2,500 ea. $212,500 

MNV Basketball: 28 @ $2,500 ea. x 20 weeks $70,000 

Other sports: 150? equivalents @ $2,500 ea. $375,000 

TOTAL: $657,500 

Source: NCAA Reveuues & Expenses~ 21-104-21-109~ DivisionI Report 

Assuming a $2,500 full-cost-of-attendance stipend for each scholarship equivalent, the 
106 D 1-A programs that are already losing money would find themselves another 
$657,000 in the red. Every year. 
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Background reading: 

DON’T PAY THE STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

"Pay the Players" Misses it All .... Pat Dobel, Point of the Game, 11-23-10 .... click 

here 

Why The NCAA Can’t Allow Pay Athletes Even If It Wants To .... The author argues 
that no court system will allow- a system in which a few select schools have access to the 
big prizes. Congres .... Cork Gaines, Business Insider, 10-15-10 .... click here 

Should College Athletes Get Paid? Ending the Debate, Once and for All .... Both 
sides of the argument are passionate and well intentioned. And both tend to give short 
shrift to the obvious ..... Patrick Hruby, Atlantic Magazine, 4-6-11 .... click here 

What Would Paying Student-Athletes Look Like? .... One man’s version of exactly 
how student-athletes could be paid (if they were ever to be paid) ..... John Infante, 
Colorado State University, NCAA Bylaw Blog, 1-19-11 .... click here 

PAY THESTUDENT-ATHLETES: 

College football is broken, and the NCAA can’t fix it .... Since the no-pay model isn’t 
working - the pay model should be adopted ..... Tracee Hamilton, Washington Post, 11- 

25-10 .... click here 

It’s Really No Big Deal .... Just another agent has been caught paying college athletes. 
.... Dr. Boyce Watkins, Black Athlete, 10-17-10 .... click here 

NCAA, Stop With the ’Amateur’ Facade .... The author says it’s time to stop 
pretending and end the charade ..... Kevin Blackistone, FanHouse, 9-9-10 .... click here 

Double standard doubly frustrating... Receiving a full ride isn’t enough for athletes 
who help bring in millions. Andy Staples, SI.com, 9-6-10 .... click here 

Should NCAA Rethink Its Stance On Paying Athletes? .... Frank Deford, NPR, 11- 

10-10 .... click here 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~wisc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:17 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Chinese ChaJnpion Program Syllabus 

Doc, 

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Wednesday is great. Ho;v about 11 am your time, 10am central? 

Things are going well with curriculum development. I reached out to the NAS SM listserve and got some great tips on event and facility management texts. I have ordered some to preview. 
In other news..we are going to take the cohort to a Mil;vaukee Bre;ver game and tour the Pettit National Ice Arena in June. The Brewers’ staffwants the Chinese athletes to thro;v out the 
first pitch. At first I thought I was driving a 15 passenger van with the Chinese student-athletes..(can’t get away from those vans!!’. ) Ho;vever, I learned today the?, have decided to go ;vith 
a bus! 

Oh no! I hope you are able to recover evewthing!! Thanks again and talk soon. 

Hugs, 

On "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" wrote: 

tli Wednesday at 10:00 or 11:00? 

It’s been crazy as I have had to migrate to a new server. I lost lots of mail and the?" are working on recovery I sent you some lectures and syllabi to review too(I have ~- 15 for each course.) 

Hugs, 

]-)oc 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~)wisc.edu] (j avascript:main.compose() 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: Chinese Champion Program Syllabus 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your summer is going wellt I attached a copy of my syllabus for the summer sport leadership seminar. I have also been previewing books on facility and event management. I put out 

an email to the NASSM listserve for suggestions and there are some even translated into Chinese! 

I am loving this psuedo professor roiet I am so excited to meet the students! 

Would you be willing to schedule a phone meeting to discuss my syllabus and course project ideas sometime in the next 2 weeks? I begin teaching June 13. 

Hope you are enjoying a little R and R! 

Hugs, 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 10:30 AM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Morgan, Lisa G <lmorgan@NCCU.EDU>; Petal Ann E 

<annpenn@email.nnc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkmsd@emaJl.unc.edu>; ’Marilyn McClain’             ~nc.rr.com>; Darlene Cm~non 

@live.corn> 

StrommL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Girls Golf Road Trip 

Hi All. Thanks Brenda for the initiative. Okay, we all want more things to do so here’s a good start. As per the brief discussion, here’s the Pine Needles 

info: 
http://www,pineneedles-midpines.comi?page:9622 
[ am suggesting the Getaway Golf or Golf Lovers package. [ have stayed at Pine Needles. The entire facility is nice/rustic and the food is good. (Brothers in 

the kitchen. Lol) I can contact a friend about a discount or the availability of a "hook up" for lessons. We could possibly do lessons here and then head 
down there to play unlimited golf and have just one lesson (more expensive) down there. Hmmmm .... 
Please respond to the Doodle regarding availability in July or August, Two night stay is required. Friday/Saturday?? 

._h___t__~p_ ://doodle. com/wt rk3878sm2rst_g__x_ 
Do we know of any other women to invite? 

d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spore Science Depc 
Sport Administration FacultT es 
E2x2SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Institute 
FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 "VVoollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twi~ter drstroman 

ht~p:iiwww.unc.eduideprs/exerciseispork=administ~;uinn 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com > 

Friday, June 3, 2011 11:07 AM 

Debbie Strohman         ~aol.com>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

,docx; Resume.doc 

Debbie, 

The first one is my most up to date resume. The second resume includeds some projects I completed while I was in business. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Barsky ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, June 4, 2011 1:57 PM 

@aol .com 

lantel~a)kulztown.edu; ASack@newhaven.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; RIDPATH@OtlIO.EDU; lbenselm@du.edu; 
~msn.com; jjd@umich.edu; Clara.Love~!nau.edu; fmurphy@te~nple.edu; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~-~ds~tro@unc.edu> 

Re: Score One for the Student Newspapers 

Obama said: "I have to be honest -- this is a bittersweet day for me. On the one hand, I get to congratulate a great team and a great coach on winning the national 

chmnpionship...." 

You might have been expecting the President to continue with something like "On the other h~md, the coach was suspended by the NCAA tbr seriously violating its 

recruiling rules" ... 

But no, in t~t, the President actually went on to bemoan his prediction of the outcome of the championship having turned out to be wrong. 

http://~wvw, stamfordadvocate .corn/news/articleiC aJhoun- to - Obama- h- White- House - ceremony- Y es- 1382306. php 

h ttp:/ /www. dai~v cmnpus.c~nvm~N~e/ ne ws~men- s- basketbajl- te~n- visits- ~he- wNte- h~ use- 1.2228827 

htop://~v.ctpost.com/ucon~/article/Calhoun-to- Obama- ia-White- House- ceremonv- Yes- 1380987.php 

On 6/4/11 7:01 AM, (~aol.com wrote: 

Finally, note the photo of President Obama with UConn Basketball Hall of Fame coach Jim Calhoun in the panel alongside "Caveat Emptor and Prospective 
College Athletes," at [http://www‘c~lleqeath~eticsc~ips~c~m/index~php/archive/nicknamesmasc~ts/5437-caveat-empt~r-and-pr~spective-c~lle~qe-ath~etes]~ The 
N.C.A.A. suspended Calhoun for three Big East conference games next season for seriously violating its recruiting rules -- rebuking him for failure to monitor and 
promote an atmosphere for compliance. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Sunday, Jnne 5, 2011 12:14 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Law ~hool link 

http://www ilrg com/rankings/law/index.php/1/desc/GPALow 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
debby@dstroman corn 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Monday, 1:14 PM 

To: Strema~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Follow up 

Deb 

Congrats on all of the good things going for you at UNC. Also, I am known as a "faith docto¢’ so that is part of my dna! Have a good summer! 

Stay well 

Connected by DROID on Verizen Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Men, - 16:55:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Thank you for the time spent, As always, I enjoy our time together, Stay focused and keep the faith. I w~H check ~nto that faculty opportun~W~ 

Hugs, 

d 

£)ebon~h S, troman, PI~.D., 

9I o,843,033,’~ 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergradu~te-pr~gr~m/ba~n~e~s~/sp~rt-~dm~i~trati~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each ~tay comes bearing ~ts ow~ g~rts. U~:~e the rff~bons." {R~Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: }aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20~ ~2:~ PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: RE: Follow up 

Deb 

Thanks for the info yesterday. I’d like you to look into the teaching opportunity we discussed yesterday. Would like to see if there are 
possibilities there. Let me know if you need any info from me. 

Thanks again 

Connecled by DROD on Verizon t/VJre/ess 

..... Origin~J message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jun 3,2011 14:20:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Fellow up 

Okay Tha n ks. 

[)ebon_4t gtromar,, PI~.D., CLI.} 

9I o,843,033,’~ 

http://~xss~unc~du/und~rgraduat~pr~gram/baqn-~xss/sp~rt-adm~str~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its ow~ gifts. U~tie the dbbo~s." {R~Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 20~ ~0:~3 AM 

T~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: RE: Follow up 

Ok. ~ool. ~11 ~o with oh~s~oa~ ~ southpoint ~ ~p ~unday. 

Connected by DROJD on Verizon 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro~.unc.edu> 

To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jun 3,2011 14:07:17 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Yup, Southp.:_~ir~t is fine. t just don’t like the food at Chi~mpps, Cheesecake is next to (::harn~)~)s too, 
d 



J~%e[~orah Strornan. Ph.D., CL.I f 

9I’£863.0336 

http://exs~.unc~edu/under~r~duaLe-pr~ram/baqn~ex~s/sp~rt~administr~Li~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes beadn~ its own 8~fts, Untie the r~bbons2’ (~,A~ Seha~aeke~) 

~’, }aol.com] 
Se~t= Friday, June 03, 20~ ~0:06 AH 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subje~t~ RE: Follow up 

Ok Sis~ ~ow it’s a central spot eve~ one knows so that’s why I picked it. Is Cheesecake facto~ in Raleigh too far for you? 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon dire!ess 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jun 3, 2011 13:53:55 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Anything but Champps, Rockfish or Firebirds (next door). 

d 

D@orah St~orna~. Ph2)., CL.I ~ 

http:~exss.unc~edu/under~radua~e~pr~ram/baqn~exss/sp~rt.administra~i~n/~vervi~w/ 

F~m: ~aol.com] 
~ent: Friday, June 03, 2055 9:52 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: EE: Follow up 

Ok Dec. Let’s shoot for 6p. ~at about Champps at Southpoint mall? 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon dire!ess 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jun 3,2011 13:39:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Sounds good. Give me a call when you get to towm,. 

Anytime afl:er 5:00 is good for me. 

J2)ebor~_4~ S, troma~;, P}~.D,~ CLU 

910,843,0336 

http://exss.u~c.ed~/u~der~raduate-pr~ram/baqn~exss/sp~rt-admfn~strat~n/~vervfew/ 

"Each day comes beari~ its ow~ ~fts. U~t~e the dbbo~s." JR.Ann Schabacker} 

E~: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Friday, June 03, 2011 8:58 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Deb 

You want to grab a bite on Sunday? I will be down in the triangle. Let me know. 

Cennected by DROfD on VeHzon Wireless 

..... OdginaJ message ..... 
From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro(~unc.edu> 
To: . ~aol.com> 
Sent: Thu’, Jun 2, 2~1 21:16:31" GM½+00:00 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Hi Crazy time as I am migrating to a new server, Lost lots of mail, Did see your text though, Let’s chat tomorrow or over the weekend. 

Hugs, 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, May 31, 2011 1:36 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Follow up 



Doc 

I hope all is good at UNC. Let me know when you have a few minutes to talk. Would like to get your input. 

Thanks 

Connected by DROID on Vedzon Wireless 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eaacl Smith ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 8:54 AM 

Keith Hamson ~yahoo.com>; Bryan Ellis ~gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn -~<lstro@unc.edu-~; MALIA 

LA~%ENCE <slawrence@apu.edu> 

Fwd: I~,V: JOAI: & Handbook of African Americmi Hedlth: Social and Behavioral Interventions 

Dear Frieuds: 

Good morning. 

I had hoped for better news about the special issue of the Journal of African American Studies RE: THE BLACK ATHLETE 1N THE 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Anthony Lemelle ~gmaAl.co~n> 

Date: Tue, Jun 7, 2011 at 8:45 AM 
Subject: I~NV: JOAF & Haadbook of African Alneric~l He~1th: SociaJ~ mad Behavioral Interventions 

To: Eml Smith <smithea,@.wfu.edu> 

Dear Earl. 

I hope all is well. The mI~>rma{ion below is ~he imes~ [ [~ave aNmt the t tandbook. We mchtded your chapler~ 

We ove~vxten&d flae journal commi{meu~ {~ s~cial iss~es. Theret~rc, i~ will {ake about {hree years ~o get your special issue ore. Nonefl~eless, we s~i~l lmve an miems~ 

Take care, 

A~N~ony 

A~thot}y J..{ .emel]e., .lr., Ph.D. 

Professor of Sociology 

City ! lniversi ~y of New 

alemelle(a) ~c.c unv.edu 

http:i/wvx~v.springer.com/social+sciences/iournal/12111 

Subject: RE: Handbook of At~ican American Health: Social and Behavioral Interventions 

We had scheduled the book for production in April. However, there were production delays. Here is the update (the page proofs only go to the lead authors): 

Page proofs to Chapter Author: 08-Jun-2011 

Correction from Chapter Authors: 15-Jun-2011 

Revised Proot?s to book Editors: 7-July-2011 

Corrections’Approval from Editors: 14- July- 2011 

Estimated publication chte: August-2011 



i.~.i Lemelle Reed TayloLHandbook advertisement.jpg 

t reorders are m ailable at Springer, Barnes & Noble’s. and other online booksellers. You c~a~ search the book online by using the title also include SocioJ 
Behmdoral Interventions in the seaxch because there are other handbooks with difi~rent subtitles. Or, you could just use the ISBN. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eaxl Smith" ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 8:57 AM 

Keith Harrison ~yahoo.com>; Bryan Ellis ~gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn -~<lstro@unc.edu-~; MALIA 

LA~%ENCE <slawrence@apu.edu> 

Re: FW: JOAF & Handbook ofAfricm~ Americm~ Health: Socia1 a~d Behavioral Interventions 

On Tue, Jun 7, 2011 at 8:54 AlVl, Earl Smith- ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Dear Friends: 

Good morning. 

I had hoped for better news about the special issue of the Journal of Africm~ American Studies RE: TIlE BLACK ATHLETE IN THE 21 ST CENTURY. 

Prof. Le~nelle just got back to me--after a long wa~t--mth the news that they are over-extended with special issues right now. So~v. 

If you have alternate ideas let me know. 

If anyone here is doing work on issues of health our chapter on "Food Dese~s in the Deep South" is in this new book on health. 

Peace, 

Earl 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Anthony Lemelle~ ~ma~l.com> 

Date: Tue, Jun 7, 2011 at 8:45 AM 
Subject: FW: JOAF & Handbook of African A~nerica~ Hea~th: Social and Behavioral Interventions 

To: Eml Smith <smithea~v~.edu> 

Dear Earl. 

I hope all is well. Ybc iatbrmafion below is dre lalest I have abou~ the Handbook. We hacluded your cl~apler~ 

We overexten&d flae journal comm~men~ k~ s~cial [sst~es. ThereIEre, it will ~ake about ~hree years to ge~ your speciN issue ouL Noneflaeless~ we s~]~ have an 

Take care, 

A~N~ony 

A~thot~y J. I .enrelle, .lr., Ph.D. 

Pro~2:ssor of Sociology 

City I Jniversity of New 

alemelle(a)gc .c unv.edu 

http:i/w~x~v.springer.com/social+sciences/iournal/12111 

Subject: RE: Handbook of At~ican American Health: Social and Behavioral Iuterventions 

We had scheduled the book for production in April. However, there were production delays. Here is the update (the page proofs only go to the lead authors): 

Page proofs to Chapter Author: 08-Jun-2011 

Correction from Chapter Authors: 15-Jun-2011 

Revised Proofs to book Editors: 7-July-2011 

Corrections’Approval from Editors: 14-July-2011 



Estimated publication date: August-2011 

::.~.i Lemelle Reed TayloLHandbook advertisement.jpg 

Preorders are available at Springer, Barnes & Noble’s, and other online tx~oksellers. You can search the book online by using the title also include SociaJ and 

Behavioral Interventions in the search because there are other handbooks with difl~rent subtitles. Or, you could just use the ISBN. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith Harrison ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 9:00 AM 

Earl Smith @gmml.com>; Bryan Ellis @gmail.com~; Stroman~ Deborah Lym~ <dstro@~mc.edu~>; MALIA 

LA~%ENCE <slawrence@apu.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FW: JOAF & Handbook of African A~nerica~ Health: Social and Behavioral Inte~weutions 

From my perspective this is good news...the ~va~v these years fly by let’s get him to commit Earl to the special issue coming out 

in 201 4....gives everyone time without rushing to have a paper ready for this issue....let’s talk soon Earl so we firm up ~vho is in 

for sure and with your standard leadership the special issue will be well read and embraced. KH 

From-" Earl Smith ~gmail.com> 
To: Keith Harrison. ~yahoo.com>; Bryan Ellis @gmail.com>; dstroman@email.unc.edu; MALIA LAWRENCE <slawrence@apu.edu> 
Sent; Tue, June 7, 201:t 8:54:06 AM 
Subject; Fwd: FW: JOAF & Handbook of African American Health: Social and Behavioral Interventions 

Dea. Friends: 

Good morning. 

I had hoped for better uews about the special issue of the Journal of African American Studies RE: THE BLACK ATHLETE IN THE 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Anthony Lemdle ~gma~l.com> 

Date: Tue, Jun 7, 2011 at 8:45 AM 
Subject: F~V: JOAF & Handbook of African American Health: SocM and Behavioral Interventions 

To: Ea,1 Smith <smithea~wfu.edu> 

Anthony J, Lemd]e, Jr., Ph,I). 

Pro{~:ssor of Sociology 

Cib’ [ Ji]iverai[y of New Yolk 

alemelle(&gc.cunv.edu 

ht~p:/Avww,sp~inger.com/soci~O ~ sciencesliournali12I 11 

Subject: RE: Handbook of African American Health: Social and Behavioral IntepCentions 

We had scheduled the book for production in April. However, there were production delays. Here is the update (the page proot~ only go to the lead authors): 

Page proofs to Chapter Author: 08-Jun-2011 

Convction from Chapter Authors: 15-Jun-2011 

Revised Proofs to book Editors: 7-July-2011 

Co~reclions’Approval from Editors: 14-July-2011 



Estimated publication date: August-2011 

i.~.i Lemelle Reed TayloLHandbook advertisement.jpg 

Preorders are m~ailable at Springer, Barnes & Noble’s, and other online booksellers. You can search the book online by using the title also include Social and 

Behmdoral Interventions in the seaacch because there are other handbooks with dill}rent subtitles. Or, you could just use the ISBN. 



From: @ncsu.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:38 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: RE:~ NCCU) 

Thin,ks. I actually just accepted a job with stanford universiU in ~3abama. I would still like to keep in touch with you. My cell number is I hope all is well 
with you and i will talk to you soon. 

On 2:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good to hea~ from ?ou~ I am g~ad that you a’e making progress on your n:m~te~ ’~ degree. [~e job market i~ very t~ght l~r everyone ~o continue to 
~e~woN: and "sh~ne" h~ 3,out’ ~memsh~p. One day ~hey w~l~ make m~o~her hi~e and w~l~ look back on previous i~erns,’e,N~loyees. 

A~so, make sure you get your info~nat~o~ on Yemnwo~k Online. A great ~source mK~ I know studen~ who have recdved hgerv~ews m,d jobs ~om fl~is site, 

Dr. Sgoman 

Explore. E~ga?¢c. Empower 

9 

ht~:Je~s.unc.edu/undegmd~te- program/~- h~- exss/spo~- atmini strafioigove~dew/ 

Sent: Friday,             2:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lytm 
Sub jeer:          (NCCU) 

~,ncsu. edu] 

Dr. Stromm~, 

I hope this message finds you v~ ell. You may not remember me but i met with you_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North Carolina Central University- <suppo~hobsons.com> 

Tuesday, 7:32 PM 

Strom~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

; Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our institution, and has chosen you to provide a recommendation You may access the online recommendation form at the 
URL listed below. The personal access code and password, also provided belo~v, are required for entlT. ]1"you prefer to submit a paper recommendation, please contact the applicant and ask 
him/her for a form. Please do not send your recommendation as an attachment in response to this notification message. 

Please note that Johlmy Vines has waived his/her right to review this letter of Recormnendation. 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: ~yahoo corn 
Department,@Iaj or: 
Term: 
Click belo~v to complete the online Recommendation: 
https:/irec.appl,~woursel£com/?CID 926&code Dix,INHNGVFIBZ 
Personal Access Code: DNNHNGVFIBZ 
Password: Stroman 
For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with the applicant 

Ifyuu were nut able to login thruugh the above link, cupy and paste the URL below intu yuur bruwser. 
https://rec.applyyourself.cum 

The personal access code pruvided abuve is tu be used tu pruvide a Recummendation [’or this applicant unly Please retain this emaik This message was sent by ApplyYuurself on behaff uf 
North Carolina Central University at the request of                      ~yahuo.com). Technical suppurt can be requested at 
http://rec.applyvuurselfcum/AYContactIIelpDeslc’TechSupport.asp?packa~eType Recommendation&ca nccu~rad&p DNNHNGVFIBZ 

ApplyYuurselfis a service uf ApplyYourse]f, Inc 
apid(118544)/prid(109404) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re ~ Request for a Recommendation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m sorly about the mix tip, but I did resend the request letter to your email: dstroman@email.unc.edu and this is what the website stated that I notifw, you abom (at the 

bottom of this letter in bold print). When the NCCU website asked about my relationship w/you I put yon down as: 

my adviser. 

I didn’t mean to come off as un-tmstful to yon, but I just wanted to know who had submitted letters on my behalf b/c UNC and NCSU would not tell me who or who 

didn’t submit letters tbr me in the past. So by waiving my right to view the recommendations (w/NCCU) I was able to find out, of the 3 request I asked tbr (on 

only 2 were actually submitted by, 

I’m jusl sick & tired of being lied too by people I thought I could trust. 

Please call me as soon as you ca~. 

Please note that notitication emails will indicate "North Carolina Central University" as the sender but ~vill come from support~hobsons.com. If they 

use a spam-bloc ~king tool, please ask them to add this email address to their list of knowndsafe addresses 

Sincerely, 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:, Nyahoo.com> 

Sent: Tue, 3:10:01 PN 
Subject: FW:, ~ Request for a Recommendation 

Hi       This website does not work. (Error message of invalid Iogin 

credentials.) Please send the form as noted below. 

Also, never waive your right to view the recommendation. Can reflect a lack 
of trust. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-pro.qram/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/ov 

ewiew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

Schabacker) 

.... Original Message .... 
From: North Carolina Central University [mailto:support@hobsons.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, ~,:19 PM 
To: dst roma n (i~.email.unc.ed u 
Subject:            s Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our 
institution, and has chosen you to provide a recommendation. You may access 
the online recommendation form at the URL listed below. The personal access 
code and password, aNo provided below, are required for entry. If you 
prefer to submit a paper recommendation, please contact the apNicant and 
ask him/her for a form. Please do not send your recommendation as an 
attachment in response to this notification message. 

Please note that has NOT waived his/her right to review this 
letter of Recommendation. 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: ,~..va hoo.com 
Department/Major: 
Term: 
Click below to complete the online Recommendation: 

htt ps://rec.a pplyyou rself.com/?CI D=926&code= NWNYCLPWGMG 

For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password 
confidential and do not share with the applicant. 



If you were not able to Iogin through the above link, copy and paste the URL 
below into your browser. 

https://rec.applyvourself.com 

The personal access code provided above is to be used to provide a 
Recommendation for this applicant only. Please retain this email. This 
message was sent by ApplyYourself on behalf of North Carolina Central 
University at the request of ~.vahoo.com). Technical 
support can be requested at 

htt p://rec.a pplyvourself.com/AYContact HelpDesk/TechS u pport .asp?packa.qeType= R 
ecommendation&ca=nccugrad&p=NWNYCLPWGMG 

ApplyYourself is a sewice of ApplyYourself, Inc. 
a pid (118544)/prid (108923) 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 10:28 AM 

: EmaiI.Address@em ail.u nc.edu; 

"n; bm cglade@atlanticl0.org; 

Smith, Charlotte D <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

drichardson@atlanticl0.org; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: Naismith Good Sportsmanship Award.docx 

Donna Cheek 

Dep ~’~men~ of A~hle~ics 

Women’s Basketball orifice 

Phon~.< (919) 962-290~ 

Fax: (919) 

(Jo ~t~el,s.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 12:09 PM 

dcatok@nba.com 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu.: 

Visit 

Hi Mr. Silver. I will be visiting Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to meet you, if possible. I am a close friend (former teammate) of Val Ackerman and 

know quite a few folks in the college and professional basketball world. 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 

internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 

Thanks for your careful consideration of this request. 

Continued success, 

Debby 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration FaculV e~ 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chak, Carolhaa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chab & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Navl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~Voo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~&0336 

Mobile 

Twitre~ &s~oman 

hF~p;f)/ww ............. Juf’d~!2 ....... :i~;ef’sp or k__adminJst~a fion 

"Just because it 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Catok <dcatok@nba.com> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 12:18 PM 

StromaL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

pic24966.gif 

tti Debby, 

I spoke with Adam regarding your emai[ below and unfortunately, he will not 
be available because of collective bargaining meetings. 

Regards, 
Dana Catok 
Assistant to Adam Silver 

(Embedded Dana Catok 
image moved 
to file: 
pic24966.gtl) 

Administrative Assis~mt, Commissioner’s Office 

645 5th avenue, 15th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: (212) 407 -8475 ] fax: (646) 2(-,4-4188 ] cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: Dana CatoL,NY/NBA@NBA 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah Lym~" <dstro@tmc.edu> 

Date: 06/09/2011 12:09 PM 

Subject: Visit 

Hi NS. Silver. I will be visiting Hong Kong June 15-23 and xvould like to 
meet you, it" possible. I am a close friend (fonnnr teatnn~ate) of Val 
Ackerman and know quite a few folks in the college and professional 
basketball ;vorld 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our 
students to be an asset to your organization. E.g, research projects, 
internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 

Thanks for your careful consideration of this request 

Continued success, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Lrtx,’C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisol)’ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 
Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919843.0336 
Mobile 
Twitter - drstroman 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 





Sent: 

To: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 2:13 PM 

EmaiI.Address@em ail.u nc.edu; 

; "@email.unc.edu; 

; bm cglade@atlanficl0.org;, 

Smith, Charlotte D <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

; drichardson@at[anticl0.org; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Subject: ATTN: WBB alum ni 

Attach: naismith.docx 

A]q-N: WBB alumni 

Please note the attachment. [ apologize for any confusion. 

June 9, 2011 

On behalf of Coach Hatchell, you are encouraged to attend the Naismith Good Sportsmanship Award event on Wednesday, June 29 at Raleigh Memorial 

Auditorium. This is a spectacular event honoring our own Dean Smith, Mike Krzyzewski and the late Kay Yow. 

The night begins at 6:30 pm with a lavish reception and silent auction of sports memorabilia. The show begins at 8:00 pm which includes video tributes to 

each of the honorees, a keynote speech and closing marks. 

Seats are rapidly selling out and I suggest you order your tickets promptly. Details for purchasing tickets are attached. If you have questions, please contact 

Don Fish at 

Hope to see you on June 29. 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

Donna Cheek 

Dep m’t men~ of A~hletics 

Women’s Basketball Office 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

(~o Heels/ 



From: Dana Catok <dcatok@nba.com> 

Sent: Thursday, June 9, 2011 5:18 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Visit 

A~tach: pic28782.gif 

Sorry, do you mean in Hong Kong or in NYC? 

(Embedded Dana Catok 
image moved 
to file: 
pic28782.gkl) 

Administrative Assistant, Commissioner’s Office 

645 5th avenne, 15th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: (212) 407 -8475 ] fax: (646) 2(-A--4188 ] cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: Dana Catolc/NY/NBA@NBA 

[)abe: 06/09/2011 05:13 PM 

SubJect: Rig: Visit 

Thartks. Does the NBA have an office presence/physical location that I ruay 
visit though’.’ 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Ernpowcr. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrninistrati~n/~ve1~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s. Untie theribbons."(R..amn 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dana Catok [mailto:dcatok(~nba. coru] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 12:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Cc: Strornan, Deborah Lynn 
Sulziect: Re: Visit 

Hi Debby, 

I spoke with Adam regarding your email below and unfortunately, he will not 
be available because of collective bargaining meetings 

Regards, 
Dana Catok 
Assistant to Adam Silver 

(Embedded Dana Catok 

image lnoved 

to file: 

pic24966.gif) 

Administrative Assistant, Commissioner’s Office 



645 5tJ~ avenue, 15fl~ Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: (212) 407 -8475 ] fax: (64~5) 2(-,4-4188 ] cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: I)ana Catok/NY/N[3A@NBA 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/09/2011 12:09 PM 

Subject: Visit 

Hi Mr. Silver. I ~vill be visiting Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to 
meet you, if possible. I ara a close friend (fotrncr tearcanate) of Val 
Ackerman and know quite a fe~v folks in the college and professional 
basketball world. 

I ~vould enjoy learning more about NBA China and how ~ve can position our 
students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 
internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 

Thartks for your careful consideration of this request. 

Continued success, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LrNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator Chair, Carolina Black 
Caucus Advisow Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute Facul~ 
Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 
Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC127599 
919843.0336 
Mobile 
Twitter - drstroman 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
"A~st because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 8:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dslro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

Call me 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3une 09, 20:~1 12::~0 PM 

To: Polite, Fritz G 
Subject: Visit 

Hi Fritz. I get in tomorrow at 1:55 p.m. on Delta. Let me know if you can 

pick me up at the airport (quick bite and baby tour??) so we can spend a few 

minutes together. My Friday evening at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00 p.m. Otherwise, I will call you from the hotel that afternoon. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Debo~;~h Sc~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and SIoor~ Science D~’p~. 

Spor~Admh~is~adon FaculV e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chak, College Sporc Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (iNarl Leadership & Honors Organmafion) 

315 ~:oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

Twmer drstroman 

h~t}~://www~unc.edu/dc~L% exerctse/sporL=admm~s~rarton 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 9:28 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dslro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

Will b there 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011:12:.t0 PM 

To: Polite, Fritz G 
Subject: Visit 

Hi Fritz. I get in tomorrow at 1:55 p.m. on Delta. Let me know if you can 

pick me up at the airport {quick bite and baby tour??) so we can spend a few 

minutes together. My Friday evening at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00 p.m. Otherwise, I will call you from the hotel that afternoon. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science D~’p~. 

Spor~Admh~is~adon FaculV e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and In:ernship Coordiuator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spore Research Insdm:e 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~A:oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

Twiuer drstro~nan 

h~t}~://www~unc.edu/dc~k% exerctse/sporc~admuus~rarton 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Hale <SHale@nba.com> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 1:10 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc edu> 

7o: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

Date: 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

~3.iibiect: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sarah. Thanlcs for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHale~;nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

qnime-attachment.gif~ Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Figth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 2:[2-407-BS1S I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 9:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: NBA 

Awesome’. 

On 3un 10, 2011 12:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh yeah! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sarah Hale <SHale@nba,com> 
Date: June 10, 2011 10:42:01 AM EDT 
To: <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I t~ach out to you to t~garding your 

request to visit the NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

~ S arah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday 9:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

DeN3rah I ,ynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

t; dstro@email.unc.edu; Stroman, 

http://faraiar.com/ima~esiarn html 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=vivfp3x584E&feature=related 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Sunday, June 12, 2011 1:34 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

Thanks so much for visiting..J had a great time 

Fgp 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 12:10 plVl 

To: Polite, Fritz G 
Subject: Visit 

Hi Fritz. I get in tomorrow at 1:55 p.m. on Delta. Let me know if you can 

pick me up at the airport (quick bite and baby tour??) so we can spend a few 

minutes together. My Friday evening at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00 p.m. Otherwise, I will call you from the hotel that afternoon. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dq~c 

Sport Administration FaculV e~ 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Chak, Ca~olhaa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & } tonors O~gan~adon) 

315 TVoo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3~0336 

Twi~ter drsrroman 

ht~p: / iwww.unc.edu /d~rs/ exercise /spo~L=a&nfi~a~ion 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 7:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NBA 

http://~xs~.unc.edu/und~rg~adu~t~pr~g~m/baqn~exss/sp~t-~dminist~at~n/~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Monday, June ~3, 2011 7:06 PN 

To: ’slew@nba.com’ 
Co: Sco~ Lew 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hone Kong. I will be staying at the http://www.lankwaifonghotel.com.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting, I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My original email to d~e NBA office/Mr. Silver: 

will be visifl~ Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to meel you, if possible. I am a close friend (foyer teammate) of Val Acken~an and know quite a 

few folks in the college and professional basketball world 

would enjqv leaming morn about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset 1o your o~ganization. E.g., research p~wjects, 

intentships, referrals, social media as~’istance, etc. 

Thanks~)r your careful considem#on of this request. 

K~tio~e~ E~gage, Empower. 

2984.30336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~aJn-e~s~/sp~rbadm~r~rati~n/~erv~ew/ 

"Eaeh day cemes ~ea~ing ~ts own gifts. Untie the dbbens$’ {N,Ann S¢~abad~er} 

F~m~ Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent~ Friday, June 10, 20~ ~:10 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Co: Sco~ Lew 
Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

ro: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

Dr~te 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

Subje,:L 
Re: NBA 

Hi Saxah. Thanks for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS [~om my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHale(tbnba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 



My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Heng Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

-qnime-attachment.gif~ Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 8:04 AM 

Fri~ G. Polite, Ph. D. <t~olite@utk.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Nice! :) 

IMG_0763 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

debby@dstroman.com 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Sldba ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 2:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Debbie---It was so good to meet you in Kno:c~dlle. I had an unforgetable weekend I just ~vanted to give you my address and phone numbers (in case I gave the wrong ones the other 
night! ) 

Did you find your passport and are you still going to Hong Kong on Thursday? If so, have a great time We are going tap to Sedona with the pups on Thursday and probably staying a 
week I have a doctor’s appointment on Thurday morning--I have been having problems with vertigo and I think that I have Meneire’s Disease. The doctor that I go to has been blowing me 
off---I tried to get an appointment at the Mayo Clinic but they won’t take me so I am going back to my ENT doctor and I will tell him ~vhat I have[! I just want some relief from the vertigo and 
nausea Anyway, that is all that is new here. Remember if you ever want to come out here just let me know----you can stay here or Sedona. 

Love, Barb (Skiba) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Owens. @verizon.net> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact 

New Media kitshort.pdf 

Hugs back at you. Here’s the info. I will be at Salem College on October 15th and would be available October 14th or the October 16th. Do you have any kind of leadership or 

development programs for you students and faculty? 

Deborah Owens 

CEO 
Owens Media Group LLC 

Join the A Purse of Your Own Campaign to financially empower one million women. 

http:!!apurseofyourown corn 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Date: Tue, 14Jun 2011 19:35:31 +0000 

To: Deborah Owens ~ 

Subject: Contact 

Hi Deb, Great chatting with you, Please send me info on your crusade, Q 

H ugs, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

I_JNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~t. 

Sport Admmis~adon FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Ca~olhla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculD, Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Si~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 TVoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3,0336 

Twkrer drsrroman 

h t~p: i /~www.unc.edu id~cs / ex ercise isporL~admh~£~ador~ 

"Just because it h~sn ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: @a~l.com 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 8:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: Change of address Toni and Langley 

Hello. 

This is a note to inform you of our new and temporary address 

Thankyou 

Toni Langley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:28 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 

which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central. 

Thanks and I look fonNard to meeting up. 

Scott 

~ S cott Levy 

SVP & MD, NBA Asia, Ltd 

Room 3101, The Lee Gardens 

33 Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

phone: +852 2843-9688 I cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To. Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

De: Scott Levy/ASIAJNBA@NBA 

Dat~,.: 06/14/201! 07:06 AM 

Subi~;cl RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the !)_t__t[p://www.lankwai[on~j’~otel.com.hk! 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My orig[nai emaH 1o the NBA of[ice!Mr. SHyer: 

I will be visiting Hong Kong June 15-23 and ~ould like to meetyou, if possible. I am a close friend ~ormer teammaW) of ValAckerman and kno~ quite a 

re,folks in the college coM professional basketball ~orld 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and ho~ we can position our students to be an asset to your o~7,anization. E.g., research projects, 

internships, r@rrals, social media a~ss’ist~e~ce, etc. 

Thanks Jbr your careJhl consideration of this request. 

Deborah Sin)man, Ph.I)., CLU 

919.843.0336 

http~//exss~unc~e~u/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba~;n~ex~s/~p~rt~administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Uatie the ribbons." (Fl.Aan Schabacker) 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 1:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Co: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 



Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

F:,ai-:’~: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

io: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

D~tte 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

Bubje,:[: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sarah. Thanks tbr your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS from tny iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM Sarah Hale <Sttale@nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<inime-attachment.gif> Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +[ 23.2-407-88[8 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:48 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Billy J ttawkins <bhawk@~ ga edu:~; Kevin Hoffinan <khoflina ~@universityreaders com> 

RE: Visit 

Deal Sis~ 

Thanks so much for the offer. I think this is a great idea. The concept would be in a roundtable/panel format We could invite the authors 

And see how many we could get to attend. We definitely would need a moderator to khsd of keep the flow moving. This wouM be awesomeN! The book ~s due for 

re,ease Aug L 

Thanks, 

FG P 

Fritz G. Polke, PhD., MPA 

Directorqnstkute for [.eadersh~p, Ethics and Diversity 

Director-.Outreach and Globa~ Engagement 

The Un~versiW of ]ennessee 

~914 Andy Holt Ave--HPER 342 

Knoxville, TN 3799G-27~ 

865-209-0669 or 

fpol~te@utk.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, June 13, 2011 5:29 PN 

Te~ Polite, Fritz G 
¢¢~ Billy J Hawkins 
Su~jeet~ RE: Visit 
Impedance= High 

Hi Fritz. Here’s the [:o~ow up as per my thought regarding the book..J jus~ had a meetb~g wkb Dr. Boxi~l (chak of the Scholarly ColMq@um on Intercollegiate 

~thletics) and asked her about us bosth~g a panel for the 2012 event She asked me to send her an ema~l with the request A conference ca~l i3 sched@ed th~s week. 

Do you have any p~rt~c@ar ideas for the format? Ask a]~ contributors to be h~ attendance? Three minute opening by each -- then Q&~? Or a facilitator to ask us 

particuh;r questions? 

Hol]a before Wednesday morning 

Thanks aga#~! Go Rocky Top! [ol 

Xxox, 

d 

9 P.).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake-programibaqn-exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing Rs own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~= Polite, Fritz G [mailto:fpolite@utk.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June $2, 20M 1:34 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= Re: Visit 

Thanks so much for visiting_J had s greaL time 

Fgp 

F~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 201~ ~2:~0 PN 
To: PoliO, Fritz G 
Subject: Visit 

Hi Fritz. I get in tomorrow at 2:55 p.m. on Delta. Let me know if you can 

pick me up at the airport {quick bite and baby tour??) so we can spend a few 

minutes together. My Friday evening at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00 p.m. Otherwise, I will call you from the hotel that afternoon. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science 

Spo~cAdm~is~adon Faculv e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, College Spore Research Institute 

Facu1%- Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Na@ Leadership & Honors O~gan~adon) 

315 ~A:ooHen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twiuer drs~roman 

}~t}~:~ / www~unc.edu/dQ~ exe~ctse~ spor~=admuus~armn 

’~ust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:00 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thanks for your reply. I will be on the flight tornorro~v. As of now, I have no specific plans for Monday or Tuesday. ;) I will reach out to you ~and 
confirm for Monday afi:ernoon "- 2:00. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn °t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Scott Levy [SLew@nba.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 
which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central. 

Thanks and I look fo~vard to meeting up. 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To Scott Lew/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

Cc: Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

Date: 06/14/2011 07:06 AM 

Subiect: RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the http://www, lankwaifon~hotel.com.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My original email to ti~e NBA o[ficeiMr. ~ilver: 

I will be visiting Hong Kong June 1.5-23 and would like to meet you, ifpossible. I am a close friend (former teammate) ofVal Ackerman and know quite a 

few folks in the cofege and professional basketball world 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research prqjects, 

internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 



Thanks.f!~r your careful consideration of this request. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.[).~ CLU 
~5"p[ore. Eng~ge. Empower. 

919.843~0336 

~ttp:/~exss~unc~edu/under~3duate~pr~gram/ba~in~exss/sp~t-~dminist~3ti~n/~ve~view~ 

’;Each d~¥ comes bearing its ew~ gifts, Untie the ribbons2’ (R.Ann $chabacker} 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba,com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 1:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Cc: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

F:’om: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

Date: 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

SL=biect: 
Re: NBA 

Hi SaJcah. Thanks for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS fiom my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <~[{__~d__e_2(~i._r_Lb_~:££Lrt wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<mime-attachment.gif> Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +~ 212-407-88~8 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman _ @earthlink.net> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:05 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good work 

Debby, 

Good work getting us organized. The quick action made a difference, as 
you can see. I gather from one of your last messages that you are 
going out of town today and that you ~von’t be back until June 25. 

When you get back, do you want to go for a coffee or a tea and have a 
chat about all this, you and I? 

Let me kno~v. 

Best, Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler,unc,edu~ 

Thursday, 9:32 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

This is , and I ~vas just emailing you to give you an update on me. I hol~e ,you are enjoying your summer; I am stare you are veW busy as usual I was accepted into      Law 
School, and there is still a good chance that I will be accepted into th~                       School of Law as ~vell. I have also made contacts ~vith a sports agent who recently just signed 
his two first athletes in Nolan Smith and Kyle Singler. I know those aren’t the biggest names jut yet, but hopefully if I keep in contact with him, he will be able to take me under his wing. I just 
want to thank you for all of your help throughout my senior year. I hope to make an impact on the sports world, and I know- that your guidance and advice will definitely help to make this 
happen. Take care, and I look forward to keeping in touch with you. 

Best regards, 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@emaihtmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Thanks for the update. Stay focused! Have a great week. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
"Who dares nothing, need hope for nothing." JC.F. yon Schiller 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~k enan-fla~ler unc.edu] 
Sent: Tu~day, 9:25 &M 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Sublect: Hello 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

This is            , and I am sending you this el:nail to say hello, and that 
I hope all is well with you I’m in the process of preparing for my second 
LSAT as well as applying to law schools still. I also take           woth 
Dr Richard Southall, and that class seems qmte interesting so far. I hope 
you er~joyed your holiday break, and I look forward to keeping in touch with 
you Take care. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler,unc,edu~ 

Thursday, 9:37 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello (Correction) 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

This is and I was just emailing you to give you an update on me. I hope you are enjoying your summer; T am sure you are very busy as usual. I was accepted 
into Law School, and there is still a good chance that I will be accepted into the School of Law as well. I have also made contacts with a sports 
agent who recently just signed his two first athletes in Nolan Smith and Kyle Singler. I know those aren’t the biggest names jut yet, but hopefully if I keep in contact with him, 
he will be able to take me under his wing. I just want to thank you for all of your help throughout my senior year. T hope to make an impact on the sports world, and I know 
that your guidance and advice will definitely help to make this happen. Take care, and T look forward to keeping in touch with you. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CALLAN DAVID < {}aol.com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 1:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

KnoxviUe 

Hi Deborah 

It was nice to meet you in Knoxville and am sor~ we didn’t get a chance to talk more Maybe I can call you sometime and pick your brain some on your thoughts about life skills and 
transitions for DI athletes. 

The Hall of Fame Induction was nice and certainly glad for Val’s inclusion. I hope you had an uneventful trip home and look forward to talking sometime 

Dave Callan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Boland <bpbSn@virginia.edu;, 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Congratulations! 

Debby: 

I want to take a moment to thank you for the kind words. They reaJly do mean an awful lot to us. I am thrilled to be a WAHOO and could not be more excited about 

the future of the Virginia tennis. After the loss I could not have been more proud of the team and I have eveU inteution of making the loss the befit thing that ever 

happened to ~VAHOO tennis. I am so excited about the future. GO HOOS!!!!’. Brian 

On May 25, 2011, at 2:29 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Coach. I came out to see the team win the ACC title and spoke to you briefly after the win. I just read about the tough loss. I am so proud 

of you and the team, You made me very happy to be a Wahoo alum. Thanks for the great ride this season and I know you will get that big title 

soon. 

Continued success! 

debby 

Go ACC, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Scknce Dept. 

Sport AdminisL~adon FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

ChaLt, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board CJaai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club 8; Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership &: Honors Organization) 

315 ~7ooll~’n CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

h~’//www.,,    . mc . edt/’de ~s/’exerci~e/’sl ...... p ort~ adm ini~tra~ion 

"The single bNge.st problem in communication is t,~e illusion that it has taken place." G.B. Shaw 

Brian Boland 
Men’s Tennis Coach 
University of Virginia 
Office Phone: 434-982-5732 
Cell phone: 
Home Phone:, 
Fax: 434-982-4926 
E-mail: uvatennis@virginia.edu, 
Web site: www.virginiasports.com 
UVA Summer Camps 
phone #1-800-nikecamp (645-3226) 

Website: http:i!www.ussportscamps.com!Camp.aspx?camptype=8&camp=5044&sport=TENN 

Video Library: http:iivvww.virginiasportstv.com/? 
Ioad=tennismen&v=1424&f=.mov&KEY=&DB OEM ID=17800&DB LANG=&IN SUBSCRIBER CONTENT= 
P.O. Box 40083, McCue Center 
290 Massie Road 
Charlottesville, VA 
22904-4843 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patience Vanderbush ~fi~ontier.com~ 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 11:10 AM 

’Patience Vanderbush’ ~frontier.com> 

Girls’/women’s pick-up basketball games at CFS start this Wednesday! 

Just a reminder that our weekly summer girls’/women’s pick-up basketball games at the Carolina Friends School begin this Wednesday, 6/22, from 6:30-8:00 p.m. I will 

open the gym at 6:00 p.m. for any CFS girl who wants to work on her individual skills from 6:00-6:30 p.m., before the pick-up game begins. (Women who want to shoot around 
during that time are welcome as well.) 
This pick-up game is for all CFS Upper School girls’ basketball players and advanced CFS Middle School players, as well as women in the community who are former high 
school and/or college basketball players. 

Thanks, 
Patience 
Patience Vanderbush 
Carolina Friends School Varsity Girls’ Basketball Coach 

~.frontier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 12:44 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. I am happy to be here in HK. Wo~v! 

Are you still okay for today, Monday, at: 2:00 p.m. or any other time? I am flexlhle. 
Thanks. 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.m~c.edu/ 

"dust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done, 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 
which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central. 

Thanks and I look fonNard to meeting up. 

Scott 

~ Scott Levy 

SVP & MD, NBA Asia, Ltd 

Room 3101, The Lee Gardens 

33 Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

phone: +852 2843-9688 I cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To. Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

De: Scott Levy/ASIAJNBA@NBA 

I:~s:t~,.: 06/14/201! 07:06 AM 

Subi~’.cl RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the !?_t__t~p://www.lankwai[o%j’~otel.com.hk! 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My originai email to the NBA office/Mr, Silver: 

I will be visitbzg Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to meet you, if possible. 1 am a close friend (former teammate) of Val Ackervmn and know quite a 

few folks in the college and professional basketball world 

I would e~/o3 lear~fing more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 
inte~7tships, referrals, social media ass’istance, etc. 

Thanks fi)r your careful consideration of this request. 

Del3orah Stroman~ P a D. CI ,l 

E:q~lore. Engage. Empower. 



9] 9.g43,0336 

http://exss~unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/baqn-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons2’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 1:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Cc: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vise President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA offise in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels[ 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

F!om: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

=o: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

~t~" 06/!0/20!! 12:54 PM 

Su~,ject: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sm’ah. Thanks for your ~esponse. I roll be there June 17-23. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHale(?~nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<mime- attachment.git~ Sarah 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 8:43 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

Welcome to HK. I hope you are used to humidity 2pm is still good for me. Let me know if you need directions but the taxi should know- Lee Gardens in Cause~vay Bay We’re on the 31 st 
floor 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah l,ynn" [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: 06/19/2011 04:44 PM GMT 
To: Scott Levy 
Ce: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RI4: N[3A 

Hi Scott. I nm happy to be here in HK. Wow! 

Are you still okay for today, Monday, at 2:00 p.m. or any other time? I am flexible. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitt:er clrst:roman 

h~://exss.unc.ed~ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject; RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 
which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central 

Thanks and I look forward to meeting up. 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Yo: Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

Co: Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

Dr:try: 06/14/2011 07:06 AM 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the http:iiwwwJankwaifonghotel.com.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My orig[nai ema[I [o ,’2!e NBA of[ice!Mr. Silver: 

I wifl be visiiing Hong Kong Ju~te 15-23 and wouM like to meet you, ifpossible. I am a close friend (former teammate) ofVal Ackerma~t and know quite a 



few folks in the college and pr<~&~sional basketball world 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 

internships, reJOrrals, social media a~ss’istance, etc. 

77~anks for your careful consideration of this request. 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

]z:V)lor~ ~’ngc~rze. ~’mpower. 

919.843.0336 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba~;n-exss/s~rt~administrati~n/~verview/ 

day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." IN.Aan Schabacker) 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHaleC~nba.com] 
Sent; Friday, June i0, 2011 I:i0 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

C¢: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

Fr,ai-:’~: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

?o: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@ NBA 

D~tte 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

Bi:bj~ ci: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Saxah. Thanks for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS from tny iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM Sarah Hale <SHale,@,nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

qnime-attachment.gif~ sara~ Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY :[0022 

phone: +:[ 2:[2-407-88:[8 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Pryor Seminars <Fred Po,orSeminars@busenetwork.net> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 4:37 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

How to Manage Conflict and Cont~ontation 

Meet confrontation head on, repair damaged relationships, and transform 

competitiveness into cooperation 

In just one day, discover a better way[ 

~, How to uncover hidden resentments and learn what’s really bugging you or others 

~, The "escalation scale": what it is and how you can use it to keep disagreements from turning into 

arguments 

~, 3 special situations in which you should avoid a confrontation at all costs 

~, Is it a "put down" or constructive criticism? How to easily tell the difference 

~, Steps you can take right now to repair relationships damaged by past conflicts 

~, Emotional "first aid"! Innovative practices that help you get control in the crucial first moments of a crisis 

~, How to transform the negative energy of anger into a positive, productive force -- the secret is "channeling" 

~, Antagonists, blamers, complainers ... set yourself free from the traps these tough people set for you 

~, "Crisis communicating" -- talk your way through even the nastiest conflicts to reach an acceptable 

compromise 

Stop dreading the next seemingly inescapable conflict, avoiding situations you should face, and letting your 
emotions get the best of you. Take just one day away from the office and discover proven tips and techniques that 

you happier, more effective, and more productive the very next day! will make 

Register online and SAVE 20% 
Special Offer Code #775072* 

Hurry -- offer expires July 22,2011 ! 
Enroll online today! 

RALEIGH, NC - 07/11/2011 

$119.00; For cjrou#s of 5 or too:% $:[G9.00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Think about it: Calculate the heavy cost of unmanaged conflict 

Be honest. Has uncontrolled anger, excessive conflict, or unchecked emotion cost you? Has the price been 
overwhelming anxiety and stress? Damaged relationships? Poor productivity? Lack of cooperation and teamwork? 
Tension at home? A stalled career? Loss of self-respect? 

If you have the courage to admit that the cost has been too great, we have life-changing answers for you. This 
powerful one-day seminar presents an exciting, innovative, solution-driven approach to managing the inevitable 
conflicts that arise at work and at home. You’ll discover practical, proven alternatives you can use in even the most 
difficult, frustrating situations. 

You’ll discover ... 

How to recognize a problem long before it reaches the crisis stage -- and aver/it entirely! 

The secrets to keeping poise and control when everyone around you loses it! 

Escape routes from the traps of infighting and backstabbing. 

Tips for applying emotional "first aid" -- be able to save yourself when you feel your emotions are spinning 

out of control! 

Ways to repair damaged relationships -- at work, at home, and with anyone. 

How to meet conflict and disagreement head-on ... and reach a positive outcome for everyone involved. 

What it takes to keep your own cool -- and prevent others from losing theirs! 

e~pemOn 
(reg~i~!Y $~#9~ ~#~ 

Regi n!in Oda~! 

8, 20ii : 

July 11,2011 

August 2,2011 

¥0ur ~uly 201 ~ S eptembe~2O~ 1 
S e m ina~ S ~ h edui 

CareerTrack Aud io 
and Webinars 

Train your team on today’s most common 
workplace challenges for one low registration 

price -- in just one hour! 



Conflict, strife, and opposing points of view are part of the workplace and part of life -- and you can’t change that. 
But you can change the way you r~act to and manage conflict when it does occur. After this dynamic, 
transforming seminar, you’ll experience an incredible, positive change in yourself (and everyone around you will 

notice it, too)! 

::.:.iii"i::":iiiii: ii::~: letting crisis and conflict overrun important issues and goals. 

START getting what’s important to you without having to fight for it! 

::.iii::iC:: :::? inflicting damage through anger. 

START harnessing the power of anger for positive achievement! 

i:.i:i; :::: C:.: ::i:: hiding from difficult people or situations. 

START meeting any person or any confrontation head-on and with confidence. 

::.:.iii"i::":iiZ:i:ii::~: ruining and straining relationships. 

START building trust, respect, and mutual understanding. 

::::~: ~:: ~...i~.~ getting into confrontations that don’t solve problems. 

START communicating your way through conflict to resolve disagreements. 

::.!iill i:::i;.Zii: ii:::~ harboring the resentment, envy, and retaliation fantasies that are "eating you alive." 

START closing the door on past transgressions and begin anew! 

::.~::::: ~:: ~i..i?~.~:~ allowing criticism to wound your ego and subvert your effectiveness. 

START handling -- and even benefiting from -- any fault-finding that comes your way. 

Register online and SAVE 20% 
Special Offer Code #776072* 

Hurry -- offer expires July 22,2011 ! 
Enroll online today! 

RALEIGH, NC - 07/11/2011 HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Enhance Your Training Experience 
Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this e-mail to your colleagues; together you can support 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

Don’t Miss Out on Special Announcements and Discounts 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.pryor.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive your 
peraonalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
We’re confident that this seminar -- How to Manage Conflict and Confrontation -- will provide you with the tips 
and techniques you need to successfully manage conflict and confrontation. If for any reason you are dissatisfied, 
send us a letter (Attn: Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the reason you were 
not satisfied, and we’ll arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full refund -- hassle-#ee. 
All of our AN products are also t00% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

21 Ways to Defuse 

Anger and Calm 

People Down 

Learn peacekeeping skills you’ll use to prevent 
blowups, mediate disputes, and foster 

teamwork 

4 audio CDs & workbook 

Item #20293CD --Only $89.95 



Dealing with 

Conflict and 

Confrontation 

How to keep your cool, stand your ground, and 
reach a positive solution 

~i Fred P~or Seminars Logo 

DVD 

Item #21060DVD -- Only $149.95 

*To receive your special $119 ENROLLMENT FEE, you must provide your Special Offer Code #775072 when registering This offer is available only for online registrations for the seminar, How 

to Manage Conflict and Confrontation. This offer cannot be combined with any other offer and is valid only on new registrations for July 2011 - September 20! ! seminars¯ Offer expires July 22, 20! 1. If you 

have questions, please contact our customer service team at 1-800-780-8469. 

Vl P~ 

ID#: 

Copyright 2011 

Fred Pryor Seminars 

5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission, KS 66202 

1-800-780-8469 

To notify this advertiser that you no longer wish to 

receive messages from them, please follow this link: 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third par~y advertisers, 

please follow this link: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~imgwofld.com> 

Thursday, 10:54 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

On- site visit dates/resume 

~ l~stlme.r~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are doing well. These last few weeks of my internship with IMG have been quite busy. I finally got back into the swing of things after being away for my Grandmother’s 

funeral. I wanted to email you about possible dates for an on-site visit. The office is still very busy since we are in the middle of race season; however I am here every day Monday- 

Thursday from 9:00am to 5:00pm and on Fridays 9:00am-12:00pm. Any date would be fine for you to come see me in action at the IMG office. Also, I have attached my resume. I have 

been working on it a lot this past week with my supervisor and I finally got it how I want it. Hope you have a great day! 

The p:L~’ceding e-mail message (includ:[ng airy aLtachments) 

contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 

bv the attorney-client or other applicable pziviieges, o~ mav 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to Lhe flesignated recipient(s) r~amed abow~. If you a~e not: 

an intended iecipient o£ this message~ please notify the sender 

by replying to this message an~ then delete all copies of it 

from y)ur oompuLer system. Airy use, ffissem~[~aLion, distr~buLion, 

or :Lep~bduotJo[~ of this message by "]nil]te[~ded :Lecipient:s J s not: 
authorized and may be unlawful, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Swap ~gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:34 AM 

~jswap @gmail.com> 

Update on ESAVANA Summer Sin@ Abroad Program in Southern Africa 

Greetings 

Just wanted to let you know that we made it back after yet another year of ESAVANA UVA Study Abroad program in Southern Africa. We had 23 student learners - 17 from 
the US (including one student intern) and 6 from the region (1 from Botswana, 2 from Mozambique, 3 from South Africa). 

Please be sure to visit our Facebook Site (ESAVANA) for pictures and student blogs - I also have a number of pictures on my FB site Robert John Swap 

We are hoping to also post the student reports/presentations on their community engagement activities during the course as well - in Venda, and in Bushbuck Ridge South 
Africa. I know that there is great interest in undergraduate student research, service learning and community engagement activities with our African colleagues and their 
students. 

All of this on the heels of having another undergraduate student led peer reviewed manuscript accepted for publication in Partnerships: A Journal of Service Learning and Civic 
Engagement for their work on the research and implementation of Ventilated Improved Pit Latrines in Simoonga Zambia (JPC team from last summer). 

Be well 

Bob 

Robert J. Swap 

Research Associate Prot~ssor 

Director, ESAVANA 

Director, UVA in Southern AiiJca 

Lecturer, Global Development Studies 

Dept of EnvimnmentaJ Sciences, Univ. of Virginia 

P.O. Box 400123 

Chmlottesville VA 

22904-4123 

USA 

+1-434-924-7714 (o) 

+1-434-982-2137(D 

h~p://www.e~vana.org 

h~p://www.people.virginia.edu/~s8g 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Therese Mageau, Editorial Director, Campus Technology <c@tp- fecus.com> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 4:48 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Top Stories in Higher Education Technology 

This message is sent to yon as a valued cus’ omer of Focus. For antomatic removal from this email lis’, see the inlbrmation below. 

Vie~ in Browser 

Higher Education IT Professionals Turn to News Update for Breaking Technology News 

Get Your FREE e-Newsletter Subscription to Campus Technolo.qvNews Update Now! 

Dear Deborah, 

Stay close to the breaking stories in higher education technology with a free subscription to Campus Technology News Update. This e-newsletter delivers great content and 
commentary that will help you do your job better. Written for higher education IT leaders, each issue offers in-depth features, thoughtful analysis, and articles spotlighting 
critical data and trends in higher education technology. 

You’ll receive coverage on topics such as: 

Implementation strategies for learning management systems 

Creating optimal distance learning environments 

Exploring open source initiatives 

Applying cloud computing technology 

Growth of electronic publishing 

Effective management of IT infrastructure 

There is no obligation to purchase anything[ Si.qn-up today to start receiving your FREE News Update issues. 

Thank you, 

Therese Mageau, Editorial Director 
Campus Technolo~ly 

This message has been sent to: dstro@unc.edu 

If you wish to discontinue receiving these types of e-mails, please use the opt out link below: 

https://preference.1105 pubs co m/pref/o pt.isp?e=dstro@unc.edu&l= 1&p=93&o=Z02S 11 

Click here to review our Privacy Policy. 

1105 Media, Inc, 9201 Oakdale Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Your email adchess has not been given to any business pm~ners. 

You received this email becmase you bare an exisring bnsiness relationship witb Focus. Periodically, we will inlbrm you of tbe latest offers and new products fiom select business par:hers pertaining to your prolEssion or possible interests. If you do 

not wish to be contacted witb tbese offers via email, please click here. 

Focus i 100 California Street, 4th Floor i San Francisco, CA 94111 

Privacy Statemc~/t 



UNC-CH Campus Y 
Bonnet Leaders Program 

Overview 
The Bonner Foundation is an operating foundation based in Princeton, NJ. The Bonner Scholars Program, 
which the Foundation first piloted in 1990, provides higher education scholarships to financially needy 
students, linking support to students’ on-going participation in volunteer service and social justice, 
approximately 8 to 10 hours a week throughout their college careers. The Bonner Leaders program is aimed 
at students who would otherwise be unable to participate in service activities during their college career. 

This four-year scholarship follows a student developmental model which seeks to guide student 
development from an exploration of direct service in a local agency to applied leadership in the community 
and across campus. At a more advanced level, it involves students in community-based research and 
teaches students to affect public policy on a larger scale. The weekly service requirement is complemented 
by weekly reflection sessions, leadership development workshops, and capacity-building seminars. The 
student development model taps into the supportive community of students on campus whose common 
purpose on community service gives them a sense of purpose and meaning. Twenty years ago, there were 
two dozen colleges in the Bonner network providing scholarships to approximately 1,500 students a year; 
today, the Bonner network encompasses 81 colleges and universities and supports more than 3,000 
students. 

The Campus Y Bonner Leaders Program leverages federal work study funds earmarked for community 
service to allow Bonners to replace a j ob with a community or campus placement in service. In the pilot 
year, the Y is recruiting up to 15 incoming first-year students, and each year will bring on an additional 15- 
20 until the program reaches full capacity at 60-80 students. The federal work study funds do not preclude 
Carolina from fundraising from private donors to enhance the program model. 

Why this program? 
This program advances strategies recommended by the Campus Y Advisor5, Board in its 2011 Strategic Plan 
to diversify its membership base. it challenges us not just to reduce barriers to student civic engagement but 
also to create an infrastructure that enables students from all socioeconomic backgrounds to fully engage, 
fortifying the culture of service at UNC. The service community at UNC is relatively socioeconomically 
homogeneous. Increasing the diversity of said community will strengthen it by bringing new perspectives 
that increase cooperation and collaboration, providing groups traditionally unable to participate access to a 
broad range of leadership development and community involvement. In this sense, the program is consistent 
with the University’s Diversity Plan. 

Because Bonners will be working with community organizations 8 to 10 hours weekly, they will form 
strong relationships with those partner organizations that can, in turn, enhance the relationship between the 
community partner and the university. The Bonner Initiative can be leveraged to identify issue areas that 
are not being covered by the current student-led service initiatives. The Bonner program gives us a chance 
to design student placements that foster new connections in new areas, stimulating potential campus buy-in. 
The student development model will spur the implementation of a variety of trainings that can be piloted 
first with the Bonner students to improve them, then opened to all UNC students. The model along with the 
trainings will allow for a more deliberate way to track action and development in our service community. 

Staff and Structure 
The Bonner Leaders Program at the Campus Y is directed by the Assistant Director for Programs. It will be 
fully integrated into and support current Y programs including most significantly a current grant-funded 
community impact and assessment proj ect imbedded in three historically underserved Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
neighborhoods. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patience Vanderbush ~fiontier.com~ 

Monday, June 27, 2011 10:05 AM 

’Patience Vanderbush’ ~frontier.com> 

Girls’/Women’s Pick-up Basketball at CFS this Wednesday, 6/29 

Just a reminder that our weekly summer gids’/women’s pick-up basketball game at the Carolina Friends School continues this Wednesday, 6/29, from 6:30-8:00 p.m. I will 

open the gym at 6:00 p.m. for any CFS girl who wants to work on her individual skills from 6:00-6:30 p.m., before the pick-up game begins. (Women who want to shoot around 
during that time are welcome as well.) 
Thanks to everyone who came out to play in our first pick-up game last week. We had a great turnout among the CFS girls, but I know that several of them have upcoming 
camps, family vacations, etc., so we need a few more women to help keep this game going throughout the summer. 
Thanks, 
Patience 

Patience Vanderbush 
Carolina Friends School Varsity Girls’ Basketball Coach 

.~.frontier.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~googlemail.com: "~ 

Monday,             3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn -~dstro@unc.edu:~ 

better of Recommendation 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hello! As I told you before, my husband and I are getting ready to move to 

this fall. I hope this is appropriate to ask you to do given the short titne 

yotl interacted with me last semester, but I would like to ask if you would write a brief letter of recommendation for me. I an~ applying for a position with Brooks 
~ ¯ ~ " greatly interested in the position, a "Brooks Guru". Running Company in Seattle, ~ ashlngton, and an~ 

I o~lly learned of tlais position yesterday fi~om a Brooks employee/friend of mine and I am trying to get my resume in by tomorrow. I apologize for the rushed and late 

notice, but if there is any way you would have time to write a quick note of recommendation I would greatly appreciate it. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patience Vanderbush @fi~ontier.com> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 4:01 PM 

Stroma]L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: (?iris’/Women’s Pick-up Basketball at CFS this Wednesday, 6/29 

Great--see you Wednesday, I hope. 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 3une 27, 2011 3:41 PM 
To= Patience Vanderbush 
Subject= RE: Girls’!VVomen’s Pick-up Basketball at CFS this Wednesday, 6/29 

Hi Patience. 1 am back in town and look forward to revMng my hoops game. Golf ~s going well, but ~ do miss p~av~ng baH. 

C’ya soo~. 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduste-pr~grsm/b~dn-exss/s~rt-sdministra~n/~vew~ew/ 

F~m: Patience Vanderbush [maHto Nfront~er.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 27, 20~ ~0:05 AN 
Te: ’Patience Vanderbush’ 
Subject: Girls’~omen’s Pick-up Basketball at CFS this Wednesday, 6/29 
Just a reminder that our weekly summer gkls’/women’s pick-up basketball game at the Carolina Friends School continues this Wednesday, 6/2~, from 6:~0~:00 p.m. I will 
open the gym at 6:00 p.m. for any CFS girl who wants to work on her individual skills from 6:00-6:30 p.m., before the pick-up game begins. ~omen who want to shoot around 
during that time are welcome as well.) 
Thanks to eye,one who came out to play in our first p~ck-up game last week. We had a great turnout among the CFS girls, but I know that several of them have upcoming 
camps, family vacations, etc., so we need a few more women to help keep this game going throughout the summer. 

Thanks, 
Patience 
Patience Vanderbush 
CarN~na Fdends School Varsity GMs’ Basketball Coach 

~frontier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dewitt-Cheeu, Debbie z<lebbie.dewitt-green@bankofamerica.com> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 5:32 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bobcats Group Packages Now Available 

Hi there, 

hope you are doing well, That sounds so exciting, You will have to tell me all about iL 

saw "]’irn and tok’J him that l was sharing season tickets with Ewmge~ine and she purchased them back in March so I don’t need any more ~:~ckets, 

[UV ya~ 

Debbie 

Debbie DeWJtt~G teen 
Opera[lanai RJsk Mana,~ter 
NC1-022-19-02 
Phone: 960368.1837 
Fax: 704.386.2116 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, June 27, 2022 3:08 PM 
To; Dewitt-Green, Debbie 
Subject; FW: Bobcats Group Packages Now Available 
Hi Deb. Just got back from Hang Kong, Let’s chat soon, ;) 

FYI---Tim Barabas, our Bobcat rep, left a message regarding group offerings~ I will forward these notes to you for your friend, ket me know if you want to do 

something in regards to games this year, 

D o v~:_~ Love, 

d 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/baqn~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m= Charlo~ Bobcats [mailto:evenN@~ca-email.com] 
Sent; Nonday, June 27, 2022 2:27 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

$ubjeet= Bobcats Group Packages Now Available 
Fan Experience Packages P~ease add events@twca-email.com to your address book. 

Learn how, 

T[oub~e viewing Eh~s emaii? 



X:: Charlotte Bobcats 

Did you know that you are a Bobcats preferred buyer? 

Better yet, do you knew what that means for you and your group? 

The best seats for our best nights will seii out fast The Miami Heat, Chicaqo Buffs. Boston Coitus. New Yor~ 

Koicks, and Los Angeles L akers come te the Time [4/~rner Cable Arena this seasoo. Therefore, you can take 

advantage of th~s offer and resecve your group now before the general public¯ 

In addition to great seats, our Fan Experience Packages are the best way to enioy a Bobcats game¯ These 

packages h~clude Court of Drea~s (phay en the same cour~ as the Hernets), ~}~et~e ~e~ormances (your 

group can take center coup prior to the Hornets’ game), Nenora~ C~phi~ (have your employee of the month 

be honored at the game)~ and m~ch more For a full mend of our experience packages p~ease #JJ#_~_~_~B_~.. 

IR about two weeks I will be sending aii other businesses and organizations iR t~e area t~is same offer 

for the best dates with s small deposit before they are SOLD OU[ [o rese~/e your n~ght otto learn more abo~t 

our group programs piease contact us at 704 688 9047 

Sincerely, 

Sesn O’Connor 

Sr Manager, Group Sales 

Charlotte Bobcats 

~i PrepareToday, Own Tomorrow 

704 ~tOBCAT,S 

ASSISTS 

:~ ShareThis Sn’,re rhi.s 

"MCKETB 

This email was sent by: Bobcats Sloolts & Entertainment 

883 E [rude Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Time Warner Cable Arena ~s a trademark of Time Warner inc used under 

This mes~ge w/attachmems (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or 

proprieta~. If you are not an intended recipient, please notil}’ the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any review 

or dissemination o£ or the taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 
Unless specifically indicated, this message is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an offici~l confirmation 

of any transaction, or an official slatement of Sender. Subject to applicable law-, Sender may intercep~ monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling 

through its networks/systems and may produce any such EC to regulators, law etffo~eetnenL in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the counW of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC ~nay be archived, supervised and produced in countries other than the country. 
in which you are located. This message cannot be guaranteed to be secure or free of errors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to any subsidiao~ of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not 

Bank Guaranteed * May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activity * Are Not Insured by Any Federal 

Government Agency. Attachments that axe part of this EC may have additional important disclosures and disclaimers, M~ich you should read. This message is subject 
to terms available at the tbllomng link: 

http://www.bankofa~nerica.comtemaildisclaimer. By messaging with Sender you consent to the tbregoing. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 2:14 PM 

Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: The Best Seats for The Best Price! 

Gres[ lineup! I hope your’ summer is going well. Let rne know when it’s a good time to start planning ]:or [he Caucus event (Ailey?) in February. 

Personally, I am VERY interested in t~ckets to ~id~o, She is one of my favs, ;) 

Hugs, 

debby 

ht~:/~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rt~a~m~s~rati~n~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {N,Ann 5d~abad~er} 

F~m= Carolina Performing A~s [maito:caroinapefforminga~s@reply.bronto.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, June 23, 20~1 9:~9 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subje¢t= The Best Sea~ for ~e Best PHce[ 

~:~ Classi~l E .... bl~ i iXi Jazz :i~] World Music 

Roots Classical Recitals 

At ~_a___r___o__lj__n___a___~__e_~__o___r__m___i__n__g____A____~___s_., we are committed to sharing the very best of the 

performing arts world with you. Renowned artists from across the globe are coming to 

Chapel Hill for the :1.:1./:1.2 Season. With Series Subscriptions now on sale, you have the 

opportunity to book your seats to see the world. 

Whether you like jazz, classical, dance or roots, we have the perfect Series Subscription 

for you! Everyone will be here: from Bonnaroo stars __A]J__e____n____T___o___u___s___s___aj___n__t____a__B__d______N___a__yj__s_. 

Staples, to the sensational Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen, to African pop 

goddess An%~lique Kiddie. 

Why subscribe? 

We’re glad you asked! Each artist in our season offers an impressive performance, but 

sometimes it’s hard to decide which ones you want to see, When you purchase Series 

Subscriptions, you SAVE 15% off the single-ticket price, get priority access to the best 

seats, and receive additional exclusive benefits (like free ticket exchanges and "Bring a 

Friend" discounts), Click to the right to learn more! 

Carolina Performing Arts I UNC-Chapel Hill I Campus Box #3233 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I United States 

Copyright © 2008-2010 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 2:15 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edtp; MaJone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 

<watkins@email.unc.edn>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

I:W: The Best Seats for The Best Price! 

Great performances this year! Kidjo is one o1: my fav8. 

let me know if y’all want to enjoy some of these concerts together. 

Kxiio~e, E~gage, Hmpowe~. 

ht~p~//e~un~edu/und~rgradu~t~-pr~gr~m/ba-~n-e~s/~p~rb~drn~r~sLrati~n/~v~rv~w/ 

"Each day comes bea~in8 ~ts own 8~s. Untie the dbbonsJ’ [~,Ann Sd~abad~er} 

F~ Carolina Performing A~s [mailto:carolinapefforminga~s@reply.bronto.com] 
$e~t~ Thursday, June 23, 20M 9:[9 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S~bject~ The Best Sea~ for ~e Best Price~ 

Classical Recitals 

At ._C__a___r__o_~i~_a___p__e_~_o___r__m__i_~g___A___~___s_., we are committed to sharing the very best of the 

performing arts world with you. Renowned artists from across the globe are coming to 

Chapel Hill for the :1.~/:1.2 Season. With Series Subscriptions now on sale, you have the 

opportunity to book your seats to see the world. 

Whether you like jazz, classical, dance or roots, we have the perfect Series Subscription 

for you! Everyone will be here: from Bonnaroo stars Allen Toussaint and Mavis 

Staples, to the sensational Deutsche Kammerphilhar~onie Bremen to African pop 

goddess An~61ique Kid’io. 

Why subscribe? 

We’re glad you asked! Each artist in our season offers an impressive performance, but 

sometimes it’s hard to decide which ones you want to see. When you purchase Series 

Subscriptions, you SAVE 15% off the single-ticket price, get priority access to the best 

seats, and receive additional exclusive benefits (like free ticket exchanges and "Bring a 

Friend" discounts). Click to the right to learn more! 

Ni Visit uncedu 

Carolina Performing Arts I UNC-Chapel Hill I Campus Box #3233 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I United States 

Copyright © 2008-2010 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

HAYES, LENORA <hayeslm@email.sc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 8:30 PM 

Survey tbr a Dissertation 

Invitation to participate in tile Smwey.docx 

Dear Lecturer / Instructor: 
My name is Lenora Hayes and I am a doctoral candidate at the University of South Carolina. This survey is part of research I am conducting for my dissertation titled: 
Understanding the Professional Life-Cycle of University Instructors. The purpose of this study is to determine whether or not there are any common stages, patterns, and!or 
trends found throughout the career span of instructors working in Research I institutions of higher education. Your survey responses will be strictly confidential and private; 

none of the participants involved will be identified. The results of the survey can be made available to any participants if they so wish. If you would be interested in participating 
in an interview, at the end of the survey you will find a section for you to add your email address and / or telephone number. Thank you for participating in this study. Attached 
to this email you will find a letter of invitation to participate in this survey. 
Please click here to access the survey: 
https://spreadsheets.cjoogle.com/viewform?hl =en&for mkey=d Hp3VVlvlyc3N Hd kN ul21.1S:td 2SXRialE6lvlQ#cjid =0 
Thank you for your time, 
Lenora M. Hayes 



Dear Instructor: 

My name is Lenora Hayes and I am a doctoral candidate at the University of South Carolina. 
This survey is part of research I am conducting for my dissertation titled: Understanding the 
Professional Life-Cycle of University Instructors. The purpose of this study is to determine 
whether or not there are any common stages, patterns, and/or trends found throughout the career 
span of instructors working in Research I institutions of higher education. 

Participation is confidential. Study information will be kept in a secure location at the University 
of South Carolina. The results of the study may be published or presented at professional 
meetings, but your identity will not be revealed. 

At the end of the survey, you will be asked to provide contact information (an email address or 
phone number) in case you wish to considered for the interview portion of this study. This 
information will also remain confidential. 

Taking part in the study is your decision. You do not have to be in this study if you do not want 
to. You may also quit being in the study at any time or decide not to answer any question you are 
not comfortable answering 

If you have any questions concerning your participation in this study now or in the future, you 
can contact me, Lenora M. Hayes, at 803 - 345 - 1770 or via e-mail at hayeslm@email.sc.edu. 
You may also contact my faculty advisor, Dr. Rhonda Jeffries, at (803) 777-5270 or via e-mail at 
~jeft~r_i___e_._s_@s_ .c_._._e_.c__l:.t_~_. If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may 
contact Thomas Coggins, Director of the University of South Carolina Office of Research 
Compliance, at 803-777-7095, or via e-mail at tcoggins@mailbox.sc.edu. 

Thank you for your consi deration. If you would like to participate, please click on the survey link 
below and take the survey. When you are done, please submit your responses. If you provide 
contact information, I will contact you within the next two weeks to see whether you are still 
willing to participate in the interview portion of the study. 
With kind regards, 

Lenora M. Hayes 
1018 Pine Street, Columbia, SC 29205 
803 -354- 1770 
hayeslm@email.sc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

email@addthis.com on behalf of 

debby@dstroman.com 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 11:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Rutgers athletic department needs fee~ funds to s~tay a~loat - USATODAY.com 

http://www.usatodav colrdsportsicolle~e/2011-06-28-rut~ers-athletic-department-subsidiesn.htm# T~qWkA-2CnZ.email 

This message was sent by debby@dstroman.com via http://addthis.com Please note that AddThis does not veri~ email addresses 

Make sharing easier with the AddThis Toolbar: http://www.addthis com/go/toolbar-em 

To unsubscribe, visit http:i/www.addthis.com/privacy/email-opt-out?e oFHPL98uxBzeMshyziie in your web browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@uga.edu> 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 3:03 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

CSFS.doc 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman. Great to talking to you briefly this afternoon, and the consent form version 
date was :t/22/09. Just let me know if need any additional information from that study. 
I have attached a copy of the CSFS. In addition, attached below are five openended questions for the qualitative portion of the survey. Just let me know if you have any 
questions, comments, or concerns. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

Joseph N. cooper, M.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
University of Georgia 
Department of Kinesiology 

From." Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 6:24 PM 
To; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Hi .Ioey~ 

Thanks! 

919 84.3 033 (~ 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/baJn-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day cemes bearing ~t~ own g~t~, Untie the r~bbon~$’ {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~: Joseph Nehemiah Cooper [mailto:joeycoop@uga.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20~ EE:E9 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
8~bject: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Joseph N. Cooper, M.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
University of Georgia 
Department of Kinesiology 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@uga.edu> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman. Thank you for the email and update. Sounds good. I look forward to hearing back from you with our approval or if any revisions are necessary. 
Thank you for continuous effort, assistance, and expertise. We’ll be in touch. 
Joseph N. Cooper, M.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
University of Georgia 
Department of Kinesiology 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2021 2:49 plVl 
To: Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
Subject: RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Hi Joey. I submitted the following docs to Cindy today. Note: She is out until the July 

her absence. 

Have a great weekend~ 

Deborah ;!Ce.roman. Ph D., 

9 D)2~63.0336 

http://~xss~u~c~ed~/u~dergraduate.pr~gram/ba~n.exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, ~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Joseph Nehemiah Cooper [mailto:joeycoop@uga.edu] 
Seat= Thursday, July 07, 20~ 5:20 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sabject= RE: UNC [RB Form Completed 
Good afternoon Dr. S~rman. ~ank you for your email. Both the su~ey and the [RB form look good ~ me. [ think it is ready for submission. Please let me know if need any 
additional information from me. ~ank you for your diligence, assistance, and expe~ise. [ look fo~ard to conducting the study in the near future. Talk to you soon. 
Joseph N. Cooper, N.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assis~nt 
Universi~ d Georgia 
Depa~ment of Kinesiology 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 4:47 PM 
To: Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
Subject: RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Hi, Please read the IRB final draft form, Thanks. 

Deborah ;!~rornan. Ph D., 

ExpJ.ore, f:.~gage. Empower~ 

9 D).~%3.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad ua[e~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv;ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabagker} 

~= 3oseph Nehemiah Cooper [mailto:joeycoop@uga.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, July 06, 2055 3:03 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sabject= RE: UNC [RB Form Completed 
Good a~rnoon Dr. Stroman. Great to ~lking to you briefly this afternoon. The [RB study number from my initial mas~r’s thesis is EXSS 09-0050 and the consent form version 
da~ was $/22/09. Just let me know if need any additional information from that study. 
[ have a~ached a copy of the CSFS. [n addition, a~ached below are five openended questions for the quali~tive potion of the su~ey. Just let me know if you have any 
questions, comments, or concerns. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Joseph N. Cooper, 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assis~nt 
Universi~ of Georgia 
Depa~ment of Kinesiology 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2011 6:24 PM 
To: Joseph Nehemiah Cooper 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Ni Joey 



Thanks! 

9Z9 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~aJn-e~s~/sp~rt-adm~r~trati~n/~erv~ew/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ~ts own ~fts, Untie the r~bbons$’ (R,Ann Schabad~e~} 

F~= Joseph Nehemiah Cooper [mailto:joeycoop@uga,edu] 
Sent= Monday, June 06, 20M ~2:Z9 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~bject= UNC ZRB Form Completed 

Joseph N. Cooper, M.A. 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assistant 
University of Georgia 
Department of Kinesiology 



TH E U N IVER.SITY 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAPEL HILL 

REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA 

DATE OF REQUEST: 03/18/2011 

C’HA.PEI. t-I’I’LL, N(2 

http:/ /regwel*,~nc,edu 

RequestorName: Dr. Deborah Stroman E-MailAddress: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
PositiordTitle: _Sport Administration_ Phone: 919-843-0336 
Department Name: Exercise and Sport Science 
Mailing Address: 315 Woollen Campus Box: Campus Box #8700 

Responsible Party for requested data: [_X_] Requestor [__] Other 

For additional information contact: ]_X_[ Requestor ]__1 Other 

How will this data be used: _The information in this request will be used for a one-time 

mailing to recognize academic achievement in qualified students. 

F 919,962,.666t 

Output format required (i.e. EXCEL, Word Document, PDF etc.) 
EXCEL 

Provide a Terminal Date this data will be destroyed: 2 Weeks after Receipt 
Term/Year Requested (Fall, Spring, Summer I or II: _Spring 
2011 

Information (Column Titles) to be included on the report: (Name, College, Class, Race, etc.) 
First Name, Last Name, Permanent Address, City, State, Zip (Separate Address Fields), 
Class 

Which specific students (Selection Criteria) should be included on the report? (College, 

Class, Major etc): 

All UNDERGRADUATE students enrolled Spring 2011, who as of the end of Spring 

2011 had completed 12-89 credit hours and had a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher. 

h~ what sort order (Sequence) should the data be presented on the report: (Alpha by Last 
Name, By PID etc.) Aloha by Last Name 

Where should we send the output? (Email Address or Mailing Address; include CB#): 
Email to dstro@unc.edu 

Have we provided this report before? IX] Yes J__l No (If yes, attach a copy of the 1st page) 

See Attached 

How often will this report be run? (One-time, each term, weekly etc.): Fall and Spring Term 



CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA (continued) 

Conditions for Use of Student Information: 

1. Student data may not be reproduced, either electronically or manually, without the express 
written consent of the University Registrar or the Registrar’s designated proxy. 

2. Individual student data may not be retained, archived, or electronically stored. Data that 
identifies a specific student or students must be destroyed by the Terminal Date listed above, 
or within 30 calendar days of receiving the requested data from OUR. 

I acknowledge that the Office of the University Registrar is not responsible for any 
subsequent dissemination of data. In accepting this data as requested above, I agree to 

comply with all UNC- Chapel Hill regulations governing access and release of student 

information. IfI use this information for research, I will comply with the policies of the 
Institutional Review Board as outlined in the Handbook for Investigators: For the protection 
of Human Subjects in Research. 

Signature of Requestor: 

CONTACT INFORMATION OF SUPERVISOR OR DEPT IHEAD (PLEASE PRINT): 

NAME: 

PHONE: EMAIL: 

SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR OR DEPT HEAD: 

DATE: 

Requests may be submitted by mail to: 

Office of the University Registrar 
Attn: Ira I~fight 

3113 SASB North, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Or via fax to: (919) 962-0504 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fannin, Jenny--~Jenny.Fannin@PANTHERS.NFL.com-- 

Tuesday, Jnly 12, 2011 11:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Barnstorming Video 

Men’s Shelter.wmv 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to upload this video with my blog this week but I couldn’t figure out how. 

Enjoy! 

Jenny Fannin 

Community Relations Intern 

Carolina Panthers Football 

800 South Mint Street Charlotte, NC 28202 

P: (704) 358-7420 

jenny.fannin @pa nthers.nfl.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristina Meissen <~kmmeissen~msc.edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 1:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Article 

Article about Chinese Champion field tl-lp in the China Daily News. 

Enjoyt 
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Foreword 
Being Dr, Edwards 

I was thirteen years old in 1968. I was an athlete living in the heart of black Los Angeles. Several of the 

athletes I looked up to were John Carlos and Tommie Smith. This was before the black power salute 

and the brash trash-talking professor (Dr. Harry Edwards) at the always-nearby microphone. San Jose 
State University was on top of my list of schools to go to. They were making things happen up there 
and being respected. 

I was watching the Olympics on ABC when Carlos and Smith stepped on the victory stand and 
shocked the world with raised fists. I had little understanding, at that time, about the life Dr. Edwards 
was leading offstage as an academic and social activist. I had no understanding of the foundational work 

that prompted him to guide the Olympic Project for Human Rights. 
I did not end up going to San Jose State but to Stanford. By this time Dr. Edwards was on the faculty 

at Berkeley. Here I was an early 1970s student athlete with his eyes wide open thanks to the activism of 

the generation that was on my cusp. Here was the leader of it across the Bay. We raised some hell and 
there is no doubt that as we reflect on our experiences, Dr. Edwards’s work was instrumental in lighting 
our fires to stand up, speak out, and be heard. We admired his early works and were inspired by his 

passion, intelligence, and confidence. 
While at Stanford I sought out classes where I could read the work of this sociologist as he single- 

handedly created and simultaneously wedded a black voice at the creation of a discipline that had not 

been explored (think how this differs with later added content like African American History or Black 
Psychology). It is almost impossible to study any sector of sport without recognizing the need to address 
the relevant race issues that Edwards vociferously advocated. With the influence from those early San 

Jose days and the race-conscious-based Berkeley scholarship, we formed the Stanford Black Athletes 
Association (SBAA). We influenced recruits to say they would not come to play football at Stanford 
unless they hired a black coach. The administrators were not happy. We like to take credit for some 

of the best black coaches getting their opportunities at Stanford because we made some noise. These 
coaches included Denny Green, Tyrone Willingham, and the father and son Stanford-connected Willie 
and David Shaw. I wish I still had it but the original platform of the Black Athletes Association had a 
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quotation from Dr. Edwards about the black athlete on the white campus. We were on alert in a period 

of relative racial political calm. Nixon had resigned, the Vietnam War had ended, and affirmative action 

was in full swing. Student-athlete social activism was alive and functional and my personal and profes- 

sional life would be impacted forever. 

I had no thoughts of ever meeting Dr. Edwards and certainly none of being a fellow scholar. But that is 

where time has taken us. I first met Dr. Edwards at some point during the lead up to the 1984 Olympics. 

He had interacted with the head of the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee (LAOOC) Peter 

Ueberroth, who also had San Jose State roots. I began working at the LAOOC in 1982, a couple of years 

out of law school. This imposing figure would come through the halls of the Los Angeles Olympic 

Organizing Committee in Westwood. Ironically, at this point I worked alongside John Carlos, who 

focused on community relations during the Games. On the day I saw Edwards walk into the Westwood 

office, he was a bigger, taller, head held high version of Carlos. Exuding pride, confidence ... that’s why 

I had wanted to go San Jose State a decade earlier. These black men were the Birth of the Cool to me. 

Nearing six decades into life I state my continuing admiration, respect, and thanks to these men and 

their sacrifices with tremendous pride. While only in his twenties himself, Dr. Edwards set the tone back 

in the 1960s at San Jose State. He has had a major influence on our society and more importantly on my 

own personal self efficacy as a young black scholar associated with the black struggle. 

As history has made clear, issue after issue, circumstance after circumstance, Dr. Edwards has been 

called on to speak for the underrepresented and marginalized black athletes. Unlike others who had 

maneuvered or been appointed, we knew he had our backs. As I began to get the opportunity to be 

more active in real-world peace and sports-related issues, Dr. Edwards went to the next phase, working 

on the inside. We were in each other’s company again. He was hired by then-Commissioner Ueberroth 

to consult following the A1 Campanis racist laced "necessities" outburst. It is too complex to report in 

this space but he was working in the commissioner’s office, yet he visited both sides, smoothly and with 

keen skill and investigative methodology. Years later, when I too was a professor, he gave me more of an 

explanation of the tightrope one often had to walk to bring about change. 

Harry could not be more gracious to me and the young scholars that have followed. His works have 

already been designated as classics and he is considered the eminent scholar in regards to race, sport, 

and sociology. He is a pioneer, leader, scholar, and activist in the truest sense. 

We must all do a better job of picking up his mantle. To paraphrase the poet, Essex Hemphill, "we 

must join him with our weapons and continue the battle:’ The pieces in this book will assist you in better 

understanding the work of Dr. Edwards and its impact across multiple disciplines. This book will prove 

to be a classic and has a compilation of seminal works focused on law, race, economics, politics, gender, 

and a collection of a myriad of scholars from around the country and world. As you read them give 

thought to the weapons you can bring forward to continue the struggle that must be. 

Ken Shropshire 

David W. Hauck Professor 

Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania 
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Preface 

T oo often sport is taken for granted as being apolitical and merely a source of entertainment. However, 

sport has been classified as a microcosm of the larger society and as a barometer for racial progress. 
Though these views illustrate the binary role sport can occupy in American culture, they also speak 

to the power of sport in either reflecting and reinforcing dominant ideologies, or serving as a form of 
resistance to these dominant ways of thinking. It is the latter purpose we seek to examine in this text. 

The history of sport in the United States as a cultural practice and a corporate entity has documented 
occurrences of being a means of resisting dominant racial ideologies that have persisted in this country 
for centuries. From Jack Johnson’s epic reign as the first black heav~areight boxing champion against the 

notions of white supremacy and black inferiority, to Jackie Robinson’s re-integration of Major League 
Baseball (MLB), to Doug Williams’s National Football League (NFL) Super Bowl XXII performance 
that tackled the stereotype of the intellectually inferior black athlete, we can see where sport has been a 
phenomenon that speaks to broader social issues. 

Critical to the sport studies literature is a presentation of how sport has played a role in advancing 
social change in the United States, as well as globall}: With this current volume, we seek to examine how 

sport has served as a platform for social activism in promoting racial progress. It was the civil rights 
movement and the construct of Black Power that birthed many foot soldiers who emerged as generals 
for social change and activism. Dr. Harry Edwards emerged as one of those generals in the fight for social 

justice. As the architect for the Olympic Project for Human Rights, Dr. Edwards targeted his activism at 
racial apartheid in the United States and in South Africa, as well as the racial injustices occurring in the 
sport industry. His scholarship, The Revolt of the Black Athlete, Black Student, The Struggle That Must Be, 

and Sociology of Sport, were seminal pieces for scholars interested in race, sport, and the discipline of 
sport sociology. More than 40 years later, many of Dr. Edwards’s past findings relating to his scholarship 
are current, pertinent, and relevant. The complicities of academic disenfranchisement, commercializa- 

tion of athletics, racism, discrimination, and the dual system of business capitalism dominating the 
notion of education were rigorous aspects of his works. 

This volume seeks to present an interdisciplinary approach that expands on the works of Dr. Harry 

Edwards. It is aimed initially to inform sport management practitioners, sport studies scholars, and the 
broader sport enthusiasts who seek to gain insight into the interworldngs of sport and society. This text 
will prove to be seminal in providing a framework for examining the significance of sport in promoting 
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social change. It will chronicle the mammoth contributions of Dr. Harry Edwards as a social activist, 

scholar, and public servant over the span of three decades. Prior to Dr. Edwards, minimal scholarly 
attention had been paid to the role of the black athlete on predominantly white campuses or universities. 
Furthermore, minimal perspectives had been investigated to attempt to understand the invisibility of 
blacks in power positions within sport. Patterns of exploitation, lack of positive assimilation, and the 

overvaluing of participation--while devaluing education--were critical points of Edwards’s philosophy. 
The scope of the book is about the reflections of the past, analysis of the present, and contemplation 

of the future. These essays are organized around key aspects relating to sport in sociology, historical 
impacts, law and legal implications, human rights!activism, comnmnity service, sociocultural aspects, 
gender, and global!international issues. The collection of scholars also reflects the past and current lead- 

ers in the fields of sport history; law, finance, social justice, sport management, sport sociology, and 
sport studies. This rare and talented group of scholars will provide a forum to expand, highlight, and 
recognize the significant contributions of one of the most prominent scholars of our generation. While 

presenting comprehensive analytical scholarship in the areas of their expertise, the scholars will also 
share their experiences, research, and knowledge with their respective readers. It is a difficult task to 
attempt to spotlight the complexities associated with the commodification of sport in America. This 

collection of colleagues, friends, and mentors will contribute to this important volume of work, which 
will become a seminal historical body of work. 

This book will benefit past, present, and future sport studies scholars. The body of work will expand 

on past scholarship associated with the crisis of the black athlete. Many of the current circumstances 
involving black athletes can be traced back to critical social-economic issues that were central to Dr. 
Edwards’s philosophy. It is by analyzing, Socratic questioning, and reasoning that we will be better 

informed and able to address the complex issues facing our societ>: 
Dr. Fritz G. Polite 

University of Tennessee-Knoxville 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 

University of Georgia 
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Introduction 4- 
Elevating and Liberating the Black Athlete: Harry Edwards 

as a Social Activist 

The true starting point of history is always some present situation with its problems. 

John Dewey, Democracy and Education (1916) 

We must teach our children to dream with their eyes open. 

Dr. Harry Edwards 

H istory can be a positive tool for solving current real-world problems. Some 40 years ago, Dr. Harry 

Edwards embarked on a lifelong journey towards compiling a unique constellation of works 

associated with social justice, race, economics and education. These specific areas of interests were 

directly associated with the role of the black athlete in society. As a scholar, servant leader, and social 

activist concerned with the exploitation and mental, physical, and educational attainment of the black 

athlete in a time of social apathy amongst current leaders, Dr. Harry Edwards has been a beacon of 

light for over forty years in the struggle for equality for the black athlete. The lack of cultural under- 

standing and heritage associated with the black athlete has caused grave conditions for the black body" 

that has historically been commoditized for white consumption. The strain of anti-intellectualism 

of the black athlete has caused a tremendous void in many black students participating in big time 

athletics. Ignorance of the systemic and institutionalized marginalization of many students from lower 

socio-economic backgrounds has provided a prime condition for well-versed professionals (college 

personnel) to take extreme advantage of young and vulnerable black students. The lack of ability of 

students, parents, and community members to effectively articulate the role of the black student on 

predominately white campuses has caused a lack of strategic initiatives to combat the current modes 

of oppression and exploitation. The constructs of black identity that were so prevalent during the late 

1950s and continued into the 1970s has slowly dissipated. Black is beautiful, Say it loud I am Black 

and I am proud, Soul Brothers--Soul Sisters and Black Power are all themes of the past. Dr. Harry 

Edwards was a leader during a time that blacks were extremely active on college campuses, in the 

armed forces, in public/government agencies and sport was a visible means to express many of the 

political and economic sentiments of these structured institutions. His focus was in the areas of human 

rights, discrimination, education and exploitation. This discussion of exploitation has expanded and 

is a major topic of discussion decades after his observations. In order for us to be able to intelligently 

address the notion of exploitation, we must define and attempt to apply the definition directly to the 

discussions centered on Dr. Edwards and his bodies of work. 
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Exploitation can best be defined as the unfair treatment or use of, or the practice of taking selfish or 
unfair advantage of, a person or situation, usually for personal gain. 

The current status of the black athlete is one of extreme criticism on one end but non confrontational 
on another. The following tables detail the vast windfalls of economic prosperity that spreads from 
television and media leaders, athletic departments, architecture firms, law offices, hotels, airlines, ven- 
dors, and bowl alliances. As the elaboration of discussions takes place, please refer to this construct and 
definition of exploitation. Note the financial data: 

Table 1. BCS Conference Revenues Reporting Year: 2009-20101 

.___c___?___n__~_gr___e___n__~__s_ ............................ __v___o__~__a__!__~_~__n____u__~_L?_r____c___o__~_~__r_~_~_~ ................ &v_~_r__a__~__~__~__v__~__u___~_p__~r___S_~_?___o_! ...... 

.__s_.gC___{ !?__ ~_!_r:!v_:_! ................................................ }_!_:._O..O.~_:.7_ 9__8_:0__9_.,_-!: .............................................................. ~._8_~:.8_9._9._:.8_ 4._! ................................. 
Big 10 (11 univ.) 5905,233,747 $82,293,977 

Big 12 (12 univ.) 
i 

$831,692,911 $69,307,743 

Paol 0 (10 univ.) 
i 

$632,252,861 $63,225,286 

ACC (12 univ.) 
i 

$720,680,426 $60,056,702 

Table 2. Top 20 Revenue Schools in the NCAA: 2008-20092 

$143.5 million 

$129.3 million Alabama , ¯ 24~4% growth 

Ohio State . $1232 million . 2,8% growth 

Florida $116,5 million 7,6% growth 

LSU $109,9 million 9,9% growth 

Michigan $106.6 million 12.1% growth 

Penn State $106,6 million 11.1% growth 

Tennessee $100.7 million i 8,9,~) growth 

Oklahoma $98.6 mdhon 

Notre Dame l $90~8 million i 12.1 ~ g ro,’,,’th 

Georgia $88,0 million i 8,0% growth 

Virginia $81,8 million 21.9% growth 

Stanford $81.7 million 9.4% growth 

Michigan State 580,0 million 5,9% growth 

South Carolina , $80.0 million . 4.9% growth 

579.7 million o 

1 Source: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Postsecondary Education 

2 (2010, November 19). "SEC revenue 2009-10: The Alabama money machine:’ E,,ery Night Should Be Saturday Nighl. 

Retrieved April 10, 2011 from http:iiwww.ensbsn.comi2010illisec-revenue-2009-10-the-alabama-money-machine/ 
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Table 3. Top Paid Men’s College Basketball Coaches (2009-2010)3 

Name 

John Calipari 

Tom Izzo 

¯ Billy Donovan 
Bill Self 

Thad Matta 

Rick Pitino 

University Salaries 

Kentucky $4 million 

Michigan State 53.4 million 

Florida $3.3 million 

Kansas $3 million 

..................... _q_hjo___ .S_t_a__t__e_ .................................... _S_.? :_5___n? ~_!_!!._o_~ ................... 
Louisville $Z25 million 

Mike Krzyzewski Duke $Z2 million 
Rick Barnes Texas $2.2 million 
Roy Williams North Carolina $2 million 
Ben Howland UCLA $2 million 

Table 4. Top Paid College Football Coaches (2010-2011)4 

Name University Salaries 

Nick Saban Alabama 56 million 

Mack Brown Texas $5.1 million ._~._o_._b____S_~o_p_p_._s- .................................................... 0__.k_!~_.h_0_~__~_a_ ................................................ ~._4_:_3___m__!!!Lo__r~- .......................... 
Les Miles LSU $3~9 million 

Jim Tressel Ohio State $3.9 million 

Kirk Ferentz Iowa $3.7 million 

Jim Grobe Wake Forest $2.9 million 

Mark Richt Georgia $2.9 million 

Bobby’ Petrino Arkansas 52.7 million 

Will Muschamp Florida 

Table 5. Men’s sports ethnicity percentages 1999-2010 (Division I)5 

Sp_.ort              %White    ] %White      %Blaci(        %Black 

Baseball 83,0 j 83,4 6.6 5.6 

Basketball 34.6 30,5 55.0 60.9 

Football 51.3 45.1 39,5 45.8 

FBS 4&7 i 43,0 40.3 47~4 

F~-~- ......................................................... ~:i:~ ................... ] ................ ~:~-~ ............................... ;~-S .................................... ~i;:~ .................. 
Lacrosse 91.0 [ 90.2 1.3 1.9 

Soccer 72.1 j 68.2 7.3 11.0 

Track (IN) 61.3 
i 

60.8 26.9 27.3 

Ti-Z-i~-i-i5~-~i- .................................... -~;Z-~ ................... l ............... ;-~;-i~ ................................. )-;i~- ................................... -~-~i~ .................. 

3 Retrieved March 18, 2011 from http:!!u~.forbes.com!2Oll!O3!O3!highest-paid-college-basketball-coaches- 

business-sports.html 

4 Westmorland S. (2011, March 3). College football 2011: Are the 10 highest paid coaches earn- 

ing their paycheck? Bleacher ReporL Retrieved March 18, 2011 from http://bleacherreport.com/ 

articlesi625798-college-football-2011-are-top- 10-highest-paid-coaches-earning-their-paychecksipagei4 

5 htt~://www.ncaa.~rg/w~s/wcm/c~nnect/~ub~ic/NCAA/Res~urces/Latest+News/2~1~+news+st~ries/December/Afri 

can+Americans+gain+first+maj ority+in+Division+I+football 
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The following additional revenue data further highlights the financial rational for intercollegiate 

athletics and the role of the athlete is football and men’s basketball, specifically: 

BCS Bowl Payouts¢ 
¯ The Bowl Championship Series distributed more than $174 million from its five bowl games 

in 2011. 
- That is an increase of 22 percent over what was paid out last year. 
- Over 83 percent of that money will go to the automatic qualifier conferences. 

)~ Big Ten, Pac-10, and SEC each receive $27.2 million. 
)~ ACC, Big 12, and Big East each receive $21.2 million. 

Facilities/Renovations:7 

University of Washington - $250 million for stadium renovations (most expensive renovation of 

a sports facility in NCAA history) 

University of Michigan - $226 million for Michigan Stadium renovations 

University of Tennessee - $200 million for Neyland Stadium expansion 

Cal Berkeley - $125 million for CA Memorial Stadium expansion 

Virginia Tech - $85 million for Lane Stadium expansion 

LSU - $60 million for Tiger Stadium expansion 

University of Nebraska - $55.5 million for Memorial Stadium renovation 

University of Florida - $55 million for Ben Hill Griffin expansion 

University of Central Florida - $51 million for UCF Arena creation (basketball) 

Rutgers - $36 million for Rutgers’ Stadium renovations 

University of Alabama - $30 million renovation to reach 100,000 seats and add 20 suites 

University of Tennessee - $16 million for Pratt Pavilion creation (basketball practice facility) 

University of Texas - $15 million for Memorial Stadium expansion 

6 (2011 Ianuary). "SB]: BCS payouts grow along with big shares for Big Six conferences:’ Retrieved March 25, 2011 

from http:iiaoLsportingnews.comincaa-footballistoryi2011-01-24isbj-bcs-payoms-grow-along-with-big-shares- for- 

big-six-conferences 

7 (2010, 18 November). "UW Board of Regents approves Husky Stadium renovation:’ CBS Interactive. Retrieved March 

24, 2011 from http:!!u~ccw.gohuskies.com!sports!m-footbl!spec-rel!l11810aa£html; Margolin, I. & Sherman, T. (2008) 

"Rutgers goes into overtime on stadium expansion:’ Star Ledge,: Retrieved August 27, 2008 from http:iiwww.nj.comi 

rutgersfootball!index.ssf!2OO8!OS!rutgers~goes_into_overtime_on.html; (2008). "Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial 

Stadium:’ Retrieved August 27, 2008 from http:/ien.wikipedia.orgiwiki/Darrell K Royal-Texas_Memorial_Stadium; 

Drobnyk, ]. (2006). "Byrd Stadium renovation, expansion plan takes flight:’ Sports Business Journal. Retrieved August 27, 

2008 from http://washington.bizjournals.com/washington/stories/2006/O4i24/story4.html; (2007). "Michigan stadium 

renovations: Frequently asked questions:’ Retrieved August 5, 2008 from http:iiwww.umich.eduistadiumifaqi; Horrm~; 
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University of Texas TV Network:8 
¯ January 2011 - The University of Texas agreed to a 20-year, $300 million deal with ESPN to dis- 

tribute its television network. 

SEC Television Contract:9 

2009-2010 SEC netted $50.6 million in revenues from TV rights of regular-season football. 

With new deals with CBS & ESPN, SEC should net on average $205 million in TV per year until 

2025. 

As a part of the 15 year agreement with ESPN, the SEC Network was launched in 2009. 

August 25, 2008--ESPN and the SEC sign a 15-year extension for TV rights for football, basketball, 

and Olympic sports. 

Tying $825 million deal with CBS 11 day’s earlier for longest in history. 

The deal includes: 

Minimum of 20 SEC football games each year, including Thursday and Saturday prime-time 

games 

ESPN2 and ESPNU will also show games. 

Coverage of meffs basketball will triple and women’s will double. 

ESPN paid approximately $2.25 billion for rights, or $150 million per year. 

Finally; additional revenue from the media further informs the economic value of intercollegiate 
athletics: 

¯ The NCAA will profit approximately $800 million annually up from the prior $545.5 million from 

the previous agreement. The NCAA will average $800 million starting in 2013. The CBS/Turner 
Sports agreement will pay $10.8 billion over the life of the 14-year contract. That is a 41% iump in 
average annual rights fees. 

¯ The Big 12 Conference signed a 13-year broadcast rights deal with Fox Sports Media Group that 
includes exclusive cable rights to approximately 40 football games per season, along with Olympic 
sports events and conference championships. The deal is worth a reported $1 billion over the 13- 

year span. Fox will pay $90 million dollars annually starting in 2012. This significantly increases the 
annual dollar amount ($20 million) as well as games aired (20 games) from the previous contract. 

8 Rosenburg, M. (2011, 20 January). "University of Texas’ TV network is a lucrative web of conflicts:’ Retrieved March 

18, 2011 from http:!!sportsillustrated.cnn.com!2011!writers!michael_rosenberg!01 !20!texas.tv!in dex.html 

9 Barnhart, T. (2008, 26 August). "SEC signs 15-year deal with ESPN. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Retrieved 

August 26, 2008 from htt~://~~an~.ajc.c~m/uga/c~ntent/shared/s~rts/st~ries/2~08/~8/SEC~ES~N~826~C~X. 

html?cxntlid=inform_artr; Mandel, S. (24 July 2009). "De facto TV network will push SEC even further ahead of 

competitors. Sports Illustrated. Retrieved March 17, 2011 from http:!!sportsillustrated.cnn.com!2009!writers!stewart_ 

mandeli07/24isec-espn/index.html; Smith, M., & Ourand, J. (25 August 2008). "ESPN pays $2.25B for SEC rights:’ Street 

(~ Smith’s Sports Business Journal. Retrieved August 26, 2008 from http:iiwww.sportsbusinessjournaLcomiarticlei59824; 

Smith, M., & Ourand, J. (25 August 2008). "ESPN pays $2.25B for SEC rights." Street & Smith’s Sports Business Journal. 

Retrieved August 26, 2008 from http:iiwww.sportsbusinessiournaLcomiarticlei59824 
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Big Ten Conference has a 20-year/$2.8-billion dollar deal with its member institutions. ABC-- 

10-yeari$1 -billion dollar deal through 2016. CBS-- 10-year!$20-million dollar deal for basketball 
rights through 2019. 

The data indicates extreme financial windfalls for many constituents associated with collegiate athlet- 

ics. Although the student athlete is afforded a scholarship offer in exchange for their athletic abilities, the 
financial results indicate a multi-billion dollar enterprise that benefits many, and restricts others. Some 
eat luxurious meals and drink fine wines, while others are not afforded a "happy meal;’ Some are wined 

and dined while attending plush bowl games, while others command salaries ranging from $6 million 
(coaches) annually to $1 million (athletic directors). Several assistant coaches received annual salaries of 

$1 million dollars. This financial splurging takes place while some student athletes go hungry and resort 
to the black market (see selling jerseys, rings) to attempt to gain a reasonable quality of life. With over 
60% of basketball participants being black and almost 50% of football participants, it is clear that the 

NCAA is profiting offthe bodies of primarily black males. The two major revenue generating sports are 
constituted by football and basketball. These two sports are generally the only revenue-producing sports 
and support all of the other non-revenue-generating sports. This is not to disregard the impact or role of 

white participants, but in staying within the line of focus of Dr. Edwards’s scholarship, many have advo- 
cated a more laser-type focus on the variables associated with race, culture, and gender. By focusing in 
these areas, layers of complicated and complex issues are illuminated and possibly examined for possible 
solutions or prescriptions. This is the spectrum in which Edwards exposed, with his keen observations, 

research, activism, and political analysis. He also expressed that black athletes must understand the 
strategies and techniques that the white power base used to control, manipulate, and maintain their 

power base to benefit themselves and their self-created system. Historically, America has a pattern of 
exploiting black bodies, and people of color for their own economic benefits (see slavery). Before integra- 
tion, black athletes thrived within the culture of Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Although 

they existed within a segregated community, they had no issues with graduation or assimilation and 
were readily employed within their own administrations and human resource systems. Post segregation 

(integration), they have struggled to graduate, assimilate, prosper, and find gainful employment within 
the very multi-billion dollar industry that they help to build, grow, maintain and foster. 

The ominously silent black athlete is in direct opposition to the black athlete during the turbulent 

times of the 1960-1970s. Although America has historically and consistently ridden the backs of mar- 
ginalized and lower socioeconomic peoples, black leaders have not been able to effectively engage black 
athletes on issues concerning education, employment, economics, crime, politics and many other criti- 

cally important issues associated with improving the lives of people of color. One of the great tragedies of 
the black athlete in America is that too many of these athletes never acquire the necessary skills to gain a 
more positive insight into their very own personal and social existence. Not only do they not know who 

they are outside their existence as athletes, but many have shown an inability to define themselves within 
the context of predominately white institutions (outside of sport). Modern day black athletes have little 
knoMedge of the challenges, struggles, and sacrifices that many made for progress. Edwards was, and 

still is, very concerned about this and has openly sought scholars to continue the struggle for human 
rights, equality, and social activism amongst black athletes, entertainers, and influential politicians. 
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This compilation of scholars from multiple spheres of disciplines is a testament to the prominent 

body of work that Edwards has accomplished over the course of his career. Although this is an attempt to 

capture many of the major points of his works, it definitely does not encapsulate all of the various stud- 
ies, works, and contributions that he has been involved with. This is also dedicated to the past scholars 

who have laid the foundation for current scholars to continue the legacy of Dr. Edwards: Dr. W.E.B. 
DuBois, Dr. Carter G. Woodson, Dr. Booker T. Washington, Dr. Leroy T. Walker, Dr. Cornell >,rest, Dr. 
Bob Kirk, Dr. Earl Smith, Dr. Doris Corbett, and Mary McLeod Bethune. These scholars (to name a 

few) have paved the way for this book to be written as well as multiple modes of research, publications, 
and scholarship associated with society and black people. Current scholars include Dr. John Singer, Dr. 
Gary Sailes, Dr. Louis Harrison, Dr. Ketra Armstrong, Chanel Lattimer-Tingan, Dr. Charles Crowley, 

Dr. Leonard Moore, Dr. Othello Harris, Dr. E. Newton Jackson Jr., Dr. Jerome Quarterman, Jeremi 
Duru-Esquire, Dr. Keith Harrison, and so many scholars that we cannot name them all. There is an 
African proverb: I will hear you through my eyes. It is not what you say but what you do. As we continue to 

struggle with the plight of the black athlete, we must not listen to what the powers to be have to say, but 
what they do to provide a nourishing environment conducive to a quality educational life experience. 
The use of institutional logic to support the oppression and exploitation of the black athlete must halt. 

The revolt of the black athlete must be a reality, not a dream. We are standing on the shoulders of giants; 
Dr. Edwards stands tall as a soldier in the fight for equality, human rights, and social justice. 

This collection of esteemed scholars is a tribute to the great contributions of Dr. Harry Edwards and 

our attempt to illuminate as well as elucidate his significance over the past forty years. We are forever 
grateful to this icon for his many dedicated years and for his ability to maintain the fight, continue the 

struggle, and perseverance beyond the normal leader. Fight the power (Isley Brothers)! 

"African Americans are brought in to pelform. Any education they get is incidental to their main job, which 

is playing sports. In most cases, their college lives are educational blanks." 

-Dr. Harry Edwards 

PS--This volume is also dedicated to Dr. Michael Lomax. We love you Brother Lomax and pray each 

and every day for you and your family! 
Dr. Fritz G. Polite 
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Chapter ] 4- Revisiting the Revolt of the Black Athlete: Dr, Harry Edwards and the 
Making of (the New) African American Sport Studies 

Dr. Michael E. Lomax 

H arry Edwards was a political activist in an era commonly referred to as the Black Power movement, 
and a pioneer in the studyTof the African American sporting experience. He was the first scholar 

to write a book about the black protest of the 1968 Olympic Games. Until recently, his book, The 
Revolt of the Black Athlete, was the most definitive account of the period. Edwards’s book went beyond 

the classical works of Edwin B. Henderson and Andrew S. (Doc) Young, who focused essentially on 
African Americans’ contribution to sport. They further argued that the integration of professional 
and collegiate sports represented African Americans’ "halcyon day." The New York Times book review 

stated that no one who reads this book would ever again find comfort in the assumption that the 
’tAmerican sports establishment [was] a citadel of fair play and racial harmony." However, the Times 

added, somewhat inaccurately, that Edwards fell short in providing answers regarding the events lead- 
ing up to the protest gestures by a handful of black athletes on the victory stand in Mexico City. 1 

Edwards typified the Black Power activist that emerged in the late 1960s. He was a product of a 

broken home, and by today’s standards would be characterized as an at-risk youngster. Growing up on 
the mean streets of East St. Louis, Illinois, his father, Harry Sr., provided the initial necessary impetus for 
the younger Edwards to participate in sports. The elder Edwards had trained to be a boxer, utilizing Joe 
Louis as a model of how sports could serve as a vehicle for social and economic uplift. Unlike his father, 

however, Edwards questioned the bogus sense of equality the champion was coerced into symbolizing. 
He reflected that Louis "had knocked out the German boxer Max Schmeling, providing unequivocal 

’proof’ that ... ]im Crow segregation was superior to Hitler’s dream society based upon the ideology 

of Aryan supremacy." More important, Edwards’s attitude toward organized sports was ambivalent. He 
found them to be "too demanding in terms of time, too confusing in terms of my priorities then; and 

utterly unrewarding relative to the physical and personal sacrifices necessary to be a member" of the 
junior high school football team. 2 

Interestingly enough, organized sports provided Edwards the opportunity to pursue a college educa- 

tion. Upon his graduation from high school, Edwards moved to Fresno, California, to live with his 
grandmother and attend the local junior college there. At Fresno City College, Edwards developed an 
insatiable appetite for knowledge. He accumulated a B-plus grade average, and this, combined with his 

outstanding performance as a track and field athlete, resulted in him being awarded a scholarship to 
attend San !ose State College in the fall of 1960. Edwards earned a degree in sociology at San !ose State 
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and received a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship to be applied toward graduate stu@ at any university in the 

United States or Canada. He chose Cornell University because the school’s sociology department had an 
excellent reputation in research on race relations and social stratification. 

Edwards enrolled at Cornell University at a time when NAACP activist Clarence Mitchell declared 
that President Lyndon Johnson had "made a greater contribution to giving a dignified and hopeful 
status to Negroes in the United States:’ Johnson committed his administration to the goal of "the full 

assimilation of more than twenty million Negroes into American life:’ The Civil Rights Act of 1964 de- 

segregated public accommodations of every kind, in every city and state. Prompted by events in Selma, 
Alabama, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 had an even greater scope. Black expectations were heightened 
by the law’s provision limiting the use of literacy tests as a suffrage qualification. Federal examiners were 

sent into the South with the full authority of the government to safeguard blacks’ registration and voting 
privileges. Between 1964 and 1969, the percentage of black voters in the South soared. The left wing of 
the Civil Rights Movement applauded these legislative efforts, but this enthusiasm was tempered with a 

cynicism born from hard experience. 3 
Simultaneously, maW African Americans were disillusioned with the political process, stemming 

from the notion that federal officers were not doing enough to ensure compliance with the directives 

included in the civil rights and war on poverty legislation. Skeptics claimed the Civil Rights Act created 
the illusion of progress for African Americans. Historian Manning Marable states that the Civil Rights 
Act increased the institutional, political, and vigilant violence against blacks across the South. As Johnson 
swung the Democratic Party toward the moderate tendency of the desegregation movement, white 

Southern Democrats abandoned the party in droves. In January 1966, noncompliance was highlighted 
by the murder of Sammy Younge, a twenty-one year old college student and civil rights worker who was 

shot in the back of the head after demanding to use a whites-only restroom at a Tuskegee, Alabama, 
gas station. Moreover, the Johnson administration’s growing COlnmitment to Vietnaln, combined with 
the uneasiness within the white liberal camp after the 1966 Watts riot, seemed to bode ill for increased 

funding of civil rights enforcement.~ 
Contributing to this sense of disillusionment was the growing dissatisfaction with the civil rights 

programs favored by black moderates. The movement of the early 1960s had spurred unprecedented 

federal interest in black America’s attempt to gain equality before the law. However, its critics pointed out 
that nonviolent direct action had not eliminated nor reconstructed the black ghetto. If black Americans 
applauded the fact that southern brothers and sisters no longer were forced to sit in the back of the bus, 

they were also painfully aware that years of marches, speeches, and petitions had failed to end de facto 
segregation in the North. For some, the civil rights establishment had achieved only a series of partial, 
localized victories, and they spent a substantial amount of energy catering to the fears of their paternal- 

istic white allies. To their critics, the moderates’ program could do little to improve the daily lives of the 
impacted black masses because they failed to make significant inroads against two key components of 
black oppression--dependence and powerlessness.5 

African American athletes also exhibited this sense of disillusionment. By the early 1960s, black 
athletes, free from the insecurity of the early years of integration, became increasingly outspoken against 
inequitable conditions. Several black athletes in Major League Baseball, like Henry Aaron and Bill 

White, voiced a variety of complaints that included mistreatment in the minor leagues, the hated spring 
training ritual, and the recurring problems in hotels. Cleveland Browns fullback Jim Brown was one of 
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the most outspoken black stars in professional football. In 1964, Brown, who had a contract for over 

fifty thousand dollars a year, led the NFL in rushing with 1,466 yards. He stunned the white sports world 

by refusing to appear grateful for his fame and wealth. "I am not thankful to be here;’ Brown insisted. 

"If anything, I am more angry than the Negro who can’t find work." A Cleveland sportscaster warned 

Brown that he was on the wrong track, criticizing American society, and expressing sympathy for the 

Black Muslims. The announcer also told Brown that he admired him as a football player and never 

viewed him as a Negro. Such color-blind sentiments might have soothed African Americans just a few 

years earlier. It did not mollify Brown who retorted, "That’s ridiculous! You have got to look at me as a 

Negro. Look at me man! I’m black!" 6 

Efforts were also made to boycott specific sporting events. In 1960, a black boycott of the Olympic 

Games in Rome, Italy; had been suggested as one way" of protesting southern police’s treatment of civil 

rights workers. In 1963, Dick Gregory, a black human rights activist, politician, and comedian, tried 

to organize a boycott of the Russian-American Track and Field meet by black athletes. Although the 

boycott failed, it did give impetus to the notion of using amateur athletics to dramatize racial injustice. 

The following year former gold medal winner Mal }Vhitfield advocated that blacks boycott the 1964 

Olympic Games in Tokyo, Japan. ~itfield challenged black athletes to act against racism. He argued 

that the black Americans’ struggle would have repercussions throughout the world and serve as an 

example, particularly for developing nations. However, black America was not ready to meet the chal- 

lenge in 1964. In 1965, when black players arrived in New Orleans to compete in the American Football 

League (AFL) East-West All-Star game, they found the doors of the city’s leading social clubs closed in 

their face. They quickly agreed to boycott the event, requiring AFL Commissioner Joe Foss to move the 

game to Houston. 7 

Despite their exploits on the field, black athletes still endured the same racial indignities their parents’ 

generation had experienced. While some black professional athletes enjoyed high salaries and notoriety, 

they still experienced discrimination when they tried to purchase homes in the cities in which they 

performed. Their hard-earned success in the athletic arena did not bring the rewards off it. Yet this 

generation of black athletes refused to accept the status quo. Their youth had been marked by sweeping 

changes in the economy, in demography, and in American racial attitudes. Moreover, their outspoken- 

ness reflected this sense of disillusionment among African Americans by the mid-1960s. 

It was within this context that Edwards became more concerned with the overall progress of the 

African American struggle for racial equality. As he explained in his autobiography, a new militancy 

emerged that was "both fostered and fed by growing concerns, particularly among young blacks, that 

the gradualism of the established civil rights methods and leadership was too slow:’ These concerns led 

Edwards to confront his own political responsibilities and resulted in him making periodic weekend 

trips to New York City to Malcolm X’s Muslim mosque. According to Edwards, Malcolm’s new and 

stimulating ideas stirred a passion in him to legitimize and act upon deeply felt convictions. Malcolm 

X’s impassioned rhetoric was "street smart," and it had an almost visceral appeal to a young, black eco- 

nomically distressed constituency. He constantly urged this constituency to question the validity of their 

"school book-and-media-inspired faith’’ in an integrated American Dream. Edwards was one of many 

who responded. Malcolm X’s effort to convince blacks to reevaluate themselves was also appealing to 

Edwards. He spoke for the need for black unity and self-determination, for community control, and 

the internalization of the black struggle. Edwards’s travel to New York served as a political and cultural 
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awakening, and he did not realize how influential Malcolm was upon his life until after the latter’s assas- 

sination. When Edwards completed his master’s degree at Cornell, he accepted a position as a part-time 
instructor at San Jose State College. Upon his return to San Jose State, Edwards acted upon his deeply 
felt convictions. 8 

Edwards’ volume emerged at a time when several African American athletes wrote autobiographies 
that broke from the traditional "aw nuts win-some-lose-some" popular culture genre. In the late 1960s 

and early 1970s, a young fan like myself could learn about the black rage that permeated the African 

American experience in sport. Several African American athletes like Jim Brown, Bill Russell, Johnny 
Sample, and Curt Flood wrote autobiographies that illustrated a heightened race consciousness, as they 
broached controversial topics, like race relations, and provided critical critiques of both the professional 

and amateur sport institutions. They also discussed the inequitable conditions they confronted in the 
integrated sports world and how they responded to them. If one picked up a book on African American 
history, there would have been either no mention of the African American experience in sport, or only 

a scant reference of Jackie Robinson crossing the color line in organized baseball. 9 
Unlike the autobiographies written by ghostwriters, Edwards had a formidable task to create his 

own analytical framework for the black athlete revolt, including the chronology and the critical issues. 

Edwards argued that the black athlete revolt sprang from the same seed that ignited the sit-ins, the 
freedom rides, and the rebellions in Watts, Detroit, and Newark. He analyzed this most recent phase of 
the black liberation movement that defined the goals that served as the foundation for the athletes’ pro- 
tests and provided clarification for what had been portrayed as "the substantially elusive and irrational 

tactics and direction of their efforts." Black athletes were not speaking out only on their behalf, but also 
in support of their downtrodden race.1° 

In chapter one of the Revolt of the Black Athlete, Edwards raised three fundamental questions that 
undergird his entire project and thought. He initially posed: "what has integration really meant to the 

black athlete? What has this move really meant psychologically; socially, and educationally for him? Is 

the Afro-American athlete significantly better off in predominantly white schools than he was in all- 
black institutions?" Edwards asserted that black athletes had not fared better at white institutions than 

at black colleges and universities because of their inability to engage in the coursework. To the contrary, 
the fundamental problem black athletes confronted stemmed from the "Mickey Mouse" courses they 

were channeled into by coaching staffs that often counseled them in academic matters. Lofty academic 
goals could possibly jeopardize a black athlete’s college career, resulting in colleges losing their financial 

investment in him. Moreover, since a white coach rarely encountered a black doctor, sociologist, or 
dentist, African Americans must not possess the intellectual tools to reach such heights. Why, therefore, 
subject the "boy" to additional pressures? Why add any additional strain to his load? Black athletes 

were advised to take menial courses in "basket-weaving, car-washing, or gymnasium maintenance" to 

maintain their eligibility. If they fail to make it in the professional ranks once their college career was 
over, the black athletes would return to the ghetto and resume the life of drudgery and humiliation that 

they knew before they went to college,n 
Integrated teams resulted in black athletes finding themselves in new, but often dehumanizing, edu- 

cational and athletic environments. Understandably, black athletes approached this new life experience 

on a predominantly white campus with excitement, but also with a large degree of uncertainty. They 
were somewhat unsure of their abilities socially, athletically, educationally, and otherwise. They were 
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overwhelmed by this new experience during their first few weeks on campus, and they undoubtedly 

questioned their athletic potential. What lie beneath their threatened pride was the possible reality that 
a black athlete chose a school at which "he is doomed to ’ride the pines’ for four solid years:’~2 

Vast areas of college life were offlimits to black athletes. Among them were fraternities and sororities. 

Undoubtedly, much of this perspective was drawn from Edwards’ athletic experience at San Jose State 
College. He points out how "puzzled and enrage I became when white teammates of mine ... after 

avoiding me all week and closing their fraternity doors in my face, still could have the unmitigated 
nerve to talk to me about ’team spirit’ on Saturday:’ "I soon found out, as do most black athletes at white 
schools," Edwards added, "that white ’teammates’ can practice with you five days a week for hours on 
end yet at night refer to you as ’coon’ and ’jiggaboo’ and then jump all over you on Saturday afternoons 

talking about team spirit:’ ~3 

Interracial dating for black athletes was strictly taboo. This edict was decreed by white coaches and 
enforced by white teammates, who often reported any incidents of interracial dating to their superiors. 

White females were ostracized by white team members who dated African Americans. If any white 
female even talked to a black male, much less dated him, she was stereotypically characterized as engag- 
ing in a lewd and licentious affair, or obsessed with a black man’s assmned sexual prowess.~’~ 

In addition to enduring these imposed social and educational mores, black athletes confronted the 

common practice of stacking on white college campuses. Black players were channeled into one position 
or another to limit their numbers on the team. Edwards characterized this practice as a de facto quota 

system. Since only the top black athletes are offered scholarships at big name schools, theoretically they 
could man the majority of the positions on the team. Therefore, black players were stacked at a particular 
position--like halfback or end in football, or center or guard in basketball--and were left to compete 

among themselves for positions on the team open to them. This resulted in a few blacks making the 
team at starting positions. Other black athletes with exceptional ability were summarily dismissed, or 
they could remain on the team if they agreed to a cut in their financial support or consent to relinquish 

it altogether. ~5 
If African American athletes were subjected to this constricted environment then why did they stay? 

Edwards pointed to two fundamental reasons. The hea~3~ stigma the black community placed on failing 

constituted the first factor. If black athletes failed academically they were ridiculed, and if they quit, they 
were despised. They had not taken advantage of the opportunity their parents didn’t have and failed 
those who had faith in him. A black athlete who failed added validity to the supposition whites held that 

African Americans were lazy, ignorant, and will quit when the going gets tough. Black athletes’ need to 
prove themselves represented the final factor. Undoubtedly, this reason spurred black athletes of the era, 
like Tommie Smith, Lew Alcindor, and O. J. Simpson, to perform at exceptional levels in their respective 

sports. However, as Edwards pointed out, their phenomenal performances would never result in them 
"proving themselves" in the eyes of white racists. From their perspective, black athletes would always be 
niggers. As Edwards sarcastically remarked "the only difference between the black man shining shoes 

in the ghetto and the champion black sprinter is that the shoe shine man is a nigger, while the sprinter 
is a fast nigger:’ ~ 

Edwards also critically assessed the professional team sports industry. Black professional athletes 

were a cog in the machine that were discarded once their production diminished. He compared them 
to the slaves in the cotton fields, who accommodated themselves to the discrimination and racism 
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they encountered. Such behavior resulted in white racists actually believing that black athletes were 

not humiliated or enraged by the treatment they endured. Northern and southern whites believed for 
years that black professional athletes were genetically predisposed to being harmless, adhering to the 
Christian ethic of turning the other cheek. Black men engaging in violent, aggressive, competitive sports 

were regarded as "hereditarily non-violent." They were expected to be submissive, grateful to be on the 
field and, more important, fortunate to be paid for their efforts. 

However, by the late 1960s Edwards declared that black professional athletes’ attitudes were changing. 

They were less willing to accommodate and subordinate themselves, but they were still not completely 
free to respond as men. Cleveland Browns lineman John Wooten, for example, responded angrily and 
publicly to a social event staged by a white teammate who excluded blacks from attending. Wooten char- 

acterized this episode as racist and detrimental to team unity. The white player’s response to Wooten 
was that he was overly sensitive and a troublemaker. Both players were promptly dismissed from the 
team. Whereas the white player was picked up by another NFL team, no such offers were forthcoming to 

Wooten. An NFL team picked him up when the Olympic Committee for Human Rights (OCHR) held a 
press conference and threatened to disrupt any Cleveland Browns home game until he was "reinstated, 
at full salary, in professional football.’’~r 

Edwards focused on external agencies--like the mass media--which had a symbiotic relationship 
with both the college and professional team sports industries. Essentiall}; the mass media attempted to 
strike a happy medium between service and profit. Major social injustices in the athletic arena, therefore, 

are marginalized to minimize embarrassment to the sports establishment, or are simply ignored. Major 
breakthroughs, like Jackie Robinson crossing the color line in organized baseball, were portrayed as a 
bastion of racial harmony and purity. Sports journalists and individuals who control the mass media 

promoted this distorted image to an unsuspecting public. In essence, the sports world reeks of the same 
racism that corrupts other areas of society. 

Edwards divided sports journalists into two categories: reporters who maintained a "respectable 

Negro image" and the black sports reporter. Journalists who sought to sustain the respectable Negro 
image portrayed black people who attempted to emulate whites. They filled their pages with superficial 
stories like highlighting the latest fashions, or extolling the experiences of "the only Negro airline pilot;’ 

or the first Negro Major League Baseball umpire. When it came to relevant social, political, or economic 
issues, however, they took a middle-of-the-road stance. Rarely did they tackle critical issues that affected 
the sport industry generally, or African American athletes specifically. 

The black sports reporter, on the other hand, represented a more sensitive, socially conscious journal- 
ist. Interestingly enough, race did not determine who these black sports reporters were. Robert Lipsyte 
of the New York Times and Pete Axthelm of Newsweek fell in this category. They didn’t write exclusively 

about events that occurred on the field, but also focused on issues that might have affected athletes offthe 
field. Black sports reporters did not concern themselves with how the sports establishment responded 

to their stories. However, they did believe in all the principles and ethical considerations that sports 

supposedly foster. Their fight was against those who violated these standards and sought to profit from 
their debasement. 

Beginning in chapter three, Edwards highlights the forces that led to mounting the black athlete revolt, 

culminating into the Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR). He argued that the black athlete revolt, 
as a phase of the black liberation movement, was as legitimate as the sit-ins, the freedom rides, or any 
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other demonstrations of African American efforts to gain freedom. Its goals were the same as those of 

any other genuine aspect of the movement--equality, justice, regaining lost black dignity during three 
hundred years of slavery, and attaining basic human and civil rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution 
and the concept of American democracy. With the struggles being waged in other areas of U.S. society-- 

like education, housing, and employment--it was only a matter of time before African American athletes 
would assert their manhood and come to grips with the facts of their existence. Moreover, the revolt of 
the black athlete had it roots and drew its momentum from black people’s resistance in the distant past 

of brutal oppression and callous exploitation. In the late 1960s, lynchings, murders, and beatings served 
only to heighten the resistance, providing the movement with a new force and direction.18 

The fundamental underpinning of the OPHR was that through a collective response on the part of 

black athletes throughout America, international attention would ideally focus on their plight to show 
that all was not well in the sports world. In this way, the OPHR epitomized Malcolm X’s assertion for 
the need for black unity and self-determination of the black struggle that became more fully developed 
and institutionalized in the Black Power era. Instilled with cultural pride and historical wisdom, black 

athletes would, with a new confidence, begin to chart their own course in the sports world.19 
The proposed boycott of the 1968 Olympic Games spurred a debate over the value of sport as a 

disseminator of virtue and goodwill. Tommie Smith argued that if sports, the Olympics in particular, 
were influential in creating goodwill among the races, then as the number of blacks participating in 
the games increased there should also be a commensurate rise in racial harmony in the U.S. Smith and 

others recognized that such was not the case, and this provided him with a rationale for the boycott by 
suggesting that blacks should withdraw from the sport entirely to decrease tension among the races. 
Conversely, former Olympic medalist Rafer Johnson stated that participation in the games was an in- 

dividual matter, and if someone wanted to withdraw that was their business. Johnson couldn’t fathom 
a group withdrawing regardless of what they were protesting about. He added that a boycott would 
not bring better housing for blacks, nor assure their acceptance in society, nor increase understanding 

between the races. Moreover, Johnson argued that sport was the great equalizer and blacks, along with 
everyone else, "should be proud to participate in the games:’2° 

Edwards countered Johnson~ argument by pointing out that neither a Nobel Prize nor an Olympic 
medal elevated an African American to human status in the United States. Muhammad Ali, for example, 

was denied service in a restaurant in his hometown of Louisville, Kentuclq~, after winning the gold 
medal in the 1964 Olympic Games. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a Nobel Prize winner, was violently 

gunned down in his own country. Edwards concluded that the only reason Johnson wasn’t attacked was 
that he had not taken a stand in support of the liberation for black people. 

The final part of the book dealt with the OPHR attempting to achieve its goals, and linking their 

efforts to the overall struggle for human rights in U.S. society. First, they boycotted events sanctioned 
by the New York Athletic Club (NYAC), and any athletic meets with South Africa and Rhodesia as 
participants. The NYAC was chosen because of their exclusion of blacks and Jews from membership. 

African countries were targeted due to their treatment of black citizens. When the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) announced that South Africa would participate in the Mexico City games, the OPHR 
mobilized to pressure the IOC to reverse its decision. Simultaneously, Edwards proposed to establish 

a second set of games that would preferably be held in an African nation. The OPHR would initiate 
a fundraising drive to support and maintain all athletes who qualified to participate in these African 
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games. Yet external pressure brought on by the OPHR and various groups resulted in the IOC reversing 
its decision.2~ 

The effectiveness of the NYAC boycott and the IOC’s reversal had been translated into effective 

group action. Many athletes, however, were uncertain regarding their roles within the broader political 

spectrum. Debates regarding the kinds of protest gestures the athletes would stage remained unresolved. 
Several athletes began to have second thoughts about the boycott. It was problematic for the OPHR to 
maintain solidarity within the midst of this uncertainty. 

The main theme of Edwards’ narrative was to explain how the revolt of the black athlete was rooted 

in the same soil that ignited the civil rights and Black Power movements, faced the same dilemmas, and 
reflected the same quest for African American freedom. His work was the first book on the black athlete 

revolt based on primary research. It was also an insider’s view of the revolt and the first to provide a 
critical perspective regarding the black sporting experience in the predominantly white sport industry. 
He corrected the tacit assumption that blacks were grateful to compete in the white collegiate and pro- 

fessional sports world. Edwards could have made his discussion stronger by comparing the revolt with 
the overall black liberation struggle in areas like housing, employment, and educational opportunities. 
A reader today would find the book dated in its organization, lacking definitive evidence to validate his 

perspective, and having no theoretical construct. The internal struggle in Mexico City involving the 
students and the government that could have disrupted the games did not play a big role in the analysis. 
The African nation’s efforts to pressure the IOC to reverse its decision regarding South Africa received 

minimal attention. Contemporary readers would also look for more discussion of such topics as the 
debate on whether to boycott or not among the African American athletes, the relationship between the 
OPHR and civil rights leaders--like Martin Luther King--and Black Power activists, like H. Rap Brown. 

In the 1980s, scholars began to reassess the black athlete revolt. Their works can be summarized 
as follows. By the late 1960s, African American athletes began to shed their traditional conservative 
approach to racial matters. They spearheaded an "athletic revolution’’ by challenging the racial discrimi- 

nation that existed in athletic departments in various colleges across the country, and professional sport 
organizations. Whereas their activism did not reach the degree evident among some members of their 
community, black athletes in unprecedented numbers became proactive in the civil rights struggle. 

They wrestled with the conflicting role demands of being athletes and black Americans by continu- 
ing to distinguish themselves in sport, and simultaneously join with others in the black community 

to denounce everything from the lack of black executives in professional sport to racial exploitation 
in college athletics. The intensity of racial disturbances by black athletes reached its peak in 1968 after 
several years of growing frustration. It quickly dissipated under the strain of new civil rights legislation 

and the reconciliation of many Americans to the idea of integration. 22 
Amy Bass has provided the most definitive account of the black athlete revolt and the plethora of 

events that led up to the 1968 Olympic Games. The emergence of the Olympic Project for Human 
Rights, the construction of the Olympic Village in a developing country, and the political uprisings 

of youth served to cast a shadow over the Olympics in Mexico. One of the most insightful issues Bass 
explored dealt with what she called the "creation of a black athlete collective that had emerged from an 

organic political interest in racial formation rather than from the scientific classification or conventional 

social stratification conventionally maintained in US society:’ By the spring of 1968, a significant change 
occurred as the focus moved from individuals marginalized as militant--like Muhammad All--to a 
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collective political force. The effectiveness of the NYAC boycott and the IOC’s reversal had been trans- 

lated into effective group action. However, it was unclear to many athletes what their role was within the 

broader political collective. By the time of the Olympic trials, debates regarding the best way to present 

a united political posture remained unresolved. Should the athletes boycott or not? Forces both internal 

and external to the OPHR made it problematic to maintain solidarity. A fundamental obstacle to unit~; 
Bass argues, was the lack of any kind of input from prominent black female athletes. Concerns for their 
quest for human rights were either marginalized or ignored.23 

Although the primary focus was on the African American and Latino sport experience in the 
post-World War II era, Michael Lomax’s collection of essays provides a fresh perspective on the revolt 
of the black athlete. Harry Edwards’s attempt to organize a boycott of the 1968 Olympic Games was 

rooted in the pluralistic tradition. Like other ethnic groups before them, African Americans realized 
that American society operated through the competitive interaction of its various interest groups. By 
attempting to form a power bloc within the sporting comlnunity, they were not being anti-white, but 

pro-black. As Lomax demonstrated, African Americans athletes and students sought a greater degree 
of empowerment--not the rise of a Black Power autarky. Striving to negotiate a viable existence for 
themselves through self-directed action, they believed that both student and athletic governance should 

be kept as close to the students and athletes as possible. Demands for hiring black coaches on the U.S. 
track and field team, and the creation of both the United Black Students Association and a special com- 

mittee at San Jose State College to evaluate circumstances involving the possible demotion or expulsion 
of black athletes illustrated this aspiration. 24 

Edwards’s ideal of highlighting the plight of African Americans in a "world court;’ and linking the 
black athlete revolt to the overall struggle for black liberation, was comparable with the Black Panther 
Party’s (BPP) endorsement of global liberation strategies. Ron Briley points out that the BPP’s ideology 
of internationalism did make for a common cause with the heroic individualism of a Muhammad All 

resisting the Vietnam War and Edwards’s OPHR cooperative approach to combating racism in sport on 
the international level. The BPR as Yohura Williams indicated, exported Black Nationalism and "tied Black 

liberation to an international struggle for freedom and independence and pledge leadership and m~ity 
with oppressed peoples of the world." Whereas their primary focus was on police brmality, economic 

colonialism, and struggles for national liberation, the BPP began focusing more on sport in the Bay Area 
when they sought to gain political control of Oakland’s city government through the ballot box.25 

Both Harry Edwards and the Black Panther Party epitomized what historian Harvard Sitkoff referred 

to as the heirs of Malcolm X. Malcohn X’S Black Nationalism crystallized the feelings of those whose 
expectations had been thwarted and of those whose lives the civil rights movement had made little or 
no impact on. Insightful in portraying the cultural and psychological legacies of African American 

oppression, Malcolm imparted a positive sense of black identity among his followers. His ideas of racial 
pride and African American control of black community institutions both expressed and shaped the 
changing consciousness of young black activists.2~ 

Harry Edwards’s scholarship made a significant contribution. He created the essential narrative 
for the history of the African American experience in sport during the Black Power era. Much like 
Harold Seymour’s contribution to baseball history, Edwards’s scholarship established a high standard 

for research and analysis throughout his narrative and paved the way to intellectual respectability for the 
sport history and sport sociology fields. 
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Chapter 2 4- 
Fostering Dr. Harry Edwards’s Legacy: 

Black Athletes Taking Responsibility in an Age of Sport Reform 

Dr. Fritz G. Polite, Dr. Steven N. Waller, Dr. Stephanie Hill, and Dawn Norwood 

The Flo[e Has Chan~led: Flesponsib[e FlctMsm uersus "Not IX4y Problem" 

T he role of the black athlete within the black community has taken a distinct change of direction 

over the past few decades. From the highlighted presence of lim Brown, Muhammad All, and 
lackie Robinson, the black athlete historically was an integral part of advancing the community, ad- 
dressing political agendas, learning, and engaging in community outreach. Black athletes had a visible 

presence in, and were considered leaders of the civil rights movement. This chapter will expand on the 
constructs of Dr. Harry Edwards’s scholarly classics, and will explore the conflicts of black athletes who 
grow up in predominantly black communities and are recruited from them to play at predominantly 

white institutions. A review of three of his major works will be analyzed and revisited. The reallocation 
of their resources critical to the perseverance of black communities will be explored. Future implica- 
tions and recommendations will be offered to offset the stated crisis. 

Elevating and Liberating the Black Athlete: Harry Edwards as a Social Activist 

Dr. Harry Edwards is recognized as one of the key players and top scholars in the study of the sociologi- 

cal implications of the black athlete. His organization of the Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR) 

in 1967 brought a major focus to the role sport played in American society. Dr. Edwards highlighted the 

unique duality of professional sport for black athletes: on the one hand, it served as a site for showcasing 

their athletic prowess; on the other hand, it served as a platform to vocalize and promote the political 

agenda of many black Americans during that time. The walls of higher learning did not shield the col- 

legiate black athlete from the struggles and ramifications of the cM1 rights movement. Bringing public 

attention to this struggle was of grave importance to the research and scholarly activity of Edwards. 

This chapter will analyze the historical impact of Edwards’s research, as well as the implications for 

current black athletes in the continued quest for equality, and the need for them to recognize the notion 

of social responsibility by using sport as a platform for social change. Several of his major themes of 

research will be analyzed and his experiences shared. He is a noted scholar, professor, athlete, and most 

important, one of the foremost leaders in the fight for equality and human rights. 

Ahnost four decades ago, Edwards engaged in intense dialogue and discussion concerning the role 

of the black athlete. His objection to athletics being the major focus toward socioeconomic mobility for 

blacks created controversy and raised the ire of many, including local, state, and federal agencies. In The 

Struggle Must Continue (1980), he wrote in the acknowledgements: 
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I must also acknowledge the aid of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intelligence 

Agency; and the United States Military Intelligence for their partial compliance with the 
Freedom of Information Act in forwarding to my legal representative, Mr. Howard Moore, Ir., 

more than two thousand pages of highly censored documents, dispatches and other materi- 

als gathered by them while carrying out nearly ten years of surveillance of and sometimes 
participation in my personal, political and professional activities. (ix acknowledgements) 

2his formal acknowledgement personifies the impact his work had at some of the highest levels 

of government. MaW of the issues that were a part of his scholarly platform in the 1960s and 1970s 
are major current issues still being discussed today. Ironically; some 40 years or more after the initial 

work of Edwards, discussions regarding human rights, graduation rates, participation rates, hiring 
practices, racism, and the lack of mobility within the iob market for blacks are all very evident, visible, 
and prevalent in our current society. Professor Edwards was the eminent scholar in the study of the 

black athlete and the impact of sport on and in society. Although he saw sport as a platform, he was clear 
that it was only that: a vehicle to narrow the focus on other social, economic, and political issues. While 
black churches were being bombed, freedom riders were assaulted and murdered, and black males were 

drafted to fight in Vietnam, Edwards utilized sport as a vehicle to focus on and magnify many of the 
atrocities being raged against black people and other underrepresented peoples. He realized the impact 
and power of the media, and encouraged athletes to use it to gain exposure and to highlight important 

social and political issues. He also expounded on the stereotypes surrounding the notion of blacks being 
athletically superior and intellectually inferior to whites. He rationalizes this by conceptualizing: (1) 
long-standing, widely held racist and ill-informed presumption of innate race linking black athletic 

superiority; (2) media propaganda portraying sports as a broadly accessible route to black economic and 
social mobility; and (3) a lack of comparably visible high-prestige black role models beyond the sports 
arena (Miller and Wiggins, 2004). Edwards contended this psychosis is creating an intellectual deficit 

in other professional areas of society that are statistically more possible to attain than careers in sport. 
Edwards further expanded on issues pertaining to education and its role in higher learning. He 

argued that education is paramount in changing social economic status and should play a primary 
role in defending and extending a democratic society. In many cases, education is not the main agenda 
being pursued by athletic departments as it relates to black athletes; however, the necessity for athletic 

departments (corporations) to recruit, train, and develop elite black athletes is crucial in continuing the 
major revenue-generating machines, most notably in football and basketball. Edwards further expands 
on the notion that many of these athletes came to primarily white campuses ill prepared and lacking in 

academic skill levels. It was these types of activities that occurred during the 1960s that led to many of 
the current proposed athletic reforms. 

Harry Edwards as a Scholar 

Harry Edwards embarked on a significant body of work with the seminal textbooks The Revolt of the 

Black Athlete (1969), Sociology of Sport (1973), and The Struggle That Must Be (1980). Edwards’s writings 

can be described as revolutionary, visionary, militant, combative, brilliant, or a host of descriptive words. 
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But one thing is clear: He is passionate about his role in addressing issues concerning black athletes and 

politically and economically underrepresented peoples. 
The Revolt of the Black Athlete (1969) as a groundbreaking manuscript was provocative and timely. 

His research highlights the political, economic, and social implications of the Olympics and the revolt of 
black athletes in America. He attempted to raise the moral conscience of black athletes to refocus their 
intentions. This was to include less emphasis on individual accomplishments, and more on the situation 

of black people as a whole. In order to avoid being labeled a conspiracy, any acts of solidarity during the 

games would be conceptualized and carried out by individual athletes. This was extreme thinking in the 
minds of the maiority white power structure, but often embraced by prominent black athletes of this 
time. In the preface of The Revolt of the Black Athlete, Edwards notes: 

It’s beyond me why these people would allow themselves to be misled by fanatics like Harry 
Edwards and H. Rap Brown. These athletes are seen by millions of people on nation-wide and 

world-wide television, they have first string starting assignments at white schools, and they are 
invited to all the big athletic events. Why our ’Niggers’ right here at the University have never 

had it so good. (1969, xiii) 

Edwards critiqued this statement and expanded on the arrogance and ignorance of the white power 
structure within collegiate athletics, and to the blatant disregard for the well-being and human rights 

of black athletes. The formulation of the Black Revolt was in direct response to the misguided racism 
espoused in this statement, as well as a revolt against the killing of black men, the raping ofblackwomen, 
bombings of black churches, segregation, lim Crow, humiliation, disrespect, and open violence against 

the black race. He further contends that the exploitation and suffering of the black athlete in America 
is no more a recent development than is the inhumanity and deprivation suffered by Afro-American 
nonathletes (xvii). 

The pinnacle of the Black Revolt was reached at the Mexico City Olympics in 1968 during the well- 
known demonstration by Tommie Smith, the 200-meter gold medalist, and !ohn Carlos, the 200-meter 

bronze medalist. The men were presented with their medals, and then each turned toward the flag of the 

country represented by the gold medal winner. The U.S. national anthem was played. Smith and Carlos 
immediately raised their gloved fists and bowed their heads. In a taped interview with Howard Cosell, 
Smith explained the pair’s protest gestures. He stated, 

I wore a black right hand glove and Carlos wore the left hand glove of the same pair. My raised 
right hand stood for the power in black America. Carlos’ raised left hand stood for the unity 

of black America. Together they formed an arch of unity and power. The black scarf around 
my neck stood for black pride. The black socks with no shoes stood for black poverty in racist 

America. The totality of our effort was the regaining of black dignity. (1969, p. 2) 

The Revolt of the Black Athlete is considered by maW scholars to be of great social significance. It pro- 
vides a platform for continued research regarding the past and present exploitation and degradation of 

the black athlete by various methods within sport. 
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The historical exclusion of black athletes from the white mainstream created unique opportunities 

within the black community at historically black colleges and universities (HBCU). These schools 
provided fertile grounds for athletic achievement, as well as academic attainment. The black athlete 
flourished within this setting academically and socially. Although the majority of black athletes graced 
HBCUs, there were a distinct few blacks who did participate within the white institutions. With the 

great growth in sports and the rise in college attendance across the country, the desire to increase the 
return on investment (ROI) caused a supply and demand effect on white institutions. White schools 

could no longer afford not to have gifted black athletes compete for their institutions. 
Many schools began to aggressively recruit black athletes into their predominantly white institutions. 

Blacks began to flow into athletic programs. Blacks were accepted and recognized as equals in terms 

of their abilities to compete. The mental strains of academics, athletics, and attempting to assimilate 
within a dominant white institution proved a daunting challenge for many black athletes. Edwards 
explored the lack of educational attainment and graduation rates from 1957-1967. This included only 

7 of 20 black football players who graduated from the University of Washington and the University of 
Oregon. In the 1966 NCAA basketball finals, none of the black starters representing Texas Western 
graduated. These findings from Edwards are paradoxical, due to the current conditions of black athletes 

in major white institutions. Based on a recent study (Lapchick, 2007) of the men’s NCAA Basketball 
Tournament, the graduation success rate for teams participating reflected that 41 teams (64%) gradu- 
ated at least 50% of their basketball student-athletes. This factors in all ethnicities and races. When race 

is accounted for, 33 schools (61%) graduated 70% of their white players, while only 30% graduated 70% 
of their black players. The Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) reflected 64% of white players 
graduated, versus 50% of black players. Eleven percent of those schools participating in football gradu- 

ated less than 40% of their black players. None of the schools participating in the subdivision reported 
graduating less than 40% of their white players. These findings cast a bright light on the pervasiveness of 
declining graduation rates of black players compared to white players. Thirty-eight years ago, Edwards 
stated that: 

We believe the coaches of this college [San Francisco State College] have exploited Black athletes 

and are, in fact, continuing to do so by failing to keep promises of job security and assistance in 

finding adequate housing; by excluding or overlooking Black players for positions as graduate 

assistant coaches; by showing an acute lack of interest, or kmowledge, or whatever of Black 

athletes’ special problems; by showing indifference to whether Black players ever finish their 

college education, interested only in whether or not Black athletes are eligible for competition, 

and by flagrantly lying to Black athletes in order to get them to enroll. (p. 153) 

This statement is profound, considering that many of these same issues are present today. 

Sociology of Sport (1973) 

Sociology of Sport was a monumental assessment of the complexities of sport in America. Edwards’s 

critique and analytical measurement of the role of sport in society established a new and innovative view 
of competitive sports. Edwards stated: 
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Highly organized competitive sports in America have today become so enmeshed in the social 

turbulence of our times, so embroiled in economic struggles and the stresses of corporate 
expansionism, and so generally complex as a social phenomena that origins of many of these 
activities in the casual amusements and divisionary pastimes of the 19th century Americans 

seem all bm utterly irrelevant. (1973, vii) 

Edwards recognized that the commercialization of collegiate athletics, as well as the social significance 

of sport, have set the stage for provocative conversations by academicians. Sociology of Slgort is a com- 
prehensive analysis of sport as a social phenomenon. Edwards addresses how sport is perceived by the 
masses, how dominant ideologies are formed--sport as a social institution, the role of the coach, the 
athlete, black and white, the fan, the economics of sport, and the assessment of the sports creed. Later in 

the text, Edwards discusses sport as an agent for social change. The conclusions focus on the institution 
of sport as a microcosmic manifestation of the many forces that influence the contemporary and future 

issues of our society. 
The commercialization of sport can be closely linked to the widespread popularity of television in 

the early fifties. This would revolutionize sport at large universities, and eventually be the catalyst for 

the strong demand for black athletes. HBCUs were not included in the schedule of televised collegiate 
athletic events. This exposure was a strong incentive for black athletes to attend predominantly white 
institutions to take advantage of the greater media exposure. Edwards has remained steadfast in his 

journey for equality and human rights advocac}; specifically addressing the plight of the black athlete, 
which continues to be marred by racism in America. As a former athlete at San ]ose State College, 
Edwards experienced firsthand the bittersweet success of being privileged on someone else’s terms. 

The Struggle That Must Be (1980) 

In his autobiography The Struggle That Must Be, Edwards provides details of confrontations involving 

racism, segregation, povert}; education, desperation, and hope. Edwards tells the story of his life as a 
talented, intelligent black man, growing within a narrow world of poverty, social challenges, education, 
and sport. The importance of sport in his development as a scholar and activist is not to be underes- 

timated. His social struggles are examined within the autobiography to include life lessons from his 
barely literate grandmother, to his memories of hardships growing up in the ghetto in East St. Louis. His 

process of understanding the impacts of education started at Denverside Elementary School. Edwards 
was fortunate enough to have exceptional teachers who empowered him in his education. The schools 
he attended reflected the community in which he resided. Poverty, segregation, crime, and a lack of 
resources characterized his environment. Despite these circumstances, Edwards realized that education 

was the critical factor in gaining equality in white America. For example, Edwards remembered being 
told, "Once you have it in your head, boy, you’re as good as anybody and nobody can take it away from 

you" (1980, p. 49). He eventually earned a college degree at San ]ose State College and a doctorate from 
Cornell University. 

Sport also played an integral role in Edwards’s community, and ultimately impacted his personal phi- 

losophy. In his community stood the fallacies of great former athletes, and therefore sport was viewed as 
the major mechanism for social uplift. Additionally, he recognized that there were plenty of outstanding 
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"schoolboy" athletes; they had blown their chance for an education and were back on the streets selling 

drugs, drinking, and producing babies. Many of these outstanding athletes from East St. Louis could not 

master the notion of education. Most did not understand the odds for failure, and were ill prepared for 

higher education. 

In East St. Louis, the Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education (1954) ruling regarding the 

desegregation order of public schools, was slow in realization. Neither whites nor blacks were quick to 

embrace the notion of integration. 2he East St. Louis Senior High School continued to operate within a 

segregated culture. In the classrooms, libraries, cafeterias, buses, and within sports teams, whites clus- 

tered together and blacks clustered together. There was a greater preoccupation with sports as a method 

of gaining equal status. Edwards surmised, ’3,mong my teachers, there prevailed an almost religious 

litany in praise of sports as a route to Black salvation, social and economic mobility" (1980, p. 85). 

It was during these special moments that Edwards began to lay the foundation for his social and 

political interests. His observations led him to believe that blacks were simply being tolerated rather 

than being accepted within the student body. He felt that as long as black athletes had value to big 

sports programs or teams, they too could be tolerated--but never fully immersed--within the institu- 

tion socially; politically; or educationally. Several incidents occurred in his life that helped to shape and 

formulate his perspectives on race and sport. 2hese experiential learning processes would become the 

important frameworks for future scholarly works. Most of these experiences took place as he stepped 

out of his predominantly black world, and stepped into the world of forced integration via sports. The 

involvement in sports led many to presume that this was the window to opportunity and provided the 

platform for equality, equal status, and an opportunity to be treated as equals. His experiences became 

chapters in his life filled with racism, insults, fights, altercations, humiliation, and prejudice. After 

graduation, Edwards attended Fresno City College and then enrolled at San Jose State College (San Jose 

State University) on an athletic scholarship. There were very few students of color on campus, and those 

who did attend were often associated with some form of athletics. Most of the activities on campus were 

controlled by whites. 2his included events, fraternities, sororities, student governments, and faculty. 

Edwards experienced extreme levels of racism, segregation, and prejudice. He also had an opportunity 

to play professional football, but was turned offby the emphasis on the athletic prowess of the black male 

versus his intellectual prowess. This stereotype has been cultural construct and may repress intelligence 

(Steele, 1999). This stereotype can impact school and social life and affect academic self-efficacy. 

Exploitation and Commercialization 

For many universities sponsoring intercollegiate athletics programs, it is a constant battle to maintain the 
balance between academic success and competitive success (Hyatt, 2003). A large portion of Edwards’s 
scholarly activities focused on the role of the black athlete in relation to social and political agendas. 
The current discussions surrounding the lucrative multibillion-dollar business of collegiate sports 

should be contextualized using the research of Edwards. As coaches’ salaries continue to rise, televi- 
sion and media contract rights have grown by the billions, and the facility arms race is in full motion. 
The black athlete is the primary participant in the production and attainment of these large financial 
gains. Football and basketball are the primary sports that feed the "money machine;’ and blacks are the 
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primary laborers associated with these profits. Those nonrevenue-generating sports that are generally 

played by whites benefit tremendously from the participation and involvement of black students. An 
important factor is the graduation rates for those (white) participants in nonrevenue-producing sports 
(golf, swimming, volleyball) is substantially higher than those (blacks) in the major revenue-generating 

sports. Edwards was cognizant of this some 30 years ago and warned student athletes of the dangers of 
the commercialization and exploitation of the black athlete. He pushed for NCAA reforms in its early 
stages. His discussions on the role of the black athlete, socially, politicall}; and economically, were of 

grave importance to him and his political convictions. Even though the Knight Foundation was founded 
in 1989 to address reform in collegiate athletics, Edwards cast the bright light on many of these issues 
in the 1960s. He further examined the black athlete as a separate entity with unique circumstances. His 

critiques offered a diverse perspective that examined the many sociological ramifications that black ath- 
letes faced while attempting to operate on predominantly white campuses. This was to include isolation, 
segregation, self-efficacy, academic proficiency, and self-actualization. Edwards questioned the true role 
of the institutions in direct relation to the overall development of the black athlete. Edwards found 

these development stages to be missing within athletic departments. Although the players are high- 
income generators, they do not benefit from the large financial windfalls. Often, the institution, coaches, 

administrators, corporations, and donors are the primary beneficiaries. This is to include salaries, lucra- 
tive compensation packages, and increased revenues. For example, when football revenues from the 
Bowl Championship Series (BCS) conferences are examined, revenues generated by the Big Ten and 

Southeast Conferences (SEC) markedly supersede the remaining BCS conferences. The gap between the 
Big Ten and Atlantic Coast Conferences exceeds $27 million (see Table 1). The large budgets possessed 
by athletic departments represent a form of institutional power needed to procure the services of the 
best black athletes in the nation. 

Table 1: BCS Conference Revenues 2006-2007 

Conference Average Revenue Per School % of Revenue from Football 

Big Ten 970,4 49% 

SEC $66,8 57% 

Big 12 $58.3 43% 

Pac--10 355,0 40% 

ACC $51.3 38% 

Big East $42.8 36% 

Source: U.S. Department of Education (2008) 

As the athletic prowess of teams escalates and is parlayed into winning seasons, the salaries of FCS 

coaches also rise. For instance, the Big Ten conference leads all major conferences in revenues generated 
from football and features two of the top-10 highest paid coaches in college football: Iim Tressel of Ohio 
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State and Kirk Ferentz of Iowa. The SEC is second in revenues generated from football, and Les Miles 

of LSU and Nick Saban of Alabama are among the highest paid coaches in the conference and college 

football. Table 2 presents the salaries of the 10 highest paid coaches in college football. 

Table 2: Top 10 College Football Coaches Salaries 

Coach Institution Salary 

Bob Stoops Oklahoma $6,500,000 

Charlie Weis Notre Dame $4,200,000 

Pete Carroll USC $4,000,000 

Les Miles LSU $3,751,000 

Nick Saban Alabama $3,750,000 

Jim Tressel Ohio State $3,500,000 

Urban Meyer Florida $3,400,000 

Kirk Ferentz Iowa $3,030,000 

Mack Brown Texas S2,910,000 

Bobby Petrino Arkansas $2,850,000 

U.S. Department of Education (2008). "College Football Coaches Salaries--Top 100:’ http:iiamericasbeston- 

line.net/index.php/pages/collegehighestpaidcoaches.html 

Hawkins (2001) conducted a critical analysis examining the relationship between Division I 

Intercollegiate Athletic programs at predominantly white NCAA institutions and the black male athletes. 
This study highlighted the unique role that the black athlete plays at these institutions. The study also 

identified significant themes experienced by these athletes. This included a sense of feeling extremely 
different from other students, racial isolation, lack of control of one’s own life, isolation from other stu- 
dents, and feelings of a lack of self-efficacy. Hawkins further expands on the construct of the internal 
colonial model. This is comprised of four components: colonizer and the colonizer relationship, racism, 

cultural, and social. This study suggests these components impact black student athletes and their roles 
at predominantly white institutions. These factors include their racial differences, the demographics of 

these campuses, and the different cultural and social settings. Smith (2007) utilizes Immanuel Wallenstein’s 
world-systems paradigm to provide a lens with which to examine the colonizing and exploitative nature 
of intercollegiate sports and the special arrangements that universities have with the world of sport. Smith 

further expands theoretically on the constructs of critical race theory. This is a paradigm where race is an 
explicit component and addresses social relationships with an emphasis on power. 
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The term Athletic Industrial Complex (AIC) was identified by Smith (2007) in relation to sociologist 

C. Wright Mills and former president Dwight Eisenhower and the term Military Industrial Complex. 
The AIC refers specifically to how intercollegiate athletics is firmly embedded into other economic in- 
stitutions from tourism, transportation, media, construction, and politics. Multiple individuals, groups, 

and organizations financially benefit from the participation of black student athletes, specifically in foot- 
ball and basketball. Division IA Intercollegiate coaches’ contracts are multimillion-dollar agreements 
negotiated in the context of an academic enterprise. The lucrative contracts of these coaches and the 

millions of dollars generated for their performance, as well as the unique public conditions under which 
they are negotiated, symbolize the importance of football to institutions of higher learning (Green, 
2008). Yet, by NCAA measures, the contractual provisions imposing head coach responsibility seem 
weakly related to academic performance of student athletes as measured by graduation rates. Moreover, 

there are significant differences in graduation rates of black and white athletes, especially important 
because 50% of football athletes are black (Green, 2008). 

Harry Edwards: Public Servant 

In addition to the many contributions Harry Edwards has made as a social activist and scholar, his 

life epitomizes what meaningful public service is all about. Often the roles Edwards has played as a 

consultant to public and private sectors organizations are dwarfed by his mammoth contributions in 

other areas. Of particular importance were Edwards’s involvement with the NFL as a policy consultant 

and his appointment as director of Parks and Recreation in Oakland, California. 

For the past decade, legal problems involving professional athletes have become a hot-button issue. 

Dating back to the start of the 2006 season, more than 50 NFL players have been arrested (~\SA Today, 

2007) prompting Commissioner Roger Goodell to develop a revised conduct policy that dictates harsher 

punishment for problematic conduct. In light of the growing concern over the off-field miscues of profes- 

sional athletes, Edwards provided assistance to Goodell in crafting a revamped personal conduct policy 

for all his players. This policy has far-reaching implications for both amateur and professional athletes. 

In essence, the policy encourages athletes to "do the right thing off the field, or you might never get on 

it" (Patterson, 2007). In response to the value of the policy, Edwards noted, "If a player wants to pla}; 

they’re going to have to act like they want to play by acting in a responsible manner" (Patterson, 2007). 

Since the advent of the policy, there have been several high-profile NFL casualties. The list of fatalities 

includes such NFL standouts as Michael Vick, whose career ended as a result of charges related to illegal 

dog fighting; wide receiver Chris Henry of the Cincinnati Bengals; Adam "Pacman" ]ones, formerly of 

the Dallas Cowboys; Tank Iohnson of the Chicago Bears; and San Diego Chargers safety Terrence KieL 

Each player became entangled with legal problems off the field, which subsequently led to legal charges 

and disciplinary actions by their respective teams. 

In early 2000 former Oakland, California, mayor Jerry Brown approached Edwards about directing 

the embattled Department of Parks and Recreation. He quickly seized the opportunity and accepted 

a two-year contract. He took a leave of absence from his job at the University of California-Berkeley. 

Former city manager Robert Bobb welcomed Edwards to his administrative team, touting his ability 

to work with people and his knowledge of sports as major assets. Upon his appointment as Oakland’s 

director of parks and recreation, naysayers were dubious about Edwards’s qualifications to manage 
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such a post. To silence his critics, Edwards quickly countered, citing his duties as a consultant to Major 

League Baseball, the San Francisco 49ers, the Golden State Warriors, and the state’s Department of Parks 
and Recreation as relevant preparation for the assignment. Additionally, Edwards touted his extensive 
experience participating in public park and recreation programs during his formative years as a qualifier 
for the position. Edwards advocated using sports as a "hook" to spur participation in public park and 

recreation programs among Oakland’s youth. 
During his tenure as director, Edwards provided oversight of more than 300 full-time employees, and 

provided the leadership needed to restore Oakland’s 109 parks, 22 recreation centers, swimming pools, 
golf courses, and community programs. Arguably, this post proved to be one of his most challenging, 
with allegations of corruption and fraud already waiting for him and his staff to sort out (Moore, 2000). 

Among Edwards’s major successes during his administration were the restoration of sound management 
practices to the department; the development of major partnerships and sponsorships with corpora- 
tions; the institution of collaborations with nonprofit organizations; and breaking ground on several 

new recreation facilities. Overall, Edwards’s leadership during very tenuous times in the city of Oakland 
played a major role in revitalizing one of the nation’s best urban park and recreation systems. 

Conclusions 

Dr. Harry Edwards’s contributions to the scholarly study of sport as a social construct are of great 
importance. His more specific contributions focused on the black athlete and further entrenched his 

significance--along with relevance--to current conditions of the black student athlete, and the student 

athlete in general. His views on the importance of education and the negative views of student athletes 
toward education are reflected in the perspectives of others. Former Georgetown basketball coach 
George Thompson stated: 

We are condemning ourselves to a society with more and more ignorant people, young people 
whom we have convinced that education is not important ... we have to stop minimizing 

education in the pursuit of the get the money now. (Thompson, 1996) 

Epidemics of crime, drugs, violence, gang activity, and pervasive despair and hopelessness afflict large 

sections of black society (Edwards, 2000). Over 150 years after slavery, American society has become 
more pluralistic and competitive. The marginalized position of blacks remains relatively unchanged. In 
many respects, it has worsened. The socioeconomic inequalities that existed between blacks and whites 

shortly after slavery are now structural (Anderson, 1996). Many of the issues Dr. Edwards focused on 38 
years ago are still major topics of discussion. The role of the black student athlete continues to evolve. In 
light of the continuing evidence of low graduation rates, limited job placement, sociopolitical disenfran- 

chisement, and the general lack of participation of black athletes in the political process, the statement 
"the more things change, the more they stay the same;’ becomes a harsh reality. 

History recently was made when two minority head coaches led their teams to Super Bowl XLI. Tony 

Dungy became the first black coach to win a World Championship, with Mike Tomlin of the Pittsburgh 
Steelers following in 2009. To date, two minority coaches have not been able to face each other in the 
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college football championship game. The NFL has six minority head coaches out of 32. But colleges, with 

the Football Bowl Subdivision--formerly known as Division I-A--have seven minority head coaches out of 
119. The Football Championship Subdivision--formerly Division I-AA--has 6 minority head coaches out 
of 122, four times less than the percentage of minority coaches in the National Football League (Lapchick, 

2007). The scholarly works of Dr. Harry Edwards profiled the many social and political faults of sport. 
His body of scholarship over three decades highlighted the role of sport as a platform for social change. 
Edwards (1973), speaking of the prominence of sport as a platform for social change, stated: 

The equipment and sporting facility industries which have grown up around organized 
athletics, the development of instantaneous means of mass visual communication, and more 

scientific approaches to sports using skilled statistics experts, computers, and psychologists, 
have all contributed to propelling American sport into a prominence and significance rivaled 
only by long standing institutions. (p. 132) 

Edwards was visionary in his analysis of the impacts of the media, technology, and the facility arms race. 
His capacity to acknowledge and address the prominent issues relating to the black athlete and sport 

clearly defines his scholarly works as classics. Edwards further expands: 

Yet, sports today, is riddled with problems. Discrimination and quota systems persist even 
though sport in America is generally held to be one of the nation’s most "integrated" activities. 

There are continuing reports of alleged inhumane treatment of athletes, both black and white, 
on college campuses and in professional sports throughout the country. 

Contemporary society attempts to disguise intercollegiate sports as entertainment, amateur in nature, 
played within an educational spectrum. While the NCAA speaks of education, the following financial 
windfalls occur: 

1. On August 14, 2008, CBS and the SEC sign a 15-year extension for TV rights for football and men’s 
basketball, representing the longest television deal in history. The deal includes: (a) CBS gets to pick 
the first football game during every week of the regular season; (b) one prime-time game per 
season; and (c) access to certain digital and wireless rights (e.g., streaming games on the Internet). 

2. Sports Business Journal reports CBS paid $55 million per year (Smith and Ourand, 2008). 
3. In 2007 the SEC netted $50.6 million in revenues from TV rights of regular-season football. 
4. New deals with CBS and ESPN, SEC should net on average $205 million in TV per year from 

2009-2010 until 2025 (Barnhart, 2008). 

It is evident that Dr. Harry Edwards is a prophet, scholar, and visionary expert. His ability to speculate 
on the status of sport in context to future implications remains truly remarkable. 
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Chapter 3 
Harry Edwards: Raising -the Bar as a Public Servant 

Dr. Steven N. Waller 

Public parks and recreation administration is neither a true science, a pure art, nor a classic 

profession, although it has some elements of each. Nevertheless, that is no reason for present or 

future public parks and recreation administrators to be defensive or apologetic. The able execu- 

tive has a great deal of which he can justly be proud. He probably has a diversity of educational 

and practical background and a variety of insights and regularly used skills that are possessed by 

few scientists, artists, or practitioners in the classic sense. The parks and recreation administrator 

is simply "a different breed of cat." (L R. Rockwood, 1982, p. 1) 

D espite being renowned as an advocate for athletes, a catalyst for social justice and change, and a 

prolific author, Dr. Harry Edwards is least known for his contributions as a public servant. Edwards 

remains a staunch advocate for youth, neighborhood revitalization, diversity, and equity for minorities 

in administrative jobs in government, sports, education, and the environment. 

The New York Times Magazine once wrote that Edwards "has seen himself as one who provokes and 

incites others to action, a reformer, not a revolutionary. And indeed, no other single figure in sports 

has done as much to make the country aware that the problems of the larger culture are recapitulated 

in sports, that the arena is no sanctuary from drugs, racism and corruption" (Wikipedia, n.d., para. 6). 

Edwards once told Time magazine that he desired to serve as a role model for youth and young adults to 

highlight the fact that a promising athlete can give up the possibility of a career in professional sports to 

become a scholar instead. Edwards further noted, 

"We must teach our children to dream with their eyes open," he said. "The chances of your 
becoming a Jerry Rice or a Magic !ohnson are so slim as to be negligible. Black ldds must 

learn to distribute their energies in a way that’s going to make them productive, contributing 
citizens in an increasingly high-technology society. (answer.com, n.d.). 

Edwards gained notoriety for his work as a consultant to the San Francisco 49ers and the Golden State 
Warriors, both professional teams in the San Francisco Bay area. He began his work with the clubs in 1988 
as an intermediary for African American players and predominantly white coaching staffs. His job has 

expanded, to include traveling with the teams, advising management on the socio-psychological makeup 
of key draft prospects, and advising players on dealing with management, investments, education, drug 
use, and post-sports career opportunities. Over and above these accomplishments, Edwards devoted a 

tremendous amount of time in mentoring urban youth, inspiring them to obtain their education. Many 
still see Edwards as the quintessential model of black manhood, academic excellence, commitment, 
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and integrity. More importantly, Edwards gained acclaim as a driven, no-nonsense, results-oriented 
administrator. 

At six feet eight, with a shaved head, gray beard and baritone voice, Edward cuts an imposing figure 
as a director of parks and recreation. Anonymous sources that are still employed by the Office of Parks 

and Recreation (OPR) say that Edwards could walk into a room and say good morning, and people 
responded as if he just issued a death threat or a non-negotiable demand. Other say his "ya was always 

ya, and his nay was always his nay?’ The general theme is that there was always fidelity in Edwards’ 
conversation and his actions. 

The Eli[emma of the Black Public Ftdministrator 

When the appointment of Harry Edwards to the position of director of parks and recreation in 
Oakland is scrutinized closely, the record reveals that Edwards found himself in a position that many 

black public administrators find themselves in when inheriting a department in one of America’s major 
cities--behind the proverbial "eight ball?’ A careful inquiry into the world of black elected and appointed 

administrators reveals that the election or appointment of black public officials will not necessarily 
result in substantial improvements in the life situations of masses of black people. Black elected and 

appointed administrators face a range of problems, which greatly diminishes their impact on the ad- 
ministrative and policy-malting processes. Among the most critical of these problems is the factor of 

race. Unfortunately, race operates as a constraint on the administrative capacity of black administrators 
(Herbert, 1974). Historically, black sldn has been equated with the idea of inferiority in the minds of 
some white Americans. This is a socially significant fact, and is a critical element in white resistance to 

blacks occupying official roles. White people, for the most part, do not perceive black people to possess 
the attributes which they conceive to be essential in individuals who fill certain roles in our society. 
And where black individuals demonstrate, without doubt, that they possess the attributes designated as 

essential in those who seek to fill certain roles, they are often denied the roles they seek on the grounds 
that appear to be reasonable, but are, in truth, quite specious. 

When a black public administrator is appointed to public office he sometimes inherits all the prob- 

lems of his race (Herbert, 1974). The crucial foundation of these problems is the existence of a system 
of control which prescribes the continuing subordination and powerlessness of the black community. A 
critical dilemma of the black public administrator is the fact that he is expected to negotiate successfully 

a system that fosters black failure. Because of the negative images associated with blackness, the black 
community faces a "mobilization of bias" in the political system, which imposes severe constraints on 

the exercise of effective power by blacks through ordinary channels. Thus, every black administrator, 

as a representative of the black community, begins with the handicap of race. If he wishes to succeed, 
he must put forth extraordinary efforts for the sake of achieving modest results. Although it is of major 
importance, race is not the only problem that confronts elected black administrators. 

The exclusion of blacks from significant positions in the governmental process has meant that most 
black elected and appointed officials have not been socialized into the principles, norms, customs, 
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procedures, and routines of administrative and bureaucratic life (Herbert, 1974). Due to this lack 

of administrative socialization, black elected administrators must learn in a narrower cross-section 
of time that which white counterparts learned over a greater cross-section of time. The necessity to 
learn quickly the complexities of administrative and bureaucratic life generates profound anxieties 
and insecurities in, and pressures upon, black elected administrators. Some black administrators 

feel that they must prove themselves to white as well as black people (Herbert, 1974; Murray, Terry, 
Washington, and Keller, 1994). The imperative to prove themselves, imposed from within as well 

as without, renders them vulnerable to the mistakes which are made invariably by those who are 
pressured by circumstances to learn and succeed quickly. For example a media critic who attempted 
to highlight the failures of the Brown administration wrote the following of Edwards as Oakland’s 
director of parks and recreation: 

The mayor [Jerry Brown] was seeldng out African-Americans who were prominent and suc- 

cessful in one field of work, in order to put them into positions where they were guaranteed 

to disappoint. And so, he tried to hire both Angela Davis and Maya Angelou to serve as 

Oakland’s chief librarian, presumably on the theory that someone who writes books ought to 

know where to put them on the shelves. Fortunately, both Ms. Davis and Ms. Angelou turned 

down the offers. Mr. Brown also offered the job of Parks and Recreation Department head 

to Harry Edwards, a man who had no previous experience in the running of either parks or 

recreation programs or, for that matter, running any type of program at all. Unfortunately 

Mr. Edwards accepted the position, and managed to live down to all our low expectations. 

(Berkeley Daily Planet, 2004) 

Some white officials have attempted to exploit the unfamiliarity of blacks serving in an administrative 
capacity by denying them the basic information and appointments needed to operate effectively. The 

problem of inexperience tends to be compounded for black elected and appointed administrators by the 
attendant problem of institutional hostility (Stein, 1986). Bureaucracies are immanently conservative. 
Black administrators are expected to buck the bureaucracies in which they serve in order to change the 

priorities of government. However, when black administrators attempt to institute bureaucratic reform, 
they almost invariably encounter strong resistance from old-line bureaucrats who have a vested interest 
in the status quo (Nelson Jr. and van Horne, 1974). This is a natural response of bureaucratic conservers 

to those who are perceived as threats to the institution they man and the policies they espouse. Black 
elected administrators who are willing to abide by the norms of bureaucratic routine are often warmly 
embraced and lavishly praised by their colleagues. When these same black administrators begin to 

promote causes which are not attuned to the intrinsic conservatism of the institutions of which they are 
a part, their relations with their white colleagues tend to become quite strained (Herbert, 1974; Nelson 
Jr. and van Horne, 1974). 

Nelson Jr. and van Horne (1974) argued that hostility and noncooperation from bureaucratic colleagues 
serve as a primary source of frustration for "activist oriented" black elected and appointed officials (p. 528). 

Their basic instincts tell them that they ought to be forthright in their advocacy of policies which shift power 

and benefits from whites to blacks. At the same time they are constantly aware of the fact that if they pursue 
such a course too vigorously, they will generate bureaucratic resistance of such massive proportions that 
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they will be unable to achieve even modest gains for their black constituents. Unable to accomplish their 
priority objectives, black administrators are forced to reorder their priorities--often to their chagrin--in 

order to perform more or less satisfactorily in their roles (Nelson Jr. and \ran Home, 1974). 
One of the major problems facing contemporary public administrators is meeting the demands and 

expectations that emanate from campaign promises. It is not uncommon that big city mayors win elec- 
tions on the promise of transforming public service departments such as police, fire, public works, and 
parks and recreation (Lahey, 1998). The case was no different in Oakland during the administration of 

Jerry Brown. When black administrators become appointed to public office, their black constituents 
expect and demand that they deliver certain goods and services. The inevitable tension lies between the 
campaign promise made by the incoming mayor and the reality of having the capacity to deliver the 
promise. Nelson Jr. and van Horne (1974) note that: 

Moreover, the demands and expectations of their black constituents are often amorphous, 

incoherent, inarticulate, conflicting, and contradictory. Black elected administrators are 
therefore faced with the problem of rendering articulate the inarticulate interests of their 
constituents, and attuning the conflicting and contradictory expectations and demands made 

upon them. Since there are no universally agreed-upon criteria among black constituents for 
the attunement of conflicting and contradictory expectations and demands, there will always 
remain those who will be dissatisfied. Though it is not logically impossible, it is empirically 

impossible for a black administrator to satisfy all of his black constituents on any matter. When 
there is significant dissatisfaction with his conduct among the politically relevant numbers of 
his black constituency, a black elected and/or appointed administrator often has to cope with 
the charge of having "sold out." (p. 530) 

Though this charge may have its genesis in the envies, jealousies, suspicions, and resentments of black 

individuals who wish him ill-success, it is nonetheless potentially damaging if those who support him, 
being unable to perceive clearly why he has taken a particular stand, begin to have doubts about his 

ability to function in the appointed office (Nelson Jr. and vail Horne, 1974). 
In summary, despite all that Harry Edwards would bring to Oakland, he came into a system that 

was not quite prepared to encounter him. Giving appropriate context to Edward’s experience as a black 

public administrator is important to understanding his challenges and successes in Oakland. During his 
tenure he would suffer many of the age-old dilemmas that confront black public administrators as they 
seek to redeem and transform municipal services. Edwards would inherit one of the nation’s park and 

recreation "gems" that had lost some of its splendor after declines in funding, neglect--and what some 
would simply label as "bad management." Harry Edwards, public administrator, would embark along a 

herculean challenge where he would be challenged at nearly every turn. Perhaps his appointment to the 

Oakland Parks and Recreation directorship would be one of the greatest challenges of his career. 

Edwards as Director of the Office of Parks and Recreation, Oakland, California 

In early 2000, former Oakland, California, Mayor Jerry Brown approached Edwards about directing 
the embattled Office of Parks and Recreation (OPR). He quickly seized the opportunity and accepted a 
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two-year contract and took a leave of absence from his job at the University of California-Berkeley. A 

press release from the former Oakland Mayor Office states the following about Edwards: 

Mayor Jerry Brown and City Manager Robert Bobb announce the appointment of Dr. Harry 

Edwards as Director of Parks and Recreation for the City of Oakland, as of Monday, May 15. A 

tenured professor of sociology at the University of California, Berkeley, distinguished author 

and sports consultant to numerous professional organizations, including the San Francisco 

49ers, Dr. Edwards brings a strong advocacy for youth sports to his position. 

Former citT manager Robert Bobb welcomed Edwards to his administrative team touting his ability to 

work with people and his knowledge of sports as major assets. Upon his appointment as OPR’s director, 
naysayers were dubious about Edwards’ qualifications to manage such a post. To silence his critics, Edwards 
quickly countered citing his duties as a consultant to Major League Baseball, the San Francisco 49ers, and 
the Golden State Warriors and the state’s Department of Parks and Recreation as relevant preparation for 

the assignment. Additionally, Edwards touted his extensive experience participating in public park and 
recreation programs during his formative years as a qualifier for the position. Edwards advocated using 
sports as a "hook" to spur participation in public parks and recreation programs among Oakland’s youth. 
Sports, Edwards added at the time of the interview, "may be the last hook and handle that we have on a 

whole generation. And it is my responsibility to become involved directly through the trenches." 

Challenges 

There was a plenitude of challenges Harry Edwards had to meet head on as he assumed the high seat of 

leadership as director in May 2000. He did not have the luxury of having a small, manageable park sys- 

tem complete with a long managerial learning curve. Edwards had to hit the ground running. Oakland’s 

park and recreation system was one of the largest in California, and featured 109 parks, 22 recreation 

centers, five swimming pools, nine golf courses, an ice rink, a boathouse, a horse stable, a 58-acre wil- 

derness camp and a large array of community programs managed by more than 350 full-time and 700+ 

part-time employees. At the time of Edwards’s appointment the estimated $26.7 million budget was 

barely adequate to support the staffing and infrastructure of a sprawling but aging park system. As one 

journalist noted: 

The department’s terrain is as sprawling, diverse, and complex as the city itself, encompassing 
everything from serene redwood forests to raucous basketball courts, and its problems are 

equally varied. There are playing fields that look as if they’ve recently been occupied by a herd 
of restless cattle, swimming pools shut down because of rat infestation. But mostly there is just 
a list of unmet needs: fields that need sod, playgrounds that need swings, parents who need 

after-school care for their kids, Latino and Southeast Asian families who need someone who 
speaks their language, teenagers who need mentors. (Slater, 2000, p. 92) 

Further complicating Oakland’s plight were allegations of mismanagement of departmental resourc- 
es. In fact, it might prove to be his most challenging undertaking yet, what with allegations of corruption 
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and fraud already waiting for him and his staff to sort out. Within weeks of his appointment, Edwards 

orchestrated a high-profile campaign to purge the department of ineffectiveness and corruption. After 
plunging into the volume of budgets and flow charts, the newly appointed parks chief emerged with a 
series of revelations: $609,000 of parks department money had been stolen or misused over the previ- 

ous four years, paychecks were being issued to employees who apparently didn’t exist, city staff had 
been closing recreation centers for private events and pocketing the proceeds, former and current city 
employees were living for free in some of the select park facilities. Additionally, Edwards discovered that 

$690,000 was once found lying on the floor in a secure area of the office in bags and boxes. Moreover, 
there were instances in which grant money was not processed according to proper financial procedures 
as illuminated by a check being found in the office for $114,000 (Slater, 2000, p. 92). Furthermore in an 

interview with Oakland iournalist Dashka Slater, Edwards commented, 

The unusual and the unexpected were not uncommon ... I found parks and recreation 

money in long-term, private, interest bearing CDs. We found parks and recreation money 
in bags, in boxes, in closets and safes. ~re found grants that went around the grant-proposal 
procedures, so when the check came in from the grant, there was no paper trail. Fraudulent 

time cards, undocumented aliens on the payroll .... all of these kinds of things we found. 
(Slater, 2000, p. 138) 

Summarily, Edwards labeled the entire escapade as one of "administrative ineptitude, civil corruption 

and criminal culpability" (DeFao, 2000, para. 2). In light of these infractions, Edwards quickly moved 

to exert administrative action, terminating some employees, while placing others on administrative 

leave pending the results of criminal and civil investigations. As part of the restructuring, the depart- 

ment expediently established a uniform accounting and bookkeeping procedure that was utilized by all 

recreation centers to halt the confusion of trying to reconcile the accounts of the city’s 22 centers. 

Additionally, he collaboratively implemented new operational and fiscal policies to govern use of 

recreation and park facilities and the handling of financial transactions. One of his targets for fiscal 

revitalization was policies that governed the financial relationships between the city department and 

several sport and recreation non-profit organizations. These athletic clubs, parent organizations, and 

community groups generated revenue through the use of department facilities and concession opera- 

tions but seldom returned city designated revenue to the parks and recreation department. Needless 

to say, several organizations were not pleased with Edwards’s actions which aligned with city financial 

policy. Organizations such as the Live Oak Parent Club that operated Live Oak Pool; Woman’s Will, which 

operated an open-air Shakespeare troupe; the Lions Club; the Oakland Studio Arts Association; and 

vendors associated with the Oakland Blues and Heritage Festival were adversely impacted by Edwards’s 

policy actions. Arguably, he gained a reputation for being unfriendly to neighborhood organizations 

despite the fact that his policy decisions were grounded in the municipal code of the city. With constant 

complaints made to the Oakland city council, Edwards was often summoned to deliberate with the 

council on the no-private-profits-on-park-property edict. For example, one city council member stated, 
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Harry Edwards does not set policy--that’s the prerogative of the city council .... Someone 

new like Harry, doesdt have the institutional memory and background to make these types of 

decisions, and they’re not his to make. (Slater, 2000, 139) 

Overall, Edwards’s actions were good for the management of the department and for city government, 

but did not seem prudent to neighborhood organizations that once gained financially in their belea- 

guered relationship with the city. 

Another subsequent challenge to Edwards, in his inaugural months as OPR director, was his interac- 

tions with employees and labor unions. Edwards was not noted as a "charmer" but to some appeared 

to be brutish and tyrannical. Many were critical of Edwards’s managerial style. Stein (1986) argued that 

black appointees are scrutinized more heavily for their labor actions because of their capacity to make 

changes in the composition of the workforce, but also because they may upset the balance of the power 

between the union and departmental employees. For example, one anonymous commenter noted that 

Edwards made it his task to "put the fear of God" into departmental employees and that many were 

berated, as a result of unpleasant encounters with him. Margaret Cunningham, former field representa- 

tive of Service Employees International Union Local 790, which represents a majority of the depart- 

ment’s workers, became a nemesis of Edwards shortly after his arrival. When queried about Edwards 

Cunningham responded, "I don’t have a lot of people telling me Harry Edwards is great and I’m glad he’s 

here" (Slater, 2000, p. 93). Cunningham further offered that she believed Edwards unfairly smeared the 

department with a broad range of unsubstantiated allegations and that she did not consider him to be 

a "strong motivator" of department employees. Cunningham was not the only labor critic that assailed 

Edwards. Carol Isen of the International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers, Local 21, 

once complained, "The whole place [parks and recreation department] is in an uproar. Everyone’s duck- 

ing. It’s not a good place to work anymore with this maniac [Edwards] in charge" (Slater, 2000, p. 92). 

On the whole, Edwards made very few friends among labor representatives but provided the necessary 

leadership to move a troubled city department forward. 

Accomplishments 

One of Harry Edwards’ primary concerns voiced at the onset of his administration was to improve 

the quality of facilities and programs provided by the department. Speaking of the need to reclaim the 

city’s parks Edwards proclaimed, "In this environment, Edwards says young blacks lose hope of gaining 

employment. Playgrounds, sand lots, parks and backyard recreational sites in many instances have been 

taken over by drug dealers, or they have become the battleground in gang disputes. Put simpl~; they 

[Oakland city parks] have become too dangerous to use." (Buzzle.com, n.d.). In tandem, Edwards also 

vowed to recapture diverted revenue and create new funding opportunities. 

Facility improvements. Park and playground developments were on Edwards’s "hit list" of facilities 

that needed renovating. For example, OPR teamed up with the Golden State Warriors and Bank of 

America to renovate the highly used basketball facility at the Allendale Recreation Center as part of 

the "Makin’ Hoops" program. Improvements to the facility included: (1) Removing resilient off of the 

surface; (2) replacing and resurfacing the basketball court’s asphalt; (3) leveling and painting the lines 

on the courts blue and grey; (4) replacement of rims and baskets on the backboards. The Warriors and 
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Bank of America teamed up for $25,000 in renovations to the Allendale courts, including re-surfacing, 

leveling, coloring, new backboards and new baskets (Oaldand.com, 2001). 
To spur park renovations Edwards sought out a likely partner in the Trust for Public Land (TPL), one 

of the nation’s preeminent land stewardship organizations. Several playground rejuvenation projects 

were funded during Edwards’s watch as a part of the TPI2s Bay Area Community Parks and Playgrounds 
Program. Many of the parks were selected for improvement because they were in great need of improve- 
ments and served a low-to-moderate income community. The key renovation projects included: 

¯ Bella Vista Park. For over six years, TPL worked in collaboration with the city of Oakland and 
the Friends of Bella Vista Park to transform this bleak asphalt playground into a beautiful green 

park. The 1.6-acre park now boasts a lawn, trees, new play structures, a stage, and upgraded sports 
facilities. Students participated in art programs to help design the park and events like a chalk- 
drawing festival in which they depicted their dreams for the park on the much-loathed asphalt. 

Bella Vista Park is located in Oakland’s San Antonio district, which is densely populated and has 
less than one-fifth of Oakland’s standard of four acres of park space per 1,000 residents. As the 

sole playground for the severely overcrowded Bella Vista Elementary School, the renovation of 

Bella Vista Park improved recreational opportunities for more than 900 schoolchildren and nearly 
75,000 San Antonio residents. 

¯ Bertha Port Park. Over the span of six years, The Trust for Public Land raised $450,000 to help 

fund the Bertha Port Park project and oversaw the redevelopment process from conception to 
completion. TPL facilitated a community outreach and design process to identify the features 
local residents wanted for their park and then hired Walter Hood Design to help translate the 

community’s ideas into reality. The Bertha Port Park transformed what was a sandy lot into a 
beautiful environment suitable for residents of all ages. The park now has a lawn, picnic tables, a 
new play structure, fountain, and mosaic and tile projects completed by neighborhood children. 

° Lincoln Square Park. Formerly a structurally unsafe, uninteresting playground with a rotted, 
wooden climbing structure, broken swings, and soil-sawdust floor that often contained shards of 

glass. The park is located next to Lincoln Elementary School, where enrollment exceeds capacity. 
The school relied on Lincoln Square Park for additional space and children wait in line to play. 
Four daycare centers and two Head Start Programs also use the park. The restored park includes 

a pagoda-themed play structure, new toddler swings, and safety surfacing for universal access. 
° Nicol Park. A 9,000-square-foot lot on the corner of Nicol and Coolidge Streets in Fruitvale, a 

high-density, low-to-moderate-income neighborhood with a distinct lack of recreational open 

space. Because of safety concerns, the Oakland Parks and Recreation Department removed the 
play equipment some years ago, leaving just a few benches to dot the untended lawn (Trust for 
Public Lands, 2009). 

TPL secured funding for park improvements through the San Francisco Foundation and other sources 
and conducted an inclusive community planning and design process to develop a design for new play- 
ground developments (Trust for Public Lands, n.d.). Over the span of two years multiple park and 

recreation facilities were renovated by Edwards’s administration. 
New revenue streams. One of the great challenges of contemporary parks and recreation agencies 

is to generate external sources of revenue to augment annual fiscal appropriations. Filling the revenue 
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gap becomes a major undertaking during lean budget years and austere fiscal times. Realizing that 
Oakland has a budget gap, Edwards undertook the challenge to recapture existing revenue streams 

and to catalyze new ones. One of the major revenue recapture projects Edwards embarked upon was 
with the Atlanta-based soft drink giant Coca-Cola. In a bidding war with competitor Pepsi for the 
exclusive contract to place vending machines in all city operated buildings, including 22 recreation 

centers, Coca-Cola offered Oakland more than $6.2 million over 10 years. One major concern was 
the nutritional impact of selling soft drinks in locations frequented predominately by children. As 

a compromise Coca-Cola proposed to withhold its standard carbonated beverages from vending 
machines located in places frequented by kids such as recreation centers and libraries. In these loca- 
tions noncarbonated, uncaffeinated drinks such as PowerAde and fruit juices were sold, while other 

municipal buildings such as police and fire stations would get the traditional Coke products (DeFao, 
2001). This unprecedented deal helped to subsidize the cost of facility renovations and expand the 
department’s youth programs. Under the terms of the contract, the city would get a 45% commission 

on vending machine sales, projected at $5.2 million over 10 years. Coca-Cola also would contribute 
more than $1 million in goods and services, including new scoreboards and backboards--which would 
carry Coke advertising--and sporting equipment. Additionally, Coca-Cola provided two sport utility 
vehicles and hired Oakland youth for "Street Teams" that promoted parks programs and, most likely, 
Coke products (DeFao, 2001). 

Despite the magnitude of the accomplishment, Edwards met adversity in his attempt to solidify 

the deal. Initially the city council’s life enrichment committee postponed the vote on the resolution 
to authorize the agreement citing the fact that there were "unanswered questions." One councilperson 
argued that she was "not comfortable with the thought of Coke going out into the neighborhoods ad- 

vertising with our [the city council’s] blessing." Moreover, Oakland’s Center for Commercial-Free Public 
Education (CCFPE), which had successfully fought soft drink contracts in schools in Oakland, Berkeley, 
and beyond did not endorse the deal. The former CCFPE director vehemently argued that even if soft 

drinks were not available in recreation center machines, it still would be advertised, with the added 
force of a city endorsement. The Coca-Cola deal was a major coup for Oakland, leading to a continued 

legacy of revenue generation to offset the cost of providing quality park and recreation services to 
Oakland residents. Today, following Edwards’s landmark deal the department boasts of more than 118 
partnerships with organizations and businesses that add services valued at more than $1,000,000 (City 

of Oakland, Parks and Recreation, 2010). 
Improvements in recreation programming. During the directorate of Harry Edwards in Oakland, 

another of his primary objectives was to provide recreation and sport programs at the neighborhood 
level for youth and young adults. Based on his life experiences with public recreation programs early 

in his life and his endeavors in collegiate and professional sports, Edwards understood the value of tar- 
geted prevention and intervention programs. Edwards knew that investing in school and public sports 
programs, conducted in secure, supervised play spaces, was vital to deterring involvement in gangs and 

violence. Moreover, he noted, 

We are now facing a situation where the last hook and handle that we have on our young people 
may be sports. It’s not a question of simply exhorting kids, as people did in the ’60s, to "stay 

in sports, stay out of the courts. Playgrounds, parks, and rec [recreation] centers must be kept 
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open, clean, and safe, and they must be fully staffed. Sports unfettered by rational, informed 

intervention merely reinforce the values that prevail in the community. (Slater, 2000, p. 92) 

Edwards, in a calculated manner continued the quest to expand programming opportunities for young 

people. One of his suggestions is that young people should be allowed 24-hour access to basketball, 
volleyball, tennis, bowling, badminton, or swimming. Inherently, Edwards aspired to develop a pro- 
gramming scheme that would foster the positive development of Oakland’s children and youth. 

Oakland also focused on exposing its youth to outdoor recreation and the environment. Toward 
this end, OPR, California State Parks, the Sierra Club, O’Neill Sea Odyssey, and the California State 
Parks Foundation formed a partnership to provide opportunities for central city youth. This program 

was funded by a $27,278 grant from the Sierra Club’s Youth in Wilderness Project and additional fund- 
ing from the State Parks Foundation, to OPR, to take urban youth (fourth and fifth graders) on an 
outback experience to broaden their education on the ocean environment and forest ecology. Each 

group experienced a two-day trip, which included a journey aboard a 65-foot catamaran on Monterey 
Bay and an overnight camping experience at Big Basin Redwoods State Park (California Department 
of Parks and Recreation, 2002). This partnership represented one of many that Edwards crafted to spur 

collaboration between the city, state, and non-profits to provide opportunities for youth in our urban 
centers to experience California’s rich natural resources first hand. 

Edwards was equally concerned about the equitable and accessible provision of services to citizens 

with disabilities. In order to better serve the recreational needs of the community and individuals with 
disabilities, OPR developed an instrumental Magnet Inclusion Annex at the Arroyo Viejo Recreation 
Center located in East Oakland. The Magnet Center serves as a centralized location where people with 

disabilities can make accommodation requests, receive assistance in identifying accessible facilities, and 
participate in specialized and inclusive programs. 

The Magnet Inclusion Center (MIC) concept as conceived by Edwards continues to provide compre- 

hensive recreation programming and opportunities for persons with a disability residing in Oakland. 
With the MIC, all programs are and!or can be accessible, through a special accommodation request, 

at the Inclusive Center and throughout the Oakland Parks and Recreation’s centers and facilities. The 
Inclusive Center itself is a place where someone may find specialized and integrated programs that are set 
up to include people of diverse abilities. In addition, the office of the Inclusive Recreation Coordinator 

is a valuable community resource for technical assistance on how to access other programs provided by 
the department, as well as making connections with other public and private organizations throughout 
Alameda County (City of Oakland, Parks and Recreation, n.d.). 

Political Storms in Oakland 

When Mayor Jerry Brown took office in 1999, he ushered in political and administrative change. Very 
quickly, through voter referendum, Brown was able to get an ordinance passed that shifted the power 
from the city manager to the mayor in the strong-mayor form of government. Ultimately, this created 

a governmental structure with two points of power, the Mayor and the City Manager. After the shift, 
Brown and Bobb vowed to work together to resolve many of Oakland’s major challenges: reducing 
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crime and improving education and the economy. Political insiders predicted that the city management 

scenario would not last long. A voter-approved strong-mayor initiative transferred the role of chief ex- 
ecutive from the manager to the mayor, creating a two-headed power structure unusual for a large city. 

Many city observers predicted Bobb would not last long. One of the primary points of controversy 

between Brown and Bobb was the site proposed as a new stadium for the Oakland Ks. Brown thought 
the site would be better suited for housing while Bobb pushed the stadium re-development project. But 
Brown and Bobb vowed to work together, saying they shared common goals from reducing crime to 

attracting development. Subsequently in early June of 2003, city manager Bobb was forced to resign by 
Brown. In July Edwards opted to retire citing challenges with his pension. Despite the fact that newspaper 
accounts indicated that Mayor Brown asked Edwards to stay he moved forward with retirement plans. 

Local political pundits speculated that Edwards’s ties to former city manager Bobb may have forced 
the retirement question. Edwards was given credit for revitalizing Oakland city parks and recreation 
programs, but Bobb is discredited for the mammoth overtime bills that were generated to keep Oakland 

parks clean (DeFao, 2003). Both Bobb and Edwards labored heavily to avert massive cuts in the Office of 
Parks and Recreation budget. Some argue that the termination of Bobb and the resignation of Edwards 
were strategic. Interim City Manager Deborah Edgerly replaced Edwards in ]uly 2003 with ]ames Ryugo 

who served as the manager of capital improvements under Edwards. 

Conclusion 

During his three-year tenure as director, Edwards provided oversight of more than 300 full-time 

employees and provided the leadership needed to restore Oakland’s 109 parks, 22 recreation centers, 
swimming pools, golf courses, and community programs. Arguably, this post proved to be one of his 
most challenging, with allegations of corruption and fraud already waiting for him and his staff to sort 
out (Moore, 2000). Among Edwards’s major successes during his administration were the restoration 

of sound management practices to the department; the development of major partnerships and spon- 
sorships with corporations; institution of collaborations with non-profit organizations; and breaking 

ground on several new recreation facilities. Overall, Edwards’s leadership during very tenuous times in 
the city of Oakland played a major role in revitalizing one of the nation’s best urban park and recreation 

systems. 
Adam Herbert’s seminal summary of the experience of minority administrators in state and local 

government featured in Public Administration Revie~ (1974) captured the essence of Harry Edwards’s 

experience in Oakland. Herbert elucidated that there are multiple dilemmas that stand out as being of 

particular significance for the minority administrator. 2he effective minority administrator will be one 
who can respond to the challenges of leadership in the quest for more responsive government in light/ 
in spite of these obstacles: 

Governmental role expectations of minority administrators do not necessarily coincide with the 
minority administrator’s own perceptions, goals, or expectations. 

Unresponsive public policies put minority administrators in extremely tenuous positions vis-a-vis 
the agency, himself/herself, and the community of which he/she is a part. 
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Frequently the minority administrator is put into flak-catching positions without the capacity to 

make meaningful decisions, but is expected to accept the responsibilities of programmatic failures 
and "keep the natives calm:’ 

Advancement within the governmental system is generally a function of adherence to established 

organizational norms; one of these norms historically has been that one need not be concerned 
about the needs or priorities of minority communities. 
Minority communities sometimes expect much more of the minority administrator than he/she 
can provide; and in most cases demand a far faster response to their demands than these admin- 

istrators have developed the capacity to deliver (p. 562). 

Murray, Terry, Washington, and Keller (1994) re-tested Herbert’s theses and discovered that minority 
administrators continued to grapple with the same dilemmas or forces discussed by Herbert in 1974. 
Murray et al. (1994) also noted that, 

Most minority administrators selected compromise strategies to resolve the pressures from 
the dilemmas. Such strategies indicate minority administrators are able to reconcile their 

advocacy for minority communities with the organizational and policy demands of their 
profession. Also, public agencies apparently are supportive of such strategies. In fact, public 
agencies would appear to promote such strategies because they support advocacy roles for mi- 

nority administrators. To support such roles means the agencies must tolerate if not demand 
compromise career strategies by minority administrators. (p. 416) 

In other words despite the adverse conditions that Harry Edwards had to encounter to move his OPR 
agenda forward, he stayed the course to accomplish his designated goals. Regardless of how his internal 
and community critics saw his policies, they were strategically and legally "on point." On the whole, the 

one who proclaimed himself as "Dirty Harry" (Slater, 2000, p. 92) pushed through the distractions to 

make a difference in one of the nation’s socio-economically hard-pressed communities. 

Over the span of Harry Edwards’s tenure with the OPR he strategically set out to better the parks and 
recreation system. On many occasions he used his name and professional sports connections to catalyze 
funding for the floundering system. Despite his short tenure as director Edwards’s leadership was pivotal 

in bringing in additional private and public funding, implementing administrative reforms, creating 
new programs and mandating equity in service provision. Edwards demonstrated that the obstacles that 
a black public administrator must overcome while in public office are not insurmountable. 

At an annual meeting of the Ethnic Minority Society of the National Recreation and Park Association, 
there was an Administrators Roundtable. In this forum, which featured the majority of the premier parks 
and recreation directors from some of the nation’s largest cities, one of the conversational threads of the 
hour related to how African American parks and recreation administrators are offered positions in cities 

where the urban area and the department are troubled. The local mayor or city manager will search the 
nation to find an individual who has gained acclaim among his!her peers and city manager as a "fixer" 

or who performs in the equivalent of a "miracle worker" to resurrect a troubled department. These 

organizations are characterized by declining budgets, poor morale, administrative and political ten- 
sion, poor brand, community relations challenges, and a crumbling infrastructure (buildings, outdoor 
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facilities, park land, and bridges and roadways). The directors are typically African Americans who 
were former athletes and have a herculean proclivity for service. Part of the pitch is the opportunity to 
"do good" and to transform the rough, dry places in a community. Notwithstanding the history behind 
Edwards’s appointment in Oakland it makes one wonder what he could have accomplished with a stable 
budget, internal and external support, and more time. 

Local politics can be brutal and often lesser people succumb to the pressures of living in the "pressure 
cooker" of being a government executive. In addition to the maW contributions Harry Edwards has 
made as a social activist and scholar, his life epitomizes what meaningful public service is all about. Often 
the roles Edwards has played as a consultant to public and private sector organizations are dwarfed by 
his mammoth contributions in other areas, namely his appointment as chief of parks and recreation in 
Oakland, California. 
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Chapter LI 4- 
Social Entrepreneurship as Social Activism: 

Reweaving the Urban Fabric through Sport, Recreation, and Leisure 

Dr. Vernon L. Andrews and Dr. Ann Brower 

T wo things are clear in Harry Edwards’s critique of African American sport in his essay titled "Crisis 

of Black Athletes on the eve of the 21st Century:" (1) Edwards sees sport--both collegiate and 
professional--as benefiting from black talent to the detriment of other areas of participation and 

excellence; and (2) Edwards feels the black community and urban America, in consortium with other 
individuals and institutions, needs to be central to the solution. But how do we best go about achieving 
this socially worthwhile and progressive goal? We would all want these outcomes for urban youth 

mired in dreams of sporting success, that they see other career options, that they be mentored toward 
achievement, and that many segments of society could pitch-in such that we’d all own the responsibility 
and we’d all receive the credit for a job well done. Edwards, in the twilight of his career, prods us forward 

with this vision of a future where we exploit local resources and bring them to bear on one of our most 
pressing issues--turning our youth into productive, creative, and self-actualized individuals. Edwards 
sees the vehicles of recreation and sport as key to the process. Of course, most of us have learned by 
now the phrase, "It’s harder to do than it is to say." Yes, scholars of sport, it is harder; but not impossible. 

In this essay we propose that such a scenario could eventuate in the United States’ urban areas given 
the framework and best practices regarding club sports structures, parks and recreation as practiced in 

New Zealand, and the creativity, innovation and ground-level organizing of social entrepreneurs. 
The vision of school sports programs and urban recreational success Edwards speaks of likely re- 

quires a matrix of solutions that might take decades to eventuate (as they have taken decades to form). 

But at some point historical and multi-layered problems--like athletes focusing far too much on athletic 
careers and urban centers not properly preparing youth for the variety of fields of endeavor--must meet 
their match in local community creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship coming together to solve 
these issues. 

~re present below a review of literature that proposes a reweaving of the urban fabric of at least 
one community, Oakland, California, that, if successful, might serve as a model for other cities. Our 

optimism is based on the club system of sport in New Zealand, observed over 12 years from 1996-2008. 
Club sport, primarily rugby and cricket clubs in New Zealand, serves as social glue as it were, and 
could be part of a formula of cornmunity, educational institutions, clergy; and local businesses banding 

together with other social entrepreneurs to produce a stronger social fabric not only for youth but for 
adults and seniors, also. 
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Ed~uards’ Critique of Sports Effects 

In March of 2000, Harry Edwards published a key article in a special issue on Race, Sport and 
Professionalism in Society titled, "Crisis of Black Athletes on the Eve of the 21st Century" (Edwards, 

2000). Andrews read Edwards’s essay before its publication and responded with an article in the same 
issue of Society, titled "Black Fields of Dreams" (Andrews, 2000). Edwards’s specific concerns for the 

future of athletes and their life chances in addition to his more general concern with the diversification 

of youth career options resonated with me as an academic and a former wanna-be athlete from Oakland. 
Edwards notes the dilemma of sporting success for young black athletes (and white, for that matter) is 
that most, really, never will attain much beyond high school; what is worse, if they do obtain a college 

scholarship, they likely will not be able to take full advantage while seeking the sole dream of a pro 
career. Most will return to urban spaces unprepared to live in a post-sport world: 

The tragedy of thousands upon thousands of black youths in obsessive pursuit of sports 

goals that the overwhelming majority of them will never attain; the tragedy of cultural and 
institutional under-development that affects so many successful and unsuccessful black sports 
aspirants ... At the root of these problems is the fact that black families have been inclined 

to push their children toward sports career aspirations, often to the neglect and detriment of 
other critically important areas of personal and cultural development. 

What may separate the average black high school athlete from his white counterpart is that he often is 
encouraged by coaches, family and friends to put all his "eggs in one basket;’ as Edwards notes above. 

While Edwards (2000) says the problem rests not entirely on the athlete, he also notes that the solution 
is not entirely on the parents. Social infrastructure in many urban areas is far below par: 

Because black athletes’ academic problems are intertwined with black youths’ societal circum- 
stances more generally there can be no effective resolution of the educational circumstances 
of black athletes at any academic level except in coordination with commensurate efforts in 

society (p. 10). 

With ever-present cutbacks in social services, no more apparent than in California, we might be a long 

time before sufficient intervention comes from "other" sources outside of the community itself. Given 

that, Edwards feels that a large part of the problem of sports participation rests with youth who not only 

have access to fewer facilities and fewer coaches, but even fewer role models outside of the arenas and 

fields across the USA. Thus, sport becomes the primary avenue of success for black youth even in spite 

of its rarity. Taking advantage of the high level of participation in sport to funnel youth into education 

outside of sport is a goal Edwards (2000) sees as worthwhile, but those mentoring opportunities are 

hampered by deteriorating parks and recreational facilities in urban spaces. He notes: 

Predictable sports participation opportunities for those youths have also deteriorated. 
Playgrounds, sandlots, parks, and even backyard recreational sites in many instances have 
been taken over by drug dealers, or they have become battlegrounds in gang disputes, or 
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they have simply become too dangerously exposed to eruptions of violence to be safely used. 
(Edwards, pp. 9-10) 

Unsafe and over-run parks facilities certainly abound around Oakland, California, which is one reason 

Dr. Edwards left teaching sport sociology at U.C. Berkeley in 2000 to head up Oakland’s Department 
of Parks and Recreation. While in California on sabbatical from New Zealand, I was asked to teach Dr. 
Edwards’s course in the spring of 2001, and was honored to fill his very large academic shoes. While 

there, I kept a keen eye on Oakland’s facilities and began making comparisons to what I observed in 
New Zealand. 

What was apparent to this ex-resident who had been away for the better part of 12 years was that in 

addition to trouble with local parks Oakland was also undergoing a demographic shift with more Asian 
and Mexican immigrants, gentrification, and other complex civic issues beyond the scope of this essay. 
Edwards (2000) noted that while the situation was not hopeless, things certainly werefft getting better: 

With school and community sports and recreation programs and opportunities on the de- 
cline, declining personal access and exposure [to sport by black youth] the interest and the 

involvement of that population in sport [is] likely to wane ... Already many high schools are 
unable to field teams or schedule dependable competition. (p. 11) 

Indeed, when I approached my former coach Luzar from Castlemont High School at a class reunion in 
1986 and voiced my upset at him cutting me from the very competitive varsity team in my freshman 
year (we didfft have money for a IV team), he heard me out, then looked me dead in the eyes and said: 

"He~; I wish we had you now--only 12 people went out for the team this year." That statement was 
sobering. He went on to say "There are so many people involved in drugs and gangs that few people want 

to play sport:’ I was left to wonder what had happened to Oakland since I went offto pursue my B.A. and 

master’s degrees (and later a Ph.D.) instead of the sport avenue. No longer looking to sport as a road out 
of Oakland, I looked to education. 

Edwards’s point is still well-taken: many youth do look to sport, and in doing so a few do achieve 
therein; if we can mentor youth involved in sport and recreation to at least be aware of other career 
options and provide opportunities to develop other social, cultural, and educational skills, we can begin 

to turn around the devastation besetting many urban settings. But in concert with any opportunity 
provided by community and academic role models there must be safe, accessible public spaces. How 
might the renewal of parks and recreational facilities be renewed and managed, given national, state, 

and local budgets already stripped bare? Social entrepreneurship might be one way forward. 

Entrepreneurs and Social Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurs certainly aren’t the first people who come to mind when reflecting on urban renewal. 
Why on earth would the likes of Bill Gates and Steve Jobs--entrepreneurs in high technology--be 

concerned with urban areas and social problems? Wouldn’t they be more concerned with generating 
new tech products and making more money for shareholders? Well, indeed, entrepreneurs do invent 
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and create monetary value, and if fortunate enough to become large, focus on share value. But in es- 
sence, entrepreneurs innovate and create new combinations of resources and pursue opportunities that 

others do not see and often engage in risk-taking while bringing together resources from various places 
(Morris, Kuratko and Covin, 2000). Entrepreneurs create and innovate--wherever they see potential. 
They drive development by coming up with new "combinations:" 

They could modify existing products or services, develop new ones, improve production and 

marketing processes, find new sources of supply, take existing products into new markets, or 
create new forms of organization. In so doing ... they "reform or revolutionize the pattern of 
production;’ (Dees, 2007, p. 25) 

Entrepreneurs have been around, of course, forever. Only recently have large corporations gotten 
into the act and begun to call upon the tactics of entrepreneurs and worked to produce "entrepreneurial 

organizations" that are innovative, swift on their feet, adaptable to change and able to live with failure 
as part and parcel of the creative process (Morris, et al., 2008). When a company like Blockbuster does 
not respond swiftly to the threat of Netflix, they risk obsolescence. But the concept of entrepreneurs 
working to solve social problems--sometimes for profit--is a relatively new development. And at first, 

the two--entrepreneurship and social problems--might seem strange bedfellows. But as Dees (2007) 
suggests, "Radical breakthroughs tend to be disproportionately developed and brought to market by a 

single individual or new firm. Social entrepreneurs are needed to play the same innovating role with 
regard to social needs and problems" (p. 26). 

The notion, simply put, is that creative minds--when put to the task of solving social problems-- 

might be more adept than government agencies at moving swiftly at adapting to various environments 
and situations. This radical notion ran counter to my upbringing; as urban welfare dependents we looked 
to the government as our last, best hope. Free breakfast programs and lunch vouchers, and, on occasion, 

government cheese, helped me survive while growing up urban and black. 
But social entrepreneurship suggests there might be more ways than one to resolve long-standing 

social issues post civil-rights movement. Social entrepreneurs recently have moved to the fore in com- 
ing up with creative solutions and uncovering or creating new opportunities "... through a process of 

exploration, innovation, experimentation and resource mobilization" (Dees, 2007, p. 26). Dees goes 

further in describing why social entrepreneurs might be better at solving social problems than large, 
centralized government programs: 

This is an active, messy, highly decentralized learning process. Decentralization is critical 
because finding what works depends on having the right knowledge, being able to envi- 
sion new combinations, and having the freedom to test ideas through action. The neces- 

sary knowledge cannot easily be centralized; much of it is local and dispersed among the 
population. As a result, some people will see opportunities and conceive of promising new 
combinations that others could not envision. Because of the creative nature of this process, 

centralizing social problem solving makes about as much sense as centralizing art produc- 
tion. (2007, p. 26) 
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To be sure, social entrepreneurs do often rely on money from government agen cies to get their work done, 
but this is distinctly different from a program being run by the government. Frequently, when government 

money runs out, programs shut down. Social entrepreneurs are adept at seeking funding from multiple 
sources for their programs. They can, in addition, make alterations to programs without the bureaucracy 

and hassles usually associated with large agencies. This adaptability is summed up by Dees (2007): 

Social entrepreneurs can tailor their efforts to different communities or markets in ways that 

would be difficult for government programs. Moreover, independent social entrepreneurs 
have access to private resources, while private contributions to government are relatively 
rare. Thus, social entrepreneurs are able to attract voluntary gifts of money, time, and in-kind 

donations, leveraging public money devoted to the same problem with philanthropy, social 
investment, or earned income from their business ventures. (p. 26) 

I suggest here that social entrepreneurship might be a good option for tackling urban social problems 
as they relate to sport, play and recreation. Social entrepreneurs in one study on the east coast found 
that working with recreation and coaching, specifically, led to a sports intervention that aided the local 

Springfield, Massachusetts, community. Intrator and Siegel (2010) found that social entrepreneurship 
indeed was a good, ecological and sustainable fit for social change in their comnmnity via teaching 
youth to coach younger kids: 

For example, communications skills have been identified as being critical for succeeding 
in school and work environments. But, it is also a fundamental skill required in coaching. 

Coaches need to think clearly and concisely, and to be able to inspire and instruct their play- 
ers in an array of practice and competitive settings. They also need to set and fulfill goals, 
problem solve, show initiative, focus attention, control emotions, and manage time effectivel}: 

Consequently, our hypothetical answer to the "sport question’’ became that of using coaching 
as a means to teach a cluster of achievement attributes that had great transferable value to 

academic work, citizenship and family life. (2010, p. 69) 

The "sport question" basically asks how communities can use youth overindulgence in sport to teach 

skills of "great transferable value;’ Identifying social problems (substance abuse, truancy, health initia- 
tives) and solving them with ingenuity and creativity remains the goal and focus of social entrepreneurs; 
isolating the building of skills with "great transferable value" might be a way forward for cities like 

Oakland as it relates to the area of sport and recreation. In the conclusion of this essay, we will revisit 
Edwards’s thesis on sport, athletes, role models and other avenues and the viability of the club system of 
sport--defined herein--as a possibility for social entrepreneur intervention. 

Background 

Research has long recognized the benefits of sport and recreation to individuals’ physical health 

(Boreham and Riddoch 2001; Ho et al. 2003; Orsega-Smith et aL 2004), as well as emotional well-being 

(Fuchs et aL 1994; Karlis and Dawson 1996; Pretty et al. 2005), and self-esteem (Spence et aL 2005; Tracy 
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and Erkut 2002). In a community context, research suggests that sport and recreation might benefit the 

following areas: crime, school attendance, drug abuse, violence, and social cohesion (Cunningham and 
Benforti 2005). 

This paper focuses on the potential of (1) social entrepreneurs working to create, (2) a club structure 

of urban sport and recreation that aids in creating programs that build socially transferable skills through 
mentoring and coaching while also (3) providing facilities for seniors and others to play, network and 
engage in civic activities, thus (4) aiding in reweaving the urban fabric through social cohesion by also 

promoting contact among different social and ethnic groups. 
This paper uses comparative autoethnography of the authors’ experience of social recreation in 

Oakland, California, and Christchurch, New Zealand, to explore how sports, parks, and organized 

leisure activities can serve two purposes--being places for healthy and fun activity as well as spaces for 
social unification. Using examples from the two cities, we propose that recreation, leisure, and sport 
offer opportunity for contact across demographic and racial divides, and this contact can lead to greater 
understanding among racial and class groups. We observe "best practices" from Christchurch on us- 

ing safe, clean, and accessible (both physically and financially) recreational and sports opportunities to 
reweave the urban fabric into an integrated network of healthy individuals. 

We then suggest applications of three of these practices to ethnically, linguistically, and economi- 
cally diverse Oakland, California. Hence this paper proposes recreation and sport as a collective vector 
for both health and for reweaving the urban framework. We offer concrete suggestions for Oakland 

as a model of a city wanting to improve park infrastructure and safe access to existing facilities. We 
stop short, though, of enacting interventions or suggestion how social entrepreneurs should proceed in 
worldng with the City of Oakland. That organic process is best left to social entrepreneurs themselves. 

Oakland 

Oakland has a long history of producing successful athletes who have gone on to greater accolades in 
college, the Olympics, and professional sport. Those athletes include Joe Morgan, Dave Stewart, and 
Gary Pettis in baseball, Bill Russell, Gary Payton, and lason Kidd in basketball, and stars in both track 
and field and professional football. A contributor to athletic success has been the school, park, and 

recreational facilities provided by the city of Oakland. More recently, however, residents might argue 
that athletes succeeded in spite of the civic facilities. The development, though, of career athletes is only 

one of the benefits of having playable facilities in and around the city. 
Benefits can accrue to the average citizen wanting to maintain physical fitness, visit nature, or make 

new friends. In addition, the social fabric of the city improves as young meet old, black and white meet 

Asian and Mexican American, and various class levels of townsfolk get a chance, on occasion, to mix, 
mingle and share in recreational experiences. The value of intermingling goes beyond sport and into 
the domain of reweaving an urban fabric in Oakland that, in many places, has become unravelled. 
More specifically, parks and recreation provide a vector for "contact;’ which has been shown to ease 

cross-cultural tensions. This paper, among other goals, works to apply the contact hypothesis to sport 
and recreation and argues that they offer a vector for unifying society via interpersonal communication 

as people engage in fun, safe leisure activity. We use Christchurch, New Zealand’s, urban park and 
recreation facilities as a model of a city dedicated to improving an already well-run parks infrastructure. 
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Parks, recreation, and sports can play an important role in building social networks and youth success, 

as Harry Edwards noted in the opening quotation to this chapter. Kids would begin to see that Oakland 
cares about their well-being; youth would have input into facilities and gain a sense of self-efficacy and 
have places to hang out and meet other kids; parents would see the common ties outside of sport into 

interpersonal commonalities, educational aspirations, .job possibilities, and business relationships; and 
seniors could use recreation as a means to negotiate loneliness by meeting other seniors and possible 
partners and use parks as a means to maintain good health. 

Like many other urban areas in the United States, Oakland has a challenge to not only improve park 
and recreational facilities, but to ensure safe parks and to get more participation by city residents in out- 
door activities. We question how Oakland ,night improve its recreation infrastructure--both physical 

and social--in order to promote leisure, play, and games, but also inter-racial, inter-generational, and 
inter-class contact. We use autoethnography to examine Oakland’s historical recreational infrastructure, 
then use lessons from Christchurch to propose three steps to improve the Oakland parks and recreation 

environment and positive intergroup contact. 

The Contact Hypothesis 

Contact research attempts to understand the intergroup situations that facilitate positive social change 

by outlining specific ways prejudiced individuals can learn to overcome stereotypes and negative at- 

titudes about out-groups. The contact theory is grounded in the notion that increased contact with 

out-groups--be they ethnic, religious, sexual, gendered, or ability-related groups--can reduce prejudice 

and hostility toward those groups. Gordon Allport (Allport 1954; Allport 1958) is generally credited 

with introducing the Contact Hypothesis into psychological literature, though researchers since the 

mid-1930s (Bramfield i946; Horowitz 1936; Lett 1945; Smith 1943; Zeligs and Hendrickson i933) have 

been grappling with how to reduce levels of prejudice and increase social tolerance in society and vari- 

ous institutions, like the military (Brophy 1946; Singer 1948; Stouffer 1949). 

Since it was thought that prejudices grew and festered because of limited information, social con- 

tact--of any sort, it was thought--would aid cross-cultural understanding, especially as it was applied 

to racial issues in the United States. Allport refined this simple notion into his contact hypothesis by 

stating that certain social conditions needed to be met in order to fully maximize the potential contact 

for the reduction of prejudices (Allport 1954). He was aware of the negative reactions some people had 

when they were simply tossed together or met in adverse situations: "Theoretically, every superficial 

contact we make with an out-group member could by the ’law of frequency’ strengthen the adverse 

associations that we have" (Allport 1954). Thus, Allport worked to figure out what intergroup scenarios 

and situations maximized positive social outcomes. He described the ideal scenario thus: 

To be maximally effective, contact and acquaintance programs should lead to a sense of equal- 

ity in social status, should occur in ordinary purposeful pursuits, avoid artificiality, and if 
possible enjoy the sanction of the community in which they occur. The deeper and more 
genuine the association, the greater its effect. While it may help somewhat to place members 

of different ethnic groups side by side on a job, the gain is greater if these members regard 
themselves as part of a team. (Allport 1954) 
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Before applying Allport’s last word on "team" to this stu@ let us first review a key study since Allport’s 

original work. In the quotation above, Allport discussed four basic prerequisite features of contact 
scenarios that would lead to a reduction of intergroup conflict and thus increase intergroup harmony. 
These features are (1) equal status within the contact situation, (2) intergroup cooperation, (3) common 

goals, and (4) support of authorities, law, or custom. These were thought then to be the cultural mixing 
situations that reduced cross-cultural suspicion, stereotyping and prejudice. Since that time, many studies 
have tested all manner of people in various social settings in order to figure out how to best reduce social 

tensions primarily across racial lines. Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux (2005) have critically reviewed 
these studies and formulated an "optimal contact strategy" that posits conditions for "good contact:" 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

contact should 

group. 

be regular and frequent 

involve a balanced ratio of in-group to out-group members 

have genuine "acquaintance potential" 

occur across a variety of social settings and situations 

be free from competition 

be evaluated as "important" to the participants involved 

occur between individuals who share equality of status 

involve interaction with a counter-stereotypic member of another g~vup 

be organized around cooperation toward the achievement of a superordinate goal 

be normatively and institutionally sanctioned 

be free from anxiety or other negative emotions 
be personaIized and involve genuine friendship formation 

be with a person who is deemed a typical or representative member of another 

At the same time that Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux lay out the Optimum Contact Strategy, they 

set out to critique it. They are careful to note that it is not the contact hypothesis per se that is at fault, 
just that society does not present neat categories and social settings such as us researchers would like. 

They note that social situations are messy and uneven and that quite often contact scenarios (here they 
draw on research of racial contact in South Africa and the USA) do not give us the ideal situations under 
which optimum contact can occur (Dixon et al. 2005). 

As such, one question this present study asks is, (1) given the societies we live in and the messy 
situations we interact in, in what ways can we optimize intergroup contact to reduce social tensions? For 
social entrepreneurs who endeavor to work in and around Oakland’s parks and recreational facilities, 

intergroup contact that reduces tension should be a key goal. 
We acknowledge the ground-breaking work of Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux (2005) to further the 

contact hypothesis by both questioning how we go about conceptualizing research questions and sim- 

plistically analyze responses, and positing that society is, well, quite messy when it comes to optimum 
scenarios. Still, messy as society is, Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux believe--as we do--that there are 
opportunities for the reduction of prejudice in everyday life; we further believe that if communities 

work proactively in social institutions such as parks and recreation facilities they can promote positive 

social change and the reduction of tensions between social groups. 
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That is to say, working within the framework created by Dixon, Durrheim and Tredoux (2005),we 

can realize another possibility--that one need not have optimum scenarios in order to obtain positive 
results; the trick is not expecting perfection, but understanding that people’s lives are constructed and 
built from day-to-day with multiple scenarios that shift perceptions of the social other. Expecting maxi- 

mum results from any one intervention is, well, admirable, but in the end rarely achievable. Another 
option might be to maximize the potential of the social situation so that positive outcomes might 
eventuate. By putting people together in recreational contact situations, however imperfect, there is 

the possibility that further contact situations between individuals might eventuate that are closer to the 
optimum contact scenarios critiqued. 

If we take the messiness of everyday life and add some intentionalitT regarding contact, we might 

have scenarios that give way to further movement along the continuum that is the reduction of inter- 
group prejudice and suspicion. We think of these situations as organic contact. Organic contact is messy; 
can lead to disagreements, is not always well organized and call appear to move slowly regarding the 

reduction of tensions. But organic contact also can lead to interaction, friendship, further contact, and 
a slow eroding of intergroup hostilities. 

Organic gardens have bugs, snails, and all manner of issues not associated with clean hydroponic 

gardens; but fortunately, we don’t live in hothouse gardens--perfect environments. We likewise don’t 
live and circulate in optimum contact environments. Organic contact environments forged to reduce 
intergroup tensions need to begin by meeting Allport’s initial contact hypothesis scenarios of (1) equal 

status within the contact situation, (2) intergroup cooperation, (3) common goals, and (4) support of 
authorities, law, or custom. Some degree of all four of the above are necessary to create an organic 
contact scenario that has the potential to grow relationships that might lead to further contact situations 

that are more optimum. We feel that intergroup contact--when safe and constructive as could be had 
in supportive parks and recreational settings around Oakland--could lead to more optimum contact. 

Thus optimum contact is not rejected as an eventual goal, but yields to organic contact as a starting- 

point in the process. Advancing Allport’s notion of "team;’ we are encouraged by the potential of play 

and games and sport and recreation to move beyond the fun and healthy lifestyle activities to further 

enhance our understanding of social others in large urban spaces. Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux 
(2005) allude to the idea that contact through sport can be maximized if we can better understand the 
people involved, how they see the world, and the ways they see change as beneficial in their own lives. 

Autoethnographic Research Methods 

Sport is ripe for social analysis, especially as it relates to how people interact and get along with each 
other. How we look at sport--the lens we choose--often determines the data collected, the structure of 

our analysis, and our results. Given our concerns with affecting change at the interpersonal level be- 
tween individuals, we feel it is instructive to approach this research from a personal, first-hand account. 

Specifically, we begin the discussion of urban recreation with a qualitative autoethnography that revisits 
the urban fabric and sports infrastructure of inner-city Oakland in the 1960s and 1970s. 

There are a growing number of academic practitioners employing a variety of qualitative narrative 

methodologies in their research processes to add depth and texture to data. These qualitative methods 
range from autoethnography to evocative narratives to reflexive ethnographies. Autoethnography, wide 
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in its application, is most often thought of as an autobiographical form of writing and research that 

connects the personal to the cultural (Hayano 1979). Autoethnographers gaze at society through a wide- 
angle lens focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their day-to-day personal experience, 
before turning the lens inward to expose personal ~ulnerabilities that both refract and resist various 
social interpretations (Ellis and Bochner, 2000, p. 739; see also Deck, 1990; Neumann, 1996; Reed- 

Danahay, 1997). Personal stories as evocative narratives, under the rubric of narrative inquiry (Bochner 
et al., 1997; Bochner et al., 1998), are about showing characters embedded in the complexities of lived 

moments of struggle while they cope with marginalization and incoherence that call one’s meanings and 
values into question. 

Evocative narratives certainly appear to reflect what happens in the day-to-day life of many African 
Americans who tell and re-tell stories of urban social marginalization. By using the phrase "evocative;’ 

some break from conventional norms in social science that separate researcher and subiects (Ellis and 
Bochner, 2000, p. 744; Jackson, 1989), and test and contest the notions of generalizability (Geertz, 1973). 

Reflexive ethnographies are employed by those who study feminism (Behar, 1996; Behar and Gordon, 
1995; Krieger, 1991; Personal Narratives Group, 1989; Richardson, 1997), and those who study cultures 
and subcultures. In reflexive ethnographies, authors use their own experiences in the culture reflexively 
to "bend back on self and look more deeply at self-other interactions" (Ellis and Bochner, 2000, p. 740). 
The researcher’s personal experience becomes important primarily in how it illuminates the culture 

under the microscope of academic study. Reflexive ethnographies allow for beginning studies from one’s 

own experience to studying the experience of other subjects, and even reflection on the experiences of 
doing a study. 

But we have to ask of any narrative, "is the story accurate? Is this exactly what happened?" The prob- 

lem, though, might not be in the exact telling of the exact events--as though there were such a thing--as 
the consequences of the story we have formulated. This problem is addressed by Ellis and Bochner when 
they ask, reflexively: "Does my story reflect my past accurately?" (Ellis and gochner, 2000, p. 746). The 

crucial issues are what narratives do, what consequences they have, to what uses they can be put. These 
consequences often precede rather than follow the story because they are enmeshed in the act of telling. 

This paper relies primarily on autoethnography of the first author’s27 experience growing up in 
Oakland and migrating to Christchurch to accept a job as a university professor. Both authors are famil- 
iar on a personal level with the status of Oakland park and recreational facilities. The first author’s child- 

hood experiences in Oakland contribute to an autoethnographic portrait of the urban and recreational 

context of the city. Below are few personal/sociological experiences in urban Oakland presented as 
accurately and honestly as I recall them with my culturally reflexive lens. Both authors are aware of the 
lack of generalizability of their lives and their stories to specific others.2s 

Recreation in Oakland 

Growing up in East Oakland29 in the heart of the flatlands--53rd Avenue--meant difficult access to 
parks. Knowland Park, always a treat for kids in the late 1960s and early 1970s (though it appeared 
grossly under-utilized), was difficult to get to without paying bus fares. Fifteen cents is not much in to- 

day’s money, but for poor kids back then, it was prohibitive. But there was always the comfort and green 
grass of local Brookdale Park, near Fremont High School and a couple of miles from our home, though 
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there was always that tedious two-mile walk to the park that, most hot summer days, we were not willing 

to make. There was even St. Cyril’s Catholic School, near 62nd and Bancroft, if we wanted an even longer 
walk and grass to play baseball or football. In a pinch, a few of us ragamuffin ghetto kids would sneak 
onto the lawn in front of the large Safeway Headquarters on 54th and East 14th Street and play football 

until security guards chased us away. We would do anything to play on grass--a scarce commodity in 
East Oakland. Beyond this, there were no facilities anD~,here near my house for recreational enjoyment. 

Until I arrived at California State University at Chico (hereafter Chico State) in 1976, my access to 

recreational activities in nature was limited. Urban schools in Oakland are not known for grass, trees, 
or animals roaming nearby (with the possible exception of Skyline High School). My first recreational 
experience with "nature" in the 1960s, then, was when nature came to us; once a year a cow was brought 

to Horace Mann Elementary School for education purposes. Offthe trailer would trot a trainer leading 
a dairy cow to the amazement and squeals of kids. On those days we learned about milking, making 
butter, and later even got a chance to pet the cow: 

Small items, for sure, but big to any inner-city child without access to nature. There were horses in 
Oakland, we had heard, but they were many miles into the hills at a public stable. We were once brave 
enough and energetic enough to walk into the Oakland hills to make an attempt to ride. Of course, once 

we got there we were told we did not have enough money to ride. We begged, to no avail, for free rides. 
On rare occasions, Horace Mann Elementary could afford to take us kids on field trips both in and 

out of the city. I recall the serenity of visiting Muir Woods and also Jack London’s cabin. We even visited 
the (then) new Oakland Museum. These few field trips had a profound effect on me--I saw a world 

outside my neighborhood--and serve as good memories of park and cultural experiences. Without a 
doubt, these early adventures later led me to pursue more park and recreational activities as a student at 
Chico State and later in other cities where I lived. 

There were occasions, though, where I was taken to other parks and recreational facilities outside of 
Oakland, such as "Playland at the Beach" in San Francisco, Alameda Beach, or Washington Park, also in 

Alameda. I would say that my park and recreational experiences at the time I left for Chico State were 
about average for an Oakland inner-city kid. One thing lacking in my early experiences was a structured 

way to go about seeing and doing things. There seemed to be few organizations dedicated to serving the 
needs of young kids at the time. Fortunately; there were two organizations, the (then) East Oakland Boys 
Club and the local YMCA. 

Structured Activity 

One lasting memory of my youth was my" first night in nature. A week-long summer visit to Camp Loma 

Mar when I was 12 years old was my first time discovering walking trails, large forest trees, natural lakes, 

wild animals, mountain air, and life outdoors. We were all grateful to the YMCA (near Fremont High 

School) for this opportunity, along with the entrepreneurial experience of selling YMCA toffee-coated 

peanuts door-to-door to earn the money for the adventure. This first trip (circa 1970) led to a life-long 

respect and admiration for nature. 

I was also given enough money (I believe the smnmer dues were only three dollars) to join the 

East Oakland Boys Club on 85th and East 14th street. Though survival in these clubs often tested one’s 

masculinity at an early age, both the "Y" and the "Club" proved to be spaces where young boys could 
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meet and vent steam and energy in constructive ways. Participation in the Boys Club craft shop was a 

constructive and creative way to focus our attention as we tried our hand at carving plastic into j ewellery. 
The Boys Club also provided free lunches during those long summer days; having no lunch money was 

no issue. Finally, the Boys Club sponsored me on recreational field trips to Santa Cruz and Disneyland, 

ultimate amusement adventures for any boy or girl. 
In more structured league play, I was a second-baseman on a little league team throughout my junior 

high school days at Alexander Hamilton (now Calvin Simmons Iunior High). After-school teams were 

sponsored by local businesses and my involvement in games and practice after school kept me out of 
trouble, especially since we were told that in 1973 that our junior high school was the most violent in 
America. Indeed, violence was spreading. Our neighborhood corner-market on 54th and East 14th Street 

was purchased by a Middle-Eastern family and they all worked in the bustling shop. The business ended 
tragically when the entire family was gunned-down in the store for some unknown reason to us kids. 

Playing little league, though, gave me an escape. Baseball gave me a chance to meet new kids and 

make new friends, gave me a chance to hone my skills (such as they were), and gave me a chance 
to interact with grown-ups in a non-threatening environment. Volunteers were largely responsible for 
the success of these well-structured (if under-funded) recreational leagues. Seeing adults who were 
not officers or teachers or principals or parents--but people who were there to interact with and help 

us--was refreshing. The component of adult volunteers might be the most important aspect for social 
entrepreneurs to consider regarding parks and recreation participation. 

Financial Access 

Access to facilities was always problematic. There seemed to be little coherent structure or planning to 

experience all Oakland had to offer in the form of parks and recreation. No chance, then, to visit the 

Oakland Observatory up on Mountain Boulevard. It was hit or miss. Schools provided some access, 

Boys Clubs and the YMCA some structured activities, but there seemed to be no organization or joining 

of groups dedicated to seeing that poor kids were allowed access to local facilities. Oakland, admittedly, 

had its hands full with the Black Panther Party, the Hell’s Angels, and Vietnam protests. "~Ve were left, 

it seems, to sort things out on our own. This is not always a good formula for staying out of trouble, 

especially on hot smnmer days. 

Vv~e did have access to ways to cool offduring the summer months, primarily at the local pool at Fremont 

High School. But it was always overcrowded, understaffed, and too expensive for poor kids. On occasion 

(well, twice) a few" of us went to Hayward Plunge, but the expense of the bus and entry was always an 

inhibiter. Access to water-based recreation was therefore limited. While social entrepreneurs might not be 

able to persuade facilities to offer free admittance, we would hope that future funding of public facilities 

would either increase (helping everybody) or subsidies would aid those in need of all ethnicities. 

Access to Recreation 

Access to parks and recreation facilities during youth, especially in urban environments like Oakland 

where unemployment is often high, is vital for young boys. But given that, we think access for young 
girls is also important. Boys at least had the Boys Club and the YMCA, but we are left wondering what 
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access young girls like my sister had to summer recreation. I would guess girls were not a priority 

then, a situation that has been at least partially remedied. The Boys Club is now the B%vs and Girls 
Clubs of America, a move long overdue. But our concern for access does not begin and end with kids. 
Seeing adults "working out" or a senior citizen walking for health reasons back then was extremely rare. 

In the past few years, though, we have seen many, young and old alike, taking advantage of beautiful 
Lake Merritt by walking or jogging around its perimeter. Health was not a high priority on inner-city 
checklists in the 1960s and 1970s, but thankfully that seems to have shifted over the years. But there still 

seems to be a dearth of activities for seniors citywide in park and recreation facilities. That, too, is an 
access issue, and certainly" an issue Harry Edwards--a senior citizen himself--would see as important 
in 2011 and beyond. 

Access to Oakland and surrounding parks and recreation facilities while I was growing up was de- 
pendent on finances. Finances were needed for kids to afford to travel to venues, to get into facilities, 
and to eat while away from home whether we were at a game, a pool, or a park with horses. With little 

structure for organized access and no sponsorship for kids to attend events, especially during the non- 
school summer months, we were left to our own devices. 

Money loomed large in exclusion from many" inner city and out-of-city activities. But local organiza- 

tions aided my inclusion in a variety of activities; from baseball little leagues to camping trips, amuse- 
ment park trips and summer basketball leagues. Thanks to the many volunteers (and no doubt, low-paid 
staff) at the YMCA, Boys Club, and little leagues around the city, I was afforded many opportunities ... 

with one exception. That was the one time I attended a Boy Scout meeting--all fired-up and raring to go 
into a wonderfully structured environment full of promise. Until they told me--and my mother--there 
was a fee for the uniform. End of story. 

Fear and Safety 

Play in and around Oakland parks and recreational facilities was fearful for many kids. There was little 
chance to play sport without venturing to un-friendly neighborhood surroundings--someone else’s ’hood. 
There was always the threat of terror when going to Greenmaffs Field near Havenscourt, or Arroyo Viejo 

Park near Castlemont or Defermery Park downtown. The first author is overjoyed to report that never 
once was he beaten-up in pursuit of parks or recreation as he was swift afoot. There were enough urban 
legends to keep him and others away from the tougher facilities. We stayed away mostly because there 

was always unease about personal safety and getting bullied. Few adults were ever around to supervise or 
protect us. At least Brookdale Park near my house was peaceful. The one benefit of going into structured 
little league play in junior high school was that with parents and volunteers in attendance these situations 

were safe. Never once did I see a fight, scuffle, or otherwise intimidating situation. 
Structured activity was a far cry from walking around the city looking for various kids to play football, 

baseball, or basketball with in the days when we had no leagues available to us. They were dangerous 

and very intimidating times. I never saw any law officers around or near parks in those day’s, nor did we 
notice many adults supervising games and play at parks. Adult supervision would have helped create 
a safer environment for kids to pla}: Adults were bigger than bullies. Adults who also recognize their 

responsibility as role models (while, say, coaching or facilitating activities) would go a long way towards 
imparting transferable skills like listening, following instructions, setting goals, and working as a team. 
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Civic Dedication 

We emphasize a few things above that we believe are crucial to any municipal program: well-kept local 
park and recreation facilities, financial access to parks and recreation for all ages, structured activities 
for kids and adults and safety at all public park and recreational facilities. It is no accident that since 

living in Oakland the first author has decided to live in cities that have these issues as priorities. Indeed, 
all the cities chosen to live in since leaving Oakland at age 18 are considered top echelon cities nationally 
and internationally; Seattle, Palo Alto, and Madison have all been rated among the best places to live in 

America.3° What each city shared was a strong city council, forward thinking citizens, and the willing- 
ness to invest in the future of the city environment. As a citizen in each place, I took the time to vote, 
enjoy the recreational facilities, and participate in sports leagues and civic groups, which often included 

travel outings to nearby communities, parks, zoos, and other attractions. Oakland, by comparison, had 
not appeared as committed to the future of its environment, at least not in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

Both authors have lived for an extensive period in Christchurch, New Zealand. Nicknamed the 

"Godzone;’ New Zealand is home to whales, dolphins, penguins, albatross, tree ferns, fiords and scenic 

glaciers. Because of this clean, green reputation, New Zealand has been an attractive spot for Hollywood 
productions such as Jurassic Park, King Kong, The Lord of the Rings and the Narnia Chronicles. The 

proclaimed "Garden City;’31 Christchurch has ample green space, safety, and widespread free or cheap 

access to parks and recreational facilities. There is a strong local commitment to the environment. 
Handguns are banned in New" Zealand, and so the violent crime rate is lower than one would expect for 

a city of its size.32 
We use Christchurch as a model of recreation infrastructure because the city council’s support for 

the social and physical infrastructure of sport and recreation "clubs" and sport-related festivals are ef- 

fective means of implementing the organic intergroup contact hypothesis. While not directly parallel 
to Oakland demographically, Christchurch is similar to Oakland in size, socio-economic status, and 
landscape. Oakland civic leaders and future social entrepreneurs could stand to profit from lessons 

learned in New Zealand. 

Demographics 

Christchurch (344,100) is roughly the same size as Oaldand (399,484) (Christchurch City Council; 
City of Oakland). The Christchurch household median income is NZ$36,502 and Oakland’s is $44,384 

(City of Oakland; Statistics New" Zealand 2001). Christchurch, over the past decade, has experienced 
immigration from Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and China, similar to (but later than) Oakland’s Asian im- 
migration. The Christchurch City Council (CCC) views it as a challenge to incorporate these various 

groups into the recreational framework of the city. Females outnumber males in the city by 10,000. And 
while most females and males are white (of European ancestry), 6.9% of the local population is Maori 
(the indigenous people of New Zealand) and 4.1% are Asian (as of 1996) (Christchurch City Council 

2000: 3, 5, 6, 12, 13). Like Oakland, Christchurch has experienced a drop in two-parent families, though 
the two-parent family is still predominant. 
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The Christchurch Recreation and Sport Infrastructure 

~lhe Christchurch City Council appears to recognize the value of sport and recreation and to realize 

that there is a wide variety of opinions--often contradictory--on the issue of parks and recreation. In 
2000, a council-chartered steering group issued a strategy for recreation and sport to do four things: 

(a) guiding the council officers in the process of developing a strategy, (b) assist in the development of 
a draft strategy, (c) help analyze the comments and feedback received from the draft strategy, and (d) 
incorporate comments and feedback into the final strategy (Christchurch City Council 2000: 3). The 

CCC is extensively involved in the sport arena because of what it sees as direct benefits to the popula- 
tion. For instance, in 1996 the CCC developed a recreation and sports policy that states: 

The Christchurch City Council is committed to making a significant and sustainable contribu- 
tion to the quality of life of its residents, particularly its children and youth, by supporting a 
broad range of recreation and sport services, facilities and programs. This policy is based on 

the belief and values that: 1) participation in recreation and sports makes a significant contri- 
bution to the health, well being and quality of life of the people of Christchurch, 2) recreation 
and sport makes a positive contribution to the local economy, 3) all people have the right to 

participate in recreation and sport regardless of age, ability, discretionary income, ethnicity, 
gender and geographical location, and 4) the Council must manage its limited recreational 
and sport resources, including human, financial and physical assets, in a manner that ensures 

equity, efficiency and effectiveness. (Christchurch City Council 2000: 5-6) 

In addition to the ambitious and forward-thinldng philosophy towards sport and recreation expressed in 

the strategy, the CCC provides facilities and parks for sports clubs, associations and simpler recreational 
pursuits, such as walking a dog along a riverbank or beach and providing for informal family picnics 
and games. There are a number of recreational and sports facilities, including indoor and outdoor swim- 

ming pools, indoor and outdoor stadia, squash courts, and aerobic rooms. There is also a range of 
multi-purpose facilities, such as community centers with tennis courts, libraries, etc. Parks and sports 
fields include local and regional parks, heritage parks, and sites that offer a variety of amenities (outdoor 

lighting and shower facilities), equipment, and pre-booking options. 
The CCC also runs a variety of recreational programs throughout the city, including children and 

youth school holiday programs, children’s after school recreation programs, sports for people with vary- 
ing physical and intellectual abilities, recreational clubs for older persons, aerobics classes for people on 
low incomes, and recreational walking groups. These programs specifically target groups that tradition- 

ally get low access to recreation in a structured setting (Christchurch City Council, 2000: 7). 
The CCC also works to encourage bids for, and hosts, international sporting events and activities 

that it perceives will create community benefits. In addition, it assists with the marketing and managing 
of sporting events. Some examples of CCC involvement with bidding and the providing of organi- 
zational experience are activities such as: FIFA Under-17’s Soccer World Championship 1999; World 

Netball Championships 1999; World Masters Swimming Championships in 1999; the Pacific Alliance 

Gymnastics Championship 2000; the Women’s World Cricket Cup 2000; Youth Touch World Cup 2001; 

the Super Games 2001; and the Men’s and Women’s World Bowls Championships in 2008. 
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Strategies for Recreation in Oakland 

Without arguing that Christchurch is a panacea, we propose that some of the city’s best practices would 

be valuable to Oakland. We draw both from theory and from the Christchurch experience to offer sug- 

gestions for Oakland civic leaders and social entrepreneurs to start reweaving the urban fabric through 

social contact facilitated by improvements to its sport and recreation infrastructure. 

Here is where we feel Oakland can begin the process: 

Establish community sports clubs based on the New Zealand model 

Establish community annual sports festival days 

Establish volunteerism at recreational facilities 

(1) Establish community sports clubs based on the New Zealand model: 

Oakland is divided by Lake Merritt and also freeways, highways, boulevards, and East, West and North 

parts of town. But the operating units are the various communities, districts and neighborhoods such 
as Montclair, Fruitvale, Melrose, Elmhurst, Sobrante Park, Havenscourt, Rockridge, and Claremont. In 
Christchurch, these districts also form the basis for sporting and recreational clubs. Community "clubs" 

are the operating paradigm for sports and recreational organizations in New Zealand, and the club 
structure has served the community well for over one hundred years. As noted by Andrews: 

A "club;’ simply put, is an informal grouping of individuals brought together around the cause 

of a sporting code. The club can consist of any number of individuals, but rugby and cricket 

clubs in New Zealand typically consist of from 20 to 200 members. There may be fees or dues 

imposed, but usually only minimal cost is involved in club membership, and fees generally go 

to pay for costs above and beyond the cooperative effort of maintaining the club. One expense 

is maintenance on the dub building, usually a one or two-storied building about the size of a 

suburban home. The structure usually has at its center a bar and kitchen, chairs and tables, a 

sports wall of photos and plaques and other memorabilia and a television that is most often 

tuned to sporting events. The dub is usually erupt>; except on practice or game days. But it is 

not the building that makes the club, but the people, the customs and the traditions over the 

years. (2000, p. 40) 

This system of recreational networking could benefit the city of Oakland. Many of the local clubs 
center around rugby and cricket, but regardless of sport played, the structure and interaction are key 
frameworks that warrant duplication. If we re-conceptualize Oakland as a set of community clubs with 

independent governing structures, a meeting place, sponsored events around sports, recreation, out- 
doors activities and various other educational functions, we begin to see the hybrid possibility of what a 
community-based club system in Oakland might become. 

Given the cultural and racial and mix of Oakland, it is logical to presume that there will be naturally 
occurring monocultural clubs and multicultural clubs. (There might alrea@ be pre-existing ethnic- 

centered clubs.) Though the black and white populations have traditionally formed the core demo- 
graphic of the city, there are large (and growing) populations of various Asian cultures and Mexican 
American and other Spanish-speaking groups in Oakland. Clubs should be allowed to form organically, 
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but without excluding potential members because of race, culture, religion, sexuality, gender, or class. 
(The first author was the only African-American member of Palo Alto’s Jewish Community Center in 
1985). Culture can become part of the club mix, as the Maori example in New Zealand has shown. 

Maori are the indigenous people of New Zealand and share cultural similarities with both African 

Americans and Native Americans. Their concept of a Marae is as a cultural facility that serves as 
an historical center, community center, and meeting house. In addition to being a space for lively 
political and religious discussions, the Marae serves as a dinner facility and sleepover location for 

community and international guests and a locale for the documentation of Maori sporting history. 
Maori also have their own sports clubs, and these linked social institutions serve the purpose of 

interweaving various communities together. A similar cultural sports club concept in Oakland might 

interweave churches, school kids, and sporting folks of all ages together for recreation from within 
the community. 

There are a variety of activities clubs could focus on, depending on the area and pre-existing facilities. 

Some activities might include tennis, golf, swimming, cricket, rugby, soccer, softball, and touch football. 
In addition clubs could sponsor (with pay) students who clean neighborhoods, parks, and nature areas. 
Clubs could involve students in non-traditional activities such as boating, canoeing, kayaking, yacht- 

ing, sailing, and beach parties (after cleaning the beach, of course) and joint-venture trips with other 
Oakland clubs. These days can be arranged across clubs so as to diffuse anticipated tensions between 

clubs. Again, these are just a few of the possible activities for clubs outside of the more traditional sport- 

ing codes. In this respect the club moves beyond benefits of sport and recreation into skill development 
and reweaving the urban fabric by having people of various social backgrounds come into contact for a 
common purpose and mission. 

For financial reasons, the "club" need not begin in an actual physical facility, as our model in New 

Zealand (and elsewhere), but can begin primarily as a concept. Club meetings can be held in family 
homes or existing community centers, for a start. More important for the club in its initial stages for 

sport, play, and leisure activities is the issue of access. With few venues, unsafe facilities, or financial 
access constraints, clubs--on any conceptual level--will find it tough going. 

(2) Establish community annual sports festival days: 

An annual sports festival day could be held at proposed sports clubs throughout Oakland, once those 
clubs are indeed up and running. This is part of the sustainability component of club organization. 
The Christchurch example highlights recreation and health issues complemented by non-threatening 

intergroup contact between Maori and Pakeha (white ancestry). Christchurch officials are addressing 
health problems in the Maori community by initiating local sport and leisure activities combined with 

targeted health initiatives at annual sport, leisure and community health festivals. One such festival 
gathers the Aranui community; the population hardest hit by health disparities,33 for one full day of 
sponsored activity and culture. Recreation plays a key role as grandparents, parents and other adults, 

youth, and pre-teens come together for games, play, and spirited sport. The old are teamed with the 
young in activities that favor neither age group. Cooperation and ioyous competition are key aims but 
not the only goals of the 12-hour summer Saturday of healthy activity. 

Trusted community leaders approach pregnant women, young mothers, addicted youth and adults, 
obese adults and the elderly and gently prod them into tents where they get free health checks. Aware 
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that many Maori are still suspicious and often fearful of white health officials, Maori health practitioners 

facilitate check-ups and schedule follow-up visits for pre-natal care, cholesterol monitoring, blood pres- 
sure, and related medical work. Maori also include Pakeha in the health process, since many patients 
will eventually be paired with non-Maori--given the small number of Maori health practitioners in 
New Zealand. An additional benefit of the health day is positive "first contact" for Maori in the health 

disparity community of Aranui with the New Zealand health establishment. 
Community leaders take further advantage of the critical mass of youth by employing local Maori and 

Pakeha police officers dressed in casual sweat suits to participate as officials and coaches during games 
and activities. Again, local community leaders want to ensure that "first contact" for many children and 

young adults with law-enforcement is non-threatening. This proactive utilization of both health and 

law-enforcement officials--couched in a 12-hour day of sport, games, play, prizes, local celebrities and 
sports stars, cultural dance, and awards ceremonies--goes far towards both creating a healthy bond in 
the community across all age levels while also increasing the overall life-chances and improving the 
health disparities of Aranui individuals and families. 

The theory of optimum contact would point out the shortcomings of these contact scenarios. We feel 
that even though the Maori Sports Festival day has built-in power relationships, the teaming of Maori 
with white medical officials and the participation of officers as coaches and referees "out of uniform’’ 
goes far in setting up future "non-threatening" scenarios. The associated health activities, cultural ritu- 

als, and relationships organically forged between civic officials and youth are useful in the process of 

reweaving the urban fabric and bonding people to their community. Sports festivals could, if adapted to 
Oakland’s un ique cultural mix, assist the process of reweaving Oakland’s urban fabric by reducing intra- 
and interpersonal strain in the community while simultaneously forging closer social ties with health 

officials and also increasing the positive interaction between police and local citizens. The benefits of 
good health increase the life-chances of those most at risk in the community. The benefits of positive 
first contact with police also increase the life chances of those most at risk for future negative contact 

with officers. Police relations are also on the agenda in Oakland. Recent Oakland mayor Jerry Brown 
stated his primary goal was: 

To reorganize the Police Department and formulate a crime reduction strategy based on geo- 
graphic accountability. The objectives include ... increased recruitment of Oakland residents 

as police officers and the forging of close ties between the officers and the people of Oakland. 
(City of Oakland, 2005b) 

This is a clear indication of the strong local need for closer police-citizen non-threatening contact in 
Oakland. Any intervention or organizational development by social entrepreneurs in Oakland would do 
well to partner with local law and health officials in creating a holistic environment for youth and adults. 

Edwards references enlisting the aid of health care professionals in the opening paragraph and we also 
see this as a natural extension of recreation and fitness goals. 
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(3) Establish volunteerism at recreational facilities: 

2he primary goal of improving volunteerism is to increase the adult-per-youth ratio in recreational 

facilities. One volunteer program that has won many civic awards and a program Oakland could learn 
from, is based in Chico, California, and is called CAVE: Community Action Volunteers in Education. 

~- , CA’~ Es premise is that students at Chico State and local residents both benefit academically and 
interpersonally by expanding education beyond the parameters of the ivory tower. Students receive 
course credit towards graduation, are provided transportation to volunteer sites, and are instructed in 

how to interact with other cultures, those differently able& the elderly, and poor. In turn the community 
group, whether it is a senior citizens home or an elementary school math program, receives the input 
and personal touch of eager volunteers who want to make a difference in the greater community. And 

quite often, even when students pursue volunteering as part of their major in education or social work, 
the experience has a lasting and unexpected influence on their lives. One need not be committed to 
altruism in order to experience the benefits of altruistic behavior. 

Altruistic contact of this sort most resembles the "support of authorities, law or custom" criteria of 

the contact hypothesis. Socially supported contact can have long-term interpersonal benefits as well as 
the obvious short-term community benefits to improved relationships between the sexes, age groups, 

ability groups, racial groups, and cultural groups. Indeed, Oakland might well serve in the future as a 
model for park and recreational diversity founded on a strong base of personal contribution. 

In addition to the above, an annual awards and recognition banquet would go a long way to raise 

money and to acknowledge those businesses and grassroots organizers and volunteers who have con- 
tributed. The idea is not to "reward" people for their activism as much as it is to "acknowledge" com- 
munity work. Oakland clubs--as a centralized working unit--would also do well to forge partnerships 

with local professional and collegiate sports teams. Relationships with local sports teams will promote 
mutually beneficial sporting and recreational programs. 

Teams benefit by positive promotion and community involvement and local communities benefit 

by added input and assistance from teams. There are a variety of things teams can do to better forge 
community ties and establish loyalty from fans: sponsor sports clinics at community centers, have public 
speaking engagements at clubs, and sponsor!assist with community clean-ups. Social entrepreneurs 

would do well to work with local teams’ (and universities’) communications and community outreach 
programs to forge deep, long-term relationships regarding local clubs and recreation outputs. 

Discussion 

2he City of Oakland is slowly moving, we feel, in the right direction. In regard to local recreation centers, 

funding, and diversity issues, the official website notes: 

The City of Oakland, Office of Parks and Recreation operates multiple community-based 

centers spanning the entire City. Free and low-cost programs for people of all ages and 
backgrounds are offered in recreation, sports, arts and culture, computers, general learning, 
after-school activities and more. (City of Oaldand, 2005c) 
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Further analysis of Oakland’s contemporary landscape is needed to appraise the effectiveness of local 

initiatives and to highlight the gaps in service. One gap, for sure, has been the safety issue the first author 
highlighted in his autoethnography of his youth regarding parks and recreation around Oakland. And 
while the autoethnography serves primarily as a starting point in the analysis of the needs of urban 

youth, it does point up some persistent problems with urban facilities: funding, access, and safety. An 
excerpt from a June 2007 sports column about an Oakland family who started a baseball team because 
of neighborhood violence highlights some of the major concerns articulated herein: 

[The Royals] had everything they needed except coaching experience, money, a place to play, 

adequate transportation and assistance from other adults .... The Royals play ball wherever 

they can get a break on fees, they get their baseball equipment at flea markets, they are driven 
to games in a 20-year-old van .... Even when some fees are waived, costs add up. Meals, snacks, 
gas, unies [uniforms], shoes, balls, equipment .... The Royals [baseball team] know all about 

crime and violence. At school, sometimes recess is cancelled due to gunfire .... Ghost Town 
is a violence-ridden }Vest Oakland neighborhood, violent even by Oaldand standards .... 
Dozens of kids of all ages play ball instead of dodging bullets and street-corner drug dealers ... 
[The Royals] are a grassroots team born of their neighborhood’s poverty and violence. %Ve’re 

able to interject morals, standards, social skills, problem solving, perseverance;’ Roscoe said. 
"They’re on a team, they learn how to resolve issues. In our neighborhood, issues are resolved 

with guns .... They learn discipline and respect;’ Lehi said, "so they know how to talk to each 

other. The problem in our community now is a breakdown in comnmnication:’ (Ostler, 2007) 

The city has taken the step, at least on paper, to highlight the need for safety. The website notes: 

Parks and Recreation has worked together with communities and people to build a better 

Oakland. Constructing fun and safe playgrounds for children and parents to enjoy. Along 
with running recreation centers to provide people and communities around the centers a fun 

and safe environment for a variety of activities. (City of Oaldand, 2005a) 

In addition, Oakland has expanded the goals of parks and recreation facilities to include not only 
various age groupings, but also a variety of non-sport related activities. Under "Programs, Classes and 

Activities;’ they note: 

The ONce of Parks and Recreation enthusiastically invites everyone to participate in our 

programs, classes & activities which serves all ages and cultures, that range from tiny-tots to 
seniors. Join now to get involved in our leisurely activities, regular programming, day camps 

and special events. (City of Oakland, 2005d) 

We suspect there may be a gap between the enthusiastic invitation and citizen participation. A survey of 

Oakland’s participants and non-participants would highlight issues missing that are in the Christchurch 

infrastructure. 
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Researchers will note that we have offered no "proof" that organic intergroup contact will actually 

improve rather than deteriorate intergroup relations. The basis for the hypothesis that contact grounded 
in Allport’s hypothetical four conditions--at least to some degree--is better than no contact at all, flows 
from a conversation the first author had in graduate school. The upshot of the conversation was the 

intuitive notion that social stereotypes and dissension, if left unchecked, can fester; that is the basis for 
the above organic contact versus no contact theory. University of Wisconsin sociology Professor Joe 
Elder, a Quaker, once told me why he travels to Sri Lanka to dodge bullets: 

My mission is to keep both sides talking. That is, even though they will not have any face-to- 
face contact, they will communicate through me their issues. I then go to the other side and 

tell them the rivals’ concerns. This is often very dangerous and I have been shot at. The main 
goal is to keep them in contact. Once they stop talking, we feel there is little hope. (Elder, 1994) 

This is not optimum contact, as a bullet-riddled van would attest to. One could argue that it is even 
pre-organic contact. But we would agree that this level of contact is better than no contact and is the 
logic we apply to the application of organic intergroup contact in non-optimum contact scenarios such 

as loosely managed community recreation and sport. 

Conclusion 

Edwards is still on his game when he advocates for a better urban future by sounding off about the future 

of athletic participation and efficacy and also about urban problems associated with ever-deteriorating 
parks and recreation facilities and youth disconnect. Our hope is that as the growing green corridor 
of entrepreneurial activity in the East Bay reaches out into community activism so as to show the way 
forward for urban renewal in and around Oakland. 

This paper uses Christchurch’s best practices as a model for Oakland and Oakland as a potential ur- 

ban landscape for access to safe and supportive local parks and recreation facilities. We began the stu@ 

with a review of Harry Edwards’s strong concerns about the crisis centered around sport and play, noted 
the contributions innovative social entrepreneurs could make in soMng social problems, highlighted 
our concerns about ethnic contact as a positive outcome, and lastly used reflective autoethnography to 

engage the urban landscape and past recreational environment in and around Oakland. We then sought 
to devise concrete strategies for implementing a sport and recreation program that would not only have 
health benefits, but would--via organic social contact--improve cross-cultural as well as other forms of 

social contact between out-groups. Taken together, we have worked herein to suggest ways to use sport 
and recreation to reweave the urban fabric of Oakland, a city whose park and recreation facilities were 
at times un-kept and unsafe. 

Promoting and celebrating cross-demographic volunteerism in sport, forging community partner- 
ships with local sports franchises, hosting neighborhood sports festivals and creating the social and 
physical infrastructure for community-based sport and recreation clubs all contribute to reweaving 

the social fabric. These strategies can help Oakland lay a lasting foundation by developing a deeper 
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commitment not only to parks and recreation facilities but to its overall environmental health and to the 

life-chances of young and old residents. 
The commitment will require dedication from a variety of sources, including: the city council, local 

businesses, schools, churches, civic groups, professional and collegiate sports teams, senior citizens, 

city alumni and expatriates, the mayor, and the Director of Parks and Recreation--we would suggest, 
in connection with social entrepreneurs. Both long-term and short-term goals need to be implemented 
with the "buy-in" and suggestions from community groups. Finally, at least one day each year should be 

dedicated to a sports festival day, thereby galvanizing the community at the club level for recognition, 
fun and the participation of local civic authorities, health professionals, sports celebrities and everyday 
Oakland folks. 

With careful planning and thoughtful implementation, the aforementioned are just some of the 
benefits that can accrue to a city when it focuses its energy on improving the parks and recreation 
process. Sport and recreation offers but one possible model as a social unifier via the organic intergroup 

contact and interpersonal communication people engage in while participating in fun, leisurely activity. 
Contact with others in socially organic situations like these may never approach the "optimum contact" 

researchers are rightly critical of, but these initiatives can lead to situations where ideal contact scenarios 

have a higher likelihood of occurring. 
Taken together, Oakland could be a model for reweaving the fabric of the urban community through 

an emphasis on safe, clean and easily accessible and affordable recreation, sport and park environments. 

With positive and committed civic involvement, the possibilities are boundless. Dr. Edwards’ advocacy 
for improved conditions we feel is urgent--10 years after his essay on the crisis of black athletes. In 
many ways, the crisis expands far beyond black athletes, and the benefits additionally expand beyond 

athletes in diverse, growing Oakland, California. Our hope is that government programs of any sort are 
aided in a consortia with energetic, innovative social entrepreneurs grown from the local community. 
This would truly be social justice forged by community foot-soldiers being the change they want to see. 

Notes 

27 Both authors, it should be noted, have lived in both Christchurch and Oakland. 

28 1 suggest that these stories reflect similar experiences of more than a few other black lives. That said, nay positive 

and negative experiences in and around Oakland cannot be generalized to the many recreational travels and 

cultural narratives of the local youth of my generation. 

29 The first author was born in 1958 and lived until age 18 at 5300 Holland Street, two blocks from 54th and 

International Boulevard (then East 14th Street). This was considered the "heart" of the ghetto in those days. 

30 Madison, Wisconsin, was rated "the #1 city to live in America" circa 1995. 

31 In 1996, Christchurch was acknowledged as the outstanding garden city from 620 international entries, and in 1997 

it was judged Overall Winner of Major Cities in the Nations in Bloom International Competition to become 

"Garden City of the World!" (Christchurch City Council. "The Garden City;’ vol. 2005. Christchurch.) 

32 New Zealand police do not carry either guns or clubs, given the low relative rate of violent crime. But Christchurch 

does have youth gangs and associated problems. One past gang leader, Shane, when asked why teenagers were 
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constantly getting into fights near malls, said, "These kids are going to keep going out and wreaking havoc if we 

don’t try to find somewhere for them to go and somewhere they can take pride in. It will be better in the long run 

for the council and police and businesses because they won’t have to deal with the effects of these kids’ rampage:’ 

(Thomas, Kim. 2005.) Christchurch needs to addresses these issues in future plans. 

33 For a recent review of recent health disparity issues of African American, Latino, Asian, and white urban 

communities, please see M. Sims, T. Sims, and M. Bruce (2007). 
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Chapter 5 
Is Football ~he New African Slave Trade? 

Dr. Colin King 

When you buy them, you have to consider how many to go for. They have power and therefore in 

the modern game they are quick and strong. Most of them are centre-backs or centre-forwards. 

They are hungry, but I cannot believe we don’t have hungry players in Europe. May be they 

practice in the streets. If they are only motivated by money it does not last. The danger, if you buy’ 

because you are desperate, is that you overpay and you have no time. (Arsenal manager, Arsene 

Wenger, cited in Evening Standard 2008) 

A result of Dr. Harry Edwards’s scholarship and activism has been in exposing the athletic exploita- 
tion of the Black body and the academic neglect of the Black mind. To expand upon notions of athletic 
exploitation, this chapter considers the reluctance of academic sports scholarship and sports journalism 

to acknowledge how features of slavery have led to the under-development of African football. This 
analysis is based on different observational positions as a licensed coach, scout, sports scientist, MBA 
sports graduate, and evicted African. The chapter criticises this reluctance as disguising the replication 

of the exploitation of the black body. The intent is to assess the potential of football to reproduce specific 
features of the slave period; venturing into African communities, taking black children away through 
contemporary notions of talent identification. It argues that there is a connection between marketing 

and business theories in football in the way they have colluded with the scientific constructions of black 
men as compatible with a specific physical labor role, now operational inside football. 

This chapter suggests these constructions of the black male body have re-emerged in the neo-colonial 

age through the sale of the black sporting body in football on three inter-linking levels. Firstly, the trans- 
port of black footballers as commodities from Africa into the neo-colonial zones of Europe, underpinned 

by a contemporary psychological and business science that goes beyond the simplicity of trafficking, 

trade or smuggling, as discussed by Schreen (2007), Darby (2007a and 2007b), and Bessoni, Pale, and 
Ravenel (2010). Secondly the chapter argues that modern day scientific racism can be analyzed through 
a lens of whiteness as an unconscious new sporting culture. This is the culture in which scouts and 

coaches, similar to the metaphor used by Rodney (1982), have contributed to the under-development of 
the economic, social, and political landscape of African football and humanity. In the third section the 
chapter deconstructs the strategic layers of these cultures of whiteness that dehumanize African football, 

based on three empirical research projects into the science, psychology, and management approaches 
of modern racism in football. The chapter argues the chains from these approaches have created new 
models and new features of slavery inside football, the alleged "people’s game" 
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It’s Not S[auery, It’s Just Football 

There appears a reluctance to discuss how features of slavery have emerged inside football. The word 
"slavery" on a Foucauldian level (see Foucault, 1961) appears too emotive a narrative to understand the 

trading of the African body through the connecting periods of slavery, imperialism, and colonialism to 
the new sporting migrants black footballers. The features I look at are not the pain of the Middle Passage 
and the destruction of African humanity. Rather, I examine the features that are invisible to European 

sport theorists, that is the failure to see the DNA (Dangerous Negative Approach) of whiteness as a 
science that has accumulated validity through the work of Kane ( 1971), Cashmore (1982), Victor (1996) 
and Entine (2000), and reduces African footballers to new labor demands of football. Academics funded 

by the political constraints of academic institutions have failed to analyze how white personnel disguise 
features of slavery through clouded notions of trafficking. 

Under the European Convention on Hmnan Rights, human trafficking is regarded as a modern 

form of slavery, with people treated as commodities that can be bought and sold. Whiteness fails to 
understand the legacy of slavery from which it has been one of the main beneficiaries. Whiteness as a 
psychosis is a deflection from the realities of seeing the ways in which colonialism, sport, and society 

connect. This is the psychosis in which Europeans in football have colonized specific parts of Africa with 
similar intentions to slavery or trafficking; the appropriation of black footballers as labor for profit from 
black families. It’s important to consider what this narrative conveys, for human trafficking contains 

human, legal, and social constructions. For Poll (2009), trafficking in football operates directly through 
clubs’ recruitment or indirectly through the promise of football-related bribes to attract a child. Pale 
(2007) argues the situation is a case of"new" slavery versus "old" slavery, but this debate fails to analyze 

whether European football as a global industry continues to collude with European theories of Africa 
that emerged during slavery. Football has the latent potential to under-develop Africa despite its good 
intentions, such as the decision to award the World Cup to South Africa in 2010. This under-develop- 

ment is best conceptualized through Rodney’s (1982) notion of the "balance sheet of colonialism." As a 

concept, the notion of the balance sheet is useful in analyzing the different levels in which Europe has 
dented the economic ability of Africa to trade, to sell, and to have a greater status in world politics of 

the global game. 
It is important to understand the notion of under-development by examining how, from stakehold- 

ers to academics, whiteness perpetuates remnants of past slave ideologies and a new triangle of trad- 
ing African players across Europe. Whiteness de-racializes sport as a market through complex legal 
strategic jargon from the European Union and European Council Law. This deflects from Europe’s entry 

into Africa via claims of color-blindness, diminished accountability for its colonialization of the social 
spaces of African communities, and a welfare approach to sport in Africa. The origins of this disguise 
between features of slavery and football can be examined in the transition from the transatlantic slave 
trade and the assmned termination of the purchase of slaves from Africa. Whilst two million Africans 

lost their lives, it is estimated that any reparation cost would need to be 7 trillion pounds (Channel Four 
TV, 2005). It is now assumed that the legacy of that period is dead, despite Rodney’s (1982) analysis of 

the political and economic structures of the period of slavery as entrenched in the socio-psychological 
facets of European life. Football articulates these facets in a number of paradoxical ways. 
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This paradoxical relationship is represented by English fans who embrace the song Rule Britannia, 

which includes the line "Britain never, never, never shall be slaves:’ This is without any awareness of how 

the lyrics echo the superiority of whiteness as exempt from being slaves. The myths of slavery inside the 
culture of management through white managers were echoed again in 2006, when the Chelsea manager, 

Jose Mourinho, commented that the French FA’s decision to make Claude Makelele return to the French 
squad meant that "he was being treated like a slave with no rights" (cited in Tulse, 2006). Football dis- 

guises the real truth behind the ownership of African players. Furthermore, the stereotypes of Africans 

as intellectually deficient were reflected by Ron Noades, Chairman of Crystal Palace who, twenty years 
ago, claimed that "they are ok in the summer" and "they are good when the ball is in front of them." 

Gladwell’s (2007) notion of the Blink theory, the power of thinking without thinking is thus useful in 

assessing these moments as representing the historical implicit associations that have transcended from 
slavery about African players. 

These modern features of "slavery" are translated as issues of immorality. For example, Sepp Blatter, 

president of FIFA claimed that the extraction of African young talent represented "social and economic 

rape" (BBC, 2006). The investigations into the relationships between whether features of slavery exist in 
the game have not been substantiated by black British players, who seem reluctant to disclose how football 

replicates patterns of the plantation field: performing to white coaches, managers and owners, and placed 
in "non-thinking" positions on the field of play because of an assumed biological gift of speed and strength. 

The aversion to see the new realities of the African slave trade inside football may appear an emotional 

resistance to being made accountable for the sins of one’s white forefathers. Football has a similar mode 
of production to slaver~; forcing players to sell their labour to those who own the means of production 
that is white stakeholders. This reproduces the forces of racism for African players, both ideologically and 

economically. The analysis of modern racism in football is content to discuss racial abuse on the terraces of 
English society (Williams, 1991), without any analysis of the specific content of the abuse, the symbolism 
of the banana that reduces the black players to their post-colonial perception, the sporting animal. 

UJhiteness as a Science in the Transition From S[auery to Sport 

On the plantation, a strong black man was mated with strong black women. [Blacks] were 
simply bred for physical qualities. The Negro was brought to this country as a physical speci- 

men, a physical thing to work the land. He was right away involved in physical labor. And he 
was involved in sport by the white slave owner. One owner might say to another, "My nigger 

can outrun your nigger:’ This started a pattern of physical excellence .... competition gave him 

an out, and it has continued that way through the years. (Entine, 2000. p. 72) 

Sports science has become a powerful method in reproducing biological features of slaver~: It has the 

power to collude with colonial perceptions of African communities, primarily the dislocation between 
the black body and black mind. It has created the construction of the archetypal sporting body as be- 
ing African, aided by Entine’s (2000) journalistic investigation into the biological myths of the black 

athlete. Through questionable notions of race, DNA, and skin color, his analysis of eugenics and science 
has created the value of the African body, with West Africa the home of speed, and North and East 
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Africa the home of endurance. This provides the underpinning of the rationale for talent identification 

programmes and the competitive rivalry of European football clubs to enter Africa. 
During my graduate research I examined whether talent identification in football is a science or a 

form of conjecture in relation to the perceptions of African players in European football. I compared the 

science of talent identification based upon anatomical, physiological and genetic differences and showed 
how" this correlated with a new type of racial stacking in the 21st century. In this instance, science repre- 
sents a form of conjecture based upon a set of implicit cultural values operated by scouts, coaches, and 

managers at the elite levels of professional football. This conjecture was investigated in the manner in 
which individuals such as Kane (1971) have constructed the black body as bigger and faster. He makes 
visible a psychosis of whiteness in the ways stereotypes of the physical qualities of the black sportsman 
are linked. His research asserts that slavery "made" African players more superior athletes through its 

repercussions for their skeletal and anatomical physiological profiles. This includes the physiological 
characteristics assigned to African sportsmen as having longer leg lengths, narrow hips, wider calf bones 

and greater arm circumference. He thus develops the scientific seeds for the emergence of European 
talent identification in relation to African players. 

This construction reduces African players to just physical attributes, as perpetuated by Victor (1996) 

who argues the period of slavery made the blackbody conducive to the playing demands of the modern 
game. It is important to translate the features of slavery in football as symbols, patterns of behavior, and 
ideologies that impact upon black players’ lives. Slavery instilled a racialized exploitative system over a 

400-year period that demonized the black family as defective and maladjusted. Welsing (1991) argues 
that slavery has forms of symbols, and in football the black child is a symbol of white club managers’ 
and coaches’ ownership inside academies now placed in Africa. Sport science has created the rationale 

for this new type of syrnbolism reinforced by Woolnough (1983) with the claim that African players 
have magical strengths. For CLR ]ames (1967), this is the conjecture from the colonial period which 
perpetuates the superiority of whiteness and the inferiority of African people. The symbolism of innate 

racial difference through sport is further assisted by ideas that have transferred from the period of slavery 
which place black children as lacking intellectual skills (Watson, 2007; Burr, 1935; Eysenck, 1971). 

Through my graduate research I demonstrated that football-related studies such as Ekblom (1994) 
have not found any distinct differences in terms of height, weight, body fat, somatotype, and muscle 
shape between African and European players. Sirnilarly, there were no distinct differences in terrns 

of anaerobic power or muscle fiber tissues (Reilly, 1979). In terms of the science of race as a feature of 
slavery, Marcelle (1980) researched early anatomical features of Ugandan children, suggesting that they 
were skeletally more developed. This has created artificial illusions between race and ability that have 

resonated inside talent identification designed to identify those individuals (children) with physiological 
traits (genetics) for a particular sport. Worthy and MarNe (1970) collude further with this race ideology 
in which whites are better at self-paced sport and black have an edge in reactive sports. A feature of this 

psychosis of whiteness is represented by Dunn and Lupfer’s study of the performances of 55 white and 
122 black footballers (cited in Ekblom, 1994). They collude with the ideological myth of black sports- 
men as quicker in responding to a sudden change in stimulus. The economic rationale for this assertion 

can be located in Szymanski’s (1993) research into the economic worth of black and white players. 
Whilst black players were seen as more successful on the field of players in terms of their individual 
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performances and contribution towards the team success than their white counterparts, they actually 

cost less. This has important implications for the psychology of whiteness as a management culture. 

Business Management Psychology as a Feature of S[auery in Football 

The hypothesis that sport reproduces features of the psychological aspects of slavery is personified by 
Melnick’s (1988) research into how constructions of race shape the stacking of black players into labor 

specific position on the field of pla}: Similar to studies in North America and Britain, Edwards (1973) 
suggests that the field of play replicates a racialized division of labor. This division is informed by Hawes 

(1987) who found a correlation between the science of race and perceptions amongst English football 
managers who allocated qualities of high and low interaction and decision-making to central (white 
players) and non-central (black players) positions, based upon distinct racial categorizations. This is 

crucial to understanding how racism as a science emerges in sport and becomes institutionalized as 
a management system. My graduate study of 10k players from the period 1985-2010, including skx 
European Leagues and 60 international teams, revealed no significant differences in height, weight, 

or positioning by race between black and white players. It appears to be a psychological belief system 
within the science of sport and race that has lead to a rationale for the business structures of sport which 

have re-enacted features of the old trading systems in football. 

During my MBA study I compared the strategic human models that operate in both periods that 
positioned European whites as purchasers of Africans as commodities. Rodney’s (1982) notion of the 
"balance sheet of colonialism’’ was used to conceptualize the features of slavery that continue to dehu- 

manize the black body as a source of trade. I argue that Europeans as managers in the institutions of 
football clubs enter Africa not to traffic (illegally remove) but to purchase African players, based upon 
a set of scientific, racialized values. These values are enshrined in the economic price placed on African 

labor by European clubs as the purchaser. The business unit is represented by the football academies 
emerging in Africa as the new plantation fields run by white personnel. 

During this MBA study I adjusted the balance scorecard strategy from the work of Becker (2001) to 

examine how Eurocentric post-colonial business models operate inside sport. This was achieved by us- 
ing Rodney’s (1982) "balance sheet of colonialism" to analyse the similar phases of under-development 

of Africa by Europe in which European psychological, social, and cultural concepts of human capital 

have contributed to the exploitation of African people as a commodity. I argue that a new feature of 
the cultural and psychological legacy of slavery is represented by the "cultural balance scorecard of 

neo-colonialism in football," which constructs African labor as a significant resource. 
To understand how human capital models of race operate in sport it is important to trace their 

evolution from 1448, when the Portuguese invaded West Africa and the English ventured into South 

Africa to buy African slaves for profit. The rationale for Europe’s entry into Africa for slaves from the 
1500s was based on a racialized form of human capital. That this process of radicalization initiated from 

slavery is argued convincingly by Mills (1997). He states that there originally existed an agreement, or 
"race contract;’ among European men in the beginning of the modern period to identify themselves as 
"white" and therefore fully human, and to identify all others, in particular the natives with whom they 
were beginning to come into contact with, as non-white "Others" and therefore not fully human. 
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The absence of an Afrocentric analysis of the role of human capital management in sport as a feature 

of slavery is never challenged. Ramdin (1987) suggests that slavery represented an overseas discipline 
that ensured the continual exploitation of colonial labor and was achieved though an ideology based on 
racial differences around the inferiority and superiority, constructed to keep blacks in subjection. His 
notion of "plantocracy racism" articulates the presence of a British capitalism that seems to permeate 

into the neo-colonial age of football. It represents an economic trade compatible with the demands of 
British capitalism in purchasing slaves from 1555 for specific labor demands on the plantation field. This 

objectification of African labor as chattel, ownership, and a global human capital system have important 
implications for sport, which embraces the political, social, and economic control over the black body. 

Asante’s (1988) Afrocentric approach is useful in analyzing the features of slavery in sport that have 

led to the strategic re-enactment of a science in terms of how white men inside football perpetuate the 
myths of the African body. It is the process of maintaining African personnel as culturally different to 
be civilized, humanized, and assimilated that makes visible this feature of slavery inside sport as part 
of the development of a European business approach. In terms of the notion of the "balance sheet of 
colonialism," an "in-balance" is created from slavery between European and African communities that 

enables Europe’s entry into Africa to extract tangible resources, notably footballers. 

The Uisibitity of t~Uhiteness as a Feature of $lauery Inside 

To view whiteness as an invisible, normative standard (Delgado and Ste~ancic, 1988) shows its potential 
to replicate the same values, behaviors, and actions of the colonial period within the world of modern 

sport. Similarly Nkomo’s (1992) notion that whiteness defines the science of certain organizations, and 
Ashcroft and Allen’s (2003) contention that it represents a professional norm, reveals whiteness as a 

particular set of cultural features. More analytically, Said (1994) argues that whiteness is a secret cultural 

weapon in the management of organizational culture. The dominance of white, male personnel in the 
management structures of sporting organizations has developed their human capital, economic wealth, 
and strategic competences through the colonial period, including FIFA, the major European football 

leagues and the English FA. Cooke’s (2001) work on the connection between slavery and management 
demonstrates the strategic relationships involved in the construction of nineteenth century American 
railroads, with 38,000 managers managing four million slaves. His analysis of the legacy of slavery in 

these management systems can be used to show how the principles of human capital translate to the 
sporting ownership of African players as a value held by white men. 

Sport as a management structure is built on the scientific illusions of the physical superiority of 

the African body. The strategic capability of sport and the power of whiteness are formed around a 
set of scientific biochemical models which provide the basis of a European approach to gain competi- 
tive strategic advantage over African players. The psychological features of slavery are best reflected by 
Hoberman’s (1997) concept of "the athletic zing of the black mind" in which the position of whiteness 

as a psychological contract sees African personnel purely as products. For Kovel (1988) this psychology 
is institutionalized through the notion of whiteness as a culture. For Basso (1979) it is the portraits of 
"the culture of whiteness" in sport that reproduce the behaviors of white men in power: The implications 
for African players are best personified by Fanon’s (1967) theme of "negrophobia," whereby the power 
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of whiteness is enacted through a set of legal and economic controls that lead Africans to internalize 

their inferiority. The psychological features of slavery inside sport can be analyzed in the context of the 
Africans who resisted slavery being labeled as having the mental illness drapetomania. A similar condi- 
tion can be seen inside sport in which white men cannot see the implications of the legal and economic 

powers that force African players into similar condition of compliance. 

Managing UJhiteness as a Remnant of S[auery in Football 

The business structures of sport, notably the corporate institutional bodies in European and English 

football, have important historical national links to Africa and distinct trading routes similar to past 
ventures, where 90% of the slave trade originated from. Using Becker et al.’s (2001) "workforce score- 

card" to analyze the market forces in football, African players have become tangible assets. European 

football structures continue to evolve along similar lines to the corporate business structures of slavery, 
such as joint ownership and public limited companies. This reflects Rodney’s (1982) "phase three" of 

the under-development model of Africa. It is the phase in which African football is continually" under- 

developed by the scouting, coaching, and administrative structures of European football. 
The perception of Africa as underdeveloped is best articulated through the resource based approach 

of Collis and Montgomery (1995), in which football companies reproduce white management human 
capital systems based on "extracting" African players as resources. Global economic purchasing values 

are placed on African players, in which football firms place importance on the knowledge of man- 
agement teams to purchase African players. A study of the origins of the owners of clubs within the 

English/European leagues reveals an ownership that is still American-European. This challenge can be 
analyzed through Onyeani’s (2000) notion of the "capitalist nigger;’ in which he suggests that there has 
been a historical alienation of black American and African stakeholders. For Rhoden (2006), European 

and American human relationships models exclude black agents. According to the work of Shropshire 
(1996), they function through a historical cultural deference given to white agents, forged by the politi- 
cal and cultural perceptions of black personnel as lacking professionalism, which has created new legal 

controls over black players as commodities. 

The Bosman Ru[in~l: The Flbo[ition of UJhite S[auerg? 

The Bosman Ruling of 1995 appears to have liberated the freedom of movement for white European 

players. Article 39 (formerly 38) of the European Community Treaty provides greater freedom to move 
freely to another club, whilst Article 48 precludes the application of rules laid down by sporting associa- 
tions under which a professional football player who is a citizen of one member state may not move to 

another. However, it has failed to stop the repetition of a particular feature of slavery in sport: the legal 
control of African players. Article 48 failed to liberate African players from a legal system in which 
the selling club will only get compensation up to one year of the player’s salary. Bosman, similar to the 

abolition of slavery, makes transparent a system of the political dominance of white, male European 
stakeholders, with an ethnocentric electoral system featured around the legal and financial self-interests 
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of whiteness. The Bosman Ruling has not redressed African representation inside the major European 

business sectors. African stakeholders have no impact on the complex legal changes implemented by 
Bosman, the European Union and FIFA. The failure to regulate the political and economic ability of 
European countries through Free Trade has not led to a redistribution of economic and political power 

over the transfer system. 
As with slavery, or the misguided notion of trafficking or migration, it is difficult to assess the levels 

at which African players are being bought and sold, despite anecdotal case examples. On a statistical 

level, it has been claimed that there has been a 500% increase in the purchase of African players. The 
prohibition on the international transfer of minors, aimed to guard against the exploitation of young 
people under the age of 18, has failed to halt unscrupulous practices to obtain young players. FIFEs 

social responsibility for coaching, refereeing, and administration training has not translated into human 
rights for African stakeholders. Despite the terms of the Regulations of the UEFA/CAF Meridian Cup 
in 2006 based on Article 49(2c) and Article 50(1) of UEFA statutes as well as Article 23(11) and (19) of 

the CAF statutes Article 2 of the legislation has failed to improve the ability of Africa to develop its own 
cultural and sporting systems. FIFA policies have not extended equitable political and economic power. 
Similarly to slavery, they appear to have given legal permission to European clubs to develop a better 

strategic approach to footballing slave labor. 

The Buyin~ or Flppropriation of the Football Commodity 

Poli (2006) suggests that African families release their potential playing talent for as little as �3000-4000. 

The 2004 Tampere Project aimed at resoMng trafficking in football and the UN convention against trans- 
national organized crime aligned to Article 5(3) of the European Charter has also been equally impotent 
to stop this trend. Bessoni, Pale, and Ravenel (2010) report that, as of October 2009, 571 African players 

had been imported into Europe. They were employed by 52 clubs, with the largest percentage playing 
in France (3.4%) and the largest nmnber imported from Nigeria (113 players). Darby (2007a) offers a 
descriptive analysis of the "exodus of elite soccer African talent to Europe;’ suggesting that by 2007, 67% 

of African players who had played in the African Cup of Nations, were purchased by European clubs. 
By the 1990s, 300 African players had migrated to Europe, and by the 1999-2000 season, 118 players 
had migrated to Portugal alone. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 69 of these were from the former Portuguese 

colonies of Angola, Mozambique, and Cape Verde. Of the 163 Africans in the French League, 59% came 
from the former French colonies of Senegal, Cameroon, and the Ivory Coast. 

As white male European academics, Darby (2002), Scherrin (2007), and Bessoni, Pale, and Ravenel 

(2010) provide important data, whilst also contesting the legitimacy of slavery in the recent emergence 
of the buying and selling African players. Scherrin’s (2007) claim is that it is economic migration the 
theory of the "muscle drain’’ offers an interesting appraisal of the system, but fails to analyze the scien- 

tific rationale. Whilst football trade represents 3% of total world trade, the following quotation from 
Sepp Blatter (2003) reveals the more concerning issues of exploitation: "Europe’s leading clubs conduct 

themselves increasingly as neo-colonialists who do not give a damn about heritage but engage in social 

and economic rape by robbing the developing world of their best players." 
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This "social and economic rape" does not address the secondary trading systems amongst Africans, 

with claims that there are now 500 illegal football academies operating in Accra, Ghana, alone, run with 
untrained personnel. The New Nations (2007) suggested 50 white agents now operate in Africa with 
their own territory and networks. For example, there are an increasing number of Belgian agents in 

Ghana. The evidence suggests young players are offered to countries with lax labor laws such as Belgium 
by unregistered agents, with players as young as 14 or 15 transported to European cities under pretence 
of a contract and then abandoned. Belgium represents part of the new slave triangle where over 170 

maverick agents exist and Belgian clubs have five satellite clubs in Africa. 
According to the New Nations (2007), African scouts and agents advertise and secure Ghanaian 

passports for players from Nigeria and Mall The New Nations (2007) also speculate that at least 20% 

of the most talented youngsters in Accra academies are migrants from other parts of West and Central 
Africa. Whilst these stories have not be been substantiated, the report of oil-rich Arabs spending mil- 
lions of dollars to complete a massive recruitment trawl of 500,000 African boys reveals the connection 

between sports science, sports psychology and sports management. The speculation about trafficking, 
smuggling, or extraction has not, however, addressed whether slavery is featured in the way African 
players are treated in the migration from Africa to Europe. 

Researohingl the S[aue Trade at First Hand 

In observing how football trades African players across European clubs, several dimensions are revealed. 
Firstly, the scouting methods and transfer systems reveal a racialised sport market in English football. 

Secondly, the changing patterns of trading that have evolved over a 150-year period and the financial 
benefits to Europe from intervention into South Africa, Ghana, Ivory Coast, and Nigeria represent a 
new form of European sporting slavery. 

Personal case studies, and interviews and observations of scouting, buying, and trading processes, 
as well as talking to players, families, and clubs reveal how European football reproduces features of 
the transatlantic slave trade. The exposure of a new type of missionary in which European clubs take 

African boys to other white stakeholders disguises the economic intent of these acts. These acts must be 
measured against the vast numbers of African players who fail, becoming victims of a European football 
social welfare model in relation to African communities, through a range of charity projects. To analyze 

the features of slavery in sport it is important to calculate the levels of reinvestment matched against 
profits made from the African football stars in the 21st century. It is crucial to examine how African 
football is kept underdeveloped by a lack of playing resources and funding, and by being continually 
kept in a perennial state of enslavement. 

Firsthand personal observations reveal scientific tools used in football to assess and purchase 
African talent, based on the "four corner" approach: social, physical, psychological, and technical. 

Through interviews in my role as a coach, scout, and MBA graduate I established that the football clubs 
entering Africa for playing resources use a variety of models. Many clubs use a generic feeder model 
within a global trawl of scouting intelligence based on a Eurocentric talent identification approach 

that emphasizes power, strength, biomechanical movement, and intelligence in the search for African 
footballing labor. 
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As a scout for Arsenal (employed to scout young potential footballers in the South London area), I 

observed that their feeder club system appears strategically shnilar to the early features of slave trade of the 

1500s, with qualified scouts in West and North Africa. Scouts and coaches are recruited from the centre of 

Europe, with no interviews or job descriptions, but based purely on contact networks. Coaching personnel 

have no scientific specification in the recruiting of African players; assessment is simply based on speed, 

strength, and tactical awareness. The absence of an academy location leads to a system in which African 

players are taken to feeder clubs in Belgium for performance assessment, legal naturalization, and cultural 

assimilation before their transfer either into the Arsenal first-team squad or to another club (for a financial 

profit). The Arsenal feeder system has given Arsenal strategic capability to get the best marginal return 

on African players. It enables a wider strategic entry across Africa, reflecting an ethnocentric personnel 

structure with just white scouts, managers, and coaches, but a first-team in which of to 60% of the players 

possess African origins. Arsenal has a feeder system comparatively different to the academy satellite loca- 

tion structure operated by Man United through the Tom Vernon Academy. 

It is apparent that another English club operates contrasting features of slavery. Manchester United’s 

strategic structure represents a satellite colonial system, sponsored from the centre (Manchester United), 

managed regionally (Tom Vernon), and without any Ghanaian stakeholder representation. A project 

visit to the site in 2005 revealed a private limited company, where the main strategic business holder 

was a white Englishman who leases the location. Boys are recruited from the local community, offered 

a short-term trial and a contract, and placed in a communal room without television or air condi- 

tioning. This model must be conceptualized politically as a major remnant of slavery in the alienation 

of Ghanaian representation and its social history since its independence in 1957. The Vernon project 

represents a new trend in European entry into Africa using a very informal, unstructured, and strategic 

"best fit" approach, based on exploiting the economic situation of Ghana. 

The second dimension to European entry into Africa is that different models of extracting African 

players are used by different nations on an economic and political level. In the context of Ghana, a more 

formalized strategic model is evidenced by Feyenoord’s model. A visit to the centre reveals that the 

Dutch academy has many features of the slave regime: staff recruitment is informal, whilst paid Dutch 

coaches and African volunteers use a talent identification system based on a scientific resource-based 

model that emphasizes speed, strength, and tactical ability: Cultural negotiations with families operate 

through local Ghanaian volunteers and are premised on the player’s ability to culturally assimilate into 

the Dutch coaching model. The strategic management centre has a symbolic reference to slavery, with 

armed guards and a very militaristic approach to African children, whilst features of slavery also operate 

on a strategic, scientific, and management level. 

The social and political context of South Africa, both pre- and post-apartheid, sheds light on the model 

utilized by Ajax Amsterdam in Cape Town. Started in 1999, the first global football franchise attempted 

to recognize the specific qualities in African football emanating from the performances of Cameroon in 

the 1990 World Cup and Ghands World Youth Cup triumph in 1991. The promise of an investment of 

$1.2 million, the merging of Seven Stars and Cape Town Spurs, and the involvement of Greeks and white 

South Africans with Dutch controlling interest, reveal both an economic and political approach which 

echoes apartheid in South African football. The mission was to produce a successful professional team 

with international quality players, develop a fan base, and build a world-class administrative and market- 

ing service, with endorsements from Nissa, Puma, Telefunken, and Pick ’ff Mix. The term of the agreement 
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was not profit taken out of Ajax Amsterdam; rather, the $1.2 million represented a loan, In exchange for 

three players. Ajax continues to possess the first refusal on every player at Ajax Cape Town. 

It is important to explain the contradictions inherent in attempts to facilitate equity and liberation 

as a perpetual feature of slavery. Whilst Ajax Cape Town possess a large black (male and female) fan 

base, and despite the growing number of players entering their academy from Congo, Cameroon, and 

Malawi, there are no black directors and only one black member of the coaching and scouting staff. The 

Ajax Cape Town model is based on the search for raw material, cheap labor, and their role as a "selling 

club;’ The transfer of players is determined by Ajax Amsterdam, Ajax Cape Town’s "parent club" and 

a unitary cultural system that might be inclusive of local African coaches, but has failed to make the 

transition to a multicultural model at the level of administrators and stakeholders. 

Tottenham Hotspur Football Academy represents one of the newest European ventures, and is now 

sponsored by Super Sports, a major South African sports media company. As a coach and scout, I see 

Tottenham facing a number political issues in adopting the academy once run by Ajax, in moving from 

a unitary HRM model towards a pluralist one to incorporate a more multicultural approach to engaging 

and worldng in partnership with African stakeholders, whilst also trying to access the most cost-effective 

talent. Tottenham’s entry into South Africa and their attempt at an international collaboration involves 

addressing a legacy in training local African staff to scout, train, coach and recruit African players to 

either change or risk repeating patterns of slavery in sport. 

There is an illusion that trafficking, smuggling, or extraction are purely African phenomena. For 

example, for Poli (2009) it is about taking players out of Africa. Consequently there has been a failure 

to see and investigate the existence of a new football slave trade. From Arthur Wharton to modern-day 

black British and overseas players, British football embodies new features of a local sporting slave trade 

with highly priced commodities existing on the field of play. 

Conclusion 

The failure of modern sports science to rescue black players from the perceptions of being bigger and 

faster creates and reinforces ideologies of race and a trading system compatible to the demands of the 

modern game. In Britain and across Europe, the theorizing of the black body has produced a new form 

of labor demand. It is crucial to deconstruct the powerful ways that the science of race in sport is a social 

process that leads to interpretive frameworks that create one-dimensional models of African players. 

This generalization stems from a lack of specifically detailed bio-chemical studies to make accurate 

assessments of the evolving changes of the African body. 

Whilst this science has underpinned the foundations of football agencies in making profits from the 

trade in black footballers, the limited employment opportunities in coaching and management to black 

scouts and agents to trade inside global football markets leading up to the World Cup in South Africa 

is rarely examined. Notions of equit>; equalit>; and social inclusion have not emancipated the black 

stakeholder for the World Cup in South Africa. The exploitation, misappropriation, and the behind- 

closed-doors agreements made by the stakeholders in relation to the South African World Cup show a 

resistance to challenge the range of privileges and forms of exclusion of black South Africans. Firsthand 

evidence through interviews, data analysis, and observations of political, economic, and neo-colonial 

dangers facing the World Cup in South Africa appear to show a repetition of similar themes of slavery, 
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with the exploitation of black communities and black players’ disenfranchisement representing a legacy 
of the apartheid system in football. 

Whilst Garvey (1980) advocated African self-development as a solution to the emancipation of black 
people, this is as relevant to football and the abolition of the discriminatory impacts of the football slave 
trade. The importance of black global self-governance in the move towards political and economic repre- 
sentation needs to reverse the missionary traditions by a new triangle of empowerment. Garvey’s (1940) 
notion of the "Black Star Liner" can be used to suggest that black communities, from Africa to London, 
should challenge European football to repay, and promote, black coaches and managers at local and 
international levels. Changes in the practices of science, psychology, and management are needed to alter 
the negative stereotypes of black communities and to challenge the theoretical white voices of the past. 
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Chapter 6 4- 
Promoting Human DignityThrough Sport Activism: 

The Case of Africa 

Dr. Jepkorir Rose Chepyator-Thomson 

Introduction 

Social and cultural upheavals that endanger human existence have been present throughout history. 

What has surfaced throughout each historical epoch are different ways to handle issues and actions that 

caused and continue to bring dire pain and suffering in global communities. Starting about the middle 

of 20th century, African freedom fighters fought for independence using different forms of activism. 

Activism is about actions of change that promote peaceful coexistence among a nation’s citizenry and 

between nations, help reduce social and economic poverty; and promote health welfare of citizens. 

PoverD; according to the famous South African poet Dennis Brutus, results "from the curse of a global 

political and economic system that rapes the environment, destroys humanity, shreds dignity, shatters 

freedom and shuns equality" (Bond, 2010, ~ 1). 

%re call on activists to help in instigating change of actions in leaders who go against humanity in 

promulgating economic and social hardships using legal and political structures. While some leaders use 

legal and political bodies to cause havoc among the people as is the case with the policy of apartheid in 

South Africa, others try their hardest to produce counter bodies that bring out good deeds in society like 

the first President of the Republic of South Africa, Nelson Mandela. Sport activism, perhaps, is the most 

effective agent of change judging from legal and social movements that resulted in actions of change in 

the United States of America and South Africa. 

The winds of change started in leaps and bounds in the fight to promote human dignity across many 

shores, individually with sports players in the United States and group-wise when it came to African 

freedom fighters fighting for independence. In South Africa, sports and non-sports stars stood their 

ground in combating discriminatory legal and social practices using sport participation at the Olympic 

Games in early 1960s as a platform. 

Indeed, the 1968 Olympic Games represented a turning point both in human African and U.S. histo- 

ries. The prominent scholar that brought human indignities or injustices to the forefront in the United 

States, as the 1968 track and field athletes portrayed, is Harry Edwards. Dr. Edwards in no uncertain 

terms made it known that the legal and social ills that African Americans faced in schools and society 

at large needed to be eradicated. 

The other turning point is when African leaders used sport to fight racist South Africa both in the 

1968 and 1976 Olympic Games, when many African countries insisted that the international community 
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ought to make a stand so that South African leaders would remove the policy of apartheid that the white 

minority government instituted in 1948. South Africans in sport faced international opposition, leading 

to expulsion from the International Tennis Federation in the 1950s, coming under international pres- 

sure in 1959, which resulted in their being barred from international fencing and football in 1964, and 

the Olympic Games in 1964 and 1968. Governments and individual activists used the United Nations 

resolutions to invoke changes, among them Dennis Brutus of South Africa. It was believed that "while 

the voice of the United Nations may not be the authentic voice of mankind, it is clearly" the best available 

facsimile thereof, and statesmen have by the general consent treated the United Nations as the most 

impressive and authoritative instrument for the expression of a global version of the general will (Innis, 

1967, as provided in Hunter, 1980, p. 28). 

However, there was a modest support from the United Nations, which urged states to follow the 

following sport-based resolutions: Disallow official sponsorships or any encouragement with sports 

contacts with South Africa that may include official receptions to teams as well as payments of grants to 

sports bodies or teams or sportsmen involved in sporting competitions with South African teams; avoid 

granting visas to South African sports bodies or teams or sportsmen, apart from for non-racial sports 

bodies that the Special Committee and the liberation movement endorsed; and finally disallow use of 

facilities to sports bodies or teams or sportsmen for visits to South Africa (Hunter, 1980, p. 22). The UN 

involvement in changing the sports landscape was not binding because the resolutions and declarations 

did not obligate nation states or private organizations to live by the changes advocated. However, most 

African governments stood their ground in having their teams boycott the 1976 Olympic Games in 

Montreal, Canada, because of South Africa’s Apartheid system. 

The purpose of this chapter is to discus sports activism in context of the African continent, particu- 

larly to understand how African leaders and sports stars within and outside the continent used activism 

to engender social and national developments, paying special attention to education, political and social 

freedom, and peace. A vision for a better society is in our hands, and sport provides a tangible engine 

for social change. Kipchoge Keino provides a profound statement that "sport is one of the tools that can 

unite youth--that sport is something different from fighting in war and it can make a difference--we 

can change this world by using sport as a tool" (Iarvie, 2008, p. 5). Precisely "sport has the capacity to 

work across societies and agencies to help or attempt to make the world a better place" (larvie, 2007; 

Iarvie, 2009, p. 10). 

Sport as a Vehicle for Social Change 

Sport is critical in combating many social ills. Sport acts as a vehicle for social change. "Sport is a vehicle 
for, and an index of, the growing juridico-cultural importance of human rights and the greater relevance 
of humankind" (Giulianotti, 2005, p. 216). Indeed, sport is one of those critical avenues that scholars, 
literary critics and sports stars use to stamp out human indignities in nations. The former Secretary 
General to UN, the Ghanaian Kofi Annan, articulated how sports unify" people of all walks of life. In 
many societies, particularly in Africa, sport is used as a social intervention to help people traumatized 
by war or extreme social and cultural conflicts, reintegrating them into society, and serving as an instru- 
ment of building positive social relations in sovereign nations. Interventions have been in the form of 
activism, policy, legislation, and resource allocation (]arvie, 2008). 
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Sport is a universal language. At its best it can bring people together, no rnatter what their 

origin, background, religious beliefs or economic status. And when young people participate 
in sports or have access to physical education, they can experience real exhilaration even as 
they learn the ideals of teamwork and tolerance. That is why the United Nations is turning 
more and more to the world of sport for help in our work for peace and our efforts to achieve 
the Millennium Development Goals. (Annan, UN press release SG/SM/9579, 2004) 

Sport Call be considered as a critical element in social change. Kaufman and Wolff (2010) point 
out that sport maybe used as "a powerful force for individual and collective social change" (p. 154). 

Although sport activism may be considered an out of the norrn behavior in Western societies, as "ath- 

letes are expected to play and not protest" (Kaufman and Wolff, 2010, p. 156), in Africa, promoting 
the community’s social and educational endeavors is an expected behavior in most areas of existence. 
Sport serves as a vehicle for promulgating human rights, providing ways to exchange information that 

aid community development, health, and education, as well as initiate public policy to guide responsive 
actions in national infrastructures. Indeed, participation in sports facilitates information exchange for 
humanitarian purposes and for implementation of community policy initiatives (Giulianotti, 2010). 

Black journalists on the Johannesburg’s Drum magazine saw sports as critical to fighting apartheid 
policies in South Africa in 1955, stepping on the Achilles heel of the white regime with the question: 
"Why shouldn’t blacks be allowed in the SA tearn?" (Nixon, 1977, p. 76). Mandela saw the power of sport 

for social change and expressed that: 

Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite 

people in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a language they understand. Sport 
can create hope where once there was only despair. (Nelson Mandela, 1995 as provided in 
Hughes, 2010, ~ 1) 

The major people that have used sport to promote peace and harmonious existence economically, 
politically, and socially among people in society are political and social activists that include political 

leaders such as Nelson Mandela, the first president of the Republic of South Africa, former UN Secretary 
General Kofi Annan, poets such as Dennis Brutus, the famous South African scholar of literature, and 

sport stars who include Kipchoge Keino, the father of distance running in Africa, Didier Drogba, the 

Ivorian international football star, among others such as Dikembe Mutornbo, the former NBA star from 
the Democratic Republic of Congo, George Weah, the former Liberian international soccer star, and 
Tegla Loroupe, the world record marathon runner from Kenya, and Nawal E1 Moutawakel, the 1984 

400M hurdles gold medalist from Morocco. All of these activists fought to promote education, end 
poverty, eradicate diseases such as HIV/AIDS, stamp out racial discrimination and war activities, and 
promote the welfare of human health through sport. 
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Changing Minds, Changing Societies in Flacia[[y Diuided and U Jar-Torn Nations 

Public Policy-Based Social Change 

The public policy of apartheid in South Africa was fought through sport, and it involved major African 

leaders in politics and sports, who are considered social change activists in a non-physical war. The 
major players include Dennis Brutus and Nelson Mandela, among others. Brutus was a freedom fighter 
who used sport as his weapon (Lapchick, 2009). He was radicalized during his youth; he was denied 

opportunities to participate in sports in his neighborhood communities in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 
restricting him to sports competitions in only black areas, which influenced him to fight for fairness and 
equality in the sport of athletics (Bond, 2010). According to Lapchick, Brutus might be the first sports 

social activist because he led sports boycotts of South Africa following his escape into exile in 1965 

(2009, ~ 1). Indeed: 

Before Muhammad Ali had to fight for his title in the courts, before Tommie Smith and !ohn 

Carlos raised their black-gloved fists at the Mexico City Olympics, before Bill Russell wrote 
"Go Up for Glory," before Billie lean King served and scored for an entire gender, Brutus saw 

the power sport had to change society. (Lapchick, 2009, ~ 1) 

Brutus, using the United Nations’ stand on human rights, which focused on the promotion of "human 

dignity throughout the world;’ sought to end racial discrimination through sport in his home country of 
South Africa. When most African nations were celebrating their reception of independence in the 1960s, 
Dennis Brutus was involved in fighting against the apartheid regime. He founded the International 

Committee Against Racism in Sport, the South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee, and the South 
African Sport Association. The South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee was formed in 1962. It 
is an organization that "targeted international sport as a locus of activism" and became triumphant with 

the expulsion of South Africa in 1964 Olympic Games, with Dennis Brutus leading the fight against 
apartheid policy through sports (Nixon, 1992, p. 77). Indeed: 

Brutus became a decisive figure, particularly during those early years. From the mid-forties 
onwards, he had challenged the exclusion from South Africa’s Olympic side of black athletes 

who were clocking record performances. This was followed in 1963 with a second ban prohib- 
iting him from belonging to any organization, teaching, or attending any gathering of more 
than two people, including any sports event. (Nixon, 1992, p. 77) 

As leader of the first two organizations, Brutus wrote to then-President of the United States, Jimmy 
Carter, focusing on human rights. Using sport to protest against apartheid, particularly segregation in 

athletics, Brutus explained that based on the Olympics written documents, athletes are selected based 
on merit and not on color. He opposed the policy of racism and apartheid essentially from a sports angle 
because he "just thought it was plain unfair to keep athletes off the team because of their color ... My 

approach was: I took on sport as racism and in the process found myself in conflict with the apartheid 
system ..." [pointing out that the need to fight] globalizing oppression with globalizing resistance. 
(Looby, 2005, ~ 1) 
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President Carter’s address to the General Assembly of the United States focused on human dignity 

throughout the world, and Dennis Brutus, capitalizing on this point, wrote a letter to President Carter, 
asking him to call on all countries to avoid engaging "in sport exchanges with racist sports bodies in 

South Africa" (Brutus, 1977, South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee, 1977, March 21, p. 1). In 
particular, the letter called for the cancellation of the Davis tennis match between the United States and 

the team from the racist tennis union in South Africa, which invoked the United Nations’ resolution 
of promoting human dignity globally. Dennis Brutus wrote to the President of the United States at the 

time, stating the following: 

When you addressed the General Assembly of the United Nations last week, you affirmed 

your commitment and that of the United States to the work of the United Nations for human 
dignity throughout the world and indicated that you would give strong support to the United 

Nations in this field .... Certain resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the United 

Nations ... have a bearing on an event to take part in the United States--Davis Cup Tennis 
match between a U.S. team and a team from the racist tennis Union in South Africa--an event 
due to take place in the United States next month .... We call on you, Mr. President, to express 

your opposition to this event, and the United States Tennis Association to heed the resolutions 
of the United Nations, and cease supporting the racist body in South Africa. (Dennis Brutus, 
1977, March 21, President, South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee) 

President Mandela, the noble statesman of the 20th century, an avid sportsman, and a former boxer, 
was well aware of the anguish his people went through for centuries. Indeed, he was well aware of the 

tact the world’s boycott of South African Sport helped his release from his 27 years’ imprisonment on 
Robben Island. He ackmowledged that he became president sooner because of the sacrifices that athletes 
made during the years of the boycott (Lapchick, 2009, ~ 1). Indeed, Mandela, "knowing the power of 

sport to affect social change ... channeled that power to bring together post-apartheid South Africa, ral- 
lying the nation around the 1995 Rugby World Cup even though rugby was an almost-all-white sport" 

(Lapchick, 2009, ~ 1), crafting positive race relations using the sport via the medium of film. 
The movie Invictus illustrates how Nelson Mandela uses the power of the sport not only to bring the 

country together but also to heal old wounds that resulted from the apartheid regime. In the 1995 Rugby 

World Cup, the South African team was victorious, and Nelson Mandela, dressed in Springbok uniform, 
capitalized on the moment to bring his country together. Mandela gave Captain Pienaar the winning 
team trophy to symbolize reconciliation between white minority and the black majority (Hoglund and 

Sundberg, 2008), making it a significant event in African sports history. Mandela used the 1995 Rugby 
World Cup to bring together post-apartheid South Africa as one nation, even though rugby was an 
ahnost-all-white sport (Lapchick, 2009). Indeed, "the 1995 Rugby World Cup, hosted and won by South 

Africa, is regarded as a highly symbolic event, depicting the Rainbow Nation’’ (Hoglund and Sundberg, 
2008, p. 808). 

President Mandela sought to promote social and cultural changes in bidding to host the famous sport 
in Africa, football. President Mandela said that "we are bidding to host the 2010 World Cup on behalf 

of the (African) government, as we are confident that our success will have advantages for the whole re- 
gion .... Our bid will reflect both the challenges of underdevelopment and the success of transformation 
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of soccer on the continent ..." (Mbeki, 2005 as provided in Cornelissen, 2008, p. 486). The hosting of 

the 2010 World Cup was critical to South Africa’s national interests: forging a new identity to bring a 
national cohesion, thus the sport of soccer served as an instrument of change and as a way to promote 
racial reconciliation (Cornelissen, 2008). Mandela’s use of the sport of rugby to unify South Africans 
has become "emblematic of the instrumentality of sport in the post-apartheid era" (Cornelissen, 2008, 

p. 487), setting the country in pursuit of bidding to host the 2010 World Cup. 
Like President Mandela and the poet Dennis Brutus, John Pinto, another South African and an 

anti-apartheid activist, organized protests in New Zealand when South Africa’s rugby team toured the 
country in 1981 (Daily Mail, 2008). Recently Pinto rejected nomination for an award from President 
Thabo Mbeki’s government, indicating in his letter that: "When we protested and marched into police 

batons and barbed wire here in the struggle against apartheid, we were not fighting for a small black elite 
to become millionaires" (Daily Mail, 2008, January, ~ 1). 

In the words of a South African cricketer, any prospective players trying for the sport of cricket had 
to "undergo ’the pencil test,’ a humiliating process whereby a pencil was placed in the player’s hair: if it 

fell out, the player was deemed to be Coloured, but if it stayed put he was judged to be Black and was 
therefore denied the right to play in certain leagues" (Emmett, 2009, ~ 1). Basil D’Oliveira, being of 

Indian and Portuguese heritage, was classified as Coloured under apartheid policy. Facing exclusion 
from playing the sport he loved, cricket, he moved to the United Kingdom and tried out for the British 
team. With the help of his family, many friends and John Arlott, a BBC cricket commentator, David 

D’Oliveira moved to the United Kingdom to play Test Cricket in 1960 (D’Oliveira, a, 2010). 
Although he moved to United Kingdom to play cricket, he continued to fight separatism through 

sport. "Basil D’Oliveira, a non-white South African cricketer, conquers the worlds of politics and sport 

together... [proving] that sport and sportsmen have the power to puncture ideological systems that seem 
ingrained in the fabric of society" (Emmett, 2009, July 19, ~ 1). Since the establishment of Test Cricket 
in 1889, South Africa only allowed white players to take part in the sport and declined to compete with 

any country outside Australia, England, and New Zealand (Gough, 2004). Using the sport of cricket as 
the weapon of change, D’Oliveira made it a personal battle to prove he deserved the chance to play Test 

Cricket, and in due process entered the arena of politics. The South African government, in refusing 
to allow D’Oliveira to tour his homeland with his fellow English players, made other countries cut "all 

sporting links with the country until apartheid was dismantled" (Gough, 2004, ~ 1). A South African 

born British documentary maker, Paul Yule, produced the film Not Cricket basing it on D’Oliveira’s 
involvement with cricket, explaining that his history served as "a pivotal point in late 20th-century 

politics. It led to the sporting boycott of South Africa, which is what led, as much as any other thing, to 

the fall of apartheid. It’s an amazing example of the connection between sport and politics" (D’Oliveira, 

b, 2010, ~ 1). 
Another public policy based non-physical war concerns Oscar Pistorius of South Africa, the 21-year- 

old sprinter, popularly known as the Blade Runner, got the world’s attention when he fought with the 
International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) for his right to compete against able-bodied 
athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China. Pistorius was born with a congenital disorder 

that made him undergo an operation that had both of his legs amputated below the knees. This rendered 
him unable to compete with able-bodied athletes in sports; nonetheless he took part in many sports 
that included rugby, water polo, and tennis before turning his eyes to sprinting in track. YVith his stellar 
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performances on the track, and armed with his credo: You’re not disabled by the disabilities you have, 

you are [enabled] by the abilities you have" (Beijing Olympics, 2008, ~ 1), Pistorius legally challenged 
the IAAF for inclusion in the Olympic Games in Beijing as a representative of South Africa (Beijing 
Olympics, 2008). 

Equipped with nothing but running skills, the African distance runners played a decisive role in the 
history of social change, aiding the end of apartheid policy in South Africa. The Supreme Council of 
Sport in Africa used the athletic prowess of African runners (Abebe Bikila and Mamo Wolde, Ethiopia; 

Kipchoge Keino and Naftali Temu, Kenya; and Mohammed Gammoudi, Tunisia) to fight South Africa’s 

Apartheid policy, working together with the athletes’ respective countries (Nixon, 1977). In total, the 
Council asked 23 African countries and eight others to pledge a boycott of the 1968 Mexico Olympics if 

South Africa was allowed to participate, and the strategy worked (Nixon, 1977). 

War-Based Social Conflicts 

Stadia represent peace sanctuaries, where war or conflicts among differing groups can be halted or 
long-term peaceful terms negotiated or promoted. A stadium was a place when an African football 

match was held and it ended a five-year war in the West African country of Ivory Coast. The man behind 
the match is none other than the football (soccer) star, Didier Drogba, who brought the warring groups 
(rebel-held North and government-loyal South) together through the sport of football. Drogba, 32, has 

a dual citizenship with two countries: France and Ivory Coast. He serves as a United Nations goodwill 
ambassador, as the reigning African Player of the Year, and as a three-time Premier League champion 
(Wahl, 2010). Using his accomplishments, popularity, and status in society, and with the recognition 

that the sport of football matters in instigating social change, Drogba spread a message of peace to 
Ivorians numbering about 27 million. 

After winning the African Player of the Year award in 2007, Drogba used this opportunity to promote 

peaceful co-existence in his homeland. He flew to Abidjan and made a plea to President Gbagbo to move 
the Africa Cup of Nations qualifier game with Ivory Coast and Madagascar to Bouakd, the town that 
served as the center for rebels that fought the government troops in the northern region of the country 

(Wahl, 2010). President Gbagbo accepted Drogba’s proposal. Drogba made a decisive decision: hold the 
football match at Bouak~ Stadium, the capital of the rebellion and have the rebels "set aside their guns 

and come together for a soccer game" (Merrill, 2007). Prior to the start of the game, Drogba presented 
the rebel leader, Guillaume Soro, with a pair of individualized soccer cleats that had the slogan "Together 

for Peace;’ in front of 25,000 people that filled the stadium to capacity (Wahl, 2010, ~ 1). The Ivory Coast 
national team beat Madagascar 5-0 in the 2008 Africa Cup of Nations and about 300 soldiers jubilantly 
celebrated the event. Indeed: 

The 25,000 fans in Bouak~ Stadium had roared at every pass and shot, and they’d gone wild 

with euphoria at each goal scored. But victory, per se, wasn’t so much the point. You didn’t 
have to look hard to see that there was much more at stake than just a soccer match. On 
this day, the Beautiful Game had reunited a country.... To everyone in the stadimn, and to 

millions of others across Ivory Coast, Didier Drogba had just ended his country’s civil war. 
..." Up in the stands, 200 government troops looked on. They’d been invited to help symbolize 
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the reunification of the country, and they cheered and sang with the rebel-friendly crowd 

throughout the day. (Merrill, 2007, ~ 1) 

A newspaper headlined the front page: <<Five Goals Erase Five Years of War," which summed up the 

internal war conflict in Ivory Coast (Wahl, 2010, ~ 1). 
In the East African country of Kenya, the Tegla Loroupe Foundation was formed to unite warring 

ethnic groups through sport, support children caught up with the madness of war, and empower 

communities educationally and economically in the northern regions of Kenya and Uganda, southern 
Sudan, and Ethiopia, as well as other volatile areas in the Horn of Africa. Sport serves as one of the major 
arsenals that can be used to achieve social interactions between warring communities, and athletics 
have proven to be the "greatest armory in establishing cohesiveness in ensuring every person in the 

group gets a chance to interact with one another amicably without regarding past differences" (Tegla 

Peace Foundation, 2010, ~ 1). 
In particular, Loroupe uses athletics to foster peace in the communities through hosting an annual 

Tegla Loroupe Peace Race to bring about peace and stability in the Horn of Africa (Daily Nation, 2010). 
The warriors that took part in the race acted as peace ambassadors when they returned to their own 

communities: stopping conflicts thus promotes harmonious coexistence in their home areas. The Tegla 
Peace Foundation conducts several conflict resolution programs to provide people with skills to end 
the warring relationships, particularly in her Western Pokot homeland, where young men armed with 

automatic weapons kill hundreds of people each year (Gettleman, 2006). Ms. Loroupe lost a sister, rela- 
tives, and friends in the centuries-old feuds among many warriors in the region (Gettleman, 2006). In 
her "newfound role as a philanthropist and peacemaker extraordinaire;’ Ms. Loroupe has the honor of 

being designated as an ’Athlete of Social Responsibility" for her promotion of peace and healing among 

pastoral communities in the region (AthleticAfrica.com, 2010, ~ 1). 
In the western African country of Liberia, the sport of football was instrumental in bringing the 

nation’s war to an end, promoting reconciliatory efforts, and in building the nation (Armstrong, 2007). 

George Weah became a global philanthropist and local Liberian statesman, making him a stand out in 

football tournaments at international organizations like FIFA and UNICEF to use him to promote peace 
(Armstrong, 2007). Weah became an important icon for the international community to use in promot- 
ing peaceful coexistence; he was a gallant figure and a "sporting beacon of hope in a seemingly hopeless 

war drama" (Armstrong, 2007, p. 235). The international NGOs used sports networks and football to 
harness peace, with Weah playing a prominent role (Long and Sanderson, 2001). For example UNESCO 
made Weah a Football Ambassador, using his persona to eradicate killing and help personify hope- 

through-sport among the youth (Armstrong, 2007). Weah became a "walking example of the power of 
sport (and implicitly peace) over the practice of war and death" (Armstrong, 2007, pp. 235-236). 

Governing bodies along with their sponsorship of global tournaments have occupied a superior posi- 

tion in using elite sports as the primary vehicle for global interactions via both its shared practices and the 
relations engendered through the games. World bodies such as the International Olympic Committee, 
UN Millennium Goals, UNESCO, and UNICEF use sport as a peace-promoting device (Hoglund and 
Sundberg, 2008) worldwide. This capability has "attracted the attentions of those seeking both nation- 

building and reconciliation in war-damaged nations" (Armstrong, 2007, p. 230). One example concerns 
UNESCO’s reintegration of child soldiers into society in Liberia. The Liberian use of sport to reintegrate 
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refugees and children soldiers back into society in the previously torn country serves as an excellent 

example of rehabilitation. UNESCO finances through the French Non-Governmental Organization 

(Athletes of the World) the Liberian NGO for Women and Children Rehahilitation Resource Centre 

(WOCHIRRC), whose focus is to help reintegrate former Liberian child soldiers into society using 

sport activities. The center uses sport "as a therapy and psychological treatment for ex-child soldiers 

and young victims of war so that they can become models within their community, ambassadors of the 

values they have learned through sport (solidarit}; respect, teamwork, fairness)" (UNESCO, 2010, $1). 

George Weah, former international football (soccer) star, who played street football while a child in 

Liberia, argues for the importance of sports in healing the scars of former child soldiers. According to 

Weah, sports are crucial for the peace process because they bring people together through sports like 

football: "we can do something to help heal the minds of the children," who were recruited against their 

will to engage in war and they numbered about 20,000 in 2003 (UNICEF, 2010a, $1). One 13-year-old 

child soldier said, "peace is very sweet," after winning a football tournament held to celebrate the day of 

the African child in Monrovia (UNICEF, 2010b, $1). A social worker at the tournament commented that 

the children, in playing the games, helped "bring back their dignity" and such sports events informed 

the children that community cares for them, that they are important to society, and that the community 

is happy see them enjoying themselves (UNICEF, 2010b, $1). It is evident that structured sports activi- 

ties aid children involved in armed conflict to stamp violent behavior and develop socially and culturally 

responsive behavior. Indeed former child combatants’ participation in sport helped change them from 

a social context in which violence is considered normal to one in which working together as a team is 

recognized and acknowledged in acceptable ways in their communities (Sport for Development.org, 

2010). 

STAR project is a non-governmental program in Liberia that uses the coaching philosophy of 

football for peace to help integrate former child combatants into society, following principles of trust, 

self-discipline, appreciation, and respect (Rookwood, 2008). Based on these principles, the football (soc- 

cer) programs help bring communities together, enhance social development, and promote a peaceful 

coexistence regionally and nationally for a long time (Rookwood, 2009). For example, soccer in Liberia 

invokes a sense of unity and pride among the people, malting many NGO stakeholders to see soccer 

as potentially critical for preventing armed conflict (Rookwood, 2009). Adhering to the rules of games 

in soccer (self-discipline), maintaining honest (truthfulness), and valuing and respecting each other’s 

contribution to the game (appreciation and respect) served as builders to the development of positive 

social relations. 

Eradicating Pouerty and Promoting Human Health UJe[fare through Sport Flctiuism 

World Leaders and Sports Stars’ NGOs 

Sport-based initiatives via foundations and grassroots organizations play a critical role in social change. 
These initiatives serve as spheres of change and world leaders such Kofi Annan and team and individual 
sports stars are at the forefront (see Figures 1 and 2). They have been used to develop reconciliatory efforts 

through sports in such places as schools and work places (Hoglund and Sundberg, 2008). Involvement 
in sports helps break down stereotypes and transform attitudes that people hold about others, and 
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"empower communities to create a more homogeneous and less conflict-prone society" (Hoglund and 

Sundberg, 2008, p. 811). "Inter- and intra-communal sport initiatives can help to overcome such conflict 

identities by harmonizing group relationships and restoring positive, co-operative interaction and criss- 
crossing loyalties spanning the in-group/out-group divide" (Hoglund and Sundberg, 2008, p. 812). 

The Kofi Annan Foundation’s tenets of change involve the use of sport as a powerful agent of positive 

social transformation. A press release on 29/April/2010 in Dubai has the former UN Secretary General 
Kofi Annan emphasizing the use of sport as a way to fight povert}; heal divisions, and protect the planet 

earth. In the press release, Annan indicated that sport is vital for health and strength in our societies, 
pointing out how crucial the role of our sports men and women is in promulgating changes that unify 
societies or groups of people torn apart by conflicts, and in promoting eradication of poverty, hence 

socio-economic inequalities and prejudicial relations based on such differences as race and gender dif- 
ferences. At the 2010 SportAccord Convention in Dubai, Kofi Annan informed leaders of the urgent 
need to recognize sport as a powerful force for social change. As provided at the Kofi Annan Foundation’s 
(2010, April 29) website, "[sport] has an almost unmatched role to play in promoting understanding, 

healing wounds, mobilizing support of social causes and brealdng down barriers" (~ 1). Indeed, "sport 
is far more than just a game .... At a time when war, violence and ethnic and religious tensions continue 

to obscure our common humanity, the [2010] World Cup has the real potential to break down barriers 
and challenge stereotypes (Kofi Annan, Monday, April 26, 2010, ~ 1). 

The Congolese basketball star, Dikembe Mutombo, founded the sports-based philanthropy, the 
Dikembe Mutombo Foundation in 1997, whose function is to improve the education, health, and 

overall quality of life for the people in his homeland, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). He 
worked very hard to improve the health welfare of his people through building a hospital, named after 
his mom who died in 1997 from a stroke. Mutombo built the Biamba Marie Mutombo Hospital and 

Research Center, contributing $22 million of the $29 million required to complete the 300-bed hospital 
in Kinshasa, the capital city of DRC (McElwaine, 2010). The hospital puts an emphasis on primary 
health care and disease prevention and helps increase access to healthcare and education for the people 

of DRC (Sport Philanthrop}; 2010; Dikembe Mutombo Foundation, 2010). 

Dikembe Mutombo, the former national basketball star from the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC), helped to co-host a soccer tournament for approximately 480 underprivileged teen boys--top- 
notch soccer players selected from 24 neighborhoods across Kinshasa, which was planned to coincide 

with the beginning of the 2010 World Cup (McElwaine, 2010). The purpose was to educate the youth 
about HIV/AIDS both in terms of awareness and prevention. President Obama honored Dikembe 

Mutombo, one of the National Basketball Association (NBA) greats, who turned to philanthropy to 

bring a needed change in his homeland. President Obama praised Mutombo for his efforts to bring 
healthcare and education to his native country, the Democratic Republic of Congo, adding that he has 
attacked poverty in Africa with the same "ferocity that he used to block shots in the NBN’ (Georgetown 

University News, 2010, ~ 1). For his philanthropic work, Mutombo received the John Thompson Jr. Legacy 
of a Dream Award for embodying King’s spirit and work through the Dikembe Mutombo Foundation 
(Georgetown University News, 2010, ~ 1). Dikembe Mutombo’s philanthropic work has earned him the 
name the NBA Global Ambassador and membership on the board of UNICEE 

Like Mutombo, the Ivorian superstar Drogba founded the Didier Drogba Foundation. The Foundation 
focused on meeting the health needs of his Ivorian people. Drogba spent $4.4 million to construct the 
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hospital that provides a variety health services related to pediatrics, oncology, and gynecology; and the 

hospital provides inexpensive consultations to ordinary Ivorians while at the same time helping to train 
Ivorian doctors and treat about 250 to 500 patients per day (Wahl, 2010, $1). 

Haile Gebrselassie’s (2003) involvement in the sport of running is not without thoughts about help- 

ing his people. As he expressed: while he was out running, his thoughts concerned eliminating poverty, 
pointing out that, as Ethiopians, they cannot move forward until poverty is eradicated in their commu- 
nities (Gebrselassie, 2003). As member of an International Team of Athletes Ambassador, Gebrselassie 

supports the Right To Play, the leading international humanitarian and development organization that 
uses the transformative power of sport to develop instrumental skills in children so as to promote social 

change in nations or communities affected by war and poverty (Right To Play, 2010). Right To Play is a 

pioneer organization for social change, reaching about 700 children through sports and play activities 
on a weekly basis, involving former child combatants and refugees. 

Global-Local Organizations Promote Social Change Through Sport 

MTN Group is another organization that promotes eradication of poverty through sport. MTN Group 

is a multinational telecommunications group that was founded in 1994 and operates in 21 countries in 
Africa, Asia, and the Middle East but it is listed on the ISE Securities Exchange in South Africa under 
the share code: "MTN" (WeInformers, 2010, $1). MTN Group was one of the sponsors for 2010 FIFA 

World Cup in South Africa. According to Welnformers (2010), Uganda’s CEO of MTN Group launched 
a 2010 marathon for purposes of scaling up people’s access to clean water for safe drinking and improv- 
ing sanitation services in Lamwo and Lokung districts. Previous proceeds from the marathon running 

were used to support expectant mothers in the northern and eastern parts of Uganda (WeInformers, 
2010). Other proceeds are given to Uganda’s Red Cross Society to help facilitate development-related 
initiatives. 

A local South African organization called "The Poor People’s World Cup" was founded locally in 
Cape Town to address the needs of poor people. Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign (AEC) worked 
at the same time as the 2010 FIFA World Cup to address issues of poverty in Cape Town. According to 
Ashraf Cassiem, AEC is a "platform created by poor people, for poor people, to expose the evictions and 

displacements affecting poor people in a negative way" (Lozano, 2010, $1). The aim of the games was 
to fight FIF~2s exclusion of poor communities as well as the negative impact on the poor and homeless 

people in South Africa. Other groups that FIFA displaced include street vendors and many people who 
were forced out of work, as well as FIF~2s selling highly priced tickets that left maW people out of the 
games. Besides, many" homeless people were relocated to temporary shelters while games were going on 
so that soccer tourists could not see them. The ACE expressed the unfairness of FIFA World Cup, for it 

allowed the rich to enjoy themselves at the highly expensive stadiums at the expense of the poor people. 
The Poor People’s World Cup was organized "for the poor communities by the poor communities" and 

it aimed to not "exploit or marginalize people but rather involve them and create new spaces of exposure 

and participation’’ (Lozano, 2010, $1) through the sport of soccer. 
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Promoting Education and Social Change in Society Through Sport 

I don’t run for myself, I run for others, that is what gives me great happiness. 

- Tegla Loroupe, 2006 

Individual and Team Sport Activists (see Figure lb). 

Using sport to remove misery in all forms of life is paramount, particularly in the African context. Several 

of the individual sport activists focused on building communities through creation of schools and of- 

feting financial aid to children. Tegla Loroupe’s stance on performing to help others is well grounded 

in sport activism. The significance of sport is that it builds social and cultural integration and promotes 

reconciliations through school games and tournaments. This includes building communities of mixed 

races in South Africa’s "social integration and reconciliation through games and tournaments between 

school teams, which are often from communities with different levels of mixed race participants... [with 

schools being considered an] important base for integration, and most of the youth sport is organized 

within the education system" (Hoglund and Sundberg, 2008, p. 812). 

Kipchoge Keino, a Kenyan running legend, and an inductee of the World Sports Hmnanitarian Hall 

of Fame in 1996, founded the Kip Keino Foundation to improve the quality of life for the Kenyan youth, 

providing an education to underprivileged children across the region. Kip Keino, the 1968 Olympic 

winner of gold in 1500m, founded the children’s home to allow them to build their future and he gives 

full financial support. For his social activism, the International Committee for Fair Play awarded him 
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Figure lb: Sport is the weapon of choice in social change 

the Willi Daume Medal in Paris in 2003 (Hartman, 2003). Kipchoge Keino deeply believes in "the power 
of sport to act as a resource of hope for both individual and communities" (Jarvie, 2007, p. 411) and 

expresses the following: "I believe in this world that sport is one of the tools that can unite youth--sport 

is something different from fighting in war and it can make a difference--we can change this world by 
using sport as a tool" (Jarvie, 2007, p. 411). Kipchoge also developed a high-altitude training center to 

generate income for the children’s home. 
In the Islamic north African country of Morocco, Nawal El Moutawakel, the 400M hurdles gold 

medalist at the 1984 Olympic Games, served as youth and sport minister and secretary in her home 

country, becoming the first Muslim member on an International Olympic Committee, including serv- 
ing on the executive board for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. She strongly believes that the values 
that we hold in sports are paramount in promoting education and citizenship. She sees sports as having 

phenomenal qualities that people can use to come together in solidarity (European Magazine, 2008). The 
true values we hold in sports concern building connections, exhibiting excellence, and demonstrating 
determination and showing effort in joy (European Magazine, 2008). Nawal’s activism concerns the 
advocacy for women and girls to participate in sports, pointing out that she is "deeply convinced that the 

future of sport is feminine" (European Magazine, ~ 1). Nawal El Moutawakel won the Laureus Lifetime 
Achievement Award in 2010 and Edwin Moses commented that she is an agent for change in her own 

country, noting that she has had a dramatic influence on the role women play in Moroccan society 

(Laureus, 2010, ~ 1). 
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Kenya’s Tegla Loroupe supports members of her Pokot community through building schools and 

paying school fees. Her own words, "I dofft run for myself, I run for others, that is what gives me great 

happiness;’ epitomize Loroupe’s stand on social activism. She built Tegla Loroupe Peace Academy whose 
purpose is "to provide educational opportunities for children displaced and or orphaned as a result 

of conflict and/or HIV/AIDS in the Greater Horn of Africa Region" (Tegla Loroupe Peace Academy, 
2010, ~ 1). 2he Academy has primary and secondary boarding schools, sports stadium, athletics train- 
ing camp, and health centre (Tegla Loroupe Peace Academy, 2010). It is here that the warriors turn in 

their guns and spears for excellent athletic training and girls go to school to further their education 
(Gettleman, 2006). In sum Ms. Loroupe went "from fame to philanthrop}; from the roaring stadium to 

the quiet office. It is a classic journey for an athlete whose glory days are slipping away... (Gettleman, 

2006, ~ 1), changing her to assume a new role in her society. 

"I’ve done my best making sure that some less privileged gids in our society 

don’t waste away, through this Hope 4 Girls camp. 

-Mobolaji Akiode (AllAfrica.com, 2010, ~ 1) 

Mobolaji Akiode, a Nigerian basketball star, quit her job as a junior accountant working for ESPN 
and left for Nigeria to start an organization that uses basketball to meet the needs of poor girls in Nigeria. 
Guided by a Nigerian proverb, % hat you give you get 10 times over, Aklode boarded the plane to help 

her people, particularly young women. Akiode founded Hope 4 Girls in Africa, using basketball to 
empower girls from poor backgrounds, first in Nigeria, then throughout the African continent. 

Hope 4 Girls in Africa is dedicated to increased participation and empowerment of disadvantaged 
young African women in sports and education (Hope4GirlsAfrica.org, 2010, ~ 1). ’Nkiode’s vision for 

this nonprofit organization is to use sports as a medium to reach out to young women with the belief 
that the sky’s the limit both on and offthe court. The program aims to expose young African women to 

literacy eradication programs and networking opportunities with both their peers and college coaches 
from the U.S. and in Africa" (Fordham University Official Website, 2010, ~ 1). Akiode used sports to 

inspire and empower impoverished young women, offering basketball camps in Nigeria. She knew of the 
benefits of sports, indicating that: "Participating in sports does so much for your confidence, especially 

at a young age. You get to socially network with other girls like you. You get to learn more. You get to 

build confidence, friendships. Those are the things that help you develop as a young woman. And I think 
it’s missing at a really young age here" (Huckshorn, 2010, ~ 1). 

Analytical Perspectives on African Social Activism and Conclusions 

African freedom fighters as activists in politics fought along with the Pan-African call for togetherness, 

which was grounded in African solidarity. The voice of Pan-Africanism rested on political leaders such 

as Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, ~ulius Nyerere of Tanzania, and Leopold Senghor of Senegal. Nkrumah 

"passionately advocated Pan-Africanism as the solution to Africa’s myriad economic, social, and political 

problems (Biney, 2008). In his famous dictum, "Seek ye first the political kingdom and all else shall be 

added unto you;’ Nkrumah expressed the view that the freedom would promise an economic paradise and 
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accompanying riches for Ghanaian citizens of the newly independent state;’ hoping that this would provide 

an inspiration and motivation for a better future for Africa and African people (Bine}; 2008). 
Sport-based activists generated narratives that promoted social transformation in African societies, 

stretching from the northern to the southern regions and from the eastern to the western sections of 

Africa. The narratives stimulated minds and generated actions that promote social transformation in 
African societies, stretching from north-south to east-west regions of Africa, with sport being used as 
the weapon of change. African social activism, revealed through the fight for freedom beginning in the 

late forties, permeates people’s consciousness in most walks of life. The African mind was put in dire 
turmoil during the colonial period, and sport, serving as a vehicle for change, worked to bring social 
transformation in many realms of life starting in the late 20th centuD; and continuing to the present. 

Social activism through sports is clearly apparent in the 21st century, with political leaders and sports 
stars serving as major actors. 

Sports stars, public policy makers and political leaders are considered as stakeholders of social change 

hence this chapter examines the extent to which sport has been used as a weapon of social change both 
at the macro and micro level in Africa. In synch with African freedom fighters that fought for inde- 
pendence from European empires, sports activists followed the footsteps of these freedom fighters in 

challenging the structures that chained them to oppression. The activists tied their struggle for freedom 
to the United Nations and to international organizations such as UNESCO and IOC, which helped effect 
change in the African continent. Notable figures have included sport stars and poets, acting individually 

or via foundations that they created or using outside agencies or organizations to promote harmonious 
living in terms of education, health, and environmental development. 

In conclusion, African intellectuals and freedom fighters such as Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Julius 

Nyerere of Tanzania, and Leopold Senghor of Senegal fought not only to win political freedom for their 
people but also to eradicate European economic and social exploitation of the African continent and 

to stamp out oppressive ways the African people were subjected to in the course of their daily living. 

Following their footsteps were political and social activists in Africa and Diaspora with similar aspira- 
tions. Among them were scholars such as the poet Dennis Brutus of South Africa and the sociologist 

Harry Edwards in the United States, a prominent African statesman, the first President of the Republic 
of South Africa, Nelson Mandela, and numerous sports stars like Dikembe Mutombo (DRC), Kipchoge 
Keino (Kenya), George Weah (Liberia), Nawal E1 Moutawakel (Morocco), Didier Drogba (Ivory Coast), 
and Maria Mutola (Mozambique). 
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Chapter 7 4- 
Is Multiple Jeopardy the Name of the Game For BlackWomen in Sport? 

Ellen J. Staurowsky, Ed.D. 

W ith a keen understanding of how the past illuminates the present and advises the future, sociolo- 

gist Harry Edwards observed at the turn of the new century in 2000 that: 

Sport always recapitulates society, in terms of its character, dynamics, and the structure of 

human relations. Just as I believe emphatically that the challenge of the 21st century will be 
diversity in all of its guises, the challenge in sports in the 21st century is going to be diversity. 
We are going to be looking at circumstances where we cannot separate out race, from class, 

gender, sexuality, technoclass status or age. (p. 29) 

The implication of that reality is that institutions across America, including sport institutions, will be run 

by individuals who are working for and with people different from themselves (Cunningham and Fink, 
2006). With the ascendancy of Barack Obama to the U.S. Presidency in 2008, the first African-American 
to hold that position, a cultural shift in public understanding as to who could occupy a position at 

the center of the political power structure had been given undeniable visibility supported through a 
citizen-based electoral process. Notably, one of the most publicly recognizable media moguls in the 
world, Oprah Winfrey, exerted her own power and influence in moving forward Obama’s candidacy 

during the campaign. 
While the forces of exclusion and oppression that once barred racial minorities from participating 

fully in the society overall have abated, the legacy of laws, accepted practices, and worldviews linger in 

various forms to affect access to athletic opportunity and positions of power and prestige in sport. The 
intersections between gender, race, and sport are particularly salient here. Stories of sport as a vehicle for 
social change and racial awakening are a part of Americana. As an iconic racial figure, Jackie Robinson 

surfaces as a touchstone to define the contours of conversations about sport and its integrative capacities. 
At the same time, Robinsoffs contemporary, Althea Gibson, credited with integrating the white enclaves 
of both tennis and then golf, does not produce the same cultural recognition or traction, despite being 

the first black female athlete to grace the cover of Sports Illustrated in 1957. 
For all of the belief that sport possesses the potential to facilitate change within the culture by pro- 

viding an integrated space for people to embrace difference and overcome prejudice, the necessity for 

present-day activism by the Black Coaches Association and the Black Women in Sport Foundation 
testifies to the resistance members of racial minorities encounter in sport through outright or covert 
discrimination or benign neglect. The racial projects each organization addresses, while rooted in white 

supremacy, are shared but not identical. 
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This is seen in the complicated dynamics around societal expectations regarding President Obama 

and First Lady Michelle Obama. While it is well known that both have an athletic background and that 
the First Lady~ brother, in point of fact, is a college basketball coach, nevertheless, their credentials as 
athletes have received considerable scrutiny. During the lead up to the presidential election, candidate 

Obama was ridiculed for his lackluster bowling performance (Media Matters, 2008) while his tough- 
ness seems to be reinforced through the coverage of things as minor as a fat lip he received during a 
Thanksgiving holiday pickup basketball game (Simon, 2010). Alternatively, Mrs. Obama, who has taken 

on the role of leading a national campaign called Let’s Move, designed to promote healthy eating and 
exercise habits in children and adults, became the target of racialized and sexualized innuendo by too 
often exhibiting her muscular and sculpted bare arms (Kantor, 2009). While athletic prowess is viewed 

as a necessity for the Leader of the Free World and something expected of a black man, a strong black 
woman so close to a position of power was the subject of surveillance and object of both admiration but 
also suggestive commentary. 

In one of the earliest scholarly works on African American female athletes in college sport following 
the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments in 1972, Alpha Alexander described the combined 
influences of racism and sexism that affect African American women in sport to be akin to double 

jeopardy. Tina Sloan Green and Linda Sheryl Greene, in their 2007 history of the Black Women in Sport 

Foundation, drew a parallel between their work and that of Harry Edwards’s critique of sport’s support 
meritocracy that has effectively excluded racial minorities from the ranks of privilege, leadership, and 

power (p. 326). As numerous scholars have done (Bruening, 2000; Bruening, Armstrong, and Pastore, 
2005), they point out the implications of racial ideology circulating in both big and small ways and how 
throughout the sport system the implications are different for black men and black women. At the same 

time, white women may experience a level of sexism similar to that of black women but do not suffer 
from racial intimidation (Brake, 2010). 

Noted author, bell hooks (1981) wrote about the societal position of black women this way: 

No other group in America has had their identity socialized out of existence as have Black 
women. We are rarely recognized as a group of separate and distinct as Black men, or a part of 
the larger group of "women" in this culture .... When Black people are talked about the focus 
tends to be on Black men and when women are talked about the focus tends to be on White 
women (p. 7). 

Referencing the work of the Combahee River Collective, McDowell and Cunningham (2009) contend 
that the concept of double jeopardy is insufficient to fully capture the forces that shape the lives of 

African American women. The intersections between and among race, class, and gender create a 
"multiple jeopardy" of oppression. By understanding that African American women may be subject to 

multiple jeopardy is to understand that "if Black women were free, it would mean that everyone would 

have to be free since our freedom would necessitate the destruction of all the systems of oppression" (as 
cited in McDowell and Cunningham, 2009, p. 204). 

And thus we are left to wonder if multiple jeopardy is the game that African-American women are 
playing and can expect to play in the future if they are to participate as athletes, call plays as coaches, ex- 
ert influence as athletics directors and conference commissioners, provide commentary as broadcasters, 
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and call the shots as owners? The remainder of this chapter will attempt to address that question by 

exploring the avenues girls and women of color have to sport; the status of black women in the sport 
workplace; and the mechanisms black women in sport use to navigate their way through racial and 
sexist minefields. 

Fluenues to Sport That Girls and UJomen of Color Haue 

The gendered dynamics around access to sport participation reflect the multiple binds of the African 
American female’s experience. In their report, Go Out and Play: Youth Sports in America, sociologists 

Sabo and Veliz (2008) report that boys typically start down the path of acquiring a basic athletic educa- 
tion earlier than girls. A boy’s first experience with a team sport begins on average when they are 6-8 
years old. In contrast, girls gain their first team sport experience at 7.4 years of age. 

Income levels, race, and type of community (urban, suburban, or rural) offer a more nuanced under- 
standing of youth entry into sport. Children from families with incomes less than $38k per year begin 
their formal sport experiences nearly two years after children whose families have incomes of over 

$100,000 per year. Early entry rates are stratified by race as well, with white boys and girls being most 
likely to be involved in sports by the age of 6 (Sabo and Veliz). 

The existing gender gap in entry into sport is compounded by race as reflected in 59% of white girls 

participating in organized sport by the age of 6 compared to 32% of Hispanic girls and 29% of African- 
American girls. When participation in physical actMty (for example, physical education) is taken into 
account, the pathways to participation are less accessible for girls from rural and urban settings, with 

84% of urban girls in the United States having no physical education classes in eleventh and twelfth 
grades. Sabo and Veliz (2008) concluded that "urban girls are the ’have nots’ of physical education in the 

United States. Given this pattern, it is not surprising that dropout rates are also highest among urban 

girls, who are demographically, more likely to be poor;’ 
This accumulation of multiple oppressions is reflected in the inequities that exist in athletic par- 

ticipation opportunities for women competing at the college level. In her recent work on the impact of 

Title IX in helping to inspire a sports revolution for girls and women in the United States, legal scholar 
Deborah Brake writes, "Title IX’s successes are too often discussed without attention to race, as if female 
athletes have no race or at least no racial divisions or disparities among them" (p. 113). While Title IX 

has resulted in a 1,000% increase in varsity athletic opportunities for female athletes in U.S. colleges and 
universities from 1971 to the present, those gains have not occurred equally across all racial categories 
of female athletes (Greenlee, 2007). 

In a 2008 report examining the impact of Title IX on college sport nationwide, research by John 
Cheslock reported several key findings. First, contrary to perceptions that there is a direct cause and 
effect relationship between Title IX and cuts to men’s athletic opportunities and teams, he found that 

school administrators were more likely to respond to the necessity of complying with Title IX by adding 
women’s sport opportunities rather than decreasing men’s participation. Individual sports, such as gym- 

nastics, tennis, and wrestling have plateaued or declined while other sports, such as lacrosse and soccer, 
have grown steadily for both men and women. Sport sponsorship patterns from roughly the mid-1990s 
through 2005-2006 showed a mixed pattern in terms of opportunities for African American women. 
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In the immediate aftermath of the passage of Title IX, sports in which African American women have 

historically participated in high numbers, such as basketball and track and field, were being added 
to athletic programs. As increases in those sports leveled off, colleges and universities started to add 
womeffs sports that generally draw fewer African American female athletes, crew and lacrosse, as cases 

in point. The ten highest growth sports for college women between 1995 and 2004 were as follows (listed 
by rate of growth from highest to lowest): soccer, rowing, softball, swimming, lacrosse, golf, ice hockey, 
water polo, equestrian, and volleyball. Cheslock concluded, "The implication of these sponsorship pat- 

terns for future participation growth is most severe for African American female athletes because they 
are heavily segregated by sport; close to 68% participate in three sports: basketball, indoor track and 
field, and outdoor track and field" (p. 5). For the seven years between 1999-2000 and 2005-2006, this 

level of segregation by sport for African American female athletes did not change. 
In 2007, !/Vomen in Higher Education reported that nine in 10 black female college athletes compete 

on basketball teams and track and field squads. In terms of access to athletic scholarships, while ap- 

proximately one-third of NCAA Division I womeffs basketball players were black, only 2.7% of black 
female athletes comprised those who receive athletic scholarships in all of the other NCAA Division I 
sports combined. 

For the academic year 2008-2009, there was a modest increase in the overall number of black female 
athletes participating on NCAA teams to 11.4%, an increase of 2% from the 9.4% competing in the 
1999-2000 academic year. Across all divisions, 32.5% of female basketball players are black with black 

female players comprising nearly 36% of NCAA Division I women’s basketball squads in 2008-2009 
(Zgonc, 2010). 

There is a growing body of research that affirms the positive benefits girls and women derive from 
participating in sport and physical activity. According to Her Life Depen& On It II: The Role of Sport 

and Physical Activity in the Lives of Girls and >¢bmen (Staurowsky, DeSousa, Ducher, Gentner, Miller, 
Shakib, Theberge, and Williams, 2009), sport participation decreases a woman’s chance of developing 

heart disease, osteoporosis, breast cancer, and other health-related problems. Female athletes engage in 
fewer health risk behaviors, reporting lower rates of both sexual activity and pregnancy, smoking, and 
alcohol and drug use. Psychologically, female athletes evidence higher levels of self-esteem and an ability 

to work with teams, confront adversity productively, and perform under pressure. In terms of school 
engagement, retention, and graduation, female athletes are more likely to aspire to go on to college and 
to form a meaningful connection at school. Given the fact that African American girls have access to 
fewer sport opportunities, the benefits to be derived from sport participation are also not realized. 

Recognizing that "Title IX’s mandate of equality in school athletics programs is especially important 

for girls of color" (p. 3), the National Women’s Law Center cited this in their rationale for filing suit 

against 12 school districts in November 2010 that evidence large gender gaps between athletic opportu- 
nities offered for girls compared to boys. Demonstrating what potentially may prove to a pattern of mass 
non-compliance with Title IX at the high-school level nationwide, the named school districts include 

the Chicago Public Schools (IL), Clark County Schools (NV), Columbus City Schools (OH), Houston 
Independent School District (TX), Irvine Unified School District (CA), New York City Department 
of Education, Oldham County Schools (KY), Sioux Falls School District (SD), and Worcester Public 

Schools (MA). Besides gender gaps in participation, the suits further note that these gaps have been in- 
creasing rather than decreasing over time, suggesting that identified school districts will have difficulty 
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arguing that they have been progressively working to increase opportunities for female athletes. This set 
of suits, combined with other independent inquiries and actions in the state of Florida and District of 
Columbia offer further evidence that structural barriers exist to female participation in sport within the 

natioffs schools (McKenna, 2010). 

While the stakes of non-participation in sport and physical activity are high for African American 
females, how quickly communities and schools will change in order to respond to the needs of African 
American women remains an open question. The fact that the National Women’s Law Center, nearly 

forty years after the passage of Title IX, has sued some of the largest school districts in the country for 
non-compliance is problematic. Further, according to Connell (2004), collegiate and school experts 
expressed limited confidence that Title IX compliance would be achieved quickly because of lack of 

funding. While no doubt articulating a common perception of the source of the problem in terms of 
Title IX, as a piece of Civil Rights legislation, existing sex discrimination cannot be justified on the basis 
of lack of funding. Thus, it is entirely possible that some of those experts in Connell’s 2004 study may 

well be on the receiving end of the National Women’s Law Center’s complaint today. 

The Experiences of Btack Female Rthtetes 

In 1978, Alexander reported that there was virtually no research that had been done to document black 

women’s participation in intercollegiate athletics as administrators, athletes, and coaches. That work, 
along with the classic Black Women in Sport (Green, Oglesby, Alexander, and Frank, 1981), serves as a 
baseline measure for assessing progress over the span of four decades. Notably, while the primary moti- 
vations for both of these efforts was the limited amount of information available about black women in 
sport, Linda Sheryl Greene and Tina Sloan Green would write in 2007, "There is relatively little written 
about the role of black women in sport" (p. 314). 

The next influential project on this front would be Terri Stratta’s (1998) case study examination of barri- 
ers African American women confront in college sport. Focusing on the experiences of African American 
female athletes at a predominantly white institution, Stratta found that African American female athletes 

experienced differential treatment throughout the sport socialization process due to the fact that they were 
black. She speculated that the invisibility of African American women among the ranks of those competing 
in college sport was due to their systemic elimination at all levels of the socialization process. She further 

reported that racially motivated barriers discouraged African American women from achieving their full 
potential, leading to premature retirement that cut offavenues for later opportunities. 

These findings resonate years later through the story of Jennifer Harris, an African American basket- 

ball player who alleged that she had been subjected to gender, race, and sexual orientation discrimina- 
tion while on athletic scholarship at the Pennsylvania State University under the tutelage of then-head 
coach, Renee Portland. In a case that ultimately settled in 2008, Harris believed that she was forced out 

at Penn State because of Portland’s insistence on a specific type of feminized demeanor. (Jennifer wore 
her hair in cornrows and her attire met with disapproval from her coach.) Numerous public accounts 

confirm Portland’s policy of"no drinldng, no smoking, no lesbians" which led to inquiries about players’ 

sexuality. Suspicions of being a lesbian could result in revocation of an athletic scholarship (Harris v. 
Portland, 2006, 2007). 
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This silencing of African American female athletes is a theme that emerges in the few studies 

that have been done. Findings from a study of African American female athletes enrolled at a large 
Midwestern university revealed that there are opportunities for success but those are interrupted or 
foreclosed altogether by media who fail to cover African Alnerican female athletes and people in po- 

sitions of authority, namely administrators and coaches who exert undue influence through coercive 
means in keeping African American female athletes in line or who simply fail to acknowledge the racial 
dynamics at work for athletes who are in the minority. These women reported that their greatest support 

came from family members and teachers/coaches and they believed the most effective strategies for 
change were increasing the availability of role models and encouraging greater participation of African 
American women in sport (Bruening, 2000). 

While these women were subjected to racialized and gendered stereotypes about female capability, 
Coleman (2000) reported that the underrepresentation of black and Latino female students in athletics 

at Williams College was due, in part, to a belief that athletic participation would undermine the ability 

of those students to be academically successful. Ironically, for the few black and Latino females who did 
participate in athletics, they reported greater satisfaction with both their academic and social experi- 
ences than their non-athlete contemporaries. 

Picking up on the theme of role modeling and the need for mentors, Carter and Hart (2010) found 
that there was a definitive structure to the network black female athletes looked to for support. In effect, 

conversations with black female athletes from two NCAA Division I institutions revealed that they 

sought guidance and assistance in the career!academic area, psychosocial area, and athletics with differ- 
ent family members identified to serve in those mentor roles. 

The existence of a trusted network serves as a platform for black female athletes to move forward. 

As a strategy to recruit, retain, and ensure the success of black female athletes, it behooves coaches 
and administrators to take heed. At the same time, the fact that there continue to be so few African 
American females in the sport system constitutes a vacuum in information and perspective. In an at- 

tempt to capture the essence of this loss, Bruening, Armstrong, and Pastore (2005) sought to examine 
the ways in which the sport system engages in "silencing" black female athletes through lack of public 

recognition and a lack of aclmowledgement of perspective and experience. As a case in point, admin- 
istrators and coaches seemed unaware of the need to be in tune and responsive to a culture in which 
African American female athletes comprised 2% of the overall athlete population (21 out of 800). This 

group of female athletes reported being subjected to racial and sexist stereotypes, uncomfortable team 
environments, a failure on the part of those around them to really hear what they had to say, and an 
insensitivity on the part of those around them to apprehend the difficulties associated with speaking up 

when you are the person in the minority. 

The Status of Black bUomen in the Sport LUorkp[ace 

Sport as a business is among the top industries in the United States. While there is limited data available 

regarding the representation of women and women of color throughout the industry, some sectors of 

the industry are monitored in terms of racial and gender composition of the work force. According to 

the NCAA, during the 2008-2009 academic year, black women made up approxinaately 4% of the staffs 
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working in NCAA member institutions’ athletics departments and conference offices (Zgonc, 2010a, 

2010b). While those figures might suggest that black women are at least represented in somewhat higher 
numbers than they are generally within the athlete population, a closer examination of the roles that black 
women play within these settings is important. At the conference level, black women have the highest 

representation (15%) in the role of administrative assistant, followed by assistant commissioner at 14.5%. 
Within athletics departments, black women are most frequently serving in the role of life skills coordina- 
tor (12.2%), senior woman administrator (11%), academic advisor/counselor (10.3%), and administrative 

assistant (8%). Within historically black institutions, the pattern is essentially the same with black females 
being represented in slightly smaller percentages. When considered from the standpoint of career advance- 
ment, these roles typically do not afford access or exposure to skill sets in areas of budget, finance, and 

high-level decision making often perceived as requirements for candidates being considered to director 
and commissioner positions. Among NCAA coaching ranks, just fewer than 4% of head coaches are black 
women, with the highest representation in bowling (26.3%) and women’s basketball (8.9%). 

The Racial and Gender Report Cards published by the Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport pro- 

vide the most accessible data on the composition ofworkforce with professional sport leagues (Lapchick 
with Kaiser, Coudy, and Wang, 2010; Lapchick, Kitnurse, and Moss, 2010). That said, reporting is done 

on the basis of separate race and gender categories, thus does not easily offer an analysis of the status of 
black women within the overall picture. 

Among professional sport leagues, few if any African American women participate in ownership struc- 
tures, with Sheila !ohnson being the only person of color considered an owner during the 2009 and 2010 

seasons, maintaining 6-7% of Lincoln Holdings, LLC, the company that owns the Washington Mystics. 
Within the Womeffs National Basketball Association (WNBA), which consistently receives the highest 

rating of any professional sport league for its record of hiring women and minorities, there were two 
African American women general managers in the 2010 season (Lapchick with Caudy and Russell, 2010). 

In the National Basketball Association (NBA), 18% of vice presidents, 25% of senior administrators, 

39% of professional administration, and 5% of broadcasters were women. Of the 24 African Americans 

holding vice president positions in the league office, seven were women during the 2009-2010 season 

(Lapchick with Kaiser, Russell, and Welch, 2010). In the National Football League (NFL), 3% of owners, 
4% of CEO!presidents, 15% of vice presidents, 17% of senior administrators, 27.5% of office manage- 
ment, 52% of support staffpersonnel, and 4% of radio and TV announcers were women during the 2009 
season (Lapchick with Kitnurse and Moss, 2010). Without further information, it is difficult to assess 

how many African American women are employed within these professional sport settings. Trends 
would suggest that the numbers are most likely fairly low. 

Ahout the low numbers of black women working in sport, Abney (2007) wrote, "On a daily basis 

minority women are confronted with the reality that white males control the operations of most fran- 
chises, colleges and high school athletic departments, and youth sport programs" (p. 54). In articulating 

the importance of an institutional commitment to marshalling a response to that, Charlotte Westerhaus, 
the now former NCAA vice president for diversity and inclusion, commented, "The NCAA must do 

everything it can to identify, foster and support the number of people of color and women mid-level 
administrators and coaches in a manner that will promote them into senior leadership and head coach- 

ing roles within intercollegiate athletics" (Brown, 2010, p. 1). 
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Based on the expanse of research on black women in college sport administration and coaching, 

there is a remarkable consistency in the barriers and obstacles black women face in their efforts to pur- 
sue and persist in careers within athletics departments at colleges and universities (Abney and Richey, 
1991; Benton, 1999; Nelson, 1999; Wicker, 2008). The access discrimination, stereotypes, and lack of 

consistent support systems that African American women basketball coaches identified in 2010 echo 
similar sentiments expressed by black women in athletics three and a half decades earlier (Borland, 
2008; Borland and Bruening, 2010; Houzer, 1974). 

Profiles of eight African American female coaches and administrators working at historically black 
colleges and universities offer insight into how uneven and unequal the college sport workplace can 
be. Motivated by a desire to work in service to others, these women shared a belief in giving back and 

reaching back. Despite paths marked by explicit gender discrimination, manifest at times by inadequate 
salary and insufficient financial resources, these women also evidenced a resilience, which drew upon 
internal reserves for strength and fortitude. 

As Wicker (2008) and others have noted, mentoring and networking, along with professional develop- 
ment training were regarded as invaluable tools in helping African American women derive fulfillment 
from their jobs. The struggles encountered by African Americans in general within the college sport 

workforce, and African American women in particular, do not go unnoticed by the next generation. 
In a study of college athletes’ interest in and perception of the coaching profession, women were more 
likely to agree with the idea that female coaches are treated differently on the basis of their sex. Similarly, 

minority athletes were more likely than white athletes to agree that coaches are treated differently on the 
basis of race and ethnicity (Kamphoff and Gill, 2008). 

Conclusion 

For those who doubt the validity that African American females in sport are scrutinized more closely 

and judged more harshly for breaking their silence, one need only reflect on the controversy surrounding 
the quite candid remarks of Serena Williams during the U.S. Open in the fall of 2009. Her frustration, 
characterized as verbal abuse directed to a lines judge, resulted in a heated contest between Williams 

and opponent Kim Clijsters abruptly ending (Deitsch, 2009). While Oracene Williams, Serena’s mother 
was quoted as saying that she should have "kept calm;’ in the grand scheme of unbecoming language 

shouted at an official, either by other tennis players or other high profile athletes, the degree to which 

the incident served to command such attention both by the media and the public is noteworthy and 
may lend credibility to the societal requirements that the stronger female athletes are, the more racially 
defined they are, and the greater the expectation they will be silent. And in point of fact, while she and 

her sister Venus are celebrated by maW around the world for the sheer magnificence of play, still the 
racialized stage on which they compete is always within view (Campos, 2009; Killon, 2009). 

While the press was trying to spin an uncomplimentary picture of Serena Williams in the fall of 

2009 in an effort to rein in the power of what she had to say, the manner in which she did it, and the 
subliminal and never fully acknowledged discomfort she created among whites, attempts to silence 
and diminish the accomplishments of the Rutgers University women’s basketball team in the spring of 

2007 by white radio shock jock Don Imus did not have the effect expected. On the morning following 
the team’s loss in the final game of the NCAA Women’s Division I Basketball Championship to the 
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University of Tennessee, Imus and his staff engaged in a skit in which the "rough girls of Rutgers" were 

described as "nappy-headed hos." The incident was marked by corporations withdrawing sponsorships 

and a growing boycott of the show, eventually leading to Imus being fired by CBS (CBS/AP, 2007). 
While Michael Awkward (2009) has argued that the public reaction to the incident warranted a far 

more thoughtful analysis than the country in the main was capable of articulating, thus failing to see 
that Imus was in fact a scapegoat, the limitations of this chapter prevent greater elaboration on the valid- 
ity of that position. What cannot be ignored was the degree to which Rutgers head women’s basketball 

coach, Vivian Stringer, who would be one of the few women inducted into the National Basketball Hall 
of Fame only a year or two later, would exert a voice that could be heard above the media din (Whiteside, 
2007). In so doing, she also created space for her players, most specifically Essence Carson, to exert a 
voice as well. 

While those inclined to dismiss the incident as either humor gone bad or a societal overreaction, the 
moment will stand as a memorable one in that black women in sport stepped to the microphone and 

with dignity, poise, and presence testified to their experience, directly commenting that the stereotypical 
depictions and disparaging commentary could not simply be announced over the airwaves without a 
response from those affected. 

In writing about the nature of black women’s leadership in sport, an accomplished leader in her 
own right, Ketra Armstrong (2007), past president of the National Association for Girls and Women in 
Sport, noted that despite external discouragements, black women in sport respond by refusing to allow 

others’ perceptions to define their experiences, tapping into internal wellsprings of hope and positive 
encouragement. Those deep reserves have held black women in sport in good stead for decades, helping 
them navigate the game of multiple jeopardies. 

Due to their fortitude and sheer determination to give back to the generations to follow, the black 
women Armstrong interviewed "found ways to get in the game and (for the most part) adjust to the 

rules, and in some instances rewrite the rules to be in alignment with their internal truths" (p. 13). 

Despite this form of empowerment, black women will not be fully empowered until the different forms 
of institutional oppression that feed those multiple jeopardies are eliminated (Abne}; 2007). 
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Chapter 8 4- 
A Reflection of Revolution and its Significance for BlackWomen Sport 

Dr. Akilah Carter-Francique 

"But the real motive behind the demonstrations was the regaining 

of black dignit); pride, and some degree of self-determination." 

-Harry Edwards, 1969 

n the fall of 2008 I attended the North American Society for the Sociology of Sport (NASSS) 

Conference held in Denver, Colorado. I was excited to attend this particular conference for a number 

of reasons; in particular, it would be my first NASSS conference after receiving my doctorate in sports 

studies, as I had graduated the previous spring semester and would present some of the findings from 

my doctoral dissertation. While nervous, I had decided this would be a wonderful experience, but 

little did I know how wonderful an experience it would be as a group of esteemed professors had been 

convened to discuss Dr. Harry Edwards and the impact of his social actNism and scholarly works. 

Dr. Harry Edwards, scholar, activist, and pioneer of the 1968 Olympic Project for Human Rights 

is recognized as a part of history and a living representation for social justice. However, for many, the 

Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR) is better remembered for the raised black fists of Tommie 

Smith and John Carlos atop the 1968 Olympic podium receiving the first- and third-place medals in the 

men’s 200 meter dash. Having been born eight years after their momentous demonstration in support 

for the unity of Black America (Matthews, 1974), I never truly knew the significance of their gesture. 

Moreover, while the intimate details of the 1968 Mexico Olympics had been written, I had not truly 

investigated their magnitude or consciously dissected their impact on my life as an athlete, a female, or 

an African American. So, sitting attentively in the audience, with pen and paper in hand, these esteemed 

black professors would articulate the impact of Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and activism on their research 

in their respective fields. Dr. Doris Corbett of Howard University would convey the importance of hu- 

man dignity. Dr. Linda Greene of the University of Wisconsin-Madison would express the legalistic 

implications for blacks. Dr. Boyce Watkins of Syracuse would convey the economic significance and 

co-option of the black male athlete. Dr. Michael Lomax of the University of Iowa would reflect upon 

the historical terrain, which predated the 1968 revolt and the relevance of activism following the civil 

rights movement. Each of these scholars, whom I have also adopted as mentors, would plant a seed and 

challenge my positionality as a rising scholar, black female, and citizen of this country. 

In the months following the conference, I could not avoid the subconscious challenge to reflect upon 

how Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and activism impacted my own scholarship. But knowing I had a genera- 

tional disconnect with Dr. Harry Edwards and his scholarship, I felt it best to familiarize myself with the 

1968 Olympics and his seminal text The Revolt of the Black Athlete. While this text does not captivate his 

entire body of work (see Edwards, 1973, 1979, 1984, 2000), it plays a significant role in contextualizing 
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the Games and my experiences as a child of educators, a former collegiate track and field athlete, and a 

scholar and advocate for black women in sport. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to reflect upon 

the Olympic Project for Human Rights and Dr. Harry Edwards’s explication of the 1968 Revolt of the 

Black Athlete. In addition, this paper will attempt to situate black women and their rise as leaders in 

sport then and now. 

[)etai[s on the blouement 

The revolt, or revolution, of the black athlete was conceptualized by Edwards and a group of black ath- 

letes to include Smith and Carlos (Edwards, 1969). This conceptualization was in reaction to numerous 

incidents of racial injustices to include access to housing, enrollment of minority students in institu- 

tions of higher education, and the hiring of black coaches on the campuses of predominantly white 

institutions of higher education (PWIHE). More generally, blacks in the United States as a collective 

were experiencing blatant social injustices which resided in the historic realities of racial prejudice and 

discriminatory practices. For the rise of the revolt of the black athlete was situated in the midst of the 

civil rights movements (e.g., the Black Power movement, the women’s liberation movement) and legisla- 

tive acts (e.g., Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965). The respective movements and 

legislative acts were forged due to the aforementioned issues of access to housing, but more pointedly; to 

address the civil rights and liberties of blacks in the name of social justice. 

Therefore, the notion of social justice, or the creation of egalitarian principles which honor human 

rights, values, and dignity, became the impetus for the revolt of the black athlete. As early as the 1960s, 

the push for black athletes to boycott the Olympic Games and take a stand for social justice was discussed 

(Edwards, 1969). As a result, meetings, committees, sit-ins, and other demonstrations were forged in 

an effort for black athletes and administrators to regain human respect for their services as university 

representatives and participants in athletic programs. Black students and athletes recognized the inher- 

ent inequities towards blacks did not stop because they were receiving an education at or working in a 

PWIHE. Hence, continued racial discrimination, racial oppression, and outright disregard for human 

dignity in the United States pressed an agenda for a national stance, a boycott, which became known as 

the Olympic Project for Human Rights (OPHR). 

However, before the OPHR, the Olympic Committee for Human Rights (OCHR) was formed. On 

October 7, 1967, Edwards, along with George Ware, Tommie Smith, Ken Noel, Jimmy Garrett, and Bob 

Hoover, or athletes, scholars, and civil rights activists, comprised the OHCR (see Edwards, 1969). During 

this initial meeting they developed an agenda to challenge the social injustices. The agenda included: 

informational workshops, development of the OPHR, and the organization of additional revolts, which 

would precede the 1968 Games, at colleges and athletic clubs. The workshops were used to discuss the 

boycott, and to spread the word to other black athletes in and throughout the black community. The 

subsequent demonstrations at the colleges and universities (e.g., San Jose State, University of Texas-E1 

Paso, University of California-Berkeley, and the University of "Washington) were considered a success, 

for the most part. However, societal tensions would mount due to the result of the demonstrations; and 

as such, philosophical tensions regarding the movement would divide members in the OCHR, as well 

as the black community. 
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Based on this reality, the dynamics of the movement changed, but their spirit was not broken. The 

OPHR would continue their efforts, using the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico as a platform for social 
justice. Demands were made to highlight specific issues of concern and provide suggestions to circum- 
vent the racial inequalities in various sport contexts. The demands were as follows: 

1) Restoration of Muhammad Ali’s title and right to box in this country. 2) Removal of the 
anti-Semitic and anti-black personality Avery Brundage from his post as Chairman of the 

International Olympic Committee. 3) Curtailment of participation of all-white teams and 
individuals from the Union of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia in all United States and 

Olympic Athletic events. 4) The addition of at least two Black coaches to the men’s track and 

field coaching staff appointed to coach the 1968 United States Olympic team. 5) The appoint- 
ment of at least two Black people to policy making positions on the United States Olympic 
Committee. 6) The complete desegregation of the bigot dominated and racist New York 
Athletic Club. (Edwards, 1969, pp. 58-59) 

With the support of activists such as civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King and CORE’s 

(Congress of Racial Equality) Floyd McKissick, columnists such as Louis Lomax, and athletes such as 
Lew Alcindor (aka Kareem Abdul ]abbar), the demands of the OPHR were established. However, only 
a few of the listed demands were achieved prior to the games; however, the removal of South Africa and 

the boycott of the New York Athletic Club did come to fruition (Hartmann, 1996). Still, the demands 
and demonstrations were not enough to encourage a critical mass of athletes to incite a full-on boycott 
of the 1968 Olympic Games. Internationally known black athletes such as Olympians ]esse Owens, Rafer 

!ohnson, and Ralph Metcalfwere vocal critics of the movement. The dissension within and between the 
black community was yet another challenge faced by those fighting to regain "black dignity, pride, and 

some degree of self-determination’.’ 
It is my belief that "dignity, pride, and self-determination" are what helped purport the OCHR’s push 

at the games, as the efforts and the demands were significant to achieving equality for blacks in general. 
Nevertheless, these demands were significant for black men, for their ability to gain access would be 
perceived as a win towards achieving access, opportunity, and racial equality as athletes, coaches, and 

administrators in the respective sport entities. The kinship with the civil rights movement served as 
model movements in design and efforts, but in examining the information of Edwards’s (1969) text and 

reviewing the particulars of the OCHR’s and OPHR’s meetings, demonstrations, and boycotts Edwards 
(1969) failed to mention women, the role of women, nor any role they may have served in during these 

games. 
The lack of information regarding the participation of women was disquieting. While, I was appre- 

ciative of the recounted efforts, diligence, and goals of the members of the OCHR and OPHR, Edwards’s 
(1969) only reference to womeffs participation was contained in two sentences. The sentences described 

how a nmnber of black women at the University of Texas-E1 Paso protested a home track meet in which 
no black athletes were invited to participate. Edwards’s (1969) presented: 
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Afro-American women on the campus interrupted the meet by invading the track, sitting 

down, and refusing to move. The university had to call out 50 city and state policemen to 
remove them. (p. 86) 

These black women’s act of protest was a success, but the brief account left me yearning for more details 
on these activist black women. 

In my quest to understand the role of black women in the 1968 revolt, I would come up short, 

specifically with accounts of the revolt and more generally with the herstories of black women as ath- 
letes, coaches, and administrators in sport (see Hartmann, 1996; Powell, 2008; Rhoden, 2006). This 

intentional, or unintentional, exclusion of black women’s herstories could be attributed to the objective 

of the authors. Or the exclusion could be attributed to the hegemonic dynamics of racism and sexism 
in America, which relegate black women to mere objects in which we become silent and invisible to 
the dominant culture (e.g., white, male, upper class, able-bodied) (Giddings, 1984; King, 1988; St. lean 

and Feagin, 1998). However, black women faced with racism and sexism, also known as double burden 
(St. lean and Feagin, 1998), double jeopardy (Giddings, 1984), and multiple jeopardies (King, 1988), 
continue to brave the "isms" (e.g., racism, sexism, classism). 

The "isms", or overlapping oppressions, often describe black women in America, but they do not 

define the totality of the black woman. Acknowledging these lived experiences in politics (see Crenshaw, 
1989; Simien, 2004), media (see Creedon, 1994; Kane, 1996; Rowe, 1999), education (see Howard- 
Hamilton, 2003; Hull, Bell-Scott, and Smith, 1982), and even in sport (see Corbett and !ohnson, 2000; 

Sloan-Green, Oglesby, Alexander, and Franke, 1981; Smith, 2000), black women in America remain 
steadfast in their quest for liberation and, like the goals of the OPHR, the "regaining of black dignity, 

pride, and some degree of self-determination." 

~ouemen~s of Liberation 

It was during this historic window of time in the 1960s that blacks and women were challenging the 

status quo of white supremacy and patriarchy in quest for social justice. The blatant racism and sexism, 
which has its roots in the foundation of the United States, would face an onslaught of dissenters and 
subsequent liberatory demonstrations and movements. More specifically, the civil rights movement, 
Black Power movement, and the women’s liberation movement each would contribute to the present- 

day race and gender relations. 
The civil rights movement, which ranged from 1955 to 1968, consisted of freedom rides, sit-ins, 

boycotts, and numerous nonviolent protests in response to racial inequalities and discrimination in 
the workplace and in the everyday lives of blacks. The results of these liberatory demonstrations would 
manifest the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (see United States Department of lustice a) and the Voting Rights 
Act of 1965 (see United States Department of Justice b). The arduous movement would prove fruitful, 

and while the role of black women was often overlooked their efforts were significant. 
In Theorizing Black Feminisms (1993), lames explicated the role of black women in the civil rights 

movement as the bridge to social transformation, lames (1993) suggests the role of "othermothered" or 
"mothering;’ which was placed upon selected women in the black community, served to support and 
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nurture youth and spirit of the movement. The women who received this honor, often 40 years or older, 

understood the "ethic of care" (Collins, 2000), tradition, and culture. For example, Ella Baker’s activ- 

ism "like that of many othermothers and community othermothers, developed out of her childhood 

socialization to accept responsibility for the ’uplift of the race’ through the care of other less fortunate in- 

dividuals within the family and community" (James, 1993, p. 49). Furthermore, Baker would assume the 

position of "a kind of political mid-wife at the births of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

(SCLC) and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in the 1950s and 1960s" (James, 

1993, p. 49). According to James (1993), Baker is but one "othermother" in the movement and her role 

and presence were similar to other women such as Daisy Bates, Septima Clark, Fannie Lou Hamer, Mary 

McCleod Bethune, and Ida B. Wells. Each of these women,s role and efforts, often on the periphery and 

not as leaders, were beneficial to the struggle to survive and the push for racial equality. Through the 

efforts of black men, black women, and whites, the years of organized protests, which were met with 

violence and death, would influence other movements. 

The civil rights movement birthed the Black Power movement. From 1966 to 1975, the push for 

racial equality and racial dignity continued. Black consciousness arose out of the ashes of church bomb- 

ings and burning crosses. Disheartened by the nonviolent action of the civil rights movement, a few 

organized groups forged a movement of racial pride and human dignity demarked by aggressive action 

and militancy (e.g., SNCC, Black Panther Party for Self-Defense). The Black Panther Party was one such 

organization. Headed by Huey Newton and Bobby Seale, the Black Panther Party charge monitored the 

actions of the police, along with encouraging the self-defense of black people. Their political, social, and 

cultural presence would incite a revolutionary spirit; and one that inspired economic self sufficiency 

and a political voice which culminated in their ten-point program (Brown, 1992). But what role would 

women serve? 

Similar to the civil rights movement, black women in the Black Power movement served on the pe- 

ripher}: Women were placed in positions in which their services and energies towards the movement were 

greatly appreciated, but there was no desire from sexist black men to see women in positions of power 

(Brown, 1992). Elaine Brown (1992) recalls her appointment as chairman in the Black Panther Party: 

A woman in the Black Power movement was considered, at best, irrelevant. A woman assert- 
ing herself was a pariah. A woman attempting the role of leadership was, to my proud Black 
Brothers, making alliance with the "counter-revolutionary; man-hating, lesbian, feminist white 
bitch." It was a violation of some Power principle that was left undefined. If a Black woman 
assumed a role of leadership, she was said to be eroding Black manhood, to be hindering the 
progress of the Black race. She was an enemy of Black people. (p. 357) 

Brown’s (1992) experience was challenging as she faced patriarchal, racial, and sexual orientation judg- 
ments in her quest to "support every assertion of human rights" and "free Black people from oppression’’ 
which "specifically included Black women’’ (p. 368). Collins (2000) reaffirms Brown’s (1992) experi- 
ences, but adds "even though Black women intellectuals have asserted their right to speak to both as 
African-Americans and as women, historically these women have not held top leadership positions 
in black organizations and have frequently struggled within them to express Black feminist ideas" (p. 
7). Thus, black women would fight alongside black men in the name of social justice for the race, but 
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oftentimes sacrificing their own voice and self-dignity. Juxtaposed with the race movements, a gender 

movement was occurring simultaneously. 
The women’s movement, also known as the contemporary women’s movement, began in the late 

1960s on through to the 1970s and the enactment of the Title IX of the Educational Amendment Act of 

1972 (Title IX). The womeffs movement, much like the Black Power movement was influenced by the 
success and spirit of the civil rights movement. Women, like blacks, desired social justice, equality in 
regards to employment and pay, and respect with regard to the oppressive nature of patriarch~: These 

women, primarily middle- and upper-class white women, desired a voice, desired a freedom from the 
gender norms relegating them to housewives and mothers. Lead by women such as Betty Friedan, orga- 
nizations advocating for women’s rights like the National Organization of Women (NOW) were created. 

Through the efforts of NOW, equal rights legislation like Title IX was passed (National Organization of 
Women). However, the role of black women in the women’s movement mirrored the oppressive nature 

of the civil rights movement and the Black Power movement. 

Black women in the contemporary women’s movement recognized the challenges of the women’s 
movement, but were disturbed by the continual suppression of varying ideals and experiences of women 
of color. Leaders of the women’s movement understood the necessity to include women of color in their 
quest for equality, but "the efforts toward reconciliation between dominant white women and black and 

other women of color have yet to be achieved. The wounds inflicted by generations of privileged women, 
and the continued insensitivity of many white women today are embedded in race, and retard progress 

toward unity" (McKay, 1993, pp. 272-273). 
AcknoMedging the nmltiple roles and efforts of black women in the aforementioned movements, 

questions arise as to how these often nameless and faceless women became leaders. How did black 

women, who believed in social justice, continue to organize, sit-in, march, demonstrate, and boycott 
for freedom with dignity and self-respect? The historic subordination of black women’s roles within 
the various civil rights (e.g., Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Black Baptist Churches) and 

women’s organizations placed numerous challenges upon black women. Nonetheless, faced with the 
lack of positional power, black women developed strategies to overcome the challenges of subordinate 

roles within the respective organizations (Collins, 2000). 
While the movements discussed are by no means a complete representation of the efforts to rid 

America of social inequality and injustice, they are representative of the social and cultural ideological 

turmoil of that time period. As presented, the hegemonic realities of white supremacy and patriarchy 
were deeply embedded within the fabric of this nation; subsequently; the voice of black women could 
not be heard over the cries of racial and gender equality. But, black women’s efforts manifested in the 

creation of organizations such as the National Association of Colored Women and the National Council 
of Negro Women (Giddings, 1984). It is within these organizations and the respective movements that 
black women adopted strategies to challenge hegemonic notions while simultaneously supporting the 

equality efforts of these organizations. 
In Black Feminist Thought, Collins (2000) presented the strategies black women adopted, to include: 

(a) individual protest; (b) working within the formal organization; and, (c) developing coalitions with 
groups and organizations impacted by similar issues. Black women’s engagement in the struggle for 
racial and gender equality is long standing. From Sojourner Truth, Ella Baker, Anna Iulia Cooper, and 

Mary McCleod Bethune, who stood tall for equality politically, economically, and educationally, to the 
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efforts of Althea Gibson, Nell lackson, and Anita DeFrantz who stood for athletic and academic op- 

portunity. Thus, it is within this spirit of social justice and the pioneering efforts of black women that I 
question what role black women served in the efforts of the OPHR. 

Black LUomen in Sport: Representation and Leadership 

Familiarized with the significance and the details behind the Olympic Project for Human Rights and 
its kinship with the civil rights movements, I now understand the relevance and the gravity of the 1968 
Mexico Olympics. The acts of protests and civil disobedience by athletes on an international stage sig- 

naled an awareness and support for social justice and racial equality in the U.S. However, in alignment 
with the purpose of this paper, I still wondered if there were women involved in the OPHR, what role 

they served in the OPHR, and how they asserted themselves in the efforts towards social justice. While 

my ability to resolve this inquiry is beyond the scope of this paper, other experiences of black women in 
sport have been articulated. 

Accordingly, black women have demonstrated a long history of activism and pioneering efforts in 
the realm of sport. But much like the experiences detailed in the aforementioned movements, their 

efforts were often overshadowed and subsumed into the overarching racial or gender agenda (Cahn, 
1994; Gissendanner, 1994). Nevertheless, Gissendanner (1994) explicates these efforts, particularly 

between the 1920s and the 1960s, and suggests they could not have been afforded without the support 
of black male leaders. For exarnple, Iessie Abbott, daughter of Cleveland Abbott, director of athletics 
and physical education at Tuskegee Institute, would be appointed the first womeffs track and field coach 

at Tennessee State. She, like many other black women, utilized her relationships, her access to educa- 
tion, and sport participation as a gateway to obtain positions in sport (e.g., physical education teachers, 
athletic coaches, athletic directors) (Corbett and ]ohnson, 2000; Sloan-Green et al., 1981; Smith, 2000). 

Black women, as early as the 1920s, actively engaged in sport from its most basic levels within edu- 
cational institutions, namely historically black colleges and universities (HBCU). HBCU’s, along with 
the black community, stressed the importance of physical activity and health, as well as instruction 

in a variety of sports to include fencing, swimming, archery, and tennis. However, even with these 
opportunities in education and exposure to a variety of sporting activities, blacks could not escape the 
existing social realities and hegemonic practices. Thus, the impact of patriarchy, white supremacy, and 

capitalistic ideologies would dictate the appropriateness of sport participation and competition for black 
women. As a result, black women were ostracized for failure to embody white middle class feminine ide- 
als, which would inhibit their ability to participate in sports such as tennis, swimming, and gymnastics 

(Coakley, 2007; Cahn, 1994; Gissendanner, 1994). 
Acknowledging societal standards, black women in society and sport became the objectified "other" 

for their participation in sports such as track and field, basketball, softball, and tennis (Collins, 2000). 

Again, this level of physical activity and sport participation marginalized the achievements of black 
women, and the constant devaluation of her experiences would affect her socioeconomic status and 

affect her psychologically. Hence, her conscious engagement in sport and physical activity was embraced 
by the black community (Williams, 1994), but not embraced by dorninant society. Dorninant society did 
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and remains to "other" black women, silencing their voice and utilizing historic stereotypes to lessen her 

contributions (Hull, Bell-Scott, and Smith, 1982; Bruening, 2005, Collins, 2000). 

In Gender and Racial Analysis in Sport: Are All the I~/brnen White and All the Blacks Men?, Bruening 

(2005) discussed how black women in the context of sport are silenced and stereotyped. Bruening 

(2005) delineated how black women have been characterized by society; and, more specifically, how 

the treatment of black women impacts their dearth of representation in the sport context (e.g., lack of 

research, lack of representation, lack of literature). In particular silencing, or the lack of vocal and visual 

representation, is denoted as the combination and perpetual cycle of socialization and stereotyping. 

According to Coaldey (2007), socialization is a "process of learning and social development, which 

occurs as we interact with one another and become acquainted with the social world we live in" (p. 90). 

Furthermore, "it involves the formation of ideas about who we are and what is important in our lives" 

(Coakle~; 2007, p. 90); and for black women socialization is demarked by the historic construction of 

race, gender, class, and sexuality ideologies (Collins, 2000). ~herefore, the notion of silencing continues 

to shape the experiences of black women and influence society’s relationship with black women. 

Moreover, stereotyping, and its imagery, entails the social, cultural, and psychological categorizations 

that if used in a negative frame will manifest negative realities (e.g., beliefs, treatment, self-concept). In 

relation to sport, Cashmore (2005) discerns stereotypes as: 

An image or depiction of a group based on false or, at best, incomplete information, which 

can be used as the basis for gross generalizations about members of such groups. Typically; a 
stereotype extracts alleged features of a culture or a "race" and elevates these to prominence, 
making them into defining characteristics. The stereotype is usually insulting, frequently 

demeaning, and occasionally hostile. (p. 209) 

Therefore, the notion of silencing along with socialization and stereotyping help explicate black women’s 

invisibility then and now. 
While the societal realities continue to permeate various institutions, black women pushed through 

to become some of the most recognized leaders in the world. In sport, the intersection of these social 

realities hindered black women’s access and opportunities in sport and physical activity (Bruening, 2005; 
Smith, 2000). However, the spirit of the civil rights movements and the women’s movement birthed Title 

IX legislation which would increase the athletic participation for all (Acosta and Carpenter, 2010). Title 
IX requires gender equity among all programs that receive federal funding (Department of Labor). 
Therefore, the legislative act increased opportunities for women in sport, education, and employment, 

as well as provided support for programs to aid in the development of women in careers in science and 
math. Title IX brought forth more opportunity and access to sport, but the historic residue of oppression 
would limit women’s opportunities to reap the benefits of the legislation. 

Title IX increased society’s recognition of all girls and women in sport by creating more jobs and 
offering salaries in comparison to men’s sports. Interestingly, men applied and secured these positions, 
once again hindering women’s opportunities (Acosta and Carpenter, 2010; Smith, 2000). So, even with 

the spirit of the movements to influence legislation, women faced an uphill battle to secure positions 
and maintain their sport organizations (e.g., Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
(AIAW), National Association for Girls and Women in Sport) (see Hult, 1999). And for black women, 
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the intersections of race, gender, and class would further constrain their benefits in sport (Abney, 1999, 

2007; Bruening, 2005; Corbett and Stills, 2007; Smith, 2000). Thus, embodying the spirit of the move- 
ments, to include the Revolt of the Black Athlete, black women in sport demonstrated perseverance in 

sport as athletes, administrators, and leaders (Abney, 1999; Corbett and ]ohnson, 2000; Oglesby, 1981; 

Smith, 2000). 
The spirit and strategies forged in the respective movements, in tandem with civil rights legislation 

(e.g., Civil Rights Act of 1964, Voting Rights Act of 1965, Title IX) provided an avenue for black women 

to rise in and through the various institutions of sport. The most renowned black women in sport are 
Althea Gibson and Wilma Rudolph for their pioneering efforts and international achievements. Gibson 
is noted for her 1948 integration of the American Tennis Association and 1960 integration of women’s 

professional golf. In addition, she was the first black woman to grace the cover of Sports Illustrated 
(Cahn, 1994; Corbett and Iohnson, 2000). Rudolph is noted as the most decorated black woman in track 

and field, competing at the 1956 Olympic Games, earning a bronze medal in the 4x100 meter dash, and 

1960 Olympic Games, earning three gold medals in the 100 meter dash, 200 meter dash, and the 4x100 
meter relay. Their accolades were significant and a reflection of the beauty, strength, grace, and value of 
black women in sport. 

Gibson and Rudolph remain the most recognized representatives of black women in sport, and as 
denoted, there were numerous pioneers who participated during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Many 
of these phenomenal women were in the sport of track and field (e.g., May Faggs, Alice Coachman, 

Lucinda Williams) (Smith, 2000). During the 1968 Games, black female athletes were present, also 
in the sport of track and field. Margaret Bailes, Barbara Ferrell, Madeline Manning, Mildrette Netter, 
and Wyomia Tyus all participated and medaled in the 1968 Olympics. Wonderfully, there were many 

more who reaped the benefits of their efforts post-1968 in sports like basketball (e.g., Teresa Edwards, 
Pamela McGee, Cheryl Miller, Lynette Woodard), fencing (e.g., Nikld Franke), figure skating (e.g., DeN 
Thomas), gymnastics (e.g., Dominique Dawes), lacrosse (e.g., Tina Sloan-Green), rowing (e.g., Anita 

De Frantz), volleyball (e.g., Flo Hyman), tennis (e.g., Zina Garrison), and track and field (e.g., Evelyn 
Ashford, Valeria Brisco-Hooks, Alice Brown, ]ackie ]oyner-Kersee) (Smith, 2000). Each of these women 
laid a path in their respective sports, but their efforts also contributed to the collective efforts of blacks, 

women, and black women in the U.S. Understanding their sacrifices and the impact of racial, gender, 
and class oppression, oppressive challenges remain constant in the 21st century. 

Black women in the 21st century, like black women in the 20th century, face challenges in the 

sporting context (Abney, 2007; Bruening, 2005; Bruening, Armstrong, and Pastore, 2005; Carter, 2008; 
Carter and Hart 2010; Corbett and Stills, 2008). Challenges of racial, gender, and class oppression and 
stereotypes remain covert and constant within the cultural institution of sport. For example, in 2001 

tennis champions Venus and Serena Williams were booed at the Indian Wells Master’s Series Tennis 

Tournament due to Venus Williams pulling out of the tournament minutes before the semi-finals match 
against her sister Serena. Fans were angry at the sisters; as Serena Williams emerged out on the court, to 

face Kim Clijsters, she was booed. The combination of boos and alleged racial slurs, caused the Williams 
sisters to boycott the tournament. Whether race was a factor or not, nine years later the sisters remain 
steadfast in their boycott, and have yet to return to Indian Wells. In 2007, radio host Don Imus’ de- 

rogatory comments towards the women of Rutgers National Championship runner-up Basketball team 
created a media frenzy. Imus’ racist and sexist slurs enlivened many people, organizations, and dialogues 
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about the treatment of women, black women, in sport and societ~: These two incidents by no means 

represent the totality of the black female athlete experience. However, they do provide insight into the 
challenges of being a black woman in sport whether on the field or in the office; and they each highlight 
the continued marginalization of black women. 

The trials and triumphs for black women in sport are noteworthy. Black women, from an early stage, 
had to develop a critical consciousness about how race and gender played a role in their sport participa- 
tion (Oglesby, 1981). But what about the black women in sport today? Recognizing the challenges then 

and now; black women are enduring experiences conveyed during the Revolt of the Black Athlete. The 
subsequent dearth of black female representatives in a variety of sports and leadership positions and the 
inherent preservation of negative connotations surrounding the worth of black women stimulate refer- 

ences to the Revolt of the Black Athlete. Again, Edwards (1969) and the movement fought to challenge 
these very injustices some 40 plus years ago. Therefore, with the continued devaluation of the black 
female in the context of sport, how can she utilize the efforts of the Revolt, and the strategic efforts of 

black women in the aforementioned movements, to navigate and achieve in the sporting world. 

Efforts and Progress 

As stated, Dr. Edwards (1969) explicated the OPHR purpose as "the regaining of black dignity, pride, and 

some degree of self-determination." And throughout the years the black male athlete and professional 
administrator (e.g., coaches, athletic directors) have become the center of attention and controversy. 
Meanwhile, the state of black women in sport as participants and administrators is deemed a secondary 

concern. This information is easier to comprehend through research and reports which highlight the 
inequities within participation and administration of women and women of color in sport (Acosta and 

Carpenter, 2010; Lapchick, 2009a; 2009b). In 2010, Acosta and Carpenter’s longitudinal study presented 

statistics pertaining to the current state of women in sport. The findings revealed women’s participation 
was at an all-time high; however, women’s administrative efforts remained stagnate. While these find- 
ings are noteworthy in respect to the current status of women, they fail to capture the state of women of 

color in general and black women specifically. 
Consequently, the work of Lapchick (2009b) and colleagues provides a more in-depth analysis of 

the state of women of color and black women in sport participation and administration from intercol- 

legiate and professional athletic organizations. Lapchick (2009b) assessed and graded racial and gender 
composition of such professional sports organizations as the Womeffs National Basketball Association 
(WNBA), the National Football League (NFL), the National Basketball Association (NBA), Major 

League Baseball (MLB), Major League Soccer (MLS), and intercollegiate athletics. In the assessment, for 
example, the WNBA received an A+ for race and gender composition; and while each of the aforemen- 
tioned organizations’ "grades" are on the rise there remains an overwhehning proportion of whites and 

males in leadership roles. 

While Lapchick’s (2009b) Racial and Gender Report Cards indicate racial and gender progress within 
the hiring practices of these organizations, they also emphasizes the importance of diversity initiatives 
and training to "choose their team on the field and in the office" (Lapchick, 2009b, p. 4). Consequently, 

through various sport organizations, black women are able to combat the institutional challenges through 
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educational programs (e.g., institutes, mentoring, career networks), scholarships and grants, membership 

and leadership, and acknowledgement and recognition of social justice efforts. Therefore, based on the 
manifestation of Acosta and Carpenter’s (2010) and Lapchick’s (2009b) statistics, black women in sport 

must find various strategies to challenge racism and social injustices. Collins (2006) reminds us of how the 
notion of black women’s "collective identity politic" fought against the discriminatory practices, stating: 

Under racial segregation, African American women’s community work consisted of activities 

to combat racism and empower their communities to survive, grow, and advance in a hostile 
society. Some organizations, such as fraternities and sororities, the Black independent school 
movement, and Black churches, focused inward and targeted Black community-development 

efforts in education, cultural activities, and community-based social services. (p. 129) 

Collins’s (2006) statement gives reverence to the past, but provides a model of ways in which black 

women can transcend the notion of racial inequality, and provide a platform to speak to other social 
injustices, such as sexism and classism. Thus, organizational affiliation was utilized to provide a space in 
which "internal" (e.g., identit}; self-esteem) and "external" (e.g., institutional policies) issues regarding 

the black collective could be addressed. Similarly, over the past forty plus years, black women have 
continued this tradition in sport. 

In 1974, Billie Jean King founded the Women’s Sports Foundation (WSF). The organization was 
founded on the premise to "advance the lives of girls and women through physical activity" (Women’s 
Sports Foundation [WSF] a). Since its start, and in addition to its mission, the foundation has released a 
number of reports advocating for black girls and women in sport. The reports acknowledge the "double 

jeopardy" black women experience in society and the subsequent result and representation in sport (see 

Lopiano, 2008). The acknowledgment is noteworthy, as the WSF recognized that there are disparities 
even within their gendered majority; and, over the past two decades black women utilized this organiza- 

tion as a platform for leadership, networking, and giving voice to the silenced. For example, former black 
female presidents include Wendy Hilliard (1995-1996), Benita Fitzgerald-Mosley (1997-1998), and 

Dominique Dawes (2005-2006). In 2010-2011, the Board of Trustees consisted of Fitzgerald-Mosley 
(chair of the board) and Laila Ali world championship boxer (president). Lastly, there are a nmnber 
of black women, in addition to those mentioned, who utilize their athletic success to speak on behalf 

of the organization, including: Tamika Catchings (basketball), Gail Devers (track and field), Allyson 
Felix (track and field), Vonetta Flowers (bobsled), Lindsey Harding (basketball), Jackie Joyner-Kersee 
(track and field), Lisa Leslie (basketball), Carolyn Peck (basketball), Sanya Richards (track and field), 

and Sheryl Swoopes (basketball) (Women’s Sports Foundation b). 
Supporters of one another, the Women’s Sports Foundation has a long-standing relationship with 

the Black Women in Sports Foundation (Aman, 2008). Since its inception in 1992, the Black Women 

in Sports Foundation (BWSF) has been dedicated to "increasing the involvement of black women 

and girls in all aspects of sport, including athletics, coaching and administration’’ (Black Women in 
Sports Foundation a). Taking a grassroots approach, the founders, Tina Sloan-Green, Alpha Alexander, 

Nikke Franke, and Linda Greene, utilize outreach programs to encourage character development, self- 
discipline, and an understanding of the social and economic challenges of black women in the U.S. The 
BWSF has three programs (1) an afterschool and summer program, (2) a university mentoring program, 
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and (3) a professional athlete and support program, which were created to address academic instruction 

and sport education (Black Women in Sports Foundation b). Through this organization, black girls 
and women are able to serve as mentors, network, and obtain information on careers (e.g., internships, 
U.S. Olympic Finding Leaders Among Minorities Ever)~vhere program). Thus, the BWSF serves as an 

organization to increase the awareness and involvement of black girls and women at all stages of their 
sport participation (e.g., youth, collegiate, professional) and careers (e.g., K-12 education, collegiate, 
professional). Thus, the collaborative efforts between the WSF and the BWSF have served as a space of 

support and empowerment, like the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) began in 1906, and throughout the years 

this organization has evolved into a significant entity in the lives of young black men and women (see 

Brooks and Althouse, 2000; 2007). However, only in the past decade have the experiences of black 
student-athletes, coaches, and administrators become a focus for the NCAA. Under the leadership of 

Myles Brand, who served as President of the organization from 2003-2009, a diversity agenda would be 

realized. Brand’s belief in diversity prompted the development of the Office of Diversity and Inclusion 
in 2005 (NCAA). The purpose of the Office of Diversity and Inclusion is to lead "the Association in the 

development and implementation of strategies, policies and programs that promote diversity and inclu- 

sion throughout intercollegiate athletics" (NCAA). Asserting this directive, the NCAA and the Office 
of Diversity and Inclusion created programs (e.g., Leadership Institute for Minority and Ethnic Males 
and Females, Matching Grants for Women Coaches) and scholarships (Ethnic Minority Enhancement 

Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics) to support and acknowledge the diverse representa- 
tion of student-athletes, coaches, and administrators who participate and work in the NCAA. 

The NCAA programs and scholarships enable racial and gender minorities the opportunity to 

develop, network, and affirm their presence as leaders in the sporting environment. For example, the 
Leadership Institute for Minority and Ethnic Males and Females aids, through invitation, in the lack 
of racial and gender minorities in senior-level positions within NCAA member institutions. While the 

Ethnic Minority Enhancement Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics is designed to provide 
financial support for males, females, and ethnic minorities to attend graduate school in an effort to 

increase the applicant pool of these marginalized populations. Therefore, these NCAA programs and 
scholarships attempt to prepare and assist in rectifying the disparities of racial and gender minorities, as 
indicated by Lapchick (2009a), in intercollegiate athletics. Additionally; the NCAA Office of Diversity 

and Inclusion highlights other organizations which entail the notion of diversity and enable similar op- 
portunities for "minority and ethnic male and females" (e.g., Black Coaches & Administrators, National 

Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators [NACWAA], Women,s Sports Foundation). 

The National Association of Collegiate Women~ Athletics Administrators (NACWAA), founded in 
1979, was organized to increase opportunities for women in collegiate athletics. Formerly the Council 
of Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators, NACWA~2s mission strives to %mpower, develop and 

advance the success of women’’ in collegiate sport through leadership (e.g., Institute for Leadership 
Advancement, Leadership Enhancement), mentoring programs, conferences, and networking. While 
the Black Coaches & Administrators (BCA), founded in 1988, was created to enhance the lives and 

employment opportunities for ethnic minorities (Black Coaches & Administrators [BCA] b). The BC~2s 
inception, was initially spurned by the efforts of assistant basketball and football coaches, but remains 
forward thinking through their "Planned Positive Vision." 
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The Planned Positive Vision is a four-pronged achievement program: a) "uniting as a national 

association to fulfill a positive plan of overall achievement; b) utilizing our imaginations in a posi- 
tive and constructive way to establish a unified effort; c) initiating aggressive and persistent action to 
progressively achieve a positive vision; d) communicating this positive vision to those outside of our 

members’ personal concerns and the organization’s general concerns" (BCA b). Thus, the BCA purports 
an organized body to promote issues of social justice for the advancement of blacks within the context 
of sport at all levels (i.e., high school, college, professional) and within and throughout society. 

To assist in accomplishing these tasks, the BCA developed its own program in 1994. The Achieving 
Coaching Excellence (ACE) Program was initially designed to meet the needs and develop the profiles 
of 25 black male football coaches (BCA a). Dr. Edwards along with many others were involved in the 

program’s conception; and interestingly, in 2002 the ACE model was established and modified to en- 
compass the needs of"ethnic minority collegiate women’s basketball coaches" (BCA a). In 2003, the first 

ACE for Women program was held continuing the BC~2s efforts to develop future collegiate basketball 
coaches. 

Physical activity and sport participation, as discerned by Acosta and Carpenter (2010), are deemed as 
a gateway into coaching and sport administration. As such, the American Alliance for Health, Physical 

Education, Recreation, and Dance (AAHPERD) serves as an educational entity teaching, researching, 
and promoting healthy lifestyles for all persons (American Alliance of Health Physical Education, 
Recreation, and Dance [AAHPERD], 2006). An umbrella organization to five associations, AAHPERD 

promotes professional best practices, research engagement, and building governmental relationship to 
aid in the support and efforts of all persons. For example, the National Association for Girls and "~Vomen 
in Sport (NAG~,~S), founded in 1899, utilizes the mission of AAHPERD to fulfill its own mission, 

which is to "develop and deliver equitable and quality sports opportunities for ALL girls and women 

through relevant research, advocacy, leadership development, educational strategies, and programming 
in a manner that promotes social justice and change" (National Association for Girls and Women in 

Sport). This association has been a firm supporter of black women through its leadership and former 
presidents, Dr. Doris Corbett and Dr. Ketra Armstrong, professors at Howard University and California 

State University-Long Beach respectively. These women, respected in their fields, continue to fight for 
social change through their scholarship and national and international leadership. In addition, NAGWS 
recognizes black women for their continual efforts to encourage and represent black girls and women in 

sport through the Nell C. Jackson award. 
In 1992, NAGWS created an award in honor of famed athlete and coach Dr. Nell C. Jackson. Jackson 

was a pioneer in the sport of track and field and coaching, participating in the 1948 Olympics; coaching 

at four collegiate institutions, to include the 1956 and 1972 Olympic track and field teams; and, serving 
on the Olympic Committee Board of Directors and the International Association of Athletic Federations 
(United States of America Track and Field). Thus, the award "recognize the contributions of minority 

women who have demonstrated outstanding potential in scholarship, coaching, administration, and 
leadership through distinguished service to girls and women’s sports" (NAGWS a). More specifically, 
the award recognizes black girls and women who as high school and collegiate athletes demonstrate 

outstanding ability in track and field, academics, and service to their community; and as professional 
administrators they support black women through leadership, research, teaching, and community 
service. Past professional recipients include Drs. Yvonne Smith, Doris Corbett, Camille O’Bryant, Tina 
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Sloan-Green, and Barbara Jacket. The high school and college recipients include Monique Hennagan, 

Chandra Stirrup, and Bianca Knight. While this is not a complete listing of the recipients, the Nell C. 
Jackson award reflects NAGWS understanding and impact of black girls and women in sport, and the 
importance of encouraging their leadership and accomplishments to society. 

Conclusion 

Despite Edwards’s (1969) non-inclusion of black women’s role in the Olympic Project for Human Rights 
and the Revolt of the Black Athlete, the historic achievements of black women in sport paved the way for 
women and men of all races in the United States. Whether as athletes on the fields of play, administrators 

in the boardroom, or academics in the classroom, black women embody a tradition of contribution to 
all facets of sport. Black women’s embodiment of the historic traditions of leadership, "othermothering", 

and social activism continue to resonate through black women in sports who are members of present- 

day organizations, participants in programs, and spokepersons for social causes. 
While there is not a critical mass of black women in the various sectors of sport, we have to under- 

stand that our efforts are essential and that the charge of the OPHR remains significant to the efforts of 
black women in sport. As presented, statistics (Acosta and Carpenter, 2010; Lap chick 2009a; 2009b) and 

research (see Abney, 2007; Bruening, 2005; Bruening, Armstrong, & Pastore, 2005; Carter, 2008; Carter 
& Hart, 2010; Corbett & Johnson, 2000; Smith, 2000) reflects the inherent challenges ofintersectionality 

experienced by black women in society, and in the world of sport. Thus, Edwards’s (1969) explication of 
the issues surrounding blacks, and the black male athlete, is relevant to the experiences and conditions 
of the black female athlete today. 

Silencing, stereotypes, and limited access are factors which black women have endured in a number 
of social institutions. But through perseverance, support, and a collective identity politic black women 
remain steadfast in our efforts to challenge the inequalities and achieve social justice. 
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-> Chapter 9 4- The Impact of Dr. Harry Edwards’s Work on Legal Scholarship 

Professor Linda Sheryl Greene~° 

I. Introduction 

Dr. Harry Edwards,u the sport sociologist, born in 1942,12 is best known among his generation for his 
role as an advocate of a United States Boycott of the Mexico City Olympics and as an advocate of Black 
Power in sport?3 He came to public attention in 1967, when he formed the Olympic Committee for 
Human Rights. In a much storied year, in which his colorful language and biting criticism of racism 

10 Evjue Bascom Professor, University of Wisconsin Law School. A.B., California State University Long Beach; J.D., 

University of California at Berkeley (Boalt Hall). The author thanks M. Jonathan Robb and Peter N. Bailon for their 

assistance with this project. 

11 Professor Emeritus of Sociology, UC Berkeley, Harry Edwards Professor Emeritus, U.C., Berkeley, Depart. of Soc., 

http:i/sociology, berkeley.edu/profiles/edwards/(last visited Feb. 25, 2011). 

12 Professor Michael E. Lomax details Edwards’s background in his essay Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle 

Them with Bull. Michael E. Lomax, Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, Bamboozle Them with Bull: Hart7’ Edwards, Black 

Power; and the Revolt of the Black Athlete Revisited, in SPORTS AND T~e RACIA~ D~VIDe (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 2008). 

The essay looks at Harry Edwards’s role in the black athlete revolt within the context of the Black Power movement. 

The biography fbllows Edwards from his high school years until the Mexico City Olympics boycott. Edwards was born 

11/22/42, in E. St. Louis, Missouri, to Harry Sr. and his mother Adelaide. He had seven brothers and sisters, in a family 

that became increasingly impoverished over time. Edwards’s father insisted that he participate in sports, and participate 

he did in football, basketball, and track and field. He had been stereotyped as hard to coach during recruitment for 

college Ibotball, so he landed at Fresno City College, where he became interested in academics. He earned an athletic 

scholarship to San Jose State College (now SJ State University) where he excelled academically and athletically, but 

struggled with the racism. He clashed with the track head coach, was thrown off the track team, but managed to get 

along with others well enough to play basketball and to distinguish himself as a budding scholar. See id. at 57-61. He 

arrived at Cornell for graduate studies and like many of his generation, flirted with the Black Panther Part?: !d. 64-69. 

13 While attending Cornell, he began to travel to New York City to Malcohn X’s mosque. Demoralized and more 

by Malcolm X’s assassination, he graduated fi’om Cornell and returns to San Jose more militant than when he left. In 

1967, he organizes a rally against racism and publishes a list of demands addressed to the San Jose State community. 

He picketed the administration building, fraternity row, organized sit-in like protests of the opening football game, and 
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in sport earned him national acclaim,~4 Dr. Edwards recruited both basketball and track athletes in 
an effort to protest both South African participation in the Mexico City Olympics as well as racism in 
sport in generaU5 Though his effort to organize an American boycott of the 1968 Mexico City Olympic 
lost steam when the International Olympic Committee agreed to ban South African participation,~6 
he remained a central figure in the Mexico City games when Tommie Smith and !ohn Carlos executed 
their now infamous protest with their black-gloved fists on the medal stand27 The gesture--still a part 
of current sport discussion’S--has not prevented Tommie Smith from enjoying a successful career as a 
coach and faculty member.~9 

threatened to send to the cemetery, anyone who touched the demonstrators. San Jose State acceded to his demands for 

greater focus on black students’ needs in athletics and academics. Lomax, supra note 3, at 55-57. 

14 See generally Douglas Hartmann, Race Culture and the Revolt of the Black Athlete 2004. See also LOMAX, supra 

note 3, at 55-57. 

15 See Lomax, supra note 3, 69-84. Edwards was not the first to advocate an Olympic boycott to call attention to racial 

justice. In 1964, Dick Gregory and Mal Whitfield urged black athletes to join the cM1 rights struggle in 1963. See DAVE 

ZIRIN, A PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF SPORTS IN THE UNITED STATES 156 (2OO8) (detailing Dr. Edwards’s role in the black 

athlete revolt within the context of the Black Power movement. The biography follows Edwards from his high school 

years until the Mexico City Olympics boycott, including an account of Edwards’s role in the organization of a boycott of 

the New York Athletic Club’s indoor track meet which attracted up to 2000 demonstrators.). 

16 See DOUGLAS HARTMANN, RACE CULTURE AND THE REVOLT OF THE BLACK ATHLETE (2004). 

17 HBO, Journey of the African-American Athlete clip featuring D,: Harry’ Ed~,ards, YouTuBE (Jul. 20, 2009), http:!! 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_80w5JtrKc. According to John Carlos, the moment was a humanitarian movement. 

Id. See also datruth4u, Black History: 1968 Olympics, YouTube (May 14, 2008), http:iiwww.youtube.comiwatch?v=4 

7vvdOfPzLY&feature=BF&list=PLD84413CE15A563EE&index=2; ddorean86, Mexico 68 olimpiadas "Black Pcm~e,;" 

YouTube (Sept. 14, 2008), http:iiwww.youtube.comiwatch?v=ocu-llaGEnY&feature=related; stinger2342; stinger2342, 

Tommie Smith and John Carlos, YouTuBE (May 18, 2010), http:!!www.youtube.com!watch?v=dej79dP0Ib8&NR=l; 

postproductiongirl, Dr. John Carlos, African American Ethnic Sports Hall of Fame [sic J, YouTuBE (May 15, 2008), http:ii 

w~v.youtube.com!watch ?v=e9933mUthrA&playnext= l&list=PLD84413CE15A 563EE. 

18 See William Rhoden, Tommie Smith is Selling a Medal Worth More Than Gold, N.Y. Times, Oct. 15, 2010, http:ii 

www.nytimes.com!2010!lO!16/sports!16rhoden.html. Tommie Smith, who won a gold medal in the 1968 Summer 

Olympics and then participated in the most recognized athletic gesture of resistance in United States history; is selling 

the medal. Id. Why now? 

19 See ZIRIN, Supl"a note 6, at 198-99. Tommie Smith was a professor at Santa Monica College and was inducted into 

the Hall of fame in 1978. Tommie’s Bio, TOMMIESMITH,COM, http:iiwww.tommiesmith.comibio.html (last visited Mar. 

4, 2011). 
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But, Edwards’s star shines ever brighter. He continued to teach at UC Berkeley until 2000, was a long 
time consultant to the San Francisco 49ers2° and was sought after as a lecturer and author21 as well as 
YouTube sports guru.22 Though many claim that he was the first sport sociologist,23 he was not.24 Yet, 

20 Aldore Collier, Doctor of Sports and Sociology, EBONY 101, Oct. 1987 at 104 available at http:!!books.google.com! 

books?id=7PNGzxPa9pgC&pg=PA101&lpg=PA101 &dq=edwards+consultant+to+49ers&source=bl&ots=RB1n7Sq1E 

mL&sig=yAJBxiJ8mmEs 1 M~’VX, Zqef_iBpk9M&hl=en&ei=Z8JmTb3DIsSblge8vPX_AQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=res 

u~t&resnum=6&ved=~CEIQ6AEwBQ#v=~ne~age&q=edwards%2~c~nsu~tant%2~t~%2~49ers&f=fa~se. 

21 See, e.g., Professor Harry Edwards at UCLA, L.A. SENV. (May 10, 2010), http://www.lasentinel.net/Profbssor-Harry- 

Edwards-at-UCLA.html (stating Harry Edwards was the keynote speaker at UCL~s Bunche Center’s 21st Thurgood 

Marshall Lecture on Law and Human Rights); Spring 2011 Expanded Programming Schedule, University of Texas at 

Austin, htt~:~c~mmunicati~n.utexas.edu/t~sm~news/s~ring-2~1l-expanded-programming-schedule (last visited Feb. 

24, 2011) (Dr. Harry Edwards lecture at the McGarr Symposium: Dr. Harry Edwards lecture. "Dr. Harry Edwards, 

professor emeritus of sociology from the University of California at Berkeley, will offer a campus-wide address on the 

subject of sports, media and society. Author of numerous books and scholarly publications, including [The Revolt of 

the Black A thlete], Edwards has taken vocal and dissonant positions on the relationship of African American athletes 

to American culture. He is the architect of the Olympic Project for Human Rights, which led to the Black Power Salute 

protest by African-American athletes at the 1968 Summer Olympics in Mexico City and has long been a proponent of 

black participation in the management of professional sports organizations. He retired from UC-Berkeley in 2000. In 

addition to his continued research and writing, he serves currently as a consultant for the San Francisco 49ers and the 

Golden State Warriors:’). For a list of Dr. Edwards’ works see app. I. For works citing Edwards as a leading and original 

commentator on sport, see Timothy Davis, Teaching Sports and the law: The Relevance of Race, 1 VA J. SPORTS & LAW 

250, 250 (1999); Kenneth Shropshire, Minority Issues in Contemporary Sports, 15 SWAN. L. & POL’Y REv. 189, 200-201, 

208 (2004) [Hereinafter Minority Issues]; Alfred Dennis Mathewson, Grooming Crossovers, 4 1. GENDER RACE & lUST. 

225,230, 268, 273-274 (2001); Matthew ]. Mitten, Sports Law as a Reflection of Society’s Laws and Values: Foreword, 38 S. 

TEx. L. REv. 999, 1000-01 (1997); Wendy Olson, Beyond Title IX: Toward an Agenda for Women and Sports in the 1990s, 

3 YALE ]. L. & FE!VIINIS!Vl 105, 128 n. 111 (1990); Kenneth Shropshire, Diversity, Racism, and Pr@ssional Sports Franchise 

Ownership: Change Must Come From ~Tthin, 67 U COLO. L. REv. 47, 48 (1996); Kenneth Shropshire, Putting the Pursuit 

into Perspective: The Value of Sports, SC47 ALI-AB 525 (]an. 1998) [Hereinafter Putting the Pursuit into Perspective]; 

Micheal Oriard, College Athletics as a Vehicle for Social Reform, 22 ].C. & U.L. 77, 80 (1995); Sumi Cho & Robert Westley, 

Critical Race Coalitions: Key Movements that Performed the Theory, 33 U.C. DAvis. L. REv. 1377, 1384 (2000). 

22 See e.g:, tiagoblizzard, Dr. Harry Edwards--Concept of History, YouTuBE (lul. 2o, 2oo9), HTTP://WWW.YOUTUBE. 

COM/WATCH?V=KIC6xTXTWF4&NR=I ; postproductiongirl, Dr. Harry Edwards, African American Ethnic Sports Hall 

of Fame [sic], YouTUBE (Mar. 14,2008), http:!!u-ccw.youtube.com/watch?v=e9933mUthrA&playnext=l &list=PLD844 

13CE15A563EE. 

23 Putting the Pursuit into Perspective, supra note 12 ("a pioneer in examining sport and viewing its societal impact"); 

Oriard, supra note 12, at 80 ("Edwards’s first to call attention to limited sport opportunity for blacks"); Cho & Westley, 

supra note 12 ("African American Professor and founder of sport sociology"). 

24 According to Dr. Earl Smith, "There are so many variations on the story of the ’origins’ of the sociology of sport .... 

One task of the sociology of sport is to determine how sociological findings can be applied to sport itself:’ E-mail from 

Dr. Earl Smith, Rubin Professor and Director of American Ethnic Studies, Professor of Sociology, Wake Forest University 
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if web disbursement of the hundreds of articles citing his work are any indication, there IS no doubt 

that he is one of the best known sociologists in history.25 He published the Sociology of Sport in 197326 
and in 1980 published his own account of his path to sport and race critic in his book, The Struggle 

That Must Be.27 As important as these works are his numerous articles in sociological,28 legal,> and 

(Feb. 27, 2011, 04:20 CST) (on file with author). "The University of Waterloo in Canada was the first prominent center 

to be associated with the sociology of sport. There are now some long established research centers in North America 

(e.g., Universities of Alberta, ’Ibronto and Queens (Canada), University of Illinois, University of Iowa (USA); Europe 

(e.g., University of Cologne, Germany, Loughborough University; U.K.,); and Asia (e.g., Tsukuba University, Japan, Seoul 

National University), and Australasia (University of ()tago, New Zealand, University of Queensland, Australia;’ E-mail 

from Dr. Earl Smith, Rubin Professor and Director of American Ethnic Studies, Professor of Sociology, Wake Forest 

University (Feb. 25, 2011, 07:27 CST) (on file with author) As for "[p]ioneering [i]ndividuals [they were] mostly men 

[(]not in any order): Jay Coakley; Harry Edwards; Peter Donnelly; Eric Dunning; John Loy; Michael Messner; George 

Kenyon; Mary Jo Kane; Stanley Eitzen; George Sage:’ Id. 

25 Others who may rightfully claim prominence include Theodor ~’~ Adorno, W.E.B. DuBois, and Claude Levi-Strauss. 

26 HARP.Y EDWARDS, SOCIOLOGY OF SPOP.T, (1973). 

27 HARRY EDWARDS, THE STRUCmLE TttAT MUST BE (1980). 

28 Harry Edwards, We Must Let O.J. Go: Separating Fact from Image, 86 SPORT 80 (1995); Harry Edwards, BLACK 

ATt~mTES, IN SPORT AND HXC.t~ER EDUCATION (Donald Chu et aL Eds., 1985) [Hereinafter Black Athletes]; Harry 

Edwards, Bwond Symptoms: Unethical Behavior in American Collegiate Sport and the Problem of the Color Line, 9 

J. SPORT & Soc. Iss. 3 (1985) [Hereinafter Beyond Symptoms]; Harry Edwards, The Collegiate Athletic Arms Race, 

in FRACTURED FOCUS; SPORT AS A REFLECTION OF SOCIETY 21 (Richard Lapchick, ed. 1986); Harry Edwards, The 

Collegiate Arms Race: Origins and Inlplications of the "Rule 48" Controversy, 8 J. SPORT & Soc. Iss. 4 (1984) [Hereinafter 

Collegiate Arms Race]; Harry Edwards, Exploita~ion and the NCAA, Presentation at the Second Annual Conference of 

the North American Society for for the S ociology of Sport (Nov 15, 1981); Harry Edwards, Desegregating Sexist Sport, in 

OUT OF TIlE BLEACttERS 130 (S. Twin ed. 1979); Harry Edwards & Jan Rackages, The Dynamics of Violence in American 

Sport: Some Promising Structural and Social Considerations, in SPORTS SOCIOLOGY:: CONTE~’aPORARY THEMES 221 

(Andrew Yiannakis et al. eds., 2d 1979); Harry Edwards, Sport within the Veil: The Triunlphs, Tragedies and Challenges 

of Afro-American Involvement, ANNALS 116 (1979) [Hereinafter Sport ,vi~hin ~he Veil]; Harry Edwards, Sports as a Social 

Institution, in SPORTS SOCIOLOC.Y: CONTEMPORARY THEMES (Andrew Yiannakis et al. eds., 2d 1979) [Hereinafter Sports 

as a Social Institution]. 

29 Harry Edwards, The End of Golden Age Black Sports Participation?, 38 S. TEX. L. REV. 1007 (1997) [Hereinafter End 

of Golden Age]. 
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popular journals,3° congressional testimony;3~ and now web presence32 and the sweep of his involvement 
in print--from the sociological class Annals,33 to legal journals,34 to books,35 to the black de rigueur of 
the black household coffee table Ebony~6--suggest that the now popular termpublic intellectual, evincing 
an individual engaged in prolific public discourse beyond disciplinary boundaries37--was created to 
describe the scope of his sociology practice.38 His star has continued to shine a light as contemporary 

30 Harry Edwards, Playoffs and Payoffs: The African-American Athlete as an Institutional Resource, in THE STATE OF 

THE BLACK AMERICAN 85 (Billy J. Tidwell ed., 1994); Harry Edwards, The Single-Minded Pursuit of Sports Fame and 

Fortune IS Approaching an Institutionalized Triple Tragedy in Black Society, EBONY, Aug. 1988 [Hereinafter The Single- 

Minded Pursuit]; Harry Edwards, The Collegiate Athletic Arms Race: Origins and Implications of the "Rule 4" Controversy, 

in FRACTUP.ED FOCUS (1988); Harry Edwards, Race in Contemporary American Sports, in SPOP.T IN CONTEMPORARY 

SOCIETY, 307 (D. Stanley Eitzen ed., 2d ed. 1984) [Hereinafter Race in Contemporary American Sports]; Harry Edwards, 

The Black "Dumb Jock:" An American Sports Tragedy, ~3~ C. BOARD REV. 8 (~984) [Hereinafter The Black Dumb Jock]; 

Harry Edwards, Educating Black Athletes, ATL. MONTHLY, Aug. 1983; Harry Edwards, Yes, the System Rips Off College 

Athletes, CHICAGO SUN TIMES, Apr. 11, 1982, §2, at 2, cols. 1-3 [Hereinafter Yes, the System Rips OffCollege Athletes]; 

Harry Edwards, For Blacks, A Life in Sports Is No Different from Life, N.Y. TIMES, May 6, 1979, §(Sports), at 2, col. 4 

[Hereinafter A Life in Sports]; Harry Edwards, The Black Athletes: 20th Century Gladiators for White America, 7 PSYCH. 

TODAY 43, Nov. 1973 [Hereinafter 20th Century Gladiators]. 

31 Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Education, Arts and Humanities of 

the Senate Comm. on Labor and Human Resources, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 93-94 (1984) (statement of Harry Edwards, 

professor of the University of California) [Hereinafter Hearings]. 

32 James Harris Interview ½7th Harry Edwards: "The Fire This Time;’ TRUTHDIG.COM (Aug. 6, 2010), http:iiwww. 

truthdig.com!podcast!item!james_harris_interview_with_harry_edwards the fire this time_20100806!. 

33 Sport within the Veil, supra note 19. 

34 End of the Golden Age, supra note 20. 

35 HARRY EDWARDS, THE REVOLT OF THE BLACK ATHLETE (J~969) [Hereinafter REVOLT OF THE BLACK ATHLETE]; 

EDWARDS, supra note 17. 

36 The Single-Minded Pursuit, supra note 21. 

37 See Alan Lightman, The Role of the Public Intellectual, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, http:ii 

web.mit.edu/comm-forum/papers/lightman.html (last visited Feb. 24, 2011). See also ARTHUR M. MELZER, JERRY 

~,’VEINBERGER & M. RICHARD ZINMAN, THE PUBLIC INTELLECTUAL: BETWEEN PHILOSOPHY AND POLITICS 3~ 

(2003) ("The intellectual Role is dialectically, oppositionally, to uncover and elucidate the contest...to challenge and 

defeat an imposed silence and the normalized quiet of unseen power whenever and wherever possible:’); CHARLES PETE 

BANNER-HALEY, FROM Du BoIs TO OBAMA: AFRICAN AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL 1-2 (2010) (Though Banner- 

Haley does not mention Edwards as a public intellectual, the Foucauldian definition adopted describes the enduring 

contribution of Harry Edwards. "The role of the intellectual is not to tell others what they have to do. lit is] to question 

over and over what is postulated as self evident to disturb people’s mental habits, the way they do and think certain 

things, to dissipate what is familiar and accepted, to reexamine rules and institutions ... African American intellectuals 

have occupied a unique position within the society to not only disturb people’s mental habits and the way things are done 

and accepted but to envision how American (sic) could be truly democratic, diverse, and equal..."). 

38 BANNER-HALEY, supra note 28. 
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commentators--now mainstream--have firmly embraced a critique of the hypocrisy of race neutral or 

amateur collegiate sport and of its ever-present metaphor, the ever-verdant playing field.39 

II. Harry EduJards and the Socio[o~ly of Sport 

Harry Edwards’s greatest contribution is his perspective on the role of race in the construction of sport 
culture. More specifically, commentators have recognized his signature role in academic mainstreaming of 
race as a central factor in sport culture,4° his role as a leading advocate for reform in sport4~ and his seem- 
ingly enduring role as an influential critic and commentator42 within and apart from sports issues. 43 Never 

39 See, e.g., the Sports Illustrated columns of Frank Deford, Princeton graduate, honorary degree recipient, and sports 

writer: "Has Football Become Too Dangerous for Growing Boys?" (10/13/2010); "NCAA Deserves F When It Comes 

to Monitoring Academic Fraud" (9/22/10); Increased Violence Equals Increased Popularity in Sports" (9/6/10); "Tiger 

Woods, Roger Clemens and the Death of the Sports Hero" (8/24/10); "Why High Schoolers Should Be Allowed to 

Sign with Agents" (8/24/10); "Future Looks Increasingly Dim for American Tennis" (6/23/10); "If Pac-10 Becomes 

Wicked West, What Becomes of NCAA?" (6/16/10); "Role Models Can Be Negative as Well" (4/28/10); "Tournament 

Expansion?! Don’t Mess with PerfectioN’ (3/17/10); "The Lawsuit That Could End Amateurism:" (3/10/10); "Another 

Season of Excess Will Do Little to Change Big-Time College Culture" (1/20/10); "Long-Term Risks May Mean Less Kids 

Playing Football" (12/29/09); "Notre Dame’s Problems Run Deeper than Charlie Weis" (12/2/09); "Remembering the 

Game That Changed Football--for the Better" (11/18/09); "Starring in a Reality Sho~; Purposely or Not, Has Dangerous 

Effect on Athletes" (10/7/09); "Football Will Ruin the Bliss of August" (8/19/09); "BCS Isn’t Fair, but Neither Is NCAN’ 

(7/8/09); "Unnecessary Clutter Has Overtaken Sports" (6/10/09); Vick Would Serve as NFL Role Model of a Different 

Sort" (6/3/09); "Rooting for Players Who Challenge an Antiquated Amateur System’’ (4/29/09); "Sports’ Toxic Assets 

Still Rake in Millions" (3/25/09); "Finding Trouble with the Bubble" (3/11/09); "The Make-Up of College Football 

behind Lack of Black Coaches" (1/7/09); Read more: http:iisportsillustrated.cnn.comiwritersifrank defordiarchivei 

index.html#ixzzlSqZS2waU. See also the columns and other work of William Rhodin. 

40 Cho & Westley, supra note 12; Oriard, supra note 12; Putting the Pursuit into Perspective, supra note 12. 

41 Shirley Fletcher, Comment, NCAA Eligibility Regulations and the Fourteenth Amendment--Where Is the State Action?, 

13 OH~o N. U. L. REv. 433 (,986). 

42 Davis, supra note 12; Minority Issues, supra note 12; Mitten, supra note 12; Olson, supra note 12; Putting the Pursuit 

into Perspective, supra note 12; Lomax, supra note 3 at 55-57 ( noting that "[a]ny assessment of the changing perception 

of black athletes in the late 1960s must include Harry Edwards’ pioneering Tn~ R~VOLT O~ Tn~ BLACK ATnLET~ 

(~969)"). See also Introduction to Chapter lII: Images of the Black Athlete and the Racial Politics of Sport, in SPORT AND 

ThE COLOR L~N~ (Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, eds., 2004); Patrick B. Miller, The Anatomy of Scientific Racism: 

Racial Responses to Black Athletic Achievement, in SPORT AND T~E COLOR LInE (Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, 

eds., zoo4) (noting that commentators such as "Dubois ... and ... Edwards have objecWd to the use of stereotype and ... 

science to distinguish with the accomplishments of black and white athletes:’). 

43 See, e.g., Harry Edwards, Black, White andBeyond, The San Francisco lazz Organization, (March 31, 2001), http:ii 

jazztimes.comiarticlesi20120_ (last visited No,: 19, 2010); Harry Edwards, The Fire This Time, Momentum, (Sept. 9, 

2009), http://www:m~mentumc~nference.~rg/speaker-presentati~n/speaker/harry-edwards/presentati~n/c~n~rmed- 

2009-speaker-12iindex.html [Hereinafter The Fire This Time]. 
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at a loss for colorful words, whether when characterizing student athletes as gladiators,44 or advancing the 
idea that sport is just a microcosm of society with its opportunities and limitations,45 or evaluating the op- 
tions of the newbie President Barack Obama,46 Dr. Edwards has managed to retain his gift for the powerful 
political professionaP7 as well as his relevance to more rarified academic discourse. It is to the latter that I 
turn now in the context of legal scholarship. 

III. The Influence of Harrg Edu~ards on Le~la[ Scholarship 

The author undertook this study to determine whether the anecdotal evidence of Harry Edwards’s 
influence on legal discourse might be substantiated upon more sustained investigation. Sociology has 
long played an important role in the study of racial prejudice, separation, and stratification¢8 and legal 
scholars have drawn upon the work of sociologists for explanations of social phenomenon~9 as well as 
critiques of existing legal regimes. 

In the arena of sport, moreover, the work to address racial exclusion and stratification in sport has 
involved sociologists.5° To what extent have legal scholars drawn on the work of Dr. Edwards in their 

44 20th Century Gladiators, supra note 21. 

45 See, e.g., Sports as a Social Institution, supra note 19, at 14-15. 

46 The Fire This Time, supra note 34. 

47 Id. 

48 See, e.g., Gordon Allport,The Nature of Prejudice (1954). 

49 T. W. Adorno, The Authoritarian Personality (1950). See, e.g., Bruce Link & Jo C. Phelan, Conceptualizing Stigma, 

27 ANN. REV. SOC. 363 (2001). 

50 See, e.g., Jomills Henry Braddock II, Institutional Discrimination: A Stud), of Managerial Recruitment in 

Prqfessional Football (September, 1980) (unpublished report prepared for the National Football League Players 

Association, on file with the NFLPA). Gene Upshaw was then President and Ed Garvey was the Executive Director 

of the NFLPA. Upshaw and Garvey commissioned Braddock to determine whether "race is a significant factor in the 

movement of retired professional football players into management positions;’ and Braddock found as follows: 

"Regarding the question ’does race matter in managerial recruitment in professional football’ we find 

strong suggestions that it does .... Our findings suggest that race operates both directly and indirectly to 

the disadvantage of black players in limiting their chances for becoming NFL coaches. It appears to operate 

directly at both the assistant and head coach levels. That is, our data indicate that, after controlling for the 

other potential selection criteria which we were able to measure, a black player is significantly less likely to be 

selected for either a head or assistant coaching position in the National Football League. At the level of head 

coach, race also operates indirectly as well. Because becoming an assistant coach appears to serve as the major 

springboard to becoming a head coach and because blacks are less likely to become assistant coaches, race 

thus operates indirectly to prevent black players from entering the queue from which head coaches are usually 

selected .... Finally, we asked ’if race had not been a factor in the selection process, how many blacks would one 

expect to find in assistant and head coach positions?’ Using statistical techniques ... we found that there has 

been four and one-half times fewer black assistant coaches than expected and zero black head coaches when 

roughly 15 percent of the total would be expected to be black:’ 
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own? Legal scholars have cited Edwards. Specifically, the law review articles cite his work.51 His work, 

id. at 51-53. 

The research model included four major independent variables, educational attainment, race, central 

(leadership) positional assignment and professional achievements to rank each player. The value of each variable for 

each player was determined by looking at the official statistics of the NFL. See id., at 33-39 (stating definitions of these 

variables). 

51 Anderson, Paul M., Racism in Sports: A Question qfEthics, 6 Marq. Sports LJ. 357, 360, 361 (1996) (2 cites); Melvin 

L. Braziel, Jr., Note, United We Stand: Organizing Student-Athletes for Educational Reform, 4 SPORTS LAW. I. 81, 89, 99 

(1997) (2 cites); Christopher M. Chiafullo, Comment, From Personal Foul to PersonaI Attack: How Sports Officials are the 

Target qfPhysical Abuse.from Players, Coaches and Fans Alike, 8 SE’rON HALL J. SPORT L. 201, 213 (1998) (1 cite); 

Christopher L. Chin, Comment, Illegal Procedures: 7he NCAA’s Unlawful Restraint of The Student-Athlete, 26 Lm:. L.A.L. 

REV. 1213, 1250 (1993) (1 cite); Sumi Cho & Robert Westley, Critical Race Coalitions: Key Movements that Performed the 

Theory, 33 U.C. DAws L. REV. 1377, 1384 (2000) (1 cite); Leroy D. Clark, New Directions for the Civil Rights Movement: 

College Athletics as a Civil Rights Issue, 36 How. L.J. 259,274 (1993) (1 cite); Brian W. Collins, Note, Tackling Unconscious 

Bias in Hiring Practices: The Plight of the Rooney Rule, 82 N.Y.U.L. REV. 903, 912 (2007) (1 cite); Landis Cox, Note, 

Targeting Sports Agents With the Mail Fraud Statute: United States v. Norby Waiters ~ Lloyd Bloom, 41 DUKE L.J. 1157, 

1187 (1992) (1 cite); Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics in the Next Millennium: A Frameu,’ork for Evaluating Reform 

Proposals, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 253, 265, 266, 267, 268 (1999) (4 cites); Timothy Davis, Racism in Athletics: Subtle Yet 

Persistent, 21 U. ARK. LFrTLE ROCK L. REV. 881,887-897, 898 (1999) (2 cites); Timothy Davis, Teaching Sports and the 

Law: The Relevance qfRace, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 250, 260 (1999) (1 cite); Timothy Davis, Balancing Freedom of 

Contract and Competing Values in Sports, 38 S. TEX. L. REV. 1007, 1115 (1997) (1 cite); Timothy Davis, Who’s bt and 

Who’s Out: Racial Discrimination in Sports, 28 PAC. L.J. 341,342, 343, 345, 346, 348-9, 350, 351,359, 363, 369, 371 

(1996-1997) (reviewing Kenneth L. Shropshire, IN BLACK AND WHITE: RACE AND SPORTS ~N AS~ERmA (1996) (11 cites)); 

Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics, 22 FORDtlAM URB. L.J. 615, 

634-5, 639, 645, 646-7, 649, 650, 659-60, 668-9, 671,672, 674 (1995) (11 cites); Timothy Davis, A Model of Institutional 

Governance for Intercollegiate Athletics, 1996 W~s. L. RE’,: 599,621 (1995) (1 cite); Timoffiy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics: 

Competing Models and Conflicting Realities, 25 RUTGERS L.J. 269, 280 (1994) (1 cite); Timothy Davis, Student-Athlete 

Prospective Economic btterests: Contractual Dimensions, 19 T. MARSHALL L. REV. 585, 586 (1994) (1 cite); Timothy 

Davis, Ross v. Creighton University: Seventh Circuit Recognition of Limited Judicial Regulation of Intercollegiate Athletics?, 

17 S. ILL. U. L. J. 85, 102 (1992) (1 cite); Michael G. Dawson, Note, National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Tarkanian: 

Supreme Court Upholds NCAA:; Private Status Under the Fourteenth Amendment, Repelling Shark} Attack on NCAA’s 

Disciplinary Powers;’ 17 PEPP. L. REX,. 217, 218-9 (1990) (1 cite); Richard Delgado, Memories of Brutus Hamilton, 75 

UMKC L. REV. 1149, 1149 (2007) (1 cite); Earl C. Dudley Jr. & George Rutherglen, Ironies, Inconsistencies, and 

Intercollegiate Athletics: Title IX, Title VII, and Statistical Evidence of Discrimination, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 177, 231 

(1999) (1 cite); Felice M. Duff?; Twenty-Seven Years Post Title IX: Why Gender Equity in College Athletics Does Not Exist, 

19 QLR 67, 71, 73, 74, 99 (2000) (4 cites); Casey Duncan, Note, Stealing Signs: Is Prqfessional Baseball:; United States- 

Japanese Player Contract Agreement Eno@ to Avoid Another ’Baseball War’?, 13 MINN. J. GLOBAL TRADE 87, 106 (2004) 

(1 cite); N. Jeremi Duru, Friday Night ’Lite’: Ho,~ de-racialization [sic] in the motion picture Friday Night Lights disserves 

the movement to eradicate racial discrimination from American Sport, 25 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 485, 504, 512 

(2007-8) (2 cites); Monica L. Emerick, Comment, The University!Student-Athlete Relationship: Duties Giving Rise to a 

Potential Educational Hindrance Claim, 44 UCLA L. REV. 865, 894-5 (1997) (1 cite); Shirley Fletcher, Comment, NCAA 
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Eligibility Regulations and the Fourteenth Amendment--Where is the State Action?, 13 Ohio N.U.L. REV. 433, 435,436-7, 

445, 446 (1986) (6 cites); Lee Goldman, Sports and Antitrust: should college athletes bepaid toplayL 65 NOTRE DAME L. 

REV. 206, 258 (1989-90) (1 cite); Otis B. Grant, African American College Football Players and the Dilemma of Exploitation, 

Racism, and Education: A Socio-Economic Analysis qfSports Law, 24 WHITT~ER L. REV. 645, 648 (2003) (1 cite); Linda S. 

Greene, The New NCAA Rules qfthe Game: Academic Integrity or Racism?, 28 ST. Lou~s U. L. J., 101, 111,145 (1984) (2 

cites); Andrew M. Habenicht, Note, Has the Shot Clock Expired? Pryor v. NCAA, and the Premature Disposal of a ’Deliberate 

Indifference’Discrimination Claim Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of1964, 11 GEO. MASON L. REV. 551,557 (2003) 

(2 cites); Harold B. Hilborn, Comment, Student Athletes and ]udicial Inconsistency: Establishing a Duty to Educate as a 

means of Fostering Meaningful Reform of Intercollegiate Athletics, 89 Nw. U. L. REv. 741,779-780 (1995) (1 cite); James ]. 

Howard, btcentives are Needed to Increase Graduation Rates of Scholarship Athletes, 10 SETON HALL LEG,S. J. 203, 205, 

207, 209-10, 210-11 (1986-7) (6 cites); Nathan Hunt, Note, Cureton v. NCAA: Fumble! The Flawed Use qf Proposition 16 

by the NCAA, 31 U. TOL. L. REv. 273, 275-7, 280 (2000) (3 cites); Derek Quinn Jonson, Note, Educating Misguided 

Student Athletes: An Application of Contract Theory, 85 COLUM. L. REv. 96, 96 (1985) (1 cite); Ross A. Jurewitz, Comment, 

Playing at Even Strength: Reforming Title IX Enforcement in Intercollegiate Athletics, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER Soc. POL’Y & L. 

283, 338 (2000) (1 cite); Deborah E. Klein & William Buckley Briggs, Proposition 48 and the Business of Intercollegiate 

Athletics: PotentiaIAntitrust Ramifications under the Sherman Act, 67 DENY. U. L. REV. 301,331-2 (1990) (1 cite); Casey 

A. Kovacic, The Real BCS: Black Coach Syndrome and the Pursuit to Become a College Head Football Coach, 36 S.U.L. 

Rev. 89, 119-120 (2008) (1 cite); Estelle T. Lau, Can Money Whiten? Exploring Race Practice in Colonial Venezuela andlts 

Implications.for Contemporary Race Discourse, 3 MICH. J. RACE & L. 417, 467 (1998) (1 cite); Michael Madow, Private 

Ownership qfPublic Image: Popular Culture and Publicity Rights, 81 CAL. L. REV. 127, 218-9 (1993) (1 cite); Alfred 

Dennis Mathewson, Grooming Crossovers, 4 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 225, 230, 235, 237, 268, 273-4 (2001) (5 cites); 

Robert L McGahey, Jr., A Comment on the First Amendment and the Scholar Athlete, 6 HUM. RTS. 155, 156, 157 (1976) (3 

cites); Kevin M. McKenna, A Proposition with a Powerful Punch: The Legality and Constitutionality of NCAA Proposition 

48, 26 Duq. L. Rev. 43, 44 (1987) (1 cite); Scott A. Mitchell,, Comment, Hit, Sacked, and Dunked by the Courts: The Need 

for Due Process Protection of the Student-Athlete as Employee, 81 WASH. L. REx: 71, 99 (2006) (1 cite); Matthew ]. Mitten, 

Sports Law as a Reflection o.fSociety’s Laws and Values: Foreword, 38 S. TEx. L. RE*: 999, 1000-01 (1997) (2 cites); Steve 

Murphy & Jonathan Pace, Comment and Note, A Plan for Compensating Student-Athletes, 1994 B.~LU. EDUC. & L. J. 167, 

171 (1994) (1 cite); Wendy Olson, Beyond Title IX: Toward an Agenda for Wonten and Sports in the 1990’s, 3 YALE L.J. & 

FEMINISM, 105, 128, 136 (1990) (2 cites); Angela Onwuachi-Willig, VolunteerDiscrimination~’ 40 U.C. DavisL. Rev. 1895, 

1902 (2007) (1 cite); Kathleen B. Overly, Note, The Exploitation of African-American Men in College Athletic Programs, 5 

VA. SPORTS & ENT. L.J. 31, 54-5 (2005) (1 cite); Laura Pentimone, Note, The National Collegiate Athletic Association’s 

Quest to Educate the Student-Athlete: Are the Academic Eligibility Requirements an Attempt to Foster Academic Integrity or 

Merely to Promote Racism? 14 N.Y.L. SCH. ]. HUM. RTS. 471, 471-2, 485 (1998) (2 cites); Orion Riggs, Note, Spring 

Symposium: Issues Facing College Athletics: The Fa~;ade of Amateurism: The Inequities of Major-College Athletics, 5 KAN. 

L.]. & PUB. POL’~ 137, 143 (1996) (1 cite); Katheryn Russell-Brown, Black Protectionism as a Civil Rights Strategy, 53 

BUFF. L. REV. 1, 14 (2005) (1 cite); John P. Sahl, College Athletes and Due Process Protection: What’s Left after National 

Collegiate Athletic Association v. Tarkanian, U.S., 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988)?" 21 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 628,628-9 (1989) (1 cite); James 

G. Sammataro, Comment, Business and Brotherhood, Can They Coincide? A Search into Why Black Athletes Do Not Hire 

Black Agents, 42 Ho~ L.]. 535, 535 (1999) (1 cite); Michael Schinner, Note, Touchdowns and Taxes: Are athletic 

scholarships merely disguised compensation?, 8 AM. J. TAX POL’Y 127, 156 (1989-90) (1 cite); John L. Shahdanian II, 

Dedication: ’Telling it Like it Is’A Tribute to Howard Cosell, 6 SETON HALL J. SPORTS Lo 1, 4 (1996) (1 cite); Kenneth L. 
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"The End of Golden Age of Black Sport Participation;’ published in the South Texas Law Review, was 
cited 18 times,52 excluding those instances in which authors cited the work to note that others had cited 

Shropshire, Minority Issues in Contemporary Sports, 15 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 189, 195, 196, 200-201, 208 (1999) (5 

cites); Kenneth L. Shropshire, Colorblind Propositions: Race, the SAT, ~ the NCAA, 8 STAN. L. & PoI~’Y REV. 141, 141 

(1997) (1 cite); Earl Smith, Race Matters in the National Basketball Association, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L. J. 239, 245, 248, 251 

(1998-9) (3 cites); Rodney K. Smith & Robert D. Walker, From Inequity to Opportunity: Keeping the Promises Made to 

Big-Time Intercollegiate Student-Athletes, 1 NEv. L. J. 160, 174 (2001) (1 cite); Owen S. Solomon, Comment, The 

Politicization of Amateur Athletics: South Africa and the American Athlete’s Legal Dilemma of Participation, 14 LoY. L. A. 

INT’L & COMP. L. J. 937, 952 (1992) (1 cite); Henry Thomas, Income Averaging and the Pr@ssionaI Athlete: A 

Reexamination, 19 NEW ENG. L. REv. 337, 345 (1983-1984) (1 cite); Stephen L. Ukeile}; Note, No Salary, No Union, No 

Collective Bargaining: Scholarship Athletes are an Employer’s Dream Come True, SETON HALL J. SPORTS L. 167, 213 

(1996) (1 cite); Ron Waicukauski, Symposium on Sports Law - the regulation of academic standards in intercollegiate 

athletics, 1982 ARIZ. ST. L. J. 79, 89, 93, 101-102, 105 (1982) (6 cites); Howard M. Wasserman, Symbolic Counter-Speech, 

12 -W~M. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 367, 374-5, 375 (2004) (2 cites); Yuri Nicholas Walker, Playing the Game qfAcademic 

Integrity vs. Athletic Success: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Intercollegiate Student-Athletes with Learning 

Disabilities, 15 MAI~:Q. SPORTS L. REV. 601, 601 (2005) (1 cite); John C. Weistart, Can Gender Equity Find a Place in 

Commercialized College Sports?, 3 DUKE J. GENDER L. & PoI~’Y 191,211,255 (1996) (2 cites); Maureen A. Weston, 

Academic Standards or Discriminatory Hoops? Learning-Disabled Student-Athletes and the NCAA Initial Academic 

Eligibility Requirements, 66 TENN. L. REV. 1049, 1069 (1999) (1 cite); Jeffrey A. Williams, Flagrant Foul: Racism in ’The 

Ron Arrest Fight’, 13 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 55, 60-1, 63, 64, 101 (2005) (4 cites). 

52 Earl Smith, Race Matters in the National BasketballAssociation, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L. J. 239, 245 (1998-9); Matthew J. 

Mitten, Foreword: Symposium: Sports Law as A Reflection of Society’s Laws and Values, 38 S. TEx. L. REv. 999, IOOO-O~ 

(1997); Casey A. Kovacic, The Real BCS: Black Coach Syndrome and the Pursuit to Become a College Head Football 

Coach, 36 S.U.L. REv. 89, I ~9-~ 2o (2008); Timothy Davis, Teaching Sports and the Law: The Relevance of Race, 1 VA. J. 

SPORTS & LAW 250, 250 (1999); Timothy Davis, Racism in Athletics: Subtle Yet Persistent, 21 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. 

REV. 881,897-98 (1999); Matthew J. Mitten, Foreword, 38 S. TEx. L. RE’,: 999, 1001 (1997); Jefferey A. Williams, Flagrant 

Foul: Racism in "The Ron Arrest Fight," 13 UCLA ENT. L. REv. 55, 6o (2005); Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics in 

the Next Millennium: A Framework for Evaluating Reform Proposals, 9 MAI~:Q. SPORTS L.J. 253, 265 (1999); Howard M. 

Wasserman, Symbolic Counter-Speech, 12 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 367, 375 (2004); N. Jeremi Duru, Fielding a Team 

.for the Fans: The Societal Consequences and Title VII Implications qf Race-Considered Roster Construction in Pr@ssional 

Sport, 84 %~SH. U. L. REv. 375, 399 (2006); Nathan Hunt, Cureton v. NCAA: Fumble! The Flawed Use of P~vposition 16 by 

the NCAA, 31 U. TOL. L. REV. 273,273 (2000); Otis B. Grant, African American College Football Players and the Dilemma 

of Exploitation, Racism, and Education: A Socio-Economic Analysis of Sports Law, 24 ~’~/’IIITTIER Lo REV. 645, 648 (2003); 

James G. Sammataro, Comment, Business and Brotherhood, Can they Coincide? A Search into Why Black Athletes Do Not 

Hire Black Agents, 42 How. L.J. 535, 567 (1999); Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Volunteer Discrimination, 40 U.C. DAvis L. 

REv. 1895, 1901 (2007); Yuri Nicholas Walker, Playing the Game of Acadmeic Integrity v. Athletic Success: The Americans 

With Disabilities Act (ADA) and Intercollegiate Student-Athletes with Learning Disabilities, 15 MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 

60~, 627 (2OO5); Andrew M. Habenicht, Has the Shot Clock Expired? Pryor v. NCAA and the Premature Disposal of a 

"Deliberate Indifference" Discrimination Claim Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 11 GEO. MASON L. REv. 

551, 553 (2003); Casey Duncan, Note, Stealing Signs: Is P@ssional Baseball’s United States-Japanese Player Contract 

Agreement Enough. to Avoid Another "Baseball War"?, 13 MINN. J. GLOBAL TRADE 87, 106 (2004); Estelle T. Lau, Can 
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Edwards. Legal scholars cited his book The Sociology of,Sport in 14 articles.53 Edwards’s work was also 
cited in 1 1 sociology books and collected works addressing racial issues in sports.54 This search did not 
reveal the detection of Edwards in cases involving race and sports or discrimination issues.55 

Money Whiten? E.,cploring Race Practice in Colonial Venezuela and Its Implications for Contemporary Race Discourse, 3 

MICH. J. RACE & L. 417. 468 (1998). 

53 Timothy Davis, Who’sin and Who’s Out: RacialDiscrimination in Sports, 28 PAC. L. J. 341,342 (1996-1997); N. Jeremi 

Duru, Friday Night ’Lite’: How de-racialization isic] in the motion picture Friday Night Lights disserves the movement to 

eradicate racial discrimination from American Sport, 25 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 485 (ZOOT-ZooS); Timothy Davis, 

Teaching Sports and the Law: The Relevance of Race, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 250, 260 (1999); Timothy Davis, The Myth 

of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in College Athletics, 22 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 615, 634-35 (1995); Jefferey A. 

Williams, Flagrant Foul: Racism in "The Ron Arrest Fight," 13 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 55, 6O (2005); Howard M. Wasserman, 

Symbolic Counter-Speech, 12 W~,a. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 367, 374 (2004); Howard M. Wasserman, Fans, Free Expression, 

and the ~aade World of,Sports, 67 U. PITT. L. REv. 525, 525 (2006); Richard L. Kaplan, Intercollegiate Athletics and the 

Unrelated Business Income Tax, 80 COLU~a. L. REv. 1430, 1455 (1980); Kenneth L. Shropshire, Putting the Pursuit into 

Perspective: The Value of Sports, SC47 ALI-ABA 525, Jan. 22, 1998; Kenneth L. Shropshire, Di,,ersit); Racism, and 

P@ssional Sports Franchise Ownership: Change Must Come from Within, 67 U. COLO. L. RE’~: 47, 48 (1996); Suzanne 

Sangree, Title IX and the Contact Sports Exemption: Gender Stereotypes in a Civil Rights Statute, 32 CONN. L. REv. 381, 

443 (2000); Mark S. Rosentraub, Governing Sports in the Global Era: A Political Economy qf Major League Baseball and 

Its Stakeholders, 8 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 121, 124 (2000); Kenneth L. Shropshire, Merit, Of’ Boy Networks, and 

the Black-Bottomed Pyramid, 47 HASTINGS L.J. 455, 471 (1996); Timothy Davis, Student-Athlete Prospective Economic 

btterests: Contractual Dimensions, 19 T. MARSHALL L. REX’. 585, 586 (1994). 

54 Michael E. Lomax, Introduction, in SPORTS AND TtIE RACIAL DIVIDE XXV (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 2008); Maureen 

Smith, New Orleans, New Foo tball League, and New Attitudes: The American Football League All-Star Game Boycott, 1965, 

in SPORTS AND T~E RACIAL DIVIDE 16 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 2008); Michael E. Lomax, Bedazzle Them with Brilliance, 

Bamboozle Them with Bull: Harry Edwards, Black Power, and the Revolt of the Black Athlete Revisited, in SPORTS AND 

TIlE RACIAL DIVIDE (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 2008); Ron Briley, The Black Panther Party and the Revolt of the Black 

Athlete: Sport and Revolutionary Consciousness, in SPORTS AND THE RACIAL DIVIDE 91, 93, 101 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 

2008); Sarah K. Fields, Title IX andAfrican American Female Athletes, in SPORTS AND THE RACIAL DIVIDE 128 (Michael 

E. Comax, ed., 2008); Billy Hawkins, Conclusion: A Contested Terrain: The Sporting Experiences of African American 

and Latino Athletes in Post-World War II, in SPORTS AND THE RACIAL DIVIDE 200-01 (Michael E. Lomax, ed., 2008); 

Introduction to Chapter III: Images of the Black Athlete and the Racial Politics of Sport, in SPORT AND THE COLOR LINE 

27O (Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, eds., 2004); David K. Wiggins, Edwin Bancr@ Henderson, African-American 

Athletes, and the Writing of Sport History, in SPORT AND TtIE COLOR LINE 283-85 (Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, 

eds., 2004); David W. Zang, The Greatest: MuhammadAli’s Confounding Character, in SPORT AND THE COLOR LINE 3OO 

(Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, eds., 2004); Patrick B. Miller, The Anatomy of Scientific Racism: Racialist responses 

to black athletic achievement, in SPORT AND THE COLOR LINE 335, 337 (Patrick B. Miller & David K. Wiggins, eds., 2004). 

55 Lexis identified three cases: 1) Vandenburg v. Newsweek, Inc., 507 E2d 1024 (5th Cir. 1975) (defamation case between 

a coach and a publisher involving a published report of which included someone quoting Harry Edwards; 2) Stamps 

v. Detroit Edison Co., No. 36515 and No. 38479, U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16255 (E.D. Mich. July 31, 1978) (Judge Edwards 

reference); 3) Hardison v. Trans World Airlines, 375 E Supp. 877 (~D.M.O. 1974) (Judge Edwards reference). Westlaw 

identified two cases: Vandenburg v. Newsweek, 507 E2d 1024 (5th Cir. 1975); Edwards v. Pulitzer Pub. Co., 716 E Supp. 
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In this chapter, I review the results of this investigation. 

lU. Harry Edwards: The Body of Work 

The work of Henry Edwards provided a critical perspective on the popular cultural icon of collegiate 

sports. In a real sense, he deconstructed the institution of collegiate sport to expose its underpinnings, 

worldng assumptions, and caste and class overall structure. Among other themes, Dr. Edwards posited 

that athletes did not work in a voluntary or consensual system in which they participated in sport and its 

rigors of their flee will. Rather, Edwards emphasized the coercive nature of collegiate sports, particularly 

football56 He drew attention to the significant amount of time student athletes spend on intercollegiate 

sports57 and the pressure on athletes to perform that lessens their ability to focus on the student dimen- 

sion of their status5s with this paradoxical observation that the typical conclusions as to the benefits of 

sport lacked a foundation in data.59 

Dr. Edwards also contributed to our understanding of the extent to which collegiate sport policies 

provide the educational benefits for which they are touted. For example, he explored the effects on black 

education opportunities for reforms such as minimum eligibility standards,6° the extent of functional 

illiteracy among college athletes�~ and the disproportionate amount of time athletes spend on sports 

rather than educational pursuits¢2 His emphasis on differential graduation rates of the athletes,63 as well 

as black athletes as compared with non-athletes,64 also raised estimation that Division 1 basketball and 

football players spend 50-60 hours on sports in addition to those hours required for physical recovery. 

438 (N.D.Cal. 1989) (Edwards was the plaintiff in an action where a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction 

was denied). 

56 See Hearings, supra note 22, at 93-94 (1984) (Statement of Harry Edwards, professor of the University of California). 

57 Harry Edwards, Remarks at the PBS Television Broadcast Station (Jan. 18, 1987) [Hereinafter Remarks]; Collegiate 

Arms Race, supra note 19, at 7; Oversight College Athletic Programs: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Education, Arts, 

and Humanities of the Senate Comm. on Labor and Human Resources, 98th Cong., 2d Sess.1 (1984) (statement of Harry 

Edwards, professor of the University of California) [Hereinafter Oversight College Athletic Programs]. 

58 Hearings, supra note 22, at 93-94 (statement of Harry Edwards, professor of the University of California). 

59 Edwards, supra note 17. 

60 End of the Golden Age, supra note 20; Black Athletes, supra note 19. 

61 See, e.g., Earl Ofari, Basketball’s Biggest Losers, TUE PROgRESSiVE, April 1979, at 48 (citing Harry Edwards for the 

proposition that "20 to 25 per cent of [black athletes] at ~bur-year colleges are functionally illiterate"). 

62 See, e.g., The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21; Oversight College Athletic Programs, supra note 48 (statement of Harry 

Edwards, Professor of the University of Califbrnia). See also, MURRAY SPERBER, COLLEGE SPORTS, INC. TIlE ATtILETIC 

DEPARTMENT AND THE UNIVERSITY 184 n.16, 274 (1990) (quoting Edwards estimation that Division I basketball and 

football players spend 50-60 hours on sports in addition to those hours required for physical recovery). 

63 Exploilation and the NCAA, supra note 19. 

64 The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21; A Life in Sports, supra note 21. 
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He posited that the positive perception about the value of sport participation created a treadmill 
effect.65 Youth, especially black youth, lacking other opportunit}; turn to sport as a way out66 because 
of the perception that sport is merit based6r and presumptively ethical.6s In turn, the focus of youth 
on sport simultaneously obscures their exclusion from other societal opportunit}~9 while furthering 
stereotypes about intellectual capacity,r° Edwards, over the course of his work, described what may now 
be characterized as the perfect racial storm--a combination of circumstances71 which exacerbate the 
effects of each phenomenon. In this context a variety of circumstances combine to limit black societal 
opportunity--the societal emphasis on sport,r2 disproportionate recruitment,r3 isolation from other 
opportunities,r4 limited academic opportunity,r5 desperation for a way out of debilitating environment 
circumstances,r~’ poor graduation rates,77 as well as limited professional sport opportunityrScombine to 
create phenomenon more difficult to combat than the overt racism of the past79 Edwards challenged the 
myth of sports upward mobility via sport participation,s° In addition, Edwards contributed to our un- 
derstanding of the role of sport in society--both its powerful role in the normalization of the status quo 

65 Race in Contemporary American Sports, supra note 21; The Single-Minded Pursuit, supra note 21; 201~’ Century 

Gladiators, supra note 21. 

66 End of the Golden Age, supra note 20, at 1009. 

67 20th Century Gladiators, supra note 21. 

68 Beyond Symptoms, supra note 19. 

69 20th Century Gladiators, supra note 21; STEPHEN K. FIGLER & GAIL WHITAKER, SPORT AND PLAY IN AMERICAN 

LIFE 301 (2ed. 1991) (quoting Harry Edwards); Timothy Davis, The Myth of the Superspade: The Persistence of Racism in 

College Athletics, 22 FORDHANI URB. L. J. 639, n. 113, n. 176 (1994-1995). 

70 See, e.g., Edwards, supra note 17, at 38 (discussing racist stereotypes in sport); End of the Golden Age, supra note 20. 

71 The reference is to the book, SEBASTIAN JUNGER, THE PERFECT STORM (~997), and the movie based upon that 

book, T~E PERFECT STORM (2000) (Wolfgang Peterson, Director). 

72 Edwards, supra note 17; End of the Golden Age, supra note 20. 

73 Douglas Ledermann, Survey Suggests Many Division I Colleges Fail to Graduate Their Black Athletes, CHRON. HIGHER 

EDUC., July 22, 1994, at A31-32 

74 The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21; Douglas Lederman, Black .Make Up Large Proportion of Scholarship Athletes, Yet 

Their Overall Enrollment Lags at Division I Colleges, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC., June 17, 1992, at A1; Harry Edwards, The 

End of the "Golden Age" qfBlack Participation in Sport, in SPORT IN CON TEMPOII.ARY SOCIETY 285 (D. Eitzen ed., 2000). 

75 The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21 (arguing that the inability to participate in academics harms black students). 

76 20’h Century Gladiators, supra note 21; The Collegiate Athletic Arms Race, supra note 20, at 21. 

77 The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21 (arguing blacks failing to graduate are more likely not to have a job after college). 

78 End of the Golden Age, supra note 20; Charles Farrell, A Critic Sees His Protest Against Racism in Sports Vindicated 

After 20 Years, CHRON. HmHER EDUC., Jan. 26, 1983, at 19 col. 2; Educating Black Athletes, supra note 21; Yes, The 

System Rips Off College Athletes, supra note 21; 20~ Century Gladiators for White America, supra note 21; Black Athletes, 

supra note 19; The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21. 

79 Beyond Symptoms, supra note 19. 

80 End of the Golden Age, supra note 20; 20th Century Gladiators, supra note 21. 
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as well as its potential to transform society.8~ Moreover, his work shed new light on the economic aspect 

of intercollegiate athletics82 by emphasizing the disproportionate economic rewards to institutions while 
describing the condition of penury to which student athletes are relegated?3 His work presented a direct 
challenge to the stated amateurism purposes of the NCAA, "to integrate intercollegiate athletics into 

higher education so that the educational purpose of the student athlete is paramount:’ 84 
In broader terms, Dr. Edwards illuminated three key characteristics of American sports institutions. 

He examined the general role of sport in society, emphasizing its pervasive influence for both good and 

ill.85 Edwards emphasized the significant role of sport in society and its capacity to legitimate economic 
disparities between athletes and their sports institutions--such as universities and the NCAA--that 

establish a resilient sport caste structure. He also posited an integral relationship between the pervasive 

role of race in society and the extent to which the racial stratification of society is a key feature of sports 
institutions.8~ His recount of the history of racism in society and the struggle against that racism parallel 
those racial tensions that manifest in sport institutions.87 Those institutions, as Dr. Edwards emphasized 

early on, do not exist apart from society but are an integral part of society. In this respect, Dr. Edwards 
laid bare the role of sports myths as narratives of personal triumph--much like the Horatio Alger Myth88 
--that obscure the role of societal institutions in maintaining an existing racial and economic order. 

Finally, Edwards suggested that students of sport consider the dynamic relationship between sport and 
society in which institutions beyond sport are influenced by" developments in sport and correspondingly" 
sports institutions are influenced by development in the larger society. 

Legal scholars who examine sport phenomena have used the work of Dr. Edwards as a lens through 
which the role of law in sport may be examined and critiqued. Across a broad array of issues--racial caste 

81 Edwards, supra note 17, at 3; End oflhe Golden Age, supra note 20; Howard M. Wasserman, Symbolic Counter-Speech, 

12 W~. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 367 (2004). 

82 CoIlegiale Arms Race, supra note 19. 

83 The Black Dumb Jock, supra note 21. 

84 NCAA President Position, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (Jan. 19, 2010 3:52:09 PM), 

htt~://www.ncaa.~rg/w~s/~rtal/ncaah~me?WCM~GL~BAL-C~NTEXT=/ncaa/NCAA/NCAA +News/ 

NCAA+News+Online/2010/Association-wide/ncaa_president_description (listing the "Core Ideology’; "Core Purpose" 

and "Core Values" under "The Mission’’ of the NCAA). See also NCAA Const. art. 1.3 FUNDAMENTAL POLICY ("1.3.1 

Basic Purpose. [*] The competitive athletics programs of member institutions are designed to be a vital part of the 

educational system. A basic purpose of this Association is to maintain intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of 

the educational program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body and, by so doing, retain a clear line of 

demarcation between intercollegiate athletics and professional sports;’) av’ailable at http://grfx.cst,:com/photosischools/ 

stan!genrel!auto_pdf!2007-08 dl manual.pdf. 

85 See Edwards, supra note 17. 

86 See id. 

87 End qf the Golden Age, supra note 20. 

88 HORATIO ALGER, RAGGED DICK; AND, STRUGGLING UPIArARD iX-XXi (Carl Bode ed., 1985). 
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and sport,89 athletes’ civil rights,9° barriers to unionization,9~economic and financial structures,92 taxa- 
tion of sport income93 minimum academic eligibility requirements, equal opportunity in employment,94 
and equality for women in sport95--the ideas of Edwards are enduringly present. 

A. Scholarship on the Role of Race in Sport 

Numerous scholars refer to Edwards in their exploration of role law has played in facilitating change 

in sport. In general, legal scholars cite Edwards’s work for documentation of the history of racism in 

sport.96 For example, discussion of the relationship between significant legal developments in racial dis- 

crimination in education, employment, and public accommodations and racial change in sport97 draw 

directly on the microcosm analysis of Edwards28 Edwards’s analyses of the pervasive role of race in the 

phenomenon of sport have influenced a critical perspective on sport grounded on the assumption that 

the role of race is enduring and systemic rather than episodic and anecdotal.99 Thus, a significant num- 

ber of commentators have been influenced by the generalized racial framework provided by Edwards. 

89 See, e.g., The Myth of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 645. 

90 Edwards, supra note 17. 

91 Stephen L. Ukeiley, No Salary, No Union, No Collective Bargaining: Scholarship Athletes are an Employer’s Dream 

Come True, 6 S~TON HArt J. SPORTS L. 167, 213 (1996). 

92 Richard L. Kaplan, Intercollegiate Athletics and the Unrelated Business Income Tax, 80 Cotu~. L. R~K 1430 (1980). 

93 See, e.g., Henry Thomas, Income Averaging and the Professional Athlete: A Re-Examination, 19 N~w EN~. L. R~v. 

337 (1983-1984). 

94 See, e.g., N. Jeremi Duru, The Fritz Pollard Alliance, the Rooney Rule, and the Quest to "Level the Playing Field" in the 

National Football League, 7 Va. Spo~’rs & EN’r. L.J. 179 (2008). 

95 Fdice M. Duffy, Twenty-Seven Years Post Title IX: Why Gender Equity in College Athletics 

Does Not Exist, 19 QLR 67, 71 (2000). 

96 See, e.g., The Myth of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 645; Duru, supra note 85; Jeffrey A. Williams, Flagrant Foul: 

Racism in "The Ron Arrest Fight", 13 UCLA ENT. L. R~v. 55, 6o-61 (2005); Owen S. Solomon, Comment, The Politicization 

of Amateur Athletics: South Africa and the American Athlete’s Legal Dilemma qf Participation, 14 Lm:. L.A. IN~"L & COMP. 

L.J. 937, 952 (1992). 

97 Davis, supra note 12; Timothy Davis, Racism in Athletics: Subtle Yet Persistent, 21 U. A~K. L~a"rL~ ROCK L. R~K 881 

(1999) [Hereinafter Racism in Athletics]. 

98 Timothy Davis, Who’s In and Who’s Out: Racial Discrimination in Sports, 28 PAC. L. J. 341, 

343 (1996-1997) (reviewing K~NNeT~ L. S~ROPSr~IRF., In Black and White: Race and ,Sports in America (1996)) 

[Hereinafter Who’s In and Who’s Out]; Kenneth L. Shropshire, Merit, 01’ Boy Networks, and the Black-Bottomed Pyramid, 

47 HASTItqC, S L.J. 455, 470-71 (1996); Timothy Davis, Balancing Freedom of Contract and Competing Values in Sports, 

38 S. T~x. L. R~v. 1115, 1115 (1997); Howard M. Wasserman, Fans, Free Expression, and the Wide World of Sports, 67 

U.PITT. L. R~v. 525, 529 (2006). 

99 Racism in Athletics, supra note 88; Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics in the Next Millennium: A Framework 

for Evaluating Reform Proposals, 9 MARQ. SI’OR’rS L.J. 253, 267 (1999) [Hereinafter Intercollegiate Athletics]; The Myth 

of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 634-635, 645; l,gho’s In and Who’s Out, supra note 89, at 346 (reviewing K~NN~TH 

L. SHROPSH~R~, IN BtACK AND WHI’r~: RAC~ AND Spo~’rs IN A~V~RICA (1996)); Duru, supra note 85, at 181-82; 
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B. Scholarship in the Exploitation of the Student Athlete 

A significant amount of legal literature that explores the amateurism assumptions that ground the 
economic ground rules of intercollegiate sport reference Edwards’s work on institutional control of 
athletes. Edwards pioneered the "gladiator concept’’1°° in which he posited that universities are primar- 
ily interested in mounting successful and lucrative sport programs?°~ Edwards rejected the models of 
amateurism and benevolence in favor of a model of economic gain~°2 in which universities and colleges 
compete fiercely for both prestige and large payouts2°3 q~aus, according to Edwards, NCAA decisions 
on a wide range of issues, such as expenditures, eligibility, education major requirements, academic 
progress, and freedom of movement of athletes~°’t are driven by the need to maintain the machinery of 
competition.~°5 

Correspondingly, the legal literature has covered a wide range of policy and legal questions in which 
the true character of the university~ interest in intercollegiate athletics is relevant to the debate about 
academic reform. Topics range widely--varying from the critiques of the favorable tax treatment of the 
proceeds of intercollegiate athletics that treat the multimillion dollar paydays as nonprofit rather than 
profit and taxable income,1°~ the potential treatment of athletes as employees rather than students,~°7 the 
influence of commercial potential on the elimination of colorline in sports,~°~ and the commodification 
of black athletes.~°9 In these contexts and many others, authors have drawn on Edwards’s observations 
on dubious beneficent rationales for the perpetuation of a billion-dollar industry. 

Nathan Hunt, Note, Cureton v. NCAA: Fumble! The Flawed Use qf Proposition 16 by the NCAA, 31 U. TOL. L. REx,. 273, 

275-77 (2000); Mitten, supra note 12, at 1000; Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Volunteer Discrimination, 40 U.C. DAws L. 

REV. 1895, 1902 (2007); Earl Smith, Race Matters in the National Basketball Association, 9 MARQ. SPORTS L. J. 239, 251, 

267 (1998-1999); Williams, supra note 87, at 6o-61; Casey Duncan, Note, Stealing Signs: Is Pr@ssional Baseball’s O~ited 

States-Japanese Player Contract Agreement Enough to Avoid Another "Baseball War"?, 13 MINN. J. GLOBAL TRADE 87, 106 

(2004). 

100 20’h Century Gladiators, supra note 21. 

101 See, e.g., End of the Golden Age, supra note 20; The Collegiate Arms Race, supra note 19, at 7; Yes, The System Rips Off 

College Alhletes, supra note 21. 

102 The Collegiate Arms Race, supra note 19, at 7. 

103 Id. 

104 Revolt of the Black Athlete, supra note 26 

105 Remarks, supn~ note 48. 

106 Kaplan, supra note 83, at 1455. 

107 See, e.g., Rodney K. Smith & Robert D. Walker, From Inequity to Opportunity: Keeping the Promises Made to Big- 

Time Intercollegiate Student-Athletes, 1 NEV. L.J. 160, 174 (2001); 

Melvin L. Braziel, Jr., Note, United We Stand: Organizing Student-Athletes for Educational Reform, 4 SPORTS LAW. J. 81 

(1997). 

108 Scott A. Mitchell, Note, Symposium, Hit, Sacked, and Dunked by the Courts: The Need for Due Process Protection of 

the Student-Athlete in Intercollegiate Athletics, 19 T. MARSHALL L. Rev. 733, 743 (1994). 

109 Who’s In and Who’s Out, supra note 89, at 348-49. 
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C. Scholarship on the role of Stereotype and Perception 
in the Legal Regulation of Sport 

Edwards’s emphasis on the role of stereotype and perceptions in the maintenance of sports institutions~ ~0 
has also figured prominently in the sport scholarship of legal scholars. For example, scholars have drawn 
on his work to explain the role stereotype in the maintenance of support for sport as a positive societal 
phenomenon,m the societal indifference to limited opportunity for athletes off the playing field,1~2 and 
the assumptions about the intellectual abilities of athletes,~3 especially black athletes,m which create 
tolerance for limited academic achievement~5 as well as limited upward mobility in sports.~ ~6 As well as 
drawing on Edwards’s work to explain how popular films about sports and sports heroes affect percep- 
tions about the existence of racism in sport.~7 

The work of legal scholars on the resilience and normalization of racial disparity in sport institutions 
draws on Edwards. Scholars examining the tolerance for racialized structures have incorporated numer- 
ous points including the perception by both blacks and whites that sport is a meritocracy affording equal 
opportunity to all,~8 assumptions about the value added of sports participation,~9 as well as all of which 
mask and normalize structures that subordinate and limit athletes. 

110 See, e.g., Edwards, supra note 17; The Collegiate Athletic Arms Race, supra note 20, at 21; The Black Dumb Jock, supra 

note 21; 20th century Gladiators, supra note 21. 

111 Intercollegiate Athletics, supra note 90, at 266-267; The Myth of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 639; Timothy 

Davis, Student-Athlete Prospective Economic Interests: Contractual Dimensions, 19 T. MARSHALL L. REV. 585, 586 (1994); 

Suzanne Sangree, Title [X and the Contact Sports Exemption: Gender Stereotypes in a Civil Rights Statute, 32 CONN. L. 

REV. 381,443 (2000); Putting the Pursuit into Perspective, supra note 12; Smith, supra note 90, at 251; Kathleen B. Overly, 

Note, The Exploitation of African-American Men in College Athletic Programs, 5 VA. SPOR’rS & EN’r. L. J. 31 (2005), 

Mitchell, supra note 99, at 744. 

112 Timothy Davis, An Absence of Good Faith: D@ning a University’s Educational Obligation to Student-Athletes, 28 

Hous. L. REx: 743 (1991); N. Jeremi Duru, Friday Night ’Lite’: How De-racialization [sic] in the Motion Picture Friday 

Night Lights Disserves the Movement to Eradicate Racial Discrimination from American Sport, 25 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. 

L.J. 485, 5~ 2 (2oo7-2oo8). 

113 Duru, supra note 103, at 5~2. 

114 ld. at 504. 

115 Oriard, supra note 12, at 83 n. 167. 

116 Williams, supra note 87; The ,Vlyth of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 659-60; Paul M. Anderson, Racism in Sports: 

A Question ofEthics, 6 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 357 (1996). 

117 Duru, supra note 103, at 

118 The Myth of the Superspade, supra note 60, at 639-40; Overly, supra note 102. 

119 See, e.g., The Myth of the Superspades, supra note 60, at 649, n. 176; Putting the Pursuit into Perspective, supra note 12. 
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D. Scholarship on Legal Protections for Athletes 

Edwards’ work on the conditions under which athletes live and compete have been utilized in a variety 

of contexts. For example, Edwards’s observations about the control institutions exert over athletes~2° 

has been utilized by authors exploring the lack of due process protections for athletes,12~ the increased 

commercialization of womeffs sport and the concomitant decrease in their ability to devote time to 

academics,m and the temptation to resort to drugs as a result of the performance pressure~23 and the 

overall vulnerability of black athletes to athletic exploitation. 

E Scholarship on Academic Reform and Minimum Eligibility Requirements 

¯ he work of Harry Edwards on the exploitation of intercollegiate athletes~24 as well as his related com- 
mentary on academic reform~25 played a significant role in the legal scholarly debate on academic reform 
in athletics. In the early 1980s, that debate centered on the advent of minimum grade point average and 
SAT scores in the form of NCAA legislation known as Proposition 48. Both supporters and detractors 
from NCAA academic reforms drew on the work of Harry Edwards126 in their commentary and critique. 
Those authors supporting the reforms as a long overdue reemphasis on education values~27 draw on 
Edwards’s critique of the disproportionate time athletes devote to intercollegiate sport as well as his 
support for minimum standards as long overdue reform.~2s On the other hand, those who criticized 

120 See The Black Dumb lock, supra note 21; Hearings, supra note 22, at 93-94 (statement of Harry Edwards, professor 

of the University of California). 

121 John R Sahl, College Athletes and Due Process Protection: What’s Left After National Collegiate Athletic Association v. 

Tarkanian, __ U.S. ~ 109 S. Ct. 454 (1988)?, 21 ARIZ. ST. LJ. 621 (1989). 

122 John C. Weistart, Can Gender Equity Find a Place in Commercialized College Sports?, 3 DuI~ J. G~ L. & POL"~" 

191 (1996). 

123 Sahl, supra note 112. 

124 Revolt of the Black Athlete, supra note 26; Oversight on College Athletic, supra note 48, at 1; The Black Dumb lock, 

supra note 21; Edwards, supra note 19. 

125 Educating Bla& Athletes, supra note 21. 

126 See, e.g., End of the Golden Age, supra note 20; Black Athletes, supra note 19; The ’Black Dumb’lock, supra note 19; 

The Collegiate Arms Race, supra note 19, at 7; Educating Black Athletes, supra note 21. 

127 Leroy D. Clark, New Directions for the Civil Rights Movement: College Athletics as a Civil Rights Issue, 36 How L. 

J. 259 (1993); Kevin M. McKenna, A Proposition with a Powerful Pund~: The Legality and Constitutionality of NCAA 

Proposition 48, 26 DUQ. L. REv. 43 (1987); Harold B. Hilborn, Comment, Student Athletes and Judicial Inconsistency: 

Establish a Duty to Educate as a Means of Fostering Meaningful Reform of Intercollegiate Athletics, 89 NW. U. L. R~v. 

741,779-80 (1995); Laura Pentimone, Note, The National Collegiate Athletic Association’s Quest to Educate the Student- 

Athlete: Are the Academic Eligibility Requirements an Attempt to Foster Academic Integrity or Merely to Promote Racism, 

14 NY. L. S~L. J. HUM. RTS. 471 (1998). 

128 Oversight on College Athletic Programs, supra note 48, at 1 (statement of Dr. Harry Edwards, Professor Emeritus 

of Sociology, University of California, Berkeley); Educating Black Athletes, supra note 21. Accord, Congressman James 

J. Howard, Incentives Are Needed to Increase Graduation Rates of Scholarship Athletes, 10 S~oN HALL LEGIS. J. 201,203 

(1987) (statement of Congressman James J. Howard); Mathewson, supra note 12, at 268, 273-74. 
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the changes~29 agreed with Edwards that the reform was cosmetically minimaP3° and inadequate due 
to the lack of fundamental reform in the student athlete experience as well as the predictable racially 
disproportionate effects of the test component of the eligibility requirements.~3~ The focus on differential 
academic opportunity and achievement led legal scholars to debate potential legal appropriateness of 
legal remedies for the failure of educational institutions to live tip to the educational bargain~32 as well 
as significant change in university oversight which might limit the immunity of athletic programs from 
institutional accountability.~33 

U. Conctusion 

Two additional characteristics of the legal literature citing Edwards are indicative of his influence. My 
own interest in this studied examination of Edwards’s influence was due in part to the numerous instances 
in academic and popular literature in which authors characterized Dr. Edwards as a most significant 
opinion leader on sport. Whatever the language--an original commentator,134 a vocal commentator,135 a 
leading modern scholar compared to W. E. B. Du Bois,~36 one of two of the greatest public intellectuals 
on sport~3r--the superlatives suggest a signature influence of a sociologist on an entire legal field. 

The second characteristic of the legal literature, related to the high regard for the relevance of 
Edwards’s insights, is the breadth of subjects with respect to which legal scholars suggest that reading 
Edwards would provide further illumination on a wide variety of issues. Whether a suggestion that 
reading Edwards’s work would provide useful broad bibliography938 provide a general understanding 

129 See Linda Greene, The New NCAA Rules of the Game: Academic Integrity or Racism?, 28 ST. Louis g. L.J. 101 (1984). 

130 Fletcher, supra note 32. See Greene, supra note 120. 

131 ,Sport within the Veil, supra note 19, at 122; Greene, supra note 119; Ron Waicukauski, Symposium on ,Sports Law-- 

The ReguIalion of Academic Standards in Intercollegiate Alhletics, 1982 ARIZ. ST. LJ. 79 (1982); Andrew M. Habenicht, 

Note, Has the Shot Clock Expired? Pryor v. NCAA and the Premature Disposal of a "Deliberate Indifference"Discrimination 

Claim Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 11 GEO. MASON L. R~v. 551,557 (2003). 

132 Emerick, supra note 42; Harold B. Hillborn, Comment, Student Athletes and Judicial Inconsistency: Establish a Duty 

to Educate as a Means qf Fostering Meaningful Reform qf Intercollegiale Alhletics, 89 NW. U. L. REV. 741,779-780 (1995); 

Derek Quinn Johnson, Note, Educating Misguided Student Athletes: An Application of Contract Theory, 85 COLU~VI. L. 

REV. 96 (1985); Monica L. Emerick, Comment, The Universily!Student-Athlete Relationship: Duties Giving Rise to a 

Potential Educational Hindrance Claim, 44 UCLA L. R~\: 865,894-95 (1997). 

133 See, e.g., Timothy Davis, A Model of Institutional Governance for Intercollegiate Athletics, 1995 Wis. L. REv. 599 

(1995); Fletcher, supra note 32. 

134 Earl C. Dudley, Jr. & George Rutherglen, Ironies, Inconsistencies, and Intercollegiate Athletics: Title IX, Title VII, and 

Statistical Evidence of Discrimination, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 177, 231 (1999); Oriard, supra note 12, at 80. 

135 Minority Issues, supra note 12, at 195 (2004). 

136 Smith, supra note 90, at 251. 

137 Mathewson, supra note 12, at 229. 

138 HARRY EDW.aRDS, SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT (1973), recommended by Timothy Davis, Teaching Sporls and the Law: 

The Relevance of Race, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 250, 260 (1999); Harry Edwards, The Black Athletes: 20th Century Gladiators 
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of the role of sport in society and culture,~39 permit the reader to obtain a grasp of the role of race 
in sport,~4° or evaluate a particular policy proposal such as the use of athletic scholarships to provide 
educational opportunity,~4~ assess the importance of a particular phenomenon associated with sport 
such as drug use,m grasp the spending of universities on intercollegiate athletics,m understand the 
economic relationship between professional and intercollegiate sport,m or--most fundamentally--the 
values manifested in sport,145 leading legal scholars do what they advise--rely on Dr. Harry Edwards for 
trenchant insights into one of our greatest cultural phenomenon--sport. 

for White America, PSYCH. TODAY, Nov. 1973, at 43, recommended by Timothy Davis, Teaching Sporls and the Law: The 

Relevance of Race, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & CA’c,T 250, 260 (1999). 

139 Harry Edwards, Playoffs and Pay@: The African-American AlhIete as an Institutional Resource, in THE STATE OF 

BLACK AIVIERICA 85 (Billy J. Tidwell ed., 1994), recommended by Timothy Davis & Tonya Parker, Note, Student-Athlete 

Sexual Violence Against Women: Defining lhe Limits of InslitulionaI Responsibilily, 55 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 55, 63 (1998). 

140 Harry Edwards, The Black Athletes: 20th Century Gladiators for White America, 7 PSYCH. TODAY 43 (1973), 

recommended by Alfred Dennis Mathewson, Grooming Crossovers, 4 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 225,273-74(2001); HARRY 

EDWARDS, THE SOClOLOe~: OF SPOR’r (1973), recommended in Kenneth L. Shropshire, Merit, 01’ Boy Net~,orks, and 

the Black-Bottomed Pyramid, 47 HASTINC, S L.J. 455, 470-71 (1996) as well at Kenneth L. Shropshire, Diversity, Racism, 

and Pr@ssional Sports Franchise Ownership: Change Must Come from Within, 67 U. COLO. L. REV. 4, 48 (1996); Harry 

Edwards, The End of the "Golden Age" of Bla& Sports Participation?, 38 S. TEX. L. RE’~: 1007 (1997), recommended by 

Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Volunleer Discrimination, 40 U.C. DAvis L. REV. 1895, 1902 (2007), and Estelle T. Lau, Can 

Money Whiten? Exploring Race Practice in Colonial Venezuela and Its Implications for Contemporary Race Discourse, 3 

MICH. J. RACE & L. 417, 467(1998). 

141 Harry Edwards, The Black "Dumb Jock:"An American Sports Tragedy, 131 C. BOARD REX: 8, 9 (1984), recommended 

by Timothy Davis, Intercollegiate Athletics: Competing Models and Cor{flicting Realities, 25 RUT(;ERS L. J. 269, 280 (1994). 

142 Harry Edwards, Sociology of Sport (1973), recommended by Jeffrey A. Williams, Flagrant Foul: Racism in "The 

Ron Arrest Fight", 13 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 55, ~Ol (2005). 

143 Harry Edwards. The Collegiale Arms Race: Origins and Implications of lhe "Rule 48" Controversy, 8 J. SPORT & Soc. 

ISSUES 4 (1984), recommended by Earl C. Dudley, Jr. & George Rutherglen, Ironies, Inconsistencies, and Intercollegiate 

Athletics: Tille IX, Title VII, and Statistical Evidence qf Discrimination, 1 VA. J. SPORTS & LAW 17, 231 (1999). 

144 Harry Edwards, Sociology of Sport (1973), recommended by Richard L. Kaplan, b~tercollegiate Athletics and the 

Unrelated Business Income Tax, 80 COLUM. L. REV. 1430, 1469 (1980). 

145 Harry Edwards, The End of the ’Golden Age’ of Black Sports Participation?, 38 S. TEX. L. REX,. 1007 (1997), 

recommended by Estelle T. Lau, Can Money Whiten? Exploring Race Practice in Colonial Venezuela and Its Implications 

for Contemporary Race Discourse, 3 MICH. J. RACE & L. 417, 467(1998). 
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Chapter 4- 
Denied, Deferred, and Deprived: 

The Economic Dream of the Black Male Athlete 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

T he protest movement of the 1960s for many black Americans was symbolized by the struggle of 

the black athlete. Dr. Harry Edwards, a visionary beyond measure, began to effect change in this 
multi-billion dollar sport industry at the grassroots level--interaction with the athlete-student on uni- 

versity campuses. His pioneering efforts to educate, mobilize, and construct a revolt against racism and 
discrimination led to international media attention on the possibilities of the empowerment of black 

athletes. The Black athlete was so influenced by Dr. Edwards’s dynamic personality, communication 

style, and purposeful agenda that many for the first time stood face to face with the system to demand 
change and empowerment. This courage to confront, led by this bold academic during dangerous and 
turbulent times in U.S. history, has become the foundation for the current athlete-student’s spirit to 

assemble and activate similar protests against those same forces. 
Unfortunately, this desire to become a recipient of the riches of the sport industry has yet to be real- 

ized by the black male athlete. In the intercollegiate athletic arena, the governing body is the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). This legislative body, comprised of member institutions and 
their representatives and their self-seeking media partners, control the billions of dollars that are gener- 
ated by college sport. Few would argue that today’s college athlete, in particular in football and men’s 

basketball, is commercialized to the extent that their role as a student is marginal at best. The black 
male college athlete remains exploited in this capitalistic system as he is often branded as a laborer for 
the interests of the NCAA. At some big-time college athletic campuses, there is little concern for real 

academic success, character development, and long-term career planning for the black at-risk student. 
Where is the money and who has the control? Educational Foundations exist at universities to fund 
the athlete’s participation in college sport. In essence, donors buy the athlete for a price. Stadiums are 

being constructed and renovated for millions of dollars in a recessionary economy. Academic depart- 
ment budgets dwarf the money spent by athletic recruiting dollars. The leaders at many prestigious 
universities approve multi-million dollar salaries to head coaches. And, most sadly, the most critical 

and sole obiective for many athletic administrators and coaches is only the eligibility of the athlete. The 
bedrock of big-time college sport, the black athlete, is left out of economic considerations. Discussions 
that generate new thought and leadership models to more fairly distribute the wealth to the athlete 
are often dismissed. The financial windfall of this most comfortable sport model remains focused on 

revenue-generating mechanisms for those in power. Dr. Edwards~ rebellious determination is as neces- 

sary today as it was over 40 years ago. 
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Introduction 

The black athlete in America is faced with a dilemma. While pursuing his athletic dream at the in- 

tercollegiate and professional levels of sport, the black athlete remains powerless to reap the majority 

of the financial windfall derived from his labor. Should he go on strike, forfeit his small piece of the 
current financial pie, and demonstrate his power to influence the multi-billion dollar sport industry? 
Or should he just continue to compete and utilize the existing political structures to effect change? This 

unfortunate dynamic for the black athlete is not new in the historical documentation of sport in the 
United States. Scholars, coaches, administrators, sport franchise owners, fans, and athletes have spoken 

loudly and often regarding this seemingly inequitable paradigm. However, the brilliance of Dr. Harry 

Edwards in 1968 ignited the spark to invoke a revolution of thought towards the treatment of the black 
athlete. Edwards’s call for social justice in the seemingly impenetrable sport business captivated the 
heart and soul of athletes and observers from across the world. Today, many observers still watch and 

ponder when the black athlete will be given a bigger key to the economic engine that drives this popular 
American pastime. Leaders will continue to be asked to demonstrate their moral and business acumen 

to address this longstanding impasse. 

The United States of America is guided by a democracy and capitalistic economy. Although this 
self-governing system has numerous operating socialistic agencies, the primary business driver is for 
individual owners to create and retain wealth through the employment of its labor force. The prole- 

tariat or working class is subject to the management and operations of the proprietor and his company. 
Historically, this arrangement has proved very useful and satisfactory for most Americans over time. 
There has been only one U.S. civil war and most political, financial, and economic upheavals have 

been addressed through legitimate business and political mechanisms. Most citizens are content with 
the American business efficiency, its distribution of wealth, and continue to support the government 
through the payment of taxes and participation in the voting process. Not surprisingly though, there are 

Americans, often persons of color, who feel neglected and left out of the American dream. Quite pos- 
sibly the scars of injustice resulting from the peculiar institution has left them on the outside looking in 
at a system that continues to favor those who have benefitted from illegal gains. The question of"where’s 

mine?" persists for the disenfranchised and ostensibly lost communities. 
The black athlete is a beacon for these communities. For many the journey to success included a 

commitment to overcome inadequate facilities, lack of proper equipment, and misguided training. 
At the professional level of competition and applying the capitalism model, the owner has researched 
and calculated the optimal pay for his labor--the athlete. His business objective is clear--to minimize 

expenses and maximize profits. There is no allowance for special privilege or discount transactions. In 
order to grow the franchise and to stay in business, the owner must remain dedicated to fundamental 
economic principles. Thus, the black athlete can only be hopeful that there is fairness in negotiation. 

With few exceptions over the years and regardless of the sport in which the black athlete participates, 
dominates, and promotes, he remains a plebe and member of the working class. And although the 
black athlete labor pool greatly defines and directs the profitability of the organization, the owner 

alone is responsible for the overall business management. And the management does not respond to 
the needs, desires, and whims of the employee but rather the best interests of the firm. This essential 
code and belief is the core of the black athlete’s charge against the lack of real economic participation. 
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NCAA--Revenue and Distribution System 

At the intercollegiate level of sport, the black athlete that Dr. Edwards was most concerned about in his 

efforts to revolutionize is under the primary governance of the National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA). The NCAA is comprised of over 1200 member institutions operating in three Divisions - I, II, 

and III. This structure affords the colleges and universities the ability to compete and self-govern with 

like-minded and directed peer institutions. The capitalistic nature of the NCAA is to develop, manage, 

and advertise its product such that revenue generation is maximized to sustain the operations of the 

non-profit organization. Revenues generated by championship competition, licensing, and television 

contracts is distributed back to the member institutions. 

NCAA Revenue Distribution Totals (NCAA 2008-2009) 

BASKETBALL FUND 

GRANT-IN-AID 

SPORT SPONSORSHIP 

STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUND 

$154,721,016 40% 

$103,146,741 27% 

$51,573,007 13% 

$48,774,059 13% 

ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT S20,604,540 5% 

CONFERENCE GRANT $7,467,001 2% 

Big-time sports are considered to be members of Division I as many of these universities are state- 
supported universities with enrollments of over 30,000 undergraduate students. Division I members 

must offer at least 14 sports (at least seven for men and seven for women, or six for men and eight 
for women). In addition, the member institutions must sponsor at least two team sports (for example, 

football, basketball or volleyball) for each gender (NCAA Differences, 2010). To maintain parity and 

adherence to the original mission of fair play, the organization requires that programs play a minimum 
number of contests against Division I opponents. There are subdivisions within Division I based on the 
particular interest of the institution’s football program. The Football Bowl Subdivision has 120 mem- 

bers and does not have a postseason playoff system. (The Football Championship Subdivision has 118 
members and their championship is determined through a playoff. The other remaining 97 Division I 
members do not offer a football program.) The teams that are eligible for postseason play are given in- 

vitations to play in a college football bowl. This bowl structure is under much scrutiny by fans, coaches, 
academicians, and politicians. The amount of money that is generated by this system calls into question 
the legitimacy, fairness, and accountability of the football Division I model. 

Does the black athlete participate in the NCAA multi-million dollar economic windfall? Yes. 

The question is whether or not this compensation truly" reflects his value. The annual budget for all 
NCAA intercollegiate athletics programs combined is approximately $10.5 billion dollars (NCAA 

Commercialism, 2010). The initial engagement with the athlete-student is made with the signing of a let- 
ter of intent to participate in Division I athletics. All incoming NCAA athlete-students must be certified 
as an amateur athlete-student. This contract is often misunderstood as players oftentimes believe that 

they have agreed to a four-year agreement for athletic competition at a particular school. In addition, 
the athlete-student cannot generally leave from this commitment without losing a year of eligibility. In 
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reality, the scholarship is one-year renewable and many coaches have used this stipulation to remove 

those they deem to be invaluable or ineffective from the roster. The timeliness of that removal has been 
most damaging to athlete-students as they can be left with little time to properly prepare for transfer to 
another institution or other opportunities. As Bill Rhoden states, "The black athlete learns early on that 

the best way to continue ... is to accept the power structure as it is" (Rhoden, 2006, p. 194). With the 
increasing pressure on coaches to improve attendance at games, to gain more victories, and recruit the 
best players, the demand to cut corners and put the best interests of the athlete-students aside increases. 

Member Institution Structure 

Dr. Edwards spoke of the lack of black athletic administrators to guard and protect the interests of the 
black athlete. The intercollegiate athletic department is managed by an athletic director that more often 
does not have maW persons of color in the senior level of administration (Woods, 2007). The black 

athlete seeking a non-coach role model or mentor may have to look outside of athletics for this support. 
Moreover, the pay disparity in athletics usually centers on the exorbitant salaries of the head coaches 
of men’s basketball and football. The athletic director’s salary can dwarf the pay of their revenue sport 

coaches by millions. The university administrators and athletic directors surprisingly continue to pay 
the contrived market rate for these men to coach these high-pressure sports. (See Appendix A--NCAA 
Coaches Salaries) The black athlete stands on the sidelines waiting for his share of the financial bonus. 

The compensation (also known as the grant-in-aid or scholarship) provided to the athlete-student is 
often funded by the Education Foundation. These non-profit organizations serve as a strategic partner to 

Largest 2009 NCAA Division I College Annual Athletic Budgets 

Texas $143,555,354 

2 Alabama $129,300,689 

3 Ohio State $123,174,176 

4 Florida $116,515,907 

5 LSU $I 09,941,869 

6 Michigan $106,666,191 

7 Penn State $106,614,724 

8 Tennessee $100,730,439 

9 Wisconsin $93,901,820 

I0 Auburn $92,594,273 

Source: All data comes from the U.S. 

Department of Education Office of Postsecondary 
Education (Eqtdty in Athletics). 
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athletic departments as they are the athletic fundraising arm for scholarships, supplements to coaches’ 

salaries, and capital projects. Financial aid is awarded to athlete-students in various amounts, ranging 
from full scholarships (including tuition, fees, room, board, and books) to small awards that might 
provide only course-required books. Such partial awards are known as "equivalencies." Some Division 

I sports (including Football Bowl Subdivision football and basketball) do not permit equivalencies 
(NCAA, 2010). The relationship between the athletic department and its foundation is critical to the 

financial operation of every college sport program. Funding from the state or university is limited 

(especially during these recessionary times) and the need to secure individual donations is essential 
for success. MaW big-time universities now have operating athletic department budgets that are multi- 
million dollar enterprises. 

The attempt to administer a broad-based sport program, i.e., winning football and men’s basketball 
teams plus an additional 12 to 26 non-revenue sports, has led to the consideration of a reduction of 

sports teams. Many athletic directors are now faced with the difficult decision of removing traditional 

sports such as wrestling and cross-country to accommodate the pressures of playing big-time sports. 
Division I men’s basketball and football programs that seek to expand and offer more lavish facilities and 
equipment require larger budgets to fund their programs. Consequentl}; the need to increase fundrais- 

ing through the Education Foundation becomes more and more challenging each year. This pressure 
may be transferred to the black athlete as his disproportionate participation on the men’s basketball 
and football team becomes more apparent. Fans, donors, faculty; administrators, and staff all desire for 

these particular teams to win early and often. This success will help to justify the ongoing marketing and 
financial support of the entire broad-based sports program. 

The leadership of each intercollegiate sport team mirrors that of the athletic department senior staff 

at most colleges. Of the 335 members of Division I, there are only nine black athletic directors and 
fifteen head coaches in the Football Bowl SubdMsion (Lapchick, 2010). There are a number of factors 

that can be attributed to the current uneasiness regarding big-time college sport. The racial makeup of 

leadership, the millions of dollars generated each year, and academic support of athlete-students all can 
be viewed as major contributing concerns. Dr. Edwards cried out against the injustice of "white athletic 

establishments" as they dupe and swindle the black athlete from their rightful educational experience 
(Edwards, 1970). Regardless of prior academic achievement and socioeconomic backgrounds, black 
athletes are admitted to universities to successfully compete in their sport and to earn a college degree. 

Many universities have become factories for athletic pursuits and place no real value on the education 
and necessary support system to ensure their success outside of the playing field. The clustering of black 
athletes towards easy majors and "Mickey Mouse" courses was an alarm addressed by Dr. Edwards and 

it remains a concern today. All attention is focused on the money in college sport, yet the athlete-student 
receives no direct compensation while those around him bask in skx and seven figure salaries and the 
representative trinkets of wealth. Will the scholarship continue to suffice as payment for his blood, 

sweat, and tears? Is it of no surprise to find the increasing number of big-time black athlete-students in 
violation of the NCAA rules regarding agent and booster contact? The money that is generated from in- 
tercollegiate sport through television, ticket sales, and licensing is very lucrative and the athlete-student 

certainly understands this dynamic. 
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Key Definitions 

The economic engine of intercollegiate sport is challenged because of the incongruence of amateurism 
and professionalism that operates simultaneously in this athletic model. The following terms are defined 
to further explain the dissonance: 

Exploitation - The black athlete is often considered the most obvious example of the negative 
nature of the capitalistic system in intercollegiate athletics. The Law of Scarcity in economics states 

that there is a finite amount of resources and services available to satisfy individual desire. If the 
athletic department (or owner) objective is to win and earn a profit with the least amount of 
expense, there are strategic decisions that must be made to accomplish those goals. That is, it 

would be most beneficial to operate the department cost-effectively to maximize earnings. The 
athletic scholarship can be viewed as a working contract for the athlete-student or laborer. The 
notion that the educational experience precludes salaried compensation is often the defense used 

by those seeking to maintain the power structure. Arguably, the scholarship is a form of economic 
exploitation as the wage is below poverty level for athlete-students who directly produce millions 
of dollars for their universities (Byers, 1995, Hawkins, 2010, Sage, 1998). 

Commercialization - The NCAA generates millions of dollars each year to further its mission of 
providing fair play and safe athletic competition. The growth in interest of intercollegiate men’s 
basketball and football has attracted big business as there is an attempt to gain economic benefit 

off of its popularity. Television rights contracts, sophisticated marketing, and global travel have all 
led to a professionalized nature of these amateur games. Big-time Division I programs derive 60 
to 80 percent of their revenue from commercial sources (CBO, 2009). It is no longer young men 

competing for a trophy but rather glorified pageantry filled with excess and overkill. The NCAA’s 
Division I men’s basketball playoff (also known as March Madness), has become larger than life as 
American society appears to be at a standstill as society watches this hotly contested competition. 
Branding - Aaker (1991) defines a brand as a "distinguishing name and/or symbol intended to 

identify" the goods or services of either one seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those 
goods or services from those of competitors" (p. 7). The black athlete is branded such that he is 
perceived as an athlete at all times. When he participates in his sport--he is an athlete. When he 
attends class--he is an athlete. When he socializes--he is an athlete. The black athlete can never be 

void of this brand. This form of stereotyping, objectification, or branding can be another power- 
ful barrier to academic achievement. Steele (1997) suggests that the societal pressure placed on 
African American students greatly affects their ability to identify with their academic institutions 
and its subdomains. This identification is critical to academic success and if one is branded or 

stereotyped then there is an increased probability of low academic performance and failure. 
’Arms-Race" in Facilities - With the commercialization of college sport, there has been increasing 

attempts by public institutions to have "bigger and better" facilities and equipment for sports teams. 

With very few exceptions, football is king in college sport as the money from ticket sales in large 
stadiums funds the majority of an athletic department’s revenue (Sylwester and Witosky, 2004). 

Michigan Stadium is an example of the continued expansion of sport facilities as it now seats over 
107,000 spectators. It is said that the University of Nebraska’s football stadium in Lincoln is the most 
heavily populated location in the state on Saturday afternoons during a home football game. Sadly, 
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the plans for development and renovation continue even during recessionary times. This absurdity 

has created an outcry from many academicians and politicians as more people question the tax status 
and favorability of universities appearing to circumvent or disregard their non-profit status. 

f~euenue Generation in College Sport 

The athlete-student is the foundation of intercollegiate sport. Their competition has created interest and 
generated millions of dollars of revenue for corporations. The source of money for intercollegiate sport 

primarily rests with media or broadcast partners, gate receipts, and licensing. Although the athletic depart- 
ments do not pay overhead to universities, they do have expenses which require funding each year. The 
department must pay for game management including personnel, security, law enforcement, cleanup, re- 

pairs (Fort, 2006). Thus, the need for university and corporate support is critical to success. Unfortunately, 
the institutional support is dwindling as state governments are increasingly confronted with economic 
challenges that limit their ability to fund university budgetary needs. (Private institutions also continue to 

face fundraising challenges as they solicit donations from corporations and individual donors.) 
Media or broadcast companies have become one of the key financial drivers for the NCAA and its 

member institutions. In intercollegiate sport, conferences negotiate contracts with television partners 

under a three-tier broadcast rights structure. This format allows for the optimal economic positioning as 
there is more competition on the supply side of sports programming. That is, the media providers have 

Television Deals for Major NCAA Division I Conferences 

CONFERENCE NETWORK CABLE CONFERENCE NETWORK 

SEC 

BIG TEN 

ACC 

PAC-10 

CBS-15 YRS., 

$825M 

(THROUGH 2023-- 

24) 

CBS-IO YRS., 

520M (MBB 

THROUGH 2018- 

19) 

FOX SPORTS NET 

(FB)-5 YRS., 

$97M 

(THROUGH 2011- 

2012) 

ESPN-15 YRS., 

$2.25M (THROUGH 

2023-24) 

ABCiESPN-10 YRS., 

51B (THROUGH 

2016) 

ABCiESPN-12 YRS., 

51.6B (THROUGH 

2022-23) 

BIG TEN NETWORK-25 

YRS., $2.8B (THROUGH 

2031 --32) 

ABC!ESPN (FB)-5 

YRS., $125M 

ABCiESPN (MBB)-6 

YRS., $52.5M 

(THROUGH 2011-- 

2012) 

ABCiESPN-6 YRS., 

$200M (THROUGH 

2012-2013) 

ACC/RAYCOM SPORTS- 

UNDISCLOSED; 

SUBLICENSING WITH 

ESPN $50M) 

Big East 

Source: Sports Business burnaI 
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NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament Network TV Advertising Revenue by Year Growth Estimates 

Year Total Ad Spend ($ Millions) 

2000 310 
2001 310 
2002 348 
2003 362 
2004 436 
2005 468 

2006 497 

Total2,731 

Source: TbZS Media Intelligence 

Top 10 NCAA March Madness 2009 Conference Revenue Recipients 

B ig East 523,000,000 

Atlantic Coast 518,200,000 

Big 12 517,100,000 

Big 10 515,300,000 

Southeastern 515,100,000 

Pac 10 514,700,000 

Conference USA 58,400,000 

Atlantic 10 56,400,000 

Mountain West 54,000,000 

Sun Belt 53,600,000 

Note: The revenue is distributed to each conference based on the performance of that con~rence’s teams over the previous six 

years in the NCAA tournament. (NCAA Distribution Reports) 

other conferences and independent universities (e.g., Notre Dame) to confer and negotiate a contract. 
These contracts are very lucrative and allow universities to plan and budget years in advance due to the 

guarantee of funding. The current television contract for the NCAA men’s basketball tournament is 
nearly $11 billion for 14 years with CBS and Turner Sports. 

Broadcast partners need to sell advertisement space and, hence, there is an increase in strategic 
marketing to its core sport fan base. Although college athletes can’t be compensated when appearing in 
commercial advertisements, black athletes are often showcased to television and print media audiences 

to generate interest and attendance. Dr. Edwards notes the tendency of colleges to exploit the black 
athlete for his athletic prowess and marketability when necessary and then to relegate him to the locker 
room when it appears that he is no longer an agent of revenue production (Edwards, 1970). 

This same economic exploitation occurs in the marketing and sales of licensed products. Universities 
generate over $3 billion per year in licensing fees (Collegiate Licensing Company, 2007). Sport licensed 
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products include sport memorabilia, trading cards, and apparel. The market for licensed products is 

produced from the success of the sport program or individual athlete. The fans enjoy supporting their 
favorite college team and spend on average $35 per game on a football ticket at a big-time Division I game. 
Thus, colleges generate thousands of dollars on game day from gate receipts which further fuels the "arms- 

race" of facilities to build larger arenas and stadiums to capture this revenue. The athleticism, personality; 
and success of the athlete ignite a marketing machine to build publicity around his fame. Marketing 
athletes (e.g., Heisman campaigns) to influence the voting press and members for high ranking and sport 

awards have become the norm. Utilizing new media (e.g., digital video, images, webcasts, podcasts, and e- 
auctions), the athletic department is able to secure another funding source from his likeness. The athlete, 
through marketing and promotions by the owner or employer, has become larger than life. 

Power and Economic Influence 

Dr. Edwards called for a revolt by the black athlete in 1968 due to unfair working conditions and economic 
injustice. If the laws of the United States and the regulations of the NCAA serve to protect its citizens and 

members and there are still claims of bias and discrimination, who really has the power and economic 
influence to instill integrity, fairness, and a more just distribution of revenue to the athlete-student? 

Is it corporations who control the college sport enterprise? Their dollars generate millions for broad- 
cast sponsors who bid on the television and media contracts. Without their financial investment would 

big-time college sport exist? Through naming rights of stadiums and sponsorship of postseason bowls, 
corporations have become the biggest attraction in college sport (Fort, 2006). The corporate investment 

yields exposure and the opportunity to execute various activation strategies to increase their association 
with this profit-generating business. Media partners and corporations are cooperative partners as they 
establish and maintain dominance in the strategic marketing of college sport. 

The NCAA member institutions must protect their power by acting in their own best interest to work 
together to eliminate rivals and competition. For example, there has been continued defiance around ef- 
forts to create a college football national championship for the Division I Football Bowl Subdivision. The 
NCA,qs deliberate efforts to eliminate the AIAW and NIT as competitors has been well-documented 

by college sport scholars. The NCAA is governed by its rnember institutions who have endowed the 
power to the university presidents and its faculty athletic representatives. These persons vote to protect 

geographical territory, status quo (as necessary), and the revenue-sharing model. Can the NCAA be- 
havior be considered a monopoly or cartel? The money earned provides for more than adequate salaries 
for all parties--sport announcers, athletic directors, team doctors, coaches--except the athlete-student. 

The athlete-student accepts the scholarship and is not allowed to receive most types of gifts. The laws 
of supply and demand do not operate in this context. However, the athletic department will use these 
same laws to dictate pricing for tickets. Considerations of willingness to pay, buyers’ surpluses, and price 

elasticity are significant factors when calculating shifting demand cycles of fans (Fort, 2006). Yet again, 
the financial influence commands the focus of the athletic department’s mission. 

The donors can certainly make an argument for their ownership of the college sport enterprise. As 

they provide the funding for athletic scholarships, their voice must be heard in the majority of athletic 
decisions with the exception of the coach’s game plan. Are donors willing to pay for suites and stadium 
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upgrades? Will they like the new uniforms? Do they plan on traveling to the Bahamas if there is a tour- 

nament scheduled in that country over the holidays? The annual giving fund and special sport-specific 
funds help to pay for the day-to-day operations of the athlete’s experience. The black athlete can look no 
further than the financial achievement of the Educational Foundation to determine the commitment of 

the university to athletic success. In addition, this fundraising achievement will also dictate the power 
of its organization. 

Professional Sport 

Dr. Edwards also drew attention to the predicament of the black professional athlete. The characteristics 

of industry that exist in the professional sport business are the exchange of goods, division of labor, job 
satisfaction, unions, strikes, depreciation, tax concessions, operating revenues, bonuses, and marketing 

(McPherson, Curtis, and Loy, 1989). The black athlete certainly transfers from franchise to franchise, 
joins unions, appears happy, does strike when necessary, loses value as he ages, and receives bonuses. 
Professional teams transfer players, keep a division of labor such as owners, management, players, and 

staff, generate revenue and expense, and use marketing and sponsorship as a tax advantage. Thus, the 
work environment of professional sport mirrors that of business. Furthermore, the commercialization 

of professional sport has been a positive and negative fiactor for the black athlete. Coakley (1994) noted 

that the basic structure of professional sport has not changed with the increase in commercialization 
and financial investment. (Changes do include television requirements to speed up play or to prevent 
boredom and the increase in commercials to advertise products.) Black athletes who are able to secure 

lucrative contracts are able to further parlay their athletic success or potential to garner marketing agree- 
ments for additional compensation. As Dr. Harry Edwards portended, the danger of this branding is that 
the black athlete becomes portrayed as a superhuman and animalistic to the extent that he is more than 

an exceptional athlete. He has all the coolness of the street life and vernacular to stay hip and connected. 
This stereotype now lends itself to the business market; the black athlete is marketable and a proven 
commodity for middle class and corporate America. This commodification manifests and appears as a 

non-threatening black male that is now acceptable in U.S. households. It becomes what bell hooks calls 
"a conservative appropriation of specific aspects of underclass black life, whose reality is dehumanized 

via a process of commodification"(hooks, 1994). Wall Street is now able to package and generate revenue 

off of the black athlete without losing a firm foothold on the economic or political model that stifles 
the true empowerment of the players. However, there is a storm brewing in professional sports. This 
truly capitalistic model is being challenged at the same time as all four of the major professional sport 

leagues in America, the National Basketball Association (NBA), the National Hockey League (NHL), 
the National Football League (NFL), and Major League Baseball (MLB) are in negotiation with their 
players for a new contract. 

Collective Bargaining Agreements 

For the first time in sport history, all four unions have their collective bargaining agreements expir- 

ing in 2011 (SportsBusiness Journal, 2009). The commissioner and league owners are demanding more 
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of the revenues by way of salary cap changes. The players suggest more financial transparency and 

increased dollars due to short careers, previous unfair agreements, and increased television revenues. 
There are accusations on both sides regarding the effects of the down economy and few believe that all 
four leagues will be in full operation in 2011. The black athlete, not so much for the NHL and MLB, 

faces a considerable threat as only moderately competitive markets are available for their talents. These 
limited markets exist primarily in Europe for the NBA and Canada for the NFL. Many suggest that the 
NFL owners will eventually win out in their negotiation as they have already received guaranteed money 

from television contracts and secured insurance to protect the league for the upcoming season. Due to 
privacy laws and the protection of financial management records, the owners will be hard pressed to 
release information that could possibly assist the union and players. As business owners, they are right- 

fully aiming to maximize profit and minimize expense. As long as there is an absence of a significant 
number of black owners in professional sport and the appearance of unfair working conditions, there 
will always be claims of racism and uniust employment negotiations. (Note: Former NBA Hall-of-Fame 
player, Michael Jordan, is the new majority owner of the Charlotte Bobcats as he replaced the first black 

owner of the NBA, Robert Johnson, in March of 2010.) Although compensation has improved drasti- 
cally since the 1960s, labor relations continue to be dangerous waters for the professional black athlete. 

Dr. Edwards’s consistent voice of unification and collective action is as necessary today as yesterday. 

Solutions and Considerations-Dr. Edu~ards Reuisited 

Dr. Edwards’s discontent with the state of the black athlete led to a rebellion and boycott at the 1968 

Olympics in Mexico City and a revolt by many students and supporters on college campuses (Edwards, 
1970). The protests clearly reflected a rejection of the lack of economic and political power for the 
black athlete. Dr. Edwards was able to galvanize support against the lack of attention to the numerous 

injustices and discrimination occurring throughout the United States. Economic stakes are as high as 
ever and the black athlete continues to gain more publicity in his sport and disproportionately less 
compensation. 

The author suggests the immediate implementation of the following solutions to address the quan- 
dary of the black athlete: 

1. New Leadership Thought - Currently, transformational leadership theory is often named as the 
most positive leadership style to best guide and direct organizations. The four factors of a 
transformational leader are charisma, inspiration, intellectual stimulation, and individualized 
consideration (Banerji and Krishman, 2000, ~ 13). These characteristics help shape the leader into 
one who is both influential and caring. The primary objective of the transformational leader is to 
accomplish the goal with the consideration of team input and team dynamics. This theory is helpful 
but not complete in the care and management of the black athlete. Transformational leadership 
does not necessarily address the need for the accommodation of special groups and underserved 
populations. The black athlete is in a precarious position in the sport industry. He is a necessary 
product in a labor market and has limited control over his financial destiny. Today’s sport leader 
needs to become a transformational pathfinder to best address the welfare of black athletes and their 
respective organizations. The transformational pathfinder will seek to identify and explore the best 
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course of action to attend to the unique needs of this population. The pathfinder will provide the 
black athlete a voice without retribution. The pathfinder will consider the economic disparity and 
work together to implement fairness and resolution. This balance of leadership requires 
concentration on the needs of the group without taking advantage of the significant few. In 
summary, this leadership style will require a strategic balance between perceived favoritism and 
privilege over optimal organizational efficiency and team chemistry. 

2. Academic and Professional Development Support System - Through observation, the "cookie 
cutter" approach to the assistance of the black athlete-student is pervasive in college sport and 
appears to be ineffective. When providing support services, treating all athlete-students the same by 
ignoring their socio-economic background, parental and familial structure, geographic location, 
cultural expression, and financial resources is a blueprint for disaster. This environment can be very 
uncomfortable for the black athlete and limiting to the attainment of his college degree. If the 
support system does not address his professional development, the black athlete-student must learn 
to navigate his own way by identifying mentors and critical academic resources. Many times the 
demands of the sport (also kmown as the "super-sizing" of college athletics) do not allow or 
encourage his attention to this important aspect of growth as a college student. The result of this 
lack of deliberate consideration can be seen in the increasing number of former college players who 
are unemployed and without college degrees. Universities should establish formal mentoring 
programs, mandatory internships, tailored career workshops, and character-building sessions to 
assist the black athlete as he transitions to life after sport. Involvement by black faculty and staff 
members is most valuable as the black athlete learns that the community extends beyond the 
athletic department and his coaches. 

3. Economic Consideration and Equality - The black athlete is a key component of American sport. 
This multi-billion dollar sport industry is supported by education, government, and business 
enterprise. Arguments can be made for the payment of intercollegiate athlete-students to further 
compensate them for their participation in the financial boon. Perhaps, it is appropriate for the 
athlete-student to be paid after their eligibility is completed. By placing a percentage of NCAA 
revenues into a trust for their future, the athlete-student would feel less taken advantage of by the 
system. Another recommendation to improve the financial situation for athlete-students is to 
change the grant-in-aid structure to four years instead of the current one-year scholarship. The 
athlete-student would then be able to take absolute comfort in the full commitment by the 
university to their graduation. 

Professional athletes also feel that their share of revenues is not sufficient based on the owners’ stated 

profits. Many question the capability of the owner to continue to build and renovate stadiums while 
concurrently demanding a smaller allocation of earnings to the players. The lack of access to the owner’s 
fiscal documents suggests that there is collective effort to keep the players unaware of the true financial 

picture. Until there is transparency in the owners’ financial records, it will be very difficult to prove 
that the players are not being treated fairly. Their only resort may be to go on strike or play in another 

country’s professional league, if available. 
There has been a long history of attempts to bribe and influence the black athlete. As Dr. Edwards 

waged a war against the economic injustice committed against the black athlete, he himself was offered 
no less than "one-hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars if I would publicly reverse my stand toward 

athletics in general in America and on Afro-American participation in the Olympics in particular" 
(Edwards, 1970, p. 121). His dedication to the freedom of the black athlete cost him time and money as 
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he sacrificed his standing as a respected academic and sociologist. Dr. Edwards earnestly believed that 

the money involved in the sport business should be distributed such that the black athlete would no lon- 
ger be considered the modern slave. The NCAA has not been a friend of the black athlete but rather an 
instrument, along with each member institution and administrator who perpetuated the falsehoods, to 

use his talents to create profit. Dr. Edwards believed that the organization was morally bankrupt. Today, 
this activist and his approach would find many similar issues worthy of protest. The amount of dollars 
invested in intercollegiate sport has only increased over the past 40 years and the advent of technology 

has only extended the global marketing of the black athlete. Although the NCAA has adopted strategies 
to hear the concerns of athlete-students, hired black administrators and coaches, and created a Diversity 
and Inclusion Office, the need for an independent voice remains. Dr. Edwards’s call for a federation for 

the black athlete to protect himself and his interests is still very viable. His brilliance and leadership is 
made visible as he predicted the current state of the American sport industry. Edwards thought that in 
the future some black athletes would live in fear or "accept bribes and the token jobs in exchange for 

their promises to endorse the status quo or to stand silent as humiliation and injustice continue to be 
heaped upon Black people" (Edwards, 1970, p. 124). The world still waits for the black athlete to wake 
up and seize control of his economic reward. 
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Appendix A - Coaches Salaries 
USA Today - National Sports Law Institute 

2010 NCAA Division I Football Coaches’ Salary Database 

SCHOOL CONF 

Alabama SEC 

Texas B 12 

Oklahoma B12 

Florida SEC 

LSU SEC 

Ohio State B10 

Iowa B10 

Wake Forest ACC 

Georgia SEC 

Arkansas SEC 

Missouri B12 

Michigan B10 

Mississippi SEC 

Oregon PAC 

California PAC 

Georgia Tech ACC 

Southern Methodist CUS 

Virginia Tech ACC 

Ten nessee SEC 

Auburn SEC 

Kansas B12 

Nebraska B12 

Maryland ACC 

South Carolina SEC 

Rutgers BE 

Oklahoma State B12 

Kansas State B12 

Washington PAC 

Florida State ACC 

Texas A B12 

Michigan State B10 

Wisconsin B10 

Virginia ACC 

NON- 
U N IV-                TOTAL 

HEAD COACH UNIV 
BASED PAY 

BASED 

Nick Saban 5,166,666 830,683 5,997,349 

Mack Brown 5,100,000 61,500 5,161,500 

Bob Stoops 4,275,000 100,000 4,375,000 

Urban Meyer 4,010,000 0 4,010,000 

Les Miles 3,751,000 154,000 3,905,000 

Jim Tresse[ 3,512,000 376,389 3,888,389 

Kirk Ferentz 3,775,000 6,000 3,781,000 

Jim Grobe 2,939,475 0 2,939,475 

Mark Richt 2,811,340 126,400 2,937,740 

Bobby Petrino 2,700,000 13,000 2,713,000 

Gary Pinkel 2,550,000 0 2,550,000 

Rich Rodriguez 2,515,180 10,100 2,525,280 

Houston Nutt 2,500,000 9,000 2,509,000 

Chip Kelly 2,400,000 0 2,400,000 

JeffTedford 2,300,000 5,000 2,305,000 

Paul Johnson 2,300,000 0 2,300,000 

June Jones 2,142,056 0 2,142,056 

FrankBeamer 2,043,000 85,000 2,128,000 

Derek Dooley 2,118,391 3,000 2,121,391 

Gene Chizik 2,100,000 3,500 2,103,500 

Turner Gill 2,100,000 1,200 2,101,200 

Bo Pelini 2,100,000 0 2,100,000 

Ralph Friedgen 2,036,306 7,000 2,043,306 

Steve Spurrier 2,000,000 32,500 2,032,500 

Greg Schiano 1,895,000 105,932 2,000,932 

MikeGundy 1,925,000 0 1,925,000 

Bill Snyder 1,875,000 0 1,875,000 

Steve Sarkisian 1,850,004 0 1,850,004 

Jimbo Fisher 1,800,000 3,500 1,803,500 

Mike Sherman 1,800,000 1,000 1,801,000 

MarkDantonio 1,796,700 0 1,796,700 

Bret Bielema 1,700,000 81,759 1,781,759 

Mike London 1,780,000 0 1,780,000 
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MAX, 

BONUS 

700,000 

850,000 

819,500 

575,000 

400,000 

450,000 

1,750,000 

0 

600,000 

475,000 

850,000 

300,000 

0 

885,000 

265,000 

1,125,000 

0 

407,500 

475,000 

1,500,000 

419,158 

550,000 

737,232 

1,000,000 

630,000 

500,000 

455,000 

1,500,000 

675,000 

350,000 

660,000 

350,000 

715,000 

Representati0ns1181 



Michigan State BI0 Mark Dantonio 1,796,700 0 1,796,700 660,000 

Wisconsin BI0 Bret Bielema 1,700,000 81,759 1,781,759 350,000 

Virginia ACC Mike London 1,780,000 0 1,780,000 715,000 

Clemson ACC Dabo Swinney 1,750,000 18,500 1,768,500 694,791 

North Carolina ACC Butch Davis 1,752,000 0 1,752,000 105,000 

Kentucky SEC Joker Phillips 1,700,000 6,600 1,706,600 1,105,000 

South Florida BE Skip Holtz 1,700,000 0 1,700,000 350,000 

Texas Christian MWC Gary Patterson 1,642,089 0 1,642,089 0 

Louisville BE Chaflie Strong 1,600,000 0 1,600,000 633,333 

Duke ACC David Cutcliffe 1,581,903 0 1,581,903 0 

Connecticut BE Randy Edsall 1,550,000 0 1,550,000 114,583 

North Carolina 
ACC       Tom O’Brien            632,950     887,500 1,520,450      750,000 

State 

Texas Tech B12 Tommy Tuberville 1,500,000 9,000 1,509,000 1,025,000 

illinois B10 Ron Zook 1,505,000 3,500 1,508,500 52,650 

Arizona State PAC Dennis Erickson 1,500,000 3,000 1,503,000 1,800,000 

Boise State WAC Chris Petersen 1,489,053 5,000 1,494,053 145,000 

Colorado B12 Dan Hawkins 1,383,903 8,000 1,391,903 985,444 

Arizona PAC Mike Stoops 1,100,000 285,838 1,385,838 650,000 

Central Florida CUS George O’Leary 1,325,754 0 1,325,754 600,000 

UCLA PAC Rick Neuheisel 1,250,000 26,000 1,276,000 500,000 

Mississippi State SEC Dan Mullen 1,200,000 8,295 1,208,295 0 

Utah MWC Kyle Whittingham 1,175,000 0 1,175,000 485,000 

Hawaii WAC Greg McMackin 1,100,004 13,000 1,113,004 160,000 

Penn State B10 Joe Paterno 1,109,977 0 1,109,977 0 

Cincinnati BE Butch Jones 1,100,000 1,500 1,101,500 320,000 

Oregon State PAC Mike Riley 1,100,000 0 1,100,000 360,000 

Iowa State B12 Paul Rhoads 1,050,000 1,145 1,051,145 1,550,000 

Pittsburgh BE Dave Wannstedt 1,010,873 0 1,010,873 0 

Houston CUS Kevin Sumlin 1,000,000 0 1,000,000 500,000 

Fresno State WAC Pat Hill 952,499 4.6,810 999,309 697,167 

West Virginia BE Bill Stewart 903,000 30,000 933,000 590,000 

Navy IAI Ken Niumatalolo 926,434 0 926,434 null 

Purdue B10 Danny Hope 900,000 0 900,000 637,250 

Baylor B12 Art Briles 878,315 0 878,315 0 

Wyoming MWC Dave Ch ristensen 861,000 0 861,000 260,000 
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Minnesota B10 Tim Brewster 808,000 0 808,000 1,050,000 

Tulsa CUS Todd Graham 804,253 0 804,253 0 

East Carolina CUS Ruffin McNeill 792,241 2,000 794,241 350,000 

New Mexico MWC Mike Locksley 750,000 10,500 760,500 265,000 

Memphis CUS Larry Porter 750,000 0 750,000 190,000 

Air Force MWC Troy Calhoun 725,000 18,500 743,500 580,000 

Southern 
CUS        Larry Fedora            685,000      19,500 704,500       165,000 

Mississippi 

Colorado State MWC Steve Fairchild 700,000 0 700,000 435,000 

San Diego State MWC Brady Hoke 675,000 0 675,000 700,000 

indiana B10 Bill Lynch 650,000 0 650,000 450,000 

Marshal[ CUS Doc Hol[iday 600,000 17,750 617,750 80,000 

Washington State PAC Paul Wulff 600,000 650 600,650 220,000 

Temple IAI AI Golden 513,867 0 513,867 0 

Nevada Las Vegas MWC Bobby Hauck 500,000 2,500 502,500 140,000 

Middle Tennessee 
SBT        Rick Stockst[[I           488,955       2,625 491,580      111,000 

State 

Rice CUS David Bailiff 487,340 0 487,340 0 

Ohio MAC FrankSolich 458,300 2,500 460,800 288,325 

LouisianaTech WAC Sonny Dykes 450,000 0 450,000 310,000 

Nevada WAC Chris Au[t 443,093 0 44.3,093 30,000 

Florida International SBT Mario Cristobal 437,382 0 437,382 50,000 

Howard 
Florida Atlantic     SBT                             400,405       7,500 407,905      115,000 

Schne[lenberger 

San Jose State WAC Mike Madntyre 401,820 2,000 403,820 300,835 

Army IA[ Rich Ellerson 200,000 200,000 400,000 550,000 

Texas-El Paso CUS Mike Price 383,346 11,500 394,846 320,853 

Alabama at 
CUS 

Birmingham 

Western Michigan MAC 

Akron MAC 

New Mexico State WAC 

Toledo MAC 

Idaho WAC 

SBT Troy 

Nell Callaway 378,000 3,800 381,800 305,000 

Bill Cubit 375,000 2,000 377,000 251,500 

Rob [anello 375,000 0 375,000 155,000 

DeWayne Walker 375,000 0 375,000 185,000 

Tim Beckman 370,000 0 370,000 256,000 

Robb Akey 355,797 7,390 363,187 158,262 

Larry Blakeney 355,000 1,000 356,000 75,000 
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Utah State WAC 

Ball State MAC 

Central Michigan MAC 

Northern Illinois 
MAC 

University 

Buffalo MAC 

Eastern Michigan MAC 

Miami Ohio MAC 

North Texas SBT 

Louisiana- Lafayette SBT 

Western Kentucky SBT 

Arkansas State SBT 

Louisiana-Monroe SBT 

Bowling Green MAC 

Kent State MAC 

Southern California PAC 

Northwestern B10 

Stanford PAC 

Vanderbilt SEC 

Syracuse BE 

Brigham Young MWC 

Boston College ACC 

Miami ACC 

Tulane CUS 

Notre Dame 

Gary Andersen 352,400 2,000 354,400 45,000 

Stan Parrish 350,000 0 350,000 250,000 

Dan Enos 350,000 0 350,000 125,500 

Jerry Kill 346,812 1,000 347,812 205,000 

JeffQuinn 338,000 0 338,000 317,500 

Ron English 315,000 1,000 316,000 90,000 

Michael Haywood 300,000 0 300,000 296,496 

Todd Dodge 289,161 0 289,161 101,000 

Rickey Bustle 225,000 1,000 226,000 47,500 

WillieTaggart 225,000 0 225,000 144,750 

Steve Roberts 140,000 83,078 223,078 0 

Todd Berry 215,000 0 215,000 62,500 

DaveClawson 205,000 1,000 206,000 98,000 

Doug Martin 190,000 0 190,000 91,500 

Lane Kiffin null null 0 null 

Pat Fitzgerald 0 0 0 0 

Jim Harbaugh null null 0 null 

Robbie Caldwell 0 0 0 0 

Doug Marrone 0 0 0 0 

Bronco 
0           0        0             0 

Mendenhall 

Frank Spaziani 0 0 0 0 

Randy Shannon 0 0 0 0 

Bob Toledo 0 0 0 0 

Brian Kelly null null 0 null 

Note: an asterisk designates a salary that does not include a statelnent of outside incmne. Schools that provided contract 

inforlnation were given the opportunity to review their figures. A not available (NA) in the chart denotes schools that are 

private or did not release the information or schools whose coaches are new and had not filed an outside incmne report. A $0 

means either the coach doesfft get compensation from that activity/source or it’s contained in another category and the 

documentation did not break it down. 

Sources: Research by Steve Berkowitz, Jodi Upton, and Rachel Leven of USA TODAY; Robert Lattinville and Caitlin Ahearn 

of Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP; and students at the National Sports Law Institute of Marquette University Law School. 

Explanations of compensation categories 

University compensation: Base salary; income t?om contract provisions other than base salary that are paid, or guaranteed, 

by the university or affiliated organizations, such as a tbundation. For example, payments in consideration tbr: shoe and 

apparel use; television, radio or other media appearances; personal appearances. 
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Also includes deferred payments earned annually; conditional deferred payments earned annually; certain payments based 

on attendance, ticket revenue or sales; contractual expense account or housing allowance. 

It does not include other amounts that may have been earned as annual incentive bonuses, the value of standard university 

benefits such as health care or the value of potentially taxable items such as cars; country club memberships; game tickets for 

the regular season, postseason and other sports; the value of stadium suites, travel upgrades, or spouseif~tmily travel and 

game tickets. 

Salaries reported do not take into account deductions that have, or may, occur because of state government furlough, or other 

pay-reduction, actions. For assistant coaches with employment terms of less than a year, an annualized base salary was used. 

Non-university compensation: Income from sources listed on the coach’s self-reported athletically related outside income 

report. 

Total: Combination of university and non-university compensation. 

Maximum bonus: The greatest amount that can be received if team meets prescribed on-field performance goals (e.g., win 

totals, bowl game appearances, conference and/or national championships, coach of the year awards, etc.), academic and/or 
playcr conduct goals. 

USA Today - NSLI Coaches’ Salary Database Salaries 
Top Compensation for teams in the 2011 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament 

Head             University- 
School 

Coach            based         Non-university Total Pay        Total Bonus 

Louisville Rick Pitino $6,100,000 $1,431,378 $7,531,378 $575,000 

Duke Mike Krzyzewski $4,195,519 NA $4,195,519 NA 

Kentucky John Calipari 
$3,800,000 

$117,000 $3,917,000 $850,000 

Kansas Bill Self $3,375,656 $240,000 $3,615,656 $425,000 

Florida Billy Donovan $3,575,400 $0 $3,575,400 $487,583 

Michigan State Tom Izzo $3,090,000 $475,000 $3,565,000 $350,000 

Ohio State Thad Matta $2,542,000 $107,000 $2,649,000 $320,000 

Arizona Sean Miller $1,950,000 $355,805 $2,305,805 $985,000 

Connecticut Jim Calhoun $2,300,000 NA $2,300,000 $102,083 

Texas Rick Barnes $2,200,000 $0 $2,200,000 $765,000 

Sources: Research by Steve Berkowitz and Jodi Upton of USA TODAY; Robert Lattinville and Caitlin Ahearn of Stinson 
Morrison Hecker LLP; and students at the National Sports Law Institute of Marquette University Law School. 
Credits: Sean Dougherty and Juan Thomassie of USA TODAY 

Methodology 

To determine the total pay packages of NCAA tournament coaches analyzed 2010-11 season compensation for the head 
men’s basketball coach and/or acquired the school’s federal tax return or other state disclosure data. 

A not available (NA) in the chart denotes schools that are private or did not release the information, schools whose coaches 
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are new and had not filed an outside income report, or schools whose existing coach had not filed an outside income report. 

In cases where an outside income report is unavailable, a coach’s compensation may be undercounted by $200,000-$500,000 

or more in that category alone. A $0 means the coach doesn’t get compensation from that source. 

Schools that provided contract inf6rmation were given the opportunity to review their figures. 

Explanations of compensation categories 

University compensation: Includes base salary; annualized deferred payments, annuities and contractual expense accounts 
(most coaches have expenses covered per university policy; a few have set amounts. In the tEw cases where it applies, housing 
allowances are treated as expense accounts). It also includes television, radio, Internet deals; apparel contracts, public 
relations, camps and other income that the university guarantees. One-time signing or longevity bonuses -- if they occurred 
in the current year -- are included. Standard perks such as pensions, cars, and country club memberships are not included. 

Non-university compensation: From the most recently available NCAA-mandated outside income report, includes any 
athletically related income earned by the coach from outside the university. It may include a shoe/apparel contract that goes 
directly to the coach, speeches, camps, or other money sources that the university does not guarantee, such as foundations. In 
some cases, this may change from year to )Tear. 

Total pay: Guaranteed and non-guaranteed income combined. It reflects what the coach earned in the past year, regardless of 
the source. The value of tickets, luxury suites, cars, travel, country club memberships and standard university benefits such as 
health care and standard retirement are not included. 

Maximum bonus: The greatest amount that can be received if team meets prescribed on-court performance goals (e.g., 
NCAA tournament goals, win totals, regular-season and/or conference tournament championships, coaching awards, etc.), 
academic and/or player-conduct goals. 

Unless noted, data tbr private schools are from a federal tax return. (Most private schools are organized as tax-exempt 
organizations, which are required to file each )Tear with the IRS. The return lists the organization’s highest-paid employees. At 
some public schools, the athletics department or a support organization also is organized as a non-profit. (USA TODAY used 
the most recent filing available, with compensation covering the 2008 calendar year. The return includes all income paid by 
the school or support organization, including benefits, perks and bonuses that might have been earned. It does not include all 
income paid by other sources.) 

Bonuses awarded on discretionary basis not included. 

Notes 

Louisville: University compensation includes $3.6 million one-time, lump sum bonus paid July 1, 2010 for coach’s completion 

of a three-year portion of his contract, from April 1, 2007, through March 31, 2010. 
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E;hapt r 11 
Usain Bol-t, The New Black Revolt: Swifter, Higher, and Stronger 

]ames A. McBean, MPP and Michael Friedman, PhD 

Usain Bott, the New Btack Pleuo[t: Swifter, Higher, and Stronger 

"(Social) space is a (social) product [...] the space thus produced also serves as a tool of thought 

and of action [...] in addition to being a means of production it is also a means of control, and 
hence of domination, of power" (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 26). 

n the 2008 Beijing Olympics, Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt set a new world record in the 100M 

race at 9.69 seconds despite decelerating and beginning his victory celebration at 90 meters before 

crossing the finish line with arms outstretched and beating his chest vaunting his victory. Rather than 

being praised for his victories and feats, Bolt was criticized for his exuberance by the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC) President Jacques Rogge, who stated, "You can’t do that. That’s not the way 

we perceive being a champion:’ 

Through the works of French social theorist Henri Lefebvre, this paper analyses the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics men’s I00M final as a moment in which racial and spatial understandings of the sporting 

space were produced, challenged, and reinscribed through the actions of Bolt, the reaction of Rogge, and 

media discourses. To do so, this paper deconstructs the relationship between representational spaces, 

representations of space, and spatial practices. 

The in-depth qualitative analysis of the concentrated outcry from the IOC and U.S. media outlets 

reveals that the case against Bolt was made by privileging the neo-colonialist voices, subordinating the 

black peripheral, postcolonial, creolized voice implicit in Bolt. Such an outcry is reminiscent of the 

outcry by the same IOC in 1968 over Smith and Carlos, who were expelled from the 1968 Olympic vil- 

lage for raising their fists to show support for the Black Power movement during their medal ceremony 

(Edwards, 1969). The symbolic reappropriation of space, as a form of cultural resistance, exhibited by 

Bolt, is argued to be a futile attempt at interrupting the neo-colonial, capitalist incursion into contem- 

porary sport culture (Andrews, 2009) that historically exploits the black sporting body (Edwards, 1969). 

Oi1 the contrar}; Bolt’s resistance is most effective as it demonstrates the reconceptualization of power 

by placing control of the black athletic body back in the hands of the black athlete. The cultural impact 

of Bolt’s fleeting resistance, and in some ways continuous reappropriation of social space, are grounds 
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for optimism as it pertains to the assault on the neo-colonialist late capitalist machinery now domi- 

nating and consuming black subaltern bodies on a global scale. While Bolt’s black, lamaican, Creole 
subjectivity has been commodified to some extent, Bolt’s acts of resistance are not entirely "disarmed 

and reabsorbed" (Jameson, 1991, p. 49) by late capitalism’s cultural economy (Andrews, 2009), for it has 

propelled the black subaltern voice onto the world stage demanding agency as it attains self-awareness, 
baring the arms of resistance initiated by Smith and Carlos in 1968. Bolt has continued this resistance 
initiated by Smith and Carlos that continues to perpetuate itself well after the Beijing Olympics which 

runs counter to the late capitalist phenomenon whereby black bodies, unaware of their inherent power, 
prostrated under the hegemonic gaze, are exploited. 

Lefebure: Production of (Social)Space 

Lefebvre has an intimate understanding of social space which precludes the analysis of this research. 

Bolt’s premature celebration, encapsulating three distinct moments which appeared simple at first yet are 
full of complexities, warrants further analysis in individual contexts (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 226). Enshrined 

in the momentary controversy surrounding Bolt’s ephemeral moment of victory were firstly the colonial 
moment, then neo-colonial, and finally the post-colonial moment, all besieging the track space for 
dominance of the black body. Such a resistance is important as it relates to postcolonial theorizing. It is 

critical to emphasize the subtle yet valid distinction being made with the usage ofpostcolonial and not 
the post-colonial. The former, which is employed for this analysis is most relevant to Bolt as it refers to 
text that not merely exists after colonialism but a text that directly resists colonialist perspectives prior 
to and after the period of colonization. 

As it pertains to the three moments, the colonial moment was resurrected in the Olympic movement 
by Rogge’s outrage; the neo-colonialist moment is that which endeavors to exploit the peripheral state 

for their physical talent, contrary to which Bolt’s actions run. Finally, Bolt’s creolized display of victory 
can be read as the postcolonial subjectivity on the world stage, in contrast to that of teammate Asafa 
Powell who maintains a subdued protestant-like comportment on and off the track. Though taking 

place within 9.69 seconds, these moments are by no means conflated yet they all collide at 90 meters 
warranting a Lefebvrian deconstruction of this phenomenon. 

The Conceptual Triad 

Through Lefebvre’s Conceptual Triad, Bolt’s actions and the assaults on his subjectivity can more thor- 

oughly be understood as the interdependency of spatial practice (perceived space), conceived space 

(representational space), and lived space (spaces of representation) are brought into context of the 

B eijing 2008 Olympic games. Henri Lefebvre’s spatial triad in The Production of Space (1991) provides 

a useful paradigm to examine the relationships between critical practice movements and larger social 

process. Through his writings, Henri Lefebvre focuses his analysis on social space, in which he argues 

that space is not a static, neutral nor a pre-existing given, instead space is an ever-changing production 

of spatial relations, stating that "social space is not a thing among other things, nor a product among 

other products: rather, it subsumes things produced and encompasses their interrelationships in their 
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coexistence and simultaneity--their (relative) order and/or (relative) disorder" (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 73). 
This conceptual triad demonstrates how social spaces are created by the interactions over time of first, 

the practice of actors, second ideal images or conceptions of how that space should be utilized, and 
finally in plans, models, and other representations of physical space. It is the interaction of these three 
processes over time that produces social space, a space, in the case of Bolt, that challenges the dominance 

the neo-colonialist, trans-national-corporations exercise over the body of the black athlete. Lefebvre 
goes on, space is a product of something that is produced materially while at the same time "operate Is] 

... on processes from which it cannot separate itself because it is a product of them" (ibid, p. 66). 

Such a vehement reaction from Rogge and the IOC speaks to Lefebvre’s idea that the social produc- 
tion of space is customarily commanded by a hegemonic class as a tool to reproduce its dominance 

(ibid). Bolt’s injection of the Creole subjectivity into that conceived space reappropriation of the power 
and open rejection of hegemoW over his body challenges the dominance which Rogge, an embodiment 
of the residual Olympic Colonial ethos, sought to reinscribe. 

Spatial Practice (Perceived Space): 

Spatial practice can be described as the everyday practices and experiences that "create" their own social 

spaces. "It is revealed through the physical and experiential deciphering of space:’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 38) 

The physical empirical space, in which the craft is practiced, is the boxing ring, the baseball diamond, 

the track, or any other space that is bounded. Though spatial practice (perceived space) deals with the 

physical and tangible, Lefebvre’s understanding of spatial practice transcended the physical realm, for 

spatial practices included, for Lefebvre, every activity whereby bodies interact with the material world 

around them thereby creating their own social space. Spatial practice is the process of producing the 

material form of social spatiality, it is the medium and outcome of human activity, behavior and experi- 

ence, the reality of Bolt’s 100M race. 

Spaces of Representation (Lived Space): Creolization 

Unlike conceived space, which is produced at a level of theory, spaces of representation is expressive 
cultural practice that is tangible and found in everyday life, the site where culture is practiced (i.e. Bolt’s 
creolization of the track space). The term "creolization;’ though not its sole purpose, is often invoked 

to indicate cultural fusion or mixture to some degree, embodying a relationship of cultural cues from 
center states or actors toward the periphery. In this instance it denotes Bolt’s establishment of something 

discontinuous and new which is not prompted by center actors, reappropriating and redefining domi- 
nated space. 

This is the dominated space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate, the way Bolt 

changed and appropriated the space into a creolized one akin to the way Carlos and Smith (Edwards, 
1969) changed the victory podium into a space of revolt. This space overlays the physical space of ev- 
eryday life and makes symbolic use of its surroundings. Thus representational spaces or lived space 

can be said to tend towards tangible systems of non-verbal symbols and signs. Lived space is a place 
of discrimination like sexism or homophobia; it is the site where marginalization of various forms is 
produced and enforced, most notably racism (Van Ingen, 2003). While the lived space is often an op- 

pressive place it has potential to be liberating and often serves as the site of resistance and oppositional 
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practices (ibid) the way in which Bolt occupied and creolized the space, potentially forever changing its 

conception with his flamb%vant, expressive, unprotestant subjectivity. 

Representations of Space (Conceived Space): Three Moments of Conceived Space 

Representation of space is an aspect of social space, unlike space that is directly lived, conceived space is 
less empirical and subsequently more abstract. Conceived space is described by Lefebvre as the dominant 
space in aW society, the space of the scientists, planners, technocratic sub-dividers and social engineers 

(Lefebvre, 1991). This space is situated in the understandings of the way in which physical space is 
conceptualized: i.e. what the IOC dictates as the rules which athletes should adhere to, or practices 

steeped in British Colonial expectations. Conceived space essentially provides a concrete guideline for 
how "thought" is engineered to become "actioff’ (ibid, 1991, p. 165). As it pertains to the Bolt incident 

there exists three key moments of conceived spaces, each of which is in conflict with Bolt’s lived space, 
upon which this analysis hinges. 

The Olympic movement, essentially coding for colonialism, harbors the colonial ethos upon which 
the Olympic movement was based. 

The neo-colonialist moment is that of the mono-cultural transnational corporation permeating 
sporting spaces. This is the space to which peripheral bodies, underpinned by the notion that 
one needs to buy into late capitalism in order to have their craft validated (McGuire, 2004) feel 

compelled to migrate to. 
The post-colonial moment is that which encapsulates the space belonging to the Jamaican; the 
flamboyant, creolized manifestation of the post-colonial Jamaican is not totalizing implying a 

struggle over what sort of Jamaican gets to define that post-colonial space: to anglicanize the space 
or to creolize that space. 

As it can be seen, the 100M track space is conceived of differently, in three distinct ways, all the while 
interacting with Bolt’s lived space. In each of the three moments the conceived spaces create tension 
with Bolt’s lived space. These spaces, while not discrete, are made so for the purpose of the discussion; 

the deconstruction of each space in light of Bolt’s resistance to each will yield insights into Bolt in terms 
of his lived space, resisting each of the conceived spaces, and how the said spaces accommodate or resist 
him. 

Interpreting These Moments Through Bolt’s Liued Space 

"These [moments] are situated neither in the geometrically objectified space of squares, 

rectangles, circles, curves and spirals, nor in the mental space of logical inherence and coher- 

ence, of predicates bound to substantives and so on. For they also ... involve levels, layers 

and sedimentation of perception, representation, and spatial practice which presuppose one 

another, which proffer themselves to one another, and which are superimposed upon one 

another:’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 226) 
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By definition creolization challenges "Western European colonial systems of categorization and their 

emphasis on order, absoluteness, singular national narratives, and fixed identity" (King, 2001, p. 10). 
This challenge however becomes more complex due to the intersection of these said opposing forces of 

conceived space, the space called the 100M track and the site of intersection: 2008 Beijing Olympics. This 

Boltian transgression of the track space, a space shaped and defined by the Olympic Movement and late 
capitalist incursion, has become an incident that speaks to larger politics and merits further theoretical 
analysis. A Lefebvrian spatial analysis is suitable here because the incident was one that challenged the 

meanings of multiple spaces (the competition space, the residual colonial British Olympic space, and the 
dominant USiTransnational Corporate sport space) used to control lived space/representational space 

of the black athlete. The response to this challenge was one that attempted to reinscribe and reinforce 

the dominant meaning of space as espoused by late capitalist or transnational corporate ideologies ac- 
customed to dominating the black body. 

Bolt’s performance on the track subsequently becomes a text to be analyzed on multiple levels. Bolt’s 

actions as an individual runner and his performance contain layered meanings; his stage is more than 
just a sports ground to play upon, it is a site upon which political conflict and debate occur around the 
moments which cause such tension. 

Colonial Space: The Olympic Movement 

While the era of the great European colonial empires is over, and the domineering hand of Avery 
Brundage no longer presides over the games, both an imperialist and "colonial" spirit lives on and is 

evidence in select moments of the 2008 Beiiing Olympic Games. The first such moment is the British 

moment that is foundational and residual within the Olympic Movement. This moment in which de 
Coubertin founded the Olympics is that in which C. L. R. lames was nurtured and eloquently expounds 
upon in Beyond a Bounda~7 (1963). In explaining this hegemonic relationship between the subaltern 

and the British colonizers C. L. R. lames recalls, "our school masters, our curriculum, our code of morals, 
everything began from the basis that Britain [and Europe] was the source of all light and leading, and our 
business was to admire, wonder, imitate, learn" (lames, 1963, p. 38). lames’ portrayal of the systematic 

relationship between colonialism and its efforts at homogenizing those it suppressed lingers still in the 
ethos of the Olympic Games. It is also this residual ethos that defines and shapes Rogge’s mono-cultural 
perspective of the Olympics and the tacit code of conduct imposed upon all participants at the games 

qualifying his response to Bolt’s actions. Bolt is an unfettered embodiment of the creolization which is 

lamaica, the postcolonial body and his use of the track space before, during, and after the fire of the gun 
create instability which is read as resistance to colonial hegemonic forces and subsequently in direct 

conflict to Rogge and the IOC. Bolt’s deceleration at 90 meters and barefooted celebratory dance chal- 
lenges these residuals of British imperialism that remain within the Olympics and in ]amaica decades 
after gaining independence from Great Britain. In essence Bolt is read to symbolically and empirically 

renounce this British or colonial Olympics which historically was and is still rooted in colonial privilege. 
From lames’ description of the ancient Olympics, one becomes somewhat sympathetic and under- 

standing of the world in which Rogge situates the Olympic Games. For Rogge and his predecessors 

the Olympic space is sacred, lames depicts a world in which Olympia, the site of the games, was a 
national shrine to Zeus where the games were a form of worship to him (lames, 1963). Baron Pierre 
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de Coubertin, the father of the Olympics and founder of the IOC fashioned the Olympics after British 

cultural norms, pointing out the Olympic Games is the international arena viewed by millions where 
the athlete’s spirit, mind, and body endeavor to excel and achieve maximum performance thus fulfilling 
the Olympic Motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius" meaning "Swifter, Higher, Stronger:’ Bolt has demonstrated 

that to him this space, the 100M track, is conceived differently; it is where he, the post colonial body 
can express itself in all its flamboyance and glory, unmoved despite being under the continuous gaze 
of the colonial moment. Similarly Bolt’s lived space is that in which at 90 meters he decelerates while 

celebrating and still sets world and Olympic records. This victory, however, does not fit into the Olympic 
ethos because it is not his "swiftest," it does not live up to the ideals of Coubertin, which is in direct 

conflict with the Olympic ideals because he has not given it his all for the full measure of the race and 

the fact that he has deprived the Olympic moment of this glory is reprehensible in the eyes of the IOC. 

Neocolonial: U.S. Transnational Corporate 

The second moment of tension is that of sport globalism and monoculturalism which is more the mo- 

ment of U.S. Transnational Corporate imperialism. This form of imperialism or neo-colonialism has 

become dominant globally with the collapse of the British Empire and the emergence of late capitalism. 

In the Olympic Games, this dominance is marked by the LA Games in ’84, the professionalization of 

the games in ’92 (the Dream Team), and the commoditization of the games with the TOP sponsorship 

program and the role of network television. 

Not only is Bolt a threat to the residual British ethos perpetuated by Rogge, so too is he a threat to the 

new codes, that of the transnational corporate monoculturalism which permeates and complements the 

residual ethos of the Olympics. While the substance of Rogge’s response was related to the residual ethos 

(the Olympic/Colonial moment), the intensity of Rogge’s response and the way it was exacerbated by 

the U.S. dominated media outlets may" be more related to the threat that Bolt represents to this moment 

of the late capitalist machinery which benefits tremendously from dominance over the black athletic 

body. Bolt’s celebration at 90 meters was more of a casus belli that provided the powers that be of sport 

an excuse to criticize Bolt and return him back into his "place." Though Bolt has not wholly rejected this 

structure (indeed, by accepting sponsorship and even competing, he does buy into it to some extent), 

he partakes of it on his own terms (by not attending U.S. colleges, and rejecting that notion that athletic 

migration is the way), not on the terms set by the core state (Maguire, 2004), the breeding grounds of 

neocolonialism. Indeed, Bolt’s resistance to neocolonialism and his success in their space may actually 

be more dangerous, as his resistance and subsequent victories suggest a viable alternative to the structure 

that places the West and its dominance over the black athlete at the center. 

The dominant economic and socio-political consequences of European colonial rule in the Caribbean 

are still felt today when the deskilling of peripheral states occurs on the terms and conditions set forth 

by core states. In such instances the most talented athletes, whom peripheral or semi-peripheral states 

have nurtured over time, are swept up by core states, whose late capitalist dominance derives from the 

control they exercise over their newly acquired athletic bodies (Maguire, 2004). 

Andrews (2009) clearly articulates Jameson’s (1991) analysis of the imbalanced and exploitive relation- 

ship between late, multinational, consumer capitalism and sport whereby the latter, largely comprised 

of a myriad of black athletes, is often irreversibly corporatized for the mass consumption of spectators 
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from center states (McGuire, 2004). Andrews (2009) offers great insights into the menacing "circuitry of 

corporate sport" (ibid, p. 228), to which is added the notion that the call for meaningful resistance to this 

cultural economic force, has boldly been answered with the symbolic and literal resistance from Bolt; 
the megalith corporate circuitry can, in fact, and has been meaningfully interrupted. 

Un-Americanizable: Bolt’s Interruption of Transnational Corporate Machinery 

Part of the imperialism of this moment is not solely the stronghold often times employed but the 

ideological; more imposing is the expectation that top athletes will and must perform in the West in 
order to gain any notoriety or legitimacy i.e. American baseball and European football leagues (Bale 
and Maguire, 1994). By not attending American schools and participating in this circuit on his own 

terms, Bolt rejects the hegemony of the system. That which keeps the corporate machinery running 
is that which has essentially interrupted its five-decade-long flow of talent exploitation and desldlling 
(Maguire, 2004). Bolt does not follow this pattern or this expectation. He defies it. Indeed his very ex- 

pression of ecstasy has been commoditized as a product, in some ways in exchange for being the highest 
paid track athlete in history; Bolt does not buy into the periphery-to-center ideology which supports the 
notion that periphery or semi-periphery athletes must join the North-American or European circuits in 
order to perfect their crafts and perpetuate the use of athletic talent from former colonial "possessions" 
as a neo-colonial resource. He presents a profound alternative to the structure of the dominant model 

of sport development; he follows a model that, while economic gain and commoditization is inevitable, 

ensures that the underdevelopment of the peripheral sports program from which he hails does not 

occur. Bolt is the antithesis of the athletic talent migration/exploitation phenomenon plaguing many 
peripheral states at the hands of former colonial overlords; he runs counter to the tendency to go from 

periphery to the center in terms of talent development. 
The mere fact that Bolt was on the team posed a threat to the late capitalist system; by all right he 

should not have been on the team at the Olympic Games. If the system was truly’ dominant and secure, 

Bolt should not have been present. Given the totalizing conception of the system, upon reaching the 
Olympic Games he should not have made it out of the preliminary heats, nor should he have made it 
to the finals given the lack of North American, European preparation and absolute lack of "superior" 

infrastructure he availed himself to in Jamaica. If by happenstance he wins he is not to win a world 
record, and by no means under any circumstances if he decelerates at 90 meters should a post-colonial, 
undisciplined, body like Bolt be allowed a world and Olympic record victory; he not only has succeeded 

and beaten those that availed themselves to the system, he has done something that has never been done 
before and not only never been done before but he ran a 9.69 only because he decelerated doing so. 

Bolt is consistently hailed as the yam eating fellow from a quintessential Jamaican village in Sherwood 

Content, a small town in Trelawny, Jamaica, who trained with a little-known, underfunded, and sparsely 
resourced athletics club in unlovely, crime- and poverty-plagued Kingston, where the national stadium 
may be rented out and therefore unavailable for practice, or runners end up training on the grass, a 

far cry from the track-and-field centers of excellence in Europe and North America, two regions ever 
growing closer in ideology in this late capitalist space. 

Homogenization thesis essentially puts forth the view that global diffusion of free market economics, 

global corporate structure, and consumer capitalist culture even in sports has caused the acceleration of 
the level of convergence between previously distinct cultures, but this is not the most significant form 
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that globalization can take. It is the hegemonic process underlying the emergence of global uniformity 

that is in many ways more significant than the consumer products (i.e. Coca Cola and McDonalds), 
which is a manifestation of homogenization. 

While inter-connectedness is, in a sense, a network of multiple levels and the U.S. (its institutions 

and peoples) are implicated in the series of inter-connections/supraterritorial relations with the rest 

of the world, the U.S. is spearheading the proliferation of the values that permeates the global village 
and subsequently its values, views, and ideologies dominate through the use of media technology. By 

rejecting that value system, by staying put and training in Jamaica, consuming indigenous Jamaican 
foods, Bolt challenges this ideological spread by not acquiescing or yielding entirely to the late capitalist 

mono-cultural machiner>: 
Bolt’s ongoing residence in Jamaica distinguishes him from among the island’s best runners, who 

traditionally decamp for U.S. universities as soon as their talent is observed and scouted. Jamaica is 
known for producing world-class sprinters but has seldom been able to hold on to them. The Canadians 

Donovan Bailey and Ben Johnson were both born on the island, as was Linford Christie. Merlene Ottey 
won eight Olympic medals at five separate games for Jamaica, but in 2002 began to compete for her ad- 
opted nation, Slovenia. Jamaica’s current women’s 200m Olympic champion and 100m world champion, 

Veronica Campbell, graduated from the University of Arkansas. Similar to her, several medal-winning 
relay partners are all, like her, Jamaica-born but educated, trained, disciplined, and culturalized in the 
U.S.A. Bolt however rejected this avenue and remained in Jamaica not pursuing higher education or 

acculturation in the U.S. and constantly serving as a reminder to the world of the greatness that can be 
produced from a state on the periphery. 

Barefoot and Exuberant: Post Colonial Moment 

"Yet rapidly we learned to obey.., without question. We learned to play with the team, which 

meant subordinating your personal inclinations, and even interests, to the good of the whole 
... we were generous to opponents and congratulated them on victories, even when we knew 

they did not deserve it ... on the playing field we did what ought to be done" (James, 1963, 
p. 34). 

These are the codes that still permeate the Olympic and track space and the perceptions of that track 
space. Bolt, on the contrary, while respectful and revered by opponents and spectators alike, adheres 
to no such puritanical codes to the ire of the IOC and Jamaican proponents of such ideals who are 

receptive to residual colonial ideology. 

Bolt the Antithesis of Colonial Jamaica 

During prerace introductions, Bolt brushed his hands over his head grooming his hair and released an 
imaginary arrow into the Beiiing crowd reminiscent of the Greek mythological God Artemis. As other 
runners vacillated their bodies nervously before resting into their starting positions, Bolt was expressive; 

he spoke and sang to himself, rocking to a beat in the starting blocks, he gesticulated, all characteris- 
tics outside the conventions of the tacit Olympic code. In refusing to adhere to the codes, and appear 
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remotely concerned about his pending performance, Bolt could be read as purposely marking himself 

as outside the moral universe of--and violating the residual British ethos that which encompasses the 
games. Frustrated, Jacques Rogge suggested that Bolt should "show more respect for his competitors 

and shake hands, give a tap on the shoulder to the other ones immediately after the finish and not make 

gestures like the one he made in the 100 meters." Had Bolt been nurtured in the U.S. he would have 
learned, by way of acculturation, to suppress his Creole subjectivity and instead behave similarly to his 
teammate Asafa whose disciplinary regime and corporeal comportment, as argued, was an extension of 

colonial rule that Bolt did not subject himself to. So at 90 meters Bolt allowed himself to be exuberant 
because he did not avail himself to the cultural underpinnings of a system that would have disciplined 
him in order to fetter his expression of ecstasy and exuberance. It was an organic authentic expression of 

himself, reflecting the new Jamaican that emerged after Great Britain granted Jamaica her independence 
in August of 1962 after roughly 300 years as a colony. Nearly 50 years later, the island still grapples with 
defining its identity from amongst the opposing reputations that riddle the Jamaican ethos ranging from 

the gentle, noble West Indian of English proclivities to that miserable child of poverty cosmically linked 
to debauchery, crime, and wickedness. 

In addition to his well-documented prerace expressions on the track, after his victories the then-21- 

year old celebrated on the international stage with his performance of the popular Jamaican dances the 
"Nuh Linga" and the "Gully Creeper;’ lionizing the notorious Jamaican dancehall culture on the world 
stage. Convulsing his face, swaying his arms and legs as he shuffled his feet, elevating and lowering his 

body, undulating his back as if no spine held it aloft for 9.69 seconds moments prior. Gully Creeper, 
created by the late David Alexander Smith, aka "Ice;’ was named after the Gull~; a word synonymous 
with "ditch;’ "ravine;’ "rut;’ "furrow’;’ and "gorge:’ The name speaks to the origins of such a dance which 

identifies with the Gully, an area known as "Cuba;’ a micro ghetto within the heart of Kingston, Jamaica’s 
Cassava Piece community. Little surprise the progenitor of this dance, "Ice", a long-time member of the 
infamous Black Roses crew, formerly" led by William "Willie" Haggart and Gerald "Bogle" Levy, incred- 

ibly talented dancers, all met very sadistic deaths in separate incidents, further attaching a stigma to the 
dancehall culture of which Bolt became the unlikely" purveyor. 

I Don’t Want Asafa Dancing: A Genuflection to Colonial Ethos 

Such an allegiance and association with the "Gully" or creolized culture is not lauded but repudiated as 

evidenced by the scolding fellow teammate and former world record holder, Asafa Powell, received from 

his parents, The Reverend William and Cislyn Powell, for dancing in dancehall fashion. Reverend and 

Mrs. Powell exhibit the Christian ethos imparted by European colonizers as pious, conservative, colonial 

subjects would. Bolt’s performance of such a dance was a salute not merely to his country, but specifi- 

cally to the class from which such dances emanate, the same class which served as nurturing grounds 

for Robert Nesta Marley, who, incidentally, was met with similar repudiation until approval came in the 

form of British consumption of Marley’s ghetto-based music. In response to Asafa’s momentary lapse 

in judgment by expressing himself in the form of dance, chiding her son, Cislyn Powell stated, "God 

gave [Asa~a] those feet to bring joy to the world, but not in that form of dancing. We don’t want ’Nuh 

Linga’, we just want Jesus" (Still, 2010). Asafa’s mother made her aversion to this form of Creole Jamaican 

culture, dancehall, quite clear. She finds it unwholesome and nearly sacrilegious, a thought vehemently 

voiced by Rogge: "That is not how we perceive being a champion:’ Reverend William and Cislyn Powell 
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embody a post-colonial Jamaica that is distinct from that expressed by Bolt. Bolt is not aligned to the 

British ethos of corporeal comportment; rather, he is an explosive antithesis to that structure and that 

conceived space of that particular post-colonial Jamaican body. Bolt’s self-expression in the space which 
is the track has become indisputably a marker of Jamaican difference and nationalism, a localized, 

indigenized reinscription of the received and understood cultural codes of a formally dominant sport 
culture. 

Tou~ard a Discussion: Reconceptua[izing PoLuer 

It is the structure or culture of track and field, from the role of the spectators or sponsors to the perfor- 
mance of a particular runner that is far more relevant than the final score or even the spectacular time 
in which the race was run (James, 1968). As a creolized articulation of the black post-colonial voice Bolt 

is an understanding of the rnany ways colonial and capitalist hegernonies can be resisted, challenged, 
and potentially altered by the threat to alter the said overarching culture dominating track and field and 
larger society. The 100M race and the way in which it was run, by an athlete that has only run the race 

four times previously, was a manifestation of the social production of space, a production of space which 
clashed with that of the IOC and other domineering forces. Indeed, while the world and structure of the 
IOC might be one in which sporting practices reinforce socio-political domination (Lefebvre, 1991) it is 

nonetheless a space in which there is room, albeit limited, for persons who are socially, politicall}; and 
geographically outside of the hegemonic power structure to manipulate the same sporting practice in 
order to contest the larger over-arching dominant culture which influences even life on the periphery 

(Bale and Maguire, 1994). Herein lies the threat Bolt poses which elicited the acerbic response from the 
IOC in response to his creolized display of exuberance. An affront to colonial and imperial conquests, 
Bolt celebrates his victory in a way using his craft, athletics, once used as a tool to discipline the "na- 

tives;’ or during the black power struggles as a tool to pacify the ’3.fro-Americans’; to destabilize the 
very absolutes that they were to convey and that were supposed to make him into a "good" colonial 

subject. It was not tasteless or offensive; in their criticism media outlets unwittingly documented the 

adoration thousands of spectators showered upon Bolt for his Creole style of sportsmanship. To the IOC 
overlords, athletic talent scouts, and even facets of Jamaican community, however, such self-expression 
and unabashed sovereignty over his own black body has encroached unto the space they seek to control, 

which they, inevitably, to their ire, cannot. 
Taking Edwards’s (1969) lmowledge of the exploitation of the black athlete a step further, Bolt, the 

latest representation of black power, can be read as shedding light upon the actions of Carlos and Smith 

demonstrating a change in protest, one needed to escape the grip of hegemonic forces masquerading 
as other entities. As demonstrated by Lefebvre (1991) such overarching change can come by way of a 
change in social space at the grassroots level, and by Bolt defying the three moments in recreating his 

social space, he has essentially demonstrated that the agency and power now inherently lie within black 
athletes and are not bestowed upon or granted them by the powers that be. Ultimately the powers that 
be are impotent. Bolt demonstrates where the true power lies and challenges these three conceptions of 

space, defying and conquering all three of them. These moments can buy him out to some extent, but 
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ultimately the power rests with him. These conceptions of space cannot ultimately control Bolt, neither 
within or outside of his habitus. 

Edwards (1969) documented the ways the black athlete subjectivity of the 1960s could be read as 
hinging upon the acceptance or approval of larger hegemonic forces, specifically on the playing fields 
within academia where black athletes were perturbed by the challenge of "proving oneself." This exploi- 
tation of the black athlete, expounded upon in The Revolt of the Black Athlete (1969), was largely possible 
due to the observance of laws of spaces conceived around the black athlete. Bolt’s creolization of the 

track space, read as resistance against hegemonic forces that historically dominate black athletic bodies, 
is unique from the initial Black Power movement of the Olympic Project for Human Rights moment 
and speaks to the evolution of the revolt of the black athlete. Unlike Carlos and Smith (1969) Bolt does 

not adhere to overarching laws of social space but created his own. These formerly socially acceptable 
notions of attending an institution of higher learning, or acquiescing to laws of lived space where one’s 
subjectivity was shaped are neither attractive nor accepted, neither invested in maintaining or gaining 

the approval ofhegemonic forces presiding over the IOC. There is a lesson in this. 
Frantz Fanon’s (1986) belief that in the spaces conceived for the white man, the black man has diffi- 

culty developing his bodily schema and any consciousness of his body becomes a negating activity. Bolt, 

however, looks beyond the white barriers, whether in colonial, post colonial, or neocolonial moments, 
to find an alternate backdrop against which he can define himself. That back drop is himself. There is 
no sense of double-consciousness with Bolt, and this lack of double-consciousness imbues in him the 

ability to be conscious of his body, to retake ownership of his body, and reconstruct the power schema 
within that space, to unapologetically creolize that space. Understanding the historical power of the 
white gaze upon the blackbody, Bolt does not seek white recognition, nor approval. This is a great lesson 

for the black athlete to learn if total control of their body is to be experienced. 
Bolt can be read, in this regard, as a text that represents the black proletariat. It is this proletariat class, 

which Bolt symbolically and literally represents, that has rejected the hegemony of former colonizers, 

rejected dominance over the black subaltern body, showing the fallacy in the notion that peripheral 
bodies cannot achieve dominance on their own terms without support or approval of the engineers of 
conceived space. 

Athletics is emerging as the counterbalance to the debilitating effect of broken governance, of weak- 
ened economy, and social unrest that historically plagues black countries. Bolt, the embodiment of 
the lamaican athlete, is pulling the nation back to a place of self worth, self-reliance and hope. Bolt’s 

association with the proletariat in the way he celebrates, his place of training, and even his very diet, 
yams and tubers that made up slave food in the Caribbean, provides a validation for the black body, the 
same culture which stares hegemony in the face denying it, now casts its gaze upon dominance. 

Bolt’s victory over the Western mode of commercialized sport demonstrates that one does not have 
to follow it; he is not proposing an alternative system but what his actions demonstrate is that one can 
have success despite not buying into the system that is inherently a proponent of the notion that there is 

no alternative that one can follow. Any viable alternative to such a notion is precarious and potentially 
threatening to the neo-colonialist capitalist machinery that has all too often co-opted the [black] body 
(McGuire, 2004). This is a foundational notion that helps to underpin the power of the present system 

that is dominating the sporting terrain; if there is no alternative, as it espouses, then all must conform 
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because the result of nonconformance and non-acceptance in this system is failure and being left behind, 
the position in which Bolt’s rivals on and offthe track all too often find themselves. 
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Conclusion 4- 
Dr. Harry Edwards: 

The Evolution of Black Power 

Dr. Billy Hawkins 

So the Lord said to him [Moses], "What is that in your hand?" He said, "A rod." 

-Exodus 4:2 NKJV 

I firmIy believe that Negroes have the right to fight against 

these racists, by any means that are necessary. 
-Malcolm X 

Those who profess to favor freedom, and yet depreciate agitation, are men who want crops without 

plowing up the ground. They want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the 

awfid roar of its man)’ waters .... Power concedes nothing without demand. It never did and it never will. 

-Frederick Douglass 

As a sociopolitical and socioeconomic concept and a philosophy, Black Power can be dated back to the 
early 1900s with Marcus Garvey, Booker T. Washington, Adam Clayton Powell Jr., Richard Wright, et al. 
However, it gained considerable popularity and momentum in the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s 

and early 1970s. It was the era of the civil rights movement that further contributed to the conceptual- 
ization of the Black Power philosophy as a means of social activism to address racial injustices. 

Within the turbulent times of the civil rights movement, allegiance to the nonviolent philosophy of 

Mohandas Karamchand "Mahatma" Gandhi, employed by Dr. Martin L. King, was wavering amid the 
violence directed at black people specifically, and whites who joined the civil rights movement’s cause 
for racial justice and equality. For example, members of the Black Panther Party and Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee (SNCC) sought alternative strategies to address the terrorist and dehumaniz- 
ing practices of Southern whites in particular and the white power structure in general. Therefore, after 
the brutal torture and murder of Emmett Till, the assassination of Medgar Evers, the shooting of James 

Meredith, and the repeated arrests of peaceful protesters, Blacks such as Stokely Carmichael (Kwame 
Ture) began to seek a different path to address the sociopolitical and socioeconomic needs of the black 
community; collectively, as well as the hegemonic power structure of white supremacy. 

Thus, Black Power became a concept, initially, to reorient blacks with the goals of self-definition or 

redefining ourselves and self-determination, and as a movement it evolved to include demands for equal 
political and economic participation in American society (Carmichael and Hamilton, 1967). 

Several activists, politicians, and scholars have deployed the term Black Power to advance an 
agenda that serves the needs of a people subjected to physical, economic, sociological, and psychological 
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bondage. For example, Kwame Ture (formerly Stokely Carmichael) popularized the concept to promote 
Black pride and socioeconomic independence. It has received considerable attention in the literature 

and media, ranging from negative criticism accusing its proponents of being racist and part of a separat- 
ist movement, to positive affirmations for being a necessary extension of the civil rights movement, 

where the plight of black people would not be lost in the larger movement that transcended race. 
The tenets of the Black Power philosophy included the following: black unity, racial pride, self-defense, 

community development and empowerment, self-sufficienc}; and acquisition of political and economic 

power. Within each of these ideals, extremes have been applied to distort the reality and purpose of the 
movement. For example, black unity has often been viewed as black separatism by activists within and 
by critics outside of the Black Power movement. 

For Dr. Harry Edwards, like many black scholars and activists during that era, it was the Black Power 
movement that jettisoned him onto national and international platforms with the message of racial 
equality and human rights. Yet the philosophy of Black Power transcended the origins and intentions 

of its birth and evolved and ignited scholarship and activism that persist in many corridors of academe, 
among many grassroots organizations, and within industries, such as sport. 

As the authors in this volume have illustrated, Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and activism have been a 

catalyst for many sport studies scholars, and his scholarship and activism have been expanded upon by 
other scholars to address racial injustices in sport, specificall}; and inequalities, in the broader social 
context. This volume seeks to be an extension beyond the scope of Dr. Edwards’s seminal works: The 
Revolt of the Black Athlete and The Struggle That Must Be. 

In the historical overview section, the chapter by Dr. Michael Lomax provides a historical context 
by which we see Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and activism beginning to take form. During the racially 

charged era of the civil rights movement, Dr. Lomax illustrates how the slow gains of the movement 
created a sense of disillusionment within black communities in general, and among black athletes spe- 
cifically; thus fostering a climate of aggressive activism. Dr. Lomax illustrates how black athletes within 

this environment emerged to not only speak out against racial injustices within sport, but also within 
the broader society. We are given a glimpse of how sport and international sporting events, such as the 
Olympics, were contested terrains for political activity; where issues of social and racial injustices were 

given an international audience. 
Similarly, Drs. Polite, Waller, Hill, and Norwood’s chapter further provides a historical context where 

we are provided with a lens by which we see how Dr. Edwards’s work contributed to athletic reform. 

This chapter examines three major works by Dr. Edwards as a context to illustrate how black athletes 
continue to have a commission to strive for equality, as well as recognize the platform they have to be 
socially responsible in promoting social change. This chapter concludes with several recommendations 

to address some of the racial discrepancies prevailing in the sport industry, at both the participant and 
administrative levels. 

The section on sport and community service begins with Dr. Steven Waller informing us how Dr. 

Edwards’s service to both the sport community and the broader community elevated the standard for 
public servants. Dr. Waller articulates how Edwards’s public service as director of parks and recreation 

in Oakland was met with the following challenges: being black, lack of financial support, institutional 

hostility, and inexperience as a park administrator; challenges, Dr. Waller informs, that plague many 
black administrators who seek to serve in the public sector. Undoubtedly, these challenges contributed 
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to the limited success Dr. Edwards achieved in this capacity. Despite these demands, Dr. Waller shows 

how Edwards’s tenure as director of parks and recreation was peppered with several significant accom- 
plishments: improvement in various community park facilities, development of revenue streams with 
private corporations like Coca-Cola, and improvement in recreational programming to better serve 

community citizens. Dr. Wallet’s chapter is significant in not only chronicling the work of Dr. Edwards 
as a public administrator, but in illuminating how Edwards’s experiences are indicative of the experi- 
ences of many black public administrators. Thus, in spite of barriers, perseverance in the face of odds 

increases the chances of progress being forged to improve the human condition. 
The chapter authored by Drs. Vernon Andrews and Ann Brower extends our understanding and 

expounds on the scholarship of Dr. Edwards by illustrating how the social fabric of a society can be 

strengthened with viable collaborations from all community constituents. Dr. Andrews and Dr. Brower 
use the term "social entrepreneurs" to describe individuals who use their talent, skills, and abilities 

to improve social conditions. This chapter provides a comparative autoethnographic account of the 
authors’ experiences with sport, parks, and leisure activities in Oakland, California, and Christchurch, 

New Zealand, to construct a model suitable for implementation. This study concludes with three sug- 
gestions to begin the process of improving the Oakland Parks and Recreation infrastructure and aid 

social entrepreneurs in their efforts of actualizing social change: (1) Establish community sport clubs 
based on the New Zealand model; (2) establish community annual sport festival days; and (3) establish 
volunteerism at recreational facilities. This chapter concludes that Edwards’s advocacy of improving the 

human condition at the community levels continues to be a pressing need for public administrators and 
social entrepreneurs. 

The international perspective section consists of two chapters detailing how social activism is para- 

mount in the global sporting experience. Dr. Colin King begins with an insightful selection on question- 
ing whether football (soccer) was and is the new slave trade. Similar to Dr. Edwards’s scholarship on the 
exploitation of the black body, Dr. King informs us of patterns of sport migration from Africa to Europe. 

He uses his personal experiences as a licensed coach, scout, sports scientist, MBA sports graduate, and 
evicted African as an observational position to expose how European nations are underdeveloping 

African football. Dr. King denotes how at the premise of this sport migration is historical notions of 
scientific racism, which purports the physical superiority of the black body and its need for domestifica- 
tion, by way of European football clubs. 

Regarding professional athletes and social activism, Dr. ]epkorir Rose Chepyator-Thomson’s chapter 
details how African leaders and professional African athletes within and outside of the continent are 

using sport as a platform to engender social and national development as it pertains to education, health 

and HIV awareness, poverty, political and social freedom, and peace. Analogous to the scholarship and 
activism of Dr. Harry Edwards, Dr. Chepyator-Thomson illustrates how sport has been and remains a 
viable vehicle for social change throughout the continent of Africa. She provides several pertinent ex- 

amples of how African leaders, such as Nelson Mandela, and professional athletes (Kipchoge Keino, the 
father of distance running in Africa; Didier Drogba, a Ivorian international football star; and Dikembe 
Mutombo, a former NBA star) are using sport and their status as professional athletes to strategically ad- 

dress social ills that plague various countries in Africa. Sport, in this context, moves beyond its apolitical 
assumptions and becomes an activist’s weapon to address basic human rights issues and for engendering 
social change. 
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The next section examines gender issues, and more specifically, the challenges of black females 

in sport and their role as activists in challenging dominant ideologies in sport. Dr. Ellen Staurowsky 
explores the notion of how black women in sport are subject to multiple jeopardies, as they relate to the 
intersectionality of gender, race, and class. She examines the sporting opportunities of girls and women 
of color, the status of black women administrators in sport, and the mechanisms black women in sport 

use to navigate their way through racial and sexist minefields. Despite the fact that the name of the game 
for black women in sport has been "multiple jeopardy;’ Dr. Staurowsky’s chapter provides insight into 

how their presence and persistence in the face of jeopardies are declarations of activism. 
The final section touches on three areas where the influence of Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and activ- 

ism is felt and has been extended. Professor Linda Greene provides an informative chapter on how 

Dr. Edwards’s scholarship and service have impacted legal scholarship and activism, and continue to 
do so. This chapter details how legal scholars who have engaged in issues regarding sport and society 
have relied on Dr. Edwards’s scholarship as a reliable source. More specifically, Professor Greene gives 

insight into several specific areas where legal scholars have gleamed from Edwards’s work: e.g., the role 
of race in the phenomenon of sport, the exploitation of student athletes, the role of stereotype and 
perceptions in the legal regulation of sport, legal protections for athletes, academic reform, and issues of 

eligibility. Because these issues continue to be prevalent in the context of sport, legal scholars will need 
to continue to expand on Dr. Edwards’s scholarship to address and seek to reduce conditions of injustice 
and inequality. 

The chapter by Dr. Deborah Stromaffs chapter is informative on how the legacy started by Dr. Harry 
Edwards in exposing the exploitation of Black athletes has not been fully realized by the collegiate black 
male athlete. This chapter extends Dr. Edwards’s research and activism by exploring how the commer- 

cialization of college sports has placed a premium on the black male body. Dr. Stroman provides crucial 
economic data to highlight how Black athletes in revenue-generating sports continue to be exploited 
economically--and neglected academically. 

In the final chapter, ]ames McBean and Dr. Michael Friedman provide a reading of Usain Bolt’s 
pre-win celebration during the 2008 Olympic Games that deconstructs the relationship between 

representational spaces, representations of space, and spatial practices. Using Lefebvre’s Conceptual 
Spatial Triad, this chapter provides insight into how the 2008 Beijing Olympics men’s 100M final was a 
historical event, in which Usain Bolt’s action, similar to the Black Power salute by Tommie Smith and 

John Carlos in 1968, was created in a sporting space that evoked criticism from International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) president Jacques Rogge. It also produced, challenged, and reinscribed racial and 
spatial understandings. The authors conclude that Bolt, embodying the excellence of Jamaican athletes, 
demonstrated "the reconceptualization of power by placing control of the black athletic body back in 
the hands of the black athlete.’’~ 

The authors in this volume have provided varying perspectives of how the scholarship and activism 
of Dr. Edwards have influenced their research and activism. They have also expanded on Dr. Edwards’s 
seminal work on the black athlete. 

Sport as a context and platform for social activism clearly has a storied past, especially as it relates 
to the black athlete. Some of the activism has and will require agitation, because of the limited results 

146 See p. 262 in this current volume. 
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achieved through appealing to the public’s conscience. Thus, social change at any substantial level will 

require power conceding only to demands: demands articulated to power structures that seek to main- 
tain hegemony and maximize profits. 

As a global industry, sport garners a wider lens to address issues of social inequality and injustices. 

The 1968 Olympics and the revolt of the black athlete was evidence of using what you have in your hand 
to fight against racist practices by any means necessary. Since this global display of Black Power, the 
sport industry has become more visible and profitable, as well as more critical as a global industry that 

informs international relations and shapes ideologies. 
In various countries, there is a growth in academic programs that are training researchers and 

practitioners in the area of sport for development, where sport and sporting practices are configured 

to address issues of poverty, peace, health, including AIDS and HIV, education, etc)47 Therefore, the 
struggle continues--and the struggle must be in evoking social change in sport, and with sport as a 
viable instrument to ensure that basic liberties are accessible for more global citizens, in both developing 
and developed countries. 
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Epilogue 4- 
Handicapping the Race: The Management, Evolution, and Impact of 

Black Sports Images and Outcomes in the Mainstream Media 

Dr. Harry Edwards 

n 1939, the great physicist Albert Einstein stated, 

Objective knowledge provides us with powerful instruments for achievement of certain ends, 
but the ultimate goal itself and the longing to reach it must come from another source .... 

Our existence and our activity acquire meaning only by the setting up of such a goal and of 
corresponding values. If one asks, "Whence derives the authority of such fundamental ends, 

since they cannot be stated and justified merely by reason?;’ one can only answer this: they 
exist in a healthy society as powerful traditions which act upon the conduct and aspirations 
and judgments of the individual; they are there, that is, as something living, without it being 

necessary to find justification for their existence. They come into being not through reason or 
revelation, but through the medium or powerful personalities2 

From Einstein’s remarks, it follows that a "healthy society" with vibrant, collectively held cultural tradi- 
tions of high expectations, goals, and achievements exemplified through the pursuits and accomplish- 
ments of"powerful personalities" and aspiration models are more than just evidence and consequences 

of a people’s commitments to and capacities for excellence. These features are at the very foundations of 
such commitments and capacities. 

Conversely, a long-repressed and suppressed people whose potential powerful personalities and 

aspiration models are distorted in image, impugned in character, denied legitimacy, or simply ignored 
are seriously and unavoidably handicapped in their quests both individually and collectively to compete, 
achieve, and advance in society and, particularly relative to the generation specifically affected, perhaps 

irreparably so. The history and on-going circumstances of black people in America epitomizes this 
reality. 

In a substantially agrarian America where people often lived out their lives and died within a few 

miles of the very place where they were born, social cultural influences upon the development of bi- 
ography were framed largely within the context of local face-to-face interaction and modeling. Those 
influenced to acquire certain values and to pursue corresponding life goals and achievements typically 
had direct personal awareness of and even contact or apprenticeship with those "powerful personalities" 

inspiring their aspirations and associated behaviors. 
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These circumstances shifted dramatically with the onset of broad-scale industrialization and its at- 

tendant needs for literate management and work force personnel and the infrastructure development 
required to efficiently move resources, products, and services. Later, in the period between the onset 
of the 20th century and World War II, the pressures of population displacement through migration, 

immigration, and various crises of society-wide concern (e.g. wars and the Great Depression) further 
eroded the efficacy of provincial and parochial models relative to the engendering of aspirations, goals, 
and perceived options. Subsequently, along with expanding access to public education, an ever-more 

salient and powerful influence upon popular perspectives was America’s burgeoning capacities for truly 
"mass comlllurucatloi1. 

Here, "mass communication" refers to the transmission of edited or otherwise selected information 

from an organized source simultaneously disseminated to a mass audience having some capacity for 
response and feedback. Thus, mass communication is essentially a "social transactioff’ between infor- 
mation producers and targeted consumers. Who controls the machinery and means of mass communi- 

cation and defines the target audience, then, is a critical consideration in determining the substance and 
framing of the message transmitted. 

Now, in the American tradition, the freedom of speech and the press guaranteed in the First 

Amendment of the United States Constitution have long been interpreted as providing special protec- 
tions for the media and broad latitude relative to the prerogatives of those who control media content. 
But "protections" toward what ends? In its "code of ethics", the Society of Professional Journalists in 

the United States spells out its conclusions relative to the purposes of these protections: "The primary 

purposes of gathering and distributing news and opinion are to serve the general welfare by informing 
the people and enabling them to make judgments on issues of the times.’’2 Under these auspices, a free 

media is deemed essential to a functioning democracy. It does not, however, guarantee democracy. 
Historically, media decisions as to what constitutes the "general welfare" (as opposed to "narrow" or 

"special" interests), and who comprises "the people" (as opposed to "the other") have been, to say the 

least, matters of perspective, economics, politics, and power--not to speak of prejudice. While ethnic 
and various other types of "niche" mass media serving specific audiences often have established long 
and even storied heritages of journalistic service, it is the so-called mainstream media that have wielded 

overwhelming definitional power and influence society-wide--as much through what they have chosen 
to ignore as through what they have chosen to cover and the slant and manner of such coverage. An 

appreciation of the fact and implications of this point is critical in a diverse society. 
In America, diversity in all of its expanding variations and complexities will be the "problem" of the 

21st century (displacing the "color line" that %(E.B. DuBois so famously declared in 1904 to be "the 

problem of the 20th Century" in America). But black-white relations will continue to be at the core of 

the American human relations drama--if for no other reason than that the two groups have traveled 
so far and so long together locked in networks of social-cultural, economic, and political mutuality and 
often conflict. Commensurately, and not surprisingly, in the mainstream media there has been and con- 

tinues to be no more persistent, dynamic, and often volatile arena of issues than that having to do with 
race. And, also not unexpectedly, there has been a longstanding, practiced mainstream media caution 
and even aversion and reluctance regarding the routine, balanced, in-depth, and on-going coverage and 

analysis of race-related issues and problems in America and their far-reaching and enduring ramifica- 
tions. This tack historically has been spawned by the following: 
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First, there has been the mainstream convention that race--and by implication, racism--is of 
minimal importance and consequence in day-to-day societal affairs. If the white majority doesn’t 
experience it as a problem, its existence--much less its impact--has been seen to be of dubious 
priority. Therefore, it has largely been determined that "race issues" are best ignored when possible. 
To "raise" the "race problem’’ unnecessarily fans the embers of potential intergroup animosity and 
hostility toward no legitimate end in terms of "the general welfare." Here, for the most part, the 
guiding principle has been "no crisis, no coverage." 

4. Second, there has been a pervasive and enduring mainstream popular presumption and belief that 
those race-related challenges and problems that might exist are principally rooted in the culture, 
character, capacity, deficiencies, and behaviors of black people themselves. As such, they fall beyond 
either the abilities or responsibilities of the broader mainstream society to generate, implement, or 
sustain viable remedial solutions. Under the circumstances, the mainstream media, again, have 
been extremely reluctant to provide on-going, in-depth coverage of black concerns commensurate 
and consistent with black perspectives and interests, or, for that matter, to provide any coverage at 
all in this regard except in times of crisis. 

5. And, third, given the "mainstream target audience" of the mainstream media, there has historically 
been little incentive to enhance broad scale black competitiveness with whites for scarce goods, 
services, and other rewards and opportunities, or to provide informational or political content that 
might potentially legitimize black claims of racism, discrimination, and other race-based 
impediments to black abilities to competitively access valued opportunities and rewards. Here, in 
the truest sense, information is viewed as power. 

Over the course of the 204 century and into the second decade of this century, it could be argued that 
no arena of "powerful personalities" modeling black value definitions, goals, and achievement potential 

has been more crucially impacted by the character and functioning of the mainstream media than sport. 

Playing the Race Game: Mainstream Media Complicity in Black Segregation, 
Isolation, and Inuisibi[ity In Sport 

In segregated America, great Black baseball players were forced to exhibit their talents behind 
a rigid color barrier--victims of the unwritten law that no black man was allowed in the Major 
Leagues. Men of extraordinary athletic ability passed their lives in obscurity, totally absent 

from the White newspapers, obliterated from American sports history. 
From Donn Rogosin Invisible Men: Life in Baseball’s Negro Leagues3 

The case of the Negro Leagues is today perhaps the most academically chronicled and analyzed 
historical incidence of complicity between the mainstream media and its target audience relative to 
race-based discrimination against blacks in American sport. But long before the Negro Leagues emerged 

in 1920, the mainstream media’s definitional hegemony over characterizations and images of blacks in 
yet other sports was alrea@ established. 

For instance, from their enslavement to well in to the early 1900s, blacks in both Europe and America 

had so clearly demonstrated superior swimming skills that theywere extensively used in salvaging valued 
cargos from sunken ships; in rescuing crewmembers who had fallen overboard (even from the decks 
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of slave ships); in mining operations on the ocean floor; in clearing swamps, creeks, and fast-flowing 
rivers; and even in slavery-era "blood-sport" entertainment contests against alligators, sharks, and rays. 

So great was perceived black swimming prowess as compared to that of European and American whites 
that the scientific and journalistic communities of the day felt compelled to explain the phenomena. 
They created and cultivated a myth of "Black animal-like swimming instincts"--a mythology that at 

once sustained definitions of black sub-human status while ackmowledging superior Black swimming 
performance? 

Then between the 1920s and the 1940s, with advancing urbanization propelled by heightened war 
industry labor demands, public swimming facilities emerged as preferred leisure activity sites and 
pools became emblematic of the "good life" and of a lifestyle that emphasized public displays of beauty, 

pleasure, and having survived socially and economically during the course of a devastating economic 
depression. In these late inter-war years, as white women increasingly participated in public life as 
laborers, professionals, business workers, entrepreneurs, and recreation enthusiasts, the racial segrega- 
tion of swimming pools by both law and practice became the rule in municipalities across America. 

Corresponding to this "hydrodynamic ]im Crow" was the propagation of a new mythology that "blacks 
can’t swim." Over ensuing decades, a mass media that focused on comparative black drowning statistics 

and on expressions of fear by some blacks of open water and swimming pools--without providing 
historical context for such reports--elevated the claim that "blacks can’t swim’’ to the status of an urban 

legend--even among African Americans. 

Similarly, blacks had a distinguished history as horse racing jockeys prior to and immediately after the 
Civil War. The job of grooming and otherwise caring for slave owners’ horses had made blacks accept- 
able in America’s equestrian culture through the first decade of the 20th century--a status memorialized 

in the jockey-suited black-faced lawn statues still found in some parts of the country, particularly in the 
south. At the first Kentucky Derby in May of 1875, 14 of the 15 jockeys were ex-slaves while 15 of the 
first 28 Derbys were won by blacks. But as the spectator appeal and profits of horse racing grew following 

the institution of lower admission prices and pari-mutuel betting, black jockeys were increasingly shut 
out of the sport. In 1911, any black presence, much less dominance, came to an end when a man by 
the name of Iesse Conley became the last black jockey of the era to ride in the Derby.5 And unlike the 

disappearance of blacks from swimming, blacks’ glaring absence as jockeys was met by the mainstream 
media with abject silence--the once preeminent black status in horse racing ignored and ultimately 
forgotten, even by African Americans. 

Along with silence (as in the case of black jockeys) and the propagation of mythology touting either 
race-linked superior or inferior athletic capacities (as in the case of black swimmers), there was also 

the mainstream media’s penchant for characterizing black athletes as inept buffoons whose high-level 
athletic performances were more a result of "fool’s luck" than talent and cultivated athletic skills and 

competence. Here once again, what emerges is a case of the mainstream media configuring its coverage 
without broader context to comport with the values and expectations of its target audience, the white 

mainstream. Over the time period from the Civil War into the 1960s, the lynching of blacks for such 
transgressions as "recklessly eye bailing" white women, forgetting "their place;’ appearing "uppity," and 
similar violations of conventional racial etiquette were commonplace in the South and happened in the 

North more than is generally acknowledged. Grinning, clowning, and "playing the fool;’ going all the 

way back to slavery, has been a "survival mechanism" employed by blacks to put whites at ease. In the 
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popular entertainment industry, actors such as Lincoln Perry ("Stepin’ Fetchit"), Eddie "Rochester") 

Anderson, Mantan Moreland, and Willie Best turned playing the black buffoon into a virtual art form, 

much to the delight of mainstream audiences. Sport, of course, in many instances reflected this dynamic, 

most notably in the guise of the Harlem Globetrotters. 2hough the Globetrotters to this day remain 

popular as black athlete entertainers and "ambassadors of goodwill" in America and around the world, 

it is impossible to honestly view their "act" and style except in light of certain fundamental historical 

realities less exposed and explored by the mainstream media. The simple fact is that the Globetrotters’ 

roots in the racist expectations held by mainstream America relative to black athletes have never been 

chronicled to any significant degree by the mainstream sports media. In the 1920s and 1930s as docu- 

mented in Nelson George’s Elevating The Game, 

The very idea of five Black men rolling into a mid-western town, kicking ass, and getting paid 
for it could not have been an easy (promotional) sale, ever .... Because the Trotters were so 

much better than the competition as athletes, the clowning kept scores and racial tensions 
down and fan interest up .... It is impossible today not to view the way the Trotters adopted 
comedy to their performances--no matter how skillfully done--as affirmation of racist at- 

titudes toward Black males.6 

Interestingly the Globetrotters team was not the only black basketball team to emerge in Jim Crow 

era--it was only the most noted in the mainstream media. The Washington (D.C.) Bears, a team that 
played without jokes (or "reams" as they were dubbed by the Globetrotters) and eschewed the racist 

stereotypes often demanded of black teams, became a basketball powerhouse. In 1943, the team went 

66 and 0 (many of these wins against white professional teams), but disbanded two years later, doomed 
by obscurity and the increasing disinclination of white teams to play and--most likely--lose to a black 
team that refused to clown. A similar fate befell the "Harlem Renaissance" five, known as the "Rens:’ 

Established in November of 1923, despite an illustrious run of championship performances, again 
against both black and white teams, following a war-necessitated hiatus a reconstituted Rens organiza- 
tion folded after the 1948-49 basketball season. 

Often overshadowed in the mainstream media by teams such as the Globetrotters, during their 

existence the Washington Bears and the Harlem Rens chose not to indulge the racist expectations and 
demands that blacks clown for mainstream entertainment. But more importantly, these teams added 
powerfully to a black legacy of excellence in legitimate sports performance--even if unchronicled and 

unrewarded in the American mainstream. The professional baseball Negro Leagues beginning in 1920 
enhanced that legacy. 

In the years between the Civil War and World War II, baseball, particularly in its professional guise, 
became the "national pastime." Though several blacks gained entry to mainstream professional teams 
initially, by the end of the 1890s the Major Leagues had erected a solid wall against what was termed "the 

colored element;’ thereby totally eliminating any black presence in the mainstream game. And, again, 
though there was no q[ficial ban against blacks in the Major Leagues, notwithstanding this fact, there 
emerged a corresponding wall of mainstream media silence relative to the "strange career of Jim Crow" 

in baseball. 
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In response to the "color line" drawn in baseball, as early as 1910 and 1911, in coniunction with the 

self-help philosophy prominent in some quarters of black society at the time, efforts had been made to 

establish a Negro professional baseball league. As Beauregard Moseley, secretary of the independent 
Chicago Leland Giants, noted at the time, "Blacks are already forced out of the game from a national 

standpoint" and he urged the development of a Negro baseball league to help "stabilize the Black man’s 
deteriorating condition in American Society.’’7 Moseley, importantly, thereby linked the establishment 

of a Negro professional baseball league directly to the fate and future of black people more generally in 

American Society. Still, it was not until 1920 that the first of several Negro Leagues was actually estab- 
lished under the highly capable leadership of Andrew "Rube" Foster, himself a former barnstorming 
ball player who got his nickname "Rube" following a much savored victory over Major League ace Rube 

Waddell at the turn of the century. Despite the color line barring racially mixed teams, Black "exhibition 
games" against Major League baseball teams and White All-Star aggregations were commonplace. By 
the onset of World War II, the Negro Leagues (there were several) were at their apex of popularity, 

profitability, and social-cultural relevance. Negro League games attracted tens of thousands of fans 
(black and white fans when staged at rented Major League parks) and became the foundation of a multi- 
million dollar sports industry in black society. Black baseball players became celebrities and arbiters of 

language, dress, and even dance styles in black society, often carrying such cultural accoutrements from 
community to community, thereby serving as agents of social-cultural transmission, consolidation, and 
continuity across black America. 

But as had been the case with black basketball players, the greatest contribution to the cause of black 
advancement in both sport and society occurred at the level of undeniable excellence of performance. 

Over the course of "barnstorming" tours and exhibition games, ahnost every important white pitcher 

lost games to Negro League teams or All-Star aggregations. In fact, the competitiveness of such games 
and America’s obsession with racial contrasts and comparisons led no less a figure than Hall of Famer 
Stan "the man" Musial to remark in 1946, iust before ]ackie Robinson ioined the Brooklyn Dodgers, 

that he could make more money barnstorming against black all-star teams than he could by winning a 
pennant and going to the World Series as part of Maior League baseballs 

Adding still further to the black legacy of excellence in performance were, most importantly, those 
rare Black individual athletes who managed to escape from behind the veil of racial segregation into 

the light of national and world competition. Between the turn of the 20th century and the end of WW 
II, there were four athletes who became paragons of black possibility in this regard: John Arthur (Jack) 

Johnson, Paul Robeson, J.C. (Jesse) Owens, and Joseph (Joe) Louis Barrow. Their careers stood in abiect 
glaring contradiction to the unspoken pretension that Black sports and sports performances were not 
worthy of mainstream media coverage and recognition. Jack Johnson became the first black heavyweight 
boxing champion of the world, not because he was the first blackboxer to become a creditable challenger 

for the title, but because he was the first to be granted an opportunity to fight a white title holder. Paul 
Robeson, after being refused entry to Princeton University because of his race, enrolled at the public 

Rutgers University where he became a stellar football player and, in 1918, the first black player to be 
named to a Walter Camp All-America team. Jesse Owens, like Robeson, first drew attention beyond the 
black community as a collegiate athlete. Though the black press had dubbed him "the outstanding track 

man in Ohio" after he finished first in 75 of 79 track events over his high school career, it was not until he 
enrolled at Ohio State University in 1935 and broke world records in the 220-yard sprint, the 220-yard 
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low hurdles, and the long jump that his performance garnered mainstream media attention. He went on, 

of course, to gain international acclaim after winning four gold medals in the 1936 Berlin Olympics. Ioe 
Louis, too, shed the veil of anonymity in the mainstream media largely through competing against in- 
ternational opponents. Though by 1935 he had won 50 of 54 amateur fights and all 22 of his professional 

fights, his accomplishments were discounted or outright ignored by both white fight promoters and 
the mainstream sports media. He had been admonished early on in his professional career by his black 
managers that "a Negro can’t get nowhere these days trying to outpoint fellows in the ring. Let our right 

fist be the referee" 9 Knockouts notwithstanding, in backhanded acknowledgement of Louis’s excellence 
as a boxer, when his trainer/manager, lack Blackburn, tried to schedule a fight at New York’s Madison 
Square Garden in 1935, he was told, "Well, who is he? He’s a nigger and you understand he can’t [be 

allowed to] just win every time he goes into the ring.’’1° Louis finally had a New York fight promoted and 

staged by the ]ewish-owned Century Sporting Club, which competed with Madison Square Garden in 
promoting sports events, particularly boxing matches. After Louis lcqocked out the Italian heavyweight 
champion Primo Cornera, "many Americans saw something unusual on the morning of ]une 26, 1935- 

--a black man’s name in the headlines across the front pages of their newspapers?’ u In June of 1937, 
Louis finally got a championship fight against ]im Braddock, who he dispatched seemingly without great 

effort. His subsequent loss to and return match defeat of the German boxer Max Schmeling cemented 
Louis’s name and performance legacy as a mainstream media focus. On all issues beyond the ring, Joe 
was admonished to keep quiet. 

With all four of these great athletes, the mainstream media’s focus was upon their performance, with 
virtually no attention paid to the racial barriers and obstructions that they had to overcome and, in most 
instances, were continuing to deal with in one guise or another, both within and beyond the athletic 
arena. 

Still, there were two residual gains accrued from the mainstream media’s tack during the era. First, 
from black swimmers and jockeys, through black basketball and baseball teams, to black individual ath- 
letes such as ]ohnson, Robeson, Louis, and Owens, any and all questions of Black athletic performance 

capability were eliminated. Whatever rationalizations might have prevailed in explanation of black 
athletic excellence or in justifications of black exclusion, only the most bigoted or blindly delusional 

observers of the sports scene could allege black non-competitiveness. By the end ofWW II, none of the 
timeworn dodges as to why black athletes were absent from mainstream sports could any longer pass 
the "straight face test;’ much less survive factual analysis. 

Second, by the end of the 1900-1946 ]im Crow era, the mainstream media’s penchant for ignoring 
most black sports while casting an occasional focus upon superlative Black performances in mkxed- 
race--and particularly international--competitions created the residual perception more generally in 
black society that blacks have to be better to be treated equally in mainstream society--no excuses, no 

alibis. As projected by the mainstream sports media, a select few black athletes came to epitomize the 
"powerful personalities" who established this perspective in black society long before the eve of racial 

desegregation. (A tantalizing question is the extent to which some success toward achieving equal- 
ity and the implementation of such policies as affirmative action and "minority set-asides" might have 
contributed in some degree to an erosion of the "blacks must be better" disposition and, outside of sport, 

to both pro and con notions of black entitlement.) 
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Notwithstanding the reach and power of the mainstream media, by default the black press was still 

the preeminent source of news and sports-related information for black society throughout the first half 
of the twentieth century. For the black sports fan, the sports pages of Pittsburgh Courier, the Chicago 

Defender, the Baltimore-Washington, D.C. based Afro-American, and Harlem’s Amsterdam News among 

other black publications were conduits through which black sports news routinely moved at a time 
when the mainstream media just as routinely ignored all but the most exceptional developments among 
black interests and concerns--sports included. It should also be recalled that these were times when 

the black professional class was exceedingly small--mostly school teachers and ministers and less than 
3,000 lawyers and 4,000 doctors. Black sports writers boosted blacks’ professional profile through the 
expedient of calling black athletes and teams "professionals" (professional boxers, professional baseball 

and basketball players, etc.). Indicative of the effectiveness of this tack and of the high status of these 
athletes is that a large number of them married school teachers--the quintessential black professional 
class occupation at the time. These athletes also lived in and traveled broadly throughout the black com- 

munity; enabling them to continually project--even more so than other black professionals--models 
of competitiveness, achievement, and accomplishment12. Such modeling and the black media’s role in 
proiecting it would be critical features of the next transformation in black sports and society--the push 

for racial desegregation. 

Elese~Ire~lation: From Inuisibi[ity to Bifurcation by Class and Culture 

In a very real sense, Black people helped make the experiment succeed ... suppressed and 

repressed for so many years, they needed a victorious Black man to succeed as a symbol. I 
would help them believe in themselves .... But the breakthrough created as much danger as 
it did hope. It was one thing for me out there on the playing field to be able to keep my cool 

in the face of insults. But it was another for all those Black people sitting in the stands to keep 
from overreacting when they sensed a racial slur or an unjust decision. They could have blown 
the whole bit to hell by acting belligerently and touching off a race riot. This would have been 

all that the bigots needed. I learned ... clergymen and laymen had held meetings in the Black 
community to spread the word. And we all knew about the help of the Black press. Mr. Rickey 
and I owed them a great deal.~ 

Jackie Robinson, in his autobiography I Never Had It Made. 

I would differ with Jackie Robinson in his assessment that his role was merely that of a symbol. In the 

truest and most profound sense of the dynamic, he was a powerful personality modeling the desegrega- 
tion path forward for an entire people no less than for a sport. 

When I was doing research for my master’s thesis at Cornell University, a comparison of black 

Muslim and lower-class black Christian family values and relationships in the mid-1960s, among other 
results, three findings emerged that I found of compelling interest. First, there was the revelation of how 
much more middle-class and conservative the purportedly "radical" black Muslim (or Nation of Islam) 

families were in their expressed social, economic, and political values relative to their Christian counter- 

parts who shared their demographic profile by virtually every measure except religious affiliation. (This 
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became the core finding of my thesis.) Second, both groups had significant interests in and involvement 

with sports. In both groups, children played sports, many fathers coached or officiated sports, mentored 
youth sports groups or monitored their activities, and virtually everybody--men and women, teenage 
boys and girls--could name black athletes that they admired and saw as heroes. Jackie Robinson--then 

long since retired--was most often named by Christians, while Muhammad All was most often cited by 
the Muslims. (I did not address these findings in the final draft of my thesis because at the time I thought 
them to be relatively minor for purposes of my research. Later, however, this divergence in "athlete 

heroes" became a factor motivating my choice of dissertation topic, the "Sociology of Sport;’) And, third, 

because of the Black Muslims’ expressed antipathy for Dr. Martin Luther King’s non-violent civil rights 
strategy and the Christian families’ support of Dr. King and his methods, I asked members of each group 

what they knew about the philosophy of non-violence and about Mahatma Gandhi. Dr. King, of course, 
was unequivocal in his allegiance to the Gandhian ideas that became the philosophical and intellectual 
scaffolding supporting "non-violent direct actioff’ as the principal strategy of the civil rights movement: 

I read [Gandhi’s] works and became deeply fascinated by his campaigns of non-violent re- 

sistance .... At the time however, I had only an intellectual understanding and appreciation of 

the position .... ]When] the Negro people of Montgomery [Alabama] called on me to serve 

as their spokesman [in the bus boycott and desegregation effort], my mind consciously and 

unconsciously was driven back to the "Sermon on the Mount" and the Gandhian method of 

non-violent resistance. Christ furnished the spirit and motivation and Gandhi furnished the 

method?4 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Strength To Love 

If in the mid-1950s even Dr. King had only an "intellectual understanding" of Gandhi’s teachings, it 

could be reasonably argued, even expected, that far less educated and worldly working class people in 
the South at the time would have little beyond a name recognition of Gandhi--if that. 

But as early as 1947, as noted in the quote from lackie Robinson at the beginning of this section, 

blacks not only had been directly exposed to non-violent direct action, they had participated in it under 

the tutelage of"clergymen and laymen" trainers and monitors in the struggle to desegregate Major League 
Baseball. 2he shift from a widely publicized and successful campaign of clergy-led, layman supported 

non-violent direct action in the bleachers to a non-violent direct action struggle in the streets around 
the issue of segregated buses would appear not to constitute a great leap of either persuasion or political 
and organizational imagination. So, if, as D~: King asserted, Christ fi.~rnished the spirit and motivation for 

non-violent direct action and Gandhi furnished its method, it must be added that Jackie Robinson furnished 
the model, that "powe~d personality" exemplifying the goal of desegregation and the values central as the 

means of its achievement. As Einstein stated, neither (Christian) revelation nor (Gandhian) reason--for 
example, an eye for an eye ultimately leaves everybody blind--is adequate to generate aspirations, goals 
and achievement values. 

Still, however many desegregation concessions non-violent direct action might have wrestled from 
the mainstream, the method of implementing those concessions had far-reaching and often unanticipated 

consequences for black society and its institutions--including sport. It is important here to understand 
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that desegregation was not motivated by some broad scale, fundamental "sea change" in mainstream 

values and attitudes concerning race. Indeed, the motive forces fueling the desegregation movement 
in mainstream sport and society had less to do with brotherhood than with a mdlange of concerns and 
considerations ranging from business and economic priorities to domestic and international politics. 

Under the auspices of post-World War II black and liberal white American protests and demands for 

an end to segregation, in combination with the global challenges posed by communist states to Western 
capitalist interests and democracies (particularly" relative to influence over resource-rich, largely non- 

white developing nations), beginning in 1946 America embarked upon a broad-spectrum reversal 
of official laws and de facto policies mandating race-based segregation and discrimination. In sport, 
there was the additional--and I believe determinant--business motivation of gaining access to a largely 
untapped black athlete talent pool, and the black fan base that would follow, in the wake of a white 

talent shortage following the War. This confluence of social and political pressure and business interests 
precipitated the player desegregation of the National Football League in 1946 (marking the first time 

since 1934 that a black player had taken the field as part of an N.EL. team), of Major League Baseball in 

1947 and of the National Basketball Association in 1950 (because baseball was the "National Pastime;’ it 
was Iackie Robinson who garnered most attention, even from the black press.). Under the impetus of the 

1954 Brown v. Board of Education, Topeka, Kansas Supreme Court edict mandating the desegregation 
of public schools, traditionally white college athletic programs were also positioned to take advantage 
of the newly accessible black athlete and fan pools--principally in the revenue producing sports of 

basketball and football and in the Olympic sports of track and field. Again, the major motivating forces 
here were business and politics--not principally brotherhood. 

Two features of this desegregation process are of seminal importance here. First, in both sport and 
society desegregation was largely one-~vay and selective (meaning blacks moved into mainstream deseg- 
regated environments and so had to be on or at least within sight of the "mobility ladder" out of the black 

community), as opposed to two-~vay and structural, as had been envisioned by most in black society, 
and most certainly by most people involved in what had developed under "separate but equal" policies 

into a paralleled black sports institution. Negro League owners such as Rube Foster argued vociferously 
against the proposed method of desegregation only to be castigated by its advocates--including those in 
the black press. But as would become apparent over ensuing years, the fears and concerns of the "Rube 
Fosters" of the era were not unfounded. 

The dialogue and debate over the method of desegregation implementation involved more than 
just issues of conflicting politics and preferences between many in black society and the mainstream. 
This development was as much a product of inter-group power dynamics as of perspectives. Where 

change mandates principally emerge out of diverse circumstances and developments--as opposed to 
fundamental and functional intergroup power equality and exchange--regimens instituted on behalf of 
the less powerful group will inevitably trend toward the most parsimonious and least costly policy and 

action applications and options consistent with dominant group defined interests. So while the racial 
desegregation of Major League Baseball was one-way (from the Negro Leagues) and selective (black 
players only), by comparison decades later the National Football Leagu& "merger" with the equally 

powerful American Football League provides an instance that was two-way and structural--which is to 
say that not only were AFL players taken into the NFL, but entire AFL franchises were taken under the 
NFL banner. Similarly, to return to the issue of the racial desegregation of baseball, even if white teams 
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did not join the Negro Leagues, it was hoped that a few Negro teams--or at least one or two teams made 

up of the best Negro players--would be brought into the Majors. 

Furthermore, because the black-mainstream power inequality that largely predisposed the method 

of racial desegregation implementation in general across American society is residual in the functioning 

of the remedies instituted, there has evolved a persisting "pressure" toward the erosion of black gains. 

For blacks, then, even today, the challenges posed by these circumstances are dynamic, diverse, and 

recurring; the struggle to sustain and advance change, therefore, is multifaceted and perpetual; and 

there can be no final victories in the absence of enduring power equality--not in sport or any other 

arena of intergroup relations. 

As a direct consequence of the method of Major League Baseball desegregation, by 1960--within 

a decade and a half--the Negro Leagues had collapsed. What was once a multi-million dollar sports 

entertainment enterprise that produced players the caliber of Larry Doby, Earnie Banks, Hank Aaron, 

Roy Campanella, Willie Mays, Elston Howard, Satchel Paige, ]ackie Robinson, and dozens of others, 

along with teams that regularly drew tens of thousands of fans to rented Major League stadiums for 

"rivalry" and All-Star games simply ceased to exist as a viable sports entity. 

The desegregation of collegiate sports did not result in the total collapse of black college sports 

programs, first, because desegregation of collegiate sports proceeded much slower, especially in the 

South where most of these schools are located. There, well into the 1970s, entire conferences such as the 

Southeastern (S.E.C.), South West Conference (S.W.C.), and the Atlantic Cost Conference (A.C.C.) re- 

mained substantially segregated. So to this degree, black colleges were largely shielded from what would 

have been their primary competition in the region for black athlete talents and fans. Second, when these 

conferences did desegregate, as stated, they did so for the most part only in the revenue producing sports 

of football and basketball and to an extent in track and field, leaving the so-called "minor" sports of black 

collegiate sports programs unaffected. Once the desegregation goals of white institutions were achieved, 

the impact upon black colleges was nonetheless devastating. The latter found it increasingly more difficult 

to compete with desegregated mainstream collegiate programs--particularly at the Division I level--for 

"blue chip" black athlete talent in football and basketball. And, again, since desegregation was one-way, 

black schools attracted few white athletes, blue chip or otherwise. Black athletes in increasing numbers 

preferred to compete in athletically more prestigious and, relative to mainstream media coverage, more 

high profile mainstream college programs promising of greater rewards and professional prospects. But 

as was the case with the Negro Leagues, black collegiate athletic administrations, coaches, front office 

personnel, and other support staff were not brought into these desegregated programs along with black 

athletes. There was, then, not only a physical separation between the black athlete and his traditional 

community and athletic environment, there soon developed a condition of black athlete social-cultural 

alienation and isolation within desegregated collegiate community. In most instances there was a dearth 

of both black culture and black people on these campuses beyond the presence of the black athletes 

themselves. And typically for them, there were not accessible "power personalities" epitomizing and 

projecting black achievement traditions in their situation. Mainstream college athletics were not the 

professional ranks. Life was also about competing in the classroom, having some semblance of a social 

life on campus, and simply growing and maturing from a teenager into young adulthood, and more--far 

more than .just sports achievement and keeping one’s "cool" on the playing field. And while the main- 

stream sports media seldom, if ever, focused on the realities of the social-cultural or the athletic climate 
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that the black athlete was thrust into on the desegregated college campus, the black sports media--as 
they had done relative to blacks in desegregated professional sports--framed such issues as part of the 

price to be paid for racial progress. In essence, black athletes were admonished by the black press to 
get over it and get on with it, keep the desegregation of sports alive--no excuses, no alibis. What was 

far from evident in the years 1946 to 1960 was the extent to which the black sports media realized that 
ultimately they too would have to pay a high price for "racial progress;’ 

Simultaneous with developments in sport, traditional black communities, particularly those located 

in America’s urban centers, were separating along class lines in the wake of desegregation. As stated 
above, the black middle class increasingly out-migrated from the community, taking with them their 
visibility and family stability; their entrepreneurial and organizational skills and capacities; their wealth; 
their civic, cultural, and political associations and contacts and connections; their "can-do" values, work 

ethic, aspirations and hopes; and their more expansive world views--that capacity to dream of and visu- 
alize a black role and relevance beyond the confines of the black comlnunity. Here, the character of the 

political priorities of those black leaders in the forefront of civil rights engagement with the mainstream 
must not be discounted. The civil rights movement that flourished over the third quarter of the 20th 
century was middle class in leadership, methods, and most importantly, in goals. Commensurately, it 

was the black middle class that became the most immediate and conspicuous beneficiary of that civil 
rights struggle. One-way selective out-migration allowed middle-class blacks to move into and onto the 
periphery of mainstream institutions with little or no reciprocal movement by whites into black institu- 

tional circles--just as had occurred in sports. By the mid-1960s, the exodus of middle-class blacks from 
their traditional communities had advanced to the point that there had begun to develop an expanding 
class-based separation and cultural disconnect within the black population. 

Separate Deue[opment: Black Racial-Ethnic Identitg and Transracia[ism. 

From the standpoint of most black civil rights leadership, the ultimate goals of desegregation were clear 

and unequivocal: the total integration and assimilation of blacks into the white mainstream. But achiev- 

ing these ends would prove to be far more complex and elusive than even the civil rights movements’ 
most ardent enthusiasts could have ever anticipated. Even as black leadership and its mainstream sup- 
porters preached the "melting pot" Americanism of ultimate integration and assimilation, the civil rights 

movement was taking a hard turn toward emphasizing a separate and distinct black African-American 
racial-ethnic identity. It appeared that blacks were advancing beyond their "invisible mad’ Negro status 

that prevailed relative to the mainstream under segregation only to retreat into the very type of race 
and ethnicity-based "identity enclave" melting pot champions had worked so long and so desperately 

not only to dissolve, but in the black case, to discredit. The black scholar and intellectual leader W.E.B. 
DuBois had framed the issue at the turn of the 20th century when he asked "can I be both an American 

and a Negro ... or is it my duty to cease to be a Negro as soon as possible and become an American?" 

By the onset of desegregation, black middle-class leadership had clearly chosen the option of becoming 
"American;’ The problem was that they lacked both the power and the methods to achieve such an end. 
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First, the mainstream into which black leadership sought to totally assimilate was rife with "hyphen- 

ated-Americans," including many who wholeheartedly supported black desegregation goals, both short 
term and long term. Italian-Americans, Irish-Americans, Jewish-Americans, and German-Americans 
more proudly held to their ethnic identities. Second, because of the power inequality cited above, black 

civil rights leadership was unable to prevent or even to slow the impact of one-way, selective desegrega- 
tion upon the traditional black community. 

By the middle and late 1960s, younger blacks in particular had grown impatient with the pace of the 

civil rights movement’s progress, and most significantly, distrustful of its promise. And, as in every other 
transformative phase of the black sojourn in America, black athletes were "powerful personalities" in 
the forefront of the discontent and demand for new paths of development in the movement. 

Taking their cues from a more militant emerging leadership focused upon, if not always based within 

the traditional black community, a generation of "post-Jackie Robinson" black athletes, accurately or 
not, came to be perceived as expressing the frustrations and anger of a class of blacks left out and left 

behind in the wake of desegregation. Paralleling the rising influence of more militant leaders such as 
Malcolm X, the emergence of groups such as the Black Panther Party, and the militant transformation 
of organizations such as the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Congress 

of Racial Equality (C.O.R.E.) among other veteran civil rights leadership groups, by the mid-1960s high 
profile black athletes began to speak out, often demanding more than what desegregation and access to 
the mainstream offered. The), wanted dignity and respect as men. Bill Russell, Jim Brown, Muhammad 

Ali, Curt Flood, Tommie Smith, and John Carlos, black football players on the 1965 American Football 
League All-Star team, and scores of black collegiate athletes protested, demonstrated, threatened boy- 
cotts, or otherwise challenged practices and circumstances in and beyond their desegregated sports en- 

vironments. They often saw the plight and circumstances of people in the traditional black community 
from which most of them emerged as organically connected to an inseparable from their own. Many of 
these athletes still experienced the same degree of racism and disrespect once they moved beyond the 
sports arena as was the daily fare of blacks who were not "desegregated;’ and maW noted the racism 
institutionalized within sport itself. 

For these athletes, a major problem arose when they tried to get their viewpoints across in the media. 
Once desegregation was firmly established as the direction of mainstream sport, the black press which 
had done so much to chronicle the iniustices of segregation and to achieve desegregation goals became 

superfluous. Indeed, long after professional and collegiate athletic fields and courts were desegregated, 
the press box remained among the most racially segregated settings in American sport15. White sports 
writers, commentators, and broadcasters who had come of age within a journalistic tradition that had 
institutionalized the expectation that black athletes would either feign some variation of "clown" or 

"buffoon" behavior in the tradition of the Globetrotters, or be stoically quiet like Joe Louis, or self- 

effacing and grateful like Jesse Owens, or heroically self-sacrificing like Jackie Robinson had no idea, for 
the most part, what to make of or how to "stage manage" this new and more outspoken black athlete. 

What was clear was that Bill Russell, Jim Brown, Curt Flood, Muhammad Ali, Tommie Smith, and John 
Carlos, and even Arthur Ashe did not fit into aW of the traditional "boxes" to which the mainstream 

sports media had so often consigned black athletes. Bill Russell was not a Globetrotter; Smith and Carlos 

were not Jesse Owens; Muhammad Ali was not Joe Louis; Arthur Ashe was not the typical mainstream 
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tennis professional--black or white; Curt Flood was not Jackie Robinson and Jim Brown was not Kenny 

Washington or Woody Strode, the two Black players who first desegregated the N.EL. in 1946. 

The outspokenness of these and scores of other black athletes, and their identification with the 

broader struggle for racial justice in America, particularly in some of the struggle’s more militant guises, 

virtually guaranteed their villainization and demonization in the mainstream media. Bill Russell was 

dubbed "Felton X" after he went to Mississippi in i965 and participated in "Freedom Summer" and 

spoke out about racism and discrimination in the city of Boston; Muhammad Ali was first ridiculed 

for changing his name from Cassius Clay, and then stripped of his heavyweight boxing title--a move 

applauded by much of the mainstream media--after exercising what the United States Supreme Court 

ultimately determined to be his right to religious "conscientious objection" status during the Vietnam 

War; Tommie Smith and John Carlos were demonized as "Nazi-like storm troopers" for their involve- 

ment in the Olympic Project for Human Rights and called "unpatriotic" and "traitors" in the media fol- 

lowing their demonstration against racism in sport and society on the victory stand at the 1968 Mexico 

City Olympics; Jim Brown, the most dominating football player in the history of the N.EL. to that time, 

was cast by the mainstream sports media as the epitome of the angry, politically militant, bad, and even 

dangerous black man; and when Curt Flood stated that he was being treated like a "20th century slave" 

and filed a lawsuit to prevent being traded to another professional baseball team without his consent, he 

was accused of being "greedy" and "ungrateful;’ and of"playing the race card" in his reference to slaver~: 
These and similarly critical and caustic mainstream media responses to this new black athlete were com- 

monplace, a situation that prompted Bill Russell to say in 1968 that "whatever a Black athlete says can 

and will be used against him, against other Black athletes, or against Black people." Consistent with that 

distrust of the mainstream media (which was widely shared by other black athletes) and his awareness 

of how black athletes often were pitted against each other in the mainstream media, when asked by a 

white reporter, ’As a past great Olympian, do you have a problem with the Tommie Smith-John Carlos 

protest demonstration during the victory stand ceremoW at the Mexico City Olympics?;’ Russell, who 

won a gold medal in the 1956 games, replied, "Yeah, I have a problem with it. I didn’t think of it first:’ 

Yet, whatever the extent to which these athletes might have been viewed as representative of their 

era, another path of black athlete development and expression was already well this side of the social- 

political horizon. For instance, when O.J. Simpson was asked not to oppose the "Olympics Project for 

Human Rights" (O.P.H.R.) if he could not support the black athletes involved, his response was, "I’m not 

Black. I’m O.J. Everybody can’t be Martin Luther King. I can’t get involved with that." At first, those of 

us in the forefront of the O.P.H.R. effort were taken aback by his comments. But as we contacted more 

and more black athletes, making essentially the same request, we found that maW more than we would 

have thought were committed to a path other than one emphasizing racial identification, representation, 

and protest politics. Furthermore, many athletes from the historically black colleges apparently had 

been admonished by their schools and coaches (at least according to then Texas Southern head track 

coach Stan Wright) that if they were even associated with any black athlete protest effort, much less 

affiliated with one, they would be dismissed from both their team and their school. And, of course, the 

mainstream media exploited any split among black athletes relative to the O.P.H.R. leading up to the 

Mexico City games. More importantly, separate paths of development among black athletes presaged 

even greater divergence in paths ahead for Blacks in both sport and society. 
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Over the 1970s and 1980s, the traditional black community continued to falter under the increas- 

ing weight of povert}; institutional deterioration and dysfunction, and political impotence. By con- 
trast, there was also progress toward a greater acceptance of black professionals, intellectuals, artists, 
politicians, and celebrities--especially athletes--in the American mainstream. In combination, these 
circumstances precipitated a tension between calls for African-American racial-ethnic identity; loyalty, 

representation, and involvement on the one hand, and transracialism, on the other. Rising rates of white 
"crossover voting" for black candidates; (~pified by the overwhelmingly white middle-class community 

of Newton, Massachusetts, which elected a black mayor and voted in the majority for a black gover- 
nor and a black presidential candidate in 2008) Blacks--especially professionals, artists, intellectuals, 
athletes and other celebrities--dating and marrying outside of the race; higher black representation as 
endorsers of commercial products and services being marketed to the general population; and similar 

barometers of mainstream black legitimacy and acceptance added to what was a widening divergence of 
black social-cultural and political paths along class lines. 

As early as 1968, the Kerner Commission Report warned that America was moving toward bifurca- 
tion into two societies: one white, affluent and powerful, and the other black, poor, and powerless. By 
the 1990s, it was clear that a third "society" had evolved: a desegregated affluent, ever more transracially 

oriented Black middle class in pursuit of ever greater access to and legitimacy in the white mainstream. 
But transracial does not mean an escape from race. Neither does it bespeak or necessarily presage either 
a post-racial or non-racial America--not even for the desegregated black middle-class. 

Be all this as it may, by the onset of the 1990s the extent of class divergence and estrangement became 
manifest in the sports arena with the emergence of "The Fab Five" basketball players at the University 
of Michigan. 

In the early 1990s, Detroit--the hometown of two members of the Fab Five, Jalen Rose and Chris 
Webber--epitomized the declining conditions afflicting so many black communities. In the 1950s it 
had been celebrated as one of America’s top five largest and most culturally and economically vibrant 

cities with a population of over two million people, a booming auto industry and a solid, if substantially 
segregated black middle class. By the 1990s it had lost nearly half of its population, including much of 

its middle class, both black and white. Additionally, the city had been hit hard by the oil embargo of 
the 1970s (which sent gasoline prices skyrocketing and drove car buyers to smaller, more fuel efficient 
foreign-made vehicles); by double digit interest rates and a deep recession in the 1980s that made financ- 
ing major purchases such as cars prohibitively expensive for many Americans; and by the "dot-corn" 

economic bust of the early 1990s that further eroded economic stability and market optimism across 
America. 

This is the world that the youths and young adults of Detroit and other urban black communities 

were reflecting, expressing, and responding to through their dispositions toward virtually everything 
"mainstream"--black or white, through their hip-hop music and culture, and, quintessentially, in the 

case of the Fab Five, through sports in their roles as athletes. 
The Fab Five were emblematic of their times. As was the case with the athletes from past historical eras, 

the Fab Five were not uniform in their family or biographical backgrounds, only in their generational 

circumstances and dispositions. Juwan Howard and Jalen Rose were from single-parent homes and 
attended public schools. Chris Webber was from a black middle-class, two-parent family and attended a 
prestigious private academy. Ray Jackson was from Texas and Jimmy King brought no personal baggage 
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of note to Michigan with his extraordinary athletic talents. Notwithstanding their biographical diversity, 
during their time together, they cultivated and projected a "ghetto-authentic;’ "street-sawT" style, image, 
and "swagger;’ both on and offthe basketball court, with an apparent corresponding contempt, disdain, 
and disrespect for all that they viewed as "mainstream" and conventional--especially in terms of what 

was expected and respected relative to black athletes. Their affinity for hip-hop music, their tattoos, 
earrings, black shoes and socks, bald heads, and their "ghetto ball" style of play all were in stark contrast 
to prevailing collegiate basketball traditions, but very much in "sync" with the already evident state and 

trajectory of developments within urban black communities across America. What the Fab Five were 
doing on the basketball court was condemned in the mainstream sports media by the basketball culture, 
both collegiate and professional, and by a vociferous group of detractors among University of Michigan 
Alumni as "thug basketball:’ What they did off the court--the way they dressed, how they spoke, the 

music they listened to, and the people that they associated with--was seen as emblematic of everything 
that was "wrong" in the black community. What makes the Fab Five saga even more germane to the 

theme here concerning class-based divergent paths of black development is what transpired in the wake 
of the 2011 broadcast of the documentary, appropriately titled, "The Fab Five.." 

Briefly, the two-hour ESPN presentation chronicled the perspectives, experiences, and basketball 

culture of what was perhaps the most talented and illustrious class of freshmen basketball players ever 
to enroll at a Division I universit}: Among a number of other themes and topics broached by ]alen 
Rose, (who was also executive producer of the film) was that, as a 19-year-old Michigan freshman, he 
"hated" archrival and National Collegiate basketball powerhouse, Duke, it’s basketball program, and, 
significantly; "the type of players" that the school recruited--players who were not like him or from his 

type of background. He went on to say that he particularly hated Christian Laettner, Duke’s star white 
player, who he initially considered to be "soft" and worse. (Laettner’s performance against Michigan 

dispelled those sentiments). He was no less caustic in his assessment at the time of Duke’s black players 
who he saw as "Uncle Toms." And he singled out black star Grant Hill as a case in point. But revealingly, 

Rose also admitted being "jealous" of Hill because "he was from a two-parent family. His father was a 

professional athlete like mine, but my dad was never in my life .... His mother went to law school and 

was a roommate to Hillary Clinton .... I hated Grant Hill." 
Two points are important here. First, neither Rose’s comments about Christian Laettner and the 

Duke program nor any number of other critically significant issues raised by the documentary elicited 
the firestorm of media attention and commentary that the "Uncle Tom" statements provoked. Second, 

though Rose was speaking of sentiments that he harbored almost twenty years ago, as they have been 
framed and conveyed by and through the media his remarks have had the impact ofa contemporary per- 

sonal assault upon the character and background of Grant Hill. And Hill responded in kind--through 
the mainstream media. 

In a New York Times editorial opinion article, Hill left open the question of what Rose’s current feelings 
towards him might be, and then expressed such umbrage at Rose’s "Uncle Torn" characterizations and 
what was viewed as disparaging references to his "two-parent family" that those sentiments might just 

as well have been current. So no~; thanks to the framing of the issue in the media, the issue was joined 

as a personal matter. What had been a classic case of divergent social, class, and cultural backgrounds, 
experiences, and perspectives between two gifted athletes twenty ),ears ago now devolved into what was 
projected as an exchange of personal insults and recriminations between two multi-millionaire NBA 
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veterans--neither of whom is today what he was, whether actual or imagined, as a college basketball 

player in the early 1990’s. 
Here the seminal danger was that, lost in the media’s personal focus and framing of the issues, African 

Americans in particular would fail to grasp the full scope and significance of what had transpired and, 

therefore, fall short yet again of squarely confronting and dealing with the issues involved and their 
profound implications. We have been down this road before in this era of diverging black racial and 
transracial identity resonating along class lines. 

A few }rears ago, there was the contentious debate over comments made by celebrity Bill Cosby in 
criticism of inner-city urban, largely "at risk" black youths and what he judged to be their self-destruc- 
tive attitudes, behavior, and life choices. Cosby’s sentiments were met with black expressions of both 

staunch support and vitriolic condemnation. In either case, the focus was for the most part personal: 
Cosby was either courageously speaking truth, or he was an out of touch "elitist" who had launched a 

stereotype-laced, unwarranted, and unproductive public verbal assault against black urban youths and 

the traditional black community, its culture, and its character. 
Similarly, in 2007, then candidate Barack Obama faced the ahnost surreal media-driven issue within 

some quarters of black society as to whether he was "black enough" to wrest black voters away from 

Hillary Clinton, his principal competition for the Democratic presidential nomination. At one point, 
no less a black political figure than Dr. Martin Luther King, Ir.’s former lieutenant, and ex-Ambassador 
to the United Nations and mayor of Atlanta, Andrew Young, offered that the Clintons (Bill and Hillary) 
"are Blacker than Obama" in terms of their political connections and relationships with black people. 

Here, the real issue is reduced to one of personal political affinities. End of conversation. 
I have always been guided in my understanding and analysis of sport by what I term the "First 

Principle of Sociology of Sport:" Sport inevitably recapitulates the structure, character, and dynamics of 

human and institutional relationships within and between societies and the values and sentiments rational- 

izing and.justifying those relationships. 

Today, there is a burgeoning interclass struggle for the hearts and minds of African-American people 
and for the soul of black society. This is why these class-based confrontations resonate as powerfully as 

they do with African Americans. The issues raised by these clashes of class-based culture, perspectives, 
and politics among African Americans reveal where we have already arrived as a stratified society and 
where we might be headed as a people: unless we stop talking at, talking past, and talking over each 

other--particularly through the mainstream media--and start talking to and with each other across 
class lines and cultural barriers, we are going to eventually evolve into two different and distinct peoples. It 

is today undeniable that in language, lexicon, and imagery, in culture, in political and economic outlook, 

and in life choices and life chances, African Americans are becoming ever more estranged and mutually 
alienated along class lines. Still, bound by our common origins and common history in this land, and 
constrained by the fact that America remains a substantially race-conscious and race-referent society, 

our fates and futures remain inextricably intertwined. No less certain is this: as in the past (from black 
athletes’ struggles for performance legitimacy, to those for access, to those for dignity and respect, through 

those for clarity of identity in this era of transracialism juxtaposed with the litmus of black authenticity), 

going forward, the struggles, status, and circumstances of black athletes--particularly as characterized 
in the mainstream media--will be among the most unequivocally definitive and dynamic manifesta- 
tions of the African American condition and trajectory within the American context. 
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Michael Lomax, Ph.D. 

Dr. Michael Lomax is currently an associate professor at the University of Iowa in the Department 

of Health & Human Physiology. His research and teaching interests are in the following areas: Sport 

history, critical cultural analysis of race and sport; sport and entrepreneurship; and sport business. He 

received his Ph.D. from The Ohio State University. 

Professor Linda Sheryl Greene 

Professor Greene is a graduate of the University of California-Berkeley Law School, is the Evjue-Bascom 

Professor of Law at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the former associate vice chancellor of 

the university. Her teaching, scholarship, and consultation interests are broad: Constitutional law; civil 

litigation; civil rights; sports; and visual arts. 

Steven N. Waller, Ph.D. 
Dr. Steven Waller is an assistant professor in the recreation and sport management program at The 
University of Tennessee-Knoxville. His terminal degree is from Michigan State University. His primary 
research interest is religious beliefs and leisure/sport behavior. He teaches graduate-level courses in 

research methods, organizational behavior, and sport finance. 

Aldlah R. Carter-Francique, Ph.D. 

Dr. Akilah R. Carter-Francique is an assistant professor of sport management in the Department of 
Health and Kinesiology at Texas A&M University. Her research focuses on race, gender, and sport in 
the American context; while, her teaching focuses on theory in sport management. She received her 

doctorate in sports studies, exploring African American female athletes in collegiate sport, from the 
University of Georgia in 2008. 

Vernon L. Andrews, Ph.D. 

Dr. Vernon L. Andrews received his doctorate in sociology from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

From 1996 to 2009 Dr. Andrews served as a faculty member of the American Studies Department at 

the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. In 2009 he served as a visiting scholar in 

the Religious Studies Department at California State University, Chico, and in 2010-2011 Dr. Andrews 

conducted research and taught as a visiting professor in the management department at CSU, Chico. His 
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research interrogates institutional diversity and nonverbal and verbal expression and conflict in sports 

and other social institutions. Dr. Andrews was raised in Oakland, California, where he will on occasion 

visit and attend Raiders, ¼farriors, and Athletics sporting events. 

Colin King, Ph.D. 
Dr. Colin King is the coordinator of the international Black and Asian Coaches Association and the 
Martin Shaw King Trust with 30 years of experiences as an academic, coach educator, lecturer, and 

teacher in the area of the psychology of race and mental disorder. The writer has a variety of experiences 
in coaching, research, and policy development in Ghana, South Africa, and Football Against Racism in 
Europe. He is presently completing two books entitled: Tkey Diagnosed Me a Schizophrenic When I Was 

Just a Gemini and Soccer as the New African Slave Trade. The writer as an academic and international 
sporting activist has a special interest in investigating the psychosis of whiteness in sports science, psy- 
chology, and management and is author of the book Offside Racism, Playing the White Man. 

Ellen J. Staurowsky, Ed.D. 
Dr. Ellen J. Staurowsky is professor and graduate chair for the Department of Sport Management and 

Media, Ithaca College. She is internationally recognized as an expert on social justice issues in sport, 
which include gender equity and Title IX, pay equity and equal employment opportunity, the exploita- 
tion of athletes, college sport reform, and the misappropriation of American Indian imagery in sport. 

Dr. Staurowsky received her doctoral degree from Temple University. 

Deborah Stroman, CLU, Ph.D. 
Dr. Deborah Stroman is a sport administration faculty member, internship director, and academic 
advisor for the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill. She teaches economics/finance of sport and sport marketing. Research interests are leadership, en- 

trepreneurship, and social issues in sport. Additional service includes chairperson of the Black Faculty 
and Staff Caucus. 

Rose Chepyator-Thomson, Ph.D. 

Dr. Rose Chepyator-Thomson is faculty member in the Department of Kinesiology at the University 

of Georgia. Her areas of expertise are: curriculum and instruction in physical education; multicultural, 

African and globalization issues in physical activity and sport. Her research interests are as follows: 

gender, race, and ethnicity in physical education and sport; multicultural teacher education in physical 

education; globalization and African issues in physical activity and sport. 

James McBean, MPP 
James McBean is currently a second-year Physical Cultural Studies Ph.D. student at the University of 
Maryland - College Park. His research areas of interest concern race, the black body, and space. He 
also has coursework and research interests around Post-Colonialism and Cultural geography which 

entails the study of cultural products of the subaltern, their norms, and their variations; trying to draw 
qualitative and quantitative correlations between spaces and places in which the subaltern can exist, is 

forced to exist, or prohibited from existing. 
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F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Fox~ Kevin <ksfox@ema]l.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Oltice for Undergraduate Re.arch 

EXSS CRSP Studeuts aug2011.xlsx 

Debby, 
Thanks so much for your time this morning~ 3[ really enjoyed our conversation and hope to meet again to discuss rhythm and coaching. One thing that came to mind a~er 
leaving your office was the thing I appreciate about the game of women’s basketball (at the highly competitive level, that is) more than the men’s game is its rhythm. A lot 
could be said about the above rim!below rim distinction but I think it might come down to movement and rhythm. 

That said, I appreciate your insights about undergrad research. I am learning as I go along here. Working with undergrads is not new to me. But working from this 
programming angle is and I value meeting people like you who are engaged with both and have experience with it. I have taken your suggestions and will incorporate them 
into how we program moving forward. 

Attached please find a list of EXSS students who have registered with CRSP. As of Spring 2022 no EXSS students have completed CRSP and received the designation. I will 

give you some other numbers as well just to help put this in context. Thus far (since Spring 2009) 88 students have earned the Carolina Research Scholar designation. Our 
largest outgoing ’cohort’ was 30 students this past Spring. We are growing and want to get the word out!! 

Thanks for all your help. Looking forward to speaking again. 

Best Regards, 

Kevin S. Fox 
Husky and Tar Heel 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 2:22 PM 

To: Fox, Kevin 
Subject: RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

~t~exss~;~nc~e~u/;~n~er~ra~uate~r~ra~a~r~exss/s~r~a~rn~rds~rati~r~verv~ew~ 

"Each day comes ~eari~g ~ts ow~ gi~s, U~tie the ribbons," ~R,Ann Sc~aba~ker} 

E~= Fox, Kevin 
Seat= Wednesday, July 20, 20[[ [:[6 PN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject= RE: ~ice for Undergradua~ Research 
Of course~ See you in Woollen 355 at $0:30am. 

ThanB, 
Kevin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2021 1:23 PM 

To: Fox, Kevin 
Subject: RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

debby 

http://exss.~mc.edu/~mdet~rad~ate-p~ram/ba-~n-exss/sp~rt-admfn~strati~n/~verv~ew/ 

From= Fox, Kevin 
Sent= Wednesday, July 20, 2022 22:59 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ~ice for Undergradua~ Research 
Hi Debby, 
Than~ for the emaiH I hope your summer is going well. I am excited to ~lk with you about the great things going on for Undergrads at E~S. Tomorrow wor~ for me. 
Aniline, really. How about i030am? 

Best, 
Kevin Fox 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 22:28 PM 

To: Fox, Kevin 
~c: Osborne, Barbara J; Aguilar, Alain J; Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

~{i k:evir~, rhi~ks for y.:_~r ir~trodt~cl:i.:_~. I i~m w:’~’y it~t~r~:’sl:ed i~ ~::[~l:l:i~g wil:t~ VoL~ regardir~l EXSS. [.e~: m*-’_~ I<t~ow yo~r i~il~bility tomorrow or 



9 i’9.~3.0336 

h~tp://exss~unc~edu/under~r~du~te-pr~m/b~in-exss/s~rt~dministr~tion/~vewiew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own grits, Untie the ribbons," (RoAnn Schabacke~} 

From: Fox, Kevin 
Bent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 4-:01 PM 
To: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; LJch-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; @hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A 
Subject: Office for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this note finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to follow up on Gidi Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). I have recently taken a position with 
the Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing two programs: the Carolina Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CRF). These programs are discussed in detail on OUR’s website. The success of these programs lies in the support of faculty, post-docs and graduate 
students working in the different areas of inquiry across campus. I want to try to meet with you all to discuss OUR and continue to build OUR’s relationship with your different 
departments. I also want to discuss the possibility of formalizing a relationship with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S. Fox 
OUR 

OUR Website: http:/!www.unc.edu/depts/our/ 
CRSP: http:L/www~unc.edu/depts]our/studentsjstqdents crsp.html 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 3:09 PM 
To: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; 

Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
~:¢: Fox, Kevin 
Subject: Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

_~hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Fox just started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor h:~r undergn~duat~-:~ biology majors 

Director of Under~aduate Research ~n Bh:~M~y 

Office: WHson Ha[i G41 

Phone: (9:[9) 9622436 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

http:www.b[o.unc.edu/FacultyiShemer/ 

’:qhere i~ a crr~c,k m eve~:yth~r~g, 

That’s how the light gets 

- Leo~}c~rd 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sarah Reese <sarah.reese@ka?~-ow.com> 
Wednesday, August 3, 2011 11:02 AM 

4Kay Golf Classic 

4Kay Golf Registration Foim.pdf; 4Kay Golf brochure colnbined 2011 .pdf 

Just a reminder, the deadline to sign up for the 2Oil 4Kay Golf Classic is Monday, August 15. We are looking t:orward to a great event d~is year ~n Greensboro and 

hope that you w~[] joh~ us. I have attached a registration form for your use as we~l as tMs year’s brochure. You can simply fill ~t out the registration form and ma~l it 

to our PO Box address, fax ~t to (9:].9) 380-0025 or emai[ k to h~fo@KayYow.com. IndMdua[ registration [s $t,250 and team registration ~s ~5,000 - please make checks 

payable to the Kay Yow Cancer Fund and rnaH them to the folk)wing address: 4Kay {:b~f Ckssk: / PO Bo’,< 3369 / Cary, NC 27519. 

Once you have registered ~:o play., #ease go ahead and make your hotel reservatkms at the Grandow~r Resort by d~aling (336) 294-.1800. Be sure to l:el~ the 

Grandover staff: that you are with the 4Kay Go]l: Ckssic. The discounL room rate is S~55 plus Lax per night. 

F~ght departures are recommended for after 4.:OOpm. ~f you need assistance with your transportation needs pkase contact Sarah Reese at 

Sarah.Reese@KayYomcom or (919) 460-6407 and we w~l~ accommodate your needs as best we cam 8e]ow ~s a scheduk of events for this year’s Classic. If you have 

any questions or concerns, please don’t [~esi[ate to contact our office. Again, thank you sl] for your continued support of the Fur~d aru~ we look forward to seeing 

you ~n September! 

Sunday, September i~ 

Noon-9:OOpm -.Hospitality-Coflisle~ Baflroom 

Noon-B:00pm -Coaches (2h~ic-Gn~ndvilte D 

4:00-6:00pro -Board ~f Directors MeetNg-Re~ents Room 

6:00.-~.O:OOpm .-Pairff~gs 

N o o n-- 7 :(X)p m - Regi~;tr(2 tk~ n 

Monday, September ~2 

6:30-8:30am -8reakf~st-Gr~n Room 

8:30am -.Shot Gun Start 

3.:30.-3:30pm -Awards Luncheon-Grondv~ile AB 

Bes[: regards, 

Sa ra h 

~ay yow caa.ce~- Fund 

Po ~ox 33¢~ 

cary, NQ 

o~ice: ~g~@460-6407 

Ce~!: 



4Kay Golf Classic Registration Form 

Please return the completed form to the Kay Yow Cancer Fund staff by Monday, August 15. Instructions 

and contact information is listed at the bottom of the form. 

Individual/Team Captain 

Contact Person: 
Billing Address (must match credit card): 

City: 

Phone:                    Email: 

Organization: 

State:             Zip: 

Shirt Size: M/W Shoe Size M/W 

Team Members (if registering entire team on one form) 

Please indicate sizes as men’s or women’s and list each team member’s email address for communication purposes. 

Name: Emaih Shirt Size: M/W Shoe Size M/W 

Name: Email: Shirt Size: M/W Shoe Size M/W 

Name: Email: Shirt Size: M/W Shoe Size M/W 

Accommodations 
Will you be booking a hotel room? ( ) Saturday, Sept. 10 ( ) Sunday, Sept. 11 ( ) Monday, Sept. 12 

To make your hotel reservation, please contact the 6randover Resort at (336) 294-1800. The room rate is 5155 plus tax 

per night. For more information please refer to the 4Kay Golf Classic brochure. 

Participation Level 
Invoice available upon request. 

( )Individual ($1,250) $ 
( ) Golfing Foursome ($5,000) $ 
( ) Unable to attend~ please accept my donation of 

Total payment enclosed 

Payment Info 
( ) Please make checks payable to: Kay Yow Cancer Fund 

( ) Visa 

( ) Mastercard 
( ) American Express 

Name on credit card: 

Card number: 
Expiration: CCV#: 

The CCV# is 3 numbers on back of Visa and Mastercard; 4 numbers on front of AMEX card. 

Instructions 
Please mail or fax the completed form to: 

KYCF Coaches Clinic 

PO Box 3369 

Cary, N.C. 27519-3369 

Fax: (919) 380-0025 

Upon receipt of your registration form, an acknowledgement letter will be mailed to you and more information will 

follow in email format. We greatly appreciate your support! 

www.KayYow.com 



Please join the Kay Yow Cancer Fund for the 4th Annual 

4Kay Golf Classic on Sunday, September 11, and 

Monday, September 12, at the Grandover Resort in 

Greensboro, NC. During two days of friendly competi- 

tion the women’s basketball 

community will unite to help 

support the Fund’s mission of 

improving and extending the 

lives of cancer patients in 

memory of the late Kay Yow. 

The Grandover Resort will 
once again serve host to the 

4Kay Golf Classic.You will step 

outside of the resort onto two 
beautiful 18 hole golf courses 

ranked 4 Y2 stars by Golf 

Digest and listed in "America’s 

Best Places to Play."The Spa at Grandover is a great 

place to have that special retreat for the mind or soul 

before or after that round of golf.The Sheraton Four 

Seasons Hotel is a sister property of the Grandover 

Resort and is located about seven miles from Gran- 

dover with complimentary shuttle service between the 

two properties. 

Accommodations 
o To make your hotel reservation within the 4Kay Golf 

Classic room block please contact the Grandover staff 

at (336) 294-1800.The room rate is $155 plus tax per 

night. 

o If you plan to rent dubsyou will need to coordinate 

your rental needs with the Grandover Pro Shop at (336) 

294-1800. 

o In terms of air travel, guests have flown into 

Piedmont Triad (GSO) International Airport 

(Greensboro), Charlotte Douglas (CLT) Airport and 

Raleigh-Durham (RDU) International Airport. Guests are 

responsible for their own air and vehicle transportation. 

Presenting Sponsor- Nike 

Pairings Party Sponsor - $15,000 

Corporate Recognition 

o Signage at tile Pairings Party 

o Opportunity to briefly speak to guests 

Corporate Hospitality 

o 1 golfing foursome in tournament (all events) 

o 20 tickets to Pairings Party 

Coaches Clinic Sponsor - $10,000 

Corporate Recognidon 

o Signage at the Coaches Clinic 

o Opportunity to briefly speak to registrants 

o Opportunity to place promotional item(s) in 

registrant bags 

Corporate Ho~pitaflty 

o 1 golfing foursome ~n tournament (all events) 

Beverage Cart Sponsor - $3,500 

Corporate Recognidon 

o Signage on cart and putting green/driving 

range 

Cbrporate Hospitafity 

o 2 golfing participants in tournament (all events) 

o If no golfing participants then $1,000 each 

Hole Sponsor = $3,000 ea. 

Corporate Recognition 

o Signage on a hole (tee box or green) 

Corporate Hospitality 

o 2 golfing participants in tournament (all events) 

o If no golfing participants then $500 each 

If you are interested in learning more 

about the benefits of being a sponsor 

of the 2011 4Kay Golf Classic, 

please contact tile Kay Yow Cancer Fund staff 

at (919) 460-6407 or info@kayyow.com. 



ATTENTION PARTiCiPANTS: 
To register as an individual ($%250) or ~s a 
foursome ($5,000) please complete the separate 
endosed 4Kay Golf Classic Regis~ra~io~ Form. 

The following three sections are to be completed by 
Corporate Sponsors only. 

( 
( 
( 
( 

Pairings Party Sponsor ($15,000) $ __ 
Coaches Clinic Sponsor ($10,000 $ ................. 
Beverage Cart Sponsor ($3,500) $ __ 
Hole Sponsor ($3,000) 

The Kay Yow Cancer Fund has incorporated a Coaches 

Clinic within this year’s Schedule of Events,This event is 

included in the registration fee of $1,250. Keynote speakers 

are Gary Blair (Texas A&M), Muffet McGraw (Notre Dame), 

Kellie Harper (NC State), Stephanie Glance (Illinois State) 

and Katie Meier (Miami). 

I am unabletoattend; 

Total paymentenclosed.o. 

Checks payable to: Kay Yow Cancer Fund 

Mastercard 

American Express 

Name on credit card 
Billing address (must match credit card) 

Please mail or POBox3369 
Car)5 NC 27519-3369 

fax this form to: Fax:(919)380-0025 

Upon receipt of your registration form, an acknowl- 

edgement letter will be mailed to you and more 

information will follow in email format.We greatly 

appreciate your support! 

Sunday, September 11 

The Kay Yow Cancer Fund is a 501 (c)(3) charitable 

organization committed to being a part of finding an 

answer in the fight against women’s cancers through 

raising money for scientific research, assisting the 

underserved and unifying people for a common cause. 

Since its inception, the Fund has raised nearly $3.5 

million thanks partly to the success of the annual 4Kay 

Golf Classic. 

Hospitality- Cdrlisle Baflroom 

Coaches Clinic - Grandvifle D 

Board of Directors Mtg - Regents Room 

PaMngs Party" - Grandvi!le ABC 

Registration 

Monday, September 12 

Noon - 9 pm 

Noon - 5 pm 

4 - 6pm 

6- lOpm 

!2 Noon - 7:00pm 

The following research grants have been funded by the 

Kay Yow Cancer Fund: 

o Melvin and Bren Simon Cancer Center at Indiana 

University - Chunyan He, ScD 

o Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center at 

John Hopkins - Leisha A. Emens, M.D., Ph.D. 

o University of Texas Health Science Center at San 

Antonio- Rajeshwar Rao Tekmal, Ph.D. 

o Siteman Cancer CenteratWashington University 

School of Medicine - Michael Welch, Ph.D. and John 
Stephen Taylor, Ph.D. 

Breakfast- Gflffin Room 6:30 - 8:30 am 

Shot Gun Start 8:30am 

Awards Luncheon - Grandvfile AB 1:30 - 3:30 pm 

**Flight Departures recommended for after 4:00pm** 

For non-golfers you may contact the Grandover Spa at 

(336) 834-4889 to schedule spa treatments for Monday, 

September 12.To schedule qualified technicians for the 

month of Setpember you must make your spa reservation 

by Friday, July 1 .The Grandover Spa offers the following 

services: massage, body treatments, facials, nails and various 

packages. 

CA.NCER 

To donate or for more information, please contact us at 

(919) 460-6407, info@kayyow.com or visit 

www.kayyow.com. 

The late Kay Yow, former North Carolina State Univer- 

sity head women’s basketball coach, was first 

diagnosed with breast cancer in 1987, and battled the 

disease until her death on January 24, 2009.The 

inaugural 4Kay Golf Classic was held on September 8, 

2008, at the Cowboys Golf Club in Dallas, TX. Fortu- 

nately, Coach Yow was able to witness the women’s 

basketball community unite during this special 

weekend to be a 
part of a cause 

much greater than 

the game of 

basketball. Each 

year the 4Kay Golf 

Classic continues 
to grow thanks to 

the vision of Coach 

Yow and the 
support of her 

beloved followers! 



New York Times 

August 9, 2011 

Student-Athlete Equation Could Be a Win-Win 
By JONATHAN MAHLER 

Joseph Agnew was once a Friday night superstar. A defensive back, he led his Texas high 

school football team to consecutive state titles in 2004 and 2005. He was also an A student. 

Agnew went on to Rice, a first-rate university with an improving football program. But 
things didn’t quite work out for him, at least football-wise. The coach who had recruited 
him left after his freshman year. Agnew struggled to find playing time and had a string of 

injuries. After his sophomore season, he was cut from the team. The next year, he lost his 
scholarship and later left Rice. 

I relate Agnew’s story to help explain why the term student-athlete has become a punch 

line. And it has become a punch line. In a recent "South Park" episode, the scheming Eric 

Cartman character, in plantation owner’s garb, drops in on a college president for some 
advice on how to avoid paying slaves. ("Stu-dent ath-o-leets! Oh, that is brilliant, suh!") 

It’s never a good sign when you’re getting satirized on "South Park." If you’re the N.C.A.A.~ it 
may be an even worse sign when the commissioner of your most notorious conference, the 
Southeastern Conference’s Mike Slive, issues a call for reform. Rupert Murdoch might as 
well propose an overhaul of the business of news gathering. 

Against this backdrop, the president of the N.C.A.A., Mark Emmert, summoned the leaders 

of 50 or so Division I colleges to Indianapolis this week for a two-day retreat. No longer 
able to ignore the widespread scandals that have been piling up faster than linemen on a 

fumble, Emmert was talking big in advance of the meeting. "A few new tweaks of the rules 
won’t get the job done," he said. 

A few new tweaks of the rules is all anyone is expecting. We’ve heard these calls to action 

before. Yet the status quo -- a dysfunctional system that exploits athletes and damages the 
integrity of universities -- has endured. 

Change, when it has come, has been imposed against maximum resistance, whether it was 
the A.C.L.U.’s forcing Southern schools to desegregate their teams, or Title IX, the legislation 

that revolutionized women’s sports. (Agnew has initiated a lawsuit against the N.C.A.A., 
challenging the rule that enabled Rice to revoke his scholarship.) 

But what if this time things were different? 



What if Emmert and these university leaders took a good look around at our educational 
landscape -- the drastic cuts in funding to state universities and federal student loans~ the 
disappearing endowments -- and realized they didn’t have to be part of the problem? They 

could be part of the solution. 

They could start by declaring freshmen ineligible for intercollegiate sports to encourage 
them to focus on their classwork. They could take the scholarship status of athletes out of 
the hands of coaches, who have the power to cut off a player with a zk0 grade point average 

but a bum knee. Most of all, they could place strict limits on full-contact football practices, a 

step recently taken by the Ivy League, so the minds they’re developing in the classroom 
aren’t being hastened toward dementia on the field. 

This is just the beginning. The real strides would come when universities declared a truce 

in the arms race of new athletics facilities and agreed to cap the soaring pay of coaches. 

Earlier this summer, John Calipari signed a contract extension with Kentucky that 
guarantees him $3.8 million a year -- nearly 10 times what the president of an average 

state university makes. 

Better yet, why not compel football and basketball programs to contribute a modest 
percentage of their revenue to their universities’ primary mission, education? These 
programs are heavily dependent on their universities. They leverage their brands, use their 
facilities and take up more than their share of their administrations’ time. (How do you 

think the Ohio State president, E. Gordon Gee, spent his summer? Reviewing course 
offerings, or dealing with the Jim Tressel mess?) 

We’re taking about huge sums. According to a database created by USA Today, Ohio State’s 
athletics program brought in more than $123 million in 2009-10, nearly every penny of 

which was fed back into the athletic department. 

What if a fraction of that money was earmarked for academic scholarships instead? 

Yes, I realize how naive I sound. But the reality is that this game of one-upmanship is 
causing some universities to lose money on their athletic programs. If you’re not Ohio State 

or Michigan or a handful of other universities, the cost of trying to compete can be 

crippling. Perversely, some Division I schools have taken to plundering their general funds 
to cover shortfalls in their athletic budgets, even as they close academic departments, lay 
off instructors and raise fees. 

As a rule, the less glamorous the college, the higher the percentage of students receiving 
Pell grants -- and the more the college has to lay out to prevent its athletic department 

from going broke. Think of big-time sports programs as a regressive tax on the universities 
that can least afford it. 

One popular defense of these programs is that they help subsidize smaller sports like 
swimming, rowing and soccer. But expenses for those sports are tiny by comparison. (Keep 
in mind, there are assistant football coaches making close to $1 million a year.) 



Critics say that if you strip athletics departments of control over student-athletes and 

divert resources from sports, you’ll wind up driving away potential stars, producing less 
accomplished athletes and making college sports less compelling. John Wall would probably 

never have made a one-year stopover in Lexington if he wasn’t going to be eligible as a 

freshman. But a vast majority of college athletes, even highly regarded recruits like Joseph 
Agnew, go to college not only to be noticed by pro scouts but to receive an education. 

More to the point, these critics are missing the real allure of college sports. Students, 

alumni and local boosters were filling college football stadiums long before the building 

boom of 20,000-square-foot "strength complexes." Alabama fans don’t care if their tailback 
does a 4.3 40 or a 4.6 40, as long as Alabama beats Auburn. As Joe Paterno likes to say, it’s 
the name on the front of the jersey that matters, not the one on the back. 

We all want to see great players do great things, at any level of sports. But that’s not the 
only reason we watch. 

There is seemingly no piece of the N.C.A.A. basketball tournament that hasn’t been 

auctioned to the highest bidder -- there’s even a sponsor for the ladders that the winners 

scale to cut down the nets -- yet it remains the most compelling annual event in all of 
American sports, not because the participants might be mistaken for Dirk or LeBron, but 
because of the once-in-a-lifetime emotional abandon with which they play. 

Sure, it’s a thrill to see future N.B.A. stars like Kevin Durant and Carmelo Anthony perform 
as "amateur athletes." But is it any less exciting to watch guys like Tyler Hansbrough and 
Sherron Collins? 

Think about those rows of players clasping hands on the bench as they watch their 

teammates desperately try to stave off elimination and ask yourself why you love March 
Madness. A vast majority of these men will never set foot on the floor of an N.B.A. arena. 

This is it, their final moment on stage before their physical limitations turn them into 
former athletes. Goodbye, Columbus. 

What if colleges didn’t just provide them with a stage for their performances, but prepared 

them for their exit from it? And what if they aspired to make the legacy of this multibillion- 
dollar entertainment industry more than just entertainment? 

My guess is that it would be just as entertaining. At this particular moment, I don’t see how 
anyone can justify doing anything less. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 10:22 AM 

ttolman Nash, DeVetta ~dholman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sexual Well-Being: A Comparison ofU.S. Black and White Wonren in Hetero~xual Relationships 

"Black women evaluate their own sexuality more positively than white women. In exmnining the conelates of this evaluation, a woman’s rating of her own sexual 

attractiveness proved to be the strongest predictol: ruth black women rating thelnselves significantly more sexually attractive than did file white women." please see the 
link below .... 
http ://www. springerlink, com/content/p6768r404452160u/ 
Co~gt~u~ions ~o Bl~c~ ~omen! 
,,It is more important to understand than to be understood. "           (Bill Russell) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentLife <noreply~collegiatelink.net> 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 10:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ovg~ation Invitation: Sigma Alpha L~mbda 

You’ve been invited to join our organization: Sigma Alpha Lambda, check out our pa~e to confim~ your membership. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick hffmate <nick@collegeathlelicsclips.com~ 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 2:49 PM 

Nick Intimte <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com:~ 

Photos taken at Hall of Fame ceremony in Springtield 

Roundball fans- 

I attended the Basketball Hall of Fame enshrinement in Springfield on Friday. Great time, I will be writing up a Clips Eyewitness Report soon. Here 
are some photos taken by the ClipsCamera. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Jim Abbott (Philly guy), Herb Magee (Phila U coach, and HOF inductee), Artis Gilmore and Don Dijulia (St. Joe’s AD) 

Two CT natives: Calvin Murphy (Norwalk) and Nick Infante (Torrington) 

Clips Editor w. NBA Commissioner David Stern 

Herb Magee leads men’s list w. 917 wins (at D2 Philadelphia U) 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth A. EvaJls <uevans@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 9:02 PM 

Game s4Leaming at [YNC- Chapel Hill <game~l eaming@lis~Lserv, unc .edu> 

[gaJnes41eaming] Serious Play Conference (August 23-25) 

I apologize Ibr the late notice about this COlfference Even if you 
can’t attend, it might be useful to peruse the program to see what 
kinds of topics are being covered at conferences related to games and 
learning. 

-- Libby 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Plenary Sessions at Serious Play Conference 
To Tackle Major Challenges of Serious Games 

SEATTLE ? August 1,2011 ? Some of the best minds in serious games are 
coming together to discuss the major challenges facing the use of games 
for training and learning at Serious Play Conference, Tuesday ? Thursday, 
August 23 ? 25 at DigiPen Institute of Teclmology in Redmond, Wash. 

Speakers in three plenary sessions will discuss tough questions 
facing project managers and developers across all serious game 
markets -- educatior~,at home learning, business/corporate traimng, 
military/government sims, health and games for good. 

Tuesday?s plenary session will look at the mafl~et size and opportunity, for games and simulations for the next five years. Panelists include: 
? Alan Gershenfeld, Founder and President, E-Line Media 
? Tom Grant, Ph.D., Senior Analyst, Forrester Research 
? Tyson Greet, CEO, Ambient Insight 
? Kevin Oakes, CEO, ~4cp 

Wednesday?s plenary will examine the current state of serious game platforms and the best use of each technology. Panelists will include: ? Sam Adkins, Chief Research Officer, Ambient 
Insight 
? Laure Casalini, Dean, Supm[’ogame 
? Nick Berry, tS-esident, Data Genetics 
? David Metcalf, Researcher, Institute for Simulation and Training, University of Central Florida 

Thursday?s opening plenary session will discuss the implementation of 
measurement strategies during the design process, as well as how to 
determine and get relevant results, using a mix of traditional education 
analysis and new approaches made possible by technology. Panelists 
will include: 

? Alex (James, Ph.D., Education Design Director, £/iicrosoft 
? Patti Phillips, Phi)., President, ROI Institute, Inc. 
? Zoran Popovic, Ph.D., Associate Professor in Computer Science at the Universi~ of Washington 
’.’ James Portnow, CEO, Rainmaker Games, and writer of Extra Credits, the game design column at The Escapist 
? Jon Twing, Ph.D., Executive Vice President and Chief Measttrcment Officer, Assessment & Information Division, Pearson 

For more information, or to register for the precotffcrence pricing 
of $450 for all three days (faculty $399), click through to 
www. SeriousPlayCorffer ence.com. 

Contact: 

Lorraine LeeiSamantha Owvang 
The Bohle Corapany for Serious Play 
(310) 785 -0515 ext. 224/232 
lorraine@bohle.com / samantha@bohle.com 

You are currently subscribed to games41eaming as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-29657186-38310863.179f751413a6c7868fc5ebe7376a2e4d@listserv.~c.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Oames4Learning Web site: 
htt~:/iLearnIT.unc.ed~’Oames4Learnina 
-- Follow Oames4Learning on Twitter: Oames4Learning 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Davis, Kina <kdavis@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:31 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA Inclusion Summit 

Inclusion Summit.pdf 

Come Be A Part Of Creating ChanRe! 

We Need You! 
I hope you have had the opportunity to be made aware of the upcoming NCAA inclusion Summit: Challenges, Champions, and Collaborative Strategies - Moving 

Toward a More Inclusive Culture to be held on Monday, September 19 in Indianapolis, indiana. Please accept this email as a reminder that we need your 

participation to make this endeavor a success. 

The Association has had a strategically focused commitment to diversity and inclusion for over 20 years and NOW we have reached a juncture in that 

legacy where we truly need your assistance to create a culture of change and make intercollegiate athletics more inclusive. 

NCAA President Mark Emmert and Executive Vice President/Chief Inclusion Officer Bernard Franklin have positioned inclusion as a prior~ for the 

Association. The summit is designed to introduce the challenges, present the best practices and then engage in a strategic, collaborative conversation 

around strategies, metrics and outcomes which will be used to develop a 3-5 year strategic plan for the Office of Inclusion. 

If you have already registered...THANK YOU! If not there is still time... 

Opportunities for engagement include the following: 

* In person 

* Via live webinar 

* Taped version (post Summit) 

Please find attached a personal invitation. For more information, summit agenda and to register, please go to the following link: 

httpi/ywww n~aa o~g/in~lusionsummit. 
For this summit to be success[ul we need your participation, and assistance in encouraging others to attend and play an active role in leading the 

conversation around 

Creating a Culture of Change! 

Tl"~is emaii and aR,/ attachr~ents may coRtain NCAA confidential and ps’_viieged ’_r:formation. If %~ou are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sende~r ir~k~ediakely by retb~rn emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

tl-:e intended recipient is unautl-:orized and may be illegal. 





The NCAA® Office of Inclusion 
700 West Washington Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davi~ Kina <kdavis@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:35 AIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Inclusion Summit 

Ki~aa 12) avis 

NCAA 

Mmorily It~d:uslon 

PhoI~e: 317/917-6317 

Fax: 3] 7/9] 7-6904 

P.O. Box 6222 

h~dJm~apo~is~ IN 46206 

NCAA INCLUSION SUMMIT 
"Challenges, Champions and Collaborative Strategies" 

September 19, 2011 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Be a part of bringing together influential leaders to engage in a deliberative dialogue to identify measurable strategies to advance an inclusive culture in intercollegiate athletics and higher education. 
Website and Registration Information: http;Z/www.ncaa.orgJ’jncJusjonsummjt 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:34 AM 

To: Davis, Kina 
Subject: RE: NCAA Inclusion Summit 

Received. Thanks! 

R~’gards, 

9 Z 9 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g Rs own g~ts, Untie the r~bbons," {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~: Davis, Kina [mailto:kdavis@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August E8, 20M E0:3E AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: NC~ Inclusion Summit 

Co~e Be A Part Of Creating Change~ 

We Need You~ 
I hope you have had the opportunity to be made aware of the upcoming NC~ Inclusion Summit: Challenges, Champions, and Collaborative Strategies - Movin~ 

Toward a More Inclusive Culture to be held on Monday, September ~9 in Indianapolis, Indiana. Please accept this email as a reminder that we need your 

participation to make this endeavor a success. 

The Association has had a strategically focused commitment to diversity and inclusion for over 20 years and NOW we have reached a juncture in that 

legacy where we truly need your assistance to create a culture of change and make intercollegiate athleBcs more inclusive. 

NCAA President Mark Emmert and Executive Vice President!Chief Inclusion Officer Bernard Franklin have positioned inclusion as a priority for the 

Association. The summit is designed to introduce the challenges, present the best practices and then engage in a strategic, collaborative conversation 

around strategies, metrics and outcomes which will be used to develop a 3-5 year strategic plan for the Office of Inclusion. 

If you have already registered...THANK YOU I If not there is still time... 

Opportunities for engagement include the following: 

¯ In person 

¯ Via livewebinar 

¯ Taped version (post Summit) 

Please find attached a personal invitation. For more information, summit agenda and to register, please go to the following link: 

http ~www nea a o fg/in~l usio ns umm 
For this summit to be su¢¢esslul we need ~our participation, and assistan¢e in encouraging others to attend and plag an a¢ti~e role in leading the 

conversation around 

Creating a Culture of Change~ 

T]-:is emaii and any attachments :nay contain NCAA confidentJa~ and privileged information. If veu are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender ir~kediately by return email, delete this 

message ani destroy any c>pies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:15 PM 

stohy~ma@nba.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hong Koug Visit 

Hi Susan. I enjoyed meeting you during my visit. I am still on a high. I loved the vacation. 

I hope you have successfully made your transition to NY. I am back at the desk preparing for the first day of classes on Tuesday.;) 

I just wanted to follow up with you and continue our contact. I am very interested in developing some form of internship work or special projects for our 

students. I think it is important for them to complete real world activities so they can be better prepared for careers. 

Please feel free to give me a call or let me know the next step, if possible. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~ma Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

9i%84&0336 

"I~witt:er drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



~ Carolina Catering 
100 Friday Center Drive 
CB 1020,Chapel HilI,NC 27599 

(919) 962-0336 

INVOICE #8204 
Friday, 8/26/2011 

Ordered On: 8/18/2011 

.~iI Confirmed Confirmed 

Address:::iCb # ::i ~ Is this a Green:: 

City=iiCha pel Hill 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Cell=:: 
Company o r:::: 

Depa~ment=~Black C ..... ~ ~ .................................... ................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................... ~ Cat~re~ SV ~C ..... C~te~ ng 

~ ................................................ ~ .................................................................................................................. ~ ~ ~.il~i.g’~tone center 

~ ~t~ ~ ~ #=~Hitc~cock Room 

................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ O~i~i~ ~nt ..................................................................................................................... ~ ~ ....................................................................... ~ ~ ..................... 
/ 

~ ............................. ,,m~E~ ................................................................................................................... ~: .................................................................................................. 
Event End Time:::7:00 

A~cess to Room:::4:lS PM 

Smoked Salmon wiDilled cream Cheese on a Belgian Endive ’ each 

Swedish Meatballs - per dozen 6 $9.75 $58.50 

Jumbo Gulf Shrimp w/Lemon & Cocktail Sauce (market price) - per dozen 14 $21.83 $305.62 

Spinach and Artichoke Dip with Crackers 

64 oz. per order 
1 $35.25 $35.25 

Hummus with Pita Chips 

64 oz, per order 
$29.95 $29.95 

Tier 2 Cake 

10 inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 
1           $46.95       $46.95 

Lemon Cake 

Vanifla But~cercream Frosting 

Tier 1 Cake 

10 inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 

Devil" s Food Chocolate Cake 

Chocolate But~ercream Frosting 

$41.50 $41.50 

Beverages by the Gallon - Sparkling Cranberry Punch - per gallon 7 $12.00 $84.00 

Beverages by the Gallon - Ice Water - per gallon 4 $2.so $10.00 

Mini Chicken Wellingtons- per dozen 

CE Rentals 

Qty. Price Ext. 



Cocktail Tables 
Carolina Blue Linens for Cocktail Tables 
White Cuffs for Cocktail Tables 

Qty. Price Ext. 

Beer and Wine Service I I I I 
=ee waived peF KR 

Order Summary 

Bar Sewice                      Other                     Beverages Food 

$0.00 $425.75 $94=00 $903.77 

* The administrative charge is not intended 

to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 

the benefit of employees 

** Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken from a catered event. IlL is the goal 

of Carolina Catering that every event is attractively presented and proportioned for the last guest as it is for the 

first. Due to this attention to presentation, there may be extra plates, cutlery, napkins, etc remaining at the end 

of your event. This service ware will not be billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing 

service ware will be added to the final invoice. 

Order Totals 

SubTotal $1,423.52 

Order Total $1,423.52 

Balance Due $1,423.52 

;;Per KR Admin fee waived and Corkage fee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Caldwell @gmail.com> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 11:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

edito@tmnsition57.com 

Questions for Blog Site 

Good morning, Dr. Stroman. My name is Robin Caldwell and I’m the managing editor of Ken Harvey’s Transition 3oumal (transition57.com) as well as Kerfs PR 

consultant. We are cnnently seeking contributors, both regular and guest, to post articles on the site. My hope is that I can call on you to serve as a contributor. 

Previously, the site was Kerfs blog but the demaaad for information on athlete’s transitioning out of sports has dictated the necessity for an oNine joum~Jimagazine. 

In reading your bio, I was delighted to see that you’re an expert on athlete transitions. Would it be possible for you to write a list of how-tos lbr the site? For example: 

People Every Athlete Needs in Their Life 
Important Financial Tips tbr College Athletes 
Major Lifestyle Issues Every Retired Athlete Faces 

You’re welcotne to posit as often as you’d like as an expert. If you would consider being on the joumars advisory boaacd, that would be an honor. 

Thanking you in advance, I am, Robin (Caldwell) 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed, if you have 

received this email in error Dlease notify tile system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for tile individual ns/ned. If you are 

not the n~rned addresse~ you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e mail. Please notify the sender iKrnediately by ~ mail if you have r~ceiv~d this e mail b9 

mistake an@ delete this e mall from your svstem. If Vou are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copylng, distrlbutJng or taking aily actlon in 

reliance on tile contents of this informatlon Js strlctly ~rohlbited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

CollegeWeekLive ~-~collegepart~ers@collegeweeldive.com> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 2:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New: Milita~ Day helps military iper~)imel connect ruth colleges 

b~eet v, iitt~ mifitary personnel, veterans~ and ~pouses planning 

Program, CollegeWeekCive is offering ~d.catioe 
Amherst College Service~ Officers (~SO~) the opportuniW to invite 

active du~ m~litary personnel and veterans to attend. Colgate University 

Adm ss ons expels and representat yes from .................................................... 
~o~umD~a umvers~ 

participating colleges will host live video 
Long Island UniversiW Brooklyn 

presentations on topics such as: 

Univ. of Colorado, Boulder 

¯ Taking advantage of the GI Bill Univ. of Illinois, Urbana Champaign 

¯ Transitioning to campus life . ~ . 
Washington State Umvers~ty 

Resources ava ab e to veterans 
and more 

Disabili~ services on campus 

¯ Q~ sessions with current GI Bill students 
/ ~:~ Event O ..... 

PDF 

L 

booths, and chat with admissions representatives. 

College participation is limited,,, call now? 

617-938-6023 or colleqes@colleqeweeklive.com 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, click on the following link: Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:58 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@ unc.edu> 

Re: Black Caucus List of Attendees 

2011 Welcome Back RSVP2 emails (2).xlsx 

HI Andre. I hope to see you tomorrow night. 

Attached find the listing of those who rsvp’d to the Welcome Back Social. You can ignore the ones in yellow as they are our 

Caucus student ambassadors. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Congrats on the win too! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 10 Sep 2011 10:20:29 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Black Caucus List of Attendees 

Debbie, 

hope that you are having a great weekend! I wanted to follow-up with you regarding the below request. 

Thanks again for all of your support! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

> > > Andre Williams 8/30/2011 9:53 AM > > > 

Debbie, 



Thanks so much for inviting members of our football staff to last Friday’s Black Caucus "Welcome Back Social". It was 

definitely a great event! I was able to meet several of our campus supporters. 

Coach Withers has requested to see if we were able to obtain a list of the individuals who attended the event, if possible, 
can you please email me each attendees name and job title? 

Thanks so much for all of your support!! 

Best regards, 

And re’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams@uncaa.unc, edu 
> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 8/8/2011 6:18 PM > > > 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black 

employees and special guests. RSVP required. Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo@unc.edu if 

you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. Thanks! 

Saveothe-date[ Friday, August 26th - 5:00 p.m. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chagr, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Inclusion <registrations@planningpoint,net> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc,edu> 

2011 NCAA Inclusion Summit - Registration Confirmation 

Additional Contact Information: 

If you have questions or are in need of additional information, please contact Kimberly Ford at kford@ncaa.orq. 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Registration ID 1805 

Confirmation Code SUEGTP 

Attendee Attendee 

Submitted Monday, September 12, 2011 at 7:19 AM CST 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

First Name * Deborah 

Last Name * Stroman 

Institution/Organization * University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Professional Title Professor 

Affiliation * Division I 

Street Address * UNC 300 South Road, CB #8700 

City * Chapel Hill 

State * NC 

Postal Code * 27599 

Country United States 

Primary Phone * 9198430336 

Email Address * dstro@unc.edu 

How do you plan to attend the summit? * In-person 

Gender Female 

Ethnicity Black or African American 

Age 41-60 

HOTEL INFORMATION 

Powered By PlanningPoint - ~2008 to 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Usher, Catherine <cushe@ncaa.org> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 1:04 PM 

2011 NCAA Inclusion Summit 

Sulnmit Schedule.docx; ATT00001.c 

Good afternoon, 
The purpose of this email is to address important specifics regarding the 2011 NCAA Inclusion Summit scheduled on Monday, September 19 in 
indianapolis, IN. The Summit will take place at the Hyatt Regency Indianapolis located at One South Capital Avenue, 46204. Breakfast and lunch will be 
served in meeting rooms Regency CD. Breakfast will be available from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. The Inclusion Summit will begin promptly at 8:30 a.m. in meeting 
rooms Regency AB. Please see the attached schedule. 
We look forward to seeing you at the 2011 NCAA Inclusion Summit and we thank you for your participation in helping to make this summit successful and 
taking an active role in leading the conversation around Creating a Culture of Change. 
Thank you. 
Catherine Usher 

NCAA INCLUSION SUMMIT 
"Challenges, Champions and Collaborative Strategies" 

September 19, 2011 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Be a part of bringing together influential leaders to engage in a deliberative dialogue to identi~ measurable strategies to advance an inclusive culture in intercollegiate athletics and higher education. 
Website and Registration Information: b-t--t1~-;~--w---w---w-~1]-c--a--a-~-~-~L-n~-c~[-u-~L-~--n--s~-u---m-I~-Lt- 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Turner, Robert Winston II <rv~:ume@email.unc .edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:46 PM 

Collins Andre <Andre.Collins@nilplayers.com>; Matthew~ Amy E <novello@email.unc.edu-~ 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Former NFL players men~ health, pain, and head trauma study 

I{F-NFLMental Hedlth-Depression-Abstract-3.doc 

Hello Andre 
In preparation for our conference call on Thursday morning at 11:00, I have attached an abstract that briefly describes the research project we discussed last week. 
The primary goal of the research is to identify health disparities between former NFL players by demographic variables such as race, socio-economic status, and 
family background. The high incidence of joint pain experienced during retirement combined with the risks associated with head trauma experienced during their 
playing years place certain groups of athletes at higher risk of depression and other mental health issues. The results of this study could potentially yield health 
care policy implications for former NFL players. 
During our previous conversation, you mentioned the possibility of providing information from the Schwenk & Hippie study that was conducted at the University 
of Michigan. If the survey, codebook, and data file are available, I can work with the CSRA and the NFL Retired Players Study to create a survey instrument that can 
address the issues we have discussed. 
All the best. 
Robert 

Robert W, ~~rner PloD. 
Sociology 

e.g,~ EXSS - College S~x~r~ Research Institute 

Post&~ctoraJ ~esearch Associale 

Caro~hm Posktoctoml Program 

UN C--CN~I Hill 

 (Mobile) 

F~m: Collins, Andre [mailto:Andre.Coll~ns@nflNayers.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 10:45 AN 
To: Na~hews, Amy E; Turner, RobeR WinsMn II 
Subject: Nichi~anSSE-~06-00494Revised.doc 
~ have more somewhere in hard copy. I have to locate it...gou may have this affeadg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:18 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; EchoIs, Karen <kechoIs@email.unc.edu>; Glover, Sharon 

P <gIove@unc.edu-~; Hammett, Victoria La~’rieda <vhammet@ema~l.unc.edu>; Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu>; Pasley- 

Nieves, Sharon D <Sharon Nieves@unc.edu-~; Cuthbertson, Mayhew <Mayhew Cuthbertson@kenan-flagIer.unc.edu>; Love, Joseph E 
<lovej@email.unc.edu>; Melvin Powell <mwpowell@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edtc,; Jones, 

Shandra < shm~draj@em~fil.unc.edtc,; Rob Moore <romoore@email.unc.edu>; Joyner, Jere~niah B <jbjj@email.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: BIT Lunch 

Thanks to each of you d~at responded to the invite. We’ve decided to break bread Tuesday 9/27/3,$ @ the Carolina Club @ 3.2 Noon. If your plans change or’ if you 

would like to attend and did noL reply to d~e Doodle scheduler, please email rne. I look forward to seeing you next week. 

Thanks Much, 

o.J. McGhee 
Instructional Media Services, Manager 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 843- 4149 
oi mcghee@unc.edu 

From: McGhee, Oj 
Sent: Thursday, September :[5, 2011 4:14 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Echols, Karen; Glover, Sharon P; Hamme~, Victoda LaFrieda; Anderson, Vicar L; Pas~ey-Nieves, Sharon D; ’Cuthbe~son, Nayhe~ 
Co: RoberNon, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra; Nurdll, Vedta L 
Subject: B~ Lunch 

it’s been a while since Fve contacted you, but I’d like to thank you asain for your interest in the Blacks In Technolosy (BIT) 8roup that we are creatin8 within the 

Carolina Black Caucus. My hope is to use this as a vehicle to network with one another as we ensase about technolosy topics on campus. We are sponsorin8 a very 

informal lunch and we’d like for each of you to attend. 

We have 2 proposed dates. Please use the Doodle scheduler to identify which date(s) you are avalable. The lunch will take p~ace at the George Watts Hill Alumni 

Center’s Carolina C~ub. The lunch is sponsored by the CBC, so all you need to brin~ is your appetite and conversation. We ~ook forward to the fellowship. Contact 

me if you have questions and fee~ free to forward to others on campus that may be interested in joinin8. 

http://doodle.comiyn253s~xy~wn#qSd 

Thanks Much, 

OJ. McGhee 
Instructional Media Services, Manager 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 843- 4149 
oj_mcghee@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopim~o < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:10 PM 

Lopia~o Inclusion Summit Material s 

Per your request, attached please find a copy of my Inclusion Sumlnit presentafion. Also included are the other inslitution- specific matefi~]s I promised to send to 

attendees. 

Doilrla 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

60 Harvest Moon Road 

Easton, CT 06612 

203-371-8577 (w) 

(c) 
(Skype) 

DLopiano@SportsManagelnentResources.com 

www.SportsManagementResources.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopim~o < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 9:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Attachment 

Lopi~o - Inclusion Summit Materials.pdf 

sony this did not attach. 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 

President 

Sports Management Resources 

60 Harvest Moon Road 

Easton, CT 06612 

203-371-8577 (w) 

(c) 
(S1upe) 

DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 

www.SportsManagementResources.com 
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POLICY 

SAMPLE PROGRAM OPERATING POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES 

Note: Do not use this sample policy verbatim. Review carefully and make changes that are truly 

consistent with the athletics director’s program philosophy, beliefs about how people should work with 

each other, etc. 

1.0 Statement of Operating Philosophy - Core Beliefs of Our Program 

1.1 Quality Instruction and Competition. The athletics department shall effectively and 

efficiently offer quality varsity intercollegiate [or interscholastic] sports instruction and 

competition opportunities for (name of institution) student-athletes interested in obtaining 

the benefits of educational sport and developing sports skills at the highest possible level. 

1.2 Commitment to Student-Athlete Well-Being. Sport and student-athlete support 

programs shall be conducted with the highest regard for the health and well-being of 

student-athletes. 

1.3 Highest Standards of Conduct. All student-athletes, coaches, administrators and other 

athletics department employees shall conduct themselves in a manner that reflects the 

highest standards of honesty and integrity. 

1.4 Commitment to Diversity. The athletics department shall reflect and emphasize the 

importance of diversity (e.g., race, ethnic group, gender, disability, number and kinds of 

sports offered) in all programs and materials. 

1.5 Commitment to Respect and Appreciation. Athletics department staff shall treat 

student-athletes and colleagues with respect and appreciation at all times. 

2.0 Operating Principles - How We Conduct Our Business 

2.1 Relationship Building. All employees are all responsible for building great relationships 

with everyone they meet and with whom they work. Employees are expected to operate 

on the belief that if everyone is treated like the most important donor to our program or 

with the respect we would accord the president of our university [or the principal of our 

school], we will be successful at everything we do - from fundraising to facility 



2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

2.8 

maintenance to being respected by the media and parents. 

Work Ethic. Achieving great things doesn’t come easily, excellence requires a 

commitment to diligent effort to produce quality work product. All employees are 

expected to be committed to the highest standards of work performance. 

Mistakes. The athletics department operates according to a belief that even the most 

successful people make mistakes because they are always trying new things in an effort 

to become better. The key to excellence for all employees is trying their best to never 

make the same mistake twice. 

Selflessness. Employees shall always seek to help others. As soon as we feel selfish, 

like someone is stealing our good idea or instituting a better program, we should do the 

opposite of what selfishness dictates - we should reach out to share, help others and 

offer assistance. Such acts will generate good will and respect that will come back to 

benefit the organization tenfold. 

Community Service. Every team and employee shall participate in the department’s 

community service activities. We do so because we are fortunate to have good health, 

good jobs, and people who care about us. We have an obligation to ’pay it forward’. 

Responsible Use of Resources. Employees are responsible for the careful use of the 

resources given to us. All employees are expected to appreciate the generosity which 

made these resources possible and not be wasteful. 

Athletic Participation as a Privilege. Coaches are expected to use the ’carrot’ of 

participation as an incentive for educational success. Students who are not fulfilling 

academic or developmental/behavioral expectations shall be withheld from athletics 

participation until improvement is demonstrated. 

Self-Reporting. Whenever any employee discovers that someone has broken an 

eligibility or governance association rule or policy of our institution, that employee shall 

immediately notify the athletics director. The athletics department shall self-report that 

transgression and impose on ourselves an appropriate penalty. Professionals are 

expected to self-govern. 



3.0 

2.9 Green Program. We are privileged to live on this planet and in all athletic program 

activities and in building new sports and physical activity facilities, shall do our best leave 

the earth as it was given to us. 

2.10 Crisis Management. In the midst of a crisis, each of us is committed to demonstrating 

calm confidence, even if it’s an illusion, so we are examples for all to follow. We will lower 

our voices, slow down our movements, find out the facts, reassure those who are upset 

that the problem will be resolved. No employee should ever be afraid to ask for help. 

2.11 Spirit and Letter of Rules Are important. We never relieve ourselves from the 

responsibility to do the right thing on the basis of a technicality. We know deep down 

what is right and what is wrong. We always do the right thing based on the spirit as well 

as the letter of rules. 

2.12 Position Playbooks. We all pledge to organize ourselves in a manner in which if anyone 

in our organization unexpectedly becomes ill or leaves the organization, a replacement 

can go to our desks, open our "position playbooks" and take over our responsibilities 

without the organization missing a beat. 

2.13 Completed Staff Work. When any employee is given an assignment, ’completed staff 

work’ is the expectation: (1) a comprehensive analysis of the problem or assignment and 

(2) the presentation of a solution or action in such form that all that remains to be done on 

the part of the assigning supervisor is to indicate her approval or disapproval of the action 

proposed by the employee. 

2.14 Gender Equality. Historically, women have been underrepresented in athletics 

participation and employment opportunities. Our department is committed to treating 

male and female athletes equally and providing equal employment opportunities. Sport is 

as important for our daughters as for our sons. 

Commitment to Self-Evaluation 

3.1 Annual Evaluation. The athletic department shall undertake annually an evaluation of all 

existing programs. 
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5.0 

3.2 Criteria. The following criteria will be utilized to evaluate the continuation of each 

program: 

o Is the program fulfilling its objectives? 

o Was the program conducted within the projected budget and does the athletics 

department have the resources to continue to support the program? 

o Is the program still within the current athletic department priorities? 

o Can the program be improved and are such improvements affordable given the 

priorities of the athletics department? 

Our Values - What We Expect of Each Other. All employees are expected to demonstrate the 

following: 

a. Fairness - just, evenhanded application of all organization rules and policies 

b. Honesty- being truthful and fair 

c. Inclusiveness - commitment to non-discrimination and valuing diversity with regard to age, 

color, ethnicity, gender, national origin, physical ability, race, religion, sexual orientation and 

socio-economic class 

d. Integrity - steadfastly adhering to the highest professional and moral standards 

e. Openness - commitment to the availability of information and free exchange of ideas 

f. Respect - thoughtful regard, treatment and appreciation of others 

g. Trust - confidence in the ability and motivation of others 

Commitment to Professional Growth and Leadership Development. The organization is 

committed to supporting the professional growth and development of all employees, in particular, 

each employee’s development of leadership ability. To that end, the athletic department shall 

provide in-service education and every employee is encouraged to seek additional training in 

support of the development of the following leadership attributes: 

a. Skilled Communication. Effective communication skills; able to clearly explain tasks and 

inspire others with varying backgrounds and perspectives. 

b. Confidence. Poise, clear thinking under pressure, conviction in the course being set, and 

decisiveness are characteristics that earn the respect and loyalty of others. 



c. Fairness. Treats people fairly, makes decisions consistent with clearly expressed standards 

of right and wrong. When handling disputes, the leader’s resolution engenders a feeling of 

justice, equal treatment and evenhandedness. The leader’s decisions are sought by others 

because they generate a feeling of dependability, reliability and stability. 

d. Generosity. A ’giver’ rather than ’taker’; a giver of time, knowledge and support. 

e. Honesty. Truthful and openly self-critical with regard to acknowledging own errors. 
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PLANNING TOOL 

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A MODEL DIVERSITY PROGRAM 

Athletic programs that demonstrate a commitment to social justice, social responsibility, respect 

for individual differences and non-discrimination have specific policies and programs in place that 

enhance the racial, ethnic, age, disability and gender diversity of its student-athletes, staffs, and athletics 

policy boards. Specifically, every athletic department should have the following diversity program 

elements in place: 

¯ written diversity and non-discrimination policy (see sample policy 10-2) 

¯ measurable objectives that are part of the athletic department’s strategic plan or diversity plan 

(see sample strategic plan 10-3) 

¯ ongoing, systematic and evidence-based evaluation practices based on key performance 

indicators (10-4) 

¯ aggressive marketplace search and recruiting mechanisms (10-5) 

¯ ongoing student-athlete and staff education programming (10-6) 

¯ specific retention strategies and tracking of key retention indicators (10-7) 

¯ expansive role and involvement of the athletics policy board and minority faculty (10-8) 

¯ staff incentives and disincentives (10-9) 

¯ athletics department involvement in general university diversity programs (10-10) 

¯ utilization of alumni assets (10-11) 

Use the above checklist to ensure a comprehensive approach to increasing staff and student-athlete 

diversity. 
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POLICY 

SAMPLE DIVERSITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 

The following policy and procedure is a sample. Do not use verbatim. Follow instructions to insert information 

applicable to your institution and then submit to your institutions head of human resources and legal counsel 

for review to be sure aft elements conform to institutional policy and applicable local, state and federal laws. 

1.0 Oversight Responsibilities. The associate athletics director [or insert similar position] in charge 

of human resources within the athletics department [hereafter referred to as the "human 

resources director’1 or designee shall be responsible for overseeing the following policies and 

procedures regarding diversity and discrimination in employment. The assistant athletics director 

for student affairs [or insert similar athletics department position] shall be responsible for 

overseeing policies and procedures related to student-athlete diversity. The athletics director shall 

be responsible for oversight of policies related to the appointment of committees. All 

interpretations of the policies and procedures below shall be approved by athletics director [or 

insert name of institutional committee or title of person] and be consistent with institutional 

policies and procedures. 

2.0 Non-Discrimination. The [insert name of institution] athletics department is committed to 

continuously addressing issues of diversity and multiculturalism and engaging in practices that 

reflect the belief that the athletics department will thrive only by the development of a more 

democratic and inclusive work community. This commitment is fully aligned with the values of our 

institutional diversity mandate, that prohibits discrimination on the basis of age, color, gender, 

national origin, physical impairment, political affiliation, race, religion, or sexual orientation in the 

application of the all employment-related and program policies and procedures. 

2.1 Proactive Stance. The athletics department is committed to taking proactive steps to 

recruit and retain a diverse workforce, student-athlete population, and membership on 

department- appointed committees. 

2.2 Legislation. The athletics department recognizes that the laws and policies in support of 

diversity in the workplace continue to evolve and supports the emergence of such new 



2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

laws that encourage affirmative acts to achieve diversity. Consistent with institutional 

policy, the athletics department prohibits discrimination in accordance with the following: 

the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age 

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, Executive Order 11246, Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972, Section 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 

The Americans with Disabilities Act, the Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act 

of 1974, the Jobs for Vete~’ans Act of 2002, and all otl~er applicable civil ~ights and 

nondiscrimination statutes, 

Other classes. In support of the full participation of other previously excluded or 

neglected classes of people, the athletics department prohibits discrimination on the 

basis of pregnancy, marital, and parental status. 

Equal Opportunity Employer. The athletics department is proud of its ability to help all 

employees reach their potential as workers. Because of this, all qualified individuals are 

given an equal opportunity to be successful. Equal opportunity extends to the 

recruitment, hiring, training, and promotion of people in all positions. Equal opportunity, 

and the positive working and learning environment it creates, helps the department to 

make strides toward ending historical discrimination against minority groups. 

Affirmative Action. The Department is further committed to taking strides to increase the 

numbers of historically underrepresented persons and increase diversity in its workforce. 

Cultural and intellectual diversity supports a thriving and resilient athletics program. 

Extent of policy. The department non-discrimination policy extends to all aspects of 

employment practices, athletics programs and appointment processes. This includes but 

it not limited to the following: 

¯ conditions of employment 

¯ personnel actions 

¯ job search and interviews 

¯ performance evaluation and corrective action 

¯ education and support of employees 

2 
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¯ interpersonal interactions in the workplace 

¯ student-athlete recruitment 

¯ award of athletics scholarships 

¯ availability of benefits of athletics department academic support and other 

programs 

¯ appointments to committees 

Leadership Expectations 

3.1 All Employees. All employees are expected to be supportive of departmental and 

institutional policies related to diversity, non-discrimination, equal opportunity, and 

affirmative action. 

3.2 Administrative Leaders. Administrative leaders in the department, including but not 

limited to the athletics director, assistant and associate athletics directors, the human 

resources director and head coaches shall be responsible for regularly examining all 

program and employment areas under their control to ensure that current policies are 

being followed and, where necessary, to create new strategies to increase diversity and 

eliminate or prevent discrimination from occurring. 

3.3 Human Resources Director. The department’s human resources director is responsible 

for hearing all discrimination-related grievances within the department. The human 

resources director may seek support from the institution’s ombudsperson [or similarly 

titled officer within the institution]. 

3.4 Senior Woman Administrator (SWA). The Department shall appoint a highly ranked, 

female administrator to be the senior woman administrator (SWA). The SWA shall 

provide oversight for all policies regarding gender equity in the department, including but 

not limited to gender equity policies and policies regarding discrimination and harassment 

of female employees or student-athletes. 

Discrimination, Harassment, Redress, and Appeal. The department shall not tolerate 

discrimination affecting any employee or student-athlete. Further, the department will not tolerate 

harassment of any employee or student-athlete. Discrimination and/or harassment are actions 



that create hostile, offensive, or intimidating work environments. Discrimination and/or 

harassment include, but are not limited to, sexual and racial harassment or harassment due to 

disability. Harassment may include derogatory comments, jokes, or threats. 

4.1 Redress. Any employee or student-athlete who feels that he or she has been 

discriminated against or harassed in the workplace may seek redress. The procedures 

for redress following discrimination or harassment are progressive with regard to 

documentation and severity of action. The procedures for corrective action following 

complaints of discrimination and/or harassment are progressive and follow the guidelines 

for other institutional disciplinary and corrective actions. 

4.1.1 

4.1.2 

Informal Complaint. Individuals seeking redress for discrimination and/or 

harassment may choose to seek informal conflict resolution. To issue an informal 

complaint, the individual must approach her/his work supervisor or other 

impartial, ranking administrative official within the athletics department to express 

a specific concern orally or in writing. All individuals involved, including an 

impartial administrative official, will meet to discuss how the offending individual’s 

actions are perceived. All individuals involved should identify ways to make 

positive changes in the workplace and strive to achieve those changes. Every 

supervisor and employee has the obligation to act immediately to correct any 

hostile, intimidating, or offensive work or sport program environment. Individuals 

seeking redress have the right to bypass the informal complaint procedure. 

Formal Complaint. Individuals seeking redress for discrimination and/or 

harassment may issue a formal complaint. A formal complaint must be issued in 

writing to the individual’s direct supervisor. In cases which involve work 

supervisors harassing employees, the individual experiencing harassment may 

bypass the direct supervisor and submit a formal, written complaint to the 

institution’s human resources director. In cases involving student-athletes, the 

complaint should be submitted to the assistant athletics director for student 

affairs or to the institutional Office of Student Affairs. Pursuing a complaint does 

4 
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not compromise one’s right to seek legal action on the state and federal level for 

discrimination and/or harassment. 

4.1.3 Disciplinary Action. Upon receiving a formal complaint of discrimination and/or 

harassment, work supervisors, the human resources director or other institutional 

officials receiving such complaint must thoroughly investigate the occurrence. If it 

is determined that discrimination and/or harassment has occurred or continues to 

occur, progressive disciplinary action must be taken following the policies and 

procedures for corrective action. 

4.1.4 Non-Retaliation. Any employee or student-athlete submitting a complaint 

regarding discrimination and/or harassment in the workplace or participating in 

the investigation of a discrimination and/or harassment complaint may do so 

without fear of retaliation. Notwithstanding this policy, the department may issue 

corrective action to employees who abuse the complaint procedure by knowingly 

bringing false complaints. 

4.2 Appeal. Individuals who have received disciplinary action for discrimination and/or 

harassment may appeal the disciplinary action following the procedures for appeal of 

corrective action. When an individual submits an appeal regarding a complaint of 

discrimination and/or harassment, the department shall involve an impartial appropriately 

ranked institutional administrator, human resources officer, and/or ombudsperson to 

facilitate the appeal process and ensure fairness to all parties involved. 

4.2.1 Timeline for Appeal. To ensure the timely resolution of conflicts involving 

discrimination and/or harassment, employees who seek to appeal corrective 

action must do so within five working days of receiving notice of corrective action. 

Conference and NCAA Policies. The department will observe all policies and procedures 

recommended by the conference [if applicable] and the NCAA [or other appropriate athletics 

governance organization of which the institution is a member] with regard to diversity and 

discrimination. Consistent with the NCAA Constitution [or documents of other governance 

organization], the department is committed to promoting cultural diversity, respect, and sensitivity 
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to the dignity of every person. Further, the department is committed to fostering fair participation 

in all aspects of competition, administration, and governance. Consistent with conference [if 

applicable] and NCAA [or other governance organization] philosophy, the department shall: 

¯ encourage the representation of minorities and women in positions of leadership. 

¯ make full use of NCAA diversity enrichment and enhancement programs 

¯ establish internships and scholarship programs to encourage and promote the 

professional advancement of minorities and women in coaching and athletic 

administration 

¯ maintain staff and sport program statistics related to diversity and use such statistics 

during the annual review of coaches and other supervisors responsible for hiring or 

recruiting 

¯ encourage an atmosphere of respect throughout the department 

Diversity Plan. The department shall develop and maintain a diversity plan that establishes 

goals and objectives for demonstrating diversity improvement, supported by identification, data 

collection, and annual review of specific key performance indicators. 

Commitment to Regular Self-Evaluation. The athletics director shall be responsible for 

conducting regular self-evaluations of diversity within the department, including Title IX gender 

equity assessments, diversity plan annual assessments, review of finalist candidate pools, review 

of staff diversity by sport and department unit, review of the composition of Department 

committees and review of student-athlete and employee exit interviews. In addition, once every 

three years, the department shall participate in a formal diversity assessment conducted by an 

outside consultant. Such evaluations shall be submitted to the vice president for student affairs 

[or insert similar position] and shall be reviewed by the Intercollegiate Athletics Council. 
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PLANNING TOOL 

SAMPLE MODEL DIVERSITY STRATEGIC PLAN GOAL AND OBJECTIVES 

Setting goals and establishing measurable objectives is a key first step in achieving diversity 

outcomes. In general, a goal should be a broad, narrative, and visionary expression of the athletic 

program’s diversity commitment while objectives are specific, measurable and include a timeframe for 

achievement. Typically, a diversity goal is one of many goals established by the athletics department and 

a part of the athletics program’s strategic plan. Alternatively, or in addition, the athletics department may 

have a separate diversity plan with its own goals and objectives. 

Sample Strategic Plan. Following is an example of a diversity goal and measurable objectives 

that would be appropriate for a strategic plan: 

GOAL: The composition of the athletic department staff and student-athletes and its 

organizational climate shall reflect the highest commitment to diversity and respect for 

individual differences. 

MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES: 

Annually, the athletic department shall strive to achieve the following objectives: 

1. The racial, ethnic and gender composition within all categories of staff and all student-athlete 

teams shall annually improve until they generally achieve national census proportions. 

2. The recruitment of staff and student-athletes shall ensure an adequate pool of candidates 

from underrepresented groups and conform to institutional policy, governance association 

rules and regulations, and state and federal laws. 

3. Selection or retention of staff and student-athletes shall be based upon skill and competency 

criteria and shall not be based on race, religion, color, national origin, gender, sexual 

orientation, age, disability or status as a military veteran except as permitted by the offering of 

sex-separate sport programs or as required by law. 

4. The organizational climate of the athletics program shall be perceived by staff and student- 

athletes as welcoming to all individuals and reflective of fair treatment and decision-making. 



5. Athletics department staff and student-athletes shall be knowledgeable of diversity issues 

and individuals shall be acknowledged for their diversity efforts and initiatives. 

6. The athletics department shall support special programs and efforts that demonstrate 

success in increasing employment and participation opportunities for underrepresented 

groups. 

The Issue of Appropriate Comparators. Careful consideration must be paid to the question of 

appropriate comparators for goal-setting. For higher education institutions who recruit staff and student- 

athletes nationally, a national census population comparator is recommended. For institutions dedicated 

to serving local needs (i.e., community colleges or high schools), regional or local population 

demographics would be more appropriate. Administrators should not utilize the larger institution’s 

current student or faculty demographics as a comparator because it is not uncommon for higher 

education institutions to have lower than national average percentages of racial and ethnic minorities and 

female faculty and staff. Thus, setting athletic department goals based on general institutional 

percentages may be essentially flawed strategy. 

The Issue of Overall Versus Distributed Diversity. Typically, racial and ethnic minorities are 

overrepresented in sports like football, track and basketball and underrepresented in all other sports. 

Similarly, racial and ethnic minorities and females have higher representations in the lowest paid or lower 

status positions and employment levels than in the higher paid and more senior professional levels 

(Acosta & Carpenter, 2010; Lapchick, 2010; NCAA Race and Gender Demographics, 2010; Sports 

Business Journal, 2002). Simply computing overall representation therefore hides these serious 

inequities within sports and senior job categories. Thus, it is highly recommended that the stated 

commitment to diversity be specified as distributed within all teams and employment categories rather 

than overall. 

Student Population as the Athletic Program Gender Comparator. Title IX establishes the 

general student body proportions of males and females at each institution as the required comparator for 

the athletic program at each respective institution under Prong One of its participation requirements. 

Even if the institution uses a Prong Two (consistent effort to increase opportunities for the 

underrepresented gender) or Prong 3 (fulfillment of interest and ability at below the general student body 



proportion) defense for not meeting the proportionality standard, the institution is still obligated to make 

efforts to remedy historical discrimination and continue to strive for proportionality. It should also be 

noted that this proportionality based on institutional general student body comparator is appropriate 

because Title IX requires this measure for athletics. 



10-4 

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 

SAMPLE ONGOING, SYSTEMATIC AND EVIDENCE-BASED EVALUATION PRACTICES BASED ON 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Key to achieving objectives is specifying those actions and programs that will produce desired 

results and tracking these actions and programs as "key performance indicators" (KPI). Thus, each 

objective in the strategic plan should have a list of KPIs and how those KPIs will be tracked. Further, 

consideration should be given to tracking KPIs by employees responsible for their achievement (i.e., 

tracking the race, ethnicity and gender of all employees by supervisor responsible for hiring that staff 

unit). Following is an example of KPIs appropriate to suggested diversity strategic plan objectives. 

Sample forms are provided for many of these KPIs to illustrate how data may be collected (10-4.6 through 

10-4.8) and displayed (10-4.1 through 10-4.5). It is critical to use minority group filters within teams, 

position categories, and by supervisor in the examination of all KPIs related to diversity. 

Recommended Key Performance Indicators to Be Reported and Monitored Annually 

Objective 1: The racial, ethnic and gender composition within all categories of staff and all 

student-athlete teams shall annually improve until they generally achieve national census 

proportions. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

# and % of student-athletes by team by racial/ethnic designation and overall (see 

Sample Form) 

# and % of student-athletes overall by gender 

# and % of staff members by staff category (see Figure 10-4.1) by racial/ethnic 

designation, gender, age and disability 

# and % of staff members by senior staff supervisor (see Figure 10-4.2) by 

racial/ethnic designation, gender, age and disability 

# and % of staff members by employee supervisor (see Figure 10-4.3) by 

racial/ethnic designation, gender, age and disability 



Objective 2: Recruitment of staff and student-athletes shall ensure an adequate pool of 

candidates from underrepresented groups and conform to institutional policy, governance 

association rules and regulations, and state and federal laws. 

2.1 # and % of prospective student-athletes by team by racial/ethnic designation and 

overall (see Figures 10-4.4 and 10-4.5) 

2.2 Identify coach relationships by team with high school or open amateur sport 

programs producing significant numbers of highly skilled student-athletes from 

minority populations 

2.3 # and % of employee applicants by open position and overall open positions by 

racial/ethnic designation, gender, disability, age, military service 

2.4 # and % of employee finalists by open position and overall open positions by 

racial/ethnic designation, gender, disability, age, military service 

2.5 # and % of open positions categorized as "emergency hires" (no advertising 

requirement) 

2.6 Number and percent of total searches that fully met EEOC requirements as 

determined by institutional human resources 

2.7 # and % of open position advertisements in electronic or print media outlets 

specifically targeting underrepresented populations 

2.8 # of visits or phone calls made by open position to individuals from 

underrepresented groups to advise them of the position opening and urge their 

candidacy and # that applied as a result of such contact 

2.9 # and % of members of search committee for each open position who 

themselves are from underrepresented groups (gender, race/ethnicity, disability, 

etc.) 

Objective 3: Selection or retention of staff and student-athletes shall be based upon skill 

and competency criteria and shall not be based on race, religion, color, national origin, 

gender, sexual orientation, age, disability or status as a military veteran except as 

permitted by the offering of sex-separate sport programs or as required by law. 



3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

3.8 

3.9 

3.10 

# and % of scholarship offers extended and offers accepted by team by white 

and non-white student-athletes prospects 

average scholarship amount awarded by team by white and non-white student- 

athletes 

Succession plan1 for each senior staff and head coach position includes female 

and minority replacement prospects 

# and % of new position openings filled by females and non-whites, including 

breakdown by position type. 

Average years service by gender, white and non-white separated by position 

classification 

Average salary by gender, white & non-white separated by position classification 

# and % by gender, white & non-white separately, by position classification 

receiving promotions with and without salary increase and average salary 

increase 

# and % of staff by gender, white & non-white separately leaving the department 

and results of exit interview by non-athletics department staff member 

# and % of student-athletes by gender, white & non-white separately leaving the 

department and results of exit interview by non-athletics department staff 

member 

# and % of student-athletes by gender, by white/non-white separately by 

graduation rate, grade point average (GPA) and academic progress rate (APR) 

Succession lists can be simple to create. For instance, at the end of each annual evaluation, ask the employee 
(1) is there anyone in your unit who should be groomed to take your place?, (2) if you were to fall ill or decide to 
leave, is there anyone local, either within athletics or someone retired in the community who could take your place 
on an interim basis?, and (3) if you should decide to leave the department, who within the region or nationally 
would you recommend that we recruit? And it is especially critical to address diversity by asking employees to 
separate their succession recommendations by gender, non-white vs. white or other minority group indicators so 
that they attend to these differences. 



Objective 4: The organizational climate of the athletics program shall be perceived 

by staff and student-athletes as welcoming to all individuals and reflective of fair 

treatment and decision-making. 

4.1 

4.2 

# and % by gender, white & non-white who, on an annual survey, characterize 

the athletic department climate as (a) welcoming, (b) sensitive to diversity issues, 

(c) committed to diversity and (d) respectful of individual differences. 

# and % by gender, white & non-white who, on an annual survey, characterize 

the athletic department climate as treating all staff and student-athletes fairly. 

Objective 5: Athletic department staff and student-athletes shall be knowledgeable 

of diversity issues and individuals shall be acknowledged for their diversity efforts 

and initiatives, 

5.1 Topic and target audience and % of target audience attended for each diversity 

education program offered by the athletic department 

# of nominees for each award recognizing staff, team, and/or student-athlete 

diversity initiatives 

Objective 6: The athletic department shall support special programs and efforts 

that demonstrate success in increasing sports employment and participation 

opportunities for underrepresented groups. 

1.1 # and % by gender, white & non-white separately by type of special support 

program targeting underrepresented groups (i.e., internships, graduate 

assistants, externships, mentoring programs, coach development programs, etc.) 



1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Number and percent applications submitted among all eligible females & non- 

white student-athletes separately and # and % successful applications for NCAA 

and other minority post-graduate scholarship programs. 

# and % of staff by gender, white & non-white separately who have written 

professional development plans 

# and % of graduates by gender, white & non-white separately who currently 

work in sports related fields 

As with all key performance indicators, their selection should be carefully evaluated with regard to ease 

and manner of data collection and whether they are truly good indicators of success. Getting these 

indicators right is critical because such data collection should be consistent over decades. At the end of 

this chapter are sample data collection forms and display tables that could assist in the development of 

these management reports. 



Number 

264 

174 

90 

47 

35 

19 

7 

14 

34 

88 

20 

Category 

All Employees 

Full-time 

Part-time 

Interns 

Graduate Assts. 

Admin/Clerical 

Program Managers 

Head Coaches 

Assistant Coaches 

Professional Staff 

Senior Staff 

NOTE: Race!ethnicity statistics below 

FIGURE 10-4.1: SAMPLE DIVERSITY REPORT: Athletics Staff By Position Type 

Race/Ethnicity* Race/Ethnicity Breakdown* Gender Disabled** 
W NW B H A O Male Female 

10% 1%     2%    2% 
27 3 4 5 

67% 33% 
178 86 

32% 
56 

33% 
30 

34% 
16 

40% 
14 

89% 
17 

43% 
3 

14% 
2 

21% 
7 

25% 
22 

25% 
5 

85% 15% 
225 39 

11% 1% 2% 
19 1 3 

9% 2% 1% 
8 2 1 

2% 4% 2% 
1 2 1 

14% 0% 0% 
5 0 0 

11% 0% 0% 
2 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

7% 0% 0% 
1 0 0 

18% 3% 3% 
6 1 1 

11% 0% 2% 
10 0 2 

15% 0% 0% 
3 0 0 

1% 68% 
2 118 

3% 67% 
3 60 

4% 66% 
2 31 

3% 60% 
1 21 

0% 11% 
0 2 

0% 57% 

0% 86% 
0 12 

3% 79% 
1 27 

0% 75% 
0 66 

0% 75% 

86% 14% 
149 25 

84% 16% 
76 14 

87% 13% 
41 6 

83% 17% 
29 6 

89% 11% 
17 2 

100% 0% 
7 0 

93% 7% 
13 1 

74% 26% 

86% 14% 
76 12 

85% 15% 
17 3 

do not add up to 100% because Hispanic is an ethnic group that cuts across all races 

0% 
1 

1% 
1 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

5% 
1 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

0% 
o 

*US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings, monthly, January 2007 issue; Monthly Labor Review, November 2005; and 

unpublished data See Internet site <http:!/www.bls.gov!cps/homehtm>. 

Age 
<30 31-49 >50 

41% 48% 11% 
107 128 29 

17% 69% 14% 
30 120 24 

86% 9% 6% 
77 8 5 

94% 6% 0% 
44 3 0 

89% 11% 0% 
31 4 0 

16% 68% 16% 
3 13 3 

29% 57% 14% 

0% 86% 14% 
0 12 2 

6% 88% 6% 
2 30 2 

25% 57% 18% 
22 50 16 

10% 60% 30% 
2 12 6 

**Kraus, L., Stoddard, S., & Gilmartin, D. (1996). Chartbook on Disabitity in the United States, 1996. An InfoUse Report Washington, DC: US National Institute 

on Disability and Rehabilitation Research. 

W=White 81.9% 

B= Black/African Amer. 12.4% 

H= Hispanic 12.7% 

A= Asian, Indian, Alaskan 5.7% 

Female 47.5% 

Male 52.5% 

Age: 

<30 32.3% 

31-49 46.2% 

>50 16.6% 

Disability 16.9% 



NOTE: Race/ethnicity statistics below do not add up to 100% because Hispanic is an ethnic group that cuts across all races 

Source U.S. Census Bureau: state and County QuickFacts. Data derived from Population Estimatees, Census of Population and Housing, Small Area Income and 

Povery Estimates, County Business Patterns, Nonemployer Statistics, Economic Census, Sur~Jey of business Owners, Building Permits, Consolidated Federal 

Funds Report Last Reviewed: Tuesday, 17-Nov-2009. Retrieved online at http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/OOOOO.html The data for disability is ba 

U.S. S1810 Disability Characteristics 2008Am. Community Sui~eyl-year estimates. U.S. Census Bureau. Retrieved online at http://factfinder.census.gov 

W=White 79.80% Age: 

B= Black/African Amer. 12.80% <30 42.20% 
H= Hispanic 15.40% 31-49 30.50% 

A= Asian 450% >50 2730% 

M= Native Amer., Alaskan Native 1 00% Disability 10.1% (age 18+) 

N=Native Hawaiian, Pac, Island 0.20% 

Female 50.70% 

Male 49.30% 



Figure 10-4.3: SAMPLE DIVERSITY REPORT: 
* Supervisor = person with direct hiring authority over number of personnel indicated (includes 3 dual reports counted for both supervisors) 
Number Category                            Employment Status    Race/Ethnicity*     Race!Ethnicity Breakdown* 

12 Director of Athletics 
Sr. Staff, Head BB, FB coaches 

6 Sr. Assoc=AD A 

11 Head Men’s Basketball Coach 

3 Sr=Assoc. AD B 

9 Equipment Manager 

1 Events Manager 

8 Stadium Manager 

5 Head Coach-Women’s Soccer 

3 Computer Services Manager 

4 Compliance Program Manager 

etc 

Full-Time Part-Time Voluntee~ 

83% 17% 0% 
10 2 0 

83% 17% 0% 
5 1 0 

64% 36% 0% 
7 4 0 

100% 0% 0% 
3 0 0 

33% 67% 0% 
3 6 0 

100% 0% 0% 
1 0 0 

100% 0% 0% 
6 0 0 

40% 60% 0% 
2 3 0 

100% 0% 0% 
3 0 0 

100% 0% 0% 
4 0 0 

w 
83% 
lO 

lOO% 
6 

82% 
9 

lOO% 
3 

89% 
8 

lOO% 
1 

lOO% 
8 

lOO% 
5 

lOO% 
3 

100% 
4 

NW B 
17% 17% 

2 2 

0% 167% 
0 10 

18% 18% 
2 2 

0% 0% 
0 0 

11% 0% 
1 0 

0% 0% 
0 0 

0% 0% 
0 0 

0% 0% 
0 0 

0% 0% 
0 0 

0% 0% 
0 0 

Athletics Staff By Individual Program Unit Supervisor 

Gender Disabled** 
Male Female H A O 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 11% 
0 0 1 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

0% 0% 0% 
0 0 0 

Age 

<30 31-49 >50 
67% 33% 0% 0% 75% 25% 

8 4 0 0 9 3 

67% 33% 0% 17% 67% 17% 
4 2 0 1 4 1 

82% 18% 9% 45% 45% 9% 
9 2 1 5 5 1 

67% 33% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
2 1 0 0 3 0 

89% 11% 0% 78% 11% 11% 
8 1 0 7 1 1 

100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
1 0 0 0 1 0 

100% 0% 0% 13% 50% 38% 
8 0 0 1 4 3 

60% 40% 0% 60% 40% 0% 
3 2 0 3 2 0 

67% 33% 0% 33% 33% 33% 
2 1 0 1 1 1 

25% 75% 0% 75% 25% 0% 
1 3 0 3 1 0 

NOTE: Race/ethnicity statistics below do not add up to 100% because Hispanic is an ethnic group that cuts across all races 

*U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings, monthly, January 2007 issue; Monthly Labor Review, November 2005; and 

unpublished data. See Internet site <http://www.bls.gov/cps/home.htm>. 

**Kraus, L., Stoddard, S., & Gilmartin, D. (1996). Chartbook on Disability in the United States, 1996. An InfoUse Report. Washington, DC: U.S. National Institute 

on Disability and Rehabilitation Research. 

W=White 81.90% Age: 

B= Black!African Amer. 12.40% <30 42.20% 

H= Hispanic 12.70% 31-49 30~50% 

A= Asian, Indian, Alaskan 5~70% >50 27.30% 

Female 47.50% Disability 19.30% 

Male 52.50% 



Figure 10-4.4: SAMPLE DIVERSITY REPORT: Detail - Athletics Staff and Student-Athletes by Sport 
Each unit includes the senior staff member responsible for that unit. 

Race/~thnicity 
Total # Summary 

W NW 

4     100% 0% 

4 0 

8 63% 38% 

5 3 

7     57% 43% 

STAFF MEMBERS 

Sport 

Baseball 

Men’s Basketball 

Women’s Basketball 

Men’s X-Ctry/Track 

Women’s X-Ctry/Track 

Football 

Men’s Golf 

Women’s Golf 

Soccer 

Softball 

Men"s Swimming/Diving 

Women’s Swimming/Diving 

Tennis 

Volleyball 

Race~thnicity Breakdown* 

B H A O 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

0 0 0 0 

38% 0%    0%    0% 

3     0     0     0 

43% 0% 0% 0% 

Gender Total # 

Male Female 

100% 0%     43 

4 0 

75% 25% 14 

6 2 

14% 86%    14 

4 3 3 0 0 0 1 6 

6 83% 17% 17% 0% 0% 0% 83% 17% 51 

5 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 

Men’s and Women’s T~ckis a Combined Prog~m -Same Coaching 41 

Staff -see above 

15 80% 20% 13% 0% 0% 7% 80% 20% 129 

12 3 2 0 0 1 12 3 

1 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% i00% 0% 10 

I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 

1 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 16 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 33% 32 3 100% 0% 

3 0 

3 100% 0% 

3 0 

4 100% 0% 

4 0 

STUDENT-ATHLETES 

Race/Ethnicity Summary 

W NW N-Spec 

88% 12% 0% 

38 5 0 

14% 86% 0% 

2 12 0 

36%    64%     0% 

With 
Race/Ethnicity Breakdown* Disability 

B H A O D 

5% 5% 0% 2% 2% 

2 2 0 1 1 

86% 0% 0% 0% 14% 

12 0 0 0 2 

57% 7% 0% 0% 14% 

5 9 0 

69% 23% 4% 

35 14 2 

78% 17% 5% 
32 7 2 

50% 49% 1% 

65 63 1 

100% 0% 0% 

10 0 0 

81% 13% 6% 

13 2 1 

79%    16%     8% 

8 1 0 0 2 

22% 2% 4% 8% 0% 

11 1 2 4 0 

15% 2% 0% 5% 2% 
6 1 0 2 1 

47% 1% 1% 2% 7% 

60 1 1 2 9 

0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 

0 0 0 0 1 

0% 6% 6% 6% 6% 

0 1 1 1 1 

13% 3% 0% 0% 16% 

0 0 0 0 2 1 

0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 33% 24 

0 0 0 0 2 1 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 36 

0 0 0 0 4 0 

Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving is a Combined Program - 40 

Same Coaching Staff - see above 

1 100% 0% 

1 0 

3 67% 33% 

2 1 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 10 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0% 0% 33% 0% 100% 0% 

0 0 1 0 3 0 

14 

25 5 2 

79% 13% 8% 

19 3 2 

89% 8% 3% 

32 3 1 

88% 5% 7% 
35 2 3 

70% 20% 10% 

7 2 1 

36% 50% 14% 

5 7 2 

4 1 0 0 5 

8% 4% 0% 0% 0% 

2 1 0 0 0 

3% 6% 0% 0% 0% 

1 2 0 0 0 

3% 3% 0% 0% 3% 
1 1 0 1 1 

0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 

0 2 0 0 0 

21% 21% 7% 0% 0% 

3 3 1 0 0 

TOTAL % 
# 



Figure 10-4.5: 

Sport 

SAMPLE DIVERSITY REPORT: Summary - Coaching Staff and Student-Athletes by Sport 

COACHING STAFF                  STUDENT-ATHLETES 
Total # Summary Total # Race/Ethnicity Summary 

Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 
Women’s Basketball 
Men’s Cross Country/T&F 
Women’s Cross Country/T&F 
Football 
Men’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 
Soccer 
Softball 
Men’s Swimming & Diving 
Women’s Swimming & Diving 
Tennis 
Volleyball 

4 
8 
7 

15 
1 

W NW 

100% 0% 
63% 38% 
57% 43% 

83% 17% 

80% 20% 
100% 0% 

43 
14 
14 
51 
41 
129 
10 

W NW 

88% 12% 
14% 86% 
36% 64% 
69% 27% 
78% 17% 
50% 49% 
100% 0% 

1 
3 
3 

1 
3 

100% 0% 
100% 0% 
80% 20% 

100% 0% 

100% 0% 
67% 33% 

16 
32 
24 
36 
4O 
10 
14 

81% 13% 
78% 16% 
79% 13% 
89% 8% 
88% 5% 
70% 20% 
36% 50% 

Not Specified 

0% 
0% 
O% 
4% 
5% 
1% 
0% 
6% 
6% 
8% 
3% 
7% 

10% 
14% 



Figure 10-4.6 STAFF DIVERSITY DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT 

NOTE: List all full-time, part-time, consultant (working year around but paid via consultant fee), or 

volunteer (non-events volunteers/working year around) paid by UMA or ’working full-time with UMA 
athletes or dept. and paid by another department (ie., academic support staff if paid from provost Race/Ethnicity - A=Asian, C=Caucasian, H=Hispanic, B=African-American, O=Other 

office, development staff if paid by central development) 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME Title 

F-T =Full- Staff Category: 

Time/ AdminClerical, 
W= 

PT=Part-                             Race/ Age Category- "X" in    Coach, Asst. 
M=Male/ Disabled? White/ 

Time/                             Ethnicity correct column      Coach, Senior 
F=     (Y=Yes, NW= 

C=consul                             (see                      Staff, Program Mgr, 
Female N=No)    Non- 

tant, White above) Prof. Staff, 

V=volunt Consultant, Grad. 

eer <30 31-49 >50 Asst/Intern 

Program Unit - Sr. Staff Leader 

(i.e., Asst. AD - Revenue Sports, 

Asst. AD - Athlete Support 

Services, etc.) 

Questions 



Figure 10-4.7: Student Athlete Diversity Data Collection Instrument 

RaceiEthnicity- A=Asian, C=Caucasian, H=Hispanic, B=African-American, O=Other 

W= White/    Race/    Disability M=Male/ 
Student Name or Number SPORT F= Female NW= Non- Ethnicity Y=Yes 

White (see above) N=No 

M NW B N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M W C N 
M NW O N 
M W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C Y 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F NW H N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F NW H N 
F W C N 
F NW B N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 
F W C N 



Figure 10-4.8: ATHLETIC POLICY BOARD DIVERSITY DATA COLLECTION INSTUMENT 

Race/Ethnicity- A=Asian, C=Caucasian, H=Hispanic, B=African-American, O=Other 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME University Title 

indicate with "X" (OK to have multiple 
E=Elected 

Xs) W= White! Race/ Voting 
M=Male/ F= A=Appted 

Female 
NW= Non- Ethnicity (Y=Yes, 

XO=ex- 
Faculty Admin. Student Alumnus               White (see above) N=No)      officio 



10-5 

PLANNING TOOL 

AGGRESSIVE MARKETPLACE SEARCH AND RECRUITING PRACTICES 

If the number of minority applicants in the overall applicant pool or those who make it to the 

finalist interview stage is small for open staff positions, as typically is the case, the athletics department 

should install more aggressive search and recruiting practices. Following are several suggestions in this 

regard: 

Multiple Prospect Lists. The staff member responsible for the search should be asked to 

develop three prospect lists (overall, non-white and female) as a result of making telephone calls 

to trusted professionals in the area of the position opening. For instance, if the department needs 

a lacrosse coach, the hiring supervisor should call the top lacrosse coaches in the country and 

get recommendations. Every conversation should specifically ask about coaches of color and 

female coach prospects. 

Even before a position becomes open, the athletic director should be assembling lists of minority 

group talent in various sport program positions and should seek to establish relationships with 

these individuals. At every conference, NCAA, or professional association meeting, the athletics 

director should query colleagues about up and coming talented women and minority men and 

womeR, 

¯ Requiring every head coach and every senior staff member to list the top three women, non-white 

men and women and overall best replacements should they themselves decide to retire or leave 

the institutions - a good succession planning practice -- is an excellent way to develop these 

prospect lists over time. 

¯ Because there are typically fewer prospects in the marketplace among underrepresented minority 

groups, the hiring supervisor should assume that the best candidates will not come from the 

applicant pool; rather they will need to be convinced to apply for the position and must be hired 

away from their current positions. Identification of these prospects is not enough. The athletics 

director and hiring supervisor must make a commitment to making personal phone calls and visits 

to these minority group prospects to convince them to enter the applicant pool. 



¯ The institution should be prepared to offer higher salaries to minority group prospects as a matter 

of supply and demand. Getting someone to leave their current position will take a competitive 

marketplace salary offer. If increasing minority group representation is an important commitment, 

the saying, "you have to be willing to put your money where your mouth is" will most likely be 

applicable. 

With regard to the recruiting of minority student-athletes, a more aggressive approach is similarly 

necessary. Remember that male and female non-whites are overrepresented in football, track and field 

and basketball. So, the focus must be on sports in which minorities are traditionally underrepresented. 

Following are three suggestions that would have a long term positive impact on recruiting minority 

student-athletes: 

¯ Typically, there are "hotbeds" in various places in the country where non-white coaches have 

developed outstanding developmental programs for non-white youth in their respective 

communities, for example, Peter Westbrook’s fencing program in New York City. Work to identify 

these programs by developing relationships with national sport governing body staff members 

knowledgeable about their national junior and senior teams and Olympic development programs. 

Establish strong relationships with these ’hotbed’ coaches in the same manner as strong 

relationships are built with coaches of high school programs that have produced successful 

recruits in other sports. The athletics director should work with coaches to monitor the 

identification of these programs and the size of the non-white recruiting pool for each sport as 

early in the recruiting season as possible. 

¯ Consider changing the institution’s approach to offering local clinics to lower socio-economic 

youth. Target those sports in which minorities are underrepresented and offer to conduct free 

coach training programs for community agencies conducting those sports ("giving a fishing rod 

instead of fish")who promise to recruit coach prospects, including who non-white prospects. 

Maintain relationships with these programs over time with teams returning to run clinics and 

exhibitions in conjunction with the coach training program. 

¯ Establish a diversity commitment policy for summer camp programs. For every sports camp 

conducted at the institution, require coaches to offer at least a minimum number of free 



scholarships to lower socio-economic ievel applicants (non-whites are overrepresented in lower 

socio-economic groups), assuming such summer camps are conducted for age groups below 

NCAA "recruit" definitions and are in full compliance with NCAA or state high school federation 

rules. 
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PLANNING TOOL 

KEYS TO EFFECTIVE STAFF AND STUDENT-ATHLETE DIVERSITY EDUCATION AND OTHER 

PROGRAMMING 

Long-Term Planned Approach. Student-athlete turnover every four to five years requires a 

short-term and long term approach to educational programming. Over the short term, every new class of 

student-athletes and every new employee should have a meeting with the athletics director during which 

he or she addresses the issue of diversity, program values, and expectations regarding respect for 

differences. The topic should also be a part of every orientation program. Strategic plans and diversity 

plans should be distributed in writing as well as the institution’s policy statements on harassment, 

prohibited personal relationships between coaches or staff and student-athletes, etc. 

Presenters Must Connect. The success of in-service diversity programs increases in relation to 

the perceived utility of the information presented to the user, respect for the expertise of the presenter, 

and whether there is an emotional connection between the presenter and the audience. Thus, great care 

should be taken in the selection of presenters and the composition of the audience for every educational 

program. Professional presenters who specialize in the area of diversity workshops should be 

considered. 

Meeting the Practical Needs of Coaches, Also, it is important to consider the fact that coaches 

are often the most literal among athletic department employees with regard to needing to see the 

practical application of theory. Traditional diversity workshops are often led by presenters who do not 

connect with coaches with regard to the practical realities they face. Thus, the athletics director should 

design in-service diversity training sessions that are specifically targeted to meeting the needs of 

coaches. These sessions should also be attended by personnel from the student life skills, athletic 

training, strength training and academic support programs. Each consider staggering the follow three 

programs so they are offered every three years: 

Identify a minority coach recognized for his or her minority recruiting success to participate in a 

presentation and discussion with head and assistant coaches on successful practices and priority 



considerations when recruiting minority student-athletes. This program should also include 

successful practices to increase minority retention. 

¯ A respected male coach of a men’s team who has successfully hired a female assistant and can 

comment on the value and utility of such gender diversity should present on this topic. 

¯ A highly respected minority student-athlete graduate or panel of such graduates should be asked 

to present a session on the minority athlete experience and recommendations for improving that 

experience. 

Management Reports as Part of Educational Program. An often unrecognized form of 

educational programming is practicing transparency through the wide dissemination of management 

reports. For instance, sharing key indicator reports with all staff creates the impression of a caring and 

open organization that isn’t afraid to self-examine its practices or share information. 

Mentoring Programs. An ongoing mentoring program for student-athletes who wish to pursue 

careers in sports and other industries is an important educational initiative that is critical for minority 

student-athletes. This type of program is the perfect place for the involvement and connection 

contributions of successful institutional alumni. Consider adding to the obligations of head coaches and 

other senior athletics personnel, the obligation to mentor minority assistant coaches, interns, graduate 

assistants, and junior professional staff within the athletics department. Each mentor would be required 

to have an annual meeting with their junior staff member for the purpose of producing a written 

professional development plan that would include: 

o identification of "next step" opportunities within the athletics department if feasible; 

o identification of career goals; 

o further education (degree, certificate, conference, workshop or other professional work) to be 

accomplished over the short and long terms; 

o designation of three people per year outside the athletics department to whom the mentor would 

provide introductions and arrange a formal information interview or other relationship-building 

experience; 

o recommended membership in professional organizations; and 

o other recommendations related to building intrapersonal and other competencies. 



Consider subsidization of membership dues in professional organizations or to professional meetings for 

(minority) junior staff members. 

Consider establishing a "Meet Top Professionals" program. On a monthly or quarterly basis, 

organize the campus visit of a highly respected female or non-white coach or professional to engage in 

an informal or formal presentation or activity, including a separate activity targeting minority junior staff 

members. The latter should be a mentor/mentee by invitation only activity that is in addition to a general 

open session for all staff or student-athletes. 

The athletics director should have a conversation with mentors about the difference between 

"mentoring" and "sponsorship". The former consists of advice, the identification and implementation of 

educational experiences, and other forms of professional development. Sponsorship is the mentor taking 

the extra step of using his or her connections and reputation to get a new position, salary increase or 

promotion for the individual being mentored. Sponsorship requires an investment of the mentor’s capital 

in the young professional. Female and minority staff are often over mentored and under sponsored. 

Use of Alumni. Most athletics programs have internships, graduate assistantships, student 

coach positions and other programming that are ideal for the support of diversity objectives. Converting 

these programs to important diversity initiatives that leverage alumni relationships usually involves the 

following: 

o Setting goals for overrepresentation of minority groups in these programs 

o Assigning current employee and/or alumni mentors to each student in the program 

o Including information interviews with alumni as part of the program 

o Utilization of alumni connections for career placement following the athletic department 

experience 

o Bringing in alumni as speakers for educational programming related to career advancement 

o Requiring that each student in the program have written career and professional development 

plans 

Five to ten years from the establishment of such minority development programs, the athletics 

department will be in a position to point with pride to the numbers of former interns, graduate assistants 

and others placed in good jobs within the sports industry. Such success would be a significant future 



recruiting asset. More important is recognition of the responsibility of athletic programs to acknowledge 

and remedy the fact that the time commitment and financial aid limitations of student-athletes preclude 

their development of an employment experience resume during their collegiate careers. In the case of 

minority student-athletes, women and non-whites, they often do not have the community connections and 

are faced with post-university job barriers that are more significant than their male and white counterparts. 

Further, time constraints often limit their access to general university career development services. 

Leadership of University Diversity Efforts. Most athletic departments have the potential to 

more fully position the athletics program as leading proponents and exemplars of racial and ethnic 

diversity within their wider university communities and should do so. Often, the proportional of racial and 

ethnic representation in the athletics program is greater than across the university itself. Efforts to 

promote greater visibility of student-athletes on campus for the purpose of modeling diversity and 

delivering diversity education messages to the wider university community should be considered. 

Consideration might also be given to establishing programs in which student-athlete leaders are trained to 

discuss diversity issues with students on campus. Even if the athletic program does not fully conform to 

national demographic proportions of staff and student-athletes by race and gender, being an example 

through openly discussing efforts to achieve diversity demonstrates leadership to the larger university 

family. 
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MANAGEMENT TiP 

SPECIFIC RETENTION STRATEGIES AND TRACKING OF KEY RETENTION INDICATORS 

Athletics department often focus on bringing in minorities in to fill apprentice, intern, or entry level 

positions, forgetting the importance of same sex or same race mentors. Every minority should see a role 

model in positions above them, individuals who have achieved advancement in every level of the 

organization. Thus, making sure that minority representation is present within every job category (entry 

level to senior staff) is critical. Similarly, athletics administrators should examine years of service and/or 

significant salary gaps within position categories for whites and non-whites, males and females, as 

important retention indicators. Often, an employee will be promoted to a higher level but not receive the 

same message of respect and competence when it comes to an accompanying salary increase. 

The existence of financial support for professional development activities is important to retention. 

Even if financial support of professional development activities is limited, making sure that minority group 

employees receive such benefits is essential. An annual information interview with an accomplished role 

model is a simple and cost effective objective for every employee and sends the message that the athletic 

department cares about employees’ professional advancement. Genuine caring will contribute to 

retention of employees. 

Exit interviews, preferably by same sex or same race/ethnicity faculty or administrators outside 

the athletics department should be conducted and can provide valuable information important to retention 

and organizational climate concerns. 

Regular examination of all of the KPIs listed under the athletics department diversity plan (see 10- 

4), always being sure to use the filters of gender and race/ethnicity, will provide the administrator with 

valuable information about retention-related factors for both minority group staff and student-athletes. 

With regard to student-athlete retention, particular attention should be paid to success in the 

classroom: graduation rates, GPAs and APRs, especially of at-risk students (students with low GPAs or 

who have been specially admitted). Typically, minority students are overrepresented in these at-risk 

categories. Providing academic tutors and counseling services to reduce such academic stress is key to 

retention. 



Another key area of minority student-athlete retention is scholarship support because there are 

higher percentages of non-whites in lower socio-economic groups. For instance, it is important to 

examine equivalency sports when it comes to scholarship distributions. Making a concerted effort to 

attract minorities may require more substantial scholarship commitments to lower socio-economic level 

athletes. 

Last, there should be a clearly defined approach to identification of the risk factors related to drop 

out prior to graduation, especially among high risk groups such as special admits. For instance, a 

prominent NCAA Division I-A institution found a 100% failure rate among student-athletes who had all of 

the following risk factors: (1) history of chronic injury, (2) junior college attendance in that state, and (3) 

high school GPA below 2.25. Often these risk factors can be identified as high school or pre-enrollment 

red flags that should influence recruiting decisions. At the very least, they identify student-athletes who 

need to be carefully monitored and specially supported. 
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MANAGEMENT TIP 

CONSIDER A MORE EXPANSIVE ROLE FOR THE ATHLETICS POLICY BOARD 

IN ADVANCING DIVERSITY 

In higher education, an athletics policy board, usually named the Intercollegiate Athletics Council, 

consisting of faculty, administrators and alumni from outside the athletics department is often a 

governance association requirement. Even if it isn’t, having an objective, majority faculty oversight board 

in place to annually review key diversity performance indicators and to be involved and invested in the 

achievement of diversity objectives is very beneficial. Consideration should be given to establishing a 

goal for this group to be 40-60% minority (female and non-white), because it should play a major diversity 

leadership role and it is easier to affect the minority composition of appointed committees immediately as 

opposed to staff positions. A committee that is majority female and non-white will be more likely to attend 

to diversity program initiatives. 

The athletics director should consider creating an employment sub-committee of the athletics 

policy board that consists of three faculty/alumni/administrator members, again with a majority of persons 

of color/female, as a standing "search" committee to assist in filling all department position openings. The 

search committee would meet with each athletic department employee responsible for hiring whenever a 

position becomes open to: (1) review that unit’s diversity assessment report, (2) review the job advertising 

plan and minority prospect list, (3) make suggestions regarding increasing the minority applicant pool, 

and (4) participate in the interview process with finalists. The athletics department should embrace a 

policy requiring that every pool of finalists for open positions include at least one minority applicant, that 

all finalists participate in formal face-to-face or telephone interviews, and that the athletics director or his 

designee participate in finalist interviews. 

A faculty academic affairs sub-committee of the athletics policy board should also be established, 

consisting of three members who should be responsible for meeting with each head coach at the end of 

each academic year to: (1) review the academic progress of all athletes, (2) review the academic 

credentials of all incoming recruits, (3) review the respective team’s diversity assessment report, and (4) 

offer assistance to the head coach in creating a faculty/staff mentoring and support system for each 



minority student-athlete on the team. The faculty members involved in such support structures should 

also be used to assist the head coach in recruiting when minority prospects are on campus visits. This 

faculty sub-committee should also be responsible for reviewing the credentials of and making 

recommendations to the director of admissions for prospective students with below average admissions 

records. 

Another primary responsibility of the athletics policy board would be to review annual department 

diversity reports on student-athletes, coaches, and staff in formats similar to those previously 

recommended and to do so in consultation with the athletics director. Student-athlete diversity should be 

examined by sport in meetings with the head coach, with the athletics policy board asking how it could be 

of assistance in increasing these numbers. 
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PLANNING TOOL 

CREATING STAFF INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES TO ADVANCE DIVERSITY OBJECTIVES 

The athletics director should consider establishing all of the following practices to encourage 

diversity in hiring, recruiting and retention: 

o In sports in which the maximum limit of NCAA scholarships is not awarded, make known the 

availability of additional athletics financial aid to recruit minority student-athletes who might 

otherwise not be able to afford to attend or consider attending the institution. 

o Publicly recognize and express appreciation in staff meetings to coaches and staff who have 

contributed to employment diversity or increased student-athlete diversity on their teams. 

o In sports in which head or assistant coaches are not full-time, permit increased percent time 

appointments for minority coaches if necessary for hiring or retention. For all coaches and staff, 

seek institutional approval for salaries necessary to compete in the marketplace for minority 

employees. 

o As a condition of receiving funding for attending professional conferences, insist that the staff 

member attend diversity sessions on the conference program and share such content with all 

staff upon his or her return to campus. 

o Each year, plan an event with each head coach (at least one team per season/3 per year) to have 

an informal conversation ("cokes with the AD" or "milk and cookies with the AD") in which the AD 

specifically addresses the value orientation of the program: diversity, respect, integrity, 

leadership and service and how each student-athlete can contribute to these values. Never 

underestimate the leadership power of the athletics director. 

o Annually review the staff diversity assessments at a meeting of the full department each year, 

with the athletics director leading discussion on specific ways to improve diversity. 

o In the case of employees who have not yet achieved success in increasing staff and student- 

athlete diversity, consider use of the following mechanisms: 

¯ asking for the reconstitution of a finalist pool with more and better qualified minority 

applicants; 



¯ not recommending a cost of living or merit increase; and/or 

¯ no offer of multi-year employment agreement. 

Establish a policy to add a criterion such as "contributes to the recruiting or employment of 

minority job applicants" to the annual employee evaluation instrument used for all athletic 

department coaches and staff, 

Establish an award named after a highly respected former athlete or coach of color and bring that 

person back to campus to present such award at the annual awards banquet. Such public 

celebration of the achievements of graduates or coaches of color is an important demonstration 

of respect that may contribute to minority staff and student-athlete retention. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:12 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

FW: Updated flyer for Sept 22 event 

SaraLaschever.pdf 

FYL Today’s AWFP meeting ---Change ot: location. 

Important topic---Important message! 

Hc~r~mbe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. C~.U 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

5por~: Administr~:iot~ Specialization 

315 Woo~en -. CB 8700 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919.843.033~ 

X:: Carolina ~31ack Ca[~cus 542 w~th tag,jpfj 

From: Church, Brooke IVl 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 3:41 PM 
To: AWFP Board; Stroman, Deborah L; Patterson, Kris Blair; Drake, Amelia F 
Subject: Updated flyer for Sept 22 event 

Updat~:_~d flyer with r~-_~w infix 

Brooke Church, J~,ISPJi 

Associate Director of Co~orate aJ~d Fou~d~tio~ Relatio~s lbr Health Aflidrs 

The [ N~Yersity o[ Nor~f~ (.:aro~in~ at Cl~g~el Hill 

208 West Franldm Strect 

Cba~ei Hill NC 27599-6 [00 

Telephone 919-962-0024 
Fax 919-.g43,-3314 

Email brooke clmrch@tmc,edt~ 

Campas Box 6100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Oldham, Ann B. <aoldham@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:46 PM 

Academic Advi sing Paxt- Time Advisors Li story ~advi singpaxttime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

[advisingpartdme] FW: Business School Open Hou~ - October 6th 

First Year Info Session invite2011 .pdf 

FYI 

From: Millar, Anna [mailto:anna_millar@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:24 PM 

To; Oldham, Ann B. 
Subject; Business School Open House - October 6th 

H~-’_~re it is Arm ~_~. 

Antra 

From: Miller, Anna 
Sent; Thursday, September 22, 2011 1:33 PM 
To: Oldham, Ann (Academic Advising) 
Ce; Millar, Anna; Melton, Leslie 
Subject: Business School Open House - October 6th 

Hi Ann~ 
Nice seeing you today, Lee asked that I send this note along to you so that you could forward it to all of the academic advisors, 

Thanks so much~ 

Dear Academic Advisors, 

Would you please send the below and attached to your advises as appropriate? We are hoping to reduce the one-on-one advising meetings students set up to learn more 

about the business major/minor by holding this group session on the 6th of October. We will be discussing the curriculum, prerequisites as well as the application. 

We have made copies of the attached for you to display around the Steele Building as you see fit. I will drop these off early next week. 

Much appreciated, 

Anna Millar 

Dear First Year UNC Students, 
We hope that this message finds you well and enjoying your first semester. For those of your who are still undecided about your major and!or minor and have 

th considered business, please come and join us for our Business School Open House on Thursday, October 6 from 5:30-7pm (doors open at 5pro) in the Koury 

Auditorium of the McColl Building on the Business School campus. 

We will have a brief overview of the Undergraduate Business School Program followed by an interactive student panel. We will then leave time for prospective 

students to interact informally with students and staff from our program. 

We look forward to seeing many of you. 

My Best, 

Anna Millar 

Anaa Miller" Senior Associate Director, Admissions, Recruiting, and Advising ¯ Undergraduate Business Program ¯ UNE’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 " McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 

919.962.g854 ~ fax 919.962 6964 ~ anna millar@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan fia~ler.unc.edu 

Shapir~g Leaders I Drivit~g Results 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpaxtdme as: dstro@unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.~mc.edu/u? 

id 39934318.6195342dl 8346be8ca12e69th47d23d9&n T&I advisingparttime&o 29943661 or send a blank email m leave-29943661- 

39934318.6195342d18346be8cal 2e691"a47d23d9f;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: America~ Hospita3ity Academy Internships 

ga rb,sra Osbor~le 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Scier~(:e 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carelma 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Ema~l: s~)ortlaw@unc.edu 
F~m: recruiting recruiting [mailto:recruiting@americanhospi~li~academy.com] 
~ent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:59 PN 

T~: b_osborne@unc.edu 
Subje~t~ American Hospi~liN Academy Internships 

Dear Ms. Barbara Osborne, 

Greetings from the American Hospitalit7 Academy! 

The American Hospitality Academy (AHA) is one of the largest hospitality training companies within the United States providing 1000 year round programs 

for both domestic and international students. AHA is contracted by some of the largest management and hotel companies in the nation; including 

Sheraton’s, Hilton’s, Ramada’s, and man7 more. We have man7 internship opportunities available for gout students and we hope gnu will pass this along 

to them. We provide our students with hands on training in Resort Ac~vi~es, Front O~ce, and Food Service posi~ons. Here is a detailed explana~on 

each area available at our host properties in M7rtle Beach, South Carolina and Orlando, Florida: 

Resort Activities/Recreation 

This position will give the trainees the opportunity of learning the operation of an activities program in a hospitality organization. During this training, 

trainees plan, implement and evaluate diverse activities within their host property such as games, fitness sessions, arts and crafts, special events, etc. 

Trainees will coordinate the marketing and promotion of the activities and prepare the recreational events schedules and will lead some or all of the 

activities. All applicants must be able to swim, participate in activities and be able to be outdoors for long periods of time during the summer months. CPR 

and first aid certifications are desired but not required. 

Food Service 

This position offers trainees the opportunity to gain hands-on experience in the food service operation within the hospitality industry. Trainees will be 

exposed to the daily operations within the food service industry, while performing their practical training assignments. Practical training may include the 

following restaurant functions: server assistant, host!hostess, food service, beverage service, banquet!catering set-up and service and food retail sales. (3 

to 4 month positions in this field are only available in South Carolina locations during the summer months.) 

Front Office 
This position offers trainees the opportunity to understand the procedures and daily operation of the front office operation, Practical training assignments 
may incl ude front desk, reservations, bell stand, and PBX operations. (3 to 4 month positions in this field are only available in South Carolina locations 
during the summer months.) 

Culinary 

This position provides trainees the opportunity to gain hands on culinary experience while being exposed to the operation of a culinary department within 

the hospitality industry. Practical training may include food preparation, sauces, stock, line cooking, pastry, breads, dessert, inventory, and kitchen 

sanitation. (3 to 4 month positions in this field are only available in South Carolina locations during the summer months. Applicants must have formal 

training or experience to apply for this position.) 

Our internship program is offered year round, and it is available for internships from 3 months up to :[2 months. Our peak season is during the 

summer months of mid-may through mid-August. 

Applicants must be at least 18 years of age, be qualified to perform the service and receive the type of training outlined in his/her training 

agreement, has completed at least one semester at a secondary educational facility (University, College, or Trade School), has a genuine interest in 

sharing their culture, be outgoing and ready for the internship experience. Applicants can also be students attending your university/college on a F2 Visa. 

The all-inclusive training program includes: 

~ $400 monthly stipend check (no taxes are taken out of this stipend) 

~ Housing (furnished with the basic utilities) 

~ Transportation to and from training site. 

~ World Campus Online Training Program 

~ Weekly Shopping trips 

. Trainee Appreciation Socials 

. Cultural Activities and Service Learning Events 

. AHA Certificate of Completion 

The application process is simple. Students need to visit our web site and submit an application online at www.americanhospitapityacademy.com. We 

will ask for their biographical information, previous experience and educational background. Along with the online application they will be required to 

attach their updated resume and a cover letter. In the section where it says how did you hear about us please put down AHA USA RECRUITMENT. If 

students have any direct questions they can e-mail us at Recruiting@americanhospitalityacademy.com. 

I appreciate your time and assistance. If you are receiving this message and you are no longer the contact please let us know. 

Thank you so much and have a wonderful day! 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ACC Championship 

Dr. Stroman, 

This is well in advance, but I just wanted to let you know that I’m very interested in working the ACC Football Championship game with you this season. I think it’d be a great 
experience for me especially since I want to work in college football. Thanks for your consideration, and if there is anything I can do please let me know. Hope you have a 
great weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Letter of Recommendation Request 

Dr. Stmmm~, 

I am plmming on                            and as part of the requirements, I need two letters of recommendation. One of them must be fi~om a professor 

discussing my leadership qualities. The letter must be turned into the                     on Friday             so I was hoping you could write one for me by 

Thursday, the     I know it is rather short notice, but I could not think of a professor who I would be more honored to ask than you. The rules say the letters do not 

have to be sealed, oNy a hard copy in an envelope. I can absolutely provide the envelope if you need. 

I absolutely understand if you do not have time to write a letter of recommendation, but I truly have enjoyed you as a professor and the relationship we have 

developed, so I wanted to ask you tirst. 

Thank you in advance m~d please let me know if this is possible, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recotnmendation Request 

Thm~k you Dr. Strotn~’. 

I thank you very much for your titne, and I look forward to seeing you next week. 

ENoy yonr weekend! 

On Fri, at 1:20 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro(a~unc.edu> wrote: 

tt[ I ~ ould be hoaored to wdte ),our recommead~IR~n. 

Lel me know in yore: opinion 1) your lop lhree leade~hip quaSties and 2) what do fl~ey "want" or feel represenls 

Th at~ks. 

Dr. S*romam 

1}),’borah Strorna~, Phi). CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: fSgmail, corn [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 11:25 AiM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation Request 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Dr. StlDman, 

I am planning on                          and as part of the requirements. I need two letters of recommendation. One of them must be l~om a professor 

discussing my leadership qualities. The letter mus~t be turned into the                      on Friday’             so I was hoping you could write one for me 

by Thi~rsday, the     I know it is rather short notice, but I conld not think of a professor who I would be more honored to ask than you. The rules say the letters 

do not have to be sealed, only a hard copy in an envelope. I can absolutely provide the envelope if yon need. 

I absolutely understand if you do not have time to write a letter of recommendation, but I truly have enjoyed you as a prot~ssor and the relationship we have 

developed, so I wanted to ask you first. 

Thank you in advance and please let ~ne know if this is possible, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 4:31 PM 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu"~ 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nic~siedentop@unc.edu> 

RE: CEI grants 

I just checked with Teresa Wilkinson, and this action has been processed. I don’t have Lhe details due Lo not being in the ot:fice. 

From: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 20~1 3:46 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Goodman, Paula 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Subject: RE: CEI grants 

Debby - I thought that your ~EI grant was processed last summer, but I don’t know the details on accounting questions. I’ll defer your question to Paula Goodman - 

she processed the ~EI award letters, ff there’s a problem, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent~ Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:21 PM 

To: Reznick, S~ve 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas 3 
Subject: RE: CEI ~rants 

Hi Steve. Did the awards ever process? ~ may have missed it in ray statements. ~) 

Thanks. 

debby 

tZo } 

9 2 9 84.3 03.3 (~ 

"Each day cemes bearh~g ~ts own gifts, Untie the ribbens/’ {R.A~ Schabacker} 

F~: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, March E0, 20~ ~0:29 PN 
To: Mark Ka~ (mka~@unc.edu); Feldman, Ma~ann; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
C¢: Sieden~p, Nicholas J 
Subject: CEI gran~ 

Mark, Maryann, and Debbie - I am sorry that it has taken us so long to issue your official notifications of your CEI grants. There was some back-and-forth about 

whether indirect costs would come "off the top" of the $5,000, and I’m confident that I have managed to avoid that. I filed an official request for the award letters a 

few weeks ago, and I just sent a follow-up. Bottom Line: You will receive funding for your CEI FYS. 

Steve 

J. Steven Reznick 

Professor, Department of Psychology 

Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dewitt- Cheen, Debbie z<lebbie.dewitt-green@bankofamerica.com~ 

Friday, September 23, 2011 5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NBA Work Stoppage Update 

Hi there, 

How are you doing? Thanks for se~ding, I also got this note~ 

Ser~t t~smg [-~lackgerr¥ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 04:39 PM 
To: Dewitt-Green, Debbie 
Subject: FW: NBA Work Stoppage Update 

From: Fred Whi~leld [mailto:evenN@~ca-emaH.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 201$ 4:37 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 

#ubje~t: NBA Work S~ppage Upda~ 
CharloLLe BobcaLs NBA Work Stoppage Please add evenLs@twca-email.com Lo your address book, 

UpdaLe Learn how, 

trouble viewing Lh~s emaiF? View in browser, 



X:: Charlotte Bobcats 

September 23, 2011 

Dear Ci~arlofl:e Bobcats Fans: 

I wanted [o lake this opportunity to personaiiy inform you tha~ the NBA made the difficult deois~on ~e postpone 

the strut of training camps and cancel preseason games scheduled through October 15, due to the lack of a 

new coliecdve bargain~n9 agreement¯ As s result the Charlotte Bobcats will not open camp on October 3 2011 

as prevk~usly soheduled and read preseason games at Chicago (Oct 10), a~ Memphis (Oct 11)anda~ 

Oklahoma City (Oct 14) wi~ not be played 

We remain confident that this process wiil result in a business model that affords all 30 teams the oppoRunity 

most leya~ fans. 

We recognize that without our fans; there would be no NBA. Your passion for the game is what motivates us 

and we do net take your suppo£ for granted Additionally we want to assure you that the ieague will continue to 

work [oward a new cellecfive bargamh~g agreement so ~ha[ we can ge~ back [o enjeym9 ~he excitement ef NBA 

basketball at Time Warner Cable Arena 

Thank you again for your suppo£ patience and continued loyalty to the C~adotte Bobcats¯ 

Sincerely 

~ Fred ~’hi~ield 

F red Whi~ield 

President & Chief Operating Officer 

~i PrepareToday, Own Tomorrow 

G~T HELP 

784 ~!OBCAT8 

~NAIL SETTINGS "RCKET8 

This email was sent by: Bobcats Sloolts & Entertainmel~t 

883 E Trade Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Time Warner Cable Arena ~s a trademark of ]ime Warner inc used under 

This message w/attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain intbnnation that is privileged, confidentiaJ or 

proprieta~. If you are not an intended recipient, please notif)~ the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachinents, and be advised that any review 

or dissemination o£ or the taking of any action in reliance on, the i~fformation contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 

Unless specifically indicated, this message is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an official confirmation 

of any transaction, or an official statement of Sender. Subject to applicable law, Sender may intercept, monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling 

through its networks/systems mad may produce any such EC to regulators, law enLbreement, in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the count~ of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and produced in countries other than the court’aT 

in which you axe located. This message cmmot be guaranteed to be secure or ti~ee of errors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to any subsidia~ of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not 

Bank Guaranteed * May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activi~ * Are Not Insured by Any Federal 

Govem~nent Agency. Attaclm~ents that ~re paxt of this EC may have additionaJ important disclosures and disclaimers, which you should read. ’][’his message is subject 

to terms available at the following link: 

htpp://~v.bankofamerica.com/emaildiselaimer. By messaging with Sender you consent to the foregoing. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 5:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Blair, Wayue A <wblaJ@email.unc.edtv~; Robertson, Nakenge <naJ~enge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edtv~; 
Sh~zidra Jones <Shandm Joue@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohu@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<vefita murrill@unc.edu:> 

Re: INFORIvIATIONAL: REMINDER- Perfonniug Arts Specio] Activities Fund 

Debby, thanks so much for this proposal. The selection committee will meet 
next Friday, and we plan to communicate decisions shortly thereafter, 
probably early the week of 10/3. 

Bestregards-- 

Carol 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 
Date: Fri, 23 Sep 2011 17:12:23 

To: Carol P Tresolini <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Blair, Wayne A" <wblair@email uric edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" 
<dstro@unc.edu>, "Robertson, Nakenge" <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>, "McGhee, 
Oj" <oj mcghee@unc.edu>, Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu>, "Littl~iohn, 
Ursula Eunice" <ursula [ittlejohn@unc.edu>, "Murrill, Verita L" 
<verita murrill@unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: FW: INFORMATIONAL: REMINDER - Performing Arts Special Activities Fund 

Hi Carol. Thanh you for your careful consideration of this application. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day- comes bearing its own giRs. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc, edu [mailto:nobod¥(~,notify.~mc.edu] On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc, edu 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 8:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: IN~FOR2vL~kTIONAL: RENgNDER - Pefforraing Arts Special Activities Fund 

RFAIIN~DER - 2011 Performing Arts Special Activities Fund Application 
Information 

This is a reminder that applications for PASAF grants are due by 5:00pm 
this Friday, September 23rd to the address below. 

What is the Pelforming Arts Special Activities Fund (PASAF)? 

The PASAF supports projects and activities that provide quality 
performing arts that enhance the creative and cultural environment of 
our University con~munity and have significant impact on life and 
learning at L~NC. 

Projects are supported in all areas of the performing arts. Projects 
that involve multiple units (departments, centers, curricula, programs, 
etc.) and that are inter-disciplina~z are encouraged. We also encourage 
faculty and staff from all areas of the Universi~ to submit 
applications for projects that include a component of the performing 
arts in any area of teaching, research, or service. 

Although the PASAF has no official maximum grant, awards are seldom made 
for amounts over $5,000. The PASAF may award partial grants Previous 
PASAF funding does not guarantee support in any succeeding year Funds 
must be expended in the 2011-2012 academic year. 

"¢,~o may apply? 

Students, faculty and staff from recognized academic or administrative 
units may apply for funding. If a unit proposes multiple projects, the 
unit head must prioriuze the proposed prc~iects. 

Funding criteria: 

* Artistic and programmatic qualiW 
* Relationship of proposed activities to departmentalprior~ties, 



area of study, ur research 
* Nature and extent nfprogrammatic interpretauon, educatiun, ur 
orientation el!torts for the benefit uf the proposed audience 
* Extent ufimpact, including the ntrmber of people served and 
efl2~rts tu broaden and/ur diversify your audience 
* Extent to which the project serves campus audiences while also 
reaching uut tu the broader lucal community 
* Scarcity ur availability uf cumparable services within the given 
area, i.e., extent tu which the pruject fills a gap 
* Managerial and fiscal competence, including the capability of the 
applicant to carry out the proposed activities 

Projects eligible for ftmding: 

The PASAF committee aims to support projects that demonstrate the 
highest level of artistic integrity. The list below provides examples 
of the types of projects that are eligible for funding. These are 
examples only-, and funding is not limited to those listed. 

* Visiting performing artist and artist-in-residence activities 
* Public presentations and performances 
* Commissions, premieres, and subsequent performances of new works 
* Professional artistic development and training programs for 
perforating artists, such as mentorship and career developraent activities 
* Workshops, conferences, publications, professional development, 
tecl~ical assistance, networks, or on-line resources associated with 
performances 
* Prniects that bring together diverse campus and local communities 
or that reach new audiences 

The following are not eligible for funding: 

* Major expenditures for the establishment of new student 
organizations 
* Expenditures that should reasonably be covered by department 
overhead 
* Reserve ti~nds 
* Debt reductions 
* Activities restricted to an organization’s membership (funded 
activities must be open to the university and the broader community and 
promoted as such) 
* Hospitality or entertainment costs for receptions, performances, 
or fundraising benefits 
* Faculty or staff salaries 
* Static exhibitions 

Successtbl applicants will be asked to provide a brief report on 
outreach and impact following project implementation. To apply for 
suppolt from the Performing Arts Special Activities Fund, submit a 
written application of no more than 4 pages that includes the following: 

* Goals and o~iectives of the project 
* Project description 
* Audience to be served, including number and demographic 
characteristics 
* Overall impact to the arts at U~,’C-Chapel Hill 
* Itemized budget, including personnel and non-personnel expenses, 
total pruject custs, costs fur which PASAF support is requested, and 
other suurces uf suppurt 
* Department/Unit head’s signature of approval. (Multiple requests 
fi~om a single unit must be priuritized by the unit head) 

Submit applications tu the fulluwing address by" 5 PM September 23, 2011: 

Carol Tresulini, Associate Provust for Academic Initiatives 
Office ufthe E×ecuuve Vice Chancellor and Prnvost 
104 Suuth Building 
CB #3000 
UNC Campus 

This email is spunsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellur and 
Pruvost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only’ be sent tu those whu have indicated 
that the?’ do want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiunal mass 
email preference, sign intu 2{yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persuna[ Infurmation". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@email.unc~edu> 

Sunday, September 25, 2011 4:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC - Thank YOU! 

omi and mnm~t 1994 paradigms ofrace.pdf, ATT00001.htm; omi and winant 1994 racial formalion.pdf; ATT00002.htm; bonilla-silva 1997 

tethiNdng racism.pdl~ ATT00003.htm; bonilla- silva 2003 the central frames of color-blind mcism.pd~, ATT00004.htm 

Deborah, 

Thanks for taking file time to sit down and talk shop ruth me :-) We should make sure and sit down again sometime before tile end of the semester. I am attaching 

selected readings t~om tl~e following citations: 

Omi, Michael and Howard Winant. 1994. Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s. NewYork, NewYork: Rutledge. 

Ben ilia-Silva, Eduardo. 2006. Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the United States. Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield 

Publishers, Inc. 

And an important journal article: 

Bonilla-Silva, Eduardo. 1997. "Rethinking Racism: Toward a Structural Interpretation." American Sociological Review 62:465-480. 

We can always talk about this stuff if you like. 

I’ll see you at the next Black Caucus meeting. Can you make sure that my email is on the listserv? 

Thanks! 



Omi, Michael and Howard Winant. (1994). Racial Formations. 
Pp. 53-76 in Racial Formation in the United States. New York, NY. 
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Racial Formation 

In 1982-83, Susie Guillory Phipps unsuccessfully sued the Louisiana 

Bureau of Vital Records to change her racial classification from black to 

white. The descendant of an 18th-century white planter and a black slave, 

Phipps was designated "black" in her birth certificate in accordance with 

a 1970 state law which declared anyone with at least 1/32nd "Negro blood" 

to be black. 

The Phipps case raised intriguing questions about the concept of race, 

its meaning in contemporary society, and its use (and abuse) in public pol- 

icy. Assistant Attorney General Ron Davis defended the law by pointing 

out that some type of racial classification was necessary to comply with fed- 

eral record-keeping requirements and to facilitate programs for the pre- 

vention of genetic diseases. Phipps’s attorney, Brian Begue, argued that the 

assignment of racial categories on birth certificates was unconstitutional 

and that the 1/32nd designation was inaccurate. He called on a retired 

Tulane University professor who cited research indicating that most 

Louisiana whites have at least 1!20th "Negro" ancestry. 

In the end, Phipps lost. The court upheld the state’s right to classify and 
quantifi/racial identity.1 

Phipps’s problematic racial identity, and her effort to resolve it through 
state action, is in many ways a parable of America’s unsolved racial 

dilemma. It illustrates the difficulties of defining race and assigning indi- 

viduals or groups to racial categories. It shows how the racial legacies of 

the past--slavery and bigotry--continue to shape the present. It reveals 

both the deep involvement of the state in the organization and interpreta- 
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Racial Formation 

tion of race, and the inadequacy of state institutions to carry out these 
functions. It demonstrates how deeply Americans both as individuals and 
as a civilization are shaped, and indeed haunted, by race. 

Having lived her whole life thinking that she was white, Phipps sud- 
denly discovers that by legal definition she is not. In U.S. society, such an 
event is indeed catastrophic.2 But if she is not white, of what race is she? 

The state claims that she is black, based on its rules Of classification,3 and 
another state agency, the court, upholds this judgment. But despite these 
classificatory standards which have imposed an either-or logic on racial 
identity, Phipps will not in fact "change color." Unlike what would have 
happened during slavery times if one’s claim to whiteness was successfully 
challenged, we can assume that despite the outcome of her legal challenge, 
Phipps will remain in most of the social relationships she had occupied 
before the trial. Her socialization, her familial and friendship networks, 
her cultural orientation, will not change. She will simply have to wrestle 
with her newly acquired "hybridized" condition. She will have to confront 
the "Other" within. 

The designation of racial categories and the determination of racial iden- 
tity is no simple task. For centuries, this question has precipitated intense 
debates and conflicts, particularly in the U.S.--disputes over natural and 
legal rights, over the distribution of resources, and indeed, over who shall 
live and who shall die. 

A crucial dimension of the Phipps case is that it illustrates the inade- 
quacy of claims that race is a mere matter of variations in human phys- 
iognomy, that it is simply a matter of skin color. But if race cannot be 
understood in this manner, how can it be understood? We cannot fully 
hope to address this topic--no less than the meaning of race, its role in soci- 
ety, and the forces which shape it---in one chapter, nor indeed in one book. 
Our goal in this chapter, however, is far from modest: we wish to offer at 
least the outlines of a theory of race and racism. 

What Is Race? 

There is a continuous temptation to think of race as an essence, as some- 
thing fixed, concrete, and objective. And there is also an opposite temptation: 
to imagine race as a mere illusion, a purely ideological construct which 
some ideal non-racist social order would eliminate. It is necessary to chal- 
lenge both these positions, to disrupt and reframe the rigid and bipolar 
manner in which they are posed and debated, and to transcend the pre- 
sumably irreconcilable relationship between them. 
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Racial Formation 

The effort must be made to understand race as an unstable and "decen- 
tered" complex of social meanings constantly being transformed by polit- 
ical struggle. With this in mind, let us propose a definition: race is a concept 
which signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to 
different types of human bodies. Although the concept of race invokes bio- 
logically based human characteristics (so-called "phenotypes"), selection 
of these particular human features for purposes of racial signification is 
always and necessarily a social and historical process. In contrast to the other 
major distinction of this type, that of gender, there is no biological basis 
for distinguishing among human groups along the lines of race.4 Indeed, the 
categories employed to differentiate among human groups along racial 
lines reveal themselves, upon serious examination, to be at best imprecise, 
and at worst completely arbitrary. 

If the concept of race is so nebulous, can we not dispense with it? Can 
we not "do without" race, at least in the "enlightened" present? This ques- 
tion has been posed often, and with greater frequency in recent years,s An 
affirmative answer would of course present obvious practical difficulties: 
it is rather difficult to jettison widely held beliefs, beliefs which moreover 
are central to everyone’s identity and understanding of the social world. So 
the attempt to banish the concept as an archaism is at best counterintuitive. 
But a deeper difficulty, we believe, is inherent in the very formulation of 
this schema, in its way of posing race as a problem, a misconception left 
over from the past, and suitable now only for the dustbin of history,. 

A more effective starting point is the recognition that despite its uncer- 
tainties and contradictions, the concept of race continues to play a funda- 
mental role in structuring and representing the social world. The task for 
theory is to explain this situation. It is to avoid both the utopian framework 
which sees race as an illusion we can somehow "get beyond," and also the 
essentialist formulation which sees race as something objective and fixed, 
a biological datum.6 Thus we should think of race as an element of social 
structure rather than as an irregularity within it; we should see race as a 
dimension of human representation rather than an illusion. These per- 
spectives inform the theoretical approach we call racial formation. 

Racial Formation 

We define racial formation as the sociohistorical process by which racial 

categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and destroyed. Our attempt 
to elaborate a theory of racial formation will proceed in two steps. First, 

we argue that racial formation is a process of historically situated projects 
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Racial Formation 

in which human bodies and social structures are represented and o~:ga- 
nized. Next we link racial formation to the evolution of hegemony, the 

way in which society is organized and ruled. Such an approach, we believe, 

can facilitate understanding of a whole range of contemporary" controver- 
sies and dilemmas involving race, including the nature of racism, the rela- 

tionship of race to other forms of differences, inequalities, and oppression 
such as sexism and nationalism, and the dilemmas of racial identity today. 

From a racial formation perspective, race is a matter of both social struc- 

ture and cultural representation. Too often, the attempt is made to under- 

stand race simply or primarily in terms of only one of these two analytical 

dimensions] For example, efforts to explain racial inequality as a purely 

social structural phenomenon are unable to account for the origins, pat- 
terning, and transformation of racial difference. 

Conversely, many examinations of racial difference--understood as a 

matter of cultural attributes a Ia ethnicity theory, or as a society-wide 

signification system, a la some poststructuralist accounts--cannot com- 

prehend such structural phenomena as racial stratification in the labor 

market or patterns of residential segregation. 

An alternative approach is to think of racial formation processes as 

occurring through a linkage between structure and representation. Racial 

projects do the ideological "work" of making these links. A racial project 

is simultaneously an interpretation, representation, or explanation of racial 

dynamics, and an effort to reorganize and redistribute resources along, par- 

ticular racial lines. Racial projects connect what race means in a particu- 

lar discursive practice and the ways in which both social structurles"~i~d 

everyday experiences are racially organized, based upon that meaning. Let 

us consider this proposition, first in terms of large-scale or macro-level 
social processes, and then in terms of other dimensions of the racial for- 

mation process. 

Racial Formation as a Macro-Level Social Process 

To interpret the meaning of race is to lCrame it social structurally. Con- 

sider for example, this statement by Charles Murray on welfare reform: 

My proposal for dealing with the racial issue in social welfare is to 

repeal every bit of legislation and reverse every court decision that 
in any way requires, recommends, or awards differential treatment 
according to race, and thereby put us back onto the track that we 

left in 1965. We may argue about the appropriate limits of govern- 

ment intervention in trying to enforce fl~e ideal, but at least it 
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ghould be possible to identi~, the ideal: Race is not a morally 

admissible reason for treating one person differently from another. 
Period.8 

Here there is a partial but significant analysis of the meaning of race: it 

is not a morally valid basis upon which to treat people "differently from 

one another." We may notice someone’s race, but we cannot act upon 

that awareness. We must act in a "color-blind" fashion. This analysis of 

the meaning of race is immediately linked to a specific conception of the 

role of race in the social structure: it can play no part in government action, 

save in "the enforcement of the ideal." No state policy can legitimately 
require, recommend, or award different status according to race. This 

example can be classified as a particular type of racial project in the pre- 

sent-day U.S.~a "neoconservative" one. 

Conversely, to recognize the racial dimension in social structure is to 

interpret the meaning of race. Consider the following statement by the 

late Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall on minority’ "set-aside" 

programs: 

A profound difference separates governmental actions that them- 
selves are racist, and governmental actions that seek to remedy the 

effects of prior racism or to prevent neutral government activity, 

from perpetuating the effects of such racismY 

Here the focus is on the racial dimensions of social structure-2-in this 

case of state activiW and policy. The argument is that state actions in the 

past and present have treated people in very different ways according to 
their race, and thus the government cannot retreat from its policy respon- 

sibilities in this area. It cannot suddenly declare itself "color-blind" with- 

out in fact perpetuating the same type of differential, racist treatment)° 

Thus, race continues to signify difference and structure inequality.. Here, 

racialized social structure is immediately linked to an interpretation of the 

meaning of race. This example too can be classified as a particular type of 

racial proiect in the present-day U.S.--a "liberal" one. 

To be sure, such political labels as "neoconservative" or "liberal" can- 

not fully capture the complexity of racial projects, for these are always 

multiply determined, politically contested, and deeply shaped by their his- 

torical context. Thus, encapsulated within the neoconservative example 

cited here are certain egalitarian commitments which derive from a pre- 
vious historical context in which they played a very different role, and 

which are rearticulated in neoconservafive racial discourse precisely to 

oppose .a more open-ended, more capacious conception of the meaning of 
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Racial Formation 

equality. Similarly, in the liberal example, Justice Marshall recognizes 

that the contemporary state, which was formerly the architect of segre- 

gation and the chief enforcer of racial difference, has a tendency to repro- 

duce those patterns of inequality in a new guise. Thus he admonishes it 

(in dissent, significantly) to fulfill its responsibilities to uphold a robust con- 

ception of equality. These particular instances, then, demonstrate how 
racial projects are always concretely framed, and thus are always con- 

tested and unstable. The social structures they uphold or attack, and the 

representations of race they articulate, are never invented out of the air, 

but exist in a definite historical context, having descended from previous 
conflicts. This contestation appears to be permanent in respect to race. 

These two examples of contemporary racial projects are drawn from 

mainstream political debate; they may be characterized as center-right and 

center-left expressions of contemporary racial politics.1~ We can,. however, 

expand the discussion of racial formation processes far beyond tlaese famil- 

iar examples. In fact, we can identify racial projects in at least three other 

analytical dimensions: first, the political spectrum can be broadened to 

include radical projects, on both the left and right, as well as along other 

political axes. Second, analysis of racial projects can take place not only 

at the macro-level of racial policy-making, state activity, and collective 

action, but also at the micro-level of everyday experience. Third, the con- 

cept of racial projects can be applied across historical time, to identify 
racial formation dynamics in the past. We shall now offer examples of 

each of these types of racial projects. 

The Political Spectrum of Racial Formation 

We ha~ encountered examples of a neoconservative racial project, in 
which the significance of race is denied, leading to a "color-blind" racial 
politics and "hands off" policy orientation; and of a "liberal" racial pro- 
ject, in which the significance of race is affirmed, leading to an egalitarian 
and "activist" state policy. But these by no means exhaust the political 
possibilities. Other racial projects can be readily identified on the con- 
temporary U.S. scene. For example, "far right" projects, which uphold 
biologistic and racist views of difference, explicitly argue for white suprema- 
cist policies. "New right" projects overtly claim to hold "color-blind" views, 
but covertly manipulate racial fears in order to achieve political gains,lz 
On the left, "radical democratic" projects invoke notions of racial "dif- 
ference" in combination with egalitarian politics and policy. 

Further variations can also be noted. For example, "nationalist" projects, 
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both conservative and radical, stress the incompatibility of racially defined 
group identity with the legacy of white supremacy, and therefore advocate 
a social structural solution of separation, either complete or partial.~3 As 
we saw in Chapter 3, nationalist currents represent a profound legacy of the 
centuries of racial absolutism that initially defined the meaning of race in 
the U.S. Nationalist concerns continue to influence racial debate in the form 
of Afrocentrism and other expressions of identity politics. 

Taking the range of politically organized racial projects as a whole, we 
can "map" the current pattern of racial formation at the level of the pub- 
lic sphere, the "macro-level" in which public debate and mobilization takes 
place.~4 But important as this is, the terrain on which racial formation 
occurs is broader yet. 

Racial Formation as Everyday Experience 

At the micro-social level, racial projects also link signification and struc- 

ture, not so much as efforts to shape policy or define large-scale meaning, 

but as the applications of "common sense." To see racial projects operat- 

ing at the level of everyday life, we have only to examine the many ways 

in which, often unconsciously, we "notice" race. 

One of the first things we notice about people when we meet them 

(along with their sex) is their race. We utilize race to provide clues about 

who a person is. This fact is made painfully obvious when we encounter 

someone whom we cannot conveniently racially categorize~someone who 

is, for example, racially "mixed" or of an ethnic/racial group we are not 

familiar with. Such an encounter becomes a source of discomfort and 
momentarily a crisis of racial meaning. 

Our ability’ to interpret racial meanings depends on preconceived notions 

of a racialized social structure. Comments such as, "Funny, you don’t look 

black," betray an underlying image of what black should be. We expect peo- 

ple to act out their apparent racial identities; indeed we become disori- 

ented when they do not. The black banker harassed by police while walking 

in casual clothes through his own well-off neighborhood, the Latino or 

white kid rapping in perfect Afro patois, the unending faux pas commit- 

ted by whites who assume that the non-whites they encounter are servants 

or tradespeople, the belief that non-white colleagues are less qualified per- 

sons hired to fulfill affirmative action guidelines, indeed the whole gamut 

of racial stereotypes---that "white men can’t jump," that Asians can’t dance, 
etc., etc.--all testify to the way a racialized social structure shapes racial 

experience and conditions meaning. Analysis of such stereotypes reveals 
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the always present, already active link between our view of the social struc- 

ture--its demography, its laws, its customs, its threats--and our concep- 

tion of what race means. 
Conversely, our ongoing interpretation ~f our experience in racial terms 

shapes our relations to the institutions and organizations through which 

we are imbedded in social structure. Thus we expect differences in skin 

color, or 6ther racially coded characteristics, to explain social differences. 

Temperament, sexuality, intelligence, athletic ability, aesthetic preferences, 

and so on are presumed to be fixed and discernible from the palpable 

mark of race. Such diverse questions as our confidence and trust in oth- 

ers (for example, clerks or salespeople, media figures, neighbors), our sex- 
ual preferences and romantic images, our tastes in music, films, dance, or 

sports, and our very ways of talking, walking, eating, and dreaming 

become racially coded simply because we live in a society where racial 

awareness is so pervasive. Thus in ways too comprehensive even to mon- 

itor consciously, and despite periodic calls--neoconservative and other- 

wise--for us to ignore race and adopt "color-blind" racial attitudes, skin 
color "differences" ~ontinue to rationalize distinct treatment of racially 

identified individuaJs and groups. 

To summarize the argument so far: the theory of racial formation sug- 

gests that society is suffused with racial projects, large and small, to which 

all are subjected. This racial "subjection~’ is quintessentially ideological. 

Everybody learns some combination, some version, of the rules of racial 

classification, and of her own racial identity, often without obvious teach- 

ing or conscious inculcation. Thus are we inserted in a comprehensively 
¯ acialized social structure:~.Race becomes "common sense"--a way of com- 

prehending, explaining, and acting in the world. A vast web of racial pro- 

jects mediates between the discursive or representational means in which 

race is identified and signified on the one hand, and the institutional and 

organizational forms in which it is routinized and standardized on the 

other. These projects are the heart of the racial formation process. 

Under such circumstances, it is not possible to represent race discur- 

sively without simultaneously locating it, explicitly or implicitly, in a 

social structural (and historical) context. Nor is it possible to organize, 

maintain, or transform social structures without simultaneously engaging, 

once more either explicitly or implicitly, in racial signification[ Racial 

formation, therefore, is a kind of synthesis, an outcome, of the interac- 

tion of racial projects on a society-wide level. These projects are, of 

course, vastly different in scope and effect. They include large-scale pub- 

lic action, state activities, and interpretations of racial conditions in artis- 

tic, journalistic, or academic fora,is as well as the seemingly infinite 
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number of racial judgments and practices we carry out at the level of 

individual experience. 

Since racial formation is always historically situated, our understanding 

of the significance of race, and of the way race structures society, has 
changed enormously over time. The processes of racial formation we 

encounter today, the racial projects large and small which structure U.S. 

society in so many ways, are merely the present-day outcomes of a com- 

plex historical evolution. The contemporary racial order remains transient. 

By knowing something of how it evolved, we can perhaps better discern 

where it is heading. We therefore turn next to a historical survey of the racial 

formation process, and the conflicts and debates it has engendered. 

The Evolution of Modem Racial Awareness 

The identification of distinctive human groups, and their association 

with differences in physical appearance, goes back to prehistory, and can 
be found in the earliest documents--in the Bible, for example, or in 

Herodotus. But the emergence of a modern conception of race does not 

occur until tl~e rise of Europe and the arrival of Europeans in the Ameri- 

cas. Even the hostility and suspicion with which Christian Europe viewed 

its two significant non-Christian "Others"--the Muslims and the Jews-- 

cannot be viewed as more than a rehearsal for racial formation, since these 
antagonisms, for all their bloodletting and chauvinism, were always and 

everywhere religiously interpreted)6 

It was only when European .explorers reached the Western Hemisphere, 
when the oceanic seal separating the "old" and the "new" worlds was 

breached, that the distinctions and categorizations fundamental to a racial- 

ized social structure, and to a discourse of race, began to appear. The 

European explorers were the advance guard of merchant capitalism, which 

sought new openings for trade. What they found exceeded their wildest 

dreams, for never before and never again in human history has an oppor- 

tunity for the appropriation of wealth remotely approached that presented 
by the "discovery.’’17 

But the Europeans also "discovered" people, people who looked and 

acted differently. These "natives" challenged their "discoverers’" pre-exist- 
ing conceptions of the origins and possibilities of the human species,is 

The representation and interpretation of the meaning of the indigenous 
peoples’ existence became a crucial matter, one which would affect the 

outcome of the enterprise of conquest. For the "discovery" raised dis- 
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turbing questions as to whether all could be considered part of the same 

"family of~ man," and more practically, the extent to which native peo- 

ples could be exploited and enslaved. Thus religious debates flared over 

the attempt to reconcile the various Christian metaphysics with the exis- 

tence of peoples who were more "different" than any whom Europe had 

previously known.~9 

In practice, of course, the seizure of territories and goods, the intro- 

duction of slavery through the encomienda and other forms of coerced 

native labor, and then through the organization of the African slave trade-- 

not to mention the practice of outright extermination--all presupposed a 
worldview which distinguished Europeans, as children of God, full-fledged 

human beings, etc., from "Others." Given the dimensions and the ineluctabil- 

ity of the European onslaught, given the conquerors’ determination to 
appropriate both labor and goods, and given the presence ’of an axiomatic 

and unquestioned Christianity among them, the ferocious division of soci- 

ety into Europeans and "Others" soon coalesced. This was true despite 

the famous 16th-century theological~and philosophical debates about the 

identity of indigenous peoples,z° 

Indeed debates about the nature of the "Others" reached their practi- 

cal limits with a certain dispatch. Plainly they would never touch the 

essential: nothing, after all, would induce the Europeans to pack up and 

go home. We cannot examine here the early controversies over the sta- 

tus of American souls. We simply wish to emphasize that the "discovery" 

signalled a break from the previous proto-racial awareness by which 

Europe contemplated its "Others" in a relatively disorganized fashion. 

In other words, the "conquest of America" was not simply an epochal his- 

torical event--however unparalleled in its importance. It was also the 
advent of a consolidated social structure of exploitation, appropriation, 

domination. Its representation, first in religious terms, but soon enough 

in scientific and political ones, initiated modern racial awareness. 

The conquest, therefore, was the first--and given the dramatic nature 

of the case, perhaps the greatest--racial formation project. Its significance 

was by no means limited to the Western Hemisphere, for it began the 

work of constituting Europe as the metropole, the center, of a group of 

empires which could take, as Marx would later write, "the globe for a 

theater.’’21 It represented this new imperial structure as a struggle between 

civilization and barbarism, and implicated in this representation all the 

great European philosophies, literary traditions, and social theories of 

the modern age.zz In short, just as the noise of the "big bang" still res- 

onates through the universe, so the overdetermined construction of world 
"civilization" as a product of the rise of Europe and the subjugation of 

the rest of us, still defines the race concept. 
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From Religion to Science 

After the initial depredations of conquest, religious justifications for 

racial difference gradually gave way to scientific ones. By the time of the 

Enlightenment, a general awareness of race was pervasive, and most of 

the great philosophers of Europe, such as Hegel, Kant, Hume, and Locke, 

had issued virulently racist opinions. 

The problem posed by race during the late 18th century was markedly 

different than it had been in the age of "discovery," expropriation, and 

slaughter. The social structures in which race operated were no longer pri- 

marily those of military conquest and plunder, nor of the establishment 

of thin beachheads of colonization on the edge of what had once seemed 

a limitless wilderness. Now the issues were much more complicated: nation- 
building, establishment of national economies in the world trading sys- 

tem, resistance to the arbitrary authority of monarchs, and the assertion 

of the "natura! rights" of "man," including the right of revolution,z3 In 
such a situation, racially organized exploitation, in the form of slavery, 

the expansion of colonies, and the continuing expulsion of native peoples, 

was both necessary and newly difficult to justify. 

The invocation of scientific criteria to demonstrate the "natural" basis 

of racial hierarchy was both a logical consequence of the rise of this form 

of knowledge, and an attempt to provide a more subtle and nuanced account 
of human complexity in the new, "enlightened"~age. Spurred on by the 

classificatory scheme of living organisms devised by Linnaeus in Systema 

Naturae (1735), many scholars in the 18th and 19th centuries dedicated 

themselves to the identification and ranking of variations in humankind. 

Race was conceived as a biological concept, a matter of species. Voltaire 

wrote that "the negro race is a species of men (sic) as different from ours 

... as the breed of spaniels is from that of greyhounds," and in a formu- 

lation echoing down from his century to our own, declared that 

If their understanding is not of a different nature from ours..., 

it is at least greatly inferior. They are not capable of any great 

application or association of ideas, and seem formed neither for the 
advantages nor the abuses of philosophy.24 

Jefferson, the preeminent exponent of the Enlightenment doctrine of "the 
rights of man" on North American shores, echoed these sentiments: 

In general their existence appears to participate more of sensation 

than reflection .... [I]n memory they are equal to whites, in reason 

much inferior... [and] in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and 
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anomalous .... I advance i{therefore. :. that the blacks, whether 
originally a different race, or made distinct by time and circum- 
stances, are inferior to the whites .... Will not a lover of natural 
history, then, one who views the gradations in all the animals with 
the eye of philosophy, excuse an effort to keep those in the depart- 
ment of Man (sic) as distinct as nature has formed them.9-5 

Such claims of species distinctiveness among humans justified the 
inequitable allocation of political and social rights, while still upholding 
the doctrine of "the rights of man." The quest to obtain a precise scientific 
definition of race sustained debates which continue to rage today. Yet 
despite efforts ranging from Dr. Samuel Morton’s studies of cranial capac- 
ity26 to contemporary attempts to base racial classification on shared gene 
pools,27 the concept of race has defied biological definition. 

In the 19th century, Count Joseph Arthur de Gobineau drew upon the 
most respected scientific studies of his day to compose his fou?-volume 
Essay on the Inequality of Races (1853-1855).2* He not only greatly infl.uenced 
the racial thinking of the period, but his themes would be echoed in the 
racist ideologies of the next one hundred years: beliefs that superior races 
produced superior cultures and that racial intermixtures re’suited in the 
degradation of the superior racial stock. These ideas found expression, for 
instance, in the eugenics movement launched by Darwin’s cousin, Francis 
Galton, which had an immense impact on scientific and sociopolitical 
thought in Europe and the U.S.a In the wake of civil war and emancipa- 
tion, and with immigration from southern and Eastern Europe as well as 
East Asia running high, the U.S. was particularly fertile ground for notions 
such as social darwinism and eugenics. 

Attempts to discern the scientific meaning of race continue to the present 
day. For instance, an essay by Arthur Jensen which argued that hereditary 
factors shape intelligence not only revived the "nature or nurture" contro- 
versy, but also raised highly volatile questions about racial equality itself,a° 
All such attempts seek to remove the concept of race from the historical 
context in which it arose and developed. They employ an essentialist 
approach which suggests instead that the truth of race is a matter of innate 
characteristics, of which skin color and other physical attributes provide 
only the most obvious, and in some respects most superficial, indicators. 

From Science to Politics 

It has taken scholars more than a century to reject biologistic notions of 

race in favor of an approach which regards race as a social concept. This 
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trend has been slo,v and uneven, and even today remains somewhat embat- 
tled, but its overall direction seems clear. At the turn of the century Max 
Weber discounted biological explanations for racial conflict and instead 
highlighted the social and political factors which engendered such conflict.31 
W. E. B. Du Bois argued for a sociopolitical definition of race by identi- 
fying "the color line" as "the problem of the 20th century2’32 Pioneering 
cultural anthropologist Franz Boas rejected attempts to link racial iden- 
tifications and cultural traits, labelling as pseudoscientific any assumption 
of a continuum of "higher" and "lower" cultural groups.33 Other early 
exponents of social, as opposed to biological, views of race included Robert 
E. Park, founder of the "Chicago school" of sociology, and Alain Leroy 
Locke, philosopher and theorist of the Harlem Renaissance.34 

Perhaps more important than these and subsequent intellectual efforts, 
however, were the political struggles of racially defined groups themselves. 
Waged all around the globe under a variety of banners such as anticolo- 
nialism and civil rights, these battles to challenge various structural and 
cultural racisms have been a major feature of 20th-century politics. The 
racial horrors of the 20th century---colonial slaughter and apartheid, the 
genocide of the holocaust, and the massive bloodlettings required to end 
these evils--have also indelibly marked the theme of race as a political 
issue par excellence. 

As a result of prior efforts and struggles, we have now reached the point 
of fairly general agreement that race is not a biologically given but rather 
a socially constructed way of differentiating human beings. While a tremen- 
dous achievement, the transcendence of biologistic conceptions of race 
does not provide any reprieve from the dilemmas of racial injustice and 
c6nflict, nor from controversies over the significance of race in the pre- 
sent. Views of race as socially constructed simply recognize the fact that 
these conflicts and controversies are now more properly framed on the ter- 
rain of politics. By privileging politics in the analysis which follows we do 
not mean to suggest that race has been displaced as a concern of scientific 
inquiry, or that struggles over cultural representation are no longer impor- 
tant. We do argue, however, that race is now a preeminently political phe- 
nomenon. Such an assertion invites examination of the evolving role of 
racial politics in the U.S. This is the subject to which we now turn. 

Dictatorship, Democracy, Hegemony 

For most of its existence both as European colony and as an indepen- 
dent nation, the U.S. was a racial dictatorship. From 1607 to 1865--258 
years--most non-whites were firmly eliminated from the sphere of poll- 
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tics.3s After the Civil War there was the brief egalitarian experiment of 

Reconstruction which terminated ignominiously in 1877. In its wake fol- 

lowed almost a century of legally sanctioned segregation and denial of the 

vote, nearly absolute in the South and much of the Southwest, less effec- 

tive in the North and far West, but formidable in any case.36 These barri- 

ers fell only in the mid-1960s, a mere quarter-century ago. Nor did the 

successes of the black movement and its allies mean that all obstacles to 

their political participation had now been abolished. Patterns of racial 

inequality have proven, unfortunately, to be quite stubborn and persistent. 

It is important, therefore, to recognize that in many respects, racial dic- 

tatorship is the norm against which all U.S. politics must be measured. 

The centuries of racial dictatorship have had three very large consequences: 

first, they defined "American" identity as white, as the negation of racial- 

ized "otherness"---at first largely African and indigenous, later Latin Amer- 

ican and Asian as well.37 This negation took shape in both law and custom, 

in public institutions and in forms of cultural representation, it became 

the archetype of hegemonic rule in the U.S. It was the successor to the 

conquest as the "master" racial project. 

Second, racial dictatorship organized (albeit sometimes in an incoher- 

ent and contradictory fashion) the "color line" rendering it the funda- 

mental division in U.S. society. The dictatorship elaborated, articulated, 

and drove racial divisions not only through institutions, but also through 

psyches, extending up to our own time the racial obsessions of the con- 

quest and slavery periods. 

Third, racial dictatorship consolidated the oppositional racial con- 

sciousness and organization originally framed by marronage38 and slave 

revolts, by indigenous resistance, and by nationalisms of various sorts. Just 

as the conquest created the "native" where once there had been Pequot, Iro- 

quois, or Tutelo, so too it created the "black" where once there had been 

Asante or Ovimbundu, Yoruba or Bakongo. 

The transition from a racial dictatorship to a racial democracy has been 

a slow, painful, and contentious one; it remains far from complete. A 

recognition of the abiding presence of racial dictatorship, we contend, is 

crucial for the development of a theory of racial formation in the U.S. It 

is also crucial to the task of relating racial formation to the broader con- 

text of political practice, organization, and change. 
In this context, a key question arises: in what way is racial formation 

related to politics as a whole? How, for example, does race articulate with 

other axes of oppression and difference--most importantly class and gen- 

der-along which politics is organized today? 

The answer, we.believe, lies in the concept of hegemony. Antonio Gramsd 

--the Italian communist who placed this concept at the center of his life’s 
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work--understood it as the conditions necessary, in a given society, for 
the achievement and consolidation of rule. He argued that hegemony was 

always constituted by a combination of coercion and consent. Although rule 

can be obtained by force, it cannot be secured and maintained, especially 

in modern society, without the element of consent. Gramsci conceived of 

consent as far more’than merely the legitimation of authority. In his view, 

consent extended to the incorporation by the ruling group of many of the 

key interests of subordinated groups, often to the explicit disadvantage of 

the rulers themselves.39 Gramsci’s treatment of hegemony went even farther: 

he argued that in order to consolidate their hegemony, ruling groups must 

elaborate and maintain a popular system of ideas and practices--through 
education, the media, religion, folk wisdom, etc.--which he called "com- 

mon sense." It is through its production and its adherence to this "com- 

mon sense," this ideology (in the broadest sense of the term), that a society 
gives its consent to the way in which it is ruled.4° 

These provocative concepts can be extended and applied to an under- 

standing of racial rule. In the Americas, the conquest represented the vio- 

.lent introduction of a new form of rule whose relationship with those it 

subjugated was almost entirely coercive. In the U.S., the origins of racial 

division, and of racial signification and identity formation, lie in a system 

of rule which was extremely dictatorial. The mass murders and expulsions 

of indigenous people, and the enslavement of Africans, surely evoked and 

inspired little consent in their founding moments. 
Over time, however, the balance of coercion and consent began to 

change. It is possible to locate the origins of hegemony right within the 

heart of racial dictatorship, for the effort to possess the oppressor’s tools-- 

religion and philosophy in this casc~was crucial to emancipation (the 

effort to possess oneself). As Ralph Ellison reminds us, "The slaves often 

took the essence of the aristocratic ideal (as they took Christianity) with 

far more seriousness than their masters."41 In their language, in their reli- 

gion with its focus on the Exodus theme and on Jesus’s tribulations, in 

their music with its figuring of suffering, resistance, perseverance, and tran- 

scendence, in their interrogation of a political philosophy which sought 

perpetually to rationalize their bondage in a supposedly "free" society, the 

slaves incorporated elements of racial rule into their thought and practice, 

turning them against their original bearers. 

Racial rule can be understood as a slow and uneven historical process 

which has moved from dictatorship to democracy, from domination to 

hegemony. In this transition, hegemonic forms of racial rule---those based 

on consent--eventually came to supplant those based on coercion. Of 

course, before this assertion can be accepted, it must be qualified in impor- 
tant ways. By no means has the U.S. established racial democracy at the 
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end of the century, and by no means is coercion a thing of the past. But 
the sheer complexity of the racial questions U.S. society confronts today, 
the weker of competing racial projects and contradictory racial experi- 
ences which Americans undergo, suggests that hegemony is a useful and 
appropriate term with which to characterize contemporary racial rule. 

Our key theoretical notion of racial projects helps to extend and broaden 
the question of rule. Projects are the building blocks not just of racial for- 
mation, but of hegemony in general. Hegemony operates by simultane- 
ously structuring and signifying. As in the case of racial opposition, gender- 
or class-based conflict today links structural inequity and injustice on the 
one hand, and identifies and represents its subjects on the other. The suc- 
cess of modern-day feminism, for example, has depended on its ability to 
reinterpret gender as a matter of both injustice and identity/difference. 

Today, political opposition necessarily takes shape on the terrain of 
hegemony. Far from ruling principally through exclusion and coercion 
(though again, these are hardly absent) hegemony operates by including 
its subjects, incorporating its opposition. Pace both Marxists and liberals, 
there is no longer any universal or privileged region of political action or 
discourse.42 Race, class, and gender all represent potential antagonisms 
whose significance is no longer given, if it ever was. 

Thus race, class, and gender (as well as sexual orientation) constitute 
"regions" of hegemony, areas in which certain political projects can take 
shape. They share certain obvious attributes in that they are all "socially 
constructed," and they all consist of a field of projects whose common fea- 
ture is their linkage of social structure and signification. 

Going beyond this, it is crucial to emphasize that race, class, and gen- 
der, are not fixed and discrete categories, and that such "regions" are by 
no means autonomous. They overlap, intersect, and fuse with each other 
in countless ways. Such mutual determinations have been illustrated by 
Patricia Hill Collins’s survey and theoretical synthesis of the themes and 
issues of black feminist thought.43 They are also evident in Evelyn Nakano 
Glenn’s work on the historical and contemporary racialization of domes- 
tic and service work.44 In many respects, race is gendered and gender is 
racialized. In institutional and everyday life, any clear demarcation of 
specific forms of oppression and difference is constantly being disrupted. 

There are no clear boundaries between these "regions" of hegemony, 
so political conflicts will often invoke some or all these themes simukao 
neously. Hegemony is tentative, incomplete, and "messy." For example, 
the !991 Hill-Thomas hearings, with their intertwined themes of race and 
gender inequality, and their frequent genuflections before the altar of hard 
work and upward mobility, managed to synthesize various race, gender, and 
class projects in a particularly explosive combination.4s 
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What distinguishes political opposition today--racial or otherwise--is 
its insistence on identifying itself and speaking for itself, its determined 
demand for the transformation of the social structure, its refiasal of the 
"common sense" understandings which the hegemonic order imposes. 
Nowhere is this refusal of "common sense" more needed, or more imper- 
illed, than in our understanding of racism° 

What Is Racism? 

Since the ambiguous triumph of the civil rights movement in the mid- 
1960s, clarity about what racism means has been eroding. The concept 
entered the lexicon of "common sense" only in the 1960s. Before that, 
although the term had surfaced occasionally,46 the problem of racial injus- 
tice and inequality was generally understood in a more limited fashion, as 
a matter of prejudiced attitudes or bigotry on the one hand,47 and dis- 
criminatory practices on the other.48 Solutions, it was believed, would 
therefore involve the overcoming of such attitudes, the achievement of 
tolerance, the acceptance of "brotherhood," etc., and the passage of laws 
which prohibited discrimination with respect to access to public accom- 
modations, jobs, education, etc. The early civil rights movement explic- 
itly reflected such views. In its espousal of integration and its quest for a 
"beloved community" it sought to overcome racial prejudice. In its litigation 
activities and agitation for civil rights legislation it sought to challenge 
discriminatory practices. 

The later 1960s, however, signalled a sharp break with this vision. The 
emergence of the slogan "black power" (and soon after, of "brown power," 
"red power," and "yellow power"), the wave of riots that swept the urban 
ghettos from 1964 to 1968, and the founding of radical movement orga- 
nizations of nationalist and Marxist orientation, coincided with the recog- 
nition that racial inequality and injustice had much deeper roots. They 
were not simply the product of prejudice, nor was discrimination only a 
matter of intentionally informed action. Rather, prejudice was an almost 
unavoidable outcome of patterns of socialization which were "bred in the 
bone," affecting not only whites but even minorities themselves.49 Dis- 
crimination, far from manifesting itself only (or even principally) through 
individual actions or conscious policies, was a structural feature of U.S. 
society, the product of centuries of systematic exclusion, exploitation, and 
disregard of racially defined minorities,s° It was this combination of rela- 
tionships-prejudice, discrimination, and institutional inequality--which 
defined the concept of racism at the end of the 1960s. 
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Such a synthesis was better able to confront the political realities of the 

period. Its emphasis on the structural dimensions of racism allowed it to 

address the intransigence which racial injustice and inequality continued to 

exhibit, even after discrimination had supposedly been outlawedsl and big- 

oted expression stigmatized. But such an approach also had clear limita- 

tions. As Robert Miles has argued, it tended to "inflate" the concept of 

racism to a point at which it lost precision,s2 If the "institutional" com- 

ponent of racism were so pervasive and deeply rooted, it became difficult 

to see how the democratization of U.S. society could be achieved, and 

difficult to explain what progress had been made. The result was a level- 

ling critique which denied any distinction between the Jim Crow" era (or 

even the whole longue durde of racial dictatorship since the conquest) and 

the present. Similarly, ff the prejudice component of racism were so deeply 

inbred, it became difficult to account for the evident hybridity and inter- 

penetration that characterizes civil society in the U.S., as evidenced by the 

shaping of popular culture, language, and style, for example. The result of 

the "inflation" of the concept of racism was thus a deep pessimism about 

any efforts to overcome racial barriers, in the workplace, the community, 

or any other sphere of lived experience. An overl~ comprehensive view of 

racism, then, potentially served as a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Yet the alternative view--which surfaced with a vengeance in the 1970s-- 

urging a return to the conception of racism held before the movement’s 

"radical turn," was equally inadequate. This was the neoconservative per- 

spective, which deliberately restricted its attention to injury done to the 

individual as opposed to the group, and to advocacy of a color-blind racial 
policy,s3 Such an approach reduced race to ethnicity,s4 and almost entirely 

neglected the continuing organization of social inequality and oppression 
along racial lines. Worse yet, it tended to rationalize racial injustice as a 

supposedly natural outcome of group attributes in competition,ss 

The distinct, and contested, meanings of racism which have been 

advanced over the past three decades have contributed to an overall crisis 

of meaning for the concept today. Today, the absence of a clear "com- 

mon sense" understanding of what racism means has become a significant 

obstacle to efforts aimed at challenging it. Bob Blauner has noted that in 

classroom discussions of racism, white and non-white students tend to talk 
past one another. Whites tend to locate racism in color consciousness and 

find its absence color-blindness. In so doing, they see the affirmation of 

difference and racial identity among racially defined minority students as 

racist. Non-white students, by contrast, see racism as a system of power, 

and correspondingly argue that blacks, for example, ca/mot be racist because 

they lack power. Blauner concludes that there are two "languages" of race, 

one in which members of racial minorities, especially blacks, see the cen- 
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trality of race in history and everyday experience, and another in which 

whites see race as % peripheral, nonessential reality."s6 
Given this crisis of meaning, and in the absence of any "common sense" 

understanding, does the concept of racism retain any validity? If so, what 

view of racism should we adopt? Is a more coherent theoretical approach 

possible? We believe it is. 

We employ racial formation theory to reformulate the concept of racism. 

Our approach recognizes that racism, like race, has changed over time. It 

is obvious that the attitudes, practices, and institutions of the epochs of 

slavery, say, or of Jim Crow, no longer exist today. Employing a similar 

logic, it is reasonable to question whether concepts of racism which devel- 

oped in the early days of the post-civil rights era, when the limitations of 

both moderate reform and militant racial radicalism of various types had 

not yet been encountered, remain adequate to explain circumstances and 
conflicts a quarter-century later. 

Racial formation theory allows us to differentiate between race and 

racism. The two concepts should not be used interchangeably. We have 

argued that race has no fixed meaning, but is constructed and transformed 

sociohistorically through competing political projects, through the neces- 
sary and ineluctable link between the structural and cultural dimensions of 

race in the U.S. This emphasis on projects allows us to refocus our under- 
standing of racism as well, for racism can now, be seen as characterizing 

some, but not all, racial projects. 

A racial project can be defined as racist if and only if it creates or repro- 

duces structures of domination based on essentialistsr categories of race~ Such 

a definition recognizes the importance of locating racism within a fluid 

and contested history of racially based social structures and discourses. 

Thus there can be no timeless and absolute standard for what constitutes 
racism, for social structures change and discourses are subject to reartic- 

ulation. Our definition therefore focuses instead on the "work" essential- 

ism does for domination, and the "need" domination displays to essentialize 

the subordinated. 
Further, it is important to distinguish racial awareness from racial essen- 

tialism. To attribute merits, allocate values or resources to, and!or repre- 

sent individuals or groups on the basis of racial identity" should not be 

considered racist in and of itself. Such projects may in fact be quite benign. 
Consider the following examples: first, the statement, "Many Asian 

Americans are highly entrepreneurial"; second, the organization of an asso- 

ciation of, say, black accountants. 

The first racial project, in our view, signifies or represents a racial cat- 

egory ("Asian Americans") and locates that representation within the social 
structure of the contemporary U.S. (in regard to business, class issues, 
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socialization, etc.). The second racial project is organizational or social 

structural, and therefore must engage in racial signification. Black accoun- 

tants, the organizers might maintain, have certain common experiences, 

can offer each other certain support, etc. Neither of these racial projects 

is essentialist, and neither can fairly be labelled racist. Of course, racial 

representations may be biased or misinterpret their subjects, just as racially 

based organizational efforts may be unfair or unjustifiably exclusive. If 

such were the case, if for instance in our first example the statement in 

question were "Asian Americans are naturally entrepreneurial," this would 

by our criterion be racist. Similarly, if the effort to organize black accoun- 

tants had as its rationale the raiding of clients from white accountants, it 

would by our criterion be racist as well. 

Similarly, to allocate values or resources--let us say, academic scholar- 

ships--on the basis of racial categories is not racist. Scholarships are 

awarded on a preferential basis to Rotarians, children of insurance com- 

pany employees, and residents of the Pittsburgh metropolitan area. Why 

then should they not also be offered, in particular cases, to Chicanos or 

Native Americans? 

In order to identify a social project as racist, one must in our view 

demonstrate a link between essentialist representations of race and social 

structures of domination. Such a link might be revealed in efforts to pro- 

tect dominant interests, framed in racial terms, from democratizing racial 

initiatives,s8 But it might also consist of efforts simply to reverse the roles 

of racially dominant and racially subordinate,s9 There is nothing inher- 

ently white about racism,s° 

Obviously a key problem with essentialism is its denial, or flattening, 

of differences within a particular racially defined group. Members of sub- 

ordinate racial groups, when faced with racist practices such as exclusion 

or discrimination, are frequently forced to band together in order to defend 

their interests (if not, in some instances, their very lives). Such "strategic 

essentialism" should not, however, be simply equated with the essentialism 

practiced by dominant groups, nor should it prevent the interrogation of 

internal group differences.61 

Without question, any abstract concept of racism is severely put to the 

test by the untidy world of reality. To illustrate our discussion, we analyze 

the following examples, chosen from current racial issues because of their 

complexity and the rancorous debates they have engendered: 
! 

o Is the allocation of employment opportunities through programs 

restricted to racially defined minorities, so-called "preferential treat- 

ment" or affirmative action policies, racist? Do such policies practice 

"racism in reverse"? We think not, with certain qualifications. Although 
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such programs necessarily employ racial criteria in assessing eligibility, 

they do not generally essentialize race, because they seek to overcome 

~specific socially and historically constructed inequalities.62 Criteria of 

effectiveness and feasibility, therefore, must be considered in evaluat- 

ing such programs. They must balance egalitarian and context-specific 

objectives, such as academic potential or job-related qualifications. It 
should be acknowledged that such programs often do have deleterious 

consequences for whites who are not personally the source of the dis- 

criminator~ practices the programs seek to overcome. In this case, 

compensatory measures should be enacted to vitiate the charge of 

"reverse discrimination."63 

Is all racism the same, or is there a distinction between white and 
non-white versions of racism? We have little patience with the argu- 

ment that racism is solely a white problem, or ev, en a "white dis- 

ease."64 The idea that non-whites cannot act in a racist manner, since 
they do not possess "power," is another variant of this formulation.6s 

For many years now, racism has operated in a more complex fash- 

ion than this, sometimes taking such forms as self-hatred or self- 

aggrandizement at the expense of more vulnerable members of racially 

subordinate groups.66 Whites can at times be the victims of racism-- 

by other whites or non-whites--as is the case with anti-Jewish and 

anti-Arab prejudice. Furthermore, unless one is prepared to argue 

that there has been no transformation of th~ U.S. racial order over the 
years, and that racism consequently has remained unchanged--an 

essentialist position par excellence~it is difficult to contend that 

racially defined minorities have attained no power or influence, espe- 

cially in recent years. 

Having said this, we still do not consider that all racism is the same. 

This is because of the crucial importance we place in situating various 

"racisms" within the dominant hegemonic discourse about race. We 

have little doubt that the rantings of a Louis Farrakhan or Leonard 

Jeffries--to pick two currently demonized black ideologues--meet the 

criteria we have set out for judging a discourse to be racist. But if we 

compare Jeffries, for example, with a white racist such as Tom Metzger 

of the White Aryan Resistance, we find the latter’s racial project to 
be far more menacing than the former’s. Metzger’s views are far more 

easily associated with an essentializing (and once very powerful) 

legacy: that of white supremacy and racial dictatorship in the U.S., 

and fascism in the world at large. Jeffries’s project has far fewer exam- 
ples with which to associate: no more than some ancient African 

empires and the (usually far less bigoted) radical phase of the black 
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power movement.6v Thus black supremacy may be an instance of 

racism, just as its advocacy may be offensive, but it can hardly con- 

stitute the threat that white supremacy has represented in the U.S., 

nor can it be so easily absorbed and rearticulated in the dominant 

hegemonic discourse on race as white supremacy can. All racisms, all 

racist political projects, are not the same. 

Is the redrawing--or gerrymandering--of adjacent electoral districts 

to incorporate large numbers of racially defined minority voters in 

one, and largely white voters in the other, racist? Do such policies 

amount to "segregation" of the electorate? Certainly this alternative 

is preferable to the pre-Voting Rights Act practice of simply denying 
racial minorities the franchise. But does it achieve the Act’s purpose 

of fostering electoral equality across and within racial lines? In our view 

such practices, in which the post-1990 redistricting process engaged 

rather widely--are vulnerable to charges of essentialism. They often 

operate through "racial lumping," tend to freeze rather than over- 

come racial inequalities, and frequently subvert or defuse political 

processes through which racially defined groups could otherwise nego- 
tiate their differences and interests. They worsen rather than ame- 

liorate the denial of effective representation to those whom they could 

not effectively redistrict--since no redrawing of electoral boundaries 

is perfect, those who get stuck on the "wrong side" of the line are 

particularly disempowered. Thus we think such policies merit the 
designation of "tokenism"--a relatively mild form of racism--which 

they have received.6s 

Parallel to the debates on the concept of race, recent academic and polit- 

ical controversies about the nature of racism have centered on whether it 

islprimarily an ideological or structural phenomenon. Proponents of the for- 
mer position argue that racism is first and foremost a matter of beliefs and 

attitudes, doctrines and discourse, which only then give rise to unequal 
and unjust practices and structures.69 Advocates of the latter view see racism 

as primarily a matter of economic stratification, residential segregation, 

and other institutionalized forms of inequality which then give rise to ide- 

ologies of privilege.7° 

From the standpoint of racial formation, these debates are fundamentally 

misguided. They frame the problem of racism in a rigid "either-or" man- 

ner. We believe it is crucial to disrupt the fixity of these positions by simul- 

taneously arguing that ideological beliefs have structural consequences, 

and that social structures give rise to beliefs. Racial ideology and social 
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structure, therefore, mutually shape the nature of racism in a complex, 

dialectical, and overdetermined manner. 
Even those racist projects which at first glance appear chiefly ideologi- 

cal turn out upon closer examination to have significant institutional and 

social structural dimensions. For example, what we have called "far right" 

projects appear at first glance to be centrally ideological. They are rooted 
in biologistic doctrine, after all. The same seems to hold for certain con- 

servative black nationalist projects which have deep commitments to biol- 

ogism.71 But the unending stream of racist assaults initiated by the far right, 

the apparently increasing presence of skinheads in high schools, the pro- 

liferation of neo-Nazi computer bulletin boards, and the appearance of 

racist talk shows on cable access channels, all suggest that the organizational 

manifestations of the far right racial projects exist and will endure.72 Per- 

haps less threatening but still quite worrisome is the diffusion of doctrines 
of black superiority through some (though by no means all) university- 

based African American Studies departments and student organizations, 

surely a serious institutional or structural development. 

By contrast, even those racisms which at first glance appear to be chiefly 

structural upon closer examination reveal a deeply ideological component. 

For example, since the racial right abandoned its explicit advocacy of seg- 

regation, it has not seemed to uphold--in the main--an ideologically racist 

project, but more primarily a structurally racist one. Yet this very trans- 

formation required tremendous efforts of ideological production. It 

demanded the rearticulation of civil rights doctrines of equality in suitably 

conservative form, and indeed the defense of continuing large-scale racial 
inequality as an outcome preferable to (what its advocates have seen as) 

the threat to democracy that affirmative action, busing, and large-scale 

"race-specific" social spending would entail.73 Even more tellingly, this pro- 

ject took shape through a deeply manipulative coding of subtextual appeals 

to white racism, notably in a series of political campaigns for high office 
which have occurred over recent decades. The retreat of social policy from 

any practical commitment to racial justice, and the relentless reproduction 

and divulgation of this theme at the leve! of everyday life--where whites 

are now "fed up" with all the "special treatment" received by non-whites, 

etc.--constitutes the hegemonic racial project at this time. It therefore 

exhibits an unabashed structural racism al! the more brazen because on 

the ideological or signification level, it adheres to a principle of "treating 

everyone alike." 

In summary, the racism of today is no longer a virtual monolith, as 

was the racism of yore. Today, racial hegemony is "messy." The com- 

plexity of the present situation is the product of a vast historical legacy 
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of structural inequality and invidious racial representation, which has 
been confronted during the post-World War II period with an opposi- 
tion more serious and effective than any it had faced before. As we will 
survey in the chapters to follow, the result is a deeply ambiguous and 
contradictory spectrum of racial projects, unremittingly conflictual racial 
politics, and confused and ambivalent racial identities of all sorts. We 
begin this discussion by addressing racial politics and the state. 
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The Racial State 

Introduction: The Trajectory of Racial Politics 

Two recent incidents reveal some of the ironies and incongruities of 

contemporary racial politics: 

In 1989, the Republican National Committee established a tax- 

exempt foundation called Fairness for the 90s. The group’s mis- 

sion was to provide money and technical assistance to black and 

Latino organizations seeking to create minority-dominated legisla- 

tive and congressional districts. In anticipation of the legislative 

redistricting that would follow the 1990 census, the Republicans 

offered black and Latino leaders and organizers the prospect of 

creating "safe seats" for minority legislators. The Republicans 

went so far as to ally themselves with black and Latino plaintiffs 

in redistricting suits brought under the Voting Rights Act. What 

accounted for the strange bedfellows of redistricting politics? The 

answer was simple: Republicans sought to segregate racial minor- 

ity voters into separate districts, to divide white from nonwhite 

Democrats, and so to increase their opportunities to win legisla- 

tive seats in adjoining white districts.1 

In the late 1980s, Asian American academic leaders, civil rights 
organizations, and university students began to suspect that in.for- 
mal quotas for Asian American admissions had been put in place 
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The stud), of race and ethnic conflict historically has been hampered by in- 

adequate and simplistic theories. I contend that the central problem of the 

various approaches to the study of racial phenomena is their lack of a struc- 

tural theory of racism. I review traditional approaches and alternative ap- 

proaches to the study of racism, and discuss their limitations. Following the 

leads suggested by some of the alternative frameworks, I advance a struc- 

tural theory of racism based on the notion of racialized social systems. 

"The habit of considering racism as a men- 

tal quirk, as a psychological flaw, must be 

abandoned." 

--Frantz Fanon (1967:77) 

ys he area of race and ethnic studies lacks a 

ound theoretical apparatus. To compli- 

cate matters, many analysts of racial matters 
have abandoned the serious theorization and 
reconceptualization of their central topic: rac- 

ism. Too many social analysts researching 

racism assume that the phenomenon is self- 
evident, and therefore either do not provide a 

definition or provide an elementary definition 

(Schuman, Steeh, and Bobo 1985; Sniderman 

and Piazza 1993). Nevertheless, whether im- 
plicitly or explicitly, ~nost analysts regard rac- 
ism as a purely ideological phenomenon. 
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Although the concept of racism has be- 
come the central analytical category in most 

contemporary social scientific discourse on 

racial phenomena, the concept is of recent 
origin (Banton 1970; Miles 1989, 1993). It 

was not employed at all in the classic works 

of Thomas and Znaniecki (1918), Edward 
Reuter (1934), Gunnar Myrdal (1944), and 

Robert Park (1950)oI Benedict (1945) was 
one of the first scholars to use the notion of 
racism in her book, Race and Racism. She 
defined racism as "the dogma that one ethnic 

group is condemned by nature to congenital 
inferiority and another group is destined to 

congenital superiority" (p. 87). Despite some 
refinements, current use of the concept of 

racism in the social sciences is similar to 
Benedict’s. Thus van den Berghe (1967) 

states that racism is "any set of beliefs that 
organic, genetically transmitted differences 

(whether real or imagined) between human 

groups are intrinsically associated with the 

presence or the absence of certain socially 

relevant abilities or characteristics, hence 
that such differences are a legitimate basis of 
invidious distinctions between groups so- 

cially defined as races" (p. 11, emphasis 
added). Schaefer (1990) provides a more 
concise definition of racism: "... a doctrine 

of racial supremacy, that one race is supe- 
rior" (p. 16). 

~ Yet they employed the very similar notion of 
ethnocentrism as developed by William Graham 
Sumner (1906). According to Sumner (1906) eth- 
nocentrism was the belief that "one’s own group 
is at the center of everything, and all others are 
scaled and rated with reference to it" (p. 13). 
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This idealist view is still held widely 
among social scientists. Its narrow focus on 
ideas has reduced the study of racism mostly 
to social psychology, and this perspective has 
produced a schematic view of the way rac- 
ism operates in society. First, racism is de- 
fined as a set of ideas or beliefs. Second, 
those beliefs are regarded as having the po- 
tential to lead individuals to develop preju- 
dice, defined as "negative attitudes towards 
an entire group of people" (Schaefer 1990: 
53). Finally, these prejudicial attitudes may 
induce individuals to real actions or discrimi- 
nation against racial minorities. This concep- 
tual framework, with minor modifications, 
prevails in the social sciences. 

Some alternative perspectives on racism 
have closely followed the prevailing ideo- 
logical conceptualization in the social sci- 
ences. For example, orthodox Marxists (Cox 
1948; Perlo 1975; Szymanski 1981, 1983), 
who regard class and class struggle as the 
central explanatory variables of social life, 
reduce racism to a legitimating ideology used 
by the bourgeoisie to divide the working 
class. Even rico-Marxists (Bonacich 1980a, 
1980b; Carchedi 1987; Cohen 1989; Hall 
1980; Miles 1989, 1993; Miles and 
Phizacklea 1984; Solomos 1986, 1989; 
Wolpe 1986, 1988) share to various degrees 
the limitations of the orthodox Marxist view: 
the primacy of class, racism viewed as an 
ideology, and class dynamics as the real en- 
gine of racial dynamics. For example, al- 
though Bonacich’s work provides an interest- 
ing twist by regarding race relations and rac- 
ism as products of a split labor market, giv- 
ing theoretical primacy to divisions within 
the working class, racial antagonisms are still 
regarded as byproducts of class dynamics. 

Other scholars have advanced nonideo- 
logical interpretations of racism but have 
stopped short of developing a structural 
conceptualization of racial matters. From the 
institutionalist perspective (Alvarez et al. 
1979; Carmichael 1971; Carmichael and 
Hamilton 1967; Chesler 1976; Knowles and 
Prewitt 1969; Wellman 1977), racism is de- 
fined as a combination of prejudice and 
power that allows the dominant race to insti- 
tutionalize its dominance at all levels in a so- 
ciety. Similarly, from the internal colonial- 
ism perspective (Barrera 1979; Blauner 
1972; Moore 1970), racism is viewed as an 

institutional matter based on a system in 
which the White majority "raises its social 
position by exploiting, controlling, and keep- 
ing down others who are categorized in ra- 
cial or ethnic terms" (Blauner 1972:22). The 
main difference between these two perspec- 
tives is that the latter regards racial minori- 
ties as colonial subjects in the United States; 
this view leads unequivocally to nationalist 
solutions.2 Both perspectives contribute 
greatly to our understanding of racial phe- 
nomena by stressing the social and systemic 
nature of racism and the gtructured nature of 

White advantages. Furthermore, the effort of 
the institutionalist perspective to uncover 
contemporary mechanisms and practices that 
reproduce White advantages is still empiri- 
cally useful (e.g., Knowles and Prewitt 
1969). Yet neither of these perspectives pro- 
vides a rigorous conceptual framework that 
allows analysts to study the operation of ra- 
cially stratified societies. 

The racial formation perspective (Omi and 
Winant 1986, 1994; Winant 1994) is the most 
recent theoretical alternative to mainstream 
idealist approaches. Omi and Winant (1994) 
define racial formation as "the sociohistor- 
ical process by which racial categories are 
created, inhabited, transformed, and de- 
stroyed" (p. 55). In their view, race should 
be regarded as an organizing principle of so- 
cial relationships that shapes the identity of 
individual actors at the micro level and 
shapes all spheres of social life at the macro 
level. 

Although this perspective represents a 
breakthrough, it still gives undue attention to 
ideological/cultural processes,3 does not re- 
gard races as truly social collectivities, and 
overemphasizes the racial projects (Omi and 
Winant 1994; Winant 1994) of certain actors 
(neoconservatives, members of the far right, 
liberals), thus obscuring the social and gen- 
eral character of racialized societies. 

2 Carmichael and Hamilton (1967) also advo- 

cate nationalist strategies. Unlike other institu- 
tionalists, however, they insist on the colonial re- 
lationship of minorities to the majority in the 
United States. - 

3 In the most recent edition of Racial Forma- 

tion in the United States, Omi and Winant (1994) 
move closer to a structural view, but they still re- 
tain the ideological and juridico-political focus 
that characterizes the original edition. 
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In this paper I point out the limitations of 

most contemporary frameworks used to ana- 
lyze racial issues and suggest an alternative 

structural theory built on some of the ideas 

and concepts elaborated by the institutional- 

ist, the internal colonial, and the racial for- 
mation perspectives. Although "racism" has 

a definite ideological component, reducing 

racial phenomena to ideas limits the possi- 
bility of understanding how it shapes a 

Racism is ultimately viewed as a psycho. 
logical phenomenon to be examined at the 
individual level. The research agenda that 
follows from this conceptualization is the ex- 
amination of individuals’ attitudes to deter- 
mine levels of racism in society (Schuman et 
al. 1985; Sears 1988; Sniderman and Piazza 
1993). Given that the constructs used to mea- 

race s hfe chances. Ra~her than iewmg ~ac~ sure racism are static--that is, that there are 
a number of standard questions which do not 

~l~i~ ~ii ~i~l ph~ i~ ~ ~i~ I change significantly over time--this research 
usually finds that racis~n is declining in soci- 
ety. Those analysts who find that racist atti- 
tudes are still with us usually leave unex- 

SYS~e~ plained why this is so (Sniderman and Piazza 

LIMITATIONS OF MAINSTREAM 
IDEALIST VIEWS AND OF SOME 
ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORKS 

I describe below some of the main limita- 
tions of the idealist conception of racism. 

Because not all limitations apply to the insti- 

tutionalist, the internal colonialist, and the 
racial formation perspectives, I point out the 
ones that do apply, and to what extent. 

Racism is excluded from the foundation 
or structure of the social system. When rac- 

ism is regarded as a baseless ideology ulti- 

mately dependent on other, "real" forces in 
society, the structure of the society itself is 

not classified as racist. The Marxist perspec- 

tive is particularly guilty of this shortcoming. 
Although Marxists have addressed the ques- 
tion of the historical origin of racism, they 

explain its reproduction in an idealist fash- 

ion. Racism, in their accounts, is an ideol- 

ogy that emerged with chattel slavery and 
other forms of class oppression to justify the 

exploitation of people of color and survives 

as a residue of the past. Although some 
Marxists have attempted to distance their 

analysis from this purely ideological view 
(Solomos 1986; Wolpe 1988) and to ground 

racial phenomena in social relations, they do 

so by ultimately subordinating racial matters 

to class matters. 

1993). 
This psychological understanding of rac- 

ism is related to the limitation I cited above. 
If racism is not part of a society but is a char- 
acteristic of individuals who are "racist" or 
"prejudiced"--that is, racism is a phenotn- 
enon operating at the individual level--then 
(1) social institutions cannot be racist and (2) 
studying racism is simply a matter of survey- 
ing the proportion of people in a society who 
hold "racist" beliefs. 

Orthodox Marxists (Cox 1948; Perlo 1975; 
Szymanski 1983) and many neo-Marxists 
(Miles 1993; Miles and Phizaclea 1984; 
Solomos 1986) conceive of racism as an ide- 
ology that ~nay affect ~nembers of the work- 
ing class. Although the authors associated 
with the institutionalist, internal colonialist, 
and racial formation perspectives focus on 
the ideological character of racism, they all 
emphasize how this ideology becomes en- 
meshed or institutionalized in organizations 
and social practices. 

Racism is treated as a static phenomenon. 
The pheno~nenon is viewed as unchanging; 
that is, racism yesterday is like racism today. 
Thus, when a society’s racial structure and 
its customary racial practices are reartic- 
ulated, this rearticulation is characterized as 
a decline in racism (Wilson 1978), a natural 
process in a cycle (Park 1950), an example 
of increased assimilation (Rex 1973, 1986), 

1985). This limitation, which applies particu- 
larly to social psychologists and Marxist 
scholars, derives from not conceiving of rac- 
ism as possessing an independent structural 
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foundation. If racism is merely a matter of 

ideas that has no material basis in contempo- 
rary society, then those ideas should be simi- 

lar to their original configuration, whatever 
that was. The ideas may be articulated in a 

different context, but most analysts essen- 
tially believe that racist ideas remain the 

same. For this reason, with notable excep- 

tions (Kinder and Sears 1981; Sears 1988), 
their attitudinal research is still based on re- 

sponses to questions developed in the 1940s, 

1950s, and 1960s. 
Analysts defining racism in an idealist 

manner view racism as "incorrect" or "irra- 
tional thinking"; thus they label "racists" 

as irrational and rigid. Because racism is 

conceived of as a belief with no real social 

basis, it follows that those who hold racist 
views must be irrational or stupid (Adorno 

1950; Allport 1958; Santa Cruz 1977; Snider- 
man and Piazza 1993; for a critique see 

Blauner 1972 and Wellman 1977). This view 
allows for a tactical distinction between indi- 
viduals with the "pathology" and social ac- 

tors who are "rational" and racism-free. The 
problem with this rationalistic view is two- 

fold. First, it misses the rational elements on 
which racialized systems originally were 

built. Second, and more important, it neglects 
the possibility that contemporary racism still 

has a rational foundation. In this account, 
contemporary racists are perceived as Archie 
Bunker-type individuals (Wellman 1977). 

Among the alternative frameworks re- 
viewed here, only orthodox Marxism insists 
on the irrational and imposed character of 

racism. Neo-Marxists and authors associated 

with the institutionalist, internal colonialist, 
and racial formation perspectives insist, to 

varying degrees, on the rationality of racism. 

Neo-Marxists (e.g., Bonacich, Wolpe, Hall) 
and authors in the racial formation tradition 
(e.g., Omi and Winant) acknowledge the 
short-term advantages that workers gain from 

racism; the institutionalist and internal colo- 
nial paradigms emphasize the systematic and 
long-term character of these advantages. 

Racism is understood as overt behavior. 

Because the idealist approach regards racism 
as "irrational" and "rigid," its manifestations 
should be quite evident, usually involving 

some degree of hostility. This does not 

present serious analytical problems for the 
study of certain periods in racialized societ- 

ies when racial practices were overt (e.g., 
slavery and apartheid), but problems in the 
analysis of racism arise in situations where 
racial practices are subtle, indirect, or fluid. 
For instance, many analysts have suggested 
that in contemporary America racial prac- 
tices are manifested covertly (Bonilla-Silva 
and Lewis 1997; Wellman 1977) and racial 
attitudes tend to be symbolic (Pettigrew 
1994; Sears 1988). Therefore it is a waste of 
time to attempt to detect "racism" by asking 
questions such as, "How strongly would you 
object if a member of your family wanted to 
bring a Black fi’iend home to dinner?’’4 Also, 
many such questions were developed to mea- 
sure the extent of racist attitudes in the popu- 
lation during the Jim Crow era of race rela- 
tions; they are not suitable for the post-1960s 
period. 

Furthermore, this emphasis on overt be- 
havior limits the possibility of analyzing ra- 
cial phenomena in other parts of the world 
such as Brazil, Cuba, and Puerto Rico where 
race relations do not have an overt character. 
The form of race relations--overt or co- 
vert-depends on the pattern of racialization 
that structures a particular society (Cox 
1948; Harris 1964; Rex 1983; van den Ber- 
ghe 1967) and on how the process of racial 
contestation and other social dynamics af- 
fects that pattern (see the following section). 

Contemporary racism is viewed as an ex- 
pression of "original sin"---as a remnant of 
past historical racial situations. In the case 
of the United States, some analysts argue that 
racism preceded slavery and/or capitalism 
(Jordan 1968; Marable 1983; Robinson 
1983). Others regard racism in the United 
States as the result of slavery (Glazer and 
Moynihan 1970). Even in promising new av- 
enues of research, such as that presented by 
Roediger (1991) in The Wages of Whiteness, 
contemporary racism is viewed as one of the 
"legacies of white workerism" (p. 176). By 
considering racism as a legacy, all these ana- 
lysts downplay the significance of its con- 
temporary materiality or structure. 

Again the Marxist perspective shares this 
limitation. Marxists believe that racism de- 
veloped in the sixteenth century and has been 
used since then by capitalists or workers to 

4 This question is used by NORC and has been 

employed by Schuman et al. (1985). 
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further their own class interests. All other 
models recognize the historic significance of 
this "discovery," but associate contemporary 
racial ideology with contemporary racially 
based inequalities. 

Racism is analyzed in a circular manner. 
"If racism is defined as the behavior that re- 
sults from the belief, its discovery becomes 
ensnared in a circularity--racism is a belief 
that produces behavior, which is itself rac- 
ism" (Webster 1992:84). Racism is estab- 
lished by racist behavior, which itself is 
proved by the existence of racism. This cir- 
cularity results from not grounding racism in 
social relations among the races. If racism, 
viewed as an ideology, were seen as possess- 
ing a structural5 foundation, its examination 
could be associated with racial practices 
rather than with mere ideas and the problem 
of circularity would be avoided. 

RACIALIZED SOCIAL SYSTEMS: 

AN ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORK 
FOR UNDERSTANDING RACIAL 
PHENOMENA 

Because all kinds of racial matters have been 

explained as a product of racism, I propose 

the more general concept ofra~!ai!~a~!ai 

late two or more forms of hierarchical pat- 
terns (Hall 1980; Williams 1990; Winant 
1994).6 Although processes of racialization 
are always embedded in other structurations 
(Balibar and Wallerstein 1991), they acquire 
autonomy and have "pertinent effects" 
(Poulantzas 1982) in the social system. This 
implies that the phenomenon which is coded 
as racism and is regarded as a free-floating 
ideology in fact has a structural foundation. 

In all racialized social systems the place- 
ment of people in racial categories involves 
some form of hierarchy7 that produces defi- 
nite social relations between the races. The 
race placed in the superior position tends to 
receive greater economic remuneration and 
access to better occupations and/or prospects 
in the labor market, occupies a primary posi- 

6 Some potentially useful conceptions about the 

interaction of race, class, and gender (the primary 
axes of social hierarchy in modern societies) are 
Segura’s (1990) "triple oppression" and Essed’s 
(1991) analysis of "gendered racism." Also see 
Andersen and Hill Collins (1995) and Fraser 
(1989), 

7 This argument applies only to racialized so- 

cial systems. In contrast, ethnic situations need 
not be based on relations between superiors and 

~y~ernX as the starting point for an alterna- subordinates, as is the case between the Fur and 

tive framework. This term refers to ~eiefies 
the Baggara in western Sudan (Barth 1969), the 

~ ~hie~ ~eOnONi~; ~li~ieMi gO~iMi a~d 
various ethnic groups in Switzerland (Hunt and 

........................................................................................................... Walker 1974), the Tungus and the Cossacks in 

or races: Races typically are identified by 
their phenotype, but (as we see later) the se- 
lection of certain human traits to designate a 
racial group is always socially rather than 
biologically based. 

These systems are structured partially by 
race because modern social systems articu- 

5 By structure I mean, following Whitmeyer 

(1994), "the networks of (interactional) relation- 
ships among actors as well as the distributions of 
socially meaningful characteristics of actors and 
aggregates of actors" (p. 154). For similar but 
more complex conceptions of the term, which are 
relational and incorporate the agency of actors, 
see Bourdieu (!984) and Sewell (1992). I reserve 
the term material to refer to the economic, social, 
political, or ideological rewards or penalties re- 
ceived by social actors for their participation 
(whether willing, unwilling, or indifferent) in so- 
cial structural arrangements. 

Siberia (Berry 1965), the Lake Zwai Laki and the 
Arsi in Ethiopia (Knutson 1969), and certain 
mountain tribes and the Thai in Laos (Izikowitz 
1969). Certainly, ethnic situations can be con- 
flictual and hierarchical, as illustrated by the 
Tutsis and the Hutus in Rwanda or the conflict 
between Serbians, Croatians, and Bosnians in 
what was once Yugoslavia. The point is that eth- 
nicity and race are different bases for group asso- 
ciation. Ethnicity has a primarily sociocultural 
foundation, and ethnic groups have exhibited tre- 
mendous malleability in terms of who belongs 
(Barth 1969; Leach [1954] 1964); racial ascrip- 
tions (initially) are imposed externally to justify 
the collective exploitation of a people and are 
maintained to preserve status differences. Hence 
scholars have pointed out that despite the simi- 
larities between race and ethnicity, they should be 
viewed as producing different types of struc- 
turations (Balibar and Wallerstein 1991; Cox 
1948; Rex 1973: van den Berghe 1967; Wilson 
1973). On this point see Horowitz (1985), 
Schermerhorn (1970), and Shibutani and Kwan 
(1965). 
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tion in the political system, is granted higher 
social estimation (e.g., is viewed as "smarter" 
or "better looking"), often has the license to 
draw physical (segregation) as well as social 
(racial etiquette) boundaries between itself 
and other races, and receives what DuBois 
(1939) calls a "psychological wage" (Mar- 
able 1983; Roediger 1991).8 The totality of 
these racialized social relations and practices 
constitutes the racial structure of a society. 

Although all racialized social systems are 
hierarchical, the particular character of the 
hierarchy, and thus of the racial structure, is 
variable. For example, domination of Blacks 
in the United States was achieved through 
dictatorial means during slavery, but in the 
post-civil rights period this domination has 
been hegemonic (Omi and Winant 1994; 
Winant 1994).9 Similarly, the racial practices 
and mechanisms that have kept Blacks subor- 
dinated changed from overt and eminently 
racist to covert and indirectly racist (Bonilla- 

collective and shaped by the field of real 
practical alternatives, which is itself rooted 
in the power struggles between the races,m 
Although the objective general inmres~s of 

p6~ibiliD, 

fe~fi~ kifid ~f ~i~ii~i6~ Race-free soci- 
eties were not among the available alterna- 

tives because the nonslave populations had 

the capacity to preserve some type of racial 
privilege. The historical "exceptions" oc- 

curred in racialized societies in which the 
nonslaves’ power was almost completely su- 

perseded by that of the slave population.~ 

A simple criticism of the argument ad- 
vanced so far would be that it ignores the in- 

ternal divisions of the races along class and 

Silva and Lewis 1997). ~h~ ~ha~g!~g~l~ gender lines. Such criticism, however, does 

~d~ iS di~fifigui~d b~ ~h!~ di~fe~fi~ i~ l!fe 

Insofar as the races receive different social 
rewards at all levels, they develop dissimilar 
objective interests, which can be detected in 
their struggles to either transform or main- 
tain a particular racial order. These interests 
are collective rather than individual, are 
based on relations between races rather than 
on particular group needs, and are not struc- 
tural but practical; that is, they are related to 
concrete struggles rather than derived from 
the location of the races in the racial struc- 
ture. In other words, although the races’ in- 
terests can be detected from their practices, 
they are not subjective and individual but 

s Herbert Blumer was one of the first analysts 

to make this argument about systematic rewards 
received by the race ascribed the primary posi- 
tion in a racia! order. Blumer (1955) summarized 
these views in his essay "Reflections on Theory 
of Race Relations." Also see the works of Blalock 
(1967), Schermerhorn (1970), Shibutani and 
Kwan (1965), and van den Berghe (1967). 

9 Hegemonic means that domination is 

achieved more through consent than by coercion. 

not deal squarely with the issue at hand. The 
fact that not all members of the superordinate 
race receive the same level of rewards and 
(conversely) that not all members of the sub- 
ordinate race or races are at the bottom of the 
social order does not negate the fact that 
races, as social groups, are in either a super- 
ordinate or a subordinate position in a social 
system. Historically the racialization of so- 
cial systems did not imply the exclusion of 
other forms of oppression. In fact, racial- 
ization occurred in social formations also 
structured by class and gender. Hence, in 
these societies, the racial structuration of sub- 
jects is fragmented along class and gender 
lines. 12 The important question--which inter- 

m Poweris defined here as a racial group’s ca- 
pacity to push for its racial interests in relation to 
other races. 

~ I am referring to cases such as Haiti. None- 
theless, recent research has suggested that even 
in such places, the abolition of slavery did not end 
the racialized character of the social formation 
(Trouillot 1990). 

~z Some authors have developed notions com- 
bining racial/ethnic positions with class. Gordon 
(1964) developed the concept of "ethclass" but 
assumed that this was a temporary phenomenon. 
Geschwender (1977) transformed the notion into 
the concept of race-class, defined as "a social col- 
lectivity comprised of persons who are simulta- 
neously members of the same class and the same 
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ests move actors to struggle?--is historically 

contingent and cannot be ascertained a priori 

(Anthias and Yuval-Davis 1992; Wolpe 

1988). Depending on the character of raciali- 
zation in a social order, class interests may 

take precedence over racial interests as they 
do in contemporary Brazil, Cuba, and Puerto 
Rico. In other situations, racial interests may 
take precedence over class interests as in the 

case of Blacks throughout U.S. history. 

In general, the systemic salience of class 
in relation to race increases when the eco- 

nomic, political, and social distance between 

races decreases substantially. Yet this broad 
argument generates at least one warning: The 
narrowing of within-class differences be- 

tween racial actors usually causes more 

rather than less racial conflict, at least in the 
short run, as the competition for resources 

increases (Blalock 1967; Olzak 1992). More 
significantly, even when class-based conflict 

becomes more salient in a social order, the 
racial component survives until the races’ life 
chances are equalized and the mechanisms 

and social practices that produce those dif- 

ferences are eliminated. Hence societies in 
which race has declined in significance, such 

as Brazil, Cuba, and Mexico, still have a ra- 
cial problem insofar as the racial groups have 

different life chances. 
Because racial actors are also classed and 

at least the class of persons’ family of ori- 
gin). By doing this, analysts assume they can 

measure the unadulterated effects of "dis- 

crimination" manifested in unexplained "re- 

siduals" (Farley 1984, 1993; Farley and 
Allen 1987). Despite its usefulness, however, 

this technique provides only a partial account 
of the "race effect" because (1) a significant 
amount of racial data cannot be retrieved 

through surveys and (2) the technique of 
"controlling for" a variable neglects the ob- 

vious-why a group is over- or underrepre- 

sented in certain categories of the control 
variables in ’the first place (Whatley and 

Wright 1994). Moreover, these analysts pre- 

sume that it is possible to analyze the amount 

of discrimination in one domain (e.g., 
come, occupational status) "without analyz- 
ing the extent to which discrimination also 

affects the factors they hold constant" (Reich 

1978:383). Hence to evaluate "race effects" 
in any domain, analysts must attempt to 

make sense of their findings in relation to a 
race’s standing on other domains. 

But what is the nature of races or, more 
properly, of racialized social groups? Omi 

and Winant (1986; also see Miles 1989) state 
that races are the outcome of the racialization 
process, which they define as "the extension 

of racial meaning to a previously racially un- 

classified relationship, social practice or 

gendered, ~i~i~ ~! ~6~61 f~t~!a~ a~d group" (p, 64). Historically the classification 
~or gender to ascertain the material advan- 

tages enjoyed by a dominant race. In a racial- 
ized society such as ours, the independent 
effects of race are assessed by analysts who 
(1) compare data between Whites and non- 

Whites in the same class and gender posi- 
tions, (2) evaluate the proportion as well as 

the general character of the races’ participa- 

tion in some domain of life, and (3) examine 
racial data at all levels--social, political, 
economic, and ideological--to ascertain the 

general position of racial groups in a social 

system. 
The first of these procedures has become 

standard practice in sociology. No serious 
sociologist would present racial statistics 

without controlling for gender and class (or 

race" (p. 221; also see Barrera 1979:174-279). 
Geschwender, however, views racial interests as 
somewhat less "objective" and less "fundamen- 
tal" than class interests. 

of a people in racial terms has been a highly 

political act associated with practices such as 

conquest and colonization, enslavement, pe- 
onage, indentured servitude, and, more re- 
cently, colonial and neocolonial labor immi- 

gration. Categories such as "Indians" and 
"Negroes" were invented (Allen 1994; Berk- 

hoffer 1978; Jordan 1968) in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries to justify the con- 

quest and exploitation of various peoples, 
The invention of such categories entails a 

dialectical process of construction; that is, 
the creation of a category of "other" involves 

the creation of a category of "same." If "In- 
dians" are depicted as "savages," Europeans 

are characterized as "civilized"; if "Blacks" 
are defined as natural candidates for slavery, 

"Whites" are defined as free subjects (Goss- 

ett 1963; Roediger 1991, 1994; Todorov 
1984). Yet although the racialization of 

peoples was socially invented and did not 

override previous forms of social distinction 
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based on class or gender, it did not lead to 

imaginary relations but generated new forms 

of human association with definite status dif- 
ferences. After the process of attaching 

meaning to a "people" is instituted, race be- 
comes a real category of group association 
and identity.~3 

Because racial classifications partially or- 
ganize and limit actors’ life chances, racial 

practices of opposition emerge. Regardless 

of the form of racial interaction (overt, co- 
vert, or inert), races can be recognized in the 

realm of racial relations and positions. 
Viewed in this light, races are the effect of 

racial practices of opposition ("we" versus 
"them") at the economic, political, social, 
and ideological levels.~4 

Races, as most social scientists acknowl- 
edge, are not biologically but socially deter- 

mined categories of identity and group asso- 
ciation.15 In this regard, they are analogous 

to class and gender (Amott and Matthaei 

1991). Actors in racial positions do not oc- 
cupy those positions because they are of X 

or Y race, but because X or Y has been so- 
cially defined as a race. Actors’ phenotypical 
(i.e., biologically inherited) characteristics, 

such as skin tone and hair color and texture, 
are usually, although not always (Barth 1969; 

Miles 1993), used to denote racial distinc- 
tions. For example, Jews in many European 

nations (Miles 1989, 1993) and the Irish in 
England have been treated as racial groups 

(Allen 1994). Also, Indians in the United 
States have been viewed as one race despite 

the tremendous phenotypical and cultural 
variation among tribes. Because races are so- 

cially constructed, both the meaning and the 

1~ This point has been stressed by many social 

analysts since Barth’s (1969) crucial work con- 
ceiving of ethnicity as a form of social organiza- 
tion. 

~4 This last point is an extension of Poul- 

antzas’s view on class. Races (as classes) are not 
an "empirical thing"; they denote racialized so- 
cial relations or racial practices at all levels 
(Poulantzas 1982:67). 

~s Weber ([1920] 1978) made one of the earli- 

est statements of this view. He regarded race and 
ethnicity as "presumed identities" in which the 
actors attached subjective meanings to so-called 
common traits. Leach ([1954] 1964), in his study 
of the Kachin in highland Burma, was one of the 
first social scientists to illustrate the malleability 
of ethnic boundaries. 

position assigned to races in the racial struc- 
ture are always contested (Gilroy 1991). 
What and who is to be Black or White or In- 
dian reflects and affects the social, political, 
ideological, and economic struggles between 
the races. The global effects of these 
struggles can change the meaning of the ra- 
cial categories as well as the position of a 
racialized group in a social formation. 

This latter point is illustrated clearly by the 
historical struggles of several "White ethnic" 
groups in the United States in their efforts to 
become accepted as legitimate Whites or 
"Americans" (Litwack 1961 ; Roediger 1991 ; 
Saxton 1990; Williams I990). Neither light- 
skinned--nor, for that matter, dark- 
skinned--immigrants necessarily came to 
this country as members of race X or race Y. 
Light-skinned Europeans, after brief periods 
of being "not-yet White" (Roediger 1994), 
became "White," but they did not lose their 
"ethnic" character. Their struggle for inclu- 
sion had specific implications: racial inclu- 
sion as members of the White community al- 
lowed Americanization and class mobility. 
On the other hand, among dark-skinned im- 
migrants from Africa, Latin America, and the 
Caribbean, the struggle was to avoid classifi- 
cation as "Black." These immigrants chal- 
lenged the reclassification of their identity 
for a simple reason: In the United States 
"Black" signified a subordinate status in so- 
ciety. Hence many of these groups struggled 
to keep their own ethnic or cultural identity, 
as denoted in expressions such as "I am not 
Black; I am Jamaican," or "I am not Black; I 
am Senegalese" (Kasinitz and Freidenberg- 
Herbstein 1987; Rodrfguez 1991; Sutton and 
Makiesky-Barrow 1987). Yet eventually 
many of these groups resolved this contradic- 
tory situation by accepting the duality of 
their social classification as Black in the 
United States while retaining and nourishing 
their own cultural or ethnic heritage--a heri- 
tage deeply influenced by African traditions. 

Although the content of racial categories 
changes over time through manifold pro- 
cesses and struggles, race is not a secondary 
category of group association. The meaning 
of Black and White, the "racial formation" 
(Omi and Winant 1986), changes within the 
larger racial structure. This does not mean 
that the racial structure is immutable and 
completely independent of the action of 
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racialized actors. It means only that the so- 
cial relations between the races become in- 
stitutionalized (forming a structure as well as 
a culture) and affect their social life whether 
individual members of the races want it or 
not. In Barth’s words (1969), "Ethnic iden- 
tity implies a series of constraints on the 
kinds of roles an individual is allowed to play 
[and] is similar to sex and rank, in that it con- 
strains the incumbent in all his activities" (p. 
17). For instance, free Blacks during the sla- 
very period struggled to change the meaning 
of "blackness," and specifically to dissociate 
it from slavery. Yet they could not escape the 
larger racial structure that restricted their life 
chances and their freedom (Berlin 1975; 
Franklin 1974; Meir and Rudwick 1970). 

The placement of groups of people in ra- 
cial categories stemmed initially16 from the 
interests of powerful actors in the social sys- 
tem (e.g., the capitalist class, the planter 
class, colonizers). After racial categories 
were used to organize social relations in a so- 
ciety, however, race became an independent 
element of the operation of the social system 
(Stone 1985). 

Here I depart from analysts such as Jordan 
(1968), Robinson (1983), and Miles (1989, 
1993), who take the mere existence of a ra- 
cial discourse as manifesting the presence of 
a racial order. Such a position allows them to 
speak of racism in medieval times (Jordan) 
and to classify the antipeasant views of 
French urbanites (Miles) or the prejudices of 
the aristocracy against peasants in the Middle 
Ages (Robinson) as expressions of racism. In 
my view, we can speak of racialized orders 
only when a racial discourse is accompanied 
by social relations of subordination and 

~6 The motivation for racializing human rela- 

tions may have originated in the interests of pow- 
erful actors, but after social systems are 
racialized, all members of the dominant race par- 
ticipate in defending and reproducing the racial 
structure, This is the crucial reason why Marxist 
analysts (Cox 1948; Reich 1981) have not been 
successful in analyzing racism. They have not 
been able to accept the fact that after the phenom- 
enon originated with the expansion of European 
capitalism into the New World, it acquired a life 
of its own. The subjects who were racialized as 
belonging to the superior race, whether or not 
they were members of the dominant class, be- 
came zealous defenders of the racial order. 

superordination between the races. The avail- 
able evidence suggests that racialized social 
orders emerged after the imperialist expan- 
sion of Europe to the New World and Africa 
(Boggs 1970; Cox 1948; Furnivall 1948; 
Magubane 1990; E. Williams [1944] 1961; 
R. Williams 1990). 

What are the dynamics of racial issues in 
racialized systems? Most important, ~ft~f ~ 

Societal struggles based on class or gender 
contain a racial component because both of 
these social categories are also racialized; 
that is, both class and gender are constructed 
along racial lines. In 1922, for example, 
White South African workers in the middle 
of a strike inspired by the Russian revolution 
rallied under the slogan "Workers of the 
world unite for a White South Africa." One 
of the state’s "concessions" to this "class" 
struggle was the passage of the Apprentice- 
ship Act of 1922, "which prevented Black 
workers acquiring apprenticeships" (Ticktin 
1991:26). In another example, the struggle of 
women in the United States to attain their 
civil and human rights has always been 
plagued by deep racial tensions (Caraway 
1991; Giddings 1984). 

Nonetheless, some of the strife that exists 
in a racialized social formation has a distinct 
racial character; I call such strife "racial con- 
testation"--the struggle of racial groups for 
systemic changes regarding their position at 
one or more levels. Such a struggle may be 
social (Who can be here? Who belongs 
here?), political (Who can vote? How much 
power should they have? Should they be citi- 
zens?), economic (Who should work, and 
what should they do? They are taking our 
jobs!), or ideological (Black is beautiful! The 
term designating people of African descent 
in the United States has changed from Negro 
to Black to African American). 

Although much of this contestation is ex- 
pressed at the individual level and is dis- 
jointed, sometimes it becomes collective and 
general, and can effect meaningful systemic 
changes in a society’s racial organization. 
The form of contestation may be relatively 
passive and subtle (e.g., in situations of fun- 
damental overt racial domination, such as sla- 
very and apartheid) or more active and more 
overt (e.g., in quasi-democratic situations 
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such as the contmnporary United States). As 
a rule, however, fundamental changes in 
racialized social systems are accompanied by 
struggles that reach the point of overt pro- 
test.17 This does not ~nean that a violent ra- 
cially based revolution is the only way of ac- 
complishing effective changes in the relative 
position of racial groups. It is a simple exten- 
sion of the argument that social systems and 
their supporters must be "shaken" if funda- 
mental transformations are to take place.~8 
On this structural foundation rests the phe- 
nomenon labeled racism by social scientists. 

1993). Racism crystallizes the changing 
"dogma" on which actors in the social sys- 
tem operate (Gilroy 1991), and becomes 
"common sense" (Omi and Winant 1994); it 
provides the rules for perceiving and dealing 
with the "other" in a racialized society. In the 
United States, for instance, because racial 
notions about what Blacks and Whites are or 
ought to be pervade their encounters, Whites 
still have difficulty in dealing with Black 
bankers, lawyers, professors, and doctors 
(Cose 1993; Graham 1995). Thus, although 
racist ideology is ultimately false, it fulfills a 
practical role in racialized societies. 

At this point it is possible to sketch the el- 
~f~ ~ei~i ~)g~gN ~D,g!~i!ig~g ~i~i ~ ements of the alternative framework pre- 

sented here. First, racialized social systems 
g~ti~li~a{i~g ~ ~eiali ~6li{ie~li ~d e¢o are societies that allocate differential eco- 
~Ni~ ifi~i~ ~N~O~ ~h~ ~ (B~b~ nomic, political, social, and even psychologi- 
i~88~ D~fidi~g ~ !~g ~{iefi!g~ ~h~{~~ cal rewards to groups along racial lines; lines 
~ ~{ifiii~d ~!R! gy~!gN ~dm~ t~e that are socially constructed. After a society 
~{~uggi~ ~ !~ ~ug6~di~!~d )~{~i ~igi becomes racialized, a set of social relations 
id~i~gy m~) b~ developed high!y (~g i~ and practices based on racial distinctions de- 

velops at all societal levels. I designate the 
aggregate of those relations and practices as 

iB~b~ ~d {~{ih~mni~g the racial structure of a society. Second, 

g~N !99~i S~a~ i988) 

Although racism or racial ideology origi- 

nates in race relations, it acquires relative 

autonomy in the social system and performs 
practical functions.19 In Gilroy’s (1991) 

words, racial ideology "mediates the world 

of agents and the structures which are cre- 
ated by their social praxis" (p. 17; also see 
Omi and Winant 1994; van Dijk 1984, 1987, 

t~’ This argument is not new. Analysts of the 
racial history of the United States have always 
pointed out that most of the significant historical 
changes in this country’s race relations were ac- 
companied by some degree of overt violence 
(Button 1989; Cruse 1968; Franklin 1974; Mar- 
able 1983). 

~ This point is important in literature on revo- 
lutions and democracy. On the role of violence in 
the establishment of bourgeois democracies, see 
Moore (1966). On the role of violence in social 
movements leading to change, see Piven and 
Cloward (1979) and Tilly (1978). 

~9 The notion of relative autonomy comes from 

the work of Poulantzas (1982) and implies that 
the ideological and political levels in a society are 
partially autonomous in relation to the economic 
level; that is, they are not merely expressions of 
the economic level. 

races historically are constituted according to 
the process of racialization; they become the 
effect of relations of opposition between 
racialized groups at all levels of a social for- 
mation. Third, on the basis of this structure, 
there develops a racial ideology (what ana- 
lysts have coded as racism). This ideology is 
not simply a "superstructural" phenomenon 
(a mere reflection of the racialized system), 
but becomes the organizational map that 
guides actions of racial actors in society. It 
becomes as real as the racial relations it or- 
ganizes. Fourth, most struggles in a racial- 
ized social system contain a racial compo- 
nent, but sometimes they acquire and/or ex- 
hibit a distinct racial character. Racial con- 
testation is the logical outcome of a society 
with a racial hierarchy. A social formation 
that includes some form of racialization will 
always exhibit some form of racial contesta- 
tion. Finally, the process of racial contesta- 
tion reveals the different objective interests 
of the races in a racialized system. 

CONCLUSION 

My central argument is that racism, as de- 
fined by mainstream social scientists to con- 
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sist only of ideas, does not provide adequate 
theoretical foundation for understanding ra- 
cial phenomena. I suggest that until a struc- 
tural framework is developed, analysts will 
be entangled in ungrounded ideological 
views of racism. Lacking a structural view, 
they will reduce racial phenomena to a deri- 
vation of the class structure (as do Marxist 
interpreters) or will view these phenomena as 
the result of an irrational ideology (as do 
mainstream social scientists). Although oth- 
ers have attempted to develop a structural 
understanding of racial matters (such as au- 
thors associated with the institutionalist, in- 
ternal colonial, and racial formation perspec- 
tives) and/or to write about racial matters as 
structural (Bobo and Smith forthcoming; 
Cose 1993; Essed 1991; Feagin and Feagin 
1993; Page 1996; van Dijk 1993), they have 
failed to elaborate a framework that extends 
beyond their critique of mainstream views. 

In the alternative framework developed 
here, I suggest that racism should be studied 
from the viewpoint of racialization. I contend 
that after a society becomes racialized, 
racialization develops a life of its own.2° Al- 
though it interacts with class and gender 
structurations in the social system, it be- 
comes an organizing principle of social rela- 
tions in itself (Essed 1991; Omi and Winant 
1986; Robinson 1983; van Dijk 1987). Race, 
as most analysts suggest, is a social con- 
struct, but that construct, like class and gen- 
der, has independent effects in social life. 
After racial stratification is established, race 
becomes an independent criterion for verti- 
cal hierarchy in society. Therefore different 
races experience positions of subordination 
and superordination in society and develop 
different interests. 

The alternative framework for studying ra- 
cial orders presented here has the following 
advantages over traditional views of racism: 

Racial phenomena are regarded as the 
"normal" outcome of the racial structure of 
a socieO,. Thus we can account for all racial 
manifestations. Instead of explaining racial 
phenomena as deriving from other structures 

:t) Historian Eugene Genovese (1971) makes a 
similar argument. Although he still regards rac- 
ism as an ideology, he states that once it "arises 
it alters profoundly the material reality and in fact 
becomes a partially autonomous feature of that 
reality" (p. 340). 

or from racism (conceived of as a free-float- 
ing ideology), we can trace cultural, politi- 
cal, economic, social, and even psychologi- 
cal racial phenomena to the racial organiza- 
tion of that society. 

The changing nature of what analysts la- 
bel "racism" is explained as the normal 
outcome of racial contestation in a racial- 
ized social system. In this framework, 
changes in racism are explained rather than 
described. Changes are due to specific 
struggles at different levels among the races, 
resulting from differences in interests. Such 
changes may transform the nature of racial- 
ization and the global character of racial re- 
lations in the system (the racial structure). 
Therefore, change is viewed as a normal 
component of the racialized system. 

The framework of racialization allows 
analysts to explain overt as well as covert 
racial behavior. The covert or overt nature of 
racial contacts depends on how the process 
of racialization is manifested; this in turns 
depends on how race originally was articu- 
lated in a social formation and on the process 
of racial contestation. This point implies that 
rather than conceiving of racism as a univ4r- 
sal and uniformly orchestrated phenomenon, 
analysts should study "historically-specific 
racisms" (Hall 1980:336). This insight is not 
new; Robert Park (1950) and Oliver Cox 
(1948) and Marvin Harris (1964) described 
varieties of "situations of race relations" with 
distinct forms of racial interaction. 

Racially motivated behavior, whether or 
not the actors are conscious of it, is re- 
garded as "rational"--that is, as based on 
the races’ different interests.2~ This frame- 
work accounts for Archie Bunker-type racial 
behavior as well as for more "sophisticated" 
varieties of racial conduct. Racial phenom- 
ena are viewed as systemic; therefore all ac- 
tors in the system participate in racial affairs. 
Some members of the dominant racial group 
tend to exhibit less virulence toward mem- 
bers of the subordinated races because they 
have greater control over the form and the 
outcome of their racial interactions. When 

2~ Actions by the Ku Klux Klan have an un- 
mistakably racial tone, but many other actions 
(choosing to live in a suburban neighborhood, 
sending one’s children to a private school, or op- 
posing government intervention in hiring poli- 
cies) also have racial undertones. 
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they cannot control that interaction--as in 
the case of revolts, general threats to Whites, 
Blacks moving into "their" neighborhood-- 
they behave much like other members of the 
dominant race. 

The reproduction of racial phenomena in 
contemporary societies is explained in this 
framework, not by reference to a long-dis- 
tant past, but in relation to its contemporary 
structure. Because racism is viewed as sys- 
temic (possessing a racial structure) and as 
organized around the races’ different inter- 
ests, racial aspects of social systems today 
are viewed as fundamentally related to hier- 
archical relations between the races in those 
systems. Elimination of the racialized char- 
acter of a social system entails the end of 
racialization, and hence of races altogether. 
This argument clashes with social scientists’ 
most popular policy prescription for "curing" 
racism, namely education. This "solution" is 
the logical outcome of defining racism as a 
belieL Most analysts regard racism as a mat- 
ter of individuals subscribing to an irrational 
view, thus the cure is educating them to real- 
ize that racism is wrong. Education is also 
the choice "pill" prescribed by Marxists for 
healing workers from racism. The alternative 
theorization offered here implies that be- 
cause the phenomenon has structural conse- 
quences for the races, the only way to "cure" 
society of racism is by eliminating its sys- 
temic roots. Whether this can be accom- 
plished democratically or only through revo- 
lutionary means is an open question, and one 
that depends on the particular racial structure 
of the society in question. 

A racialization framework accounts for 
the ways in which racial/ethnic stereotypes 
emerge, are transformed, and disappear. 
Racial stereotypes are crystallized at the 
ideological level of a social system. These 
images ultimately indicate (although in dis- 
torted ways) and justify the stereotyped 
group’s position in a society. Stereotypes 
may originate out of (1) material realities or 
conditions endured by the group, (2) genu- 
ine ignorance about the group, or (3) rigid, 
distorted views on the group’s physical, cul- 
tural, or moral nature. Once they emerge, 
however, stereotypes must relate--although 
not necessarily fit perfectly--to the group’s 
true social position in the racialized system 
if they are to perform their ideological func.- 

tion. Stereotypes that do not tend to reflect a 
group’s situation do not work and are bound 
to disappear: For example, notions of the 
Irish as stupid or of Jews as athletically tal- 
ented have all but vanished since the 1940s, 
as the Irish moved up the educational ladder 
and Jews gained access to multiple routes to 
social mobility. Generally, then, stereotypes 
are reproduced because they reflect the 
group’s distinct position and status in soci- 
ety. As a corollary, racial or ethnic notions 
about a group disappear only when the 
group’s status mirrors that of the dominant 
racial or ethnic group in the society. 

The framework developed here is not a 
universal theory explaining racial phenom- 
ena in societies. It is intended to trigger a se- 
rious discussion of how race shapes social 
systems. Moreover, the important question of 
how race interacts and intersects with class 
and gender has not yet been addressed satis- 
factorily. Provisionally I argue that a 
nonfunctionalist reading of the concept of 
social system may give us clues for compre- 
hending societies "structured in dominance" 
(Hall 1980). If societies are viewed as sys- 
tems that articulate different structures (or- 
ganizing principles on which sets of social 
relations are systematically patterned), it is 
possible to claim that race--as well as gen- 
der-has both individual and combined (in- 
teraction) effects in society. 

To test the usefulness of racialization as a 
theoretical basis for research, we must per- 
form comparative work on racialization in 
various societies. One of the main objectives 
of this comparative work should be to deter- 
mine whether societies have specific mecha- 
nisms, practices, and social relations that 
produce and reproduce racial inequality at all 
levels--that is, whether they possess a racial 
structure. I believe, for example, that the per- 
sistent inequality experienced by Blacks and 
other racial minorities in the United States 
today is due to the continued existence of a 
racial structure (Bonilla-Silva and Lewis 
1997). In contrast to race relations in the Jim 
Crow period, however, racial practices that 
reproduce racial inequality in contemporary 
America (1) are increasingly covert, (2) are 
embedded in normal operations of institu- 
tions, (3) avoid direct racial terminology, and 
(4) are invisible to most Whites. By examin- 
ing whether other countries have practices 
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and mechanisms that account for the persis- 
tent inequality experienced by their racial 
minorities, analysts could assess the useful- 
ness of the framework I have introduced. 
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The Central Frames of 
Color-Blind Racism 

The master defense agaixtst accurate social perception and change is 
always and in every society the tremendous conviction of rightness 
about any behavior form which exists. 

--John Dollard, Class and Caste in a Southern Town 

I f jim Crow’s racial structure has been replaced by a "new racism," 

what happened to Jim Crow racism? What happened to beliefs about 
blacks’ mental, ~noral, and intellectual i~fferiority, to the idea that "it is 
the [black man’s] own fault that he is a lower-caste.., a lower-class man" 
or the assertion that blacks "lack initiative, are shiftless, have no sense of 
time, or do not wish to better themselves";~ in short, what happened to 
the basic claim that blacks are subhuman?~ Social analysts of all stripes 
agree that most whites no longer subscribe to these tenets. However, this 
does not mean the "end of racism,’’~ as a few conservative con-unentators 
have suggested. Instead, a new powerfLtl ideology has emerged to defend 
the contemporary racial order: the ideology of color-blind racism. Yet, 
color-blind racism is a curious racial ideology. Although it engages, as all 
ideologies do, in ’%laming the victim," it does so in a very indirect, "now 
you see it, now you don’t" style that matches the character of the new 
racism. Because of the slipperiness of color-blind racism, in this chapter I 
examine its central frames and explain how whites use them in ways that 
justify racial inequality. 

THE FRAMES OF COLOR-BLIND RACISM 

Ideologies are about-"meaning in the service of powero’’~ They are expres- 
sions at the symbolic level of the fact of dominance. As such, the ideolo- 
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gies of the powerful are central in the production and reinforcement of 
the stakls quo. They comfort rulers and charm the ruled much like an 
Indian snake handler. Whereas rulers receive solace by believing they are 
not involved in the terrible ordeal of creating and maintaining inequality, 
the titled are charmed by the almost magic qualities of a hegemonic ide- 
ology.5 

The central component of any dominant racial ideology is its frames or 
set paths for interpreting information. These set paths operate as cul-de-sacs 
because after people filter issues through them, they explain racial phe- 
nomena following a predictable route. Although by definition domhrant 
frames must misrepresent the world (hide the fact of dominance), this 
does not mean that they are totally without foundation. (For instance, it 
is true that people of color in the United States are much better off today 
than at any other time in history. However, it is also true--facts hidden 
by color-blind radsm--that because people of color still experience sys- 
tematic discrimination and remain appreciably behind whites in many 
i~nportant areas of life, their chances of catching up with whites are very 
slim.) Dominant racial frames, therefore, provide the intellectual road 
map used by rulers to navigate the always rocky road of domination and, 
as I will show in chapter 6, derail the rifled from their track to freedom 

and equality. 
Analysis of the interviews with college students and DAS respondents 

revealed that color’-blind racism has four central frames and that these 
frames are used by an overwhelming majority of the white respondents. 
The fot~r frames are abstract liberalism, naturalization, cultural racism, and 
minimization of racism. Of the rotor ~rames, abstract liberalism is the most 

. important, ~s it constitute_s tl~e f0tmdation of the n~w.., racia! ideology .It is 
also the hardest to understand (What is racial about opposing busing or 
affirmative action, policies that clearly i~terfere with our American indi- 
vidualism?). Thus, I dedicate more space in this chapter to its discussion 
and to hour it plays out in the color-blind drama. 

In order to adequately understand the abstract liberalism frame, first we 
need to know what is liberalism. According to John Gray, liberalism, or 
"liberal htunanism," is at the core of modernity; of the philosophical, eco- 
nomic, cultural, and political challenge to the feudal order. Although he 
acknowledges that liberalism has no "es_sence," he points out that it has 
a "set of distinctive features," namely, individualism, tmiversalism, egali- 
tarianism, and meliorism (the idea that people and instit-utions can be 
improved).6 All these components were endorsed and placed at the core 
of the constitutions of emerging nation-states by a new set of actors: the 
bourgeoisies of early modern capitalism. When the bourgeoisie lauded 
freedom, they meant "free trade, free selling and buying"; when they 
applauded "individualism," they l~ad in mind "the bourgeois . . . the 
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middle-class owner of property"; "The ideas of religious liberty and free- 
dora of conscience merely gave expression to the sway of free competition 
within the domain of knowledge.’’7 

Hence, classical liberalism was the philosophy of a nascent class that as 
an aspiring ruling class expressed its needs (political as well as econo~rdc) 
as general societal goals. But the bourgeois goals were not extended to 
the populace in their own midst until the twentieth certify.~ Moreover, 
the liberal project was never inclusive of the countries that Spain, Portu- 
gal, France, Britain, the Netherlands, Italy, and later on, Germany used as 
outposts for raw materials and racialized workers (e.g., slaves). Although 
contemporary co~rm.~entators debate the merits of liberal humanism as it 

pertains to current debates about race-based policies, muticulturalism, 
and "equalit3~ of results,‘’‘) many seem oblivious to the fact.that "’European 
humanism (and liberalism) usually meant that o~ly Europeans were human.’’~° 

Pl’dlosophers such as Kant stated that the differences between blacks and 
whites were "to be as great in regard to mental capacities as in colour." 

Voltaire, the great French pI-dlosopher, said on the same subject that "only 
a blind man is permitted to doubt that Whites, Blacks, and Albinoes... 
are totally different races." Lastly, even the father of modern liberalism, 
John Stuart Mill, author of On Liberty, justified 19th-century colonialism 

and supported slavery in antiquity and h~ certain 19th-cent-m3r colo~’dal 
situations.~ To be clear, my intent here is not to vilify the founders of lib- 

eralism, but to point out that modernity, liberalism, and racial exclusion 
were all part of the same historical movement. 

The liberal tradition informed the American Revolution, the U.S. Con- 
stitution, and "the leading American liberal thinker of this period, 
Thomas Jefferso~a,".~.a And in the U!aite_d S~g_t~_s_as in Europe, the.exclusion 
o-f the majority of whlte n~-en and all white women from the rights of citi- 
zenship and the classification of Native Americans and African Ameri- 
cans as subpersons accompanied the development of the new liberaI 
nation-state.~ Specifically, racially based policies such as slavery, the 
removal of Native Americans fro~rt their lands and their banishment to 
reservations, the superexploitation and degrading utilization of Mexicans 
and various Asian groups as contract laborers, Jim Crow, and many other 
policies were part of the United States’ "liberal" history from 1776 until 
the 1960s. 

Nevertheless, I would be remiss if I failed to ackaaowledge that, in both 

Europe and the United States, disenfranchised groups and progressive 
politicians used the liberal rhetoric to advance social and legal reforms 
(e.g., the Civil Rights Movement, the National Organization of Women, 
Liberal parties in Europe).~* Thus liberalis~rt, when extended to its seem- 
ingly logical conclusions ("Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for 

all") and connected to social movements, can be progressive. My point, 
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however, is less about social-reform liberalism (although I contend many 
reform organizations and many white reform-minded individualsis have 
adopted color-blind racism) than about how central elements of liberal- 
ism have been rearticulated in post-Civil Rights America to rationalize 
racially unfair situations. 

The frame of abstract liberalism involves using ideas associated with 
political liberalism (e.g., "’equal opportunity," the idea that force 
should not be used to achieve social policy) and economic liberalism 
(e.g., choice, individualism) in an abstract manner to explain racial mat- 
ters. By framing race-related issues in the language of liberalism, whites 
can appear "reasonable" and even "moral," while opposing ahnost all 
practical approaches to deal with de facto racial inequality. For instance, 
the principle of equal opportunity, central to the agenda of the Civil 
Rights Movement and whose extension to people of color was vehe- 
mently opposed by most whites, is invoked by whites today to oppose 
affirmative-action policies because they supposedly represent the "pref- 
erential treatment" of certain groups. Tltis claim necessitates iga~oring the 
fact that people of. color are severely underrepresented in most good jobs, 
schools, and universities and, hence, it is an abstract u~ilization of the idea 
of "equal opportunity." Another example is regarding each person ~s an 
"individual" with "choices" and using this liberal principle as a justifica- 
tion for whites having the fight of choosing to live in segregated neigh- 
borhoods or sending ~heir children to segregated schools. This claim 
requires ignofing the multiple institutional and state-sponsored practices 
behind segregation and being unconcerned about these practices’ nega- 
tive consequences for minorities. 

NaturMization is a frame that allows whites to explain away racial 
_ .phenomena by suggesting they are natural occurrences. For example, 

whites can claim "segregation" is natural because people from all back- 
grounds "gravitate toward likeness." Or that their taste for whiteness in 
friends and partners is just "the way things are." Although the above 
statements can be interpreted as "racist" and as contradicting the color- 
blind logic, they are actually used to reinforce the myth of nonracialism. 
How? By suggesting these preferences are ahnost biologically driven and 
typical of all groups in society, preferences for primary associations with 
members of one’s race are rationalized as nonracial because "they (racial 
minorities) do it too." 

C~dtural racism is a frame that relies on culturally based arguments 
such as "’Mexicans do not put much emphasis on education" or "blacks 
have too many babies" to explain the standing of minorities in society. 
This frame has been adequately discussed by many commentators and 
does not require much discussion.~ During slavery and Jim Crow a cen- 
tral rationale for excluding racial minorities was their presumed biologi- 
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cal inferiority. Even as late as 1940, a white newspaper editor in Durham, 
North Carolina, could confidently state that: 

A Negro is different from other people in that he’s an unfortunate branch of 
the human family who hasn’t been able to make out of himself all he is capa- 
ble of. He is not capable of being rushed because of the background of the 
jungle. Part of his hmnan nature can’t be rushed; it gets him off his 
balance .... You can’t wipe away inbred character in one year or a hundred 
years. It must be nursed along. We look upon him for his lack of culture, as 
beh~g less reliable, in business and unsafe socially. His passions are aroused 
easily27 

Today only white supremacist organizations spout things such as this in 
open forums. Yet, these biological views have been replaced by cult~raI 
ones that, as I will show, are as effective ia~ defending the racial status 
quo2~For example, George McDermott, one of the white middle-class res- 
idents interviewed by Katherine Newman in her Declining Fortunes, 
stated: 

I believe h~ morality: I believe in ethics: I believe in hard work: I believe in all 
the old values. I don’t believe in handouts .... So that the whole welfare 
system faLl~ h~to that [category] .... The idea of fore-teen-year-old kids get- 

ring pregnant and then having five children by the time they’re twenty is 
absurd! It’s ridiculous! A~d that’s what’s caush~g tl~is com~try to go down- 
hiH. 

And as Newman poignantly comments, "George does not see himself as 
~racist. Publicly he would subscribe¯ to th~ principle everyone in this soci- 
ety deserves a fair shake.’’~9 Color-blind racism is racism without racists! 

Minimization of racism is a frame that suggests discrimination is no 
longer a central factor affecting minorities’ life chances ("It’s better 
now than in the past" or "There is discrimination, but there are plenty 
of jobs out there"). This frame allows whites to accept facts such as the 
racially motivated murder of James Byrd Jr. in Jasper, Texas,2° the brutaI 
police attack on Rodney King, the Texaco case,21 the 2005 lawsuit by black 
workers alleging that Tyson Foods maintained a "Whites Only" bath- 
room in one of their Alabama plants, the neglect and slow response by 
government officials toward a mostly black population during Hurricane 
Katrina, and many other cases and stilI accuse minorities of being "hyper- 
sensitive," of using race as an "excuse," or of "playing the i~ffamous race 
card." More significantly, this frame also involves regarding discri~rdna- 
tion exclusively as all-out racist behavior, which, given the way "new rac- 
ism" practices operate in post-Civil Rights America (chapter 1), 
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eliminates the bulk of racially motivated actions by individual whites and 
institutions by fiat. 

Before proceeding to illustrate how whites use these frames, I need to 
clarify a few points about the data and how I present them. First, whites 
used these frmnes in combination rather than in pure form. This is under- 

standable, since informal expressions of ideology are a constructive effort, 
a process of building arguments in situ. Therefore, the examples of how 
whites use a particular frame may be mixed with other frames. Second, 
the frames were verbalized by participants in various emotional tones, 
ranging from sympathy to absolute disgust and outrage toward minori- 
ties. This suggests whites with differing levels of sympathy toward 
minorities resort to the same frames when conseruc~ing their accounts of 
racial matters. I attempt to represent this range of emotion in the quotes. 
Third, because the college student and DAS samples represent two differ- 
ent populations, I present quotes from the two studies separately in the 
text. I do so to better identify differences in style or content among the 
two populations. Fourth, the quotes in the chapter were selected to 
embrace the variety of ways in which the frames are used by respondents. 
This implies that many outrageously racist quotes were left outfor the 
sake of representing the variance in the samples. Fifth, the inter~ziews 
were transcribed to be as close to what the respondents uttered as po.ssi- 
ble. Thus the transcripts include nonlexical expressions (umm, ahh, 
umhmm), pauses (indicated by ellipses when they are short and by a 
number in seconds in parentheses representing the duration of the pause, 
whe~ they are longer than five seconds), emphases (indicated by italics 
or, for notations of the respondent tone, by italic letters in brackets), self- 
corrections (denoted by a short line, ~), and other important discursive 
matters (laughs and changes in tone are indicated with italic letters in 
brackets).: Whenever I have added words they appear in brackets; the 
interviewers’ interventions appear in brackets and in italic letters. How- 
ever, to improve its readability, I edited the material lightly. 

ABSTRACT LIBERALISM: UNMASKING 

REASONABLE RACISM22 

Because of the curious way in which Iiberalism’s principles are used in 
the post-Civil Rights era, other analysts label modern racial ideology 
"laissez-fare racism" or ompet~t~ve racism" or arg~e that modern rac- 
ism is essentially a combination of the "American Creed" with antiblack 
resentment.~ The importance of this frame is evident in that whites use it 
on issues ranging from affirmative action and interracial friendship and 
marriage to neighborhood and residential segregation. Because of the 
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pivotal role played by this frame in organizing whites’ racial views, I pro- 
vide nmnerous examples below. 

Rationalizing Racial Unfairness in the Name of Equal 
Opportunity 

An archetype of how white students use the notion of equal opportuni~ 
in an abstract manner to oppose racial fairness is Sue, a student at SU. 

When asked if minority gtudents should be provided unique opportu- 
nines to be admitted into universities, Sue stated: 

I don’t think that they should be provided with unique opporeurdties, I think 
that they should have the same opportunities as everyone else. You know, 
it’s up to them to meet the standards and whatever that’s required for 
entrance h~to universities or whatever. ~ don’t think that just because they’re 
a minority that they should, you know, not meet the requirements, you 
know. 

Sue, like most whites, ignored the effects of past and contemporary dis- 
crimination on the social, economic, and educational status of minorities. 
Therefore, by supporting equal opportunity for everyone without a con- 

. cern for the savage inequalities between whites and blacks, Sue’s stance 
:~ safeguards white privilege. Sue even used the notion of equal opportu- 

nity to avoid explaining why blacks tend to perform worse than whites ¯ 
academically: "I don’t know.., urn, like I said, I don’t see it as a group 

: thing. I see it more as an individual [thing] and I don’t ka~ow why as a 

.... w!~ole they don’t do better. I mean, as I see it, they have the same oppor- 

" i " tm~ity and everything. They ~hould be doing equal." 
College students are not the only ones who use this abstract noti.on of 

- i . ¯ equal opportunity to justify their racial views. For example, Eric, a corpo- 
rate auditor in his forties, and a very affable man who seemed more toler- 
ant than most members of his generation (e.g., he had dated a black 
woman for three years, recognized that discrimination happens "a lot" 
and identified multiple examples, and even said that "the system is... is 
white"), erupted in anger when asked ff reparations were due to blacks 
for the injuries caused by slavery and Jim Crow: "Oh tell them to shut up, 
OK[ I had nothing to do with the whole situation. The opportunity is 
there, there is rto reparation involved and let’s not dwell on it. I’m very 
opinionated about that!" After suggesting that Jews and Japanese are the 
ones who really deserve reparation, Eric added, "But something that hap- 
pened three God-damned generations ago, what do you want us to do 
about it now? Give them opportunity, give them scholarships, but repara- 
tions?" 
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Was Eric just a white with a "principled opposition" to government 
intervention (see chapter 1 for analysts who make this claim)? This does 
not seem to be the case since Eric, like most whites, made a distinction 
between government spending on behalf of victims of child abuse, the 
homelesst and battered women (whom wltites deem as legitimate candi- 
dates for assistance) and government spending on blacks (whom whites 
deem as unworthy candidates for assistance). This finding was consistent 
with DAS survey results. For instance, whereas 64.3 percent of whites 
agreed that "we should expand the services that benefit the poor," only 
39.6 percent (as opposed to 84 percent of blacks) agreed with the proposi- 
tion "The government should make every effort to improve the social and 
economic position of blacks living in the United States." Furthermore, 
whereas 75.2 percent of wltite respondents approved of increasing federal 
spending for the enviromrtent and 59.7 percent for social security, only 
31.7 percent approved such increases for programs to assist blacks~ And 
when the question dealt wifl~ govermnent programs that were not per- 
ceived as "racial" in any way,~-~ the proportion of whites supporting the 
program increased even more. 

"The Most Qualified...": A Meritocratic Way of 
Defending White Privilege 

Another tenet of liberalism whites use to explain racial matters is the Jef- 
fersonian idea of "the cream rises to the top," or meritocracy (reward by 
merit). And whites seem unconcerned that the color of the "cream" that 
usually "rises" is white. For example, Diane, a student at SU, expressed 
her dissatisfaction about providing blacks ul~ique opportunities to be 
admitted into universities: "I don’t think you should admit anyone. It’s 
gotta be, you’ve gotta be on the level to do it. If they were prepared 
beforehand to handle the college level to succeed in it, then there you go, 
anyone can." Diane then added, "They’ve gotta have the motivation to 
do well before you get there, I mean, I can’t imagine being unprepared to 
go [to college] like just barely getting by in high school and then coming 
here to take the classes, you just can’t go, ’OK, we want to put minorities 
in here so put anyone in, you know.’" Diane also used the notion of meri- 
tocracy to explain her opposition to affirmative action. 

That’s so hard. I still believe in merit, you know, I still believe in eqttality, 
you know. ]f you did have two people with the same qualifications, one’s 
minority and one’s not, you know, I’d want to interview them and just 
maybe a personality stands out tl~at works with the job, I don’t know. Just 
find something other than race to base it on, yot~ know? Let that not be a 
factor if they qualify. 

How could Diane maintain these views and remain "reasonable"? 
Diane could say these things and seem reasonable because she believes 
discrimination is not the reason why blacks are worse off than whites. 
Instead, she relied on the cultural racism frame to explain blacks’ status. 
Tl~is view can be seen too in her response to a question on why blacks fare 
worse academically than whites: "I don’t kaaow why. Mine was a personal 
motivation so, you kaaow, I don’t ka~ow. I don’t want to say they weren’t 
perso~aally motivated to get good grades, but that’s what it was for me." 
Diane expanded on this ma~ter and said, "maybe some of them don’t have 
parents to push them or... maybe the schools are not equal." She also 
speculated, "maybe, you know, they’ve got in their nfa%d that they can’t 
succeed because they’re a minority and they don’t try, you know, no one 
there to tell them ’You can do it, it doesn’t matter who you are.’" 

Whites from the Detroit metro area used the meritocratic frame as 
extensively as college students. For instance Jim, a thirty-year-old com~ 
purer software salesperson from a privileged background, explained in 
the follourhag way his opposition to affirmative action: 

I tl~k it’s unfair top to bottom on everybody and the whole process. It often, 
you know, discrimination itself is a bad word, right? But you discriminate 
everyday. You wanna buy a beer at the store and there are six kinda beers 
you can get, from Natural Light to Sam Adams, right? And you look at the 
price and you look at the kind of beer, and you.., it’s a choice. And a lot of 
that you have laid out in front of you, which one you get? Now, should the 
government sponsor Sam Adams and make it cheaper than Natural Light 
because it’s brewed by someone in Boston? That doesn’t make much sense, 
right? Why would we want that or make Sam Adams eight times as expen- 
sive because we v#ant people to buy Natural Light? And it’s the same thing 
about getting into school or getting into some place. And universities it’s 
easy, and universities is a hot topic now, and I could bug you, you know, 
Midwestern University I don’t tltink has a lot of racism in the admissions 
process. And I think Midwesten~ University would, would agree with that 
pretty strongly. So why not just pick people that are going to do well at Mid- 
western University, pick people by their merit? I tlzink we should stop the 
whole idea of choosing people based on their color. It’s bad to choose some- 
one based on their color; why do we, why do we enforce it in an institutional 
process? 

Since Jim posited hiring decisions are like market choices (choosing 
between competing brands of beer), he embraced a laissez-faire position 
on ttiring. The problem with Jim’s view is that discrimh~ation in the labor 
market is alive and well (e.g., it affects black and Latino job applicants 30 
to 50 percent of the thne) and that most jobs (as many as 80 percent) are 
obtained through informal networks?-s Jim himself acknowledged that 
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being white is an advantage in America because "there’s more people in 
the world ~yho are white and are racist against people that at,e, black than 
vice versa. However, Jim also believes that although blacks ’ perceive or 
feel" like there is a lot of discrimination, he does not believe there is much 
discrimination out there. Hence, by upholding a strict laissez-faire view 
on hiring and, at the same time, ignoring the significant impact of past 
and contemporary discrimination in the labor market, Jim can safely voice 
his opposition to affirmative action in an apparently race-neutral way. 

"Noth.ing Should Be Forced upon People": Keeping 
Things the Way They Are 

A central tenet of liberal democracies is that govermnents should inter- 
vene in economic and social matters as little as possible because the 
"invisible hand of the market" even.tually balances states of diseqttilib- 
rium. A corollary of this tenet, and part of the American mythology, is 
the idea that social change should be the outcome of a ratio~al and demo- 
cratic process and not of the government’s coercive capacity?-~ DtLring the 
Jim Crow era, the belief that racial change should happen through a slow, 
evolutionary process in "peoples’ hearts" rather tha~ through govern- 
mental actions was expressed in the phrase "you cannot legislate moral- 
ity.’’~-7 This old standpoint has been. curiously reformulated in the modern 
era to justify keeping racial affairs the way they are. These ideas appeared 
occasionally in discussions on affirmative action, but most often in discus- 
sions about school and residential integration in America. 

Sonny, a student at MU, explained in t3~pical fashion her positio~ on 
whether school segregation is the fault of government, whites, or blacks. 
As ahnost all the students, Sonny first stated, her belief that school intel 

grafion is in principle a good tlting to have: ’In principle, yeah, I think 
that’s a good idea because like with, like with people,interacting, they 
will understand each other better in future generations. But Sonny also, 

as most students, was not too fond of gover~tment attempts to remedy 
school segregation or, in her words, "I, I don’t--I mean, it should be done 
if people want to do it. If people volunteer for it, and they want that part 
of their lives, then they should do it, but the government should not force 
people to bus if they don’t want that." When asked to clarify her stance 
on this matter, she added, "I don’t think the government should impose 
any legislation thinki~g that it will change people’s hearts because people 
have to change them on their own. You ca~’t force them to say ’Well, OK, 
now that I have to bus my kid there, I like it.’" 

DAS respondents were as adamant as students in arguing that it is not 
the gover~unent’s business to remedy racial problems. For example, Lynn, 
a human resources manager in her early fifties, explained why there has 
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been so little s~hool integration since the 1954 Brown. v. Board of Education 

decision: 

I don’t and that’s another, one. I do not believe in busing. The reason I don’t 
believe in busing, you know, I said I don’t. I didn’t encourage nay children 
to play with the neighborhood kids. I still felt that going to school h~ your 
community was the key to developing a child’s sense of community and I 
still believe that. One of the reasons, another reason I moved from where I 
was [was] that I didn’t want my children to be bused. I didn’t want to have 
them got on a bus, especially me working. So I don’t tt~ink that is an answer. 
I tlUnk the answer is education and helping people learn to make a life for 
themselves and, you know, any type of social program that interacts, that 
provides interaction between races I think is excellent. But I’m just not a bus- 
ing person. 

Lynn wants equal opportunity in education as well as community 
sdaools, a position that sounds perfectly reasonable. However, one would 
expect Lynn to support doing something to make sure that commtutities 
throughout America are diverse, a policy that other tl~ings being equal 
would guarantee school integration. Yet, Ly~aa took a very strong laissez- 
faire, antigovernment intervention stance on this matter. Ly~na answered 
as follows the question, "America has lots of all-white and all-black 
neighborhoods. What do you thi~k of this situation?" 

I don’t have a problem with all-white and all-black neighborhoods if that’s 
the choice of the people, the individuals. But, if it’s forced eitl~er way, if I’m a 
black person and I’ve come into the neighborhood and I want to live here 
and selectively denied that option, that’s wrong. But, again, there still has to 
be some type of social Snte~oa_ction for ~row~h and if the social interaction 
takes place then, the crosslintegn-ation will take place, I tl~nk. 

When pressed about what she thought could be done specifically to 
increase the mixing of the races in neighborhoods, Lyrm restated that this 
could only be achieved "through educating (people) and encouraging 
businesses." Lynn was not alone in having this abstract view on school 
and neighborhood integration. Only one of the wltite respox~dents who 
opposed busing in the interviews (69.7 percent of whites opposed busing 
in the survey) provided a specific proposa! that if implemented would 
increase residential as well as school integration.~ 

Individual Choice or an Excuse for Racial Unfairness 

and Racially Based Choices? 

Individualism2~ today has been recast as a justification for opposing poli- 
cies to ameliorate racial inequality because they are "group based" rather 
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than "case by case." In addition, the idea of individual choice is used to 
defend whites’ right to live and associate primarily with wl-dtes (segrega- 
tion) and for choosing whites exclusively as their mates. The problem 
with how whites apply the notion of individualism to our present racial 
conundrum is that a relation of dontination-subordination still ordains 
race relations in the United States (see chapters 1 and 4 in my White 
Supremacy and Racism in the Post-Civil Rights Era). Thus, if minority 
groups face group-based discrimination and whites have group-based 
advantages, demanding individual treatment for all can only benefit the 
advantaged group,g° And behind the idea of people having the right of 
making their own "choices" lays the fallacy of racial pluralism--the false 
assumption that all racial groups have the same power in the American 
polity~ Because wltites have more power, their unfettered, so-called indi- 
vidual choices help reproduce a form of white supremacy in neighbor- 
hoods, schools, and society in general. 

Lynn, a human resources manager, used the notion of individualism in 
a very curious way. Although L_y~m expressed her support for affirmative 

acti, on because "there’s still a lot of discrimination,’i,she tl~nks that "there isn t as much discrimination as there ~sed to be~ Lynn also acknowl- 
edged white males have advantages in society and said "the white male 
is pretty much instilled" and "very much represses . . . urn, people and 
other minorities." Nevertheless, when it came to the possibility of 
affirmative action affecting her, Lynn said: 

Urn, because affirmative action is based on a group as a whole, but when it 
comes down to the individual, like if affirmative action were against me one 
time, like it would anger me. I mean, because, you know, I as an individual 
got ripped off and, you know, getting a job. 

DAS respondents also used individualism to justify their racial views and 
race-based preferences. For example, Mandi, a registered nurse in her 
thirties, said she had no problems with neighborhood segregation. She 
justified her potentially problematic position by saying that people have 
the right to choose where and with whom they live. 

Umm, I think that people select a neighborhood to live in that they are simi- 
lar to and people, you know, whatever shnilarities they find [louder voice], 

you know, it’s race, economical level, religion, or, you know, whatever. 
When you are looking at somebody you don’t know what, what denomina- 
tion they are or what political preference they have, but you can tell right off 
in race. I think that they choose to live in a neighborhood that is their race. 
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NATURALIZATION: DECODING THE MEANING 

OF "THAT’S THE WAY IT IS" 

A frat~ae that has not yet been brought to the fore by social scientists is 
whites’ naturalization of race-related matters. Although the naturaliza- 
tion frame was the least used frame of color-blind racism by respondents 
in these two projects, about 50 percent of DAS respondents and college 
students used it, particularly when discussing school or neighborhood 
matters, to explain the limited contact between whites and minorities, or 
to rationalize whites’ preferences for whites as significant others. The 
word "natural" or the pKrase "that’s the way it is" is often interjected to 
normalize events or actions that could otherwise be interpreted as racially 
motivated (residential segregation) or racist (preference for wltites as 
friends and partners). But, as social scientists know quite well, few things 
that happen in the social world are "natural," particularly things pertain- 
ing to racial matters. Segregation as well as racial preferences are pro- 
duced through sociai processes and that is the delusion/illusion 
component of this frame. 

The importance and usefulness of this frame can be illustrated with 
Sara, a student at MU who used the frame on three separate occasions. 
Sara, for example, used the frame to answer the question on black self- 
segregation. 

Hmm, I don’t really think it’s a segregation. I mean, I think people, you 
know, spend tinge with people that they are like, not necessarily in color, 

but you know, their ideas and values and, you M~ow, maybe their class has 
something to do with what they’re used to. But I don’t really think it’s a 
segregation. ! don’t think I ~ould have trouble, you-know, approaching 
someone of a different race Or color. I don’t think it’s a probIem. It’s just that 

the people that I do hang out with are just the people that I’m with all the 
time. They’re in my organizations and stuff like that. 

Sara also used the naturalization frame to explain the paltry level of 
school integregation in the United States. 

Well, I also think that, you know, where you are in school has to do with the 
neighborhood that you grow up in and, like, I grew up in mainly all-wl~ite 
communities so that community was who I was going to school with. And 
if that community had been more black, then that would be, I guess, more 
integrated and that would be just fine. I don’t ka~ow if there’s any way you 

can change the places in which people live because I think there are gonna 
be white communities and there are gonna be black commu~ities and, you 
know, I don’t know how you can get two communities like in the same 
school system. 
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The interviewer followed up Sara’s answer with the questiou, "Why do 
you think there are white communities and black communities?" Sara’s 
answer was: "Maybe like I said before, if people like to be with people 
that they’re similar with and it means, you know--well, I don’t thil~k it 
has anythh~g to do with color. I think it has to do with where they .... " 
Sara did not complete her thought as a light seems to have clicked on in 
her mind. She then proceeded to change her answer and. acknowledged 
that race has a bearing on how people select neighborhoods: "Well, I 
guess it does [laughs]." The interviewer asked Sara ff she thought her par- 
ents would move into an almost all-black neighborhood. Sara employed 
all sorts of rhetorical maneuvers (see chapter 3) to defend her parents by 
conveying the idea that racial considerations would have never been a cri- 
terion for selecting a neighborhood. 

Finally Liz, a student at SU, suggested that self segregation is a univer- 
sal process or, in her own words: "I do think they segregate themselves, 
but I don’t necessarily think it’s on pro-pose. I thi~ak it’s that, you know, 
zoe all try to stay zoith our ozon kind so, therefore, you know, they get along 
better zoith their ozon people or whatnot [my emphasis]." By universalizing 
segregation as a natural phenomenon, Liz was able to justify even her 
own racial preference for white mates. When asked if she had ever been 
attracted to minority people, Liz said: 

Um no, just because I wasn’t really attracted to them, you know, I’m more 
attracted to someone that’s like kinda more like me. But, you know, and I 
wouldn’t say that, I mean, I like if he’s good looking or not, you know, it’s 
not that, it’s just I’m more attracted to someone white, I don’t know why 
[laughs]. 

DAS respondents naturalized racial matters too, but in general did it in a 
more crude fasltion. For instance, Bill, a manager in a manufacturh~g firm, 
explained the limited level school integTation: 

I don’t think it’s anybody’s fault. Because people tend to group with their 
own people. Whether it’s white or black or upper-middle class or lower class 
or, you now, upper class, you know, Asians. People tend to group with their 
own. Doesn’t mean if a black person moves into your neighborhood, they 
shouldn’t go to your school. They should and you should mix and welcome 
them and everytl~ing else, but you can’t force people together. If people want 
to be together, they should intermix more. [h~terviewer: OK. So the lack of mix- 
ing is really just kind of an individual lack of desire?] Well, individuals, its just 
the way it is. You know, people group together for lots of different reasons: 
social, religious. Just as animals in the wild, you know. Elephants group 
together, cheetahs group together. You bus a cheetah in[o an elephant herd 
because they should mix? You can’t force that [laughs]. 
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Bill’s tmflattering and unfitting metaphor comparing racial segregation 
to the separation of species, however, was not the only crude way of using 
the naturalization frame. For example, Earl, a small-time contractor in his 
fifties, explained segregation in a matter-of-fact way. 

I tl~atk you’re never going to change that! I think it’s just kind of, you know, 
it’s going to end up that way .... Every race sticks together and that’s the 
way it shotfld be, you know. I grew up in a white neighborhood, you know, 
most of the blacks will live in the black neighborhood. [Interviewer: So you 

don’t think Nere’s anything un’ong?] No. Well, they can move, they still have 
the freedom to move anywhere they want anyway. 

A significant ntunber of DAS respondents naturalized racial matters in 

a straightforward manner. For example, Jim, a thirty-year-old computer 
software salesperson for a large company, naturalized school segregation 
as follows: 

Eh, you know, it’s more of the human nature’s fault. It’s not the govern- 
ment’s fault, right? The government doesn’t tell people where to live. So as 
people decide where to live or where to move into or where they wanna feel 
comfortable, [they] move to where they feel comfortable. We all kinda hang 
out with people that are like us. I mean, you look at Detroit, we have a Mexi- 
can village, why do we have a Mexican village? Why aren’t Mexican people 
spread out all over on metro Detroit? Well, they like being near other Mexi- 
can people; that way they could have a store that sttited them dose by the, 
you ka~ow, those sort of things probably together. So, it’s more human nature 
that I would blame for it. 

Despite wi~ites’ belief that residential and school segregation, friendship, 
and attraction are natural and raceless occurrences, social sd.entists have 
documented how racial considerations affect all these issues. For exam- 
pie, residential segregation is created by white buyers searching for white 
neighborhoods and aided by realtors, bankers, and sellers,a~ As white 
neighborhoods develop, white schools follow--an outcome that further 
contributes to the process of racial isolation. Socialized in a "white habi- 
tus" (see chapter 5) and influenced by the Eurocentric culture, it is no 
wonder whites interpret their racialized choices for wl~ite significant oth- 
ers as "natural." They are the "natural" consequence of a white socializa- 
tion process.~ 

"THEY DON’T HAVE IT ALTOGETHER": 

CULTURAL RACISM 

Pierre-Andr~ Taguieff has argued that modern European racism does not 
’ 33 rely on an essentialist interpretation of n~norities endowments. Instead, 
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it presents their presm~ed cultural practices as fixed features (hence he 
labels it as the "biologization of racism") and uses that as the rationale 
for justifying racial inequality. Thus, Europeans may no longer believe 
Africans, Arabs, Asian Indians, or blacks from the West Indies are biologi- 
cally inferior, but they assail them for their presumed lack of hygiene, 
family disorganization, and lack of morality.3~ This cultural racism frame 
is very well established in the United States. Originally labeled as the 
"culture of poverty’’35 in the 1960s, this tradition has resurfaced many 
times since, resurrected by conservative scholars such as Charles Murray 
and Lawrence Mead, liberals such as William Julius Wilson, and even rad- 
icals such as Cornel West.36 The essence of the American version of this 
frame is ’~blaming the victim," arguing that minorities’ standing is a 
product of their lack of effort, loose family organization, and inappropri- 
ate values. 

Since there is little disagreement among social scientists about the cen- 
trality of this frame in the post-Civil Rights era, I focus my attention on 
highlighting what this frame allows whites to accomplish. I begin my 
illustration of this frame with two, clear~cut examples of college students 
who used it. The students agreed with the premise of the question, 
"Many whites explain the status of blacks in this cotu:ttry as a result of 
blacks lacking motivatio,n,, not having the proper work ethic, or being 
!azy. What do you think? The first student is Kara, an MU student. 

I think, to some extent, that’s true. Just from, like, looking at the black people 
fllat I’ve met in my classes and the few that I knew before college, not like 
they’re--I don’t want to say waiting for a handout, but to some extent, that’s 

kind of what I’m like l~nting at. Like, almost like they feel like they were 
discriminated against hundreds of years ago, now what are you gonna give 
me? Yo~ ka~ow, or maybe even it’s just their background, tha~ they’v~ never, 

like maybe they’re the first ¯generation to be in college, so they feel like just 
that is enough for them. 

The second quote is from KiiTb a student at SU: 

Yeah, I totally agree with that. I don’t think, you know, they’re all like that, 
but, I mean, it’s just that if it wasn’t that way, why would there be so many 

blacks living in the projects? You know, why would there be so man}, poor 
blacks? If they.worked hard, they could make it just as high as anyone else 

could. You ka~ow, I just thi~k that’s just, you know, they’re raised that way 
and they see what their parents are like so they assume that’s the way it 
should be. And they just follow the roles their parents had for them and 

don’t go anywhere. 

When cultural racism is used in combination with the "mh~imization 
of racism" frame, the results are ideologically deadly. If people of color 
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say they experience discrimination., whites, such as Kara and Kim, do not 
believe them and clah~ the), use discrimination as an "excuse" to hide 
the central reason why they are behind whites in society: their prestuned 
"laziness." 

Although Kara and Kim used the cultural racism frame in a crude 
form, most students did not. They articulated their culture of poverty 
views in a gentler, at times even "compassionate," way° For example, 
Ann, a student at WU, inserted the frame in her answer to a question 
about why blacks as a group fare worse than whites academically. 

Urn, I guess I would have to say primarily family structure. Maybe it’s not 
[being] able to support the child and, you ki~ow, in school and really encour- 
age. It might be that it’s a single-parent family and it’s.necessary [for them] 
to get out and get a job, you know, a full-time job and work a part-time job 
and still t~y to go to school. Maybe it’s not encouraged as much for, like long 
term, it’s mainly survival. I don’t know, sometl~ing, income; if the family is 
really skimping by it would be really far fetched, well, it wouldn’t be proba- 
bly necessarily the first thing that a child from [such] a family would think 
of, you know, expensive college rather than paying the rent, you "l~ow what 
I mean [laughs]? So, I mean, you know, the priorities are different. 

Although A~m’s argmnents seem "reasonable" (poor people may have a 
different set of priorities than other people based on their economic situa- 
tion), her explanation is wanth~g because it avoids mentio~ing the institu- 
tional effects of discrimination in the labor, housing, and educational 
markets and the well-documented37 impact that discrimination has on 
middle- and upper-middle-class blacks. More significantly, Ann’s failure 
to recognize how old- and new-fashioned discrimination affects blacks’ 
life chances is not an argum~ntati9e slip; but the way in which most 
whites construe the situation of blacks, as evidenced by how respondents 
in both samples used similar arguments in answering questions about 
blacks’ stat~s. 

This kinder and gentler way of using the cultural frame was the pre- 
ferred choice of students. For example, Jay, a student at WU, explained as 
follows why blacks have a worse overall standh~g than whites: 

Hmm, I think it’s due to lack of education. I think because if they didn’t 

grow up in a household that afforded them the time to go to school and they 
had to go out and get jobs right away, I think it is just a cycle [that] perpetu- 
ates things, you know. I mean, I can’t say that blacks can’t do it because, 
obviously, there are many, many of them [that] have succeeded in getting 
good jobs and all that. 

Jay, as most whites, admits to the "exceptional black." However, Jay 

immediately goes back to the gentle cultural argument: 
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So it’s possible that the cycle seems to perpetuate itself because--I mean, 
let’s say they go out and get jobs and they settle down much earlier than 
they would normally if they had gone to school and then they have kids at a 
young age and they--these kids--have to go and get jobs and so. 

How did DAS respondents use tltis cultural frame? Tliey relied on tltis 
frame as often as students did but were significantly more likely to use it 
in a straightforward and crude manner. The following two cases exem- 
plify how most DAS respondents used this frame. First is Isaac, an engi- 
neer in his fifties. In response to the question comparing blacks’ a~d 
whites’ overall standing, Isaac argued that few blacks have the education 
to work as engineers. This led to the following exchange between Isaac 
and the interviewer: 

h~terviewer: So you feel maybe there’s a lack of interest in education that 
black people have? 

Isc~ac: They waist to get a short cut to make money. There’s no urgency to g~t 
education. They want to make, to get money faster than whites. They don t - 
want to take the time to get educated, they waist to get money fast. 

h~terviewer: So they also don’t put the time i~to developing their educational 
skills? 

Isaac: Yeah the way you learn, the way you grow, is the way you become. 
Interviewer: Some people say that minorities are worse off than whites 

because they lack motivation, are lazy, or do not have the proper values to 
succeed in our society. What do you think? 

Isaac: Right now I think our minorities are lazy. They don’t have the patience 
to keep going. 

Ian, the manager of information security at an atitomotive company, 
explained why blacks are worse off tl~an whites as f0!I0~vs: .... 

The majority of ’era just don’t strive to do anytl~dng, to make themselves bet- 
ter. Again, I’ve seen that all the way through. "I do this today, I’m fhae, I’m 
happy with it, I don’t need anything better." Never, never, never striving or 
giving extra to, to make themselves better. 

Ian’s perception of blacks as lazy emerged from his understanding of 
blacks as culturally deficient. This view was clearly expressed in his ¯ 
response to the question, "Do you think that the races are naturally dif- 
ferent?" 

Well I think that genes have something, some play h~ this, but I thh~k a lot of 

it is past history of the people and the way they’re brought up. You look at 
Chinese, if you’re gonna get ahead ha China, you’ve gotta be very intellectual 

i and you’ve g0tta be willing to, uh, to fight for everything that you’re go~na : i i. 
get. Ja-Japan is the same way. For a kid just to get ia~to college, they gonna ~ i 
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take two years of going through entrance exams to get in. Then you kinda 
look at the blacks’ situation. It’s like,’ "Well, because of slavery, I ought to be 
given this for nothing, so I don’t have to work for it, jttst give it to me." So 

culture and their upbrh~ging is the big part of this. 

Although Ian came close to the old biological view ("Well,I think genes 
have something, some play in this"), overall he made use of the cultural 
frame to explain blacks’ status (Asians do well because they "gotta be 
intellectual," whereas blacks believe that because of slavery they do not 
have to work). 

MINIMIZATION OF RACISM: WHITES’ 

DECLINING SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE THESIS 

When William Julius Wilson published The Declining Sig~ifica~ce of Race 
in 1978, he made many whites in academia feel good about themselves. 
Wilson’s main claim--that class rather than race was the central obstacle 
for black mobility--was an argument tl.~at had been brewing among 
whites for quite a while. Yet, whites believe that discrimination exists. For 
example, when white and black respondents in the DAS survey were 
given the statelnent, "Discrimination against blacks is no longer a prob- 
lem in the United States," a high proportion of both groups (82.5 percent 
of whites and 89.5 percent of blacks) "disagreed" or "strongly disagreed" 
with that statement. Although whites and blacks believe discrimination 
is still a problem, they dispute its salience as a factor explaining blacks’ 
collective standing. Thus, in response to the more specific statement, 

.... Blacks-are in the position that they are today as a group because of pres- 
ent day discrimination," only 32.9 percent of whites "agreed" or 
"strongly agreed" (compared to .60.5 percent of blacks). This means that 
in general whites believe discrimination has all but disappeared, whereas 
blacks believe that discrimination--old and new--is alive and well. 

College students were more likely than DAS respondents to give lip ser- 
vice to the existence of discrimination. Because students for this study 
were taking social science courses at the time of the interviews, they may 
have become sensitized to the significance of discrimination as well as to 
the new character of contemporary discrimination. However, despite this 

sensitization, few believed discrimination and institutionalized racism 
are the reasons mh~orities lag behind whites in this society. In general, 
the students articulated their declining significance of race thesis in three 
ways. A plurality (18 of 41) used an indirect strategy of decrial set by one 
of the following two phrases, "I am not black" or "I don’t see discrimina- 
tion" (see chapter 3 for an analysis of the functions of these pl~rases), oth- 
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ers (9 of 4!) minimized racism directly, and yet others (7 of 41) argued 
minorivies make things look racial when they are not. 

The following example illustrates how students tlsed the indirect strat- 
egy of denial. The response of Mary, a student at SU, to the statement, 
"Many blacks and other minorities claim that they do not get access to 
good jobs because of discrimination and that when they get the jobs tl~ey 
are not promoted at the same speed as their white peers," was: 

I think.before you really start talking about hiring practices a~d promotion 
practices, you have to look at credentials. I meal~, you know, I’ve only really 
had one job. I worked for a general contractor so it was basically me in the 
office all day With him, my boss. But 1, h~ fact, you have to look at credentials. 
I mean, 1 don’t know if, you know, a wl-dte person gets a job over a mflnority, 
I can’t sit here and say "Well, that’s discrimination" because I don’t know 
what the factors were. This person got a master’s degree versus a bachelor’s 
degree, or more in-depth training than this person, yOU know? I mean, I 

¯ definitely do not doubt that [discrimi~ation] happens, that minorities get 

passed over for promotions and that they are not l~ired based on their race. 

I have absolutely no doubt that it happens. I thh~k that before you can sit 
there and start calling a lot of things discrimination, you need to look into 

the background, the credentials behind it. 

Rather than stating "I don’t believe minorities experience discrimina- 

tion," Mary suggested they may not get jobs or promotions because they 
lack the credentials. And although Mary, as most wltites, recognizes dis- 
crimination exists ("I definitely do not doubt that [discrimination] hap- 
pens"), she clearly believes most claims are bogus ("I think that before 
.you can sit there and start calling a lot of things discrimination, you need 
to lo0k¯into the backgrom~d, the credentials bel~ind it"). 

The next example is of students who minimized the significance of rac- 
ism directly. Andy, a student at WU, answered a question on whether 
discrimination is the central reason why blacks are behind whites today 
by saying, "I tltink they do." Yet his answer was wanting, since he could 
not provide a meaningful explanation of how discrimination affects 
mi~orities’ life chances. More importantly, Andy’s answers to the other 
questions mi~-dmized the salience of racism. For instance, his answer to 
the question of whether or not discrimination affects the chances of 
minorivies getting jobs and promotions was, "I think that there’s probably 
less than it used to be, but that it still happens. It’s just in isolated places 
or, you know, it happens in different places, but in most jobs, I think it 
probably does not happen." When asked to elaborate, Andy stated he 
believes the reason why blacks do not get good jobs is, "if anything, it’s 
probably education" because "you can’t apply for certain jobs without a 

lot of education." 
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The last example is of students who argued blacks make situations 
racial that are not. Janet, an SU st(~dent, answered all the questions on 
discrimination by denying that discrin~-ination is a salient factor in minor- 
iVies’ life chances and suggesting alternative interpretations. For instance, 
Janet’s answer to the same question, on whether or not discrin-tination is 
the central reason why blacks lag behind whites was: "I would say it 
depends on the individual. I’m sure there are some.., that do and others 
[that] don’t, so .... " When asked to clarify, she said, "Right. But I would 
say for the most part, most of them don’t unless tl~ey, make it out to be 
the case." When the inter~dewer ~sked Janet if she thought most claims of 
discrimination by minorities were a perception issue, she replied: "If they 
looked at it as a different way or something, they might see---might not 
see it as radsm, you see what I’m saying? [interviewer: You are saying that 
they are seeing more than is actually out there?] Right." When asked about 
discrimination in jobs, Janet answered in a blunt fashion. 

I would say that’s a bunch of crap [laughs]. I mean, if the3/re qualified, they’ll 
hire you and if you are not qualified, then you don’t get the job. It’s the same 
way with, once you get the job, if you are qualified for a promotion, you’ll 
get the promotion. It’s the same way with white, blacks, Asians, whatever. If 
you do the job, you’ll get the job. 

DAS respondents used similar argumentative strategies to deny tl~e sig- 
nificance of discrimination. The strategy they used the most was direct 
minimization (18 of 66), ~ollowed by outright denial (13 of 66), stating that 
minorities make tltings racial (11 of 66), and indirect mit~imizafion (3 of 
66). The remaining respondents (20 of 66) include a few who sincerely 

~ ..~. __ -believe discrimination is important (see_chapter 7) and others who denied 
" ~ the centrality of discrimination in their own peculiar way. 

i The first case exemplifies DAS respondents who minimized the signJfi- 

¯ i 
cm~ce of discrimination directly. Jomm, a poor white woman in her fifties 

¯ ~ who works in a large chain store, answered the direct discrimination 
i. question by stating, "I don’f see any in the store." When asked about dis- 
i crimination against minorivies in general, Joann said: 

! I don’t think it’s as bad as it was. It probably needs improvement. What 
i [society] needs is a k~owledgeable crew and I think that is the truth there. I 

¯ ! 
think that the work will have to be done up continually until we’re all one 

[. big happy family. [h~terviezoer: Do you foresee that happening?] It wouldn’t sur- 
I prise me. My great granddaughter might marry a black, I don’t la~ow. I have 

The next case is an example of respondents who denied discriminavion 
outright. It is worth pointing out that all the DAS respondents who used 
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this strategy were from working- or lowermclass backgrounds. Scott, a 
twenty-three-year-old drafter for a mechanical engil~eering company, 
answered the direct question on discrimination as follows: 

I don’t--nowadays I don’t, I don’t really feel that way, I really don’t at all. 
Maybe like when I was yom~ger I would notice it, but right now I don’t really 
feel that there’s too much segregation anymore. If it is because of the person, 
you know, from their past experience. And, I mean, if you got a record, 
you’re not gonna go too far, you know. So then they might feel like "Just 
being held back jtlst because, you know, just ’cause I’m black." 

The interviewer followed up Scott s answer with the question, So you 
don’t thil~k that discrimination is a factor in most blacks lives nowadays?" 
His answer was: "It might be just because of their past and their attitudes 
toward life. But if you just took it as everyday life and just went with it, 
no, I don’t feel it at all, I don’t seeit. I don’t practice ~it and my friends, all 
my friends [don’t] practice it." 

Next are examples of respondents who argued blacks make things 
racial that are not. Sandra, a retail sa.lesperson in her early forties, 
explained her view on discrimination as follows: 

I think if you are looking for discrimination, I tlti~R< it’s there to be found~ But 
if you make the best of any situation, and if you don’t use it as an excuse. I 

thh~k sometimes it’s an excuse because people felt they deserved a job, what- 
ever! I think if things didn’t go their way I know a lot of people have tenz 

dency to use prejudice or raCism as whatever as an excuse. I think in some 
ways, yes there is people who are prejudiced. It’s not only blacks, it’s about 
Spanish,.or women: In a lot of ways there [is] a lot of reverse discriminatio~ 
It’s just what you wam~a make of it. 

Finally, I provide an example of respondents who used the indirect 
mirdmization strategy. Dave, an engineer in l~ds forties who owns a small- 
time employment agency, answered the direct question on discrimination 
by saying: "[laughs] I don’t know any blacks so I don’t know. But, in gen- 
eral, I probably have to say it’s true." When asked for clarification, Dave 
stated: 

Oh that’s a hard one to just, well, I guess it comes down to stereotypes 
though like I said earlier. It just--some people may try to say that some 

blacks don’t work as hard as whites. So, in lookh~g for a job they may feel 
like they didn’t get the job because they have been discriminated against 
because they were black, that’s very possible° That may not really be, but as 
a person, the}, make the assumption. 
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Dave explained blacks’ inferior status as compared to whites by suggest- 
ing that it "really comes down to ~ndividuals" and that he has "especially 
noted that if you want a job, there’s jobs out there." In tl’ds reply Dave 
intimates his belief that racial discrimination is not a factor in the labor 
market since "there’s jobs out there." 

The last case is of DAS respondents who did not fit the overall strategies 
and used sui generis arguments to deny the significance of racial discrim- 
ination. Henrietta, a transsexual school teacher in his fifties, said the fol- 
lowing in response to the question on discrimination: 

[9-second pause] Trying to be an unbiased observer because as a transsexual I 
am discriminated against. I think if people act responsible they will not be 
discriminated against. People who are acting irresponsible, h~ other words, 
demanding thh~gs, ah, "I need this" or "You did this because of my skh~ 
color" yeah, then they will be discriminated against. People who are intelli- 
gent present themselves in a manner that is appropriate for the situation and 
will not be discriminated agah~st. 

Thus, Henrietta suggests tl~at blacks who experience discrimination 
deserve so because they act irresponsibly or complah~ too much. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I illustrated how whites use the four central frames of 
color-blind racism, namely, abstract liberalism, naturalization, cultural 
racism, and minimization of racism. These frames are central to the views 
of whites;yotmg (college~tudent safnple)"a~d :old (DAS respondents), 
and serve thern as an interpretive matrix from where to extract arguments 
to explain a host of racial issues. More sig~ificantly, together these frames 
form an impregnable yet elastic wall that barricades whites from the 
United States’ racial reality. The trick is in the way the frames bundle with 
each other, that is, in the wall they form. Whites, for example, would have 
a tough time using the abstract liberalism frame if they could not resort 
to the minimization of racism frame as well. Precisely because they use 
these frames the way children use building blocks, whites can say things 
such as "I am all for eq3~al opportunity, that’s why I oppose affirmative 
action" and. also say veryone has almost the same opportunities to suc- 
ceed in this country because discrimination and racism are all but gone." 
And if anyone dares to point out that in this land of milk and honey there 
is a tremdendous level of racial inequality--a fact that could deflate the 
balloon of color blindness--they can argue this is due to minorities’ 
schools, lack of education, .family disorganization, or lack of proper val- 
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ues and work ethic. In short, whites can blame minorities (blacks in par- 
ticular) for their own status. 

But what if someone pokes holes in whites’ color-blind story by point- 
ing out that whites live mostly in white neighborhoods, marry and 
befriend mostly whites, interact mostly with whites in their jobs, and 
send their children to white schools or, if they attend mixed schools, 
make sure they take most of their classes with white children. Whites 
have two discursive options to avoid the potentially devastating effects of 
these arguments. They can resort to the abstract liberalism frame and say 
something like "I support integration, but I do not believe in forcing peo- 
ple to do anything that they do not want to do" or "People have the right 
to make their own individuai choices and no one can interfere." Alterna- 
tively, tl~ey can naturalize the wltiteness in wl-dch they live ("Blacks like 
living with blacks, and whites like living with whites . . . it’s a natural 
thing"). As I documented in this chapter, whites mLx and match argu- 
ments as they see fit. Therefore, someone can say, "Segregation is a natu- 
ral thing" but also say that "I believe that no one has the right of 
preventing people from moving into a neighborhood." These frames then 
form a formidable wall because they provide whites a seemingly nonra- 
cial way of stating their racial views without appearing irrational or 
rabidly racist. 

But if the ideological wail of color-blind racism were not pliable, a few 
hard blows would suffice to bring it down. That is why the flexibility of 
the frames is so useft~l. Color-blind racism’s frames are pliable because 
they do not rely on absolutes ("All blacks are . . ." or "Discrimination 
ended in 1965"). Instead, color-blind racism gives some room for excep- 
tions ("Not all blacks are lazy, but most ~e") and allows for a Variety of 
ways of holding on to the frames--from crude and straightforward to 
gentle and indirect. Regarding the former, almost every white respondent 
in these studies mentioned the exceptional black ("Well, Robert, my black 
friend, is not like that"), agreed in principle with racially progressive 
notions ("I believe that school integration is great because we can learn 
so much from each other" or "Gee, I wish I could see the day when we 
have the first black president"), or even joined Martin Luther King Jr. in 
the dream of color blindness ("In two or tltree generations race will disap- 
pear and we wiii all just be Americans"). Regarding the latter, whites 
used the color-blind frames in crude ways displaying resentment and 
anger toward minorities ("Blacks are God-damned lazy") or in compas- 
sionate ways ("It is terrible the way they live in those neighborhoods, 
with those schools, without fathers, with crime just around the corner... 
it saddens me whenever I see ai1 that on TV"). 

The pliability of the color-blind wall is further enhanced by the style of 
color blindness. For instance, if whites find themselves in a rhetorical 
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bind, such as having disclosed a personal taste for whiteness or a dislike 
for blackness, they can always utter a disclahner such as, "I am not preju- 
diced," or "If I ever fail in love with a black person, the race thing will 
never be an obstacle for us getting together." They can tiptoe around the 
most dangerous racial minefields because the stylistic elements of color 
blindness provide them the necessary tools to get in and out of almost 
any discussion. I examine these tools in detail in the next chapter. 
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The Style of Color Blindness 

How to Talk Nasty, about Minorities 
without Sounding Racist 

. lent answers to straight questions; of answers speckled with disclaimers 

:f " : 
such as "I don’t know, but..." or "Yes and no"; of answers ahnost unin- 

-~ telligible because of their higher than usual level of i~coherence. This is 
.: not an easy task and the analyst can end up mistaking honest "I don’t 

knows" for rhetorical moves to save face or nen,ous~ess for thematically 

S ubscribing to an ideology is Hke wearing a piece of clothing. When 
you wear it, you also wear a certain style, a certain fashion, a certain 

way of presenting yourself to the world. The style of an ideology refers to 
its peculiar linguistic manners and rhetorical strategies (or race talk)2 to the 
technical tools that allow users to articulate its frames and story lines. As 
such, the style of an ideology is the thread used to join pieces of fabric 
into garments. The neatness of the garments, however, depends on the 

context in which they are-being stitched~: If the garment is being assem- 
bled i~ an open forum (with minorities present or in public venues), dom- 
inant actors will ,w,,eave its fibers carefully .("I am not a racist, but ~ . .") 

and not too tight ( I am not black, so I don’t know"). If, in co~trast, the 
needlework is being done among friends, the cuts wi]3. be rough and the 
seams loose ("Darned lazy ~iggers"). 

I examine in this chapter the basic style of color blindness. At the core 
of my analysis is the idea that because the normative climate changed 
dramatically from the Jim Crow to the post-Civil Rights era, the language 
of color blindness is slippery, apparently contradictory, and often subtle.2 
Thus, a~alysts must excavate the rhetorical maze of co~ffusing, arnbiva- 
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Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubje~t: Re: CBC - Thank YOU~ 

Th~s Br the invi~on~ 

On Aug 30, 201 l, at-8:28 PM, Strotnan, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank you so much for your attendance/RSVP at the Carolina Black Caucus "Welcome Back" Social. The evening was full of smiles and connections. A 

very sincere "thank you" to Dean Karen Gil, Provost Bruce Carney, and Coach Everett Withers for your continued support and kindness. 

Attached find a Caucus brief note on our next meeting and calendar. Please join, if you haven’t already, and feel free to share our information with 

associates. 

We wish you a great year and continued success! 

The CBC Leadership Team 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

<CBC Communications 8.30.11 .pdf> 
<imageOO:1.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CEI grants 

I found the action, and it appears it was started on 8/22/201:1., and completed on 8/29/2051. You should see it in your 9/30 paycheck. 

Thanks. 

I=rerm Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 4-:38 PM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: CEI grants 

Hi Paula. Do you mean that it has been processed ~n the past {during the past year or so) or it ~s NOW being processed so [ should be on the Iookou[?;) 

Thanks. 

D<borah Stroma~ I~h.L~ C’,LL,r 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing its own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." {R.Ann Schaback~r} 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 4:31 PN 

To: Reznick, SMve; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas 3 

Subject: RE: CEI grants 

f~ust checked with Teresa Wit<inaon, and tNs action has been processed, f don’t have the de[:a}~5; due to rtot being ~n the office. 

F~m= Reznick, S~ve 
Sent= Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:46 PN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L; Goodman, Paula 
Ce= Sieden~p, Nicholas J 

Subject= RE: CEI grants 

Debby - I thought that your CEI grant was processed last summer, but I don’t know the details on accounting questions. FII defer your question to Paula Goodman - 

she processed the CEI award letters. If there’s a problem, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 20~1 3:21 PN 

Te= RezNck, Steve 
C~= Siedentop, N~cholas 3 

Subject= RE: CEI grants 

EH Steve. Did the awards ever process? ~ rnay have missed it in my statements. ;) 

Thanks. 

debby 

"Each day comes tea~ing its o~n giIs. Untie the ribbons." (t.Ann Schaback~r} 

From: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 10:29 PN 

To: Mark Ka~ (mka~@unc.edu); Feldman, Na~ann; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

C¢: Siedentop, Nicholas 3 

Subject: CEI granN 

Mark, Maryann, and Debbie - I am sorry that it has taken us so long to issue your official notifications of your CEI grants. There was some back-and-forth about 

whether indirect costs would come "off the top" of the 55,000, and I’m confident that I have managed to avoid that. I filed an official request for the award letters a 

few weeks ago, and I just sent a follow-up. Bottom Line: You will receive funding for your CEI FYS. 

Steve 

J. Steven Reznick 

Professor, Department of Psychology 

Associate Dean for First gear Seminars and Academic Experiences 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 26, 2011 10:07 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

CHE - IMPORTANT Article of Interest 

.h~t..t.p.~./.c..~.~L~..r.~j.c..!.e~..c....~..Ln~..a..~..t..!~.[~j~.~.~z~B.~.~.~.~.~.[!.~!.~2~.~k~/.~j?sid=cr&utm source=cr&utm medium=en 

Chronicle of Higher E~cation 
September 25, 2011 

Class-Based Policies Are Not a Remedy foe Racial Inequality 

B9 Carsn~ Bgrd, Wornie Reed, (rod E!iingtor~ Grooves 

The election of Baraek Obama seemed a harbinger of a postraeial society, a powerfifl embodiment of a ne~v, colorblind ethos, providing evidence that .amaeriea 

had finally shed its racial baggage. For many people, the Obamas illustrated the argument that middle-elass and affiuent blacks had no need of raee-based 

eonsideration and should be judged without regard to race. 

That argument is not new, of course. The passage of legislation during and after the eMl-fights era led to similar rhetoric, and recent deeades have seen grooving 

support for a elass-based alternative to affit~native action in eollege admissions. We do not deny the injustiee perpetuated by legacy admissions, nor do we 

distniss the need for soeioeeonomie diversib~ in higher edueation. But eonflating elass and race Mll not solve the problem of raeial inequality’. Low soeioeeonomie 

status has not been the basis for systematie exclusion of students from higher education; race and ethnici~ have. 

Denial of aeeess to higher edueation is part of a long history of exclusion faeed by raeial and ethnie minority groups. One eonsequenee for Afriean-Amerieans, 

Latinos, and Ameriean Indians has been disproportionate poverty levels and substantially lower levels of wealth. But even tnetnbet~ of raeial and ethnic 

minorities who achieve middle- or uppet~elass status face diserimination every day. Money does not shelter people from racism. Racial and ethnic inequali~ has 

been part of the structure of out’ society throughout U.S. histm~. We must aeknowledge that disadvantage in the development of eollege-aeeess polieies. 

Many people assume that elass-sensitive admissions polieies Mll increase raeial and ethnie diversity on eollege eampuses, given that g4"eater proportions of 

minorib~ groups are poor. Those people forget that in America, there is no such thing as ~vhat the historian and ethnographer Ronald Takaki called "equali~ of 

eontext." That is, elass-based polieies assume that regardless of people’s raee or ethnieity, they have (and have always had) the same resourees and opportunities 

to prepare for higher edueation as anyone else in the same soeioeeonomie stratum. But disparities in aeadetnie outeomes remain apparent, with poor white and 

Asian-Ameriean students benefiting fi’om higher GPA’s and test scores than those of poor blacks, Latinos, and Ameriean Indians. 

Jonathan Kozol has doeumen ted the inequity experieneed by poor minority students in Savage Inequalities: Children in Ameriec(s Schools (Crown, 1991) and 

The Shame of the Ncttion: The Restoration of Apartheid Sehoolin9 in America (Crop,m, 2oo5). Kozol’s work shows that impoverished ~AYriean-2m~efiean and 

Latino ehildi’en faee an uphill battle to earn their high-sehool diplomas. While poor white ehildren also faee substantial obstaeles, their diffieulties are not 

exaeerbated by raeial inequality" and prejudiee; the emrelation between pove~ and stigmatization is also tnueh stronger for minority ehildren. The stigma of 

poverty’, in eoneert with structural impediments, has consequences for students’ social, emotional, and academic ex~perienees and negatively influences eollege 

readiness. Therefore, when we assume that class-based affi~rnative-aetion policies will automatieally help low-ineome minority students get into eollege, we also 

assume that poor minority- students are just as prepared as poor white children for higher edueation, ~vhieh is not the ease. 

One of the authors of this essay is a white male ~vho was raised in a working-elass family in Appalachia, and very likely would have benefited from elass-based 

admission policies. Yet we all agree that sueh policies fail to recognize that more than soeioeeonomie disadvantage affiiets many minorities in our society. 

Evidence of raeism is every’here: in our biased eriminal-justiee system, whieh has arguably ehanged the life eourse of young Afriean-~Aaneriean men from eollege 

bound to jail bound; in the racial segregation of housing; in the eoneentrated poverty of Aft~iean-Ameriean communities; in the stereotypes and stigmas associated 

with some Asian-2m~eriean ethnie groups; and in the negative experienees of reeent imtnigrant groups to the United States. 

College-adinissions polieies based on soeioeeonomie status are unlikely to inerease raeial and ethnie equality" in higher edueation, and putting them into praefiee 

is like pushing air; we may feel as if we’re maldng progress as we glide fot~qard, but we do little to aeeomplish out’ goal. Sueh an approaeh leaves intact the larger 

sla’uetural problems in society relating to raee, and it limits our understanding of how past ir~iustiees influenee the present and future lives of many people in our 

country. 

Class cannot set~e as a proxy for raee and ethnieib~, or viee versa. Our ~seareh and diseussions about affirmative action and college aeeess sho~fld take into 

aeeount the need for both raee-eonseious and elass-sensitive approaehes. Only then u411 Ameriean higher edueation begin to provide equal opportunities ff~r all 

students. 

Carson B~rd is a research associate in the Center for Race and Social Polic!] Research at Virginia Teeh. Wornie Reed is director of the center and a professor of soeiologg andA.¢?ieana 

studies EIIington Graves is assistant director of the center and an advanced instructor in soeioIogg 

Go Heels, 
Debor.qh Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ www~exss,unc.e&~ 



EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

AdvisoI?" Board Chair~ College gport Research Institute 

lFacult~7 Advisor~ Carolina gports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (~Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robmlson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edw- 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Nominee List 

Warche- Dis1 Alumni Awad Lis~.docx 

HI Debby, 

So far, Warche’ is the only one I have received information from regarding researching the potential Distinguished Alumni nominees, I sent a follow-up message to 

Asia and Malia but I have not heard a response back yet (which I understand). So far we have information on ~el~c~a Washington, and W~l~am Henry RJl]er. ~ would 

recommend we go wRh one of these tot our nomination s~nce t haw~ no current kfformation on the others on ~:he ~st, Let me know your thoughts and then f wi~ 

beg~ writing the nomination which ~s due ~. 

Thanks, 

Nakenge 

Fmm~ Downing, Warche [mailto:wdowning@live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 21, 2011 9:18 AN 
Te~ Robe~on, Nakenge 
Subject= RE: CBC Nominee List 

Hello Mrs. Roberston, 

~ have attached the document of h~formation for Mr. W~]~iam HenW Fuller and Ms. Fe~ic~ A. WasNngton. 

Best, 

Warch(’ K. Dowl~i~g 

The Univet’sit3, ogNorth Caro~i;m at Ch~ [>el HiI~, Class of aot3 

Public Policy (Healt}0 and Political Science 

IJNC-CH HOSA FmmderiPresident ~ 

Ns~timml ttOSA Exeeu tire Council, 
Postsec(mds~wiCoHegiate Boat’d Representatis, e 

(C) a5~--8o9--2533 I www.warehedowning.net 

F~m= Robe~son, Nakenge [mailto:nakenge.robe~on@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 1:44 PN 

Te= Downing, Warche; Nelvin, Na~ia; Johnson, Asia 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah 
Subject= CBC Nominee List 

Hi Warche’, Malia, and Asia, 

The CBC would ~ike to select a nominee for the upcoming 2011 Distinguished Alumni Awards. We have prepared a list of names that we feel may be viable 

nominees. This is where your help will be needed. If you could gather research on the names listed below that would be great. I have attached a table that will 

help keep the information you find easier to record. There are 6 names on the list so I would like to assign 2 names to each person (see list below). 

William Henry Fuller Jr., former NFk player, Entrepreneur (Warche’ Downing) 

Felida A. Washington, Partner K& k Gates law firm (Warche’ Downing) 

Karol V. Mason, US Attorney GeneraVs Office (Malia Melvin) 

Patricia Timmons Goodson, NC Supreme Court (Malia Melvin) 

Richard "Stick" Wiliams, Duke Power Executive VP (Asia Johnson) 

Henry McKoy, NC Secretary of Commerce (Asia Johnson) 

Please return any information you are aMe to find by 9/’21 if possible. Feel free to call me if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your help and all you for CBCI 

Nakenge R~berts~n 

FPG Child Development Institute 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Carolina Black Caucus Steering Committee 

919-966-9722 (office) 

919-966-7532 (fax) 



Name Alumni Philanthropy Activities (ex. Foundations, Previous Awards 

Class charity work etc.) granted by UNC 

William Henry 

Fuller, 
Entrepreneur 

1986 

Research/Bio Fast Facts 

Born March 8, 1962 
He graduated in 1986 with a 
degree in psychology. 
As a senior he had 81 tackles, a 
team-leading five sacks, and 22 
tackles for loss. For his efforts 
that season he was awarded All- 
America and first-team All-Atlantic 
Coast Conference (ACC) honors 
as well as UNC’s defensiveMost 
Valuable Player award. Fuller was 
also a finalist for 
the Lombardi and Outland 
Trophies, special awards 
designated only for linemen. 
Fuller currently owns and 
operates his own real 
estate development company, 
Fulco Development, which is 
based in Norfolk. His company is 
currently working on development 
projects in the Hampton Roads 
region. 
He has four daughters by his wife 
Precilla. 

Philadelphia/Baltimore Stars 
(USFL) (1984-1985) 
Houston Oilers (1986-1993) 
Philadelphia Eagles (1994-1996) 
San Diego Chargers (1997-1998) 

Fuller is a noted philanthropist, who was 
actively involved in programs relating 

to Juvenile diabetes, Special 
Olympics, Ronald McDonald House and 

the Boys’ Clubs of America during his time 
in the NFL. He hosts the William Fuller 

Tournament in Houston for the Juvenile 
Diabetes Foundation. The event has raised 
over $1 million dollars for research to cure 

diabetes, and Fuller himself has helped 
raise over $3 million for diabetes research. 

He has also donated his time as an 
assistant football coach for Frank W. Cox 

High School in Virginia Beach. 

While at UNC, Fuller 
helped lead the Tar 
Heels to three bowl 
games, made the 
AII-ACC team three 
times, and the All- 
America team twice 
(1982 and 1983) 

Fuller was later 
inducted into UNC’s 
sports hall of fame, 
and selected as a 
member of the 
ACC’s 50th 
Anniversary Football 
Team in 2002. 



Felicia A. 
Washington, 

Partner, K&L 
Gates law firm 

1987 

On June 24,2011. The North 
Carolina Bar Association 
presented her with the Citizen 
Lawyer Award. 
Member of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill Board of 
Trustees 
Diversity is another area to which 
Washington is deeply committed. 
She has served on numerous 
diversity committees over the 
years, and is currently a member 
of the Mecklenburg County Bar 
Association’s Special Committee 
on Diversity. 
Received degree in Economics in 
1987 
J.D. from the University of Virginia 
School of Law in 1990. 
She is also a member of the K&L 
Gates Diversity Committee and 
chairs the Charlotte office 
committee. Washington was also 
named in "Best Lawyers in 
America" for immigration law, 
labor and employment law in 
2007, and Super Lawyers 
Magazine for employment and 
immigration in 2008 and 2009. 
Levine Museum of the New South 
(Board of Directors) 
Full r6sum6 can be viewed here 
as well: 
http://www.klgates.com/felicia-a- 
washington/#overview 

As a member of the Mayor’s 
International Cabinet from 2002-05, she 
worked with fellow Cabinet members to 
reach out to Charlotte’s growing 
international community through 
targeted events, workshops, and other 
means. 
Her commitment to diversity in the legal 
profession is evidenced by the action 
she has taken over the years to 
promote diversity in the Charlotte legal 
community. After Charlotte’s legal 
industry received national publicity for 
its low diversity scorecard, Washington 
joined with other Charlotte attorneys to 
lead the way in enlisting law firms and 
corporate legal departments to jointly 
agree to defined steps to foster 
inclusion, recruitment, leadership 
development, retention, and promotion 
of diverse attorneys. 
A lawyer who recognizes the value of 
community service within the legal 
profession and beyond, Washington is 
involved in encouraging the next 
generation of public servants. To that 
end, she currently serves as a member 
of the Thurgood Marshall Fund 
Charlotte Dinner Committee, helping to 
raise funds to provide scholarships, 
programs, and support of public policy 
and advocacy. 
She is currently a member of the bar’s 
special committee for diversity and co- 
chair of its law firm/law departments 
subcommittee. 

Member of the University 
of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Board of 
Trustees 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Webster @gmail.com~ 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CHE - IMF~)RTANT Article of Interest 

Dr. Stroman, thankyou for sending this to me Joe 

On 9/26/11, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
>http://chronicle con~/article/Class-Based-Policies-Are-Not-a/129097/?sid cr&utm source cr&utm medium en 
> 
> Chronicle of Higher Educatiun 
> September 25, 2011 
> Class-Based Policies Are Not a Remedy for Racial Inequality 
> [Class-Based Policies Are Not a Remedy for Racial Inequality 
> 1 ][close] [Class-Based Policies Are Not a Remedy for Racial Inequality 1 ] 
> Ran@ Lyhus for The Chronicle 
> By Carson Byrd, Wornie Reed, and Ellington Graves 
> The election of Barack Obama seemed a harbinger of a postracial society, a 
> powelful embodiment of a new, colorblind ethos, providing evidence that 
> America had finally shed its racial baggage. For man?’ people, the Obamas 
> illustrated the argument that middle-class and affluent blacks had no need 
> of race-based consideration and should be judged without regard to race. 
> That argument is not new-, of course The passage of legislation during and 
> after the c~vil-rights era led to similar rhetoric, and recent decades have 
> seen growing support for a class-based alternative to al!firmatlve action in 
> college admissions. We do not deny the injustice perpetuated by legacy 
> admissions, nor do we dismiss the need ~2~r socioeconomic diversity in higher 
> education But confIating class and race will not solve the problem of 
> racial inequality. Low socioeconomic status has not been the basis for 
> systematic exclusion of students from higher education; race and ethnicity 
> have 
> Denial of access to higher education is part of a long history of exclusion 
> faced by racial and ethnic minority groups One consequence for 
> African-Americans, Latinos, and American Indians has been disproportionate 
> poverty’ levels and substantially lower levels of wealth. But even members of 
> racial and ethnic minorities who achieve middle- or upper-class status face 
> discrimination every day. Money does not shelter people from racism. Racial 
> and ethnic inequality has been part of the structure of our society 
> throughout US history We must acl~owledge that disadvantage in the 
> development of college-access policies 
> Many people assume that class-sensitive admissions policies will increase 
> racial and ethnic diversity on college campuses, given that greater 
> proportions of minority groups are poor. Those people forget that in 
> America, there is no such thing as what the historian and ethnographer 
> Ronald Takaki called "equality’ of context" That is, class-based policies 
> assume that regardless of people’s race or ethnicity, they have (and have 
> always had) the same resources and opportunities to prepare for higher 
> education as anyone else in the same socioeconomic stratum But disparities 
> in academic outcomes remain apparent, with poor white and Asian-American 
> students benefiting frora higher GPA’s and test scores than those of poor 
> blacks, Latinos, and Aruerican Indians. 
> Jonathan Kozol has docuruented the inequity experienced by poor minority 
> students in Savage Inequalities: Children in America’s Schools (Crown, 1991) 
> and The Shame of the Nation: The Restoration of @artheid Schooling in 
> ~aerica (Crown, 2005). Kozol’s work shows that impoverished African-American 
> and Latino children face an uphill battle to earn their high-school 
> diplomas. While poor white children also face substantial obstacles, their 
> difficulties are not exacerbated by racial inequality and prejudice; the 
> cat, elation between poverty and stigmatization is also much stronger for 
> minority children. The stigma of poverty, in concert with structural 
> impediments, has consequences for students’ social, emotional, and academic 
> experiences and negatively irffluences college readiness. Therefore, when we 
> assume that class-based affirmative-action policies will automatically help 
> low-income minority students get into college, we also assume that poor 
> minority students are just as prepared as poor white children for higher 
> education, which is not the case. 
> One of the authors of this essay is a white ruale who was raised in a 
> working-class family in Appalachia, and very likely would have benefited 
> from class-based a&nission policies. Yet we all agree that such policies 
> fail to recognize that more than socioeconomic disadvantage afflicts many 
> minorities in our society. Evidence of racisru is everywhere: in our biased 
> criminal=iustice system, which has arguably changed the life course of young 
> African-American men frora college bound to jail bound; in the racial 
> segregation of housing; in the concentrated poverty of African-American 
> communities; in the stereotypes and stigmas associated with some 
> Asian-American ethnic groups; and in the negative experiences of recent 
> immigrant groups to the United States 
> College-admissions policies based on socioeconomic status are unlikely to 
> increase racial and ethnic equality in higher education, and putting them 
> into practice is like pushing air; we may feel as if we’re making progress 
> as we glide f,arward, but ~ve do little to accomplish our goal. Such an 
> approach leaves intact the larger stluctural problems in society relating to 
> race, and it limits our understanding of how past injustices influence the 
> present and future lives of many people in our country. 
> Class calmot serve as a proxy’ for race and ethnicity, or vice versa Our 
> research and discussions about affirmative action and college access should 



take into account the need :[’or both race-conscious and class-sensitive 
approaches Only then will American higher education begin to provide equal 
opportunities for all students 

Carson Byrd is a research associate in the Center for Race and Social Policy 
Research at Virginia Tech. Wornie Reed is director of the center and a 
professor of sociology and Afi-icana studies Ellington Graves is assistant 
director of the center and an advanced instructor in sociology.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e~ - 
>www.exss.unc.edu<http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration> 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisolN Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty- Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 
Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Czerwinski, Laura Alise <laura_czerwinski@unc edu> 

Monday, September 26, 20~L1 12:23 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc edu> 

CFE Webinars for Faculty Leaders Sept 29: 1) Negotiation techniques and 2) Managing time and stress 

This is a reminder that we will be hosting two webinars for faculty leaders at the Center for Faculty Excellence This Thursday, 318 Wilson Library, CFE Conference Room { Iiole ~i8 is 

Please let me know via email by Wednesday if you want to attend either proqram. We can accommodate up to 10 people in the conference room. 

#1 A Quick and Practical Guide to Managing Your Time and Stress (Directed toward Department 
Chairs especially) 

September 29, 20:11 at 1:1:30 am EDT (:[ndudes Lunch) and concludes at 1 pm 

Led by Christian Hansen, PhD, Associate Dean of Computing and Engineering Sciences at Eastern 
Washington University. 

He is author of an upcoming Jossey-Bass book ¯ Time Management for Department Chairs to be 
released the summer of 2011. 

#2 Practical Negotiation Techniques for Academic Administrators 

September 29, 20ii, starts at 2;00 pm and goes to 3’30 pom, Note to chairs’ the 
presenter is the author of Survival Skills for Academic Leaders which is distributed to 
participants of the Chairs Leadership Program 

i .This~ seminar by.C.K. (Tina) Gu..nsa.lps, a. leading e..xpert on .h.igher-ed.pe.r.sonn..el issues,.provi.des 
ps for ~pp, roac, nmg common s~tuauons ~n un~vers~ues requ~nng negouauon, u~scusses Knowing 
ow ana wnen to 

pegotia.te. (o.r not),, a.nd outlines a three-part way to analyze and prepare for negotiations that can 
De put ~nto ~mmea~ate use. 

YoLt’ll,.t~ke away m.ore effective methods to work with other people in situations where conflicts 
an(:] c~lrrerences arise.,, (From the webinar advertisement) 

(We will have access to this webinar for one week; if you want to see it but cannot make this time, let me know when you can come over 
and I will arrange a showing. Unfortunately I cannot send this to your computer.) 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia--%ylvia frazier@dentistpy.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 12:34 PM 

~gma~l.com’ 

Grape Arbor Foundation FundraAser Not too late 

Seafood Fest Flier.docx 

Hello Again! 

This is the secondand last message that I will send regarding this event ©. I am still welcoming you to attend and purchase a ticket. Please let me know if you 

would like to purchase a ticket today. 

Thanks! 

SAFB 

I am a board member of the Grape Arbor Development Corporation - a non-profit, outreach ministry of St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church of Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina. St Paul AME was originally formed under a grape arbor in 1864 to minister to the needs of slaves in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community. The 
Grape Arbor Development Corporation was established in 2002 to provide community-based programs for youth and adults in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community. 
Today Grape Arbor focuses on providing enrichment and development activities to foster the full development of young people throughout Orange County 
(including Chapel Hill, Carrboro, Hillsborough, Ffland, and Cedar Grove). These services focus on youth and their families. 

I am sending this messag~ to invit~ yo~ to o~r~ndrais~r on ~to~r ~ 2~ ~se~[li~r). Your support of this fundraiser will not only be filled with liv~ m~si~ and 
~l~nti~l seafood, but it will support the continued mission of Grape Arbor. Please contact me if you are interested in supporting by attending or perhaps if you 
wish to give a small donation. 
Thanks in advance!!! 
SAFB 
Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 
Associate Professor 

7450 Brauer Hall 

Department of Orthodontics 

School of Dentistry 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 

(919) 966-2762 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 2:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Michele Leighton <Michele.Leighton@ourclub.com> 

RE: BIT Lunch 

Debby, 

Yes 10 should be sufficient and a room for the group would be great. Let me know if i should ask for Michele when we arrive. Thanks in advance to both you and 

Michele! 

o J. McGhee 
Instructional Media Services, Manager 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
2~2 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919} 843- 4149 
9 J___~_g£ b_~ ~_@_~ ~_g_:g g_~ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent= Monday, September 26, 2011 2:03 PN 
To~ Michele Leighton 

Cc: McGhee, ~ 
Subject: ~: B~ Lunch 

Hi M~chele. If there is a room avalaMe, may we have one? Thanks. OJ ~s coordinath~g this hmcheon so [ am not sure of how many to expect. 

OJ .-?? 10 

9i9-843-0336 

F~m: NcGhee, ~ 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 20~ ~:59 PN 
To: NcGhee, Oj; Stroman, Deborah L; Echols, Karen; @over, Sharon P; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Anderson, Victor L; Pasley-Nieves, Sharon D; Cuthbe~on, Nayhew; Love, 
Joseph E; Melvin Powell; Robe~son, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra; Rob Moore; 3oyner, Jeremiah B 
Subject: RE: B~ Lunch 

FY~ .-- Remk~der for tomorrow’s kmch. Bring your conversations & appetites. H: you haverf ~ atready, please ~et me know i[: you are unable to attend. And if you’d ~ike 

to hw~te others; just let me know. 

BLACKS IN TECHNOLOGY LUNCH 

F~m= NcGhee, ~ 
Sent= Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:18 PN 

To= NcGhee, ~; Stroman, Deborah L; Echols, Karen; @over, Sharon P; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Anderson, Victor L; Pasley-Nieves, Sharon D; Cuthbe~on, Nayhew; Love, 

Joseph E; Melvin Powell; RobeRson, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra; Rob Moore; Joyner, Jeremiah B 

Subject= RE: B~ Lunch 

Thanks to each of you d~at responded to the invite. We’ve derided to break bread Tuesday 9/27/11 C~ the Carolina Ck~b £~ 12 Noon. If your p~ans change or if you 

wo@d Hke to attend and d~d not re@v to the Doodle sched@er, please ema/me. ~ ~ook forward to seeing you next week. 

Thanks Much, 

oJ. McGhee 
Instructional Media Services, Manager 
UNC 6illings School of Global Public Health 
212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 843- 4149 
oi mcghee~, unc.edu 

From: McGhee, ~ 
Sent= Thursday, September 15, 2011 ~:1~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Echols, Karen; @over, Sharon P; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Anderson, Victor L; Pasley-Nieves, Sharon D; ’CuthbeRson, NayheW 
C¢= Rober~on, Nakenge; 3ones, Shandra; Nurdll, Verita L 
Subject: B~ Lunch 

It’s been a while since I’ve contacted you, but I’d like to thank you again for your interest in the Blacks In Technology (BIT) group that we are creating within the 

Carolina Black Caucus. My hope is to use this as a vehicle to network with one another as we engage about technology topics on campus. We are sponsoring a very 

informal lunch and we’d like for each of you to attend. 

We have 2 proposed dates. Please use the Doodle scheduler to identify which date(s) you are available. The lunch will take place at the George Watts Hill Alumni 

Center’s Carolina Club. The lunch is sponsored by the CBC, so all you need to bring is your appetite and conversation. We look forward to the fellowship. Contact 

me if you have questions and feel free to forward to others on campus that may be interested in joining. 

http://doodle.comiyn263sgxygwn~qgd 

Thanks Much, 

O J. McGhee 
Instructional Media Services, Manager 
UNC 6illings School of Global Public Health 
212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



(919) 843 - 4149 

oj_mcghee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ShareThis <notifier@bounces.sharethis.com> on behalf of 

leonaxdmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Monday, September 26, 2011 4:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

leonardmoo~e@mail.utexas.edu has shared: Dr. Leonard Moore - You ~ Dallas 

I’d love for all of you to be guest bloggers on the site. It caters to student-athletes, coaches, athletic directors, support staff, etc. 

Dr, Leanard Moore - You + Dallas 
Soume: dt-leenard-moere~you plusdallas.cem 

Dr. Leonard Moore. Lecturer, 
Motivator, Visionary. Dr. Leonard 
Moore sees the potential in student 
athletes, and gives them the tools 
they need to excel beyond the 
classroom. 

leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu sent this using ShardS’his, 
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